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ABBEYS:    Bath.   133;     Huilw,    269; 
Hoxhaiii.  3S>9  ;  Wuvcrley,  320 

Abtnlfen  :  new  buihlini;  code,  "H;  water 
supply,  4t(i 

Acaut-mv .  royal,  prize  designs,  r>*9,  7S*5 
AccidtnU,  factory,  pi>?vention  of,  Kt2 
Acton  Liistl*'  iw  an  hot'.'l,  '^l 
Adjoining  wulls,  piDtnction  of,  004 
Advances  on  uncomiilotwi  contnicta.Sfi 
Advertidinif  abuses,  society  for  cht»kin<;,5Cl' 
.^^thetic  and  technic  tiutiliiicatiuns,  hi 

Agricultural  surveyor' .shand-b<Jok,  227 
Alexander,  Honiee  A.,  the  late,  21«h 
Alexuudiia,  newly  erected  column  at,  3fiO 
Alleged  overlcaling  of  «|uantitie3  at  Tox- 

tetli,  1,  7,  3r> 
Almshouses,  Bristol,  227 

Altar  screen,  St.  Alban's.  GOG,  612 
Amendment  of  law  of  V;ie<_-tment,  150 
America  and  England,  Uenai-s.<ance  in.  S61 
American:  institute  of  architects,  2S4,  473 

(examinations)  823 
Ammonia  oh  a  fire  extinguisher,  505 
Ancient  lights  cases :  Victoria- street,  512 ; 

Whiteohapel-road,  511 
Angell,  Lewiii,  and  West  Ham  corporation, 

119 

Anglesey,  Snowdonian  water  supply  for,  228 
Angles,  light  and  air.  Oi>( 

Another  defect  in  workmen's  compensation 
act,  i<Q 

Anti(iuarian  societies  :  Cmnberland,  262  ; 

Kast  Hiding,  26*2 
Anta,  604 

Appeal,  "West  Ham  buil<ling  by-law,  895 Applied  and  structural  decoration,  153 
Arbitrations :  Bristol,  785 ;  Dewsbury,  786  ; 
Dumbarton,  512,  .SOO  ;  East  Finchlev,  86  ; 
Gomershall,  611 ;  Hathersage,  118  ;  Hox- 
ton,  786;  Hull,   118;   Launcestun,  HOS; 
Leeds,  86,687,  785;  Margate,  219;  Milt- 
End-road,  678;  Radcliffe,  800 ;  Rother- 
hithe,  750 ;  Skipton.  858 ;    Strand,   7£t9, 
858.  895  ;    Streatham,  800  ;    Upnor,  86  ; 

■Wakefield,  714 ;  "Winsfoiti,  282 Arcade,  Leeds  (Victoria)  510 

Archjeological :      institute    (roj-al)     583 ; 
societies     (Birmingham)    85    (Kent)   85 
(Somerset)  36 

Arches,  hinged  braced,  399 
Arch :  groined  vaulting,  221 ;  Xew  York 

(Dewey)  6t)8 
Architect:  and  builder,  162;  curious  action 

against,  512 ;  fined  for  displacing  pave- 
ment, 353 ;  in  relation  to  fire  prevention, 

829  ;  serious  charge  against,  213 
Architects  :  American  (convention  of)  473, 

(examination  for)  823 ;  and  unexecuted 
plans,  86,  149 ;  and  surveyors,  society  of 
(Shettield)  677,  798 ;  British,  roval  insti- 

tute, 533,  583,  607,  614,  677,  6.h|,  763,  829 
(gains  and  losses)  29 ;  chaises,  282,  318, 
362,  696 ;  claims  for  unexecuted  plans, 
568;  commissions  to,  712;  dutv  to  pupil, 
496,  533  ;  fees,  .s6,  S96 ;  institutes  (-■Vmeri- 
can)  284,  473  (Glasgow)  511;  habilities, 
29  ;  of  Ireland,  royalinstitute,  892  ;  regis- 

tration discussions  (at  A.  A.)  5^16,  533  ,at 
Sheflield)  28  (at  S.  A.,  statutory)  794, 

834;  "signing"  their  buildings,  321; 
societies  i^Bristoll  182,  So5  {De\on  and 

Kxeter)  332  ■  Three  Towns)  8o5 ;  societj- 
of,  86.  214,  228,  332.  366,  432, 440,  581,  683, 
749,  834  mising  the  subscription)  332, 
432,  581;  *'  three  towns,"  691 

Architectural :  asi>ect  of  external  soil-pipes, 
84 ;  UHSo<_-iations  liirmingham)  62i> 
(Edinburgh  ,  6U,  7t5S,  8o5  Glasgow)  405 
476  i^Irelandj  Siti8.  540,619,691.763,855, 
(London;  283,  469,  580.  618,  722,8.S0  (do., 
brown  book)  330  :do.,  conversazione) 
517  (do.,  discussion  section)  35-1  (do., 
excursion  to  Salisbury)  30  (do.,  school  of 
design)  473  (uortheroi  405,691 ;  contracts, 

quantity  bids  on,  653 ;  craftsmen's 
society  iGbisgow)  583,  749,  7I»S,  892; 
envir»»ments,  263  ;  hygiene.  582  ;  photo- 

graphy, 509;  societies  (Edinburgli;  611 
(Leeds  and  Yorkshire)  666,  763,  855 

(Liveipoor  7;'8,  85.'')  .  Xorthuiuberiand) 
262  iPe<jple*s  Palace)  719;  studies  in 
YorkHbire,  6i;';  superintendent,  189 

Archilct  ture  :  and  mathematics,  834  ; 
Dundee  institute  of,  606;  modem  con- 

tinental, 431 
Ardsley.  sewage  treatment  at,  897 

Are  boulders  "  rock  *'  !  424 
Armoured  concrete,  a  new.  579 
Armstrong  v.  L.C.C.,  713,  81*6 
Art:  and  religion,  Sir  Wyke  Bajlisa  on. 

544;  ('hamberhiin,.I..on.792;  exhibitiun, 
church  congress,  468;  French,  a  history 
of,  2m9  ;  in  churches,  472  ;  in  textile 
fabrics,  722;  masters,  (tociety  of,  16<'; 
perfunctory,  121  ;  sui)erflcial,  601 

Artesian  :  bores,  Queensland,  425  ;  well«, 
941 

Aiticles  of  pupils.  822 
Artificial :  and  the  real,  the,  33 ;  ̂ ving 

stone,    German,    ft**  ;     production     of 
asphalte,  72<t ;  stone,  new,  226,  608,  897  ; 
V.  natural  ventilation.  401 

Artisans'  dwellings,  Shoreditch,  676 
Arts  :  and  crafts  .central  sehof.l)  6.  33,  327 

(exhibition)   467    ;froni    Germany)   832; 
society  of,  643   premisi-s)  425 

Arundel  society,  dissolution  of,  251 
Asphalte,  artificial  pnjduction  of,  720 
Associations  :  architectural  iBinningham) 

620  'Edinburgh)  611.  76;i,  855  (Glasgow) 
405.  -I7i;    Irclund;  29.S,  510,   619,   691,  7»a, 
865    London,   28.3,  469,   &*<),  618,  722,  830 

(do.  brownbook'i  330  ̂ do.  conversazione) 
547      (do.,      discussioa      section)      351 
(do.    excursion     to    Salisbury)    30  (do. 
school   of  design)     473    '  Northern     4">5, 
691  ;  British,  at  Dover,  362  ;  clergy  and 
artists'  859 ;  master  builders  ;  Eastbourne) 
798  (Leeds)   262   (National)   85;  master 
house  painters,  298;  municipal  engineers, 
29 ;  sanitary  inspectors,  476,  620 

Asylum  for  imbecile  children,  Baldovan,  605 
Asyluius,  lunatic :    cost  per    bed  of,  86 ; 

l^ancashire,  o92  ;  Rauceby,  Kesteven,  6X  ; 
Tooting  Bee,  ol6  ;  AVinwick,  854 

Auctioneers'  institute,  354,  823 
Authority  of  clerk  of  works,  80<> 
Australian  timber  exports.  328 
Automatic  fiushing  tanks.  313 
Award,  Bimlkiko  Xi-;u-:  designing  club,  432 
Ayr  borough  council  and  their  architect, 497 

BACTERIA,  infinence  of,  on  decay  of cement.  436 

Bakery.  Holbeck,  Leeds.  438 
Band  stand,  Cryatal  Palace,  856 
Bankrupt,  undischarged,  and  his  creditors, 714 

Banks  :  canal,  protection  of,  292  ;  Clacton- 
on-Sea  (London  and  County)  441 ;  club 
designs,  756;  Glasgow  (Royal  Scotland) 

163 ;  Liverpool  (Parr's)  43S ;  Norwich 
(savings)  513 ;  Post  Ofiice  savings 
(Quincy  tablet:  185;  sea,  protection  of, 
60  ;  Yarmouth,  510 

Barge  matches:  Eastwoods',  6;  Thames, 821 
Barges,  cement,  dock  rates  and,  149 
Barton -on-Humber  brick  trade,  546 
Bath  :  Abbey,  west  front  restoration,  433 ; 

discoloured  water  in,  388 
Baths:  Edmonton,  439;  Fulham,  331,  583, 

676  ;  Glasgow,  692  ;  Leitli,  63  ;  LcN-ton, 193;  Nine  Elms,  331;  Poplar.  820;  St. 
Pancras,  368,  585;   Stoke-on-Trent,  619 

Battersea,  Thames  lock  at,  533 
Bay  windows,  117 
Beaman  and  Deas,  Ltd.,  in  re,  800,  858 
Bedfordshire  builders,  some,  59 
Bedworth.  A.  C,  in  re,  424 
Beech:  H.  Aintree,  in  re  249;  red,  wood, 284 

Belgian  artificial  stone,  897 
Bells,  Manchester  cathedral,  787 
Bell,  Wm.,  West  Bromwich.  the  late.  762 

Benevolent  institutions  :  builders',  94,  720'; 
surveyors'  institution,  897 

Berham'pore  waterworks,  283 Bids,  quantity,  on  aicbitectural  contracta, 653 

Bird  Studies,  263 
Birmingham :  archieological  aocy.,  85 ; 

architectural  asaocn.,  620;  health  depart- 
ment ofiices,  63 ;  sewage  disposal 

works,  668;  Tamer's  works  at,  lis; Welsh  water  supply,  55 

BUckjx'oI,  hejilth  congress,  250.  40<i 
Blashill,  Thoma-.  dinner  to,  122 
Blatant  buildings,  717 
Blinds,  sun,  117 
Blomfield,  Sir  A.  W.,  the  late,  682,  614, 

617,  787 

Board  schools  :  Aston  (higher  grade)  477 ; 
Birmingham,  439,  748.  856 ;  Bristol 
(Asldey  Down)  333;  Cheatertleld,  873; 
London,  93 ;  Manchester,  S5-I ;  More- 
cambe,  182;  Northampton,  439;  Wood 
Green  [higher  (?rade)  647 

Bolt,  new  expansion.  251 
Bolt.s  in  cement,  holding  power  of,  li** 
BoHibay.  sanitary  works  m,  679 
Bo'ness.  sanitary  state  of.  425 
Bonnar,  T.,  Edinburgh,  the  lato,  9*> 
Hook  iltustrationa,  97 

Borough  sej-veyor,  position  of.  3«i5 
Boulders,  are  tJiey  "rock  "  !  421 
Bovle,  R.  and  Son,  a  pleasjxnt  i-ecognition, 

212 

Braced  arches,  hinged,  398 
Bracket,  new  ladder,^ 
Bradford  sewage  disposal,  isj 
Bradley,  Chas.  W.,  the  late,  402 

Bradneyand  Lloyd,  Shifnal,  in  re.  249 
Biuwes,  monumental,  619 

Breaches  of  quarry  n-gulations,  160 
Breaking  strength  of  concrete  sUbe  and 
expanded  m<t.il.  328 

Brentwood  induiitrial  school,  drainage  of, 
37 

Briber}',  attempted,  of  L.C.C.  virlutr,  214 
Brick:   pavementu   351,   579;   trade,   576, 

690,  714,  727,  796 

Brickmaking :   companies,  cauti<m  as  to, 
576,  69tJ,  714,  727,  796;  machine   dispute, 

8Cf0 Bridges:    Cabin  John,  Washington,  168; 
cantilever,  156.    224.   295,   35!».  S!iH,  578, 

687,758,866;  N'ew!Mir>'lK>rt   vir-ngthen- 
ing  of;  321  ;  Sunderlaml,  6i»2 ;  Swarke- 
stone  (van^lalism   at     250,  42.0;   Vaux- hall  (old)  390 

Brighton,  screens  at  the  West  Pier  Kioek, 

149 
Bristol  society  of  architects,  ls2.  856 
British  :  architects,  roval  institute  of,  633, 

583,  607,  614,  677,  68l'.  763.  829    ̂ miiis  and 
losses  at)   29;  artists'  soeiety's  exhibi- tion, 574;    association    at    Dover,  362; 
decomtore,  institute,  29 ;  encamj>ment  at 
Wincobank,     186;   fire-prevent  ion  com- 
mittt*,  4i'5 ;  schojl  at  Rome,  751 

Bruekwell  Park  extension,  260 

TSronilev-bv-Bow,  Rutty's  house,  30 
Brown  Book,  the  A.A.,  330 

Biyant,  Gridley  J.  F.,  the  late.  36 
Bufi"alo,  Pan-American  exhibition  :    186  ; 

highest  tower  in  world  at,  193 
Builder:  and  architect,  1*;2  ;  and  architect- 

owner,  642  ;  tlireatens  an  architect.  786 
Builders:  benevolent  in  >tilution.  94.720; 

cathedral,  the,  503 ;  master,  a.ssociatioD8 
(.Eastbiiume)  798  (Leedsi  262  (National) 
85;  master  federation  (Midland;  798; 
some  Bedford sliire,  59 

Building ;  Act,  London  (Cr>-fetal  Palace 
and)  118  ̂ gasworks  buildings  and  678 
(Kennington  Oval  and  149  party  walls 
under)  721,  793  jxjrtico  shelters  and)  606 

(publicbouees  and  6i,>t'>,  785 ;  by-law 
appeal  from  West  Ham,  Kto  ;  n>di-s,  new 
(Aberdeen)  714  (Glasgow)  462,  49S,  534, 
867  (New  York)  361,  679;  construction, 
fanitary,  569  ;  covenant  enforced,  Shoe- 
smith  V.  Dodd,  642 ;  Ic-gisjation,  over- 

lapping in,  717 ;  Nkws  designing  club, 
92,  255,  432,  756 ;  new.  what  is  a.  424 ; 
rear  of  a,  which  is  the,  461  ;  regiilations 
(Glasgow)  667  (L.C.C.)  36  ;  epeciUations, 
sohcitors  and,  161  ;  stones,  permanence 
of  colour  in,  462  ;  superintendence,  57  ; 
trades  federation  (Scottish;  85,  620 ; 
what  is  a,  249.  254 

Buildings :  and  partitions,  fireproof,  832  ; 
and  streets  of  <  )ld  London.  SS<' ;  blatant, 
717;  dual,  and  their  construction,  789; 
executed,  at  Crystal  Palace,  lis,  229; 
height  of,  460 ;  modem,  unrest  in,  89; 
organised,  219  :  quality  in  buildings,  429; 
raising.  460 

Bumell,  11.  H..  the  late,  583 
Burton  sewerage  and  water  supply.  184 

Business  preniiees;  Aberdeen,  na;  Bex- 
hill,  229 ;  Birmingham  (over  tunnel)369; 
Glasgow,  193.  299;  Hadley,  Salop,  fr46, 
605;  Leigh,  Lanes,  369;  New  Brompton 
(co-op.  405;  sidmouth,  873;  Wolver- 

hampton iChubbs'^  473 By-laws :  local,  567,  604 ;  structure  of walls,  1 

CAERWENT,  excavations  at,  389 
Caistor  camp.  ;io4 
Calculating  weight  of  castings,  641 
Camp,  Roman,  at  Caistor,  354 
Canal  :  banks,  expandeil  metal  for  pro- 

tection of,  292 ;  companies  and  their  sur- 
plus water,  612  ;  Manchester  ship,  9t> 

Candelabra,  for  St.  Paul's,  2o0 
Cantilever  bridge,  the,  156,  224.  2'.t5,  369, 

39S.  578,  687,  758,  866 

Cantlev  drainage  pxmiping  machinery-,  148 
Capitols  :  St.  l*aul.  ̂ Iinn.,  607  ;  Washing- 

ton idecorations  in"  531 O'arpenters"  estimates,  2,  59 
Case,  Edward,  the  late,  402 
Cass.  Sir  John,  builder,  364 

Castings :  caleuhiting  weight  of,  641 ;  de- 
tailed estimates  of,  53;t,  575 

Castles :  Acton.  281 ;  Kreuzer-^tein,  621 ; 

Rochester,  fe'2<>;  Stirling,  vandalism  at, 
3Si» ;  SVindsor  ̂ tlre  brigade^  37  ̂ vaults) 425 

Cates,  A.,  and  tribunal  of  appeal,  801,  867 
Cathedral  builders,  the,  603 
Cathedrals  :  Belfast.  388 ;  Brechin,  030, 

h76 ;  Bristol  ̂ reredos  605,  720  ;  Canter- 
bury (Benson  tomb)  36;  Cloufert,  401; 

Ely  ;indexed  illustrations  of)  229 ; 
Norwich,  820;  Omagh  (litigation  as  to) 

678  :  Peterborough,  8'..  748 ;  St  Alban  ̂ • altar   screen     6<.>6,  612  tstone-decay  at; 
37;  Bt.  Paul's  (c;mdelabra)  250;  Truro^ 47,-> ;   Wak.-field,  656 

Cellar,  water  in.  84,  117 

Cement  :    and  lime,    mixed,  for  mortar. 

360 ;  barges,  dock  rates  and,  1 19  ;  effect 
of  salt  water  on.  541.  604  ;  holding  power 
of  bolts  in,  25o  ;  influence  of  bacteria  on 

decav  of,  4:j*; ;  Portland   concrete,  speci- 
fication-for  869    foreign    426  industry 

in  United  Statcsj  37  .morUtrs)  797  ;stacco) 

388 

Central :  school,  orta  and  crufta,  6,  33,  327 ; st^ition.  electricity  supply,  761 Chairs.  441 

Challendor,  Joseph,  in  re,  568 
Chamberlain,  Mr.,  en  art.  792 

Chapels:    Bath     Moortivlda)   8"1 ;  Cardiff 
(Welsh  Calv.  Meth      621  ;  Metropolitan 
ta>X!raaclc,263,  676;  Wellington  (college; 
619;  Weston-super-Mare  (Wefln.)  692  ,. 
Worcester  private,  441 

Chappell.  G.T.,in  re,  80'J 
Charges  :  architect's,  282, 318,  352.  896  ;  for 
making  plans  of  estates,  148 

Charge,  what  to,  mi 
Chalton,  drainage  of,  800 
Chesstun  and  Son,  v.  Gordon,  642 

Chicago,  collapses  of  steel  trusses,  354 
Chimney  :  construction,  steel,  784 ;  desigo 

and  tlieory,  761  ;  Monterey.  183 

Chimney-pot  hat,  Van   Eyck  and  the,  533- 
Chubbs'  new  works,  Wolverhampton,  473 
Church :    tongrees    art    exhibition.    468 ; 

furniture,  763;  house  ,  Liverpool'  12S Chmxhes:  Acton  Bridge  (Bapt.)  193^ 
ancient,  romance  of  our.  761 ;  Arklow 
(St.  Saviourl  261 ;  art  in.  472 ;  Aston 
(St.  James)  4t«:  Bacup  lU.M.F.)  477; 
Bath  (Abbev)  433 ;  Beccles  St.  Benet, 
B.C.)  477  ;  lieckenhain  St.  Michael  62t  ; 
Bedminster  Down  (mission)  163 ;  Belfast 

(Magdelene)  438  ;  Beverley  fMinsteri 
477  ;  Blackpool,  Warley  -  road.  835  ; 
Bootle  (Wehsh  Congl.)  613 ;  Bournemouth 
St.  Andrew)  474  ;  Brvanet-'n  .St. 
Martini  728  ;  Bretteville,  Norrey,  229  ; 

Bury,  Lanes  ;St.  Peter)  676 ;  Cheapside, 
E.C.  (St.  Mar\-le-Bow)  150  ;  Christ- 
church,  Hants  (Priory  129 ;  Clare,  873  ; 
city  rSt.  Michael.  Bassishaw)  786 ; 
CoventT)- 'St.  Michaeli  621;  Derby  (All 

8S.)  621  :  Dunbar.  184  :  Ealing  (Bene- 
dictine) 762  ;  Eastleigh.  510.  SM  ;  Eccles- 

ton  mission  610:  Edinburgh  Congl. 

Evan.)  116  .Episcopal  t>3  ̂ Viewforth  Free) 
474;  Enfield  St.  Luke)  748;  Exy-ourae, 
438;  Exeter  ;Congl.)  610,  693  Emmanuel) 
762:  Ft'-camp  .Trinity  333:  Felixstowe 
i,Pre8bytn.722.  ;  Ulasgow  St.  Margaret, 
mission,  tile  imintings  at)  4i*8 ;  Great 
Lever.  116:  HarksteAd.ill6;  Haslemere. 
184  ;  Heaton  (St.  Uabnel  438;  Hey  wood 
(All  Souls  762 ;  Jersey  ̂ St.  Brelade  9  ; 

Kensal  Rise  ̂ ^\'^ln.)  619;  Kilburo 
(Sacred  Heart  B.C.)  510  ;  Kingston-on- Thames  ;St.  Agatha  892  ;  Leeds  Congl.) 
748;  Linlithgow  ,St.  Michael  513; 
Liverpool  \6l.  George,  fate  ofi  S23; 
Lynn  (St.  Margaret,  rercdos)  748  ; 
Itinchenter  (Presbtn.  606;  More- 
battle,  Kelso,  510 ;  New  Brighton  Em- 

manuel) 605  ;  Northampton  Christ  497  ; 
Norwich  (St.  John  Tiraberhill  63 ; 

Gmagh  ̂ R.C, action  as  to''  167  ;  Seaforth 
(Congl. 1  646;  Shirebrouk  H.  rrinit>-^ 801:  Sledmen^'  St.  Mary  333;  Stjilis- 
fleld,  476  ;  Stoke-on-Trent  ^mission,  St. 
Barnabas)  403  ;  Swansea  (St.  Mary)  441  ; 
Tetburv.  64 ;  Tremayne  (smallest  in 
Cornwall)  760  :  Trofarth  (St.  John)  892 ; 

Wellington,  Salop,  64  ;  Wefitwood, 
Selston,  331 ;  WTialley  Range  (Pr^sbtn.) 

613 
Circular  stairs  and  spiral  vaults,  580 
Cities,  two  great,  a  comparison,  325,  388 
City :  chombexs,  Edinburgh,  762 ;  hall,. 
San  Francisco,  malfeiisjincc  at.  25 ; 
Howaid's  garden,  68«.  7ft4.  821,  867,  895 

Ciril  engineery,  institution  i>f,  511 
Ci\iletti.  l*ri>f.  Bon^^letto,  the  late,  128 
Claims  of  Gothic  and  Renaissance,  610 

Clergy  and  artists'  association ;  S59 Clerk  of  works  :  assault  on,  .'120;  authority 

of.  800 
Clever,  Joseph,  the  late.  437,  496 

Clocks,  turret,  388 Clubs:  Bill  i>iN«;  Nkws  destigning,  92,  255, 

432.  766 :  new  English  art,  M& 
ClubhoU'*e<i .  Uoating.  1S6:  g- 'If  (designing 

club)'.*2;  North  Caniberwell  i  Radical) 
319:  Nottint,ham  Coustitutiooal)  W5 ; 

Burbiton,  97 Codes,  new  building:  Aberdeen,  714; 
Glasgow,  462,  4ItS,  634,  867 ;  New  York» 

361,  679 
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-  in  Cliioafru,  354 

i'r— '.•1        171  :    "•'•■ 

hiuiii  1:.'^;  oxfunl, 
'.on   ̂ muNic,  royal 

r 

C  '■  1  contractor  and  aoairitaiit 

4u]o   r-    r      .*>•* 

Culuur,  jK'ruiiiiK-uce  of,  in  buildintc  stone, 
462 

f'olumn:  Alexiuiilriu,  390;  and  tlieiircli, 
Ifti 

t  'ombinatiun  uf  wiiU-paper  makcra,  214 
<'umm«TciuJ  vulu*-  of  u  Hoa  view,  ii*i 
<'uiuiiui«.Mion  :  hotiM:  agent's,  714  ;  on  drain- 

agv  .•<home,  ■J*<i 
<'oiiiiiu.'«-.i..n>  ;..  .iriliit.vtrt,  712 
C'oi:  ■  itluit  i,H  a,  SO 
G«i,.  ;\er,  ItJO 

i'uiu;  1  «  t  greiit  cities,  32o. 

Compt-oadtion  act,  workmen's:  3A3,  611, 
718;  anumaly,  Hi^i;  anuther  defect  in, 
S6;  up)>iul.  (ilJ ;  continuity  of  employ^ 

inent  m,  750  ;  nuvul  point,  36  ;  year*!i workinif  nf,  76^* 

v''oiiii>ftiiii>Di4 :  IwtOiLstand  l^n'ntiil  PuIho- 
SVi ;  Kank  NurMncli,  savintr'  '>i^  .  bntb> 
(Edm.mtnn ;4;17  Ix-ytou  193  Wiilham- 
ynt-n.  Kulhitiii  3;Jl,  6iSJ.  t^tf  ;  btwinl 
schooU  Jliniiiiik'ham^  tit}.  748,  s:>t) 
(MorecamU'  isj  <NurthamptOD:  43'.t  ; 
BtiLDiN'i  Nku-  duatfpiing  club.  ;ti.  255. 
756,  awarvl)  432  ;  churt?b  ̂ Whull.'v 
Rango,  Pr^btu.^  513  ;  concirt  ball 
(lUiuMgatc  3;fl.  3<i9  ;  countv  council 
buildingM  vE^inbiirKli,  Midlothian  47ii, 
^13,  612  ;  cust'iiu  bouM,-  lN\w  York  rji:! ; 
<lust  ciirt  L.C.r.  IHS  ;  dwelling  Salfonl 
9;  grammar  .•i--h(M>l  .I.icbrti'Id  309;  halls 
{Clare  Market.  I'aismore  I>lwarda  .%33 
'(ilasgow,  8i>rinjrbum)  3s  ;  hou^e^ 
(HudUfradeld,  childrenai  713:  hospitabt 
(Dundef.  fevcri  9  Forfar,  fover)  f>3'2 
;Linlithkri)w.  f*vtr  •>£)  , Totnew cotta^) 
!>,  t>2  ;  Wharfedalc.  fever  t;7t>,  Kjd  ;  in- 
firmjiry  Newi-asllf  -  an  -  Tytu-  125; 
Justice,  depcirtiuont  of  Wjishington) 
613;  Kurxtuit  JIiim«gate;  \>>2  ;  laying 
■out  recreiitiou  ground  (Ilford  5*j*J ; 
libmrifs.  fret^  Hurrauutb  tJ^l  ̂ Blackley 
765  .t'ai-diff,  bninch  !t  Uvd"*,  branch' 
*f2,  S5*>  ;  mark*t4  Hiadfonl  62.  VM 
(Le^il.s  M,  283.  331  ;  Masonic  huUj. 

.Alder^hotj  Ib2.  2^3,  4aS  I^hI^»s3.  0*21 ; 
meclianimi'  institute  Tudsey  84  ;  muni- 

cipal building  and  friM?  librarv  Plum- 

Hteadj  331. -M:.;.  j7.<.  621,  657  :' National designji  and  drawings,  91,  121 ;  oltiee."* 
(L)inni  r.O.C.  677  ;  Owen  Jonfe* 
furniture)  229;  playing  card  designs, 
439;  police  eoui-t  l^>cl)gilphmd  621: 
publichouse  extension  Dundalk  35 : 

public  offices  llendnn^  826  ;  roval 
academy.  7S!i.  7i>3;  Khi_>ol  of  science  and 

art  I  Fntme  ;t,s.  '.MM* ;  shop  seats,  439  ; 
technical  scliools  .Helfa.sl  S>>  (jarston) 
76.%;  town  hall  shoreditch  299;  uni- 

versity t'rtlifomia,  Hearst)  5CS;  verv 
limited,  3:i;  very  unlimited,  81;  water 

sup|>!y  !ind  s.wenure  >  Linsbide,  713 ; 
Wmi  .;'  ■-•  Iianipton    3S <'OI!i; 

toil  ction  and  OTerlapping, 75 1 

<:oncert  haU,  Ramsgate,  331,  369,  765 
roncpete  :  S22  ;  a  new  armoured,  579 ;  floors, 

fir«  test*,  534  ;  Portland  cement,  specifica- 
tions for,  869 ;  slabs,  breaking  strengths 

of.  328 

Conferences  :  master  plumbers,  Leeds,  653  ; 
sanitjir>-  inspectors.  Lincoln,  1S5 

Congresses,  sanitjir>- :  Bhickpool.  250,  400  ; 
Harwich,  Ijo;   Southampton,  119,   185, 

25£t.  296  r       .         .     ̂  
Connection  of  soil-pipe  and  'Irain,  822 
Construction  :  bridge.  158;  hygiene  in,  1S7  ; 

of  dujil  buildings.  789;  river  wall.    15"; 
roads  iind  street*,  582;  sanitiry  building 
569   bouse;  Oo7 

Continental  an:hitecture,  modern,  434 
Continuity  of  employment,  compensation case,  758 

Contractor  and  a^istant  engineer,  collision 
between,  641 

Contractors,  selection  of,  89 
Contracts  ;  advunces  on  uncompleted,  36  ; 

architectural .    . quantity  bids    on,    tvi3; 
Japanese,  risks  in,  1S5 

Convalescent  hom«?s  :  Erii>tol  (Jubilee^  657 ; 
Folkestone  ;Meama    116 

Convention  of  American  architects,  473 
Conversazione,  A. A.,  547 
Conversion,  aeti.in  for.  896 
Conway  corporation  and  their  surreyor.  37 
Cook.  U.  R  ,  M^rxatc.  in  iv,  283 
Cornwall :  and  I  Jovon.  railway  \-iaduct^  iu, 

123;  smallest  church  in,  760 
Corrected  misstatements  (J.  .Sax  and  Co  : 362,  460 

Costly  claim  for  dilapidations,  785 
<  ost  per  bed  of  a.-'ylums,  66 
Cottage  bcKtpital,  Totn*-*,  ;»62 
<^o"?««a :  Houston,  603 ;  Port  Sunlight,  65; 

Walney,  835 ;  wooden,  forrunU  districts 
350 

Country  mansions,  water  supply  to,  7tXt 

^^\'  .<^'^"^*">1    buildings.     Kdinburvh 
taiidlothian   476.513.612,tilt3:  sunevon," 

^  salaries  in  Ir*  land.  ;*> 
Court :  Burkingh.im-gate  iSt.  James'  12^  ■ 

house    poin-    to    court,    505  ;     police vUKjhgilphead   621 

I  ruiip,  improvt.'d  joineta",  50i '  Yet'-,  excivationit  in,  5 
Crov* :  Mytton,  787  ;  river  cominuuication, 

( 'rowded  buildings,  ventilation  for,  297 
•  'rude  oil  for  ro«id  iiitkin^'.  37,  91 

(.'ryatal  palace:  engineering     chijol,  215; 

t'xeiiiptod  buildings  at,  lis, .  *.   :  re-ruof- iiig  the,  619 

Cube  and  square  measurements  in  <]tiun' tities,  822 

I  uckson.  T.  n.,  6heflield,  in  re.  67**,  7U 
<Juniberland  :    iintiiiuarian    souiety,    262 ; 

East,  water  Mupply,  61o 
Cupola,  lead,  784 
rurious  action  a^ni>t  architecf.  612 
Cyprus,  excavations  in.  686 

DAIKY,  218 
I  >alkeith  watiir  supply.  781 
Daiiiagt-s     recovered      for      withdrawing 

tender,  713 

Oamp,  496.  604,  641 
1  taiiu,  reservoir,  steel,  v.  maaoor}',  665 
I  ).ingers  of  electricity,  Siw 
Datum,  Ordnance.  282 
Dtane,  Sir  Thoa.  X..  Uie  late,  6ia  634 
l>ecay  of  cement,  influence  of  bacteria  on, 

436 

Decoration :    gesso,  213;    structural    and 

applied,  163 Decorations,  Washington  Capitol,  5S4 
I>eeorators,  British,  institute  oi,  29 

Ih-fei't,  another,  in  workmen's  compensa- tion act.  86 

IVinarcation  of  joiners'  work,  604 
I  )eptford,  L.C.C.  n|H>r  man's  hotel,  761 
Derrick  v.  scatloloinu',  15S 
Dcrwtnt  water  scheme.  So 
Design:  A.A.  school  of,  473;  applied  to 

material,  609 

Designing  club,  Bi'ILMno  Nkws,  92,  255, 432,  766 
Designs:  baths  (Walham  Green,  Fulham) 
645;  Brii.inst.  XKw-club,  92,   255,  756; 
municipal  buildings.  Plunis^-ad,  566, 573 ; 
Xatiomd  competition,    91,    121  (mauso- 

leum   8ti9;    playing  card,  439;    public 
offices   (Hendon    826  ;  royal  academy, 

789.  7!I5 
Destructors,  refu^e,  797 
Devon  :  and  Cornwall,  railway    viaducts 

in.  123  ;  and  Exeter  architects*  society, 3;J2 

Dial,  sun,  2S2 

Diaries,  ilndson  and  Keams*,  872 
Dilapidations,  costly  claim  for,  785 

Dilatory  tactics,  guanlians*,  643, 
Dinner  to  Thomas  Blishill.  122 
Discharge,  sewage,  822 
Discoloureii  water  in  B:ith,3:S 
Discussion  section,  A  A.,  35t 

Diseusjfions   on    ari^hitects'     registra.tion : 
A.A.,  506.  633;  Sheftield,  28;   Society  of 

architects.  791,  "^il Disease  in  relation  to  earth,  air,  and  water, 
461 

Dispute,  604,  641 
Dock  gates  and  cement  barges,  149 
Docks:  Aberdeen,   pontoon^  212;  BaiTow 

;gra\-ing  212;  Carlitl  -  Bute    390:  Hall 
^Uexandra)    96  ;    Leith,    656  ;     Troon 
gra\ing;  64 

DoQman.  T,  T  ,  the  late,  892 
Donnelly,  Sir  J.  F.  D..  retirement  of,  30 

Door,  Van  Kannell  i-evohing,  34 
Do'jrs.  fire  tests  of,  544 
Dorchester,  Roman  pavement  at,  281,  32is 

3i4,  426 

Dover,  British  association  at,  .162 
Drainage :   scheme,  commission  on,  282 ; 

works,  liability  for,  678 

Drain :  and  soil-pipe,  connection  of,  822 ; 
test,  eclipse,  €*)S 

Drapen-,  studies  of,  333 
Drawing,  freehand,  test  i>apers  in,  227 

Drawings  :    Finn's    water    colour,    618 ; 
Xatiooal  competition,  91,121  ;  titles  on, 
224 

Drill  halls:  Aber<ieen    Artillerv  V.^  319: 

Falkirk,  sjo  ;  Gateshead,  183  * Dryden,  Sir  Henry  E.  L.,  the  late,  96 
I>r>-  or  wet  meters,  677 
Dual  buildings  and  their  construction,  789 
I  )ndley.  art  exhibition.  3^ 
I  lundalk  councillors  and  their  post  office, 320 

Dundee  institute  of  architecture,  666 
Dust  cart  cpmpetitioa,  LCC,  185 
Duty  of  architect  to  pupil,  496.  533 

Dwellings,  workmen's  :     Abenloen,    762  ; 
Bangor,  193  ;  Blackley,  Manchester,  823  ; 
Ealmg,  438  ;  Glai*gow.  390 ;  in  Italv,  8S9  ; 

LCC.  and,  284,  714.  S'y.t ;  municipal,  :J5I 
London  vestries  and   s:(7  ;  Oxford,  569 ; 

SaIfoxd,9;  Shoreditch,  678 

Ejectment  law.  amendm-.-nt  of.  15" 
Electric  :  lifts,  New  Brighton  towt-r,  1G<'; 

lighting    (installation)    213     orders)    613 

station,  IMinbur '!■    <."'.     tntition  and 
obsen-atorifs,  6V,'  bit-nt.  160 

Electricity  :  and  it-  .  wrlding 
railsby,  «;85;  woul      -       „  .-).  212 

Electrolysis :  677,  868  ,  ul  water  laiuns,  786, 

795.  8!>7 
Elephant  for  street  cleansing,  1S5 
Kllind  scwt-mge.  822 
Lly  cathtdnil,  indexed  illustrations  of,  220 
Mmbankinent,  xea,  Hodbarrow  mine**,  87 
Ktnblev  v.  Mollt-y,  nil 
I'Ltui>liiLsis  and  expression,  Htnictural,  825 

Engineering  Si^'hool,  ''rj-stjil  Palace,  216 
I'.ngincfi^  :  civil,  institution  of.  511  :  muni- 

cipjil.  !ts>-:t»ciation,  2^»;  society  of.   .59,798 
England  and  ̂ Vmerica,  Renaissance  in,  861 
lOnglish  toi>ls  lit  Paris  t'xltibition,  857 
Kuvii-oniiu-nts,  iirchitectunil,  253 
KithesUH,  excavations  at,  I9h 
Erith-Wennington    Thatni-s  tunnel,  751 
E-*tates,  cliarge  for  making'  plans  of,  148 
Ilstmuites  :  2,  58,  99,  161.  IHy.  22'».  254,  288, 
321,358,394,430,   465,  5*)2.  539.576,  610, 
646,  <«2.  71K.  764,  79ii,  827,  8-12;  priced, 
at  Llandudno,  799,  826 

Examinations :    for  Am>>rican  architects, 
S23  ;  in  sanitary  Bcit-ncc,  182 

Excavations  :  I'yprus,  (>85 ;  Ephesus,  498  ; 
JIailes  vVbbey,  25!' ;  Melos  ami  Crete,  6  ; 
Ronie    Forum)  751  ;  Vriconiiira,  607 

Excursion,  A.  A.,  to  Salisbury,  So 
Execution,  imperfect,  393 
Bxcmpted  buildings  at  Crystal  Palace,  116, 

219 
Exeter  Guildhall  n-stonition,  461,  497 

Exhibitions;  arts  ;md  crafts  'N'trw  Gallery) 
4t;7  ;  Birmingham  (Turner's  wi>rks)  118; 
Buffalo  '^Pan-American  l.s*i  hi^'h  tower 
at)  498 ;  church  congr.'H.s,  4-;,^  ;  Dudley 
(art)  389;  ecclesiastical,  1-s.) ;  (ilasgow, 
390  ;  Holland  gallery,  432  ;  Kendal 
[decorative  art)  119;  New  I^nglish  art 
club,  6*6;  Paris  British  art  at)  859 
(English  tools;  857  tire  resisting  mate- 

rials) 320  (Pompeii)  425 ;  phittographic 

salon,  361;  Himington's  water-colour 
drawings.  607,  612  ;  royal  society  of 
British  artists,  574  ;  school  board,  653  ; 
society  of  oil  painters,  5:17  ;  water  colour 

drawings,  Finn's,  648 Expanded  metal :  726  ;  breaking  strengths 
of.  328  ;  for  the  protection  of  canal  banks, 

Expansion  :  bolt,  new,  251  ;  joint,  new,  U9 
Exploration  fund,  Palestine,  37 
Exports,  Australian  timbtr.  328 
Expression  and  emphasis,  structural,  825 
External  soil-pipes,    arcliitectui^y  con- 

sidered, "^i Kxtiti'^ruisher,  Are.  ammonia  as  a,  505 
Extraordinary  traffic,  damages  for,  785 
Kxtra3.  822 

Eyck,  Van.  and  the  chimney-pot  hat,  533 
Ezard,  H.  K.,  Poulton,  in  re,  213 

EALING,  Minor  House  Park,  462 
Ei.-tbouraemaster  builders' association,  798 
Ei>t :    Cumberland    water    supply,    61" ; 

Finchley,  arbitration  award,  86;  Riding 
antiquarian  sxiety.  2*;2 

K-;i>twood's  barge  matches,  6 Ebony.  611 
Ecclesiastical  exhibition.  185 

i:cclesiological  society,  St.  Paul's,  79S 
Eclipse  drain  test,  tjtii 
E<^nomtcs,  London  school  of,  643 
Edinburgh  :  architecturni  association^  511, 

763, 855  (society  511 ;  city  chambers,  762  : 
county  council  buildings,  476.  513.  612. 

693  ;    Lodge  No.  1  tercentan-,  37  ;  notes 
from.  435.  971 ;  Tails  reservoir  contract, 
332,  568.  784.  858 

Effect  of  salt  water  on  cement,  641,  604 
I-?yp*.  earliest  history  in.  498 

FACTORY  :  accidents,  prevention  of, 

872;  Bath  Ciibinet-makei"s    9 Fan  for  \entilatin^'  restaurant.  211 
Farm  buildings,  modem,  701 
Faulty  flats,  118 

Fe&s,  architects',  86,  896 
Fence,  quick  and  dead,  750 
Fever  hospitals :  Dundee.  9  :  Forfar,  532 ; 

I./eeds  ;8mallpox'  33<;» ;  Linlithgow,  229 ; 
Nelson,  531 ;  Beigate.  403 ;  Tooting 

Grove   320  ;  'Wharfedale,  676,  856 "  F.I.A.S.,*'  677,  712 
Finsbury,  collapse  of  a  building  in,  8.58 
Fire  :  brigade,  Windsor  Ca*<tle.  37  ;  ex- 

tinguisher, ammonia  as  a.5<t5;  preven- 
tion (architect  in  relation  to  829 

(committee,  British,  405;  prot-'ction 
society,  Pan-Russian,  284 ;  resisting 
materials,  at  Paris  Exhibition,  32t> ;  risks 
in  larse  stores.  260  ;  stations  IpNwich: 
461  .  Maida  Vale  820  Sheflield  97  ;  tests 
concrete  and  iron  5:^1  doorii  5(4  , floors 

and  partitions  158,  865  u'lass  433  glass, 
non-inflanuible  wood  and  .^lag-woolj  loO 

Fireplaces,  old.  Bristol,  8i5 
Fireproof:  building,  712;  buildings  and 
partitions.  832  ;  material,  new,  897 ; 
shutters.  31 

Fittings  :  sanitan",  388 ;  special,  460 
Fixing:  inmwork  in  stone,  213;  metal 

screws  in  stone.  498 
Flats:  Campden  Hill-Conrt,  333;  faulty. 

118;  Kensinnfon-s.(uin\  729 
Fleet-street.  Wolsev's  Palace.  679 
Fletcher.  Prof.  Banister,  the  latt',  28 
Fl'mting  clubhouse,  a,  186 
Flockton,  T.  J..  Sheflield.  r.is 
Flooring,  wood  block,  i'M    varnishing   117 
Floor,   marble-tiloi.  incru>tation   on,  822," 
Floors:  and  jKirtitions.  711  Are  tests  of 

158,  865  ;  gas-pijie  channels  in,  750  ;  oak, 

5;j;i Flour,  wood,  354 
Flushing  tanks,  automatic,  318 

Fogerty.  Joseph,  the  late,  298 
For»'ign  cement.  426 
Fon'jtn",  national.  715 
Forfar  fever  hospital,  532 
Formation  of  streets.  .Vruistrong  v.  L  C.C., 

713.896 

Forum,  Rome,  excavations  in.  751 
Fountain  :  i'harlbury.  729  ;  Finabury 

square.  768 Frankland.  Sir  Edward,  the  late.  214 
Freehand  drawing,  test  paix^rs  in,  S27 
Free  libraries  :  Baniiouth,  621 ;  Blackley. 

7'>5  ;  Bristol  branch,  12S  ;  Cardiff 
.branch  9,  8'>l  ;  Clitberoe.  22J  ;  l.eeds 

^branch)   62,  856  ;    Newcastle-on-Tyne 

.Victoria,  97  :  I'lumiteid,  .ill,  566,  573, 
621,657;  Port  Elizabeth,  547;  Stratford, 
{burning  of   569 

French  ait,  history  of,  289 
Frontage.  641 
Furniture :  church,  763  ;  sketches,  65,  547 

GABLE,  857 tiains  and  losses,  R.I.B.A.,  29 
Galleries  :  ll'jiland.  flne  art,  432  ;  National, 
389  British  art.  Tate)  748  of  Irebind) 
354  portrait  30,  118,  461  ;  Scottish 

S'ational,  Hj-'J 
Garden  city:  Ilowaid's,  686,761,821,857; 

no  room  for  R.l.B  A.  in.  895 

Gaa  :  co.'s  unsuccessful  libel  action,  160  ; 
r,.ondon  price  of.  185  :  ]}i\n^  channels  in 
floors,  750 ;  works  buildings  and  the 
Ijuilding  act,  678 

Gasometer,  is  it  a  building  '.  87 

Gateway,  Lincoln's-inn,  a6l Gems,  tne  Marlbon»ugh,  37 
Geological  survey,  the,  222 
Geometn-  :  textbook  on,  22T  ;  test  papers 

in,  227" 

(rerman  artiflcial  paving  stones,  608 
Germany,  art^  and  crafts  from,  832 
Ge«Mo  decoHition,  213 
Girder,  how  to  carry  a  long,  W93 
Glasgow  :  architectural  association,  4'>5, 

476 ;  architectural  craftsmen's  socivty, 
683,  749,  798.  ̂ Ji  ;  building  code,  462,  498, 

534,  867  ;  corporation  tramways,  37  ;  ex- 
hibition, OlMj ;  institut'^-s  an:hitects*^  511 

(measurers';  4|i»;  twL*nty  years'  progress 
in,  643  ;  workmen's  dwellitigs,  394 1;  year's 
building  in,  43H 

Glass  :  fire  tests,  150,  433  ;  painted  (Swin) 

801  ;  pavement,  224 Gla/e,  leadless,  1.50 
Golf  clubhouse,  club  designs,  92 
Gothic  :  and  Renaissance,  claims  of,  610  ; re  rival,  606 

Grammar  schools :  Bridlington,  212 ;  Lich- fleld.  869 

Graphic  :  means  for  obtaining  stress,  822 ; 

statics,  "fio 
Grates  and  stoves,  Manchester,  258 
(ira\*ing  docks  :  Barrow,  212  ;  Troon,  64 
Great  Central  Railway,  new  route  to London,  30 

Greek  tcmpb-s,  orientation  of,  88 
Green  Townley,  the  late,  474 
Grinstcad   v.  Small,  785 
Grimthorpe,  Lord,  illneis  of,  283 
Groined  ari?h   vaulting,  221 

Grooves,  professional,  321 
Guanlians*  dilator}*  tactics,  643 
Guildliall.  Exeter,  461,  497 
Guild  of  liandicraft,  Birmingham,  677 

HAILES  Abbey,  excavations  at,  259 
Halifax  school  bd  ,  and  their  architect,  603 

Hall  of  records.  New  York.  5"8 
HolU  :  Aldershot  Mas*»nic  182,  263,  4')5 ; 
BUckpool  Masonic  471;  Clare  Slarket 
(Passmore  Iviwards  5s3  ;  Dublin  City) 

<J05 :  Glasgow  Sprin^burn  38 ;  i'-th- Wood,  Bolton,  859;  Kirkcaldy  Smith 

and  Beveridge'i  474;  Lee^ls  Ma-sonic) 
583.  621.  752  ;  Neib*ton,  S2«i :  Port  Eliza- 

beth (Savage  meml.)  517 ;  liimsgate 
(concert;  331,  369,  765;  West  Kirby 

public;  676 Uampstead    vestry    hall,  ventilation    of, 

S23 

Hampton  :    Court,  Verrio    Redivivus   at, 
86  ;  sewerage  works,  512 

Handicraft,  guild  of.  Birminuhani,  577 
Hapgood,  Melvin,  H.,  New  York,  the  late, 

62 

Harbour,  Seaham,  262 

Hardening  piaster  of  Paris,  222 
Hardwood  joiner}-,  254.  2S8.  321,  353 
Hartley :    John  E  ,  the  late,  2tU ;   street 

doctors  and  wood  paviog,  569 

Hat,  chimney-ixjt.  Van  Eyck  and,  533 
Hathersage,  arbitration  c;ise.  118 
llaydon  Bridge  water  supply,  at>S Heads,  stone,  84 

Health  congress,  Blackpool,  250,  4<h) Heating,  611 

Hedsor,  pile  dwellings  at,  250 
Height  of  Buildings,  160 
Hems.  Harry:  cold-shouldered,  214;  his 

lucky  horseshoe  feast.  823 

Hendon.  sewerage  works,  2">i 
Herring-bone  work,  >_t7 
Hexham  abbey,  .399 
Hind,  F..  Belvedere,  in  re,  249 

Binged  bnn^ed  arches,  39S Historic  ornament,  rminual  of,  402 

History  of  French  art.  ■>:» Hodbarrow,  sea  embankment,  87 
Holb-jm-Strand  thoroughfare,  3 

Uoldine  iK)wer  of  bolts  in  c.-ment,  25'l 

Holland  tine  art  galler>-.  4:i2 Uolywell-stroet  improvement,  714,  751, 
758,  799.  895 

Homes;  artiste  ̂ Haile*.  Eraser;  129; 

children's  Huddersfleld  713;  con- 
valescent Bristol,  Jubilee  657  Folke- 

aton"?,  Meams  116  ;  incurables  ;Leam- 
ington)  29;  of  rest  .Bangor,  Co.  Down) 

298;  workmen's,  395 Homblower  v.  Brocklebank,  unexecuted 

plans,  149 
HosiHtals :  Dundee  fever  9 ;  Forfar 

(fever  632 ;  Ipswich  Jubilee  wing;  646 ; 
Leeds  (small  ix>x  3:)0;  Linbtbgow 
(fever)  229;  Liscard  central  63;  Nelson 
I  fever  534  :  plenum  ventilation  for.  297  ; 

Iteigate  fever  413 :  Rhyl  Alexandra) 

116;  St.  John's  W.kkI  SS.  John  and 
Elizabeth  163;  smallpox,  injunction 
against,  678;  Tooting  (fever;  320;  Totae* 
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^fotta^'e    !i,  62  ;  Vt_-ntnor  ̂ comtunptivesj 
183;  Whaifedale   fever   670,856:  York, 

Hotels  :  Brook-8t.,  \V.  (Cliridae's)  B5,  157  ; 
£dinbiiiKh     royal  liritiali     «.■« ;  Hiirro- 
pite  JIu.i,-Htii',  1«3;  Hove,  ."illi;  l^ici'ster- 
x'iuare  (jnitiil;  3<j5,  441 ;  Moxeley  'Kight- 
intf  (.)<k»    7i;5;    Mullion     Poldhu)  63 ; 
Pall  Mall   Carlton    « 

Hot  water  taps,  jtackiog  for,  604 
Houle,  Jo«iah,  the  Into,  437 

House ;    ajycnt's    conitni-sidoD,     714 ;     con- 
Htruction,       i«initar>-,      607 ;      painters, 
Xatjonal  aj«.Hoeiution  of,  -JUS ;  sewer  trap, 
is  it  neceiwiry  .'  793 

Houses  :    Bi'Jforil,   729  ;  BromJcy-b)-Bow 
(Tudor   d*> ;  Bromley  Oruuge,  6H5 ;  Caen 
(df  Vuloin,    129;     Oami>ileD    Hill-ti.urt 
(flata     333 ;  tTa)T)at«li,    Riilgeway,  361  ; 
Darlinifton,  South-End  Hitate,  163  ;  I)ix- 
cot.  Tooting,  S73;  IJumfries,  Ayrshire, 
227  ;  Edwalton,    263 ;    Oablcs,   Iteading, 
163:    Oullane.   «36 :     Hall   i'-th'-Wood, 
BoltoD,    859;    Hamilton,   Victoria  Em- 

bankment, 513  ;  Hill-st.,  W.,  65  ;  Kersal, 
lIancLest<"r,  3«li ;    Kingsburj-,   229  ;  Ijjs 
Fraeoas.  Santander.   401  ;     Ijtuderdale, 
Alders(,-ate-tt.,    18G  ;    Manchester    ,old 
477;  Newark.  '.I7 :  New    York    .Andrew 

Carnegie's   3.VI ;  of  I'arliameut   Welling- 
ton,  X.Z.j  63  ;  Did  .Sauchie,   re»toration 

of,  37  ;  Oxford,   765;  Howton,  Hammer- j 
smith,  721 ;  St.  Jamtti'   court.   Bucking-  : 
llam-gate,  129  ;  .Seacroft.    Milford  -  on  - 
Sea,    163;    Sibbertoft,    729;  .Sidmouth, 
873;  Walsall,  193 ;  Whitevale,  Didsburr. 

.  299 ;  Woolacombc,  327 
Hou-sing  :   municipal,  in  Ix>ndon.  644  ;  of 
working-classes  act,  60C ;    (juestinn    (at 
Tooting)    714.    859   (in    Walworth)   320 
itnule  unionists  und)  498 

Howard's  garden  city,  686,  764.  821,  857 
How  to  carr>-  a  long  gilder,  803 
Hudson  and  Keai-ns'  diaries,  822 
Huggett,  Thos.,  the  late,  762 
Hull  arbitration  award,  118 
Hulse,  H.,  Winsford,  in  re,  149 
Hydraulic  power  for  Manchester,  96 
Hygiene  :  architectural,  582 ;  in  construc- 

tion, 187 

IIjFORD  joint  water  board,  858 
Illustrations,  indexed,  of  Ely  cathedral,  229 Imperfect  execution.  393 
Imperial  institute,  London  university  at, 150 

Improved  joiners'  cramp,  5C8 
Improvement  scheme  for  Westminster, amended,  503 
Incorporated  institute,  British  decorators, 29 

Incrustation  on  marble   tiled  floor,  822 
Incurables'  home,  Leamington,  29 Indexed  illustrations,  Ely  cathedral,  229 
India,  survey  work  in,  251 
Indicators,  tramway  station  street,  119 
Infirmaries  :  Newca.stle  -  on  -  T>Tie.  125 ; 
Omagh,  6'J2  ;  South  Shields  (Inghamj 
510  ;  Toxteth  :workhouse)  1,  7,  35 

Intluenre  of  bacteria  on  the  decay  of cement,  436 
Tnigo  Jones  redirivus,  94 
Indian  patent  stone,  608 
Injunction  against  smallpox  hospital,  678 
Inns:  Hanham  (Jolly  Sailor)  1.-%  Hot- 

wells,  Bristol  (General  Draper)  801 ; 
Tonbridge    Old  Chequers!  477 

Instillation,  electric  lighting,  213 
Institutes :  American  architects,  284  • 
arehieological,  ro>-al,  583;  architects  of 
Ireland,  royal,  892  ;  architecture  Dun- 

dee) 666;  auctioaeere,  3>1,  823;  British 
architects,  royal,  633,  5S3,  607,  614,  677, 
6M,  763,  829  (gains  and  losses  at)  29  ; 
British  dccoratoi-s,  29 ;  Glasgow  architects, 
511;  public  health  ;  Edinburgh,  Usher 
403;  Imperial,  utilised  at  last,  150; 
Longton  (Suthtrland)  605  ;  measurers' 
(Glasgow)  440;  luechanica'  (Pudaey)  81; 
religious  Jlanchcstor)  !) ;  sanitary,  191  ■ 
village  [Ticehurstj  9 

Institutions ;  builders'  benevolent,  94 ; 
civil  engineers'.  511 ;  surveyors',  405.  511, 
652,  897  J        •        ■        , 

Instructions  t«  obtain  tenders,  282,  318 
Ireland  :  arcliitectural  association  of,  298. 

540.  619,  Kill,  7&3.  855  ;  counlv  surveyors' 
salaries  in.  30 ;  Xatiomil  gallerj-  of,  351; 
royal  institute,  architects  of,  S92 

Ironmongery  estimates,  394,  430,   465,  502 
Ironwork  :    estimates.  610,   6(6,  682,   718  • 

fixing  in  stone,  213 

Is  a  :    gasometer  a    building  ;  87 ;  hou.se 
sewer  trap  always  necfcssarj"  ?  7i»2 

Italy;    sketches    in,    835;  working    class 
dwelliog.-i  in,  8U9 

Ivins  and  Andjrews,  Cardiff,  in  re,  213 

JAPANESE  :  contracts,  risks  in,  IS5 : textiles,  715 

Japan,  steel-framc^d  buildings  for,  715 
JiUings,  Jas.,  Cromer,  in  re.  512 
Johnson,  Aid.  Geo.,  Morley.  the  late,  96 
Joiners' :  cramp,    improved,   608 ;    work, demarcation  of,  5o| 
Joinery  estimates,  99, 154, 188,  220,251,288, 321,  353 
Joint,  new  expansion,  119 
Jones,  Inigo,  and  new  War  Office,  91 
Jurd,  Wni.,  Southampton,  the  late,  330 

KEEPING  rooms  cool,  213 
Kendal,  dcur.itive  art  exhibition,  119 
Kennington  i  ival  and  the  building  act,  149 
Kent  archiejlogical  societv,  85 

Killamey  Ijikes,  sale  oi.  752 
killmisler,  Chas.  <i.,  the  Lite.  691 
KiDgsburj-  wat.-r  supply.  610 
KnotUngle>-  U.D.C.and  thdr  engineer,  1S5 Kursaal,  Efarrogute,  182 

LABRADOR  spar.  07:i 
Li'lder  bnicket.  690 

ladders  n„l  scaffolding  under  Workmen's 
I  •Jmpl.•n^,^ti,,n  Act,  6o6 

Lundlord-s.  t-n.ints  their  own,  226 landslip  near  liugby,  425 

'^Ut  7«r"'*'''''**"^  of,  823;sTran8fer Lateral  support,  right  to,  S>j 
I-iudcrdale  house.  Alder,.gate  street,  183 I-uui-encekirk  water  supply,  679 
Laying  out  streets  without  sanction,  713, 
Leadlesg  glaze,  160 
Lead  :  cnpola,  781 ;  soakers,  <sr 
I-eaky  rcserv  oir,  a,  3« 

Ueds:     and      Yorkshire     architectural 
society,  066,  763,  855 :  arbitration  at,  86  ; 
master  builders'  association,  262 LfWil.  604 

lAgislation,  overlapping  in,  717 letters,  reversed  Uomao.  31S 
Lcveson-Gower  v,  Sewell,  497.  512,  78J Lewis.  G.,  Bromyard,  in  re,  511 
Liabilities:   architects',   '29;   for  drainage works,  678  ;  paving,  of  owners  of  party 

walls,  641  «•      J Lihel  action,  gas  co.'s  unsuccessful.  :60 Libraries,  free  :  Barmouth,  621 ;  Blackley 
.65;     Bristol       branch)     128;     Canlitf 
branch)  9.  801 ;    C.itheroe.  2-29  ;  Leeds 
branch)    62.    8.^;     Newcastle-on-Tyne (Victoria)  97  ;   Plumstead,  331,  566,  573, 
621,657;  Port  Elizabeth,  517  ;  Stratford, (burning  of)  569 

Library^ Manchester  (Althorp.nr.liylands) 426,  474 
Lifting,  water,  282 
Light  and  air  angles,  604 
Lighting,  electric,  installation,  213 ;  orders, 643 

Lights,  ancient,  cases :  Victoria-street,  512  ■ 
whitechapel-road,  511 

Lillie,  A.  E.,  Limited,  in  re.  353 
Lime  :  and  cement  for  mortar,  mixed,  360  ; 

and  moitar,  '2.57,  3ls 
Limerick,  arterial  drainage  in,  87 
Limited  competition,  very.  35 
Limpsfield  building  estate  dispute,  497, 512, 786 

Lincoln's  Inn  gateway.  261 
Lincoln  -water  supply,  184 
Linsdale  water  supply  and  sewerage,  713 
Liverpool :  architectural  society,  798,  855  • 
samtary progress  in,  569 ;  street  improve- ments, 633 

Load,  safe,  784 

Local  by-laws,  and  structure  of  walls,  1 
Lock-out,  the  Yorkshire,  126 
Lock,  proposed  Battersea.  533 
Lodge,  Edinburgh  No,  I.  37 
Lodging  houses  :  common,  what  are,  86 ; 
municipal  (Aneoats),  546  (Southampton) 

606  -  
!■      / Ixjng  girder,  how  to  carry  a,  893 

London :      board    school    buildiogs,    93  ■ 
Building  Act     Crystal   Palace  and)   118 
gasworks  buildings  and    678     Kenning- 

ton Oval  and)    149     party  walls  under) 
721,    793    (portico     shelter?;    and)    606 

(public  houses    and'  6"6,  785;  County Council,  124.  .569,  679,  714,  751,   762,   859 
vand  its  building  regulations;   606  (and 
workmen's     dwellings      284     (bills    ofl 
795,    863    frecords^      897     (year's  work 
of)  95 ;   gas,  price  of,  185 ;  main  draipage 
question,  607,   640,   784;     manual.   329; 
municipal  housing  in,  644  ;   old  streets 
and  buildings  of,   83(1;    registration   of 
title  in.  433 ;  school  of  economics,  643 
imiversity  at  the  imperial  institute,  150 
vestries  and  municipal  dwellings,  897 
Welsh  water  supply  for,  7.8*j 

Longest  asphalted  street  in  the  world,  498 
Losses  and  gains,  K,I  B,A,,  29 
Lumbermen,  over-re.iching  by,  679 
Lu''atic  asylums :    (cost  per  bed  of,,  86 ; 

(Lancashire;,  692;  iRaueebv,  Kesteven), 
61:  (Tooting  Bee  ,  516  :   .Winwick),  854; 
paWlioo,  Lewisham,  441 

Lymm  CI),C.  offices  competition,  677 

Ma.sonry :    and    stone-cuttinji.     232,   318  • 

v.  st*^'l  dams,  655  ' Master  builders' :  a.ssociations  £.tstbaame 79S   r>eed<  262   national   85;   feleratioo 
Midland    7;<8 

Master  piinters'  a.s.s<jciation.  'J9^,  410 Material,  design  applied  to.  «*i Matches,  barge,  821 

MateriaU,    testing,   American  tonicrence 
on,  231 

Mathematics:     architecture     anl,     881- 
practical,  treatiae  on,  760 

Matthews,  H.  E.,  Seaview.  in  re.  16o 
Mausoleum  designs  :  national,  S69 ;  royal. 

May  canal  companies  wU  «un>lus  water ; 
642 

Measurement :  sfiuare  and  cub,',  in  quan- 
tities, 822:  timlwr,  148.  1»),  .'li 

Mi-asurers,  Glasgow  institot,  ■■I.  41  ' 
Mechanics'  institute.  Pud»<y.  "l 
Melos  and  Crete,  excavations  in,  5 
Memorials :  Canterbury  cath,-.!™!  Benson) 

355;  London  .Ghidstone   751 
Mensuration.  282.  318 

Mersey,  dredging  the,  216 
Metal,  expanded:  728 ;  breaking  strength 

of,  ;128  ;  for  protecting  canal  banks,  292 Metalwork  studies,  299 
Metera,  wet  or  dry,  677 
Method  of  teaching,  wanted  a,  357 
Metropolitan  :  asylums  board,  em  ;  tabei^ nacle,  283,  676 
Mid-Cheshire  sewerage  scheme,  116 
^(illbank  settlement  house,  25" 

Milnes,  Eli,  Bradford,  the  late  79- 
Miniiuising  risks  of  Are  in  large  stores.  290 
Ml  ster,  Beverley  (iron  gates  477 Miscellaneous  practice,  637,  604 
Misstatements  corrected,  Sax  and  Co,,  362. 

460  ^ Mixed  lime  and  cement  for  mortar,  3ti0 
Modem:  buildings,  unrest  in.  S9;   Conti- nental architecture,  434 
Montreal,  building  progress  at,  462 
Monumental  braases,  619 
Monuments :   Indiana  soldiers.   643 ;  Xew 
York  (soldiers  and  sailors  .  s9l ;  Phila- 

delphia   Uiehard  Smith) .  891 
Morceambe  sewerage  scheme,  215,  897 
Morrish.  Sydney  S,,  the  late.  545 
Mortal- :  lime  and,  '257,  318  ;  of  mixed  lime 

and  cement,  36<-t 
Mortars.  Porthmd  cement,  relative  volume 

of,  797 
Morton,  D..  Burntisland,  the  l.nte,  402 
Mosaics  at  Houses  of  Parliament,  613 
Mouldings,  254 
Municipal :  buildings  (Llandudno,  priced 

estimates  at) ,  794,  8-26  ;  ( Plumstead  ,331. 

666,  673,  621,  «57  ;  Walsall  '  183 ; dwellings  (London  vestries  and)  897 ; 
(trades  unionists'  demand  ,  ail;  en- 

gineers' assocn,,  '29  ;  housing  in  London, 544  ;  offices  (Cheltenham  .  214 

Murray's  handbooks :  Somerset.  227  • Warwickshire,  182,  Wilts  and  Dorset 
329 

Museum,  Yorks,  Mth  centuiy  potten-  at 
462 

EtTLDTXO  KEW.<!,  VOL.  LXXATI, 

July  to  lJt(.-eml,er,  l-J^P. 

IW.,  Southampton,  33o;  Killmister,  C. G.,  091;  McKay,  A,  W ,,  ̂ ol ;  Marriott, 
C.  H.,  Dewsbury,  .330;  Milnes,  Eli,  79S ; 
Morrish,  S.  S.  515;  Morton,  D.,  Burnt- 

island. 402  ;  Pearce,  W.  B.,  515 ;  Pocock, 
W.  Wilmer,  3S« ;  Priestman,  J,,  546; 
Eevnolds,  T.  Powis,  728 ;  Ro-fre,  R,  Rey- 

nolds, Cambridge,  S;>2  ;  Rutter,  G.  W., 
Liverpool.  S,'>f;;  Shaw.  Hewitson,  437; 
SimiMon.  Wm  .  '227  :  .?newin.  C.  B.  N., 
1-23;  Stilf.  William,  12>-,  366;  Tate,  Sir 
Henry,  762;  Tliome,  Sir  B.  Thome-,  S5I ; 
Williams,  Stephen  W.,  798;  Williams. Wm,,  5:18 

Observatories  and  electric  traction,  679 

Offices :  Coventry-  police)  330 ;  Dublin 
(Star  338:  Finsbury-pavement.  729; 
Otisgow  parish)  Ml ;  Graccchurch- 
streel,  193;  Hendon  public)  8-26 : 
Uipprholme  U.DC.  403;  Lvmm (CDC.)  677;  new  War,  9«.  181 ;  Perth 

(general  accident  801 ;  St.  ulave's,  S.E. 
(guardians'  403;  Southampton  build- 

ings patent  '227 Oil :    crude    for    road  -  making.    37.    91 ; 
paintere'  society,  exhibition.  537 

Old:    London,    streets   and   buildings  of, 
830  ;  Sauchie  mansion,  restoration  of,  37 

Omagh  It.  C.  church,  action  as  to,  160 
Open  spaoes  behind  hoases  in  Scotland,  750 
Opera  house,  Dudley,  319 
Ordinance  :  datum,  282 ;  Survey,  269 
Oregon  piece,  148 
'  Organised  buildings,  219 
Orientation  of  Greek  temples,  88 

Original  priced  estimates.  799.  826 
Omameat,  historic,  manual  of,  402 

Orphanage,  Sydenham  'National teachers  , 369,  403 
Ossett  sewage  works,  822 

Oval,  Keonington.aod  the  Building  Act,  14:. 
Overla{)ping :  concealing  construction  and , 

753  ;  in  building  legislation.  717 
Overloading  of  quantities,  alleged,  1,  7.35 
Owners  of  Kirty  walls,  pa\-iiur  labilities  of, 

641  «■    -6 

Oxford,  workmen's  dwellings  in,  669 

MACADAM,  318 
Machines :  road-paring.  160 ;  stone-sawing, 

643 ;  wood-woiking,  504 
McKay.  Andrew  W  ,  the  late,  '261 
Mains,  water,  electrolysis  of.  786,  795,  897 
Making  plans  of  estates,  charge  for,  14S 
Manchester  :  cathedral   bells,  787  ;  grates, 

Steves    and   ventilators.   258;   hydraulic 
power  for.  96 ;    paintings  at  AVhitworth 
institut,-,    4.31 ;    sewage    dispo-sal.   640  ; 
Shif  canal.  96 ;  tramways,  4'26 

Mansions  :   Battersea     Prince  of  Wales') 
-299 ;  counti-y,  water  supply  to.  760 Manuals :  historic  omamentl  402  ;  London. 

329 Marble:  Brindley.  W„  on,  648;  scagliola, 
14H,  183 ;   tile<l  floor,   incrustations  on  a. 

8'22 

Markets:    Bradford,  6-2,  193,  4.10;  Leeds 
(meat  0,116.  263,  331,  820;  Smithlield, foundation  of,  751 

Marlborough  gems,  37 
Marriott.  C,  H  .  Iiewsburv,  the  late,  330 

Marsden:   Aaron.   North'which,  in  re,  249- T..  Blackburn,  in  re.  S.iD 
Maryletione  vestry  and  Lord  Portman,  67<t 
Masonic  halls :   Aldershot,  182.  263,  403  - 

Blackpool,  474  ;  Leeds,  681,  621,  762 

N.A.P.  Window  Co.,  in  re,  149,  283.  568 
National :  associations  (master  builders) 

85  ̂  master  house  painters    298:  compe- 
tition  designs,  91,   121  ;    forestry,    715  ; 

gallery. as-J  d... Ireland) 3il  do. Scottish 
8'23  ;  photographic  record,  38;i ;    portrait 
gallery,  30,  118,  461 

Natural  ;  and  artiflcial  methods  of  ventila- 
tion, 401  ;  ventilation.    124.  159.  190.  2-22, 

•256,  '290 ;  water  supplies,  protection  of', 

Neal,  J.,  D.aventry,  in  re,  25.) 

Nelson:   column  "decorations,  5<i4  ;    fever hospital  site,  534 
New  :  armoured  concrete,  a.  679  :  artiflcial 

stones,  2-26,  608,  897;  building,  what  is  a 424;  English  art  club,  616;  fireproof 
material,  897;  MiUs,  sewering  of,  678- 
street,  what  is  a,  613  ;  War  Office,  18( 
(Inigo  Jones  redivivus)  94  ;  York  hall  of 
records)  508  (new  building  oodei  301.  679 
(tenement  building  syndicate    49S 

Newcastle-on-Tyne  infirmary  competition, 

Newman  v.  Stanger  (housing  of  woikiug classes  .ict),  606 

Nooks  and  comers  of  Shropshire.  .^4 
No  room  for  li,I,B..-V.  in  Garden  City,  S96 
Northern  architectural  assocn..  405 
North  Wakham    U.D.C.  and  their  con- 

tractors. 214 
Northumberland  arcliitectural  society,  262 
Northwich.  sewerage.  897 
Norwich,  building  progress  in.  261 

No  symp,athy.  and  no  costs.  67*. 
Notes  :  from  Edinburgh,  435,  871  ■  parlia- mentary, 181 

Novel  workmen's  compensation  case.  36 

OAK  floors,  633 

Obituary  :  Alexander,  Horace,  K  298  ■ 
Bell,  Wm„  762;  Bless,  D.,  •2;«;  Blom-^ 
field.  Sir  A,  W„  582,  614.  617.  787  ;  Bon- 
nar,  1,  Edinburgh,  96,  Bradley,  C,W.. 
402 ;  Biyant,  tJridley,  J.  F..  Boston.  Mass., 
35;  Burnell,  H.  H.,  682  ;  C:i«e,  E.,  4i.2: Civiletti,  Prof.  B.,  128;  Clever.  J,,  437, 
496 ;  Deaae,  Sir  T.,  Ncwenh:im.  618.  684  • 
Dollman,  F.  T.,  892;  llrvden,  Sir 
H.  E.  L,,  9i;;  Fletcher,  Baiister.  -28; Flockton,  T.  J.,  618 :  Fogerty.  J., 
298;  Frankland,  Sir  E,,  212;  Greeni 
Townlev,  474  ;  Hapgood,  Mclvin,  H,. 

New  York,  62 ;  Harlev,  J.  E.,  •>61  - Houlc.  Josiah ;  437 ;  fluggett,  Thos., 
762;   Johnson,  Aid.  Morley,  96;  Jurd, 

PACKING  for  hot  water  tapa,  604 
Painted  ghiss.  .8wiss,  801 

Paintera.  master  house,  national  association 
of,  298,  440 

Palaces  :  Bristol,  616 ;  Crvstal    exempted 
buildings    at)    118;      Hampton     Court 
(Verrios  paintings),  86;  Venice  (Ducal  . 

729 

Palestine  exploration  fund,  37 
Pan-Rusrian  Are  protective  society,  2SI P-archment,  282 

Paris  exhibition:     British    art    at,    85;'; 

EogUsh    tools    at.    857  ;    Are  -  resisting 
materials  at.  320 ;  Pompeii  at.  425 

Parks  :   Birmingham     Cannon-hill  .   566  ; 
BrockwcU    .extension  .  2y> :  Etling.  462 

Parliamentary:  bills.  786.  793;  not>3, 181 
Parliament,  houses  of:  Wellington.  N.Z,, 

63 ;  Westminster  (mosaics  in  ,  643 
Partitions  and  floors  :  71 1 ;  buildings,  fire- 

proof, 832  ;  fire  tests  of,  153,  SSi 
Party-walls  :  and  structures,  754  :   paving 

liabilities  of  owners  of,  611 ;  property  in, 
117  ;  under  Building  Act,  721,  793 

Patent  office,  new,  2*27 
Pavejient :    brick,    354,  579 ;    glass,  224 ; 

RoBoan,  at  Dorchester.  2SI,  3-20,  331,  4->6 
Paving:    liabilities  of    o^vners    of     party 

walls,  641 ;    of  roads  and  streets.  326  ; 
stable,  75'1;     wood,  282,  318    (Harley- street,  doctors  and),  569 

Pearce,  W,  Baker,  Portsmouth,  the  hite. 
645 

Penalty  clause,  improvement  of,  822 

Penn,  a  William  Penn's  coffin  at,  889 
People's  palace  architectural  societv,  749 
Perfunctory  art,  121 
Permanence  of  colour  in  building  stones. 

462 
Philadelphia:   building  details,  390;  im- 

provements at,  &5I;    longest  asphalted 
street  in  the  world  at,  403 

Photographic  :  record,  national,  3Sd  ;   salon 
exhibition,  361 ;  surveying)  431 

Photography,  atchitectural,''509 
Piers  :  Rock  Ferry,  64 ;  Rokcr,  Sunderland 

96 

Pile  dwellings,  Hedsor,  250 
Piles  and  sleepers,  timber  for,  61, 

Pine.  Oregon,  148 
Pipes,  water:  nistingof.  712:  wooden.  4,38 
Plans  :  colouring.  604  ;  for  urban  district 

councils,  532.  567  ;  of  estates,  charge  for 
making,  1 48 ;  unexecuted,  architects  and. 

..«,  149 

Plaster  :  5:13  ;  of  Paris,  hardening,  222 

Playing  card  designing,  439 
Pleasant  recogniU.™,  H.  Bovle  and  Son. 

212 

Plenum  ventilation  for  ho.spitals,  *297 
Plumb'Ts.  master,  ronfereuce  of,  653 

Plumbing  estimat.-s.  751.  7it«l Plumstead  iniinicipal  buildings,  331,  566, 

673,  621,  657 
Plymouth :  architects,  681 ;  electric  light- 

ing and  tramway  traction,  425;    main 

drainage.  498 Pocock,  W.  W.,  the  late.  366 
Police :    offices    (Coventry'    ,13'> :     stations 

Lochgilph.',^''    »^-il     V'-w  ̂     -'Jand-yardi 
621    Shetti  1^1    '.>T    WaiTin^-t   n    606 

Polytechnii-s  an.l  skilK-d  wor'^men.  192 Pomp.'ii :  751,  787  :  redivivus  at  Paris,  426 
Poor  man's  hotel    L.CC.    Deptfonl.  761 

Porticoes  and  London  Building  Act.  .-,.16 
Portland :  cement   .-oncrefc     sp,.ciHc;ition8 

for,  9<^  .industry-  in    Unite.!  .s^tat.is)  37 (mortars,  relative  volume  of,  797   stucco) 

388;  in  1756, '292 
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Port,  Munto  VkIco.  "^tl 
Portmit  ffAlIery.  iiational.  ; »,  U^.  4'Jl 
Pmition  of  b<jruiistli  Murveyor,  3<i5 
Poit  otlio«rt  :  DiiQ'lilk,  3'Jl> ;  Liverpool,  63  : 
Having  Iwink,  E.C,  IS5 

Potten-,  I4Ui  century,  at  York  museum, 

Pnu-ticail  muthi'uiattci,  treatmr  un,  760 
Practice,  niiMtllaneouj*,  5.'17.  6(i| 
Prevention,  flri'  :  iin-hitect.s  in  relation  to, 

8211 ;  committee,  Ithtish.  4uS 
Prevention  ot  fiictoiy  aucidunts,  872 
Price  of  Loiulon  giw,  1S5 
Phcei  &stiinit4'-i  at  l.tiimluduo.  709,  82$ 
I^dmore,  H.  F.,  llforJ,  in  re,  BiO 

Priestman.  J.,  It.irliD^OD,  tin-  late,  515 
IVinting  of  t«'.xlilc  laorics,  ;•_';* 
Priories;  CalJv  Island.  4a«;  Christehurch, 

HantH,  129 
Private :  bilU  for  next  session,  78G,  793 ; 

atroet  works  appeal.  36 

Profeaeional :  eti<iuelte,24S:  grooves,  3'J3 
Progre^  :  a  it«ord  of.  t!Sl ;  Haaitary,  3-Jtt 
Property  in  a  pirty-nndl,  117 
Protection:  of  adjoining  walld,  601;  of 
natunil  water  supplier.  31*0  ;  uf  can-il 
tank^i,  expanded  metal  fur.  *J92 ;  of  sea- 
banka,  i»  ;  of  workmen  on  buildiu^'H,  .v>s 

Publie  ;  hall  WiMt  Kirby^  (i7<I ;  bealthcon- 
ereHH,  BUckpool,  250 ;  houses  and  the 
building  act,  &yi,l&St\  officer  Uendon 
8*7 

Pupil :  architect's  duty  to  496,  ."xtS ;  articJe^i 
of,  822  ;  teaclicra'  centre,  Wolverhamp- ton, 475 

aUAl^IFICATIONS,  technical  and 
H^thetic,  57 

Quality  in  buildiogts  429 

Uoaotatie-s  :  ullef^^ed  overloading  of,  1. 7, 35 
and  •(uantity  survoyinff,  t<7'i  ;  ?.-jmux*  and 
cube  mejisurement*",  S22 

Quantity  bids  on  architectural  contracts, 
653 

Quarry  regulations,  Invacht^  uf,  160 
Queeualand  artesian  bores,  425 
Quick  and  dead  fenc<%  750 

Quiney's  re<]ueAt  commemorated,  183 Quis  cuBt4^»diet  custodier  1 713 

RAILS,  welding,  by  electricity.  685 
Itailway  viaducts  m  Devon  and  Cornwall, 

1-23 
Railways :  Bristol  and  South  Wales  direct, 

475  :  Cheltenham  and  Clee\-e-hill.  lif?bt. 
61;  City  and  South  London,  71'.';  (.'roy- 
don  and  Kt-d-liill  new  main  line,  b^od  ; 
Eanngton  lo  WillenbuU,  light,  W ;  Great 
Central  and  Oreiil  Western  n.-w  route 

30;  Grcatham-on-Tees.  jx'i  .  Hiirhland, 
widening  of,  VH^  ;  London  liijht  in^  495 
i^Walthamst'iw  and  Eppintf  Forest)  65; 
Luton  wiilenin^r,  3<l'> ;  Manchester  and 
Liverpool  hi*^h  speed,  7S(5 ;  Kussian,  15u  ; 

St.  Helen's,  >9i\  riouth  Kensington 
electric,  117;  Waterhouses  light  439; 
Waterloo  and  <  itv,  211  ;  West  Highland 
extensions,  891 

Raising  building,  4G'> 
Rates,  dock,  ana  cement  bai^e^^,  Uit 
lieal  and  artitlnial.  the,  33 
Rear  of  a  buildiug,  which  i^  the.  461 
Recognition,  pleasant,  R.  Bovle  and  Sju. •212 

Record:  National  photographic.  369;  of 
progress,  a.  681 

Records,  L.O.C.,  897 
Rel  beech  wood,  284 
Refuse  destructors,  797 

Registration  :  architects'  discussions  on) 
(at  A.A.)  50i;.  533  M  Shetlieldi  28 
(statutory,  at  So:!itty  of  Architects)  794, 
834  ;  of  title  in   London,  4:t3 

Reffulations  :  building  ttiasgow)  867 
(L.C.C.)  *>,  460;  quarrv,  breaches  of, 
160 

Relative  volume  of  Portland  cement 
mortars,  797 

Religion,  art  and.  544 
Renaissance:  and  Gothic,  claims  of,  610; 

in  America  and  England.  861 
Reports :  Lmdon  School  Boanl.  03; 
national  portrait  gallery.  30;  ordnance 
survey.  259;  science  and  art  depart- 

ment, 186 
Rej^nioir:  a  leakv.  3t> :  dams,  steel  v 

masonry,  655:  Talla.  Edinburgh,  332 
Rwtauranta :  fan  for  ventilating,  213 : 

Piccadilly   Pnnce's,  frie/e  of   477 
Reversed  Roman  letter.  318 
Reviews:  A.A.  Itrown  Book,  330;  Ajrri- 

cultiu^al  Surveyor  and  Estate  Agents' 
Handbook.  227  ;  Amateur  (iardeuinff 182:  Architectural  Hygieae,  hsi;  Archt- 
tektur  der  Gegenw;irt,  431  :  Auto- 

biography of  T.  W.  WaiJis  Woo<l 
Sculptor,  6  ;  Building  Construction  for 
Begmner-t,  636 ;  Bt  ir  i.iv..  Nm^  Desiirn- 
mg  Club.  i.2.  255,  75<^:  Case.  Law,  of 
Workmen  8  Corapen.«ation  Act,  76«i 
Cathedral  Buildei>,  5<)3  ;  i  himney  Design and  Theory.  7.;i  ;  City  Diarv,  8ul  ; 
I  -^lumn  and  An;h,  the.  l'<2':  Con- struction of  Roads  and  Streets  682- 
lA-korative  Kun-t.S:J2:  Diat'rams  of  Dis^ 
charges  and  Velo<.-ities.»^;:  Elementan,- 
Treatise  on  rra.ti-al  MathematK-s,  764i'- taiex  R,.view.  l*;.-,  ftv; ;  Ex.iaiuiutions 
m  hanitar^-  Sc,.n.  .■.  w-  Kv-roi^es  in Graphical  Anthmeti.  ;ind  Stiti  a  tvV, 
Ex.HM*...  m  ,,.-....  >uti.^.  7r.,;  Free- I'lp-rs.  -.'.V;  Hints 

,  -  ■    ''-'f'* ',   Hiatorv   of 
[  v-\  •  ■^■•■l-'on   and    Keams' 
LJian^  ̂ U,  introduction  to  Study  of 
Central  btaUon  Electricity  Supply,  761 ; 

London  Manual.  329,  Manual  of  Historic 
<  iiuam.-nt.  4lfi;  Modern  Fiirm  Huildings, 

761 ;  Mumty's  Handbooks  Somerset  . 227  Warwickshiie  ,  182  Wilts  and 

Dorsi-t;  3'i9 ;  Natural  and  Artificial 
^lethoJs  of  Ventilation,  4<il  ;  Nooks  anti 
Cornrnt  of  Shn>p-hire,  864;  Practiral 
tiejraetry  Test  Papeni,  227;  Prevention 
of  Factory  Accidents,  872  ;  Pnieeeding?! 
of  South  Afrionn  Association,  Engiueers 
and  Architects,  1H2 ;  (^uantiti.w  and 
Quantity  Surveying,  872 ;  U.I.B.A. 
K'llcndar,  607  ;  Itumanco  of  Our  Ancient 

<  liurclu-s,  7(>1  ;  Society  of  Engineers* 
'I'nuKiOtions,  182 ;  Student's  Practical 
(iui'le  to  Measuring  and  Valuing,  182; 

'rtxU'<.>ok  on  I'raclicAl  <:te<>metry.  227  ; 
TreatJse  on  Surveying,  689  ;  Who's Who.  801 

Kevival,  the  Qotliic,  i^Sj! 
K*'volving  door,  Van  Kiinnell,  31 
lieyuolds,  T.  Porvis.  the  bite,  728 
niiodes  v.  Leeds  Liberal  Club.  162 
It.I.U.A. :  Kalendar,   (;<>7  ;  no    room    for, 

in  Oarden  City,  895 
Uidt;way,  E.  U.,  Canlitf.  in  re.  606 
llight  U*  lateril  dupport,  .se,  46o 
Riley.  W.E.,  pre.M-ntjilion  to.  426 
Itiinington's  water  colour  drawings,  607, 012 
Hiski  of  fire  in  large  stores,  260 
River  wall  construction,  158 
Road  :  material,  oil  as  ti.  37,  91;  poring 
nmrhine.  150 

Road.><  and  streets :  construction  of,  582 ; 
paving  of,  326 

Rochdale  tramways,  787 

I  "  Rock,"  arc  boulders,  424 RoniMn  :    camp  at  Caiator,    354;     letters 
reversed.  318 ;  pavement  at  Dorchester, 
281,  Z2f>U  354,  426 

IJome :    British    school  at.    751 ;    Forum, 
excavations.  751 

Rowe.  R.R., «  ambridge,  the  hite,  892 
Roval :    Acadtmy  designs,  789.  795 ;    ar- 

cliMH^Iogieal.  6^  ;  institute,  arehite-ets  of 
Ireland.  892  ;  institute.  British  arehitectB, 

-xH.  583,  607,  614,  (177,  681,  763.  829  igains 
and  losses  at^  29 ;  society,  British  artists, 
671 

Ruabon  drainage  works,  85s 
Rundall,  T.,  in  re,  369 
Ruv*i.m  :  tire  protection  society,  281 ;  rail- 

Wfiys,  15" 

Itusti'ng  of  water  pipes,  712 
Kutty's  house,  Bromley-by-Bow,  Sx 

SAFE  LOAD,  7ki 
iNiint :  Agatha  iKingston  -on  -Thames^ 

^.•2 ;  AJban  s  (cathedral,  altar  screen ;  60<J 
t)12  do.,  stone  decay  at)  37  (school  bd., 
and  tlieir  architect)  185  ( vandalism  pre- 

vented at)  283,  425;  Andrew  (Bourne- 
mouth) 474  ;  Barnabas  ,Stoke-on-Trent  i 

403;  Benet  Beccles.  R.C.i  477;  Bre- 
lade  (Jersey;  9;  *rabriel  [Heaton!  438; 
George  (Liverpool,  fate  of)  823;  Jarae,^ 
{Aston)  403  ;  Jolm  ;Tiraberhill.  Norwich 
63  ;Trofarth)  892;  John  and  KUzabeth 

(St.  John'sWood,  hospital  at)  163;  Luke 
\  Ejifleld)  748 ;  Margaret  Glasgow, 
mission)  498  (Lynn;  748;  Martin  Brvan- 

stone)  728  ;  Slartin's  school  of  art,  3S;t ; 
Mary  tSledmere)  333  (Swansea;  441  : 
Mar>-le-Bow  (Cheapsidej  15o;  Slichael 
(Bassi.shaw,  E.G.}  7s6  (Beckenham  021 

^Coventry)  621  (Linlithgow)  513;Paur-; 
cathedral  (candelabra  for^  250;  Paul'.'* 
ecclesiological,  708;  Peter  (Bury,  Lanes) 
676  ;  Saviour  (Arklow)  261 

Silisbury  excursion  A. A.,  30 

Salon,  photographic  exhibition.  3-'4 
Salt  water,  etfect  of,  on  cement,  511,  601 
Sanderson,  J.  L.  P.,  in  re.  568 
Sand.  .-ieH,  35 

Siin  Francisco  city  hall,  jobber>-  at,  251 
Sanitar>- :  building  construction.  669 ;  con- 

gresses (Harwich)  150  Southampton 
119,  185.  259,  296 ;  fiUings,  3"<S,  827.  862  ; 
house  construction,  607 ;  inspectors' 
1  association)  476,  620  conference, 
Lincoln)  Iffi;  institute,  191;  progress, 
328 :  science,  examinations  in,  ltj2 ; 
sptrialities,  192 

s  iwdust,  utilising,  318 
Siwing  machine,  stone.  643 
Sax.  Julius,  and  Co.,  a  misstatement  cor- 

r»ct<d.  352,  460 

Scaffolding  :  ladders  not,  60S  ;  v.  the derrick,  168 

Scagliola  marble,  148.  183 
S<  :nf»'.  J.  H.,  Hull,  in  re,  785 
Scarborough  marine  drive,  855 
School:  board  exhibition,  653;  British,  at 
Rome,  751;  of  de«(rn,  A.A.,  473;  of 
e-onomics,  London.  ti43 

Schojis  :  arts  and  crafts  ̂ ^Central)  6,  3.3. 
3>'r  :  l>pentwo>l  iudustnal,  drainage  of  ■ '^  idomerton.  m<3del)   63; 
1  and  art^    38,   369  ;  Hor- 
^'  "   hospiui)   222;    Ipswich 
lii--ii-  r  ̂ -ra'l.  ;  4't3  ;  Leek  ;science)  116  ; 

Li  )iiitld  (gnunmar,  369  ;  Middlewich 
sr  Marv-,  R.c.  128  ;  St.  Martin's  art' 

3n»;  Sidmouth  Voitn.  872;  Swanlev 

nptithalmicj  63;  trades  training,  av.t'; WiUa-ston  ,Unitn.  438  ;  Winche*'ter ■-ymonds    763 

Scitnce  and  art  department ;  charges  in, .>' .  report,  185 
Seieoce  oollege,  Dublin,  319 

.Seottwh  :  building  tiadi-s  federation,  K'>. 
620  ;  national  gallery.  823 ;  sanitary  con- 
gr--^.  Harwich.  150 

Scott's  "Traitor's  Gate."  David.  118 
Sczvens  at  Wert  Pier  Kioek.  Brighton,  149 

Screws,  tlxing.  in  stone  walls,  498 
Sea  :  bsnk-s,  protection   of,  60  ;   ssjid,  35  ; 

view,  Commercial  value  of,  36 
St-asijnin'ff  wood  by  electricity.  212 
S)»ats.  shop,  designs  for,  439 
Secret  couimts^ions  to  forcouta.  allcgedf 

568 
Selection  of  c«mtractors.  k9 
Setni-detacheil  villiis,  club  design-^   255 
Si'itaration  of  shop  from  dw-Uini:.  s>7 
Se-iuel  to  six-eiilative  building,  711 
Setting  out  Work.  714 
KetUem-nt,  Millbank,  250 
Sewage  discharge,  822 
Sfwer  trap,  house  is  it  neces-sjiry  !  792 
Shaw,  J.  Hewitson,  the  laN-.  .^37 
SliL-tlielil :  iliscussion  on  architects'   regis- 

tration at,  28  ;  society  of  architects  and 
surveyors,  677,  798 

Shipley  sewerage  work.s,  383 
Shoesmith  v.  Dodd,  642 

Shop  ;  Ht-ats,  designs  for,  439 ;  sopiuration 
of  from  dwelling,  857 

Slirewshury  water  supply,  22S,  822 

Shropsliire,  nooks  and  comers  of,  8*11 
Shutters,  drt-proof,  31 
Bigniiig  of  Imildings  by  architects,  321 
Simpson,  William,  the  late,  227 
Skeleton  construction,  win*  invented,  321 

Sketches,  wayside,  in  Sufi'ulk,  36t> Sketching  and  touring.  161 
Skilled  workmen,  polytechnics  and,  192 
Slabs,  concrete,  breaking  strengths  of,  328 
Slade,  W,  E.,  Chichester,  in  re,  149 

Slate  merchants'  congress,  (192 
Sleep»_'n<  and  piles,  timber  for,  61 
"Slow  burning"  construction  a  falhicy, 643 
Smallest  church  in  t.'omxvall,  7t>i 
Sm^ll  pox  hospital,  injunction  against,  678 
Smith  and  Whitaker  v.  Ward,  497 
Smithfield  market**,  foundations  of,  751 
Snewin,  (*.  B.  Noel,  the  late,  128 
Snowdonian  water  for  Anglesey,  228 
Soakers,  lead,  781 

Societies:  antiquarian  (Cumberland)  262 
(East  Riding)  262  ;  archfeologicjil  Birm- 

ingham) 85  (Kent)  85  (Somersetj  35; 
architects,  86,  214.  228,  366,  440,  681.  683, 
749.  831  (raising  the  subscription;  332, 
432.  681  do.,  Bri.^ol)  182,  855  \ho.,  Devon 
and  Exeter)  332  (do.,  Three  Town-;  855 ; 
architects  and  surveyor*  (Sh'-Hield,  677, 
793;  architectural  i  Edinburgh;  511 
;  Leeds  and  Yorkshire)  666,  763.  855 
(Liverpool)  798.  855  (Northumberland) 

262  People's  Palace)  749  ;  architectural 
craftsmen's  (Cilasgow)  B83,  892 ;  art 
ma.'iters.  160;  arts  643  (premises)  425; 
vVrundel,  251  ;  checking  adverti-sing 

abuses,  569  ;  ecclesiologicjil  St.  Paul's) 
798;  engineers,  798;  oil-pjiintei-s  (exhi- 

bition) 637  ;  Pan-Russian  tire  protection, 
284 ;  royal,  British  artists  (exhibition) 
674 

Soil  pipes :  and  drains,  con.'ftruction  of, 
822  ;  external,  architecturally  considered, 
84 

Solicitors  and  building  speculations,  161 
Some  :  Bedfordshire  builders,  59 ;  one  had blundered,  668 

Somerset :     archa-ological      society,     35 ; 
Murray's  handbook,  227 

Soudan,  archieological  sur\-ey  of  the,  823 
Southampton,  sanitar\-  congress,  119,  185, 

259,  296 
South  London  intercepting  sewer,  781 
Special  fittings,  460 
Specialities,  sanitary,  192 
Specifications  for  Portland  cement  concrete, 

869 
Speculations,  building,  solicitors  and,  161 
Speculative  building,  se-iuel  to.  714 
Spiral  vaults  and  circular  stairs,  580 
Square  and  cube  measurements  in 

quantities,  822 Stable  paWng.  750 

Sta^ng,  builder's,  collapse  of,  534 Stained  glass.  85,  184 
Staining  wood  281 
Stairs,  circular  and  spiral  vaults,  580 
Staiths  Dun^ton.  Gateshead,  91 
Static?,  graphic,  760 
Stations:  electric  generating  Stockwell; 

368;  t-lectric  lighting  .Edinl-ur;.'h'  605; 
fire  and  police  fShetfield  97  ;  fire 
(Ipswich)  461  (Maida  Valej  629  (New 
S(»tland  Yard)  621;  police  Warring- ton) (i06 

Statues:  Blackburn  .Gladstone)  610; 
Inverness  (Flora  Macdonald;  129; 
London  (Gladstone)  751 

Statutory  registration  of  architects,  794, 
S34 

Steam  road-paving  machine,  150 
Steel ;  chimney  construction,  781  :  framed 
buildingi  for  Japan,  715;  v.  masonry 
dams.  056 

Stiff.  William,  the  late,  128,  .36-; 
Stirling  castle,  vandalism  at,  389 
Stockwell,  electric  generating  station,  368 
Stone  :  building,  permanence  of  colour  in,  i 

462  ;  fixing  ironwork  in,  213,  4:*S  ;  heads, 
81  ;  Indian  patent,  6"S  ;  new  lutificial, 
226,  6<w.  897  ;  sawing  machine.  643 

Stoneeuttiog  and  masonry,  282,  318 
Stonehenge.  putting  a  price  on,  25' i 
St4>rage,  icf,  E^iinburgh.  261 
Stones,  minimising  fire  lisks  in  large,  200 

Stoves,  Manchester,  2.>*< 
Strand:  iind  Holywell-street  widening, 
714.751  arbitrations  7'.*9,  Sj-s  806;  to 
Holbom  thoroughfare.  3 

Street  :  cleansing,  steel  ehpUanl  for.  185; 
indicators,  tramway  station,  119  ;  longest 
asphalted,  in  world,  41*8;  new,  what  is  a, 

643 
Streets :  and  buildings  of  Old  L*'ndon,  63i> ; 
and  loads,  paving  of,  326;  laying  out 

without  so^nction,    713,    896;     privato, 

apiK-al,  M 
Stress,  graphic  means  for  obtaining,   822 
8tructunil :  and  applied  decoration.   153; 

emphasis  and  expression,  825 
Structure  of  wall,  local  by-laws  and,  I 
Structures,  party,  and  party-walh*,  754 
Stucco,  Portland  cement,  388 

Student's  practical  guide  to  measuring  and 
viUuing.  182 

Sturt,  Arthur,  in  re,  353 
Subwayii,  Royal  Exchange.  692 
Suffolk,  wayside  sketches  in,  366 
Sun  blinds,  117 
Simdial.  282 
Superficial  art,  501 
SuperinN-ndence,  building.  67 
Superintendent,  the  archi^'etu^al,  139 
8ui)ervision,  what  does  it  imply  ?  465 
Supplies,  water,  protection  of,  290 
Support,  lateral,  right  to,  36,  46t) 
Survey:    geoh^ical,    222;     Indian,    251; 

Ordnance,  2.59 

Surve>ing:      h22  ;      photo,- ntphic.      431; 

treatise  on.  t;>'9 Surveyor,  borou^ch.  position  ot,  365 
Surveyors'  institution,  4'Xi,  611,  652;  bene- voV-nt  fund,  897 

Suspension  bridge,  strengthening  a,  321 
Sutherland.  W.  G.,  in  re,  785,  K)»^ 
Swarkeatone  bridge,  vandalism  at,  250,  42& 

TABERNACLE.   MetropoUUa,    263, 
676 

Tanks,  automatic  flushing,  318 

Tappia,  Joseph,  in  re,  320 
Taps,  hot  water,  packing  for.  004 
Tate  :  gallery,  Millbank,  748 ;  Sir  |H^nry, 

the  late,  762 

Teaching,  wanted,  a  method  of.  367 
Technical :  institute  (Salford)  646 ;  schooU 

(Belfast)  856  ( Devonport)  85  (Durham) 

128  (Garwton:  765  (Louth)  261  (Stoke-on- 
Trent)  619   (Trowbridge;  3s  Truro)  586 

Tcchnic  and  aesthetic  qualifications,  57 
Temples.  Greek,  orientation  of,  86 
Tenants  their  own  landlords,  226 
Tender,  withdrawing,  damages  given  for, 

713 
Tenders,  instructions  to  obtain,  282,  318 
Testing  :    apparatus,    eclipse  drain,  60S ; 

materials,  American  conference  on,  251 

Test  papers :  freehand  drawing,  227  ;  prac- 
tical geometry,  227 

Tests,  me ;  concrete,  iron  and  wood.  534  ; 
doors,  644 ;  fireproof  glass,  nonfiammable 
wood,  and  slagwool,   160;    fioors,  865; 
floors  and  partitions,  160 ;  glass.  433 

Textbook  of  practical  geometrj-,  227 
Textile  fabrics  :  art  in,  722 ;  Japines-',  715 
Thames  barge  matches,  821 
Theatres:  Balham     Royal  Duchess;    368; 

Blackburn     (Palace      820  ;     Brighouse 
(Albert)  610 ;  Camberwell  (Varieties  762  ; 
Charing  Cross-road   (Wyndham      160, 
676  ;    Ealing      '^LjTic.     854 ;     HoUoway 
(Empire.  Varietie-t;  762  ;  Luton    Grand) 
263  ;    Norwich    (Grand)     613  ;    Saltley, 
Birmingham,  835  ;  Wigao  (Roval  Court) 
212 

Thin  walhf,  353 
Thome,  Sir  E.  Thome-,  the  Lite,  854 
Thoroughfare,  Holbom  to  Strand,  3 
Timber :     exports,    Australian.  328 ;    for 

piles  and  sleepers,  61  ;    measurement,. 
148,  183,  213 

Tit  Bit*  and  South  Exeter  weathercock,  462 
Title,  registration  of,  in  London,  433 Titles  on  drawings^  221 

Tools  :  English,  at  Paris  exhibition,  357  : 
woodworking,  6<t| 

Tooting,  housing  scheme  at,  714,  S59 
Touring  and  sketching.  154 

Towers :  new  Brighton.  873 ;  action  as  t> 
electrical    hfts,   180 ;    water,  Compton- 
hill,  St.  Louis.  293 

Town  hallii:    Clitheroe,  229;   Shoreditch^ 

299;  Walsall,  214 
Toxteth  guardians   and  their  workhou3e 

infirmary,  1.  7,  35 
Tozer  V.  Talbot  electric  railway  ,  117 

Traction,  electric,  and  observat4>rie**,  679 
Trades  training  school,  859 
Trade   unionists  and  housing  of  working classes,  498 

Trafalgar   Day,  Kelson    column   decora- tions, 504 

Traffic,  extraordinary,  damage^  for.  735 
Traitor's  Gate,  David  Scott's,  US 
Tramways ;  electric,  risks  on,  150  ;  GU^ow 

corporation,  37  ;  Manchester,  426 ,  Ply- 

mouth, 425;  Rochdale,  787;  St.  Helen's. 64  ;  South  London,  electric  traction  for, 

679 

Transfer  Act.  land,  786 

Trap,  house  sewer,  is  it  necessary  T  7?2 
Tunnels :  a  neglected  London.  354 ;  Hudson 

River,  823;  Thames  Erith-Wennington), 761 
Turret  clocks,  388 

Turner's  pictures  at  Bimiingham.  118 
Two  great  cities,  a  comparison,  326,  383 

UNCOMPLETED  contracts,  advances 

on.  ̂ i6 
Underpinninu,  tTi',  712 
Undischarged  bankrupt  and  his  cre>iitor3» 714 

rnexecijte*d  plana,  architects  and.  86.  149 
Iniversity  :    Aberdeen,    868 :     California 

Heai^)  508;  London,  at  the  Imperial Institute.  IM 

Unlimited  corap-^tit^m.  very,  81 
Unrest  in  modem  bujMinirt,  89 

Upoor,  Kent,  arbitration  at,  86 
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t'rb.m  ai-trirt  ■  ounciln,  plans  for,  532,  6b7 
Vricuniuiu,  .'XrMvttions  at,  tJ07 
Vtflwing  ̂ ciwJuHt,  3ly 

VALUE,  '.ominerciul,  of  a  8**a  view.  36 
Van :  Kjck  iiiid  the  <hiinney-pjt  hat,  633 ; 

Kiinri'  11  r''\''lviny  li'^or,  31 
-    Varnishing'  wijinl-blnck  tl'torinif,  117 
■    VdUtrJi  in.  rr  '11  V,  thf  h\U,  7^6 

Vail  I-  :  irch.  221 
Vai.;'  !  'ircular  .st-iir^,  5S" 
Venti.  -  mint.  f..n  f..i    :i:; 
Ventilutiuu  .    uf  criiWiV  j  '7  ; 

of  Hampstt^ad  vcHtr^  '  .ril. 
121,  159,  190,  222,  li.^l.  :.    i  ily 

401 ;  plenum,  for  liu^pituN,  u' 
Ventilators,  Mancli'-i^t'-r,  25S 
Verri'j  rediviviLs  at  lliimpton  Court.  n> 
Ver>- :  limited  competition,  35  ;  unlimited 

competitions,  84 
Vestries,  London  and  municipal  dwellings, 

897 

Viaducts,  railway,  in  Devon  and  Cornwall, 
123 

Villas:  Plewlands,  Elinhurph,  299;  semi- 
detached, club  design.').  255 

Volume,    relative,     of    Portland    cement 
mortars,  797 

"WADE  prothers,  Leeda,  in  re,  389 
Wakefield  corporation  tlned  £100,  7£G 

Wall:  paper  raAkers  combine,  214,  715; 

party,  property  iu,  117  ;  river,  construc- tion, 15S 
Walli-H,  Thos..  wood  sculptor,  6 
WallH :    udjoinin}^.     prl>^?ction    of,    fiO|; 

partitiuna  and  lloor.i,  711  and  structures) 
75*;  p:irtf  (iwvinjr  liabilitie.^  of  uwoerit 

of)  611    'under  Buildmg  Act    721,791; 
.structure  of,  local  bv-lawd  and,  1  ;    thin, 
ai3 

Walters  v.  Green,  Hull  »trike,  162 
Walworth,  bousing  fiue»tion  in,  320 
Want^^-d,  a  method  of  t«;aching,  357 
Warlmrton  v.  Llandudno  U.D.C.,  799,  826 
Wjirehouae,  Abt-rdeen,  129 
War  Otlicc.  now:  181;  and  Inij^o  Jon&t,  91 

Warwickshire;  Marmy'a   handbook  to,  1^2 
Washington  Capitol,  decomtions  in,  531 

Water:     colour  drawings,     Finn's,    CIS; 
discoloured,  in  bath,  3SH;  in  cellar.  81, 
U7  ;  lifting.  282;  mainn,  electrolysis  of. 
78G,   793,  897;    pipcM     iruHing  of;     712 
(wooden)  436;  salt,  ctf-'ct  of  on  cement, 
511,  601 ;  supplies,  protection  of  natural, 
29<t;  supply  to  country  mansiou'i,  76U ; 
tower,  Compton-hill,  8t.  L'juis,  293 

Watergate,  York,  78(> 
Wdvorley  abbev,  excavation**  at,  320 
Wayside  sketches  in  Suffolk.  386 
Weathercock,  a  mytliical,  Tit-liHt,  462 
Weaving  of  textile  fabrics,  art  in,  722 

V-'  .:  iting.  of  c.t-.tin^a,  611 '■  f>v  electricity,  bS5 
u  in.  till 

Wviaii  w.i:<i  supply:  for  Uirmingham,  55 
for  London,  7fyj 

West  Ham  :  building  by-law  appeal,  895 ; 
ojrpjration  and  L^wis  Angell,  119 

Westminster,      amended       improvement 

scheme.  5<i} Wet  or  dry  meters,  677 
Wexford,  fnMh^re  inclosure  at,  462 
What:  doe-*  supervision  iraidy  !  465;  is  a 
building!  219,  2>1;  is  a  new  building! 
421 ;  It  a  common   lud;,'ing  liouee !  86 ; 
is  a  ne*"  street  J  611 ;  1 1  char^'i-,  69X 

Which  is  th*;  "  rear"  of  a  building?  461 
WilliaiiM  :  Stephen  W.,  lihyadyr.  the  late, 

79S;  William,  Holyhead,  th.;-  late.  583 
WiU*  and  l)  jrsei,  Murmy's  handbook,  329 
Winchester,  subterranean  pi-<sa^>7  at,  ll'J 
Wincobink,  Itritish  encimptn-nt  at,  is» 
Windsor  Castle :  fire  brigade,  37  ;  vaults, 

1*25 

Wmdow,  N.A.P.  Co.,  in  r«,  149,  233,  568 
Window*,  bay,  117 
Windsor  <  xstlc,  lire  brigade  at,  37 
Withdrawing  tender,  damages  demanded for,  713 

Woliey's  "palace,"  Fleet-etreet,  679 
Wood:  block  floor,  496  (garnishing)  117; 

flo3r,    354;    paviny,    232,    313  (Hirlev- 

-  and)   569 ;  8-?a4oning  wood .  212 

\^  ,'es  for  rural  districts,  250 ; 

W  machines  add  tools,  501 
\\'  ■  rmirv,  Toxteth,  1,  7.  35 

Workhou.-*^^ .      Hagthorps,     Nottingham, 
3J1  ;  Lidvwell    St.    Olaves,  Southwark) 
229 :    Ipfwich    new.    62 :    Okehampton, 
38;  P.^>  hdale,  21j;  W.Uerhampton,  765 

Workmen's  :  (/-jiniK-n-Kitiou  Act,   353.   511, 
713     anomalv)   s»   (anotli'-T  defect   in) 

86  (appeal,   612   (contmuity  of  eaipV>v- 
raent  inj    750   inovel    ca-^e     ;i52     year's working  of .   7»W  ;  dwrllings     Aberdeen) 
7»i-'     Bangor     lo;i     Ltlinu'     U*^    L.C.C 
and    2^1    Oxford    ,>;;•;  hjmes.  ̂ 95    trade 

unionwt-s  and   1'.<S ;  pnjtt'i.tion  uf  on  build- 

ing*. .')S8 

Workm-n,  .-killed,  polyteehnics  and,  192 
Working  olass  dwellings  in  Italy,  899 
Works  department,  L.C.C,  858 

Y£  AR*S:  working  of  Workmen's  Com- pen.'^ation  Act,  7»i'> ;  of  the  L.C.C,  95 
York  watergat*.',  781 
Vork^hin- :  architectural  studies  in,  619; 

lock-<jut.  the,  12»; 
Young,  J.,  and  Sons,  Edinburgh,  in  re 

3S9 
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*«*  The  Litho^aphic  Illustrations  will  be  found  immediately  following  the  Pae-es  Indicated. 

ABBEYS  :   Djubs,  door  in,    51S ;    St. 

Alban's  (crucifix  on  high  nltar  screen)  613 
Aberdeen ;   central  bakery,   164  ;  draper}' 

warehouse,  147 
Acton  Bridge,  Northwich,  Baptist  chuieli 

and  school,  211 

Albany-road,    Camberwell,   Hadical  club, 
317,  319 

Alder^hot.  masonic  hall,  406 
Almshouse  chapel.  Hadleigh,  367 
Arcading,  Lady  chapel,  EIv  cathedral,  230, 

370 

Architect's  drawing  table,  5iS 
Armom-cd  concrete.  579 
ArtsandCrafta :  exhibition,  furniture  from, 

5IS;  from  Germany,  S'JS 
Ashley  Down  board  school.-*,  Bristol,  332 
Assurance  offices  :  Dublin  (Star)  331 ;  Perth 

(general  accident;  802 
Aston,  Birmingham,  higher  grade  school, 

478 
Asylimi,  lunatic :  natural  ventilation  for. 

291 ;  Uauceby,  Ke^teven,  61 

BABES  in  the  Wood,  book  illustrations, 

Eacton,  Hereford,  chalice  from^69 
Bacup,  U.M.  Free  church.Wuterside  house, 

478 

Bakeries :  Aberdeen  (Central)  1G4  ;  New 
Brorapton  (co-operative   406 

Baltic  charabera,  Glasgow,  300 
Bangor ;  Co.  Down,  homes'  of  rest,  29S.  3<X>; 

X.  Wales,  workmen's  dwellings,  lot 
Banks :  canal,  protection  of,  292, 2'.>3 ;  Clacton 

(London  and  Countv)  412  ;  countrv,  olub 
desiKns,  766,  7^3;  GWg-.w  (Royal  Scot- 

land) 164,  IHI  ;  aea,  protection  of,  GO 
Bath  :  cab i net-making  factory,  10  ;  Moor- 

fields  chapel  and  scnool,  8n2 
Baths,  public  :  Leyton  (2nd  design,  J.  W. 

Dunford   194 ;  St.  Pancras,  r>s6,  603 

Batterseji  Park,I*rince  of  Wales*  mansions, 
300 

Beccles,  St.  Benet's  B.C.  church,  478 
Beckenham,  St.  Michael's  idiureh,639 
Bedford,  country  house  near,  747 

Bench :  endand  pulpit,  St.  Brelade's,  Jersey, 
10  ;  improves!  joiner's,  508 

Beverley  minster,  iron  gates  to  choir,  478 
Biril  studies  blue  mountjiin  lory,  Bud- 

gerigar and  Siberian  bullfinch!  by  II. 
Wanles.'i,  261 

Birmingham  :  building  overtunnel,  CaiT'a- 
lane,  37');  (annon-street  hotel,  518; 
Carlton  theatre,  Saltky,  s36 ;  guild  of 
handicraft  premises,  577 

Blackpool,  propnsed  church  and  schools, 
WarIey-roa-1,  S36 

Board  schools  ;  Ashley  Down,  Bristol,  334  ; 
Aston  higlier  grade  178;  Chesterfield, 
874  ;  WcH)d  Green  ( higher  grade)  513 

Bolt  and  lock,  wro't  iron,  3()o 
Book  illuBtrations,  national  drawings  (S. 

Rollinson)  ■t8 
Bootle,  Welsh  Congregational  church,  514 

Boyle's  therolite,  756 

Biackets  :  wrought  iron,  300 ;  ladde:,  690; 
York,  370 

Bradford  market,  4Ct6 

Brasserie  de  1' Europe,  Leicester-square,  365 
Brescia,  mimicipal  buildings,  ■!iZi\ 
Bretteville,  Korrey.  church  at,  230,247 
Bridgnorth  market  place,  865 
Iirid;:?es,  cantilever,    156,  225,  295,  360,  399. 

57S,  6^9.  758,  BQ%  867 
Bristol :  Ashley  Down  board  schools,  334  ; 

cathedral  (new  reredos)  730  ;  General 
Draper  inn,  Hotwells,  802  ;  Jolly  Sailor 
inn,  Hanham.  near,  191  ;  Jubilee  conva- 
lescenthome,  Q5!6 ;  old  fireplaces,  Dighton- 
st.  836 

Britannia,  European  nations  welcomed  by, 
442 

Bronze  door,  private  chapel.  Worcester,  442 

Brook-st.,W.,  new  Claridge's  hotel,  66, 157 
Broomley  Grange,  StockHeld-on-Tyne,  586 
Broseloy,  inn  sign,  885 
Brundall,  Norwich,  house  at,  478 

Bryanston,  St.  Martin's  church,  728,  730 
Buckingham-gate.  St.  James'  court,  IcO 
Budgerigars,  by  H.  Wanless,  264 
Buffet.  German,  S36 
Bi  ii.LiiN-;  XKwsclubdesigns:  country  bank, 

766,  7.S3  ;  golf  club  hoase,  98,  115  ;  semi- 
detached vilhis,  264,  281 

Buildings  over  tunnel,  Can-'s-lane,  Birming- ham, 370 
Bullfinches,  Siberian,  by  H.  Wanles.s,  261 
Business  premises :   Aberdeen,    147,    164; 

BirminglKim,   370;  Clacton   (bank)  412; 
Dublin    (assurance)  334;  Glasgow.  191, 
300;  Gracechurch-st.,  E  C,  194  ;  Leigh, 
Lanes  (co-operative  1  370  ;  Xew  Brompton 
(co-operative;  10*J:  Perth (as'^umnee;;  S02; 
Sidraouth  874 ;    Victoria   Embankment, 

514  ;  Wolverhampton  (Chubb's)  473 

CABINET-MAKING  factory,  Bath, 
10 

Cabinets:  .'i(s;  I'.o^rlish  mariiueterie,  32^> ; 
German.  833,  sh6;  mahogany  ,  Birming- 

ham guild'  618  ;  ujiright  winged,  66 
Caen,  ancien  hotel  de  Valois,  130 

Camberwell,  Xorth,  Radical  club  and  in- 
stitute. .'117,  ;i«9 

Campden  Uill-court,  Kensington,  331 

Camp,  Israelites,*  plan  of,  68*1 
Canal  bank  protection,  expanded  metiil  for, 

292.  293 

Canuon  -street  hotel.  Birmingham,  548 
Cantilever  bridges,  1.56.  225,  295,  360,  399, 

578,  689,  758,  86(5,  867 
Capit^iline  museum,  Rome,  836 
Cunliff ;  braneh  free  library,  K oath,  802  ; 

Welsli  Calvinistic  Methodist  chajwl,  622 
Carlton:  hotel,  Pall  Mall,  10;  theatre, 

Saltley,  Birmingham.  s;i)> 
Carved  aetj;ils,  York  Minster,  370 
Carving  chair,  518 
Casement  fittings,  467 
Casting!*.  539,  576 
Castle  Kreuzenstein,  room  in,  622 

Cathedrals:    Bristol    ireredis:    73-^;    Ely 
(Lady  chapel  arcading   37o    west  tower, 
nave  and  Lady  chapel  ari-a-jiug  23<>;  St. 
Alban's  'crucifix,  high  altar  screen;  613; 
York   carvings  in)  37<i 

Cement,  efle^t  of  salt  water  on,  512,513,511 
Central ;  bakery,  Aberdeen.  161:  hall,  school 

natural  ventilation  of.   191  ;    technical 
schools  for  Cornwall,  Truro.  583 

Chairs  :  carving,  518  ;    old   Kn'-rlish.  66  ; 
reading,  618  ;  S.  Kensington  museum,  442 

Chalice-^  from  Bacton  and  St.  Kea,  469 
r'hambers,  Baltic.  Glasgow.  3i>  ► 
Chjipels:   Bath   ;  Moorlield-i    >m2  ;  Cardiff 

(Welsh  Calv.  Meth.)  622  ;  Elv  cathedral 
'Lady)    2.3o,   370  ;     Hadleigli.     Suffolk 
(almshouses)  367  ;  Metropolitan  Taber- nacle as  rebuilt,  284 ;  Won.ester  (private, 
bronze  door)  442 

Charlbur>',  Jubilee  fountain.  730 
Cheethan'i  -  hill,    Manchester,   Yew    Tree Farm,  495 

Chelsea  Reach,  Bittersea,  Prince  of  Wales' mansioas,  300 

Chequers,  old.  inn,  TonbriJge,  478 
Che.>itei  field.  ,A>hgate-road  board  school, 874 
Chest,  parish.  Hadleigh.  Suffolk.  367 

Chetham's  college,  Manchester.  12:i,  130 
Chimneypteces,  German,  83;i.  S38 
Christchurch  priory,  Norman  stair  turret. 

130 

Chrismatory,  pre-Refonaation.  463 
Chubb's  lock  works,  Wolverhampton,  473 
Church:  congress  exlubition,  468,  469; 

fittings  ;Congregational,  Exeter,  691; 
Stretton  church,  8*^5 

Churches :  Acton  Bridge,  Northwich  (Bapt) 

211;  Bacton 'chalice  from  4tJit ;  Beccles 
;St.  Bi-net,  ii.C)  478;  Beckenham  (St. 
Michael'  6;t9  ;  Beverlev  vMinster,  choir 
gatesl  478;  Blackpool,  S3t; ;  lio«)tle  (West 
Congi  )  514  ;  Bretteville.  Xorrey,  230, 247 ; 
Bryanston  ̂ St.  Martin)  728,  730 ;  Christ- 
church,  Hants  ;  Nonnan  stair  turret) 
130 ;  Church  Stretton.  Salop,  865 ; 

Coventrj-  St.  Michael  spire)  622  ; Cushendall  Presbtn.,  711  ;  Derby  (All 

8S.  tower  622;  Doubs  i  Abbey,  door' 518;  Exeter  Congl..  fittings  (>94;FiS:amp 

(Trinity,  sci-eens  in^  3;U  ;  Gainsborough 
(Robinson  meml.l  317:  Hadleigh  parish 
chest  in!  367  ;  Jei"sey  \St.  Brelade.pulp  t 
and  bench  end  10;  Lavonham  iponmi 
367 ;  Linlithg(»w  St.  Michael  and  All 
Angels)  511 ;  natural  ventilatioo  for,  257  ; 
Pans  iSt.  MiV-  screen  518;  St.  Kea 
(chalice  froiu)  469 ;  Shirebrook  ;H. 
Trinity)  802.  SIS;  Sledmere  (St.  Mary 
334;  ̂ outh  Leigh  ̂ frescoin:  .370;  Spald- 

ing porch)  622;  Stoke  -  by  -  Xayland 
itower'  .367;  Swansea  \St.  Man')  442; 

Waterside.  Bacup  (CM  E.)  4"'8  " City  :  an  ideal,  plan  of,  t»S7  ;  mission,  re- 
ligious institute,  Manchester.  10.  194 

City,  tlie  :  Finsbur>--pavement.  tramway 
otBces,  730 ;  Fiosbury  square,  Smith 
fountain,  759 ;  Gracechurch-at.  premises, 
191 

Clacton.  Ltndon  and  cjunty  bauk,  412 

Claridge's  liotel.  new,  66,  157 
CLavpatch  house,  Ridgeway,  F.afield,  361 
(.'litheroe  town  hall.  2J0 

Club.  Brii.iHN-.,  NKws.deaiga'* :  b»nk,  766, 
78J ;  gjlf  clubhouse,  93,  115  ;  semi-de- 

tached villas.  2''.1,  281 Clubhouses:  golf  (club  designs)  95,  115; 
North  CamberweU  (Radical)  317,  319; 

Nottingham  'Constitutional'  515,  5t8; Surbiton,9S 

Clungunford.  staircase  at  Heith  house,  863 

Colinton,  N.B..  Fraserhome*,  13fi 
Colleges :  Khartoum  Gordon  meml.  4.  5. 

*0,  sj;  Minchester  .''hetham's  r_'i.  13_i; 
royal,  music  .concert-hall?  93,  98 

Colliers'  homes,  pair  uf,  396,  397 
Columns,  cast.  675 
Commodes  :  German,  833.  836  ;  Louis  XVI., 

329 

Communion  table,  Exeter  Congregational 
church,  691 

Competitions  :  baths  (Leyton,  and  J.  W. 
Dunford  191;  Bt'1i.i>i\'<i  >iRv\sdesigning 
club.  ;i8,  115.  261,  281,  76).  783  ;  concert- 
hall  Karasgate,  1st.,  Ardron,  Dawson 
and  Howell  766;  county counf^ilbuiMiniji 
Edinbur^'h,  Midlothian,  selecTe^i.  J.  M. 
Henry  t>22  do.,lst.,  Soottand  Cimpbell) 
691 :  halls  port  Elizabeth.  Savaje.  and 
free  library,  sleeted,  H.  A.  Cheerv  518, 
584  do  Batem  I  n  and  Bateraan  548 

[Sprinybuni,  (ila.o-'ijw.lst.  W.  B.  Whitel 
38  \do.,  2nd.,  Thom*m  and  Sindilands|) 
38  do., 2nd.  ;iNj.,  Watson  and  Silmond) 
38 ;  institute,  religion-"  M-inche-ster, 
Woodhoute  and  Willoutrhby  10.  194  ; 

market  Bradford,  1st.,  Hoix'  and  son) 
4C6;  Masonic  hall  Aldershot,  1st.  Coggin 

anil  Wallis'  106 ;  municipal  buildmgs 
and  librarj*  Plumstead.  selected.  A.  B. 
Thomas  65**.  <?.M  do..  2nd.  Hall,  Cooper 
and  Davis.  658.  691  :do.,  3rd.  Potter  and 
Cranrteldi  6>8;  national  designs  iogle 

nook.  J.  A.  Jones'  874  Muusoleum.  A. 
M.  "iardner  874  (wall  fountain,  R.  M. 
Cog-.;in  .S*'6 ;  National  dniwinga  ,bird 
studies,  11.  Wanlesw  264  book  illus- 

trations. S.  Rollinson  9?<  Ely  cathedral, 
O.  Marples  2:10  hist4>ric  wrought  iron- 

work. <t.  T.  Ea-st^-n  ;i0n  IVterborou^h 
town  hall,  S.  W.  Taylor,  406  Royal  Ex- 

change Square,  lilasgow,  -1.  Mather  164, 
IHt ;  Piigin  drawings  U.  Rutherford) 
370. 47>i ;  school  of  science  and  art  Erome, 
2nd.,  K.  E.  Brinkworth  370  ;  Tite  ̂ royal 
mausoleimi.  »  .  E.  Vamdell  370;  town 
hall  Godalming,  selected,  Lanchester, 
Stewart  and  Rickards  622;  workhouse 
Wolverhampton,  selected,  A.  Marshall) 

76*: 

Compton-hill  water  tower,  St.  Loui?,  204, 295 
Concert  halls :  -It-imsgate,  766 ;  royal  college 

of  music.  03. 98 

Concrete,  armoured,  .'»79 ConsigUo  palace.  Verona,  i^^ Constructional  ironwork,  611,  617,  632,  719 
.Conraldscent  borne,  Bristol,  JubileCi  653 
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Co-operative  premiiw :  liCiftb,  Lanes,  370; 
New  Brompton,  4*> 

Cottagw    (iiir.nocli,  694  ;  Uootton  Oosslev, 

6i>(r    Kent     pirJencr's'  -lH ;   Port  Sim- 

light,  (W;  Wiilney.  S*-. 
C«tta«e,  the.  Kingsburj'.  -'H CountrT ;   bank,  club  Je»iffn«,    766,   7S3 ; 

faoiues   BeUford;  747  (Sibbertoft,  Sorth- 
amptoD  730 

County     couiii-il    building!*,     Rlinbunjh, 
Midlothian  :  i.le.ti><l,  .1.  M.  Ilenrj-,  e'-'J ; 
1st.,  gcott  and  Campbell,  694 

Courthouse  Koinff  to  court,  in  N'.-braskft,505 
Court>  t^t.  Jamiw  ,  IJuckinwham-Knte,  130 
Courtvanl,  Chcth&m'a  college,  Jlanchester, 

113,' 130 
CoTentiy,  St.  Miclmel'ii  tower  and  spire,  (>« 
Criicittx,  With  altar   screen,  St.    .Mbau'9 cathedral.  DM 
Cup.  hauiiuore*!  silver,  from  ShrevBbury, 

4&S 
CuaheudiUI,  Tresbto.  church,  711 

DAM,  reeor>*oir,  tl'i6 
Diirlington,  tei-niec  on  Southrnd  t^tate,  lt;i 
Derby,  tower  of  All  Saints'  church,  t>22 
X)etugning  club,  Iliiihisii  N'k\\ -;  countiy 

bank,  7<;«J.  :•<».  jfolf  clubhouse,  9S,  Ho ; 
nemi-Ji'ta.  Uitl  villas,  264,  •i*4 

Desilfns  :  lU  n.iPi.v.i  Ni;w«club,  ','3,  115,  261, 
•JSl.    7tii>.    7^'i ;      olliers'      homes      I:. 
Williams  38«,  :»7  ;  iuBle-noiik  iNational, 
J.  A.  Jon«  H   H74  :  m;iiisol,-Hiu9  ;  National, 
A.  M.  Gar>lner    fi74   Titi.  f.K.  Vamdell 
370:  nati'inal    wall  foimtuin,    Katherinc 

M.   ro-_'in     .'v"^ ;    workers'  homes     R. W 

IV  l.xeter  CoDgl.  churth,  691 
l)e' 1  .  nintilever,  ISii,  •-'•»,  295. 

3(io,  3i*it,  oil.,  !>.'<',  7.VS  ;  ca-sement  rtttings, 
4(77  ;  church  (Linlithirow.  Bt.  Michael 
514  ;  columnii,  576  :  door  furniture,  i30. 
431,  (66;  ironmongerv,  51.12:  ironwork, 
611,  647,  68-.'.  719  ;  juinery,  2-n-<,  iSS,  324  : 
mouldings,  261  ;  municipal  buildings 
(Trowbndge  38  ;  nails,  :iU4 ;  plumbing. 
745,  791  :  rain  w.itor  pijies.  &:i:i :  sanitary 
fittings.  S27  :  sjLshes  and  frames,  155,  Ifr^, 
220  ;  screens,  Ffoamp  ch.,  3:14  :  seabonks. 
fntlectionof,i>i:  ttvhnical  schinils  Trviw- 
ridge   :is  ;  w-ater  tower  ,bt.  Louis    294, 

295 ;   wrought  iron,  3i*o 
Didsbury.  Wnitevale  House.  3iV) 
Dining  room.  Hill-stn.vt,  W.,  6»: 
Dixcot  house     iiroposed   Tooting,  >iH 

Doge's  palace,  Venice,  73il,  838 
Door  :  bronze,  pri\^lte  chapel.   Worcester, 

4« ;  f-JTOiture.  430,  431,  468,  467 
Doubs,  door  in  abbey  church,  54S 

Drapery" :  .studies,  National   drawings    H. 
K.  Bulmerl  334  ;  wareliouae,  Aberdeen, 
147 

Drawing  table,  architect's,  548 
Drawings,  mcasurei  :  tlreplAc«!s.  old.  Bristol 

(E.  O.  Ko<lway   836  ;  National    Heverlev 
Minster, H. Rutherford   47-<   birdstudics, 
H.  Wanlcs.s    2i'.»    lKX>k   illustmtions,   S. 
Rollinson   &*^   dniperii-',  H.  B.    Bulmer 
334     Ely  Cathdral,    li.    .Mjirples)    iSti 
(.histonc  wrought  ironwork,  (i.  T.  Easten 
SCO  .Linllth^-.)W,  St.  Mich!i.>rsch  ,  D.  M. 
6todd.art)  514  ;  Peterbor..ugh  town  hall, 
S.  W.  Taylor     4"i;      Royal   E.\change- 
s.iuare,  Gla.sgow,   .1.    Matjier     164,   181 ; 
original,  for  Swiss   tinted  glaas,   Si,r2  ; 
Pugin     8tudent«ihip      ;Kly     and    York 

Minstera,  South  Leigh  ch.,  H.  Butherf  ord' 370 

Dressing  commode,  833 
Drive,  Kersiil.  houiies  in  the,  .387 
Dublin,  SUir  life  assurance  officcx,  334 
Ducal  palace,   Venice :  836 ;    porta    della 

carta,  730 

Dwellings,  workmen's,  Bangor,  194 

BASEL,  oak.  548 
Edinburgh  :   Midlothian    countv     council 

buildings  deiifrna  .selected,  J.  SI.  Henrr 
622    (1st,  Scott  and  Campbell    694  ;  Royal 

Britiah  hotel,  Prince's-street,  838  ;  villas at  Plewlanda,  3C0 
Edwalton.  houiw  at.  264 

Edwards,  Piwimore,  teachers*  orphanage. Sydenham,  370 

Effect  of  salt  water  on  cement.  512,  543.  .'i(4 
Ely  cathedral :  Lady  chapel  arcading    H. 

Butherf orvl   .')70:  West  tower,  nave  and 
Lady  chapel  arcadini;  Q.  Mavples]  23i) 

Embankment,  the,  Hamilton  House,  51  ( 
Enfleld,  Claypatch  House,  Ridgeway.  361 
Estimates,  155,  Iss,  220,  2>4,  2SS  2>0,  324 

394,  430,  431,  466,  467,  SCi,  539,  575,   611. 
647,  682,  719,  755,  7;ll,  827 

Europeui  nations  welcomed  by  Britaimia. 442 

Exeter.  Congregational  church  fittings,  6B4 
Exhibitions:   Arts  and  Crallg,    furniture 
from,  548;  Church  Congress,  plate,  468, 

Expanded  metal  for  canal  bank  protection, 
292,  293 

FACTORT,  cabinet  makinr,  Bath,  10 
i'airy-hill.  Weybridgc  66,  66 Farm,   Yew  Tree,    Choetham-liill,    Man- chester. 4fVi 

Fecamp,  screens.  Trinity  church,  334 
Fightinc  I    'ks  hotel.  Slosel.v.  r.-,6 
Finjbury:  [ovement.  North  Metropolitan 
tramway    ,,thce>,  7:1. >  ;    S-juare,     Smith memonal  fount^un.  759 

Fire  and  poUce  station,  Sheffield.  98 
Firagimle  and  hood,  J.  A.  Jonca's  design. 

Fittings;  church,    E.xet«r    'Congl.j   604; 
saniUr)-.  827,  8S2 

FlaH:   Ken8ington-s»iuftr«,  730 ;  Prince  of 
Wales   mansions,  Battemea,  ^» 

Fountains  :  Charlbury  (Jubilee)  7:10;  Fina- 
bury-s-iuare  (Smith  memoriar  75;i ;  wall. 
National  design  iK.  M.  Coggin)  686 

Frames  and  saanes,  166,  188,  '2*20 
Fraser  homes,  Hailes.  Colinton,   130 
Free  libraries  :   NewcasUo-on-Tyne     Vic- 

toria  *^ ;  Plumatead  selected  design,  A. 
li.  Thomas)  6S8,  IW4    'ind..  Hall,  Cooper, 
and   Davis)   658.   6!14     3rd.,    PotUr  and 
Cninfleld)688;  I'ort  Eli/Jibcth    sek-cted, 
U.  \.  Cheers)  MS  581   do.  liateman  and 
B.itemani  548;  B.«itb,  Carditf,  902 

Fres, ,,  in  .s.mth  I.,  igh  <'hurch.  Oxon,  ;130 
Frniii-  -  .li.Kilof  iH-i.ne.-and  art  '2nd  design, 

l:.  1..  Brinkwortli    7r<l 
Fumituie:  from  Art^i  and  Crafts  exhibition 

548 ;  liennaD,  8S3,  838  ;  sketches,  66.  :)27, 442 

GABLES,  the.  Beading,  164 
O.on-b,irough,  John  Botanson    memorial fhi.n-li.  317 

Gallerv.  picture,  of  Soceesionists,  Vienna, 

4:l.'i.'4i'2 < Jard.ner's cottage  in  Kent,  264 
tieneril  :  accident  assurance  offices,  I'ertb, 

'-02  ;  Draper  inn,   Hotwells,  Bristol,  802 
1  iermany,  arts  and  crafts  from,  833.  83i8 
Oillnoek,  cottages  at,  694 
Oird.  rs  :  carrymg.  S03:  riveted,  611.  647 
Glasgow  :  Baltic  chambers,  300  ;  bu^ness 

pp-inises,  Sauchiehall  -  St.  ,  194  ;  Royal 
li.\change-square  tNational  drawings,  J. 
Miitli.  r  164,  181 ;  Springbum  halls  1st 

W.  li.  White)  38  •2nd  do.,  Thomson  and 
Saiidilands)  88  (2nd  do.,  leq.,  Watson 
and  Salmond)  38 

Glass.  )>ainted,  Swiss,  original  drawings 
fc.r,   Hr2 

Goldaiiiing  town  hall,  622 

Golf  >  Uibbouse,  club  designs,  U8,  115 
G<irdon  memorial  college,  Khartoum,  4,  5, 

111,  83 
Oracechurch-st..  K.C.  premises,  194 
Grand  :  hotel,  Leicester-square,  365,  442  ; 

theatre,  Luton,  2t^ 
Grille.  Italian  strapwork,  300 
Guild  of  handicraft  premises,  Birmingham, 

')77 

GuUane,  

house  
at,  

836 

HADIiEIQH  :  almshouse  chapel.  367  ; 
pansh  box,  367 

Haili^,  I'olinton,  Fraser  homes,  130 
Half-trussed  roof,  612 
Halls  :  .\ldershot  (masonic^  Hi6  :  Glasgow, 
Springbum  (Ist.,  W.  B.  White  :»  do., 
'2nd.,  Thomson  and  SandilandSi  3S  (do., 
2nd.  je'i.,  Watson  and  Salmond)  38; 

Kensington  (ro^■al  college  of  music,  con- 
cert 93,  98;  fort  Elizabeth  >  Savage, 

selected,  H.  A.  Cheers)  548,  'do., 
Bateman  and  Bateman  548  ;  public, 
natural  ventilation  applied  to,  125 ; 
Ramsgate.  concert,  766 

Ilaiailton  House,  Victoria  Embankment, 

514 Hammersmith,  Rowton  House,  721 
Handicraft,  guild  of,  Birmingham,  577 
Hanliam,  Bristol,  Jolly  Sailor  inn,  194 
HarToi.';ite,  hotel  Majestic,  164 
Heath  lloufe,  Salop,  staircase  in,  865 

High  altar  screen,  St.  Alban's  cathedral, cruciiix  on,  613 

Higher  grade  schools:  Astan,  Birmingham, 
47«;  Wood  Green,  548 

Hill-st.,  W.,  Earl  Crewe's  dining  room,  66 
Hinges,  door,  430 
Homes  :  Bangor,  Co.  Down  of  rest)  298. 

S<">;  Bristol  (con\'alescent.  Jubilee  658  ; 
colliers',  pair  of,  396,  397;  Hailes,  N.B. 
FraserMSO ;  workers',  pair  of,  4u6 

Hootton  Orosaley,  cottages  at,  694 
Hospitals  :  natural  ventilation  for,  291  ;  St. 

John's  Wood  ,SS.  John  and  Elizabeth) 164 

Hotel  de  Valois,  Caen,  130 
Hotels :  Birmingham  (Cannon-street)  548  ; 

Brook-st.,  W.  (new  Claridge's)  66,  157  ; 
Edinburgh  (Boyal  British)  836 ;  Harro- 

gate Majestic)  164 ;  Leicester  Square 
Grind  de  I'Europc)  365,  (442  ;  Mo.seley 
(FightingCocks)  766;  Pall  Mall  (Carlton) 
10 

Hotwells,  Bristol,  General  Draper  inn,  S>2 

Houses:  Bangor  (workmen' 8  194  ;  Bedford 
•  ountry)  747;  Bexhill,  23o ;  Broomley 
Orange,  Stocksfleld,  586 ;  Brtmdall, 
Norfolk,  478;  Caen  'de  Valois)  13o ; 
f  ampden  Hill-court,  Kensington.  3a«  ; 
<  helsea  Bench,  Battcrsea  data  300; 
Claypatch,  Ridgeway,  Enfleld,  361  ; 

colliers',  396,  397  ;  Cottage,  the  Kings- 
bury. 230;  Dixcot,  Tooting,  674  ;  Drive. 

the.  Kertal,  387  ;  Edwalton,  ■264  :  Fairy- 
hill,  Weybridge,  65,  I56;  Gables,  the. 
Betiding,  164 ;  Oiffnock  eottageai  6t>4  ; 
OulIanc,8a6;Hc*th,Salop  staircase) 865 ; 
Hill-st,  W.  (diningroom  66 ;  Hootton 
Crossley  (cottages)  694;  Kensington- 
?  itiar.'  rtat8;730;  Kent  gardener's  cot- 
ta--  264:Laa  Fracoaa.  Santander,  406 ; 
I^oikT  Melfonl  lodge  367  ;  Manchester 
ell  i!V, ;  Newark.  98:  Oxford,  766: 
Plewlands.  Fdinburgh  villas  300 ;  Port 
Sunlight  cottages  66;  Howton,  Ham- 

mersmith, 721 ;  St.  James-court,  Buck- 
ingham-gate, 130  ;  Seacroff,  Milfor<1-on- 

Sea.  \*'A ;  semi  -  detached  villas  club 
desiOTs  -an,  281  :  Sibbertoft,  730  South- 

end 1-state,  Darlington  terrace  164  ; 
Sunnyside,  Walton  -  on  -  Thames,   66  ; 

Walney  loottages)  836  ;  Walsall,  194  ; 
Westwood,  Sydenham,  37o  ;  Whitevale, 
Didsbury,  300  ;  WooUw;oml>e,  327 ; 

workers,'  406 

IDEAL  city,  plan  of,  687 
Illustrations,  b(K)k,  ̂ tional  drawings  (S. 

Rollinson    tiS 

Improvtsl  joiners'  bench.  5i>8 
Inns  :  Hanham,  Bristol  Jolly  Sailor'.  194  ; Hotwells,  Bristol  .General  Draperj  802; 

Tonbridge    Old  Chojuers)  478 
Institutes:  Manchester  'city  mission  re- 

ligious) 10,  194  ;  North  Camberwell 
itadical)  317,  319;  Ticehurst   village)  10 

Ironmongery  ttttiugs,  5ir2 
Ironwork.  con.structional,  611,  647,  682,719 

Israelites'  camp,  plan  of.  68li Italian  sketches,  by  Q.  S.  Nicol,  83} 

JERSE'y,    St.    Brelade's,    pulpit  and iK-nch  end,  10 

Joiners'  l»ench,  improved,  508 

Joinery  details,  '288,  '2^9,  321 Jolly  Sailor,  Hanham,  Bristol,  194 
Jubilee  :  convalescent  home,  Bristol,  668; 

fountain,  Charlbury,  730 
Justice,  palace  of,  Munich,  434,  435,  442 

KENSINGTON:  Camnden IliU-oourt, 
:i3i :  ilats,  730  ;  royal  college  of  music, 
concert  hall,  93,  98  ;  Soutlt,  museum 
(chairs;  442  (ch.  screen)  631  (wrought 
ironwork/  .300 

Kent,  gardener's  cottage  in,  264 
Kersal,  the  Drive,  387 
Kesteven  lunatic  asylum,  Rauceby,  61 
Khartoum,  Gordon  memorial  college,  4,  5, 

10,  SI Kingsbury,  the  Cottage,  230 

Kreuzenstein,  room  in  Castle  of,  6'22 

LADDER  bracket,  now,  690 
Lady  chapel,  Ely  cathedral,  arcading  of, 230,  370 

Tjulywell,  St.  Olave's  workhouse.  '230 I-iiiip  bracket.  York.  370 
Las  traeoas,  Santander,  406 
Lavenham  church,  porch,  .367 
Leicester-square,  Grand  hotel  imd  bras- 

serie, 365,  442 
Leigh  :  Lanes,  co-operative  premises,  370; 
South,  fresco  in  church,  370 

Lewisham,  short-period  lunatic  pavilion, 
459 

Levton  public  baths,  2nd  design  (J.  W. 
Dunford)  194 

Libraries,  tree :  Newcastle-on-Tyne  (Vic- 
toria) 98 ;  riumstcad  (selected  design.  A, 

B.  Thomas)  658,  694  (2nd,  Hall,  Cooper 

and  Davis)  658,  694  (3rd,  Potter  andCran- 
field)668;  Port  Elizabeth  (selected,  H. 

A.  Cheers)  548,  584  (•2nd  do.,  Bateman 
and  Bateman)  548 ;  Boath,  Cardiff,  802 

Linlithgow,  St.  Michael's  church,  514 Load,  safe,  on  vaiUt,  7.50 
Locks  and  bolts.  3iXi.  431 

Lodge.  I.ong  Melford  hall,  .367 
Long  Melford  hall,  lodge  to,  367 
Lories,  blue  mountain,  by  H.  Wanleas,  264 
I^xmatic   asylum  :   Rauceby,  Kesteven,  61  ; 
Lewisham  workhouse,  459 
Luton,  Grand  theatre,  264 

MAJESTIC  hotel,  Harrogate,  164 
Manchester :  city  mis-sion  rehgious  institute, 

10,  104  :  courtyard,  Clietnam's  college, 
1'23,  130 ;  houses,  Kersjil,  near,  3-s7 ; 
VThite  Lion  yard.  Long  Mitigate,  493  ; 
Yew  Tree  farm,  Cheetham  Hill,  495 

Mansions  in  flats.  Prince  of  Wales' ,  Batter- sea  Park,  .300 
Mantelpieces,  548,  833 
Market  :  house,  Shrewsbury,  ^64 ;  place, 

Bridgnorth,  sSj 
Markets.  Bradford,  406 
Masomc  hall,  Aldershot,  4C« 

Mausoleum  :  National  design  A.  M.  Gard- 
ner! 869,  874  ;  roval,  Tite  design  ,C.  E. 

Vamdell  I  370 

Measured  drawings :  fireplaces,  old,  Bristol 
(E.  G.  Eodwav)  836;  Linhthgow,  St. 
Michael's  ch.  (C.  M.Stoddart  514  ;  Royal 
Exchange-square,  Glasgow  ;J.  Mather) 
164,  181 

Meeting  of  Henry  Vm.,  and  Francis  I.,  by 
H.  C.  Brewer,  478 

Memorial  college  Gordon)  Khartoum,  4.5, 

10,  S3 Mensuration,  318 

Metal,  expanded,  for  canal  bank  protection 
■292,  '293 

Metropolitan  tabernacle,  as  rebuilt,  '264 
Midlothian  coimty  council  buildings,  Edin- burgh, 622 

Milford-on-Sea,  Seacroff  House,  164 
Minster,  Beverley,  choir  gates,  478 
Moorlields  chapel  and  school,  Itath,  902 
Moseley.  Fighting  CtKks  hotel.  766 
Mouldings  :  ̂ 254  ;  Royal  F.xcbange-square, 

Glasgow,  164,  ISl 
Mountain  lories,  by  H.  Wanless.  264 
Munich,  Palace  of  Justice.  434,  435.  442 

Municipal  buildinirs  :  Bn^cia,  <^'' ;  Plum- stead  designs  selected,  .\.  B.  Thomas) 

658,  i»4  do.  •2nd,  Hall.  Co.iper  and 
Davis)  tS8,  694  do..  3rd,  Potter  and 

Cranfield   658;  Trowbridge.  3s 
Museums  :  Rome,  Capitoline  ,  836 ;  South 
Kensington  church  screen  5.31  foar 
chaira    442  wrought  ironwork    3iO 

Music  :  cabinet,  German,  836  :  royal  college 
of,  concert  hall,  93,  96 

NAILS,  classes  of,  394 National  Designs  ;  ingle  nook  (J.  A. 
Jonos)  874  ;  mausoleum  (A.  M.  Gardner) 
8<y»,  874;  wall  fountain  (Katherine  M. 

Coggin)  6.'^ 

National  Drawings  :  Beverlev  Minster  (H, 

Rutherford)  478;  bird  studies  :H.  Wan- 
less)  264;  book  illustrations  s.  Itollin- 
son)  !*8;  draperies  U.  F.  Bulmer  $34; 

Ely  cathedral  G.Marples  '230  :  (ilasgow 
Royal  Exchange-squiire  J.  Mather)  164, 
181  ;  historic  wrought  inmwoik  iG.  T. 

Fasten;  30o;  Linlithgow,  St.  Micliael's 
church  (D.  M.  Stoddjut  .111;  Peter- 

borough town  hall    s.  W.  Taylori  406 
Nations  of  Europe  welcomed  by  Britannia, 

442 

Natural  ventilation  of  :  church,  257  ;  hos- 
pital or  asylum,  291 ;  public  hall,  125  ; 

school,  191,  223;  theatre,  l&u 
Newark,  house  at,  98 
New:  Brighton,  tower,  874;  Brompton, 

co-op*'rative  baker>',  406;  Scotland-yard 

police  station,  622 
NewcasUe-on-Tvne,  Victoria  free  librarv, 

98 

Newington  Butts,  new  Metropolitan  taber- 

nacle, 264 Norman  stair  turret,  Christchurch  priory, 
130 

North  :  Camberwell,  Radical  club,  317, 

319  ;  Metropolitin  tramway  offices,  Fins- 
bury-Jiavclueilt,  730 

Northwich,  Bapti.st  church,  Acton-bridge, 211 

Norwich,  grand  op<'ra  hou.se,  614 
Nottingham,   Constitutional  club,  545,  648 

OFFICES;  Dublin  (Star  assurance) 

334 ;  Finsbury-pavement,  E.C.  ̂ tram- 
ways)  730 ;  Perth  (General  Accident assurance)  802 

Old  Chequers  inn,  Tonbrid^■e,  478 
Opera  bouse,  Norwich.  514 
Original  drawings,  Swias  painted  glass,  802 

Orphanage,  teacbere'  (Passmorc  Edwards) 
Sydenham,  370 

Oxford,  house  in,  766 

PAINTED  glass,  Swiss,  original  draw- 

ings for,  .'-1 12 
Fair  of  colliers'  homes,  396,  397 
Palaces:  Munich  (Justice  4;i4,  435,442: 

Venice  (Ducal,  730,  836;  Verona  (con- 

siglio)  .836 Pall  Mall,  Salop,  Carlton  hotel,  10 
Parish  chest.  Uadleigh  church,  367 
Paris,  screen  in  church  of  St.  Slery,  548 
Parthenon  marbles,  drai^eries  from,  334 

Passmore  Edwartis  teachers'  orphanage, Sydenham.  370 

Pavilion :  golf,  club  designs,  98, 116 ;  lunatic 
pavilion,  Lewisham,  459 

Perth,  Gen.  Accident  assurance  offices,  802 
Peterborough  town  hall,  406 

Piccadilly,  frieze  in  Prince's  restaurant, 478 

Picture  gallery.  Secessionists',  Vieima,  435, 442 

Pipes,  rain  water,  639 
Plans:  bakery  (New  Brompton)  40(5; 

banks  (Clacton)  442 ;  baths  (club  designs) 

766,  78S  (Levton,  'ind  design,  J.  W. 
Dunford)  194  'St.  Fancras)  686,  603  ; 
hoard  schools  (Ashley  Down.  Bristol) 
334  (Ashton,  higher  grade)  478 
(Chesterfield)  374  (Wood  Green,  higher 
grade)  54S;  chambers  Glasgow,  Baltic) 

800;  chapels  Bath,  Moorflelds  8ri2  CVir- 
difl,  Welsh  Calv.  Meth.)  6^22  (Metro. 
Tabernacle'  ^264 ;  churches  -^Acton  Bridge, 
Bapt.)  211  Bacup,  U.SLF.  478  (Beccles, 
EC)  478  Beckcnham  St.  Michael)  639 
(Bhickpool,  new)  836  Bootle,  Welsh 
Congl.)  514  (Cushendall,  Presbtn.)  711 
(Gainsborough,  Bobinson  MeiiU.)  317 

(Linlithgow.  St.  Michael  514  (Shire- 
biook,  Xrinity)  819  vSledmere)  334 
(Swansea,  St.  Mary)  442  ;  city,  an  ideal, 
687,  857  ;  clubhousei  golf,  club  designs) 
98,  115  North  Camberw.U,  Radical  319 
(Nottingham,  ConstiO.  543  Surbiton) 
98;  collegw  Khartoum,  Gordon  4,  5. 

10  .Manchester,  Chetham's,  123;  concert 
halls  .Itamsgati-  766  Royal  College  of 
Music;  93  r  cottages  iiilfnock,  694 

(Houston  Croasley  694  Kent,  gardener's) 
264  , Kingsbury.  ■2.)0  Port  Sunlight  66 
I  Walney)  8:i6  ;  county  council  buildings 
(Edinbursh,  Midlothian -selected.  J.  M. 
Henrv;  6-22  Do..  1st.  Scott  and  Cam t>- 

hell,  694;  dwellings  H,ingor.  workmen's^ 194  ;  guild  of  handicraft  Birmingham) 
677  :  halls  Clasgow.  Springbum,  1st,  W. 
B.  ̂ Vhite)  38  Do.,  2nd,  Thomson  and 
Sandilands)  38  ;Do.,  •2nd  le-i.,  Watson 
and  Salmond  38:  homes  Bangor,  Co. 

Down,  rest  '298  (Hailes,  Fraser  130; 

hospital  St.  John's  Wood.  SS.  John  and Elizabeth  164 ;  hotels  Birmingham, 
Cannon-st.)  548  !  Brook-street,  W., 
Chiridgc's'  157  (Edinburgh,  Bojal 
British  836  (Moseley,  Fighting  Cocks) 
766;  houses  Battersea  Si">  .Bedford) 
747  (Bexhill  230  Broomley  Grange, 
Stocksfleld  5-»!  Brandall  478  Caropdcn 
Hill-court,  Kensingt.in  3,34  Claypatch, 

Enfleld  3>\\  colliers'  396  Dixcot,  Toot- 
ing 874  Fairvhill.  Weybridge)  65 

^OabIes,  Reading  li".4  Gullane  836 (Kersal)  387  Las  Fracoas,  Santander) 
406  (Newark  98  Oxford  IX  .Seacroff. 
Milford  164  sibbertoft)  730  Southend 

E.<<tate,  Darlington)  164  Sunnj-side, Waltnn-on-Thamcs  66  .Walsall)  194 
(White  Vale,  Didsbury)  *j0  (Wallacombe) 
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3C^j  wurken*'  406 ;  intw  (Hanhara,  Jolly 
Sailor  VM  HotwellV.  General  Draper' 
W2  ;  institute  (Mancht-'^ter,  City  mt.ssion 
10  ;  iHiHelites'  camp,  the,  t}f*Q  ;  libmries. 
free  :Xewca«tle.  Vicioriu)  93  Port  Eliza- 

beth, selected,  H.  A.  Cheerw)  58i  Do.. 

1  Bateman's  ilesiKti)  548  (Konth,  Cardiff 
Si)2;  lunatic  a«ylum  (Rauceby,  Kesteven) 

61  ;  lunatif  pavilion  (Lewi-iham  4.')i) : market  Bradlurd)  4(Mi;  mausoleum 
(national  dc«.,  A.  W.  (rardm-r  munii-ipjil 
buildin^;!*  PlumsU'ul,  s.  !<  ■  s  d,  .V  1'.. 
Thomaw  6o8  Dn.  _m,.1.  H  .;:  -'  >>p;,  and 
Dariofl  60S,-'  -'t 
(Perth,  Gen.  j : 

palace  of  ̂ 1.  irt- 
^llfr>"       \  i<  nri.t.       ~.,  ,  ,--i    Ti;-'-  4.V1  : 

premises  Kin''ankni'iit.  Iliniult.m  hini.-i*-. 
514;  RovLvl  KxclianJ5'c->i,uaM  Olu-'ti^'owi 
164;  ro\aI  riiaus'tleuiu  Tit-'  des.  C.  E. 
Vamddl  3T";  ych-Ktl  Sidmouth,  Old 

Meeting-house  ^J'.i ;  school  of  wcionce  and 
art  Krome,  2nd  de?*..  R.  K.  Brinkworth 
370;  station,  p»»liee  and  Bit  ,Shettit;ld  93  ; 
theatres  (Luton,  Grand'  261  i;>>altley. 
Birmin»:^ham.  Carlton  836 ;  tower  Kew 
Brighton;  87  i  :  town  ball.s  '(Clithero,  230 
(Godalmiii)-' .  t>".»2  Peterborough  i  406; 
villas  Plewlanda,  Etlmbuigh)  300  i^emi- 
detached,  club  264,  2si  ;  workhouse 

(Ladvwell,  St.  Ulave's   230 riewlands,  Edinburgh,  vdlas,  SOD 
Plumbing,  details,  755,  701 
Plumstead  mimicipal  buildings  designs, 

Hclected,  A.  B.  Thomas,  658,  691  ;  2nd, 
Hall,  Cooper,  and  Davis,  65S,  C94  ;  3rd. 
Potter  and  Crantield,  658 

Police  stations  :  New  Scotland-yard.  622  : 
Sheffield,  98 

Pontoise,  screen  from  church  in,  531 
Porches,  church  :  Lavenham.367 ;  Spalding, 

622 
Porta  della  Carta,  Ducal  palace,  Venic«,730 
Port  :  Elizabeth,  free  library  design 

{selected,  II.  A.  Cheersl  MS,  58t  i;do., 
Batemani  .btS;  Sunhght.  cottages,  66 

Premiaes :  Aberdeen,  147, 161 ;  Birmingham, 
370,  577  :  Clacton.  442  ;  Dublin,  334  ; 
Glasgow,  194.  3')0;  Oracechurch-st.,  E.G., 
194;  Leigh,  Lanes  co-operative;  370; 
New  Brompton  (co-operative)  406  ;  Perth 
802  ;  Sidmouth  874  ;  Victoria  Embank* 
ment,  514 ;  Wolverhampton,  473 

Pre-Reformationchrismatory,  469 
Prince  of  Wales'  :  mansions.  Battersea 
Park,  30«i  ;  road,  N.  W.,  St.  Pancras' 
baths,  5>^,  603 

Prince's  restaurant,  Piccadilly,  frieze  in,  478 
Priory,  Christchiu-ch,  Norman  stair  turret, 130 
Protection  of :  canal  banks,  292,  293 ;  sea 

banks.  60 

l*ublic  :  baths  Le^-ton,  2nd  design,  J.  W. 
Dunford)  194  .St.Pancras  586,603;  hall, 
natiual  ventilation  applied  to,  125  ; 
libraries  (Newcastle,  Victoria)  98  (Port 
Elizabeth,  selected)  548,  584  (do.  Bate- 
man's ;  54S 

Pugin  studentship  drawings  (H.  Ruther- 
ford) 370.  478 

Pulpits  :  Exeter  (Congl.  church)  694  ;  St. 

Brelade's,  Jersey,  10 

QUADBANGLE,    St.    James-court, 
Bucftingham-gate,  130 

RAIN-WATER  pipes,  539 
Jtamsgate  concert-hall,  Ist  design,  Ardron. 

Daweonand  Howell,  766 

Rauceby,  Keeteven  lunatic  a.*»ylum,  61 
Readine  :  chair,  548 ;  desk,  Exeter  Coogl. 

church,  &it ;  the  Gables*,  164 
Religious  institute,  city  mission,  Man- 

chester, 10,  194 
Reredos,  Bristol  cathedral,  730 
Reservoir  dam,  655 

Residential  buuildio^.  Bexhitl.  230 
Bestaunmt,  Prince'w,  Piccadilly,  frieze  ia, 478 
Re«t,  homes  of,  Bangor,  Co.  Down,  298, 300 
i;idgway,  Enfield.  Claypatch  House,  361 
Rivet4^<l  girders,  611 

Itoath,  Cardiff,  branch  free  library',  wj2 
Robinson  memorial  church,  GainAborough, 

317 
Kome,  Canitoline  museum,  636 
Roof,  half-trussed,  1112 
Itooms  :  Ca.'^tle  Kruzenstein,  622  ;  dining 

(Hill-st.,  W.)  66 
Rowt'tnllouse,  llammersmith,  721 
Uoyal :  British  hotel,  Edinbui^h,  SW ; 

college  of  music,  conc.-rt-hall,  93.  9s  ; 
convalescent  home,  Brintol,  658 ;  Ex- 
changc-.'quare,  Gla.s^ow.  164,  18l  ;  Insti- 

tute of  British  Architects  Pugin  draw- 
iuK-s,  H.  Rutherford,'  370  Tite  design.  C. 
E.  Varndell)  37ii ;  mausoleum  Tite 
design,  C.  E.  Varndell)  370 

SAFE  load  on  vault.  750 

Saint :  Alban's  (cathedral,  crucifix  on  high 
altar  screen)  613 ;  Benet  (Beccles, 
B.C.)  478;  Brelftde  Jersey,  pulpit)  lo; 

James*  (court,  Buckingham-gat*:')  130; 
John  and  Elizabeth  St.  John's  Wood, 
hospital}  164  ;  John's  Woo<i  hospital  of 
SS.  John  and  Elizabeth  IW;  Kea 
(chalice  from)  4(19 ;  I^oui^  .  water  tower; 
291.  295;  Martin  ^Bynaston)  728,730; 
Man-  (.Siedmere)  331  (Swansea)  442 ; 
Mi^ry  (Paris,  screen)  54.S ;  Michael 
(Bectenham)  639  (Coventry)  622  (Lin- 

lithgow) 514;  Olave's  workhouse  (Lady- 
well)  230;  Pancras  public  baths,  586, 
603 

Saltley.  Birmingham,  Carlton  theatre,  816 
Salt  water,  effect  of,  on  cement,  542,  543, 

&1( 
Sanitary  fittings.  827,  862 
bantander.  Las  Fracoas,  408 
Sashes  and  frames,  155.  188,  220 

Savage  hall  and  free  libran".  Port  Eliza- 
beth, desigiLs :  selected  (&.  A.  Cheers) 

548, 584  (Bateman  and  Bateman)  548 
Scarborough,  landscapes  as  book  illostra- tions,  98 

Schools  :  Aston,  Birmingham  (higher 
grade)  478;  Bri.stol,  Ashlev  Down  ,bd.1 

334 ;  Chesterfield  ;bd.  '  S74 ;  Frome (science  and  art.  2nd  design,  R.  E. 
Brinkworth)  370 ;  natural  ventilation 
applied  to,  191,  223;  Sidmouth  (old 
meetinj?  house)  874  ;  Trowbridge  (techni- 

cal: 38;  Truro  :  technical)  586;  Wood 
Gr>.*en  .higher  grade)  548 

Science  and  art  school,  Frome  (2nd  design, 
R.  E.  Brinkworth;  370 

Scotland  yard  police-station,  new,  622 
Screens:  Fi^camp  (Trinity  ch.)  3^;  from 

Pontoise,  S.  K.  Museum,  531;  Paris  (S. 

M^ry)  548 ;  St.  Alban'a  high  altar,  cruci- 
fix on)  613 ;  wrought  iron,  3i  tO 

Sea  banks,  protection  of,  60 
Seacroff  house,  Milford-on-Sea.  164 
Secessionists'  picture  galleiT,  Vienui,  435. 442 

Secretary,  upright,  66 

Sections*:  banks  »,club  designs)  766,  783 ; 
baths  (St.  Pancras'    686  ;  canal  banks. 

293;churrhe-    I.inli'hL-i.u-     ?ir    M;->>....i 

514    na' 

halls     I 
mu-^ic,    '      

(SprinKljiiJi.,'.;.i^,-'..w.  1st.  W.iJ.  wiiiu- 
38   d'j.,  2nd,  WiiNnri   un-l   S,ilniond}  3fS  ; 
homes,  work-Lrs",    406;    honjatal.  natural 
ventilation  for,  2;tl ;  ia-titute.   religious 
'Manchester,  191;    lihMr)-,  free  (Roath. 
Cardiff  802;  lunatic  pavilion  :[<ewieham) 

459;  mausoleum,  royal    C.  K.  Vamdell's 
design)    37"  ;  M'-tropohtan    tabernacle. 
261  ;    palace  of    justice     Munich)   43i ; 
public  hedl,  natural   ventilation  for,  126; 

school  ventilation,  191.   i-^-i  ;  sea  bankn, 
protection  of.  60 ;  theatre  v.ntilation,  159 ; 

theiolite,  756  ;  town  hall    I'-terborouKhy 
4(>q;  villa.-^,  semi-detrtchfd  clut-   264, 'Al ; 
water  tower    St.  Louis   T*l.  :r.*j 

Semi-detached  Wllas,  club  dertigna,  264,  281 
Sheffield  fire  and  police  station.  98 
Shirebrook,  Notts,   Holy  Trmitv  church, 

802,  819 Short  period  lunatic  pavilion.  Ix-wisham  459 
Shrewsbury:  hamaiere<l  siher  cup  from, 

468;  market  hjuse,  *-;i 
Sibbertoft,  Nurthampt4>n.  county  house,  730 
Siberian  bullfluches,  by  U    Wanle-ss,  264 
Sideboard,  518 

Sidmouth :    additions    to    premises,  674 ; 

school,  old  meeting-hoa*te,  874 

Sign  supports,  wrought  iron,  '.i-O,  865 Sketcbet) :  furniture,  6«;,  3;^.*.  412  ;  in  Italy, 
by  G.  S.  Nicol.  S36  ;  wavjiiile  in  SuffoUc, 
367 

Sledmore,  St.  Marj-'s  church,  334 
Smith  memorial  fountain,  Finsbury-squaret 

759 

Sofa,  German,  836 

South  :  Kensington    museum  (chairs)  442 
church  screen)  531    wrought  ironwork) 

da** ;  Leigh  church,  fresc"  in,  370 
Southend  estate,  Darlington,  terrace  houses 

OD,  164 
Spalding,  interior  N.  porch,  622 
Springbum  halls,   Glasgow  :   1st,  W.  B. 

^Vhite,  38;  do.  2nd,  Thomson  andSandi- 
lands,  38;  do.  2od  ;>'i.,   Watson    and Salmood,  38 

Staircase,  Heath  House,  Salop,  865 
Stair  turret,  Noiman,  Christchurch,  Hants, 

130 
Star  assurance  offices,  Dublin,  334 
Stations  :   police  and  tire.  Sheffield,  98 ; 

poUw,  New  Scotland-yard,  622 
Steeples,  two  historic  (Coventn-  and  Derby) 622 

Stocksfleld-on-Tyne,  Broomley  Grange.  586 
Stoke-by-Xa viand,  tow'-r  of  t:hurch,  367 

Studentship  drawings,  I'uij^in    H.  Rather- 
fori  :57o.  478 

Studies  :  bird,  bv  H.  Wanles?,  264 ;  draperv, 
H.  E.  Bulmor,  .334 

Suffolk,  wayside  sketches  in,  367 
Sunlight.  Port,  cottages.  66 

Sunnyside,  Walton-on- Thames,  66 
Support  for  sign,  wrought  iron.  300 
Surbiton,  clubhouse,  98 

Swansea,  St.  Marj-'s  church,  442 
Swiss  painted  glass,  original  drawings  for, 

802 

Sydenham,    Westwood    House  (teachers' 
orphanage)  370 

TABERNACLE,  Metropolitan,  as  re- built, 264 

Tables:  architect's  drawing.  548;  com- 
munion, E.xeter  Congi.  rhurch,  694 

Teachers'  orphanage  ;Pas.-imoie  Edwards^ 
Sydenham,  370 

TevhnicHl  schools :  Trowbridge,  38 ;  Truro 

Terrace,  Southend  estate,  Dariington.  1<> 
Th»atr»-      LuUiD    (Grand;    264;    natura 

^.  n'-il.iTion  f.-r.     159;    Norwich    Gnim 
Oj.,ri  h.use    514 

Theiuiit".  !toyle>.  766 

Thymif   '.oll..-ction  of  furniture,  66,  32:* 
Ticehurst,  viUaLT'-  institute,  10 
Tite  d»*sign,  roval  mausoleum  V.  E.  VLirn 

dtU    37<i 

Titiiw  on  tracings,  221 

Tonbridk'i;,  <  lid  '  bciuers  inn,  47^ 
Tooting,  Dixc^jt  house,  874 

Towers  :    '  ompton    Hill,  St.  Louis    water 

'^Ji,  i9o;    CoTt-ntry     St.  Michael'    622: Dtfrbv    AH  SS     ̂ ^>2  ;  New  Brighton,  67* 8toke-bv-Navland    ch.    367 

Town    hiills  :    t  lithero.   230 ;    Godalminj, 
622 ;  Peterborough,  406 

Tramway  offices,  Fmsbury-pavement,  E.' '., 

73o 

Tm»*  nicipal      buildings     and t.  ■  '  ^.3>i 
Trur  hmcal  schools,  586 

Tunnel,  buddiags  over,  Birmingham,  3: Two  historic  steeples,  623 

VAULT,  safe  load  on.  750 
Venice,  ducal  palace:   farade,  836;  Porta 

delta  Carta,  73" 
Ventilation,  natural,  applied  to  churcli,  257; 

hofipital  or  asvlum,  291 ;  public  hall,  125  : 
Bch«»l.  I'Jl.  223;  theatre,  159 

Verona,  Pabizzo  di  Consigliu.  836 
Victoria  :   embankment.   Hamilton  house. 

614  ;  free    library,    Xewca.stle-on-T>  ne. 

96 

Vienna,  Secessionists'  picture  gallen-.  435. 442 
Village  in.Htitute,  riceburst,  1" 
Villas,  semi-detached,  club   designs.  264. 

281 

"WALL  fountain,  design  bv  K.  M.  Cuggin. 
5S6 

Walney,  Barrow,  cottages,  836 
Walsal,  bou.se  at,  194 
Walton-on-Thames,  Sunnyside,  66 
Wardrobe,  German,  833 

Warehouse.  Aberdeen  fdraperv'  147 Waterside,  Bacup,  U.  M.  F.  church,  478 
Water  tower,  ComptonHill,  St.  Louis,  291. 

2115 Wayside  sketches  in  Suffolk,  367 

Wcdtwood    house,     Sydenham  (teacher' 
orphanage   370 

We^ridge,  FairyhiU  house,  65,  66 
White   Lion  yard,  Long  Millgate,  Man- 

chester, 495' 

Whitevale  House,  Didsbury.  300 
Window  sa.shes,  155,  188,  2*' 
Winged  cabinet,  upright,  66 

Wolverhampton  :  Chubb'a  lock  works,  473 : workhoiwe,  766 
Wood  Green,  higher  grade  school,  54S 
Woolacombe,  residence  at,  327 
Worcester,  bronze  door,  private  chapel,  itj 
Workers'  homes,  pair  of.  406 
Workhiuises  ;  I^tdywell  ̂ 8t.  Olave's  23o: Wolverhampton,  766 

Workmen's  dwellings,  Bangor,  191 
Wyle's  improved  jomer's  bench,  503 

YEW  Tree  farm,  Cheetham-hill,  Man- 

chester, 4l»5 
York  :  carvings  from  minster,  370  ;  lamp 

bracket.  Micklegute  Hill  House,  970 
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ALLEGED  -OVERLOADING"  OF 
quantities;. 

THE  claims  made  by  the  Toxteth  Board 
of  Guardians  agsiinst  the  architects  for 

their  new  infirmarj-,  Messrs.  ('.  • '.  Klhson 
and  Son,  of  Liverpool,  to  recover  damages 
for  allegeil  professional  negligence,  have  been 
80  fully  reported  in  our  last  and  current 
issues  that  it  will  be  (juite  needless  to  refer 
to  facts ;  but  the  evidence  adduced  is  of 
8\ifficient  importance  to  warrant  a  few  re- 

marks. The  guardians  claimed  £1,.563  for 
negligence,  and  for  moneys  alleged  to  have 
been  received  by  the  defendants  frum  the 
builders  and  contractors,  Messrs.  KellyBros., 
of  Liverpool.  We  do  not  propose  to  discuss 
here  the  arguments  used  or  the  decision  of 

Mr.  I'ollock,  Q.C.,  the  official  referee,  whose 
arduous  labours  have  ended  after  five  days 
with  a  verdict  for  the  plaintiffs  for  the  sum 
of  £1,000.  Certain  points  in  the  case  stand 
out  prominently.  And  first  with  regard 
to  the  quantities.  Colonel  Ellison  was  en- 

gaged to  take  out  his  own  quantities,  and,  it 
19  stated,  made  himself  responsible  for  them, 
though  on  what  ground  he  did  so  is  not 
apparent.  One  of  the  principal  allegations 
was  that  he  failed  to  take  due  and  reasonable 

care  in  taking  them  out  ;  that  they  were 
"overloaded"  to  the  extent  of  £1,065,  the 
result  being  that  the  guardians  had  to  paiy 
that  amount  too  much.  Teiiiers  were  invited 

on  theSe  quantities,  and  the  contractors'  tender 
f OB  £34,909  was  accepted  ;  a  large  part  of 
which  sum  (£4,804)  was  for  glazed  brick- 

work for  lining  kitchens,  sciJleries,  lava- 
tories, and  corridors,  which  the  defendants 

allowed  the  builders  to  leave  out  to  a  great 
extent,  and  to  substitute  by  salt-glazed 
bricks  and  plasteiing.  There  was  a  con- 

siderable savmg  in  cost  between  the  glazed 
bricks  taken  and  those  used,  about  £7  per 
thousand ;  but  it  is  alleged  no  deduction  was 
made  in  the  certificates,  and,  the  guardians 
had  to  pay  iie  full  amount. 

The  evidence  does  not  throw  much  light 
upon  the  question  of  c[uantities  :  they  seem 
to  have  been  taken  out  in  conformity  wRh 
local  custom  by  the  architects,  but  did  not 
form  part  of  the  contract.  They  were,  to  all 
intents  and  purposes,  taken  full  to  cover 
errors,  or  as  a  "margin  for  contingencies," 
though  an  expert  quantity  surveyor  would 
not  understand  the  meaning  of  this  phrase 
or  that  of  "taken  out  net,"  unless  in  rela- 

tion to  timber-work.  .V  great  deal  turned  on 
the  overloading  of  the  quantities.  A  second 
block  of  pavilions  for  the  infinnary  were 
afterwards  contracted  for,  and  it  was  asserted 
that  a  quantity  of  brickwork  mentioned  in 
uie  bill  was  not  carried  out,  thoujjh  paid  for. 
■\Tches  and  corridors  were  omitted  by  the 

gjja^ns.  but  the  quantities  were'  not altered.  The  contract  for  these  pavilions 
■<ra8  £9,41!8.    The  excess  on  the  quantities  was 

estimated  at  something  considerable,  and  the 
plaintiffs  suggested  that  the  building  was 
worth  £l,j.ST  less  than  it  would  have  been 
if  it  had  been  carried  out  in  accordance  with 

the  quantities  —statements  that  only  can  be 
verifietl  by  actual  measurement  and  valua- 

tion. The  guardians  did  not  assert  that  tho 
building  was  defective  ;  the  new  blocks  were 
finished  to  agree  with  the  blocks  first  built. 

,  .Still,  the  charge  of  overloading  the  quanti- 
ties was  a  serious  one.  No  architect  is 

,  justified  in  putting  in  items  which  are  not 

j  used,  or  quantities  of  material  that  are 
in  excess — such  as  chimney-pots  that  were 
[  not  wanted,  or  enamel  bricks  that  were  not 
,  used.  What  is  more  serious  is  the  sugges- 

tion made  in  this  case,  that  the  architects 
were  making  something  out  of  this  excess 
by  increasing  their  own  commission,  or  by 
giving  the  contractor  a  chance  of  making  a 
larger  profit,  or  by  sharing  in  the  profit. 
There  is  not  a  tittle  of  evidence  to  support 
these  suggestions,  nor  did  tho  guardians 
make  any  charge  of  this  kind,  though  the 
counsel  for  the  defence  tried  to  import  this 
into  his  argument  in  the  hope  of  refuting  the 
whole  claim  for  damages  as  being  based  on 
collusion  or  bribery.  In  fact,  there  was  not 
the  slightest  ground  for  the  belief  that  there 
had  been  any  conspiracy. 

We  have  never  favoured  the  taking-out  of 
quantities  by  the  architect,  especially  in  the 
case  of  public  buOdings  of  this  character. 
The  practice  rather  tends  to  open  the  door 
to  all  kinds  of  suspicion,  and  if  anything; 
goes  wrong,  the  architect  is  held  responsible. 

The  practice  of  "  over-loading  "  or  allowing 
a  margin  for  contingencies,  under  the  idea 
that  it  protects  the  employers,  is  open  to 
grave  misunderstanding,  and,  as  the  referee 
pointed  out,  he  could  not  see  how  the  practice 
could  in  any  way  prevent  any  claim  being 
made  by  the  builders  for  extras.  In  this 
instance  it  was  alleged  that  the  tender  of  tho 
contractors  for  work  on  the  extended  blocks 
was  £1,065  more  than  it  would  otherwise 
have  been.  This  may  be  so  or  not ;  the 
excess  in  the  quantities  made  it  appear 
probable  that  it  was  so.  The  contract  was 
said  to  be  in  excess  by  the  above  stated 
amount.  Upon  this  ground  the  charge  of 
negligence  was  based.  Was  it  negligent,  the 
referee  asked,  to  overload  the  contract  to  that 

extent ':  If  the  guardians  had  had  to  pay  this 
amount  too  miich,  he  could  not  doubt  that  it 
was  negligent  to  take  out  ([uantities  in  that 
way.  We  have  no  doubt  ourselves  that  the 
defendants  acted  borui-jule  in  what  they  did, 
and  there  was  no  direct  evidence  to  prove 
otherwise.  The  result  is  instructive  at  least 

to  the  profession.  The  evidence  as  to 
custom,  submitted  by  expert  quantity  sur- 

veyors, corroborates  the  view  that  such 

terms  as  "taken  out  net"  or  "a  margin 
to  cover   contingencies "   are  doubtful  and 

often  misleading  phrases.  A  sum  to  provide 

for  contingencies  inserted  in  the  specification, 
and  (juantities  that  could  be  deducted  if  not 
used,  is  often  put  down,  to  the  extent  usually 

of .')  per  cent.,  and  is  a  useful  precaution; 
and,  from  what  we  gather,  this  was  the 
intention  of  the  defendants.  It  was  shown, 

indeed,  that  the  work  was  completed  at  £.500 

less  than  the  architects'  estimate  ;  another fact  was  that  the  cost  of  labour  had  increased 

since  the  first  part  of  the  blocks  was  com- 
pleted. Again,  there  were  additions  which 

came  to  about  the  sime  value  as  the  work 

alleged  not  to  have  been  done.  The  principal 
thing  that  had  to  be  proved  was  :  Whether 
the  plamtiffs  have  got  the  full  value  for 
their  money  r  There  is  certainly  no  evidence 
to  prove  that  they  have  not. 

The  second  point  of  importance  in  this  case 
is  the  appointment  of  clerk  of  works  by  the 

board  of  guardians.  I'rom  the  evidence  it 
would  appear  that  Mr.  Henry  H  lUard  acted, 
as  a  sort  of  detective  to  watch  over  the 
work  of  the  architect  and  builders  ;  that,  in 
short,  the  architects  had  little  to  do  with  his 
appointment;  that  he  acted  independently, 
lie  pointed  out  discrepancies  between  the 
quantities  and  the  work  done,  and  calculated 
that  there  wasanexcess  of  over  £1,1 50  between 

the  former  and  the  latter.  In  fact,  the  gentle- 
man appears  to  have  discovered  a  great  many 

faults;  he  pointed  out  to  the  architects 
certain  discrepancies  and  excesses  in  the 
quantities,  and,  according  to  his  calculation, 
tho  quantities  had  been  so  taken  out  that 
the  contract  price  was  increased  by  over  a 
thousand  pounds.  Whatever  the  facts  are,  the 

position  01  the  clerk  of  works  gave  rise  to  the 
idea  mentioned  by  the  referee — that  that 

olficial  was  appointed  to  watch  the  architects' 
movements.  The  practice  is  somewhat  un- 

usual, and  if  generally  adopted  would  lead 
to  many  complications  and  disagreements  in 
the  carrying  out  of  buUdings. 

LOCAL    BY-L.VWS 
STRUCrUEE  OF 

.VND    THE 
WALLS. 

WE  lately  drew  attention  to  some  of  the 
suggested  divisions  and  proposed 

alterations  made  by  the  committee  of  the 
r..I.B..V.  with  respect  to  the  Building  By- 

laws in  non-Metropolitan  districts.  To  the 
provincial  practitioner  and  building  owner 
the  present  administration  of  building  regu- 

lations is  extremely  vexatious  and  opprei^sive 
in  its  action,  owing  mainly  to  the  want  of  a 
uniform  code  in  all  essential  matters. 

Building  by-laws  vary  in  several  important 
details.  While  the  larger  towns  have  private 
.Vets  of  Parliament  of  their  own,  other 

municipalities  have  adopted  by-laws  under 
the  Public  Health  Act  which  vary  in  many 

particulars,   ao  that  two  localities  in  close 
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proximity  that  ought  to  be  governed  b\-  the 
Bamo  laws  have  different  regulations  and 
interpretations. 

With  regard  to  external  and  party  walls,  the 
by-laws  prescribed  are  unnecessarily  severe  in 
many  instances.  Under  one  of  the  model  by- 

laws relating  to  external  walls,  it  is  provided 
that  the  external  wall  of  a  new  budding  or 
that  part  of  it  which  is  within  a  distance  of 
15ft.  from  anj'  other  building  to  be  carried 
up  so  as  to  form  a  parapet  1ft.  above  the 
highest  part  of  any  roof  or  gutter  which 
adjoins.  According  to  this  rule  a  row  of 
semi-detached  residences  at  intervals  of  less 
than  1.3ft.  would  have  to  be  built  with 

adjacent  e.xternal  side  walls  forming  parapet 
walls,  that,  in  short,  no  projecting  eaves 
would  be  allowed.  Now  this  rule  is  severe, 
and  ought  to  be  applied  only  to  buildings  of 
largo  dimensions  of  several  stories.  The  effect 
of  the  rule  i.-5  to  give  to  a  semi-detached 
block  of  houses  or  villas  a  bare  and  meagre 
appearance,  and  to  hide  the  return  sides 
of  roofs.  Indeed,  the  by-law  has  been  con- 

sidered so  restrictive  that  it  has  been 

modified  so  as  to  apply  only  to  largo  build- 
ings. The  modified  clause  is  to  the  effect 

that  a  new  building,  whether  of  the  ware- 
house class,  a  public  building,  or  a  new 

domestic  building,  that  may  exceed  30ft.  in 
height.  i.-<  to  have  such  part  of  the  external 
wail  as  is  within  l.'jft.  from  any  other  build- 

ing carried  up  as  a  parapet  waU.  Ordinary 
villas  would  therefore  be  exempt.  Now 
in  semi-urban  districts  it  would  be  unneces- 

sary to  require  the  original  by-law  carried 
out.  Even  in  the  case  of  parapets  to  party- 
walls  it  is  severe  and  exacting  to  require 
every  dwelling  house,  however  small,  to 
have  a  parapet  of  loin,  or  12in.  above  a 
roof  or  flat,  and  in  some  districts  the  clause  1 
has  boon  modified,  and  is  made  only 
applicable  to  dwelling  -  houses  of  more 

than  -'JOft.  in  height,  thus  allowing  small houses  of  two  or  three  stories  to  be  built 

without  parapets. 
When    we    imagine   a  semi-rural  district 

adopting    the    stricter   by-law,   the   reality 
of    the    grievance    is   obvious.      The    sug- 

gestion  has     now    been    made    that  when 
the    external    wall    of   a    now    building   is 
within   7ft.    iJin.    of   any  boundary   of  the 
curtilage  other  than  a  public  road,  the  wall 
shall  be  built  of  incombustible  material,  and 

no  timber  shall  be  fixed  bej'ond  the  face  of 
such  wall.     According  to  this  rule,  no  half- 
timber  or  other  combustible  material  can  be 
allowed  in  the  external  wall  of  a  house  within 

this  distance  from  the  curtilage  or  boundary, 
a  public  road  excepted.     The  rule  is  to  pre- 

vent the  risk  of  fire  extending  to  any  build- 
ing at  the  side  or  in  the  rear  that  may  be 

built  near.     If  we  understand  this  clause 

iright,  a  semi-detached  block  facing  a  road 
nay     have     the     front    gables    or    upper 
^tory  built   with  timber  studding,  but  this 
must  not  be  returned  at  the  sides  of  the  block 

if  within  the  "ft.  Gin.  prescribed 
also  of  this  ride  will  be  to  give  an  air  of  un- 

reality   or   lack   of   substantiality  to   half- 
timbered   work    by    putting    all    the   stud- 
work  on  the  front  facing  the  road.     For  the 
sake  of  honest  architecture   we  could  wish 

that  the    clause  did   not  exempt  the  front 
wall  facing  the  public  road. 

Clauses  relating  to  the  structure  of  walls 
have  been  a  source  of  much  irritation 

to  architects  who  have  attempted  to 
give  any  picturesquenoss  of  character  to 
their  buildings,  especially  domestic  resi- 

dences, and  m  some  semi-rural  districts 
the  effect  of  the  by-laws  has  been  to 
imjijse  a  rigid  observance  of  solid  brick  or 
stone  walls  in  the  streets  and  buildings, 
depriving  them  of  any  variety  in  the 
architoetuiiil  treatment.  The  clause  No.  1 1 

which  provided  that  the  inclosing  walls  of 
all  new  buddings  are  to  be  formed  of 

good  bricks  or  stone,  orof  "  hard  and  incom- 
bustible materials  "  has  been  a  hardship.  In a  few  districts  a  modified  clause  has  been 

used,  permitting  half-timber  walls  in  dwell- 
ing-houses when  they  are  distant  Ijft.  or 

more  from  adjoining  building.?,  under 
certain  regulations  ;  but  these  restrict  the 
construction  to  blocks  of  houses  not  exceed- 

ing three  in  number,  and  are  not  at  a  less 
distance  than  l.jft.  from  any  adjoining 
building.  The  regulation  may  be  a  desirable 
one  in  towns  .and  closely-built  districts,  but 
is  certainly  needlessly  restrictive  for  rural 
localities,  where  a  more  liberal  use  of 
materials  and  more  freedom  in  handling 
ought  to  be  permissible.  For  example, 
oversailing  stories  and  gables  are  often  seen 
with  timber  studding,  or  hung  with  weather 
tiles,    that    are     very 
These    under    many 
laws  would    not    be 

suggested     that     an 
made  to  the  present 

pleasing  variations, 
of  the  existing  by- 
allowed  ;  it  is  now 
addition  should  be 
bv-laws  to  the  effect 

that  any  story  in  a  roof,  and  the  story  be- 
low, may  be  inclosed  with  timber  studding 

not  less  than  lin.  thick,  properly  framed, 
covered  externally  with  weather  tiling  or 
plastering,  and  internally  with  plaster  work, 
covering  the  whole  surface  excepting  the 
openings  ;  and  that  such  an  inclosure,  when 
properly  corbelled  out,  may  overhang  the 
wall  below.  Oi  course,  such  a  treatment 
would  be  only  applicable  to  roof  or  upper 
stories— not  the  ground  story  of  detached  or 
semi-detached  domestic  buildings.  Many  of 
our  seaside  towns  can  show  buildings  in  which 
the  upper  overhanging  stories  are  so  treated  ; 
but  under  some  local  authorities  timber 

studding  covered  with  tiles  would  be  pro- 
hibited for  very  insufficient  reasons.  These 

are  matters  which  call  for  immediate  atten- 
tion on  the  part  of  urban  and  semi-rural 

authorities  if  the  districts  over  which  they 
preside  desire  to  develop  an  architecture 
worthy  of  the  localities.  The  by-laws  in  some 
places  exclude  the  construction  of  hollow  walls 
or  render  the  by-law  on  that  behalf  so  diffi- 

cult as  to  be  practically  inoperative.  Only 

by  an  intelligible  principle  of  ' '  give  and 
take."  or  a  liberal  interpretation  of  the  by- 

laws, which  shall  exempt  buildings  in  semi- 
urban  and  rural  districts  from  the  operation 

and  regulations  that  cannot  be  con- 
scientiously applied  to  them,  can  we  hope 

to  obtain  a  loyal  compliance  with  the  spirit 
of  the  law.  A  blind  uniformity  would  be 
quite  as  mischievous  as  an  eccentric  diversity. 

that  can  be  obtained  in  logs,  their  length  and 
sectional  area,  the  charge  for  sawing.  In 
most  cases  the  builder  has  to  contract  vrith  a 
sawmill  to  saw  and  deliver  at  the  site.  The 
b.alk  timber  is  floated  into  the  Thames,  and 
conveyed  by  canal  or  by  barges,  and  the 
dock  charges  have  to  be  paid  by  the  importer. 

Timber  merchants  generally  supply  the 
ordinary  builder,  and  contract  to  provide  the 
scantlings  required.  The  price  per  foot  cube 
at  which  this  may  be  done  is  sometimes 
much  below  the  price  which  a  builder  could undertake. 

^>ome  few  years  ago  the  following  prices  at 
the  iJock  sales  obtained  : — 

£  ■.  d. Best  Dantzic,  per  load       3  15    0 
Best  middling,  per  load      S  10    0 
Good  middling,  per  load        8    0    0 
American  red  pins,  per  load       2  12    0 

These  prices  appear  to  be  maintained. 

It  is  necessarv-  that  the  student  of  esti- 
mating should  exercise  himself  in  such 

questions  as  how  to  obtain  the  cost  of  timber 
sold  by  standard  measure.  He  should,  for 
instance,  be  able  to  find  out  the  value  of 
deals  at  the  price  per  standard. 

Tjet  us  take  an  example : — 

1  std.  U)  deals  at  £10  10s.  per  standard. 

The  deals  will  always  be  found  out  to 
work  at  2  pence  to  each  standard  pound. 
Thus  in  £ lO.J,  the  price  of  a  standard,  there 
is  just  21  pence,  which,  when  multiplied  by 
the  number  of  deals  over,  16,  will  give  their 

Taliie ;  as,  for  example : — 
£10  10    0  per  standard 2 

21  pence 
16  deab 

12)336  peace 

28s.  cost  of  16  deals 

£   8.  d. Cost  of  one  standard     10  10  0 
Cost  of  sixteen  deals       18  0 

ESTIMATES.  — XIII. 
CAEPEXTER. 

FOE  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  valua- 
tion of  Carpenter's  work,  much  study 

and  experience  are  required,  and  we  may 
refer  the  student  to  treatises  on  timber  and 

construction,  such  as  the  "  Notes  on  Build- 
ing Construction,"  Laslett ;  and  other  works 

on  timber.  Hurst's  Handbook,  Laxton's 

The  effec't  I  price-book  and  trade-marks  for  a  general knowledge,  and  to  Mr.  lieaiiing's  excellent 
"  Notes  on  Building  Prices,"  which  appeared 
in  this  Journal.  The  marks  and  brands  on 
timber  and  deal  and  the  shipping  marks 
ought  to  receive  attention,  also  the  sales  by 

timber  brokers.  It  is  impossible  for  everj- 
.student  to  acquire  this  miscellaneous  in- 

formation, nor  do  we  profess  to  enter  into 
those  details.  We  may  observe  that  only 
large  builders  go  to  the  public  sales  for  their 
timber,  and  they  can,  of  course,  afford  to 
price-  at  a  lower  rate  than  the  ordinary 
builder  who  buys  from  the  merchant. 

The  chief  things  for  the  ordinary  estimator 
to  know  are  the  chief  timber  ports,  the 

shipping  ports  of  the  kingdom  where  hewn 
and  sawn  timber  can  be  had,  cost  of  con- 

veyance, railway  rates,  the  contractions  useil 
by    merchants  as    to    goods    free    on    rail 

F.  O.    R."),  "good  marketable  brands" 
G.  M.    B."),     "good    ordinary   brands" 
G.  0.  B."),  and  other  marks. 
He  also  requires  to  know  the  limits  of  size 

Total  cost     11  18    0 

Again,  to  find  the  number  of  lineal  feet  in 
a  standard  of  any  scantling,  multiply  the 
thickness  by  width  and  divide  2:3,760  by  the 

product,  thus: — Suppose  we  wish  to  find  the  number  of 
lineal  feet  in   a   standard  of   2\in.  by  Sin., 

then — 

2iin.  X  Sin.  =  20,  and  23,760  -^  20  =  1,188ft.  lineal. 

It  we  require  to  obtain  the  value  of  any 
number  of  feet  in  a  standard  at  £12  per 

standard,  say  124ft.  of  3Ain.  by  2in.— 
3Vin.    •   2in.  =  78q.in.,  12ift.  x  7  =  86S 

=  8f„V  shillings  =  S3.  8Jd. 

In  this  case  the  product  will  give  shillings  in 

the  hundredths  place  and  fractions  of  shillings 
in  the  tens  and  units  place.  By  adding  the 

difference  between  the  £12  standard  and  any 

other  price,  the  value  of  any  number  of  feet 

at  any  price  per  standard  may  be  obtained. 
Of  course,  most  price-books  give  tables  of 

the  value  of  running  feet.  A  table  of  the 

e.[uivalent  prices  per  cubic  foot  and  St. 

Petersburg  standard  is  especially  necessary in  pricing.  . 

A  few  memoranda  are  given  as  useiui  in 

estimating : — 

Due  hundred  (120)  12ft.  3in.  deals,  9in. 

wide,  each  containing  2ft.  3in.  cube  is  etiual 
to  .'r  i  loads  of  timber. 

Hitto,    12tt.  2.Vin.   deals,   9in.  wide,  each 

deal  containing  'ift.   lOin.   cube,  is  equal  to 
1.',  loads.  ,        , 

'Ditto,  12ft.  LJin.  deals,  equal  one  reduced 
hundred.  ,     ,     .      ̂ „,, 

One  load  of  IJin.  plank  or  deals  is  400lt. super.  ,    .       ̂ .^ 

l)itto,  of  2in.  plank  or  deals  is  300ft.  super. 
And  so  on  in  proportion. 

The  following  rule  to  reduce  deals  to  the 

standard  of  what  is  called  a  "  ~^"'-"
'1  H«al." 

'  reduced  deal," 
IS  given. 
A  reduced  deal contains    1ft.  4in.   6pt3. 
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cube  for  12ft.  x  llin.  x  IJin.  =  in  decimals 

12ft.  X  -OlGOeft.  y  -I'JJft.  =  l-.iTjc.ft. 

nearly.  Ilence  the  divisor  1-.'J7.J  will  servo 
as  a  constant  for  reducing  deals  of  different 
lengths  and  thicknesses. 

The    following    current    prices    may    be 
useful: — 

White  Sea  :  fast  yellow  deals  per  £  a.  d.        £  «.  d. 
Petersburg  standard    17    5  0  to  18    5    0 

Second  ditto    13  10  0 
Third  ditto     11    0  0 
BattenK  are  40s.,  30a.,  and  ISs.  leas 

respectively, 
Petersburg  flrat  yellow  deals    12    0  0 
Second  ditto    II    0  0 
Battens  :!08.  and  iOs.  less  respec- tively, 

Petersburg  white  deals     10    0  0 
Swedish  mixed  yellow  deals    13  10  0 
Third  ditto     1.2  lo  o 
Fourth  ditto    II    0  0 
Fifth  ditto       10    0  0 
Dantzic  and  Memel  fir  timber,  per 

load  :- 
Best  middling    2  10  0 
Good  middling       2    0  0 
Common  middling    1  10  0 

15    0 
11  10 

U  10 12  10 

12  0 

17  0 U  10 
12  0 
11    0 

3  10 
3  S 2  10 

i'lL'lft,  cube.     Fir  framed  in  floors. 

This  item  may  be  priced  as  cut  from  planks 
and  deals,  as  follows : — 

£   s.  d. 
Ckwt  of  deals,  per  standard       8  10  0 
Landing  rate      0    3  9 
Unloadmg,  &c      0    2  0 
Waste,  10  per  cent      0  17  0 

AAA  ^   " Ada  sawing,  say        1  lo 

II    2    9 

Equal  to  about  Is.  Id.  per  foot  cube. 

Add  to  this  labour  at  -'o  hour  of  a 
carpenter,  say  8d. ;  total  2s.  per  foot  cube. 
This  is  a  low  price,  and  we  prefer  the  price 
given  for  last  item  on  p.  siio  (last  issue) 
—namely,  2s.  Sd.  per  foot.     (See  note.) 

■i32ft.  cube.    Fir  frame*!  in  roofs. 

The  framing  is  largely  done  on  the  roof, 
and  the  cost  of  hoisting  is  therefore  more. 

Say,  per  foot  cube,  as  before     o 
Hoisting,  say    0 
Waste.  10  per  cent.,  say    o 
Extra  labour    0 

0    2  10 

am. cubs.  Fir  framed  in  girders,  sawn 
down  and  reversed  and  bolted. 

This  item  would  mean  a  beam  or  beams  of 
considerable  scantling  to  be  cut  out  of  balk 
timber  12in.  or  14in.  deep.  It  would  be 
more  intelligible  to  give  the  dimensions  and 
length  of  beams. 

Timber,  per  load,  say  75e    o 
Cartage  from  docks  at,  say,  10s.   per 

load,  per  foot  cube     o 
Sawing   ;;  0 
Waste,  10  per  cent    o 
Hoisting,  putting  together,  &c    0 

1    6 

0    3    9 

.Another  calculation : — 

Cost  of  load  at  docks     i    o'  0 Carttge  from  docks  at  10s.  per  load    0  10    0 
25  per  cent,  waste,  slabbing    10   0 
Sawing  Us.,  hoisting  Ss.,  patting  to- 

gether, say    0  18    0 

40)6     8    0 

Per^foot  cube      0    2    6 

This  item  is  sometimes  priced  at  about 
3s.  2d.  per  foot  cube. 

If  the  beam  is  about  llin.  deep,  it  can  be 
cut  out  of  planks,  and  could  be  done  at  about 
'id.  per  foot  less. 

In  estimating  rough  boarding  for  roofs, 
sound  boanling,  gutter  boarding,  tho  current 
prices  of  imported  ready-siwii  boards  in 
thicknesses  must  be  referred  to.  These  are 
usually  Jin.,  lin.,  and  lyin.  iu  thickness. 
If  sawn  out  of  deals  or  battens,  it  is  necessary 
to  make  detailed  calculations  of  th.?  cost  of 
fawmg.  If  the  prime  cost  per  St.  Peters- 
burgh  standard  is,  say,  £,s  at  the  docks,  and 
u  we  take  a  scantling  of  Via.  bv  oin.  at  12ft 
length,  we  shaU  get  m;it.  super,  of  .3in. 
thick.  

' 

£   s. The  items  per  standard  will  be  :- 

CoHt  of  deals    y    q 
Landing  rate    !!!!!.!."!!!  0    3 
Unloading,  &C.   *  '  '  o    2 
Waste,  10  per  cent   ..!.'.".!.  0  16 

Then,  if  wc  say  per  standard       9 
If  the  ncantling  9in.  by  .lin.  is  sawn  into 

Jin.  thiekneMseit  there  will  be  live  cuts, 
making  six  thickni'usi's  aio  outs 
-  about  31  doz.  at  '.'».  .'Id.  for  sawing    .1 

9    i 

12    9    4 

Thus  tho  cost  of  sawing  depends  on  tho 
number  of  cuts  or  thicknossos  ;  a  Jin.  thick- 

ness "  throo  cuts  in  a  9in.  by  ;!in.  scantling 
producing  four  boards,  a  lin.  thickness  =  two 
cuts,  or  tliToe  boards,  and  so  on. 

The  charges  made  at  the  mill  for  sawing 
aro  to  be  found  in  most  price-books. 

For  fir  timber  under  12in.  square,  three  £  a.  d. 
cuts  to  the  load    0  6    fl 

Sawiig,  per  lOOtt.  super    0  4    0 
Cross  cuts,  each      0  0    4 
Cartage  per  load  per  mile    0  10 

Prices  for  sawing  are  made  por  dozen  cuts. 
If  the  length  is  12ft.,  we  have  the  following  : £  s.  d. 

Battens     0    2    3 

Deal?        0    3    0 Planks      0    3    8 

And  so  on  according  to  the  length. 

3  squares,  62ft.,   of  rough    boarding,    ,'in. thick  on  roofs. 

This  thickness  of  boarding  is  imported 
ready  sawn  at  about  !)s.  per  square.  It 
would  take  abo\it  12  of  12ft.  boards,  llin. 

wide  each  rough,  per  square.  Add  for  car- 
riage, say.  Is.,  1(1  por  cent,  waste  Is.,  and 

for  labour  and  nails,  say,  33.  fid.,  per  square 
— altogether,  14s.  (id.  per  square.  La.tton 
prices  lin.  rough  boarding  at  19s.  per  square. 
If  wo  consider  £1  per  Petersburg  standard 
at  Is.  per  square  of  deals,  12ft.  by  l.^in.  by 
llin.,  the  price  per  £11  standard  would  bo 

lis.  per  square  added  to  sawing,  labour,  and 
waste. 

2J  squares,  Jin.,  of  "in.,  yellow  boards 
grooved,  tongued,  and  beaded. 

The  price  of  these  prepared  boards  is 
given  at  about  (Js.  3d.  to  9s.  per  square ;  add 
for  carriage  Is.,  waste  Is.,  labour  and  nails 
3s.,  =  at  latter  price  Us.  per  square.  We 
think  for  this  item  £1  per  square  is  not  too much. 

3j  squares   10ft.  super,  lin.  rough  boarding, 
edges  shot  for  roofs. 

Put  the  prepared  boards  down  at  per  £  s.  d. 
8'iuare    0  S    0 

Labour  shooting  edges     0  10 
Add  for  cartage,  say     0  16 
Waste,  10  per  cent.,  say    0  10 
Labour  and  nails    0  3    6 

0  16    0 

THE    PROPOSED   STRAXD-TO-HOLBORX 
THOROUGHFAKE. 

THE  Bill  to  empower  the  London  County 
Council  to  make  a  new  street  from  Ilolborn 

to  the  .Strand,  and  also  to  widen  Southampton- 
row,  came  before  a  Select  Committee  of  the 
House  of  Lords  on  Friday,  Monday,  and  Tuesday, 
Lord  llawkesbury  presiding.  Sir  A.  R.  Binnie, 
engineer  to  the  County  Council,  provided  and 
explained  the  plans,  ilr.  A.  D.  Young,  the 
valuer  of  the  Council,  said  his  gross  estimate 
for  the  cost  of  the  property  and  land  was 
i)4,44'2,.')0O.  Thev  expected  to  be  recouped  to  the extent  of  £1,088,300,  so  that  the  net  cost  would 
bo  £3,54,200.  In  this  calculation  he  his  made  no 
allowance  for  betterment,  the  extent  of  which  he 
had  not  estimated,  lie  added  that  they  had 
arranged  to  transfer  the  works  of  the  iletropoUun 
Supply  (_'ompany,  and  they  proposed  to  transfer the  Moriiinj  Pott  building  without  interfering 
with  the  business.  As  regarded  Short's  ( Limited j 
they  considered  that  every  circumstance  in  that 
case  could  be  dealt  with  by  tho  general  law,  and 
though  they  should  be  glad  to  reinstate  Short's 
as  near  its  present  position  as  possible,  they 
could  not  part  with  any  portion  of  the  "  island  " area. 

Mr.  Sh» 

Council,  said  tho  prcfent  sihemu  was  the  lirat  in 
which  they  had  doiilt  with  tho  printiplo  of 
rocoupmoDt  on  a  largo  scale.  It  was  only  in  this 
way  ttiat  a  public  improvement  could  be  made  to 

pay. 

This  ooDcluded  tho  evidence  for  tho  promoters, 
and  Mr.  Rickards  called  evidence  for  the  oppo- sition. 

Mr.  F.  Q.  Chinnock,  surveyor,  tho  owner  of 

tho  promises  12,  Wellington- street,  Strand,  said 
ho  purchiutcd  tho  property  in  1H74.  It  was  then 
leased  to  tho  M^ri.my  Pott,  and  in  ISiil  he  hud 
Rivon  another  least  for  28  years  at  tho  runt  of 

£"■50  per  annum.  The  proposed  new  road  would 
not  toucli  the  main  building,  and  would  only  cut 
off  100ft.  from  tho  back  part,  and  ho  objected  to 

his  property  being  taken,  in  these  circumstiinceo, 
to  bo  handed  over  to  Lord  tllenesk  as  com- 

pcniuition.  He  did  not  object  to  the  improvement 
generally. 

Mr.  K.  U.  TewBon  and  Mr.  F.  T.  <  Jalsworthy 
corroborated  the  evidence,  and  the  committee 

adjourned. 
Mr.  Balfour  Browne.  ti.C,  for  Mr.  F.  a. 

Chinnock,  the  owner  of  the  promises,  12,  Wel- 

lington-street, leased  to  the  proprietor  of  the 
Mi,rning  Pott,  contended  that  it  would  be  an  in- 

justice to  his  client  to  take  from  him  property 
which  was  not  required  for  the  purpose  of  making 

a  now  street,  and  simply  for  the  purpose  of  hand- 
icg  it  over  to  I^ord  ( ilenesk. 

Mr.  Itickards,  (j.C,  ̂ sked  that  the  committee 
before  they  gave  a  deciition  on  the  clause  should 
know  that  the  property  to  bo  taken  from  I/ord 

(ilenesk  wiu  2,0G0  saper.  feet,  and  the  portion  ' 
proposed  to  be  given  to  him  was  2,6G0ft.,  so  that 
tho  Council  were  giving  him  600ft.  The  Chair- 

man said  tho  committee  had  decided  that  Clause 
II  should  stand. 

The  case  of  .Shorts,  Limited,  was  next  con- 
sidered, ilr.  Balfour  Browne  said  the  business 

was  an  exceedingly  valuable  one  and  showed  a 
profit  of  £20,000  a  year.  The  (^imcil  did  not 
require  all  the  premises  for  tho  widening  of  tho 
Strand.  They  only  required  about  one  half,  and 
there  was  a  considerable  area  at  the  rear  of  their 

properly  unoccupied.  On  that  land  he  proposed 
they  should  be  reinstated  :  but  if  that  were  not 
possible,  he  asked  that  he  should  have  clauses 
providing  that  the  Council,  aa  the  freeholders, 

should  not  oppose  the  transfer  of  his  license,  and' 
should  compensate  him  if  he  lost  it. 

iMr.  Freeman,  (i.C.  (for  the  County  Cotmcil), 

said  they  did  not  see  why  that  case  could  not  be' dealt  with  under  the  ordinary  law.  They  would, 

however,  be  very  glad  if  they  could  save  the  large 
compensation  by  providing  another  site,  but  he 
could  not  pledge  the  Council  to  do  so. 

I'he  Chairman  said  the  committee  could  not 
grant  a  clause  which  would  override  the  preroga- 

tive of  tho  Licensing  Committee. 

Mr.  Gerald  FitzGerald  said  they  only  desired  a' clause  to  the  effect  that  the  Council  as  the  free- 

holders should  not  oppose  the  transfer  of  the' 
license,  and  that  if  the  license  was  lost  compensa- 

tion should  be  given  them. 
The  Chairman  said  the  committee  agreed  that 

such  clauses  should  be  granted. 
Mr.  Freeman  said,  with  the  exception  of  Jlr. 

Phelps,  all  the  other  opponents  had  been  settled with. 

Mr.  Phelps,  the  lessee  of  property  in  .Southamp-' 

ton  Row,  High  Ilolborn,  and  Southampton-street,' appeared  in  person  to  object  to  the  mclusion  of 
his  property  in  tho  area  of  the  betterment  charf»i>.' 

Mr.  Phelpa  gave  evidence;  and  Mr.  F,.  11. 
Tewson,  surveyor,  expressed  his  opinion  that  tho 
new  street  would  not  in  any  way  improve  Mr. 

Phelps's  property.  The  "betterment"  charge 
would  injuriously  affect  the  market  value  of  the 
premises  certainly  for  the  ten  years. 

The  committee  decided  that  Mr.  Pheljis  hai 
made  out  his  case,  and  excluded  his  property 
from  the  area  of  the  betterment  charge.  The 
committee  then  went  through  the  clauses  of  the 
Bill,  and  ordered  it  to  be  reported  as  amended  to the  House. 

Tho  Dew  vicarage  of  St.  .John  the  Baptist,  Pen- 
zance, was  opened  on  Saturday  in  last  week.  It 

has  been  built  from  plans  by  Mr.  Oliver  Caldwell. 
of  Penzance,  at  a  cost  of  t:  1,400.  Messrs.  T.  act 
J.  H.  Nicholas  were  the  contractors. 

The  peal  in  the  tower  of  St.  Margaret's  Chur>-)i. 
Ipswich,  has  been  rebung,  and  the  number  of  belk 
increased  from  sis  to  eight,  the  additional  oup« 
having  been  cast  by  Messrs.  Mears  and  Stsiobank. 

T>r«,-o™„-t    r>   -11  .XV      T       ,        ;;        of  \Arhitechapel.     The  increased  peal  was  dedicated provement   Comnutteo    of    the   London   County  i  by  the  Biahop  of  Norwich  on  Friday. 

Lcfe\Te,  the  chairman  of  the  Im- 
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•  Block  Pu^ri- 

TIIK    GORDON    MEMORIAL  ,  COLLEG  E,    KHARTOUM.— M.  Fabeictos  Bey,  ̂ rc;iiY<-c/. 

THE  GSOKDUX   MEMORIAL  COLLEGE, 
KHARTOUM. 

[with  illcstrations.] 

THE  accompanying  plans  of  this  famous 
college,  now  in  course  of  erection  in 

memory  of  General  Gordon,  were  prepared 
under  the  direction  of  Lord  Kitchener,  by 
M.  Fabricus  Hey,  architect  to  the  Khedive,  at 
Cairo,  and  we  are  indebted  to  the  architect  for 
the  loan  of  the  drawings  herewith  reproduced. 
The  block  plan  shows  the  .irrangoment  of  the 
entire  schome,  with  playgrounds,  masters'  houses, 
laundry,  gymnasium,  and  workshops,  in  addition 
to  the  college  buildings  proper.  The  designations 
of  the  various  departments  are  given  on  the  plans, 

rendering  them  self-explanatory.  The  elevations 
will  appear  at  an  early  date,  and  we  have  just  re- 

ceived them  from  Cairo ;  but  owing  to  the  diflBculty 
of  carrying  out  elaborated  detail  at  Khartoum, 
the  original  designs  have  had  to  be  considerably 
modified,  so  far  as  the  fa(,ades  are  concerned,  and 
the  enormous  e.xpense  involved  in  architectural 
adornment  has  necessitated  more  utilitarian  forms 
of  building  tlmn  the  architect  had  intended.  A 
staff  has  been  organised  by  Lord  Kitchener  under 
an  officer  qualified  to  bring  the  undertaking  to  a 
satisfactory  completion.  The  elevations  will  be 
faced  with  bricks  made  in  the  immedi.ite  country, 
and  alternate  courses  of  red  and  black  brick  will 
be  employed.  The  dressings  will  be  in  white  stone 

in  the  copings,  pilasters,  and  arches.    The  accom- 

modation provides  for  three  hundred  male  students : 
but  it  is  prol»ble  that  the  building  of  the  entire 
scheme  will  be  postponed.  The  dining-haUis  cruci- 

form on  plan,  and  the  masters  have  a  separate  room 
overlooking  the  quad.  Spacious  corridors  on  both 
floors  connect  the  various  departments.  There 
are  dormitories  on  both  floors,  the  arrangement 

of  the  beds  being  very  different  from  the  custom 

in  English  colleges  and  schools  now,  whatever 
may  have  prevailed  in  the  past.  The  want  of  a 
thorough  current  for  ventilation  is  conspicuous 
too  in  the  plans,  but  it  is  possible  that  provision 
may  bo  made  irrespective  of  window  openings, 
and  so  not  shown  by  the  plans.  The  laundry 

block  has  a  gymnasium  attached,  and  the  work- 
shops seem  well    adapted    for    their  particular 
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pnrpose.  The  masters'  houses  are  shown  by 
plans  and  elevations,  the  accommodation  being 
contrived  on  one  floor. 

■^ 
% 

EXCAVATIONS  IN  MELOS  AND  CRETE. 

PROFESSOR  JEBB,  M.P.,  president  of  the 
Hellenic  Society,  took  the  chair  on  Thurs- 

day in  last  week  at  the  annual  meeting  of  the 
society,  held  at  22,  Albemarle-stteet.  W. 

The  hon.  secretary,  Mr.  George  \.  JIacmillan, 
read  the  report  of  the  council  for  the  session 
1898-99,  in  which  it  was  said  that  important  ex- 

cavations haA  been  carried  on  in  the  island  of 
Melos,  and  some  work  had  also  been  done  at 
Naucratis.  (Grants  had  been  made  of  £100,  as 
usual,  to  the  British  School  at.\theng.  and  of  £50 
a  year  for  three  years  in  aid  of  the  new  Platonic 
Lexicon  to  be  published  by  the  Clarendon  Press, 
under  the  editorship  of  Professor  Lewis  Campbell. 
The  ordinary  receipts  of  the  society  had  risen 
from  £780  during  1807-98  to  £820. 

The  chairman,  in  moving  the  adoption  of  the 
report,  aJter  observing  that  for  the  third  season 
explorations  had  been  made  on  the  site  of  a  pre- 

historic city  near  the  village  of  I'hylikopi,  in the  north-west  of  Melos,  representinc;  the  earliest 
capital  of  the  island  of  Melos,  siiid  the  pre- 

historic deposit  found  there  belonged  to  the 
igterval  between  the  earliest  culture  traceable 
OH  Greek  soil  and  the  later  Mycenean  age.  The 
earliest  pottery  found  at  Phylakopi  was  priipitive 
unpainted  ware,  hand-made  and  h.ind-poli«hed, 
-such  as^as  found  in  the  early  cist-tombs  St  the 
tPyc^jp*^  Next  in  ̂ e  to  this  came  a  Knesof 
vase  fragments  with  painted  geometric  deSigns  ; 
and  to  this    again    succeeded    in   chronological 

order  a  series  of  fragments  known  as  ' '  Theriuan ' ' — i.e.,  belonging  to  the  class  found  in  the  island 
of  Thera  (Santorin).  The  work  of  these  three 
periods  was  all,  of  course,  pre-Mycenean.  A 
circumstance  of  peculiar  interest  in  connection 
with  the  excavations  at  Melos  was  the  discovery 
that  the  ancient  town  at  Phyliikopi  must  have 
been  a  prehistoric  centre  for  the  manufacture  and 
export  of  implements  made  of  obsidian.  Melos 
seemed  to  be  the  only  place  in  the  Levant  where 
obsidian,  a  volcanic  product,  occurred  in  a  highly 
vitrified  state  ;  and  it  was  probable  that  during  a 
very  long  period  Melos  was  a  centre  from  which 
obsidian  work  was  exported  to  the  islands  and 
coasts  of  the  -Egean.  Professor  Jebb  then  turned 
to  the  proposed  exploration  of  Crete.  The  High 
Commissioner  of  the  Powers  in  Crete,  Prince 
George  of  (ireece,  was  favourably  disposed 
towards  the  scheme,  and,  with  his  approval  and 
support,  certain  sites  in  Crete  of  historical  im- 

portance and  representative  character  had  already 
been  reserved  for  British  exploration.  One  of 
these  was  Gnoses,  the  city  of  Minos  and  D;pdalus, 
the  centre  of  the  ancient  sea-power  and  the 
earliest  home  of  Cretan  art.  There  was  a  mound 
at  Cnosos,  containing  remains  of  a  prehistoric 
building,  which  Schliemann  desired  to  excavate, 
and  which  would  be  one  of  the  first 
objects  of  investigation.  Another  site  was 
I'ra'sos,  a  seat  of  Cretan  life  at  a  very 
remote  period,  where  an  archaic  inscription  had 
been  discovered  in  a  dialect  to  which  the  key  had 
yet  to  be  found*  A  third  was  Lyttoe,  where 
fragments  of  anrient  laws  had  been  unearthed  on 
the  acropolis.  Another  site  secured  for  their 
explorers  was  the  cave  of  Psychroji  on  Jlount 
Dikte,  the  legendary  birthplace  of  Zeus.  Broadly 
speaking,  the  great  interest  of  prehistoric  Crete  I 

consistefi  in  its  character  as  the  tirst  .T'^gean 
statics,  or  stepping-stone,  of  the  earliest  civilisa- 

tion which  passed  westward  from  Egypt.  Crete 
bore  witness,  among  other  things,  to  the  exist- 

ence of  a  system  of  eig^- writing  older  than  the 
use  of  the  Phunician  alphabet,  and  even  to  an 
intercourse  with  Egypt  which  might  date  from 
3000  or  possibly  4000  n.c.  Nothing  could  be  fitter 
than  that  EogUshmen,  after  taking  a  leading  part 
in  ameliorating  the  present  condition  of  Oete, 
should  resume,  in  a  scientific  spirit,  the  task  of 

investigating  its  earliest  cit'ilisation.  After 
referring  to  Mr.  Duncan  Mackenzie's  recent  visit to  the  island  of  Cos,  Professor  .Icbb  mentioned 
the  proposal  to  establish  an  English  school  of 
archa)ology  at  Home.  Hellenic  studies  would 
certainly  gain  thereby,  as  well  as  those  which 
were  more  specially  concerned  with  Roman  or 
Italian  literature  and  archaeology.  It  would  cost 
less  than  a  school  at  .Vthens,  for  the  obvious 
reason  that  it  would  not  have  to  bear  the  charges 
of  excavation. 

The  motion  was  seconded,  and  the  report 
adopted. 

Mr.  D.  G.  Hogarth,  director  of  the  British 
School  at  .\thens,  gave  a  short  account  of  the  work 
of  the  cchool  during  the  last  year,  and  urged  the 
desirability  of  the  exploration  of  Thessaly, 
hitherto  an  almost  untou^ed  field. 

At  the  town- hall,  Tivetton.  on  Wednesday  week,  , 
a  Loc&l  Government  Board  inquiry  was  held  by 
Mr.  H.  Percy  Boulnois,  M.LC.E.,  into  an  applica- 

tion by  the  Tiverton  Town  Council  to  iMrrow  £6, 750 
for  the  porposea  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal, 
and  £5(W  for  the  purchase  of  Little  Silver  Cottage 
and  orchard  for  the  purpose  of  a  store- yard. 
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TUdMAS    WALLIS,    WUOD    SCULPTOR.* 

WK  have  seldom  read  a  more  tho
roughly 

interesting  hook  than  this  record  of  the 

Ufc  of  nearly  seventy  years  of  work  of  a  genuine 

"  working  man,"  whose  reputation  was  honeetly 

and  ably  won  half  a  centurj-  since  m  the  teeth  of 

circumstances  as  unfavourable  as  ever  were  over- 

come by  pluck,  industrv,  and  perseverance. 

Many  readers  are  doubtle's  famihur  with  the 

author's  work  as  a  wood-carver— probably  un- 

surpassed in  his  day  and  generation.  Many  more 
will  read  his  story,  we  are  sure,  with  hearty 

admiration,  and  the  fullest  indulgence  for  the 

natural,  if  occasionally  tedious,  garruhty  of  age 

which  excusably  attaches  importance  to  matters 
of  not  very  general  interest. 

Wallis  was  bom  on   Feb.   4,   1821,  at  HuU. 

His  father  was  a  cabinetmaker,  whose  non-success 

in  business  was  followed  by  poverty.     There  was 

a  big  family  ;  but  the  mother  was  a  brave  woman, 
and  insisted  on  the  boys  being  kept  to  school, 
"  if  they  had  to  go  with  rags  on  their  backs  and 
half-fiUed  stomachs."     Theschooling  of  Thomas, 

however,  was  not  a  very  protracted  one,  for  at 

nine   years   of   age    we  find  him  working   in  a 

whalebone  factory,  then  in  a  mustard  and  black- 
ing works,  next  as  errand  boy  in  a  boot  and  shoe 

iwarohouae,  and  afterwards  in  the  same  capacity 

'at  a  surgery.     In  1831,  in  spite  of  the  continued 
•poverty  of  his  parents,  he  was  apprenticed  to  Mr. 
Thos.  Ward,  a  carver  and  gilder.     Twelve  hours 

work  a  day  in  summer  and  eleven  in  winter  did 

not  daunt  the  youngster,  whoquickly  took  to  his 

craft,  and  joined  a  Mechanics'   Institute.     One 
would  have  thought  the  lad's  scanty  leisure  was 
fully  occupied  ;  but  he  "  took  a  groat  interest  in 
politics,"   though   only  an  apprentice  boy,  and 
was  enthusiastic  in  the  cause  of  Chartism,  of  the 

rise  and  progress  and  decline  of  which  he  gives 
an  intelligent  summary ;     but   he  repented  of 
"wasting   so  much  time,"   and  determined  to 
stick  to  carving  and  learn  perspective  drawLnt,'. 
In  1841  he   finished   his  apprenticeship— "with 

6i.  lOd.  in  his  pocket  to  begin  the  world  with." His  master,  however,   at  once  gave  him  work  at 
243.  a  week,  and  Thomas  at  once  began  to  piy  off 

his  parents'   liabilities  at  the  rate  of  a  pound  a 
month,  besides  paying  his  mother  Ss.  a  week  for 
his  board  and  lodging.     Work  becoming  slack  in 
lluU,  Wallis  found   his  way  to  Louth,  and  got 
employment   there  with  a  carver  named  John 
Brown.       Brown    died    in     1844,    and   Wallis, 

having  saved  £26  ISs.   2d.,   took  over  the  busi- 
ness, having  just  £11  left  after  settling  up  with 

Brown's  widow,  and  owing   £23.     Work  came 
in,  and  on  Oct.   16,  1^4.3,  Wallis  felt  justified  in 

getting  married.     Sticking  manfully  to  his  busi- 
ness, "  often  being  hard  pressed  for  ready  money, 

sometimes  being  left  without  a  sixpence,"  Wallis was  never  daunted.     On  the   last  Saturday  of 
1816   he  found  his  cash  in  hand  was  just  28.  Id.  1 

This,  he  remarks,  "suggested  a  poor  preparation 
for  a  happy  new  year."     His  chance  was  coming 
along,  however  ;  but  he  worked  while  he  waited 
for  it,  acquiring  the  art  of  lithography,  and  help- 

ing architects  who  could  only  do  plans  and  eleva- 
tions, to  make  perspectives  for  their  competition 

drawings. 
In  December,  1847,  his  first  patron,  Mr.  George 

Tomline,  gave  him  an  order  for  a  game  panel, 
and  subsequently  another  for  a  model  of  Louth 
Church.  More  commissions  followed,  and  some 
good  introductions.  Wallis  determined  to  send 
some  of  his  works  to  the  Society  of  Arts,  and, 

to  his  delight,  was  awarded  the  Society's  medal, 
and  a  special  prize  of  £5  for  "  unusual  excel- 

lence." Among  other  letters  of  encouragement 
at  this  time  he  reproduces  one  from  Henry 
Laxton,  who  promises  him  a  paragraph  in  a 

weekly  periodical  "  in  which  he  was  interested," 
The  Architect,  and  also  another  in  the  Weekly 
Dispatch.  To  make  one  modest  success  the  foot- 

stool to  another  was  evidently  the  motto  of  our 
indefatigable  carver,  and  he  ambitiously  deter- 
raineito  exhibit  at  the  Great  Kxhibition  of  18.51, 
which  was  then  being  organised.  His  work 
received  a  tlattering  amount  of  attention,  and  he 
was  awarded  one  of  the  four  large  Prize  Medals 
lor  wood-carving,  51.  Leinard,  the  French  cirver, 
M.  C.  Geerts,  of  Belgium,  and  Mr.  W.  G. 
Rogers  getting  the  others.  Equal  success 

rewarJoi  him  at  the  Paris  Exhibition  of  18.')5. 
Work  now  came  in  without  much  seeking,  and 

with  adequate  remuneration.  Botany,  ento- 
mology, astronomy,  and  Volunteering  were  found 

time  for,  however,  and  a  well-spent  life  seems  to 

have  gone  on  smoothly  till  in  186G  Mrs.  Wallis 

suddenly  died.  Weeks' of  ill-health  followed,  and when  the  bereaved  husband  got  to  work  again 

he  found  his  eyes  failing  him.  lie  soon  deter- 
mined to  learn  a  new  business— knd -surveying 

and  engineering.  "  It  would  do  him  no  harm," 
he  thought,  his  one  resolve  being  "to  stick  to 
work  whatever  it  might  be."  He  still  went  on 
with  his  wood-carving;  but  his  aptitude  and 
ability  as  a  surveyor  soon  became  recognised,  and 
after  a  good  deal  of  work,  some  paid  for  and  some 
not,  he  became  borough  surveyor  of  Louth  in 

1885,  having  during  the  previous  twelve  years 
acted  as  inspector  under  the  Public  Health  Act. 
He  resigned  both  olfices  in  1803,  and  has  since 
lived  in  honourable  retirement,  still  able  at  78  to 

occupy  his  days  without  enntii. 

Twenty  years  ago  Mr.  Wallis's  fame  as  a  wood- 
carver  had,  so  to  speak,  outlived  people's  know- 

ledge of  his  existence.  Even  our  old  corre- 
spondent Harry  Hems,  who  has  put  it  on  record 

that  it  was  Wallis's  study  of  ".Spring"  in  the Exhibition  of  1851  which  first  filled  him  with  a 

desire  to  be  a  carver,  thought  then  that  the  "un- 
rivalled wood-cArver  was  dead  and  gone."  As 

Mr.  Wallis's  mother  lived,  hale  and  hearty,  in 
spite  of  het  hard  struggle  with  poverty,  to  the 
age  of  05,  all  will  feel  justified  in  wishing  him 

twenty  years  more  health  and  usefulness.  His 

grasp  of  the  principles  of  his  old  art  is 
evidently  as  vigorous  as  ever.  It  is  worth 

noting  that  his  own  practice  as  a  carver 
was  diametrically  opposed  to  what  has  been 
called  the  "three-men"  method.  All  his  ex- 

hibited works  were  the  product  of  his  own  brains 

and  fingers.  Ordinary  work,  of  course,  was  partially 

done  by  his  assistants.  His  method,  as  he  describes 
it,  was,  after  building  up  a  careful  clay  model,  to 
make  a  defiaite  central  line  on  the  wood  to  corre- 

spond with  a  similar  line  on  the  model,  and  to 
retain  this  until  the  work  was  nearly  complete. 
Then  after  marking  various  points  on  the  model  to 
form  a  series  of  triangles,  he  wasted  off  the  rough 

from  the  wood  block,  and  left  on  the  wood  corre- 
sponding stations,  or  slight  projections,  so  that 

the  main  body  of  the  work  was  determined,  and 
its  correctness  to  the  model  insured  on  the  same 

principle  as  the  Ordnance  surveyors  work  the 
triangulation  of  any  district  for  mapping  purposes. 
In  carving  with  this  method  of  triangulation,  a 

movable  pointing  gauge  is  used  to  insure  the  true 
quantity  to  be  left  for  the  finish,  and  then  the 
details  are  worked  out  with  as  much  care  and 
delicacv  as  the  artist  is  capable  of. 

The  autobiography  is  wonderfully  well  illus- 
trated with  24  half-tone  process  blocks  and  four 

diagrams,  nearly  all  from  Mr.  Wallis's  own drawings  or  works.  The  two  views  of  Louth 
Church  and  its  interior  are  particularly  well  done, 

and  testify  to  the  good  draughtsmanship  which 
stood  him  so  often  in  such  stead. 

srhool  has  ̂ leen  verv  successful,  not  only  in 
altncting  students  (nearly  600  having  been  in 
attendance^,  but  also  in  the  quality  of  the  work 
done,  in  wiuch  there  is  a  distinct  advance  upon 

last  year.  At  the  general  competition  in  5Iareh 
last  for  art  scholarships  and  exhibitions  offered 
by  the  Technical  Education  Board,  open  to  all 
art  schools  and  classes  in  the  London  area,  no 
less  than  47  awards  out  of  a  total  of  150  were 
made  to  students  of  the  Central  School,  to  the 

work  of  which  special  commendation  was  given 

in  the  report  of  the  examiners.  Sir  W.  B.  Rich- 
mond, ll.A.,  and  5Ir.  Sclwyn  Image.  The 

students  appreciate  and  profit  by  the  facilities 

given  them  for  graining  an  all-round  view  of  their 
crafts,  such  aa  is  no  longer  possible  in  the  rigidly subdivided  workshop. 

Within  the  limits  of  the  present  temporary 

premises  no  great  development  is  to  be  looked 
for :  but  a  small  class  for  ornamental  writing 

(suitable  for  illuminated  addresses)  is  contem- 
plated for  next  session,  which  commences  on 

September  18.  Full  information  as  to  this  or 
any  other  classes  can  be  had  on  application  to  the Curator  at  the  school. 

•  Autobioi?raphy  of  Thomia  Wilkinson  Wallis, 
Sculptor  in  Wood.  Louth:  J.  W.  Goulding  and  Son, 
2),  Uercer-row. 

CENTRAL  SCHOOL  OF  ARTS  AXD 
CRAFTS. 

AN  exhibition  of  considerable  interest  will  be 

opened  to  the  public  at  the  Central  School 
of  Arts  and  Crafts,  316,  Regent-street,  opposite 
the  Polytechnic  Institute,  on  Monday  next,  .Tuly 
10,  and  remain  open  throughout  the  week  from  12 
noon  to  8.30  p.m.  daily.  The  work  done  by 

students  includes  bookbinding  :  silversmiths', 
goldsmiths',  and  jewellers'  work ;  chasing  and 
engraving  ;  enamelling  ;  stained  glass  t  orna- mental leadwork ;  stonework,  by  architects  ; 
woodcuts  in  colour,  by  a  method  based  on 

iTapanese  practice  ;  embroidery  ;  wood-carving 
and  gilding,  &c  ,  also  modelling  and  designs  for 

various  processes.     Admission  will  be  free. The  school  was  established  in  November,  1896, 

by  the  Technical  Education  Board  of  the  London 

County  Council,  to  meet  a  definite  want — viz., 
to  provide  for  apprentices,  journeymen,  and 
others  engaged  in  the  more  artistic  trades  such 
training,  subsidiary  to  the  workshop,  as  each 
student  may  require  in  relation  to  his  special 
craft.  Admission  to  the  school  is,  within  certain 
limits,  restricted  to  those  actually  engaged  in 
these  trades,  and  no  attempt  is  made  to  provide 
for  the  amateur  student  of  drawing  and  painting. 
The  school  is  exceedingly  well  equipped  with  all 

appliances  for  carrying  on  practically  the  crafts 
embraced,  and  with  fine  examples  of  old  work  to 
serve  as  a  stimulus.  The  staff  is  composed  of 

specialists  of  distinction  in  their  particular  sub- 
jects, working  under  the  general  direction  of  Mr. 

G.  Frampton,  A  K.A.,  and  Mr.  W.  R.  Lethaby. 

During  the  third  session,  just  completed,  the  I 

EASTWOOD  AND  CO.'S  BARGE  MATCH. 

IF  we  live  to  see  developments  of  the  same sort  that  have  transformed  the  business  of 

Messrs.  Eastwood  and  Co.,  Limited,  from  the 

modest  undertaking  it  was  when  we  first  knew 

it,  into  the  leading  firm  of  its  class,  it  is  more 

than  probable  that  its  annual  Barge  Match  will 
become  a  river  fixture  of  world-wide  interest,  and 

witne.s3ed  bv  millions.  When  the  business  was 

taken  over  by  the  present  Company,  of  which  Mr. 

George  Wragge  is  the  ever-resourceful  and  always 
fortunate  managing  director,  the  firm  had  two 
wharves— it  now  has  18.  It  had  no  brickfields, 

it  has  now  over  nine,  at  which  in  1898  more  than 

one  hundred  millions  of  bricks  were  made.  Most 

of  these  bricks  are  brought  to  London  by  barges, 

of  which  the  company  had  two  in  1872— it  has 
now  44  of  its  own,  besides  employing  more  than 

50  others.  These  barges  are  registered  as  ships, 

and  curry  from  80  to  120  tons.  The  crew  consists 

of  a  ciptain  and  a  mate.  The  men  are  thorough 

saUors,  and  as  they  have  to  go  through  aU  sorts  of 

weather,  and  encounter  all  sorte  of  hmdrances, 

all  legitimate  encouragement  is  to  the  advantage 
of  the  firm's  numerous  customers.  To  stimulate 

their  captains,  therefore,  and  to  improve  the 

design  cf  profitable  sea-going  barges  generaUy, 

as  opposed  to  mere  racing-machmes,  Messrs. 
Eistwood  and  Co.  estabUshed  this  annual  match. 

They  are  of  opinion  that  the  present  rules  of  the 

Thames  and  Medway  barge  matches  are  most 

unfair  to  the  genuine  working  barge,  and 

we  thoroughly  agree  with  them.  _  As  no 

protest  has  effected  a  change  in  these 

rules,  Messrs.  Eastwood  and  Co.  have  arranged 

this  match  for  their  own  men,  and  we  have  very 

little  doubt  ourselves  that  eventually  it  wiU
 

utterlv  surpass  in  general  public  interest 
 the 

mere  professional  racing  fixtures  of  the  Th
ames and  Medway. 

I-ast  Tuesday's  match  was  in  every  way  a 

success.  Some  250  employc-s,  friends,  customers,
 

and  guests  of  the  Company  started  from  F
reeh 

Wharf,  London  Bridge,  aboard  the  ss.  Z^"*"*
' 

for  the  course.  The  barges  were  saUed  f
rom 

(iravesend  Reach  to  an  imaginary  line  drawn 

from  the  entrance  to  SUngate  Creek  to  
the 

signal-post  of  Port  Victoria.  The  start
  was 

made  at  three  minutes  past  noon.    The  t
hree winners  were : —  _   ,,    .      ̂ -         x-.,.« 

1  The  Durham,  Capt.  T.  Hart ;  time  :  Nore, 

l.M:  finish,  2.45.  (2)  The  Wa  Capt.  J. 

Summerhayes;  time:  Nore,  1..54;  finish,
  -.4». 

(31  The  ̂ ^orlhumherlw,'i,  Capt.  F.  Beadle  , 

time:  Nore,  1.56:  finish  2.51.  The  pm
ea 

were  :  -  First  birge  :  Captain,  £a  ;  mate, 

£3  ;     third    hand,    £2.     Second    barge :     Cap- tain,  £3:  mate,  £2;  tl"^'!  ,*"'?^*.' A'  7^, 

barge:  Captain,  £2  ;  mate,£l;  third  hand,  
10s 

And  in  addition  each  captain  was  presented  
with 

a  special  cap  and  badge.  The  race  was  
as  inter- 

est me  throughout  as  the  day  was  an  enjoyable 

TntVanks  to  the  ho..pitality  of  the  Company, 

and  the  genial  zeal  with  which  all  arrangements 
were  cabled  out  by  Mr.  H.  .r  P.yme,  the  efhcient 

right-hand  of  the  managing-director. 

The  Gas  Light  and  Coke  Company  sBai,  
which 

authorised  the  raising  by  the  «<>■".?"?,<'' fV^.O^ 

additional  capital,  has  been  rejected  by  a 
 Select 

Committea  of  the  House  of  Lords. 
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CROXTETU   GUAIIDIAXS  AND  TIIKIK  IxHf;:jABT.   
Claim  aoats^t  Livekiooi.  Akciuthcts.— The aation 
brought  by  the  board  of  guardians  forToxteth  Park 
afjainst  Messrs.  C.  O.  Ellison  and  Son,  architeota,  of 
Liverpool,  claiming  £l,.i63  damages  for  alleged  pro- 

fessional negligence,  haa  been  concludedat. St  George's 
Hall,  Liverpool,  before  Mr.  Pollock,  t^.C,  the  UfGcial 
Referee.  Wo  reported  the  earlier  days  of  the  trial 
in  our  last  issue,  pp.  S9.')-G,  last  volume.  The ground  of  dispute  was,  it  will  be  remembered,  the building  of  the  union  workhouse  infirmarr  in 
Smithdown-road.  Mr.  A.  A.  Hudson,  of  London, 
appeared  for  the  plaintiffs,  and  Mr.  Sogar  for  the 
defendants.  Mr.  Segar  handed  to  the  official 
referee  the  document  promised  ou  the  previoua 
evening  showing  the  defendants'  set-off  for  extns 
against  the  plaintiffs'  claim  for  deficiencies.  Coonael, 
replying  to  Mr.  Hudson's  question,  said  the  esti- mates were  not  made  at  the  time  of  the  settlement. 
There  was  no  actual  statement  made  at  the  time 
showing  additions  and  deductions.  The  Official 
Referee  remarked  that  what  ho  desired  to  see  pro- 

duced was  a  list  of  any  matters  supposed  to  show  a 
set-off  at  the  time  of  statement  in  respect  of  matters 
which  the  builders  were  entitled  to  claim  as  against 
ajny  deductions  made.  Jtr.  Segar  did  not  suggest there  had  been  any  such  document  drawn  out.  The 
only  one  was  Messrs.  Kelly's  claim  itself,  which was  looked  at  by  the  architects.  Defendants'  case 
was  that  the  guardians  had  not  lost  one  single  peony, 
that  in  pomt  of  fact  the  losses  and  gains  were 
about  equal.  The  account  put  in  showed  there 
was  a  difference  of  a  few  pounds  against  Messrs. 
Ellison,  but,  taken  as  a  whole,  the  matter  was 
not  worth  noticing.  According  to  the  account  the 
figures  were  £9,1GS  I63.  9d.  on  one  side,  and  £9.177 
on  the  other.  That  was  a  difference  of  about  £9  in 
favour  of  the  guardians,  and  if  that  was  all  in  a 
£9,000  contract  he  should  say,  if  their  calculations 
were  correct,  it  was  obvious  this  settlement  was  a 
koKd-jiJ,;  judicious,  and  proper  one.  The  Official Referee  said  that  if  the  matters  were  taken  into 
consideration  at  the  time,  and  an  adjustment  was 
made  based  upon  these  tiguree,  then  that  was  a 
matter  for  consideration  ;  but  if  the  document  was 
prepared  now  merely  for  the  purpose  of  trying  to 
make  out  that  the  defendants'  case  was  a  good  one, then  it  was  worth  very  little.  Mr.  Segar  proceeded 
to  say  he  should  contend  that  if  these  were  grave and  substantial  matters  they  were  entitled  to  have 
each  one  considered,  whether  or  not  they  were  in  the 
defendants'  account,  because  the  action  was  one  in which  the  guardians  said  they  had  been  defrauded. 
The  ( Ifficial  Referee   said   that  was  not  so.    The 
fnardiana  said  that  it  was  a  matter  in  which 
efendants  had  been  guilty  of  negligence.  Mr. 

Segar  replied  that  with  regard  to  this  account  he 
thought  It  would  be  found  that  the  bulk  of  it  re- 
feired  to  matters  which  clearly  were  in  Colonel 
EUison's  account  at  the  time  he  certified  for  the completion  of  the  work.  If  that  was  so,  it  was  im- 

portant that  it  should  be  considered  from  Colonel 
Ellison's  pomt  of  view.  Mr.  PoUock  :  The  de- fendant may  say  that  there  has  been  no  negligence 
and  they  may  also  show  there  has  been  no  damage 
to  the  plaintiffs ;  in  that  case,  that  account  may 
possibly  be  material  for  the  purpose  of  showing 
there  was  no  damage,  but  it  is  not  the  account 
I  understood  was  to  be  produced.  Continuing 
the  evidence  for  the  plaintiffs,  Mr.  Hudson 
called  Mr.  Stoner,  quantity  surveyor,  of  London, 
where  he  had  practised  for  33  years.  Witness 
said  the  words  "  these  quantities  are  taken  out net  meant  that  the  quantities  were  taken  out 
net  without  any  allowance  for  waste.  Within  his 
knowledge  there  was  no  such  thing  known  to 
quantity  surveyors  as  a  margin.  In  his  opinion,  the quantities  m  that  case  were  not  taken  out  in  a 
proper  professional  manner.  If  an  office-boy  in London  did  work  like  that,  he  would  receive  his 
week  s  wages.  Of  course,  it  might  be  the  custom  at 
Liverpool,. but  it  was  foreign  to  anvthing  he  had seen  in  his  profession.  Mr.  John  Blakey,  architect 
Mid  surveyor,  Liverpool,  said  there  ivaa  no  such 
thing  as  margin  in  quantities.  He  had  seen  the 
books  of  quantities  in  that  case,  and  did  not  think 
the  quantities  were  carefully  taken  out.  Mr 
Pollock  :  Are  they  taken  out  in  accordance  with 
what  IS  your  experience  in  this  neighbourhood  - 
Witness:  No.  In  cross  examination,  Mr.  Blakey 
said  the  words  "taken  out  net"  in  regard  to 
quantities  only  referred  to  carpenters'  and  joiners' work  m  regard  to  the  thickness  of  timber,  and  to 
masonry  where  the  latter  was  taken  in  detail.  Mr 
Robert  Isaac  Bennett,  architect  and  surveyor,  Man- 

chester, and  president  of  the  Society  of  Architecto 
in  that  city,  said  it  was  important  tha't  the  specifica- tions should  agree  with  the  quantities.  Hecould  not 
say  exactly  what  was  meant  by  the  phrase  "  these 
quantities  are  taken  net,"  but  it  could  only  refer  to timber  work.  Witness  had  measured  the  building,  and found  the  difference  between  the  work  done  and the  quantities  was  £1..h;0.  In  cross-ex  vmination 
witness  said  he  would  aUow  i  per  cent,  as  a  fair 
margm  for  contingences.     Mr.   James  Moulding 

build  an  infirmary  in  connection  with  tho  work- 
house, and  a  resolution  was  passed  employing  the 

defendants.   Messrs.  Kelly  Bros,  submitted  a  tender 
for£29.;iS0,  plu8£l.!<(il  for  enamelled  brick  dadoee, 
and  with  other  small  allowances  the  amount  of  the 

tender  was  brought  up  to  £'U.909.     The  contract 
was  afterwards   reduced    to  £2.'). 799,   included   in which  was  an  estimate  for  enamelled  brickwork  to 

the  extent  of  £3,23.'>.     The  work  to  be  done  after- 
wards consisted  of  blocks  C,  F,  and  G,  and  amounted 

to  17,.')04,  plus  £1,701  for  enamel  work.    The  latter 
was  the  work  which  they  complained  had  not  been 
thoroughly  carried  out.     He  was  never  able  to  get 
from  the  architects  a  press  copy  of  the  bill  of  quan- 

tities.   In  ISIK"),  when  tho  guardians  decided  to  erect 
blocks  C,  F,  and  (J,  the  defendants  were  employed 
as  architects,  and  in  order  to  avoid  trouble  about 
quantities,  witness,  on  May  11,  drew  up  a  docu- 

ment, which  was  approved  by  the  guardians,  and 
to  the  conditions   of    which  Messrs.   Ellison  sub- 

scribed.    Tenders  were  invited,  and  Messrs.  Kelly 
sent  in  the   lowest  tender.      Some  correspondence 
passed      between     witness     and     the    architects, 
in    the    course     of     which     the    latter    claimed 
to    have    complied    with    the    stipulations    con- 

tained   in     the  document   of   May  14.     Until  the 
opening  of  that  court   inquiry  he   had   not  heard 
that  a   lot  of  extra   work  wan  set  off  against  the 
excessive  quantities.     Mr.  Segar,  on  behalf  of  the 
defendants,  said  the  charges  against  his  clients  were 
not  only  novel  but  grave:  but  the  opening  state- 

ment of  Mr.  Hudson  was  weighted  with  an  amount 
of  suspicion  which  all  who  had  beard  the  case  would 
feel  ought  to  have  been  eliminated.    When  the  case 
was  first  presented,  there  were  distinct  suggestions 
that    Messrs.    Kelly    and    Messrs.    Ellison,    from 
motives  of  their  own,  had  been  putting  their  heads 
together  and  acting  in  concert  lor  the  purpose  of 
carrying  out  a  scheme  which  showed  a  gross  con- 

spiracy to  defraud  the  board  of  guardians  of  various 
sums  from  time  to  time.     Mr.  Hallard,  who  was  in 
charge  of  the  work,  did  not  suggest  it,  and  there 
was  not  an  atom  of  evidence  offered  to  show  that 
Messrs.  Kelly  and  Messrs.  Ellison  had  done  any- 

thing of  the  kind.     Messrs.  Kelly  knew  from  the 
first,   and  so  did  the    building    committee   of  the 
guardians,    that    the    second    block    of    buildings 
was    to    be    erected    exactly    in     the    same    way 
as  the    first   block,    and    they    knew    the    differ- 

ence between  enamel-faced   walls  and  walls  that 

were  partly  salt-glazed.     They  met  constantly  on 
the  ground,  and  saw  the  job  from  start  to  finish : 
and  knowing  perfectly  well  what  had  been  done  m 
the  case  of  the  first  lot  of  buildings,  the  guardians 
appointed  the  defendants  as  their  architects.     After 
he  had  been  responsible  for  work  involving  £33, (WO, 
they    BOW    came    and    charged  him   with  having 
grossly  neglected  the  work  of  taking  the  quanti- 

ties.    Colonel  Ellison  was  a  gentleman  who  stood 
at  the  top  of  his  profession,  and  had  erected  build- 

ings in   Liverpool  and  other  places,  including  the 
Birkenhead   Town  Hall,  which  would  be  a  testi- 

mony to  his  ability  long  after  all  in  that  Court  had 
departed.     Could  anyone  take  seriously  the  attitude 
of  the  guardians,  who  came  forward  to  accuse  him 
of  negligence,  and  say  they  had  been  put  to  the  loss 

of  £1,.5G0  on  a  contract  of  £9,600  ':  Colonel  Ellison's 
work  as  an  architect  extended  over    1.5  years,  and 
there    had    never    been  a   suggestion  against  his 
probity  until  Mr.  Hallard  came  on  the  scene.     Mr. 
Segar  called  attention  to  the  fact  that  in  support 
of  their  case  the  Toxteth  guardians  were  obliged  to 
BO  outside  Liverpool  to  obtain  professional  evidence. 
Unless  there  was  evidence  that  in  the  taking  out 
of  quantities  there  had   been  negligence,  or  want 
of    professional  skill,    there   was   no    case  against 
the  defendants.     The    plaintiffs   had   not  called  a 
single    member    of    their    building    committee   or 
the  clerk  of  the  works  who  had  to  deal  with  the 
earlier  contract.     Up  to  the  present  the  defendants 
had  never  had  a  measurement  of  the  work  on  their 
own  behalf,  but  were  left  entirely  to  the  figures  of 
Mr.  Hallard,  unsupported  by  any  Liverpool  archi- 

tect. It  would  be  shown  on  behalf  of  the  defendants 
that  the  later  work  was  done  on  the  same  scafe  as 
the  earlier  building,   and  done  very  cheaply,  and 
that  the  whole  building  as  it  stood  was  fully  worth 
the  money  paid  for  it.     It  had  not  been  suggested 
that  .inynody  could    do    the    work  cheaper  than 
Messrs.   Kelly.     Whatever  might  be  the  result  of 
that  case,  the  defendants   had  the  consolation  of 
knowing  that  they  were  held  in  the  highest  regard, 
and  had  done  their  work  well  as  architects  and  in 
the  interests  of  the  public.     Mr.  Benjamin  Kelly, 
of  the  firm  of  Messrs.  Kelly  Bros.,  Liverpool,  was 
called.     He  said  his  firm  constructed  the  earlier  as 
well   as  the   later  portion   of  the  Toxteth  Uiiion 
Infirmary.     He  always  found   the   quantities  well 
taken  by  the  defendants,  but  of  course  they  varied 
in  many  matters.     They  had  always  been  perfectly 
rea<ly  to  refer  the  matter  to  Mr.  T.  D.  Birry.  the 
arbitrator  under  the  agreement.     Col.  C.  O.  Elli'on. 
the  principal  partner  in  the  defendant  firm,  called. 

said  he  had  been   in  practice  in  Liverpool  for  i'< years.      Among    the    buildings    erected    from    his 
designs  were  the    Adelphi    Bank,    Liverpool,    the 
Birkenhead    Town     Hall,    and    many    churches. 

n.t.       -^Tk  »  •    ̂ }^^  Toxteth  Guardians  for  32  !  chapels,  and  board  schools  in  Lirerpool,  Bootle, 
years,  saia  that  m  lb90  the  guardians  decided  to  i  and  the  neighbourhood,  and  he  had  never  bad  any 

such  complaints  as  tho  one  made  against  him  now. 
He  wu  asked  by  Mr.   Moulding,  the  clerk  to  the 
Toxteth  Guardians,   to   compete   for   the  new  in- 

firmary buildings   to    provide  accommodation  for 
-121  beds.     His  estimate  was  £2.S,000,  exclusive  of 
drainage,   heating,   and  other  items.     There  were 
many  other  competitors;  but  his  design  was  accepted 
in  December,  1S90.     He  made  out  the  quantities  in 
the  same  way  bis   firm   had  been   in  the  habit  of 
making  them  out  for  years.     In  some  cases  he  left 
a    margin    for    contingencies,    the    measurements 
being  taken  more  fully  than  was  absolutely  neces- 

sary,   because    from    long    experience    he    found 
it   in    the   interests   of    his    clients.     If   quantities 
were    taken    out     net,     the     builders,     to    cover 
their  risk,  generally  put  on   a  price   varying  from 
''>  to  10  per  cent.  ;  but  if  builders  knew  there  was 
a  margin  in  the  quantities  they  put  the  price  very 

much  lower.   Messrs.  Kelly  Brothers'  tender,  which 
was  the  next  to  the  lowest,  was  accepted,  and  work 
commenced  in    1891.      The  building  committee  of 
the  guardians  applied  to  him  for  the  priced  quan- 

tities :   but  he  could   not  give  them   up,   as  they 
belonged  to    the    builder.     At    their    request,    he 
allowed  a  deputation  of  four  to  inspect  the  priced 
quantities  at  his  cfiice.     It   was  agreed   that   the 
priced  quantities  should  be  lodged  under  seal  with 
the  guardians.     He  was  asked  by  Mr.  Moulding  to 
prepare  a  contract,   and  he  did  so  in    the  form 
adopted  by  the  Liverpool  .Society  of  Architects  ;  but 
the  clause  providing  for  any  error  in  the  <|uantities 
should  be  rectified  was    struck  out  by  the  sub- 

committee,  or  surreptitious   committee  as  it  was 
called,  although  he  objected.     That  was  done  with 
the  contract  for  the  first  section  of  the  woik,  and 
the  same  course  was  followed  with  the  second.  The 
committee  saw  what  had  been   done  in  the  first 
blocks  of  the  buildings  with  reference  to  the  enamel 
brickwork,   and  they  made   no  objection  :  on  the 
contrary,  they  were  well   pleased.     Asked  how  he 
came  to  make  the  alteration  from   stretchers  and 
headers  to  stretchers  only.  Colonel  Ellison  said  he 
followed  a  suggestion  made  in  one  of  the  medical 
journals,   which    pointed  out    the  importance    of 
having  as  few  joints  as  possible  in  the  walls  near 
the    beds,    where    disease     germs     might    lodge. 
The  change  obviated  a  great  number  of  joints  in 
the  walls.     The  use  of  these  bricks  bad    rather 
improved   the    effect   upon    the    eye.     Mr.    A.    A. 
Hudson :     We     have     not    suggested     there    is 
any    injury    to   the    eye :    it    is  only  the  pocket. 
Colonel    Ellison,    continuing,    said    the    difTerence 
between  the  cost  of  a  wall  with  the  brown  teapot 
mould  dado  and  a  wooden  ebonised  one  would  be 

possibly  33.  or  -Is.  per  lineal  yard  ;  and  the  difference 
between  the  stone  headings  as  they  now  stood  and 
those   described  in  the  quantities   was  practically 
nothing.     As  to  the  lessening  of  the  headings  over 
the  windows,  he  said  it  was  desirable  the  window 
should  be  as  close  to  the  ceiling  as  possible.     Before 
letting  the  contract  the  quantities  were  open  to  the 
inspection  of  eleven  builders,  most  of  whom  had 
done  work  under  him  before.     It  was  simply  im- 

possible   to    take    out    quantities    mathematically 
accurate  from  the  plans.    His  practice  was  to  allow 

.)  or  G  per  cent,  as  a  margin.    \\'ith  reference  to  the substitution  of  a  stone  beading  for  the  enamel  bricks 
for  the  archwork  over  the  kitchen  fireplaces,  he  said 
that  instead  of  the  guardians  losing  they  benefited 
to  the   extent   of    £2  Os.   for  each    fireplace.     He 

had  looked  over  Messrs.  Kelly's  bill,  and  he  thought 
that   what  had  been  omitted  was   well  balanced 
by  the  things  which   had  been  dona  extra.     For 
one  thing,  the  excavations   were  increased   owing 
to  a  large  quantity  of  soil  from  the  first  buildings 
having  been  left  lying  there  for  use  for  gardens. 
1  fe  said  he  had  gone  through  the  statement  of  claim, 
and  he  found  that,  whereas  the  total  came  to  £1,680, 

when  checked  by  the  prices  in  the  builders'  schedule 
the   items    totalled   only    to    £l,0t3.j.     Mr.  Segar: 
Taking  the  whole  wort,   do  you  think  that  tho 
payment  to  Messrs.  Kelly  was  fair  and  proper  under 
all  circumstances ;  and  was  it  proper  for  you  to 
certify  that  account  ? — In  my  judgment  it  was.     If 
there  is  any  question  between  the  owners  of  the 

building  and    the    contractors,    is    the    architect's 
opinion,  if  it  is  honestly  given,  supposed  to  be  con- 

clusive r — Well,  I  have  never  known  my  opinion  to 
be  questioned   before.     Was    your    opiniin  given 

honestly  ': — Thoroughly.     Are  you  still  of  opinicn 
that  the  board  got  full   value  for  their  money  ?— I 
believe  they  got  one  of  the  cheapest  buildings  in  the 
district,  and  at  considerably  less  per  head  than  the 
Weat  Darby  Union.     The  money  paid  for  the  work 
was  £.523  less  than  the  estimate  made  out  in  the 
first  instance? — It  was  rather   more  than  that,  I 
think.     The  OiTicial  Referee  :  That  is  immaterial, 
because    confessing    that     the    building    has    not 
been  carried  out  in  accordance  with  the  original 
estimate,   the  question   is  what  is  the    difference 
between    one    and    the    other.     Mr.    Segar    said 
he  could  not    admit  that    as    quite    an    accurate 
statement,    because     the     orifjinal    estimate    was 
not    made    upon  the    quantities   as  they    appear, 
bnt  upon  what  Kellys  knew  what  was  likely  to  be 
done.     Kelly  Bros.,  guessing  what  was  the  actual 
work  which    would    have  to  be  done,  and  what 
actually  had  been  done,  put  a  certain  figure  on  the 
work,  and  that  figure  was  not  more  than  the  actual 
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work  which  had  been  supplied.  Cross-examined  by 
Mr.  Hudson,  C  jlonel  Klliaon  stated  that  be  hud  not 
measured  these  buildings  since  this  action  was  com- 

menced, and  he  complained  that  be  was  not  allowed 
to  take  meaaurementa  without  giving  notice.  The 
ezoees  of  quantities,  according  to  the  plaintiffs,  wu 
£1,218  :  that  was  not  a  safe  margin,  nor  was  £  1 ,065. 
The  Oflioial  Kaferee  :  That  is,  it  is  more  than  a  safe 
margin ?— Yes.  Mr.  Hudson:  At  the  time  you  took 
out  these  quantities  and  allowed  a  margin,  how 
could  you  tell  there  was  to  be  any  set-off  r  — You 
can't  tell ;  that  is  why  yon  put  the  margin.  I  may 
take  it  that  whatever  margin  there  was  you 
put  in  intentionally  r — Yes.  What  was  the  ob- 

ject of  putting  in  a  margin  like  that  'r— To  allow tor  every  contingency  that  might  occur,  and 
so  as  to  bring  it  out  in  the  end  free  from  extras. 
In  further  cross-examination.  Colonel  Ellison 
said  that  when  the  guardians  applied  to  him 
to  adjust  the  quantities  as  against  the  extras, 
ho  told  them  that  he  could  not  take  the  quantities 
into  account  at  all,  as  they  were  no  part  of  the  con- 

tract. Messrs.  Kelly  did  not  refuse  to  liave  matters 
adjusted.  At  that  time  Mr.  Hallard  was  asking 
for  an  adjustment  as  to  the  salt-glazed  bricks.  Mr. 
Hudson :  And  you  told  him  you  would  deal  with 
him  in  the  usual  way.  What  was  the  usual  way  ? 
— Any  excesses  against  omissions :  exactly  what  we 
have  done.  And  you  had  certain  extras  in  your 

mind  when  you  sent  in  that  statement  of  the  '22ud 
February,  1S98,  to  the  guardians?— Yes.  Why  did 
you  not  supply  the  guardians  then  with  a  list  of 
those  extras .'  -Because  the  matter  had  not  been 
looked  into.  You  had  given  a  certificate,  and  were 
asked  to  supply  a  debtor  and  creditor  account ; 

don't  you  thinK  it  would  have  been  better  to  have 
>aid  then  that  tl.«"e  were  extras  to  set  off  against 
the  omissions  ? — Y'es,  in  the  light  of  present  ex- perience. You  say  now  that  one  balances  the  other ; 

but  why  didn't  you  tell  the  guardians  so  then?— It 
is  rather  a  difficult  question.  My  impression  is  that 
I  was  the  j  udge  of  those  things,  and  in  the  discretion 
I  held  I  did  what  I  thought  was  the  best  for  my 
clients.  They  asked  you  to  supply  an  account,  and 
yon  sent  to  them  a  form  of  account  on  Feb.  22, 
1898,  which  the  guardians  would  not  accept.  Why 
did  you  not  then  settle  the  matter  by  supplying  an 
account  of  the  extras  you  now  mention? — I  did 
settle  it,  by  offering  to  leave  it  to  the  arbitrator, 
and  I  thought  I  was  taking  the  proper  course.  But 

you  were  advising  the  guardians ': — I  am  not  quite 
sure  that  I  was,  for  through  the  whole  of  this  job 
the  guardians  never  asked  me  to  advise  them  nor  to 
attend  a  single  meeting  of  their  committees.  If 
they  had  been  guided  by  me  as  their  architect  all 
the  way  through,  instead  of  ignoring  me,  it  would 
have  been  different.  If  the  accounts  had  been  adjusted 
at  that  time,  would  it  not  have  been  to  yonr  advant- 

age ?— As  it  turns  out,  yes.  The  Official  lljferee: 
It  appears  the  contractors  made  no  claim  for  extra 
work,  and  that  no  adjustment  took  place  at  all.  In 
reply  to  Mr.  Hudson,  witness  said  no  measurements 
of  the  excavations  were  made.  Mr.  Edward  Salo- 

mon, architect,  Manchester,  said  he  had  been  47 

years  in  practice,  and  for  25  or  30  years  he  prac- 
tised in  London,  as  well  at  Manchester.  He  con- 

sidered the  Manchester  method  of  taking  out  quan- 
tities much  superior  to  the  London  system.  In 

taking  out  quantities,  he  invariably  left  a  margin  for 
contingencies,  and  named  the  amount  allowed.  The 
priced  bill  of  quantities  belonged  to  the  builder ;  but, 
to  prevent  any  tampering,  it  was  always  placed 
under  seal  during  the  woik,  and  sometimes  in  the 

architect's  custody.  An  ad  j  ustment  invariably  took 
place  at  the  conclusion  of  a  job,  and  the  priced 
quantities  were  then  opened  in  the  presence  of  the 
builder  and  the  surveyor.  It  was  utterly  impos- 

sible to  carry  out  a  job  without  deviations,  and  the 
architect  was  right  in  using  his  discretion  in  setting 
one  against  the  other.  He  thought  it  was  to  the 
general  benefit  of  the  clients  of  an  architect  of  com- 

petency and  experience  that  the  latter  should  settle 
any  differences  in  a  broad  way,  and  thus  save  the 
cost  of  measuring  over  the  job  when  completed. 
Thsre  should  always  be  an  adjustment  on  the  basis 
of  the  priced  quantities,  but  it  need  not  be  a  detailed 
statement  in  writing.  Mr.  John  llolden,  architect, 

Manchester,  with  .17  years'  experience,  corroborated, 
and  added  that  in  a  large  job  it  would  be  prudent 
on  the  part  of  the  architect  to  have  detailed  accounts, 
not  necessarily  for  his  employers,  but  to  satisfy 
himself.  He  should  think  this  job  necessitated  very 
careful  arrangements  of  the  accounts.  Mr.  Samuel 
Warbnrton,  builder  and  contractor,  Miles  Tlatting, 
spoke  of  the  custom  of  allowances  in  quantities. 
In  reply  to  Mr.  Hudson,  he  said  he  was  at 
present  engaged  on  a  X.W.OOO  contract,  for 
which  Colonel  Ellison  was  the  architect.  Mr. 
Segar,  addressing  the  Court  on  behalf  of  the 
defendants,  said  the  allegations  of  the  plaintiffs 
meant  that  the  architects  had  been  receiving  bribes 
from  Messrs.  Kelly  Brothers,  the  contractors,  as 
rewards  for  the  defendants  having  loaded  the 
quantities,  and  thereby  given  Messrs.  Kelly 
Brothers  a  chance  of  getting  a  larger  sum  on  the 
work.  That  was  the  gravamen  of  the  charge,  but 
there  was  not  one  single  tittle  of  evidence  to  that 
effect.  The  action  would  not  have  been  brought 
ouless  there  had  been  a  suspicion  in  the  mind  of 

somebody  that  Kelly  Brothers  were  paying  to  the 
architects  sums  of  money  which  ought  not  to  hare 
been  paid.  It  was  not  suggested  that  the  guardians 
had  lost  anything,  and  no  one  who  bad  heard  the 
case  believed  that  the  buildings  as  thuy  now  stood 
were  of  less  value  than  the  £9,7UU  paid  for  Uiem. 
He  pointed  out,  too,  that  the  guardians  had  actually 

paid  that  money,  knowing  exactly  what  deviations 
had  been  made  in  the  construction  of  the  buildings. 
Such  an  action  ought  not  to  be  favoured  as  the 
charging  of  an  injurv  to  the  defendants  for  a  wrong 
which  the  plaintiffs  knew  of  ages  before,  and  which 
they  made  no  attempt  to  stop.  He  complained  that 
Mr.  Hallard,  the  clerk  of  the  works,  bad  treated 
the  defendants  very  unfairly,  letting  them  go  ahead 
with  the  alterations  in  the  contract  without  telling 
them  that  the  guardians  meant  to  hold  them  liable 
for  the  deviations.  A  number  of  things  had  either 
been  miscalculations  or  left  deliberately  in  the 
quantities  as  a  margin  in  accordance  with  Messrs. 

Ellison's  theory.  The  OfHcial  Referee:  All  the 
witnesses  said  they  never  heard  of  such  a  margin  in 
excess  in  quantities.  Mr.  Segar  said  he  must  admit 
they  bad  not  proved  such  a  custom  of  taking  out 
quantities,  but  if  the  defendant  believed  he  was 
doing  his  best  for  his  clients  there  had  been  nothing 
unprofessional,  nothing  misleading,  and  nothing 
negligent.  The  Official  Referee  :  He  may  be  per- 

fectly toiid  Jide  and  yet  may  be  negligent.  Mr. 
Segar :  Certainly,  sir ;  but  no  damages  can  be 
obtained  unless  loss  is  proved.  The  specification 
and  the  contract  were  substantially  carried  out, 
the  real  difference  arising  in  the  non-carrying  out 
of  the  quantities.  There  was  a  deal  to  be  con- 

sidered in  the  architect's  position.  He  was  the 
sole  judge  as  to  what  was  right  or  expedient 
with  reference  to  the  way  in  which  the  work 
was  to  be  carried  out,  and  undoubtedly  he  had 
a  right  to  alter  the  quantities  from  time  to 
time  if  he  thought  what  he  substituted  was 
better  for  bis  client  than  what  was  put  in 
the  quantities,  and  to  do  that  without  giving 
a  debtor  and  creditor  account  to  anybody.  It 
seemed  to  him  to  be  a  cruel  action  on  the  part  of  the 
guardians.  If  the  deviations  from  the  contract  had 
made  the  building  less  valuable,  they  had  been  done 

with  the  leave  and  license  of  the  guardians'  com- 
mittee. He  asked  that  the  case  should  be  dis- 

missed with  coste.  Mr.  Hudson,  urreply,  said  that 
overloading  of  the  quantities  was  a  most  pernicious 
habit,  and  was  not  justified  by  any  of  the  witnesses. 
Whatever  the  motive,  such  a  principle  and  practice, 
if  carried  out,  opened  the  door  to  all  kinds  of  mal- 

practices. In  this  case  it  was  spread  over  81  pages 
of  quantities,  and  could  not  be  traced  by  anyone 
but  an  expert,  and  then  only  with  the  greatest 
difficulty,  because  it  was  done  on  no  definite  system, 
but  was  most  irregular.  There  were  chimney-pots, 
enamelled  bricks,  and  other  things,  which  were  never 
used  at  all.  It  had  been  shown  that  the  price  of  the 
contract  which  the  guardians  ought  to  have  paid 
was  £7,790,  and  that  would  have  been  the  amount 
of  the  tender  instead  of  £9,428,  and  it  would  have 
covered  all  extras  but  for  that  overloading  of  the 
quantities.  In  addition,  there  were  actual  allowances 
of  sums  for  contingencies,  which  made  the  excess 
£200  or  £300  greater  still.  With  regard  to  Mr. 
Hallard,  he  thought  that  witness  had  been  most  un- 

justly attacked.  He  had  done  his  duty  only,  and,  as  a 
matter  of  fact,  the  correspondence  and  the  evidence 
showed  clearly  that  he  did  call  the  attention  of  the 
architects  to  the  builders'  deviations  from  the  con- 

tract, and  it  was  only  upon  the  architects'  assurance 
that  those  matters  would  be  rectified  on  the  adjust- 

ment at  the  completion  of  the  job  that  he  allowed 
them  to  proceed.  With  some  corrections  and  allow- 

ances, the  guardians'  claim  was  (or  £1,524,  but  they 
were  willing  to  take  the  amount  at  £1,065,  the  sum 
at  which  the  defendants  had  reckoned  the  various 
items,  and,  as  the  guardians  had  no  wish  to  press 
their  claim  heavily  upon  the  defendants,  they  would 
be  satisfied  to  accept  a  verdict  of  £1,000  with  costs. 
He  emphasised  his  opinion  that  the  system  of  over- 

loading quantities  was  a  most  pernicious  one.  It 
was  to  make  the  guardians  lose.  It  was  to  make 
tfaem  pay  £9,400  when  it  should  have  been  about 
£7.000.  It  put  everybody  into  a  false  position.  The 

architects  were  able  to  say,  "  We  have  done  the 
work  without  extras,"  whereas  it  was  not  the  fact. 
The  builders  could  afford  to  contribute  £200  to- 

wards the  architects'  costs  in  the  litigation  over  the 
lightning  conductor,  and  all  round  there  was  a 
delusion  as  to  what  was  the  proper  state  of  affairs. 
There  was  no  proper  statement  of  accounto  sub- 

mitted to  the  guardians,  to  which  they,  as  repre- 
senting the  ratepayers,  were  fully  entitled.  He 

submitted,  too,  that,  far  from  taking  aoy  advan- 
tage of  the  defendants,  both  Mr.  Hallard  and  Mr. 

Miller,  the  soUcitor,  had  treated  defendants  with 
very  great  care  and  fairness,  and  had  given  them 
every  opportunity  to  meet  the  case.  The  OBicial 
Referee,  in  delivering  judgment,  said  it  was  the 
duty  of  Mr.  Ellison,  as  architect  and  surveyor  for 
the  guardians,  to  get  out  quantities  for  the  purpose 
of  getting  tenders  from  builders  for  the  execution 
of  certain  work  requited  by  the  guardians.  The 
allegation  was  that  he  failed  to  exercise  due  and 
reasonable  care  in  taking  out  those  quantities, 
whereby  the  guardians  had  to  pay  a  much  larger 

sum  to  the  builder  than  they  otherwise  would  have 
paid  ;  and,  further,  that  the  quantities  having  been 
takdn  oat  in  excess,  Mr.  K'iison,  when  the  time 
came  to  settle  up  with  the  builders,  did  not  exer- 

cise proper  care  in  adjusting  the  accounts,  so  as 
to  see  that  the  guardians  only  paid  for  the  work 
actually  and  properly  executed,  after  allowing 
for  the  deviations  and  omissions  from  the  con- 

tract. He  entirely  agreed  with  Mr.  Hudson  that 
the  practice  which  appeared  to  have  been  adopted 
by  Mr.  Ellison,  and  which  had  been  called  over- 

loading quantities,  was  one  decidedly  not  to  be 
encouraged.  It  seemed  to  him  that  it  might  give 
rise  to  very  awkward  and  unsatisfactory  complica- 

tions of  arrangements,  and  it  certainly  seemed  to 
him  not  by  any  means  to  arrive  at  that  which  Mr. 
Ellison  said  was  the  object  of  doing  it — namely, 
to  protect  his  clients.  .Si  far  as  he  could  see,  the 
guardians  were  not  in  any  way  benefited  by  that 
overloading  of  the  quantities :  in  fact,  the  result 
must  necessarily  be,  and  was  admittedly,  that  the 

teudei  of  the  builders  was  f  1  .OG.'i  more  than  it  would otherwise  have  been.  Mr.  Ellison  made  it  rather  a 

ground  of  complaint  that  the  quantities  were  not 
made  part  of  the  contract ;  but  the  quantities  were 
given  to  the  builders  for  the  purpose  of  making  out 
their  estimate  for  the  work  to  be  done.  The  con- 

tract was  for  a  lump  sum,  and  he  did  not  see  how 
overloading  the  quantities  could  prevent  any  claim 
by  the  builders  for  extras,  because  no  claims  could 

possibly  have  been  made  for  extras  under  the  con- 
tract, unless  it  was  somethiog  definitely  ordered  as 

extras.  There  might  be  some  other  way  in  which 
the  guardians  might  benefit,  but  he  could  not  see 
it.  It  could  very  weU  be  that  the  contractors  might 
benefit,  but  he  would  not  go  into  that  question. 
Then  it  was  suggested  that  it  was  a  practice  known 
to  the  profession ;  but  every  one  of  the  vritnesses 
called  both  for  the  plaintiffs  and  for  the  defend- 

ants repudiated  the  notion  that  they  had  ever 
heard  of  having  a  margin  to  cover  contingencies 
made  out  by  adding  to  the  quantities,  or,  as 
it  was  called,  overloading  the  quantities.  The 
custom  was  to  add  a  definite  sum  for  contingences, 
varying  in  amount  between  4  and  0  per  cent.,  which 
might  be  used  or  not  as  required,  and  which  was 
deducted  from  the  contract  or  added,  according 
to  whether  it  was  requisitioned  or  not,  when  the 
adjustment  was  made  by  the  architects  at  the  end 
of  the  work.  If  Mr.  Hallard's  figures  were  correct, 
the  contract  price  was  in  excess  by  11,005,  and 
there  had  been  no  suggestion  that  the  figures  were 

not  correct.  He  entirely  accepted  Mr.  Hallard's figures,  and  he  saw  no  foundation  for  the  assertion 
that  Mr.  HaUard  was  on  the  job  improperly  wateh- 

ing  the  architect's  movements,  and  he  did  not 
understand  the  reference  of  Mr.  Segar  to  "  sham 
letters."  His  attention  had  never  been  directed  to 

anything  like  sham  letters  by  anyone  on  behalf  of 
the  guardians.  It  was  obvious  that  if  the  quantities 
were  overloaded  by  £1,065,  the  contract  was  in 
excess  by  that  amount.  Was  it  negligent  for  Mr. 
Ellison  to  overload  the  contract  to  that  extent? 
There  could  not  be  two  opinions  aboutit.  If  the  resnlt 
was  that  the  guardians  had  to  pay  £  1  ,0ij5  too  much, 
could  anybody  doubt  that  it  was  negligent  to  take 
out  quantities  in  that  form  ?  Certainly,  he  had  not 
the  slightest  doubt  it  was  negligent  on  the  part  of 
Mr.  Ellison  to  do  so.  It  was  not  a  question  of 
buna  fi'lfs.  A  person  might  be  perfectly  bona  fid^ 

and  yet  unutterably  negligent,  and  for  a  gentleman 
who  had  had  such  a  very  large  experience  to  make 

out  quantities  in  such  a  way  that  when  they  were handed  over  to  the  contractors  for  the  purpose  of 

tendering  the  result  was  that  the  estimate  put  in 

for  doing  the  work  was  in  excess  by  £  1 ,065  over 
what  the  work  could  be  done  for,  showed  very 

great  negligence.  Therefore,  he  could  not  un- 
doubtedly but  come  to  the  conclusion  that  the 

plaintiffs  had  made  out  that  Mr.  Ellison  in  making 

out  quantities  in  that  way  was  guUty  of  negligence. 
Mr.  Hudson  had  said  his  clients  would  be  satisfied 

with  a  judgment  for  £1.000  and  costs,  and,  there- 
fore, his  judgment  would  be  for  the  plaintiffs  for 

the  sum  of  £1,000,  which  was  a  sum  of  11,000  after 

giving  credit  for  the  balance  due  upon  the  countor- 
oUim  of  £:U,  with  costs  on  the  claim  and  counter- claim. 

At  the  pariah  church  of  Chart  Sutton,  Kent,  a 

stained-glass  window  was  unveiled  last  week  on 
the  south  side  of  the  nave.  Messrs.  Lwers  and 

Westlake,  of  Bloomsbury,  are  the  artist*,  and  the 

subject  is  "  The  Sermon  on  the  Mount." 

On  Tuesday  week  an  inquiry  was  held  by  Mr.  C.  * Terrin,  Local  Government  Bo:ird  inspector,  at 

Little  Sutton,  Cheshire,  into  an  application  by  the 

rural  district  council  to  borrow  £586  for  sewerage 

works  in  Great  Sutton,  £5,280  in  Little  Sutton,  and 

£l93inOverpool.  Mr.  F.  E.  Priest,  the  engineer, 

explained  the  plans. 
A  new  United  Presbyterian  Church  is  about  to  be 

built  in  King-street,  Dundee.  It  will  be  Late  Per- 

pendicular in  style,  having  on  one  side  a  low  square 

tower  with  pinnacles.  .Sittings  will  be  provided  for 

"00  persons,  and  the  architect  is  Mr.  T.  Martin 

Capper,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  Dundee. 
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THE  BUILDINfl  HEWS  DIRECTORY. 
Below  we  publish  a  BUILDINQ  NEWS 

DIRECTORY,  to  which  Architects  may  eaaily 
refer  when  in  search  of  the  makers  and  Tondora 

of  Architectural  and  Building  Specialities. 

The  large  Advertiser  is,  of  course,  to  s  oon- 
sidenible  extent  independent  of  such  help.  By 
his  judicious  iteration  of  the  merits  of  his  speci- 

alities he  effectually  impreeses  the  mind  of  ike 
constant  reader  with  his  claims  to  attention. 
But  he  will  find  it  to  his  interest  to  avail 
himself  of  this  help  to  publicity :  and,  besides, 
there  are  hundreds  of  Miinufucturoni  who 
never  advertise  in  the  ordinary  way,  or  who,  if 
they  do  so,  only  advertise  one  or  a  few  of  the 
articles    they   make    or    supply,   and    who    yet 

essentially  need  cotutantlfi  to  rtmind  Arehitsett  of 
their  exit  tenet. 

It  may  be  urged  that  the  Trade  Directories  and 
Prico  Books  to  a  certain  degree  supply  this  want ; 
but  when  it  is  remembered  how  limited,  com- 

paratively, is  their  circulation,  and  how  swamped 
the  comparatively  few  that  are  wanted  are  for 
the  most  part  amongst  hundreds  of  thousands  of 
other  names  and  addresses  in  which  Architects 
have  no  interest,  and  among  which  they  are 
seldom  likely  to  search  for  what  they  require,  it 
will  be  seen  at  once  how  ad\-antageous  in  a Journal  Hke  THE  BUILDING  NEWS  will  be 

the  Weekly  "  Directory  "  we  publish  here. 
It  will  be  evident,  of  course,  that  many  Manu- 

facturers  will    desire    to    have    more  tnan   one 

entry  in  the  list,  because  they  supply  more  than 
one  speciality.  For  the  majority  possibly  one 
entry  will  be  ample,  and  that  we  nndort&ke  to 
make  and  to  repeat  weekly  in  every  edition  for 
the  sum  of  ONE  POUND  PER  ANNUM, 
payable  strictly  in  advance,  and  expiring  on  the 
3 1st  of  December  in  each  year. 

Clients  who  may  desire  to  have  more  than  one 
entry  under  different  heads  can  do  so  to  any 
extent  they  please  by  payment  of  One  Found  eatk 
for  every  additional  entry. 

All  payments  mtut  be  made  in  adtanee,  as  tUa 
feature  is  not  introduced  as  a  remunerative  one 
to  the  Publisher  in  itself,  and  the  small  charge 
made  will  barely  defray  expenses,  and  will  not 
allow  of  booking. 

AIE-EXTRAOTOB  VENTILATORS- 
Baxkir,     Khm> Ha.inmerainiUi, 

AIS-PUKP  VBNTILATORS- 
BotLB.BoBiaT,  uid  Son,  LU-.M,  Holborn  Vladset,  XtOadoM; 

ud  110,  BothwcU-iticct,  GlMfOw. 

ANAOLYPTA- 
WooLLiHt,    W.,    Ud     Co.    (PrWftU     Dcflljnii).    Hlfh-ttr«tt, 

Ukotb«it«r-f<)a&re,  London,  W. 

ANOASTEB   STONB- 
AxcAiTi*    Sjona,    from    tha    **  Llndla j "   QQarrlefl^  AACUtor» nr&r  Or&aUikm. 

AjfOUT^a  StoNt.— Tbompton't   A.nc««t«r  Qaurtci  C«.|  Lfed^ 
Offlcc.lt,  Blner-aUect,  OrantbAm. 

ABOHITBOTTXRAIi    OONOBBTB— 
PtHBKiKt  &nd  DA.II1IU,  Ar.liLVc-.unl  ConcTPtr  Workt,  LlDCOla. 

ABCHITECTURAL    SCTJLPTORS- 
Skal»,  Gilbert,  22.   George- str?f I,  Cambrrwrll,   S.B. 

ABOHITBOTUBAXi  MBTAX  WOBKBBS- 
G»,wTH.iRF.  T,  J.  in  wrouef't  iron  .»n<l  t>raM,  to  H.R.H.  tbf 

Pr,n:-  ..f  Wilr,  ,  16,  Long  »crf,  W.C.,  »nd  19.  CuUe  atreet 
E««l,  London,  W. 

HABDMAjr,  PowiLt,  Rnd  Co.,  Einic  Edwu-d'a  Workt^  Klu 
£dwRrd'a-roRd,  BuTDiQchkiB ;  Ukd  36,  Cockapar<atrM^ 
Ch&rinit  Croaa,  London.  9.W. 

N&ftt.4MoaB,  JouN.anU  Sons,  37,H«ath  Mill-I&nr,  Birmiagham. 

RiCB&RD«oN,  W.,  and  Co.,  16,  firownlow-ttreet,  Holborn, 
London,  B.C. 

Sl&iTBtx,  v.,  1  and  1,  Caatle-at.,  BndeU-at.,  London,  W.C. 

Btkodi  and  Co.,  48,  Oanabarsh-ttrMt,  N.W.  Sbowrooma, 6T, 
St.  Paol'a  Cborcbjard,  and  1S8,  PiecadiUj. 

Wmiti  and  Soir  (late  Gibbona  and  Wbite),  309,  Oxferd-atroet, 
London,  W. 

WBA««n.  Ononoi,  Wardij  Works,  Salford,  UamebMUr; 

London:  22.  Sorr«T  -  atrect.  Strand  ;  DuMm:  36,  George's 
Qu->  ,   Belfj.t      121.   Donecil-'.Urtft. 

ABOHITBOTTraAIi  80T7I.PTOB&- 
Datkovs,  J.,  and  Son  i Stone,  Brick,  and  Wood),  7,  Bdwud- 

atreet,  Taoxball  Bridffe-road,  8.W. 

F0E8TTH,  Mefisra.  J.,  335,  FinctJef-road,  London,  N.W, 

ABTISTIO  WAXL  PAPESS- 
WooLLAMa,  W.,  and  Co.  (Pree  from  A.rMale),  Hifh-ttrMt, 

Maacbettcr-aqnara,  LondoBi  W. 

ASH- TIM 
WbJtteld-atreet,    W 

Hn>«ov,  B.  J.,  aad  Som  (pry   BofUab  and  AK*i1eaa>,  S3, 

■t,   W. ;   na,  P       —  «  .    - Endall-atrcet,  W.C. 
Store-atreat,   W.C. ;    and    SI, 

ASPHAIiTB- 
Ft.Li>o.  Pbomls,  Somn-Kt  Wharf,  3S3  and   2M,  Bothertuthe- 

itreet,  London,  S.B. 

BATK8,    PUBLIC-  * 
BaAsroaD,  Tnos.^and  Co.,CrasccBt  Iroaworks,  SaUbrt, Kam- 

cheaur^  and  MK  to  liS,  Higb  Holborn,  Londoa,  W.C. 

BIBOH- 
HcDaoii,  B.  J.,  aad  Bona  (Dry  and  la  all  tUekmaaMa),  S3, 

WbttBeld-atrMt,  W. ;  SSa,  Stora-aUtet,  W.C;  aad  81, 
BadeU-atreet  W.C. 

Biaiin>a— 
Wiu.iAxi,Q.  A.^aaa  Son, QaMB *«- road,  BaTBwatar. 

BOOKS- 
Bararoao.B.T.  AMblteetual),M^lCbHolborft,LM4M,W.C. 

GILT,       Aim        ALUKIHTDHC 
LETTEB8- 

i<i,&3.  Crosa-auect,  liboffton,  S. 

BBASS. 

TllIT, Jc 

BBIOKB- 
CoLLiBS,  S.  aad  E..  Grovelanda,  Reading. 
Gbntet.  Habk  vR^  Pa<^io«auid  Uoolded  .  Siblc  Hediairban, 

BMex,      London   Office.    2,    Deronsture-tqnare,    BisDODa- 
jale,  B.C. 

JoBia-ts.  J.,  and  Co..  near   Walaall.     London  offle*   aad  stores 
«W  and  208,  Pbocntx  itr««t,  N.W.  i 

WatTDi*,  B.  M.  aad  H.  CR^d  Haad-na<l»  Padan,  vlala  aad  i 
me«l<l«d,aI»o  Rabbcr«),Oafin&|[e,  PkTfrfnaoa,  Kaat,  \ 

BUIXaDINO  BOOK  OOKPOSITIOV* 
Bai«««,  W.,  Cbamlcal  Maaafactarar,  Oaadaa. 

OABVBB3- 
S«aL«.  GiLaaar  (Stone,  Brick,  Cemeal,  aad  Wood}A  G««rff*- 

atr«^Calab«r-reU,  S.B.  
/r-,  w^vrgr 

CASEMENTS  AND  WINDOW8- 
.4sii«CLL    ADil    Ne-bit,    Lid.      Ut<    W,  W.    Phip»oni,t2,  Gr^»t 

Jimri-atrcrt,  W.C. 

BoBTand  PoTTB,  d8  aad  M,  Tork-atreat,  Westulnsttr,  8.W. 

CaiTTALL  MAKCTACTuama  Co.,  Ltd.,  Manor  Works,  Brala- 
tre«.  Bases. 

P4BKAB,  E  ,  mid  Co.,  69,  Berners- street,  London,  W. 

M.A.P.    C&aiMaK*     CoHraJiT      1S9,     Tlctorta-«Ua«t,    Waat- DDinator.  S.W. 

RiCHLBO»0N,    W.,    ind    Co. I    19,    Brownlow -street,     Holborn, London,  E.C 

WaiTBandSoH  (lato  Olbboai  aad  White),  207,  Oxford  atreet, 
London.  W. 

WiLiikMs      Bbos^    and    Co.    —  Works:    Kaleyards,  Chester. 
London;  II,  Wych-street.  Strand,   W.C.  ;  and  41,  Corpora- 

tion-street,   Manchester. 

WaAoea.    Oionoa,     Wardry     Works,    Salford,    Maacbester: 

London:    2*^,  Surrej-street,   Strand;    Oablin  :  36,  Ge'.trge'> 
Uuav;    Belfast:  124,  Oonegal-sUeet. 

OBDAB- HcDtoM,  B.  J.,  aad  Sons  (Dry  Hoadnras  and  PcaclP,  81, 
Wbitfleld- street,   W.;    ISa,    Store-street,   W.C.;     ani    «3, Badell-sUeet.W.C. 

OBMBNT  UANTTFACTT7BBBS— 
BCOBT  POBTLAHD  ClMIHT  Co.,  Ragby. 

CHIMNEY  POTS- 
CoLLiEK,  S.  and  E.,  Grovelands,  Reading. 

OBCTTBCH   FT7BNISHBB8- 
Coz,  Sods,  Bucklbi,  and  Co.,  18,  Taristock-streat,  Covaat- 

garden,  London,  W.C. 

CISTEBN3- BsTTws-T-CoBD  Slitb  QciaRT  Co.,  Ltd.,  Bettwa-y-Coed, N.  Wales, 

DBYONSHIBB  MABBLBS- 
Blacklbb,  &.  W.,  and  Son,  Royal  Marble  Works,  8t.  Mary- charch,  Torquay. 

DOGES,    IBON- CatTTALL  MAHurACTcaiHO  Co.,  Ltd.,  Manor  Worka,Brala- 
tree.  Bases, 

DSAIN  PIPES- 
MACTAaLAiTB,  W.,and  Co.(lroa),Saracea  Fonadry,01aafow. 

BI.BCTBIO  BBIaliS- 
Stbodi  and  Co.,  4S,  OsQabargb-atreet,  N.W. ;  ahewrooata,  S7, 

St.  Paul's  Cbarcbyard,  aad  1S8,  Piccadilly,  W>. 

WaionT.  -Vbchibald  J,,  Islington  Electrical  Worka,  SI'S. 
Upper-street,  London,  N. 

EI.BOTBIO  I.IOHT  APPLIANOBS- 
CBLomiDB    ELBCTBirAL    Sto&aob     Sykdic&ts,    t,td.,   Cliftoa 

Jonction,  near  Mancheater. 

LvHDBBBO,   A.    P.,    Bradbury    Electrical    Works,   Bradbary- 
atreet,  Ringaland,  London,  N.E. 

BIsBOTBIC  laaHT  BNOINBBBS- 
ASBWBLL   and    Kbsbit,  Ltd.     Wte    W.  W.    Pbipton',  12,  Great 

iames- street,  W.C. 

Daaaa  aad  OoaaaM,  M,  Tictoria-atreet,  Woitiaiaatcr,  8.  W. 

RAsaLBioH,  Pairps,  and  Co.,  102,  Ox  ford -street,  London,  W. 

Braooa  and  Co.,  48,  Oanabnrgb-atreet,  N.W.;  abowrooias,  87, 
8t.  Paul's  Cburchyard,  and  188,  PiccadiUy,  W. 

BIsECTBIO  LIQHT  FITTINGS  MAKEBS- 
Fabxdat  and  Son,  2  and  3,  Berners-street,  London,  W. 

PKanr  and  Co.,  IT,  G rafton -street.  Bond-street.  London, W. 

RiCHARDSO!*,  W.,  and  Co  ,  H.  Browalow- street,  Holborn, 
London,  W.C. 

FANLIGHT  OPENEBS- 
HiLL,  J I  MBS,  and  Co.,  I'Wi,  Queen  Victoria- street,  London,  E.C. 

FANI.IGHTS-  • LaoooTT.w.  and  B., 234, High  Holbora,  W.C. ;  aad  "SLUa-,' 
Works,  Bradford. 

FBI-T- 

McNbill,  T.,  and  Co.,  Laaab's-balldiaga,  BnahlU-rew,  B.C. 
^See  fortDiKhtly  ad^t.) 

FIBBOXTS  PlaASTBB- Joaa«,  PaaDBSics,  and  Co.,  Perraa-atreet,  Kentish  Town,  N.W 

PtAfTic  Dbcoratioh  and  PArna  Macaa  Co.,  11,  WbI- 
Ungton- street,  Strand,  Loadoa,  W.C. 

FIBBPIaAOBS— SaoaLAiiB,    E.    H.,  and    Bao.,  Drake-atraat  fTorka,  ;Stratte4- 

road,  Mancbeater. 

FIBBPBOOF  FLOOBS- Paofix  PimiraooT  Fiooai!>o  Co,  Ph»a;E  W^rka,  T  paiag- 

aVe^  Manchester. 

FIBE-KESISTINa  P  ARTITIONS- 
SutrnooD  and  Co.,  LiDdiifame,  Wa.ItuD  on-Tbamea.* 

FLOOB  POLISH- 
HftMiLTON,  \.  ft  ,  and  Co.C'Sliell  Braad"for  public  latttto- 

UoDs,  Slc),  lOe,  Eliiot-atreet,  Glasgow. 

aABFITTBBS— 
Bbatbm  aad  Bomb,  55  aad  M,  Wntgate-atreet,  Glooccster, 

I-«ndon  Office  and  Showrooms:  27,  Tlctoria  -  atroct, Writmmster,  H.W. 

■raona  and  Co.,  48,  Osnabnrgb-street,  N.W. ;  sbowroOBU,  67| 
SL  Paol's  Cbarcbyard,  antflSS,  Piccadilly,  W. 

GABDEN  POTTEBY— 
CoLLiBB,  >>.  and  K.,  OroveUnds,  Rradieg. 

GLAZBD  BBIOKS- 
Allbn.  H.  K..GUird  BnckWoiks,  Halifas. 

Ctirr,   JosBFH.   and    Bomb  (Leeoa  Ptraday  C«.,  LU.).  Baltic 
Wharf,  Waterloo  Bridge,  S.B.  (seeadrt.) 

GBANXTB  KBBCHANTS— 
Bowaa  aad  FL^asHCa,  The  Spitul  Granite  Works,  Aberdeen. 

Loadoa  Office — 64,  finnourj  pavement,  B.C.  Qaame»— 
Toadhal  aad  BlackhiU,  Peterhead. 

Eabtom,  J.,  and  Sos.  Granite  Worka,  Northerahay-atrwt, 
Escter  ;  Quarries,  Bideford,  Devon. 

Hoaaan,  W.  and  Co.,  Cornish  Granite  QuarricB,  Paafya. 

Macoohald,  Alhx.,  aad  Co.,  Ltd.,  S7S,  Euston-roa",  N.W., and  160,  Weat  Regent- atreeai,  OUagow.  Quarrte*  aai 
Works,  Aberdeen.) 

GBATBS- 
SaoELAMD,  E.  H..  aad  Bao.,  Drake-street  Worka,  Btrttford- 

road,  Manchester. 

HSATINQ  APPABATT7S- 
AsBwcLL  and   NsaBiT,   Ltd.   flate  W.  W.  Phipaoa),  11,  Orcat 

James-street,  W.C. 

GavaDT,  J.,  90,  Dancan-terraee,  City-road,  London,  N. 

MiCTAJiLAiia,W.,  and  Co.,  Saracen  Foaadry,Olasgow. 

HaaanoBa  aad  Co.,  Loaghborough,  Leicester,  aad  Ma, 
Victoria- atreet,  Westnuns*.«r,  S.w.   (Bee  fortaightty  adn] 

SraoDB  aad  Co.,  48,  Otnabnrgh-street,  N.W. ;  abowrooma,  61, 
SL  Paol's  ChurcbTard,  aatTlSe,  Piccadilly,  W. 

HBKP  AND  WIBB  BOPBS— 
Dixo!<  and  Coflhitt.  and  R  S  Ntw*LL  and  <  o.\  Ltd.,  ISO, 

Strand,  London.  W.C. 

HOBTICirisTTXBAIs  BUHsDINGS- 
MaaaniQaa  and  Co.,  Loogbborouh,  Lalcestar,  aad  Ma, 

Victoria-street,  Westminster,  S.W.  (See  fortaighUy  adrx.) 

HOT-WATBB  BNGINEBBS- 
BsATBa    and    Sons 

London     Offli-e     a Westminslcr,  S.W, 

35    and    36,  W^it^ate-streat,   OloacesUr. 
nd      sl.owrcKims:     27,     Vtctoria  -  atrect. 

HTI>BATTI.IO    HAK8- 
BLaKJi,JoaH,  Oxford-Bliael  Worka,  Aeeriagtoa* 

HTGBIAN     BOCK     BTTILDINa     COKPO- 

SITION- 
WaiTB,  Wti.LiAH,Orekt  Western  Worka,  Abargavaaay. 

IBON    DOOB    UAKEBS— 
RfcTVBB  S^ri  Co.,  Ltd.,  Haacock-road,  Biw,  Loadoa,  B. 

IBISH    BCABBLBS- 
OLAaTiiiB,  B.  8.  (tat*  H.Stbtherp*  aad  Boa),  13,  Lowar  Krtte- 

atreet,  Dablia. 
laiaa   Maeblb  Co.  (R.  CoUes),  Tbe   MarMe   MiLla,  Eilkeaay, 

Ireland.    (Sea  adri.) 

JAPANESE  LBATHBB  PAPBB8— 
WooLLaaa,    W.,   and    Co.,    Htgb-atroat,    Maachaat«r«qaar« 

London,  W. 

jronrBBT- ioHAB  Barra  aad  Ce.,B«lr«dBr*-raad,  Laabath,  S.K. 

QooDSLu  Lamb,  aad  HEtoawaT,  Ltd.,  Cobdea-street,  Lovrr 
Br>?-Jchtoo,  Manchester. 

NiaaTiHoaLB,  B.  B..  Albort  Woeka,  Albert  Babaakaacat,  8.B. 

KAXTBI  PINB— Hroaoii,   B.  J.,  aad    Sova   ̂ Dry    aad   la  a     thlckasaassL  SS 
Wbitfleld-atreet,    W.;    Ua,    9tor«-aUa«t,   W.C;    aad    <*, 
EadaU-aVffat,  W.C. 

(Am  mzt  pagt,) 
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«D(1  il.  torpoialion- 

LANDSOAPE    OABDENIN0— 
Stcckkt,    W.    Ismm,   L»od»c»pe    Gudeaer,  *«,    Djne  rofcdt 

BroQdeflbary.  N.W. 

LAXTKDRT  ENaiNEB&S- 
AlMMKLL   »I><1    NinBlT,  Ltd.  ,Ut«  W.  W.   PhififO  t  12,  Great 

Jamea-itrfft,  W.C. 

Bkadpokd,  Tboi.,  utd  Co.,  Crctcrotlroaworki,  Salford,  Mui- 
cbestar ;  ud  140  to  1A3,  Hijtb  Holboro,  Loadon,  W.C. 

TrLLis,  D.  Kod  J.,  Ltd.,  Kilbowie   Iron  Wotk»,  Kilbowie,  ne« 
CUsgow. 

LEADED  QLAZIKQ- 
WiLLiAMS     Bmcrt.     and     Co.  —  Wotki:    Kalf-jardi, 

London!    *1.    Wj.rj  iticcl,  SUanii 
■trrrt,   Manchr»t«r. 

LIBBAB7  AND  MTTSEUIC  FITTINGS— 
LieaimT  Stpflt  fo,    Pum.tuf  Manuf^^turcri,,  4,  A>c  Maria- 

lane,  PutctDOttrrruv,  Losdon. 

LIFTS  AND  ORANES- 
Watuood,  R-.and  Co.,  Ltd..  FalmoQth  road.Ot.  Do*er-it.,S.B. 

LIGHTNINO  CONDTTOTOBS- 
DlzoH  and  Co»»itt,  and   H.  A.  NiWALb  and  Co.,Ltd.,lS^ 

Slrand,  London,  W.C. 

MlDUHD  Wi»»    CokDAoi  Co.    '.Datiioa'i),    Orcbird    Worka, Baltall  Heatb,  BirmtnichanD. 

LINOLEUM  AND  COBK  OABPET- 
Cbowk  LiNOLri-x  Co.,  BenfcU-itKct    near  Waterloo  Bridge), 

London,  S.E. 

LOOKS- 
CoLLBpoiacd  BKiDoan,  Midland  Lock  Worka,Woh«rhampto&. 

HitL,  J\«E«,  and  Co.,  10"U,  Queen  Victoria-slrtft,  London  E.C. 

MAHOQANY- 
HcDdOH,   B.  }.,  and  Bout  (Dry  Spaniih   and    Honduras),  33, 

Wbitfield-»lrfet,    W.;    22a,    Store  itreet,    W.C;    and  61, 
BodeU-ttrect.  W.C. 

ANOHESTEB  GBATES  AND  STOVES- 
SlOKLAND.  E.   H.,  and  Bno.,  Orake-atreet  Works,  Stretford- 

road,  Hancbester, 

MANSFIELD    STONE- 
Uahbpiild  Stoni,  from   tbe"Lindlej"  Qaarriei,  Mansfield, 

Notta. 
IlLLi,  William,  Mansfield  Stone  Qaarnes,  Notts. 

MABBLE  DEOOBATOBS— 
Fakmbe  and  Bbihdlbt,  S3,  WeBtminater  Bridfte  road,  S.E. 

PoftaYTB,  .Mesjr)'.  J.,3'i5,  Fincbley-road,  London,  N.W. 

ItMMt  &ETBua,acd  8bo8.,  Ltd..  Canon's  Marsh,  Bristol. 

MABBLE  WOBKEBS— 
Blackibb,  a..   W.,  and  Soks,  Royal  Marble  Work»,   St.  Mary 

Cborcn,  Torquay. 

BllLiT  and  Sons,  Ltd.,  Marble  Works,  NewcasUe-on-Tyne 
laiSH   Mabblb  Co.  (R.  CoUes],  The  Marble  Mills,  kilkensy, 

Ireland.    (See  advt.) 

Fattbson.  J.  and  H.,  36  and  36,  Oxford-street,  Manchester. 

Betist,  W.  C,  W.  Mii'n-ftrcet,   Birmini;h:tm.     Sole  Represen- 
UUve,  Ucvilirri*  iind  Co.,  Marpcn  [Nord),  Fiance. 

MOSAIC  ABTISTS- 
DtBsriBEB  ;iDd  Co.,  60,  Holborn  Viaduct,  E.G. 

MOSAIC  WOBKEBS— 
DlltPEKEB  »Dd  Co.,  60,  Holborn  Tiadnct,  E.C. 

Gbabt,  Walker,  and  Co.,  11,  Queen  Vicloria-st., London,  E.C 
MAtKiBB  and  Co.,  Ltd..  IB.  Berners-street,  London,  W. 

Mosaic  M\NrrACTi'RiNO  Co.  [marble,  glue*,  and  ceramic;),  119, 
PectonviUe-road,  London,  N. 

Pattbsoh,  J.  and  H.,  38  and  38,  Oxrord-strect,  Manchester. 

MOULDINGS- 
JonAi  Smitb  and  Co.,  Belvedere-road,  Lambeth,  S.E. 

OAK- UuDtOM,  B.  J.,  and  Sons  (Dry  Brown  or  Red),SS,  Whitfielif- 
street,  W.  ;  224*  Store-street,  W.C.  ,  and  61,  Endell- 
street,  W.C- 

PAPEBHANGERS  AND   DECORATORS— 
BaEdvvell,  A.and    N.,  1,   LfVifield-roAd,   Sl;.-(.hvrd'fl  Bu:-h,  W 

PABQUBT     FLOOBING     MANUFAO- 
TUBEBS— 

bAMHAS  and  Wa6BCE  and  Co.,  72,  FinbLuiy-  piirmcnt,  E.C  . 
Gbabt,  W^lkek.  ao'l  Co.,  11,  Queen  Victona-st ,  London,  E.C. 
Goodali.    L4UB,   and    Hkiuuwat,  Ltd.,  Cobden-atreet,  Lower 

Bioughtoo.  Manctieater. 
Mainzbb  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  19,  Berners-street,  Oxford-street,  W . 

PAESBNGEB  LIFT8- 
W.T.ooD,  R...&<1  Co.,Ll<l.,Pklmoath.ro.d,Gt.  Dover-it.. 8. B. 

PIPES.  QA8  AND  WATEB- 
Llotd  and  LluID,  Albion  Tube  Works, BirminjLt.un. 

PITCH  PINB- 
Hdpson,  B.  J.,  and  SoMS  (Dry  and  In  all  thlckncsaet),  33> 

Whitfleld-aweet,  W.^  22a,  Storc-sUtet,  W.C.i  and  61> EndeU-strtct,  W.C. 

PLATB  OLASS- 
Hbwton,  JoBw,  M.  BeTsUcd  and  8iWcr»d}»>l(CbErU«-0trMt, 

Hattoa-Kiifdcn,  W.C. 

PLASTERERS- 
^SALc,  On  LLRr,  ZZ,  George- street,  Camberwel],3.E. 

PLUMBEBS- 
Bbatex  and  Sons  [SanlUrj.  Hot  Water,  and  Oeoeral],  36. 

-in<l  :^0,  ̂ Vl'■wal•'-•treet,  Gloaceater.  London  Olfice  and 
Stiowroom*:  27.  Victonastreet,  WotmiDiter,  S.W. 

Gecemno  Bho".,  156,  SandrinKbam-road,  ilackncT,  N.E. 

TaoMBBSOM,CEAS.,263and266,  Hacknej-road,  M.B. 

BAI8BD  FLOCK  PAPEBS- 
WooLLAHS,  W.,  ADd  1.0.  Free  'rom  AfMnlc),  Htfh-Strtti, 

M*n<:tiealer-*quAre,  London,  W. 

REVOLVING  SHUTTERS- 
TuEStrrux  Liir  ..nl.  SULirtR  C(j.  [xni  Screen,  foi  School>« 

BIDQE  TILES  AND  FINIAL8- 
CuLLiEH,  S.  and  E.,  Oro\elanJ»,  Kradicjj. 

BOPB  AND  TWINS  MAJLBBS- 
Pillows,  E.  and  Co.,  7  and  9,  ATonmoatJi-fltre*t|ll«wlmfteB 

Causeway,  London,  S.B. 

SAFE    HAEEBS- 
Katnek  Safe  L'o.,  Ltd.,  H&acock-rokd,  Bow,  Lo&doB,B. 

BELIEF SALAUANDEB       (ASBESTOS) 

DEOOBATION8- 
WooLL4MS,W)f.,  and  Co.  'private  designs)  Higb-street,  Man- 

cheater-iqaare,  London,  W, 

SANDSTONE.  YELLOW- 
Sti9i  icLD  QiiRjti,  near  LastGrinsteaJ.  R.GuQter,  Proprietor 

SANITAB7  ENaiNEEBS- 
BoTLB,  RosBRT,  and  SoM,Ltd.,64  Holborn  Viadnct,  London, 

and  110, Sothwell-street, Glasgow. 

SANITABY    STTBVEYOBS- 
UxRRt!<o,  SkjH.  And   Dji.iy.6   lronmonger-Iane,Chea|)lid«,B.C. 

and  J'JS.BrixUtn  Hill, S.W. 

SBaXJOIA- HuDSOM,  B.  J.,  and  Soifa  (Dry  and  in  all  thicknetaea),SS, 
Whitfleld-elreet,  W.;  22a,  Store-street,  W.C.;  and  61, 
Endell-street  W.C. 

SILICATB  COTTON- 
JoHBS,PaEDEBicK,a&d  Co., Perren-street, Sentish  Town,M.W. 

McNiiLi,  P.,  and  Co.,  Lamb's-buildings.Bunhill-row,  E.C. 

SIBAPITE  FIBE-BESISTINQ  PLASTEB- 
SCBWXALQEH  GiPsrM  Co.,  Ltd.,  Mountfield,  Robertsbhdget 

Sussex. 

SLATES- Bettws-t-Coed   Slate    Qvabrt    Co.,   Ltd.,    Bettws-y-Coed, 
N    Wales. 

Davies  Bros.,  Portmadoc,  N.  Wales. 

NoETH  Wales  Slate   Co.,  Portmadoc,  CamarTonshirt. 

STAINED  GLASS- 
BorRNE.  Sn-AiNS,  Hud  SoK.  Kine  Ed  ward's  road,  BirmingbatE; 

and  163,  Alderseate-alceet,  B.C. 
Forsyth,  J-DrDLET,The   Studios,  325, Fmcbley-road,  Hamp- 

6tead,  N-W. Gascot>e,  Geo.  F.,  and  Son,  Shakespeare  Works,  Nottingham. 

STONB- 
Becx,  Thomab,  Qoarrv  Owner  and  Masonry  Contractor,  DarleT 

Dale  and  Matlock  duarries,  MaUock  Bridge. 

Slatbb,  W.  H.  and  J.,  Cox  bench  Quarries,  Derby. 

STONE  DRESSINQ   MACHINES- 
CoruTER   and  Cw  ,    Bunk    Foot    Fouodry,   Ballev,  Torks. 

STOBAOE  BATTERIES— 
CuLoniDE     Ei-EiTRKM.    Storaoe    Stsdicate,    Ltd.,    Clifton 

STOVBS- 
SaoBi.AJiD,  E.  H.,  and  Beo.,  Drake-street  Worki,8tretford- 

road,  Manchester. 

STTBVETING  INSTBX7MENTS- 
Claeem*  (Secondhand  and  on  Hire),  U.Bartlatt'B-bnUdfnff* 

Holborn  Cu cos,  E.C. 

SURVEYOR'S  LITHOGRAPHER— 
HaEDaeeb,  W.,  15,  Farnival-strect,  London,  E.C. 

TEAK- 

HcDMR,  B.  J.,  BEd  SoRS  rDry  and  la  all  thicknesses),  'ai, 
Whitfield- meet.  W. .  22a,  blore-sUt*^  W.C. ;  End  61, EndcU-sUeet.W.C. 

TILES- 

BooTE,  T.  Bad  B.,  Waterloo  Pett«rlM. finrtUm. 

liiiL^oiiHALL  Tilb  akd  Beice   Co.  (RoofiBR  and   Damp-cotLTM 
Tiles),  Bridge  House,  161,  Queen    Viclona-al.,  London,  E.C. 

I.  ̂(LLiEE,  S.  ud  E.  [Roofing,  Ac),  Cro^rlands,  Reading. 

TXTRNEBY- 
JuHAS Skits  and  Co., BeWcdero^oad, Lambeth, 8.B. 

TYLDBSLBY  WABM  AIB  VENTILATING 

GBATE— 
GxrNDT,J.,30,  Dancaa-Urra€e,City-road,M. 

VENEEBS- HuLBOH,  B.  J.,  and  SoEi  (large  stock  of  all  descrlpttent),  3) 
Whitfield  street,    W.;    22a,    Slore-ilreet,    W.C.  ;    and  61, EndeU-sUeet,  W.C. 

VENTILATING  BNGINEBBS- 
AsHWELL    and  Nx>bit,  Ltd.    ;iate  W.  W.  Phipsonj,  12,  Great James-Btreet,  W.C. 

BoYLE.  RoBEBT    and  Son,  Ltd.,  M,  Holborn  TladEct,  London 
and  110,  BothweU-atrect,  Glasgow. 

GiibS,  Jouw,  and  Son,  72,  7i,  and  76,  Duke-street,  LlTCrpool. 

Sboblamd,  E.  H.,  and  Bno.,  Drake-stree    Works,  Stretford- 
road,  Manchester. 

VBNTILATION- BOTLB,    ROBBET,    End    Soif,   Ltd.,  M,  HolbOfB  TiBdSCi,  LOBdftI, 
and  110,  Bothwell-iUeet,Gta«gow. 

Sh-Rlamd,  E.    H.,  and   Bro.,  Drake-street  Works,  Strctfortf- 
road,  Manchester, 

VENTILATOBS :  Soil  Pipe,  Drain,  8c  Sewer. 
BuTLX,  Robert,  and  ̂ <oii,  Ltd.,  &4,  Hslbora  Viaduc*,  London, 

and  110,  BotnweU-itreet,  Glasgow. 

WAINSCOT- HrcsoK,  B.  J.,  End  Bom  (Drr  Riga  End  AKerlcna),  SS, 
Whitfield-strert,  W. ;  23*,  Store-sUect,  W.C.;  and  61, 
EndeU-sUeet,  W.C. 

WALL  FAPEBS- WooLLAMS,  W.,  and  Co.  tPrce  from  Arsenic),  High-street, 
M&nchester- square,  Lonaon,  W. 

WALL  TIES- NuiLs  andCo.,76,  Old-Btrcet,  London,  E.C. 

WALNTJT- 
HrcsoM,  B.  J.,  End  Som  (Dry  Itabaa  and  ABsrlcaa)  33, 

Whitfield-street,    W. ;    12a,  Store-street,   W.C.      and     6), 
Endell-sUeet.W.C. 

WATEB  SUPPLIES- Blakb,   John    (by    Hydraallc     SEmt; 
Oxford-strttt  Works, 

Accrington. 

WOOD  BLOOK  FLOOBINO- 
Ache  Wood  FLOOEtno  Co.,  Ltd.,  6ainiboroagh-roEd,TlctoiiE 

Park,  London,  N.E. 

DcrpT,   W.    (Patentee),   Dnt^'a    ImmoTable    Acnt    Sxttena, 
Gainsboron^b-roAd,  Victoria  Park,  London,  N.E. 

Geabt,  Walker,  and  Co.,  11, Queen  Victoria-st.,  LoodoB,£.C 
Qbbooet,  Thos.,  and  Co.,  Suuon  Works, ClapbEm  Jancuon, 

S.W. Lows,  Roobe  L.,Woriley-road,Pamworth, Bolton 

WOOD  BLOCK  FLOOB  LAYEB- 
Pbke,  EDwifi,  66,  West  Park-sticet,  Salford. 

WOOD-CARVERS- 
^tvLt.  Gilbert  i ;.Vrc)iitectural  and  EcclesiaatiCEl), 22,George- 

jirtct,  Camberivell,  S.E. 

WOOD  TTTBNEBS  (Hud  &nd  Soft)- 
GooDwi<«.  H.  G.,  and    Sox    (By    Aotonnatic   Maeluaery},    l>» 

CL^rtc^-Street,  Uatlon  Garden, EC. 

ZINO  WOBKEBS- THouBaeoif,CBAS.,263  and  266, Hackney- road,  N.E. 

EASTWOOD  &  CO.,  ltd. 
Head  Office:  Belvedere  Road,  Lambeth,  S.E. 

LIMES.    CEMENTS.    BRICKS. 

:br,xcxs.fx£:]l.ds: 

SHOEBURTNESS,  ESSEX.        [     OTTERHAM  QUAY,  KENT. 
HALSTOW,  KENT.  I     TEYNHAM,  KENT. 

FAVERSHAM,  KENT. 

SITTINGBOURNE,  KENT. 

WEST  DRAYTON,  MIDDLESEX. ARLESEY,  BEDFORDSHIRE. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

CITY  MISSIOX  EELIO.IOUS  IS9TITUTB,  MASCHK3TBR.— 
C*BI,T0X  BOT»L,  PALL  MALL.— SBW  FACTOEV  FOB  IMS 

n.tTn  CADI.VETVAKBBS'  OOMI'ASV.— TILLAOK  IX8TITUTE, 
noSnuRST.-PULPIT  A»D  BSSCH  E.Nl),  ST.  llBKLADR'il 
CnUBCII,  .IKRSKY.  — THE  .-.ORDOX  MEMOBIAr,  COLLEOE, 
KHAETOtrM. 

O^ttt  Jllustrationi 
RKLIOIOIS     IXSTITITF.,     nE.VXSG.VTE,    M.INCIIESTER. 

This  design  was  one  submitted  by  Messrs.  Wood- 
house  and  Willoughby,  FF.R.I.B.A.,  of  Man- 

chester, last  year,  in  a  limited  competition,  but 
without  a  professional  assessor,  under  the  motto 

"Evangel."  The  ground  floor  of  the  structure, 
which  was  planned  to  be  four  stories  high,  being 
devoted  to  shop  premises,  \-c.,  the  first  floor  to  a 
large  meeting-hall  with  retiring-rooms,  kitchen, 
&c.,  and  the  second  floor  to  suites  of  oflices, 
board-room,  ic.  ;  the  basement  was  designed  for 
either  a  restaurant  or  mercantile  purposes.  The 
main  staircase  was  to  be  of  stone,  and  the 
building  throughout  of  fireproof  construction .  The 
estimated  cost  was  about  £8,000. 

THE   C.VKLTOK    HOTEL,    PALL    MALL. 

This  building  occupies  part  of  the  area  formerly 
covered  by  the  Opera  House  first  established  in 

Ivondon,  and  known  as  Her  Majesty's  Theatre. 
Part  of  the  area  occupied  by  the  old  Opera  House 
and  an  adjoining  club  has  been  devoted  to  a  new 
theatre,  erected  from  the  designs  of  the  late  Mr. 
C.  J.  Phipps,  to  which  has  been  given  the  old 
name  of  Her  Majesty's  Theatre.  This  new 
theatre  occupies  the  northern  portion  of  the  site, 
and  has  frontages  to  the  Haymarket,  Charles- 
street,  and  the  Opera-arcade.  The  remainder  of 
the  site  has  been  utilised  for  the  purposes  of  a 
hotel  and  restaurant,  to  which  has  been  given 
the  name  of  "  The  Carlton."  This  building  has frontages  to  the  Haymarket,  Pall  MaU,  and  the 
Opera-arcade.  The  entrance  to  the  hotel  is  in 
the  Haymarket,  whilst  the  salk  n  manger  and 
restaurant  are  entered  from  Pall  Mull.  Taking 
these  departments,  for  convenience  sake,  in  in- 

verted order,  we  would  observe  that  the  visitors 
pass  from  Pall  Mall  through  a  vestibule  into  an 
inner  quadrangle,  styled  the  Palm-court,  which 
is  covered  with  glass  and  is  intended  to  serve  for 
a  lounge.  At  the  end  of  the  Palm-court,  opposite 
to  the  Pall  Mall  entrance,  is  a  terrace  reached  by 
marble  steps,  leading  to  the  mU-  n  i,„viyer.  This 
terrace  is  protected  by  a  gilt  railinij  specially designed.  The  restaurant  extends  for  the  full 
width  of  the  site  from  the  Haymarket  to  the 
Opera-arcade.  The  norlh  wall,  faring  the  en- 

trance, is  artistically  treated  with  a  treillage 
which,  in  time,  will  be  covered  with  foliage, 
whilst  mirrors  now  reflect  the  effects  of  the  room 
and  its  decoration.  Private  dining-rooms,  for 
the  entertainments  of  parties  of  from  20  to  40  in 
number,  are  also  provided  on  this  floor.  A 
reading-room  and  a  smokiog-room.  the  latter  pro- vided with  an  ingle  fireplace,  are  also  to  be  found 
on  the  ground  floor.  The  grill-room  is  in  the 
basement,  approached  bv  a  separate  staircase  and 
entrance  from  the  Haymarket.     Coming  now  to 

the  hotel  proper,  which  contains  :ilij  rooms,  in- 
cluding 72  suites  each  comprising  two  to  six 

rooms,  the  visitors  are  received  at  the  entrance 
hall,  where  will  be  found  the  in>|uiry  and 

manager's  otlices,  and  the  passengers'  and 
luggage  lifts.  On  the  entresol  floors  are  bed- 

rooms for  visitors  and  accommodation  for  the 

managerial  staff  of  the  hotel.  The  upper  floors 
have  been  so  planned  that  suites  of  apartments, 
resembling  flats  in  the  accommodation  thoy 
afford,  are  provided,  containing  three,  four,  or 
fire  rooms,  with  bath-rooms,  lavatories,  and 
other  conveniences.  Throughout  the  building 
use  has  been  made  of  asbestic  plaster.  Pro- 

visions satisfactory  to  the  London  County 
Council  have  also  been  made  for  rapid  escape  in 

case  of  emergency  by  staircases  inside  the  build- 
ing and  an  external  iron  staircase,  which  com- 

municates with  every  floor  from  the  roof 
downwards  to  the  concrete  flat  over  the  opera 
arcade,  from  which  iron  ladders  lead  to  Charles- 
street  and  Pall  JIall.  The  keynote  of  the  design 
externally  was  afforded  by  the  late  Mr.  C.  .1. 
Phipps  in  the  elevation  for  the  Haymarket  facade 

of  Her  Majesty's  Theatre,  and  this  has  been 
followed  by  Messrs.  Isaacs  and  Florence,  who,  on 
his  demise,  were  instructed  to  design  and  super- 

vise the  works  necessary  to  complete  the  hotel. 
The  building  has  been  erected  by  Sir.  Henry 
Lovatt,  of  Wolverhampton.  The  pavement 
lights  are  by  Messrs.  Uayward  Brothers  and 
Eckstein.  The  carving  was  executed  by  Mr. 
Margetson,  of  Bristol. 

Xi:W    lACTOEY    FOK    THF.    I1.\TH    CO-OPEU.KTIVi; 

CABIXETM.VKERS'    COMPANY. 

This  building  was  erected  in  189ii  for  the  Brith 

Co-operative  Cabinet  Makers'  Company  by  Messrs. 
Hayward  and  Wooster,  of  Bath,  under  the  super- 

vision of  Mr.  E.  J.  Trotman,  clerk  cf  the  works. 
The  materials  used  in  the  construction  are  Short- 
wood  bricks  in  the  piers  and  walls,  wooden  frames 
and  c;i8ements,  and  the  roof  is  covered  with  double 
Koman  tiles  :  the  turrets  are  of  timber  surmounted 

by  small  copper  domes.  In  designing  the  build- 
ing an  effort  was  made  to  depart  entirely  from 

the  usual  bald  ugliness  of  most  factory  buildings, 
and  at  the  same  time  it  was  thought  desirable  to 
eliminate  anything  in  the  nature  .of  decorative 
detail :  the  construction  of  the  building — vi/.,  the 
vertical  battered  piers,  the  horizontal  girders 
forming  the  floors  being  left  to  tell  their  own  tale. 
The  architects  are  Messrs.  Silcock  and  Reay,  of 
Bath. 

VILL.IOF,    IN'STITVTE,   TICEIU'RST,  .SVSSEX. 

This  simple  group  of  club  and  institute  buildings 
for  the  village  of  Ticehurst  has  been  designed  by 
Mr.  Aston  Webb,  A.R.A.,  the  architect,  with 
walls  in  red  brick  and  tile-hanging  to  the  upper 
parts.  The  fai,ade  is  marked  by  a  pleasing 
grouping  of  gables  and  chimneys.  We  have  no 
exact  particulars  beyond  these,  as  to  the  under- 

taking of  which  the  architect  has  lent  us  the view. 

ST.     HRELADe's     cut  RCH,     JERSEY  ;      DESIGN'     FOK 
I'lLriT   AND    IlEXCH    END. 

The  architects'  drawing  of  this  pulpit  is  now  on 
view  at  the  Royal  Academy.  We  illustrated  the 
oak  lectern  in  the  same  church,  designed  by  the 
same  architects,  in  our  issue  of  Dec.  9,  1S98. 
The  pulpit  is  to  be  executed  in  oak,  and  to  have  a 
base  of  .Tersey  granite.  The  desk  is  to  be  made 
to  slide  up  and  down.  Messrs.  Rogers,  Bone, 
and  Coles,  of  Westminster,  are  the  architects. 

GORDON   MEMORIAL   COLLEGE,  KHARTOfM. 

(For  descrip'ion  and  farther  plans  see  page  i  ; 

A  House  of  Lords'  Select  Comoiittee  passed,  on 
Friday,  the  preamble  of  the  Various  Powers  1)11  of 
the  London  and  Brighton  RiUway  Cjmpiny. 
which  authorises  improvements  and  extensions  of 
Victoria  Station  at  an  estimated  cost  of  about 

£1,000,0(10. 

A  new  railway  station  on  the  ("Jreat  Western system  at  Widney  Minor,  between  .Solihull  and 
Knowle,  was  formally  opened  on  Situr.lay.  The 
adjoining  land,  part  of  the  Lovelsce  Kitates,  is 
being  laid  out  for  building  purposes.  The  station 
has  been  built  by  Mr.  P.Attinson. 

A  stain*d-glass  window  has  been  erected  in  the 

south  transept  of  St.  Cathbert's  Church.  Elin- 
b-rgh,  by  the  K^v.  .Tames  MacGregor,  D.D.,  com- 
mamorative  of  his  tweoty-fivA  years'  ministry  in that  parish.  The  window,  which  has  be^^n  executed 
by  Messrs.  Ballantine  and  Girdiner.  of  K  linborgh. 
has  as  its  subject  the  Baptism  of  >  )ur  Lord. 

OOMPBTITIONS. 

Cardiff. — At  a  meeting  of  the  Cardiff  Free 
Library  Building  Committee  on  Monday,  Mr. 

H.  V.  Lanchester's  report  on  the  competitive 
plans  submitted  for  branch  libraries  at  Roath  and 
•  irangetown  was  received.  The  committee  had 
fixed  the  limit  of  cost  at  £2,800  and  £2,000 

respectively.  Mr.  Lanchester  reported  that  the 
plans  which  he  had  selected  as  worthy  of  the 
premiums  co^d  not  be  carried  out  at  those 
figures.  The  best  plan  for  the  Roath  building 
would,  according  to  his  estimate,  cost  about 
t3,500,  and  the  second  best  £4,000,  while  the 

first  and  second  plans  for  the  <  irangetown  Librarj' 
would  cost  about  £3,400  and  £2,800  respectively. 
The  question  was  asked,  if  the  committee  accepted 
the  plans,  and  it  was  found  that  they  could  not 
be  executed  at  the  figures  named  in  the  com- 

petition, would  they  have  to  pay  the  premiums? 
The  town  clerk  was  of  opinion  that  tho  com- 

mittee would  not  be  liable  to  pay  the  premiums. 
It  was  then  resolved  to  accept  tho  two  plans, 
and  take  the  architects  at  their  word  that  the 
cost  would  not  exceed  the  stipulated  price.  The 
(successful  plans  were  those  submitted  for  the 
Roath  Library  by  Messrs.  Tether  and  Wilson, 
Cardiff,  and  for  the  Grangetown  building  by  Mr. 
K.  M.  Bruco  Vaughan,  Cardiff. 

l)i  SDiB  AND  Forfar  Fever  Hospital. — At 

a  meeting  of  Dundee  District  Committee  of 
Forfar  County  Council,  held  in  Dundee  on  Friday, 
Mr.  A.  Gordon,  of  Ashludie,  reported  on  the 

proposed  joint  hospital  for  Dundee  and  Forfar, 
stating  that  the  architects  to  whom  thoy  proposed 

to  award  the  premium  were  Messrs.  Xl'Carthy 
and  Watson,  Edinburgh,  and  their  plan  would 
cost  £8,740,  although  it  was  hoped  to  have  the 
cost  reduced  to  £8,000.  When,  however,  every- 

thing was  paid,  the  cost  would  not  be  less  than 
£  10,000.    The  report  was  adopted. 

Leeds. — The  Markets  Committee  of  the  Leeds 
Corporation  decided  on  Monday  to  appoint  as 

assessor  on  the  plans  for  the  new  markets  Mr. 
William  Emerson,  P.R.I.B.A.,  who  will  be 
asKed  to  select  the  six  best  designs  sent  in,  and 

to  report  on  their  respective  merits. 

.SalfoUd. — At  a  special  meeting  of  the  Health 
Committee  held  on  the  loth  ult.,  the  designs 
sent  in  for  the  dwellings  to  be  erected  on  the 
barrack^  site  were  examined  and  adjudicated 
upon.  Design  No.  3,  submitted  by  Mr.  Henry 
Lord,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  42,  .Tohn  Dalton-street, 
JIanchester,  was  awarded  the  first  premium  of 
£30.  Design  No.  11,  submitted  by  Messrs. 

Ashley  and  Armstrong,  ■'>(>,  Berners- street,  Ox- ford-street, London,  W.,  was  awarded  the  second 
premium  of  £20.  Design  Xo.  1,  submitted  by 
Messrs.  W.  R.  Sharp  and  Fred  Foster,  28, 

Deansgate,  JIanchester,  was  awarded  the  third 
premium  of  £10.  This  decision  was  approved  by 
the  council  at  its  meeting  this  morning.  The 
whole  eleven  sets  will  be  on  view  at  the  Town 
Hull  between  the  hours  of  9.30  and  4.30  from 

Monday  next,  the  lOth  inst.,  to  Saturday,  the 

22nd  inst.  Saturdays  from  '.»  30  to  12.30.  After 
the  latter  date  the  drawings  will  be  returned, 
carriage  paid,  or  sent  to  any  address  desired  by 
the  architects. 

Totnes. — Twenty-two  sets  of  plans  were  sent 
in  for  the  Cottage  Hospital  competition,  those  of 
Mr.  E.  Richard,  of  3,  Park-crescent,  Torquay, 

being  awarded  the  first  premium.  Mr.  W.  Hen- 
man,  architect,  Birmingham,  was  the  assessor. 

Mr.  Charles  Perrin,  M.Inst.C.E.,  attended  at  the 
town-hall,  Waterloo,  Liverpool,  to  hear  evidence 
in  the  matter  of  the  inquiry  directed  by  the  Local 
Government  Board  in  regard  to  the  application  by 
the  urban  district  council  to  borrow  C10,S,50  for  the 
improvement  of  Crosby-road. 

Mr.  N.  B.  McDarmott,  F.S.I.,  chief  surveyor. 
War  U apartment,  has  just  retired  owing  to  the  age 
limit,  after  a  service  of  3S  years.  H*^  has  been  suc- 
ceedtd  by  Mr.  B.  K.  Tucker,  M.S. A.,  who  has 
already  an  experience  of  over  forty  vears,  including 
the  stations  of  Canterbury,  Dover,  Walmer,  Sham- 
cliff  e,  Jamaica,  London,  and  other  places. 

Although  the  number  of  estate  auotions  held 
daring  the  past  week  was  heavy,  the  aggregate 
realisation  dul  not  come  up  to  general  expectations. 
and  was  some  £.^5,000  less  than  the  sum  total  of  the 
corresponding  week  last  year.  There  was  a  good 
demand  for  freehold  ground  rents,  and  a  fair 
demand  for  metropolitan  and  suburban  invest- 

ments, good  prices  being  obtained  for  suburban 
business  premises  in  main  tborouehfores.  The  tots  1 
returns  for  the  week  were  £202,583. 
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THE  LATE   PROFESSCiK   JJANLSXEK 
FLETCUER. 

WE  regret  to  announce  the  death,  in  his 
sixty-sixth  year,  of  Mr.  Uanister  Fletcher, 

J.P.,  D.L.,  F.R.I.B.A.,  M.S.A.,  V.D.,  C.C,  of 

New  Bridge-street,  E.G.,  the  district  surveyor 
for  West  Nowington,  and  the  geniiil  and  well- 
read  Professor  of  Architecture  and  Building 

Construction  at  King's  College,  London. Professor  Fletcher  took  a  chill  some  time 

since,  when  returning  from  a  lecture  on 
sanitary  building  construction  delivered  at  the 
Technical  School,  Dublin ;  he  had  been  able  to 
continue  his  work  at  his  office  until  Wednesday 
in  last  week,  but  had  since  been  confined  to  bed, 
and  died  on  Wednesday  at  his  residence,  Angle- 
bay,  AVest  Hampatead.  Bom  in  1833,  the  second 
eon  of  the  late  Thomas  Fletcher,  Banister  Fletcher 

was  educated  privately  for  the  prof  ession  of  archi- 
tect and  surveyor,  and  had  an  extensive  and 

lucrative  practice.  Ilis  works  include  the  new 

buildings  at  Wimbledon  for  King's  College, 
opened  yesterday  (Thursday)  by  the  Duke  of 
Cambridge  ;  the  Cafe  Royal,  Regent-street  ; 

llaysman's  International  College,  Finchley ; 
Baptist  Ohapel  at  Wood-green ;  Wesleyan 

Chapel,  Brockley  :  I'rimitive  Methodist  Chapel 
and  Schools,  Old  Kent-road;  "  Stonecroft," 
"The  Turret,"  "  Lady  well,"  "  Churchill,"  and 
other  detached  houses  at  West  Hampstead ; 
mansions  at  Kensington,  Hendon,  Ilanwell,  and 
other  suburbs  ;  the  much-criticised  business 

premises  for  Messrs.  Spence  in  St.  Paul's 
Churchyard — a  Diamond  Jubilee  speculation,  it 
will  be  recollected,  of  Mr.  J.  Neville  Maskelyne, 
and  many  schools,  warehouses,  and  houses.  He 
claimed  to  have  been  the  first  architect  to 

utilise  faience  decoration  for  London  fui,'ades. 
Mr.  Banister  Fletcher  married  in  1861  the  only 
daughter  of  the  late  Mr.  Charles  Phillips, 
who  survives  him,  as  well  as  five  sons  and 

several  daughters,  and  about  five  years  ago 
he  took  into  partnership  his  two  elder  sons, 
Mr.  Banister  Flight  and  Mr.  Herbert  Phillips 
Fletcher.  The  late  professor  joined  the 
Royal  Institute  of  British  Architects  as  an 
Associate  in  1860,  and  became  a  Fellow  iu 
1876.  He  warmly  advocated  the  movement  for 
the  Statutory  Registration  of  Architects,  and  had 
been  a  member  of  the  Society  of  Architects  since 
1892,  and  so  far  back  as  1869  he  became  a  mem- 

ber of  the  London  Architectural  Association, 
before  which  body  he  frequently  lectured  in 
earlier  years.  On  the  retirement  in  1890  of  5tr. 

Robert  Kerr  from  the  professorship  at  King's 
College,  Mr.  Banister  Fletcher,  who  had  for 
eome  time  been  a  lecturer  on  architecture,  was 
appointed  as  his  successor,  and  he  raised  the 

number  of  students,  and  added,  largely  at  his 
own  cost,  an  excellent  collection  of  architectural 

photographs,  drawings,  and  casts,  chiefly  brought 
together  during  his  travels  in  Greece,  Turkey, 
Austria,  and  other  parts  of  the  Continent — to  the 
library  of  the  college.  He  took  an  active  part  in 

the  work  of  the  Carpenters'  Company,  and 
served  a  few  years  since  as  its  Master.  For 
years  past  he  had  given  each  session  one 
or  more  of  the  series  of  free  lectures  to 

workers  on  carpentry,  architectural  history,  or 

sanitation,  delivered  in  the  company's  hall.  His 
style  was  clear,  his  delivery  easy  and  fluent, 
his  points  well  emphasised,  and  illustrated  by 
simple  and  rapidly-executed  diagrams  on  the 
blackboard,  and  the  discourses,  if  not  marked 
by  great  profundity  or  originality,  were  in- 

structive and  interesting.  He  was  also  chair- 
man of  the  Trades  Training  School  Committee, 

and  he  had  done  good  work  as  a  member  of  the 
City  of  London  Corporation,  and  served  as 
chairman  of  the  Sanitary  Committee  of  that 
bodjr.  Since  1875  he  had  discharged  the 
duties  of  district  surveyor  for  West  Xewington 

and  part  of  I/imbeth.  He  was-  also  a  surveyor 
under  the  Board  of  Trade,  and  one  of  the  arbi- 

trators under  the  London  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce. These  multifarious  professional  and 
municipal  engagements  by  no  means  exhausted 
the  energy  ot  Jlr.  Banister  Fletcher.  lie  was  a 
voluminous  writer  on  professional  topics,  his 
works,  the  more  important  of  which  appeared 
first  in  our  columns,  including  tibalated  and 

well  -  indexed  textbooks,  on  "  liiantities," 
'I  Dilapidations,"  "  Light  and  Air,"  "  Arbitra- 

tions," and  "  Valuations  and  Compensations," 
which  have  gone  through  several  editions,  and 

a  handbook  to  the  "  London  Building  Act,  1894," 
and  in  conjunction  with  his  son  Mr.  Uinister 
Flight  Fletcher,  ho  recently  wrote  a  lucid 

"  History  of  Architecture,"  treated  on  the  com- 

parative method,  and  well  illustrated.  He  was 
an  active  and  enthusiastic  volunteer,  and  was 
colonel  of  the  Tower  Hamlets  Volunteer 
Rifles.  He  also  sat  in  the  short  Parlia- 

ment of  1885  as  the  Liberal  member  for  the 

Chippenham  Division,  North-West  Wiltshire; 

but  at  the  election  seven  months'  later  he  was 
defeated  by  Lord  Henry  Bruce.  He  again  stood 
as  a  Gladstonian  Liberal  at  Christchurch,  Hants, 
in  1892  ;  but,  although  he  pulled  dovra  the  Con- 

servative majority,  he  failed  to  secure  the  seat. 
Among  the  clubs  to  which  he  belonged  were  the 
National  Liberal,  Junior  Atheniuum,  and  United 
Service  Institution. 

DISCUSSION    ON    ARCHITECTS'    REGIS- 
TRATION AT  SHEFFIELD. 

A  MEETING  of  architects  was  held  at  the 

Cutlers'  HaU,  Sheffield,  on  Friday  last, 
under  the  auspices  of  the  Society  of  Architects, 
the  principal  question  dealt  with  being  the 
registration  of  those  in  the  profession.  Mr.  T. 
Walter  L.  Emden,  President  of  the  Society,  was 
in  the  chair,  and  amongst  others  present  were 
Mr.  J.  Smith,  president  of  the  Sheffield  Society  ; 
Mr.  Ellis  Marsland,  hon.  sec.  of  the  London 
Society;  Mr.  F.  Vallance,  Mansfield;  Mr.  W.  i;. 
Bryden,  Buxton;  Mr.  C.  McArthur  Butler, 
secretary  ot  the  Society ;  and  Messrs.  C.  B. 
Flockton,  J.  B.  MitcheU- Withers,  A.  F.  Watson, 
F.  Cartwright,  W.  C.  Fenton,  .1.  R.  WigfuU, 
W.  G.  Buck,  W.  Norton,  (i.  Turner,  J.  A. 
Chapman,  J.  C.  A.  Teather,  T.  H.  Pennington 
(Worksop),  E.  L.  Hubbp.rd  (Rotherham),  G.  S. 
Haslam  (Ilkeston),  and  J.  RoUinson  (Chesterfield). 

The  President  said,  without  wishing  to  place 
themselves  in  the  forefront  of  the  battle  which 

must  necessarily  take  place  over  the  question  of 

registration  in  the  architects'  profession,  the 
Society  of  Architects  were  holding  these  pro- 

vincial meetings  in  order  to  obtain  expressions  of 
opinion  on  this  important  subject.  He  was 
anxious  that  the  Royal  Institute  of  British 
.Architects  should  take  up  the  question,  but  up  to 

the  present  thej-  had  contented  themselves  with 
passing  resolutions,  and  there  were  many  who 
felt  that  the  time  for  some  action  had  now 

arrived.  While  doctors,  dentists,  and  lawyers 

had  their  compulsory  examinations,  any  man — a 
coalman,  or  an  oil  man,  or  anyone  else  could  place 
a  brass  plate  on  his  door  announcing  that  he  was 
an  architect  and  surveyor.  It  seemed  to  him  that 
examination  and  registration  were  necessary 
before  this  kind  of  thing  could  bo  stopped.  In 
every  other  civilised  country  there  was  com- 

pulsory examination,  but  in  England  they  were 
behindhand  in  this  matter,  which  was  not  only  of 
great  importance  to  their  profession,  but  also  to 
the  public  at  large. 

Mr.  Ellis  Marsland  read  a  paper  on  ' '  The 
Statutory  Registration  of  the  Profession,"  con- 

tending that  the  advantages  of  registration  would 
be  the  closing  of  the  doors  of  the  profession  to 
incompetent  men,  raising  the  standard  of  the 
profession,  and  obtaining  the  confidence  of  the 
public  and  State  recognition. 

Mr.  Vallance  moved:  "That  this  meeting 
cordially  approves  the  principle  of  statutory 
examination  and  registration  ot  architects,  and  is 
of  opinion  that  it  is  desirable,  in  the  interests  of 
the  public  and  the  architectural  profession,  to 
promote  a  Bill  in  Parliament  for  the  attainment 

of  this  object." Jlr.  WigfuU  seconded. 
Mr.  W.  R.  Bryden,  in  supporting,  said  they 

had  been  punished  perhaps  more  than  anybody 

as  a  result  of  this  want  ot  registration.'  The thanks  of  architects  gouorally  were  due  to  the 
Society  of  Architects  for  taking  up  this  matter. 

Mr.  W.  C.  Fanton  believed  that  a  large 
majority  ot  the  members  of  the  ShelKeld  Society 
were  in  favour  of  n^gistration.  They  did  not 
want  to  go  in  opposition  to  the  Royal  Institute,  to 
whom  they  were  affiliated,  but  they  would  be 
glad  if  the  Institute  would  take  it  up,  not  only 
in  the  interests  of  the  younger  members,  but  of 
the  profession  generally. 

Mr.  J.  Smith  agreed  that  Mr.  I'enton  had 
voiced  the  general  opinion  ot  the  members  ot  the 
Sheffield  Society,  but  with  the  resolution  in  its 
present  form  ho  was  afraid  many  of  them  would 
not  agree,  lie  did  not  think  it  was  wise  at  this 
juncture  to  promote  a  lUU  in  Parliament.  They 
had  a  great  many  leaders  in  the  profession  against 
them,  and  the  Royal  Institute,  to  say  the  least 
about  it,  was  rather  apathetic  on  the  subject,  and 
with  such  a  division  among  themselves  ho  was 

afraid  that  any  Dill  would  be  doomed  to  failure. 
He  suggested  an  alteration  in  the  resolution,  by 
leaving  out  the  reference  to  the  promotion  of 
a  BiU. 

Mr.  G.  S.  Haslam  approved  of  the  resolution 
as  it  stood,  believing  that  legitimate  members  ot 
the  profession  coulJ  only  protect  themselves  by such  a  method. 

ilr.  Mitchell-  Withers  did  not  think  the  time 

was  ripe  yet  for  the  promotion  of  a  Bill,  and, 
moreover,  sufficient  explanation  had  not  been 
given  of  the  method  of  examination  to  justify 

them  in  supporting  the  resolution  as  it  was  sub- mitted to  them. 

ilr.  Buck  thoug?it  it  would  be  best  to  win  over 

the  Royal  Institute  before  proceeding  to  Parlia- 

ment. -Mr.  Smith  moved  an  amendment  to  take  out 

the  words  after  "  registration  of  architects  "  and 
to  substitute  "  and  is  in  favour  of  every  wise  and 
practical  effort  being  made  to  realise  this  regis- 

tration ' ' 

Mr.  Mitchell- Withers  seconded  this  amend- 
ment. 

Mr.  Marsland  expressed  the  opinion  that  the 
time  had  gone  by  for  abstract  resolutions. 
The  resolution  was  carried,  the  amendment 

only  securing  four  supporters. 

The  President  next  read  a  paper  on  ' '  The 
Rights  of  Light  and  Air,"  after  which  Mr. 
Smith  moved,  and  Mr.  Haslam  seconded,  "That 
with  a  view  to  lessening  the  costly  litigation  and 
delay  now  attendant  upon  questions  relating  to 
light  and  air  arising  out  of  building  operations, 
it  was  desirable,  iu  the  interests  of  the  public  and 

the  architectural  profession  alike,  that  all  such 
questions  should  be  submitted  to  and  decided  by  a 
technical  tribunal  in  connection  with  the  local 

municipal  authority,  before  the  commencement 

of  the  work." The  Chairman  said  this  plan  had  been  tried  in 
Scotland,  had  been  in  force  there,  in  fact,  for  very 

many  years,  and  had  proved  a  great  success. 
Jlr.  Hubbard  did  not  see  why  the  local  authority 

should  interfere. 

Mr.  MitcheU- Withers  moved  that  the  words 

' '  in  connection  with  the  local  municipalauthority ' ' 
be  omitted,  and  this  amendment  was  seconded  by 
Mr.  WigfuU. 

The  President,  replying  to  <iuestion8,  said  the 

local  authority  would  be  by  far  the  most  con- 
venient body,  as  the  same  set  of  plans  which  had 

to  be  submitted  before  buildings  were  commenced 
would  do  for  the  light  and  air  examination.  This 
technical  tribunal  could  not  be  final,  because  a 

party  not  satisfied  with  the  decision  hid  recourse 
to  the  ordinary  law,  but  in  Scotland  it  was  very 

rarely  that  the  ordinarj-  law  was  resorted  to.  The 
expenses  in  connection  with  the  tribunal  were 
very  smaU  indeed,  because  the  gentlemen  con- 

stituting the  tribunal  were  experts,  and  therefore 
expert  evidence  was  not  needed,  and  much  cost was  saved. 

The  resolution  was  carried,  only  two  gentlemen 

supporting  the  amendment. 
N'otes  of  thanks  were  accorded  to  Mr.  Ellis 

Marsland  and  the  I'resident  for  their  papers,  and 
Mr.  Emden,  in  responding,  thanked  the  Sheffield 
friends  for  their  reception. 

CHIPS. 

The  widow  of  Mr.  Ernest  Claude  Ayton-Lse, 
F.R  I  B. A,  President  of  the  Architectural  Associa- 

tion 1S80-1,  died  on  Friday  last  at  S:;,  Portsdown- 

road,  M*ida  IliU,  aged  ,'52  years. 
An  inquiry  was  held  at  Stoke-on-Trent  on  Friday 

by  Mr.  W.  A.  Ducit,  a  Local  Government  Boaid 
Inspector,  with  respect  to  an  application  by  the 
Stoke-on-Trent  Town  Council  for  sanction  to  borrow 

12.700  for  the  improvement  and  drainage  of  Huts- 

hiU-road,  X2,500  for  market  purposes,  £l,Oi')0  for 
the  public  baths,  £l,10u  for  works  of  suttace-water 
drainage,  f  1,350  for  the  purposes  of  technical  in- 

struction, and  £650  for  works  of  sewage  disposal, 

making  a  total  of  £9,3<>0. 
The  Yorkshire  Arohtcological  Society  made  its 

first  excursion  yesterday  (Thursday),  when  Skip- 
with,  Bubwith,  Wressle,  and  Hemingborough  were visited. 

At  the  town-hall,  Southport.  on  Friday,  Mr. 
Charles  Parrin,  M.I  C.E..  held  an  inquiry  on  behalf 

of  the  Local  (tovemment  I'naid  into  an  application 
of  the  Southport  Corporation  to  borrow  £55,000  for 
the  purpose  of  electric  lighting  and  tramways.  Mr. 
C.  K.  Taite,  the  electriooil  engineer,  explained  the 
proposals  for  lighting  in  detail,  and  Mr.  K,  P. 
Hirst,  the  borough  surveyor,  described  the  prop  )sal8 
for  improving  the  tramways  and  working  them  by 
electricity. 
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SP»BCI^LITY 
FOR    SURROUNDING    IRON     OR 

WITHOUT    SHOWING 
BRICK    CORES 
JOINT. 

By  Special  Appointment  These  being  fixed  in  the  ordinary  course  of  construction 
to  Her  Majesty.        the    SCAGLIOLA' can  afterwards  be  placed 

round   witliout   disturbing   them  in 
any  way. 

COLUMNS, 
PILASTERS, 

WALL-LINING,    DADOS, 
and  in  all  forms  of 

INTERNAL    DECORATION. 

DESCRirnVE     CIRCULAR     OX    ArPLICATIOy. 

Appol 
to   H  RH. The  Prince  ofWales. 

BELLMAN,    IVEY    &    CARTER. 

ELLIS, 
Telegrams-"  ELLIS,  SHABDLOW." 

Shardlow,  Derby. JOINERY, 
When  you  require  Joinery,  either  Ordinary  or  of  a  Special  Character,  ask  us  for  a  Quotation.  Our  Prices  are  Right,  and  oui 
Productions  give  purchasers  satisfaction.  By  doing  business  with  us  yoa  avail  yourself  of  our  extensive  producing  facilities  and 
splendid  Stock  of  Selected  and  Shed-seasoned  Joinery  Timber.  Our  Up-to-date  Machinery  which  is  the  best  procurable)  and  large 
Staff  enable  us  to  give  very  Quick  Delivery.  We  are  Joinery  Specialists,  and  concentrate  ourselves  upon  this  work.  Our  Workshops 
have  3.000  Square  Yards  of  Floor  Space,  and  our  Drying  Yards  have  an  area  of  Three  Acres-  We  will  post  you  PRICES 

AND   SPECIFICATIONS  OF  ORDINARY  JOINERY  upon  Application,  as:— 

Ifin 

Bay  Windows.    French  Casements.    2in.  Sashes  and  Frames.    Outside  Doors. 

SASHES    AND    FRAMES,    5.^d.    per    foot. 
Uin.    DOORS,    English    Manufacture,    6ft.  6in.  by  2ft.  6in.,  5s.  6d.  each.  (-4«y  Size  Supplied.) 

liin.    CUPBOARD  FRONTS   {Four  Boors'),   4|d.   per  foot   super. 
ALL    SEASONT.D   AND   SELECTED   STUFF,   AXD   E:^CELLENT   WORKMi^^^SHIP. 

QXTICr^    I3E:SX*.A.'TCXI,  viz. :— two  Days  when  to  our  specifications.    Stock  Orders  Same  Day. 

SPECIALITIES:— Sandyfaced  Plastic:  also  Best  Pressed  Smoothfaced  Plastic  Roofina:  Tiles. 

ALL    BOOFINa    TILES,    BIDQB    TILES,    PAVING    TILES    "PLASTIC"    MADE. 
TauaiirHia  Addius  :  "  HABTSHILL,"  8T0KB-0M-TBKNT.         TiLspaon  No.  eas. 

PERRY  &  CO. 
>i 

BY      APPOINTMENT. 

TT,  (Grafton  Stmt,  230tt^  Stwtt,  lonlion.  Wi. 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  FITTINGS. 

CHANDELIERS,   BRACKETS, 
CANDELABRA,  do. 

HIGHEST  CLASS. 
TO  SUIT  ALL  STYLES  OF  DECORATION 

EXPANDED   METAL    FOR    FIREPRDOf   LJTHINe. 
FLOORS,  CEILINGS,  2in.  SOLID  PARTITIONS.    WMmmMM 

TENSION  BOND  for  CONCRETE  WORK. 
THE  EXPANDED  METAL  CO..  Limited. 

SEND  FOR  SPECIAL  REPORTS  ̂ ^'  ̂ ^^^^^^^^^^n^^  "  •     and 
OF  WEIGHT  AND  FIRE  TESTS. 

•THE  KEY  IS  THE  THING 

UPPER  THAMES  ST., 
LONDON,  B.C. 

TELEPHCINE  No.  ".»  BANK. 
TELEGK\.MS     -nisTEM'.   M'M'i'.N 

STRANTON  WORKS. 
WEST  HABXLEPOOL. 

TEI.EI'H'iNE  Vo.  ■■!  WF..T  tUKTIEPOOL. 
TU.10K\MS     ••EXP.KN':i".V.  »  KSl    H  VRTI.EPUOt." "STRENGTH  IXCBE.VSED  10  TIMES.' 
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ROBERT  BOYLE: 
INVENTOR  AND  SANITARIAN. 

(FODNDER  OF  THE  PROFESSION  OF  VENTILATION  ENGINEERING.) 

WILL    SHORTLY   BE   PUBLISHED,    A    NEW   AND    ENLARGED    EDITION. 
PRICE   SIX   SHILLINGS. 

OPINIONS    OF    THE    LONDON    PRESS. 
'  Egbert  Boyle  was  a  savant. 

ness  in  his  actions, 
There  was  no  trace  of  selfish- 

and  in  his  inventions  he  was  thinking  more  of 
the  public  good  than  of  his  own  rewards   It  is  full  of 
interest  as  an  account  of  a  useful  and  benevolent  life,  and  is  also  a 

very  complete  record  of  the  progress  of  science  in  dealing  with  the 

difficult  subject  of  ventilation." — Architect. 
"A  tribute  of  respect  to  one  of  the  workers  in  the  field  of 

industry,  whose  efforts  live  in  the  form  of  benefits  handed  down 

to  subsequent  generations." — Buildlng  News. 

"  Deserves  recommendation." — Saturday  Review. 
"  EoBEKT  Boyle  was  the  author  of  many  brilliant  inventions, 

the  best  known  of  which  is  the  method  of  ventilating  public 
buildings,  which  by  general  consent  is  the  most  effective  that  has 

yet  been  introduced.  His  career  was  an  interesting  one." — Academy. 

"The  subject  of  this  sketch  is  worthy  of  remembrance." — 
Note$  and  Queries. 

"  This  clever  biographical  sketch  is  well  worth  reading  as  the 
record  of  an  active  and  well-spent  life." — Literary  World. 

' '  The  son  of  a  Scotch  surgeon,  who  made  the  lenses  for  his 
magic-lantern  missionary  lectures,  organised  at  Glasgow  an 
industrial  museum,  invented  an  explosive  shell,  and  who  was  led 

by  his  experience  of  the  foul  air  of  the  slums  to  think  out  the  well- 

known  '  air-pump  '  ventilator." — Oraphic. 

"  An  enthusiastic  tribute  to  the  memory  of  an  ingenious 
inventor  and  earnest  man."^Z)o!7y  Chronicle. 

"  A  little  book  with  much  in  it  to  suggest  thoughts.  It  is  a 
biographical  sketch  of  the  two  Boyles,  father  and  son,  who  have 
made  their  names  famous  by  their  system  of  ventilation.  More 
enthusiastic,  simple-hearted  men  it  would  be  hard  to  find.  The 
history  of  their  lives,  their  genius,  and  their  inventions  is  most 

interesting." — Li/e. 
"  A  sketch — rather  too  brief — of  the  lives  of  Robert  Boyxe, 

father  and  son,  who  have  brought  the  question  of  ventilation  and 

sanitation  to  a  science  by  the  discoveries  of  their  inventive  genius." — Christian  World. 

"  This  little  book  gives  the  life  work  of  two  honest  and 
persevering  Scotchmen.  Their  inventive  energies  took  a  practical 
turn.  The  discovery  of  a  new  explosive,  that  of  the  stUl  more 

important  '  air-pump '  ventilator,  and  other  suggestions  of  a  useful 
sort,  together  with  a  philanthropic  kindheartedness,  render  these 

worthy  men  deserving  of  their  success." — Bookaelltr. 
"  A  bright  story  of  true  Christian  heroism.  As  we  read 

through  these  pages  of  the  almost  insurmountable  difficulties 
overcome  by  the  Boyles,  father  and  son  ;  of  the  good  done  ;  the 
sanitation  achieved ;  the  inventions  perfected  ;  we  see  men  whose 
sole  aim  was  to  serve  Ood,  benefit  mankind,  and  whose  example 

should  be  held  up  to  all  our  boys  beginnmg  Hfe." — Christian. 
'•  The  record  of  an  earnest,  energetic,  and  untiring  life  ;  a  life 

governed  by  high  principle,  and  devoted  to  noble  ends.  .  .  . 
His  useful  and  laborious  Hfe  needs  no  eulogy.  Self-culture  and 
help  to  others  were  his  most  marked  traits.  He  was  foremost  in  all 
social  and  sanitary  improvements,  and  has  left  a  legacy  to  the 
world  of  at  least  one  invention  which  is  of  national  worth — the 

'  air-pump  '  ventilator — that  invention  which  has  made  the  name  of 
Boyle  world-famous.  .  .  .  His  name  may  therefore  be 
enrolled,  without  hesitation,  among  the  benefactors  of  the  human 
family." — Sanitary  Ewjineering. 

"The  record  of  the  life  of  one  of  those  strong,  heroic,  and 
enthusiastic  men  in  whom  the  late  Charles  Kingsley  would  have 
delighted.  It  is  rarely  indeed  that  any  man  succeeds  in  crowding 
into  his  life  so  much  of  what  is  really  good  and  useful  as  did  the 
late  EoBEUT  Boyle." — Civil  Service  Gazette. 

"  Had  Mr.  Boyle  distinguished  himself  by  nothing  but  the 

invention  of  the  '  air-pump '  ventilator,  he  would  have  well 
deserved  to   have  a  memorial    of    his    career   placed   before   the 

public   The  son  inherits  the  ability  and  character  of  his 
father,  and  is  highly  esteemed  for  his  scientific  attainments,  his 
literary  power,  and  his  influential  position  as  the  head  of  a  large 

and  important  industrj'." — British  Mail. 
"There  are  few  better  known  names  in  the  scientific  world 

than  that  of  Mr.  Robert  Boyle,  the  inventor  of  the  '  air-pump  ' 
ventilator   A  work  full  of  interest  to  all  who  admire  a 

useful  and  benevolent  life." — Builders'  Weekly  Reporter. 

OPINIONS  OF   THE  PROVINCIAL  PRESS. 
"  A  man  of  indubitable  inventive  genius,  and  strong  philan- 

thropic zeal." — Scotsman. 
"  RoBEiiT  Boyle  bore  a  distinguished  name  in  science,  and 

proved  himself  worthy  of  it.  He  is  now  best  and  most  widely 

known  through  his  '  air-pump '  ventilator,  which  has  been 
applied  with  signal  success  to  many  of  our  public  buildings." — Edinburgh  Courant. 

"  Boyle,  the  inventor. — From  his  earliest  youth  of  an  inven- 
tive turn  of  mind   As  a  philanthropist  and  a  lecturer  he 

gained  a  wide  reputation  ;    but  it  is  as   an  mventor  of  sanitary 
appliances  that  his  name  wiU  always  be  most  associated   

The  result  being  the  now  famous  '  air-pump '  ventilator,  which  is  so 
widely  used  not  only  in  this  but  in  other  countries." — Liverpool Cuurier. 

"Mr.  Saunders  gives  an  interesting  sketch  of  the  lives  of  a 
father  and  son  unusually  distinguished  for  their  energy  and 
invention." — Newcastle  Chronicle. 

•An  excellently  written  biography  of  the  eminent  inventor 
and  philanthropist,  iloiiEHT  Boyle.  .  .  .  The  work  is  practi- 

cally a  biography  of  the  Iste  Rohert  Boyle,  and  of  hi9_  soi^ 

Robert,  who  is  still  living,  and  carrying  on  his  father's  great%ork" as  a  sanitary  engineer.  Both  are  characters  such  as  Samuel  Smiles 

might  well  apply  his  genius  to  describing." — Hull  Express. 

"  A  very  readable  sketch  of  the  life  of  a  remarkable  man — a 
practical  friend  of  the  people,  a  worker  rather  than  a  talker,  a  man 
of  broad  intellect." — Chester  Chronicle. 

"A  Scotchman  of  a  peculiarly  earnest  mind,  gifted  at  once 
with  the  inventive  faculty,  and  an  intense  desire  to  be  useful  and 

to  confer  bensfits  on  his  "fellow-men." — Halifax  Courier. 

"  A  biographical  sketch  of  the  two  Boyltis,  father  and  son, 

from  whom  came  the  now  celebrated  'Boyle'  ventilator."  — Plymouth  Western  Mercuri/. 

ROBERT  BOYLE  &  SON,  Ltd.,  64,  Holborn  Viaduct,  London,  and  110  Botliwell  Street.  Qlasgow. 
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Bmlirms  IttUllifltttCt. 

Leamington. — The  Marquis  of  N'orthampton 
opened  on  Friday  an  extension  of  the  MiJland 
Counties  Home  for  Incurables.  Accommodation 

will  eventually  be  provided  for  fifty -three  addi- 
tional patients,  and  for  a  new  and  larger  chapel, 

a  recreation -room,  and  more  convenient  domestic 
offices,  at  a  cost  of  £17.000.  The  architects  are 

Mr.  llawley  Lloyd,  of  Leamington,  and  Mr.  W. 
Henman,  of  Birmingham.  It  was  decided  that 
the  scheme  should  be  proceeded  with  in  sections, 

and  it  was  the  first  section — completed  at  a  cost 
£7,300 — which  was  opened  on  Friday.  The  new 
wards  give  room  for  thirty-three  additional  beds. 
The  floors  are  of  teak,  laid  on  concrete.  At  the 

back  of  the  new  wing  are  a  kitchen,  servants' 
••quarters,  and  domestic  offices.  The  third  section 
when  completed  will  include  the  new  chapel  and 
recreation  room,  besides  accommodation  for 

twenty  more  patients. 

FBOFESSIONAI,    AND   TBASB 

SOCIETIES. 

TUF.      I.NCOIU'ORATF.U        InsTITITF.      OF      liuiriSH 

Decoratoks. — At  a  meeting  of  the  general 
council  of  the  Incorporated  Institute  of  British 
Decorators,  held  at  the  registered  office  of  the 

institute,  Painters'  llall,  Little  Trinity-lone, 
E.G.,  on  June  2\),  it  was  resolved  "That  this 
meeting  desires  to  express  its  noanimous  regret 
that  the  decorative  treatment  of  the  interior  of 

St.  Paul's  Cathedral,  so  far  as  it  has  been  carried, 
has  paid  too  little  respect  to  the  architecture,  and 
tends  to  disturb  the  structural  effect,  to  the 
expression  of  which  it  should  be  the  function  of 

coloured  decoration  to  contribute."  Some  seventy 
applications  for  new  membership  were  brought 
before  the  council  at  this  meeting,  and  about  fifty 
of  the  applicants  were  elected  Fellows,  and  a  few 
were  elected  Associates  of  the  institute.  Amongst 
the  members  accepted  by  the  council  were 
Messrs.  John  Jackson  and  Edward  Francis 

Jackson,  of  the  firm  of  George  Jactcson  and  Son, 

of  49,  Rathbone-place,  \Y. :  Mr.  Samuel  Alon,  of 
the  firm  of  Hampton  and  Son,  Pall  MaU,  East ; 
Mr.  Ernest  Henry  Ruscoe,  of  the  firm  of  Clarke 
and  Mannooch, ;  Mr.  Charles  .\lbert  Ilindley,  of 
the  firm  of  Hindley  and  Wilkinson,  Ltd.,  of  70, 
Welbeck-street,  W. ;  Messrs.  Whitehead,  Bros., 
of  Wimbledon.  Mr.  Thomas  Kershaw  Bonnar, 
of  the  firm  of  Bonnar  and  Son,  of  Edinburgh  ; 
Jlr.  H.  Liley,  of  Ridnor-place,  and  others.  Jlr. 

Wilfred  Niehobon,  of  the  Painters'  Company, 
was  elected  an  honorary  member. 

Ml  N'lnr.tL  ExGixEER.-i'  CoxPEREXCE.  —  Tho 
annual  conference  of  the  Incorporated  Association 
of  ilunicipal  and  County  Engineers  was  opened 

at  the  Engineers'  Institute,  Cardiff,  on  Monday. 
Mr.  W.  llarpur,  C.E.,  borough  engineer  of 
Cardiff,  president,  occupied  the  chair,  and  the 
engineers  and  surveyors  of  most  of  the  counties 
and  leading  municipalities  in  Great  Britain  and 
Ireland  were  present.  Prior  to  the  business 
meeting  the  Slayor  (Alderman  Sir  Thomas 

Morel)  and  members  of  the  ('ardiff  Corpora- tion received  the  members  of  the  associa- 

tion at  the  Town  Uall.  The  President  (Mr. 
W.rHarpur),  in  his  inaugural  address,  said 

'  it  wits  mainly  to  our  large  cities  and  towns  that 
,we  had  to  look  for  improvements  in  the  laws 
upon  public  health  matters.  These  htrga  cities 
and  towns  from  time  to  time  found  it  necessary 
to  sipply  to  Parliament  for  special  powers  to  im- 

pro^-e  the  govemmeats  of  their  districts  ;  but 
i*l>an  such  applications  were  made  it  was  the 
almost  invariable  practice  of  the  Local  (iovem- 
ment  Board  to  oppose  any  amendment  to  the 
existing  laws.  Was  this  the  right  attitude  for  a 
governing  authority  to  take  upr  It  seemed  to 
bim  that  the  Ixical  Government  Board,  by  fol- 

lowing these  methods,  belittled  themselves,  and 
it  was  to  be  hoped  that  ere  long  they  would  see 
the  necessity  of  altering  their  method  of  pro- 

cedure towards  local  authorities.  Mr.  C.  H. 

PriesUey,  waterworks  engineer,  read  a  paper  on 

"The  Cardiff  Water  Supply":  Mr.  R.  Read, 
Gloucester,  on  "  The  Ventilation  of  Sewers  and 

Drains";  Mr.  R.  Morgan,  Pontardawe,  on 
"  Sewer  Ventilation  "  ;  Mr.  W.  H.  Savage.  East 
Ham,  on  "  House  Drainage  "  :  Mr.  J.  B.  Wilson, 
Cockermouth,  on  "  A  Method  of  Augmenting  the 
Delivery  of  Gravitation  Mains,"  and  5Ir.  Foster, 
Cardiff,  on  '•  Public  Baths." 

TO    COKBESFONTIENTS. 

[  We  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinions  of 
oor  oorreapondenta.     All    communications   should  be 
drawn  up  as  briefly  a«  poiwible,  as  there  are  many 
cUinuinU  upon  the  spaoe  allotted  to  corTesx>ondents.  ] 

It  is  particularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
aonunumcations  respecting  illustrationa  or  literary  matter 
thould  b«  addressed  tothe  EDITOB  of  the  BniLuiNO 
Nsws,  332,  Btrand,  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.    Delay  is  not  uufre<iuently  otherwise  caused. 
^  drawings  and  other  communications  are  sent  at  oon- 
tribntors*  risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  Liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 
Cheques  and  Post-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 

Tas  SraAjf  D  KswsrArsB  Cohf^vt,  Limitkd. 

KOTICB. 
Bound  copies  of  Vol.  LXXV.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
M  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  VoU.  XXXI.,  XXXII  ,  XXXIU., 
XXXn'.,  XXXIX.,  XLI.,  XLIV..  XLVI.,  XIJX., 
LI.,  LIU.,  LIV..  I.V..  UX.,  LX.,  LXI.,  LXU., 
LXTV.,  LXV..  LXVm..  LXIX.,  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXIII.,  LXXIV.,  and  LXXV.,  may 
■till  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
niunbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  nm  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OP   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  ann«m  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
tTnited  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  State,').  £1  6s.  Od.  (orsdols.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  68.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  68.  od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal,  £1  6s.  Od. 

ADVERTISEilKNT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, PubUc  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  flrst  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  beui;^  58.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
snd  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two) ,  the  <niniiaum  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  sii 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  is.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Frontr-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  68. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

SiTTJATIOSS. 

nie  charge  for  advertisements  for  '*  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  OsB  Shilliso  fob  Twenty- 
POCB  WoBDS,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  8ititatio»  Advertisements  must  be  pr^aid. 

RscBivsn  — M.  B.  .1.  (Newcastle). -L.  S.  F.-G.  G.  and 
Son.  -  W.  N.  8.  ( Tadcaster).— R.  H.  L.— C.  K.  and  Co. 

"BUILDING  NEWS"  DESIGNING  CLUB. 

DaAwisos  RscEivEo.  — '* McQilligan,"  "The  Lucky 
Star,"  "Butts."  "Oak,"  "Thistle,"  "Honeysuckle," 
"  Desdichado,"  "  Vigomia." 

Comsponiretia. 
GAINS  AXD  LOSSES  AT  THE  INSTITUTE. 

To  the  Sditor  of  the  Bctldiso  News. 

Sir, — Mr.  Aston  Webb's  remarks  at  the  pre- 
sentation of  the  Royal  Gold  Medal  at  the  last 

meeting  of  the  R.I.B.A.  afford  another  proof 

of  Qui  s'excuie  I'acnise.  Can  he  think  that  the 
Institute  is  better  for  the  five  uneventful  and 

quiet  years  which  only  increased  the  list  of 
Fellows  by  eight,  resulted  in  the  loss  of  fourteen 
Honorary  Associates,  and  the  small  gain  of 
thirty -fne  Associates,  in  despite  of  admissions 

through  examinations ':  That  architecture  is 
unrepresented  in  the  new  schemes  for  the 
London  and  Birmingham  Universities  r  That 

such  a  large  proportion  as  two-thirds  of  the 
members  of  the  Institute  abstained  from  voting 

at  the  recent  elections  ': — I  am,  &c., F.R.I.B.A. 

Contracts  have  been  let  for  the  first  section  of 
the  work  of  restorini;  Paisley  Abbey.  Tho  amoimt 
involved  is  over  £13,000,  and  the  architect  is  Dr. 
R.  Kowand  Anderson,  of  K  linburgh. 

Tho  Milnrow  Urban  District  Council  having  made 

application  to  tho  Local  C^jvomment  Botid  for 
sanction  to  borrow  a  further  sum  of  £9,000  for 
the  purpose  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal,  Mr. 
A.  E.  Sandford  Fawcett,  A.M.LC.E.,  attended  at 

the  council  offices  on  Thursday  in  last  week  to  con- 
duct an  inquiry  into  Uie  matter.  Mr.  J.  E.  Diggle, 

C.E. ,  explained  the  proposals  and  plans. 

5ttUrc0mmutticati0tt. 
QUESTIONS. 

[12259  1-Pebble-Dashlns.— What  is  the  beat  way 
to  form  cement  for  outside  stucco  -i.e.,  for  pebble-dashing, 
80  that  a  dead  white  (not  cream^  may  be  obtsined  in  the 

cement  and  the  pebbles,  spar.  &c.,  then  thrown  on  '  The usual  way  here  in  the  North  is  t^  render  the  wall  jin. 
thick  with  Portland  cement,  anf  then  throw  on  the 
pebble.'*,  ..^rc.  and  when  this  is  set.  to  limewash  the  surface, 
which  last  process,  to  my  mind,  spoils  the  whole  work,  as 
the  pebbles  would  look  far  better  in  th*^ir  natural  state, 
and  not  smeared  over  with  limewash;  and  there  is, 
further,  the  objection  that  the  Iimewashing  has  to  be 
redone  at  frequent  intervals.  A  spedilcation  clause  for 
this  work  would  be  of  great  service ;  but  I  cannot  find 

even  in  your  latest  article  on  "  Specifications,"  which  ap- 
peared recently  in  the  "  B.  N.,"  a  single  reference  to 

"  pebble^^ahing,"  &c  ,  or  as  to  how  to  get  the  effect 
which  I  mention.  — Stui>est  R.I.B.A. 

(i'2'260, )-Sea  Sand  -I  hive  a  job  near  the  coast 
(Atlantic),  where,  as  far  as  I  can  yet  learn,  the  only 
available  good  sand  is  sea  sand,  which  I  am  expressly 
forbidden  to  use.  In  the  town  where  I  practice,  the  bulk 
of  the  sand  used  in  mortar  and  for  the  first  coat  of  plaster 
is  sea  sand,  and  the  plaster  is  finished  oif  with  lake  fresh 
water  sand  for  the  better  work  washed,  and  with  no 
apparent  ill  results.  In  my  seaside  job  I  believe  I  could 
ifaihnij  fresh-water  sand)  have  my  sea  sand  very 
ade'iuattly  washed.  I  invite  the  opinion  of  experts  as  to 
the  nulHciency  of  this  I  I  may  have  my  own  opinion  on  the 
subject,  but  "  in  the  multitude  of  counsellors  there  is 
wiodora,"  though  not  often  promptitude  of  decision. — P.  W.  L. 

[12201.) -Side  Windowa.— Is  there  any  by-law  to 
prevent  a  building  owner  making  an  opening  in  the  side 
party-wall  of  his  house  which  is  above  the  roof  of  his 
neighbour  .'  The  wall  is  really  an  exterosl  wall  above  the 
ro^jf .  If  a  door  was  provided,  would  there  be  any  objec- 

tion .'  My  neighbour  has  no  objection  ;  but  can  the  local 

authority  prevent  I -I.-*  Duesr. 
[I22i;2. 1— Effect  of  Sea-Water  on  Oemont.— Is 

it  true  that  Portland  cement  is  seriouily  affected  by  sea- 
water  t  If  so.  is  theri  any  particular  ingredient  that  will 
render  it  safe  T  I  believe  that  the  Ume  is  the  first 
attacked,  and  I  have  read  somewhere  the  chemical  action 
that  takes  pla'%.  Shall  be  pleased  to  hear  of  any  prac- 

tical suggestion.  A  great  many  sea-groynes  are  now 
largely  compoeedof  Portland  cement.— Le.vbskb. 
[1'22M.]-Somer8et8hiro.— Is  there  any  tour  that 

will  give  an  architectural  student  a  good  idea  of  this 
county  .*  I  know  there  are  many  fine  churches  and 
attractious  of  local  scenery  ;  but  I  should  like  to  econo- 

mise my  time  by  taking  a  well  mappe^i-out  district  that 
will  serve  as  a  good  sketching-grouod.  Bath  seems  a 
good  centre,  also  Wells.  I  should  be  glad  of  any  hints.— T'iUaisr. 

SBPLIES. 

[12-25S.1— Architect's  Liability.  —  There  can  be 
no  liability.  The  builder  contracts  with  the  owner,  not 
the  architect,  who  merely  acts  as  an  agent.  The  archi- 

tect's certificate  binds  the  owner,  and  if  there  is  no 
fraud  or  collusion  between  the  architect  and  contractor, 
the  owner  is  bound  to  pay.  Even  when  the  architect 
makes  a  mistake  and  certiflrfs  for  payment  when  he  ought 
to  withhold  a  certificate,  the  owner  is  bound  by  the 
mistake.-Q.  H.  O. 

CHIPS. 

A  movement  is  on  foot  at  Enfield  in  faTOur  of 

purchasing  as  an  open  space  the  grounds  of  the  late 
Mrs.  Philip  Twells.  They  comprise  about  35  acres, 
and  the  purchase  price  has  been  fixed  at  £25,<X)0. 

Tho  Plymouth  Corporation  have  decided  to 
abolish  their  old  cattle  market  and  slaughter-houaea, 
now  situate  in  different  parts  of  the  town,  and  to 

lay  out  and  erect  a  new  cattle  market  with  abat- 
toirs, meat  storage.  Sec,  on  lands  they  have  recenUy 

acquired  at  Prince  R)ck,  on  the  outskirts  of  the 
borough,  and  have  commissioned  Mr.  H.  J.  Snell, 
architect,  of  Plymouth,  to  p.-epare  the  necessary 

plans. 

Extensive  alterations  are  being  made  at  the 
Western  Hospital  for  Consumption,  Torquay,  from 
the  designs  of  Mr.  E.  Richards,  architect,  Torquay, 
and  special  consideration  has  been  given  to  the 
ventilation,  which  will  l)e  carried  out  on  the  Boyle 

system. At  the  last  meeting  of  the  City  Court  of  Common 
Council  it  was  decided  to  pay  under  agreements  to 

be  sealed  t'19,.'>60  for  the  purchase  of  ground  in  the 
City  for  tho  purpose  of  carrying  out  public  im- 

provements. Of  the  total  sum,  £16,000  will  l)e 
spent  on  the  acquirement  of  the  (ground  in  front  of 
Nos.  7  to  10,  19  and  20,  and  M,  Fleet-street.  The 
public  way  in  front  of  26  and  27,  Fetter-lane,  will 
also  be  widened  by  tho  acquirement  of  ground  for 
£<W). 

The  practice  of  the  late  Mr.  George  Fleetwood, 

surveyor,  of  3,  New  Court,  Carey-street,  Lincoln's Inn,  will  be  oontinoed  at  the  same  address  by  his 
son,  Mr.  George  S.  Fleetwood,  in  conjunction  with 
Mr.  Everaden,  under  the  name  of  Fleetwood,  Son, and  Evenden. 

The  death  is  announced,  at  tho  ago  of  seventy- 
eight,  of  Mr.  George  Graham,  chief  engineer  of  the 
Caledoiuan  Railway.  He  was  engaged  in  the  layiog 
out  of  the  line,  and  was  the  oldest  servant  of  the company. 
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<BviX  O^ffice  €uW, 
SAUSBfKY  will  be  the  hendqunrters  of  the 

thirteenth  annual  excursion  of  the  Architectural 

Association,  and  among  the  plucrs  of  interest  to 
be  visited  are  Tisbury,  with  its  line  cruciform 
stone  church,  Place  House,  now  n  farm,  but  once 

a  grange  of  Shaftesbury  Abbey,  and  still  possess- 
ing one  of  the  tincst  bams  in  Krgland  ;  old  and 

new  Wardour  (  astles,  the  market  town  of  Meare, 

and  Motcombe  I'ark,  built  by  Mr.  ICrnest  (ieorge 
for  Ijord  Stulbridge.  Other  excursions  will  take 
the  sketching  students  to  the  site  of  Old  Sarum, 
Lake  House  (restored  by  Mr.  Detmar  J.  Blow), 

Amesbury,  Stonehenge,  Inigo  Jones's  work  at 
Wilton  House,  I'ownton,  Xunton,  and  John 

Thorpe's  masterpiece,  Longford  Castle. 
Gener.u.  Sill  Joiix  F.  D.  DoxNF.i  i.Y,  K.C.I!., 

who  since  1884  has  occupied  the  position  of 
secretary  of  the  .Science  and  Art  Department, 
retired  on  Slonday  from  his  post  under  the  rule 
proriding  for  compulsory  retirement  when  the 

age  of  sixty-five  is  reached.  Before  taking  charge 
at  South  Kensington,  Sir  John  served  for  about 
thirty  years  in  the  Koyal  Engineers  :  and  he  is 
one  of  the  few  oflBcers  who  can  claim  to  be 
Crimean  veterans.  In  consequence  of  Sir  J. 

Donnelly's  retirement,  the  Duke  of  Devonshire, 
Lord  President  of  the  Council,  has  made  the 

following  appointments  : — Sir  George  W.  Keke- 
wich,  K.C.B.,  the  present  secretary  of  the  Edu- 

cation Department,  to  be  also  secretary  of  the 
Science  and  Art  Department ;  Captain  W.  de  W. 
Abney,  C.B.,  to  be  the  principal  assistant  secre- 

tary of  the  Science  and  Art  Department ;  Mr.  W. 
Tucker,  C.B.,  to  be  the  principal  assistant 
secretary  of  the  Education  Department. 

Is"  the  forty-second  annual  report  of  the 
Trustees  of  the  National  Portrait  Oallery,  the 
Trustees  record  their  regret  that,  owing  to 
failing  health,  Mr.  Leslie  Stephen  has  felt  com- 

pelled to  resign  his  seat  on  the  board.  Lord 
jBalcarres  has  been  appointed  in  his  place.  The 
list  of  CSC  donations  or  bequests  is  continued  up 
to  OS  1 .  The  standing  rule  of  the  Trustees  as  to 

the  lapse  of  ten  years  from  the  date  of  a  person's 
decease  has  been  suspended  in  the  case  of  Mr. 
Gladstone  and  Sir  John  Peter  Grant,  in  accord- 

ance with  their  previous  decision  as  to  Mr. 

Watts's  munificent  gift  to  the  nation.  The  work 
has  been  completed  of  placing  under  glass  all 
pictures  within  the  reach  of  the  public.  The 
Trustees  have  viewed  with  considerable  anxiety 
the  great  and  continuous  increase  in  the  market 
price  of  all  portraits  painted  by  the  Great  Masters 
of  the  British  School,  both  past  and  present.  The 
annual  giant  of  £7-50  for  the  purchase  of  por- 

traits was  insuflicient  to  enable  them  to  secure, 
except  by  good  fortune,  historical  portraits  by 
Sir  Joshua  Reynolds,  Gainsborough,  and  other 
painters  of  equal  eminence.  In  consequence, 
however,  of  the  great  rise  in  the  value  of  fine 
works  of  art,  whether  of  artistic  or  historical 

interest,  the  Trustees  find  themselves  in  danger 
of  being  debarred  altogether  from  any  hope  of 
obtaining  by  purchase  portraits  of  such  quality 
in  the  future.  They  therefore  addressed  a  me- 

morandum to  the  Treasury  on  the  subject,  and, 
without  making  any  immediate  demand,  asked 
that  the  matter  should  receive  careful  considera- 

tion. The  attendance  of  the  public  continues 
satisfactory. 

A  Sklkct  Committee  of  the  House  of  Lords 

have,  after  a  long  inquiry,  passed  the  preamble 
of  the  Bill  introduced  by  the  Great  Western  and 

Great  Central  liailway  Companies  with  the  object 
of  affording  the  Great  Central  Company  a  bettor 
means  of  entering  London  than  they  already 
possess,  over  the  line  of  the  Metropolitan  Com- 

pany. The  scheme  embraces  the  construction  of 

a  now  line  from  Grendon  I'nderwood  to  Princes 
Kisborough  by  the  two  companies ;  thence  to 
High  Wycombe  the  route  will  be  the  line  of  the 

two  companies  already  authorised,  and  thence 
to  Northolt  by  a  new  line  to  be  constructed  by 
the  two  companies.  From  Xortholt  the  (Jreat 
Central  Company  will  run  over  their  own  line  to 
Neasden,  and  so  into  London  by  their  existing 
line.  The  terms  of  compensation  to  the  Metro- 

politan Railway  Company  are  to  be  settled  by 
arbitration  in  regard  to  the  outlay  between 
Quainton-road  and  Canfield-place,  incurred  for 
the  purpose  of  providing  for  the  Great  Central 
traffic  running  over  the  aletropolitan  line. 

The  Local  Government  Board  has  written  to 

the  Londonderry  County  Council,  stating  that, 

under  the  Grand  Jury  Acts,  the  maximum  salary 
of  the  county  surveyor  was  fixed  at  £000.  The 
Board,  in  the  absence  of  any  reason  for  reduction, 
feel  themselves  unable  to  concur  in  the  proposal 
of  the  council  to  fix  the  salary  at  £250.  The 
Local  f  Jovemraent  Board  consider  the  sum  would 
not  be  sufficient,  when  account  is  taken  of  the 

large  outlay  which  the  surveyor  must  incur  in 
respect  of  travelling  expenses  if  the  duties  of  his 
office  are  properly  fulfilled.  After  discussions 
and  divisions,  the  council  fixed  the  salary  at 
£350. 

Tin:  Parks  Committee  of  the  London  County 
Council  being  dissatisfied  with  the  recent  decision 
of  the  Council  to  retain  on  the  new  recreation 

ground  at  Bromley-by-Bow  the  old  I'udor  house, 
known  as  Rulty's  house,  intend  to  make  a  further 
effort  to  effect  its  removal.  In  a  report  on  the 
subject  they  state  that,  having'  again  visited  the 
building,  they  are  still  of  opinion  that  it  should 
be  removed.  The  area  of  the  land,  including  the 
site  of  the  house,  is  less  than  U  acre,  and  they 
consider  it  undesirable  that  suc&  a  small  space 
in  a  thickly  crowded  district  should  be  further 
restricted  by  allowinfr  any  house  to  remain  upon 
it.  They  mention  that  the  interior  of  the  house 
is  in  such  a  dilapidated  state  that  to  restore  it 
would  mean  to  rebuild  it,  in  which  case  any 
historic  interest  would  be  lost,  while  if  the 
building  were  retained  for  the  purpose  of 
being  used  as  a  public  library  su;h  struc- 

tural alterations  would  have  to  be  made  that  few, 
if  any,  of  the  interior  fittings  of  the  house  would 
remain.  Considering,  therefore,  that  the  house 
in  its  present  state  could  serve  no  useful  purpose, 
and  that  if  restored  its  construction  would  pre- 

clude its  use  as  a  public  building,  and  consider- 
ing also  that  the  Council  purchased  the  land  for 

the  purpose  of  an  open-air  recreation-ground,  the 
committee  are  strongly  of  opinion  that  the  build- 

ing should  be  cleared  away  and  the  site  used  as 
an  open  space. 

THE  AECHITECTUEAL  ASSOCIATION. 
JILV  151h— VISIT  10  GR.iEMES  DYKE,  nr.r  U.xrim 

Wr.ild  (.Mr.  K  Norman  Shaw.  R. A  ,  Arcbilect  .  Train  le.^vcs  Fu'ton 
.kt'J  211  p.m.  Mi-mtx.rt  to  BS&em:>te  in  tlie  Hall  at  2  $  p  m.  P  O  2.  t" 
If^  9*nt^lo   Mr.   F.   D.     CLAPHAM,    Frrern     Houtr,    Eltham,     hj 

G.  B.  CARVILL   1    „        „ 

R.  S     BALFOVR  (    ""'■  ̂ "•■ 

July  13Ul. 

CHIPS. 

The  laying  of  the  first  stone  of  the  new  hospital 
at  Boscombe,  Bournemouth,  was  carried  out  on 
Friday  with  full  Masonic  ceremony.  The  plans  for 
the  new  hospital  consist  of  an  administration  block 
and  three  pavilions.  Two  pavilions  are  now  to  be 
erected,  and  the  estimated  cost  is  £.S,000,  towards 
which  one-half  has  been  received. 

Wesley's  Cbapel  in  the  City-road,  London,  will 
be  reopened  by  Lord  Stratbcona,  High  Commis- 

sioner of  Canada,  to-day  (Friday).  The  memorial 
sculpture  to  the  late  Rev.  Dr.  Moulton.  by  Mr. 
Adams- Acton,  will  be  unveiled  by  Sir  Henry  H. 
Fowler,  MP.  It  consists  of  a  white  statuary  marble 
bust,  placed  within  a  framed  alcove  of  white  Carrara 
marble.  The  electric  light  has  been  installed  in  the 

place  of  gas. 
The  extensions  to  the  Butler-street  schools,  Liver- 

pool, are  being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of 
Shorland's  patent  Manchester  grates,  the  same 
being  supplied  by  Messrs.  E.  H.  ,3horland  and 
Brother,  of  Manchester. 

The  new  Ciueen's  Head  Hotel  adjoining  the  West- 
cliff  Station  at  Southend-on-Sea  was  opened  last 
week.  Mr.  James  Thompson  (of  Messrs.  Thomp- 

son and  <  'feenhaigh,  of  Southend),  is  the  architect, 
and  Mr.  A.  E.  Symes,  of  Stratford,  the  contractor. 

The  Tudor  Hotel,  situated  near  the  Princess's 
Theatre  in  Oxford-street,  was  opened  on  Tuesday. 
The  entrance  hall  is  used  as  a  lounge,  with  lined 
marble  walls  and  pillars,  carved  oak  appointments, 

and  easy-chairs,  settees,  \'^.,  while  on  the  upper 
are  well-furnished  bedrooms.  Altogether  there  are 
some  200  rooms  in  the  hotel. 

The  Duke  and  Duchess  of  York  opened  on  Tuesday 
a  new  wing  of  the  Albert  Memorial  Museum  and 
School  of  Art  at  Exeter.  The  building,  originally 

commenced  in  ISC.'i,  and  opened  three  years  later, 
has  been  enlarged  in  1870,  1884,  and  I.S91,  and  has 
cost,  first  and  last,  for  structural  works,  a  total  of 

£:!.'>, OOO.  Messrs.  Tate  and  Harvey,  of  Exeter,  are 
the  architects  of  the  present  extension,  and  the 
carving  has  been  executed  by  Messrs.  Harry  Hems 
and  .Sons,  of  that  city.  When  33  years  ago  the  first 
portion  of  the  Museum  was  erected,  from  designs  by 
the  late  Messrs.  John  Hay  ward  and  Sous,  of  Exeter, 
^Ir.  Harry  Hems  was  brought  down  from  London 
to  do  the  sculptured  work,  and  he  has  dwelt  and 
worked  in  the  Ever-Faitbfol  city  ever  since. 

LATEST    PRICES. 
IKON,    fto. 

Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
BoUed-IiOD  Joists,  Belgian      £«    0    0    to   £8  10    0 
Bolled-SteelJoists,  EnKluh         6  10    0    „       7    0    0 
Wrought-Iron  Girder  Plate*        6  16    0    „       6  10    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staffs        7    6    0    »       8    6    0 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square        17    0    0    „     17    6    0 
Do.,  Welsh         6  16    0    „       6  17    6 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron — 

South  Staffs        7  17    «    „      8    8    0 
Best  SnedsluU      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  10a.,  Teea  SOs.  per  ton  extra. 
Boilden'  Hoop  Iron,  for  lunding,  Ac,  £6  16«. 
Buildera'  Hoop  Iron,  galvamaed,  £15  lOs.  Od.  per  too. 
Qalvanised  Corrugat«a  Sheet  Iron- 

No.  18  to  20.  No.Z2ta24. 
eft.    to    8ft.     long,    incluare    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

gauge   £10  16    0    ...£11    0    0 Best  £tto      11    6    e    ...    1110    0 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Cast-iron  Colnmns     £«  10    0    to   £9    0    0 
CaBli-Iron  Stanchions        6  10    0    „      9    0    0 
RoUed-Iron  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0,,       960 
EoUtxi-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    5    0    „       9    5    0 

,           Galvanised    11  10    0    „     12  10    0 
Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         4  13    6    „       4  16    6 
Oat  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  eio        9    0    0,,     10    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        8  15    0    „       »  16    0 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)— 
0  to  7      8       9      10       U       12       13      14       IS     B.W.O. 

9  6     10-  10/6  11  3  n/-    18/-   14/-  16,"9  17/9  per  cwt. 
Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes- 

Sin,  diameter        £0    7    6    to   £6  12    6 
4in.  to6in        6    2    6,,        C    7     6 
7in.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  12    6    „       6  17    6 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  6d.  per  ton  extra;  tamed 

an<i  bored  joints,  58.  per  ton  extra.] 

Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 
Cold  Blast,  Ijlleahall       105a.  to  llOe. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto          67e.  6d.  to  628.  63. 

Wrought-Irou  Tubes  and  Fittings— Discount  off  Standard 
Lists  f  .o.b.  : — Oas-Tubes    Gijp.o. 
Water-Tubes    621 
Steam-Tubes      55 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    62} 
Galvanised  Water-Tubee   47| 
Galvanised  8team-Tal>e8    40 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  casks. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10    0  to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  VieiUeSIontagne      3110    0    „     82  16    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  eq.  ft.  super.    16    2    6    „     17    2    6 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs       15    7    6    „     16    7    6 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags        19    0    0    „     SO    0    0 
Copper  Sheets,  sheathing  and  rods    83    0    0    „     84    0    o 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    79    0    0    „     79  10    0 
Tin,  Sti-aits     106    0    0    „   107    0    0 
Do  .  English  Ingots     117    0    0    „    118    0    0 
Spelter,  Silesian      25  10    0    „     26    0    0 

TIMBEB. Teak,  Bnrmah   per  load  £13    5    0  to  £16    5    0 
„     Bangkok   ,    ...    11    6    0    „     16    5    0 

ftuebec  Pme,  yellow       „    ...      4    7    8,,       «  10    0 
„    Oak    ,    ...      4  10    0    „       6    5    0 
„    Birch          „    ...      2    5    0,,       300 
„    Elm        „    ...      4  12    8    „      6  15    0 
„     Ash         ,,...3     2     6,,        4     7     6 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak     .,    ...      3    6    0,,       400 
Fir    ,    ...      1  10    0    „       3  10    0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...     „    ...      3  IS    0    „       6    5    0 
Lath,  Dantsic,  p.f        „    ...      4  10    0    „       6  10    0 

St.  Peteisburg        4    0    0,,       8  10    0 
Greenheart          „    ...      7  15    0    „       8    0    0 
Box        4    0    0    „     16    0    e 
Sequoia,  U.8.A     ..  per  cul>e  foot     0    19,,       020 
Mahogany,  Culn,  per  super  foot lin.  thick         0    0    6,,       0    0  7| 
„  Honduras  ...     „    ...      0    0    4|  „       0    0    6 
„  Mexican       „    ...      0    0    3J  „      0    0    4 

African         „    ...      0    0    Sj  „      0    0    6 
Cedar,  Cuba   ,    ...      0    0    4,,      0    0  4| 

,,       Honduras         „    ...      0    0    3],,       0    0  4| 
Satinwood        0    0  10    „       0    19 

Walnut,  Italian        0    0    8,,       0    0  "J 
Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  liin. 

by  llin. : — 

dnebec  Pine,  1st     £19    0    0  to  £26  10    0 
Snd      14    0    0    „     17    6    0 

,,  Srd         6  15    0,,     10    0    0 
Canada  Spruce,  1st        8     6    0    „     10   6    0 

„  2nd  and  Srd         7    0    0,,       860 
New  Brunswick        7    0    0,,       7  16    0 
Riga           8    6    0,,       960 
St.  Petersburg      10    0    0    „     14  10    0 
SwediBh      10    0    0    „     17    0    0 
FinLind        9  16    0    „     10  10    0 
■WTiite  Sea      H     0    0    „     18     5    0 
Battens,  all  sorts         6    0    0,,     IB    0    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin.  :— iBt  prepared      £0  11    6    „     £0  14    9 
2nd  ditto          0  10    0    „       0  10    9 
Other  qualities           0    5    3    „     i)    6    « 

Staves,  per  standard  M : — 
Quebec  pipe           —  — U.S.  dittos.   £36    0    0    ,,£42  10    0 
Memel,or.p^     210    0    0    „  SSO    0    C 
Memel.  brack     180    0    0    „  190    0    0 

OILS. 
Linseed   per  ton.  £20    2    6   to  £20  12    6 
Rapeseed,  English  pale...     „    ...    23    5    0    „     23  10    0 
DuVbiown       21  15    0    „     MOO 
Cottonseed,  reflned          „    ...    16  10    0    „     17    6    0 
Olive.  Spiniah       „    ...    90    0    0    „     82    0    o 
Seal,  pals      •••     18    0    0    „     18    6    0 
Cocoanut,  Ooehin        28    0    0    „     28    6    0 
Do.,  Ceylon       26    0    0    „     »5  10    0 
Palm.  Lagos       24     0    0     „     24     5    0 
Oleino?!?.       18  15    0    „     19  16    0 
Lubricat^U.B   per  gal.      0    6    8,,      078 reir.ileum.  reBned        0    0    6,,      00  6} 
Tar.  Stockholm   perhanel      10    0,,      ISC 
Do.,  Archangel         0  18    0    „       10    0 
Turpentine,  American...  per  too    18  16    0    „     29    0    0 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

London,  W.C.— Electric  Lamo  Standards  and  BrackeU    £10,  £5    G.  tireen,  Snrreyor  to  Vestry,  Town  Hall,  Charing  Crora-rd.,  W.C.  July    8 
PlamBtead— Municipal  Building  and  Public  Ijibrary,  Olosaop- 

road  (co«t  £40,000;  E.  W.  Mountford.  F.R.I.B.A.,  Ajsaessor)  £100,  £7S,  £30     Edvard  HuKhes,  CTerk,  Vestry  Hall,  Maney-road.  riumfltead       !T 
Halifax— Twelve  Shops,  Commercial-street    £50,  £28     BaMtow  and  Midgley.  Solieitnrn.  8.  Harrison-road,  Halifax   Aug.    1 
Watnall  Cbaworth  and  Watnall  Cantelope— Seweraire  Schemes     C.  J.  Spencer,  Clerk,  Public  otli  **>«.  Basford.  Notts       17 
BHrcaldy— Infectious  Diseases  Hospital,  Foeterton  Farm    No  premium    Alexander  Beveridifi!.  Ui«'ri.:t  ri.rk.  Kircaldy        17 
Wharfedale-Isolation  Hospital     £30  (merged),  £16     C.  V.  Newstead,  Clerk,  Loiun  oillces,  Borougbgate,  Otley     Sept.  1 
Dunoon.  N.B.— Sheriff  Court  House  (£5,000)  and  Police  Build- 

ings f-'J-'jOO)    £80,  £20     M.Sinclair,  County  Clerk,  Lochgilphead         — 
Crystal  PaUce— Bandstand  (Asaeasor)     80gs.,  logs.,  7gs    W.  Gardiner,  Sec,  CrysUl  Palace  Co.,  Sydenham,  8.E        — 
B<««ton— Church  and  Sunday  Schools     C.  Nichols,  St.  John's-grove,  Beeaton,  Notts         — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

8 

8 

BTTILDINQS. 

Wallsend— Shops  and  House   B.  B.  Jobling       Beniamin  F.  Simpson.  F.R.I. B.A.,  12,(Jrey-street,  Nawcastle-^jO-T.  July    8 
Rye —Wealeyan  Stmday  School    A.  Willmer  Pocock,  Architect.  London      n  8 
Acton,  W.— Strong  Room  at  Offices   ,.   Acton  District  Coondl     D.J.  Ebbett?.  Surveyor.  »l'2.  Hi  Kh-«tre«t,  Acton    >  8 
Torrisholme— Two  Houses  and  Shop    J.  Cole,  Green  House  Farm.  Torriaholme       ,*  8 
Barnstaple -Shop,  Boutport-atreet    Symons  and  Son    Fredk.  W.  Petter.  A.U  I.B..\.,  Barnstaple      <,  8 
Halifax-Foundry    W.  O.  Oray  and  .Son   Arcbit«c.ls.  28.  Oeorge-street,  Halibs       .,  8 
Saltley— Engine-^hed,  &c   Uidland  Railway  Co    The  Company's  Architect.  Cavendish  House,  Derby     ,  8 
Ennidknien —Alterations.  Wheathill  UethodJst  Chnrch    Thomas  Elliott,  Enni.ikillen       »»  8 
Glenlivet  -  Bank  Offices.  &c   North  of  Scotland  Bank,  Ltd    Charles  C.  Doig.  Architect,  Elgin       m  8 
Slains — House,  East  Broadleyhill       William  Nicol,  Forester,  Cluny        n  8 
Beeston— Home   John  H.  Tophiam    T.  A.  Buttery  and  fl.  B.  Birds,  Architects,  Morley       >,  8 
Tilney  All  Saints— Wesleyan  Chapel    Rev.  W.  Millicin,  Valinger-road,  Lvnn        u  8 
Higher  Ashe— Repairs  to  Farmhouse   J.  Preston   "White  and  CoUey,  Land  Agents,  Wrangaton,  South  Brent   ■  8 Sandbach— Detached  Villa,  Middlewich-rcKad    Alfred  Price.  Architect.  Sandbach      it  8 
Heywood— Offices,  Workshop.  *c   Heywood  &  Middleton  Water  Board  Jame.i  Digelp.  C.E..  Waterworks  Offices,  Heywood    8 
Brymbo— Alterations  at  Bryn  Xi^n  Independent  Chapel      Davie.*^  and  Moh.h,  .Vrchitects,  11.  Regent-street,  Wrexham      „  8 
Penzance -Howe  on  Minney  Estate                       J.  Willey       Henry  M*dderu.  Architect, '26,  Clarence-street.  Penzance      ,,  8 
North  Seaton-Twenty  Cottages  and  Business  Premises'    B.  F.  Simpson.  Fit  I.B.  A..  12  Orey-street.  Newcastle-on-Tyne    8 St.  Albans— Alterations  to  Court  House    Hertfordshire  County  Council    Urban  A.  Smith.  County  Surveyor.  41.  Parliament-etreet,  8.W      „  8 
Torrisholme  -Farm  Bnildinirs    J.  ('tie.  Green  Hon><e  Farm.  T.trrUholme     ,  8 
Buxton- Five  Shops,  .ic  The  (iuadrant    Duke  of  Devonshire,  K.G    W.  R.  Bryden,  F.E  I.B.A..  1.  George-street,  Buxton      ,.  8 
Coachford— Rebuilding  Licensed  Premises       Daniel  Dinneen.  Vintner.  Coachford         t*  8 
Abertillery,  Mon-Fifty  Cottages    Brynawell  Building  Club    E.  Williams.  Architect.  Andrew's  Buildings,  Cardiff       .■  8 
Burghead— Alterations  to  Premises      William  Mackintosh,  Architect.  Inverness        >,  8 
Lancaster— Mason's  Work  for  New  Girder  Bridge  over  Oanal...  Streets  Committee     The  Borough  Surveyor.  Mark-'t-square.  Lancaster       „  10 
Ravensthorpe— Classroom  at  St.  Saviour's  Girla'  School    John  Kirk  and  Sons,  Architects.  Dewsburr      „  10 
Curragh  Camp  -Post  Office    Board  of  Public  Works    H.  Williams.  Secretary.  Oifi-'  of  Public  Works-Dablin    10 
Sleights- Bungalow    G.  S  French.  Architect,  1.  Weit-terrace,  Whitby       10 
Glouce8ter-V.>ntilating  Widden-street  Board  Schools     School  Board    H.  Medland,  F.B  LB.A..Gloacester       .i  10 
Porthcawl-ChUdren's  Convalescent  Home    E.  M.  Bruce  Vaughan.  F  R.I  B.\.  Cardiff      „  10 
Benwell— Alterations  to  Gardener's  Cottage    'Trban  District  Council    W.  P.  Pattison.  Surveyor.  Council  Offices,  Atkinson-road,  Benwell    „  10 
Salford— Wards.  &c.,  at  Ladywell  Sanatorium   Health  Committee    Henry  Lord,  Architect.  4j.  John  Dalton-street,  Manchester    10 
Carlisle -Alterations  to  Business  Premises,  Deranahire-sbeet   T.  Taylor  Scott.  F.H  I.B.A..  Ar-hitect.  Cirliale         f,  10 
Preston-Alterations,  &c..  Grammar  School      Corporation      The  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Preston        n  10 
Morecambe -Sue  Houses.  Ardlamont-road    J.  H.  Wilsdon    Marshall  Bro?.,  Architects.  Bick-crescent,  Morecimbe    10 
Stairfoot  -Seven  Houses  ,.    Duncan  and  Jones,  Stairfo'>t      »»  10 
Belvedere  -Four  Clas.-Tooms.  Picardy  Schools      Erith  School  Board    Ford.  Son.  and  Burrows.  .Architects.  21,  Aldermanbury,  E.C   ,  10 
Aberdare -ResUting  Roof  of  Market      Aberdare  Markets  &  Town  Hall  Co.  Thomas  Roderick,  Architect,  Aberdare      m  10 
Forres— Alterations  to  Mechanics' Institute    John  Forrest.  Architect.  Forres      t*  10 
Preston— County  Sessions  Hall   Lancashire  County  Council    Henry  Littler.  Architect.  Cjunty  Offices.  Preston      „  10 
Leeds— Boiler-House,  &c.,  at  Workhouse,  Beckett-street   Qnaidians    Thomas  Winn.  Architect.  92,  Albion-street.  Leeds       ,.  10 
Ctley— House     HenrySmith.  Architect.  Compton  Buildings,  Keighley      ..  10 
Birkenhead-Operation  Ward,  Workhouse    Onardians    Edmund  Kirby,  Architect.  5,  Cook-street,  Liverpool       ,<  10 
Gloucester -Repairs  to  Bam  at  Hollybed  Farm   J.  0.  Colston     Thomas  Cadle,  Surveyor,  Lvnwood.  Denmirk-roid,  Glouoeater      „  10 
Kensal  Eise-Wesleyan  Church    W.  J.  Morley,  Architect.  263,  Swan-arcade,  Bradford.  Yorks   ,  10 
Selly  Oak-Steward's  Office.  *:c   Guaidiansof  King's  Norton    Whitwell  and  Son,  Architects,  23,  Temple-row,  Birmingham       „  10 
Pimlico —Boiler  Seatings.  Eoonomiser  Chamber,  Flues,  &c.,  at 

Western  Pumping  Station.  Grosvenor-road     _   London  County  Council    The  Engineer's  Department,  County  Hall,  Spring-gardens.  8.W.  ...    „  11 
Keighley— Scho.l  at  St.  Anne's       Very  Rev.  Canon  Watson    John  Judson  and  Moore.  Architects,  York  Buildings,  Keighley    11 
Penge,  SE.— Engine-Shed.  Beckenham-ioad    Lewisham  Board  of  Works    The  Offices  Surveyor's  D^pt.),  Lewi«ham  Town  Hall,  Catford    .^.    „  11 
Frome- Hospital  and  Norses' Home    B.  Vaughan  Johnson.  Architect,  20,  Victoria-st.,  Westminster,  8. W.    „  11 
Strabane- Extension  of  Board  Room    Goardians  ......  ,..........!!....!    J.  B.  Sharkie.  Cler'i,  Bo»rd  P^om.  Strabane       »  H 
Leeds —Additions  to  Woodpecker  Inn,  York-road      Edmund  Jowett     Charles  D.  Swale.  Architect.  9S.  Albion-street,  Leeds   ~...      .<  11 
Gildersome-Ropairs  to  Board  Schools    School  Board.   T.  A.  Buttery  and  S.  B.  Bird.^.  .Architects.  Queen-street.  Morley    11 
Hoylake -Alterations  to  Infanta'  School   „    H.  and  A  P.  Fry.  .Architects.  IS  Hackins  Hey.  L-verpool    11 
Northampton— Additions  to  County  Buildings   „  . ...  OJonty  Coundl    Henry  Philip  Markbam.  Cl»rk.  County  Hall.  Northampton      n  11 
Aylesbury— Repairs  at  Workhouse       Guardians     F.  B.  Parrott.  Clerk.  M.  Bourbon-street.  Aylesbury      ,.  11 
Stainland— .Slaughter-house,  Arc    Industrial  Society     J.  Berry.  Architect,  9.  Queen-street,  Hnddersfleld    11 
Brixham— Two  Cottages,  Kingston  Farm     W.  F.  Tollit.  Architect,  Gate  Hou-se,  Totnes   i  « 
Keighley— Pavilion  at  Workhouae  Inflrmary.  Fell-lane    Goardians     John  Judson  and  Moore,  Architects,  York  Buildings,  KeigUey      n  1* 
Bishop  Auckland— Rebuilding  Market  Hotel,  Newgate-atnet   Wm.  Duncan,  Architect,  Middlesbrough      n  1* 
Ringwood— Additions  to  Police  Station   Huita  County  Council     W.  J.  Taylor,  County  Surveyor.  The  Cartle,  Winchester      „  1| 
Lancaster— Building  Xos.  9  and  11.  Lower  Church-street    J.  Parkinson,  Architect.  67,  Church-street,  Lancaster      ,.  1| 
Cymmer— Infectious  Diseases  Hospital    Glyncorrwg  Urban  District  Council.  George  F.  Lambert,  Architec'.  Bridgend      »•  1* 
Keighley— Workshop  in  Bra iford-road    B.  Hookinson  &  Co..  Architect.  Craven  Bank  Chambers,  Keighley    „  13 
Ben&eldaide— Alterations,  Jlc,  to  Sewerage  Works     UrbMi  District  Counii    John  Dixon,  Surveyor.  Bank  Buildines.  Shotley  Bridge   —    ,•  Jj 
Fareham— Additions  to  Police  Station   Hants  County  Council      W.  J.  Taylor.  County  Surveyor.  The  Castle,  Winchester      II 
Barrow-in-Fumace- Abattoirs,  Crellin-street      _    The  Borough  Engineer.  Town  Hall.  Barrow-in-Fornace         •>  1* 
Shoreditch,  E.C— Workshops,  ic,  Flemming-street  Dejpot   Ve^ry    The  Vestry  Surveyor.  Town  Hall.  Old-street,  E.C      „  1* 
Bittadon  -  Chapel    Alex.  Lauder,  Architect,  Barnstaple       i.  Jj 
Kendal -House  at  Bannel  Head   _    J.Richmond     Stephen  Shaw.  F.R.I.  B.. A.  Kendal       ••  U 
Warkworth— R.?5idenceand  Stable    W.  T.  Hindmarsh.  Solicitor,  i-i.  Bondgate  Without,  Alnwick      „  IS 
nford— Corrupted  Iron  Temporary  School  ;60O  places)    School  Board    C.  J.  Dawson.  F.R.I.B.. A.,  7.  Bank  Buildings,  Ilford      ••  J* 
Milton  Brodie -.Additions  to  Muirhead  Farmhouse   „     Charles  C.  Doig.  Architect,  Elgin    IJ 
Walsall-Additions  to  Tramp  Wards  at  Workhouse    Onardians     H.  E.  Lavender.  Architect.  Bridge-street.  Walsall       „  13 
Bacup— Alterations  at  Assembly-Room  of  0  j-operative  »ore    The  Secretarv.  Registered  Oiii:e.  Rochdale-road,  Bacap     _    13 
Darwen— Fourteen  Artisans'  Dwellings.  Kelvin-street    Corporation      Woods  and  Thackeray.  .Architects.  Darwen         •>  J' 
Arnside- Enlarging  the  Wesleyan  Church    Steohen  Shaw.  F.P.  I  B..A..  Kendal    1* 
Durham— Alterations  to  Assize  Court     _   CounlJy  Council    William  Crozier,  .A  MI.C  E  .  County  Architect,  Dorham    13 
Millstreet— Repairs  to  Labourers'  Cottages    Rural  District  Council     T.  M.  O'danor,  Clerk.  Millstr»et.  Ireland   —     ..  ;3 
Lofthouse  Gate -Board  Schools     U.D.  School  Board    William  Wat.<  on.  Architect,  Wakefield      >.  " 
BarxDw-in-Furnesa  —  Shop     and     Three     Dwelling -Houses, 

Greenirate-stieet     Co-operative  Society.  Limited    John  Y.  Mclnt»h.  Architect,  6.  Comwallis-street,  Barrow      „  W 
Leeds— Branch  Office,  Hnnslet-road   _    Yorkshire  Banking  Company    Bedford  and  Kit*in.  .Architects.  Greek-street  Chambsra,  Leeds    IJ 
Otterboume —Villa  and  Stables    J.  Bucksey.  Hecton  Farm  Of.erbitirne       »  1* 
iTiciuerbent  -  County  Police  Station    Standing  joint  Committee     Henry  Littler.  Arhite-'..  Cmoty  Ofi»s.  Preston      ••  15 
Halam-Four  C.ittaies      George  Tmley              Sheppard  and  Harri*)n.  Archite-ts,  17.  Kirkgate,  Newark       „  16 
Clara  Vale -Seven  Houses    Stella  Coal  Co    The  Colliery  OS:'.  CUra  Val«.  Ryton-on-Tyne    1* 
Drnmsnm— R.C.  I'hurch       Rev.  E  Loughrey,  P.P   Daniel  Connoy,  Architect.  S,  B'«hop-sti«et.  Londonderry    1* 
Admaston  -Caretaker's  Cottage  at  Sewerage  Work    Urban  Distnct  Coomdl    Myles  Morley.  Surveyor,  «.  Walker-str<^.  Wellington.  Salop      „  IS 
Helligan— Repairs  and  Additions  to  Farmhouse     H.  H.  Hooper       T.  H.  Andrew.  Architect,  1,  Trevarrick  Villai,  St.  Austell         r,  jw 
Canterbury -Foundation   Works,   ic..  at  Electricity  Works,  ,. Northgate-street    _    Lighting  Committee     Henry  Fieldinr.  Town  Clerk,  15,  Bargate-atreet,  Canterbury       „  1' 
Beckenham-Ele.;rric  Light  Stotion    Urban  District  Council    John  A.  .Anj-'U.  Engineer,  Beckenham   •  JJ 
Cymmau— Alterations  at  CM.  Chapel                                              Willum  I,>»i.  Crm-niu   _ —    '' 
Wimbledoo-PublicBathi.  Latim»r-road   Urban  District  Council    R  J.  T-.   ,    v  r  n   .      ,-    tTi..,.t    <v—Meim      n  " 
Leeds —Alteration  to  Sh.ip  an':  Office, Land»-lane   Charles  .Appleton   Thomas                                                                   '■'    — —      "  }' 
Bamoldswick-Isolation  Hospital     Urban  District  Council     W.  B^nn                                                                  viek  ..._...-....- -    «,  J' 
Pellon —Foundry                                               „                                              .                T.  H.  Tysju,  .Ai..i..-..   »  jix^-iii,--..  —  :.  li   i   ■•    ••  1' 
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Stamfoid-'Workhoiue      OoAiduum     J.  H.  Morton.  F  R.I.B.A.,  ArchiUct.  50,  KiuK-Bt.,  Bonth  Shields  .  .  July  17 
Old  Hill  -  Extension  of  Offlc«     Bowley  I!«gis  U.D.C    Meredith  and  Pritchard,  Architecte,  Bank  Buildinss,  Kidderminster    „     17 
WuTin^n— Eltctrie   Light    Station   and  Central    Sanitary 

Depot  at  Wharf  Meadows    .    Electric  LiRhtioif  Committee       Jamea  Deas,  C.E  ,  M.I.M.E..  Municipal  Office*,  Warrington    ,     IS 
Wargrave- Passenger  Station    Great  Western  Railway  Co    o.  K.  Mills.  Secretary,  Paddington  Station,  Iy)ndon       „     18 
Dover— Additions  to  Car-Shed    TownCooncil       Henry  E.  Stiluoe,  Borough  Engineer.  Town  Hall,  Dover  ...  „      »     1!? 
Newstead,  Halifax— Nineteen  HoiiKeH    T.H.Tyson,  .\rchitect.  Fountain-Btreet.  Halifax      „     18 
Dorcheoter-AlteratioDS  and  Additions  to  Passenger  Station  ...  Great  Weatem  Railway  Co    O.  K.  Mills.  StcreUry.  Paddington  SUtion,  London    ,     18 
Loweatoft-Electiic  Light  Station     Corporation      A.  E.  Pridmore.  Architect,  2,  Broad-street  Buildings,  E.C      »      IS 
Dewsbury— Twenty-Seven  Hou-ws,  .Saltcr-equais  EaUte      Pioneers'  Indus.  Soc    Holtom  and  Fnx.  Architects,  Westgate,  Dewsbury   ,      18 
Westbury- Stable  at  Stalion    Great  Western  Railway  Co    O.  K.  Mills.  H<«:rHfAry,  Paddington  Station.  London       »     18 
WaLiall- Depot,  Wolverhampton-strect     Cotporatian    John  R.  Cooper.  Town  Oerk,  Walsall           .i     19 
Irchester-Additicna  to  Wonleyan  Chapel  and  School    N.  H.  Boney.  Architect,  12«,  Chancery-lane.  London,  W.C      „     SO 
Folkestone -New  Wing  to  Victoria  Hoepilal    Committee     H.  Percy  Adams,  F.R  LB  A.,  28,  Wobum-pl.,  Rus8eU-e<iuare,W.C.    „     2J 
Earlsheaton -Infectious  Diseases  Ho«pital    Dewsbury  Joint  Hospital  Board    ..  Holtom  and  l'o\.  .Architects,  Westgate,  Dewsbury   .^       21 
Carlisle -Enhugement  of  Head  Post  Office    Commiaaionera  of  H.M.  Works     The  Secretarv.  H.M.  Office  of  Works,  &c..  Storey's  Gate,  S.W   ,     21 Dartford -Technical  Schools       Urban  District  Council    O.  II.  Tait,  M.I. I.E.,  Architect,  Lowfleld-atreet,  Dartford       21 
Whitechapil,  E  — Enlargem'  nt  of  Fire  Station    I>ondon  County  Council   The  Architect's  Department,  I'avmty  Hall,  Spring  Gardens, 8. W...    „     2j 
SuDdf-Tland- Pulling  Down  Huildings  in  Hat  Case  Area,  and 

Erecting  Three  Blocks  of  Workmen's  Dwellings     Corporation     The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Sunderland         „     2B 
Brighton- Alterations    and     Additions     to     Public    Library, 
Moaeum,  and  Art  Gallery    Francis  J.  C.  May,  M.I.C.E..  Boro' Engineer,  Town  Hall.  Bnghton    „     27 

Kingirton-on-Thames-Alterations  to  Old  Workhouse  Buildings  Guardians    William  H.  Hope,  Archt.,  Union  Offices,  Port«mouth-rd.,  Kingston    ,,     31 
Hereford-Extension  of  Roofing  at  Station    Joint  Committee    A.  E.  Bolter,  Sec.  to  Joint  Committee.  I'addington  Station,  London  Aug.   1 
8onthend-on-Sea— Technical  Schools  and  Fire  Brigade  Station  Corporation     Wm.  H.  Snow,  Town  Clerk,  Southend-on-Sea       ,.     21 
Mahno— Electricity  Works     .-.   "The  Gasworks  Directors,  Malmo.  Sweilen      Bept.  1 
Warlingham.  Snrrey-Superstnicture  of  Lunatic  Asylum       Croydon  Town  Council   The  Boroujth  KD>rineer'8  Office.  Town  Hall,  Croydon      „     12 
Abertillery- Rebuilding  the  Bell  Inn    Phillips  and  Sons    Swalwell  and  irdghton,  Archto,  Steam  Packet  Chambers,  Newport      — 
York— Six  Cottages,  Huntingdon-road    The  Brickworkn,  Stockton-lane.  York         — 
Stanton-N'ine  Pairs  of  Small  Houses       South  Derbyshire  Land  Company...  Henry  Beck.  Architect,  30.  Hiijh-atreet.  Burton-on -Trent        — 
Keighley— Additions  to  Vulcan  Works.  Strawberry-rtreet     John  Judaon  and  Moore,  Architects,  York  Chambers,  Keighley        — 
Tadcaster- Two  Houses  and  Shops,  and  Four  CottagM    A.  D.  Kave.  .\rohitect,  71.  Albion-street,  Leeds        — 
Ballygran- Presbytery       B«v.  P.  Huiley    J.  Carroll,  Architect,  at  Killacolla,  Ballygran,  Charville        — 
Kinnton-Two  Shops  in  London-roikd   J.  Spratt,  Architect,  90,  Queen-street,  Cheapaide,  E.C        — 
Sledmere— Additions  to  Vicarage       Brodrick.  Lowther,  and  Walker,  Architects,  Hull          — 
Bakewell— Retort-House  at  Gasworks     Urban  District  Cooncil    Vernon  R.  Tockerton,  Clerk,  Bakewell        — 
Kettleahnlme—Wesleyan  Chapel  and  School    C.  W.  Johnson,  Architect,  Whaley  Bridge        — 
Abeinavenny— Alterations,  Ac.  Market  Tavern     B.J.  Francis.  Architect,  Abergavenny        — 
Ladmanlow— Primitive  Methodist  Schoolroom    Trustees    Garlick  and  Flint,  Architects,  5,  Terrace-road,  Buxton        — 
Abergavenny— Alterations,  &c..  Crown  and  Sceptre,  Mardy    B.  J.  Francis.  Architect,  Abergivenny   
Kinghom- Four-story  Tenements,  High-street   .».    Bwanaton  and  Leggie,  Architects,  Kirkcaldy  and  Burntisland  „..^..      — 
Garforth-F,ducational  Buildings     E.&W.  Ridings  Jnt.Agrciol.Counoil  Smith  and  Tweedale,  FF.R.I.B.i..,  Archts  ,  12.  .South-paiade,  I^eds      — 
Leeds -Clothing  Factory      ,.  .,    .  ....     J.  M.  Fawcftt  and  Sons,  Architects,  Basinghall  Chambers,  Leeds  ...      — 
Hereford -Business  Premises     Oreeolanda,  Limited     W.  W.  Robinson,  .\rchitect,  10,  King-street,  Hereford         — 
Aahton-under-Lyne-Detached  Villa    T.  D.  Lindlpy,  Architect,  Market  Avenue,  Aahton-under-Lyne        — 
Sheffield-  Cellaring  at  Old  Albion  Brewery    DinetorB    Hall  and  Fenton,  Architects,  14,  St.  Jamee's-row,  Sheffield        — 
Moneymore— Restoration  of  Manor  House     HeiU7  Byme.  Moueymore,  Ireland      -■■ 
Loughborough— Alterations  to  Blue  Boar  Inn     Highway  Committee    Albert  H.  Walker,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Borough  Engineer,  Loughborough..      — 
Woodberry.N.- Chapel  and  Schools.  S=t.  John's-road    Hickton  and  Farmer,  Architects,  Walsall     
Grifflthstown-Two  Houses  and  Premises,  Windsor-gtieet     F.  E.  Jenkins      B.  J.  Francis.  .Architect,  Abergavenny   
Long  Eaton— Wesleyan  Schools,  Cross-street       E.  R.  Ridgway,  Architect,  Long  Eaton   
Iprwich- Manual  Instruction  Centre  in  Smart-«treet    Sdiool  Board    Eade  and  Johns,  Architects,  Thoroughfare,  Ipswich         — 
Great  Ayton— Four  Houses    T.  and  A.  Harbottle,  Albion  House,  Great  Ayton        — 
Alnmonth— Additions  to  Clubhouse    Alnmoath  Golf  Club    Forster  and  Paynter.  Fenkle-streit,  Alnwick        — 
Hifauow- Villa  at  Newhey-road    S.  Butterworth  and  Duncan,  Architects,  Rochdale    .^.        — 
Bradfofd- Enlargement  Wesleyan  Mission  Hall,  8nnbridge-rd   „    Walker  and  CoUinson,  Architects,  Swan  Arcade,  Bradford         — 
Ipewich-Alterations  to  Argyle-street  School    School  Board   ,*•—?•>    E.  F.  Bis»hopp.  Architect.  Museum-street,  Ipswich         — 
Cork-RebuUding  Premises  in  Patrick-street   w.*....7...««    Arthur  Hill.  B.E..  F.R.LB  A.,  22,  George-street.  Cork  ̂         — 
Middlesbrough -Pulling  Down  Kilns,  &o   .»:   ;   fi-.    The  Normanby  Brick  Company,  Limited,  near  Midi-leebrough         — 
Batley  Carr— Twenty-seven  Houses,  Salter-equare  Estate    Dewsbury  Pioneers'  Indust.  Society  Holtom  and  Fox,  Architects,  Westgate,  Dewsbury        — 
Long  Eaton— Factory     E.  R.  Ridgway.  Architect,  Long  Eaton   _■.■■■■        — 
Hampton-in-Arden- Restoration  of  Barstow  Cborch      E.  H.  I.ingen  liarkcr,  Architect,  146.  St.  Owen-street,  Hereford    ...      — 
Kawtenstall- Alterations  to  66.  Bank-etreet    E.  H.  Whittaker    Thoma-s  Bdl,  Architect,  14,  Grimshawe-street,  Burnley        — 
Leeda— Three  Houses.  Harehills-lane      J.  W.  Watson,  21.  New  Station-street.  Leeds        — 
Coppull-Clasaroom,  Moor  School     Heaton  and  Ralph,  Architects,  King-street,  Wigan        — 
Nottingham -Improvements  at  People's  College  Schools     School  Board       Evans  and  Sons,  Architects,  Wheeler  Gate,  Nottmgham         — 
Birtle-Residence.  with  Stabling,  Ac    D.  Hardmao,  Architect,  Siver-street,  Bury,  Lanes   ^.         — 
Wigan-Five  Houses  and  Shop      T.  Worthinjjton,  Auctioneer,  2,  Victoria  Buildings,  King-st.,Wlg»n      — 
Manston-Four  Houses  in  Sand  Bed-lane       John  Inchbold     G.  W.  Atkinson,  Architect,  1,  Mark-lane,  I^eeds        — 
Girlington— Four  Through  Houses.  Letton-toad     R.  Drake,  Architect,  142,  Allerton-road,  Bradford        — 
Wretton  -  Restoration  of  Church  Tower     A.  J.  Lacey.  .Vr.hitect.  6,  Upper  King-street,  Norwich        — 
Long  Eaton -Factory  Chimney '14Cft.  high)  and  Boiler  House  Bemrose  and  Sons,  Ltd.,  Derby    E.  R.  Ridgway.  Architect,  Long  Eaton        — 
Barrow-in-Furness -Houses  anl  Shops,  Crelin-etreet    James  Smith,  43,  Windsor-street,  Barrow-in-Fumees        — 
Ossett- Enlargement  of  First  Baptist  School    F.  W.  Ridgway,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Dewsbury   •■        — 
Btarbeck- Stores        Harrogate  Co-operative  Society    Arthur  A.  Gibson,  Architect,  8,  Cambridge-crescent,  Harrogate    ...      — 
Nottingham -Shops,  &c..  Parliament-street     Heazell  and  Son.  .Architects,  Bank  Chambers,  Nottmgham        — 
Banrton- Restoration  of  Church    E.  H.  Lingen  Barker,  Architect,  146,  St.  Owen-street,  Herefoji    ...      — 
Shaw — Two  Semi-Detached  Villas    A.  and  A.  Crompton   ?    J.  Rawlinson,  Goats,  Shaw      
Harrogate -Ix)dge  at  Larcbfield    H.  R.  Cousins,  Leadhall-lane,  Harrogate   ■«■.■;•■,■        ~ 
Bedminster -Tannery  Buildings    .'    Herbert  J.  Jones,  M.S.A.,  Architect,  12,  Bridge-street,  Bristol         — 
South  Moor- Fourteen  Houses   A.  Swinbum    Wm.  Forster.  Architect,  Clifford-road,  Stanley,  B.S.O   .■^..■.      — 
Crewkenie  -  Factory    H.  Hall,  Architect,  19,  Doughty-street,  Mecklenburgh-square,  W.O,      — 
Bradford— House  and  Shop,  Carlislo-road      W.  B.  Wood,  Architect,  Mann's-court,  Kirkgate        — 
Dowlaia- Offices    Iron  Co    E.  A.  Johnson,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Architect,  Abergavenny  ^        — 
Stanley- Reseating  &  Renovating  Primitive  Methodist  Chapel    Wm.  Forster,  Architect,  Clifford-road,  Stanley.  R  S.0......^_^        — 
Alfreton-FourVillas   ,    Ernest  Oxley,  M.S.A.,  Architect,  Melbourne  Lodge,  CUy  Cross        — 
Heyton-Additions  to  Stone  House       R.  O.  Lamb  .:„    Castiglione  and  Oibbings,  Surveyors.  31,  Lowther-street,  Carlisle...      — 
Mastin  Moor -Additions  to  Gate  Inn    W.  H.  Wagstail,  .\rchitect,  57,  Saltergate,  Chesterfield   j.        — 
Berwick-School,  Croas  Green    A.  B.  and  W.  Scott  Deakin,  ArchitecU,  12a,  Pride  HUl,  Shrewsbury      — 
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Kingstown-Waterworks     Main  Drainage  Board       Kaye  Parry  and  Ross,  Civil  Engineers,  62,  Dawson-street,  Dublin  ..  July  S 
Longridge-Sludge-pressing  Plant     Urban  District  Council   Thos.  8.  Mo'Jallura,  A.M.I.C.B.,  52,  Corporation-street,  ManchMter    ..  |      * 
Kingstown-Repairing  Pumping  Machinery  |    Main  Drainag.'  Board       Kaye  Parry  and  U  jss.  Civil  Engineers,  63,  Dawson-street,  DubUn  ..    „  8 
Chertsey  -  Steam  Road-RoUer    10-ton)    Urban  District  Council    J.  Fieebaim  Stuw.  Engineer,  Chertsey   •  JO 
Set»le-Double-lift  Ga.»-holder    Settle  Gas  Co   A    John  Waugh.  Sunbridge  Chambers,  Bradford    ;      „  10 
Naples  -  Harbour  and  Docks  (estimated  cost  £I62,40b]    ■    The  Public  Works  Department,  Rome   .1   i  JO 
Carlisle -Storage  Tank  at  Head's  Nook     Rural  District  Council  .w    George  Armstrong,  .\rchitect,  21.  Bank-street,  Carlisle   .»    JO  . 
Grimsby-BoUers.  Engines,  Dynamos,  Pumps,  &c    Corporation     j,    Marshall  Pctre*.  .\.M.I.C.E.,  Town  Hall,  Grimsby   ~   ^,    JO 
Blaenavon— Heating  Apparatus  at  Gam  Board  School    School  Board      .R    Harry  Pair>-,  Clerk.  Blaeoavon   -••   .■■■■■   •   »  JO        « 
Tynemouth— Covered  Service  Reservoir     Corporation      James  Manseru'li.  l^oi^ineer,  5,  Victoria-street,  WestminstCT    .^.    ,,  JO 
Copenhagen— Ironwork  for  Two  Viaducts  (300  tons)       Danish  Ministry  of  the  Interior    Oberingeuieursuat.sbihnanlagen.Reventlovsgade  10, Copenhagen  V.     „  10       > 
Swansea  -  Covered  Service  Reservoir  ;600,000  gallons)    Corporation       R.  H.  Wynll,  Kngincer,  Guildhall.  Swansea   iv  li'  ii  ;■>'  "     "  in 
Halifax— Excavation  of  Pipe  Trench    Waterworks  Committee       James  A.  Pa-<kin.  C  E.,  Waterworks  Engineer,  Town  HaU,  Uautax    „  lu 
Newbridge-Bridge  Repair      Magor  Rural  District  Council    8.  B.  Junes,  Surveyor,  Talgarth,  Llanvaches,  Magor,  Mon       „  1') 
Battersea,  S.W.— Centrifugal  Pump   at  Heathwall  Pumping  „  „   „    .  j        o  vn-  ii 

Station,  Nine  Elms-Une    London  County  Council       The  Engineer's  Department,  County  Hall.  Spnng-gardens,  B.  v»   ,  ii 
Southport- Refuse  Destructor    Corporation      R.  P.  Hirst,  lioroui,'h  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Southport    11 
Isleworth- Iron  Escape  Staircases  at  Schools    Brentford  Union  Guardians    W.  H.  Ward,  .Vrehit.ect.  Binuingham    W"_^"-"";    ii 
Southampton  -Electric  Lighting  PUnt    Corporation      Kincaid,  Waller,  and  Manville,  Engrs.,  Gt.  OeorRe-8t..We8tmm9ter    „  U 
Halifax    Tanks,  &c.,  Salterhebble    Highways  Committee    E.  R.  S.  E-eott.  r.E..  Borough  Engmeer.Town  Hall,  Halifax  ̂     li 
Shotts- Cutting  Tracks     Lanarkshire  District  Committee   ...  J.  and  A.  Leslie  and  Reid,  C.E.,  72a,  George-street,  Edinburgh    IJ 
Athy- Vertical  Boiler  (5H.P.)    Guardians    J.  Hurley,  KiLgineer,  Board  Room,  Workhouse,  Athyj.......^ ........    „  t  jz 
HaUfax-Tanks.  ic    Highways  Committee    Edward  U  S.  E,scott.  C.E.,  Borough  EMineer,  Town  HaU,  Halifax    „  J^ 
Cardiff  -  Reconstructing  Trsimway  (41  miles)    Provincial  Tiamways  Co    John  Glenn,  n,  tiueeu  Victoria-street.  E.C.      ■■■  ■■   v"C-    \t 
East  Ardsley— Puddling  and  Concreting  Gasholder  Tank    Gaslight  Company    Walter  I,wit.'r.  Secretary  and  Manager,  East  Ardaley,  Yorks        „  JX 
Hahfax— Relief  Gasholder   Corporation      Thoa.  Uolgnte,  Oaa  Engineer,  Halifax   •••      "  }o      i 
CaKtle  Eden-Widcning  Eden  Vale  Bridge    Durham  County  Council     William  Cmzier.  .V  M  ICE.,  Co'inty  Architect,  Dwham?    IS     y 
rlymouth— Pumping  Machinery       Corporation      .Tames  Mansergh.  6,  Victoria-street,  Westminster         ">*i«      f 
Sonlhwold-aiff  Protection  Works      Corporation      F.  Ball.  Town  Hall.  Southwold      »oV\      "  i2  '"• 
Harmby -Water  Supply  Works    Leybum  Rural  District  OonncQ    Rodwell  and  Sou,  Engineers,  West  Witton,  L^yburn,  B.8.0      „  13    •. 
Barnstaple    Masonry  Work  for  Swing-Bridge  over  River  Yeo  „  .. ..        ,>      ..*.  i        -  «j 

near  Braunton-road       James  Bossom.  Town  Clerk,  Municipal  Buildings.  Barnstaple  ...^.     „  i« 
Pembroke,  Co.  Dublin-Phint  for  Municipal  Electricity  Works.  Urban  District  Council    K.Btommond. Consulting  Engnr.tU.  Victoria-st.  Wratminster.S.W.    „  i« 
Brighton-Concrete  Groins  and  Sea- Wallmg,  Madeira-road    Town  Council       Francis  J.  C.  May,  liorough  Engineer,  Town  HaU,  Brigtiton     ••   — ■    ••  }* 
Ratbmines-Plant  for  Municipal  Electricity  Works    Urban  District  Council   r    R.  Hammond,  Consulting  Engnr,  i;4,  Victoria-st.,  Westminster,  8.  w.    „  n 
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TUE  RH.-VL   AND  ARTIFICIAL. 

HONEST  and  practical  architecture, 
the  outcome  of  simple  ami  direct 

modes  of  expressing  the  wants  of  our  time, 
is  in  much  danger  just  now  of  being 
neglected  for  the  disingenuous  and  meretri- 

cious. The  average  designer  is  intent  upon 

dealing  in  "properties,"  in  recording  the 
historical,  the  arch;ioIogical,  the  ideas  and 
sentinaents  of  certain  ages.  Like  the  school- 

boy, he  translates,  but  hardly  ever  knows 
what  he  is  translating.  One  able  writer  has 

said:  "The  man  uses  languages  as  the 
vehicle  of  things,  and  the  boy  of  abstrac- 

tions," and  this  expresses  very  liirly  the 
difference  between  the  practical  designer  who 
knows  what  he  is  about,  and  the  crib  who 
wishes  to  produce  an  effect.  The  real 
artist  represents  the  first.  lie  understands 
his  art  to  be  the  vehicle  of  actual  re- 

quirements, of  materials  and  facts  of 
construction,  and  he  so  uses  it  as  to 
express  his  wants  as  directly  as  possible. 
There  is  an  unaffected  simplicity  in  all  he 
does,  which  to  the  popular  mind  may  be 
looked  upon  as  a  meagreness  or  poverty  of 
thought ;  but  every  now  and  again  he  sur- 

prises us  by  one  or  two  httlo  eiinpn  de  grace 
in  the  shape  or  a  turret,  or  a  doorhead,  or  a 
window  which  enhances  the  plainness  of  the 
wall  surfaces.  These  set  off  as  a  foil  the 
real  thought  and  invention  of  the  artist,  and 
give  piquancy  and  freshness  to  all  he  does. 
At  first  glance  the  design  may  not  look 
much ;  but  by  degrees  it  reveal  itself  to  the 
mind  ;  piece  by  piece  one  sees  how  well  the 
plan  has  been  studied,  or  the  meaning  of 
the  design  brought  out. 

The  two  ideals  of  art — Gothic  and  Renais- 
sance, illustrate  somewhat  the  distinction 

between  the  real  and  the  imitational.  The  old 
Gothic  builder  was  but  a  superior  workman 
who  lived  on  the  scaEfoIding  —  the  later 
Renaissance  architect  the  cultured  artist 
steeped  in  the  ancient  traditions  of  his  art 

who  had  not  lost  the  craftsman's  honesty. Such  were  the  architects  who  built  the  Louvre 
and  the  Tuileries.  They  spent  much  time  in 
Italy  and  the  home  of  letters;  but  the  Gothic 
builder,  practical  and  rough  as  he  was. 
represents  the  builder  who  uses  his  art-craft 
as  the  vehicle  of  fact,  who  converts  his 
materials  to  the  best  advantage,  and  imparts 
to  them  just  that  meaning  and  grace  which 
makeshonest  artof  all  he  touches.  Themodern 

professional  architect  of  to-day  has  very  little 
of  his  spirit.  He  represents  the  architects  of 
the  Renaissance,  but  without  that  con- 

tinuity of  thought  and  feeling  which  gave 
the  impulse  to  the  men  of  the  ago  of  Louis  IL 
or  Franrois  I  ,  who  designed  the  Chateau  of 
Bloisorthe  Palais  de  Justice,  Rouen.  -These 
typical  buddings  very  adequately  represent 
the  genius  of  the  Eirly  Renaissance,  where  we 
perceive  the  connecting  links  between  Gothic 
and  Renaissance,  uniting,  &a  they  do,  the 
spirits  and  genius  of  both.  The  first  is  really 
a  Gothic  building,  its  hall  is  essentially 
Gothic,  while  the  beautiful  north  wing  of 
Francis  I.  is  of  the  richest  Renaissance. 
Other  parts  faintly  indicate  the  transition. 
Even  in  the  ornament,  as  the  jltiir-d' -lis  and 

ermines'  tails  wliich  adorn  the  ;ircade,  wo 
see  the  Gothic  blending  with  Renaissance 
^lanels,  and  flattened  arches  of  the  period. 
^,  too,  the  Gothic  details  of  lofty  dormers, 
,Jiigh-pitched  roofs,  pinnacled  balustrades, 
and  gargoyles  of  the  Palace  at  Ptouen  are 
blended  with  features  of  Classical  origin. 
But  these  buildings  do  not  represent  the 
modem    imitational   design  of    to-day  any 

more  than  their  architects  do.  There  was 

still  a  vernacular  spirit  about  work  which 
is  now  lost,  an  attempt  to  continue  the 
traditions  and  work  of  the  old  builders.  We 

have  no  longer  this  reality.  The  few  men 
who  are  in  the  advanced  ranks  are  en- 

deavouring to  be  real  and  honest  in  their 
work,  are  engaged  in  a  deadly  struggle 
against  the  blighting  influence  of  Academi- 

cism or  the  empty  forms  of  mere  style. 
When  we  look  more  closely  into  the 

buildings  of  these  two  schools — those  of 
men  who  endeavour  to  make  their  art  the 

"  vehicle  of  things,"  and  thoso  who  use other  ideas  and  abstractions  in  which  to 

clothe  their  requirements — we  shall  find 
much  to  instruct.  One  works  under  real 

conditions — the  necessities  of  plan,  the  abso- 
lute demands  of  accommodation  and  adminis- 

tration, honest  construction,  tlie  limitations  of 
materials:  and  the  other  class  work  under 
the  artificial  conditions  imposed  by  style  and 
precedent,  or  merely  arbitrary  caprice.  To 
take  a  few  examples.  We  notice  plans  for 
municip.il  buildings  or  public  offices  in  which 
everything  has  been  sacrificed  to  a  big  central 
hall  or  imposing  stiircase— very  little  to  the 
actu.al  convenience  or  the  convenient  location 

of  departments  and  offices.  The  plan  has 
been  evidently  taken  from  another  building. 

It  may  be  ideal,  but  is  quite  impracticable 
as  a  working  plan.  Bad  and  madequate 
lighting,  windows  placed  for  elevation 
and  not  for  aitual  use,  are  common  mis- 

takes in  plans  of  this  class.  In  a  com- 
mercial building  designed  for  the  carrying 

out  of  a  particular  trade,  the  exigencies  of 
the  business  have  been  studied  only  so  far 
that  the  building  follows  another  of  a  similar 
class  ;  no  attempt  has  been  made  to  work 
de  noiuj  from  the  beginning,  or  to  make  the 
design  embody  the  business  re(iuirements. 
In  the  construction,  iron  pillars  and  girders 
are  employed  as  they  always  have  been,  the 
same  patterns  and  details  are  used  that  were 

employed  for  a  totally  different  sqt  of  con- 
ditions ;  whereas  a  real  artist  in  metal  might 

have  made  an  absolutely  new  departure.  The 
woodwork  and  decoration  follow  the  same 

lines  :  they  are  elaborate  with  broken  pedi- 
ments, fanciful  turned  finials  and  balusters — 

the  ornamental  "abstractions"  or  "pro- 
perties "  of  the  decorator,  and  it  never  occurs 

that  such  decoration  is  absolutely  useless 
and  redundant,  and  that  the  designer  could 
have  done  better  if  he  had  discarded 

everything  that  was  superfluous,  and  had 
made  his  seats  and  their  backs,  the  dadoes  of 
his  rooms,  and  partitions  of  wood  as  simply 
as  his  judgment  dictated,  leaving  the  decora- 

tion to  the  moulded  parts,  and  to  the  carving 
of  the  flat  surfaces  of  panels.  The  language 
of  artifice  is  used  in  a  variety  of  forms.  No 
overmantel,  or  cabinet,  or  bookcase  is  now 
made  without  its  broken  or  rococo  pediment 
stuck  in  the  top ;  pilasters,  turned  and 

twisted  pillars  abound  in  the  so-called  "art 
furniture  '  of  the  day.  These  devices,  like 
so  many  tropes  or  Hyperboles  of  rhetoric, 
exaggerate  or  misrepresent  the  structure  to 
which  they  are  affixed.  The  modern  restaur- 

ant is  replete  with  decorative  devices  of  the 
most  redundant  kind,  and  we  look  in  vain 
for  a  piece  of  quiet  or  reposeful  design  which 
truly  represents  what  it  really  is.  We  hear 

a  good  deal  about  "  motives  "  of  design which  often  means  nothing  more  than  some 
fanciful  idea  of  the  artist ;  it  would  be  truer 

to  lay  down  the  dictum  "  Never  design  with- 
out you  know  what  you  want " — in  other 

words,  "  Design  with  an  intention,"  or  some 
purpose  in  view. 

The  elevations  of  our  new  buildings  are 
painful  examples  of  a  neglect  of  this  rule. 

Look  at  the  moilern  "  Renaissance  '  of  any 
of  our  streets.  What  a  farrago  of  meaning- 

less forms  and  details  ! — what  a  "  piling  up 
of  agony  "  in  the  shape  of  dormer  and  orna- 

mental gnble,  of  finials  and  cupolis,  such  as 
we  see  in  new  buildings  at  the  West-end,  at 
the  Elephant  and  Castle,  and  most  of  our 

suburbs.  There  is  plenty  of  it  in  our  leading 
thoroughfares  of  the  Strand,  Oxford-street, 
&c.  Tne  redundance  of  curved  and  broken 

gables,  entablatures,  pilasters,  carved  panels 
—  in  fact,  all  the  accessories  of  the  style  is  in 
proportion  to  the  want  of  intention.  Where 
do  we  find  the  art  which  is  really  the 

"  vehicle  of  things";  the  well-thought-out elevation  which  is  not  afraid  to  accentuate 
the  construction  within,  whether  of  iron  or 
brick ;  which  is  not  afraid  of  allowing  a  shop 

to  appear  as  one,  or  a  set  of  offices  or  resi- 
dences to  honestly  express  their  meaning,  or 

a  theatre  fa<;ade  to  show  itself  as  a  plain  shell 
with  spacious  entrances  in  it  instead  of  a 

miniature  palace''  Why  should  we  be  afraid 
of  a  few  square  feet  of  brick  wall  or  glass 
and  iron  ?  Why  conceal  every  building  by 
fai.adcs  which  represent  dwellings  or  palaces? 

TUE  ARTS  AND  CRvU'T.S  SCHOOL. 

THE  efforts  of  the  Technical  Education 
Board  to  provide  well-directed  instruc- 

tion for  students  and  craftsmen  engaged  in 
the  more  artistic  trades,  are  well  rewarded 

by  the  exhibition  of  work  now  on  view  at 

the  Central  School  of  Arts  and  Crafts,  .'!16, 
Begent-street.  To  encourage  the  art  crafts- 

man to  devote  his  attention  to  the  chief  aim  of 

art— the  "  application  of  skill,  exi)erience, 

and  good  taste  "  to  actual  work  this  school has  boon  established.  The  conditions  undei 
which  the  students  have  to  work  are  mad« 

as  general  as  possible,  the  candidates  are  left 
free  to  select  their  own  subjects,  and  to  do 
their  best  work  in  their  own  way,  and  in 

these  points  the  Technical  Education  Board 
are  trying  in  some  degree  to  conect  or 
Counteract  the  artificial  conventional  art 

teachings  of  many  of  our  schools,  where  the 
conditions  impose  adherence  to  models. 

In  all  the  exhibits  we  find  a  healthful 
freedom  from  conventional  restraint ;  the 

designs  submitted  for  architectui-al  work  are 
drawn  often  roughly,  and  without  the 
slightest  attempt  at  mere  draughtsmanship, 
but  simply  to  exhibit  the  intention  of  the 
student ;  tiiere  are  no  specimens  of  mere 
penmanship,  shading,  elaborate  drawing, 
and  the  like  which  we  find  in  many  designs 
in  our  schools  of  art.  What  is  done  has  the 

workshop  stamp  upon  it.  I^et  us  take,  for 
example,  the  few  designs  submitted  for 
simple,  unpretentious  budding,  as  the  design 
for  a  small  cottage  in  brick  with  ornamenta.1 
cut  gable.  The  plan  has  been  carefully 
thought  out  with  its  grouping  of  sitting- 
room,  kitchen,  and  sciUlery  round  a  centre 

lobby,  which  fonns  an  "1 -shaped  block. There  is  no  attempt  at  ornament  or  detail 
except  the  shaped  or  cut  brick  gable.  A 
design  for  a  cottage,  by  S.  Caulfield,  in 
brick,  and  rough-cast  in  the  upper  story, 
is  exceedingly  simple  and  broadly  treated, 
the  student  showing,  to  a  large  work- 

ing scale,  the  details  of  roof  and  eaves. 
A  design  for  a  bay  window,  by  another 

student,  "  A.  E.  B.,"  is  very  quiet  and  plain ; 

it  shows  a  simple  three-sided  bay,  'ift.  wide, 
carried  up  two  stories  with  flat  roof  in  a 
plain  tile-hung  gable,  IStt.  wide  ;  but  the 
student  has  shown  to  a  good  scale  the  con- 

nection of  woodwork  of  bay  with  the  brick 

opening,  the  mode  of  forming  sill  and  case- 
ment :  the  leaded  lights,  and  the  way  the 

tile-hanging  is  tilted  over  the  lower  story.  It 
is  just  such  a  drawing  as  an  architect  may 

put  into  the  hand.s  of  the.  tile-hanger  and 
joiner.  Another  more  ambitious  design  is 

for  a  country  house,  in  local  stone,  with 
mullioned  windows ;  the  plan  is  the  most 
noticeable  part.  At  the  angles  of  houss 
proper  are  diagonal  wings ;  two  of  these 
contain  the  billiard-room  and  picture  gallery, 
while  the  right-hand  wings  form  a  diagonal 
s<iuare  with  open  court  in  centre,  and 
comprise  the  kitchen  offices.  The  details 
lire  poor.  This  department  of  design  is  ably 
presided  over  by  Xlr.  Halsey  Eicardo. 
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The  dosiEQS  for  oruamental  lead-work 

or  load-lights  show  a  few  well  eunceived 
rtketchee  for  rectangular-shaped  casements, 
in  which  the  centre  lights  have  a  decora- 

tive folial  design  of  good  motive.  Much 
variety  and  decorative  charm  may  he 
given  to  plain  mullioned  lights  l«y  arranging 

wie  lead  "cames"  in  simple  leaf  or  con- 
ventional forms,  and  the  students'  work 

shows  a  right  conception  of  the  leaded 
light.  In  another  part  we  see  a  few  actually 
made  lead  examples  of  craftsmanship,  one  or 
two  lead  rain-water  heads  of  bold  design, 
embossed  on  the  front  and  sides  in  a  manner 
that  does  not  offend  the  sense  of  fitness  of 

motive  or  of  suitability  to  the  material.  We 
can  congratulate  Mr.  K.  W.  Troup,  the 
director  of  this  department,  on  the  results  of 
his  teaching.  Turning  again  to  the  designs, 
we  notice  a  few  clever  skotches  for  a 

bishop's  staff  by  A.  G.  Child,  bold  and 
original  in  treatment.  The  sketches  or 
studies  for  furniture  are  few  and  not 

well  represented ;  a  china  cupboard  and 
bookca.se,  a  dressing  cabinet  and  dress- 

ing table  comprise  the  chief  designs. 
The  drawings  of  natural  plants  are  pre- 

liminary studies,  and  are  suggestive  in 
some  cases,  and  several  chalk  drawings 
of  Classical  figures  from  the  cast  are  exhi- 

bited. But  the  main  attractions  of  the 

exhibition  are  the  objects  of  craftsmanship. 
The  stonework  exhibits  show  that  the  right 
principles  of  design  in  stone  are  inculcated 
by  the  director,  E.  II.  Hook.  The  jamb 
moulding  and  carved  work  are  creditable 
specimens  of  the  work  done.  The  modelled 

designs  in  plaster — a  very  important  branch 
of  study^shows  one  or  two  good  works. 
The  modelled  low-relief  "Truth"  in  plaster 
has  a  well-conceived  motive  ;  and  there  are 

a  design  also  for  a  finger-plate,  a  bishop's 
staff,  and  door-knockers. 

Several  very  nice  specimens  of  stained- 

glass  painting  under  Mr.  Christopher's 
"Whall's  direction  are  on  view,  and  the  case 
of  metal-work  repouss,',  &c.,  contains  several 
specimens  of  workmanship  of  good  design. 
<Jiio  is  a  well-conceived  finger-plate,  in 
which  the  beaten-up  design  is  confined  to  a 
few  curved  and  graceful  lines.  There  is  a 
vtrvi  in  the  work  which  places  it  a  long  way 
abovo  casting  or  machine-stamped  work. 
The  cases  of  bookbindings  contain  several 
interesting  specimens,  especially  examples 
by  J.  Corcoran,  K.  W.  Pilifold,  E.  Eipp,  A. 
Molynoux,  >S.c.,  and  the  specimens  exhibited 
of  woodcuts  in  colour  show  some  broad 

effects  of  design  and  colour  Japanese  in 
motive.  In  the  wood-carving  and  gilding 
we  notice  some  very  excellent  designs  for 
picture  frames,  of  simple  incised  ornament 
on  flat  surfaces,  well  adapted  for  wood,  as 
applied  to  this  purpose. 

Every  kind  of  study  is  encouraged ;  the 
studies  from  nature  and  art  works  are 

intended  to  be  initiative  and  preliminaiy ; 
the  object  of  the  school  is  to  bring  out  the 

student's  or  craftsman's  artistic  ideas,  either 
in  the  form  of  rough  sketches  or  designs  and 
cartoons,  or  as  real  objects  designed  and 
executed  by  the  candidate  himself.  The 
woikshop  influence  is  kept  in  view,  or  is  the 
the  chief  incentive.  Our  art  students  and 
apprentices  to  the  building  trades  should 
avail  themselves  of  the  advantages  offered 
by  this  school,  which  is  mainly  restricted  to 
those  engaged  in  the  trades,  these  being 
I)ro8ided  over  by  a  staff  of  specialists,  who 
work  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  O.  Frampton, 
A.U.A.,  and  Mr.  \V.  E.  Lethaby. 

The  young  craftsman  and  student  will  find 
his  workshop  experience  greatly  aided  by  the 
training  given  here.  It  is  some  proof 
of  the  success  of  the  scheme  that  daring 
the  last  session  there  has  been  an  ac- 
(juisition  in  the  number  of  candidates, 
and  u  distinct  improvement  in  the  iiuality 
of  the  work  done  during  the  year.  .V 
largo  number  of  the  awards  offered  by  the 
Technical  Education  lioard,  and  open  to  all 

art  schools  in  London,  were  made  to  students 

of  this  school.  The  ordinary  amateur  ele- 
ments of  art,  such  as  drawing  and  painting, 

are  provided  for  elsewhere.  The  Central 
School  is  intended  to  complete  the  education 
of  the  craftsman  in  his  own  craft  by  showing 
him  how  to  develop  his  artistic  instincts  to 
the  best  advantage.  The  existing  workshop 
system  leaves  the  apprentice  few  oppor- 

tunities for  this,  and  he  is  generally  confined 
to  a  narrow  groove  of  work,  injurious  to  his 

prospects. 

rNIVKRSITV   COLLEGE,   LONDON. 

TlIK  prize  list  at  University  College,  Jjondon, 
for  the  session  just  ended,  in  the  Depart- 
ment of  Architecture,  which  has  so  long  been 

underthe  skilful  guidance  and  tuition  of  Professor 
T.  Roger  Smith,  F.R.I.B.A.,  is  as  follows: — 
Fine  Art:  Donaldson  Silver  Medal,  C.  .1. 
Strachan ;  second  prize,  A.  C.  Wallingford. 
Second  Class,  G.  0.  Ilowship.  Third  Class, 
L.  R.  Cargill,  T.  .1.  Tatham.  Construction  : 
Donaldson  Silver  Medal,  R.  II.  J.  Mayhew ; 
second    prize,   C.    .T.    Strachan  ;  certificate,    B. 
F.  Hartnoll.  Third  Class,  W.  C.  Bramham,  S. 

T.  Clarke.  Classes  maintained  by  the  Carpenters' 
Company — Architectural  Drawing  Class  :  prize, 
A.  A.  Lermit.  Constructional  Drawing  Class  : 
first  prize,  K.  E.  Elwes ;  second  prize,  J.  II. 
Da\"ie8;  third  prize,  W.  C.  Symes.  Second 
Class,  J.  V.  Ashby,  W.  C.  Bramham,  U.  Ridout, 
G.  H.  A.  Wade.  Quantity  Surveying  :  Advanced 
Class,  prize,  T.  A.  Burr.  Second  Class,  T.  11. 
Smith,  F.  C.  W.  Stacey.  Third  Class,  S. 
Cansley,  F.  A.  King.  Elementary  Class  :  first 

prize,  E.  D.  Ford;  second  prize,  G.  'Waghorn. 
Second  Class,  A.  G.  Carter,  'VV.  M.  Epps,  R.  L. 
Roberts.  Third  Class,  L.  Benjamin,  W.  .J. 
Holt,  W.  A.  S.  Pettit,  R.  M.  Wallace. 

THE  VAN  KANNELL  REVOLVING  DOOR. 

WE  have  recently  had  the  opportunity  of  in- 
specting a  new  revolvinjj  door  which  is 

peculiarly  adapted  for  hotels,  oiBces,  and  other 
large  buildings,  and  which  we  understand  has 
for  many  years  been  in  successful  operation  in 
the  United  States  and  Canada.  The  Van  Kannell 
revolving  door  is  in  reality  four  separate  doors 
which  radiate  at  right  angles  from  a  central  pivot. 
The  action  is  noiseless,  and  the  four  vrings  being 
balanced,  no  matter  where  they  happen  to  stop, 
two  of  them  will  always  be  in  contact  with  the 
curved  walls,  rendering  the  door  absolutely  wind 
and  weather  proof.  The  wnngs  can  be  pulled 
together  and  pushed  aside,  thus  leaving  a  clear 
.and  full  open  passage  for  ventilation  or  the 
carriage  of  bulky  furniture.  The  new  door  has 
been  successfully  installed  in  the  main  entrance 
of  the  Midland  Grand  Hotel,  St.  I'ancras,  the 
Queen's  Hotel  at  Leeds,  and  the  recently  opened 
Carlton  Hotel,  Pall  Mall,  and  there  is  no  doubt 
that  it  will  soon  become  a  familiar  feature  in  all 

public  buildings. 

FIREPROOF  SHUTTERS. 

ANEW  system  of  fireproof  shutters  is  being 
introduced  in  New  York  on  the  new  Singer 

Building,  Liberty-street.  The  two  interior  walls 
face  a  comer,  each  having  three  bow  windows 
close  together,  and  thirteen  stories  high.  The 
shutters  are  made  of  steel  of  the  rolling  type, 
consisting  of  slats  or  steel  laths,  2in.  wide,  fitted 
together  by  bending  the  edges  of  the  slats  so  that 
they  intorlap.  The  shutters  roll  on  a  3in.  barrel. 
The  slats  are  put  togothei  by  sliding  one  into  the 
other,  end-on.  The  barrel  is  mounted  on  a  shaft 
which  turns  in  two  brackets  secured  to  the  build- 

ing, and  contains  strong  steel  springs  to  counter- 
btdance  the  weight  of  shutter.  The  shutters  nm 
in  steel  girders,  and  have  a  polishing  board  over 
them.  The  details  of  this  shutter  are  illustrated 
in  the  Knoineeriiiy  Seroril.  It  is  stated  the 
shutters  ai«  grouped  in  threes  by  joining  the 
winding  shafts  of  the  barrels,  universal  joints 
being  employed  at  the  angles  of  the  buy 
windows.  This  continuous  line  of  shafting  is 
driven  by  vertical  shafts  between  each  window, 
fixed  to  the  piers.  All  the  shutters  from  the  first  to 
the  sixth  floor  are  opened  or  closed  at  the  same 
time  in  four  sections,  and  from  the  seventh  to  the 
thirteenth  flour  in  four  sections  on  both  sides  of 
the  building.  The  system  has  been  patented  l>y 
Mr.  W.  It.  r.rodie,  of  Messrs.  W.  II.  Brodie  and 
Co.      The  slatted  shutter    not  only  permits  of 

using  heavy  metal,  but  is  said  to  roll  up  in  about 
one  third  less  space  than  the  old  corrugated 
sliutter.  The  shafting  and  gearing  appear  to  be 
simple  in  arrangement,  the  vertical  shaft  being 
connected  to  the  jock  shaft  by  a  worm  gear.  One 
man  can  raise  or  lower  18  or  21  shutters,  the 
weight  being  balanced  by  the  spring.  By  a  simple 
arrangement,  by  throwing  out  of  connection  one 
of  the  tiers,  one  out  of  every  three  tiers  ol 
shutters  may  be  raised  from  the  outside  by  fire- 

men in  case  of  fire,  thug  complying  with  the  Fire 

Department  rules. 

CHIPS. 
Tlie  Bristol  branch  oflicej  of  the  Prudential 

Assurance  Company  at  the  comer  of  Claie-street 
and  St.  Stephen'e-avenue  are  being  rebuilt  from 
plans  by  Messrs.  Alfred  Waterhouse  and  Son,  in 
red  Aberdeen  granite,  briclcworic,  and  terracotta. 
Messrs.  Cowlin  and  Son,  of  Bristol,  are  the  builders, 
aud  Mr.  W.  Brock  is  the  clerk  of  works. 

Tlie  British  Mujeum  Print  Boom  has  received  the 
gift  of  a  hundred  etcbiogs  by  Colonel  Robert  Ooff, 
mcluding  examples  of  landscape,  architectural,  and marine  subjects. 

The  offer  of  Mr.  Pierpoint  Morgan  to  light  the 

Ulterior  of  St.  Paul's  Cathedral  with  electricity  has 
been  accepted,  and  experiments  in  lighting  the 
building  have  been  made.  These  have  proved  most 
satisfactory,  and  arrangements  are  in  progress  to 
equip  the  Cathedral  with  a  complete  instidlation  of 
electricity.  It  is  estimated  that  fine  cost  of  the  work 
will  be  £5,000. 

Mr.  J .  Passmore  Edwards  was  admitted  to  the 

honorary  freedom  of  the  Stationers'  Company  on 
Friday,  in  recognition  of  his  generosity  in  estabush- 
ing  the  Caxton  Convalescent  Home  for  the  Printing 
and  Allied  Trades,  his  donation  to  the  Printers' 
Pension,  Almshouse,  and  Orphan  Asylum  Corpora- 

tion, and  his  munificent  gifts  in  connection  with  the 
establishment  of  Free  Libraries  in  London  and  the 
suburbs.  In  the  evening,  Mr.  Edwards  was  the 
chief  guest  at  a  Livery  dinner  of  the  Company  at 

Stationers'  HaU. 
Two  important  changes  iu  building  by-laws 

came  into  operation  in  Ipswich  a  few  days 
since.  One  provides  for  an  increased  thickness  cf 
party-walls,  and  the  other  for  the  testing  by  smoke 
or  water  under  the  drainage  inspector's  direction  of 
every  new  house-drain. 

Iu  the  lone  number  of  Stone,  an  illustrated 
magazine,  published  in  New  York,  four  pages  are 
devoted  to  a  biographical  sketch  of  Mr.  Harry  Hems, 

and  a  description  of  the  artist's  works,  while  there 
are  also  given  three  illustrations,  representing  the 
studios  at  Exeter,  the  subject  of  the  notice  at  work 
therein,  and  a  representation  of  the  recumbent 
statue  of  Canon  Smith  in  West  Stafford  Church. 

At  the  Penge  Pulice-court,  on  Tuesday,  Mr. 
Collman,  soUcitor  to  the  Lindon  County  CouncU, 
was  granted  four  summonses  against  the  Crystal 
Palace  Company  for  erecting  buildings  near  the 
polo  ground  in  the  Palace,  belonging  to  the 

Company,  without  first  obtaining  the  Council's permission  under  the  London  Building  Act.  He 
said  the  Palace  Company  claimed  an  exemption 
under  their  special  Act  of  Parliament,  and  that 
point  would  have  to  be  decided  when  the  case  came 
before. the  Court. 

The  first  section  of  the  Medd  Memorial  Church 
schools  at  Amble  was  opened  by  the  Bishop  ol 
Newcastle  on  Tuesday.  The  buildings  are  on  the 
classroom  principle,  with  central  corridor  7ft.  wide. 
The  heating  is  by  hot-water  apparatus,  while  the 
ventilation  will  be  by  means  of  exhaust  shafts, 

assisted  by  Boyle's  ventilators.  The  contract  has been  earned  out  by  Messrs.  R.  Carse  and  Son, 
builders.  Amble,  in  accordance  with  plans  and 
specifications  designed  and  supplied  by  Mr.  Jas. 
Wightman  Douglas,  Spring  Gardens,  Alnwick. 

The  Aston  Union  Cottage  Homes,  near  Birming- 
ham, are  being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means 

of  Shorland's  patent  Manchester  stoves  with 
descending  smoke-flues  and  patent  Manchester 
grates,  the  same  being  suppUed  by  Messrs.  E.  H. 
Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 
A  new  lectem  was  recently  dedicated  in  the 

Lady- chapel  at  Salisbury  Cathedral.  The  lectem 
stands  on  an  octagonal  platform,  and  consists 
of  a  central  octagonal  shaft,  with  columns  against 
four  sides  and  rising  out  of  a  moulded  base. 

The  top  of  the  shaft  breaks  out  into  four  carved 
and  traceried  canopies,  under  which,  on  brackets, 
stand  figures  of  the  Four  Evangelists.  Above  the 

canopies  is  much  moulded  and  carved  work, 
formmg  an  octagonal  cap,  on  which  the  gabled 
book-rest  stands  and  revolves.  The  ends  of  th« 

book-rest  have  pierced  carved  spandrels,  between 
which  are  fixed  candle  sconces  of  hammered  iron. 
The  work  is  cf  Burmese  teak,  and  has  been 

executed  from  the  desigus  and  under  the  super" intendence  ol  Mr.  S.  Gambler  Parry. 
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OBITUAKY. 

Thk  death  is  announced  of  Mr.  C4ridley  J.  F. 

Bryant,  of  Boston,  Mass.  Jlr.  Bryant  was, 
says  the  American  Arehiteet,  for  many  years 
the  most  noted  architect  in  Boston  ;  he  built, 
in  his  time,  nearly  all  the  principal  public 
buildings,  and  hundreds  of  private  ones. 
He  was  for  several  years,  in  the  latter 
part  of  his  life,  superintendent  of  the  Govern- 

ment Building  in  Boston,  at  a  good  salary  i 
he  was  skilJful,  energetic,  and  honest  to 
a  remarkable  degree,  and  his  family  expenses 
were  by  no  means  unreasonable ;  yet  he  died 
very  poor,  so  poor,  in  fact,  that  ho  had 
been  dependent  for  some  years  on  the  charity 
which  his  friends  were  glad  to  be  able  to 
offer  him.  To  Mr.  Bryant  had  been  condded 
the  expenditure  of  many  millions  of  dollars,  and 

he  could  have  pocketed  a  fortune  everj- 
year  at  the  expense  of  those  who  trusted  him,  if 

he  had  been  willing  to  swerve  a  hair's-breadth 
from  the  standard  of  integrity  which  ho  bad 
determined  to  follow.  IJis  works  include  the 

Boston  City  Hall,  in  the  design  of  which  he 
was  associated  with  the  late  Arthur  (Hlman, 

the  Charles-street  tiaol.  Mr.  Bryant  is  said  to 
have  been  the  first  to  introduce  into  Boston  the 
granite  fronts  which  soon  became  the  most  noted 
peculiarity  of  the  city,  and  which,  in  their 
turn,  since  the  great  fire  of  1S72  showed 
their  imperfections,  have  ̂ one  completely  out 
of  use.  Uis  father,  (inndley  Bryant,  the 
President  of  the  Granite  Itailway  Company,  under 
whoso  care  the  second  railroad  in  Americ;i  was 

built,  for  conveying  stone  from  the  tjuincy 
quarries  to  the  Neponaet  Kiver,  naturally  advo- 

cated the  use  of  granite  for  building,  and  the  son 
was  quick  to  find  methods  of  utilising  the  ideas 
suggested  to  him. 

FBOFESSIONAI.    AKD    TSABB 
SOOIETIKS. 

SoMEESET  Abch.v:ological  Society.  —  The 

members,  to  the  number  of  50,  of  the  Axbridge 
branch  (principally  from  Weston-super-Mare)  of 
this  society  had  an  excursion  to  the  Sedgemoor 
churches  last  week.  The  party  proceeded  in 
brakes  from  Bridgwater  to  Chedzoy,  where  the 
church  dedicated  to  St.  Mary  was  inspected, 
Lieut. -Col.  Bramble  explaining  the  chief  points 
of  interest.  The  many  curiously -carved  quaint 
oak  bench  ends  were  pointed  out,  whilst  the 
finely- worked  altar  frontals,  made  from  an  ancient 
cope  discovered  under  the  pulpit  during  the 
restoration  of  the  church,  and  a  IJth-century 
brass  were  admired.  On  a  buttress  on  the  south 
side  of  the  church  is  a  sandstone,  on  which 
scythes  were  sharpened  by  the  rebels  prenous  to 
the  battle  of  Sedgemoor.  The  tower  is  a  fine  one, 
and  there  are  also  several  dedication  crosses  in 
good  condition.  The  company  then  drove  past 
the  site  of  the  battle  of  Sedgemoor  to  the  church 
of  St.  Mary,  Western  Zoyland,  where  Colonel 
Bramble  pointed  out  there  was  the  typical 
Somerset  waggon  roof  and  the  compass  roof  side 
by  side.  The  carved  oak  benches  and  the  beau- 

tiful tower  which  this  church  possesses  were  also 
explained.  It  was  in  this  church  that  hundreds 
of  the  rebels  were  imprisoned  after  the  Sedgemoor 
fight,  and  the  curious  charges  for  food,  Arc,  for 
the  use  of  those  confined  are  set  forth  in  an 
ancient  book  belonging  to  the  church.  Another 
couple  of  miles  drive  brought  the  archicologista 
to  the  Church  of  the  Holy  Cross,  Middlezoy, 
which  is  an  interesting  edifice.  It  has  an  oak 
Jacobean  pulpit  of  1606,  a  carved  oak  wood 
screen  (early  Uth-century  work),  a  font  of  the 
same  date,  and  a  hagioscope.  The  tracery  in  the 
chancel  window  is  said  to  be  the  finest  of  any church  in  Somerset. 

A  very  large  building,  composed  principally  of 
iron,  wood,  and  glass,  is  to  be  erected  at  Exmouth 
for  horticaltural  purposes.  The  structure  will  be 
over  a  quarter  of  a  mile  in  length,  and  of  an  orna- 

mental   character,    with    dome    in  centre,    nearly 

soft,  high,  with  towers  at  intervals  about  1.5ft.  high'. "'""■  -""■  ■■    ■"■   Ibeilft., 
The  width  of  the  building  in  the  centre  will   , 
and  at  the  narrowest  part  -'t'lft. ,  and  it  will  be  heated with  hot  water.  Mr.  Ernest  E.  Ellis,  of  Mirket- 
etreet,  Exmouth,  is  the  architect. 

The  foundation-stone  of  a  new  Welsh  Cilvinistic 
Methodist  Chapel  was  laid  in  Crwya-road,  Cardiff, 
on  Wednesday  week.  The  boUding  will  seat  C50 
persons,  and  is  described  by  the  local  press  as  "  a 
revolutionary  departure  in  chapel  architecture,"  and 
as  "a  spasm  of  ornate  Dissent."  The  architect  is Mr.  J.  H.  Thillipe,  of  Cardiff. 

TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ourselvea  reapon-sible  for  the  opinjoiui  of 
our  correspondeaU.     All    coiaiaunioitioiia    should  be 
drawn  up  aA  briefly  as  poK.sible,  as  there  are  many 
daimanta  upon  the  ̂ ce  allotted  to  correspondentii.] 

It  la  particularly  requent^  that  all  drawings  and  all 
oommoQicationi^  reRpecting  illuKtnitions  or  literary  matter 
ihoold  be  adtlxettsed  to  the  EDITOR  of  tiie  Bdildinq 
N«W8,  832,  Strand,  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  Dame.    Delay  ia  not  unfrequently  otherwise  cauaed. 
Ail  drawinga  and  other  coramimicationa  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors* haka,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pftj  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributiona. 
Cheques  and  Poatr-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 

Tax  Sx&uto  NiwsPAFES  CoiirAXT,  Liuitkd. 

NOTICE. 

gonnd  eopiea  of  Vol.  LXXV.  are  now  ready,  and 
aboold  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
aa  only  a  limited  niunber  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XX.KI.,  XXXU.,  XXXIII., 
xxxr^^.  xxxix.,  xu..  xliv.,  xlvi..  xijx., 
LI.,  UH..    LIV.,    LV.,  LTX.,    LX.,     LXI.,  LXH., 
Lxrv.,  LXV..  Lxvm.,    lxix.,  lxx.,  lxxi., 
LXXH.,  LXXm.,  LXXIV.,  and  LXXV.,  may 
still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Bhillinga ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumea  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
nmnbera  of  former  volumea  are,  however,  to  be  had 
■ingly.  Bubftcribers  requiring  anv  back  niunbera  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  aa 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OP   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (poet  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kin^^dom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  Sa.  Od.  (orBdols.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium.  £1  6s.  od.  (or  .'Wfr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6e.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonie.'*  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Oape,  the  West  Indiea,  or  Natal.  £1  6a.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHAROES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

la  la.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  flrat  line  counting  aa 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  58.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisementa  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) ia  8d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  aa  two) ,  the  minimum  charge  being  4a.  6d.  for 
<0  words.  Special  terms  for  aeries  of  more  than  six 
inaertiona  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisementa  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  5a. 

Advertiaementa  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisementa 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  -io  secure 
Uxaertion. 

SiTtJATIOKS. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  ia  O.tg  Shilling  fobTwkntt- 
FOITB  WoBDS,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
^11  Situation  Advertisements  mast  be  prepaid. 

Eecbitkd.— H.  G.— M.  L.  S.  Co.- 
L.  A.  F.-N.  F.  and  Sons. 

-W.  R.— E.  K.  M.- 

probablo  cost.  I  shall  pay  for  the  design,  plan,  specifica- 
tion, and  bill  of  quantitiea  I  consider  most  suitable, 

£5  5b.,  and  reaerve  the  rit^ht  to  make  terms  with  designer 
aa  to  carr>ing  out  the  work  under  his  auper\'iBion  or 
direction.  The  design,  plan,  and  specification  I  accept  to 
be  my  sole  property.  The  premises  can  be  inspected  and 
mea.sured  at  any  time  during  the  coming  week. 

I  shall  receive  deajgna,  plans,  speciScations,  billa  of 
quantitiea,  and  eatimatea  until  May  10, 1899. 

Your  obedient  servant, Catiikeike  Heaety. 

TUXTETII  GrAUDI.VNS   v.   ELLISOX. 

Silt, — I  shall  be  glad  if  you  will,  in  your  next 
issue,  correct  some  inaccuracies  that  you  have 

published  in  your  issue  of  to-day. 
1 .  I  was  not  employed  to  watch  the  defendants 

and  builder :  nor  did  I  act  as  detective,  mle 

official  referee's  summing  up  to  tho  contrary. 
2.  It  was  proved  beyond  doubt  that  the 

plaintiffs  had  not  got  valuo  for  their  money,  vide 

verdict,  and  defendant's  own  fig^ires,  £1,065 
excesses  in  quantities. 

:).  Tho  statement  brought  forward  o/Vtr  putting 
in  defence  and  counter-claim  was  one  that  was 

merely  imaginary,  and  which  was  rejected. 
In  ray  own  defence,  I  may  say  that  everything 

I  did  was  fair,  square,  and  above  board,  and  with 
the  full  knowledge  of  both  defendants  and 
builders,  and  litigation  was  never  thought  of 
until  long  after  tbe  completion  of  the  works, 
when  the  defendants  wrote  and  said  the  con- 

tractors were  making  no  claims  for  extras, 
although  the  board  had  given  orders  to  the 
amount  of  nearly  £100. 

Thanking  you  in  anticipation. — I  am,  &c., 
Hexry  Uallaru,  Clerk  of  Works. 

Kvorton,  Liverpool,  July  7. 

— »■»■»-  — 
VERY  LIMITED  COMPETITION  : 

To    the    Editor    of    the    BuaDixo    News. 

Sir, — Might  I  venture  to  bring  the  inclosed 
interesting  communication  before  you,  the  result 
of  a  number  of  unqualified  persons  practising  in 
this  town  under-rating  and  under-selling  the 

profession 'r  The  client  who  requests  the  atten- 
tion of  architects  is  the  owner  of  a  small  public- 

house,  and  the  contract,  if  let,  would  run  to 
£1,200.  I  need  not  tell  you  that  the  qualified 
practitioners  in  this  town  returned  the  letter — 
with  thanks  I — I  am,  &c.,  R.  M.  Logan. 

Francis-street,  Dundalk,  July  6. 
[cop  v.] 

Oi.  Park-street,  Dundalk. 
Drar  Sir,  — I  purpose  to  have  erected  two  btuiness- 

houses  on  site  of  my  own  and  adjoining  house  in  Park- 
street  and  liampart-lane.  for  the  wine  and  spirit  business, 
with  CTocery  and  provisions  if  I  feel  inclined.  A  neatly- 
fitted  bar,  with  shop  windows  in  each  street,  and  door  on 
the  comer.  Rooms  and  kitchen  on  foround  door,  cellar  or 
ba9etnent  for  storing  spiriUs,  drst  lloor  drawing,  dining, 
and  bedrooms,  with  bedroom  attics. 

The  second  house  to  be  a  lock-up  shop,  with  am&ll  room 
at  rear  on  pround  tl^xir ;  a  hall  entrance  to  be  provided 
between  the  whop  fronts  in  Park-street,  to  lead  to  rooms 
on  first  Uoor  of  second  house,  which  can  be  used  for  otlices 
or  otherwise.  The  usual  sanitary  arrangementa  for  each 
house.  A  certain  p-irtion  of  the  entire  rear  to  be  spaced 
off  for  stabling,  and  stores  over  same,  and  the  reta  linder 
for  an  op<?n  yard,  with  gate  entrance  from  Uampirt-Une. 
A  hall  entrance  to  licensed  bouse  adjoining  gate  entnince 
in  Rampart-lane.  The  facings  of  the  houses  can  be  done 
in  etock  brick,  with  ttrracotta  fancy  faciogs  if  rc-iuirfd. 
Two  Btorie«,  with  attics.  Queen  Elizabethan  style 
raggested. 

I  nave  indicated  ab3ve  what  are  my  requirements  for 
the  bouses,  so  far  as  I  can  see  at  present.  I  require  % 
plan  and  design  for  the  two  houses  and  ofiicea,  with 
specification  and  bill  of  qnaatities,  and  estimttee  of  the 

5ttUtC0mmtttttcatt0it 

QUESTIONS. 

[12264.] —  Blue  Colour  In  "Wall  Stones.  — A contractor  allowed  a  load  of  sand  from  a  gasworks  to  be 
Duxed  with  the  mortar,  and  now  it  begins  to  turn  the 
wall  stoQP-s  a  blue  colour.  Is  there  anything  to  be  done 
to  bring  the  stones  to  their  natural  colour  T  Any  infor- 

mation would  be  gratefully  accepted.— Mobtar. 

[I22t>5.] -Water  In  Cellar.— I  am  a  young  fellow, 
who  some  two  years  ago  sunk  my  all  in  the  erection  of 
two  houses  on  a  plot  of  land,  one  of  which  I  live  in.  The 
builder  a  friend)  designed  the  plana.  Apparently  it 
seems  impoaaible  to  get  the  cellars  clear  of  water,  and 
now  dry  rot  has  started  in  them.  The  latter  are  not  con- 

nected with  the  main  drain,  but  a  tile  drain  round  the 
cellars  ia.  The  problem  ia,  where  does  the  water  come 
from,  and  how  to  atop  it  ?  The  builder  has  studied  and 
done  his  best  to  solve  the  problem.  Can  anyone  offer 

help?- Oi.Ev. 
[12*236.]— Pine.— Can  any  correspondents  give  reasons 

why  more  Carolina,  Oregon,  or  Indian  pine  is  not  used  in 
London  for  joinery  than  at  present '  The  wood  is  sound, 
and  can  be  obtained  in  large  sections  free  from  centres, 
and  clean.  The  writer  is  anxious  to  know  if  there  is  any 
objection  to  this  wood,  if  it  decays  more  rapidly  than 
yellow  deal,  is  affected  by  dry  rot.  warps  or  twists,  or  if 
the  surface  becomes  uneven  by  shrinking  *— D.  H.  O. 

112-267.1 -Stone  Heads.-One  very  often  sees  door 
and  window  openings  of  considerable  width  covered  by 
straight  stone  heads,  sometimes  in  one  stone.  The  same 
thing  occurs  in  Classic  porches,  where  the  columns  are 
widely  spaced.  Are  these  heads  merely  an  exterior  casing 
to  iron  girders  at  the  back,  and  which  really  carry  the 
weight  over?  What  should  be  the  maximum  span  to  be 
covered  by  a  straight  Bath  stone  head  in  one  piece,  with- 

out any  ironwork  at  the  back  f— DoreTFur,. 

HBPLIS8, 

[1226l).1— Sea  Sand.-The  best  method  of  preparing 
sea  sand  for  building  purposes  is  to  bum  the  salts  out  by 
building  a  stack  of  sand  and  small  coal,  or  other  com- 

bustible material,  in  alternate  layers  of,  siy,  Sin.  of  sand 
and  4in.  of  fuel,  and  firing  the  lot.  The  sand  can  after^ 
wards  be  screened.  Any  quantity  can  be  prepared  in 
this  way  at  little  expense.— Frakk  Wright. 

Coroner  Vatee  investigated  last  week  at  North- 
wich  tho  circumstances  attending  the  mysterious 
death  of  Owen  Thomas  (-l.S),  of  North  wich,  treasurer 
to  the  local  branch  of  the  Amalgamated  Society  of 
Carpenters  and  Joiners.  His  disappearance  on 

%yedne8day  led  to  inquiries,  and  ultimately  to  the 
discovery  of  his  body  in  the  river  Weaver.  The 
widow  stated  that  the  deceased  ha(l  never  recovered 
from  infiuenzi.  Sdoretary  Smith  found  about  iVH 

of  the  80ciety*8  fands  missing.  Another  witness 
said  the  deceased  was  upset  about  a  dishonoured 

cheque  for  1' 120.  A  verdict  of  suicide  while  tem- 
porarily insane  was  returned. 

The  guardians  of  Greenwich  Union  have  pur- 
chased a  site  of  60  acres  at  Hilfway-street.  within 

ten  minutes  of  Sidcup  station,  at  a  cost  of  £1.>,000, 
to  erect  sr.hooU  on  the  cottage  homes  principle  for 
about  ti.OOO  children  of  the  Sutton  and  Banatead- 

road  8(^ools,  by  order  of  the  L'>cal  Government 
Board.  The  (niardiana  have  instructed  Mr.  Thos. 
Dlnwiddy,  F.S.I. ,  to  design  the  necessary  buildings. 
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ItioiiT  TO  Lateral  Suppobt.— The  hearing  of 
actions  against  the  Warwick  Itevolving  Tower 
Company,  Moreeambe,  by  three  adjoining  property 
owners  (which  had  occupied  the  attention  of  Mr. 
Justice  Wills  and  a  epecial  jory  at  Lancaster  for 
two  days)  was  concluded  on  batnrday  evening.  Mr. 
Joseph  Fawcett,  solicitor,  owner  of  No.  -1,  Highfield, 
claimed  £.532  10).  9d.  for  depreciation  of  the  house. 
No.  4,  Highfield,  and  £282  lOj.  Od.  for  repairs,  whilst 
the  tenant,  Mr.  Fraiikland,  claimed  .€S.5  lOs.  for 
repairs  he  had  had  to  exvrute  and  for  direct  loss ; 
Messrs.  Nelson  and  Wubster  claimed  £IS8  for 
depreciation  of  the  value  of  No.  3,  Higbtield,  and 
£33  17s.  8d.  for  special  damages :  and  Dr.  TidsweU, 

owner  of  No.  1,  Highfield,  claimed  il.'iO  for  depre- ciation of  the  value  of  the  house ;  and  Henry 
Ulutton,  the  tenant,  claimed  £27  173.  4d.  for  repairs 
for  which  he  had  paid.  The  case  for  the  plaintifTs 
was  that  the  erection  of  the  revolving  tower — a 
structure  of  great  weight — on  unsuitable  soil  and 
ID  the  midst  of  the  houses,  had  had  the  effect  of 
depressing  the  soil  on  which  it  rested,  and,  dragging 
the  soil  from  underneath  the  houses,  had  caused 
cracks  in  the  outer  and  inner  walls,  and  caused  the 
faouaee  to  l>ecome  more  or  less  dilapidated.  Mr. 
Frankland  also  claimed  damages  for  the  loss  of  a 
crop  of  grapes  caused  by  the  glass  of  his  vinery 
t>eing  made  opaque  as  the  result  of  the  discharge  of 
liquid  impregnated  with  oxide  of  iron  from  the 
defendant's  tower.  The  defence  was  that  the  tower 
was  put  upon  a  suitable  l>ed,  on  hard  marly  soil, 
that  there  had  been  no  settlement  or  subsidence  of 

the  tower  buildings,  and  that  there  was  no  appre- 
ciable vibration.  It  was  also  contended  that  the 

houses  were  slight  in  construction,  that  the  gable 
wall  was  faulty  in  regard  to  its  foundation,  and 
that  the  cracks  and  damages  to  the  houses  recently 
observable  were  due  to  the  subsidence  of  the 
foundations  through  moisture  being  withdrawn 
from  the  land  in  the  tower  excavations,  but  which 
the  defendants  could  not  be  held  responsible  for.  A 
number  of  expert  witnesses  were  called,  including 
Mr.  I.  Moore  and  Mr.  S.  Wright,  of  Moreeambe, 

for  the  plaintift's,  and  Mr.  Wainwright,  Liverpool, and  Mr.  Hall,  London  and  Scarborough,  for  the 
defendants,  The  jury  rettimed  a  verdict  for  the 
j.Iaiutiflts,  and  awarded  Mr.  Frankland  £65  43.  Sd., 
Mr.  Fawcett  1.482  7s.  9d.,  Messrs.  Nelson  and 
Webster  £133  17s.  Sd.,  Mr.  Hutton  £27  I7s.  4d., 
and  Dr.  TidsweU  £75-or  £784  12s.  od.  in  all. 

CoirsTEEciAi.  ViLrE  OF  A  Ska  \'rEW. — In  the 
ca3e  of  Simmons  v.  The  Duke  of  Devonshire, 
the  plaintiff,  Henry  Mandy  Simmons,  the  owner  of 
certain  freehold  property,  Nos.  1,  2,  3,  and  4, 
Mostyn-terrace,  Eistboume,  claimeid  damages  for 
t  reach  of  certain  covenants  contained  in  four  in- 

dentures, dated  July  J,  1880,  under  which  the 

duke's  predecessors  undertook  not  to  build  or  allow to  be  erected  between  the  said  houses  and  the  sea 

any  building  except  summer-houses  or  ornamental 
pavilions  not  exceeding  10ft.  in  height.  The 
defendant,  while  denying  his  liability,  paid  the  sum 
of  £600  into  court.  The  case  arose  out  of  the  erec- 

tion at  Eistboume  of  the  Terries  Memorial  Life- 
boat House,  which  was  subscribed  for  by  the  public 

after  the  murder  of  the  late  William  Terriss,  the 
actor.  The  plaintiff  was  the  proprietor  of  the 
Alexandra  Hotel,  and  of  the  two  adjoining  houses, 
and  he  claimed  that  his  property  had  been  seriously 
deteriorated  owing  to  the  fact  that  uniDterrupted 
sea  views  command  fancy  prices.  At  first  it  was 
supposed  that  the  memorial  had  been  erected  on 
War  Office  property,  but  afterwards  it  was  dis- 

covered that  a  mistake  had  been  made.  The  plain- 
tiff was  called,  and  stated  that  he  had  paid  £18,000 

for  the  property.  He  considered  that  the  annual 
Iocs  he  haa  sustained  was  .£350.  Experts  were 
CiUed,  who  fixed  the  annual  loss  at  from  £250  to 
£350  per  annum,  and  the  gross  value  at  from  £5,500 
to  £5,750.  A  tenant  of  one  of  the  houses  said  that 
last  year  he  lost  £00  owing  to  the  obstruction  of  his 

"view."  While  Mr.  Bray,  (j.C,  was  opening  the 
defence,  the  jury  stopped  the  cise,  and  assessed  the 
damages  at  £200,  subject  to  the  memorial  being 
flightly  lowered,  as  had  been  already  agreed  upon, 
.f  udgment  accordingly,  the  question  of  costs  being 
reserved. 

The  Lojtdox  County  Cotracii/s  Bttildino 

Keoulations— On  Monday,  at  the  Surveyors' 
Iniititution.  Westminster,  a  tribunal  of  appeal,  con- 

sisting of  Mr.  .\rthur  Gates  (chairman),  Mr.  J.  W. 
Penfold,  and  Mr.  A.  A.  Hudson,  heard  the  appeal 
ff  Mr.  It.  H.  Barnes,  the  owner  of  property  at 
Yoik-road,  Lambeth,  against  the  refusal  of  the 
Building  Ckimmittee  of  the  London  County  Council 
to  pass  his  plans  for  rebuilding  his  premises. 
Mr.  Stuart  Btvan  represented  the  applicant,  and 
Mr.  Seymour  Beiry  appeared  for  the  London 
Jounty  Council.  The  appellant  is  the  owner  of  the 
icaso  of  54  and  56,  York-road,  L»ml>eth,  the 
property  of  the  Eccleeiaktical  Commissioners.  No. 
50  IS  at  present  a  public-house,  and  the  appellant 
proposed  to  pull  down  both  properties  and  rebuild 
Ihom  as  lioenEed  premites.  In  April  last  he  in- 
htructed  Mr.  Robert  Siwjer,  F.K  LB  A.,  to  draw 
out  plans,  which  he  submitted  to  the  local  surveyor, 
and  at  his  invitation  sent  to  the  London  County 

Council.  These  plans  were  declined  by  Mr.  Wjatt, 
acting  for  the  County  Council ;  and  accordmgly 
amended  plans  were  sent  in,  which  were  no  more 
successful.  It  was  against  the  refusal  of  the  Council 
to  pass  these  amended  plana  that  the  appeal,  under 
Section  41  and  43  of  the  BuOding  Act,  was  made. 
The  premises  had  a  frontage  of  54ft.  to  York-road, 
and  a  return  frontage  of  40  (t.  to  Vine -street,  on 
which  it  waspropoaed  to  build  a  large  dining-room. 
They  had  provided  an  open  space  of  150ft.,  which 
was  all  they  were  legally  re^mired  to  do.  The 
licensing  justices  hid  considered  the  plana  and  had 
agreed  to  sanction  the  scheme.  Mr.  Seymour  Berry, 
for  the  London  County  Council,  urged  that  the 
appellant  should  so  notify  his  plana  ai  to  give  an 
equivalent  air  space  to  that  at  present  existing. 
The  chairman  said  the  members  of  the  tribunal, 
having  viewed  the  premises,  thought  they  mightu 
rightly  and  properly  allow  the  appML  They  made 
no  order  ai  to  costs. 

ADVANCES    ON     L'.VCOMPLETED    CONTttACTS. — FeY 
Bbotuebs  v.  COKBETi.— This  action  was  recently 
heard  in  the  (Jueen's  Bench  Division  before  Mr. 
Justice  Qrantham  and  a  special  jury.  The  plain- 

tiffs were  a  firm  of  en^neers  and  contractors,  and 
the  defendant  was  Mr.  Cameron  Corbett,  M.P., 
who  has  a  large  building  estate  near  Lewisham. 
The  action  was  brought  to  recover  £4,372,  being 
the  balance  alleged  to  be  due  on  a  contract  for 
making  up  roads  on  this  building  estate.  The 
question  of  amount  was  not  in  dispute,  but  the 
parties  desired  to  have  a  decision  upon  the  question 
of  principle,  as  to  the  mode  in  which  the  payment 
for  this  contract  should  be  made.  The  roads  had  to 
be  laid  out  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  local  authority, 
but  a  certificate  could  not  be  given  until  the  build- 

ings had  l>een  put  up,  and  therefore  the  reads 
could  not  be  completed  until  then.  From  time  to 
time  the  defendant  had  paid  sums  on  account,  but 
he  contended  that  he  was  not  b^und  to  pay  until 
the  roads  were  completed.  The  plaintiffs  contended 
that,  as  completion  could  not  be  effected  until  the 
buildings  had  been  put  up,  and  as  Mr.  Corbett 
could  put  up  the  buildings  when  he  pleased,  they 
were  entitled  to  a  proportionate  payment  for  the 
work  done.  The  defendant  said  that  he  was  not 

bound  to  pay  anything  in  advance,  but  that,  as  a 
matter  of  grace,  he  was  prepared  to  pay  the 

plaintiffs'  out-of-pockets,  and  he  had,  in  fact,  paid 
£17,000  out  of  £21,372.  No  written  contract  had 
been  made,  and  the  question  turned  chiefly  upon 
the  correspondence.  It  was  mentioned  that  the 
business  relations  between  the  parties  were  still 
maintained.  Mr.  Justice  Grantham,  in  summing 

up,  asked  the  jury  whether  the  defendant  was  to 
pay  everything  up  to  the  full  value  of  the  work 
done,  as  it  was  going  on,  or  whether  he  was  bound 
only  to  make  reasonable  advances,  and  whether  the 
advances  that  had  been  made  were  reasonable.  The 

jury  found  that  the  defendant  was  only  bound  to 
make  reasonable  advances,  and  that  he  had  done  so. 
Upon  these  findings  his  Lordship  gave  judgment 
for  the  defendant. 

Novel  Workmex's  Cosipensation-  Case.— A 
novel  point,  under  the  Workmen's  Compensation 
Act  was  raised  in  the  Westminster  County- court, 
by  the  case  of  Henley  v.  Young  and  Co.  Henley 
is  a  carpenter,  and,  having  finished  the  job  he  was 
engaged  on,  was  given  notice.  According  to  the 
rules  of  the  trade  he  was  entitled  to  one  hour's 
notice  for  collecting  his  tools  and  one  hour's  pay  fer 
grinding  them.  It  was  during  the  hour  allowed 
for  collecting  the  tools  that  he  fell  down  a  hole  and 
hurt  his  ribs.  The  respondent  contended  that  the 
accident  did  not  occur  while  he  was  working  for 
them.  He  could  have  collected  his  tools  at  oncp, 
drawn  his  money,  and  left  the  job.  The  Judge  held 
that  during  that  hour  a  workman  was  still  in  the 
service  of  the  employers,  but  in  this  case  the 
accident  was  not  in  the  course  of  any  service  to  the 
employers,  and  therefore  there  would  be  judgment 
for  the  respondents. 

A  Leaky  RESEKVotE.— A  common  jury  was  em- 
panelled at  the  Assizes  at  Chelmsford  last  week  to 

try  an  action  brought  by  William  White,  cement 
manufacturer,  Abergavenny,  Wales,  against  Thomas 
Smith,  surveyor,  Springfield,  to  recover  £183  9a.  lid., 
alleged  to  be  due  for  goods  sold,  wages,  and  ex- 

penses in  connection  with  cementing  the  bottom 
of  a  pond  at  Great  Biddow.  Defendant  counter- 
claimed  for  £343  93.  6i.,  damages  alleged  to  have 
been  sustained  through  the  failure  of  the  plaintifl 
to  make  the  pond  water-tight,  as  agreed.  The 
defendant  entered  into  a  contract  to  make  water- 

tight a  pond  belonging  to  Mr.  H.  W.  Smithers, 
of  Baddow  Court,  and  for  that  purpose  hn 

used  some  of  the  plaintiff's  "  Hygeian  rock" 
composition.  The  composition  was  supplied  by 
the  plaintiff,  who  at  first  estimated  that  four 
tons,  at  £5  per  ton,  would  be  required;  but 
this  was  admitted  afterwards  to  have  been  an 
erroneous  calculation,  and  ultimately  29  tons  were 
used.  The  composition  was  nut  down  by  one  of 

the  plaintiff's  men  named  Pugh,  and  when  the 
job  was  coiupletod  it  was  f  jund  that  the  pond 
was  not  water-tight ;  hence  the  present  action. 
Plaintiff  contended  that  the  leakage  was  due  to  the 
faulty  foundation,   and  to  the  composition  being 

spread  over  it  too  thinly ;  and  that  the  man  who 
did  the  job  was  simply  lent  to  the  defendant,  under 
whose  orders  he  worked.  For  the  defendant,  it 
was  urged  that  the  plaintiff  contracted  to  make 
the  pond  water-tight  for  £20,  and  that  the 
man  who  did  the  work  was  his  servant. 
Plaintiff  stated  that  he  merely  agreed  to  supply 
the  composition  at  a  certain  sum  per  too,  and 
that  its  thickness  in  the  pond  was  only  gin., 
instead  of  being  iin.  or  Jin.,  as  he  had  written  to 
the  defendant  that  it  should  be.  The  work  was 
very  badly  done,  and  he  admitted  that  he  told  Pugh 
that  he  "  ought  to  have  six  months  "  for  doing  it  so 
btwllf.  He  had,  however,  nothing  to  do  with  the 
way  in  which  the  work  was  executed,  as  Pugh  took 
his  orders  from  the  defendant.  Defendant  said  he 

was  told  by  the  plaintiff  that  four  tone  of  the  com- 
position would  be  sufficient.  He  never  interfered 

with  Pagh,  and  when  Pugh  had  finished  it  looked 
all  right,  bnt  not  a  single  yard  of  the  stuff  was  now 
water-tight.  Mr.  H.  W.  Smithers,  of  Biddow 
Court,  also  gave  evidence.  In  reply  to  Mr.  Lowe, 
he  admitted  that  he  wrote  that  Pugh  had  attended 
diligently  to  his  work,  and  performed  it  under 
circumstances  which  must  have  been  most  difiicalt. 
Defendant  was  not  often  at  the  reservoir ;  at  other 
times  he  ordered  the  bricks  to  Im  placed  closer  than 
they  ought  to  have  been  put ;  and  he  seemed  to 
interfere  with  Pugh.  His  Lordship,  in  summing 
up,  said  there  seemed  to  be  no  ground  for  thinking 
there  was  a  guarantee  that  four  tons  of  the  com- 

position would  be  sufficient.  An  unfortunate  mis- 
take was  made  ;  but  tliat  would  have  been  corrected 

had  the  defendant  read  the  plaintiff's  trade 
pampUet.  He  asked  the  jury  to  say  whether  there 
was  a  guarantee  by  the  plaintiff  that  four  tons  of 
the  composition  would  suffice,  and  whether  there 
was  a  positive  contract  on  the  part  of  the  plaintiff 
to  make  the  pond  watertight :  and,  if  so,  had  he 
broken  it  ?  The  j  ary  answered  both  questions  in 
the  negative ;  and  judgment  was  entered  for  Mr. 
White  on  the  claim  and  counter-claim. 

Peivate  Steeets  Woeks  Appeal. — Twiokkn- 
iiAM  Ueban  Disteici  Council  t.  Muxtos. — 
Judgment  was  given  in  the  Court  of  Apoeal  last 
week  by  the  Master  of  the  BoUs,  the  President 
of  the  Probate  Division,  and  Lord  Justice  Eomer 
in  an  appeal  by  the  defendants,  Mr.  F.  K.  Muutou 
and  others,  from  a  decision  of  Mr.  Justice  Stir- 

ling's, dated  December  10  last.  Tne  plaintiffs 
claimed  that  they  were  entitled  under  section  13  of 
the  Private  Street  Works  Act,  1892,  to  a  charge  on 
certain  houses  and  lands  vested  in  the  defendants 

and  situate  in  Montpelier-road,  Twickenham,  for 
the  apportioned  amount  of  expenses  incurred  by 
the  plaintiffs  in  executing  private  street  works 
under  section  6  of  the  above-mentioned  Act, 
together  with  interest,  and  for  consequential  relief. 
The  Private  Street  Works  Act,  1892,  was  duly 

adopted  for  the  district  of  Twickenham  and  came 
into  operation  on  February  22,  1893.  On  June  27, 

1895,  the  plaintiffs  resolved  with  respect  to  Mont- 
pelier-road to  do  the  various  street  works  men- 

tioned in  section  6  of  the  Act,  with  the  exception  of 
lighting.  The  defendants  gave  no  notice  of  any 
objection :  but  another  owner  did  give  such  notice, 
and  on  January  1,  1S96,  the  justices  held  that  a 
part  of  Montpelier-road  was  a  street  repairable  by 
the  inhabitants  at  large,  but  that  the  remainder 
was  a  private  street  within  the  meaning  of  the  Act, 
and  they  amended  the  plan,  estimates,  and  ap- 

portionment so  as  to  limit  the  operation  thereof 
to  the  latter  portion  of  Montpelier  -  road.  The 
justices  did  not  direct  any  fresh  notices  to  be 
served,  and  no  further  notices  were  served.  The 
defendants  were  willing  to  pay  the  sums  mentioned 

in  the  summons  provided  the  whole  of  Montpelier- 
road  was  repaired,  but  they  objected  that  the 
repair  of  the  portion  to  which  the  scheme  of  the 
plaintit?^  had  been  limited  by  the  magistrates 
was  detrimental  to  them  so  long  as  the  rest  of  the 
road  remained  unrepaired  ;  and  for  this  reason 
they  resisted  the  summons  on  the  grounds  stated  in 
his  Lordship's  judgment.  It  was  decided  by  Mr. 
Justice  Stirling,  first,  that  the  justices  had  not  ex- 

ceeded their  jurisdiction  in  taking  upon  themselves 
the  duties  of  the  urban  authority — that  the  amended 
resolutions,  plans,  Arc,  were  meant  to  take  effect  as 

if  they  had  been  duly  passed  by  the  urban  authority 

itself  ;  and,  secondly,  that  in  depriving  the  defend- 
ants of  all  opportunity  of  taking  objection  to  the 

works  proposed  to  be  executed  the  justices  had  a 
discretion  which  they  had  exercised,  and  were 

within  their  jurisdiction  in  so  doing.  From  that 
decision  the  defendants  now  appealed.  Their 

Lordships,  without  calling  upon  the  respondents' counsel  to  argue,  affirmed  the  decision  of  Mr. 

Justice  Stirling,  and  dismissed  the  appeal  with  costs. 

The  warming  of  Myrtle-street  Biptist  Church, 

Liverpool,  having  been  very  unsatisfactory  for  a 

long  time,  it  was  decided  tD  place  the  matter  in  the 

hands  of  Messrs.  John  King.  Ltd.,  engioeera,  Liver- 

pool, who  recommended  that  the  old  apparatus  ba 

entirely  removed,  and  that  the  church  be  fittod  with 
their  latest  improved  hot-water  heating  appatatos, 
and  the  work  is  now  in  progress. 
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(Dut  Office  Cable. 
■Serious  results  are  apprehended  if  the  stone 

used  by  Tx)rd  Grimthorpe  in  his  "  restonition " 
of  St.  Alban's  Abbey  continues  to  show  inability 
to  resist  atmospheric  influences.  A  gool  deal  of 
patching  of  new  work  has  already  ttiki n  place  ; 
but  evidences  on  every  hand  point  to  <itr.iy  in 
the  new  stone  portions  of  the  exterior.  I  lis  lord- 

ship's "  Roman  "  tiles  are  in  no  way  alTi  •  tod  by 
the  atmosphere. 

The  gems  of  the  Marlborough  collection 
acquirtd  by  the  British  Museum  at  the  recent 
sale  are  now  on  vieir  in  the  Gold  <  >rniiment 
Room.  Among  those  which  belong  to  the  Koman 
Age  is  a  sardonyx  cameo  8Jin.  by  (lin.  The 
design  is  two  busts  confronted,  apparently  repre- 

senting a  Koman  Emperor  and  Kraprcsa  prob- 
ably Julian  the  A0t>state  and  Helena  in  the 

character  of  Isis  ana  Jupiter  Ammon.  Next  in 
size  is  a  chalcedony  representing  the  iipotheosis 

of  Trajan's  sister  Marciana,  who,  in  the  character 
of  Juno,  is  being  conveyed  on  the  back  of  a  pea- 

cock to  the  abode  of  the  gods.  Another  is  a 
sardonyx  cameo  of  Agrippina  the  elder  in  a  sotting 

of  the  Cinciue-cento  period ;  and,  fourthly,  a 
cameo  of  the  Emperor  Claudius  in  sardonyx. 

.'Vmong  the  later  gems  is  a  double  cameo  with  a 
head  of  Hercules  on  one  side  and  of  (imphale 
on  the  other ;  the  latter  head  is  believed  to  he 
Clasoical  work,  and  that  of  Hercules  to  be  an 
addition  in  Renaissance  times.  It  is  fnimcd  in  a 

gold  setting  studded  with  diamonds  and  rubies, 

and  enriched  on  the  edge  with  a  tracer)-  in  black 
enamel.  Another  mounted  cameo  is  of  16th 

centurv  work,  and  represents  an  emperor — pos- 
sibly Lucius  Verus— set  in  enamel  and  jeoels 

arranged  in  intricate  open  work.  Yet  another 

Cinque-cento  gem  is  a  head  from  the  hand  of  11 
Greco,  set  in  a  pierced  mounting  enamelled  with 
flowers. 

I.N  accordance  with  a  scheme  approved  hy 
Viscount  E-iher,  secretary  to  H.M.  OlEce  of 
Works,  the  equipment  of  the  reorganised  fire 
brigade  at  \Vindsor  Castle  is  being  completed. 

A  new  engine-house  has  been  erected,  furnished 
with  a  fire-engine  and  appliances.  The  members 
of  the  brigade  have  been  furnished  by  the  Office 
of  Works  with  serviceable  uniforms.  The  brass 

helmets  bear  the  Imperial  monogram  "  V.R  I.," 
and  the  uniform  tunic  bears  a  ba'1c;e  containing 

the  Royal  -Vrms  and  the  name  ' '  Windsor  Castle 

Brigade."  The  newly-organised  brigade  will  be 
periodically  drilled  by  a  superintendent  of  the 
Metropolitan  Fire  Brigade.  The  cost  of  the 
maintenance  of  the  e<iuipment  and  appurten- 

ances of  the  brigade  will  be  borne  by  the  Office 
of  Works. 

At  the  meeting  last  week  of  the  School  Board 
for  London,  the  Works  Committee  reported  that 
they  had  given  further  consideration  to  the  ques- 

tion of  the  un6atiol\ctor)-  sanitary  and  drainage 
arrangements  at  the  Brentwood  Industrial  School. 
In  February  last  the  Board  considered  reports  of 
the  committee  on  the  same  subject,  in  which  the 
committee  recommended  the  Board  to  confirm 

their  action  in  calling  upon  Jlr.  Bradlield,  the 
assistant  architect  for  repairs,  who  was  con- 

cerned with  the  sanitary  arrantrements  of  the 
school,  to  submit  his  resignation.  The  matter 
was  referred  back  to  the  committee,  and  at  a  later 
stage  the  Home  Office  was  re(|uested  to  furnish 
the  name  of  a  surveyor  or  sanitary  expert  who 
might  inquire  and  report  to  the  Board  :is  to  the 
report  of  Mr.  Bradfield,  and  as  to  the  aanitiry  con- 

dition of  the  school.  "The  Home  C  ilSce  nominated 
Mr.  H.  T.  Seward,  and  upon  his  report  the 
Works  Committee  now  recommended  that  no 
further  action  should  be  taken  with  reference  to 

Mr.  Bradfield.     The  motion  was  agreed  to. 

The  Palestine  Exploration  Fund  held  its 
annual  meeting  on  Tuesday  at  the  Koyal  Insti- 

tution. Sir  Charles  Wilson  described  a  recent 

journey  he  had  made  in  Moab  and  Edom,  and 
said  that  u.ile^s  researches  were  rapidly  made 
now,  much  that  remained  from  the  past  would  be 
loet  in  the  transformation  which  I'aleatine  was 
undergoing.  The  report,  read  by  Canon  1  >alton, 
gave  an  account  of  t&e  excavations  on  the  his- 

torical site  of  Tell-es-Sufi,  supposed  by  many 
Biblical  students  to  be  the  ancient  i  i  ith,  begun 
successfully  by  the  fund  under  Dr.  Bliss  and 
Mr.  Mncalister.  The  report  acknowledged  the 
services  to  excavators  to  Palestine  of  Professor 

Flinders  i'etrie  by  his  researches  in  pottery  at 
Tell-el-Hcsy  in    1890.     During  the    last    year 

£3,000  was  contributed  to  the  fund,  hut  further 

help  was  needed.  The  excavations  and  researches 
of  modern  scholars  had  largely  supported  state- 

ments in  the  Bible,  and  the  results  went  back 
to  times  even  anterior  to  those  of  Scripture  and 
reached  even  the  prehistoric  age.  The  report 

was  adopted. 
Olii  S.m  I  hie  M.VNsiox  Ilm  SK,  a  fine  old  roof- 

less ruin  adjoining  the  estate  oflice  at  Sauchie- 
bum,  for  a  long  period  has  been  gradually 
getting  into  a  dilapidated  and  ruinous  condition, 
the  result  mainly  of  the  luxuriant  growth  of  the 
ivy  clothing  its  walls.  Miss  Maitland  has  decided 
to  preserve  it.  In  carrying  out  this  work,  it  was 
found  necessary  to  tie  the  walls  of  the  entrance 

hall  together  with  malleable  iron  tie-rods.  Parts 
of  the  walls  which  had  fallen  down,  and  other 

parts  which  had  become  loose,  had  to  be  taken 
down  and  rebuilt.  The  whole  of  the  walls  out- 

side and  inside  were  pinned  and  pointed  with 
Portland  cement.  The  accumulations  of  many 

years  had  to  be  removed  from  the  top  of  the 
vaults,  which  were  levelled  up  6ind  covered  with 
concHte  to  preserve  the  arches.  The  work  is 
now  searing  completion,  and  shows  a  very  fine 

specimen  of  Domestic  architecture  of  the  latter 
end  of  the  16th  century.  When  erected,  the 
house  had  occupied  two  sides  of  a  square,  with 
the  door  in  the  angle,  and  consisted  of  an 
entrance  hall,  with  the  main  stair  leading  up  to 
the  first  floor.  The  rest  of  the  ground  floor  was 
arched  over,  and  the  light  penetrated  the  vaults 
from  slits  in  the  external  walls.  Over  the  vaults 

were  placed  the  living-rooms,  and  over  these  the 
bedrooms.  Turrets  with  fine  moulded  corbellings 

are  placed  on  each  of  the  corners  of  the  north 
elevation,  while  in  the  centre  of  the  east  wall  a 
bow  window,  carried  on  similar  corbelling,  con- 

tained the  turnpike  stair  which  led  to  the  bed- 
rooms. Another  turret  had  at  one  time  existed 

on  the  south-west  comer  of  the  entrance  hall, 
but  this  had  been  removed  at  some  previous 
alteration.  The  kitchen  and  offices  of  the  old 
mansion  have  been  incorporated  into  the  present 
estate  oflice  ;  but  the  kitchen  fireplace  still 
remains,  and  is  large  enough  to  have  roasted  an 
ox  whole  at  one  time. 

Kt  the  last  meeting  of  the  Conway  Town 
Council  the  resignation  was  accepted  from  Mr. 

T.  B.  Farrington  of  the  office  of  borough  sur- 
veyor, and  it  was  decided  to  advertise  for  a  suc- 
cessor at  tI5(l  a  year.  A  vote  of  thanks  was 

passed  to  Mr.  Farrington  for  his  faithful  services 
during  the  past  twenty  years,  also  a  further 
motion  that  the  services  of  Mr.  Farrington  as 

consulting  engineer  be  retained  at  a  fee  of  £20 
a  year,  and  a  commission  of  4  per  cent,  upon  any 
work  supervised.  The  committee  recommended 
that  Mr.  Farrington  be  paid  £90  for  services 
rendered  in  connection  with  theGyffin  sewerage. 
Mr.  Farrington  said  he  considered  this  inadequate. 
Neither  was  he  satisfied  with  the  £20  a  year 

retaining  fee.  There  was  no  guarantee  that  he 
would  be  employed  to  complete  the  work,  the 

plans  of  which  he  had  prepared.  His  self- 
respect  was  worth  more  than  £20  a  year,  which 
he  must  decline,  at  the  same  time  thanking 
the  members  for  their  kind  remarks. 

In  reporting  to  the  Glasgow  Corporation  on  the 

past  year's  working  of  the  tramways.  Councillor 
Paton  said  that  during  the  next  eighteen  months 
the  very  Large  reserve  funds,  about  £170,000, 
would  probably  be  all  swallowed  up  by  the  con- 

version of  the  system  from  horse  to  electric  trac- 
tion. They  looked  forward  to  the  disposal  of  the 

present  cars  and  horses  with  very  little  fear  of 
any  loss.  With  the  electric  cars  they  had  earned 
Is.  2d.  per  car  mile  as  against  lUd.  with  the 
horse  cars.  With  the  introduction  of  electric 

traction,  the  traflic  had  increased  enormously. 
Another  result  of  the  introduction  of  electric 

traction  was  just  as  extraordinary — namely,  that 
the  working  expenses  per  car  mile  were  only  6jd. 
as  compared  with  S5d.  with  horse  traction,  and 
as  the  system  was  extended  it  would  show  still 
better  results.  Bailie  MCutcheon  mentioned 

that  the  silver  and  copper  coins  handed  over  by 
ihe  conductors  to  the  treasurer  of  the  tramways 

in  the  course  of  last  year  weighed  291  tons. 

The  Lodge  of  Edinburgh  (Mary's  Chapel) 
Xo.  1  having  completed  its  minutes  for  three 
hundred  years,  celebnted  the  unique  event  by 

agrandbanciuetin  the  large  concert  hall,  George- 
street.  The  room  was  decorated  in  a  very 

pleasing  manner,  and  excellent  music  was  pro- 
vided. A  number  of  ladies  were  admitted  to  the 

gallery,  and  pipers  of  the  Gordon  Highlanders 
paraded  the  room  at  intervals.     The  chair  was 

occupied  by  the  Master,  Mr.  P.  L.  Henderson, 
architect,  and  amone  the  guests  were  the  Right 

Hun.  the  Earl  of  Haddington,  Admiral  Camp- 
hell,  the  Right  Hon.  the  Earl  of  Itosslyn,  Sir 
Lewis  Mclnn,  Mr.  W.  W.  Robertson  (architect 
for  Scotland  Office  of  Works),  and  Jlr.  Ilippolvte  J. 

Blanc,  F.R.I.B.A.  The  toast  of  "The  Sister 
Grand  I/odgee"  was  responded  to  by  the  senior 
English  Mason  present,  Mr.  Henry  Lovogrove. 
The  old  minutes  contain  interesting  references  to 

the  past  and  the  rise  of  speculative  Slasonry. 

During  the  evening  telegrams  were  received 
from  the  Prince  of  Wales,  the  Duke  of  Abercom, and  others. 

.\i  lioston,  Mass.,  crude  oil  has  been  pro- 
nounced a  failure  in  laying  the  dust  on  the 

driveways  in  the  parks.  Because  of  its  Buccei>sf\)l 

use  in  allaying  the  dust  nuisasce  on  railroad  beds, 

and  its  use  on  highways  in  some  Western  locilities 

in  hardening  muddy  spot-i,  it  was  thought  to 
effect  an  economy  by  substituting  it  for  water  on 

the  parkways.  But  the  important  fact  was  over- 
looked that  railroad  trains  run  on  tracks.  When 

the  oil  was  applied  to  the  park  roadway  it  waa 

found  that  the  compactness  which  is  the  result  of 
the  use  of  water  on  dust  was  absent,  and  that  as 

soon  as  traffic  began  to  go  over  the  road  the 

ground  assumed  a  disagreeable  "  mealinoss." 
People  also  began  to  complain  of  the  odour  which 
arose  from  the  oil,  and  to  say  that  if  the  oil  was 

used  extensively  the  park  would  not  be  an  agree- 
able place  in  which  to  drive.  The  bicyclists,  too, 

had  a  grievance,  and  said  that  the  oil  woulJ 
injure  the  tires  of  their  wheels.  So,  considering 

everything,  the  Park  Commissioners  decided  to 
make  no  more  experiments  with  crude  oil. 

A  UK<  p.NT  issue  of  an  American  trade  journal 

contains  a  paragraph  on  the  growth  of  the  Port- 
land cement  industry  in  the  United  States,  in 

which  it  is  said  that  "  Daring  the  past  year,  the 

leading  manufacturers  of  Portland  cement  have 
lx!gun  to  cultivate  systematically  the  export  field, 
and  there  is  no  question  that  soon  American 
Portland  cement  will  be  laid  down  in  large 

quantities  in  many  foreign  markets."  Cement 

is,  says  Mr.  Rufus  Fleming,  the  I'.S.  Consul  at 
Edinburgh,  in  a  recent  report  to  his  Govern- 

ment, extensively  used  in  Scotland.  The  imports 
of  this  article  at  the  port  of  Leith  are  annually 

from  .3.'), 000  to  65,000  tons.  It  comes  chiefly 

from  England,  although  Belgium  furnishes  a 
considerable  quantity.  A  commission  agent  called 
at  this  consulate  a  few  days  ago  to  make  inquiry 
about  American  manufacturers  of  Portland 

cement.  I  gave  him  the  names  of  several  com- 
panies!, li  the  article  can  be  delivered  hero  at  a 

reasonably  competitive  price,  it  should  soon  get 

permanently  into  the  market,  as  American  roof- 
ing slates  have  done  during  the  last  ten  months. 

OHipa. 

A  new  organ,  built  b/  Messrj.  Samuel  and 
Twyford,  of  Dalston,  was  opened  last  week  in  the 
recently-restored  parish  church  of  Tacolneatona, 
Norfolk. 

The  Diwliah  Urban  D  jtrict  Council  received  on 

Monday  41  applications  for  the  vacant  post  of 
surveyor  and  sanitary  inspBctor.  After  raducing 
the  list  to  ten,  the  meeting  was  adjourned  until 
Tuesday  next.  The  salaries  quoted  ranged  from 
£S0  to  £275,  and  amongst  those  applying  were  a 

plumber,  a  mason,  and  a  foreman  carpenter. 

At  St.  Giles's  Parish  Cdurch,  Xewcastle-under- 
Lvme,  a  new  font,  erected  at  the  cost  of  Mr. 
J.  (_inffith,  town  clerk,  has  been  given.  The  bisio 
is  of  alabaster,  standing  on  eight  shafts  of  red 
Devonshire  marble,  with  alabaster  caps  and  black 

marble  bases,  a  ba^e  and  platform  of  polishe'.l 
Ilopton  Wood  stone.  The  work  his  been  executed 

by  Mr.  Robert  Bridgemin,  sculptor,  of  L-chfiald, from  designs  of  Mr.  .Tjhn  L3wis,  architect,  o! 
Nnwcastle-under-Lyme.  Tae  old  font  has  been 
refixed  at  the  wast  end  of  the  south  aisle. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  hospital  at  Bos 

combe,  Bjumemou'h,  was  liid  on  the  2.Sth  ult. 
The  bu'lding  is  beiug  er«!t«d  from  plans  by  Mr. 
G.  A.  Bli!»h  L'vesay,  F.R  I.B..\  ,  of  Bjsoombe, 
and  was  illustrated  in  an  issue  of  Mirch  21  last. 

The  portion  in  course  of  erection  consists  of  ward 
pavilions  Nos.  1  and  2,  their  kitchens  and  cffl  je,  and 
an  isolation  block,  and  parts  of  mam  corridor.  The 
ward  pavilion  blocks  are  designed  to  take  a  second 
floor  over  in  the  future,  thereby  doubling  the  nnmbar 
of  beds,  and  ultimately  reaching  a  total  of  66  bedd. 
The  whole  of  the  buildings,  with  the  exception  of 
the  administration  block,  will  be  built  on  arches, 
keeping  the  main  floor  l^-v^l  Gtt.  above  the  ground. 
The  builders  are  Messrs.  Mdler  and  Sons,  of  Boume- 
moatb,  whose  contract  was  accepted  at  £S,940. 
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flPBINOBt'BX      HALLS,       ULASQOW.   —  TECHNICAL     SCHOOL, 

TOOWDBIDOB.— rOBTIOK    OF    A     DBSloy     FOB    MUSICIPAL 

BUILDISns. 

(But  Jllustrations. 
SPRINOMrEX   H.U.LS,   GLASGOW. 

Wk  publish  to-day  the  three  premiated  designs 
for  the  new  public  halls  for  Springbum  and 
Oowlairs.  These  were  chosen  from  nineteen 

designs  submitted  by  architects  practising  in  the 
city  of  Glasgow.  By  comparing  the  plans  of  the 
three  chosen  schemes  an  interesting  comparison 
may  be  made  as  to  their  respective  merits,  and 
being   so  diverse     in     their    arrangement,   the 
plans  will  be  found  of  special  interest.   -77ie 
Sel(ele(l Benign. — The  committee,  withtheassessors 
and  the  curator,  unanimously  selected  from  a  leet 

ol  three  the  set  of  plans  sent  in  by  'Sir.  WiUiam 
B.  Whitie,  architect,  as  being  best  suited  for  the 
district.  Their  recommendation  was  made  to  the 

corporation,  and  was  unanimously  confirmed. 
The  building  will  occupy  a  prominent  site  at  the 

comer  of  ilillerbank-street  and  KeppochhiU-road, 
and  the  drawings  which  illustrate  this  design 
show  the  two  halls  placed  together  longitudinaUy 
on  the  site,  and  so  arranged  that  while  the 
entrances,  exits,  and  retiring  rooms  for  each  are 
(juito  separate  and  distinct,  they  may  be  let 
together  and  used  en  suite  when  occasion 

requires.  The  level  of  the  principal  floor  has 
been  placed  a  few  feet  above  the  level  of  the 
adjoining  streets,  to  permit  the  proper  lighting 
aiid  ventilation  of  rooms  in  basement.  The  main 
Hall  measures  77ft.  by  .iOft.,  exclusive  of  crush 
hall  and  orchestra,  and  provides  comfortable 

seating  accommodation  for  1,20<,'  persons.  The 
principal  entrances  are  from  Millerbank-street, 
and  open  into  a  spacious  crush  hall,  from  which 
any  part  of  the  hall  may  be  reached.  Ample 
exit  accommodation  is  provided  at  each  end  of  the 
hall,  both  from  area  and  gallery  levels.  The  total 
widths  of  exits  measured  at  the  outer  doorways 
is  27ft.  in  the  clear— a  space  of  more  than  10ft. in 
excess  of  that  demanded  by  the  building  regula- 

tions. In  the  dividing  wall  between  the  two  halls 
are  two  sets  of  double  doors,  which  will  be  opened 
when  both  halls  are  used  en  suite.  The  platform 
entrance  is  from  Kappochhill-road,  and  communi- 

cates by  means  of  a  corridor  under  the  platform 
with  the  retiring  rooms  which  overlook  the  lane. 

On  the  ground  floor  a  committee-room  is  shown, 
which  will  be  used  as  a  platform-  or  green-room, 
while  immediately  above  are  situated  the  dress- 

ing-rooms for  the  lady  and  gentlemen  artistes. 
A  staircase,  starting  from  the  platform  corridor, 
gives  access  to  these,  and  also  the  platform,  from 
a  half  landing.  An  access  to  platform  is  also 
shown  at  south  end  of  platform  cDrridor.  The 
platform  entrance  will  also  eerve  as  entrance  for 

reserved  portion  of  area.  Lavatory  accommoda- 
tion is  provided  to  all  retiring-rooms,  and  a 

public  lavatory  will  communicate  with  the  crush- 
nail.  There  is  a  cloakroom  in  connection  with 

the  ladies'  and  gentlemen's  retiring-rooms  in basement,  placed  so  that  the  attendant  is  able  to 
OTorlook  both  of  these  rooms.  Access  to  ladies' 

and  gentlemen's  rooms  from  crush-hall  is  by means  of  the  north  and  south  staircases  re- 
spectively. In  the  basement  under  the  main  hall 

a  large  store  for  forms,  Sec,  is  provided,  together 

with  three  committee-rooms,  which  are  placed  so 
that  they  are  lighted  and  ventilated  to  an  area  to 
Keppochhill-road.  It  is  proposed  that  these 
rooms  should  be  divided  by  movable  partitions. 
Access  may  be  had  either  from  the  platform 
entrance  or  the  south  exit  in  Millarbank-street. 
This  allows  these  rooms  to  be  let  separately  even 
when  the  main  hall  is  occupied.  The  lesser  hall 

measures  ■'>2ft.  by  27ft.,  and  provides  seating 
accommodation  for  408  persons.  The  principal 
entrance  is  from  Millarbank-street,  and  from  the 
entrance  hall  a  staircase  leads  upward  to  the 
gallery  and  downward  to  basement.  There  are 
emergency  exits  at  each  side  of  the  platform. 
These  communicate  with  corridor  which  leads 

direct  to  lane.  The  artistes'  room,  with  ladies' 
and  gentlemen's  lavatories,  is  situated  in  base- 

ment, and  is  reached  by  means  of  a  stair  from  lobby 
on  north  side  of  platform.  From  this  lobby 
a  flight  of  steps  leads  up  to  platform  level. 
The  cloak-room  accommodation  is  arranged  with 
access  from  entrance  hall,  similar  to,  but  on  a 
smaller  scale  than,  that  for  main  hall.  The 
kitchen  is  placed  in  the  basement  under  lesser 
hall,  and  the  necessary  gas-cooking  apparatus  is 
indicated,  while  a  litt  for  the  convenience  of 

purveyors  is  provided  from  the  kitchen  corridor 
to  the  service  lobby  at  south  side  of  platform. 
The  corridors  in  basement  are  of  ample  width, 

and  are  so  arranged  as  to  facilitate  communica- 
tion with  the  various  staircases.  It  is  proposed 

to  heat  the  building  by  low-pressure  steam  in 
pipes,  coils,  and  radiators.  Electric  fans  placed 
in  roof  will  draw  off  the  foul  air,  and  fresh  air 
will  be  admitted  behind  the  heating  coils.  All 

sanitarj-  appliances  will  be  of  the  latest  type.  The 
main  roofs  will  be  carried  on  steel  principals,  and 
it  is  proposed  that  balconies  should  be  supported 
on  steel  cantilevers  built  into  the  wall.  The 
materials  for  the  exteriors  will  be  red  freestone 

for  masonrj'  and  green  Westmoreland  slates  for 
roofs.  The  cubical  contents  of  the  whole  build- 

ing, calculated  accurately  in  the  manner  required 
by  the  conditions,  amount  to  456,196ft.  The  eleva- 

tions and  view  showtheextemaltreatmentadopted. 

The  work  is  to  be  proceeded  with  at  once.   
Premiatfd  J)t\iiy>i.t. — Messrs.  John  Thomson  and 
R.  D.  Sandilands,  the  authors  of  one  of  the  two 
premiated  designs,  which  we  understand  were 
placed  equal  in  merit,  have  located  their  large 
hall  7ft.  above  the  street  level  and  the  smaU  hall 

about  7ft.  below,  in  order  that  the  big  hall,  which 
is  the  essential  part  of  the  scheme,  should  not  be 
interfered  with  by  the  smaller  hall  and  the  com- 

mittee rooms.  The  cloak-rooms  are  placed  right 

and  left  of  the  principal  entrance  in  Millerbank- 
street.  The  exits  are  numerous,  and  there  are 

four  staircases  from  the  gallery — two  at  each  end. 
The  entrance-hall  to  the  small  assembly-room  is 
reached  by  a  flight  of  steps  from  Kappochhill- 

road.  The  artists'  rooms  are  placed  next  the 
platform,  and  are  entered  from  the  same  thorough- 

fare. The  front  and  side  walls  are  intended  to 

be  built  of  ashlar.  The  back  gable  and  all 
internal  walls  are  proposed  to  be  built  in  brick. 
Cast-iron  pipes  were  suggested  for  all  drains. 
Red  pine  to  be  used  for  joists,  and  white 
pine  for  the  roof  spars  and  sarking.  The 
hall  roof-trusses  to  be  in  steel  built  -  up 
framings.  Elterwater  green  slates  are  proposed 
for  the  roof  coverings.  The  estimated  cost 
is  set  down  rather  below  the  sum  of  £12,000. 
Messrs.  Watson  and  Salmond,  the  authors  of  the 

other  premiated  design,  write  as  follows: — "  Before 
deciding  on  our  scheme  for  the  above,  we  tried  to 
meet  the  views  of  the  corporation  and  gi  ve  them 
the  two  halls  side  by  side.  In  our  opinion  the 
ground  at  their  disposal  was  not  suited  for  such  an 
arrangement,  being  too  narrow,  thus  making  it 
necessary  to  dispense  with  side  corridors  if  the 
halls  were  to  be  so  placed.  We  therefore  decided 
on  an  octagonal  plan  for  the  large  hall,  which  we 
believe  is  adapted  to  the  squareness  of  the  site, 
while  giving  a  good  floor  area  with  convenient 
gallery.  It  also  admits  of  the  small  hall  being 
placed  on  the  ground  level.  The  elevations  are 
treated  in  a  simple  manner,  expressing  the  nature 
of  the  building,  and  depending  on  the  general 
mass  for  effect,  as  the  cost  of  the  buildings  is 
limited.  The  drawings  herewith  reproduced  will 

otherwise  fully  explain  themselves." 
TROWBRIDGE  TECHVICAL  SCHOOL. 

Thf,  drawing  shows  the  principal  entrance  and 
staircase  windows,  kc,  of  the  building,  the 
materials  being  Bath  stone  for  the  wall  facing, 
and  red  tiles  for  the  roofs.  We  illustrated  the 

plans  and  general  drawings  of  this  school  in  the 
Bvit.DiNG  Xf.ws  for  Aug.  5.  1898.     Mr.  Linsey, 

of  Trowbridge,  is  the  builder.  The  architect  is 
Mr.  Thomas  Davison,  of  Great  Ormond-street, W.C. 

liJRTIOS  OP  A   DESIGN   I'OR  JII'N'ICIPAL  BCILDnfOS. 

This  drawing,  by  the  same  architect,  is  an  en- 
largement of  a  part  of  a  design  submitted  in 

competition,  local  stone  and  red  tiles  being  the materials  proposed. 
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OOBCPBTITIONS. 

Frome. — The  School  of  Science  and  Art  com- 
petition at  Frome  was  settled  a  short  time  since, 

the  first  premium  being  given  to  Messrs.  Silcock 
and  Reay,  of  Bath,  and  the  second  premium  was 
awarded  to  Mr.  Robert  E.  Brinkworth,  F.S.I. , 

of  Chippenham.  The  cost  is  stated  at  rather 
more  than  £2,000  for  the  buiJding. 

Okehamptok. — Six  months  ago,  acting  under 

the  advice  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  Oke- 
hampton  Board  of  Guardians  resolved  to  build  a 
new  workhouse  in  preference  to  the  erection  of  a 

new  hospital  and  tramps'  ward.  Advertisements 
were  issned  for  competitive  plans,  a  premium  of 
50  guineas  being  offered  for  the  best  plan,  and 
25  guineas  for  the  second.  Eleven  sets  were  sent 
in,  and  on  Saturday  the  Guardians  awarded  the 
first  prize  to  Messrs.  H.  W.  Wills  and  John 
Anderson,  A.R.I.B.A.,  of  Tostem  Buildings,  40, 

Castle  Baiiley-street,  Swansea  ;  and  the  second 
prize  was  awarded  to  Mr.  J.  P.  Kay,  of  34, 

Prudential  Buildings,  Park-lane,  Leeds.  The 
new  building  will  be  a  plain  one,  and  will  be 
erected  on  the  present  site.  The  cost  will  be 
about  £8,000. 
  ft-^   

CHIPS. 

Memorial -stones  of  new  Baptist  Sunday-schools 
in  High-street,  Old  Basford,  Nottingham,  were  laid 
the  other  day.  A  central  hall  to  seat  1,000  persona 
is  included  in  the  scheme  of  the  buildings,  which 
are  estimated  to  cost  about  £3,.)00. 

Messrs.  Vickers,  Sons,  and  Maxim,  Limited,  have 
purchased  the  famous  Atlantic  liner  Alaska,  built 
by  John  Elder  and  Co.  for  the  Guion  Line,  in  her 
day  the  greyhound  of  the  Atlantic,  with  a  view  of 
utilising  her  moored  in  the  docks  at  Barrow  as  a 
floating  home  for  about  four  hundred  of  their 
workmen.  There  is  a  very  great  scarcity  of  house 
accommodation  at  Barrow. 

The  fonndation-stone  of  a  new  church  in  con- 

nection with  St.  Augustine's  Mission,  LUlie-road, 
Fulham,  was  laid  last  week  by  the  Marquess  of 
Lome.  The  portion  of  the  church  now  to  be  built 
includes  the  nave,  aisles,  and  baptistery,  and  will 

cost  £7,000,  of  which  about  £.'i,00o  has  already  been raised.    Messrs.  Cults  Stte  the  architects. 

Hughenden  Manor,  the  seat  of  the  late  Earl  of 
Baaconflfield,  is  undergoing  extensive  alterations, 
and  the  historic  residence  is  also  being  enlarged  by 
the  erection  of  a  new  wing,  upon  which  Mr. 

Coningsby  DiaraeU,  MP.,  is  expending  a  consider- able sum  of  money. 

The  foundation-stone  of  new  artisans'  dwellings 
was  laid  in  Wyggeston- street,  Burton-on-Trent, 
last  week.  Eich  block  will  contain  a  living-room 
120ft.  square,  kitchen  lift,  by  9tt.  3in.,  and  pintrr 
on  the  first-floor  bedrooms,  the  chief  one  being  1.5ft. 
by  12ft.  The  fronts  of  the  cottages  will  be  of  red 
facing  bricks  and  the  roof  covered  with  red  tiles. 
They  are  built  to  let  at  is.  a  week.  Mr.  T.  Jenkins, 
of  High-street,  Burton-on-Trent,  is  the  architect, 
and  Mr.  Henry  Edwards,  of  the  same  town,  is  the contractor. 

The  City  Council  of  Liverpool  have  adopted 
plans  for  three  new  district  fire  stations  pro- 

posed to  be  erected  in  Boundary,  Grafton, 

and  Harper  streets.  Application  will  be  made  to the  Local  Government  Board  for  sanction  to  the 
borrowing  of  £28,650,  the  amount  required  to  carry 
out  the  works. 

Owing  to  the  dilapidated  state  of  the  old  vicarage 

at  Egloshayle,  near  Wadebridge,  it  is  atmut  to  l)e 
replaced  by  a  new  one.  Plans  (prepared  by  Mr. 
EdmunJ  Sedding)  have  been  approved  by  the 
Ecclesiastical  Commissioners,  and  a  grant  of  £1,000 

has  been  given  towards  the  new  building,  which  is 

to  cost  £1,300.  Daring  the  removal  of  the  old 

vicarage,  pajt  of  a  loth  century  window  was  found 
built  up  in  a  thick  internal  wall.  A  nearly  complete 
16th-century  window  had  lieen  built  up  on  the  north 

side,  and  a  cusped-headed  15th  century  window  has 

been  also  preaernd,  which  was  found  in  another 

part  of  the  same  wall.  It  is  proposed  to  introduce 

these  fragments  of  old  stonework  into  the  new 
building. 

The  London  County  Council  again  discussed  on 

Tuesday  the  Works  Department,  which  was  shown 
to  have  involved  the  Council  since  1S92  in  a  loss  of 

£45,000.  It  was  pointed  out,  however,  that  under 

the  present  management  there  had  been  a  saving. 
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STATUES,    MEMORIALS,    &0. 

Canteebitiy. — The  Benson  Memorial  in  Canter- 
bury Cathedral  was  on  Saturday  unveiled  by  the 

Duchess  of  Albany.  It  takes  the  form  of  an  altar 
tomb  erected  against  the  wall  of  the  north-weat 
tower,  close  to  the  spot  where  rest  the  remains  of 
Dr.  Benson — the  first  Archbishop  buried  in  the 
Cathedral  since  the  interment  of  Cardinal  Pole. 
The  altar  tomb  is  surmounted  by  a  slab  of  Irish 
black  marble  on  which  the  eftigy  lies  under  a  lofty 
canopy.  The  sides  are  enriched  with  carved  panels 
inlaid  with  black  marble  and  containing  three 
shields  of  enamel  bearing  the  arms  of  the  See  and  of 
the  late  Archbishop.  In  the  pediment  of  the  canopy 
is  a  group  in  high  relief  representing  the  resurrec- 

tion of  our  T,ord.  The  panelliug  at  the  back 
under  the  canopy  is  painted  and  gilded  and  bears 
on  scrolls  texts  and  mottoes  for  which  directions 
were  left  by  the  late  Archbishop.  Against  this 
background  of  blue  and  gold  is  outlined  the 
sculpture  in  statuary  marble.  The  Archbishuii  is 
represented  clad  in  the  Westminster  cope,  with 
pastoral  staff,  the  hands  together  raised  in  the 
attitude  of  prayer.  The  monument  was  designed 
by  Mr.  T.  (1.  Jackson,  K.A  ;  Mr.  T.  Brock,  U.A., 
designed  the  figures  in  the  canopy :  the  enamels 
were  made  by  Mr.  Nelson  Dawson. 

WATBB    SUPPLT    AND    SANITAST 
MATTEBS. 

The  Welsh  Wateb  Supply  ior  BrRinNon.vM  — 
The  members  of  the  city  council  of  Birmingham 
visited  Frankley,  near  Rubery,  to  inspect  the 
receiving  reservoir  and  filter-beds  in  course  of  con- 

struction there  to  receive  the  impounded  head  waters 
of  the  Klam  and  Claerweo.  The  visitors  were  re- 

ceived by  Mr.  Ernest  Mansergh,  and  by  Mr.  F.  W. 
Macaulay,  resident  engineer  at  Frankley.  Work 
was  commenced  upon  the  reservoir  nearly  two 
years  ago,  and  the  contract  is  to  be  finished  in  three 
years  from  the  present  time.  The  site  slopes 
towards  Sellv  Oak,  and  is  traversed  by  a  small 

watercourse  known  as  Merritt's  Brook.  I'pon  the 
higher  portion  there  is  being  scooped  out  of  the  red 
marl  a  semicircular  space.  The  excavation  involves 
the  removal  of  about  ToO.OOO  cubic  yards  of  soil. 
The  bank,  already  raised  to  about  half  its  height,  is 
concrete,  backed  with  earth,  and  rising  about  ■Witt. 
above  the  general  level.  A  concrete  wall  of  similar 
height  will  divide  the  reservoir  into  two,  while  each 
<livi8ion  will  bo  further  subdivided  by  a  dwarf 
wall,  so  that  any  subdivision  may  be  emptied  for 
cleansing.  The  entire  floor  of  the  reservoir  is  to  be 
covered  with  concrete,  with  a  layer  of  asphalte  to 
secure  complete  imperviousness,  while  the  whole  of 
the  sides  will  have  upon  the  asphalte  a  limng  of 
blue  brick  in  cement.  The  reservoir  will  have  a 
water  area  of  about  Jo  acres,  and  a  depth  of  from 

30ft.  to  35ft.,  its  capacity  being  '200  milhon  gallons, 
or  about  ten  days'  supply  at  the  rate  of  20  million 
gallons  a  day.  The  reservoir  provides  this  storage 
as  a  precaution  against  any  accident  upon  the 
aqueduct,  smd  the  water  will  be  improved  by  a 
short  p«riod  of  rest  before  passing  on  to  the  filter- 
beds.  About  GOO  men  are  employed  on  the  under- 

taking, and  the  contractor  is  Mr.  Abram  Kellett,  of 
Ealing. 
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King's  College  Hospital,  Portugal-street,  W.C., 
will  be  closed  for  two  months  from  to-day  (Friday), 
that  the  whole  of  the  wards  may  be  refioored  and 
fitted  with  electric  light. 

Wesley's  Chapel  in  the  City-road  was  reopened 
with  much  ceremony  on  Friday  last,  after  renova- 

tion, effected  at  a  total  cost  of  £4,000.  At  a  cost  of 

£2,4,'i0  new  buildings  have  been  erected  near  the 
chapel,  conteiining  reception-rooms,  retiring-rooms, 
and  cloak-rooms  ;  £  1,0.57  has  been  spent  on  internal 
decoration ;  the  front  has  been  pointed  down 
and  cleaned,  and  the  portico,  with  its  six  medallions 
bearing  the  dove  and  olive-branch,  has  been 
cleansed.  Messrs.  (iordon,  Lowther,  andiiantoa, 
of  Blomfield -street,  E.C.,  were  the  architects. 

The  shareholders  of  the  Great  F.astem  Railway 
Company,  at  a  special  meeting  have  unani- 

mously given  their  approval  to  a  Bill  now 
before  Parliament  authonsmg  the  London,  \Va\- 
thamstow,  and  Epping  Forest  Railway  Company 
"to  construct  a  new  railway  to  connect  with  the 
Great  Eastern  Kiilway  and  to  abandon  a  portion  of 

their  authorised  railway. "  The  projected  line, 
which  will  be  l.'ij  miles  in  length,  will  run  from 
South-place,  Finsbury,  to  High  Beech,  Epping 
Forest,  and  will  have  junctions  with  the  '.ireat 
Eastern  Railway  Company  near  Tottenham  and 
Clapton,  so  a«  to  enable  trains  from  Palace  i  Jatee, 
Enfield,  Walthamstow,  Hertford,  and  the  Cam- 

bridge main  hne  to  run  to  South-place.  It  will 
also  nave  a  junction  near  Hoe-street,  which  will 
admit  of  Great  Eastern  trains  running  between 
Liverpool-street,  Fenchurch-street,  and  .Stratford 
to  have  aooest  to  High  Beech  ;  and  Great  K  istom 
traina  will  be  able  to  run  to  Cbingford  from  South- 
place.  The  junction  at  Tottenham  will  also  give 
access  to  South-place  off  the  Tottenham  and 
Hampstead  line. 

MEETINOS  FOB  THE  ENSTJING  WEEK. 

8AT0RUAV  (to-morbo\v).  —  Architectural  Aasociation. 
N'isit  to  Grii^me'a  Dyke,  near  Harrow 
Weald  R.  Norman  Shaw,  R  A.,  archi- 

tect).   Train  leaves  Eoaton  2.S0  p.m. 

Cmbe  i&ebjs. 
WAGES   MOVEUENTS. 

BuilMNci  Trade  DisruTE.  —  The  conference 
which  the  National  Federation  of  Building  Em- 

ployers proposed  to  hold  with  the  representatives 
of  the  Plasterers'  Union  has  been  postponed.  At 
Manchester  last  week  the  masters  suggested  that 
the  meeting  should  take  place  on  Wednesday  in  this 
week  in  London,  but  Mr.  .1.  A.  S.  Hassal,  the 
masters'  secretary,  received  a  letter  from  Mr.  N. 
Dellar,  stating  that  he  had  been  unable  to  arrange 
the  attendance  of  representatives  of  his  society 
without  consulting  his  executive  council.  The 
masters  are  pledged  to  the  consideration  of  the 

question  of  a  national  lock-out  should  the  pro- 
posed conference  not  take  place,  or,  if  arranged, 

the  proceedings  should  prove  futile. 

Galasiuel-s. — The  journeymen  gasfitters  and 
plumbers  are  to  have  an  advance  in  their  wages 
from  'Jd.  to  8d.  per  hour.  The  rise  will  come  into 
effect  on  October  2. 

Newca9tle-on-Tyne. — At  a  meeting  of  joiners 
on  strike  held  at  the  Central  Hall,  Newcastle,  on 
Saturday,  it  was  announced  that  two  firms  had 
signified  their  intention  to  grant  the  advance  of 
wages  asked,  and  this  caused  70  men  to  be  at  their 
old  employment  on  Monday. 

New  schools  are  being  erected  at  Long  Eiton, 
Notts,  from  the  designs  of  Mr.  A.  Wills,  architect, 
Bsrby,  and  special  consideration  has  been  given  to 
the  ventilation,  which  will  be  carried  out  on  the 

Boyle  system. 

Arising  out  of  the  Local  Government  Board's 
provisional  order  for  street  improvements,  an  inquiry 
took  place  at  the  Royal  Hotel,  Bristol,  on  Tuesday, 
in  respect  of  a  claim  of  £3,000  compensation  for 

premises  in  Bragg's-lane. The  funeral  service  of  the  late  Professor  B  mister 
Fleteher,  who,  as  we  mentioned  last  week,  died  on 
the  5th  inst.,  took  place  at  noon  on  Monday  at  St. 

Mary's  Church,  Abbey-road.  Kilburn,  N.W.,  and 
the  interment  at  Hampstead  Cemetery.  , 

A  feature  in  the  business  of  last  week  at  the 
London  Auction  Mart  was  the  demand  for  land, 
both  building  and  agricultural.  In  regard  to  land 
of  the  latter  character,  a  great  improvement  in 
value  has  come  about,  particularly  in  respect  to 
land  in  Essex  ;  what  could  have  been  bought  for 
£5  per  acre  a  few  years  ago  is  now  fetching  from 
£12  to  as  high  as  £S0.  Building  land  in  the  Metro- 

politan portion  of  the  same  county  also  sold  well, 
some  inclosures  at  Walthamstow  being  disposed  of 

at  from  £215  to  £240  per  acre.  Small  class  invest- 
ments met  with  a  ready  sale.  The  week's  total 

amounted  to  £298,627,  which  is  £7,600  in  excess  of 

last  year's  figures. 
Messrs.  Wm.  Potts  and  Sons,  clock  manufacturers 

of  Guildford-street,  Leeds,  andTownHall  Buildings, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne,  have  just  erected  at  the  Dar- 

lington Town  Hall,  Co.  Durham,  four  new  skeleton 
cast-iron  dials,  "ft.  each  in  diameter,  filled  with  the 
white  opal  glass  for  illumination  in  the  tower  of  the 
town-hall,  Dirlington,  for  the  mayor  and  corpora- 

tion, and  to  the  orders  of  the  borough  surveyor  and 

engineer,  Mr.  T.  Smith  :  also  new  quarter-chimes 
and  ball  to  Spennymoor  Church,  near  Durham,  to 
the  memory  of  Mrs.  Buncombe  Shafts  ;  and  a  new 
illaminated  clock  at  the  Yorkshire  Penny  Bank, 
Middlesbrough  ;  and  illuminated  clock,  with  two 
dials,  at  Dawsbury-road,  Leeds. 

Mr.  Robert  Tretheway,  for  over  forty  years  past 

the  superintendent  of  Messrs.  Luke's  china,  clay, and  stone  works  at  Goonamaris,  near  St.  Dennis, 
Cornwall,  died  very  suddenly  on  Thursday  in  last 
week. 

Mr.  Diniel  Brady,  late  of  52,  Qaeen's-walk, 
Nottingham,  a  builder  70  years  of  age,  shot  himself 
through  the  temples  while  walking  by  the  Trent 
side  on  Tuesday  in  last  week.  At  the  inquest  a 
verdict  of  suicide  whilst  of  unsound  mind  was 
returned. 

Raphael  House,  Moorflelds,  erected  by  Messrs. 
Raphael  Tack  and  Sons,  was  opened  on  the  6th 
inst.  The  premises  have  a  frontage  to  Moortields 

of  Oi'ift.,  to  Tenter-street  of  71ft.,  and  to  V.'hite- 
street  of  137ft.  Portland  stone  and  red  brick  have 
been  employed.  A  feature  of  the  interior  is  the 
marble  dado  of  \'erde  Antico,  from  the  recently 
rediscovered  quarries  near  Volo,  Greece,  which 
adorns  the  grand  staircase.  A  pi3>enger-lift  is  also 
provided  as  means  of  access  to  the  five  upper  floors. 
Mr.  W.  Hilton  Nash  was  the  architect,  and  Messrs. 
Patman  and  Fotheringham  were  the  builders. 

LATEST    PRICES. 

IBON,    *o. Per  ton.  Fet  too. 

EoU«l-rron  Joists,  Belgian      «8    0    0    to  £6  10    0 
EoUed-.St,;.!  Joistn,  English         6  10    0    „  TOO 
Wrought-Iron  iJirder  Plates        5  15    0    „  6  10    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  auff 9        7    6    0,,  8    S    0 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square         IT    0    0    „  17    6    0 
Do.,  WoUh           6  16    0    „  6  IT    « 
Boiler  riAt<*fl,  Iron — 

South  HUitfH        T  IT    6    „  8    5    0 
Bo«t«ncjKhill       10    0    0    „  10  10    0 

Angles  10b.,  Tees  20s.  per  ton  extra. 
Boilders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  landing,  4o.,  £6  ISs. 
Builden'  Huop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  10«.  Od.  per  ton. 
(Hlvanined  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron— No.  18to«0.  No.22to2«. 

6ft.    to    8ft.     long,    inclusive     Per  ton.  Per  too. 
gamre    .^   £10  15    0     ...  £11     0    0 

Beat  ditto      11    5    8    ...  11  10    0 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Cast-iron  Columns      £8  10    0    to  £9    0    0 
Cant-Iron  Stanchions        6  10    0    „  9    0    0 
RoUiHl-Iron  Fencing  Wire         8    5    0,,  950 
RoUed-ateel  iVnoing  Wire        8    5    0,,  950 

„         ,            „         Oalvanised    11  10    0    „  12  10    0 Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         4  12    «    „  4  15    6 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  3h».  to  eln         9    0    0     „  10    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        8  16    0    „  »  16    0 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)—    
0  to  7     8      9      10      11       H      IS      14       IS  B.W.O. 

9/«      10-  10,8  118    HI-     18/-    14,'-    16,9    17,3    pel  CWt. 
Oast-Iron  Socket  Pipes- 

Sin,  diameter       £«    7    6    to  £6  12    6 
4in.  toSin        6    2    8,,  676 
Tin.  to  24in.  (all  Buses)         6  12    6    „  6  17    6 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  8d.  per  ton  extra;  turned 

and  bored  joints,  6s.  per  ton  ext^.] 
Pig  Iron-  Per  ton. 

Cold  Blast,  LiUeshaU                106a.  to  llOs. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto           67s.  8d.  to  62«.  6d. 

Wrought-Iron  Tubiss  and  Fittings— Discount  off  Standard 
ListH  f.o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    67lp.«. 
Water-Tubes       62l 
Steam-Tubea       55 
OalvaniNcd  Oas-Tubes    621 
Oalvamsed  Water-Tubes    471 
Oalvanised  Steam-Tubes    40 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  casks. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  EnKliah    £30  10    0    to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  Vicille  Montague      3110    0    „  32  15    0 
Sheet  LfMd.  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super,    ir,    2    8    ,,  16    2    6 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      16    7    8    „  18    7    « 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags        19    0    0     „  20    0    0 
CoppprBheetJi. sheathing  androds    83    0    0    „  84    0    0 
Copp<r,  Bntish  Cake  and  Ingot...    79  15    0    „  80    5    0 
Tin,  BtraiU     125    0    0     „  128    0    0 
Do.,  Engli.fh  Ingots     127    0    0    „  128    0    0 
Spelter,  BUesian      25  12    0    „  26    2    « 

TIUBEB. Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £13    5    0  to  £18    5    0 
„      Bangkok        „     ...     11     6    0     „  16    8     0 

Quebec  Wne,  rellow       „    ...      4    7    6,,  6  10    0 
„     Oak          4  10    0     „  6    5    0 
„    Birch      ,    ...      2    6    0,,  800 
„    Elm    t    ...      8  17    6    „  4  17    6 
„    Ash         „    ...      S    2    6    „  4    7    « 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak     „    ...      8    5    0,,  400 
Fir          „    ...      1  10    0    „  3  10    0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „    ...      8  15    0    „  6    6    0 
Lath.  Dantaic,  p.f        4  10    0    „  6  10    0 

St.  Peternburg   ,    ...      4    0    0,,  6  10    0 
areenheart          „    ...      7  15    0    „  8    0    0 
Box         4    0    0    „  15    0    0 
Sequoia,  U.8.A     ...per  cube  foot     0    19,,  020 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot lin.  thick         0    0    6,,  0    0  71 

„           Honduras  ...     „    ...      0    0    4i  „  0    0    6 
„           Mexican       „    ...      0    0    3*  „  0    0    4 

African          0    0    3i  „  0    0    5 
Cedar,  Cuba        „     ...      0    0    4,,  0    0  4i 

„       Honduras           „    ...      0    0    81  „  0    0  41 
Satinwood        „    ...      0    0  10    „  0    19 
Walnut,  Italian        0    0    8,,  00  7} 
Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  bf  IJin. 

by  llin. : — 

Quebec,  Pine,  Ist      £19    0    0  to  £26  10    0 
„            2nd       14    0    0    „  17    6    0 
„             Srd          6    S    0    „  10    5    0 

Canada  Spruce,  1st        8    5    0,,  10    5    0 
„            2nd  and  aid         7    0    0,,  850 

New  Brunswick        7    0    0,,  7  15    0 
Riga           8    5    0,,  960 
St.  Petersburg      10    0    0    „  14  10    0 
Swedish      10    0    0    „  17    0    0 
Finland        9  15    0    „  10  10    0 
White  Sea       11     0    0    „  18    5    0 
Battens,  all  sorts           5    0    0    „  16    0    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin. : — 
l8t  prepared      £0  11    6    „  £0  14    9 
2nd  ditto          0  10    0    „  0  10    9 
Other  quaUtiea           0    6    3,,  OSS 

Staves,  per  standard  11: — 
Quebec  pipe           —  — U.S.  ditto   £36    0    0    „  £4S  10    0 
Memel,  er.  pipe     210    0    0    „  220    0    0 
Memel,  brack     180    0    0    „  190    0    0 

OILS. 
Unseed   per  ton.  £20  15    0   to  £21    0    0 

Bapeseed,  English  pale...     „    ...    23    0    0    „  23    '>    0 Do.,  brown        21  15    0    „  22    0    0 
Cottonseed,  refined      ,    ...    16    5    0    „  17    5    0 
Olive,  Spanish   ,    ...    SO    0    0    „  82    0    0 
Seal,  pale        „    ...    18    0    0    „  IS    5    0 
Cooo&nat,  Cochin     ,    ...    23    S    0    „  28  10    0 
Do.,  Ceylon       25    0    0    „  25    5    0 
Palm,  Lagos      24    0    0    „  24    .5    0 
Oleine   ,    ...     18  15    0    „  19  16    0 
LubriMtingU.8   per  gaL      0    6    8,,  0    T    S 
Petroleum,  refined       „    ...      0    0    6    „  0    0  SJ 
Tar,  Stockholm   perbairel      10    0,,  166 
Do.,  Archangel          „     ...      0  18    0    „  10    0 
Turpentine,  Ameriean...  pec  ton    28  16    0    „  MOO 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Plarngtead-Mamcipal  BiiiMiniT!  and  I'ublic  Library,  Glossop-  _  ,   „        .     i  t  i     »t 
ro^  (cort  UO.OOn;  E.  W.  Mountfonl.  F.E.I.B.A.,  Aaseasor)  £100,  £76,  £50     Edward  Huffhiw,  Oerk,  Vestry  Hall,  Maxey-road.  Plum'rtead   July  n 

Halifax— Twelve  Shops,  O^mm^rcial-street    £50,  £»     Bar»tow  and  Midgley.  Solicitors.  8.  Harriaoo-road,  Halifax       "^-.l 
Watnall  Cbaworth  and  Watnall  Cantelope-Sewerajfe  Schemee     C.  J.  Spenwr,  Clerk.  Public  Olfi  w«.  Basford,  Notts      »     " 
Kir«aldy-Infectiou8  Dis»a«eii  Uoi-piul,  Foeterton  Farm     Nopremiam   Alexander  Bcvrrid?e,  District  <1erk,  Kircaldy           ••     " 
Wharfedale-Inolation  HoiTltal      £30  (merRed),  £15     C.  V.  Newntrad,  Clerk,  Union  uffloea,  Boroui?hgate,  Otley      Bept.  i 
Workington -Town  Hall,  Oxford-street  (A«iea»or;    £(0  (merged),  £10,  £10    W.  L.  Eaglesfleld,  Boiough  8^lr^•eyor,  Workington         ' 
Tnnbridge  WelLi-Denimis  in  Tunbridge  Ware  :  Colonred  (1) 

£3  3e.,  (2)  £2  2«  ,   (3    £1  In.  ;  Un.-oloiired  (1)  £2  2«.,  (2)  £11«.,  _  „, 
(3)10».  6d.  (Walter  Crane,  A«>^»or)    Technical  Education  Committee   The  Town  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Tunbridge  Wella      ..     ̂ > 

Dunoon,  N.B.— Sheriff  Court  House  (£5,000)  and  Police  Build- 

ing«  (£8.600)     £80,  £2')     M.Pinclair.  Couotyrlerk,  Lochgilphead         — 
Crystal  Palace -BandsUnd  (Awensor)     SOgs.,  ISgs,,  7g*   W.  Gardiner.  Sec  .  Crystal  Palace  Co.,  Sydenham,  8.E        — 
Beeaton— Church  and  Snnday  Schools     C.  Nichols.  St.  John's-grove,  Beeston,  Notts         — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BirrLDnras. 
Chequerbent  -  County  Police  Station    Standing  Joint  Committee     Henry  Littler.  Arcbitect,  County  OflSoes,  Preston   Joly  15 
Bla(*wood-Repairs  to  English  Baptist  Chapel    J.  Edward",  the 'School,  Blackwood,  Mon      n  15 
Halam-Four  Cottares       George  Tinley       Sheppir.i  and  Harriwn.  Architects.  17.  Kirkgate,  Newark       >,  15 
Clara  Vale -Seven  Hou"es   Stella  Coal  Co    The  Oollien- Oili^'.  aara  Vale.  R»ton-on-Tvne      „  15 

Northfleet,  Kent-Rebuilding  Edinburgh  Castle     H.  J.  Webber,  5,i.  Dawe»-road,  Fulham.S.'W.      „  15 
Drnmaum -  KC.  Church    Kev.  E.  Loughrey,  P.P.    Daniel  C-'uroy,  Architect.  2,  Bishop-street,  Londonderry      „  15 
MerthyrTydfll— Boiler  Houjes.  &c..»t  Workhouse    Board  of  Guardians       E.  A.  Johnnon.  F.R  IB  A.  Abergavenny      „  15 
Bridlington  Quay— Additions  to  9.  Midway-terrace    James  Wild     Samuel  Dyer,  Architect,  Bridlington  Quay             i*  15 
Uanelly -Alteration"  to  **tAtinn  Hotel    W.  Gritfith".  Architect.  Falon  Chambers.  Llauelly      f,  15 
Admaston-Caretaker"»  Cottage  at  Sewerage  Work    Urban  District  Council  ..   !..  Mvles  Morley  Surveyor,  45.  Walker-etreet.  Wellington.  Salop       „  16 
Steartfleld-AdditionsatSteartadd       :   W.  M.  G.  Singer     Bridgman  and  lirid^man.  Architects.  Bank  Chambers.  Torquay    15 
Great  Horton -Shops.  &c   „    B.  Sp-ncer.  Architect.  344.  Great  Horton-road,  Great  Horton      „  15 
D«tmouth - Slaughter-House   James  Conrsens    E.  H.  Back,  M.S  A..  Dartmouth      »  15 
Waterside-Three  Houses.  Meehan*p-row    Neal  Carlin,  Croas-street,  Waterside.  Ireland      ,,  15 
Helligan— Repairs  and  Additions  to  Farmhouoe     H.  H.  Hooper     T.  H.  Andrew,  Architect,  1,  Trevarrick  Villas,  St.  Austell    15 
Canterbury  —  Foundation   Works,  &c.,  at  Electricity  Works, 

Northgate-street            Lighting  Committee    Henry  Fielding,  Town  Clerk,  15,  Burgate-strect,  Canterbury       „  17 
Banbury— Wards  at  Workhouse       Guardians    H.  Hookins.  Architect.  Southsm-road.  Banbury     17 
Dewsbtiy-Two  Semi-DeUched  Houses,  Savile  Town    C.  H.  M  uriott  and  Son,  West  Park-street,  Dewibory    17 
Cwmtynrheol  -  School    Llangeinor  School  Boud    P.  J.  Thomas.  Architect,  Bridarend      „  17 
Tipton-f'art  Shedding  Workhouse-lane   Urban  District  Council    Wm.  H  Jukes.  Surveyor.  Public  Offices.  Owen-street,  Tipton    17 
Bristol— Relief  Depot  Mill-lane       Guardians     W.  S   Skinner.  Architect.  Baldwin-street.  Bristol    17 
Newark— Pair  of  Residences.  Boundary-road    Saunders  and  Saunders,  Architects.  Arcade  Chambers,  Newark       „  17 
Beckenham— Elec'ric  Light  Station       Urban  District  Conndl    John  A.  Ang^ll.  Eo^neer.  Beckeuham      ■  -       ti  17 
Bowley  Regis -Extension  of  Offices,  Lawrence-lane     Urban  District  Council    Meredith  4:  Pritchard,  Architects,  Bank  Buildings,  Kidderminster    „  17 
Cymmau —Alterations  at  C  M  Chapel     WtUiam  L^wis,  Cj-m'uau           ,•  !• 
Old  TraiTord-Six-Stalled  Stable      Stretford  Urban  District  Council  ...  John  Bowden.  Architect.  14.  Ridfrefleld,  Manchester    ,  17 
Wimbledon -Public  Baths  Latimer-road        Urban  District  Council    R  J  Tiionson.  A.R  I  B.A.,  47.  tlill-roid.  VViinbledon    17 
Alnwick— Alterations  to  Property  in  Market-place    C.  E.  Purvis     W.  Robson  Hindmarsh.  jun..  Architect.  Alnwick      „  17 
Fishguard— House.  Hieh-Mtreet       Capt.  James  Thomas.  Kensinijton-street.  Fishguard        „  17 
Leeds-Alteration  to  Shoti  and  Office,  Lands-lane     Oharles  Appieton  .    Thomas  Winn.  .Architect,  9i.  Albion-street.  Leeds      ,•  17 
Bamoldswick— Isolation  Hospital    „    Urban  District  Council    W.  Bennett,  Surveyor.  Council  Otficss,  Bimoldswiok      ,.  17 
Pellon— Fotmdry      T.  H- Tvson.  Architect  Fountain-street,  HtUfax      ,i  17 
Caatleford-Residence,  Pontefract-road      8.  Sidwell      Arthur  Hartley.  Architect.  Carlton  Chambers.  Castleford       „  17 
Stamford -Workhouse      Guardians    J.  H.  Morton.  F  R  LB.A..  Architect.  50.  King-st.,  tjouth  Sudds  ...    „  17 
Camborne -Two  Shops  and  Houses,  Trelowarren-street      J.  Bond.  Outfitter.  100,  Trelowarren-street.  Camborne       >,  17 
Old  Hill -Extension  of  Offices      Rowlev  Regis  U.D.C.    Meredith  and  Pritchard.  Architects.  Bank  Buildings. Kidderminster    „  17 

Bolton-on-Deame— Police  S'ation     West  Riding  County  Council     J.  Vickers  Elwards,  County  Surveyor,  Wakefield      „  1" Warrington- Eltctric   Light    Station  and   Central    Sanitary 
Depot  at  Wharf  Meadows    Electric  Lighting  Committee     James  Deas,  C.E,  M.I.M.E..  Municipal  Offices,  Warrmgton      „  18 

Dewsbory— Fletcher  Homes    Corporation      F.  W.  Ridgwav.  Architect.  Bond-street.  Dewsbury      ><  18 
Bridlington  Quay— Additionsto  7,  Prospect-street     J.  A.  Andrew    J.  Eamshaw.  Aichitect.  Wellington-road,  Bridlington  Quay     18 
Wargrave- Passenger  Station     Great  Western  Biilway  Co    G.  K.  MiHs.  Secretary,  Paddiugton  Station.  London      ,■  18 
DoTer-Additions  to  Car-Shed        TownCouncil        Henry  E.  Stilgoe.  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Dover        „  1» 
Newstead,  Halifax  -  Nineteen  Houses     T.  H.  Tvson.  .Architect.  Fountain-street.  Halifax    IS 

Dorchester- Alterations  and  .Additions  to  PaMCnger  Station  ,,,  Great  Western  Railway  Co    G,  K  Mills.  Secretary,  Paddin»ton  Station.  Liodon  •■••■•    1| 
Lowestoft-Electric  Light  Station    Corporation        A.  E.  Pridmore.  .Architect,  2,  ISroad-street  Buildings,  E.C    15 

Tredegar— Colliers' Cottages  (l.TO)  at  McLaren  Colliery    Iron  and  Coal  Company       Toe  Secretary,  7,  Feochurch-avenue,  E.C      •>  IS 
Aberdare —Alterations  to  Cwmbach  Co-operative  Stores       Evan  Jones,  2.  Pitt-street.  Aberaman      »  }* 
Dundee -Fire  Station   Town  Counca    W,  Mackisoo.  F  R.I.B.A,  91,  Commercial-street,  Dundee       „  18 
Wallsend-Seven  Houses      Industrial  Co-operative  Society    The  Secretary.  CarviUe-road.  Wallsend       ?= 
Abercrave— Board  School  (300)      Tstradgynlais  Lower  School  Board  Philip  Williams,  Ty'r  Gorof.  Ystridgynlais    J| 
Keighley-Three  Houses    Wm.  Rhodes  Nunns.  Architect.  Market-street,  Bingley       „  Is 
Dewsbury— Twenty-Seven  Houses,  Saltei^quare  Estate     Pioneers'  Indus  Soc    Holtom  and  Fox.  Architects.  Westgate.  Dewsbury    18 
WeBtbury -Stable  at  Station    Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills.  SecreUry.  Paddington  Station.  Londoi 
Merthyr  Tydfil -Shops,  &c    Howfieldand  Sons     C.  M.  Davies.  Mi,  High-street.  VIerthyr  Tvdfll    }J 19 
WeBtbury -Stable  at  station    Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills.  SecreUry.  Paddington  StaUon.  London       „ 
Merthyr  Tydfil -Shops,  &c    Howfieldand  Sons     C.  M.  Davies.  Mi,  High-street.  VIerthyr  Tvdfll  .... 
Wakefield- Four  Houses          Willie  Wrigley,  .Architect.  6  Westgate.  Wakefi-ild_ 
Fareham -Steam  Laundry    Steam  Laundry  Co    W.  Cobbett.  .4..  M.l.C  E.,  West-street,  Fareham,  Hants       „  19 
Walsall -Depot,  Wolverhampton-street     Corporation     John  R.  Coaper,  Town  Clerk,  WalsaU     1» 
Drogheda— Repairs  to  Labourer's  Cottages  at  KiUally,  Clon-  g~ 

more,  and  Keamey.stiwn        Rural  District  Council     T.  Turley,  .^.rchiteet,  Drogheda          ■.       "  ̂  
Bwindon-Additions  to  1,  Commercial-road       Permanent  Buildmg  Society       W.  H.  Read.  M  S. A,  Com  Exchange,  Swindon       „  JJ 
Bridlington  Quay- Detached  Residence, Cardigan-road    J.  Eamshaw.  Architect,  Carlton  House.  Bridlington  Quay       „  if 
8tairfoot-Box  Factory          Eylanda' GUfls  and  Eogineering  Co.  Joseph  Firth  and  Sons.  ArchifectJ.  67.  Vulcan-r.iad.  Uswsbury      „  JO 
Irchester-Additions  to  Wesleyan  Chapel  and  School     N.  H.  Boncv.  Arcbitect.  134.  Chancery-lane.  Lia4oo.W  C.  ..  .^._.     „  20 
Folkestone-New  Wingto  Victoria  Hospital    Committee    H.  Percy  Adams.  F.R.I. B  A..  28,  Woburn-pl  ,  Russell-siiaare.W.O.     „  1} 
Burfleet- Partial  Ret>toration  of  I'hurch        The  Vicar.  SarU^tt.  Spalding    ,■  "v      "  H 
Manchester— Alterations  at  .Vbittoirs,  Water-street     Corporation    The  City  Survevor's  OlfiM, 'Town  Hall.  Mancheiter         „  if 
Standon- Cottage  Hospital       George  A.  Craii;.  .\rchitect.  Market  Drayton   .     a> 
Earlsheaton -Infectious  Diseases  Hospital     Dewsbury  Joint  Hospital  Board   ...  Holtom  and  F.i\    .Architects,  Weatgate,  Dawsb^y   ■•■■...       n  j) 
Burton  Dassett -Master's  Resi  Icnce  at  North  End    School  Board    Francis  V.  Treap<j<8,  Architect.  8.  Jury-street.  Warwick   .............    „  ̂ 1 
Sutton  foldfield- Depot.  Riland-roid       Corporation      W.A.  H.CIarry.  B.rou<h  Eoirioeer.  Tora  Uall.  Sutton  Colddsld  ..     „  2C 
Wolverhampton -Pupil  Teachers'  Centre       School  Board    T.  H,  Fleming.  Architect.  102.  Dirlington-«treet,  Wolverhampton  ..     „  21 
Downpatrick-Slating  Porch,  ire    Guardians    J.  W.  Mmtaomerr.  Clerk.  Bjard-rojm,  Downpitriok          ,.  ̂ i 
Leeds -Brewhouse  at  Alfred  House  Inn     B.  R.  Child    A.  E.  Dixon.  Architect.  5,  Park-lane,  Lwds     ..^  ....    -■       ..  ̂ J 
Carlisle -Enlargement  of  Head  Post  Office    Commissianers  of  H,M.  Works     The  Secretary,  H.'tf.  Office  of  Works,  &c„  Storey  a  Uite,  ti.w      „  xi 
Bella  Vista -Detached  Villa,  Park-street    Elwm  Fwter,  Architect,  Bella  VisU   ■   •  J- 
8t,  Ewe-Schools.  &c    School  Board    Walter  Oile.s,  Architect,  8 juth  Home,  St.  AusteU     ^^ 
Beodes-Engine-House.  i-c.  Castle  Flour  Mills       N.  W.  Pells.  Becclo)    ■       "  ;f 
Tredegar-Additions  to  Primitive  Methodist  Chapel     Hev.  J.  Turner.  1,  Rawlinson-terrace,  Tredegar    ...^      ..  ̂ - 
Boarden  Bam  Hill  -Villa.  &o             J.  Sanson      Procter  Sherwin    Ajchitect   Mancherter-street,  Boaraen        „  ii 
Eobin  Hoods  Bay -Additions  to  Police  Station        Walker  St  ad   M  I.C.E..  County  Surveyor.  NjrthaliertHi       -i 
Winchester -Additions  to  High  School  for  Girls,  North  Walls    Thog.  St  ipher.  V  s. I.,  Architect,  67,  High-street,  Winchester    it 
Dartmouth  -  Cart-Shed     ..     Corpoiation    T.  O.  V-ale.  Surveyor.  Dirtmiuth    ••  ■■  ■■  •■   ■  jj 
Croydon -Cowsheds,  Beddington-lane     Town  CouncQ    K.  M.  Chart  and  S)n.  Architects.  Katharme-street,  Croyaon    /i 
Mynyddislynn -Additions  to  Schools    School  Boird    R,  L  1!  ibert-s  Architect,  Abercarn     ,   .,    ■•  ■■  ■•_•■  ••        "  *• 
Dartford -Technical  Schiwls       Urban  District  CouncU    O.  H  Tait.  .MI  C.E  .  Architect.  Lowfield-street.  Dirtlora       „  -i 
Glasgow  -  Tenements  in  Stobcross,  Clyde,  and  Piccadilly  Streets  Corporation      The  Citv  Kogioeer.  64.  Cochraae-street.  01a<<ow      ■     ,,  -« 
Hasfings- School,  St.  Helens        School  Bwrd      Arthur  Wells.  F.R  I  B.A..  Q  lean's  Chambers.  Hastings  _..  ........     „  -5 
Whitechapel,  E.-Enlargemeot  of  Fire  Station    LQndon  County  Council    The  Archit-.ct's  Department,  ('iimty  Hall.  ''P""' "''?°'"-' °;  p    '    "  o- 
Catford,  S.E.— Enlargement  of  Town  Hall        Lewisham  Baud  of  Works    Tie  Surv-vor'a  De,>artm'n-..  Lewisham  Town  Hill,  oj.ura,  o.ii...     „  i> 

Hucdeootc -Schools     School  Board    W.  B.  Wool.  Architect.  II.  Q  leen-strec'.,  O.ouceater      „  «■ 
Exmouth -Detached  Villa,  Oyprns-road          C«pt.  Arthur    Philip  K.  rley.  Architect,  Etm  mth       "  ** 
Oxford-Girls'  Central  School.  New  Inn  Hill    School  Board    F.  P.  MorreU,  Clerk,  1,  St.  Giles,  Oxford    ==• 
Sunderland -PuUing  Down  Buildings  in  Hat  Caae  AJcea,  and                                                                                                                   _        „  „  o     j„i.„fl  oif 

Erecting  Three  Blocks  of  Workmen's  Dwellings     Corporation    The  Boron  ;h  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  Hall,  bunaeriana       21* 
Grimsby-Goods  Warehouse  and  Office    Great  Central  Rkil  way  Co    The  Engineer's  Offix,  London-road  Station,  Manchester      „  J- 
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TECnNIC    AND    ^ESTIIKTIO 
QUALIFICATIONS. 

TWO  kinds  of  architectural  teaching  beset 
the  student,  lie  is  confronted  on  one 

side  by  the  technist,  who  is  ready  to  cnim 
Tiim  with  all  kinds  of  technical  knciwlodge 
relating  to  the  properties  and  conversion  of 
building  materials,  the  use  of  tools,  and  work- 

shop practice  ;  while,  on  the  other  side,  the  art 
insteuctor  is  equally  zealous  to  instil  into  hia 
mind  ideals  of  design,  historical  phases  of 
the  art  of  architecture,  theories  of  colour  and 
decoration .  ̂ VTiich  of  these  two  apostles  is  he 
to  follow  y  Each  of  them  looks  only  on  one 
side  of  the  shield,  and  thinks  his  scheme 
of  instruction  complete  without  tho  other. 
To  one  class  of  students  there  is  a  pre- 

judice for  the  mechanical  side  of  building  ; 
they  take  an  interest  in  all  mech:inical 
and  ingenious  problems,  and  they  natu- 

rally incline  to  tne  technical  branch.  To  a 
student  of  this  kind,  measurement,  weight, 
and  mechanical  execution  has  an  attraction, 

and  the  superintendence  of  buildings  is  natu- 
rally more  to  his  liking  than  studying  on 

paper  the  effects  of  different  arrangements  of 
composition  and  detail  from  an  artistic  point 
of  view.  The  draughtsman  and  designer 
studies  building  from  a  totally  different 
standpoint.  Ue  looks  at  the  subject  as  a 
whole  synthetically ;  mechanical  details  of 

workmanship  are  not  his  forte — a  reason  why 
so  few  draughtsmen  can  look  at  details  with 
the  eye  of  a  practical  man,  and  why  so  few 
become  clerks  of  works. 

This  diversity  of  taste  is  bewildering  if  not 
distracting  to  the  ordinary  student  who  is 
entering  the  profession ;  he  finds  the  schools 
putting  forth  both  claims  for  his  allegiance, 
the  literature  he  studios  is  equally  divided 
and  equally  distinct  in  their  teaching  ;  one 
class  of  books  put  into  his  hands  or  recom- 
mende<l  deals  exclusively  with  bmlding 
materials,  with  trades,  with  mathematical 

principles,  with  processes  of  manxifacture ; 
he  finds  nothing  in  such  guides  that  will 
give  him  any  information  as  to  the  design  of 
struchires,  whether  of  stone,  brick,  wood, 
or  iron.  They  teach  plenty  about  weights 
and  stresses,  and  how  to  calculate  them  under 
given,  often  very  ideal,  conditions,  but 

absolutely  nothing  as  to  their  application 
to  buildings  of  the  simplest  kind.  The 
tables  and  formu];o  and  diagrams  appear 
seldom  to  apply  to  actual  building  problems. 
The  reason  of  this  is  because  the  authors  or 
compilers  of  our  treatises  on  construction 

are  either  pure  and  simple  "book-makers," 
or  are  men  who  have  had  only  one  kind  of 
training — generally  teachers  of  mathematics 
or  engineers,  who  devote  their  time  to 
writing  such  books.  Wo  want  mathe- 

matics and  construction,  if  possible,  treated 

from  an  architect's  or  builder's  point  of  view,  a 
necessity  we  seem  to  be  unable  to  satisfy  in 
these  daysof  independent  study  and  specialism, 
because  the  architect's  education  has  lieen 
deficient  in  such  matters.  Nor  is  thi>  student 
better  off  when  he  tries  to  obtain  pr.ntical 
instruction  from  works  on  architecture  or 

art.  lie  finds  no  information  about  plan, 
about  details  of  construction,  and  how  such- 

and-such  a  design  is  executed.  If  it  is  the 
design  of  an  iron  structure  it  is  drawn  to  a 
small  scale,  and  the  details  are  shirked  or  left 

to  the  imagination,  while  elaborate  drawings 
are  published  of  brick  and  stone  buildings 
without  the  slightest  information  as  to  how 
the  bond  is  worked  or  the  stone  cut  and 
jointed.  Volumes  of  elaborate  interior  decora- 

tions or  historic  buildings  are  brought  out 

that  give  no  working  sei  tions  or  explain  tho 
material  or  composition  of  the  ornamental  de- 

tails. The  elementary  tieatises  are  often  mere 

compilations  of  older  books  by  well-known 
authors.  If  it  is  a  work  on  carpentry,  tho 
author  is  content  to  repeat  the  examples  of 
roofs  which  Tredgold  published  early  in  the 

century  ;  they  are  all  common  king-post  or 
queen-post  trusses ;  no  examples  of  Medi;pval 
roof-framing  are  furnished.  Should  our 

architect  want  to  see  how  a  ili'cho  or  a 
timber  cupola  is  constructed,  he  has  to  wade 

through  volumes  of  the  "  B.  N."  for  details of  such  work  ;  there  is  nothing  to  be  found 

in  the  ordinary  treatise  or  textbook.  Stone- 
work, terracotta,  brick,  and  iron  details  have 

all  been  published  in  profusion,  but  only  as 
architectural  sketches  or  scraps  of  mould- 

ings and  tho  like,  without  any  attempt  to 
give  sections  to  show  the  jointing  or  tho 
construction.  In  this  manner  we  have 

theoretical  treatises  that  ignore  actual  con- 
struction or  application  to  modern  work, 

books  and  compilations  on  the  trades,  which 

repeat  old  examples,  and  art  and  archi- 
tectural works  which  leave  the  student  in 

the  dark  as  to  the  modes  of  construction 

adopted. To  a  certain  extent  the  Technical  and  Art 

Schools  supply  the  deficiencies,  but  not  in  the 
best  form,  or  at  the  right  moment.  In  tho 
technical  class  room  the  instructor  is  not 

likely  to  inten'upt  his  demonstration  by 
showing  how  certain  applications  can  be 
made  to  different  conditions  of  structure,  or 
how  a  formula  or  a  stress  diagram  Ciin  be 
applied  to  certain  forms  of  vaults  or  roofs. 
In  the  workshops  also  limitations  are  im- 

posed ;  the  subjects  discussed  have  reference 
to  set  questions  and  answers  for  examina- 

tions. Demonstrations,  to  be  of  practical 

use,  require  to  be  made  in  the  architect's office,  or  on  tho  building  when,  in  fact,  the 
emergency  arises.  Both  the  technical  school 
and  workshop,  as  now  in  operation,  are  in- 

tended to  test  the  student's  knowledge  of 
principles ;  so  the  art  training  of  the  school 
IS  intended  to  test  the  proficiency  of  the 
pupil  in  drawing  or  scale  work.  The 
exercises  in  design  in  various  materials  are 
taught  apart  from  actual  building  or  the 
workshop,  so  that  we  have  many  exhibits 
of  admirable  ingenuity  and  cleverness,  many 
beautiful  arrangements  of  ornament  and 
detail  which  have  no  relation  to  anything 
else.  Again,  many  of  these  essays  are 
suggestedby  other  designs  for  similar  objects, 

and  do  not  represent  the  student's  power  to 
create  or  evolve  spontaneously  from  actuixl 
conditions. 

In  the  remarks  made  by  Mr.  G.  F.  Bodley, 
A.E.A.,  after  the  presentation  to  him  of  the 
Institute  Gold  Medal,  that  gentleman  asserted, 

with  much  weight,  that  the  system  of  ex- 
aminations would  have  the  tendency  to  make 

the  architect  less  of  an  architect,  and  his 
work  less  artistic  and  more  professional  and 
scientific.  In  this  opinion  we  share,  if  these 
tests  are  conducted  on  tho  lines  we  have 
indicated.  Technical  and  scholastic  art 
courses,  useful  as  they  are  as  a  discipline, 
are  distractive,  and  discourage  the  student 

from  pursuing  his  own  resources  and  inclina- 
tions. They  present  to  his  mind  opposite 

and  independent  courses  of  study  having 
nothing  in  common — no  united  aim,  and 
dissuade  him  from  profitable  and  personal 
effort,  in  which  he  can  see  and  understand 

the  relations  of  design  to  material  and  work- manship. 

Though  not  so  definitely  related  to  archi- 
tecture as  the  technic  and  aesthetic,  the  im- 

portance of  estimation  and  valuation  must 
not  be  underrated  in  the  scheme  of  the 

architect's  education.  Measurement  and 
valuation  of  artificer's  work  is  so  intimately 

mixed  up  with  the  architect's  re<iuire- 
ments,  that  any  neglect  of  this  branch  is  a 
serious  defect  in  his  education.  But  it  has  a 

special  value  apart  from  its  immediate  use : 
it   enables    the  architect    to    estimate    the 

relative  value  of  materials  and  labour,  and  to 

design  his  details  with  soiuo  roLMid  to  tho 
co.st.  It  will  bo  found  that  the  uuj-it  careful 
designers  of  buildings  are  men  who  have 
learned  to  take  out  quantities,  to  analyse 
items  of  woiknianehip,  and  to  assess  their 
proper  value.  They  will  not  throw  away  a 
lump  of  stone  in  a  cornice  if  they  are 
acqiminted  with  the  way  the  stone  is  cut  up 
into  beds  economically,  nor  will  they  so 

thoughtlessly  design  a  roof  with  a  wasteful 
expenditure  of  timber  if  they  have  learned  to 
measure  and  value  tho  material  in  tho 

different  scantlings.  Theprocess  of  measuring 
labour  in  stone  or  wood  will  make  him  moro 
careful  in  his  details  in  apportioning  it  to  tho 

best  advantage.  The  extravagant  and  redun- 
dant design  is  generally  the  work  of  men 

who  have  not  learned  the  cost  of  material  or 

the  expenditure  of  labour. 
To  ac<iuire  each  of  these  varied  branches  in 

a  sense  of  due  proportion  is  not  a  very  easy 
task.  They  are  perplexing  and  troublesome 
when  each  has  to  be  learned  in  tho  order  of 

their  necessity  ;  but  when  all  three  are  put 
before  tho  student  at  the  very  threshold  of 
his  studies,  they  become  positively  distasteful 
to  the  pupil  who  has  been  taught  ti  regard 
architecture  as  one  study  instead  of  several. 
At  present  there  is  a  want  of  unity  of  aim 
and  direction  in  the  modes  of  teaching  these 

matters,  exceedingly  irksome  to  the  student 
not  endowed  with  large  intellectual  capacities. 

lUHLDING  SUPERINTENDENCE. 

T1II;i;E  is  no  Royal  road  to  the  knowledge 
of  a  building  superintendent.  He  is 

generally  a  man  who  has  learned  his  art  on 
the  buUding  and  in  workshops,  so  that  any 

attempt  to  uiy  down  definite  rules  would  be 
superlluous.  He  must  be  guided  by  cir- 

cumstances. Nevertheless,  it  may  be  useful 

as  far  as  possible  to  systematise  the  know- 
ledge acquired  by  architects,  clerks  of  works, 

and  others  engaged  in  superintending  build- 
ings, and  there  are  many  papers  and  articles 

read  at  societies  that  would  furnish  the  staple 
of  a  set  of  directions.  A  recent  writer  in 
the  Techiwyrap/i,  an  annual  published  by  the 
University  of  Illinois,  Mr.  Edwin  B.  Clarke, 
gives  some  useful  advice  on  the  subject. 
The  superintendent  is  a  person  who  comes  in 
between  the  design  and  the  execution  of  the 
building,  or  between  the  architect  and 
builder,  and  his  appointment  is  an  inference 
that  misinterpretations  of  the  drawings  and 
specifications  or  mistakes  are  liable  to  be 
made.  The  imperfect  or  unexplained  plan 
is  one  of  tho  chief  sources  of  disagreement. 
The  drawings  are  hurriedly  prepared,  and 
omissions  and  inaccuracies  are  Qie  result. 
The  builder  finds  the  plan  does  not  agree 
with  the  elevation  on  some  point,  as  the 

position  of  a  window,  or  that  there  is  a  dis- 
crepancy between  the  general  scale  and  the 

dimensions  given  thereon  or  figured  in 
the  details.  Every  well  drawnup  contract 
has  a  clause  which  refers  to  these  dis- 

crepancies, providing  which  directions  are 
to  be  followed,  or  referring  the  disagree- 

ment to  the  architect.  The  first  duty 

of  tho  superintendent  or  clerk  of  works, 
as  we  generally  call  him,  is  to  examine  and 

compare  the  plans,  details,  and  spcL-ifications 
before  the  work  is  commenced  so  as  to  dis- 

cover any  omission  or  discrepancies  that  may 
occur,  and  to  have  them  adjusted.  The 
drawinfjS  should  be  full  and  complete, 
so  as  to  show  every  part  of  the  building. 
Two  elevations  are  not  sufficient  if  every 
side  of  the  building  is  to  be  properly  treated, 
and  if  the  builder  is  to  have  no  opportunity 
left  for  guessing.  One  section  is  generally 
inadequate  to  show  the  construction,  and 
omitted  detail  drawings  lead  to  all  kinds  of 
blunders.  Mr.  Clarke  recommends  numerous 

sectional  drawings  which  shall  show  any 

unusual  or  special  features,  and  also  suffi- 
cient dimensions  given  to  prevent  mistakes 
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and  after-calculation.  AVe  believe  it  safer  to 
put  all  dimensions  on  plans  and  sections  than 
to  trust  to  scale  aloue,  which  often  leads  to 
slight  alterations  and  diminution  ;  but  some 
care  is  necessary  that  the  general  dimensions 
tally  with  the  smaller  dimensions  of  rooms 
and  wall  thicknesses,  as  when  there  is  a 
discrepancy  the  builder  prefers  to  take  the 
dimension  which  favours  himself.  Mr. 
Clarke  says,  in  figuring  dimensions,  it  is 
''  an  advantage  to  give  a  string  of  distances 
between  centres  of  main  features,  with 
subordinate  lines  of  dimension  for  the 
separate  parts  of  those  features ;  and 
also  to  note  on  each  plan  the  bays 
or  dormers  which  are  to  centre  with 
some  other  feature  of  the  building  above  or 

below  them.''  This  course  is  followed  in  all 
well-prepared  plans,  especially  as  regards  the 
"centring"  of  features.  I'ross-dotted  lines 
marked  "centre  of  dormer,"  or  "centre  of 
bay  below  or  above,"  with  the  dimensions 
marked  from  a  general  axis,  are  sufficient. 
The  setting  out  of  the  brickwork  on  each 
story  is  immensely  facilitated  by  this  method. 
We  may  also  notice  here  the  importance  of 
dimensioning  the  widths  of  narrow  piers  and 
openings  with  reference  to  the  bond  of  brick- 

work when  possible. 

The  author  of  the  paper  we  refer  to  also 

recommends  a  "  building  line,"  "  usually  the 
line  of  the  first  story  above  the  water  table," 
— probably  the  ground-iloor  level  is  intended 
— as  a  base  line  from  which  to  figure  heights 
to  be  indicated  by  a  red  dotted  line.  It  is 
a  great  convenience  to  the  superintendent  to 
have  common  lines  of  height  marked  on  all 
the  elevations  and  sections.  Indeed,  a  few 
days  spent  in  figuring  and  checking  dimen- 

sions on  the  drawings  wiU  save  many  delays 
and  costly  mistakes,  and  render  the  pricing 

of  the  work  easier.  N'agueness  in  the  docu- 
ments is  a  source  of  uncertainty  to  the 

contractor  who,  to  meet  contingencies,  adds 
a  percentage  to  his  estimate. 

Mr.  Clarke  says  the  superintendent  should 
have  a  comj^lete  set  of  drawings  and  specifi- 

cations— a  suggestion  hardly  necessary  on 
this  side  of  the  Atlantic,  as  every  clerk  of 
works  is  furnished  with  such  a  set,  and 
with  all  working  drawings  and  agreements. 
Referring  to  "laying -out"  the  building, 
Mr.  Clarke  offers  some  good  advice.  A 
steel  tape  should  be  used  in  setting-out  the 
work,  and  for  a  long  Line  of  dimensions  it 
is  more  reliable  to  hold  the  ring  end  at  a 
certain  centre,  marking  oS  seriatim  the 
several  dimensions  from  the  plan — a  pro- 

cedure that  prevents  accumulative  errors. 
For  regulating  the  widths  of  trenches  and 
the  building-line,  a  notched  stick  with  a 
plumb-line  is  the  best  and  easiest  method  to 
adopt,  the  latter  being  dropped  from  the 
stretched  building-line.  The  superintendent 
should  decide  on  all  the  necessary  chases  and 
channels  for  pipes  and  flues  for  gas, 
water,  and  wastes,  if  these  are  not  shown 
in  the  plans,  and  a  notebook  in  which 
all  details,  orders,  extras,  and  agreements 
should  be  entered  ia,  of  course,  essential, 
the  dates  invariably  accompanying  these 
entries.  IVequent  visits  to  the  foundry, 
pattern,  and  modelling  shops  ought  to  be 
made  to  insjject  the  work  in  progress,  and  to 
explain  points  of  detail. 

These  suggestions  are  of  general  value 
in  most  cases,  and  may  be  usefully  fol- 

lowed by  superintendents.  t>enorally  the 
clerk  of  works  depends  too  implicitly 
on  the  accuracy  of  all  plans  and  details; 
he  does  not  think  ho  is  employed  to  check 
anil  alter  the  architect's  design,  but  to  insist 
on  their  being  carried  out  at  any  cost — a  view 
that  may  lead  to  serious  disputes.  Of  course, 
he  should  consult  the  architect  before  any 
alteration  or  correction  of  importance  is 
made,  or,  if  left  to  his  own  resources,  en- 

deavour to  get  over  any  discrepancy  in  the 
best  way  ho  can.  The  experienced  superin- 

tendent is  seldom  at  a  loss  in  these  emer- 

gencies ;  but  by  a  careful  preliminary 
examination  of  the  drawings,  ho  makes 
himself  master  of  the  situation. 

ESTIMATES.  — XIV. 

CAUi'E.VTER  — ( Continued). 

IN'  most  of  our  calculations  we  have  piiced 
the  items  for  "mixed  Swedish"  yellow 

deals  at  about  £10  to  £11  per  standard  at  the 
dock  sales.  The  current  prices  vary  con- 

siderably, as  much  as  from  £17  to  £!••  per 

standard;  the  latter  price  is  for  "fifths." Battens  are  about  £1  lOs.  to  £2  less.  We 
have  spoken  of  waste  in  sawing,  and  this 
element  ought  to  be  remembered  in  those 
items  where  the  timber  is  sawn  into  scantlings 
of  the  reijuired  size.  Mr.  Leaning  adopts 
the  average  of  2S8ft.  of  sawing  per  load, 
which  is  equal  to  about  3ft.  cube  for  waste 
per  load — i.e.,  it  we  take  that  lineal  dimen- sion by  1ft.  by  ̂in. 

In  "the  pricing  of  labour,  the  estimator ought  to  have  a  knowledge  of  the  time  taken 
to  do  certain  kinds  of  work,  the  wage  of  the 
carpenter  and  joiner,  how  the  work  is  plaiied, 
how  fixed,  and  how  nailed.  The  labour  and 
nails  to  fir  joists,  to  framed  floors  with 
girders,  binding,  bridging,  and  ceiling  joists 
to  common  joists,  and  labour  and  nails  to 
quarter  partition  and  roofs,  common  and 
framed,  can  only  be  priced  by  experience  of 
other  similar  work.  The  use  of  constants  of 
labour  at  per  foot  cube  or  foot  superficial 
will  be  found  indispensable. 
We  give  a  few  constants  for  labours  on  fir 

timber. 
Hours. 

Cubeflrbond           '50 
Ditto,  framed         '"5 Ditto  truss  framed       1-00  to  16 
Ditto  framed  and  chamfered       1'50 
Ditto  wrought  and  framed       l'"5 
Ditto  wrought  and  rebated      2*25 Ditto  and  ditto  and  beaded      300 

Proper  door  cases       3'60 
These  constants  are  multiplied  by  the  rate 

of  wages  per  hour,  or  we  may  use  constants 
which  represent  days  and  decimal  parts  of 
the  day,  in  which  case  the  factor  applied 
is  the  rate  of  wages  per  day.  Some  of 
these  are  as  follows  : — 

Days  of  a  carpenter. 
Labour,  fitting,  and  fixing  fir  in  ground 

joists       "(KO Ditto  framed-in  in  floors  with  bridging 

joists  and  trimmers      "066 
Ditto  ditto  framed  in  double  framed  floors    '090 
Ditto  on  quarter  partitions       -OSOto-lOO 
Ditto  ditto  and  trussed        "123 
Ditto  ditto  in  roofs        "090 
Ditto  ditto  in  roof  trusses      'ISS 

To  apply  some  of  these  constants  to  floors and  roofs : 

Cube  flr  in  groined  joists     0 
Labour  (carpenter,  fitting  and  fixing), 

•OSOatSs.  4d    0 

Xails.  say     '  0 

s.  d. 

1    C 

necessary  to  understand  how  the  timbers 
have  been  taken  and  measured,  whether  they 

have  been  specifiedto  be  of  the  "Jinishtd  sizes 
as  fixed  in  the  building,"  or  whether  the 
timbers  are  to  finish  less  than  the  specified 
dimensions.  If  the  specification  provides 
that  the  sizes  provided  are  the  finished 
sizes,  an  allowance  is  made  for  planing  by 
measuring  the  timber  Jin.  larger  each  way. 
The  wrought  or  planed  surfaces  are  measured 
by  the  foot  superficial ;  but  it  ia  necessary 
that  the  estimator  should  know  whether  the 
measurement  is  for  wrought  face  and  includes 
waste  in  planing  or  not. 

l:3Stt.   cube.     Fir    framed   in    roof-trusses, 
wrought  and  beaded,  3  faces. 

One  way,  and  perhaps  the  most  satis- 
factory, is  to  take  out  the  cube  feet  of  timber 

in  one  truss  carefully,  the  wrought  or 
planed  faces,  beading,  and  other  labours, 
pricing  them  at  fair  prices ;  the  cube  timber 
at  23.  l2d.,  the  planing  at  Id.  per  foot  super., 
the  beading  at  Id.  per  foot  run,  waste, 
hoisting,  &c.,  as  before,  and  then  to  divide 
the  total  sum  by  the  number  of  cube  feet  in 
the  truss  for  the  price  per  foot  cube  ;  but  the 
simplest  way  is  to  apply  the  constant  for 
labour  for  work  of   this  description,  as  for 

example : — £   s.  d. 
Cost  of  fir  per  foot  cube      0    16 
Labour  of  carpenter  (constant 300  per 

hour),   fitting   and    fixing,    or    300 
K  lOd.  =  30  ̂   30d       0     2    6 

Labourer's  time,  say       0    0    3 

Per  foot  cube      0    4    3 

Laxton  prices  this  at  48.  Sd. 
Or  the  value  of  the  planing  may  be  taken 

at,  say,  Jd.  to  Id.  per  superficial  foot,  the 
constant  for  which  is  -010,  and  the  beading 
or  chamfering  at  -003  day  of  a  carpenter  per 
foot  run. 

The  constants  for  grooves  are  "003  for  a 
ploughed  groove,  and  one  2in,  girth  across 
grain  -009;  circular  ditto,  -012;  rebated  are the  same. 

Mouldings,  2in.  girth   per  foot  nm        "012 
„  cross  grain     „                  '018 
„  circular    „                   '024 „  over  2in.  girth...  „ 
,,  straight       „ 
,,  cross  grain     ,, 
„  circular    ,t 

If  stopped,  the  constant  is  increased  one- half. 

182ft.   cube.     Fir   in  roof-trusses,  wrought 
and  framed. 

These  may  be  priced  at  from  3s.  to  3s.  9d. 

per  foot  cube ;  add  hoisting.  These  trusses 
are  in  large  scantlings,  and  would  have  to  be 
cut  out  of  balk  timber.  We  may  price  the 

items  thus : — 

•072 

•108 

•144 

t\ 

6: 

Per  cube  foot  (say  2s.)       0    1  11} 

The  same  item  worked  out  by  the  constant 

representing  the  rate  per  hour,  or  lod. — 
viz.,  'oO  X  lOd.  =  o'O  =  od.,  the  same 
amount  for  labour. 

30ft.  cube,  fir  framed-in  floors  :^ £   s.  d. 

Cost  of  fie,  say       0    2    2 
Labour  of  carpenter  (constant  -066  by 

rate  of  wages  per  day,  or  •068  x  Ss.  4d. =  •oee  X  lood.  =  6  6     0  o 
Nails      0  -0 

Per  cube  foot      0    2    9 

If  multiplied  by  the  constant  per  hour 
•7J,  it  would  be  '7-5  ■;  lOd.  =  7'o  =  7Jd.  for 
labour. 

130tt.  cube  fir  framed-in  roof  trusses :  — 
£  8.   d. 

fo«t  of  flr.  say       0  2    2 

Labour  of  carpenter  (constant  '123)  at current  rate        0  14 
Hoisting      0  0    1 

Per  foot       0    3    7 

The  constant  per  hour  gives  about  the 
same  for  labour. 

Cost  of  timber,  say,  £3  ISs.  per  load  in  £ 
docks  per  foot  cube    0 

Cartage    ■•    " 
Sawing  at  3ft.  in  every  load,  say    0 
•Waste,  10  per  cent    0 
Hoisting  and  labour,  putting  together...  0 

B.  d. 1  6 

0  3 

0  Ij 

0  2 

1  4 

Per  foot  cube    .^_L_i" 

Profit         0    0    3 

Say        0    3    8 

The  pricing  may  be  simplified  by  using 
the  constant  as  in  item  above. 

The  constant  of  labour  for  roof  trusses  is 

123,  or  equal  to  about  Is.  3d. 
310ft.  cube.    Fir  framed  in  ceiling  joists. 

These  can  be  cut  out  of  battens  or  deals. 

Coat  of  cube  foot,  as  before    0 Cartage     J 

Sawing,  tay    " 
Waste,  6  per  cent.    " 

Labour  (constant  •ICO)    0 

s.  d. 
1  G 
0  2 
0  2 

0  1 

0  10 0    2    9 

:)72ft.  cube.  Fir  framed  in  partitions. 

It  is  desirable  to  know,  before  pricing  this 

item,  whether  the  partitions  are  to  be  properly 

framed— that  is,  whet'aer  the  vertical  posts 
and  studs  are  tenoned  into  the  heads  and 

sills  or    merely   nailed.    The    tenoning   of 
In  the  pricing  of  wrought  timbers  it  is  1  quarters  is  seldom  done 
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r,o 

The    timber 
battens. 

can    be    cut    from   deals  or 

Cost  of  deals  at  £10  per  standard,  or  £  s  d. 
£3  2s.  6d.  p«r  load,  sajr     0  1  S 

Cartage     0  0  2} Sawing      0  0  2 
Labour  (constant  ■COO),  say    0  0  9 
Waste,  10  per  cent   ''.'.  o  0  IJ 

0    2    6 

•iL'Oft.  cube.  Ditto,  all  the  (juarters  tenoned. 
In  this  item  all  the  timbers  are  tenoned, 

and  therefore  the  labour  will  bo  more.  Add, 
say,  2d.  to  the  last  =  28.  8d.  Some  price this  at  lis.  Hid. 

.300ft.  ditto.     Kitto  in  trussed  partitions. 
Add  3d.  to  the  last.  In  these  partitions 

the  trussed  part  is  all  framed— that  is,  the 
king  or  queen  posts  are  framed  or  tenoned 
into  head  and  sill,  also  the  braces.  If  there 
is  hoisting  to  be  allowed  for,  an  addition  of 
Id.  or  2d.  to  any  of  these  items. 

62ft.  cube.  Fir  in  il.'che,  \vrought  and framed  according  to  detail. 

Before  pricing  an  item  like  this,  it  is 
necessary  to  examine  the  detail  carefully, 
to  see  how  much  is  framed  or  trussed,  the 
quantity  of  wrought  or  planed  face,  Arc. 

The  items  may  be  put  down  generally  as follows : — 

Cost  of  timber  at  £3  16s.  per  load,  per  £ foot  cube    0 

Cartage    !!!!."!!.""    o 
■Waste,  10  per  cent    0 Labour,  hours  of  a  o&rpenter  1-78-  iVii  0 

Add  hoiatis^  and  Szing,  aay  70ft.  from 
ground,  say     q 

.  d. 
8 
3 
2 

Ji 

<i 

Per  foot  cube      0    3    6 

23(ift.  cube.  Fir  in  half-timbered  work, 
wrought  on  all  exposed  faces,  and  grooved 
to  receive  plasterin",  framed  as  shown, 
and  put  together  with  oak  pins,  &c. 

Selected  timber,  say,  per  foot  cube  ...  0  2  " 
Laboiu:,  constant  1'76  =  17-6  =  Is.  eld.  0  1  6J Oak  trenails       0    0    1 

0  3    8i 

82ft.  super.  Centring  to  trimmer  arches. 

Rough-sawn  boards  are  used  for  the 
arches,  and  the  material  may  be  put  down  at 
3d.  per  foot  super. ;  labour  about  the  same, 
say  7d. 

12ft.  super.  Centring  to  apertures. 

As  the  rough  centres   can  be  used  again,  a 
small  price  is   sometimes  put — say  6d.  per foot  super. 

Hft.  run.  Centring  to  soflSts  9in.  wide. 

This  consists  of  two  rough-cut  ribs,  with 
fillets  nailed  cros.swise.  Price  this  at  tkl.  per foot  run. 

Hft.  run.  Ditto  to  14in.  soffit. 

Price  this  at  7d.     The  ribs  would  be  the 
same  for  this,  but  the  fiUets  would  be  longer. 

b  squares  80ft.  super.  Flat-boarded  centring to  concrete  floors. 

Boarding,  per  square    1    o    o' Constant  days  of  carpenter  -60,  days  of 
labourer -60,  for  fixing   '      0  10    0 

1  10    0 

160ft.  cube.  Circular  ribs  to  roof-trusses, 
mcluding  grooved  and  rebated  joints,  and dowelhng  with  oak  dowels. 

Cube  fir,  per  foot.. 
Labour,  constant 
250     

Hoisting   []^ 

of   carpenter  -280  = 

£ 
0 

8  squares  80ft.  super.  Slate  battening  to roofs  for  Countess  slating  ;  battens  2iin. by  fin. 

This  may  be  put  at  (is.  («1.  per  square,  in- 
cluding profit  per  square.  The  ti.xing  only may  be  valued  by  constant  -IT  day  of  a 

carpenter,  which  is  equal  to  about  "le.  (id. per  square. 

.i  squares  l((ft.  super.    Jin.   sound-boarding 
and  fillets  to  floors. 

I'ut  this    at    il   per    square.     The    con- 

stant  for    fixing    is   -80,   equals  (is.  Sd.  per 

square. 3.1  squares  super.  Inodorous  felt  to  roofs. 

!■'.  McNeill  and  Co.'s  patent  asphaltic roofing  felt,  V.oin.  thick,  laid  complete,  in- 
cluding laps,  is  priced  at  Is.  per  yard  super., 

or  about  lis.  per  square. 

(JTft.  super.    Wrought  face  on  fir. 

Price  this  at  'lA.  or  Id.  per  foot. 

4(lft.  super,     (jutter-boards  and  bearere. 

If  these  are  lin.  deal,  price  at  (id.  or  7d. 

The  constant  for  fixing  is  -030  =  about  3d. 

per  foot. 
40ft.  super,     i'in.  deal  feather-edged  eaves- board. 

This  is  worth  about  -lyA.  a  foot  for  material 

and  .^'d.  a  foot  for  fixing — say  .'J^d. 

3(ift.  run.     Tilting  fillets. 

Price  at  about  [A.,  per  foot  run. 

(idft.  run.     2in.  rounded  roll  for  lead. 

S.iiy  1  ,ld.  per  foot  run,  if  done  by  machinery. 
Fixing  will  cost  about  another  Id.  per  foot. 

462ft.  run.     2in.  by  I  Jin.  herringbone  strut- 
ting, spiked  to  joists. 

If  we  suppose  there  is  about  2ft.  2in.  of 

rough  fillet  to  the  foot  run  : — 

Fillet,  2ft.  2in.,  at  Sd.  per  foot  lineal,  say    0    0    ij 
Four  splayed  ends  cut  to  joist      0    0    oj Labour  and  nails      0    0    1* 

Per  foot  run       0    0    3} 

SOCIETY  OF  ENGINEERS. 

A  VISIT  was  made  by  over  fifty  members  and 
associates  of  the  Society  of  Engineers  on 

Tuesday,  July  18,  1899,  to  the  Folkestone  Pier 
Extension  Works  and  the  Dover  CoUiery  Works. 
These  works  comprise  the  extension,  widening, 
and  strengthening  of  the  existing  pier.  They  are 
beinjr  carried  out  from  the  design  and  under  the 
control  of  Messrs.  Coode,  Son,  and  Matthews, 
Mr.  Wm.  Rigby  being  the  contractor  for  the 
work,  Mr.  II.  T.  Ker  the  resident  engineer,  and 
Mr.  .1.  Grice  the  contractor's  agent.  The  exist- 

ing pier  is  being  extended  for  a  length  of  900ft., 
300ft.  of  this  being  in  continuation  of  the  line  of 
the  present  work,  and  GOOft.  canted  at  an  angle 
of  36  degrees,  so  as  to  form  a  sheltering  arm.  The 
extension  of  the  pier  is  composed  throughout  of 
Portland  cement  concrete  blocks,  weighing  on  an 
average  17  tons,  the  heaviest  blocks  used  being 
20  tons.  The  work  is  built  from  a  staging, 
covering  the  width  of  the  pier,  in  two  spans  of 
Soft.  The  centres  of  the  spans  longitudinally 
are  40ft.  apart.  \Mien  the  work  covered  by  the 
innermost  bay  has  been  completed,  and  the 
girders  are  available,  the  staging  is  taken  down 
and  re-erected  at  the  outer  end.  Piles,  18in. 
square,  in  clusters  of  four  and  six,  are  driven  to 
form  dolphins,  this  being  accomplished  by  steam 
winches  from  cantilever  pile  engines.  When  the 
dolphins  have  been  completed,  the  lattice  girders, 
which  have  been  removed  from  the  inner  end, 
are  floated  out  on  a  barge,  and  lifted  by  the  piling 
winch  into  position.  The  road  on  top  of  the 
girders  is  then  laid,  and  the  pile  engines  are 
ready  to  bo  run  out  for  the  next  bay.  Upon  the 
top  of  the  staging  there  are  four  travellers  or 
(ioliaths.  The  two  outer  ones,  from  which  the 
diving-bells  are  suspended,  arc  capable  of  deal- 

ing with  a  working  load  of  30  tons.  The  two 
inner  ttiivellers  are  used  for  block-setting  only, 
and  their  masimuoi  working  load  is  20  tons. 

The  mode  of  procedure  adopted  for  preparing 
the  foundation  is  as  follows : — The  sand,  shingle, 
and  soft  material  are  removed  by  1 J  cubic  yard 
grabs,  worked  from  the  30 -ton  travellers,  .\fter 
the  soft  material  has  been  removed  the  bells  are 
lowered,  with  four  men  in  each,  to  e.xcavate  the 
hard  stratum  and  to  level  it  so  that  the  founda- 

tion Mocks  may  be  set  on  a  perfectly  level  and 
even  bed.  The  diving-bells  are  12ft.  Hin.  by 
10ft.  Gin.  by  6ft.  Gin.,  and  weigh  26  tons.  ANTien 
the  beds  have  been  prepared,  the  20-ton  travellers, 
which  in  the  mean  time  have  been  working  at  a 

higher  level,  are  brought  forward  to  set  the 
foundation  blocks,  after  which  the  belU  reaumo 
work. 

The  work  is  brought  up  in  lengths  of  about 
60ft.  at  a  time.  The  blocks  in  the  underwater 
portion  of  the  work  are  laid  block  on  block  with- 

out mortar  joints,  and  the  face  blocks  are  joggled 
together,  and  to  the  next  blocks  in  from  the  face, 
by  roimd  concrete  joggles,  which  are  deposited 
in  baffs  by  divers.  Above  1j.W.(i..S.T.,  the 
outer  blocks  are  faced  with  granite  blockers,  and 
the  blocks  are  bedded  in  mortar  and  the  joints 

grouted. Berthing  places  for  the  steamers  are  provided, 
and  these  have  two  landings,  one  at  cope  level, 

carr\-  girders  to  form  the  deck.  A  sheltering 
parapet  will  be  built  on  the  west  side  of  the  pier, 
covering  the  railway  platform,  for  the  protection 
of  passengers  during  rough  weather.  The  level 
at  which  the  pier  is  now  being  founded  is  34ft. 
3in.  below  L.vV.O.S.T.,  and  at  the  extreme  end 

of  the  pier  the  depth  of  the  foundation  will  be 
l-2ft.  below  L.W.O.S.T.  The  total  height  of 
pier  at  the  head,  from  foundation  to  top  of 

parapet,  will  be  86ft.  Gin. 
The  blocks  for  the  pier  are  made  in  a  yard 

conveniently  situated.  The  concrete  is  made  by 
two  mixers,  each  of  one  cubic  yard  capacity.  It 
falls  from  the  mixer  into  a  hopper,  from  which  it 
drops  as  required  into  waggons,  which  run  on 
staging  fixed  at  a  height  sufficient  to  allow  the 
waggons  to  tip  freely  over  the  top  of  the  block 
moulds.  The  moulds  are  struck  three  days  after 
a  block  has  been  made,  and  the  block,  when  six 

days  old,  is  lifted  by  the  yard  traveller  and 
stacked.  The  blocks  remain  in  the  stacking 
for  four  weeks,  and  are  not  set  in  the  work  untu 
they  are  five  weeks  old.  The  cement  shed  has  a 
capacity  for  1,300  tons.  It  is  divided  into  100- 
ton  bins,  and  each  bin  is  large  enough  to  give room  for  turning. 

I 
SOME   BEDFORDSHIRE   BUILDERS. 

T  has  been  said  times  and   oft  that  nearly  all 
_     the    best    men    in    the   building  trades  in 
'  Ijondon  town "    hailed    originally    from    the 

provinces.     The  record  of  a  comparatively  small 
shop  in  a  Bedfordshire   village  ia  no  mean  one, 
but  perhaps  it  may  be  beaten  by  others  known  to 
some  of  our  readers.      Kempston  is  a  scattered 

vUlage,  less   than    two    miles    from    Bedford's 
historical  county    town,    the    old  home  of  the 
renowned  John  Bunyan.     Passingly  we  may  ob- 

serve that  Kempston  is  one  of  the  most  remarkable 
villages  in   England.     It  is  no  less  than  seven 
miles  long,  and  to  walk  from  one  end  of  it  to  the 

other  occupies  two  hours.     In  the  early  ' '  sixties  " 
a  builder  there— the  lato  Mr.  .lohn  Conquest — did 
a  fairly  extensive  business,  especially  in  church 
renovations.     The  Duke  of    Buccleugh   was  at 
that  time  restoring  most  of  the  churches  on  his 
Xorthamptonshire  estate,  from  the  designs  of  the 
late  Jlr.  William  Slater,  architect,  of  i.  Regent- 
street,  S.W.      Jlr.    Slater  had   originally   been 
managing   clerk  for    the     late    Mr.    Carpenter, 

senior,    lie   ultimately,   at   the   latter's   death, 
took  to  the  practice,  and  brought  up  the  late  Mr. 

R.  Ilerbert  Carpenter,    his    former    employer's 
talented   son.      Some    time    after  Mr.    Slater's 
sudden  death  at  his  residence,  near  Claremont- 

square,    X.,    on     the     afternoon    of    Tuesday, 
December    18,    1872,    Mr.    Ingelow,    a    senior 
member    of   the   staff    joined   young  Mr.  Car- 

penter   in    partnership  —  a    union    that    lasted 

until  the  latter's  early  and  comparatively  recent 
decease.     When  Sir.  Conquest,  after  a  lingering 
illness  of  consumption,  passed  away,  the  business 
at  Kempston  was  contin\ied  by  the  late  Jlr.  Winn, 
his  outdoor  foreman — a    bricklayer  by  trade — in 
conjunction  with  young  Jlr.  Samuel  Poster,  who 
had  been  articled  to  Sir.  Ckinquest.     Later  on, 
Mr.  Winn  died,  and  ever  since   Sir.   Poster  has 

had   a   largo    and    extensive   experience  as    an 
enterprising    provincial    builder    at    the    same 
premises.       Looking    back    3G    years   this   very 
month     in  1863),  a   visitor    to   the    first    wood- 

working shop  in    Sir.    Conquest's    yard  might 
have  espied  at  the  first  bench  a  dapper  bright- 
eyed  little  joiner  named  Thomas  Boyse.  who  is 
at  present  the   popular   Slayor   of    Buckingham, 
and  a  high- class  prosperous  builder  in  that  county. 
•  In    the   next  toiled    a    painstaking   apprentice 
calKd   Dudley,  who   .afterwards  became  a  Iirge 
speculating  builder  on  the  suburbs  of  London, 
and    having  made   his  fortune,  is  now,  in  the 
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soason,  a  well-known  figure  in  scarlet  riding  to 
hounds.  Next  to  him,  af;ain,  ■was  a  ruddy- 
faced  joang  fellow  named  Harry  Hems,  working 
then  89  a  journeyman  woodcarrer — to-day  the 
senior  of  the  widely. known  firm  of  eflesiastical 
sculptors,  Harry  Ilems  and  Sons,  of  Kxeter.  A 
lionch  further  on  was  a  tall,  well-buUt  young 
joiner  named  (Jeorge  Haines.  He  afterwards 
wont  into  business  on  his  own  account  aa  a 
builder  in  Bedford,  and,  baring  obtained  a 
comfortable  competency,  now  lives  retired  in  his 
fair  native  town.  There  were  others  who  might 
have  been  seen  diligently  at  work  under  the 
same  roof  in  1SG3,  who  afterwards  went  into  the 
world,  and  made  therein  successful  marks  in  life's 
battle.  Perhaps  the  smartest— certainly  the 
longest-headed  and  best  workman  of  them  all  in 
those  days— was  their  foreman,  Mr.  William 
Harris;  bat  the  ancients  used  to  say,  "  Whom 
the  (iod's  love,  die  early,"  and  William  Harris, 
able  and  good  man  as  he  was  in  every  varied 
phase  of  life,  passed  away  long  years  ago.  His 
memory  is  still  green,  however,  and  hundreds 
who  read  these  lines  will  pause  a  moment  and  say  : 
"If  ever  there  was  a  good  all-round  craftsman 
in  this  world.  William  Harris  was  that  man  !  " 
He  died  in  London,  foreman  of  a  large  organ 
manufactorj'.  II. 

THE  PROTECTION  OF  SEA-BANKS. 
(COXCI.VDED  ) 

THE  whole  sea-coast  of  the  Northern  Ocean 
is,  as  was  explained  in  our  former  article 

on  thii  subject,  especially  open  to  the  incessant 
assaults  of  its  maritime  invader.  Different  cases 
of  the  encroachments  of  the  waves  upon  the  fore- 

shore and  the  land  above  it,  require  different 
remedies,  and  the  protective  works  that  would  be 
both  efhcacious  and  durable  in  one  situation  and 
under  certain  conditions  would  be  totally  inade- 

quate to  meet  the  duty  imposed  upon  them  in 
other  localities  where  the  demands  were  of  a 
more  onerous  character.  Of  the  three  principal 
modes  of  construction  adopted  in  Europe  for 
defensive  works  of  the  nature  under  notice,  one 
has  been  already  described  and  illustrated.  The 
remaining  two  are  examples  of  the  German  and 
Belgian  systems,  which  are  designed  upon  special 
lines  of  their  own,  and  vary  both  in  form  and 
principle  from  those  of  Holland,  and  those  in 
other  more  distant  countries  also.  The  pecu- 

liarity of  the  Herman  type  of  sea-waU  is  that 
it  is  invariably  built  as  represented  in  Fig.  1, 
with  a  curvilinear  profile  or  contour  consist- 

ing of  a  double  curve  commencing  from  a 
common  tangent.  At  the  summit  of  the 
upper  curve  the  wall  becomes  little  less  than 
a  broad  ledge  or  area  of  so  much  pavement, 
constructed  in  the  same  manner  as  the  rest  of  the 
defensive  work,  but  of  slighter  proportions. 
Thus  in  Fig.  1  the  flat  portion  is  lettered  A  and 
the  two  curves  B  and  C  respectively,  the  former 
being  convex  and  the  latter  concave.  A  com- 

parison between  this  example  and  that  illustrating 
the  Dutch  type  of  wall  in  our  previous  article 
will  bo  instructive  for  two  reasons.  In  the  first 
place  the  form  is  totally  different,  and  in  the 
second,  so  is  the  mode  of  construction.  It  is, 
however,  to  the  intimate  relation  existing  between 
those  two  distinguishing  characteristics  that 
particular  attention  should  be  directed.  In  other 
words,  when  the  form  of  wall  is  altered  it  follows 
(19  an  inevitable  necessity  that  it  must  be  built 
upon  altered  lines.  This  relation  may  be  mathe- 

matically expressed  by  stating  that  the  one  is  an 
independent  and  the  other  a  dependent  variable, 
and  if  we  call  one  x  and  the  other  y,  we  shall 
always  have  the  equation— 

The  type  of  wall  shown  in  cross-section  (Fig.  1) 
cannot  be  divided  into  more  than  two  separate 
pirts,  as,  except  as  regiirds  mere  dimensions,  the 
greater  portion  of  it  displays  a  remarkable 
degree  of  uniformity  in  its  erection.  There 
is  what  may  be  termed  the  wall  proper,  ex- 

tending from  the  solid  high  land  at  S  to 
the  first  or  inner  row  of  piles  P,  driven 
at  the  toe,  and  further  secured,  so  as  to  form 
part  and  parcel  of  the  whole  in  a  manner  to  be 
sub-equently  explained,  liatween  the  inner  and 
the  oiter  ro  vs  of  the  toe-piles,  P  and  P,  the 
re.-uiiQing  pirt  of  the  w^U  or  apron  is  built  of  a dififtirent  contour,  and  with  different  miteriala  to 
thwe  used  io  the  upper  pirt.  The  apron, 
connencing  the  description  of  the  structure  from 
its  sea-Tird  extremi'.y,  is  constructed  in  the foVoiviog  miDier  :  —After  the  rows  of  inner  and 

outer  piles,  P  and  P,  have  been  driven  down  to 
the  required  depth,  a  flooring  of  rough  unhewn 
timbers  and  fascines  is  laid  upon  the  sloping  bed 
of  the  foreshore  as  showh  at  D  in  Fig.  1.  By 
the  action  of  the  waves,  the  sand  perpetually 
advancing  and  receding,  becomes  intercepted  in 
the  interstices  and  meshes  of  the  fascicular  frame- 

work, and  ultimately  the  whole  mass  assumes  the 
consistency  of  a  thorougly  well  incorporated  and 
permanent  consolidation.  If  this  platform  or 
flooring  wereexposed  after  its  completeamalgami- 
tion  to  the  influence  of  the  flowing  and  ebbing  of 
the  tide,  it  would,  in  a  very  brief  period,  become 
utterly  disintegrated,  and  would,  in  fact,  gc  to 
pieces.  In  order  to  prevent  all  chance  of  its  rapid 
dissolution  in  this  untimely  manner,  the  surface  is 
protected  by  a  solid  facing,  which  may  consist  of 
concrete  blocks  or  the  same  material  «j  masse, 
of  rubble  or  a  more  expensive  description  of 
stonework,  or  of  plain  brickwork  set  on  edge.  In 
fact,  any  hard,  dry,  clean,  and  sound  material 
may  be  used  for  this  purpose,  and  the  sample 
selected  will  depend  altogether  upon  what  means 
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and  facilities  the  neighbourhood  and  district 
possess  for  furnishing  a  supply  of  one  material  or 
the  other.  The  double-curved  wall  itself  is  buUt 
upon  a  concrete  foundation,  or,  rather,  bed,  as 
the  depth  to  which  it  is  sunk  is  comparatively 
insignificant.  Upon  the  concrete  a  double  course 
of  bricks  on  edge  is  laid,  and  the  whole  well 
run  in  with  Portland  cement  grouting. 

An  important  feature  in  the  construction  of  the 
German  system  of  sea- walling  is  the  necessity  of 
making  a  strong,  rigid,  and  perfectly  durable 
connection  between  the  sei-wall  proper  and  its 
apron  and  toe  part.  A  reference  to  Fig.  1  will 
indicate  how  these  two  separate  portions  of  the 
entire  fabric  are  made  one.  Upon  the  outer  face 
of  the  inner  row  of  piles  P,  a  series  of  planks  are 
spiked  or,  preferably,  bolted  to  them,  while  on 
the  inner  face  a  pair  of  longitudinal  waling 
pieces  are  fixed,  and  behind  them  there  is  a  series 
of  inner  longitudinal  planks.  Bolts,  which  should 
not  be  less  than  an  inch  in  diameter,  connect 
together  at  top  and  bottom  the  two  rows  of 
planks,  the  inside  waling  pieces,  and  the  inner 
row  of  toe-piles.  The  apron  is  furthermore 
directly  attached  to  the  concrete  bed  of  the  wall 
by  a  pair  of  longer  bolts  shown  in  the  fiupure. 
In  the  example  selected  the  ordinary  high- water 
and  flood-w^ater  levels  are  indicated  by  their 
respective  letters.  There  is  a  modification  of  the 
German  system,  which  is  sometimes  employed  in 
cases  where  the  difference  of  level  between  high 
and  flood  water  is  comparatively  small,  and 
where  the  foreshore  has  a  very  flat  slope.  While 
in    these  instances  the  general  contour  of  the 

double  curved  type  is  adhered  to,  the  apron  is 
much  longer,  and  is  built  in  a  different  manner. 
Instead  of  the  timber  and  fascines  covered  by  a 
solid  facing  being  simply  inclosed  within  two 
extreme  rows  of  piles,  as  in  Fig.  1,  a  number  of 
intermediate  piles  are  driven  under  the  apron,  as 

its  greater  length  requires.  It  is  unnecessarj-  to 
trespass  upon  our  available  space  by  giving  a 
cross  section  of  this  particular  form  of  wall,  as, 
with  the  exception  alluded  to,  the  construction  is 
perfectly  similar  to  that  already  described.  We 
may  now  proceed  to  the  consideration  of  the  third 
and  last  type,  which  is  the  Belgian,  and  one 
which  differs  in  many  important  features  from the  other  two. 

This  system  of  coast  defence  is  represented  in 
Fig.  2,  and  it  will  be  at  once  observed  that  it 
dispenses  altogether  with  the  use  of  timber,  which 
is  largely  employed  in  the  majority  of  other 
similar  structures.  It  is  built  entirely  of  con- 

crete, with  a  stone  facing  for  which  brickwork  is 
often  substituted.  The  duty  performed  by  the 
toe-pUes  in  supporting  the  wall  in  Fig.  1  is 
carried  out  in  the  design  in  Fig.  2  by  the  short 
sloping  apron  of  concrete  marked  a  in  the  cut, 
and,  in  fact,  the  whole  structure  is  retained  in 
position  partly  by  its  own  great  insistent  weight, 
and  partly  owing  to  the  small  angle  at  which  it 
slopes  seaward.  There  is  scarcely  any  tendency 
towards  slipping,  or  any  sliding  action,  such  as  is 
apparent  in  the  type  shown  in  Fig.  1 .  AXl  the 
various  designs  of  sea-walls  may  be  included 
between  two  extremes,  the  one  being  the  vertical, 
and  the  other  the  long  shape,  or  pierre-peidue 
principle,  which  may  have  almost  any  angle  with 
the  horizontal  short  of  zero.  An  example  of  the 
latter  form,  which  is  much  used,  is  given  in 
Fig.  3,  in  which  a  double  row  of  piles  are  driven 
to  support  the  wall  at  the  end  of  the  long 
slope.  The  concrete  mass  of  the  wall  and  the 
timber  work  are  tied  together  by  long  bolts  in 
much  the  same  manner  as  is  done  in  Fig.  1 ,  but 
not  quite  so  elaborately.  A  combination  of  the 
two  systems  was  represented  in  our  last  article, 
in  which  the  apron  of  the  wall  was  constructed 
upon  the  long-slope  method  ;  but  the  face  of  the 
wall  itself  was  curved  with  an  upward  slope  of 
about  two  to  one. 
An  accurate  and  clear  comprehension  of  the 

nature  tmd  theory  of  wave-motion  is  indispensable 
to  those  engaged  in  the  designing  and  practical 
construction  of  sea-walls  and  coast  defences.  A 

considerable  amount  of  judgment  and  discrimina- tion must  also  be  exercised  in  the  selection  of  the 

particular  type  of  wall,  which  is  the  best  adapted 
to  suit  the  contours  of  the  coast  line,  the  depth  of 
water,  the  height  of  flood  level,  and  the  character 
and  consbtency  of  the  foreshore.  It  may  seem 
a  little  curious,  but  it  is  no  less  true  that  many 
persons  who  possess  undoiibted  claims  to  scientific 
knowledge  entertain  very  erroneous  opinions 
respecting  the  theory  of  waves  and  the  cause  of 
their  tremendous  violence.  There  are  many 
varieties  of  waves,  but  the  two  which  have  more 
immediate  bearing  upon  our  subject  are  the  two 
known  as  waves  of  oscillation  or  undulatory 
waves,  and  waves  of  translation,  and  it 
is  in  the  confounding  of  these  two  that 
has  given  rise  to  S3  much  and  serious 
misunderstanding.  It  may  be  stated  briefly, 
that  the  advocates  of  the  vertical-wall  principle 
contend  that  in  deep  water,  for  which  this  system 
is  especially  applicable,  the  waves  are  simply 
those  of  oscillation,  and  possess  little  or  no 
impactive  force.  In  other  words,  they  never 
break,  and  so  pass  into  waves  of  translation, 
which  subject  every  impediment  in  their  way, 
whether  natural  or  artificial,  to  violent  impact 
and  concussion.  Nautical  men,  while  agreeing 

generally  with  this  statement,  have  maintained 
that,  from  various  causes,  waves  of  oscillation  do 
sometimes  break  in  deep  water,  and  thus  become 
converted  into  waves  of  translation.  The  manner 
in  which  the  waves  act  upon  vertical  and  inclined 
walls  will  be  apparent  from  the  following  facts, 
which  are  convincing.  It  has  been  fretjuently 
observed  at  Portland  that  when  the  waves  meet 
the  circular  heads  of  the  passage  between  the  two 
breakwaters,  which  consist  of  vertical  walls, 
twenty-four  below  the  level  of  low-water  mark, 
they  rise  ahd  fall  in  a  perfectly  gentle  manner, 
whUe  only  some  200  yards  off,  where  the  long 
slope  wall  occurs,  the  sea  runs  up  and  down  with 
ijreat  furv  and  violence.  The  waves  of  oscillation 
in  the  first  instance  are  converted  into  waves  of 
translation  in  the  second,  and  it  has  been  deduced 
by  Sir.  Scott  Russell,  from  actual  experiment, 
that  a  wave  of  oscillation  will  become  changed 
into  one  of  translation  when  the  height  of  the 
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wave  (qnals  the  depth  of  the  water.  As  an 
additional  coast  protection,  groynes  are  often 
attached  to  sea-walls  :  but  that  is  a  subject  which 
we  may  consider  eubaei^uently.  T.  C. 

KESTBVEN  COUNTY  ASYLUM. 

THIS  extensive  asylum  now  in  progress  is 
situate  at  Rauceby,  near  Sleaford,  in  the 

county  of  Lincoln,  and  is  being  built  for  the 
Kesteven  County  Council  from  the  plans  of  Mr. 
George  T.  Hine,  F.K.T.B.A.,  of  Westminster. 
The  foundations  have  been  completed  by  Jlessrs. 
Wadsley  and  Co.,  Billingborough,  Falkingham, 
and  the  contractors  for  the  superstructure  are 
Messrs.  Kirk,  Knight,  and  Co.,  of  Sloaford. 
Some  very  interesting  photographs  of  a  complete 
character  were  taken  of  the  whole  of  the  founda- 

tion works,  and  a  set  was  kindly  sent  us  for 
illustration  by  Mr.  W.  F.  Peacock,  of  BiUing- 
borough,  with  the  plan  given  herewith.  We 
have  been  unable  to  reproduce  the  views,  oving 
to  their  smaUness  of  detail :  but  the  block  plan 
illustrates  the  extent  and  ingenious  character  of 
the  plan  with  the  main  airing  courts  right  and 
left  of  the  administration  building,  the  whole 
group  being  united  by  a  continuous  corridor. 
The  asylum,  when  completed,  will  accommodate 
1.30  males  and  loO  females,  of  which  2b  females 
and  25  males  will  be  paying  patients.  Provision 
is  made  for  extending  the  accommodation  for  200 
more  inmates.  The  chapel  wili  seat  300.  There 

is  a  farm  and  bailifi's  house,  an  infection  hospital, 
and  medical  superintendent's  house  separated 
from  the  main  buildings.  The  works  arc  being 
carried  out  with  all  the  best  and  latest  improve- 

ments in  warming,  lighting,  cooking  appliances, 
and  washing  apparatus  machinery,  drainage, 
water  service  and  storages,  &c. 

TIMBEK   FOR   PILES  AND   SLEEPERS. 

WHI LE  it  will  be  universally  admitted  that 
there  are  several  varieties  of  forest  trees 

which  furnish  what  may  be  termed  a  "  good  all- 
round  timber  "  for  various  constructive  purposes, 
yet  it  is  nevertheless  e<iually  incontestable  that 
some  species  are  better  adapted  to  cert^iin  kinds 
of  work  than  they  are  to  others.  I'f  all  the 
aituaticns  in  which  timber  may  be  located — and 
they  are  exceedingly  numerous  and  always  will 
remain  so  in  spite  of  the  enormous  use  of  iron 
and  steel — the  two  severest  and  most  exacting 
are  when  the  material  has  to  act  in  the  capacity 
of  piles  and  railway  sleepers.  It  is  c|uite  true 
that,  to  a  great  extent,  the  introduction  and  ex- 

tensive employment  of  cement  concrete  has 
relieved  timber  piles  of  a  considerable  amount 

of  hard  service  which  in  earlier  times  was  im- 
posed upon  them.  The  best  historical  example 

of  the  value  and  durability  of  timber  piling  is 
to  be  found  in  pile-built  Venice,  the  old  (jueen  of 
the  Adriatic,  whose  wooden  supports  and  founda- 

tion enthroned  her  on  her  hundred  isles.  In  the 
case  of  the  pile,  afftr  the  great  whole  balk,  or 
the  smaller  haU-timber  has  been  shod  with  iron 
at  the  foot,  and  ringed  at  the  head,  the  peine  forte 
el  dure  commences,  and  only  ceases  when 
the  wooden  column  has  been  forcibly .  driven 
down  to  its  bearings  by  an  unremitting  succession 
of  repeated  hard  blows.  At  the  same  time,  the 
operation  of  driving  is  not  by  any  means  always 

successful  by  "  the  first  intention."  It  is  not  at 
all  an  uncommon  occurrence  for  a  pile  to  be 
drawn,  reehod,  rehooped,  and  redriven,  although 
the  whole  process  is  both  troublesome  and  tedious, 
and  consequently  not  resorted  to  except  under 
circumstances  of  emergency  by  any  of  the  parties 
charged  with  the  supervision  and  execution  of 
the  work.  It  is  pertejtly  well  known  to  all  thof e 
who  have  been  engaged  on  pile-driving  on  a 
large  scale — take  the  walls  and  iloors  of  agra^nng 
dock  as  an  example— that  a  considerable  number 
of  piles  which  are  "  got  down  "  to  all  appearance 
with  perfect  success  leave  their  shoes  behind  them 
in  the  upper  strata.  The  shoes  get  wrenched, 
twisted  out  of  all  shape,  and  otherwise  torn  oS 
during  the  descent  of  the  pile  by  being  violently 
forced  into  contact  with  stones  and  boulders 
encountered  in  transitu.  Some  years  ago,  when 
the  piles  of  an  old  dock  at  Genoa  were  drawn  and 
laid  partially  bare,  in  order  to  get  in  the  found.i- 
tions  for  a  much  larger  and  deeper  structure,  it 
was  discovered  that  out  of  every  hundred  piles 
about  nineteen  were  shoeless. 

Once  "down,"  however,  the  subsequent  duty 
devolving  upon  piles  is  comparatively  light,  as 
the  effect  of  the  static  load,  however  great,  super- 
impoted  upon  them  is  practically  of  little  import- 
tince  after  the  incessant  violent  shocks  and 

dynamical  action  to  which  they  hav»  been  sub- 
jected. The  case  of  a  railway  sleeper  is  almost 

the  exact  antithesis  of  that  we  have  just  con- 
sidered. After  being  adzed,  bored,  and  the 

chairs  bolted  to  it — presuming,  as  in  all  ICnglish 
railways,  chairs  are  used  in  the  permanent  way — 
it  is  fixed  in  its  permanent  position,  the  rails  laid 
down,  and  the  ballast  made  up  to  the  proper  level. 
It  is  then  that  its  hard  work  commences.  For 
the  rest  of  its  life  it  is  exposed  to  the  everlasting 
hammering  of  the  massive  driving  wheels  of 
countless  trains  succeeding  each  other  in  never- 
ending  continuity,  morning,  noon,  and  night. 

With  one  or  two  exceptions  timber  that  answers 
well  for  piles  will  be  nearly  equally  serviceable 
for  sleepers,  though  a  good  deal  depends  upon  the 
nature  of  the  soil  upon  which  the  one  is  laid  and 
the  character  of  the  substrata  into  and  through 

which  the  other  may  be  driven.  For  firm  soils, 
the  hard  pines,  fir,  beech,  oak,  and  elm  are  ex- 

cellent material  for  piles,  but  special  precautions 
are  necessary  to  protect  them  in  tropical  and 
southern  climates  from  their  terrible  and  relent- 

less enemy  the  teredo  navalii.  Among  the 
different  woods  used  for  sleepers — for,  in  foreign 

countries  it  is  very  often  a  matter  of  Ilobson's choice  —  are  the  fir,  the  different  varieties 
of  pine,  the  oak,  the  larch,  and  the  beech,  and 
where  money  is  abundant  the  eucalyptus  and  the 
teak.  All  these  timbers,  both  in  the  case  of  piles 

and  sleepers,  may  be  used  under  two  conditions. 
They  may  be  employed  either  native,  or  after 
having  undergone  one  or  other  of  the  numerous 
processes  of  preservation  applicable  for  that  pur- 

pose. It  is  not  generally  known  that  there  is  a. 
difference  to  be  observed  in  the  treatment  of  the 

trees,  accordingly  as  their  timber  is  to  be  pre- 
served or  not.  If  the  wood  is  to  be  used  in  an 

unpreserved  condition,  the  best  season  for  felling 
the  trees  is  in  the  winter,  when  the  sap  is  slug- 

gish and  inert.  But  if,  on  the  contrary,  it  is  to 
be  subjected  to  a  preserving  process,  the  proper 
seasons  are  the  spring  and  the  summer,  for  the 
reason  that  as  the  sap  at  those  times  of  the  year 
rtows  freely,  it  is  the  more  readily  ejected  by  the 
forcing  operation,  and  the  pores  of  the  wood  filled 
more  easily  with  the  antiseptic  injection.  Both 
at  home  and  on  the  Continent,  especially  in  the 
southern  parts  of  Austria- Hungarj-,  sleepers  of 
native  larch  have  performed  duty  for  upwards  of 
thirty  years,  and  the  blue  gum  under  the  same 
conditions  has  proved  equally  serviceable. 

Were  it  not  for  the  high  price,  sleepers  of  oak 
would  be  used,  to  the  exclusion  of  many  other 
woods.  Experience  on  many  lines  has  shown 
that  when  altogether  of  heartwood,  the  sleepers 
will  last  for  over  twenty  years,  and  even  when 
accompanied  by  the  permissible  amount  of  sap- 
wood — for  a  certain  percentage  of  sapwood  is 
allowed  in  all  specifications  and  contracts  —  they 
are  gocd  for  rather  more  than  half  that  time.  By 
creosoting  oak  sleepers,  their  life  is  prolonged,  as 
a  maximum,  to  nearly  fifty  years,  and  if  chloride 
of  zinc  be  the  preserving  solution  there  will  be 
only  a  few  years'  difference  in  their  longevity. 
Itcech  possesses  many  advantages  as  a  timber  for 
both  sleepers  and  piles.  It  costs  less  in  the  first 
place  than  either  oak  or  pine,  it  lends  itself  with 
greater  facility  to  processes  of  injection,  and 
beechen  forests  have  a  more  rapid  growth  than 
those  of  the  other  two  woods.  It  is,  however, 
absolutely  necessary  that  this  timber  be  subjected 
to  some  preserving  solution,  for  if  it  be  not,  its 
life  as  a  sleeper  will  \>e  limited  to  a  very  few 
years.  VNTien  thoroughly  well  creosote  d,  slefpers 
of  beech  have  been  known  to  last  for  fully  2.1 
years.  Fir  makes  but  a  poor  sleeper,  preserved 
or  unpreaervod,  but  its  place  is  well  supplied  by 
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one  or  other  of  the  pine  tribe.  When  laid 
native,  pine  sleepers  will  do  good  service 
for  ttn  or  twelve  years,  and  well  creosoted 
for  ahout  double  that  time.  Injections  of  both 
chloride  of  zinc  and  sulphate  of  copper  will  give 
a  lease  of  life  of  about  \!>  years.  It  has  been 
found  that  in  some  instances  the  addition  of  a 
certain  quantity  of  crude  creosote  to  the  former 
solution  very  notably  augment.'!  the  etliciency  of 
the  preservation.  New  sleepers  are  invariably 
laid  down  in  the  first  place  upon  the  main  traclcs 
of  a  railway,  but  it  must  not  be  supposed  that  the 
life  of  a  sleeper  ceases  when  it  is  taken  up  from 
that  position,  liuite  the  contrary,  as  it  is  then 
transferred  to  paas  the  rest  of  its  existence  in 
doing  duty  on  sidings,  shunts,  loops,  and  side 
lines,  where  it  will  last  for  another  five  or  six 
years.  Under  any  circumstances,  the  life  of  a 
sleeper  is  comparatively  a  brief  one  ;  but  timber 
piles,  under  certain  conditions,  and  in  certain 
situations,  are  practically  indestructible,  and  may 
in  ordinary  parlance  be  said  to  last  for  ever. T.  C. 

■  ̂ ^  I   
irSWICH   NEW  WORKHOUSE. 

[with  photo-lithographic  illustkatiox.] 

By  the  courtesy  of  Mr.  II.  Percy  Adams, 
F. K.I.I). A.,  the  architect,  we  are  able  to  give 

our  readers  a  view  of  the  new  buildings  which 
the  Ipswich  Board  of  Guardians  have  erected 
near  Kushmere  Heath  for  the  housing  of  the 
poor.  The  buildings,  the  main  lines  of  which 
follow  the  points  of  the  compass,  are  of  simple 
design,  and  constructed  of  local  red  bricks,  with 
Welsh  slate  roofs.  On  the  right  of  the  principal 
entrance  stand  the  vagrant  wards,  which  are 
quite  isolated,  with  quarters  for  the  official  who 
has  charge  of  the  tramps.  Vagrants  of  both  sexes 
are  provided  for,  the  rooms  partaking  mostly  of 
the  nature  of  cells,  some  of  which  will  accommo- 

date several  casuals.  On  the  upper  floor  of  the 
vagrant  wards  are  rooms  in  which  to  store  the 
■clothing  of  inmates  when  taken  from  them  on 
leaving  the  receiving  wards  for  their  respective 
places  in  the  workhouse.  The  central  portion  of 
the  main  block  of  buildings  comprises  the  ad- 

ministrative area,  including  a  committee-room 

and  offices,  master's  residence,  dining  -  hall, 
kitchen,  sculleries,  laundry  stores,  and  serving- 
rooms.  The  dining-hall  has  an  open-timbered 
roof  of  pitchpine,  with  a  dado  of  glazed  brick 
5ft.  high.  There  is  a  gallery  at  one  end,  at  the 
first-floor  level,  which  is  approached  from  the 
entrance-hall,  thus  affording  an  excellent  means 
of  supervision  and  accommodation  for  visitors. 
Immediately  behind  the  dining  -  hall  is  the 
kitchen,  lighted  from  the  roof,  with  steam- 
jacketed  boiling-pans,  for  soup,  tea,  and  coffee  ; 
also  steam  ovens,  carving-tables,  with  hot  dishes, 
&c.,  all  fitted  with  steam  appliances  direct  from 
the  main  boilers.  Corridors  running  right  and 
left  of  the  administrative  block  (and  cross- 
ventilated  by  iron  grills  only),  connect  with  the 
two  principal  wings,  designed  for  the  accom- 

modation of  male  and  female  paupers,  further 
classification  being  possible,  besides  allowing  a 
good  measure  of  comiort  for  the  aged  and  infirm. 
Uaarters  are  also  provided  for  old  married 
couples.  The  infirmary  is  reached  from  the 
main  block  by  a  corridor,  from  which  is  entered 
the  central  portion  of  the  building,  and  from  this 
point  corridors  to  the  left  and  right  lead  to  the 
male  and  female  ward  pavilions.  On  the  first 
floor  of  the  central  block  are  lying-in  and 

children's  wards,  these  special  apartments  being 
entirely  cut  off  from  the  main  building.  On  the 
second  floor  are  situate  the  nurses'  bed  and  sit- 

ting-rooms. The  front  of  the  infirmary  faces 
the  south,  and  from  it  access  to  large  covered 
balconies  at  the  level  of  the  first  and  ground 
floors  is  possible  from  all  the  wards.  All  the 
walls  of  the  wards  are  lined  with  hard  cement, 
while  the  bathrooms,  lavatories,  w.c.'s,  &c.,  are 

-  lined  with  glazed  bricks.  All  the  internal  angles 
•of  walls,  and  between  walls  and  ceilings,  and 
walls  and  floors,  are  quadrants;  projections  or 
mouldings  are  absolutely  dispensed  with,  so  that 
there  may  be  no  lodgment  of  dust,  and  every 
part  of  the  building  may  be  swept  and  kept 
clean.  There  are  also,  for  proper  ventilation, 
additional  inlet  flues,  formed  of  glazed  stoneware 
pipes,  at  the  floor  level  under  each  bed,  and 
extract  flues  at  the  ceiling  level,  the  whole  of 
which  arc  assisted  in  their  action  by  the 
proximity  of  the  smoke  flues.  The  heating  of 
the  large  wards  is  by  means  of  central  stoves, 
with  horizontal  flues  in  the  thickness  of  the 
floors,  which  are  supplied  with  fresh  air  direct 

from  outside.  When  warmed,  these  flues  dis- 
tribute the  heat  evenly  throughout  the  wards. 

The  cost  of  the  buildings,  including  engineering 
work  (and  all  machinery),  electric-lighting  plant, 
fire  hydrants,  and  all  steam  laundry  fittings, 
fences,  gates,  and  everything  complete  is  just 

over  £30,000.  The  architects  who  jointly  "de- 
signed the  buildings  are  Messrs.  U.  I'ercy 

Adams,  F.R.I. 15.  A.,  and  W.  Lister  Newcombe, 
F.U.I.B.A.,  and  the  whole  of  the  works  have 
been  carried  out  entirely  under  the  superin- 

tendence of  Mr.  H.  Percy  Adams,  who  has  been 
assisted  by  Mr.  H.  Cockrell  in  his  capacity  as 
clerk  of  works.  The  contractors  are  Messrs. 
Geo.  Grimwood  and  Sons,  of  Ipswich  and Sudbury. 

OBITUARY. 

Mn.  Mklvis  H.  Hapcood,  architect,  of  New 
York,  died  last  week  at  the  early  age  of  39  years. 
Mr.  Hapgood  was  educated  in  Boston,  Mass., 
where  he  finally  held  a  position  in  the  office  of 
Mr.  Preston.  He  left  to  visit  Europe,  and  on 
his  return  accepted  a  position  in  Hartford,  with 
John  C.  Mead,  designing  many  important  build- 

ings during  his  stay  there.  In  1890,  at  Mr. 

Mead's  death,  Mr.  Hapgood  and  Mr.  Cook  con- tinued the  business  under  the  firm  name  Of 

Cook,  Hapgood,  and  Co.  They  were  very 
successful,  and  did  a  very  large  business.  In 
1893  Mr.  Hapgood  formed  a  partnership  with 
his  cousin,  Edward  T.  Hapgood,  under  the  name 
of  Hapgood  and  Hapgood,  architects,  which 
partnership  is  now  terminated  by  his  death. 

CHIPS. 

We  regret  to  announce  the  death  of  Mr.  Douglas 
Stewart,  M.S. A.,  architect,  of  Bournemouth,  who 
died  suddenly  on  Sunday  night,  July  9th.  after  au 
operation.  Mr.  Stewart  was  in  his  forty-seventh 
year,  and  had  been  a  member  of  the  .Society  of 
Architects  since  1887. 

The  partnership  which  has  hitherto  subsisted 
between  A.  II.  Osmond  and  W.  A.  Symmons, 
auctioneers,  architects,  surveyors,  Arc,  Southampton, 
under  the  style  of  (^jmond  and  Symmons,  has  been 
dissolved. 

St.  Andrew's  School  Church,  South  Levensholme, 
was  opened  by  the  Bishop  of  Manchester  on  Satur- 

day. It  has  been  erected  from  the  designs  of  Mr. 
H.  E.  Stelfox  by  Mr.  George  Macfarlane.  The 
building  is  of  brick,  faced  with  Accrington  bricks 
throughout,  with  stone  dressings.  School  accom- 

modation is  provided  for  200  children,  and  the 
mission-room  provides  for  over  300  people.  The 
cost,  exclusive  of  furnishing,  is  about  £1,600. 
On  Tuesday  week  Col.  W.  Lington  Coke, 

M.I.C.E.,  one  of  the  inspectors  of  the  Local 
Government  Board,  attended  at  the  town-hall, 
Ipswich,  to  hold  au  inquiry  as  to  an  application  by 
the  town  council  for  sanction  to  a  loan  of  ij.OUO 
for  the  extension  of  the  free  library  and  museum. 
The  town  clerk,  Mr.  W.  Bantoft,  appeared  for  the 
corporation,  and  others  present  were  Mr,  Henry 
Miller,  the  architect  of  the  proposed  additions  to  the 
museum  buildings  (which  will  form  a  wing  faciug 
St.  George's-street,  at  the  rear  of  the  existing  in- 

stitution), and  Mr.  Thomas  Parkington,  the  con- 
tractor. 

At  Bagshot  parish  church,  on  Sunday,  a  new 
organ  and  two  memorial  stained-glass  windows 
were  dedicated. 

The  new  boys*  schools  which  have  been  erected 
at  S.  Bamabas's,  Rainbow  Hill,  Worcester,  were 
opened  last  week.  The  buildings  include  a  school- 

room for  90  boys,  and  two  classrooms,  each  for  32 
boys,  lavatories,  and  cloak-rooms.  Messrs.  Henry 
Rowe  and  Son.  Worcester,  were  the  architects,  and 
Messrs.  J.  S.  Wood  and  Sons  carried  oat  the  work, 
the  cost  of  which  is  £1,300. 

A  brass  eagle  lectern  has  been  presented  to  the 
Garrison  Church,  ShomcUffe,  to  the  memory  of  the 
late  Major-General  E.  A,  Wood,  C,B.  (Com- 

mandant Shomclifle  camp) ,  by  his  comrades  and 
friends.  The  lectern  has  been  executed  by  Jones 
and  Willis,  of  London  and  Birmingham. 
An  interesting  collection  of  mummied  animals 

from  the  excavations  conducted  at  Dandereh  by  the 
Egypt  I'^xploratiou  Fund  has  been  presented  to  the 
Natural  History  Museum  at  South  Kensington.  It 
comprises  oxen,  birds,  dogs,  and  remains  of  mammals 
and  reptiles.  The  embalmeut  is  estimated  to  have 
taken  place  about  MOO  b  c. 
Themembers  of  the  British  Archicological  Associa- 

tion are  holding  their  annual  congress  at  Buxton 
this  week.  The  proceedings  were  opened  on  Mon- 

day by  a  reception  at  the  town-hall,  and  on  Tuesday 
Bakewell  Church  and  Haddon  Hall  were  among 
the  places  visited. 

OOICPBTITIONS. 

Bp.adford. — At  a  meeting  of  the  Markets  and 
Fairs  Committee  of  the  Bradford  Corporation  on 
Monday,  the  competitive  plans  for  the  extension 
of  the  Rawson-placo  market  were  inspected,  and 
the  first  premium  (£100)  awarded  to  Messrs. 
T.  C.  Hope  and  Sons,  architects,  of  Bradford, 
and  the  second  (£50)  to  Messrs.  Mawson  and 
Huason,  Bradford.  The  architecture  of  Messrs. 

Hope's  plan  is  in  keeping  with  the  present 
building,  and  all  the  three  fronts  in  Rawson- 
place,  Northgate,  and  James-street  will  be  faced 
with  cleansed  ashlar  stone.  The  principal  entrance 
is  to  Northgate,  and  over  the  entrance  is  a  sub- 

stantial tower,  with  a  dome  roof.  The  proposed 
hotel  occupies  the  corner  of  Rawson-square  and 
Northgate.  The  total  cost  is  estimated  at  £20,000. 

Leeds. — The  Leeds  Free  Library  Committee 
have  decided  to  advertise  for  designs  for  a  branch 
library  at  Stocks  Hill,  Armley.  The  cost  of  the 
building  is  not  to  exceed  £5,000.  In  addition  to 
the  library,  there  is  to  be  a  general  reading- 

room,  a  boys'  reading-room,  and  a  ladies' reading-room. 

ToTXES. — At  a  meeting  of  the  cottage  hospital 
subscribers,  held  on  Wednesday  week,  the  chair- 

man stated  that  the  committee  had  offered  a 
premium  of  ten  guineas  for  the  best  design  for  a 
new  cottage  hospital.  Mr.  W.  flenman,  of  Bir- 

mingham, was  engaged  as  assessor,  and  recom- 
mended the  adoption,  from  22  sets  of  plans 

submitted,  of  the  design  with  the  motto  "Work- 
able" (Mr.  Richards,  Torquay ),  and  to  him  the 

committee  awarded  the  premium.  The  assessor 
estimated  the  cost  would  be  £1,500,  but  Mr. 
Richards  had,  in  accordance  with  his  suggestions, 
made  some  modifications,  and  estimated  the  cost 
of  the  building  at  £1,350.  The  chairman  moved 
that  the  plan  be  approved,  and  that  the  com- 

mittee be  empowered  to  carry  it  out,  and  subject 
to  some  alterations  as  may  be  approved  by  the 
assessor.  This  was  agreed  to.  The  chairman 
added  that  building  would  commence  as  soon  as 

the  agreement  with  the  Duke  of  Somerset's  agent was  ratified.  The  new  building  will  provide  for 
nine  beds,  with  operating-room,  bath-room, 
accommodation  for  nurses,  and  a  mortuary.  The 
assessor  (Mr.  Henman)  had  returned  his  fee  of 
20  guineas  as  a  contribution  to  the  funds. 

A  new  institute  is  being  erected  at  Steeton,  from 
the  designs  of  Messrs.  Judson  and  Moore,  archi- 

tects, Keighley,  and  special  consideration  is  bsine 
given  to  the  ventilation,  which  will  be  carried  out 
on  the  Boyle  system. 

On  Wednesday  week  the  Dean  of  Windsor  laid 
the  foundation-stone  oi  a  church  house  at  Hunger- 
ford.  The  site  and  entire  cost  of  the  buildings 
have  been  presented  to  the  church  in  the  parish  by 
Sir  William  G.  Pearoe,  of  Chilton  Lodge.  The 
buildiugs  will  comprise  a  large  lecture-room,  a 
club-room  and  offices,  apartments  for  a  curate,  and 
a  caretaker's  residence.  The  architect  is  Mr.  A.  C. Blomfield. 

The  Rochdale  Corporation  have  appointed  Mr. 
W.  T.  Tomlinson,  who  has  been  in  their  service  for 
over  thirty  years,  manager  of  the  newly-acquired 
waterworks  at  Ilamsden,  and  have  raised  his  salary 
from  £300  to  £400  a  year. 

At  the  Municipal  Boildings. Taunton,  on  Tuesday, 
Col.  A.  J.  Hepper,  D.S.O.,  R.E.,  one  of  the  Local 
Government  Board  inspectors,  held  an  inc^uiry  into  an 
application  by  the  Taunton  Town  Council  for  a  loan 
of  £10,000  for  the  purposes  of  electric  hghting. 

After  a  prolonged  discussion  the  Godalming  Cor- 
poration have  resolved  to  purchase  the  undertaking 

of  the  Frith  Hill,  Godalming,  and  District  Water 
Company,  the  estimated  outlay  involved  being 
£72,250. 

Mr.  John  Lambert,  of  Bristol,  a  buildsr,  and  a 

prominent  worker  among  the  Primitive  Methodists 
in  the  West  of  England,  has  left,  besides  several 

amounts  to  medical  charities,  £12,000  to  Midler's 
Orphan  Asylum,  on  Ashley  Down,  and  £2,000  to 
the  Bristol  Diamond  Jubilee  Convalescent  Home, 
which  is  to  be  opened  in  November  by  the  Queen. 

The  Drapers'  Company  has  purchased  for  the  sum 
of  £4,000  a  piece  of  land  adjacent  to  the  Poplar 
Hospital,  and  intends  erecting  upon  it,  at  a  cost  of 
£10,000,  a  ward  for  the  treatment,  not  of  accidents, 
to  which  the  Poplar  Hospital  has  hitherto  been 

exclusively  devoted,  but  of  medical  oases.  In  addi- 
tion, the  comp  iny  has  olTereil  to  subscribe  the  sum 

of  £1,000  annually  towards  the  maintenance  of  the 
beds.  The  gift  capitalised  represents  a  sum  of  no 
less  than  £50,000.  The  plans  of  the  additional  wing 

have  been  already  prepared  by  Mr.  Rowland  Plumbe, 
F.U.I.B.A.,  and  the  building  will  be  proceeded  with almost  immediately. 
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BiiiMixon.lM. — The  General  Purposes  Com- 

mittee, in  a  report  to  the  city  council,  state  that 
a  lease  for  i>9y  years  of  the  land  bounded  by 

I 'ongreve  -  street,  Kdmund  -  street,  Margiiret- 
stroet,  and  (Ireat  Charles-street,  the  property  of 
the  Colmore  trustees,  has  been  executed.  It  pro- 

vides that  the  corporation  shall  clear  the  land 

within  five  years  from  March  '25  last,  and  shall 
erect  new  buildings  thereon  at  a  cost  of  not  less 
than  £100,000  within  ten  years  from  that  date. 
The  committee  propose  to  provide  on  the  new 
site  for  the  1 1  ealth  and  Water  Departments ,  le;iving 
the  rcoms  now  occupied  by  the  former  for  the 
extension  of  the  Public  Works  Department.  The 
ground- lloor  space  estimated  to  be  required  by 
the  Health  Department  is  5,7C0sq.ft.,  and  by  the 
■water  department  1 1 , 500sq.it. ,  or  a  total  of  about 
17,500sq.ft.  The  total  lloor  space  estimated  by 
the  Museiim  and  School  of  Art  Committee  to  be 

requisite  for  a  new  art  gallery,  which,  for  light- 
ing purposes,  will  necessarily  be  over  the  pro- 

posed 1  lealth  and  Water  Departments,  is  about 
16,000fiq.ft.  The  general  proposal  thus  sub- 

mitted has  been  approved  by  the  council,  and  the 
committee  will  consult  Mr.  Aston  Webb,  A.K..\., 
in  the  competition  about  to  be  held,  and  he  will 
report  further  when  he  has  advised  them  upon  the 
various  preliminary  points  that  must  arise. 

CAMiiBinoE. — I'ndor  the  auspices  of  llomerton 
College,  Cambridge,  a  model  school  is  being 

erected  in  the  growing  suburb  of  St.  .Tohn's 
parish.  The  building  is  to  be  a  practising  school 
for  the  students  at  llomerton  College,  and  is 
named  after  Mr.  Samuel  Morley,  who  was  one  of 
the  founders  of  the  college.  The  new  school  is 
situated  in  Blinco-jrrove,  and  wiU  be  of  a  white 
brick,  with  pitch-pine  flooring,  and  wUl  accom- 

modate 240  children.  The  large  room  will  be 
60ft.  long,  22ft.  wide,  and  16ft.  high,  and  will 
bo  divided  by  a  movable  partition.  Two  class- 

rooms are  divided  for,  each  :>Oft.  by  20ft.,  and 
16ft.  high.  The  rooms  will  be  ventilated  by  a 
flue  at  ceiling  level,  carried  up  with  the  chimney- 
stack.  There  are  two  entrance  porches,  one  each 
side,  paved  with  tiles,  and  two  cloakrooms,  one 
each  side,  each  17ft.  by  8ft.,  fitted  with  a  range 
of  lavatory  basins,  with  water  supply.  The 
building  is  being  erected  by  ilessrs.  Coulson  and 
Lofts,  of  Cambridge,  under  the  superintendence 
of  the  surveyors  to  the  college,  Messrs.  Bidwell 
and  Sons,  of  Cambridge  and  Ely. 

F.DiNiiviuiii. — On  Saturday,  the  comer  stone 
of  a  new  Episcopal  church  in  course  of  erection 
at  JIurieston-road,  Dairy,  was  laid  by  Bishop 
Dowden.  At  present  only  a  portion  of  the  church 
will  be  erected,  the  cost  of  this  section  being 
about  £7,000.  The  Early  French  Cothic  style  is 
adopted  for  the  church,  which  will  consist  of 
navu,  aisles,  and  sanctuary,  with  large  hall, 
classrooms,  and  vestries  below.  The  portion  of 
the  nave  at  present  being  erected  is  63ft.  long 
by  49ft.  The  seating  is  for  500.  The  large  hall 
below  will  accommodate  about  the  eame  number. 
The  main  entrance  is  approached  by  a  broad 
flight  of  five  freestone  steps  over  30ft.  in  length, 
the  church  being  entered  by  deeply-recessed 
arched  doorways,  having  enriched  arched  tra- 
ceried  windows  grouped  in  on  each  side,  divided 
by  turreted  buttresses.  The  roof  will  be  of  open 
timber,  having  a  series  of  main  spandril  couples 
filled  in  with  enriched  arched  tracery,  resting  on 
clustered  moulded  pillars.  The  whole  interior 
walls  of  nave  and  aisles  are  to  be  of  dressed 
warm-tinted  freestone.  The  exterior  walls  are 
also  to  be  finished  with  warm-tinted  freestone 
dressings,  and  filled  in  with  random  rubble- work. 
The  roofs  are  to  be  covered  with  green  West- 

moreland slates,  and  the  windows  to  be  filled  with 
cathedral  glass.  The  lighting  throughout  will 
be  by  electricity,  and  the  heating  by  hot-water 
small-bore  pipes. 

Heutfori). — A  swimming-bath  and  gymnasium 
have  just  been  added  to  the  County  College.  The 
architect  is  Mr.  K.  W.  Hobden,  of  2,  Circus- 
place,  E.C.,  and  the  contractor  Sir.  .T.  Porter, 
Plintagenet  Works,  New  Bamet.  The  building 
containing  the  bath  is  48ft.  long  by  22ft.  wide, 
and  there  is  a  dressing-room  19ft.  by  Sft.  The 
bath  itself  is  35ft.  bv  14ft.,  is  6ft.  deep  at  one 
end  and  Sft.  at  the  other,  and  will  contain  1(1,000 
gallons.  The  sides  of  the  bath  are  cased  with 
white  glazed  bricks,  and  it  has  a  granolithic 
bottom.  The  floor  surrounding  the  bath  is  also 
of  granolithic  paving.     A  door  leads  into  the 

gymnasium,  which  is  45ft.   long  and  22ft.  wide, 
and  paved  with  wood-block  flooring. 

Lf.ith. — The  Victoria  Public  Baths,  which 
have  been  erected  at  (treat  Junction-street  by 
the  corporation  of  Loith,  were  formally  opened 
by  Provost  Bennet  the  other  day.  The  total  cost 
has  been  about  £12,000.  The  external  elevation 
is  of  red  sandstone,  atd  is  of  a  Classic  character. 
The  swimming-bath  is  75ft.  by  35ft  ,  with  a 

depth  ranging  from  "ft.  to  3ft.,  and  is  flanked  on each  side  with  sixty  dressing-boxes,  with  a 

spectators'  gallery  overhead.  Trapeze,  swing- 
rings,  shoot,  and  diving-platform  have  been 
erected.  Electric  light  is  used  throughout. 
Wave  and  spray  arrangements  have  also  been 
introduced,  the  former  being  utilised  as  a 
scummer,  and  th«  latter  for  ventilation  produced 

by  the  spray  of  cold  water  cooling  the  atmo- 
sphere. Douche  and  foot  baths,  lavatory,  office, 

and  waiting-room,  and  teven  plunge-baths  have 
been  provided.  There  is,  besides,  a  billiard  room 
with  accommodation  for  two  tables.  As  a  swim- 

ming-bath it  holds  from  500  to  600  spectators, 
and  as  a  public  hall  it  will  hold  from  1,000  to 
1,500  people.  The  work  has  been  executed  under 
the  6uperintondenco,  and  from  the  designs,  of 
Mr.  George  Simpson,  town  architect. 

LiscAKii,  \\^Ai,i.\sKv. — The  foundation-stone 
of  the  new  Central  Hospital,  Liscard,  founded  as 
a  Jubilee  Memorial,  was  laid  on  the  (jth  inst. 
The  hospital  as  at  present  designed  is  to  consist 
of  one  pavilion  and  40  beds,  divided  equally 
between  the  male  and  female  wards,  with  two 
small  private  wards  of  a  couple  of  beds  each. 
There  will  be  an  operating  theatre,  the  passages 
and  many  of  the  walls  being  lined  with  glazed 
brick.  The  administrative  block  will  suffice  not 

only  for  the  first  pavilion,  but  also  for  the  addi- 
tional two  which  are  ultimately  to  be  built,  for  a 

total  accommodation  of  about  140  beds.  There 
will  be  a  resident  medical  officer  and  a  nursing 
staff  of  eight.  Messrs.  Maxwell  and  Tuke  are 
the  architects,  and  Jlessrs.  J.  Henshaw  and  Sons 
the  builders.  The  outlay  on  the  present  section 
will  be  about  £15,000. 

LnF.iirooL. — The  new  Post-office  in  Victoria- 
street  was  opened  on  Wednesday  by  the  Duke  of 
York.  The  building  has  a  frontage  to  Victoria- 
street  of  226ft.,  to  St.  Thomas-street  of_  254ft., 
to  Stanley- street  of  260ft.,  and  has  a  yard  com- 

prising 103ft.  square.  The  site  covers  nearly  two 
acres  of  ground.  In  front  of  the  second  floor  there 
are  four  figures  representing  England  and  Scotland 
and  Ireland  and  Wales,  the  two  pairs  standing 
hand-in-hand.  There  are  ten  smaller  figures, 
representing  colonies.  Below  there  are  figures 
typifying  Commerce  and  Industry,  and  Elec- 

tricity and  Engineering.  The  total  cost  of  the 
site,  including  premises  in  Cumberland-street 
and  Whitechapel,  will  be  about  £200,000,  and 
another  £100,000  or  thereabouts  will  be  required 
for  building  purposes,  and  for  supplying  fittings, 
engines,  electric-light  wires,  and  pneumatic 
tubes.  The  building  is  considered  absolutely 
proof  against  fire,  very  little  woodwork  being 
used,  except  in  the  way  of  furniture  and  fittings. 
The  new  buildings  contain  the  following  offices  : 
Public,  sorting,  packet,  parcel,  and  registered- 
letter  offices  ;  postmen's  room,  returned- letter 
branch,  telephone -room,  telegraph-instrument 
room,  yard,  bag  and  basket-room,  and  telegraph 
messengers'  and  deliver)"  room.  On  the  second 
floor  are  the  sculleiy,  kitchen,  and  carving, 
serving,  and  dining-rooms,  the  latter  measuring 
30ft.  by  73ft.,  and  having  seats  for  190  persons. 
The  walls  of  these  rooms,  and  of  all  the  staircases 
and  retiring-rooms,  are  of  white  glazed  bricks, 
with  dudo  of  dark  tiles.  The  inner  vestibule  and 

the  postmaster's  staircase,  inside  the  west  door 
in  Victoria-street,  are  of  Hopton  Wood  marble. 
The  doors  are  of  teak,  and  the  public  oflice 
counter  of  sabicu  (a  hard  Cuban  wood),  the 
other  fittings  being  of  mahogany.  The  carving 
in  front  of  the  new  office  was  designed  and 
executed  by  Mr.  Edwin  Owen  CtriUith,  of  77, 
Kitchen-street,  Liverpool.  Sir.  Henry  Tanner, 
chief  surveyor  of  II. M.  Oflice  of  Works,  was  the 
architect ;  and  the  principal  contractors  were — 
for  buildings,  Messrs.  Thornton  and  Sons, 
Wellington -road,  Toxteth  Park,  Liverpool  ; 
glazed  bricks,  Mr.  Dennis,  of  Ruabon  ;  sanitary 
appliances,  Slessrs.  Doulton  and  Co.,  of  London. 
"The  Post-oflice  was  illustrated  in  the  IUiliung 
News  for  Oct.  27,  Nov.  24,  and  Dec.  15,  1895. 

Million. — The  Poldhu  Hotel  was  opened  on 
Tuesday  in  last  week.     Perched  on  the  cliff,  the 
hotel  is  built  of  hard    local  stone,  with  brick 
j  division  walls,  granite  quoins,  and  dressings  ol 

yellow  brick,  which  also  form  the  jambs  and 
heads  of  the  doors  and  windows.  The  roofs  are 
covered  slate,  and  the  walls  are  stuccoed  on  the 
exterior.  On  the  ground  floor  the  main  entrance 
faces  south.  It  gives  access  to  a  front  hall,  about 

•JOft.  by  18ft.,  and  separated  from  it  by  an  arcade 
of  three  arches,  is  the  main  staircase.  In  continua- 

tion of  the  entrance-hall  is  a  lounge-hall  about 
25ft.  by  18ft.  Right  and  left  of  the  main  hall 
branch  off  corridors  leading  on  the  left  to  two 
private  sitting-rooms,  each  13ft.  6in.  by  18ft., 
the  drawing-room,  25ft.  by  18ft.,  a  reading  and 
two  smaller  rooms.  Off  the  corridor  on  the  right 
lies  the  dining-room,  48ft.  long,  billiard  and 

smoking  rooms,  and  manager's  private  room. This  corridor  leads  to  the  domestic  offices.  On 
the  first  and  second  floors  are  private  sitting 
and  bedrooms,  bathrooms,  kc.  At  a  distance 
from  the  house  is  a  block  containing  stables, 

accommodation  for  cycles,  and  a  recreation-room. 
The  plumbers'  work  and  all  sanitary  arrangements 
have  been  put  in  by  Messrs.  Beavan  and  Sons, 
Gloucester  and  I,ondon.  The  lift  is  by  Messrs. 
Clark,  Bunnett,  and  Co.,  of  London.  The  grates 
and  chimney-pieces  are  in  part  the  manufacture 
of  the  (Jarron  Co.,  and  in  part  the  make  of  the 
Coalbrookdale  Iron  Co.  The  buildings  have  been 
designed  by  Mr.  Walter  B.  Wood,  A.IM.B.A., 
of  12,  (Juoon-street,  Gloucester,  and  the  building 
operations  have  been  carried  out  by  Messrs. 
Henry  George  and  Sons  and  Mr.  J.  II.  Matthews, of  Mullion. 

NicAV  Zkaland. — Additions  of  considerable  size 

are  being  made  to  the  Parliamentary  Buildings 
in  Wellington,  N.Z.,  from  designs  by  Mr. 
Thomas  Turnbull,  F.  R.I.B.A.  The  style  is  Free 
ttothic,  and  is  being  executed  in  Portland  cement 
stucco.  The  same  gentleman  has  prepared  a  de- 

sign for  tho  new  head  office  building  for  the  Bank 
of  New  Zealand.  The  Australian  Mutual  I'rovi- 
dent  Society  have  just  completed  their  premises 
in  Wellington  at  a  cost  of  about  £19,000.  The 
architects  are  Messrs.  Clere,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Fitz- 

gerald, and  Richmond,  Wellington,  N.Z.  This 
Arm  have  in  hand  the  Victoria  Operating  Theatre 
in  connection  with  the  Government  Hospital, 

additions  to  the  N.Z.  Electrical  .Syndicate's 
Building,  churches  at  Eketahuna  and  Ngamata- 
pouri,  and  have  just  finished  those  at  Fowlers 
and  Ashurst,  all  in  the  diocese  of  Wellington. 
They  are  also  engaged  on  the  plans  of  a  R.C. 
Church  at  Kaikoura  in  the  South  Island.  Mr. 
Petre,  of  Dunedin,  has  prepared  the  plans  for  the 
new  R.C.  Church  in  Wellington,  taking  the  place 
of  the  old  wooden  one  which  was  destroyed  by 
fire  last  November. 

NiiKWitn. — At  St.  John's  Timberhill,  Nor- 
wich, a  new  screen  dividing  oft  a  portion  of  the 

south  aisle  to  serve  as  a  Lady -chapel  was  un- 
veiled last  week.  Of  solid  oak,  it  is  Perpendicular 

in  style,  and  is  divided  into  five  bays,  two  on 
either  side  of  the  main  opening,  which  is  closed 
by  iron  gates.  Overhead  is  a  carved  canopy  with 
dropped  tracerj-,  having  carved  cuspings  and 
crockets  running  to  a  finial  which  stands  below  a 
heavily-moulded  and  carved  cornice,  this  in  turn 
being  surmounted  by  a  cresting  of  a  pomegranate 
design,  the  fruit  carved  in  varying  patterns.  In 
the  top  of  each  bay  the  tracery  is  deeply  cut  with 
counter  mouldings  and  cuspings,  animals  and 
birds  forming  the  subject.  The  jambs  and 
mullions  are  deeply  moulded,  with  a  buttress 
standing  on  a  moulded  base,  carrying  a  double 
table  set-o£E.  A  circular  shaft  runs  from  each, 
having  a  carved  base  surmounted  by  a  finial. 
The  bottom  panels,  intended  as  painted  p:inels, 
are  also  headed  with  tracery.  The  design,  which 
is  the  work  of  Mr.  A.  Weston,  of  Norwich,  has 

been  executed  by  Mr.  C.  W.  Brown,  of  M'iUiam- street,  Norwich.  A  carved  oak  rood-screen  was 
erected  in  the  same  church  nine  years  ago. 

SwAKLEY,  Kf.nt. — At  the  last  meeting  of  the 
Metropolitan  Asylums  Board,  a  report  was  pre- 

sented from  the  works  committee  submitting  the 

finished  drawings,  with  the  architects'  descriptive 
report  and  approximate  estimate,  of  the  cost  of 
the  school  for  ophthalmitic  children  which  the 
managers  propose  to  erect  at  Swanley.  It  was 
stated  that  the  accommodation  to  be  provided  at 
the  school  will  be  in  all  respects  similar  to  that 
shown  on  the  plans  at  the  High  Wood  School  at 
Brentwood,  which  the  managers  approved  and 

adopted  at  their  last  meeting — viz.,  for  360 
children,  with  a  total  staff  (exclusive  of  school 
teachers)  of  80,  of  whom  seven  will  be  non- 

resident. The  architects  (Messrs.  Newman  and 
Newman)  estimated  the  cost  of  the  buildings  at 
£110,524 — an  amount  somewhat  higher  than  the 
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estimate  (£106,600)  for  the  schools  at  lirentwood. 
The  children  will  be  housed  in  cottages  contain- 

ing twelve  beds  each,  and  the  cottages  will  be 
built  in  pairs  and  arranged  in  fi  ve  groups,  so  that 
three  pairs  of  cottages  will  form  one  group.  Each 
g;ronp  will  therefore  accommodate  72  children, 

and  the  whole  school  360  children.  The  children's 
committee  had  estimated  the  "cost  of  working" 

the  establishment  at  £13,16.'.  per  annum,  or 
between  £36  and  £37  per  child  per  annum. 
After  some  discussion,  the  plans,  descriptive 
report,  and  approximate  estimate  were  approved 
and  forwarded  to  the  Local  tJovernment  Board 
for  their  formal  sanction. 

Tktiu  uv. — Messrs.  Waller  and  Son,  diocesan 
architects,  Gloucester,  have  made  a  report  to  the 
vicar  and  churchwardens  of  Tetbury,  with  refer- 

ence to  the  proposed  restoration  or  rebuilding  of 
the  parish  church.  The  edifice,  with  the 
exception  of  the  tower  and  spire,  was  erected  in 
1761  and  succeeding  years;  the  tower  and  spire 
were  rebuilt,  by  the  munificence  of  Mr.  llamilton- 
Yateman,  in  1891.  Jlessrs.  WaUer  have  a  poor 

opinion  of  the  present  nave  and  chancel.  "  From 
an  architectural  or  arch;cological  point  of  view," 
they  say,  "the  church  and  fittings  are  such  as 
might  be  expected  in  a  building  erected  at  a 
time  when  the  principles  of  tlothic  architecture 

were  at  best  very  imperfectly  understood,"  and 
owing  to  the  exceptional  extent  of  the  decay 
in  the  stonework  at  the  present  time,  there  is 

great  diBiculty  in  arriving  at  an  e.s'imate  of  the 
cost  of  restoration  works.  Approximately,  how- 

ever, they  name  £5,000,  while  they  think  anew 
church  might  be  erected  at  from  £10  to  £20  per 
sitting.  The  parishioners  have  yet  to  meet  to 
consider  what  can  be  done. 

Wellini.ton,  S.\L0P. — The  work  of  restoring 
and  renovating  the  parish  church  has  been  in 

progress  for  several  months,  and  the  reopen- 
ing services  took  place  the  other  day.  The 

structural  alterations  consist  of  the  formation  of 

a  chancel,  by  removing  the  eastward  bays  of  the 
gallery  on  either  side,  and  using  the  space  so 
formed  on  the  north  side  as  an  organ  chamber, 
and  that  on  the  south  side  as  a  morning  chapel. 
The  floor  of  the  new  chancel  is  raised  two  steps 
above  the  level  of  the  old  one,  and  the  east 

window  has  been  raised  in  proportion.  The  pitch 
of  the  gallery  has  also  been  altered,  so  that  a 
view  of  the  chancel  and  pulpit  may  be  obtained 
from  any  position.  The  decorative  alterations 
include  casing  the  old  iron  columns  with  marble, 
those  on  the  ground  Hoor  being  of  the  Roman 
Doric  order,  those  in  the  gallery  of  the  Corinthian, 
the  formation  of  arches  in  the  nave  above  the 

gallery  between  the  columns,  and  the  addition  of 
a  dentilled  and  modillioned  cornice  supporting 
ribs  which  divide  the  ceiling  into  panels.  Be- 

tween the  nave  and  chancsl  is  erected  an  oak 

screen,  and  a  similar  screen  separates  the  morn- 
ing chapel  on  the  south  side  from  the  chancel. 

This  is  made  of  oak  which  was  formerly  in  the 
old  church  at  Wellington.  The  plans  for  the 
work  were  drawn  by  Mr.  C.  K.  Dilfrleish, 
.architect,  of  Wellington  and  .Shrewsbury,  and 
approved  by  Sir  Arthur  Blomfield.  The  money 
spent  on  the  church,  including  special  gifts, 
amounts  to  about  £.5,000.  Among  the  gifts  to 
the  church  are  a  pulpit  of  statuary  marble,  with 
columns  of  dove-coloured  marble  and  bases  and 

steps  of  Ilopton  Wood  stone,  a  brass  lectern  of 
Classical  design,  enriched  with  a  number  of 

precious  stones,  and  a  font-cover  and  ewer.  The 
organ  is  being  rebuilt  and  enlarged  by  Messrs. 
Bevington. 

dFnsinterins  i^oUs. 

A  subscription  portrait  of  the  late  Mr.  J.  .1. 
Colmaa  is  about  to  be  painted  for  presentation  to 
the  city  of  Norwich,  so  long  represented  by  him  in 
Parliament.  The  commission  lias  been  given  to 
Mr.  Ildrkomar,  K.A  ,  and  the  pi(;ture  will  even- 

tually bo  hung  in  St.  Audrew's  Hill,  which  already 
contains  a  valuable  collection  of  locsil  portraits. 

Princess  Henry  of  Bittenberg,  on  behalf  of  the 
Queen,  laid  the  foundation-stone  on  Friday  of  a 
new  church  which  is  to  be  erected  to  the  memory  of 
the  late  Dr.  Vaughan,  Djan  of  Llaudaff  and  .Mister 
of  the  Temple.  The  site  of  the  new  building, 
which  will  l>6  known  at  Cnrist  Church,  ia  in 
Mortimpr-road,  K.)nsal-rise.  The  building  will  be 
of  brickwork,  with  stone  columns  and  facings,  and 
will  seat  T'iO  people.  When  completed  the  church 
will  consist  of  nave  and  north  and  south  aisles  of 

five  bays,  and  chancel.  At  the  south-west  angle 
will  be  a  tower  capped  by  a  spire,  in  all  17Sft.  in 
height.  The  cont,  including  the  first  stage  of  the 
tower,  will  bn  XS.OSO,  and  of  this  sum  there  still 
remains  £1,900  to  be  raised.  Mr.  J.  E.  K,  Cults 
is  the  architect. 

Dt  xsTos,  (;.\TF.siiF.Ai). — Since  the  contractors 

began  with  the  e.vtension  of  Dunston  Staiths  and 
the  forming  of  a  tidal  basin  in  January  last  the 
progress  made  with  the  work  has  been  rapid. 
Half  a  million  cubic  yards  of  earth  is  to  be 
excavated  on  the  inside  of  the  jetty  for  the 
forming  of  the  tidal  basin,  this  being  taken  from 
an  area  of  nearly  five  acres.  In  this  section  of 
the  contract,  very  many  thousands  of  cubic  yards 
have  been  cleared  away  up  to  the  present,  each 
of  the  two  steam  navvies  loading  the  waggons 

being  capable  of  remoWng  800  cubic  yards  a  day. 
The  excavation  of  the  basin  is  being  worked 
down  to  from  30ft.  to  Soft,  depth,  which  distance 
will  be,  when  finished,  18tt.  below  the  level  of 
low  water,  so  that  steamships  may  be  berthed  and 
then  loaded  from  spouts  on  the  south  side  of  the 
staiths.  The  river  wall  will  be  Sl-jft.  long,  by 

40ft.  deep,  and  at  present  the  business  of  making 
a  trench  in  connection  with  this  wall  is  being 

rapidly  pressed  forward.  In  the  construction  of 
the  wall  nearly  20,000  cubic  yards  of  concrete 
will  have  to  be  utilised.  The  work  of  framing 
the  wood -work  for  the  staiths  is  also  going 
forward  with  despatch,  and  in  this  part  of  the 
contract  something  like  a  quarter  of  a  million 
cubic  feet  of  heavy  timber  will  be  fixed  in 

position.  This  is  mainly  American  pilch-pine, 
which  has  undergone  the  process  of  llaskinising 
to  render  the  wood  more  serviceable  and 

economical.  Jlr.  George  C.  Thompson  is  the 

agent  and  engineer  for  Jlr.  11.  M.  Xowell.  of 
I.°eds,  and  is  in  command  of  the  work. 

Lk;ht  R.vilw.vvs. — A  public  inqtiirj-  having 
been  held  at  Cheltenham  by  the  Light  KiUway 
Commissioners  into  an  application  for  an  order 
to  authorise  a  light  railway  to  be  laid  through 

the  town  of  Cheltenham  and  the  village  of  I'rest- 
bury  up  to  the  top  of  (ieeve  Hill,  the  Com- 

missioners have  decided  to  authorise  that  portion 
of  the  railway  from  Cheltenham  to  Cleeve  Hill, 
rejecting  the  greater  part  of  the  line  within  the 
town  of  Cheltenham.  At  a  public  inquiry  at 
Aldershot  the  Commissioners  considered  an  appli- 

cation for  a  light  railway  from  Fainborough 
Station  to  Aldershot,  with  a  branch  to  the  North 
Camp  Station.  The  War  Office  raised  objections 
to  the  occupation  by  the  railway  of  any  part  of 
those  roads  which  are  used  for  the  passage  of 

troops,  and  the  decision  of  the  Commissioners  was 
reserved.  At  a  public  inquiry  at  Wolverhampton 
the  Commissioners  considered  an  application 

for  a  light  railway  from  Easington  to  Willenhall, 
forming  junctions  with  the  Midland  and  London 
and  >forth-Western  Railways.  The  application 

met  with  opposition  from  the  London  and  North- 
Western  Railway  Company,  but  after  hearing 
the  evidence  the  Commissioners  decided  that  it 
should  be  granted. 

Rock  Fekhy.— The  new  pier  at  Rock  Ferry, 

erected  by  the  corporation  of  Birkenhead,  was 
recently  opened.  The  corporation  purchased 
Rock  Ferry  Slip  and  New  Ferry  on  September  17, 
1897,  for  the  sum  of  £20  000,  which  included  the 

passenger  boat  then  running.  The  total  cost  of 
both  terries  and  steamers  will  be  about  £60,000. 
The  Rock  Ferry  Pier  is  erected  on  the  northerly 
side  of  the  old  stone  slip,  and  is  791ft.  Oin.  long 

and  18ft.  wide.  The  girders  of  the  pier  are  con- 
structed of  steel  supported  on  cast-iron  columns 

Itin.  diameter.  The  approach  bridge,  between 

the  pier  and  stage,  is  160ft.  long,  lOtt.  wide,  and 
is  hinged  at  the  top  and  bottom  to  rise  and  fall 
with  the  tide.  The  stage  is  l.iOft.  long  by  32ft. 

wide,  and  is  supported  on  ten  detachable  pontoons. 
The  contract  price  was  £14,785  78.  5d.  The  old 

pay  office  buildings  have  been  taken  down  and 
new  buildings  erected  containing  four  turnstiles 

and  season  ticket-holders'  gate,  the  contractor 
for  this  work  being  Mr.  Richard  Allen,  of 
Birkenhead,  and  the  amount  of  the  contract 
£798  lOs.  Mr.  David  Barry  was  the  resident 

inspector  of  the  works.  The  works  have  been 
carried  out  under  the  directions  of  Sir  .Tohn 

Wolfe  Birry,  K.C.B  ,  and  Mr.  Charles  Brown- 

ridge.  C.E  ,  borough  engineer  and  surveyor  of 
Birkenhead. 

St.  Hf.lkxs. — The  Board  of  Trade  inspection 
of  the  sections  of  the  St.  Helens  and  District 
Tramways,  which  have  been  fitted  up  for  electric 
traction  by  the  corporation,  was  made  on 
Wednesday.  The  sections  completed  up  to  the 

present  are  those  to  Prescot  and  Denton's  Green, and  the  work  upon  other  lines  is  being  rapidly 

proceeded    with.      Fnder    the   powers   recently 

obtained  from  Parliament  the  St.  Helens 

Corporation  are  now  urging  forward  the  ex- 
tensions of  the  tramway  system  at  Haydock,  at 

Parr,  at  Prescot,  and  at  Peasley  Cross,  and  St. 
Helens  Junction.  A  commencement  of  the  work 

at  Haydock  was  made  on  Monday,  the  contract 
for  that  portion  having  been  secured  by  Messrs. 
Hughes  and  Stirling,  of  Liverpool.  Messrs. 
R.  W.  and  A.  Heaton,  of  St.  Helens,  have 
obtained  contracts  for  the  work  on  the  other 
sections. 

Tkoox,  N.B.— A  new  graving  dock  was  opened 
last  week.  The  new  dock  lies  to  the  east  of 

the  old  one.  with  the  yard  of  the  Ailsa  Ship- 
building Companv  intervening,  and  it  has  a 

total  length  on  the  floor  level  of  300ft.,  or  85ft. 
more  than  the  old  one,  while  its  breadth  is  50ft. 
at  the  floor  and  .56ft.  Sin.  at  the  sill  level,  the 

entrance  being  48ft.  wide,  with  a  depth  of  water 
on  the  sill  of  16ft.  Gin.  Mr.  Cieorge  Lawson, 

Blairbeth,  Rutherglen,  was  the  contractor  for 
the  dock  and  gates;  Messrs.  Drysdale  and  Co., 
London-road,  Glasgow,  provided  the  pumping 

machinery  and  boilers ;  and  the  whole  of  the 
works  were  carried  out  to  the  plans  and  under 

the  superintendence  of  Messrs.  SI'Taggart,  Cowan, 
and  Barker,  civil  engineers,  Glasgow. 

CHIPS. 

The  Goole  T'rhan  District  C.)uncil  have  instructed 
Mr.  E  J.  Silcock,  C.E.,  of  Lieds,  to  devise  them  a 
scheme  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal,  this  being 
necessitated  by  the  great  expansion  of  the  town  on 
the  east  side  of  the  River  Oase,  in  the  parish  of 

Barlby. 

The  new  E  )min  Catholic  church  of  St.  Brigid  has 
been  dedicated  at  Clonakenny,  near  RMcrea.  It  is 

Romanesque  in  style,  freely  treated,  and  consists 
of  a  nave  SOtt.  by  30  tt,  and  short  chancel.  Mr. 
W.  G.  Doolin,  of  Dublin,  was  the  architect,  and 
Mr.  J.  Sisk,  of  Cork,  the  builder. 

Teignmonth  Wesleyan  church  and  schools  have 
been  reopened  after  alterations  and  restoration.  A 

new  system  of  lighting  and  ventilation  has  been 

carried  out,  and  the  place  redecorated.  The  build- 
ing work  has  been  done  by  Mr.  Smaridge,  builder, 

of  Paignton,  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  James 
Crocker,  F.E.LB.A.,  of  Exeter. 

It  is  proposed  to  restore  the  fine  14th-century 

parish  church  of  Chatteris,  Cimbs,  in  accordance 

with  plans  prepared  by  Mr.  W.  M.  Fawcett,F.S.A., 
of  Cambridge,  whoso  estimate  of  the  cost  is  £3,830. 

The  new  swimming-bath  and  'Victoria  Park  in Plymouth-road,  Buckfastleieh,  were  opened  on 

Saturday.  The  bath  is  70rt.  by  35ft.,  and  is 

graduated  in  depth  from  4ft.  to  6tt.  6m.  Messrs. 
Arscott  and  Jackson  were  the  contractors. 

Riad  improvements  in  Connecticat  have  bsen 

given  an  impetus  by  the  appropriation  of  350,000  iol. 

for  State  aid  during  the  next  two  years.  Com- 
missioner MaoDjnald  has  been  reappointed  for 

another  term  of  office,  and  his  salary  has  been 
increased  to  3,000dol.  a  year. 

The  first  portion  of  St  John's  Free  Charoh,  Ton- 
bridge  Wells,  was  opened  last  week.  This  is  the 

lectore-hall,  50ft.  by  34tt.,  vestry,  and  classrooms, 

and  over  these  the  church  proper  will  bs  buUt. 

It  is  of  red  bricks  with  stone  dressings,  and  the  cost 

has  been  for  building  and  site  £4,000  ;  the  honorary 

architect  is  Mr.  M.  Caley,  one  of  the  deacons  of 
the  church. 

A  municipal  electric  supply  scheme  is  to  be 

carried  out  at  Ilfracombe,  the  council  having 

adopted  the  suggestions  of  their  consulting 

engineer,  Mc.  W.  H.  Trentham.  Toe  estimated 
cost  of  the  initial  equipment  is  £14.7iiO,  and  appli- 

cation is  to  be  made  for  power  to  raise  the  money. 

The  winter  gardens,  SDuthpDrt,  comprising  opera 

house,  pavilion,  circus,  coaservatory,  aquarium, 

and  other  properties,  have  been  sold  by  the  repre- sentatives of  the  old  company  to  Mr.  Maxwell,  of 

"Messrs.  Maxwell  and  Tuke,  architects,  Manchester, 

for  £141,000,  with  interest  of  4  per  cent,  on  the 

share  capital  since  the  contract  was  entered  into 

nearly  two  years  ago.  Plans  have  been  prepared 

for  very  considerable  developments. 

The  new  granary  at  Avoumouth  D  >ck,  which  is 
beino  erected  for  the  Bristol  Docks  Committee  by 

Mr  C.  A.  Hayes,  contractor,  of  Bristol,  was  used 

for  the  reception  of  cargo  for  the  first  time  on 

Friday  The  building,  when  completed,  will  have 

a  capacity  of  70,000  quarters,  and  will  cost  soma 
£05,000. 

The  Society  for  the  Protection  of  Ancient  Baild- 

ings  are  raising  the  usual  outcrv  against  the  pro- 
posed restoration  and  completion  of  the  Abbey 

Church  of  Hexham  (for  which  the  plans  of  Mr.  C. 

C  Hodge,  of  that  town,  have  been  adopted),  and 

are  beg<nng  the  public  to  evince  their  antipathy  to 

the  proposals  by  withholding  subscriptions. 
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<;LABlDaB'9  HOTEL. — "  KAIBV  IIILI.,*'  WEYBRIIxiB.— HIW 

WOBKHOU'SK  StTILDINGS,  IfSWIOIl. — COTTAOKS  AT  TOET 

Sl'NLIOHT. — DINING  BOOM,  XXIII.  HIl.L  STREET,  W. — 

THE  OOBDON  XEKOBIAL  COLLEUE,  KllABTOl :M.— VOBNI- 
TURE  FBOM  THE  'OLLKCTION  OF  LOBD  HBNBY  TUVXSE, 

— "  Sl'NNV3lI>E,"    WALTON-ON-THAMR-*. 

(Bvix  Jllttgtrations, 
NEW   CLAKIDUK  S    HOTEL. 

Tnis  hotel  is  built  in  the  style  of  the  Kngliih 
Renaissance  freely  treated.  The  exterior  walls 
are  of  red  brick,  of  which  a  considerable  portion 
is  rubbed  and  gauged  with  dressings  of  red 
Mansfield  stone.  The  entrance  is  wholly  of  this 
stone  and  dark  Shap  granite.  A  special  feature 
is  made  of  the  long  ranges  of  cast-iron  balconies 
The  roof  is  covered  with  green  Westmoreland 
slates.  The  entire  construction  of  walls,  parti- 

tions, staircases,  floors,  and  roofs  is  of  fire- 
resisting  material.  All  casements  throughout 
the  building  are  of  mahogany,  and  the  staircases 
marble.  The  building  is  arranged  on  plan  with 
a  central  square  courtyard,  lined  with  tinted 

.glazed  bricks,  and  a  wide  corridor  nms  com- 
pletely round  the  building,  the  centre  of  which  is 

occupied  on  the  ground  floor  by  a  winter  garden 
opposite  the  main  entrance.  The  public  rooms 
consist  of  a  sallc-n-manger  restaurant,  billiard- 
room,  smoking,  drawing,  and  reading-rooms 
arranged  around  the  winter  garden.  On  the 
floors  above  the  rooms  are  in  suites,  consisting  of 
sitting,  bed,  dressing,  and  bath-rooms,  each  suite 
having  its  own  hall  and  connecting  corridors,  all 
arranged  so  that  any  number  of  rooms  can  be 
added  to  a  suite  as  required.  In  addition,  there 
is  on  each  floor  a  large  dining-room,  which  may 
he  used  privately  or  in  connection  with  any  suite. 
The  kitchens  are  in  the  basement.  The  service 

includes  all  the  most  modem  appliances  for  the 
comfort  and  convenience  of  visitors.  Electric 

passenger  lifts  and  luggage  and  service  lifts  have 
been  provided,  and  there  is  a  fire  staircase  from 
the  top  floor  to  the  street  in  rear.  '  )n  the  first 
ifloor  at  the  Brook-street  comer  there  is  a  Royal 
suite  comprising  a  set  of  rooms  extending  along 
the  Brook-street  and  Uavies-street  fronts,  and 
having  a  separate  entrance  in  Brook-street.  A 
separate  entrance  in  Davies-street  gives  access 
to  the  sa!l<-'fT-manger  and  restaurant.  Another 
-entrance  in  Brook-street  leads  direct  to  one  of  the 
lifts  and  staircases,  obviating  the  necessity  of 
.going  through  the  more  public  parts  of  the  hotel. 
The  entire  building  is  warmed  by  hot  water  and 
lighted  by  electricity.  The  accompanying  draw- 

ing has  been  lent  us  by  the  architect  of  the 
fabric,  Mr.  C.  W.  Stephens.  Some  interior 

work  was  designed  by  Mr.  Emest  tJ-eorge. 

"  rAIRY    HILL,"    WEVBRIlli.E. 

This  illustration  is  of  a  house  erected  at  Wey- 
bridge,  from  designs  by  Messrs.  Xiven  and 
Wigglesworth.  The  walls  are  of  red  brick  and 
the  roof  tiled. 

IPSWICH   NEW    WOKKHOISE. 

(Foa  deecription,  see  page  i^>2.) 
•COTT.tOES,    POUT    StNLlr^lIT. 

The  walls  are  of  brick,  the  lower  portions  and 

chimneys  being  faced  with  Edwards's  red  Kuabon, 
Sin.  by  2Jin.,  having  thick  white  mortar  weathered 

'.,     nK5T   rLODF.    ̂ =U^ 

I  ■'■'''■'  1 1 
GKOUMD  FLGDK  PU¥\ 

FAIRY    HILL,    WEYBEIDGE. 

joints,  and  the  upper  portions  tinished  in  cement 
pebble-dashing,  whitewashed.  The  roofs  are 

covered  with  Edwards's  brown  roofing  tiles.  The 
external  woodwork  is  painted  a  light  purply- 
grey.  The  houses  have  been  built  by  Messrs. 
Beckett  and  Co.,  of  Hartford,  under  the  super- 

intendence of  the  architect,  Mr.  .Jonathan 

Simpson,  of  Bolton. 

XEW    DIN-ING    ROOM,    XXIII.    HILL    STRKF.T. 

This  house  has  lately  been  remodelled  for  the 
Earl  of  Crewe,  and  the  dining-room  illustrated 
in  this  issue  forms  part  of  the  new  additions. 
The  height  of  the  ends  of  the  room  was  limited 
owing  to  adjoining  lights,  so  the  central  portion 
was  taken  up  somewhat  higher,  with  elliptical 
sidelights,  the  light  obtainable  from  the  lower 
windows  not  being  very  great.  The  room  is 
panelled  throughout,  with  silk  filling  to  the  upper 

panels.  Messrs.  Johnson  and  Co.  were  the  con- 
tractors for  the  whole  of  the  works,  part  of  the 

dining-room  being  done  by  Mr.  Giles.  Messrs. 
J.  T.  Wimperis  and  Arber  were  the  architects. 

THK    OOKDOX    MEMOUI.\L    COLLE(;E,    KII.VRTOIM. 

A  FouTxiGHT  since  we  gave  the  plans  of  this  great 
work,  which  Lord  Kitchener  is  now  executing  at 
Khartoum  from  the  designs  of  M.  Fabricius  Bey, 
the  architect  to  the  Khedive.  We  printed  at  the 
same  time  some  particulars  of  the  undertaking, 
and  also  published  with  the  detailed  plans  a 

general  block  plan  of  the  whole  scheme.  I'o-day, 
as  promised,  we  are  enabled,  by  the  courtesy  of 
the  architect,  to  give  a  reproduction  of  his 

original  elevation,  showing  the  main  front  de- 
signed in  a  somewhat  elaborated  style  of  Oriental 

c^racter.  '  >wing  to  the  great  cost  of  executing 
work  of  this  kind  at  Khartoum,  Lord  Kitchener 

has  been  obliged  to  modify  the  farides ;  the 
smaller  drawing  illustrating  the  whole  front,  and 
given  with  the  first  design  herewith,  shows  the 

College  now  in  progress  of  building.  The 
materials  are  local  red  bricks  and  stone  with  black 
brick  bands. 

n  ItXITVRE    FROM   THE    (  OLLECTION    OF    THE 

RIGHT    HON.    LORD    HEXRY    THVN'XE. 

OxK  of  the  most  important  furniture  sales  of  the 
season  took  place  in  Messrs.  Christie,  Manson, 

and  Wood's  sile-rooms  last  month — viz.,  the 
disposal  of  the  collection  of  Old  English  mar- 
queterie  and  French  furniture,  the  property  of 
the  Right  Uon.  Lord  Henry  Thynne.  The 
collection  comprised  some  rare  specimens,  for 

which  good  prices  were  obtained.  Our  sketches 
depict  an  upright  winged  Cabinet,  of  satinwood, 
with  inlaid  kingwood  borders,  with  a  sliding 
drawer  in  the  centre  intended  to  be  fitted  as  a 

secretaire ;  three  drawers  beneath,  and  a  drawer 

and  cupboard  on  either  side  with  concave  fronts. 
Three  glazed  doors  above  inclose  shelves.  The 

whole  piece'  is  beautifully  inlaid  with  baskets and  festoons  of  flowers,  ribbons,  vases,  arabesqucp, 

&c.,  and  painted  with  a  nymph  in  a  landscape 
in  oval  medallion,  cscallop«d  border  at  [the 

top,  8iin.  high,  -j^in.  wide.  This  cabinet 
was  sold  for  410  guineas.  A  pair  of  old 

English  marqueterie  chairs,  with  open  fan- 
shaped  backs,  of  satinwood,  inlaid  with  branchea 
of  foliage  and  flowersin  coloured  woods,  on  square- 
shaped  legs  similarly  inlaid,  fetched  i'>  guineas  ; 
whilst  the  other  upright  Secretaire,  also  with 
inlaid  satin,  hare,  and  other  woods,  splayed  at 

the  angles,  and  with  fall-down  front,  drawer 
above,  and  folding-doors  beneath,  inlaid  with 
knots  of  ribbon  and  cords  .with  tasEels,  from 

which  depend  square-shaped  panels  of  black  and 
gold  lacquer,  inlaid  with  flowers  and  rocks  in 

engraved  mother-o' -pearl,  5Tin.  high,  37in.  wide, 
was  sold  for  18.5  guineas.  At  a  later  data  we 
hope  to  give  a  few  more  specimens  of  this  most 
interesting  collection. 

HOVSg,    W.VLTDX-IIX-TH.VMES. 

This  house  was  recently  built  at  Walton-on- 
Thames.  The  walls  are  of  red  brick,  the  upper 

story  tile-hung  and  cemented.  Jlessrs.  N'lvea and  Wigglesworth  were  the  architects. 
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TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ooraelree  responsible  for  the  opinions  of 
oar  correspondents.  All  communications  should  be 
drawn  up  aa  bhtffly  as  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 
It  is  pexticiilarly  re<]neftt«d  that  all  drawings  and  all 

eommnnications  respecting  illustrfttionM  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITt^U  of  the  Bi-ildiso 
News,  832,  Strand,  W-C,  and  not  to  m.-mbera  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
All  drawings  and  other  communicati'ins  are  sent  at  con- 
Cribntors*  risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 
Cheques  and  Post-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 

ThB  StEJJID  NbWSPAPKB  CoMPAKT,  LdUlTKO. 

NOTICE. 

Bound  copies  of  Vol.  LXXV.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXXI.,  XXXIII., 
XXXIV..  XXXIX.,  XLI..  XLIV.,  XLVI.,  XLIX., 

LI.,  LIU.,    Lr\'..    LV.,  UX..    LX.,     LXI.,  LXU., Lxrv.,  LXV..  LXVin..    t.xtx..  lxx.,  lxxi., 
rXXTT.,  LXXm.,  LXXIV.,  and  LXXV.,  may 
still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TEEMS  OP  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  68.  Od.  (or6doU.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium,  £1  6a.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  68.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  Weet  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  6e.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, PubUc  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  5s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Sitxmtion  advertise- 
menta)  is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Far^raph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  lees  than  os. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
tnsertion. 

Situations. 

The  charjge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  O.va  ShillijiO  for  Twestt- 
FOuaWoaoa,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  Situation  Advertisement*  must  be  prepaid. 

Ekckived.  — N.  D.  A.— B.  B.  and  Co.- 
0.  K.  M.— R.  D.  S.  and  Son.— W.  L. 

-S.  "W.  L.  Co.- 

Comsp0niimt 
VERY   UX-LIMITED    C01IPEriTI()N\ 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Biildin-g  Xews. 

Sir, — Last  week  you  gave  through  your 
columns  an  example  of  a  "very  limited  com- 

petition." Permit  me  to  send  you  an  example 
this  week  of  the  opposite.  I  inclose  "  instructions  " 
to  architects  for  a  competition  for  "alteration 

and  extension  "  to  the  premises  of  the  Mechanics' 
Institute,  Pudsey. 

I  think  it   will  only  be  needful  for  you  to 
reproduce  Instractions  So.   1,  It,  16,  and  IS  to 
show  the  farcical  nature  of  the  competition. 

Me'-haxii's'  Institute,  Pimmev,  July,  1899. 
Alt«ratioa  and  £.vtenaioD  of  Premises,  &c. 

Instructions;  to  Architects. 

No.  1. — Plans,  drawings,  and  spwiflcations  complete  in 
every  way  for  the  alteration  and  extension  in  accord- 

ance with  the    following   recommendations,   together 
with  details  and  estimated  cost  thereof  and  f  uUy  de- 

tailed sections.    Front  elevation  to  be  |  scale.    Recom- 
mendations :  — 

(rt)  Not  less  than  two  additional  exits  from  the 
Victoria  Uall. 

(bt  More  commodious  platform  accommodation. 
U)  No  reduction  of  auditorium,  but  more  accommo- 

dation if  possible,  even  including  such  rearrangement 
of  the  Victoria  Hall  as  may  h^  found  necessary. 

(ci)  As  much  classroom  accommodation  as  possible  on 
the  remainder  of  the  site  and  in  accordance  with  the 
regulations  of  the  various  educational  authorities. 

No.  14.— It  is  desirable  that  the  total  cost  should  not 
exceed  £3.000.  The  Victoria  Hall  alterations  and  the 
proposed  extensions  to  be  estimated  separately. 

No.  16. — Architects  are  requested  not  to  wait  upon  any otEcer  or  member  of  the  committee. 
No.  18.— The  committee  do  not  bind  themselves  to  accept 

any  set  of  plans  ;  but  if  they  accpt  that  set  to  which  the 
first  prize  is  given,  then  the  amount  thereof  ia  to  be 

merged  in  the  commission.  The  committee  aUo  res.-rv.? 
to  themselves  the  right  to  carry  out  the  extension  apart 
from  the  alterations  to  the  Victoria  Hall  if  ileemed 
desirable. 

It  any  of  the  architects  in  the  locality  or  else- 
where can  afford  in  these  busy  times  to  expend 

their  money,  time,  and  brains — that  is,  men  of 
any  standing— 1,  as  one  who  would  like  to  com- 

pete under  fair  conditions,  shallbe  much  surprised. 
— I  am,  i.-c  , 

Pudsey,  July  19.  Pkumaii.. 

EXTERNAL     SOIL-PIPES     ARCHI- 
TECTURALLY  CONSIDERED. 

Sill, — The  drain  specialist  possibly  would  like 
to  see  the  facades  of  our  buildings  enlianccd  by 
the  display  of  soil-pipes  and  ventilators  in  all 
their  obtrusive  ugliness ;  or,  yet  worse,  he 
would  like  to  see  these  utilit.irinn  necessities 

rendered  more  offensive  still  under  the  specious 
plea  of  their  architectural  adornment.  The 
question  of  external  soil-pipes  has  once  more 

been  brought  prominently  before  the  public  bj- 
the  instance  afforded  of  evading  the  by-laws  of 
the  Metropolitan  Building  Act  at  the  Carlton 
Hotel,  of  which  conspicuous  addition  to  the 
street  architecture  of  London  you  gave  some 
illustrations  in  the  BriLi)iX(i  News  for  July  8, 
on  the  eve  of  the  opening  of  the  building  in  the 
Ilaymarket.  To  disfigure  the  elevation  of  such 
an  ornate  structure  with  a  ramification  of 

drain-pipes  and  bath  wastes  would,  inmyopinion, 
be  monstrous  ;  but  I  do  not  propose  to  enter  here 

upon  a  disputation  as  to  the  merits  of  this  par- 
ticular case  and  the  irrefragable  character  of  the 

by-law  as  to  external  soil-pipes.  I  have  had  no 
inconsiderable  experience  in  sanitary  work  in 
various  parts  of  the  country,  and  many  years  ago 
I  designed  and  carried  out  one  of  the  earliest 
schemes  of  complete  iron  drainage  executed  in 
London.  Every  manhole  and  trap  was  made 
of  iron,  and  every  pipe  was  inside  the  build- 

ing, for,  as  a  matter  of  fact,  we  had  no  choice. 
When  the  work  is  properly  done  there  is 
much  to  be  said  in  favour  of  keeping  the  soil- 
pipes  inside  buildings,  solely  from  a  practical 
point  of  view,  and  quite  apart  from  the  question 
of  external  appearance.  I  am  quite  sure  about 
that.  On  a  confined  site,  however,  in  a  crowded 
city,  and  especially  with  so  intricate  a  building 
as  a  big  hotel,  the  difficulties  of  keeping  all 
drains  outside  the  premises  is  well-nigh  an  im- 

possibility. Architects,  when  no  such  restrictions 
exist,  it  must  be  admitted,  are  much  to  blame  for 
the  want  of  care  often  shown  in  the  planning  of 
their  buildings  in  this  respect,  and  I  allude  more 
particularly  to  country  residences  and  suburban 
houses  in  reference  to  the  location  of  water-closets 
sinks  and  baths.  As  I  write  some  notable  in- 

stances of  this  kind  of  planning  are  before  me, 
where  the  most  inopportune  and  conspicuous 
positions  have  been  chosen  for  the  sanitary 
arrangements,  rendering  inevitable  the  prominent 
disfigurement  caused  by  soil-pipes  running 
through  eaves  and  up  the  slopes  of  roofs  to  get 
the  vents  away  from  dormers  and  gable-windows. 
The  open  hopper  head  system  introduced  by 
Mr.  Norman  ,Shaw  a  decade  or  two  ago, 
and  now  abandoned  for  many  reasons,  often 
made  matters  worse  owing  to  the  noise  and 
noisomoness  of  such  arrangement  near  front  door- 

ways and  reception  or  bedroom  windows.  The 
only  true  architectural  treatment  of  sanitary 
contrivances  after  all  is  said  and  done  is  to  grapple 
with  the  conditions  imposed  by  hygeian  con- 

siderations, and  to  so  plan  a  building  as  to  keep 
w.c  8,  baths,  and  sinks  well  together,  and  in 

such  a  way  that  the  plumber's  appliances  are 
out  of  sight,  and  situate  in  a  rear  part  of  the 
premises.  Some  architects,  for  want  of  fore- 

thought, like  other  people,  creite  their  own  diffi- 
culties very  often.  This  is  one  of  the  worst. 

— I  am,  &c.,  Oi.u  JiiiRK. 

Pembroke  House  Schools,  Latham,  have  been 
fitted  with  the  latest  improved  hot-water  heating 
apparatus  by  .(ohn  King,  Ltd.,  engineers,  Liver- 

pool, employing  their  well-known  "steam-tube" 
apparatus,  with  special  economical  coil-heater  with 
water-way  fire-bars. 

The  foundation-stone  was  laid  on  Friday  of  a  new 
wing  about  to  be  added  to  the  Bathel,  facing  Ply- 

mouth Harbour.  Messrs.  H.  J.  Snell  and  M.  A. 
Bazley,  of  Plymouth,  are  the  joint  architects.  The 
new  wing  will  consist  of  four  stories  of  brick  and 
Portland  stone,  and  the  total  height  will  be  about 

■'i6tt.  There  will  be  three  classrooms  and  a  reading- 
room,  and  the  entrance  will  be  from  the  quay.  The 
cost  will  be  £1,IU0,  and  the  site  has  been  given. 

5ttUr(ommtttttcati0n. 
QUSSTIOXS. 

fl22>W.l-Varai8hlnfr  Wopd-Blook  Flooring:. 
— "Will  any  of  your  corrtspondents  be  so  good  aa  to  advise 
a  clergyman  as  to  whether  he  should,  or  should  not, 
varnish  the  new  pitch-pine  wood-block  flooring  of  his 
church,  which  is  laid  upon  a  foundation  of  concrete  '  The 
flooring  appears  to  have  been  successfully  laid,  and  from 
several  months'  experience  seems  to  be  dry  and  to  wear well :  but  some  friends  think  that  if  varnished  it  could 
then  be  rubbed  with  damp  cloths,  and  would  assume  a 
glossy  and  attractive  appearance.  Others,  however,  con- 

sider it  woold  be  better  if  left  untreated.— H.  B.  N. 

'12269.J— Destructor.- Can  any  reader  recommend  a destructor  suitable  for  the  treatment  of  infectious  matter 
from  an  hospital  of  12  beds,  or  refer  me  to  the  maker  or 
patentee  of  "  Crane's"  destructor,  recommended  by  the 
late  Sir  Douglas  Gallon  in  his  book  on  "  Hospital  Con- 

struction ?  " ri2270.]— Bay  "Windows,  &c.— Ia  it  necessary  to 
obtain  sanction  from  vestry  for  building  a  bay  window  .' The  window  will  merely  occupy  3ft.  projection  of  space  in 
the  forecourt.  Is  any  ofhcial  notice  required  for  extend- 

ing back  premises  T— A.  L. 
[12271.]— Sun-blinds.— I  have  a  window  in  my  house 

exposed  to  the  south  and  west  sun,  and  the  room  is  un- 
inhabitable during  this  hot  weather.  Is  there  any  good 

blind  or  window  awning  that  I  can  fix  outside  .*  Any 
information  will  oblige. —Cos-iT.\ST  Re.vl.eb. 

[12272.1 —  Price  of  Yellow  Deal. —  Perhaps  a 
practical  buyer  of  timber  can  say  whpt  is  a  fair  price 
'prime  cost}  for  yellow  deal !  Petersburg  first  yellow 
deals  are  quoted  at  from  £12  to  £14  per  standard.  For 
llooring,  the  prices  given  for  prepared  boards,  lin.  thick 
by  6]in.,  are  lis.  6d.  and  Us.  9d.  for  first  yellow,  and  IDs. 
to  123.  for  "seconds."  Are  these  reliable  prices  to 
estimate  from  !— A  Col'stbv  Pbactitioser. 

[12273.]— Public  Health  Act  —1.  What  is  to  be 
deemed  a  new  street  under  the  Public  Health  Act,  IS?."), 
Par.  157-1 !  2.  Has  a  district  council,  working  under  the 
Model  By-Laws,  1S8G,  any  power  to  make  you  set  back 
and  level  an  old  public  highway,  ISft.  from  centre  of 
same,  at  your  own  expense,  before  you  can  build  on  the 
land  abutting  on  the  said  road,  provided  that  you  keep 
the  houses  back  the  18ft.  from  the  centre  of  the  road  I 
3.  Is  there  anything  in  the  Model  By-Laws,  1886,  or  in 
the  Public  Health  Act  to  say  that  the  footways  at  aide  of 
a  road  shall  not  be  either  above  or  below  the  level  of  stiid 
road  T— (iL^o  Waebasto. 

SJSPLIS3. 

[12263.]— Water  in  Cellar.- Probably  the  water 
comea  from  higher  ground  in  the  neighbourhood,  or  the 
site  is  water-logged.  I  should  advise  "  Olev  "  to  sink  a 
deep  trench  round  or  on  the  higher  aide  of  land,  and 
put  in  another  tile  drain,  so  as  to  intercept  the  aoakage : 
or  the  cellar  floors  may  be  taken  up,  the  soil  dug  out  and 
puddled  with  clay  before  relayioii  the  floor.  Sometimes 
a  deep  trench  filled  in  with  rough  stones  dug  round  the 
house  has  effected  a  cure. — Pbactical. 

[12265.]— "Water  in  Cellar.- 1  should  recommend 
"  Olev "  to  line  his  cellars  with  Callender's  "  pure 
bitumen  sheeting,"  advertised  in  the  BfiLi'iso  News.  It 
has  been  used  for  damp  cellars,  underground  conveni- 

ences, reservoirs,  iSrc,  and  resists  the  percolation  of 
moisture.  The  floor  and  walls  should  be  both  lined. 

Write  for  particulars  to  Callender  and  Co.,  11,  Victoria- street.-G.  H.  G. 

[12267.]— Stone  Heads.— It  ia  not  desirable  or  proper 
to  have  long  bearings  for  stone  heads  to  windows  or 
porches.  In  Classic  porticoes  the  stone  ia  often  cut  to 
form  concealed  arch  joints;  the  joints  are  externally  cut 
vertically  for  2in.  or  3io  ,  and  the  inner  part  is  made  to 
form  a  vouasoir  joint  or  joggled ;  in  many  cases  it  is  done 
by  encasing  an  iron  I  girder,  the  stone  being  divided 
vertically  in  the  centre  and  grooves  sunk  for  the  flanges  : 
the  front  and  back  thicknesses  of  stone  are  connected  by 

copper  cramps  bedded  in  cement  and  stone-dust.  The 
joint  is  rubbed  smooth  and  made  invisible.  Many 
entablatures  or  architraves  are  formed  in  this  manner  : 

the  stone  forming  really  a  casing  for  the  girder.  Wide 
window  lintels  are  done  in  this  manner,  but  the  practice 

is  not  good  construction,  and  the  iron  is  apt  to  corrode 
and  fracture  the  stone.  The  joggled  or  concealed  arch 
method  is  better  for  heads  of  limited  length  of  bearing, 
but  sometimes  these  fail  at  the  joints.  Stone  heads  for 
windows  should  be  solid  stone,  and  be  proportioned  to  the 

span  of  opening,  mullions  being  used.  Of  course,  a 
relieving  arch  relieves  the  dead-weight  over,  and  can  be 
used  when  the  long  stone  window  heads   are   used.- 

G.  H.  G. 
  .-^^   • 

Mr.  Henry  Maudslay,  M.Inst.C.E.,  eldest  son  of 
the  late  Thomas  Henry  Maudilay,  and  of  the  firm 

of  Maudslay,  Son,  and  Field,  died  on  Tuesday  last 

at  Westminster. 

A  meeting  of  the  subscribers  tj  the  Hawick 
"1,)U"  picture,  painted  by  Mr.  Tom  Soott, 

A.R.S.A.,  in  commemoration  of  the  capture  of  a 

tlig  by  Hawick  callants  from  an  English  marauding 
band  at  Hornshole,  the  year  after  Flodden,  was 
held  in  the  municipal  buildings,  Hawick,  X.B.,  on 

Friday,  when  the  picture  and  a  signed  artist's  proof etching  were  formally  presented  to  the  town  council 

to  be  hung  in  the  town  hall. 
Mr.  O.  W.  Wilcocks,  Local  Government  Board 

inspector,  held  an  inquiry  at  the  Workmen's Institute,  Hildenborougb,  Kent,  on  Friday  and 
.Saturday,  into  the  subject  matter  of  an  application 

by  the  Tonbridge  Uural  District  Council  to  borrow 
a  loan  of  £7,000  for  the  purposes  of  sewerage  and 

sewage  disposal  for  the  parish.  Mr.  W.  \'aux Graham,  C.E.,  the  engineer,  explained  the  plans. 
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BlKMIXGHAM     Auclt.>;OLOGICAL    SoCIETV.   This 

societj-  made  an  excursion  on  Saturday  to  the 
neighbourhood  of  Hales  Owen.  The  interior  of 
the  church  presents  a  very  remarkable  appearance, 
the  middle  of  the  church  being  of  l.Hh- century 
date,  while  the  two  bays  at  the  west  end  and  the 
east  end  are  of  r2th- century  work.  A  bold  ex- 

periment waa  made  here  a  few  years  ago  in 
raising  the  inconveniently-low  Xorman  chancel 
arch.  The  party  then  visited  the  Abbey,  by 
permission  of  Mr.  llill,  noting  on  the  way  the 
evidences  of  the  ancient  fish-ponds.  This  Abbey, 
founded  by  the  Premonstratensian,  or  White 
Canons,  now  presents  to  the  view  but  small 
remains  of  its  ancient  beauty.  The  existing 
portions  show  that  it  was  once  a  fine  series  of 

buildings  of  Eirlj-  English  date.  Ascending  by 
a  rural  hine,  the  visitors  reached  the  Leaseowes, 
the  well-known  home  of  William  Shenstone,  the 

poet.  The  party  traced  out  the  streams,  the 
walks,  the  lakes  and  pools,  and  the  woods,  which 
still  bear  evidence  to  the  taste  of  the  poetic 
creator  of  this  landscape  garden.  Mr.  F.  B. 
Andrews,  F.U.I. B. A  ,  explained  the  architectural 
features  of  the  excursion. 

Kent  Aiun.i.oi.oi.irAL  Society. — The  annual 
meeting  of  this  society  will  be  held  at  Bromley 
on  Tuesday  and  Wedaesday  next.  The  business 
meeting  will  be  held  at  11.45  a.m.  on  the  former 
day,  under  the  presidency  of  Eirl  Stanhope. 
The  Parish  Church  and  Bromley  College  will 
afterwards  be  visited.  Next  progre.«3  will  be 
made  to  Eltham  Palace,  the  history  of  which 
will  be  related  by  Mr.  A.  <t.  Jlilne.  After 
walking  through  the  garden  of  The  Sloat,  the 
members  will  visit  Eltham  Lodge,  which  con- 

tains some  Flemish  tapestry  of  the  17th  century. 
The  annual  dinner,  like  the  annual  business 
meeting,  will  be  held  on  the  Royal  Bell  Uotel, 
Bromley.  At  the  evening  meeting  ilr.  P. 

Norman,  F.S.A.,  will  dwell  on  ' ■  Kecollections 

of  Old  Bromley,"  illustrated  by  means  of  lantern 
pictures,  while  Mr.  G.  Payne,  F.L.S.,  F.S..\., 
will  read  a  paper  on  the  archieology  of  the 
district.  For  Wednesday  visits  have  been  ar- 

ranged to  West  Wickham  Court,  the  residence  of 

Sir  J.  Famaby  Lennard,  and  the  church  adjoin- 
ing :  Holwood  Camp,  where  Sir  John  Lubbock, 

M.P.,  F.R.S.,  will  give  an  address,  afterwards 
conducting  the  member  s  round  the  famous  pre- 
Koman  earthworks :  and  Warr  Bank,  where  Roman 

foundations  may  be  seen.  The  day's  proceedings 
will  terminate  at  High  Elms,  where  the  members 
will  be  entertained  at  afternoon  tea  by  Lady 
Lubbock. 

The  N.iTioxAL  A>soci.vtion-  or  M.ister 
BriLDERS.  —  The  conference  of  the  National 
Association  of  Master  Builders  of  Great  Britain 

and  Ireland  opened  at  Plymouth  on  Wednesday. 
In  the  morning  the  Mayor  of  Plymouth  ;Mr.  J. 
Pethick),  himself  a  well-known  contractor  and 
builder,  welcomed  the  visitors  to  the  town.  A 

meeting  of  the  council  followed.  The  half- 
yearly  meeting  of  the  association  was  held  in  the 
afternoon,  Alderman  W.  Holdsworth,  of  Brad- 

ford, presiding.  The  chairman,  in  an  intro- 
ductory address,  referred  to  the  dispute  between 

the  master  builders  and  the  plasterers.  He 
regretted  that  some  of  the  terms  of  settlement 
had  not  been  observed  by  the  plasterers,  and 
announced  that  on  the  ihth  inst.  it  was  pro- 

posed to  hold  another  conference  with  the 

plasterers  with  a  view  of  adjusting  differ- 
ences and  disputes  arising  over  the  inter- 

pretation of  some  of  the  terms  of  the  previous 
conference.  The  principal  topic  of  discussion  waa 

the  builders'  relation  with  the  plasterers,  and 
representatives  from  Manchester  and  Bristol  com- 

plained strongly  of  the  attitude  of  the  latter 
towards  the  builders  and  their  neglect  to  abide 
by  the  conditions  of  the  conference  terms.  The 
Manchester  representatives  declared  that  the 
plasterers  had  demanded  a  rise  of  a  penny  in 
their  wages  as  compensation  for  the  lock-out,  and 
the  result  was  that  members  of  the  association 

refusinj?  this  demand  had  been  boycotted  for  a 
long    time    past.     It  was  said  that  unless    the 
Slasterers  in  these  and  other  districts  showed  a 

ifierent  spirit  from  that  which  was  at  present 
being  shown,  a  general  lock-out  would  soon  be 
brought  about.  It  was  agreed  to  make  a  special 
point  of  the  difficulties  at  Manchester  and  Bristol 
at  the  forthcoming  conference. 

ScoTTisn  BiiLDixo  Trades'  Federation-. — 
The  quarterly  meeting  of  the  executive  of  this 
federation  was  held  on  Tuesday  in  the  CUedonian 

Hotel,  Inverness.  Representatives  were  present 
from  Glasgow,  Edinburgh,  Dundee,  -\berdeen, 
and  other  southern  centres.  The  chair  was 

occupied  by  the  president,  Mr.  James  Leslie, 
builder,  Aberdeen.  The  report  of  the  secre- 

tary, Mr.  .Tames  L.  Selkirk,  C.A.,  Glasgow,  on 
the  operations  of  the  federation  during  the 

q-iarter  was  submitted  and  considered  at  consider- 
able length.  The  discussion  was  of  a  thoroughly 

practical  kind,  and  resolutions  were  arrived  at 
intended  to  lead  to  a  more  complete  consolidation 
of  the  Federation  in  all  parts  of  the  country.  In 
the  afternoon  the  members  visited  the  battlefield 
of  CuUoden.  In  the  evening  a  meeting  took 

place,  under  the  presidency  of  Treasurer  Koss, 
president  cf  the  Inverness  branch,  when  addresses 
were  delivered  by  the  delegates  upon  the  im- 

portance of  organisation  as  desiderated  by  the 
Federation.  Among  the  speakers  were  Mr. 

Leslie,  Aberdeen ;  Mr.  Robert  Lamb,  Edin- 
burgh ;  Mr.  Adams,  Glasgow ;  Mr.  Shaw, 

Dundee  ;  Mr.  Selkirk,  Glasgow,  secretary  of  the 

Federation. 
  A-^   

CHIPS. 

On  Saturday  afternoon  the  foundation-stones 
of  a  new  church  in  Waterfall -lane,  St.  Paul's 
parish,  Blackheath,  Birmingham,  were  laid.  The 
building  will  accommodate  -l.SO  persons. 

The  Prince  and  Princess  of  Wales  laid  yesterday 

(Thursday)  the  foundation-stone  of  a  new  building 
in  connection  with  the  Foundling  Hospital, 
Bloomsbury. 

The  Dsvonport  Towu  Council  are  pledged  to  a 
house-building  scheme  of  extensive  character.  They 
have  decided  that  the  surplui  land  on  the  cemetery 
site  shall  be  transferred  to  the  Housing  of  the 
Working  Classes  Committee  at  the  price  of  4d.  per 
foot.  The  available  area  is  19  acres,  or  sufficient 
for  the  erection  of  150  houses.  The  policy  of  the 
committee  is  to  build  these  houses  or  to  have  them 
built  by  contract  for  the  corporation,  who  will 
ultimately  ha  property-owners  on  a  very  large  scale. 

An  interesting  ceremony  took  place  on  the  summit 
of  the  west  front  of  Peterborough  Cathedral  on 
Friday,  when,  in  the  presence  of  the  D^an  and 
representatives  of  the  Restoration  Committee,  the 
huge  cross  on  the  southern  gable  was  replaced  in 
position.  The  work  of  the  restoration  of  the  central 
tower  and  the  north  and  south  gables  of  thematch- 
less  west  front  has  been  in  progress  15  years,  and 
nearly  £80,000  has  been  expended,  first  under  the 
late  Mr.  J.  L.  Pearson,  R.A.,  and  since  his  decease 
under  Mr.  G.  F.  Bodley,  A.R.A.  Mr.  J.  T.  Irvine 
has  acted  as  clerk  of  works  throughont.  Messrs. 
Thompson  and  Sjns  have  been  the  contractors. 
There  still  remains  to  be  reconstructed  the  central 

gable,  for  which  another  £5,000  is  wanted. 

Twenty-four  master  and  operative  plumbers,  who 
came  from  different  parts  of  London  and  from 
Grantham,  Guildford,  Harpenden,  Leatherhead, 
Littlestone-on-Sea,  Rodhill,  Sidcup.  and  Windsor, 

applying  for  registration  under  the  National  R'igis- 
tration  of  Plumbers,  attended  at  the  King's  College 
on  Saturday  for  examination  by  the  Worshipful 
Company  of  Plumbers.  Seven  candidates  succeeded 
in  passing  the  practical  tests,  which  incladed  lead- 
bossing,  pipe-bending,  and  joint-making. 

Memorial-stones  of  the  Bethel  Mission-hall  were 
laid  in  Henrietta-street,  Old  Traiiord,  on  Saturday. 
The  building  will  be  Gothic  in  style,  and  will 

measure  "Oft.  by  30ft.,  accommodating  350  persons at  a  cost  of  £800.  Mr.  Crowcroft  is  the  architect, 
and  Mr.  Barker  the  contractor. 

A  Jubilee  memorial  lych-gate  was  opened  last 
week  with  a  special  service  at  Tackley,  near  Oxford. 
The  gate  is  a  handsome  structure  designed  by  Mr. 
T.  Gamer.  The  side  walls  of  the  gate  are  of  hard 
white  Box  Ground  Bith  stone,  surmounted  by 
carved  open  tracery  in  oak.  The  posts,  gates, 
bargeboards,  and  the  rest  of  the  woodwork  are  all 
in  solid  English  oak,  and  the  high-pitched  roof  is  of 
grey  Stonesfield  slates. 

Major   Mirindin  and  Mijor  Cirdan,  on   behal  | 
of  the  BDard  of  Trade,  made  an  official  inspection  j 
on  Friday  of  the  tramway  extensions  which  have  , 
been  carried  out    by  the   Coventry  and    District 
Tramways  Cjmpany,    whereby    several    outlying 
parts  of  the  city  will  be  placed  in  connection  with 
the  centre  of  the  borough.    The  work  has   been 
carried  out  by  Messrs.  Pauling  and  Co.,  to  designs 
and  specifications  prepared  by  Mr.  I.  E.  Winslow, 
chief  engineer  to  the  Xaw  Ganeral  Traction  Com- 

pany,  Mr.    H.  C.  Elliott    being  the    contractors' 
engineer  in  charge  of  the  work. 

Two  stained-glass  windows  have  recently  been 
placed  in  the  north  aisle  of  Camerton  Church.  Eich 
window  consists  of  three  lights,  the  subjacts  being 

respectively  "The  Annunciation,"  and  "E'isha and  the  Shunammite  Woman."  Messrs.  Joseph 
Bell  and  Son,  of  C^Uega  G:een,  Bristol,  are  the artiBta, 

STAINED    GLASS. 

DEVONrOET  TEcnsiciL  Schools.— The  stained- 
glass  window  which  the  mayor  has  presented  to  the 
Technical  Schools  will  be  unveiled  by  Sir  W. 
White,  the  Director  of  Naval  Construction, 
on  Tuesday  next.  The  window  is  fixed  opposite 
the  main  entrance,  and  the  figures  are  nearly  life- 
size.  They  represent :  Art,  an  emblematical  figure 
holding  in  one  hand  a  crayon,  and  in  the  other  a 

study  from  the  life.  The  figure  stands  in  an  archi- 
tectural setting  of  Renaissance  design.  The  next 

figure — Science — is  similarly  treated  aa  to  setting  in 
architectural  framework.  She  holds  in  her  hand  a 
cog-wheel ;  behind  her  are  emblems  of  Electricity 
and  Chemistry.  The  window  is  composed  of  two 
round-headed  compartments,  divided  by  a  transom, 
with  large  circular  tracery  and  spandrel  pieces  at 
the  top.  Below  these  figures  of  Art  and  Science 
are  others  representing  Mechanical  Engineering 
and  Naval  Architecture.  The  large  central  tracery 
has  a  representation  of  the  arms  of  the  borough  set 
in  a  wreath  of  oak  leaves. 

WATEB    SUPPLT    AND    SANITABY 
MATTESS. 

Derwent  Water  Sciiesie. — The  Committee  of 
the  House  of  Lords  presided  over  by  the  Earl  of 
Lauderdale  passed,  on  Tuesday,  the  Bill  which  has 
already  received  the  sanction  of  the  House  of 
Commons,  constituting  a  joint  board,  consisting  of 
representatives  of  the  corporations  of  Sheffield, 
Derby,  Nottingham,  and  Leicester,  and  the  Derby- 

shire County  Council,  for  the  purpose  of  acquiring 
and  administering  the  waters  of  the  river  Dirwent 
and  its  tributaries  for  the  supply  of  the  inhabitants 
of  their  respective  towns  and  districts.  lu  giving 
his  decision,  the  Eirl  of  Lauderdale  said  the  Bill 
would  be  allowed  to  proceed  suljject  to  the  alloca- 

tion of  a  million  gallons  a  day  to  the  county  of 
Nottingham  out  of  the  23,000,000  gallons  a  day 
previously  appropriated  by  the  towns  of  Sheffield, 
Darby,  Leicester,  and  Nottingham,  which  would 
mean  that  they  would  each  have  to  forfeit  one- 
twenty-eighth  of  their  share,  whilst  the  share  of 
Derby  county  would  remain  as  fixed,  at  5,000,000 

gallons  a  day.  "This  arrangement  would  terminate 
in  the  year  1930,  when  it  was  anticipated  that  the 
supply  of  the  Derwent  would  be  practically  all  in 
use.  Chesteifiald  Raral  District  Council  would  be 
entitled  to  12*  gallons  per  day  per  head  of  their 

population,  and  an  arbitration  clause  would  be 
inserted  for  the  protection  of  Mr.  C.  S.  Leslie,  a 
mUl-owner. 

The  second  summer  excursion  of  the  Eist  Riding 
.Vntiquarian  Society  was  held  on  Friday,  when  the 
barrows  at  North  Burton,  Wold  Newton,  and  the 

fine  parish  church  of  Thwing  were  visited. 

The  new  water  supply  with  which  the  Errol 
district  has  been  provided,  through  the  munificence 
of  Sir  William  Ogilvy  Dalgleish,  Bart.,  and  Lady 
Dilgleish,  was  formally  inaugurated  last  week. 
The  water  is  drawn  from  the  top  of  Fingask  glen 
from  a  height  510  ft.  above  the  sea  level,  and  the 
reservoir  is  capable  of  holding  120,000  gallons. 
Mr.  Ritchie,  C.E.,  of  Parth,  is  the  engineer. 

Works  of  restoration,  including  a  new  oak  and 
lead  roof,  have  just  been  completed  in  the  south 
aisle  of  St.  James's  Church,  Daeping,  from  plans  by 
Mr.  J.  S.  Traylen,  of  Stamford.  Mr.  S.  F.  Halli- 
day,  also  of  Stamford,  was  the  builder. 
The  comer-  stone  of  the  Nicholson  Institute  at 

Laek.  comprising  a  school  of  art,  science,  and 
technology,  and  a  county  silk  school,  will  be  laid  by 
the  Duchess  of  Sutherland  on  Monday  next,  the 
21th  inst. 

The  Board  of  Trade  have  confirmed  an  order 
authorising  the  construction  of  a  light  railway  in 
E«ex  between  Corringham,  Tham'M  Hiven,  and 

Kynochtown. Mr.  Chas.  Perrin,  M.Inst.C.E.,  an  inspector  of 
the  Local  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at  the 
Lnion  OffiMS,  South-parade,  Leeds,  on  Friday, 
relative  to  an  application  by  the  Roundhay  and 
Saacroft  Rural  District  Council  to  borrow  £  13,900 

upon  a  sewerage  scheme  for  R  oundhay. 

The  partnership  heretofore  existing  between  J.  H. 
SMues  and  A.  R.  Gradwell,  architects  and  surveyors, 
Blackburn  and  Djrwen,  under  the  style  of  Stones 
and  Gradwell,  has  been  dissolved ;  aa  has  also  that 
between  J.  H.  Stones,  A.  R.  Gradwell,  and  W.  G. 
Stones,  civil  and  mechanical  engineers,  Blackburn, 
under  the  style  of  Stones,  Gradwell,  and  Stones,  ao 

far  as  regards  .'V.  R.  Gradwell. 
The  Light  Railway  Commissioners  have  decided 

to  grant  the  application  of  the  D.-ake  and  Gorham Electric  Traction  Co.  for  the  East  Anglian  Light 
Railway,  so  far  aa  it  relates  to  railways  Nos.  G,  7, 
and  ~^.  being  those  from  the  south  side  of  the 
entrance  to  Loweatoft  Harbour  to  Kessingland. 
The  promoters  will  seek  Parliamentary  powers  next 
session  for  extending  the  line  to  the  northern  part 
of  the  borough  of  Lowestoft. 
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I^QAL  INTELLiaENOE. 

AECniTECTS  AXIJ  UXEXECUTED  Pl_VNS.— At  the 
Birmingham  County  Court  on  the  13th  inst.,  before 
Judge  Whitehouse  and  a  jury,  Messrs.  Riley  and 
Smith,  architccto,  Colmore-row,  sought  to  recover 
from  Mrs.  Clara  Mason,  hotel- keeper,  Stourbridge, 
the  sum  of  £9G  ITa.,  professional  charges  for  servioee 
rendered.  The  case  for  the  plaintifTs  was  that  they 
were  instructed  by  the  defendant  to  prepare  plans 
for  four  pairs  of  eemi-detached  houses  at  Amble- 
cote.  The  land  had  cost  the  defendant  about 
£1,000,  and  she  wished  the    plaintiffs  to  prepare 
Slans  for  the  houses  to  cost  about  £900  a  pair.  She 
esired  to  let  the  houses  at  £2o  to  £30  each,  and 

expected  to  get  a  return  of  o  per  cent,  for  her  out- 
lay. Plaintiffs  prepared  three  sets  of  plans,  but  the 

defendant  decided,  ufter  seeing  the  estimates,  not  to 

accept  any  of  them,  because  the  prices  came  out  at 
considerably  more  than  she  was  willing  to  pay. 
The  plaintiffs  had  received  no  remuneration  for 
their  services,  and  contended  that  they  were 
entitled  to  be  paid  for  the  work  they  had  done.  Mr. 
Qeoree  Harry  Smith  said  that  be  told  the  defendant 
that  she  could  not  build  that  class  of  house  to  pay 
.5 percent.  Mr.  Dorsett,  for  defendants ;  Do  yon  mean 
to  say  th«t  you  cannot  build  £30  houses  to  pay  o 

per  cent. ':  Mr.  Smith  :  You  cannot  build  them  to  pay 
5  per  cent,  net ;  you  may  to  pay  5  per  cent  gross. 
Mrs.  Mason  was  called,  and  stated  that  the  esti- 

mates were  about  £400  or  £,')00  above  the  amount 
which  she  told  Mr.  Smith  that  she  was  prepared  to 
expend.  The  plans  were,  therefore,  useless  to  her, 
and  she  had  derived  no  benefitwhatever  from  them. 

The  jury  gave  a  verdict  for  the  pliintiffs  for  £35. 

Anotheb  Dbfect  in  the  Woekmen's  Compem- 
SATION  Act.— Judge  Willis,  Q.C.,  has  decided  that 
a  painter  named  Rivatt,  who  was  injured  through  a 
scaffold  collapse  while  painting  a  ventilator  30ft.  Gin. 
from  the  ground  on  Higham  Chapel,  Norfolk,  is  not 
entitled  to  compansation.  Under  the  Act  a  building 

must  exceed  'idit.  in  height,  but  the  roof  of  the 
chapel  was  only  27ft.,  and  the  gable  end  28ft.  high. 
His  Honour  considered  the  ventilator  not  to  be 
included  in  the  measurement  of  the  building.  The 
Act  did  not,  he  said,  define  what  a  building  was, 
and  he  should  not  attempt  to  do  so. 

Action's  foe  Aechitects'  Fees. — At  the  Wolver- 
hampton County-court  on  Tuesday,  an  action  was 

heard  in  which  Messrs.  Manton  and  Sons,  archi- 
tects, Wolverhampton,  sought  to  recover  £21  17s. 

from  Trouncer  and  Co.,  brewers,  of  Shrewsbury, 
and  Mr.  Burdass,  a  member  of  the  firm,  for  fees  for 
the  preparation  of  plans  and  other  work.  The 

plaintiffs'  case  was  that  they  received  instructions 
bom  Mr.  Burdass  to  prepare  the  plans  and  specifica- 

tions for  alterations  in  connection  with  the  Onward 
Olub  at  Compton,  at  five  par  cent.  After  the  work 
had  been  completed  the  alterations  were  not  pro- 

ceeded with,  and  a  dispute  arose  as  to  the  amount 
to  be  paid.  Defendants  had  paid  £10  ISs.  6d.  into 
court  as  a  fair  sum.  The  defence  was  that  the 
plaintiffs  had  exceeded  instructions.  His  Honour 
considered  the  amount  paid  into  court  sufiicient, 
and  gave  judgment  for  the  defendants. — In  a 
second  case  heard  at  the  same  court,  Richard  James 
Rowe,  architect,  of  Bilston,  sought  to  recover  from 
Edwin  Jones,  of  Mount  Pleasant,  Bilston,  £62  Hi. 

for  architect's  fees.  Plaintiff  said  in  January  he 
received  instructions  from  defendant  to  survey  a 

piece  of  land  in  Wellington-road,  Bilston,  prepare 
plans  for  the  erection  of  four  houses,  get  out  the 
quantities,  and  obtain  tenders.  The  lowest  tender 
was  £2,0110.  Subsequently  defendant  decided  not 
to  buUd.  For  the  defence,  it  was  contended  that 
the  cost  of  the  houses  was  not  to  exceed  £1,G00,  and 
that  defendant  was  ouly  to  charge  four  per  cent. 
Judgment  was  given  for  the  amount  claimed,  with 
costs. 

Abditration  Award  at  East  Finchley. — Mr. 
C.  C.  Faine,  a  builder,  has  just  been  awarded 
£8,844  compensation  in  a  claim  against  the  Xew 
River  Company  for  land  taken,  depreciation,  and 

loss  of  builder's  profits  in  respect  of  about  five  acres 
of  freehold  land  forming  a  portion  of  an  estate  of 
17J  acres  situated  on  the  Fortis  Green-road, 
between  East  Finchley  and  Muswell  HQl.  The 
land  was  required  by  the  company  for  the  purpose 
of  a  reservoir  in  connection  with  the  new  supply  to 
be  derived  from  the  Staines  reservoirs. 

What  is  a  Commos  LoDyixa-HousEr— Lord 
Radstock,  the  Hon.  S.  S.  Waldegrave,  Mr.  T.  A. 
Danny,  and  others  appeared  before  Mr.  Cluer  at 
the  Worship -street  Police-court,  oc  Monday,  to 
answer  summonses,  issued  at  the  instance  of  the 
London  County  Couucil,  charging  them  with 
having,  contrary  to  the  Common  Lodging-house 
Act,  1851,  kept  the  Victoria  Home,  Woitechapel- 
road,  as  a  common  lodging-house,  without  the  same 
having  been  iaspacted  and  approved  by  the  local 
authority,  and  registered  as  retjuired  by  the  Act. 
The  contention  of  the  County  C :>uacil,  who  relied 

on  "  Langdon  v.  Broadbant,"  was  that  the  Home 
answered  to  the  description  of  a  common  lodging- 
house,  and  should,  therefore,  be  registered.  The 
defence,  on  the  other  hand,  was  that  the  institution 
was  not  carried  on  for  the  purpose  of  makiog  a 
profit,  but  for  purely  charitable  objects,  and  the 

case  of  "  Booth  v.  Ferrett "  was  cited.  The  magis- 
trate, deciding  in  favour  of  the  latter  contention, 

dismissed  the  summonses,  ordered  the  County 
Council  to  pay  ten  guineas  costs,  and  intimated  his 
willingness  to  state  a  case  for  the  opinion  of  the 

High  Court. 

Aewteatiox  Case  is-  Leeds.— The  Lseds  Cor- 
poration are  seeking  to  acquire  the  water- rights 

belonging  to  Dob  Park  Mill,  and  five  acres  of  land, 
at  Weston,  near  Otley,  owned  by  the  trustee)  of 
William  Thornton,  their  object  being  to  obtain 
greater  control  over  the  purity  of  the  water.  The 
trustees  claimed  over  £8,000  for  the  property, 
and  an  arbitration  court  was  held  at  the  Leeds 

Town  Hall  on  Friday  and  Saturday  to  decide  as  to 
the  sum  to  be  paid  by  the  corporation.  Mr.  C.  M. 
Atkinson,  the  L^eds  Stipendiary  Migistrate,  was 
the  umpire,  Mr.  J.  W.  Dicre  was  the  arbitrator  for 
the  corporation,  and  Mr.  J.  Waugh,  Bradford,  for 
the  claimants.  Mr.  Windsor  Thorp,  architect,  of 
Leeds,  for  the  claimants,  valued  the  estate  at 
£G,100,  and  Mr.  W.  B.  Woodhead,  of  Bradford, 
placed  the  figure  at  £.i,445.  Mr.  E,  J.  Silcock, 
C.E.,  Leeds,  gave  evidence  for  the  corporation  as 
to  the  position  and  construction  of  the  mill,  and  as 
to  the  amount  of  power  available  for  grinding  corn. 
Mr.  W.  Middleton,  Keighloy,  valued  the  property 
at  £970  ;  Mr.  E.  L.  Clare,  of  Bradford,  mentioned 
the  sum  of  £902  lOs. ;  and  Mr.  Charles  Gott,  C.E., 

of  Bradford,  assessed  the  value  at  £9.')0.  Mr.  E.  M. 
Eaton,  C.E,.  of  London  and  Sheffield,  also  gave 
evidence.    The  umpire  reserved  his  award. 

(l^ttt  (©let  ̂ Mt. 

Ar.iiiTKATiON  AwAED  AT  UrSTOE,  KENT. — Lord 
Ludlow  has  given  his  award  in  the  arbitration  case 

"  Little  V.  the  Lords  of  the  Admiralty,"  which  had 

reference  to  some  waterside  property  at  T'pnor, near  Chatham,  which  their  lordships  had  acquired 
under  the  compulsory  powers  vested  in  them  by 
the  National  Defence  Act.  The  owners  claimed 
£40,900  as  compensation,  but  during  the  hearing  of 
the  case  withdrew  one  section  relating  to  their 
barge  trade,  which  reduced  the  claim  to  about 

£28,.'>00.  The  arbitrator  has  awarded  the  plaintiffs 
£15,000. 

CHIPS. 

The  new  drill-hall,  Weymouth,  is  being  warmed 

and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's  patent Manchester  grates,  the  same  being  supplied  by 
Messrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 

At  Petersham,  Surrey,  a  church-room  and  insti- 
tute are  being  erected,  at  the  cost  of  Mrs.  Warde,  on 

a  part  of  the  Bute  House  estate.  The  buildings  are 
to  he  Classic  in  style  and  carried  out  in  red  brick. 
Mr.  John  Kelly  is  the  architect,  and  Mr.  G.  W. 
Heasler  is  the  builder. 

The  members  of  the  Society  of  Eitate  Clerks  of 
Works,  to  the  number  of  fifty,  assembled  from  all 
parts  of  Great  Britain  and  Ireland,  held  their 
summer  meeting  in  the  Central  Hotel.  Elin- 
burgh,  on  Thursday,  Friday,  and  Saturday  in  last 
week. 

Memorial-stones  of  the  Westgate  Baptist  Chapel 
and  schools  were  laid  in  Carlisle-road,  Manning- 
ham,  Bradford,  on  Saturday.  The  architect  is  Mr. 
James  L^diugham,  of  Bradford,  and  the  cost, 
exclusive  of  site,  will  be  £U,G70. 

The  Princess  Henry  of  Battenberg,  ,11  Governor 
of  the  Isle  of  Wight,  has  given  her  cordial  consent 
to  a  scheme  for  the  rebuilding  of  the  Chapel  of 
of  St.  Nicholas,  within  Cirisbrook  Castle,  as  a 
memorial  to  Charles  I. 

The  South-Eastem  and  Chatham  and  Dover 
H  ailways  (New  Lines)  Bill  came  before  a  committee 
of  the  House  of  Lords  on  Tuesday.  Its  objact  is  to 
empower  the  South-Eastern  Railway  Company  to 
make  new  lines  forming  junctions  with  the  London, 
Chatham,  and  Dover  K  ailway  at  Chislehurst,  Otford, 
Broadstairs,  Margate,  and  Whitstable.  The  Bill 
was  ordered  to  be  reported  with  amendments. 

The  pier  pavilion  at  Hastings  has  just  been  re- 
decorated and  refurnished  from  plans  by  Mr.  Ilinry 

Ward,  F.R.I. B.  A.  The  decorations  are  the  work  of 
Mr.  Lester. 

The  partnership  hitherto  subsisting  between 
E.  W.  Fry  and  F.  M.  Gardener,  architects  and  sur- 

veyors, of  Dover,  under  the  style  of  Fry  and 
Gardener,  has  been  dissolved. 

A  small  picture  of  the  Virgin  leadiag  the  infant 

The  members  of  the  Society  of  Architects  will 

visit  Canterbury  and  .St.  Margaret's  Bay,  Dover, 
on  Saturday  in  next  week,  the  29tb  inst.  Leaving 

X'ictoria  by  the  10  a.m.  train,  the  party  will,  on 
arrival  at  Canterbury,  proceed  at  once  to  the 

Cathedral,  where  the'  Very  Rev.  Dean  Farrar, D.n.,  F.K.S.,  Hon.  Mem.,  will  meet  the  party 
and  act  aa  guide.  A  train  leaves  Canterbury  for 
Martin  Mill  at  3  p.m.,  where  conveyances  will 

be  in  readiness  to  take  the  party  to  St.  Mar- 

garet's Bay ;  here  the  church  will  be  N-isited, 
under  the  guidance  of  the  President.  Mr. 
T.  W.  L.  Emden,  J. P.,  L.C.C.,  who  wiU  after- 

wards (G  p.m.)  entertain  the  members  to  dinner 
at  the  Granville  Arms  Hotel.  Train  leaves 

Martin  Mill  at  8.12  p.m.,  arriving  at  Victoria  at 

10.55  p.m.  Members'  names  must  be  sent  to  the 
secretary  not  later  than  Jlonday,  July  24th, 
accompanied  {in  the  case  of  those  desirous  of 
taking  advantage  of  the  special  reduced  fare  from 
Victoria)  by  P.O.  for  Gs.  8d. 

QiEEN  Axxe's  Drawing-room  in  Hampton 
Court  Palace  was  opened  to  the  public  on  Satur- 

day morning,  after  the  removal  from  the  walls 
of  the  canvas  and  flock  papers,  which  since  the 
days  of  Queen  Caroline  had  concealed  from  view 
the  decorative  paintings  by  Verrio.  The  existence 
of  these  pictures,  three  in  number,  was  ascertained 
as  far  back  as  1881,  by  Mr.  Ernest  Law,  the 
historian  of  the  palace.  Now  that  many  of  the 

pictures  have  been  removed  from  the  over- 
crowded walls  of  the  building  to  Kensington 

Palace,  Viscount  Esher  has  had  the  whol«  of  the 
remaining  works  rearranged,  and  the  walls  of 
this  drawing-room  stripped  so  as  to  reveal 

Verrio's  allegorical  paintings.  In  the  central 
picture,  Uueen  Anne  is  seated  on  her  throne 
dispensing  justice ;  on  her  right  Hercules  is 
crushing  Vice  and  Crime ;  before  her  female 
figures,  representing  the  four  quarters  of  the 
globe,  are  kneeling  and  offering  sacrifice.  On 
the  north  wall  the  Uaeen's  Consort,  Prince 
George  of  Denmark,  is  standing  in  full  armour 
under  a  canopy,  the  sea  as  a  background  :  at  his 
feet  nymphs  are  sporting  in  the  water,  and  the 
British  Fleet  fills  the  offing.  On  the  south  wall 

Cupid,  seated  in  a  shell,  is  being  drawn  by  sea- 
horses, nymphs,  dolphins,  &c. ,  while  behind  him 

is  marshalled  the  fleet. 

Two  years  ago  Mr.  F.  C.  Penrose,  F.R.S., 
published  some  observations  on  Greek  temples, 
his  theorv  being  that  ia  every  case  these  had 
been  so  constructed  that  certain  stars  illnmined 

the  sanctuary  at  fixed  dates.  Some  of  his  con- 
clusions were  called  in  question,  and  his  measure- 

ments criticised.  In  the  summer  of  last  year 

Mr.  Penrose  again  visited  Greece  and  Sicily,  and 
measured  some  of  the  temples  with  greater 

exactitude.  In  a  few  instances  he  has  found 

it  necessary  to  make  amendments  :  but  in  most 

cases  his  earlier  conclusions  have  been  con- 
firmed. The  most  interesting  point  brought 

out  by  the  re-examination  is  the  fact  that  with 

regard  to  two  Athenian  temples — namely,  the 
Theseum  and  the  later  Erectheum,  it  is  shown 

that  the  days  of  those  months  on  which  the 

sunrise,  heralded  by  the  star,  illuminated  the 

sanctuary  coincided  exactly,  on  certain  years  of 

the  Metonic  cycle,  with  the  days  of  the  Athenian 
lunar  months  on  which  three  important  festivals 

known  to  be  connected  with  at  least  one  of  these 

temples  were  held.  The  years  so  determined 
agree  remarkably  well  with  the  probable  dates  of 
the  dedication  of  those  temples,  and  in  the  case 

of  the  first  mentioned,  the  festival,  which  was 

named  the  Thesea,  seems  to  leave  little  doubt 

that  the  traditional  name  of  the  temple,  which  has 

recently  been  much  disputed,  is  the  correct  one. 

The  .\syluin8  Committee  of  the  London  County 

Council,  in  asking  on  Tuesday  for  a  farther  sum 

of  £70,000  in  connection  with  the  building  of  the Christ  by  the   hand,   by    Francesco  di  Giorgio,  a  \jay lam  at  Bexley  Heath,   gave  some  suggestive 
o:   ._»   <  »!,„  1  -n,  — I- — .    V — 1  *   I  jj./yygg  ̂   ̂Q  the  cost  per  bed  at  various  asylums 

in  the  country.  A  sum  of  £350,000  has  already 

been  sanctioned  for  the  building  at  Bexley  Heath, 

and  the  Committee  stated  that  even  vrith  the 

additional  £70,000  which  they  were  now  asking 

for,  the  cost  per  bed  wU'.  only  amount  to  about 
£210  the  asylum  being  intended  to  accommodate 

2,000  patients.  It  is  pointed  out  that  at  asylums 

recently  erei-ted  in  West  Somerset  and  in  North 
Staffordshire  the  cost  per  bed  was  £377  and  £280 

Sienese  paiater  of  the  loth  century,  purchased  from 
the  Bardiiii  collection,  has  been  added  to  the 
National  G  allery.     It  is  placed  in  R  oom  No.  2. 

The  Homsey  I'rban  District  Council  have  ac- 
cepted a  tender  of  Messrs.  Willmott  for  £13,639  for 

the  erection  of  GO  artisans'  houses  with  rents  from 
Gs.  to  93.  per  week.  The  cost  of  the  site  and  roads 
is  £3,070,  and  the  income  is  estimated  at  i  1,123  ant 
the  out-goings  at  £1,03.).  The  council  have  just 
completed  129  dwellings  for  £25,601  153.  3d.  All 
are  fully  occupied,  and  are  greatly  sought  after are   luny  occupieu,    auu  are  Kreauy    suuifui   aiujr.     •  ■"- — ^-7 — "-      ,  .,     .    '.,_  p   ̂       ,      „    \.:«i. 

But  for  the  rise  in  the  price  of  material  the  rents   respectively,  while  in  the  case  of  asylums 
 which 

would  have  been  61.  a  week  less.  I  are  being    constructed    in    Lincolnshire  and  in 
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St.  Alban's  the  cost  will  be  £300  and  £250  respect- 
ively. The  proposed  additional  grant  was  voted 

by  the  Council,  a  proposal  that  a  special  cornraittee 
should  be  formed  to  inquire  into  the  circumstances 
which  had  rendered  an  extra  estimate  necessary 
being  defeated. 

The  question  as  to  whether  a  gasometer  is  a 

building  was  raised  at  .Saturday's  meeting  of  the 
Stranraer  Dean  of  Guild  Court.  The  clerk  sub- 

mitted plans  of  a  new  gasometer  proposed  to  be 
erected  by  Stranraer  Gas  Company  on  a  vacant 

piece  of  ground  in  llarket- street  adjoining  the 
present  gasometer.  The  Dean  of  Guild  said  he 
had  looked  up  the  Police  Act,  and  he  could  not 
see  a  single  clause  in  the  Act,  or  the  summary, 
of  authority  vested  in  the  Court  under  which 
they  could  grant  authority  for  the  erection  of  a 
gasometer.  He  did  not  think  a  gasometer  was 
a  building  within  the  meaning  of  the  .\rt.  The 
clerk,  on  the  other  hand,  considered  a  ga.sometcr 
was  a  building.  The  Dean  said  that  so  far  as  he 

read  the  Act  there  was  nothing  to  give  the  ( 'ourt 
authority.  It  was  agreed  to  approve  of  the  plan 
and  sanction  the  erection  of  the  gasometer  so  far 
as  the  Court  might  legally  have  the  right  to  do  so. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Limerick  County 
Council,  a  report  was  read  from  the  county  sur- 

veyor, Mr.  J.  lloran,  relative  to  a  scheme  for 
improved  arterial  drainage  and  reclamation  of 
waste  lands  in  ];imerick.  The  matter  was 

brought  before  the  council  some  time  aijo,  and 
was  referred  to  Mr.  lloran  for  his  report,  which 
was,  on  the  whole,  favourable  to  the  project. 
The  expenditure  on  river  regulation  and  kindred 
works  Mr.  Horan  estimated  at  £120,000,  and  on 
reclamation  £100,000.  This  outlay  might  be 
expected  to  be  reproductive.  The  basis  of  the 
scheme  would  be  compulsory  purchase  of  lands 
affected,  and  it  would  be  necessary  that  statutory 
powers  should  be  given  to  the  county  eoimcil  in 
such  matters.  It  was  assumed  that  every  county 
in  Ireland  would  co-operate  in  the  scheme.  After 
some  discussion  a  resolution  was  unanimously 
adopted  stating  that  the  county  council  were  of 
opinion  that  the  matter  should  be  dealt  with  by 
the  Legislature,  that  power  should  be  conferred 
on  county  councils  generally  to  initiate  such 
works,  and  that  copies  of  the  resolution  be  sent 
to  the  chief  secretary  and  others  interested. 

PAKTicrL.iRs  have  just  been  published  of  a 
gigantic  engineering  scheme  at  Uodbarrow  Iron 
Slmes  in  the  South  of  Cumberland,  in  the  form 
of  a  great  sea  embankment,  intended  to  keep  the 
sea  out  of  the  workings  of  a  valuable  mine. 
Some  ten  years  ago  nearly  £200,000  was  spent  in 
the  building  of  a  sea-wall  at  the  same  place.  It 
is  now  proposed  to  go  farther  seawards  with  a 
more  ambitious  scheme.  The  new  wall  will  be  in 

the  form  of  an  embankment  with  a  puddled 
trench,  and  with  rough  squares  of  concrete 

tumbled  higrgledy-piggledy  as  a  means  of  break- 
ing the  force  of  the  wash  from  the  sea.  This 

new  embankment  will  be  6,7-50  yards  long, 
and  will  inclose  170  acres  of  i;ind,  under  which 
the  new  extension  of  the  mine  will  be  worked. 

Ore  has  been  proved  to  exist  in  vast  deposits 
under  this  area,  and,  although  the  cost  of  the  pro- 

posed scheme  will  probably  be  from  £100,000  to 
£500,000,  it  is  well  worth  the  enterprise,  as  Uod- 

barrow ore  is  not  only  the  best  hematite  in 
England,  but  is  of  the  most  uniform  in  quality. 

MBBTINOS  FOB  THE  ENSTTINa  WEEK. 

Wednesday. —Society  of  Architects.    St.  James's  Hall, Piccadilly,  \V.    S  p.m. 

Satcrdav, 
-Society  of  Architects.  Vi^it  to  Canterbury 

and  St.  Mar^ret'8  Bay,  Dover.  Leave 
Victoria  10  a.m. 

MTP.  AECHITECTUR  AL  ASSOCIATION. T 
■  JILV  .'LUh.— VISIT  to  GUILDFORD  ALMSHOUSES,  ST. 

M.\RY'S  CHURCH.  GUILDH.VLL,  ABBOTTS  HOSPITAL,  \r. 
Meet  at  Waterloo  Main  Line  Booking  OfRci-  at  L30  p  m.  for  tli'' 
1,50  train.  P.O.  4b  to  be  a.-nt  to  Mr.  F.  U.  CLAPHAM,  Frjern 
House,  Ellliim,  by  .laly  26th. G.  B.  CARVILL 

R.  S.   BALFOU u Hod.  Sec*. 

Cralie  iSebJs. 
WAQES  HOVEUENTS. 

The  Skilled  Laboi'e  Maeket  is  shown  by  the 
monthly  Board  of  Trade  returns  to  have  been  in  a 
good  condition  during  .Fune.  The  percentage  of 
unemployed  during  the  month  was  lower  than  in 
any  year  since  1890.  The  number  of  fresh  disputes 
which  arose  was  59,  involving  some  U,000  persons  ; 
22  of  these  were  in  the  building  trade.  Employ- 

ment in  the  building  trades  has  continued  good. 
The  percentage  of  imemployed  union  members 
among  carpenters  and  plumbers  at  the  end  of  June 
was  15,  compared  with  IS  in  April  and  May.  The 

percentage  for  June,  IS9S,  was  12.  In  the  furnish- 
ing trades  employment  has  continued  brisk.  The 

percentage  of  unemployed  union  members  at  the 
end  of  June  was  the  same  as  in  May — viz.,  0'9. 
The  percentage  for  June,  1S9S,  was  r3. 

Gedtsey. — There  is  now  every  prospect  of  the 
dispute  between  Grimsby  bricklayers  and  the  master 
builders  coming  to  a  settlement,  the  employers 

having  resolved  to  advance  the  men^s  wages  to  8|d. 
per  hour.    The  amount  asked  for  was  9d.  per  hour. 

Newcastle-on-Tyne.  —  At  a  meeting  of  the 
Master  Builders  in  Newcastle  on  Friday  night  it 
was  decided  to  give  the  advance  of  Jd.  demanded 
by  thelocal  joiners.  The  strike  was  thereby  ended, 
and  the  men  returned  to  work  on  Monday. 

The  Yokk^hibe  Lock-out. — The  Yorkshire  em- 
ployers have  arrived  at  a  provisional  settlement 

with  the  bricklayers,  practically  upon  the  terms 
submitted  by  the  Elitor  of  the  Bmh/  Xews.  As 
the  result  of  friendly  negotiations  a  national  conf er- 

I  ence  between  the  employers  and  the  trades  has  been 
fixed  for  Thursday  next,  the  27th  inst.,  and  there 
is  now  a  fair  chance  that  the  dispute,  which 

has  been  dragging  for  so  many  weeks  in  Y'orkshire, will  be  ended  within  a  very  short  time.  This  will 
avert  the  farther  threatened  strike  of  carpenters  in 
that  coimty. 

An  inquiry  will  be  held  at  the  public  offices, 
Egremont,  on  Thursday  next,  the  27th  inst.,  at  ten 

o'clock  in  the  forenoon,  by  Mr.  G.  W.  Willcocks, 
M.I.C.E.,  into  the  appUcation  of  the  council  to 
borrow  £7,-380  for  the  construction  of  a  new  road 
from  Wallasey  village  to  the  shore,  £4,318  for  the 
improvement  of  Poulton-road,  Seacombe,  and  £300 
for  the  provision  of  an  underground  convenience  at 
Liscard-road. 

The  corporation  of  Maidstone  have  adopted  a 
scheme  prepared  by  Messrs.  Stevens  and  Barker  for 
carryinp;-out  the  electric  lighting  of  the  borough. 
The  estimated  cost  of  the  electrical  plant  selected  is 
£22,500. 

At  Wath-on-Deame,  on  Friday,  foundation- 
stones  of  a  new  Primitive  Methodist  chapel  (to  cost 
£1,240)  were  laid.  The  chapel  is  to  accommodate 
300  worshippers.  A  meeting  was  afterwards  held, 
presided  over  by  the  architect,  Mr.  \V.  i}.  Smithson, 
of  Leeds. 

Mr,  W.  H.  Byrne,  of  Dublin,  has  been  appointed 
to  succeed  the  late  Mr.  William  Hague  as  architect 
to  several  works  left  unflnished  at  the  time  of  the 

latter  gentleman's  death.  They  include  the  new 
church  and  the  cathedral,  Kilkenny,  and  an 
important  ecclesiastical  work  in  Co.  Meath. 

CHIPS. 

Two  new  homes  were  opened  on  Monday  by  the 
Duchess  of  Sutherland  in  the  Training  Farm  Colony 
established  at  Lingfield,  Surrey.  One  of  these 
homes  contains  a  dormitory,  dining-room,  and 
reading-room,  S:;.,  for  fifty-six  men,  and  accom- 

modation for  ten  house-brothers,  and  the  other  is  a 
home  for  thirty  epileptic  children  sent  by  boards 

of  guardians,  which  is  attached  to  the  director's house. 

The  Lancashire  and  Yorkihire  Railway  Company 

have  just  commenced  to  carry  out  a  scheme  of  im- 
provements at  Low  Moor,  which  practically  involves 

the  erection  of  a  new  station.  It  is  proposed  to 
convert  the  present  down  platform  into  an  island 
platform  and  to  rebuild  the  whole  of  the  existing 
station  structures,  the  estimated  outlay  being  over 

£12,0ilD. 
The  amount  of  business  done  at  the  Auction  Mart, 

Tokeuhouse-yard,  last  week  was  £227,482,  which 
was  in  excess  of  the  corresponding  week  last  year. 

The  new  Xurses'  Home,  in  connection  with  Queen 
Charlotte's  Lying-in  Hospital,  Marylebone,  was 
opened  on  Monday  by  the  Duchess  of  York.  The 
building,  which  has  cost  for  erection  and  furnishing 
£12,000,  provides  accommodation  for  sixty  nurses 
and  ten  members  of  the  staff,  and  there  is  also  a 
sick  ward  capable  of  holding  two  patients.  A 
portion  of  the  premises  has  been  adapted  for 
occupation  by  the  medical  students.  Mr.  F.  W. 
Hunt  is  the  honorary  architect. 

The  vicar  of  Cirencester  has  dedicated  a  stained- 
glass  window  erected  in  the  Trinity  Chapel  of  the 
parish  church  as  a  memorial  to  the  labours  of  the 
late  vicar  (.\rchdeacon  Hayward)  for  17  years. 
The  window  continues  the  series  already  begim  in 
the  chapel,  and  contains  the  figures  of  SS.  Timothy, 
Titus,  Ignatius,  and  Polycarp.  It  is  by  Jtessrs. 
Hardman  and  Co.,  of  Birmingham. 

An  adjudication  in  bankruptcy  has  been  made  in 
the  case  of  Henry  John  I.insbury,  of  King  William- 
street,  E.G.,  and  Xorth-street,  late  Park-road, 
Bromley,  S.E.,  surveyor. 

LATEST     PRICES. 
IBON,    &o. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Rolled-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0    0    to   £8  10    0 
RoUed-Steel  Joists.  English          6  10    0    „       7    0    0 
Wrought-Iron  Girder  Plates        5  15    0    „      6  10    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staffs        7    5    0    „       8    5    0 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square         17    0    0    „     17    6    0 
Do.,  Welsh           6  15    0    „       6  17    6 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron — 

South  Staffs        7  17    8    „       8    5    0 
BestSnedahin      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  lOs.,  Tees  20s.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  Ac,  £6  15«. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  ealvaniaed,  £15  10a.  Od.  per  ton. 
Galvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron — No.  I8to20.  No.22to2<. 

8ft.    to    8ft.     long,    indusiTe    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
gauge    £10  15    0    ...£11    0    0 

Beat  ditto      11    5    0    ...    11  10    0 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Cast-iron  Columns      £8  10    0    to   £9    0    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        6  10    0    „       9    0    0 
RoUed-Iron  Fencing  Wire         8    6    0,,       950 
RoUed-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0,,       960 

„         ,.  „         Galvanised    11  10    0    „     12  10    0 
Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         4  12    6    „       4  15    6 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in        9    0    0,,     10    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        8  15    0    „       9  16    0 

Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)— 0  to  7      8       9      10       11       12       13      14       16     B.W.». 
9  6     10-10/8  113  12/-    18/-   14-  169   17,9   per  cwt. 

Cast-iron  Socket  I*ipe8 — 
Sin.  diameter         £G    7    8    to    £6  12    6 
4in.  toein        6    2    6,,       676 

7in.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  12    6    „       6  17    8 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  6d.  per  ton  extra ;  turned 

and  bored  joints,  6s.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  Blast,  Lilleehall       105s.  to  110s. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto           67a.  6d.  to  «2s.  6d. 

Wrought-Iron  Tubes  and  Fittings— Discount  off  Standard 
Lists  f.o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    67}p.o. 
Water-Tubes       82* 
Bteam-Tubes       55 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    521 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    47* 
Galvanised  Steam-Tubea    4D 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  caskfl. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc.  English    £30  10    0    to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  VifiUp  Montague      .3110    0    „     32  IS    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.     16     2    6     „      17     2     6 
Pig  l«ad,  in  Icwt.  pigs      15    7    6    „     16    7    S 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags       19    0    0    „     20    0    0 
CupperSheets.  sheathing  and  rods    83    0    0    „     84    0    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    79  15    0    „     83    5    0 
Tin,  Straits     125    0    0    „    126    0    0 
Do  ,  EngUsh  Ingots     127  10    0    „   128  10    0 
Spelter,  Sileaian      27    0    0    „     2S    0    0 

TIMBES. Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £13    5    0  to  £16    5    0 
„     Bangkok   ,    ...    11    6    0    „     15    5    0 

duebec  Pine,  yellow       ,.    ...      4    7    6,,      6  10    0 
„    Oak    ,    ...      4  10    0    „       6    5    0 
„    Birch          „    ...      2    5    0,,       300 
„    Elm         3  17    6    „       4  17    6 
„    Ash          „    ...      3    2    6,,       476 

Dantaic  and  Memel  Oak     „    ...      3    6    0,,      400 
Fir         1  10    0    „       3  10    0 

Wainscot.  Riga  p.  log        3  15    0    „      6    5    0 
Lath,  Dantaic,  p.f        4  10    0    „       5  10    0 

St.  Petersburg        4    0    0,,       6  10    0 
Greenheart          7  16    0    „       8    0    0 
Box         „    ...      4    0    0    „     16    0    8 
Sequoia,  U.S.A     ...per  cube  foot      0    X    9    „       0    2    0 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot 

lin.  thick          0    0    5,,       0    0  7| 
„  Honduras        0    0    4J  „       0    0    6 
„  Mexican   ,    ...      0    0    31  „       0    0    4 

African         „    ...      0    0    3},,      0    0    5 
Cedar,  Cuba        0    0    4,,      0    0  4J 

„       Honduras          0    0    SJ  „      0    0  4} 
Satinwood        0    0  10    „       0    19 
Walnut,  Italian        0    0    8,,       007} 
Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  IJin. 

by  llin. : — 

Quebec,  Pine,  1st      £19    0    0   to  £25  10    0 
„  2nd        14    0    0     „      17    5    0 

Srd          6     5     0    „      10    5     0 
Canada  Spruce,  1st        8    5    0,,     10    5    0 

2nd  and  3rd         7    0    0,,      850 
New  Brunswick        7    0    0,,      7  15    0 
Riga           8  10    0    „       9  10    0 
St.  Petersburg      10    0    0    „     16  10    0 
Swedish      10    0    0    „     17    0    0 
PinLind         9  15    0    „     10  10    0 
White  Sea      11  IS    0    „     18    5    0 
BaUeM.  aU  sorts           6    0    0,,     16    0    0 
Flooring  B<mrda,  per  square  of  lin. : — 

latpr.  pared      £0  11    6    „     £0  14    9 
2nd  ditto          0  10    0    „       0  11    9 
Other  qualities           0    5    3,,       066 

Staves,  per  standard  M : — 
Qtiebec  pipe           —  — U.S.  ditto   £36    0    0    „  £42  10    0 
Mcmel.  cr.  pipe     210    0    0    „   220    0    0 
Memel,  b.ack     180    0.   0    „   190    0    0 

OII.S. 
Linseed   per  ton.  £20    5    0   to  £2D  12    o 

Rapeseed.  English  pale...     „    ...    23    '.    0    „     23  10    0 Do.,  brown         „    ...    21  IS    0    „     22    0    0 
Cottonseed,  refined      ,    ...    16  IJ    0    „     17  15    0 
Olive.  Spanish   ,    ...    30    0    0    „     32    0    0 
Seal,  pale       18    0    0    „     18    5    0 
Cocoanut.  Cochin        28    0    0    „     23    n    0 
Do..  Ceylon    ,     ...     26    0    0     „     25     5     0 
Palm,  Lagos        „    ...    24    0    0    „     24    5     0 
Oleine   ,    ...    18  15    0    „     19  15    0 
Lubricating  U.8   per  gsL      0    6    8,,       076 
Petroleum,  refined       „    ...      0    0    6,,      00  6} 
Tar,  Stockholm   perbarrel      10    0,,       168 
Do.,  Archangel         0  18    0    „       10    0 
Turpentine,  Ameiicaa...  per  ton    18  16    0    „     29    0    0 
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LIST    OP    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Flumsteftd— Uonidpal  Building  and  I'ublic  Library,  Oloeaop- 

road  (co.t£<0,C00VE.  W.  Moantfor.l.  F.E.I.B.A..  Anew^  £100.  £75,  £55    Edward  HusheHOerk,  Vestry  HaU.Uaxey-road.  P'om'tf  *   July  ̂  

Halifax-Twelve  Shoiw,  Commercial-.-treet    £50,  £25     Bar.tow  and  Midgley,  Solicitoni,  8.  Ham«>n-road,  Halifax   Aog.   i 
Cryirtal  Palace -Bandrtand  (A'weMorl     SOgs.,  l.'.g..,  7g4   W.  Gardiner,  Sec,  Crystal  Maoe  Co  ,  Sydenham,  8.E      ..      J 
Watnall  Obaworth  and  Watnall  Cantelope-Sewerage  Schemes     C.  J.  Spencer.  Clerk,  PabUc  Offiwa  Baaford.  Notts      ••     " 
Kircaldy -Infectious  Diseases  HovpiUl,  Fosterton  Farm     No  premium    Alexander  Bevendge.  District  Olerk,  Kii>»'*I!  _■■">,;;•";   Seot.  1 

Wharfedale-Isolation  Hospital    .     £30  (merged),  £16     c.  V.  New»tead,perk,  Umon  Offices.  Borou^hgate,  Otley      Bept-  i 
Workington -Town  HaU,  Oxforl-Htreet  (Assessor)    £10  (merged).  £iO,  £10    W.  L.  Eaglesfleld,  Borough  Surveyor,  Workington      i. 
Tunbridge  Wells— Designs  in  Tunbridge  Ware:  Colooied  (1) 

£8  3s.,  (2;  £2  2b  .   (3)  £1  Is.  :  Uncoloured  (1)  £2  28..  (2)  £lls.,  „    ̂   „         tt  ii  a.,    vj— wii  31 
(3)  IDs.  6d.  (Walter  Crane,  Aweseor)   Technical  Education  Committee   The  Town  aerk.  Town  HaU,  Tunbndge  Wells      " 

Donoon,  N.B.— Sheriff  Court  House  (£5,000)  and  Police  Build-  „,^tTv-,  vj  — 
ings  (£3,600)     .     £80,  £20     JI.  Sinclair.  County  Herk,  Lodigdphesd        _ 

Beeston-Church  and  Sunday  Schook     C.  Nichols,  St.  JohnVgrove,  Beeston,  Xotts    

LIST    OP   TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINGS. 

Scarborough-DeUched  VilU     G.  W.  Butterworth    J.  Caleb  Fetch,  Architect,  Bank  Chambers,  Scarborough    '"'^  |; 
Bella  Vi«ta -Detached  Villa,  Park-street    Edwin  Foster,  Architect,  Bella  Vista   •,    " 
St.  Ewe-Schools,  &c    School  Board    Walter  Ttiles,  Architect.  South  House,  St.  AusteU     ^ 
Becdes-Enirine-House.  &c.,  Castle  Flour  Mills        N.  W.  Pells.  Reccles               ••  JJ 
Richmond,  Yorks— Additions  to  Premises    Bobson.  Wood,  and  Co    Clarke  and  Moscrop.  Architects,  Darlington     « 
Tredegar -Additions  to  Primitive  Methodist  Chapel    Key.  J.  Turner.  1,  RawUnson-terrace,  Tredegar    ■■■••■   •  JJ 
Boarden  Bam  Hill-Villa,  ,\;c.    J.  Sanson     Procter  Sherwin.  Architect.  Minchester-street,  Boarden    i  ̂  
Eobin  Hood's  Bay-Additions  to  Police  SUtion     Walker  Stead.  M  I.C.E.,  County  Surveyor,  XorthaUerton         „  ̂ l 
Portmadoc— Additions  to  Snowdon-street  School    Tnyscynhaiam  School  Board    Owen  Morris  Roberts  and  Son.  Architect,  Portmadoc      „  ̂  
Keighley- Foundry.  Oreengate     John  Haggas.  .\rchitect.  North-street,  Keighley       n  ̂  
StockleyHeu?h -Eight  Cottages       Wm.  Lishman     H.  T.  Gradon,  Architect,  22,  Mirket-place,  Durham  .^      ,.  il 
Coedybrain  and  Castell  Coch-Schools    Eglwyelan  School  Board     J.  H.  Phillips,  .Vrchitect,  St.  John's  Chambers,  Cwdiff  ...„    -^ 
Winchester-Additions  to  High  School  for  Girls.  North  Walls    Thoe.  Stopher.  F.8. 1.,  Architect,  57,  High-street,  Wmchester      „  a 
Dartmouth-  Cart-Shed     Corporation     T.  O.  Veale,  Surveyor.  Dartmouth      V   'j'      "      «• 
Leeds— Superstructure  of  Southern  Highei^Grade  School    School  Board    J.  M.  Bottomley,  Architect,  13,  Bond-street,  Leeds      >■     ̂ ' 
Croydon— Cowsheds.  Beddington-lane     Towb  CouncU     R.  M.  Chart  and  Son,  Architects,  Katharine-street,  Croydon       ■« 
Mynyddislvnn -Additions  to  Schools    School  Board    R.  L.  RoberLi.  Architect,  Abercam       24 
Heneoed— Villa    John  Lloyd,  Builder,  Ystrad  Mynach      v;      •'  "i"    oj 
Dartford-Technieal  Schools       Urban  District  Council    O.  H.  Tait.  M  ICE  ,  Architect,  Lowadd-street,  Dartford       ,.  ̂ * 
Exmouth-Eepairs  and  Alterations,  Exeter-road  Schools    School  Board    F.  E.Carter,  Clerk,  1,  Johnson's-place,  Exmouth      •>  « 
Mountain  Ash-Rebuilding  Welsh  Calvinistic  Meth.  Chapel    ...  Rev.  U.  D.  Jones    T.  Roderick,  Architect,  Asbbrook  House,  Aberdare..   >  « 
Sandal  Maena- Central  Hall,  &c       School  Board    William  Watson.  Architect,  Wakefleld         >i  J* 
Glasgow  -  Tenements  in  Stobcrpss.  CHyde,  and  Piccadilly  Streets  Corporation     The  City  Engineer,  61,  Cochrane-street,  Glasgow      it  « 
Liverpool— Excavation  and  Foundation,  &c..  Depot  and  Otfices.  ,    ,r      v    *  o^; 

Victoria-street      Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ey.  Co...  Henry  Shelmerdine,  Architect,  Hunt's  Bank,  Stonchester      „  /» 
Hastings- School,  St.  Helens      School  Board    Arthur  Wells,  F.RI.B.A.,  Queen's  Chambers,  Hasting  ...  ....^....    „  « 
Whitechapel,  E.-Enlargement  of  Fire  Station    London  County  CouncS    The  Architect's  Department.  Covmty  Hall.  Spring  Gardens^.  W...    .,  ̂ a 
Leyton— Boiler-House,  &c..  Electric  Light  Station   Urban  District  Council    William  Dawson.  M.I.C.E.,  Council  Offices,  Town  Hall.  Lejjon   ,  ̂  
Fintrav- Farm  Steadings     Alex.  Stronach,  jun.,  &  Son,  Advocates,  20,  Belmont-st.,  Aberdeen    „  ̂ s 
Catford,  S.E.-Enlargement  of  Town  Hall        Lewisham  Board  of  Works    The  Surveyor's  Department,  LewishamTown  HaU.  Catford,  S.E....    „  a 
Hucclecotc -Schools    School  Board    W.  B.  Wood.  Architect,  11,  aoeen-street,  Gloucester      .,  » 
Penzance  — Repairs,  Public  Buildings       Town  Council       The  Borough  Surveyor,  Penzince      »  ** 
Brigham— Rebuilding  Houses    J.N.  Dickenson.  Hames  HaU,  Cockermooth  ..._      n  f» 

Manchester- Artisans'  Dwellings  (120).  Knowsley-sfreet    Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co  ..  Henry  Shelmerdine,  Architect,  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester      »  ̂  
Exmouth-Detached  Villa,  Cypras-road    Capt.  Arthur    Philip  K,rley,  Architect,  Exmouth      ••  J* 
Oxford-Girls'  Central  School.  New  Inn  Hill    School  Board    F.  P.  MorreU,  Clerk,  1,  St.  GUes,  Oxford      i>  ̂  
Sunderland— Pulling  Down  Buildings  in  Hat  Case  Area,  and  „  ,,    n      j    ,     .i  oa 

Erecting  Three  Blocks  of  Workmen's  DweUings     Corporation     The  Borough  Surveyor's  OCace.  Town  Hall,  Sunderlana         ■■  ̂  
Wigan- Central  Electric  Station    Corporation    H.  CoUings  Bishop,  Engineer.  Quadrant  BuildmgsWigan      .,  ̂ b 
Grimsby- Goods  Warehouse  and  OfiBce    Great  Central  Railway  Co.     The  Engineer's  Oflice.  London-road  Station.  Manchester      ,.  M 
LuddendenFoot-Two  Shops  and  House    Thomas  H.  Mitchell,  Architect.  Strand,  Todmorden    ^ 
Hendon- Repairs,  Workhouse  Buildings    Guardians     F.  J.  Seabrook,  Clerk.  Union  (lfBc»s,  Edgware      ..  ■» 
Pontardawe-Enlarpng  Rhydyfro  Board  School    Llanguicke  School  Board    W.  W.  WUliam.  Architect.  63,  Wind-street,  Swansea       „  * 
Sheffield-Platform  Root'mg,  &c.,  at  Station     Great  Central  Railway  Co    The  Engineer's  OIHce,  London-road  Station,  Manchester  .....^      „  * 
Warrington-Manure  Storeat  Longford  Depot    Sanitary  Works  Committee      J.  Deas,  Engineer,  Municipal  offices,  Sankey-street,  Warrmgton  ...    „  * 
TuUygoan  -  Parochial  House  . .     Rev.  J.  Gribbon.  P.P..  Banagher  ...  J.  P.  M'Grath,  Architect,  28,  Carli8le-ro.td,  Londonderry      „  *> 
Brighton -Alterations    and    Additions    to    Public    Library.  _         „  .,  -o  •  i,»—  »» 
Museum,  and  Art  GaUery    Francis  J.  C.  May,  M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Engmeer,  Town  HaU.  Brighton    „  27 

MiUwaU-Public  Baths.  Glengall-road   All  Saints'  Vestry,  Poplar       Clarkson  Brothers,  Architects,  1.315,  High-street.  Poplar      „  /» 

Tolworth— Thirteen  Cottages    Alfred  Mason,  .\rchitect.  Assembly  Rooms,  Surbiton   «      „     27 
Fletton- Schools    Baptist  Church  Trustees     William  Bover.  Architect,  Cowsate.  Peterborough  _   t     " 
Southowram  Bank— Sunday  School  and  Caretaker's  House   Joseph  F.  Walsh.  Architect,  Bank  Chambers,  Halifax       n     « 
Lancaster— Additions,  Centenarj- Church   .,    Robert  Walker,  P.U.LB.A,  Windermere    
Pontycymmer— Workmen's  Institute    ]naldiau  Trust  Fund     P.  J.  Thoma'*.  Architect,  Bridgend   •-   •-••  »»  ̂  
Kingston-on-Thames— Alterations,  Assize  (Jourts       Harold  A.  Winser.  Town  Clerk,  ClattemHouse,  Kmgston-upon-in.  „  ̂  
Chorley-Wing  to  Cottage  Hospital     W.  H.  Dinslev,  Architect,  Cleveland-street.  Chorley    ..  ̂  
Leeds- liaising  Boof,  Chapeltowu  Tramway  Depot    City  Council     The  City  Engineer's  Office.  Municipal  BuUdings,  Leeds    ,<  »i 
Pontefract-Two  VUlas         John  Shaw.  J.P    Garside  and  Pennington.  Architects.  Pontefract     >.  *i 

North  Huiah-(iittle-HouBea  and  Repairs    T.  Wakeham.  Court.  Aveton  Giffard   _  -^   >     31 
Leeds-Second  Story  to  KirkstaU-road  Tramway  Depot     City  CouncU     The  City  Engineer's  Office,  Municipal  Building,  Leeds      ..     Jj 
Pontefract— Additions  to  Hou.se  and  Shop.  Roper-gate      Stuart  Lowden    Garside  and  Pennington,  Architects.  Pontefract     t     •>* 
Liverpool -Extension   of   Warehouse,    North   Mersey   Goods  ,    „      .     .  .„„    , 

Station    Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co...  The  Engineer's  Office,  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester   Aug.   i 
Salop— Four  Cottages  near  Marah  Brook  Station    Joint  Railways  Committee     The  Joint  Engineer.  Shrewsbury  Station  ..  •■•••••■■         f 
Peterson-Cottage  at  Station       Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills.  Hecretary.  Paddington  Station,  London         i 
Strabane- Business  Premises    M.  Hammond.  llridi,'etown,  Strabane         »»       * 
Oldham -BoUer-House,  ic..  Supply  Station     Electric  Lighting  Committee     A.  Andrew,  Oas  and  Water  OtTioes,  Oldham  ..^.. ......       ..............     ..       i 
Hereford -Extension  of  Rooflng  at  Station    Joint  Committee    A.  E  Bolter.  Sec.  to  Joint  Committee,  Padington  btation,  Lonaon    .,       i 
Swansea-Generating  Station,  Strand     Corporation     The  Borough  Surveyor,  13,  Somerset-place,  Swansea     ■„■•■■      "       J 
Petersfleld-Ijiundry     Laundry  Company    Arthur  J.  t\  Mackamess,  Secretary.  High-street.  PeteraUeld    ,       i 
Brighton- Five-ltoomedArtisans'Dwellinga  [28). 8t.Helen's-rd.  Town  CouncU       Francis  J.  C.  May.  M.I.C.E,  Town  HaU,  Brighton         ^ 
Sutton-on-Trent -laying  Floor     School  Board   T.  E.  Day.  Clerk,  Sutton,  Notts      ■    •       ; 
Darwen  -  Central  Stores        Provident  Co-operative  See.  Com....  Sames  and  Green,  Architects,  Knott-street,  Darwen       n       J 
Lisnaskea-  Five  Labourers'  Cottages     Rural  District  Council     J.  O'R.  Hoey,  Clerk.  Rural  District  CouncU,  Lianaskea      •.       ? 
Friarton,  Perth  -  Gasworks           Gas  Commissioners    A.  GiUesi.ie.  Engineer,  34.  St.  Enoch-9.iuare,  Glasgow    ...         » 
Burntisland- Secondary  School     Burgh  School  Board     Robert  Little.  Architect.  4,  St.  Brycedale-avenue.  Kur^ldy          o 
Shellield- Additions  to  Car-Sheds    Tramways  Committee      Charles  F.  Wike.  C.E    City  Surveyor,  Town  HaU,  Shetheia      ,.       o 
Hendon- R.  pairs  to  Workhouse  Buildings    Guardians    F.J.  Seabrook,  Clerk,  Union  Offices.  Edgware      >■ 
Majfonl,  near  Woking  -  Manual   Room,  and  Alterations  to  „    ■      n    :,        s-ar  in 
Swimming  Bath  at  Industrial  School    lymdon  County  Council    The  Architect's  Department,  1.1,  Spnng  Gardens,  h.W      ..      ju 

Bemiondsey-Alterations  toTown  Hall     Vestry    The  Surveyor,  Town  HaU,  Bennondsey,  S.E       >■     J" 
Swansea- lingine  and  BoUer  Houses    Harbour  Trustees       A.  O.  Schenk.  Engineer  Harbour  Offices,  Swans^  ....^.......^..|...   .„      lu 
Tranmcre-Wing  to  Holt  School  of  Science  and  Art     Birkenhead  Corporation     ,    C.  Brownridge.  A  M  I.C.E  ,  Born'  Eogr.,  Town  Hall,  uirKenneaa  ..    „     lo 
FUey,  Yorks-Coastguard  Buildings    Admiralty     The  Coastguard  Station.  Filey,  Vorks    •■  .  i;    ■  ::  ■„  j;       "      r| 
KirkwaU,  Orkney,  N.B.- Coastguard  Buildings      Admiralty     The  Watch  Room,  Coistguard  Station.  KirkwaU,  ̂ .u      ..      lo 
Southend-on-Sea— Technical  Bchools  and  Fire  Brigade  Station  Corporation     Wm.  H.  Snow.  Town  Clerk.  Southend-on-Sca       «     ̂ i 
Malmo -Electricity  Works     The  Gasworks  Directors.  Malmo.  Swolen     ̂ ..   °*P'",i 
Wariingham.  Surrey-Superstructure  of  Lunatic  Asylum       Croydon  Town  Council   The  Borough  Engineer's  Office.  Town  HaU,  Croydon      „ 
Omagh-Residence,  KUlydogher-road    James  L  Donnelly.  Architect.  2.  Bridge-street,  Omagh          — 
Cork-SUbles    N.  Boss     Arthur  HiU.  B.E..  Architect,  22,  George'e-street,  Cork  ..^... ..........      — 
TanBeld-Wesleyan  Chapol     W.  J.  Morley.  F  R  I.B.A.,  Architect. 269,  STOn-arcide,  B.adford  ..      — 
Coventry- Alterations  to  Premises,  Cross  Cheaping    Uatterson.  Huxley,  and  Watson  ...  Harry  Quick.  Architect,  til,  Hertford-street,  Coventry    
08we^try-KUns  and  Machine-House    Sweeney  Blue  Bri.k  and  Terracotta  Co.,  Ltd..  Oiweatry           ^ 
Gritfiihstown— Two  Houses  and  Shops,  'Windsoxnitreet    F.  E.  Jenkins    J.  Francis,  .\rchitect,  Abergavenny    •"••■■■■:\r--j   
Knowle-Two Houses       John  Johnson,  Architect,  Unicom  HiU,  Redditch        — 
Gateshead -Additions  to  Higher-Orade-Sohool    School  Board    Geo.  BeU,  Quantity  Surveyor,  We«tgate-road,  Newcasue   
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UXREST    IN    MODERN     lU'ILDlXGS. 
WITH  our  wealth  of  materials,  our  varied 

tastes,  and  our  numerous  sources  of 
decoration,  it  is  scarcely  surprising  to  find 
that  the  architecture  of  the  day  has  become 
more  profuse  and  restless  in  its  character. 
Our  more  costly  buildings  naturally  reflect 
the  superabundanca.  The  plain,  well- 
proportioned  facade,  adorned  by  ono  or  luoro 

"  tlrdors,"  is  no  longer  the  conception  of  our 
modern  builders  and  their  patrons.  The 
building  must  bear  evidence  of  the  wealth  or 
prosperity  of  the  owner,  the  resources  of  the 
manufacturer,  art  competition,  and  the 
fashion  of  the  day.  Good  proportion,  like 
good  breeding,  is  not  so  important  as  those 
qualities,  which  serve  to  arrest  attention, 
such  as  an  assertive  style  and  an  obtrusive 

display  of  ornament.  I'^ast  and  west  we 
find  these  characteristics — in  the  Mile  End- 
road  as  well  as  in  15rook-street  and  Duke- 
street.  Latterly  the  dome  or  cupola  craze 
has  taken  possession.  >Ve  see  it  in  the  large 
block  of  shops  and  offices  lately  erected  at 
the  top  of  Regent-street,  where  an  ambitious 
dome,  not  devoid  of  merit,  crowns  the  centre 
of  the  block,  and  marks  the  site  of  the 
demolished  Classical  church  designed  by  the 
late  Professor  Cookerell.  No  large  com- 

mercial building  is  now  complete  without  its 
turret  or  cupola,  and  a  cluster  of  these 
adjuncts  may  be  seen  adorning  a  new  block 
of  commercial  buildings  occupying  the 

site  of  the  old  Elephant  and  I'astle  at 
Newington  Butts.  In  this  latter  instance 
the  cupolas  are  covered  with  copper, 
a  very  excellent  material  that  is  not  so 
largely  used  as  it  may  be  as  a  decorative 
covering.  At  the  Carlton  Hotel,  Tall  Mall, 
a  very  elaborate  Renaissmce  building  is 
crowned  by  a  square  dome  of  dignified 
proportions,  corresponding  to  a  similar  dome 

over  the  centre  of  Her  Majesty's  Theatre, 
that  forms  a  wing  of  the  same  build- 

ing in  the  Haymarket,  the  elevation  of 
which  front  we  gave  lately.  There  ought, 
of  course,  to  be  a  motive  for  a  large  dome. 
X  central  staircase  or  hall,  an  inner  court  or 
quadrangle,  as  in  this  hotel,  at  once  supplies 
a  motive ;  but  the  dome  is  meaningless 
merely  as  a  part  of  a  roof,  terminating  no 
particular  feature.  The  small  cupola  should 
also,  if  possible,  be  made  to  crown  a  comer, 
a  stair  turret,  a  hall,  or  some  internal 
arrangement ;  but  we  now  see  it  placed 
almost  anywhere :  over  a  bay  window  or 
corbelled  out,  placed  over  a  corner  oriel,  and, 
in  short,  introduced  as  an  ornament  over 

public-houses,  blocks  of  residential  tlats  and 
shops.  It  may  be  made  useful  as  a  venti- 

lating outlet,  as  a  means  of  access  to  the 
roof,  or  as  a  clock-tower :  but  to  whatever 
purpose  it  is  applied,  it  ought  to  be  in 
harmony  with  the  building  and  with  the 
immediate  object  of  its  design.  l!ut  how 
very  few  satisfactory  examples  we  can  point 
to ;  They  are  generally  erected  simply  to 
arrest  attention  :  to  give  a  fictitious  import- 

ance to  the  building,  or  for  the  purpose  of 
ornament,  and  to  this  extent  they  :ue  failures. 
Broken  skylines  are  always  acceptable 

accompaniments  to  our  public  buildings 
when  they  are  natural  and  are  the  outcome 
of  the  building;  but  they  are  intensely 
irritating  and  fidgety  when  they  are  affected 
or  made  up.  Piled-up  Mansard  roofs,  broken 
gables,  dormers,  and  terminals  are  seen  over 

many  new  facades  for  the  sake  of  display 
merely,  and  these  accessories  are  not  combined 
with  any  discretion  or  taste.  Sometimes  we  see 
a  number  of  broken  gables  jostling  together 

or  mixed  with  chimney-stacks  and  dormers. 
It  is  not  so   easy    to    affect   naturally  and 
spontaneously  the  picturesque   outline  and 
beauty  of  detail   of  the  Palais   do  Justice, 
Rouen,    with    its    wealth    of    high    storied 
dormers  and  pinnacles  forming  a  fringe  of 
beautiful   open    traceriod    work   backed   by 
the    roof    behind,     which     is    exactly    the 
same    height    as    the    finials    of    dormers. 
Although  so   elaborate   and   rich,  there  is, 
at   the    same     time,     extreme     complicity 
in    the    alternate    bavs     of    dormers    and 

aroaded   pinnacles,      ̂ \'hcn  we  look  at  the work   we   cannot  call  it   redundant ;    there 

is  a  pleasing  rhythmic  proportion  observed 
throughout  the  farade.     There  is  rhythm  in 
the   lines    and    curves   of    the     flat-arched 
windows  ;  the  Burgundian  convection  is  to  bo 
seen  in  them,  and  there  is   rhythm  in  the 
junction  of  straight  with  curved  lines  to  be 
found  in  the  upper  part.     The  commercial 
architecture  of  the  day  is  utterly  oblivious  of 
all  rhythmic  design.     We  see  arcs  and  curves 
joined  to  straight  lines  producing  the  most 
harsh   combinations,    straight  lines  of  roofs 
forming  acute  angles  with  vertical  features. 
Numerous  buildings  of  recent  erection  may 

be  pointed  to  which  defy  all  rules  of  harmony 
in  the  design  of   their    farades :    they    are 
crowded   with    details    of    a    coarse  or  re- 

dundant character.      The  parts  hang  badly 
together,  the  fenestration  is  a  mixture  of  all 
kinds  of  form ;    no   coherence   of   design  is 
apparent.     The  commercial  building  and  the 
modern  public-house  and  hotel  style  defy  all 
principles  of  design  ;  they  are  exuberant  in 

feature  and  detail,  and  "  loud  "'  in  character. 
There  is  nothing  restful  in  them.    In  nearly 
every  important  thoroughfare  we  may  see 
examples  of  rebuilt  hotels  ;  restaurants  which 
have  nothing  in  common  with  the  old-fashioned 
hostel  or  inn  and  its  quiet  and  restful  air,  its 
small-paned  windows,  or  projecting  comfort- 

able    bays,    and     overhanging    signs,    the 
interior  rooms  of  which  were  often  low  but 

spacious,    the    wainscoted    walls,     panelled 
beam    ceiling    and    seats.     .\.ll  have  given 
place  to  a  style  of  building  at  once  restless 
and  repugnant  to  all  comfort,  crowded  with 
excessive  detail,  ornamental  wood  fittings  of 
an   overdone  or  baroque  kind,  and  tawdry 

decoration    in    glass   and  metal.     The   ex- 
pensive fitting-up    and  decoration   of  these 

houses  may  be  seen  by  one  recently  rebuilt 
at  the    comer  of  Duke  and    Eing  Streets, 

St.  James's.     Externally   the   design   com- 
petes   with     the    costly    public    building; 

the  elevations  are   in  stone,  and  the  details 
fairly  good,  but  there   is  an   exuberance  of 
detail  not  in  keeping  with  a  house  of  this 
character.   A.  corner  turret  and  cupola  adorn 
the  angle  between  the    two   streets,   aU   of 
which  contrasts  strangely  with  the  sombre 
brick  houses  adjacent.    Of  a  more  pretentious 
character  are  the  new  Carlton  Hotel  in  Pall 

MaU,  and  the  new  (?laridge's  Hotel  in  Brook- street.     In  the  latter  we  find  excessive  detail 

and  carving  on  the   upper  stories,  much  of 
it  lost  to  view,  or  that  will  soon  become  ob- 

scure and  black  in  the  London  atmosphere.  It 
is  a  fair  example  of  modem  London  hotels  of 
the  higher  class — certainly  an  improvement 
on  the  skin-deep  stone  pilaster  and  surface 
ornamentation  of  the  Hotel  Cecil. 

The  employment  of  decorative  material  in 
these  modern  examples  of  architecture  is 
also  excessive.  Every  new  manufactured 
decoration  must  be  used  to  saloons,  vesti- 

bules ;  SiOUs-d-mnn^tr  display  all  the  latest 
things  in  decorative  plaster  and  wood  work, 
electric-light  fittings,  and  other  accessories. 

There  is  a  desire  to  be  "up  to  date,"  and 
with  it  a  restlessness  to  exhibit  every  new 
device.  Externally  the  building  shows  the 
same  restless  character ;  there  must  be 

polished  granite  and  marble,  carved  stone- 
work, gauged  and  carved  brickwork,  modelled 

terracotta,  and  glazed-tile  decorations.  Yet 
wo  feel  that  we  do  not  get  due  satisfaction 
out  of  these  materials.  First,  they  are 
mixed    up    together    without    reference   to 

adaptability.  Second,  there  is  the  modern 
mechanical  neatness,  the  desire  to  hide  every 
joint  and  to  smooth  every  surface ;  the 
moulded  and  modelled  terracotta  is  made 

insipid,  the  ornamentation  of  the  panels  and 
enriched  members  is  often  too  elaborate  and 

highly  finished  for  the  situation.  Third, 
the  detail  of  moulding  and  the  carved  orna- 

ment are  excessive ;  the  ornament  overloaded 
where  it  ought  to  be  sparse.  Fourthly,  the 
materials  are  obtrusively  introduced  without 
any  reference  to  harmony  of  colour. 

The  decorative  use  of  materials  leads  us  to 

speak  of  another  matter.  One  of  the  chief 
sources  of  decorative  effect  very  much 
neglected  is  what  has  been  aptly  called 
"texture"  in  architecture — that  quality  of 
surface  which  is  independent  of  designed 
form  or  colour.  What  constitutes  the  tex- 

tures of  our  buildings  ̂   They  are  the  natural 
surfaces  of  our  materials — the  effects  of  tooled 

surfaces,  the  grain  of  woodwork,  the  rough- 
ness of  granite  or  sandstone,  and  the  veinings 

of  marble.  To  produce  texture  of  our  stone 
or  brickwork,  we  may  leave  them  as  thev 
come  from  the  chisel  or  the  saw  to  exhibit 
the  fracture  or  surface  of  the  material. 
Another  form  of  texture  is  derived  from  the 

jointings  of  our  brick  or  masonry  walls  and 
the  courses  of  our  tilo  and  slate  roofs.  Even 
the  smaller  architectural  details  and  orna- 

ment in  the  distance  give  a  sense  of  texture 

or  a  variegation  of  surface,  such  as  rustica- 
tions, diapers,  and  panelling.  Those  arc 

boundless  opportunities  open  to  the  archi- 
tect;  in  the  humblest  building  the  tex- 

ture of  material  may  give  us  all  we 
desire,  and  may  even  atone  for  loss  of 
detail.  Each  stop  nearer  the  building  reveals 
a  finer  te.xture.  But  there  are  discords 

to  be  avoided.  We  are  in  the  habit  of  mixing 
smooth  and  polished  granite,  glazed  tiles 
with  rough  brickwork,  smooth  terracotta 
with  brick  dull  and  grimy,  all  of  which 

disparities  and  contrasts  rob  our  archite'cture of  its  meaning.  The  polished  granites  of 
piers  or  pilasters  or  entablatures  which 
adorn  our  large  shops  and  conceal  the  iron 
stanchions  and  girders  are  often  discordant 
elements  with  the  stone  or  brickwork  of  the 

farade  above ;  they  look  out  of  scale  in  their 
jointings  with  the  rest  of  the  work,  and  their 
smooth  and  polished  surfaces  do  not  affonl 
any  advantages  with  the  plate  glass  they 
enframe.  The  monotony  of  the  smooth 

glazed  surface  of  the  lower  part  of  the  build- 
ing strikes  a  discordant  note  with  the  upper 

part,  and  is  contrary  to  all  natural  law.  It 
would  be  more  fitting  to  see  the  smooth 
surfaces  in  the  upper  stories  and  the  rougher 
materials  below,  but  modern  fashion  has 
ordered  it  otherwise.  It  has  been  well  said 

the  passion  of  the  19th  century  is  for 

"  neatness  and  smoothness,"  but  in  our  etfort 
we  lose  the  law  of  Nature,  of  texture.  The 

ordinary  man  loves  the  smooth ;  he  admire.s 
an  expanse  of  plate-glass  and  polished 
marble,  French-polished  oak  and  mahogany, 
tuck-pointed  brickwork  with  oohre-washed 
bri<  ks,  to  a  uniform  deadness  of  tint,  neat- 

ness in  every  joint ;  just  those  things  whic!;- 
make  art  monotonous  and  violate  the  law  of 
nature.  Texture  has  been  said  to  be  a 

' '  magical  garment  when  well  woven.  It  can 
throw  over  bricks  and  stones  a  veil  which 

softens  their  outline,  half-concealing  and 

adding  mystery  to  beauty." 

THE  SELECTION    OF 
CONTRACTORS. 

remark    that    the 
IT  is  a  well-merited encouragement  given  to  good  buildinj; 
is  smaU.  The  public  are  not  discerners  of  it 

— they  go  to  the  cheapest  market  they  can. 
buy  the  cheapest  houses,  and  go  to  builders 
who  will  build  them  what  they  want  at  the 

lowest  possible  cost.  The  class  of  "jerry" 
builders'  work  which  lets  and  sells  is  a  proof 
of  this  rule.  Most  people  are  too  short- 

sighted to  see    that   cheap    building  is  the 
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worst  investment ;  it  means  a  yearly  ex- 
penditure iu  repairs  which  is  continually 

increasing,  or  the  more  serious  cost  of 
impaired  health.  How  few  people  who  have 
purchased  their  own  houses  have  not  been 
put  to  a  large  expense  in  taking  up  the  old 
and  defective  system  of  house  drains,  and  in 
laying  down  a  sanitary  system  by  order  of 

the  local  authority  ;-  Many  have  been  put 
to  a  large  expense  in  repairing  roofs,  to 
render  them  watertight;  in  making  their 
cellars  and  basements  dry  and  habitable. 
Still  the  infatuation  goes  on  of  buying  new, 
scarcely  -  completed  buildings,  with  green 
brick  walls  and  floors  and  ill-drained  oase- 
meuts,  under  the  impression  that  bargains 
are  made.  Such  people  never  think  of  the 
circumstances  which  induce  builders  and 

others  to  sell  their  property.  Is  it  not  in 
most  instances  a  knowledge  of  the  deteriora  ■ 
tion  of  the  value  from  some  cause  or  other, 

some  prospective  building  opposite  or  a  fill- 
ing-up  of  an  open  space,  the  destruction  of 
a  pleasant  prospect  or  trees  in  the  im- 

mediate vicinity,  the  building  of  shops  ? 
Or  the  owner  sees  what  he  will  have  to  do 

if  he  retains  the  property — that  he  will  have 
to  undertake  costly  repairs  to  make  the 
house  habitable.  Mr.  Smith,  on  the  look- 

out for  a  cheap  house,  has  not  the  faintest 
idea  of  these  things :  he  imagines  the  low 
price  offeioJ  for  immediate  purchase  is 
owing  to  some  financial  difficulty  on  the 
part  of  the  vendor,  and  that  there  is 
now  an  opportunity  that  may  never 
•occur  again.  The  purchase  is  completed, 
and  the  vendee  too  soon  discovers  why  the 
house  was  sold  at  oo  low  a  figure.  But  it  is 
not  always  the  purchaser  of  houses  that 
shows  himself  unable  to  judge  of  good  build- 

ing. The  man  who  contemplates  building 
himself  goes  to  work  in  the  same  heedless 
manner ;  he  employs  a  small  builder  to  give 
him  a  plan  and  a  tender  for  a  new  house,  for 
he  does  not  believe  in  the  employment  of  an 
architect  for  so  simple  a  matter.  Again,  it 
has  been  pointed  out  that  the  public  sees  no 

diU'eronce  between  the  conscientious  and 
honest  and  the  evasive  contractor,  but  will 
employ  the  man  who  sends  in  the  lowest 
tender,  whatever  may  be  his  character.  And 
do  not  the  selection  of  tenders  for  work  cor- 

roborate this  assertion !'  How  frequently  the 
employer,  against  all  remonstrance  from  the 
architect,  selects  the  contractor  for  his 
tender,  and  not  for  the  quality  of  his  work  or 
his  repute  as  an  honest  builder.  This  is  one 
of  the  standing  grievances  of  the  profession 
and  of  all  honest  builders. 

We  huve  repeatedly  been  told  by  honest 
contractors  of  the  uselessness  of  competing 
against  men  who  have  no  credit  or  reputa- 

tion, but  who  invariably  send  in  low  tenders 
and  generally  obtain  the  contract.     We  have 
here  a  strong  corroboration  of  the  opinion 
that  the  public  do  not  appreciate   as  they 
ought  to  do  honest  construction  and  labour. 
This  condition  of  things  is  not  unknown  in  the 
United  States.     The  other  day  an  American 
contemporary  referred  to  a  letter  of  a  firm  of 
contractors  who  complained  that  they  were 
now  obliged  to  compete  with  builders  who 
take  work  for  less  than  it  will  cost,  hoping 
to  get  out  of  their  engagements  by  evasive 
practices.     The  same  writer  says  the  cham- 

pions of  labour  use  their  influence  in  muni- 
cipal matters  to  get  work  for  men  who  pay 

the  lowest  wages,  or  are  otherwise  dishonest, 
and  thereby  exclude  the  honest  contractors 
who    pay    the     highest    union    wages.     It 
is   also    a    complaint,   too,    that    in   public 
contracts   in  the    Ignited  States  the  archi- 

tect  is  not  consulted   in  the  choice  of  the 
contractor,  who  is  selected  because  he  is  the 

lowest  bidder,   or    by  some  secret    under- 
standing with   the   officials.     So  general  is 

this  said  to  bo  the  case,  that  in  public  works 
reputable  builders  have  ceased  to  bid  on  such 
work.     The  architects  have  to  fight  hard  to 
get  the  honest  tradesman  selected,  and  then 
thoy  have  to  resist  attempts  to  deprive  bun 

of  liis  contract.  The  dishonest  contractor 

can  only  bid  lower  than  the  honest  man 
because  he  does  not  pay  for  materials  and 
labour,  and  tries  to  substitute  for  what  he 

has  agreed  to  do  something  very  difl'erent. if  he  can  only  pass  it  through  undetected. 

These  are  his  tactics.  I'erliaps  we  have 
less  to  complain  of  in  this  country; — the 
architect  has  some  little  authority  in  the 
decision  of  a  contractor,  but  the  grievance 
is  not  unknown  amongst  us.  The  lowest 
bidder  is  too  often  successful  in  ousting  better 
men  from  the  field,  and,  in  fact,  the  higher 
class  of  builders  have  ceased  to  compete 
with  men  of  the  class  we  have  described, 
who  enter  the  competition  with  the  object  of 
trying  to  substitute  inferior  materials  and 
workmanship  for  those  specified.  How  can 
an  equal  and  fair  contest  be  maintained  with 

men  who  seek  to  adopt  their  own  standards '' The  contract  is  made  a  mere  farce  by  men 

who  base  their  tenders  on  ignoring  specifica- 
tion altogether,  and  who  trust  to  fortune 

not  to  be  found  out.  No  doubt  these  dis- 
honest bidders,  sooner  or  later,  find  their  one 

reward ;  but  in  the  mean  time  they  make  it 
extremely  hard  for  young  and  respectable 
firms  to  hold  their  own.  The  fault  lies  in 

the  public  indifference  to  honest  and  sound 
construction — to  the  desire  to  obtain  what  is 
wanted  on  the  losvoat  and  most  unprofitable 
terms.  The  public  and  those  authorities  who 
control  public  works  are  really  abettors  of 
the  practice,  by  selecting  tenders  that  their 
own  professional  advisers  know  are  un- 
remunerative.  The  want  of  influence  of  the 

architect  in  the  selection  of  reputable  con- 
tractors is  much  to  do  with  this  miscarriage 

of  justice;  he  has  no  voice  in  the  matter, 
and  it  is  a  foregone  conclusion  that  the 
lowest  tender  wUl  be  accepted. 

ESTIMATES.— XY. 

AN    expeditious   and takine  and 

THE    JOIXER. 

useful  method  of 

taking  and  valuing  Carpenter's  work is  that  of  taking  the  superficial  of  roofs, 
floors,  partitions,  &c.,  at  the  square  of  lOOft. 
for  labour  and  nails,  and  then  add  the  cube 
contents  of  the  timber  without  labour.  For 

approximate  estimating  when  the  timber- 
ing is  light  and  rough,  this  method  has 

advantages,  and  we  may  take  a  few  items 
measured  in  this  manner  : — 

s  squares  i;2ft.  super.  Labour  and  nails  to 
ground  fir  joists,  pinned  to  plates,  and 
framed  to  chimneys. 
For  the  labour  we  use  the  constant  for 

labour  hours  T'O,  which  gives  us  at  the  cur- 
rent rate  of  wages  Js.  lod.  per  square :  add 

to  this  nails,  say,  Is,  91.  =  Ts.  7d.  These 
include  profit. 

£ 

Libour  (bouTB  of  carpenter,  7"0  constant)    0 
Nails,  say      0 
Cube  flr.  without  labour,   taking  the 

joists  at  9in.  by  2in..  or  say  lift.  Gin. 
cube  in  a  square  at  Is.  3d.  per  foot   ...    0 

.   d. 
10 
9 

14   n 
1  10 

per  sciuare. 
for  labour 

for  nails. 
roof    over 

have  a  table  showing  how  much  cube  fir 
there  is  in  a  square  of  flooring  for  single- 
joist  floors,  framed  floors,  floors  with  bridging 
joists,  double  framed  floors,  including  girders, 
bridging,  binding,  and  ceiling  joists,  &c. 

a  squares  lift,  super.     Labour  common  floor, 
with  joists. 

This  may  be  put  at  -is.  tid.  for  labour, 
including  nails ;  the  constant  is  4-o  for  labour 

only. 

;3()ft.  run.     Herringbone  strutting  to  joists. 

Put  this  at  Ud.  per  foot  run. 

.J j  squares,  ;!2ft.  super.   Common  shed  roofs, 
with  purlins,  labour  only. 

This  may  be  priced  at  ■'is.  8d. The  constant  is  given  at  5  0 
=  48.  2d.,  to  which  add,  say, 

SO   squares,   30ft.     Single    span 
offices. 

I'rice  this  at  Ts.  9d.  labour  and  nails, 
if  there  are  purlins,  and  the  building  is,  say, 

two  stories  high.  The  constant  is  given  at 
10  G  =  8s.  lOd.,  but  this  price  includes 

principals. 
•50  squares,  80ft.  super.     Labour  in  framed 

roofs,  with  principals,  king-posts,  struts, 
purlins,  and  common  rafters. 
It  is  necessary  to  see  drawings.  If  it  is  an 

ordinary  king-post  roof,  las.  per  square  is  a 
fair  price.  Constant  is  17'(i  =  148.  8d.,  with 
nails  4s.  =  I83.  'id. 

Much  depends  on  the  scantlings  of  timber, 
and  we  have  assumed  the  ordinary  sizes. 
In  all  the  above  items  the  cube  quantity  of 
timber  must  be  obtained  and  priced,  and 
added  if  necessary. 

Four  squares  soft. super.,  labour  and  nails  to 
4in.  partitions. 

£  s.  d. Take  6*0  as  constant  for  labour       0    6    0 
Nails      0    0    9 

Total  per  square       1 

Laxton   puts  the  labour  for  a  square  of 
flooring  of  this  description  as  Os. 
3  squares  10ft.  super.  Framed  ground  joists, 

with  girders,  binders,  bridging,  and  ceiling 

joists. 
There  is  more  framing  in  this  item.  The 

onstant  is  21-('>,  equal  to  Iss.  per  square; 

aid  nails  (say  03.)  equals  i'l  38,  for  libour, 
t )  which  aild  cube  for  "  without  lalour  "  as 
b afore. 

£   8.  d. 

Ijabour(houraofcarpenter,7'0c)ns'.an')    0  18    0 Nails,  say      0    5    u 
The  cube  fir  would  be  increased;  there 

would  be  one  (girder  to  the  square, 
about  7ft.  6iQ.  cube,  and  say  one  binder. 
These  arc  placed  about  6ft.  apart, 
and  with  the  bridging  joints,  say.  the 
additional  timber  is  10ft.  cube,  then 
at  l8.  31.  per  foot      0  12    8 

Joists  as  before,  say      0  13    9 

Persqnare   ,.      2    9    3 

In  calculations  of  this  kind,  it  is  useful  to 

0    6    9 

Three    squares    framed   and    trussed    with 
king  and  queen  posts. 

This  description  applies  to  partitions  with 
Oin.  posts  and  framed  studs.  _  Laxton  put 
labour  down  for  trusses  of  this  description 
at  16s.  9d.  per  square. 

*^  £  8.  a. 

The  conitant  for  labour  hours  is  12  3 
=  10a.  3d      0  10    S 

Nails,  say       0    3    0 

0  13     3 

Laxton  prices  this  at  I63.  9d. 

It  is  desirable  to  obtain  the  cube  feet  in 
so  many  feet  of  scantling  before  valuing  the 
timber  in  the  rough.  For  rafters  of  common 

size,  4Un.  by  2  Jin.,  it  will  require  about  13ft. 
run  to 'make  a  cubic  foot.  For  timber.  Tin. 

by  2.lin.,  or  battens,  it  will  require  about 
8  ft.  to  make  a  cubic  foot ;  a  scantling  Sft. 

by  oft.,  will  require  about  4ft.  to  make  a 
foot. 

In  roofs  having  framed  and  wrought 
trusses  at  intervals,  it  is  necessary  to  obtain 
the  cube  feet  and  cost  of  each  truss,  taking 

the  average  of  one  truss  at,  say,  lOtt.  length. 

Suppose  the  truss  contains  1 2  cubic  feet  of  fir, 
and  one  bay  of  roof  3  squares  each  of  Oft. 

cube,  then  "isft.  cube  •  12ft.  cube  =  30ft. 
The  wrought  surface  would  measure  about 

7ft.  per  foot  cube,  an  1  T  -010  x  lOOd.  =  Td. 
per  foot  cube,  and  this  must  be  added  to  the 

cost  of  fir  per  foot  cube,  say.  Is.  3d.  -  7 
=  Is.  lOd. 

.lOIXER. 

Joinery  is  generally  prepared  at  the  work- 
shop and  sent  to  the  building  to  be  fitted 

and  fixed,  unlike  the  Carpenter's  work, which  is  framed  at  the  building.  The  wood 

used  for  joinery  must  be  of  a  superior 

description,  as  "it  is  more  wrought  and finished.  It  is  largely  wrought  by  ma- 

chinery and  planed,  and  in  large  contracts 
it  is  not  unusual  to  let  out  the  joinery  to 

special   firms    who    have  a  large  plant  of 
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labour-saving  machines,  and  wlio  can  supply 
the  joinery  at  a  considerable  percentage  less 
than  the  contractor  can  produce  it,  especially 
if  the  quantities  are  large. 

In  the  valuation  of  Joiner's  work  the 
element  of  labour  enters  more  largely  than 
in  carpentry,  and  the  pricing  of  items  may 
be  facilitated  much  by  the  use  of  constants 
of  labour. 

In  the  pricing  of  joinery,  the  cost  of  deal 
of  various  thicknesses  is  essential,  and  a 
table  of  such  thicknesses  should  be  referred 
to. 

The  best  St.  Petersburg  or  Onega  yellow 
is  generally  specified  for  good  work,  and 
these  deals  are  now  quoted  at  from  £112  to 
£14  per  standard.  At  the  dock  sales,  these 
deals  may  be.  often  had  at  the  former  price. 
Before  pricing  the  items,  wo  must  assume 
a  fair  price  for  deals  at  the  docks,  addmg 
thereto  the  landing  rates,  vmloading,  cartage 
to  or  from  saw-mills,  and  a  certain  interest 

say  .">  per  cent,  for  the  time  requircil  to  season the  wood,  also  waste. 
£  s.  a. 

Cost  of  deals  at  docka,  per  standard    14    0  0 
LaQdise  rates      0    3  9 
UnloadiDg       0    2  0 
Interest  on  £14  5s.  9d..  say,  two  years  at 

5  per  cent,  for  seaaoninf^        19  3 
Waste,  10  per  cent,  on  sawing      1  11  6 

17  6    6 

Assuming  the  price  per  standard  to  be 

£1"  6s.  (id.,  the  cost  of  sawing  per  foot  super, 
may  be  obtained  as  follows  : — Take  a  deal 
Oin.  by  3in.  and  r2ft.  long  =  GGii  sujier.  feet 
of  ;jin.,  and  let  it  be  required  to  find  the  cost 
of  yin.  of  rough  deal  per  foot. 

For  :^'iii.  thicknesses  there  would  be  three 
cuts  in  Oin.  by  3in.  producing  four  boards  of 
that  thickness  =  -'I'l  cuts  =  IS'  dozen  cuts 
at  2s.  3d. 

£    s.  d. 
Cost  of  deals,  per  standard    17    6    6 
18}  doz.  cuts,  at  2a.  3d      2    1    7J 

Divide  by  product  of  66S  x  4  =  2,661ft. 
=  15d.perfoot    19    S    1} 

Adopting  this  calculation  for  lin.  rough 
deal,  there  would  bo  two  cuts  in  the  same 
scantling,  producing  three  boards,  or  V2} 
dozen  cuts  at  2s.  ;id.,  and  the  cost  per  foot 
would  be^ 

£  8.  a. 
Cost  of  deals  per  standard       17    6    6 
12J  dozai  cuts  at  28.  3d      17    9 

18  14    3 

Divide  by  product  of  GGG  >:  .3  =  1098ft. 
=  2jd.  per  foot  =   18s.  lOd.  per  square. 
We  may  apply  this  mode  of  calculation  to 

ascertaining  the  cost  of  flooring  of  any  thick- 
ness, adding  the  element  of  labour  and  nails. 

For  a  scjuare  of  lin.  yellow  batten  flooring 
the  items  are — 

Cost   of   deals   per    square,    inclading  £  s.  d. 
sawing    0  18  10 

Labour  ana  aays  of  a  carpenter,  *400  -  0    3    4 Nails    0    19 

1    3  11 

This  is  rather  high  for   ordinary  work, 
and  may  be  taken  at  £1  2s.  Od. 

G    squares    IGft.    super,     lin.    yellow    deal 
wrought  floor,  laid  folding. 

This  may  be  priced  at  about  £1  -is.  per 
square,  including  profit. 
According  to  present  prices,  lin.  prepared 

second  yellow  GJin.  and  Tin.  wide  are  Ss.  to 
Oin.  per  square. 

£    e.  a. 

Cost  of  deals  delivered,  gay '      0  12    0 
Waste,  10  per  cent   .'      0    1    2J 
Labour  (carpenter,  hours  constant,  6"8 

=  68d.  =  68.  8d.)      0    6    9 
Nails      0    19 

Persqaare      10    7} 

o  squares  10ft.  super.     IJin.  wrought  batten 
floor  laid  folding. 

If  for  best  yellow  batton^rthis  wiU  be  as 
follows : — 

£  8.  d. 
Cost  of  prepared  battens,  IJin.  delivered    0  17    0 
Waste,  say      0    18} 
Labour  carpenter)      0    5    8 
NaUs      0    2    0 

•  16    4} 

Laxton  prices  a  floor  of  this  description  at 

£1  Os.  per  square. 
3  squares   soft,  super.    l|Ln.   yellow  batten 

floor,  straight  joint,  with  splayed  headings. 
Cost  of  battens  per  standard  is  about  £  s.  d. 

£14   10s.,  including  carriage,  sawing, 
andwaBte,  or  about  25s.  per  square    1  .5    0 

Labour,  S  8  hours    0  7    4 
Nails    0  2    0 

1  14    4 

This  is   rather    low   for  the    best    work. 

Laxton  puts  it  at  lOs.  per  square. 

6  squares  20ft.  super,  l^in.  pitch-pine  floor 
in  4Jin.  widths,  grooved  and  tongued, 
and  tongued  headings. 

Pitch-pine  is  quoted  at  from  £S  to  £12 

per  standard. Cost  of  pine,  including  carriage,  sawing,  £  8.  d. 
and  waste  piT  square,  say    1  10  0 

Add  for  labour  in  4 J  widths    0  6  0 
Labour,  as  before,  fixing    0  7  4 
Constant    for  tonguing  and   grooving, 

(590  days  of  a  carpenter)     0  5  0 
Galvanised  hoop-iron  tongues  (say  241b. 

of  iin.)8ay    0  4  0 

2  12    4 

One  price  book  puts  this  item  at  £2  los. 

per  square. 32ft.   run.     Glued   and    mitred    borders    to 
hearths  to  lin.  floors. 

This  may  be  priced  at  3Jd.  to  4d.  per  foot 

run,  and  for  l^^in.  floors  at  5d. 

100yds.  super,  wood-block  flooring  to  base- 

ment with  tieary,  "Walker,  and  Co.'s  yellow 
deal  A  quality,  Hin.  thick. 

According  to  list  this  can  be  laid  complete 
for  OS.  Od.  per  yard,  exclusive  of  carriage. 

"Oft.     super,     lin.     paniuet     flooring     and 
border,  in  herringbone  oak  pattern. 

The  price  for  this  kind  of  flooring  ranges 
from  Is.  to  OS.  per  foot  super. 

Messrs.  Damman  and  Washer  and  Co.,  of 

72,  Finsbury-pavement,  supply  a  plated 
parquet  floor,  which  can  be  put  down  in 
large  pieces  lOOft.  super,  or  more,  ready  for 
fixing.  It  is  made  of  ̂ m.  wainscot  oak  fixed 
to  a  -Jin.  backing  of  deal,  which  is  framed  in 
small  pieces  to  prevent  warping.  The  price 
is  from  2s.  per  foot. 

NATION.Vi   COMPETITION    DESIGNS. 

THE  yearly  exhibition  of  selected  works  of 
Schools  of  Science  and  Art  at  South 

Kensington  continues  to  show  advance  on 
previous  eiforts.  We  see  less  that  is 
commonplace  or  trite  in  idea,  and  a  desire  to 
think  out  the  design  from  a  right  motive. 
We  reserve  for  next  week  a  more  general 
review  of  the  designs,  and  here  briefly 
refer  to  a  few  of  the  architectural 

designs,  and  those  in  Subject  23c.  The 
architectural  designs  are  not  up  to  the 

average  standard.  A  Design  for  a  Mauso- 
leum, which  receives  a  gold  medal,  by 

William  Haywood,  of  the  Birmingham  Schoul 
of  Art,  is  decidedly  disappointing.  The  general 
conception  is  heavy  and  uninteresting;  the 
plan  IS  a  S(iuare,  and  has  a  flat  panelled 
appearance  on  each  side,  scarcely  in  keeping 
with  the  object  of  a  maiisoleum,  which  should 
be  more  solidly  treated  in  detail.  The  best  part 
of  the  design  is  the  treatment  of  the  internal 
shrine,  which  is  shown  by  a  clever  inch-scale 
drawing.  The  section  shows  an  arcaded 
gallery  round  the  first  story  above  the 
memorial  chapel,  and  above  this  is  an  open 
colonnade.  The  centre  part  is  domed  and 
pierced  by  openings  over  the  flat  colonnaded 
roof  which  runs  round  on  each  side,  and 

there  are  many  good  points  in  the  plan  and 
section ;  but  why  the  unconventional  green 
sectional  and  plan  colour  r  The  intersecting 
device  over  the  entrance  is  commonplace. 
This  is  the  only  architectural  design  awarded 
a  gold  medal.  Another  drawing  for  a 

mausoleum  is  too  pretentious,  and  the  inter- columns  too  narrow. 

A  design  for  a  church  on  a  hill- slope 
receives  a  bronze  medal,  by  F.  J.  Ilorth,  a 
Birmingham  student.  The  design  is  bold 
and  massively  treated ;  thero  are  deep 
reveals  to  the  windows  and  belfry  openings, 

which  are  appropriate.  The  tower  is  at  the 
west  or  lower  end  of  slope  ;  but  some  of  the 

details  are  fault}-.  A  silver  medal  is  given 
to  the  same  student  for  a  design  for  a 
technical  school,  which  evinces  some  good 

planning,  and  the  departments  are  well 
thought  out.  The  elevations  in  pencil 
scarcely  do  justice  to  the  design,  which 
is  of  a  Late  English  Renaissance  cha- 

racter. Another  carefully  executed  set 
for  a  technical  school  receives  a  bronze 

medal,  by  Horace  J.  Ash,  of  the  same  place. 
The  plans  show  usual  arrangement,  but  aie 
faulty  in  parts.  Other  designs  for  village 
or  hillside  churches  are  hung  ;  one  is  by 

Harry  I'hibbs,  of  the  same  school,  and  shows 
a  large  massive  tower  at  end  of  nave,  with  a, 
flight  of  wide  steps  and  transepts.  Thero  is 
a  breadth  of  treatment,  but  the  details  are 

poor.  A  bronze  medal  is  also  given  for 
a  small  village  church,  in  brown  ink,  not 
without  merit,  by  another  student.  Book 
prizes  are  also  given  to  a  simply  treated 
mountain  church  with  low  tower  over  east 

bay  of  nave  and  small  spire,  and  to  a  study 
for  a  modem  chiu-ch  in  a  very  florid  Gothic, 
finical  in  detail.  An  ambulatory  on  the 
north  side  is  shown  for  processions.  .1 

broadly-treated  hillside  church  take.'*  the 
same  prize,  by  Gascoigne.  A  concert-hall  is 
the  subject  of  a  design  by  a  Glasgow  student, 
J.  T.  Houston,  a  plain  Classically-treated 
and  well-grouped  building  with  massive 
square  towers  and  cupolas  at  corners,  and 
with  engaged  columns  at  sides,  with  a  deep 
sculptured  figure  frieze.  The  auditorium  is 
circular,  surrounded  by  a  corridor  and  a 
large  vestibule  and  porte  cochere.  The  plan 
is  defective  in  detail,  and  the  lighting  not 

perfect.     A  bronze  medal  is  awarded. 
A  clever,  broadly  -  drawn  sketch,  colour- 

washed, for  a  village  inn,  by  Shirley  Ilar- 
ri.son  (Leicester),  in  brick,  timber,  and 
plaster,  takes  a  bronze  medal.  The  author  is 
an  adopt  at  his  pencil ;  but  the  design  is 
more  pleasing  than  practical.  The  plan  is 
well  studied  and  broken. 
The  design  for  hall  of  raOway  station 

(bronze  medal)  is  too  fanciful ;  the  pictorial 
panel  treatment  round  hall  is  out  of  place.  A 
silver  medal  is  awarded  to  an  interior  study  of 
decoration  in  enamelled  and  embossed  faience 
in  shades  of  green,  the  pieces  being  modelled 
to  shapes  to  avoid  square  joints.  Designs 
(bronze  medal)  for  bank  and  club,  a  gabled 
stucco  front  between  red-brick  piers,  rather 
brightly  coloured  ;  for  a  country  house,  with 
a  succession  of  half-timbered  receding  gables ; 
and  for  a  town-hall,  neatly-drawn  set  but 
commonplace.  A  silver  medal  is  given  for 
a  font  to  be  executed  in  Irish  green  marble, 

with  bronze  panels  and  wrought-iron  cover, 
cleverly  and  simply  treated.  A  boat-house, 
village  inn,  &c.,  are  other  subjects.  The 
examiners  express,  what  we  have  often  done, 
that  it  would  be  well  if  masters  set  their 
students  .less  ambitious  subjects  than  largo 
churchesand  town-halls,  which  are  beyond  the 
capabilities  of  their  pupils.  Some  of  the 
designs  for  technical  school,  concert  hall, 
and  churches  show  imperfect  plans,  faulty 

construction,  oran  attempt  at  a  too-elaborated 

style. Coming  to  the  designs  of  other  subjects 
and  decorative  treatments  of  materials,  we 

can  notice  only  a  few  now.  We  find  a  few 
praiseworthy  efforts ;  still,  a.s  the  examiners 
of  wall-papers,  stencil  designs,  and  ironwork 
designs  point  out,  few  even  of  the  better 
designs  "could  be  executed  by  the  ordinary 

methods  of  manufacture.  " A  silver  medal  has  been  deservedly  given 

to  a  set  of  designs  for  electric  lamp-posts  in 
cast  iron  and  bronze,  whii  h  are  elegant,  and 
show  a  proper  adaptation  of  metal  forms.  The 
three  latter  designs  are  very  rrice ;  they  are  by 
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Thomas  Smith,  of  Ijeicester.  The  iron  gate 
desigcs  are  of  varying  merit ;  we  eBjwcially 
mention  the  silver-medal  set  by  freorge 
E.  Kruger,  of  Bath,  which  show  restraint. 

Two  designs  for  friezes  are  worth  notice. 
A  silver  medal  is  given  to  Nellie  Brightwell 
for  a  design  for  a  nursery  paper,  in  which 
the  idea  of  paper  has  not  been  lost  sight  of. 
The  subject  is  from  the  well-known  nursery 

rhyme  of  "  Merry  Blackbirds,"  and  the 
figures  are  introduced  in  pod-like  niches  at 
intervals,  with  a  band  of  foliage  and  flowers 
uniting  them.  The  waving  line  of  birds  is 
gracefully  introduced  along  the  top.  Another 
clever  design  with  playing  children  takes  the 
same  prize  by  Itoberta  Glasgow,  of  Liverpool. 
We  also  notice  a  design  for  panels  of  quiet  and 
chaste  character  by  Bessie  Norton,  Putney, 
for  gesso, for  which  a  silver  medal  is  given;  a 
gold  medal  has  been  awarded  to  a  Manchester 
lady  student,  Jennie  Delahunt,  for  a 
modelled  design  for  a  ceiling,  displaying 
much  taste  and  skill.  It  is  groined  with 
low-relief  figure  subjects  in  the  spandrels 
between thecovings;  the  ceiling  is  refined, and 
the  decoration  also  in  flat  relief.  Other 
modelled  designs  we  notice  include  a  work 

by  a  lady  student,  I'.dith  Church  Maryon, 
for  a  design  for  a  triptych,  quiet  in  treat- 

ment, suitable  for  the  purpose  (bronne 
medal) ;  and  another  by  Ernest  G.  Gillick 
for  a  treatment  of  a  bandstand  pedestal  with 
figure  representing  one  of  the  Muses  (silver 
medal).  Several  very  clever  stencil  designs 
are  exhibited,  in  which,  as  the  examiners 
eay,  the  conditions  are  observed,  though  full 
advantage  of  the  legitimate  use  of  the  stencil 
is  not  always  taken ;  we  must  not  omit  to 
mention  a  nice  treatment  by  a  Liverpool 
student  (No.  3;il),  and  a  design  by  WilUam 
J.  Medcalf  for  a  frieze  of  hall,  which  receives 

a  gold  medal.  Other  wall-paper  designs  we 
must  notice  next  week.  A  design  for  a 

bachelor's  room,  clever  and  simple  in  treat- 
ment, and  quaint,  receives  a  silver  medal,  by 

a  well-known  student  from  Holloway  (G.  M. 
Ellwood),  and  we  notice  some  capital  book 
illustrations  by  Sunderland  EoUinson,  Scar- 

borough, of  whose  work  last  year  we  give 
this  week  a  double-page  sheet  of  illustrations. 

"BUILDING  NEWS"  DESIGNING  CLUB. 
.\    OOLF    CUBHOUSE. 

WITH  the  increasing  popu'.arity  of  the 
fashionable  game  of  golf  new  links  are  being 

opened  loading  to  a  variety  of  pavilions  and  club- 
houses being  erected.  The  subject,  therefore, 

has  a  special  interest  of  its  own,  and,  besides 
this,  the  problem  presents  opportunities  for  the 
display  of  variety  and  originality  in  architectural 
taste.  The  majority  of  the  designs  on  the  present 
occasion  have  failed,  however,  because  their 
authors  seem  to  be  fettered  by  the  mistaken  notion 
thut  a  golf  pavilion  should  be  made  to  resemble  a 
villa  residence  as  much  as  possible,  instead  of 
striving  to  give  the  building  as  much  individuality 
as  its  distinctive  requirements  naturally  would 
suggest.  The  power  of  being  able  to  realise  such  a 
C'lmmonsense  view  of  the  problem,  irrespective  of 
precedent,  and  of  being  able  to  simply  plan  and 
build  a  structure  for  its  particular  purpose,  is 
seemintrly  the  rarest  of  gifts,  and  possibly  the  real 
r  ason  for  this  is  the  uncommon  faculty  of  good  taste. 
Professors  may  lecture,  reviewersmay  criticise, 
examiners  may  examine,  and  examplers  may  ex- 

emplify, but  much  as  may  be  done  to  improve  the 

student's  sense  of  proportion  and  fitness,  thereby 
popularising  a  degree  of  better  design,  no  number 
of  designing  clubs  can  realise  a  royal  road  to  real 
success  in  this  the  highest  standard  of  architec- 

tural nrt.  The  same  rule  is  applicable  to  all 
buildinss  irrespective  of  their  size;  but,  un- 

doubted! v,  the  more  monumental  the  building  the 
m  .m  diOicult  the  application  of  the  rule.  The 
cipacity  of  euooessfully  mastering  a  big  thing, 
however,  will  more  naturally  follow  upon  experi- 

ence g-iined  by  more  modest  essays. 
A  i»olf  clubhouse,  a  humble  subject  enough, 

th^^efore,  should  by  no  means  be  despised, 
aud  if  we  cannot  hold  up  either  of  the  schemes 
before  us  as  worthy  of  imitation,  we  do  not 
in  the  least  degree  undervalue  the  care  and 
executive  skill  illustrated  by  the  drawings  before 

us.  "  Tokio  "  seems  to  be  the  best,  "  Thistle  " 
cornea  next  in  merit,  and  then  "  .Swin."  The 
instructions  were  as  follows  : — U. — A  golf  club 
pavilion  for  links  near  the  sea  on  a  flat  site,  well 
I>rotected  from  the  north  by  a  belt  of  trees  and 
high  ground.  The  general  room  to  be  30ft.  by 
2Gft.,  and  a  small  bar-parlour  with  counter, 
leading  out  of  the  entrance-hall  lobby,  and 
opening  by  a  doorway  into  the  olubroom.  There 
is  to  be  a  ladies'  room  about  18ft.  by  Hft.,  with 
separate  entrance  lavatory  and  w.c.  Provide  a 
club  dressing-room  14ft.  by  12ft.,  and  a  drying- 
room  adjoining,  as  well  as  a  lavatory,  urinals,  and 
w.c.  On  the  first  floor  there  is  to  be  a  luncheon- 

room 'iOft.  by  IHft.,  with  covered  balcony  r2ft. 
deep  on  the  south-west  side,  partly  projecting 
over  the  front  wall  below  and  carried  by  brackets, 
not  posts.  The  room  for  committee  to  be  on  this 
floor.  A  club  kitchen  and  a  bedroom  to  be  con- 

trived for  an  attendant  and  his  wife.  JIaterials  : 
Ked  brick,  stone,  and  timber,  with  tiled  roof. 
The  front  to  face  south-west.  SoUe  8ft.  to  the 
inch.  Sketch  view  to  be  included.  The  plans, 
if  necessary,  may  be  shown  to  one-sixteenth  scale. 

The  drawing  with  which  "Tokio"  illustrates 
his  scheme  is  not  so  good  as  it  might  be.  The 
strange  comet-like  treatment  of  the  sky  in 
the  perspective  is  foolish,  and  we  have  left 
it  out.  We  do  not  say  either  that  we 
are  charmed  by  the  elevation ;  but,  at  least, 
the  building  does  not  pretend  to  look  like 
a  dwelling-house.  The  plan  is  far  from  being  per- 

fect. Its  faults  are  evident.  The  cramped  bar 
is  one  of  the  most  conspicuous.  By  slightly 

shifting  the  fireplace  in  the  men's  dressing-room 
the  doorway  to  it  could  have  been  sufficiently 
screened  from  the  bar  without  the  necessity  of  the 
present  lobby,  which  encroaches  so  badly  upon  the 
bar  space.  The  front  entrance  should  have  been 
made  more  of,  and  the  clubroom  doorway  directly 
leading  into  the  open  air  might  with  advantage 
have  been  omitted,  the  clubroom  being  approached 
from  the  main  entrance  lobby.  Many  other 
details  of  the  ground-floor  plan  could  be  modified 
with  advantage.  Upstairs,  the  small  bay  room 
called  ' '  ante  ' '  is  rather  purposeless,  and,  as  a 
secretary 'sroom,  it  is  not  well  placed  or  convenient. 
The  building  externally  is  too  crowded  with 

features,  and  the  flat  weathering  over  the  ladies' 
room  bay  is  not  a  happy  contrivance.  So  much 
for  fault-finding,  which  may  be  easily  carried 
further  by  the  critical  reader.  The  design,  taken 
on  the  whole,  is  the  best  in  our  opinion,  and  thus 
no  choice  is  left  us  but  to  place  it  first. 

"Thistle"  makes  his  entrance-hall  the  bar, 
and  as  the  stairs  rise  immediately  in  front 
of  the  counter  which  projects  into  the 
hall,  the  arrangement  is  by  no  means  satis- 

factory ;  while  everyone  going  and  coming  into 
the  clubroom  would  have  to  push  through  the 
members  standing  in  front  of  the  bar.  The  alcove 
recess  round  the  comer  out  of  the  clubroom 
and  crowded  in  under  the  stairs,  hardly  appears 
necessari-.  There  is  much  space  wasted  in 
corridors  and  passages.  The  place  for  caddies  is 
a  necessarii-  convenience ;  but  if  provided  for  they 
should  have  a  w.c.  and  lavatory.  Externally 
the  elevation  of  the  building  is  too  much  like  a 
dwellinghouse.  The  scheme  is  fairly  well 

delineated  and  carefully  worked  out.  "Swan" 
has  many  good  points  and  with  more  attractive 
drawings  would  have  stood  a  better  chance  for 
illustration.  The  bold  big  roof  over  his  building 
spanning  the  verandah  would  look  well ;  but  the 
condition  of  cost  must  weigh  with  an  assessor 
even  in  determining  upon  the  merits  of  designs 
like  these  not  immediately  prepared  for  execution. 
Economy  and  the  ordinary  considerations  of 

every-day  building  must  be  recognised.  "Swan" 
has  the  merit  before  remarked  upon  of  having 
given  his  club  an  individuality,  though  it  looks 
a  trifle  too  much  like  a  pavilion  merely.  The 

stone  facings  to  his  rakiog  buttresses  su'o  in  some 
cases  shown  miK'h  too  thin.  The  masonry  should 
boldly  tail  into  the  wall :  a  mere  skin  of  stone 
would  break  away,  and  if  it  did  not  do  so,  the 

effect,  anyway,  would  be  horrid.  Swan's  plan is  squarely  contrived  and  well  arranged.  The 
bar  counter  is  a  little  awkward,  being  too  much 
in  the  corner  of  the  hall,  which  apartment  other- 

wise is  roomy  and  convenient. 

"  McGiUigan  "  is  too  ambitious  in  his  plan,  and 
though  unspfuing  in  features  of  solidly-built  cha- 
rjicter. their  numerical  strength  detracts  decidedly 

from  the  good  effect  of  the  whole.  I'he  two  corner 
porches,  with  a  pier  at  the  angle,  are  not  pretty. 
The  bar  is  cramped  and  uncomfortable.  The 
hall  is  wasteful ;  in  fact,  the  plan  is  lacking  in 
the    compactness   and    cosy    dub   conveniences 

generally  expected  even  in  a  club  of  this  kind. 
"McGilligan"  draws  crisply  and  evTnces  care, 
but  he  has  not  surpassed  the  hill-side  church  with 
which  he  led  off  the  B.N.D.C.  session  last 

autumn.  ".Speys"  is  less  aspiring,  and  hardly 
competes  with  the  contributor  just  named  for 
draughtsmanship.  Ue  allows  himself  to  be 
fettered  too  much  by  the  commonplace— a  feeling 
which  distinguishes  the  plan  and  mars  the  eleva- 

tion. For  all  that,  "  Speys' "  clubhouse  would 
look  far  better  if  built  than  ' '  McGilligan'e."  The luncheon-room  is  put  the  wrong  way  on,  and  the 
kitchen  is  very  badly  located  in  the  front  of  the 
building  between  the  balcony  verandahs.  The 
bar  is  a  mere  cabin-hole,  and  convenience 

generally  is  lost  sight  of  too  much.  "Arc" gives  us  a  turret  marking  the  staircase  hall.  The 
committee  room  has  a  balcony  all  to  itself,  and 
the  plan  with  a  Jittle  more  thought  could  be  much 

improved.  The  secretary's  office  is  an  exception 
because,  do  what  you  may ,  it  can  only  be  reached 

by  going  through  the  committee  room.  The 
half-timber  upper  story  of  the  building  ought  to 
oversail  for  good  effect,  if  only  a  couple  of  inches. 
"  Arc  "  makes  the  upper  and  lower  walls  quite 
Mush  so  that  all  shadow,  so  valuable  in  old 
domestic  work,  is  entirely  lost. 

"  Astragal  "  heads  the  list  of  {he  second-class 
contributions,  and  in  taking  this  lead,  his  plan 

has  weighed  much  in  the  author's  favour.  The 
bar-parlour  approaches  what  it  should  be,  but  a 
more  direct  coimection  wich  the  administrative 
department  ought  to  have  been  secured.  As  it  is, 
the  kitchen  opens  out  of  the  rear  hall,  and  the 

barmaid  must  pass  the  men's  dressing-room 
continually  in  a  most  inconvenient  way.  All  the 
luncheon-room  provisions  have  to  be  brought  out 
into  the  hall  before  they  can  be  sent  up  by  way 
of  the  lift  or  staircase.  The  balconies  are  not 

nearly  wide  enough.  The  exterior  with  three 
gables  marking  the  front  is  somewhat  pleasing 
and  simple.  "Butts"  comes  next  with  apian 
of  no  little  merit.  The  bar  opens  out  of  the 

entrance  porch,  and  the  club-room  can  be  reached 
without  necessarily  going  through  the  bar-parlour. 
The  plan  looks  like  a  building  designed  under  the 
direction  of  the  club  committee,  but  the  eleva- 

tions are  not  to  our  taste.  The  budding  looks 

too  smug,  and  externally  it  wants  breadth  and 
repose.  "Butts"  is  careful  and  neat,  so  should 
improve.  The  printing  on  his  drawing  is  coarse 
and  poor.  "  Vigomia"  is  sumptuous  in  his  ideas, 
and  refined  to  delicacy.  Here,  again,  the  plan  is 
stronger  than  the  elevations.  His  hall  cannot  be 
said  to  justify  its  position,  but  the  bar  is  kept 
well  in  touch  with  the  kitchen.  Two  inner 

courtyards  extend  the  area  of  this  plan. 
"Cantab"  does  not  succeed  so  well,  but  he 
deserves  to  be  encouraged  with  the  advice  that  he 

may  do  well  to  observe  simplicity.  To  "  Oak  "  the same  advice  may  be  given.  Fuss  and  mere  fancy 
do  not  belong  to  good  architecture,  and  the  less 
ornament  you  employ  the  better.  Good  broad 
lines  and  sweet  proportion  constitute  the  text 

ever  to  be  preached  upon.  "Oak"  is  not  a 
trider,  even  if  he  has  a  waggish  notion  for  odd 
figures  in  his  perspectives,  and  his  drawings 

show  care.  He  cramps  his  main  entrance  verj- 
badly,  and  the  lift  to  the  servery  from  the kitchen  would  have  to  work  by  way  of  the 
entrance-hall  passing  and  repassing  in  front  of  the 
men's convenienceplace.  Theoctagonalturretlooks 

as  if  it  belonged  to  a  schoolhouse.  "  Bacchus" makes  a  building  which  is  unquestionably 
distinguished  as  a  pavilion.  The  clubroom  is 
quite  cut  off  from  the  entrance-hall,  and  the  bar is  a  timber  inclosura  worked  into  the  hall  away 
from  all  light  and  ventilation.  Much  care  has 
been  taken  in  inking-in  the  view  with  cross- 
hatching.  "Desdidbado"  gives  his  balcony  a 
very  cockloft  effect,  and  otherwise  the  elevations 

are  bald  and  poor.  "Sphilark"  is  a  foolish 
motto,  so  badly  printed  that  it  is  hardly  legible. 
The  circular  tower  looks  like  an  adjunct  to  a 

waterworks  or  pumping  station.  In  reality  it 

contains  a  circular  staircase  leading  to  the  golfers' luncheon-room.  The  design  generally  is  bump- 

tious, lumpy,  and  vulgar,  with  a  very  bad  plan. 

"  The  Lucky  Star  "  is  the  author  of  an  unfortu- 
nate design,  rich  in  cranks  and  cr.innies.  It  is, 

however,  very  neatly  done,  but  it  is  a  nightmare. 
"  First  Attempt "  and  "  Levenach"  conclude  the 
series  this  time. 

The  Sdenoe  an*  Art  Papartment's  announcement 
of  the  priz98  awarded  in  the  recant  national  com- 

petition shows  that  the  Leeds  School  of  Art  students 
have  gained  one  gold  medal,  four  silver  medals,  aid 

six  bronze  medals. 
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•31DMCY  B.  J  Smith 

Grocjmo  Floor  9LjqrH 

ROYAL  COLLEGE  OF  MUSIC,  SOUTH 
KENSINGTON. 

[with     PHDTO-LITROGRAI'HIC    ilh  stration.] 

OUR  illustrations  show  the  new  building 
which  is  in  course  of  erection,  from  llr. 

Sidney  R.  J.  Smith's  designs,  the  preliminary 
contract  for  the  foundations  now  being  rarried 

out  by  Messrs.  Higgs  and  Hill.  Jlr.  Smith's 
design  was  placed  tirat  in  a  limited  competition 
in  which  Mr.  Belcher  was  the  assessor.  The 
new  concert  hall  is  at  rear  of  the  existing  college, 
entrances  having  to  be  formed  from  the  corridors 
to  form  ways  with  the  hall,  which  is  on  a  rather 
lower  level  than  the  old  building  on  account  of 
the  great  fall  in  the  ground  at  rear ;  in  the  base- 

ment are  examination- rooms,  offices,  Arc.  The 
new  bailding  is  to  be  faced  with  red  brick,  and 
the  interior  facings  are  teak- wood  dadoes,  and 
decorative  plaster  above,  and  all  of  fire-resisting 
constmction.  The  hall  will  seat  including 
gallery)  about  1,200  people,  and  the  orchestra  is 
to  be  specially  arranged  for  rehearsals  by  the 
students,  and  a  large  organ  is  to  be  provided  at 

the  rear  of  the  orchestra.  Sir  Arthur  BlomSeld, 
A.R.A.,  was  the  architect  for  the  front  block  ot 
buildings  belonging  to  the  college. 

LONDON  BOARD  SCHOOL  BUIT.DINCJS. 

THE  annual  report  of  the  Works  Committee 
of  the  School  Board  for  London  gives  an 

abstract  of  the  work  done  durirg  the  year  ended 
March  25,  and  thows  the  progress  made  in  the 
provision  of  accommodation.  The  committee 
state  that  compulsory  powers  were  obtained  in 
the  Session  of  1897-98  over  ten  sites  for  new 
schools  and  additional  land  for  l:!  existing  schools. 
The  number  of  sites  for  new  schools  scheduled  in 
the  present  Session  is  21,  and  the  number  of  sites 
for  enlarging  schools  or  playgrouads  or  for 
general  improvements  is  oO.  In  some  cases, 
however,  sites  have  s'nce  been  omitted  from  the 
schedule.  During  the  past  year  the  Board  have 
agreed  to  purchase  various  interests  in  sites  at  a 

cost  of  £199,741,  the  surveyors'  fees  in  connection 
therewith  amounting  to  £1,382.     An  idea  of  the 

extensive  operations  of  the  Board  since  it  was 
formed  may  bo  gathered  from  the  fact  that  the 
total  cost  of  the  sites  purchased  up  to  the 
end  of  the  year  under  review  is  £3,488,038, 
and  the  coits  £459, S.^.  According  to  a  table 

prepared  by  the  Finance  Department,  the  aver- 
age cost  o(  the  sites  for  419  schools,  the  accounts 

for  which  had  been  completed  at  September  29, 
1898,  was  £6  193.  per  child,  .lud  the  average  cost 
per  head  of  school  buildings  was  £13  153  8d., 
and  of  the  furniture  and  fittings  10s.  9d.  Up  to 
Ijady-day,  189S,  the  total  number  of  permanent 
schools  which  had  been  erected  and  opened  was 
43<i :  and  during  the  year  under  review  nine 
additional  schools  and  thirteen  enlargements  were 

opened.  As  an  indication  of  the  districts  whfre 
the  limit  of  school  provision  has  not  yet  been 
reached,  it  may  be  stated  that  the  nine  new 
schools,  accommodating  8,942  children,  were 
erected — two  in  Finsbury,  one  in  Greenwich,  one 
in  1  lackey,  one  in  East  Lambeth,  two  in  West 
Lambeth,  one  in  Marylebone,  and  one  in  West- 

minster :  while  the  enlargements  of,  or  additions 
to,  existing  schools,  accommodating  an  additional 
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"1,065  children,  were  made  in  Finsbury,  Green- 
wich, Hackney,  Southwark,  und  Tower  Hamlets. 

The  cost  of  the  new  tchools  was  £2-10, 239,  or 
£26  178.  3d.  per  head,  and  of  the  enlargements 
iit.5,T67,  or  £23  I U.  2d.  per  head. 

With  reference  to  the  provision  of  accommoda- 
tion in  the  future,  tenders  were  a"cepted  during 

the  year  for  erecting  ten  new  schools,  gi^-ing 
accomuiodation  for  •.»,30S,  at  a  cost  of  £2UH,484, 
or  £-'2  88.  Id.  per  head.  These  schools  will  be 
situated  one  each  in  Chelsea,  Finsbury,  Hackney, 
Marylcbone,  and  Tower  Hamlets,  two  in  Grejn- 
wich,  and  three  in  East  Lambeth.  Tenders  hive 
also  been  accepted  for  erecting  eleven  enlarge- 

ments, providing  a  total  accommodation  for  2,997 
children,  at  a  coat  of  £87,575.  or  £29  43.  5d.  per 
head.  These  enlargements  will  be  carried  out, 
one  each  in  the  City,  Chelsea,  Hackney,  and 
Marylebone,  two  in  Finsburj',  two  in  Greenwich, 
and  three  in  Southwark.  With  regard  to  the 
new  schools,  it  should  be  stated  that  the  tenders 
include  the  proWsion  of  halls,  which  are  not 
counted  in  the  accommodation  of  the  schools,  the 
provision  of  centres  for  cookery,  laundry,  manual 
training,  or  schools  for  special  instruction,  and 
also  in  all  cases  a  drawing  class-room.  In  three 
cases  a  playground  is  being  provided  on  the 
roof ;  and  three  of  the  schools  are  being  erected 
under  special  arrangements,  with  a  view  to 
reducing  the  cost.  As  to  the  enlargements,  the 
variations  in  cost  arise  mainly  from  the  fact 
that  in  enlarging  the  buildings  the  opportunity  is 
taken  to  improve  the  existing  schools  by  pro- 

viding halls,  &c. ,  so  as  to  make  them  thoroughly 
efficient  ;  and  in  some  cases  the  tenders  include 
centres  for  cookery,  laundry,  manual  training, 
drawing  class-room,  a  chemical  laboratory,  a  new 
hou<e  for  the  sohoolkeeper,  and  a  new  drainage 
system.  Tenders  have  also  been  accepted  for 
proWding  four  cookery  centres,  two  laundry 
centres,  complete  domestic  economy  centres  at 
three  schools,  15  maniial  training  centres,  nine 
schools  of  special  instruction,  rooms  for  teaching 
upper  standards  at  six  higher  grade  schools,  two 
centres  for  deaf  children,  housewifery  centres  at 
three  schools,  the  enlarging  of  a  blind  centre, 
plant  and  installation  for  the  electric  lighting  of 
the  Sh't/tisbury  training  -  ship,  drainage  and 
sanitary  works  at  30  schools  ;  the  amount  of  the 
tenders  at  21  of  the  schools  being  £33,969  ;  hot- 
water  apparatus  at  many  schools,  and  structural 
alterations  at  various  others.  The  system  of 
carrying  out  repairs  to  school  buildings  by 
workmen  employed  direct  by  the  Board  is  being 
continued  in  nine  out  of  eighteen  districts,  and 
also  at  the  head  offices,  the  staff  employed 
numbering  83  ;  and  the  whole  of  the  repairs  to 
furniture  are  being  carried  out  by  workmen  em- 

ployed direct  by  the  Board,  numbering  40.  The 
rate  of  wages  paid  by  the  Board  in  the  various 
trades  is  the  sime  as  is  required  by  the  Board  to 
he  paid  by  contractors  to  the  workmen  employed 
by  them ;  and  a  wages  clause  is  inserted  in  all 
contracts. 

At  Lady-day  last  the  following  amount  of 
school  accommodation  was  in  course  of  provision  : 
— Sixteen  schools  were  being  erected  providing 
accommodation  for  14,210  children,  and  12  en- 

largements giving  an  additional  accommodation 
for  3,396  children.  Thirty-five  additional  sites 
for  newBchoola  hid  been  or  were  being  purchased, 
the  schools  to  ba  erected  on  28  of  which  would 
provide  accommodation  for  21,759.  Six  sites  for 
new  schools  had  been  scheduled,  but  the  accom- 

modation of  the  schools  to  be  erected  on  them 
had  not  been  determined.  Twenty  enlargements 
of  schools  had  been  sanctioned,  providing  extra 
places  for  5.962  children,  and  the  Education 
Department  has  also  sanctioned  the  provision  of 
sites,  which  would  be  scheduled  next  session,  in 
four  district  1.  Two  of  these  sites  would  provide 
2,091  places,  and  the  accommodation  of  the  other 
two  had  yet  to  be  determined. 

of  the  intended  Whitehall  Palace,  offers  a  unique 
and  last  opportunity  of  realising,  at  least  in  part, 
Inigo  Jones's  grand  design  for  the  said  palace — 
of  which  the  banqueting-hall  alone  was  built — 
venture  to  approach  her  Majesty's  (iovcmmont in  relation  to  this  most  important  matter.  We 
pray  them  to  have  models  made  and  publicly 
exhibited  of  the  proposed  War  Office,  and  of 

a  suggested  adaptation  of  Inigo  Jones's  do- 
sign — now  on  view  in  the  \'ictoria  Gallery — which,  it  is  believed,  might  without  dilUculty  be 
made  to  meet  all  War  Office  requirements  while 
it  would  present  a  more  imposing  symmetric  and 
extended  front— immediately  facing  the  Horse 
Guards— than  the  design  that  has  been  officially 
adopted.  In  respectfully  making  this  request  we 
are  only  asking  in  the  public  interest,  and  for  the 
sake  of  those  who  come  after  us,  that  all  possible 
care  and  precautions  should  be  taken  to  insure 
the  erection  of  a  War  Office  building  in  all  ways 

worthy  of  the  site  ;  and  that  by  the  public  exhi- 
bition of  models,  as  proposed,  successful  pre- 

cedents, established  in  the  case  of  designs  for 

public  buUdings  by  Her  Majesty's  Office  of 
Works,  should  now  be  followed." 

The  signatories  are  :— The  Duke  of  Abercorn, 
Lords  Aberdare,  Abinger,  Addington,  Ailsa, 
Albemarle,  Ald^nham,  Amiherst,  Annaly,  Ardi- 
laun,  Arran,  Ashburton,  Bagot,  Bangor,  Bateraan, 
Bathurst,  Battersea,  Berkeley,  Bessborough, 
Brampton,  and  Brougham  and  Vaux,  the  Duke 
of  Bucdeuch,  Lord  Burton,  the  Bishop  of  Car- 

lisle, I.,ords  Castletown,  Chelmsford,  Chesterfield, 
Clanwilliam,  Cork  and  Orrery,  Crofton,  Pirtrey, 
De  la  Warr,  Denbigh,  De  Vesci,  Devon,  Downe, 
Dunmore,  Effingham,  Egerton  of  Tatton,  and 
Eldon,  the  Bishop  of  Ely,  Lords  Erroll,  Falk- 

land, Farnham,  Ferrers,  Fortescue,  Galloway, 
Galway,  Gosford,  Granard,  fJreville,  (irey, 
Haddington,  Hardwicke,  Hatherton,  Hawkes- 
bury,  Ueadley,  Herries,  Home,  Jersey,  Keane, 
Kensington,  Kenyon,  Kimberley,  KinnouU, 
Lawrence,  Leigh,  Llangattock,  Loch,  Lothian, 
Macnaghten,  Slalmesbury,  Mayo,  Meath,  Midle- 
ton,  Monteagle,  Muncaster,  and  Xelson,  the 
Duke  of  Newcastle,  the  Duke  of  Norfolk,  Lords 

Northampton,  Norton,  Ortord,  Ormonde,  Polti- 
more,  and  Ribblesdale,  the  Bishop  of  Ripon,  Lords 

Ripon,  Roberts,  Romney,  Kookwood,  Rothschild, 
Rowton,  Sackville,  St.  <  )swald,  Saltoun,  Sand- 

wich, Saye  and  Sele,  Scarbrough,  Shand,  Sher- 
borne, Sinclair,  Stair,  Stalbridge,  Stamford, 

Stanley  of  Alderley,  Stanmore,  Stratheden  and 
Campbell,  Suffield,  Swansea,  Temple,  Temple- 
more,  Templetown,  Tweeddale,  Tweedmouth, 
Verulam,  Warwick,  and  Waterford,  the  Duke  of 
Wellington,  Lord  Wemysa.  Lord  Wenlock,  the 
Dukeof  Westminster,  Lords  WhamcliSe,  Wilton, 
Wimborne,  Winchilsea  and  Nottingham,  Wolse- 
ley,  and  Wolverton,  the  Bishop  of  Worcester, 
Lord  Wrottesley,  the  Archbishop  of  York,  and 
the  Marquis  of  Lome,  M.P. 

THE  NEW  WAR  OFFICE :  INIGO  JONES 
REDIVIVrS. 

THE  Government  have  received  the  following 
memorial  signed  at  the  reijuest  of  Lord 

Wemyss  by  anumber  of  peers  and  an  heir  to  a 
peerage,  urging  that  the  accepted  plan  by  Mr. 
Williun  Young  (or  the  new  War  Office  buildings 
should  be  discarded,  and  an  .attempt  made  to  carry 

out  an  adaptation  of  Inigo  Jones's  design  for  the 
pilace  which  Charles  II.  proposed  to  build  at 
Whitehall.     The  memorial  was  as  follows :  — 

"  We,    the    undpraigne<l,    believing  that  the 
building  of  a  new  War  •  itfico,  on  the  historic  site 

that  office  for  over  forty  years,  and  was  one  of  its 
warmest  and  best  friends.  His  place  had  been 
taken  by  Mr.  J.  Howard  Colls.  Mr.  W.  Scrivener, 
an  old  member  of  the  committee,  and  a  generous 

supporter  of  the  charity,  had  also  been  taken. 
During  the  past  year  six  pensioners  had  died,  and 
three  had  been  elected.  The  report  added  that 

the  annual  dinner  will  be  held  at  the  Carpenters' 
Hall  on  Thursday,  the  23rd  November  next,  when 
Mr.  Alfred  E.  Parker  (of  the  firm  of  Messrs. 
Patman  and  Fotheringham) ,  the  new  president, will  occupy  the  chair. 

The  Chairman,  in  moving  the  adoption  of  the 
report,  said  he  thought  the  institution  was  very 
fortunate  in  getting  Mr.  Parker  to  accept  the 
presidency  for  the  current  year.  He  was  one  of 
the  youngest  men  in  the  building  trade,  and  the 
introduction  of  young  blood  was  certainly  a  step 

in  the  right  direction.  The  report  was  unani- mously adopted. 

Votes  of  thanks  were  passed  to  the  retiring 

president  (Jlr.  Greenwood),  the  vice-presidents, 
trustees,  treasurer,  honorary  auditors,  and  com- 

mittee, and  the  proceedings  closed  with  a  vote  of 
thanks  to  the  chairman. 

BUILDERS'  BENEVOLENT  INSTITl'TION. 

THE  fifty-second  annual  meeting  of  the 
Builders'  Benevolent  Institution  took  place 

at  the  offices,  35,  Southampton-row,  Bloomsbury- 
square,  W.C.,  on  Thursday,  the  20th  inst.  Mr. 
J.  T.  Bolding  presided,  and  amongst  those 
present  were— Mr.  G.  N.  Watts,  Mr.  C.  Ansell, 
Mr.  E.  V.  New,  Mr.  T.  StirUng,  ic. 

The  secretary  (Major  Brutton)  read  the  report, 
which  stated  that  the  charity  continued  to  fulfil 
the  purposes  intended  by  the  supporters.  It  was 
with  much  satisfaction  that  the  committee  were 
enabled  to  elect  all  the  candidates  eligible  last 
November,  thereby  sparing  them  the  anxiety, 
trouble,  and  expense  of  a  contested  election.  The 
subscriptions  were  much  the  same  as  heretofore : 
but,  considering  the  magnitude  of  the  building 
trade  and  the  numbers  engaged  in  it,  the  committee 
regretted  that  there  were  so  many  who  had  not 
as  yet  given  any  help.  They  therefore  ventured 
to  hope  that  the  present  subscribers  would  do 
their  utmost  to  make  the  institution  known 
amongst  their  friends  who  did  not  subscribe,  as 
it  was  absolutely  necessary  to  obtain  new  sub- 

scribers each  year  to  take  the  place  of  those 
removed  by  death  and  other  causes,  and  they 
would  observe  that  annual  subscriptions  must 
always  be  its  sheet  anchor.  The  prosperity  of 
the  past  year  was  greatly  infiuencod  by  the 

liberality  and  energy  of  the'  president.  Mr.  B.  I. (iroenwood,  and  to  him  therefore  the  institution 
owed  a  debt  of  gratitude.  The  institutinn  had 
Buffered  a  severe  loss  in  the  death  of  their  esteemed 
treasurer,  Mr.  George  Plucknett,  who  had  filled 

CEUDE  OIL  FOR  EO  AD -MAKING. 

SPRINKLIKC;  driveways  with  crude  oil  to 
lay  dust  has  been  tried  by  the  Department 

of  Parks  of  the  City  of  Boston.  Mr.  J.  A.  Petti- 
grew,  superintendent  of  the  department,  reports 
that  about  two  months  ago  he  sprinkled  a  section 

of  one  of  the  parkways,  about  800ft.  long  and 
40ft.  wide,  using  the  oil  at  the  rate  of  06  gallon 

per  lineal  foot.  The  roadway  was  hard  and 
smooth,  and  the  effect  of  the  oil  seemed  to  be  a 

slight  disintegration  of  the  surface,  or  loosening 
of  the  bond  of  the  macadam.  The  smaU  particles  of 

stone  thus  loosened  were  soon  crushed  into 

powder,  and  formed  a  layer  on  the  surface  which 
is  now  at  least  5,in.  thick,  sufficiently  permeated 

with  the  oil  to  prevent  it  from  being  blown  by 

any  but  strong  winds.  The  treatment  has  cer- 
tainly resulted  in  the  abatement  of  dust  during  a 

period  of  two  months  on  that  part  of  the  roadway 

subjected  to  it.  The  cost,  at  the  rate  paid  for 
the  oil  bv  the  city,  was  a  penny  per  lineal  foot, 
or  about  £21  28.  6d.  sterling  per  mile  of 

roadway.  It  is  probable  that  by  car-load  lots the  cost  for  oil  could  be  reduced  to  £13  per 

mUe.  The  rate  for  watering  per  mUe  during 

the  same  period  would  be  £40;  but  this  com- 
parison would  not  be  fair,  as  the  efficiency  of 

the  first  application  of  oil  lasted  longer  than  the 

two  months  of  the  experiment,  when  Mr.  Petti- 

grew  sent  the  information  for  this  note.  It  is 
also  necessary  to  take  into  consideration  the  fact 
that  the  dust  was  laid  at  aU  times,  night  and  day, 

while  under  the  road  sprinkler  there  are  many 

times  when  dust  blows  even  with  the  best 

management.  One  disadvantage  of  the  use  of 

oil  for  park  work  is  its  rank  odour,  for  even  after 

the  lapse  of  two  months  this  was  still  so  strong 
as  to  be  the  cause  of  much  complaint ;  another  is 

the  damage  to  shrubbery  growing  close  to  the 

roadway,  which  seems  to  have  been  injured  in 

some  manner  by  the  use  of  oil.  The  experiment 
was  not  considered  BO  fruitful  of  good  results  as 

to  induce  the  department  to  continue  it.  There 

is  no  question,  however,  that  oil  effectually  lays 
the  dust ;  and  Mr.  Pettigrew  suggests  that  on  a 

hard,  clean  macadam  road  it  would  be  a  good 

plan  to  spread  a  cushion  of  loamy  sand  to  receive 

the  oil,  in  order  to  prevent  the  dUintegration  of 

the  surface  of  the  macadam. 

AtBurton-on-Trent  the  new  infirmary  has  just 

been  completed.  Messrs.  Lowe  and  Sons  were  the 

contractors,  and  aU  has  been  carried  out  under  the 

supervision  of  Mr.  Aston  Webb,  A.R.A.,  of  London, the  architect  of  the  new  building. 

An  inquiry  was  held  at  the  GuildhaU  Peter-
 

borough, yesterday  (Thursday).  CdI.  blacke.R.E., 

heardthe  proposiJa  of  the  town  council  of  Pete
r- 

borough, wbo*hLi  applied  to  the  Local  Goveniment 
Board  for  approval  of  the  borrowing  of  £11,000  for 

the  purchase  of  property  fronting  the  Broadway,  as 
a  site  for  municipal  buildings. 

On  Saturday  the  Bishop  of  Wakefield  consecrated 
and  opened  the  new  chancel  of  St.  Bartholomews 

new  church  at  Marsdun,  described  as  one  of  the 

finest  of  the  modem  erections  in  the  rural  deanery 

of  Huddersfield.  The  church  has  been  erected  at  a 

cost  of  about  £14,000,  and  the  chancel  alone  cost 
£4  noo  The  church  has  been  built  from  designs 

byMr.'  C.  Hodgson  Fowler,  F.S.A.,  of  Dorham, 
acting  in  conjunction  with  Mr.  J.  A,  S.  Kirk, 

1  architect,  of  Huddersfield. 
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THE  ANNUAL  ADDRESS  OF  THE 
CHAIRMAN  OF  THE  LONDON  COUNTY 
COUNCIL. 

LORD  WELBY,  the  Chairman  of  the  London 
County  Council,  delivered,  on  Tuesday,  his 

annual  address.  He  said  that  oven  in  TiOndon 

nine  out  of  ten  of  its  citizens  supposed  that  the 
chief  business  of  their  Council  was  transacted  at 

their  weekly  meetings  on  Tuesday  afternoons.  It 
was  not  there  and  btfore  the  public  that  the  chief 
part  of  their  work  was  done,  b\it  in  the  compara- 

tive privacy  of  their  unreported  committees.  The 
Council  in  full  session  judged,  adopted,  or  re- 

jected the  recommendations  of  its  committees,  and 
the  reports  of  the  committees  constituted  the  main 

record  of  the  Council's  work  during  the  year. 
HVILinXli    .\CT   COilUIlTEE. 

The  BuUding  .\ct  Committee  was  intrusted  by 
the  Council  with  the  task  of  administering  a 
complicated  law  vital  to  the  welfare  of  a  human 

hive  like  London,  but  only  made  possible  at  all 
by  moderation,  and,  above  all,  unity  of  interpre- 

tation in  those  who  enforced  it.  The  committee 

took  care  to  ascertain  the  local  opinion  with 
reference  to  important  matters,  and  it  was  satis- 

factory to  learn  that  there  were  few  instances  in 

which  serious  protest  had  been  made  by  the  local 

authorities  or  the  parties  against  the  Council's 
decision.  The  number  of  cases  dealt  with  under 

the  fire  protection  sections  of  the  Factory  and 
Workshop  Acts  proved  that  their  dutie.s  had  lieen 
evaded  neither  by  the  committee  nor  its  olBcials. 
In  consequence  of  the  collapse  of  Abbey  Man- 

sions, the  committee  had  been  considering 
whether,  in  any  amendment  of  the  Building 
Act,  in  buildings  exceeding  a  certain  size,  the 
floors  and  internal  structure  over  which  the  dis- 

trict surveyor  had  now  no  authority  should  not 
be  subjected  to  his  power  as  well  as  the  roof, 
walls,  and  foundations. 

THE    IMrUOVEMENTS    COMMITTEE. 

The  chief  achievement  of  the  Improvements 
Committee  had  been  the  scheme  for  a  new  street 
from  Holborn  to  the  Strand,  which  had  now 
practically  received  the  assent  of  Parliament. 

The  gross  cost  of  the  improvement  was  large  ; 
but  the  net  charge,  after  providing  for  the  re- 

housing of  persons  displaced,  was  reduced  to 
£774,000,  and  the  committee  saw  hope  for  a  more 
favourable  result. 

THE  norsixc  of  the  wokkinc;  cl.^sses. 

One  of  the  most  important  duties  intrusted  to 
the  Council  was  the  carrying  into  execution  the 
provisions  of  Acts  which  provided  for  the  housing 
of  the  working  classes.  The  work  was  progress- 

ing, but  they  must  hope  for  fjister  progress.  He 
did  not  underrate  the  difficulties  in  acquiring 
suitable  sites,  the  increase  in  cost  of  building,  the 
restrictions  which  ( iovernment  departments  im- 

posed upon  them,  and  the  onerous  terms  under 
which  the  Treasury  required  repaymentof  thedobt. 
He  could  not  but  hope  that  a  part  of  their  work 
at  least  might  be  accomplished  by  the  buildinjr  of 
cottage  dwellings  in  places  easily  accessible  by tram  or  rail. 

THE.VTKES   AXD    MlSIC-nALI.S. 

The  powers  of  this  committee  remained  in- 
adequate to  their  duties  until  the  Council  was 

authorised  to  grant  temporary  as  well  as  anniuil 
licenses  for  music  and  dancing,  so  that  premises 
used  for  such  purposes  might  be  brought  under  its 
control.  Byarrangement  with  the  chief  otlieer  the 
Fire  Brigade  would  in  future  inspect  places  of 
public  entertainment.  The  committee  in  their  task 
of  preventing  fire  would  thus  have  the  benefit  of 
the  most  skilled  advice,  while  the  firemen  would 
become  acquainted  with  the  interior  of  the  build- 

ings. The  lesson  of  the  Paris  catastrophe  had 
not  been  lost,  for  in  March  last  a  lire  occurred  at 
the  Hammersmith  Theatre  of  Varieties,  in  con- 

nection with  a  cinematograph  exhibition,  which, 
but  for  the  Council's  regulations,  might  have  been 
most  serious.  The  Lord  Chamberlain,  upon 
granting  licenses  for  theatres  in  his  jurisdiction, 
consulted  the  Council  as  to  the  structural  fitness 
of  the  buildings. 

THE    IIHE    imiOADK. 

The  work  of  mobilisation  of  the  Fire  Brigade  on 
the  principles  laid  down  by  the  chief  officer  had 
steadily  proceeded.  Special  attention  had  been 
paid  to  improving  the  river  service,  and  quarters 
had  been  provided  for  the  men  at  liittersea.  Kisk 
to  life  had  been  further  diminished  bv  an  increa,«e 
in  the  number  of  horsed  escapes  designed  by 
Commander  Wells,  who  had  assigned  his  patenU 

to  the  Council.  For  the  five  years  1880-1891  tho 
percentage  of  serious  fires  to  the  total  number 
was  6-2.  J>uring  the  last  five  years  it  bad  fallen 

to  4-2. 
MAIN    DUAINAfiE. 

London  was  deeply  interested  in  the  question 
whether  its  sewage  could  bo  satisfactorily  dis- 

posed of  by  filtration  through  coke  beds  and 
intermittent  bacterial  treatment.  The  experi- 

ments which  the  JIain  Drainage  Committee  had 
in  hand  were  continued  during  the  past  year. 
The  results  eo  far  obtained  showed  that  tho 

filters  could  remove  the  whole  of  the  suspended 
matter  from  the  crude  sewage,  as  well  as  over 

50  per  cent,  of  tho  putrescible  matter. 
PARKS. 

Since  1889-1890  the  number  of  open  spares 

under  the  Council's  care  had  increased  100  per 
cent.,  and  the  total  acreage  40  per  cent.,  from 

2,G.')G  to  3,753  acres.  Nearly  70  acres  of  open 
space  had  been  added  during  the  year.  The 

acquisition  of  (iolder's-hill,  on  the  north  side  of 
Uampstead  Heath,  increased  greatly  the  amenities 
of  the  heath. 

ASYLl  MS. 

The  report  of  the  Asylums  Committoe  was  a 
document  whoso  gravity  they  would  do  well  to 
consider.  Excluding  the  City,  the  population  of 

London  hiid  increased  at  the  rate  of  9'3  per  cent. 
in  the  last  decade.  The  number  of  registered 
lunatics,  however,  had  grown  at  the  rate  of  312 
per  cent.  Improved  registration  would  account 
for  pait  of  this  increase ;  but  these  figures 
demanded  most  earnest  attention.  An  interest- 

ing experiment  was  being  made  on  the  recom- 
mendation of  the  committee  in  the  establish - 

mfnt  of  a  working  colony  for  about  300  male 

epileptic  patients  in  villas  at  Horton. 

TECHNICAL    EHUC.ITION-. 
The  Technical  Ivlucation  Board  had  satisfac- 

tory progress  to  record.  The  board  had  secured 
a  promise  from  the  commission  appointed  to  draft 
a  constitution  for  the  new  University  that  they 
would  include  a  faculty  of  engineering  and  a 
faculty  of  commercial  education.  They  had  been 
much  engaged  in  an  inquiry,  all  important  to 
themselves  in  other  branches,  as  to  the  facilities 
in  London  for  education  in  the  building  trades, 
and  were  proposicg  schools  to  take  the  pla<e  left 
vacant  by  the  decay  of  the  apprentice  system. 
The  board  considered  that  their  best  results  had 

been  achieved  in  the  teaching  of  the  arts  and 

crafts  in  Kegent-street,  at  ' '.imberwell,  and  at 
Bolt-court.  It  was  interesting  to  note  the  pro- 

gress of  the  board's  work  as  measured  by  its 
expenditure,  beginning  in  1893-94  with  the 

modest  sum  of  £4,528,  rising  in  1898-9',)  to 
£129,009,  while  the  estimated  expenditure  of  the 
current  year  was  £196,050.  This  amount,  how- 

ever, included  outlay  which  it  was  stated  would 
not  necessarily  recur. 

THE    COVNXTl'S    I'ROI'EKTY. 

The  Corporate  Property  Committee  reported 

that  at  the  close  of  last  December  the  Council's 
lands  and  ground-rents  were  valued  at  £2, 542, 8 18. 
The  ground  plan,  which  had  proved  itself  to  bo 
of  undoubted  utility,  now  covered  three-fourths 
of  the  area  of  the  county  of  London. 

WATER    COMMITTEE. 

Thereport  of  the  Water  Committee  recapitulated 
the  reasons  that  induced  the  Council  to  persevere 
this  session  with  its  Bills  for  acciuiring  the  under- 
tikings  of  the  companies  and  for  supplementing 
them  from  Wales.  In  the  summer  of  last  year 
the  flow  of  the  Thames  fell  far  below  the  mini- 

mum of  300,00O,000gal.  estimated  by  the  Balfour 
Commission.  The  House  of  Commons,  however, 

rejected  the  Bill  on  the  ground  that  it  was  inex- 
pedient that  the  Bill  should  bo  read  a  second 

time  before  the  Royal  Commission  on  London 
Water  Supply  had  made  its  report.  Tho  close 
of  the  session  had  come,  and  the  Commission  had 
not  as  yet  issued  its  report.  Meantime  the 
volume  of  water  in  the  Thames  had  been  falling 
as  compared  with  previous  years.  It  mu^t  not 
be  forgotten  thiit  it  would  require  nine  or  ten 
years  to  obtain  a  supply  from  Wales,  and  time 
was  passing. 

HIGHWAYS. 

The  Highways  Committee  had  earned  their  first 
experience  in  the  working  of  municipal  tram- 

ways. The  undertaking  of  the  London  Tram- 
ways Company  was  purchased  at  a  cost  of 

£860,872.  They  resolved  forthwith  to  revise  the 
conditions  of  employment  1  >y  raising  wages  to  a 

scale  equal  to  the  best  paid  in  London  for 

similar  work,  while  rei|uiring  one  day's  rest  in 
seven.  They  were  advised  that  this  would  cost 
them  £13,300.  The  committee,  however,  ftlt 
justified  in  anticipating  that  at  the  close  of  the 
financial  year  £39,100  would  be  available  for 
relief  of  the  rates  or  for  other  purpose  after  pay- 

ment of  interest  and  sinking  fund.  The  com- 
mittee was  making  experiments  in  electricxl 

traction.  Professor  Kennedy  was  investigating 
the  subject  under  their  instructions.  They 
trusted  that  ere  long  it  might  be  practicable  to 
adopt  the  system  with  great  benefit  to  the Metropolis. 

Lord  Welby  closed  with  a  brief  and  colourless 
reference  to  the  London  Government  Bill. 

CHIPS. 

Fleet  Church,  Hants,  has  been  fitted  with  the 
latest  improved  hot-water  heating  apparatus  by 
Messrs.  John  King,  engineers,  Liverpool,  emplojing 

their  well-known  "  small-tube  "  apparatus,  with 
special  economical  coil-heater  with  water-way  fire- 
bars. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Bristol  Town  Counoil  on 
Tuesday,  it  was  announced  that  Sir  William  Henry 
Wills  had  offered  a  gift  of  £10,000  towards  the 
erection  of  a  Municipal  Art  Gallery  building,  on  a 
site  to  be  secured  by  the  Corporation  near  the 

Bristol  Museum,  (iueen's-road,  Clifton. 
In  the  Consistory  Court  of  London,  on  Tuesday, 

the  Chancellor  decided,  after  hnaring  evidence  in 
opposition,  to  grant  the  faculty  a-kad  for  by  the 
rector  and  churchwardens  of  St.  Dinstan-in-the- 
West,  authorising  certain  alterations  iu  the  church 
in  view  of  an  agreement  for  the  sale  by  the  rector 
and  churchwardens  of  the  western  portion  of  the 
forecourt  of  the  church.  The  decision  was  given 
subject  to  the  condition  that  the  trustees  haid  the 
power  to  sell  the  land.  Notice  of  appeal  was  given 
on  behalf  of  certain  parishioners  who  oppose  the scheme. 

The  committee  of  the  William  Black  Memorial 
Fund  have  decided  that  the  memorial  shall  take  the 
form  of  a  beacon  light  to  be  known  as  the  William 
Black  Beacon.  The  Commissioners  of  Northern 
Lighthouses  state  that  there  is  absolute  necessity 
for  such  a  light  at  Duart  Point,  near  the  entrance 
to  the  Sound  of  Mull,  where  most  of  the  steamer 
traffic  of  the  West  Highlands  passes. 

The  Edinburgh  and  Leith  Gas  Commifsioners 
have  raised  the  salary  of  their  engineer,  Mr. 
Herring,  to  £1,200  a  year. 

The  whole  of  the  town  council  of  Newpirt,  Mon., 

in  committee,  met  at  the  town-hall  on  M'^nday  for 
the  purpose  of  pajing  a  visit  to  the  Weutwood 
Waterworks.  The  expenditure  on  the  works  up  to 
the  present  has  been  £100.000,  and  they  are  not 
completed.  The  original  estimafn  was  £120.000, 
and  the  contract  was  let  for  £93,000  :  bu*.  the  cor- 

poration subsequently  got  rid  of  the  contractor,  and 
are  doing  the  work  themselves. 

The  Duchess  of  York  opened  the  new  wing  of  the 
Royal  Cambridge  Asylum,  Norbitou.  on  the  13th 
inst.  The  building,  which  has  cost  £30  000,  was 
executed  by  Messrs.  W.  Holt  and  Sons,  of  Croydon, 
Mr.  Walter  T.  Holt  had  the  honour  of  t)eing  pre- 

sented to  their  Royal  Highnesses  in  the  presence  of 
a  distinguished  company. 

The  expenditure  on  the  London  Board  Schools 

opened  during  the  year  1897-98  has  been — Average 
cost  per  head  : — Cost  of  site,  &c  ,  £7  4s  Gi.  ;  cost 
of  building,  Xa.,  £19  53.  fid.  ;  cost  of  farnitore,  &a., 
14s.  5d.     Total,  £27  48.  5d. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  town  council  of  Anohter- 
arder,  N.B.,on  Monday,  Mr.  R.  M  Christie,  G.B  , 
Dunblane,  was  appointed  engineer  of  the  proposed 
new  water  scheme  for  the  burgh  about  to  be  pro- 

ceeded with. 
The  death  is  announced  from  B  isle,  at  the  age  of 

82  years,  of  M.  Nicholas  Kiggenbach,  who  promoted 
and  engineered  several  funicular  and  rack-and- 
pinion  railways.  He  directed  the  construction  of 
the  Higbi  Riilway. 

Mr.  W.  B.  Dalton,  formerly  headmaster  of 
Huddersfleld  School  of  Art,  has  been  appointed 
headmaster  of  the  Camberwell  S  ̂ hool  of  Arts  ani 
Crafts.  This  school  is  conducted  by  the  Technical 
Education  Board  in  the  building  erected  at  the  cost 
nf  yir.  J.  Pdssmore  Edwards,  and  from  plans  by 
Mr.  Maurice  B.  Adams,  F.H.I  B  A.  ,  in  the  Peck- 
ham-road  as  a  memorial  to  the  late  Lord  Lsighton. 

"The  former  headmaster,  Mr.  C.  L.  Burns,  has 
obtained  an  appointment  under  the  Government  in 
India. 

The  new  woikhcoee  infirmary,  Lisbeard,  Corn- 
wall, is  being  warmed  aud  ventilated  by  means  of 

Shorland's  patent  Manchester  stoves  with  descend- 
ing smoke-flues,  patent  exhaust  roof  ventilators, 

and  inlet  tubes,  the  same  being  supplied  by  Messrs, 
E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester, 
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OIUTUAKV. 

Sir  Hexry  EowAiin  Leioh  Dbvden,  Bart., 

died  at  his  picturesque  residence,  Canons- Ashby 
Hall,  Northamptonshire,  on  Monday,  after  two 

months'  illness,  due  to  blood  poisoning,  following 
an  accident.  Bom  in  1818,  in  1S:)7  he  succeeded 
his  father.  Sir  Henry  Dryden,  in  the  baronetcy 
of  179.5,  and  in  1871  his  cousin.  Sir  Henry 

Edward  Page-Turner,  in  the  baronetcy  of  1733. 
Sir  Henry  was  a  well-known  antiquarj',  and 
wrote  a  large  number  of  papers  and  articles, 
illustrated  by  well-executed  drawings  by  his  own 
hsTid,  for  the  Scottish  Society  of  Antiquaries, 
thi  Scottish  Architectural  Society,  and  the 
Northampton  and  local  arch:pological  societies 
and  their  publications.  I/ast  year  he  presented  to 
the  Corporation  of  Xorthampton  the  large  collec- 

tion of  drawings,  plans,  and  rubbings  that  he  had 
jollccted  in  Northamptonshire  during  the  last  60 
years,  contained  in  more  than  AOO  portfolios. 
Ijady  Dryden  died  in  January  of  this  year.  Sir 
Henry  leaves  an  only  daughter.  John  Dryden, 
the  poet,  was  the  fourth  son  of  Sir  Erasmus 
Diyden,  the  first  baronet  of  the  more  ancient 
line.  The  reception  afforded  by  the  late  baronet 

to  the  Architectural  Associat "on  c  n  the  occasion 
of  the  Banbury  Excursion,  when  Canons  Ashby 

was  Tis'ted,  will  ever  be  remembered  by  those 
who  were  pre.»ent  with  the  utmost  pleasure.  Not 
only  was  Sir  Henry  Dryden  a  genial  host,  but  an 
enthusiastic  lover  of  architecture,  who  valued 
architects  as  fellow  students,  and  ha  took  the 

greatest  possible  pleasure  in  imparting  his  know- 
ledge to  others.  He  was  a  model  type  of  an 

English  gentleman,  rich  in  learning  and  possessed 
of  a  keen  sense  of  humour. 

Mil.  Thom.\s  Bosxar,  senior  partner  of  Thomas 
Bonnar  and  Son,  decorators  and  art  designers, 

58,  George-street,  Edinburgh,  died  on  Fiiday 
last,  aged  58  years.  Mr.  Bonnar  belonged  to  a 
family  which  for  generations  has  been  connected 
with  Edinburgh  and  decorative  art.  Mr.  William 
Bonnar,  K  S.A.,  was  an  uncle  of  the  deceased, 

and  his  father— the  late  Mr.  Thomas  Bonnar,  of 
the  firm  of  Bonnar  and  Carfrae — did  much  to 
raise  the  status  and  reputation  of  decorative 
painting  in  Scotland.  Mr.  Bonnar  inherited  the 
family  taste  and  talent,  and  was  associated  with 
his  father  in  some  of  his  best  work.  The  decora- 

tions of  the  Parliament  Hall  at  the  Castle,  and 

of  the  St.  Bernard's  Mineral  Well,  are  from  the 
son's  hands.  He  had  a  keen  appreciation  and 
large  knowledge  of  art  in  other  aspects,  and 
mention  may  be  made  of  the  forms  and  colours  of 
Mediaeval  mural  paintings  as  one  of  the  subjects 
on  which  he  bestowed  special  duty.  In  addition 
to  papers  contributed  to  antiquarian,  architectural, 
and  art  societies,  Mr.  Bonnar  wrote  a  biography 
of  George  Meisle  Kemp,  the  designer  of  the 
Scott  Monument,  who  was  his  uncle  by  marriage. 
Latterly  he  took  an  active  part  in  obtaining  the 
charter  of  the  Imperial  Institute  of  British 
Decorators,  and  ho  acted  as  a  director  of  the 

Edinburgh  Koyal  Blind  Asylum  until  ill-health 
induced  him  to  resign. 

Aldkrm.vn  Geokck  .loiiNsox,  of  Morley,  died 
at  his  residence  in  King- street  on  Friday  evening 
after  a  painful  illness.  After  serving  his  appren- 

ticeship with  a  joiner  and  builder  at  Biubrook, 
Liouth,  Mr.  Johnson  went  to  Leeds,  and  in  1865 
entered  into  partnership  with  Mr.  Ledgard,  and 
subsequently  removed  to  Morley,  where  since 
1870  he  has  been  closely  connected  with  the  busi- 

ness and  public  life  of  the  town.  He  was  elected 
a  member  of  the  late  Local  Board  in  1822,  and  on 
tho  incorporation  of  the  borough  he  was  elected  a 
representative  of  the  Central  Ward.  In  1895  he 
was  elected  Miyor,  and  in  the  following  year  was 
elevated  to  the  aldermanic  bench.  Mr.  Johnson 

leaves  a  widow  and  numerous  family. 

Alterations  are  b^ing  made  at  the  Sseeions  Court, 
Peterboroueh,  from  the  designs  of  Mr.  A.  W. 
Ruddle,  architect,  Peterborough,  an!  special  con- 

sideration has  been  given  to  the  ventilation,  which 
will  be  carried  out  on  the  Boyle  system, 

A  petition  signed  by  the  rector  and  ohnrch- 
wardens  was  prueented  to  the  London  Consistory 
Court  on  Tuesday  prayiug  for  a  faculty  to  authorise 
certain  alteratioui  and  improvements  m  the  ancient 

parish  church  of  .S'.  Danatan,  Stepney,  in  accord- 
ance with  plans  approved  at  a  public  meeting.  The 

estimated  cost  was  about  i.'l.'i.'iD,  of  which  about 
£2,600  is  alrea<1y  in  hand  or  promised.  When  these 
"woiki  are  carried  out,  the  chwcH,  with  its  extra 
aooommodation,  will  seat  710  persons.  The  appli- 
catioD  was  unopposed,  and  the  Chancellor  granted 
the  faoulty  as  prayed. 

dFttsintering  i^atts. 
Hi  LL  — The  opening  of  the  Alexandra  I>ock 

Extension  took  place  on  Tuesday.  The  extension 
is  7)  acres  in  extent,  and  has  been  designed 

specially  for  the  shipment  of  coal  and  mining 
timbers.  It  will  be  fitted  with  four  coal  hoists. 

The  length  of  additional  quay  provided  is  nearly 
half  a  mile,  and  the  depth  of  water  will  be  the 
same  as  in  the  existing  Alexandra  Dock.  From 
foundation  to  coping  the  dock  walls,  which  are  of 
solid  concrete,  average  50ft.  in  height,  and  are 
22ft.  wide  to  base.  In  carrying  out  the  works, 
nearly  400,000  yards  have  been  excavated,  and 
nearly  66,000  cubic  yards  of  concrete  work  have 
been  executed.  The  whole  of  the  work  has  been 

done  under  thesugerintendence  of  Mr.  K.  Pawley, 

M.I.C.E.,  the  company's  engineer. 
HvnintLic  PowKR  voK  Maschestkk. — Since 

the  corporation  of  Manchester  began  to  supply 
hydraulic  power  in  1894,  the  demand  for  this 
form  of  energy  has  steadily  increased.  Almost 
before  the  erection  of  the  Gloucester  -  street 

pumping  station  was  completed,  it  was  decided 
to  erect  a  fecond  station.  A  fresh  site  was 

secured  in  Pott-street,  Ancoats.  The  plans  for 

the  building  were  prepared  by  Mr.  J.  W.  Beau- 
mont, and  the  designs  of  the  machinery  and  iron- 

work by  Mr.  Ij.  Holme  Lewis,  the  engineer  and 
manager.  When  the  work  is  completed  the  plant 

will  have  the  same  capacity  as  that  at  Gloucester- 
streft  station.  At  present,  however,  only  two  of 

the  six  sets  of  engines  are  erected,  but  the  con- 
tract has  been  let  for  two  more  sets.  Tho  con- 
tracts already  let  and  nearing  completion  amount 

to  .£35,021  7s.  4d.  The  energy  which  the  ordinary 
water  supply  contains  before  it  passes  to  the 
storage  tank  is  used  for  driving  the  machinery 
which  conveys  the  coal  to  and  the  ashes  from 
the  boiler  furnaces,  and  also  for  driving  the 
mechanical  stokers.  Provision  is  made  for  util- 

ising all  the  water  from  condensed  steam.  The 
pipes  in  the  engine  and  boiler  houses  are  aU 
arranged  on  the  duplicate  or  circuit  system,  and 
access  is  given  to  all  parts  of  the  machinery, 
pipes,  and  fittings.  The  station  is  to  be  lighted 
by  electricity,  which  will  be  generated  by  the 
hydraulic  pressure  on  the  premises.  The  dynamo 
is  driven  direct  from  the  sha't  of  tho  hydraulic 
motor,  and  both  are  mounted  on  the  same  bed- 

plate. The  pressure  in  the  mains  will  be  main- 
tained at  not  less  than  1,0001b.  to  the  square  inch. 

When  greater  pressures  are  required  they  can  be 

obtained  by  means  of  **  intensifiers  "  fixed  on  the 
consumer's  premises.  The  length  of  hydraulic 
mains  laid  in  the  city  is  nearly  sixteen  miles 
The  pipes  are  of  various  sizes,  ranging  from  6in. 
to  Sin.  internal  diameter.  The  corporation  are 

supplying  power,  taking  the  difference  of  pressure 
into  account,  at  a  lower  price  than  any  other 
corporation  or  company  in  the  country. 

Manchestkb  Ship  C.^n.vl. — The  steady  in- 
crease in  the  number  and  size  of  the  ships  seeking 

berths  in  the  Manchesterdocks  has  made  necessary 
a  number  of  improvements  and  extensions  some 
of  which  are  now  being  carried  out  at  Cornbrook 
under  the  direction  of  Mr.  W.  U.  Hunter,  chief 

engineer  to  the  Canal.  A  channel  50tt  wide  and 
16ft.  deep  ig  being  excavated  on  the  Cornbrook 
side  of  the  Irwell  for  a  distance  of  600  yards  above 
the  entrance  at  Pomona  to  No.  1  Dock,  and  upon 
this  raised  wharf  three  large  transit  sheds,  each 
71ft.  in  width,  will  be  built,  and  other  sheds  will 
be  extended  in  width  over  the  railway  lines  to  the 
edge  of  the  wharves.  The  work  of  deepening  the 
river  is  slow  and  costly,  as  the  bed  is  red  sand- 

stone, the  expense  of  removal  under  water  being 
about  £1  for  every  three  yards.  The  effect  of 
these  improvements  will  be  to  create  a  new  quay, 

nearly  a  third  of  a  mile  long,  within  ten  minutes' walk  of  Doansgate.  It  will  be  equipped  with  a 
continuous  line  of  transit  sheds  and  connected  by 
road  and  rail  with  all  parts  of  the  district. 
Another,  though  a  smaller,  improvement  at 
Pomona  is  the  bridging  over  of  the  corner  of  No.  2 

Doi"k  and  the  carrying  of  the  railway  across  it. 
Hitherto  trains  passing  this  dock  have  had  to  be 
broken  up  and  shunted  into  a  short  V  siding 
which  could  only  take  three  waggons  at  a  time. 
At  the  Salford  docks  the  accommodation  is  to  be 

increased  by  the  building  of  another  large  three 
or  four-story  transit  shed  upon  the  sites  now 
occupied  bv  some  single-story  sheds  which  are  to 
bfl  removed  to  C^ombrook.  Here  also  the  buildings 
will  be  set  close  to  the  waterside. 

KoKi'.ii,  St  .sDERLAXii. — The  members  of  the 
Institution  of  Naval  Architects,  who  have  been 

holding  their  annual  conference  at  Newcastle-on- 
Tyne,  visited  Sunderland  on  Saturday  and 
witnessed  the  laying  by  the  Ivirl  of  Hopetoun  of 
a  memorial  monolith  of  concrete  weighing  43 
tons  in  the  northern  pier  at  Koker.  Mr.  H.  H. 
Wake,  M.Inst.C.E.,  the  engineer  to  the  River 
Wear  Commissioners,  gave  a  brief  description  of 
the  piers  and  the  different  port  works.  He 
remarked  that  the  harbour  works  of  Sunderland 

were  unique  in  construction,  inasmuch  as  they 
were  built  entirely  outside  the  high-water  mark, 
the  wnole  of  the  foreshore  having  been  reclaimed 
by  means  of  groynes.  Mr.  Wake  mentioned  that 
the  foundation  stone  of  the  Roker  pier  was  laid  in 
1885  by  Sir  James  Laing,  the  chairman  of  the 
River  Wear  Commission.  The  area  of  water  in- 

closed in  the  docks  was  50  A  acres,  while  that 
between  the  piers  represented  153  acres.  There 
were  three  nules  of  quayage  round  their  works ; 
they  had  500  acres  of  property,  and  the  lock  at 
the  South  Dock,  which  was  480ft.  long  by  90ft. 
broad,  was,  when  it  was  opened,  the  largest  in 
England.  The  length  of  the  Koker  Pier  would 

be  2,7901t.,-  and  of  that  there  was  now  only  some 
38ft.  remaining  to  be  finished  until  they  reached 
the  round  bead,  which  they  would  put  down  next 
year.  This  round  head  would  be  built  upon  a 
steel  or  iron  caisson  loaded  with  a  mass  of  13,000 
tons  of  concrete.  When  fully  completed,  and  the 

lighthouse  upon  it,  the  weight  would  be  raised 
to  28,800  tons.  Their  hope  was,  indeed,  that  the 
whole  of  this  work  would  be  finished  by  the  end 
of  next  year.  The  South  Pier,  which  did  not 
need  to  be  as  strongly  constructed  as  its  fellow  at 
Koker,  would  be  2,884ft.  in  length,  of  which 
1,763ft.  had  already  been  built.  Before  these 
piers  were  commenced  with,  the  commissioners 
had  to  maintain  the  depth  of  water  on  the  bar  by 
dredging.  Since  then,  however,  they  had, 
simply  through  the  action  of  the  piers,  and 
without  any  dredging  whatever,  gained  more 
than  1 2ft.  of  water  on  the  bar.  Not  a  single  life 
had  been  lost  or  a  man  been  even  seriously 

in  j  ured  during  the  whole  time  the  work  had  been 
in  operation.   »-^   

CHIPS. 

An  application  has  been  made  by  the  corporation 
of  Liverpool  for  the  sanction  of  the  Local  Govern- 

ment Board  to  the  borrowing  of  £1,400  for  the 
purpose  of  laying  out  as  public  walks  the  St. 
Martin's  Kecreation  Ground  and  the  St.  Martin's- 
in-the-Fields  Churchyard;  and  Mr.  G.  W.  Wdl- 
cocks,  one  of  the  inspectors  of  the  Board,  will  hold 
an  inquiry  into  the  matter  at  the  municipal  offices, 
Liverpool,  to-day  (Friday). 

At  the  Estate  Mart  last  week  a  strong  revival  of 
trade  was  manifest.  The  returns  for  the  week  of 
£201,008  were,  however,  £100,000  less  than  the 
corresponding  week  of  last  year, 

A  select  committee  of  the  Honse  of  Lords  have 
passed  the  preamble  of  the  Harrow  and  Uxbridgs 
Riilway  Bill,  under  which  the  Harrow  and  XJz- 
bridge  Railway  Comoany  propose  to  make  exten- sions at  Pinner  and  Htrrow,  so  as  to  connect  their 

authorised  line  with  that  of  the  MetropoUtan  Com- 
pany, and  to  take  power  to  work  both  the  authorised 

and  new  lines  by  steam  or  electricity. 
Sir  Francis  Marindin  and  M*j  or  Cirdew  inspected 

the  Dudley  and  Stourbridge  Tramway  on  Tuesday, 
and  the  electric  cars  began  running  the  following 
day.  A  line  is  in  course  of  construction  from  Stour 
bridge  to  Kinver ;  another  Hoe  will  be  carried 
through  Stourbridge  to  the  Bromsgrove  end  of  that 
town,  with  possibilities  of  extension  to  Hagley  and 
Clent,  and  another  line  is  to  be  carried  through  Lye 
in  the  direction  of  Cradley.  Leaving  thn  existing 
line  at  Holly  Hall,  a  Hue  is  being  made  to  Kingswin- 
ford,  which  will  thence  be  carried  through  Wordsley 

to  join  the  main  line  at  the  bottom  of  Brettell-lane. 
A  scheme  is  in  contemplation  by  which  Ben 

Clench,  the  highest  mountain  in  the  Ochil  range,  is 
about  to  lie  made  more  accessible  by  an  electric 

railway  to  its  summit,  where  it  is  proposed  to  erect 
a  sanitorium  or  hot«l.  Mr.  Hewitt,  of  Manchester, 
the  engineer  to  the  promoters,  has  made  the  final 
arrangements  for  the  neceasarv  concession  through 
Messrs.  Hill  and  Whyte,  S.S  C  ,  Stirling,  solicitors 
to  the  promoters,  with  Mr.  .\therton  Gray,  factor 
to  Miss  Johnston  of  Alva,  the  proprietress  of  Ben 
Clench. 

Considerable  alterations  are  in  progress  at  19, 
LiverpDol-street,  E.G.,  for  Messrs.  Mdls  and  Co., 
Limited  from  plans  and  tinder  the  sup-^rintendenoe 
of  Mr.  Spencer  W.  Grant,  .\.R.I.B.A.,  of  63. 
Finsbury-pavement.  The  work  is  most  difficult, 
owing  to  the  business  having  to  go  on  without 
interruption,  but  is  being  most  energetically  and 
ahly  carried  out  by  Mr.  A,  Porter,  of  Tottenham. 
Messrs.  Braby  are  supplying  the  slate  and  marble 

work,  and  the  mosaic  floor,  &o. 
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(But  5llustration8» 
NEW    FIKE    AXll    I'OI.IlE    STATION,    SllLlUF.LD. 

This  building  is  now  being  erected  for  the  city 
council  on  a  corner  site  at  the  j  unction  of  West- 
bar  and  Westbar  lireen,  one  of  the  most  com- 

manding positions  in  ShefiBeld.  The  elevation, 
55  yards  long  and  three  stories  high,  is  designed 
in  the  ISth  century  Renaissance  style,  and  is 

faced  with  Edwards'  Ruabon  red  bricks,  with 
•dressings  of  Laws  Hall  (Carlisle)  atone.  The 
whole  of  the  upper  floor  is  iirranged  as  bedrooms 
for  twenty  single  men,  with  the  necessary  bath- 

rooms, lavatories,  \-c.  The  first  floor  contains 
kitchen,  mess-room,  and  ample  accommodation 
for  cleaning  and  storing  clothes,  boots,  Ac,  and 
for  recreation.  The  station  has  only  one  main 
entrance,  through  which  access  is  gained  to  the 
police  department  on  the  left  and  the  tire  depart- 

ment on  the  right,  each  being  complete  within 
itself,  except  that  the  telephone-room  and  large 
stable  will  answer  for  both.  Jlessrs.  Ash,  .Son, 
and  Biggin  are  the  contractors  for  the  building. 
The  clerk  o£  works  is  llr.  Walter  Davison,  and 
the  architect  Mr.  Joseph  Norton,  of  Alliance 
Chambers,  George-street,  Sheflield,  the  total  cost 
being  upwards  of  £7,000. 

KOYAl    COLLEGE    OF    SIVSIC,    SOUTH    KEXSISGTOK. 

(FoK  description  and  general  plan  see  p.  93.) 

JfEW    RESIDENCE,    LONDON'    ItOAD,    NF.WAHK. 
The  above  house  has  been  erected  for  Mr.  (Jliver 

liuibell,  and  contains  dining-room,  drawing- 
room,  morning-room,  with  sitting  entrance-hall, 
together  with  the  usual  kitchen  oflices  and  out- 

buildings ;  the  exterior  being  constructed  of 
red  sand  brick,  and  the  upper  portion  being  of 

■cement  rough-cait,  the  roof  being  covered  with 
red  tiles.  The  cornice  is  constructed  of  wood, 
and,  with  the  rest  of  the  exterior  woodwork,  is 
painted  white.  The  work  has  been  carried  out 

by  Mr.  William  Smith, builder,  of  Newark,  from 

•drawings  by  Messrs.  Brewill  and  Baily,  archi- 
tects, of  Nottingham  and  Newark. 

NATIONAL    SILVER    MEDAL    DESIGNS    FOR    HOOK 
ILLUSTRATIONS. 

The  landscapes  comprised  in  the  selection  here 
given  were  all  suggested  by  existing  local  views 
near  Scarborough,  modified  only  slightly  to 
meet  the  e.vigencies  of  the  stylo  of  black  and 
white  adopted,  for  instance,  the  series  of  five 
small  landscape  views  are — the  two  upright  ones 
glimpses  of  Raincliile  Wood,  the  lower  centre 
one  looks  down  Stepney  Hill,  and  the  other  was 
suggested  by  a  view  near  Seamer.  The  larger 
landscapes  are  near  Cloughton  and  llackness 
respectively  .  the  former  being  typical  of  the 
strong,  ragged  aspect  of  East  Yorkshire  scenery, 
whilst  the  latter,  containing  a  view  of  Hackneea 

Church,  is  an  attempt  at  depicting  cloud-shadows 

on  a  summer's  day.  The  time  is  chosen  when 
the  sweeping  shadows  rest  on  the  dark  foliage  of 
the  trees  in  the  centre  of  the  picture,  transform- 

ing their  cool  green  into  a  deep  indigo,  which 
helps  out  beautifully  the  ide;i  of  brilliant  sunlight 
on  the  distant  "  wolds."  The  figura-subject  is 
one  of  a  series  dealing  with  "  The  Babes  in  the 
Wood"  as  treated  in  a  modern  version  by  Mr. 
F.  Bedwell,  a  friend  of  the  artist.  It  illustrates 
the  children  on  their  way  to  school,  which  is 
conducted  in  this  case  by  an  odious  parson,  who 

takes  the  place  of  the  wicked  uncle.  This  ilUis- 
tration  was  drawn  for  considerable  reduction— 
to  about  5in.  across.  Mr.  Sunderland  RoUinson 

writes  : — "  It  would  be  useless  for  me  to  try  and 

explain  the  technique  of  the  work,  as  this  ex- 
plains, in  a  great  measure,  itself.  I  may  men- 

tion, however,  that  the  line  used  is  always  the 
one  which  explains  the  most  clearly  the  surface 

to  be  depicted."  These  designs  obtained  a 
National  Silver  Medal  at  South  Kensington 
last  summer. 

THE    SVRKITON"    CLVll. 

Tnis  building  has  recently  been  completed  from 

plans  prepared  by  and  under  the  superintendence 
of  Messrs.  Cirter  and  Ashworth,  A.\.R.I.B.A., 

of  55,  Clarence-street,  Kingston-on-Thames, 
whose  design  was  selected  by  the  committee  of 
the  club  in  a  limited  competition.  The  plans 
given  herewith  sufficiently  indicate  the  general 

arrangement.  Lawrence's  **T.  L.  B."  bricks 
have  been  used  for  the  facings,  and  Monk's  Park 
stone  for  the  windows  and  dressings,  and  the 
roofs  are  covered  with  Broseley  tiles.  All  the 
stone  windows  have  been  fitted  with  iron  case- 

ments. All  the  principal  rooms  are  ventilated  by 
Tobin  inlets  and  extraction  flues  carried  up  in 

the  chimney  stacks.  For  the  billiard-room  two 
induced  current  ventilators  with  automatic  valve- 
boxes  have  been  employed  in  connection  with 
Tobin  tubes.  The  works  have  been  efficiently 

carried  out  by  Sir.  F.  Hawkey,  of  Brighton- 
road,  Surbiton,  at  a  total  cost  of  £-3,105. 

VICTORIA    LIRRVRY,    NEWCASTLE-ON'-TYNE. 
This  is  a  branch  library,  erected  in  Heaton  Park 
at  the  expense  of  Alderman  W.  H.  Stephenson, 

J.P.,  whohas  been  three  times  Mayor  of*New- 
castle,  as  a  memorial  of  the  Qaeen's  Diamond 
.Tubilee.  The  plans  explain  the  accommodation. 
The  lower  story  is  built  of  rubble  stone,  sneck- 
faced  and  chiselled  dressings.  The  upper  story 

is  of  brick,  faced  with  special-made  Penshaw 
bricks.  The  roofs  are  covered  with  brindled 

tiles.  The  interior  woodwork  is  aU  of  canary 
wood,  with  green  oil  stain.  The  heating  is  by 
radiators,  with  low-pressure  steam,  and  has  been 
carried  out  by  Messrs.  Ashwell  and  Nesbit,  Ltd. 
Messrs.  J.  and  W.  Lowry  were  the  general  con- 

tractors, and  carried  out  the  work  from  the 

designs  of  Mr.  John  W.  Dyson,  M.S.A.,  archi- 
tect, of  Newcastle. 

"  IICILDIXG    news"    DESIGXINO   CLUB:    A    GOLF 

CLVRHOl'SE. 
(For  description  and  awardj  see  p.  92.) 

The  foundation-stone  wai  laii  last  W£ek  of  a 
parish-room  now  being  built  alongside  Christ 
Church,  Tunbridge  Wells.  The  new  building, 
which  has  been  designed  by  Messrs.  Cfonk,  and  for 
which  Messrs.  Strange  are  the  contractors,  is  to  be 
of  white  brick,  to  harmonise  with  the  church,  and 
will  cost  11,193.  The  pirochial  hall  will  be  55ft. 
by  25ft. ,  with  a  classroom  and  kitchen  at  the  rear. 

Auchterjaven  parish  church  was  reopened  re- 
cently, after  extensive  alterations  and  renovation. 

The  church  has  been  reseated  throughout,  and  a 
vestry  has  been  added.  There  have  been  presented 
to  the  okurch  an  octagonal  oak  pulpit,  oak  Com- 

munion tible,  both  E  irly  I'erpendicular  in  style,  a 
font  of  Sicilian  marble,  brass  lectern,  two  stained- 
glass  windows,  and  silver  Communion  service. 
Messrs.  Ly!e  and  Constable,  Edinburgh,  are  the 
architects. 

The  committee  of  the  Robert  Browning  Settle- 
ment have  secured  from  the  K  iclesiastical  Commis- 

sioners a  site  of  107ft.  by  2:!ft.  for  a  men's  club- 
bouse  in  the  Walworth-road,  at  the  corner  of 
Yoik-Btreet,  in  which  Browniug  Hall  stands. 
Plans  have  been  prepared  by  ifessrs.  Spalding  and 
Cross  for  a  four-story  building,  which  will  include 
a  coffee  tavera  and  a  gymna.Hium  on  the  ground 
floor,  with  reading-room,  clubrooro.  chessroom, 
bagatelle-room,  and  kitchen  atK>ve,  while  two 
billiard-rooms  will  be  provided  in  the  basement. 

The  cost  of  the  structure  will  t)e  £.'i,500,  and  of  the furniture  £500. 

OOUFETITIONS. 

EuiNiiuRGii:  Ni-;\v  Cointv  Blildings  for 
JIid-Lothian. — Under  a  remit  from  the  Mid- 
Lothian  County  Council,  the  committee  in  charge 
of  the  reconstruction  of  the  county  buildings 

recently  appointed  5Ir.  W.  Wybrow  Robertson, 
of  II. M.  Board  of  Works,  architectural  assessor 

on  the  competitive  designs  which  have  been 
received  by  the  council.  They  also  appointed 
.Mr.  William  (Jrmiston,  Dean  of  Guild  of  the  City 

of  l-Minbuigh,  as  8\irveyor  to  test  the  estimates 

submitted  along  with  the  plans.  The  competitive 

plans  have  been  hung  in  a  room  in  the  National 
Portrait  Gallery,  Hueen-street,  where  they  are 

open  to  public  inspection,  except  on  Thursdays 
and  Fridays. 

I.',  ,  imi. — Twenty-nine  designs  have  been 
received  for  the  public  baths  and  washhouses  at 
Fulham  ;  but  the  professional  assessor,  who  is  to 
be  nominated  by  the  President  of  the  R.I. P.. A., 

had  not  been  appointed  when  we  heard  a  few days  ago. 

Nk.wi  AsTLE-oN-TvNE.  —  The  Blackett-stTeot 

Presbyterian  Church,  occupying  a  central  posi- 
tion in  the  city,  was  recently  sold,  and  is  to  be 

pulled  down  forth*  erection  of  business  premises. 
.\  new  site  has  been  purchased  by  the  building 
committee  of  the  church  in  College-road,  almost 

opposite  the  Durham  College  of  Science,  and  the 
committee  invited  four  local  architects  to  send  in 

competition  plans  for  the  new  church  and  hall, 
the  drawings  to  be  sent  in  unsigned  or  under 
motto.  Four  sots  of  drawings  were  received, 

one  set  unsigned  and  the  other  three  under  the 

mottoes  "  Exnerientia  Docet,"  "99,"  and  ".St. Andrew's."  The  committee  un,animou8ly  decided 

on  those  sent  in  under  the  motto  "  St.  Andrews," 

which  proved  to  be  the  design  of  Messrs.  lia- 
denochaud  Bruce,  55,  Pilgrim-street,  Newcastle- 

on-Tyne,  and  they  have  been  appointed  architects for  the  work. 

V.'ii.i.EsuEN.— The  School  Board  for  Willesden 

are  about  to  build  a  mixed  school  in  Salisbury- 

road.  Kilburn,  for  1,440  children,  or  570  infants 

and  870  boys  and  girls.  The  actual  subdivision 
of  the  scholars  was  left  to  the  architects  who  took 

part  in  the  competition  which  has  just  been 

determined.  Mr.  W.  S.  Braithwaite,  the  archi- 
tect to  the  Leeds  School  Board,  acted  as  profes- 

sional referee.  The  award  is  Mr.  E.  H.  Lingen 

Barker,  of  Chancery-lane,  first;  Mr.  G.  E.  T. 

Lawrence,  second ;  Mr.  G.  \V.  Webb,  third : 

and  the  late  Mr.  Charles  Ball's  plan  was  given 
the  fourth  place.  The  chosen  plan  occupies  two 
floors,  450  infants  being  located  below,  and  750 

boys  and  girls  above.  If  the  board  wishes,  the 
assembly  hall  can,  according  to  the  rules  of  the 

Education  Department,  be  used  as  extra  class- 
rooms for  GO  pupils  each,  thus  reaching  the  number 

stated  above.   -^-^^^^9   

CHIPS. 

Mr.  Thomas,  the  Woolwich  L-)oal  Board's  sur- veyor, has  been  granted  an  increase  of  salary  from 
£400  to  £500.  The  Plumstead  and  Woolwich 

surveyors  now  receive  equal  salaries. 

The  urban  district  council  of  Cannock  have  under 
consideration  a  sewerage  scheme  for  the  district, 

prepared  by  their  survevor,  Mr.  W.  Blaokshaw,  and 
eetimatfd  to  cost  £25,000.  Mr.  H.  Liw,  C.E„  will 
be  consulted  by  the  council  ae  to  the  merits  of  the 

scheme. 
Mr.  C.  R.  Fenwiek,  of  L-ieds,  has  given  his 

decision  in  the  arbitration  between  Mr.  Mies 
Rhodes  and  the  Shipley  District  Council.  Mr. 
Rhodes  claimed  £1,160  as  damage  to  a  tannery 
during  the  layiajj  of  a  main  drain.  Mr.  Fenwiek 

has  awarded  Mr.' Rhodes  tSlG  lOs. 
WhUe  excavating  the  foundations  of  a  house  for 

Inspector  R  jwlands  on  the  site  of  an  old  DDminicin 
friary  at  Bmgor,  some  workmen  di-covered  two 
tombstones,  elaborately  carved,  and  both  about  6ft. 
in  length.  The  fin»r  of  the  two  is  m  one  piece,  and 
tai  carved  npon  it  in  high  relief  /Ifur  cU  Us  and  a 
heart-shaped  shield,  which  occupies  the  centre  of 
the  stone.  Tha  second  tombstone  is  in  three 
pieces,  which,  when  placed  together,  display  a  cross 
running  the  whole  length. 

Tne  E  iinburgh  and  District  Water  Trustees  have 
raised  the  salary  of  Mr.  Black,  their  superintendent 
of  work^,  from  £300  to  £100  per  annum.  Mr. 
Coyne,  the  late  superintendent,  had  a  salary  of  £500 
for  several  years  before  he  retired. 
The  monument  to  be  erected  in  memory  of 

Robert  Schumann,  at  /.  vickau,  iu  Sixony,  will  be 
unveiled  on. I  uly  S,  1901,  the  ninety-first  anniversary 
of  his  birth.  It  will  cost  about  £1.50il  sterling, 
and  will  be  the  work  of  Herr  Johannis  Uartmann, 
of  Leip'ij, 
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*  EniNiiURGH. — The  memorial-stone  o{  the  new 

Congregational  Evangelical  Union  Church  in 
Bristo-place,  which  is  to  supersede  the  old 
Brighton -street  Chapel,  wa«  luid  on  Saturday. 
The  new  church,  the  architect')  of  which  are 

Messrs.  Sydney  Mitchell  and  'W'iUon,  of  Edin- 
■faurgh,  ia  to  be  built  in  the  Early  Renaissance 
style,  and  will  recall  certain  features  of  the  old 
Trou  Church.  It  ie  estimated  to  cost  £5,000. 

The  church  proper  will  be  on  the  first  floor, 
which  will  be  reached  from  the  street  level  by  a 
wide  staircase.  It  will  be  seated  to  hold  COO 

people,  and  there  will  be  galleries  at  the  two 
sides,  besides  an  organ-loft,  the  intention  being 
to  remove  the  organ  from  the  old  church  to  the 

congregation's  new  premises.  On  the  ground 
floor  will  be  a  hall,  which  will  accomTiodate  170 
people.  There  will  also  be  a  classroom  and  a 
vestry,  and  the  remainder  of  the  frontage  of  the 
site  will  be  used  for  two  shops.  The  basement 

floor  will  contain  a  luncheon-room,  a  ladies' 
room,  and  offices.  The  Bristo-place  front  is  to 
be  divided  into  four  bays,  panelled  with  fluted 
pilasters,  which  will  carry  Ionic  caps.  Three- 
light  windows  will  be  inserted,  with  semicircular 
heads,  and  these  will  be  filled  in  with  tracery. 
Red  polished  stone  will  be  used.  The  heating 
will  be  by  hot  pipes,  and  the  building  will  be 
lighted  and  ventilated  by  means  of  electricity. 

FoLKKSToNE. — On  Tucsday,  the  2.5th  inst.,  the 
new  building,  specially  designed  and  constructed 
on  the  East  Cliff,  Folkestone,  for  the  carrying  on 

of  the  work  of  Mrs.  Mearn's  Convalescent  Home, 
was  dedicated  and  opened  by  the  Jliyorof  Folke- 

stone, Alderman  Salter,  J. P.,  who  was  assisted 
by  Sir  Edward  Sassoon,  M.P.  (Member  for  the 
division  of  the  county).  The  building  consists 
of  three  floors,  inclosed  with  hollow  walls  and 
faced  with  red  bricks,  all  dressings,  strinprs,  and 
baluster  columns  being  of  bu£f  terracotta  by 
Jlessrs.  Stiff  and  Co.,  of  Ijsmbeth.  The  floors 
are  fireproof ;  and  the  walls  of  all  lavatories, 

bathroom,  w.c.'s,  kitchen,  and  other  offices  are 

lined  with  N'ewellite  tiles.  The  building  is 
heated  throughout  by  a  low-pressure  hot-water 
system  carried  out  by  Messrs.  Rosser  and  Russell, 
and  is  lighted  throughout  by  electricity.  The 
bedroom  accommodation  is  designed  so  that  each 
patient  has  a  separate  or  private  cubicle,  and  the 
opinion  generally  expressed  is  that  the  building 
is  the  most  up  to  date  of  its  kind.  The  architect 

is  Mr.  W.  A.  Hughes,  of  3,  Dean's-yard,  West- 
minster ;  the  builders  being  Messrs.  Thos. 

Oregory  and  Co.,  of  Clapham  .Junction. 

Grk.\t  Lkver,  Boltox. — Through  the  gene- 
rosity of  the  late  Rev.  Thomas  Loxham,  M.A., 

Rector  of  (Ireat  Lever,  the  rapidly  increasing 
district  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Rishton-lane  is 
being  provided  with  a  new  church,  school,  and 

parsonage  house.  The  foundation-stone  of  the 
church  was  laid  by  the  Bishop  of  Manchester  on 
July  12,  The  site,  situated  at  the  junction  of 
Forester -street  and  Rishton-lane,  has  been  given 
by  the  Eirl  of  Bradford.  The  church  will  stand 
with  the  west  front  facing  Kishton-lane,  and  the 
tower  at  the  south-west  angle  of  buUding  will 
form  a  conspicuous  landmark  in  the  district. 
The  church  is  arranged  with  lofty  nave,  with 
pillars  and  arcading  of  Bith  stone,  and  side 
aisles,  large  chancel,  transepts,  and  side  chapel, 
vestries,  and  organ-chamber.  The  chancel  is 
well  raised.  The  accommodation  provided  is  for 
between  600  and  700.  The  style  is  Late 
Decorated.  The  school  is  placed  behind  the 

church  fronting  Forester-street,  and  is  a  two-story 
building  on  the  central  hall  system  with  class- 

rooms at  each  side.  It  will  accommodate  about 
450,  but  is  arranged  for  future  extensions  to  0.50 
places.  A  parsonage  is  also  to  be  built  in  the 
vicinity.  The  materials  thoughout  are  rod 
bricks,  and  red  Ruabon  terracotta  with  North- 

country  green  slates.  The  joiners'  work  is  to  be 
of  pitch-pine  unvarnished.  The  contract  for  the 

building  has  been  let  to  Mr.  U'illiam  Townson, 
of  Bolton,  and  the  works  are  being  carried  out 
from  the  designs,  and  under  the  superintendence, 
of  Mr.  R.  Knill  Freeman,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Bjlton 
and  Manchester.  Mr.  W.  Uarlow  is  the  clerk  of 
works. 

Harkste.vh. — The  tower  of  this  villago  church 
in  the  Samford  Hundred,  East  Suffolk,  is  of 
Early  Rorpondicular  date,  with  a  beautiful 
Transitional  west  window,  and  is  one  of  the 

finest  of  its  kind  in  the  county.  Through  a  de- 

e; '.  V  J    roof  and  other  causes,  serious  decay  became 

evident  in  the  walling,  and  Mr.  E.  1'.  Bisshopp, 
architect  and  diocesan  surveyor  of  Ipswich,  was 
requested  to  draw  up  a  report  and  specification 
for  the  necessary  repairs.  The  work  has  been 

executed  under  Mr.  Bisshopp's  supervision,  and 
the  tower  strengthened  in  such  a  way  that  it  will 
now  lost  for  centuries.  No  ancient  feature  has 

been  destroyed,  and  beyond  some  new  facing  on 
the  north  side  there  is  but  little  external  evidence 
of  the  restoration  work.  Included  in  the  work 

is  a  new  bell  frame  in  English  oak,  this  work 
having  been  performed  by  Messrs.  IJowell  and 
Son,  of  Ipswich.  Mr.  S.  A.  Kenney,  Ipswich, 
has  carried  out  the  general  building  work.  The 
chancel  was  restored  in  18G7  as  a  memorial  of  the 
Kev.  Ralph  Hernera,  who  was  rector  of  the  parish 
for  twenty-seven  years  ;  the  nave  was  similarly 
dealt  with  in  1875,  at  a  cost  of  £1,000. 

Lkeiis.  —  The  new  city  meat-market  and 
slaughter-houses,  which  have  been  erected  by 
the  corporation  in  New  York-street,  were  opened 
on  Monday.  The  market  has  been  erected 
from  designs  prepared  by  Messrs.  Uanstock  and 
Son,  architects,  of  Leeds  and  Bitley.  The  site 
contains  3,200  scjuare  yards,  and  it  contains  a 
market  hall  for  sale  of  meat,  a  department  for 
the  corporation  officials,  slaughter-houses  and 
lairages  for  beasts  and  pigs,  tripery ,  &c. ,  and  cold 
stores  and  chill  rooms  (in  the  basement).  The 
building  has  cost  about  £25,319  to  erect,  though 
in  all  a  total  of  £40,860  has  been  expended.  The 
wholesale  meat  market,  which  is  the  largest  and 
most  important  of  the  departments,  is  I95ft.  4in. 
long,  45ft.  wide,  and  its  height  is,  to  the  eaves 
of  the  walls,  25tt.  8in.,  and  from  floor  to  ridge 
41tt.  Gin.  It  is  divided  into  22  stalls,  with  centre 
avenue  from  end  to  end,  and  has  accommodation 
for  hanging  1,100  sides  of  beef,  and  1,540  sheep, 
pigs,  or  quarters.  On  one  side  of  the  market  a 
separate  door  for  each  stall  affords  access  direct 
from  New  York-street.  Beyond  the  other  side 
of  the  market,  and  separating  the  building  from 
the  slaughter-houses,  is  a  covered  roadway  for 
carts  and  waggons.  A  set  of  overhead  travelling 
rails  connects  the  whole  of  the  working  depart- 

ments with  each  other,  so  that  from  the  slaughter 
of  the  beasts  to  the  despatch  of  the  carcases 
through  the  doors  opening  into  New  York-street 
— where  they  are  loaded  on  to  the  carts  for 
removal — the  whole  of  the  lifting  and  travelling 
is  done  by  means  of  connected  lines.  The  build- 

ing is  iUuminated  throughout  by  electricity. 

Lekk. — The  Duchess  of  Sutherland  has  laid  the 
comer-stone  of  a  new  school  of  science,  commerce, 
literature,  and  domestic  subjects,  with  which  wiU 
be  allied  a  department  for  instruction  in  various 
branches  of  silk  manufacture.  The  designs  for 
the  new  buildings  were  prepared  by  Messrs.  W. 
Sugden  and  Son,  and  the  contractor  is  Mr.  Grace. 
On  the  ground  fl  )or  there  will  be  a  chemical 
laboratory,  domestic  school,  physical  laboratory, 
manual  instruction  room,  weaving  shed,  balance 
room,  &c.  The  accommodation  on  the  first  floor 
will  include  science  lecture  theatre,  with  gallery, 
four  classrooms,  and  other  apartments,  communi- 

cations being  provided  with  the  Nicholson  Insti- 

tute. The  master's  room,  situate  on  the  first  fijor, 
is  to  be  enriched  with  an  ancient  ceiling,  removed 
from  the  now  demolished  16th-century  manor- 
house  which  formerly  stood  in  the  market-place  at 
Leek  ;  and  ailotber  feature  of  anti([uarian  interest 

will  be  some  very  old  painted  chestnut  wains- 
coting, which  Mr.  Larner  Sugden  rescued  from 

the  hands  of  the  despoiler  at  the  Chateau  de  Lor- 
mont,  near  Bordeaux,  formerly  the  residence  of 
the  Archbishop  of  Bordeaux,  and  once  the 

dwelling-place  of  the  Black  Prince.  The  cost  has 
been  between  £'J,IIOO  and  £10,000. 

Rrivi.. — Following  the  munificent  gift  of 
£10,000  to  the  Royal  Alexandra  Hospital  by  the 
Duke  of  Westminster,  the  building  committee  of 
that  institution  have  signed  the  contract  for  the 
erection  of  the  administrative  block,  the  plans 
and  all  details  having  been  prepared  in  readiness 
by  the  architects  (itessra.  Waterhouso  and  Son, 
London).  The  contractors,  who  had  their  men 
on  the  ground,  completing  the  ward  block  of  the 
hospital,  have  commenced  operations  on  the  new 
portion,  the  erection  of  which  is  possible  by  the 
gift  of  the  Eclipse  Stakes  by  the  Duke  of  West- 

minster. The  whole  of  the  plans  for  the  hospital 
are  complete,  and  the  convalescent  block  will  be 
proceeded  with  as  soon  as  the  necessary  funds  are 
forthcoming. 

I    ̂ ^    ■ 
The  Bideford  Board  of  Guardians  have  instructed 

Mr.  R.  T.  Hookway  to  prepare  plans  for  a  new 
workhouse  infirmary  for  38  patients. 

WATBS    8TJPPL7    AND    SANITARY 
HATTERS. 

MiD-CnKSHiBE  Skweraoe  Scheme.— The  Xorth- 
wich  Rural  Council  had  under  cousideration  on 
Friday  an  important  Rcheme,  promoted  conjointly 
with  the  Northwich  Urban  Council,  for  the  sewer- 

ing of  Winnington  and  the  Castle  district  of  North- 
wich, and  the  formation  of  sewage  works  at 

Wallerscote.  It  was  reported  that  an  agreement 
had  been  entered  into  with  Mr.  Smith  Barry,  M.P., 
for  the  purchase  by  the  two  councils  of  15  acres  of 
land  at  the  price  of  £350  an  acre,  subject  to  the 
consent  of  the  Local  Government  Board  being 
obtained  to  the  scheme.  The  total  estimated  cost  is 

£25.0011,  the  rural  council's  proportion  of  which  is 
£4, 957.  It  was  decided  to  apply  to  the  Local 
Government  Board  for  sanction  to  borrow  this 
amount. 

OHIPS. 

Mr.  Richard  .Tones,  the  town  surveyor  and 
inspector  of  nuisances  for  Redruth  for  many  years 
past  under  the  urban  district  council,  died  suddenly 
on  Thursday  in  last  week.  He  had  been  president 
of  the  local  total  abstinence  societv  for  many  years, 

and  also  superintendent  of  the  Wesleyan  Sunday- school. 

The  Bishop  of  Manchester  consecrated .  on  Friday, 

St.  Paul's  Church,  North  Shore,  Blackpool.  The 
new  church  has  l>een  built  at  a  cost  of  £9,000. 

Messrs.  Fielding,  who  gave  the  site,  were  the  con- 
tractors, and  Messrs.  Garlick  and  Sykes  the  archi- 

tects. 
The  Prince  and  Princess  of  Wales  were  present 

on  Friday  at  the  opening  of  the  new  buildings  of 
the  Alexandra  Hospital  for  Children  with  Hip 

Disease,  Queen'a-square,  Bloomsbury. 

Mr.  J.  W.  Morrison,  assistant  engineer  at  the 
Saltley  Gasworks,  Birmingham,  has  been  appointed 
engineer  to  the  Sheffield  Gas  Company. 

The  amount  obtained  by  the  sale  of  pictures  at 

the  Royal  Academy  this  year  has  risen  more  than 
33  percent,  'ihe  total  sum  realised  was  £21,000, 
against  £13,000. 

The  town  <*onncll  of  Sunderland  have  adopted, 
after  a  long  discussion,  a  scheme  for  the  erection 
of  a  new  bridge  over  the  Wtsar  between  the  borough 
and  the  suburban  district  of  Sonthwiok.  The  esti- 

mated coit  of  the  bridge,  together  with  the  purchase 
of  property  for  approaches,  is  £129,600. 

Viscount  Knutsford  opened  last  week  the  new 

college  buildings  connected  with  the  London  Hos- 
pital. The  buildings  stand  on  the  site  of  the  old 

chemical  theatre,  and  have  cost  £10,000.  In  the 
basement  is  the  department  of  public  health.  The 
biological  laboratory  and  the  materia  medica 
museum  occupy  the  ground  floor,  while  on  the  first 
floor  are  the  chemical  theatre  and  laboratories  and 
the  balance-room.  On  the  second  floor  are  the 
physics  laboratory,  the  chemical  laboratory,  the 
operative  surgery  room,  and  anatomy  classroom. 
The  bacteriological  department,  with  the  general 
laboratory,  research  laboratory,  and  sterilising  room 
are  on  the  third  floor. 

A  widow  named  Eadacott  brought  an  action  in 

the  Queen's  Bench,  on  Friday,  before  Mr.  Justice 
Darline  and  a  common  jury,  to  recover  damages 
from  W.  and  J.  Mackay,  a  firm  of  stationers  at 
New  Brompton,  and  W.  A.  Snow,  a  builder. 
Plaintiff  had  gone  to  the  shop  to  purchase  stationery, 
and,  passing  the  door,  she  stnmbled  into  a  hole  m 
the  floor  which  was  being  made  for  a  mat,  and 
in  i  ured  her  ankle.  For  the  defence  it  was  stated 
that  there  was  a  notice  which  plaintiff  could  have 
seen,  intimating  that  the  shop  was  closed  early  on 
Wednesdays,  and  that  she  had  contributed  to  the 
accident  by  her  own  negligence.  After  hearing  the 
evidence,  the  jury  assessed  the  damages  to  be 
awarded  to  plaintiff  at  £200.  A  question  of  law 
was  reserved  for  further  consideration. 
Mr.  Robert  H.  Bioknell,  M  Inst  C.E.,  Local 

Government  Board  Inspector,  conducted  an  inquiry 
at  ( iainsborough,  on  Fiiday,  into  an  apnlication  by 
the  urban  district  council  to  borrow  £1,500  for  pur- 

poses of  street  reconstruction,  and  also  into  an 
application  for  leave  to  deviate  from  a  scheme  of 
street  improvement  already  sanctioned,  and  for 
which  loans  amounting  to  £1,450  had  l>een  granted, 

so  as  to  permit  of  a  new  road  through  Threadgold's- 
yard  instead  of  through  Barnaby's-yard. 

The  Earl  of  Morley's  committee  on  unopposed 
BilU  in  the  House  of  Lords  passed  on  Monday 
the  West  Metropolitan  Riilway  Bill,  the  object  of 
which  is  to  incorporate  a  company,  and  empower 
them  to  construct  a  branch  liun  from  Latimer-road 
on  the  Hammersmith  and  City  R  iilway  at  Hammer- 

smith to  Acton,  where  it  will  run  into  the  Great 
Western  Junction  Station.  The  Bill  has  already 
passed  the  Commons  where  it  was  opi  ose  I  by  the 
Goldsmiths'  Company;  but  the  opposition  was 
withdrawn  on  the  underst^auding  that  the  Great 
Western  and  Metropolitan  Companies  would  jointly 

insure  the  carrying  out  of  the  scheme. 
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TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 
We  do  not  hold  onrselvea  responsible  for  the  opinions  of 
oar  correspondents.  All  cunuaimicatiooa  ahould  be 
drawn  np  as  briefly  as  poasible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  ifl  particnlarly  requested  that  all  drawingrs  and  all 
oommunications  respecting  illustratious  or  literary  matter 
ahould  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  BiriLDiNO 
Nkwa,  832,  Strand,  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
AJl  drawings  and  other  commimicatiuna  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors' risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  imdertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 
Cheques  and  Fost-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 

ThS  StEAITD  NkWSPAPBB  COMPANTi  LllCITSD. 

NOTICB. 

Bound  copiee  of  Vol.  LXXY.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
aa  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A.  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI.,  XXXIf.,  XXXIII., 
XXXrV..  XXXIX.,  XLI..  XLIV..  XLVl..  XUX.. 
LI.,  Lni.,  LIV..  LV.,  LIX..  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn., 
LXIV.,  LXV„  LXVin..  LXIX..  LXX..  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXni.,  LXXIV.,  and  LXXV.,  may 
still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS  OP  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Found  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Cfmada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  6s.  Od.  (orSdols.  SOc.gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium,  £1  Ss.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30o.)  To  India,  £1  6s.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  Weet  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  6a.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  ehar^  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Pubhc  Comjwjiies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  la.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  mmimum,  chai^  being  5e.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sale*,  and  Bliscellaneons 
and  Trade  Advertisementa  (except  Situation  advertiae- 
menta)  is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  tlrst  line 
oounting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
ittsertiona  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Fub- Uaher. 

Front-page  Advertisemeuta  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  leas  than  6e. 

Advertisementfl  for  the  eorrent  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Fronts-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertiseraenta 
most  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
inBertion. 

fllTCATIONS. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  *' Situations  Wanted '*  is  Oxs  Shillino  fob  Twbxtt- 
FOTTB  WoHDS,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  worda  aiter. 
All  Sittiotitm  AdvtrtiseiHeHts  must  b«  prepaid. 

Receivkd.— N.  D.  P.— B.  B.  and  Co.— L.  H.  and  Son.— 
S.  W.  M.-R.  S.  M.  (Newport).-K.  R.  L. 

5ttto0mmutticati0tt 
QUXSTIOyS. 

ni274.]-Chargo  for  Making'  Plana  of  Estates. 
—Will  any  experienced  reader  inform  me  what  i«  a  fair 
charge  for  making  a  plan  of  a  new  estate  showing  the 
roads,  plots,  measuring   the  areas,  ic. !— Yocso  Sia- 
VEVOB. 

[I22-5.]-ScaBllola  Marble.-Is  this  a  durable material,  and  how  is  it  made  and  fixed  rotmd  brick  cores 

or  iron  stanchions .'     Any    information  will  oblige.— A Bl'ILi'ER. 

[12276.]- Timber  Measurement.-Are  there  any 
books  or  tables  phowing  how  many  squares  of  deal  of 
certain  thicknesses  go  to  the  Petersburg  standard,  the 
number  of  loads  and  cube  feet  to  a  standard,  and  the  price ' 
Many  of  the  tables  I  have  consulted  do  not  give  the 
luantity  of  cube  timber  in  a  square  of  roofing  or  flooring 
of  given  scantlings.- A.  Z. 

SSPZISS. 

( 12265. 1 -Water  in  Cellar.— I  should  be  glad  to 
Jive  "Olev"  the  benefit  of  my  experience  if  he  will 
answer  the  following  questions  : -(l:  Was  the  cellar  dry 
when  the  work  was  first  completed .'  :;2:  H.iveyruseen 
the  month  of  tile  drain  at  connection  with  the  main 
drain?  (3)  Is  the  tile  drain  1ft.  below  th.;  cellar  floor  ? 
(4)  WTiat  fall  has  the  drain  J  (3)  What  is  the  »ub»oil  ; 
!6)  Ar«.there  any  land  springs  in  the  district .'  (7)  What 
IS  the  distance  between  your  own  houses  and  the  next  !— Alaibed. 

[imS-l-VamisMng   -Wood-Block  Flooring. —I  should  not  certainly  vamish  the  w.joii  pivmg.  It  is never  varnished  in  good  work.  The  gloa^v  appearance 
pleases  some  people  who  hke  to  see  everything  smooth 
and  glossy  ;  but  it  is  not  an  artistic  or  natural  treatment 
u)  varnish  wood  floors  which  are  meant  to  walk  over.  It 
IS  not  like  a  wall  surface.- O.  H.  li. 

tlJ^'O.l-Bay  Windows.— You  will  do  right  to avoid  any  breach  of  regulation  to  give  notice  of  your intention  to  build  a  bay  window.  The  ruIo.H  under  the 
London  Building  Act  allow  bay  windows  to  bi  erected  on 
land  belonging  to  the  owner  is  streets  of  not  leas  than 

40ft.  wide  :  they  are  not  to  project  in  any  part  within  the 
prescribed  distance  of  centre  of  roadway,  or  more  than 
3ft.  from  main  wall  of  house,  and  are  not  to  exceed  three 
stories  in  height.  (See  section  73.  sub-section  6.)  The 
vrindow  is  not  to  be  within  3ft  or  4ft.  of  the  party-wall, 
nor  to  exceed  in  width  three-fifths  of  the  frontage  of  the 
building.  Any  departure  from  these  rules  has  to  be 

approv&d. — Q.  H.  G. 
[12271. 1— Sun-blinds.— Write  Messrs.  O.  A.  Williams 

and  8on,  Queen's-road,  Bayswater,  W.,  for  their  catalogue 
of  outside  blinds  and  awnings.— Alles  T.  Hussfll, 
Ilfracombe. 

CHIPS. 

In  our  notice  in  a  recent  issue  respecting  the 
Tudor  Hotel,  O.k  ford -street,  we  omitted  to  state 
that  the  passenger  lift  and  service  lifts,  which  are 
of  the  most  modem  design  and  efficient  construction, 
are  by  Messrs.  Archibald  Smith  and  Stevens,  of 

Janus  Works,  Qieeu's-road,  Battersea. 
The  London  School  Board  have  decided  to  tske 

an  experimental  step  in  the  direction  of  creating  a 
works  department  similar  to  that  of  the  London 
County  Council.  It  has  been  agreed  that  the 
workmen  engaged  to  alter  the  drains  at  one  of  the 
schools  should  be  employed  directly  by  the  Board. 
The  Board  have  also  referred  to  a  committee  a  letter 
from  the  County  Council  asking  whether  they  could 
not  erect  dwellings  for  the  houbiag  of  persons  whose 
habitations  had  been  acquired  and  demolished  for 
School  Board  purpoEes. 

The  Camberwell  Board  of  Guardians,  under  pres- 
sure from  aggrieved  ratepayers,  have  repented  of 

their  recent  decision  to  adopt  plans  by  Mr.  Hall  for 
the  erection  of  a  new  workhouse  infirmary  to  con- 

tain 300  beds,  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £203,000.  At 

a  special  meeting  of  the  board,  the  motion  to  pro- 
ceed with  Mr.  Hall's  plans  was  rescinded,  and a  committee  of  the  whole  board  was  instructed  to 

procure  plans  for  an  extension  of  the  existing 
infirmary  on  the  Brunswick-square  site,  providing 
400  beds  at  a  cost  not  to  exceed  £125,000. 

A  destructive  fire  broke  out  at  Mr.W.  Keen's  chair 
factory  in  High  Wycombe  j  ust  before  midnight  on 
Thursday,  and  in  little  more  than  two  hours  the 
factory  had  been  burned  to  the  ground,  two  rows 
of  cottages  had  been  completely  gutted,  nearly 
fifty  fami]i.)s  had  been  rendered  homeless,  and 
damage  to  the  extent  of  £20,000,  had  been  done. 
The  factory  was  fully  insured. 

At  Bridport,  a  new  convent  of  the  Sisters  of  the 
Congregation  of  the  Visitation  and  a  new  boarding 
school  for  little  boys  were  formally  opened  last 
week.  The  buildings  are  each  three  stories  in 
height,  and  have  cost  abont  £<>,000.  The  plans, 
which  were  prepared  under  the  direction  of  the 
Rev.  Canon  Scoles,  of  Yeovil,  provide  indoor 
recreation,  class  and  study  rooms,  dormitories, 
chapel,  &c.,  for  the  accommodation  of  about 80  boys. 

At  Weaste,  on  the  Manchester  Ship  Canal,  new 
oold-air  stores,  which  have  been  erected  by  the 
Colonial  Consignment  and  Distributing  Company, 
Limited,  at  a  cost  of  £52,000,  were  opened  on 
Friday.  The  stores  provide  400,000o.ft.  of  re- 

frigerated space.  The  machinery  for  refrigerating 
and  for  the  generation  of  steam  and  electric  light  is 
duplicated  in  each  instance,  and  there  are  two 
electric  lifts.  The  new  stores,  which  occupy  an 
area  of  3,0008q.yd8.,  have  been  built  by  Messrs. 
Sonthem  and  Sons,  from  the  designs  of  .Mr.  Charles 
Heathcote,  architect,  of  Manchester. 

The  Bishop  of  Exeter  laid,  on  Friday,  the  founda- 
tion-stone, the  gift  of  the  Mayor  of  Plymouth 

(Alderman  J.  Pothick),  who  has  also  offered  to 

supply  gratuitously  the  who'e  of  the  stone  required 
for  the  bnilding  of  the  new  church  to  be  erected  in 
Alexandra-road,  Mutley,  in  connection  with  the 
Three  Towns  Church  Extension  scheme. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  chapel  for 
Trinity  congregation  was  laid  in  Xorth-street, 
Plymouth,  on  Fri'^ay.  Messrs.  Wiblin  and  de 
BoinviJIe,  of  Old  Town-street,  Plymouth,  are  the 
architects,  and  Mr.  J.  Paynter,  Plymouth,  got  the 
contract  at  £1,749.  The  new  chapel,  which  will 
occupy  a  site  of  100  ft.  deep,  with  a  frontage  of 
38Jft.,  has  been  treated  in  the  Eirly  Gothic  style. 
It  will  be  built  of  brick,  with  stone  dressings,  and 
will  seat  240  adults.  The  pews  are  of  wrought 
deal,  with  bench  ends,  while  the  roof  is  of  open 
wrought  timberwork.  The  rostrum,  reading-desks, 
and  baptistery  are  to  be  removed  from  the  old  chapel 
in  York-street  and  refixed  in  the  new  building. 

A  fire  broke  out  early  on  Siturtiay  at  Bridlington 
Qu»y,  on  the  premises  of  William  Storr  and  Sous, 
cabinetmakers,  and  spread  to  the  Wesleyan  day- 
schools,  the  older  portions  of  which  were  burned 
oat.    Thedamage  is  estimated  at  about  £1,000. 

The  Gladstone  National  Memorial  committee  met 

on  Saturday  and  conferred  with  Mr.  Hamo  Thorny- 
croft,  R.A.,  as  to  the  statue  for  London.  It  was 
announced  that  the  fund  for  the  various  memorials 
now  amounts  to  £32,000.  It  is  stated  that  the 
intended  site  of  the  statue  is  in  the  new  thorough- 

fare from  Holbom  to  the  Strand. 

LEOAL  INTELLiaENOB. 

South  Kknsinqton  Ei.eitric  Kailway. — Tozkr 
ANii  Son  v.  Taldot. — This  action,  which  was  brought 
by  Messrs.  James  H.  Tozer  and  S  m,  railway  plant 
contractors  and  iron  and  steel  merchants,  carrying 
on  business  at  Finsbury-pivemeut,  against  Mr. 
George  Talbot,  railway  contractor,  to  recover 
£16,210  as  damRges  for  alleged  breach  of  contract, 
was  heard  by  Mr.  Justice  Phillimore  on  Toursday 

and  Friday  of  last  week.  Plaintiffs'  case  was  that 
in  1S97,  tne  defendant,  who  was  engaged  in  pro- 

moting a  Bill  in  Parliament  for  the  construction 
of  an  electric  underground  railway  from  Piccadilly- 
circus  to  South  Kensington,  agreed  with  thorn  that 
in  the  event  of  the  Bill  passing  he  would  buy  all  the 
iron  and  steel  required  for  the  construction  of  the 
railway  through  them,  and  that  he  would  pay  them 
10  per  cent,  commission  on  the  iron  segments,  bolts, 
nuts,  and  washers  to  be  used  in  the  construction  of 
the  tunnels.  The  Bill  passed,  and  the  defendant 
entered  into  a  contract  with  the  company  to  construct 
the  railway  for  £385,174.  As  the  company  did  not 
succeed  in  raising  the  required  capital,  the  defendant 
transferred  his  intereet  in  the  contract  with  the 

company,  and  plaintiffs  said  that  in  consequence  of 
defendant's  action  they  had  lost  10  per  cent,  on 
1152, 100,  the  market  price  of  the  segments,  bolts, 
nuts,  &c.,  required  for  the  railway.  Plaintiffs 
further  claimed  £400,  as  money  lent  by  them  to  the 
defendant.  The  defendant  denied  that  the  plaintiffs 
were  entitled  to  claim  for  loss  of  commission,  and 
said  that  if  there  was  a  contract  between  him  and 

the  plaintiffs  it  was  conditional  upon  his  construct- 
ing the  railway.  As  to  the  claim  for  money 

advanced,  defendant  paid  i'400  into  court.  Mr. Justice  Phillimore  in  delivering  judgment,  said  he 
was  in  a  difficulty  in  assessing  the  damages  because 
there  was  no  evidence  before  him  that  the  railway 
would  ever  be  constructed.  However,  he  thought 
the  plaintiffs  were  entitled  to  something  more  than 
nominal  damages,  and,  therefore,  be  entered 
judgment  for  them  for  £250  beyond  the  £400  paid into  court. 

Pkoieuty  inaPaety-Wai.l  —  AttheNewcastle- 
on-Tyne  Countv-court,  on  July  17th,  before  his 
Honour  Judge  Greenwell,  Herbert  ^V.  Irvine,  of 
Wolaingham-road,  brought  an  action  against  Turn- 
bull  and  Dickinson,  builders,  claiming  damages  for 

trespass,  and  an  injunction.  Counsel  said  the 
alleged  trespass  was  committed  by  the  defendants 

building  against  the  plaintiff's  gable  wall,  and 
making  use  of  the  same  without  the  plaintiff's 
permission.  The  building  was  built  on  the  Ash- 
barton  Eitate,  upon  one  of  two  sites  sold  in  187ti  to 
Mr.  Pyle,  and  the  boundary  was  the  middle  of  the 
gable,  and  he  admitted  that  the  half  of  the  gable 
for  which  he  was  now  seeking  to  recover  payment 

was  built  upon  the  defendants'  land.  In  1892,  the 
bailding  society  with  whom  the  house  and  land 
were  mortgaged  took  possession  of  the  house  and 
land,  and  conveyed  the  house  to  the  plaintiff,  Mr. 
Irvine.  The  remainder  of  the  estate  was  sold  by 

the  building  society  to  the  Ashburton  Estate  Com- 
pany, who  agreed  to  sell  to  the  defendants  the  site 

next  to  Mr.  Irwne's  house.  Mr.  Irvine's  claim  was 
for  the  cost  of  the  half-gable  which  was  erected 

upon  the  defendants'  site  when  his  house  was erected.  Mr.  Kobson  proceeded  to  quote  legal 
decisions  in  similar  cases,  and  referred  to  a  case 
decided  by  the  late  Judge  Digby  Seymour,  which 
was  appealed  against,  with  the  result  that  the 
appeal  was  dismissed.  Other  cases  were  quoted 
with  the  object  of  showing  that  if  the  owner  of  a 
site  built  a  party-wall  he  should  be  repaid  half  the 
cort  of  the  party-wall  from  the  owner  of  the 
adjoining  site.  Pyle  obtained  his  land  from  the 
original  owner  of  the  estate,  Pyle  mortgaged  to 
the  building  society,  and  the  building  society 
assigned  to  Irvine.  He  submitted  that  Irvine 
thus  acquired  all  the  original  rights,  and  was  the 
man  entitled  to  be  paid.  His  Honour  said  the 

question  was  whether  Pyle's  rights  passed 
to  the  mortgagees,  and  were  assigned  by  the 
mortgagees  to  Irvine  in  1S92.  Mr.  Uobson  said 
that  was  bis  contention.  By  the  Act  of  1S.SI,  it 
was  so.  Mr.  Ward,  for  the  defence,  said  the 
question  affected  the  present  system  of  conveyancing. 
The  ([uestion  was :  When  a  builder  sold  a  house 
to  a  purchaser,  did  he  sell  the  house  plus  the  right 
to  recover  the  half-cost  of  the  gable  ?  His  Honour  : 
Suppose  he  did  not,  where  is  he,  having  sold  the 

house  with  the  gable  standing  upon  anybody  else's 
land  ':  What  right  has  he  to  set  up  r  Mr.  Ward  : 
He  can  still  recover,  as  they  do  every  day,  from 
whoever  builds  on  the  adjoining  land,  the  value  of 
the  gable.  His  Honour :  There  was  no  question 
that  you  would  have  to  pay  this  money  ;  the  only 
question  is  as  to  whom  it  shall  be  paid.  Mr.  Ward 
said  that  was  so,  but  there  was  nothing  to  show 
that  the  right  to  recover  was  conveyed  with  the  con- 

veyance of  the  plaintiff's  site.  Eiward  George, 
houfte  agent,  said  that,  in  circumstances  like  those 
involved  in  the  present  case,  if  the  builder  sold  the 
house,  the  cost  of  the  gable  was,  notwithstanding 
this,  paid  not  to  the  purchaser,  but  to  the  builder. 
Witiiesa  added  that  be  was  concerned  in  a  case 
in  which  a  house  was  built  twelve  or  fourteen  years 
ago,  and  had  changed  hands  twice  :  but  the  cost  of 
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the  hali-gable  wa«  payable  to  the  original  builder' 
who  retained  the  half -gable  when  he  cold  the  house. 
His  Honour  gave  judgment  for  the  plaiutifT.  There 
was  a  diapute  aa  to  the  value  of  the  gable.  The 

plaintiff  claimed  i"25,  and  the  defendants  eaid  the 
wall  was  worth  £12  I'Ja.  lid.  It  was  directed  that, 
if  the  parties  could  not  agree  as  to  the  value,  it 
should  be  decided  afterwards  b;  his  Honour  or  by 
a  referee. 

A  Hatueksaoe  Bun.i)Cto  Akuiteatio.v. — Mr. 
Edward  M.  Uiblia,  architect,  of  Sbetlieid,  has  pub- 

lished his  award  in  an  arbitration  heard  by  him  as 
umpire  on  June  5  and  G.  Mr.  Ambrose  Melland, 
builder,  of  Hatbersage,  claimed  that  there  was  a 
substantial  amount  due  to  him  from  Mrs,  E.  A. 
Whitworth,  wife  of  Mr.  F.  H.  Whitworth,  of 
Hathenage  and  Sheffield,  over  and  above  his  con- 

tract price  for  the  erection  of  two  villas  for  Mrs. 
Whitworth  on  the  Castleton-road.  Mrs.  Whit- 

worth's  case  was  that  she  bad  paid  Mr.  Melland  all he  was  entitled  to.  and  that  he  was  liable  to  her  for 
certain  work  which  the  alleged  was  unfinished. 
The  umpire  has  ordered  Mrs.  Whitworth  to  pay 
Mr.  Melland  the  sum  of  £1G'J  within  three  weeks, 

and  also  to  pay  Mr.  Melland's  costs  as  between 
solicitor  and  client,  and  tinds  that  there  is  nothing 
due  to  Mrs.  Whitworth  from  Mr.  Melland. 

Falt-TY  Flats.— The  Camberwell  Vestry  were 
the  complainants  at  T.ambeth  Police-court  on  Friday 
in  several  summonfies  against  Mr.  J.  F.  Thompson, 
the  owner  of  a  block  of  newly -erected  flats  in 

Avenue-road,  Camberwell,  known  as  Thompson's 
Mansion;.  On  one  summons  the  vestry  complained 
that  acme  soil-pipes  were  carried  up  in  such  close 
proximity  to  a  water  cistern  as  to  expose  the  water 
to  the  ritk  of  contamination,  and  the  defendant  was 
ordered  to  pay  a  penalty  of  £10  and  2s.  costs.  Ua 
another  summons,  for  permitting  the  premises  to 
be  occupied  without  first  obtaining  a  certificate  that 
the  same  had  a  proper  and  suflicient  supply  of  water, 

the  defendant  was  ordered  to  pay  a  penalty  of  .t'5 and  2s.  coats.  A  third  summons  having  reference 
to  a  rainwater  pipe  was  dismissed,  with  £1  Is.  costs 
against  the  vestry.  With  respect  to  the  two 
summonses  which  the  magistrate  had  decided 
against  him,  Mr.  Thompson  intimated  that  he 
should  appeal. 

Hull  Akiutkatiox  Awaed.— Mr.  R.  Hodgson, 
the  arbitrator  in  the  claim  by  Mr.  James  Fargus, 
seed  crusher,  Hull,  against  the  Hull  Corporation  in 
respect  of  a  whtirf  taken  for  approaches  to  a  bridge 
over  the  river  Hull,  was  sent  to  the  parties  interested 
on  Monday.  Mr.  Hodgson  fixed  the  value  of  the 

property  taken  at  £l.f>'25,  and  he  further  found 
that  the  claimant  was  entitled  to  £1,297  forseverance 
of  the  wharf  from  his  mill  in  Oxfcrd-street. 

ExEMiTED  Buildings  at  the  Crystal  P^ilace. 

— At  the  Penge  Petty  Sessions,  on  Tuesday,  the 
Crystal  I'ulace  Company  appeared  by  Mr.  W. 
Gardiner,  their  secretary,  to  answer  four  aum- 
monaes  issued  at  the  instance  of  the  London  County 
Council  for  having,  contrary  to  the  provisions  of 
the  London  Building  Act,  1SU4,  erected  four  stables 
for  polo  ponies  within  the  grounds  of  the  Palace 
without  first  obtaining  the  approval  of  the  Council. 
Mr.  Horace  Avory  appeared  for  the  prosecution ; 
and  Mr.  Cunningham  Glen  for  the  Crystal  Palace 
Company.  Mr.  Avory  said  the  summonses  were 
taken  out  for  the  purpose  of  testing  a  question, 
which  he  understood  the  Crystal  Palace  Company 
were  desirous  of  raising,  as  to  whether  they  were 
subject  to  the  provisions  of  the  London  Building 
Act  of  1S94.  Part  7  of  the  Act  related  to  tem- 

porary buildings  and  wooden  structures  aa  distin- 
guished from  permanent  buildings,  and  the  London 

County  Council  had  treated  the  buildings  forming 
the  subject  of  these  cases  as  being  temporary  build- 

ings. The  question  as  to  whether  the  Palace  was 
exempt  was  a  question  of  law,  and  he  referred  to 

the  case  of  **  Eikington  v.  Smee,"  which  was  argued 
some  years  ago,  and  related  to  the  erection  of  a 
tobogganing  slide  at  the  Crystal  Palace.  In  the 
18r>5  .Vet  there  was  no  exemption  for  the  Palace  or 
any  of  its  buildinga.  In  1S81  the  Palace  authorities 
claimed  to  be  exempted  from  the  provisions  of  the 
Metropolitan  Building  Act  of  ls.5,5.  Section  21 
was  the  only  clause  that  gave  them  exemption 
at  all,  and  that  referred  to  "the  main  building, 
conservatories,  and  waterworks  of  the  company, 
and  the  conveniences  and  other  works  immediately 
connected  therewith."  The  learned  counsel  went 
on  to  contend  that  stabU  s  for  polo  ponies  were  not 

"  conveniences  "  or  "  other  works  immediately  con- 
nected therewith,"  meaning  the  main  building.  The 

fact  was  that  the  company  were  in  just  the  same 
position  now  as  they  were  in  ISSl.  They  forgot  to 

get  exempted  in  the  Act  of  ISi.'),  and  they  got  a 
clause  inserted  in  1881,  when  the  district  surveyor 
called  their  attention  to  it ;  but  when  the  Act  of 
1894  was  passed  there  was  no  exemption  in  that. 
The  only  question  was  whether  section  82  of  the 
Act  of  1894  applied  to  this  case.  Evidence  having 
been  given  by  Mr.  J.  O.  R.  Murray,  surveyor  to 
the  London  County  Council,  and  Mr.  George 
Elkingtoo,  district  surveyor  for  Penge,  Mr.  William 

Gardiner,  secretary  to  the  Crystal  I'alace  Company, 
woa  called  for  the  company.    Mr.  Olen  contended 

that  the  toboggan  case  was  altogether  different  to 
the  present  one,  the  Divisional  Court  having  found 
in  effect  that  an  independent  company  had  no  right 
to  the  exemption  to  which  the  Crystal  Palace 
Company  was  entitled.  The  Legislature  had  treated 
the  Crystal  Palace  Company  in  the  same  way  in 
which  they  dealt  with  railway  companies,  consider- 

ing them  thoroughly  competent  to  deal  with  these 
things,  and  as  unlikely  to  erect  dangerous  struc- 
tores.  It  was  not  necessary  to  find  any  special 
exemption  in  the  London  Building  .Vet  of  1894. 
The  chairman  aaid  the  case  raised  a  very  interesting 
point,  and  the  Bench  would  take  a  few  days  to 
consider  their  decision. 

CHIPS. 

The  city  council  of  Bristol  adopted  on  Tuesday  a 
report  from  a  committee  recommending  the  erection 
of  a  public  swimming  bath  in  Maze-street,  Birton 
Hill,  at  an  estimate  cost  of  £12,100. 

Mr.  Charles  Porrin,  M.I.C.E  ,  inspector  from  the 
Local  tJovemraent  Board,  recently  held  an  inquiry 
at  Chesterfield  into  an  application  of  the  town 
council  for  sanction  to  borrow  £1,000  for  the 
erection  of  a  refuse  destructor  at  their  sewage  farm, Newbold. 

In  the  Royal  Exchange  Hotel,  Hood-street, 
Newcastle,  on  Monday  night,  a  meeting  of  local 
builders,  convened  by  Mr.  El  ward  George,  was 
held,  for  the  purpose  of  coilsidering  Judge  (rreen- 
well's  decision  in  the  case  of  Irving  v.  Turnbull  and 
Dickinson,  a  report  of  which  appears  under  our 
Legal  Intelligence  in  another  column,  and  to  take 
such  action  in  respect  thereto  as  might  be  deemed 
advisable  to  protect  the  builders'  interests.  The 
meeting  was  held  in  private. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  building  committee  of  St. 

Thomas's  Church,  Telford  Park,  Streatbam,  held 
in  the  vestry  of  the  iron  church  on  the  17th  inst., 
the  tender  of  Mr.  G.  Minter,  of  Ferry  Works, 
JobnEon-street,  amounting  to  £2,070,  for  the 
foundations  only  of  the  permanent  structure,  was 
accepted,  and  the  architects,  Mr.  Sidney  R.  J. 
Smith,  F.R.I. B.A.,  and  Mr.  Spencer  W.  Grant, 
A  IM.B  A.,  were  instructed  to  proceed  at  once  with 
the  work. 

The  half-yearly  report  of  the  engineer  to  the  City 
and  South  LondonRailway.announcespragressinthe 
northern  and  southern  extension  of  the  system.  .\s 
regards  the  Moorgate- street  extension,  the  tunnels, 
permanent  way,  and  underground  stations  are  all 
completed.  The  surface  stations  and  the  lifts  are 
well  advanced,  and  it  is  hoped  to  open  the  ex- 

tension for  public  trafiio  in  October  next.  The 
tunnels  on  the  Clapham  extensions  of  the  main  line 
are  all  driven.  The  station  tunnel  at  Clapham 
Common  is  completed,  and  that  at  Clapbam-road  is 
in  progress,  and  this  extension  will  be  open  for 
traffic  early  in  the  ensuing  year. 

The  Bible  Christian  Chapel  at  Eastleigh,  Hants, 
which  baa  been  enlarged  to  double  its  former  size, 

was  formally  reopened  on  Wednesday  week.  'The 
enlargement  baa  been  carried  out  at  a  cost  of  £300, 
and  the  building  will  now  seat  200  worshippers. 
The  new  portion  of  the  building  has  been  erected  by 
Mr.  Hiines.  of  West  End,  .Southampton. 

A  new  higher  grade  school  at  Wood  Green, 
Tottenham,  was  opened  on  Saturday.  It  has  cost 
£3,500  for  site,  and  £19,047  for  the  buiidic^. 

At  Hexham  Abbey  Church,  a  stained-glass 
window  was  unveiled  on  Sunday  in  memory  of  the 
late  William  Kirsopp,  a  local  solicitor. 

Messrs.  Djmiine  and  Brierley,  architects,  York, 
are  designing  bank  fittings  and  preparing  premises 
at  the  Grove,  Ilkley,  for  the  City  and  County 
Bank,  Ltd. 

The  town  council  of  E  iinburgh  has  nnder  con- 
sideration a  recommendation  that  land  adjoining 

Saughton  Hall,  90  acres  in  area,  he  purchased  as  a 
public  park ;  the  price  is  about  £.50,000. 

The  first  sod  of  the  Isle  of  Axholme  light  railway 
was  turned  on  Friday  at  Epworth.  The  line  will  be 

14  miles  in  length,  and  will  t.\':end  from  Hix*^y,  on 
the  Great  Eistem,  and  will  connect  with  the  North - 
Eistem  Railway  at  Goole,  via  the  Marshland  light 
railway.  Twelve  previous  lines  have  been  projected 
to  serve  Epwortb,  and  have  been  abandoned.  The 
estimated  cost  of  the  present  scheme  is  £133,000. 
Mr.  Kaye  is  the  engineer,  and  Mr.  S.  W.  Meyer 
the  contractor. 

At  the  District  Council  Offices,  Swinton,  on 

I'fiday,  an  inquiry  was  held  by  Colonel  J.  T. 
Marsh,  K.E.,  inspector  from  the  Local  lijvernment 

Board,  with  reference  to  the  council's  application for  sanction  to  a  loan  of  £1,993  for  improvement) 

at  A'ictoria  Park,  Swinton.  The  park,  together 
with  the  hall,  which  is  used  as  the  council's  oflices, 
was  purchased  in  1890  for  £6.. 500,  and  the  loan  now 
proposed  is  for  fences  and  laying  out  the  park, 
Mr.  Henry  Entwisle,  surveyor  to  the  council,  gave 
evidence  in  support  of  the  application,  cxplaning 
the  estimates. 

(Dttt  <&Witt  %nW. 

Ax  exUbition  of  pictures  by  J.  W.  M.  Tamer 
haa  been  brought  together  by  Mr.  Whitworth 
Wallig  at  the  Birmingham  Art  CJallery.  Sir 
Donald  Currie  has  lent  no  less  than  twenty-five 
works,  including  the  remarkable  series  of  illus- 

trations of  Campbell's  poeme  ;  Jlr.  John  Edward 
Taylor  lends  twelve  ;  the  Manchester  Whitworth 
Institute  four;  Mrs.  George  Holt,  the  Rev.  W. 
Macgregor,  the  Rev.  .Stopford  Brooke,  the  Hon. 
F.  U.  Smith,  and  Messrs.  Stephen  G.  Holland, 
Richard  JI,  brocklebank,  and  .V.  Severn  each 
two;  and  Lord  Armstrong,  .Sir  .T.  C,  liobinson, 

."^ir  W.  Agnew,  Sir  Horatio  Daviee,  and  Messrs. 
S.  L.  Raphael,  James  Koss,  Abel  Buckley,  F.  S. 
Ellis,  R.  D.  Holt,  E.  Steinkopff,  T.  Mackenzie, 
i;dward  Nettlefold,  and  Jesse  Haworth  each  one. 

The  oil-paintings  in  the  collection  now  in  the 
long  room  of  the  Art  Gallery  at  Birmingham 
(many  of  which  were  on  view  this  spring  at  the 

Guildhall  Gallery  in  the  City)  illustrate  "Turner's work  over  a  period  of  just  fifty  years,  the  earliest 

being  the  broad,  solemn  "  Kilgarran  Castle"  of 
Lord  Armstrong,  painted  in  1799;  the  latest, 

"  I'he  Wreck  Buoy,"  painted  in  1849,  when  he 
was  an  old  man  of  74  and  faculties  were  beginning 
to  fail. 

AIr.  RoiiERT  Cauirae,  Montrare  Villa, 
Jlurrayfield,  has  just  presented  an  important 
example  of  the  art  of  the  late  David  Scott, 
R.S.A.,  to  the  National  Gallery  of  Scotland  at 
Edinburgh.  Jlr.  Carfrae  is  the  possessor  of 

several  of  Scott's  best  works,  lie  gave  the  pick 
of  them  to  the  trustees ;  the  Curator  (Mr.  Robert 
Gibb,  R.S.A.)  selected  the  picture  known  as 
'  The  Traitors'  Gate,"  but  the  original  title  of 
which  is  "The  Duke  of  Gloucester  entering  the 

tVater  Gate  of  Calais,"  and  the  Board  of  Manu- 
ttctures  unanimously  accepted  the  gift,  which 
vill  shortly  be  hung  in  the  National  Gallery. 
David  Scott,  who  was  bom  in  1806,  and  died  in 
1849,  was  a  son  of  Robert  .Scott,  an  Edinburgh 

engraver  of  repute,  and  a  brother  of  the  well- 
known  artist,  Mr.  W.  Bell  Scott.  This  picture 

of  the  "  Traitors'  Gate  "  was  begun  in  1841,  and 
was  exhibited  in  the  following  year.  The  Duke 
of  Gloucester,  brother  of  John  of  Gaunt,  was 
suddenly  arrested  by  order  of  Richard  II., 
hurried  on  board  a  ship  in  the  river,  which 
conveyed  him  to  the  prison  of  Calais,  where  he 

disappeared.  The  painter  shows  the  doomed 
man  in  a  small  boat,  with  his  armed  warders, 

passing  the  gloomy  portal,  with  its  iron  grill,  of 
the  vaulted  passage  leading  from  the  sea  to  the 
prison.  Gloucester,  in  courtly  robes,  sits  in  the 
stem  of  the  boat ;  behind  him  are  armed  men, 
and  in  front  stalwart  rowers.  David  Scott  is 

already  represented  in  the  Scottish  National 

Gallery  by  three  works — "  A  Vintager,"  "  Ariel 
and  Caliban,"  and  "Paracelsus  Lecturing  on  the 
Elixir  Vitii'."  A  large  picture  of  his,  "  Vasco 

ia  (iama  Doubling  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope," 
s-hich  was  in  the  Scottish  Academy's  exhibition 
of  1849,  was,  after  the  death  of  the  artist,  pur- 

chased by  subscription  and  placed  in  the  Tri  nity 

House,  Leith,  where  it  now  hangs. 

\  XF.w  room,  devoted  to  the  memory  of  the 
heroes  of  Arctic  Exploration,  was  opened  to  the 

public  in  the  National  Portrait  Gallery  on  Satur- 
day. The  room,  which  is  situated  at  the  further 

end  of  the  east  wing,  is  filled  with  portraits 

bequeathed  by  Miss  Sophia  Cracoft,  niece  of  Sir 
John  Franklin,  and  Colonel  John  Barrow.  The 
Barrow  collection  conttiins  the  large  picture,  by 

Stephen  Pearce,  entitled  "The  Arctic  CouncU 
discussing  a  Scheme  of  Search  for  Sir  John 
Franklin."  The  group  contains  portraits  of  Sir 
tieorge  Back,  Sir  William  Parry,  Captain  Bird, 

Sir  James  Ross,  Sir  F.  I'.eaufort,  Mr.  Barrow, 
Captain  W.  A.  Baillie-llamilton,  Sir  J.  Richard- 

son, and  Captain  F.  W'.  Beechey.  There  are fifteen  additional  portraits  of  explorers  and  others 
connected  with  the  voyages  of  Sir  John  Franklin, 

among  them  being  those  of  Sir  Robert  il'Clure, 

Captain  William  Penny,  Sir  1'.  Leopold  M'Clin- tock,  and  Sir  George  Nares,  each  in  -Vrctic  dress. 
Of  six  of  the  paintings,  the  replicas  were  already 

in  possession  of  the  Institution,  and  these  have 
now  been  transferred  to  Kensington  Palace,  the 

originals  being  retained  in  the  tiallery.  The 
Cracoft  bequest  comprises  the  picture  of  Sir  John 
Franklin  by  Thomas  Phillips,  i;..\.,  and  that  of 
Jane,  Lady  Franklin,  by  Miss  Romilly,  and  there 

arc  twenty  other  portraits  by  Stephen  Pearce.  .'Vn 
account  of  Franklin's   voyages,   compiled,   with 
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the  assistance  of  Sir  F.  Leopold  M'Cliatock,  by 
Mr.  Lionel  Cast,  is  placed  in  the  room. 

An  experiment  with  station  street-indicators  is 
being  made  on  the  Dingle  electric  trimways 
route  at  Ijiverpool  by  the  corporation  of  that  city, 
which  offers  a  useful  suggestion  to  the  I^ondon 

County  Council.  The  street  -  indicators  no  w  being 
laid  down  at  Liverpool  consist  of  an  ornamental 
and  conspicuously  coloured  pavement  4ft.  square, 
formed  of  red  granitic  concrete,  surrounded  by  a 
border  of  white  granitic  concrete  ornamented  with 
an  incised  foliated  design.  The  square  is  con- 

spicuous from  a  distance,  and  can  readily  be  seen 
by  every  pedestrian.  Each  indicator  contains 
(first)  the  name  of  the  street  or  road,  legible  under 
all  conditions  of  weather  and  at  all  times  of  day 

and  night— in  itself  a  marked  improvement  on 
the  iron  street  name-tablets  sometimes  placed 
beyond  the  limits  of  vision  and  at  night  illegible 
to  all.  An  arrow  indicates  the  direction  of  the 

cars,  so  that  no  one  need  make  the  common 
mistjike  of  taking  the  right  oar  going  in  the 

wrong  direction.  ''TramcJirs  stop  here  on  re- 
quest" appears  on  the  indicators  other  than  those 

at  which  "  All  tramcars  stop,"  as  at  terminal  and 
a  few  other  fixed  points  on  the  route.  This  is 
followed  by  a  concise  statement  of  the  destina- 

tions of  the  various  cars.  The  whole  of  this 

lettering  is  in  white  characters  on  a  dark  red 
background.  The  indicators  to  equip  the  Dingle 
route  (40  in  number)  were  devised  by  Mr.  C.  C.  U. 

Bellamy,  the  manager  of  the  corporation  tram- 
ways in  Liverpool,  and  have  been  made  by  the 

City  Mosaic  Company,  Lord-street,  to  the  order 
of  the  Liverpool  Tramways  Committee,  the  con- 

crete work  involved  being  done  at  the  head- 
quarters of  the  Stanley  Land  and  Brick  Company, 

Stanley. 
Mk.  Lewis  Ax(;Ei,r.,  F.K.I.B.A.,  the  veteran 

sanitarian,  who  for  thirty-two  ye.ars  has  held  the 
position  of  borough  engineer  and  surveyor  of  West 
Ham,  was  last  week  called  upon  by  the  town  council 

to  resign,  and  has  been  offered  a  quarter's  salary  in 
lieu  of  notice.  The  report  containing  the  recom- 

mendation was  brought  up  by  seven  members 

who  had  been  appointed  to  consider  the  re- 

organisation of  the  engineer's  department. 
Although  no  reasons  for  the  dismissal  were  given 
in  the  report,  it  was  stated  that  the  committee 
thought  the  time  had  arrived  when  a  younger 
man  should  be  appointed.  After  an  angry  and 
undignified  discussion,  in  which  recriminations 
were  freely  bandied  to  and  fro,  the  recommenda- 

tion of  the  committee  was  carried,  with  the 
addition  that  Mr.  Angell  be  appointed  consulting 
engineer,  without  salary,  but  that  he  should  be 
paid  adequate  remuneration  for  any  services  he 
may  be  called  upon  to  perform  in  connection 
with  work  in  hand  and  services  in  the  sewage 
dispute  with  the  London  County  Council.  A 
3Ir.  Morley  was  appointed  as  engineer  pro  tern. 
Notice  has  been  given  to  rescind  the  resolutions. 

A>;  interesting  exhibition  of  pictures  and  works 
of  decorative  art  was  recently  opened  in  Abbot 
Hall,  Kendal,  by  an  address  from  Canon 
Rawnsley,  and  will  remain  open  until  August  20. 
Kendal  is  the  centre  of  a  district  where  a  strong 
revival  of  the  arts  and  crafts  has  taken  place,  and 
a  special  effort  has  been  made  to  bring  together  a 
representative  exhibition.  The  last  display  held 
in  Kendal,  some  eight  years  ago,  w,as  competitive 
in  character,  and  consequently  not  free  from  a 
taint  of  amateurism  ;  but  the  present  one  is  non- 

competitive, and  primarily  educational,  most  of 
the  work  shown  being  professional.  The  exhibits 
include  some  72  oil-paintings,  and  nearly  twice 
as  many  works  in  water  colours,  by  such  well- 
known  artists  as  Thomas  lluson,  William 

Aumonier,  Matthew  Hale,  and  others,  wood- 
carvings,  tapestry  and  embroidery,  stained-glass 
cartoons,  hammered  brass  and  ironwork,  pottery, 
tile  panels,  choice  examples  of  bookbinding, 
and  many  other  classes  of  industrial  and  decora- 

tive art. 

Visitors  to  the  city  of  Winchester  are  now 
able  to  inspect  the  ancient  subterrmean  passage 
to  the  Castle,  used  for  defensive  purposes  in 
bygone  days.  For  many  years  it  has  been 
inaccessible,  owing  to  the  accumulation  of  debris 
and  the  ravages  of  time.  Acting  on  behalf  of 
the  Hampshire  County  Council,  Mr.  K.  Avery 
has  had  all  this  rubbish  cleared  out,  :inJ  has  made 

good  the  old  steps.  The  massive  passage  follows 
a  zigzag  course,  and  at  the  angles  there  formerly 
stood  massive  gates,  which  were  barred  with 
oaken  bolts  of  immense  size  and  strength,  run 
into  sockets,  which,  with  the  hinges  of  the  gate, 
can  yet  be  seen.    The  original  outlets  have  been 

blocked  up  by  modern  buildings,  and  the  passage 
into  the  city  itself  is  closed  through  the  giving 

way  of  certain  arches  ;  but  what  has  been  done 
now  enables  visitors  to  explore  the  route  for  a 
considerable  distance. 

The  Eighteenth  Autumn  Congress  of  the 
Sanitarv  Institute  will  be  held  this  year  in 

Southampton,  under  the  presidency  of  Sir  Wm. 
H.  I'reece,  K.C.B.,  F.U.S.,  Pres.Inst.C.E.,  by 

invitation  of  the  mayor  and  corporation,^  com- 

mencing on  Monday,  August  2'.l,  and  closing  on 
September  5.  The  proceedings  will,  as  usual, 
be  divided  into  throe  sections: — Section  1.: 

"  Sinitary  Science  and  Preventive  Jledicine," 
having  as  its  president  Sir  Joseph  Ewart,  JLD.  ; 

while  of  Section  II.,  "Engineering  and  Archi- 
tecture," Mr.  James  Lemon,  M.Inst.C.E., 

F.R.I. B. A.,  F.S.I. ,  is  the  president,  and  over 

Section  III.,  "  Physics,  Chemistry,  and  Biology," 
Professor  I'ercy  J.  Frankland,  F.R.S.,  will  pro- 
side.  Conferences  will  be  hold  of  municipal 

representatives,  port  sanitary  authorities,  medical 
officers  of  health,  medical  officers  of  schools, 

engineers  and  surveyors  to  sanitary  authorities, 
veterinary  inspectors,  sanitary  inspectors,  and 

ladies  (on  domestic  hygiene'.  A  lecture  will  be 

given  before  the  congress  on  "  Tuberculosis,"  by Dr.  Malcolm  Morris,  and  a  popular  lecture  on 

"Glasgow  Infectious  Diseases  Hospitals,"  by 
BaUie  J.  Dick,  J. P. 

A  L.vRGE  expansion  joint,  used  on  a  pipe  line 

belonging  to  the  Hamilton  Cataract  Power  Com- 

pany, at  DeCew  Falls,  was  described  by  ;\Ir. 
William  Hemphill  in  a  paper  recently  read  before 

the  Engineering  Society  of  the  School  of  Practical 
Science  at  Toronto.  This  steel  pipe  is  7;!.>ft. 

long,  8?,ft.  in  diameter  at  the  top,  and  7Aft.  at 
the  bottom.  The  plates  are  :|in.  thick  at  the  top 

of  the  line,  and  i§in.  at  the  bottom,  both  trans- 
verse and  longitudinal  seams  being  double 

riveted.  At  its  upper  end  the  rock  bottom  was 

excavated  to  a  depth  of  from  8ft.  to  10ft.,  and  the 

pipe  anchored  in  the  trench  by  heavy  flanges 
riveted  to  it  and  bedded  in  concrete.  Screens 

were  placed  at  the  upper  end  to  keep  out  ice  and 
drift-wood.  Every  loft,  down  the  side  of  the 
mountain  on  which  the  pipe  is  laid  blocks  of 

masonry  were  constructed  as  supports.  About 
two-thirds  of  the  way  down  there  is  a  ledge  on 
the  mountain  about  GOft.  wide,  which  the  pipe 

follows  for  some  distance  and  then  runs  down  at 

an  angle  of  20"  to  the  power-house,  where  there 
is  a  bend  of  nearly  90'.  Near  the  edge  of  the 
ledge  of  the  mountain  there  is  an  expansion  joint 
resting  in  a  hollow  in  the  masonry  support.  The 

two  sections  of  the  pipe  slide  one  inside  the  other. 
An  iron  ring  fastened  with  angle  iron  forms  a 
sliding  joint.  There  is  a  12in.  opening  through 
which  water  passes  so  as  to  afford  hydraulic 

pressure  against  the  end  of  the  wooden  ring, 

causing  a  little  spring  in  the  joint  at  the  latter 
point.  The  combined  action  of  the  spring  in  the 
iron  and  the  pressure  of  the  water  takes  up  any 

elongation  or  contraction  which  may  occur.  It 
was  found  necessary  to  p%ck  the  joints  with 

wooden  rings  Sin.  or  7in.  thick  ;  when  the  wood 
swelled  it  stopped  the  leakage  to  a  large  extent, 
but  will  not  allow  much  movement  of  the  joint. 
There  is  an  iron  ring  around  the  pipe  which  is 
flanged  and  riveted  to  the  plate  to  form  another 
sliding  joint. 

  •-^^^■-*   
MEETINGS  FOB  THE  ENSTJINa  WEEK. 
Satphdav  fTO-MOREo"..— Society  of  Architects.  Visit  to 

Canterbury  and  St.  Margaret's  Bay, Dover.    iJeave  Victoria  10  a  m. 

Architectural  Association.  Visit  to 
Guildford  Almshouses.  St.  Mary'sChurch, 
Guildhall,  Abbott's  Hospital,  &c.  Meet 
at  Waterloo  Main  Line  Booking  i  Iffice  at 
1.30  p.m.  for  the  1.50  train. 

Mr.  E.  H.  Bicknell,  C.E.,  held  an  inquiry  on 
Friday  at  Rawmarsh,  relative  to  an  application  of 
the  urban  district  council  for  powers  to  borrow 
£6,800  for  purposes  of  gasworks  extension. 

Dr.  Tristram,  (j  ('  ,  Chancellor  of  the  Diocese  of 
Canterbury,  has  held  a  court  at  the  parish  church, 
Sidoup,  Kent,  iu  reference  to  a  faculty  for  the  re- 
buildiug  and  enlargement  of  the  parish  church  there. 
Several  witnesses  were  examined,  and  the  Chan- 

cellor gave  special  directions  as  to  the  removal  of 
the  remains  of  21  persons  and  the  preservation  of 
over  30  memorial  tombstones.  The  works,  when 

completed,  will  cost  £lii  000, 

The  Mirqnia  of  Dafferin  and  Ava  has  had  a 
tombstone  placed  in  the  north  aisle  of  Wells 
Cathedral  on  the  grave  of  Mrs.  Sheridan,  the  wife 
of  Richard  Briusley  Sheridan. 

%m^t  0e5as* 

WAGES  UO'TEMENTS. 

Tbe  DisrtTTE  IN  niE  BuiLDrNO  Teade,— At  the 

Salisbury  Hotel,  Fleet-street,  London,  a  conference 
was  held  on  Wednesday  between  six  representatives 

of  tho  National  Federation  of  Building  Em- 

ployers and  six  representatives  of  the  National 
Association  of  Operative  Plasterers  with  reference 

to  certain  questious  in  dispute  between  the  builders 

and  plasterers.  Mr,  E,  T.  Cook  occupied  the 
chair.  The  various  points  at  issue  were  fully  dis- 

cussed, the  meeting  lasting  over  four  hours.  Tho 

proceedings  were  private,  but  at  the  close  the 

secretary  of  the  employers'  association  stated  that 
as  regards  the  application  for  an  advance  of  wages 
in  Manchester,  it  had  been  arranged  that  Mr, 
Deller,  the  secretary  of  the  Society  of  Operative 
Plasterers,  should  visit  that  city  with  reference  to 
tho  differential  charges  existing  in  the  towns  of 

Rochdale,  Stalybridge,  and  Ashton-under-Lyne. 
The  question  will  then  be  referred  to  the  executive of  the  Lancashire  and  Cheshire  Federation,  to  he 
dealt  with  by  them  during  the  next  six  days. 

lioi.TON,— The  strike  of  Bolton  stonemasons, 
which  has  existed  for  several  weeks,  the  men 
demanding  lOd,  an  hour  and  the  employers  offering 
9Jd.,  has  taken  a  curious  turn.  Durmg  last  week 

delegates  from  the  men's  executive  in  London were  in  Bolton  endeavouring  to  effect  a  settlement, 

and  they  succeeded  so  far  as  the  masters  are  con- cerned. The  men,  however,  declined  to  accept  their 
advice,  and  at  a  meeting  of  the  employers  on 
Friday  it  was  reported  that  the  operatives  had 
intimated  their  intention  not  to  return  to  work 
under  the  settlement  as  agreed  upon  between  the 

Lancashire  Federation  Executive  and  the  operators' executive.  The  London  delegates,  considering  they 
had  done  their  best,  informed  the  local  branch  of 
their  intention  to  stop  strike  pay  on  and  after 
Saturday,  and  that  they  were  quite  agreeable  that 
the  settlement  affecting  Bolton  should  be  the  one 

adopted  last  year  as  between  themselves  and  the 
Lancashire  Executive— viz.,  9Jd.  per  hour,  and  no 
restriction  on  worked  or  sawn  stone.  The 
employers  opened  all  the  yards  on  Monday, 
and  took  men  on  9),d.,  the  strike,  they  say, 

being  at  an  end  so  iax  as  the  two  executives  are concerned. 

Leicester. — A  serious  disturbance  took  place  at 

Lsicester  on  Friday  in  connection  with  the  strike  of 
bricklayers  for  a  halfpenny  psr  hour  advance.  A 
procession  of  several  hundred  men  paraded  the 
town  according  to  custom  since  the  strike,  and  at 
West  llumberstone  stone-throwing  was  resorted  to 
at  buildings  where  a  number  of  men  were  engaged. 
It  continued  for  some  time,  and  a  number  of  men 
were  in  j  ured  and  had  to  take  refuge  in  the  inner 
rooms  before  the  police  arrived. 

The  YOEKsniRE  Btjiniixo  Dispute.  —  At  a 
meeting  of  the  Yorkshire  Federated  Building  Trade 
Employers,  held  at  L'seds  on  Thursday  in  last  week, 
to  consider  the  suggested  withdrawal  of  the  York- 

shire lock-out,  it  was  decided  to  withdraw  the 
lock-out  of  2.1  per  cent,  of  the  men,  in  accordance 

with  the  wishes  expressed  at  the  Plymouth  Con- 
ference, from  and  after  Saturday.  Work  was 

therefore  arranged  to  be  resumed  on  Jfonday  :  but 
on  that  day  an  entirely  unforeseen  complication 
arose,  and  instead  of  the  locked-outmen  returning 
to  work,  as  was  expected,  the  Amalgamated 
Society  of  Carpenters  and  Joiners  withdrew  their 
members  from  all  the  Federation  shops  in  L3edB. 
The  men  affected  number  400,  The  hitch,  however, 
was  of  brief  duration,  for  on  Wednesday  the  men 
resumed  work  on  the  receipt  of  a  telegram  and 
letter  from  Mr.  W,  Nicholson,  on  behalf  of  the 
Yorkshire  Federation,  to  Mr.  Chandler,  general 
secretary  of  the  Amalgamated  Society  of  Carpenters 
and  Joiners. 
The  LocK-orr  in  Denjiaek. — Another  2,000 

men  were  locked  out  in  Denmark  on  Monday,  in 
connection  with  the  big  dispute  now  going  on  in 
that  country.  The  object  of  the  employers  is  to 
destroy  the  federation  of  trade  unions  which  has 
secured  so  strong  a  hold  on  the  workmen  of  the 
country.  Practically  all  the  workpeople  in  the 
country  are  members  of  the  federation,  which 
numbers  80,000.  Forty  thousand  were  locked  out 

eight  weeks  ago,  and  thus  three-fourths  of  the 
members  of  the  federation  are  idle.  Funds  are 

being  urgently  appealed  for,  and  now  tho  federa- tion, iu  order  to  husband  its  resources,  is  sending 
13,000  children  to  farmhouses  in  the  country,  paying 
its  members  in  the  shape  of  food,  and  suspending 
strike  benefits  to  single  young  men,  who  are  there- 

fore leaving  the  country  in  very  large  numbers 
for  Sweden,  Norway,  Germany,  Ei gland,  and  the 
United  States,  The  London  Trades  Council  has 
collected  and  despatched  £400  for  the  aid  of  the 
locked  out,  and  the  Amalgamated  Society  of  Eogi- 
neers  has  sent  £S00  to  the  engineers  in  Denmark, 
who  have  not  antil  now  been  compelled  to  ask  for 

assistance  from  the  general  fund' 
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LIST   OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

H«lif»x-TwelTe  Shops,  Commeroial-rtTeet    £50.  £25     Bawtow  and  Midgley,  Solicitpni,  8.  HamMn-road,  Halifax   Aug.   1 
CryrtalPalaoe-BaDd.ta»d(AsK«K.r)    8ug^,  ir.g...  7g)   F ■.<'*^"'"' %*  V^'S? '^^  ̂°«' ̂ .- ''5°^;/-^      "     i? 
WatnaU  Chawortb  and  Watnall  Cantelope-Sewerage  Schemea     C.  J.  Spencer.  Clerk,  I'ublic  OfB_»a.  ̂ iiord,  Notts      »     i? 
Kirealdy-Infectioo.  Diwa»e»  Hospital,  Foeterton  Farm     No  premiam    Ale«ander  Bevendge,  D.stnct  Ocrk.  Kircaldy     •.■■  7,iV.:i'   bw    i 
wSfeiair-Iiiola.ion  Hospital  .    £30  (merged),  £16    C.  V.  Newrtead.  Ckrk.  Ij mon  Office..  Borooghgate,  Otter     8«Pt-  » 

DiSriw- Public  Library   T.    John  Orienwn.  To irn  Clerk,  Domfnea         18 

Workington-Town  HiiU.  Oxford-rtKCt  (Aa»ea«)r)    £10  (merged).  £J0.  £10    W.  L.  EaglesBeld.  Borough  Sun eyor.  Workington  ....^       15 
Norwich-Bank.  Bed  Lion-etreet  (Local  Competition)   80g8.,  aOg».,  lOga    Jamea  Fairbaim,  Secretary,  C.E.Y.M.8.  Booms.  Norwich   ,     1« 
Ttmbridge  Wells -Designs  in  Tunbridge  Ware:  Coloured  (I) 

£3  38.,  (2)  £2  28.   (S    £1  Is.  ;  Uncoloured  (l)  £i29.,(2)  £lls.,  „.„„„,„     v  •,      .m  „  in 

(3)108.6d.  (Walter  Crane.  Assessor)    Technical  Education  Committee    The  Town  CTerk,  Town  Hall,  Tonbndge  Wells       ^3 
Donoon.  N.B. -Sheriff  Court  House  (£5,000)  and  Police  Build-  „.    ,.„       ̂ ^utvtvj 

inga  (£3,500)     £30,  £20     M.  Sinclair,  County Oerk,  Lodigaphead        — 
Beeeton-Church  and  Sunday  Schools     C.  NiohoLi,  St.  John  s-grove.  Beeston,  NotU         — 

Parsonstown— Water  Supply  (6,000  popnUtion)       H.  Barlow,  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Parsonstown         — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BTTIUJINaS. 

Pontycymmer -Workmen's Tnstitate    Flaldau  Trust  Fund     P.  J.  Thoma«,  Architect.  Bridgend   July  2^< 
Ooldsworth-Altering  Robin  Hood  Inn    ..    ;.    William  (i.  Lower.  Anhiteot,  12a.  High-street,  Guildford         „  i> 

West  Bromwich -Repairs  to  Chaplain's  House    School  District  Managers   Thomia  BiUason,  Architects,  Higa-street.  WestBromwich      ..  2'> KingBton-on-Thsmes-AlteralioiiB.  Assize  Conrta       Harold  A   Winser.  Town  Clerk.  Clattcm  House,  Kingston-upon-Th.    „  2;> 
Lelant -Rebuilding  the  Praed's  Arms  Hotel    Ellis  and  Co    Oliver  C Udwell.  Architect,  Penzance      „  2i 
Chorley-Wing  to  Cottage  Hospital    ■.    W.  H.  Dinsley.  Architect,  Cleveland-street.  Chorley       „  J|J> 
Whittingham  -  Auction  ilart     Farmers' Auction  Uart  Co   Wm.  Robson  Hindmirsh.  Architect,  Alnwick       ,.  2* 
Ladock— Alterations  to  Buildings    Nansawaan,  Ladock.  Cornwall       t,  '^ 
South  Shields -Slipway.  Lifeboat  House,  &c    Tyne  Lifeboat  Institution       J.  p.  Spencer.  C.E..  13,  Grainger-street  West,  Newcastle-on-Tyne  ..    „  2^ 
Pontydun— Chapel     Rev.  A.  Kniitht.  Talbot-road.  Uantrieant            «  2» 
Gnmos- Engine  Shed    Midland  Rulway  Co    The  Company's  Architect,  Cavendish  House.  Derby          „  W 
Southowram  Bank— Sunday  School  and  Caretaker's  House   Joseph  F  Walsh.  Lanes  and  Yorks  Bank  Chambers,  Halifax          „  2^ 
OIa<«ow-Golf  Clubhouse.  Bellahonston  Park     Corporation     A.  B  M'Dinald,  City  Eng..  City  Chambers.  Cochrane-»t.,  Glasgow.    „  29 
Lee&- Raising  Roof.  Chapeltown  Tramway  Depot    City  Council    The  City  Engineer's  Office.  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds      „  31 
Pontefract-Two  Villas     John  Shaw,  J.P    Garside  and  Pmnington.  Architects.  Pontefract       „  3J 
Londonderry— Six  Houses,  Rosemount-avenue    5'2,  Great  James-street.  Londonderry           ,,  3* 
Kingston-on-Thames -Alterations  to  Old  Workhoute  Buildings  Guardians    William  H.  Hope.  Archt.,  Union  Offices,  Portsmouth-rd.,  Kingston    „  ol 
Belton— House     J  D.  Downing    Chas.  G.  Baker,  Architect.  Great  Yarmouth         „  31 
Glasnevin-TrainingEitiblishment    National  Education  Commissioners.  The  Secretaries.  Education  Office.  Marlborough-street,  Dublin       „  31 
North  Huish-Cattle-Housfs  and  Repairs      T.  Wakeham.  Court.  Aveton  Qiffard          ••  31 
Leeds-Second  Story  to  Kirkstall-road  Tramway  Depot     City  Council     The  City  Engineer's  Office.  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds   ,  31 
East  Preston— Alterations  to  Boiler  House.  &c..  at  Workhonae  Guardians     H.  Howard.  "Townitffice.  Littlehampton   ._-      ,*  31 
Aldershot-SLi  Cottages,  Cannaught-road,  Redan  Hill     Arthur  E.  Crowe.  Surveyor,  Station  Approach,  Guildford      »  31 
Henlev-in-Arden-Shed    Wootton  Wawen  &  Beaudesett  S.B.  John  Lird.  Clerk.  Henley      •„—•;■.•-      '5  f. 
Cardia-Warehouses.Millicent-street      J.Isaac      Edgar  0.  C.  Down.  A.R.I.B.A..  31.  High-street,  Cardiff        >  SI 
Llanharran- Fourteen  Cottages      L  V.  Evans.  Court  House.  Penooed    •»  |J 
Bradford-Four  Loose  Horse  Boxes.  Harris-street     Corporatioa     J.  H.  Cox.  City  Surveyor.  Town  Hall.  Bradford        n  Jl 
Pontefract— Additions  to  House  and  Shop.  Roper-gate      Stuart  Lowden    Garside  and  Pennington,  Architects,  Pontefract      •    n  -' 
Liyerpool  -  Extension   of    Warehouse,    North   Mersey   Goods                                                                                                                                                                              .  ■  , 

Station    Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co  ..  The  Engineer's  Office.  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester   Aug.'  i 
Salop— Four  Cottages  near  Marsh  Brook  Station   Joint  Railways  Committee     The  Joint  Engineer.  Shrewsbury  Station   >  J 
Peterson-Cottage  at  Station       Great  Western  Railway  Co    G   K.  Mills,  Secretary,  Paddington  Station.  London       „  « 
Harrogate -Four  Houses.  Tewitt  Well  Estate     Mrs.  F.  B.  Atkinson     George  W.  Atkinson.  Architect.  1.  Mark-lane,  L'wds      „  i 
Strabane— Business  Premises    M.  Hammond.  Bridgetown.  Strabane      *,  J 
Oldham— Boiler-House.  J^c  .  Supply  Station     Electric  Lighting  Committee     A.  Andrew.  Oasand  Water  Offices,  Oldham      „  i 
Hereford -Extension  of  Roofing  at  Station    Joint  Committee    A.  E  Bolter,  Sec.  to  Joint  Committee.  Paddmgton  Station,  London    „  i 
Selby-Alterations  to  School  of  Art     J.  T.  Atkinson.  Clerk.  Churchyard.  Selby      J 
Petersfleld-Laundty     Laundry  0>    Arthur  J.  C.  Mackamess.  Secretiry.  High-street.  Peterafleld       „  i 
Swantea-Generaiing  Station,  Strand     Corporation    The  Borough  Surveyor.  13.  Somerset-place.  Swaosei       „  J 
Huddersfleld— Dwelling  House,  Fisher-street      J.  Berry.  Architect.  9,  Queen-street  Huddersfleld       „  J 
Mallow— Repairing  Cottaees    Rural  District  Council     M.  Regan.  Clerk,  the  Workhouse.  Mallow      "  J 
Epsom— Repairs  and  Alterations  to  Bow  House     Guardians  of  Epeom  Union     H.  D.  Searleswood.  F.R.I  B.  A.,  Epsom   ,"  "j       *•  « 
Bishop  Auckland-Farm  Buildings  at  WindlestoneFtan   F.  H.  Livesay,  Architect,  Newgate-street,  Bishop  Auckland        „  | 
Button-on-Trent-laying  lloor              School  Board   T  E.  Day,  Clerk.  Sutton.  Notts    ■   v, "jV 'Jj   '  ' 
Bradford -Warehouse  and  Stabling,  West  Bowling      Brayshaw  and  Dixon,  Architects.  Bowling  Old-lane,  BradfoM       „  - 
York-SUbles  for  W  Horses    North-Eastem  RaOway  Co   William  Bell.  Architect.  York    •■   .■■■  ■,;■  ",    f 
West  Bowling— Warehouse  and  Stabling    Brayshaw  and  Dixon.  Architects,  Bowling  Old-lane,  Bradlora      i 
Brighton-Five-BoomedArtisans'D«teUings(28).StHelen'»-ra.  Town  Council       Francis  J.  C.  May.  M.I.C.E.,  Town  Hall.  Bnghton          ,.  f 
8tratford-on-Avon- Vagrant  Wards  at  Workhouse      Thos.  T.  Allen.  Architect.  2.  Broad-street,  Stratford-on-Avon  "J 
Middlesbrough— Central  Klectiirity  station     ,     Electric  Lighting  Committee     Milnes  and  France.  Architects.  Bradford   ;■■;■,••  -\      "  t 
Bishop  Auckland- Institute  at  Kushyford    F.  H.  Livesay,  Architect,  Newgate-street,  Bishop  Auckland          „  i 
Homerton.  N.E.— Repairing  Offices,  Sidney-road    Hackney  Union  Guardians     W.  A.  Finch.  Architect.  76.  Finsbur^-  Pavement.  E.C   ,  ̂  
Darwen-  Central  Stores    Provident  Co-operative  Soc.  Com....  Sames  and  Green.  Architects.  Knott-strcet.  Darwen   ̂   ..    | 
Bishop  Auckland -Alterations.  &c.,Windle8tone  Hall   F.  H.  Livesay.  Architect,  Newgat^strects  Bishop  Auckland    » 
Hull— Hydraulic  Pumping  Station    North-Eastem  Railway  Co      .  Wm   Bell.  Company's  Architect.  York       ••  * 
'F...lli^u.   I  l-amr..   ^"'..nb..-..     Oi^nrr,                                                                                                                          QAKyu.1     Dnav.!                                                                                           fi      W      M  i^Crara       A-.,ll.to^f      fl  r\.m  nVTTl  OOT       •■         ,*  ** Tudhoe  Grarg, — Cookerv  Room    School  Board    G.  W.  Rogers.  Architect.  Speonymoor    iri          1 
Halifax -Ironfoundry,  Albert-road     Jackson  and  Fox.  Architects,  7.  Rawson-street.  HaUIax        „       a 
Batley-Bakcry,  Clerk  Or-en-slreet     Batlfy  Co-operative  Society    H.  B.  Buckley.  Architect.  8.  East -parade.  L?eds      „       * 
Folkestone-Alterations.  \c  .  North  Board  School     School  Board   Alfred  H.  Gardner,  Clerk.  8*.  Cheriton  Place,  tolkest me    ..  » 
Withington-Works  to  Workhouse  Schools      Chorlton  Union  Guardians     David  S.  Bloomfield,  Clerk.  AU  Saints'.  Manchester      ^    „  ̂  
Elland— Chamber  over  Brick  Kiln  at  Storth  Brickworks     Sharp  and  Waller.  Architects.  .32,  Bradford-road,  Bngnouse     „  J 
Cudworth-Elementary  Schools  (700)       School  Board    G    Moxon.  Architect. '26,  Church-street.  Barnsley       „  » 
Manorhamilton-R-pairs  to  Workhouse  and  Fever  Hospital  ...  Guardians     Mr.  Peter  Keany.  Clerk.  Board-room.  Minorhamilton      „  J 
Egremont-Shop  and  Warehouse.  South-street    J.  S.  Stout,  Architect.  GiUfoot,  E^remont   •  * 
TrtKJtchy— Six  Workmen's  Cottages.  Ynyswen-terrace     ._^    Jacob  Reea.  Architect.  Hillside.  P^ntre    ̂ ■\^'j^:^"^^'^f"j^"^f^^j^"'  **  5 irt^iieuy  —  oia   *v  ur  k  lueu  s  vx,i.ui((eB.    I  nySWeU-terTace      ,i»<:wu  i«^a,.  ii.ivii»i«cv.  tiiiiBiu.7.  »  t.»v..-      J,    ,;      .         ,         ,    XT      fl   1,4 

norlleld-BaptibtCburchand  Classrooms     Building  Committee    Milverton.  Drake,  and  pizey.  .\rchitects.Bildwm-8tteet.  tiorneia 
Lisnaakea-Fivc  Labourers'  Cottages       Rural  District  Council     J.  O'R.  Hoey.  Clerk.  Rural  District  Council .  Lisnaskea         ^ 
Ipswich— Additions.  Borough  Fever  Hospital       Public  Health  Committee       E.  Buckham.  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Ipswich      >■       » 
Friarton,  Perth- Gasworks       Gas  Commissioners    A   Oille.spie   Eogine-^r,  SI.  St.  Baoch-9.iuare.  GUs^w 
Bumtiuland-Seo.ndary  School     Burgh  School  Board      Robert  Little.  Architect.  1.  St.  Brycedale-avenue.  Kirkcaiay       „ 
Keighley-Residence.  Aic.  Ilolycroft    W.  H.  and  A.  Sugden.  Architects.  Keighley    :       ••   ;       „  7 
AbeHiiiery-Additiona  lo  Infanta' School   ....!...".  .....".."^        Aberystwith  School  Board       R.  L   R^iberts,  Victona  Chamberj.  AbeViaro   ..    .       >■ 
Bynea.  Wales-Passenger  station     Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills.  Secretary.  Paddmgton  Station.  London       m  o 
Halifax-Extension  of  Premises    J  H.  Waddington     Jackson  and  Fox.  Architects.  7.  Riwson-street.  Ualitax         ..  ̂  
Penygraig-Pa.ssenger  Station      Great  Western  Railway  Co    O.  K    Mills.  Secretary.  Paddinftou  Station.  London       <•  = 
Hendford- Goods  Shed  auiluilices    Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills  Secretary.  Paddmgton  SUtion.  '•"','*''?.    i.";v       "  'o 
Shetlield-Additic.ns  toCar-bheds      Tramways  Commitu^e       Charles  F.  Wike.  C.E    Citv  Surveyor.  Town  Hill.  !5ttem;ia       „  a 
Withington-Statin  Buildings       Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills,  Secretary.  Pad  lington  Station.  I. mdon            .     „  o 
Tonyre(ail-Pa^aenKer  Station    Great  Western  Riiiway  Co    G.  K.  .Mdls.  Secretary.  Paddmgton  8t4tion.  Li"'""'  _   •  ", 
Peckham.  8. E.- unices.  Lvndhurst-road  and  PeckhamHigh-st.  Amalgamated  Society  of  Engineers.  C.  ThorapMn.  Architect. -iia,  Oraham-roa.l.  mckney         »  ■ 
Hexthorpe-lnfantScliool;!.'.  i       Balby-with-Hexthorpc  d.B   The  Architect's  Office.  11,  Priory-pUoe.  Doncas.er        .•  ■ 
Pilsley-Wesleyan  Sunrl»v  och.Kils   A.  E.  Eyre,  Architect.  St.  Chad's-road.  Derby    ....  ̂    ■■"•••    ■ 
I^eds-Alterationstootlices.  Peise's  Buildings    Board  of  Overseers  ..-.    Bedford  and  Kitson.  Architects.  Greek-street  ChsmbetB,  i.«ea»    =• 
Hendon-Repaim  to  Workhouse  Buildings     Guardians    F.  J.  Seabrook,  Clerk,  Union  OS »s,  Edg*are      •• 
Mayfoid,  near  Woking  -  Manual   Room,  and  Alteimtiaiu  to  „    .      n  _i»..  ow  10 
Swimming  Bath  at  Industrial  School    London  County  Council   The  Architect's  Department.  13,  Spnng  Gardens,  s.w      ,>  ;j 

Lochboisdale- Alterations.  Caatlebay  School    Barra  School  Board    J.  Hill.  Binker.  Lochboisdale      •»  -« 
Wrexham— Ward  at  Infirmary       Conmittee      Lockwood  and  Sons,  Architects,  Chester   • 
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PERFUNCTORY  ART. 

RUSKIN  hao  somewhere  said  :  "  Had  you 
been  anytliiug  else  in  the  world  but 

architectural  designers,  you  might  have  been 

of  some  use  and  good  to  people  " — a  sentence 
which  conveys  a  good  grent  deal  of  truth  in  a 
sarcastic  way.  It  is  an  attack,  indeed,  on 
the  modern  professional  architect  and  his 
methods.  In  our  own  day  the  art  he  pro- 

fesses has  been  denied  a  place  by  the  side  of 
the  other  arts— of  the  sister  aits  of  painting 
and  sculpture.  Those  who  are  vociferous  for 
Architecture  have  asserted  her  claims  in  such 
a  manner  as  to  make  the  public  think  the 
art  is  not  what  it  is  said  to  be — hence  it  has 
sunk  low  in  public  esteem,  so  that  this  kind 
of  self -exaltation,  or  prattling  about  the 
dignity  of  modern  architecture,  falls  rather 
flat,  and  has  done  something  to  discount  the 
reality  of  the  real  thing.  Wo  have  less  of 
these  apologists  now  ;  there  are  more  earnest 
workers  in  the  field — men  who  work  to  con- 

vince the  public  that  real  architecture  is  not 
quite  extinct,  as  some  imagine. 
There  are  still  many  things  that  have 

tended  to  lower  the  estimate  of  the  art.  One 

is  the  Philistinism  of  the  British  public  ;  the 
attempt  to  be  artistic  without  cost  or  sacrifice 
of  any  sort ;  the  miserable  utilitarian  spirit 
of  the  age ;  the  desire  to  adorn  halls  and 
rooms  with  what  Mr.  Ruskin  ironically  calls 

"furniture  sculptuie,"  which  the  parlour- 
maid dusts  every  morning — not  the  real 

sculpture  that  one  sees  in  the  tympana  of 
the  Parthenon  or  of  Xotre  Dame  :  and  to 

fill  our  rooms  with  copies  of  the  ( treat 
Masters,  often  atrociously  painted,  or  the 
modern  furniture  and  bric-a-brac  of  Wardour- 
etreet.  All  this  taste  is  enfeebling  enough, 
and  has  done  serious  harm  to  the  cause. 
Then  another  cause  is  the  overcrowded  state 

of  the  profession.  Where  there  was  only 
one  architect  or  artist  three  hundred  years 
ago  there  are  now  hundreds  practising  in 
our  large  towns,  and,  as  someone  has  well 
said,  we  cannot  increase  the  ratio  of  genius 
to  the  greater  number :  it  will  always 
be  a  fixed  quantity,  and  no  amount 
of  cramming  or  examinations  will  ever 
make  it  larger.  No ;  the  metliocrities 
in  everything,  art  included,  will  always 
predominate  and  rule.  The  public  will  be 
always  swayed  by  the  prevailing  taste  of  the 
mediocrities,  and  therefore  the  standard  of 
architecture  is  lowered  proportionably  to  the 
larger  number  of  professing  artists. 
But  there  is  something  beyond  these 

influences  which  has  made  the  art  so  much 
less  of  a  power  than  it  once  was.  It  has 
broken  with  tradition  which  united  the  arts 

when  the  sculptor  and  architect  were  one ; 
when,  for  example.  Scopas  practised  both  as 
architect  and  sculptor,  Iktinos  juined  the 

crafts  in  the  temple  at  Phigaleia,  and  I  'heidias combined  the  arts  in  the  Parthenon.  All  has 

now  been  subjected  to  modern  analysis; 
every  art  is  now  labelled,  pigeon-holed,  or 
reduced  to  principles  by  the  moilcrii  art 
grammarian  till  we  find  it  bereft  of  all  the 
imaginative  qualities  or  poetic  interest. 
Architects  still  speak  of  their  art  as  (lassie, 
English,  or  Flemish  Renaissance,  "  Uueen 

.Anne,'  "Georgian'';  or  of  Gothic  as  belong- 
ing to  one  or  other  of  the  peril  iJs,  ■  lOarly 

English,"  r)ecorated,  or  Perpendicular.  Even 
these  generic  distinctions  of  style  are 
often  labelled  by  the  characteristics  of  the 
coimtry — as  French,  Gothic,  Italian,  or 
Venetian  <lothic.  If  it  were  possible,  these 
divisions  and  distinctions  would  go  on  multi- 
pl)ing  for  the  convenience  of  the  compilers 

of  our  art  manuals  and  tlie  cataloguists  of 
our  museums.  In  construction,  this  sub- 

division and  classification  is  also  adopteil, 
and  the  simple  intuition  of  weight  and  thrust 
known  to  the  Modia'val  builders  of  .Viniens 
or  Salisbury  are  now  explained  and  illus- 

trated by  mechanical  laws  and  graphic 
statics,  in  which  each  force  is  measured, 
and  its  resultant  found  with  a  precision  that 
was  unknown  to  the  men  who  designed  the 
vaults  and  proportioned  the  buttresses  of  our 
cathedrals.  .So  that  in  art,  as  in  construction, 

everything  is  taken  to  pieces,  and  resolved 
into  elements  and  analysed.  Even  ornament 
itself,  which  would  seem  to  elude  such 

investigation,  is  now  analysed  by  the 
art  grammarian ;  we  have  books  and 
grammars  of  ornament,  in  which  its  elements 
are  subjected  to  analysis,  and  its  root  forms 
discovered,  and  the  students  of  our  art 
schools  go  through  a  scientific  course  of 
study  for  ornament.  But  was  it  thus  that 
the  great  ornamentalists  of  the  ages  we  copy 
went  to  work,  that  the  old  stone  and  wood 
carver,  or  the  designer  of  the  old  textiles, 
were  taught  their  craft  ?  The  geometric  and 
subtle  patterns  of  the  Moorish  artists,  and 
the  refined  arabesques  of  the  Renaissance 
were  the  arrangements  of  men  who  never 

had  any  scientific  training ;  they  were  in- 
ventions deriving  their  beauty  and  subtlety 

of  line  from  a  close  study  of  nature  or  the 
Greek  model. 

Let  us  briefly  inquire  what  are  the  reasons 
alleged  for  the  poverty  of  modern  design.  It 
is  not,  as  Mr.  Euskin  says,  owing  to  the 
want  of  sculpture  that  makes  our  buildings 
so  unattractive,  for  we  cau  point  to  many 

great  buildings — like  St.  Paul's  and  West- 
mister  Abbey,  to  Salisbury  and  Wells — which 
without  sculpture,  or  in  spite  of  what  they 
possess  on  their  western  fai.ades,  are  still 
noble  and  grand  in  their  expression.  Fine 

sculpture  in  itself  has  little  eft'ect  in  adding to  the  beauty  of  the  design  of  those  edifices. 
Bad  sculpture,  it  has  been  well  said,  fails  to 
ruin  theu- imaginative  effect  of  our  great 
buildings,  and  good  sculpture  can  contribute 
little  to  a  badly  designed  building.  Every- 

one must  admit  that  the  art  of  sculpture  has 
languished  in  this  country  because  it  has 
been  dissociated  from  architecture.  What 

is  known  as  sculpture  is  a  cultivation  of 
academies,  quite  unsuitable  for  our  climate. 
We  cannot  compete  with  our  French  neigh- 

bours or  with  other  countries :  and  our 

models  and  groups,  whenever  we  try  them 
in  position,  are  pronounced  failures.  Why  ? 
Partly  because  we  have  ceased  to  employ 
sculpture  in  our  buildings.  The  art  was  once 
glyptic,  and  was  gradually  developed  from 
masonry.  The  sculptor  received  his  train- 

ing in  the  mason's  workshop,  learned 
geometry  as  well  as  anatomy,  and  was,  in 
fact,  a  figure-mason.  The  ancient  Greeks 
were  true  sculptors  :  they  learned  the  glyptic 

art  in  the  mason's  workshop,  and  hence 
there  is  no  word  in  Greek  to  distinguish  a 

mere  mason,  the  nearest  equivalent  "  stone- 
worker  "  being  applied  to  the  sculptor  as 
well  as  the  mason.  The  figure  carver  was 
chiefly  a  sculptor  of  statues,  and  in  this 
sense  only  we  have  come  to  consider  the  art. 
One  reason  alleged  why  sculpture  has  de- 

clined amongst  us  is  the  development  given 
to  the  plastic  arts.  We  occupy  our  attention 
with  modelling  in  clay  before  we  can  pro- 

duce the  work  in-  marble:  there  are  two 
processes  instead  of  only  one.  The  glyptic 
form  of  the  art  had  to  do  with  the  geometrical 
lines  of  the  building  ;  the  sculptor  conceived 
his  groups  or  his  carving  on  the  building 

from  a  mason's  point  of  view,  and  the  result 
was  a  harmonious  blending  of  the  archi- 

tectonic or  constructive  with  the  sculptured 
fonns.  But,  as  we  have  said,  our  architec- 

ture is  not  dependent  on  sculpture ;  the 
expression  of  plan  and  structure  is  the  great 
thing,  and  how  to  make  our  buddings  tell 
their  own  story  truly  and  simply,  without  a 
garb   borrowed  from  other  buildings.     The 

personality  of  the  architect  is  a  great  thing 
m  the  production,  in  being  able  to  press  his 
own  imagination  on  his  work,  but  it  is  not  all 
-  -there  is  the  great  tradition  of  the  art  of 
construction  to  carry  on,  the  e.xperience  of 

the  past,  or  certain  types  and  forms  of  ex- 
pression sanctioned  by  the  age. 

The  evil  of  our  present  position  is  more  to 
be  found  in  the  disastrous  divisions  between 
the  crafts,  the  cleavage  which  is  separating 
construction  from  architecture,  architecture 
from  ornament,  the  divisions  in  the  trades 
themselves,  all  of  which  are  tending  to  narrow 
the  views  and  motives  of  the  worker,  and  to 
reduce  the  architect  to  a  kind  of  agent  in  the 
selection  andmanagement  of  tradesmen.  His 
work  is  now  managed  chiefly  in  the  ollioe 
with  the  assistance  of  clerks ;  ho  gets  paid 
on  tlio  cost,  not  on  the  merits  of  his  design. 
His  drawings  and  designs  are  often  delegated 
to  others  ;  all  the  accessories  of  architecture, 
sculpture,  decoration,  Ciirving,  itc,  are  often 
beyond  his  control.  They  are  so  many  separate 
items  carried  out  by  tradesmen  who  perform 
them  in  a  very  perfunctory  manner,  or  are 
separate  contracts.  There  is,  as  William 

Morris  has  called  it,  "  a  trade  finish'  in 
most  of  our  things — crockery,  furniture,  and 
architecture  as  well,  the  "homage  which 

commerce  pays  to  art  "  ;  the  scrawl  of  fern- leaves  and  convolvulus  which  adorns  our 
bedroom  ewers  and  basins  is  the  kind  of 
ornament  that  does  duty  for  art ;  it  gives,  as 
Morris  says,  no  idea^it  only  gives  you  an 
impression,  and  a  very  dull  one,  of  bedroom 
ware.  The  same  philosophic  art-writer 
speaks  of  the  difficulties  which  hamper  the 
accomplishment  of  good  and  beautiful, 
building.  "The  decorative  painter,  the 
mosaicist,  the  window  artist,  the  cabinet- 

maker, the  paperhanging  maker,  the  potter, 
the  weaver — all  these  have  to  fight  with  the 
traditional  tendency  of  the  epoch  in  their 
attempt  to  produce  beauty,  rather  than 
marketable  finery,  to  put  artistic  finish  on 

their  work  rather  than  trade  finish  "  Machine- 
made  workmanship  has  fostered  this  trade 
finish.  The  commercial  builder  and  manu- 

facturer finds  it  absolutely  necessary  to  his 
success  to  employ  machineiy.  What  little 
chance  there  is  for  the  real  artist  to  be  under- 

stood when  so  many  shams  are  being  appliect 
to  building  and  to  all  utUities  ;  and  how  can 
real  architecture  be  understood  or  appre- 

ciated when  so-called  art  is  thus  produced, 
and  the  talent  of  the  real  artist  and  workman 
is  being  thrown  away  ? 

NATIONAL  PRIZE  DESIGNS. 

IX  our  general  review  of  the  architectural 
and  other  designs  at  South  Kensington, 

we  noticed  how  few  works  were  exhibited 

that  displayed  any  merit  in  design,  and  the 
gold  medal  drawing  for  a  Royal  Mausoleum 
was  not  exceptional.     The  design  was  one 
submitted  to  the  Institute  for  the  Tite  prize, 
but  was  not  awarded  anything.     Not  that 
it  is  any  the  worse  for    this    fact,  as  the 
examiners  at  South  Kensington  have  thought 
otherwise.  The  design  as  a  whole  is  certainly 

heavy   and    inexpressive,  but  contains  evi- 
dence of   ability  in   the  details  and  in  the 

plan.     We  regard  the  work  done  by  students 

in  the  "  Personal  Examinations,''  as  they  are 
called,  of    value.     These    are    chiefly   time 
studies,  the  student  being  restricted  to  a  few 
hours  and  to  certain  conditions.  The  designs 
submitted   for  a   house  for  a  guild  of  art 
workers  are  not  remarkable  for  any  grasp  of 
idea  or    design    in   the    detail ;    but    show 
a     certain    expertness    and     facility.     The 

designs     awarded     "  excellent  "     have     in one  or  two  cases  a  fairly   good  plan,  con- 
taining library,    class-room,    lecture-room, 

Ac.     <  >ne  elevation  is  somewhat  hackneyed 
in  style,   and  the  gable  too  wide ;  another 
red  brick  with  stone  dressings  has  a  semi- 
octagon  porch  which  looks  unsuitable.     The 
drawings,  however,  indicate  a  degree  of  skill 
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that  is  commendable,  coDBidering  the  limita- 
tions imposod.  We  notice  also  in  Modelling 

Design  a  few  essays  for  a  wall-fountain  in 
marble.  Nos.  0233,  6C77,  and  OOlJS  obtain 

"honours,"  and  the  first  of  these  shows  a 
well-conceived  half-basin  gracefully  modelled 
with  sea-dolphins  round  the  bowl,  and  a 
figure  over  letting  out  the  water.  Other 
Designs  have  figures,  tipping  bowls  with  pro- 

jecting basins  set  in  an  ornamental  frame- 
work carved,  as  in  C8T^f ,  showing  a  more  or 

lees  suitable  treatment.  The  design  for 
chimneypiece  in  oak  stained  green  with 
copper  round  grate,  hammered  into  bosses. 
No.  501 08,  is  etlective  and  simple.  The  time 
sketches  for  an  Italian  Itenaissance  subject 
have  cot  brought  out  much  talent,  though 
the  sketches  of  St.  Stephen,  Walbrook, 
Skelton  Church,  Yorkshire,  Adel  Church 

doorway,  arcading  of  Chapter-house,  South- 
well Alinster,  are  creditable  examples  of 

sketching  from  memory. 
We  have  briefly  referred  to  the  design  for 

a  coiling  by  Jennie  Delahunt,  Manchester 
(silver  medal),  a  modelled  design  of  much 
merit.  The  ornament  is  flat,  and  in  low 

relief — j  ust,  in  fact,  what  a  ceiling  in  planter 
should  be.  The  method  adopted  to  show  it 
by  an  inclined  mirror  is  a  good  one.  We 
notice  also  a  design  for  a  leaden  cistern  or 

head  of  a  water-pipe  by  T.  C'laughton,  for 
which  a  gold  modal  is  awarded.  The  ornament 
is  good,  but  too  elaborate  for  the  position 
of  a  head  to  a  water-pipo.  Some  of  the 
friezes  and  mirror-frame  designs  are  decided 

improvements,  and  we  endorse  the  examiners' 
remark  that  they  are  evidence  of  a  more 

practical  purpose  to  which  the  students'  work IS  directed.  A  few  of  the  designs  for  spoons 
which  receive  s-ilver  medals  are  by  Birming- 

ham students.  Edith  A.  Cowell,  Gertrude 

Haswell  (a  frieze  design),  Clara  Hill's  spoon 
designs,  and  those  of  Dorothea  Ivens,  &o., 
may  be  named. 

We  must  make  a  few  more  references  to 

wall-paper  and  stencilled  designs.  We  have 
certainly  seen  better  and  larger  number  of 
designs  for  wall-papers,  though  those  ex- 

hibited show  that  the  designers  have  a  better 

knowledge  of  the  limitations,  and  'ow  the 
process  of  paper-printing  is  carried  out  as 

noticed  in  the  examiner's  report.  A  design  for 
a  stenciUed  frieze  by  Reginald  W.  Bonsey, 
Liverpool  (bronze  medal),  shows  a  design  for 
a  coving  of  common  room  in  Liverpool  School 
of  Art.  The  subject  is  a  series  of  trees  in 
round,  full  foliage,  and  the  author  has 

cloverlj'  managed  to  give  the  rounded  masses 
and  leafy  character  by  the  arrangement  of 
the  stencil  lines.  The  wide  range  allowed 
by  the  use  of  the  stencil  for  effect  is  well 
illustrated  by  this  design,  which  is  broad 
and  effective  in  the  repeat  and  the  colour.  A 
design  for  a  stencilled  wall-paper  (bronze 
medal)  with  flowers  and  prickly  stems,  by 
llarry  A.  Wright,  Bradford,  hanging,  and 
frieze,  is  effective  and  delicate.  Another 
design,  by  W.  Iteece,  Bournemouth,  has  a 
series  of  figures,  with  wings,  holding  festoons, 
and  peacocks  in  the  foreground.  One  of  the 
best  stencilled  designs  receives  a  gold  medal, 
and  is  for  the  decoration  of  a  dining-room, 
by  lirnest  H.  Simpson,  Leeds.  The  wall- 
filling  and  frieze,  on  a  brown  canvas,  are 
designed  with  due  reference  to  the  stencil. 
Another  design  shows  an  effective  square- 
shaped  ornament  as  a  repeat. 
The  book-cover  designs  are  meritorious 

and  refined.  A  silver-medal  design,  by 
Robert  A.  Dawson,  a  training  student,  and 

Kate  Allen's  design  (silver  medal)  are  well- 
conceived  applications  of  ornament  to  such 

booksas  "Oceana"  and  •'  Keats."  Mary  O. 
Houston's  designs  for  leather  tooled  work 
are  excellent,  and  deservedly  take  a  silver 
medal.  Some  very  clever  humorous  designs 
for  Christmas  and  other  cards  receive  a 

silver  medal.  They  are  for  stencilled  work  by 
Hu"o  yV.  Koch.  Some  are  for  posters,  a 
mode  of  printing  well  adapted  for  broad, 
effective  designs.    We  notice,  also,  one  or 

two  good  ceiling-paper  designs,  one  by 
Isabel  McBean,  \ew  Cross,  for  which  a 
bronze  medal  is  given,  shows  invention  in 
arrangement  ;  another  by  E.  Bonella, 
Batter.-ioa.  The  book  illustrations  show  in- 

ventive talent.  Frank  K.  Wiles,  Cambridge, 
menu  card  design  (silver  medal)  is  graceful 

and  decorative  ;  and  Sunderland  Rollinson's 
(Scarborough)  shows  in  his  usual  clever  and 
felicitious  manner  some  very  effective  land- 

scape studies.  A  bronze  me<lal  is  also 
awarded  to  Janet  Simpson,  Lambeth,  for  some 
clever  drawings  for  illustrations  and  canls. 
I'iJith  A.  Cubitt,  New  Cross,  draws  some 
delightful  children  in  a  wood,  illustrating 

"  The  Seasons"  (bronze  medal) ;  and  Agnes 
Ililton  has  a  clever  Christmas-card  design. 

The  designs  for  interior  decoration  are  few. 
The  gold  medal,  awarded  to  William  J. 
Medcalf,  Liverpool,  for  a  design  for  a  frieze 
of  a  hall,  is  well  arranged  and  rich  in  colour. 
The  subject  is  full  of  figures.  A  silver  medal 
is  also  awarded  to  a  design  for  decoration  of 
a  music-room ;  but  the  scheme  of  green 
colour  is  rather  heavy,  and  the  door  is  over- 
panelled.  The  decoration  is  proposed  to  be 
carried  out  in  faience,  but  the  examiners 

entertain  doubts  about  the  manner  of  joint- 

ing proposed.  The  spandrels  o\er  entrance 
to  vestibule  are  filled  with  peacocks,  ar- 

ranged in  a  pleasing,  decorative  manner. 

Edith  J.  Pickett's  design  for  decoration  of 
entrance  to  hall,  which  takes  a  bronze  medal, 
is  in  incised  and  coloured  plaster,  and  the 
lunette  and  door  panels  in  leaded  glass.  The 
vine  and  cluster  of  grapes  decoration  in 
spandrel  is  rather  redundant. 

Referring  here  in  more  detail  to  a  few  of  the 
architectural  designs,  we  notice  the  imperfect 

lighting  to  vestibule  in  John  Houston's  design for  a  concert  hall,  unless  by  some  means  not 
shown.  In  the  design  for  village  church  on 
a  hill-slope,  by  Harry  Phibbs,  the  bays  at 
side  are  narrow,  and  the  plan  shows  deep 

outer  splays  to  windows — a  feature  we  also 
notice  in  another  design  for  the  same  subject. 
The  tower  at  the  end  is  the  best  feature.  The 
design  receives  a  bronze  medal.  A  simply 
treated  cruciform  design,  by  Chas.  Gascoigne, 
Nottingham,  is  awarded  a  book  prize.  A 
simply  treated  design  for  a  village  church, 
with  a  red  tile,  pointed  cupola-shaped  ter- 

mination over  the  side  tower,  by  Ernest 
A.  W.  Moore,  Birmingham,  may  be  noticed. 
The  designs  for  stained  glass  are  few,  and  of 
little  merit,  the  students  showing  not  much 
knowledge  of  the  process.  Agnes  Ililton, 
Birmingham,  has  rather  a  clever  figure 
design  in  chalk.  The  figures  of  girl  and 
children,  with  horse  entering  stable,  are  well 
drawn.  It  takes  a  bronze  medal.  The 

design  tor  a  bachelor's  room,  and  ingle  in plain  oak,  briefly  referred  to  last  week,  by 
George  M.  EUwood,  llolloway,  is  quaint 
in  the  treatment,  and  the  drawing  is  clever. 
It  receives  a  silver  medal. 

The  Gold  Medal  has  been  awarded  to  Harry 
G.  Thoaker  for  designs  for  a  pianoforte  in 
tempera  and  gold.  The  design  is  characteristic 
of  the  purpose.  A  design  for  a  frieze  of 
eight  panels  in  gesso,  by  I  lorothy  Smyth, 
(ilasgow,  is  cleverly  treated,  butonly  receives 
a  book  prize.  Oue  figure  worked  in  gesso 
on  canvas  to  a  large  scale  shows  the  figure 
of  a  primitive  warrior,  in  admirable  tones  of 
colour.  The  modelled  designs  in  low  relief 
for  brush  and  mirror  backs,  which  receive  a 
gold  medal,  and  the  modelled  designs  for 
glazed  tiles,  awarded  a  silver  medal,  are 
meritorious,  and  indicate  a  suitable  treatment 
of  material. 

For  ironwork,  one  of  the  best  designs  is 

by  George  K.  Kruger,  Bath,  for  a  wrought- 
iron  gate,  &o.  The  bars  are  chiefly  upright, 
and  the  ornamental  parts  conSnod  to  a  row 
of  simply  forged  heads,  very  effective  and 
reserved.  It  is  given  a  silver  medal.  The 
design  contrasts  rather  strongly  with  another 
beside  it,  where  the  horizontal  bars  or  rails 
predominate,  and  cut  up  the  design. 

The  architectural  drawings  from  measure- 

ment are  not  many  or  remarkable  in  the; 
choice  of  subjects,  and  the  quality  is  be-1 

low  the  average.  Neat  and  highly-finished' draughtmanship  is  still  the  order  of  tho 
day  in  the  art  schools,  and  sometimes  there ' 
is  a  too  mechanical  neatness  and  spiritless  i 

effect.  ' Very  careful  and  finely  executed  are  the  i 
drawings  of  I'eterborough  Cathedral  west , 
front,  by  Ernest  Turner,  with  details  of  spire, ' 
western  porch,  and  plans  of  front.  Kirby  j 
HaU,  tinted  sepia  elevations  and  details,  are  i 
equally  painstaking  and  careful,  by  the  same  | 
author,  and  worthily  take  the  silver  medal.  ; 

We  notice  also  the  neatly  executed  drawings  " 
of  south  transept  doorway  of  Beverley  ] 

Minster,  a  fine  specimen  of  Transitional  j 
lOarly  English  (a  bronze  medal) ;  and  a  1 
carefully  executed  set  of  the  same  by  a  j 
Hull  student.  A  very  able  and  firmly- 
dniwn  set  of  measured  drawings  receive  ordy  : 
a  book  prize,  and  illustrate  the  Abbey  Church  ; 
of  St.  Merin,  Paisley.  The  beautiful  Late 
Decorated  window  is  well  drawn ;  also  tho  | 
Early  English  west  doorway,  with  its  plan ; 
of  jamb  and  arch  moulds.  This  work  at  i 
leist  should  have  been  awarded  a  bronze  | 
medal.  We  can  hardly  understand  the  : 

principle  of  the  awards  in  some  cases  ;  but  > 
here  the  drawing  shows  artistic  sense  and , 

touch,  and  the  jointing  is  well  given.  The  ' 
student's  name  is  Andrew  RoUo,  Glasgow.  ■ 
The  drawings  of  the  same  abbey  church. 
Paisley,  show  the  interesting  cruciform  plan, ; 
with  long  choir  inclined  south,  and  a  short  l 

nave  and  aisles.  A  book  prize  is  given  to  the  ' 
student,  James  Smith,  of  Glasgow.  There  ; 

are  also  drawings  of  Tutbury  Church  (book  ■ 
prize) ;  Prince  Arthur  Chapel,  Worcester,  ■ 
very  neatly  drawn  by  Albert  Pitcher ;  west  | 
elevation  of  King  Sutton  Church,  Northants.i 

and  details  of  tower  and  spire  (bronze  ' 
medal)  ;  wrought  -  iron  screen  at  All  j 
Saints',  Derby ;  drawing  of  chimney-piece. 
Florence  (bronze  medal),  panelling  of  a  room, 
Exeter,  neatly  drawn  (silver  medal),  sketches  , 
of  tower,  Winchester,  by  Gotch  (book  prize),  ; 
and  a  set  of  rather  coarse  drawings  showing  . 
the  decoration  of  staircase  ceiling  and  wall 
in  Belvidere  House  and  Leinster  House,  ; 

Dublin  (dated  1775),  interesting  examples  of  : 
refined  stucco  ornamentation  with  arabesque  ; 

panels  and  medallions,  by  William  L.Whelan, 

Dublin  (bronze  medal  awarded).  The  ex-' aminers  justly  call  attention  to  the  waste  of 
time  involved  in  repeating  ornaments  such  as  j 
the  dog-tooth  ornament  throughout,  and  the 
unnecesssary  number  of  lines  in  drawing 
mouldings  in  elevation— advice  which  ought  | to  be  followed.  I 

The  applied  designs  based  on  plants  and  I 
flowers,  such  as  Nos.  290,  9iiS,  .580,  are  fairly  ] 
good.  We  have  no  space  to  refer  to  other  i 
branches,  such  as  modelling  ornament, 

painting  ornament  from  casts,  drawings  from  : 
the  antique,  oil-painting  and  water-colours,  j 
The  progress  in  some  of  these  departments  is  i 
not  satisfactory ;  the  examiners  are  disap-  | 
pointed  with  the  drawing  of  heads  from  the  ] 
antique,  drawings  of  details  from  the  living  i 
model  are  not  equal  to  those  of  previous  yeais,  ; 
and  the  modelling  from  the  human  figure,  j 

drapery,  &c.,  is  not  very  high,  though  in 
other  respects,  as  in  modelling  the  figure  ̂ 

from  life,  the  average  is  higher.  The  sug-  ■ 
gestions  for  design  from  natural  objects,  such  ; 

as  bird  form  (see  No.  113),  are  useful  exer-  j 
cises.  One  or  two  of  the  painted  heads  from  ! 
life,  as  Nos.  1001,  010,  S71,  &c.,  and  the  i 
water-colour  subjects,  Noa.  35785,  740,  are  ; 

meritorious. 

DINNEU  TO  JIU.  TUDMAS  BLASHILL.  ' 

THE  Distrii  t  Surveyors'  Association  gave  a . dinner  to  Jlr.  T.  Blashill,  on  the  2rttho£j 

.luly,  when  a  suitable  testimoniiil  was  presented  ■ 
in  the  form  of  an  address  with  an  illuminated, 

border,  and  the  signatures  of  all  tho  district' 
surveyors,  with  one  or  two  oxceptions.  After  a; 
specially -selected  menu  had  received  attention 
and  the  loyal  toast,  the  President,  Mr.   Horacoj ] 
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Gundry,  in  an  eloquent  speech,  proposed  the 
health  of  Mr.  T.  Blashill,  and  wished  him  many 
years  of  well-earned  retirement.  Mr.  Blaahill 
responded,  and  expressed  his  thanks  for  the 
kindly  feelings  expressed  by  his  former  col- 

leagues. Mr.  II.  H.  Collins  proposed  the  health 

of  Mr.  W.  E.  Riley  (Mr.  Blashill's  successor), 
and  he  responded.  Mr.  Payne,  hon  treasurer, 
proposed  the  health  of  Mr.  Fredk.  Wallen,  hon. 
secretary,  and,  at  the  conclusion  of  his  speech, 
the  President  presented  Mr.  Wallen  with  a 
massive  silver  salver,  which  had  been  sub- 

scribed for  by  the  members  individually, 
as  some  acknowledgment  of  the  services  rendered 
by  Mr.  Wallen  in  connection  with  the  London 
Government  Bill.  Mr.  Blashill  proposed  the 
toast  of  "The  District  Surveyors'  Association," 
and  the  President  responded.  Mr.  Collins  pro- 

posed the  health  of  Mr.  Payne  (hon.  treasurer), 
Mr.  B.  Dicksee  for  his  services  on  the  Parlia- 

mentary Committee,  and  Mr.  H.  Lovegrove  for 
making  arrangements  for  the  dinner,  ic.  The 
members  present  were  :  Messrs.  11.  Ciundry 
fpresidcnt),  B.  Tabberer  (vice -president),  A. 

Payne  (hon.  treasurer),  F.  "Wallen  (hon.  sec.'. 
Professor  Aitchison,  A.R.A.,  Professor  Roger 
Smith,  Jlessrs.  W.  llardcastle,  A.  Williams, 
E.  Street,  R.  P.  Xetley,  C.  Foulsham,  Ellis 
Marsland,  W.  Spiers,  F.  Clarkaon,  T.  Blundy, 
H.  II.  Collins,  E.  Woodthorpe,  W.  Grellier, 
H.  McLachlan,  E.  Carritt,  Ilewson  Lees,  J. 
Goodchild,  H.  Lovegrove,  F.  Hammond,  G. 
McDonell,  Barnes  Williams,  B.  Dicksee,  H.  Stock, 
H.  Gundry,  H.  Cheston,  G.  Elkington.  T.  Bat- 
lerbury,  J.  Clarkson,  A.  Tanner,  I).  Mathews, 
H.  AVatPon,  C.  F.  Havward,  Arthur  Ashbridge, 
E.  R.^  Hewitt,  J.  Tolley,  R.  Dale,  A.  Conder, 
and  F.  W.  Hamilton.  The  only  guests  were 
Mesrrs.  Blashill  and  Riley.  Mr.  S.  Gandy  and 
^-  f.  W.  Holloway  gave  vocal  and  instru- 

mental music,  and  Mr.  Harry  Tipper  gave excellent  pieces  en  his  handbells.  The  dinner 
took  place  in  the  Gordon  Room  of  the  Ilolbom 
Restaurant,  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  T.  J. 
^l^t&mp,  the  manager. 

CHETHAM   COLLEGE,    MANCHESTER.* 

THE  Chetham  CoUege  is  one  of  the  very  few 
antiquities  which  Manchester  possesses. 

The  College,  or  Hospital,  was  used  as  a  dwelling 
by  the  collegiate  body  from  1-428  until  the  year 

^iM 

1547,  when  it  fell  into  the  possession  of  the  Earl 
of  Derby.  About  100  years  afterwards  it  was 
purchased  by  the  fecSees  of  the  Chetham 
Charity,  incorporated  by  Royal  Charter,  and 
occupied  by  poor  boys  from  1C5G  to  the  present 
time.  The  two  sketches  are  opposite  views  in 
the  cloister  court.  C.  Uexzell  Aschoit. 

On  Monday  afternoon  the  foundation-stone  of  a 
new  diill-hall  at  Carter's  Oreen,  West  Bromwich, 
was  laid.     It  is  estimated  to  cost  about  X2.000. 

*  Farther  UlastratioDs  of  this  haildmfr  will  be  found  in 
th«  Bun.Di:<o  Nkw«  for  Nov.  15,  ie«9,  and  D«c.,  1893. 

RAILWAY    VIADUCTS    IN    DEVON    AND 
CORNWALL. 

THIS  was  the  subject  of  a  paper  read  by  the 
Secretary  of  the  Conference  of  the  In- 

stitution of  Mechanical  Engineers,  at  Plymouth 
last  week,  on  behalf  of  Mr.  T.  H.  Gibbons, 
divisional  engineer,  Great  Western  Railway, 

Plymouth. He  said  :  The  course  followed  by  the  railway 
from  Plymouth  to  Truro,  opened  in  1859,  and 
extended  to  Falmouth  in  1863,  traverses  many 
cross  valleys  of  depth  too  great  to  be  economically 
filled  up  by  embankments.  Excluding  the  Itoyal 
Albert  Bridge  at  Saltash,  forty -two  viaducts  were 
placed  on  the  sixty-five  miles  between  Plymouth 
and  lalmouth,  and  ten  viaducts  on  the  twenty- 
six  miles  between  Truro  and  Penzance.  The 

aggregate  length  of  the  forty-two  viaducts  was 
48  miles,  and  of  the  ten  viaducts  103  mile. 
Without  going  too  closely  into  the  details  of 
constr\iction,  which  would  be  out  of  place  in  the 
general  description  called  for  on  this  occasion, 
all  the  above-numbered  viaducts  may  be  placed 
under  one  of  two  classes,  A  or  B.  Those  in  class 

A  depend  upon  timber  trusses  to  carry  the  deck- 
ing and  the  railway,  and  these  trusses  are  sup- 

ported for  the  most  part  on  timber  piles,  which 
form  the  piers.  This  kind  of  construction  is  to 
be  found  between  Devonport  and  St.  Germans, 
where  the  railway  has  to  cross  tidal  .creeks,  in 
which  are  deposits  of  mud  of  depths  up  to  70ft. 
Hence  followed  the  adoption  of  timber  piles 
for  foundations,  carrying  timber  piers  and 
trusses.  Forty  feet  is,  the  usual  span  for  this 
class  of  viaduct,  and  the  heights  range  between 
forty  and  a  hundred  feet.  In  this  type  of 
construction  the  changing  of  the  timbers  in  any 
part  of  the  main  trusses  involves  the  breaking  up 
of  the  truss,  which  has  to  be  cast  adrift  for  the 
time,  temporary  support  being  provided  to  carry 
the  decking  on  one  side  ;  this  occupies  so  much 
time  that  the  renewal  of  the  principal  parts  of 
the  trusses  can  only  be  done  on  a  .Sunday,  when 
an  interval  of  oeTeral  hours  between  trama 
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te  obtained.  In  (lass  B  may  be  included  the 
large  majority  of  viaducta  over  valleys  where 
good  foundations  are  to  be  had.  The  general 
plan  is  to  have  masonry  piers  built  from  60ft.  to 
66ft.  apart,  and  carried  up  to  sill  level,  which  is 

about  '6'>tt.  below  level  of  rails.  From  the  top 
of  these  piers  three  sets  of  struts  radiate,  four 
struts  in  each  set,  making  12  struts  on  each  pier  : 
these  struts  are  kept  in  place  by  horizontal 
walings  and  diagonal  braces  of  timber,  and  on 
the  top  of  the  struts  are  the  main  carrying  beams 
in  three  runs  for  the  single  line  :  the  beams  are 
double,  and  the  top  and  bottom  beams  are  united 
together  by  raking  bolts,  joggles,  and  keys.  The 

top  width  of  the  viaduct  is  from  1 'ift.  to  16ift., according  to  the  construction  of  the  parapets. 
When  the  work  now  going  on  is  finished  there 

will  remain  only  one  timber  viaduct  between 

Truro  and  I'enzance — namely,  the  low  one  that 
crosses  the  beach  a  quarter  of  a  mile  before 
reaching  Penzince  Station.  Between  Plymouth 
and  Falmouth,  speaking  broadly,  two  thirds  of 
the  work  of  leconstruction  have  already  been  done, 
and  the  work  is  still  busily  in  hand.  The  first 
step  towards  reconstructing  viaducts  in  Cornwall 
was  taken  in  the  year  1869,  when  the  Probus 
Viaduct,  145  yards  long  and  l3ft.  high,  was  re- 

placed by  an  embankment,  and  the  centre  line  of 
railway  was  improved  at  the  same  time.  Between 
the  years  1S73  and  1S86  the  viaducts  in  the 
Glynn  Valley  between  Doublebois  and  Bodmin 
Itoad  Stations,  eight  in  number,  and  those  near 
T.iskeard,  three  in  number,  were  dealt  with. 

P'ollowing  the  amalgamation  of  the  Cornwall 
with  the  Great  Western  Kailway  Company,  the 
narrowing  of  gauge  works  ensued  in  1892,  and 
soon  afterwards  the  work  of  viaduct  reconstruo- 
in  Cornwall,  in  connection  with  the  doubling  of 
certain  sections  of  the  lihe,  was  undertaken  on  a 
large  scale.  The  general  lines  of  the  earlier  re- 

construction were  not  changed — that  is  to  say, 
where  the  height  of  the  old  viaducts  and  the 
piers  admitted  it,  new  steel  superstructures 
were  erected  on  the  original  piers,  which  were 
raised  for  the  purpose.  Examples  of  this  are 
to  be  seen  at  Liskeard  Viaduct,  close  to  the 
station,  and  at  Coldrenick  Viaduct,  close  to 
Menheniot  Station.  At  Keyham  Viaduct,  near 
Devonport  Station,  the  process  of  recon- 

structing in  steel  on  the  old  piers  raised  is 
now  in  progress.  Here  it  has  been  necessary 
to  widen  some  of  the  piers  from  the  foundations  ; 
in  the  former  instances  the  new  masonry  or 
brickwork  begins  at  about  35ft.  below  level  of 
rails.  The  foim  of  the  old  piers  at  Keyham  is 
not  so  suitable  as  in  those  at  Liskeard  and  else- 

where. In  all  these  viaducts  erected  on  same 

site  as  that  of  the  running  lines,  the  girder- 
work  is  provided  by  contract,  but  all  the  rest  is 

done  by  the  company's  staff.  The  foundation 
generally  obtained  throughout  the  series  has  been 
shale  rock,  the  beds  being  inclined  at  various 
angles,  between  the  horizontal  and  vertical ; 
and  no  single  case  of  settlement  due  to  failure  in 
a  foundation  to  carry  its  load  has  arisen  from  the 
beginning  of  the  reconstruction  work  up  to  the 
present  time.  From  10ft.  to  15ft.  of  excavation 
has  generally  sufficed  to  reach  the  rock ;  in  a 
few  cases  the  depth  has  been  twice  as  great. 
Timber  centring  has  been  used,  several  viaducts 
in  succession  being  served  by  the  same  centres. 
American  yellow  pine  is  the  timber  used 
generally  in  the  Cornwall  viaducts,  and  the 
preserving  process  is  that  known  as  kyanising. 
This  process  has  been  found  to  render  the  timber 
not  liable  to  catch  fire  easily,  and  tliia  is  a  very 
necessary  qualification  in  preparing  timber  for 
such  purpose  and  situation. 

LONDON   COUNTY    COUNCIL. 

THF.  weekly  meeting  of  the  Council  for  the 
Administrative  County  of  London  was  held 

on  Tuesday  afternoon  at  the  County  Hall,  Spring - 
gardens,  the  chairman,  Lord  Welby,  presiding. 

THE    Mi)r>iINi;    .lUESTKIN. 
The  Finance  Committee  were  authorised  to 

•take  the  necessary  steps  to  wait  by  deputation 
-.ipon  the  Chancellor  of  the  Exchequer,  to  ascer- 

tain the  views  of  the  Treasury  on  the  following 
proposals  :  — (1)  The  extension  of  the  sinking  fund 
period  for  capital  money  raised  for  the  erection  of 
working-class  dwellings  :  (2j  the  power  to  reckon 
the  land  on  which  the  dwellings  are  erected  as  an 
asset  against  debt. 

S.\N"ITARV    I'OXnlTIOX    OF    ST.    rAXCKAS. 
The  Public  Health  Committee  submitted  a 

leport  with  reference  to  the  sanitary  condition 

and  administration  of  the  parish  of  St.  Pancras. 
The  insanitary  conditions  prevailing  in  the  parish 
have  been  the  subject  of  representations  to  the 
Council  from  several  bodies.  The  report  of  the 
Council's  medical  officer  Dr.  Hamer)  pointed  to 
the  unfavourable  position  of  the  parish  with  respect 
to  the  number  of  dirty,  dilapidated,  and  over- 

crowded houses.  Dr.  Hamer  found  in  St. 
Pancras,  as  elsewhere,  thit  houses  in  which  dirty 
and  dilapidated  conditions  and  overcrowding 
especially  existed  occurred  in  groups,  and  were 
evidently  associated  with  particular  ownership. 
He  recommended  that  seven  additional  sanitary 

inspectors,  with  the  necessarj'  clerical  staff,  should 
be  appointed.  The  committee  think  the  failure 
to  maintain  proper  sanitary  conditions  in  the 
parish  should  1>e  attributed,  not  to  any  default  on 
the  part  of  the  medical  officer  of  health  and 
inspectors,  but  to  the  insufficiency  of  the  sanitary 
staff.  They  feel  so  strongly  that  the  increase  the 
St.  Pancras  Vestry  propose  is  inadequate  that 
they  think  the  Council  should  make  a  representa- 

tion to  the  Local  Government  Board  in  the 
matter,  and  made  a  recommendation  to  the 
Council  to  that  effect. 

llr.  N'.  Robinson  moved  that  the  recommenda- 
tion should  bo  referred  back  to  the  committee  for 

further  consideration  and  report.  He  spoke  of 
the  great  difficulty  experienced  by  the  St.  Pancras 
Vestry  in  dealing  with  the  overcrowding  in  their 
district,  and  stated  that  they  were  taking  steps 
for  the  registration  of  the  houses,  and  had  ap- 

pointed two  additional  sanitary  inspectors,  who 
would  make  a  house-to-house  visitation. 

Mr.  Purchese  seconded  the  amendment,  and 
said  the  condition  of  St.  Pancras  was  not  so  black 

as  it  had  been  painted.  For  some  of  the  over- 
crowding in  the  district  the  Council  itself  was  to 

blame,  through  their  delay  in  building  on  the 
Chnrchway  area.  If  a  Local  Government  Board 
inquiry  were  held  it  would  paralyse  the  Health 
department  in  the  district  for  the  next  three 
months. 

llr.  ̂ \'estacott  supported  the  amendment. 
Lord  Carrington  referred  to  the  many  difficul- 

ties which  beset  the  path  of  those  anxious  to 
grapple  with  the  housing  of  the  poor  in  London. 
He  thought  it  would  be  well  that  the  Council 

should  give  the  St.  Pancras  "\'estry  a  little  time in  order  that  it  might  put  its  house  in  order.  He 
did  not  believe  in  too  much  interference  by  the 
Council  with  the  local  authorities. 

After  further  discussion  the  debate  was,  on  the 
motion  of  Dr.  Collins,  adjourned. 

CHEYXE-W.tLK,  CHELSEA. 

On  the  recommendation  of  the  Improvements 
Committee,  it  was  agreed  to  contribute  £4,400 
towards  the  cost  of  widening  Cheyne-walk, 
Chelsea,  west  of  Battersea  Bridge,  at  a  spot 
known  as  Lindsey-wharf.  The  work  is  to  be 
carried  out  by  the  Chelsea  Vestrj-. 

THE    W.VTEK   HI  ESTIOX. 

A  discussion  took  place  upon  the  report  of  the 
Water  Committee  with  reference  to  the  present 
condition  of  the  river  Thames  and  Lea. 

Jlr.  Beachcroft  characterised  the  report  as  a 
very  humUiating  document.  The  Council  had 
opposed  all  sorts  of  Bills,  and  now  the  Water 
Committee  came  to  the  Council  and  asked  that  a 
letter  should  be  sent  to  the  Local  Government 

Board  suggesting  latitude  for  the  water  com- 
panies, lie  could  not  find  any  anxiety  on  the 

part  of  the  public  as  to  the  water  supply,  although 
there  was  apparently  a  good  deal  of  anxiety  by 
Mr.  Dickinson  and  the  members  of  the  Water 
Committee.  He  hoped  to  hetir  what  the  Local 
Government  Board  had  done  in  reply  to  the 

committee's  communication. 
Mr.  JlcDongall  said  that  if,  as  Mr.  Beachcroft 

had  said,  there  was  no  anxiety  among  the  people 
of  London  as  to  the  water  supply,  he  could  safely 

say  that  there  was  anxiety  at  the  Thames  Con- 
servancy Board.  The  excess  of  water  taken  per 

day  by  the  water  companies  above  their  statutory 
rights  was  27,000,000gal.  The  last  quantity 
reported  as  coming  over  the  weir  at  Teddington 
was  94,000, OOOgal.  ( »n  the  previous  dav  it  was 
reported  that  there  were  100,000,000,  but  he  had 
learned,  in  conversation,  that  the  water  at  the 
back  of  the  weir  was  3in.  below  the  level.  The 
Thames  Conservancy  had  considered  that  day 
whether  they  should  write  to  the  water  companies 
suggesting  care  by  consumers,  but  they  had 
decided  to  do  nothing  to  embarrass  the  compiuxies. 

Mr.  Dickinson  said  they  had  received  no  reply 
from  the  Local  Government  Board.  He  hardly 
believed  there  would  be  a  water  famine  during  the 

recess.  The  volume  left  in  the  river  at  Teddington 
Weir  was  less  than  100, 000, OOOgal.  If  that  went 
on,  they  would  soon  run  the  river  dry.  But  they 
could  hardly  expect  August  and  September  this 
year  to  be  as  dry  as  they  were  last  year.  No 
report  had  misled  the  public  so  much  as  that  of 
Ix)rd  Balfour's  Commiasion. 

The  report  was  then  adopted. 

VAVXHALL    imilX.E. 

The  Bridges  Committee  asked  the  Council  to 
sanction  the  expenditure  of  £40,000  beyond  the 
estimate  of  £74,000  for  the  acquisition  of  property 
retjuired  in  connection  with  the  rebuilding  of 
Vauxhall  Bridge.  The  committee  explained  that 
the  excess  had  occurred  chiefly  on  account  of  the 
excessive  verdicts  given  on  the  claims  of  the 

Clothworkers'  Company  and  Messrs.  Francis  and Co.  These  verdicts  amounted  to  £46,786,  the 

Council's  valuation  being  £33,000.  The  cost  of 
reinstating  some  warehouses  on  very  expensive 
sites  was  responsible  for  the  rest  of  the  excess. 

After  protests  from  Mr.  Balian  and  others,  the 
excess  was  sanctioned. 

Other  business  was  transacted,  and  the  Council 
adjourned  for  the  summer  recess,  until  Tuesday, 
October  10. 

NATURAL  VENTILATION.— I. 

By  Robert  Bovle. 
fjlLL    RIGHTS   RE.SERVED.T 

THERE  is,  perhaps,  no  other  subject  with respect  to  which  there  is  a  greater  diversity 
of  opinion  than  that  of  ventilation.  Ventilation 
is  the  most  difficult  of  all  sciences  to  practically 
deal  with  so  as  to  satisfy  everyone.  Indeed,  to 
do  80  is  weU-nigh  impossible,  owing  to  the  vary- 

ing idiosyncrasies  and  temperaments  of  different 
individuals.  It  will,  however,  be  adoiitted  that 
the  method  which  secures  the  requisite  change  of 
air  in  the  simplest  and  least  objectionable 
manner  is  the  one  most  likely  to  prove  generally 

acceptable. That  that  method  is  the  natural  one  when 

properly  applied  is  conceded  by  the  highest 
authorities  on  the  subject.  It  possesses  the 
advantage  of  being  easily  installed  at  a  moderate 
cost,  and,  requiring  no  special  attention,  it  can 
never  get  out  of  order  or  break  down,  as  so  often 
happens  with  artificial  ventilation.  It  is  also 
admitted  that  the  proper  place  from  whence  to 
extract  the  warm  expired  aur  is  at  the  ceiling  or 

upper  part  of  a  building,  to  where  it  naturally 
ascends.  Dr.  Parkes,  than  whom  there  is 

no  higher  authority,  says,  "  As  the  ascent 
of  respired  air  is  rapid,  on  account  not 
only  of  its  temperature,  but  from  the  force  with 
which  it  is  propelled  upwards,  the  point  of  dis- 

charge should  be  above.  By  some  it  has 
been  argued  that  it  is  better  that  the  foul 
air  should  pass  off  below  the  level  of  the 

person,  so  that  the  products  of  respiration 
may  be  immediately  drawn  below  the  mouth, 
and  be  replaced  by  descending  pure  air.  But  the 
resistance  to  be  overcome  in  drawing  down  the 

hot  air  of  respiration  is  so  gpreat  that  there  is  a 
considerable  waste  of  power,  and  the  obstacle  to 

the  discharge  is  sometimes  sufficient,  if  the 

extracting  power  be  at  all  lessened,  to  reverse  the 
movement.  This  plan,  in  fact,  must  be  considered 
a  mistake.  The  true  principle  is  that  stated  long 

ago  by  D'Arcet:  '  in  the  cases  of  vapours  or  gases 

the  proper  place  of  discharge  is  above.'  Three forces  act  in  natural  ventilation — viz.,  diffusion, 
wind,  and  the  difference  in  weight  of  masses 

of  air  of  unequal  temperature.  In  temperate  ■ 
climates,  in  most  cases  natural  ventilation  is  the 
best.  Incessant  movement  of  the  air  is  a  law  of 

nature.  We  have  only  to  allow  the  air  in  our 

cities  and  dwellings  to  take  share  in  this  constant 

change,  and  ventilation  wiU  go  on  uninterruptedly 

without  our  care." Atmospheric  air  per  1,000  volumes  ie  composed 

of  oxygen  209  6,  nitro^n  7900,  carbonic  acid  ■ 
0-4.  Expired  air  contains  about  5  per  cent,  less 

of  oxygen  and  a  little  more  than  4  per  cent,  more 
of  carbonic  acid  than  that  which  is  inhaled. 
From  25oz.  to  40oz.  of  water  is  passed  off  from 

the  lungs  and  skin  in  21  hours. 
Carbonic  acid  gas  is  not  in  itself  poisonous, 

but  as  a  product  of  respiration,  particularly  in 

connection  with  an  -ixcess  of  moisture,  its  pre- 

sence is  always  an  index  of  contamination  of  the 

air  by  other  impurities,  ouch  as  organic  matter, 
and  it  is  therefore  employed  as  a  standard  to 

determine  the  vitiation.  Carbonic  acid  diffutes 

in  the  air,  and  does  not  gravitate  to  the  lower 
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levels.  One  cubic  foot  of  gas  consumes  the 
oxygen  of  about  8c  ft.  of  air,  and  produces  2c.ft. 
of  carbon  dioxide. 

The  average  number  of  respirations  made  by 
an  adult  is  20  per  minute,  30c. in.  of  air  being 
inhaled  at  each  respiration,  or  GOOc  in.  per 
minute,  or  about  20c, ft.  per  hour.  With  a  tem- 

perature of  70°  Fahr.  the  temperature  of  the  air 
expelled  from  the  lungs  is  from  So  to  9"i  Fahr. 
It  is  the  organic  matter  suspended  in  the  watery 
Vapour  expelled  from  the  lungs  and  exhaled  from 
the  body  wherein  the  real  danger  lies.  .Vs  this 
vapour  is  in  a  heated  state  and  immediately 
ascends,  it  should  be  drawn  oft  at  the  highest 
point,  and  not  permitted  to  return  to  lie  re- 
breathed,  as  happens  with  downward  ventilation 
by  propulsion.  With  downward  ventilation,  from 
three  to  four  times  the  volume  of  air  is  re<\uired 
that  is  necessary  with  upward  ventilation,  the  cost 
being  proportionately  increased. 

Ventilation  by  dilution  necessitates  the  supply 
of  a  very  large  volume  of  air  to  keep  the  air  in  a 
building  in  anything  like  a  healthy  state.  When 
the  ventilation  is  by  extraction,  the  vitiated  air 
is  removed  as  fast  as  it  is  generated,  and  healthy 
ventilation  is  secured  with  but  a  fraction  of  the 
volume  of  air  required  for  dilution  by  propulsion. 

One  of  the  greatest  dangers  to  health  is  where 
the  fresh  air  supply  is  raised  to  a  temperature 
such  as  is  required  to  effectively  heat  a  building, 
as  it  is  thereby  seriously  delerioratud  and  rendered 
unfit  for  healthy  breathing  purposes.  The  heat- 

ing of  a  building  should  always  be  kept  separate 
and  distinct  from  that  of  the  ventilation,  laidiant 
heat  is  the  he-althiest. 

The  velocity  of  the  air  supply  should  never  be 
greater  than  2ft.  per  second  if  draughts  are  to  be 
avoided.  The  fresh  air  should  be  admitted  at 
about  breathing  level  in  an  upward  direction 
through  a  number  of  small  tubes  distributed 
round  the  room  to  secure  more  perfect  diffusion. 
Where  the  air  is  warmed  by  passing  through 
radiators  a  lower  level  is  permissible. 

With  the  many  diverse  methods  of  ventilation  at 
present  in  use  there  can  be  no  fixed  st;indard  for 
determining  the  volume  of  air  necesaar\  to  secure 
effective  ventilation,  one  system  insuring  with  a 
given  volume  a  healthy  atmosphere,  to  secure 
which  with  another  system  several  times  that 
amount  may  be  required. 

At  a  time  when  the  science  of  ventilation  and 
the  natural  laws  which  govern  it  were  but  im- 

perfectly understood,  it  was  held  by  many,  and 
still  is  by  some,  that  a  very  large  volume  of  air 
was  necessary  to  dilute  the  vitiated  air  in  a 
building  to  a  healthy  standard,  from  2,000c.ft.  to 

6,000c. ft.  per  hour  per  person  being  recom- 
mended. Experience  and  a  more  enlightened 

knowledge  of  the  subject  have,  however,  taught 
us  that  with  the  more  perfect  forms  of  ventilation 
by  extraction  from  the  upper  parts  of  abuilaing, 
to  where  the  warm  expired  air  naturally  ascends, 
considerably  less  than  the  least  of  these  estimates 
is  sufficient  for  all  ordinary  requirements.  A 
high  authority  fixes  100c. ft.  per  hour  per  person 
as  quite  sufiicient  with  this  method  of  ventilation. 
as  the  average  of  20c.ft.  of  air,  which  is  respired 
by  an  adult  per  hour  is  expelled  from  the 

lungs  at  a  temperature  of  80  to  100°  Fahr. 
and  ascends,  along  with  the  heated  exhalations, 
from  the  body  to  the  upper  parts  of  the  building, 
and  is  then  at  once  drawn  oft,  so  that  no  part  of 
the  vitiated  air  can  be  returned  to  be  rebreathed, 
as  is  the  case  when  the  ventilation  is  effected  by 
dilution  on  the  downward  principle. 
As,  with  effective  upward  ventilation,  the 

ascending  vitiated  air  is  drawn  off  as  fast  as  it  is 
generated,  an  equivalent  supply  of  fresh  air 
being  admitted  at  or  below  breathing  level,  it  is 
obvious  that  a  considerably  less  volume  of  air 
would  be  required  with  this  method  to  secure 
effic  ent  ventilation  than  where  the  foul  air  is 

merely  "  diluted"  to  a  given  standaid,  as  is  the 
case  with  all  forced  systems  of  ventilation,  neces- 

sitating the  introduction  of  large  volumes  of  air. 
Professor  R.  H.  Smith  says  :  '•  The  commonly 

adopted  basis  of  calculation  of  so  many  cubic 
feet  of  space  in  each  room  per  person  meant  that 
the  object  aimed  at  was  the  slowing  down  to  a 
standard  time-rate  of  the  vitiation  of  a  stationary 
quantity  of  air.  From  this  idea  w.is  derived  that 
of  supplying  per  hour  between  30  and  20O  times 
as  much  air  as  was  actually  inhaled  by  the 
inmates  of  the  room.  The  true  idea  of  perfect 
ventilation  is  evidently  to  inject  and  extract  only 
a  moderate  excess — say,  five  to  ten  times  as  much 
over  that  actually  used — and  to  do  so  in  such  a 
manner  that  (I'l  the  exhalations  do  not  mix 
with  the  fresh-air  supply  :  and  (2  the  inflow  is 
properly  diffused,  and  does  not  pass  direct  to  the 
outlets  in  merely  local  currents  or  draughts. 

"  In  order  to  keep  down  the  percentage  of  pollu- 
tion to  a  non-dangerous  degree,  under  the  down- 

ward system  arises,  therefore,  the  necessity  of 
admittirig  for  ventilation  fresh  air  in  quantities 
many  times  greater  than  that  actually  used,  and 
also  a  correspondingly  extravagant  expenditure 
of  heat  if  this  supply  beartifici.ally  warmed.  Thus 
the  only  ideally  perfect  ventilation  consists  in 
inducing  a  regular  up-current  from  a  level  below 
that  of  the  homan  head  up  to  the  extraction 
outlets  at  the  ceiling.     Under  this  system  the 

bulk  of    fresh  air    required    to  be  admitted  is 
immensely  reduced,  as  is  also  the  expense  of 

warming  it  to  any  degree  considered  desirable." 
[To  he  continued.) 

THE N  E  WCASTLE  -  ON  -  TYN  E 
INFIRMARY. 

ON  Saturday  last, the  new  iniirmary  committee ended  their  labours  of  selecting  from  among 
the  competitive  designs  sent  in,  and  decided  with 
unanimity  upon  one  of  the  designs.  The  com- 

mittee had  the  assistance  of  Mr.  Alfred  Water- 
house,  who  acted  as  assessor.  Some  time  ago, 
when  it  resolved  to  go  forward  with  the  work  as 
early  as  possible,  23  architects  in  Newcastle  and 
elsewhere  were  invited  to  compete.  Eighteen 
accepted  the  invitation,  six  afterwards  withdrew, 
while  four  did  not  send  in  plans,  thus  reducing 
the  actual  number  of  competitors  to  eight,  a  email 
number,  certainly  :  but  the  difficulties  ot  the  site 
probably  deterred  some  from  competing. 

THE   .\TVAKD. 

The  adjudication  of  the  committee  on  the  plans 
resulted  as  follows : — (1)  Messrs.  H.  Percy  Adams, 

London,  and  Wm.  Lister  N'ewcombe,  Newcastle, who  are  in  this  matter  acting  conjointly.  These 

gentlemen  secure  the  building  of  the  new  in- 
firmary. (2)  Messrs.  Simpson  and  Milner  Allen, 

London.  Prize  £150.  {'■',)  Messrs.  Gibson  and rite,  Ixmdon.  PrizeflOO.  (4;  Jlr.  W.  Henman, 
Birmingham.     Prize  £50. 

The  selected  architects  have  had  the'  benefit  of 
large  experience  in  hospital  construction.  Both 
of  them  have  previously  acted  conjointly  as 

architects  for  the  new  workhouse  infirmarj-  at 
Ipswich.  Mr.  Adams  holds  the  appointment  of 
architect  to  several  of  the  London  hospitals,  and 
the  Bedford  Hospital  is  from  his  designs.  The 
Hartlepool  hospital  was  reconstructed  from  Mr. 
Newcombe'a  plans,  and  he  has  designed  several 
infirmiiries  in  connection  with  the  Local  CJovem- 

ment  Iloard. 
HF.SI  KIPTION    OF    THE    SELECTED    I)E!;ir.N. 

The  buildings  have  been  arranged  so  as  to 
obUiin  a  maximum  amount  of  air  space  between 
the  various  blocks  of  buildings,  and  to  obtain  the 
very  best  possible  aspect  for  each  department. 
The  ward  partitions  are  only  two  floors  high,  and 
so  placed  that  the  medical  wards  are  on  the  first 
floor  and  the  surgical  wards  on  the  ground  floor. 
The  only  wards  not  on  either  the  ground  or  first 
floor  are  four  four- bed  wards  for  surgical  cases, 
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which  are  placed  on  the  lower  ground  floor  (well 
above  the  ground),  and  these  wards  would  he  for 

separation  cases.  The  nurses'  home  is  placed  at 
ibe  highest  level  of  the  site,  facing  the  entrance 
to  the  Leazes  P«rk.  The  laundry  is  placed  at 
the  lowest  level  of  the  site.  The  post-mottem 
room  and  mortuary  are  placed  away  from  the 
wards,  and  yet  convenient  to  the  staff. 

The  administrative  department  is  designed  in 
the  centre  of  the  several  groups  of  buildings.  It 
will  be  easily  accessible,  and  will  be  entered 
through  a  porch  of  sufficient  iize  to  permit  a 
carriage  to  stand  under  cover.  Pos-'ing  through 
the  vestibule  to  the  main  hall ,  corridors  branch 
right  and  left.  The  main  entrance  hall  will  be 
directly  overlooked  from  the  room  for  porters, 
and  it  will  bo  also  within  a  very  short  distance  of 
the  rooms  to  be  appropriated  to  tho  officers.  Off 

the  hall  and  porters'  room  will  be  the  telephone 
and  telegraph  room.  Immediately  on  the  right 
of  the  central  entrance  will  be  a  sitting-room  for 
the  assistant  house  surgeon.  Next  to  this  will  be 
the  room  for  the  staff,  and  at  tho  end  of  the 
corridor  will  be  placed  a  large  library.  Imme- 

diately contiguous  to  the  library  is  a  staircase 
ehut  off  by  a  door  from  the  administrative  cor- 

ridor. This  staircase  will  communicate  with  the 

atudents'  department,  and  will  provide  easy  access 
to  tho  library. 

The  medical  and  surgical  offices  will  be  con- 
centrated in  this  half  of  the  administrative  block, 

and  west  of  the  reception-department.  Opening 
off  the  hall  and  corridor  on  the  left,  there  will 
be  provision  for  visitors,  secretary,  and  clerks,  as 
well  as  three  rooms  for  the  house  governor,  room 
for  lady  students,  &c.,  while  at  the  west  end  of 
the  corridor  will  be  an  office  for  the  lady  super- 

intendent, bedroom,  and  other  departments. 
The  service  wing  will  be  placed  centrally  be- 

tween the  main  corridor  of  the  infirmary  and  the 
administrative  block.  The  main  administrative 
staircase  is  arranged  around  the  central  hall, 
and  immediately  in  front  of  this,  in  the  centre 
of  the  main  elevation,  tbe  board  room  is  situated, 
with  a  balcony  over  the  door.  Upon  this  floor 

will  be  arranged  the  senior  house  physician's 
rooms,  sitting-room,  bedrooms  for  house 
(>hy8ician8  and  surgeons  as  well  as  other  apart- 
«nentj.  Opening  off  the  west  end  of  the  corridor 
will  be  the  dining-hall  for  the  resident  officers. 
In  the  service  of  this  floor  will  be  two  dining- 
halls — one  for  sisters  and  staff  nurses,  and  the 
other  for  nurses  and  probationers. 

SRCONI)    FLOOR    Oh'    ADMINISTRATIVE    DLOCK. 

The  kitchen  department  is  arranged  on  the 
-second  floor  of  the  service  wing,  and  will  com- 

prise a  large  kitchen,  scullery,  preparation-room, 
■etore-room,  carving-room,  pastry-room,  and 
other  apartments. 

nurses'  home. 

This  block  has  been  arranged  at  the  extreme 
west  end  of  the  infirmary  main  corridor,  and  at  its 
juncture  with  the  home  will  be  a  cloak-room  and 
other  apartments  near  to  the  main  entrance. 
There  are  three  staircases — one  central  and  one 
at  each  end  of  the  building  in  the  best  position 
for  access  to  the  rooms.  On  the  ground  floor 
there  will  be  eight  bedrooms  for  nurses,  on  the 
first  floor  26,  on  the  second  floor  26,  and  on  the 
third  floor  20— a  total  of  80,  as  well  as  six 
i>edrooms  for  houspmiids. 

The  chapel  has  been  arranged  to  the  north  of 
the  main  infirmary  corridor,  and  west  of  the 
oentral  ward  staircase,  and  comprises  a  nave,  side 
aisle,  small  chancel,  and  organ-chamber,  as  well 
as  a  room  for  robing.  The  accommodation  is 
for  142. 

The  out-patients'  department  will  be  close  to 
St.  Thomas's-streot,  and  will  be  accessible  to 
p^itients  directly  they  enter  the  hospital  groonds. 
The  plan  has  been  so  arranged  that  the  persons 
entering  will  follow  a  defioite  route.  The  sexes, 
and  also  the  surgical  and  medical  cases,  can  be 
separated,  and  the  whole  will  be  under  thesuper- 
intundonce  of  the  attendant.  There  will  bo  four 
large  consulting  rooms  and  four  small  ones.  The 
operation  room  has  been  placed  so  as  to  be 
convenient  for  all  the  consulting  rooms,  but 
especially  those  on  the  surgical  side.  The 
ophthalmic  room  will  have  an  uninterrupted  range 
of  2tft.,  and  will  be  fitted  with  a  dark  closet  for 
tho  use  of  the  ophthalmoscope. 

Tho  dispennary  will  be  we'l  lighted  and  fitted 
with  dispensing  counters  for  male  and  female 
patients,  and  also  a  serving  counter  for  house 
medicines. 

The  accident  and  reception  rooms  have  been 
arranged  in  such  a  position    that  they  will  be 

easily  accessible  by  carriage  from  the  public 
road.  They  are  entirely  away  from  the  public 
gaze,  they  are  on  a  level  with  the  outside,  also 
on  a  level  with  the  ground  floor  (which  is  the 
surgical  fl  ;or  ,  and  therefore  on  the  same  level 
as  the  operating  theatre.  This  department  can 
be  reached  by  the  patients  and  public  without 
going  through  the  main  administrative  building. 
It  is  also  in  communication  with  the  wards, 
without  the  necessity  of  passing  through  the 
administrative  building. 

There  will  be  eight  ward  pavilions.  It  has 
been  the  endeavour  of  tho  architects  to  plan  all 
surgical  wards  on  the  ground  floor  and  the 
medical  wards  on  the  first  floor.  The  ward 
pavilions  will  be  generally  two  stories  only  in 
height ;  but  the  fall  in  the  s!te  has  been  utilised 
in  the  easternmost  wards  to  obtain  accommoda- 

tion for  four  of  the  surgical  four-bed  wards. 
These  wards  will  be  placed  on  the  lower  ground 
floor,  and  will  bo  used  for  isolation  cases.  The 
ward  pavilions  are  not  less  than  80ft.  apart,  and 
as  they  are  only  two  stories  high  and  placed 
axially  almost  due  north  to  south,  tho  architects 
claim  that  by  that  arrangement  they  will  secure 
a  maximum  amount  of  light  and  air.  There  will 
be  a  staircase,  5ft.  wide,  centrally  placed  between 
every  two  wards,  and  inclosing  a  passage  lift 
capable  of  carrying  a  recumbent  patient  with 
attendants.  The  architects  suggest  that  the 
lifts  should  be  worked  by  hydraulic  power.  The 
large  ward  pavilions  will  all  be  very  similar,  and 
are  designed  for  twenty-four  beds  each.  With 
regard  to  ventilation,  the  architects  say  that  no 
artificial  system  could  be  so  easily  and  com- 

pletely controlled  by  the  nurses  as  the  simple 
one  of  opening  and  closing  the  opposite 
windows ;  and  all  mechanical  contrivances  are  apt, 
they  say,  to  get  out  of  order,  in  which  case  the 
results  would  be  dististrous.  The  architects  have 

had  large  experience  of  tho  propelled  fresh-air 
system  instituted  in  a  large  recent  hospital,  acd 
the  results,  they  report,  have  not  been  entirely 
satisfactory.  The  question,  however,  of  the 
system  of  ventilation  will  probably  be  freely 
discussed  at  a  later  date  by  the  committee,  the 
staff,  and  the  architects.  The  walls  of  the  wards 
it  is  proposed  to  line  with  glazed  bricks  to  a 
height  of  3ft.,  and  then  it  is  suggested  that  the 
waUs  and  ceilings  be  finished  with  cement, 
covered  with  enamel  paint.  At  the  end  of  each 
ward  will  be  cross-ventilated  lobbies.  Each  ward 
will  be  102ft.  long,  27ft.  wide,  13ft.  high,  and 
will  contain  24  beds.  Each  ward  will  contain 
35,802c.ft.  of  space,  or  l,492c.ft.  per  bed.  The 
window  area  will  be  Isq  ft.  to  every  64tt.  of 

cubic  air  space.  The  children's  wards  will  be 
only  24ft.  wide  instead  of  27ft.  The  main  object 
kept  in  view  in  planning  the  smaller  wards  has 
been  the  efficieot  attendance  on  the  largest  pos- 

sible number  of  patients  by  a  given  number  of 
nurses,  and  they  will  be  so  arranged  that  one 
sister  and  her  assistant  will  b'<  able  to  attend  to 

approximately  24  patients,  'x  wo  rooms  for  pho- 
tography have  been  pJaced  on  the  ground  floor, 

near  the  operating  theatre,  and  this  is  where  the 
X-rays  will  be  chiefly  used. 
The  operating  theatre  will  be  placed  on  the 

ground-floor  level.  The  architects  have  digressed 
somewhat  from  the  general  form  of  operating 
theatres.  They  have  given  the  matter  their 
closest  study,  and  have  studied  the  principal 
operating  theatres  in  Europe.  It  is,  they  say, 
confessed  by  leading  surgeons  that  in  the  ordi- 

nary form  of  theatre  the  majority  of  the  students 
can  see  little,  if  anything,  of  the  operations,  and 
to  remedy  this  defect  it  is  suggested  placing  a 
gallery  nearly  all  round  the  theatre,  the  gallery 

being  only  "ft.  from  the  floor  of  the  theatre. 
Under  the  operating  theatre,  accessible  from  the 
basement  corridor,  and  easily  accessible  from  the 
students'  rooms,  will  be  the  lecture  theatre,  with 
seating  accommodation  for  rather  more  than  1 00 
students.  The  laundry  will  be  placed  at  the 
northern  end  of  the  pavilions. 

The  entire  building  will  be  lighted  by  elec- 
tricity, and  the  current  for  the  purpose  will  be 

obtained  from  the  public  supply.  Tlie  heating 
will  be  effected,  partly  by  the  use  of  the  open 
fireplace,  and  partly  by  hot-water  apparatui.  The 
various  lifts  throughout  the  hospital  will  be 

actuated  by  hydraulic  pressure. 
The  elevations  have  been  designed  with  little 

ornament,  and  that  chiefly  concentrated  on  the 
administrativo  buildings,  proportion  being  relied 
on  rather  than  ornament  for  effect.  It  is  i-ug- 
gested  to  execute  tbe  whole  of  the  facings  with 
red  dressed  bricks  and  stone  dressings.  The 
roots  will  bo  covered  with  green  Westmoreland 

slate.     Internally,  the  principal  joinery  they  sug-  \ 
gest  should  be  executed  in  Columbia  pine,  slightly  I  j 
stained  and  varnished,  other  work  to  be  in  good  ] 
deal.  < 

SCMMABV   OK   APPaOXIMiTB  COST. 

The   following   is   the    architect'e   summary   of   tbjs  *i  p 
approximate  cost :  —  «' 
Admioii'tnitive  block      £27,2C9    8  8';; 

Fdvilioiu,  indudiog  main  coDaecting  corri-  '  ̂ 
dor     77,067    9  4  '  Jl 

N'urBea*  Home  and  covered  waf  to  the  same  10.000    0  0    i 
(^.u-patiento' department      6  328    7  4    1 
Chapel       4,294  11  1     | 
Large  operating  theatre  and  lecture  theatre  r below    3,ass    0  0    ( 

Operating  theatre  next  children's  ward    1,301    0  0     01 
Opt'rating  theatre  next  chapel     834  16  0    1 
Mortnaryand  post  mortem-room    1.623  19  &     i 
Laundry,  and  extra  for  chimney    3,110    5  6     j 

Shope  and  shed     536  II  4     ̂ 
Lodge     585    9  0     i 

Boundary  walls,  railings,  gates,  and  piers...  2.971    0  0.' Drainage     4.000    0  0 
Beating  and  hot-water  service    4,600    0  0    J 
Hydrants       600    0  0    , 
Laundry  fittings    760    0  0     | 
Kuchen  fittings     1.000    0  0     i; 

Liuhting       1,20j    0  0.' Disinfector      150    0  0 

  >i 

Total   £149,834  17   «     'I 
In  order  to  meet,  if  necessary,  the  conditions 

of  the  will  of  the  late  Mr.  .John  Hall,  the  architects 
submitted  another  estimate  for  a  less  expensive 
institution,  amounting  to  £100,040  13s.  5q. 
The  area  of  the  new  building  will  be  107,88? 

superficial  feet,  of  which  15,921  will  be  taken  up    ' by  the  administrative  block.  ( 

THE  YORKSHIRE    LOCK-OUT. 

UPON'  the  successful  settlement  of  the  Plas- terers' dispute,  overtures  were  made  by 
members  of  the  National  Association  of  Master 
Builders'  Association  to  the  editor  of  the  Daily 
Netv»,  to  see  if  he  conld  use  his  good  offices  to 
secure  a  poaceful  solution  of  the  general  dispute 
of  the  building  trades  in  Yorkshire.  This  dispute 
had  already  been  in  existence  for  several  months 
in  certain  parts  of  Yorkshire.  Thus,  in  Hull, 
wage  troubles  subsisted  between  the  carpenters 

and  bricklayers,  and  other  employers.  In  addi- 
tion to  this  the  Hull  employers  had  issued  "  a 

proposed  code  of  working  rules,"  which  the  men declared  they  could  not  possibly  accppt.  In  May 
tbe  area  of  dispute  was  considerably  extended, 
the  whole  of  the  federated  employers  in  Yorkshire 

locking  out  25  per  cent,  of  their  men.  It  was 
estimated  that  about  15,000  men  were  directly 
affected. 

The  editor  of  the  Daily  Kewt,  having  consented 

to  the  request  of  the  Master  Builders,  at  once  put 
himself  in  communication  with  the  Yorkshire 

employers  and  the  representatives  of  the  Com- mittee of  Trades.  As  a  result,  he  was  enabled  to 
submit  to  both  sides,  at  a  conference  in  Derby,  on 

June  5,  the  following  suggested  basis  of  settle- 

ment : — 
SuGOESTED  Basis  or  Cosfeeexce. 

With  regard  to  the  points  raised  by  the  Northern 

employers ;  — 
1.  The  alleged  coercion  of  foremen  into  the  Cnions. 

The  Unions  will  agree  that  no  steps  shall  be  taken  in 

future  to  compel  foremen  to  join  the  Unions. 

2.  The  alleged  refusal  of  the  Union  men  to  work  with 
non-union  men. 

It  is  agreed  that  in  future  no  prej  udice  shall  be  shown 

either  by  the  employers  or  by  the  men  by  reason  of  a 

man  belonising  or  not  belongins  to  a  trade  union.  It  is 

understood  that  the  men  the  Unionists  object  to  work 

with  are  defaulters.  anH  other  men  who  hnve  brtn  shown 

to  the  employers  to  have  made  themselves  specially 

objectionable  to  the  Union  men.  Should  any  dispute 

arise,  the  matter  will  fall  under  clause  6  below. 

3.  With  regard  to  the  demarcation  of  work. 

It  is  ,iffreed  that  joint  committees  shall  be  established 
in  the  different  districts  eqanUy  representative  of  the 

employers  and  the  mechnoics.  whose  representation 

shall  be  equally  divided  amonif>t  the  different  branchee 

of  the  trade  in  ijuestion.  These  cummittaes  shall,  so 

far  and  as  soon  as  is  possible,  draw  up  schedules  of  the 

work  which  it  is  recognised  belong  to  certain  branches 

of  the  trade.  To  such  committees  shall  be  immediately
 

referred  aU  points  of  dispute  as  to  demarcation,  a
nd 

the  decision  of  the  m«J''rity  in  each  case  shall  b
e 

accepted  as  binding  on  both  sides.  Should  they  faU,
 

however  to  decide,  then  the  mitter  shall  be  referre
d 

for  settlement  to  simUarly  constituted  joint  committ
ee 

representative  of  the  National  Association  of  Maste
r 

Builders  and  the  other  societi-s  affected,  whose  deci
sion 

shall  be  final.  Pendinn  su-h  reference  to  the  loca
l 

committees,  nostrike  or  lock-out  shall  take  place  ;  but 

the  decision  of  the  trnpLiyer  shall  be  provislonaUy 

aecept*d  as  to  who  shall  do  the  work. Provided  that  pref  ereu  -e  shall  be  given  to  that  branch 

of  the  trade  which  in  practi  e  has  done  the  work  befo
re 

in  that  district  and  provided  no  preference  be  given  on 

on  account  of  the  payment  of  lower  wages. 

4.  With  regard  to  the  Biing  of  materials  worked  or 

partially  worked  in  another  district. 
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It  i«  agreed  that  the  men  shall  in  future  make  no 

objection  to  do  this,  and  that  there  shall  be  no  boy- 
cotting or  blacllli»tiDg  where  the  firms  adhere  to  the 

rules  mutuallv  agreed  upon  :  the  employers  agreeing  on 

the  other  band  that  such  rules  shall  be  strictly  enlorced 

in  all  parta  of  their  contracts. 

5.  With  regard  to  apprentices. 
I  would  "UKgeft  that  sa  different  practices  prevail  in 

different  trades  represented  at  this  Conference,  the 
auestion  shall  be  left  quite  open  for  the  decision  of  the 
Conference. 

6.  With  regard  to  the  avoidance  of  disputes  in  future. 
In  the  event  i^f  a  dispute  arising  on  any  iob  or  works 

the  di*trict  ollicjals  of  the  Ubiun  affected  shall  send 
written  notice  to  the  local  Association  of  Mtister 
Builders,  who  shall  inform  them  whether  the  said 
builder  is  a  memt>er  of  thtt  body.  If  so,  a  strike  shall 

not  be  sanctioned  by  the  I'uion  until  six  dear  working 
days  have  expired  from  the  receipt  of  such  notice, 
during  which  time  the  matter  shall  be  codsuUtciI  by 
a  Joint  Committee  consisting  of  six  employers  and  six 
representatives  of  the  workmen,  with  a  view  to  an 
amicable  hettlement.  Failing  a  local  settlement,  refer- 

ence shall  immediately  be  nuide  to  a  Central  .Toiut 
Committee  of  the  two  Associations,  and  until  Ii\e  days 
have  expired  from  the  date  of  this  refer:-nce-  no  strike 

or  lockout  shall  be  sanctioned  either  by  the  I'nions  or 
by  the  National  Association  of  Master  Builders. 

7.  I  would  further  suggest  that  in  future  for  the  pur- 
pose of  any  alterations  in  rules  or  rates  of  wa^es  are 

agreed  upon,  notice  be  given  on  either  side,  the  length  of 
such  notice  and  the  d-tte  or  dates  of  expiration  to  be  left 
to  the  decision  of  the  Conference. 

8.  I  would  also  suggest  that  any  pending  local  disputes 
as  to  the  rat*-8  of  wagt^s  should  bo  settle^l  by  the  Coimty 
Federations  of  emotuvers  on  the  one  side,  and  the  Execu- 

tive of  the  Union  or  Uuious  on  the  other  side. 
I  do  not  propose  to  make  any  definite  suggestions  with 

regard  to  any  other  point^  which  one  side  or  the  other 
may  possibly  desire  to  raise,  as  all  I  think  necessary  is  to 
submit  a  frienly  basis  of  discussion  on  the  main  issues. 

The  men,  however,  took  the  view  that  the 

Conference  had  been  too  hastily  called.  They  de- 

clined to  accept  the  basisi,  and  agreed  to  submit 
certain  proposals  of  their  own. 

On  the  foUowinjr  day  the  employers  wrote  :^ 

National  Ajvociation  of  Master  Builders  of  Gr«at  Britain 
and  Ireland,  tlouth  Oescent  Chambers,  6,  Lord-street, 
Liverpool,  June  6,  ISity. 

Bkx&  8ia.— As  you  are  aware,  a  meeting  of  employers 
and  operatives  was  held  yesterilay  in  Derby  witli  a  view 

to  arranging  a  basis  for  the  proposed  General  ('onference. 
The  terms  submitted  by  )ou  were  laid  before  the  opera- 

tives' delegates  and  declined.  They  informed  the  em- 
ployers that  they  were  prepared  only  to  consider  the 

question  of  the  formation  of  a  National  Conciliation 
Board. 

The  results  of  these  negotiations  was  laid  before  my 
council,  when  the  tuUowtng  resolution  was  passed,  which 
I  waa  instructed  to  convey  to  you  :  — 

"That  inasmuch  as  the  representatives  of  the 
trades  unions  are  unwilling  to  adopt  the  proposed 
basis  for  conference,  they  be  requested  to  submit, 
vithin  fourteen  days,  their  own  basis  for  the  con- 

sideration of  this  Association,  and  that  the  confer- 

ence be  postponed  accordingly." 
I  regret  the  efforts  of  yourself  and  Mr.  Edwards  have 

not  met  with  a  better  result,  and  I  am  sure  that  if  an 
occasion  arises  prior  to  the  expiration  of  the  fourteen 
days  whereby  you  can  assise  in  bringing  about  the  General 
Conference,  my  council  would  fully  appreciate  your 
valuable  co-operation. 
Thanking  you  on  behalf  of  the  Association  for  the 

trouble  you  have  taken  in  the  matter.— I  am.  dear  Sir, 
faithfuUy  yours.  J.  A.  S.  Hassal,  Secretary. 

The  Editor  of  the  /)<iu'y  .V..,  <. 

A  few  days  later  the  editor  Again  opened  com- 
munication with  several  representatives  of  the 

trades  unions,  to  whom  he  suggested  that  a  pre- 
liminary Yorkshire  conference  might  perhaps 

facilitate  a  generil  settlement. 

Mr.  Chandler,  of  the  Amalgamated  Carpenters 
and  Joiners,  wrote  :  — 

Dbab  Sir, -I  have  consulted  my  coUesgnes  respecting 
the  suggestion  contained  in  yours  of  the  9th  inst.,  and 
they  are  unanimously  of  the  opinion  that  wbilst  our 
thanks  are  due  to  you  for  the  interest  taken,  a.d  the 
labour  bestowed  in  your  endeavours  to  devise  a  satisfac- 
factory  b-osis  on  which  a  conferene-  of  the  bmlJiti!;  trades 
could  take  place,  they  feel  that  in  dealing  with  the  general 
questions  there  are  so  many  divergent  views  to  consider, 
that  it  will  be  far  preferable  to  leave  for  the  present  the 
airangements  and  settlement  in  the  hands  of  the  trades 
whose  services  the  Yoikahire  employers  have  dispensed with. 

Had  we  received  any  direct  complaint  from  them 
before  the  lock-out  commenced  we  should  so  far  as  our 
trade  is  concerned;  have  been  pleased  to  have  investigated 
the  tame,  and  probably  have  arrived  at  an  amiojible 
understanding,  much  easier  than  is  po.«sibIe  whilst  men 
are  under  the  impression  that  a  most  unjustiljabl.'  attack 
has  been  made  upon  them  without  any  sufficient  re.i»<in. 
The  opinions  here  expressed  on  behalf  of  the  joiners 

were,  we  understand,  generally  held  by  the  representatives 
of  the  other  trades  when  meeting  at  Derby. —Again 
thanking  yon,  I  remain,  yours  truly, 

F.  Cbamdlee,  General  Secretary. 
Manchester,  June  12th,  1899. 

Mr.  Batchelor,  of  the  Operative  P.rickl.ijers' 
Society,  wrote : — 

Sir,— I  am  directed  to  acknowledge  yours  of  the  10th uwt.,  and  mform  you  it  baa  been  placed  before  my  council, who  are  consulting  our  Yorkshire  briinches  on  thematter, 
—^ ours  faithfully,  Juas   Bat.ueio«. 

The  Yorkshire  branches  of  the  I'.ricklayers 
having  agreed  to  a  Yorkshire    conference,    we 

placed  ourselves  in  communication  with  Mr. 

Nicholson,  of  the  Yorkshire  Federation  of  Em- 

ployers, who  wired  on  .June  23  :  — 
•'Cannot  carpenters  be  brought  into  conference  I  If 

not.  let  me  know,  and  I  will  make  other  arrangements." -  NicjioLSOs,  Leeds. 

We  expressed  the  view  that  the  proposed  con- 
ference with  the  brickiayorsalone  would  facilitate 

the  settlement.  Thereupon  the  conference  with 
the  bricklayers  was  fixed  and  took  place  at  Leeds, 

as  reported  last  Fridav  week. 
In  the  mean  time  Mr.  Clem.  Edwards,  the  re- 

presentative of  the  Jiiiili/  Xe'O,  was  sent  North 
to  interview  the  several  parties  interested,  and 

after  spendini?  some  days  negotiating  with  Mr. 

Wilson,  of  Bolton,  and  Mr.  Chandler,  of  Man- 
chester, on  behalf  of  the  unions  :  Mr.  Ilassal, 

Liverpool,  on  behalf  of  the  Nation.il  Association 
of  Master  Builders  ;  and  Mr.  W.  Nicholson  and 

Mr.  Rhodes,  Leeds,  on  behalf  of  the  Yorkshire 
Federation  of  Master  Builders,  a  way  out  of  the 
deadlock  was  discovered.  The  two  following 

documents  explain  themselves  : — 
As  the  result  of  private  conversation  between  Mr. 

Nicholson  on  behalf  of  the  Yorkshire  Federation  of 
Employers  and  Mr.  C.  Edwards,  of  the  I'aHy  At  us,  it  is 

understood  — 
(1)  That  the  National  Association  of  M.B  shall  at  once 

invite  the  representatives  of  the  trades  to  a  National  Con- 
ference. 

i'i)  That  this  Conference  shall  discuss  and  settle  (sub- 
ject to  raliflcation  by  the  re"pective  associations)  points 

in  dispute,  which  either  side  may  bring  forward,  together 
with  the  formation  of  a  National  Conciliation  Board. 

(3)  That  upon  the  men's  representatives  formally 
accepting  this  invitation,  the  N.A.M.B.  shall  at  once 
instruct  the  Y'orkshire  Master  Builders'  Federations  to 
declare  the  Yorkshire  lock-out  "off,"  pending  final 
settlement. 

W.  Nicholson,  C.  Edwaeds  (of  the  Dai/j/  Xeirs). 

6.  Lord-street,  Liverpool,  July  14, 1S99. 
Messrs.  Wilson  and  Cherry,  Chairman  and  Secretary, 

Joint  Committe.^  of  Trades  Unions.  Manchester. 
Dkar  Sirs  —As  the  result  of  private  conversation  with 

Mr.  Clement  Edwards,  of  the  L-mJon  lj'ii\^  ye>':s, 
I  understand  that  the  representatives  of  the  Trade 
Unions  might  be  willing  to  meet  this  Association  in  a 
National  Conference,  upon  the  following  basis  :  — 

(t)  That  the  Conference  consist  of  nine  or  twelve  a  side, 
as  agreeable  to  you. 

(2)  That  the  Conference  shall  discuss  and  settle  (subject 
to  ratification  by  the  respective  Associations)  points  in 
dispute  which  either  side  may  bdng  forward,  together 
with  the  formation  of  a  National  Conciliation  Board,  as 

submitted  in  Mr.  Cherry's  letter  of  the  22nd  June. 
(.1)  That  upon  your  Joint  Committee  of  the  Trade 

Uoions  formally  agreeing  to  take  part  in  such  a  Confer- 
ence, the  Yorkshire  lock-out  to  be  declared  at  an  end, 

pending  final  settlement. 
If  these  proposals  meet  with  the  approval  of  your 

Committee.  I  would  suggest  that  the  Conference  shall  be 
held  at  the  Salicbury  Hotel.  London,  on  Thursday, 
July  27th,  at  11  a.m.- Yours  faithfully, 

(Signed)  Jas.  Hassal,  Secretary. 

In  accordance  with  these  arrangements,  the 

Yorkshire  lock-out  was  withdrawn,  and  the 

conference  took  place  on  Thursday  week. 

The  Masters  were  represunted  by  :  Mr.  T. 

Gregory  (London  i,  Mr.  J.  Howard  Colls  (London), 

Mr.  R.  Neil  (Manchester),  Mr.  Alderman  Bowen 

(Birmingham),  Mr.  W.  Nicholson  (Leeds'),  Mr. 
A.  Grouse  (Bristol),  Mr.  W.  E.  Blake  (Plymouth), 

Mr.  J.  U.  Walters  (Selbv,  Yorks),  Mr.'.T.  Spink (Sheffield).  Mr.  W.  Cunliff.i  (Bolton),  Mr.  J. 

Wright  (Nottingham) — this  latter  gentleman  at 
the  last  moment  taking  the  place  of  Mr.  G. 
Mansfield,  York,  and  Mr.  J.  Townsley  (Hull). 

Mr.  .las.  Hassal,  secretary  of  the  National 

Association  of  Master  Builders,  was  also  present. 

The  Trade  Unions  were  represented  bv  the 

following  delegates  from  the  Trade-Unions 
Committee  : 

Mr.  W.  T.  Wilson  (Amaleamated  Society  of 

Carpenters  and  Joiners),  Mr.  .J.  Davenport 

(United  Order  of  Labourers),  Mr.  W.  Stevenson 

(United  Builders'  Labourers'  Association),  Mr. 

U.  Pickard  (Gas  Workers  and  General  Labourers' 
Society),  Mr.  W.  Jla'kin  (General  Union  of 
Carpenters  and  Joiners),  Mr.  W.  Macintyre 

(Associated  Painters,  .Scitland),  Mr.  G.  Clark 

(Operative  Society  of  Bricklayers,  Manchester 

Order),  Mr.  G.  B.  Sunley  (Amalgamated  Society 

of  House  and  Ship  Operative  Painters  and 
Decorators),  Mr.  T.  Parks  (General  Secretary  of 

the  Amalgamated  Society  of  Woodcutters),  Mr. 

G.  M.  Cherry  (Operative  Plumbers' Society),  Mr. 
M.  Denni«  ((Jperative  Stonemasons'  Society),  Mr. 
T.  Batchelor  (Operative  Society  of  Bricklaye  s, 

Lonilon  Order),  snd  Mr  E.  C.  Gibbs  (Amalgi- 
mated  Society  of  House  Painters  and  Decorators). 

Mr.  T.  Gregory  was  voted  to  the  chair. 

The  chiirman  explained  that  the  meeting  had 

been  convened  as  the  result  of  friendly  negotia- 
tions kindly  carried  on  by  the  Editor  of  The  Daily 

yews,  for  the  purpose  of  discussing  any  grievances 
which  existed  between  them  as   employers  and 

employed  ;  and,  as  there  had  been  a  great  deal  of 
trouble  in  Yorkshire,  it  would  be  convenient  to 
take  that  case  first. 

In  reply  to  a  question,  Mr.  Nicholson  said  the 
Yorkshire  lock-out  had  been  withdrawn. 

The  following  points  were  then  submitted  by 

the  Masters  :  — Compelling  foremen  who  repre- 

sent the  employers  to  join  the  operatives'  unions. 
They  proposed  that  no  foreman  should  be 

compelled  to  join  a  trade-union,  or  compelled  to 
leave  one.  Their  definition  of  the  word  foreman 

was  one  who  was  const. ntly  in  charge  of  work, 

and  one  not  continually  laying  bricks.  The  next 

point  was  the  refusal  of  operatives  to  work  with 
non-unionists;  that,  as  to  demarcation  of  work, 

employers  and  employees  should  settle  this,  anti. 
during  the  interim  no  men  should  be  withdrawn  ; 
the  refusal  to  fix  material  worked  or  partially 

worked  in  other  districts  ;  and  the  limitation  of 

apprentices.  These  five  points  were  separately 
discussed.  The  operatives  held  that  several  of 

them  would  be  met  by  the  proposed  basis  for  the 
establi-hmont  of  a  Board  of  Conciliation,  to  be 

subsequently  considered,  which  they  held  was  the 
real  object  of  the  meeting.  No  decision  was 
arrived  at  with  regard  to  the  foremen  or  as  to  the 

non-unionists.  It  was  agreed  to  meet  the  diffi- 

culty in  regard  to  the  demarcation  of  work  under 
th"  conciliation  scheme.  The  men  explained  that 

they  only  objected  to  fix  work  prepared  indistricts 
where  unfair  conditions  prevailed  ;  and,  as  to  the 

apprentice  question,  it  was  practically  agreed  that 
this  was  essentially  a  question  for  the  local 

aesociations  to  sett'e,  no  national  rule  on  the 

subject  being  practicable.  A  friendly  spirit 

prevailed  on  lx)th  sides  throughout  the  discus- 
sions ;  but  the  men  explained  that  it  was  impossible 

for  them  to  agree  to  any  arrangement  which 

would  enable  non-unionists  to  obtain  the  advan- 
tages which  the  trade  unionists  had  fought  for 

and  were  paying  for.  They  also  expressed  a 

general  opinion  that  as  long  as  apprentices  were 

legally  bound  they  did  not  desire  to  limit  the 

number  specifically,  though  this  view  was 
excepted  to  by  one  or  two  delegates.  The 

employers,  on  the  other  hand,  expressed  them- felve'i  satisfied  with  the  view  that  apprentices 

should  be  legally  bound,  but  the  definite  decision 
was  held  over  for  the  local  associations. 

After  lunch  the  question  of  the  establishment 
of  a  Board  of  Conciliation  was  discussed.  The 

men  had,  at  the  request  of  the  masters,  prepared 

a  scheme  as  a  basis  for  the  conf^^rence,  and  sub- 

mitted a  series  of  "  proposed  rules  for  the  pre- 
vention and  settlement  of  disputes  in  the  building 

trades."  The  principle  of  arbitration  and  con- 
coni  illation  was  unanimously  accepted  by  both 

sides. 
The  Chairman  said  this  was  a  highly  important 

queution,  but  it  was  a  step  in  the  right  direction  : 
thev  were  meetiner  as  a  conciliatory  body. 

The  two  first  rules  were  agreed  to  as  follows  : — ■ 

1.  The  objects  of  the  Board  shall  be  to  adjust  by  con- 
ciliatory means  all  qnesti..n3  relating  to  hours  of  labour, 

rates  tf  wages,  and  working  rules  generally,  that  may 
from  tim"  to  tine  ari.'e,  and  may  be  referred  to  it  by 
either  employers  or  employees,  and  by  mediation  prevent 
strikes  and  lock-outs,  and  assist  in  the  settlement  of  dis- 

putes that  may  take  place  in  the  building  trades. 
2.  There  shall  be  district  committees,  the  number  to  be 

decided  locally,  equally  representative  of  the  employers 
and  employi^es,  and  a  Central  Board,  consisting  of  15  em- 

ployers and  1,5  operatives. 
The  third  rule  was  submitted  as  follows :— '*  In  the 

event  of  any  dispute  arising  between  the  members  of  a 
society  or  societies  and  the  employers,  and  failings  settle- 

ment between  the  disputants  locally,  the  question  at  issue 
shall  be  referred  to  the  district  committee,  and  should 
this  body  fail  to  agree,  the  matter  shall  be  referred  to  the 
C.entral  itoard.  and.  failin?  a  dec'.sion  on  their  part,  the 
matter  shall  be  laid  before  a  bo*rd  of  disinterested 
referees,  whose  decision  shall  be  binding  on  both  sides. 
In  all  cases  work  shall  go  on  without  stoppage  pending  a 
settlement  "  It  was  desired  to  add  to  this  some  provision 
for  the  settlement  of  disputes  in  regard  to  the  demarca- 

tion of  work.  After  along  discu.ssion,  it  was  resolved 

that  the  clause  should  read  as  follows  :  — 
3.  In  the  event  of  any  question  ari-ing  between  trade 

societies  with  reference  to  the  demarcation  of  work,  or  in 

tne  event  of  anv  dispute  ari-siog  between  the  memliera  of  a 
society  or  societies  and  the  employers,  and  failing  a 
•jettlement  between  the  disputants  I'lcally,  the  question 
at  issue  shall  be  referred  to  the  District  Committee,  and 
should  this  body  fail  to  agree,  the  matter  shall  be  referred 
to  the  Central  Board,  and.  failing  a  decision  on  their  part. 
the  matter  shall  be  laid  before  a  board  of  disinterested 
referees,  whose  decision  shall  be  binding  on  both  sides. 
In  all  cases  work  shall  go  on  without  sttppage  pending  a 
settlement.  The  committee  for  the  demarcation  of  work 
shall  consist  of  ttiree  representatives  of  each  trade 
affe^'ted  and  three  master  builders. 

4.  The  Central  Board  shall  meet  annually  in  March  for 
the  election  of  officers  for  the  ensuing  twelve  months,  the 
appointmetrt  of  12  referees,  and  for  the  consideration  of 
any  alt'iration  in  the  constitution  or  rules  of  the  Beard. 

5.  The  employers  and  employ. -.^s  shall  each  appoint  a 
secretsry.  to  whom  shall  be  sent  the  nam^s  of  the  repre- 

sentatives of  the  various  societies  at  least  fourteen  dayB 

prior  to  the  anniul  meeting  of  the  Board. 
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6.  The  Central  Board  Nhall  consider  all  qaestiocs 
referred  to  it  by  the  District  Committees,  and,  if  possible, 
settle  the  same.  Failio^  a  decisioo  on  their  part,  the 
(laestion  shall  be  reffired  to  three  referees  such  referees 
to  be  (elected  frcra  the  twelve  already  appointed  and 
approved  of  I  y  buth  sides  of  the  Board.  The  decision  of 
the  Central  Board  or  tht^  Board  of  Referees,  as  the  case 

■  may  be.  shall  be  final  and  bindiog  on  b  >th  Hides. 
7.  In  the  event  cf  any  dispute  beint;  rtf  rred  by  a 

District  Committee  to  the  Central  Board,  the  said  board 
shall  meet  within  eeven  days  after  the  question  has  been 
sent  to  the  joint  secretaries. 

8.  All  meetings  of  the  Central  Board  shall  be  convened 
by  the  joint  secretaries. 

9.  No  subject  »hall  be  brought  forward  at  any  meeting 
of  the  Board  except  with  the  consent  of  a  two-thirds 
majority  of  the  representatives  present,  unless  seven  days' notice  thereof  has  been  (.riven  to  the  secretaries. 

10.  In  the  event  of  a  dispute  in  any  district  the  District 
Committee  shall  meet  within  five  days  after  havinf?  been 
requested  by  the  secretary  of  the  Employers'  Association or  the  union  or  unions  affected. 

11.  Two-thirds  of  the  representat  ves  of  the  employers 
and  an  ef^ual  number  of  the  employees  shall  constitute  a 
"I'lonim  at  any  meeting  of  the  District  Committees  or 
Central  Board.  The  voting  powers  of  employers  and 
employees  to  be  eqaal  in  all  eases. 

A  proWsion  to  make  a  majority  of  two-thirds  necessary 
for  decisions  of  the  District  <  'ommittees  or  the  Central 
Board  to  be  binding,  caused  much  discu-ision  ;  a  proposal 
to  delete  the  clause  was  not  carried,  an  equal  number 
voting  on  either  side  :  the  men's  representatives  agreed  to 
take  out  the  condition  of  a  two-thirds  majority,  and  the 
clause  was  settled  as  follows  :  — 

12.  Any  decision  of  either  District  Committee  or 
Central  Board  to  be  binding  must  be  carried  by  a 
— ajorify  of  those  present. 

1.3.  If  any  representative  die.  resign,  or  otherwise 

'cease  to  be  qualified,  a  successor  shall  be  appointed within  one  month  ;  and  should  a  representative  be  un- 
able to  attend  any  meeting,  a  duly  appointed  substitute 

may  attend  in  his  place. 
H.  Any  party  to  this  agreement  desirous  of  with- 

drawing from  this  Board  may  do  so  on  giving  twelve 
months  written  notice  thereof  to  the  joint  secretaries. 

15.  No  alteration  shall  be  made  in  the  rules  or  con- 
stitution except  at  an  annual  meeting  of  the  Central 

Board,  and  at  least  one  month's  notice,  in  writing,  must 
be  given  specifyingthe  nature  of  the  proposed  alteration. 

The  above  scheme  will  have  to  be  submitted  to 

the  members  of  the  various  operative  societies 
for  confirmation,  and  it  was  resolved  to  adjourn 
the  Conference  till  some  conrenient  time  a  month 

or  six  weeks  hence,  when  another  meeting  will  be 
held  in  London. 

Sir.  Wilson  remarked  that  all  the  grievances 
were  not  on  the  side  of  the  employers,  and  inci- 

dentally mentioned  that  questions  they  wanted 
considered  were  those  of  a  uniform  rate  of  wage 
and  an  equitable  rate  of  wage  throughout  the 
country ;  a  uniform  working  week  was  also  a 
matter  on  which  they  held  strong  opinions. 
These  would  have  to  be  entertained  when  other 
matters  were  discussed. 

The  Chairman  said  he  drew  good  auguries  from 
that  Conference,  for  the  discussions  had  been 

conducted  with  perfect  good  temper  and  fairness. 
The  work  of  the  Conference  was  not  yet  com- 

pleted, and  before  the  adjourned  meeting  was 
held  both  sides  would  be  able  to  think  over  the 

points  which  had  been  raised  by  each.  These 
matters  had  better  be  reduced  to  writing,  so  that 
a  complete  agenda  could  be  prepared  for  the  next 
Conference,  and  the  representative.s  of  both  sides 

come  prepared  with  the  knowledge  of  what  they 
were  to  discuss. 

The  peal  of  bells  in  the  tower  of  St.  Mary's 
Church,  Fordingbridge,  Hants,  has  been  rehimg, 
tuned,  and  qoaiier-turned,  and  the  number  of  beUs 
increased  from  six  to  eight. 

The  town  council  of  .Stamford  have,  after  a  pro- 
tracted discussion,  adopted,  by  a  majority  of  one 

vote,  a  scheme  for  the  sewerage  of  the  borough 
prepared  by  Mr.  Everard,  C.E, 

Extensive  sanitary  work  and  improvements  in 
the  wards  are  now  being  carried  out  at  the  Royal 
Orthop;!  lie  Hospital,  O.tford-street  and  Hanover- 

square,  \\'.,  the  coat  of  which  will  exceed  £1,000. 
Preparatory  measures  are  being  taken  towards 

the  construction  of  the  lone-contemplated  (treat 
Northern  and  City  Riilway  Company.  The  report 
for  the  half-year  ended  June  30  states  that  a  shaft 
has  been  sunk  to  the  level  of  the  tunnel,  and  a  full- 
sized  heading  driven  therefrom  into  the  centre  line 
of  the  tunnels.  Shafts  will  shortly  be  sunk  at 
Essex-road  and  Old-street,  and  work  will  bo  started 
at  Finsbury-pavement  and  Urayton-park  as  soon 
as  the  necessary  possession  of  land  is  obtained. 

A  Parliamentary  paper  gives  detaUs  of  snpple- 
mentary  estimates  of  further  sums  required  to  be 
voted  for  the  Civil  Services  for  the  year  ending 
March.^  1900.  The  total  amount  required  is 
£18.j.fi76.  Among  the  virions  items  is  a  sum  of 
i;4,000,  required  to  complete  the  restoration  of  the 
St  (te  rooms  and  banqueting  house  at  Kensington 
Palace ;  while  £13,000  is  set  down  for  the  purchase 
of  a  site  adjoining  the  Dublin  Museum  of  Science 
and  Art  for  a  new  College  of  Science. 

OBITrAKV. 

Wf.  regret  to  record  the  death  of  Mr.  Chaiile.- 
B()VF..s  XoKi,  SsEwiN,  mahogany  and  timber 
merchant,  of  7  to  17,  Back  Hill,  Hatton  Garden, 

and  '29,  llay-street,  Karringdon-road.  E  C.  He 
had  been  in  failing  health  for  some  time,  but 
about  a  fortnight  since  he  was  seized  with  a 
paralytic  stroke,  and  completely  proetrated.  He 
was  brought  to  London,  and  died  at  U,  Upper 
Phillimore-place,  Kensington,  on  the  ICth  mat. 
Mr.  Snewin  was  63  years  of  age,  and  had  been 
in  the  business  41  years,  having  succeeded  hia 
father,  who  commenced  it  in  a  small  way  early 
in  the  century.  At  first  he  traded  in  partnership 
with  his  brother,  who  was  killed  in  the  yard  by 
an  accident.  Mr.  C.  B.  X.  Snewin  was  a  keen, 
but  one  of  the  most  honour,ible,  men  of  business 
we  have  ever  known.  0  ling  to  greatly  in- 

creasing trade,  the  premises  have  been  recently 
further  extended,  and  the  biisiness  will  be  carried 

on  as  usual.  'The  sons,  Mr.  Herbert  Charles 
Snewin  and  Mr.  Kmest  Oliver  .Snewin,  have  been 

connected  with  the  business  about  I'J  years,  and 
the  able  manager,  Mr.  Thomas  Terry,  has  been 

with  the  firm  '25  years.  The  funeral  took  place 
on  Thursday  week  at  Highgate  Cemetery,  a 
previous  religious  senice  h;iving  been  held  at 

St.  Paul's  Church,  Onslow  Gardens,  Kensington. 
It  is  with  much  regret  that  we  learn  of  the 

death  of  the  senior  partner  in  the  old-established 
firm  of  Messrs.  Jas.  Stiff  and  Sons,  of  the  Lon- 

don Potteries,  Limbeth,  Mr.  William  Stifi  , 
which  took  place  on  the  19th  inst.  The  business 
will  continue  to  be  carried  on  under  the  same 

style  by  the  surviving  partner  of  the  original 
firm,  Mr.  Ebenezer  Stiff,  with  the  assistance  of 
the  three  junior  members  of  the  firm.  Messrs. 
Sydney  .J.,  James  A.,  and  W.  Frederick  Stiff. 

Professok  Benedetto  Civiletti,  the  .Sicilian 

sculptor,  died  at  Palermo  on  the  '23rd  ioat.  In 
1878  his  "  Canaris"  was  very  favourably  placed 
in  the  Paris  Exhibition,  and  earned  him  much 
repute.  He  returned  from  Paris  with  the  Legion 
of  Honour  and  membership  of  the  Institute  of 
France.  This  success  was  due,  in  great  degree, 
to  the  appreciation  of  him  which  Kenan  expressed. 

Civiletti,  since  his  ''Canaris,"  appears  to  have 
lost  inspiration :  he  scarcely  produced  anything 

which  came  up  to  that  work.  The  "Canaris," 
bought  by  the  Government,  was  placed  in  a 
public  garden  at  Palermo,  where  it  is  not  seen  at 
its  btst. 

CHIPS.      -■ ^ 
The  Bristol  Corporation  have  had  a  connection 

plan  prepared  by  the  citv  engineer  for  constructing 
a  footbridge  over  the  Feeder  Cmal  from  Silver- 
thorne-lane  to  Feeder-road.  The  estimated  cost, 
including  approaches  and  purchase  of  land,  is 
£4,000. 

The  formal  opening  of  the  Prinoe's  Bock  electric 
tramway  system  and  the  electric  lighting  of  the 
borough  n(  Plymouth,  will  take  place  three  weeks 
hence.  The  works  are  being  carried  out  from  plans 
by.  and  under  the  supervision  of,  Mr.  J.  £.  Rider, 

C.E. 
Memorial  stones  of  the  new  Wesleyan  chapel  at 

Cistle  Bytham,  near  Stamford,  were  laid  last  week. 
The  chapel  is  about  to  be  reconstructed  on  an  en- 

larged site.  Messrs.  Hinson  Brothers,  of  Stamford, 
are  the  builders. 

On  Thursday  week  the  ceremony  of  laying  15 
memorial -stones  took  place  at  the  new  Central  Hall, 
which  is  now  in  the  course  of  erection  in  Bar- 
mondaey  Xew-road.  The  hall,  which  will  cost 
£30,000,  is  the  first  central  hall  erected  in  London 
for  mission  work  by  the  Wesleyan  Jlethodists. 

List  Friday,  the  Electric-lighting  Committee  of 
the  Dudley  Corporation  issued  a  report  recom- 
mendiDK  the  acceptance  by  the  Town  Council  of  the 

following  tenders,  amounting  to  £'21,472,  for  per- 
manent work  and  plant  for  electric-lighting  and 

power  station:  —  Messrs.  Bibcock  and  Wilcox, 
£2,017.  for  boilera,  \o.  :  the  Westini;house  Com- 

pany. .£G,1G9,  for  machinery,  \o. ;  Callender'e  Cable 
Construction  Company,  £7.14ii,  for  cables  and  street 

worK :  Messrs.  Johnson  and  Phillips,  £42.'5,  for  street 
lighting  .  Messrs.  Whittakerand  Co.,  £.'5,466  18i.  3d., 
for  building  stack,  ong'uie-beds,  and  £'250  for 
travelling  crane  (estimate). 
The  work  of  strengthening  and  repairing  the 

tower  cf  Dry  Drayton  Church,  Cambs,  is  pro- 
ceeding apace.  Owing  to  a  crack  in  the  west  wall 

near  the  belfry  window,  the  foundations  have  been 
looked  at  and  filled  in  with  concrete.  The  walls 
north  and  south  have  been  pierced,  and  two  stay- 
bars  have  been  fixed.  The  bells  have  not  been  rung 
for  some  little  time.  Messrs.  Redding  and  Son, 

Cambridge,  are  doing  the  work. 

BuiRiins  Iittelligttttt 
Bkistol. — A  new  library  is  to  be  erected  in 

Cheltenham-road,  Bristol,  opposite  the  Colston 

('iris'  School,  for  the  accommodation  of  the 
inhabitants  of  the  northern  district  of  Bristol. 

The  site  cost  £2, .575.  and  the  contract  for  the 
library  has  been  let  to  Slessrs.  Wilkins  and 
Son  for  £7,439.  The  building,  which  has  been 

designed  by  Sir.  \\ .  V.  Gough.  of  Bridge-street, 
will  comprise  a  spacioris  reading  -room  in  addition 
to  the  lending  department  and  other  offices. 

Di-Kn.\M.— On  Tuesday  afternoon,  the  Earl  of 
Durham  laid  the  foundation-stone  of  a  new 
technical  school  for  Durham.  The  building  will 

cccupy  a  space  in  depth  of  77ft.,  and  in  width  of 
46ft.  It  is  to  be  built  of  red  brick,  with  red 
tiled  roof,  the  entrance  doorway  being  of  stone. 
The  architects  are  Sles^rs.  Oliver  and  Leeeon.  of 
Newcastle.  From  the  roof  rises  a  handsome 

turret,  which  also  forms  the  ventilating  shaft,  to 

which  special  attention  has  been  paid,  and  which 
will  be  carried  out  on  the  Boyle  system.  There 
are  three  stories.  On  the  lower  story  is  the 

physical  laboratory  with  dark-room,  science 
class-room,  kitchen,  heating- chamber,  &c.  Oa. 
the  ground  floor  is  the  (diemical  laboratory, 

lecture-room,  preparation  room,  science  class- 
room, secretary's  room,  balance  room,  cloakrooms, 

store,  &c.  The  first  floor  is  devoted  to  the  art 

department.  The  contractors  for  the  erection  of 
the  building  are  Messrs.  J.  G.  Gradon  and  Son, 
of  Durham,  and  the  total  cost  of  the  site  and 
contract  will  be  about  £5,250,  exclusive  of  the furnishing. 

Liverpool. — The  Countess  of  Derby,  on  Tues- 

day, laid  the  foundation-stone  of  the  Liverpool 
Diocesan  Church  House,  the  first  section  of  which 
is  in  course  of  erection  at  the  comer  of  Lord- 
street  and  South  John-street.  This  section  will 

comprise  on  the  gpround  floor  various  offices.  The 
Diocesan  Finance  Association,  with  complete 

suite  of  oflicee,  boardroom,  and  waiting-rooms, 
will  occupy  the  first  and  second  floors,  and  on  the 
top  floor  will  be  found  the  diocesan  library,  with 
its  associated  reading  and  writing  rooms.  The 
central  tower  will  provide  one  or  two  smaller 

ofiices,  and  there  ■will  be  the  main  entrance  open- 
ing into  South  John-street,  with  lift  and  large 

staircase.  When  the  entire  building  running 
from  Lord-street  to  Cable-street  has  been  erected, 
it  is  intended  to  find  accommodation  in  the  base- 

ment for  a  muniment  room,  to  hold  the  diocesan 
records,  as  well  as  other  valuable  papers  ;  on  the 
tfround  floor  for  a  consistory  court  and  shops  for 
the  S.P.C.K.,  some  church  furnishers,  and  other 
tenants,  besides  a  cafe  :  on  the  first  and  second 
floors  ofiices  for  the  Sunday  School  Institute, 
C.E.T.S.,  and  many  other  societies,  besides  more 
committee-rooms  ;  and  at  the  top  of  the  building 
other  smaller  offices,  as  well  as  a  large  haU 

capable  of  holding  from  400  to  500  people.  The 
architect  is  Sir.  G.  Bradbury,  of  14,  Cook-street, 
Liverpool,  and  the  builders  are  Messrs.  Mayor and  Co. 

Middlewkh. — The  foundation-stone  of  new 

Catholic  day  schools  in  connection  -with  St.  Mary's Church,  Middlewich,  was  laid  on  Saturday  week. 
The  new  building  will  consist  of  one  large  central 
hall  or  assembly  room,  measuring  65ft.  by 
21ft.  Ciu.,  and  19ft.  high  to  the  ceiling,  with 

infants'  room  20ft.  by  2lft.  6in.  ;  girls'  cloak- 
room and  entrance  on  the  north  side,  fhere  will 

also  be  a  porch  and  boys'  cap  room  and  entrance 
on  the  south  side.  The  elevation  of  the  building 
will  be  of  picked  red  bricks  with  terracotta 
dressings  to  windows  and  doors.  The  roof  will 
be  covered  with  blue  slates,  with  a  terracotta 

ridge  and  finials,  and  the  length  of  the  ridge  will 
be  broken  by  a  turret  inclosing  one  of  Messrs. 

Boyle's  exhaust  ventilators.  KiBcient  ventilation 
will  be  provided  on  the  natural  system,  the  fresh 
air  entering  the  rooms  by  means  of  inlet  brackets, 
and  the  vitiated  air  being  extracted.  The  schools 
have  been  designed  to  accommodate  220  scholars. 
Mr.  Harold  Sheldon,  MidiUewich.  is  the  architect. 

The  new  vestry  and  the  chancel  improvements  in 

the  parish  church  of  Swaffham  have  just  been  com- 
pleted. The  enlarged  vestry  is  built  of  flint  and 

Bath  stone  dressings,  has  two  windows,  and  is 
fitted  inside  for  the  use  of  the  choir.  The  large 
piece  of  wall  in  the  chancel  has  been  replastered, 
and  the  blocked  window  on  the  south  side  opened 
up  and  filled  with  glass.  AU  the  work  has  been 
carried  out  by  Sir.  George  Jeffries,  builder. 
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©ur  illustrations. 
TITESIRWM.  FRASER  HOMES,  IIAILES,  COLIXTOX,  N.  It. 

These  homes  are  being  built  for  the  benefit  and 
accommodation  of  twelve  artiuts  or  li'erary 
persons  in  reduced  circumstances.  The  buildings 
comprise  a  group  of  twelve  separate  dwelling- 
houses  facing  a  central  court,  with  a  large  hall 
and  reading-room  common  to  the  inhabitants. 
The  accommodation  varies  in  the  different  dwel- 

lings from  two  rooms  with  ecallery,  ic,  to  four 

rooms  and  scullery,  \-c.  The  building  is  of  local 
stone,  harled  and  whitewashed,  with  red  corn- 

cockle stone  dressings.  Attention  has  been  gicen 
to  the  laying-out  of  the  courtyard,  terrace  walk, 
and  screen  walls  as  forming  an  important  feature 
in  the  whole  design.  The  courtyard  has  a  southern 
aspect,  and  commands  an  unintfrrupted  view  of 
the  Pentland  Hills.  Mr.  A.  Balfour  Paul,  of 
Edinburgh,  is  the  architect  of  this  useful  and 
picturesque  undertaking  shown  by  the  accom- 

panying bird's-eye  view  and  pl<n  of  the  ground 
floors.  The  perspective  we  have  reproduced  from 
the  original  drawing,  which  was  shown  at  the 
Royal  Scottish  Academy  Exhibition  at  Edinburgh 
this  year. 

ST.    JAJfEs'    COURT,    BrCKa.-0H.4M    GATE,    S.W. 

These  buildings,  which  consist  of  residential 
flats,  shops,  and  offices,  are  built  in  the  style  of 
Flemish  Renaissance  freely  treated.  The  eleva- 

tions are  carried  out  in  Portland  stone  and 
Bracknel  red  brick,  with  faience  treatment  of  the 
lo»er  stories.  The  entire  construction  of  the 

walls,  partitions,  floors,  and  roof  is  of  tire-resisting 
material.  Great  care  and  attention  has  been 
given  to  the  fire  escapes  from  the  upper  floors. 
The  residential  flats  have  outside  balconies,  and 
staircasee  to  the  ground  level,  and  also  wide 
stainases  on  to  the  roof  of  each  block.  The 
buildings  are  arranged  on  plan  with  a  central 
square  courtyard.  The  buildings  are  approached 
by  two  large  carriageway  entrances  from  the 
front.  ITie  public  rooms  consist  of  a  mlU-n- 
mangtr,  restaurant,  billiard-room,  smoking,  draw- 
ing,  aiid  readinjj-rooms.  On  the  floors  above, 
the  rooms  are  arranged  in  various  sized  suites. 
The  passenger-lifts,  luggage,  and  service-lifts 
have  been  provided  by  Messrs.  Waygood,  of 
Falmouth-road,  Great  Dover-street ;  the  plumb- 

ing and  sanitary  work  by  Messrs.  Heaven  and 
t>on8,  of  Victoria-street,  and  of  Gloucester; 
the  sanitary  and  drainige  fittings,  and  also  the 
Til^T  ""'"^  ̂ ^  Messrs.  Doulton,  of  Lambeth. 
Ihe  drawing  has  been  lent  us  by  the  architect  of 
the  fabric,  ilr.  C.  J.  C.  Pawley,  of  Wt-stminster. 

HOTEL   DE    VAI.OIS,    CAEy. 

This  well-known  example  of  IGth  century  French Kentissance  has  been  often  drawn,  and  its frequent  description  in  standard  works  renders  an 
account  here  unnecessary.  Seldom,  however,  has  a 

measured  drawing  of  the  elevation  been  given,  and , 
therefore,  the  detail  drawing  which  we  publish  to- 

day, from  the  pencil  of  Mr.  (J.  Salway  Nicol,  of 
Birmingham,  will  be  welcomed  by  many  who 
will  be  glad  to  possess  so  careful  a  rendering  of 
the  work,  with  sections  and  notes.  The  author 
has  been  for  some  months  travelling  in  Italy  on 
an  architectural  tour,  and  on  his  return  wo  hope 
to  be  enabled  to  print  some  further  examples  of 
his  artistic  studies.  A  very  capital  view  of  the 
Hotel  do  Valois,  or  the  Hotel  de  la  Bourse  as  it 

is  now  called,  appeared  in  the  BviLiiiNti  Xews  fcr 

.Tanuary  7,  1898. 

CIIV.TSTCHl-m  II     I'laciKV,    lIAMrsIIIKE.* 

The  circular  staircase  turret  given  is  the  most 

interesting  part  of  the  Norman  work  in  Christ- 
church  Priory,  Hants.  Built  by  the  notorious 
Bishop  Flambard,  in  the  reign  of  William  Kufus, 
of  Portland  oolite  and  limestone  from  the  Isle  of 

Wight,  it  is  placed  on  the  north-east  comer  of 
the  north  transept,  where  it  forms  a  striking  and 
original  feature.  It  is  divided  into  three  stories, 
exhibiting  in  each  the  arcading  so  often  adopted 

by  the  Norman  architects,  and  of  which  an 
excellent  example  may  be  seen  in  Durham  Cathe- 

dral, also  by  Flambard.  The  concentration  of 
detail  on  the  lowest  story  of  the  turret,  and  the 
diminution  in  size  of  arch  and  column  and  quan- 

tity of  ornament  in  the  succeeding  stories,  is 
interesting.  The  lowest  arcade  is  an  example  of 
the  use  of  intersecting  arches  :  the  columns  are 
ornamented  with  zigzag  reticulated  and  spirally- 
arranged  lines,  the  spandrels  are  filled  with  scale 
pattern,  and  the  arch  mouldings  with  herring- 

bone ornament.  The  stringcourse  above  has 
billeted  and  plain  zigzag  ornament.  The  second 
story  has  an  arcade  of  double  plain  columns  with 
simple  arches  without  decoration.  Above  these, 
and  up  to  the  next  stringcourse  with  its  chevron 
ornamect,  is  a  diamond- shaped  network  of  pro- 

jecting members,  each  semicircula*  in  section. 
The  final  story  has  single  shafts  and  plain  arches 
in  its  arcade,  surmounted  by  a  stringcourse  of 

billet  moulding.  The  top  is  crowned  by  a  non- 
descript stone  roof,  which  takes  the  place  of  the 

original  conicsl  or  pyramidal  covering.  The  caps 
are  in  each  case  voluted  at  the  angles,  and  vary 

in  detail,  the  bases  being  of  the  Attic  character, 
without  corner  ornaments.  The  interlaced  arcade 

is  carried  to  the  right,  along  the  lower  part  of  the 

north  face  of  the  transept  as  far  as  the  north-west 
comer,  where  it  is  terminated  by  a  columnar 
pilaster  or  buttress.  Both  this  and  the  west 
arcade  are  carried  to  the  left,  round  a  segment  of 

what  may  have  been  an  apsidal  chapel.  The 
shafts  of  the  upper  arcade,  one  shaft  of  the 
second,  and  all  the  shafts  and  capitals  of  the 
lowest  arcade,  are  restorations. 

George  Marples. 

drapery  warehouse,  aberdeen. 

This  building  is  being  erected  on  a  prominent 
site  at  the  corner  of  John-street  and  George- 
street,  directly  opposite  the  ofiices  of  the  North 
of  Scotland  Bank.  The  walls  are  built  of  granite 

from  the  local  quarries.  The  ground  and  first 
floors  contain  well-lighted  spacious  saloons  and 
abundant  accommodation  for  carrying  on  an 

extensive  drapery  bu-ines3.  The  building,  which 
will  be  lighted  by  electricity,  is  being  erected  for 
Mr.  A.  K.  Duncan,  who  previously  occupied  an 
old  building  on  the  same  site.  Messrs.  Brown 
and  Watt,  Aberdeen,  are  the  architects,  and  the 
estimated  cost  of  the  building  is  £5,000. 

CHf;THAM    COLLEOE,  MANCHESTER. 

(For description  and  further  sketches  see  p.  I2.'5.) 

The  Cape  Town  Corporation  are  about  to  build 
tbemselveti  a  palatial  town-ball  covering  an  area  of 
soft,  by  175ft.,  Italian  R-^uaissance  in  style,  and 
three  stories  iu  height,  with  central  clock-tower 
risins  to  an  altitude  of  about  200ft.  The  architects 
are  Messrs.  Raid  and  Green,  of  Cape  Town. 

The  Vandyke  Tercentenary  will  be  celebrated  at 
Antwerp  by  an  exhibition  to  remain  open  from 
Augu«t  15th  to  October  1.5'.h.  la  a  temporary 
building  adjoiuinfftbe  new  picture  gallery  or  Mu^c-a 
des  Beaux  Arts  106  paintings  will  be  on  view  in 
four  rooms,  while  in  a  fifth  there  will  be  a  fine 
collection  of  photographs  relatiog  to  suhjicts  in  the 
life  of  Vandyke.  Etiglish  owners  are  the  iargJK*t 
contributors,  their  total  out  of  the  lOS  being  37, 
whereas  B-^lgiam  herself  comes  second  with  31. 

*  Other  drawings  of  this  building  will  be  found  in  the 
BciLDiNO  Nswa  for  Oct.  2'1.  1;!:'),  Dec.  16,  IBIi?,  ind 
Dec.  8,  1893. 

STATUES,  MEMORIALS,   «:o. 

The  Flora  MArnoNALi)  MEMOinAt,  at  Inteb- 
NIBS  —The  memorial  of  Flora  Macdnnald  was 
unveiled  on  the  Inverness  Castlehill  on  Wednesday 
week.  The  statue  was  designed  by  Mr.  Andrew 
Dividson.  sculptor,  and  was  cast  in  bronze  iu 
Rome.  The  figure  is  9ft.  in  height,  standing  on  a 
granite  pedestal  about  15ft.  high.  The  Highland 
heroine,  with  tight  hand  shading  her  eyes,  is  look- 

ing across  the  waters  for  the  boat  containing  Prince 
Charlie.  At  her  right  side,  a  rough  collie,  with 
head  thrown  back,  watches  her  face,  and  her  left 
hand  holds  the  skirt  of  her  upper  garment.  The 
costume  is  that  which  was  worn  by  ladies  of  the 

period. 
OHTPS. 

Mr.  F.dmund  Sedding,  of  Plymouth,  has  prepared 

plans  for  the  restoration  or  repairing  of  St.  Cran- 
tnck,  .St.  Constantine,  .St.  Cubert,  and  Tremain 
parish  churches,  Cornwall. 
The  new  Itoman  Catholic  Church  of  the  Holy 

Name  has  just  been  opened  at  Oiton,  near  Birken- 
head. The  building  is  (Gothic  in  style,  and  faced 

both  within  and  without  with  red  bricks.  It  con- 
sists of  nave,  aisles,  chancel  transepts,  and  sacristry, 

providing  accommodation  for  250  persons,  and  has 
been  built  by  Mr.  R.  Allen,  of  Birkenhead,  from 
designs  by  Mr.  Edmund  Kirby,  F.R.I. B. A.,  of Liverpool. 

Exteneiva  business  premises  are  in  course  of  erec- 
tion at  10  and  U,  East  Parade,  Leeds,  from  the 

designs  of  the  architect,  Mr.  Walter  A.  Hobson, 
Albion-street,  Leeds. 

Mr.  ( '.  A.  L.  Prossmann.  chief  assistant  electrical 
engineer  to  the  Bradford  Corporation,  has  been  ap- 

pointed clerk  of  works  of  the  Doncastor  electricity 
works.  There  were  between  60  and  70  appUcants 
for  the  post,  which  carries  a  commencing  salary  of 
£200  a  year. 

New  business  premiaea  two  stories  in  height,  and 
with  an  oriel  and  domed  turret  at  the  comer  of  the 
two  streets,  have  ju9t  been  built  at  the  Cross  at 
Cirnoustie,  N.B.  Mr.  D.  Fraser.  of  Cimoustie,  was 
the  architect,  and  Moesrs.  A.  Blach  and  Son  were 
the  masons,  and  Messrs.  A.  Watt  and  Sons  the 

joiners. 
It  is  proposed  by  a  syndicate  to  revivfy  the 

market  at  Marjlebone,  and  to  reconstruct  the 
buildings  at  a  cost  of  some  £70,000,  from  plans  by 
Mr.  H.  T.  Gordon,  F.R.I. B.A. 

At  a  special  meeting  of  Dartmouth  School  Board 
it  was  decided  to  carry  out  the  recommendations  of 
Mr.  G.  S.  Bridgman,  of  Paignton,  with  reference 
to  the  system  of  drainage  at  these  schools.  The 
whole  system  is  defective,  which  it  is  quite  im- 

possible to  remedy  without  reconstruction. 

The  building  of  the  new  infirmary  at  the  work- 
house at  Rochdale  has  been  commenced.  When 

completed,  the  infirmary  will  accommodate  between 
300  and  400  patients.  Messrs.  Butterworth  and 
Duncan  are  the  architects,  and  Messrs.  Ashworth 
and  Woolfenden,  all  of  Rochdale,  the  contractors 
for  the  new  building. 

Memorial  stones  were  laid  last  week  at  Buralem 
of  classrooms  which  are  being  added  to  the  Sytch 
mission  church.  The  architect  is  Mr.  W.  H.  Walley, 
of  Burslem. 

During  the  progress  of  the  worki  in  connection 
with  the  new  docks  and  at  the  excavation  of  the 

Grange  Bum,  Grangemouth,  Stirlingshire,  which 
is  being  directed  by  Messrs.  Brand  and  Son,  con- 

tractors, a  valuable  find  has  been  made  by  the 
workmen  in  the  shap3  of  an  earthenware  pot  con- 

taining 1,200  silver  coins  of  the  16th  and  17th 
centuries  of  English,  Spanish,  Belgian,  and  other 

countries. 
Mr.  J.  S.  KQliok,  of  Birming,  Kent,  has  been 

appointed,  out  of  three  selected  apolicants,  surveyor 
and  sanitary  inspector  to  the  Mtidntone  Rural 
District  Council,  at  a  salary  of  £225  per  annum, 

I  apportioned  as  to  £150  for  the  surveyorship,  and 

£7.>  as  inspector. 
Thn  erection  of  a  new  Congregational  church  in 

the  Walsall-road,  Wednesbury.  has  been  decided 

\  upon,  and  plans  prepared  by  Mr.  C.  W.  D.  Joyn- 
9on  have  been  accepted,  it  bemg  understood  that 
building  operations  will  be  commenced  in  the  spring 
of  next  year.    The  cost  is  estimated  at  over  £3,000. 

Steeple-jacks  are  now  at  work  on  the  spire  of 
I  Norwich  Cathedral.     The   woik  includes  pointing 
the  spire  downwards  for  a  length  of  40ft.,  replacing 
the  lightning-conductor  with  a  new  one  from  top 

1  to  bottom,  renewing  the  rusted   iron  band  which 
runs  round  the  highest  Inceruea  and  has  practically 

'  ruittd  away,  and  repainting  and  adjusting  the  cock 
and  croe».     The  contractors  are  M-ssrs.  J.  W.  Gray 

'  and  Co.,  of  London,  and  the  work  is  being  carried 
I  out  under  the  direction  of  Mr.   C.  J.   Brown,  the 

I  architect  to  the  Daan   and  ty'lipter.     It  is  ju9t  a 
;  quarter  of  a  century  since  the  epiie.  which  rises  to 
I  a  height  of  318ft,  was  last  ascended  by  workmen. 
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TO    OOBBESFONDENTS. 

'We  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinions  of OUT  correMpondenta.     All    comraumcatinns    should  be 
drawn   up  as  briefly  aa  possible,   as  there  are  m&ny 
olalmantA  upon  the  space  dotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  la  particularly  requested  that  all  drawingn  and  all 
oommunications  respecting  illustrations  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the   EDITOR  of  the  Buildimo 
Newb,  882,  Strand,  W.C,  and  nut  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.    Delay  is  not  unfn^itat^atly  otherwiHe  caused. 
All  drawings  and  other  conununicatiuos  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors'  risks,  and  the   Editor  will   not   undertake  to 
pay  for.  or  be  Liable  for.  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Fost-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
ThB  8t&AJ(D  NKWaPAPXE  CoUPAJtYt  LlHITKD. 

NOTICE. 

Boand  copies  of  Vol.  LXXV.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  numb«>r  are  dnno  up.  K  f«>v 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXII ,  XXXItl., 
xxxn'.,  XXXIX.,  xij..  xLn*..  iLvi.,  xldc. 
U..  Lm.,  LIV..  LV.,  LEX...  I.X.,  LXI.,  LXH.. 
LXJV.,  LXV..  LXVin..  LXIX..  LXX..  LXXI., 
LXXII.,  LXXm.,  LXXIV.,  and  LXXV.,  ma, 
still  be  had,  prioe  Twelve  Shilling;  all  the  other 

bound  volumea  are  out  of  print. ^Most  of  the  back nombers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS  OP  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  aimum  (poet  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Ringdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  68.  Od.  (or  Sdols.  30c._gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium,  £1  6s.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6b.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Gape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  66.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  char^  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Pubhc  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  6e.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
nnd  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  48.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  sis 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  IHib- 
liaher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisemente  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  58. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
oSoe  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  aerial  advertisemente 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
inaertion. 

BiTUATIONB. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant  ** 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  Onk  Shilling  foe  Twentt- 
POiTB  WoBDs,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  Situation  AdvertisemerUs  must  beprqaaid. 

Reckived.— H.  N.  and  Co.— R.  P.— M-  Ry  Co.-E.  S.— 
G.  B.  and  L.— B.  B.  Co.— D.  and  Co.— J.  K.-Cybele.— 
J.  D.  (Amsterdam). 

Electric.  -  Rather  behind  the  times,  we  should  fancy. 
We  should  go  to  Rashleigh  Phipps  and  Co.,  lOi. 
Oxford-street.  W.,  or  G.  E.  Cockbum,  35,  Great 
Pulteney-street.  W. 

R.— Nothing  better  than  the  "Manchester"  Grate,  for that. 

Doubtful.- The  affair  is  rotten  to  the  core,  in  our  belief, 
and  you  will  do  well  to  listen  to  no  proposals  for  recon- 
struction. 

Seves  Yeabs*  Reader.  — You  cannot  ̂ o  to  a  better  firm 
in  your  district  than  Roger  L.  Lowe.Farnworth,  Bolton. 

Hayseed.— A  Yankee  ra-invention  of  a  well  known  old 
English  dodge ;  notmuch  used  nowadays  here  of  course. 
because  ihe  need  for  it  has  passed,  except  in  purely 
rural  districts.    No  patent  in  it '. 

J.  P.— Some  of  the  really  beat  modem  domestic  stained 
glass  we  have  seen  lately  was  made  by  Messrs.  Ward 
and  Hughes.  Fritb-htreet.  Soho-square.  We  think  they 
cotild  do  just  what  you  want. 

Peterhead.— We  think  not. 

BuiLDKB. -Rubbish.  Go  to  Nightingale,  Albert  Em^bank- 
ment,  or  W.  H.  Lascelles  and  Co.,  Bunhill-row,  if  you 
want  really  good  English  stuff  that  will  stand. 

H.  Alford.  -  Very  difficult  people.  Issue  a  writ.  We 
have  generally  had  to  do  so  before  we  could  get  money 
out  of  them. 

Nisi  DoMisi^rf  Fkustra.— Aa  the  Court  of  Appeal  has 
confi  med  Lord  Kyllachy's  judgment,  any  furtfter 
remarks  on  our  part  would  have  no  practical  renult. 
We  sull  uphold  the  views  given  in  our  article,  and  m»y 
again  refer  to  the  subject. 

The  foundation-stone  of  St.  Audrew^s  Mission 

Chapel,  associated  with  the  parish  of  St.  Jobn*8. 
Truro,  was  laid  on  Tuesday  week.  Mr.  Silranus 
Trevail,  FU  I.B.A..  is  the  architect. 

The  memorial-stoae  of  a  new  Free  Church  was 
laid  at  Truaopmgton  last  week.  Mr.  Wreo,  of 
Cambridge,  h*a  designed  the  building,  whicli  has  a 
porch  aud  wmdows  of  Classic  type.  It  is  of  white 
brick,  aud  will  comprise  two  rooms  aud  the  neces- 
earyofHaes.  The  cost  of  the  structure  is  estimated 
at  £500. 

JnUrcommunication* 
QUBsnoys. 

[12i77.)— Chimney.— I  wi-h  to  know  where  I  could 
nod  a  description  of  a  t  mwUy  chimney-stalk  built  io 
Monter*ty.  in  Mexico,  under  the  Hupfirintendence  of  Mr. 
Williiim  Dryadsle.  of  Bonoybridue.  Siirlingihire.  Tne 
■talk  wm  completed  io  U.rch.  and  is  the  tallest  and. 
It  i»  said,  the  handnmeot  in  the  Wexican  R.!piiblic. 
A  short  noticf  aopearel  in  the  Fii'i.irk  /I'r.ili.  bein? 
copied  from  the  J/'/i -o  MonI'")  n.ii!-/  Glol-  of  M*rch  1 1 
I  would  like  very  much  to  know  where  I  could  flod  a 
deaoription  or  notice  of  it.  or.  filling  that  if  I  could 
procure  the  copy  of  th<  Mexican  newspaper  in  which  it 
appeared  '.  How  could  I  procure  that  Mexican  paper  ?— 
Albi.  FBASna,  Ji'x.,  Neuck,  Airth,  Lirbert,  N.B. 

RBPLIBS. 

[122tl'^.]-Pine.— I  have  tried  to  uge  Oregon  pine  for 
joiners'  work,  but  it  is  sa  nnequtl  in  irriin  th»t  it  will 
neither  take  varnish  nor  paint  well.  Some  piruare  so 
hitrd  that  punt  seems  hardly  to  touch  it ;  others  will 
absorb  all  you  pat  on.  If  it  were  not  for  this,  the  wood 
might  be  more  used.— Kaim-a. 

riaw*.];  Charge  for  Making  Plans  of  Estates. 
—I  should  make  a  chanre  ou  each  plot ;  if  there  are 
several  hundreds  of  ploiii.  a  charge  of  lOs.  each  m^y  be 
remunerative,  but  in  some  cases  it  may  be  desirable  to 
charge  by  time  expended.  No  one  rule  would  be  applic- 

able to  every  case,  as  sometimes  in  survey  levelliog 
operations  calculation  may  be  considerable ;  in  other 
cases,  it  may  be  onlya  plotting  out  of  the  land.  I  should 
take  the  number  of  days  upon  which  you  were  engaged 
on  the  work  and  ascertain  what  charge  per  lot  would 
fairly  meet  this  outlay  -A.  X. 

tl2274.]-Oharge  for  Making  Plans  of  Estates. 
-Ask  at  Surveyors'  Institute,  (treat  George-street,  S  W., 
of  the  secretary,  who  would  give  you  average  scale. — 
RtCEST'S  fABK. 

[  12275. ]-So»gllola  Marble.-Wm.  Millai.  the 
expert,  and  author  of  "  Practical  Plastering,"  speake 
highly  of  it.  You  ought  to  get  his  book  of  B  T.  Batsford, 
94.  High  Holborn,  W.C.  Can  be  made  iu  situ  or  at  work- 

shop. The  temperature  should  be  warm,  free  of  damp 
and  dust.  The  plaster  of  the  strongest  and  finest  in 
quality,  and  free  of  salines,  of  lumps,  coar-e  grains.  The 
glue  water  mucture  made  in  smiU  quantities,  to  suffice 
for  the  day.  as  it  deteriorates.  Glu  ■-  tends  to  harden  and 
givei  a  glo«s,  but  bef't  quality  must  be  u^ed,  or  sub- 

sequent dulne^s  and  decay,  whene-xposed  to  moiatureaod 
damp  air.  may  ensue.  If  to  be  done  i"  sint  on  brick,  the 
joints  to  be  well  raked  out.  aud  walls  well  wetted.  This 
gives  a  good  key.  stops  excessive  absorption  and  saline 
effects  on  most  bricks.  Allow  bricks  to  stand  aa  long  as 
possible,  wetting  at  intervals  -allows  for  salioe  exuding, 
and  being  washed  off.  The  exudation  may  be  hastened. 
or  salts  absorbed  by  brushing  bricks  with  freshly-slaked 
hot  lime.  Allow  this  to  dry,  and  then  clean  otf  by 
scrubbing  with  warm  water  and  a  ciarse  broom.  If  space 
permits,  a  batten  aud  lathingis  best  preventive.  Scigliola 
slabs  sere  ved  to  plugs  or  battens  are  protected  from 
saline  and  damp.  On  iron  ;  -Core  surrounded  with  woid 
skeleton  and  ntrong  laths,  or  painted  wire  lathiog.  T-vo 
wood  templates  are  cut  equal  to  upper  and  lower 
diameters  of  columns  -one  fixed  at  top  and  bottom  of 
shaft.  Groundwork  then  ruled  fair,  with  a  diminishing 
floating  irule.  This  gives  guide  and  equal  thickness  for 
the  seag.  Floating  coat  composed  of  best  and  strongest 
plaster,  and  gauged  as  stiff  as  possible  with  strong  size- 
water,  and  take  12  to  20  hours  to  set.  Floating  brought 
out  from  lath  in  one  coat.  Ooe-tenth  part  of  well- 
washed  hair  is  sometimes  mixed  with  gauged  plaster, 
surface  carefully  scratehed  with  single-pointed  lath  to 
give  key  for  scag.  which  is  laid  on  in  slices,  and  pressed 
and  beaten  with  stiffisb  square-pointed  gauging  trowel, 
like  margin  trowel.  Scag  laid  about  Jin.  fuller  than  the 
true  outlme.  and.  when  set  surface  worked  down  wi'h  a 

toothed  plane.  This  is  similar  to  cabinet-makers'  veneer 
planes.  The  irons  are  toothed  in  various  degrees  of 

fineness,  and  set  at  an  angle  of  70^.  If  columns  are 
fluted,  half-round  plane  is  required  for  flutes.  As  planing 
proceeds,  outline  tested  with  a  rule.  To  obtain  a  greater 
cohesion  between  scag  and  floating,  latter  is  brushed 
with  soft  gauged  stuff  just  before  pieces  are  laid,  the 
scratching  filled  up  at  same  time.  When  shaft  is  planed, 
the  wood  collars  taken  off.  base  and  neoking  moulding 
previously  cast,  screwed  into  position,  using  plaster 
(coloured  same  as  ground  of  marble,  for  joints.  When 
dry,  whole  is  atoned  off  and  pjlished.  Pilasters  and 
other  surface  work  done  in  situ  executed  by  similar  pro- 
ce*»8e8.  &c.,  with  several  pages  on  framing,  mLxing  colours, 

polishing,  &o.—Rkob.st's  Park. 
ri227S.)-Scagllola  Marble.— Consult  any  work  on 

plastering.  The  scagliola  cin  be  secured  to  iron  cores  by 
forming  a  cradle  round  the  core  of  'expanded  metal" 
or  metal  lathing,  with  annular  fillets  fixed  to  the  iron 
core,  and  the  material  is  then  applied  the  same  way  as 
with  plaster.  Write  to  Bellman.  Ivey.  and  Carter, 
scagliola  marble  manufacturers,  for  particulars. — G.  H. 

ri227(). ]  — Timber  Measurement.  —  Table  4  of 
"  Timber  Ttudea  Pnoe  Book,"  by  W.  Richardson,  1S69 
(Longmans),  gives  price  per  square  of  boards  (exclu-ive 
of  sawing)  ci5mpar«d  with  that  per  1201  2ft.  IJ  v  u  and 

12012ft.  3  ■   9.-aKOBST"s  Pabk. 

Mr.  Walter  Crane'sbrief  official  career  aa  Director 
of  the  Royal  College  of  Art  at  South  Kiasington 
came  to  a  termination  last  week  with  the  close  of 
the  term.  The  aopoiutmeut  of  bis  successor  rests 
with  the  Duke  of  Devonshire. 

Tiro  side-light  windows  on  the  south  side  of  the 
CongrHgationnl  Church  at  Hallfold,  It  ichdale,  have 
been  filled  with  stained  glass  as  raeoiorials.  Que 
represents  Toe  Presentation  in  the  Tomple,  and  the 

other  Christ's  (' large  to  Pater.  Mr.  F.  T.  Curtis, 
of  Messrs.  Ward  and  Hashes,  Frith-street,  Sjho- 

squara,  W, ,  woe  the  artist. 

WATEB    SUPPLY    AND    8AN1TABY 
UATTEBS. 

CA.im.EY. — The  commissioners  of  the  Caatley  and 
Honingfaam  drainage  district  have  taken  over  the 

new  pumping  machineTy  which  has  recently  been 
fixed  at  their  mill.  To  snit  the  existing  buildicga, 

the  engine  is  designed  on  the  taudem  principle, 

baving  a  high-  and  low-pressnre  cylinder  and  con- 
denser. The  main  crankshaft  drives  direct  on  to 

the  vertical  spindle  of  the  pump,  which  is  fixed  at 
the  bottom  of  a  cast-iron  casing  resting  in  a  brick 
well.  The  fan,  which  is  3ft.  in  diameter,  is  carried 
on  a  vertical  spindle,  sopported  ou  the  top  on  a 

heavy  cast-iron  cross-girder.  In  the  carrying  out 
of  the  work.  Major  K.)rri8on  represented  the  com- 

missioners, Mr.  Martin  Folkes  acted  as  consulting 
engineer,  Messrs.  Holmes  and  Sons,  Ltd  ,  supplied 
the  machinery,  and  the  necessary  alterations  to  the 
buildings  and  new  foundations  were  carried  out  by 

Messrs.  Djwning  and  Sjds,  of  Norwich. 

CHIPS. 

The  Dsan  and  Chapter  of  C»Iisle  have  placed 
the  order  for  a  new  clock  to  be  erected  in  the  tower 

of  the  cathedral  with  Messrs.  Wm.  Potts  and  Sotu, 
clock  manufacturers,  of  L^eds  and  Newcastle-on- 
Tyne,  who  are  now  making  the  new  clock  for  the 
town  hall,  for  the  mayor  and  corporation  of 

Carlisle, 

A  short  length  of  line  was  opened  on  Tuesday  by 
the  Loudon  and  North-  Western  R  tilway  Company, 

giving  new  and  direct  comtuuuicatiou  between 
.\shboame  and  Buxton.  It  opens  oat  D>vedale, 
one  of  the  most  charming  districts  of  Dsrbyshire. 

The  length  of  the  line,  exclusive  of  an  old  portion 

of  the  High  Peak  railway,  is  13^  mi'es.  There  is  a 
tunnel  at  the  Ashbourne  extremity,  and  a  good 

many  engineering  difficulties  have  hid  to  be  sur- 
mounted, 

Oa  Monday  morning  one  man  was  killed  and 
seven  were  injured  by  the  collapse  of  a  roof  and 
gable-wall  at  a  common  lodging-house  in  S^ 

Mary's-row,  Birmingham  The  roof  fall  without 
warning  on  a  number  of  lodgers  who  were  sleeping 
in  the  attic,  the  probable  cause  being  the  inroads  of 

dry  rot  in  the  timbers. 

The  Hambledon  Schools,  Henley-on-Tbsmes,  a.'9 
being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shor- 

land^s  patent  Manchester  grates,  patent  exhaust 
roof  ventilators,  and  inlet  panels,  the  same  being 

supplied  by  Messrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  aud  Brother,  of 
Manchester, 

A  scheme  for  improving  the  Douglas  Promenade 
is  shortly  to  ba  submitted  to  tne  Douglas  Town 

Council.  It  is  proposed  to  build  a  new  sea-wall, 
and  thus  widen  the  Lichand  Harris  Promenades 
over  their  whole  length  by  40tt.  The  estimated 
cost  is  £50,000,  and  it  is  contended  that  the  increase 

in  tramway  royalties  will  more  than  cover  the 
interest  and  sinking  fund.  The  improvement  will 
allow  of  electric  traction  on  the  tramways,  and  will 

permit  of  a  more  effective  drainage  system. 

The  rebuilding  of  Riddlesworth  Hill,  Norfolk 

(late  the  property  of  Sir  Thomas  Tnomhill,  Bart., 
and  now  belonging  to  Mr.  W.  N.  L  Champion), 

which  was  destroyed  by  fire  in  February  last,  has 
been  intrusted  to  Messrs.  J.  Youngs  and  Son,  of 

Norwich,  at  a  cost  of  £22,000,  from  designs  pre- 

pared by  Mr.  Herbert  Green,  of  Norwich. 

The  parish  church  of  Inwardlei<h  was  reopened 
last  week.  The  tower  has  been  replastered  and  the 

masonry  repaired,  and  granite  fiaials  will  be  placed 
on  the  top.  The  foundations  of  the  church  have 
been  takeu  out  and  renewed,  and  a  new  roof  has 

been  put  on.  The  walls  have  also  been  replastered. 
The  greater  portion  of  this  work  has  been  carried 

out  by  Messrs.  Patherick,  of  Hi'h'jrleigh.  The 
church  has  been  reseated  in  oak,  and  there  has  also 

been  erected  a  new  pulpit,  reredos,  altar-rails,  tower 
screen,  font  cover.  Communion-table,  ohoir-stalls, 
new  oak  bosses,  crests  on  the  wall-plates,  and 
chancel,  and  the  font  has  been  restored.  The  south 
and  west  doors  are  also  new.  All  the  oak  work  has 

bnen  done  by  Mr.  R^id,  of  St.  Sidwell's,  Exeter. 
Tne  cost  of  the  work  will  be  about  £1,400. 

Croydon  is  to  have  a  second  theatre.  Mr.  Ronald 
Orahame  has  acquired  the  old  R  lyal.  Tne  exterior 

has  been  greatly  improved,  aud  the  front  elevation 
is  of  a  bold  and  imposing  character.  The  scheme 

of  decoration  is  in  the  style  of  the  Italian  Rsnais- 
sance.  The  ceiling  and  proscenium  are  in  modelled 

plastic  work,  and  the  two  rows  of  pit  stalls,  circle, 
and  the  side  boxes  are  upholstered  in  rich  old  gold, 
while  the  elegant  tableaux  cartains  are  made  of 

figured  art  velvet  of  choice  design. 
The  new  theatre  at  Ealing  is  rapidly  approaching 

completion,  and  will  be  one  of  the  most  comfortable 

aud  elegant  stiuotures  of  its  class  near  the  Metro- 
polis. The  contract  for  gas,  heatiog,  electric 

lighting,  telephones,  &:.,  has  brwn  intrusted  to  Mr. 
(i.  E.  Cockbum,  of  35,  Great  Pulteney-street,  W., 
who  has  just  completed  the  wiring  of  the  Acton 
Ffee  Library,  under  the  direction  of  Mr,  Maurice 

B,  Adams,  F,R.I.B.A.,  architect. 
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<©ttt  Offia  %uW. 
Heb  Majesty's  Office  of  Worka  have  iss-ied  a 

regulation  that  all  articles  for  domestic  use 

supplied  under  contract  for  the  Public  Depart- 
ments, the  Houses  of  Parliament,  and  such  of  the 

Eoyal  palaces  as  are  under  their  charge,  shall  be 
made  with  leadless  glaze.  Karthenware,  stone- 

ware, and  glazed  bricks  uaed  for  sanitiry  or 
architectural  purposes,  have  to  be  obtained  as 
required  by  the  surreyors  of  the  department.  It 
has  been  found  impossible  at  the  present  time  to 
insure  an  adequate  supply  of  these  articles  made 
with  leadless  glaze;  but  11.51.  Office  of  Works 
are  making  inquiries  with  a  view  to  arrange- 

ments which  will  effect  this  object. 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Society  of  Art 
Masters  commenced  on  Monday  in  the  lecture 

theatre  of  the  Royal  College  of  Art,  South  Ken- 
sington, under  the  presidency  of  Mr.  Walter 

Scott,  of  Norwich.  The  report  of  the  Council 
congratulated  the  members  on  the  distinction 
conferred  on  the  society  by  the  acceptance  of  the 

honorarj-  presidency  by  the  I'lince  of  Wales,  and referred  to  various  recommendations  which  had 

been  submitted  to  the  Lord  Preaidentofthe  Council, 

in  view  of  impending  legislation  as  to  the  desira- 
bility of  appointing  persons  qualified  by  experi- 

ence in  art  teaching  as  inspectors  of  schoola  of 
art ;  the  distinctive  treatment  of  such  achools  in 

the  reorganisation  now  being  effected  ;  the  reten- 
tion by  the  central  authority  of  its  control  as  an 

examining  body,  and  of  its  veto  on  decisions 
afiecting  the  schools  ;  the  importance  of  adequate 

art  representation  on  the  proposed  consultative 
committee  ;  the  full  recognition  and  maintenance 
of  teaching  certificates ;  and  the  necessity  for 
increased  grants.  Mr.  Walter  Wallis,  of  Croy- 

don, was  elected  chairman  of  the  society  for  the 
ensuing  year,  and  Mr.  F.  Shelley,  of  Plymouth, 
was  appointed  vice-chairman.  Mr.  W.  II.  East, 
of  Dover,  and  Mr.  C.  Stephenson,  of  Bradford, 
were  elected  to  serve  on  the  council  in  the  place 
of  retiring  members. 

When  Lord  Llandaff'a  Royal  Commission  on 
the  water  supply  of  London  comes  to  make  its 
report  in  the  autumn  it  is  extremely  probable 
that  it  will  be  found  to  be  agreed  on  the  necessity 
for  a  separate  and  additional  source  of  supply, 
in  Wales  or  elsewhere.  The  commission  might 
have  reported  in  this  sense  immediately,  but  they 
prefer  to  wait  and  see  what  happens  in  the 
matter  of  the  water  supply  during  the  late 
summer,  and  base  their  recommendations  as  to 
the  additional  supply  upon  that.  But  their 
report  will  only  be  affected  in  degree  by  this 
delay.  The  commissioners  are,  we  hear,  con- 

vinced that  a  new  source  of  supply  will  be 
required  by  the  time  that  it  can  be  provided.  To 
this  extent,  of  course,  the  County  Council  will  be 
juatified.  The  problem  of  control  is  a  more 
difficult  matter. 

MiNiciPAL  bodies  and  others  charged  with  the 
control  of  tramways  will  do  well  to  note  an  ex- 

traordinary occurrence  which  took  place  on  Sun- 
day evening  on  one  of  the  Dublin  ele".tric  tram- 

cars.  A  London  tourist  was  travelling  on  the  top 
of  a  car  coming  from  Clontarf  to  the  city,  and 
being  desirous  of  alighting  he  asked  the  con- 

ductor, who  was  collecting  fares  from  the  outside 
passengers,  to  stop  the  car.  The  conductor  told 
him  to  pull  the  cord  of  the  bell,  but  the  passenger 
in  error  pulled  the  rope  attached  to  the  trolley, 
which  being  thus  displaced  struck  the  span  and 
guard  wires,  breaking  them,  and  causing  the 
broken  ends  to  fall  amongst  the  passengers  on  the 
car.  Owing  to  the  contact  of  those  wires  with 
the  main  wire  the  electric  fluid  was  conducted 

down,  and  three  passengers  were  injured,  two 
very  seriously.  Mr.  Mahony,  the  city  magis- 

trate, in  dismissing  the  charge  brought  next  day 
against  the  passenger  of  unlawfully  interfering 
with  the  wires,  very  properly  said  that  the  tram- 

way company  were  to  blame  in  not  having  a  man 
to  remain  constantly  in  charge  of  the  trolley 
ropes.  Tramway  companies  generally  seem  to 
seek  to  cover  the  consequences  of  their  own 
neglect  by  prosecuting  their  victims  1 

Last  week  the  Hawick  Town  Council  arranged 
the  programme  for  the  twenty-fifth  annual 
Congress  of  the  Scottish  Sanitary  Association  to 
bo  held  at  Uawick  on  September  6th  and  succeed- 

ing days.  The  business  meeting  will  be  held  on 
the  first  night.  Next  day  (Thursday,  7th  Sep- 

tember), the  presidential  address  will  be  delivered 
by  Mr.  Kelso,  chief  sanitary  inspector,  Paisley. 

Papers  will  be  read,  including  one  by  Dr. 

Macleod  on  "  The  Sanitary  Progress  of  Hawick 
during  the  last  Fifty  Years,"  and  another  by 
Sanitary  Inapector  Macdonald  on  "  The  Inspec- 

tion of  Jleat  and  Dairies."  There  will  be  a  drive 
to  Branxholme  on  Friday  afternoon,  provided  by 
Hawick  Corporation,  in  which  about  200  delegates 
and  others  are  expected  to  participate.  There 
will  also  be  a  dinner.  On  Saturday  there  will  be 
a  drive  to  .Tedburgh,  Drybifrgh,  and  Melrose 
Abbeys  to  occupy  the  whole  day. 

Ax  application  has  been  made  by  Sfr,  W.  I  '•.  li. Sprasue,  accompanied  by  two  plans,  dated  July 
11,  1899,  for  permission  to  form  a  roof  garden 
over  the  auditorium  of  the  theatre  which  in  being 
erected  for  Mr.  Charles  Wyndham  in  Charing 
Cross-road.  The  garden  wiU  be  covered  in  with 
a  construction  of  iron  and  glass,  and  access  to  it 
will  be  obtained  by  a  lift,  the  gallery  staircases 
being  carried  up  to  the  roof  for  use  as  emergency 
exits.  The  garden  will  only  be  used  during  the 

time  the  public  are  in  the  building  by  the  occu- 
pants of  the  stalls  and  dress  circle,  and  then  only 

between  the  acts. 

Last  week  the  County  Road  Board  of  Elgin- 
shire took  an  opportunity  of  inspecting  a  new 

machine,  worked  by  steam-power,  for  paring  and 
dressing  the  edges  of  roads.  Mr.  Grant  Peterkin, 
of  Orange,  convenor  of  the  county,  and  other 
members  were  present,  and  Mr.  Hogg,  county 

road  surveyor,  the  inventor  of  the  machine,  was 
in  attendance.  The  machine  dressed  in  a  perfect 
manner  upwards  of  a  quarter  of  a  mile  of  road, 
both  sides  being  done  in  twenty  minutes.  The 

portion  trimmed  off  ranged  from  0  to  l-jin.  broad, 
and  from  1  to  lOin  deep.  The  only  revolving 
tool  used  in  the  machine  is  a  steel  cutting-wheel, 
about  2ft.  in  diameter,  which  not  only  pares  the 
border,  but  cuts  all  roots  that  come  in  its  way. 
Strength,  weight,  and  ample  propelling  power 
are  the  leading  features  of  the  machine,  and  they 
provide  the  only  conditions,  saya  the  inventor, 
under  which  all  the  various  states  of  road- edges 
can  be  successfully  pared  and  dressed  by  one 

operation.  The  machine  is  attached  to  a  trac- 
tion engine,  which  is  used  for  steam-rolling 

purposes.  It  has  already  dressed  about  100  miles 

of  roads,  and  it  is  expected  that  upwards  of  .'SOO 
miles  can  be  pared  and  dressed  annually.  The 
members  of  the  Road  Board  present  expressed 

themselves  greatly  pleased  with  the  work,  and 
congratulated  Mr.  Hogg  on  the  success  of  his 
contrivance. 

A  iiEpuTATioN  representing  the  United  Pro- 

perty 0  wners  and  Ratepayers'  Association  waited on  the  Lord  Chancellor  last  Friday  urging  the 

necessity  of  reducing  the  time  within  which 
property  owners  could  regain  possession  of  houses 
under  the  law  of  ejectment.  The  deputation 

proposed  that  after  due  notice  to  quit  had  expired 
the  magistrates  should  order  possession  to  be 

given  within  seven  days  instead  of  twenty-eight 
davs  as  at  present.  The  Lord  Chancellor,  iu 
reply,  said  there  was  a  grieveince,  which  he 

promised  to  consider. 
A  Treasi  uY  MixiTE  was  issued  last  Friday  on 

the  housing  of  the  University  of  London  in  the 

present  Imperial  Institute  building.  The  accom- 
modation offered  consists  of  the  eastern  and 

central  portions  of  the  main  block,  including  the 
principal  entrance,  vestibule,  and  staircase,  and 
the  (ireat  Hall :  subject  to  occasional  use  bv  the 
Institute  of  certain  portions  of  the  central  block 
when  not  required  by  the  University,  under 
regulations  approved  by  the  Chancellor  of  the 

University,  and  subject  also  to  certain  re«erva- 
tions  in  favour  of  the  Government  of  India. 

Also  a  portion  of  the  upper  floor  of  the  inner 
block  of  building  running  east  and  west ;  and  the 

temporary  structure  now  standing  in  the  south- 
eastern court.  This  offer,  which  provides  much 

more  space  than  the  present  building  in  Burling- 
tnn  Gardens,  has  been  accepted  by  the  Senate  of 
the  University.  The  amount  required  under  the 

supplementary  estimate  which  accompanies  the 
minute  is  £1.5,000 — namely,  £.55.000  for  pur- 

chase, £7,1100  for  structural  alterations,  £1,000 
for  maintenance  and  repairs,  £600  for  fuel, 

lighting,  ic,  and  £1,-100  for  furniture. 
As  alarming  condition  of  affairs  prevails,  it  is 

said,  at  the  church  of  St.  Mary-le-Bow.  Several 
great  cracks  have  developed,  consequent,  it  is 
alleged,  on  the  subsidence  of  the  ground  owing 
to  the  works  of  the  Central  London  Rjiilway.  Oa 
two  sides  large  ruts  run  from  the  floor  to  the 
ceiling.  In  one  of  these  it  is  even  possible  to 

insert  one's  finger.    On  the  west   side  of  the 

church  there  is  another  crack  running  up  towards 
a  stained-glass  window,  while  at  the  base  of  the 
tower  there  is  a  lurch  of  about  7in.,  which  means, 

it  is  said,  an  incline  of  about  2tt.  at  the  spire. 
A  conference  was  held  last  Friday  at  the  church 

by  the  Church  Fabric  i-  ommittee,  a  body  ap- 

pointed by  the  vestry,  the  ecclesiastical  autho- 
rities, the  patron  of  the  living,  and  the  aldermen 

of  the  three  wards  in  which  the  church  is  located 

— namely.  Bread-street,  Cheap,  and  Cordwainer. 
The  rector  presided,  and  amongst  those  present 
were  Archdeacon  Sinclair,  Mr.  Deputy  Ashby, 

Mr.  I '.  Innes  (surveyor  to  the  parishes),  and  the 
clerk  to  the  vestry.  It  was  decided  to  obtain  the 
opinion  of  an  engineer,  and  for  this  purpose  the 
meeting  was  adjourned,  it  being  understood  that 
the  committee  would  be  further  convened  on  the 

engineer  consulted  presenting  his  report. 

.Sir  .Ioh.\  T.iylor,  K.C.B.  (of  her  Majesty's 
Oflice  of  Works),  and  Mr.  Thomas  Blashill  (lately 
architect  to  the  London  County  Council)  presided 
last  week  at  a  series  of  fire  tests  undertaken  by 
the  British  Fire  Prevention  Committee  at  their 

Regent's  Park  Station.  The  strictly  limited 
company  of  visitors  included  distinguished  repre- 

sentatives from  the  War  Office,  Admiralty,  and 

other  Government  departments,  as  well  as  from 
the  London  County  Council,  and  the  great 

insurance  companies.  The  teste,  which  were  con- 
ducted by  Mr.  Edwin  0.  Sachs  (chairman), 

Messrs.  Max  Clarke,  F.  Hammond,  EUis  Mars- 

land,  and  Robert  Mond,  included  some  inter- 

esting investigations  with  "  non-flammable "" wood,  "fire-proof"  glass,  and  a  ceiling  of  elag 
wool,  and  a  number  of  very  important  results 

were  obtained.  The  object  of  the  test  with  non- 
flammable wood  was  to  ascertain  in  a  reliable 

and  independent  manner  whether  thin  boards 
would  sustain  or  spread  flame  when  iu  contact 
with  fire  of  such  high  temperatures  as  LOOC 
Fahr.,  for  terms  of  five,  ten,  or  fifteen  minutes 

respectively.  The  "  fire -proof  "  glass  both  in 
skylights  and  windows  was  to  show  its  resist- 

ance under  a  fierce  fire  increasing  to  a  tempera- 
ture of  1,800°  Fahr.,  water  being  applied  during 

the  teste,  which  lasted  thirty  and  forty-five 
minutes  respectively.  The  slag  wool  ceiling 
was  to  withstand  a  fire  increasing  to  a  tempera- 

ture of  2,000°  Fahr.  for  an  hour.  The  report 
embodying  the  important  resulte  of  these  teste 
will  be  issued  in  due  course. 

The  length  of  railways  in  Russia  open  for_ 
traffic  on  March  1  (13),  1899,  amounted  to  14,619 
versts,  or  about  29,700  miles,  but  only  to  the 
extent  of  8,098  versts  were  the  lines  double.  Of 
the  44,619  versts  2,430  are  in  Finland  and  42,189 
subject  to  the  control  of  the  Russian  Ministry  of 
Public  Ways.  Of  these  latter  27,622  versts,  of 
which  6,-525  are  double,  belong  to  the  State, 
14,126  versts,  including  1,483  double,  belong  to 

railway  companies,  and  441  are  special.  The 
lines  in  course  of  construction  amounted  to  9,141 

versts— namely,  1,476  by  the  State  Riilway 

I'.oard,  2,963  by  the  Siberian  Railway  Board,  295 

Transcaspian  by  the  War  Department,  4,374  by 

railway  companies,  and  33  special.  Some  of  these 

lines  are  partly  in  use.  In  addition,  the  con- 
struction of  2, 751  versts  had  been  decided  upon — 

178  by  the  Stete  RaUway  Board,  2,491  by  railway 

companies,  and  82  special. 

CHIPS. 

A  large  memorial  clock  ii  to  be  erected  in  the 
Osmaston-road  church.  Darby,  which  will  have 

three  6ft.  illuminated  dials,  and  strike  the  hours  and 

chime  the  quarters.  The  work  is  being  carried  out 
bv  John  Smith  and  Sons,  Midland  Clock  Works, 

Derby. 

The  Earl  of  Werovas  intends,  to-day,  to  ask  the 

House  of  Lords  to  affirm  "  That  it  is  desirable  that 

models  of  all  public  buildings  of  importance  that 
are  about  to  be  erected  at  the  public  cost  should  be 

made  and  publicly  exhibited,  and  that  this  is  more 

especially  to  be  desired  at  the  present  time." The  new  fire-station  in  Hiijh-street,  Lewisham, 

was  opened  by  Mr.  H.  K.  Taylor,  the  vice-chair- man of  the  Fire  Brigade  Committee  of  the  County 

Council,  yesterday  afternoon. 

The  health  committee  of  the  Keighley  Corpora- 
tion have  selected  Mr.  John  Foy,  of  Keighley,  for 

the  post  of  additional  assistant  sanitary  inspsotor for  the  borough. 

The  reconstruction  of  Highgate  Archway,  which 

has  been  much  delayed,  is  now  rapidly  progressing, 

the  piers  and  girder  work  having  been  fioished  on 
the  London  side,  and  a  start  made  to  demolish  the 

upper  port  on  Uie  Middlesex  aide. 
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LIST   OP    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Cryrtal  Palace-Bandstand  (Asaesaor)    30gs.,  ISgs.,  Tga   W.  Gardiner,  Sec,  Crystal  Palace  Co.,  Sydenham,  8.E   Aug.  8 
Watnall  Ohaworth  and  Watnall  Cantelope-Sewerage Schemes     C.  J.  8pi>ncer,  Clerk,  Public  Oai:es.  Basford,  Notts       IT 
Kircaldv  -Infectious  Diseases  Hospital,  Fosterton  Farm     No  premium    Alexander  Bev^ndi^B.  District  lUerk,  Kircaldy          IT 
WharMale- Isolation  Hospital     £30  (merged),  £15     C  V.  Newstnad,  Clerk,  Union  OlHces,  Uoroughjate,  Otiey      Sept.  1 
Nortl>ll''et-S,.hool8  (75'')       15ga    Fredk.  Mitchell.  Clerk.  19.  Windmill-street,  Qravesend      „       4 
Dumfries -Public  Library    John  Grierson.  Toarn  Clerk,  Dumfries           15 
Workington -Town  Hull,  0.\ford-street  (Assessor)    £10  (merged).  £20,  £10     W.  L.  F-tglesHeld,  Borougb  Surveyor.  Workington        „      15 
Norwich -Bank,  lied  Lion-street  (Local  Competition)    50g8.,  20gs.,  logs    James  Fairbairn,  Secretary,  C.E.Y.M.8.  Rooms,  Norwich   ,     18 
Tunbridge  Wells  -  Designs  in  "Tunbridge  Ware  :  Coloured  (1) 

£3  38..  (2)  £2  2s  .   (3)  £1  Is.  ;  Uncoloured  (1)  £2  28.,  (2)  £1  Is., 
(3)  10s.  6d.  (Walter  Crane,  Assessor)   Technical  Education  Committee    The  Toira  Oerk,  Town  Hall,  Tunbridge  Wells      „     30 

Dunoon.  N.B.-Sheriff  Court  House  (£5,000)  and  Police  Build- 
ings (£3,S00)     £30,  £20     M.Sinclair,  CountyClerk,  Lochgilphead         — 

BeSMton —Church  and  Sunday  Schools     C.  Nichols,  St.  .lohn's-nrove.  Beeston.  Notts         — 
Parsonstown —Water  Supply  (6.000  population)       H.  Barlow,  Clerk,  Town  Hall.  Tarsonstown         — 
Leeds— Masonic  Hall,  Great  Oeor,-e-8treet  (Assessor)    £60,  £20,  £10   Chas.  Craven,  Sec.  Masonic  Hall  Co.,  90,  Albion-street,  Leeds        — 

LIST    OP   TENDERS    OPEN. 

BTTILDINQS. 

Horfleld— Baptist  Church  and  Classrooms    Building  Committee     Milverton,  DraVe.  and  Pizey,  Architects,  Baldwin-street,  Horfleld...  Aug.   5 
Boharm,  N.B.-Repairs  to  Smithy  vt  Steading  at  Cummingston         The  Factor's  Ollice.  K»ith,  N.B      i>  5 
Lisnaskea    Five  Labourers'  Cottanes      Rural  District  Council      J.  O'R.  Hoec.  Clerk.  Rural  District  Council.  Lisnaskea      »  5 
Chard.  Somerset  -  Shops  and  Premises,  IFore-street    Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomans,  Architect  Chard,  Somerset     _-._      „  5 
Egiemont-Shop  and  Warehouse,  South-street       J.  8  Stout,  Architect.  Oilfoot.  EgrHmont      „  6 
Ipswich -Additions,  Borough  Favor  Hospital       Public  Health  Committee       E  Buckham  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Ipswich      „  5 
Buckland  St.  Mary,  Somerset -Additions  to  Castle  Inn    Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomans.  Architect.  Chard.  Somerset       8 
Clifton— Church-room    Georare  Horn.  Surveyor.  Wren  Park,  Shefford.  Beds    ,  5 
Friarton.  Perth    Gasworks       Gas  Commissioners    A.  Gillespie  Engineer.  8(.  St.  Eooch-square.  Glasgow      ,,  5 
Axminster.  Devon -Additions  to 'Trout  Inn     Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomans.  Architect.  Chard.  S'^merset       •'> 
Richmond -Stabling  &c    J.  H.  Brierley.  AM  I  C.E  ,  Boro'  Survejor,  Town  Hall.  Richmond    „  5 
Burntisland -Secondary  School    Bureh  School  Board     Robert  Littl"  Architect.  4.  St  Brycedale-aveaue.  Kirkcaldy      „  5 
Hawkchuroh,  Somerset -Alter  itions  to  Old  Inn   Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomann.  Architect.  Chard,  Somerset      ,  ̂  
Trimdon -I'rimitive  Methodist  Church    Th»  Rev.  J.  Richardson.  Thomley.  R  S.O       ,,  5 
C«ton    ReconslructicK  Roof  of  Kiln  at  Lunesdale  Works    Lnnesdale  Brick  and  Tile  Co    C.  Walker,  Socretary.  11.  C.ible-8treet.  Lancaster      „  5 
Chard.  Somerset -R.>rooting  the  Oeonre  Hotel       Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomans.  A'ciiitect,  Chard,  Somerset       ■') 
Trenrchy-Six  Workmen's  Cottages,  Ynyswen-terrace    Jacob  Rees.  Architect.  Hillside,  Pentre      ,*  5 
Tonbridge-  Five  Villas     R  Hayward    Neve  and  Son.  Estate  Agents.  1.  Bank-street,  Tonbridge      „  'i 
Chard,  Somerset— Rerooflng  Bonded  Stores     Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeamans,  Architect.  Chard.  Somerset         ,»  6 
Keighley  -Residence.  &c..  Holycroft         W.  H.  and  A.  Sugden,  Architects,  Keighley     T 
Abertillery— Additions  to  Infants' School      Aberystwith  School  Board      R.  L  Roberts,  Victoria  Chambers,  Abercaru            ,,  T 
l'«hawMoor-We.sleyan  Chapel    J.  Walton  Taylor.  PR  I.B.A  .  31.  Westgate-road,  Newcastle   ,  T 
Bindley -Greenhouse,  Leyland  Park    Urban  District  Council    Stephen  Holt.  Clerk  Council  Offices.  Hindley         ,,  T 
Vlver«ton-  Bank      Bank  of  Liverpool,  Ltd   Settle  and  Fsrmer,  Architects,  Ulverston    7 
Alfreton— Alterations  to  Church    C.  Hodgson  Fowler.  F.S.A..  Architect.  Durham       7 
Pontycwmmer -  Cottage  at  Station    Great  Western  Railway  Co    G  K.  Mills  Secretary.  Paddiogton  Station.  London     8 
Exmouth -Additions  to  Shop  and  Premises,  Cbapd-stoeet    F.S.Wilson        R.  M  Challice  Architect,  9.  Bedford-circus.  Exeter       ,,  8 
Mill  of  Glanderstitn- House    Dawson  and  Co    John Craitjen.  Solicitor.  193,  Union-street.  Aberdeen      „  8 
Armagh— Improvements  to  Premises  at  the  Mall    H.  C.  Parkinson.  Architect,  College-street.  Armagh        „  8 
Kirton— Enlargement  at  Church  End  School    School  Board    John  Ht  Tooley.  Clerk.  G.  Bridge-street,  Boston           „  8 
Byn>-a.  Wales— Pa.«senger  Station    Great  Western  Railway  Co    O.  K.  Mills.  Secretary.  Paddington  Station,  Londoa      „  8 
Keighley -Alterations  at  Workhouse      Guardians    John  Judson  and  Moore.  Architects.  York  Chambers,  Keighley    8 
Annfield  Plain -Alterations  at  Sewage  Disposal  Works,  Kyo...  Urban  District  Council    T.  J.  Trowsdale.  Surveyor.  Annfleld  Plain.  Durham         ,,  8 
Halifax -Extension  of  Premises    J.  H.  Waddington     Jackson  and  Fos.  Architects.  7,  Raweon-street,  Halifax  .,..».......«    „  8 
Penvgraig -Pa.'isenger  Station   Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills.  Secretary,  Paddinston  Station  London       „  8 
Maeclesfleld -Additions  to  St.  Peter's  School   Managers     Jabez  Wright.  Architect.  2',  King  Edward-street,  Macclesfield   ,  8 
Hudderfaeld— Additions  to  Paddock  Cong.  Sunday  School    J.  Berry.  Architect.  9  Queen-street.  Huddersfl-ld      ,,  8 
Wallsend-Park  Lodge  and  Boundary  Wall   Urban  District  Council    George  HoUings,  Surveyor.  Council  OflSoe,  WaUend       „  8 
Hendford- Goods  Shed  and  Offices    Great  Western  Railway  Oo    G.  K.  Mills  Secretary,  Paddington  Station,  London     8 
Sheffield -Additions  to  Car-Shcda     Tramways  Committee       Charles  F.  Wike.  C.E    City  Surveyor.  Town  Hall.  ShelHeld      „  8 
Wakefield    Kirkgate  Tavern       Coffee  and  Cocoa  Tavern  Co.,  Ltd...  William  Watson.  Architect.  Bsrstow-square,  Wakefleld      „  8 
H^ckmondwike    Extensions  to  Wealeyan  Sunday  School    Trustee*    Henry  Stpad  Architect.  H*»ckmondwike         „  8 
Withingtnn -Station  Buildings   ....-,  Great  Western  Itailway  Co    G.  K.  Mills,  Secretary.  PaiHington  Station,  London     8 
Kirt.m— Enlargement  at  Kirton  Holme  School    School  Board    John  H.  Toolpy,  Clerk.  6,  Bridge-street.  Boston        8 
Hahfax-Extensions  to  Premises,  PowcU-street     J.  H.  Waddington      Jackson  and  Fox.  Archit.-cts,  7,  Rawson-street,  Halifax    «    ,,  8 
Tonyrefail  -  Passenger  Station    Great  Western  Riilway  Co..    O.  K.  Mills.  Secretary.  Paddinyfon  Station,  London      8 
Edgware— Repairs  to  Workhouse     Hendon  Union  Guardians       F.  J  Seabrook.  Clerk,  Union  Otttces,  Edgware      9 
Peckham,  S.E.- OIHoes,  Lyndhurst-road  and  Peckham  High-8t.  Amalgamated  Society  of  Engineers.  C.  Thompson.  Architect,  'iiS.  Graham-road  Hackney         „  C 
Hextiorpe- Infant  School  (3«0)     Balby-with-Hexthorpe  S.B   'The  Architect's  Office.  11,  Priory-place.  Doncaster      „  9 
Pilsley-Wesleyan  Sunday  Schools    A.  E.  Evre,  Architect.  St.  Chad's-road,  Derby    ,  9 
Coventry  ~  Isolation  Wards  at  Hospital        Committee    H.  W.  Chattaway,  Architect,  Trinity  Churchyard,  Coventry          ,,  9 
Walton  -  Nurses' Home  at  Workhouse,  Rice-lane      West  Derby  Guardians    The  Architect.  Brou:;ham-terTace.  West  Derby-road.  Liverpool       ,,  9 
Leeds -Alterations  to  Offices,  Pease's  Buildings   Board  of  Overseers       Bedford  and  Kitson.  Architects.  Greek-street  Chambers,  Leeds   ,  9 
Hendon  -  Repairs  to  Workhouse  Buildings    Guardians                                    ....      F.  J.  Seabrook.  Clerk.  Union  Offiies.  Edgware       „  3 
Cleethorpes -Wesleyan  School-Chapel.  Lovett-street    Trustees                               Gelder  and  Kitchen,  Architects,  Hull        „  9 
Tonypandy-Business  Premises  adjoining  Town  Hall       Edward  Jenkins     Gnfliths  and  Jones,  Architects,  Tonypandy,  Wales    9 
Mayforil,  near  Woking -Manual    Room,   and  Alterations  to 
Swimming  Bath  at  Industrial  .School   London  County  Council    The  Architect's  Department,  13,  Spring  Gardens,  S.W      „  10 

BridlmutonQuay— ThreeDouble-fromedHouaes,Hor8forth-ay.  F.  Lowson                                 ..       .  J.  Eamshaw,  Architect,  Carlton  House,  Bridlington  Quay   ,  10 
Lochboisdale-Alterations,Ca8tlebay  School    Barra  School  Board    J.  HUl,  Banker.  Lochboisdale    10 
Purston-House  and  Shop..    J  Williams           Garside  and  Penoinuton,  Architects,  Pontefract       „  10 
Ambergate— Grain  Shed  at  Burton  Station  Buildings   Midland  Riilway  Co  ..                ...  The  Company's  Architect.  Cavendish  House,  Derby         „  10 
I^eeds-Congregational  Church,  HarehiU-roads                                                                 T.  Dser.  Architect,  71.  Albion-street,  Leeds      „  10 
Wrexham— Ward  at  Inarmary       Committee     "..'.'.".".'.'.".!..'!!!!  .'.".'"...    Lockwood  and  Sons.  ArctiiKwts.  Chester    10 
Abergavenny-Rerairs  at  New  Cemetery    Joint  Burials  Committee     J.  T.  Rutherford.  Clerk.  Town  Hall,  Abergavenny    10 
Pontefract-Villa  Residence.  Coachhouse,  &c,Ackworth-road..  G.  Smith                       .               ....  G^rside  and  Pennington.  Architects,  Pontefract     10 
Bermondsey -Alterations  to  Town  Hall    :  Vestry                                                     The  Surveyor.  Town  H.1II.  Benuondsey,  8.E      „  10 
Swansea-Engine  and  Boiler  Houses    Harbour  Trustees          A.  O  Schenk.  Engineer.  Harbour  Offices,  Swansea      „  10 
Bradford— Sunday  School.  Little  Horton-lane    Trustees  of  Annesley  Chapel           ..  Jas.  Ledingham.  P.R.I.B.A.,  District  Bank  Chambers,  Bradford  ...    „  10 
Throckley- Twenty-Two  Cottages   District  Co-operative  Society,  Ltd.  F.  C.  Charlton.  Throckley   ,  U 
Rhyl -Intermediate  School    Governors                                  .          .  Frank  H.  Shayler.  Architect.  Welshpool    11 
AWershot-Addmons  to  10.  Station-road      J.  Lazareck              '                           Fri"nd  and  Llov.l.  Architects.  Aldershot    II 
Bradford -St.  0.iwald's  Chnrch.  Chapel-green                       ......                   ^   H.  Healey  and  F.  Hetley,  Architects,  42,  Tyrrel-st.,  Bradford  ...     „  12 
Elgin -Residence.  Mayne-road                     Robert  B.  Pratt.  A.U.I.8..\  ,  County  Btnk  House,  Elgin    12 
I^ndonderry-Six  Alms  Cottages,  Canigans-lane      Trustees    R.  Ecelei  Buchanan.  Architect.  33.  Shipquay-street.  Derry      „  12 
6hipley-Two  Villas,  Stabling,  \c                                        .'                         Rhodes  CaUert.  PR  I.R. A...  4.  Forster-squire,  Bradford     ,  12 
Coventry-Cloakroom,  &c.,  at  Bablake  Schoob,  Coundon-toad.  Gen.  MunicipaiChMities  Trustees".  H.  W.  Chattaway,  Architect  '^rinity  Churchyard.  Coventry       14 Leeds-Stone  Fenders  to  Bandstands   Corporarion                                         The  City  Engioe.r'"  oMice.  Municipal  Buidings.  Leeds      ,.  14 
Ashwater -School  and  Master's  House  near  Cross  Lanes    School  Board   ]      ...     ..  Sidney  Docket.  Clerk.  Ashwater.  Beaworthy,  R  S.O    H 
Wrexham-Hall,  Workshops,  &c    City  Council                         Thos  Price,  Architect  77  \.  Lord-street.  Liverpool    1* 
King>iton-on-rhame8— Two  Padded  Rooms  at  Workhouse    Guardians                                        W.  H.  Hope.  Architect.  Union  Officiv..  Kinirston-on-Thames    14 
Dundalk- Poet  Office                     H   WiUiams.  Sec,  Otfi-^  of  Public  Works.  Dublin      „  15 
Batley  Carr-Eight  Houses,  Warwick-road    DewsWiy  Poineera'Indus.'Soc!  Ltd.'  Holtom  and  Fox  Architects.  Westgate,  Dewsbury    15 
ijastleigh  -Workshops,  High-street     £,is!!,M  llXWy  A'eicj    J.  Cr.ok.  .\rchitect.  EistWgh    15 
Baslow -Public  HaU                     •'             •'                                  B.  Morewool  Lonir-lon  F.S  I.  Architect.  Bikewell     15 
Tranraere- Wing  to  Holt  School  of  Science  and  Art     Birkenhead  Corporation"!!!'.'.'."'.  1..  C.  Brownridg>>.  A  .M  IC.B.Boro'  Engr.,  Town  Hall.  Birkenhead  ..    „  15 
t^inburgh-Bxtensionof  City  Hospital.  Colinton  Main*  ...                                                                         The  Public  Works  Offi -e   City  Chambers,  Edinburgh   .     15 
Workington-Enlarging  the  Railwav  Hotel      !!!  CieatorMoorBrewinif  Co.'  !!!!!!!!!!!!  T.  Elen.  AM  I.C.E  .  Arohit-ct.  58,  Pow-street.  W.jrkinglon    16 
Uinaa  Powis  -  Two  Semi-Detached  Villas       John  Moruan                                         W.  H.  Dashw.wd  Caple.  Archit«t,  1.  St.  John's-square,  Cardiff      16 
Filey,  Yorks -Coastguard  Buildings   Admiraty         "',".   !"'.!..!!!    The  Coasrituird  Sta'ion   Filev.  Vorks     18 
Kirkwall.  Orkney.  N.B.-Coastgnard  Buildings     Admiralty'        The  Watch  Ro  im.  ("ustguard  Station.  Kirkwall,  N.B    18 
Ashbtjuipe -Umon  Offices.  SrcCompton-street       Guardiaos      '        Naylor  and  Sale  .^rehitec'Ji.  Irongate.  Derby       19 
b^)uthend-on-Sea-Technical  Schools  and  Fire  Brigade  Station  Corporation    Wm.  H.  .Snow.  T.,wn  Clerk.  Smtheod-on-Sei     21 
Clay  ton-le-Moors -Thirteen  Houses.  Adelaide-street    Co-operative  Society.  Ltd    J.  W.  Cooper.  S-creaT  CI  lyton-le-M  lorj.  Lines     23 
«o„herham-CoQverting  Premises  into  Shops,  &c    General  Purposes  &  Parks  Com.    ...  J.  Platts.  Architect,  High-street,  Botherham    21 
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Kotherham—Eemodellmg  Mechanics' Hall   Otneral  PnrpoiKM  i  Parka  Com.    ...  J-  HatU,  Aichit«t.  High-street,  Botherham   Aug.  24 
Ualvem— Sanatorium    Urban  Dwtrict  Council   The  Surreyor'a  Office,  UalvetB      ,■     30 
Sunderland— Pulling  Down  Bnildinga  in  Hat  Case  Area,  and 

Erecting  Three  Blooks  of  Workmen's  Dwellings     CorpormtiaB     The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Sunderland          81 
Malmo— Electricity  Works   ".','.",    The  Gasworks  Directors,  Malmo.  Sweden   Sept.  1 
Warlingham,  Surrey— Superstructure  of  Lunatic  Asylum       Ci^don 'Town  Coundi  .'!!!!!!!.*."!!!!!!!  The  Borough  Engineer's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Croydon    tt     1* 
Onlton— Infants'  Wcnool   School  Board   ....!.............  F.  R.  Richards,  Architect,  Stanley-street,  Lowestoft    — 
Scholes— Eight  Houses   '"   ][    percy  Robinson,  Architect,  72,  Albion-street,  Leeds    — 
Penarth— Wesleyan  Chapel,  Stanwell-road   Trustees   ."   Jones.  Richards,  and  Budgen,  Architects,  18,  St.  Mary-et.,  Cardiff  — 
Kegwortb—We*leyan  Schoolroom   .."""'"."!.*!!!!!]!]!!!!!!'.!".*""!!!!  F.  O.  Knowles,  Kegworth    — 
Leeds -Stables,  &c..  Cavendish  House    Dr.  8.  BumbolL."!!!    F.  Mitchell,  Architect,  9,  Upper  Fountaine-street,  Leeds     — 
Heckmondwike-Reslating  Catholic  School!   ~.     The  Rev.  P.  Blckey.  Heckmondwike    — 
Kingswood-Four  Houses   '.    T.  J.  Moss-Flower,  A.M.I.C.E  ,8&jttishBldgs.,Bildwin-et., Bristol  — 
Middlesbrough —Wesleyan  Schools   :...  Traatees      ...  ^^^      g  j^Qor,.,  Architect.  27,  Albert-road,  Middlesbrough    — 
Brsithwaite- Small  Church    ,.......'....'..'."!!!!!".!!!!!!!!.. .!'!  Oeor,te  Watson  and  Son,  Architectit,  3.  St.  Aadrew's-place,  Penrith  — 
Low  Wortley-House  and  Shop,  Branch-road   ].]   !!!....."..*.'.".....'    W.  H.  Lister,  1,  Branch-street.  Famley     — 
St.  Andrews— Additions  to  Farmhouse,  Prior-Lethan      Om'ernonof  the'Uadiiu'Coiiege'!..  David  Henry,  Architect,  St.  Andrews,  Scotland     — Ballinamallard— House  and  Shop    [[[  Robert  <'reighton.  Wine  Merchant,  Billinamallard    — 
Marecambe— Three  Houses,  Heysham-road      .!!!".!!!.'!!!!".'.".'*'    Walker  and  CoUinson.  Architects,  Market-street,  Morecambe    — 
Botherham-Confectionery  Bakehou.se.  Norfolk-street    Uiuboro'  RiuitHonee™'S)c7Ltd   J.  K-  Knight,  .Vrchitect,  33,  College-street,  Rotherham    — 
Wolverhampton— Wesleyan  Church,  Darlington-street    A.  Marshall,  A.R.I.B.A.,  Architect,  King-street,  Nottinsham    — 

Great  Yarmouth -Three  Houses,  Alderson-road    !!.!........ ."................  George  Waller,  Architect,  3,  Middlegate-street,  Great  Yarmouth  ..  — Stourbridge— Victoria  School  of  Science  and  Art   TecfanioilBoaid    J.  M.  Gething,  Architect.  Queen-street,  Stourbridge     — 
Bishopston— Conversion  of  Two  Dwelling-Houses  into  Shops     T.  j.  Moss-Flower,  A.M.LC.E.,  Scottish  Bldgs,  Baldwin-st.,  Bristol  — 
Wellington,  Salop— Workmen's  Cottages  (200)   .'.   '.   H.  A.  Matear,  The  Temple,  Liverpool     — 
Amside— Residence    'Thomas  Crossfield  ...'.    John  Hutton,  M.8.A.,  Architect,  Kendal    — StockcrosB- Bandstand,  &c.,  for  Flower  Show    J.  A.  Francis,  Hon.  Sec.,  Stockcroes    — 
Marple— Cowhouse    8.  Hargraves.  Land  Agent,  Marple       — 
Kingsderc — Alterations  to  Property,  Oeorge-street   Paiidi  Coundl    0.  E.  Westcombe.  Clerk,  Swan-street,  Kingsdere       — 
Feaiherstone-Two  Shops,  &c    Gatsideand  Pennington,  Architects,  Pontefract     — 
Brecon— Intermediate  School     J.  H.  Phillips  and  F.  Baldwin.  Joint  Architects,  Cardiff  and  Brecon  — 
North  Ormeeby— Wesleyan  Schools    TheTrustees  ......'..,'..........!."!."!!".  Eobt.  Moore.  Architect,  27,  Albert^road,  Middlesbrough     — 
Featherstone- Two  A'illa  Residences   [  Garside  and  Pennington.  Architects,  Pontefract      — 
London— Propoaed  Houses  on  Suburban  Estates    Per  Advt.  :  "  Suburban  Estates,"  BriLDlso  Naws  Office     — 
Waterford- Repairs  to  Premises,  Bailey's  New-street    Hdy  Ghost  Hospital    R.  H.  Kelly,  21,  The  Mall,  Waterford      — 
FriemBamet-EnlargingSt.  Peter's  Schools,  Sidney-road    Alfred  Cox.  Architect,  37,  Baker-ttreet,  Portman-square,  W    — 
Purston- House  and  Shop    Garside  and  Pennington,  Architects,  Pontefract       — 
Carlisle-Additions  to  Houghton  House     H.  Brooks  Broadhunt,  J.F    Oliver  and  Uodgshun,  Architects,  5,  Lowther-street,  Carlisle     — 
Plaistow— Thirty  Cottages.  Alnwick-road,  Custom  House    H.  I.  Cundy.  91,  The  Grove,  Stratford,  E    — 
Ashington— Stores.  Seaton  Hirst   NewVfggin  and  Disthct  Co-op.  Soc.  Boolds  and  Hardy,  Architects,  Morpeth    -    — 
Shipham— Repairs  to  Church      ,    E.  Buckle,  Architect,  23,  Bedford-row,  London,  W.C    — 
Bury,  Lanes— Additions  to  the  Egyptian  Mills    E.  D.  Milnes    C.  H.  Open.shaw,  Architect,  Fleet-street,  Bury    — 
Listard- Welsh  Congregational  Church     Fred  W.  Dixon,  Architect,  Trevelyan  Buildings,  Manchester    — 
Fermanagh— Pump-House,  4;o.,  at  Portora  Royal  School    Board  of  Education    Thomas  EUiott,  Architect,  Enniskillen    — 
Barrow,  Lanes— Reslating  Eleven  Houses,  Dtake-street    E.  Basil  Lupton,  14,  East-parade,  Leeds    — 
Whitby— Four  Villas,  West  Cliff  Estate     CbpU.  Ebblewhite  and  E.  D.  Foster  Henry  Walker,  West  Cliff  Estate  Office,  Whitby    — 
Pontefract— Alterations  to  Premises    Garside  and  Pennington,  Architects,  Pontefract      — 
Saltley- Theatre      A.  Carlton    Thoe.  Quest,  Architect,  Corporation-street,  Birmingham     — 
Billingham— House  near  Haveiton  Bull  Church.    Mrs.  Booth,  South  View,  Billingham    — 
Middleton- Chapel  and  Schools    „    Wesleyan  Chapiel  Trustees     E.  Wood,  A.R.I. BA.,  Architect,  78,  Croes-street,  Manchester    — 
West  Kensington— Plastering  Work    W.  Smith,  Builder,  67,  Denmark  Hill,  Camberwell,  S.E.     — 
Colwyn  Bay— Steam  Laundry,  Llanelian-ioad     Steam  lAuxidry  Co.,  Ltd.    Taylor  and  Burgess,  A.H.I.B.A.,  Architects,  Longton       — 
Lismore — Improvemeats  in  Chancel  of  Cathed^   The  Deanery,  Lismore    — 
Sheffield— Alterations  to  Shops  at  Moorhead    T.  Hill    J.  P.  Earle,  Architect,  Norfolk-row,  Sheffield     — 
Colbren-Eepairing  Cottages    J.F.  Bell,  Manager.  Drym  Colliery,  Onllwn,  Neath,  and  Brecon  By.  — 
King's  Lynn— Gallery  in  Music  Hall   Forward  AssociatioQ    William  Jar\-is.  Architect,  Market  Square,  King's  Lynn     — 
Bwanscombe- Concrete  and  Brickwork    J.  B.  White  and  Bros..  Limited,  Swanscombe,  Kent     — 
Dewsburr- Eebuilding  Black  Bull  Inn,  Market-place     J.  Tetley  and  Son,  Ltd.    Fred.  W.  Ridgway,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Archt.,  Boro'  Chambers,  Dewsbury  — 
Cradlcy-Baptist  Church      H.  T.  Butler,  Architect,  Cradley  Htith     — 
New  Bilton— Additions  to  Schools    Managers     J.  Aoe  Beynon,  M.S. A.,  Architect,  Frome,  Somerset     — 
Uxbridge— Business  Premises,  Vine-street    Bandall  Bros   William  t.  Eves,  ̂ Vrchitect.  54,  High-street,  Uxbridge     — 
Sutton-m-AshHeld-StagiDg,  &c.,  in  'Town  H^     The  Co-operative  Society,  Mount-street,  Sutton-in-Ashfleld    — 
Dewsburv— Restoration  of  Dewsbury  Moor  Schools    School  Board    Fred.  W.  Ridgway,  F.B.I.B.A.,  Archt.,  Boro'  Chambers,  Dewsbury  — 
Hucknall  Torkard-Two  Villas  and  Four  Cottages   Samuel  Coupe     Frederick  Gratian,  Architect,  Hucknall     — 
Tonna— Incline  at  Wenallt  Colliery      38,  St.  Anne's  Terrace,  Tonna,  Neath       — 
Swaneea— Premises  on  the  Strand     Cambria  Cold  Storage  and  Ice,  Ltd.  T.  Hurlinston  Jones,  Secretary,  Bank  Chambers,  Swansea     — 
Darwen— Grand  Stand  at  Anchor  Ground    Football  Club      John  B.  Thornley,  Architect,  45,  Market-street,  Darwen     — 
Cumberland— Cutting  Foundations  at  Clifton  Colliery    J.  Gilchrist,  Clifton  Lodge,  near  Workington   •^IJi'i'    ~ 
Senghenith- Business  Premises,  Commercial-square    J.  Jones  and  J.  Morgan.    E.  H.  Bruton,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Architect.  15,  Uueen-street,  Cardiff     — 
Thornton  Htath— Chapel,  Parchmore-road    Wesleyan  Chapel  Tnistees     Frederick  W.  Ledger,  Architect,  8,  Philpot-lane,  E.C   

ENQINEEBINO. 

Southampton— Dredging  Work  off  the  Town  Quay    Harbour  Board   A.  H.  Skelton,  Clerk,  Southampton    Aug.  5 
Belfast— Entrance  to  Spencer  Dock      '„""   ,  Harbour  Commissioners     G.  F.  L.  Giles,  Engineer,  Harbour  Office,  Belfast      ,i  o 
Haverfordwest -Bridge  Rejiairs   ...,'.'....  Pembrokeshire  County  Council   Arthur  H.  Thomas.  Assistant  County  Surveyor,  Haverfordwest   ,  6 
Baili'jborough-Sinking  Well  in  Market-square      ...'........  Rural  District  Council      Hugh  Clarke,  Clerk,  Workhouse,  Bailieb  trough          „  » 
Cork— Sinking  Wells,  &c..  at  Rathpeacon  and  Ballinvarrig* ""!  .  Union  District  Conned    John  fetter.  Clerk,  Board-room,  Workhouse,  Cork   ,  5 Newbold-on-Avon— Cast-Iron  Water  Mains  (1}  mile  of  3in.)       Rugby  Rural  District  Council    T.  W.  Willard,  .Surveyor,  Rugby         ••  ° 
Blackburn— Earthworks  and  Masonry     Highways  Committee    R.  E.  Fox,  Town  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Blackburn      »    „    •  J 
Bakewell— Gas-Main      '"       \  ,,  Urban  District  Council    Vernon  R.  Cockerton,  Clerk,  Bakewell      »  J 
Blackburn— Eebuilding  King's  Bridge      '     '         Highway  Committee    R.  E.  Fox,  Town  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Blackburn   ,  » 
Withington,  Lanes— Wiring,  Arc.  Town  Hall         "'         Urban  District  Council    A.  H.  Mountain,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Withington  ...     „  S 
Salford-Steam  Dynamos  teight  750k.w.)    Corporation    Lacey.  Clirehugh,  and  Sillar.  Engrs  ,  Qn.  Anne's-gate,  Westmnster    „  8 
Bristol— New  Railway  Lines  at  Harbour  (1  mile)                 Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills,  Secretary,  Paddington  Station,  London        ,,  8 
Southampton -Slipway  for  Floating  Bridges  on  Hiver  itcheii  .'.  Floating  Bridge  and  Roads  Co    C.  W.  Murray,  M.I.Mar.E  ,  M.I.N.A.,  Oriental-pl.,  Southampton  ..    „  8 
Bathdown- Cleaning  Bed  of  River  at  Dundrum   Rural  District  Council     Patrick  Cunniam,  t.'lerk,  Loughlinatown       „  ̂  
Madrid— Insulators  (60.n<X)    !!!ii!!. !!.!!!    The  Post  and  Telegraph  Department,  Madrid       ,,  9 
St.  Alban's-Laundry  Machinery   !!!'"*"  !    Guardians    H.  E.  Hansell,  Architect.  Granville-rcad.  St.  Alban's   ,.    ,,  9 
Kingswood  Hill— Pumping  Plant    !.!...!!.!!!!!.!".!!!!!.  West  Gloucestershire  Water  Co.  ...  E.  D.  Marten,  C.E.,  The  Birches,  Codsall,  Wolverhampton      „  9 
Broughton,  Stokesley  -  Stone  Bridge   '....!    Eurai  District  Council     W.  H.  DLxon,  Survevor,  Kirby-in-Cleveland       „  10 Glasgow-Two  Bridges  over  the  River  Clyde    Corporation    ,   JohnM.  Lmdsay,  Interim  Clerk,  City  Chambers,  Glasgow       „  10 

Nelson— Electric  Lighting  Cable   !.!..!"!..!..  Gas  Committee    W.  Foster,  Gasworks.  Nelson                         ••  JJ Hartley  Wintney-Septic  Tanks,  Filters,  and  Land  Filtration     Rural  District  Council     Fairbank  and  Son,  C.E.,  13,  Lendal,  York    JJ 
Tarvin -Waterworks    Rural  District  Council                          H.  Birch  Killon.  AM  I.C.E, 22,  Cooper-street.  Manchester          „  11 
Preston— Bridge  over  the  River  Darwen     Lancashire  County  Council    W.  Harold  Radford,  Bridgemaster,  County  Offices,  Preston   ,  11 
Hensbridge— Reservoir                        Wincant  on  Rural  District  Council...  Cyrus  Coo  mbes,  C.E.,  Tisbury      n  " 
Biddulph -Water  Supply    '„  '",   '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.......  Urban  District  Council    C.  Russell  Hall,  C.E.,  1,  West-street,  Congleton       „  1"2 
Goole— Heating,  ic,  Pu'ilic  Baths   '..'.   '.   Urban  District  Council    F.  Chambers.  Surveyor,  Poole      .•  J* Milford-SinkmgWellain  KilmacrenanandCarrigart           Rural  Council    S.  Wattere,  Clerk,  Board-room,  Milford         v,'™'    " 
London,  S.W.— Three-Lift  Telescope  Gas-Holder  (U8ft.diam.)  Wandsworth  &  Putney  Gaslight  Co.  H  H.Jones.Eng.  iMangr.,G:isworks,North-9t.,Wand3Worth.S.W.    „  14 
8outhwold-Pier       Coast  Development  Co.,  Ltd    W.  Jaffrey.  Engineer,  3,  Victoria-street,  London,  8.  W    15 
Barking -Laying  Cast-Iron  Pipes  (1,886  yards)    .  .   ....  ..   .......  Urban  District  Council    C.  J.  Dawson,  Surveyor,  F.R  I.B.A..  PubUc  Offices.  Barking        „  15 
Great  Crosby-Tramway  (1.908  lineal  yardsi     Urban  District  Council    Watkin  Hall.  A  M.I  C.E.,  Council  Offices,  College-road,  Gt.  Crosby    „  16 
Carlisle -Boilers  at  Electricity  Station,  James-street    Corporation      Prof.  Alexr.  B.  W.  Kennedy,  17,  Victoria-st.,  Westminster,  8.W....     „  17 
Carlisle— Engines,  Dynamos,  and  Condensing  Plant    Corporation    ,    Prof .  Alexr.  B.  W.  Kennedy,  17,  Victoria-st.,  Westminster,  8.W    li 
Motherwell- Boilers.  Engines,  Dynamos,  Arc  Limns,  &t   Commissioners    Prof.  Alexr.  B.  W.  K3nnedy,  17,  Victoria-street,  Westminster        „  18 
Adlington-Sludge  Works   "    Urban  District  Council    Theo.  S.  McCallum.  A.M.I.C.E  ,  bi.  Corporation-street,  Manchester    „  19 
Blackpool— Electrical  Equipment  of  Tramcars     Corporation       Robert  C.  Quin,  M.I  E.E..  Electricity  Works.  Blackpool        „  »1 
Colwyn  Bay— Boiler,  Pumps,  Tank,  .Vc    Urban  District  Council    William  Jones,  .V.M.I.C.E.,  Council  Offices,  Colwyn  Bay   .^   ,  '22 
Sophia -Passenger  Cars  and  Goods  Waggons    Bulgarian  State  Railways    The  Commercial  Dept.  of  the  Foreign  Office,  Downujg-st ,  S.W    22 
Colwyn  Bay-Steam  Dynamo  (60kw.)      Urban  District  Council    William  Jones,  A.M.I.C.E.,  CouncU  Offices,  Colwyn  Bay   ,  22 
Colwyn  Bay— Switchboard,  Accnmuhitors,  and  Street  Qibles  ...  Urban  District  Council    William  Jones,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Council  Offices.  Colwyn  Bay      „  22 
Cligerran  -  Bridge  at  Cwmplysgog    St.  Dogmells  Rural  District  Council  John  Evans,  District  Sur\-eyor,  Tj'hen,  Rhoshill,  U.S.O       „  23 
Plymouth -Deep-Sea  Outfall  Sewer    '..!.!!!!.!!!".!    Corporation      James  Mansergh,  C.E..  5, 'C'ictoria-street,  Westminster  ...^^.   ,  24 Ashford.  Kent-Rising  Main,  .Vc                           Rural  District  Council      Bailey-Denton,  Son,  &  Lawford,  MM.IC.E, 9, Bndge-st,We»tmBtr    „  28 
Westbmy-upon-Trym  -  Sewage  Disposal  'Works    „    Barton  Regis  R.D.C    A.  P.  I.  CottereU.  .\.M.t.C.E.,  7,  Baldwin-street,  Bristol   ._.....    „  28 
Perth— Electric  Lighting  Plant       Ixird  Provost  and  Commiasionera  ...  W.  C.  C.  Hawtayne,  M.I.E  E..  9.  Queen-streel-place,  London,  tlC.    „  M 
Sophia— Locomotives       Bulgarian  State  Ilailwavs      The  Commercial  Dept.  of  the  Foreign  (iffice,  Downing-st,  S.W......     „  30 
Westbury- Service  Reservoir,  Pumping  Station  Well,  &c    Weslbury  &  Whorwellsdown  R.D.C.  W.  H.  Stanley,  A.M.I.C  E.,  Market  House  Chambers.  Trowbridge    „  30 
Battersea,  S.W.-Batteries,  i:c                           St.  Mary's  Vestry       M.  Wilkins,  Clerk,  Municipal  Buildings.  Lavender  Hill.  S.W      „  81 
Edinburgh-Electric  Lighting  Gesj,  &c.                       Magistrates  and  Council     Prof .  A.  B.  W.  Kennedy,  17,  Victoria-street,  Westminster      „  31 
Battersea,  S.W.— Overhead  Travellmg  Crane,  &c       St.  Mary's  Vestry       M.  Wilkins,  Clerk.  Municipal  Buildings,  Lavender  Hill,  S.W       „  31 
Battersea,  S.W. —Electric-Lighting  Works       St.  Mary's  Vestry       M.  Wilkina,  Clerk,  Municipal  Buildings,  Lavender  Hill,  8, W    SI 
Grange -Wateiv Works     Orange  Co-opeiative  Dairy  Society  J.  O'Malley.  B.E.,  Grange,  Kilmallock        "~ 
Arklow-Swivel  Bridge,  North  Quay      Harbour  Commiasionera       The  Harbour  Master,  Arklow   
Bradford— Excavating  (2,000  cube  yards)    John  Jackson,  Architect^  Barry-street,  Bradford        — 
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STRUCTURM.    AND    APPLIED 

DECORATION". 
TIIE  decoration  of  buildings  may  be  con- 

sidered under  two  aspects  —  first, 
structural,  in  which  the  architectural  features 
of  the  exterior  or  interior  are  made  to  play 
their  part,  and  secondly,  superficial  or  the 
application  of  ornament  totally  independent 
oi  strxicture.  Both  systems  have  their 
advocates.  It  the  architecture  of  a  room  or 
interior,  to  which  we  now  mainly  refer, 
5s  its  proper  decoration,  our  ordinary 
modern  building  would  share  very  badly,  for 
there  is  so  little  attempted  in  the  way  of 
■architecturnl  or  decorative  planning.  Take 
as  instances  our  new  town  halls,  free  public 
libraries,  and  schools — how  few  of  them 
•exhibit  anything  but  tho  barest  walls  and 
ceilings  1  There  is  no  attempt  at  introducing 

•what  we  may  call  modelling  of  parts,  bays  or 
recessed  portions :  the  plastermg  is  of  the 
barest,  there  is  no  art  modelling,  seldom 
anything  beyond  a  meagre  attempt  at 
breaking  up  the  room  by  pilasters  or 
panelling.  Our  old  interiors,  the  Malia-val 
nails,  the  old  Tudor  residences,  the  houses 
of  the  Stuarts,  and  of  the  Hanoverian 

age,  all  show  that  the  exterior  architecture 
did  not  stop  on  the  outside,  but  pervaded  the 
interior  as  well.  The  architectural  design 

•was  organic  :  it  gave  form  and  substance  to 
■each  part  of  tho  building.  But  all  is  now 
changed ;  the  connection  between  the  out- 

side and  inside  of  our  buildings  has  been 
broken  by  some  oxtr.iordinary  influence,  till 

now  we  find  the  architect's  work  practically confined  to  the  exterior;  while  the  interior 

is  handed  over  to  the  decorator  and  up- 
holsterer. This  separation  has  accompanied 

other  branches  as  well,  and  is  tho  result  of 
the  modern  division  of  labour.  In  short, 
internal  decoration  is  no  longer  any  part  of 

the  architect's  work.  The  consequences  to 
our  architecture  is  too  apparent.  He  leaves 
the  interior  to  the  fitter-up,  the  decorator, 
and  the  painter,  who  require  a  free  hand. 
The  modern  perfunctory  professional  israther 
pleased  at  this  arrangement,  as  it  reduces 
his  labour  in  tho  design  of  details.  .Just  to 
leave  the  bare  walls  plastered  and  the  ceiling 
picked  out  in  one  or  two  shades  of  colour  is 
to  complete  his  work.  To  run  a  few  mould- 

ings on  ceiling  and  walls,  often  without  any 
reference  to  anything  else  in  the  room,  is  his 
idea  of  decoration  ; — it  is  the  least  he 
can  do  to  give  a  finish  internally.  The 
modern  idea  of  decoration  is  superticial :  it 
consists  of  applying  mouldings  or  ornament 
— often  misplaced— stencilled  decoration  or 
colour  to  the  interior.  This  superficial  treat- 

ment has,  of  course,  encouraged  the  decora- 
tive artist,  the  paper-hanger,  the  relief  plaster 

manufacturer,  and  the  keramic  artist  or  tile- 
maker,  and  has  widened  the  breach  between 
the  structural  and  superficial  aspect  of 
decoration.  With-  the  loss  of  structural 
ornament,  the  architect  has  been  content  to 

rely  more  and  more  on  applied  decoration 
on  such  things  as  gesso,  stamped  and  em- 

bossed fabrics,  stencilled  ornament,  and  wall 

hangings ;  on  paper  and  leather,  chintz, 
tapestries,  &c. ;  and  a  school  of  decorative 

artists  have  arisen  who  have  tried  to  bring 
this  treatment  within  proper  artistic  con- 
ditions. 

The  history  of  wall  treatment  points 
to  several  distinct  stages.  The  Medieval 
castle,  with  the  warlike  state  always  before 
their  occupants,  favoured  tho  em[>li)yment 
of  portable  hangings  like  arras,  hence 
the    fine    tapestries   of    Northern    I-^urope, 

and  these  were  subordinated  more  or  less  to 
the  architectural  lines  by  being  made  to 

fill  panels.  Afterwards  when  the  castle 
became  less  of  the  fortress  and  more 
of  the  residence,  the  ornament  assumed  a 
more  architectural  character,  and  plaster  or 

wooden  panelling  became  common.  The  best 
period  of  tape.stry  decoration  was  when  it 
was  woven  to  fill  in  the  wall  spacesand  panels 
arranged  architecturally.  Good  tapestry 
hanging  never  turned  the  corner  like  a  piece 
of  wall-paper  :  no  other  kinds  of  decoration 
were  combined  with  it,  so  that  it  had  not  the 

scrappy  appearance  of  tho  modern  room, 
with  bits  of  this  and  that,  wall  pictures, 

plaques,  and  other  things.  The  tapestry 
form  of  wall  decoration  is  still  used  in  good 
houses  :  but  there  are  few  successful 

applications. The  Italians  were  pur  excellence  archi- 
tectural decorators,  and  the  walls  of  their 

palaces  were  enriched  by  marbles  and  stucco, 
or  mosaic  and  fresco.  We  may  point  to  the 
stucco  wall  decoration  of  the  Royal  Palace, 
Mantua,  and  the  Palace  Genoa  as  examples 
of  Late  work.  In  our  own  country  wood 

panelling  took  the  place  of  marble  and 
stucco  ;  it  was  a  warmer  and  more  comfort- 

able material  than  stone  or  plaster.  It  is 
remarkable  that  all  these  modes  of  internal 
decoration  have  been  revived  within  our 
time.  Each  has  had  its  advocates ;  each 

mode  has  been  set  up  as  the  origin  of  decora- 
tion. No  doubt  plaster  can  claim  priority  as 

regards  age  ;  but  wood,  especially  oak 
panelling,  has  many  advantages  in  this 
climate.  We  have  lately  revived  oak  wall 

linings,  and  we  see  all  kinds  of  imitations — 
oak  veneers,  parquet  -  work,  stamped  or 
pressed  materials  that  imitate  flat  oak  relief. 
Some  of  these  substitutes  answer  well,  the 

parquet  especially  ;  but  how  little  they 
are  used  in  the  true  structural  sense  of  the 
old  work.  In  the  hands  of  the  mere  decorator 

these  linings  foUow  no  structural  lines,  either 
horizontal  or  vertical,  but  are  applied  jpuch 
as  we  see  embossed  leather  or  fibrous  plaster 
applied  without  reference  to  the  pattern. 

\\'hat  are  the  principles  that  should  deter- 
mine the  decoration  of  our  apartments  'r 

Upon  the  answer  to  this  question  will  depend 
our  choice  of  a  mode  of  decoration.  In  a 

large  pubHc  building,  or  in  State  apartments, 
the  right  idea  seems  to  be  to  make  the  walls 
and  ceiling  the  chief  decoration  in  them- 

selves ;  we  expect  them  to  assume  a  struc- 
turally decorative  character  of  their  own,  to 

have  certain  subdivisions  of  wall  space  by 

pilasters  or  detached  columns,  and  archi- 
trave members  and  ribs  in  the  ceiling.  In 

such  rooms  pictures  or  other  ornaments  are 
subordinate  to  the  main  design,  and  it  would 
be  a  mistake  to  see  it  overlaid  with  a  number 

of  small  objects,  however  interesting.  On 
the  other  hand,  in  our  small  rooms  appro- 

priated for  family  use  or  living,  the  idea  is  to 
make  the  walls  form  a  background  for  pic- 
tiues,  china,  or  furniture.  As  a  back- 

ground the  structural  lines  may  be  less 
pronounced,  or  the  walls  simply  divided 
into  panels  to  suit  the  pictures.  The  pictures 
should,  in  fact,  be  treated  as  part  of  the 
decoration,  and  be  sunk  in  panels  withstuccs 
mouldings,  or  the  frames  made  to  accord 
with  the  style  of  the  room.  Our  old  mansions 
of  the  17th  and  18th  centuries  show  their 
walls  treated  in  this  manner  as  backgrounds 

for  paintings,  as  in  Hawkesmoor's  saloon  at 
I'iiston  Neston,  in  many  of  our  old  Georgian 
houses  of  the  early  part  of  this  century.  The 

Chapter-house.  St.  Paul's-iliurchyard.  is  a 
good  example.  The  simple  background  idea 
of  wall  treatment  is  to  make  it  as  neutral 

as  possible,  not  to  emphasise  architectural 
features,  and  to  make  the  wall  spaces  uniform 
in  colour.  Dadoes  and  friezes  and  overdoors 

may  form  part  of  the  scheme,  but  they 
should  be  (juiet  and  unobtrusive,  and  the 
elaborate  patterned  dado  or  frieze  is  out  of 

place. 
A  class   of  treatment  in   which  the  walls 

form  in  themselves  a  decorative  character, 

though  not  in  any  structural  sense,  com- 
prises a  \'ariety  of  methods.  Wo  may  include 

decorative  wall-papers,  chintz  tapestry, 
fresco  decoration,  &c.  In  this  kind  the  wall 
itself  is  the  decoration,  and  pictures  or  other 
overlaid  objects  would  bo  out  of  place. 
Stucco  panelling  and  fresco  painting  come 
under  this  head.  They  are  wall  treatments 
in  themselves,  and  are  not  intended  to  be 

covered  by  pictures  or  bric-a-brac.  The 
best  and  highest  form  of  this  decoration  is 
fresco  painting,  and  if  our  iiainters  bestowed 
their  attention  on  wall-painting,  such  as  we 
find  in  the  I'ompoian  house  or  in  many 
Italian  villas,  we  might  have  a  school  of 
artists  worthy  of  the  art. 

Till'  wall-pa j)er  is  a  form  of  independent 
decoration  that  has  been  revived.  We  do  nof 
condemn  it  because  of  its  failure,  and  of  th« 
atrocities  of  the  past.  As  a  decoration  in 
itself,  it  is  clearly  a  mistake  to  hang  pictures 

or  prints  upon  it.  "  Pictures  should  never 

be  hung  against  a  background  of  pattern," 
has  been  well  said  by  an  authority  in  decora- 
tinn.  Imagine  pictures  hung  on  a  large 

scrolling  pattern  of  pronounced  distinctness 
and  colour  ;  and  yet  we  see  such  things  done 

every  day  in  many  a  town  and  suburban 
residence.  The  wall-paper  pattern  effaces 
all  structural  and  architectural  lines,  the 

dado  and  frieze  lines  cut  the  patters  awk- 
wardly, hence  we  prefer  to  avoid  all  obtru- 

sive patterns  and  colours  in  rooms  where 
architectural  lines  appear.  Still  the  well- 
designed  wall-paper  has  its  value  as  a  cheap 
fonii  of  decoration  for  ordinary  rooms,  al- 

ways remembering  that  the  wall-paper  is  an 
independent  decoration,  and  the  less  it  is 
overlaid  the  better.  The  question,  we  repeat, 

is  whether  the  wall  is  to  become  a  back- 
ground or  a  decoration.  If  the  former,  the 

object  should  be  to  use  monotones  and  sub- 
dued tones,  and  to  depend  on  simple  -wall 

surfaces  and  panelling ;  if  the  latter,  to  avoid 
the  obtrusion  of  other  kinds  of  decoration, 

Kke  pictures  and  hrk-d-hni'.  The  two 
conditions  cannot  co-exist. 

Turning  our  attention  to  structural  forms 
of  decoration  and  to  relief,  a  few  words  may 
be  said.  Our  stucco  ornamentation  is  often 

coarse,  and  designed  without  reference  to  the 
uses  of  the  room  or  to  any  law  of  gradation. 
Those  who  have  visite<l  the  Palace  at  Ver- 

sailles, and  inspected  any  of  the  beautiful 
apartments  there,  such  as  the  Library  of 
Louis  XVI.,  with  its  refined  panelled  book- 

cases and  frieze,  will  have  noticeil  what 
we  mean.  The  cases  here  form  a  con- 

tinuous wall  lining,  the  shelves  are  built 
into  the  waU  and  form  an  organic  part  of 
the  wall  decoration.  The  detached  bookcase 
is  scarcely  known.  Look  again  at  the  refined 
stucco  Louis  XV.  decoration  in  the  Petit 

Trianon,  Versailles,  the  delicate  panel  treat- 
ment in  the  Salon  and  other  apartments  of  the 

Palace  of  Fontainebleau,  and  we  shall  see  at 
once  the  gradation  of  the  panelling  and 
ornament.  The  most  delicate  stuceoomament 
is  to  be  found  in  the  boudoir  decoration  of 

these  palaces.  There  was  an  admira'<le  sense of  gradation  often  extremely  simple  in  these 
small  rooms,  sometimes  rich  and  delicate  aa 
in  the  Chateau  of  ChantiUy,  and  the  painter 
of  boudoir  or  gala  scenes  accentuated  their 
beauty  by  painted  medallions  and  marquetry. 

Michael  Angelo's  dictum  that  "  Art  Ls  a 
Transfiguration  of  Nature  by  Ijove "  was 
observe!  by  all  great  decorative  periods, 
but  is  now  ignored.  It  is  cheap  realism  that 

is  popular  now.  People  surround  them- 

selves with  pictures  in  which  "finish,"  or what  is  so  considered,  is  tho  chief  end — a  mere 
imitation  of  nature.  A  true  painter,  when 
lie  has  a  space  to  decorate,  takes  a  thought 
about  nature  or  life  which  he  expresses  with 
a  subtle  instinct.  He  gives  it  .shape,  tone, 
and  colour :  he  has  the  power  of  abstraction, 
of  including  natural  facts,  but  ̂ ving  them  a 
general  expression.  Painters  like  Da  Vinci, 
L^orot,  and  Bume-Jones  knew  how  to  \is« 
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details :  they  are  no  mere  reflections  of  the 
particular. 

Sculpture  as  a  decorative  element  is  often 
grossly  employed.  We  see  sprxwling  cupids 
and  female  figures  draped  with  impossible 
drapeiy  in  the  spandrel.s  of  our  cheaply- 
built  and  over-elaboratod  theatres  ;  there  is 
no  rule  of  proportion  or  gradation  followed. 
How  different  to  the  sculpture  of  the  Greek ! 
The  frieze  of  the  Parthenon  realises,  it  is 

said,  "  the  infinite  suggestions  of  Nature : 
not  by  scientific  imitation,  but  by  a  fnink 
conventionalism,  which  not  only  flattens 

objects  that  are  raised,  but  even  alters  con- 

tours." The  want  of  proportion  or  adapt- 
ability of  sculpture,  or  relief,  to  position  is  a 

common  modern  defect.  To  take  the  Pan- 
Athenaic  Procession ;  one  authority  refers 

to  the  copy  of  it  on  the  gateway  at  Hyde 
Park  Comer.  He  maintains  justly  that  it 
is  quite  out  of  place  on  the  gateway,  and  the 
Erinciples  of  the  sculptor  of  the  original  frieze 

ave  been  entirely  overlooked.  "In  the 
Athenian  building,  the  high  sidelight  was 
obscured  by  a  row  of  external  columns,  and 
the  relief  could  only  be  seen  by  looking  \ip 
at  it  at  a  few  feet  distant ;  it  was  therefore 
absolutely  necessary  that  no  part  should 
project  much  beyond  the  rest.  Now,  in 
London  the  frieze  is  meant  to  be  seen  some 

distance  off,  and  could  receive  whatever  light 
our  climate  affords.  Seen  where  it  is,  the 
relief  is  obscure,  if  not  almost  indistinguish- 

able, resembling  a  bit  of  tracery,  or  any- 
thing, in  fact,  but  a  procession  of  men  and 

women."  This  is  what  we  do  by  slavishly 
copying  Greek  scvilpture  in  our  modern 
bmldinga.  The  difference  due  to  our  dull 
skies  has  also  to  be  considered.  In  the 
Haymarket  a  palatial  hotel  has  been  covered 
with  fine  carving  which  can  scarcely  be  dis- 

tinguished below,  and  which  in  a  few  months 
will  be  obscured  by  smoke. 
We  see  on  scores  of  buildings  in  the  West- 

End,  sculptural  decoration,  or  stucco  orna- 
ments in  gables  and  tpnpana,  that  are  too 

fine  and  elaborate.  The  relation  of  sculpture 

and  ornament  to  position  is  ignored  bj'  the 
mode  adopted  to  teach  our  sculptors  and 
carvers.  They  are  given  plaster  casts  or 
ornament  in  the  flat  to  copy,  and  these 
models  are  used  for  every  position.  The 
degree  of  relief  is  a  matter  of  indifference. 
In  London,  boldness  of  design  and  relief  are 
required  for  friezes  and  tympana  on  the 
upper  part  of  our  buildings,  though  this 
quality  too  often  degenerates  into  coarseness. 
There  is  one  City  building  in  which  a  truer 
conception  of  sculpturalrelief  has  been  earned 
out,  the  Institute  of  Chartered  Accountants. 

The  frieze  is  thoroughlj-  Greek  in  refinement, 
and  of  high  relief,  with  modem  figure  types 
and  costumes,  and  the  sculptors,  Mr.  Thomey- 
croft,  R.A.,  and  Mr.  H.  Bates,  A.R.A.,  have 
shown  how  this  change  can  be  made  without 
sacrificing  beauty.  The  secret  of  high  decora- 

tive architecture  is  to  add  interest  and  life 

to  dignity ;  uniformity  and  regidarity  in  the 
main  features,  and  change  of  detail  and 
variation  in  the  smaller  parts.  We  have 
another  lesson  to  learn  in  the  language  of 
Puskin,  "  Not  to  esteem  smooth  minuteness 

above  shattered  majesty." 

TOURING  AND   SKETCHING. 

IN  tlio  course  of  a  few  weeks  most  of  our 

AVest-End  and  City  offices  will  bo  prac- 
tically dosed  tor  the  season,  and  the  knights 

of  architecture  and  the  drawing-board  and 
tee-square  will  be  enjoying  themselves  in 

favoured  localities  "  by  crag  or  fell  "  or  sea 
at  home  and  abroad.  The  busy  practitioner 
will  betake  himself  to  complete  rest;  he 
will  try.  if  that  is  possible,  to  cast  off  from 
his  mind  all  thoughts  of  business.  There  is 
another  and  perhaps  larger  class  who  seek  to 
combine  business  with  pleasure,  and  who 
invariably  bring  home  with  them  impres- 

sions and  a  stock  of  useful  ideas  that  may  be 

turned  to  account.  And  there  is  the  archi- 
tectural and  artistic  class  of  tourists  wbo  go 

to  receive  impressions,  t,o  fill  their  sketch- 
books with  remini-scencos  of  localities  or 

buildings.  There  are  some  ways  'jf  turning 
to  account  these  holiday  tours  and  rambles. 
Tlie  architectural  "scorcher,"  like  the 
cyclist  who  goes  to  make  a  record 
journey,  is  not  satisfied  with  a  moderate 
amount  of  sketching :  lie  tears  over  every 
place  where  there  is  an  old  church  or  castle 
or  hall ;  he  draws  and  measures  agai_nst 

time,  and  his  ambition  is  to  "  knock  off""  as many  sketches  as  he  can  and  fill  his  portfolio 

with  such  "  game."  Put  a  good  deal  of  this 
labour  is  thrown  away  :  the  drawings 
or  sketches  are  too  hurried  to  be  reliable 
or  accurate,  and  if  ho  desires  to  redraw  thcui 
he  finds  many  awkward  discrepancies  in  his 
handiwork.  The  more  leisurely  work  of  the 
man  who  deliberately  selects  his  subject,  and 
deals  with  it  either  comprehensively  or  in 
detail,  is  of  more  value,  liushing  about  pro- 

miscuously from  one  to  another  building  is 
exciting  and  interesting  as  a  question  of visiting. 

A  succession  of  mapped-out  visits  or  tours 
like  those  which  the  Architectural  Asso- 

ciation make  every  year  is  of  value  as 
an  educative  influence  ;  it  opens  the  eyes 
and  minds  of  the  younger  men  to  a  variety 
of  style,  of  arrangement,  and  design  ;  they 

see  buildings  which  make  a  lasting  impres- 
sion on  them,  and  which  probably  few  of 

them  will  ever  have  the  opportunity  of 
seeing  again.  In  these  visits  the  students  go 
prepared  to  do  some  sketching,  and  many 
useful  drawings  are  brought  home.  There 
is  also  some  leader  of  the  party  to  conduct 
and  explain.  But  the  ordinary  tourist  is 
without  these  advantages  ;  he  goes  often  un- 

prepared :  he  commences  to  make  a  sketch  or 
two  of  certain  views.  These  are  interesting 
as  records  and  leminiscences,  but  have  no 

other  merit.  The  rough-and-ready  sketcher 
has  little  time  to  make  notes  with  regard  to 
any  peculiarities  of  plan  or  design  ;  he  takes 

no  notice  of  jointing,  of  any  methods  of  execu- 
tion that  may  be  discovered.  But  the  more 

obsen'ant  and  critical  visitor,  whose  main 
intention  is  to  examine  closely,  and  whose 
aim  is  not  to  make  a  scamper  through  the 
district,  is  likely  to  bring  back  more  useful 
observations.  His  sketches  may  be  more 
fragmentary,  but  he  generally  takes  care  to 
make  a  rough  key-plan  of  the  building,  and 
to  note  on  it  any  peculiar  arrangement  or 
feature.  He  may  not  colour  his  sketches, 
but  he  takes  care  to  note  the  kind  of  material 
or  nature  of  the  stone  or  timber,  any  pecu- 

liarity of  execution,  and  to  fill  his  book  with 
remarks. 

A  great  deal  may  be  said  on  the  influence 
of  travel  on   architecture.      -Vs  an  educa- 

tional agency  it  is  supreme,  as  no  study  of 
books    or     illustrations     will     supply    the 
student  with   all  he    needs    to   know.     Its 
influence  on  the  buildings  of  our  age  has 
been  immense.     In  no  former  period  of  the 
history  of  the  art  has  the  architect  had  the 
same  facilities  of  travel,  and  we  owe  to  it  the 
varied    cosmopolitan     tastes    of     the    day. 
Travel  was  one  of  the  great  influences,  next  to 
the  literature  and  romance  of  the  age,  which 

helped  to  bring  about  the  Gothic  and  Classic 
revivals  of  this  century.     No  doubt  it  has 
had  its  disadvantages  also,  by  encouraging  a 

tendency  towards  a  scrappy  style  of  design — 
a  fondnessf  or  "  tit-bits,"  and  a  corresponding 
loss  of  invention  and  coherency — faults  which 
have  marked  our  architecture.  Prom  meagre- 
ness  and  paucity  we  have  gone  to  the  other 
extreme  of  an  einhirras  de  richesse.  We  think 

this  evil  is  diminishing  with  a  more  intelli- 
gent mode  of  sketching.     0\it  grandfathers, 

who  had  a  reputation  for  being  accomplished 
draughtsmen,   were   more  ambitious ;    they 
undertook     to     delineate     cathedrals     and 
churches  and  castles   and  to  make  finished 
drawings  of  them.      Men  like  Blore,  Wild, 
Britton,  Pugin,  Owen,  and  B.  Carter  pub- 

lished folios  of  finished  plates  of  most  of 
our  Mediaeval  buildings,  which  renden  il 
signal  service  to  the  study  of  architecture. 
Photography  and  photographic  processes 
liave  now  taken  their  place,  and  we  h;i\. 
records  of  our  great  buildings  at  once  most 
accurate  and  microscopic  in  detail  that  can 
boar  enlargement  and  can  be  magnified.  By 
this  aid  we  are  now  enabled  to  devote  our 
attention  to  the  details  of  buildings  which 
fifty  years  ago  were  almost  ignored  as  of 
subordinat*;  importance.  Our  delineation  of 
buildings  has  thus  passed  into  a  scientific 
stage,  less  artistic  perhaps,  but  more  exact 
and  methodical.  Beautiful  as  were  the 

engravings  of  0.  Jewitt,  Mackenzie,  J.  Le 
Keux,  Heaviside,  and  others  which  we  find 

in  such  books  as  Parker's  "Glossary,"  Rick- 
man's  "  Attempt,"  Arc,  they  could  not  com- 

pete vrith  the  accuracy  of  a  reproduced 
photograph,  which  enables  the  student  to 
test  the  correctness  of  his  own  drawing  by 
its  aid.  Then  the  work  at  this  time  was 
more  discursive. 

In  the  early  part  of  this  century  the  archi- 
tectural student  made  a  journey  to  the 

Continent,  to  France,  Italy,  or  Belgium,  with 
the  object  of  inspecting  the  great  Classic  or 
Media'val  buildings.  These  impressed  him 
so  much  that  he  had  little  inclination  to  stuily 
the  beauties  of  the  cathedrals  and  churches 

of  his  own  land.  The  "  grand  tour  "  was  a 
fashionable  one  for  every  artist  to  take  in 
those  days.  It  is  not  so  now.  Books  and 
illustrations  have  made  these  masterpieces 

of  art  common  property,  and  the  student's attention  is  now  more  directed  to  the  edifices 

of  his  own  country.  Instead  of  general  im- 
pressions more  or  less  fugitive,  the  architec- 

tural student  can  now  take  up  one  particular 
branch  of  the  art  and  pursue  it  thoroughly ; 
when  he  visits  an  old  building,  he  is  induced  to 
study  its  details,  the  materials  used,  the  local 
customs  and  influences  and  traditions,  and 
thus  make  himself  familiar  with  the  methods 
of  the  builders.  By  this  more  analytical 

inquiry  he  acquires  a  more  exact  knowledge 
of  the  building.  These  are  advantages  of  our 
modern  modes  of  observation  that  were  not 

possible  when  our  fathers  took  hasty  rambles 
abroad.  The  more  careful  study  of  the  build- 

ings of  our  own  country  have  led  also  to  a 
more  perfect  knowledge  of  the  architecture 
of  Italy  and  France,  as  contemporary  works 
throw  side  lights  on  many  systems  of  plan 
and  vaulting.  If  the  Gothic  vaulting  system 
arose  in  France,  we  can  at  least  follow  its 

progress  on  this  side  of  the  Channel  with 
equal  if  not  greater  completeness. 

ESTIMATES.  — XVI. 

THE  JOINER — SASHES    AND  FRAMES. 

IN  the  valuation  of  such  items  as  case- ments and  sashes  and  frames,  an 

analysis  of  the  several  parts  is  necessary  in 

some  cases,  though  for  ordinary  work  ex- 

perience in  valuing  such  items  will  enable 
the  estimator  to  aftix  a  price  for  the  window 

as  a  whole.  The  price  per  foot  superficial  for  a 

particular  description  of  sash  window  is 
easily  ascertainable,  and,  given  the  same 
size  and  the  number  of  squares,  we  may  fix 

on  a  price.  If  in  small  squares  with  moulded 

bars,  the  price,  of  course,  is  increased.  The 

price  also  necessarily  increases  as  the  window 
IS  reduced  in  size,  as  the  main  fixed  quanti 

ties  of  cost  are  the  materials  and  labour-  in 
the  sash-frames,  as  aU  deal-cased  frames  are 
made  in  the  same  way,  and  are  composed 

of  certain  thicknesses  of  deal  grooved  and 

rebated  together.  As  a  general  rule,  we 

may  say  the  price  per  foot  for  ordinary  lAin. 
sashes  and  frames  is  about  Is.  3d.  to  Is.  Gd., 
andfor'2in.  from  Is.  -Id.  to  Is.  7d.,  though 

these  prices  may  be  reduced  for  competitive 

pricing. 
We  now  resume  the  items  of  flooring  and skirtings. 
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1 20  yards  super.     IJin.  wood-block  flooring 
laid  herringbone -wise  on  a  cement-floated 
siirface. 

Several    excellent     patented    wood-block 

floors  are  in  the  market,  as  Lowe's  Improved 
System.     These  range  in  price  from  os.  to  ns, 
for  ordinary  woods. 

The  "Immovable  Acme"  (W.  lUiffy's 
patent)  wood-block  flooring,  manufactured 
liy  the  .Vcme  Wood-Block  Flooring  Co.,  Ltd., 

Crainsborough-roail,  ^'icto^ia  Park,  can  be 
laid  in  London  in  first  quality  in  yellow  deal 
at  7s.  per  yard  super.  A  second  and  third 
quality  axe  made  at  (is.  and  5s.  respectively. 

The  "  Fawcett  "  patent  wood-block  floor  can 
be  laid  in  herringbone  fashion,  the  chief  fea- 

ture of  which  is  the  additional  strength 
imparteil  to  the  pieces  by  steel  tongues,  which 

In  some  price-books  torus  skirtings  are 
taken  at  this  price  without  the  mitres. 

For  fltted  ends  or  the  ends  housed  into 

architraves,  chimneypieces,  &c..  are  often 
taken  as  equal  to  1ft.  of  the  skirting. 

No.  48.    Mitres  and  fitted  ends. 

Say  Id.  each. 

210ft.  run.  loin,  by  l^in.  moulded  skirting. 
The  price  of  this  varies,  and  it  is  better  to 

obtain  the  cost  from  a  moulding  importer  or 
merchant  of  a  loiift.  run.  It  may  be  put 
down  at  from  4Ad.  to  (id.  per  foot  run,  with 
grounds  and  backings,  say  Id.  more. 

No.  o(i.     Fitted  ends  to  ditto. 

Price  at  1ft.  run,  say  (id.  each. 

230tt.  run.    Inch  torus  skirting,  yiu.  high. 
Price  as  above. 

Skirtings  are  imported  from  Sweden  and 

The  quantities   for  2in.  ovolo  sashes 
by  (Ift.  (iin.,  will  be  as  follows  : — 

3 

lift. 

16 

0 

0 

Ji
 

0 

21 

4 

16 

1    IJ    2in.  bottom  rail 

3  0    2in.  deal  stiles  and  top-rail 

4  1}  £ 
Super,  of  2in,  deal,  at  say  4d    0 
Super,  labour,  constant  '0.37    0 
Super,  labour,  hang-ing,  -016    0 
Glue,  cleaning  up,  ice    o 

22 

sold  by  the  hundred  feet  run, 

per  hundred. 

say,  at  2;j 

]  ft.  at  above  price        o 
Waste  at  10  per  cent      o 
Fixing  labour,  constant,  '013  at  current wages    

d. 

01 

0    0     IJ 

Oi 

Discount,  say  lopercent.,  say      0 

Perfootrun      0    0    4 

86ft.  run.     Moulded  skirting  in  two  pieces 
rebated  together,   the  upper  4.Jin.  by  Iin. 
moulded,  .3in. girth, and  the  lower  piece  Tin. 
by  l|in.,  rebated  and  hollowed  on  edge, 
wrought  one  side.     (See  sketch.) 

This  is  a  superior  description  of  skirting, 
and  may  be  analysed  by  taking  the  price  of 
1ft.  run  of  ILn.  by  4iin.,  and  of  1ft.  run  of 
Tin.  by  l^in.,  adciing  the  labour  of  mould- 

ing, planing,  and  fixing. 
£ 

1ft.  run  of  4jin.  by  Iin.  deal       0 
1ft.  run  of  Tin.  by  Ijin.  deal,  say     0 
1ft.  labour,  moulding,  .3in.  girth,  at  "072, 

say    0 
1ft.  in  moulding       o 

Planing  1ft.  4in.  super.,  say     "  0 1ft.  rebating  edges  of  both  pieces,  say  ...  0 
Ift.  run,  fixing  at  'Olo.say    o 
Fitting  and  fixing  to  floor        o 

d. 
1 

12- 

2 
1 
n 

0* 

n 
1 

run  through  the  comers  of  each  block.    For 
pnce,  apply  to  firm,  50,  Queen  Anne's  Ciate. 

720ft.  run.     Deal  torus  skirting  Oin.  by  Iin. on  ground. 

These  skirtings  are  imported  and  the  cost 

Perfootrun      0    0  10 

No.  8.  Mitres  to  ditto,  tongned  at  angles. 

These  may  be  priced  at  about  equal  to  a 
foot  run  of  skirting — say  lOd.  each. 

No.  ().  Fitted  ends  ditto. 

These  may  be  taken  at  8d.  each. 

oft.  run.     Circular  skirting,  lOin.  by  l^in. 
This  we  have  priced  at   Td.  straight ;  for 

price — say  Is.  2d.  per the 

vanes. 

Pot  price  for  yellow  skirting  board    .   .  0 Waste     Q 
Labour,  fixing,  constan't'-ois  day'of 

carpenter   "    o 

£    s. 

0    IJ 

0    0    4 

lOOft.  run  of We  may  analyse  the  cost  of 
skirting  ijin.  thick. 

As  to  cost  of  material,  let  us  take  lOoft. 
ran  of  9m.  boards  at  l^in.  thick,  equal  to I  oft.  run. 

"S:, '"PS'  »t  2}d-.  e^iuivalent  to  £13   £   s.  d. 
iOjft  run  moulding  (constant  -012  day ofarpenter),  Id.perfoot    0  S  4 Add  for  waste  10  per  cent    0  2  5 
Carnage     d  ',  ~ 
Fixing  constant  -013)      .'.".■.■      0  10    6 

Equal  to  about  4jd.  per  foot : 

1  17    3J 

circular  double 
foot. 

lOft.  run.     Eamped  skirting,   loin,  by  l|^in. 
Take  this  at  the  same  price. 

j  36ft.  super.  Iin.  skirtings,  raked  and  scribed to  steps. 

To  price  this  correctly,  examine  drawing 
of  staircase.     Roughly,  the  price  may  be  put 
at  Is.,  including  grounds  and  backings. 

S.\SItES    AXD    FEA.ME-:. 

In  valuing  sashes  and  frames  the  esti- 
mator should  carefully  take  out  the  quan- 

tities of  one  window  with  the  aid  of  drawings 
and  specification.  The  process  is  tedious,  as 
every  part,  and  the  various  thicknesses  of 
sashes,  outside  and  inside  linings,  pulley 

stiles,  .tc,  have  to  be  superficialed  ;  oak  sill", parting  strips,  grooves  run,  sash  weights  and 
lines,  vSic,  have  to  be  taken,  and  each  item 
priced  out  for  the  whole  window.  Then  the 
price  per  foot  super,  is  obtained  bv  dividing 
total  by  superficial  feet  of  window.  We 
refer  the  reader  to  Leaning's  or  other  text- book of  quantities.  A  table  of  the  value  of 
thicknesses  of  deal  per  super,  foot,  and  the 
labour  constants  will  be  necessary. 

Divideby8aper.ofsashea,19ft.6ia.    0 

J']qual  to  'Hd.  per  foot  super. 

The  larger  the  sash  the  less  will  be  the 

price  per  foot. 
The  quantities  for  a  deal-cased  frame 

must  next  be  taken  to  arrive  at  the  total 
result.  Tlie  ordinary  thicknesses  for  a  frame 
are  Iin.  inside  and  outside  linings,  l]in. 
pulley  stiles,  double  sunk,  weathered  and 
throated  oak  sunk  sill,  sashes  hung  with  best 
flax  lines,  and  brass  axle  pulleys  and  iron 
weights,  the  linings  grooved  for  finishings. 
For  windows  of  ordinary  size,  say  4ft.  by  Tft., 
it  is  easy  to  find  out  the  quantity  of  Im.  deal 
in  linings,  1  jin.  pulley  stiles,  the  run  of  oak 
sill,  of  parting  beads,  run  of  grooves, 
linings,  the  cost  of  sash-lines,  axle  pulleys, 
Ac,  and  these  quantities  would  be  used  for 
all  similar  sashes  and  frames. 

In  pricing  these  various  items  the  labour 
constants  may  be  used.  The  "  labour  from 
bench  "  and  the  "  labour  fixing  "  are  separate, so  that  for  each  item  the  constants  for  labour 
and  fixing  have  to  be  added  together  with  the material. 

Frames  for  single-hung  sashes,  Uin.  are 
sometimes  priced  at  Td.  to  Sd. ;  for  iouble- 
hung  !)d.  to  lOi.  per  foot.  If  circular  on 
plan,  an  addition  of  6d.  a  foot  is  made  for  a 
curvature  of,  say,  Ain.  to  the  foot. 

140ft.    super.      2in.    deal    moulded   sashes,. 
double  hung  in  deal-cased  frames,   l|in. 
pulley    stiles,     Iin.    inside     and     outside 
linings,   oak  double-sunk  weathered  and 
throated  sill;    brass  axle  pulleys,  patent 
lines,  and  iron  weights,  grooved  all  round for  linings. 

£  s.  d. Put  materials  down  per  foot,  from  itema 
of  quantities      0    0    4i 

Labour  (constant -64  hour)      0    0    6V 
Oak  sill,  extra       0    0    IJ 
Lines  and  weights  for  one  window :  — 

Say,  8yds.  of  saah  line  at  Id.,  4  sash 
weights  (401b.)  }d.  per  lb.  =  Is.  8d., 
4  brass  pulleys  at  lOd.  each  =  Ss.  4d., 
total  68.  sd  ,  divided  by  super,    of 
window,  is2}d      q 

Hanging  sashes   .!..!.!!!!!!!    0 

o'i 

Perfoot       0    13} 

Laxton    prices    double-hung    sashes   and 
frames  at  Is.  Td.  per  foot. 

N4ft.  super.     2in.  ovolo  sashes  double-hung- 
to  deal-cased  frames  as  before. 

Deal    0  0 
Lines,  weights,  pulleys,  as  before    0  0 
Labour,  fixing  per  foot  super    0  0 
Labour,  on  sashes  from  bench       0  0 

With  profit,  say  Is.  3d. 

S4ft.  super.     2in.  deal  moulded  sasles  and 
frames  ditto,  in  small  frames. 

As  those  are  smaller,   they  will  coit  more 
per  foot — say  Is.  (id.  per  foot. 
T2ft.  super.     I)eal  ovolo  moulded  2in.  case- 

ment 3ft.  by  6ft.,  hung  with  butts. 

This  may  be  priced  at  Td.  per  foot.  Laxtoa 

puts  II Id.  lor  this. 
32ft.  super.  Deal-cased  frames  as  before, 

with  ovolo  twelve-light  sashes  circular  on 
plan,  Jin.  curve  to  foot. 
This  may  be  priced  at  about  loJ.  to  Is. 

more  than  the  ordinary  straight — say  2s.  (id. 

per  foot. 
IMt.  super.  Deal-cased  frame  and  sashes  as 

before,  with  circular  head  to  frame  and 

sash. 
.Vdd  to  previous  item  Is.   As  a  rule,  sashes 
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worth,  ibo'^:  IJtuiieii  thJe  price  of  *.r-.i^-. 
il    of    '["*:',-k    rweep.    'iouble    the     ...... 
straight. 

w-;  have — 

Th,=. 

THE  CAXTILEVER  BRTDGE :  ITS  DESIGN 

AVD  COySTRL'CTION-.— X. 
THERE  are  three  principal  dimensioos  in  the 

desini  of  %  cunttleTar  Dridge  which  mast  le 
datafmiKia,  at  leaat  with  dome  appnamiate  degree 
of  pteciflioa,  before  erea  the  sfceletaa  etevatioa 
can  be  delineated.  These  are  the  length  ot  the 
cantileTer  spans,  that  ci  the  anchor  spans,  and 
thit  of  '.hi  .■•antral  or  suspended  span.  The  total 
length  ::  :b.r!  bridge  from  one  ibatment  to  the 
other,  ':r  th-e  iijtance  in  the  clear  between  tiie 
terminal  i'ipp<:rt?.  ia  not  a  matter  depending 
upon  eici^r  the  j  li^rnent  or  the  decision  of  the 
designer  That  dimension  is  irxed  unalterably 
by  the  pfcy»!':al  features  cf  the  site  and  othi 

collateral   '  r'5ment8.     It   is  ciaite  trne that  in  th  :  the  site,  as  in  the  caae  of 
the  brid^  river,  which  is  the  normal 
condition  sry  ̂ :antileTer  bridge  yst 
erected,  a^     ,  .   wili  be  for  every  one  to  be 
erected  in  uie  iiciue.  the  engineer  laying  oat 
the  route  has  sometimes  a  fairly  free  haoi,  bat, 

generally,  very  little  choice  "is  left  to  him. Take,  fcr  esaciple,  the  very  common  instance 
cf  two  towns  of  importance  apon  th.e  oppo- 

site sides  of  a  river,  which  for  a  very 
long  time  have  had  coaunonication  with  each 
other  only  throagh  the  mediom  of  a  wretched 
kind  of  3.  ferry.  When  it  is  decided  upon  to 
■nite  theee  twc  towns  by  a  bridge,  the  site  for  it 
is  already  prartically  located.  Biida  and  Pesth, 
iormir..';  :ne  town  at  present  on  the  opposite  sides 
cf  the  I'ln-ibe.  constitutes  an  apt  illnstration  of our  statement. 

While,  therefore,  it  is  evident  that  with  some 
rare  exceptions  the  total  length  of  the  bridge  is 
unalterable,  the  same  conditions  do  not  obtain 
with  respect  to  the  other  dimensions  referred  to, 
which  are  tiie  anchor,  the  cantilever,  and  the 
sospendflii  firier  spans.  A  considerable  latitude 
is  alio  vic.  to  the  designer  in  assigning  the  proper 
proportions  to  these  several  parts  of  the  whole 
stractore.  Bat  there  are,  nevertheless,  certain 
well-defined  maximtini  and  rm'nimTTTn  Hinits 
which  most  not  be  passed.  The  doable  object  to 
be  accOBq^iAfid  is,  that  while  insoiing  economy 
en  tibft  one  hsad.  due  regard  nost  also  be  had  to 
ihe  prmcx^es  and  practice  of  sound  and  efficiOLt 
-construction.  It  shoald  be  here  mentioned  tfani 
with  rQspe<.-t  to  the  span  of  the  stispended  girder, 
the  length  that  theoretical  data  might  assign  to 
it,  is  sometimes  liable  to  be  a  little  modified  by 
the  demands  of  the  waterway  or  headway,  or 
perhaps  by  both  in  combination.  Whatever  pro- 

portions may  be  ultimately  allotted  to  the  three 
intermediate  spans,  the  total  length  of  the  struc- 
tnre  is  "  prvm,  a  known  'iaantit^^  If  we  repre- 

sent this  extreme  distance  by  L,  put  A  for  the 
length  of  the  an'.hor  spans,  C  for  that  of  the 
cantilever  arms,  and  S  for  the  span  of  the  central 
^sfloapended  girder,  we  shall  always  have,  in  the 
exa— -■■  —  ■» '^  I  of  a  cantilever  bridge  with  two 
cotE  --naU  side  anchor  spans.  C  A  and 
B  t  i  miiifHe  one  A  B,  which  includes 
the  pair  of  cantilever  arms  and  the  saspended 
girder,  the  general  ei^uation — 

2A  -r  20  +  S  =  L   (I) 

It  is  evident  from  this  expressian,  which  is  a 
constant  for  all  cantilever  bridges,  that  any 
serious  ieparture  in  any  of  the  three  component 
parts  A,  C,  or  S,  of  the  structure  from  the  proper 
dimensions  would  greatly  interfere  with  the 
design  of  the  whole  :  but  practically  no  harm  has 
been  foi:nd  to  accrue  from  the  different  values 
aasigueii  in  ■liflerent  bridges  to  these  component 
parts.  As  an  instance  of  the  iiscrspancy  that 
may  exist  between  two  cantilever  bridges,  of 
which  tile  total  length  does  not  vary  very  con- 

siderably, we  may  quote  a  co  iple  of  American 
designs— vii  ,  that  over  the  E^i  River,  and  that 
over  Xiagara.  In  the  former  the  dimensions  of 
the  relative  paits  are  as  follows,  all  in  feet ; — 

L  =  J90,  A  =  165,  C  =  la.),  3  =  33»   ..{2) 

For  the  latter,  the  corresponding  figures  are :  — 

L  =  9'io,  A  =  i;)5,  c  =  ::•),  s  =  lij. 
In  order  to  compare  these  dimensions  with 

those  which  thi^  best  practice  in  the  more  moiiern 
•umgles  of  cantilever  bridj^s  has  arrived  it, 
QkSf  Bust  be  calculated  and  given  respectively 
in  terms  of  L,  the  extreme  dirtance  fxoai  end  to 

A  =  0  Li  X  L  .  C  =  0-li  A   L  .  S  =  OJ  ■   L  ..  (3) 
and  for  that  ever  Niagara 

A  «  0^12  X  L  .  C  =  019  X  L  .  S  =  0  135  '  L  . .  W 

Employing  the  aa'ne  notation,  the  proportions 
considered  the  best  up  to  date  are  the  f  jUowing  :  — 
A  =  0  223i<  L.C-  0  112).L.S  =  0  J22  -  L  ..(5) 

It  will  be  seen  that,  with  the  exception  of  the 
suspended  span  of  tile  first  example  and  the 
anchor  arm  of  the  second  bridge,  the  agreement 
between  the  respective  figures  is  by  no  means  so 
close  as  it  might  be.  In  this  particular  instance 
the  discrepancy  should  be  attend'id  to,  because 
the  valne  of  L  is  always  large  in  comparison  with 
the  other  three  component  parts  of  the  design 
which  depend  upon  it.  The  celebrated  Forth 
Bridge,  with  its  two  stupendous  main  spans 
of  over  l,70')ft.  ea..-h,  cannot  be  adduced 
as  either  corroborating  or  refuting  the  more 
modem  rule   respecting    the    proportions  of  all 

FiG.r. 

'     I   Jl  ̂   .    »r>    .  >^  >ii  Jf    «5*  ai 

rio.3. 

FI0.5. 

c      <:       o 

cf  the  separate  parts  oi  the  truss  in  Fig.  1.  tt; 

respectively  become — 
A  =  230  .  C  =  135  .  S=  -270   (i 

1 1  is  generally  accepted  that  the  length  of  the  anch^ 

arm  ihoull  be  about  e<iual  to  1  7  times  that  of  £)^ cantilever  arm,  and  if  the  value  of  A  alreaii 
found  be  checked  by  this  ratio,  it  will  be  found 
be  equal  to  229  5,  or  practically  an  identity. 

The  object  of  all  these  analytic  investigaf 
and  the  subsequent  calculatioos  respecting 
various  component  parts  of  a  cantilever  bridge,  | 
to  arrive  at  the  relative  proportions  ot  each 
which  will  render  the  quantity  of  material 
quired  in  the  whole  structure  a  minimum. 
several  reasons  the  conclusions  come  to  caimot  1 
regarded  as  otherwise  than  in  the  light  of 
approximate  and  tolerably  safe  guides,  to 
modified  according  to  the  especial  requirementaaj 
each  particular  deei^.  in  which  a  good  deal 
neceaoarily  be  left  to  the  ability,  experience 
judgment  of  the  designer.  In  the  first  place 
amount  of  material — and  it  is  considerabli 
will  be  needed  for  insuring  the  security  of  ( 
anchorage  arrangements,  cannot  be  included 
the  calculation.  Kot  only  will  the  quantity  vaiy 
in  different  bridges,  but  may,  and  has,  varied  mi 
the  same  structure  where  the  nature  of  th(! 

anchorage  ground  has  been  completely  iliuMJiiiilM 
at  each  end  of  the  bridge.  The  character  of  tt» 
bracing,  whether  in  the  web  itself  or  whsHiyi 
horizontal,  vertical ,  or  diagonal  in  any  other 
of  the  truss,  is  a  very  doubtful  quantity, 

one  of  great  importaince.  It  has  been 
p<ointed  out  that  cantilever  bridges  are, 
other  types,  the  greatest  sinners  against  ike 
assumption  that  the  dead  load  may  be  regaidil 
as  uniformly  distributed.  So  far  as  tiie  web  ■ 
concerned,  especially  if  it  be  of  the  plate  patten, 
tiiis  inconsistency  is  not.  perhaps,  ot  any  grsift 
importance,  but  it  is  otherwise  with  the  booms 

i  or  chords.  These  Utter  cannot  be  constructed  to 
vary  directly  as  they  are  required  to  do.  Takinjj 
all  the  circumstances  into  consideration,  there  ia 

not  the  slightest  doubt  that  in  numerous  canti" 
lever  bridges  already  erected,  the  cantUever  arms 
have  been  made  longer  and  the  suspended  girder 
shorter  than  what  was  necessary  to  insure  true 
economical  results.  The  Forth  Bridge,  although 

not  belonging  to  the  three-span  type,  is  neverthi- 

less  essentially  built  upon  the  cantile'er  prin- 
ciple, is  a  caae  in  point.  It  has  a  susp  inaed  « 

central  independent  truss  of  the  compamtivdy 
insignificant  span  of  3-50ft.,  and  anchor  and 
cantilever  arms  of  nearly  70i)ft.  each. 

There  are  one  or  two  points  here  in  connection 
with  the  three  sub-divisions  A.  C,  and  S,  to  which 
attention  should  be  given.  In  the  Forth  Bridge 

itself,  the  dimensions  of  the  anchor  and  cantilever 
arms,   gigantic  as    they    are,   could  be  largely 

"  three-span  "  cantQever  bridges,  aa  it  does  not 
fulfil  the  conditions  of  the  case  as  represented  in 
Fig.  I.     It  may  be  as  well  to  explain  a  little  more 

fully  the  meaning  of   the   term  '•three-span"   

cantilever  bridges,   as   there  are  many  ways  of    augme^iSi  if  ie  occasion  demanded  it :  bat"thM subdividing  the  total    length  of    the  structure.  , ;»  „„*  j.j,p  fgae  with  the  susoended  or  indepenient 

V 

Referring  to  Fig.  I,  which  shows  this  particular 
type  of  bridge,  it  will  be  seen  that  the  three 
spans  consist  of  a  pair  of  anchor  spans.  C  A.  B  F, 
and  one  large  central  span,  A  B.  which  includes 
the  two  cantilever  arms  and  the  suspended  girder 
or  truss.  The  three- span  principle  is  by  far  that 
most  usually  employed,  and  has  been  also  adopted 
to  an  ei:iual  extent  in  the  erection  of  suspension 
bridges.  Taking  L  in  Fig.  1  to  equal  I,t)00ft., 
the  corresponding  values  of  the  subdivisions  of 
the  bridge,  ̂ iccordiog  to  the  theoretical  data 
laid  down,  would  be  in  feet — 

A  =  226,  C  =  1U,  S  =  320   ,.(6) 

There  is  no  doubt  the  rigid  application  of  this 
rule  makes  the  suspended  girder  too  long,  and 
the  cantilever  arms  too  short,  so  that  it  will  be 

preferable  to  use  a  more  practical  and  very  simple 
formula.  If  we  put  L,  A,  and  S  as  before,  in 

I  to  5,  the  equation  is — 

g_(L-2A) 

S   a— CO 

Or  if  we  make  F  equal  to  the  distance  between 
the  piers  A  and  B  — that  is  equal  to  the  centre 

span,  then  — 
S  =  05  X  P   (S) 

A  very  good  proportion  tor  the  cantilever  arms 
A  D  and  E  B  is— C  =  025  X  P   (9) 

and  the  correspondingly  proper  proportion  for  the 
length  of  the  anchor  spans  can  be  obtained  by 
inserting  the  values  already  found  in  equation 

'  I  ,  and  solving  for  .\  we  have  — ^-f^-?    ^,oj 

is  not  the  case  with  the  suspended  or  indepenient 
truss  at  the  middle  of  the  main  span.  The 

longest  simple  trusses  which  have  been  erected 
are  those  over  the  river  Ohio  at  Louisville  and 

Cincinnati,  with  spans  of  -j-jOft.  If,  therefor^ 
the  limiting  value  of  this  type  of  either  truss  <■ 

girder  be  put  at  a  span  of  600ft.,  it  will  probaUy 

not  be  far  from  its  ultimate  capabilities.  Cona*- 

qcently  any  difference,  when  this  limited  spanii 
reached,  between  the  total  length  of  the  maiB 

span  and  that  of  the  suspended  girder,  must  be 
made  up  bv  the  two  cantilever  arms.  Putting  P 
as  before  for  the  main  span,  the  length  of  M<A 

cantilever  arm  will  be — 
C  =  5-^   (1« 

It  is  not  intended  at  present  to  enter  into  the 

general  subject  of  the  deriection  of  cantilaver 
bridges  :  but  it  may  be  remarked,  with  respect  to 

the  infiuence  which  the  parts  A,  C,  and  S  eier.  ise 

upon  this  feature,  that  this  ̂ pe  of  construction 

is  |wr  «  weak  in  point  of  rigidity  m  comparison 
witii  other  structural  systems.  It  raimrea  a 

large  amount  of  lateral  bracing  especially  to 

re^  the  pressure  of  the  wind.  It  has  alwaya 
found  by  actual  test-loads,  and  an  mspectio* 

A> 
Empleying  theae  data  &>  calcnlating  the  lengths 

of  Fig.  I  will  point  out  that  the  result  nugh*  be 

anticipated,  that  the  maximum  vertical  deflec- 
tion at  the  points  D  and  E,  where  the  junction 

of  the  suspended  truss  and  the  cantilever  arms 

occur,  is  great,  and  that  this  deflection  is  pro- poetional  to  the  ratio  existing  between  the  len«™  jL 

of  the  suspended  girder  and  the  total  length  of  W 

the    tarfge.      In    one    instance    in    which   the 

gnspendedT  girder  was  eomparatively  short,  and the  cantilever  arm  correspondingly  long,  a 

measured  deflection  was  reduced  to  one-third  of 

its   original    dimension    in    a    structure    under 
I 
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r  conditions,  but  with  the  proporiions  of 

two     component     parts    reversed.     'ITiis 
.-;  raent  pointa  conclusively  to  the  fact  thut  the 
h  of  the  cantilever  arms  is  the  most  important 
-    in  determining  the  maximum  deflection 

bridge.     In  other  words,  the  shorter  the 
itilever  arm,  provided  always  that  the  other 
88  governing  its  length  be  fairly  adhered  to, 
stifler  the  structure.      Probably  the  most 

pble  site  for  a  three-span  cantilever  bridge 
aid  be  over  a  ravine,  or  where  a  river  similar 

;he  "  lordly  A^■harf  "  is  pent  up  with  rocks  on ler  side.     This  natural  configuration,  as  shown 
he  skeleton  design  in  Fig.  2,  would  offer  great 
antages  for  the  anchorage  of  the  side  spans, 
vod  holding  ground  would  be  readily  accessible 
1  very  small  depth  on  the  banks  of  the  chasm 
'Ocky  gorge.     A  site  similar  to  that  just  de- 
bed  is  equally  well  adapted  to  insure  economy 
he  foundations  of  the  piers  and  abutments  of 
I  intended  structure,  and  also  to  secure  that 

iliovability  in  the  supports  which  is  another 
a  onption,   and  one  not  always    obtained,   so 
0  rable  in  the  construction  of  bridges  of  all 

«  and  classes.     In  this  last  requirement  the 

i'ever  system  scores  off  its  cnfrires,  as  any 
it  variation  in  the  level  of  the  support  does 

a  bring  about  corresponding  alterations  worth 
ang  in  the  calculated  stresses. 

I 

In  previous  articles,  descriptions  and  illustra- 
tions have  been  given  of  the  different  forms  to 

which  the  cantilever  principle  can  be  applied, 
according  to  the  local  conditions  and  circum- 

stances attending  particular  examples,  each  of 
which  calls  for  a  different  style  of  elevation.  The 
design  shown  in  Fig.  3,  which  has  been  adopted 
for  railway  bridges  with  considerable  success  in 
the  United  States,  is  not  at  all  different  in  many 
respects  from  those  to  which  reference  has  been 
made. 

Instead  of  the  usual  suspender  girder  in 
the  middle  of  the  central  span,  a  long  truss 
C 1 1  E  F  is  introduced,  which  not  only  covers  the 
main  span  T^etween  the  piers  D  and  E,  but  is 
continuous  over  them,  and  throws  out  on  each  side 
cantilever  arms  C  D  and  K  F.  Between  these  and 
the  anchor  arms  A  B  and  II  K  the  suspended 
girders  BC  and  FII  are  carried,  the  anchoring 
down  of  the  side  spans  being  effected  in  the 
ordinary  way.  This  design  will  be  found  very 
useful  in  those  instinces  in  which  it  is  desirable 
to  hare  large  side  spans,  as  sometimes  becomes 
necessary.  It  is  well  known  that  the  greatest 
depth  of  water  available  in  rivers  is  by  no  means 
invariably  situated  in  the  mid  axis  of  the  stream. 
In  our  next  article  the  stresses  upon  the  suspends  d 
girder  will  be  investigated  and  determined,  and 
the  results  checked  by  one  or  other  of  the  inde 

pendent    modes    of    analysis    available   for   the 
purpose.  T.  C.   »-^   — — 

CLARIDGE'S  XEW   UOTEL. 

r>  ECEN'TLV  we  gave  a  view  of  this  important V*  addition  to  the  big  hotels  of  London,  and  we 
printed  a  general  description  of  the  work.  We 
complete  the  matter  to-day  by  giving  a  copy  of  the 
ground-plan  showing  the  replete  arrangements  of 
one  of  the  most  convenient  esUablishments  of  the 

higher  class  in  the  Metropolis.  The  entrance- 
hall  opens  into  a  winter  garden  or  cortile,  to  the 
right  of  which  is  the  big  coffee  \and  dining-room. 
To  the  left  is  a  reading-room,  and  directly  facing 
the  entrance  beyond  the  winter  garden  is  the 
drawing-room.  The  Royal  suite  has  an  entr.ance 
of  its  own,  and  there  are  private  suites  of  rooms 
complete  in  themselves.  The  billiard-room  and 
smoking-room  are  conveniently  isolated,  and  a  bar 
service  is  handy  for  their  use.  A  great  feature  is 
made  of  the  princij)al  entrance.  Mr.  C.  \V. 
•Stephens  is  the  architect. 

Mr.  Hubert  Schroder,  head  master  of  theBjuine- 
mouth  Technical  School,  has  been  appointed  .\rt 
Master  to  the  Hartley  Institution,  Southampton, 
in  the  place  of  Mr.  C.  Tattersall  Djdd. 
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BRIDGE   CONSTRrCTION. 

THE  WaBhingtoii  aqueduct,  which  was  com- 
menced in  185:i  and  completed  in  1898,  is  an 

important  work  undertaken  to  supply  the  City  of 
Washington  with  water.  We  now  refer  to  one 
important  structure  described  in  the  Engineering 
.R«orrf,  the  single-span  masonrj'  arch  known  as  the 
"Cabin  John  Bridge"  across  the  creek  of  that 
name.  The  single-span  structure  is  220ft.  span, 
designed  by  Alfred  L.  Rires,  an  assistant  to 
Captain  Meigs,  was  commenced  in  1857.  The 
curve  of  this  arch  is  a  segment  of  110',  with  a 
radius  of  soffit  of  134-28tt.,  and  a  rise  of  57-26ft. 
The  extrados  is  a  continuous  circular  curve.  The 
arch  of  soffit  is  of  granite,  and  outside  this  is  a 
rubble  arch,  the  face  stones  of  rock-faced  ashlar, 
and  the  extrados  is  cut  in  steps  to  avoid  sharp 
points  in  the  horizontal  courses.  The  main  arch 
springs  from  heavy  blocks  of  dressed  granite, 
resting  on  the  concrete  bed  which  covers  the  rock. 
The  granite  arch  stones  were  set  on  wedges,  and 
afterwards  grouted  with  pure  Rosendale  cement. 
Details  are  given  in  the  Itecord  of  the  centre  used 
in  the  construction.  The  curved  rib  is  of  two 
thickneesds  of  r2in.  by  4in.  plank,  and  the 
lagging  is  of  one  4in.  by  ]2in.  timber,  supported 
on  folding  wedges  under  each  course  of  voussoira. 
The  diagonal  and  vertical  suspending  pieces  are 
planks  supporting  the  middle  point  of  the  long 
lower  longitudinal  timber  under  compression. 
Details  of  these  parts  are  given  in  the  Record. 
The  granite  arch  was  completed  in  1858,  and  the 
rubble  arch  turned,  and  the  bridge  was  completed 
to  the  coping  in  1864  ;  the  graphical  analysis  of 
the  arch  ring  and  backing  giving  the  stresses  ac- 

cording to  Mery's  method  is  of  interest.  Another 
important  structure  in  connection  with  this 
aqueduct  is  a  cast-iron  pipe  arch,  200ft.  span, 
segmental  in  shape,  of  pipes  4ft.  in  diameter. 
These  were  laid  in  line  of  the  Pennsylvania- 
avenue,  and  a  roadway  was  formed  on  the  pipe  arch, 
carried  by  iron  spandrel  bracing  resting  on  the 
arch.  The  pipes  ware  cast  straight,  with  bevelled 
flanges,  planed  and  put  together  with  paper  and 
red -lead.  The  stress  diagram  given  shows  a 
thrust  of  71,0001b.,  and  a  resultant  in  the  line  of 
pressure  within  the  pipe  arch  of  79,7001b.  Full 
details  of  the  pipes  carried  over  Rock  Canal  be- 

tween Georgetown  and  Washington  are  given, 
also  of  the  waste  weirs,  receiving  reservoirs,  &c. 
The  length  of  the  conduit  is  eleven  miles.  Of 
the  main  conduit,  4,364ft.  is  in  rough  inclined 
tunnels  in  rock,  and  3,500ft.  is  9ft.  9in.  diameter 
without  brick  lining.  A  large  part  of  the  conduit 
is  built  of  rough  rubble  stone,  plastered  smooth 
on  the  inside. 

THE   DERRICK  v.    SCAFFOLDING. 

ANYONE  who  attentively  observes  a  large 
building  in  course  of  present  construction 

cannot  fail  to  come  to  the  conclusion  that  its 
erection  is  accomplished  by  the  employment  of 
means  and  appliances  which,  although  not  alto- 

gether novel,  can  fairly  lay  claim  to  being  of  very 
modem  introduction.  The  old  cumbersome 
system  of  scaffolding,  with  its  inevitable  accom- 

paniment of  vertical  ladders,  short  and  steep 
ramps,  tedious  manual  devices  for  raising  and 
lowering  materials,  forest  of  timber  poles  and 
treacherous  planks,  is  fast  disappearing.  One 
essential  difference,  which  draws  the  line  of 
demarcation  between  the  employment  of  scaffold- 

ing and  of  the  derrick  is  that  the  former  is 
always  erected  exterior  to  the  building  and  the 
latter  interior  to  it.  This  remark  does  not  apply 
to  the  light  staging  put  up  along  the  inside  of 
brick  walls  which  are  of  too  great  a  thickness  to 
be  built  overhand.  The  term  ' '  derrick  "  is  used  in 
a  generic  sense,  and  partakes  very  much  of  the 
properties  of  the  ordinary  crane.  In  both,  the 
angle  of  the  jib  or  boom  is  sometimes  fixed, 
but  more  often  alterable  at  will  so  as  to 
increase  or  decrease  the  radius  of  rotation, 
or  the  sweep,  as  may  be  required.  The 
post  also  in  both  examples  of  hoisting  apparatus 
may  be  either  solidly  imbedded  in  the  foundation 
or  retained  in  position  by  guys  or  back-stays. 
One  of  the  best,  simplest,  and  most  efficient  little 
lifting  machine  of  this  description  is  to  be  seen 
daily  at  work  on  the  north-east  side  of  the  city 
approach  to  Blackfriars  Bridge.  It  consists  of  a 
solid  plate  iron  bent  arm  uniting  jib  and  post  in 
one  single  piece,  firmly  anchored  to  a  solid  bed- 

plate, without  the  aid  of  tie-rods  or  back-stays  of 
(my  description.  In  the  early  designs  of  these 
lifting  and  lowering  appliances,  the  preference 
was  given  to  the  plate  type  of  construction  ;  but 
latterly  the  lattice  or  open -web  system  has  been 

adopted  with  remarkable  succees,  as  may  be 
gathered  from  the  fact  that  cranes  have  been 
erected  on  the  latter  principle  with  a  working 
hoisting  power  of  150  tons. 

It  must  not  be  supposed  that  while  in  a  great 
measure  usurping  the  functions  of  the  older  forms 
of  scaffolding,  the  crane  can  dispense  with  it 
altogether.  On  the  contrarj',  it  frequently  re- 

quires the  assistance  of  some  very  strong  and 
heavy  scaffolding  to  form  supports  for  it  in  order 
to  fix  it  securely  in  position.  These  supports, 
which  are  erected  within  the  area  of  the  build- 

ing, usually  consist  of  square  or  rectangular 
frames,  constructed  of  four  vertical  posts  of  either 
whole  or  half-timbers,  according  to  their  height 
and  the  weight  they  have  to  carry.  The  total 
height  is  divided  at  intervals  into  separate  lengths 
by  four  horizontal  waling  pieces,  one  between 
each  pair  of  posts,  and  strongly  braced  together 
by  diagonal  ties  in  both  vertical  and  horizontal 
planes.  Perched  upon  the  summit  of  one  of 
these  four -posted  trusses,  and  solidly  anchored 
down  to  it,  a  derrick  with  a  long  i-adius  or  sweep 
of  jib  can  lift  the  largest  stones  and  deposit 
them  in  any  position  required  with  an  amount 
of  accuracy  and  precision  which  is  almost  tanta- 

mount to  actually  laying  them  and  dispensing 
with  the  aid  of  the  mason.  A  very  fine  example 
of  a  timber-crane  erected  in  a  similar  lofty  and 
commanding  position  was  used  in  the  building 
of  the  Princess  of  Wales  Theatre  recently  opened 
at  Kennington.  Another  instance  of  the  em- 

ployment of  cranes  to  the  total  exclusion  of  all 
exterior  scaffolding  is  afforded  by  the  new  gaol 
nearly  completed  m  New  York,  in  the  construc- 

tion of  which  four  were  fixed  up  and  swung  from 
massive  rectangular  trussed  frames  of  the  de- 
sorij)tion  mentioned.  All  necessary  ladders, 
staging,  and  gangways  for  the  accommodation 
of  the  workmen  were  put  up  within  the  area  of 
the  building. 

It  is  a  curious  fact  that  Chinese  coolies  and 
workmen  will  not  go  up  and  down  ladders. 
Possibly  this  repugnance  is  partially  due  to  the 
circumstance  that  they  work  barefooted ;  but  that 
supposition  will  not  altogether  account  for  it, 
because  workmen  of  other  nationilities  will  use 
them,  who  equally  do  not  wear  any  footgear. 
The  Chinese  obtain  access  to  the  various  stages 
of  any  building  in  course  of  erection  by  a  series 
of  ramps  with  a  serene  and  impassive  indiffer- 

ence to  the  length  of  them,  or  in  whose  property 
they  may  tail  out.  It  may  be  mentioned  that  the 
derrick  was  employed  with  great  advantage  in 
the  building  of  the  Eiffel  Tower,  which  is  exactly 
a  thousand  feet  high,  and  also  in  the  construction 

of  the  American  "sky-scrapers."  The  last  of 
these  stupendous  edifices  of  twenty-nine  stories 
has  a  height  above  ground  of  391ft.,  and  of 
440ft.  from  the  same  level  to  the  base  of  the 
flagstaff.  An  adequate  idea  of  these  dimensions 
as  applied  to  dwelling-houses  may  be  gathered, 
when  it  is  remembered  that  the  height  of  St. 
Paul's  Cathedral  is  but  360ft.  from  the  street- 
level  to  the  cross.  T.  C. 

RIVER-WALL   CONSTRUCTION. 

SEVERAL  methods  of  constructing  sea-fronts 
are  practised  in  America.  In  New  York 

the  river-wall  consists  of  concrete  blocks  built  as 
a  retaining  wall.  The  blocks  vary  in  size,  but 
are  generally  Tift,  in  length,  15ft.  high,  and  a 
7ft.  width  at  base,  diminishing  to  5ft.  at  the  top. 
The  foundations  are  in  some  cases  formed  of  bags 
of  concrete  laid  on  the  rock  bottom  ;  in  other 
cases  piles  are  used,  sawn  off  some  r2ft.  below 
low  water  by  a  circular  saw.  Blattresses  of 

"  burlap"  with  concrete  filled  in  between  the  pUe- 
heads  and  the  concrete  blocks  are  used.  The  con- 

crete blocks  are  faced  with  blocks  of  cut  granite 
laid  in  cement  mortar  from  about  2ft.  below  low 
water  to  4ft.  above  high  water.  These  facing 
blocks.  Oft.  long,  2ft.  to  4ft.  wide,  and  2ft.  deep, 
are  in  headers  and  stretchers,  and  are  laid  in 
benches  cut  in  the  face  of  concrete.  The  outer 
and  inner  faces  of  this  wall  are  protected  by  a 
sloping  wall  of  riprap. 

The  sea-front  at  Philadelphia,  just  commenced, 
is  thus  described  : — Four  rows  of  piles  are  driven 
about  3ft.  apart  and  4ft.  longitudinally.  These 
are  sawn  off  10ft.  below  low  water,  and  the  trench 
is  filled  with  gravel  to  the  top  of  the  piles,  forming 
an  embankment  10ft.  wide,  and  having  a  slope  on 
each  side  of  U  to  1 .  A  concrete  mattress  is  then 
placed  to  cover  the  area  of  the  bottom  layer  of  wall 
and  on  the  heads  of  the  pUes.  The  concrete  blocks 
are  in  three  tiers  of  the   following  sizes  —  the 
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lowest  are  12ft.  long  at  base  and  10ft.  at  thi 
top,  8ft.  wide,  and  5ft.  6in.  thick;  the  second  tie! 
of  blocks  are  9ft.  long  at  base,  7ft.  at  the  to{ 
8ft.  wide,  and  6ft.  6in.  high  :  and  the  uppe 
blocks  are  6ft.  wide  at  base,  3ft.  wide  at  tof 
lOfC.  high,  and  made  in  continuous  lengths  o 

72ft.,  with  expansion  joints  at  that  interval'' 
Outside  there  is  a  batter  of  lin.  to  a  foot,  and  th 
outer  surface  is  plastered  with  a  granolithic  mix 
ture  with  a  smooth  surface.  This  retaining  wal 
is  anchored  to  piles  clamped  together  and  biacec 
by  a  2in.  wrought-iron  rod  at  each  bent  8ft 
apart,  the  end  fastened  to  a  rod  imbedded  in  thi » 
lower  block.  Other  sea-walls,  as  one  in  SaiJ 
Francisco,  are  built  of  continuous  retaining  wall 
of  concrete  12ft.  wide  at  the  base  and  6tt.  at  th< 
top,  and  18ft.  in  height,  with  an  outer  batter  in 

the  whole  height  of  1ft.,  and  the  back  of  -n'oX. 
formed  into  steps  or  benches.  The  wall  rests  on 
a  grilla|;e  or  platform  14ft.  wide,  supported  on 
piles  driven  4ft.  from  centres  in  both  directions. 
For  further  particulars  we  refer  the  reader  to  a 
report  to  the  Board  of  State  Harbour  Commis- 

sioners of  California,  by  Mr.  H.  C.  Holmes, 
noticed  in  the  Engineering  Record. 

FIRE    TESTS    OF    FLOORS    AND 
PARTITIONS. 

TWO  more  reports  of  the  British  Fire  Pre- vention Committee  are  before  us.  One  of 
them  describes  particulars  of  an  experimental 
fire-test  on  a  floor  of  steel  joists  filled  in  with 
concrete  on  corrugated  iron  with  a  suspended 
ceiling.  The  floor  tested  was  10ft.  by  lOft., 
loaded  with  1681b.  per  square  foot.  The  fire  was 
of  an  hour  and  a  quarter's  duration,  and  gradually 
increased  to  a  temperature  of  2,000"  Fahr.,  fol- 

lowed by  the  application  of  a  stream  of  water 
and  consequent  rapid  cooling.  The  suspended 
ceiling  fell  during  the  test,  the  floor  deflected 
2f  in.  in  the  centre,  but  afterwards  returned  to 
within  lin.  of  level,  and  the  concrete  was  found 
slightly  disintegrated  on  the  underside.  The 
floor  was  otherwise  intact,  and  no  fire  passed 
through  it.  The  sections  show  an  ordinary  floor 
I  steel  joists,  3ft.  centres,  7in.  by  3|in. ;  the 
centring  was  of  32  gauge  corrugated  iron  sheets 
resting  on  bottom  flanges  of  joists,  and  over- 

lapping Ijin.  to  2Jin.  Ceiling  joists  2in.  by 
3in.  were  secured  to  lower  flanges  by  iron  hooks, 
and  were  placed  16in.  apart  (centres).  The 
concrete  filling  was  composed  of  clean  coke 
breeze,  5  parts  to  1  of  Portland  cement,  mixed 
four  times  dry  and  four  times  wet,  and  was 
rammed  down.  The  wire  lathing  -I'gin.  thick, 
Jin.  mesh,  was  secured  to  ceiling  joists  by  iron 

staples,  and  the  plastering  consisted  of  a ' '  pricking- 
up "  coat  with  two  other  coats  of  2  parts  of 
washed  sand  and  1  of  lime  putty.  A  full  account 

of  the  test  is  given  in  the  committee's  report, 
with  details  of  the  construction. 

The  fire-test  with  partitions,  one  of  lath  and 

plaster,  and  the  other  a  brick-nogged  partition  of 
Sin.  (brick  on  edge)  and  4in.  brick  flat,  which 
partitions  are  illustrated  by  photographic  repro- 

ductions, is  of  much  importance  in  testing  the 
relative  values  of  these  constructions.  There 
were  four  kinds  of  partitions  experimented  upon. 
The  first  was  a  lath-and-plaster  partition,  one 
with  wood  lathing  and  the  other  with  plain  wire 
lathing  ;  the  brick  nog  partitions  were  of  brick 
on  edge  and  brick  flat.  Each  partition  had  an 
area  of  7ft.  6in.  by  3ft.  6in.,  or  26ft.  superficial. 
The  lath-and-plaster  partition  under  the  effect  of 
a  fierce  fire  of  one  hour's  duration,  increasing  to 
1,900°  Fahr.,  followed  by  a  sudden  application  of 
water  for  three  minutes,  was  practically  destroyed. 
'The  fire  broke  through  the  plastering  on  wood 
lath  in  28  minutes  at  about  1,000°  Fahr.,  and 
through  the  wire  lathing  in  40  minutes  at  about 
1,750°.  The  bricknogged  partition  resisted  the 
fire  for  the  hour,'  although  the  plastering  was 
disintegrated  and  studs  charred.  The  temperature 
was  2,000  .  The  lath-and-plaster  partition  had 
2in.  by  4in.  studs,  head  and  sill,  with  one  row  of 
2in.  by  4in.  bridging,  and  the  studs  were  IGin. 
centre  to  centre.  One  end  was  lathed  with  -Aiin. 
or  iin.  mesh  wire  lathing,  secured  to  studs  by 
iron  staples,  and  the  other  end  was  lathed  by  fir 

laths  Jin.  by  Ijin.  and  'in.  apart,  butt-jointed 
and  nailed  with  Sin.  wire  nails.  'The  plastering 
(first  coat)  was  of  ordinary  pit  sand  and  grey-stone 
lime,  one  yard  to  quarter  yard,  and  211b.  of 
cow's  hair.  The  last  coat  was  of  two  parts  washed 
sand  and  one  part  lime  putty,  and  the  total 

thickness  of  plaster  Jin. 
The  brick  nogged  partitions  were  made  with 
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TOBE5    'N  Pit 

HORCHESTRA 

A    NATURAL     SYSTEM    C'F    VENTILATION    AS    APPLIED    To    A    THEATRE. 

u,  Ventilator  over  chandelier  and  large  opening  in  centre  of  ceiling  of  auditorium,  b,  Ventilator  connected  with  fines  (No.  3)  built  in  walls,  with 
openiogs  and  otnamental  gratings  under  ceilings  of  galleries  and  in  each  of  the  boxes,  f ,  Downcast  ventilator  for  the  supply  of  pure  fresh  air, 
connected  with  flues  (Xo.  S)  in  walls  and  iron  tubes  under  iloors  of  boxes  and  galleries,  discharging  through  perforated  tubes  in  front  of  same. 
d.  Ventilator  (No.  2)  over  stage,    c,  Foul  air  exits  into  extraction  Hues  in  walls.    /,  Fresh  air  admitted  round  oolumns  in 
air  is  cleansed  and  purified  before  entering,  and  may  be  warmed  or  cooled  as  required. 

)  in  pit.    Note. — The  fresh 

Sin.  by  2in.  and  -tin.  by  2in.  studs,  'Join,  centre 
to  centre  on  the  head  and  side,  with  a  row  of 
bridging,  and  the  partitions  were  filled  with 
bricks  laid  tiat  and  on  edge  in  raortar,  and 
plastered  in  a  similar  manner  and  of  the  same 
materials  and  thickness.  The  illustrations  and 

details  given  in  these  reports  afford  every  par- 
ticular, and  we  recommend  these  last  published 

reports  to  the  attention  of  all  architects. 
Mr.  Edwin  0.  Sachs,  in  a  note,  observes, 

"  The  partitions  showed  intact  vertical  surfaces 
from  floor  to  ceiling,  and  as  there  were  no  skirt- 

ing, the  plastering  did  not  stop  short  behind,  as 

is  too  often  the  case  in  ordinary  work."  This  is 
indeed  the  weak  point  in  most  partitions,  and  the 
long  resistance  of  the  partitions  in  these  lists  is 
attributed  justly  to  the  absence  of  this  inter- 

ruption of  the  plaster  surface.  The  reports  are 

obtainable  at  the  Committee's  Oflices,  i ,  Waterloo- 
place,  Pall  Mall. 

NATURAL  VEXriL.iTIilX.— II. 

By  Robert  Bovle. 

[all  rights  reserved. 1 

ASCIEXTIFICA.LLY  -  ARRAXGED 

' '  natural ' '  system  of  ventilation  utilises  the 
never-ceasing  movement  or  natural  force  which 
exists  in  the  air  as  an  unfailing  motive-power, 
and  also  the  difference  in  tenvperature  of  the 
internal  and  external  atmosphere.  As  applied 
to  buildings,  it  consists  of  updraught  ventilators 
which  remove  the  pressure  of  the  external  air 
from  the  top  of  the  outlet  shafts,  and  create, 
under  all  conditions  of  the  weather,  a  contin'ious 
and  powerful  exhaust  at  the  higher  parts  of  the 
building ;  combined  with  specially-constructed 
air-inlets  fixed  at  the  lower  levels,  admitting  the 
air  directly  through  the  waUs  in  an  upward 
direction  at  a  low  velocity,  purified  and  wirmed 
or  cooled  as  required,  insuring  a  constant  change 
of  air  and  perfect  diffusion  of  the  fresh  supply  in 
strict  accordance  with  the  natural  laws  which 
govern  ventilation.  The  higher  temperature  in 
an  occupied  building — particularly  in  cold  weather, 

when  doors  and  window  are  kept  closed  to 
prevent  draught,  combined  with  the  ascensional 
movement  of  the  heated  air  arising  from  the  lungs 
and  body,  are  also  utilised  as  powerful  and  never- 
failing  auxiliaries  in  changing  the  air  and  inducing 
an  inward  and  upward  current  even  when  there 
is  absolutely  no  perceptible  movement  of  the  air 
outside.  ' '  As  the  warm  air  expands  it  ascends  ; 
as  the  warm  air  ascends  the  air  around  rushes  in 

to  fill  its  place"— (Gilton.) 
A  scientific  system  of  natural  ventilation 

may  be  described  as  the  application  of  means 
by  which  the  natural  laws  of  ventilation 
can  be  effectively  brought  into  operation,  the 
power  which  operates  in  producing  the  currents 
and  change  of  air  being  as  constant  as  gravity. 
Houghton  says  :  "  Science  proves  that  there  is  not 
a  moment  of  time  but  when  there  is  a  movement 
of  the  air,  and  that  this  movement,  properly 
utilised,  is  sufficient  at  all  times  to  change  the  air 
in  a  building  and  secure  ventilation."  Parkes,  in 
"A  Manual  of  Hygiene,"  confirms  this.  "In- 

cessant movement  of  the  air,"  says  Parkes,  "  is  a 
law  of  nature.  We  have  only  to  allow  the  air  in 
our  cities  and  dwellings  to  take  share  in  this  con- 

stant change,  and  ventilation  will  go  on  un- 
interruptedly without  our  care.  In  this  country, 

and,  indeed,  in  most  countries,  even  comparative 
quiescence  of  the  air  for  more  than  a  few  hours  is 

scarcely  known.  Air  is  called  '  still '  when  it  is 
really  moving  1  or  U  miles  an  hour.  Advantage, 
therefore,  can  be  taken  of  this  aspirating  power 
of  the  wind  to  cause  a  movement  of  the  air  up  a 

tube." 

Dr.  Hayward  gives  the  scientific  explanation 
of  how  efficient  ventilation  may  be  obtained,  at  all 
times,  by  natural  means. 

' '  That  efficient  ventilation  can  ever  be  auto- 
matic and  costless  "  (says  Dr.  Hayward),  "may, 

perhaps,  appear  absurd;  it  is,  however,  not  so 
absurd  as  it  may  appear.  This  will  be  evident 
by  reference  to  the  natural  laws  of  atmospheric 
pressure  and  of  its  expansion  by  heat.  In  fact, 
the  idea  that  the  atmosphere  ainnot  be  caused  to 
pass  through  a  building  at  a  rate  of  emptying 
and  replenishing  every  twenty  minutes,  by  having 

the  inside  warm  and  the  outside  cold,  with- 
sufficient  openings  at  the  bottom  and  top,  is  itself 
absurd  to  anyone  familiar  with  dynamics.  The 
outside  air  presses  in  through  the  inlets,  and  the 
inside  air  presses  out  through  the  outlets  at  a 
speed  determined  by  the  difference  in  weight — 
that  is,  in  winter,  a  difference  between  air 

averaging  about  35°  F.,  or  lower,  and  about  65°  F. 
or  higher. 

"  Now,  according  to  the  laws  of  atmospheric 
pressure,  this  difference  produces  a  speed  of  at 
least  8ft.  per  second,  in  ordinary  flues  or  chimneys 
(See  Blue-book,  page  6). 

"  •  The  ventilation  of  rooms  and  buildings,' 
say  the  Government  Commissioners,  '  depends 
in  a  great  measure  upon  the  ascending  and 
descending  currents  of  air  caused  by  the  differ- 

ence in  temperature,  the  warmer  air  ascending 
and  the  colder  and  heavier  descending,  the  greater 
the  difference  of  temp3rature  the  greater  being 
the  difference  of  weight  and  of  the  rapidity  of 

interchange.  A  cubic  foot  of  air  at  30-  F. 
weighs  -jGO-i  grains  ;  at  70°  F.  weighs  526  2 
grains  ;  making  a  difference  of  43  0  grains  for  the 
40°  under  the  same  atmospheric  pressure — viz., 
30in.  of  mercury.'  (Blue-bonk,  pp.  5,  6.) 
'  This  difference  in  weight  produces  aspeed  of  at 
least  10ft.  per  second  in  ordinary  flues  or 

chimneys.'  " 

The  advantages  of  a  natural  system  of  venti- 
lation are  (1)  The  warm  vitiated  air  is  con- 

tinuously drawn  off,  as  fast  as  it  is  generated,  at 
the  highest  po'nt  whereto  it  naturally  ascends,  an 
equivalent  supply  of  fresh  air  entering  at  the 
lower  levels  through  specially  arranged  inlets. 
(2;  Efficiency  is  secured  in  every  season  of  the 

year,  and  in  all  conditions  of  the  weather — in 
the  coldest  and  foggiest  day  in  winter  and  the 
closest  and  warmest  day  in  summer.  3)  The 
fresh-air  supply  is  admitted  at  a  low  velocity 
directly  through  the  walls  in  an  upward  direction, 
and  is  thoroughly  purified  and  warmed  or  cooled 
as  required.  (4)  The  special  construction  of  the 
air-inlet  openings,  gratings,  and  tubes  com- 

pletely prevents  the  lodgment  or  acccumulation 
of  dust.      They  are  also   easily   accessible   for 
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cleansing  purposes.  The  importance  of  these 

features  cannot  be  overrated.  ;.'>)  The  air  in  a 
building  is  kept  perfectly  clear  and  pure  even 
when  there  is  a  dense  fog  outside.  (0)  It  is 
always  in  action  day  and  night,  and  can  never 
get  out  of  order  or  break  down,  there  being  no 
movable  parts.  (7)  It  requires  the  minimum  of 
attention,  and  is  under  perfect  control.  (8)  It 
can  be  installed  at  a  fraction  of  the  cost  of 
artificial  methods,  and  there  is  little  or  no  after 
expense  for  maintenance. 

Natural  ventilation  generally  fails— (1)  When 
owing  to  a  mistaken  spirit  of  economy  a  com- 

plete system  is  not  adopted  :  (2)  where  the  out- 
let and  inlet  ventilators  are  insufficient  in  size 

and  number,  and  not  properly  proportioned  to 
each  other  ;  (3)  where  the  ventilators  are  of  de- 

fective make  or  are  unskilfully  arranged  in  their relation  to  each  other. 

De  Chaumont  holds  that  "  It  is  essential  to  the 
success  of  a  natural  system  of  ventilation  that 
both  the  outlet  and  inlet  ventilators  be  of  correct 
construction  and  skilfully  applied.  Where  this 
is  not  observed  failure  generally  ensues  with  this 
form  of  ventilation."  Whilst  Houghton  says: 
"  My  experience  is  that  a  natural  system  of ventilation  is  in  the  long  run  the  most  reliable 
and  satisfactory,  provided,  of  coiirse,  that  pro- 

perly-constructed ventilators  are  employed,  and 
thit  they  are  skilfully  applied  by  a  competent 
engineer.  I  am  quite  aware  that  there  are  many 
very  indifferent  ventilators  in  existence,  and  also 
incompetent  persons  who  style  themselves 
"ventilating  engineers,"  and  that  natural  ven- 

tilation under  such  auspices  might,  and  probablv 
would,  prove  a  failure." 

{To  be  continued.) 

CKOSS-KIVER  COMMUNICATION. 

THE  people  of  Newport  are  desirous  of  adopting 
some  up-to-date  method  of  cross-river  com- 

munication over  the  TJsk,  and  the  Harbour  Com- 
missioners last  week  despatched  a  deputation  to 

Kouen  to  see  what  the  authorities  of  that  town 
are  doing.  They  are  erecting  a  "  transbordeur ' 
over  the  Seine,  from  the  designs  of  M.  Amodin, 
the  French  engineer,  who  gave  all  information  in 
his  power.  It  had  been  decided  that  the  best 
course  to  be  pursued  would  be  to  allow  the 
borough  engineer  (Mr.  R.  H.  Haynes)  to  put  to 
M.  Arnodin  a  series  of  questions,  with  a  view  to 
obtaining  from  him  all  the  general  and  technical 
information  which  the  Council  and  the  Harbour 
Cdmrnissioners  might  require.  The  questions 
were  put  in  English,  and  Alderman  T.  Jones  and 
Councillor  T.  Canning  interpreted  them  into 
French,  and  the  French  answers  into  English. 
The  bridge  at  Rouen  consists  of  two  high 

towers  of  open  lattice  girder  work,  229ft.  high, 
with  what  is  in  reality  a  suspension  bridge  from 
Bide  to  aide,  at  a  height  of  Ifllft.  above  the  quay. 
Tdssing  over  the  top  of  the  towers,  and  moored 
to  anchorages  of  solid  masonry  on  eaoh  side,  are 
Btout  steel  wire  cables,  which  support  the  centre 
of  the  bridge.  On  each  side  of  the  bridge, 
lC4ft.  above  the  water,  are  footways,  protected 
on  one  side  by  a  hand-rail,  on  the  other  by  the 
outer  girders,  and  by  these  pedestrians  can  cross 
the  Seine.  These  footways  are  approached  by 
14  ladders  and  platforms,  properly  supported  and 
protected,  on  the  outside  of  the  tower;  but  in 
reality,  these  are  no  part  of  the  principle  of  the 
transbordeur,  the  distinctive  feature  of  which  is 
that  passengers  are  carried  across  the  Seine, 
at  the  level  of  the  quay,  in  a  car  suspended 
(by  long  ste<l  wire  cables)  from  a  platform 
which  runs  on  low  rollers,  the  girders  under 
the  footway  serving  as  rails.  The  movement  of 
the  car.  I  was  informed,  was  controlled  by  two 
26H.P.  motors,  which  are  direct-coupled  through 
cog-wheel  gearing  to  a  winding  drum.  The 
winding-drum  motors  are  fixed  on  the  car,  the 
hauling  rope  being  attached  to  the  top  of  the  two 
towers.  The  rope  is  trailed  along  the  suspended 
portion  of  the  structure,  and  the  bight  or  loop 
passes  oyer  and  between  a  pair  of  rollers  which 
are  carried  by  the  frame  running  on  the  bottom 
of  the  suspended  rollers.  This  loop  hangs  down 
from  the  suspended  girder  to  the  winding  drum 
fixed  on  the  top  of  the  platform,  and  as  the  loop 
is  wound  on  so  the  car  travels  towards  the  other 
fixed  end.  It  should  be  mentioned  that  SI. 

Arnodin's  work  has  been  somewhat  delayed,  so that  the  Newport  deputation  did  not  inspect  a 
completely  finished  bridge  opened  to  the  public 
nad  plying  for  hire.  This  would  have  been  an 
advantage  had  it  been  possible,  but,  as  it  was,  they 

had  every  opportunity  of  testing  the  capabilities  of 
the  bridge,  for  it  was  complete  in  all  essentials, 
and  only  the  finishing  teuches  are  required.  Thus, 
for  instance,  at  the  given  word  the  car  started  on 
its  journey  across  the  Seine, 

niNXIMi    SMOOTHLY    .tXD    SAIF.LV. 

The  span  of  the  Kouen  transbordeur  is  ISOft.— 
about  200ft.  less  than  would  be  re>|uired  at  New- 

port if  the  principle  were  adopted  and  applied  at 
IJrithdir  Wharf,  which  is  regarded  as  the  best 
available  site.  The  first  journey  across  was  made  in 
Imin.  25sec.,  and  after  the  distance  was  traversed 
in  Imin.  Ssec.  ;  but  no  effort  was  made  to  put  on 
a  big  pace,  and  the  electrician  of  the  bridge  held 
that  he  could  got  the  car  across  in  15sec.  if 
necesaar)-.  The  car  platform  is  about  3Cft.  long, 
and,  say,  ■12ft.  Sin.  wide.  On  each  side  is  a 
car  for  passengers,  and  the  centre  is  laid  with 
tram-rails,  and  is  intended  for  the  accommoda- 

tion of  tram-cars  and  other  vehicles.  A  horse 
and  cart  wore  taken  across,  the  car  was  stopped 
and  reversed  in  a  couple  of  seconds,  and  it  was 
shown  that  it  was  so  absolutely  under  control 
that  there  would  be  no  difhculty  whatever  in 
avoiding  an  approaching  steamer.  It  may  be 
mentioned  that  at  high  spring  tides  the  car  just 
clears  the  water,  while  the  rise  and  fall  of  the 
tide  is  said  to  be  from  Ut.  to  5ft.,  but  that  point 
is  not  quite  clear.  At  present  the  car  goes  right 
up  to  the  quay  ;  but  proper  buffers  will  be  pro- 

vided, and  even  now  there  is  no  difficulty  in 
bringing  it  to  a  standstill  without  disturbing 
the  passengers.  The  car  and  the  cables  which 
support  it  weigh  45  tons,  the  outside  load 
of  the  car  is  put  at  64  tons,  so  that  the  test 
strain  of  the  bndgo,  which  has  yet  to  be  applied, 
is  101  tons.  1  lowever,  the  average  load  for  the 
car  and  platform  is  estimated  at  1 5  tons,  so  that 
the  normal  weight  the  bridge  will  have  to  bear  is 
GO  tons.  It  may  bo  mentioned,  however,  that  in 
examining  the  towers  and  the  anchorages  a 
question  was  put  as  to  whether  it  would  not  have 
been  better  to  have  had  the  base  of  the  tower 

deeper,  and  the  anchorage  piers  more  distant — 
they  are  905ft.  apart— and  M.  Arnodin  frankly 
confessed  that  had,  not  the  street  prevented  it,  he 
would  have  increased  the  distance,  though,  of 
course,  he  considered  the  present  anchorages 

WELL    WITHIX   THE    LIMITS    OF    S.^FETV. 

Tlie  anchorage  piers  each  contain  620  cubic 

mi'tres,  and  over  these  the  great  cables  are strained,  secured  to  girders  which  are  imbedded 
in  the  masonry.  There  are  about  1,000  tons  of 
metal  in  the  bridge  and  cables,  and  on  the  inner 
side  the  towers  aro  founded  on  the  quay,  while 
on  the  outer  side  the  foimdations  are  of  piles 
driven  through  the  alluvial  mud  to  the  chalk, 
over  which  concrete  and  masonry  is  raised.  The 
Rouen  bridge  has  actually  cost  only  £10,000, 
though  it  must  be  understood  that  this  does 
not  include  remuneration  for  M.  Arnodin,  who  is 
engineer  and  contractor,  and  has  built  the  bridge 
as  a  personal  private  speculation.  A  bridge  at 
Newport  is  estimated  to  cost  £00,000. 

CHIPS. 

The  "christening"  of  the  new  works  and 
machinery  at  the  Victoria  .Spinning  Mills,  Roch- 

dale, took  place  last  Wednesday  week.  The 
architects  were  the  late  Mr.  John  Stott  and  Messrs. 
Smith  and  Cross. 

The  new  ornamental  recreation-ground  bought 
by  the  Ashtord  I'rban  District  Council  was  opened to  the  pubUo  for  the  first  time  on  Saturday.  It 
contains  17  acres,  or  six  acres  more  than  the  old 
ground,  which  is  being  sold  for  building  purposes. 
The  death  is  announced  of  Mr.  William  Bige, 

one  of  the  first  masters  of  civU  engineering  of  the 
Melbourne  University,  and  a  leading  member  of 
his  profession  in  Melbourne.  Mr.  Bige  came  of  an 
engmeering  family.  His  father,  Uie  late  Mr. 
Edward  Bage,  was  selected,  on  the  recommenda- 

tion of  Sir  Isambard  Brunei,  to  construct  and  work 
the  Taff  Vale  Railway  in  the  early  days  of  railway 
engineering. 

Arrangements  are  being  made  for  an  important 
Art  and  Industrial  Exhibition  to  be  held  at  the 
Drill  Hall  during  the  last  week  of  September,  in 
connection  with  the  Peterborough  School  of  Science 
and  .\.rt. 

A  deed  of  assignment  for  the  benefit  of  creditors 
has  been  executed  by  Moses  White,  plumber,  21, 
Albion -stitot,  Hanley,  under  which  Mr.  A.  e! 
Wayte,  accountant,  Hanley,  is  trustee.  The  un- 

secured liabilities  are  returned  at  £103,  and  the 
assets,  after  deducting  the  claims  of  preferantial 
creditors  payable  in  full,  are  estimated  at  £S0. 

LEQAX  INTELLIOENOB. 

New  BniGirrON-  Towee.— Eastox,  Axder^ok, 
Asro  Oooi-nEx,  Limited,  v.  New  BEionTOK  Towek, 
ice.,  CoMi'AXv. — The  hearing  was  concluded  last 
Friday  in  the  Queen's  Bsnch  Division,  before  Mr. 
Juftice  Diy  and  a  special  jury,  of  this  action,  whidi 
was  brought  by  Messrs.  Eiston,  Anderson,  and 
<i(X)ldeD,  Limited,  engineers,  against  the  New 
Brighton  Tower,  A:i.,  Company,  to  recover  £4,100, 
the  price  of  certain  electrical  lifts  supplied  and  fixed 
at  defendants'  tower  at  New  Brighton,  £407  for  a 
pump,  and  £2 1 7  in  respect  of  extras.  It  appeared 
that  in  the  autumn  of  1S97  the  defendants  were 
engaged  in  erecting  at  New  Brighton  a  large  tower, 
some  400ft.  high,  and  the  plaintiffs  contracted  to 
supply  and  fix  two  main  electrical  hfts  to  run  up 
the  centre  of  the  tower  to  the  top,  and  two  auxiliary 
lifts  to  run  up  to  the  SOft.  level.  They  also  under- 

took to  have  the  lifts  running  a  week  before  Easter 
Monday,  1S9S,  or  earlier,  it  possible,  provided  that 
they  were  not  delayed  by  anything  out  of  their 
control.  Plaintiffs  stated  that,  owing  to  the  work 
at  the  tower  not  being  sufficiently  advanced,  they 
were  unable  to  complete  their  contract  untu 
August  1.  Defendants  admitted  that  theUftsand 
pump  were  supplied,  but  contended  that  the 
plaintitTs  were  responsible  for  the  delay  in  fixing 
the  lifts.  In  consequence  of  this  delay,  defendants 
said  that  the  shops  at  the  top  of  the  tower  and  on 
the  soft,  level  could  not  be  used,  and  the  persona 
who  had  taken  them  had  to  be  compensated.  The 
public  were  also  prevented  from  visiting  the  tower, 
and  defendants  contended  that  they  had  sustained 
damages  to  the  extent  of  £5,204,  for  which  they 
coonter-claimed.  In  the  result  the  parties  agreed 
that  judgment  should  be  entered  for  the  plaintiffs 
for  the  amount  claimed,  and  for  the  defendants  on 
the  counter-claim  for  £600.   Judgment  accordingly, 
Bbeaches  of  the  New  Quaert  Eequlaiioss.— 

At  Rochester  County  Police-court,  on  Tuesday, 
Messrs.  Trechmann,  Weekes,  and  Co.  (Limited), 
cement  manufacturers,  of  Hailing,  near  Rochester, 
were  summoned  for  breaches  of  the  special  rules 
established  under  the  Quarries  Act,  1.S94,  in  relation 
to  a  chalk  quarry  connected  with  their  works. 
There  were  four  summonses  for  not  providing  (I) 
locked  boxes  for  explosives  when  not  in  actual  use, 
(2)  shelters  for  the  use  of  the  men  during  blasting 
operations,  (3)  framed  regulations  as  to  intervals 
and  signals,  and  (4)  a  daily  report  of  the  condition 
of  the  plant,  machinery,  and  appliances  at  the 
quarry.  Defendants  pleaded  "iJuUty,"  but  said 
that  the  requirements  of  the  Home  Office  had  been 
met  since.  The  magistrates  considered  that  the 
defendants  had  been  distinctly  careless :  but  as  the 
rules  had  not  been  in  operation  very  long,  and  this 
was  the  first  case  they  had  had  before  them,  they 
would  only  impose  small  fines.  They  ordered  the 
defendants  to  pay  fines  and  costs  amounting  in  the 

aggregate  to  £23  IGs. 
A  Gas  CoirrANY's  Ussttccessfcx  Lidei.  Action. 

— In  the  Queen's  Bench  Division,  last  Friday,  Mr. 
Justice  Day  and  a  special  jury  heard  a  case  in 
which  the  Ilford  Gas  Light  and  Coke  Company 
sued  Mr.  W.  A.  Locke,  proprietor  of  the  ///or/ 
Cruardxan,  for  damages  for  libsl,  which  the  plaintiffs 
said  imputed  that  they  had  increased  the  pressure 
of  gas  in  their  mains  in  order  that  the  bills  of  con- 

sumers might  be  increased,  that  they  (the  company) 
might  receive  more  compensation  in  the  event  of 
their  undertaking  being  bought  by  the  local  council. 
The  plaintifTs  said  there  was  no  foundation  for  these 
charges.  Thedefendant  said  the  article  was  faircom- 
ment  on  a  matter  of  public  interest,  and  added  that 
about  the  time  the  article  was  written  there  were 
numerous  complaints  by  consumers  that  they  had 
been  charged  for  gas  which  they  had  not  censumed. 
A  verdict  was  entered  for  the  defendant,  and 
j  udgment  was  given  accordingly,  with  costs, 

A  Sea  VIEW  Buiijiek's  I'steofitable  Teadivo. — Re  Heijkt  Edwaedj  JLitthews,  of  Seaview, 
BuiLDEB. — The  debtor's  statement  showed  gross 
liabilities  amounting  to  £5,070  Us.  2d.,  and  deduct- 

ing from  this  amount  the  claims  of  creditors  secured 
or  partly  secured  there  was  left  an  estimated  sum  of 
£2,226  IGs.  Sd.  to  rank  for  dividend.  The  avail- 

able assets  were  set  out  at  £232  Os.  5d.,  leaving  a 
deficiency  of  £1,991  16j.  3d.  The  Deputy  Official 
Receiver  said  he  must  ask  for  an  adjournment  in 
order  that  a  complete  deficiency  account  might  be 
filed.  The  Registrar  ordered  the  debtor  to  furnish 
the  acconnt  required  by  the  11th  inat.,  and  he 
adjourned  the  examination  to  the  14th. 

New  C.vtholic  Chttrch  at  Ojiagh.— Cos- 
tkactoh's  Claim  fob  Damages. ^Last  week  at 
Uerry  County  Assizes,  Mr.  Justice  Kenny  and  a 
special  jury  were  engaged  in  the  hearing  of  the 
record  Colhoun  v.  M'Namee  and  others.  The  plain- 

tiff, .loseph  Colhoun,  builder  and  contractor,  .Strand- 
road,  Darry,  sued  Right  Kev.  Monsignor  M'Xamee, 
P.P.,  V.F.,  Omagh,  and  others,  constituting  the 
church  committee,  claiming  £3,330  5$.  5d.  for  work 
done,  services  rendered,  and  materials  provided  in 
connection  with  the  building  of  the  Catholic  Cathe- 

dral, Omagh.  He  also  claimed  £1,030  93.  9d.  as 
damages  for  breach  of  contract ,  and  in  the  alternative 
claimed  a  like  amount  for  being  wrongfully  pre- 
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vented   from    completiDg    the    coDtract.      In    his 
statement  of  claim  plaintiff  averred  that  he  had 
always  been   ready  and  willing  to   carry  out  his 
agreement  with  the  defendants,  and  that  he  had 
suffered  damage   in  consequence  of  the  breach  of 
the   agreement   by    the  defendants   in   failing  to 
give  him  the  necessary  instructions  and  directions 
to  carry  on  the  work,  and  obstructing,  hindering, 
and  unreasonably  delaying  him  in   its  execution. 
According  to  him,  he  was  eutitled  to  £lS,ol  I  Is.  Id. 
for  the  building  of  the  church.     He  bad  been  paid 
£15,300  on  account,  and  he  averred  that  the  balance, 
£3,2H  Is.  Id.  remained  due.     He  claimed   1   per 
cent,  interest   on  this  amount  from  Xov.  21  last, 
and  £.i4  lis.  Sd.  in  respect  of  plant.     The  defend- 

ants, in  the  statement  of  defence,  pleaded  that  they 
did  not  admit    the    allegations    contained   in   the 

plaintiif's  statement  of  claim ;  that  they  complied 
with  all  their  terms  and  conditions,  whether  ex- 

pressed   or  implied,  in    connection  with  the  said 
contract,  and  did  not  obstruct  or  delay  the  plaintiff 
in    the   execution  of   !;\id  agreement.      They  also 
pleaded  that  it  was  a  term  of  the  contract  that  all 
work  was  to  be  done  under  the  supervision  of  their 
architect,  the   late  Mr.   Wm.    Hague,   of  Dublin, 
and  that  payments  were  to  be  made  from  time  to 

time  upon  certificates  given  by  the  said  Mr.  Hague. 
They  further  pleaded  that  the  contract  price  was 
£17,000,    out    of    which    certificates      had    been 
granted    and  sums    paid    amounting   to   £15,000, 
and  they    brought    the    balance   of    £2,360  into 
court,     and    maintained     that    sum    was     sufli- 

cient    to     satisfy    plaintiff's     cause     of     action. 
His  Lordship,  in  charging  the  jury,  said  the  plaintiff 
in  the  present  cause  of  action  was  a  well-known 
builder  and  contractor  in  the  Xorth  of  Ireland,  and 
the  particular  defendant  in  the  case,  Right  Itev. 
Monsignor  M'Xamee,  although  personally  unknown to  his  lordship,  was,  from  all  he  had  heard  of  him  since 
became  upon  the  Xorth- West  circuit,  aclorgyiuan 
who  was  thoroughly  respected  and  esteemed  in  the 
town  of  I  imagh.    The  other  defendants  in  the  case 
were  a  committee  of  gentlemen  who  were  associated 
with  Monsignor  M'Namee  in  endeavouring  to  erect this  handsome  church.     In  addition  to  the  other 
pleas  that  had  been  put  upon  the  file  by  the  plaintiff, 
Mr.   Colhoun,   it   was  thought  necessary — though 
perhaps  it  had  not  emanated  from  Mr.  Colhoun— it 
was  thought  necessary  to  make  an  allegation  which 
was  an  allegation  of  pure  and  simple  fraud  against 
Monsignor  M'Xamee  and  the  gentlemen  forming this  committee.    That  allogation  of  fraud  could  not 
be  discussed  in'any  other  form  of  words  but  this, that  the  committee,  headed  by  Monsignor  M'Xamee, 
combined  with  Mr.  Hague,  who  was  their  architect, 
for  the  purpose  of  obtaining  for  their  own  ends  and 
for    the    purpose    of    depriving    Mr.    Colhoun    of 
earning  moneys  which   he   might  legitimately  earn 
m  the  contract,   and  that    they   combined  to  "et 
that    certificate    from    Mr.    Hague    to    put    Mr. 
Colhoun    out    in    August,    ISOS.      His    Lordship 
wished   that  plea   had  not   been  put  on  the  lile. 
On  the  12th  May,  1893,  there  was  a  letter  of  Mr. 
Hague  8  in  evidence  in  which  he  served  notice  to 
aetermine    this  contract.     On    the    2l8t  of    May, 
1S?S,  he  actually  served  notice,  and  on  the  Ist  July he  served  another  notice.     Xone  of  those  notices 
were  acted  on,  and  it  was  not  until  the  6th  August, 
189S,   that  the  final  notice   was  served,   and  the 
buildmg   taken    possession  of.      The   person  who 
could  have  given  some  information  with  reference 
to  Mr.  Colhoun's  claim   (Mr.   Hague)  was  unfor- tunately dead,  and  the  statement  with  reference  to 
the  tune  the  plaintiff  commenced  his  action  was 
Mrfectly  just.     Plaintiff    did    not  wait  until   Mr 
Hague  was  either  sick   or  dead.    The  action  was 
commenced  during  Mr.  Hague's  lifetime  and  was 
n  the  list  for  trial  at  the  last;  Spring  Assi.?es,  and was  on  the  application  of  the  defendants  to  the 

..lectthat  Mr.  Hague  was  seriously   ill   that   the 
trial  was  adjourned.     In  Mr.  Hague's  absence  it was  impossible  for  them  to  say  what  actuated  him  in 
putting  down  some  of  the  figures,  particularly  the 
.  "I'  which  had  been  so  much  commented  upon  by counsel  for  the  plaintiff.    In  the  year  IS'jj  tendera 
had  been  advertised  for  to  construct  this  church, 
and  Mr.  Colhoun  was   declared  the  contractor  in 
September,   ]s»2,   to  have  the  work  completed  in 
SepUmber,  1S94.     Monsignor  M'Xamee  stated  that 
^Ir.  Colhoun  wanted  a  further  extension  of  time  to 
December  of  the  year  1S94,  but  that  he  (Monsignor 
M-^amee)  refused  to  allow  more  than  two  years for  the  comnletion  of  the  contract.     Mr.  Colhoun 
went  on  with  his  work,  and  two  further  contracts 
were  entered  into :   one  in  September,    ISO.'),   for £1,835,  which  his  Lordship  held,  with  Mr.  Dmm- 
inond,  to  be  a  contract,  and  the  other  in  the  month 
of  May,   1S97,  for   tl.lcO,  for  the  raising  of  the 
tower  an  additional  height  of   lOft.     It  was  ex- 

pressly stipulated  in  the  agreement  that  that  work ,  was  to  be  completed  in  six  months.     Mr.  Colhoun 
,  says  that  it  was  completed.    Monsignor  MXamee 
says  that  it  was  not     At  any  rate  the  contract  was 
accepted   and  Mr.  Colhoun  says  that  he  made  the 
estimate  for  it  under  a  misapprehension  :  but  Mr. 

igue  wrote  that  he  would  tolerate  no  departure 
?■  »•     Although  there  was  a  grumble  about  this 
iT''  ,  i,?"^'*'^'^  '"^  °°  serious  objection  made 

the  il,S35.  Don'tlet  it  be  supposedfor  a  moment 

that  the  defendants  deny  there  was  extra  work. 
They  were  not  making  that  case.  They  agree  that 
there  was  extra  work  done  by  Mr.  Colhoun  to  the 

extent  of  l.".*)72  "s.  lOd.,  which  they  admit  and  put  into 
court.  In  respect  to  the  money  part,  the  defendants 
have  brought  into  court  a  very  substantial  sum  of 
money,  and  in  their  pleadings  they  say  the  whole 
of  the  work  on  which  plaintiff  was  entitled  to  be 
paid  according  to  the  certificate  of  the  architect 
amounted  in  aJl  to  £17,606  lOs.  2d.,  and  they  lodged 
the  balance  of  this  sum  in  court,  and  they  plead 
that  that  covered  everything  in  the  present  action. 
His  Lordship  having  dealt  at  length  with  the  con- 

tracts and  the  evidence  of  the  experts,  as  well  as 
the  correspondence  between  Mr.  Hague  and  Mr. 
Colhoun,  came  to  the  question  of  delay.  There 
were  two  questions  with  reference  to  delay  :  Had 

the  plaintiff  delayed ';  Had  the  defendants  delayed ; 
had  they  hindered  and  obstructed  plaintiff  in  carry- 

ing out  this  work 'r  In  dealing  with  that  the  jury 
must  start  with  this— that  down  to  the  year  180S 
this  church  had  taken  six  years  to  complete  ;  but 
they  must  remember  that  two  further  orders  were 
given,  one  in  1S95  and  the  other  in  1S97,  so  that 
having  regard  to  the  time  at  which  the  defendants 
made  up  their  minds  that  they  would  undertake 
these  works  and  require  Mr.  Colhoun  to  go  on  with 
them  a  serious  question  would  arise  as  to  whether 

it  could  be  said  plaintiff'  took  all  the  time  defendants 
say  he  took.  There  was  a  terrific  storm  in  Dscem- 
bOT,  1S91,  and  the  tffect  of  it  upon  the  church  was 

that  a  considerable  loss  resulted.  The  plaintiff' asked  for  help  in  these  circumstances  and  the  com- 
mittee refused,  and  very  properly  refused,  because 

the  contractor  had  to  take  the  risk  of  storm.  The 
strange  thing  about  this  matter  was  that  both 
parties  were  clamouring  about  delay.  Subsequently 
Mr.  Shepherd,  a  landscape  gardener,  was  sent  down 
from  Dublin  to  lay  out  tie  grounds  around  the 
church.  It  was  perfectly  clear  that  Mr.  Colhoun 
did  agree  to  supply  stones  from  his  quarries  for 
the  purpose  of  laying  out  the  church  grounds,  and 
he  (his  Lordship)  would  certainly  gather  that  it  was 

only  when  Mr.  Shepherd's  son  went  to  another 
quarry  that  Mr.  Colhoun  kicked  up  his  heels  and 
said  he  would  not  allow  Mr.  Shepherd  near  the 

church.  I'ndoubtedly  the  gentlemen  in  Omagh wanted  to  get  into  the  church ;  there  could  be  no 
doubt  about  that,  and  the  notice  served  was  the 

best  evidence  of  it.  They  did  take  possession  be- 
cause, according  to  them,  there  was  no  chance 

otherwise  of  getting  into  their  church  at  all.  Mr. 
Colhoun  said  that  everything  was  completed  with 
the  exception  of  hinges,  locks,  and  lead  lights,  and 

he  also  said  that  was  altogether  attributable  to  Mr.* Hague.  The  service  of  the  notices,  which  had  not 
been  acted  upon,  was  very  gocd  evidence  that  the 

committee  and  Monsignor  M'X'amee  did  not  want 
to  press  Mr.  Colhoun.  They  gave  him  further 
time,  and  at  last,  according  to  their  case,  their 
patience  being  worn  out  and  exhausted,  they  served 
notice,  which  they  eventually  acted  upon,  and  got 
into  possession  of  the  church.  He  would  leave  it 
to  the  jury  to  say  on  which  side  the  delay  did 
occur.  The  defendants  went  into  possession  on 
the  19th  of  August.  The  plaintiff  had  stated  that 
they  took  the  plant  which  Mr.  Ballintine  had 
valued  at  £17  9s.  lid.,  and  there  was  a  claim  to 
recover  the  value  of  that  plant.  The  answer  to 
this  allegation  on  the  part  of  defendants  was 
that  everything  was  taken  into  consideration  by 

Mr.  Hague.  'Was  there  a  motive  in  trying  to  get 
Mr.  Colhoun  out?  His  Lordship  supposed  there 
was,  but  the  jury  had  to  say  was  it  an  improper 
motive.  Did  the  defendants  illegitiinately  and 
improperly  serve  that  notice,  and  did  they  do  it 
with  a  sinister  object  ?  Everyone  of  the  members 
of  that  respectable  committee,  who  had  been 
examined,  told  the  jury  that  they  had  absolutely 
no  sinister  object  in  getting  possession  of  the 
church.  In  turning  Colhoun  out  did  they  deprive 
him  of  moneys  he  might  otherwise  have  got. 

'Whatever  the  jury  might  think  of  it,  there  was no  such  motive  underlying  the  action  of  Monsignor 

M'Xamee  or  any  single  one  of  his  committee,  or  of 
Mr.  Hague.  They  never  wanted  to  deprive  him 
of  a  single  penny  that  he  could  legitimately  claim. 
They  were  liberal  to  him  to  a  degree.  In  his  own 
evidence  Mr.  Colhoun  said  he  was  always  paid  in 
a  way  beyond  complaint,  and  in  a  way  no  other 
contractor  in  this  country  was  ever  paid.  The 

whole  of  the  contract  was  going  on  from  '92  to  '98, 
and  it  seemed  to  his  Lordship  difficult  to  say,  with 
justice,  that  plaintiff  could  have  completed  the  work 

in  '9C.  because  his  claim  for  damages  was  based 
upon  that  alone.  The  jury  had  given  the  case  an 
attentive  hearing,  they  had  now  the  whole  facta 
before  them,  and  it  was  for  them  to  consider  all  the 
circumstances  of  it  with  fairness  to  all  the  parties 
concerned.  He  put  the  following  questions  to  the 
jury  :— (1)  Is  the  sum  of  £2,366,  lodged  in  court  by 

defendants,  sufficient  to  satisfy  plaintiff's  claim under  the  contract,  and,  if  not,  how  much  more 
remains    due    to    the     plaintiff     for    work    done  r 
(2)  Were  any  e-\tra  works  done  without  the 
authority,  in  writing,  of  the  architect,  Mr.  Hague, 

and,  if  so,  to  what  extent   in  amount  or  value  '^ 
(3)  Did  the  defendants  fail  to  give  the  plaintiff 
proper  instructions  or  directions  for  carrying  out  the 

woik  within  a  reasonable  timer  (1)  Did  the 
defendants  obstruct,  hinder,  or  unreasonably  delay 
the  plaintiff  in  the  execution  of  the  works,  and,  if 

so,  assess  the  damages ':  (5)  Was  possession  of  the 
works    wrongfully    taken    by     the    defendants  ? 
(6)  Was  the  alleged  delay  on  the  part  of  the  plaintiff 
in  not  completing  the  work  occasioned  by  the 

default  and  delay  of  the  defendants  and  Mr.  Hague  'r 
(7)  Were  the  defendauts  guilty  of  fraud  in  giving  or 

procuring  of  the  architect's  notice  of  the  6th 
August,  1S9S  ?  (S)  Did  plaintiff  complete  works, 

included  in  the  contract,  before  action  was  taken ':' 
(9)  If  not,  was  such  non-completion  caused  by 
defendants  wrongfully  taking  possession  of  the 
work  r  (10)  What  was  the  value  of  the  plant 
taken  by  defendants  f  The  result  of  the  answers 
to  these  questions  by  the  jury  was,  that  the  plaintiff 
had  failed  to  establish  any  facts  which  deprived 
Mr.  Hague,  the  architect,  of  his  power  to  certify 
what  sums  were  due  to  Mr.  Colhoun  under  the 
contract,  and  for  all  other  claims  :  his  certificate 
was  thus  unimpeachable  and  binding  on  all  parties, 
and  Mr.  Hague,  having  by  his  final  certificate, 
found  that  the  sum  lodged  by  the  defendants  was 
all  that  Mr.  Colhoun  was  entitled  to  on  foot  of  all 
claims  of  whatever  nature,  and  that  sum  being 

tendered  by  Monsignor  M'Xamee  before  the  action, 
and  lodged  in  Court  by  him,  his  Lordship  gave 

judgment  for  Monsignor  M'Namee  and  committee 
with  cost  of  the  entire  action,  which  will  be  paid 
out  of  the  sum  lodged  in  Court  by  Monsignor 
M'Xamee  and  his  building  committee. 

Sor.iciTOns  ant)  Bpilhixg  Si'ErTi..iriONs  — Divis 
and  Sons,  of  West  Bromwich,  builders,  sued  Kowley, 
Chatwin,  and  Emerson,  solicitors,  to  recover  pay- 

ment for  work  done  and  material  supplied.  The 
defence  was  that  the  materials  were  not  supplied  to 
the  defendants,  and  the  work  was  not  ordered  by 
them.  Mr.  1  )istumal  said  that  the  defendants  were 
financing  a  builder  named  Stamps  in  the  erection  of 
two  shops  and  messuages  at  Spon-lane,  the  money 
being  advanced  to  the  builder  on  what  was  well 
known  as  a  progressive  mortgage.  Defendants  had 
to  complain  from  time  to  time  that  the  work  was 
not  proceeding  satisfactorily,  and  became  anxious 
to  see  the  places  let  in  order  that  their  money  might 
be  secure.  The  architect  (Mr.  Bridge)  wrote  to  them 
on  October  28  :— "  I  think  as  there  is  so  little  to  do, 
unless  Mr.  Stamps  can  undertake  to  finish  the  work 

you  should  instruct  me  to  have  it  completed."  De- fendants at  once  replied  instructing  Mr.  Bridge  to 
get  the  work  finished,  and  he  employed  Messrs. 
Davis  for  that  purpose,  their  bill  coming  to  £102. 
Thomas  Henry  Bridge,  of  West  Bromwich,  archi- 

tect, gave  evidence  in  support  of  the  claim,  and  said 
that  when  he  presented  the  account  defendants  told 
him  it  was  more  than  they  expected — they  thought 
it  would  have  been  about  £50  or  £60.  They  wanted 
him  to  take  a  second  mortgage  on  the  property  io 
payment,  and  when  he  declined  they  said  they  were 
not  liable,  and  did  not  intend  to  pay.  They  then 
suggested  that  he  should  get  Messrs.  Davis  to  take 
a  second  mortgage  in  payment  of  their  account. 
They  declined  this  offer.  Defendants  had  taken 
possession  of  the  property,  and  had  let  one  of  the 
shops.  Plaintiff  threatened  proceedings,  and  in  reply 
defendants  wrote  that  they  had  no  liability  to  Messrs. 
Davis,  as  they  were  acting  only  as  solicitors  to 
Mr.  Stamps.  They  added  that  if  an  action  were 
brought  they  would  do  their  utmost  to  get  Messrs. 
Davis  condemned  in  costs.  By  Mr.  Young  .  Over 
£300  had  been  spent  on  the  property  after  he  had 
mentioned  £140  as  the  sum  necessary  to  complete 
it.  In  a  subsequent  letter  he  asked  for  an  advanc 
of  £2'\  saying  that  would  be  sufficient ;  but  som 

of  the  work,  in  witness's  opinion,  was  unsatisfac- 
tory, and  he  had  it  done  over  again.  In  writing 

to  defendants  to  tell  them  he  had  arranged  for  the 
completion  of  the  work  he  did  not  mention  Messrs. 

Davis.  In  a  subsequent  letter  he  referred  to  ' '  the 
contractors,"  and  in  another  to  "  the  builder." 
Defendants  often  visited  the  building,  and  he 
thought  they  knew  that  Messrs.  Davis,  and  not 
Stamps,  were  completing  the  work.  The  first  time 

he  mentioned  Messrs.  Davis  '.-y  name  was  when  he 
sent  the  bill  in.  A  member  of  Messrs.  Davis's  firm 
said  that  he  took  his  instructions  from  Mr.  Bridge, 

who  showed  him  the  defendants'  letter.  He  under- 
stood that  he  was  working  for  the  defendants,  but 

he  never  met  them  on  the  building.  Mr.  Young 
first  submitted  that  the  point  at  issue  was  a  legal 
one — namely,  as  to  the  interpretation  of  the  letter 
— and  should  be  decided  by  the  judge.  -Mr.  Dis- 
tumal  suggested  that  there  had  been  ratitication, 
and  his  lordship  allowed  the  case  to  go  to  the  jury 

provisionally.  Mr.  Youn^,  reviewing  the  corre- 
spondence, claimed  that  it  only  amounted  to  an 

instruction  to  Mr.  Bridge  to  see  that  Mr.  Stamp's 
men  linished  the  work.  .\U  Mr.  Bridge  was  author- 

ised to  spend  was  "about  £20."  The  jury  found 
for  the  plaintiffs.  Mr.  Young  then  took  his  legal 
point,  and  the  learned  Commissioner,  for  reasons 
which  he  stated  at^lengtb,  gave  the  same  verdict 
as  that  given  by  the  jury. 

AiTION  AOATSSI  A  SUEFFrELD  BinLriEn. — FOP.E- 
M.VN"  JUBOB  MUDDLBS  THE  VEKI'ICT. — At  the 
Sheffield  County  Court  last  week,  before  his 
Honour  Judge  Waddy,   Q.C.,  and  a   jury,   John 
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Embley,  grindBtone  iLerchant,  Pond -street,  brought 
an  action  against  Patrick  Molloy,  builder  »nd  con- 

tractor, Hollii croft,  for  150  damages,  cuated  by  the 
ooIlapEe  o{  a  wall  upon  Lis  premises.  The  plaintiff 
is  a  maker  of  gTicdstones  and  grindstone  appliances, 
and  for  the  past  twenty  vears  he  has  carried  on 
hasioess  at  Lis  yard  in  Pond-street.  Adjoining 
Mr,  Embley 's  premises  is  Mesirs.  li^wson's  brewery, 
and  iu  May  the  defendant  was  boildiog  for  the 
brewery  a  new  bottling  bouse  there,  en  the  side 

nearest  the  plaiutiff's  land.  Between  the  plaintiffs 
land  and  the  biewery  was  a  boundary  wall,  twenty 
yards  long,  the  lower  part  of  stone  and  the  upper 
part  of  brick.  In  order  to  get  a  good  foundation 

for  the  new  building  Mr.  Molloy  dug  for  'Ut.  below 
the  atone  part  of  the  wall  on  Messrs.  ICuwson's  side. 

The  plaintifT's  case  was  that  Mr.  Molloy  neglected to  prop  up  the  wall  and  to  make  it  secure,  and  the 
result  was  that  on  the  2"th  May  the  wall  collapsed, 

and  fell  into  Mr.  i'.nnbley's  yard.  Close  to  the  wall 
on  the  jilaintitt's  side  were  three  buildings,  a  trap ehed,  an  ofHce,  and  a  large  wooden  shed,  and  these 

were  all  greatly  damaged.  Mr.  Embley's  son,  who 
was  in  one  of  the  sheds  at  the  time,  was  buried  in  the 
debris,  and  received  injuries  which  bad  since  pre- 

vented him  from  following  his  trade  as  a  mason. 
The  wooden  sheds  contained  a  number  a  grind- 

stones, many  of  which  were  thrown  by  the  collapse 
of  the  wall  into  Messn>.  Rawaon's  premises,  and 
were  broken  or  otherwise  spoilt  for  use.  Tools  and 
other  articles  stored  in  the  buildings  were  lost  or 
damaged.  Mr.  Molloy  had  built  up  the  office  again, 
but  it  was  useless  as  a  storing  place.  The  plaintiff's 
evidence  bore  out  this  statement,  and  other  corro- 

borative evidence  was  given.  Mr.  Neal  took  the 
legal  objection  that  there  was  no  right  of  lateral 
support,  the  ground  being  made  ground  of  less 

than  twenty  years'  standing,  and  the  building  of 
less  than  Eve  years'  standing.  His  Honour,  in 
Bummin?  up.  asked  where  the  damage  was.  If  the 
jury  could  tind  it  they  might  award  it  to  the 
plaintiff.  The  foreman  announced,  after  hesitating 
between  defendant  and  plaintiff,  that  the  verdict 
of  the  jury  was  for  the  defendant.  Mr.  Neal 
asked  for  judgment,  and  his  Honour  ordered  it  to 
be  entered.  The  foreman  then  announced  that  he 
had  made  a  mistake.  The  verdict  was  for  the 
plaintiff  for  £12.  Mr.  Xeal  :  Then  I  atk  for 
judgment  on  the  legal  point.  His  Honour  :  I  think 
you  are  entitled  to  it.  Judgment  was  therefore 
entered  for  the  defendant. 

BnLDEE  ANr.  AKcniTECT. — Paul  Rhodes,  builder 
and  contractor,  of  Leeds,  sued  the  directors  of  the 
South  Ward  Liberal  Club,  Leeds,  last  week,  at  the 
West  Riding  Summer  Assizes,  before  .Justice 
Grantham,  for  the  balance  of  an  account  alleged  to 
be  due  in  respect  to  a  building  contract.  Mr. 
Tindal  Atkinson,  Q C,  in  opening  the  case,  stated 
that  the  defendants  practically  contended  that  the 
plaintiff  was  not  entitled  to  recover,  because  he  had 
not  received  a  certificate  from  the  architect,  Mr. 
Windsor  Thorp,  who  was  the  person  appointed 
under  the  agreement  to  act  between  the  contractor 
and  the  employers  and  certify  as  to  whether  the 
work  had  been  done  or  not.  Plaintiff's  answer  to 
this  was  that  he  was  in  a  position  to  show  that  the 
architect  had  acted  in  such  a  way  that  it  was  un- 

necessary for  him  to  possess  a  certificate.  In  1895 
his  client  tendered  for  the  excavating,  bricklaying, 
and  masonry  work  in  connection  with  a  new  club 
that  was  being  erected  by  the  defendants,  and  his 
tender  was  accepted,  the  contract  being  dated 
Jaauary  3,  189ij.  The  chairman  of  the  club,  Mr. 
Gibson,  was  a  joiner,  and  he  entered  into  a  contract 
with  the  club  to  do  other  work,  while  another 
director  of  the  club,  a  slater,  also  entered  into  a 
contract.  The  work  proceeded  until  May,  1890, 
when  there  was  a  strike,  which  continued  until 
September,  and,  of  course,  threw  the  work  back. 
The  architect  in  the  mean  time  was  pressing  plaintiff 
to  go  on  with  the  work,  and  the  building  was  ready 
for  the  roof  on  November  13.  The  slater  and  joiner 
were  not  ready  to  proceed  with  the  work,  however, 
and  his  client  was  again  delayed.  At  the  end  of 
November  the  architect  resigned,  and  from  then 
until  February,  1897,  there  was  no  architect  acting 
under  the  contract  at  all,  and  one  could  imagine 
what  a  disorganised  condition  the  work  got  into. 
Plaintiff  applied  for  a  certificate  for  the  work  that  he 
bad  done,  and  was  referred  by  Mr.  tribson,  who  was 
then  in  charge,  to  the  architect,  who  said,  how- 

ever, that  he  could  not  give  him  a  certificate,  aa  be 
had  resigned  his  position.  On  February  10,  1S97, 
the  architect  resumed  his  duties,  and  a  dispute  arose 
between  him  and  the  plaintiff  with  reference  to  a 
concrete  floor.  Both  parties  got  very  warm,  and 
plaintiff,  losing  his  temper,  called  Mr.  Thorp  a  liar. 
In  consequence  of  this  stormy  interview  the  archi- 

tect refused  to  meet  plaintiff  on  any  terms  whatever, 
and  the  whole  thing  came  to  a  deadlock.  Mr. 
Atkinson  proceeded  to  quote  extracts  from  a  number 
of  letters  that  had  passed  between  the  plaintiff, 
defendants,  and  the  architect.  In  one  of  these  Mr. 
Thorp  refem  d  to  some  question  in  dispute,  and 
statea  that  he  did  not  like  to  be  placed  in  a  stupid 
and  awkward  position,  and  declined  to  have  any- 

thing further  to  do  with  the  matter  or  with  the 
building.  In  another  letter  he  said  he  did  not  feel 

inclined  to  issue  any  more  certificates,  and  that ' 

until  ha  was  placed  on  a  different  footing  be  had 
practically  resigned  his  position.  Plaintiff  stated 

that  the  original  contract  was  il.-'H,  with  i:-i<2  'n. extras,  and  the  balance  he  now  claimed  was 
i417  19(.  Id.  The  architect  was  away  from  the  work 
two  and  a  half  months.  When  he  returned,  Mr. 
Thorpafcked  plaintiff  to  lay  some  concrete  forawood- 
blcck  flooring.  Witnea*  atked  him  to  let  it  remain 
until  the  plasterers  and  joiners  had  finished,  but  Mr. 
Thorp  insisted  upon  the  work  being  done  at  once, 
and  it  had  consequently  to  be  done  over  again.  Mr. 
Thorp  afterwards  told  the  directors  that  he 
never  requested  witness  to  do  the  work  at  the  time 

that  he  did  do  it.  "  I  was,  naturally,  riled." 
plaintiff  went  on,  "and  either  he  was  a  liar  or  I 
was,  and  I  knew  I  was  not."  When  he  applied  for 
payment  of  what  was  due  to  him.  be  was  "  driven 
from  pillar  to  post."  lie  applied  to  Mr.  Gitwon, 
who  referred  him  to  Mr.  "Thorp,  who  refused  to 
give  him  a  cortifirate,  and  to  see  or  have  anything 
to  do  with  him.  Witness  had  always  bef  n  agreeable 
to  the  matter  being  submitted  to  an  independent 
arbitrator.  Cross-examined  by  Mr.  Fox,  witness 
stated  that,  like  other  people,  he  occasionally  lost 
his  temper,  and  he  regretted  that  he  spoke  to  Mr. 
Thorp  as  he  bad  done  :  but  if  he  had  withdrawn 
the  statement  it  would  have  been  as  good  as 
admitting  that  he  himself  was  a  liar.  Asked 
what  he  considered  to  be  the  reason  why  be 
was  not  paid,  plaintiff  said  he  had  an  idea 
that  the  club  was  short  of  money.  His 
Lordship  suggested  that,  having  obtained  this 
retractation,  the  defendants  might  agree  on  the 
ai)pointment  of  an  independent  valuer,  and  settle 
the  matter.  Mr.  Scott  Fox  remarked  that  his 
Lordship  did  not  know  the  temper  of  the  share- 

holders of  the  Liberal  Club.  They  felt  t)ound  to 
stand  upon  their  legitimate  tights.  His  Lordship  : 
But  if  the  architect  refuses  to  do  his  duty,  they  are 
not  acting  upon  their  legitimate  rights.  It  is  their 
duty  to  appoint  someone  else  ;  or,  in  other  words, 
the  contract  is  broken.  If  the  architect  declined  to 
act,  the  plaintiff  must  be  released  from  hability. 
That  is  the  question  for  the  jury.  The  letters 
show  clearly  that  Mr.  Thorp  was  not  willing 
to  act.  The  jury  intimated  that  they  did  not 
wish  to  near  any  more  evidence  for  the  plaintiff, 
and  Mr.  Fox  then  called  the  architect  into  the 
box.  Mr.  Thorp  denied  that  he  had  ever 
resigned  his  position,  and  declared  that  he 
was  always  ready  to  act  towards  the  plaintiff 
in  accordance  with  his  duties  under  the  contract. 
After  the  writ  was  served  upon  him,  witness  made 
out  a  certificate  which  he  thought  correctly  repre- 

sented what  ought  to  be  paid  to  the  plaintiff. 
Cross-examined  by  Mr.  Atkinson,  witness  admitted 
that  he  threatened  to  resign  on  two  occasions 
because  the  directors  endeavoured  to  get  him  to  do 
extra  work  without  remuneration.  When  Mr. 
Rhodes  called  him  a  liar,  he  (plaintiff)  was  very 
angry,  and  lifted  up  his  hand  as  if  to  strike  wit- 

ness. He  considered  the  delay  that  had  occurred 
at  the  works  to  be  due  to  the  plaintifT,  and  he  had 
inflicted  certain  penalties  in  consequence.  Mr. 
Scott  Fox  submitted  that  there  was  no  case  against 
defendants  at  all,  and  that  they  were  not  respon- 

sible for  any  error  of  judgment  that  Mr.  Thorp 
might  have  been  guilty  of.  The  jury  returned  a 
verdict  for  the  plaintiff,  and  his  Lordship  made  an 
order  for  the  amount  payable  to  him,  to  be  decided 

by  an  official  referee. 
Tub  Builders'  Stuike  xr  Hi-li..— Waitees  v. 

Gkeex  (Chancery  Division,  before  Mr.  Justice 
Sterling.)— Mr.  Justice  Sterling,  in  delivering  his 
reserved  judgment  in  this  case  on  Wednesday,  said 
it  was  a  motion  to  restrain  the  defendants  from 
interfering  with  those  who  worked  or  intended  to 
work,  save  to  obtain  or  communicate  information. 
There  had  been  a  preliminary  question  raised  at  the 
hearing  of  the  motion  as  to  whether  the  action  was 
properly  constituted,  and  that  had  led  to  directions 
being  given  by  the  Court  that  a  statement  of  claim 
should  be  delivered.  That  had  been  done,  and 
he  had  a  copy  now  before  him.  It  stated  very  clearly 
the  cause  of  action,  and  the  relief  the  plaintiffs 
claimed.  The  plaintiff  s  were  master  builders  carrying 
on  business  in  Hull,  and  were  members  of  the  Hull 

Master  Builders'  Association.  The  defendants  were 
officials  of  various  trade-unions  at  Hull,  and  also 
of  a  federation,  which  was  a  union  of  all  the  trade- 
unions  connected  with  Hull.  It  appeared  that  in 
the  earlv  part  of  the  year  there  arose  a  labour  dis- 

pute in  Hull,  and  as  the  result  a  large  number  of 
men  went  out  on  strike,  or  were  locked  out.  In 
order  to  fill  the  places  of  these  workmen,  the 
masters  decided  on  importing  workmen  from 
Belfast,  in  Ireland,  and  these  men  entered  into 
contracts  with  an  agent  that  they  would  proceed  to 
Hull  and  work  as  non-union  men  for  a  period  of 
twelve  months,  and  in  some  cases  the  masters 
they  were  to  work  for  were  to  he  specified  by  the 
Masters'  Association.  In  considering  the  prelimb.iry 
question,  he  had  to  refer  to  the  statement  of 
claim,  as  to  which  paragraphs  9  and  10  were  im- 

portant. Paragraph  '.i  alleged  that  the  defendants, having  ascertained  what  the  masters  were  doing  to 
fill  the  positions  vacated  by  the  men  on  strike  or 
locked  out.  thereupon,  with  the  intention  of  injuring 
the  plaintiffs  and  other  members  of  the  Masters' 

Association  in  their  trade  and  business,  and  thereby 
compelling  the  plaintiffs  and  other  members  of  the 
Association  to  accept  the  terms  of  the  union,  and  to 
conduct  their  respective  businesses  in  accordance 
with  the  requirements  of  the  union,  wrongfully, 
and  without  lawful  excuse,  combined  and  con- 

spired together  to  watch  and  beset,  or  cause  to 
be  watched  and  beset,  railway  stations  and  other 
places  where  workmen  brought  to  Hull  by  the 
Masters'  Association,  or  other  non-union  men 
employed,  or  about  to  he  employed,  by  the  plain- 

tiffs, as  some  or  one  of  them  might  happen  to  be, 
and  the  approaches  thereto  respectively,  for  the 
purpose  of  persuading  or  otherwise  inducing  such 
workmen  not  to  work  or  to  cease  working  for  the 
plaintiffs,  or  any  of  them,  or  any  other  members  of 
the  Masters'  Association  Then  paragraph  10 
alleged  various  overt  acts  for  the  purpose  of  per- 

suading and  inducing  the  new  workmen  not  to 
work,  or  to  cease  from  working  for  the  plaintiffs, 

or  other  members  of  the  Masters'  Association. 
In  view  of  that  statement  of  claim,  it  ap- 

peared to  him  that  the  allegations  amounted 
to  this :  that  the  defendants  jointly  committed  a 
aeries  of  unlawful  acts,  causing  damage  to  the 
plaintiffs.  Therefore,  what  was  alleged  was  a 
joint  cause  of  action,  that,  in  his  judgment,  the 
case  was  distinguishable  from  the  case  of  Sadler, 
which,  on  this  point,  had  been  relied  on.  It  was 
enough  for  him  to  state  at  the  present  moment 
that  the  action  was  brought  in  respect  of  joint 
acts.  Then  came  the  question  whether  the 
plaintiffs  could  properly  combine  within  the 
meaning  of  the  Act.  That  depended  on  the 
recent  modifi(»tion  of  the  order.  All  these 

acts  were  done  in  pursuance  of  a  combina- 
tion, so  as  to  make  the  defendants  jointly 

responsible.  He  held  that  the  action  was  properly 
constituted.  There  were  two  defendants  who  were 

very  prominent — Tighe  and  Emerson — and  the  case 
against  them  was  most  strongly  argued.  Now,  the 
defendant  Tighe,  it  seemed  to  him,  had  been  guilty 
of  going  beyond  that  which  was  allowed  by  the 
Act.  He  referred  to  one  act,  on  the  31  at  May, 
when  a  number  of  men  on  strike  were  at  the 
railway  station,  including  the  defendant  Tighe,  who 
spoke  to  the  imported  men  and  promised  to  find 
them  work,  ko.,  and  said  that  it  was  not  fair  for 
Walters  to  import  men.  That  evidence  was  not 
denied  specifically,  and  it  seemed  to  him  that 
that  was  not  attending  merely  to  communicato 
information,  but  was  attending  for  the  purpose  of 
inducing  a  man  to  abstain  from  working  for  the 

plaintiffs  or  any  other  members  of  the  Masters' Association.  He  then  passed  on  to  Emerson,  as  to 
whom  Johnson,  in  his  affidavit,  said  that  Tighe  and 
Emerson  were  the  first  to  speak  to  the  imported 
men  at  the  station,  and  Walters,  who  was  one  of 
the  plaintiffs,  said  that  on  another  occasion  Emerson 
said  to  him,  "  We  have  got  three  men,  and  wo 
intend  to  have  the  lot,"  to  which  Walters  replied, 
"  I  do  not  think  you  will."  Now,  looking  to 
the  statement  of  Emerson  himself,  it  seemed 

to  him  that  he  ought  to  come  to  the  con- 
clusion that  he  was  doing  more  than  communi- 

cating information.  As  to  the  other  defendants, 
he  came  to  the  conclusion  that  the  case 

against  them  had  not  been  so  established  that 
he  could  pronounce  against  them  at  this  stage  ot 
the  case.  In  his  judgment,  therefore,  the  only 
defendants  against  whom  the  case  was  made  out 
were  Tighe  and  Emerson,  and  he  proposed  to  grant 
an  injunction  against  them,  and  each  of  them  in  a 
similar  form  to  that  he  granted  in  the  case  of  the 
joiners'  strike  at  Halifax.  He  thought  he  was 
entitled  to  grant  that  injunction  now,  because, 
were  this  the  trial  and  he  found  Tighe  and  Emerson 
were  the  only  persons  who  combined  together, 
he  should  be  able  to  say  that,  accordmg  to  the 
authorities,  he  might  be  entitled  to  give  judgment 

against  them.   «-^   
Last  week  the  Cheshire  Council  decided  to  raise 

the  wages  of  its  roadmen  6d.  per  week,  in  order  that 

all  might  belong  to  friendly  societies.  District  sur- 
veyors were  instructed  not  to  employ  men  not 

belonging  to  a  friendly  society.  The  Parkside 
(Macoletfield)  Asylum  Committee  were  authorised 
to  obtain  plans  and  estimates  for  an  extension  of  the 
asylum  buildings,  with  a  view  to  accommodate  2.50 
additional  patients. 

Mr.  Biokuell,  Local  Government  Board  inspector, 
held  an  inquiry  at  Scarborough  Town  Hall  last 
Friday  into  a  dispute  between  the  corporation  and 
Mr.  John  Malton,  builder,  of  Scarborough,  as  to 
the  cost  of  street  improvements  in  Caledonia-street, 
where  Mr.  Malton  owns  property.  Mr.  Malton 
repudiated  liability  for  the  footpath,  on  the  ground 
that  he  had  already  made  it,  and  he  also  disputed 
the  expenses  for  making  the  road,  on  the  ground 

that  they  were  excessive.  Mr.  Malton's  apportion- 
men  was  £-tS  Ss.  lid.,  of  which  he  disputed  £21  6', 
For  the  corporation  it  was  stated  that  the  old  foot- 

path was  defective,  'and  it  was  necessary  that  it should  be  re-laid,  but  Mr.  Malton  contended  that 
it  was  made  under  the  supervision  and  passed  by 

the  corporation's  building  inspector.  Mr.  Bicknell 
said  he  would  give  his  decision  as  soon  as  possible, I 
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ELIZABETH,  ST.   JOII.S-'s  WOOD, 

»'•"'.— iRllI   IX   BOVAL   E.^OIIAN-C.E   SyCAKI,    OLASQOW.— 

TOI     SOl-TU     SXD     ESTATE,     DABLINOTOS.— THE      HOTEL 
M.UE9T1C,    HABKOG.VTE.— THE    CEXTRAL    nAKEBV 
X>EEV.— THE 

KOP.n-ON-SEA,    HANI- 

HOSPITAL  OF    S3.  JOHN*    ASD 

■.A11LS3,       KEADIX).; ADER- '  --^RA    CROKT,"  MII.- 

cement.  Sashes  in  mahogany.  Heating  and 
ventilation  are  to  be  treated  as  simply  as  possible. 

The  former  supplied  by  open  fires  and  low- 
pressure  controllable  hot  water,  and  the  latter  by 
controllable  inlets  and  outlets  :  the  extract  for 
latter  being  worked  in  connection  with  the  stack 
in  the  centres  of  wards.  The  roof,  an  asphalted 
flat  with  a  parapet,  and  which  can  be  reached 
both  by  stairs  and  lifts,  will  be  used  as  a 
promenade  hall  by  the  patients  and  nurses.  The 
architect  is  Mr.  (ioldie,  of  Kensington,  and  the 
contractor,  Mr.  C.  J.  Hinsley,  of  10,  George- 
street,  Slanchester-square,  W. 

TACADE    OK    THK ROYAL    IIAXK    or    SCOTLANII, 
i.LASliUW. 

(But  Illustrations. 
HOSriTAL    OF    SS.    JOHX    .^XD    ELIZAllETH, 

ST.    JOnX's    WOOD,    X.W. 

This    hospital,     which   was  originally  in  Great 
■v  irmond-street,  adjoining  the  Hospital  for  Sick Children,  its  premises  there  having  been  sold  to 
the  latter  hospital,  is  now  being  rebuilt  on  a  site 
between  Grove  End-road  and  C'ories-road.     The 
chapel  attached  to  this  hospital  in  Great  Ormond- 
street,  which  was  erected  some  thirty-seven  years 
ago  at  the  expense  of  the  late  Sir  George  Bowyer 
from  the  designs  of  the  late  Mr.  (ieorge  Goldie, 
is  now  being  re-erected  at  St.  John's  Wood,  the 
fa(;ade  being  the  actual  one  removed  from  (Jreat 
vJrmond-street.     As  much  also  of  the  interior  of 
the  original  structure  as  could  be  removed  will 
also  be  re-erected,   while  the    general  internal 
appearance  of  the  original  building  will  be  adhered 
to  as  far  as  possible  in  everv  particular,  indudin" 

altars  and  all  other  fittings'    This  chapel,  as  seen on  tho  accompanying  view  of  the  exterior  and  in 
plan,  forms  the  central  feature  of  the  now  build- 
ing.     Right  and  left  are  two  blocks  containing 
respectively,  to   the  west  on  the  ground  floor, 
siearest  to  the  chapel,  two  sacristies  or  vestries' beyond  which    aro    two    isolation    wards— i.e.! 
temporary-  wards  for  cases  to  be  removed,  close by  which  an  exit  is  provided.     Above  these  are 
four  private  wards  :  while  on  the  floor  above  are 
provided  one  private  ward,  an  operating  room 
with>dditional  top  light,  and  a  retiring  room  for 
the  patient  for  the  administration  of  an.isthetics. 
The  corresponding  blo<k  on  the  other  side  of  the 
■chapel  comprises  on  the  ground  floor,  pharmacy 
board  room,    medical  officer's    room,   a  private 
€ntrance  and  with  a  way  up  to  the  latter's  sitting room  and  bedroom  above.      The  first  and  second 
lloors  are  taken  up  by  four  private  wards  on  each, 
with  bath-rooms,   &c.      There  are  then  thirteen 
private   wards   in   all.      Right   and   left   of  the 
chapel  are  public  entrances  into    the  hall,   off 
which  aro  two   reception  parlours.      From  this 
hall  at  the    back  of    the    chapel   i.s  the  main 
staircase,  in  the  well  of  which  is  a  large  hydraulic 
lift,  and  from  which  there  is  communication  on 
the  basement,   ground   floor,  and  second   floor, 
with  the  adjoining  nursing  sisters'  convent.   The 
two  wings  parallel  to  the  chapel  to  the  east  and 
west  are  similar  in  plan.      On  the  ground,  first 
and  second  floors  are  wards  for  17  beds,  each  7,5ft' 

Icng   by    i.jft.  6in.    wide,  bv    12ft.    inn.    high' Attached  to  each  are  the  usual  small  kitchen 
bath-rooms.  Arc,  and  a  staircase  from  basement 
to  roof  each  furnished   with  a  large  lift.    The 
buildin-  18  buUt  of  picked  stocks.    All  stonework 
1>  J  n  1°         ̂ ^  '"'^°'*'  '^°"^^>  lieails.   Arc,  are  of lied  Kubbers.    Floor  and  stairs  are  fire-resistin? 
the  formCT  are  laid  with  teak  in  narrow  widtlS' \V  alls  and  ceilings  are  to  be  finished  in  Keen's 

Oil!  illustrations  represent  the  principal  of  a  set 
of  six  sheets  of  measured  drawings  of  the  fai.ade 
of  the  Royal  I3ank  of  Scotland  and  adjoining 
arches,  forming  the  west  side  of  Royal  Exchange- 
square,  Glasgow.  They  were  measured  and 

drawn  by  Mr.  James  -Mather,  a  student  in  I'ro- 
fessor  liourlay's  class  of  architecture  in  the 
Glasgow  and  West  of  Scotland  Technical  College. 
The  ifront  is  based  on  the  Erectheium,  and  the  side 
arches  have  long  been  admired  for  their  beautiful 
proportion  and  detail.  The  architect  was  the 
late  Mr.  Elliot,  of  IMinburgh.  The  drawings 
obtained  a  bronze  medal  in  the  National  Com- 

petition at  South  Kensington  in  1897. 

SOVTH    EXI)    K3TATK,    DARLIXC.TOX. 

This  terrace  of  houses,  of  which  we  give  a  view 
with  plans,  is  about  to  be  commenced,  and  the 
undertaking  forms  part  of  a  scheme  for  the  laying 
out  and  development  of  a  considerable  building 
estate  by  the  Darlington  South-end  Estate 
Company,  the  owners.  The  architect,  Jlr. 
Robert  E.  Brinkworth,  of  Chippenham,  was  the 
author  of  the  design  chosen  in  the  competition, 
which  was  instituted  by  the  proprietors  about  two 

years  ago.  This  terrace  faces  Conisclift'e-road, 
and  the  general  fai.ade  assumes  somewhat  the 
form  of  a  crescent,  in  the  centre  of  which  a  semi- 

circular gable  makes  a  feature,  and  the  bays  are 
square  to  give  distinction  to  the  middle  blocks. 
The  arrangement  of  the  interior  may  be  seen 
from  the  two  floors.  The  sanitary  arrangements 
are  situated  at  the  rear.  Stone  and  red  brick  are 

to  be  used  for  the  walling,  and  slates  for  the  roof 
coverings. 

HOTEL    MAJESTIC,    ItAKROG-^TE. 

This  building  is  now  being  erected  on  a  site  in 
the  centre  of  the  town  on  the  Kipon-road,  ad- 

joining and  overlooking  the  grounds  of  the  Spa 
Concert  Room.  The  extent  of  the  site  is  upwards 
of  nine  acres.  There  is  an  appreciable  fall  towards 
the  south,  and  the  main  building,  covering  .an 
area  of  over  30,000sq.ft.,  is  set  out  on  the  rising 
ground  nearly  due  north  and  south  in  the  centre 
of  the  site,  with  the  south  front  overlooking  the 
Spa  Gardens.  A  special  feature  of  the  plan  is  a 
large  central  lounge  and  entrance-hall  over  100ft. 
in  length,  with  doors  to  a  wide,  covered  loggia  in 
the  centre  of  the  south  front,  intended  also  for 
use  as  a  lounge  and  to  form  main  entrance  from 
the  terrace  for  the  visitors  in  hotel.  It  is  intended 

to  keep  this  lounge  and  entrance  separate  and 
distinct  from  the  bustle  of  arriving  and  depart- 

ing guests,  carriasre  traflic,  &c.,  which  will 
be  served  by  an  entrance  vestibule  and  hall 

on  the  north  side,  with  manager's  and  inquire' 
offices,  cloak-rooms,  passenger  and  luggage  lifts, 
&c.  A  carriage  drive  from  the  Ripon-road  will 
lead  to  this  entrance  on  the  north  side.  The 

large  central  lounge  will  be  bridged  over  at  a 
height  of  10ft.  by  the  main  staircase,  access  being 
givea  at  this  height  to  gallery  lounges  on  either 
side,  thus  forming  an  upper  tier ;  the  whole 
designed  to  be  carried  out  in  polished  hardwood, 
the  columns  on  ground  floor  being  cased  with 
panelling,  and  continued  on  gallery  fl^xir,  with 
a  free  treatment  of  pilasters  and  arcading.  The 
principal  public  rooms,  of  ample  size  and  propor- 

tion for  the  accommodation  of  about  400  guests, 
are  set  out  in  a  regular  plan,  east  and  west  of  the 
central  lounge,  i  la  the  west  side  are  the  recep- 

tion-room, reading  and  dressing-rooms,  smoking 
and  billiard-rooms  :  and  on  the  east  side  the 

whole  of  the  ground-floor  area  is  given  for  a 
large  siiUe-a-mnnger  and  ballroom,  with  annexe 
arranged  to  communicate,  so  that  the  whole  can 
be  used  e>>  ̂ uilr  and  form  a  splendid  range  of 
rooms  for  public  functions,  balls,  receptions. 
Arc,  with  separate  carriage-drive,  portico,  and 
entrance,  retiring-rooms,  service -rooms,  Arc. 
The  upper  floors  contain  about  2  50  bedrooms, 
calculated  to  provide  for  360  guests.     '  >n  the 

are  given  up  to  private  apartments  arranged  eii 
siii/i ,  and,  as  far  as  possible,  distinct  and  separate 
in  service  and  accommodation.  As  the  hotel  is 

in  tho  centre  of  a  well-known  health  resort,  and 
close  to  the  medicinal  springs,  these  self-con- 

tained suites  have  been  made  an  important 
feature,  and  should  bo  highly  appreciated  by 
delicate  and  invalid  visitors.  The  construction 

throughout  is  of  Urejjroof  material,  and  provisions 
satisfactory  to  tho  municipal  authorities  have 
been  made  for  emergency  staircases  from  each  of 
tho  upper  floors.  The  elevations  are  designed 
for  a  free  treatment  of  Early  Renaissance, 
carried  out  in  red  Accrington  bricks  and  York- 

shire stone  dressing,  the  muUions, window-jambs. 
Arc,  to  bay  windows  being  of  Pately  Bridge  stone. 
The  central  dome  and  cupola  will  be  dressed  with 
copper,  and  the  roofs  throughout  will  bo  of  green 
Westmoreland  slates.  The  covered  loggia  at 

entrance  is  carried  on  columns  of  polished  Aber- 
deen granite.  Plans  are  being  prepared  for  a 

largo  range  of  stabling  and  loose-boxes  for 
.50  horses,  which  will  bo  built  in  a  picturesque 
hollow  on  tho  east  side,  somewhat  secluded  from 
view  of  the  hotel  windows,  while  a  largo  winter 

garden  is  planned  leading  from  the  hotel  on  the 

west  side,  with  an  entrance  from  the  Ripon-road. 
The  architect  for  the  whole  operation,  including 

hotel,  stabling,  winter  garden,  engine-room,  &c., 
isMr.  G.  I).  Martin,  -i,  I'aU  Mall  East,  S.W., 
and  the  whole  work  is  being  carried  out  by  Mr. 
Thomas  Holloway,  of  London,  for  the  Frederick 
Hotels,  Ltd. 

CENTKAL     KAKERY,     AllEUDEEN'. 

Tin. 
building  occupies  a  site  on  the  west  side  of 

(ieorge-street,  and  extends  westwards  to  a  narrow 
lane,  which  separates  it  from  tho  grounds  of 

Gordon's  College .  The  front  wall  is  built  entirely 
of  finely-dressed  white  Kemnay  granite.  The 
upper  floors  aro  arranged  as  residential  chambers, 
whilst  tho  ground  floor  is  designed  to  fulfil  the 
requirements  of  a  first-class  modern  bakery,  and 
will  be  occupied  by  Mr.  A.  B.  Hutchison,  Aber- 

deen. The  premises  will  be  lighted  by  electricity 

supplemented  by  gas.  Messrs.  Brown  and  Watt 
are  the  architects,  and  the  estimated  cost  is 

£11,000. 
THE   "OADLES,"   RE.4DIXG. 

This  little  house,  built  for  the  architect's  own 
01  cupation,  is  situated  on  high  ground  on  the 
outskirts  of  Reading,  the  fall  of  the  site  allowing 
for  tho  terraced  treatment,  which  is  shown  in  our 
illustration.  The  work  has  been  carried  out  by 
Jlessrs.  Collier  and  Catley,  builders,  Reading, 
the  architect  being  Mr.  W.  Ravenscroft,  of  the 
same  town. 

"  SEACROFT,"    MILFORD-OX-SEA. 

The  geometrical  drawings  from  which  our  illus- 
tr.ation  is  taken  represent  a  little  house  now  in 
course  of  erection  at  Milford  -  on  -  Sea,  near 
Lymington,  Hants.  It  is  beautifully  situated  on 
the  best  part  of  the  cliff  of  this  quiet  little 
watering-place,  and  in  front  overlooks  the  open 
seji,  with  Christchurch  bay  on  the  right,  and 

"The  Needles"  on  the  left,  whilst  behind  it  to 
the  northwards  stretches  the  New  Forest.  It  is 

being  built  for  the  architect,  Mr.  W.  Ravenscroft, 
of  Heading,  by  Jlessrs.  Collier  and  Catley,  of  the 

same  town. 

CHIPS. 

The  Cottage  Hospital,  Dromore,  Co.  Down,  ij 

being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  .ShorLiud's 
patent  Manchester  grates,  the  same  being  supplied 
by  Messrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Man- 

chester. 
The  parish  church  of  St,  Michael,  Dawlish,  was 

reopened  last  week  after  undergoing  restoration  at 

a  cost  of  just  over  t.'3,000. 
A  memorial  brass  has  been  placed  in  the  baptistery 

of  St.  Peter's  Church,  Budleigh  Silterton,  under 
the  stained  -  glass  window  recently  erected  in 
memory  of  the  Rev.  George  Woodhouse,  who 
resided  for  25  years  at  Salterton. 
The  Dirtmouth  School  Board  have  decided  to 

apply  for  permission  to  raise  a  loan  to  carry  out 
drainage  works. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Ludlow  Town  C  )uncil 
it  was  decided  to  seek  the  sanction  of  the  Local 
I ;  ovemment  Board  to  the  latest  scheme  of  sewerage 
and  sewage  disposal,  minus  the  land  filters,  it  being 
decided  to  increase  the  size  of  settling-tanks,  with  a 

view  of  saving  nearly  £'^IX). 
The  parish  church  of  EMtleigh,  Hants,  is  to  ba 

enlarged  at  a  cost  of  £0,510.     Mr.  W.  Parmenter, 
„  of  B  raintree,  is  the  builder.    The  work  is  to  be 

south  and  west  aspects  the  first  and  second  floors    completed  by  Feb.  20,  1901. 
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BOOKS  RECEIVED. 

I'rocecditiffa  of  the  S'jii'h  African  Assnciation  uf 
Engitteers  and  Architects  {\o\.  IV.  1897-S;,  edited 
by  G.  S.  BuiiT  Anmhif.ws,  .\e80C.M.InBt.C.E., 
M.S. A.  Johannesburg  Chamlier  of  Slinee  Build- 

ing).— The  present  volumt"  before  us  contains 
several  papers  of  interest  to  engineers  and  specu- 

lators, such  as  "  Carburetted  Water  Gas,"  "Ap- 
paratus for  Surveying  Boreholes,"  'Thel'.ladray 

Electric  Drill,"  "  Recent  Boiler  Trials," 
"  Modem  Brickmaking  in  the  Transvaal : 
Handling  and  Disposinc;  of  Tailings,  Sand,  and 

Sluices    in    the     Golddelds,"    \-c.   -Jtiirrai/s 
Handbook  of  Warwickshire  (IiOndon :  John 
Murray.  Albemarle-street),  completes  the  useful 
series  of  English  handbooks.  Eew  counties  are 
are  so  full  of  historic  and  architectural  interest  as 
Warwickshire.  It  is  the  home  of  the  Shake- 

spearian traditions,  contains  the  great  metropolis 
of  the  Jlidlands,  and  is  especially  rendered 
famous  for  the  ruins  of  Kenilworth  Castle,  the 
Castle  of  Warwick,  and  a  host  of  other  buildings 
and  halls  of  very  picturesque  character,  like 
Baddesley,  Clinton  Hall,  Aston  Hall,  Compton 
Wyngate,  and  Charlecote  House.  Of  ecclesiastical 

buildinp;3  we  need  only  refer  to  St.  Michael's, 
Coventry ,  with  its  noble  spire  and  nave,  and  1  !eau- 
champ  Chapel,  Warwick,  though  numerous  other 
churcnes  repay  a  visit.  These  are  all  to  be  found 
described  under  their  respective  heads,  and  the 
notes  on  the  architectural  features,  by  Mr. 
Jethro  A.  Cossins,  are  of  value,  other  authorities 
and  writers  whose  labours  have  been  acknow- 

ledged have  contributed  to  the  accuracy  and 
reliability  of  this  work.  The  maps  and  plans  are 
accurate  and  well  engraved,  as  usual  in  this 
series.  Those  who  intend  to  make  a  tour  of  this 

county  cannot  do  better  than  equip  themselves 

with  Murray's  Handbook,  in  which  they  will  tind 
the  best  routes  described  and  mapped  out,  and 
everyplace  and  building  of  importance  accurately 
described.   The    Transactvnis  fur    1898   uf  the 
Society  of  Engineers  (London  :  E.  and  F.  N. 

Spon)  constitute  a  bulky  cloth-bound  volume  of 

240  pages.  The  principal  contents  are  "  Reser- 
voir Embankments,"  giving  useful  suggestions 

for  avoiding  and  remedying  failures,  by  William 

Fox  :  ' '  The  Protection  of  Underground  Water 
Supplies,"  by  Dr.  J.  C.  Thresh;  and  "The 
Bacterial  Treatment    of    Sewage,"    by  George 
Thudicum.   The  Column  ami  The  Arch  :  Es8.ays 
on  Architectual  History,  with  Illustrations,  by 
WiUiam  P.  P.  Longfellow  (London :  Sampson 
Low,  Marston,  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  Fetter-lane). — This 
volume  is  a  book  of  essays,  many  of  which  have 
appeared  in  the  American  Architect  and  the 
Architectural  Record.  The  author  attempts  to 

trace  the  ' '  main  thread  which  binds  together  the 
successive  phases  of  European  architecture"  ; 
or,  rather,  he  traces  the  evolution  of  the  Classic 
Order  from  the  Lotus  column  of  the  Egyptians, 
through  the  Classic  Greek  and  Roman  Orders, 
the  Romanesque  and  the  Renaissance  styles. 
So  also  the  arch  has  been  a  great  element  in 

style.  This  is  a  favourite  and  interesting  pur- 
suit of  the  architectual  student.  He  soon  begins 

to  realise  that  all  architectural  forms  have 

divided  themselves  into  two  great  methods,  the 
trabeated  or  beam  system,  and  the  arcuated  or 
arch  system  ;  in  other  words,  the  architecture  of 
the  column  and  beam,  and  the  arch.  Greek,  and  all 

purely  Classic  architecture  was,  so  to  say,  concen- 
tratedin  the  Order,  or  the  column  tind entablature. 
The  wall  was  subordinated,  and  the  horizontal 
features  accentuated.  The  author  clearly  de- 

scribes these  characteristics  of  Greek  and  Roman 

architecture,  and  he  certainly  exculpates  the 
Uomansfrom  the  charge  of  trying  to  claim  a  special 
style  of  their  own.  The  Romans  merely  en- 

deavoured, and  succeeded,  better  than  some  critics 
have  thought,  in  combining  the  column  or  beam 
system  with  the  arch.  The  two  things  wore  to 
some  extent  contradictory,  but  on  the  whole  it 
must  bo  confessed  the  Romans  made  the  best  of 
the  two  elements.  The  author  traces  them 

through  later  periods,  in  some  of  which  we  find 
the  honour  divided  between  the  column  and  the 

arch.  At  one  time  it  is  the  colonnade,  at  another 
the  arcade,  that  is  made  the  feature,  as  in  the 
works  of  the  Early  Christians  and  the  old 
Basilicas.  The  Romanesque  builder  threw  the 
Classic  Order  aside,  and  turned  his  sole  atten- 

tion to  the  arch,  as  we  see  in  the  basilicas 
of  Rome  or  Ravenna,  where  the  arcade 
was  mainly  used.  One  difference  is  to  be 
noted :  while  the  Classic  Order  could  only  be 
enlarged  or  diminished,  as  the  building  was  made 
larger  or  smaller,  thus  destroying  the  scale,  the 
Romanesque  and  later  builders  adopted  units  that 

could  be  multiplied  in  the  large  building.  The 
elements  were  increased,  as  Mr.  Longfellow  says, 
not  their  scile,  and  the  unit  of  size  was 

generally  the  intercolumniation.  The  Later  Re- 
naissance shows  how  both  the  forms  we  have 

named  were  introduced  into  the  same  build- 
ings ;  but  we  have  no  space  to  dilate.  Jlr. 

Longfellow's  book  or  collection  of  essays  is 
interesting.  He  shows  without  technical  detail 
the  influence  of  both  these  initial  forms  on  the 

architecture  of  the  leading  great  periods,  and  the 
photo,    illustrations,     though    small,    are    well 
selected.    The    Sliulenl's    Practical    Guide    to 

.Ueasuring  and  Valuing  Artifrers'  Jl'urks,  by EuwAiii>  DoiisoN,  architect,  with  additions,  &c., 

by  E.  Wvxnin«TAKN-,M. A.,  architect.  Seventh 
edition,  revised.  London:  Crosby  Lockwood 

and  Son.) — In  this  new  edition  of  a  well- 
established  handbook  several  additions  and 

revisions  appear,  reference  also  is  made  to  the 

London  Building  Acts.  The  editor's  additions 
comprise  chapters  on  mensuration,  construction 
as  applied  to  the  chief  trades,  the  framing  of 
floors  and  roofs,  shoring,  strength  of  timber, 
methods  of  working  in  stone,  a  description  of 

building  stones,  smith's  work,  constructional 
ironwork,  and  various  other  branches,  thus 

rendering  this  edition  a  textbook  of  general  infor- 
mation to  the  student.  The  chapters  on  measur- 

ing and  valution  have  been  considerably  extended, 
and  the  student  who  wishes  to  become  master  of 

(luantity-taking  and  the  processes  of  measunng, 
abstracting,  and  billing  will  find  great  assistance 
from   this   volume.   Examinations  in  Sanitanj 

Science  (London  :  St.  Bride's  Press)  is  the  title  of 
a  sixpenny  cloth  -  bound  pamphlet  containing 
suggestive  answers  to  questions  recently  set  at 
the  examinations  of  the  Sanitary  I^8titute,  the 

Surveyors'  Institution,  and  the  Association  of 
Municipal  and  County  Engineers.  It  is  written 
by  Mr.  Ernest  R.  M.\ttuews,  engineer  and 
surveyor  to  the  Bridlington  Urban  District 
Council,  who  has  himself  passed  the  two  former 
examinations,  is  concise  and  clear  in  style,  and  is 
illustrated  by  several  rough  diagrams  and 
sketches.  The  only  fault  we  have  to  find  with 
this  handy  little  wirk  is  the  absence  of  an  index. 
  27)6'    Essex    Recieu-     Chelmsford :    Edmund 
Durrant  and  Co).  The  new  quarterly  issue  of 
this  model  county  magazine  contains  a  biography 
by  Mr.  E.  A.  Fitch,  with  frontispiece  portrait  of 
Mrs.  Elizabeth  Ogborne,  the  Essex  historian,  a 
natural  daughter  of  Sir  John  Eliot,  and  also  one 
of  her  mother,  Mrs.  Jane  Jackson.  Mrs.  Couison 

Jvemahan  pens  an  appreciation  of  "  The  Real 
Southend,"  illustrated  with  numerous  photo- 

graphs, and  Mr.  George  Jackson  gives  some  notes 

on  "  Essex  in  Literature,"  ranging  from  Gervase 
of  TUbury  and  Abbot  Radulphus  of  Cogge-shall 

to  John  Ray  the  botanist.   Amateur  Gurdenimi 
for  Town  and  Country.  \o\.  XV.  Illustrated 
with  coloured  plates  and  engravings.  (Published 
at  the  offices  of  Amateur  Gardening,  H8  and  H9, 

Aldersgate-street,  E.C.) — This  is  a  handsomely 
bound  volume  of  this  well-known  journal  from 
May,  1898,  to  April,  1899.  Amateur  gardeners 
in  town  and  country  will  find  every  information 
they  require  about  cultivation  of  flowers  and 
vegetables.  The  occupier  of  a  suburban  vUla, 
or  the  unambitious  possessor  of  only  a  few 
windows,  will  find  all  he  wants  to  know  about 

suitable  plants  and  flowers.  Ferns,  spring  bed- 
ding plants,  the  greenhouse,  flower  and  fruit 

gardens  are  all  treated.  The  hints  on  planting 
will  be  found  of  much  value.  The  coloured 

plates  given  every  week  add  to  the  value  and 
pictorial  completeness  of  this  encyclopaedia  of 
gardening.  Many  hundreds  of  replies  are  given 
weekly  by  practical  gardeners,  and  a  variety  of 
subjects  dealing  with  the  proper  time  of  pruning 
roses,  stopping  chrysanthemum  buds,  training 
fruit  trees,  laying-out  gardens,  ire,  are  disc\i8sed. 

Alterations  are  being  made  to  the  Oundle  Schools, 
from  the  designs  of  Mr.  H.  C.  Boyes,  architect, 
London,  and  special  consideration  hfis  been  given  to 
the  ventilation,  which  will  be  carried  out  on  the 

Boyle  system. 
An  appeal  is  now  before  the  public  on  behalf  of 

the  old  church  o(  Kanworth,  Norfolk.  The  great 

({lory  of  the  church  is  its  roof- screen,  perhaps  the 
finest  example  left  to  us  of  the  great  school  of 
decorative  painting  which  flourished  in  the  eastern 
counties  during  the  fifteenth  century.  Of  the  sum 
of  £t.3.iO  which  it  is  desired  to  raise,  more  than 
£3,(100  is  urgently  needed  to  make  the  fabric  of  the 
church  sound  enough  to  protect  the  screen  against 
the  weather.  The  committee  have  placed  the 
matter  in  the  hands  of  Mr.  MioUethwaite. 

OOKFBTITIONS. 

Aldebshot. — The  cumpetiiion  for  the  design 
i)f  a  new  Masonic  Hall  at  Aldershot  has  now 

been  decided.  Sixteen  designs  we  sent  in.  The 
assessor  was  Mr.  Edwin  0.  Sachs.  Mr.  Sachs 

accorded  the  first  premium  to  the  design  entitled 
"Labour  and  Refreshment,"  recommending  the 
author  to  be  commissioned  to  erect  the  building 
with  certain  modifications,  and  the  board  of 

directors  have  approved  of  his  report.  Mr.  Sachs 
further  reported  that  no  second  premium  could 
be  awarded,  as  no  one  design  showed  sufficient 

superiority  over  the  remaining  to  merit  this  dis- 
tinction. On  opening  the  sealed  envelopes  the 

author  of  the  design  was  found  to  be  Messrs. 
ClarenceT.Coggin,A.R.I.B.A.,andThos.Walli8, 
of  15,  York  Buildings,  Adelphi,  London,  E.C. 

H.^HBoo.tTE. — The  assessor  in  the  Harrogate 

Kursaal  Competition,  Mr.  Frank  Slatcham,  archi- 
tect, 9,  Warwick-court,  W.C,  has  given  his 

award,  which  is  as  follows : — First  premium 
(£150),  Mr.  R.  J.  Beale,  Westminster  Chambers, 
9,  Victoria-street,  S.W. ;  second  premium  tlOO), 
Messrs.  Eade  and  Johns,  Ipswich  ;  third  pre- 

mium (£75),  Messrs.  Crosby  and  Power  9,  St. 
Martin's-street,  W.C. 

MoKEc  AMiiE. — The  following  are  the  assessor's 
awards  for  the  New  Central  Board  Schools  Com- 

petition : — The  plans  under  motto  "  VII."  were 
placed  first,  those  under  "  M.  L.  P."  second,  and 
those  under  "Light"  third.  Eleven  sets  were 
sent  in.  Mr.  Murray,  architect  to  the  London 
School  Board,  acted  as  the  assessor.  On  opening 
the  sealed  envelopes  it  was  found  that  the  plans 
under  the  motto  "  VII."  were  those  of  Sir.  John 
Kewton,  Grange-street,  Bare,  Morecambe ;  the 

second,  "  M.  L.  P.,"  those  of  Mr.  Albert  Gorton  ; 
and  the  third  those  of  Jlessrs.  Marshall  Bros., 

Morecambe.  At  the  special  meeting  it  was 
resolved  that  the  clerk  write  to  Mr.  Xewton 

informing  him  that  his  plans  had  been  accepted, 
and  desire  him  to  meet  the  board,  with  a  view  to 
the  arrangement  of  terms  for  preparing  the 
working  designs,  and  submitting  the  same  to  the 
Education  Department.  The  competition  was 
limited  to  local  architects. 

PBOFESSIONAL    AND    TBADB 
SOCIETIES. 

Bristol  Society  of  Architects. — i.in  Tues- 
day, the  1st  inst. ,  a  most  enjoyable  day  was  spent 

by  the  members  of  this  society  and  friends.  Bath 
being  visited,  and  the  remains  of  the  Roman 
baths  and  the  admirable  new  buildings  recently 

erected  by  the  city  authorities  under  Mr.  Brydon 
were  inspected.  Luncheon  was  served  in  the  old 
council  chamber  at  the  Guildhall,  Mr.  Alderman 

Moore,  Councillors  Silcock,  Cotterell,  and  Hen- 
shaw  and  the  town  clerk  being  present.  After 
lunch  coaches  were  requisitioned,  and  the  party 

drove  to  the  charming  old  manor-houses  of  South 
Wraxhall  and  (ireat  Chalfield,  with  their  wealth 
of  Tudor  and  Jacobean  work.  A  pleasant  drive 

home  through  lovely  country  completed  the  day's 

programme. ̂    
The  foundation-stones  of  a  new  Liberal  club,  to 

cost  £2,500,  were  laid  at  HasUngden  on  Saturday. 

A  new  fire-station  was  opened  on  Thursday  week 
in  High-street,  Lawisham.  The  station,  which  has 
been  erected  by  Messrs.  Holloway  Bros.,  Bittersea, 
at  a  cost,  including  the  site,  of  about  £15,000,  is 

equipped  with  one  steamer,  one  horsed  fire-escape, one  hand-escape,  and  four  horses,  and  a  staff  of  15 
men,  including  12  firemen,  two  coachmen,  and  the 
station  officer. 

A  second  meeting,  for  the  purpose  of  forming  a 

local  branch  of  the  British  Association  of  Draughts- 
men, was  held  at  the  Royal  Exchange  Hotel,  New- 

castle, last  Friday.  The  chair  was  occupied  by 
Mr.  J.  A.  G.  Ross,  Durham.  After  20  additional 

members  had  been  enrolled,  a  provisional  com- 
mittee was  elected  to  make  the  necesstiry  arrange- 
ments for  establishing  the  local  branch.  The  district 

hon.  secretary  is  Mr.  F.  W.  Jeanings,  30,  First- 

avenue,  Heaton,  Newcastle. 
Last  Friday,  following  upon  a  resolntion  come  to 

by  the  Perth,  Eistem,  Highland,  and  Central 
1  listrict  Committees  of  the  Perth  County  Council, 

to  secure  a  site  and  erect  a  fever  hospital  at  Burgh- 
muir,  near  Perth,  a  meeting  of  representatives  from 
these  committees  was  held  in  the  County  Buildings, 
I'erth.  Arrangements  were  made  for  proceeding 
with  the  erection  of  the  hospital  without  delay,  the 
Local  Government  Board  having  approved  of  the 

plans.  The  contractors  are  Messrs.  Spiers  and 
Company,  engineers,  Glasgow,  and  the  total  cost  is 

expected  to  be  about  £3,000. 
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Bedmixster. — On  Saturday  week  the  foundc- 

tion-stone  was  laid  of  a  now  mission  church  in 

the  Beiiminster  Down  distiic*.  Ths  ihiirch  is 

designed  in  the  (iothic  style,  red  Wiuterbourne 
stone  being  used,  with  Bath  stone  dressings.  It 

has  an  open-timber  roof  of  pitch-pine,  covered 
with  interlocking  tiles.  The  church  is  to  have 
an  aisle  on  the  south  side,  divided  from  the  nave 

by  arches  and  columns  of  Bath  stone  ;  the  aisle 
will  be  divided  by  sliding  swivel  piirtitions  to 

form  five  classrooms  for  Sunday-school  purposes, 
each  classroom  being  I6tt.  square,  and  having 

separate  windows.  The  church  has  been  planned 

to  seat  700  worshippers,  exclusive  of  the  choir. 
The  architects  are  Messrs.  P.  IMunro  and  Son,  of 

St.  Stephen's-  chambers,  Bristol,  and  the  con- 
tractor is  Mr.  1'..  Walters. 

Gatksheah. — The  foundation  stone  of  the 

n-ew  Drill  Hall  in  laddell-terraco,  (Jateshead, 
for  the  2nd  Battery  of  the  1st  Newcastle  Artillery 

was  laid  on  Wednesday  evening.  The  hall  is 

80ft.  long  by  47in.  (iin.  wide,  with  the  main 
entrance  from  Liddell-terraco  in  the  centre.  At 

one  end  of  the  hall  are  ollicers'  ([uarters,  with 
private  entrance  from  the  front  street,  orderly 

oflice,  clothing  store,  armoury,  and  harness- 

room  with  archway  leading  to  the  parade- 
ground.  Above  these,  on  the  tirst  lloor,  are  the 

caretakers'  quarters,  ana  gallorj'  the  full  width 
of  the  ball.  At  the  other  end  of  the  hall  are 

the  sergeants'  mess,  gunners'  mess,  lavatories, 
.S.C.,  and  small  yard.  The  building  is  of  red 
brick,  with  stone  dressings.  The  contractor  is 
Mr.  E.  T.  lieorge,  of  Newcastle,  and  the  archi- 

tects are  Messrs.  'VVatson  and  Curry,  IS.Urainger- 
street,  Newcastle. 

Vf.ntxou. — The  new  block  of  the  Hospital  for 

Consumptives  at  ̂ 'entnor  was  opened  on  Wed- 
nesday by  Princess  Henry  of  Battenberg.  The 

block  has  been  erected  at  a  cost  of  (J  10,800,  and 

it  will  require  another  thousand  pound.s  for  fur- 
nishing. Fnlike  the  other  blocks,  which  are  in 

pairs  of  cottages,  this  one  contains  three  cottages. 
It  has  been  built  of  local  stone,  with  freestone 

dressings.  Its  design  generally  harmonises  with 
the  existing  buildings.  It  provides  accommoda- 

tion for  21  patients,  and  for  the  requisite  staff  of 
nurses,  with  sitting  and  bedroom,  kitchen,  and 
offices  arranged  on  the  north  of  the  block. 

Verandahs  and  balconies  of  cast  iron  and  steel, 

with  asphalte  floors,  are  provided  on  each  floor 
facing  south.  The  architect  is  Mr.  Theodore 
.-launders. 

Walsall. — The  report  of  a  special  committee 
of  the  town  council— presided  over  by  the  Mayor 
(Alderman  Clare)— who  have  had  under  their 
consideration  the  proposal  to  erect  mtmicipal 
buildings  in  I.ichaeld-street,  on  land  which  the 
corporation  recently  purchased,  has  been  issued. 
The  committee  state  that  they  have  inspected  the 
public  buildings  in  various  towns  similar  in  size 
to  Walsall,  and  recommend  the  erection  of  a  town 
hall,  comprising  council  chamber  and  three  com- 

mittee-rooms, municipal  offices  for  all  depart- 
ments except  the  police  (who,  it  is  suggested, 

should  retain  their  present  quarters  in  proximity 
to  the  Guildhall,  which  it  is  oroposed  in  future 
should  be  used  exclusively  for  the  administration 

of  justice),  and  a  public  hall  capable  of  seating 
Ij.jOO  persons.  The  accommodation  which  it  is 
recommended  should  be  provided  has,  the  com- 
niittee  state,  become  absolutely  necessary,  and  it 
is  pointed  out  that  the  present  borougn  offices 
were  erected  for  the  use  of  the  staff  of  the 
Birmingham  and  StaSordshire  Gas-light  Com- 

pany when  the  gas  supplied  by  them  to  the  town 
was  only  one-eighth  of  the  quantity  now  manu- 

factured by  the  town  council.  The  total  cost 
which  the  committee  consider  their  scheme  in- 

Tolvea  is  £55,000,  and  they  recommend  that  the 
sanction  of  the  council  be  given  to  this  expendi- 

ture, and  that  they  be  authorised  to  obtain 
competitive  plans. 

On  Saturday  afternoon,  sixteen  memorial -atones 
and  a  large  number  of  bricks  of  the  new  Providence 

Church  at  Oldbury  were  laid  by  the  echolars  and 
teacherp. 

A  new  parish  hall  is  to  be  built  at  Caterham. 
capable  of  proTiding  sitting  accommodation  for 
three  hundred  persona,  at  a  cost  of  tl.lOO  It  has 

also  been  decided  to  add  a  new  vestry  to  St.  Mary's 
Church.  Mr.  Vaughan,  builder  and  contractor,  of 
Caterham  \alley.  is  doing  the  work. 

TO    OOBBESPOITDENTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinions  of 
our  correspondents.     All    commujucatioua   i^ould  be 
drawn  up  as  briefly  aa  possible,  as  there  are  many 
olaimanta  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  la  particularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
commxmications  re.specting  iUuatrationa  or  Utt?rary  matter 
Bbould  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Bitildiso 
Nbwb,  332,  Strand,  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.    Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
Ail  drawings  and  other  comrmmicatioos  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors* risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Post-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Tbe  SxaAjiD  NBWSPAPEa  Company,  Liuitsd. 

NOTICE. 

Bonnd  copies  of  Vol.  LXXV.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
u  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bonnd  vohunes  of  Vols.  XXXI.,  XXX 11 ,  XXXIII  , 

xxxn'..  XXXIX.,  xu..  xLrv".,  xlvi.,  xux., U..  UH.,  LIV..  LV.,  LIX..  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn., 
LXIV.,  LXV..  LXVin..  LXIX.,  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn.,    LXXm.,     LXXIV.,     and    LXXV.,    may 
still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OF   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom ;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
Qnited  States,  £1  6s.  Od.  (orSdols.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium,  £1  63.  Od.  (or  ajfr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6s.  Od 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
O&ge,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal,  £1  68.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

la  la.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  tirst  line  coxuiting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  5b.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneona 
uid  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
coiinting  as  two),  the  minimnm  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
10  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisementa  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  5s. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 

office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
most  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  t!o  secure 
insertion. 

SlTOATIONB. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant" 
01  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  One  Shilling  fob  Twknty- 
FonB  WoBDs,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  Situation  Advertisements  must  be  prepaid. 

RacEivED.— J.  and  Co.— H.  U.  D.  C— T.  C.  and  Son.— 
L.  and  N.— Divider. -P.  and  L.— R.  S.  and  Co. — 
W.  T.  T.— H.  and  Co. 

F.  G.— Go  to  Jeffrey  and  Co.,  64,  Easex-road.  You  cannot 
do  better. 

Flooi;.— J.  and  H.  Patteaon's  I3S,  Oxford-street,  Man- 
chester) mosaic  pavements  can  be  laid  from  7a.  6d.  per 

square  yard. 

Ea3t  En-dee.— Call  on  Young  and  Marten,  Caledonian 
Works.  Stratford.  You  are  sure  to  find  what  you  want 
there. 

Permanent.— The  •' Cunnah- Wright "  partition  is  just 
what  you  seem  to  want.  Write  to  25,  Billiter-buildings, 
E.C.,  for  catalogue,  &c. 

Er.w.  T.  P.— None  to  beat  those  made  by  Francis  and  Co., 
64,  Gray's  Inn-road,  W.C. 

Dinner  Lift.— You  can  get  a  very  handy  self-sustaining 
dinner-lift  gear,  for  £5,  from  J.  W.  Brooke  and  Co  , Lowestoft. 

CocNTBT  Man.'^ton. —  One  of  Blake's  hydraulic  rams  will 
do  all  you  want.  Write  John  Blake,  Oxford-street 
Works,  Accrington. 

A.  J.  W. — We  do  not  think  so.  The  firm  you  mention 
dropped  out  of  our  pages  long  ago,  so  they  can  hardly 
be  doing  much  business  ! 

Builoer.— We  do  not  think  you  can  do  better  for  veneers 
than  at  B.  and  J.  Hudsons",  Endell -street,  W.C. 

G.  G.-  Messenger  and  Co.,  of  Loughborough,  or  Crompton 
and  Fawkes,  of  Chelmsford.  The  people  you  name  are 
of  no  use.  For  horticultural  glass,  XichoHs  and  Clarke, 
Shoreditch,  are  hard  to  beat. 

finta0mmuttitati0tt 
QUSSTIOyS. 

[12278.] -Gesso  Decoration.— Is  gesso  decoration  ' 
much  used  in  modem  work,  and  are  there  any  good  | 

examples  to  be  seen  in  London  .'  Any  information  about  ' 
the  work  will  be  thankfully  received  by— Lf.abner. 

ll>279.]-ArchitecturalRamblesin  Sussex  or 
Hampshire.— Will  a  reader  who  knowa  either  of  thesy 
districts  give  me  any  particulars  of  interesting  old  work  j 
to  be  seen,  either  domestic  or  ecclesiastical,  and  the  most 

profitable  towns  to  take  .'  The  guide-book  information  is 
too  scant  and  stereotyped  to  be  ofmucbuae,sucb  a  sentence 

aa  this  occurs :  "Church,  a  neat  edifice,  E.E.,  and 
Decorated  ;  restored  by  Scott.  There  are  a  few  interesting 

monuments  or  brasses,  &c."  One  goes  to  see  the  said 
church,  and  finds  it  one  in  which  everything  ancient  has 
been  obliterated,  or  really  a  modern  building  of  very  poor 

design  and  detail.— Cycle. 
[12230.] -Electric  Lighting  Installation— Are 

there  any  easy  guides  by  which  the  wiring  of  houses  for 
electric  Ughtihg  may  be  learned .'  Do  architects  specify 
forHtheae  fittings,  or  leave  electric  lighting  to  others  I— 

A.i.\x. 

[12281.1-Plans  for  Local   Authority. -Can  a 
local  authority  refuse  to  consider  plans  duly  drawn  or 

copied  on  drawing-paper,  and  demand  them  drawn  on 
lintn  or  tracing-cloth,  their  by-laws  re'iuiring  only  de- 
li\ery  of  plans,  without  stipulating  the  material  on  which 
th''y  demand  them  drawn,  which  i^  a  private  resolution  on 
tht'ir  mmutes  passed  by  themselves  after  their  by-laws 
h*d  been  confirmed  by  the  T,(^cal  Government  Board  ? — KlItAL. 

[12282.]— Fixing  Ironwork  to'Stone.- Can  some one  tell  me  the  best  way  of  fixing  an  iron  railing  to  a  stone 

coping,  and  what  stone  i>'  the  beat '— Ix  Doit.t, 
[122s;j,]— Churches  in  Suffolk.— There  are  several 

important  churches  in  this  county.  I  shall  be  glad  to 
know  of  any  special  ones  to  visit  near  Eye  or  Stowmarket. 
The  line  church  of  Southwold  and  its  grand  painted 
screens,  Framlingham  Church,  Donnington  Church  are 
worth  examination.  Are  there  others  ot  special  interest, 

though  on  a  smaller  scale  ?—T.  T.  O. 

[12^81.]— Fan  for  Ventilating  Restaurant.— 
Some  restaurants  in  London  are  littecl  with  revolving 
fans  in  the  upper  part  of  room.  Are  IIiphp  appliances  of 
value  in  drawing  out  the  vapour  and  eDluvium,  and  can 
they  be  made  noiseless  .'  How  can  they  be  best  worked  ? 
Is  there  any  better  plan  of  drawing  otf  vitiated  air  ?  A 

reply  will  oblige  yours— Isterrstei'. 
[122^5.]— Keeping  Booms  Cool.— I  should  be  glad 

if  any  of  the  readerH  of  ihe  Bi'ildin';  Nkws  will  give  me 
any  information  as  to  the  most  ethcacious  plan  of  keeping 
top  rooms  and  those  in  sunny  aspects  cool  in  summer. 
A  variety  of  methods  have  bten  proposed— whitewashing 
the  roof,  putting  a  layer  of  felt  under  the  slates,  hollow 
walls,  asbestos  plastering,  outside  awning,  but  some  of 
these  methods  are  not  easily  applied.  Ventilation  appears 
to  me  to  be  a  practicable  method  of  keeping  the  air  cool, 
if  a  supply  of  cold  air  can  be  allowed  to  enter  the  room, 
and  the  heated  air  carried  otf :  but  this  would  rei^uire  a 
channel  or  duct  for  the  cold  air  to  be  formed  in  the  walls, 
or  iron  pipes  laid  from  a  cool  area.  Is  there  any  method 
of  doing  this,  and  would  such  a  plan  be  expensive  1  It 
has  occurred  to  me  a  canvas  or  felt  screen  fixed  a  few 
inches  from  the  outside  of  wall  and  up  the  roof,  the  space 
being  well  ventilated,  would  be  the  best  plan.  Any 
suggestion  will  be  gladly  received.  Cool  rooms  in  summer 
are  absolutely  necessary  for  health  and  comfort.  -Tar. 

BBFZISS, 

[12275.]— Scagliola  Marble.— Scaghola  is  applied 
to  all  forms  of  interior  decoration,  where  marble  would 

be  used,  such  as  columns,  pilasters,  wall-lining,  dados, 
architraves,  and  pedestals  for  statuary.  i:c.  It  can  be 
turned,  moulded,  or  cast  to  any  shape  or  design.  When 
columns  are  required  to  carry  any  weight,  arrangements 
are  made  for  the  insertion  of  iron  cores  or  stanchions,  and 

one  of  the  two  following  methods  adopted;  —  !.  If  the 
cores  are  only  in  a  subordinate  ptosition,  suchas  supporting 
galleries,  &c.,  and  do  not  directly  form  part  of  the  main 
structure,  the  columns  may  then  be  turned  and  finished 
at  iht-  works,  the  core  inserted  on  the  building,  and  both 
raised  together.  2.  If  the  cores  form  part  of  main 
building,  and  must  be  erected  as  it  progresses,  the  columns 
are  then  made  entire,  prepared  ready  for  polishing,  and 
forwarded.  On  arrival  they  are  cut,  and  placed  round 
iron  or  brick  cores,  cramped  and  made  good  without 
showing  joint.  This  method  of  masking  iron  or  brick 

cores  is  becoming  very  general.  "With  ordinary  care scagliola  is  indestructible  ;  the  polish  is  perfectly  natural, 
being  produced  by  friction  and  frequent  stonings,  as  in 
marble,  no  vamiah  or  substance  of  a  like  nature  being 
used.  When  scagliola  is  prepared  in  a  proper  manner 
this  polifih  will  last  for  twenty  to  thirty  years,  without 
re^iuiring  renewal.  The  cost  varies  according  to  marble 
selected  fthe  yellows -such  aa  sienna  and  Giallo-Anlico — 
being  slightly  cheaper),  but  is  always  reckoned  at  from 
'  ,th  to  '  jTd  the  price  of  marble.  I  should  add,  these 
mrticulars  of  course  refer  to  the  excellent  scagliola  made 

by  Bellman,  Ivey,  and  Carter,  of  157b,  New  Bond-atreet. 
As  an  architect,  I  do  not  recognise  any  scagliola  but 
theirs.— WiNTOx. 

f  1-2276.] -Timber  Measurement.-I  am  obliged  to 
"  Regent's  Park  "  for  his  reply  to  my  query.  Can  he  in- 

form me  the  price  of  the  book  in  question,  as  I  shouldlike 

to  get  it.— A.  Z. 
[12277.]— Chimney.— Monterey  is  a  small  town  upon 

the  Mexican  National  Railway,  16S  miles  from  Mexico 
Junction  on  the  road  to  Saltillo.  Mexico  itself —a  city  of 
about  332.CO0  inhabitants -publishes  four  daily  news- 

papers, viz.,  L-i  Tr.iit  'V  f'r.io'i,  Li  Rfjntlii'-'i,  F.do 
'V/rri7,  and  Kl  .S"i^?o.  besides  half-a-dozen  others  issued 
weekly  or  at  intervals.  Any  of  these  pai>ara,  or  particular 
copies!  of  them,  can  be  procured  by  wiiiing  their  respec- 

tive publishers  and  stating  requirements.  If  a  copy  of 
the  }l-xi>:o  Jfonf-^r-''/  /mi';/  d^oh' ,  of  March  14.  containing 
report  of  a  new  chimney  be  desired,  it  rm  b-  had  by 
return  by  merelv  writing  to  its  publisher  at  Monterey, 
and  encloung  half-a-dozen  penny  stamps  to  defray  cost  of 
<>ame.  postage,  and  seirch.— H.vrrv  Hem^. 

With  respect  to  the  post  of  diocesan  surveyor  for 
Bristol,  we  learn  that  the  vacancy  will  not  occur 
for  a  few  days.  When  it  does,  Mr.  C.  E.  Ponting 
will  be  re-elected  for  the  entire  diocese  of  Bristol. 

The  contract  for  municipal  tramways  in  Sunder- 
land on  the  electric  overnead  trolley  system  was 

given  on  Wednesday  week  at  a  price  of  £12o,000, 
to  Messrs.  Dick  Kerr  and  Company  ;Xew  York  and London). 
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WATEB    ST7PPLY    AND    SANITABT 
ICATT£I(S. 

Bradiord. — At  a  meeting  of  the  Bradford  Sewage 
Defecation  Committee  last  week,  the  committee 
went  into  a  compiehensive  surrey  cf  the  situation 
in  which  the  city  has  been  placed  regarding  the 
disposal  of  its  sewage.  A  somewhat  lengthy  dis- 

cnssion  took  place  over  Mr.  Watson's  scheme  for 
pnrifyiug  the  elHaent,  but  no  satisfactory  decision 
was  arrived  at.  The  collapse  of  the  Ksholt  scheme 
was  also  considered,  and  although  the  desirability 
of  speedy  action  was  recognised,  it  was  generally 
conceded  that  the  committee  had  a  most  diftlcult 

task  before  them.  A'arious  suggestions  were  made, with  the  object  of  meeting  the  new  situation,  but 
no  proposal  seemed  perfect  enough  to  satisfy  the 
Local  (TOvernment  Board,  and  ultimately  it  was 
decided  to  send  a  deputation  to  London  to  ask  that 
authority  how  the  Corporation  should  now  dispose 
of  the  city  sewage. 

BrETOx-ON'-TnEST.— Last  Friday  Mr.  H.  P. 
Boulnois  attended  at  the  town-hall  to  hold  an  inquiry 
on  behalf  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  relative 
to  the  application  of  the  corporation  to  borrow 
i-1,900-  £2,0011  for  sewerage  purposes,  and  £2,000 
for  supplying  pure  water  to  the  houses  and  cottages 
on  the  sewage  farm.  Mr.  T.  H.  Whitehead  (town 
clerk)  laid  the  case  of  the  corporation  before  the 
iEspector,  and  several  other  ofticials  were  present, 
including  Mr.  Lynam  (borough  surveyor).  There 
was  no  opposition  to  the  application. 

Lincoln.  —  The  corporation  and  waterworks 
committee  of  Lincoln  have  had  the  question  of 
obtaining  an  increased  supply  of  water  under  their 
consideration  for  some  time  past,  and,  observing 

the  steps  being  taken  by  the  Gainsborough  t'rban 
District  Council  to  obtain  a  supply  from  the  Keuper 
and  Bunter  beds  of  the  Old  Ecd  .Sandstone  by  means 
of  deep  borings,  they  have,  after  obtaining  reports 
from  Mr.  De  Ranee  and  Professor  HuU,  the  eminent 
geologists,  decided  to  undertake  a  siinilar  scheme 
to  supplement  the  existing  supply  from  the  River 
Witham.  The  committee  have  decided  to  engage  a 
consulting  engineer  to  superintend  the  new  works, 
and  have  selected  Mr.  Percy  Griffith,  A.M.I.C.E., 
F.G.S.,  of  Westminster,  he  having  special  experi- 

ence in  this  class  of  work  in  connection  vrith  the 
Gainsborough  scheme,  for  which  he  has  acted  as 
consulting  engineer  since  the  death  of  his  partner, 
the  late  Mr.  Jabez  Church,  in  1890.  The  proposed 
boring  will,  it  is  expected,  be  from  1,500ft.  to 
2,00Oft.  deep,  and  as  it  will  take  some  three  years 
to  carry  out,  it  will  be   put  in  hand  as  early  aa 

PABLIAMENTABY  NOTES. 

The  New  Wae  Office.— The  Earl  of  Wemyss, 
in  moving  last  Friday  that  in  the  opinion  of  the 
House  it  was  desirable  that  models  of  all  public 
buildings  of  importance  about  to  be  erected  at  the 
public  cost  should  be  made  and  publicly  exhibited, 
and  that  this  was  more  especially  to  be  desired  at 
the  present  time,  said  the  system  he  proposed  was 
the  almost  universal  custom  in  other  countries,  and 
had  been  successfully  adopted  in  our  own  when 
Sir  Henry  Layard  was  First  Commissioner  of 
Works.  The  memorial  he  had  had  the  honour  of 

presenting  to  Lord  Salisbury  was  one  of  the  most 
weighty  ever  presented.  It  mcluded  the  signatures 
of  an  archbishop,  several  bishops,  six  dukes,  two 
field-marshals,  and  the  names  of  peers  on  either 
tide  showed  the  interest  taken  in  this  national  non- 

party question.  A  memorial  such  as  this  deserved 
consideration,  and  all  that  the  memorialists  acked 
was  that  for  the  sake  of  those  who  come  after  us  all 
possible  care  and  precaution  should  be  taken  to 
msore  the  erection  of  War  Office  buildings  in  all 
ways  worthy  of  the  site.  Oq  the  strength  of  this 
memorial  he  rested  his  motion.  The  Marquis  of 
Lansdowne  said  :  A  model  on  a  table  never  by  any 
chance  presented  the  appearace  of  the  actual  build- 

ing—you saw  the  model  as  you  might  see  the 
buUdmg  from  the  top  of  the  Duke  of  York's 
column,  a  point  of  viewnrom  which  the  nobleearlwas 
very  fond  of  regarding  men  and  things  in  general, 
but  humbler  observers  contemplated  a  building  from 
the  pavement  as  they  walked  to  Westmmster. 
A  model  would  enable  you  to  regiilate  the  si/.e  and 
proportion  of  a  building  on  Government  ground, 
but  there  was  no  power  to  regulate  buildings  along- 

side on  ground  not  the  property  of  the  Government. 
You  might  adjust  the  height  of  the  new  War  Office 
buildings,  but  the  huge  building  Whitehall  Court 
behind  might  put  out  the  whole  scale  of  proportion. 
As  regarded  the  War  Office  buildings,  it  wa8  im- 

possible to  comply  with  the  request  for  a  model,  but 
m  regard  to  buildings  to  be  erected  hereafter,  the 
Chief  Commissioner  of  Works  would  consider  the 
suggestion.  A  great  pact  of  the  speech  of  the  noble 
earl  was  an  indictment  of  the  manner  in  which 
plans  were  prepared,  and  their  lordships  who  signed 
the  memorial  might  not  be  fully  aware  of  the  steps 

taken  by  her  Majesty's  Government  when  the matter  was  decided.  The  (iovemment  decided  not 

to  adopt  the  procedure  of  inviting  competitive  de- 
signs.    It  was  this  system  of  competition  that  had 

led  to  the  construction  of  several  of  those  buildings 
of  which  the  noble  earl  had  spoken  in  terms  of 
strong  and  not  wholly  unmerited  condemnation. 

■The  general  result  of  recourse  to  competitive  de- 
signs was  generally  admitted  to  be  unsatisfactory, 

and  our  best  architects  refused  to  take  part  in  such 
competitions.  Putting  that  procedure  aside,  the 
Government  invited  the  Institute  of  British  Archi- 

tects to  recommend  the  names  of  a  certain  number  of 
architects  who,  in  their  opinion,  were  well  qualified 
to  undertake  a  building  of  this  sort.  A  list  of 
names  was  sent,  and  a  Committee  of  the  Cabinet 
considered  these  with  designs  of  wirk  done  by 
the  architects,  and  from  the  list  selected  two  gentle- 

men, Mr.  Young  and  Mr.  Bryden,  both  architects 
with  considerable  reputation.  With  regard  to  Mr. 
Young,  the  committee  were  a  good  deal  attracted 
towards  him  by  the  excellence  of  work  carried 
out  by  him  for  the  noble  earl  himself  at  his  seat  in 
Scotland.  These  two  gentlemen  sent  in  designs 

for  the  new  public  offices,  and  these  were  examined 
by  a  committee  prerided  over  by  the  president  of 
the  Institute  of  British  .Vcchitects  and  professor  of 
architecture  to  the  Royal  Academy.  Then  the 
designs  were  published  in  March  in  various  illus- 

trated papers,  and  on  the  whilethe  verdict  of  public 
opinion  upon  them  was  exceedingly  favourable. 
The  plans  and  specifications  had  all  been  prepared, 
and  they  were  ready  for  the  quantity  surveyor, 
the  ground  had  been  broken  in  order  to  test  it  for 
the  foundations,  and  to  ask  them  now  to  hold  their 
hands  and  to  begin  again  seemed  to  be  an  altogether 
unreasonable  proposal.  The  site,  which  was  worth 
£20,000  a  year,  had  lain  idle  quite  loig  enough. 
The  War  Office  at  this  mcment  was  scattered  about 
in  no  less  than  eleven  different  buildings  :  it  was 
an  intolerable  state  of  things  which  interfered  to 
an  extent  which  he  did  not  suppose  anybody  realised 
with  the  efficient  conduct  of  business — (hear,  hear) 
— and  they  protested  against  any  further  delav  in 
supplying  that  ofliee  with  a  suitable  home.  How 

was  the  noble  earl  going  to  take  a  ph'biscite  on  this 
matter  of  plans  'i  To  epeak  plainly,  it  was  a  case  of 
spretm  injuria  forma  :  what  was  in  the  noble  earl's 
mind  was  a  preference  for  his  own  plan  which  he 
had  fathered  and  put  before  the  public.  He  admitted 

that  in  the  noble  earl's  plan  there  was  a  very  beau- 
tiful facade,  but  the  building  was  entirely  unsuited 

to  a  public  office  :  it  would  completely  dwarf  the 
Horse  Guards,  it  cut  the  site  to  waste  in  the  most 
reckless  manner,  it  would  cost  more  money,  and  it 
would  provide  only  17,0C0ft.  of  flooring,  instead  of 
29.000ft.,  as  in  the  Government  plan.  The  Eirl  of 
Wemyss  was  understood  to  say  that  the  calculation 
by  which  that  figure  was  obtained  was  absolutely 
worthless.  The  Marquis  of  Lansdowne  said  the 
fact  was  the  noble  eeirl  began  at  the  vrrong  end. 

Instead  of  saying,  "  I  want  a  public  office  containing 
such  and  such  accommodation,  give  me  a  beautiful 

building  to  put  it  into,"  he  said,  "  Here  is  a  beau- 
tiful building,  shove  your  public  office  into  it,  it  has 

got  to  get  in  there  somehow."'  The  noble  earl  was thinking  entirely  of  the  external  appearance  of  these 
buildings  :  be  himself  thought  also  of  the  occupants. 
No  amount  of  adaptation  would  ever  make  the  plan  of 
the  noble  earl  fulfil  the  requirements  on  which  they 
insisted.  (Hear,  hear.)  The  Government  con- 

tended that  their  baild<°ngs  would  be  a  very  useful and  ornamental  addition  to  the  buildings  which 
already  surrounded  Whitehall,  and  it  was  their 
fixed  intention  to  go  on  with  the  construction  of 
these  buildings  as  rapidlv  aa  possible.  (Hear,  hear.) 
The  noble  earl,  after  giving  them  a  few  ideas  on  the 
subject  of  the  construction  of  public  offices,  gave 
them  hints  on  the  subject  of  the  connfruction  of 
Cabinets.  (Laughter.)  He  was  afraid  that  his 
notions  upon  the  one  subject  were  almost  aa  un- 

practical as  were  his  theories  in  regard  to  the  other ; 
at  any  rate,  whenever  a  new  Prime  Minister  was 
called  upon  to  bring  together  a  Government  he 
should  be  very  much  surprised  if  it  was  found  that 
he  was  able  to  do  so  upon  the  lines  which  the  noble 
earl  had  suggested  for  his  guidance.  Lord  Stanmore 
said  he  must  take  it  that  another  grand  opportunity 
was  about  to  be  lost,  aa  so  many  had  been  lost 
before,  in  the  erection  of  our  public  buildings. 
They  had  an  unequalled  site  and  a  magnifi- 

cent plan  by  a  dead  architect.  It  was  quite 
natural  that  living  architects  should  prefer  a 
plan  by  one  of  themselves:  but  the  Govern- 

ment should  have  simply  given  instructions  to 
adopt,  as  far  as  it  could  be  adopted,  the  plan  of 
Inigo  .Tones.  How  anyone  having  the  power  to  do 
that,  and  having  that  site  in  hand,  should  have 
thought  of  erecting  anyttiing  upon  that  site  except 
the  magnificent  design  planned  by  one  of  the  greatest 
English  artists  for  that  very  site  he  could  not  con- 

ceive. He  had  not  a  word  to  say  against  Mr. 

Young's  plans.  Thev  were,  he  believed,  effective  ; 
but  to  compare  Jlr.  Voung  with  Inigo  .Tones  was  to 
compare  the  infinitely  small  with  the  infinitely 
great.  He  rose  to  express  his  surprise  at  the  utter 
incapacity  of  the  Government  to  see  what  was  really 
the  question  in  this  matter,  and  his  belief  that  the 
country  at  large  did  desire  to  see  buildings  erected 

which  should  be  worthy  of  the  Kmoire.  The  I'.irl 
of  Wemyss  ventured  to  think  that  the  action  of  the 
Government  was  nothing  short  of  treason  to  pos- 

terity, a    betrayal    of    a  temporary  trust  and  an 

audacious  act  on  the  part  of  chance,  temporary, 
self-sufficient  authorities.  The  Duke  of  Xorfolk 
hoped  the  noble  earl  would  not  persist  in 
his  motion,  but  would  be  content  with  the 
expression  of  opinion  it  had  elicited.  The  thing 
having,  unfortunately,  gone  so  far,  no  good  purpose 
would  be  served  by  a  factious  opposition.  Personal 
experience  had  taught  him  that  models  of  intended 
buildings  were  of  great  use,  and  be  hoped  the 
I  iovemment  would  take  into  consideration  whether, 
in  future,  when  public  buildings  were  to  be  erected, 
models  could  not  be  provid«l.  The  Marquis  of 
Lothian  hoped  the  Government  would  take  into 
consideration  what  had  fallen  from  the  noble  earl 
and  the  noble  duke,  and  that  in  future  models  would 
be  exhibited  of  all  proposed  public  buildings.  It 
was  not  fair  that  the  taxpayers  should  be  called 
upon  to  pay  for  buildings  which  might  be  very  bad, 
and  which  they  had  no  opportunity  of  seeing  before- 

hand, whether  they  liked  them  or  not.  He  expressed 
the  hope  that  the  banqueting-hall  would  be  put  to 
another  purpose  tlian  that  to  which  it  was  at  pre- 

sent devoted  and  for  which  it  was  ill-suited.  He 
suggested  that  the  noble  marquis  should  try  to  make 
some  arraingement  by  which  the  hall  should  be  used 
as  a  place  in  which  public  entertainments  could  be 

given  by  her  Majesty's  Ministers.  The  motion  was withdrawn. 

STAINED   GLASS. 

DuNBAB, — Last  Sunday  the  Very  Rev.  Principal 
.Story  conducted  the  dedicatory  service  in  the  parish 
church  of  Dunbar  of  a  six-light  stained-glass 
window,  given  as  a  memorial  of  the  late  Duke  and 
Duchess  of  Roxburghe.  The  window,  being  a 
transome,  has  two  tiers  of  three  lights  each,  and 
the  artist  has  taken  each  triplet,  and  designed  in 
the  top  one  the  Ascension,  and  in  the  lower  the 
Nativity,  with  the  kin^  and  shepherds.  They  are 
depicted  kneeling  on  either  side  of  the  centre  light, 
in  which  is  Joseph  and  the  Virgin  Mary,  with  the 
Babe  in  the  manner.  Mary  is  kneeling,  gazing 
with  maternal  solicitude  at  the  Child  in  the  manger ; 
Joseph  is  standing  behind  holding  a  lantern.  Angels 
are  bringing  the  wise  men  and  the  shepherds  to  the 
infant  Jesus.  Above  is  a  choir  of  angels,  holding 

scrolls  and  singing  "  Glory  to  God  in  the  highest, 

on  earth  peace,  good  will  towards  men."  "This  is written  on  the  scrolls.  The  colouring  of  this 
subject  is  rich  so  far  as  the  Holy  Family  and 
the  kings  and  shepherds  are  concerned,  but  the 
whole  of  the  angelic  choir  is  depicted  in  silvery 
white  glass,  relieved  with  golden  stain,  and 
which  forms  a  striking  effect  of  colour.  In 
the  Ascension,  our  Lord  is  shown  ascending  to 
heaven.  He  is  robed  entirely  in  white,  and  is  in 
the  act  of  giving  the  Benediction  to  the  Apostles, 
who  are  beelmg  and  standing  grouped  round, 
gazing  upward  to  the  departing  Lord.  Two  angels 
in  the  side-lights  are  shown,  with  scrolls  containing 
the  inscription :  "  Ye  men  of  Galilee,  why  stand  ye 
gazing  up  to  Heaven  r  "  The  colouring  is  principally 
of  silvery  while  glass,  in  the  upper  portions  of  both 
subjects,  but,  wiUi  the  colour  in  the  draperies  of  the 
groups,  is  at  the  same  time  rich,  harmonious,  and 
subdued.  In  the  tracery,  which  is  again  principally 
white  in  colour,  relieved  by  ruby  glass,  is  depicted 
the  figures  of  Faith,  holding  the  cross ;  Hope,  with 
an  anchor ;  and  a  seated  figure  of  Charity,  holding 
a  flaming  heart,  and  with  a  child  kneeling  at  her 
side.  In  the  smaller  pieces  occur  the  Alpha  and 
Omega,  and  an  ornamental  treatment  of  the  thistle  : 
and  there  are  other  angels  holding  crowns.  The 
window  was  designed  and  executed  by  Mr.  Edward 
Frampton,  London,  the  same  artist  who  has  designed 
all  the  glass  at  Aberlady  for  Earl  Wemyss. 

Haslemeee.— The  Bishop  of  Ripon  on  Tuesday 
evening  unveiled  a  window  which  has  been  placed 
in  Hislemere  parish  church  as  a  memorial  to  the 
late  Lord  Tennyson.  The  subject  of  the  window, 
which  has  been  adapted  trom  a  design  by  the  late 

Sir  F.  Bume-Jones,  is  "The  Attainment,"  and 
represents  Sir  Galahad  at  the  little  chapel  where  the 
vision  of  the  Holy  Grail  first  comes  to  him.  Behind 
him  stands  one  of  the  Grail  angels  with  a  silver 

plate  and  a  spear  in  his  hands,  and  in  the  chapel  is 
the  Holy  Grail  on  the  altar  with  an  angel  kneeling 
behind  it.  Above  is  a  crimson  cloth,  which  is 

represented  as  having  been  removed  from  the  Grail 
itself,  and  three  drops  of  blood  are  dropping  from  it. 

The  large  contract  for  the  granite  required  in  the 
new  docks  and  mole  at  Gibraltar,  which,  it  is 

stated,  will  extend  over  six  years,  has  been  started 

by  the  suppliers  of  the  stone,  Messrs.  Freeman  and 
Cj.,  Penryn,  and  the  first  consignment  has  been 
despatched. 
The  committee  of  the  Bith  Town  Council  met 

last  week  to  consider  the  scheme  for  building  work- 

men's dwellings  in  the  Dolmeads.  The  committee 

gave  the  city  surveyor  authority  to  obtain  pro- visional tenders  for  the  execution  of  the  work,  so 

that  everything  should  be  in  readiness  for  the 

carrying  out  of  the  scheme  when  the  sanction  of 
the  Local  G  ovemment  B  oard  to  the  loan  is  received. 
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The  twenty- first  annual  Ecclesiastical,  Educa- 
tional, and  Art  Exhibition  in  connection  with 

the  Church  Congress  will  be  held  at  the  Imperial 
Institute,  October  7  to  11  next.  Loans  are 

solicited  of  ancient  and  modern  goldsmiths'  and 
silversmiths'  work,  ecclesiastical  furniture,  em- 

broider)-, paintings,  drawings,  carvings,  photo- 
graphs, books,  manuscripts,  and  anti(iuitie8.  A 

complete  catalogue  o£  the  articles  exhibited  will 
be  mcluded  in  the  "Illustrated  Guide  to  the 

Congress  and  Exhibition,"  which  will  be  pub- 
lished shortly  before  the  Congress.  A  circular 

letter,  signed  by  the  President  of  the  Society  of 
Antiquaries  and  the  Middlesex  Arch:iological 
Society  and  others,  inviting  contributions  to  the 
exhibition,  has  been  issued.  The  address  of  the 
secretary  of  the  Ecclesiastical  Art  Exhibition  is 
Slaltravers  House,  Arundel-street,  Strand. 

The  preliminary  programme    of    the    forth- 
coming Congress  of  the  Sanitary  Institute,  which 

is  to  be  held  at  Southampton  from  August  29  to 
September  2,  has  been  issued.      The  inaugural 
address  will  be  delivered  in  the  Hartley  Hall  on 
the  afternoon  of  August  2'J,  and  conferences  and 
meetings  of  sections  will  take  place  throughout 
the  week,  whilst  there  will  be  a  Health  exhibition 
during  the  week  at  the   \'ictoria  HaU.     There will  be  plenty  of  opportunities  of  social  inter- 

course and  enjoyment,  and  these  include  a  public luncheon  on  the  pier  pavilion,  a  conversazione 
and  reception  by  the  mayor  at  the  same  place,  a 
water  party  and  trip  round    the  island  by  the 
L.  and  S.W.K.  Co.,  a  driving  excursion  through the  t  orest,  and  other  excursions  and  visits.    It  is 
expected  that  between  1,500  and  2,000  delegates 
will  attend  the  congress,  and,  given  a  continuance 
of  the  present  fine  weather,  it  should  be  a  successful 
as  well  as  an  enjoyable  session. 

^  The  forty-sixth  report  of  the  Department  of Science  and  Art,  of  the  Committee  of  Council  on 
hducation,  has  just  been  issued.     DeaUng  with the  science  division,  it  states  that  in  1S98  there 
were  159  schools  of  science,  with  2 1,1 93  students, which  shows  a  considerable  increase  on  the  pre- 

ceding year.      The    art  dirision  of  the  report shows    that     12,041     elementarv    schools    with 
1,45S,9U    scholars    were    taught    drawing  and examined  under  the  regulations  of  the  depart- 

ment during    the    year.      The  total  amount  of 
grants   for    drawing    which  were  paid  to  these 
schools  dunng  the  year  was  i  118,253,  or  a  pay- 

ment of  Is.  9d  per  scholar  in  average  attendance. Ihe  number  of  art  schools  and  classes  examined 
tn  art  m  1S9S  was   1,S93 ;  and  the  number  of students  under   instruction  was   120  771      The 
number    of    visitors    during  the  year  at"  South 
^o??c°?'°"  T'^  9",305,  and  at  Bethnal  Green JJ2, -So,    making  a  total    of    1,369,.5SS,    which 
shows  a  decrease  of  13,829  as  compared  with  the previous  year.     AVith  regard  to  technical  eduea- 
!'^'    '•'"/eport    states  that  the  total  amount expended  during  the  year  by  local  authorities  in England  and  M  ales  was  £843,190   178.   Ud    in addition  to  £62,G49  raised  by  loan,  for  the  erec- 

tion of  technical  and  science  and  art  schools.    In Ireland  the  estimated  total  expenditure  durine ttie  year  on  technical  educaHon  was  £5,637  KSs  3d 
ITie  expenditure  of  the  Science  and  Art  Depart- 

ment during  the  year  amounted  to  £000,335   of 
which  to^SOl   were  expenses  of  administration, and  the  remainder  consisted  of  grants  to  coUeee^ of  science  and  art  and  museums. 

The  members  of  the  Sanitary  Inspectors'  Asso- ciation  held  their  annual  conference  at  Lincoln last  week,  and  in  connection  with  the  visit  a 
fotr  V  ̂̂ '"'>'''on.  open  from  August  3rd  to 19ti,  has  been  arranged.  The  conference  opened yesterday  week,  when  there  was  an  official  recep- tion of  the  visitors  by  the  mavor,  sheriff,  and 
corporation  at  the  (-uildhall.  "Following  this, the  president  of  the  conference,  Sir  John  Hutton gave  his  address,  and  the  elecHon  of  member^ Md  associates  occupied  attention  until  luncheon 
nme.  Ihe  mayor  and  other  members  of  the reception  committee  entertained  the  councU  to lunch  at  the  Com  Exchange,  and  at  three  o'clock in  the  afternoon  the  Health  Exhibition  was  for- 

mally opened.  Subsequently  the  mavor  gave  a garden  party  in  the  Arboretum. 

The  Duke  of  Norfolk  has  authorised  the  placing 
of  a  tablet  upon   the   new    Post  Office  Savingi aanfe,  which  occupies  the  site  of  the  Old  liuU  Inn 
Carter-lane      This  hostelry  was  onlv  recently  de- 
moUshed.   Exactly  301  years  ago  Richard  yuiney, 

a  gentleman  with  many  debts,  seated  himself  in 
the  Bull  and  began  writing  to  Shakespeare  for  a loan  of  £30.  The  world  will  never  know  whether 
Mr.  Quiney  obtained  his  request,  but  his  need 
was  pressing,  and  the  letter  bears  every  indi- 

cation of  an  agitated  mind.  This  is  the  only 
piece  of  Shakespeare's  correspondence  which  has been  preserved  to  us.  Xo  letters  at  all  exist  in 
Shakespeare's  own  hand.  The  tablet  on  the Savings  Bank  commemorates  the  indictment  of 
Mr.  liiiiney's  epistle.  This  is  probably  the  first case  on  record  in  which  a  needy  borrower  has 
been  thought  worthy  of  such  honour.  The  original 
letter  is  preserved  at  Stratford-on-Avon. 

At  last  week's  meeting  of  the  St.  Alban's  School 
Board,  the  Rev.  W.  Carson,  in  moving  :  •'  That 
in  any  future  building  operations,   the  architects 
resident  in  the  city  be  given  the  opportunity  of 
submitting  plans,"  said  he  was  anxious  that  the 
public   should   not   think   the   resolution  in  any sense  hostile  to  Mr.  Clarkson,  because  he  had  no 
idea  ot  casting  any  reflection  whatever  upon  that 
gentleman's  work.      His  object   was  siniply  to plead  for  what  he  considered  an  act  of  justice  on 
behalf  of  the  architects  in  the  city,  who  were 
ratepayers.     The  chairman  said  the  building  of 
schools  was  a  highly  technical  matter,  and  re- 
quiredaconsiderableamount  of  experience.  "They had  in  Mr.  Clarkson  an  architect  who  had  served 
them  well  for  18  years,  and  who  has  had  a  hand 
in  building  three  important  schools.  For  my  own 
part,  I  shall  be  exceedingly  sorry  to  turn  my  back 
on  one  who  has  so  weU  and  so  long  and  so  faith- 

fully served  us."     The  Rev.  W.  Carson  :     "  We 
don't  do  that,  sir."  The  chairman  said  he  thought it  was  highly  improbable  that  Mr.  Clarkson  would 
tender.     He  should  move  that  Mr.  Clarkson  be 
the  architect  to  prepare  plans  for  the  new  school. 
The  Rev.  R.  A.  Squires   seconded  the  amend- 

ment, which    was   carried,   and   the  substantive 
motion  that  Mr.  Clarkson  be  the  architect  was 
then  carried,  with  two  dissentients.— Mr.  Carson 
and  Mr.  Avery. 

The  Knottingley  District  Council  sat  for  three 
and  a  half  hours  on  Thursday  week  discussin" 
two  letters  from  the  engineer,  Mr.  Richardson, 
of  Methley.  In  the  first  he  said  that  if  the 
council  persisted  in  their  resolution  to  give  notice 
to  the  clerk  of  works,  Mr.  Birstow,  he  ruust  ask 
them  to  engage  another  engineer.  He  added 
that  he  would  not  give  his  certificate  for  the 
payment  ot  the  retention  money  to  the  con- 

tractor till  he  had  examined  the  work,  and  then 
it  would  be  for  only  10  per  cent.,  as  Mr.  Binns 
had  voluntarily  offered  to  accept  that  in  lieu  of 
sureties.  In  the  second  letter  (July  31)  he 
referred  to  a  statement  made  by  a  councillor  as  a 
"deliberate  and  wilful  falsehood,"  and  said  he believed  that  gentleman  was  trying  to  secure  the 
dismissal  of  Mr.  Barstow  because  he  had  a 
personal  grudge  against  him.  AVith  regard  to 
ilr.  Binns's  threats  to  take  proceedings  against him  and  against  the  council,  he  reminded  them 
that  Mr.  Binns  could  not  enforce  payment  until 
his  (the  engineer's)  certificate  was  presented.  The council  finally  decided  to  pay  Mr.  Binns  the 
retention  money  on  receipt  of  the  engineer's  certi- 

ficate, and  to  ask  Mr.  Richardson  to  expedite  the 
matter  so  that  the  money  might  be  paid.  With 
regard  to  the  notice  to  the  clerk  of  works,  it  was 
resolved  to  reply  to  the  engineer  that  when  Xo.  2 
contract  was  commenced  his  reappointment  would be  considered. 

The  discovery  made  a  few  days  ago  in  the 
neighbourhood  of  Wincobank,  Sheffield,  is  un- 

doubtedly  that  of   the   remains  of  an  encamp- 
ment  originally   founded    by   the    Britons    and 

subsequently    occupied    by    the    Romans.     The 
excavations,  so  far  as  they  have  proceeded,  have 
established  the  fact  that  the  camp,  which  con- 

sisted of  an   outer   and   inner   line   of  defence, 
was  surrounded   by  a  formidable  ditch.     Along 
the  centre  of  this  ditch  extended  a  rubble  wall, 
sunk  about  2ft.,  and  with  a  height  above  ground 
of    5ft.     A    quantity    of    fragments   of  Roman 

pottery  have,    howe'ver,    come   to    light,    these being  of   a  dark  grey  ware,  and  probably  por- 
tions of  cinerary  urns.     Perhaps   the  most  in- 

teresting part  of  the  discovery,  as  indicative  of 
the   manners   and   customs  of   the  occupants,  is 
the  large  quantities  of  slag  that  have  been  found. 
This  has  been  located  in  such  masses,  and  fused 
in  such  a  manner,  that  it  can  only  refer  to  the 
quaint  methods  of   Romans  for  the  purposes  of 
warming  themselves,  and  for  cooking.     In  this 
connection,  it  is  stated  by  a  local  antiquarv,  Mr. 

Charles  (ireen,  that   when   he  visited  the' place as  a  student,  some  35   years   ago,    he   found  a 

quantity  of  the  slag  (which  was  placed  before  the 
Philosophical  Society),  and  also  a  number  of 
fragments  of  the  pottery.  This  last,  however, 
he  states,  was  not  of  the  Roman  period,  but 
later,  thus  seeming  to  indicate  that  the  camp 
was  reoccupied  in  Saxon  or  Danish  times.  The 
excavation  is  in  the  hands  of  Mr.  Howarth  and 
other  well-known  antiquaries. 
The  decision  in  the  competition  for  the  best 

form  of  dust-cart  arranged  by  the  London  County 
Council  has  been  announced.  The  referee,  Mr. 
Law,  who  undertook  the  task  of  adjudication, 
after  the  death  of  Sir  Douglas  Cialton,  has 
awarded  the  premium  of  £25  to  Messrs.  \V. 
Glover  and  Sons,  Limited,  of  Eagle  Works, 
Warwick,  for  their  van  with  four  sliding  covers, 
with  longitudinal  and  transverse  wind  guards 
raised  about  Sin.  above  the  covers.  There  were 
325  competitors.  The  models  and  designs  will  be 
on  view  at  the  Parkes  Museum,  JIargaret- street, 
Regent-street,  W.,  from  Aug.  15  to  Sept.  9, 
between  the  hours  of  10  a.m.  and  6  p.m. 

Some  benevolent  busybody  is  suggesting  that 
the  liOndon  water  companies  should  appoint 
house-to-house  inspectors  to  bring  down  the 
water  consumption  from  20  gallons  per  head  per 
diem  to  14  gallons  "as  at  Halifax."  This  is  a 
cool  proposal :  Londoners,  who  have  to  pay 
through  the  nose  for  what  water  they  do  get,  are 
to  bo  docked  of  half  of  what  is  a  very  inadequate 
supply  by  comparison  with  towns  like  Glasgow 
and  Birmingham  :  It  is  quite  bad  enough  as  it 
is,  that  not  one  closet  in  50  is  properly  flushed  in 
London,  now  that  the  two-gallon  flush  water- 
waste  preventers  are  compulsory.  If  the  reign 
of  the  water  monopolists  last  much  longer,  we 
suppose  someone  will  prove  that  half  a  pint  per 
head  per  diem  is  a  plentiful  allowance  for  the 

average  Londoner  '. The  streets  of  Chicago  are  at  present  being 
cleaned  by  an  elephant.  The  elephant  in  question 
is  not  a  real  one,  but  an  animal  made  of  steel, 
which  is  being  tried    with  a   view    to    seeing 
whether  it  is  to  be  adopted  as  the  regular  street 
cleaner  of  the  windy  city.     The  work  is  done  by 
means  of  the  trunk,   which    is    constructed  of 
hundreds  of  steel  bands  linked  together,  giving  it 
a    perfect   suppleness,   while  in  the  head  is  a 
powerful  automatic  bellows,  and  in  the  inside  of 
the  animal  is  the  machinery  by  which  it  is  pro- 

pelled and  by  which  it  is  worked.     The  engineer 
sits  in  a  howdfih,  and  whenever  in  his  progress 
he  sees  a  stone,  a  piece  of  paper.  Sec,  he  pulls 
one  of  the  handles  at   his  side,  liberating  the 
trunk,  which,  as  it  moves  towards  the  object,  sets 
the  bellows  acting.     By  means  of  suction  the 
obje*  is  swept  into  the  trunk,  and  then  to  the 
inside  of  the  animal,  where  it  is  stored  :  another 
handle  resets  the  apparatus,  the  trunk  folding  up, 
and  when  the  inside    is    full    another    handle 
releases    the    whole  of    the  lower  part  of    the 
elephant,  when  all  the  dehis  falls  to  the  ground. 
Two  street  blocks  were    cleaned   in    less   than 
eighteen  minutes,  the  work,  we  are  assured,  being 
done  silently,  and  the  movement  of  the  animal  is 
easy  and  graceful. 
A  report  on  the  subject  of  the  price  of  gas 

has  been  submitted  to  the  City  ot  London  Cor- 
poration by  its  Streets  Committee.     The  report 

refers  particuUrly  to  the   action   of  the  Select 
Committee  which  was  appointed  by  the  House  of 
Commons  to  inquire  into  the    charges    of  the 
Metropolitan  gas   companies.     The  Corporation 

opposed  the  Gas  Light  and  Coke  Company's  Bill with  a  view  to  inducing  the  company  to  reduce 
its  charges  for  gas.     The  committee  reduced  the 

proposed  increase  of  the  company's  capital  from 
£3,500,000  to  £2,500,000,  and  when  the  question 
came  before  a  committee  of  the  House  of  Lords 
the  Corporation  was  again  strongly  represented 
by  counsel  in  opposition,   who  urged  that  no 
further  concessions  to   the   company  should  be 
granted  until   its  charges   were  reduced.     The 
BlU  was  rejected,  and  the  Street?  Committee  of 
the  Corporation  express  their  satisfaction  at  the 
fact  that  the  City  has  been  able  once  more  to 
assist  not  only  gas  consumers  within  the  City, 
but  those  living  on  the  north  side  of  the  river, 
representing    a    population   of   2,389,000   and   a 
rateable  value  of  £25,000,000.     The  committee, 
in  their  report,  further  remark  that  why  gas  on 
the  north  side  of  the  river  should  cost  Ss.  per 
l.OOOc.ft.  and  only  2s.   Id.   per  1,000c. ft.  on  the 
south  side  is  a  mystery  which  has  yet  to  be  solved. 

Mn.  R.ISS0ME,   in   his  new  book  "Japan  in 
TraxLsition"  (Harper  Brothers  ,  quotes  the  fol- 

lowing case  as  illustrating  the  risk  incnrred  in 
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accepting  the  local  iospection  clause  in  connection 
with  Japanese  contracts,  ilr.  Ransome  says : 
"  I  cannot  do  better  than  refer  to  the  large  con- 

tract that  was  given  out  for  cast-iron  pipes  for 
the  Tokyo  Waterworks.  The  contract  in  question 
amounted  to  about  16,000  tons  of  pipes  and  bends 
of  all  dimensions,  from  -Ift.  in  diameter  down- 

wards. The  order  was  divided  between  two 

English  firms  and  one  I'.elgian.  The  Belgian 
house  put  in  a  very  low  ligare,  and  received  an 
order  for  10,000  tons  out  of  16,000  tons.  Ot  the 
10,000  tons  of  Belgian  pipes  only  2,700  tons  were 
accepted,  and  of  the  English  4,0"ii  out  of  the 
6,000.  The  greatest  sufferer  by  the  above  trans- 

action is  the  Bol^n  contractor,  who  took  the 
risk  of  inspection  in  Japan  on  his  own  shoulders, 
and  now  finds  himseU  s;iddled  with  three-fourths 
of  his  goods  after  delivering  them  half-way  round 
the  world.  The  risk  of  the  British  pipes  was 
taken  by  two  firms  of  merchants  in  Japan,  who 
supplied  the  goods  in  question,  one  being  an 
English  and  the  other  a  Japanese  house.  There 
is  no  doubt  that,  with  the  exception  of  a  small 
percentage,  the  rejected  pipes,  whether  or  not 
they  filled  the  specification  to  the  letter,  were 
perfectly  good  for  the  purpose. 

With  the  disappearance  within  the  past  few 
days  of  the  old  red-brick  building  in  Aldersgate- 
street  which  had  retained  the  historic  name  of 
Lauderdale  House,  passed  away  another  of  the 
old  few  relics  of  the  domestic  architecture  of  the 
City.  It  had  long  been  used  as  a  shop,  and  has 
now  been  demolished  to  make  room  for  more 
modem  and  commodious,  if  not  more  asthetically 
satisfying,  business  premises — although,  for  the 
matter  of  that,  the  house,  so  far  as  externals  go, 
was  a  very  ordinary  three-storied,  red-bnek 
erection  ot  Stuart  date,  such  as  may  be  seen  in 
almost  any  London  suburb.  Was  it  Lauderdale 
Houseatall? — thehouse,  thatis,  which  was  once  the 
City  residence  of  the  powerful  Duke  who  belonged 

to  the  "  Cabal"  Ministry  "r     We  doubt  it. 
The  architects  for  most  of  the  buildings  of  the 

Pan-American  Exposition  at  Buffalo  have  been 
selected.  Messrs.  Shepley,  Rutan,  and  Coolidge, 
of  Boston,  will  design  the  liberal  arts  and  agri- 

culture buildings  :  Messrs.  (Jreen  and  Wicks,  of 
Buffalo,  will  have  the  machinery  and  trans- 

portation building  and  the  electrical  building  : 
Messrs.  Howard,  Cauldwell,  and  Morgan,  of  New 
York,  have  been  given  the  electric-power  building ; 
Messrs.  Babb,  Cook,  and  Willard,  of  New  York, 
have  been  assigned  the  stadium  and  adminis- 

tration building,  north  restaurant,  station,  and 
cloister  ;  Messrs.  Peabody  and  Steams,  of  Boston, 
have  been  given  the  horticulture,  forestry,  and 
graphic  art  buildings ;  Messrs.  Essenwein  and 
Johnson,  of  Buffalo,  will  design  the  temj^le  of 
music ;  Mr.  George  Cary,  of  Buffalo,  has  been 
awarded  the  mines  and  ethnology  buildings  and 
three  entrances  ;  Messrs.  Carrere  and  Hastings,  of 
New  York,  will  have  charge  of  the  landscape  plan, 
bridge,  south  approach,  and  all  formal  landscape 
work  except  the  entrance  court. 

A  NEW  club  is  proposed  for  Londoners.  It  will 
be  a  floating  one,  and  its  anchorage  will  be  some- 

where off  the  Embankment.  The  advantages 
offered  will  be,  in  addition  to  the  usual  club 
accommodation,  a  swimming-bath  and  a  pro- 

menade deck,  whereon  on  sultry  days  in  summer 
members  can  listen  to  sweet  music  and  gaze  into 
the  swift-flowing  muddy  Thames.  Happily,  the 
river  through  London,  dirty  as  it  is,  is  odourless, 
so  that  members  need  not  fear  that  their  noses 
will  be  offended  by  anything  worse  than  the  evil 
smelling,  but  harmless,  smoke  of  the  penny 
steamers  and  tugs — a  feature  of  the  promised  en- 

joyment, by  the  bye,  which  probably  renders  the 
swimming-bath  a  necessary  part  of  the  scheme. 
For  years  London  had  a  floating  swimming-bath 
on  the  Thames ;  but  it  failed  to  obtain  public 
support,  because  of  its  high  charges  and  the 
uncertain  periods  at  which  it  was  open.  It  remains 
to  be  seen  if  the  proposed  club  will  be  better 
managed. 
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On  Tuesday  afternoon  foundation-stones  of  a 
lecture  hall  in  connection  with  the  Derby-road 
Primitive  Methoiiat  Chapel,  Southport,  were  laid. 
The  estimated  cost  of  the  structure  u  £1,000. 

Craire  i^e&Ji 
WAOBS  HOVBKBNTS. 

Bahsslev.  —  Negotiations  have  been  pending 
during  the  last  few  days  for  a  settlement  of  the 
masons*  stiike,  which  has  existed  at  Bamsley  since 
May  .5  last,  but  the  desired  result  was  not  attained. 
The  men  demanded  an  advance  of  Id.  per  hour  and 
alterations  in  the  working  rules,  the  chief  of  which 
related  to  the  using  of  stone  worked  elsewhere,  and 
the  number  of  apprentices.  Two  representatives 
from  the  Executive  Council  of  the  men  s  association 

met  the  Masters'  Association  at  a  meeting  held  at 
the  Koyal  0»k  Hotel  on  Thursday  mght.  The 
masters  offered  to  concede  the  advance,  providing 
modifications  were  made  in  the  demand  for  altera- 

tions in  the  working  rules.  Both  parties  drew  up 
rules,  which  were  submitted  to  the  men  at  their 
meeting,  when  they  rejected  the  offer  entirely. 

CorE-vHAQEN.— At  a  general  meeting  on  Tuesday 
of  representatives  of  the  trade -unions  affected  by 
the  great  lock-out  in  Denmark,  it  was  decided  to 
accept  the  draft  of  a  general  settlement  arranged 
by  the  presidents  of  the  Employers'  Federation  and 
the  .Toiners'  I'nion,  128  votes  being  given  in  favour 
of  its  acceptance  and  99  against  it.  The  reserva- 

tion was,  however,  made  that  the  points  in  dispute 
in  the  joiners'  trade  should  first  be  settled  in  detail, 
and  that  no  workshop  regulations  should  be  intro- 

duced without  a  consultation  between  the  men's  and 
the  employers'  organisations. 
HuDDEESFiELD. — On  Saturday  a  meeting  of  the 

joiners  of  Hudderefield  and  district  was  held  to 
receives  a  report  as  to  a  meeting  of  the  repre- 

sentatives of  the  men  and  the  employers  on  the 
previous  Thursday,  and  to  determine  whether  the 
terms  of  settlement  provisionally  agreed  upon 
should  be  accepted,  Aiter  discussing  the  matter 
for  nearly  two  hours  the  terms  were  unanimously 
ratified.  The  men's  demand  for  an  advance  of  Jd. 
per  hcur  is  acceded  to,  making  their  wages  now 
Sid.  per  hour.  Work  was  resumed  on  We&esday, 
and  the  men  will  withdraw  the  proposed  new  rule 
with  regard  to  sending  men  out  of  town.  The 
strike,  which  has  lasted  fourteen  weeks,  is  now 
practically  over. 

Leeds. — There  was  another  conference  in  Leeds 
on  Monday  between  representatives  of  the  York- 
ehire  Federation  of  Building  Trade  Employers  and 
of  the  London  Order  of  Bricklayers  with  the  object 
of  settling  matters  in  dispute.  A  number  of  recom- 

mendations were  agreed  to  for  submission  to  the 
respective  constituent  bodies,  and  it  is  hoped  they 
may  lead  to  the  termination  of  the  lock-out. 

StrNDEELANT)  — The  builders'  labourers  in  Sunder- 
land, who  are  members  of  the  National  Amalga- 
mated Union  of  Labourers,  and  who  a  few  months 

ago  had  a  dispute  with  the  local  employers  on  the 
question  of  wages,  have  had  a  mass  meeting,  at 
which  they  decided  that,  if  the  masters  do  not  sign 
the  working  rules,  agreed  to  in  May,  by  Aug.  12, 
they  will  again  cease  work.  The  secretaries  of  both 
masters'  and  men's  organisations  are  in  comiBunica- 
tion  on  the  subject. 

A  new  chemical  department  has  recently  been 
completed  by  the  Pubhc  Works  Dapartment  in  the 
compound  of  the  Calcutta  Medical  College,  from 
plans  by  Mr.  W.  Banks  Gwyther,  F.R.LB.A.,  of 
Calcutta. 

A  successful  effort  is  being  made  in  aid  of  the 
projected  restoration  of  Stody  Church,  Mr.  Green, 
the  architect,  has  made  a  tnorough  survey  of  the 
building,  whi^h  is  cruciform  in  shape,  and  consists 
of  nave,  north  and  south  transepts,  and  chancel, 
with  round  embattled  tower,  and  he  estimates  the 
cost  of  restoration  at  £1,791.  The  greater  part  of 
that  sum  will  be  devoted  to  the  roof. 
The  Chancellor  of  the  Diocese  of  London  has 

sanctioned  the  proposal  to  lay  out  the  north-west 
portion  of  Hammersmith  Churchyard  as  a  play- 

ground for  the  scholars  attending  the  church 
schools. 

The  first  examination  for  certificates  of  qualifica- 
tion for  appointment  of  sanitary  inspector,  under 

section  lOS  (2)  (-0  of  the  Public  Health  (London^ 
Act,  1891,  will  t>e  held  in  London  on  Tuesday, 
Dec.  5,  1S'.I9,  and  the  four  following  days.  Par- 

ticulars will  be  forwarded  on  appUcation  to  the 
hon.  secretary,  Mr.  Wm.  K.  E.  Coles,  1,  Adelaide- 
buildings,  London  Bridge. 

The  public  ceremony  of  formally  declaring  open 
the  extensive  improvements  and  enlargement  of  the 
square  at  Bournemouth,  was  carried  out  by  the 
Mayor  (Mr.  W.  Hoare)  on  Saturday.  The  im- 

proved dimensions  of  the  Equare  and  bridge  are 
240ft.  each  way,  representing  altogether  Ij  acre. 
An  ornamental  grass  plot  has  been  laid  out  in  the 
centre,  with  an  electric-light  column  in  the  middle 
G5ft.  high,  and  three  electric  arc  lamps  2,600  candle- 
power  each  are  attached.  There  are  also  four 
smaller  ones  at  different  comers. 

LATEST    PRICES. 
— •-•.• — 

I  BON,    *o. Per  ton.  Per  toai. 

BoUed-Imn  Joists,  Belgian      £S    0    0    to   £6  10    0 
BoUed-SteelJoista,  English         6  10    0    „      7    0    0 
Wrought-Iion  Girder  Plates        6  IS    0    „       6  10    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staffs        8    0    0    >,       :)    0    0 
Do.,  Lowxnoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square         17    0    0    „     17    6    0 
Do.,  WeUh          6  18    0    „       6  17    6 

Boiler  Plates,  lion— 
South  Staffs        7  17    6    „      8    6    0 
Best  Snedahill      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  10b.,  Tees  20b.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  ice.,  £6  15e. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvaniaed,  £16  lOs.  Od.  per  ton. 
Qalvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron- 

No.  18  to  20.  No.22to2-l. 
6ft.    to    8ft.     long,    inclusive    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

gauge   £12  12     G     .,.£12  17    6 
Beat  fitto      13    2    6    ...    13    7    6 

Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Cast-iron  Colamns     £7    0    0    to   £8    0    0 
Csat-Iron  Stanchions        7    0    0,,      800 
Bolled-Iion  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0    „       9    5    0 
Boiled-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    8    0,,       960 

OalTanised    11  10    0    „     12  10    0 
r!ast-Iron  Saah  Weights         4  12    8    „       4  15    6 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in        9    0    0,,     10    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        8  15    0    „       »  16    0 

Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)— 
0  to  7      8       9      10       11       U       IS      14       16     B.W.O. 

9/6     10-10/6  113  12/-    18/-   14,'-  169   17  9   per  ewt. 
Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes- 

Sin,  diameter       £6  12    6    to   £6  17    6 
4in.  to6in        6  12    6    „       6  17    6 
7in.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  12    6    „       6  17    6 
[Coated  with  composition,  2a.  6d.  per  ton  extra ;  turned 

and  bored  joints,  68.  per  ton  extra.] 

Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 
Cold  Blast,  Lilleahall       1068.  to  110s. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto           678.  6d.  to  628.  6d. 

Wronght-Iron  Tubes  and  Fittings — Piacount  off  Standard 

lists  f  .o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    67Jp.o. 
Water-Tubes      82# 
Steam-Tubes      65 
Galvanised  Oaa-Tubes    62) 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    47} 
Galvanised  Steam-Tubes    43 

lOcwt.  caska.  6cwt.  caaka- 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10    0  to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  Vieille  Montague      3110    0    „     32  15    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    16    2    6    „     17    2    « 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      15    7    6    „     16    7    6 
Lead  Shot,  in  2ab.  baga       19    0    0    „     20    0    0 
CupperSheets,  sheathing  and  rods    83    0    0    „     84    0    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    79  15    0    „     80  10    0 
Tin,  Sti^ta     125    0    0    „   128    0    0 
Do.,  English  Ingots     127  10    0    „    128  10    0 
Spelter,  Sileaian      2r    0    0    „     2!?    0    O 

TIUBSB. Teak,  Burmah   .pet  load  £11    5    0  to  £16    6    0 
„     Bangkok       „    ...    11    6    0    „     15    5    0 

Quebec  Pme,  yellow       „    ...      4    7    6    „       6  10    0 
„    Oak       „    .-      4  10    0    „      6    5    0 
„    Birch          „.»      250„      300 
„    Elm       „    .~      3  17    6    „      4  17    6 
„    Ash    ,    ...      8    2    6,,       476 

Dantsic  and  Hemel  Oak            3    5    0,,       400 
Fir        „    ...      1  10    0    „      3  10    0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „    ...      8  15    0    „       6    5    0 
Lath,  Dantsic  p.f   ,    ...      4  10    0    „       6  10    0 

St.  Petersburg        4    0    0,,      6  10    0 
Greenheart    ,    ...      7  15    0    „      8    0    0 
Box    ,    ...      7    0    0    „     18    0    0 
Sequoia,  U.S.A   per  cube  foot     0    19,,       0    S    0 

U^ogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot 
lin.  thick        0    0    6,,       0    0  71 

„  Honduras  ...     „    .«     0    0    <i  „      0    0  4| 
„  Mexican       „    ...      0    0    3i  „      0    0    4 

African          0    0    Sj  „      0    0  4J 

Cedar,  Cuba       „    ...      0    0    4,,      0    0  4| 
„       Honduras           0    0    3},,      0    0  3} 

Satinwood        „    .~      0    0  10    „       0    19 
Walnut,  Italian        0    0    8,,       007} 

Deals,  per  St.  Peteisbuig  Standard,  1»— laft.  by  Uin. 

by  llin. : — 

ftuebec  Pine,  Ist     «9    0   0  to  tii  in    0 
jnd      14    0    0    „     17    5    0 

„  Srd         6    5    0    „     10    5    0 
Canada  Spruce,  iBt        8    6    0,,     10    5    0 

„  and  and  3rd         7    0    0,,      860 
New  Brunswick        7    0    0,,       7  16    0 
Riga           8  10    0    „       9  10    0 
St.  Petersburg      10    0    0    „     16  10    0 
Swedish      10    0    0    „     17    0    0 
Finland          9  16    0     „      10  10    0 
White  Sea      Jl  15    0    „     18    5    0 
Battens,  all  sorts           ,5    0    0,,     16    0    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  aqnais  of  lin.  :— IstpSpared     £0  11    6    „     tO  U    9 
2nd  ditto          0  10    0    „       0  11    9 

Other  qualities           0    6    3,,       066 

Staves,  per  standard  M  :— 
Quebec  pipe    —  — 
U.S.  ditto^^   £36    0    0    „  £42  10    0 
Memel.cr.pipe     210    0    0    „  220    0    0 
Memel,  brack    180    0    0    „   190    0    0 

OIIiS. Linseed        per  tun  £20    2    6   to  £20  12    6 
Rapeseed,  Engliahpale...     „    ...    23    5    0    „     23    5    0 
Do.,  brown          22    0    0    „      22    0    0 
Cottonseed,  refined          „    ...    19    0    0    „     2J    0    0 
Olive,  Spanish        „    ...    30    0    0    „     82    0    0 
Seal,  pale       18  10    0    „     18  10    0 
Cocoanut,  Cochin        ..    ...    28  10    0    „     29    0    0 
Do.,  Ceylon        „    ...    25    0    0    „     25    0    0 
Palm,  Liigos      «  l"    "    »     «  W    0 
Oleine      18  16    0    „     19  16    0 
Lubricating  U.8   per  gal.      0    6    8,,      076 
Petroleum,  refined        0    0    fi  „      0    0  6} 
Tar,  Stockholm   perbarrel      16    6,,      166 
Do.,  Archangel         u  18    0    „       10    0 
Toipentioe,  Americas.,  per  tun    SS  16   0    „    W   0    fl 
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FRWAT,  ArarsT  is,  isoo. 

HYGIENE  IN  CONSTRUCTION. 

THE  hygienic  ideal  of  building  is  of  com- 
paratively modern  date.  We  may  indeed 

say  that  previous  to  the  Public  Health  Acts 
coming  into  operation,  any  notion  of  what  a 
healthful  dwelling  was  did  not  exist  except 
in  theory.  Architecture  as  practised  was  not 
an  art  to  incorporate  any  sanitary  exigencies. 
These  were  thought  to  bo  quite  outside  tho 

I'.omain  of  architeitun-,  or  rather  to  be  sub- ordinate to  the  work  of  the  architect,  and  to 
be  unworthy  of  his  attention.  To  him  it  was 
far  more  important  that  he  observed  the  rules 

of  Vitruvius  and  I'alladio  in  his  proportions 
of  windows,  than  that  he  should  consider  the 

height  of  his  rooms  for  vojitilating  purposes, 
or  the  position  and  quantity  of  tho  light  to  be 
admitted.  Any  openings  in  walls  or  eeilings, 
or  trunks  in  roofs,  would  have  been  deemed 

unworthy  of  the  architect's  attention.  The 
designers  of  houses  in  the  forties  had 
no  other  idea  of  warming  a  large  room 
than  by  putting  an  ordinary  fireplace  at 
the  end  or  side  of  it,  with  the  old-fashionod 

hob-grate  recessed  so  far  back  that  the 
effects  of  radiation  of  heat  were  reduced  to 

a  minimum — in  fact,  only  about  one-third 
of  the  room  could  be  warmed  by  direct 
radiation.  AVe  know  the  state  of  house 

di'ainage  and  ventilation  at  the  period  we 
refer  to — the  most  erroneous  and  dangerous 
onceptions  of  drainage,  ventilation,  and 
plumbing  fixtures  existed. 

All  this  has  now  changed ;  tho  architect 
lias  to  acquire,  in  addition  to  his  own  art,  a 

now  science — that  of  sanitation  as  applied  to 
building ;  to  learn  Acts  of  Parliament  which 
apply  especially  to  drainage  and  ventilation, 
without  which  he  cannot  plan  any  residence, 
however  small.  He  has  now  to  master  tliose 

sections  of  the  Public  Health  .Vet,  IsT.'), 
which  apply  to  tho  structure  of  walls  and 
foundations,  roofs  and  chimneys,  to  the 
sufficiency  of  space  round  buildings  to  secure 
a  free  circulation  of  air  and  ventilation,  and 
with  respect  to  drainage  and  closets.  For  this 
purpose  he  has  to  deposit  plans  of  buildings 
with  the  local  authorities.  His  work  is  not 
really  at  an  end  when  ho  sees  to  drains  and 
external  sanitary  matters.  By  the  Public 
Health  Amendment  Act  1890,  which  is  an 
extension  of  the  powers  of  section  1-57  of  the 

'>ld  Act,  the  local  authorities  can  make  by- 
laws to  control  tho  Hushing  of  inside  closets, 

and  the  height  of  rooms  used  for  habitation, 
-Ve.  There  is  a  great  deal  of  unnecessary  over- 

lapping and  interference  witli  regard  to  these 
matters  in  operation  :  still,  tho  modern  house 
is  an  embodiment  of  the  sanitary  knowledge 
and  experience  that  have  been  gained  during 
the  past  sixty  years,  and  may  be  regarded 
as  a  gauge  of  the  progress  we  have  made  in 
-  initary  progress  during  that  period.  We 
have  every  reason  to  bo  satisfied  with  the 
results.  Looking  at  the  details  of  plumbing 
fixtures,  of  sanitary  appliances  and  fittings 
done,  we  may  see  what  a  revolution  it  has 
etfected.  We  have  only  to  take  up  any 
'  Tdinary  manufacturer's  illustrated  catalogue 
of  these  fixtures  to  notice  the  improve- 

ments in  drains,  siphons,  and  traps,  and 
the  introduction  of  salt-glazed  ware  or  brown 
ware  for  brick  and  load.  The  "  wash-down  '' 
ind  other  forms  of  improved  earthenware 
■losets  that  have  taken  tho  place  of  the  old 
:n>anitary  metal  "pan"  contrivance;  the 
■^ntire  abolition  of  the  D  trap,  with  its  lurking 
linger,  and  of  the  hermetically-sealed  system 

'  'f  internal  and  external  piping,  have  wonder- 
fully helped  to  produce  a  healthy  house. 

But  there   is   a   great  deal  vet  unachieved. 

We  have  now  learned  how  to  cut  off  sewer 
gas  from  our  houses,  instead  of  as  before, 
lajnng  it  on.  AVe  have  learned  something  of 
ventilation :  how  to  extract  the  vitiated  air 
from  our  rooms  ;  but  we  have  yet  to  discover 
a  method  of  rendering  our  houses  cool  in 
summer  and  comfortably  warm  in  winter, 
and  until  we  arc  enabled  to  keep  our  rooms 
cool  in  hot  weather,  with  a  temperature  out- 

side varj-ing  from  ~'>°  to  00",  we  can  hardly 
be  .said  to  have  solved  tho  problem. 

The  extremes  of  heat  and  cold  which  are 
common  to  our  cUmato  have  to  be  brought 
under  some  control  or  rule  of  moderation 
before  we  can  claim  to  be  able  to  construct 

a  hygienic  house.  Unless  wo  have  some 
means  of  regulating  temperature,  a  large 
percentage  of  the  inhabitants  of  our  towns 
must  continue  to  suffer,  and  a  healthy  con- 

dition of  existence  is  out  of  the  question. 
The  extreme  heat  that  we  have  endured 

for  some  time  past  has  brought  with  it  many 
evil  consequences  which  we  have  to  face. 
Confining  our  attention  to  matters  of 
domestic  convenience  alone,  it  has  been 

found  very  difficult  to  keep  our  larders  and 
pantries  cool  enough  to  insure  that  our  food 
supplies  shall  be  maintained  sweet  and 
wholesome.  Many  people  have  complained, 
even  those  with  good  store  rooms,  of  the 
impossibility  of  keeping  food  in  a  fit  state  for 
consumption  many  hours  with  a  temperature 

outside  of  somewhere  between  85"  and  90^. 
Such  things  as  meat,  milk,  and  butter  cannot 
be  kept  wholesome.  We  are  compelled 
to  ask  whether  architects  in  the  planning 
of  houses,  are  always  so  careful  as 
they  should  be  in  the  location  of  these 
offices  ?  Are  they  always  placed  on  the 
coolest  sides?  In  a  very  large  number  of 
instances  in  London  alone  we  have  seen  the 
larder  on  the  west  side,  one  of  the  sunniest 
aspects.  Worse  than  this,  it  is  sometimes 
found  on  the  south  side.  These  instances 
refer  to  houses  built  in  streets.  Whatever 

the  position  given  to  the  front  windows.of 
living  rooms,  it  is  absolutely  necessary  to 
place  larders  on  the  coolest  side,  the  north, 
north-east,  or  east,  and  this  can  be  done  in 
all  cases  when  the  house  fronts  south,  and 
to  a  less  extent  when  it  faces  north  or  east. 
Even  when  tho  main  front  is  north  or  east, 
the  larder  can  be  placed  at  the  extreme  back 
of  the  building  with  a  window  to  the  east,  at 
the  end  of  the  projecting  offices,  now  usual  in 
street  btiildings,  and  also  at  the  end  of  the 
office  range  in  houses  with  an  eastern  aspect 
in  front ;  in  this  case  the  larder  windows 
should  be  made  to  face  northwards.  Of 

course  in  the  country  or  suburban  villa  there 
is  less  excuse  for  placing  larders  on  the 
wrong  side.  They  should  also  be  removed 

from  aU  w.c.'s  or  bad  air  from  gullies,  and 
the  proximity  of  a  fireplace  should  be  avoided. 
We  again  assert  it  is  more  essential  to 

preserve  our  food  in  a  tit  state  during  hot 
weather  than  to  sacrifice  it  to  the  position  of 
our  living-room  windows,  as  in  these  rooms 
we  can  adopt  other  measures  for  moderating 
tho  heat.  We  cannot  all  yet  tit  up  re- 

frigerators to  our  houses,  though  the  time 
will  come  when  every  decent  hovise  wUl  be 
provided  with  its  own  cool  store. 
We  next  inquire  how  we  can  render  our 

living  and  sleeping  rooms  cool,  and  regulate 
their  temperature.  AU  sorts  of  excellent 
materials  for  walls  and  floors  and  roofs 
are  available,  like  felt  or  silicate  cotton, 
or  concrete,  that  will  materially  impede  the 
conduction  of  heat  through  them.  Those 
non-conducting  materials  are  used  to  a  small 
extent,  but  not  so  much  for  the  purpose  of 
excluding  heat  as  for  rendering  walls  and 
floors  impervious  to  sound.  AVe  have  yet  to 
apply  them  to  makingoursittingand  bedrooms 
cool  and  endurable  during  hot  weather.  Uow 
many  people  are  unable  to  obtain  a  fair 
amount  of  sleep  in  a  room  on  the  sunny  side 
of  a  house  recent  experiences  will  testify  : 
tho  walls  are  kept  hot  during  tho  day 
by  the  sun  pouring  upon   them,   and  they 

retain  the  heat  and  give  it  out  during  the 
night  in  the  room.  If  the  bedroom  is 
immediateU'  under  a  roof  of  slato,  with  tho 
sun  pouring  dovrn  upon  it  during  tho  day, 
the  effect  is  even  worse,  as  the  conduction 
of  heat  through  the  slate  and  ceiling  is  so 
much  greater.  This  is  why  all  roofs  should 
be  felted  and  boarded  underneath,  and  an 
air  current  passed  through  the  open  space 
between  roof  and  inner  ceiling.  This  air 

space  gets  very  hot,  and,  unless  the  air  has 
a  free  escape,  imparts  its  heat  to  the  room, 
below.  A  roof  outlet  for  tho  heated  air,  and 
an  inlet  from  below  drawn  from  a  cool  air 

supply,  would  do  much  in  keeping  the  bed- 
room cool ;  but  nothing  of  the  sort  is  over 

attempted,  and  over  most  of  our  houses  a 
hot-air  reservoir  exists  in  summer  time 

which  prevents  a  cool  temperature  being^ 
preserved.  iUi'  is  a  non  -  conductor  of 
heat,  anil  the  space  botwoon  slated  roof 
and  coiling,  of  couise.  under  ordinary 
circumstances,  is  us  valuable  as  a  resisting 
medium.  A  room,  immediately  below  a 
slated  covering  without  the  ceiling,  would  be 
intolerable  in  hot  weather.  But  there  is  a 

degree  of  external  heat  which  renders  this 
medium  of  intermediate  air  also  intolerable, 
unless  both  tho  ceiling  and  slated  covering, 
are  lined  with  a  layer  of  felt  or  some  other 

non-conducting  material.  A  thick  laj'er  of 
silicate  cotton  or  floss  asbestos  over  and 

between  the  joists  and  the  use  of  asbestic 
plaster  would  materially  check  the  conduc- 

tion of  heat,  and  the  same  material  can  bo 

applied  to  line  walls  on  tho  inside.  There  are 
other  materials  sold  for  arresting  heat,  as 
the  thick  asphalted  or  inodorous  felt  sold  in 
rolls  li.lyds.  long,  32in.  wide,  sheathing  felt 
or  dry-hair  felt,  and  prepared  roofing  cloth 
Sold  in  rolls.  The  AVillesden  paper  roofing 
and  linings  for  underlining  slates,  cither  the 

1-ply  or  --ply,  is  well  known  :  Jones  and  <  'o.'s combination  slabs,  lined  with  silicate  cotton  ; 

McNeill  and  Co.'s  useful  slag  wool  and  felts 
are  all  valuable  for  insulating,  for  cold 

storage,  and  for  lining  walls  and  roofs.  A 
great  deal  can  be  done  externally  by  pre- 

venting the  raya  of  the  sun  touching  the 
walls  and  roofs.  We  know  what  the  ordinary 

outside  blind  is  to  oiu'  windows  by  prevent- 
ing the  glass  getting  hot.  The  cased 

Florentine  blind  and  the  "  Helioscene,"  in 
casings,  made  of  linen  tick,  and  outside 
shutter-blinds,  are  all  safeguards  from  the 
fierce  heat  of  a  Tropical  sun,  But  we  can 
extend  the  same  principle  to  our  walls  and 
roofs  exposed  to  the  sun.  We  can  clothe  our 
brick  walls  externally  with  asbestic  cloth,  or 
other  of  the  non-conducting  materials  above 
named,  keeping  a  space  of  an  inch  or  two 
between  the  blind  and  the  wall,  the  blinds 
being  luade  to  fold  or  run  in  wood  grooves 
or  fillets  at  intervals.  Upon  our  roof  surfaces 
exposed  to  tho  sun  the  same  covering  may  bo 
placed.  Thus  covered  by  non-conducting 
blinds  we  may  keep  our  walls  and  inner 
rooms  cool  and  inhabitable,  and  a  current  of 
cold  air  may  be  made  to  circulate  between 
tho  two  surfaces  if  we  so  please.  It  is  not 
difficult  to  show  how  this  external  mode  of 

protection  can  be  applied  to  our  buildings  at 
little  cost,  and  involving  no  radical  change 
of  structure. 

To  keep  the  air  of  our  houses  cool  and 
pure  during  summer  is  one  of  the  conditions 
of  health.  It  cannot  be  denied  that  we  are 
far  fruiu  having  reached  this  ideal.  Our 

large  city  offices  and  shops  are  far  from 
being  in  a  healthful  condition  :  the  un- 

pleasant odours  and  vapours  o!ki  hot  street 
from  without  enter  and  permeate  them 
during  the  day,  and  the  intern.al  sanitary 

arrangements  and  ventilation  are  often  dis- 
graceful. Sometimes  hundreds  of  men  and 

youths — including  girls — are  employed  in 
badly-ventilated  rooms,  often  lit  by  gas 
during  tho  day.  Underground  rooms  are 
common  in  the  City.  Improved  sanitary 
arrangements  and  fixtures  may  ba  found ; 
but  these  protect  chiefly  from  tho  poisonous 
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gases  of  our  sewers — they  do  not  guarantee 
the  supply  of  fresh  air.  To  accomplish 
this  we  have  to  rely  on  a  system  of  ventila- 

tion combined  with  certain  precautions 
in  building  :  as  dry  and  well-drained 
foundations,  and  protection  from  subsoil 
contaminations.  Tne  latter  are  partially 
provided  for  by  the  Building  Act ;  but  we 
have  no  law  yet  which  requires  an  ellicient 
system  of  ventilation  to  be  established  in  all 
city  offices  and  warehouses.  If,  for  example, 
all  these  buildings  were  provided  with  a 
series  of  woU-arranged  inlets  for  fresh  air 
drawn  from  unimpeachable  sources,  with 
outlet  ventilators  on  the  roof  in  connection 

with  flues  built  into  the  walls,  with  openings 
under  the  ceilings  of  everj'  floor,  as  in  the 

"Natural"  ventilation  system  of  Messrs. 
Boyle,  there  would  be  some  approach  to  a 
hygienic  condition.  Tn  hot  weather  the 
fresh  air  supply  can  be  cleansed  and  cooled  as 
desired,  in  connection  with  a  downcast  venti- 

lator leading  to  flues  under  the  floors.  It  is 
not  only  in  the  City  that  the  badly-ventilated 
building  exists — many  of  our  modem  West 
End  houses  are  without  pure  air :  they  draw 
their  supplies  through  cellars  or  kitchens 
laden  with  effluvia,  the  only  outlets  being 
open  sashes,  which  allow  the  vitiated-air 
current  being  carried  through  the  rooms. 
There  are  no  properly-appointed  channels  for 
the  fresh  or  the  foul  air,  both  currents  as  a 
consequence  become  mixed.  When  will 
our  architects  insist  on  channels  and  flues 

for  fresh-air  distributing  evenly  at  the 
right  levels,  in  connection  with  outlets 
for  the  respired  and  heated  air  of  our 
rooms,  as  being  of  equal  importance  with 
smoke  flues?  When  ventilation  shall  be 

thought  to  be  of  as  much  importance  as  a 
hot-water,  a  gas,  or  an  electric-lighting 
supply,  we  may  boast  of  our  hygienic  pro- 

gress. Other  things  there  are  which  go  to 
make  for  perfect  health,  which  do  not  consist 
entirely  of  the  removal  of  aU  that  is  noxious 

and  injurious  to  the  body;  chief  among  them 
the  introduction  of  pure  air  and  water,  the 
maintenance  of  a  temi)crature  that  is  favour- 

able to  health  and  comfort,  the  environment 
of  our  houses  and  cities  with  all  that  gives 
relief  and  pleasure  to  the  senses,  and  of  such 
emotions  that  can  be  secured  by  the  enjoy- 

ment of  healthful  exercise,  mental  relaxation, 
and  the  presence  of  works  of  art.  By  such  a 
concurrence  of  conditions  can  we  secure  all 

"that  is  experienced  in  the  phrase,  Mens  sana 
an  corpore  eano. 

ESTIMATES.— XVII. 

SASHES   AND   FRAMES,    DOORS. 

FOR  competitive  work  imported  American 
and  Swedish  joinery  is  much  used,  and 

a  great  deal  of  it  can  be  depended  on.  When 
large  quantities  are  required  of  ordinary 
description,  as  for  doors  and  windows,  the 
imported  joinery  is  much  in  request,  and  is 
cheiiper.  For  a  large  order  of  one  pattern 
or  size,  the  best  way  is  to  obtain  prices  of 
imported  Stockholm  goods.  Prices  at  the 
London  depot  are  given  as  follows : — 

l}in.   four-panel   doors,   6ft.    lOin.  by  £    s.  d. 
2ft.  loin.,  l}m.  square  botli  aides,  each  0    9  4 

•2io.ditto        0  18  1 
2in.  moulded  square  ditto     „  0  13  6 
2in.  bead  butt  and  square  ditto    „  0  17  7 
2in.  moulded  ditto    „  0  19  9 

For  a  IJin.  square  framed  door  the  price 
above  would  bo  about  equal  to,  say  Gd.  per 
foot  super.,  for  a  L'iii.  moulded  (both  sides) 
door  the  price  would  be  about  lOd.  to  Is. 
per  foot. 

Double-hung  sashes  and  frames,  liin. 
no  bars    per  foot  8d. 

Ditto  with  8  liirhts      ,  8W. 
Ditto  with  12  lights          ,,  9d. 

2in. 

,    9d. 

IJin.   four-panel  square   flxst   quality,  £    s.  d. 
2ft.  Sin.  bv  eft.  8in    0  12  0 

Ditto  ditto  3ft.  by  7ft    0  13  6 
2in.    four-panel    moulded   both   sides, 

3ft.  by  7ft    0  19  0 
2tn.  moulded   and   bolection  moulded, 
3ft.by7ft    16  3 

2in.  bead  butt  and  moulded  Sft.  by  7ft.  0  17  0 

Sashes  and  frames  each,  unglazed  : — 
Utn.  moulded  Ba«he«,    oak  sunk  sills,    £    8.    d. 

l^in.  pulley  stiles,  iin.  inside  and  out- 
side linings,    double  bung,  6ft.  2in. 

by3ft.6in      0  14    9 
Ditto  «ft.  Sin.  by  4tt      0  16    0 

These  prices  are  below  good  home-made work. 

In  taking  sashes  and  frames,  add  Sin.  to 

American  pine  joinery  is  also  largely  im- 
ported and  used  when  large  numbers  of 

uniform  pattern  mid  size  are  ie(juired. 

li-^xton  gives  the  following  prices  for  doors, 
t:.ch:  — 

height  from  top  of  stone  sill  to  sofTit  of  arch, 
and  Oin.  to  the  external  width  of  reveals. 

Semicircular  heads  are  kept  separate,  and  it 
is  necessary  to  know  if  the  squares  are  small 
and  the  bars  thick. 

It  is  well  to  remember  that  a  common  door 
is  framed  with  certain  width,;  the  .stiles, 

top,  and  frieze-rails  and  muntin  are  out  of 
deal  liin.  wide,  and  the  bottom  and  lock- 
rail  out  of  iliii.  deal,  jianels  out  of  .Un.  or 
Jin.  deal.  The  square  framing  is  the  basis 
of  the  pricing,  any  mouldings  on  one  or  both 
sides  and  labour  being  priced  in  addition,  by 
taking  the  run  of  the  moulding  by  the  price 
per  foot  for  one  or  both  sides  of  door. 
Mouldings  .add  to  the  cost  of  sijuare-framed 
about  Id.  per  foot  super,  each  side.  Uaving 
obtained  the  total  cost,  divide  it  by  the 
8ui>crficiul  of  the  door,  and  the  result  is  the 

price  per  foot. 

The  pricing  of  doors  is  obtained  by  finding 
the  superficial  tjuantity  of  rails,  and  stiles, 
and  panels,  pricing  each,  and  spreading  the 
cost  over  the  area  of  the  door,  the  cost  per 
foot  super,  being  found  by  dividing  the  cost 
by  the  suporScial.  It  is  necessary  to  con- 

sider the  thickness ;  l]in.  deal  wrought  both 
sides  would  be  equal  to  l|in.  thick;  but  if 
the  door  is  specified  to  be  finished  \\\n.,  the 
deal  would  have  to  be  1  Jin.  thick,  a  difference 
equal  to  about  Jd.  per  foot.  In  an  ordLiary 
four-panel  door  the  top  rail,  stiles,  and 
muntin  would  be  out  of  4Jin.  batten,  middle 
or  lock  and  bottom  rail  out  of  deal  9in.  wide, 
and  panels  out  of  iin.  or  Jin.  thickness.  In 
pricing  doors  it  is  customary  to  add  for 
finished  sizes  Id.  per  foot  super,  to  the  cost 
of  framing,  and  for  mouldings  on  one  side 
Id.  per  foot  superficial.  Small  framings 
under  4ft.  are  worth  25  per  cent,  more  than 
ordinary  size  framing.  Spandrel  framing 
may  be  taken  at  20  per  cent,  more  than 
rectangular,  and  framing  circular  in  plan 
about  twice  that  of  straight.  .Segmental  heads 
are  worth  25  per  cent,  more  than  square, 
semicircular  50  p.c.  more. 

106ft.  super.  Deal  cased  frames  and  sashes 
as  before,  in  two  lights,  with  deal  cased 
mullion  in  three  frames. 

These  may  be  priced  as  in  previous  item, 

adding  the  mullion.  ' Say,  7ft.  super,  in  outside  and  inside  £    8.   d. 
linings  lin.  deal  at  21d   -.    0    13] 

5ft.  6in..  liin.  pulley  stiles  at  2Jd    Oil} 
Parting  beads,  &c    0    0    3| 

0    2    9 

Divide  by  33ft.  super,  equal  Id.  per  foot, 
to  add  to  cost  of  previous  item,  say,  Is.  6d. 

lOOft.    run.     Labour    splay  -  re''«at6d,    and grooved  bottom  rail    to  2in.  saahea  (see sketch  2). 

This  would  require  2ft.  super,  of  2 in.  deal 
at  4Jd.  =  Sjd.,   or  about  3d.  per  foot  run. 
including    material.     For   labour,   constant 
•012  =  Id.  per  foot  run. 

lOOft.  run.     Labour  splay-rebited  raeeting 
rail  to  ditto. 

This  would  be  out  of  stuff  21-in.  by  2iQ. 
The  labour  running  splayed  rebate  is  repre- 

sented by  constant  -009  =  |d.  per  foot  run. 

216ft.  super.     2 Jin.  deal  ovolo  moulded  shop- 
front  sashes,  as  shown  ia  elevation. 

If  this  is  quite  plain,  with  straight  bars,  it 
may  be  priced  at  from.  Is.  to  Is.  4d.  per  foot 
super,  for  straight  work.  For  ornamental 
or  cui'ved  bars,  the  quantities  would  have  to 
be  taken. 

Labour  fixing  No.  2  deal-cased  frames  and 
sashes,  each  2Sft.  super. 

These  are  probably  old  sashes  and  frames 
that  are  to  be  refixed.  The  constant  for  this, 

labour  is  "007  days  of  a  carpenter  =  to, 

say,  yd.  per  footsuper.,  or,  say.  Is.  9d.  each. 

6Gft.  super.  Deal  cased  frames  and  2in. 
sashes  double  hung,  circular  in  plan,  flit 

curvature,  in  two  frames. 
The  extra  labour  from  bench  is  worth  about 

Is.  Id.  per  foot,  the  labour  constant  is  'HO =  Is.  2d.     A  fair  price  including  profit. 

£   8.  d. Deal  cased  frames  and  sashes,  as  before    0    14 
Labour  from  bench,  as  above      0    12 
Labour  fixing  constant  007      0    0    03 

Perfoot       0    2    ()i 

40ft.  super.  2ln.  deal  ovolo  skylight,  hipped 
at  angles. 

Without  drawing  it  is  dilBcult  to  state 
price;  Is.  is  a  fair  price  for  plain  work,  add 
another  Is.  per  foot  run  for  hips  =  Is.  y.Jd- 

per  foot  super.  If  the  skylight  is  of  parti- 
cular plan  or  detail,  it  is  desirable  to  take 

out  quantities  and  allow  for  fixing  '010  or 
Id.  a  foot. 
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•  iiift.  super.  2in.  moulded  casements  hung 
folding,  with  moulded  stops  for  glass, 
fixed  with  brass  screws. 

If  there  is  one  bar  to  each  casement,  the 

material  would  be  about  Id.  per  foot,  the 
cost  of  labour,  say,  4d.  from  bench,  and  for 
hanging  Id. 

£  8.  a. 
Mat«rial      0    0    1 

Labour  (constant  hour '64)       0    0    6J 
(iDcluding  fixing.) 

Add  for  rebates        0    0 
MooJded  stops,  say      0    0 
Brass  screws      0    0 

Perfoot       0    0  10 

M)ft.  super.  Uin.  moulded  casements,  hung 
folding  to  4in.  by  .iin.  rebated  and  beaded 
frames,  with  Tin.  by  3in.  oak  double  sunk 
weathered  and  throated  sills  in  four 
frames. 

These  are  ordinary  sized  casements,  and 

may  be  priced  at  the  average  rates. 
£  s.  d. 

Casement       0  0  6J 
4m.    hj   3tn.    frame,   with    bead,    &c. 

-  1ft.  41n.  cube  at,  say,  48.  6d.  per 
foot  super    0  0  4 

Oakaill      0  0  11 
Rebate*     0  0  0} 

0    1    CJ 

Miit.^  super.  2in.  moulded  casements  hung 

folding  to  Iin.  by  . 'iin.  frames,  rebated  and 
beaded,  and  chamfered  on  outside  with 

"in.  by  ,'iin.  oak  dimble-sunk  weathered 
and  throated  sill  in  two  frames.  (See 
sketch  L>.) 

For  extra  chamfer  to  frame  add  id.  per 

foot  run  (say.  i)d.  on  frame),  or  Siiy,"jd.  on the  super,  foot,  and  for  2in.  casements  add 

another  Id.,  say,  Is.  2d.  per  foot. 

40ft.  super.  2in.  moulded  casements,  hung 
to  fraines  4.^in.  by  3in.,  with  mullion  4iin; 

by  •J.iin.,  rebated  and  moulded  one  side 
and  chamfered  the  other  to  4^in.  by  ;3in. 
oak  sill  ditto. 

£  8.  d. 
Casements  and  frames,  say      0  1  2J 
Add  for  mullion  (equal  to  about  7iii. 

cube  aUs.  6d.  per  foot)       0  0  C^ 

Per  toot       0    1    91 

02ft.  run.     Labour  to  hook  rebate  to  2in. 
casements. 

This  consists  of  a  rebate  formed  on  the 
e<lges  of  both  meeting  stiles,  with  a  double 
groove  or  hook  joint.  The  labour  for  which 

may  be  priced  with  the  constant  -OOii  in  each 

stdle,  or  -012  for  both.  This  will  give  about IJd.  per  foot,  say,  IJd. 

lOSft.  run.  .Iin.  by  .ijin.  frame,  rebated  and 
moulded,  3in.  girth,  and  three  times 
grooved.     (See  sketch  1.) 

In  each  frame  there  is  about  isft.  run,  or 
about  2}c.ft.,  which  at  4s.  (3d.  por  foot  cube, 
equals  about  7d.  per  foot  run. 

48ft.  run.  Jin.  by  4iin.  framed  transom, 
twice  rebated,  3in,  girth,  and  moulded 
-4UI.  giith,  and  four  times  grooved. 

Say  about  Sin.  cubs  at  2a.  ad.  per  foot  £  s.  i. cube,  about,  per  foot  run    0  0    5 
Labour  in  rebatinir  and  moulding  0  0    71 
Four  grooTes,  say  id.  each       0  0    1 0    1    1} 

60ft.  run.     Tin.  by  Sin.   oak    sill,    framed, 
grooved,  check  throated,  and  twice  sunk. 
(See  sketch  2.) 

Cost  of  oak  at  53.  per  foot  cube,  per  £   s.   d. foocrun...    0    0    9 
Labour  from  bench,  twice  sinking,  say  ..  Oil 
Throating  and  giooTing  (constant  -006).  0    0    OJ 0    1  1<^ 

10ft.    run.      3ln,    by    2in.    weather    fillet, 
moulded  and  twice   rebated,    and   fixing 
with  screws,     (See  sketch  3.; 

Stuff,    say,    IJd.,    labour   rebating,    id.. 
mouldmg  IJd-,  fixing  and  screws  id.  :  t8tal 
3jd.  per  foot. 

Si4ft.  super.     l.Un.  four- panel  scjuaro  doors, '  Tft.  by  3ft. 

We  may  take  the  quantities  out  for  a  door 

of  this  description  thus  : — 
23    0 

0   »      4    6    IJin.  deal  in  middle  %nd  bottom  rails 
Itun  of  top  rails  and  stiles  we  have  ;— 

is    2  top  rail..    3    0 
0  4i    S    8    IJin.  deal  in  stiles,  &c.    stiles  ...  14    0 
   muntin .    5  10 

13    2  horns...    0    4 
21    1    
1  8  2:)    2 
     3    7    Jin.  deal  in  panels 

21    1 
8    9    8    2    lift.  9in.,  Jin.  deal  at 

11    9 

Pricing  these  quantities,  we  have  : — 
£  8.  d. 

13ft.  2in.  of  1  Jin.  deal  at  25d      0  2  9; 
lift.  9in.  of  Jin.  deal  at  2d      0  2  0 
Glue,  &c      0  0  4 

Divide  by  21ft.    0    6    13 

Kcpial  to  about  3d.  per  foot. £  8.  a. 

Cost  of  material  per  foot       0    0    3 
Labour  making,  say       0    0    4.J 
I.abour  hanging       0    0    1 

Cost  per  foot  super.    0    0    8J 

If  moulded,  we  add  the  length  of  mould- 
ing on  one  or  both  sides.     There  would  bo 

about  30ft.  of  moulding  on  one  side. 
£  s.  d. 

Bay  soft,  of  moulding  at  J(i.  per  foot   ...    0    1    3 
Labour  fitting  mitres  at  Jd.  per  foot      0    0    7i 0    1  lOJ 

This  divided  by  21ft.  will  give  about  Id. 

per  foot  super,  to  add  to  former  cost,   .sjd. 
+   1  =  Ojd.     AVo  may  put  this  down  at  Is. 
for  moulded  and  square  doors. 

lOoft.  super.     2in.    four-panel  doors,  ditto, 
moulded  both  sides. 

If  we  take  these  five  doors  of  the  same 

size,  there  would  be  about  the  same  quan- 
tity of  2in.  deal  in  the  rails  and  stiles.  The 

cost  of  deal  would  be,  say,  4d.  a  foot,  and 

for  the  Jin.  panels  2d.     Or  say :  — £  s.  d. 
13ft.  2in.  of  2in.  deal  at  4d.,  say      0    4    4 
lift.  Sin.  of  iin.  deal  at  2d.,  say      0    2    0 
Glue,  &c      0    0    4 

0    6    8 

Divide  by  21ft.,  or  about  4d.  per  foot. 
£  s.  d. 

Costofdeal         0  0  4 
Labour,  making  and  hanging,  say      0  0  (j 
tjOf t.  of  moulding,  both  aides,  at  say,  1  Jd. 

per  foot  super.,  including  mitres,  &c. .    0  0  4 

0    12 

■     The  price  books  put   Is.   Sd.  for  doors  of 
this  thickness,  moulded  both  sides. 

04ft.  super,     2in.  .six-panel  doors,  moulded 
both  sides. 

In  this  item  there  is  a  frieze  rail  in  addi- 
tion, and  a  little  more  labour  and  moulding : 

say  Id.  more  per  foot  super. 

3oft.    super.      2Ln.    deal   framed    spandrel, 
partition  moulded  and  square. 

This  may  be  priced  at  20  per  cent,  more 

than  rectangular  framing — say  Is.  3d.  per foot. 

20ft.  super.    2in.  ditto  framed  circular  parti- 
tion, moulded  and  square. 

We  may  put  this  at  about  twice  the  cost 
of  straight  framing.  If  straight  framing  is, 

say.  Is.,  we  may  call  this  about  2s.  per  foot 

super. 

24ft. -super.     IJin.  two-panel  moulded  and 
square,  closet  doors  and  hanging. 

These  may  be  priced  at  one-fourth  more 
than  ordinary  sized  framing — say  Is.  .id. 
For  hanging,  add  Id.  per  foot,  equal  Is.  id. 
per  foot  superficial. 

2Sft.  super.  2lu.  six-panel  front  door, 
bottom  panels  bead  flush  and  stjuare,  the 

four  upper  panels  square  both  sides  for moulding. 

Price  this  at  Is,  2d.,  and  add  for  moulding 

upper  panels  2d,  per  foot. 

2Nft.  super.  2in.  four-panel  front  door, 
bottoui  panels  bolection  moulded,  the 

upper  panels  prepared  for  glass. 
Price  this  at  about  the  same— Is.  4d.  per foot  super. 

THE  ARCHITECTURAL  SUPERIN- 
TENDENT. 

TlIK  following  notes  on  the  duties  of  an 
iirchitectural  superintendent  were  written 

by  Mr.  Edwin  U.  Clarke  for  the  Terhnoyraph, 
an  annual  published  at  the  University  of  Illinois. 
The  duties  of  an  inspector  of  buildings  cannot  be 
learned  by  roadinjf,  no  matter  how  good  the 
articles  may  bo,  yfct  such  advice  as  thut  given  by 
Mr.  Clarke  will  doubtless  prove  of  service  even 
to  those  members  of  an  architectural  ofiice  who 

are  not  engaged  in  superintendence.  What  he 
says  about  explicit  directions  and  completely 

figured  plans  deserves  special  attention. 
The  art  of  superintending  is  not  only  the  art  of 

fault  finding,  but  the  art  of  fault  remedying  and 
fault  preventing.  If  building  operations  were 
not  attended  by  mistakes,  misinterpretations,  and 
disagreements,  it  is  evident  there  would  be  no 
need  for  the  genus  superintendent ;  hence,  it  is 
with  the  difhculties  that  beset  him,  and  their 

remedies,  that  this  article  will  chiefly  concern itself. 

The  faulty  plan  is  the  first  source  of  annoy- 
ance. Frequently  a  set  of  drawings  is  so  hastily 

liniehod  that  omissions  and  inaccuracies  are 

almost  unavoidable.  Contradictions  and  dis- 
crepancies ocxjur  between  the  general  drawing, 

scale,  and  full  sized  details,  and  the  specifications, 

resulting  not  only  in  annoj-ance  and  controversy, 
but  also  in  no  little  expense  and  delay  if  not 
discovered  before  the  ordering  of  material,  or  the 

performance  of  that  part  of  the  work  affected  by 

them.  It  should  be  the  superintendent's  first 
care  to  make  a  thorough  examination  of  all  plans 

and  details,  comparing  them  with  the  specifica- 
tions, and  with  each  other,  in  order  that  all 

errors  may  be  discovered  and  eliminated  before 

the  work  is  begun.  This  examination  will  also 
aid  in  fixing  in  the  mind  the  peculiarities  which 
differentiate  the  new  work  from  others  with  which 

he  has  previously  been  connected. 
The  plans  furnished,  the  contracts  should  be 

complete.  The  drawings  should  be  provided  in 
sufficient  number  to  thoroughly  cover  the  work, 
and  show  plainly  how  it  is  to  be  done,  so 
nothing  will  be  left  to  the  imagination  of  the 
builder.  Mr.  Clarke  strongly  favours  numerous 
sectional  drawings,  which  shall  cleirly  show  any 
unusual  or  special  features  or  finish,  and  a 
sufficiency  of  dimensions  to  permit  the  execution 
of  the  work  with  the  fewest  possible  arithmetical 
calculations  by  the  workmen  at  the  building. 

Draughtsmen  are  usually  reluctant  to  bind 
themselves  by  figures  on  a  drawing,  but  unless 
the  workmen  are  mind-readers — and  few  of  them 
are— it  ia  hardly  to  be  expected  that  they  will 

properly  carry  out  the  artist's  idea  when  he  him- self declines  to  define  it.  In  figuring  dimensions, 
it  is  of  advantage  to  give,  where  possible,  a 
string  of  distances  between  centres  of  main 
features,  with  subordinate  lines  of  dimension  for 
the  separate  parts  of  those  features,  and  also  to 
note  on  each  plan  the  bays  or  dormers  which  are 
to  centre  with  some  other  feature  of  the  building, 
above  or  below  them.  This  method  will  materially 

decrease  the  liability  of  the  builder  to  make  mis- 
takes in  laying  out  his  work,  and  an  error  when 

made  may  be  nuickly  found  and  easily  rectified 
without  affecting  more  than  a  single  feature.  It 

will  also  be  found  useful  to  adopt  a  ' '  building  ' ' 
line  (usually  the  line  of  the  first  story  above  the 
water  tiible)  as  a  base  line  from  which  to  figure 
dimensions,  as  well  on  the  basement  and 

foundation  plans  as  on  the  first-floor  plan.  This 
building  line  may  be  shown  by  a  red  or  black 
dotted  line  on  the  drawings. 
The  value  of  explanatory  notes  on  drawings 

should  not  be  underestimated,  and  the  more  of 

them  there  are,  even  though  they  are  repetitions 
of  items  covered  by  the  specifications,  the  better. 
The  plana  may  be  called  common  property,  since 
they  are  used  by  all  the  craftsmen  alike,  while 
the  specifications,  if  accessible,  are  usually  so 
divided  that  each  foreman  refers  only  to  the 

particular  section  covering  his  special  work,  and 
is  ignorant  of  its  relation  to  that  of  the  other 
trades.  In  such  cises  it  is  evident  that  proper 

co-operation  is  improbable,  if  not  impossible. 
The  repetition  of  the  common  lines  of  height  on 

all  elevations  and  vertical  sections  is  to  be  recom- 
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mended.  It  is  quite  a  c  mvenience  to  the  super- 
intendent, and  saves  mistakes  arising  from  the 

builder's  inclination  to  trust  to  memory  rather 
than  to  turn  to  the  plan  on  which  the  heights 
occur.  It  may  be  said  that  the  contractor  should 
be  made  to  sulTer  for  his  own  negligence  ;  but  it 
must  be  remembered  that  the  drawings  are  really 
implements  or  tools,  as  necessary  for  the  pro- 

secution of  the  work  as  the  trowel,  saw,  or 
hammer,  and  it  is  the  duty  of  the  architect  to 
furnish  them  to  the  builder  in  as  perfect  a  state 
as  possible,  if  the  final  results  are  to  be  satis- 
factory. 

Any  improvements  tending  to  convenience  in 
handling  will  amply  repay  any  extra  time  con- 

sumed in  preparing  thsm  in  the  draughting 
room,  and  a  day  or  two,  or  in  unusual  cases  even 
a  week,  devoted  to  figuring  and  checking  up 
dimensions  on  the  working  plans  will  avoid 
expensive  mistakes  and  time-wasting  delays, 
with  the  resulting  disputes  and  controversies, 
and  at  the  same  time  will  give  the  plans  a 
definiteness  that  will  enable  the  estimator  to 
make  a  closer  proposal  for  the  work  before  the 
contract  is  awarded.  For  the  same  reason  it  b 
desirable  to  fully  indicate,  by  framing  plana  or 
diagrams,  the  kind  and  size  of  materials  to  be 
used  and  the  methods  to  be  employed. 

It  is  a  decided  advantage  to  the  superintendent 
if  he  has  been  employed  in  the  production  of  the 
plans  whose  execution  he  is  to  supervise.  Hia 
familiarity  with  the  drawings  will  enable  him  to 
see  more  readily  the  effect  that  a  change  at  one 
point  will  have  on  others  of  the  work,  and  will 
be  especially  valuable  to  him  when  it  is  necessary 
to  give  an  order  without  a  chance  for  study  or 
leisurely  consideration. 
The  superintendent  should  secure  a  complete 

set  of  all  drawings  to  be  used  in  the  work,  in- 
cluding general  plan,  scale,  and  full  size  details 

and  diagrams,  outside  of  the  sets  furnished  the 
contractors.  He  should  also  have  his  own  copy 
of  the  specifications,  and  all  agreements  and  con- 

tracts to  whi"h  to  refer  in  case  of  dispute  between 
contractors  concerning  the  scope  of  their  respect- 

ive contracts.  The  above  applies  only  to  the 
superintendent  in  charge  of  large  work  not  in  the 
same  city  with  the  architect,  who  cannot,  there- 

fore, hive  access  to  the  office  sets. 
The  first  duty  of  the  superintendent  on  the 

ground  is  to  check  up  the  dimensions  and  laying 
out  of  the  building.  For  this  a  steel  tape  should 
preferably  be  used,  and,  for  a  long  series  of 
measurements,  the  ring  end  held  at  a  single  point while  the  different  required  dimensions  are  marked 
off  in  order  along  the  length  of  the  tape  from  a 
memorandum  slip  previously  prepared.  This 
prevents  accumulative  errors,  which,  with  the 
average  mason,  reaches  4in.  or  .iin.  in  the  hundred 
fe«t  before  it  is  considered  worth  noticing.  In 
order  to  keep  the  work  in  hand,  the  superin- 

tendent should  require  that  he  shall  have  approved 
of  all  work  laid  out  before  building  is  proceeded 
with.  To  measure  the  width  of  footing  trenches, 
a  stick  cvit  to  the  width  of  the  footing,  with  a 
notch  for  the  building  line,  will  be  found  con- 
yenient.  A  plumb  line  dropped  from  the  build- 

ing line  stretched  above  will  pass  the  notch,  and 
show  at  once  if  the  trench  is  properly  located  and 
of  the  required  size.  With  several  different 
widths  of  footings,  and  for  places  where  no  line 
can  be  stretched  in  the  excavation  itself,  this 
method  should  save  much  time  and  many mistakes. 

If  the  plans  show  no  chases  or  slots  for  soil  and 
waste  pipes,  or  gas,  water,  and  electric  mains, 
the  superintendent  should  arrange  with  the 
mason  to  build  them  in  the  proper  places  as  the 
walls  go  up.  Xeglect  to  consider  this  frequently 
leads  to  unsightly  results— such  as  a  group  of 
pipes  cutting  through  a  handsome  cornice,  or 
spoiling  the  appearance  of  an  otherwise  attractive 
room.  The  location  of  the  horizontal  pipes should  also  be  considered  ;  whether  in  the  floor- 
that  is,  between  the  joists— or  cut  over  them : 
under  the  rtoor  :  hung  to  the  ceiling  below,  and 
exposed  to  sight ;  or  imder  a  raised  floor ;  also, 
whether  the  marble  or  other  wainscoting  back  of 
toilet-room  fixtures  can  set  flat  against  the  wall, or  must  be  moved  far  enough  forward  to  allow 
the  waste,  supply,  and  vent  pipes  to  run bohmd  it. 

The  note-book  should  be  the  superintendent's 
constant  companion,  not  only  for  jotting  down 
ordmary  items  to  jog  the  memory  lor  the  daily details  of  the  work,  but  to  be  used  as  well  to 
preserve  a  record  of  orders  to  and  agreements 
.vith  contractors,  instruction  to  foremen,  and 
'terationa    or    changes  sanctioned    in  plans  or 

specifications.  In  fact,  the  entries  should  include 
everything  relating  to  the  building  which  may 
possibly  be  needed  for  future  reference.  Especially 
should  dates  of  orders  and  delivery  of  plans  and 
details  (if  no  record  is  kept  in  the  office)  be  noted 
down,  in  CMO  it  becomes  necessary  to  refer  to 
them  in  settlement  of  claims  for  enforced  delay  in 
completing  a  time  contract. 

The  superintendent  should  notice,  from  time 
to  time,  if  all  the  workmen  who  can  be  advan- 

tageously employed  are  on  the  different  branches 
of  the  work.  He  should  inquire  concerning  the 
ordering  of  material,  and  the  progress  of  the  work 
of  the  sub-contractors,  in  order  that  no  delay  be 
caused  by  their  failure  to  come  to  time.  More 
time  is  thus  lost  than  from  all  other  causes 
together. 

The  superintendent  should  see  that  the  applica- 
tion is  made  tor  detail  drawings  in  such  season 

that  they  will  be  on  hand  before  needed  for  use. 
It  is  a  good  plan  to  occasionally  visit  the  mills, 

foundry,  pattern,  and  modelling.'  shops,  to  inspect 
the  work  in  progress,  and  explain  to  the  work- 

men points  that  are  vague  or  misimderstood, before  it  is  too  late. 

One  should  not  be  above  accepting  advice  from 
contractor  or  workman,  for  fear  of  loss  of  prestige, 
since  frequently  their  experience  suggests  methods 
or  facts,  either  of  merit  in  themselves  or  expedient 
under  existing  circumstances.  Xeither  should 
one  be  so  complaisant  as  to  adopt  these  sugges- 

tions without  careful  consideration.  It  they  are 
rejected,  it  should  be  done  so  as  to  leave  no 
doubt  about  it  in  the  mind  of  the  workman,  nor 
as  to  the  method  actually  to  be  employed. 
Frequently  it  is  necessary  to  say  to  the  builder  : 
"  Your  way  must  be  just  as  good,  but  the  specifi- 

cations prescribe  a  method  which  I  know  will 
give  results  satisfactory  to  the  architect,  and,  as 
I  am  answerable  to  him  after  your  responsibility 
in  connection  with  the  work  ceases,  I  must  require 
you  to  follow  the  specified  directions."  Material 
or  work  condemned  should  be  orderedtobe  removed 
at  once.  It  is  a  common  trick  among  foremen  to 
agree  to  see  to  that  later,  with  the  expectation 
that  the  matter  will  slip  the  superintendent's  mind 
until  the  defective  material  or  work  can  be  hidden 
or  covered  up. 

Structural  iron  is  usually  required  to  have 
several  coats  of  paint  after  delivery.  In  order  to 
insure  its  receiving  the  required  number  of  coats, 
and  proper  c ire  in  their  application,  and  also  to 
prevent  a  delay  for  painting  .and  drying  when  the 
material  is  wanted  for  use,  it  is  well  to  insist  that 
this  work  be  done  as  soon  as  the  metal  is  on  the 

ground. The  superintendent  himself  should  cultivate  the 
following  characteristics  :  Tact,  force,  decision, 
and  gentlemanlincss.  He  will  be  called  upon  to 
listen  to  endless  complaints  of  interference  by 
one  contractor's  men  with  the  work  of  the  others, 
and  is  expected  to  arbitrate  thereon.  He  will  be 
referred  to  as  a  walking  specification  by  foremen 
who  find  it  more  convenient  to  question  him  than 
to  take  the  trouble  to  look  up  requirements  them- 

selves. This  theyshouldbe  encouraged  to  do.  Some 
foremen  ignore  the  specifications  entirely,  depend- 

ing on  the  superintendent  to  assume  responsibility 
for  anything  opposed  to  them,  which  he  has 
failed  to  discover,  but  "  which  it  is  his  duty  to  find 
out,"  as  Jlr.  Clarke  was  once  informed  by  a  fore- 

man. The  same  brilliant  fellow  was  one  day  very 
much  put  out  with  me  because  his  attention  had 
not  been  called  to  a  note  on  one  of  the  plans, 
lie  had  shored  up  a  17in.  brick  wall  and  cut  an 
opening  in  it  in  the  first  story,  before  he  dis- 

covered that  it  should  have  been  torn  out  above 
also,  to  make  way  for  a  stud  partition  to  take  its 
place.  Of  course,  the  single  I  beam,  which  the 
note  called  for,  while  ample  to  support  a  stud 
partition,  would  hardly  do  the  same  service  for  a 
Kin.  brick  wall.  Another  nuisance  is  the  man 
who  always  knows  a  better  way  to  do  everything 
than  the  way  he  is  called  on  to  do  it  (simply  for 
the  sake  of  change),  and  who  is  positively  un- 

happy if  his  suggestions  are  unheeded.  Of 
course,  the  superintendent  ought  never  to  lose 
his  temper.  He  may  lose  his  patience,  and  ex- 

press his  opinions  ;  but  he  should  let  the  other 
fellow  put  himself  at  a  di.iadvantage  by  getting 
mad.  As  a  general  rule,  however,  flattery  builds 
quicker  than  frir-tion,  and  the  greater  the  super- 

intendent's skill  in  overcoming  difliculties,  expe- diting work,  and  settling  differences,  the  belter 
superintendent  he  is. — Engineeiinp  Urcord. 

The  Piusmore  Kiwarda  public  library  at  Laun- 
oeeton  will  be  opened  on  Thursday,  OctotMr  SCth. 

XATURAL  VEXTILATIOX.— III. 

By  Ro)iF.iti  BovLE. 

[all  rights  EESEEVSn.] 

To  efficiently    ventilate  a    building    with    a 
natural  system,  care  should  be  taken  in  the 

employment  of  ventilators  that  they  are  of  correct 
construction,  and  that  both  the  outlets  and  in- 

lets are  sufficient  in  size  and  number,  and  so 
placed  as  to  effectively  accomplish  the  work  they 
have  to  do.    The  outlet  ventilatora  should  l>e 
fixed  on  the  highest  part  of  the  roof,  clear  of  all 
obstructions,  so  that  the   wind  can  reach  them 
freely  from  every  quarter.     The  fresh  air  supply 
should  be  properly  proportioned  to  the  exti^Rion. 
The  combined  area  of  the  inlets  should,  in  all 
ordinary  cases,  be,  at  kast,  equal  to  that  of  the 
outlet  shafts.     Main  exhaust  shafts  should  be,  at 
least,  of  equal  area  to  the  combined  area  of  the 
branch  pipes.     Branch  pipes  should  have  as  great 
an  upward  angle  as  possible,  and  should  never 
enter  the  main  shaft  at  the  same  level  unless 
when    parallel.      -\II    pipes    should    be     made 
of    metal,    and    circular    in    shape    to    reduce 
friction.     Wood    shrinks,    and   is   not   airtight. 
The   vitiated    air    should  be   extracted   at  the 
ceiling,    to   where   it   naturally    ascends.     The 
fresh  air  should  be  admitted  direct  through  the 
walls  at  a  low  velocity,  in  an  upward  direction, 
through    a  number  of  small  inlet  brackets  or 
tubes  distributed  round  the  walls  to  secure  more 
complete  diffusion,  and  an  equable  movement  of 
the  air  in  all  parts  of  the  buUding.     Air  should 
never  be  admitted  in  cold  weather  in  a  hori- 

zontal direction,  as  a  disagreeable  draught  would 
result.     The  velocity  of   the  air-supply  should 
not  exceed  '2ft.  per  second.  •  The  inlet  channels 
should  communicate  direct  with  the  outer  air,  be 
as  short  as  possible,  and  easy  of  access  for  the 
purpose  of  cleaning.     Long  inlet  channels  are 
objectionable,    as    they    harbour    dirt  and  are 
difficult  of  access.     Where  simple  inlet  tubes  or 
brackets  aroused,  the  tops  should  be  about  5ft.  9in. 
above  the  floor.  Where  the  air-supply  is  warmed 
it  may  be  delivered  at  a  lower  level.     The  fresh- 
air  supply    should    not    be    overheated,   as    its 
hygienic  properties    are  thereby    seriously  im- 

paired.    Heating  a  building  by  hot  air  should, 
therefore,   be  avoided    as  injurious    to  health. 
Radiant     heat     is     the     healthiest    and    most 
effective.     Where    open    fires    are    used,    they 
should   have   a   separate  air-supply,  led  direct 
to  them  from  the  outer  air  through  a  3in.  or  4in. 
pipe,  to  prevent  them  drawing  the  hot  vitiated 
air  from  above  down   into  the  breathing  zone, 
creating   draughts,    and    unduly    affecting   the 
ventilating  arrangements. 

OPEN    WINDOW    VEXTIL.ITIOX. 

When  a  window  is  open  at  the  top  in  cool 
weather,  a  stream  of  cold  air  passes  into  the 
room,  spreads,  and  descends  in  a  cold  shower, 
cooling  and  pressing  down  the  warm  ascending 
vitiated  air  to  be  rebreathed,  along  with  the 
poisonous  products  of  combustion  and  the  dust 
and  dirt  with  which  the  incoming  air  may  be 
charged.  It  is  in  cold  weather  that  special 
ventilating  arrangements  that  will  change  the 
air  without  draughts,  and  at  the  same  time 
purify  it,  are  absolutely  necessary.  In  warm 
weather,  windows  can  safely  be  left  open,  there 
being  then  not  the  same  danger  from  draughts. 

Dr.  John  Hayward  says:  "For  winter,  and 
for  spring  and  autumn,  the  outer  air  in  our 
climate  is  generally  too  cold  to  be  admitted 
through  open  windows.  It  is,  of  course,  impos- 

sible to  warm  the  air  as  it  enters  before  it 

impinges  on  the  patients,  when  it  is  let  in 
through  open  windows,  and  the  warming  is  done 
by  open  fires,  because  the  patients  lie  between  its 
entrance  and  the  means  of  warming.  I  am 
aware  that  some  medical  practitioners  do  recom- 

mend hospitals  to  be  ventilated  only  by  open 
windows  on  both  sides  of  large  wards,  even  in 
winter,  in  this  climate,  and  maintain  there  is 
neither  risk  nor  discomfort  in  doing  so.  They 
do  not  themselves,  however,  submit  to  such  ven- 

tilation—that is,  they  do  not  themselves  sit  in 
their  study  or  have  their  families  to  sit  in  the 
morning  room  or  sleep  in  bedrooms  with  windows 
to  the  east  open  all  the  winter  through.  .\nd  it  is 
only  bounce  for  matrons  and  nurses  to  acquiesce 
in  such  an  arrangement  and  uphold  it ;  they  are 
themselves  not  confined  to  beds  underneath  open 
windows,  but  are  moving  about  in  and  out  of  the 
wards.  Nor  do  they  submit  to  it  in  their  own 
rooms  during  cold  easterly  windy  days  and  nights. 
The  helpless  patients  scarcely  dare  compUin,  or 

.     I 
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LOrSOITUDirSAL      SLCTlOh 

A    NATUE.iL    SYSTEM    OF    VENTILATION-    AS    APPLIED    TO    A    ScJIooi,    WITH    CENTKAL    HALL. 

'l';?L?J\,'i'!;'°'';    i\^i*'"  7'™"="°°  ,«'"'«'•  . ''  Regulating  yalyoB.     [NoTE.-The  whole  power  of  the  ventilators  may  at  any  time  be  applied  to 
If  .i.lL  r  ,      .•'"''?i°™'-^y  openiDg  and  cloeiDg  their  reBpectivevalTea.]     ./.Branch  pipes  connected  with  extraction-flues  in  walls of  claserooms.  ,%  Lxtraction-fluea  m  walls  corninun.cating  each  w,th  two  rooms.  /,  Foul-air  outlet  from  classrooms  into  extraction-flues. 
■»;r4»r™»r  .,..?"  ̂ '^'^  °"  ̂ ^"*'^' ^^' ' ,  /'.  \entilat.ng  openmgs  in  ceilings,  j,  Air-inlet  brackets  admitting  purified  air  ;  may  be  fitted  with 
^V-X  1  °' ^?°'"'  "'  "'l"'"-!-  ̂ ..  Air-mlet  tubes  admitmg  purified  air  ;  may  be  fitted  with  air-warmer  or  cooler,  as  requiredf  /,  Ventilating 
radiators  admitting  warm,  purified  air.     m,  Fresh-air  supply-pipes  to  interior  tubes  and  radiators.  euiua.iug 

even  admit  that  they  feel  a  draught,  if  the  nurse 

says  they  do  not." 
Ol'EN-KIRf:    VEXTILATIOX. 

Though  an  open  fire  undoubtedly  acts  as  a 
powerful  exhaust,  it  is  well  known  to  sanitarians 
that  no  more  dangerous  mode  of  changing  the  air 
in  a  room  exists,  owing  to  the  currents  of  cold 
air  set  up  towards  it  from  doors  and  windows, 
causinff  disagreeable  draughts  to  be  experienced 
by  those  in  its  vicinity,  or  in  any  part  of  the 
room  which  the  currents  traverse.  The  upper 
stratji  of  air  in  the  room,  charged  with  the  heated 
products  of  respiration  and  combustion,  is  drawn 
downwards  towards  the  fire  and  inhaled  by  the 
occupants,  who  are  thus  compelled  to  continuously 
rebreathe  exhausted  and  impure  air. 

Dr.  Hayward  considers  that  "  For  hospital 
wards  open  fires  are  risky,  costly,  and  trouble- 

some ;  they  greatly  embarrass  all  plans  of  venti- 
lation, and  are  in  many  other  ways  objectionable. 

They  are  of  but  little  use  as  means  of  ventilation  : 
they  certainly  abstract  air,  but  thej  take  it 
principally  from  near  the  floor,  whereas  the  foul 
lir  accumulates  near  the  ceiling,  being  heated, 
and  so  made  light,  by  the  same  means  that  foul  it. 
Hospitals  warmed  only  by  open  fires  are  sure  to 
be  very  imperfectly  warmed,  and  if  at  the  same 
time  they  are  attempted  to  be  ventilated  by  open 
windows,  they  are  most  certainly  also  very  im- 

perfectly ventilated.  It  is  much  to  be  regretted 
that  some  hospitals  are  professed  to  be  ventilated 
and  warmed  by  simply  open  windows  and  open 
fires  even  throughout  the  winter  in  this  climate." 

orEN-ni-E      VEXTII..iTION-. 

It  is  almost  invariably  found  that  where  plain 
open  pipes  are  used,  or  have  merely  a  cap  on  the 
top  to  exclude  rain,  they  are  stopped  up  on account  of  the  down-draught  experienced. 

•'  Gusts  of  wind  will  sometimes  cause  a  reverse action  in  the  tube.  In  hot  weather,  if  the  shaft 
is  colder  than  the  outer  air  a  down  current  may ensue. 

"In  conseiiuence  of  the  numerous  causes  of disturbance  enumerated,  this  method  of  extrac- 
tion, when  applied  to  a  house,  could  not  be  relied 

on  to  act  on  all  occasions  with  certainty  as  an 
extraction  shaft."— (Sir  Douglas  Galton,  F.U.S.) 

REVOLVING     VENTILATORS. 

Revolving  ventilators  soon  get  out  of  order, particiUarly  if  employed  for  the  ventilation  of 
drams  or  sewers,  as  the  gases  quickly  corrode 
the  working  parts,  rendering  the  ventilator  worse 
than  useless,  owing  to  the  down-current  which 
results  in  consequence  of  its  ceasing  to  revolve with  the  required  rapidity. 

•'  The  objection  to  a  movable  ventilator  is  that, if  by  any  accident  it  faUed  to  turn,  it  would  be- 
Mme  a  powerful   inlet."-(Sir  Douglas  (lalton, 

LOUVRE- BOARD    VENTII,AT0R.S. 

Louvre-board  ventilators  were  originally  de- 
signed for  the  purpose  of  preventing  the  weather 

from  passing  into  a  ventilating  shaft.  The  large 
body  of  air  which  it  admits  at  the  top  of  the 
shaft,  and  which  is  supposed  to  pass  across  from 
one  side  to  the  other  and  thence  out,  simply  acts 
as  a  damper  upon  the  ascending  current,  and  in 
cold  weather  particularly  passes  down  the  shaft, 
cooling  and  precipitating  the  vitiated  air,  and 
causing  a  disagreeable  down-draught. 

AIR    A>-ALYSIS. 

In  buildings  such  as  hospitals  and  asylums  an 
analysis  of  the  air  might  be  made  periodically,  as 
the  medical  superintendent  would,  in  most  cases, 
be  qualified  to  judge  if  the  tests  were  correctly 
made,  if  he  did  not  make  them  himself.  In  other 
buildings,  such  as  churches,  halls,  schools,  work- 

rooms, i:c.,  there  would  be  some  diiEculty  in 
securing  reliable  analysis,  there  being  so  many 
conditions  under  which  tests  may  be  made  that 
might  render  them  misleading  and  valueless  as 
indicating  the  general  purity  of  the  air. 

It  is  notorious  that,  in  spite  of  elaborate  tables 
of  analysis  of  the  air  of  many  public  buildings  in 
which  the  most  complete  forms  of  artificial 
ventilation  are  in  use,  the  condition  of  the  air  in 
these  buildings  is  not  found  by  those  occupying 
them  to  be  in  accord  with  the  analysis,  so  far  as 
their  sensations  are  concerned. 

In  a  recent  report  on  the  ventilation  of  the 
Houses  of  Parliament,  the  following  passage 
occurs: — "When  one  considers  the  enormous 
volume  of  air,  equal  to  ten  times  the  cubic  con- 

tents of  the  House  of  Commons,  which  is  passed 
through  it  every  hour,  also  that  the  elaborate 
tables  of  air  analysis  are  apparently  all  that  could 
be  desired,  and  yet  the  ventilation  is  notoriously 
bad,  it  is  clear  that  there  is  something  very 
radically  wrong  with  mechanical  ventilation  by 
impulsion,  and  that  tables  of  analysis  and  of 
volumes  of  air  passed  through  a  building  are  not 
to  be  accepted  as  correctly  indicating  either  the 
general  purity  of  the  air  or  the  efficiency  of  the 
ventilation." 

Analysis  of  the  air  is  a  very  good  thing  so  far 
as  it  goes:  but  it  may,  with  some  reason,  be 
objected  that  it  does  not  go  far  enough,  for  all  the 
tables  of  analysis  in  the  world  will  not  convince 
people  that  the  air  of  a  building  is  pure  if  they, 
from  their  own  actual  experience  and  the  un- 

erring test  of  their  senses,  are  satisfied  that  it  is not  so. 

Alter  all,  the  feelings  of  the  occupants  are  the 
surest  index  of  the  state  of  the  air  in  a  building, 
and  should  in  most  cases  be  accepted  as  con- 

clusive, irrespective  of  air  analysis,  which, 
however  desirable,  is  not  always  to  be  relied  upon. 
If  the  air  but  smells  fresh  and  sweet,  and  there 
is  an  absence  of  that  feeling  of  malaise  and  dis- 

comfort usually  experienced  in  a  badly- ventilated 
building,  most  people  are  content  to  look  upon 
air  analysis  as  a  negligible  quantity,  though  they 
may  not  always  be  correct  in  doing  so. 

VENTILATION   TESTS. 

Kcports  of  ventilation  tests  are  misleading, 
unless  the  exact  details  of  the  systems  tested  are 
given,  and  the  conditions  under  which  each  has 
been  applied  and  tested  are  clearly  stated,  as  one 
system  may  have  been  applied  and  tested  under 
the  most  favourable  conditions,  whilst  another 
may  have  been  incompletely  applied  and  tested 
under  unfavourable  conditions.  Where  these 
particulars  are  not  given,  all  such  tests  must  be 
considered  as  valueless  as  a  means  of  comparison. 
Fxperiments  have  been  instituted  from  time 

to  time  for  the  purpose  of  ascertaining,  if  possible, 
the  exact  values  of  exhaust  ventilators  by  testing 
them  on  specially -arranged  pipes.  The  results 
of  these  tests  were  found,  however,  to  be  so  con- 

flicting, that  it  is  now  considered  by  sanitarians 
that  experiments  of  this  kind  are  valueless  as  a 
means  of  determining  which  is  the  most  effective 
ventilator  under  all  conditions.  The  "  Kew 
experiments  ' '  inaugurated  by  the  Sanitary 
Institute  may  be  cited  as  a  well-known  example. 

The  Times,  which  was  selected  by  the  Institute 
to  publish  the  report  of  the  tests,  said :  "  The 
method  of  testing  was  incorrect,  and  therefore 
the  tests  are  valueless.  Neither  in  the  case  of 
the  cowls,  nor  of  the  tubes,  was  their  true  value 
as  extractors  ascertained."  This  method  of  test- 

ing has  also  been  discredited  by  80-<?alled 
"experiments"  carried  out  by  certain  cowl- 
makers  and  patentees  of  rival  systems,  when  it 
was  found  in  each  case  that  the  results  were 
exactly  reversed. 

There  is  only  one  reliable  way  of  testing 
ventilators,  and  that  is  when  they  are  in  actual 
use.  Their  ediciency  can  only  be  determined 
when  they  have  been  tried  for  a  lengthened 
period  in  every  season  of  the  year,  and  under  all 
conilitions  of  the  weather  and  of  the  buildings  to 
which  they  may  be  applied. 

{To  be  iciitir.iad.) 

THE   SAXITARV   INSTITUTE. 

THE  twenty- eighth  course  of  lectures  and demonstrations  for  sanitary  ofiicers  on 
Jlon.lays,  Wednesdays,  and  Fridays,  .September, 
October,  and  November,  lS!i;l,  will  comprise  the 

following  lectures : — 
Part  I.,  fee  il  Is.  Six  lectures  on  Elementary 

Physio  and  Chemistry  in  relation  to  Water,  Soil, 
.Vir,  and  Ventilation.  Two  lectures  on  Ele- 
raent.ary  Statistic?,  Meteorology,  and  Local 
Physical  Conditions. 

Part  II.,  fee  £1  Us.  6d.     Eighteen  lectures  on 
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Public  Health  Statutes:  orders,  memoranda,  and 
)Iodel  By-Laws  of  the  Local  (lovemment  Board, 
and  the  by-liws  in  force  in  the  Adminiotrative 
County  of  London.  The  practical  Dutiea  of  a 
Sanitary  Inspector,  e.g.,  drawing  up  notices  as 
to  sanitary  defects,  drain-testing,  disinfection, 
methods  of  inspection,  note-taking,  and  report- 

ing. Municipal  llygiene  or  Iljgiene  of  Com- 
munities :  including  prevention  afid  abatement 

of  nuisances,  sanitary  defects  in  and  about  build- 
ings and  their  remedies,  water  supplies,  sanitary 

appliances,  drainage,  refuse  removal  and  dispcaal, 
offensive  trades,  disinfection.  Building  con- 

struction in  its  sanitary  relations.  Measurement 
and  drawing  plans  to  scale. 

Inspections  and  demonstrations  will  be  arranged 
in  connection  with  the  lectures,  and  will  include 
visits  to  disinfecting  stations,  dair}'  premises, 
municipal  depots,  artisans'  dwellings,  olTensive 
trades,  waterworks,  common  lodging  -  houses, 
sanitary  works  in  progress,  refuse  and  sewage- 
disposal  works,  and  other  public  and  private 
works  illustrative  of  sanitary  practice  and 
administration.  In  some  of  the  visits  the  students 

are  shown  the  routine  of  an  inspector's  office  work and  duties. 
Part  III.,  fee,  £1,  seven  lectures  on  Meat  and 

Food  Inspection,  including  taking  of  samples  of 
water,  food,  and  drugs  for  analysis.  Practical 
demonstrations  of  meat  inspection  will  be  given. 
The  various  subjects  to  be  dealt  with  will  be 
given  by  well-known  authorities,  and  will  Ve 
illustrated  with  diagrams,  drawings,  models,  and 
lantern  slides.  The  lectures  will  include  the 
subjucts  scheduled  for  the  examinations  of  the 

Institute  and  the  Sanitary  Inspectors'  Examina- 
tion Board  (formed  by  the  Sanitary  Institute  and 

other  bodies) .  The  museum  of  sanitary  appliances 
and  the  library  will  be  open  free  during 
September,  October,  and  November,  to  students 
attending  the  course.  Arrangements  are  made 
by  which  students  can  obtain  the  loan  of  books 
for  a  small  payment.  The  fee  for  the  complete 
course  is  £3  Ss.  Students  who  enter  their  names 
for  one  of  the  examinations  of  the  Institute,  at 
the  time  of  taking  their  ticket  for  the  lectures, 
can  have  10s.  6d.  carried  towards  their  fee  for 
examination.  Jlembers  and  associates  of  the 
Institute  are  admitted  to  the  lectures  without 
payment,  but  cannot  introduce  friends.  Students 
and  others  desirous  of  attending  the  lectures  are 
requested  to  send  in  their  names  at  once  to  the 
secretary  of  the  Institute,  Margaret-street,  W. 
Candidates  residing  within  the  county  of  London, 
who  attend  or  wish  to  attend  these  lectures  may 
enter  the  competitions  for  the  evening  science 
exhibitions,  awarded  by  the  Technical  Education 
Board  of  the  London  County  Council  of  the 
annual  value  of  £5,  which  may,  with  the  approval 
of  the  Board,  be  applied  to  paying  their  expenses 
in  attending  these  lectures.  Application  forms 
and  particulars  of  these  exhibitions  must  be 
obtained  of  the  secretary  of  the  Board,  116, 
St.  Martin's-lane,  W.C. 

POLYTECHNICS  AND  SKILLED 
TRADESMEN. 

THE  evidence  published  in  the  Report  of  the 
Sub- Committee   of    the    Building    Trades, 

recently  adopted   by   the   Technical   Education 
Board  of  the  London  County  Council,  is  of  con- 

siderable interest  to  builders  and  the  employed. 
We  have  already  given  tte  recommendations  of 
the  Committee  and  a  summary  of  the  evidence. 
Large  firms  of  builders  and  others  engaged  in 
huilding  are  almost  unanimous  in  their  opinions 
that  the  training  given  at  polytechnics  is  good 
and  useful  up  to  a  certain  point :  but  the  training 
does   not   turn   out  boys  as   skilled  tradesmen. 
Allowing  a  certain  degree  of  bias  in  their  opinion, 
it  is  certainly  not  reasonable   to   expect  skilled 
workmanship   from  men    who   have   never  befn 

taught  in  the  builder's  workshop  or  on  the  scaffold. The  environment  of  the  chssroom  and  technical 
workshop    was    more    or    less    conjectural    and 
theoretical :  the  youths  were  set  ctrtuin  lesfons,  or 
set  to  perform  certain  exercises  of  manual  labour 

in  bricklayers',  masons',  carpenters'  and  joiners', 
or  smiths'  work  that  were  useful  as  speculative 
work,  and  as  showing  a  dexterily  in  using  tools 
and  certain  methods  of  setting  out.     Such  work 
was  confined  to  doing  a  few  things  not  in  con- 

nection  with   the   building ;    it    was   a  piece  of 
gauged  brickwork,   without  reference  to  other 
adjoining    brickwork ;    it    was    executed    quite 
apart  from  everything  else — not    on  a  scaffold. 
And    so    with    regard    to    other    tradts.     'The 

manual    skill    performed    was     conditioned    by 
nothing  outside  it ; — it  was  completely  isolated. 
The  polytechnic  clasees  were  useful  in  teaching 
yoimg  men  engaged  in  the  trades  to  acquire  a 
theoreti.al  knowl^lge  of  setting  out  work.    Even 
large  building  firms  like  those  of  Mefsrs.  Colls 
and  Sons  encourage  their  bands  to  attend  classes 
such  as  those  of  the  Great  Titchfield-street  Trades 
School.    The  evidence  given  by  one  of  the  firm 
is  instructive  on  this  point.     'Phe  report  quotes 
this  gentleman's  views,     i  )nly  the  beet  men  who 
could  take  the  lead  should  be  taught  drawing 
and  building    construction    at   evening   classes. 
The   "technical    workshop"    attracted  men  to 
the   classes,  but   was  valueless  when  used  as  a 
producing  shop.     These  are  opinions  generally 
shared  by  the  trade,  and  science  and  art  classes 
were  attended  by  men  who  wished  to  become 
acquainted   with  general  principles  of  building 
construction.     A  knowledge  of  reading  drawings 
was  essential  to  every  mechanic  who  wished  to  be 
more  than  mere  workmen,  and  this  was  a  chief 
induf  ement  to  enter  a  technical  school.     As  Mr. 
Colls  said,  bricklayers  were  not  so  well  able  to 
read  technical  or  working  drawing  as  carpenters, 
who  on  that  account  made   better  foremen  of 
works.     On  the  other  hand,  notwithstandirg  the 
inferior  training  of  the  bricklayer,  he  often  was 
a  good  workman,   a  fact  which   our  American 
friends,  who  boast  of  the  superior  training  of 
their  workmen,  would  do  well  to  bear  in  mind. 
Manual  skill  depending  largely  on  a  correct  eye 
may  be  acquired  without  the  knowledge  of  being 
able   to    draw    on    paper    conventional   repre- 

sentations.    The  "best  way  to  teach   a  work- 
man   his    trade    is    to    let  him    work    in    the 

daytime    on   the  scaffold,    and  in   the  evening 
attend   clasfes   where    only    theoretical   instruc 

tion  fully  illustrated  is  given."     The  intention of  the   authorities  should,   it  is  stated,  not  be 
to   try  to   turn    out   finished   workmen,  but   to 
supplement  the  training  on  the  scaffold  by  theo- 

retical teaching.     The  same  witness  remarked 
that  while  theoretical  instruction  was  necessary 
to  make   the  men   more   proficient,   there   were 

plenty  of  very  good  carpenters  and  other  men 
who    had  no  such  training.     The  evidence  of 
builders'   foremen  pointed  to  the  advantages  of 
class    instruction,    and    the    encouragement    of 
apprentices  to    attend  classes:    but  there  i 
settled  opinion  among  foremen  that  class  teaching 
did  not  make  better  workmen,  but  they  could  do 
their  own   setting   out,  and   did  not  require  so 
much  attention  as  others.     Referring  to  brick- 

layers, the  same  witness  stated   they  were  not 
good    workmen,    and   did  not   understand  their 
work,   nor  did  they  attend  classes.     From  the 
whole  evidence  we  gather  that  the  advantages  of 
attending   classes   and   technical   workshops   are 
acknowledged  even  by  those  who  have  not  them- 

selves been  trained  in  them.  Builders  and  foremen 
alike  admit  the  training  promotes  the  intelligence 
of  the  apprentice,  and,  by  the  knowledge  of  the 
technical   drawing  taught,  the    men   can    read 
drawings  and  set  out  their  own  work.    These  are 
unqnestionableadvantagesto all  building  artificers. 
Everyone  who  has  had  to  do  with  bricklayers, 
carpenters,  joiners,  and  other  trades,  will  at  once 
recognise  the  value  of  this  knowledge ;  how  it 
facilitates  the    communication   of    ideas   to   the 
craftsman  ;  how  it  saves  the  time  of  foremen  and 
clerks  of  works,  who  are  otherwise  called  to  set 
out  the  work  or  to  explain  details,  and  how  much 
better  the  work  can  be  performed  it  those  trusted 
with  the  execution  know  how  to  read  the  archi- 

tect's drawings  aright.     On  all  hands,  the  brick- 
layers were  the  least  disposed  to  avail  themselves 

of  technical  instruction.     They  do  not  care  to 
attend   clasEes,  and,    according  to   one   witness, 
this  trade  were  less  industrious  as  workers  than 
thev  were  years  ago.     At  one  time  a  bricklayer 
laid  as  many  as  2,000  bricks  a  day  :  now  he  only 
laid  about  ̂ OO  or  600.     This  reduction  was  due 
to  the  men  themselves,  not  by  any  action  of  the 
trade-union.    The  general  foremen  had,  on  the 
other  hand,  more  to  do  in  setting  out  their  work. 
Theseallegations  are  by  no  means  flattering  to  the 
trade  as  it  now  is.     Itisundoubtedly  true  that  the 
better  men  in  the  trade,  many  of  whom  are  now 
foreman,  have    attended    trade    classes   at    the 
technical  institutes,  and  had  learned  something 
of  drawing  and  building  constniction,  and  were 
enabled  to    read   plans  and    set   out  work.     No 
doubt  there   is  some  mistrust  as   to  those  who 
teach  in  the  schools  and  as  to  whether  they  are 
really    practical   men   who   have    had   any   real 
acquaintance  with  building  ;  workmen,  as  a  rule, 
have  little  eyinp^ithy  with  those    who  have  not 
been  through  the  trades,  and  it  is  satisfactory  to 

!tam  that  the  Builders  Foremen's  Association 
contemplates  appointing  a  sub- committee  to  take 
up  the  subject,  and  to  visit  the  trade  classes 
and  report  the  result  to  the  Board  as  soon  as 

prai'ticable. 

SANITARY   SPECI-^LITIES. 

SEVERAL  excellent  sanitarj-  specialities  are  to be  found  in  the  illustrated  catalogue  of  the 
Water  Carriage  Engineering  Co.,  Ltd.,  iron  and 
braes  founders  and  sanitary  engineers,  of  Mow- 
bray-street,  .Sheffield,  and  of  13,  Victoria-street,^ 

Westminster.  AVe  notice  ilerrill's  patent  basin 
latrine,  with  automatic  flush  and  siphonic  dis- 

charge, for  any  number  of  persons — a  very 
economical  arrangement.  It  is  fitted  to  a  4in. 
or  Cin.  foot-pipe  and  siphon,  and  for  factories  or 
workshops  is  indispensable.  The  basins  are  made 
in  brown  ware ;  there  is  a  galvanised  iron  flush- 
tank,  a  foot-pipe,  outlet  siphon  at  one  end  or 
centre  of  the  range,  flushing  pipe,  &c.  Nothing 
can  be  simpler  or  less  liable  to  get  out  of  order, 
and  the  flushing  and  siphoning  arrangements  are 

perfect.  The  price  of  a  range  with  4in.  foot- 
pipe  for  five  persons  is  £10.  Another  form  of 
range  closet  well  adapted  for  schools  or  workmen 
is  Slerrill's  patent  trough  closet,  made  in  brown 
stoneware  to  an  ovate  section,  which  is  fitted  with 
a  flat  top  and  unpolished  seat,  16in.  by  I6in.  ; 
the  outlet  is  at  one  end.  The  open-top  trough 
with  seats  covering  the  top  is  a  simple  form,  and 
cheap.  In  section  it  forms  three-quarters  of  a 
circle,  and  the  trough  rests  on  bricks,  it  can  be 
fixed  with  top  edge  about  22in.  above  floor.  The 
prices  are  very  moderate.  The  patent  automatic 
flushing  siphon  made  by  this  company  for  flushing 
sewers  and  drains,  for  water  only,  or  sewage,  with 
water  supply  to  small  cistern.  For  a  4in.  siphon, 
salt-glazed,  with  double  trap  and  cast-iron 
cistern,  the  price  is  £3,  and  is  capable  of  flashing 
a  6in.  drain ;  a  6ia.  siphon,  to  flush  a  9in.  drain, 
is  £4  10s.  The  siphons  are  made  up  to  loin, 
diameter,  and  these  do  for  3ft.  of  water  in  tank. 
This  siphon  is  made  also  in  cast  iron. 

Several  good  forms  of  closet  are  illustrated. 
We  notice  Merrill's  patent  siphonic-discharge 
closet  as  a  very  economical  apparatus  ot  pedestal 
form,  with  white  basin,  a  lead  or  earthenware 
trap,  and  a  two-gallon  siphon  cistern  on  brackets. 
The  price  is  from  £4  18s.  for  the  basin,  trap,  and 
siphon  cistern,  with  extras  for  polished  mahogan\ 

seat,  decorated  basin,  ic.  The  "  Niagara  "  patent 
siphon  cistern  and  wash-down  basin  is  another 

cheap  closet  arrangement.  Other  forms  of  wash- down  closets,  with  S  or  P-traps,  fitted  with  the 

"Niagara"  cistern,  are  illustrated  ;  also  Merrill's 
patent  seat-action  closet,  side-hinged  seats.  The 

mahogany  or  walnut  waste-preventers,  lined  with 
lead  or  copper,  with  Niagara  siphon  action,  are  an 

improvement  in  appearance  on  the  cast-iron 
preventer,  which  are  extremely  ugly  additions. 
The  waste  preventers  are  carried  on  brackets  of 
the  same  wood.  A  very  cleanly  hospital  sink, 

glazed  ware  sinks,  marble  and  slate-top  lavatories, 
and  slate  lavatories  supported  on  brackets  with 
continuous  waste-pipe,  are  shown  on  pages 
12-1.5.  The  open  channel  waste  is  a  good 

arrangement  in  some  situations.  We  noted  also 
Merrill's  stoneware  urinal,  a  very  great  improve- 

ment on  the  old  iron  backs  and  aides:  the 

arr;ingement8  shown  for  schools,  with  salt-glazed 
backs  between  brick  piers,  are  excellent,  other 

pages  show  a  capital  self-emptying  lavatory, 

singly  or  in  range,  baths,  and  various  other 

appliances.  The  workmanship  and  details  are 

of  the  highest  quality,  and  -we  advise  our  readers 
to  "et  a  copy  of  the  catalogue  of  the  Water 
Carnage  Engineering  Co.,  Ltd.,  before  specifying 
sanitary  fittings. 

't 

■Mr.  Alan  Cvle  is  superintending  the  vacation  art 

classes  at  the  It  >yal  College  of  Art  at  South  Ken- 
sington, and  is  acting  as  principal  of  the  college 

pending  the  appointment  of  a  suocessor  to  Mr. 
Walter  Crane. 
The  Interim-Clerk  of  the  Police  Department  of 

the  Glasgow  Corporation,  Mr.  John  L'udsay,  hat, 

in  conjunction  with  the  Master  of  Work',  Mr. 
White,  prepared  a  Buildings  Regulation  Bill  for  the 

city  and  a  draft  has  been  submitted  to  the  com- mittee which  deals  with  the  subject.  The  ccmnittee 
will  hold  evening  meetings  for  the  purpose  of  going 

through  the  Bill,  with  a  view  of  its  early  presenta- 
tion to  the  corporation.  The  Bill  is  planned  on 

much  broader  lines  than  the  last  measure,  tha  object 

being  to  bring  it  into  line  with  the  latest  municip^ 
Acta  obtained  by  other  corporations  both  in  Eigland 
and  Scotland. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

SEW  BrSINE^S  rBBUlSBS,  SAL'OlllKIIALL  STREET,  OLASiiOW. 

—  8EC0SD  TREMIATEn  DESKl>f  FOR  LEYTON  I'CBLIC  OATHS. 

— L.\XVn.  AKD  LXXVIII.  OBACBOIIURCn  STREET,  B.C.— 

■.VORKHKS'3  nWELLISC.a  AT  BASGOB.— "THE  JOtLY 

BAILOR, •*  nANRAU,  BRISTOL.— nOUSB  AT  WALSALL. — 
NEW  BAPTIST  CHCKCH  ASU  sriIOOL,  ACTOS  BRID<:E,  NEAR 

N'Or.Tn^iiMi.  — nsLTi;ior«!  isstiti'tk,  Mwrnrr-^TKR. 

^v,x  Illustrations. 
XEW    lirSIXESS    PUKMISE.*!,    GL.tSOOW. 

This  building,  \vhich  occupies  a  prominent 
position  in  Sauchiehall-stroet,  one  of  the  prin- 
■cipal  thoroughfares,  incorporates  an  existing 
structure  which,  to  a  certain  extent,  dominates 
the  design.  The  area  is  divided  into  three 
aactions,  separated  by  (ire  walls.  The  centre 
section,  which  is  emphasised  by  the  dome,  cou- 
'iains  the  entrance  and  main  staircase.  The 

■various  floors  are  reached  by  an  elevator  in  the 
well  of  staircase.  The  two  eastern  sections  are 

lit  by  open  wells  havinjr  glass  roof  above.  The 
architects  are  Messrs.  John  Honeyman  and 
.Keppie,  UO,  Bith-street,  (Jlasgow. 

LEVTOX    IniM.IC    liATHS. 

This  design  was  recently  submitted  in  com- 
potition.  The  accommodation  comprises  two 
swimming-baths,  and  thirty  slipper-baths.  The 

ladies'  baths,  of  which  there  are  ten.  are  placed  on the  first  floor  over  the  entrances.  The  adminis- 
trative part  of  the  establishment  includes  a  boiler- 

iouse,  laundry,  and  the  usual  accessories.  The 

estimated  cost  is  !.'13,00(l.  The  author  of  the 
design  is  Jlr.  J.  Williams  Dunford,  to  whom 
the  second  premium  was  awarded. 

LXXVII.    AMI    I.XXVIII.   C.RAClX-nrRCH    STUEET,    E.C. 

This  building,  occupying  an  important  frontage 
to  Gracechurch-street,  with  return  frontage  to 
Ship  Tavern-passage,  has  just  been  completed 
and  occupied  as  offices.  The  site  included  the 

entrance  to  I.eadenhall  Ifarket,  through  .Ship 
favern-paesage,  the  old  archway  of  which  was 
.pulled  down,  and  the  new  entrance  and  archway 
leading  to  the  market  is  now  a  portion  of  the  new 

■building.  This  to  a  certain  extent,  as  will  be 
seen,  determined  the  design  of  the  building.  The 
building  is  of  fireproof  construction  throughout, 
including  the  roof,  which  is  covered  in  copper. 
\11  the  rtoors  are  of  ample  heights,  and  well 

lighted  to  the  open  air  on  three  sides,  i'he  front 
is  in  Portland  stone,  and  some  figure  sculpture 
and  carving  has  been  well  carried  out  by  Mr.  M. 
liawlor.  The  building  was  erected  by  Messrs. 
Hall,  beddal!,  and  Co.,  from  the  designs  of  Mr. 
Howard  Chatfeild  Clarke.  <  I » ing  to  the  restric- 

tions of  opposing  neighbours,  a  slight  variation 
had  to  be  made  in  the  upper  story  of  the  front. 

WORKilEX's    DWELEIXfiS,    llASliOK. 
These  dwellings  are.  we  understand,  erected  iu 
the  neighbourhood  of  Bangor,  and  form  a  com- 

pact and  useful  block,  the  plans  of  which  are 
selfexplanatorj-.  The  front  tretitment  is  simple, 
and  not  unpicturesque.  The  materials  used  are 
brick  to  the  head  of  ground-floor  windows,  above 

which  is  rough-cast.  The  gables  and  roof  being 
tile-hung,  thus  the  rough-cast  and  red  tiles  give 
colour  to  the  block.  Mr.  D.  J.  l?oberts,  of  Bangor, 

is  the  architect. 

"  .lOLLV    SAILOR,"    HAXHAM,    NEAR     IIUISTOI,. 

Tins  house  has  recently  been  erected  at  Hanham, 
near  Bristol,  for  the  Bristol  Brewery,  (ieorges 
and  Co.,  Ltd.  The  materials  of  which  the 

buildings  are  composed  are  local  bricks  with  Bath- 
stone  dressings,  the  roof  being  covered  with 
liroseley  tiles.  The  general  contract  was  in  the 
hands  of  Mr.  J.  Perkins,  and  the  plumbing  and 

sanitary  works  were  carried  out  by  Messrs.  J. 
Hunter  and  Son,  both  of  Bristol.  Messrs.  Walter 
S.  Paul  and  .Tames,  AA.ll  I.B.A.,  of  Bristol,  were 

the  architects. 
IIOVSE    AT    WAI-SAI.L. 

The  house  illustrated  by  us  has  just  been  erected 
for  Mr.  W.  E.  Blyth,  J. P.,  on  the  Highgate- 
road,  about  one  mile  from  Walsall.  It  is 
situated  on  the  slope  of  a  hill,  with  the  principal 
rooms  at  the  back  commanding  an  attractive  and 
extensive  view  across  the  valley,  with  the  Beacon 
Hills  in  the  distance.  Immediately  below  are  the 
formal  gardens,  arranged  in  terraces,  with  the 
tennis  lawn  at  the  bottom.  The  house  is  entered 

by  an  overhanging  porch  into  a  large  galleriod 
hall,  with  staircase  starting  from  a  central  position 

and  winding  round.  The  ingle  has  been  con- 
trived under  the  stairs,  with  open  panelling  and 

specially  designed  leaded  lights.  The  hall  will 
have  a  wax-polished  wood-block  floor,  and  is  so 
arranged  as  to  form  an  easy  connection  to  the 
three  principal  rooms  without  destroying  its  value 
as  a  habitable  room  if  required.  The  drawing- 
room  will  have  a  ilior  of  oak  boards  in  narrow 
widths,  and  will  be  stained  and  wax  polished ;  the 
ceilings  have  moulded  plaster  cornices  and  ribs. 

The  room  is  divided  into  two  parts  bj-  an  arch- 
way, supported  on  square  taper  columns,  moulded 

caps  and  bases.  By  this  arrangement  the 
smaller  room  maybe  converted  into  a  bouloir, 
and  will  have  direct  communication  with  the 

conservatory.  The  dining-room  will  have  a 
stained-wood  cornice  and  ribs,  and  a  comfortable 
and  roomy  ingle  nook,  with  windows  overlooking 
the  terraces  and  tennis  lawn.  The  space  above 
the  ingle  has  been  fitted  with  casements  glazed 
with  leaded  lights,  and  forms  a  convenient  place 

for  the  storage  of  curios,  \'c.  The  kitchens'and 
pantries  have  been  so  arranged  as  to  form  a  back 
hall,  which  acts  as  a  servery  from  kitchen  and 
dining-room,  thus  avoiding  the  objectionable 
cross  traffic.  The  bed  and  dressing  rooms  are  all 
arranged  on  the  first  floor,  with  the  exception  of 
one  attic.  The  whole  of  the  internal  fittings  have 
been  designed  in  a  plain  and  simple  style,  suitable 
to  the  homely  character  of  the  house.  The  work 
is  being  carried  out  from  the  designs  of  Messrs.  T. 
W.  F.  Newton  and  Cheatle,  39,  Xewhall-street, 
Birmingham,  in  an  able  and  satisfactory  manner 
by  Mr.  John  JIallin,  of  West  Bromwich. 

new    11.\PTIST  CIIIRCH    .iND    SCHOOL,    .VCTOX 

bridge,  near  xorthwich. 

The  subject  of  this  sketch,  now  approaching 
completion,  is  situated  close  to  Acton  Bridge 
Station,  Cheshire,  and  is  to  replace  the  present 
building  at  Ouston,  which  is  both  too  small  and 
inconveniently  situated  for  the  present  congrega- 

tion. The  church  is  arranged  to  seat  200.  There 

is  an  organ  chamber  on  one  side,  and  the  school- 
room, in  the  form  of  a  long  transept,  on  the 

other,  with  two  vestries  in  the  rear.  The  school- 
room is  to  hold  100,  and  is  separated  from  the 

church  by  means  of  two  pointed  arches  fitted  with 
folded  doors,  so  that  on  special  occasions  it  can 
be  thrown  open  to  the  church,  and  thus  provide 
accommodation  for  a  congregation  of  300.  The 
baptistery  is  under  the  Communion  platform,  and 
will  be  finished  with  cream-coloured  glazed 
tiles,  with  steps  at  each  end.  The  elevations  are 
in  red  pressed  bricks  and  red  Runcorn  sand- 

stone. The  architect  is  Mr.  Francis  P.  ilalsall, 

A.K.I.B.A.,  Post  (Iffice-avenue,  Southport :  and  j 
the  contractor  Jlr.  Samuel  Appleton,  Northwich. 

religious  ixstitvte,  m.vxchester. 

Wr  gave  an  exterior  perspective  and  plans  of 
this  design  on  July  7,  and  now  give  sections. 
The  architects  of  the  design  are  Messrs.  Wood- 
house  and  Willoughby,  as  stated  in  our  descrip- 

tion on  p.  '■'  ante. 

OOUPETITIONS. 

Bkadford. — At  Tuesday's  meeting  of  the  city 
council  it  was  reported  that,  in  regard  to  the 
architectural  designs  for  the  proposed  market 

extension,  premiums  had  been  awarded ;  the 
first  to  Messrs.  T.  C.  II  ope  and  Son,  of  Bradford, 
and  the  second  to  Slossrs.  Mawson  and  Hudson, 
of  Bradford. 

The  partnership  heretofore  E.ubsisting  l)etween 
J.  C.  Dear  and  W.  H.  Winder,  architects  and 
surveyors,  Southampton-row,  W.C,  under  the 
stvla  of  Dear  and  Winder,  has  been  dissolved,  i 

CHIPS. 

The  Smallpox  Hospital,  Whitmore  Common, 
W'orplesdon,  is  being  warmed  and  ventilated  by 
means  of  SSiorlauds'  patent  Minchester  stoves  with 
descending  smoks-flues  and  patent  exhaust  roof 
ventilators,  the  same  being  supplied  by  Messrs. 
E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 

At  the  meeting  on  Monday  of  the  town  council 
of  Shrewsbury  Messrs.  John  Taylor,  Sons,  and 
Santo  Crimp  presented  a  report  on  the  various 
schemes  of  water  supply  for  the  borough,  and  it  was 
received  and  left  over  for  considration. 

A  destructive  fire  occurred  on  Monday  evening  at 
171,  (ireat  Dover-street,  Southwark,  the  premises 

of  Messrs.  J.  Stayner  and  Sana,  builders  and  deco- 
rators. It  broke  out  iu  the  carpeators' workshops, 

comprised  in  a  structure  of  tw?  floors,  extending 
2.')ft.  by  20ft.  This  building  was  gutted,  and  a 
second  larger  building  of  three  floors,  30ft.  by  20ft., 
used  as  oflioes  for  dwelling,  was  attacked,  and  the 
two  top  floors  were  burnt  out.  The  damage  to  the 
contents  of  the  premises  is  covered  by  insurance  in 
the  North  British  and  Mercantile. 

It  is  proposed  to  rebuild  the  parish  church  of 
Ystrad  Meurig,  in  Cardiganshire,  the  native  placa 
of  Edward  Richard,  who,  from  obscure  beginninjs, 

rose  to  a  high  position  as  a  teacher,  and  was  dis- 
tinguished as  a  classical  scholar.  He  taught  his 

pupils  in  the  church.  Oahis  death,  in  1777,  he  left 

his  property  to  the  'school  which  he  had  founded, 
and  where  many  of  the  Welsh  c'ergy  have  since 
been  educated.  The  old  pirish  church  now  lies  in 
ruins,  and  service  is  held  in  the  schoolroom. 

Mr.  i;.  1'..  Carter,  of  Bristol,  late  assistant 
surveyor  to  the  Long  Ashton  Itaral  District 
Council,  has,  out  of  37  candidates,  been  unani- 

mously appointed  surveyor  to  the  urban  district 
council  of  Cartmel. 

In  response  to  an  invitation  from  the  auctioneers 
of  Ireland,  the  Auctioneers'  Institute  of  the  United 
Kingdom  will  visit  Dublin  in  September.  Oa 
Thursday,  September  7,  the  council  will  be  the 
guests  of  the  Irish  auctioneers  at  a  banquet  at  the 
Hotel  Mrtropole,  Sackville-street,  presided  over  by 
the  Lord  Mayor.  Friday,  September  S,  will  ba 
occupied  with  council  and  committee  meetings, 
Mr.  W.  Roland  Peck,  president,  in  the  chair.  In 
the  evening  a  smoking  concert  will  be  given  at  the 

Mt'tropole.  On  Saturday,  S?ptember  9,  the  visitors will  be  conducted  over  the  brewery  of  Messrs. 
Guinness  and  Co.,  and  will  be  driven  through 
Ph'pnix  Park  and  on  to  the  Lucan  Hotel  to 
luncheon. 

It  having  been  decided  to  place  a  reliable  clock 
in  the  tower  of  Wensley  Parish  Church,  Wensley- 
dale,  Yorks,  the  order  has  been  placed  with  Messrs. 
Wm.  Potts  and  Sons,  clock  manufacturers,  of  Leeds 
and  Xewcastle-cn-Tyne,  who  are  making  a  new 

illuminated  clock  for  the  Working  Men's  Club, 
Xewbum,  Xorthumberland,  and  a  large  illuminated 
quarter-chime  clock  for  Dundalk,  Ireland,  and  a 
new  hour  striking  clock  for  Walton  Parish  Church, 

Suffolk. 
A  life-size  bust  of  Mr.  Gladstone  was  unveiled  on 

Saturday  at  Penmaenmawr,  Xorth  Wales.  The 
memorial,  which  stands  on  a  slope  commanding  a 
sea  view,  consists  of  a  bust  of  bronze  on  a  massive 
obelisk  and  base  of  polished  granite,  bearing  on  one 

side  the  single  word  "  (iladatone,"  and  on  the  right 
side,  "Statesman,  orator,  and  scholar,"  while  on 
the  reverse  are  the  dates,  "  29th  of  Dacembor,  1^'I9, 
to  19th  May,  189S."  On  the  back  is  inscribed, 
"  Erected  by  public  subscription."  The  work  is  by 
Mr.  Albert  Toft,  of  Chelsea. 

The  old  yew  tree  that  for  centuries  stood  by  the 
well  iu  the  parish  of  Llanfechain,  near  '  ijweatry, 
was  recently  blown  down.  Its  wood  is  being  con- 

verted into  a  measa  for  the  new  cathedral  at 
Inhamhase,  in  the  diocese  of  Lebombo,  the  carvers 
being  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  and  Sons,  of  Exeter. 

The  organ  in  the  district  church  of  St.  John  the 
Baptist  at  Felixrtowe  was  reopened  last  week  after 
enlargement  by  a  choir  organ.  Messrs.  Norman 
and  Beard,  of  Xorwich  and  London,  were  the 

builders,  i'he  new  chancel  added  to  the  same 
church  was  dedicated  by  the  Bishop  of  Xorwich  on 
Wednesday. 

The  Right  Rev.  Bishop  Brownlow,  of  Clifton, 

formally  opened  on  Monday  the  new  day-schools 
which  have  t>een  erected  in  Victoria-road,  Swindon, 
in  connection  with  the  Holy  Rood  Roman  CAtholic 
Mission.  The  schools  have  been  erected  at  a  cost 

of  it, (333,  exclusive  of  the  interior  fittings,  &::. 
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212 THE    BUILDING    NEWS. Aug.  18,  1899. i KOBEl;r   BUVLE   AXD  SOX,  LTD.— A 
PLEASANT  KECOGNinoX. 

MESSKS.  r.OBERT  BOYLE  AXD  SOX, 
LTD.,  Ventilating  Engineers,  CJ,  Uol- 

bom  ̂ 'iftduct,  have  been  honoured  with  the 
following  communication  from  the  Foreign 
Office,  accompanied  by  the  diploma  therein 
referred  to,  which  has  been  presented  to  Slessrs. 
Boyle  by  the  International  Congress  of  1  lygiene 
and  Demography,  in  recognition  of  the  service 
rendered  to  the  public  health  by  the  introduction 
of  their  system  of  ventilation. 

The  rnder-Secretary  of  State  for  Foreign  Affairs 
preaenta  hia  compliments  to  Messrs.  Boyle  and  Sou,  and 
i»  directed  by  the  Secretary  of  .State  for  Foreign  Affairs 
to  transmit  to  them  the  accompanying  diplnma,  which 
haa  been  received  throuph  her  Majesty's  Ambassador  at 
IVIadrid  from  the  Ninth  International  Hygienic  Coogress 
held  last  year  in  that  city. 

Foreign  Ollice,  August  10,  1899. 

The  Spanish  Government  have  employed  the 
Boyle  system  of  natural  ventilation  in  a  large 
number  of  public  buildings  in  Spain,  including 
the  Chamber  of  the  Cortes  Government  Offices, 
barracks,  forts,  hospitals,  Arc,  and  Jlessrs.  Boyle 
have  received  a  number  of  valuable  reports  in 
respect  of  these  buildings.  Sir.  Kobert  Boyle 
during  his  "sanitary  crusade"  through  Europe 
devoted  considerable  attention  to  Spain,  and 
helped  to  awaken  a  deeper  interest  in  that  country 
in  improved  sanitary  measures. 

WOOD     SE.VSOXIX(;    BY    ELECTRICITY. 

THE  method  oE  wood  seasoning  by  electricity 
is  described  as  follows  in  a  report  by  Consul 

E.  T.  Liefeld  at  Freiburg  : — "  The  positive  pole 
of  a  dynamo  is  connected  with  a  lead  grating, 
upon  which  the  wood  to  be  treated  is  placed.  A 
solution,  which  is  kept  at  the  uniform  tempera- 

ture of  100  Fahr.  by  means  of  a  steam-pipe 
underneath  the  grating,  is  poured  into  the  vat  so 
as  to  almost  cover  the  log  of  wood  treated.  At  a 
public  demonstration,  the  solution  used  contained 
10  per  cent,  of  borax,  5  per  cent,  of  resin,  and 
three-fourths  of  1  per  cent,  of  carbonate  of  soda, 
the  borax  being  used  on  account  of  its  antiseptic 
properties,  and  the  carbonate  of  soda  to  help  dis- 

solve the  resin.  A  porous  tray,  the  bottom  of 
which  consists  of  two  sheets  of  canvas  with  a 
sheet  of  felt  between,  is  placed  over  the  log,  and 
a  sheet  of  lead  connected  with  the  negative  pole 
of  the  dynamo  is  placed  above  this.  When  the 
■current  is  turned  on,  the  solution  is  drawn  from 
the  bottom  and  the  sap  is  driven  out,  and  its 
place  taken  by  the  borax  and  resin  :  the  time 
required  for  a  lOin.  log  is  about  seven  or  eight 
hours,  and  then  the  wood  is  slowly  dried,  which 
takes  in  the  open  air  in  summer  several  weeks  or 
oven  months." 

OBITUARY. 

Sir  Edward  Fkaxklaxd,  C.B.,  F.R.S.,  the 
Government  analyst  of  the  Metropolitan  water 
supply,  died  in  Norway  on  Wednesday  in  last 
week.  He  was  born  on  January  18,  T825,  at 
Churchtown,  near  Lancaster,  and  was  educated 
at  the  Grammar  School  of  his  native  town,  whence 
he  proceeded  to  the  Museum  of  Practical  Geology, 
where  he  continued  his  studies,  completing  them 
at  the  I'niversities  of  Marburg  and  i  xieseen,  the University  of  Marburg,  which  is  in  Hesse-Cassel, 
•conferring  upon  him  the  Ph.D.  for  his  disserta- 

tion upon  the  discovery  of  a  method  for  isolating 
ethyl.  Upon  returning  to  England  he  devoted 
kimself  specially  to  investigations  in  a  new  field 
of  organic  chemistry,  and  in  1.S51  was  appointed 
Professor  of  Chemistry  in  the  then  recently- 
founded  Owens  College,  Manchester  (now  the 
Victoria  University).  He  filled  the  chair  for  six 
years,  when  he  was  elected  to  the  I'rofessorship 
of  Chemistry  at  St.  Bartholomew's  Hospital,  con- 

tinuing his  researches  into  the  new  series  of 
organio^-bodies  containing  metals.  In  1SC3  he 
resigned  his  chair  at  St.  Bartholomew's  upon  his 
appointment  as  Professor  of  Chemistry  at  the 
Koyal  Institution  of  (ireat  Britain,  Albemarle- 
street,  and,  after  filling  this  position  for  two 
years  only,  again  resigned — this  time  to  become 
Professor  at  the  Royal  College  of  Chemistry 
(School  of  Mines).  Here  for  twenty  years  he 
carried  on  his  life's  work,  retiring  in  1S85.  In 1868  Professor  Frankland  was  appointed  a  Royal 
Commissioner,  in  conjunction  with  Sir  W. 
Denisonand  Mr.  J.  Chalmers  Morton,  to  inquire 
into  the  pollution  of  rivers,  the  result  of  their 
inquiries,  which  extended  over  six  years,  cccupy- 
jng  as  many  large  reports.     In  18S0  he  issued 

his  «i!i<;)i.'/,i  opx.',  '•Experimental  Researches  in 

Pure,  Applied,  and  Physical  Chemistry."  "How 
to  Teach  Chemistry  "  and  "Water  Analysis  for 
S.»nitary  Purposes,  with  Hints  for  the  Interpre- 

tation of  Results"  are  other  more  recent  and  most 
useful  little  handbooks.  His  annual  Reports  to 
the  Local  Government  Board  on  the  chemical  and 
bacteriological  condition  of  the  Metropolitan 
water  supply  were  commenced  in  18G5.  Sir  Edward 
Frankland,  in  1S70,  received  the  Honorary 
D.C.L.  degree  from  the  University  of  Oxford, 
and  in  1884  that  of  LL.D.  from  Edinburgh;  in 
1S71  he  was"  elected  President  of  the  Chemical 
Society,  and  in  1877  became  the  first  President 
of  the  Institute  of  Chemistry.  He  was  Honorary 
Foreign  Secretary  of  the  Royal  Society,  and  Her 
Majesty  conferred  upon  him  in  18'J7  the  dis- 

tinction of  a  Civil  Knight  Commander  of  the Bath. 

— *♦< — 

Bakuow. — The  Furness  Railway  Company 
obtained  Parliamentary  powers  in  the  1809  Bill 
for  the  construction  of  one  of  the  largest  graving 
docks  in  the  world.  The  dock,  which  will  be 
constructed  alongside  the  present  entrance  basin 
to  the  Ramsden  Dock,  will  have  an  entrance 
1 00ft.  wide  from  Walney  Channel,  and  a  similar 
width  of  entrance  into  the  Ramsden  Dock.  The 
dock  will  have  30ft.  depth  of  water,  and  will  be 
alx)ut  1,000ft.  in  length.  Before  commencing 
with  this  work  the  Furness  Railway  Company 
are  busy  in  deepening  the  sill  of  the  Ramsden 
Dock  by  Oft.,  making  a  clear  passage  through  all 
the  docks  for  all  vessels  of  liOft.  draught,  and  up 
to  a  width  of  lnOlt.  This  work  will  occupy 
nearly  twelve  months  to  complete.  A  temporary 
home  for  the  navvies  is  being  arranged  alongside 
the  dork,  and  here  about  40il  of  them  will  live 
in  "club  life"  till  the  work  is  finished.  The 
sinking  of  the  siU  will  close  the  Ramsden  Dock 
for  twelve  months,  and  in  the  mean  time  traffic 
will  have  to  be  conducted  through  the  Devon- 

shire Dock. 

New  Poxtoox  Dock  tor  Aiif.udei!n-.— Within 
the  next  few  weeks  the  new  pontoon  dock,  which 
is  being  constructed  for  the  Aberdeen  Harbour 
Commissioners,  will  be  iloated  round  the  East 
Coast  from  the  Thames  to  Aberdeen.  The  dock 
is  being  constructed  by  Messrs.  Clark,  Stanfield 
and  Co.,  London,  at  their  building  premises  near 
Tilbury.  The  dock  is  constructed  wholly  of  iron. 
It  is  "  L  "  shaped,  being  known  as  the  offshore 
design  of  pontoon  dock,  on  to  which  a  vessel  may 
be  floated  either  from  the  ends  or  "broadside 
on."  It  will  be  located  meantime  in  the  Albert 
Basin,  opposite  the  Fish  Slarket,  where,  for 
attachment  purposes,  heavy  steel  columns  are 
being  inserted  on  the  face  of  the  ijuay  wall.  The 
dock  is  126ft.  long  and  37ft.  beam,  and  is  being 
constructed  in  order  chiefly  to  accommodate 
trawlers  up  to  420  tons  dead  weight,  the  idea 
being  to  relieve  pressure  on  the  graving  dock, 
leaving  that  dock  free  for  merchant  vessels.  The 
pumping  and  other  apparatus  of  the  dock  will  be 
worked  by  electricity,  supplied  from  the  corpora- 

tion mains,  and  it  will  be  lighted  by  eight 
powerful  arc  electric  lamps.  The  total  cost  is 
slightly  over  £8,000. 

Dr.  C.  K.  Millard,  of  Birmingham,  has  been 
appointed  medical  officer  of  the  borough  of  Burton- 
on-Trent,  in  place  of  Dr.  Kobinsou,  who  has  been 
engaged  in  a  similar  capacity  by  the  Leicestershire 
County  Council. 

The  War  Office  have  entered  into  a  contract  with 
Messrs.  Armitage  and  Hodgson,  of  Leeds,  for  the 
erection  of  a  new  barracks  at  Winchester  at  a  cost 
of  £43,000.  The  barracks  are  to  be  ready  for 
occupation  in  two  years. 

Walter  Iladden,  aged  47,  formerly  a  master 
builder,  late  of  Gower  House,  Euston-road,  W.C., 
committed  suicide  by  shooting  himself  at  the  resi- 
denoeofhis brother-in-law, No.  14,  Woodstock-road, 
Poplar.  The  evidence  at  the  inquest  showed  that 
the  deceased  had  recently  failed  in  business,  and 
seemed  to  feel  his  position  very  acutely.  The  j  ury 
returned  a  verdict  o(  "  Suicide  whilst  of  unsound 

mind." 

Lord  Tredegar  on  Wednesday  week  laid  the 
foundation-stone  of  the  Pontywaun  County  School 
at  Pontymister.  Accommodatioi.  will  be  given  in 
the  dual  school  to  60  boys  and  4i>  girls,  and  it  will 
cost,  according  to  the  accepted  tender  of  Mr.  J. 
Pritchard,  £3,4'.>.5.  The  plans  have  been  prepared 
by  Messrs.  O.  Rosser  and  K.  L.  Roberts,  Abercam. 

BuiUimg  Juttlltsenu. 
Bridlin^tox.  —  The  Bridlington  Grammar 

School  was  opened  on  Wednesday  week.  The 
school  is  built  in  the  Renaissance  style,  and  is  a 
two-storied  building.  The  ground  floor  contains 
the  main  hall  and  schoolrooms,  and  the  dormi- 

tories are  upstairs.  There  is  accommodation  for 
from  thirty  to  thirty-five  boarders,  and  from 
seventy  to  seventy-five  day  scholars.  The  floor- 

ing is  of  the  herring-bone  pattern,  in  pitch-pine. 
.\  ttached  to  the  school  is  a  chemical  laboratory. 
The  architect  was  Mr.  Bilson,  Hull ;  and  the 
clerk  of  works  Mr.  W.  H.  Williams  ;  the  builders 
being  Messrs.  Thompson,  of  Peterborough  :  and 
the  total  cost  will  be  about  £10,000. 

WiG.vx.  — The  New  Royal  Court  Theatre, 

Wigan,  was  opened  on  Bank  Holiday.  Mr.  John 
P.  Briggs,  Effingham  House,  Arundel -street, 
London,  is  the  architect.  The  entire  auditorium 
has  been  reconstructed.  The  two  tiers,  which  tire 
arranged  with  dress  circle,  four  private  boxes, 
family  circle,  upper  circle,  amphitheatre,  and 
gallery,  are  supported  by  iron  columns  ;  the  sight 
lines  have  been  carefully  worked  out,  and  every 
occupant  of  a  seat  in  any  part  of  the  house  has  a 
clear  and  uninterrupted  view  of  the  stage.  The 
ground  floor  is  fitted  up  with  new  stalls  and 
present  pit— the  seating  having  a  good  slope  to 
the  stage  enabling  everyone  to  be  on  equal  terms 
with  the  one  in  front.  The  foyer,  dress  circle, 
and  bar  saloons  are  handsomely  decorated  and 

appointed,  and  placed  well  away  from  the 
auditorium.  Ladies'  and  gentlemen's  cloakroom 
and  lavatory  accommodation  is  ample  to  all  parts. 
The  stage  is  an  unusuly  large  one,  with  large 

sceie  docks,  property-rooms,  property-maker's stores,  and  paint-room,  all  conveniently  arranged. 
The  block  of  dressing-rooms — which  are  at  the 
side  and  detached  from  the  stage— are  weU  sup- 

plied with  every  necessary  convenience.  A  com- 
plete installation  of  electric  light  has  been  erected. 

The  decorations  have  been  carried  out  in  French 
Renaissance.  The  prevailing  tints  are  cream, 
buff,  and  gold,  relieved  by  rose-pink  and  smokey 
blues.  The  ceiling  is  a  handsome  one,  the  centre 
portion  being  domed  and  divided  out  with  open 
scrolls,  worked  with  bold  cornices  and  enrich- 

ments. The  proscenium  opening  is  flanked  on 
each  side  with  an  enriched  frame  from  which 

spring  ornamental  bracketing.  The  whole  of  the 
work  has  been  carried  out  under  the  personal 
supervision  of  the  architect,  ably  assisted  by  Mr. 
S.  King  Sheldon  and  Mr.  H.  J.  Woiswick. 

CHIPS. 

Mr.  Justice  Dirling  will,  on  Monday  next,  open 
a  free  picture  exhibition  in  Siyes  Court  Hall, 
Depttord.  Promises  of  pictures  have  already  been 
received  from  over  twenty  members  of  the  R  oyal 
Academy.  The  Hon.  W.  F.  D.  Smith,  M.P.,  is 
seuding  the  famous  portraits  of  Lord  Bjaconsfield 
and  the  Marquess  of  Salisbury,  by  the  late  Sir  J.  E. Mlllais. 

There  is  a  little  Eatopia  at  Ofsa,  Sweden,  where 

a  community  has  sold  about  a  million's  worth  of timber  in  a  generation,  and  has  in  consequence  no 
taxes  to  pay.  By  j  odicious  planting  they  hope  to 
realise  as  much  income  every  thirty  years.  The 
railways,  telegraphs,  telephones,  schools,  and  many 
other  institutions  are  all  free. 
The  Halifax  Borough  Engineer,  Mr.  E.  R,  S. 

Escott,  last  Friday  communicated  to  the  town 
council,  by  letter,  that  he  had  decided  to  resign  his 
position.  His  health,  he  explained,  was  not  satie- 
Jactory;  and  he  thought  that  the  present  was  a 
fitting  opportunity  to  relinquish  the  office,  seeing 
that  the  council  were  about  to  reorganise  the 
engineering  department.  Mr.  Sweet  Escott  has 
held  the  position  for  thirty  years. 

An  inquiry  was  held  yesterday  week  by  Dr.  G. 
St.  George  Mivart,  at  the  Board  School,  Fmstall, 
near  Bromsgrove,  respecting  an  application  by  the 
county  council  for  power  to  borrow  the  sum  of 
£10,000  to  enable  the  Bromsgrove,  Droitwich,  and 
K'idditch  Hospital  Committee  to  purchase  a  site  at 
Hill  Top,  Bromsgrove,  for  the  erection  thereon  of  a 
permanent  isolation  hospital,  Messrs.  Hare  and 
Lloyd,  the  architects  of  the  proposed  building,  pro- 

duced and  explained  the  plaus.  The  propose  build- 
ing will  accommodate  forty  patients,  with  separate 

accommodation  for  scarlet  fever,  typhoid  fever,  and 
diphtheria  cases,  and  for  the  division  of  the  sexes. 
The  building  will  comprise  six  blocks,  including  the 
administrative  building,  and  there  will  ba  an  isola- 

tion block,  laundry,  and  disinfecting  chamber,  as 
well  as  accommodation  for  ten  nurses.  Tbe  drain- 

age will  be  carried  into  the  urban  district  cooncil's 
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TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

(We  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinicna  of 
onr  correspondents.  All  communi cations  should  be 
drawn  np  aa  briefly  as  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  Is  particularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
oommunicationa  respecting  illustrations  or  bterary  matter 
•hould  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOB  of  the  Buildino 
NswB,  332,  Strand,  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  nufrequently  otherwise  cauaed. 
ijl  drawings  and  other  communications  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors* risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Fost-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Thb  Stbxitd  Nbwspapbe  Compasy,  Luuted. 

NOTICB. 

Bound  oopiefl  of  Vol.  T.XyV.  are  now  ready,  and 
■hould  be  ordered  early  (phc«  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
u  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI.,  XXXH.,  XXXIH., 
XXXIV.,  XXXIX.,  xu.,  XLr\^,  xlvi.,  xlix., 
LI.,  LXU.,  LIV..  LV.,  LIX..  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn., 
LXTV.,  LXV..  LXVin.,  LXXX.,  LXX.,  LXXJ., 
LXXn.,  LXXm.,  LXXIV.,  and  LXXV.,  may 
still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OP   SXTBSCRIPTION. 

One  Found  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Cauoada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  6a.  Od.  (or  (idols.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  68.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  68.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  6s.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Pubhc  Compuiies.  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  6s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  MiscellaneooB 
and  Trade  Advertisementa  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  aa  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  48.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  aiz 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pab- 
lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2s.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisementa  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  leas  t^'ftn  be. 

Advertisementa  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
insertion. 

Situations. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  **  Situations  Wanted  "  is  Oss  Ssillino  rosTwRSTT- 
POUB  WoRDB,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
AU  Situation  Advertisements  must  be  prepu  id. 

Recbivbd.— L.  L.  and  Co.— B.  S.  Co.,  Ltd.— R.  T.  P.  Co. 
—J.  L.-A.  and  A.-B.  W.  and  Co.-R.  F.  W.— 
W.  T.  R.  and  Co. -S.  S.— E.  H.  S.— M.— C.  E. 

A.  J.— We  will  see  soon. 

T.  M.  Kilbum).— Yes.  Under  the  circumstances  you 
are  entitled  to  charge. 

Blildeb.— We  do  not  see  what  grievance  you  have 
against  the  quantity  survdyor.  Was  it  in  the  specifica- 

tion * 
tVn.vTBTMAs-.— It  is  clearly  no  fault  of  your  architect. 

Clergymen  should  really  not  interfere  in  this  way. 
You  wanted  to  be  the  whole  building  committee,  the 
clerk  of  worfas,  and  everything  else  apparently,  and  the 
extras  eeem  to  us  to  be  entirely  of  your  own  causing. 

D.  D.— Try  Hall's  sanitary  washable  distemper.  It ought  just  to  answer  your  purpose. 

Rev.  T.— Your  architect  is  advising  you  rightly.  Much 
better  go  to  Hart,  Son,  Peard.  and  Co.  The  people  you 
name  are  mere  metal-work  miUinera. 

JoiKER.— The  "  Queen"  circular  saw-bench  is  the  most 
simple  and  useful  we  know  of.  F.  W.  Reynolds  and 
Co.,  Edward-street,  Blackiriars-road.  S  E. 

CosTRACTOK.— We  have  never  used  it,  and  should  not 
care  to.  We  like  Palmer's  wire -supported  tra%-elliog- cradle. 

BoBocGB  En-'-Jixeer.— Specifications  should  certainly always  give  the  n^rmr  of  the  manufacturer  in  the  case 
of  specialities  ;  but  we  shouM  understand  by  "  liuabon 
bricks  "or  "  Ruabon  terracotta"  articles  to  be  made and  supplied  by  J.  C.  Edwards. 

-A-fAX.— We  do  not  know  a  book.  If  there  is  one.  B.  T 
Batsford,  91,  Hi^h  Holboni,  W.C,  will  be  able  to 
supply  it-    Write  him. 

Jambs  Chin-..— Rivington'e.  You  can  get  it  at  Batsford's : possibly  second  hand. 

Plavooeb.— The  series  of  articles,  47  in  number,  on 
Theatres,  by  Ernest  A.  E.  Woodrow,  A  H  I.B  A.. 
appeared  in  the  issues  of  the  Blildln-.^  Nkw-  for  the 
following  dates  (two  or  three  copies  of  each  j.re  still 
obtainable)  : -July  ir.  and  29,  Aug.  a  12,  and  IS.  Sept.  2 
16.  2.'^,  and  30,  Oct.  21  and  2-S.  Kov.  18.  Dec.  2.  9.  and 
30,  L':92  ;  Jan.  27,  Feb.  10,  March  10  and  21.  April  14, 
May  26,  June  23,  July  U,  Au?.  i  and  18,  Sept.  8,  22, 
and  29,  Nov.  10.  and  Dec.  1  and  29.  1&!'3 :  Jan.  19  and 
-26,  Feb.  23,  March  23,  April  20.  May  18.  July  13,  20. 
and  27,  Aug.  24.  Sept.  2^:,  Oct.  26.  Nov.  9  and  23,  and 
Dec.  7  and  *2S,  is?4. 

5ntmommuniratt0n* 

QUESTIOy^S. [122^.]— Professional.— I  should  like  the  opinion 
of  some  of  your  readers  of  recognised  standing  in  the 
following  "hard  case."  There  are  four  persons  practising 
in  our  town  as  architects.  One  of  the  four  keeps  an 
assistant,  and  allows  this  assistant  to  carry  on  practice  on 
his  own  account,  said  assistant  haWng  now  at  least  a 

couple  of  "  jobs"  in  progress.  The  hardship  is  perhaps increased  by  the  fact  of  the  principal  having  a  land 
agency  in  the  place,  and  Mr.  Assistant  being  thus  well 
"  in  the  know  "  as  to  proposed  building  schemes.  Is  this 
fair  to  the  ether  practitioners  .'  — H.  W. 

[12287.]— Dairy.— Can  any  of  your  numerous  readers inform  me  where  I  can  i^et  information  aa  to  the  planning 
of  a  modem  up-to-date  dairy  for  a  country  mansion 
where  about  30  cows  are  milked?  The  bntter-making 
plant  to  be  worked  by  an  engine. —ExytiaEB. 

SSPZIS3. 

[12276.]  —  Timber  Measurement.— I  thought  I 
gave  names  and  addresses  of  publishers  of  books  sug- 

gested. Have  lost  the  reference.  Think  it  was  Richard- 
son :  but  Batsford,  94,  High  Holbom,  W.C,  has  a  large 

stock,  and  may  have  it  and  others.  Have  no  knowledge 

of  price.  If  "■Timber  Merchant  and  Builder's  Vade 
Mecum,"  by  G.  Bouetield,  then  it  is  published  by  W. 
Rider  and  Son,  14,  Bartholomew-close,  E.C.  Price  seems 
to  be  4a.— Re,test*3  Park. 

[12278.] -Gesso  Decoration.— According  to  Wm. Millar,  author  of  an  expert  work  on  plastering,  something 
can  be  seen  at  National  Gallery  by  early  artists:  at  West- 

minster Abbey  i^retable)  ;  Waiter  Crane  has  worked  in  it 

at  Coombe  Park.— Re-Bent's  Park. 
[12280.1 —Electric  Lighting  Installation.— 

Don't  waste  time  over  "  easy  guides  ''  if  you  are  anarchi- 
tect.  Go  to  a  respectable  eiectiric  engineer  like  G.  E. 
Cockbum,  or  Rashleigh  Phipps  and  Co.,  and  put  the 
work  in  their  hands.  Don't  employ  cheap  firms.  I  speak 
ieelingly.  I  had  a  client  not  long  since  who  wanted  to  be 
his  own  electrician.  He  was  ;  and  a  happy  time  I  had  of 
it  between  him  and  the  Electric  Company.  I  shall  never 
forget  the  astonishment  of  the  latter  when  they  found 
Sin.  holes  cut  through  solid  stone  landings  to  bring  the 
mains  through  '  "  This  is  not  a  drainage  job,"  said  the 
company's  foreman,  and  I  agreed  with  him.  I  could  not 
exactly  say  my  client  was  a  f-addist .'  -Cnii'. 

[122S0.J  —  Electric  Lighting  Installation— I 
should  recommend  "  Ajax  "  to  read  the  articles  in  the 
Bi:iLDiN-ii  NE^vs  given  some  time  ago,  also  the  clauses  in 
"Model  Specifications."  A  useful  little  treatise  is  that 
of  H.  SI.  Leaf  "  The  Internal  Wiring  of  Buildings."  It 
is  better  for  the  architect  to  make  a  separate  contract  for 
this  work,  or  name  an  electnc-Ughting  firm  to  do  the 
work.  Such  London  firms  as  Rashleigh  Phipps  and  Co., 
102,  Oxford-street :  Julius  Sax  and  Co.,ll'.i,  Coldhatbour- 
lane,  8.E  :  and  G.  E.  Cockbum.  Great  Pulteney-street, 
W.,  may  be  named.  Obtain  an  estimate  for  the  wbrk  to 
be  done,  lliere  are  ma-iy  kinds  and  qualities  of  fittings, 
and  a  list  of  electrie-light  fitting  makers  is  given  in  the 
"  B.  N."'  Directory.  I  do  not  think  it  desirable  for  the 
architect  to  take  the  risk  and  responsibility  of  the  work 
under  the  contract  unless  he  is  an  expert.  — G.  H.  G. 

[12282.]  —  Fixing:  Ironwork  in  Stone.  —  Use 
rolled  sulphur,  melted  and  poured  in  the  holes.  The 
"best"  stone  for  a  coping,  of  course,  depends  entirely 
upon  locality. — Habby  Hems. 

[12284. 1— Fan  for  Ventilating  Restaurant.— 
Fans  make  a  draught—""/  a  noise;  but  really  I  don't 
think  they  effect  ventilation  -  that  is  to  say,  the  exchange 
of  pure  for  foul  air.  I  really  prefer  natural  ventilation. 
I  know  it  is  dilficult  to  get  it  in  some  underground  places  : 
but  a  specialist  who  really  understands  the  matter  would, 
I  think,  do  it,  and  save  you  much  money  in  the  end. — PvBO. 

[12284.]— Fan  for  Ventilating  Restaurant- - 
Before  "Interested"  decides  on  using  a  fan,  I  should 
advise  him  to  try  one  of  Boyle's  air-pump  ventilators  on the  roof,  or  near  the  skylight,  if  there  is  one.  These 
outlet  ventilators  form  the  best  exhausts,  and  are  noise- 

less. The  rotating  fan  is  noisy,  and  often  creates  a 
current  of  air  without  removing  the  effluvium.  The  fresh 
air  is  admitted  through  the  entrance  door  of  restaurant, 
generally  open  ;  or  it  may  be  brought  in  through  a  down- 

cast shaft  to  the  floor  level,  and  then  admitted  through 
openings.  The  up-current  created  by  the  ventilators 
would  effectxmlly  remove  all  unpleasant  smell  and  vapour. -G.  H.  O. 

[1'2285.1— Keeping  Rooms  Cool.— I  daresay  your 
idea  would  work,  especially  if  asbestos  or  slag-wool  or 
cotton-felting  lining  were  used.  Expanded  metal  would 
make  a  thin,  strong  partition.  Boyles.  Holbom  Viaduct. 
make  the  most  useful  exhaust  ventilator.— Reuent's Pabk. 

[I22So.]-Keeping    Rooms   Cool.- Whitewashing 
woiild  only  be  a  temporary  remedy,  and  by  no  means  a 
very  efficient  one.  A  thin  layer  of  felt  is  of  little  if  any 
use :  asbestos  plastering  is  absolutely  useless  aa  a 
non-conductor  of  heat,  cold,  or  sound  and  an  outside 
awning  would  doubtless  be  an  inconvenient  method.  I 
would  ad\-ise  "  Try  "  to  write  to  the  .'Silicate  Cotton  Co., 
Perrin-street,  Kentish  Town,  for  samples  of  their  warts. 
I  know  of  nothing  which  can  touch  silicate  cotton  .as  a 
non-conductor,  and  I  have  tried  many  substances.  It  has 
an  additiorial  advantage  in  being  fireproof  and  imperish- 

able.-J.  C. 

The  Corporation  electricity  works  at  Halifax  are 
to  ba  extended  by  the  additiou  of  a  building  lOOft. 
loDg  by  GOft.  wide. 

The  old  church  at  Whitkirk,  which  dates  from  the 

13th  century,  will  shortly  undergo  extensive  altera- 
tion. Mr.  Bodley  has  prepared  plans  showing  im- 

provements which  include  a  new  vestry  and  the 
extension  of  the  chancel. 

LEQAI.  INTELLiaSNOE. 

Ax  Aeohitect  Chaboed  with  Obiajnixg  Moset 
r>Y  False  Pbetences.— Charles  Eyelyn  Savery,  3S, 
of  .Sutton-street,  Hammersmith,  described  aa  an 
architect,  and  stated  to  be  the  author  of  several 
works  on  architectiire,  was  charged,  on  remand,  at 
iJow-street,  on  August  10,  with  obtaining  £i  by 
false  pretences  from  Mr.  H.  Douglas  King,  chief 
clerk  to  Messrs.  H  Sotheran  and  Co. ,  booksellers, 
Strand.  Mr.  J.  P.  Grain  defended  the  prisoner. 
On  the  last  occasion  it  was  stated  that  on  July  21 
the  prisoner,  who  was  known  at  the  shop  as  a 

customer,  came  to  Messrs.  Sotherau's  to  cancel  an order  he  had  given  for  a  book.  At  the  same  time 
he  asked  Mr.  King  to  cash  for  him  a  cheque  for  £3 
on  the  National  Provincial  Bank,  and  signed  by  him 
/•er  prii  his  father.  He  was  given  the  money,  but 
the  cheque,  on  presentation,  was  returned,  marked 
"  Xo  account."  Evidence  was  now  given  to  show 
that  there  was  at  this  bank  a  trust  account 

established  for  the  benefit  of  the  prisoner's  wife 
under  her  marriage  settlement,  the  control  being 

vested  in  four  trustees,  of  whom  the  prisoner's father  was  one.  Mr.  Savery,  sen.,  being  very  ill, 
the  prisoner  had  been  furnished  with  a  power  of 
attorney  to  sign  for  his  father  by  procuration  in 
drawing  on  this  trust  account,  but  his  father  had  no 
private  account  at  this  bank,  and  the  signatvire  of 
more  than  one  trustee  was  required  on  any  cheque 
drawn  on  the  trust  aocoimt.  The  prisoner,  who 
reserved  his  defence,  was  committed  for  trial  on 
this  charge,  George  Pollard,  decorator,  said  that 
on  .luly  '29  he  cashed  a  similar  cheque  for  £2  for  the 
prisoner,  with  whom  he  was  acquainted.  He 
passed  the  cheque  to  a  publican,  but  it  was  dis- 

honoured on  presentation  and  he  had  to  refund  the 
money.  It  was  proved  that  on  July  2.5  the  prisoner 
received  a  letter  from  the  bank  notifying  him  that, 

in  consequence  of  his  father's  death,  his  authority 
to  sign  for  him  had  become  void.  William  Clelaad, 
fruiterer,  of  Great  Portland -street,  also  spoke  to 
cashing  a  worthless  cheque  for  £2  for  the  prisoner. 
Detective-sergeant  Haines  said  there  were  other 
cases  against  the  prisoner.  Mr.  Lushington  com- 

mitted the  prisoner  for  trial  on  these  two  charges 
also,  but  offered  to  accept  biil  in  two  suretiea  in £2.5  or  one  to  £50. 

WAEEIxaTON  BriLBEES  IN  THE  Baxkeuptcy 
CODET.— At  the  Warrington  Bankruptcy  Court 
last  week,  before  Mr.  Registrar  Kidgway,  Herbert 

Howling  Ezard,  joiner  and  builder,  Poijton-with- 
Feamhead,  appeared  for  his  public  examination. 
The  statement  of  affairs  showed  the  gross  liabilities 

to  be  £30,101  I63.  4d.,  but  creditors  for  £'26, -2.51 were  fully  secured,  leaving  the  amount  of  the 
liabilities  expected  to  rank  £3,S49  193.  -td.  The 
assets  are  estimated  to  produce  £2,04i3  163.  3d., 
leaving  a  defidency  of  £1,803  33.  Id.  The  causes  of 

failure,  as  alleged  by  the  bankrupt,  are  "  Want  of 
capital :  over -building ;  failute  to  obtain  further 
advances ;  loss  of  rent  through  want  of  tenants  ; 
heavy  expense  of  iiUiag  up  land  at  EUesmere  Port : 
and  heavy  law  costs."  Mr.  Potter,  the  assistant 
official  receiver,  said  he  did  not  propose  to  take  a 
public  examination  that  day,  because  his  questions 
would  turn  almost  entirely  on  accounts,  and  he 
was  going  to  ask  the  Court  to  make  an  order  that 
the  debtor  file  a  cash  account  for  the  whole  period 
of  his  trading.  The  debtor  said  he  would  be  able 
to  do  this,  and  the  examination  was  adjourned  to 
Friday  afternoon,  September  1.— Jamee  Astley, 
builder.  Long  Lane,  Longford,  appeared  for  lua 
public  examination.  The  statement  of  affairs 
showed  that  there  was  a  surplus  of  assets  over 
liabilities  of  £96  Is.  Ud.  The  cause  of  his  failtire 
was  alleged  to  be  the  building  of  property  on  an 
insanitary  site.    The  examination  was  closed. 

A  Spectjlative  Bulldee'3  TEorBLEs.— James 
Colenutt,  of  Studland  Villa,  Lee-on-the-Solent, 
builder,  came  up  at  the  Portsmouth  Bankruptcy 
Court  last  week  for  public  examination.  His  assets 

were  represented  to  be  £.5'J.),  of  which  £.5.51  33.  was 
expected  to  rank  for  dividend.  The  assets  were  not 

expected  to  realise  anything.  The  debtor's  reason for  his  failure  was  that  "I  was  insolvent  when  I 
left  the  Isle  of  Wight  five  years  ago,  and  I  have  lost 

money  hy  building  on  speculation  at  Lee-on-the 
Solent."  The  examination  was  adjourned  until 
August  2^th  for  a  cash  account  for  twelve  months. 

CiKnivF  Bl'ildees  Ban-keupt. — Messrs.  Leonard 
Ernest  Ivins  and  Thomas  Andrews,  builders  and 
contractors,  Portmanmoor-road,  Cardiff,  have  tiled 
their  petition  in  consequence  of  a  judgment  obtained 
against  them  for  £671,  and  the  first  meeting  of 

creditors  was  held  at  the  Offioial  Receiver's  Oftioe 
at  Cardiff  on  Wednesday  week.  In  the  unavoid- 

able absence  of  5Ir.  George  Divid,  the  t  >.'fioial 
Ueceiver,  his  deputy  (Mr.  J.  A.  O.-r)  presided. 
The  statement  showed  that  the  gross  liabilities  were 

£;'!.. 577,  but,  according  to  the  debtors'  estimate, 
there  is  a  surplus  of  assets  amounting  to  t  :,2S1. 
They  commenced  business  in  I'^OO  with  a  capital  of 
i.'>>5U  contributed  equally,  but  from  time  to  time 
they  had  added  to  that  amount,  and  they  now  state 
that  they  have  placed  altogether  between  £100  and 
£  "111  in  the  business.  With  respect  to  the  failure, 
the  bankrupts  state  that  they  would  be  able  to  pay 
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all  their  creditors  in  full  if  the  properties  could  be 
realised.  They  have  been  unable  to  sell  any  property 
for  over  twelve  months,  and  have  lost  a  large  sum 
in  rents  through  the  houses  being  vacant.  Having 
only  kept  rent-books,  they  are  unable  to  show  their 
trading  and  financial  positi-n.  The  furaiture  in 
each  case  is  claimed  by  the  wife.  Mr.  C.  E.  Dovey 
was  appointed  trustee,  with  a  committee  of 
inspection. 
Alleged   AiTEMrTEii    Beibeky    or   a   L.C.C. 

Valuer. — At  Bow-street  on  Saturday,  before  Mr. 
de  Butzen,  William  Henry  Pancan,  09,  mechanical 
engineer  and  estate  agent,  of  'fhe  Parade,  Churoh- 
field-road,  Acton,  was  charged,  on  remand,  with 
unlawfully  and  corruptly  offering  a  gift  or  reward 
to  Edgar  Josiah  Harper,  an  officer  and  servant  of 
the  London  County  Council,  as  an  inducement  to  do 
something  in  respect  of  a  matter  in  which  the  said 
Council  was  concerned.     Mr.  Daldy,  who  appeared 
for  the  Countj  Council,  said  that  the  prisoner  was 
accused  of   oiiering   a   bribe   to  Mr.   Harper,  the 
assistant  valuer  to  the  Council,   contrary  to  the 
Public   Bodies,  Corrupt   Practices  Act.      Negotia- 

tions had  been  entered  into,  under  the  Housing  of  the 
Working  Classes  Act  1S90,  for  the  purchase  of  an 
estate  of  about  41  acres,  known  as  Lynwood,  at 
Tooting   Graveney.    The  prisoner  acted  as  agent 
for  the  proprietor,   Mr.   George    Miller,   in   these 
negotiations,  and,  it  appeared,  was  to  receive  a 
commission  of  1  per  cent,   if  he  effected  a  sale. 
The  prisoner  asked  11, 400  per  acre  for  the  estate, 
but    Mr.   Harper  did  not  feel  justified  in  offer- 

ing more  than   £1,200  an  acre,    and    it    was   in 
these  circumstances  that  the  prisoner,  on  July  G, 
offered  Mr.  Harper  one-half  of  his  own  commission 
if  he  would,  on  the  council's  behalf,  consent  to  the 
proposed  price  of  £1,400  per  acre,  under  which,  he 
said,  Mr.  Miller  would  not  go.     Mr.  Harper  stated 
that  on  July  0  the  prisoner  came  to  see  him  at  his 
office,  his  assistant,  Mr.  Hunt,  being  present  in  the 
room.    The  prisoner  asked  for  a  piece  of  paper,  and 
on  this  being  supplied   to  him,   he  wrote :  "  Mr. 
Miller  has  decided  to  accept  £1,400  per  acre,  and 
has  allowed  me  1  per  cent,  commission,  £200  of 
which  I  am  willing  to  give  to  effect  the  sale  of  the 
property,  which  is  worth  £1,800  per  acre,"  and 
handed  the  paper  to  witness  without  saying  any- 

thing.    Witness  replied  that  a  reduction  of  £200  on 
the  purchase  money  was  ridiculous,  upon  which  the 
prisoner  took  back  the  paper,  and  wrote  :  "  Will 
you  consent  to  take  half  my  commission,  £270?  " 
Witness  replied,   "£270    is    no    more    good  than 
£200 " ;  upon  which  the  prisoner  took  the  paper 
a  third  time,    and    wrote :    "  Personally  to  take 
this."     Witness  replied   that  this  put  an  end  to 
the  matter,   and  a^ked  the  prisoner  to  leave  the 
room.    Then  the  prisoner  said  that  he  had  made 
a  mistake,  and  begged  to  be  forgiven.     Witness 
asked  him  whether  he  was  aware  that  he  had  com- 

mitted a  breach  of  the  law,  and  he  replied,  "  No, 
I  was  not.     Forgive  me,  as   we   pray  to  be  for- 

given."    Witness  said  that  personally  he  forgave him,  but  as  a   servant   of   the   Council   he  had  a 
duty  to  perform.     On  Thursday  last  he  received  a 
letter  from  the  prisoner,  addressed  from  Holloway 
Prison,  in  which  the  prisoner  complained  bitterly 
of  the  action  of  the   Council   in  imprisoning  "an 
old  man  in  his  70th  year,  on  the  verge  of  the  spirit 
world,  and  who  had  never  received  one  penny  of 
their  money."    He  continued,  "They  have  locked 
up  my  body  for   three   days   and   three  nights  in 
Holloway  Prison,  but  my  soul  is  free  and  ready 
to  partake  the  joys  of  immortality."    After  stating 
that  his  time  was   spent   in  adding  more  stars  to 
his  eternal  crown,  he  declared  that  a  continuance 
of  the  imprisonment  would  result  for  him  in  in- 

sanity, warnings  of  which  he  had  received  already, 
and  appealed  to   witness  to  withdraw  the  charge 
against  him.     Frank  William  Hunt,  Mr.  Harper's 
assistant,    having    confirmed    the    account   of  the 
interview  of  July  G,  the  prisoner,  who  reserved  bis 
defence,  was  committed  for  trial,  bail  being  allowed as  before. 

O^ttt  a^flSce  ̂ a^jlt. 

The  memorial-stone  of  a  new  Free  Church  was 
laid  at  Cullen,  Bsnffahire,  on  the  10th  inst.  The 
church  will  be  Gothic  in  style,  and  will  cost 
about  £2,300. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  Protestant 
cathedral  for  Belfast  will  be  laid  on  Wednesday, 
the  Gth  September,  by  the  Countess  of  Shaftesbury. 
The  architect  is  Mr.  Thomas  Drew,  K.H.A.,  of 
Dublin,  whose  accepted  design  was  illustrated  in 
the  BuiLMNo  News  for  October  30,  1800.  and  the 
contract  for  the  first  section  of  the  work  has  been 
taken  by  Messrs.  Laverty  and  Sons,  of  Belfast. 
Mr.  Wills,  builder,  attended  before  the  Brixham 

District  Council  last  week  and  complained  of  the 
new  by-laws,  which  he  thought  would  be  the 
death-blow  to  the  building  trade  of  the  town.  The 
chairman  said  the  council  only  wished  to  encourage 
good  building,  and  that  was  the  sole  aim  all  through. 
They  had  been  obliged  to  disapprove  of  the  plans  of 
19  houses  in  Uanscombo  for  Messrs.  Wills,  Lockyer, 
and  Bailey,  and  he  believed  they  were  justified  in 
80  doing.  I.ventually  it  was  resolved  that  the 
committee  should  meet  the  builders  on  the  spot. 

A  select  party  of  the  Society  of  Architects, 
comprising  about  forty  ladies  and  gentlemen, 
visited  the  Canterbury  Cathedral  last  Saturday 
week,  and  were  conducted  over  the  edifice.  The 
first  object  of  interest  was  the  late  Archbishop 
Benson's  tomb  in  the  north-western  bay  of  the 
nave.  The  recumbent  figure  of  Dr.  Benson  was 
pronounced  by  Mr.  S.  TrevaU,  a  member  of  the 
party,  an  excellent  likeness ;  but  some  features 
of  the  tomb,  especially  the  black  background  to 
the  tracery  and  armorial  bearings,  were  considered 
to  be  too  violent,  and  not  so  happy  in  conception 
as  that  of  the  tomb  in  the  eastern  part  of  the 
Cathedral,  of  which  it  is  evidently  a  copy.  ilr. 
.Silvanus  Trevail,  the  senior  vice-president,  in 
the  absence  of  the  president,  proposed  a  vote  of 
thanks  to  the  reverend  Canon  for  the  treat  he  had 
afforded  the  party. 

At  the  quarterly  meeting  of  the  Walsall  Town 
Council  last  week,  the  General  Purposes  Com- 

mittee recommended  that  the  council  approve  of 
£55,000  being  expended  in  erecting  and  furnish- 

ing a  town-hall,  comprising  council  chamber, 
with  three  committee-rooms,  municipal  oflBces  for 
all  departments  except  police,  and  a  large  public 
hall  capable  of  seating  1,000  people  ;  also  that 
competitive  plans  be  obtained  and  submitted  to  a 
special  sub-committee,  who  should  report  there- 

upon. The  Mayor  proposed  and  Alderman 
Newman  seconded  this,  neither  making  any 
statement.  Mr.  J.  II.  Koberts  proposed  as  an 
amendment  that  the  consideration  of  the  nucstion 
be  deferred  for  six  months.  The  amendment  re- 

ceived only  six  votes,  there  being  20  against,  and 
the  committee's  recommendation  was  approved  bv 21  votes  to  5. 

Ix  the  course  of  the  demolition  this  week  of 

.St.  George's  Church,  at  the  top  of  hord-street, 
Liverpool,  workmen  have  come  upon  a  curious 
relic  of  the  past.  The  church  stands  on  the  site 
of  a  baronial  castie,  first  built  by  Roger  de 
Poictiers  in  1073.  After  being  used  for  various 
purposes,  the  castle  was  demolished  early  last 
century  to  make  room  for  the  church.  While  at 
work  last  Tuesday  the  demolishers  of  the  church 
came  upon  a  large  slab  in  the  east  aisle, 
immediately  under  the  stained-glass  window 
facing  Lord-street.  The  slab  being  raised  dis- 

closed 12  steps  cut  in  rock  and  leading  to  a 
platform,  and  an  arched  doorway  led  to  another 
flight  of  five  steps,  at  the  foot  of  which  was  a 
square  chamber  about  1 1  ft.  in  height,  also  cut  in 
the  rock.  From  this  place  there  is  a  passage 
apparently  running  in  the  direction  of  the  river, 
while  marks  on  the  walls  suggested  that  the  tide 
flowed  in  at  high- water,  though  the  church  is  on 
a  high  level  and  nearly  200  yards  from  the  river. 
It  is  supposed  that  these  stops  and  passages  were 
hewn  in  the  rock  to  provide  an  outlet  from  the 
castle  near  the  waterside,  and  that  when  the 
castle  was  removed  it  was  thought  easier  to  cover 
the  entrance  than  to  fill  up  the  passage.  Foul 
air  prevented  the  workmen  fromexploringfurther. 
A  (;he.\t  combination  has,  it  is  said,  been 

effected  among  the  wall-paper  manufacturers, 
and  the  formation  of  this  gigantic  trust  has 
been  managed  with  such  skill  and  secrecy  that, 
we  are  told,  "scarcely  a  syllable  about  it  has 
crept  into  the  newspapers."  The  machinery  and 
business  of  the  trust  will  be  directed  by  a  strong 
central  board,  and  is  already  being  worked, 
though  it  is  not  quite  in  full  operation.  One 
gentleman  who  writes  is  "  afraid  to  mention  the 
number  of  thousands  of  commercial  travellers 
who  are  already  thrown  out  of  work  by  the 
creation  of  this  trust."  At  present,  we  are  told, 
tho  old  firms  will  carry  on  business  apparently  as 
formerly,  but  in  reality  a  purchaser  going  from 
house  to  house  for  a  lower  quotation  will  find  a 
common  scale  of  prices  all  round  fixed  by  the 
central  board  or  its  committees,  who  are  every- 

where pulling  the  strings.  We  doubt  very  much 
if  any  really  high-daes  house  has  joined  the 
"  trust."  As  for  tho  rubbish,  all  the  combina- 

tions in  the  world  will  find  it  difficult  to  lift  the 

prices  of  that  ! 

As  the  result  of  the  first  six  months'  working 
of  the  electric  underground  railway  between 
Waterloo  and  tho  City,  the  company  has  been 
able  to  declare  a  dividend  of  3  per  cent,  and  to 
carry  over  a  balance  of  £272.  This  is  a  thoroughly 
satisfactory  beginning.  The  railway  has  carried 
a  million  and  three-quarters  of  passengers,  or  a 
daily  average  of  12,000.     The  trains  run  at  six 

minutes'  interval  during  the  busiest  hours  of  the 
d:iy,  and  when  the  new  rolling  stock  which  has 
been  ordered  is  completed,  they  will  be  run  stUl 
more  frequently.  There  is  no  stopping  place 
between  the  two  termini,  and  the  passengers  and 
profits  would  have  been  enormously  increased  if 
there  had  been  a  half-way  station  at  Blackfriars. 
This  initial  blunder  of  the  promoters  will,  no 
doubt,  be  corrected  some  day. 

A  M-ECiAi.  meeting  of  the  urban  district  council 
for  North  Walsham  was  held  at  the  clerk's  office 
on  Friday  last  to  consider  certain  correspondence 
with  Messrs.  Holmes  and  Sons  with  reference  to 
their  contract,  and  also  a  letter  from  Messrs. 
(ozens-ilardy  and  Jewson,  which  stated  that 
they  were  instructed  to  say  that  Messrs.  Holmes 
and  ."^ons  had  every  desire  to  honourably  perform 
their  contract  and  to  carry  out  the  work  in  a 
manner  satisfactory  to  the  council:  but,  however, 

the  fact  remained  that  in  tendering  and  perusing^ 
the  printed  specifications,  Arc,  the  manager  very 
naturally  confined  his  attention  to  practical 
matters,  and  did  not  consider  the  very  stringent 
clauses  which  are  not  usually  inserted  in  the 
specification  a';  all,  but  in  a  subsequent  agree- 

ment, which  is  submitted  to  the  contractor  for 
approval,  and  they  had  informed  their  clients 
that  the  specification  and  contract  were  worded  in 
such  a  way  that  they  could  advise  no  contractor 
to  sign  the  same,  the  main  point  to  which  ex- 

ception was  taken  being  in  regard  to  the  power 
of  the  engineer,  in  respect  of  which  the  contract 
is  framed  in  such  a  way  as  to  give  the  engineer 
paramount  powers,  especially  as  regarded  what 
were  not  extras  and  as  to  rejecting  unsound  or 
improper  material.  After  a  very  short  discussion, 
it  was  resolved  to  adhere  to  the  terms  and  condi- 

tions of  the  contract  which  Messrs.  Holmes  and 
.Sons  had  by  their  tender  approved  and  agreed  to, 
and  that  they  be  asked  to  at  once  enter  into  the 
contract  in  accordance  with  the  undertaking 
contained  in  such  tender.  It  was  further  resolved 
that  Mr.  Melliss  be  instructed  by  telegram  to  at 
once  give  Messrs.  Holmes  and  Son  formal  notice 
under  clause  159  of  the  general  conditions  to 
commence  the  works. 

Tnr.  Exeter  Evoiing  Fast  declares  that  the  resi- 
dents of  Exeter  may  be  divided  into  two  camps  : 

those  who  can  tolerate  Mr.  Harry  Hems  and 

those  who  can't— or  won't.  "  Why  is  it,"  asks 
our  contemporary,  ■ '  that  Harry  Hems  is  not  the 

man  he  might  be  in  the  city  of  his  adoption  ':  In the  first  place,  he  has  a  marked  indifference  to 
what  is  a  strong  point  with  Exonians — dignity. 
This  may  be  partially  attributed  to  his  travels, 
for,  besides  many  journeys  in  Europe,  he  is  well 
acquainted  with  North  America,  North  and  South 
.\frica,  and  has  met  with  adventure  in  Asia.  The 
effect  of  these  wanderings  on  a  man  of  his  tem- 

perament is  to  lower  the  market  value  of  the 

formalities  of  life.  He  becomes  what  Kipling's 
sailor  called  the  Marine — '  A  bloomin'  cosmo- 
polouse.'  He  doesn't  see  the  necessity  of  the 
amount  of  ceremonial  which  is  observed  ;  and  he 

says  so.  In  another  town  Harry  Hems  would  be 
a  great  man.  The  starch  of  a  Cathedral  city  does 
not  appeal  to  his  nature  :  he  is  frequently  knock- 

ing the  stiffness  out  of  it."  So  much  the  better for  the  stiffness,  probably  ! 

Ax  inquiry -was  held  last  week  at  the  King's 
Heath  Institute,  on  behalf  of  the  Local  Govern- 

ment Board,  by  Jlr.  H.  H.  Law,  into  the  pro- 

posal of  the  King's  Norton  and  Northfield  Urban 
1  Ustrict  Council  to  borrow  'J  1 , 1 50  for  the  purchase 
of  land  in  the  Pershore-road,  King's  Norton,  as 
a  site  for  public  offices,  fire  station,  and  depot. 
Mr.  A.  W.  Cross,  surveyor  to  the  district  council, 
gave  evidence  in  support  of  the  application.  Mr. 
Barrett,  of  Selly  Oak,  who  said  that  he  repre- 

sented a  certain  working-men's  society,  protested 
that  the  offices  should  not  be  built  at  all,  and  that 
there  were  other  matters  calling  for  the  attention 
of  the  authority— the  supplying  of  wash-house* 
and  baths,  for  instance.  He  did  not  see  why  the 
ratepayers  should  bo  asked  to  put  their  hands  in 
their  pockets  to  turn  out  about  £10.000  to  erect 
elaborate  offices  to  serve  as  a  cockpit  for  these 
gentlemen.  Judging  by  the  way  the  councillors 
were  going  on,  they  would  want  a  boxing  saloon 
soon.  Jlr.  Brown  ha«ng  addressed  the  inspector 
in  opposition  to  the  application,  and  Jlr.  Pritchett 
having  replied,  the  inquiry  closed. 

Tin:  (luostion  whether  Cheltenham  shall  pro- 
vide itself  with  suitable  municipal  offices,  in 

which  tho  various  public  departments  shall  be 
able  to  perform  their  work  properly,  has  become  a 

very  pressing  one.  One  scheme  under  discussion 
is  for  enlarging  the  accommodation  at  the  present 

> 
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municipal  offices — wliich  are  rented  by  the 
corporation — by  adding  to  it  the  rooms  used 
by  some  solicitors  at  an  additional  rental  of 
necessity  ;  the  other  is  of  acquiring  a  site  and 
building  premises  at  the  public  cost.  The 
corporation  are  now  paying  £233  a  year  for  the 
inade(iuate  accommodation  of  the  present  offices, 

■and  this  rental  would  be  increased  to  .£30.')  if  the 
additional  rooms  are  thrown  in  ;  while  it  is  esti- 

mated that  an  outlay  of  something  like  £2,000 
would  be  necessary  to  adapt  those  rooms  to  the 
requirements  of  the  departments  proposed  to  be 
housed  in  them.  Assuming  that  sum  were 
borrowed  on  the  principle  of  redemption  within 

30  years,  a  further  annual  charge  of  £102  would 
be  mvolved  in  capital  and  interest,  and  the  total 
outgoings  in  respect  of  the  improved  municipal 

offices  would  thus  be  £40"  per  annum.  As  against 
this  plan,  it  is  argued  that  for  very  little  more 
than  the  annual  outlay,  which  in  any  event  must 
be  faced— viz.,  some  £400  a  year,  the  town  can 
lUt  itself  in  possession  of  buildings  which  would 

e  a  credit  to  its  governing  body  and  an  orna- 
ment to  one  of  its  principal  thoroughfares.  A 

site  could,  it  is  thought,  bo  obtained  in  a  central 
position  at  a  moderate  cost,  and  for  £10,000  or 
£12,000  a  handsome  building  providing  all  the 
accommodation  necessary  and  desirable  could  be 
erected.  The  council  has  appointed  a  committee 
to  cx)n8ider  and  report. 

Tui:  distribution  of  certificates  to  the  successful 
students  at  the  summer  term  examination  of  the 

Crystal  I'alaco  Company's  School  of  I'ractical 
Kngineoring  took  place  on  Friday  in  the  lecture- 
room  of  the  school  at  the  Crystal  I'alace.  llr. 
Francis  Fox,  joint  engineer  ot  the  (ireat  Central 
Itailway,  presided,  and  there  was  a  large  attend- 
uiro.  Mr.  J.  W.  Helps,  who  examined  the 

■■:■  ihanical  section,  reported  upon  the  excellent 
rurthods  adopted  in  the  educational  course.  He 
.v:;s  struck  with  tlie  high  merit  of  the  work  done 
:ii  the  pattern  shops  by  several  students,  while 
both  in  the  fitting  shop  and  drawing  office  he  saw 
much  to  prove  considerable  ability  on  the  part 
of  the  students.  Mr.  A.  de  Sauberguo,  who 
examined  the  civil  engineering  department,  re- 

ported that  the  answers  in  the  vun  me  examina- 
tion were  in  most  cases  very  good,  the  drawings 

wore  well  executed,  and  the  work  done  during 
the  term  showed  that  theory  was  not  neglected 
for  practical  work.  In  his  report  in  the  elec- 

trical section,  the  examiner,  Mr.  Sherard  Cowper 
Coles,  stated  that  the  dynamo  work  was  particu- 

larly satisfactory.  In  the  first  year's  course  fifty students  attended  the  lecture  examination  on 

"  Railways  :  their  Construction  and  .Vppliances," 
and  of  these  thirty-seven  passed,  Mr.  E.  E.  Homer 
being  at  the  top  of  the  list.  The  chairman  dis- 

tributed the  certificates,  presenting  to  Jlr.  Antinori 
.1  special  award  for  giining  the  largest  number  of 
certilicates. 

The  annual  report  of  Mr.  Lyster,  engineer  to 
the  Mersey  Hocks  and  Harbour  Board,  shows 
that  the  sand-pump  dredgers  G.  B.  Crow  and 
Brancker  have  in  the  year  just  closed  removed 

2,190,000  tons  of  sand  from'  the  bar,  2,;)19,750 
tons  from  the  Uueen's  Channel,  and  1,(U,5,256 
tons  from  Crosby  Channel,  making  i'>, 32.5, 000  tons 
in  all.  Since  these  operations  began  in  September, 
1890,  22,708,240  tons  of  sand  have  been  removed 
from  the  bar,  and  19,508,870  from  the  shoals  in 
the  above  channels.  The  latest  soundings  over 
the  whole  dredged  area  show  only  two  spots  of 
27ft.,  and  a  few  of  2Sft.,  while  there  is  a  line 
through  the  centre  with  no  soundings  of  less 
depth  than  29ft.  at  low  water  of  spring  tides. 

Colonel  C.  H.  Luard,  R.E.,  has  held  an  inquiry 
into  the  application  of  the  Kesteven  C.C.  for  power 
to  borrow  £140.000  towards  the  cost  of  the  erection 
of  their  new  county  lunatic  asylum  at  iJiunceby, 
near  Sleaford.  We  gave  a  block  ground  plan  of 
the  asylum,  of  which  Mr.  U.  T.  Hioe,  of  West- 

minster, is  the  architect,  in  our  issue  of  the  21  at  alt. 

A  petition  has  been  filed  in  the  York  County- 
court  by  Simuel  Wetherell,  bricklayer,  late  of 
Wheldrake,  and  now  of  Holme-upon-Spalding 
Moor.  A  receiving  order  has  been  made,  and 
debtor,  upon  his  own  application,  adjudicated 
bankrupt. 

The  Alford  Urban  District  Council  have  appointed 
Mr.  Maasie  to  carry  out  the  bacteriological  sewage 
scheme  propounded  by  him  for  the  Alford  sewage. 

Additions  are  beicg  made  to  the  boys'  school  at 
\\'e8terham,  Kent,  trom  the  designs  of  Mr.  T. 
Potter,  architect,  Sevenoaks,  and  special  considera- 

tion has  been  given  to  the  ventilation,  wtiich  will  b« 
carried  oot  on  the  Boyle  system. 

Crabe  i^tfios^ 
WAOES  MOVEMENTS, 

AstALOAMATED      SOCIETY      OF     CATtrEXTKU-J     AND 
JoiN'KES.— The  report  of  this  society  for  August 
states  that  on  their  invitation  a  conference  was 
recently  held  between  themselves,  the  two  other 
national  societies  of  joiners,  and  the  Alliance 
Cabinet  Makers,  the  Amalgamated  Union,  and  the 
United  .Association  of  Scotland.  The  conference 
was  called  to  establish  an  agreement,  if  possible, 

between  the  joiners  and  the  cabinet-makers  rela- 
tive to  the  demarcation  of  work  between  the  two 

sections  of  employt's.  The  resolutions  adopted  by 
the  joint  representatives  were  as  follow: — (1) 
"  That  this  joint  conference  of  the  representatives 
of  the  cabinet  makers  and  joiners'  trade  societies, 
after  a  prolonged  discussion  on  the  question  of  the 
constantly  recurring  friction  between  members  of 
the  respective  societies  on  the  various  classes  of 
work  upon  which  they  may  he  engaged,  consider 
that  the  attempt  to  define  what  work  should  be 
done  by  the  members  of  the  respective  societies  is 
impossible.  But  in  order  to  put  an  end  to  those 

deplorable  disputes  the  only  solution  of  the  diffi- 
culty, in  our  opinion,  is  that  in  all  cases  where 

joinery  or  cabinet  and  house- furnishing  firms  tender 
for  and  obtain  such  work  as  ship,  bar,  bank,  office, 
hotel,  and  the  interior  fittings  of  houses,  the 
members  of  the  respective  societies  working  for 
such  firms  should  on  no  account  accept  other  than 

the  highest  rate  of  wages,  and  conform  to  the  con- 
ditions and  privileges  that  may  be  established 

by  the  unions  engaged  in  the  wood-working  trades 
in  that  particular  district."  (2)  "  lu  the  event  of 
any  dispute  arising  between  the  members  of  the 

carpenters  and  joiners  and  cabinet  makers'  trade societies  who  may  be  working  together,  if  not  settled 
locally,  the  matter  in  dispute  shall  be  laid  before 
the  respective  executive  committees,  the  men  to 
remain  at  work  until  investigation  is  made  into  the 
cause  of  the  dispute.  Further,  the  executive 
committees  of  the  above  societies  pledge  themselves 
to  deal  with  such  cases  within  seven  days  from  the 

time  notice  of  such  has  been  brought  to  their  atten- 
tion. Investigations  into  the  causes  of  complaint 

to  be  made  on  the  spot  if  necessary."  It  has  been 
agreed  that  these  resolutions  shall  be  submitted  to 
the  members  of  each  society  during  the  ensuing 
month.  A  resolution  of  the  <  )p6n8haw  branch  of 

the  carpenters  and  joiners'  union  has  been  carried 
as  follows  :—"  That  the  time  has  arrived  when  a 
vote  of  our  members  should  be  taken  on  the  question 
of  Parliamentary  representation,  and  that  we  levy 

ourselves  for  the  support  of  the  same."  The 
voting  for  the  secretaryship  shows  that  14,420 
members  of  the  union  supported  Mr.  F.  Chandler, 
the  present  occupant  of  the  office,  as  against  441 
who  voted  for  Mr.  L.  Gascoigne,  the  other  candi- date. 

The  Skilled  Laboue  Market. — The  monthly 
memorandum  prepared  by  the  Labour  Department 
states  that  the  general  state  of  employment  during 
July  was  steady  and  good,  the  percentage  of  un- 

employed being  lower  than  at  any  similar  period 
since  1890.  In  the  trade  unions  making  returns  it 

was  2'3  per  cent.,  compired  with  2'G  per  cent,  in 
July,  1898.  There  has  been  during  the  month  a 
marked  upward  movement  of  wages,  particularly 
among  coal  miners  and  iron  and  steel  workers,  and 
of  the  ol  fresh  disputes  occurring  in  July,  only  six 
affected  the  building  trades.  Employment  in  the 
building  trades  continued  good.  The  percentage  of 
unemployed  union  members,  among  carpenters  and 
plumbers,  at  the  end  of  July  was  I'l,  compared 
with  1-5  in  June,  and  10  par  cent,  in  July  of  last 
year.  In  the  furnishing  trades  employment  was 
somewhat  less  brisk.  The  percentage  of  un- 

employed union  members  at  the  end  of  July  was 
1-9,  compared  with  09  in  June,  and  10  per  cent,  in 
July,  1898. 

YOEKsniKE  Beicklayees.— The  suggestion  made 
at  the  recent  conference  in  London  for  adjusting 
the  various  disputes  in  the  Yorkshire  building 
trade  is  bearing  fruit.  On  Bank  Holiday  a 

deputation  from  the  Yorkshire  Masters'  Federa- 
tion met  representatives  of  the  London  Order  of 

Bricklayers  at  the  i^ieen's  Hotel,  Leeds,  and  after 
a  protracted  sitting  framed  between  them  a  settle- 

ment of  the  differences  that  have  divided  the  parties 
in  Leeds.  That  settlement  was  ratified  by  the 
operatives  on  Saturday  night,  and  it  only  now 
requires  confirmation  by  the  respective  executives 

of  the  operatives  and  of  the  Employers'  Federation. 
It  embodies  the  following  lules,  which  are  to  bo 
added  to  the  code  already  in  force  :—l.  Bricklaying 
wages  to  bs  advanced  from  9d.  to  t^Jd.  per  hour. 
2.  That  there  be  one  apprentice  to  throe  bricklayers, 
and  the  limit  to  l.e  six.  That  they  be  legaUy 
bound  for  not  less  than  five  years,  their  ago  to  be 
not  more  than  IG  years.  3.  That  no  builder  be 
allowed  to  take  an  apprentice  before  he  has  been 
in  the  business  twelve  months.  4.  The  apprentice 
rule  to  be  considered  provisional  till  the  Xational 
Rules  relating  to  apprentices  have  been  settled. 
5.  That  no  strike  or  lock-out  shall  take  place  under 

any  circumstances  without  the  matter  in  dispute 
having  been  first  brought  before  the  Siauding 
Committee,  which  shall,  however,  meet  to  discuss 

the  matter  within  48  hours'  notice  being  given  to  the 
secretary,  and  the  work  in  dispute  shall  remain  in 
abeyance  until  such  times  as  the  Standing  Committee 
have  settled  the  matter.  The  Standing  Committee 
to  consist  of  seven  employers  aud  seven  operatives. 
The  terms  of  settlement  proposed  at  the  conference 
were  stibmitted  to  a  crowded  meeting  of  the  Leeds 
branch  of  the  TiOndon  Order  of  Bricklayers  held  at 

the  Hope  and  Anchor  Hotel,  Call-lane,  on  Saturday 
night,  when,  on  a  ballot  being  taken,  they  were 
almost  unauiinously  adopted.  But  the  Leeds  Mister 
Builders'  Association,  at  a  moating  held  on  Tuesday 
at  the  Builders'  Exchange  in  that  city,  under  the 
presidency  of  Mr.  AV.  Nicholson,  declined  to  advance 
wages,  and  adjourned  consideration  of  the  appren- 

tices question  and  that  of  the  conciliation  board  for 
a  week.  It  was  intended  that  representatives  of  the 
^[1uche8te^  Order  of  Bricklayers  should  meet  the 
masters  the  same  night,  aud  an  interview  with  dele- 

gates from  the  London  Order  of  Bricklayers  was 
also  to  have  been  held,  but,  in  consequence  of  the 
masters  not  having  accepted  the  recommendations 
submitted  to  them,  these  meetings  did  not  take  place. 
The  adjourned  conference  between  the  master 
builders  of  Hull  and  the  representatives  of  the 

building  trades  was  held  at  the  Builders'  lOxchange, 
Hull,  on  Tuesday  night,  but,  like  the  last  one,  it 
proved  abortive.  The  master  budders  doolared  that 
they  would  open  their  shops  to  those  willing  to  work 
upon  free  labour  principles.  They  did  not  object  to 
the  Id.  per  hour  advance  to  the  joiners,  to  com- 

mence on  Saturday,  the  2lith  inst.  If  the  operatives 
did  not  agree  to  this  course,  the  masters  would 
adhere  to  the  resolution  of  the  14th  inst.  The  men 
refused  these  terms,  and  left  in  a  body.  The  masters 
then  declared  that  they  would  open  their  shops  to 
all  mon  willing  to  work,  and  that  they  would  stand 

by  such  men. 

WATEB    SUPPLY    AND    SANITABT 
MATTEBS. 

Rochdale. — At  their  last  meeting  the  Uochdale 
Board  of  Guardians  had  an  unpleasant  surprise  in 

Mr.  Lynde's  report  on  the  sanitary  condition  of  the 
workhouse  premises.  The  report  is  an  outcome  of 
the  work  of  a  sub-committee  appointed  last  May  to 
consider  the  drainage  of  the  workhouse.  According 
to  Mr.  Ijjnde,  the  state  of  the  institution  is  most 
unsatisfactory,  mainly  on  accoimt  of  defective 
drainage.  "  With  the  exception  of  a  very  small 

portion  of  the  whole,"  Mr.  Lynde  says,  "  I  am  in- 
formed that  the  present  drains  are  those  originally 

laid  when  the  buildings  were  erected  :  consequently 
it  may  be  inferred  that  the  premises  never  have 
been  in  a  sanitary  condition,"  He  also  stated  that 
the  drains  of  the  recently -erected  iron  hospital  or 
"annexe"  are  in  a  "very  defective  condition." 
The  sub-committee  recommended  that  Mr.  Lynde 

be  appointed  to  prepare  plans  and  specifications 
for  proposed  alterations,  with  a  view  to  obtaining 
tenders,  and  after  some  discussion  this  course  was 

agreed  to. MoiiKCAJliiE.  —  The  Local  Government  Board 

have  at  length  given  their  sanction  to  the^More- 
cambe  sewerage  scheme,  which  has  been  so  long 
under  their  consideration.  Tue  Local  Government 

Board  inquiry  into  the  application  of  the  Council 
to  borrow  £i)0,i  100  for  purposes  of  this  scheme  was 
held  as  far  back  as  October  14  of  last  year,  and  at 
the  time  strong  representations  of  spsoial  urgency 
were  made  to  the  commissioner.  Colonel  W. 
Langton  Cooke.  The  outfall  works,  however,  were 
at  a  point  within  the  boundaries  of  the  parish  of 
Heysham,  and  the  scheme  has  been  subjected  to 
strong  opposition  from  that  quarter.  The  scheine 
has  now  been  sanctioned  practically  in  the  form  in 
which  it  was  submitted  to  the  board.  The  amended 
estimate  is  for  £02,500,  £2, .100  having  been  asked 

for  since  the  inquiry,  mainly  on  the  recommenda- 
tion of  Colonel  Cooke  himself.  The  council  have 

throughout  been  imanimous  with  respect  to  the 
scheme.  The  work  is  expected  to  take  something 
Kke  three  years  to  complete.  The  new  scheme, 
which  was  prepared  by  Mr.  H.  Bertram  Xichols, 
C.E.,  of  Birmingham,  was  accepted  by  the  council 
as  a  result  of  an  open  competition  in  January  of 

last  year.  A  deputation  of  the  council  had  pre- 
viously visited  Barking,  Eiling,  Exeter,  and 

Oswestry,  and  had  pronounced  in  favour  of  the 
septic  system,  which  is  the  system  followed  by  Mr. 
Nichols.  The  scheme  is  of  a  tripartite  character, 
being  intended  to  provide  for  a  resident  population 
of  l.'i.OOK  in  the  winter,  25,000  in  the  spring  and 
autumn,  and  45,000  in  the  summer.  The  pumps 
and  machinery  will  bo  arranged  to  work  in  three 

[  sets  accordingly.  There  will  be  eight  septic  tanks, 
and  a  tidal  culvert  containing  SOO.OOJgal.,  where 

f  the  sewage  will  be  retained  till  an  hour  or  more 
after  high  water,  when  it  will  be  discharged  into 
the  bay  at  Seldom  Seek  on  the  Heysham  foreshore. 

The  Wesleyan  Chapel,  Formby,  has  been  fitted 
with  the  Uteat  improved  Uot-water  beating  appara- 

tus by  John  King,  Ltd.,  Eagineers,  Liverpool. 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

„      •    ,  r-.i,™«^«;ii   fiK  r  V  Newnteaa,  Cleik,  Union  Office*,  Boroughgate,  Otley 
OUey-lsolation  Hospital   '    "0  (meiged),  £16     Prrijk  MitTheU  aerk   49.  WindmUl-atreet,  Oraveoend.... 
Nortbfleet-S,hoolB  (75(.)      -    15g»    j^ShnGrierion  Town  aerk,  DumCrie.    
Dumfries -Public  Library   •   •    •••■••   j;"'.;A'i',V    tJ  T    1'urli>«field   Borough  Surveyor,  Workington 

Workington -Town  Hall,  Oxford-street  'Aaseiwor)    £40  (menred).  £«»,  £10    W.  L.  EagJMneia,  noro  s   »„•   „. 
Norwich-Bank,  Red  Lion-rtreet  (Loc»lCon 
Talgarth,  Hay  -Sewerage  and  Water  Supply. 
Tunbridge  Well* -Designs  in  Tunbridge  Ware:  Coloored  (1) 

.-_     »._...       .-•»..     .  uncoloured  1 1)  £2  2»..  (S)  £H». 

kr^et  'As.e.«,r),    £40  (m«ged)  £«..  £10   JLt.f2^b"S;  BSr^^^,  C  E  Y^mIsVS^    

i«  ruppiT.^'^.''.""'.;:::::::::::  ̂ ■:.*^•.^  *^:::::::::::::r.::r.:..:.  cSaJq^^Z,  ctek!£v.  Brecknock   abridge  Ware :  Colaored  (1) 

£3  3e.,'(2;  £2  28.  (3)  £118.  ;Uncoloured(l)£2  2»..(S)£H».,     Ti,<.  Town  Herk  Town  HaU,  Tunbridge  Well*   
(3)  10s.  6d.  (Walter  Crane,  Assessor)..    Technical  Education  Committee    |f  *ji°^<^(?^.^k.'TXi  Hail.  Parsonltown    •"v-.f;:^,-        ' 

Parsonstown-Water  Supply  (8,000  populat.oni    ...       l^i^'il^-iiX   S^rrevoo  8e..  Masonic  HaU  Co..  90,  Albion-street,  Leeds   

Leeds-Masonic  Hall,  Great  G«)rv-.  -street   Assessor)    £S0.  £40.  £10    xjt'iijSby  CoUierrCompanv,  Maryport           " 
Broughton  Moor-Institute  and  Twenty  Cuttagea      jne  riimoy  (..ouiw)    "    v^.  •        Jt~ 

.Sept.  I .      u         ̂  

.    ..     U 

15, 

16 

is 

30     - 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINQS. 

Carlisle-New  Wing,  Whitefleld  HaU,  nr.  Bassenthwaite  Lake   I- T^^vl^l.^'i/ k„L^  p; 
New  Roes-Enlargement  of  Board-Room    Guardians     „ruce  v auKu^u,  .. . ..  -   

Caerphilly-Van  Hotel    ..,.^.....,^....^..._.^...^.,......^.^._^^..^.  ^— ;:u^«--ri;:;i;V.;Lid":;:':::::;::  The  6tof^,  43.  Howa.d-street  North  0««t  Y^»''*>' 

"!..:!....    J.  Castell,  Cycle  Asent,  Wickha
m  Market,  Suffolk   

Great  Yarmouth-Alterations  to  J8  and  29,  Middle  Market-rd.  Co-operatiTe  Soaety,  „  „..„,.,„  .,„...., ..     ^       .   .,„ 
Wickham  Market-Four  Hoiiscs     ,-^-Li:-.r-:j;v    wHStknlev  AM  LC.E,  Market  House-chamtn-rs,  Trowbridge, 
Trowbridge-CelUis,  &c..  Union-street  Brewery   J.  H.  and  H.  Blake,  Ltd    Tm-C  sSwart  Architect,  Shipquay-street.  Londonderry  ...^.. 

Churchtown- Additions  to  Taughboyne  Rectory    :^i:r\-A    J 'LorimerMale'r,  Architect,  39.  Hide  Hill.  Berwick-upon-Tweed. 
Berwick-upon-Tweed -Houses.  Ropery-lane    Hobt.  Aud    -  S"  wv»mi  and  Son    .Vrchitecta,  TanBeld  Chambers,  Bradford    .... 
Wakefield-Cellaring  and  Other  Works  at  Eagle  Brewery     ......■■■,    NavlSJand  Sale.  Architects,  Irongate,  Derby    .   
Ashbourne -Union  Offices.  &c.,  Compton-street      Gnardians    TV  Knirfit  Architect,  33,  CoUegMtreet.  Rotherham   •-••■•-;•  ,„ 

Doncaster-Volunteer  Drill  HaU         ^..^....   ;■    J-  f^^'f'iiii^r  Architect,  39.  Hide  Hill,  Berwick-npon-Tweed       19 
Berwi,k-npon-Tw«ed- Printing  Rooms,  Offices,  &c     H.  R.  Bmail    rha^9Ad7e  County  Surveyor.  Stallard-street,  Trowbridge       W 

„  r„„„.     ETCreighton,  CTerk,  Workhouse,  Gorey,  Ireland 

T   layior  ocoiv,  t ...  ..-  —  «,  Lowther-str
eet,  (^lisle   Aug.  U 

P  A  Pole^erk.  Board  Room,  New  Ross,  Ireland  
        1| 

I:  ̂-.iTci  vlughan,,F,R.I,B,^,^Carfi5^.^^_^__^..............--;;.    ;;     }» 

19 

19 
19 
19 
19 
19 

19 

19 

DeWzes— Work  to  Aspize  Courts   -          
Gorey— Additions  to  Workhouse   Guardians  . 

Michelmore  and  Son,  Gate  House.  Totnes Buckfastleigh-New  Wing  at  Hapstead  House    ;;■-■,;:••:;   ^i^xvi^'ftJi    UmMFarieTT  Architect,  Hertford 

"  l!^^«<mstoHarb„uroffic^::;::::::::::;:::::::.:::iiS^S.:^^ keighley-Two  Blocks^of  _  Houses^and  Shops,  Cavendish-street..  -^;^--;^;^    H.  HowardrF.S.I..  Architect.  Town  Offices,  LittlehampWn 

Hertford 
Whitehaven iTTyso.  Clerk,  Harbour^ffi«^e^VD«k^a^^^^^ 

Amterley-Block  of  Workmen's  Cottases    Pewier  and  Son       ?■(?  wu^n'wwdsomerHuddersfleld 
Huddersfleld-Mistal  at  Wood  Nook,  Honley  Moor    J.  Boebuck   J  ■  "■  p^"' Architect.  10,  Park-row,  Leeds   
Beaton  Boss-Wesleyan  Chapel     ■■   ;•;■••;;     •.;;:;:v;    H  w  Hickmott,  Town  CTerk,  Council  HaU,  BotherhMi   
Rotherham -Repairs  to  Chapels  at  Cemetery.....      ..        Cemeteries  Committee     fotert  SmSoM  Clerk.  4.  BiidgMtreet.  Caversham,  Beading    
Bradfleld-BoUer-House  and  Chimney  Shaft  at  Workhouse    Guardians   John  VauVh^n  GaskeU  VUla".  Thomes.  Wakefield   .^.   
Thomes-EIeven  Cottages,  Thornes-lane    ■.   ••;    TTonm  Wsdker '  Architect.  S,  Upper  Fountain-street,  Leeds  . .^   

Leeds -Waiting-Room,  &c  .  at  KirkstaU  Abbey     gi'^"*.'f5,,i-.H^;-i^;.;di''8<^"    W^Scott^'dCo..  Architect;.  Victoria  Buildmgs,  Workmgton.. 
Workington-Seamens  Bethel,  Falcon-street     Seamens' Christian  Fnenda  8oc.  ...  w.  u.  :>cok  anu  ̂ o  .  _  _  ^  .,_,._ 

Enniskifien— Crown  Post-Office      iVV,";;:   io  V.U-Vil,;  o„' 
Mablethorpe-Four  Houses  and  Out-Offlces    Mablethorpe^and  Sutton  Gas  Co. 
Bradford— Enlargement  of  Tyersal  Mixed  School. 

W.  G.  Scott  and  ̂ u.  .»-.          ii  t,  .vi;^ 

The  Office  of  Public  Works.  Custom  House.  D
ubhn 

The  Gas  Company's  Office.  Mablethor[K,  Lines  ■■• —  i ••u,-;V„",- 

SAMl'B'<;iri   ".:......  E-  P-  Peterson.  F.S.  A..  Architect,  48,  Sunbndge-road,  Bra
dford ^      -,  bchoolBoart    G  F  Danby.  Architect,  10.  Park-row,  Leeds   

Melbourne— Repewing  Chapel   .-  ■■•   .•■.-•■••i:   :;:•    Tha  Prtrniich  RntHneer  Town  HaU.  Whitehaven    ■■•      »'  *, 

Whitehaven -intension  of  Electric  Lighting  Stn..  West  Strand  Electricity  Committee      n  XTCoU  SuwriS^ndent  City  Chmbrs.,  64,-Cochrane-st.,  Glasgow    „  H 
Glasgow-Stables  at  Garscube,  SawmUlfield-street    Corporation     Jio  sti'k  trSitect.  Horton-road.  Bradford    |j 
Cross  HiUs-Houae    ^..^..     —•::•-.    aX'Z:<nr.^r-k    J  H  Kean,  Solicitor,  6.  Victoria-street,  Fleetwood      ..  ' 
Fleetwood- aoakroom,  W.C.'e,  and  Boundary  WaU  ..............  School  Board    wS  H  Snow  Town  Clerk.  Southend-on-Sea    '  " 

8outhend-on-Sea-Technicil  Schools  and  Fire  Brigade  Station  Corporation     ChTrlS'^tushaw.  Granby  HaU.  Dewsbury    -.;y-r-r-V-:ii;i:;^    "  fj 
Earlsheaton -Three  Residences      ii-.i;i-     ■>;-A;'.;;»;,:.    H  Maverton  Drake  &  J.  Pizey.  Architects,  Baldwm-^treet,  Bristol    „  " 
Bishopston.  Bristol-Baptist  Church  and  Classrooms    Building  Committee     GioreeH^"*-.^  Architect,  Edinburgh  Chambers,  Bnstol      ._.    „  |2 
Bristol-All  Hallows'  Church,  Easton           rr^r-  P  ̂ -^Hnn    Joh^M^Kissack  and  Son.  Arehittcts,  68.  West  Regent-st.,  Glasgow    .,  22 
Glasgow- Warehouses  in  Trongate.  K,ng  and  Parme-streets...  g'Jg^"^""--:;^;---   "    J  Lewton.  Architect,  6,  Forbury,  R-^ding    f 

"'     ""  .  iieorew  VjUU(5HT5»wmu         .^^    t>„,1,;«    fa..r,.aT-,^r    RftT-nard  ( 'iStle        "  03 

23 

Reafing-New  Synagogue  and  Communal  Buildings    Hebrew  Congregation    ..................  ̂ ^|^,^°'  ̂ ^Vveror;  Barnard  clstle 
Cockfleld-Alterations  to  Lowe  Bank.  Esperley-lane     ■■■   ,■„:■,"„">;;,•    Tames  Barton  En'sio'eer.  Exchange  Buildings,  DundaUi      
Londonderry-Platform  Shed  at  Terminal  Station     ?'"'^*',i™ril.wrB;>ard'    Lykind  tonstabirArchitects.  3  HiU-street.  Edmburgh   
Cardenden-School  ..              4".^  WilL^    '■  J  Platts,  Old  B^k  Buildings.  High-street  Rotherham   
Eawmarsh-Shops  and  Houses,  High-street    Walter  Willey    -    -^  ̂  Livesey  Architect.  Newgate-Street,  Bishop  Auckland    
Bishop  Auckland-Rebuilding  Green  Tree  Inn    •■   •■     j.'  ̂   Johnson,  F.R.I. B. A  .  Architect.  Mcrthyr   
Dowlais-Block  of  Offices    ;  -^vj;^-  o'l;' i    SS,^lniViard   '..'■'.'■  Melrose  and  Porteous.  Coldstream.  N.B.  ...■■■  ■■-■-■-   
Coldstream,  N.B.- Additions  to  North  School  .■■•.••••■    irSLzl^  r;;i;n  f!,V»MiiiU"  Edwin  T  HaU,  F.E.I.B.A  ,  57,  Moorgate-street,  E.C   
Fumam-road,  S.W. -Works  to  Chimney  Shaft  at  Workhouse  ..  ̂ t^Jje  '  ̂"9°  Q^™"^       J   W^Cooper,  Secretary,  Claytin-le-Moors,  Lanes       
Clayton-le-Moors- Thirteen  HouEes,  Adelaide-street    CoKiperative  Society,  Ltd    MiJ^j  a^d'^aU,  Architects,  77,  Chancery-lane,  W.C   

l:sSSS^-°g!^;^^i>remisesintiihops;&c:::::;:::^      o^^Fiiip^^iiT^o^r--  j  j^i^j^^r^Sl^Sl^J^S^^^^t:  port^nth  ::r;: Portsmouth-Wesley  Central  HaU    Richard  HorsfaU  and  Son,  Architects,  2-2i,  Commercial-st.,  HaUfax 
Halifax  — Refreshment  House,  Gibbet-lane    'A"'"JlL\"iL".l^].'J^"i^'-oL'ri^a"r^Tn    T  Platt.s  Architect  Hiffh-street,  Rotherham   

Rotherham-RemodelUng  Mechanics'  HaU    General  Purposes  &  Parks  Com.    ...  J.  ̂'gij^'„™^f'R*^I.''B°A^ Architect,  Dewsbury  .   
Dewsbury— Enlargement  of  Broomfleld  House    -^  Y   Hobbiiss,  Architect,  57,  High-street,  Southend.      . 

8hoeburyne8s-Hou8e  and  Shop     BnriilHitrict'Couiidi   "....'■'■■  Francis  Shortt,  Clerk,  Celbridge,  Ireland^..  ..  ■   Vj-Z'i  ";'j™'fc' 
Celbridge-Cottages   y-iv  ;   "    Eoral  District  Councu      (j„^„„  l^^^^,  ̂ 3  Gunton,  Archts.,Blomfield-st.,  London,  E.C. 
Shoreham—Wesleyan  Church  and  Schools    -^  ■^C'zi'C.i'JiU    Chas  Kevworth  Architect,  Bink  Chambers.  Ponteiraci   

Pontefract-Three  Houses  and  Shop,  MonkhiU;l»ne  ...^.-;^,--  John  Robinson   ^mps^^'^H?5^  ArAitocToreen-lane,  E^?a^:  ■••/•••„-:-.„„ ■■     "    T,T..,._r,v.„i     Andrew  Bromley,  .\Tchitect,  The  Cathedral  Precincts,  Canterbury.. 
lUogan,  ComwaU— Reseating  and  Renovatinff  Wesley  Chapel...  -     .  .  ., 

Chartham-Caretaker's  House  at  Cemetery       Parish  CouncU   

Okehampton- Post-office,  Fore-street   •.;■;.•.:•.■;.:■.■;.  Jtodfordshi^'Ctoiii't^iSiii'di' 

'.'.".'.  J.  Archibald  Lucas,  Surveyor.  Okehampton 

Lnton-Police  Station    j«aiora».i^   ,   —   ■•■•  J^'c^^'^yth'^ichlrds.^S^nfy'^r;  Barnstaple  ..^■......■^^^.^j^;^;;-^^  " North  Devon-Hotel  at  Wooda  Bay  Station    SVi;";;V  R;,^'rd              TUtman  and  Jackson,  Archts.,  29,  Knifesmith  Gate,  theatemeui  .^  „ 
Chesterfield -Board  Schools  and  Swimming-Bath    ??^i^'f?,?ncil    LanchSter,  Stewart,  and  Rickards,  ArchU.,  1.  y«»»?-P'i'i;?°*™  " 

Godalming -Municipal  Buildings          RW  g  ..r?ct  Coii■^■■::;:::.^^.'::.■         Bt3ey-I)enton,Son,iLawford,  " 
Ashford-Pumping  Station  and  Cottage    5^™^^  ("uncil   •                          ....  W.  H.  D.  HorsfaU,  F.I.A.S.,  Tower  » 1iamb«rs,  Silver-at.HaUfix  ..  „ 
Halifax- Extension  of  Engme-Room,  \c  ...   ■•"■•,•,—•••    i?™^  p,,i,TMtion cimnUttee  W.  E.  Putman,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Borough  Engmeer,  Morloy      

Morley-Offices.  Stores,  Engine  House,  Boundary  WaUs,  &c.  ...  ̂ ^^^^^S^°""^::::Z  The  Su^eyor's  Office,  Malvern    Malvern— Sanatorium    ■   "  \jsum* 

Sunderland -PuUing  Down  Buildings  in  Hat  Case  Area,  and                                                         The  Borough  Suneyor's  Office,  Town  HaU,  Sunderland       .. 

Erecting  Three  Blocks  of  Workmen's  Dwelhngs     coipoiaaon    ;■.:::;:;'.■.■.■.;',  Forster  Dunwoody.  J.P.,  Monaghan   .....^   J  •Mi;i;ij«;»,'r;>nih  " 
Monaghan-Enlarging  Presbyterian  (■huroh.....^...    ^..^..              Ajthur  F.  Newsome,  M.S.  A.,  Architect,  AlbertHroad,  Mlddlrabroagh  „ 
Linthorpe-Eleven  Pairs  Semi-Detached  \  dlas,  PhiUips-avenue  -^;^-^-    joaeph  Swarbrick.  Architect,  33,  Brazoinose-street,  Manchester 

25 

26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
28 
28 
23 
23 
SO 

Manchester— Storage  Warehouse.  &c.,  PoIand-.>itreet 
Leeds-  Congregational  Sunday-School,  Woodsley-road .. 
Irvine— Academy    
Bristol- OtliL-ee,  Broad-street     
Malmo— Electricity  Works     
St.  Albans  -Additions  to  Premises,  Victoria-street   
Hellingly.  Sussex  -  F.nmdation  Works  for  Asylum   
Enfield— Schools,  Chase  Side      
BaUycrovane  -  Coastguard  Station 

Corporation 
   G.  F.  Danby.  Architect,  10,  Park-row,  Leeds 

   John  .Vrmour,  jun..  Architect,  Irvine,  Scotland  
 

  T.  H.  Vabbicom,  M.I  C.E  .  lU,  aueen-«.iaaie,  Bns
tol   - 

  The  Gasworks  Directors.  Malmo.  Sweden      

   The  City  Surveyor's  Office,  St.  Albans  ..........  .^■•-."•••-■
"••■••^ 

mx  uomniuwe  ....>     G.  T.  Hine.  F.R.I.B.A.,  35,  Parliament-street,  Wratmms
ter,  S.W. 

Scho^l^rT  ̂ :     n     G.  E.  T.  Laurence.  181,  Queen  Victona-stieet,  E.C  
 

School  Boara    The  Carpenter-in-Charge.  Queen's  CoUege.  Cork    ̂ ^...^^.^         ' 

John  F.^ums.Borough  Surveyor,  33,  Iver-street,D
evonport         ' "  --       "owo  Hall.  Croyilon         " 

,  School  Board   
,  Corporation    

,  Corporation    
.  Visiting  Committee.., 

.•     31 

„      31 

„      31 
„      31 „      31 

Sept.  1 

„       1 „       1 .•       1 
•<       * 

5 
7 

ronport -Buildings  for  Working  Claases    ..       .........^    rmvTlon  Town  ciiiia^ZZ^.^...^.:  The  Borough  Engineer's  Office,  T'^'"' HallLCroy.lon   .._.   
irlingham,  SHrrey-Buperatnicture  of  Lunatic  Asylum      Croydon  lown  i^uncii    ^  ̂^^^^^  i^ott,  F  R.I  B.A.,  43,  Lowthoi-street,  Carlisle.   
■lisle-New  Vicarage,  Irthington    -   -    c.  F.  A.  Voysey.  Architect,  B,  Carlton  HiU.  Lo?*?°  ̂ •J*      "_ 
UwUl  and  Seaworthy- Cottage  Hospital   Th.Tr^isteii   Z!!!^ZZ.ZZl.^..  Robt.  Moore,  Architect  '27.  Albert-road,  Sliddlesbrough         _ 

Devinport -Buildings  for  Working  Claases    ..........^.^^    A^,„„°^„ 

Warlinf"         "  „  
.  . 

Carlisle 

HaUwill  anu  i3eawori,uy  — ^un»sc  xiwoj/iw**    »n,BTn,irt^MNi  *«...,  «*"".^.  .""."^.—    -■ .   

North  Ormesby-Wesleyan  Schools     ■'"*  iTusie"   ••••  •  q^„^^^  ̂ ^  I'ennington.  Architects,  Pontefract 
Featherstonc— Two  Villa  Residences   iT;,V;"nh.^f  iiviiiiitai""  R.  H.  KeUy,  21,  The  Mall,  Waterford     •— •• 
Waterford- Repairs  to  Premises,  Bailey's  New-street    Holy  Ghost  Hospital    Alf"  J  Coi.  Arl-hitect,  37,  Baker-street,  Portman-square,  W.., 
Friem  Bamtt-Enlarging  St.  Peter's  Schools,  Sidney-road    Garside  and  Pennington.  Architects,  Pontefract        .,^......^.. 
Purston-House  and  Shop...   .^    H   BMoks  Br<»dhiir«t,''j.P.''''.'.'.    Oliver  and  Dodgshun.  Architects.  5,  Lowther-street,  t»ru«ie  . 
Carlisle-AddiUons  to  Houghton  House    .^.    H.  Broois  uroaonurai, ..  ^  ̂   Cundy.  91!  The  Grove,  Stra'iord,  E   

PUistow- Thirty  Cottages.  Alnwick-road,  Custom  Honse    Kei'i'.Viririniuid  bitri'ct  CMp.'So'c.  Boolds'aud  Hardy,  Architects.  Morpeth   ■■^-   
Ashington- Stores.  Scaton  Hirst    Newbiggm  ana  uiswici  w>-op  00     ̂   ̂ ^Me,  Architect,  -23,  Bedford-row.  London,  W.C   
Shipham-Repairs  to  Church      ■.■•••,.■.,■,■   ii,  'n'Mii™   ".'.'"'.'.'.    C.  H.  Openshaw,  Architect,  Fleet-street,  Bury  ...■■■  •_■■-;-■ 
Bury,  Lanes -AddiUons  to  the  Egyptian  MiUs    *-.  U.  MiUMS    ^^^  W  Dixon,  Architect,  Trevelyan  Buildmgs,  Manchester  . 

Liscard-Welsh  Congregational  Church     ■  ■•■  ••••■.•■i.-^";;    Bcii!rd  of  Ediicabon""!!'.!'.!!!'.!!!!. ,'.."'.  Thomas  EUiott,  Architect,  EnniskiUen   
rermanagh-Pump-House,&o.,  at  Portora  Royal  School   

 noaro  01  jmuobuuu 
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Barrow,  Lanes -Reslatio?  Eleven  Houses,  Drake-street    E  Basil  Lupton.  14  East-pirade,  Leeds      — 
Whitby- Four  Villas.  West  Cliff  Estate     Capts.  Ebblewhite  and  R.  D.  Foster  Henry  Walker,  W.st  Cliff  Estate  Office,  Whitby    — 

Pontefraot— Alttrations  to  Premises   ..."    Garside  and  Pennington,  Arrhitects,  Pontetract       — Saltley- Theatre    A.  Carlton    Thos.  Guest,  Archite.t,  Corporation-street,  Birmiogham     — 
Billingham  -  House  near  Haverton  Hill  Chureh   Mrs.  Booth,  South  View,  Billingham    — 
Middleton-Chapel  and  Schools     Wealeyan  Chapel  Trusteea     E.  Wood,  A. ELBA,  Architect,  78,  Cross-street,  Manchester     — 

West  Keneington— Plastering  Work   „    'W'.  Smith,  Builder,  67,  Denmark  Hill,  Camberwell,  S.E    — Colwyn  Bay  -Steam  Laundry,  Llanelian-ioad     Steam  Laundry  Co  ,  Ltd    Taylor  and  BurReas,  A.R.I.B  A.,  Architects,  Longton       — 
Lismore-ImrtoTements  in  Chancel  of  Cathedral    The  Dean"ry.  T,i?nnre    — 
Sheffield-Alterations  to  Shops  at  Moorhead    T.  Hill    J.  P.  Earle,  Ar.tiitect,  Norfolk-row,  Sheffield        — 
Colbren -Repairing  Cuttages       J-  F.  Bell,  Manager.  Dryra  Colliery,  Onllwn,  Neath,  and  Brecon  Ry,  — 
King's  Lynn-Gallery  in  Music  Hall   ]    Forward  Association    William  Jarvis.  Architect,  Market  Square,  Ktn?*8  Lynn     — 
Swanscombe  -  Concrete  and  Brick  Work     J.  B.  White  and  Bros..  Limited,  Swauflombe,  Kent    — 
Dewsbury— Rebuilding  Black  Bull  Inn,  Market-place      J-  Tetley  and  Son,  Ltd    Fred.  W.  KiJgway,  F.R.I.Il.A,  Archt.,  Boro'  Chambers,  Dewsbury  — Crsdley  -  Baptist  Church    H.  T.  Butler,  Architect.  Cra.iley  Heith       -  .  — 
New  Bilton —Additions  to  Schools     Managers      J.  Ace  Beynon,  M.S.,\.,  .\rchit€«t,  Frome,  Somerset    — 
Uxbridge— Business  Premises.  Vine-street    Randall  Bros   William  h.  Evea,  .\rchitect.  .^1,  High-street,  Uxbridge     — 
Sutton-in-Ashlield  -  Staging,  &c..  in  Town  Hall    The  Co-operative  Soci-fy.  Mount-atrect,  Sutton-in-Ashfleld    — 
Dewsbury- Restoration  of  Dewsbury  Moor  Schools    School  Board    Fred.  W.  Ridgway,  F  K.LB.A.,  Archt.,  Boro'  Chambers,  Dewsbury  — 
Hucknall  Torkard-Two  Villas  and  Four  Cottages    Samuel  Coupe    Frederick  Oratian,  Architect,  Hucknall     — 
Tonna-Jncline  at  Wenallt  (cillery      S8,  St.  Anne's  Terrace.  Tonna,  Neath    — 
Swansea -Premises  on  the  Strand     Cambria  Cold  Storage  and  Ice,  Ltd.  T.  Hurlington  Jones.  Secretary,  Bank  Chambers,  Swansea     — 
Halton-House       Albert  E.  Dixon,  A.R.LB.A.,  Architect,  5.  Park-lane,  Leeds     — 
Darwen-Grand  Stand  at  Anchor  Ground           Football  Club       John  B.  Thornley,  Arohitect,  46,  Market-street,  Darwen     — 
Cumberland- Cutting  Foundations  at  Clifton  Colliery     ■!•  Gilchrist,  Clifton  Ixidge,  near  Workington        — 
Senehenith— T^usiness  Premises.  Commercial-square    J.  Jones  and  J.  Morgan    E.  H.  Bruton,  F.R.I.B.A  ,  Architect,  1.5,  (iueen-street,  Cardiff     — 
Widdrington  — Alterations  to  Co-operative  Society's  Premises    James  Haigh,  Widdringtnn  Colliery  Otlice,  Widdrington    — 
Essington  - -Vrtisan's  Dwellings    John  Weller  and  Sodh.  Architects,  Wolverhampton    — 
Thornton  Hiath-Chapel,  Parchmore-road    'Wesleyan  Chapel  Tnisteea     Frederick  W.  Le.lger,  Architect,  8,  Philpot-lane,  EC    — 
Leeds— Taking  Down  Part  of  88  and  90,  North-street    Walter  A.  nobs<m.  Architect,  82,  Albion-street,  Leeds    — 
Romiley— Alterations  ta  Grey  Horse  Tan    Burton  and  Percival,  Archts  ,  160a.  Stamford-st.,  Ashton-n  -Lyne  .  — 
Whaley  Bridge  -Eight  Houses   Co-operative  Society     C.  W.  Johnson.  Architect,  Whaley  Bridge     — 
Flookburgh -Shop  and  House   .;    J.  Slater.  Flookburgh.  Lanes       — 
Txmbridge  Wells -House     J.  F.  Bull,  Surveyor,  30,  Bedford  Row,  London,  W.C    — 
Maidstone —Mills   W.  J.  Mackey     Hubert  Benated,  Architect.  Maidstone  ,.,    — 
Orav.s.  Essex —Alterations  to  Co-operative  Stores      Christopher  M.  Shiner.  A. RIB. A.,  3,  Bond-court,  Walbrook,  E.G.  — 
Dewsbury— Rebuilding  Black  Bull  Inn,  Market-place     J.  Tatley  and  Son,  Ltd    F.  W.  Ridgway,  F.R.I  B. A.,  Borough  Chambers,  Dewsbury     — 
Barwell— Wesleyan  Chapel  and  Schools    A.  E.  Sawday,  Architect,  4,  Market-street,  Leicester    — 
Littleborough- New  Works    Phrenix  Ironworks  Co    F.  H.  Shuttleworth.  Archirect,  Littleborough      — 
Newport.  Mon.- Schools    F.  R.  Kempson,  F.R.I.B.A.,  16,  High-street,  Cardiff     — 
Selby— Alteration  of  Premises    Yorkshire  Banking  Co.,  Ltd    James  Young  and  Co.,  Architects,  62,  Market-street,  Bradford    — 
Leeds -Alterations  to  General  Infirmary    Walter  A.  Hobaon.  Architect,  82,  Albion-street,  Leeds     — 

Dewsbury— Restoration  of  Schools   '.    School  Board    F.  W.  Ridgway,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Borough  Chambers,  Dewsbury     — 
ENOINEEBIira. 

Bury— Lattice  Bridge  at  Clough  Bottom  Reservoir    Waterworks  Committee    J.  Cartwright,  M.I.C.E..  Borough  Engineer,  Bury,  Lanes      Aug.  10 
Glasgow— Steamboat  Slip  at  Loch  Katrine      Corporation     James  M.  irale,  Kngineeer,  45,  John-street,  Glasgow    ,  19 
Csckermouth  -  Bridge  over  Far  Stock  Beck,  Dean       P.ural  District  Council     J.  B.  Wilson.  A.M. I.CE..  Court  Buildings.  C.x:kermouth       19 
Adlington- Sludge  Works    Urban  District  Council    Theo.  8.  McCallum,  .\  M.I. c.E  ,  .W.  rorporation-atrcet.  Manchester    ,,  19 
Glasgow  -  Switchboards  and  Instruments       Corporation     W.  A.  Chaman,  Engineer,  75,  Waterloo-street,  Glasgow       21 
Blackpool— Electrical  Equipment  of  Tramcars     Corporation      Robert  C.  Quin,  M.I.E.E.,  Electricity  Works,  Blackpool        „  21 
Uueenstown -Waterworks       Urban  District  Council    The  Urban  District  Coimcil  Offices,  "Town  Hall,  Queenstown       „  21 
Castlecomer— Waterworks    Rural  District  Council     Thoma.s  Mahoney,  Clerk.  Castlecomer.  Ireland        ,,  21 
Winton— Hydrants.  &c.    Urban  District  Council    W.  Turner  Streather,  Surveyor.  Winton,  Bournemouth       „  21 
Bailieborough -Sinking  Well  in  Market^quare,  KingsHXiurt..  Rural  District  Council     Thomas  Daniel,  Architect,  Bailieborough    21 
Glasgow -Electricity  Meters    Corporation    W.  A.  Chaman,  Engineer,  75,  Waterloo-street,  Glasgow         ,,  21 
Bristol -Filter  Beds,  &c.,  at  Barrow  Gumey    Bristol  Waterworks  Co    Taylor,  Sons,  &  Santo  Crimp,  C.E.'s,  27,  Qt.George-st.,  Westminster    „  21 
Colwvn  Bay— Boiler.  Pumps,  Tank.  Ac    Urban  District  Council    William  Jones,  .\.M.I.C.E.,  Council  Offices.  Colwyn  Bay       „  22 
Sophia  -Passenger  Cars  and  Goods  Waggons    Bulgarian  State  Railways    The  Commercial  Dept.  of  the  Foreign  Otfice,  Downing-st ,  S.W      „  '22 
Cocktrmouth — Steam  Cooking  Apparatus  at  Flimby  Lodge    Guardians    I.  Irving,  Flimby  Lodge,  Cockermouth    22 
Colwyn  Bay— Steam  Dynamo  (60kw.)      Urban  District  Council    William  Jones,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Council  OIHces,  Colwyn  Bay       „  22 
Portsmouth -Ventilating  Shafta    Corporation     Alex.  Hellard,  Town  Clerk.  Town  Hall.  Portsmouth     22 
Colwyn  Bay— Switchboard,  Accumulators,  and  Street  Cables  ...  Ur^n  District  Council    William  Jones,  A. M  I  C.E.,  Council  Offices,  Colwyn  Bay      ,,  22 
Morley— Driving  a  Heading  under  Embankment    Gas  Committee    W.  E.  Prftman,  A.M. I.C.E..  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Morley    „  23 
Berkhampstead- Filter  Beds    Joint  Sewerage  Committee     James  Lemon,  M.I.C.E.,  9,  Victoria-street,  Westminster    23 
Cilgerran-Bridgeat  Cwmplyagog    St.  Dogmells  Rural  District  Council  John  Evans.  District  Surveyor,  Tyhen,  Rhoshill,  R.S.O      „  23 
Dundee -Electric  Tramway  Plant     "Town  Council      Walter  H.  Tittensor.  Engineer,  Dudhope-crescent-road,  Dundee   ..     „  23 
Craigellachie-Cutting  Track  &  Laying  C.I.  Pipe  (1,422  yards)    J.  Keir,  Secretiry.  Water  Committee,  Craigellachie         „  2) 
Manchester— Installations  for  Electric  Lighting  of  Batlis    Baths  Committee    The  General  Superintendent,  Osbome-street  Baths,  Manchester    ...     ,,  23 
Belfast— Water  Main  :i  mile  SS  chains)      City  &  District  Water  Commissionrs  Acheson  Ferguson,  Quantity  Surveyor,  4,  Wellington-place,  Belfast    ,,  21 
Christchurch-Water  Tower  at  Milton  (200.000gal.)       West  Hampshire  Waterworks  Co...  R  St.  George  :Jtoore.  M.I.C.E.,  17,  Victoria-street,  Westminster  ...     „  21 
Salisbury— Iron  Balconies  and  Staircases  at  Inflnnary  Wards  ..  Guardians       John  Harding  and  Son,  Architects,  58,  High-street,  Salisbury    21 
Belfast— Two  Filtering  Reservoirs  at  Oldpark     City  &  District  "Water  Commissionrs  Acheson  Ferguson,  Quantity  Surveyor,  4,  Wellington-place,  Belfast    „  21 
Plymouth— Deep-Sea  Outfall  Sewer     Corporation      James  Mansergh,  C.E.,  5,  Victoria-street,  Westminster       „  21 
Castleford- Water- JIain  Laying        Ur&i  District  Council    W.  Green,  Surveyor,  Council  Olfioes,  Carlton-street,  Castleford   ,  21 
Pentre  -  Gas  Mains  at  Penycraig,  Ton,  and  Gelli    Rhondda  Urban  District  Council  ...  O.  Thomas,  Eogineer,  Gas  &  Water  Offices,  Pentre,  R  S.O.,  Glam  ..    „  2  > 
Carlisle— Bridge  Works       Rural  District  CouncU     George  Armstrong,  Architect,  &c.,  24,  Bank-street,  Carlisle   ,  2< 
Blackpool-Fu-eHydrant  Service,  Town  Hall       Corporation      Potts,  Son,  and  Pickup,  Architects.  St.  Georges-road,  Bolton       „  26 
Ashford,  Kent-Rising  Main,  ic    Rural  District  Council     Bailey-Denton.  Son,  A:  Liwford,  MU.I.C.E,  9.  Bridge-st.,We3tm8tr    „  23 
Westbury-upon-Trym  -  Sewage  Disposal  Works     Barton  Regis  R.D.C    A.  P.  I.  Cottcrell.  A.M.I.C.E.,  7,  Baldwin-street,  Bristol     28 
Perth— Electric  Lighting  Plant       Lord  Provost  and  Commissioners  ...  W.  C.  C.  Hawtayne,  M.I.E  E.,  9,  Queen-street-place,  London,  E.C.    „  2-i 
Monmouth— Flood  Gates,  i.c,  at  Old  Fo.ge    Corporation     The  Engineer.  Generating  Station.  Monmouth    28 
Brighton-Excavating  Trencheafor  Electric  Light  Cables    Town  Council       Francis  J.  Tillatone,  Town  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Brighton       „  28 
Ashford-Enghies and  Pumps    Rural  District  Council     Bailev-Denton,Son,i:  Lawford,  MM.I.C.E.,9,Bridge-st.,Westmnstr    „  28 
Meare- Sinking  Borehole  on  Godney  Hill    Wells  Rural  District  Council     A.  P.I.  Cotterell,  Engineer,  Bristol       „  29 
Sophia -Locomotives     Bulgarian  State  RiUways      Toe  Commercial  Dept.  of  the  Foreign  Office,  Downing-st.,  S.W    3) 
London— Workshop  Machines    East  Indian  Railway  Co    A.  P.  Dunstan,  Secretary,  Nicholas-lane,  London,  E.C    30 
Enfield- Screw-Cutting  Lathe  &  Shaping  i-  Drilling  Machines.  Urban  District  Council    T.  W.  Scort,  Clerk.  Court  House,  Enfield       „  30 
Westbury- Service  Reservoir.  Pumping  Station.  Well.  &c    Westbury  &  Whorwellsdown  R.D.C.  W.  H.  Stanley.  A.M  I.C  E..  Market  House  Chambere,  Trowbridge    „  30 
Leeds-Electric  Lighting  of  Car  Sheds,  Kirkstall-road    Tramway  Committee    T.  Hewson,  M.I C.E.,  City  Engineer,  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds  ..    „  31 
Battersea,  S.W.-Batteries,  Mc    St.  Mary's  Vestry       M.  Wilkins.  Clerk,  Municipal  Buildings.  Lavender  Hill,  S.W    31 
Edmburgh -Electric  Lighting  Gear,  &c    Magistrates  and  Council     Prof.  A.  B.  W  Kennedy,  17.  Victoria-street,  Westminster       „  31 
Devonport— Electric  Tramways  (4  J  miles)      Tramwavs  Company    C  Chad  well,  Eogineer,  Rich-aond  Chambers,  Blackburn       31 
Battersea,  S.W.-Overhead  Travelling  Crane,  &c    St.  Mary's  Vestrv       M.  Wilkins.  Clerk,  Municipal  Buildings,  Lavender  Hill,  S.W    31 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne -Boiler  Plant    New  Tramways  Committee    Charles  Hopkinson.  M.I.C.E.,  29.  Princess-street,  Manchester      „  31 
Battersea,  S.W.-Electric-Lighting  Works    St.  Mary's  Vestry       M.  Wilkins,  Oerk,  Municipal  Buildings,  Lavender  Hill,  S.W      „  31 
Carmarthen— Reservoir  ;17.000,00<^1.)       Corporation      The  Borough  Surveyor,  Carmarthen   .....Sept.   2 
Belfast- Widening  Spencer  Dock  Entrance    Harbour  Commissionere       G.  F.  L.  Giles,  Eogineer,  Harbour  Olfioe,  Belfast    4 
Waterloo,  Lancs-Laying  Tramway  Track    Urban  District  Council    F.  Spencer  Yatfs.  A.M.I.C.E.,  Surveyor.  Town  Hall,  Waterloo       „  8 
tast  Ham— Electric  Light  and  Traction  Plant     Urban  District  Council      W.  C.  UUman,  M.I. E.E.,  The  Limes,  White  Post-lane,  East  Ham  ..     „  9 
I-ast  Ham— Water-Tube  Boilers,  Condensere,  Purifiers,  &c    Urban  District  CouncU    W.  C.  UUman.M.I.E.E.,  The  Limes,  White  Post-lane,  Ea-st  Ham  .,     „  9 
East  Ham -Electnc-Lighting  Cable     Urban  District  CouncU    W,  C.  UUman.  M.I.E. E.,  The  Limes,  'White  Post-lane,  East  Ham  ..    „  9 
Preston  -  Bridge  over  River  Darwen    Lancashire  County  Council  .            .  W.Harold  Radford.  Bridgemaster.  County  Offices.  Preston      „  11 
Hackney -Dynamos    Vestry    Robert  Hanmoal,  M  I  C.E.,  64,  Victoria-street,  Westminster         „  12 
bouthport— Tramway?    Corporation     R.  P.  Hirst,  Birjugh  Engineer,  Southport    ,  12 
Woodford  to  Ilford -Railway    Great  Eastern  Railway  Co    The  Engineer,  Liverpool-street  Station,  London,  EC      „  13 
L*yton--Pump8,  &c   JJrban  District  Council    F.  Harman  Lewis,  Engineer,  Cathall-road,  Leytonstone      14 
Birmingham— Service  Reservoir  and  Laying  Pipes    Corporation      ..   ..             .             .  James  Manaergh,  Engineer,  .5,  Victoria-street,  Westminster    14 
Leyton— Overhead  Travelling  Cranes  (8-ton  and  i-ton)    Urban  District  Council    F.  Harman  Lewis.  Engineer,  Cathall-road,  Leytonstone      14 
Sydney,  New  ̂ outh  Wales -Refuse  Destructor,  \c    Municipal  Council        Jno.  R.  Palmer,  Town  CTerk,  Sydney   Nov.  3 
Bradford-Excavating  (2,000  cube  yards)          John  Jackson.  Archite<-t,  Barry-street,  Bradford        — 
§?^&r   ̂ '""'"'  Batteries,  and  Street  Wiring    Ingleton  Elec.  Light  and  Power  Co.  O.  Gilkes  and  Co.,  Can.al  Ironworks,  Kendal    '.        — 
Kirk  Bramwith— Hot- Water  Apparatus  for  Church     The  Kirk  Bramwith  R-ctory.  Dmcaater              — 

Blackpool— Electric  Fittings  at  Masonic  HaU,  Adelaide-street   '        '."  '.""         T.  Sankey,  93,  Adelaide-street,  Blackpool          — 
Durham -Sinking  Two  Shafts  near  Seabam  Harbour    The  Colliery  Offices,  Durham          — 

FENOINQ    AND    'WALLS. 
Southpirt— Wrought-Iron  Unclimbable  Fence  P,ailing  (509  yds    Corporation    »    R.  P.  Hirst,  Borough  Surveyor,  Southport   Aug.  21 
IvetterMenny— Repairing  Wall  round  Graveyard     Rural  District  Council     R.  S.  Watters,  Clerk,  Workhouse,  Letterkenny         31 

FTTBNITtrBB    AND    FITTINGS. 

5!."^T^"'i^ '°^,'?°?  Premises.  Hombv-street    District  Co-op.  Provision  Soc.,  Ltd.  D.  Hardmin.  Archit.>cl,  Silver-street.  Bory   Aug.  21 
Wkirt-  C        '^  ?','°^!i°  Windows  of  Workliouse     Guardians    B.  Burfi-Md,  CI-  rk.  Pir.ichial  Offloes.  Prince's-street,  Brighton        «2 
Whittngtam-Tables  (28),  Wooden  Seats  ;24  ,  Couches  (20)    The  .\3ylum.  Whitlmgham,  Preston   °      „     » 
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FURNIXaRE     AND     FlTTlSQS-cmlinu^'/. 

Eochclale -Bentwood  Chiiira  av);  for  Town  Hall    Oeaemi  ParpisM  Committee     The  Boroiwh  Surveyor's  Offic*.  Toira  Hill,  Kiohdale   Aug.2»- 
London— Bedsteads.  Chairs.  T.ibles.  &c   Metropolitan  A.sylum4  Botrd    T.  Duncombe  Maoa.  Clerk,  Norfolk  Home.  Norfolk-street.  W.C. . 
Swansea -Oak  Furniture  for  Board-room    Ouirdians    The  Architect's  Ollices,  42,  Castle  Bailey-street,  Swansea 

2» 

3» 

Aug.  19 

>.  1»    . 

„  21 

..  21 

X  2t 

..  -.'I 

,.  22 

:;  ̂  
,.      25 

»     2*; 

.,      28 

..      3» 
31 
4 

Sept. 

PAINXINO. 

Wolverhampton— Electric  t,i»ht  Station,  Commercial -road    Lighting  Committee     J.  ̂ V.  Bradley,  A.M.I.r.E..  Boro'  En?..  Town  Hill,  Wolverhampton 
Maoroom— WorkhouH'^  R.C  Churoh     Guardians    J.  T.  Murphv,  nierk.  Microom,  IreUnd   
Portsmouth— Dec  jratin^  Town  Hull     !.,...........  Ale^and-^r  HMUr*!.  Town  Clerk.  Town  HUl.  Port^fnoutb   
Rotberham— Chapels.  Cottaitea,  and  Greenhouaea at Cemetffl^...  Cemeteries  Committee     H.  H.  Hicbraott.  Town  Clerk.  Council  Hall,  Rotherhim    
Glasgow  -Stables  at  GirHcube    Corporation      D.  M'D  )H.  Citj-  (harabera.  fit.  Cochrane-strnst,  Glasgow    
Nantymoel— Bethel  Independent  Chapel    H.  B.  Divies.  Secretary,  12.  Commercial-street,  yantyraoel   
Belfaet -Shelter  in  Cemfttery    Cemetery  Committee    Sir  Samuel  Black.  Town  Clerk,  Belfast   
Whitworth— Mill  and  Weaving  Sheds    TheWhitworth  Manufacturing  Co..  IM..  Whitwortb.  nr.  Uochdale 
Glasgow— Warehouses   Corp:)ration      J.  M'Kisaack  and  '^m   Architecte.  «>^.  West  Ke^nt-street,  Glasgow 
Newton  Abbot— Buitdinors  at  Xewton  College    ,  William  Rowell.  Architect,  Newton  Abbot   

St.  Panoraa.  N.W.-BithH  and  Waahhou'^efl.  Whitfteld-at^eet ..  Vestry   .'.   !...!..'..]..[.'..  C.  H.  F.  Barrett,  clerk.  Vestry  Hall.  Pancraa-ro\d.  N.W   Pontefract -Three  Hoiwea  and  Shop.  Monkhill-Iane    J,  Robinsoa     Chas.  Keyworth.  An  liitect.  Bank  Cham>.?r(t.  Pontefract     
Stanley-Primitive  Methodist  Chapel    Wm.  Torster.  Architei;^.  Clifford-road,  Stanley,  R  SO   
Burnley— Pig  Market  and  Slaaghter-Houscs,  &C    William  Waddington.  Market  Superintendfint,  Burnley   
Leeds— Sunday  School.  Woodaley-road    G.  F.  Danl'V,  Ar< -^itect.  W  Park-row,  Leeds   ,   

Ulveraton— External  Wood  and  Iron  Work  at  Cemeteiy     Urban  District  Council    '................  James  Atkinson.  Theatre-street.  Uiveraton   %   
Bartford,  Kent— D;i,renth  .Asylum    Metropolitan  Aj*ylums  Board    T.  Duncombe  MH,nn.  Clnrk,  Norfolk  House,  Norfolk-street,  W.C.  ... 
Kirkatall— Eight  Villas,  Vi'sper-road    Whitaker  and  SonH,  Ltd..  Horsforth   
Facit,  Lanes  -  Fourteen  Cottages  and  Four  Shops    Abel  Stott.  15,  Market-street,  Leavengreave        — 

Woodflide —Eighteen  Houses,  Hawksworth-road    ,'    Whitaker  and  S^ns,  Ltd.,  Horsforth         — 
PLTTMBING    AND    GLAZING. 

Shillelagh— Glazed  Piping  to  carry  Overflow,  &c.,  at  Carnew  ...  Rural  District  Council       T.  Hopkins,  ilerk.  Shillelagh,  Ireland   Aug.  19 
Blackburn— Reconstruction  of  Fifty  Privies  and  Cesspools     Health  Committee     Wm.  Stubbs,  M.I.C.E.,  Municipal  Offices.  Blackburn   ,     24 
HueknallTorkard-AlterationstoClo8ets,&c.,Spring-8t.School8  School  Board    A.  N.  Bromley,  Architect,  Prudential  Buildings,  Nottingham        — 

BOABS    AND    STBEBTS. 

School  Board    W.  J.  Siddall.  Architect.  Hope-terrace.  Dronfleld      Aug.  19 
Rural  District  Council     J.  f 'lark.  Clerk.  Union  Olfice.  Antrim    ,     19 
Parish  Council    T.  Hindell.  Clerk.  13.  Market-place.  Harrogate      „      19 
Rural  District  Council     J,  B.  Wilson.  A.M. I.C.E.,  Court  Buildings.  Cockermouth      „     21 
   C.  H.  Marriott  and  Son,  .Vrchitects,  West  Park-street,  Dewsbnry ...    ,,     21 
Glamoivan  County  Governing  Body  E.  David  and  David,  27.  High-street,  Cardiff       „     21 
Urban  District  Council    B.  Dunning.  Surveyor.  Fountain-street.  Guiaborough      ,,     2i 
Corporation      J.  Wolstenholme.  Boro.  Eag.,  St.  John's  Market  Bldnga,  Blackpool    ,,     22 
Hertfordshire  County  Council       The  County -^urveyor'.s  Ortice3,41.Parliament-st..We8tmin9ter,8.W.    ,t     23 
Corporation      The  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Barrow-in-Furness         „     23 
Urban  District  Council    J.  Green  Banks,  Clerk,  7D.  Heaton  Moor-road,  Lanes       „     24 
Parish  Coundl    H.  W.  Beach,  Perrymount,  Haywards  Heath   ,     24 
Urban  District  Council   ,    Blackburn,  Page,  and  West,  51,  Union-street,  Oldham   ,     25  - 
   C.  Hunt.  Architect,  Blandford   ,     25 
Town  Council      John  F.  Bums.  Borough  Surveyor,  Ker-street.  Devonport        „     26 
Rural  District  Council      Alexander  Hill,  Clerk.  Board-roota.  Gleuties.  Ireland        „     26 
Urban  District  CouncU    Frank  Massie.  A.M.I.C.E..  Tetley  House.  Wakefield      „     2S 
Urban  District  Council    F.  Spencer  Yates.  A.M.I.C.E.,  Surveyor,  Waterloo,  Lanes      ,,      28 
Rural  District  Council     Geo.  M'Laughlin,  Clerk.  StranorUr       „     23 
Urban  Sanitary  Authority    The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Bedford       ,.     29 tjrban  District  Council    Joseph  Koutledge,  Surveyor,  Council  Offices,  Stanley,  Durham       ,,     29 
Urban  District  Council    J.  B.  Renton,  Surveyor,  Council  Offices,  Hebbum         ,,     30 
Urban  District  Council    H.  H.  Humphries.  District  Engineer,  Public  Hall,  Erdington       „     30 
Urban  District  Council    W.  B.  Tfirtod.  C.E..  Surveyor  25.  Sefton-roid,  Litherland        „     31 
Public  Works  Committee    J.  W.  Bradley.  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall.  Wolverhampton    ...  Sept.  2 
Urban  District  Council    J.  T.  Parker,  Clerk,  39.  Church-street.  Wellingborough      ,,       4 
Urban  District  Council    J.  Sykes,  Surveyor,  Whitehall.  Hipperholme        — 
   John  Jackson,  M.S.A..  Architect,  Barry-street,  Bradford        — 
Urban  District  Coimcil    J.  Sykes,  Surv.yor,  Whitehall,  Hipperholme        — 

Dronfleld— Asphalting  Yards.  A:c.,  at  School   
Antrim— Repairs  to  Roads.  &c   
Bil ton— Forming  Footpath  behind  Limekiln  Wood   
Cockermouth  — Repair  of  Roads  in  the  Parish  of  ̂ Vhinfell      
Ra vensth or pe— Making.  Forming,  and  Draining  Street   
Cardiff— Roads  and  Sewers      
Guisborough— Street  Works   
Blackpool— Street  Works    
Royston— Kerbing,  Channelling.  Paving.  &c.,  Footpaths    
Barrow-in-Furness  -  Construction  of  Stanley-road    
Heaton  Moor— Making-up  and  Completing  Tatton-road  South 
Hurstpierpoint—Roa'l  making  and  Draining  on  New  Cemetery 
Lees,  Lanes— Street  Works   
Blandford— Road-Making  on  Damory  Court  Estate   
Devonport— Paving  Portion  of  James-street    
Glenties— Road  Repairs   
Sandal  Magna— Levelling.  Metalling,  and  Sewering  12  Stnets.. 
Waterloo,  Lanes  — Sewering.  Flagging,  i;c.,Sandringham-road. 
Stranorlar— Repairing  Roads  in  District    
Bedford— Paving  Works   
Stanley — Street  Works      
Hebburn— Repairing  Cement  Footpaths    
Erdington— JIaking- up  Roads   
Litherland— Completing  Roads   
Wolverhampton— Completing  Streets  off  Canal-st.  &  Fryer-st. 
Wellingborough— Granite  and  Slag  (One  Year)      
Hipperholme— Setting  Channel  in  Bailiffe  Bridge  Hill    
Bradford-Flagging  (1.000  yards)    
Whitehall,  Hipperholme -Liyin^  Channel  Stones  f.220  yards)... 

Mallow— Sewerage  Works  at  Fever  Hospital   
Macroom— Sewerage  Works  in  Gorteenroe-street   
Leigh-on-Sea  —  Cast-iron  Sewers.  &c.  (7,300  yards)   
Banpor— Sewer  (550  yards),  Ffriddoedd-road   
Droitwich— Drainage  at  Workhouse   
Manchester  — Underground  Convenience  at  Poultry  Market   
Belfast-Sewers,  S:c   
Congleton— Main  Drain  (5<tO  yards)   
Usbridge— Cleaning  Filtration  Tanks,  &c   
Banstead.  Surrey— Latrine  Accommodation  at  School      
Hartley  Wintncy- Sewage  Disposal  Works      
Lees— Sewerage  Works   
Ashstead,  Surrey— Sewerage  Works   
Enfield- Underground  Convenience  in  Market-place    
Hebbum— Lowering  John-street  Sewer     
Cap«lulo— Sewering  (3  miles)   

•  Basingatoke- Sewer,  Lower  Brook-street   
Windsor— Sanitary  Conveniences  under  Guildhall    
Sonning— Sewering   
Watford,  Herts— Sanitarv  Improvements  at  Leavesden  Asylum 
Lyme  Regis— Sewers  for  the  Cobb  District    
Sutton,  Surrey— Sewering,  Levelling,  &c.,  Egmont-road   

Abercynon— Steelwork  for  Canal  Bridge   
Darwen- Steel  Hails.  Fishplates.  Tie-Bars.  Bolts,  &c   
India  Office,  S.W.— Rails,  Fishplate=!.  Fishbolts,  &c   
Chorley — Caat-lron  Pipes  (Twelve  Months)      
Bury— Cast-iron  Spigot  and  (docket  Pipes  (120  tons)     #••■• 
Southport— Forty  Cast-iron  Manhole  Covers   
Manchester— Drain  at  Workhouse   
Bradford— Pipes,  Castings.  Steam  Wrought-Iron  Tubing,  &c.... 
Southport— Rain- Water  Pipes.  Bends,  Sec   
Belfaet—Cast-Iron  Pipes  and  other  Castings  (2,036  tons)    
Christchurch— Steel  and  C*afc-Iron  Work   
Belfaat—Steel  Pipes  and  Collars  i33.5  tons)   
Bradford— Steel  Girder  llirU  iind  Fishplates  /2.155  tooa)    
West  Hartlepool  -  Arc  Lamp  Posts,  Brackets,  and  Wall  Boxes. 
Westbury- Cast-Iron  Pipe'<  and  Special  Castings   
Waterloo— Steel  Tramway  Rails.  Fishplates,  \-c   
East  Ham— Steel  Girder  Tramway  Eaila  (820  tons)   

SANITAB7. 
Guardians    
Rural  District  Council    
L^rban  District  Council   
Sanitary  Committee     
Guardians   
Sanitary  Committee    
Corporation    
Common  Land  Trustees      
Rural  District  Council     
Kensington  V  Chelsea  S.D.Managrs 
Buiul  District  Covmcil     
L''rban  District  Council   
Epsom  Rural  District  Council   
Urban  District  Council   
Urban  District  Council   
Penmaenraawr  U.D.C   
Works  Committee    
Town  Council     
Wokingham  Rural  District  Council 
Metropolitan  Asylums  Board   
Town  Council   
Urban  District  Council   

Maurice  Regan.  Clerk,  Poor-Law  Office,  Mallow   Aug.  19 
J.  T.  Murphy,  Clerk,  Macroom,  Ireland    ,*  19 
Bailey.  Denton.  Son.  and  Lawford,  Palace  Chambers,  Westminster  „  21 
John  Gill,  A.M.I.C.E..  Borough  Surveyor,  Bangor    „  21 
Arthur  J.  Bearcroft,  Clerk,  Board-room,  Droitwich       „  22 
The  City  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Manchester    „  22 
The  City  Surveyor,  Belfast    „  23 
C.  Russel  Hall,  Surveyor,  1.  Well-street.  Congleton  ..'.    „  23 
The  Surveyor's  Office,  24,  New  Windsor-street,  Uxbridge    u  24 
Cecil  Sharpe,  Architect.  11,  Old  aueen-street.  S.W    „  25 
F.  L.  Wetherall,  Clerk  to  Parish  Council.  Hartley  Wintney    „  25 
Blackburne,  Page,  and  West.  Engineers.  54,  Union-street.  Oldham  „  25 
Beesley.  Son,  and  NicboUs,  Engrs.,  11,  Victoria-street,  Westminster  ,»  29 
Richard  Collins,  Surveyor.  Enfield      „  30 
J.  B.  Renton,  Surveyor,  Council  Offices,  Hebburn     ,*  SO 
Ernest  Worrall,  Surveyor.  Penraaenmawr.  Wales    >»  31 
George  Fittou,  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Basingstoke    ,t  31 
The  Borough  Surveyor,  Helena-road,  Windsor   Sept.  2 
R.  W.  Hamilton,  56,  Hamilton-road  Reading    *i  4 
T.  Dunoombe  Mann,  Clerk,  Norfolk  House.  Norfolk-street,  W.C. ...  „  4 
The  Clerk,  Town  Hull,  Lyme  Regis         „  4 
C.  Chambers  Smith,  Surveyor,  Council  Offices,  Public  Hall,Sutton...  „  6 

STEEL    AND    IBON. 
Glamorgan  County  Council . 
Corporation    

Corporation     
Waterworks  Committee      
Corporation     
Guardians   
GasAr  Electricity  Supply  Committee 
Corporation   
City  &  District  Water  Commissionrs 
West  HampHhire  Waterworks  Co... 
City  &  District  Water  Commissionrs 
Corporation     
Corporation     
Westbury  A;  Worwellsdown  R.D.C. 
Urban  District  Council   
Urban  District  Council   

T.  Munsel  Franklen,  Clerk,  Westgate-street.  Cardiff   Aug.  19 
The  Borough  Electrical  Engineers.  Darwen,  Lines      *.     22 
The  Director-General  of  Stores.  India  Office.  Whitehall,  S.W,    
John  M'Cubbin.  Gas  Mitnager,  Chorley.  Lanes   
J.  Cirtwright,  M.I.C.E.,  Borough  Engineer,  Bury,  Lanc9   
R.  P.  Hirst.  Borough  Surveyor.  Southport   
Mills  and  Murgatroyd.  Architects.  23,  Strutt-street,  Manchester  ... 
The  Gasworks.  Mill-street,  Bradford   
R.  P.  Hirst,  Borough  Surveyor,  Southport   
L.  L.  Macassey,  M.I.C.E.,  Belfast  ..     
R.  St.  George  Moore,  M  I.C.E  .  17,  Victoria-street.  Westminster  ... 
L.  I,.  Macassey,  M.I  C.E  ,  Belfast    
J.  H.  Cox,  City  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Bradford   
Prof.  A.  B.  W.  Kennedy,  17,  Victoria-street,  Westminster,  S.W.  ... 
W.  H.  Stanley,  A.M.LCE.,  Market  House  Chambers.  Trowbridge 
F.  Sf>»^ncer  Yates,  A.M.LCE.,  Surveyor.  Waterloo.  Lines   
W.  C.  Ullmann,  M.I.E.E.,  The  Limes,  White  Post-lane,  East  Ham 

22 
22 
22 

23 

23 

23 

23 24 

24 
24 
2& 

..  30 

S^t.  6 

Stevenage— Granite  (510  tons)   
Bamet— Broken  Granite  (400  tons)      t.   
Cork- Limestoneand  Rubble  Ballast  (Two  Years)   
Southport— Broken  Stone  (4,000  tons)    
Christiania— Copper  and  Bra.«8  Tubes     ,   
Darwen— Granite  SeUs  and  Wood  Paving  Blocks   
Egremont— Sewer  Bricks  (153,000),  &c   
Southport— Portland  Cement      
Bamet— Broken  Granite  (500  tons),  &c   
Christiania— Broad-Gauge  Stanchion  Tnicke  (176)    '.   
Spezia- Firebricks   
Bradford- Granite  SetU  (5.000  tons)   
Emdford  — Jarrah  or  Kiirri  Wood-Paving  Blocks  (150,000)    
New  Maiden— Road  Mat^'rials   ,   
Bradford— Granite  Hetts  ̂ 5"0  tons)   
Croydon— Broken  Guemspy  Granite   
Huddersfleld— White  Bricks  (10,000)   
Southend-on-Sea-Kentish  flagstone  Pitching  (7,000yd.  8up€r.) 

STORES. 

Urban  District  Council   
Urban  District  Council   
Harbour  Commissioners  .... 
Corporation    

Wm.  Onslow  Times,  Clerk,  Council  Offices,  Stevenage      Aug.  SI 
H.  W.  Poole.Clerk.  Barnet       M 
Jas.  Price,  M.I.C.K..  Harbour  Offic3.  Cork      *i     2* 

Corporation   
Wallasey  Urban  District  Council ... 
Corporation    
South  ]V[ims  Rural  District  Council. 
State  Railways  Administration    
Royal  Arsenal  Authorities    
Corporation     , 
Corporation     
Urban  District  Council   
Corporation   

R.  P.  Hirat,  Borough  Engineer.  Southport . 
The  Commercial  Dept.  of  the  Foreign  Offi'ie.  Wliitehall.  S.W.      >, 
The  Borough  and  Electrical  Et^ineer's  OtUce.  Darwen,  Lines   , The  Engineer.  Public  Offices,  Egremont,  Cheshire      ,\ 
R.  P.  Hirst,  Borough  Engineer,  Southport      r 
G.  Dickinson  Byti-ld.  Clerk,  16.  High-street,  Barnet       „ 
The  Commercial  Dept.  of  the  Forei^  Office,  Whitehall,  S.W      „ 
The  Commercial  Dept.  oi  the  Foreign  Office.  Whitehall,  S.W      ., 
J.  H.  Cox,  City  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Bradford      „ 
J.  H.  Cox,  City  Surveyor.  Town  Hall.  Bradford   
V.  H.  Davidson.  C.E.,  Cambridge-road.  New  Maiden      „     25 
J.  H.  Cox,  City  Surveyor.  Town  Hall.  Bradford          ,,     26 
Sidney  stAUard,  Highway  Surveyor,  Croydon   Sept.  IS 
J.  Wbittell.  Kirklmrton.  Huddersfleld        — 
Alexander  Penney  and  Co.,  107,  P^jnchurch-atrcot,  E.C   • ..      — 

ii 

I 
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OEGx^^ISED  BUILDINGS. 
NATURALISTS  who  study  plants  and 

animals  have  different  ways  of  investi- 
gating their  subject.  According  to  one 

system,  that  known  as  morphology,  a  plant 
may  be  studied  by  comparing  tho  relative 
positions  of  the  members  (say,  in  a  sun- 

flower) with  those  of  other  plants,  and  it  is 
possible  in  this  manner  to  draw  up  a 
classification  of  plant  members.  This  is 
external  morjihology  dealing  witli  external 
features ;  but  there  is  also  an  internal 
morphology,  which  investigates  in  a  similar 
manner  internal-organ  sections  of  the  stem, 
root,  leaf,  &c.  We  may  apply  a  similar 
method  of  forin-descriptjion  to  the  study 
of  architecturral  style.  In  the  i)roce88 
of  designing  our  buildings,  or  developing 
plans,  the  interdependence  or  relation  of 
one  part  to  another  appears  to  be  tho 

very  oasis  of  the  architect's  work,  though strangely  neglected  in  our  modern  method. 
The  ordinary  programme  is  something 
of  this  sort.  A  plan  is  arranged  to 
comply  with  the  instructions  of  a  client.  If 
it  is  a  house,  he  wants  his  drawing-room  or 
study  to  face  a  certain  aspect,  his  dining- 
room  to  be  in  another  part  of  the  ground,  and 
his  kitchen  offices  in  the  rear,  witliout  the 
slightest  regard  to  the  convenience  of  the 
servants  or  the  serving  of  the  dinner.  Or 
the  plan  is  based  on  a  previous  model :  the 
rooms  or  offices  are  located  to  suit  an  eleva- 

tion, or  to  front  a  particular  road.  The 
reasoning  is  :  "  This  is  the  main  street,  here 

must  be  the"  entrance,  right  and  left  the 
principal  rooms."  It  is  simply  a  matter  of 
arranging  according  to  a  recognised  order, 
and  the  elevations  are  fitted  to  it.  The  chief 
offices  must  occupy  the  main  front :  so  much 
is  settled,  and  the  entrance  must  be  put  on 
this  side,  even  if  it  separates  two  depart- 

ments that  ought  to  be  together,  or  destroys 
the  organic  unity  of  the  plan.  Probably 
in  a  few  cases  this  arrangement  will  be 
convenient;  in  a  great  many  the  social 
and  serving  functions  work  badly.  What 
should  be  aimed  at  is  so  to  combine 
the  two  that  they  will  work  smoothly, 
and  with  the  least  possible  friction.  A 
building  ought  to  be  looked  at  as  an 
organic  whole  of  one  or  more  parts  or 
functions.  Or  we  may  call  the  units  colls.  If 
its  chief  purpose  is  to  hold  a  crowd  of  people, 
as  in  a  large  assembly-hall,  or  concert- 
room,  or  chapel,  it  may  be  looked  upon  as  a 
one-ceUed  building,  and  its  plan  should  be 
aiTanged  to  give  access  to  and  to  accom- 

modate comfortably  a  large  audience  or  con- 
gregation. A  second  part  or  cell  inferior  to 

the  first  will  be  the  orchestra,  or  platform 
end.  A  design  of  this  description  is  neces- 

sarily simple  and  easily  comprehended. 
Convenient  .seating  accommodation,  entrance, 
and  exits  are  the  chief  requirements. 

A  bank  or  an  insurance  office  is  a  little 
more  complox.  There  is.  first,  the  official  part, 
with  its  private  rooms  for  managers  and 
clerks;  the  cashier  department,  and  the  public 
space — each  distinct  and  separated  by  parti- 

tions or  screens  and  counters.  A  public 
library  has  at  least  three  or  four  depart- 

ments:  (1)  the  lending  department,  !'2)  the 
borrowers'  space,  (3)  the  reading  or  news department,  and  (4)  the  reference  depart- ment, m  addition  to  the  residence  of  the 
iwl"'°"  ■^^"^'^  '®  °-  (distinct  function 
that  has  to  be  provided  for,  and  the  public must  have  easy  access  to  it  without  entail- 

ing inconvenience  on  those  wlio  serve  or 
Who  frequent  other  parts.    The  more  tho- 

roughly this  is  done  the  more  successful  is 
the  design.  Each  of  the  departments  of 
our  buildings  ought  to  be  desigued  with  a 
view  to  the  particular  organisation  it  is 
intended  for. 

An  American  writer,  in  speaking  of  the 
proper  elements  of  a  machine  shop,  draws 
some  useful  conclusions  as  to  such  a  very 
utilitarian  building  that  has  a  significance 
for  the  architect  of  more  ambitious  struc- 

tures. He  shows  that  in  designing  a  modern 
machine-shop  many  distinct  factors  are 
necessary  in  arranging  a  shop  of  this  kind. 
The  foundry  is  a  valuable  adjunct  to  every 
important  machine-shop.  It  is  a  distinct 
organisation,  and  it  should  be  under  such 
control  that  castings  may  be  produced  of 
such  accuracy  that  cost  of  machinery  and 
tools  will  be  saved  in  the  shop.  The  laboratory 
is  another  valuable  adjunct  for  chemical  and 
physical  testing  of  the  materials.  lie  next 
enumerates  sucu  essentials  as  transmission  of 

power,  transportation  of  parts,  flooring,  heat- 
ing, ventilating,  and  lighting,  aci-ommodation 

for  workmen,  and  general  fittings.  Tho  writer, 
Mr.  H.  F.  L.  Orcutt,  shows  easily  enough 
how  each  of  these  factors  facilitates  the  pro- 

duction of  machine  tools.  Easy  transmis- 
sion of  power,  transportation  of  parts,  good 

surroundings  for  workmen,  such  as  light, 
warmth,  and  ventilation,  and  their  comfort- 

able accommodation  are  absolutely  necessary 
to  the  production  of  good  work.  The  same 
principle  may  be  extended  to  other  classes 
of  buildings ; — each  part  or  function  should 
be  so  organised  for  its  special  purpose  that 
there  should  be  no  waste  or  loss.  What 
friction  and  loss  of  valuable  labour  i.s  entailed 
by  a  separation  of  two  departments  that  have 
to  co-operate  together — say  that  of  the  town 
clerk  and  borough  engineer — by  the  location 
of  each  on  different  floors  of  a  building  or 
separated  by  a  long  coriidor.  The  absence 
of  appliances  for  the  easy  transmission  of 

orders,  like  the  "  transmission  of  power  "  or 
the  transport  of  parts  of  a  machine,  may  very 
seriously  impede  the  business  of  a  town.  We 
would  ventui-e  to  say  that  a  well-organised 
plan  depends  (1)  on  a  proper  recognition  of 
the  work  of  the  departments  accommodated  ; 
(2)  on  the  relation  of  each  department  to  the 
others  ;  (3)  on  the  grouping  of  offices  round 
centres;  (4)  the  reduction  to  a  minimum  of 
all  corridors  ;  (5)  good  lighting,  heating,  &c. 

Let  us  illustrate  b)-  a  few  examples  ; — 
One  of  the  defects  of  the  modern  building 
is  the  want  of  organisation  in  the  plan.  The 
average  dwelling-house  is,  unfortunately, 
owing  to  our  ideas  of  tenure,  not  designed 
for  the  individual  owner  or  the  family,  but 
for  the  three-year  or  seven-year  tenant ;  its 
plan  has  to  be  made  to  adapt  itself  to  the 
ordinary  class  of  tenants,  and  it  is  therefore 
built  on  a  conventional  type.  Again,  the 
municipal  building  is  seldom  arranged  on  any 
principle  of  official  routine  or  work ;  but  simply 
to  accommodate  so  many  officials  and  clerks, 
engaged  in  several  separate  departments, 
and  without  a  conception  of  any  inter- 

communication or  relation  between  them. 
We  have  seen  designs  for  municipal  offices 
in  which  the  town  clerk,  the  principal 
officer  of  the  corporation,  occupies  a  suite 
of  rooms  shut  off  almost  entirely  from 
other  officials  with  whom  he  has  inti- 

mate and  hourly  relations  every  day, 
such  as  the  public  accountant,  surveyor, 
and  medical  officer  of  health,  to  say  nothing 
of  minor  officials,  like  inspector  of  weights 
and  measures,  sanitary  officers,  &c.  E  ich 
of  these  officers  also  has  reciprocal  relations 
with  each  other.  One  would  have  thought 
in  organising  a  plan  for  these  several 
functionaries,  that  the  process  of  business 
carried  on  should  dictate  the  arrangements 
of  the  departments  in  tho  following  manner  : 
— As  the  chief  official,  who  receives  the 
instructions  and  resolutions  of  the  council, 
and  who  has  to  give  formal  instructions 
to  the  surveyor  or  engineer  or  medical 
officer,   and   who   in   turn   have   to   consult 

the  clerk  in  respect  of  various  matters  in 
their  departments,  it  is  only  following 
a  natural  law  that  the  town  clerk  should 

occupy  the  leading  position  on  the  main 
floor,  his  private  office  being  made  the  centre 
of  a  group  of  other  central  offices  occupied  by 
the  surveyor,  engineer,  accountant,  and 
m(!dical  officer,  so  that  he  may  be  able  to 
hold  immediate  consultation  with  any  of 
these  officers.  This  group  of  offices  would 
then  be  the  central  or  leading  group. 
The  mayor,  too,  in  his  official  capacity, 
should  have  his  own  room  near  the  town 
clerk's.  His  clerks'  offices  should  form 
a  secondary  circle  or  group  of  rooms  in 

touch  with  the  principal's  office,  and  these 
again  ought  to  be  arranged  in  something  like 
a  natural  order  of  precedence,  the  managing 
or  chief  clerk  being  in  direct  communication 
with  the  town  clerk,  and  the  others  placed 

according  to  their  subordinate  ranks  in  con- 
nection with  the  managing  clerk.  A  similar 

arrangement  would  be  followed  with  the 
borough  engineer  or  surveyor ;  hisown  private 
office  should  be  accessible  to  that  of  the  town 
clerk,  and  round  him,  grouped  according  to 
their  several  relative  positions  of  importance, 
would  be  assigned  his  offices,  the  drawing- 
office  occupying  a  prominent  position, 
properly  lignted.  The  medical  officer  of 
health  should  be  in  immediate  communica- 

tion with  the  sanitary  inspector's  offices,  and 
bo  conveniently  placed  in  connection  with 
those  subordinate  officers  whose  business  it 
is  to  see  that  the  sanitary  acts  are  duly 
carried  out  and  administerocl.  So  with  regard 
to  the  accountant,  inspector  of  weights  and 
measures,  police  department,  each  of  which 
would  occupy  a  separate  position  or  centre, 
but  arranged  in  something  like  organic  order 
in  relation  to  the  rest.  Committee  rooms 
ought  also  to  be  planned  conveniently  to  the 

town  clerk  and  the  mayor's  rooms. 
An  equally  complete  organisation  is  neces- 

sary in  a  large  group  of  hospital  buildings, 
which  is  an  assemblage  of  separated  cells 
for  different  uses.  First  we  have  the  pavilion 
with  its  series  of  wards  for  the  sick  or  infirm, 
then  the  rooms  for  day  and  night  nurses  and 
the  regular  staff,  the  medical  resident  officers, 
the  cooking  and  laundry  departments,  and 
the  official  rooms.  We  now  understand  how 

these  several  departments  should  be  con- 
nected for  easy  working,  the  value  of  a 

central  administration  department  connected 
by  open  corridors  to  tho  various  blocks,  some 
detached  and  isolated.  The  whole  assemblage 
can  be  compared  to  a  large  organism,  its  cells 
and  various  functions  under  control,  in 
which  each  patient  receives  tho  maximum 
attention  and  care  of  trained  nurses  and 
medical  experts.  Each  patient  or  bed  may 
be  compared  to  a  unit  cell  of  an  organism : 
he  receives  his  medical  aid  and  food  through 
distinct  channels  or  functions  of  officials,  and 
these  functions  have  to  be  distinctly  laid 

down  by  means  of  special  corridors  in  con- nection with  the  rooms  of  the  medical  staff  and 
the  kitchen.  But  the  building  of  separated 
cells  is  not  so  easy  a  task  for  the  architect ; 
lie  ain  make  hie  official  blocks  conspicuous 
and  high,  but  the  hospital  ward-blocE  must 
remain  a  collection  of  semi-isolated  cells. 
The  big  hotel  is  also  an  illustration 

of  an  organised  building  of  a  complex 
kind.  It  must  always  be  a  combination 
of  a  number  of  units  or  cells,  singly  or 
in  suites,  joined  to  a  large  administrative 
department.  Gala  or  state  rooms  can  be 
separately  treated,  and  externally  accen- 

tuated. It  must  provide  for  the  privacy  of 
the  individual  and  the  family,  dining  accom- 

modation, smoking,  reading,  billiard  playing 
separate  functions,  and  these  must  be  easily 
controlled.  Another  highly-organised  struc- 

ture is  the  public  bath  with  its  wash-houses, 
and  its  separate  entrances  for  the  sexes  :  and 
there  is  the  large  commercial  warehouse 
or  collection  of  rooms  or  cells  for  different 

classes  of  goods,  clerks',  and  managerial offices.     In  all  these  the  organised  plan  is 
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essential ;  but  this  has  not  at  present  been 

gi-!wped  by  the  architect.  Perhaps  the  best 
■way  for  him  to  master  organisation  is  to 
aciiuaint  himself  practically  with  the  mode 
of  life  and  work  in  each  Jdnd  of  building. 
Let  him  take  up  his  abode  in  a  block  of 
municipal  offices,  and  learn  for  himself  what 
are  the  separate  functions  of  each  official ; 
let  him  for  a  week  or  two  examine  the  work 
done  in  a  large  hospital  or  in  a  commercial 
warehouse  ;  lot  him  become  a  «sitor  to  a 
large  town  hotel.  Only  in  this  way  can  the 
architect  be  prepared  to  set  down  and  pre- 

pare a  plan  that  will  in  any  sense  be 
organised.  The  conventional  or  traditional 
plan-drawer  is  a  man  who  looks  over  a 
number  of  plans,  and  then  sits  down  to  copy 
or  modify  one  for  his  purpose. 

Mr.  Leopold  Eidlitz,  in  his  work  on  "  The 

Nature  and  Function  of  Art,"  observes  truly 
that  it  is  rarely  that  one  and  the  same  struc- 

ture represents  more  than  one  idea,  and  he 
illustrates    this    by    referring    to    a   (ireek 
temple,  which  contemplates  the  idea  religion, 
but  not  that  of  a   congregation ;    it  is  the 
habitation  of  a  statue  to  the  god  or  goddess 
without  function,  and  this  purpo.se  is  repre- 

sented by  a  single  cell  expressed  only  on  the 
outside.     A  church,   on  the  other  hand,  he 
shows,  admits  a  congregation  and  accommo- 

dates various  groups  as  they  arrange  them- 
selves for  prayer,  private  and  congregational ; 

also  certain  rites  like  those  of  Baptism,  Com- 
munion,  processions   and   sermons,    &c.     A 

church  is,  therefore,  a  group  of  cells,  separ- 
ated,   not    necessarily     by    walls,    but     by 

colonnades     or     screens.      Special     acts    of 
devotion   like   the   Sacramental  are  empha- 

sised by  greater  height  and  decoration.    And 
he  shows  the  cells  or  separate  parts  demand 
an  external  representation  of  the  various  acts 

done  within  the  building,  illustrating  "  the  idea 
in  the  organism  of  the  group."    So  in  official 
buildings  as  in  houses  of  Parliament,  several 
groups  must  be  joined.     These  are  separated 
more  entirely  than  in  the  last  case,  and  are 
so  placed  as  to  tell  their  own  story  externally. 
This  author  goes  on  to  describe  a  series  of 
single  cells,  co-ordinate  in  their  use,  treated 
as  divisions  of  one  great  cell  as  in  a  hospital, 
a  prison,  or  warehouse  where  wards,  or  prison 
cells,  or  clerks'  rooms  are  combined.     Some 
of  these  cells,  or  groups  of  them,    can   be 
distinguished  by  accentuating  and  grouping 
their  openings  and  external  features,  or  by 
special  modelling  and  decoration.  The  archi- 

tect has  to  determine  "  the  size  and  form  of 
the  single  cells  and  their  relative  positions — 

the   modelling,  as   it   were,  of  the  group." 
Mr.  Kidlitz  says  this  cannot  be  done  "  without 
a  knowledge  of  the  methods  of  construction 
and  of  the   principles   which  govern   these 

methods."  We  say  the  principles  that  govern their  distribution  and  combination  are  derived 
from  a  knowledge  of  the  use  and  function 
of  each  set  of  rooms,  of  the  work  of  each 
official  in  such  a  building  as  a  Parliament 
house,   or   a   municipal    block,  or    a   hos- 

pital, or  a   warehouse;   and  this  should  be 
accomplished  in  the  plan.     Various   factors 
contribute    to    a    well  -  organised     build- 

ing.     We    have    enumerated    those    which 
a   machine    shop  ought   to   have,   the  ideal 
to  follow  being  that  the  product  should  be 
continually  moving  in  one  direction,  going 
in  at  one  end  in  a  raw  state,  and  coming  out 
at  the  other  end  as  a   finished  article.     So 
mechanical  an  act  cannot  be  followed  in  any 
of  those   buildings    we   have   named ;    but 
moving  crowds  or  individuals  obey  certain 
laws    quite    as    much,    and     ought    to    be 
aided  by  efficient    entrances   and  means  of 
egress.     Each    individual,    whether  he  in- 

habits or  visits  a  building  for  the  purpose  of 
inquiry,  or  business,  or  pleasure,  should  be 
affoided  every  convenience,  easy  communica- 

tion, good  light  and  ventilation ;  he  should 
not  be  befogged  by  bewildering  corridors  or 
approaches,    or  stifled   by    badly-ventilated 
rooms  ;  he  should  be  able  to  sit  down  com- 

fortably to   enjoy   music  or   a  performance, 

and  be  able  to  retire  without  inconveuiencing 
others ;  if  it  is  his  misfortune  to  go  into  a 
hospitjil,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  designer  to 
make  his  passage  from  the  entmnce  to  th. 
ward  as  easy  and  pleasiint  as  possible : 
to  facilitate  the  administration  of  diet  or 
medicine ;  and  his  sojourn  at  a  large  hotel 
ought,  if  possible,  to  afford  him  the  comfort  of 
a  home  and  the  luxuries  of  social  surround- 

ings and  goo<l  diet. 

ESTIMATES.— XVIII . 

DOORS   AND    FRAMES— .JAMB    LLVIXCS 
ARCHITRAVES. 

'T^ITESIC  are  items  easily  pried  by  expeii- 
-*•  enced  estimators,  though  for  special 
classes  of   work  the  quantities  ought  to  be 

taken  out,  and  we  show  how  this  is  done. 
The  prices  for  ordinary  panelled  doors  are 
pretty  fixed  and  uniform.  It  is  customary 
to  value  door-frames  at  the  foot  cube,  though 
the  quantities  generally  give  the  lineal 
measurement.  Taken  by  the  foot  cube,  the 

price  includes  labour-  and  profit,  any  small 
differences  being  averaged  in  the  price.    The 

chief  thing  neccs-sary  in  this  case  is  to  find 
out  how  many  feet  run  of  the  scantling  will 
makea  cube  foot.  Thus  a  frame  lin.  by  Sin. 
is  12  sectional  parts  or  lin.  cube,  or  Vnth  of 
a  foot  cube,  so  that  at  a  given  price  per  foot 
cube  it  is  easy  to  find  the  price  per  foot  run, 

or  '  nth.  If  the  frame  is  4s.  Gd.  jter  foot 
cube,  it  will  be  Vuth  of  Is.  6d.  =  4jd. ;  if 
(is.  per  foot  cube,  Vuth  of  (is.  =  (id.,  and  so 
for  other  dimensions.  A  table  of  sizes  of 
frames,  showing  the  equivalent  prices  per  foot 
cube  and  foot  run,  is  necessary  to  save  labour. 
In  estimating  items  of  this  kind  tables  of 

equivalents  are  extremely  useful  in  shorten- 
ing calculation. 

Wainscot,  Honduras,  or  mahogany  door- 
are  often  priced  about  the  same  :  but  there  i- 
more  waste  in  wainscot,  and  it  is  therefore 
dearer,  and  some  add  10  per  cent,  for  the 
latter.  Laxton  gives  the  following  prime 
cost  as  the  basis  of  the  prices  of  both  these 
hard  woods.  Honduras  mahogany  or  wain- 

scot, Is.  2d.;  Spanish  mahogany.  Is.  Sd. ; 
ditto  for  panels  Is.  lOd.  per  foot  super,  on 
the  inch.  Four-panel  Uin.  moulded  and 
sfjuare  doors  are  priced  at  3s.  7d.  in  Hon- 

duras, and  -Is.  6d.  with  Spanish  panels  :  for 
six -panel  doors  add  4d.  and  6d. ;  for  '.'in. 
moulded  both  sides  the  price  is  put  at  4s.  Sd. 
for  Honduras  mahogany,  and  (>s.  3d.  ditto 
with  Spanish  mahogany  panels. 

The  price  of  oak  is  taken  by  the  inch  iu 
thickness  increasing  by  quarters  of  an  inch, 
lin.  is  about  83.  per  foot  super.  The  cunent 
price  for  wainscot  per  log,  ISc.ft.  Crown 
English  and  Dutch  is  £0  to  £7  los.  Oak 
door-frames,  to  prevent  warping,  are  made 
up  in  pieces  or  cased  round  a  deal  core  for 
good  work.  The  pieces  of  wainscot  are 
cross-tongued  and  glued.  Foreign  oak  is 
generally  used,  as  English  oak  requires 
careful  seasoning.  Oak  joinery  costs  about 
three  times  the  price  of  deal,  including  profit. 
Thus,  if  a  solid  fir  frame  cost  lOd.  per  foot 

run,  an  oak  one  would  be  lOd.  x  3=  ."5()J.  = 
28.  6d.  per  foot.  The  labours  are  greater  in 
oak^-about  lOli  per  cent,  more  than  on  deal 

work. FR.\MED  AND  BRACED  DOORS. 

49ft.  super.  2Jin.  framed  and  braced  doors, 
filled  in  with  tongued  and  beaded  boarding 
in  4jin.  widths. 

We  may  get  out  quantities  for  one  door  by 
taking  lengths  of  stiles  and  rails,  squaring 

them  by  "in.,  bottom  rail  by  Uin.  This  will 
be  found  to  give  about  16ft.  super,  of  2.lin. 
deal  at  od.  =  63.  Sd.  Add  to  this  Wit.  of 
lin.  deal  at  2Jd.  =  4s.  Add  to  this  for 
nails,  glue,  &c.,  say,  4d.  Total,  Us.  Divide 
by  superficial  of  door  24ft.  6in.,  gives  5^d. 

per  foot.     Or — £   5.  a. Coet  of  material  per  foot,  eay      0    0    5i 

Labour  making,  say     ,    0    0    7" Labour  fitting,  &c.,  say       0    0    1| 

Cost  per  foot  Bnper.            0    12 

This  is  rather  a  low  price  for  two  doors  ; 
a  fair  price  would  be  Is.  Gd.  per  foot. 

48ft.  super.     2jin.  framed  and  braced  doors 
as  before,  with  segmented  head. 

These  are  valued  as  if  square.  Add  to  the 
last  price  about  one-fourth  more,  say.  Is.  lOd. 
If  the  head  is  circular,  add  one-half  more,  or 

50  per  cent. 
24ft.  Gin.  super.  2in.  framed  and  braced  door, 

the  stiles,  top-rail,  and  braces  of  batten 
width,  bottom  rail  I  lin.  wide,  lock  rail 

i*in.  wide,  stop-chamfered,  filled  in  with 
lin.  matched  and  beaded  both  sides 

boarding  in  4Jin.  widths. 
We  should  price  this  door  at  Is.  6d.  to 

Is.  8d.  per  foot. 

DOOB     l'R.\.MES. 

2Sft.  run.     4in.  by  Sin.  deal  frame,  rebated 
and  twice  beaded,     (See  sketches  5  and  6). 

A  frame  of  this  size  contains  12  sectional 

inches  or  "  parts,"  and  is  equal  to  lin.  cube, 
or  a  twelfth  part  of  a  cube  foot,  so  that  it 
will  take  12ft.  lineal  of  frame  to  make  a  cube 

foot,  and  if  we  say  the  price  per  foot  cube  is 
6s.,  which  includes  labour,  fixing,  and  profit, 

the  price  per  foot  run  will  be  '12th  of  6s.  =  6d. 
Or,  we  may  say  the  price  is  4s.  6d.,  which 
comes  out  at  4.ld.  per  foot  run.  The  itoms  of 

material  and  labourmay  be  calculated  thus : — 

£     8. 
Co8t  of  I  u't.  cube  at,  fay,  2s     .    0    0 
Labour  rebating,  beading,  and  framing 

per  foot  nin,  say      0    0    4 

The  constant  for  wrought. 0  0 rebated. 

6 

and 
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beaded  frames  of  this  section  is  -oJd  per  foot 

super.,  ',..th  labour  at  this  is  about  iJJd.. 

which  will  reduce  the  price  to,  say,  od.  per 
foot  run. 

3(>ft.  run.  4Jin.  by  3in.  frame,  rebated,  and 

twice  beaded.  (.'>ee  sketch  5.; 

There  would  be  about  lift,  cube  in  each 

frame  of  17ft.  run.  If  we  put  the  value  per 

foot  cube  of  wrought  for  at  (ia..  the  cost  of 

frame  would  be  Us.,  which  would  equal  about 

t'ld.  per  foot  run,  or,  say — 
Oo«t  of  deal  at  2s.  6d.  per  foot  cabs  per  £  s.  d. 

tootrun      0  0  3 
lAbour  to  rebate  21m.  girth  at  003    0  0  03 
Labour  to  beadiDg  (coMtant -003)    0  0  0}. 
I.iboQT  to  framing  (constant  '040)    0  0  4 

Cost  per  foot  run      0    0    8 

6ft.     4JiD.  by  Sin.  ditto  to  segment  head,  out 

of  -Ijin.  by  9in. 

This  head  is  cut  out  of  a  piece  9in.  deep, 

equal  to  about  lift,  cube,  say,  ;is.  9J.  at 
above  rate.  Then  for  labour  we  may  double 

the  price  for  strai'^'ht  work,  say.  Kid. 

e  B.  A. 
Cont  of  deal  at  above  rate  per  foot  ran  ..    0    0    7 
Labour     for    rebating,    beading,    and 
framing          0    0  10 

Perfootrun       0    15 

'2bh.  run.     "lin.  by   tin.  frame,  rebated  and 
moulded  ^ovolo),  girth  liin.  (See  sketch  (i.) 

There  would  be  about  a  foot  cube  in  "ft. 
lineal,  or  at  above  rate,  the  cost  of  deal  per 
foot  run  would  be  4d.  Add  to  this  cost  of 

rebating  ̂ d.  a  foot,  and  of  labour  forming 

ovolo,  IJ  girth  (constant  -Ol'J)  Id.  per  foot, 
labour  framing,  say,  4d.,  equal  to  9Jd.  per 
foot  run. 

17ft.  lun.  '>m.  by  4in.  oak  rebated  and beaded  frame. 

If  this  is  Baltic  oak,  which  does  not  split 
or  warp  like  English,  we  may  price  this  item 
at  three  times  the  cost  of  a  deal  frame,  which 
is  considered  about  fair  for  oak  labour  and 

material.  Say  the  cost  of  the  last  item  is 
lOd.,  three  times  that  is  30d.  =  28.  6d.  The 

labour  upon  oak  may  be  priced  at  about 
double  that  of  deal. 

63ft.    sujier.     Tjibour    making    and    fixing 
wrought,  rebated,  and  beaded  door-frames, 

.'lin.  by  4in. 
This  item  does  not  include  material.     AVe 

may  use  the  constant  •290  days  of  joiner, 
which  will  give  at  current    rate  of  wages 
2s.  od.  per  foot  super. 

972ft.  run.  lin.  wrought  narrow  grounds, 
4iin.  wide. 

These  are  to  be  placed  round  doors  and 

windows,  splayed  for  plastering.  These  may 

be  priced  at  .'Sd.  to  4d.  per  foot  run,  including 
profit. 

1.012ft.  run.     lin.    skirting    grounds  ditto, 
2Jin.  wide. 

These  grounds  may  be  taken  at  2d.  per 
foot  run. 

1,012ft.  run.     2in.  by  lin.  fillet. 

This  may  be  priced  at  Id.  nailed. 

70(>ft.  run.     Narrow    grounds    2Ain.    wide, 
rebated  or  grooved. 

Put  this  at  2|d.  per  foot. 

J.VMIi-I.IXINGS,    ETC. 

tif-ft.  super.  1  jin.  jamb-linings  double  re- 
bated, twice  beaded,  tongued  at  angles. 

(See  sketch  4.) 

Laxton  prices  double  rebated  I^in.  linings 
at  lOJd.  per  foot  super.,  and    2d.    more  if 
beaded  on  both  edges.     To  analvse  a  foot : 

^    .   .                                                "        £   a.  d. ''Ostof  aqoare  foot  of  ! Jin.  dial,  aar    ...    0    0    2j 
Labonr  doable  rebate  and  beaded  edges, 
"instant  (77  hours  of  a  joiner)       0    0    7f 

0    0  10} 

.•14ft.  super.     1  iin.  ditto,  framed  and  moulded 
in  8  panels,  and  tongued  at  angles. 

Add  to  the  last  price  for  panels  Is.  ;5d.. 
equal  to  2s.  IJcl.  per  foot. 

48ft.  super,     lin.  deal  single-rebated  jamb- 
lining,  with  groove  for  plastering. 

This   may  be   put   down   at    Td.   per  foot 

super.     If  beaded,  add  another  Id. 

42ft.  super,  lin.  deal  window-lining,  tongued 

at  .angles  and  splayed  and  tongued  to  frame. 

Price  at,  say,  6d.  per  foot. 

34ft.   super.     IJin.    ditto   ditto,    tongued  to 
frame. 

For  thicker  stuff,  add  1  id.  per  foot. 

25ft.  super.     IJin.  rounded  window-boards and  bearers. 
£  s.  d. 

Say  cost  of  Ift.  super,  of  IJ  deal         0  0  2J 
Planiop,  at  constant -010        0  0  1 
Labour  rounding  edge, 'nee      0  0  05 

,,         fixing  bearers,  say       0  0  3 0    0     7J 

Sav  Sd. 
One  price-book  puts  this  down  at  9d.  per 

foot  super. 

3()ft.    run.      Uin.    by    7in.    window-board, 
rebated  and  rounded. 

Put  this  at  same  price,  as  it  is  rebated. 

No.  20.  Notched,  returned,  and  mitred  ends. 

These  are  notched  for  architraves,  and  may 

be  called  "  fitted  ends,"  and  may  be  priced  .-it 
a  foot  run  of  window-board  :  but  as  they  are 

small,  fjd.  each  will  do. 

No  10.     Fitted  ends  to  ditto. 

Put  half  price  of  foot  run  of  board,  say.  oJ. 

30tt.  super,    liin.  window-boards  13in.  wide, 
with  moulding  tongued    and   rebated   to 
frame. 

£  s.  d. 

Cost  of  a  foot  of  15  deal       0  0  3 
Planing     0  0  li 
Labour  moulding  edge,  say    0  0  1} 

„        rebating  and  tongningto  frame  0  0  1} 
„         Fixins       0  0  2 0    0    9} 

Say  lOd.  per  foot  super. 

4-Jft.  run.     IJin.  by  llin.  jamb-lining,  cj'oss- 
tongued.  twice  chamfered,  double  rebated, 
tongued  at  angles. 

This  may  be  priced  at  about  the  same  as 
first  item.  A  foot  run  would  be  nearly  a 

foot  superficial  at  this  width — say  lOi.  per 
foot  run. 

20ft.  run.  Window  nosings  IJin.  thick,  Sin. 

wide,  with  moulding  tongued  under,  re- 
bated to  frame. 

No.  4.  Fitted  ends,  4d.  each. 
No.  4.  Mitred  ends,  Ud.  each. 

Nosings  would  cost,  for  material.  Id.  jier 
foot  run  ;  add  for  rebating  and  tonguing, 

say,  Ad. ;  nosing.  Id.  ;  moulding  under  2in. 

girth.  IJd. ;   3Jd.  altogether — say  4d. 

130ft.  run.     lin.  by  3in.  splayed  gioumls. 

Deal  would  be  about  Jd.  per  foot  lineal,  £  s.  d. 
say    0  0  1 

Splaying  one  edge  (constant  '002)    0  0  OJ 
Filing,  &c.  (constant -005)      0  0  OJ 
Planing      0  0  1 

0    0    25 

90ft.  run.     Ditto  plugged. 

I'lugging  would  cost  a  trille  more — about 
id.  more. 
4oft.    run.       lin.    by    3in.,     twice    splayed 

grounds. Add  to  former  price  another  ̂ d.  for  twice- 
splayed  edge— say  3d. 

.30ft.  run.     Ditto  framed  and  splayod. 

Price  this  at  about  3.^d.  per  foot  run. 

AKCIIITR.VVES. 

410ft.  run.  2Jin.  by  IJin.  moulded  arclii- 
traves  and  mitres.  (See  sketches  1,  2.  3, 
and  4.) 

If  no  detail  is  given,  the  price  of  stock 

mouldings  may  be  affixed,  and  for  this  pur- 
pose a  trade  list  of  mouldings  of  a  moulding 

manufacturer  is  useful.  For  a  moulding  of 

this  size  128.  per  foot  cube,  including  fixing 

and  profit,  is  a  fair  price,  or  about  equal  to 

4d.  per  foot  run.     Price  each  mitre  at  the 

price  of  a  foot  run,  or  4d. 

7.!ft.  run.    Moulded  architrave.  4in.  by  3in., 

mitres. 

This  is  a  larger-sized  moulding,  and  is 
therefore  less  in  price,  say,  7s.  Ud.  per  foot 

cube,  4in.  by  3in.  =  lin,,  and  1ft.  cube 
would  be  12ft.  lineal. £  8.  a. 

'  i;ft.  cubeat7s.  6d      0    0    7} 

This  price  includes  fixing  and  profit. 

The  quantities  may  be  taken  as  follows, 

per  foot  run. 10  £    9.   d. 
u    4    4in.  super.  3in.  deal  at  $d      0    0    2 
1    0 

0    8    8>n.  super,  moulding  at  072,  say  .004} 

Perfootrun       0    0    6} 

Mitres  to  be  put  at  (iid.  each. 

12ft.   run.     4jin.   by  2|in.    deal   architi-ave 
moulding,  and  No.  4  mitres. 

Worth  about  "s.  6d.  per  foot  cube,  fixed 
complete  :  say,  about  7d.  per  foot  run.  Price 

mitres  at  one"  foot  run  each. 
•  nft.  run,  4in.  by  3in.   deal  moulding  and 

mitres. 

If  this  is  a  specially  designed  moulding, 

the  price  would  be  equal  to  7s.  6d.  per  foot 

cube  --  7id.  per  foot  run.  Moulding-irons 

would  cost  ISs.  if  made  to  architect's  design, 
and  for  a  small  quantity  would  add  mate- 

rially to  the  price;  but  it  stock  pattern 

mouldings  would  do,  63.  per  foot  cube,  in- 
cluding fixing  and  profit.  This  would  be 

for  4in.  by  3in.  section  =  lin.  cube,  equal  Vnth 
of  a  foot  cube  =  Od.  per  foot  run.  ̂ fitres 

may  be  priced  as  in  last  item  at  one  foot  run. 

CJROINED    ARCH    VAULTING. 

THE  "  Groined  Arch  as  a  Covering  for  Reser'- 
voire  and  Sand  Filters  "  is  the  title  of  an. 

elaborate  mathematical  investigation  in  a  recent- 
number  of  the  Transactions  of  the  .American- 

Society  of  Civil  Engineers  by  Mr.  Leonard 
Sletcalf,  AssGC.M.  The  author  had  to  calculate 
the  volume  of  masonry  in  the  elliptical  groined 

arch  roof  covering  a  sand  filter  for  the  Somers- 
worth  N.H.  Waterworks,  and  he  deduced  a 

series  of  formulai  giving  the  volume  of  masonry, 
in  its  cylindrical,  groined,  and  other  forms. 
These  formulte  have  been  amplified,  and  the 
author  has  added  a  sketch  of  the  development  of 

the  groined  turch  and  the  relative  volumes  of 
masonry  in  the  several  types  of  arches ;  also  a 
method  for  computing  the  strength  of  this  form 
of  construction.  The  author  describes  the  dome 

or  spherical  arch,  the  cloistered  arch,  the 
cylindrical  or  groined  arch,  and  shows  that  the 
groined  arch.  "  even  more  than  the  domical,  gives 
naturally  effects  of  great  spaciousness,  simplicity 
and  stability  of  form  well  adapted  to  use  in  such 
engineering  structures  as  covered  reservoirs,  &c., 
in  which  economy  and  stability  of  construction, 
and  air  space  for  convenience  in  operation,  and 
ventilation  are  the  prime  re<iui8ites,  and  in  which 
the  presence  of  supporting  pillars  is  no  serious 

objection." 

After  a  brief  outline  of  the  history  of  the 

groined  arch,  the  author  refers  ts  its  adaptability 
as  a  roof-covering  for  Urge  reservoirs  and  sand 
tilter-beds,  &c.,  in  which  large  spans  are  not 
recpiired  nor  piers  objectionable,  brietly,  first, 
it  affords  greater  air-space  and  spaciousness 
under  the  vaulting  for  the  circulation  of  air  and 
ai  ration  of  the  water  ;  second,  it  is  economical  : 
third,  it  saves  lintel  arches  ;  fourth,  it  facilitates 

lighting,  ventilation  and  access ;  rifth,  ease  of 
constructioa,  and  adaptability  to  concrete  con- 

struction, ic.  The  groined  arch  is  .ilso  better  , 
adapted  to  roof  rectangular  areas.  The  author 
then  proceeds  to  deal  with  tbe  method  of 
computing  the  amount  of  masonry  in  the  different 
systems  of  vaulting,  and  the  strength  of  each,, 
and  for  this  parpose  he  assumes  a  given  square 
fitter  area,  roofed  over  by  a  groined  vault  of 
concrete  made  up  of  certain  units,  the  groined 
arch  unit,  the  cloistered  arch  unit,  and  the 
rvlindrical  arch  unit.  Each  of  these  units  is 

next  mathematically  discu'sed,  and  formal.-o 
deduced,  by  the  aid  of  which  may  be  found  tha 
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volume  of  masonry,  itc.  The  method  adopted 
ia  to  compute  the  volume  of  masonry,  as  that  of  a 
circumscribed  pnsm,  from  which  has  been 
deducted  the  volume  of  the  air-space  between  it 
and  the  inclosed  masonry.  The  author  gives  a 
table  which  sho  ws  the  values  deduced  for  the  volume 
of  the  air-space  between  the  horizontal  plane  of 
the  springing  and  the  Bo£St  of  the  various  unit 
types  of  vaulting,  by  which  the  volume  of  masonry 
can  be  computed.  Other  tables  are  prepared,  one 
comparing  the  ratios  of  the  volume  of  masonry 
in  the  several  types  of  arch  units,  also  the  pier 
area  and  width  ot  abutment ;  another  table  gives 
a  comparison  of  the  abutments  of  masonry  in  the 
elliptical  and  semicircular  groined,  cloistered,  and 
cylindrical  arch  units,  with  that  in  a  circum- 

scribed rectangular  prism  passing  through  the 
springing  lines  and  the  (extrados)  crown  of  the 
vaulting.  The  method  of  computing  the  strength 
of  arch  is  that  of  Da  Grande  and  Risal,  which 
method  the  author  adapts  and  translates  in  his 
interesting  paper.  ICagineera  who  have  to  cover 
rosorvoirj  and  lilter-beds  will  find  the  deductions 
and  formulip  hero  given  of  some  use.  Concrete, 
of  course,  adds  materially  to  the  strength  and 
stability  of  a  groined  vault  covering,  and  the 
effect  of  a  ma^s  of  well-compacted  concrete  is 
that  of  a  shell  of  masonry  without  thrust  sup- 

ported on  piers  at  intervals. 

NEW  CHRIST'S    HOSPITAL   SCHOOLS, 
HORSHAM. 

THE  new  Christ's  Hospital  school  buildings  at 
Stammerham,  some  two  miles  west  of  Hor- 
sham, which  will  replace  the  Blue  Coat  School  in 

Newgate-street,  are,  says  the  Oity  Frets,  being 
erected.  Nearly  two  years  have  elapsed  since  the 
foundation-stone  was  laid  by  the  Prince  of  Wales, 
and  within  another  two  years  the  new  buildings 
will  be  open.  The  site  includes  some  1,400  acres, 
purchased  from  the  Aylesbury  Dairy  Co. ,  whose 
late  headquarters  are  being  converted  into  an 
engineering  depot  for  the  school.  The  new 
buildings  consist  of  seven  large  red  brick  blocks, 
extending  from  east  to  west,  a  water  tower  115ft. 
in  height  rising  from  the  central  block.  Clustering 
round  this  tower  are  the  kitchens,  the  cooks' 
houses,  the  central  domestic  offices,  the  dining- 
hall,  and  the  court-room.  These  are  well  on  tte 
road  towards  completion.  The  last  named  is  to 
be  practically  a  repetition  of  the  oresent  room  in 
Newgate-street,  and  all  the  fittings  of  the  old 
apartment  are  to  be  installed  in  its  successor,  if 
theii  antiquity  will  permit  their  removal  intsict. 
The  same  idea  prevails  to  a  certain  extent  with 
regard  to  thedining-hall,  whither  the  remarkable 
painting  representing  the  granting  of  the  charter 
by  the  boy  King  Edward  VI.,  which  now  hangs 

■  in  the  old  hall,  is  to  be  removed.  The  new  hall, 
which,  in  size,  exceeds  its  predecessor,  and, 
unlike  that,  is  to  be  used  as  a  refectory  only,  is 
154ft.  by  56ft.,  and  40ft.  high.  The  sides,  how- 

ever, are  to  be  wood-panelled  to  a  height  of  lift., 
whence  to  the  level  of  the  window  sills  on  the 
south  front  will  stretch  a  plaster  frieze,  the 
remaining  height  to  the  ceiling  being  executed 
in  red  facing  bricks.  The  chief  kitchen  measures 
50ft.  by  30ft.,  and  is  flanked  by  two  sculleries^ 

each  30ft.  square.  Adjacent  are  the  steward'^ 
stores,  the  kitchenmaids'  apartments,  the  buttery 
the  rooms  for  men-servants,  and  the  head  cook's 
house.  From  the  central  block,  a  subway  givej 
access  to  the  rest  of  the  buildings  disposed  along 
the  main  front.  It  extends  for  about  a  quarter 
of  a  mile,  and  consists  of  an  underground  passage 
10ft.  wide,  constructed  of  white  glazed  bricks. 
The  subway  will  house  all  the  pipes,  mains, 
electrical  wires,  &c. 

On  each  sid  3  of  the  central  block,  three  other 
buildings  have  been  already  erected.  These  are 
for  the  reception  of  the  boys.  All  are  similar  in 
appearance  and  arrangement.  Each  house  block 
ia  like  the  letter  E  on  plan.  A  matron  will  be 
accommodated  in  the  centre  of  each  house, 
occupying,  with  her  staff,  this  position  on  all  the 

floors.  "The  boys  will  be  provided  for  in  the  two 
end  projections  of  the  front,  each  of  which  will 
contain  50,  who  will  all  be  under  the  eye  of  a 
house  master.  The  whole  ot  the  buildings  are 
being  constructed  on  a  fireproof  principle.  The 
block  at  each  end  of  the  facade  on  its  outer 
side  has  a  house  attached  for  the  accommodation 
of  a  married  master,  and  when  all  the  houses  arc 
completed  they  will  be  united  by  ornamental 
walls  and  railings.  They  are  to  bo  used  entirely 
as  homes  for  the  boys.  Study  is  to  be  confined  to 
the  various  class-rooms,  which  are  grouped  round 

a  central  quadrangle.  The  dining-hall,  already 
described,  forms  part  of  its  northern  boundary. 
Immediately  opposite  will  rise  the  large  hall, 
which  will  be  150ft.  by  50ft.  It  will  contain  an 
organ  gallery,  and  will  accommodate  upwards  of 
1,500  persons.  The  open  roof  will  be  surmounted 
on  the  exterior  by  a  tower  containing  a  clock  and 
a  peal  of  bells.  To  the  right  and  left  of  this  hall, 
but  outside  the  quadrangle,  blocks  of  class-rooms 
are  to  be  built,  from  which  the  central  hall  may 
be  reached  by  stone  bridges  giving  access  to  the 
gallery  floor.  On  the  western  side  of  the  quad- 

rangle the  chapel  will  eventually  rise. 

On  the  opposite  or  eastern  side  of  the  quad- 
rangle will  be  the  science  and  art  schools 

and  the  boys'  library.  The  quadrangle  will  be 
3.50ft.  long  by  250ft.  wide,  and  cloisters 
will  extend  along  both  sides  of  it.  The  head 

master's  house  wiU  adjoin  the  chapel;  masters' 
houses,  stand  near,  centred  in  grounds  of  their 
own ;  and  there  will  also  be  an  infirmary  and 
sanatorium,  and  a  preparatory  school,  which  is  to 
be  removed  from  Hertford.  A  swimming  bath 
and  a  gymnasium  complete  the  list  of  buildings. 
The  contractors  are  ilessrs.  James  Longley  and 
Co.,  of  Crawley,  Sussex,  from  designs  prepared 
by  Messrs.  As'/On  Webb  and  E.  Ingress  Bell, 
Mr.  II.  W.  Tingley  is  the  manager,  and  Mr. 
,Iames  Proudfoot,  the  clerk  of  works. 

The  architects'  design,  selected  in  competition, 
was  illustrated  in  the  Biiliiix<;  News  for  June  22 
and  29,  and  July  6  and  13,  1S94,  and  the  modified 
and  adopted  scheme  byabird's-eye  perspective  in our  issue  of  Oct.  22,  1897. 

has  been  asked  are  those  of  Eoils  in  relation  to 
agricultural  development,  sites  for  market  gardens, 
situations  for  cemeteries,  routes  for  light  rail- 

ways, and  the  position,  exten*,  and  quality  of 
building-stones,  road-metal,  coU  seams,  metallic 

ores,  peat,  &c. 

THE  GEOLOGICAL   SURVEY. 

THE  second  annual  Summary  of  Progress  of 

the  Geological  Survey  of  the  T'nited  King- dom, just  published,  deals  with  the  operations  of 
189<S.     In  England  and  Wales  the  energies  of  the 
service  were  mainly   devoted    to    revising    the 
counties  upon  the  6in.  maps.     This  revision  is  in 
two  directions.     On  the  one  hand  the  superficial 
deposits  are  traced  out  with  special  care,  so  as  to 
lay  a  foundation  for  a  general   agricultural  or 
subsoil  map  of  the  whole  country  ;  while,  on  the 
other,   the   various  mineral   districts   originally 
surveyed    on    the    lin.    maps  —  then    the   only 
Ordnance  sheets  available — are  being  mapped  out 
on  a  larger  scale,  and  brought  up  to  date.    The 
area  of  England  and  Wales  revised  in  this  way 
during  the   year  was  690   square   miles.     The 
extent    of   boundary   lines  traced   amounted  to 
3,077  miles,  more  than  half  of  which  were  con- 

nected with  the  mapping  of  the  superficial  deposits, 
and  taking  the  country  as  a  whole,  each  square 
mile  of  ground  surveyed  involved  the  tracing  of 
about    41    milee    of  geological  boundaries.     In 
Scotland  the  area  surveyed  was  OIOJ  square  miles, 
and  the  aggregate  length  of  boundary  lines  run 
was  3,S6S^  miles;  thus,  on  the  average,  rather 
more  than  six  miles  of  geological  lines  had  to  be 
traced  for  each  square  mile  mapped.     In  Ireland, 
the  field-work  consisted  of  revising  the  published 
maps  in  the  ligbt  of  fresh  evidence  which  has 
appeared  during  the  long  lapse  of  time  since  they 
were  issued,  and  in  bringing  them  abreast  of  the 
present    state    of  geological  knowledge.     With 
regard  to  the  results,  special  attention  is  drawn 
by  the  Director-General  to  the  researches  among 
the   younger   granites  of  the   Highlands,  par- 

ticularly in   the  Cairngorm  mountains  and  the 
Ben  Cruachan  group  ;  to  the  numerous  Cambrian 
fossils  obtained  in  Skye ;  to    the  discovery   of 
more  new  fishes  in  the  Upper  Silurian  rocks  of 
Lanark  and  AjTshire,  in  addition  to  the  remark- 

able series  announced  in  the  summary  for  18U7  ; 
to  the  evidence  of  the  existence  of  volcanoes  in 
Somerset  belonging  to  the  time  of  the  Carboniferous 
Limestone  ;  to  the  new  light  thrown  on  the  struc- 

ture and  probable  extension  of  the  North  Stafford- 
shire   coalfield ;    to    the    additional   information 

obtained   regarding  the   volcanic  history  of  the 
western   mainland    of    Scotland   and  the   Inner 
Hebrides  ;  and  to  the  fresh  data  gathered  from  all 
parts  of  the  three  kingdoms  with  respect  to  the 
successive  stages  of  the  Ice  Age.    A  large  part 
of  the  time  of  the  resident  officers  in  linaon, 
Edinburgh,   and   Dublin   is   occupied   in  giving 
information  about  matters  which  involve  a  know- 
lodge  of  geology  and  of  the  geological  structure 
of  the  British   Isles.     Hundreds  of  applioations 
are  made  every  year  by  the  general  public  as  well 
as  by  the   various   publii"  departments,  and  the 
questions  are  not  confined  to   these  islands,  but 
frequently  relate  to  the  colonies  and  to  foreign 
countries.     Among  the  subjects  on  which  advnce 

HARDENING   PLASTER   i)F   PARIS. 

A  GERMAN  patent  has  been  granted  for  the treatment  of  articles  of  plaster  of  Paris 
with  an  aqueous  solution  of  ammonium  borate, 
for  the  purpose  of  hardening  them  and  rendering 
them  insoluble  in  water.  A  simple  and  efficient 
process  for  accomplishing  this  object  would  be 
highly  desirable,  as  it  would  serve  to  greatly 
prolong  the  life  of  plaster  casta,  which,  being 
quite  soft  and  not  entirely  insoluble,  sooner  or 
later  become  superficially  defaced,  and  washing 
specially  wears  down  the  outlines  of  the  object. 
The  process  above  referred  to  is  said  to  give 
results  decidedly  superior  to  anything  that  has 
heretofore  been  proposed.  The  hardening  liquid 
may  either  be  mingled  with  the  plaster  in  the 
act  of  moulding  or  may  be  applied  on  the  surface 
of  the  finished  casts  with  a  brush.  The  solution 

is  prepared  by  dissolving  boracic  acid  in  warm 
water  and  adding  thereto  sufficient  ammonia  to 
form  the  borate,  which  remains  in  the  solution. , 
The  manner  of  nsing  the  solution  is  thus 
described  :  — The  saturation  of  the  gypsum  or 
painting  of  the  plaster  of  Paris  is  carried  out  in 
the  cold.  The  objects  are  subsequently  rinsed  off 
and  dried.  The  surface  becomes  very  hard  after 

two  days  and  insoluble  in  water,  while  the  in- 
duration in  the  interior  advances  more  slowly. 

By  means  of  the  fluid  described,  gypsum  floors 
can  be  hardened  and  rendered  more  durable  and 

impervious  to  the  influence  of  the  weather. 
Saturating  with  ammonium  borate  is  said  to  be 
especially  useful  on  exterior  walls  of  buildings, 
barracks,  &c.  ;  on  the  latter,  because  experiments 
have  proved  an  antiseptic  action  of  the  liquid. 

NATURAL  VENTILATTON.— IV. 

By  Robert  Boyle. 
[.A-LL    RIGHTS   RESERVED. 1 

THE  efficient  ventilation  of  schoolrooms,  where 
large  numbers  of  children  are  congregated 

for  hours  together,  is  of  the  very  first  importance. 
Healthy  bodies  make  healthy  minds,  and  children 
who  pursue  their  studies  in  a  pure  atmosphere, 
free  from  draughts  and  not  overheated,  make 
much  greater  progress  than  children  who  are 
confined  in  badly-ventilated,  overheated,  and 
draughty  rooms.  The  greatest  care  should  be 
taken  to  prevent  down-draughts  in  cold  weather, 
such  as  proceed  from  the  adjustable  ventilators 
which  are  commonly  fixed  in  the  upper  parts  of 
the  windows,  and  which  permit  a  large  body  of 
cold  air  to  blow  directly  into  the  classrooms  and 
descend  upon  the  heads  of  the  children,  cooling 
and  returning  the  expired  air  to  be  rebreathed. 
This  is  one  of  the  most  pernicious  forms  of 
ventilation  that  can  be  employed  in  cold  weather, 
and  is  not  only  a  source  of  discomfort  to  the 
children  and  the  teachers,  but  is  also  a  prolific  cause 
of  illness.  When  windows  are  utilised  for  the 
admission  of  air  it  should  enter  through  protected 

openings  at  the  lower  parts,  and  be  deflected 
upwards.  This  not  only  minimises  draughts,  but 
insures  more  complete  diffusion. 

A  still  safer  and  more  satisfactory  method  of 
admitting  air  in  cold  weather  is  the  employment 
of  air-inlet  brackets  or  tubes  fixed  round  the 
walls  at  suitable  distances  from  each  other, 
fitted  with  regulating  valves  to  control  the 

supply.  The  velocity  of  the  air  should  not  exceed 
2ft.  per  second  if  draughts  are  to  be  avoided. 
YentilatinK  radiators  placed  in  the  window 
recesses  not  only  heat  the  room  but  admit  a 

plentiful  supply  of  fresh-air  warmed  to  a  healthy 
temperature.  Hot  air  which  is  also  employed 
to  heat  the  room  should  never  be  used  for  the 

purposes  of  ventilation,  as  air  raised  to  a  tem- 
perature such  as  is  required  to  effectively  heat  a 

buildini;  is  thereby  greatly  deteriorated,  the 

oxygenbeing,  to  a  certain  extent,  destroyed,  and 
the  bracing  and  tonic  qualities  of  the  air  lowered. 
The  authorities  on  the  subject  condemn  this 

method  of  heating  as  undesirable  and  injurious 

to  health. Radiant  heat  is  the  healthiest  form  of  heating, 
as  with  it  the  walls  can  be  more  effectually 

warmed  than  with  hot  air,  and  the  fresh-air 

supply  may  be  heated  to  a  comfortable  tempera- ture without  in  the  slightest  degree  injuring  it. 

\ 
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a.  Roof  ventilators.  *,  Main  extraction-shafts,  c,  Regulating  valves,  d,  Branch  pipes  connected  witli  eitraction-floes  in  wallsof  class-rooms, 
f.  Extraction- rtues  in  walls  commanicating  each  with  two  rooms.  /",  Foul-air  outlets  from  classrooms  into  extraction- Quoe.  ̂ ,  Branch  extraction 
pipes  from  top  classrooms,  h.  Ventilating  openings  in  ceilings.  /,  Air  inlet-brackets  admitting  screened  and  purified  air.  /',  Ventilating 
radiators  admitting  warmed,  screened,  and  purified  air.  [Xote.— The  fresh-air  supply  admitted  through  the  inlets,  screened,  purified,  and 
warmed  or  cooled,  as  required,  traverses  the  classrooms  on  its  way  to  the  foul-air  exits,  on  the  opposite  sides  of  the  rooms,  insunng  complete 
ditTusion  and  change  of  air  at  all  times  without  draught.] 

In  warm  weather  open  windows  may  safely  be 
employed  to  supplement  the  ventilation,  as  there 
is  then  not  the  same  danger  from  draughts  ns  in 
the  winter,  when  special  ventilating  arrangements 
are  most  retjuired,  and  are,  indeed,  an  absolute 
necessity.  When  the  temperature  of  the  air  in  a 

clasaroom  is  60°  to  65^  F.,  the  air  is  expelled 
from  the  lupgs  at  a  temperature  of  S5-  to  90" 
F.,  and,  along  with  the  heated  exhalations 
from  the  body,  ascends  with  considerable  velocity 
to  the  upper  parts  of  the  room,  from  whence  it 
should  be  drawn  off,  and  not  permitted  to  return 
to  be  reinhaled. 

The  extraction  should,  therefore,  always  be 
from  above,  which  can  easily  be  effected  by  the 
intelligent  utilisation  of  the  natural  forces  which 
are  always  at  work,  in  the  never-ceasingmovement 
which  exists  in  the  atmosphere,  and  without  the 
aid  of  costly  mechanical  appliances,  which  are 
unnecessary,  and  which  have  not  been  found  in 
actual  practice  to  be  so  efficient  or  reliable  as 
natural  ventilation,  when  properly  applied.  Great 
care  should,  however,  be  taken  in  the  selection  of 
ventilators,  as  much  depends  upon  their  correct 
constraction.  The  most  dangerous  form  of  ven- 

tilation is  where  the  air  is  admitted  at  the  higher 
parts  of  the  room  and  forced  downwards  by  pro- 

pulsion, and  extracted  near  the  lloor,  as  the 
ascending  vitiated  air  is  thereby  returned — in 
opposition  to  the  natural  laws  which  govern 
ventilation — to  be  reinhaled  along  with  the  pro- 

ducts of  combustion  and  other  deleterious  matter 
contained  in  the  air. 

In  a  paper  on  "  Ventilation,"  read  before  the 
Society  of  Arts,  London,  the  lecturer  said : 
"After  several  tests  in  schools  ventilated  on  each 
system,  it  was  clearly  demonstrated  that  in 
none  of  the  schools  examined  and  ventilated 
mechanically  by  extraction — even  in  a  new 
school  opened  for  a  week  or  two— was  the  air 
found  to  be  more  pure  than  in  those  exiimined 
and  ventilated  naturally  without  any  mechanism. ' ' 

According  to  the  analysis,  the  number  of 
bacteria  found  in  the  air  of  the  schools  ventilated 
naturally  were  about  Jj  per  cent,  less  than  in  the 
air  of  the  schools  artifically  ventilated. 

"  The  report  on  the  influenza  epidemic,"  says 
the  ii>i  j/  doiemnunt  Journal,  "presented  to 
Farliament  by  the  Local  Government  Board 
mdxates   the    extreme    importance   of 

proper 

ventilation — especially  in  schools — and  is  .pro- 
nounced to  be  the  only  real  safegpnird  against 

that  disease. 

"  The  statistics  given  point  to  one  town  where 
the  schools  are  mechanically  ventilated  on  the 

down-draught  principle,  as  being  the  'chief  focus of  the  disease  in  Scotland.  So  far  as  the  children 
in  the  schools  are  concerned,  this  is  easUy  ac- 

counted for,  as  the  warm,  inJEected  air  expelled 
from  the  lungs  is  returned  by  the  descending 
current,  and  is  not  only  reinhaled,  but  is  also 
breathed  by  the  other  scholars. 

"  With  natural  (ventilation  by  diffusion  and 
extraction  this  cannot  occur,  as  the  air  is  admitted 
at  a  level,  and  in  a  manner  in  accordance  with 
the  laws  of  nature,  the  hot,  vitiated  air  being 
drawn  off  at  the  top  of  the  building,  to  where  it 
ascends,  and  not  permitted  to  return,  as  with 
downward  ventilation,  to  spread  disease  and 
death  among  those  compelled  to  breathe  it. 

' '  At  the  congress  of  the  British  Institute  of 
Public  Health,  Mr.  J.  T.  Bailey,  architect  to  the 
London  School  Board,  read  a  paper  in  which  he 
stated  his  experience  of  the  ventilation  of  schools, 
the  method  which  he  found  most  satisfactory 

being  the 'natural'  system.  Mr.  Bailey  cited 
as  an  example  the  Hugh  Jlyddleton  School, 
opened  by  H.K.H.  the  Prince  of  Wales  in 
December,  1893,  which  is  ventUated  with  a 

'  natural '  system,  with  which  method  Mr.  Bailev 
said  '  There  was  an  entire  absence  of  what  is 
known  as  the  school  smell,  and  these  means  have 

proved  amply  sufficient  in  their  results.'  " 
Professor  Camelley,  in  a  report  on  the  ventila- 

tion of  schools,  comparing  the  cost  of  natural 
with  artificial  ventilation,  says,  "  In  naturally- 
ventilated  schools,  the  cost  of  ventilation  is  but  a 
fraction.  With  mechanically-ventilated  schools 
this  comparison  cannot  be  made.  To  fit  up  a 
school  for  1,000  children  with  mechanical  venti- 

lation would  cost  from  £100  to  1'700  more  than  if 
one  of  the  ordinary  methods  were  employed." 

There  are  many  different  contrivances  in  use 
for  washing,  screening,  and  purifying  the  air 
supply,  the  majority  of  which  answer  their 
purpose  fairly  well,  though  the  evidence  would 
seem  to  indicate  that  they  are  found  to  bo  most 
effective  when  employed  in  connection  with  a 
"  natural  "  system  of  ventilation,  where  the  air 
is  not  mechanically    propelled,    but    is  drawn 

through  by  extraction,  the  air  being  more 
thoroui^hly  purified  when  drawn  in  at  a  lo\ii 
velocity  than  when  forced  in  under  pressure. 

Galton  says,  "  If  air  is  forced  rapidly  through 
a  screen  it  cannot  fail  to  carry  dust  with  it." The  Metropolitan  Asylums  Board  employ  a 
natural  system  of  ventilation  by  extraction  from 
the  ceiling,  and  admission  of  air  from  below — the 
plan  approved  by  the  Local  Government  Board. 
The  purity  and  freshness  of  the  air  in  the  wards, 
especially  in  the  more  recent  hospitals,  is 
remarkable.  The  fresh  air  supply  is  screened 

and  purified,  and  the  temperature  can  be  regu- 
lated as  required.  No  fog  or  other  impurities 

in  the  external  air  ever  find  access  to  the  wards, 
the  atmosphere  of  which  is  perfectly  clear  and 
bright,  even  during  a  dense  fog. 

Sir  Henry  Burdett,  in  "  Hospitals  and  .Asylums 
of  the  World , ' '  states  that  after ' '  A  close  examina- 

tion of,  and  several  tests  which  wo  applied,  the 
system  of  ventilation  (Plenum)  at  the  Victoria 
General  Infirmary  (Glasgow)  convince  us  that 
whereas  the  main  duct  ia  kept  comparatively  free 
from  grit  and  dust,  the  small  ducts  communicating 
directly  with  the  wards  have  not  been  protected 
against  the  intrusion  of  these  deleterious  matters. 
Indeed,  the  evidence  shows  that  with  the  air 
very  much  enters  that  should  be  e.xcludod  from 
the'  wards,  as  the  walla  and  ceilings  eloquently 
testify.  We  are  of  the  opinion  that  the  method 
of  wiishing  the  air  is  imperfect,  and  might  be 
improved.  This  would  tend  to  minimise  the 
amount  of  dust  and  blacks  which  at  present  find 

their  way  into  the  wards." Dr.  Armatong,  a  lioyal  Commissioner  on 
ventilation,  says  :  "  Unfortun.ately,  I  hive  lived 
for  tho  last  dozea  years  or  more  under  a  system 
in  which  sir  ia  forced  in,  and  aiything  more 

pernicious  I  cannot  imagine— in  London,  at  all 
events.  It  might  be  satifactory,  perhaps,  in  the 

dustless  atmosphere  of  the  countrj-,  but  in  the 
dust-laden  air  of  the  .Metropolis  such  a  system  is 
abominable,  and  my  experience  would  lead  me  to 
prefer  in  all  casea  the  introduction  of  air  by 
suction  rather  than  by  pressure.  That  system 
has  the  great  advantage  that  the  air  can  be 
introduced  at  a  very  large  number  of  places 

without  producing  draughts." 
In  the  diacnssion  on  a  paper  re:ently  read 

before  the  Royal  Institute  of  British  Archite'.t*. 
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Mr.  E.  W.  Mountford,  F.U.I. B.A.,  said,  "  Only 
qaito  recently  several  members  of  the  Inatitnte 
Council  were  taken  over  a  large  building  in 
Birmingham  which  had  recently  been  fitted  up 
with  thi6  system,  and  he  had  Seen  struck  witn 
the  c-jnsidurable  accumulation  of  very  black  dost 
in  the  ducts  through  which  the  warmed  air  was 
forced  into  the  vutious  wards.  Now,  that  dust 
represented  simply  the  thicker  and  heavier 
particles  which  the  fans  had  not  been  able  to 
lorco  into  the  wards,  and  it  seemed  to  him  an 
absolute  certainty  that  a  great  deal  of  dust  had 
been  forced  into  the  wards  and  swallo<red  by  the 
patients.  In  a  new_ building  there  was  not  much 
obj'iction  to  that  possibly;  but  as  time  went  on 
and  the  soot  accumulated,  and  more  and  more 
was  farced  into  the  lungs  of  the  patients,  it  would 
become  »  very  big  question  whether  the  '  Plenum ' 
system  would  not  be  taken  out  of  those  buildings, 

and  something  of  a  different  nature  put  in.'' 
(To  be  continutd.) 

GLASS   PAVEilEN'T. 
EAKLV  in  October,  1898,  a  paving  company 

of  Lyons,  France,  began  laying  on  the  Rue 
de  1»  Eepublique,  in  that  dty,  a  piece  of  pave- 

ment of  ceramo-crystal,  ceramic  stone,  or  de- 
vitrified  glass.  During  the  months  of  November 

and  ■December  and  thus  far  in  1899  this  pave- ment has  been  driven  over  during  all  hours  of 
the  day  and  night.  It  has  stocl  as  hard  usage 
as  any  pavement  could  be  subjected  to  during 
that  time,  and  is  still  said  to  be  in  an  admirable 
state  of  preservation.  The  glass  or  ceramic  stone 
pavement  is  laid  in  the  form  of  blocks  Sin.  square, 
each  block  containing  sixteen  parts  in  the  form  of 
checkers.  These  blocks  are  so  closely  fitted  to- 

gether that  water  cannot  pass  between  them,  and 
the  whole  pavement  loo';s  like  one  large  checker- 
boaid.  The  road-bed  slopes  gently  to  the  walk 
on  each  side.  Some  of  the  edges  of  the  checkers 
have  been  broken  off  by  wear.  United  States 
Consul  Covert  counted  some  twenty  of  them  that 
have  been  slightly  chipped  on  the  edges.  It  is 
contended  that  this  does  not  argue  against  the 
value  of  the  material  as  a  pavement,  and  that 
any  kind  of  stone  would  have  suffered  just  as 
much  or  more  in  the  same  time. 

Mr.  Covert  visited  the  Ceramo- Crystal  Manu- 
facturing Company's  works  at  the  suburban 

village  of  Demi-Lune,  about  six  miles  from 
Lyons.  The  factories  cover  nearly  8,000  square 
yards  of  ground.  Work  is  now  stopped  in  them 
while  additions  are  being  made  to  the  buUdings 
in  the  shape  of  second  stories.  In  the  yards  are 
many  tons  of  broken  bottles,  which  the  superin- 

tendent told  him  was  their  "  raw  material."  On 
the  four  sides  of  a  large  brick  smokestack  are 
specimens  of  ceramo-crystal  for  buildings  and 
interior  decoration,  some  of  the  pieces  as  smooth 
33  highly  polished  marble,  others  being  rough, 
like  cut  btune,  and  still  others  having  a  surface 
Jike  common  brick.  The  advantages  attributed 
to  this  ceramo-crystal  by  the  manufacturers  are  : 
As  a  pavement,  it  has  a  greater  resistance  than 
stone ;  it  is  a  poor  conductor  of  heat,  and  ice 
will  not  form  upon  it  readily  ;  dirt  will  not 
accumulate  upon  it  as  easily  as  upon  stone,  and  it 
wiU  not  retrain  microbes  ;  it  is  more  durable  than 
stone  and  just  as  cheap.  The  Central  Archi- 

tectural (society  of  France  made  a  report  recently 
on  this  ceramic  stone. 

An  elaborate  article  in  the  "  Revue  des  Deux 

Mondcs ' '  treated  the  question  under  the  heading 
of  "  A  Class  House,"  the  writer  asserting  that  a 
large  house  constructed  entirely  of  glass  would  be 

an  attractive  feature  of  the  coming  World's 
Exposition  in  1900.  He  said  that  glass  could 
be  used  for  tubes,  pipes,  vats,  tiles,  smokestacks 
for  factories,  and  for  buildings.  Double  glass 
walls  in  a  house  would  admit  of  the  circulation 
between  them  of  cold  or  warm  air,  thus  regulating 
<tbc  temperature.  The  glass  house,  or  the 
luminous  palace,  which  it  has  been  decided  to 
build  on  the  grounds  of  the  1900  Exposition,  is 
now  being  constructed. 

be  quickly  printed  on  a  drawing,  and  at  the  same 
time  give  a  creditable  appearance  and  also 
preserve  a  distinctly  uniform  style.  All  this  is 
acompUshed  by  means  of  movable  type  easily 
set  in  a  frame,  and  while  the  results  are  not  of 
the  ornate  order  so  dear  to  some  draughtsmen, 
they  are  lees  costly  and  serve  the  purpose 
perfectly.  In  reply  to  an  inquiry  of  Jlr.  F.  >I. 
Whyte,  mechanical  engineer  of  the  Chicago  and 
Northwestern  Railway,  for  his  practice  in  this 
line,  Mr.  Whyte  writes  as  follows  : 

"  In  regard  tj  the  use  of  a  printing-press  for 
printing  titles  on  tracings,  we  are  using  a  small 
hand-press  for  this  purpose,  the  frame  of  which 
measure!  !in.  by  Cin.  When  it  was  first  pro- 

posed to  purchase  a  printing-press,  the  one  we 
have  was  considered  sufficiently  large :  but  it  has 
been  remarked  several  times  since  that  it  would 
have  been  better  had  we  purchased  a  larger  one. 
The  length  of  the  frame  given  above  limits  the 
length  of  the  title,  but  we  find  it  large  enough 
for  the  purpose,  as  we  try  to  make  the  title  as 
short  and  expressive  as  possible.  We  have  three 
fonts  of  type,  and  you  can  j  udge  of  their  size  by 
the  attached  print.  We  find  these  sizes  of  type 
convenient  and  quite  satisfactory.  I  might  tell 
you  our  experience  which  practically  drove  us  to 
the  adoption  of  a  hand-press.  First,  of  course, 
it  costs  considerable  to  put  titles  on  drawings, 
whether  the  work  is  done  with  the  usual  drawing 
instruments  or  by  freehand.  To  reduce  this  cost, 
we  tried  first  to  use  a  rubber  stamp,  but  the  ink 
which  we  found  would  work  satisfactorily  with 
the  rubber  stamp  would  not  give  a  print,  so  that, 
after  putting  the  title  on  with  the  stamp,  we 
would  have  to  turn  the  tracing  over  and  ink  it  on 
the  back  with  black  drawing-ink.  This,  of 
course,  was  no  great  improvement  on  putting  the 
titles  on  by  hand.  We  found  we  could  not  use 
b'ack  ink  on  the  rubber-stamp,  because  the  gaso- 

line used  for  removal  of  the  ink  from  the  stamp 
after  using  it  would  destroy  the  rubber  type.  It 
was  also  difficult  to  get  a  perfect  impression  with 
the  rubber  stamp.  The  first  difficulty  ex- 

perienced with  the  hand-press  was  that  the  ink 
would  not  dry  fast  enough  after  the  title  had  been 
put  on  the  tracing,  but  this  trouble  was  over- 

come by  using  a  light,  fine  powder  to  absorb  the 
ink,  so  that  we  now  take  a  print  from  the  tracing 
immediately  after  titling  it.  Fine  powder  should 
be  used,  because,  otherwise,  the  large  flakes  of 
coarse  powder  will  overhang  the  edge  of  the  letter 
and  produce  ragged  edges.  We  use  the  ordinary 

quick-drjing  printers'  ink  for  our  press.  The 
first  cost  for  us  w;ts  about  £5  for  the  complete 
outfit,  and  it  is  believed  that  the  first  month  or 

two's  saving  would  cover  that." 

Y.  X.  &  Z.  RY. 

CYLINDER,  18 
PATTERN     DRAWING 

CHICAGO.  ILL. JAN.  5.  1899. 

APPROVED  CORRECT 

SUPT.  M.P.    MECH.  ENGRT-OO  / 

The  stylo  of  letter  and  general  appejirance  of 
this  method  of  lettering  may  be  noted  from  the 
example  furnished,  which  is  reproduced  from  the 
sample  sent.  It  is  not  a  work  of  art,  but  it  is 
fitting  for  the  purpose,  and  the  practice  indicates 
an  intention  to  get  the  greatest  possible  value  out 
of  the  drawing-office  force. 

TITLES    ON    DRAWINGS. 

IN  the  routine  of  the  drawing-office  the  work 
of  placing  titles  on  tracings  is  a  matter  of 

considerable  importance,  and  causes  a  great 
sacrifice  of  time  when  done  by  hand,  no  matter 
how  expert  the  artist  may  be  at  either  freehand 
or  instrument  work.  This  fact,  taken  in  con- 

nection with  the  lack  of  uniformity  in  hand  work, 
has  led  to  devising  schemes  by  which  a  title  may 

THE  CANTILEVER  BRIDGE  :  ITS  DESIGN 
AND  CON.STRUCTION.— XI. 

HAVING  thoroughly  investigated  the  general 
principles  which  govern  the  design  and 

construction  of  cantilever  bridges,  and  illustrated 
by  numerous  examples  the  prevailing  types 
adopted  by  engineers  for  that  particular  class  of 
structure,  we  must  now  pass  on  to  those  details 
which  require  a  more  minute,  a  more  searching, 
and,  at  the  same  time,  a  more  laborious  investi- 

gation and  analysis.  It  is  not  our  intention  to 
employ  any  of  the  branches  of  the  higher  mathe- 

matics in  carrying  out  the  computations  and 
calculations  necessary  to  impart  to  the  bridge  the 
requisite  degree  of  strength  and  rigidity,  and  to 
render  each  member  of  it  adequate  to  resist  the 
stresses  induced  upon  it.  A  fair  acquaintance 
with  the  rules  of  algebra  and  trigonometry,  of 

diagrams  of  treaaes,  polygons  of  forces,  and  of 
graphical  statics  will  be  assumed  as  a  matter  of 
course  on  the  part  of  our  readers. 

It  has  been  previously  stated,  and  reasons 
given  for  the  statement,  that  the  central  inde- 

pendent girder,  resting  at  each  end  upon  the 
extremities  of  the  projecting  cantilever  arms, 
will  be  first  considered  and  dealt  with,  as  it  is 
not  affec'ed  to  the  least  extent  whatever  by  any 
of  the  loading  upon  the  other  parts  of  the  bridge. 
It  is  subject^  to  the  action  of  the  dead  weight 
upon  itself  and  to  that  of  the  rolling  or  lire  lual 
only  while  it  is  traversing  it.  The  latter,  as  will 
be  subsequently  pointed  out,  can  be  replaced  by 
an  equivalent  uniformly  distributed  load,  a  sub- 

stitution which  very  much  facilitates  the  calcnla  - 
tions,  and  is  quite  sufficiently  accurate  for  all 
practical  purposes.  Owing  to  the  limited  space 
at  our  disposal  for  diagrams  and  illustrations,  it 
will  be  impossible  to  select  as  an  example  a 
cantilever  bridge  of  even  moderate  dimensions. 
This  unavoidable  restriction  wiU  not  in  any 
degree  affect  the  principle  of  the  design  or  the 
type  of  truss  or  girder  employed,  nor  the  accuracy 
and  integrity  of  the  calculations  of  the  loads  and 
stresses  upon  the  various  members  belonging  to  it. 
On  the  other  hand,  it  will  greatly  facilitate  the 
labour  of  the  necessary  computations,  as  the 
comparatively  small  span  of  the  example  selected 
and  represented  in  Fig.  1  very  considerably 
reduces  the  number  of  the  separate  component 
parts  of  the  truss,  and  consequently  the  number 
of  the  resultant  stresses  to  which  they  are  sub- 

jected. In  any  case,  it  will  be  admitted  thit  the 
simpler  the  example,  especially  when  the  chief 
object  aimed  at  is  to  instruct,  the  better,  provided 
always  that  it  is  sufficiently  large  and  complete 
to  embody  all  the  leading  principles  and  dis- 

tinguishing characteristics  which  belong  to  the 
type  of  structure  of  which  it  is  a  copy.  While 
neither  time  nor  labour  should  be  grudged  when 
necessity  requires  them ,  we  are  no  advocates  for 

taking  trouble  purely  for  trouble's  sake. 
The  illustration  in  Fig.  1,  which  is  drawn  to  a 

scale  of  twenty  feet  to  the  inch,  is  the  skeleton 
elevation  of  one  of  the  central  independent  trusses 
for  a  cantilever  bridge.  It  has  a  span  of  91ft. 
and  a  depth  of  one-seventh  the  span,  equal  to 
13ft.  It  may  be  mentioned  here  that  in  our 
calculations,  for  the  sake  of  simplicity,  and  as  no 
error  worth  mentioning  is  involved  in  the  substi- 

tution, the  value  of  the  span  will  be  taken  at  an 
even  90ft.  Since  there  are  seven  panels  in  the 
truss,  each  panel  is  equal  in  length  to  the  depth 
of  it,  which  makes  the  angle  between  the  diagonal 
members  of  the  web  and  the  lower  flange  of  the 

truss  equal  to  45°,  which  in  an  economical  point 
of  view  is  about  the  best  angle  to  adopt,  although 
not  perhaps  the  most  pleasing  in  appearance. 
The  total  load,  which  is  regarded  as  uniformly 
distributed  over  the  lower  flange,  is  always 
assumed  to  be  placed  at  each  intersection  of  the 
vertical  and  diagonal  members  of  the  web,  and 
the  flange,  as  represented  in  Fig.  1  by  the  e<iual 
weights  Wi  Wj  .  .  .  .  Wj,  each  of  which  is 
equal  to  one-sixth  of  the  total  load ;  and  their 
position  shows  that  the  truss  is  of  the  through 

type. 
It  will  be  noticed  that  Bows'  system  of  letter- 

ing has  been  adhered  to,  the  manifest  superiority 
of  which  method  has  been  previously  pointed 
out  and  the  key  to  its  reading  explained.  It 

may,  perhaps,  be  just  remarked  that  the  letter O  indicates  the  whole  of  the  space  external  to  the 
upper  boom  and  the  terminal  diagonals,  while  P 
signifies  the  space  external  to  the  lower  flange. 
To  render  this  explanation,  which  is  of  great 
importance,  perfectly  clear,  it  may  be  stated  at 
the  risk  of  a  brief  recapitulation  that  the  end 
panel  length  of  the  lower  flange  at  the  left 
support  is  read  as  KV.  The  similar  length  of 
the  upper  flange  will  be  BO,  and  the  second 
diagram  and  vertical  members  from  the  right 
abutment  will  be  represented  by  the  letters  L  M 
and  K  L  respectively.  The  dotted  diagonal  lines 
in  the  web  of  the  truss  are  counterbraces,  which 
are  not  required  under  the  conditions  obtaining 
with  a  load  uniformly  distributed,  but  must  be 
inserted  to  provide  for  the  action  of  a  rolling 
road,  which  successively  advances  upon  and 
recedes  from  the  bridge.  As  the  reason  for  the 
introduction  of  counterbraces  in  a  few  central 

so  apparent  as  in  the  case 
braces,  it  will  be  a  fitting 
refer    to  it  more  fully.     With 
  Ws    symmetrically 
both  sides  of  the  centre  of 

the  truss,  ais  in  Fig.  1.  there  will  be  no  stress 

upon  the  bars  Fa  and  Ga,  because  the  action  of 

spans    IS    not 
of    the    main 

opportunity    to 
the    loads     W, 
arranged    upon 
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the  weights  upon  the  one  half  the  girder  upon 
these  bars  wiu  be  equal  to  that  of  the  weights 
upon  the  other  half,  and  as  their  directions  and 
signs  are  opposite  to  one  another  they  will 
neutralise  or  balance  one  another,  and  the  bars 
themselves  will  be  free  from  all  stress.  If  now 
we  take  away  some  or  all  of  the  live  weights  upon 
one  half  of  the  truss,  the  biilance  bcoomes 
destroyed,  and  the  stress  upon  the  countorbraoes 
will  vary  with  the  length  of  the  longer  of  the 
loaded  segments  into  which  the  span  of  the  girder 
is  divided. 
The  principle  of  counterbracing  and  the 

necessity  for  it  will  be  readily  apparent  from  a 
consideration  of  the  skeleton  elevation  of  the 
small  Warren  girder  in  Fig.  2.  This  example  of 
truss  was  the  prototype  of  all  open  web  girders, 
and  was  originally  built  wholly  of  cast-iron, 
although  that  material  was  speedily  replaced  by 
wrought  iron.  It  has  long  since  been  almost  dis- 

carded, though  it  did  good  service  in  its  time, 
after  the  mistake  of  the  employment  of  cast-iron 
had  been  rectified.  There  are  several  old 
specimens  of  these  girders  to  be  seen  carrying 
the  South-Eastem  Railway  over  .loiner-street,  a 
side  thoroughfare  leading  out  of  Tooley-street. 
Referring  to  Fig.  2,  let  the  truss  be  supposed  to 
be  loaded  with  wpights  of  equal  amounts  on  the 
upper  apices  B,  EFK — that  is,  covered  with  a 
uniformly  distributed  load,  arranged  symmetric- 

ally on  both  sides  of  the  centre-line  1*  V.  These 
weights  will  give  rise  to  stresses  of  compression 
and  tension  upon  the  upper  and  lower  tlmges 
and  the  diagonal  members  of  the  web  of  the 
girder,  as  indicated  by  the  thick  lines  respectively 
in  the  figure.  Under  these  conditions  of  loading 
there  will  be  no  stress  upon  the  central  bars  of 
the  web  E  D  and  F  D,  as  will  be  evident  if  we 
analyse  the  action  of  the  individual  weights 
upon  the  apices  in  opposite  directions.  It  will 
not  be  necessary,  in  order  to  thoroughly  investi- 

gate this  part  of  our  subject,  to  refer  to  the 
stresses  induced  upon  the  ilanges.  but  the 
diagonal  bars  will  be  alone  dealt  with,  as  they 
are  quite  sufficient  for  fully  elucidating  the 
problem.  Commencing  with  that  portion  of  the 
weight  at  B  which,  by  the  laws  governing  loaded 
etrnctures,  is  transferred  to  the  right  .abutment 
L,  we  find  that  in  its  passage  it  compresses  the 
bars  B  C,  E  D,  F  U,  and  K  L,  and  pulls  upon  or 
brings  a  stress  of  a  tensile  character  upon 
the  bars  C  E,  D  F,  and  II  K.  A  point  that 
should  be  noticed  here  i.s  thut  this  part  of 
the  weight  at  B  brings  stresses  upon  all  the 
diagonal  bars  ia  the  web  situated  between  it  and 
the  centre  of  the  truss,  of  a  character  the  opposite 
of  that  to  which  they  are  exposed  when  the 
action  of  a  uniformly  distributed  load  is  taken 

into  account,  t  'pon  the  diagonal  bars  belonging to  the  remaining  or  right-hand  half  of  the 
girder  the  stresses  induced  are  of  the  same 
character  or  sign  as  when  they  are  under  the 
conditions  of  a  uniform  loading.  The  part  of  the 
second  weight  at  E  compresses  the  bars  I^;  D, 
FH,  and  K  L,  and  stretches  D  F  .and  H  K.  If 
we  now  consider  the  other  half  of  the  girder  and 
treat  the  weight  at  K  and  F  with  respect  to  the 
left-hand  abutment,  exactly  as  we  have  done 
with  the  weight  at  B  in  regard  to  the  right 
abutment,  it  will  be  found  that  the  stress  upon 
each  separate  bar  is  of  the  same  amount,  but  of 
an  exactly  opposite  character  to  those  produced 
by  the  weights  on  the  left  half  of  the  truss.  The 
comparison  and  summation  of  the  different 
stresses  will  be  best  exemplified  by  tabulating 
them.  It  must  be  home  in  mind  that  the 
character  af  the  actual  stress  upon  any  diagonal 
bar  will  be  the  algebraical  sum  of  the  different 
stresses,  whether  they  are  plus  or  minus,  or  plus 
and  minos.     In  Table  I.  the  stress  brought  upon 

each  bar  of  the  web  is  given  in  the  columns  under 
the  letters  assigned  to  them  in  Fig.  2.  The 
weights  are  taken  equal  to  one  ton  each,  so  that 
counting  from  that  at  B,  and  putting  K,  K,,  Rj, 
and  Rj,  for  the  reaction  of  the  weights  at  B,  E, 

F,  and  K,  we  shall  have — 
R  =  0125.     R,  =  0-37o.     R,  =  0  625.     Rj  =  0  875, 
and  for  a  check  upon  the  calculation,  the  equation 

becomes — 2  (R  +  R,  +  R,  +  Rj)  =  4  X   W. 
To  determine  the  stresses  upon  the  bars  due  to 

these  separate  reactions  or  vertical  shearing 
stresses  as  they  really  are,  the  value  of  the  angle 
which  the  diagonal  bars  in  the  web  make  with 
the  horizontal  flanges,  must  be  known.  Putting 
S  to  represent  any  required  stress,  and  9  for  the 
angle,  then  the  different  values  of  S  are — 
R  X  cosec.  6,  Ri  x  cosec.  6,  R^  x  cosec.  9,  Rj  x  cosec.  t. 

In  Fig.  2,  the  value  of  9  is  liO',  so  that  we  can 
check  the  accuracy  of  the  stress  upon  the  last 
diagonal  bar  K  L  by  the  formula — 

S  =  (R  -I-  R,  -H  Rj  -I-  R3)  cosec.  (,. 

Making  9  =  CO^,  then — 
S  =  2W  X  2=  -l-O. 

the  same  result  given  in  Table  I.  It  should  be 
noticed   that    reactions,    and    cansequently   the 

stresses  upon  the  diagonal  bars,  follow  the  series 
of  the  odd  numbers  1,  3,  5,  and  7,  so  that  having 
once  obtained  the  stress  that  the  weight  at  B 
brings  upon  each  and  all  of  the  bars,  those  upon 
them  induced  by  the  other  weights  at  the  other 
apices  are  all  multiples  of  the  first. 

Table  I. — Diagonal  Bars. 

f'SgiAB    BC  i  CE  j  ED DF  (  FH 

—  !^0-25  -0  25  +0-25 

Total       '+0-25  -0-25  +100  -lOOii-2-25  -2-25+4  00 I 

-0  75, +0-75 —      +l-2o 

HK 
-0-25 -075 

-1-25 KL 

sum  and  difference  of  the  total  stresses  obtained 

by  using  each  reaction  separately  gives  the  actual 
stress  upon  the  diagonal  bars  under  the  condi- 

tions attending  a  uniformly  distributed  load.  It 
will  be  seen  from  Table  III.  how  the  stretaes 
in  the  two  central  bars  E  D  and  I)  F  become 
equal  to  zero.  It  is  also  evident  that  passage  of  a 
live  load  subjects  them  to  alternate  stresses  of 

tension  and  compression  or  "reversals,"  as  they 
are  frequently  termed.  These  two  bars,  therefore, 
would  have  to  be  counterbraced ,  which  in  the 
girder  shown  in  Fig.  2  would  be  accomplished  by 
making  them  of  such  a  section  as  would  enable 
them  to  withstand  both  descriptions  of  strefees, 
and  they  would  answer  just  the  same  purpose  as 
the  bars  shown  in  dotted  lines  in  Fig.  1. 

Table  HI.— Diaoo.val  Babs. 

+  026 

+  0-75 
+  125 

+  1-75 

Table  II. — Diagonal  Bab 

loT  AB 
B 
E 
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Total 

BC{CEIEDDF     FH      HK<L i 

+  175      —     '     - +  1  25  -1-25  +1-25 
+0-75'-075   ♦075-0-75  +075      - 
+  0-251-0-25  +0-25  -0  25 

+  •00-2-25+225-1-00 

+  0-25  -0-25 

+  1-00-0-26 

A  summary  and  comparison  of  Tables  I.  and 
II.  are  given  in  Table  III.,  and  the  algebraical 
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ED 

DF 
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+  2  26 +  1-00 

-1-00 
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-226 

+  0  26 
+  400 
000 

+  4-00  -2-00 
+8-00 

000 

0-00 

+  2-00 

-2-CO 

14-00 

The  voitical  shearing  stress  at  any  point  in  a 

girder,  whether  of  the  solid  plate  or  open-web 

type,  is  identical,  and  is  found  by  the  same  ru'es. 
Let  i"ig.  3  represent  a  plate  girder  in  elevation, 
of  which  L  equals  the  span.  It  is  required  to 
find  the  vertical  shearing  stress  at  the  point  E  F, 

^ ^ 

c 
^  Y    -^ 

1^     _       _       |_      _      _4- 

Fio.  3. 

placed  at  a  distance  Y  from  the  centre  of  the 
girder  A  L,  first  when  the  girder  is  uniforinly 
loaded,  and  secondly  when  it  is  under  the  action 
of  a  rolling  or  live  load.  In  the  first  case  it  is  an 
axiom  that  the  shearing  stress  at  any  point  of  a 
girder  ia  equal  to  the  total  weight  situated 
between  that  point  and  the  centre  of  the  girder. 
Putting  W  for  the  weight  per  foot  run  on  the 

girder,  and  S  for  the  shearing  stress,  we  obtain — S  =  W  >  Y. 

It  is  not  difficiilt  to  prove  this  statement.  At 
each  of  the  abutments  the  total  shearing  stress  is 

equal  to — ■ 

W  X  L 
2 

But  the  shearing  stress  of  the  line  E  F  is  evi- 
dently less  than  the  total  shearing  stress  at  the 

abutment  C,  by  the  weight  of  that  portion 
of  load  situated  between  it  and  the  abutment  G, 
which  must  accordingly  be  subtracted  from  the 
stress  at  the  abutment  to  give  that  at  E  F.  Now 
the  weight  of  the  load  between  the  line  E  F  and 
the  abutment  C  equals — 

W 

So  that  the  equation- W  X  L 

'-w(5-v) 

represents  the  shearing  stress  at  E  F.  S.)lving. 
we  obtain,  putting  S  as  before  for  the  stress  at 

the  lino  E  F — s  =  ̂ ^J^-vf  fl;  -  y) 

\v 

Y'
 

as  already  found.  In  the  second  case,  instead 
of  the  load  being  uniformly  distributed,  let  it 
take  the  form  of  an  ordinary  railway  train, 
which  will  successively  cover  the  bridge  ia  its 

passage  across.  When  the  live  load  has 
advanced  from  the  abutment  1)  to  the  distance  of 
E  V.  so  as  to  cover  the  whole  of  tho  larger 

eegment  of  the  girder,  it  is  manifest  the  sh&iring- 
strcss  at  E  F  will  be  a  maximum,  and  since  there 

is  no  weight  to  be  subtracted  from  the  calcu- 
lation, owing  to  the  fact  ih.at  there  is  no  rolling 

load  between  EF  and  the  abutment  (',  sothat 
the  shearing- stress  at  E  will  be  equal  tj  the 
weight  of  the  load  upon  the  longer  segment 
multiplied  by  the  distanc«  of  its  centre  of  gravity 
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from  E  F  and  divided  by  twice  L.  Thia  calcu- 
lation may  be  put  in  a  mathematical  form  as 

follows: — Let  Si  =  shearing  stress  at  E  F,  then 
the  equation  becomes — 

S,  = 
If  we  make  — 

A  = 

. = (ii-'y 
2L 

the  formula  may  be  simplified  and — 

A  very  similar  expression  can  be  found  for  the 
shearing  stress,  when  the  rolling  load  covers  the 
shorter  3egment  of  the  girder.  Putting  this 
length  equal  to  B,  and  St  for  the  shearing  stress, 
we  have — 

From  either  of  these  last  two  equations  the  shear- 
ing stresses  at  the  abutments  and  at  the  centre 

of  the  girder  can  be  easily  ascertained.  At  the 
abutments  .\  =  B  =  L,  and — 

S  =  '«'xL 

Making  S,  =  stress  at  centre,  then  A  =  B  = 

and — 

S,= 

Wx  L 

8 

In  the  case  of  all  open-web  trussed  girders, 
these  shearing  stresses  must  be  multiplied  by 
cosecant  5  to  give  the  actual  stresses  brought  upon 
the  diagonal  members  of  the  web.  These  prin- 

ciples will  be  applied  in  determining  in  our  next 
article  the  stresses  upon  the  central  independent 
girder  in  Fig.  2,  which  belongs  to  the  Howe  type of  truss. 

A  isEVr  ARTIFICIAL  STONE. 

NUMEROI'S  and  various  are  the  processes which  have  been  invented  and  patented 
both  at  home  and  abroad  for  the  production  and 
manufacture  of  artificial  stone.  Notwithstanding 
the  multitude  of  them,  new  specimens  are 
frequently,  especially  on  the  other  side  of  the 
Atlantic,  introduced  to  the  public  and  placed  on 
the  market.  Generally  speaking,  they  may  all 
be  said  to  consist  of  an  intimate  mixture  of  sand, 
cinders,  furnace  slag,  clinkers,  stone  chippings, 
and  some  descriptions  of  waste  or  by-products, 
with  some  material  of  a  strong  binding  or 
adhesive  nature,  such  as  lime,  cement,  gypsum, 
soluble  glass,  and  asphalte.  Occasionally  the aid  of  chemical  saline  solutions  is  called  in.  as  in 
the  case  of  chloride  of  calcium  in  the  manufacture 

of  Kanaomo's  well-known  patent  stone,  to 
complete  the  process,  and  form  a  powerful  and 
durable  cement  to  permanently  maintain  the 
thorough  incorporation  of  the  harder  ingredients. 
The  principal  difference  between  all  processes  of 
this  character  consists  in  the  method  adopted  to 
force  the  chloride  of  calcium  or  other  chemical 
solution  into  thepores  of  the  mass,  so  that  they  shall 
be  exhaustively  permeated  by  the  indurating  fluid. 
The  more  completely  this  part  of  the  manufacture 
is  effected,  the  more  useful  and  durable  will  be 
the  stone.  It  may  be  asked,  What  are  briefly 
the  principal  qualities  by  which  a  good  artificial 
stone  should  be  distinguished  r  In  the  first  place, 
it  should  possess  a  very  high  degree  of  cohesive 
power  ;  secondly,  it  should  be  endowed  with  com- 

paratively an  enormous  compressive  strength ; 
thirdly,  it  must  be  able  to  resist  with  impunity 
the  destructive  action  of  atmospheric  agents ; 
and,  in  addition  to  these  attributes,  it  must  not 
be  of  too  flinty  a  character,  or  it  will  be  both 
diflicult  and  expensive  to  "  tool  "  it.  As  a  matter 
of  course,  cttteris  paribus,  its  price  must  be  some- 

thing loss  than  that  of  the  natural  stones  for 
which  it  is  intended  to  act  as  a  substitute. 
A  new  artificial  stone  has  been  lately  intro- 

duced in  Belgium,  and  patented  by  M.  Ilms 
Havonschild.  The  experiments  undertaken  with 
it  have  afforded  results  so  satisfactory,  that  it 
will  probably  take  its  place  among  building 
materials.  .V  short  description  of  the  new  petre- 
faction  and  summary  of  the  qualities  it  possesses, 
according  to  the  recorded  particulars  of  the 
experimonts,  will  not,  we  think,  prove  un- 

interesting to  our  readers.  The  stone  itself 
is  of  strongly  hydrocalcareouj  composition, 
and  consists  of  limestone  chippings,  *'J)iv  of  lime- 

kilns, and  pieces  of  marble.     These  ingredients 

are  all  pulverised  by  machinery,  until  they  are 
brought  to  the  condition  of  a  fine  and  almost  im- 

palpable powder,  and  in  that  state  mixed  with 
powdered  slaked  lime  in  the  proportion  of  80,  or 
sometimes  90,  parts  by  weight  of  crushed  stone  to 
20  or  10  parts  of  lime.  .\(ter  being  subjected  to 
the  action  of  what  are  simply  powerful  pugmills, 
and  aided  by  the  addition  of  a  minimum  quantity 
of  water,  the  mixture  is  converted  into  a  porous, 
semi-plastic  mass,  which,  when  consolidated  by 
means  of  mechanical  hydraulic  presses,  is  readily 
moulded  into  any  desired  form.  When  the 
specimens  are  turned  out  from  the  moulds  they 

are  allowed  a  few  days'  leisure  in  the  open  to 
become  well  hardened,  and  are  then  fit  for  the 
hands  of  the  stonemason  to  be  cut  and  dressed  to 
any  shape  required.  In  this  respect  the  new 
artificial  stone  very  satisfactoril)-  fulfils  one  of  the 
requirements  we  have  enumerated  as  indispensable 
since  it  lends  itself  readily  to  the  action  of  the 
hammer,  the  saw,  and  the  chisel.  There  re- 

mains yet  another  phase  in  the  preparation  of 
the  stones  to  bo  gone  through  before  they 
are  fit  for  the  purposes  for  which  they  are 
intended.  This  consists  in  plunging  them 
first  into  a  bath  of  steam,  and  8ubse|uently 
into  one  of  carbonic  acid.  According  to  the  size 
of  the  stones,  the  period  of  their  immersion  is 
more  or  less  prolonged,  so  that  when  they  are 
taken  out  ther  are  thoroughly  hardened,  both 
internally  an<f  externally,  and  their  cohesive 
property  very  materially  increased.  If  a  suitable 
consistency  and  size  of  grain  be  adopted  for  the 
original  calcareous  mixture,  it  is  not  a  diflicult 
matter  to  insure  the  production  of  a  stone,  which 
is  susceptible  of  taking  a  very  high  polish,  quite 

equal  to  that  given  to  our  Aberdeen  and  I'eter- 
head  granites.  Similarly  to  all  these  artificial 
petrifactions,  the  new  product  increases  in  both 
tensile  and  compressive  strength  by  age.  When 
the  specimens  are  fresh  from  the  baths,  the  former 
isequal  to  '200,  and  the  latter  to  1,4001b.  per  square 
inch.  Another  week's  induration  augments  these 
figures  to  300  and  3,8001b.  respectively,  and  the 

maximum  results  were  as  high  as  600  and  4,30'Olb. per  same  unit,  which,  although  not  coming  up  to 
the  standard  of  basalt,  granite,  and  the  heavier 
descriptions  of  limestones,  is  ifar  in  excess  of 
whatever  duty  that  the  manufactured  stone  would 
have  to  fulfil.  T.  C. 

own  property.  If  compelled  to  remove,  thetenant 
may  sell  his  interest  or  have  the  principal  he  has 
paid  refunded,  less  \  per  cent,  per  annum  for 
depreciation.  A  tenant  may,  if  he  likes,  buy  the 
freehold,  which  is  held  by  Mr.  Hartley.  Though 
the  hoase3  are  near  Mr.  Hartley's  factory,  none 
of  them  are  occupied  by  his  workpeople.  The 
tenant-purchasers  comprise  commercial  travellers, 
clerks,  schoolmasters,  engine-drivers,  engineers, 
stewards,  &c.  Mr.  Hartley  has  altogether  som? 
200  acres  of  land  available  for  extending  his 
colony  if  desirable. 

TENANTS   THEIR   OWN   LANDLORDS. 

MR.  W.  r.  IliRTLEY,  of  Aihtree,  one  of 
the  suburbs  of  Liverpool,  recently  erected 

a  street  of  about  threescore  houses  for  workpeople 
toacquirc  on  easy  terms,  having  observed  the  bene- 

ficial working  of  a  scheme  of  the  sort  in  Phili- 
dclphia.  On  Monday  night  he  called  a  meeting 
of  tenant-purchasers  at  the  Aintree  Institute  to 
consider  whether  thej'  would  continue  under  the 
agreement  into  which  they  hid  entered,  or 
approach  the  liiverpool  City  Council  with  a  view 
to  that  body's  taking  over  the  enterprise  under 
the  provisions  of  Mr.  Chamberlain's  Small  Houses 
(Acquisition  of  Ownership)  Bill.  It  was  decided 
to  leave  the  matter  over,  so  that  it  could  be 
privately  discussed,  and  a  decision  is  to  be  given 
on  September  G.  The  6)  houses  erected  by 
Mr.  Hartley  are  on  the  two  sides  of  a 
street  (Cedar  -  road),  which  is  70ft.  wide 
between  the  walls.  The  roadway  is  20ft., 
each  side  walk  10ft.  wide,  and  the  gardens 
in  front  of  the  houses  are  15ft.  long.  The 
cost  of  erection  varied  from  £275  to  £370 
per  house,  and  the  terms  of  purchase  vary  in 
proportion.  In  a  £275  house  there  is  a  sitting- 
room,  kitchen  with  modem  range,  scuUery, 
pantry,  three  bedrooms,  small  bath-room,  with 
hot  and  cold  water,  and  coalhouse  and  water- 
closet  outside,  Imt  under  cover.  A  patent  cono 
boiler  in  the  scullery  prevents  steam  from 
escaping  into  the  remainder  of  the  house.  A 
£370  house  contains  a  front  sitting-room,  dining- 
room,  kitchen,  souUory,  pantry,  and  outhouses 
under  cover,  while  upstairs  are  three  bedrooms, 
bath,  and  watercloset,  and  double  attic  bedroom. 
I  n  all  cases  there  are  gardens  at  the  back  as  well 
as  the  front,  while  Sir.  Hartley  has  reserved  a 
plot  of  3,200  square  yards  as  a  recreation 
ground  for  the  colony.  The  tenant  has  to  piy 

for  ground-rent  about  £2  Gs.  a  yeir,  baside's repairs  and  rates,  and  he  pays  off  the  principal  at 
the  rate  of  3  J  per  cent,  per  annum,  or  £9  (m.  3d. 
in  the  case  of  a  £275  house.  He  also  piys  in- 

terest at  the  rate  of  3J  per  cant.  For  the  first 
year  there  is  a  total  of  £18  128.  Gi.,  but  the 
interest  will  diminish  as  the  principal  is  paid  off, 
and  in  18  years  the  house  becomes  the  tenant's 

CHIPS. 

At  Leicester  a  cemetery  and  an  isolated  hospital 
are  beint;  provided  by  the  corporation  on  a  portion 
of  the  Gilroe  Estate,  some  178  acres  in  extent. 
Thirty  acres  are  being  laid  out  as  a  cemetery  at 
a  cost,  including  buildings  and  boundary  walls,  of 
£2C,000.  Messrs.  Goddard  and  Co.,  of  Lncester, 
ore  the  architects.  The  isolation  hospital,  for 
which  Messrs.  Blackwell  and  Thompson  are  the 
architects,  will  cost  £51,000. 

The  urban  district  council  of  L^sk  have  petitioned 
the  Board  of  Agriculture  for  sanction  to  provide  a 
cattle  market  for  the  town  at  an  estimate  cost  of 

£3,000. 
It  is  expected  that  the  Binbury  branch  of  the 

Great  Central  Riilway  will  be  open  for  goods 
traftio  by  November.  This  new  line  runs  from  the 
main  line  of  the  Great  Cantral  to  the  Great 
Western  at  Banbury,  and  is  about  eight  miles  in 
length. 

The  Presbyterian  Church  at  Greystones,  on  the 
Ulster  coast,  was  reopened  last  week  after  enlarge- 

ment by  transepts,  providing  120  sittings,  and  the 
addition  of  a  session-room  to  the  school.  Messrs. 
Young  and  Mackenzie,  of  Belfast,  were  the  archi- 
tects. 

The  John  Rylanda  Memorial  L'brary  at  Man- 
chester, the  erection  of  which  was  begun  nine  years 

ago,  will  be  formally  opened  in  October.  The 
architect  is  Mr.  Basil  Cliampnsys,  B.A.  Mrs. 
Ry  lands  purchased  the  Althorp  Collection  in  1892, 
and  she  has  added  thereto  a  considerable  numbar  of 
volumes,  making  up  a  total  of  about  G5,000. 

Deigns  for  new  premises  at  Bombay  for  the 
Chartered  Bank  of  India,  Australia.  Cbina,  and 
Bombay,  have  been  prepared  by  M  c.  F.  W.  Stevens, 
CLE  ,  F.R.I.B.A.,  and  have  been  approved  bythe 
Government.  The  style  adopted  is  Ciassio-Rsnais- 
sance.  The  site,  which  is  a  prominent  one,  was 
purchased  from  Government  some  time  a^o,  and  is 
opposite  the  Queen's  Statue  on  the  Eiplanade 
between  the  Ssotch  High  S-.hooI  and  the  Oriental 
Life  Assurance  Building.  Tne  cost  of  the  building 
will  be  about  i^  lakhs  of  rupees. 

Active  operations  in  connection  with  the  erection 
of  the  new  episoopil  residence  for  the  Bishop  of 
Bristol  have  been  commenced  on  a  site  presented  by 
Mr.  W.  H.  Greville  Edwards,  at  Redland  Green. 
The  builders  are  Messrs.  Stephens  and  Bestow,  of 
Bristol,  whose  tender  was  accepted  from  among 
those  of  seventeen  other  firms  who  were  invited  to 
compete.  The  building  has  been  designed  by  Mr. W.  D.  Oirua. 

Some  little  time  ago,  want  of  room  bsing  ex- 
perienced in  the  Primitive  Msthodist  Caapsl, 

Raunds,  for  the  congregation  and  Sunday-school 
combined,  an  enlargement  was  determined  upon, 
at  a  cost  of  about  300.  Oa  Monday  week  there 
was  a  memorial  stone-laying  service. 

The  work  of  underpinning  the  church  tower  at 
Steeple  Gidding  is  being  satisfactorily  carried  oa. 
The  new  foundation  of  concrete  and  brickwork  has 
been  laid  some  18in.  deeper  than  the  original 
foundation. 

It  is  proposed  to  erect  a  new  Secondary  Sohool  at 
Sleaford,  from  plans  by  Mr.  Jesse  Clare,  the  archi- 

tect to  the  Governors  of  Cirr's  Grammar  School. 
The  Ipswich  Corporation  have  decided  to  carry 

out  an  important  scheme  of  widening  in  Faloon- 
street  and  St.  Nicholas-street,  in  coutinuatioo  of  an 
experiment  already  effected  in  the  latter  thorough- 

fare, the  estimated  cost  of  the  present  works 
bsing  £11,500. 

The  Wigton  Rural  Council  have  decided  to  j  oin 
with  the  Aspitria  and  Holms  Cultram  Councils  in 
payment  of  the  preliminary  cost  of  surveying  the 
several  districts  proposed  to  be  supplied  with  water 
from  Overwater,  a  small  lake  near  Xreby,  fourteen 
miles  from  Thirlmsre.  The  idea  prevailed  that 
Kvrkbride,  Bowness,  and  other  low -lying  districts 
of  the  Wigton  Union  should  be  included  iu  the 
scheme. 

The  "leanine  tower"  attached  to  the  interesting 
old  church  of  Wendlebury ,  aating  from  quite  600 
years  ago,  and  familiar  te  travellers  along  the  high 
road  from  Oxford  to  Bicester,  is  to  be  puUed  down. 
The  "  leaning"  in  this  cise  is  a  matter  of  subsidence, not  design. 
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buukjs  received. 
A  Handioui  for  Tratcl/ers  in  Somfistt,  with 

maps  and  plaos.  (London  :  John  Hurray.; — -This 
tifth  edition  of  a  recognised  handbook  is  now 
imblished  in  a  separate  volume,  and  no  longer 
includes  Wilts  and  Dorset.  The  work  has  been 

thoroughly  revised  and  brought  up  to  diitu.  The 
1  ities  of  Wells,  IJath,  and  Bristol  are  amply 
dealt  with.  Jlaps  of  Bath  and  ISristol,  of  Wells, 
with  plans  of  the  Cathedrals  of  these  cities,  and 
oi  St.  JIary  Redcliffe  Church,  maps  of  the  country 
between  Taunton  and  Veovil,  of  the  north  coast 
of  Somerset,  and  a  general  map  of  tho  county  in 
pocket  of  binding  are  to  a  good  scale,  and  the 
routes  and  objects  of  interest,  the  architecture 
and  churches,  antiquities,  physical  features,  and 

geology  are  fully  described.  As  a  tourist's  liand- 
book  to  a  favourite  part  of  the  country,  nothing 
better  can  be  desired.   -T/ie  AiiriaiUiiral  Siir- 

Vfyur  and  Estate  Agent' t  llaiulbcvh,  by  Tom 
BmoiiT  (London  :  Crosby  Lockwood  and  Son, 
78.  6d.},  will  be  found  very  useful.  It  is,  of 
course,  largely  a  compilation  ;  but  the  author  has 
selected  wisely,  and  condensed  judiciously  :  and 
the  result  is  a  portable  and  reliable  manual,  in 
which  accuracy  has  been  one  of  tho  principal 
aims.  Especially  useful  are  the  particulars  and 
estimates  relating  to  the  equipment  of  farms.  It 
is  surprising,  on  some  estates,  how  the  cheaper 
materials  and  methods  of  construction  now  avail- 

able are  ignored  by  agricultural  surveyors,  ic. 
  TfilbooK  on  rraitical  Geomelrij  :  Class  Sheets 
to  be  used  in  conjunction  to  prep.ire  Candidates 
for  the  I '..'caminations  of  the  1  >cpartment  of  •<>  ience and  Art,  ic,  by  the  late  J.hin  S.  Kiwi  k,  F.S.A. 
(London  :  Simpkin,  Marshall,  Hamilton,  Kent, 
and  Co.,  Ltd.).  These  publications  will  atVord 
students  of  this  subject  a  valuable  aid.  The 
author  was  well  known  as  tho  writer  of  a  Practical 
Plane  and  Solid  (ieomotr)-,  which  has  gone 
through  fifteen  editions,  and  is  approved  as  a 
textbook  by  the  Department  of  Science  and  Art, 
the  Board  of  Intermediate  Education,  Ireland, 
and  the  Ixjndon  School  Board.  We  have  noticed 
earlier  editions  of  this  very  complete  and  con- 

densed textbook,  containing  all  the  necessary 
problems  in  each  branch,  besides  many  special 
methods  of  constructing  polygons  and  other 
ligures.  The  exercises  in  scales  and  scale- 
drawing  and  geometrical  pattern  drawing  are 
exceedingly  useful  for  studenta  in  architecture 
and  decorative  design.  Mr.  Rawle  was  an  experi- 

enced instructor  and  examiner  on  this  subject, 
and  his  textbook  combines  the  advantjiges  of conciseness  and  clearness.  There  is  no  better 
textbook  on  Practical  Geometry.  The  Class 
Sheets,  to  be  used  in  connection,  which  has  passed 
through  eight  editions,  40th  thousand,  consist 
of  ten  sheets  of  numerous  diagrams,  printed  on 
both  sides,  with  enunciations  and  spaces  to  work 
out  the  problems.  These  Ckss  Sheets  greatly 
facilitate  class-teaching,  and  the  set  is  only  one shilling.  Thus  Class  Sheet  3,  divided  into  eleven 
compartments  or  spaces,  enunciates  several  pro- 

blems, how  to  construct  plain  scales  of  lin  to 
1ft.,  lin  to  oft.,  tin.  to  3ft.,  -20  yards  to  an  inch, 
each  snbdmded  to  show  feet  in  inches  and  yards. 
Another  shows  how  enlarged  copies  are  made  to 
certain  scales ;  the  remainder  of  the  problems 
show  the  construction  of  isosceles  triangles  with 
the  base,  and  angle  or  altitude  and  base  are  given 
to  fand  the  centre  of  a  triangl. .  Variou.s  other 
problems  on  the  construction  of  triangles,  where 
certain  sides  and  angles  are  given,  the  construc- 

tion of  rectangles,  the  lengths  of  two  adjacent sides  or  diagonals  are  given.  ( ither  sheets  show 
how  to  construct  a  rhombus  or  trapezium.  To 
hnd  the  centre  of  a  circle,  to  describe  through 
three  points,  the  construction  of  regiilarpolvgons, 
how  to  draw  tangents  to  circles,  to  divide  lines 
mto  iwrts,  how  to  inscribe  figures  in  triangles,  to describe  ellipses,  and  there  are  several  exercises 
rnsobd  geometry.  These  are  aU  well- selected 
and  constructive  problems,  intended  to  test  the 
student's  knowledge  of  geometry.     The  diagrams are   clear    and    weU    printed.   Prartiait  Geo- 
nutrii  Test-Paprrt,  6th  edition,  by  the  same 
author,  ̂   also  be  used  in  conjunction  with the  Textbook  and  Class  Sheets.  Each  set  of  six 
papers,  printed  on  both  sides  with  diagrams,  are 
intended  as  test  problems  in  plane  and  soUd 
geometry,  and  to  test  the  student's  proticiency  at 
intervals   Freehand     Pr.nving     T,>;     Papers (second  grade),  price  Is.  These  sheets  are  in- 
tended  to  use  in  class  teaching.  Printed  directions amimpany  the  diagrams  of  construction  on  each 
sneet.  On  one  side  of  each  sheet  is  the  example 
to  enlaive  or  reduce,  and  on  the  right-hand  side 
of  the  sheet  is  the  space  for  the  copv,  with  one  ' 

side  of  enlarged  boundary  given.  The  sheet  will 
be  found  very  useful  to  students  in  schools  of  art, 
art  classes,  A:c.  The  directions  printed  at  the 
bottom  of  each  example  show  what  constructional 
lines  should  be  first  drawn,  and  how  the  distances 
of  certain  points  (say  of  a  vase)  are  marked  oft. 
One  of  the  examples  given  is  a  honeysuckle 
ornament.  We  can  strongly  recommend  all 
students  of  geometry  and  freehand  drawing  to 

obtain  Mr.  Rawlc's  publications— as  class  and 
test-papers  they  are  invaluable. 

OBITIJARV. 

Mb.  Willi.\m  Simpson,  R.I.,  one  of  the  first  of 
the  Special  Artist  Correspondents  of  tho  London 
illustrated  Press,  died  on  Thursday  in  last  week 
at  his  residence,  Church-road,  Willesden,  in  the 
7t)th  year  of  his  ago.  During  the  war  with  Russia 
he  was  sent  out  to  tho  Crimea  by  Messrs. 
Colnaghi,  the  fine-art  publishers  of  Pall  JIall,  for 
the  purpose  of  making  a  series  of  illustrations  of 
the  war.  Upon  his  return  from  the  East,  Mr. 
Simpson  published  two  volumes  of  sketches, 

under  the  title  of  "  Campaii^n  in  the  East,"  and 
was  honoured  with  a  private  audience  by  her 
Majesty,  who  gave  him  instructions  to  paint  for 
her  pictures  of  the  troops  as  they  returned  from 
the  seat  of  war.  He  travelled  in  India  from  IS.'il) 
to  1862,  during  which  period  he  visited  Kashmir 
and  Tibet,  making  numerous  sketches  for  a  series 

of  water-colour  illustrations  of  "  India,  .\ncient 

and  Modern,"  published  in  1867,  for  the  fllus- 
trated  London  Xews,  and  two  years  after  went  out 
to  Abyssinia  with  the  Expedition  under  Sir 
Robert  Napier,  and  in  1870,  upon  the  breaking 
out  of  the  Franco-C4erman  War,  was  attached  to 
the  Blench  Axmy.  He  was  in  Paris  during  the 
Commune,  and  a  little  later,  in  1871-72,  was  in 
Pekin  attending  the  marriage  of  the  Emperor  of 
China.  From  Pekin  he  visited  the  Great  Wall, 
and  afterwards  followed  the  Jlodoc  Indian  War 

in  California.  He  accompanied  the  Prince  of 

Wales  in  1875-6  on  his  visit  to  India,  and  upon 
the  breaking  out  of  the  Afghan  War  in  the 
autumn  of  1878  was  attached  to  Sir  Samuel 

Browne's  force  through  the  Khyber  Pass.  He 
remained  with  the  force  at  .Tellalabad  and 
Gundamunk,  where  he  carried  out  a  series  of 

archtcological  investigations  for  the  Viceroy,  Lord 
Lytton.  In  1883  he  attended  the  coronation  at 

Moscow  of  Alexander  III.,  whose  wedding  he  had 
illustrated  17  years  previously;  and  in  18S1.5 
again  visited  India  in  company  with  the  Afghan 
Boundary  Commission  in  their  mission  to  delimit 
the  North-western  Boundary  of  Afghanistan. 
Mr.  Simpson  had  been  since  1880  an  honorary 
associate  of  the  Royal  Institute  of  British  Archi- 

tects, before  which  body  he  read  several  papers 
of  much  interest  and  literary  merit  on  archaeo- 

logical subjects  connected  with  India,  and  was  a 
Fellow  of  several  learned  societies. 

CHIPS. 

The  gas  committee  of  the  Mossley  Corporation 
have  appointed  Mr.  H.  J.  Robinson,  of  Stockport, 
as  gas  manager.  There  were  55  applications  for the  post. 

Professor  Smith,  President  of  the  Royal  Institute 
of  Pablio  health,  has  written  to  Dr.  Robertson, 
convener  of  the  Public  Health  Committee  of  the 

-■Vberdeen  Town  Council,  stating  that  the  council  of 
the  institute  accept  with  pleasure  the  invitation  of 
the  corporation  to  hold  their  conference  in  IWK)  in Aberdeen. 

Alterations  are  being  made  at  the  board- room, 
London  Silvage  Corps,  from  the  designs  of  Mr. 
WiUiam  Wimble,  London,  and  special  attention  has 
been  given  to  the  ventilation,  wtuch  will  be  carried 
out  on  the  Boyle  system. 

Mr.L.W.  DirraMair,  M.D.,oneof  the  inspectors 
of  the  Local  Government  Board,  held  an  incjuiry  at 
the  Guildhall,  Lincoln,  on  Tuesday,  into  an  applica- 

tion of  the  urban  sanitary  authority  for  power  to 
borrow  CI,  167  for  the  purchase  of  a  site  for  a 
hospital  for  infectious  diseases. 

The  Dublin  Cirporalion  decided,  on  Monday,  to 
instruct  the  public  health  committee  to  prepare 
a  scheme  setting  forth  the  best  way  of  dealing  with 
the  housing  of  the  working  classes,  so  that  the  poor 
might  be  better  housed,  the  slums  cleanjed  and  put 
in  order  or  closed,  and  the  health  and  wellbeing  of 
the  citizens  safeguarded.  There  wa-i,  it  was  said 
during  the  discussion,  nothing  worse  in  any  country 
than  the  condition  of  the  slums  of  Dublin. 

Mr.  ,Tohn  H.  Whitaker,  a  well-known  builder 
and  contractor,  of  .Shipley,  who  was  associated  with 
the  firm  of  Messrs.  S.  Deacon  and  Co.,  of  Shipley, 
near  Leeds,  died  at  his  residence  in  Birksland-road. 
Shipley,  on  Tueaday, 

Bttiliring  Intellisma. 
.VvKsiiiRE. — Dumfries  House,  built  about  the 

year  1760  by  William,  fourth  Earl  of  Dumfries, 
remained  much  as  it  was  then  until  a  year  ago 
the  present  Marquis  of  Bute  added  a  wing  to  it, 
and  is  about  to  add  another,  the  contracts  for 
which  have  just  been  let,  the  architect  being,  as 
before,  Mr.  Schultz,  Edinburgh.  The  atones  are 
to  come  from  the  quarry  at  Old  Coalburn,  Xew 

Cumnock,  which  is  on  Lord  Bute's  estate.  When 
the  old  house  was  built  masons  and  wrights  were 
paid  Is.  per  day,  and  labourers  8d.  JIasons  and 
Wrights  are  now  being  paid  eight  times  more, 
and  labourers  five  times  as  much,  while  in  1760 
thijy  wrought  a  much  longer  day  than  they  do now. 

BuisTOL. — The  All  Saints  Almshouse  in  St. 

.lames's  Barton  has  been  completed,  and  the  in- 
mates have  removed  into  the  new  building  from 

their  temporary  home  in  King-square.  The 

Bristol  I'nited  Breweries,  Ltd.,  requiring  the 
site  of  tho  almshouse  in  Rupert-street  for  the 
extension  of  their  premises,  arranged  with  the 

.\11  Saints'  Feoffees  to  purchase  .a  site  and  build 
another  almshouse  in  St.  James's  Barton,  and, 
pending  the  carrying  out  of  the  work,  a  house 
was  taken  in  King-square  for  the  accommoda- 

tion of  the  eight  inmates.  The  new  building  has 
been  erected  by  Mr.  A.  J.  Beaven,  of  Bristol, 
from  the  designs  of  Mr.  T.  Scammell,  architect, 

of  St.  Stephen's-slreet.  It  is  Gothic  in  design, 
the  front  elevation  being  of  Cattybrook  bricks 
with  Bath  stone  facings,  and  the  roof  covered 
with  dun-coloured  tiles.  The  ground  floor  com- 

prises entrance-hall,  two  living-rooms,  and  two 
sculleries,  with  lobby  and  covered  way  to  a 

general  washhouse.  "There  is  a  large  garden  at 
the  back  with  asphalte  paths,  and  an  old  vinery 
bos  been  retained  for  the  use  of  the  inmates  in 
wet  weather.  On  the  first  floor  there  are  three 

living-rooms,  with  sculleries  and  other  offices, 
and  similar  accommodation  is  provided  on  the 
second  floor. 

Fici.ixsTOWE. — The  foundation-stone  of  a  new 

Presbyterian  church  was  laid  on  Monday  week. 
The  building  stands  at  the  comer  of  Orwell 
and  Tomline  roads,  there  being  enough  extra 

space  to  provide  at  a  future  period  a  schoolroom 
and  a  manse.  The  exterior  of  the  church  will  be 

faced  with  grey  Kentish  rag-stone,  with  dressings 
of  Bath  stone.  Mr.  George  W.  Leighton,  of 
I^wich  and  Felixstowe,  is  the  architect.  The 
roof  is  to  bo  supported  by  moulded  hammer-beam 
principals,  with  plaster  in  the  spaces  between  the 
rafters.  Above  the  vestibule  will  be  placed  a 
gallery,  divided  from  the  rest  of  the  church  by 
an  arch.  The  pulpit  end  of  the  church  will 
terminate  in  a  short  chancel.  Oak  benches  will 

fill  the  interior,  seating  accommodation  being 
for  450.  The  estimated  cost  of  the  edifice  is 

£3,300,  the  contractor  is  Mr.  F.  C.  Thurman, 
Walton,  and  the  mason  Mr.  Thomas  Strong,  who 
belongs  to  a  family  who  have  carried  out  this 

kind  of  work  ever  since  the  building  of  St.  Paul's 
Cathedral. 

Sol  THAMiTON  Biii.uixG.*,  AV.C. — The  rebuild- 
ing of  the  Patent  Office  is  going  forward,  and  tho 

new  premises  are  to  be  opened  in  January,  1901. 
The  new  building,  which  hoa  been  designed  in 
the  offices  of  H.M.  Board  of  Works,  consists  of  a 
block  130ft.  long  by  30ft.  wide,  three  stories  and 
an  attic  floor  in  height,  facing  Southampton 
liuildings,  and  devoted  to  offices  ;  a  second  wing  of 
olfices,  UOft.  by  30ft.,  running  nearly  at  right 
angles  to  the  other  from  the  western  extremity 

to  an  entrance  in  (iuality-i  ourt,  Chancery -lane"; and  behind  and  between  these  a  librarv  nearly 
MOfc.  by  60ft.,  provided  with  two  tiers  of  side 
and  end  galleries,  carried  on  fluted  caat-iron 
columns,  with  Corinthian  capitals.  This  library 

will  be  approached  by  an  elliptical  vestibule  .i  7ft. 
by  lOft.  in  the  dear.  The  floors  of  this  vesti- 

bule, the  entrance-hall,  and  the  grand  staircase 
well  will  be  of  mosaics  ;  that  of  the  library  and 
other  pai  ts  will  be  of  wood  blocks.  The  block 

facing  Southampton  Buildings  will  be  f  iced  with 
I'ortland  stone  and  white  bricks,  the  remaining 
portions  being  of  ordinary  bricks,  saving  in  the 
back  faces  of  all  parte  of  the  building,  which  will 
be  entirely  of  white  glazed  bricks.  The  main 
contract  was  let  to  Slessrs.  Perry  and  Co.,  of 
Bow,  for  £43,581,  but  this  sum  dofs  not  include 
anything  for  heating,  wood-block  floors,  fittings, 

'.iKhting,  pUstering,  ir.  The  bulk  of  the  wood 
tinishing  in  tho  skirting,  entrances.  \-,'.,  will  be 
of  ottk.     The  buildings  throughoit  will  be  fire- 
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proofed — in  the  library,  galleries,  and  ground 
floor,  by  Messrs.  Uoman  and  Rodgers,  with  their 
ordinary  concrete  and  steel  construction,  and  in 
the  remaining  portions  of  the  buildings  by  the 
contractors,  iXesjrs.  Perry  and  Co. 

CHIPS. 

The  school  board  of  the  parish  of  St.  Ninians 
opened  a  new  school  at  Baunockbum  last  week. 
The  school  has  been  erected  at  a  coat  of  £3,400,  and 
has  accommodation  for  308  scholars.  Mr.  lionald 
Walker  is  the  architect. 

The  L<teds  Corporation  have  not  yet  been  able  to 
acquire  all  the  properties  they  need  in  the  York- 
street  area  for  the  clearing  away  of  the  slums  in 
that  neighbourhood.  Tbirty-niue  owners  have  still 
failed  to  come  to  terms.  To  hear  the  claims  of  these 
gentlemen  and  to  fix  the  piices  to  l>e  paid  by  the 
corporation  for  the  properties.  Sir  Hugh  Otren, 
Q.C.B.,  who  has  been  appointed  arbitrator  by  the 
Local  (Tsvemment  Board,  will  conduct  a  series  of 
inquiries  at  the  Town -hall  towards  the  end  of 
September.  The  proceedings  will  probably  last 
three  weeks  or  a  month. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Mersey  Hock  and  Harbour 
Board  last  week  the  Works  Committee  reported 
that  they  had  accepted  tenders  for  the  construction 
of  a  powerful  side  ladder  dredger  and  three  steam 
hopper  barges,  at  a  total  cost  of  £S9,620.  The 

successful  tenders  are — for  the  dredger,  Fleming 
and  Fdrguson  (Limited),  Paisley  ;  and  for  the  three 
hoppar  barges,  William  Simons  and  Company 
(Limited),  Renfrew.  The  additional  dredging  and 
carrying  plant  had  been  rendered  necessary  by  the 
extensive  new  dock  works. 

The  work  of  restoring  the  parish  church  of 
Hollingboume  is  proceeding.  The  nave  roof  is  now 
completed,  and  ths  aieU  roofs  are  in  process  of 
repair.  The  work  is  being  carried  out  by  Messrs. 
P^er  and  Co.,  who  are  also  restoring  Wormshill 
Church. 

Mr.  Bracken,  chairman  of  the Templemore Urban 
Council,  has  been  obliged  to  resign  his  position, 
beiKg  a  road  contractor  to  the  council.  According 
to  a  Cork  correspondent,  he  had  to  pay  a  fine  at 
petty  sessions  for  acting  as  chairman  and  con- 

tractor at  the  same  time.  The  members  of  the 
council  co-opted  his  wife  and  elected  her  to  the 
chair,  and  in  that  position  she  conducted  the 
business. 

At  the  Pontefract  Town  HJl  last  week,  Mr. 
W.  A.  Ducat,  Local  Government  Board  inspector, 
held  an  inquiry  into  an  application  by  the  corpora- 

tion to  borrow  £4,000  for  the  purchase  and  adapta- 
tion of  the  Headlands  House  estate,  comprising 

three  acres  of  land  and  a  gentleman's  residence,  fbr 
the  purpose  of  public  offices,  depot,  stables,  and 
market.  The  borcugh  surveyor  (Mr.  OJdy)  spoke 
of  the  want  of  accommodation  in  his  department, 
and  consequent  waste  of  time.  The  inspector 
vicited  the  site. 

At  the  monthly  meeting  of  the  Lymington  Rural 
District  Council,  the  other  day,  it  was  decided 
to  agree  to  the  alterations  made  by  the  Local 
Government  Board  in  the  proposed  set  of  by-laws 
for  the  regulations  of  buildings  and  sewerage  works 
iu  the  rural  district,  and  by  resolution  the  new  by- 

laws were  unammously  adopted. 

Col.  W.  R.  Slacke,  a  Local  GJovemment  Board 
inspector,  held  an  inquiry  in  the  town-hall,  Black- 

pool, last  week,  into  the  application  for  power  to 
borrow  £13,000  for  street  improvement  purposes 
and  £6,000  for  the  erection  of  a  new  fire-engine 
station.    There  was  no  opposition. 

At  Nuneaton,  Mr.  H.  Percy  Boulnois,  M.I.C.E., 
held  a  Local  Oovemment  Board  inquiry  on  the  IGlJi 
■nst.  into  an  application  made  by  the  Nuneaton  and 
Cbilvers  Coton  Urban  District  Council  for  per- 

mission to  borrow  £2(j,0f)0  for  purposes  of  sewerage 
end  sewage  disposal,  and  the  purchase  and  adapta- 

tion of  a  site  for  a  town-hall,  and  other  public 
improvements.  It  is  proposed  to  construct  the  new 
sewage  works  at  Mancetter,  in  the  Atherstone 
Rural  District  Council  area,  and  this  was  opposed 
by  that  authority,  by  the  Ansley,  Hartshill, 
Mancetter,  and  Witherley  Parish  Councils,  and  by 
a  local  landowner. 

Mr.  Charles  Perrin,  an  inspector  under  the  Local 
Oovemment  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at  the  Council 
House,  Bristol,  into  a  scheme  for  providing  new 
dwellings  for  persons  of  the  labouring  classes.  The 
proposal  forms  a  part  of  the  large  scheme  of  street 
improvement  which  was  contained  in  the  Provisional 

Order  of  1S9,'>.  which  included  Wine-street  and 
other  important  undertakings.  Under  the  scheme 
the  council  propose  to  acquire  a  number  of  houses 
occupied  by  the  labourmg  classes,  and  the  Act 
requires  them  to  provide  accommodation  for  those 
who  will  be  displaced.  The  proposal  provides  for 
the  erection  by  the  corporation  of  a  number  of 
labourers'  dwellings  at  Chapel-street,  St.  Ptiilip's 
Marsh,  Bragg's-lane,  St.  Philip's,  and  Millpond- etrett,  Mina-road. 

PBOFESSIONAL    AND    TBADB 
SOCIETIES. 

The  .Socim  ut  .\i-.i  miilli.-.. — At  the  last 

ordinary  meeting  of  this  Society,  held  at  St. 

James's  Hall,  Piccadilly,  W.,  Mr.  Silvanus 
Trevail,  vice-president,  in  the  chair,  the  following 
seven  candidates  for  membership  were  balloted 
for  and  declared  duly  elected:— H.  Curzon,  60, 
Wobum-place,  Russell-square,  W.C.  :  H.  W. 
Dobb,  Undon  Wall,  K.C. :  J.J.  Freeland,  17, 
Franconia-road,  Elms  Park,  Clapham,  S.W.  ; 
A.  T.  IIu8sell,Market-8(]uare,  Ilfracombe  ;  II.  W. 
Leicester,  -19,  Finsbury-terrace,  Swansea  ;  Walter 
SUter,  9,  High-street,  Wrexham  :  and  H.  W. 
Weir,  32,  Greenclose-road,  Ilfracombe.  lUeven 
nominations  for  membership  were  read,  and 

various  donations  to  the  Society's  library  were 
announced  and  acknowledged  with  thanks.  It 
was  stated  that  the  next  qualifying  examination 
will  take  place  on  Wednesday,  Thursday,  and 
Friday,  Datober  llth,  12th,  and  13,  18!i9,  the 
latest  date  for  entering  being  September  20. 

Brixham  Wesleyan  Chapel,  opened  in  1810,  was 
reopened  on  Friday  after  renovation  and  enlarge- 

ment. A  room  at  the  rear  has  been  taken  in,  a  new 
gallery  constructed,  and  the  rostrum  and  organ 
placed  further  back.  AU  the  old  straight-back 
seats  have  been  abolished,  and  the  modem  seats  of 

pitch-pine  substituted,  "rbe  premises,  both  inside 
and  outside  have  been  renovated,  and  hot-water 
heating  apparatus  has  been  installed.  Extra  exits 
have  also  been  provided,  with  a  new  staircase  to  the 
gallery.  The  contractor  (Mr.  R,  F.  Veo,  of  Tor- 

quay) has  carried  out  the  work  from  plans  prepared 
by  Mr.  W.  G.  Couldry,  architect,  of  Paignton.  The 
total  cost,  including  the  re-erection  of  the  organ, 
has  been  upwards  of  £1,000. 

Whilst  removing  the  old  lead  flit  round  the  b:ise 

of  the  spire  of  St.  Cuthbert's  (Jhurch,  Dirlington, 
preparatory  to  repairs,  there  has  been  uncovered  an 
mcised  foliated  13th-century  child's  grave-cover, 
measuring  2  ft.  9in.  in  length  by  13iin.  wide  at  one 

end,  tapering  to  lOin.  wide  at  the"  other,  and  aho remains  of  another  grave-cover  of  the  same  date 
measuring  ISin.  across  the  foliation.  These  two 
stones  had  been  used  to  fill  up  the  north-east  squinch 
of  the  tower. 

At  the  town-hall,  Stratford,  E.,  Inspector  Charles 
Perrin,  M.Inst.C.E  ,  on  t>ebalf  of  the  Local  Govern- 

ment Board,  has  conducted  an  inquiry  into  the- 
application  of  the  West  Ham  Town  Council  for 
sanction  to  borrow  £S,472  for  street  improvements, 
including  £5,750  for  replacing  the  paving  in  various 
streets  after  the  laying  of  the  electric  Ugbt  mains, 
£2.400  for  the  purposes  of  the  Ginning  Town  Dapot, 
£500  for  sewage  works,  and  £253  for  public  walks 
and  pleasure-grounds  at  Russell-street,  Piaistow. 
Most  of  the  brickyards  at  Fletton,  Yaxley,  and 

Farcet  have,  says  the  Peterborouiih  Advertiser, 
larger  quantities  of  bricks  stacked  than  has  been 
known  for  a  long  time  in  the  industry.  The 
demand  just  now  is  not  quite  so  large  as  the  supply. 
There  has  been  a  falling  ofi  for  some  weeks.  This, 
in  spite  of  the  fact  that  bnilding  all  over  the 
country  is  proceeding  rapidly.  The  lull  is,  of  course, 
only  quite  temporary.  Of  course  the  local  demand 
is  an  msignificant  detail.  London  still  claims  the 
largest  quantities.  To  Homsey,  Harringay,  High- 
gate,  Muswell  Hill,  and  Wood  Green  large  quantities 

are  despatched. 
At  the  Burnley  Bankruptcy-oonrt,  on  Saturday, 

application  was  made  for  the  discharge  of  Thomas 
Henry  Lomas,  Holme-road,  Burnley,  confectioner, 
and  formerly  carrying  on  business  as  a  builder  at 
Earby,  but  the  discharge  was  suspended  for  four 

years. 
The  next  Winter  Exhibition  at  the  Royal 

Academy  will  consist  exclusively  of  works  by 
Vandyck. 

Alderman  Christopher  Miskin,  bnUder,  of  St. 

Alban's,  took  the  customary  oath  and  his  seat  upon 
the  magisterial  bench  at  the  City  Sessions  on  Thurs- 

day in  last  week.  Mr.  Miskin  has  been  a  member 

of  the  corporation  of  St.  Alban's  since  1882,  and 
served  as  mayor  in  the  year  1HS5-6. 

Arrangements  have  now  been  made  and  plans  are 
in  course  of  preparation  for  the  creation  of  a  new 
Court  at  the  Royal  Courts  of  Justice  for  the  use  of 
the  additional  Judge  of  the  Chancery  Division,  who 
will  shortly  be  appointed.  It  was  at  one  time 
thought  it  would  oe  necessary  to  go  outside  the 
building  for  the  purpose  ;  but  space  has  now  been 
found  available  for  the  erection  of  a  largo  and  com- 

modious court  within  the  Royal  Courts  of  Justice. 
The  work  will  be  begun  very  shortly. 

To-morrow  (Saturday)  Sir  Michael  Hicks-Beach, 
M.P.,  and  Lord  Castlereagh  will  lay  the  founda- 

tion-stones of  new  docks  at  Seaham  Harbour,  and 

on  the  same  day  \'i9count  Castlereagh  and  the Marchioness  of  Londonderrr  will  cut  the  first  sods 
of  t«ro  new  collieries  at  Seaham. 

WATEB    STXPPLT    AJSTD    8AKITA&7 
MATTEBS. 

HzN-DON.  X.W.— Mr.  W.  0.  E.  Meade-King, 
M.Inst.C.E.,  an  inspector  of  the  Local  Government 
Board,  held  an  inquiry  on  the  6th  inst.  at  the  public 
offices.  The  Burroughs,  Hendon,  into  an  application 
of  the  urban  district  council  for  sanction  to  borrow 
£4,713  for  sewering  The  Hale,  io.,  and  £3,099  for 
private  street  improvement  works,  &<!.  Mr.  S. 
Slater  Grimley,  the  engineer  and  surveyor  to  the 
council,  gave  evidence  in  support  of  the  application, 
and  explained  that  about  twenty  miles  of  sewers 
have  already  been  designed  and  carried  out  under 
his  direction,  the  outfall  works  having  been  entirely 
remodelled  by  him  at  a  cost  of  about  £50,000 
altogether,  bringing  up  the  total  amount  spent  on 
sewerage  by  the  urban  authority  since  1SS7  to 
about  £130,000  and  on  private  street  and  other 
works  to  about  £45,000.  The  system  of  treatment  at 
the  outfall  works  is:— (I)  Caemical  precipitation; 
(2)  clarification  through  sand  and  burnt  ballast 
filters :  (3)  bacteria  filtration  and  land.  The  cost 
is  about  £1,200  per  annum,  and  the  resulting 
effluent  satisfactory.  The  population  draining  to 
the  works  is  at  present  almut  17,000.  The  in- 

spector, after  visiting  the  outfall  works  and  The 
Hile,  promised  to  report  in  due  course. 

Sheewsbuby.— The  Corporation  of  Shrewsbury 
have  received,  and  will  consider  in  committee,  a 
report  from  Messrs.  Taylor,  Son,  and  Sinto  Crimp, 
of  Great  George-street,  Westminster,  on  the  water- 
supply  problem.  The  engineers  recommended  that 
water  can  be  obtained  from  Blatchcott  Lapland,  on 
the  Long  Mynd  ridge,  at  an  estimated  cost  of 
£127,000.  The  scheme  provides  for  5j  miles  of 
lOio.  main  from  Blatchcott  Upland  to  Lyth  HOI, 

where  filters  and  a  storage  reservoir  can  be  con- 
structed, and  other  four  miles  of  15in.  msun  from 

the  reservoir  to  the  borough.  The  population  to  be 
supplied  is  at  present  under  30,000. 

SUOWDONIAN-  WaIEE  foe  ANGLESEY. — Mr.  R.  G. 
Thomas.  M.S. A.,  architect  and  surveyor,  chairman 
of  the  Menai  Bridge  District  Council,  has  mooted  a 
bold  scheme  for  supplying  Anglesey  with  water. 
The  supply  of  the  towns  and  villages  of  the  island 
is  by  no  means  first  rate.  Holyhead,  Llangefni. 
Beaumaris,  and  Menai  Bridge  have  in  dry  weather 
to  be  most  economical  in  the  use  of  wator.  In 
addition  to  the  towns  named,  a  large  number  of 
new  watering-places  are  rapidly  springing  into 
existence  round  the  coast,  and  the  available  sources 
of  water  in  the  county  are  few  and  far  between. 
Mr.  Thomas's  idea  is  that  a  joint  water  supply 
authority  should  be  created,  wnich  should  include 
the  Anglesey  County  and  other  Councils,  and 
also  the  local  councils  on  the  line  of  route  of 

the  pipe-line  in  Carnarvonshire,  for  the  purpose  of 
obtaining  possession  of  one  large  or  a  number 
of  smaller  lakes  in  the  Saowdon  Mountains  above 
Llanberis,  and  conduct  their  waters  by  a  great  main, 

which  would  'nave  to  pass  under  the  Menai  Straits to  some  central  reservoir  in  Anglesey,  thence  to  be 
distributed  to  the  various  towns  and  villages  in  the 
island.  Mr.  Thomas  has  personally  examined  the 

upper  lakes  of  the  district,  aid  has  obtained  parti- 
culars of  two  or  three  at  a  height  of  1, 200ft  to 

1, 600ft.  above  sea-level  which  could  be  utilised  as 
sources  of  supply.  With  regard  to  the  crossing  of 
the  Menai  Straits,  Mc.  Thomas  thinks  this  would 
have  to  be  done  under  the  sea,  as  it  is  doubtful  if 

permission  could  be  obtained  from  the  Government 
to  lay  the  mains  along  the  Menai  Suspension 

Bridge,  or  from  the  London  and  North-Westorn 
Riilway  Company  to  carry  them  over  the  Britannia 
Tabular  Bridge.  If,  however,  such  permission 
could  be  obtained,  it  would  !»  preferable  to 

carry  the  pipe  -  line  across  the  Straits  by 
means  of  one  or  other  of  the  two  long  bridges 

named.  Mr.  Thomas,  at  a  rough  estimate,  thinks 

that  a  sum  of  £300,000  would  be  amply  sufficient  to 

carry  it  out  in  full  detail,  and  this  sum  would  be  a 

comparatively  small  matter  when  apportioned 
between  the  numerous  governing  bodies  in  Mr. 

Thomas's  draft  suggestion.  Tttese  include,  in 
addition  to  those  named,  the  local  governing  bodies 

of  Dinorwic,  Ebenezsr,  Bethel,  and  Portdmorwic, 
all  on  the  Carnarvonshire  side  of  the  Straits,  and  all 

in  the  line  of  route,  and  all  of  whom  would  be 

greatly  benefited  by  such  a  source  of  water  supply. 
These  latter  districts  would,  of  course,  require  to 
have  a  central  reservoir  of  their  own,  in  addition  to 

the  great  central  reservoir  iu  Anglesey. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  church  in  War- 
wick-road, Carlisle,  is  to  be  laid  on  Wednesday. 

Sept.  8,  by  the  Duke  of  Devonshire,  who  will  be 
accompanied  by  the  Duchess. 

The  Glasow  United  Trades  Council,  Mr.  B.  C. 

Rolwrtson,  president,  in  the  chair,  have  made  a 

grant  to  enable  the  Sisottish  Painters'  Society  of 
that  city  to  obtain  a  revision  in  the  Court  of  Ssssion 

of  a  decision  by  Sheriff  Sp^ne  that  a  ladder  could 

not  be  regarded  as  a  scaffolding  under  the  Work- men's Compensation  Act,  and  tiiat,  consequently,  a 
workman  injured  by  falling  from  a  ladder  was  not 

entitled  to  compensation. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

«LY  CATHKDB,\I.. — ST.  0I.AVB*3  fSIOS,  LADYWBLt.— SEW 

TOW!»  K*LL,  CLITHKBOE.— BESIDBNTIAL  Bl'ILDIXOS  AT 

BBxniLL.— "  THE  COTTAOB,"  KIX05PCRY. — CIICBCO  AT 

BBETTE^HLLE,  SOBREV. 

(Dur  Illttgtrations. 
SKETCHES  OF  ELY  C.VTHEDRAL  :    NATIOS.IL  00L1> 

HEDAl.    DUAWINOS.* 

TiitsK  eharming  studies  by  Mr.  George  Slarples, 

of  the  Koyal  College  of  Art,  represent  some  well- 
known  features  of  the  famous  cathedral  at  Ely, 

of  which,  as  will  be  seen  by  the  footnote  refer- 
ences, a  large  number  of  illustrations  have 

appeared  in  our  pages  from  time  to  time.  The 
author  of  the  accompanying  drawings  was  last 
year  awarded  a  National  Gold  Jledal  for  his 

"Studies  of  Architectural  Detail,"  and  these 
three  sheets  belong  to  that  series,  which  was  an 
exceptionally  good  one.  The  subjects  were  well 
chosen  and  excellently  rendered,  so  that  our 
readers  will  be  glad  to  have  the  reproductions 
thus  placed  before  them. 

>T.    OLAVl's   IXION    WORKHOUSE,    LAU\WEIL. 
TnF.SE  buildings  are  now  in  course  of  erection  on 
a  site  known  as  Slagrave  Farm,  Lady  well,  for 

the  Guardians  of  the  St.  Olave's  Union.  The 
buildings  are  to  accommodate  abont  800  people, 
being  apportioned  for  ,336  ,iged  and  infirm  inmates, 
343  healthy  infirm,  small  dormitories  for  90,  and 

married  couples'  quarters  for  24  mmates.  On 
the  left-hand  side  of  the  entrance-gates  oS  the 

main  road  ore  placed  the  porters'  lodge,  stables, 
and  mortuary :  and  on  the  right  the  receiving 
block  for  males  and  females,  having  the  clothes 

store,  attendants'  rooms,  Arc,  on  the  first  floor. 
In  the  centre  of  the  main  buildings  is  placed  the 
administrative  block,  in  the  front  of  which  are 

the  committee  rooms  and  offices,  waiting-rooms, 

and  medical  officers'  and  superintendents'  houses, 
together  with  the  necessary  offices ;  and  in  the 
centre  of  the  block  are  the  dining-hall,  kitchen, 

scullery,  workrooms,  matron's  office,  stores,  and 
officer's  quarters :  and  at  the  back  the  laundry, 
engine  and  boiler  house,  workshops,  bakery, 
flour  store,  coals,  and  water-tower.  Upon  each 
side  of  the  adminstrative  block,  and  connected  by 
covered  corridors,  are  the  blocks  for  male  and 

female  inmates,  with  the  necessary  day-rooms, 

•  The  following  illustrations  of  Ely  Cathedral  have 
appeared  in  the  pages  of  the  Blii.disc,  Nsu-j  :-Plans, May  l(i.  18S1,  and  Jan.  15,  1886  :  west  front,  photographic 
general  riew.  July  13,  ISX**;  west  tower,  from  north 
(sketch  by  J.  Johnson),  Aug.  30, 1S80  :  west  tower  from 
south,  with  college  chapel  by  J.  Donkin;,  Dec.  JJ,  Issl, 
the  octagon  ami  south  transept  (by  J.  Johnson  ,  i  )ct.  30, 
1S89  :  the  lantern  full-page  wood-cut.  by  P..  W.  Mallettl. 
July  10.  Is>i3 ;  interior  of  choir,  looking  east.  Dec.  2, 
16T0;  interior  of  choir  looking  west,  Aug.  3.  15S9:  the 
crossmg,  under  lantern.  Aug.  3,  18S>  :  prior's  doorway, 
March  1.  l^s^l ;  tympanum  over  prior's  doorway.  Oct.  28, 
1S^7  ;  bay  of  nave  .measured  by  H.  G.  Xorthey , .  March  5, 
!>-■<> ;  north  choir  aisle  by  J.  Don'sin  ,  Dec.  -'J,  1882 ; 
wall  arc  iding.  Lady  chapel  Pugin  Travelling  Student- 

ship Drawings  by  Leonard  Stokes  ,  March  19  and 
April  1. 1980 :  Bishop  Alcock's  tomb.  March  1. 1895 :  gates. 
Bishop  West's  chapel  (by  J.  J.  Joass'.  i\t.  4.  iyj3  ;  Prior 
Crsuden's  chapel  Pugin  Trav.  Studentship  Drawings  by W.  H.  Bidlakei.  March  6,  1SS5  :  and  tile  paving,  Prior 
Crauden's  chapel  (by  J.  J.  Joass\  Oct.  4.  1S93. 

dormitories,  attendants'  rooms,  bath  -  rooms, 
lavatories,  and  offices.  On  the  right-hand  side 

of  the  water-tower  is  placed  the  isolation  block 

for  10  beds.  It  is  intended  to  erect  at  the  extreme 

ends  and  at  the  back  of  the  buildings  two  chapels 

to  accommodate  350  persons.  The  buildings  are 

being  carried  out  in  stocks,  with  red  brick  and 

stone  dressings,  at  a  cost  of  £liU,8.'iO,  by  Jlr. Charles  llall,  of  Chelsea,  from  the  plans  and 

under  the  superintendence  of  ilessrs.  Newman 
and  Newman,  architects.  Mr.  Durston  is  acting 

as  clerk  of  works. 

NEW    TOWS    HALL    .0"D    FREE  LIKBAKV,  CLITHEROE. 

The  ne  J' building  will  be  erected  on  the  site  of 

the  present  town  hall  and  free  library,  together 
with  extra  land  purchased  for  the  purpose,  and 
will  consist  of  basement  Uoor,  containing  weaving, 

plumbing,  carpentry  and  joinery,  cookery,  agri- 
cultural, store-rooms,  and  latrines,  ..^c.  The 

ground  floor  comprises  separate  entrance  and 

offices  and  grand  staircase  for  the  town-hall 

department,  and  separate  entrance  to  the  library, 
which  will  consist  of  large  lending  library  and 

news  and  reading  room,  librarian's  room,  ic.  The 
first  lloor  will  include  a  large  council-chamber, 

mayor's  parlour,  and  retiring-room,  ante-  and 

cloak-rooms  for  members,  town  clerk's  office,  and 
committee-rooms.  The  top  lloor  is  to  be  devoted 

to  technical  school  purposes,  until  such  time  as 

the  town  requires  the  extra  office  accommoda- 
tion. There  wiU  be  a  verj'  spacious  staircase 

from  the  ground)  floor  to  the  second  lloor  level. 
The  new  building  will  be  in  dressed  stonework 

throughout,  and  it  is  designed  in  the  Kenaissance 

style.  The  total  cost  is  estimated  at  about 
£13,000.  The  architects  are  Messrs.  Briggs  and 
Woistenholm,  of  Blackburn  and  Liverpool.  The 

site  of  the  new  town-hall  overlooks  the  castle 

keep,  which  is  the  only  portion  now  remaining, 

and  is  supposed  to  have  been  built  by  Robert  de- 
Laci,  Lord  of  Blackbumshire,  in  the  reign  of 
Rufus,  and  is  now  vested  in  the  trustees  of  the 
late  Duke  of  Buccleuch. 

RESIPEXTI.VL    EVILDIXGS,    ETC.,    liEXHILL. 

This  building  is  designed  for  erection  on  a  tri- 

angular site  adjoining  the  Marina,  BexhiD.  It 
comprises,  on  the  ground  floor,  shops  facing  the 
sea  and  the  Marina,  and  the  kitchen,  ■stores, 
boilers,  engines,  A:c.  The  building  is  lighted 
bv  central  areas :  on  the  first  [and  principal 

floor  are  spacious  drawing,  dining,  smoking,  and 
billiard  rooms,  and  seventy-five  bed  and  sitting 

rooms,  with  all  the  usual  offices,  i-c.  The entrance-hall  and  lounge,  which  are  on  this  floor, 

and  approached  by  means  of  a  short  flight  of 

steps,  form  a  terrace  at  the  east  end  of  the  build- 
ings. The  whole  will  be  executed  in  brickwork, 

with  red  facings  and  terracotta  architraves, 
cornices,  ic.  The  architects  are  ilr.  Edward 

White  and  Mr.  G.  Godfrey  Page,  of  Gray's Inn,  W.C. 

OOlffPKTITIONS. 
The    "Owen-    Joxes"     PiiriE. — This    com- 

petition was  instituted  in  1878  by  the  Council  of 
the   Society  of  Arts,   as  trustees  for  a  sum  of 
£400,  presented  to  them  by  the    Owen  Jones 
Jlemorial  Committee,  being  the  balance  of  sub- 

scriptions to  that  fund,  upon  condition  of  their 
expending    the    interest    thereof    in    prizes  to 
"  Students  of  the  School  of  Art  who,  in  annual 

competition,  produce  the  best  designs  for  house- 
hold furniture,  carpets,  wall-papers   and  hang- 
ings, damask,  and  chintzes,  &c.,   regulated  by 

the  principles  laid  down  by  tjwen  .Tones."     The prizes  are  awarded  on  the  annual  competition  of 
the   Science   and   Art   Department.     Six   prizes 
were  offered  for  competition  in  the  present  year, 
each  prize  consisting  of  a  bound  copy  of  0  wen 
Jones's  "Principles  of  Design,"  and  a  bronze 
medal.     The  following    is  a  list  of  successful 
CJindidatea : — Kdith   O.  Armour,  School  of  Art, 

Battersea,   design   for    printed    muslin ;    James 
Kincaid,  School  of  Art,   Glasgow,  design  for  a 
hanging   and   carpet   rug ;    Thomas    W.    Long, 
School  of  Art,   Battersea,   designs    for  printed 
muslin ;  George  Marples,  Royal  College  of  Art, 
South  Kensington,  design  for  damask  serviettes ; 

Ernest  H.  Simpson,  School  of  Art,  Leeds,  sten- 
cilled design   for    the   decoration   of   a  dining- 

room  ;    Bertrand    Whittaker,    School    of    Art, 

Macclesfield,  design  for   a  damask  table-cloth. 
The  next  award  will  be  made  in  1900,  when  six 

prizes  will  be  offered  for  competition. 
LixLiTHHow. — The  competitive  plans  of  Messrs. 

John  Jlelvin  and  Son,  architects,  Alloa,  for  a 

new  infectious  diseases  hospital  to  be  erected  at 
Linlithgow  have  been  accepted  by  the  Joint 
Committee  of  the  Burgh  and  District  Committee 
of  the  County  Council.  Accommodation  will  be 
provided  for  twenty-four  beds,  and  the  estimated 
cost  is  between  £6,000  and  £7,000. 

CHIPS. 

On  Thursday  in  last  week,  at  the  invitatioa  of  the 
Samford  Board  of  Guardians,  a  number  of  gentle- 

men from  Ipswich  and  the  locality  assembled  at 

Tattingstone  'Workhouse  to  inspect  an  a,-rated bacterial  filter  recently  erected  there,  and  to  meet 
Colonel  Ducat,  the  patentee,  who  explained  his 

system. Good  attendances  were  given  at  the  Eitate  M»rket, 

Tokenhouse-yard  Mart,  all  last  week,  and  a  con- 
siderable amount  of  business  was  conducted,  prices 

being  well  maintained,  a  few  grotmd  rents  making 

30  years'  purchase. 
The  occupiers  of  a  number  of  tenement  shops  at 

the  Kennington  end  of  the  Brixton-road  have 
received  notice  to  quit,  as  the  land  has  been  leased 
for  the  erection  of  a  Rowton  lodging-house. 

The  erection  of  a  new  lighthouse,  70ft.  high,  at  the 
end  of  the  Admiralty  Pier,  Dover,  was  completed 
on  Friday.  It  was  brought  into  use  on  Sitnrday, 
having  passed  the  Trinity  House  inspaotion. 

A  chancel  screen  has  been  erected  in  'SVoobnni Pariah  Church,  neat  Maidenhead,  by  Miss  Da  Pie, 
in  memory  of  the  late  Mr.  James  Du  Pre,  who  was 
a  Member  of  Parliament  for  Bucks  some  years  ago. 

The  Harrogate  Corporation  Electric  Light  Works 
are  to  be  extended.  'The  town  council  have  decided to  borrow  £JS,000  for  the  purpose. 

Mr.  E.  A.  Sandford  Fawcett,  A,M,I.C.E.,  Local 

Government  Bjard  inspector,  attended  the  town- 
hall,  Felixstowe,  on  Tuesday  week,  to  hold  an 

inquiry  upon  the  application  of  the  tuban  district council  to  borrow  £4.332  for  making-up  (iiilter, 

Gainsborough,  Ruielagh,  Station,  and  Cobbold- 
roads.  Mr.  G.  S.  Hortoo,  the  surveyor,  explained 

the  proposals. Another  Rowton  Hoose  is  now  nearing  completion 
in  Hammersmith-road.  It  is  Lite  French  Renais- 

sance in  style,  built  of  dull  red  brick,  with  brick 

dressings  of  a  brighter  shade,  and  having  buff  terra- cotta wmdow-hoods  and  mouldingp.  It  will  contain 
SOO  beds,  to  be  let  at  6d.  a  night. 

The  Wetherby  Rural  Council  have  decided  to 
apply  for  permission  to  borrow  £2,000  for  drainage 

purposes  at  Tockwith. 
An  hotel  was  opened  near  the  railway  station  at 

West  Runton.  near  Cromer,  last  week.  The 
building,  which  is  in  the  tjueen  Anne  style,  has 
been  built  by  the  proprietor,  Mr.  James  Abbs.  It 
contains  32  bedrooms,  drawing-room,  dining-room 
.Mit.  by  ZOlt.,  kitchens,  \;.,  smoke-room,  three 

private  sitting-rooms,  entiance-hall,  and  staircase 

"the  cott.vge,"  kixgsbury. 

"  The  Cottage,"  Kingsbury,  is  now  nearing  com- 
pletion. Externally,  the  ground-floor  is  of  red 

brick  ;  the  upper  part  of  main  fronts  seen  in  the 
sketch  is  in  half-timber  work  in  oak,  the 

remainder  of  upper  parts  being  in  rough  cast. 
The  windows  and  external  woodwork  tire  in  oak. 

The  interior  is  cottage-like  in  style,  although  in 

many  ways  it  will  be  exceptional.  The  floors  of 
principal  rooms  and  lounge,  also  the  staircase,  are 

in  oak.  The  doors  are  mahogany  with  "  electro  " 
furniture.  The  fireplaces  throughout  are  carried 

out,  as  also  the  walls  of  bath-room  and  lavatorj', 
in  quaint  old  Dutch  tiles.  The  walls  of  kitchen 

and  offices  are  lined  with  "  Crystopal "  tiling. 
The  work  is  being  carried  out  by  Messrs.  J- 
Norris  and  Sons,  of  Sunningdale,  under  the 
superintendence  of  ilr.  \V.  ̂ Yest  Neve,  of 
Bloomsbury-square,  London,  architect. 

chvrch  at  hretteville,  NciKKEV. 

This  well-known  church,  of  which  we  publish 
two  sketches,  stands  in  the  small  village  of 

Xorrey,  about  seven  miles  north-west  of  Caen. 
Built  in  the  Early  Gothic  period,  its  size  and  ele- 

gant proportions  almost  entitle  it  to  be  considered 
a  cathedral.  It  has  a  fine  spire  and  open  belfry, 
and  a  most  interesting  north  porch.     Internally. 
there  is  some  beautiful  carving  of  quaint  design.   ^   
Externally,  on  either  side  ot  the  chancel  wall,  j  inning  up  through  the  main  part  of  the  building, 
rise  two  colombiers,  or  pigeon-houses,  the  exist-  i  The  woodwork  was  chiefly  done  by  Messrs.  Lambert 

ence  of  which  seems  to  indicate  that  this  church  p.ros.,  Lowestoft:  the  decorative  work  was  c^ed 

originallv  belonged  to  the  Abbey  of  Ardenne  out  by  Mr.  BoutteU  of  Shenngham  
and  the 

Thise  sketches  Me  by  Mr.  Charles  E.  VamdeU     1  plastering  by  Meears.  R.  and  
K.  Green,  of  Lynn. 
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TO    OOBBESPONBEKTS. 
(We  do  not  hold  oarselTes  reepon^ble  for  the  opinioiu  of 

our  correspoadeDta.      All    commanicatioaa    lUiould  be 
drawn  up  aa  briefly  as  possible,  aa  there  are  many 
claimants  opoo  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.  ] 

It  ifl  particularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
eommuni cations  respecting^  illuKtratiouB  or  literary  matter 
•hoold  be  addreased  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Boildisto 
News,  832,  Strand.  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.    Delay  is  not  onfreiuently  otberwiae  caused. 
All  drawings  and  other  communicatioiu  are  sent  at  oon- 
txibuton'  risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 
Cheques  and  Fost-offloe  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 

Thk  SraiiTD  Nbwbpapse  Compavt,  Lhotxd. 

NOTICE. 

Bound  eopiea  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twdve  Shillings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI.,  XXXII..  XXXIII.. 

xxxn-..  XXXIX.,  XLi..  xLn-..  xlvi..  xt.tx  . 
U.,  Lin.,  LTV*.,  LV.,  LIX.,  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn  . LXIV.,  LXV..  LXVin.,  LXIX.,  LXX..  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXin..  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LXXVI., 
may  still  be  had.  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  anv  back  numb^  to 
complete  volume  just  ̂ ided  should  order  at  onoe,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TEEMB  OF  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Elingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  6a.  Od.  (or  6dola.  SOc.gold) .  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  68.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6s.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Oftpe,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  Gs.  Od. 

ADVERTISE3IENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments,  Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  TTimimnTn  charge  being  5s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions.  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
■Ad  Trade  Advertisements  {except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  miuimnm  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  t«rma  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Adrertiaement  inserted  for  less  than  ds. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure Insertion. 

SrruATiojrfl, 

TOe  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  •'Situations  Wanted"  is  Onb  Shtllivo  fob  Twkstt- 
POITB  Words,  and  Sixi>ence  for  every  eight  words  aiter. 
AU  Situation  Adverttsements  must  bt  prepaid^ 

REOErvKD.— W.  H.  S.  and  Son.— H.  and  G.-B.  U.  D,  C. 
— T.  L.  B.— Iraz.— S.  S.  and  Co.— W.  and  G.— B.— 
L.  D.  S.  Co.-B.  C.  Co.-J.— C.  H.-W.  P.  and  S-  of  L. 
-R.  B.-R.  J.  T.  of  M.  B.— S.  S.  G.  of  H.-E.J.— 
C.  W.  P.-G.  F.  G.-A.M. 

G.  B.  N.  of  B.— Thanks  for  informatioD,  which,  however, 
was  forestalled  by  another  correspondent,  andappeared 
in  our  last  issue,  p.  215. 

A.  R.— Yea  :  a  legitimate  "  extra." 

J.  D.  P.— Nothing  in  it  against  the  by-Iawa  that  we  can 
see.    What  does  the  local  surveyor  say  ? 

Unoebtaix.— The  architect  ia  right.  He  could  not  with- 
hold the  certificate  under  the  circumstinces.  If  he 

had  done  so  the  contractor  would  have  proceeded 
against  him.  You  seem  to  us  to  be  keeping  the  builder 
out  of  his  money  unwarrantably. 

Bbeks.-Go  to  S.  and  E.  Collier,  Reading.  You  cannot 
do  better  for  red  or  buff  work  in  your  district. 

Dby  Rot.— Carbolineum  avenarius  (Petera,  Bartsch.  and 
Co.,  Derby^  ia  the  best  preventive  you  can  use.  It  is 
cheap  to  apply,  and  very  lasting. 

Hotel.— Xothing  to  beat  R;ndle's  system.  In  the  case 
mentioned  have  the  astragals  of  copper. 

Fxscv.— W.  Oliver  and  Sons,  120,  Bunhill-row,  You 
will  find  what  you  want  there,  and  all  dry  and  fit  for 
immediate  use. 

Glaz[rr.— The  British  U  better  in  all  respects.  We 
would  not  use  the  Belgian.  Go  to  the  British  Plate 
Glass  Co..  Ravenhead.  St.  Helea'a.  They  have  an agent  in  Leeds,  at  12,  Exst  Parade. 

Eboraccu.- We  simply  gave  the  figures  in  the  report  to 
which  we  refer.  You  are  right  in  saying  an  ordinary 
bricklayer  now  cannot  lay  more  than  503  bricks  per  day. 
We  are  of  your  opinion  that  all  trades  should  be  Ieam«l 
during  apprenticeship,  and  be  supplemented  by  class 
teaching. 

—   «-M^   . 

Jttterc0mmttttkatt0rt, 
QUSSTIOX^S. 

ri2-283.]— lastraetions  to  Obtain  Tenders- 
Will  someone  havmj;  experience  kindly  reply  t«i  the 
followinj^  query  .'  Djes  "instruction  to  obtain  tenders " 
c4Try  with  it  authority  to  have  quantities  taken  out  I 
Are  there  any  leg  il  d-icisions  thereon?  Owner,  in  order 
to  reduce  tender  for  his  hous?,  instructs  builder  to  strike 

out  charge  for  •luantities.  ic,  and  accL*i^*-*  t*^nder  in  con- 
sequence. Architect  and  quantity  surveyor  not  informed 

of  this  "  little  deal."  Oimerand  builder  now  repudiate 
liability.  Former  says  be  gave  no  order  for  quantities, 
did  not  want,  and  won't  pay  for  them.  Builder  admits 
be  could  not  have  tendered  without  them,  but  pleads 
owner's  instructions ;  says  I '  cannot  pay.  Any  legal 
decisions  upm  the  positi'in  will  be  muoa  .-jteemed  by— 
lxext-eBiE.<,-rEi*. 

ri2289.1-Oommla8ion  on  Drainage  Scheme. 
— 1  am  about  to  carry  out  a  -small  drainage  scheme  costing 
about  f  iOO.  Will  some  fellow-reader  suggest  what  com- 

mission I  should  chargef  Is  it  usual  to  charge  so  much 
per  cent,  on  the  outlay  f  If  so,  ihow  much  .'  And  ia  this 
to  cover  surveying  area,  attending  l^ooal  Government 
Board  inquiry,  and  other  meetings  !— W.  F.  J. 

[12295.]  -Parchment.— I  have  a  number  of  plans  to 
put  on  parchment,  manv  of  them  requiring  large  washes 
of  c;)lour.  1  presume  that  nothing  beyond  pouncing  can 
be  done  to  overcome  the  ordinary  difficulties  of  colouring 
on  parchment !  It  seenu  necessary,  however,  to  mount 
these  skins,  as  ther  are  of  large  si2e  ;  but  the  preliminary 
damping  of  the  back  for  this  purpose  results  in  an 
immense  number  of  dark,  greasy-looking  s^iots  of  all 
sizes,  and  these  do  not  dry  out.  Why  is  this !  Is  the 
parchment  defective,  or  do  these  spots  always  appear  on 
damping .'  I  do  not  remember  them  on  previous  occa- 

sions. I  have  tried  sizing  the  sheets,  but  with  only 
questionable  results.- R.  A.  B. 

[12291. 1— Two-Coat  Plaster.— Will  an  experienced 
Mie  tell  me  what  e»  ch  coat  in  two-coat  work  should  con- 

sist of,  and  the  advantage  of  baring  three-coat  work  ?— YotTn. 

112292.1  —  Kahoeany     and    Oak   Joinery —I 
should  like  to  know  the  prime  cost  of  mahogany  and  oak 
of  a  superior  quality  ?— A.  O. 

[1'2'293.]— "Wood  Pa'rtnK.  — The  streets  of  London  are 
being  paved  with  wood  blocks  of  a  very  hard  and,  to  all 
appearance  durable,  quality.  Will  some  one  tell  me  the 
name  of  the  wood  used  in  the  bu-sy  thoroughfares,  and 
which  stand  the  traffic  so  well  *  Also  the  coet,  and 
oblige.— CorvTBVMvs-. 

[12294  ;  — Ordnance  Datum-— In  some  Ordnance 
maps  the  following  statement  is  engraved  "  The  altitudes 
are  given  in  feet  above  the  approximate  mean  water  at 
Liverpool."  What  does  this  mean?  Will  any  reader 
explain  T— Datl'm. 

[r2'295.]  — Architect's  Charges  —An  architect 
obtains  tenders  from  a  contractor  for  carrying  out  a 
building.  Is  he  entitled  to  charge  \  per  cent,  on  the 
lowest  of  these  when  he  has  not  prepared  quantities  -' 
There  are  some  who  contend  he  has  no  right  to  charge  on 
a  builders'  estimate,  notwithstanding  the  Institute 
Schedule.    Is  he  legally  entitled  to  do  so  ?— Qt-EBY. 

[l229G.]-'76ntUatlon  of  House  Drains.-WiU 
an  experienced  sanitary  reader  inform  me  if  it  is  neces- 

sary to  have  an  inlet  for  fresh  air  to  the  trap  of  drain 
laid  under  the  house,  as  well  as  to  carry  up  the  soil-pipe 
full  bore  above  the  roof .'  Where  should  the  inlet  be 
placed  ?  There  is  no  room  at  the  side  of  house,  and  the 
only  place  in  front  would  be  the  forecourt,  if  it  is  not 
attached  to  the  front  of  house.— J.  li.  S. 

[12297.]- Masonry    and     Stone-Cutting'.— Are 
there  any  easy  rules  to  give  the  way  of  setting-out  the 
voussoirs  of  a  stone  niche  .'  What  is  .the  *'  Siint  Antoine 
back-vaulting"?  Will  anyone  give  me  information'  — 
A  Student. 

[ISiSis.]— Macadam.— 'Where  can  I  find  an  authentic 
account  of  Macadam's  directions  for  making  the  road 
surfaces  known  as  macadamised .'  It  is  stated  that  in 
many  cases  our  roadmakers  use  atones  too  large,  and  it 
certainly  seems  like  it  from  what  can  be  seen  on  the 
Embankment  now.— Pit-a. 

[12299.]-'Water  Lifting'.  —  Can  any  reader  ex- perienced in  the  above  tell  me  the  cheapest  and  most 
efficient  means  by  which  I  can  force  20,000  gallons  of 
waste  water  (in  about  two  hours;  from  a  tank  to  a 
meadow  about  oOO  yards  distant  .'  The  top  of  the  tank  ia 
level  with  the  ground,  but  the  meadow  is  about  33ft. 
higher  than  the  bottom  of  tank.  The  apparatus  must  not 
be  liable  to  clog.  I  have  a  loH-F.  steam-engine,  which  is 
25  yards  from  the  tank.— Watkrt.oo. 

[123X1.]— Automatic  Flushing  Cistern.- Will 
someone  please  give  a  working  sketch  and  explain  the 
construction  of  the  automatic  cisterns  used  for  flushing 
urinals? — I.  K. 

[12301.]— Sundial.— Can  anyone  inform  me  what 
would  be  the  best  cement  to  use  to  fasten  the  style  of 
sundial  down  to  the  face  of  the  instrument .'  The  style  is 
of  biafs,  the  face  of  slate.  There  are  brass  pins  that  go 
^own  inta  the  face ;  but  thev  have  worked  loose. — 
D.C. 
[12332.J-Bent  Timber.— Will  anyone  kindly  say 

what  smaller  curve  it  is  necewary  to  gi%-e  to  a  piece  of 
timber  that  has  been  steamed  to  be  bent,  so  that  when  it 
springs  after  removal  it  may  assume  the  correct  curve 

that  wa?  desired  '— E\-.ivef.b. 
[IJ'iM.] -Mensuration.— Will  one  of  your  mathe- 

matical readers  kindly  show  the  working  out,  by  men- 
suration, of  the  following  I  A  circle  is  described  about  a 

regular  hexagon,  and  a  seond  hexigon  is  described 
about  the  circle.  The  difference  between  the  area  of  the 
two  hexagons  is  S13sq. in.  Fmd  the  area  of  the  circle .— P.  T.   

^BPLTBS. 

[12»R6.] -Professional— I  cannot  see  that  "  H.  W." 
has  anything  to  complain  about.  <uid  it  is  certain  that  he 
can  do  nothmg.  It  is  a  very  common  thing  for  firms  of 
estate  agents  to  recommend  one  or  more  architects -in 
fact,  in  the  London  district  a  very  large  amount  of  pro- 

fessional work  ii  done  by  the  large  tirms  of  estate  agents 
cr  their  nominees.  If  the  gentleminwho  is  called  an 
"  assistant  "  in  the  question  practi-ned  on  his  own  account, 
there  could  be  no  grievance,  so  the  fact  of  his  holding  an 
appointment  is  of  little  consequence.  Scores  of  people, 
agents  and  otKcials,  recommend  their  friends  for  any 
architectural  work.  Such  a  state  of  thirigs  has  always 
existed,  and  always  will.— Hsxav  Lovioaovi. 

[12286.]— Professional —••H-  ■«■."  aUeges  a  hard case,  in  which  one  of  the  assistants  of  an  architect  in  a 
certain  town  is  allowed  to  carry  on  practice  on  his  own 
account,  the  principal  having  a  land  agency  by  which  his 
assistant  is  thus  posted  in  all  building  schemes  of  the 
locality.  There  is  no  law  in  operation  by  which  this  state 
of  things  can  be  prevented.  The  only  remedy  is  to  paa 
the  Architects'  Registration  Bill,  so  as  to  prevent  any 
incompetent  person  from  practising.  Till  that  time 
arrives,  architects*  assistants,  with  the  consent  of  tlieip 
principals,  can  carry  on  businesses  of  their  own.  It  is 
questionable  policy  for  any  principal  to  allow  his  assistant 
to  practise  architecture  while  he  carries  on  an  estate 
business,  and  no  doubt  the  said  individual  is  net  properly 
an  architect  himself,  and  engages  an  assistant  to  do  the 
architectural  work.  I  believe  there  are  many  surveyors 
who  carry  on  a  kind  of  joint  partnership  in  this  way.  It 
is  hard  for  properly  qualified  practitioners  in  a  small 
town;  but  what  they  cannot  prevent  they  must  bear. 
(Qualification  and  ability  will,  in  the  long  ran,  hold  their 
own.— COUKTSV  Fbactitiosbb. 

[122W.]— Dairy. —  "The  Book  of  the  Dairy,"  by Flescbmsn,  Aikman,  and  Wright  (BUickie  and  Sons, 

publishers,  1896),  may  supply  "Enquirer's"  wiuits.— 
Reoekt's  Pabk. 

[12367.]— Dairy.-"  Enquirer  "  should  refer  to  books 
in  the  library  of  the  Surveyors*  Institution,  or  write  to 
Mr.  W.  C.  Young,  Secretary,  British  Dairy  Farmen' 
As80ciati<».— H.  Covsoeove. 

'^^  CHIPS. 
The  Saltan  of  Turkey  has  decided  upon  the  con- 

struction of  a  new  palace  near  Yildiz  Kiosk,  at  a 
cost  of  £80,000. 

Mr.  Limer  Sogden,  F.E.I.B.A.,  ot  Hanley  and 
Leek,  is  about  to  visit  Hamburg,  Copenhagen,  and 
Stockholm,  in  order  to  inspect  the  technical  schools ; 
a  recommendatory  letter  from  the  Foreign  Office 
explains  that  Mr.  Sogden  is  travelling  to  make 
inquiries  as  an  architect  for  the  information  of  the 

Technical  Committee  of  the  Leek  L'rban  District 
Council  in  connection  with  the  building  of  the 
Urban  School  of  Technology,  Science,  and  Art  at 
that  town. 

The  pariah  church  of  Atnrotb,  Fembrokeshire,  baa 
been  reopened  after  restoration  at  a  cost  of  £700. 
It  ia  an  interesting  structure,  possessing  a  splendid 
twelfth-century  tower. 

The  board  of  guardians  for  Barnstaple  have  in- 
structed Mr.  W.  C.  Oliver  to  prepare  plans  for 

homes  for  pauper  children. 

The  Bishop  of  St.  David's  consecrated,  on 
Friday,  the  church  which  has  been  erected  at 
Ystrad  Meurig,  in  Cardiganshire,  in  memory  of 
Edward  Richard,  one  of  the  early  workers  on 
behalf  of  Welsh  education.  The  architect  was  Mr. 

Harold  Hughes,  of  Bangor,  and  Messrs.  Charles 
Davies  and  Co. ,  of  Llanf arian,  were  the  builders. 

Mr.  John  S.  'Warr,  secretary  to  Waring  and 
Gillow,  Limited,  writes  from  IT.o,  Oxford-street  :— 
"Some  six  months  ago  we  gave  you  otir  experi- 

ence under  the  Act  and  showed  that  for  the  half- 
year,  from  Jaly  1  to  Dicember  31,  1S9S,  our  claims 

had  been  £93  against  £1,'2.50  asked  by  the  in- 
surance companies  for  six  months'  premium.  For the  six  months  ended  Jane  30,  1S99,  our  payments 

forinjariea  amount  to  £18,  making  a  total  for  the 

year  of  £111." 
A  large  clock,  with  four  8ft.  dials,  chiming  the 

Cambridge  quarters,  and  striking  the  hours,  has 
just  been  erected  upon  the  pirish  church,  Swansea, 
by  Messrs.  John  Smith  and  Sons,  Midland  Clock 
\V'orks,  Darby. 

The  House  of  Mercy  for  Sisters  of  Mercy,  Dun- 

garvan,  is  being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means 

of  Shorland's  patent  Manchester  grates,  the  same 

being  supplied  by  Messrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  Brothers, of  Manchester. 

The  adjourned  inquest  respecting  ;the  death  of 

Tom  Lewis,  son  of  an  architect  residing  at  Willas- 

ton,  Xantwich,  was  held  on  the  17th  iost.  The  lad, 

who  was  employed  at  Mr.  James  Wood's  sawmills, and  another  work  boy  named  John  Thomas  Jones 

got  to  high  words.  Jones  lifted  his  hand  as  if  to 
strike  Lewis,  who  then  swung  his  arm  and  hit  Jones 
in  the  ribs.  Jones  struck  Lewis  on  the  temple, 

knocking  his  head  against  a  post  and  causing  him  to 

fall  to  the  ground.  The  lad  lay  motionless  on  the 
floor  for  ten  minutes,  it  being  supposed  he  was 

shamming,  but  on  being  assisted  to  his  feet  he  com- 
plained of  his  head.  He  remained  at  his  work  until 

5.30,  but  died  at  10  o'clock  the  same  night.  The 

jury  returned  a  verdict  to  the  effect  that  Lewis 

accidentally  met  his  death. 
The  bosiness  recently  carried  on  by  Mr.  John 

E.  C.  Cirr  tmder  the  name  of  "The  Crafts"  at 
Longsight,  Manchester,  has  been  purchased  by  Mr. 
Geo.  'W'ragKe  and  transferred  to  SaUord.  The  new 
liusiness  will  be  devoted  to  the  practice  of  the 

applied  arts,  chief  among  which  will  be  those  of 
stained-glass  and  lead-light  making.  Mr.  Wragge 

has  been  commissioned  to  supply  the  staiued-islass 
and  casements  to  one  of  the  rooms  in  the  Royal 

Pavilion  at  the  forthcoming  Faris  Eihibitiou,  and 

the  increase  in  his  business  has  necessitated  the 

opening  of  additional  oflicsa  in  the  Bigg  Market, 
Newcistle-on-Tyne. 
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The  Crystal  P.u,iCE  Coiu-wr  andtiik  Lon-don 
Biriijirxr.  Act,  1894  —The  Tense  migiatrates  gave 

their  decision  on  Tueadav  in  the  case  of  the  four 

snmmonaes  taken  out  by  the  London  Ciiunty  C  rancil 

arainst  the  Crystal  Palace  Company  for  an  alleged 

infringement  of  the  London  Ituilding  Act,  lS9t,  by 

erecting  some   polo   stables  in  the  grounds  of  the 
Palace  without  having  first  obtained  the  sanction  of 

the  Council.     The  case  was  heard  a  month  ago,  and 

the  Bench  had  taken  time  to  consider  their  decision. 

The  chairman  (Mr.  James  Judd)  said  the  question 

the   magistrates  had   to   decide   was    whether   the 

erections  specified  in  the  four  summonses  were  sub- 
ject to  the  provisions  of  the   London  Building  Act. 

1S91.     It  seemed  to  be  quite  clear  that  no  special 

exemption  was  made  to  the  buildings  of  the  com- 
pany by  the  London  Building  Act  of  ISOl.aswas 

the  case  with  various  other  erections  and  buildings 

in  difi'erent  parts  of  the  County  of  London,  and  of 
certain  specified  natures,  enumerated  in  the  20l8t 
and  following  sections  of  the  Act.     It  was  proved 
that  the  buildings  were  in  the  grounds  of  the  Crystal 
Palace,  and  that  they  wore  situated  at  a  distance 
of  more  than  a  quarter  of  a  mile  from  the  main 
building.      After   referring   to  the  various  private 
Acts  of  Parliament  which  had   been  obtained  from 

time  to  time  by  the  Crystal   Palace  Company  and 
the  exemptions  they  conferred,  the  chairman  said 
that  in  ISSl  the  company  obtained  another  private 

Act.  By  section  21  of  that  Act  the  "  main  building, 
conservatories,  and    waterworks  of  the  company, 
and  the  conveniences  and  other  works  immediately 

connected   therewith,"    were    exempted  from   the 
operation  of  part   1  of  the  Metropolitan  Building 

Act  of  1S.').'».     The  magistrates  were  of  opinion  that 
the  exemption  conferred  on  the  company  by  that 
section  still  remained  in  force,  notwithstanding  that 

the  Metropolitan  Building  Act  of  IS.'i.i  had  been  re- 
pealed by  the  London  Building  Act  of  1S91,  as  they 

considered  that  such  exemption  was  kept  alive  by 
the  218th  section   of   the  Act  of  IS'U.    The  2lst 
section  of  the  Act  of    ISSl    extended  or  increased 

the  exemption  which  the  company  had  originally 
enjoyed,    inasmuch    as    by    inference    it  included 
such  part  of  the  main    building    or  conservatories 
as    were    or     should     be     chicfiy    composed    of 
masoury  and  timber,  and  also  included  the  water- 

works of  the  company  and  the  conveniences  and 
and  other  works  immediately  connected  not  only 
with  such  waterworks,  but  with  the  main  building 
and  conservatoriee  also.     It  also  increased  or  ex- 

tended such   exemption  in  another  direction.    It 
now  remained  for  the  Bench  to  consider  whether  or 

not  section  21  of  the  company's  .\ct  of  18S1  exempted 
the  buildings  or  erections  now  the  subject  of  their 
inquiry  from  the  operation  of  part  7  of  the  London 
Building  Act  of  1S94.     The  Bench  did  not  think 
that,  in  order  to  claim  the  benefit  of  this  exempting 

section,  the  " conveniencee  or  other  works"  must 
of  necessity  be  structarally  attached  to  either  the 
main  building,  conservatories,  or  waterworks  of  the 
company.    Section  20,  which  they  would  read  with 
section  21.  gave  the  directors  power  to  erect  in  the 
Crystal  Palace  grounds  twenty  cottages  for  their 

workmen,  with  "  all  suitable  buildings  and  con- 
veniences connected  therewith."  It  these  polo  stables 

were   *'  conveniences  or  other   works  immediately 
connected  with  the   main  building,"   thoy  would 
unquestionably  be    free    from  the   control  of  the 
London  County  Council.     They  might,  no  doubt, 
be  conveniences  or   other   works;    but  were  they 
immediately    connected    with    the  main  building, 
conservatories,  or  waterworks  ?    In  the  view  of  the 

magistrates,  the  meaning  of  the  words    "imme- 
diately connected  therewith  "  was  that  they  were 

intended  to  apply  to  conveniences  or  other  works 
closely  appurtenant  to  or  such  as  were  required  for 

use  as  adjacent  appendages  of  the  "  main  ouilding, 
conservatories,  and  waterworks  of  the  company." 
They  held  that  the  buildings  in  question  could  not 
be  so  described,  and  were  therefore  not  exempt  from 
the  operation  of  part  7  of  the  London  Building  Act 
of  1.S94.    They  had,  therefore,  decided  to  convict 
on  each  of  the  four  summonses.    They  would  im- 

pose a  penalty  of  lOj.  and  78.  6d.  costs  in  each  of 
the  four  cases,  with  an  extra  five  guineas  on  the 
first  summons,  and  in  the  exercise  of  their  discretion 

they  would  not  require  the  Crystal  Palace  Company 
to    obtain    the   approval   of  the    London  County 
Council  for  the  erection  of  these  buildings,  as  they 
had  already  been  completed  and  were  such  as  the 
Council    would   have  approved.     Xor  would   the 
Bench   order    the  stables  to   be  demolished.     Mr. 

fHen  intimated  that  the  Crystal  Palace  (Company 
would  carry  the  case  further.    The  chairman  said 
the  question  raised   was   a  very    important    one, 
and   the    Bench    would    willingly    state    a    case. 
Mr.  Glen  said  the  usual  notice  would  be  given. 

M.iH.iATE  Aehitr.atiom.— Mr.  Percival  F.  Tuckett, 
F.S.I.  (Messrs.  Tuckett  and  Son,  2,  IJisinghall- 
street.  City),  has  disposed  of  a  series  of  claims 
arising  out  of  the  acquisition  of  land  for  the  Isle 

of  Thanet  Light  liiilway  Companv's  purposes. 
Among  the  cases  was  that  of  Mr.  J."  F.  Friend,  of the  Xorthdown  F.jtate, 

i'l,27o   10s.   for   la.    2r, 

through  the  estate.  Mr.  John  lUyly,  auctioneer. 

High-street.  Mirgate,  valuel  the  strips  taken, 

measuring  altogether  la.  2r.  IGp  ,  at  £^02  73.,  and 
with  ten  per  cent,  for  compulsorv  purchase, 

£882  lis.  Gd.  Mr.  William  Eve,  F.S.I.  (Messrs. 

Eve  and  Sans,  10,  Union-court,  Old  Broad-street, 

EC),  gavea  total  valuation  of  £l,2.M  29.  61..  and 

Mr  Fred.  T.  Honeyball,  F.S.I. ,  of  Deal,  valued  the 

damage  at  £1.980.  <  >a  behalf  of  the  Company,  Mr. 

Page  "contended  that  the  construction  of  the  light 
railway  through  Mr.  Friend's  estate  must  give  an 
increased  money  value  and  create  a  road  frontage  to 

the  land,  which  would  more  than  counterbalance  the 

damage  done  bv  taking  the  land.  Mr.  James  F. 

Field,  P.P.A.I.,  F.S.I.  (Messrs.  Field  and  Son,  .54, 

Borough  High-street,  and  r,2.  Chancery-lane),  said 
there  was  some  prospective  building  value  in 

claimant's  estate,  but  for  some  years  to  come,  had 
it  not  been  for  this  light  railway,  it  would  have 

remained  agricultural  land.  His  valuation  came  to 

£■520,  to  which  he  added  10  per  cent.,  £32,  making 
X:i.52!  Mr.  H.  Hinds,  F  S  I.,  of  Rimsgate,  also 

considered  that  the  railway  would  tend  to  the 

development  of  the  estate  and  decidedly  increase 
the  value.  Mr.  Albert  Latham,  borough  surveyor, 

Margate,  treated  the  land  at  Id.  and  Ud.  per  foot 

super.,  and  arrived  at  a  total  of  £:!,54  Is.  81.,  and 

allowed  £50  for  angles.  In  his  opinion,  the  better- 
ment entirely  wiped  out  the  value  of  the  land  taken. 

Mr.  Ilenrv  Hayward  (Messrs.  Worsfold  and  Hiy- 
ward,  of  Dover)  was  also  retained.  The  award  in 

this  and  the  other  oases  was  reserved. 

Rk  John  Beapsey,  Haeky  Lloyd,  awd  William 

LErriNOTOM,  BriLDEBS,  SmiWAL,  Wolveeiiamp. 

TON.  ASD  ALBEii>nrox.— A  meeting  of  the  crelitors 
of  those  debtors  was  held  last  week  at  the  offije  of 

the  Official  Receiver.  Wolverhampton.  According 

to  the  statement  of  affairs,  the  liabilities  amounted 

to  £3. '251,  and  the  assets  to  £2, .30.5.  TheOffi-.ial 
Receiver,  in  his  observations,  explained  that  B  radney 

and  Llovd  commenced  business  as  builders  at  the 
Lizwd  Works.  Shifnal.  in  March,  1893.  with  a  jiint 

capital  of  £500.  Leppington  joined  them  in  1897. 

and  provided  £355.  which  was  borrowed,  and  still 

owing.  Bradney  had  previously  been  in  partner- 
ship in  a  similar  business  with  Messrs.  Skett  and 

Butler,  in  Wolverhampton,  where  they  traded  as 

Bradney  and  Co.  That  firm  was  wound  up  in  1892 
under  a  deed  of  assignment  under  which  a  dividend 

of  S<.  7Jd.  in  the  £  was  paid  on  £4,777.  In  1879 
Bradney  was  in  partnership  with  a  Mr.  D»wson  as 

builders,  in  Wolverhampton, and  upm  Mr.  Diwaon's death  the  firm  was  wound  up,  but  Mr.  Bradney  was 

unable  to  say  whether  or  not  the  firm's  debts  were paid  in  fuU.  Under  the  failure  of  Bradney  and  Co., 
in  1892,  Mr.  Bradney  stated  that  the  trustee  sold  to 

his  (Mr.  Bradney's)  wife  his  furniture,  household 
effects,  and  the  equity  of  redemption  in  the  house 
he  then  occupied  in  C  ompton-road,  Wolverhampton . 
Mr.  Bradney  now  practically  possessed  no  separate 

estate.  Mrs.  Bradney  had  since  acquired  the  free- 
hold of  the  yard  and  premises  occupied  by  Bradney 

and  Lloyd,  who  became  her  tenants.  Her  pur- chases were  made  out  of  money  left  to  her  by  Mt. 

Bradney's  father,  under  that  gentleman's  will,  to 
the  exclusion  of  his  son.  The  unfinished  contracts 
of  the  binkrupts  included  one  at  Llandrindod  Wells, 
£7,934  :  one  at  Wolverhampton,  £l..590  :  one  at 
Sutton  Coldfi^ld,  £1,560  ;  and  one  at  Dawley,  £350. 
A  few  months  ago  the  debtors  were  pressed  so 
severely  that  a  deed  of  assignment  was  executed, 
but,  as  some  of  the  creditors  would  not  agree  to  it, 
the  debtors  filed  their  petition.  They  attributed 
their  failure  to  want  of  capital,  loss  on  contracts, 
and  the  increase  in  the  price  of  materials  and  wages. 
The  debtors  were  adjudicated  bankrupts,  and  Mr. 
H.  p.  Smith,  of  Wolverhampton,  was  appointed 
trustee,  with  Messrs.  W.  S.  Rowland.  W.  Bsddows, 
H.  B.  Lavender,  J.  P.  Butt,  and  W.  Wave  as  a 
committee  of  inspection. 

Failuee  of  a  Noethwich  Bltiloeb. — At  Crewe 
Bankruotcy-court,  before  Mr.  Registrar  Speabman, 
Aaron  Marsden,  of  12,  Dirwin-street,  London-road, 
Xorthwich.  builder,  attended  for  his  public  eximi- 
nation.  The  eross  liabilities  wore  about  £800,  of 
which  about  £298  were  expected  to  rank,  and  the 
deficiency  was  estimated  at  about  £261  33.  8d.  In 
reply  to  questions  by  Mr.  T.  Bullock  (the  Official 
Receiver),  the  debtor  stated  that  he  had  been  carry- 

ing on  business  as  a  builder  at  Northwich  for  the 
past  five  or  six  years.  He  had  been  there  about  ten 

years.  Previously  he  had  been  at  Ashton-nnder- 
Lyne  in  business  about  twenty  years.  He  had 
failed  while  he  was  at  Ashton-under-Lyne.  He 
compounded  with  his  creditors,  paying,  he  believed, 
59.  in  the  £.  bat  most  of  them  he  paid  in  full.  His 
total  liabilities  at  Ashton  were  between  t:200  and 
£300.  He  came  to  Xorthwich  as  a  joiner,  and 
afterwards  he  took  over  a  business,  paying  £160  for 
it.  That  money  was  lent  to  him  at  four  per  cent. 
He  thought  he  was  perfectly  solvent  at  that  time. 
He  (the  debtor)  was  mostly  engaged  in  building 
speculation.  He  had  several  contracts,  but  he  did 
not  keep  proper  accounts,  and  could  not  tell 
whether  he  made  a  profit  on  them  or  not.  He  had 

Margate,  who  claimed  no  idea  of  the  total  amount  of  contracts  he  entered 
IGp.  of    land  taken  and    into  in  anv  one  year— they  were  mostly  small  con- 

leveranca  damage  caoaed  by  the  railway  passing  I  tracts.    He  had  built  houses  and  sold  some,  and  his 

impression  was  that  he  had  made  money  on  some  of 
the  houses  he  had  sold.  He  had  kept  a  cash-book, 
but  it  had  not  been  kept  very  correct.  His  books 
would  not  show  his  position.  He  accounted  for  his 
position  by  the  depreciation  of  his  property.  The 
examination  was  adjourned. 

What  is  a  BuiLPifro  ?— At  the  Southend 
Borough  Bench  last  week,  E.  Johnson,  H.  Brooks, 
J.  B.  Lugar,  and  Frank  Lindsay  were  severally 
summoned  for  erecting  buildings  without  depositing 

plans  on  land  commonly  known  as  Wilson's  or 
Pawley's  Oreen.  Jfr.  W.  II.  Snow,  the  town 
clerk,  supported  the  summonses  for  the  corporation, 
and  Mr.  R.  E.  Moore  defended.  The  case  against 
Johnson  was  taksn  first.  Mr.  Saow  said  these 
were  wooden  erections  8ft.  2in.  wide  by  rttt.  2in. 

deep,  with  an  average  height  of  7ft.  Oin.  They 
were  lock-up  shops.  He  quoted  the  leading  oases  as 
Ui  what  a  building  was  in  law,  and  said  it  had  been 
decided  that  where  a  structure  was  conveyed  to  its 
destination  on  wheels,  and  the  wheels  were  then 
taken  off,  it  was  a  buildiug  within  the  meaning  of 
the  Act.  The  defencs  to  this  action  would  probably 
be  that  the  structures  would  only  remain  until  the 
end  of  the  season,  and  were,  therefore,  temporary : 
but  to  comply  with  the  law  a  building  must  be 
temporary  al/  imliv  and  throughout  its  existence. 
These  were  used  as  shops  in  the  ordinary  course  of 
business.  Alhtough  agreements  might  be  made 
only  until  the  end  of  the  season,  they  could,  of 
course,  easily  be  altered.  These  erections  and 
the  others,  which  were  on  the  same  land,  were  a 
nuisance  and  a  disgrace,  and  the  corporation 
wanted  their  powers  determined.  Mr.  Matthew 
Tutiu,  buildings  inspector,  described  the  building, 
and  in  croas-eximination  aaid  there  were  no  aas  or 

water  pipes  or  any  sanitary  arrangements.  Mr.  A. 
Fidler.  the  borough  engineer,  also  gave  evidence. 
Mr.  Moore  said  it  would  be  giving  a  very  strained 

meaning  to  the  word  "  building  "  to  say  that  it 
applied  in  any  way.  This  was  the  only  way  that  a 
private  owner  could  beneficially  enjoy  the  land,  as 
it  was  not  allowed  to  ba  built  upon  beyond  a  cer- 

tain height.  A  "  building  "  must  involve  substan- 
tiality and  permanence.  These  were  to  come  down 

at  the  end  of  the  season.  D  af  endant  said  his  license 
from  Mrs.  Wilson  was  till  Oct.  1,  but  the  structure 
would  be  taken  down  on  Sept.  15.  It  was  not 
attached  to  the  ground  in  any  way,  and  could  be 
lifted  by  two  men.  A  carpenter  named  Cirr  said 
the  structure  could  be  taken  away  and  put  back 

again  in  an  hour  and  a  half,  "  so  you  couldn't  call that  a  buildiug."  Mr.  Leslie  Wreford,  architect, 
said  the  building,  in  his  opinion,  did  not  come  within 
the  by-law  definition.  Mr.  W.  Gillett,  builder, 
described  the  erection  as  merely  a  show  case.  The 
bench  decided  that  it  was  not  a  building  within  the 

meaning  of  the  by-laws.  The  summons  was  dis- 
missed with  costs  to  defendants.  Mr.  Snow  asked 

the  Banch  to  state  a  case  for  the  opinion  of  the  High 

Court.  This  was  agreed  to,  and  the  other  sum- 
monses were  adjourned  to  abide  the  result  of  the 

appeal. 
In  eb  H.  Beecb  of  Aintehb. — A  meeting  of  the 

creditors  of  Herbert  Bsech,  a  builder,  of  23,  Second- 
avenue,  Longmoor-lane,  Aintree,  was  held  on  the 
16th  inst.,  at  the  offices  of  the  Official  Receiver, 
Victoria-street,  Liverpool.  Mr.  Ring,  the  assistant 
Official  Receiver,  presided,  and  reported  that  the 
unsecured  liabilities  amounted  to  £SU  Us.  M. 
There  were  creditors  fully  secured,  representing 

£9,498  163.  6i.,  and  they  held  securities  of  the  esti- 
mated value  of  £10,023  Ss.  3d.,  leaving  a  surplus 

of  £529  Us.  9d.  The  assets,  including  the  surplus 
of  securities,  amounted  to  £839  193.  6i.,  levying  an 
aoparent  surplus  of  assets  over  liabilities  of 
£2S  Ss.  3d.  The  debtor,  who  was  only  23  years  of  age, 
commenced  business  as  a  joiner  and  builder  in 
September,  1893,  in  partnership  with  a  Mr.  John 

M  Clusky,  putting  in  £90  of  capital.  The  partner- 
ship was  dissolved  in  Xovember,  1893,  the  debtor 

taking  over  the  assets  and  liabilities.  According  to 
the  statement  of  the  debtor,  he  agreed  to  buy  land 
for  22  houses  at  Second  Avenue,  Fazikerley,  at 

153!  per  yard.  Ha  had  built  and  completed  12 
houses,  sold  a  chief  rent  on  them  for  £1,010,  and 
mortgaged  them  to  a  Mr.  Counery,  of  Manchester, 
for  £2,080.  The  debtor  had  partly  built  ten  more, 
and  stated  that  they  were  worth,  for  work  done, 
£1.700,  but  he  had  not  taken  up  the  title.  The 
debtor  had  also  contracted  to  take  land  for  5u  more 
houses  ou  the  same  place,  but  had  not  commenced 
to  erect  buildings  upon  it.  The  debtor  alleged  that 
the  cause  of  failure  was  inability  to  get  advances. 
Xo  offer  was  made  on  behalf  of  the  debtor,  and  it 

was  resolved  to  wind  up  the  art'air  in  bankruptcy. 
In-  Re  F.  Hn.i)  of  Bklvedeee.  —  The  state- 

ment of  the  affurs  of  Mr.  Frank  Hind,  of  Wood- 
aide,  Belvedere-road,  builder,  contractor,  and 
wheelwright,  lately  residing  at  Xo.  10,  Lower  Park- 
road.  Belvedere,  and  carrying  on  business  at  Heron- 
hill,  Xelson-road.  and  Station-road,  shows  a  total 
indebtednessof£7,4604s.2d.,of  which£rt.r.221M.rtd. 
is  owing  to  14  unsecured  creditors,  and  a  deficiency 

of  £  '.,169  3i.  lOd.  The  causes  of  failure  are  s;iid  to 
be  loss  on  contracts,  rises  in  prices  of  labour  and 
material,  and  hoavy  interest  onborrowei  money. 

The  Deputy  Official  Rsceivar  remarks  thit  "Tha 
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bankrupt  states  he  commenced  bueinesa  as  a  builder 
about  lOyeara  agoat  Heron-hill, Belvedere,  without 
any  capital.  During  the  past  three  years  the  bank- 

rupt appears  to  have  c^jned  on  an  extensive  busi- 
ness, and  has  from  time  to  time  borrowed  large 

sums  from  bis  relatives  and  others." 
In  re  Neal  of  Dave.sti!T.  —  The  Uffidal 

Beceiver  (Mr.  Alfred  Ewen)  has  issued  the  state- 
ment of  affairs  in  the  bankruptcy  of  John  Neal,  of 

Daventry,  contractor  and  builder,  whoso  petition 
was  presented  by  himself  on  July  27.  The  gross 
liabilities  are  estimated  at  £4,.')00  Ss.,  of  which 
£•-',170  4s.  3d.  is  estimated  to  rank  for  dividend. The  debtor  expects  his  assets  available  for  dividend 
will  be  £872  Os.  .id.,  leaving  a  deficiency  of 
£1,298  3s.  lOd.  Mr.  John  Boswortb  was  partner 
with  the  bankrupt  from  January,  1S90,  to  October, 
189C.    Mr.  Bosworth  was  paid  1 100  to  go  out. 

CHIPS. 

Messrs.  Maudsley,  Sons,  and  Field,  the  well- 
known  marine  engineers  in  London,  have  completed 
the  sale  of  the  site  of  their  old  works  at  Lambeth  to 
the  London  and  South-Westem  Railway  Company, 
and  have  already  aci^uired  ground  at  Ipswich  for  a 
new  marine  engmeermg  establishment. 

In  reference  to  the  sale  of  plots  at  Southwold  on 
Saturday  last,  to  which  we  referred  in  our  editorial 
columns  last  week,  Messrs.  Douglas  Youngand  Co., 
the  auctioneers,  write  that  they  disposed  of  a  large 
number  of  plots  to  the  value  of  over  £7,000,  at 
prices  varying  from  £3  to  £  1  10a.  per  foot  frontage. 
It  was  announced  on  behalf  of  the  Coast  Develop- 

ment Company  that  the  construction  of  a  pier  will 
be  at  once  proceeded  with,  and  that  a  new  boat,  the 
South  ivold  £eUe,ia  to  be  added  to  the  already  fine 
fleet  of  the  company,  while  the  train  service  and 
accommodation  is  to  be  considerably  augmented. 

A  tablet  in  alabaster  has  just  been  erected  in  St. 
Laurence  Church,  Hawkhurst,  Kent,  in  memory  of 
the  late  Canon  Jtffreys,  who  was  vicar  in  the 
parish  for  57  years.  The  tablet  contains  a  marble 
medallion  in  baa-relief,  by  Mr.  Jas.  S.  Forsyth. 
The  work  was  executed  by  Messrs.  Forsyth,  of 
Finchley-road,  Hampstead. 

Mr.  F.  Wilson,  a  draughtsman  in  the  City 
Engineer's  office,  has  been  appointed  a  district  sur- 

veyor under  the  Bristol  City  Council.  There  were 
27  candidates  for  the  post,  which  carries  a  com- 

mencing salary  of  £180,  rising  to  £220  a  year. 

At  a  meeting  on  Monday  of  the  Glasgow  Glad- 
stone Statue  Committee,  it  was  agreed  to  commis- 
sion Mr.  Hamo  Thomycroft,  E.A.,  to  execute  a 

statue  of  Mr.  Gladstone  at  a  cost  of  £3,500.  The 
■tatue  will  be  erected  in  George-square,  Glasgow. 

A  free  loan  exhibition  of  pictures  was  opened  at 
Sayes  Court  Hall,  Deptford,  on  Monday  night,  by 
Mr.  Justice  Darling.  The  works  shown  number 
over  200,  the  principal  ones  being  ■'  Portrait  of  Lord 
Salisbury"  (Millais),  lent  by  Mr.  W.  F.  D.  Smith; 
"The  Boat  Waited"  (Caton  Woodville),  lent  by Messrs.  Cassell  and  Co. ;  "  Besurrection  of  Lazarus  " 
(Rembrandt),  lent  by  Mr.  W.  A.  P.  Rowland: 
"  Marriage  ii  la  Mode  "  (Hogarth),  lent  by  Dr.  E. Ezard  ;  three  landscapes  by  Gainsborough,  lent  by 
Mr.  T.  Dinwiddy;  "Britomart"  (Walter  Crane), 
lent  by  the  artist ;  and  "  Mrs.  Siddona  as  the  Tragic 
Muse"  (Reynolds),  lent  by  the  Earl  of  War?vick. 
The  Exhibition  will  remain  '    ~ 
Sept.  3,  Sundays  included. 

open   until  Sunday, 

Operations  were  commenced  on  Monday  for  the 
removal  of  the  stone  bridge  which  carries  the  Cale- 

donian railway  over  the  Edinburgh  and  Glasgow 
thoughfare  at  Murray  field  and  the  erection  of  a 
temporary  bridge,  pending  the  erection  of  a 
new  steel  bridge  in  its  place.  The  work  is  being 
jointly  carried  on  by  the  Caledonian  Railway 
Company  and  the  Edinburgh  Town  Council,  the  old 
bridge,  on  account  of  its  low  arch,  being  a  source 
of  danger  to  tramway  passengers.  A  large  number 
of  men  are  bein^  employed,  and  the  operations  are 
under  the  direction  of  Sir.  W.  A.  Paterson,  district engineer. 

The  chairman  of  the  Walsall  School  Board 
opened  on  Monday  new  schools,  which  have  been 
buQt  on  the  West  Bromwich-road,  at  a  coat  of 
£8,GC6,  exclusive  of  the  site,  and  for  the  accommoda- 

tion of  1,070  children.  Messrs.  Bailey  and  McConnel, 
of  Walsall ,  were  the  architects,  and  Mr.  W .  Wistance, 
of  the  same  city,  was  the  builder. 

The  London  County  Council  are  having  prepared 
the  pedestal  at  the  foot  of  Westminster  Bridge  and 
the  Victoria  Embankment  for  the  reception  of  the 
"  Boadicea  Group "  designed  by  the  late  Mr. Thomas  Thomycroft.  The  model,  in  plaster  of 
Paris,  was  exhibited  on  the  same  site,  in  D JCember, 
1897,  and  the  permanent  group,  now  about  to  be 
erected,  is  the  work  of  Mr.  Tooruycroft's  second 
son,  Mr.  Hamo  Thomycroft,  R  A. 

« » ■ — SiK  Epjicxi)  AxTKoiiis,  who  succeeded  to  the 
ownership  of  Stonehenge  so  recently  as  April 
last,  on  the  death  of  his  father,  has"  decided  to lose  no  time  in  seeking  to  transfer  that  mysterious 
monument  to  the  custody  of  the  nation.  Lest  it 
might  be  supposed  that  ho  was  influenced  by 
archa;ological,  sentimental,  or  even  philanthropic 
motives,  the  admers  of  the  young  baronet 
suggest  that  a  price  ought  to  be  obtained  which 
will  bear  comparison  with  the  very  krge  amounts 
given  nowadays  for  works  of  art,  and  in  order  to 
make  this  perfectly  dear,  Sir  Edmund  asks  of  the 
Government  forthis  relic  of  unfathomed  antiquity, 
together  with  some  l,:i(i0  acres  of  surrounjiiig 
land_  (subject  to  pasturage  and  sporting  rights;, 
£125,000— a  sum  which  does  not  unduly  err  on 
the  side  of  modesty.  Whether  an  eighth  of 
a  million  sterling,  or  nearly  £100  an  acre,  is  or 
18  not  a  fancy  price  for  a  barren  area  on  Salisbury 
Plain,  it  is  evident  that  Stonehenge  is  unique, 
and  for  the  honour  of  Kngland  it  is  desirable  to 
make  such  a  monument  safe  for  all  time  from 
the  danger  of  falling  into  the  hands  of  specu- lators or  advertisers.  Doubtless  the  Chancellor 
of  the  Exchequer,  who  has  just  bought  the 
Xetheravon  estates,  on  the  same  plain,  of  Sir 
Michael  Ilicka-Beach  at  the  very  satisfactory 
rate— for  himself  as  vendor— of  37  years'  produce 
of  the  gross  rental  as  fixed  by  the  arbitrators  will 
entertain  a  kindly  feeling  towards  his  brother 
baronet  landowner,  and  induce  the  Treasury  to 
hasten  to  complete  the  bargain. 

TiiAT  lively  and  progressive  seaside  resort, 
Blackpool,  has  been  selected  as  the  locale  for  this 
autumn's  Congress  of  the  Royal  Institute  of Public  Health,  to  be  held  between  Thursday, 
September  21,  and  Tuesday,  September  20. 
The  Mayor  of  Blackpool,  Alderman  Joseph  Heap, 
IS  the  honorary  president,  the  Marquis  of  Lome, 
M.P.,  the  President  of  the  Congress,  and 
Professor  William  R.  Smith,  JI.D.,  the  President 
of  the  Insitute.  The  programme  is  arranged  in 
four  sections,  and,  in  addition,  there  will  be  five 
Congresses.  The  centre  of  chief  interest  to  our 
readers  is  C,  Kngineeting  and  limlding  Con- 

struction, which  win  meet  on  the  Friday  and 
Saturday,  the  22nd  and  23rd  prox.,  and  also,  if 
necessary,  on  the  following  Tuesday.  The 
subjects  to  be  discussed  are  (11  "The  Disposal  of 
Refuse,"  (2)  "The  Statutory  Registration  of 
Architects,"  introduced  by  Mr.  Ellis  Marsland, the  hon.  secretary  of  the  Society  of  Architects, 
(3)  "  Disposal  of  Sewage,"  (4)  "  PubUc  Slaughter- 

houses," (5)  "Baths  and  Wash-houses,"  (6) 
"  .\rtisan8'Dwellings,"  and  (7)  "  National  Regis- tration of  Plumbers."  During  the  Congress there  will  be  a  Health  Exhibition,  and,  in  addition 
to  the  usual  hospitalities,  there  will  probably  be 
included  a  ball  and  a  banquet  on  Saturday, 
September  23,  at  which  the  Slarquis  of  Lome 
will  preside. 
Mk.  WrtLiAM  Smituarii,  of  Derby,  calls  at- 

tention to  an  act  of  vandalism  "now  being perpetrated  by  the  Derbyshire  County  Council. Swarkestone  Bridge,  a  13th-century  structure 
thtet  forms  a  highway  three-quarters  of  a  mile  in 
length  over  the  river  Trent  and  the  adjoining meadows,  about  five  miles  south  of  Derby,  is  said 
to  need  strengthening,  and  the  county  council 
are  accora'plishing  this  by  putting  a  round  arch  of blue  bricks,  about  3ft.  thick,  under  the  Gothic 
pointed  arches.  This  new  work  is,  according 
to  Mr.  Smithard,  "  not  only  exceedingly  ugly  in itself,  and  utterly  out  of  keeping  with  the  rest  of 
the  bridge,  but  it  covers  up  the  ribs  on  the  sollits 
of  the  old  arches,  and  the  artistic  and  historic 
value  of  this  unique  specimen  of  English  archi- 

tecture is  in  imminent  danger  of  being  entirely 
destroyed.  Protests  have  been  made  to  the  county 
councU  and  the  local  archa'ological  society,  but without  avail;  four  arches  have  been  spoilt  in 
this  way,  three  others  are  nearly  finished,  and active  preparations  are  being  made  to  deal  with 
the  remaing  seven."  It  is  amusing  to  note  that Jlr.  Smithard  expects  that  the  effect  of  reporting 
the  matter  to  the  Society  for  the  Preservation  of 
Ancient  liuildings  will  be  to  presfrve  the  bridge from  further  damage. 

TiiK  persistent  efforts  made  for  some  time  past 
by  Dr  (!.  V.  Poole  and  by  a  builder  resident  at 
Eynesford,  Kent,  to  induce  the  Local  Govern- 

ment Board  to  relax  the  stringency  of  their 
model  by  laws  so  far  as  to  allow  habitations  in 
rural  districts   to  be  constructed  of  wood  have 

been  to  a  certain  extent  successful.  The  Locil 
Government  Board  will  sanction  any  by-laws 
allowing  wooden  houses  to  be  built  on  the  follow- 

ing three  .conditions  :— (1)  That  the  house  shall 
be  of  one  story  only  ;  (2)  that  its  area  shall  not 
exceed  COOsq.ft.,  noritscapacityexceedC.OOOc.ft. ; 
(3 J  that  it  shall  be  200ft.  distant  from  any  other 
building  not  being  in  the  same  curtilage.  The 
conditions  are  presumably  intended  to  lessen  the 
risks  of  fire,  a  matter  which  we  cannot  agree 
with  Dr.  Poore  only  concerns  the  owner  and 
the  insurance  companies,  but  the  limitations  of 
the  area  to  be  built  upon  are  certainly  very  strict, 
and  the  clear  space  to  be  maintained  around  every 
wooden  structure  involves  the  isolation  of  each 
building  of  this  class  in  half  an  acre  of  land, 
thereby  obviously  restricting  the  use  of  such 
materials  to  country  bungalows  for  moneyed  men 
living  in  town. 

The  last  additions  to  the  furnishing  of  St.  Paul's 
Cathedral  are  two  beautiful  candelabra,  cast  in 
bronze  from  models  by  Mr.  Henry  A.  Pegram, 
which  have  just  been  placed  in  the  west  end  of 
the  nave.  "The  one  is  the  gift  of  the  Decoration 
Committee  ;  the  other  of  Bir.  T.  Douglas  Murray 
in  memory  of  his  father.  Prebendary  Murray. 
The  subject  chosen  is  the  Creation  of  the  World, 
beginning  with  the  three  races  of  man  at  the 
base,  and  terminating,  14ft.  6in.  higher,  in  a 
fiery  pillar,  above  which  is  the  sun  surmoimted 
by  archangels,  who  support  the  rose  from  which 
springs  the  Cross,  surrounded  by  stems  for  the 
electric  light.  The  massive  bases  upon  which 
the  candelabra  rest  are  each  made  of  one  block  of 
dark  Irish  fossil  marble  weighing  several  tons. 

The  scheme  for  the  extension  of  Brockwell 
Park  has  now  assumed  a  definite  form  by  the 
organisation  of  a  strong  local  committee,  with 
Mr.  C.  E.  Tritton,  M.P.,  as  chairman,  and  Mr. 
Albert  Larking  as  hon.  secretary.  It  is  proposed 
to  secure  the  freehold  of  about  40  acres  of  ground 
adjoining  the  present  park,  which  consists  of  over 
80  acres,  securing  immediate  possession  of  some 
of  the  property,  and  waiting  until  the  leases  lapse 
for  the  other.  The  amount  asked  by  the  land- 

owners is,  however,  no  less  than  £1,500  an  acre, 
which  cannot  be  considered  a  low  fig;ure. 

The  Church  of  England  Young  Men's  Society 
in  London  has  determined  to  build  a ' '  settlement 
house  and  club ' '  at  Mfllbank  for  City  clerks  and 
other  young  men  in  receipt  of  but  small  wages 
and  with  appearances  to  maintain.  There  is  to 
be  sleeping  accommodation  for  nearly  300  of 
them,  with  a  common  hall,  dining  and  coffee- 
rooms,  library,  swimming-bath,  and  gymnasium, 
as  well  as  an  employment  bureau.  It  is  estimated 
that  the  building  wUl  cost  £40,000,  but  no  lodger 
will  be  charged  more  than  six  shillings  weeldy, 
payment  being  regulated  by  the  salaries  of  the 
residents.  Should  the  home  succeed,  another 
will  be  established  in  the  East  End. 

DcKiNC.  the  past  few  days  excavations  have 
been  made  at  Uedsor,  Bucks,  near  the  bank  of 
the  Thames  and  the  site  of  the  ancient  pile 
dwellings,  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  A.  H. 
Cocks,  of  Marlow,  one  of  the  hon.  secretaries  of 
the  Bucks  Archaeological  Society.  The  presence 
of  these  curious  relics  of  a  Romano-Celtic  character 
was  accidentally  discovered  in  IS.il,  while  a  cess- 

pool was  being  made  in  an  orchard,  and  the  dis- 
coveries then  made  were  of  such  an  interesting 

character  that  it  was  determined  to  resume 
operations  as  soon  as  a  fund  could  be  raised 
to  meet  the  expenses,  which  amount  to  about 
£3  per  day.  This  is  the  only  instance  of  pile 
dwellings  known  to  exist  in  the  South  of  England, 
with  the  exception  of  those  in  the  lake  village  at 
Glastonbury.  Since  the  work  recommenced  piles 
of  beech  have  been  found.  The  wood,  though 
saturated  with  moisture,  did  not  appear  to  be 
rotten.  After  being  exposed  to  the  atmosphere, 
however,  it  turned  black,  and  shrivelled  like 
charcoal.  Bones  of  various  animals  have  been 

found,  mainly  of  the  pig  and  deer. 

The  holding  power  of  anchor  ttolts  in  cement, 
sulphur,  and  lead  was  recently  investigated  by 

Mr.  B.  M.  WiUcox  at  the  I'niversity  of  Illinois. The  holes  were  Ijin.  to  l^in.  in  diameter,  drilled 
in  hard  limestone,  and  the  rode  were  4  in.  and  lin. 
in  diameter.  Some  of  them  were  smooth,  others 
furnished  with  eight  to  ten  threads  to  the  inch, 

and  some  notched  on  an  emerj-  wheel  with  grooves 
about  Jin.  deep  and  Jin.  wide.  The  Portland 
cement  grout  was  made  with  about  2.5  to  3S  per 
cent,  of  water  and  the  strength  of  the  setting  was 
apparently  unaffected  by  this  variation.     Twelve 

i 
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smooth  rods  in  seven-day  grout  show
ed  an 

averace  strength  of  lOGlb.  per  sciuare  in
ch  of  aur- 

face  of  contact,  three  notched  rods  gave 
 a  mean 

result  of  33i'lb.  after  seven  days,  two  thre
aded 

rods  gave  rmlb.  in  seven  days,  and  two  of  t
he 

same  sort  gave  8321b.  in  1 1  days  ̂ ^ '*  lead, 

four  smooth  rods  gave  16,  lb., a  notched  rod  IbOlb.
, 

and  six  threaded  rods  9031b.  With  sulphur, 

seven  threaded  rods  gave  l,o021b.,  a  notched  rod 

gave  32Slb.,  and  a  smooth  rod  2001b. 

Before  the  members  of  the  Arundel  Society 

finally  concluded  operations  they  decided  that  with 

a  view  to  carrying  out,  as  far  as  ia  now  possible, 

the  original  purpose  of  the  society,  for  promoting 

the  knowledge  of  art,  and  in  accordance  with 

what  has  been  from  the  first  an  essential  principle 

of  their  action— namely,  the  avoidance  of  any 

personal  benefit  or  profit,  the  entire  collection  of 
water-colour  copies  from  ancient  painting?  made 
from  time  to  time  for  the  society,  whether  already 

published  by  means  of  chromo-lithography  or  still 

remaining  unpublished,  should  be  presented  with 

their  present  frames  to  the  trustees  of  the  Xational 

< .  allery  upon  such  terms  and  conditions  as  the 
lOiincil  may  determine.  It  was  also  agreed  that 
all  the  water-colour  copies  from  ancient  sepulchral 

monuments  and  those  from  manuscript  illumina- 
tions, whether  published  or  unpublished,  together 

with  their  present  frames,  and  also  the  collection 

of  moulds  and  types  used  in  the  ra*nufacture  of 
"  fictile  ivories,  should  be  presented  to  the 
Department  of  Science  and  Art  upon  terms  and 
conditions  to  be  arranged  by  the  council. 

A  STKiKiNC,  story  of  malfeasance,  in  the  erection 
of  the  City  Hall  of  San  Francisco,  is  described  in 
the  current  issue  of  the  Xeics  Letter  of  the  town. 

The  City  Hall  was,  it  asserts  "planned  to  cost  a 
eum  not  in  excess  of  l,.')00,000dol.  More  than 
5,000,000dol.  have  been  expended  upon  it,  but  it 

is  not  completed  yet,  and  at  the  rate  at  which 
defective  work  is  being  discovered,  it  looks  as  if 
it  may  have  to  bo  almost  entirely  rebuilt.  Now 
it  turns  out  that  there  are  practically  no  ven- 

tilators in  this  huge  building.  The  panels  which 
represent  the  place  where  they  ought  to  be  are 
mere  painted  imitations,  and  there  are  no  holes 
where  they  were  supposed  to  bo.  Uow  the  defect 
is  to  be  remedied  no  one  at  present  seems  to  know. 
The  lack  of  ventilation  is  already  causing  a  good 
deal  of  sickness  in  the  huge  pile,  and  some  day 
it  may  produce  a  plague.  Worse  even  than  this, 
it  has  j  ust  been  discovered  that  the  plumbing  is 
horribly  defective.  The  pipes  do  not  connect 
with  the  street  sewers,  and  in  consequence  are 
allowed  to  discharge  themselves  into  a  well  under 
the  building.  The  condition  must  be  left  to  the 
imagination,  for  it  cannot  be  described.  Not 
long  since,  it  will  be  remembered,  that  borings 
into  the  thick  brick  walls  revealed  the  fact  that 

the  filling  between  the  outside  bricks  was  com- 
posed of  rotten  stone,  sand,  straw,  and  d-bris  of 

all  sorts.  To  this  day  it  is  not  known  how  much 

of  the  walls  are  sound." 

A  RESOLUTION  on  the  survey  work  in  India  of 
last  year  states  that  26,223  miles  were  surveyed 
on  all  scales.  Topographical  operations  were 
carried  on  in  the  Shan  btates  and  T.ushai  Hills 

and  the  Himalayas.  Forest  surveys  were  con- 
ducted by  imperial  parties  in  Madras,  Jiombav, 

Burma,  and  the  Himalayas.  Cadastral  surveys 
were  carried  on  by  one  party  in  Bengal,  two  in 
Burma,  and  by  the  local  agency  in  the  Xorth- 
Westem  Provinces.  Tidal  observations,  with 

self-registering  tidal  gauges,  were  made  at 
thirteen  stations  in  India,  Burma,  the  Persian 

Gulf,  the  Andamans,  and  Red  Sea.  In  Upper 

Burma  an  area  of  l,7'i2  square  miles  of  new 
country  was  geographically  surveyed.  The 
government  acknowledge  the  energy  and  success 
with  which  General  Strahan  maintained  the 
eCEciency  of  the  department. 

Tiir.  American  Section  of  the  International 

Association  for  Testing  Materials  held  its  second 
annual  meeting  in  Pittsburg,  in  the  rooms  of  the 

Engineers'  Society  of  Western  Pennsylvania,  on 
Tuesday  and  Wednesday  in  last  week,  August 
15th  and  16th.  The  first  session,  which  opened 
on  the  Tuesday,  was  mainly  devoted  to  reports  of 
the  officers  and  the  transaction  of  business  regard- 

ing the  International  Congress  of  1000.  In  the 
afternoon  a  visit  was  made  to  the  Elgar  Taomp- 
son  Steel  Works  at  Bessemer.  In  the  evening 
the  second  session  was  held,  at  which  an  address 
on  the  history  and  work  of  the  association  was 
delivered  by  the  chairman.  Professor  .^Imsfield 
Merriman,  and  a  report  of  the  sub-committee  on 
Standard  specifications  for  testing  iron  and  steel 
was  presented  and  discussed .    At  the  close  of  this 

session  a  reception  was  given  by  the  Engineers' 
Society  of  iVestern  Pennsylvania.  The  final 
session,  held  on  the  Wednesday  morning,  August 
ICth,  was  devoted  to  the  reports  of  committees  on 
testing  cement,  stone,  and  paints,  and  in  the 
afternoon  excursions  were  made  to  the  Pittsburg 

Testing  Laboratory  and  to  the  works  of  the 
Westinghouse  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Co. 

Ax  expansion  bolt  for  the  use  of  architects, 

engineers,  and  others  who  rei|uire  a  "hidden 
resistance,"  has  been  introduced  by  Daniel  C. 
Seaman  and  Co.,  1638,  Ilutchinson-street,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa.  The  bolt  is  threaded  on  both  ends, 
and  the  end  to  be  fixed  in  the  wall  or  similar 
location  carries  a  circular  nut  recessed,  on  its 
inner  face,  to  receive  the  outer  ends  of  two  wings 

which  arc  nearly  semicircular  in  cross-section. 
The  wings  are  held  in  such  a  way  as  to  insure 
the  bolt  from  pulling  out.  They  tighten  their 
hold  by  spreading  when  the  load  is  applied,  and 
yet  the  bolt  and  fastening  may  readily  be  removed 
from  the  hole  by  applying  u  wrench  to  the  outer 
end  of  the  bolt.  The  chief  claims  made  for  the 
device  are  its  tightness,  easy  application,  and  easy 
removal.  It  has  been  successfully  applied  to 
stone  and  brickwork,  for  smoke-stack  guys, 

fastenings  for  fire-escapes,  engine-bed  bolts  when 
secured  to  solid  rock  or  masonry  ;  also  for  bridge 
work,  window  and  door  frames  and  elevator 
guide  tracks  in  buUdings.  It  is  stated  that  the 
bolts  become  firmer  as  the  strain  is  increased. 

BIBETINQS  FOR  THE  ENSXJINa  "WEEK. 
Satcro.^v  (to-mobro\v\— Northero  Architectural  Asso- ciation. Visit  to  Braucepeth  Castle.  To 

meet  at  Braucepeth  Station,  3,38  p.m. 
on  arrival  of  1.47  p.m.  train  from  Xew- caatle. 

Cralre  i&ebjs. 
WAQES  UOVEUENTS. 

Amaloamated  Society  of  Operatite  House 

AND  Snir  Paixtebs  and  Deooeatoes. — The  half- 
yearly  report  of  this  trade  union,  issued  by  Mr.  G. 
M.  Sunley,  the  general  secretary,  states  that  there 
has  been  a  considerable  increase  in  the  membership, 
which  has  gone  up  from  9, 166  in  December  last  to 

9,775.  The  state  of  trade  is  described  as  "  exception- 
ally good,"  and  this  "  has  materially  assisted  an 

advance  of  wages "  in  about  2S  districts,  in  the 
majority  of  which  the  advance  is  at  the  rate  of  hi. 
per  hoar.  Particulars  are  given  in  the  report  with 
regard  to  the  recent  disputS  in  the  building  trade, 
and  the  part  taken  by  the  Society  in  the  negotiations 
for  the  establishment  of  a  joint  board  of  conciliation. 
It  is  stated  that  the  conference  held  between  the 
National  Association  of  Master  Builders  and  the 

representatives  of  the  trade-unions  was  "  of  the 
friendliest  character,  and  will,  it  is  hoped,  result  in 

good  to  all  concerned." 
Dundee.— The  strike  of  plasterers'  labourers  for 

an  advance  of  wages  from  5id.  to  61.  per  hour  still 
continues.  The  men,  it  is  stated,  are  determined 
to  remain  out  until  they  get  their  full  demand. 

KiiMASNOCK — The  joiners  have  struck  work, 
the  masters  having  refused  to  grant  the  demand  of 
increase  of  wage  from  Sid.  to  9i  per  hour.  The 
employers  are  of  opinion  that  the  circumstances  do 
not  justify  an  increase.  About  100  men  are  affected. 

Leeds  Buildino  Deadlock.— A  meeting  of  the 
Leeds  Master  Builders'  Association  was  held  on 
Tuesday  at  the  Exchange  Club,  to  consider  the 
ballot  that  had  been  taken  on  the  proposed  settle- 

ment with  the  London  Order  of  Bricklayers,  which 
includes  an  advance  of  \i.  per  hour.  In  the  absence 
of  the  president  (Mr.  W.  Nicholson),  the  chair  was 
filled  by  Mr.  W.  H.  Daws,  the  vice-presilent.  It 
was  reported  that  92  papers  had  been  sent  out,  and 
that  there  had  been  ■'>!  returned.  Of  these,  IS  were 
opposed  to  the  advance,  and  the  remaining  three 
were  in  favour  of  it.  Two  of  the  three,  however, 

were  signed  by  members  who  did  not  employ  brick- 
layers. After  some  discussion,  it  was  decided  to 

odjoom  the  meeting  for  a  week  with  a  view  of 
seeing  whether  any  further  replies  would  be  sent  in. 

In  memory  of  the  late  Mrs.  Sira  Pollock  Bjnney. 
of  Tmro,  a  stained-glass  window  has  been  placed 
in  Truro  Cithedral,  and  was  unveiled  on  Saturday. 
The  window  occupies  the  western  light  of  the  north 
window  in  the  retro -choir,  the  other  hilf  having 
been  filled  with  stained  glass  some  years  ago.  The 
Banney  memorial  window  represents  in  the  upper 
stage  the  figures  of  St.  Timothy,  Oaesimus,  and 
Dionysius  the  Areopagite.  In  the  lower  half  St. 
Paul  is  represented  with  others  laying  hinds  oa Timothy. 

LATEST    PRICES. 

I  BON,    fto. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

RoUed-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0    0    to    £6  10    0 
RoUed-Steel  Joints,  English          6  10    0    „       7    0    0 
Wrought-Iron  Girder  Plates        6  IS    0    „       8  10    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staffs        8    0    0,,       :»    0    0 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 
Sqmre          17    0    0    „     17    5    0 

Do.,  Weigh          6  16    0    „       6  17    6 
Bailer  Plates,  lion— 

South  Staffs        7  17    8    „       8    5    0 
Beat  Snedshill      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  IDs.,  Tees  20«.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &c.,  £8  loe. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  lOa.  Od.  per  ton. 
Galvanised  CorruKabed  Sheet  Iron— 

No.  18  to  20.  No.2!!to24. 
8ft.    to    8ft.     long,    inclusive    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

gauge   £12  12    G     ...£12  17    (> Best  ditto      13    2    6    ...    13    7    8 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Cast-iron  Columna     £7    0    0    to   £8    0    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        7    0    0,,      s    0    0 
EoUcd-Iron  Fencing  Wire        8    S    0    „       9    5    0 
Eolled-St«el  Fencing  Wire        8    5    0,,       950 
          Galvanised    11  10    0    „     12  10    0 

Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         6    5    0    „       6  10    0 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  Bin        9    0    0,,     10    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        8  15    0    „       »  16    0 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)—    
0  to  7      8       9      10       11       n       18      14       15     B.W.O. 

9  6     10-10/8  118  12/-    18/-   1*.'-  16,9  17/9  par  owt. 
Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes— 

Sin.  diameter        £6  12    8    to   £6  17    6 
4in.  to8in        6  12    6    „       6  17    8 
7in.  to  2<in.  (oU  sizes)         6  12    6    „       8  17    6 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  8d.  per  ton  ertra;  tamed 

and  bored  joints,  68.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  Blast,  Lilleshall       lOSs.  to  llOa. 
Hot  Blimt,  ditto            67b.  6d.  to  62a.  6d. 

Wrought-Iron  Tubes  and  Fittings— Discount  off  Standard 

Lists  f  .o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    67Jp.o. 
Water-Tubes      «2* 
Steam-Tubes       55 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    52| 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    <7i 

Galvanised  Steam-Tubes    *'i    ̂  
lOcwt.  casks.  Scwt.  casks. 

Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
Zinc,  English    £30  10    0  to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  VicUle  Montague      3110    0    „     32  15    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    16    2    6    „     17    2    6 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      15    7    6    „     16    7    6 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags       19    0    0    „     SO    0    0 
CuuperSheets,  sheathing  and  rods    87    0    0    „     88    0    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    80    0    0    „     85  10    0 
Tin,  Straits     Wl  12    6    „    142  12    8 
Do..  EngUsh  Ingots     147  10    0    „    US  10    0 
Spelter,  SUeaian      24  l.i    0    „     2.5    0    0 

TIMBEB. Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £11  15    0  to  £16  15    0 
„     Bangkok        „    ...     11    5    0    „     15    5    0 

Quebec  Pme,  yellow   ,    ...      3  15    0    „       5  10    0 
„    Oak         „    ...      3    5    0    „       4    0    0 
„    Birch          „    ...      3    7    6,,      560 

Elm   ~      4  17    6     „       5  1.,     0 
"     Ash    ,     ...      4     2    6,,       576 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak     „    ...      3    6    0,,       400 
Pir    ,    ...      1  10    0    „      3  10    0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „    ...      3  15    0    „       6    5    0 
Lath,  Dantsic,  p.f        4  10    0    „       6  10    0 

St.  Petersburg        4    0    0,,       810    0 
Oreenheart          .,    ...      7  15    0    „     .f    0    0 
Box       „    ...      7    0    0    „     16    0    0 
Sequoia,  U.8.A   per  cnbe  foot      0    19,,       020 Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot  .    .  ., 

lin.  thick         0    0    B    „      0    0  7| 
Honduras  ...     „    ...      0    0    45  „       0    0  4, 
Mexican       „    ...      0    0    3J  „      0    0    4 
African          „    ...      0    0    3},,      0    0  Ij 

Cedar,  Cuba       „    ...      0    0    4,,      004* 
„       Honduias           „    ...      0    0    3i  „       0    0  3| 

Satinwood   ,    ...      0    0  10    „       0    19 
Walnut.  Italian        0    0    8,,       0    O.j 

Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— ISft.  by  IJui. 

by  llin. : — 

Quebec,  Pine,  1st      £20  10    0   to  £2T    0    0 2nd       15  10    0    „     18    5    0 
„  8rd          9  10    0    „     11    0    0 

Canada  Spruce,  lat        8  15    0    „     10  15    0 
2ndand8rd         7    6    0,,      850 

New  Brunswick        7    5    0,,      "  1?    ? 
Riga           8    5    0    „       9    5    0 
St.  Petersburg      10  15    0    „     12    5    0 
Swedish        9  15    0    „     10  15    0 
FinUnd         9  16    0    „     10  10    0 
White  Sea       1110    0    „     IS    0    0 
Battens,  all  sorts           5    0    0,,     16    0    0 
Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin. :—  „  . ,    „ 

l8tpr»pared     £0  11    6    „     £0  H    S 
2nd  ditto           0  10    0    „       0  11    9 
Other  (jualitiea           0    6    3,,       066 

Staves.  p*-r  standard  H: — U.S.  ditto   £36    0    0    „  £42  10    0 
Mem^l.  cr.  pipe    210    0    0    „   220    0    0 
Memel,  brack     180    0    0    „   190    0    0 

OILS. 
Linseed   per  tun  £20  10    0   to  £2iJ  15    0 
Bapeseed.  English  pale      23    5    0    „     23  10    0 
Do',  brown           „    ...    22    0    0    „     S2    0    0 
C<jtt.,n*--d.  refined          „    ...    19    0    0    „     2J    0    0 
01,vc.  .Spanish        „    ...    31    0    0    „     82    0    0 
Seal,  pale        IS  10    0    „     1!>    »    » 
Cocoanut.  Cochin         „    ...    28  10    0    „     29    0    0 
Do..  Ceylon       26    0    0    „     25    0    0 
Mm.  Lagos       24    5     0     „      24  10     0 
Oliii--        .1     -     18  16    0     „      19  16    0 
I.ubri.-atingU.S   pergaL     0    8    3,,       0    J    « 
p,:Lrol,um.  refined        0    0    fl  „       0    0  »t 
Tar.  Stockholm   perbanel      16    6,,       186 
Do..  AKiangel         ...      0  18    0    „       1    »    J 
Xurpentioe,  AinearioaB..,per  tun    38  16    0    „     w    0    0 
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LIST   OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

OUe;— lactation  Hospital       £aO  (m«rKed),  £U     C.  V.  Newstead,  Clerk,  Union  Ofieea,  Boroughgate,  Otiey      Bept  I 
Northfleet-SihoolB  (760)       15gB.    Fndk.  Mitrhell,  Clerk.  49.  WindmiU-atreet,  Oravewnd      „      4 
Diunfriee -Public  Library   „  John  Orieraon.  Town  Clerk,  Dumfriee       „     U 
Workington -Town  Hall,  Oilord-atreet  (Aaawwor)    £40  (merged).  £20,  £10    W.  L.  Kagleafleld.  Borough  Surveyor,  Workington      „     14 
Norwich -Bank,  Red  Lion-»tre*t  (Local  Competition)    Mgi.,  20^.,  lOga    Jamea  Fairbsim,  Secretary,  C.E.y.iI.8.  Rooms,  Norwich   ,     18 
Talgarth,  Hay-8ewei»ge  and  Wat^r  Supply    £26     Charles  Oriffitha,  Clerk,  Hay,  Brecknock      „     «5 
Tnnbridge  Wella  -  Designs  in  Tunbridge  Ware  :  Coloured  (1) 

ea  3a.,  (2)  £2  in..  (3)  £1  U.  ;  UocoUored  (1)  £2  28.,  (2)  £1  la., 
(3)10B.6d.  (Walter  Crane,  Asseseor)    Technical  Education  Committee   The  Town  Clerk.  Town  Hall,  Tunbridge  Wells       31 

Blackpool— Revoc  BoKrd  School  (1,000),  Centi«l-io«d    T.  Loftus.  Ckrk  to  School  Board,  Town  Hall,  Blackpool    Oct  17 
Naasan,  Bahamaa— Public  Uarkot   £40,  £10,  £5    The  Civil  Engineer.  N'ueau,  Bahamas,  via  New  York   Not.30 
Paiaonstown— Water  Supply  (8.000  population)       H.  Barlow,  Clork.  Town  HalL  Parsonstown          — 
I«eds— Masonic  Hall.  Great  Oeoiv'.-etreet  (Aaaeasor)    £60,  £J0,  £io    Chaa.  rraven.  Se. .  Masonic  Hall  Co.,  90,  Albion-street,  Leeds        — 
Bronghton  Moor— Institute  and  Twenty  Cottages     The  Flimby  Colliery  Company,  Maryport          — 

LIST    OF   TENDERS    OPEN. 

BXriLDINaS. 

Pontefract— Three  Houses  and  Shop,  Monkhill-lane    John  Robmson    Chas  Keyworth.  Architect,  Bank  Chambers.  Pontefract    Aug.28 
Dlogan,  Cornwall— Reseating  and  Renovating  Wesley  Chapel    Sampson  Hill,  Architect.  Grwn-lane,  Redruth       „  M 
Chartham-Caretaker's  House  at  Cemetery       Pariah  Council    Andrew  Bromlcj.  Architect,  The  Cathedral  Precincts,  Canterbury..    „  M 
Okehampton-Poet-Office,  Fore-street    J.  Archibald  Lucas,  Surveyor,  Okehampton       ,,  98 
Lnton— Police  Station     Bedfordshire  Conn^  CooncQ    The  County  Surveyor,  Shire  Hall.  Bedford      „  S» 
Bwlch.  Breconshire— Minister's  HouKe    Down  and  Richards,  Architects,  Crickhowell   ,  IS 
Grimsby— Factory  and  Premises  on  Fish  Docks      Great  Grimsby  Ice  Co.,  Ltd.      w.  Readman.  Secretary,  Fish  Dock-road,  Grimsby   ,  46 
North  De\on— Hotel  at  Wooda  Bay  Station     O.C.Smyth-Richards,  Surieyor.  Barnstaple      „  K 
Durham— Range  of  Outbuildings  on  Bolam  Estate   Lord  Decies    T.  Price.  Agent.  Bolam,  Belsay,  Newcastle-on-Tyne     '„  M Tipperary— Three  Houses.  Main-street                   .                      W.  H.  Hill  and  Son,  Architects.  26.  South  Mall.  Cork    W 
Chesterfield -Board  Schoolii  and  Swimming-Bath    School  Board    Tiltman  and  Jackson,  Arohts.,  29,  Knileamith  (Hte.  Chesterteld  ...    „  K 
Oodalming-Municipal  Buildirps      Town  Council       Lanchester.  Stewart,  and  Rickards,  Archts.,  1,  Vemon-pl.,  London    „  M 
Aber,  near  Caerphilly -Board  Schools    Eglywysilan  School  Board     J.  H.  Phillips.  St.  John's  Chambers.  Cardilt    .,■:,■•    ••  2 
Shipley— House  and  Stable,  Keighley-road                             .                  Abm.  Sharp.  Architect,  Albany  Buildings,  Market-st.,  Bradford    28 
Ashford -Pumping  Station  and  Cottoge    Rural  District  Council     BaUey-Dcnton.Son.&Lawford.MM.I.C.E.,9,Bridge-st.,We8tmnstr    „  M 
Falkirk- Cemetery  Works    Parish  Council     A.  and  W.  Black,  Architects,  Falkirk   ,  » 
Clayton-le-Moors-Sprinklcr  Tower     Enfield  Spinning  Co.,  Ltd    H.  H.  Wilkinson.  Secretary,  Albert  Mill,  Clayton-le-Moora  .._      „  » 
Halifax -Extension  of  Engine-Room,  &c    Borough  Council   W.  H.  I).  Horsfall.  F  I.A.8..  Tower  Chambers,  8ilver-st.,Halifai ..    „  2S 
Stone,  Staffs— Alterations  to  Laundry  at  Workhouse   Guardians    J.  J.  Chapman,  Architect,  Tunley-street,  Stone      „  « 
Leeds-Heating-House.  &c.,  at  Cross  Flatts  Park      The  Citv  Eogineer's  Office.  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds      „  » 
Braithwaite- Alterations  to  Old  Pencil  Mills   J.  Skeltoa     James  Howes.  Architect.  23,  Curwen-street,  Workington      „  » 
Frizington-Additions  to  St.  Joseph's  Schools     J.  8.  Stout.  Architect.  GiUfoot.  Egremont    » 
Leeds-Heating-House.  &c.,  at  Holbeck  Cematery          The  City  Eogineer's  Olfice,  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds      „  £9 
Wroughton-Bam.  Stables.  Cattle  Sheds,  iiyrc    Lieut.-Col.  T.  C.  P.  Calley     Robt.  J.  Beswick.  M.8.A..  Architect.  9.  Regent-street,  Swmdon      „  31 
Morley- Offices.  Stores,  Engine  House.  Boundary  Walls,  &c.  ,..  Sewage  Poriflcation  Committee    W.  E.  Putman.  .4.M  I.C.E.,  Borough  Engineer.  Morley          „  31 
West  Brompton.  S.W.— Works  to  Chimney  Stacks,  Caps,  &c. ...  St.  George's  ITaion  Guardians    Edwin T.  Hall.  F.R.I. B.A.,  57,  Moorgate-etreet,  E.C      „  33 
Malvern— Sanatorium       Urban  District  Council    The  Surveyor's  Olfice.  Malvern          >.  ?* 
Famham- Rebuilding  the  Grenadier  Public-House,  Heath  End  Armv  and  Navy  Co-op.  Breweries...  Friend  and  Llovd.  Architects,  Aldershot       „  3) 
Whitehaven -Alterations  to  19  and  20.  King-street    A.  Wilson   J.  S.  Moffatt,  M.S.A.,  53,  Church-street,  Wnitehaven      „  3» 
Sunderland— Pulling  Down  Buildings  in  Hat  Case  Area,  and                                                                                                                                                       a    ,     j  «i 

Erecting  Three  Blocks  of  Workmen's  Dwellings     Corporation     The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  Hall,  SunderUnd      „  si 
Liveraedge— Branch  Store  and  Five  Houses,  Union-road     HeAmondwike  Indus.  Co-op.  Sos ...  Castle  and  Son,  Architects.  Bank  Buildings,  Heckmondwike       „  Jl 
Monaghan— Enlarging  Presbyterian  Oiurch           Forater  Dunwoody.  J. P.,  Monaghan   _■    Jj 
Bridlington  Quay-Eight  Houses,  South-street    E.  Mainprize     J.  Eam«haw,  Architect,  Carlton  House,  Bndlington  Quay      „  SI 
Plymouth-LauDdry,  A.C.,  Mount  Gould-ioad       Banitory  Committee      Geo.  D  Bellamy.  Consulting  Engr..  Courtney-st.,  Plymouth        „  31 
Alverthorpe-Storeroom  and  other  Buildings  at  Idls    C.S.Nelson  Architect  Sun  Buildings,  15,  Park-row,  Leeds        „  31 
Roftrevor-Homeof  Rest       Girls' Friendly  Society  Committee...  W.  James  Watson,  MR  I. A.I.,  Architect.  Rostrevor,  Ireland       ....    „  31 
Cardiff- Additions  to  7.5,  77,  79.  and  SI,  Qufen-street    G.  A.  Seccombe  and  Co    Jameaand  Morgan,  Architects.  Charles-street  Chambers.  Cardiff   ...     „  »I 
Linthorpe— Eleven  Pairs  «emi-Detached  VUIas,  Phillips-avenue        Arthur  F.Newsome.  M.S.  A,,  Architect,  Albert-road.  Middlesbrough    „  31 
Bradford-Thirty-three  Houses,  Folkestone-street    Provident  Industrial  Society,  Ltd....  Rycroft  and  Firth,  Architects,  Manchester-road.  Bradford    .....      ..     „  SI 

Putney— House     Q.  H.  Chapmui      Hatfleld  and  Ha wes.  Architects.  152,  High-street,  Putney         „     31 
Leeds  -  Congregational  Sunday-School,  Woodsley-road    O-  F.  D.ioby.  Architect,  10,  Park-row,  Leeds      .,     31 
Aidrossan- Cemetery  Extension  Works    Parish  Council    Allan  Giiailan.  Architect,  Ardrossan,  N.B   ■■■■■.••:      "     X, 
Swindon -Shops.  Devizea-road           Chandler  Bros.    W.  H.  Read.  M.S.A.,  Architect.  Com  Exchange,  Swmdon       „     31 
Easingwold- Vicarage  House  at  Husthwaite    f-  Hodgson  Fowler,  F.S..4...  Architect,  Durham       .,     3i 
Irvine— Academy     .  .     School  Board    John  Armour,  jun..  Architect,  Irvine,  Scotland      -   Bept.   l 
Bristol- Offices,  Broad-street  !!!.!!!..!!!..!!!!!..!!!   Corporation    T.  H.  Yabbicom,  M.I  C  E  .  63.  Queen-square,  Bristol      ,.       J 
Malmo —Electricity  Works    The  Gasworks  Directors.  Malmo.  Sweden            } 
St.  Albans  -Additions  to  Premises,  Victoria-street    Corporation     The  City  Surveyor's  Office,  St.  Albans  ....   .   ;-f::::::v:         i 
Loughborough -Two  Houses,  Park-road   J.  Bennet  and  T.  A.  Hubbard    Albert  E  King,  Architect,  Baxter  Gate,  Loughborough,  Leicester  ..    „       x 
Cowhng.  Yorks- Stores    Beehive  Co-operative  Society     James  Hartley,  Architect.  Skipton   •       J 
Selby -Pointing,  ic.  Waterworks  Tower  and  Chimney    Urban  District  Council    Bruce  McQ.  Gray,  A.M  I.C.E..  Town  Hill.  Selby  .....      ••       J 
Falkirk— Tenements.  Main-street,  Caraelon      Heritable  Property  Co.,  Ltd    John  P.  Goodsir,  Architect.  Newmarket-street .  FalkirK    ■■— ■•      "       J 

I>ecds-Dwelling-House  at  Meadow-lane  Gasworks    Gas  Committee    B.  H.  Townsley,  General  Manager.  Municipil  Bmldings,  l^seua      „       » 
6owerbyBridge-T«o  Warehouses  at  Calder  Oilcloth  Works    Jackson  and  Fox.  Architects.  7.  Ri'»'«™-st'««' ,5*'I'*^.;';;o"Yif          . 
Hellingly,  Sussex  -  Foundation  Works  for  Asylum    Visiting  Committee    G.  T.  Hine.  F.R.I.B.A.,  35.  Parliameut-street,  We3tmmster,s.YY         j 
Padiham -Technical  Institute      Urban  District  Council    Henry  Ross,  Architect,  Cannon-street,  Accnngton     "■■■■- a   '        ,. 
Enfield -Schools,  Chase  Side         School  Board    G.  E  T.  Laurence,  Architect,  1^1.  Qieen  \ictona-street.  E.o.          » 

Bandgatp.  Kent -Wesleyan  Church  and  Schools      Gordon.  Lowther.  &  Ounton.  .Architects.  Bloomtleia-etreei,  HL.    ...    „       " 
Ealing-Extentionof  Coverings  at  Ealing  Station     Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Engineer.  Paddiogton  Station,  London  ..    
Cwmaman— Eleven  Houses    Mount  Pleasant  Building  Club    J.  Llewellin  Smith.  Architect.  Aberdare      »'       „ 

Mallow— Repairs  to  Cottages.  &o!.. !!"!.. ,...!.!    Rural  District  Council      Maurice  Regan.  Clerk,  Workhouse,  Mulow   ■ 
Westbury— Passenger  Station,  Goods  Sheds,  &c    Great  Western  Railway  Co.    The  Engineer.  Bristol  Station    ■■    ■    ■;  ■•-      "       . 
BaUycrovane- Coastguard  Station    The  Carpcnter-in-Charge,  <lu«°  »  CoUege,  t;ork   ....... .^.^.            .. 

Devonport-Buildings  for  Working  Classes       Town  Council     John  F.  Bums,  Borosgh  Surveyor,  30,  Ker-etreet,  uevonpon         • 
Darwen-Post  Office    J.  B.  Thoraley,  Architect,  D"'^fi> —vj- ,;  v^' ".i™      "     is 
Wariiogham,  Surrey-Superstructure  of  Lunatic  Asylum      Croydon  Town  Council   The  Borough  Engineer's  Office,  Town  Hall,  croyaon   
Bermondsey.  S.E.- Alterations  to  Town  Hall    Vestry    The  Surveyor,  Town  Hall.  Bermmdsey    •  ■••p-r;,-;;'  M»„.h,;;iJ;    "      m 
Dukinfleld-Offices.  &c,  at  Disposal  Works     Joint  Sewerage  Board      J.Newton.  Son,  and  Bayley.  Engineers,  17,  Cooper-«t.,  Manchester    „     is 
Carlisle-New  Vicarage.  Irthio^n     T.  Taylor  .Scott,  F.R.I.B  A    43,  If  ?J'>":«*'^':,S."ri''ttr^rs  W     "      W 
Paddington.W.-AlteratioostoWoodtleldHou8e,Woodfleld-rd.  Guardians     F.  J.  Smith,  .Architect.  r,irliament  Mansions,  i,  ictona-street,  s.w.    „     j. 

HiUwill  and  Beaworthv-Cottase  Hospital    C.  F.  A.  Voysey,  Architect,  B.  Cartton  Hil .  London,  N.W   ,_  ̂ 

Cumberland -Cutting  ruundations  at  Clifton  ColUery    -T.  Gilchrist.  Clifton  Lodge,  "<'■•»[  ."'^.'■'''??™°„„";z.:;Vp:;,;;i'/»         _ 
Senghenith-Pusiness  Premises.  Commercial-square    J-  Jones  and  J.  Morgan    E.  H.  Bruton,  F  R.I.B.  A  ,  Architect,  lo,  Qa«n-street,  Cardia         _ 
Widdrington-Alteratioos  to  Co-operative  Society's  Premises   James  Haigh,  Widdrington  Colliery  Office.  Wiaoringion   

E-saington- Artisan's  DweUiogs    ..       ;;.....■   •  ;•    John  WeUer  and  Sons,  Architects   Wolverhampx)n            _ 
Thornton  Heath -Chapel,  Parchmore-road    Wesleyan  Chapel  Trustees     Frederick  W.  Ledger,  Architect,  8,  PaUpot-lane,ivo.         _ 
Leeds-Taking  Down  Part  of  ,1-<  and  90,  North-ebeet    Walter  A.  Hi.bson,  Architect,  Si,  Al^'on-street.  ̂ -tt.ht.nn  nlLVi^"      - 
Romiley-Alterations  U  Orey  Horse  Xiii    Burton  and  Percival,  ArchU  ,  150a.  8tamford-et.,  Aahton-n.-Lyne..      _ 
Whaley  Bridge  -Eight  Houses   Cooperative  Society    C.  W.  Johnton,  Architect,  WhaleyUndge         _ 
Flookburgh -Shop  and  House   '""'"!'.!".    J.  Slater.  Flookburgh.  Lanes    V    '  j  U'to'^;        — 
Tunbridge  Wells -House     J.  F.  Bull,  Surveyjr.  39.  Bedford  Row,  London,  W.O        _ 
Maidstone -MiUs    W.  J.  Mackey     Hubert  Benited.  Architect.  Maidstone  ̂   ■■  ;•  ■-••^  ■■^■■;,;--i"i5^-      _ 
Grays,  Essex -Alterations  to  Co-operative  Storee   ;•   ■   ••■   -•■;■      ?'"4'«'"'"  *I- *'"""' ^?^„^"*- t'ph,^whllsb,^  - 
DeWsbury- Rebuilding  Black  BuU  Inn,  Market-plMe    J.  TeUey  and  Son,  Ltd.    F.  W.  Ridgway,  F.R  l.B.A  ■  B»«««^£^°>''^"' S,*'''''"'^         _ 
Barwell-Wcalev^n  Chapel  and  Schools     -■•-    A.  E.  Sawday.  Architect,  4,  Mirket-sUeet,  Leicester        _ 
Littleborouirh-'Vew  Works     Phicnuc  Ironworks  Co    F.  H.  Shuttleworth.  Archirect,  Littleoorougn   ...   ._.....   

Newport  Mon -Schools                F.  R.  K-mpsoo,  F.U  I.B.A.,  18.  High-Street,  Cardiff  ........  .^.        — 

Selby- Alteration  of  Premises     '.    Yorkshire  Banking  Co.,  Ltd    James  Young  and  Co.,  Architects,  62,  Market-street,  Bradford  — 

Leeds -Alterations  to  General  inflriii^':    ^v' •,„•-.    S^*,!^'^'^; '^"'''"S',^^^''?'''^"' *■'^';?;^^i~^wshu«    - 
Dewshury -Restoration  of  SchooU    School  Boird    F.  W.  Uidgway.  F.R.LB.A  ,  Borough  I  nambera,  Dewsbury     _ 

New  Tupton  -Church  Institute.  Sunday-School,  and  House    Ernest  Oxley.  M.-l.A.,  Architect.  Lliy  ( ro-'is  _    _ 
Chepstow -It-building  29.  High-street    C.  Cortto    W.  Eobioson.  Architect,  Kin?-atrcet.  n-;,'f«""'i  ■•r^-Wp    _ 
Tooting  S.W.-FUts     J.  Theobild.  Architect.  26,  Budge-row. Cannon-street.  E  C    _ 

Moreeambc -Altering  House  into  Business  Pr«ml»ei    Lancaster  and  Skerton  Co-op.  Soc.  MarshaU  Bros..  ArchitMt,  Back-crescent,  Moreamoe    --■  v--"^"  _ 

East  Kirkby-Extension  to  Co-operative  PremiiM    "-•   -i^i-^   ^    Lawrence  Bright.  Architect,  9.  St.  Peter  8  Church-walk,  Nottmgham  _ 
Cainscrose -Extensions  to  Bakehouse    >■■•  Calnscroesaud  Bbley  Co.-op.  8oc. ...  The  Society's  Office,  Cainscroes,  Qlos   
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AECniTECTUEAL  EN\-IEOXMEXTS. 

ALINE  of  stately  civic  palaces,  legal, 
scholastic,  and  commercial,  fringing 

the  silent  higliway  of  the  Thames,  has  been 
the  dream  of  many  an  enthusiast.  The  ideal 
is  at  least  partly  reali.iod :  all  along  the 
Victoria  I'^mbankment  from  I  baring  Cross 
to  lilackfriars  palatial  blocks  of  buildings 
have  been  erected  or  are  in  cdurso  of  con- 

struction, and  this  important  addition  to  the 
architecture  of  the  Metropolis  will  naturally 
be  taken  to  represent  the  best  art  of  its  kind 
The  site  is  unrivalled  in  London,  or  in 
perhaps  any  other  lOviropean  capital.  A 
frontage  to  a  noble  promenade  and  river, 
ample  width  and  depth,  and  an  extended 

perspective,  leave  very  little  to  be  di'sired.  It 
was  a  grand  opportunity  for  tho  display  of 
■architectural  talent  which  will  probably 
seldom  occur  again,  fan  it  be  said  that  the 

most  has  been  made  of  the  opportunity !' The  architects  have  hero  been  less  restricted 

Ihan  olsowhero  in  their  lines  of  frontage ;  they 
could  build  to  a  reasonable  height,  and  in  most 
cases  the  best  materials  have  been  used. 

Everyone  has  been  allowed  free  liberty  to 
adopt  any  style  ho  chose.  All  the  known 

modem  st^-les  have  been  tried,  and  by  re 

puted  leaders  of  the  profession,  ̂ \"o  have hrst,  in  point  of  date,  the  late  Professor 

E.  M.  Barry's  ambitious  I'Vench  Renais 
sance  in  the  Temple ;  facing  the  Embank 
ment  Ganlens  there  are  two  large  hotels,  the 

"  Cecil "  and  the  "Savoy,"  the  former  a 
towering  elevation  of  a  very  flat  veneered 
kind  of  modem  Renaissance,  then  a  Medical 
Examination  School  of  commonplace  design ; 
■east  of  Waterloo  Bridge  come  the  piles  of 
red  brick  hotels  and  offices  and  residential 

chambers  in  Surrey,  Norfolk,  and  Arundel 
streets,  all  designed  in  a  Tudor  Gothic,  or 
English  Renaissance  style  ;  the  pretentious 
otlices  of  the  London  School  Board  in  the 

last-named  style  scarcely  equal  to  tlieii'  im 
portance  and  position,  though  the  fact  that 
four  architects  were  successively  employed  on 
the  pUe  had  mucli  to  do  with  the  inetiective 
result ;  then  a  small  block  of  offices  in  a  Late 

Tudor  style  by  a  leading  Gothicist,  while 
further  eastwards  wo  have  Sion  CoUego,  by 
Sir  Arthur  Blomtiold,  A.R..\.  ;  the  Thames 
Conservancy  Offices,  by  Messrs.  Hunt  and 

Steward,  a  large,  Gothic'structure  in  red  brick and  stone  ;  the  City  of  London  Schools  in  a 
massive  Classical  style  of  French  character  ; 
and  there  will  soon  be  completed  three  other 
blocks  of  buildings  of  pretentious  design 
which  will  fill  up  the  gap  so  long  open  next 
to  Sion  College.  We  are  scarcely  able  to 
judge  yet  of  these  latest  buildings.  The 
most  important  of  them  is  the  large 
pile  in  course  of  construction,  nearly 
timshe<l,  next  to  Sion  Colleg.\  for  the 
offices  of  the  Metropolitan  Asylums  Board, 
of  which  we  gave  a  view  and  plan  Aug.  L'G, 
1S9S.  The  architect,  Mr.  Edwin  T.  llaU, 
F.R.I.B.A.,  has  ingeniously  disposed  his 

plan.  The  board-room  is  a"  flattish-shaped octagon  towards  the  Carmelite-street  front, 
and  the  entrance  and  main  staircase  is  placed 
at  the  angle  between  this  and  tho  i;mbank- 
ment.  But  it  is  rather  of  the  external 
features  that  we  now  speak.  The  architect 
has  adopted  a  French  Renaissance,  with  semi- 

circular bays,  two  on  each  front,  which  are 
earned  up  and  finished  as  low  splierical 
cupolaa.  These  are  covered  with  copper, 
and  the  two  tourelles  (lanking  the  entrance 
are  enmged  or  united  with  a  loftv  Mansard- 

^."P^^roof,  the  summit  of  which  is  ter- 
mmatod  by  a  smaU  copper-covered  tluche. 

These  ro\ind  cupolas  and  the  high-hipped 
roofs  give  a  broken  sky  line  to  the  building, 
and  define  tho  main  front ;  but  the  roof  Ileche 
looks  a  midget  in  smallness  near  the  cupolas 
and  flecho  of  the  City  of  London  Schools, 
and  tho  building  looks  dwarfed  inider  the 
high  roof  of  the  adjoining  huildings.  The 
materials  are  red  brick  facings  relieved 
by  Portland  stone.  Tliese  are  disposed  in 
alternate  courses  on  the  ground  story.  Till 
the  scaffolding  is  removed  it  is  impossible  to 
say  how  this  building  will  unite  and  har- 

monise with  the  existing  structures  on  oitlii^r 
side.  Two  other  buildings  of  stone  are 
being  erected  westward  of  this,  on  each 

side  of  Temple-avenue,  both  of  ( "lassie  or 
Renaissance  design,  which  can  hardly  be  said 
to  harmonise  with  this  block.  The  western- 

most of  these  is  for  the  new  offices  of  the 

Employers'  liiability  Corporation,  and  is  of Portland  stone  entirely.  The  block  on  the 
oast  side  of  street  is  also  of  stone,  and  has 

some  good  Classic  rusticated  window  ordin- 
ances ;  but  both  buildings  are  too  incomplete 

to  allow  one  to  form  any  opinion  on  the 

architectural  ensfmhli-  of  this  group.  The  last 
building  is  of  fireproof  construction,  and 
Messrs.  Mark  I'^iwcett  and  Co.  are  carrying 
out  this  branch  of  the  work.  As  far  as  wo 

can  form  any  conclusion  at  present,  those 
new  edifices  are  too  closely  set  to  enable  each 
design  to  be  seen  in  its  integrity.  Whore 
uniformity  of  design  is  impossible,  a  row 
of  palatial  buildings  like  these  should  be 
sufficiently  separated  for  each  to  be  seen  as 
a  distinct  design.  We  cannot  ex]ioct  perfect 
harmony.  Each  architect  will  prefer  his 
own  treatment  even  of  the  same  style  ;  one 
will  adopt  large  fenestral  openings,  another 
small ;  one  prefers  a  more  severe,  another  a 
less  rigid  character  ;  one  has  a  preference 
for  varied  skyline,  another  for  a  moderately 
pronounced  loof,  and  these  differences  render 
a  close  setting  objectionable.  We  should 
have  had  a  more  successful  line  of  buildings 
if  there  had  been  wider  spaces  between 
them.  There  seems  to  be  a  law  tfiat  the 

closer  they  are  the  greater  is  the  necessity 
for  more  uniformity  or  harmony.  One  thing 
must  be  remarked  by  all  foreign  visitors  and 
critics — the  strange  diversity  in  the  designs, 
Grothic  and  Classic  in  close  connection. 

National  eclecticism  in  stylo  is  shown  hero 
as  much  as  in  our  streets.  The  variety  pro- 

duces an  element  of  picturesqueness  on  tho 
Embankment  which  the  most  eager  advocate 
for  that  quaKty  would  approve.  liate  Tudor 
and  Gothic  with  the  most  modern  attempts  at 
Renaissance  are  brought  into  close  proximity, 
strangely  evincing  the  national  sympathies 
for  those  styles.  We  might  indeed  imagine, 
but  for  their  evidently  modem  look,  that  the 

Embankment  displayed  a  consecutive  de- 
velopment of  our  national  architecture  from 

the  1.5th  to  the  LSth  century  ;  they  at  least 
show  the  two  styles  which  have  received 
most  favour,  and  have  survived  other  de- 

velopments. It  would  have  indeed  been  a 
strange  medley  if  Early  and  Tiate  Englisli. 

French,  andVenetian  Gothic,  "QueenAnno  '' and  other  revivals  had  been  represented.  We 
have  been  spared  such  an  exhibition  of  our 
electicism  ;  what  we  here  see  are  examples  of 
some  of  our  modem  leaders  in  both  tho 

popular  styles.  Sion  College  is  at  least  as 
good  a  specimen  of  modern  Gothic  as  we  ci»n 
have  ;  the  Thames  Conservancy  Offices  arc 
even  more  a  compromise,  and  breathe  the 

spirit  of  a  commercial  IDth-century  ijothii' : 
both  these  blocks  adjoin,  and  a  comparison 
of  their  merits  is  thereby  invited.  It  is 
rather  a  pity  they  should  have  been  built 
side  by  side  ;  the  tall  four-story  Con  ̂ ^ervancy 
offices  rather  spoil  the  gable  end  of  the  College 
by  confusing  the  outline.  We  take  exception 
to  the  too  florid  carving  under  the  flat  bay 
window,  and  to  the  row  of  pointed  cuspeil 
window-heads  of  tho  ground  story,  which  are 
not  in  character  with  the  Later  detail  of  the 

upper  story,  which  reposes  awkwardly  upon 
them.     Comparing   these   Gothicised  struc- 

tures with  the  blocks  of  red  brick  Tudor 
Gothic  of  the  .Vrundel  Hotel  and  the  adjacent 
houses,  we  may  note  another  modernised 
version  of  the  stylo  for  ofiioes  and  fiats,  a 
very  strained  adaptation ;  they,  at  least, 
prove  that  Gothic  is  not  yet  a  defunct  style 
among  us. 

Between  the  ICmbankment  and  Tudor- 
street  a  n\imbor  of  new  buildings  have  been 
erected  in  stono  and  brick.  The  School  of 
Music  is  fiat  and  vininterosting ;  large  print- 

ing and  publishing  offices,  and  other  blocks 
of  rather  ambitious  design  are  liere  erected, 
which  wemust  designate  under  the  very  elastic 
term  of  "Renaissance,"  for  lack  of  a  better 
name.  Those  show  how  tho  modern  architect 

can  adapt  art  to  the  commercial  requirements. 
Tho  whole  area,  indeed,  occupied  by  the  old 
gasworks  has  boon  practically  rebuilt  during 
the  last  few  years— not  in  the  best  or  most 
trtsteful  way,  for  we  should  not  have  had  the 

sweep  of  a  huge  hotel  of  very  ordinary  archi- 
tecture to  commence  this  end  of  the  Embank- 

ment and  join  abruptly  to  a  largo  scholastic 
building,  but  still  in  that  thoroughly  English 
fashion  which  unites  the  extremes  of  art  and l)usiness. 

In  Fleet-street  we  see  the  beginning  of  a 
romodolling  era  destined  before  long  to  be 
general.  In  the  rebuilt  stone  premises  of 
Messrs.  Barclay  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  of  which  Mr. 
Arthur  (,".  Blomfiold  is  the  architect,  a 
reasonable  effort  is  made  to  break  through  the 
monotony  of  a  straight  frontage  by  a  bold 
recess  between  two  projecting  wings;  the 
recessed  part  is  adorned  by  engaged  Ionic 
columns  with  entablature  running  througli 
the  whole  faiade,  and  a  high  attic  story 
over.  Tho  front  is  restrained  and  quiet,  but 

official,  and  tho  only  decoration  is  some  well- 
carved  tympana  over  the  first-floor  windows. 
The  festoons  of  foliage  are  .artisticall)'  done, 
and  enrich  the  broken  pediments  and  the 

otherwise  plain  stone  facade.  At  the  F'leet- street  end  of  Bouverie-street,  .i  large  exca- 
vated site  shows  a  considerable  rebuilding  is 

about  to  commence.  Our  City  architecture 
is  in  a  very  tentative  stage.  What  with  the 
''  setting  back,"  the  desire  to  avoid  the  bare 
party-walls  on  each  side  of  a  building  so 
retired, "and  the  attempt  to  produce  a  little 
effect,  we  may  expect  to  see  a  few  departures 

from  the  old  niethod  of  rebuilding.  ' '  Neces- 
sity is  the  mother  of  invention,"  and  we  may 

hope  for  improvement.  Our  streets  are  de- 
ploringly  dull  and  uninteresting  as  they  are. 

Important  professional  societies  are  en- 
deavouring to  be  up  to  date,  and  emphasise 

their  local  habitations,  and  there  are  two 
buildings  erected  within  a  few  hundred 
yards  of  each  other  that  indicate  how 
different  architects  have  dealt  with  the 

architectural  problem.  Tho  Surveyors'  In- stitution in  Trreat  George-street,  from 
thi;  designs  of  Mr.  A.  Waterhouse,  R.A., 
is  a  bold  attempt  to  treat  in  a  brick 
style  a  building  of  this  kind.  Lofty 
miillioned  square-headed  windows,  with  a 
bold  corbelled  cornice,  and  ornamental  dormer, 
are  features  of  the  front.  The  materials  of 
Ruabon  bricks  and  Ancaster  stone  were 

selected  to  resist  the  destructive  and  dis- 
colouring action  of  the  atmosphere.  When 

we  compare  this  building  with  the  Institu- 
tion of  Mechanical  Engineers  designed  by 

Mr.  Basil  Slade,  facing  St.  James's  Park and  the  new  .Vdmiralty  Buildings,  we  are 
struck  by  the  more  ambitious  Classic  design 
attempted  in  the  latter.  The  material  is 
chiefly  Portland  stone  of  brown  colour,  and 
Midland  rod  brick  facings  ;  biit  the  design  is 
essentially  a  stone  treatment.  There  is  a 
little  lack  of  unity  in  the  main  facade,  the 
salient  part  of  tho  design  being  the  comer 
crowned  with  a  M|uare  cupola.  (Jwing  to  the 
foundationsbeingbviilt  inrxmningwaterabout 
Joft.  deep,  tlie  Basement  floor  is  laid  on  a 
kind  of  concrete  inverted  tank,  the  concrete 
walls  having  through  them  terncotta  pipes 
for  the  circulation  of  tho  water. 

What  effect  tho  new  Govemment  OfBcea 
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will  have  in  quickening  tlie  desire  to  rebuild 
old  premises  in  this  neighbourliood  remains 

to  be  seen,  ̂ \'hitehall  and  the  purlieus 
round  Westminster  have  long  been  exceed- 

ingly dull  and  uninviting  in  spite  of  their 
more  favoured  surroundings.  Nothing  could 
have  been  more  depressing  than  the  dull 
semi-ollicial  buildings  of  the  old  (rovcrnment 
departments,  with  their  unfinished  farades, 
their  want  of  sculptural  oniamont,  and  the 

flat  monotonj-  of  the  skylines.  There  is  now 
an  opportunity  to  redeem  this  dreary  con- 

dition—to give  a  little  more  life  and  beauty 
to  the  environment,  if  only  the  narrow  official 
mind  awake  to  its  position  and  its  inaptitude 
be  shaken  off,  and  a  spirit  to  understand  the 
requirements  of  the  age  and  its  demand  lor 
art  and  toleration  of  ideals  be  encouraged. 

WHAT   IS   A  BL'IL1>IX0  r 

TIIE  legal  and  technical  definition  of  a 
building  is  still  a  disputed  iind  unde- 
cided question.  Notwithstanding  the  legal 

decisions  that  have  been  given  on  the  point, 
summonses  still  continue  to  be  taken  against 
persons  who  either  ignore  the  law  or  interpret 

it  in  another  way.  From  an  architect's 
point  of  view,  a  movable  wooden  shed  or  box 

Sft.  '2m.  by  Oft.  2in.  could  not  in  any  case  be 
called  a  "building";  it  has  no  proper 
foundations,  not  being  "let  into"  the 
ground,  but  simply  one  resting  on  timbers 
on  the  ground.  Various  judicial  interpreta- 

tions have  confused  the  issue,  and  made  the 
meaning  less  certain.  .\.  structure  of  wood 
IGft.  by  13ft.,  and  intended  to  be  perma- 

nently used  as  a  shop,  has  been  ruled  to  be  a 

"building"  under  18  and  19  Vict.  c.  122, 
although  not  let  into  the  ground,  but  merely 

laid  upon  timbers  upon  the  surface  ( ' '  Stevens 
V.  Gourley  ") ;  a  bay  window  has  been  held 
to  be  a  building,  also  a  high  wall,  &c.  The 
definitions  given  are  rather  vague,  and  as 
they  appear  not  to  take  any  account  of  the 
material  or  the  mode  of  fi-xing  or  resting  on 
the  ground,  the  diHlculty  of  deciding  is 
increased,  or  rather  every  structure  or  in- 
closure  would  appear  to  come  within  the 
designation.  By  making  it  clear  that  a 
building  must  have  a  biiilt  foundation  of 
brick  or  stone  let  into  the  ground,  or  that  it 
is  not  entirely  of  wood,  a  definition  might 
be  framed  that  would  simplify  the  quostioa 
and  exclude  all  wooden  structures.  But  the 
law,  in  these  cases,  likes  to  be  indefinite;  and 
the  attempt  has  been  to  frame  a  law  that 
will  draw  a  distinction  without  a  difference. 

A  case  was  reported  in  our  last,  in  which 
several  persons  were  summoned  at  Southend 
by  the  corporation  for  erecting  buildings 
on  some  laud  without  depositing  plans.  One 
of  the  cases  was  first  taken.  These  structures 

wore  described  as  "  lock-up  shops,"  t>ft.  2in. 
wide,  and  Oft.  2in.  deep,  .ind  "ft.  liin  high. ]!;vidence  was  called  to  pro\  e  that  in  one  case 
it  was  only  temporary,  and  was  to  come 
down  at  the  I'ud  of  the  season.  It  was 

not  attached  to  the  ground  in  anj-  way,  and 
could  be  lifted  by  two  men.  One  builder 
called  described  one  of  the  erections  as 

merely  a  "  show-case."  The  bench  decided 
it  was  not  a  building  within  the  moaning  of 
the  by-laws,  and  the  summons  was  dismissed. 
The  other  summonses  were  adjourned  to 
abide  the  result  of  the  appeal. 

The  argument  used  by  the  town  clerk  was 
that  to  comply  with  the  law  a  building  must 
bo  temporary  ab  initio  and  throughout  its 
existence,  but  that  these  structures  were  to  bo 
used  as  shops.  This  argument  was  based 
on  a  decision  that  where  a  building  was  con- 

veyed to  its  destination  on  wheels,  and  the 
wheels  were  then  taken  off,  it  was  a  building 
within  the  meaning  of  the  Act.  These 
arguments  do  not  appear  to  be  conclusive. 
The  very  fact  that  a  structure  is  conveyed 
on  wheels  to  its  position  ought  to  be  con- 

vincing. It  is  remarkable  that  there  should 

be  no  definition  of  a  building  in  the  Metro- 

politan Building  Act,  and,  although  one  was 
inserted  in  the  Bill ,  it  was  not  carried  ;  indeed 
it  would  seem  that  the  dilliculty  of  framing 
a  satisf actor}'  definition  has  been  felt.  A 
similar  difficulty  has  been  to  decide  what  is 

a  "  new  "  building  under  the  Public  Health 
■Vet,  and  the  definition  given  "  the  re- 
erecting  of  any  building  pulled  down  to  or 

below  the  ground-tloor,  Ac.."'  has  been  verj* differently  interpreted  :  the  difficulty  in  this 
case  being  as  to  what  is  meant  by  the  words 

"ground  floor, "  whether  the  actual  floor  level, 
orthe  cube  space  contained  by  the  walls,  floor, 
or  ceiling ;  though,  of  course,  the  latter  sense  is 

therightone.  Buttheterm  " building "  has 
been  debated  again  anil  again,  and  no  further 
approach  to  a  satisfactory  definition  has  been 
made,  i  ine  decision  is  that  already  referred 
to — viz.,  that  a  structure  of  wood  of  con- 

siderable size  intended  to  be  permanently 
used  as  a  shoj),  is  a  building,  although  not 

let  into  the  ground — a  definition  so  far  satis- 
factory, as  it  excludes  a  number  of  similar 

structures  that  are  not  permanently  used, 
and  are  of  small  size.  AVc  shall  await  with 

interest  the  appeal  to  the  High  Court  as  to 
the  other  cases,  when  we  trust  a  more  con- 

clusive ruling  will  be  given.  The  import- 
ance of  deciding  the  question  is  evident.  Cf 

course,  the  objection  to  wooden  structures 
being  erected  that  are  exempted  from  the 
operation  of  the  Act  is  a  sound  one,  as  such 
indiscriminate  building  may  ignore  all  sani- . 
tary  arrangements,  gas  or  water-pipes.  No 
doubt  these  erections,  too,  are  often  a  nuis- 

ance and  objectionable ;  at  the  same  time, 
in  many  cases  they  are  necessary  and  con- 

venient when  they  do  not  interfere  with  other 

buildings.  I^or  temporary  offices  and  shops 
they  are  useful  when  there  are  no  unneces- 

sary risks  involved,  such  as  nearness  to  other 
buildings,  or  when  not  of  any  great  size  or 
divided  into  rooms.  A  limit  as  to  size  is 

e.ssential .  The  f  ramers  of  the  London  Build- 

ing Act,  in  the  Bill  stage,  inserted  a  defini- 
tion of  "building,"  but  it  was  struck  out 

because  of  its  indefinite  character,  for  it 

would  practically  include  every  inclosure  of 
space  of  whatever  material,  whether  wholly 
inclosed  or  not,  or  whether  with  permanent 
foundations  or  not.  The  local  by-laws  vary 
in  their  construction  and  the  interpretation 
put  upon  them,  so  that  it  is  not  easy  to  say 
what  a  building  really  is  within  them. 

Builders,  property  owners,  as  well  as  archi- 
tects, are  interested  in  the  ([uestion.  The 

ordinary  man  cannot  exactly  understand 
why  the  term  building  should  bo  made  to 
comprise  every  conceivable  class  of  structure, 
whether  of  brick,  stone,  or  wood,  whether 
for  temporary  or  permanent  use.  At  least, 
one  believes  that  a  building  should  be  a  sub- 

stantial and  permanent  erection,  fixed  to  the 
ground  and  built  from  it,  not  a  structure 
that  can  be  put  together  in  one  place  and 
transported  to  another  for  a  temporary  pur- 

pose. This  is  the  common  impression,  but 
it  is  apparently  not  evident  to  the  legal 

technical  mind. 

or  about  3d.  per  foot  run. 

■fiin.  by  gin.  cost  9s.  sd 
moulding  Tin.  by  lin.   l.Js 

A  torus  skirting 

per  looft.,  and  a 
^  lin.  by  lin.  l.Js.  per  looft.  run. 

These  prices  are  much  lower  than  those  we 
have  given  on  page  221. 
When  there  is  a  rebating  and  a  single- 

cutter  moulding  machine  a  considerable 
reduction  in  the  price  of  mouldings  of  this 
kind  can  be  made — at  least  1.5  to  20  per  cent, 
in  a  large  quantity  of  several  hundred  feet. 
Having  obtained  the  price  of  moulding,  the 
cost  of  fixing  and  mitres  must  be  added.  For 

fixing  we  may  use  the  constant  -OO  Jtt.  run  or 
Ad.  jjerfoot,  for  mitres  add  20  per  cent,  if 

frequent.  For  moulding  the  constant  is  -072 
per  foot  super. ,  or  7|d.  ;  so  that  a  moulding  of 
4in.  super,  would  be  about  2id.,  and  an  fsin. 
moulding  about  Od.  a  foot  super. ;  but  thes? 
prices  are  only  approximations.  Special 
mouldings  are  struck  by  the  hand,  and 
circular  mouldings,  as  in  a  door  in  a  circular 
wall,  is  priced  four  times  as  much  as  the 

straight,  and  the  cost  increases  as  the  radius- 

Y^
 decreases.  The  pricing  of  mouldings  depends 

a  good  deal  on  the  numberof  the  quirks,  each 
extra  quirk  adding  to  the  cost. 

270ft.  run.     'Il'm.   by  lin.  moulded  archi- trave and  mitres. 

This   moulding  may  be  had,  if  a  stock 

pattern,  at  about  Ss.  per  lOOft. 
One  foot  at  above  price,  say    0 Waste,  10  per  cent    J 

Mitres    ° 
Fixing  and  nails     0 

a. 

o1 

ESTIMATES.— XIX. 

MOULDIXGS— ST.URCASE.S,    ETC. 

IN  pricing  moiddings,  architraves,  cappings, 
&c.,  much  will  depend  on  the  quantity. 

With  a  machine,  as  a  four-cutter  moulding 
machine,  the  various  labours  in  moulding 
and  rebating,  iVc,  can  be  done  in  one  opera- 

tion, and  a  trifle  added  for  cleaning  \ip.  But 
the  cost  of  a  set  of  irons,  two  irons  to  each 
cutter -block,  would  add  to  the  price  of  any 
small  ((uantity.  Before  pricing,  obtain  a 
list  of  steam-made  joinery  as  supplied  at  the 
liondon  warehouse.  The  prices  of  mouldings 
are  charged  at  per  loott.  run.  Xn  architrave 
moulding  2in.  by  lin.,  an  ordinary  size,  is 
quotcil  in  one  list  at  tls.  7d.  per  100ft.  run, 
about  ,'d.  afoot;  on6  3in.  by  Jin.atSs.  7d.,  or 
about  Id.  perfect.  A  bold  architrave  mould- 

ing OAin.  by  IJin.  is  priced  at  2i.is.  per  liioft., 

Per  foot  ran       «    0    ̂ i 

320ft.  run.     .Vrchitravo  formed   on   Jin.  by 

4iin.  beaded  grounds  and   2Ain.  by  lin. moulding. 

Add  to  the  cost  for  narrow  grounds,  say, 

3d.  For  moulding,  the  price,  if  steam- 
made,  would  be  about  8s.  per  100ft., 

say  Id.  per  foot ;  mitres  Id.,  fixmg  say  id. 

per  foot ;  say,  od.  per  foot. 

(iOft.  super.     Moulding  Oin.  girt,  or  capping 
for  dado,  rebated  to  framing,  according  to 

detail. 
This  would  be  worked  by  hand,  and  niiy 

be  priced  at  about  2s.  per  foot  super. 

1,200ft.  run.     Wrought  .,'in.  narrow  framed 

and  splayed  grounds  for  architraves. 

£  s.  a. Say,  Sin.  of  im.  deal  (3  out  of  a  deal)...    0    0*? Planing  face  and  edges  ione  edge)         n    °    of 
Framing  stUcs      0    0 
Fixing      0    0 0  0   aj 

30ft.  run.     .Hin.  by  Ijin.  rounded  window- 
board,  ditto  with  small  moulding  tongued 
under. 

The  price  per  foot  run  of  window-
board 

would  be  about  Id.  per  foot.  Add  Id.  for 
moulding  and  tonguing  m. 
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No.  24,    Mitred  ends  to  ditto,  and  notching. 

These  would  bo  notched  round  the  archi- 
traves, and  may.jbe  priced  at  Id.  each. 

STAIRCASES. 

In  vahiing  staircases,  the  various  items 
may  lie  severally  taken  off  and  priced,  the 
principle  of  doing  which  may  bo  explained 
by  taking  a  deal  stairs  of  ordinary  constnic- 
tion  with  IJin.  treads,  rounded  nosings,  lin. 
rigors,  rebated  and  grooved  together,  blocked 
:ind  glued,  with  brackets  on  fir  carriages. 
Suppose  the  stops  are  each  .jft.  long,  with 

Klin,  "going,"  and  Tin.  riser.  For  mea- 
biiring,  girth  the  riser  and  tread  by  the  length 
of  step  =  lOin.  -  7  =  1ft.  .Jin.  ■  -ift.  (See 
sketch.) 

3    0  £   8.   d. 
on     2   9    llin.  deal  tread  at  2i<l.    ...    0    0   8 

3    0 
0  8     2    0    lin.  deal  riser  at  2ld      0    0    4} 

SO     3    0    Cross- ton  guin;  joint  '015 
   =  IJd      0    0    4J 

4  3    0    12    0    Labour  grooving  and  re- 
   bating  treads  and  risers 

(constant '000)  sav      0    0    6 
3    0  3    0    Labour  rounded  edge,  -006    0    0    li 
   Deal  blocking  IJin.  square, 
1  1  say      0    0    2 
0    5  0    5    Rouf;h  deal  carriage,  ISin. 
   by  Sin.  by  2Jin..  say      0    0    1 J 

Deal  brackets,  say      0    0    1 
Planing  tread  and  riser,  say 

4ft.  Cin.  snper.,  010,  «ay    0    0    4t 
0    2    »i 

Divided  by  super.,  !ay      0    0    6} 
Fixing    ( 045),    glue    and 

nails,  say       0    0    6 

Cost  per  toot  super      0    10} 

Laxton  prices  this  at  Is.  -Jd.  per  foot. 
In  measuring  staircases,  the  best  plan  is 

to  take  tlie  length  of  flights  on  plan,  adding 
lin.  to  each  tread;  and,  for  the  lisers,  to 
take  the  height  from  Hour  to  floor,  allowing 

i'in.  to  each  for  tonguing. 
The  following  constants  for  labour  may  bo 

used  : — For  fixing  treads  and  risers,  -OLiper 
foot  super.,  or,  at  current  rate  of  wages, 
about  !.Jd,  per  foot.  For  housing  treads  and 

risers,  rounded  nosings,  -0.50,  equal  to  about 

.')d.  each  :  if  with  moulded  nosings,  lid.  each. 
These  are  high  prices  ;  'id.  and  4d.  is  enough. 
For  housing  winders,  rounded  nosings,  each  . . .  '075  =  7  Jd. 

1.  ..         moulded      „  ,,    ...  -OSOiSd. 
Ftdag  wall  string,  per  foot  super    •020  =  2d. 

„     outer    .,    -010- Id. 
For  fixing  newals,  per  foot  run     '025  =  2^. 

„        handrail     .,         ,,         •006  =  oJd. 
For  rounded  edges  to  treads,  per  foot  run    '006 -p|d. 
For  moulded       ,,         ,,       over  2in.  girth,  per 

foot  super    •072  =  7id. 

Pitch  pine  is  often  used  for  good  stair- 
cases. The  pine  is  imported  in  logs  and 

planks,  and  the  joiner  generally  converts  the 

latter.  The  average  price  of"  pitch  pine  is about  equal  to  that  of  good  deals;  sawing 
may  be  taken  at  about  one-third  moro.  Jin. 
will  cost  about  1  Jd.  or  2d.  a  foot,  lin.  about 

-'id.  per  foot,  IJin.  about  ij''--  l-5in-  3]d. 
per  foot.  Mr.  Leaning,  whoso  notes  on  this 
wood  are  valuable  .is  a  guide,  says  Id.  per 
foot  super,  will  cover  the  a<lditional  cost.  For 
floors,  staircases,  and  jamb  linings,  the  labour 
is  worth  about  2j  per  cent.  more.  Compared 
to  wainscot,  the  value  of  labour  and  materials 
IS  about  one  -  half.  For  door  or  other 
framing,  the  labour  constant  for  pitch-pine 
is  J(i  per  cent,  more  than  that  for  deal,  which 
gives  about  -JS  per  cent.  .V  IJin.  square 
framed  door  of  deal  is  about  T.^d. ;  in  pitch- 
pine  the  price  would  be  lOd.,  the  material 
being  the  same  in  both  cases,  or  2j'd. 

>>2{t.   super,     lin.    deal    wrought   staircase, 
with  rounded  treads    .and    risers,   glued, 
blocked,  and  bracketed  for  plastering. 
This  may  be  priced  at  OJ.  to  lod.  per  foot. 

It  including  for  carriages,  add   1  id.  per  foot. 

1  li'ft.  super,  liio.  yellow  deal  ditto,  treads 
and  risers,  with  moulded  nosings,  glued 
up  and  blocked  to  closs  strincr  aad  tir 
carriages. 

For  extra  thickaess  of  risers,  add  per  foot 

super,  ̂ d ;    for  moulded  nosings   (constant 

•((72),  add  .Jd. 
£  8.  d. Cost  of  deal  staircase,  as  before      0    1    0} 

Extra  thichness  on  risers      0    0    o| 
Moulded  nosings,  per  foot        0    0    4 0    1    tl 

Say,  Is.  od.  per  foot.  This  is  sometimes 

priced  at  Is.  lid. 
100ft.    super.     Ditto    ditto,   mitred   to    cut 

string,  and  dovetailed  to  balusters. 

Add  :id.  or  Id.  to  last  item. 

Xo.    20.      Returned    moulded    and    mitred 
nosings. 

There  is  considerable  labour  in  one  of 

these,  and  they  may  be  put  at  8d.  each. 

lloft.  super.  l}in.  deal  staircase,  ditto  with 
moulded  nosings,  mitred  to  string-board, 
and  dovetailed  for  balusters  and  winders 
with  one  circular  end. 

The  extra  labour  in  mitring  to  winders 
would  be  equal  to  another  additional  3d.  a 

foot,  say  Is.  lOd. 
No.    15.     Eeturned     moulded    and    mitred 

nosings  tongued  to  tread. 

I'ut  this  down  at  2d.  more  than  former 

item,  say  lod.  each. 
No.  1.     Curtail  step  and  riser. 

There  is  extra  labour  blocking  and  veneer- 
ing. Price  this  at  from  8s.  to  lOs.,  according 

to  design. 

20ft.  super,    lin.  deal  outside  string,  framed, 
rebated,  sunk,  and  beaded. 

£  8.  a. 

Cost  of  lin.  deal,  siy        0  0  2 
Framing  (  040)  per  foot  super    0  0  4 
Rebiting  and  sinking,  Siy  *.    0  0  IJ Beading    0  0  Oi 0    0     7i 

Say  Sd. 
22ft.  super.    IJin.  deal  outside  string-board, 

framed,  rebated,  sunk,  and  beaded,  , 

Add  another  lid.  per  foot  for  extra 
thickness. 

Ditto  Ijin.  ditto,  and  moulded. 

Add  another  3d.,  or  say,  Is.  Id.  per  foot. 

Ditto  ditto,  mitred  to  risers. 

This  extra  labour  would  add  another  2d. 

Ditto,  ditto,  wreathed. 

The  labour  is  considerable.  For  plain  work 
the  price  per  foot  run  is  about  4s.  6d.  for  a 
small  quantity. 

9Sft.  super.  l;}in.  wrought-deal  treads  and 
risers,  glued  and  blocked  with  moulded 
nosing,  and  returned,  ditto  with  winders. 

Price  this  as  before,  add  for  winders  2d. 
The  cost  of  stairs  of  this  description,  with 
nosings  mitred  to  string-board  as  above,  is 
Is.  lOd.,  including  winders,  say.  Is.  lid. 

If  there  are  cut  brackets,  price  each  at  Is., 
unless  they  are  elaborate  in  design. 

112ft.  super.  Pitch-pine  stairs.  IJin.  treads 
and  lin.  risers,  glued  up  and  blocked  to 
close  string,  nosings,  and  fir  carriages. 

If  the  pries  of  labour  on  pitch  pine  is 
2.5  per  cent,  more  than  for  deal,  then  if  a 
deal  stairs  cost  Is.  Jd.  per  foot,  wo  may  add 
•lid.  =  Is.  Jd.  -T  4id.  =  Is.  'Jid.  per  foot. 
Laxton  says  pitch  pine  is  about  i;th  more 
than  deal,  and  the  labour  another  phs,  and 
this  makes  the  cost  oti  per  cent.  more. 

i-RAMnfOS,   ETC. 

Kift.  super,     jin.  ledged  doors. 

Worth  about  GJd.  per  foot  super,  or — 
£  8.  d. 

Hatched  battens  Jin.,  say      0  0  IJ 
Labour  making         0  0  *.'J 
Ledges   •      0  0  1 Na>k         0  0  r} 
Hanging..       0  0  o) 0  0  H 

With  profit,  say  liid.  | 

lift,  super,     rfin.  ledged  trap-door  to  roof. 
This  being  below  average  size,  is  worth 

2.j  per  cent,  more,  say  2d.   =  Sd. 

20ft.  super.     Jin.  ledged   cistern  cover  and 
bearers. 

.i.dd  to  last  2d.  for  bearers. 

loft,  super.    l]in.  squ.are-framed  dwarf  cup- 
board door,  hung  folding. 

I'rice  this  at  about  the  same,  8d.  per  foot. 

loft,  super.     Ditto  moulded  one  side. 

.\dd  Id.  for  moulding  one  side,  say  9d. 

vJoft.  super.  2iin.  two-panel  door,  lower 
panel  moulded  one  side,  anil  bolection 
moulded ;  upper  panel  with  diminishing 
s'iles,  rebated,  with  mouldings  for  glass. 

£  s.    d. 
Finy  cost  of  2in.  four-pantrl  door  is      0  0  10 
Kxtra  thickness            0  0    1 
T.x)ose  raouldinRs  top  panel       0  0    ].J 
liolection  moulded  bottom  panel       0  0    1 
Plain  moulding      0  0    O.J 

I'er  foot  super      0    12 

The  diminishing  stiles  would  cost  a  little 
more  ;  but  as  there  is  only  one  panel  instead 
of  four,  it  is  about  equalised  in  cost. 

30ft.  super,     lin.  .shelves  on  bearers,  plugged 
to  wall. 

£  s.  d. 
lin.  dea^  say      0  0  2 
Planing  side.s  :constant  '010)         0  0  2 
Bearers  and  fixing       0  0  2 

Fer  foot  super      0    0    6 

lioft.  super.     Ijin.   ditto,  cross-tongucd,  &c. 
£  s.  d. 

Coat  of  lin.  shelves      0  0  6 
Fur  extra  thickness  add         0  0  1 
Cross  tonguing  ('015)      0  0  1} 
Per  foot       0    0    8} 

'•BCILDING  NEWS"  DESIGNING  CLUB. 

A  PAIR  OF   SEMIDETACHED    VILLAS. 

SI ' BURB.W  houses  have  greatly  improved no  doubt  in  many  ways  of  late  years  ;  not 
80  much  in  external  appearance,  perhaps,  as  in 
accommodation  and  in  adroitness  of  planning. 
The  speculating  builder  naturally  enough  has 
little  idea  of  artistic  charm,  .and  his  productions 
u.suully  are  as  devoid  of  good  proportion  as  they 
are  replete  with  vulgar  pretentiousness  ;  but  it 
must  he  admitted  that  very  often  he  manages  to 
obtuin  the  utmost  amount  of  convenience  within 
as  restricted  a  space  as  can  very  well  be  contrived. 
-Vdded  to  this,  the  speculating  contractor  realises 
the  public  appreciation  of  show.  This  is  satisfied 
by  a  few  tesselated  pavings  in  forecourts  or 
porches,  some  chequered  glazings  in  front  door 
and  side  windows,  a  fancy  chimney-piece  or 
two,  and  some  overdone  detail  in  thin  wood- 

work or  stone.  Porches  usually  afford  the 
most  scope  for  essays  of  this  kind,  and  dread- 

ful enough  things  they  arc.  However,  they 
answer  the  purpose  by  way  of  a  frontispiece  good 
enough  no  doubt  to  impress  the  visitor ;  and 
besides,  the  rent,  considering  the  size  and  number 
of  the  rooms,  seems  cheap.  The  houses  readily 
find  tenants,  and  what  more  do  you  want  r  The 
gables  may  assume  in  the  same  block  every  degree 
of  pitch,  and  all  kinds  of  proportions  clash,  while 
the  windows  dodge  each  other  as  they  clatter 
together  in  the  scramble  after  what  is  termed 
the  '•  picturesque."  All  this,  and  more,  goe.^ 
without  saying  ;  but  in  spite  of  it  all  there  is  an 
i-nprovement,  and  Mr.  Norman  Shaw's  villas  .ut 
Bedford  Park,  started  a  quarter  of  a  century 
since,  have  made  some  difference,  although  even 
they  were  so  soon  tinkered  by  the  speculator  as 
to  be  quite  despoiled  of  much  of  their  original 
chfirm.  Now  and  again  an  architect  ofartisli- 
fekill  and  good  taste  has  been  employed  on  similar 
pr  'ools  with  the  net  gain  of  an  improvement  on 
the  whole  all  round. 

The  problem,  though  essentially  the  same  for 
the  greater  part,  yet  remains  undetermined,  and 
tin  oiiportunity  for  the  display  of  architelural 
.li'.ity  is  still  afforded  to  all  who  take  up  the 
■.  i'  tet  in  a  practical  manner,  with  an  intuitive 
sense  of  good  proportion.  In  S'jtting  a  pair  of 
5  i'  irban  villas  for  the  last  competition  in  the 
s' ;,-ion    of  our  Club   for    IS93-99,  we  did  not 
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expect  that  the  result  would  be  particularly 
startling,  or  that  any  great  originality  would 

distinguish  the  desigjns  sent  in.  "  McGilligan" 
is  the  best,  then  ' '  Thistle,"  and  "  Dachs  "  ranks 
third.  The  conditions  were  these,  and  we  reprint 
them  for  reference: — A  pair  of  semi-detached 
suburban  villas  in  brick  and  stone  on  '2sft. 
frontages,  each  suitable  to  let  at  £00  a  year,  and 
carry  a  ,C  10  ground-rent.  Depth  of  land  luOft. 
The  two  parlours  tD  be  commodious,  the  larger 
of  the  two  to  be  used  as  the  dining-room ;  hve 
bedrooms,  box-room,  bath-room,  and  w.c.  inside 
the  house,  besides  servants'  w.c,  good  kitchen, 
scullery  with  copper,  larder,  small  store,  and 
offices.  The  staircase  is  not  to  front  the  main 
entrance,  and  the  hall  must  be  6ft.  wide.  Pitch 
of  ground-floor  flft.,  upstairs  8ft.  ijin.  Two  or 
threo  rooms  may  be  on  second  lloor.  The 
problem  has  often  been  solved,  but  still  ever- 
varying  chances  of  distinction  are  afforded. 
Plain,  simple,  and  picturesque  treatment  desir- 

able, adapted  to  the  materials  used  and  object  of 

the  buildings.  Tiles  for  roofs  set  out  to  45' slope. Plans,  two  elevations  and  section,  also  sketch. 

Frontage  I'ift.  from  footway.  Scale  <Sft.  to  the 
lin.  ;  but,  if  necessary,  plans  may  be  smaller, 

say,  I'dth  scale.  Economy  and  spaciousness  to  be 
considered.  State  price  and  cubing.  View 
necessary. 

It  will  thus  be  seen  that  our  aim  was  directed 
on  ordinary  lines  to  obtain  designs  applicable  to 
everyday  needs  on  commonsense  principles  rather 
than  an  attempt  at  ideal  requirements,  which, 
after  all,  are  so  much  subject  to  personal  tastes 
and  individual  fancies. 

"  McCtiUigan"  ranks  first,  witha  goodplanand 
plain  sensible  elevation.     In  neither  respect  is  he 
very  original,  for  a  striking  family  likeness  exists 

between  Messrs.  Brewill  and  Baily's  houses  in 
Lenton  Boulevard,  Nottingham,  and  this  competi- 

tion design  (see  Buildixg  News,  Dec.  30,  1898). 
There  may  be  some  explanation  for  the  similarity, 
though  some  will  consider  that  the  imitation  is  too 
evident,  and  others  will  think  we  ought  to  have 
disqualified  the  contributor  from  taking  a  place. 
In  reply  to  such  a  contention  we  cannot  say  that  to 

exclude  "  Md  liUigan  "    would  relieve  in  of  the 
difficulty   which   is   thus  prominently  acknow- 

ledged, beoause  none  of  the   designs  happen  to 
be    particularly  original,    or,    for    that  matter, 
specially    good    either.      If   we   begin   by   ex- 

cluding   designs     tor    this    reason,     we    shall 
not    find    it    easy    to    know    where    to  stop. 
It    is    better   for    a   student    to    copy    a    good 
thing  than  to  attempt  without  such  a  guide  some 
poor  production  more  entirely  his  own.     It  does 
require  some  degree  of  discrimination  to  select  a 
worthy  model.     Anyhow,  the  design  placed  first 
is  to  be  dealt  with  on  its  merits.     One  serious 
fault  in  this  plan,  as  in  most  buildings  of  the 
kind,  comes  about  from  the  fact  that  if  a  series 
of  blocks  are  run  up  side  by  side  and  close  to- 

gether, as  they  most  likely  would  be,  the  side 
windows  immediately  overlook  those  of  the  pair 
adjoining.     There  is  no  attempt  at  obviating  so 
obvious  an  objection.     The  two  houses  are  simply 
duplicated.     The  hall  is  not  large  enough  to  be 
shut  off  from  the  staircase.     A  screen  in  lieu  of 
the  divisional  wall  would  be  an  improvement, 
and  it  would  be  made  to  sufficiently  mask  the 
staircase.     The    garden    door  is    an  advantage, 
and    the   drainage    would  be   kept   all    on  the 
off-side    of    the   plot    out    of    prominence   and 
well    together.      The    back    door    is    a    long 
way   to   reach,  and   out   of  view  from   trades- 
I)eople.     A    side    gate    to    keep    tramps  away 
would  be  necessary.     The  tendency  would  be  to 
needlessly  use  the  front  door.     Every  bedroom 
has  a  fireplace,  and  the  kitchen  department  does 
not  spoil  what  garden  there  is.     The  windows  in 
the  kitchen  on  the  garden  side  would  probably  be 
high    up,    and    are    so    shown  in   the   section. 

"Thistle,"    the    second  man,   puts   his  closets 
badly    for     simplicity    of     drainage,    and    the 
advantage  of  a  garden  door  is  lost  by  placing 
the  pintry  where   it  is,  while  space  is  wasted 
by  the  I --shaped  passage  round  to  the  kitchen. 
This     isolates    the    kitchen,    it    is    true,    but 
the  dining-room    is   not   a    good    shape.    The 
bathroom  off  the  half-space  is  not  so  good  as  if 
it  were  level  with  the  first  floor.     The  author  has 

not  left  out  the  central  chimney-stack  in  his  per- 
spective, as  "  McGilligan  "  has  done,  but  the  top- 

door  rooms  would  be  very  cramped.     The  side 
windows  overlook,  as  in  the  first  design  :  but  the 
general  effect  is  unambitious  and  belitting  in  style. 
•'  Dachs,"  the  author  of  the  third  design,  dis- 

regards the    conditions    usually   governing  the 
erection    of   semidetached   suburban  houses  on 

confined  plots,  seeing  that  he  places  the  dining- 
rooms  facing  right  and  left  towards  the  party 
fences.     There  is  practically  no  garden  grjund 
left,  and  inside  the  houses  much  space  is  lost, 
or  rather  wasted,  on  corridors.     There  are  thus 

many  reasons  why  "  Dachs"  should  not  have  the 
third  place  in  this  contest.     The  merits  of  his 
plan  are  not  strikingly  obvious,  and  the  dark  end 
of  his  hill  towards  the  middle  of  the  block  is 

ungainly    and    badly    contrived.     He    has    en- 
deavoured, however,  to  give  a  touch  of  freshness 

to  the  exterior,  and  he  has  sought  to  depart  from 
the  regulation  type  of  plan  with  some  degree  of 
thoughtful  skill,  and  it  is  only  by  attempts  of 
this    kind    that    improvements   are  arrived  at. 
We   consequently   have  taken    all    things  into 

consideration  before   encouraging   "Dachs"   to 
this    extent,    and    while  -according    him    praise 
in   so   qualified   a    way,    we    do    not    overlook 
the   claims   of   other    contributors.     We   doubt 

if   "Dachs"   could  get  these  houses  built  for 
£l,.550,  and  it  is  not  clear  why  so  much  masonry 
should  be  shown  in  the  returns  when  so  little  is 

employed  in  front  of  the  building.    "  Astragal  " has  followed  the  ordinary  scheme  of  cDntriving 
the  various  departments,  and  he  has  imparted 
intj  it  much  ingenuity  of  planning  in  detail. 
There  are  a  porch,  a  w.c.  by   the  side  a  few 
steps  up,  a  staircase  screened  from  the  front  door, 
a  tradesmen's  side  entrance,  a  store,  and  then  a 
larder,  all  within  the  confines  of  the  main  build- 

ing.    The  kitchen  and  scullery  project  at  the 
rear  in  the  usual  way.     £l,7'-'5  is  the  estimate, 
and  stone  bays  are  proposed,  with  an  arched  head 
in  masonry  to  the  entrance.     The  whole  thing  is 
fairly  substantial,  and  each  house  has  five  bed- 

rooms.    The  dining-room  has  a  servinp;  hatch, 
and  the  garden    is    not    overlooked    from    the 
kitchen.     The    coals     are    in    the     basement. 

' '  Speys ' '   is  more  simple,  though  in  some  ways 
very    similar    in    plan,    but    the    dining-room 
would  be  unhappy  as  a  living-room,  and  very 
dark.     The   sanitary  arrangements  are  on  the 
inside  walls  of  the  extensions  to  the  rear,  and  so 
complicate  the  drainage  needlessly.     Two  basins 
for  the  bathroom  lavatory  are  not  necessarj-.  The 
servants'  w.c.  is  in  full  view  of  the  garden.    Ex- 

ternally the  effect  would  be  pleasing  and  suitable. 
The    chimneys    are    not    enough   in    evidence. 
"  Honeysuckle  "  sends  a  well-drawn  perspective, 
and   his   elevations  are   unassumingly  effective, 
with  a   roughcast   first   floor  and   gables.     The 
plan  is  ordinary  with  this  exception,  that  the 
scullery  has  to  be  passed  through  to  reach  the 
kitchen,  the  windows  of  which,  being  placed  at 
the  angle,  completely  command  the  little  garden. 
The  same  remarks  as  to  the  location  of  con- 

veniences apply  to   "Honeysuckle"   as  to  the 
last-named  plan.     "Butts"  puts  a  central  area, and   locates   his    kitchen  in  a  basement.     We 
did    not    intend    this ;   but    there   is   no    little 
ingenuity    displayed     in     these     plans.      The 
area    between     the     houses     would     be    little 
better  than  a   well,   and   we   do  not  fancy  the 
elevations  would  be  very  suitable,  and  certainly 
we  have  seen  the  kind  of  thing  often  enough 

before.      ' '  Tip ' '     has    a    practical    plan    and 
relatively  poor  front ;  but  in  execution  we  have 
seen    worse.      "La    Poupce"    places    the    two 
parlours  side  by  side  in  front  of  the  house.     The 
garden  is  shut  off  from  the  house,  therefore,  by 
the  intervention  of  the  offices.     £l,:;27  is  very 

inadequate  as  an  estimate.     "  Ajax  "  gives  each house  a  turret,  and  the  perspective  distorts  the 
proportion  of  the  elevation  very  badly.     The  Krst 
floor  is  wasteful  in  passage  space,  and  a  second 
staircase  is  not  necessary  in  so   small  a  house. 
"  Onk  "  is  careful ;  but  the  parlour  on  the  first 
floor  is  a  decided  objection.     The  plan  is  com- 

pact and  fairly  well  thought  out,  but  the  facade 

is  commonplace.    "Vigornia"  has  a  pitch-dark staircase  in  the  middle  of  the  house.     The  depth 

of  the  plan  is  very  great.     "  The  Lucky  Star  "  is 
very  odd,  covering  the  whole  of  his  site.  His  eleva- 

tions are  extravagant  and  strange.    "  Ij3venach  " 
comes    next,   and   then    "  Desdichado,"    whose 
dining-room  would  be  very  dark  indeed,  other- 

wise    the    plan     is    clever.       "Cantab"     and 
"Clegomie"'  conclude  the  series. 

A  new  form  of  caisson  for  executing  work  under 
water,  the  invention  of  the  Russian  engineer, 
L.  AstarchoS,  is  about  to  bs  tried  in  the  Neva  by  a 
committee  of  technical  experts.  The  caisson  in 
queatiou  has  a  conical  form,  and  its  inventor  claims 
that,  by  its  use,  work  can  be  carried  on  on  the  bed 
of  a  river  at  a  lower  atmospheric  pressure  than  is 
now  the  case  with  the  present  caissons. 

NATURAL  VENTILATION.— V. 

By  RoiiEUT  Boyle. 
Tall  rights  reseuved.j 

THE  vitiated  atmosphere  usuilly  founl  in  im- 
perfectly ventilated  churches  is  the  principal 

cause  of  the  dro  trsiness  with  which  many  of  the 
congregation  are  overcome  before  the  service  is 
over,  and  the  fainting  fits  which  so  frequently 
occur  in  certain  churches.  This  is  due  to  a 
deficiency  of  oxygen  in  the  air,  and  an  excess  of 
carbonic  acid  gas,  watery  vapour,  and  f(otid 
organic  matter,  combined— when  the  gas  is 
lighted— with  the  poisonous  products  of  com- 

bustion. A  feeling  of  oppressive  closeness  and 
heat  is  also  generally  experienced  under  such 
conditions. 

To  the  deleterious  quality  of  the  air  found  in 
so  many  churches  is  to  be  ascribed  what  is  known 
as  "  clergyman's  headache,"  and  the  feeling  of 
lassitude  and  nervous  irritation  so  commonly  ex- 

perienced during  and  after  service.  Badly- 
ventilated  churches  and  halls  are,  more  than  any 
other  cause,  responsible  for  the  dissemination  of 
disease,  and  many  people  abstain  from  attending 
on  that  account  alone,  who  would  be  only  too 
glad  to  be  present  if  the  air  was  but  in  a  healthy state. 

All  this  might  be  avoided  it  proper  means  were 
employed  to  remove  the  vitiated  air  as  fast  as  it 
was  generated,  and  to  provide  a  sufficient  supply 
of  fresh,  pure  air  to  take  its  place.  This  is  now 
neither  a  difficult  nor  an  expensive  matter  with 
the  improved  appliances  which  are  in  existence, 
and  which  utilise  the  natural  forces  ready  to  our 
hand  to  be  our  good  servant  if  but  properly 
managed.  The  immutable  and  beneficent  laws 
of  Nature,  it  but  correctly  understood  and  intelli- 

gently applied,  will  do  all  that  is  required — 
silently,  continuously,  and  effectively.  The 
vitiated  air  should  be  extracted  at  the  highest 
part  of  the  church,  to  where  it  naturally  ascends, 
and  the  fresh  air  admitted  at  or  below  the 
breathing  level  in  an  upward  direction,  and  at  a 
low  velocity  through  brackets  or  tubes  distributed 
round  the  walls  to  secure  more  perfect  diffusion 
and  an  equable  distribution  and  movement  of  the 
air  throughout  the  church.  Where  simple  open- 

ings are  made  in  the  ceiling  or  the  roof,  and  the 
air  is  admitted  at  the  upper  parts  of  the  windows 

through  glass  hoppers,  downward  currents  of  cold 
air  invariably  result,  which  press  down  and 
return  the  acending  expired  air  to  be  re-breathed, 
along  with  the  products  of  combustion  and 
other  impurities.  In  cold  weather  downward 
currents  of  air  may  arise  from  the  condensation 
of  the  warm  air  on  the  windows,  walls,  or  open 

roof.  This  might  to  a  great  extent  be  overcome 

by  thickly  felting  and  double-boarding  the  roof, 
having  the  walls  thoroughly  warmed  by  means 
of  radiant  heat  and  the  windows  doubly  glazed, 
or  a  radiator  or  hot-water  or  steam  pipes  placed 
underneath  them  to  cause  a  counter  upward 

current  of  heated  air.  Where  extraction  ven- 
tilators are  employed,  they  are  sometimes  blamed 

for  the  down-draughts  which  arise  from  these 
causes.  Hot-air  should  never  be  employed  to  heat 

a  church,  as  it  is  injurious  to  health,  owing  to  the 

high  temperature  required  for  effective  heating, 
which  deteriorates  the  oxygen  required  for  the 

proper  maintenance  of  health.  Breathing  warm 
air  also  enervates  and  lowers  the  tone  of  the 

system,  rendering  it  more  susceptible  to  disease. 
An  authority  writing  on  the  subject  makes  the 

following  remarks  with  respect  to  the  danger  of 

hot-air  heating  :—"  The  teachings  of  scientists 
and  sanitarians  as  to  the  healthiest  mode  of 

heating  and  ventilating  buildings  are  now  being 

recognised  and  conformed  to  by  architects  and 

engineers  in  a  manner  that  augurs  well  for  the 
future.  .      ,     ,   .,     T>      1 

"  The  latest  evidence  submitted  at  the  Koyal 

Institute  of  British  Architects,  and  at  the  Inter- 
national Congress  of  Hygiene,  Budapest,  has 

conclusively  demonstrated  that  heated  air  em- 
ployed for  the  double  purpose  of  ventilation  and 

warming  is  not  only  unhealthy,  but  fails  aa  an 
efficient  heating  medium. 

"Sir  Douglas  Galton,  in  a  paper  read  at  the 

Congress,  strongly  condemned  this  mode  of  heat- 

ing and  ventilating  a  building,  stating  that  '  the 
method  of  warming  the  walls  by  means  of  heated 

air  necessarUy  lea-es  the  walls  colder  than  the 

air  of  the  room,  and  the  heat  of  the  body  is 

radiated  to  the  colder  walls.  Hence,  if  the  walls 

are  to  be  warmed  by  the  air  admitted  to  the  room, 

the  temperature  of  the  warmed  air  must  be  raised 

beyond  what  is  either  c.imfortable  or  healthy  for 

breathing,  and  thus,  if  you  obtain  your  heat  by 
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warmed  air  alone  admitted  direct  to  the  room, 
discomfort  in  one  form  or  the  other  can  with 

difficulty  be  avoided.' 
"  Professor  Corfield  {Professor  of  Hygiene  and 

Pablic  Health,  London  University)  said :  '  Heating 
should  bs  done  by  means  of  radiant  heat,  and  not 
by  means  of  air  previously  warmed.  If  air  was 
previously  warmed,  it  would  lose  a  portion  of  its 
oxygen,  and  if  we  got  air  short  of  oxygen  we  had 
to  breathe  a  greater  number  of  times  to  supply 

the  required  amount,  and  that  meant  more  effort.' 
'•  JL  Emil  Trclat,  who  is  recognised  as  the 

highest  authority  on  the  subject  in  France, 
declared  that  '  the  solution  of  th<s  problem  of 
heating  dwellings  had  absolutely  no  connection 
with  that  of  their  ventilation.' 

"  Mr.  Thomas  Blashill  (architect  to  the  London 
County  Council),  and  others  present  at  the 
Congress,  expressed  themselves  in  similar  terms 
with  regard  to  the  unhealthiness  of  br&athing 
wanned  air,  which  was  also  employed  for  the 
purposes  of  heating." 

Professor  R.  H.  Smith,  in  an  article  on 

"  Ventilation "  which  recently  appeared  in  the 
Engineer,  states  that  "  a  most  instructive  histori- 

cal fact  is  the  present  gradual  abandonment  in 
the  States  and  Canada  of  the  hot-air  system  of 
house-warming,  which  was  for  so  long  popular, 
in  favour  of  hot-water  pipe  and  other  '  radiator ' 
warming.  It  is,  in  fact,  impossible  that  the 
human  body  should  absorb  heat  from  the  air  in 
which  it  is  immersed  if  that  air  be  not  mude 

oppressively  hot." 
There  has  been  some  endeavour  within  the  last 

few  years  to  introduce  downward  ventilation  in 
this  country — forcing  the  air  in  at  the  top  of  a 
building,  and  expelling  it  at  the  bottom  :  but  as 
this  plan  is  opposed  to  the  laws  of  Nature,  it  has 
not  proved  very  successful  where  tried. 

In  the  report  of  the  Commissioners  on  Venti- 
lation appointed  by  the  United  States  CJovern- 

ment.  the  following  appears:  "The  relative 
merits  of  the  upward  versus  the  downward 
systems  of  ventilation  may  be  estimated  from 
the  following  considerations  :  — 

'•  1.  The  direction  of  the  currents  of  air  from 
the  human  body  is,  under  ordinary  conditions, 
upwards,  owing  to  the  heat  of  the  body.  This 
current  is  an  as-iistance  to  upward,  and  an 
obstacle  to  downward,  ventilation. 

"  2.  The  heat  from  all  gas  ilames  used  for 
lighting  tends  to  assist  upward  ventilation,  hut 

elaborate  arrangements  must  be  made  to  prevent 
contamination  of  the  air  by  the  lights  it  the 
downward  ntthod  be  adopted.  . 

"  3.  In  large  rooms  an  enormous  quantity  of 
air  must  be  introduced  in  the  downward  method 
if  the  occupants  are  to  breathe  pure,  fresh  air.  or 
about  three  times  the  amount  which  is  found  to 
give  satisfactory  results  with  the  upward  method. 

"  4.  In  halls  arranged  with  galleries,  the 
difficulty  of  so  arranging  downward  currents  that, 
on  the  one  hand,  the  air  rendered  impure  in  the 
galleries  shall  not  contaminate  that  which  is 
descending  to  supply  the  main  floor  below,  and, 
on  the  other  hand,  the  supply  for  the  floor  shall 
not  be  drawn  aside  to  the  galleries,  is  so  great 
that  it  is  almost  an  impossibiBty  to  effect  it. 

"Perfect  ventilation  would  not  be  obtained, 
for  this  would  onh"  provide  for  the  'filKtioii  of  the 
impure  air,  while  in  perfect  ̂ ■entilation  the  im- 

purities are  not  so  diluted,  but  completely 
removed  as  fast  as  formed,  so  that  no  man  can 
inspire  any  air  which  has  shortly  before  been  in 
his  own  lungs  or  in  those  of  his  neighbour. 

•■  For  these  and  other  reasons  the  Board  are  of 
opinion  that  the  upward  method  should  be  pre- 

ferred." 
In  a  report  on  the  ventilation  of  the  Chamber 

of  Deputies,  Paris,  il.  Emil  Trelat  says  : — 
"  The  fresh  air  is  delivered  at  the  top  of  the 

room,  and  the  currents  of  air  are  strong  and 
varied,  causing  great  discomfort. 

"The  air  is  delivered  by  fan  propulsion  at  the 
ceUing,  and  is  taken  out  at  the  floor,  giving  a 
downward  system  of  ventilation. 

"The  apparatus  is  powerful  enough  to  change 
the  air  in  the  chamber  every  six  minutes  ;  but  it 
can  only  be  worked  slowly,  owing  to  the 
draughts  produced,  and  the  air  vitiated  by  re- 

spiration is  brought  back  to  be  reiuhaled." 
The  Builder  very  clearly  points  out  the  defect 

of  this  method  of  ventilaticn  when  it  states  that 

"it  goes  without  saying  that  fresh  air  passing 
through  a  stratum  in  which  gas-lights  are  burn- 

ing cannot  avoid  bringing  the  carbon  oxides, 
acetylene,  and  other  products  of  combustion  into 
the  respiratory  atmosphere.  For  English  prac- 

tice, therefore  it  may  be  regarded  as  incontro- 

vertible that,  save  in'a  few  exceptional  instances, 
an  upward  current  of  fresh  air  is  preferable." 

The  Lud'ter  further  says:  "There  are  also 
some  statements  and  theories  to  which  we 
take  exception.    One  of  these  is  the  argument 

that  because  carbonic  acid  gas  is  .52  per  cent. 
heavier  than  air,  it  is  therefore  desirable  to 
ventilate  by  a  downward  current  in  a  room  rather 
than  an  upward  one.  The  fallacy  of  this  will 
be  obvious  to  every  one  of  our  readers  who 
smokes,  if  he  will  notice  the  course  of  the  smoke 
after  being  exhaled.  It  is  almost  impossible  in 
an  ordinary  room  to  make  the  smoke  go  down  to 
the  floor  without  a  very  violent  effort.  In  all 
ordinary  expulsion  it  would  be  noticed  that  the 
smoke  ascends,  and  quickly  becomes  disseminated 
through  the  air  in  the  room.  The  scientific  fact 
is  that  air  exhaled  from  the  lungs  is,  at  the 
moment  of  exhalation,  equal  in  weight  to  pure 

air  at  a  temperature  of  DO'  Fahr.  And  until  the 
exhaled  air  has  parted  with  so  much  of  its 
heat  as  to  become  heavier  than  pure  air  at  this 
temperature,  it  will  rise  in  a  nominally  pi>re 

atmosphere." 
{To  be  continued.) 

LIME  AND  MORTAK. 

WH.\T  makes  good  mortar :-  Nine-tenths  of your  readers  could  not  answer  correctly, 
from  a  chemical  point  of  view.  They  know  well 
enough  how  to  make  good  mortar,  but  of  the 
actual  conditions  on  which  good  morfcir  depends 
they  know  next  to  nothing.  This  b  no  cause  for 
wonderment,  as  builders  cannot  be  expected  to 
be  chemical.  Builders,  however,  are  frequently 
at  a  nonplus  to  understand  the  exact  cause  of  a 
mortar  turning  out  a  poor  one,  or  destitute  of 
binding  properties. 
Now  without  going  deeply  into  chemical 

questions,  it  is  the  purport  of  the  writer  to 
explain  the  causes  of  bad  mortar,  poor  lime,  i;., 
in  such  a  way  that  all  builders  will,  after  reading 
the  explanation,  be  able  to  know  the  cause,  and 
find  a  remedy  for  any  inherent  defect  they  may 
find  arise  in  uie  lime  or  mortar  they  use. 

The  requisite  ingredients  for  producing  good 
mortar  are  lime  and  sharp  sand.  The  lime 
as  it  hardens  contracts,  and  therefore  by 
thus  shrinking  in  bulk  would  cause  mischief ; 
hence  the  sand  prevents  the  shrinkage  to  any 
perceptible  extent,  and  not  only  prevents  the 
shrinkage,  but  also  affords  a  binding  material  with 
which  the  lime  can  combine,  so  that  a  homo- 

geneous compound  is  produced,  .\gafc,  good,  fat 
lime  when  mixed  with  water,  imbibes  carbonic 

add  gas  from  the  air,  and  thereby  becomes  con- 
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▼erted,  more  or  less,  into  ahard  carbonate  of  lime. 
Cjnsequently,  instead  of  the  mortar  remaining  a 
crumbling  mass  of  powdery  lime  and  particles 
of  aand,  it  becomes  a  hard,  compact  mass,  in 
which  the  ptrticles  of  sand  become  surrounded 
with  a  hard  film  of  carbonate  of  lime  of  a 

marble-like  solidity  ;  therefore,  by  reaching  this 
condition  the  mortar  does  not  shrink  nor  become 
reduced  to  powder.  Anyone  can  prove  this  by 
attempting  to  crumble  between  his  Qnger  and 

thumb  a  piece  of  mortar  ot  six  months'  age which  has  been  made  from  fat  lime  and 
river  sand.  If  the  sand  be  not  sharp,  but  smooth, 
then  the  grip  of  the  film  of  carbonate  of  lime 
is  not  so  strong.  Whenever  the  lime  has  become 
converted  externally  into  a  lilm  of  carbonate  it 
is  practically  waterproof,  because  water  will  not 
dissolve  carbonate  of  calciam.  Lime  itself  it 
will  dissolve  only  very  slightly  (one  part  in  700 
parts  of  water,  at  ordinary  ten^perature) .  Now 
it  stands  to  reason  that  mixing  anything  with 
mortar  which  will  prevent  or  delay  the  formation 
of  this  film  of  carbonate  will  go  far  to  tend  to 
reduce  the  good  qualities  of  the  mortar,  because, 
until  the  greater  part  of  the  lime  has  become 
carbonated,  the  mortar  will  remain  a  pulverulent 
mass.  Gardenmould,  cinderashes.road  scrapings, 
or  any  other  material  known  to  jerry  builders 
will  prevent  the  formation  of  good  mortar, 
and,  as  a  result,  any  bricks  laid  in  such  mortar 
are  held  in  place  scarcely  any  firmer  than  if  they 
were  laid  in  a  mass  of  flour-p  iste  or  any  other 
non-hardening  compound.  This  mud — it  would 
be  inaccurate  to  call  it  mortar — will  not  hold  a 
nail  securely  ;  it  will  bear  rubbing  up  to  powder 
between  finger  and  thumb,  and  so  little  adhesive 
power  has  it  that  any  bricks  laid  in  such  mortar 
can  be  pushed  out  of  place  by  the  slightest  blow, 
BO  to  speak. 
Now  let  U9  examine  the  nature  and  composi- 

tion of  the  chief  ingredient  in  mortar — viz.,  the 
lime.  Lime  is  the  name  given  to  the  oxide  of  the 
metal  calcium.  Such  oxide,  however,  is  never 
found  in  nature,  but  Urge  quantities  of  carbonate 
of  calcium,  such  as  chalk,  marble,  and  limestone 
are  found,  and  it  is  from  these  bodies  that  the 
oxide  of  calcium  (i.e.,  the  lime)  is  obtained  by 
artificial  means.  Chalk  is  a  mass  of  calcic  car- 

bonate that  owes  its  origin  to  the  aggregation  of 
a  mass  of  shells  of  very  minute  organisms  that 
lived  in  unknown  ages  ago.  When  first  taken 
out  of  the  quarries  almost  one-fourth  of  its  weight 
is  water.  In  actual  composition  a  white  chalk, 
such  as  is  used  for  making  a  ' '  fat "  lime  consists 
of  the  following  constituents  : — 

Moisture     19'03 
Sand  and  clay       0*93 
Combined  silicon  dioxide   .,  0*43 
Sesquioxide    of    iron  and  aluminum 

(FejO'  +  AJjO.i)      0-48 
Calcic  carbonate  (CaCOj)      76  60 
Magnesia  caxbonate    0"88 
Alkalies,  organic  matter,  and  loss    1'65 

100  00 

It  is  usual,  however,  to  give  the  formula  of 
chalk  in  CaCO, — that  means  that  it  consists  of 
40  parts  of  calcium,  12  parts  of  carbon,  and  48 
parts  of  oxygen.  These  constituents  are  supposed 
to  be  present  in  two  distinct  bodies  united 
together — viz.,  as  calcium  oxide  (Ca<  •)  and  car- 

bonic dioxide  (CO,).    Then  CaO  +  CO.  =  CaCO,. 
Now,  if  the  chalk  be  mixed  with  water,  it  will 

break  down  its  mass  and  form  a  paste  in  the  Quid, 
bat  it  will  not  dissolve  nor  combine  with  the 
water.  The  pasty  mass  will  still  remain  a  mass 
of  chalk,  and,  as  every  builder  knows,  chalk  has 
no  binding  qualities  like  lime  has.  To  convert 
the  chalk  into  lime  it  is  necessary  to  expel  the 
carbonic  dioxide  (the  COj),  so  as  to  leave  the 
oxide  of  calcium  or  lime  (the  CaO)  behind.  The 
expulsion  of  the  carbonic  dioxide  is  effected  by 
burning  the  chalk  in  kUns  (limekilns),  when  the 
mass  of  chalk  becomes  converted  into  calcic 
oxide,  or  quicklime. 

Now,  lime  that  is  just  freshly  burnt  will  readily 
imbibe  carbonic  dioxide  gaa  from  the  air,  and 
bjcome  thereby  reconverted  into  calcic  carbonate. 
This,  however,  i,<  not  wanted,  therefore  quick- 

lime should  be  kept  excluded  from  the  air  as 
much  as  possible.  When  quicklime  is  moistened 
with  water,  it  combines  therewith,  and  becomes 
-converted  into  what  is  known  as  calcic  hydrate, 
j)r  hydrated  oxide  of  lime  (CiK  iHO) — that  is, 
10  piris  of  calcium,  16  >:  2  =  32  parts  of  oxygen, 
1  part  of  hydrogen.  This  calcic  hydrate  is  ailed 
by  builders  "  slaked  "  lime,  and  it  is  while  the 
lime  is  in  this  condition  that  it  is  most  ready  to 
combine  wifc  carbonic  dioxide,  to  become  con- 

verted into  carbonate  of  calcium,  or  carbonated 
lime.     It  is  for  this  reason  that  the   mortar- 

mixer  firrt  mixes  the  quicklime  and  sand 
together  in  the  dry  state,  and  then  sprinkles  the 
mixture  with  water  so  as  to  slake  the  lime, 
whereby  the  lime,  as  it  unites  with  the  carbonic 
dioxide  from  the  air,  will  form  a  thin  coating  of 
carbonate  around  the  particles  of  sand,  and  thus 
form  a  compact  mass.  Uuicklime  when  moistened 
with  water,  or  when  slaked,  swells  up  and  in- 

creases in  bulk  one  half  its  original  quantity — 
viz  ,  two  measures  of  fat  lime  will  make  three 
measures  of  slaked  lime.  Now,  if  freshly-slaked 
lime  be  allowed  to  dry,  it  sets  to  a  hard  mass, 
which  contracts,  and  therefore  forms  shrinkage 
cracks  ;  but  the  admixture  of  sand  prevents  this. 

This  first  stage,  or  "setting,"  depends  on  the 
general  property  of  very  finely-divided  amorphous 
substances— such  as  kaolin— of  drying  to  a 
hard,  caked  mass.  This  change  takes  place 
each  time ;  and  then  a  further  stage  (harden- 

ing) occurs,  due  to  the  absorption  of  car- 
bonic dioxide  from  the  air,  when  the  mortar 

becomes  coated  with  the  calcium  carbonate, 
the  insolubility  of  which  makes  the  mortar 
permanent  under  ordinary  weather  conditions.  In 
thick  walls  the  air  current  rarely  penetrates,  and, 
as  a  consequence,  the  uncarbonated  lime  remains 
in  the  interior  for  many  years.  If  the  tempera- 

ture of  the  air  be  low,  the  "setting"  of  the mortar  is  retarded.  This  is  one  reason  for  the 
abandonment  of  building  operations  during  frost, 
the  other  reason  being  that  the  water  in  the 
mortar  would  become  ice  and  expand,  only,  how- 

ever, to  become  liquefied  again  on  the  return  of 
a  higher  temperature ;  but  by  the  solid  ice 
becoming  lluid  water  again,  the  mortar  would 
become  a  pasty,  non-setting  mass  of  no  adhesive 
ciualitiea. 

So  far  the  above  shows  what  good  mortar 
should  consist  ot ;  but  the  chief  point  to  consider 
is  the  nature  and  composition  of  the  limestone 
from  which  the  lime  is  made.  For  example,  if 
the  lime  contains  a  large  proportion  of  magnesium 
carbonate,  then  it  approaches  the  nature  of 
dolomite,  and,  although  useful  as  a  build- 

ing stone,  it  does  not  yield  a  good 
lime,  but  a  poor  one  that  allows  building 
mortar  to  set  very  slowly.  Lime  obtained 
from  such  a  source  is  better  suited  for  making 
hydraulic  mortar :  it  is,  in  fact,  used  only  to 
make  cement  or  hydraulic  lime.  If  5  per  cent, 
of  the  magnesium  carbonate  be  present,  then  the 
limestone  is  called  dolomitic,  and  when  23  per 
cent,  is  present  it  may  be  ranked  as  dolomite. 
The  burning  of  dolomite  produces  a  material 
which  is  only  fit  for  and  used  as  a  basic  lining  for 
furnaces.  Besides  carbonate  of  magnesium,  lime- 

stone contains  silicon  and  silicate  of  aluminum. 
The  following  tables  exhibit  the  relative  pro- 

portions of  the  various  constituents  in  (A)  a 
typical  pure  limestone,  (B)  magnesium  limestone, 
(C)  hydraulic  limestone,  and  (D)  grey  chalk — a 
kind  of  hydraulic  lime  :  — 

Calcixim  oxide  (CaO'        65"64  . 
Magnesium  oxide  (MgO)       022  . 
Carbonic  dioxide   COt)       43  68  . 

Water  {H,i)i    0-06. 
Sulphur  trioxide  (SOa!    002  , 
Insoluble  siliceous  matter    —    . 
Combined  silica    —     . 
Sesquioxideof  aluminum  (Al.Oj)  —    . 
Sesquioxide  of  iron  (Fe.Oj)      —    . 

99-62      10000       99-80 

D. 

Moisture    17-39 
Sand  and  clay       4-85 
Combined  silica   Sii  i,l      -    0-78 
Reaquioxide  of  iron  and  aluminum  (PejOj  &  AlsOj)  0-53 
Carbonate  of  lime   CaCos;       73  SI 

Carbonate  of  magnesium     0-60 
Alkalies,  organic  matter,  Sec    1-95 

100-00 Carbonate  of  lime,  which  is  practically  pure  or 

free  from  siliceous  matter,  will  yield  a  "  f at " 
lime,  but  when  siliceous  and  clayey  matters  are 

present  then  a  "  poor"  lime  results,  which slakes  slowly,  and  is  more  suited  for  making 

hydraulic  mortar. Another  point  of  consideration  in  the  ingre- 
dients used  in  making  mortar  is  the  method  and 

manner  in  which  the  limestone  has  been  burned. 
Some  kilns  are  so  constructed  so  as  to  bum  by 
the  aid  of  fuel  mixed  with  the  limestone.  Other 
kilns  are  so  constructed  that  the  limestone  is 
burned  by  producer  gas.  The  relative  msrits  of 
both  methods  are  as  follows  :  — 
When  carbonate  of  calcium  (i.e.,  chalk,  lime- 

stone, 4:c.)  is  heated  to  752°  Fahr.,  the  carbonic 
dioxide  (CO,)  begins  to  be  expelled ;  but  as  the 
gas  is  very  heavy  it  remains  just  abjve  the  lime- 

stone, unless  carried    away  by  a  good  upward 

B. 
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draught  of  air  by  properly-constructed  flues.  If 
it  be  not  quickly  removed,  the  oxide  ot 
calcium  that  removed  after  the  expulsion  of 
the  Co,  will  reabsorb  the  carbonic  dioxide  and 
become  converted  into  calcium  carbonate  again  ; 
but  the  calcic  carbonate  so  produced  will  differ 
in  physical  appearance  from  the  original  car- 

bonate ;  it  will,  in  fa«t,  be  more  like  marble. 
From  these  facts  it  will  be  noted  that  the  tem- 

perature at  which  the  limestone  should  be  burned 
should  exceed  the  above  :  in  some  kilns  it 

reaches  as  high  as  14',U' F.,  which  temperature 
yields  the  best  results.  As  regards  the  methods 
of  burning,  the  lime  from  the  kiln  in  which 
producer  gas  has  been  used  is  the  better  of  the 
two,  because  it  is  freer  from  ash,  which  is 
usually  of  a  siliceous  nature.  Lime  ot  commercial 
good  quality  should  contain  83  to  90  per  cent,  of 
itree  CiO  (calcic  oxide;,  the  remainder  being 
calcium  carbonate  left  unbumed  or  reformed 

by  exposure  to  air,  calcium  hydroxide  (Cal  >H0) 
from  absorption  of  moisture  after  burning,  and 
cjilcium  silicates  and  aluminates  produced  by  the 
action  of  the  lime  on  the  siliceous  constituents  of 
the  limestone  and  fuel  ash.  Magnesia  is  also 
commonly  present,  and  when  occnring  in  as  high 
a  proportion  as  2-)  to  30  per  cent.,  it  renders 
the  lime  useless  for  ordinary  purposes.  The 
slowness  of  the  hydration  of  magnesia  causes  such 
lime  to  slake  feebly  and  imperfectly.  In  slaking 

lime,  good  "  fat  "  lime  slakes  with  so  large 
and  rapid  evolution  of  heat  that  the  temperature 

of  the  mass  may  rise  as  high  as  302°  F.  "  Poor," 
"  overburned,"  or  "dead-burned,"  lime  is  that 
which  slakes  slowly  and  with  little  evolution  of 
heat,  and  yields  a  slaked  lime  less  smooth  and 
pasty  than  that  formed  by  fat  lime.  The  more 
silicon  and  clayey  matter  a  limestone  contains, 
the  more  liable  it  is  to  be  overburned,  and  to 
yield  a  poor  lime  ;  the  reaction  between  the  lime 
and  the  siliceous  matter  (producing  calcic 
silicates  and  aluminates,  which  become  hydrated 
slowly  and  with  little  evolution  of  heat)  takes 
place  only  at  a  comparatively  high  temperature  ; 

consequently  the  production  of  a  "poor"  lime from  limestone  containing  these  constituents  may 
be  avoided  by  cautious  burning.  The  chemical 
composition  of  lime  slaked  in  the  air  is  approxi- 

mately CAC03-Ca(0H),.  This  formula  proves  that 
the  carbonate  of  calcium  (CaCOi)  is  united  with 
calcium  hydrate  CaO;H,0)  Ca(OH);.  In  other 
limes  there  is  present — 

BO  parts  of  calcinm  (40  x  20  Ca) 
12     .,      „  carbon  (C) 

SO     ,,     „  oxygen  16  x  5  01 
2     „     „  hydrogen  (  1  x  2  H) 

174 If  more  watur  than  the  above  be  present,  the 
slaked  lime  remains  too  fluid,  while  if  less  be 

present,  it  is  too  friable.  If  the  slaking  be  done 
some  time  before  the  lime  is  to  be  used,  most  of 

its  good  chemical  qualities,  as  regards  being  use- 
ful for  mortar-making  are  lost,  because  the  slaked 

lime  -will  absorb  CO.-  from  the  air,  and  thus  become 
carbonated.  The  object  sought  after  in  making 

good  mortar  is  to  bring  about  the  carbonation  of 
the  lime  during  the  setting  of  the  mortar  so  as  to 

effectually  inclose  the  particles  of  sand  in  the 
calcic  carbonate  as  it  is  formed.  H.  C.  S. 

manchester  gr.\tes.  stoves,  and \t:ntilators. 

messrs.  e.  h.  shorland  and BROTHER,  warming  and  ventilating 

engineers,  of  Drake-street  Works,  Manchester, 
the  makers  ot  the  well-known  and  highly-appre- 

ciated Manchester  grates,  draw  attention  in  their 
new  illustrated  catalogue  to  many  new  designs 
ot  their  patent  projecting  Minchester  grate, 
the  firebox  ot  which  is  lined  with  fire-tiles.  The 

back  portion  being  made  to  project  over  the  fire 

greatly  increases  the  radiating  power,  and  also 
assists  to  consume  the  smoke.  This  back  is 

applicable  to  anv  design  ot  grate  which  has  a 

canopy.  The  Ulustrations  given  of  this  grate 
show  how  effectively  the  fuel  and  smoke  are 

consumed.  A  cold-air  inlet  below  the  floor-level 
at  the  back  admits  to  a  warm-air  chamber  at  the 

back  of  the  projecting  fire-tiles,  and  warm-air 

pipes  4jin.  diam.  of  socketed  drain-pipes  are 
carried  up  the  chimney-breast,  with  an  inlet 
below  ceiling.  The  advantages  of  this  system  of 
warming  and  ventilation  have  been  described  by 

Professor  Camelly,  D.Sc,  several  inspectors  of 

schools,  and  a  lis't  of  places  is  given  where  the 

patent  grates,  stoves,  &c.,  are  in  use.  Several 

excellent  designs  are  shown,  as  Nos.  10',  ̂ Qi 
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'j>i,    (18;),    106,    110,    with    the    improved   pro- 

Ijecting  back  and  oinopy,  and  with  special 
faience  chimneypieces  round  them.  The 
registered  designs  on  pages  14  and  l.i  are 
elefj;ant  adaptations  of  the  principle,  and  the 
ihimneypiere  is  plain  and  effective  of  gla/cd 
faicniu  with  tiled  hearth  and  faience  curbfondfr. 

rheeo  are  verj-  neat,  and  worth  the  architect's 
:ittontion,  and  the  prices  quoted  are  ver)-  moderate. 
Nos.  107,  108,  and  3;i3  designs  are  very  effective; 
the  canopies  in  some  cases  are  of  polished  rrpousst 
Clipper  or  brass.  Various  illustrations  of  Shorlund 

und  lirothors'  patent,  showing  the  arrangements 
of  warm-air  pipes,  are  given  on  subsequent 
pages.  Many  exceedingly  good  examples  of 

Shorland's  Manchester  stoves,  double  and  single 
fronted,  with  either  ascending  or  descending  smoke 

Hues,  and  Shorland's  "  Combination  "  open  tiro- 
place  Manchester  stove  are  illustrated.  These  are 
now  made  in  ornamental  fflazed  faience,  as  well 
as  in  iron.  Wo  also  notice  a  number  of  new 

designs  of  this  firm's  patent  exhaust  roof 
ventilators,  inlet  tubes  and  panels,  all  made  by 
special  machinery  ;  thoy  are  exceedingly  strong 
and  well  finished.  Many  thousands  ofthoopon 
fireplace  stoves  are  in  use  in  hospital  wards 
throughout  the  country,  and  they  are  considered 
na  the  best  stove  for  hospital  use.  The  sections 
v(  this  useful  catalogue  are  printed  on  three 
different  toned  papers,  which  greatly  assiots 

reference.  \\'e  recommend  our  readers  to  got  a 
catalogue,  as  many  new  designs  of  grates  appear 

THE   8AXITAUV    IN'STITITE 
SOUTH.VMrToX. 

AT 

^I^lIK  eighteenth  annual  congress  of  the  .Sani- 
J.  tary  Institute  is  bo'ngheld  at  Southampton 
this  woeic,  and  some  1,700  to  1,800  delegates  have 
been  present  at  the  meetings.  The  proceedings 
were  opened  on  Tuesday  by  a  reception  by  the 
Mayor  in  the  Hartley  Institute  in  the  morning, 

followed  by  a  luncheon  in  the  Koyal  Tier  I'avilion. 

'The  Mayor  propcsed  "  The  Sanitary  Insfitute," 
to  which  Mr.  II.  I.iw,  chairman  of  council, 
responded,  lie  said  that  the  Institute  had  held 
1,700  examinations.  There  had  been  7,000  can- 

didates, and  2,000  had  passed.  In  the  afternoon 
Sir  W.  II.  Treece,  the  president  for  the  y&ar, 
delivered  his  inaugural  address  at  the  li.irtley 
Institute.  He  observed  that  Moses  was  the 
greatest  sanitiry  engineer  the  world  had  ever 
known,  and  that  the  Book  of  Leviticus  was  a 
treatise  on  hygiene.  Its  doctrines  were  the 

objects  of  sanitation  to-day — pure  air,  pure 

wa'er,  pure  food,  pure  soil,  pure  buildings,  pure 
bodies.  Sir  W.  U.  I'reece  set  forth  the  prin- 

ciples and  practice  of  modem  science  for  the 
attainment  of  these  ideals,  and  pointed  out  that 
electricity  was  performing  a  useful  part  in  im- 

proving the  sanitarj-  conditions  of  houses,  in 
lacilitating  the  circulation  of  pure  air  wilhout 
diaught  while  withdrawing  foul  air.  lor  a 
supply  of  pure  water  the  authorities  must  rely  on 
regular  and  active  inspection.  The  Thames 
Valley,  even  with  the  present  works,  would  be 
equal  to  the  supply  of  Ix)ndon  for  fifty  ye-ars  to 
come,  and  the  fact  of  the  death-rate  in  the 

Metropolis  being  below  the  average  waa  evidence 
of  the  purity  of  the  water. 

In  the  evening  a  health  exhibition  in  connec- 

tion with  tho  congress  was  opened  by  the  JIayor 
of  Southampton,  and  will  remain  open  until 
Saturday,  the  23rd  inst. 

Wednesday  was  devoted  to  conferences,  of 
which  seven  sat  in  the  various  lecture  and  class- 

rooms of  the  college :  while  at  the  council 
chamber  and  municipal  offices  a  conference  of 
ladies  discussed  questions  of  domestic  hygiene, 
occupations  suitable  for  women,  ̂ icc. ,  the  JIayoresa 

of  Southampton,  Viscountess  Uarberton,'  Jlrs. 
Constance  Patey  (president).  Lady  Kathleen 
Eliot,  and  tho  Hon.  Mrs.  Eliot  Yorke,  and  other 
ladies  taking  part  in  the  proceedings.  \  con- 

ference, meeting  for  the  first  time  at  these 
congresses,  that  of  medical  officers  for  schools, 
dealt  with  the  hygiene  of  school  life  and  school 
buildings,   and  sat  again  yesterday   (Thursdny). 

One  of  the  most  interesting  of  the  eight  sections 
which  met  on  Wednesday  w.as  that  of  He;ilth, 
which  met  in  the  Municipal  Buildings,  under  tho 
presidency  of  Mr.  Aldermm  Thomas  Walton 
(Chairman  of  the  Health  (  ommitteo  of  South- 

ampton i,  who  in  his  address  dealt  in  detail  with 

the-methods  adopted  in  that  town  to  bring  about an  efficient  system  of  sanitation.  Tho  housing 
of  the  working  classes  from  .an  architect's  point of  view  was  discussed  by  Mr.  Charles  .1.  Hair, 

of  Southampton,  who,  in  a  paper  well  illus- 
trated by  diagrams,  said  the  system  of  lodging- 

houses  which  had  been  established  was  the 

nearest  approach  to  rehousing  the  poor  which 

had  been  made.  'X'hat  wiis  chiefly  duo  to 
the  fact  that  everything  was  concentrated,  and 
that  there  was  a  general  kitchen,  living-room, 
and  scullery  common  to  all  the  inmates.  The 

provision  of  artisans'  dwellings  was,  perhaps,  the 
most  popular  form  of  rehousing  the  working 
man,  as  it  provided  separate  dwellings  for  each 

family.  'fhere  were  two  kinds  of  artisans' 
dwellings— the  self-contained  and  the  associated 
— and  he  believed  tho  former  to  be  the  most  suc- 

cessful plan.  .\  paper  was  also  read  by  Mr. 
Thomas  Blashill,  late  superintending  architect  to 
the  lx)ndon  County  Council,  and  a  discussion 
followed,  in  which  various  forms  of  houses  for 
the  working  classes  were  suggested. 

Jlr.  K.  r.  Hooley  ,  N'ottingham;  presided  over 
the  conference  of  engineers  and  surveyors,  and 
spoke  of  the  difficulties  of  public  life,  especially 
in  regard  to  the  position  of  a  surveyor  under  one 
or  other  of  the  present  councils. 

In  tho  ciinference  of  sanitary  inspectors,  Mr. 
II.  II.  Spears,  chief  sanitary  inspector.  West 
Bromwich,  stated  that  the  conditions  under  which 
sanitary  officers  worked  were  unfair  and  harassing, 
and  salaries  were  being  paid  which  would  be 
derided  by  the  average  day  labourer.  He 
deprecated  the  insecurity  of  tenure  and  the 
lack  of  independent  power  of  action  of  sani- 

tary inspectors,  and  urged  that  the  administra- 
tion of  the  Public  Health  Acts  should  be  taken 

out  of  the  hands  of  the  local  authorities 

altogether,  and  vested  in  the  State.  He  did 
nut,  however,  desire  to  see  the  duties  vested 

with  the  Local  Crovemment  Board  as  at  present 
constituted,  but  there  should  be  a  Slinister  of 
I'ublic  Health.  Mr.  S.  Fairchild  faid  it  would 
bo  of  considerable  advantage  if  by-laws  were 
more  uniform  and  definite  throughout  the  country. 
By-laws  should  be  adopted  dealing  with  the 
general  state  of  repair  and  cleansing  of  dwelling- 
houses,  and  it  should  be  an  offence  to  construct, 
amend,  or  alter  any  drain  or  fitting  in  connection 
with  water  supply  or  sanitary  appliances  without 
giving  notice  to  the  local  sanitary  authority. 
Mr.  H.  Alexander,  chief  sanitary  inspector, 
Shoreditch,  read  a  paper  in  which  he  pointed  out 
the  importance  of  safeguarding  cisterns  from 
impurity. 

An  attractive  feature  of  the  ladies'  conference 
was  the  address  by  Viscountess  Harberton,  who 
read  a  paper  on  the  hygiene  of  dress,  in  which  it 
was  contended  that  itwas  a  delusion  to  think  that 

women's  dress  could  not  be  made  on  a  different 
principle  from  that  at  present  adopted,  and  still 
look  beautiful.  Women  should  adopt  a  method 
of  dressing  which  would  be  a  physical  help,  in- 

stead of  being  the  impedimental  and  disease- 

producing  monstrosity  of  the  I'Jth  century. 
The  meetingsy  esterday  and  to  be  resumed  to-day 

(Kriday)  are  being  held  in  three  sections  :  (I; 
Sanitary  Science  and  Preventive  Medicine,  with 
Sir  .loseph  Ewart,  M.D.,  as  president:  (2) 
Engineering  and  Architecture,  Mr.  James  Lemon, 
F.K.I.B.A.  (ex-Mayorof  Southampton),  engineer 
and  architect,  presiding ;  and  (3)  Physics, 
Chemistry,  and  Biology,  over  which  Professor 
Percy  Frankland  is  presiding.  The  entertain- 

ments provided  by  the  Reception  and  Hospitali- 
ties Committee  include  excursions  to  Lyndhurst 

and  the  Rufus  Stone  in  the  Xew  Forest :  a  water 

trip  round  the  Isle  of  Wight,  given  by  the 
directors  of  the  l-ondon  and  South -Western 

Railway ;  a  trip  to  Bournemouth,  and  other excursions. 

THE  ORDNANCE  SI'RVEV. 
A  REPORT  of  the  progress  of  the  ( >rdnance 

Survey  to  March  31  last  has  just  been 
issued.  It  is  stated  that  the  actual  work  of 

revising  the  original  1-2,500  maps  of  England 
and  Wales  was  not  begun  till  1894.  Since  that 
year  the  following  counties  have  been  resur- 
voyed  :— Bucks,  Cheshire,  Durham,  Essex,  Flint, 
Hants,  Herts,  Kent,  Middltse.x,  Northumberland, 
Surrey,  Sussex,  and  Westmoreland.  The  revision 
of  the  following  counties  is  in  progress : — 
Anglesey,  Berks,  Carnarvon,  Cumberland,  Den- 

bigh, Derby,  (ilamorgan,  Monmouth,  North- 
ampton, Notts,  Oxford,  Stafford,  and  Wilts. 

Daring  the  same  period  1-2, .ioi)  maps  have  been 
prepared  of  l>ondon,  Plymouth,  and  the  Tyne- 
»ide  district,  and  also  of  all  towns  in  tho  districts 

under  revision.  The  total  area  of  which  maps 
have  been  published  is  13,988  square  miles,  of 

which  4,7.')2  square  miles  were  published  in  tho 

year  1898-09. Tho  6in.  to  tho  mile  maps  of  the  revised 
counties  of  England  and  Wales,  are,  as  a  rule, 
being  reduced  from  the  revised  maps  on  tho 

1-J,.')00  scale,  and  are  published  by  heliozinco- 
graphy.  In  uncultivated  districts  the  revision  is 
made  direct  on  the  original  liin.  maps.  The  total 
area  published  is  10,010  square  miles,  of  which 
0,222  square  miles  have  been  published  during 
the  year  ended  March  31  last. 

In  accordance  with  a  recommendation  of  tho 

departmental  committee  which  sat  under  the 
chairmanship  of  Sir  .John  Dorington,  M.P.,  and 
reported  on  tho  survey  of  I8!l2,  the  Treasury  in 
IS'.l.j  sanctioned  tho  principle  that  tho  lin.  map 
should  bo  revised  every  lo  years  independently 
of  the  revision  of  tho  maps  of  (ircat  Britain  on 
tho  larger  scales.  This  sanction  at  first  applied 
only  to  the  maps  of  a  part  of  England  and  Wales, 
but  it  was  subsequently  extended  to  tho  whole 
coimtry,  as  there  were  very  few  sheets  of  which 
at  least  part  was  not  surveyed  mure  than  1.)  years 
ago  The  field  work  of  the  revision  was  begun 
in  IS'JI!.  Since  that  year  the  whole  of  England 
and  Wales  has  been  revised  on  the  ground .  The 

revised  maps  of  ■'>4,694  square  miles  have  been 
engraved  and  published,  of  which  2G,2S3  square 
miles  have  been  published  during  the  year.  This 
revision  will  be  completed  this  yeiir.  Before  the 
revision  of  the  lin.  map  began,  the  details  which 
should  appear  on  it  were  carefully  considered,  and 
various  changes  have  been  introduced  during  the 
revision  with  the  view  of  adding  to  the  value  of 
the  maps  for  military  purposes  and  for  the  use  of 
travellers,  without  diminishing  their  value  for 
civil  purposes.  The  principal  features  of  tho 
new  as  compared  with  the  unrevised  maps  is  that 
the  former  distinguish  metalled  from  unmetalled 
roads,  and  double-line  from  single-line  railways. 
It  was  a  marked  defect  of  all  tho  lin.  maps  of 
tho  United  Kingdom  which  were  published  before 
the  last  few  years  that,  although  thoy  showed 
unmetalled  tracks  of  all  kinds,  as  well  as  roads 
fit  for  wheeled  traffic,  they  showed  no  distinction 
between  them.  The  general  result  to  bo  obtained 
by  the  revision  is  that  in  1899  there  will  for  the 
first  time  be  available  to  the  public  a  lin.  outline 
map  of  the  whole  of  the  country,  prepared  on 
one  uniform  system,  and  with  its  principal  details 
nearly  up  to  date.  There  has  been  a  considerable 
demand  by  the  public  for  the  sheets  already 
issued. 

The  revision  of  the  1-2,500  maps  of  Scotland 
began  in  1894,  and  the  following  counties  have 
been  completed  : — Argyll,  Ayr,  Bute,  Berwick, 
Dumbarton  I  Dumfries,  Lrinark,  Linlithgow, 
Peebles,  Renfew,  Roxburgh,  Selkirk,  and  Stir- 

ling. The  survey  of  the  counties  of  Aberdeen, 
Clackmannan,  and  Perth  is  in  progress  of  revision. 

Revised  maps  of  Glasgow  on  the  1-2,500  scale 
have  also  been  prepared.  The  publication  of  the 
revised  Oin.  maps  of  Scotland  is  somewhat  in 
arrear.  The  revision  of  the  lin.  outline  map  has 

been  completed. 
The  resurvey  of  Ireland  on  the  1-2,500  scale 

has  been  delaj-ed,  owing  to  the  extreme  closeness 
of  the  detail  in  parts  of  some  countries.  There 
aro  many  plans  on  which  the  inclosures  are  of 
less  average  area  than  one  Rcre.  The  counties  of 
Clare.  Kerry,  Mayo,  and  the  southern  half  of 
Roscommon  have  been  completed.  The  work  is 
proceeding  in  Cork,  Galway,  Kilkenny,  and 
Limerick.  Revision  of  the  Irish  lin.  scale  map 
on  the  same  system  as  in  Great  Britain  has  been 

begun. 'fhe  sum  allotted  to  the  Ordnance  Survey  for 
1898  99  was  estimated  at  £233,055,  and  the  ex- 

penditure has  been  £233,182. 

EXCAVATIONS   AT   UAILES    ABBEY. 

THE  ruins  of  the  Cistercian  .\bbev  of  Hailfs, 
,^bout  a  mile  and  a  half  from  Winchcombe, 

are  being  excavated  under  the  direction  of  the 
Rev.  W.  Bazeiey  (hon.  secretary  of  the  Bristol 
and  I  i  loucestershire  Archaeological  Society)  and 

Jlr.  St.  ('lair  P.^iddeley.  The  site  of  the  "abbey 
originally  covered  some  five  or  six  acres,  and 
since  the  excavators  began  their  work  several 
interesting  discoveries  have  been  made.  The 
abbey  was  founded  in  124fl  by  Richard,  Earl  of 
Comw.ill,  the  brother  of  King  Henry  III.  The 
buildin?  cost  the  earl  some  10,000  marks,  and 
was  consecrated  on  November  5.  1251,  in  the 

presence  of  Henry  III.  and  his  Oueen,  when  it 
is  recorded  that  thirteen  bishops  said  ){aca 
simultaneously  at  thirteen  altars,  and  this  has 
led  the   excavators  to   believe  there  were  nine 
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altard  in  a  row  from  north  to  south  at  the  end  of 
the  presbytery,  it  being  known  that  there  were 
also  four  altars  on  the  east  side  of  the  transepts. 
Exactly  20  years  later  fire  consumed  a  large 
portion  of  the  monastic  buildings,  and  the 
iLarl  of  Cornwall,  then  King  of  the  Romans,  gave 
the  monks  S,00O  marks  towards  the  restoration. 

The  same  year  (1271)  the  Earl's  eon  Henry  was 
murdered  while  at  prayer  in  the  church  of  San 

Sylvestro,  at  A'iterbo,  by  (iuy  and  Simon  do 
Montfort,  sons  of  the  great  Earl  of  Leicester,  as 
an  act  of  vengeance.  The  heart  of  the  prince 
was,  as  Danto  mentions,  placed  in  a  golden  vase 
and  sent  to  the  shrine  of  Edward  the  Confessor 
at  Westminster,  his  llesh  was  buried  between  the 

remains  of  two  I'opes  in  the  Cathedral  at  Viterio, 
and  the  bones  despatched  to  Hailes  Abbey,  where 
they  wore  buried  in  front  of  the  church  altar. 
Earl  liichard  died  six  months  later,  and  was 
buried  at  JIailes  Abbey,  which  also  afterwards 
became  the  sepulchre  of  his  liueen,  Sanchia  (a 
sister  of  the  (iueen  of  llenry  III.),  and  a  number 
of  other  loading  scions  of  the  nobility. 

At  the  dissolution  of  the  monasteries  in  l.)39, 
the  abbey  and  all  its  possessions  were  surrendered 
to  the  commissioners  of  llenry  VIII.,  who  con- 

demned as  useless  all  the  buildings  except  the 

abbot's  house  and  a  few  adjoining  kitchens,  ire, 
which  were  occupied  by  the  Lords  Tracy  until 

about  168('.,  since  when  they  have  rapidly  fallen to  ruin,  until  only  the  three  arches  on  the  inside 
of  the  cloister  walk  remain. 

Bearing  in  mind  the  plans  of  other  Cistercian 
abbeys,  such  as  Tintem  and  Beaulieu,  the  exca- 

vators at  Hailes  have  been  able,  says  a  corre- 
spondent of  the  Times,  to  make  out  all  the  parts 

of  the  old  monastery,  and  their  object  now  is  to 
clear  the  walls  which  remain  of  the  cloisters  and 
to  strengthen  the  arches  which  are  now  in  danger 
of  falling,  after  which  each  part  of  the  abbey  will 
bo  explored.  On  the  north  side  of  the  cloisters 
have  been  found  the  remains  of  five  carrels 
similar  to  those  on  the  south  walk  of  the  cloisters 
of  (Jloucester  Cathedral,  where  the  monks  copied 
MSS.  and  did  illuminations,  and  three  of  the  five 
are  in  a  fairly  good  state.  ( »ne  the  north-east 
comer  of  the  cloisters  is  a  beautiful  Early  English 
processional  door  leading  into  the  south  aisle  of 
the  church,  and  in  an  angle  of  the  cloister  ad- 

joining is  a  corbel  carved  in  the  form  of  an 
angle,  from  which  springs  the  l.jth-century 
vaulting  of  the  cloisters.  The  west  wall  of  the 
south  transept  is  gone ;  but  at  the  south  end  is 
an  archway  with  two  trefoils  and  a  quatrefoil 
leading  into  the  sacristy.  Next  to  this  is  the 
chapter-house,  the  vaulting  of  which  (dating 
from  r271-77)  has  fallen  down  bodily,  and  lies 
beneath  the  soil.  The  excavators  have  already 
unearthed  a  large  portion  of  it,  and  amongst  the 
remains  brought  to  light  are  a  couple  of  Early 
English  bosses,  richly  carved,  which,  according 
to  Mr.  Bnzeley,  rank  among  the  finest  pro- 

ductions of  13th-century  work.  Next  in  order 
come  the  monks'  parlour,  the  undercroft  of  the 
great  dormitory  (the  remains  of  the  staircase 
to  which  have  been  discovered),  the  calefactory 
or  warming  parlour,  and  a  lavatory  in  a  large 
recess.  There  are  indications  that  the  door 
leading  to  the  refectory  was  a  remarkably  line 
example  of  I'larly  English  work ;  but  its  perfect 
marble  shaft,  bases,  and  capitals  were  ruth- 

lessly <:ut  away  by  the  l.ith-century  builders. 
It  is  thonght  that  the  timber  roof  of  the  re- 

fectory is  at  Bisley,  near  Stroud.  Local  tradition 
lends  colour  to  the  view  that  the  roof  was  removed 
bodily,  and  the  measurements  already  taken 
agree  with  those  of  Bisley. 

Cine  of  the  most  valuable  discoveries  up  to  the 
present  time  was  made  while  the  west  walk  of 
the  cloisters  was  being  being  excavated.  The 
whole  of  the  stone  vaulting  was  unearthed  and 
in  addition  were  found  six  stone  bosses,  each  in 
an  unusual  state  of  preservation  and  bearing  the 
coats-of-arms  of  Sir  .lohn  Huddloston,  Lord  of 
Southara  (a  villajjo  four  miles  awtiy),  of  llenry, 
Lord  Percy,  and  of  Sir  William  Compton,  who 
flourished  in  the  early  years  of  the  U'lth  century, 
which  leads  to  the  supposition  that  the  cloister 
walk  was  built  in  the  time  of  Abbot  Stafford. 
Another  finely-carved  boss  bears  the  arms  of  the 
abbot,  while  the  identity  of  some  others  has  not 
yet  been  fully  established.  Near  the  site  of  the 
Early  English  processional  door,  whore  the  monks 
entered  the  church,  a  corner-stone  was  \mearthed, 
and  the  bases  of  seven  single  columns,  1 7ft.  apart, 
were  also  laid  bare.  In  the  south  transept  were 
uncovered  a  number  of  tiles,  some  of  which  dis- 

played the  coats-of-arms  of  Fil/Warren,  of  l>o 
Clare,   and    of    Eleanor  of  Castile  (mother  of 

Edward  HI.;.  Another  discovery  is  the  head  of 
a  double  trefoil-headed  door  leading  into  the 
chapter-house.  The  coat-of-arms  of  the  Abbot, 
in  which  three  mitres  and  a  double  shackle  are 
prominent,  indicates  that  he  had  a  seat  in  the 
House  of  Lords.  It  is  believed  that  the  monastery 
must  have  been  very  rich,  not  only  on  account  of 
its  Royal  foundation,  but  also  from  the  large 
number  of  pilgrims  who  annually  flocked  thither 
to  see  the  "  Blood  of  Utiles."  Pilgrims  from  the 
Xorth  Country  flocked  along  the  Foss-way  to  see 
the  precious  phial  which  was  supposed  to  contain 
a  portion  of  the  Holy  Blood.  It  is  said  that  the 
blood  was  procured  by  the  Earl  of  Cornwall  about 
1271,  and  that  he  gave  a  portion  of  it  to  Hailes 
Abbey  and  the  remainder  to  the  Auguatinian 
Canons  of  Ashridge,  in  Hertfordshire.  The 
portion  given  to  Hailes  was  famed  throughout  the 

country,  and  in  Bishup  Latimer's  letters  are  to be  found  references  to  it. 

The  work  undertaken  by  the  society  has  been 
delayed  owing  to  the  want  of  funds,  and  the 
council  of  the  society  are,  therefore,  making  an 
appeal  for  another  £200  with  which  to  excavate 
the  site  of  the  cloisters,  the  church,  the  infirmary, 
and  detached  buildings.  The  treasurer  is  Mr. 
G.  M.  Currie,  26,  Lansdown-place,  Cheltenham. 

MINIMISINCi  RISKS  OF  FIKE  IN  LARGE 
STORES. 

THE  following  sensible  recommendations  form 
the  conclusions  of  a  paper  by  Mr.  E.  U. 

Crosby,  recently  read  before  the  U.S.  National 
Fire  Protective  Association,  under  the  title  of 

"Department  Store  Fire  Hazards."  1.  There 
should  be  no  light-well.  («)  The  loss  of  illu- 

mination duo  to  the  abandonment  of  the  light- 
well  can  be  more  than  made  up  by  a  proper  use 
of  the  wonderful  Luxfer  prism  glass  in  wall 

windows,  helped  out  in  speciallj-  deep  or  angular 
buildings  by  the  modern  artificial  white  light. 
({)  Where  such  a  well  is  allowed  to  exist,  it 
should  be  shut  off  from  communication  with  each 

story  by  "  wire  "  or  "prism"  glass  partitions, 
set  in  non-combustible  frames,  permanently 
secured  in  position.  First  story  to  be  shut  off 
from  well  by  similar  horizontal  partition  at 
coiling  level.  For  deep  wells  a  certain  arrange- 

ment of  Luxfer  prism  glass  is  suggested.  (<■)  So 
long  as  light- wells  are  allowed  to  remain  in 
violation  of  a  and  h  above,  they  should  not  be 
used  for  display  of  goods  or  of  any  inflammable 
decorations.  Xo  temporary  structures  should  be 
allowed  therein.  Where  an  exception  is  made 
for  the  display  of  goods  on  first-lloor  counters, 
automatic  sprinklers  should  be  placed  directly 
over  said  goods  on  level  with  ceiling  of  first  story. 
These  can  be  fitted  to  brass  pipes  in  a  manner 
quite  decorative,  and  are  in  addition  to  the 
sprinklers  otherwise  called  for  in  well  by  the 

sprinkler  regulations. 2.  Stairs  and  elevators  should  be  in  brick  shafts, 

with  spacious  entry-way  on  each  lloor  within 
each  shaft.  A  standard  slide  fire-door  should  be 
hung  at  shaft  side  of  each  opening  into  entry- 

way,  permanently  secured  open  by  a  GOO"  Fahr. solder  releasing  device.  This  is  to  insure  that 
door  shall  not  be  closed  by  hand  in  time  of  panic, 
and  yet  will  close  automatically  at  a  high 
temperature.  There  would  be  two  or  more  door 
openings  from  each  floor  into  each  shaft.  •  They 
svould  extend  but  part  way  to  ceiling,  thus 
reducing  the  tendency  of  smolce  to  escape  in  that 
direction.  The  normal  draught  would  be  towards 
the  ventilating  ducts,  and  would  suffice  to  reduce 
the  danger  of  hot-air  and  smoke  explosions.  The 
placing  of  doors  at  shafts  is  open  to  criticism, 
inasmuch  as  they  might  be  closed  while  people 
were  yet  alive  within  the  burning  room.  We 
believe  this  can  be  met  by  concealed  sliding  doors 
operated  by  an  automatic  device  located  near  the 
floor  .and  requiring  as  high  a  temperature  at  that 
point  as  would  be  obtained  by  the  presence  of 
tlames.  These  shafts,  with  glazed  brick,  tile,  or 
mosaic  walls,  should  present  a  pleasing  appear- 

ance, and,  above  all,  afford  a  sense  of  security  to 
the  customer  which  tome  day  may  be  a  feature 
in  the  popularity  of  a  store, 

;>.  Ventilation  should  be  obtained  by  forced 
draught  through  specially  constructed  brick  ducts, 
with  openings  from  same  to  rooms  arranged  to 
prevent  passage  of  smoke  back  into  rooms.  We 
are  informed  that  light-weight  (mica;  check- 
valves  have  for  years  accomplished  this  purpose, 
as  used  in  chimneys  of  English  houses.  Some 
such  system  is  essential,  in  order  to  obtain 
correct  ventilation,  if  for  no  other  reason. 

4.  With  the  other  requirements  observed,  it 
may  not  be  necessary  to  consider  the  question  of 
area.  Yet  "  division  "  or  even  "  curtain"  walls 
are  recommended.  In  any  event,  it  is  more 

essential  to  "stop''  vertical  openings  with  their 
attendant  fire-spreading  draughts  than  to  restrict 

ground  area. 5.  Walls,  floors,  roofs,  and  partitions  to  be  of 

the  best  "fireproof"  type  which  i  vertical  openings 
not  being  allowed)  shall  be  capable  of  confining  a 
fire  within  the  story  where  it  may  originate. 

6.  Last,  and  of  the  gpreatest  importance  ;  A 
complete  standard  automatic-sprinkler  system 
should  be  installed,  having  supplies  capable  of 
delivering  water  for  long  periods  at  high  pressure. 
This  system  should  be  kept  under  rigid  inspec- 

tion. On  it  a  constant  burden  rests,  for  the 
sprinkler  must  ever  be  on  duty  to  perform  its 
work  by  day  or  night.  In  it  the  greatest  power 
lies,  as,  when  the  smoke  is  thick  and  men  stand 
back,  when  the  hose- jet  would  pierce  the  window 
only  to  be  scattered  by  the  first  obstruction,  the 
sprinklers  far  within  the  building  are  quietly 
surrounding  the  fire  and  are  holding  it  firmly  in 
check.  By  it  alone  does  the  department-store  of 
to-day  exist,  for,  had  the  fires  controlled  by 
automatic  sprinklers  during  the  past  seven  years 
been  combated  only  by  other  existing  appliances, 
we  believe  the  loss  of  values  and,  perhaps,  of 
life,  would  have  been  so  materially  increased  as 
to  have  provoked  many  stringent  regulations  not 
now  in  force. 

CHIPS. 

The  Congregational  Chapel  at  Sawston  was  re- 
opened last  week  after  renovation,  carried  out  by 

Messrs.  Webster  and  Co.,  of  Cimbridge. 

A  new  organ  recently  erected  in  Bitbgite  pariah 
church,  Edinburgh,  by  Messrs.  Bishop  and  Sons, 
London  and  Ipswich,  was  inaugurated  on  Friday. 

The  first  ordinary  meeting  of  the  session  1S99  - 1900 
of  the  Royal  Institute  of  British  Architects  wiU  be 
held  on  Monday  evening,  November  20,  when  a 
paper  on  "  The  Buildings  of  the  Paris  Exhibition  of 
1900"  will  be  read  by  M.  Charles  Lucas,  of  Paris, 
hon.  corresponding  member.  The  presidential 
address  will  be  delivered  by  Mr.  W.  Emerson  a 
fortnight  previously,  Nov.  6th, 

An  action  was  brought  in  the  Holt  County  Court 
last  week  by  Mrs.  Mary  Elizibeth  Newman,  as 
executrix  of  her  husband,  a  Cromer  builder,  to 
recover  £6S,  the  balance  of  an  account  for  building 
some  houses,  from  Mr.  Gilbert  M»yes  Bultitude, 
shoemaker  and  saddler,  of  Cromer,  It  was  con- 

tended by  defendant  that  the  amount  had  been  paid. 
After  a  lengthy  hearing  j  udgment  was  given  for 
plaintiff  for  the  full  amount. 

Lady  Johnson  laid  at  Upton-oa-Savern  on  Friday 
the  foundation-stone  of  a  new  chapel  for  use  in 

connection  with  the  workhouse.  The  cost— about 
£450— has  been  met  by  public  subscriptions. 

On  Wednesday  week,  at  Blackpool,  Colonel 
W.  E.  Slacke,  E.E.,  a  Local  Government  Board 

inspector,  held  an  inquiry  into  the  application  of 
the  corporation  for  sanction  to  borrow  £9,156  for 
works  of  private  street  improvement.  There  was  no 

opposition.  The  money  is  to  be  devoted  to  making 
new  streets,  which  are  already  sewered  and  built 

upon. 
Lord  Kitchener  reached  the  Atbara  on  Saturday 

morning,  and  formally  opened  the  Atbara  bridge. 
The  ironwork  has  been  supplied  by  an  American 
firm,  and  the  piers  have  been  built  by  Messrs. 
Thomas  and  Co.  Lord  Kitchener  remarked  that  it 
was  not  until  1896  that  railway  communication  was 
commenced  in  the  Soudan,  yet  to-day  they  had 
5S9  miles  of  Une  actually  working  north  of  the 
bridge,  and  122  miles  completed  to  the  south,  thus 
leaving  7-5  mUes  before  they  reached  their  goal, 
which  was  Khartoum. 

In  consequence  of  the  overcrowded  state  of  the 

county  asylum  at  Brookwood,  the  Surrey  l^ounty 
Asylum  Board  have  sanctioned  additions  to  Brook- 
wood  Asylum  to  provide  accommodation  for  the 
normal  increase  in  lunacy  for  the  next  few  years, 
and  they  have  also  purchased  the  Netherne  estate 
for  the  purpose  of  erecting  a  second  asylum. 
A  few  months  ago  the  Corporation  of  Glasgow 

acquired  from  Mr.  William  Simpson,  EX.,  whose 
death  was  recorded  by  us  last  week,  a  series  of 
water-colour  drawings,  illustrative  of  the  aspect  of 

Glasgow  in  the  "forties."  The  drawings  have 
now  been  mounted,  and  the  complete  series  is 
exhibited  in  the  People's  Palacs.  The  drawings, 
which  number  ̂ .i,  form  an  accurate  record  of  many 

building  sites  and  scenes  which  since  have  been 
either  swept  away  or  changed  beyond  possibility  of 
recognition.  Advantage  has  been  taken  of  the 

opportunity  of  showing  these  drawings  to  bring 
together  the  whole  collection  of  views  and  drawings 
of  Old  Glasgow  in  the  possession  of  the  corporation. 
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Mil.  Aniiukw  William  MiKav,  who  ciicd  at 

Aldeburgh  on  Sunday  last  at  the  age  of  7S,  was 
for  many  years  the  head  of  the  firm  of  P.  and  D. 
Colnaghi  and  Co.,  of  Pall  Mall  East.  He  had  an 
excellent  knowledge  of  old  prints,  and  had  been 
instrumental  in  forming  several  of  the  chief 
colleitions  made  by  English  amateurs  of  the  last 

generation,  as  well  as  in  compiling  such  cata- 
logues as  those  of  the  Buccleuch  and  Uolford 

sales.  lie  was  also  the  compiler  of  the  catalogues 
of  miniatures  and  pictures  in  the  possession  of  the 
Duke  of  Buccleuch,  and  helped  Dr.  Hamilton  in 

preparing  his  classical  "Catalogue  of  the 
Engraved  AVorks  of  Sir  Joshua  Heynolds."  Mr. 
MclCay  retired  from  bi^iness  some  years  ago, 
when  the  firm  was  reconstructed. 

Wf.  regret  to  record  the  death  from  blood- 
poisoning  on  Monday  week,  at  his  residence  at 
ixedhill,  of  ̂ Ir.  .loiix  E.  U.vui.ev,  architect  and 
surveyor,  of  12,  Paternoster- row.  He  leaves  a 
wife,  one  son,  and  four  daughters.  Mrs.  Harley, 
who  is  the  daughter  of  Mr.  J.  B.  Horner,  is  best 
known  as  Fanny  Eden,  the  authoress  of  many  of 

"  Horner's  Penny  Stories."  The  funeral  took 
place  on  Thursday  in  last  week,  at  Iteigate. 

CHIPS. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  urban  district  council 
of  Pembroke,  near  Dublin,  the  surveyor,  Mr. 

I  Farrell,  was  instructed  to  prepare  plans  and  esti- 
mates for  a  scheme  of  about  lOOdwellings  of  different 

liasBes  to  be  built  on  a  site  at  Kingsend,  given  to  the 
c  uncil  by  the  Earl  of  Pembroke  and  Montgomery. 

On  Tuesday  week  Colonel  W.  Langton  Coke, 
M.Inat.C.E,  one  of  the  inspectors  of  the  Local 
I  lovernment  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at  the  Town- 
hall,  Xorthampfon,  in  respect  to  the  application  of 
the  town  council  for  permission  to  borrow  £13,392 
for  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal  in  connection 
with  the  borough.  Mr.  W.  li.  liibbins,  borough 
engineer,  explained  the  plans. 

Xew  British  Schools  in  Stanley-road,  Pokesdown, 
Ecumemoulh,  were  opened  last  week.  They  ac- 
immodate  3G2  children,  and  have  cost  £2,600. 

Coke  concrete  has  recently  been  investigated  in 
the  United  States  to  determine  its  usefulness  for 
places  where  light  weight  is  desirable,  such  as 
foundations  for  pavements  on  bridges.  The  work 
was  dons  by  Mr.  W.  H.  Vance,  and  it  appears  that 
coke  makes  concrete  40  per  cent,  lighter  and  io  per 
cent,  weaker  than  similar  material  in  which  broken 
stone  is  used.  The  best  resulta  were  obtained  with 
dry  coke,  an  anomaly  for  which  no  explanation  is 
given. 

For  some  time  past  the  Great  Eastern  Railway 
Company  has  been  doubling  its  line  between  Lynn 
and  Wolferton  and  erecting  a  new  station  at  Lynn. 
The  works  are  now  completed.    There  are  up  and 
down  platforms,   to  each  of  which    are    attached 
Eoyal  waiting-rooms,  with  cariage-drives  distinct 

!   from  the  public  portions    of    the    premises.    The 
I   Midland  and  Great  Xorthem  Joint  Committee  is 

spending  a  large  sum  of  money  in  improving  its 
1    stations  and_  doubling  certain  portions  of  its  line  in 
!    Xorfolk.    New  stations  are  to  be  opened  at  Wey- 
j    bourne,  Sidestrand,  and  (iverstrand,  on  the  Xorfolk 

coast,  on  the  hue  of  the  authorised  Mundesley  and 
Cromer  direct  railway. 

Over  £S,000  has  been  spent  at  Charham  during 
the  last  few  vears  upon  the  chancel,  side  chapels, 
tower,  and  bells  of  the  parish  church,  and  it  is  now 
desired  to  rebuild  the  nave,  which  is  "  leaky,  dilapi- 

dated, and  most  unsightly."  Sir  Arthur  BlomCeld, 
-i.K.A.,  the  architect  for  the  works  already  com- 

pleted, has  been  consulted,  and  his  estimate  of  the 
'  st  of  the  proposed  restoration  amounts  to  about .COO. 

The  Grimsby  Corporation  have  accepted  a  tender 
to  erect  a  fever  hospital  at  a  cost  of  £l,0:;'j  on  a 
field  of  eight  acres  belonging  to  Sir  Walter  Gilbey, 

I  in  Little  Coates  parish.  The  total  amount 
authorised  for  expenditure,  including  the  contract, 
was  £1,500. 

The  Lord  Chancellor  will  open  the  new  Central 
Pablic  Library  erected    by  the  Homsey   District 

luncil  in  Tottenham-lane,  Ilomsey,  on  Oct.  26. 
\n  architect  in  one  of  the  large  Canadian  cities 

luvertises  his  work  in  this  peculiar  way:  "  It  is  a 
iehcate  compliment  to  the  cook  when  you  call  for  a 
=  cond  plate  of  the  same  dish.     This  kind  of  com- 

ment has  been  paid  this  office  by  clients,  not  the 
oond  time,  but  tmie  and  time  again." 
At    the    meeting  of    the    Stamford    Board    of 

Guardians  on   Monday,   the    contract    of    Messrs. 
^\alkerand   .Slater,  of  Derby,  of  £23,I.'>0,  for  the erection  of  the  new  workhouse  was  accepted.    The 
architect's  estimate  was  11.5,M0,  and  he  explained that  the  difference  in  the  figures  was  due  to  the  riie 
in  the  price  of  materials. 

MiMn  Intelltsttttt 
Akklow.— The  new  church  of  St.  Saviour, 

Arklow,  built  at  a  cost  of  nearly  £30,000,  borne 

by  the  Earl  of  Carysfort,  was  consecrated  by  the 
ArchbishoD  of  Dublin  on  August  12.  Sir  Arthur 

W.  Blomfi'eld,  A.K.A.,  was  the  architect  of  the 
church,  which  consists  of  nave,  aisles,  transepts, 

chancel,  chancel  aisle,  vestry,  and  organ-chamber, 
and  is  built  of  granite  in  the  Early  English  style. 
The  tower  is  150ft.  in  height.  A  carved  repre- 

sentation of  the  Last  Supper  is  over  the  Com- 
munion-table, and  above  it  a  stained  -  glass 

window.  The  open  roofs  and  ceilings  are  of  oak, 
that  of  the  nave  being  vaulted  with  carved  bosses 
at  the  intersection  of  the  groined  ribs.  The 
chancel  ceiling  is  formed  with  a  series  of  carved, 

moulded  panels,  supported  on  moulded  and  carved 
brackets,  and  enriched  with  carved  bosses.  The 

fittings,  including  the  seats,  clergy  and  choir 

stalls,  pulpit,  organ- elite.  Communion-table,  and 
rails,  are  made  in  walnut:  the  screen  and  internal 
lobbies  are  of  oak.  The  reredos  is  of  Corsham 

stone,  with  Connemara  marble  shafts  and  mosaic 

panels.  The  sculptured  panel  of  the  "  Last 
Supper  "  is  the  work  of  Mr.  Thomas  Nicholls. 

EiuNiiniGH.  —  The  buildings  and  plant  at 
I.ochrin,  Edinburgh,  which  have  been  erected  by 
the  Edinburgh  Ice  and  Cold  Storage  Company, 

Limited,  for  the  manufacture  of  ice  and  for  cool- 
ing and  freezing  purposes,  are  rapidly  approach- 
ing completion.  The  ice  is  to  be  made  entirely 

from  water  from  the  Edinburgh  mains,  and  in 
order  to  insure  its  purity  it  is  pissed  through 
a  distilling  process.  The  plant  is  guaranteed  to 
produce  over  3,000  tons  of  ice  per  annum,  and 
storage  is  provided  for  over  250  tons  of  the 
material.  The  main  building  consists  of  three 
flats  of  cold  chambers,  those  on  the  platform 
level  being  intended  for  carcases  of  bullocks, 
sheep,  ire,  and  are  fitted  with  rails  with  running 
pulleys.  The  two  upper  flats  are  intended  for  the 
storage  of  all  kinds  of  perishable  commodities, 
and  are  kept  cool  by  a  constant  draught  of  cold 
air.  The  machinery  for  freezing  and  cooling  is 
on  the  Linde  ammonia  compression  system.  The 
boiler  is  of  the  new  Ilornsby  type,  the  fi-rst  of  the 
kind  in  the  district.  Electric  motors  are  used 

for  driving  the  auxiliary  machinery.  The 
premises,  which  are  lit  by  electricity  throughout, 
are  adjacent  to  the  Edinburgh  slaughterhouse, 
and  from  the  slaughterhouse  carcases  can  be  run 
into  the  cold  chambers  on  rails.  Messrs.  Cooper 

and  Taylor,  George-street,  were  the  architects. 

Gl-Isoow. — At  a  special  meeting  of  Glasgow 
Parish  Council  held  on  Friday,  a  report  by  the 
Finance  Committee  on  ofince  accommodation, 

recommending  the  erection  of  new  offices  in  John- 
street,  was  agreed  to.  A  report  was  then  sub- 

mitted by  a  special  committee  on  poorhouse  and 
hospital  accommodation ,  which  made  the  following 
recommendations: — (1)  That  a  general  hospital 
or  infirmary  be  erected  to  accommodate  1,200 

patients,  including  a  sanatorium  for  cases  of  con- 
sumption, wards  for  epileptics,  and  for  homeless 

poor  persons  discharged  from  the  asylums ;  the 
grounds  thereof  to  be  of  such  extent  as  to  afford 

room  for  the  erection  of  cottages  or  other  build- 
ings for  aged  married  couples:  and  (2)  that  two 

district  hospitals,  to  accommodate  200  patients 
each,  be  erected,  for  the  treatment  of  acute  cases 
in  the  east  and  west  ends  of  the  city  respectively. 

That  one  of  such  hospitals  be  increased  in  accom- 
modation over  the  others  by  fifty  beds  for  the 

care  and  observation  of  cases  of  mental  disorder. 

The  report  also  advised  the  sale  of  the  city  poor- 
house  and  ground  attached  thereto  in  Parlia- 

mentary-road. The  valuation  of  the  building 
and  land  of  this  poorhouse  was  £90,100  sterling, 
after  deducting  yearly  feu-duty,  amounting  to 
over  £iOo.  .Vfter  discussion  lasting  over  an  hour 
and  a  half,  the  report  was  adopted  by  2 1  votes  to 
4,  and  the  committee  appointed  was  authorised 
to  take  steps  towards  arranging  for  the  purchase 
of  the  necessary  land,  and  to  procure  information 
to  lay  before  the  council. 

Lincoln's  Inn.— The  old  gate-tower  in  Chan- 
cery-lane, which  forms  the  principal  entrance  to 

Lincoln's  Inn,  is  now  undergoing  renovation  and 
repair.  The  work,  which  is  being  carried  out 
under  the  direction  of  Mr.  Dennett  H.  Barry, 

the  surveyor  to  the  Honourable  Society  of  Lin- 

coln's Inn,  will  include  the  taking  down  of  about 
4ft.  of  the  stone  coping  and  parapet  walls  of  the 
two  towers  facing  Chancery -lane,  the  repointing 
of  the  brickwork,  and  the  repair  of  the  original 

old  oak  gate,  which  is  closed  to  the  public  every 
night,  (ireat  care,  however,  will  be  taken  that 
no  structural  alteration  or  change  will  be  made 

in  the  appearance  of  the  old  tower,  which  is  stated 
to  bo  structurally  strong  and  likely  to  last  for 

many  years  to  come.  This  old  tower  was  built 
in  the  reign  of  Henry  VII.,  and  it  is  stated  that 
in  the  rooms  over  the  gateway  Oliver  Cromwell 

once  occupied  chambers.  The  wall  of  Lincoln's 
Inn  was  commenced  in  the  reign  of  IJueen  Eliza- 

beth, and  it  is  said  that  Ben  .Toneon  the  dramatist 
worked  thereon  as  a  mason.  Prior  to  the  erection 
of  this  wall,  the  site  of  which  is  now  occupied 

by  chambers,  Lincoln's  Inn  was  separated  from 
Chancery-lane  by  an  embankment  of  clay  only. 

LotTu. — The  new  Technical  School  at  Louth 

was  opened  on  Thursday  in  last  week.  The 
building  is  in  the  (jueen  Anne  style.  On  the 
ground- floor  are  two  lecture-rooms,  measuring 
27ft.  by  1 7ft.  ;  also  a  room  for  manual  instruction, 
the  dimensions  being  27ft.  by  19ft.  There  are 

also  the  head  master's  room  and  various  ollices. 
Dpstairs  is  the  art-room,  measuring  41ft.  by  27ft. 
There  are  also  a  chemical  laboratory,  26ft.  by 

13ft.  :  a  lecture-room  for  chemistry  and  elec- 
tricity, 27ft.  by  19ft.  The  building  is  heated 

throughout  with  hot  water,  low-pressure  system, 
and  there  are  radiators  in  the  several  rooms.  The 
contractors  are  Messrs.  JIawer  Bros.  The  school 

is  litjhted  throughout  by  incandescent  burners. 
The  total  cost  is  about  £1,452. 

XoRwim. — It  is  probably,  says  the  Norfolk 
Xcw.i.  a  long  time  since  Norwich  was  the  scene 
of  so  many  extensive  building  enterprises  as  are 
now  in  progress.  The  cottage  builder  is  singularly 
active  just  now,  especially  in  the  neighbourhood 
of  Catton,  Sprowston,  and  Eaton,  and  there  are 
several  big  building  schemes  afoot  of  a  more  or  less 
public  character.  One  of  these  is  the  erection  of 
the  new  Technical  .School.  Another  municipal 

enterprise  is  the  fire  station  in  Pottcrgate-street. 
Next  in  order  of  importance  come  the  new  Jenny 

Lind  Infirmary  on  Unthanks  -  road ,  the  tram- 

way company's  generating  station  in  Duke-street, and  the  extensions  which  the  Electricity  Company 

is  making  to  its  works  on  the  opposite  side  of 
Duke-street.  Among  private  enterprises  should 
be  mentioned  the  rebuilding  of  the  bnmt-out 
side  of  Dove-street,  where  Messrs.  Chamberlin, 
Sons,  and  Co.,  have  the  builders  busily  at  work, 
and  the  erection  of  a  line  of  shop  frontages  in 
Red  Lion-street,  opposite  the  spot  at  which 
the  old  Goose  and  (iridiron  block  was  lately 
demolished.  Then  there  are  the  extension  of  the 

isolation'hospital,  tenders  of  which  will  be  let  soon, 
and  the  erection  of  the  new  theatre  in  St.  Giles's. 
The  Technical  School  in  Bridge-street  is  making 

excellent  progress,  the  intention  of  the  con- 
tractors being  to  get  the  roof  on  before  winter. 

The  work  already  finished  comprises  the  basement 
and  the  ground  and  first  floors.  The  joists  for 
the  second  floor,  where  the  art  rooms  are  situated, 

have  just  been  put  on.  The  cornice  of  the  second 
floor  is  in  its  place,  but  it  is  at  present  obscured 
from  view  by  the  scaffolding,  which  will  presently 
be  carried  higher,  in  order  thit  the  men  may  get 

to  work  on  the  Costessey  dressings  with  which  the 

upper  part  of  the  building  will  be  adorned.  The 
ornamental  portions  of  the  upper  exterior  have 

yet  to  be  taken  in  hand.  The  roof  is  being  pre- 
pared mainly  in  Manchester.  The  extensions 

which  the  Electricity  Company  is  making  in  Duke- 
street  have  been  undertaken  with  a  view  to  the 

requirements  of  the  future.  The  engine-room  is 
being  extended,  and  an  additional  boiler-house  is 
being  built  providing  accommodation  for  twelve 
boilers  and  seven  large  engines.  For  these  pur- 

poses the  premises  lately  vacated  by  Messrs. 
Riches  and  Watts  have  been  utilised,  and  a  red- 

brick frontage  to  Duke-street  is  being  built  in  a 
style  uniform  with  that  of  the  already  existing 
offices.  At  present  it  is  intended  ta  cover  in  only 

.about  half  'of  the  new  boiler-house  and  engine- 
house,  leaving  the  remainder  to  be  completed  as 
occasion  arises.  The  present  works  include  the 

building  of  a  new  shaft,  which  will  run  to  a 
height  of  I501t ,  and  a  new  suite  of  business 

offices. 

Work  upon  the  monument  of  Oliver  Cromwell  in 
Westminster  Hall  Gardens,  adjacent  to  the  Houses 
of  Parliament,  is  proceeding  apace.  The  pedestal 
is  of  I'ottland  stone,  and  reaches  a  height  of  about 
lOft.,  the  top  being  level  with  the  adjoining  road- 

way. Mr.  Hamo  Thorneycroft,  R,  A.,  is  putting  the 
finisbiug  touches  to  the  bronze  statue,  which  repre- 

sents the  Lord  Protector  in  a  standing  position,  and 

weatin;;  the  undress  military  uniform  of  the  Com- 

monwealth, 
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(IFttgittenitts  ̂ aits. 
Seaham  Harhouk. — At  this  South  Durham 

port  on  Saturday,  the  foundation  and  coping 
etonca  of  new  docks  were  laid,  and  the  first  sods 

of  two  additional  pit«  wore  cut,  as  p<>rt  of  the 

celebrations  of  the  cominjj  of  ago  of  \'i8count 
Castlercagh,  eldest  son  of  Lord  I-ondondeny.  As 
a  result  of  these  improrements  in  the  }>ort  and  the 
commencement  of  new  collieries,  it  is  anticipated 
that  Seaham  Harbour  will  in  the  future  ship 
between  two  and  three  million  tons  of  coal  per 
annum,  as  as;ainst  600,000  tons  now  shipped 

each  year.  I'or  the  purpose  of  developing  the 
port  the  Seaham  Harbour  Doc't  Company  was 
formed  some  time  ago,  with  an  authorised  share 
capital  of  i  150,000.  The  new  works  embrace 
the  construction  of  two  protecting  sea  piers  on 
foundations  which  have  been  ascertained  to  con- 

sist of  rock,  the  deepening  of  the  entrance 
channel,  the  foimation  of  a  new  deep-water  dock 
on  the  sites  of  the  present  south  dock  and  tidal 
harbour,  and  the  provision  of  additional  coal- 
shipping  appliances.  The  present  water  area 
covers  barely  twelve  acres,  whereas  the  total  area 
of  water  space  inclosed  by  the  piers  and  docks 
when  the  works  are  completed  will  be  about  U 
acres.  The  present  docks  have  an  area  of  2} 
(north)  and  25  acres  (south)  respectively,  but  the 
new  dock  when  constructed  will  cover  ten  acres. 

It  will  have  a  depth  of  27|ft.  The  width  of  the 
entrance  is  to  ba  65ft.,  and  the  depth  on  the  sill  at 
high  water  of  ordinary  spring  tides  will  be  25  jft. 
The  new  dock  will  accommodate  vessels  up  to 
.0,000  tons  burden,  and  there  will  be  23  coal 
spouts,  equipped  with  appliances  of  the  most 
approved  type.  The  deep-water  dock  will  be 
ready  for  the  reception  of  vessels  in  about  two 
and  a  halt  years.  The  construction  of  the  piers 
will  require  at  least  four  years.  The  works  have 
been  designed  by  Mr.  H.  H.  Wake,  chief 
engineer  to  the  Kiver  Wear  Commissioners. 
Messrs.  S.  Pearson  and  Son,  Limited,  of  London, 
have  been  intrusted  with  the  carrying  out  of  the 
works,  under  the  supervision  of  Mr.  P.  W.  Meik, 
of  Westminster.  The  contract  price  is  £378,000. 
This  includes  the  provision  of  shipping  staiths 
and  spouts,  lighthouses,  dock-gates,  hydraulic 
machinery,  &c. 

Widening  the  Highl.^nd  Line. — Consider- 

able progress  is  being  made  with  the  doubling  of 
the  Highland  Railway  between  Blair  Atholl  and 
Dalnaspidal,  and  the  work  is  to  be  completed  in 

time  for  next  season's  traffic.  The  doubling  of 
this  portion  of  the  line  was  begun  fully  a  year 
ago,  and  after  this  has  been  completed,  the  line 
will  also  be  widened  south  between  Blair  Atholl 

and  Stanley,  in  order  to  cope  with  the  increasing 
traffic  to  the  north.  The  work  being  carried  out 
at  present  between  Blair  Atholl  and  Dalnaspidal 
— a  distance  of  eighteen  miles — is  of  a  very  heavy 
description.  Part  of  the  line  winds  to  the  summit 
of  the  (irampians  at  a  gradient  of  1  in  70,  until 
,t  attains  an  altitude  of  l,4Stft.  above  sea-level, 
which  is  the  highest  point  of  any  railway  in 
Britain,  with  the  exception  of  the  toy  line  which 
runs  to  the  summit  of  .Snowdon.  The  work  is 

being  carried  out  in  two  divisions  of  nine  miles 

each,  termed  the  Struan  and  the  Dalnaspidal  con- 
tracts respectively.  In  the  former  contract  there 

are  33,000  cubic  yards  of  soft  excavation,  and 
32,001)  cubic  yards  of  rock  excavation,  while  the 
Dalnaspidal  section  entails  7.i,000  cubic  yards  of 
sof;  and  18,000  cubic  yards  of  rock  excavation. 
The  doubling  of  the  line  has  necessitated  the 

wideningoffifty-five  bridges,  the  masonry  of  which 
is  in  a  forward  condition.  Those  most  difficult 
to  negotiate  are  the  viaduct  at  the  south  end  of 
Struan  station  and  the  60ft.  arched  bridge  over 
the  river  (iarryat  Dalnaspidal.  The  former  is 
being  extended  from  140ft.  to  lUOft.,  there  being 
one  girder  span  of  150ft.  and  one  of  40ft.  About 
six  miles  of  permanent  way  have  been  already 
laid  down.  There  are  over  400  men  employed 
on  the  work,  which  is  estimated  to  cost  £100,000, 
the  contract  being  let  to  Mr.  John  Best,  Edin- 
burgh. 

  t-^^^a   

The  Department  of  Wotk§  has  commeneed  to 
take  in  band  the  alteratioLs  that  are  to  be  carried 
out  in  order  to  adapt  the  Imperial  Institute  to  its 
new  purpose  of  housing  the  University  of  London. 

Alterations  are  b«iDg  made  to  the  Welsh  Chapel, 
HoUoway.  from  the  designs  of  Messrs.  Owen  and 

I'ayne,  .lohii  -  street,  Bedford  -  row,  W.C.,  and 
(special  cousideratic  n  has  been  given  to  the  ventila- 

tion, which  will  be  carried  out  on  the  Boyle  system. 

PB0FES3I0NA.I.    AND    TBADB 
SOCIETIES. 

AKtlllTElTlE.VL    .\XD    AU'  ll.l.Jl.0(iII  .VL    SllCIF.TV 

OF  NoHTiiiMBEBL.txu. — A  meeting  of  this  Society 
was  held  at  Corbridge  and  Hexham  on  Friday. 
At  Corbridge  Church  the  party  was  received  by 
the  vicar.  Mr.  K.  ').  Heslop  gave  a  sketch  of 
the  parish  church,  and  made  reference  to  the  fact 
that  a  large  Roman  station  was  at  Corbridge. 
Mr.  C.  C.  Hodges  described  the  architecture  of 
the  church.  At  Hexham  the  visitors  were  wel- 

comed by  the  rector  in  the  Abbey,  the  choir  of 
which  was  well  filled.  Canon  lireenwell,  the 
President  of  the  Society,  then  gave  a  lengthy 

address  on  the  early  history  of  Hexham,  mention- 
ing that  in  his  opinion  Hexham  had  not  been  the 

site  of  a  Roman  station,  although  many  Roman 
stones  had  been  found  in  the  Abbey  and  other 
buildings  of  the  town.  He  also  referred  to  St. 
Wilfred  and  his  connection  with  the  See  of 

Hexham,  and  to  his  building  of  a  church  there, 
said  to  have  been  "the  finest  on  this  side  of  the 

Alpj."  Towards  the  close  of  his  address,  in  his 
capacity  as  a  member  of  the  Hexham  Abbey 
Restoration  Committee,  Canon  Greenwell  effect- 

ively replied  to  the  criticisms  which  had  been 
advanced  upon  the  scheme  for  improving  and 
extending  the  church  by  the  Society  for  the  Pro- 
tec'.ion  of  Ancient  Buildings.  He  expressed  his 
warm  approval  of  what  was  proposed  to  be  done, 
and  trusted  the  appeal  of  the  rector  for  the 
necessary  funds  would  meet  with  a  generous 

response.  The  Abbey  and  its  attendant  build- 
ings— the  Moot  llaU  and  Manor  Office — were 

afterwards  fully  described  by  Mr.  C.  C.  Hodges, 
the  architect,  who,  in  conjunction  with  Mr. 
Temple  Moore,  of  London,  has  been  intrusted 

with  the  carrying  out  of  the  rector's  scheme  for 
the  reparation  and  improvement  of  the  Abbey 
Church. 

ClMllERLASD  AND  WeSTM0RF,LAN'D  AxriQCARrAN 
Societv. — The  second  meeting  for  the  season  was 
opened  at  Workington  on  Thursday  afternoon  in 
last  week.  About  fifty  members  were  present, 
and  the  excursions  were  conducted  by  the  Presi- 

dent (Chancellor  Ferguson)  and  Jlr.  J.  F.  Curwen. 
Burrow  Walls,  the  site  of  a  Roman  camp  on  the 
fringe  of  the  town,  was  first  visited.  Only  the 
ruins  of  the  original  tower  are  now  standing. 
The  President  suggested  that  useful  work  might 
be  done  by  digging  a  few  trenches.  The  members 
next  proceeded  to  a  square  tower  on  the  seabrows, 

known  as  St.  Michael's  Mount.  The  President 
stated  that  it  dated  from  the  r2th  century.  Later, 
it  was  one  of  the  eleven  beacons  of  Cumberland, 
and  fires  were  kindled  on  the  top  to  give  notice 
of  the  approach  of  invaders.  The  tower  is  now 

used  as  a  magazine  by  the  Artillery  ̂ 'olunteer9. 
After  calling  at  St.  Michael's  Church,  and 
inspecting  the  quaint  carvings  in  wood  and  stone, 

the  party  brought  the  day's  work  to  a  conclusion 
by  visiting  Workington  Hall,  the  seat  of  the 
Curwen  family.  Among  many  items  of  historical 
interest  examined  was  a  travelling  clock  and  an 

agate  cup  presented  by  Mary  Ijieen  of  Scots, 
who  slept  at  the  hall  on  her  way  from  Kirkcud- 

bright to  Cockermouth,  and  a  silver  snuff-box 
presented  by  Cromwell  to  General  Fairfax,  who, 
according  to  legend,  was  madly  in  love  with  a 
Miss  Curwen. 

LeE'ks  M.4STEU  BlILDEBs'  ASSOCIATION. — The 
annual  picnic  of  the  members  of  this  Association 
took  place  at  Uarewood  on  Friday.  After  taking 

luncheon  together  at  the  Builders'  Exchange 
Club,  the  members  drove  to  Harewood  vi;i  the 
Wetherby-road,  Collingham,  and  the  Avenue. 
Between  Collingwood  and  the  Avenue  the  party 
had  a  glorious  view  of  Wharfedale,  bathed  in  a 
bright  afternoon  sun.  I  la  Arriving  at  the  Hare- 
wood  .Vrms,  the  annual  meeting  of  the  associa- 

tion was  held.  Mr.  W.  H.  Dews,  vice-president, 
occupied  the  chair,  in  the  absence  of  Mr.  W. 
Nicholson,  the  president.  Mr.  W.  C.  EUisdon, 
the  secretary,  read  the  annual  report,  which 
stated  that  the  membership  had  increased  by  28 
during  the  year,  and  that  the  treasurer  had  an 
increased  balance  in  hand.  It  was  further  stated 
that  cordial  relations  existed  with  the  masons,  and 

that  that  branch  of  operatives  had  co-operated 
with  the  employers  in  the  formation  of  a  Joint 
Committee,  to  which  future  disputes  were  to  be 
referred  for  settlement.  The  adoption  of  the 
report  was  moved  by  the  Chairman,  who  referred 
to  the  loss  which  the  association  had  sustained 
through  the  deaths  of  two  of  its  members,  Mr. 

I".  Wray  and  Mr.  G.  Burnell.  He  alluded  with 
satisfaction  to  the  amicable  arrangement  that 
had  been  arrived  at  with  the  masons,  observing 

that  it  was  always  a  pleasure  to  meet  their 
representatives  in  conference.  As  to  the  dis- 

pute with  the  London  Order  of  Bricklayers, 
he  said  he  saw  no  immediate  prospect  of  a 
settlement.  He  had  hoped  that  with  the  with- 

drawal of  the  Yorkshire  lock-out  the  London 
I  'rder  would  have  returned  to  work  on  the 

old  conditions,  which  seemed  to  have  proved 
acceptable  to  the  Manchester  Ijrder.  So  far 
as  the  masters  were  concerned,  the  season 

of  the  year  was  now  approaching  when  building 
operations  would  cease  to  be  profitable,  and 
unless,  therefore,  a  speedy  settlement  was 
effected,  he  feared  the  dispute  would  continue 
for  a  considerable  time.  Mr.  William  Irwin 

seconded,  and  Mr.  E.  I'mpleby  supported,  the 
resolution,  which  was  aSopted.  On  the  resolu- 

tion of  Mr.  Irwin,  seconded  by  Mr.  J.  T. 

\Vright  and  supported  by  Mr.  Umpleby  and 
Mr.  Hutchinson,  Mr.  Dews  was  elected  presi- 

dent, and  the  other  appointments  were  made  as 
follows: — Vice-president,  Mr.  J.  T.  Wright; 
secretary,  Mr.  W.  C.  EUisdon  ;  committee, 
Jlessrs.  Irwin,  Myers,  Nicholson,  Rhodes, 

I'mpleby,  Pickard,  Hutchinson,  and  Oakes.  A 
special  vot«  of  thanks  was  accorded  to  Mr. 

Nicholson,  the  retiring  president,  for  his  ser- 
vices to  the  association  and  to  the  building  trade 

generally.  The  party  then  visited  Harewood 
Park,  taking  the  opportunity  that  offered  of 
inspecting  the  art  treasures  which  the  Jlinsion 
House  contains,  as  well  as  the  gardens  and  con- 

servatories. The  members  returned  in  the  late 
afternoon  to  Leeds,  where,  in  the  evening,  the 

annual  dinner  was  held  at  the  1  Queen's  Hotel, 
Mr.  Dews,  the  president-elect,  occupying  the 

chair. 

ARCH.fflOLOGICAL. 

E.\si  Riding  Antihi  arian  Society.  —  \a 

excursion  of  the  members  of  this  societj'  took 
place  on  Thursdav  in  last  week.  The  members 
met  at  Withernsea,  and  proceeded  in  carriages 
to  Kilnsea,  a  distance  of  some  nine  miles.  The 

object  of  their  visit  was  to  see  the  foundations  of 
the  old  church  now  under  water,  but  which  are 
visible  twice  a  year,  when  the  tide  is  at  its  lowest. 
Only  the  base  of  the  tower  remains.  People  still 
living  remember  the  church  in  a  fair  state  of 
preservation,  for  it  was  not  till  1826  that  it  was 
dismantled  and  the  root  taken  off,  after  which 
the  sea  was  allowed  to  work  its  will.  The  Rev. 
E.  M.  Cole  said  that  in  1776  the  church  was  95 

yards  distant  from  the  cliff,  but  in  1833  it  was 
only  four  yards.  After  a  brief  visit  to  the 
kitchen-midden  on  the  Humber  shore,  the 

members  next  proceeded  to  Easington,  and  in- 
spected a  15th-century  tithe-bam,  its  age  being 

fixed  by  its  carpentry,  which  is  entirely  innocent 
of  even  an  iron  nail,  everything  being  pieced 

together  by  wood.  It  is  said  to  be  the  only 
tithe-barn  in  England  which  has  aisles,  and  at 
a  pinch  it  would  have  served  as  a  church.  Oa 
their  return  journey  the  party  stopped  at  the 
ruins  of  Out-Newton  Chapel,  which  ten  years  ago 

Lord  Hawkesbury,  now  President  of  the  society, 
measured,  and  found  to  be  3S  yards  from  the 
edge  of  the  cliff ;  yesterday  it  was  19  yards, 
showing  an  erasion  of  the  coast  of  Oft.  a  year. 

CHIPS. 

The  Board  of  Trade  has  confirmed  the  order  for 
the  constnioti  m  of  a  light  railway,  which,  j  lining 
the  Great  Western  Eiilway  at  Marazion,  near 
Penzance,  will  extend  railway  communication  to  the 

Land's  End. 
The  War  Offise  authonties  have  notified  the 

Pembroke  Town  Council  that  steps  will  be  taken  to 

proceed  with  the  erection  of  new  infantary  barracks 
at  r<<mbroke  Dock  (the  estimated  cost  of  which  is 
£88,000)  as  soon  as  the  council  is  in  a  position  to 

supply  the  contractors  with  water. 
A  carved  oak  altar  and  rotable  has  been  erected 

in  the  chancel  of  the  parish  church  of  Pagham, 
Sussex.  The  sanctuary  floor  has  been  raised,  and 
the  altar  placed  on  the  marble  steps.  It  was 
designed  by  Mr.  (leorge  P.  Allen,  architect,  London, 
and  was  built  by  Mr.  Foster,  of  Bedford. 
New  brickworks,  on  an  extensive  scale,  were 

commenced  at  BIyth  on  Monday,  by  the  Albion 
Brick  Company,  Limited,  to  work  a  seam  of 
clay  on  the  outskirts  of  Blyth,  near  the  Cowpen 
Colliery.  The  royalty  comprises  20  acres,  leased 
from  the  Thornton  and  Croft  trustees,  aud  the  seam 
of  clay,  which  is  20ft.  thick,  and  of  good  quality, 

lies  only  a  few  inches  from  the  surface.  The  works 

are  equipped  to  produce  a  daily  output  of  about 

20,000  bricks. 
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RRBriLT.— C.RA\D  TIIKATRB,  LCTOX.— lIOfSR  AT  KI>- 
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DRONZB     UEDAL     DRAWINGS  I     STtTUIES     OF     BIRDS    rRO» 

4.IFE.— "BOILDISa     SBWS,"     DBSIONISU     CLUB;     A    PAIR 
OF   9BS1IDETACIISD   VILLAS. 

of  the  entrance  side  on  Xovember  18,  1808.  Mr. 
William  Smith,  of  Newark,  was  the  builder,  and 

Messrs.  Brewill  and  Baily,  of  Nottingham,  were 

the  architects.  The  three  reception-rooms  over- 
look the  gardens,  as  will  be  seen  by  reference  to 

the  plan.  The  staircase  is  in  oak,  and  a  good 
feature  is  made  of  the  hall,  which  is  unusually 

large. 
r.AnilKXEU's    COTT.IOE,    KKXT. 

This  cottage  was  designed  for  the  late  Dr.  Barry. 
Red  brick,  oak  half-timber,  and  liroseley  tiles  are 

combined  in  picturesque  conjunction.  Mr.  W.  K. 

Birry,  of  Scarborough,  was  the  architect. 

XATIONAl     miOXZE    UEl).iL     DR.tWIXGS     OP     IIIKDS. 

Tni>  sheet  of  bird  studies  illustrates  the  snbjects 

so  far  conventionalised  as  to  adapt  them  to 

decorative  purposes,  and  with  this  effect  in  view, 
colour  tones  and  light  arid  shade  are,  to  some 

extent,  sacrificed.  The  drawings  were  made  from 

life,  and  were  executed  in  an  aviary.  The 

selection  comprises  the  Siberian  bullfinch,  a  series 

of  budgerigars,  and  studies  of  the  blue  mountain 

lory.  ilr.  Harrj-  Wanless,  of  Scarborough,  the 

author  of  these  "two  sheets  reproduced  by  us  to- 
day, obtained  a  National  Bronze  Medal  for  them, 

and  one  other  sheet  in  which  the  thistlefinch 
was  shown.  The  Hungarian  Government  bought 
that  sheet  when  it  was  exhibited  last  year  at  the 

Buda-Pesth  exhibition. 

©ttt  Cllustratiotts. 
THE    !HETU01'0LIT.\X   T.VBEBNACLE. 

The  rebuilding  of  this  large  chapel  after  the  late 
<ire  is  now  in  progress,  and  we  illustrato  the  plans 
and  section  of  the  work.  The  original  front 
substantially  remains  as  before.  To  obviate  the 
great  inconvenience  to  the  congregation  of  being 
deprived  of  their  building,  the  architects,  Jlessrs. 
Searle  and  Hayes,  of  Ludgate-hiU.E.C,  suggested 
the  idea  of  covering  in  the  basement  story,  and 

'finishing  it  so  that  it  might  bo  used  for  services. 
This  has  now  been  completed  ;  the  basement  floor 
was  lowered,  new  approaches  formed,  giving 
ample  and  convenient  access,  the  roof  being  of 
iron  and  concrete,  covered  with  asphalte,  upon 
which  the  wood-block  floor  of  the  Tabernacle  will 

be  laid.  By  this  means  a  lofty,  well-lighted  hall 
has  been  obtained,  capable  of  seating  some  1,800 
people.  The  works  were  carried  out  by  Messrs. 
Higgs  and  HiU,  Ltd..  at  a  cost  of  about  £7,000. 
In  reconstructing  the  superstructure,  the  contract 
for  which  is  now  in  hand,  the  architects  have 
been  desired  to  adhere  as  closely  as  possible  to  the 
form  and  detail  of  the  original  building,  which 
was  designed  by  Sir.  W.  Willmer  Pocock. 

THE    GR.4Xn    TUEATRE,    LUTON-,     UEDFOUDSllIRE. 

Tms  theatre  has  been  erected  in  'Waller-street, 
in  the  centre  of  the  town  of  Luton,  for  Mr. 
Reginald  F.  Xamer.  from  designs  and  under  the 
superintendence  of  Jlr.  Charles  llerbert  Shoppee, 
F.R.I.B..\.,  of  John  -  street.  Bedford  -  row, 
London,  by  Mr.  W.  G.  Dunham,  builder,  Luton, 
and  affords  accommodation  for  an  audience  of 
about  1,. 500  persons.  The  theatre  is  constructed 
with  fire-resisting  material,  is  fitted  with  hydrants 

and  sprinklers,  and  is  heated  throughout'  The 
Jighting  is  by  gas,  there  being  no  electric  system 
of  lighting  in  Luton.  It  is  faced  extemallv  with 
grey  Luton  bricks,  relieved  with  quoins  and 
<ire8sings  of  red  bricks  and  St.  Aldhelm  box 
around  stone  for  the  cornices,  strings.  Arc,  and 
for  the  gable.  The  lower  story  is  faced  with 

dark-brown  glazed  bricks.  The  fibrous-plaster 
decorations  internally  are  finished  in  white  and 
prold,  and  were  executed  by  Messrs.  De  .long  and 
Co.,  of  London  ;  the  furniture  and  fittinors  were 

provided  by  Messrs.  Broadbridge  .and  .~<ons,  of 
Brighton,  the  iron  and  steel  work  ly  Messrs.  R. 
Moreland  and  .Son,  Ltd.,  of  London,  the  lighting 
and  heating  apparatus  by  Jlessrs.  Strode  and 
Co.,  of  London,  the  hydrants  and  fire-re.sisting 
curtain  by  Messrs.  Jlerryweather  and  Sons,  and 
the  stage  (which  is  fitted  with  all  the  latest  im- 
provaments)  by  Mr.  J.  W.  Cawdery,  of  London. 

N'EW    HOl-iE,    EHW.ILT11N-. 

Tnii!  pencil  drawing  shows  the  garden  front  of 
Sir.  \V .  Wright's  house  at  Edwalton,  near 
Nottingham,  of  which  we  gave  a  plan  and  view 

NEWS         DESIGXIN'O    CLUB  : 
SEMIDET.ICHED    VILL.ls. 

A    PAIR    Ol 

(For  description  and  awards  see  p.  255.) 

CHIPS. 

The  new  municipal  hall  at  Rondebosch,  Cape 
Colony,  was  opened  by  Sir  Alfred  Milner  on  July 
17th.  It  has  cost,  with  site,  £13,000,  and  is  a 

simply-treated  building  faced  with  stone  from  the 
Saldanha  Biy  Eureka  Qaarry.  Mr.  Alexander  was 
the  architect,  and  Messrs.  Small  and  Morgan,  of 
Cape  Town,  were  the  builders. 

Oa  Siturday  the  foundation-stone  of  the  Odd- 
fellows' Hall,  which  is  being  built  in  Tain  by  the 

Brethren  of  the  St.  Dathus  Lidge,  was  laid  with 
ceremony.     Mr.  James  Maitland  is  the  architect. 

Kadruth  I'rban  District  Council  on  Saturday 
appointed  Mr.  T.  C.  Jones,  of  Xeath,  surveyor  and 
sanitary  inspector,  at  a  salary  commencing  at  (.110. 

There  was  a  dearth  of  business  in  the  estate 
market  daring  last  week,  the  property  sales 
amounting  to  £10,000  less  than  the  corresponding 
week  of  last  year. 

Directions  have  been  given  for  the  preparation 
of  a  scheme  for  the  reconstruction  of  the  hospital 
quarters  at  the  Tower  of  London. 

New  village  schools  to  accommodate  22-1  children 
are  being  built  at  Pirk- street,  Herts.  They  will 
comprise  a  mixed  schoolroom  for  96  children,  1.5ft. 
by  21ft.  Gin. :  a  classroom  for  -IS  children,  22ft.  by 
21ft.  Gin. :  and  a  schoolroom  for  80  infants,  30tt.  by 
24(t.,  together  with  cloakrooms  and  offices.  The 
work  is  being  executed  by  Messrs.  Boff  Bros.,  of 
Park-street,  in  accordance  with  plans  prepared  by 
Mr.  Frederick  Waller,  of  9G,  Gower-sUeet,  N.W., 
the  surveyor  for  the  St.  Pancras  district. 

At  Manchester  two  fresh  open  spaces  were  formally 
opened  on  Friday — a  recreation  ground  in  ( ieorge- 
Btreet,  Cipenshaw,  and  a  new  park  in  Oak-road, 
Crumpsall.  The  former  ha%an  area  of  seven  acres, 
and  has  cost  the  city  corporation  £13,000.  When 
taken  over  the  ground  had  a  very  irregular  surface 
and  was  full  of  old  clay  pits.  These  had  to  be  tilled 

up  by  the  slow  process  of  "  tipping,"  and  then  time 
had  to  be  given  to  the  new  stratum  to  settle  before 
it  could  be  drained  and  trimmed  off.  Crumpsill 
Park  is  12  acres  in  extent,  and  has  cost  in  all £2-4,000. 

A  lecture  on  the  history  and  antiquity  of  the 
church  and  roed  screen  of  Ranworth  was  delivered 

in  that  church  by  the  Rev.  Canon  Jcssopp  on  Thurs- 
day in  last  week.  The  proceeds  were  in  aid  of  the 

restoration  of  Uinworth  church,  which  contains 
the  finest  rood  screen  in  Eist  Anglia.  Mr.  J.  T. 
Micklethwaile,  F.S.A.,  of  Westminster,  is  the  archi- tect for  the  restoration. 

The  fourth  Church  Congress  Exhibition  of  the 

Clergy  and  Artists'  -Association  will  be  held  at  the 
studio  of  L?ighton  House  (the  residence  of  the  lato 
Lord  Lsighton),  Holland  Park-road,  Kensington, 
W.  The  exhibition  will  remain  open  during  con- 

gress week,  and  will  include,  in  addition  to  the 
examples  of  work  executed  under  the  auspices  of 
the  association  and  by  its  members,  representative 
examples  of  the  work  of  individual  artists  and 
craftsmen  working  in  churches.  The  .\rab  Hall 

and  the  collection  of  the  late  Lord  I.eighton's sketches  and  studies  will  be  on  view  to  visitors  to 
the  exhibition. 

00MPBTITI0N8. 

Ali)ER>hot. — In  our  recent  notice  as  to  the 

decision  in  the  Masonic  Hall  Competition  at 

Aldershot,  in  respect  of  which  Mr.  Edwin  O. 
Sachs  in  his  report  as  assessor  advised  that  no 
second  premium  could  be  awarded,  as  no  one 
design  showed  sufficient  superiority  over  the 
remaining  to  merit  this  distinction,  it  should 
have  been  added  that  Mr.  Sachs  in  his  report 
recommended  that  the  second  premium  should  ba 
divided  equally  between  the  authors  of  the 

designs  "Red  Star"  (mark)  and  "Mother 
Lodge,"  in  recognition  of  the  trouble  expended 
on  the  elevations,  and  that  the  Directors  of  the 
Hall  have  now  agreed  to  this  proposal. 

Lef.hs. — Some  time  ago  the  Leeds  Markets 
Committee  invited  architects  to  send  in  designs, 

plans,  and  estimates  for  the  erection  of  a  new 
Market  Hall  on  the  site  of  the  present  dilapidated - 
looking  structure  in  Vicar-lane.  In  response  to 
the  advertisement,  in  which  premiums  were 
offered  for  the  three  best  designs,  a  number  of 
sketches  and  plans  were  received.  These  were 
submitted  to  the  President  of  the  Royal  Institute 
of  British  Architects  for  his  report  and  adjudica- 

tion, lie  has  sent  his  report  containing  his 
awards.  The  document  was  read  at  a  meeting 
on  Monday  of  the  Markets  Committee,  who,  after 
inspecting  the  plans,  confirmed  the  decision  of 
the  assessor.  To  whom  the  premiums  will  be 
paid  is  not  yet  known,  even  by  the  committee,  the 
plans  not  having  been  signed  by  the  architects. . 
The  city  engineer,  Jlr.  T.  Hewson,  telegraphs 
that  the  names  of  the  authors  are  stiU  under  seal. 

The  design  placed  first  is  estimated  to  cost  for 
erection  £73,000.  The  second  plan  would  require 
£5.3,000,  and  the  third  £43,000.  The  committee 
much  preferred  the  first  one,  but  have  resolved  to 
request  the  architect  to  reduce  the  estimate  by 
£15,000  or  £20,000. 

CHIPS. 

Mr.  J.  H.  Bethell  has  received  a  letter  from  Mr. 
•T.  Passmore  Edwards  offering  to  give  the  sum  of 
£4,000  for  the  erection  of  a  hospital  at  the  corner 
of  Shrewsbury-road,  Eist  Ham. 
Workmen  are  busily  employed  in  clearing  the 

site  for  the  new  library  for  North  Bristol,  which 

will  be  erected  exactly  opposite  the  Colston  Giil>' 
School  in  Cheltenham-road.  The  new  building 
was  designed  by  Mr.  W.  V.  Gough,  of  Bridge- 
street,  Bristol,  and  the  contractors  are  Messrs. 
Wilkins  and  Sons,  of  the  same  city. 

In  the  foundations  of  the  new  Chicago  Post  Office 
piles  have  been  drivei  to  a  depth  of  over  75it., 
these  being  surmounted  by  broad  timber  caps 
covered  with  a  deep  bed  of  concrete,  which  forms 
bases  for  the  stone  piers,  which  in  tarn  support  the 
20S  steel  columns  carrying  the  building.  It  is  said 
that  in  this  foundation,  when  completed,  there  will 
have  been  used  over  5, OHO  piles,  nearly  800, 00 Jit. 
board  measure  of  timber  capping,  150,o00c.ft.  of 
concrete,  and  over  35n,000c.ft.  of  stone. 

Daring  the  course  of  operations  in  demolishing 
the  old  buildings  in  Exchequer  Row  area,  Aberdeen, 

the  corporation  workmen  have  made  some  interest- 
ing discoveries  of  relics  in  the  house  which  in  the 

17th  century  was  the  mansion  of  the  Burnet  family, 
the  ancestors  of  the  Bumets  of  Monboddo,  the 
Bumets  of  Crathes,  Sheritf  Burnet,  Aberdeen,  and 
others.  The  town  coancU  have  agreed  to  grant  a 
request  of  Sir  Thomas  Bamet  of  Crathes  tbat  the 
arms  of  the  Burnet  family  on  a  finely-sculptared 
stone  should  be  handed  over  to  him. 

A  stained-glass  window  has  been  placed  in  St. 

Clement's  Church,  Greenheys.  Manchester,  to  per- 
petuate the  memory  of  Mr.  -Tackson,  who  was  for 

many  years  a  warden.  The  subject  is  "  The  G  )0?. 
.Samaritan,"  and  the  artists  were  Messrs.  Wailes 
and  Strang,  of  Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

It  will  be  remembered  that  the  Town-hall  of 
Pietermaritzburg,  Natal,  was  destroyed  by  fire  on 
Taly  12  list  year.  Plans  h»ve  been  prepared  for 
the  reconstruction  of  the  building  by  Mr.  Street 
Wilson,  the  tender  of  Messrs.  Mjwat  and  S:ill  hn 
been  accepted  for  the  contract,  and  on  Siturday, 

July  9,  the  mayor  of  the  town  laidthe  foundition- 
stone  of  the  new  work.  Mr.  McAuslin  is  thj  con- 

tractor for  the  masonry  work,  Mr.  D.  Mi:kiy,  of 
Darban,  contractor  for  the  plastering  work,  and 
Messrs.  Collins  and  C^.  have  charge  of  the 
decorating. 

I  At  the  last  meeting  of  the  election  committee  of 
the  Institute  of  Sanitary  Engineers  the  following 
new  members  were  elected — viz.  :  Fellows.  T.  U. 
Xish,  London,  and  C.  Dunkley,  Higham  Ferrers. 
.Members,  W.  H.  Biker,  Bristol :  J.  S.  Hammond, 

Kiraford:  and  T.  W.  Deadman,  St.  Mirgaret's. .Visociates,  H.  E.  Brown,  Peckham,  and  J.  W. 

Himmond,  Romford. 
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TO    OOBBESFONDENTS. 

{We  do  not  bold  oor&elves  r«sponflible  for  the  opinlona  of 
our  correspondents.  All  oommumcationa  should  be 
drawn  up  as  briefly  aa  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  is  particularly  requested  that  all  drawing  and  all 
eommunications  respecting  iUustratioiiB  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  BiriLDiso 
Nkws,  832,  Strand,  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
AH  drawings  and  other  communications  are  sent  at  oon- 
'tribntors*  risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributiona. 
Cheques  and  Post-office  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 

The  Stbakd  Newspapes  Cumpakt,  Liioted. 

NOTICE. 

Bound  copies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
aa  only  a  liznited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXIt.,  XXXIII., 
xxxrv..  XXXIX.,  xu..  xliv..  xlvi..  xldc., 
U..  LIU.,  UV..  LV.,  LIX..  LX.,  LXI.,  LXH., 
LXTV.,  LXV.,  LXVm..  LXIX..  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXrn.,  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LXXVI., 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  anv  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  oaoe,  aa 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OF   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  68.  Od.  (or6dols.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium.  £1  68.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.]  To  India,  £1  68.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  Wecrt  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  68.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertase- 
ments,  PubUc  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
Is  1b.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  rpinimnTn  charge  being  58.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  MiscellaneouB 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  48.  6d.  for 
40  worcb.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertij^ment  inserted  for  lees  than  53. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front>-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
insertion. 

BIT0ATION8. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  *'  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "Situations  "Wanted"  is  Oss  Shillino  foh  Twkntt- 
FOITB  Words,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
AU  Situaticn  AdveHisementa  must  be  prepaid. 

Eeikivbd.— A.  J.  P.  of  B.— W.  P.  andS.— J.  K.-L.  E. 
—A.  R.-R.  W.  P.,  B.-S.   and  W.,  N.-C.  T.  R.- 
E.  H.  S.  and  B.— J.  B.  N.  C.  (next  week)— W.  R.  of  8. 
— R.  H.— T.  C.-G.  P.  A.-G.  W.  of  B.i.F.-H.  H.— 
K.  B.  and  S.-G.  M.  F.  H.-C.  A.  S.— J.  H.  M,- 
F.  A.  A.-E.  O.  8. 

Jittett0mmtttttcati0it 
QUESTIONS. 

[12301.1— Reversed  Koxnan  Letter  in  Date.— 
Sluill  feel  obliged  if  some  reader  can  give  me  the  value  of 
a  reversed  Roman  letter  used  as  a  numeral.  A  party  of 
students  were  rubbing  brasses  in  a  church  near  Upminster. 
Essex,  and  stumbled  over  the  reading  of  the  date  :  I  forget 
for  the  moment  the  exact  lettering,  but  it  ran  something 
like;  MDC.tXIX.  What  is  the  value  of  the  capital, C 
turned  upside  down.'— Li\  k  anj'  Learn'. 

[12305.] -Utiliaine  Sawdust.— I  make  a  large 
quantity  of  shavings  and  sawdust,  and  although  I  have  a 
steam-engine,  I  am  unable  to  use  them  for  fuel.  The 
draught  of  the  engine  draw^  the  material  up  the  chimney 
only  partially  burnt,  ciu-^ing  a  nuisince  to  the  neigh- 

bours. How  can  I  remedy  this  .'  Details  of  how  to  make 
fire-lighters  from  shavings  and  sawdust  would  oblige.— 
8a\vdu?*t.  __^   

REPLIES. 

ri22a'^.]-Instructions  to    Obtain  Tenders.— 
*•  Inexperienced  "  should  hive  obtained  definite  instruc- 

tions from  his  client  to  prepare  <|uantitiei»  before  pre- 
paring the  same.  The  client,  however,  seems  to  have  baen 

aware  that  quantities  had  been  prepared,  otherwise  he 
would  not  have  instructed  the  contractor  ta  strike  out 
the  charges.  The  quantities  also  appear  to  have  Veen 
used  for  the  purposes  of  tendering,  and  the  fact  that  the 
contractor  states  he  could  not  have  tendered  without 
them  proves  that  they  were  u*eful,  and  would  in  the 
ordinary  course  form  one  of  the  contract  papers.  Although 
the  writer  does  not  know  of  any  legal  decisions  upon  the 
point,  he  irnaginiM  *' Inexperienced  "  would  have  a  good 
case.— Chahlbs  T.  Rithk.s-. 

[i2i^'<.l-Instructlon8  to  Obtain  Tenders.— 
IxLstructions  to  obtain  tenders  generally  imply  an 
authority  to  have  '[uantities  taken  out,  because  tenders 
to  be  of  any  value  must  be  based  on  the  same  quantities 
of  material  and  labour.  There  are  cases  in  which  build eis 
are  invited  to  give  tenders,  each  taking  out  their  own 
quantities.    It  is  (luite  irregular  for  owner  to  deal  with 

builder  as  he  has  done,  by  ordering  him  to  strikeout 
charge  for  quantities.  It  was  equally  wr.mg  for  buiMer 
to  accept  contract  under  such  condition,  as  lii*  tender 
was  based  upon  it  presumably.  The  owner  may  not  have 
givenadire-t  order  to  have  quantiti' -^  pn-par-'J.  but  there 
is  an  implied  auth'mty  given,  as  I  hive  Kjiil.  if  the  archi- 

tect is  instructed  to  obtain  tenders,  and  I  think  l-villy 
thearchiU^ct  can  sue  the  oner  for  their  coHt.  Th--  Ci»urt-( 
have  generally  considered  that  to  obtain  tenil-TH,  '\n  inti- 
tiea  ought  to  be  supplied  ;  therefore  a  contract  in  obUin 
them  falls  within  the  scope  of  the  architect's  employment, 
but  the  decisions  have  not  been  conclusive  on  the  point, 
and  the  Court  xequires  some  proof  that  a  special  custom 
to  employ  a  surveyor  exists.  Muon  v.  Guarditns  of 
Witne^  Union  is  the  recognised  decision,  and  the  verdii't was  given  for  architect.  Other  casjs  rather  contradict 
this  ruling. -0.  H.  0. 

ri22S9.]-OommUaion  on  Drainage  Scheme. 
— The  commission  would  be,  on  a  small  scheme  like  the 
one  mentioned,  5  per  cent,  at  least  on  the  actual  outlay. 
This  commission  should  cover  the  sur^'eying  and  prepara- 

tion of  plans  and  superintendence  of  the  works ;  but  a 
special  fee,  say  two  or  three  guineas.  C3uld  be  charged  for 
attending  the  Local  Government  Board  inquiry.  This 
charge  would  i;reatly  depend  upon  the  amount  of  time 
taken  up  by'"  W.  F.  J."  in  preparing  for  the  inquiry. 
Any  other  meetings  attended  could  be  charged  for.— ClIABLK-^  T.  RfTilKN. 

ri22S9.] -Commission  on  Drainage  Scheme. 
— The  commission  would  depend  on  the  nature  and 
trouble  involved  in  the  scheme  -probably  4  to  5  per  cent, 
would  not  be  too  much.  Surveying  area  and  attending 
Local  Government  Board  inquiry  soould  be  charged  for 
extra.  A  drainage  scheme  may  involve  dilHcult  levels 

and  the  construction  of  large  sewers  and  outfalls,  ditl'erent sections  of  drains,  \c..  and  the  charge  in  such  a  case 
ought  to  be  made  on  the  amount  of  labour  involved, 
which  must  vary  in  every  case.  For  a  simple  system  of 
pipe-drains  a  commission  of  2}  to  3  per  cent,  may  be 
sufficient.— SuRVF.  YOB. 

[12290._]— Parchment.  — The  dark,  greasy-looking 
spots  which  appear  on  damped  parchment  are  common 
enough  on  some  skins.  Pouncing  is  the  only  method  I 
have  adopted  in  drawing  plans  and  tinting  them  on 
parchments.  No  doubt  theas  parchments  are  defective. 
In  some  cases  the  spots  show  through  the  colour  washes 
and  produce  a  spotty  appearance.— O.ve  Who  has  put 
Pla.vs  o\'  Deeds. 

[1229.3.]- Wood  Pavinff.— There  are  several  kinds 
of  wood  used  for  paving  in  London.    Baltic  red  wood  is 
used  on  the  Strand  (one  of  the  busiest  thoroughfares  in 
London);  the  timber  is  very  carefully  selected,  and  the 
blocks  are  accurately  cut  to  the  size.  9in.  by  .3in.  by  6in. 
Before  being  used  they  are  dipped  in  creasote.  The 
joints  are  run  with  a  hot  bituminous  mixture.  The  cost 
per  superficial  yard,  laid  complete,  with  bituminous 
joints,  is  about  78.  9d.  The  wood-blocks  are  Uid  upon  a 
concrete  bed,  about  9in.  thick,  which  costs  about  15s.  per 
cubic  yard.  The  coat  of  excavation  is,  of  course,  added 
to  the  above.— Cii.iRi.E^  T.  Ruthrx. 

[  12-293.1— "Wood  Paving:.— "  Countryman  "  is  pro- bably thinking  of  Jarrah  wood.  It  costs  about  per  yard 

super.  15s.  for  6in.  deep  and  13*.  for  4in.  deep. — Reosnt's 
Park. 

[12291.]— Ordnance  Datum.— The  information  you 
seek  is  reaU\  elementary,  and  flndable  in  most  works  on 

surveying— e.g.,  G.  W.  Usill's  "Practical  .Surveying," 
1SS9.  Crosby  Lockwood  and  Co.— viz. :  Determined  by 
the  O.  authorities  to  be  approximate  mean  water  at 
Liverpool,  and  all  levels  marked  on  O.  sbeetft  are  alti- 

tudes in  feet  above  this  datum,  so  that  in  N.  of  Scotland, 
Walec,  Southampton,  or  Yarmouth,  all  over  the  United 
Kingdom,  whenever  a  figure  preceded  by  a  dot  (thus  : 
■3J"6  or  ■33G'0)  is  upon  a  map,  it  shows  in  one  case  33ft. 
and  ̂ ^  loijth  of  a  foot,  and  in  the  other  336ft.  above  this 
datum  respectively.  Not  usual  to  adopt  the  O.D.  ia 
ordinary  levelling,  but  to  assume  some  convenient  depth 
below  the  lowest  point  of  the  section,  the  reason  for  which 
is  that  all  altitudes  shall  ba  above  this  datum,  so  that 
there  will  always  b*^  positive  and  never  negative  heights, 
i'C. -Regent's  Paiik. 

[12291.1  —  Ordnance  Datum-  —  The  statement 
engraved  upon  Ordnance  map^  means  ex4ctly  what  is 
stated— viz..  the  altitudes  are  given  in  feet  above  the 
approximate  mean  w.ater  at  LiverpDol.  **  Datura"  will 
notice  upon  ordnance  maps  figures  at  various  points, 
thu9,  "66,  or  in  th*?  case  of  a  map  showing  buildings,  the 
ordnance  bench-naark  would  be  cut  upon  a  wall  or  the 
comer  of  a  house,  and  would  be  marked  with  a  broad 
arrow,  with  the  three  pDints  directed  downwards.  These 
marks  are  the  levels,  at  the  particular  position  marked, 
above  a  fixed  datum  line,  this  datum  line  being  mean 
water  level  at  Liverpool -Ciiablbs  T.  Ritiiss, 

[1229.5.]— Architect's  Charges.— "Query"  is not  quite  clear  an  t*)  what  he  is  desirous  to  know.  An 
architectmay  legally  charge  for  pr-jparing  plans,  obtain- 

ing tender,  and  superintending  the  works.  .5  per  cent,  on 
the  actual  cost  of  the  said  works.  This  ia,  of  course,  if 
the  architect  doen  not  make  a  special  agreement  with  hia 
client.  You  cannot  charga  a  percentage  for  preparing 
quantities  if  they  were  not  prepireof.  —  Charles  T. 
RrrnEN. 

[U29j.]— Architect's  Chargres.— It  is  usual  for an  architect  to  .harge  J  per  cent,  on  lowest  tender  for  the 
trouble  in  obtaining  tenders.  There  i«  some  labour  and 
trouble  involved  ;  they  have  to  be  invited  by  advertise- 

ment or  by  letter,  and  the  architect  has  to  supply  infor- 
mation and  to  answer  quations  as  to  details.  It  ia  a 

custom,  and,  I  think,  legjilly  chargeable.- G.  U. 

[I22ft7.1 -Masonry  and  Stonecutting.— "  A 
Student"  should  rejul  Tarn's  "  Scien^'o  of  Building." Perhaps  this  may  aid  him.  Semicircular  arch  having  all 
the  voussoirs  of  equal  depth,  the  weakest  joint  is  that 

1  which  makes  an  angle  of  3j'  with  hori?:jn,  or  atone-third 
of  the  distance  from  the  springing  of  the  crown.  It  is  at 
thispjint  that  the  horizontal  thrust  of  the  arch  has  its 
greatest  elfe'-t  on  the  abutments;  it  increases  with  the 
size  of  the  arch,  being  generally  proportional  to  the  fquare 
of  the  span.  If  the  height  of  the  abutmvnt  from  the 
ground  to  till"  springing  of  the  arch  is  equal  to  the  radius 
or  half  .npan  of  the  arch.  For  a  greater  height  of  abut- 

ment a  greater  thickness  will  be  necessary.  Als)  "  Prac- 
tical MasDnry,"  P.  Nicholson,  18.'>2.— Rs'jkst'.s  P.vrk. 

[122  9.1— Water- Lifting.  —  The  only  method  to 
lift  the  water  required  would  be  by  means  of  a  force- 
pump.  Is  it  to  be  understood  that  "  Waterloo  "  requires 
to  force  ll.COO  gallons  per  hour  a  distance  of  SW 
yards  every  hour  I  The  size  of  the  pump  and  of  the 
engine  would  greatly  depend  upoa  the  number 
of  hours  this  amount  would  re-juire  to  be  pumped. 
The  engine  is  very  small  if  U.o<W  gallons  have  to 
be  pumped  every  hour  regularly.  The  distance 
is  al93  an  objection  (from  the  engine  to  the  tank). 
a^  the  pump  would  have  to  be  worked  by  means  of 
belting.  Messrs.  Tangyes,  of  Birmingham,  would  be 
able  to  supply  a  pump   which  would  do  the  work.— 

ClIAELEsT.  Rl'TUES", 
[12299.]- Water-I*iftln^.— The  simplest,  cheapest, 

and  most  assured  as  to  avoidance  of  clogging  i%  by  a 
centrifugal  pump  driven  by  the  steam-engine.  A  Sin.  c.  p. 
costing,  say,  £12,  including  foot-valve  and  grating,  tutng, 
in  this  case.  4in.  suction  or  force  pipes,  would  do  the  work 
most  effectively.  The  pipes  would  cost  about  2«.  per  fojt 
of  length,  including  jointing  materials.  They  must  be 
laid  well  underground  to  avoid  water  freezing ;  a  means 
for  draining  them  when  not  in  use  should  be  provided. 
Revolution  of  pump  disc  about  1.590  per  minute.  H.P. 
r-_'quired  about  5.  The  pump  should,  of  ccmrse,  be  placed 
n'-  ir  the  engine,  and  driven  by  a  bolt,  and  the  verticil 
K'-ction  height  should  not  exceed  15ft.,  the  pipes  having  a 
rejrular  rising  gradient  from  the  foot-valve  in  the  pump. 
and  perfectly  air-tight.  A  self-acting  check-valve  on 
<l>-Iivery-fiange  of  pump,  with  a  small  outside  chargiofc- 
pipe  and  cock  between  its  upper  and  unler  surfaces  is 
advisable.- Old  Hand. 

[12299.]-'Water-Iiiftlng.-Doe8  "Wa*er'.oo"  re- quire a  cheap  makeshift  apparatus  to  raise  this  quantity 
(p.  248)  once,  or  an  efficient  pumping  plant  for  raiting  the 
quantity  at  daily  or  weekly  intervals  ?— C.  D. 

[12301.]— Sundlal.—"D.  C"  shoiUd  try  ordinary cement.    I  have  made  two  sundials.    The  dials  are  made 
entirely  of  ordinary  cement  mixed  with  fine  gravel ;  when 
it  has  dried  it  is  as  hard  as  slate,  and  then  punted  with 
white  paint.  The  styles  are  brass  pins,  and  are  fixed  on 
the  dials  when  the  cement  is  wet.  When  the  cement  is 

dry  they  are  perfectly  solid.  "D.  C"  might  try  cement 
or  cement  with  fine  gravel  mixed.— T.  R. 

[123D1.]— Sundial.— Melted  sulp'iur  and  Portland 
cement  are  both  good.  Clear  out  holes,  set  pins  central, 
and  run  with  the  sulphur  or  cement.— C.  B. 

[12303.]- Mensuration.— The  smaller  and  larger 
hexagons  being  exactly  as  :j  to  4,  and  their  difference 
Sl3in.,thi3  is  also  the  area  of  one-third  of  the  inner 
hexagon.  Dividing  it  by  J\,  which  ia  •S'H'^ij*,  we  get 
938'77154  for  the  area  of  a  square  the  radius  of  your 
circle.  Multiplying  this  by  3-14159265  gives  2949-2446  for 
the  circle's  area.— E.  L.  G. 

[12303.]— Ittensuration.— Let  «  ̂   number  of  sides, r  =  radius  of  Q. 

Area  of  inscribed  hexagon  =  ̂-^  sin   . 

2  « Area  of  circumscribed  hexagon 

3-50  _  6^ 

2 
■  sm^- S8G0  =  2  6930ri. n  r-  tan. 

ISO  . 

6  r  V   -5774  =  34844  H. 

3-4644,-^  -  2-59S0  r'  =  SlSsq.ft. •8664  r^  =  813 
r*  =  938-4  approz. 

.'.  r  =  30-63. 

Area  of  0  =  (30  63)^  -  31416  =  2947-633q.ft. — J.  "WiOHT,  Lasawadt. 

CHIPS. 

The  iralcHdd  Dloo-^an  fl.izette  states  thit  the 
late  Mr.  W.  S.  Whitehead,  of  Ei3t  Ardsley,  retired 

engineer,  who  died  on  August  2a1,  has,  by  his 

will,  left  a  considerable  eum  to  the  Bishop  of  Wake- 
field for  general  or  special  purpose?  in  connection 

with  the  cathedral.  The  amount,  which  comes  out 

of  the  residuary  estate,  has  not  yet  been  made known. 

The  Finance  Committee  of  Glasgow  Corporation 

have  given  Mr.  J.  S,  Swgent,  A.R  A.,  the  com- 
mission to  paint  the  portrait  of  Lord  Provost 

Richmond,  who  retires  from  the  chair  ia  November next. 

The  Corporation  of  Bolton,  which  had  previously 

expended  £90,000  on  the  construction  of  sewers  and 

and  sewage  works  on  the  precipitation  aud  inter- 
mittent flow  system,  have  just  expended  a  further 

sum  of  £76,000  to  obviate  the  pollution  byefilient 
of  the  Manchester  Ship  Cinal.  Tae  works  now 

undertaken,  for  which  Messrs.  Hinnell  and  Murphy, 

M.Tnst.C.E.,  were  the  engineers,  include  a  conduit, 

6,94G  lineal  yards  long,  from  thg  existing  sewage 

works,  to  pass  I'l  to  17  million  gallons  per  day  of 
21  hours.  It  is  3ft.  Gio.  in  internal  diameter,  of 

brick,  bedded  in  concrete  where  ground  is  bad,  with 
culverted  watercourses  across  streams,  iron  pipes 

inclosed  in  concrete  under  canals,  and  iron  pipes  on 

cast-iron  girders  supported  on  stone  piers  over  ths 
river  Irwell. 

Mr  J.  Pissmore  Eiwards,  it  is  announced,  in 

addition  to  his  gift  of  t;  1,000  towards  the  cost  of  the 
erection  of  the  West  Ham  Museum,  has  promised 

another  sum  of  £1,000  towards  its  equipment. 

Mr.  Herbert  H.  Law,  Local  Government  Board 

inspector,  held  an  inquiry  at  Aitrincham  on  Friday 

into  an  application  of  the  I'rban  District  Council  for sanction  to  borrow  the  sum  of  £22,000  for  the  con- 
struction of  a  new  outfall  sewer,  and  the  purchase 

of  laud  adjoining  the  couucil's  present  sewage  firm 

at  Woodcote,  near  Aitrincham. 
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LEOAI.  INTELLiaENOE. 

AniilTEATION  AS  TO  THE  WlNSlOEIl  HeSCKVOIE. — 
Aibitration  proceedings  in  respect  of  the  certain 
<leduction8  made  from  the  account  of  Mr.  P.  H. 
Matthews,  of  Nantwich,  the  contractor  for  the 
Winsford  Keservoir,  commenced  last  week,  when 
Mr.  Cr.  Eaton  Shore,  borough  engineer,  of  Crewe, 
sat  as  arbitrator  in  the  case  in  the  Wiusford  Ckjuncil 
Koom.  The  proceedings  have  been  conlinued  this 
week.  Mr.  J.  H.  Cooke,  clerk  to  the  council,  con- 

ducted the  case  for  the  Winsford  !  rban  District 
Council,  and  was  assisted  by  Mr.  11.  Bancroft,  C.E., 

of  Manchester,  the  council's  engineer  to  the  scheme. 
Mr,  A.  Such,  clerk  of  the  woiks,  gave  material 

evidence  in  support  of  the  council's  case,  while  Mr. 
Matthews,  who  was  accompanied  and  assisted  by 
his  son,  gave  rebutting  evidence  in  respect  of  each 
item  in  dispute. 

The  N.A.P.  'Window  Company,  LnriTF.n.— The adjourned  meetings  of  creditors  and  coutributories 
of  this  company  were  held  on  Friday,  at  the  Carey- 
street  cftices  of  the  Board  of  Trade,  before  Mr. 
A.  S.  Cully,  Assistant  Official  Ueceiver.  The 
original  meetings  were  reported  in  our  issue  of 
August  4,  p.  149.  The  accounts  tilud  under  the 

winding-up  order  showed  liabilities  l'i:),98G,  of 
which  £S,;)57  were  expected  to  rank,  and  assets 
£ii,'.'92,  after  deducting  £4,9ol  for  claims  of  de- 

benture bondholderi'.  The  deficiency  as  regarded 
the  contributoiies  was  returned  at  t::;i,',iiJ4.  The 
chairman  said  the  meetings  were  adjourned  in 
order  to  give  the  parties  interested  an  opportunity 
of  formulating  a  £cheme  of  reconstruction.  No 
scheme  had  yet  beea  placed  before  him,  but  the 
business  was  being  carried  on  by  a  receiver  for  the 
■debenture  holdeis,  Mr.  Veatman,  representing 
•George  Newnes,  Limited,  the  petitioning  creditors, 
eaid  a  scheme  was  being  prepared,  and  would  in  all 
probability  provide  for  the  issue  by  the  recon- 

structed company  of  £1U,000  first  debentures  for 
cash,  and  of  second  debentures  to  the  holders  of  the 
fi.rst  debentures  in  the  present  company,  also  for  the 
allotment  of  preference  shares  in  the  new  company 
to  the  present  creditors.  After  some  discussion  the 

meetings  were  further  adjourned  until  October  '20. 

In  re  G.  R.  Cook,  Mae -.ate.— The  East  Kent 
Official  Receiver  has  made  his  observations  respect- 

ing the  failure  of  George  Robert  Cook  (trading  as 
G.  R.  Cook  and  Son),  of  4,  Zion-place,  and 
S,  Hanover-place,  Margate,  builder.  Debtor's 
liabilities  are  estimated  at  £1,334  14s.  od.,  and 
there  is  a  deficiency  of  £713  iSs.  6J.  His  failure  is 
attributed  to  losses  on  building  contracts.  Debtor 
•commenced  business  in  IS'.ll  as  a  builder  with  a 
capital  of  X13n.  Up  to  the  beginning  of  1S98  he 
appeared  to  have  carried  on  the  business  success- 

fully, and  to  have  acquired  a  capital  of  about  £SO0, 
all  of  which,  however,  he  subseijuently  lost  on  un- 

profitable contracts.  A  meeting  of  creditors  was 
recently  held,  and  an  offer  of  lOs.  in  the  £  made. 
The  offer  was  rejected.  Property  possessed  by 
debtor  had  been  sold  by  auction,  and  realised  £040. 

The  executive  committee  appointed  to  select  a 
picture  to  represent  Sir  Edward  Bume- Jones  in  the 
Xational  ( I  iUery  have  an  offer  from  the  executors 
of  the  Eirl  of  WTiamcliffe  of  that  superb  example 
of  the  late  master's  genius,  •*  King  Cophetua  and 
the  Beggar  Maid."  The  offer  is  made  subject  to 
the  approval  of  the  Court  of  Chancery,  and  the 
price  named  is  i>v500. 

The  County  School,  Heath,  is  being  warmed  and 

•ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's  patent  Man- 
chester grates,  patent  exhaust  roof  ventilators,  and 

special  inlet  brackets,  the  same  being  supplied  by 
Messrs.  E.  H  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 

The  restoration  of  the  Thames  and.  Severn  Canal 
has  proved  a  more  difficult  business  than  was 
anticipated.  This  waterway  is  37  or  3S  miles  long, 
with  44  locks,  and  all  but  about  four  miles  of  it  had 
fallen  out  of  use,  and  had  gone  more  or  less  to 
decay.  To  restore  it  to  a  navigable  condition  about 
£20,000  was  borrowed,  and  after  three  years  of 
steady  work  the  canal  was  so  far  restored  that  boats 
actually  made  the  passage  from  the  Stroud  Canal 
at  Wallbridge  to  Lechlade  on  the  Thames— the 
whole  length  of  the  waterway.  The  canal  has, 
however,  developed  leaks  at  several  places,  and  the 
water  had  to  be  drained  off,  and  the  puddling reanmed. 

The  Duke  of  Connaught  visited  Dandee  on 
Saturday,  and  opened  the  Victoria  Hospital  for 
Incurables,  and  unveiled  a  statue  of  her  Majesty. 
The  Incurables  Hospital,  which  occupies  a  charm- 

ing site  in  a  wooded  park  overlooking  the  Tay,  has 
cost  £.50,000,  the  whole  of  which  has  been  raised. 
It  consists  of  the  old  mansion  of  Ililgay,  greatly 
renovated  and  enlarged,  while  the  surrounding 
grounds  now  form  a  public  park.  The  liuean'e 
statue  has  been  erected  on  the  north  side  of  the 
Albert  Institute.  It  is  of  bronzs,  (ft.  1  ;n.  in  height, 
and  rests  on  a  red  granite  pedestal.  Oft.  high,  having 
three  bronze  bas-reliefs  and  three  grey  granite  steps. 
It  was  the  last  work  of  the  late  Mr.  Harry  Bates, 
A.R.A.,  and  cost  £3,000. 

WATBB    SUPPLY    ANT3    SANITABT 
MATTEBS. 

Bekiiajitoee  Wateewoeks  — The  opening  cere- 
mony in  connection  with  this  undertaking  was  per- 

formed by  the  Lieutenant-Governor  of  Bengal  on 
July  31.  The  head  works  are  situated  on  the  river 
Bhagirathi,  a  short  distance  outside  the  town  on  the 

up-stream  side,  the  supply  being  taken  from  the 
river,  and  distributed  to  the  town  after  filtration. 
The  intake  consists  of  an  Uin.  cast-iron  suction 
pipe,  900ft.  long,  connected  direct  to  the  pumps, npe 

vhi< 

which  are  placed  in  a  dry  well.  The  pipe  is  laid  in 
a  masonry  tunnel,  so  that  the  joints,  which  are 
fiauged,  can  be  inspected  at  any  state  of  the  river. 
There  is  also  a  branch  high-level  suction  leading 
into  this  pipe,  which  can  be  used  when  the  level  of 
the  river  is  high.  Means  are  provided  for  flushing 
these  pipes  to  prevent  silting.  There  are  no  foot- 
valves,  the  suction  being  charged  by  an  ejector. 
The  water  is  pumped  first  over  brick  weirs  into 
three  settling  tanks,  71ft.  by  101ft.  The  floors  of 
these  tanks  are  covered  with  concrete ;  the  sides  are 
lOlt.  wide  at  the  top,  and  slope  both  ways  l\  to  1, 
the  inside  slopes  being  covered  with  3in.  of  khoa, 
with  a  brick  on  edge  layer  pointed  with  mortar,  and 
the  outside  slopes  turfed.  The  water  is  drawn  from 
each  of  these  tanks  into  the  filter-beds  by  means  of 
a  UoatiDg  wrought-iron  p'pe,  lOin.  in  diameter,  the 
mouth  being  covered  with  a  strainer.  The  filter 
beds,  two  in  number,  103ft.  by  7'Sft.,  are  sand  filters 
of  the  usual  type.  The  filtering  material  consists  of 

layers  of  pebbles,  coarse  sand,  coke-breeze,  and 
inches  of  fine  sand.  The  filtered  water  is  pumped 
into  an  elevated  reservoir  near  the  Municipal  Office, 
1 1  miles  from  the  works.  The  reservoir  consists  of 
a  covered-in  wrought-iron  circular  tank,  4Sft.  in 
diameter  and  10ft.  deep,  supported  on  brick  arches. 
From  the  reservoir  the  water  is  distributed  to  the 

town  by  stand-pipes  in  the  streets.  The  works 
were  designed  and  carried  out  under  the  superin- 

tendence of  Mr.  A.  E.  Silk,  sanitary  engineer  to  the 
Government  of  Bengal.  The  contractors  for  the 
works  were  Messrs.  Martin  and  Co.,  of  Calcutta. 
The  engines,  which  are  of  the  compound  Worth - 
ington  surface-condensing  type,  were  supplied  and 
erected  by  Messrs.  James  Simpson  and  Co.,  London. 
The  final  estimate  for  the  works  amounted  to 
about  £28,000  sterling.  The  works  are  designed  for 
a  constant  service,  the  daily  supply  for  Berham- 
pore  being  estimated  at  200,000  gallons. 

CHIPS. 

The  Doke  of  Northumberland  unveiled  on  Sunday 

at  St.  Nicholas'  Cathedral,  Newcastle,  a  memorial 
brass  to  the  officers,  non-commissioned  officers,  and 

men  of  the  Ist  Bittalion  of  the  .'ith  Northumberland 
Fusiliers  who  perished  during  the  Soudan  campaign 
of  1889. 

The  workmen  employed  in  thejexcavation  neces- 

sary in  connection  with  the  new  premises  for  Guy's 
Hospital  made,  on  Saturday,  a  discovery  of  Roman 
remains  of  much  interest.  The  site  is  very  near  to 

St.  George's  Church,  in  the  yard  of  the  old  Talbot 
Inn.  The  discovery  consists  principally  of  Roman 
vessels  of  earthenware,  most  of  them  much  broken, 
an  Etruscan  earthenware  lamp,  horseshoes,  and bones. 

The  Accrington  Corporation  have  decided  to  open 
out  a  new  highway  leading  from  Whalley-road  to 
Burnley-road,  which  involves  the  building  of  an 
exceptionally  strong  bridge  over  the  Lancashire 
and  Yorkshire  Railway.  This  and  the  Blackbum- 
road  improvement  wiU  probably  cost  the  town £.30,000. 

The  North  Manchester  Synagogue,  in  Bury  New- 
road,  was  consecrated  on  Friday.  The  synagogue 
was  formerly  known  as  the  Salem  Chapel,  and  was 
built  about  half  a  century  ago  by  the  Methodist 
New  Connection,  and,  together  with  the  adjoining 
hall  and  schools,  has  been  acquired  by  a  Jewish 
congregation.  Tlie  chapel  has  seating  accommoda- 

tion for  over  800  persons— .')00  downstairs  and  300 
in  the  gallery.  The  purchase  price  agreed  upon 
was  £3,800,  and  the  cost  of  adaptation  will  raise 
the  expenditure  to  about  £6,000. 

The  memorial -stone  of  the  new  board  school  at 
OckerHill,  Tipton,  was  laid  on  Monday.  It  will 
be  a  mixed  and  infants'  school,  capable  of  acoom- 
modating650  scholars,  and  will  be  fitted  with  every 
modem  requirement.  It  is  being  erected  by  Messrs. 
Whittaker  and  Co.,  Dudley,  to  the  plans  of  Mr. 
Alfred  Long,  architect  to  the  Boird,  the  style 
being  Free  Classic.  There  will  be  a  tar-paved 

playground  and  a  caretaker's  house,  the  total  cost being  between  tr,,0Oa  and  £7,000. 

The  corporation  of  .Southampton  are  inviting 
tenders  forthe  reconstruction  of  the  permanent  way 
of  their  lines  of  tramway  between  Southampton 
Dock  Station  and  I'ortswood.  and,  acting  on  the 
recommendation  of  Messrs.  Kincaid,  Waller,  and 

ManviUe,  ot  Westminster,  they  will  seek  Pirlii- 
mentary  powers  next  session  for  doubling  the 
existing  lines  and  carrying  out  extensions  to  Cobleu 
Bridge.  Millbrook,  Northam  Bridge,  and  the 
borough  boundary  at  Portawood. 

Our  C>fficc   €Mt 
The  curriculum  of  instruction  for  the  classea 

of  the  Architectural  Aesociiition  for  the  session 

1899-1900  is  succinctly  set  forth  in  a  email 

pamphlet  just  issued  by  the  secretaries,  Messrs. 
I ..  B.  Carvill  and  K.  S.  Balfour,  from  the  A.  A. 

Studio,  56,  Great  JIarlborough-street,  W.  The 
coiirsea  of  lectures  will  commence  on  Monday, 
October  9,  and  cover  a  wide  range  of  subjects, 

including  construction  and  materials,  drainage, 
water  supply,  ventilation,  lighting  and  heating. 

Classic,  Medi.-rval,  and  Renaissance  architecture 
in  England  and  throughout  Europe,  colour 
decoration  and  water  colour,  professional  practice, 

specifications  and  estimates,  iiuantities,  mensura- 
tion and  land  surveying,  strains  and  stresses,  model- 
ling, sketching  and  perspective  ;  while  among  the 

lecturers  and  instructors  are  included  such  well- 
known  names  as  Messrs.  Henry  Adams,  Percy 
liuckman,  Max  Clarke,  A.  O.  CoIIard,  F.  K. 
Furrow,  Alfred  U.  Hart,  F.  K.  Ilulme,  II.  J. 

Leaning,  W.  d.  B.  Lewie,  F.  W.  I'omeroy, 
II.  B.  Ransom,  Herbert  A.  Satchell,  It.  Elsey 
Smith,  and  A.  W.  Wecdon.  The  ilass  fees  are 
moderate,  and  a  valuable  series  of  studentships, 

medals,  and  prizes  is  awarded. 

The  syllabus  for  the  ordinary  meetings  of  the 
.\rchitectural  Aesociation,  held,  as  in  former 

years,  on  alternative  Friday  evenings  at  the 
U.I.B.A.  haU,  9,  Conduit-street,  \V.,  gives  an 

attractive  programme.  It  is  as  follows  : — October 
G,  Annual  General  Meeting  —  address  by  the 
President,  O.  H.  Fellowes  Prynno,  and  distribu- 

tion of  prizes :  Oct.  20,  Conversazione;  Oct.  2", • '  The  Construction  of  Circular  Stairs  and  Spiral 

Vaults,"  by  Lawrence  Ilarvey  ;  November  10, 
"  Marble,"  by  W.  Brindley  :  Nov.  24,  "  Art  as 
.\pplied  to  the  Weaving  and  Printing  of  Textile 
Fabrics,"  by  Sir  Thomas  Wardle,  of  Leek  ; 
1  lerember  IS,  "  Colour  Decoration  in  Itelief,"  by 

Gerald  Moira  ;  January  26,  1900,  "  Cist  Iron," 
by  W.  K.  Lethaby;  February  9,  "Working- 
class  Dwellings  in  Blocks,"  by  Thomas  BlashUl ; 
Feb.  23,  "  The  Exterior 'Treatment  of  Sharp  or 

Acute  Angles  in  Street  Buildings,"  by  A.  W. 
Hennings;  March  9,  "  Small  Houses,"  by  C.  E. 
Bateman  ;  March  23,  paper  not  announced  at 

present ;  April  6,  paper  by  Basil  C'hampneys ; 
April  27,  "The  Paris  Exhibition,"  by  E.  H. 
Bennett;  May  4,  Members'  Soiree;  May  11, 
"  Egyptian  Temples,"  by  Alexander  Payne,  and election  of  officers:  and  Thursday,  May  31, 
Annual  Dinner. 

We  are  glad  to  hear  that  our  old  and  racy 
correspondent,  Lord  Grimthorpc,  who  was  seized 
with  a  paralytic  stroke  on  Friday  in  last  week,  is 
making  satisfactory  progress.  The  latest  bulletin 

from  Blatchwood,  St.  Alban's,  is  that  his  con- 
dition is  hopeful,  although  he  is  somewhat  de- 

pressed. He  ia  able  to  sit  up  in  his  dressing-room, 
but  although  absolute  rest  is  enjoined,  there  ia,  as 
might  be  anticipated,  great  dilllculty  in  keeping 
him  from  working.  He  has  not  been  allowed  to 
see  any  of  the  numerous  visitors  who  have  called. 

The  veteran  restorer  of  St.  Alban's  Cathedral, 

who  is  in  his  S4th  year,  is  now  the  senior  (i  leen's 
Counsel,  having  been  appointed  five-and-forty 

years  ago. 
A  piCTUKESQiE  group  of  giWed  buildings  in 

the  Market-place  of  St.  Alban's  is  threatened  with 
demolition  preparatory  to  rebuilding  for  a  firm 
of  wholesale  chemists!  The  house  now  proposed 
to  be  rebuilt  forms  the  north  end  of  a  block  of 

plastered  tenements,  and  has  a  gable  end  with  an 

overhanging  upper  story  fronting  the  Market- 
place and  St.  Peter's-street.  The  building  is  one 

of  the  best  known  and  most  pictuesque  spots  in 

the  city,  and  is  ̂ -isited  by  artists  and  archaeologists 
as  a  valuable  example  of  ancient  domestic  archi- 

tecture :  it  bears  the  date  of  1637,  a  portion  o£ 
the  building  being  probably  earlier  than  that 
date.  As  seen  from  the  doorway  of  the  town- 
hall  it  forms  a  distinctive  feature  of  the  fore- 

ground together  with  the  gables  and  high-pitched 
roofs  of  French-rowon  the  left,  the  bittlementod 
Clock-tower,  which  rises  above  chimneys  and 
dormers,  while  dominating  all  is  the  massive 
Norman  tower  of  the  Abbey  Church.  -A  petition 
to  the  now  owners  expressing  a  hope  that  in 

larrying  out  the  needed  alterations  the  inter- 
esting character  of  the  house  will  be  preserved 

as  far  as  possible  (especiallj-  the  north  and  east 
fronts)  has  been  drawn  up  by  Mr.  F.  S.  Kitton, 
and  has  been  numerously  signed,  among  the 

signatories    being    Sir    .Vrthur    W.    Blomfield, 
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A.K.A.,  the  Bishop,  and  present  Mayor  of  St. 
Alhan's. 
The  London  County  Council  have  made  the  dis- 

appointing dis'-overy  that  they  have  no  legal  power 
to  acquire  land  outside  the  County  of  l^ondon  for 
the  erection  thereon  of  working-class  dwellings. 
Two  eminent  counsel — Mr.  I.;iwson  Walton, 
Q.C.,and  5Ir.  Ilaldane,  Q.C. — have  e.tpreesed  an 
opinion  to  this  effect  on  a  case  laid  beforo  them, 
based  on  the  interpretation  of  I 'art  III.  of  the 
Housing  of  the  Working  Classes  Act  of  1890. 
The  result  has  been  to  place  the  Council  in  an 
embarrassing  position,  not  only  in  regard  to  the 
limitations  of  the  scope  of  its  housing  operations, 
but  especially  in  reference  to  the  generous  offer 
Df  Sir  Samuel  Montague,  M.P.,  to  convey  to  the 
Council  about  I  cres  of  land  at  Edmonton  for 
the  purpose  o !  i  he  erection  of  working-class 
iwellings.  This  gift  could  only  be  accepted 
under  Part  111.  of  the  Housing  of  the  Working 
Classes  Act,  and,  thinking  that  they  possessed  the 
necessary  powers,  the  Council  some  months  ago 
ieoided  to  accept  the  offer.  They  now  lind 
;hemselTe3  in  the  awkward  position  of  being 
inable,  through  lack  of  statutory  power,  to 
iccept  the  gift,  and  upon  the  reassembling  of  the 
Council  in  October  the  whole  matter  of  the  pro- 
iectod  gift,  and  the  desirabilitj'  of  seeking  for  an 
jxtonsion  of  powers  in  the  desired  direction,  must 
x>me  up  for  consideration. 

A  SPECIAL  meeting  of  the  City  Council  of  Man- 
iiester  was  held  on  Wednesday  in  last  week  to 

•eceive  and  discuss  the  report  of  the  Committee 
)n  the  question  of  the  Koyal  Infirmary  site.  The 
erms  the  Committee  recommended  the  Council 
0  accept  were  that  a  total  sum  of  £3.50,000  should 
(B  paid  to  the  Infirmary  (including  £.50,000  to  be 
btained  by  public  subscription),  and  that  the 
jifirmary  should  retain  3,000  yards  of  the  land 
^8  a  site  for  a  receiving-house  and  out-patients' 
lepartment.  A  motion  to  adopt  the  report  was 
Det  by  an  amendment  approving  of  the  scheme 
ifith  the  exception  of  the  clause  reserving  to  the 
nfirraary  a  portion  of  the  site.  After  a  debate, 
he  amendment  was  carried  by  3G  votes  to  29. 
i.  second  amendment  was  moved  that  the  matter 
>e  adjourned  siw  die.  A  division  showed  35 
■otes  for  and  35  against  this  second  amendment, 
rhe  Lord  Mayor  gave  his  casting  vote  against 
he  proposal  to  adjourn  the  matter  sine  die.  A 
esolution  was  then  adopted  referring  it  back  to he  Committee. 

A  luF.SH  discovery  of  Koman-British  remains 
las  just  been  made  in  the  county  town  of  Dor- 
hester,  Dorset.  During  some  excavations  on  a 
luilding  estate  on  the  confines  of  the  borough, 
nd  only  a  few  hundred  yards  from  the  ancient 
{Oman  amphitheatre,  an  excellent  specimen  of  a 
iUa  pavement  has  been  disclosed.  Several 
imiliar  discoveries  have  been  made  of  late  years, 
lut  nothing  so  fine  or  so  well  preserved  has  yet 
leen  recorded.  The  pavement  is  about  2ft. 
lelow  the  surface,  and  the  design  is  unusually 
laborate,  while  the  colouring  of  the  tesser.-c 
emains  almost  as  fresh  as  when  laid  down.  The 
liscovery  is  regarded  as  of  great  importance,  and 
he  authorities  of  the  British  Museum  are  stated 
0  be  interesting  themselves  with  the  view   to 
ecuring  an  almost  unique  specimen. 
TnE  wood  of  the  red  beech  acciuires,  by  the 

ise  of  ordinary  shellac  polish,  a  dirty  yellow 
olour,  and  by  the  use  of  white  polish,  "prepared rom  bleached  shellac,  an  unsightly  grey-white olour.  Therefore,  where  light  colours  are  de- 
ired,  only  filtered  shellac  polish  should  be 
imployed,  and  in  order  to  impart  some  fire  to 
he  naturally  dull  colour  of  the  beechwood  the 
dmi.Mture  of  a  solution  of  dragon's  blood  in Icohol  for  a  red  shade,  or  turmeric  in  alcohol  for 
yellow,  may  be  used.  A  compound  of  the  red 
nd  yellow  liquids  gives  a  nice  orange  shade. 
1  few  trials  will  soon  show  how  much  colouring 
natter  may  be  added  to  the  polish. 
AcTox  C.vSTi.E,  Cornwall,  about  two  miles 

rom  -Marazion  Station,  is  about  to  be  transformed, 
ike  Tregenna  Cxstle,  St.  Ives,  into  a  large  hotel, 
t  was  built  about  the  year  1775  by  John  Stack- 
lOuse,  an  eminent  botanist,  who  was  born  in  1 74 1 , nd  who  succeeded  to  the  Pendarves  estates  in 
-'ornwall  m  1703.  He  erected  Acton  Castle  for he  purpose  of  pursuing  his  researches  in  marine 
Igx',  andm  1795-1801  he  issued  his  important rork  on  British  seaweeds,  of  which  a  new 
dition  appeared  in  1816.  Sir  ,T.  E.  Smith  com- 
nemorated  the  name  of  Stackhouse,  who  died  in 
^'ovember,  1819,  in  the  genus  S/a,/,-hoii.iia.  The lext  owner  of  Acton  Castle  was  Captain  (after- 
rards  Admiral)  Bulkeley  Mackworth  Praed,  who 

was  here  in  1^32  when  Samuel  Tymms  published 
the  second  volume  of  his  "  Family  Topographer," 
and  who  died  here  in  October,  1852.  For  many 
years  Acton  Castle  has  been  the  property  of  the 
Lanyon  family.  The  castle  is  within  a  few  yards 
of  the  beach,  and  commands  a  magnificent  view of  Mounts  Bay. 

The  annual  convention  of  the  Amoricin  Insti- 
tute of  Architects  will  be  held  in  Pittsburgh,  Pa., 

on  November  13,  14,  and  15  next.  The  papers 
to  be  read  will  be  classed  under  several  heads  : 
relating  to  artistic  subjects,  to  historical  topics, 
and  to  construction.  Under  the  first  head  there 
will  be  several  papers  on  the  influence  of  the 
French  School  of  Design  on  Architecture  in  the 
United  States.  One  or  two  papers  are  promised 
on  architecture  and  the  allied  arts.  Several 
papers  are  expected  on  the  legitimate  style  of 
ornamental  design  for  skeleton  steel  construction, 
as  well  as  a  few  papers  on  historical  topics.  The 
Pittsburgh  manufacturing  plants  such  as  the 
Carnegie  steelworks,  the  Westinghouse  electrical 
plants,  and  the  plate-glass  works  will  be  thrown 
open  to  the  architects  for  examination,  and  before 
this  examination  papers  will  be  read  describing 
the  methods  of  manufacture,  kc,  of  the  different 
plants  that  will  bo  visited. 

FmsT-cL.vss  staining  can  (says  the  Canadian 
Arihitcct  and  Buildix-)  be  done  only  with  the  best 
of  materials.  Water-stains  are  objectionable,  in 
that  they  raise  the  grain  of  the  wood,  and  yet 
their  exceeding  transparency,  and  the  quality 
they  possess  of  drying  without  showing  laps, 
clouds,  streaks,  kc,  enable  the  workman  to 
obtain  better  results  as  a  rule  than  oil  and  tur- 

pentine stains  afford.  Alcohol  stains,  in  this 
respect,  are  ranked  with  water-stains.  The 
successful  stainer  bears  first  in  mind  the  fact  that 
not  only  is  colour  effect  sought,  but  the  figure 
and  characteristics  of  the  wood  are  to  be  imitated 
or  enriched.  The  really  artistic  example  of 
staining  is  that  which  shows  a  tone  of  colour  due 
to  a  combination  of  the  colour  of  the  wood  and 
the  stain  employed.  A  good  rule  to  remember 
when  staining  is  this  :  The  woody  appearance  is 
to  be  sought  for,  the  painty  look  to  be  avoided. 
Nearly  all  woods  have  a  transparent  quality  or 
power  of  reflection,  changing  as  the  changing 
light  strikes  them.  The  aim  of  the  stainer 
should  be  to  have  the  wood  retain  this  reflecting 
property,  this  changing  look  as  one  changes  his 
position  or  the  daylight  shifts.  Only  the  best- 
dressed  and  smoothest  lumber,  clear  and  clean, 
knot  and  sap  free,  and  running  barren  of  soft 
places  or  "  dead  wood,"  invites  the  best  order  of staining. 

St.  Petersiicim;  now  boasts  of  a  Pan-Russian 
Fire  Protection  Society,  organised  on  lines  not 
dissimilar  from  those  of  the  British  Fire  Pre- 

vention Committee,  although  fire-brigade  matters 
perhaps  receive  more  attention  there  than  with 
the  English  institution,  which  deals  primarily 
with  the  prevention  of  fire  from  the  constructive 
and  technical  point  of  view.  The  Russian  society 
is,  however,  also  now  to  follow  the  London  ex- 

ample of  creating  a  fire-testing  station,  and 
Prince  Alexander  Levoff,  its  president,  has 
already  gone  so  far  as  to  present  the  necessary 
site  and  building.  The  scheme  for  this  station  is 
the  result  of  a  visit  by  Mr.  E.  O.  Sachs  to  St. 
Petersburg  la^t  month,  and  its  organisation  is 
part  of  his  project  for  a  series  of  stations  in  the 
Continental  capitals,  to  be  worked  on  lines 
identical  with  those  adopted  in  London :  but 
whilst  the  foreign  stations  will  attend  solely  to 
matters  of  local  interest,  the  station  at  Regent's 
Park  will  deal  with  matters  of  international  im- 

portance, and  serve  as  the  centre.  At  St.  Peters- 
burg, for  instance,  attention  will  almost  entirely 

have  to  be  given  to  improved  methods  of  con- 
struction in  the  villages,  where  safer  materials 

will  have  to  take  the  place  of  thatch  and  match- 
ing, &c.,  a  subject  which  would,  of  course,  be  of 

no  moment  elsewhere.  The  annual  destruction 
of  villages  in  Russia  is  very  serious,  and  the 
national  yearly  fire  loss,  according  to  Jlr.  Sachs, 
is  about  seven  millions  sterling.  Mr.  Sachs 
expects  that  by  a  systematic  organisation  of  this 
kind,  and  a  systematic  international  mode  of 
procedure,  with  duo  regard  to  special  local  re- 

quirements, combined  action  in  fire-prevention 
will  be  arrived  at  on  the  same  lines  as  we  have 
international  movements  in  sanitary  and  hygienic 
matters  which,  thonjjh  they  have  one  recognised 
centre  (in  the  case  of  fire  prevention  this  will  bo 
in  London),  yet  allow  independent  treatment  of 
purely  local  questions  in  the  particular  countries 
to  which  they  refer. 

TUB  AECHITECTUR-\L  ASSOCIATION. 
Tilt  COVRSES  of  LECTCRF.S  »ni  CLISSES  COMMENCE 

i.n  M"NDAY,  O-toberStl..  »odtl.e  STCI>IO  OPENS  yn  TIESD.W. 
O-lob'T  imb,  atc.*i  p.m. 

A  r;in)(  hid,  pi,ing  full  inr&rmation.  and  noouDabon  foina  for 
Hrint..-i»hip.  ra»y  be  obuiord  OD  application  to  tUc  SECRETARY, 
M,  Gf^jl  Maitboroa^b-Etreet,  W. 

G.  B.  CARVILL 
B.  S.   BALEOf 

^  }  Hod.  Seca. 
Cljt  SocUtu  of  Ercijitccts, 

Founded  1884.      Incorporated  1893. 

ST.    JAMES'S    HALL,    PICCADILLY,    W. 
An  EXAMINATION  in  ARCHITECTURE  and  BUILDING 

CIJ.SSTKICTION,  4c.,  vill  be  kcld  on  the  lltli,  ISUi,  and  Uth  of 

OCTOBER,  1(«9. 
ijoM,  Silver,  and  Bronie  MeUala  arc  awarded  under  certAia 

coIiJiti.>n«. The  liteat  date  for  entering  ia  SEFTEUBER  20th,  IflM. 
SjlUbus  free.    Copie«oflaBt  Exftminatioo  Pupera,  la. C.  McARTilUR  BL'TLER,  Secmarj. 

Ctalre  §Lt^%. 
WAGES  M0VEKBNT8. 

Leeds  Beickxayees'  Disicte.— An  adjourned 
meeting  of  the  Laeds  Master  Builders'  AssociatioD 
was  held  on  Monday,  at  the  Builders'  Eichange, 
Mr.  W.  H.  Daws,  president,  occupying  the  chair,  to 
consider  further  replies  from  members  to  the  cir- 

cular inviting  an  expression  of  their  views  as  to  the 
proposed  advance  of  hi.  per  hour  in  the  wages  of 
the  London  Order  of  Bricklayers.  The  complete 
returns  show  that  79  members  were  opposed  to  the 
concession  of  any  advance  at  present,  and  that  eight 

only  are  in  favour  of  paying  the  additional  id.  'The vote  represents  practically  exclusively  the  views  of 
the  masters  who  employ  bricklayers.  Tae  result 
will  be  communicated  to  the  Executive  of  the 
Yorkshire  Federation  in  due  course.  The  L3eds 
master  builders  do  not  propose  to  hold  any  further 
meeting  before  the  ordinary  meeting  of  their  asso- 

ciation in  October. 
Maxchestee.— A  meeting  of  employers  in  the 

allied  building  trades  was  held  on  Tuesday  in  Man- 
chester, under  the  presidency  of  Mr.  C.  W.  Green, 

of  Liverpool,  when  an  advance  was  made  towards 
a  settlement  of  the  dispute  in  the  local  plastering 
trade,  which  has  lasted  27  weeks.  When  the 
national  dispute  was  settled  in  June,  the  Manchester 
employes  declined  to  go  to  work  again  except  at  the 
advance  in  wages  of  Id.  per  hour.  The  employers 
offered  ̂ d.  advance  forthwith,  and  another  at  the 
end  of  twelve  months,  but  this  the  men  would  not 

accept,  and  a  deadlock  ensued.  At  Tuesday's meetmg,  however,  the  men  wrote  offering  to  tiUi:e 
the  second  advance  at  the  expiration  of  six  months. 
This  offer  was  accepted  by  the  masters  at  a  con- 

ference with  the  men  held  yesterday  (Thursday). 

CHIPS, 

At  St.  Peter's  Church,  Newbold,  a  new  stained- 
glass  window  by  Messrs.  ComereandJ.  Capponnier, 
of  Brussels,  was  dedicated  on  Saturday  afternoon 
last.  The  subject,  "  'The  Widow's  Mite,"  is  depicted 
in  the  same  style  as  the  other  five  windows  in  the 
church  by  the  same  artists. 

After  attending  the  opening  of  the  fine  county 
educational  institution  at  Truro,  of  which  he  is  the 
founder,  Mr.  J.  Passmore  Edwards  will,  on  the 
2Gth  of  October,  open  the  new  library  and  institute 
which  he  has  presented  to  Liunceston.  About  the 
middle  of  that  month  Mr.  Herbert  (.iladstone 
will  open  the  Ubrary  which  Mr.  Passmore  Edwards 
is  giving  to  the  borough  of  List  Ham,  where  it  is 
his  intention  to  build  a  large  hospital.  All  these 
buildings  have  been  designed  by  Mr.  Silvanus 
Trevail,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  Truro. 
An  inquiry  was  conducted  at  the  board  schools, 

Wivenhoe,  on  August  24  by  Mr.  W.  A.  Ducat, 
on  behalf  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  with 
reference  to  an  application  of  the  council  for  sanction 
to  a  loan  of  £5,450,  for  purposes  of  water  supply 
for  the  district.  The  scheme,  which  has  been 

prepared  by  Messrs.  Sands  and  Walker,  civil 
engmeers,  Nottingham,  was  explained  to  the 
inspector  by  Mr.  H.  II.  Sands,  C.E.  It  is  pro- 

posed to  sink  a  borehole  through  the  London  clay 
into  chalk,  the  water  to  ,be  then  pumped  into  an 
iron  water  tank  erected  on  top  of  an  ornamental 
water  tower  to  give  a  Rood  pressure  to  the  higher 
parts  of  the  district.    There  was  no  opposition. 

The  sole  executrix  of  the  will,  which  bears  date 
October  IS,  1S79,  of  Professor  Binister  Fletcher,  of 
Anglebay,  Woodchurch-road,  Weft  Hampstead,  and 
of  29,  New  Bridge-street,  architect  and  surveyor, 
Professor  of  Architecture  at  Kiug'i  College,  late 
surveyor  to  the  Board  of  Trade,  who  died  on  July  r. 
last,  aged  66,  is  his  widow,  Mrs.  Eliza  J-ane  Fletcher, 
by  whom  the  testator's  estate  has  been  valued  at 
£75,813  ISs.  5d.  gross,  including  personalty  of  the 
net  value  of  £39,165  Ms.  Sd.  The  late  Professor 
Fletcher  left  all  his  property  to  his  wife  absolutely. 

*P 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Northfleet— Schools  (760)       ISga    Fredk.  Mitchell,  Clerk,  49,  Windmill-street,  Giavesend    Sept.    i 
Dumfries— Public  Library    John  Orierson,  Town  Clerk,  Dumfries       ,,     15 
Workington-Town  Hall,  Oxford-street  (Assessor)    £<0  (merged),  £iO,  £10     W.  L.  Eai-leafleld,  Borongh  Surveyor,  Workington      „     15 
Norwich— Bank,  Eed  Lion-street  (Local  Competition)   50gs.,  20g3.,  lOgs    James  Fairbaim,  Secretary,  O.E.Y.M.S.  Booms,  Norwich      „     18 
Talgarth,  Hay— Sewerage  and  Water  Supply    £25      Charles  Uiilliths,  Clerk,  Hay,  Brecknock      ,,     25 
Tunbridge  Wells -Designs  in  Tunbridge  Ware:  Coloined  (1) 

£3  As.,  (2)  £2  28,,   (S)  £1  Is.  ;  Uncokured  (1 1  £2  2».,  (2)  £1  Is., 
(3)  10s.  6d.  (Walter  Crane,  Assessor)    Technical  Education  Committee    The  Town  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Tunbridge  Wells      ,,     3D 

Blackpool -Revoc  Board  School  (1,000),  Central-road    T.  Loftus,  Clerk  to  School  Board,  Town  Hall,  Blackpool    Oct.  17 
Nassau,  Bahamas— Public  Market    £40,  £10,  £5     The  Civil  EnRincer.  Nassau,  Bahamas,  via  New  York   Not.  30 
Parsonstown— Water  Supply  ;6,000  population^    H.  Barlow,  Clerk.  Town  Hall,  Parsonstown         — 
Leeds— Masonic  Hall.  Great  O.-on;. -street   .V'wessor)    £50,  £20,  £10    Cbas.  Craven.  Sc.  Mii-wnic  Hall  Co.,  90,  Albion-street,  Leeds        — 
Broughton  iloor— Institute  and  Twenty  Cottages      The  Flimby  Collierj'  t'ompanv,  Maryport           — 
North  Cave,  W.iUingfen,  and  Broomlleet -Water  Supply    £10  10a    Henry  Green,  U.D.C.  Clerk,  Howden        — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BX7ILDINQ3. 

r.ouRhborough— T*o  Houses,  Park-road   J.  Bennet  and  T.  A.  Hubbard    Albert  E.  King,  Architect,  Baxter  Gate,  Loughborough,  Leicester  ..  Sept.  2 
Cowling.  Vorks- Stores     Beehive  Co-operative  Society     James  Hartley,  Architect,  Skipton      .•  J 
Levenshulme- Stores  Shed       Urban  District  Council    J.  Jepson.  Surveyor,  Guardian  Chmbrs.,  8\,  Tiriot-dale,  Stockport    „  2 
Rannagulzion,  N.B.— Additions  to  Farm  Steading  at  Bumside     L.  and  J.  Falconer,  Architects,  Blairgowrie    t  2 
Selby- Pointing,  ire.  Waterworks  Tower  and  Chimney    Urban  District  Council    Bruce  McG.  Gray.  A.MLC.E.,  Town  Hall,  Selby      ,.  2 
Leeds— Dwelling-House  at  Meadow-lane  Gasworks    Gas  Committee    E.  H.  Townaley,  General  Manager,  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds      „  2 
CuUen,  N.B.— Additions  to  Town  Hall    The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  CuUen      ■•  2 
Chapeltown-School  at  Warren     Ecclesfleld  School  Board     G.  A.  Wilson.  Architect,  Hartshead  Chambers.  Sheffield       „  2 
Bolton— Alterations  to  Astley  Bridge  Public  Oliices    Library  Committee    The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office.  Town  Hall,  Bolton      ,>  2 
Dundee— Power  Station    Town  Council       William  Alexander,  (Jity  Architect,  Dundee       ,.  2 
Eatley— Four  Houses  at  Shaw  Cross    John  H.  Brearley.  .\rchitect.  Hanover-street,  Batley      >■ 
Falkirk— Tenements,  Main-street,  Caraelon      Heritable  Property  Co.,  Ltd    John  P.  Goodsir.  Architect,  Newmarket-street.  Falkirk      , 
Brandon-Alterations  to  Premises  at  Meadowfleld    Brandon  and  Byshottlea  Co-op.  Soc.  Wm.  Perkins,  M.S.A..  Architect.  Bishop  Aucklanl      ,. 
Soworby  Bridge -Two  Warehouses  at  Calder  Oilcloth  Works    Jackson  and  Fox.  Architects.  7,  Rawson-street,  Halifax      
Hellingly.  Sussex  -  F.jundation  Works  for  Asylum    '\'i8iting  Committee    G.  T.  Hine,  F.R.I.B..^.,  .•)3.  Parliament-street.  Westminster,  S.W...     „ 
Orton— Office  Houses  at  .^herilTmuir    Henry  Hamilton,  St.  Mary's  Cottage,  Orton,  Scotland    , 
Padiham -Technical  Institute    Urban  District  Council    Henry  Ross,  Architect,  Cannon-street,  Accrington           „ 
■Whitehaven- Pavilion  in  Playground    A.  Huddart,  Architect,  22,  Lowther-street.  Whitehaven        „ 
Belfast -Warehouse  and  Manufactory.  Eliyi-street    Wheeler  and  Co.,  Ltd    J.  J.  Phillips  and  Son.  Architects.  61,  Royal-avenue.  Belfast       ,, 
Leeds— Entrance  to  Judges'  Lodgings.  Hyde-terrace     The  City  Eaginesr's  Office,  Mnaicipal  Buildings.  Leeds      ,,  5 
Enfleld-Schools,  Chase  Side  ,.    School  Board    G.  E.  T.  Laurence,  Architect.  181,  Queen  Victoria-street,  E.C    5 
Colchester -Alterations  to  Brickhouse  Farm,  Ipswioh-road   Corporation    Herbert  Goodyear,  A.M.LC.E,  Borough  Engineer,  Colchester       „  6 
Gandgate,  Kent- Wesleyan  Church  and  Schools                      ,    .                                      Gordon.  Lowther,  &  Gunton,  Architects,  Bloomfleld-atreet,  E.C.   ...    „  6 
Penistone- House,  ic,  at  Stottercliffe  Cemetery    Burial  Board   G.  A.  Wilde,  Architect.  Bank-street.  Sheffield       i.  6 
Cwmdiire-House  and  Surgery    T.  Roderick,  Architect,  Clifton-street,  Aberdare    ■  8 
Ealing  -  KxtenMon  of  Coverings  at  Ealing  Station     Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Engineer.  Baddington  Station,  London      fi 
Sowerby  Bridge -Paptist  Sunday-School  i:  Alteration  of  Chapel   Sutcliile  and  Sutclitfe.  A.  R.I.B.  A..  Albert-street,  Hebden  Bridge  .     „  6 
Cwn^man- Eleven  Houses     Mount  Pleasant  Building  Club     J.  Llewellin  Smith.  Architect,  Aberdare    6 
Huddersheld-DrJl  Hall    2nd  V.B.  W.R.  Regiment         W.  Cooper,  Architect,  6.  Kirkgate  Buildings.  Huddersfield    6 
GTOun-cae-Gurwen-Ventilating,l!epairing,jic..CarmelChapel     The  Architect's  Office,  83.  Wind-street.  Swansea     <) 
Mallow-Repairs  to  Cottages.  ,te   Rural  District  Council       Maurice  Regiu.  Clerk,  Workhome,  MiUow      „  6 
Westbury-on-Sevem-Repairing  Tower  and  Spire  of  church  ...     .              ..                     .                   The  Rev.  L.  Wilkinson,  Vicarage,  Westbury-on-Severn,  Gl'stershire    „  6 
Bishop  .Auckland -Remodelling  Property  at  Fylanda  Bridge  ...  J.  W.  Page  Page        F.  H.  Livesay.  Architect,  Newgate-street,  Bishop  Auckland        „  6 
Werthury-Passenger  Station,  Goods  Sheds,  &c    Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Engineer.  Bristol  Station     8 
Ballycrovane- Coastguard  Station             The  Carpenter-in-Charge.  Queen's  College,  Cork      ,.  7 
Ipswich— Additions  to  Fire  Brigade  Station,  Waterworks-street  Waterworks  Committee   The  Engineer,  Waterworks  Offices,  Waterworks-street,  Ipswich    ...    „  7 
1?"'™"'?""-'!""°,"!?' for  Working  Classes       Town  Council                           John  F.  Burns,  Borough  Surveyor,  31,  Ker-street,  Devonport    7 
Cork— KerMnngCamgnavar  Dispensary...    Union  Guardians           John  Cotter,  Clerk.  Board  Rwm,  Worklnuse.  Cork   .       „  7 
BaiIdon—\  ilia,  htahle.  and  Coach-house                                           .             J.  Robertshaw  and  Sons,  Architects,  .o'l.  Tyrrel-street,  Bradford    ...    „  7 
Edinburgh— Flora  Stevenson  Public  S.-hool,  Comely  Bank       School  Bo.ard             '    ...'.    Robert  WiUon.  Architect,  3,  Q'leen-street.  E.linburgh     7 
Bradford-Thirty-Tliree  Houses.  Folkestone-street    Provident  Industrial  Society,  Ltd...  Rycroft  and  Firth,  Architects,  Manche,ster-road,  Bradford       „  7 
Qlasgow--Public  Halls  at  Springbum    Corporation   John  Lindsiiv.  Interim  Clerk,  City  Chambers,  Glasgow    7 
Bamstaple-Rebuilding  Premises,  CasUe-street      BentleyandCo   Arnold  Thork,  Architect,  Barnstaple     7 
SfS'Pj"^' "."'■'^-f    J.  B.  Thornlev.  Architect,  D.irwen      ,.  8 
bhetheld—l  wenty  Cottages.  Hands-lane.  Common-side    Health  Committee     .                ,      .  Charles  F.  Wike.  City  Surveyor.  Town  Hall,  Sheffield    ,  8 
Blogan-Disinfectmg  .Apparatus  BuUding  at  West  Tolgus                 .                           Thurstan  C.  Peter.  Town  Hall,  Redruth       ..  8 
Btronaehlachar,  Loch  Katnne-Recon.structingInvergyle House  Glasgow  Corporation       James  M.  Gile.  Engineer,  City  Chambers,  13,  John-street    9 
Bnnscall,  bancs-Store  and  Two  Houses.  School-lane    Withnell  Co-operative  Society       John  B.  Thornlev.  Ar,;hitect.  Market-street.  Darwen      „  9 
Parkgate --Nineteen  DweUing-Housea,  Netheifleld-lane     F.  Mason    .   ...                                   J.  Platts.  Architect,  ( Hi  Bank  Buildings,  High-street,  Rotherham..    „  9 
S°ll7\^'P^,'^—^^itioaa  to  WoTihouae     Goardians   '.    R.  Creighton.  Clerk.  Board  Room.  Gorey.  Ireland         ..  9 Botnphnie.N.B.-Free  Church  Manse                     R.  B.  Pratt.  A.R  IB  A,  County  Bmk  Hous»,  Elgin     11 
Bakewell-Tnfirmary     Goardians   '    E.  M.  Lonijdon.  Architect.  Town  Hall,  Bakowell     11 Cork  -Additionsto  Fermoy  House                       -Vy,  H.  Hill  an  1  Son.  .\rchitects,  2Si.  South  Mall,  Cork    11 
Kendal-bhop.  Warehouses,  \-o.,  at  Endmoor    ro-Operative  Society,  Ltd    John  Sulker.  M.S. A.,  Architect,  57.  Highgate,  Kendal      „  12 
Bromley--Additional  Accommodation  at  Asylum,  Devon's-rd.  Poplar  i-  Stepney  Asylum  Managers  J.  an  1  S.  F.  CIar::son.  Architect  I3S.  High-street.  Poplar,  E    U 
Warlingham,  Surrey-SuperstrucUire  of  Lunatic  Asylum       Croydon  Town  Council    The  Borough  Ko','ine.-r'a  Office.  Town  Hall,  Croydon    12 
a  n    /^'l^^!       r^  *°^  Rooting  Shed,  Canal-road    Milnes  and  Fr.iac-.  Architects.  Bradford    12 
»euy  Oak-Casual  Wards  m  Workhouse  Grounds    King's  Norton  Union  Guardians      .  C.  Whitwell  an  1  Son.  Architects,  23,  Temple-row,  Birmingham      „  13 
Bennondsey,  S.E.-Alterations  to  Townllill   Vestry    Th^  Survev.ir.  Town  Hall.  Bermoadsey    13 
LiuRinheid-olhces.  Arc  ,  at  Disposal  Works    Joint  Sewerage  Board      J.Xewton.'  Son.  aal  Biyley,  Engineers,  17,  Cooper-st..  Manchester    „  13 
Bures  St.  Mary,  Suffolk-Kiln          °                  O.  H.  Page.  F.I  AS  .  .\rehitect.  Trinity  Chambers,  Colchester     14 
uurstpierpoint.  Sussex -Cemetery  Works     Parish  Council              H.  W.  Beach.  P.-rrymount-road.  Hiyward's  H^^th       14 
inornDury-Infirmary  at  Workhouse     Guardians     O.  H.  Oatley.  ArchiU'ct.  Baldwin-street.  Bristol     IS 
c    jf    7    !•'",    '°?'^^'  Irthington     T.  Taylor  S.-ott,  F.P..I.B.A..  43,  Lowther-street,  Carlisle     IS 
w?  wIS""     i*"^'  Tyers,al  .School    School  Board     E.  P.  Peterson.  F  S  A  .  Architect.  41.  SunbriUe-road,  Bradford    18 
wimoieuon-ren  Workmen's  Dwellings,  Dumsford-road    Urban  District  Council    C.  H.  Cooper.  M  I.c  E.,  En^neer.  Broidwav,  Wimbledon    13 
Littlestonesjvent-Coastguard  Buildings      Admiralty    The  Coastguard  S[.ition.  Littlestoncs.  Kent    19 
p5f-^     TO^'*r"""'*'^"°Si:oom                   Fisher  and  Steel,  S)licitor-.  Long  Melford.  Suffolk       ,.  20 taoaington.W.— Alterations  to  Wo.3dlleld  House, Woodfleld-rd.  Guardians                              .             ..  F.  J.  Smith.  .\rchit.-ct.  Parliament  Mansions,  Victoria-street,  S.W.    „  27 
HaUwill  and  Beaworthy-Cottage  Hospital                      ."     '   ..'     '     C.  F.  A.  Vovsey,  Ar.-hitect,  >i,  Carlton  HiU,  London.  N.W    30 
looting  Bee  tomiuon— Asylum      Metropolitan  Asylums  Board    A.  and  r.  Harston.  Architect-s.  l.'..  Leidenhall-street.  E  C   Ojt.  11 
Wolverhampton-Workhouse.  Infirmary,  \c,  at  New  Cross  ...  Guardians                            Arthur  Marshall.  A  R  I.B.A..  King-street.  Nottiniham    12 
Cumberland--Cuttuig  Foundations  at  Clifton  Colliery     .  .  J.  (iilchrist.  Chft on  r/idge,ncir  Workington        — 
TO^f?*'"^.        ".?°"^^''*"""^^'*^"™"'-'"='*'"'l"*"'«    J.  Jones  and  J.  Morgan    E.  H.  Bruton,  F  !!.I.1!.A  ,  Architect.  1.^.  Qusen-street,  Cardiff         — 
widonngton— Alterations  to  Co-operative  So'.iety's  Premises      James  Haii^h.  Wil.lrington  Colliery  Orfi-e.  Widdrinjton        — 
tjsingJon-.\rtosan's  Dwellings      John  Weller  and  Sons.  Architects.  Wolverhamp'.on        — 
inoiaton  Heath-Chapel,  Parchmore-road    Wesleyan  Chapel  Trustees     Frederick  W.  LeJger,  Ajrchiteet,  8,  PhUpot-lane,  E.C        — 
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SUTLDISaS—tontiniud. 
.  ̂r.      I  «,   vT  _.v    »-,.j  vrtXter  A  Hobson,  Architect,  82,  Albion-street,  L'jeds 

Leeds-Taking  Down  Part  of  m  and  no,  North-street    Burton  and  Percival,  Archts^.  150a,  8Umford-8t.,  Ashton-a.-Lyne.. 
Boiniley— Alterations  U  Grey  Horse  Inn      .^.    ?"w"lnhnwn  Architect,  Whaley  Bridge 
Whaley  Bridge -Eight  Houses   C<M>peiative  Bocety    j' 81,4  ?l^kba>ih.  Lino.   ....   ^.. 
Flookburgh-Shop  and  House   J- 1  g^j,  surveyor,  3  i,  Bedford  Row,  London,  W.C. 
Tnnbridge  Wells-House     w'Tiiiiii™    Hubert  Boosted,  Architect,  Maidstone 
Maidstone -Mills   -a'-^r^^   ^-  '•  "^'^    oSirtopher  M.  thiner,  A.K.I.B.A.,  3, 
Grays,  Essex-Alterations  to  Co-operative  Stores.      cnnsiopncr  ai.   .,  .     _ Bond-court.  WalbroDk,  E.G.      — 

Dewsbury-Bebuilding  Black  Bull  Inn,  Market-place    J.  TeUey  and  Son.  Ltd    F.  y- "'^ST^'j^'.hitect,  4,  Mirke^street,  Leio^r F  W.  Uidk'»ay.  F.U-I.B. A.,  Borough  Chambers,  Dawjbury Barwell 
y.?^'SL*<fep2r^  ***'"   •.•■.•.:•.•.•;.:•.•;.:::•.:::■":■•  K^ii.-  ii^..,;,^ci::::::::::::.:::"  p.n.  shutueworth.  Archirect.  Litueboroagh 

Leeds- Alterations  to  Oenerallnttrmary  o  v    t  •«    _i 
Dewsbury -Restoration  of  Schools  ..^   „......._.......^..^,......   Bcfaool  Board  . 

Lrtu7i;;ro^r:5.™wwa^- .:.:-"   ph^m,  i«»wotk.  co.   p.  n.  «h^'"x-R  trATis.  ffigb:s',:^trc>xrd^^^^^ Newport,  Mon.-Schools   -    ^IXLVr''^  'i' •■::nA"V;i    I»m^  Voune  and  Co.,  Architects,  62,  Market-street,  Bradford 
Belbf- Alteration  of  Premises.^.   .^.    YorkAii.  Baakmg  Co..  Ltd.    ̂ Xr  A  Bfo^on/A^ihitect,  82,  Albion-street,  Leeds    

   p  ̂   {jijg^ay.  F.R.I. B.. 4..,  Borough  Chambers,  Dewsbury  ... ^^^^^^1     •—.   .r     ,      n  ,.     ,        J  IT       Pm<!«t  Oxlev  M  S  A,  Architect,  Clay  Cross   
New  ToptoB-Church  Institute,  Sunday-School,  and  Hooae    "•■•"••":    W  aSbiMon  Architect.  King-street,  Hereford   
Chepstow-Rebuilding  29,  High-street   C.  Cnitu    J"  ■,j,^^bild.  Architect,  2i;,  Budge-row,  Gannon-street,  E  C. 

MirshaU  Bros.,  Architect,  Back-crescent,  Morer-.mbe       ...   ....  — 

Lawrence  Bright,  Architect.  9,  St.  Peter's  Church-walk,  N  ottingham  — 

The  Society's  (ilfice.  Cuinicroes,  Oloe.  ■-■•-■■■■■■■.•■    "- 

p  R  Kempwn,  F.R  I. B. A.,  Hi,  High-Street,  Cirdiff     
— 

j'w  Start  P. 8. 1.,  Architect,  Colchester          — 

James  Young  and  Co.,  .Vrchitects,  62,  Market-street,  Bradford    — 

A  H  Ooodall,  Architect,  14,  Mirket-rtreet.Xottinghim   
 — 

Chas  P  Ayres,  Architect,  lU,  High-street,  Watford  . 
 — 

MoreMmbe -Altering  House  into' BusineiaPremiaea'.^'^^  Liinauter  and  Skeitoo  Co-op.  Soc. East  Kirkby- Extension  to  Co-operatiTe  Premises    „..   i-^V^n^'l^'i^   
CainscrosB-Eitensions  to  Bakehouse    CainscroaBand  EbleyCo.-op.8oc. ... 
Newport,  Mon.- Schools   -ii-;;-;;--,:  Vi'.iio  ̂ H   C  "  'Vn',-   
Great  Bentley-Four  Cottages  at  Holly  Bush  HiU  Brickworks..  J.  QirUng    
Bradford— Six  Houses  and  Shop   
Nottingham— Additions  to  Workhousj,  Beech-avenue    ^. .....  ..  ...^..^......^   Vii"" 

Watfofd-New  Offices  and  Warehouse    —  ••:■■  ■■•-■.::   Benskin's  Watford  Brewery,  Ltd....  ̂ ■^' '  '  "i^^jJ^trS.'sunbridgS^roa.l,  Bradford 
Bradford-Offices,  i-c,  at  Globe  Foundry,  Whetley  HJl     n^kT™  Oibb^^^d  Flockton.  15,  St.  James's-row,  Sheffield 
Tuxford-Pifteen  Houses     iSi-Ti»i;;il    Bland  and  Bown,  Architects,  North  Park-road,  Harrogate  ... 
Killinghall-Cottage    ....^....   MiasPoweU    ••  "'^"g^^a^,  Architect,  4,  Market-street.  Leicester   Barwell-Wesleyan  Chapel  and  Schools   ....    little  and  Browne.  Architects.  Mossley-street,  NewcasUe   
Usworth,  Durham-Forty  Houses,  Douglas-terrace    c;i;;iiii;<;ic<imiiiV  Ltd;   The  Engineer's  Office,  loosett.  Darhani Consett-Two  Engme  Houses  ..      Consett  Iron  Wmpany,  1*1.     i''„''J?^,   i^w,t^t.^i 
Bratnley— Two  Shops  and  Nine  Houses   
Stalybridge— Branch  Bank       ,"••• 
Fomham,  Suffolk— Kihi  and  Malt  Store  at  Maltmg 
Wallsend-Branch  Premises   

Tunbridge  Wells -Parish  Room  and  Institute,  8t.  Johns    ^   ;■   -•• 

ChSteriidd-Offices   ..y....   Brampton  Brewery  Co, 
Norfolk— Additions  to  West  Winch  National  School   

,  I^y  Cullnm's  Trustees     

Ltd. 

J  P  Kay,  .\^rchitect,  31,  Prudential  Buildings,  Leeds   

'  John  Eaton.  Sons,  and  Cantrell,  Architects,  Ashton-under-Lyne 
Ernest  Pritehett.  Hard  wick  Estate  Office  Bury  St.  Edmunds   
The  Industrial  Co-operative  Society,  Ltd.,  WaUsend  .     ...^..^....^ 

H  H.  &  E.  Cronk,  Ar,  hta..  Mount  Ephraim-rd.,  Tunbndge  Wells 
J.  P.  Earle.  Architect,  Norfolk-row, Sheffield   ._    .   ..■■   

Arthur  J.  lAcey,  Architect,  6,  Upper  Kmg-strcet.  Norwich  .■■^■■■■■■■ 

T  Taylor  Scott,  F.R.I  B.A.,  Architect,  43,  Lowther-street,  Carhal
e 

gSlS|wi^2si,cirished;^.- ;:;;:;;;;:::::::::::::::::.:::::::::  ̂  
Tottenham.  N.— Sixty  Houses,  Bruce-grove     ,„■  „       Architect.  31,  Prudential  BuUdings,  Leeds   
Bramley -Thirty-Four  Cottages   .^....^   i:,^-;:    w^'W;:;;™    j'  W.  Thackrsy,  A.S.I. ,  Architect,  14,  Inflrmary-street,  Leeds    
Leeds-Thirteen  Through  Houses  on  Ivy  House  Estate   Wm.  Byrom    ■>■  ̂ ^^^^  llodge-street.  Bare.  Morecimbe   
Bare-TwoHousesandStables   ....^..^^    Alfred  A  Porman,  Architect,  5,  Castle-street,  Londonderry   
Londonderry -Methodist  Church,  CarUsle-rpad^ny    m-,1:;J|- Hriv^l.n'aR^'    Oething  and  Son,  Architect!.  Oxford  Chambers.  Kiddermmster   
Kidderminster-Additions  to  Dye-House,  Mill-street    Edward  Hughes  and  Sons       j  p  KarA^itect  34,  Prudential  BuUdings,  Leeds   ... 

M^^"^l^lrSj^!!:.::'.:::.:::::::'.'.::'.'.v.:'.v.v."'.:::::^^     b«^o'  Liverpool;  Lid:".:::::
:::::::::  ctessey  iKeighiey,  Archts.,  Bank  chmbrs,  Euston-rd.,  Morecambe 

ENaZKBESINO. 

Killeens,  Cork-Waterworks   ..........^.....  District  CouncU    
Newcastle-on-Tyne-Two  Lightning-conductors  on  Moot  Hall.   ■  •   

Carmarthen-Reservoir  (17,000,000gal.)       Corporation     

Birmingham -Three  Superheaters  to  the  Workhouse    Guardians   w--;;"-N"l'- 

L^o^E.C.-Compre^  Air  Receivers    .^....    Tnmty  House  Corporation  ... 
Halifax-Fire-Escape  Staircases,  &c..  Workhouse,  GibbeVlane  ^^.....   ;,--;::;il:;™™   
BSfast-Widening  Spencer  Dock  Entrance     Harbour  Commusioncn)     

H^am-Layi^cSi-Iron  Water  Mains  (8,730  yar^)     Urban  Distact  CouncU   

Se^on-Widening  Bridges  on  Ken  and  Strode  Roads     Urban  District  Council   
Portsmouth -Repairing  Camber  Graving  Dock  Entrance    -   .^   Vai'l'^'i'^^iUXiL" 
IndSofflce,  S.W%o:xlomotives  (Metre  Gauge)      ^cretaryof  State  for  India.. 
Belfast-Washing  and  Disinfecting  Machinery    S^'TS'IIjUI'p;;™;,;,-!   
Truro-Cast-Iron  Water  Mains  (s  mUes)    ^...    ST"  n^„f  rTnc  I   
CUcton-on-Sea-Laying  Gas  and  Water  Mains  (520  yards)   Urban  DisWct  ̂ uncU   

Waterloo,  Lanes-Laying  Tramway  Track    Sr'JlSiiri^fL    

.  Corporation    
Mallow -Sinkini;  Two  Wells 
Colchester-Widening  Salary  Brook  Bridge    }^'T~ir.'^l 

I^Sfeii^^Si^pip^::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::;::::::":^^^ 
Set  Ham-Electric  Light  and  Traction  Plant     S'^^Pi^lS^f  ̂ Zn    
K^hley-Three  FUtration  Tanks   :-.    S'^'l^i'^^frt  0,Zc  1    
fiSt  Ham-Water-Tube  Boilers,  Condensers,  Puriflen,  &c    Yf^ri.^(^rt^die  WatwCi' " 
Airdrie-StoreResenoir  on  CowgUlBum      n,'^ TsteScSS         ̂   :: 
East  Ham -Electric-Lighting  Calle    -   YtSjhire  SiStyC^cil   Fairlie,  N.B.-Waterworks     ^SS^i™  SSiti  SSndi 
Preston-Bridge  over  River  Darwen      f^JSSSSl         •• 
Carlisle-Extension  of  Steam  Pipes,  &c^,    giS^Di^WctCfeunca' ::::.:   

Bengal  and  North- Western  By.  Co, 
Vestry St.  Anne's-on-Sea-Eleclric-I.ighting  Plant  . 

London,  E.C.— Locomotives  and  Tenders   

Hackney-Dynamos    •■■  ̂ ^'^i  Nagt« 'BauWy  O):;  Ltd! London,  E.C.— Bndgework    S^  CouncQ    
Bournemouth-Lancashire  Boder    A?JS^?J,n            
ftiutbport-TYamvrays  .        NcSS^Birtem  Railway  Co   Bedcar-Road  Bridges,  &c   ni^t^t^m  Railway  Co   
Woodford  to  Diorf-Eailway    ^r^^,  DteW^t  cIS  r!....   Ley  ton- Pumps.  &C.    OiavsThurrock  V.D.C   
Orajji-RefuseDesmictor.      S^SSi  DiS^Coundl   Southborough- Sinking  Well    Xvn!oration    Birmingham  -  Sen-ice  Reservoir  and  Laying  Pipes    n,K^  Di^ct  Co^cil       
Leyton- overhead  Travelling  Cranes  (S-ton  anf  i-t»n)    

Urban  ̂ -rtnct  U>uncu 
Caio-Mortar  Mills  and  Fire  Pumps   •....•■■        P"""  re^JSt  S^cU        .      .... 

Homsey,  N.- Widening  Bridge  over  New  River,  Tump.ke-Une  Urban  
D«mct^^^cjl .............. 

Maldon— Waterworks    j\>ii<u  »^ 
Fareham-Air  Tubes  and  Automatic  Pump  Ventilators    i;^,^!^:^'.   
Pembury-Filter  Beds,  \c  .  at  Waterworks      TSSSol^ct  ttmeii:::::   
Hcckmondwike-Electric-LiRhtiog  Phmt...         •,•■•,■;,-;  S^JilM    
Southampton  Docks  Station  &rortswood -Tramways  (iinules)  OorpOTaUon^

   
Dfraoombe -Electric-Lighting  Plant, 
Guildford— Reconstructing  Wisley  Bridge   
Tiflis —Tramways   
Luton -Electric  Lighting  Plant     
Barking-IJght  Railway  Plant   

Sydney,  New  South  Walea-Refuse  Destructor,  &c   .——■•• 
Kurunegala  to  Kankasanturai,  Ceylon— Railway    200  mil») 

Blackpool  -  Electric  Fittings  at  Masonic  Hull,  .\delaide-street 
Durham -Sinking  Two  Shafts  near  Seaham  Harbour    w^wiCommiirioneri 
Arklow-Swivel  Bridge  at  North  Quay   "^^         .  ̂"T!... 

Urban  District  Cbuncil   
Buial  District  Council    
TownCouniil      
Town  Council      ;■   
Urban  District  CouncU   

Municipal  Council    

Ceylon  Oovcmiuent   

Borrowdale— Bridge  at  Longthwaite  . 

Billericay— Furniture,  kt.,  for  New  Inflrmary   
Douglas-Fumiturc  and  Fittings.  Municipal  Building*   
Ennistymon-Iron  Bedsteads  and  Wire  Mattresses  (20)   
Denbigh-Locks  for  New  Buildings  and  Old  .\sylum   

John  Cotter,  Clerk,  Board  Room.  Workhouse,  Cork  ....  ■•■—•■
• 

J.  CrwweU.  County  Architect,  Moot  Hall,  Newcastle-o
n-Tyne 

The  Borough  Surveyor,  Carmarthen   

W.  H.  Ward,  Architect.  Paradise-street,  Birmmgham    

The  Secretary.  Trinity  House,  London.  E.G.  •■■•■-■•:•.■•"   

W.  Clement  WUliams,  Architect,  29.  bouthgate,  HaUtax   

G  P.  L.  Giles,  Eogineer,  Harbour  Office,  Bdfast   
Wm.  Atkinson,  Survevor.  Council  Offices,  Heysham     

O.  W.  Knowles,  A.MI.CE.,  St.  John's-road  aevedon  
 

The  Borough  Engineer's  Offices,  Town  Hall,  Portemouth,.^....   
The  Director-General  of  Stores,  Indui  Office,  Whitehall,  b.  W   

Joseph  W.  Robb,  Assistant  Clerk,  Workhouse  Belfist  ...  -•.••■-
.•■ R.  ̂sford  Worth,  AMICE  .  Engnr.,  42.  ̂ ^^^S^^^r  t^ij-T^ 

Sidney  Francis,  Gas  &  Water  Offices,  Rosemary-rd  ,  Oa^
ton-on-Sea 

F.  Spencer  Yates,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Surveyor,  'Town  Hall.  Waterloo   
 

The  Manager's  Office,  23,  Gelliwastad-road,  Pontypridd      
M.  Regan,  CTerk,  Workhouse.  MiUow   ...^   -  ,:•••;•■,   

Herbert  Goodyear,  A.MI.CE.,  Borough  E^gmeer  Colchester    
F.J.  Warden-Stevens,  Engineer,  31,  Victoria-street,  8.W   
The  Water  Office,  Belfast    ■•-   

J.  Lin.lsay.  Interim  Clerk,  City  Chambers,  Glasgow    ......  ....^..  ..... 

.  Acheson  Ferguson,  Quantity  Surveyor.  2,  Wellmgton-place.BeK
ast 

W.  C.  UUman,M.I.E.E.,  The  Limes,  White  Post-lane.  E ist  Ham  ... 

,  Barber  Hopkinson  i:  Co.,  Engrs.,  Craven  Bink  Chambsrs,  Keigniey 

.  W.  C.  niman.  M.I.E.E.,  The  Limes.  White  Post-lane,  Eist  Ham 

,  M'Creaths  and  Stevenson.  C.  and  M.E..  2aS,  St.  ̂   incent-st.,  Gla^ow 

W.  C.  UUman.M.I.E.E.,  The  Limes,  White  Post-lane,  East  Ham 
 ... 

.  Campbell  Hart,  C.E  ,  32,  John  Finnie-street .  KUmirnock   

.  W.  Harold  Radford.  Bridgemaster,  County  Offices.  Pfes.""  ••   

.  Prof.  Alex.  B.  W.  Kennedy,  11,  Viotona-steeet,  WestauM^^..--.  ■• 

.  P.  J.  8.  Tiddeman,  Eog.,  St.  Aodrew's-rd.  South,  St.  
Anne  s-on-bsa 

.  E.  L.  Marryatt,  '237,  Gresham  House,  Old  Bro^^-gT^f '  P,''^-   .  Robert  Haamoad.  M  ICE..  64,  Victona-str^  ?^!Si^t.  Pc' 

.  The  Company's  Office,  132,  Gresham  House,  Old  Broad-street,  
t.t-. 

F.  W.  l.icey.  Borough  Engineer,  Bournemou.h   
.  R.  P.  Hirst,  Borough  Engineer,  Southport   

..  W.  J.  Cad  worth.  Engineer,  Darlington   ■  ■  ■  ■   

,,  The  Engineer,  Liverpool-street  Station,  London,  E-V-    •   

..  F.  Harian  Lewis,  Ensineer.  Cathall-road,  Leytonstone   
 

..  Arthur  C.  James,  A.M  I.C.E.,  Grays   ■   Vv™«»>.'   

..  George  and  Frederic  W.Hodson, Engineers,  Loughborough      

..  James  Mansergh,  Engineer,  h.  Victona-stteet,  Westminster 
  

..  F.  Harman  Lewis,  Engineer,  CathaU-road.  Le^^'^J"'    /;.,;  r^' 

..  The  Commercial  Depsitment  of  the  Foreign  Office.  Whitehall,  
8.W. 

..  E.  J.  Lovegrove,  Engineer,  Southwood-Une,  High?ite,  :>  .^   

..  H.  U.  Key^ood.  C.E  ,  M.S.L,  Engr.,  6,  Market  Hill.  Maldo
n   

..  W.J.  Taylor.  County  Surveyor.  The  Castle  Winchester   
 

..  The  Borou;{h  Survevor,  Town  HaU.  Tunbr..lire  Wells      ......^.^. 

W.  C.  C.  Hawuyne,  Engineer, 9.  tlieen  Street-place,  London,  EC. 
..  The  Borough  Engineer's  Office,  Southampton  ...^....  ......•_  "•.

 
.,  W.  H.  Treltham,  Eo^.iueer,  39,  Victoria;*treet,  ̂ ^'^"^y^^Jf,'-^^; 

..  Nicholson  Lailcy,  A.il  I.CE.,  1,:,  Great  George-street.  ̂ ^  estminster 
..  The  Min^ging  Kept.,  Town  Council,  Tiflis,  Transcaucasus       

,..  Albion  T.  Snefl,  Eogmeer, Suffolk  House^annon-street.  E  C..^..... 
...  W.  C.  C.  H»wt.ivno;  Engineer,  9,  dieen-street-pUic:,  London.  E.C  . ..  Jno.  r.   ralmer.  Town  Clerk.  Sydney   
..  The  oili.  .•  of  th-  Crown  .Agents,  London    
..  T.  Sankey.  w.  .\>l.'laide-street,  Blackpool   

,..  TheCullnry  nili;.p<.  Durham      ■■-,■   - 
,..  J.  Doyle,  Uarhour  Muster,  Arklow,  Ireland    
...  Thomas  Wren,  Longthwaite,  Borrowdale        
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yOBNITtTKB    AOT)    FITTIN08 

Guardians         

.  Corporation      

.  Guardians    

Visiting  Committee   

.  .!.  Noedham.  Master,  Union  House,  BiUenMT.   

.  Ardron  and  Dawson.  6,  Old  Queen-street,  BJW.  ......™...  ... 
,.  John  I  ilAiiijhlm,  Clerk,  Workhouse,  Ennistymon,  Ireiana . 
,.  Wm.  Uarker,  Ckrk  to  Committee,  Denbigh      

.  Sept.  4 

.  ..  6 

.  „  1» .    ..     28 

Falmouth— Granite  Retaining-Wall  near  Tehidy-teriace   
I.«eds- Cast-iron  Gates  at  Judges'  Lodgings,  Hyde-terrmoe.. Clevcdon— Iron  Fencing  and  Coping  on  Beach    

FENOINO    AND    'WALLS. 
T7.K.n  SMiitarv  Authority     The  Borourt  >  irv.vor.  Municipal  Buildings,  Falmoutti   .  Urban  Sanitary  Aumomy   ...     ̂ he  Citv  EDS,n,..r-;  Office.  Municipal  Buildings   Leeds   

■  Urtan  District  Co^^ '••■••■'•    »•  ̂ -  '^■'"*''''  ■^■"■I  •■'•£.  St.  John's-road  Clevedon ^ .       ,. 
.Sept.  5 
■  ..  5 
..    „       5 

!  + 
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CO>[l'LETEXESS. 

IN  his  '•  Stonoa  of  Venice,"  Mr.  Euskin  has 
well  said:  "  The  modern  Knglish  mind 

has  this  much  in  common  with  that  of  the 
Oreek,  that  it  intensely  desires  in  all  things 
the  utmost  completion  or  perfection  com- 

patible with  their  nature.  This  is  a  noble 
character  in  the  abstract,  but  becomes 
ignoble  when  it  causes  us  to  forgot  the 
relative  dignities  of  that  nature  itself,  and  to 
prefer  the  perfectnesa  of  the  lower  nature  to 

the  imperfection  of  the  higher."  Again,  he 
says  we  are  "  not  to  set  the  meaner  thing,  in 
its  narrow  accomplishments,  above  the  nobler 
thing  in  its  mighty  progress  ;  not  to  esteem 

smooth  minuteness  above  shattered  majesty." 
This  thought  is  forced  upon  us  when  we  see 
so  much  in  our  architecture  that  is  conceived 
and  carried  into  effect  in  the  manner  here 

called  ignoble  —  an  immense  amount  of 
tedious  and  thoughtless  labour  lavishid  on 
small  detail  without  any  advantage  or  pur- 

pose. Architecture  is  not  alone  :  every  art 

can  show  its  "animated  tools."  We  see  it 
in  our  picture  galleries  and  academies,  in 
our  industrial  exhibitions,  and  our  schools  of 

science  and  art.  It  is  mistaken  for  "  finish,' 
but  finish  implies  precision  and  completeness 

Finish  is  an  important  quality  in  all  art 
in  painting  it  distinguishes  the  composition 
and  execution  of  the  master  from  that  of  the 

mere  tyro  ;  no  matter  how  varied  thi-  style  of 
the  painter,  whether  it  ia  a  work  of 
Joshua  Reynolds  or  of  Constable,  of  Watts  or 
of  Turner,  of  Alma  Tadema,  or  of  Ilolman 
Hunt,  each  has  a  particular  kind  of  finish. 
By  this  word  we  do  not  mean  mere  fineness, 
emoothness,  or  minuteness  of  parts,  but  the 
sense  of  completeness  of  expression — of  per- 

fection. If  m  this  sense  we  apply  the  term 
to  painting,  it  is  at  once  seen  that  it  is 
not  specially  intended  to  distinguish  fine  or 
minute  execution,  and  that  the  term  is 
equally  to  bo  used  when  wo  speak  of  the 
works  of  Watts  or  of  Turner  as  to  those  of 
Turner  or  Alma  Tadema.  \s  one  writer  has 

said,  "  All  that  tends  to  completeness  of  ex 
pression  tends  towards  true  finish  ;  all  that 
obscures  or  mars  this  completeness  must  be 
regarded  as  making  the  work  in  which  it 

appears  unfinished."  Sir  Joshua  Reynolds, 
in  his  "Discourses,"  observes:  "Of  these 
painters  whom  we  consider  as  patterns,  we 
shall  find  that  their  groat  fame  does  not  pro- 

ceed from  their  works  being  more  liighly 
finished  than  those  of  other  artists,  or  from 
a  more  minute  attention  to  detiiils.  but  from 
that  enlarged  comprehension  which  sees  the 
whole  at  once,  and  that  energy  of  art  which 
gives  it  characteristic  effect  by  adequate 

expression."  The  same  great  master,  speak- 
ing of  a  landscape  painter  who  endeavoured 

to  represent  every  individual  leaf  on  a  tree, 

says  :  "  I  am  sure  that  an  artist  who  looked 
only  at  the  general  character  of  the  species, 
the  order  of  the  branches,  and  the  masses  of 
the  foliage,  would  in  a  few  minutes  produce 
a  more  true  resemblance  of  trees  tlixn  thJs 

painter  in  as  many  months."  Everyone  who 
has  any  feeling  for  art  is  quite  satisfied  with 
this  reasoning,  and  he  looks  with  mmgled 
pity  and  contempt  on  the  painter  who  tries 
to  delineate  everj-thing  on  his  canvas  by  a multitude  of  laborious  touches  which  do  not 
count  for  anything  in  the  general  effect. 
Such  a  picture  has  really  never  been  begun, 
and  certainly  can  never  be  finished  in  a  true 
sense.  The  artist  who  designs  his  work  with 
a  minute  attention  to  details  can  never  have 
comprehended  hia  subject  in  a  right  sense, 

because  he  fails  to  see  the  whole  at  one 

Ejlance. And  there  are  architects  who  in  the  same 

way  somehow  <!onfuso  the  issues  of  their 
work ;  they  begin  by  devoting  a  groat  deal 
of  attention  to  some  details,  but  always  fail 
to  complete  them  in  a  true  sense.  Instead 
of  arranging  their  general  scheme  or  pl.an 
with  some  degree  of  completeness,  they  set 
their  minds  on  a  particular  elevation,  study- 

ing to  produce  or  imitate  a  model  which  they 
have  taken  a  fancy  for,  before  they  have 
made  the  necessary  preparation  in  the  plan. 
Those  gables  or  that  tower  must  havo  a 
certain  effect ;  the  details  of  a  large  bay  are 
drawn  with  minute  care  to  imitate  as  nearly 
as  possible  some  old  or  admired  work,  and 
all  this  labour  is  expended  without  that 

con'esponding  legard  to  a  careful  arrange- 
ment. A  man  who  begins  his  elevation  with 

every  dentil  and  joint,  who  draws  assiduously 
his  carved  ornament,  and  finishes  his  doors 
and  windows  with  their  bars  and  ironmongery 
even  to  the  door-knocker  is  the  artist  who 
fails  to  grasp  the  true  meaning  of  design, 
and  who  never  really  finishes  his  work.  He, 

in  short,  is  like  manj'  painters  who,  while 
depicting  something  beautiful  in  itself,  are 
led  to  spend  considerable  time  and  to  lavish 
much  care  on  the  details  and  accessories  of 

the  background  or  environment.  Even 
Millais  gives  us  a  beautiful  child  just 
awaking  from  her  sleep ;  but  not  content 
with  this  dominant  motive,  he  labours  to 

produce  a  polished  brass  bedstead  and  a 
richly-patterned  bedquilt — a  kind  of  realism 
that  appeals  to  the  popular  taste  for  what  is 

mistaken  as  "  high  finish,"  but  which  detail 
tends  to  impair  and  obscure  the  real  motive. 

In  fact,  this  camera-like  exactness  of  re- 
production is  one  of  the  weaknesses  of  the 

popular  painter  and  architect ;  we  might 
observe  the  same  faults  in  such  consummate 

technical  productionsof  landscap3  and  Classic 
interiors  as  Mr.  Leader  and  Sir  Alma 

Tadema  give  us,  though  their  harmonies  of 
colour  and  light  save  them.  The  architect 
falls  into  the  same  error  as  the  painter. 
Instead  of  modelling  his  design  on  plan, 
he  gives  us  a  laboured  patchwork  of  styles 

and  details,  joints  of  brickwork  and  rusti- 
cated masonry,  and  think  these  make  finish. 

With  him  finish  is  mistaken  for  a  quantity  of 
detail  on  a  laboured  execution,  and  neatness 
quite  out  of  proportion  to  the  thought  he  has 
bestowed  on  his  plan  or  elevation.  A  little 
bit  of  carving  or  low- relief  ornament  to 
terminate  a  stringcourse,  or  to  give  point  to 
a  doorway,  is  worth  yards  of  distributed 
decoration  all  over  a  faeade. 

This  quality  of  finish  should  also  be  seen 
in  the  interior.  Modern  architecture  of  the 

ordinarv-  kind  concerns  itself  chiefly  with  the 
exterior,  and  one  of  the  chief  reasons  why 
our  buildings  lack  finish  in  the  true  sense. 
In  the  best  periods  of  architecture,  the 
interior  received  the  largest  amount  of  deco- 

ration. If  they  could  not  afford  to  finish  a 
church  withsculpture  or  carving  throughout, 
it  was  sparingly  introduced  into  a  few  of  the 
most  conspicuous  parts ;  —  it  was  never 
common  or  cheap,  and  spread  over  every- 

thing. On  a  great  cathedral  west  front,  tiio 
sculpture  was  confined  to  the  deep- 
membered  cavernous  portal  with  its 
storied  niches  of  figures  ;  the  other  parts 
went  without.  The  most  finished  struc- 

ture the  world  has  ever  seen  was  prob- 

ably the  Parthenon.  ( 'omparatively  plain 
and  massive  without,  its  external  sculpture 
only  faintly  expressed  the  beauty  and  finish 
of  the  cella  ;  look,  too,  at  the  fiuessr  and 
grace  of  the  most  polished  and  refined  style 
that  France  has  ever  produced,  that  of 

Louis  X\'I.,  as  embodied  in  such  liuildings 
as  the  Palace  of  the  Elysee,  the  I'etit 
Trianon,  A'ersailles,  and  the  superb  decora- 

tions at  that  I'dlace  by  Le  lirun  and  others. 
It  is  to  the  interiors  of  these  buildings  we 
turn  for  the  consummation  of  the  art.  But 
in   our  modem    buildinga    there  is  a  great 

want  of  harmony  between  the  exterior  and 
interior.  Directly  we  enter  the  building, 
whether  it  be  a  town  hall  or  a  modern  villa, 

there  is  a  poor  or  meagre  look — no  sense  of 
proportion  between  the  decoration  and  de- 

tail of  the  outside  and  inside.  Th(!  reason 

whj-  the  exterior  receives  all  the  labour  is 
mainly  commercial  ;  the  owner  has  so 
much  to  spend,  and  he  likes  to  make  a 
display ;  the  architect  desires  to  giv(!  an 
air  of  "finish"  to  his  exterior  ; — both 
do  it  from  a  motive  of  profit,  and  in 
this  way  are  emulating  the  painter 
who  finds  that  minute  finish  and  detailed 
accessories  captivato  the  ordinary  ])icturo 
buyer;  but  these  motives  have  destroyed  all 
sense  of  completeness.  The  building  so 

treated  is  really  unfinished,  for  tho  artist's attention  has  been  bestowed  on  one  part  to 
tho  exclusion  of  tho  other.  Such  s\iperfioial 
detail  still  passes  for  finish ;  it  is  so  Tn\ich 

(!asi(>r  to  plaster  over  a  building  with  all" kinds  of  ornament  than  to  design  or  select  a 
piece  to  accentuate  a  point  or  express  a 
motive.  A  richly-carved  entrance  of  stone 
is  a  more  mockery  when  inside  one  sees  bare 

jambs  and  a  square  head.  Equally  a  make- 
believe  of  finish  is  an  elaborate  window- 
dressing  to  a  window  which  is  a  meagre 
sash  -  frame  with  its  jamb  linings  and 
head.  There  are  plenty  of  these  juggleries 
in  modem  architectural  work,  all  done  to 

give  an  air  of  finish  when  there  is  really 
none  ;  to  show  an  immense  amount  of  labour 
in  minute  detail,  which  is  admired  by  the 
thoughtless,  and  mistaken  for  good  art.  Yet 
completeness  implies  a  harmonious  relation 
of  the  arts. 
Without  the  aid  of  the  decorative  arts  of 

painting  and  sculpture  a  building  of  any 
pretensions  does  not  satisfy  ;  it  is  too  abstract 
to  satisfy  the  artistic  mind  by  itself.  A 
truly  finished  or  completed  building  ought  to 
possess  these  aids  to  its  expression.  A  direct 
appeal  to  motive  is  required  to  give  the 
abstract  lines  of  architecture,  or  true  meaning. 
The  alliance  between  these  arts  must  be 
intimate.  Tho  sculpture  and  carving  must 
be  cut  in  the  solid  masonry ;  it  should  be 
part  of  capital,  cornice,  and  wall,  partaking  of 
tho  functions  of  each  ;  the  painted  ilecoration 
should  not  bo  easel  pictures,  but  done  on  the 
wall  surfaces  and  treated  with  breadth,  and 
the  subjects  conceived  decoratively.  The 
modern  idea  of  finish  in  art  is  to  bring  in 
these  decorative  arts  as  rivals  rather  than  as 

accessories  to  the  architect's  work.  The 
carver,  decorator,  painter,  glass-painter, 
inlayer,  keramist,  are  each  invited  to  do 
thou-  best  or  their  worst.  There  is  no  alliance, 

no  coherence.  The  so-called  "finished' 
building  is  crowded  with  all  kinds  of 
tesselated  pavements,  mosaics,  stained 
glass,  carving,  and  the  rest.  Nor  is 
finish  to  be  obtained  bj-  the  introduction  of 
all  sorts  of  architectural  conventions,  such 

as  those  used  by  the  Gothic  Revivalist.  His 
idea  was  to  cover  his  walls  with  geometrical 
ornament,  blank  traceries  and  arcadings, 
intricate  cusped  panels  ;  to  finish  his  stone 
and  woodwork  with  chamfers  continuous 

and  stopped,  notchings  and  scallopings,  dog- 
teeth ;  to  fill  his  windows  with  stained  glass 

and  subjects  that  served  very  well  as  samples 

in  a  glass-stainer's  studio  or  museum,  but 
had  no  reference  to  the  building  or  locality. 
This  sort  of  decoration  was  called  fini.sh,  but 

it  left  a  sense  of  incompleteness  -no  idea  or 
expression  was  conveyed  by  them.  The 

modern  carver  in  stone  or  wood,  the  "artist" 
in  stained  glass,  metal,  and  woodwork,  and 

keramics,  the  "art  decorator  "  and  manu- 
facturer, all  begin  their  respective  work  after 

tho  architect  has  done  hia  part,  each  in- 
dependently of  the  other,  and  the  result  is  a 

conllict  of  differing  ideas  and  principles. 
How  can  there  be  any  harmonious  relation  ? 
There  is  finish  but  no  completeness,  beaiuss 
each  speaks  a  separate  language. 

Then,  lastly,  there  is  a  mode  or  manner 
of  linish  which  we  have  no  adequate  word 
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to  expresa,  but  which  is  better  rendered  by 

the  French  phrase  ntttete  d'trt'cution — a natural  (laintine.^3  of  hand.  There  is  much 
that  is  coarse  and  tiudo  in  our  buildings 
and  tlieir  detail.^  :  they  seem  to  have  been 
executed  by  craftsmen  who  have  no  sympathy 
with  the  design ;  who  muddle  mouldings, 
produce  a  conglomeration  of  fillets  for 
refined  and  well-relatod  members,  who 
mistake  contours  and  textures  of  materials, 

smooth  off  ever5'  appearance  of  tool  mark, 
where  the  tooled  hand-worked  surface  would 
be  infinitely  more  expressive  and  meaning, 
and  betray  a  roughness  and  clumsiness 
where  one  looks  for  real  finish.  But  thi^  kind 
of  execution  cannot  be  mistaken  for  that 

"  smooth  minuteness"  of  which  wo  have 
spoken— it  is  never  mechanical.  AH  this 
and  much  more  we  may  learn  by  a  careful 
study  of  art  in  its  best  periods,  when  the 
personality  of  the  artist  was  revealed  in 
truthful  abstraction  of  form,  or  in  the 
delicacy  and  soft  sauvity  of  their  finest 
productions. 

E.STIMATES.— XX. 

I'AUTITIOXS- lAUIiWOOIi   JOINEUY,    KTC. 

LABOURS  form  so  large  and  important  an 
item  in  estimating,  that  the  young 

estimator,  that,  at  the  risk  of  repeating  our- 
selvrs.  we  think  he  would  do  wisely  to 
acquaint  himself  with  the  proportion  the 
labour  constant  bears  to  the  material,  and 
for  this  purpose  a  series  of  priced  items  may 
be  dissected.  Two  kinds  of  labour,  as  we 
have  said,  have  to  bo  taken  into  account ;  the 

first  the  "  labour  from  the  bench,"  and  tho 
labour  of  "  fixing."  For  these  coTistants  are 
given  in  some  textbooks.  Thus,  in  framed 
partitions,  skirtings,  &c.,  there  is  the  labour 
in  working  the  beads,  chamfers,  and  mould- 

ings, ploughing  and  toiiguing,  which  are 
done  at  the  bench,  and  the  labour  in  fixing, 
and  this  requires  plugging,  backing, 
grounds,  A:o.,  which  items  must  not  be 
omitted.  Thus,  in  the  labour  for  fixing 
partitions,  skirtings,  &c.,  by  means  of  fillets 

or  grounds,  we  have  the  constant  'OOj  to  be 
added  to  the  material  and  "  labour  from 

bench."  If  the  fixing  is  by  plugging,  the 
constant  is  •Oos.  Then  the  hanging  of  doors 
is  a  separate  labour  from  the  making,  and 

we  apply  for  it  the  constant  -O'lS  for  IJin. 

doors,  and  -iilO  for  'I'm.  and  2^in.  doors,  and 
for  folding  doors  ■OlG.  , 

The  following  constants  are  useful  for 

"  fixing  "  framed  partitions  : — • 
Framed  ditto  per  foot  super       '012 

„       spandrela      -025 
,,       window  backs      '016 

It  is  also  necessary  to  learn  the  labours 

"  from  bench  "  for  many  kinds  of  joinery work  of  common  occurrence,  such  as  the 

labour  to  thicknesses  for  a  great  many  pur- 
poses. We  give  a  few  here,  and  others  can 

De  found  by  comparison,  or  by  the  time  it 
takes  to  execute  any  kind  of  work  per  hour. 

per  ft.  super. 
lin.  deal  shelves,  wrought  both  aides    '020  =  Sd. 
lin.  window  lining,  rebated  one  edge  and 
tongued  at  angles    '028  =  Sjd. 

l}iD.  window  boards,  rounded  nosings     *016  -  lid' 
ijin.    Jamb    linings,   double    rebated    and 
tongued  at  angles     '046  =  4|d. 

l}in.  wronglit  and  framed  outer  Hthogs      '048  =  4'M. 
llin.  wrought,  cut,  and  mitred  ditto    '060  =  6a. 
]]in.  treads  and  rounded  nosings,  and  lin. 

rirters  glued,  blocked,  and  bracketed    '060  ~  6d. 
IJin.  waUstring    '086  =  Sjd. 
lita.  landing  croaii-tongued     '025  =  2jd. 

'I'uit.  super.  Ijin.  deal  wrot.  V-iointed, 
upright-t(jngued,  boarded  partition,  in 
batten  widths,  including  backings : — 

146ft.  super.    IJin.  dwarf  moulded  wainscot- 
ing, one  jiancl  high. 

Price  this  at  about  1  s. 

•JOft.  moulded  capping  to  ditto. 

Price  this  at  per  foot  run,  say  3d. 

16ft.  super.   Ij  in.  deal  panelled  and  moulded, 
dwarf  inclosure  to  both. 

This  may  be  valued  at  Is.  'M.  per  foot. 

16'6ft.  super.     ]  litto  ditto,  in  mahogany. 
Price  this  at  four  times  deal,  if  Honduras, 

or  4s.  sd.  per  foot. 

OAK    AND     -MAHOdANY. 

In  pricing  hardwood  joinery,  it  is  a  good 
plan  t'  >  adopt  the  price  of  daal  as  a  base  of 
comparison,   and   add  a   percentage  to  the 

Cost  of  liin.  deal  per  toot,  say     0 
Planing  .onstant, '010     0 
ToDgut^ini:  and  grooving  (4ft.  run),  sajr.  0 
V-jointing,  ■("■a  <;4ft.  run)    0 
Backing  and  tlxing,  say    0 

d. 

h 
2 

Ter  foot  run           0    0    »l 

Lnxton  prices  thisat  lod.  without  toughing, 
jlitto  ditto,  dovo-keyed. 

Add  to  former  price  '.'id. 

and    nails,    are   given    by waste,    labour, 

Laxton  as : — 
Rough  axed...      lOd.         is.       1»  2d.     Is.  «d.  S8.4d. 
Edges  shot   ...        )«.      is.  2d.    ls.4d.     Is.  »d.  2a.  Td 
Wrot.  one  side    Is.  2d.    ls.4d.    Is.  6d.    Is.  lid.  2s.lO(i. Framed..         l8.6d.    Is-Sd.  Is.  lid.    Ss.6d.  3a.  8d. 

Addif  beaded      Id.  for  each  aide 
Wrought  both  sides    2Jd. 
Ploughed  and  tongued    2jd. 

.50ft.  run.  Ij in.  oak  skirting,  in  two  pieces, 
4  Jin.  and  Tin.,  rebated  together  and  fixing. 
A  deal  skirting  of  this  description  may  be 

priced  at  about    'Jd. ;    material    would    be 
about  3d.  and  labour  Td.     For  oak  we  may 
double  the  labour,  say — 

Ift.  run  of  oak,  lin.  by  4Jin.,  at  lid.  per  £ 
foot  super    o 

1ft.  run  of  IJin.  by7in.oakat,eay.  is.M.  0 
1ft.  run  labour  moulding,  say  4in.  girt 

{'144  constant),  say    o 
Ift.  4in.  super,  planing  (020)    0 
1ft.  run  rebated  edges  (006),  two  edges, 

/^T     ■■•■.    0 1ft.  run  filing  (030)      o d. 

Si 

7 

6 
a 

3 
0    I  lOi 

AddlOpercent      0    0 

■n 

cost  as  wo  have  skowu.  l''or  wainscot  the 
price  may  be  trebled,  though  it  is  sometimes 
taken  at  more.  There  is  much  waste  in 
oak.  The  waste  in  deal  is  generally  assumed 

to  be  10  per  cent.  :  •'»  per  cent,  for  sawing, 
and  o  per  cent,  for  conversion.  Tho  waste 

on  oak  will  bo  equal  to  "JO  per  cent.  Riga 
and  Hungarian  oak  mako  good  work, 
especially  the  former :  the  latter  is  most 
used,  and  is  not  so  likely  to  split  and  warp  as 

English. The  following  prices,  after  conversion  for 
the  latter  oak  for  certain  thicknesses,  may 

be  used : — lin.      IJin.        l|in.         2in. 
lid.    Is.  Id.     Is.  4d.    Is.  4id.  per  ft.  super. 

English    oak    in     thicknesses,    including 

)in. 

Did. 

Cost  per  foot  run      0    S    IJ 

Three  times  9d.  (the  price  of  deal)  =:  28.  3d. 

iKlt.  run.     4in.  by    3in.  oak  door  frame, 
rebated  and  twice  beaded. 

A  solid  fir  frame  of  this  size  would  cost 

about  6d.  per  foot  run.  If  we  say  oak  is 
worth  three  times  more,  3  by  6d.  equals 
Is.  Od.  SoUd  oak  door-frames  often  crack  or 
warp,  and  it  is  better  to  make  the  frame  up 

in  pieces  of  wainscot  cross-tongued  to  a  deal 
core.  It  is  a  little  more  costly,  as  the  frame 
would  be  made  a  little  larger. 

2sft.  IJin.  four-panel  square-framed  wains- 
cot door. 

This  may  be  priced  at  3s.,  if  only  for  one. 

84ft.  IJin.  square-framed  doors,  ditto. 
A  deal  door  of  this  description  would  be 

priced  at  about  .Sd.     The  labour  would  be 
about   od.    out   of   this,  and  the  material, 

say,  3d. The  items  in  an  oak  door  would  be  :  — 

£  s.  d. Material,  per  foot  super.,  eay      0    10 
r.ibour  making      0    0    8f 
Labour  atting  and  hanging,  say      0    0- 

CobI  per  foot  super      0    I  lOJ 

If  we  multiply  the  price  for  a  deal  door 
by  3  it  will  give  2s.  per  foot. 
Honduras  mahogany  is  imported  in  logs 

2ft.   to   3ft.   or  more   square,  and   12ft.    m 

length.     The  prices  after  conversion  are- 
Jin.                 Jin.                  lin.  ll'o- 

08.  7jd      Os.  lid      Is.  3d      Is.  5d. 

Spanish  or  Cuba  mahogany  is  about  .50  per 
cent,  more,  and  goml  Talasco  20  per  cent, 
more  than  Honduras.  Taking  labour  and 

materials,  Honduras  is  nearly  three  times  the 

price  of  deal,  and  Spanish  mahogany  four 
times.  The  Labour  item  is  different  in  every 

aise.  Where  this  item  is  large  the  difference 

of  price  is  greater.  In  ■items  like  doors, 
skirtings,  framings  the  labour  constant  may 

be  increased  100  per  cent.,  and  the  propor- 
tion of  three  times  deal  is  bound  to  be  a  fair 

approximation ;  but  when  the  labour  is  small 

in  proportion  the  difierence  is  not  so  great. 

The  analysis  of  a  deal  and  wainscot  skirting 

wo  gave  above  may  be  applied  to  one  of 

mahogany,  and  it  will  be  found  the  result  is 

also  three"  times  the  price  of  deal.  So  also 
the  oak  door  siipni.  Mr.  Leaning  has  given 

various  items  worked  out  in  deal,  oak.  and 

mahogany,  showing  the  proportionate  value
 

for  each  material,  but  the  estimator  must  in 

most  cases  use  his  own  discretion  m  these matters. 
OAK    .STAlRl-ASE,    EH  . 

lOSft.  super.  IJin.  wainscot  treads  and 
mitred  to  cut  string,  dovetailed  to  balusters 

with  carriages,  &c. 

In  deal  we  have  priced  this  kind  of  stair- case at  Is.  .5d.  If  we  multiply  this  sum  by 

3  we  get  4s.  3d. ;  this  price  is  rather  high. 
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Ditto.     IJin-  winder,  circular  one  end. 

Add  .id.  to  the  last. 

No.ll.    Curtail  step  blocked  and  veneered, 
according  to  detail. 

The  cost  would  bo  about  18s.  to  203.  each. 

ll.U,rSTER.S  -VXD   XEWELS. 

No.  -0.  IJin.  turned  deal  square  balusters, 
2Gin.  long,  with  moulded  caps  and  bases 
housed  to  deal  string  and  handrail. 

The  prices  of  these  vary.  Machine-made 
balusters  and  newels  run  to  from  ll's.  to  los. 
per  dozen,  or  about  Is.  to  Is.  Ud.  each,  for  an 
ordinary  moulded   pattern ;   if  of  oak,   2^3. 

Add  for  fixing  per  foot  run  (constant  -025), 
say  6d.  each. 

No.  12.    Square  base  balusters.  l}in.  square, 
dovetailed. 

Price  these  at  2Jd.  to  3d.  each. 

No.  10.  2in.  turned  oak  balusters  ditto", with  moulded  caps  and  bases. 

These  will  depend  on  the  pattern,  and  may 
be  priced  at  about  double  those  of  deal,  say, 
2s.  to  3s.  each.  If  machine-made,  thev  may 
be  priced  at  23.  ()d.  each,  or  30s.  per  dozen 
net  price  without  fixing,  &c. 

No.  4.     On  rake,  ditto,  ditto. 

The.se  may  be  priced  at  3s.  each  more. 

No.  2.  3in.  by  3in.  oak  newels,  wrought 
and  framed,  and  stop-chamforod. 

Without  a  detail  it  is  difficult  to  put  a 
price  on  an  item  of  this  kind,  or  how  many 
stop-chamfers,  and  how  finished. 

For  plain  moulded,  the  price  may  be  put at  from  ,Sd.   per  foot  nm.    Machine-made 

square  newels  of  this  size  of  ordinary  patterns, 
with  square  cap,  are  quoted  at  about  30s.  to 

32s.  each  in  It't.  (lin.  lengths.  For  fixing 
newels,  the  constant  is  -02,5  =  2kl.  per  foot 
run. 

Il.VXDRAIL. 

324ft.  run.  3in.  by  2iin.  deal  handrail 
rounded,  including  dowellcd  joints  and 

screws. 
This  may  be  priced  at  9d.  to  lOd.  per  foot. 

For  joints  and  handrail  screws  add  Is.  each. 
3ft.     Ditto  ramped. 

Add  Is.  (id.,  about  twice  straight ;  wreathed 
is  worth  about  four  times. 

5ft.    Swan-neck  ditto. 

And  another  Sd. 

2()ft.  run.     3in.  by  2iin.  Honduras  mahogany 
handrail  ditto. 

This  may  be  priced  at  about  double  that  of 
deal.  Is.  lod.  to  2s.  per  foot.  If  of  f^panish 
mahogany,  the  price  would  be  throe  times  as 
mucli,  or  about  3s.  2d.  per  foot.  Add  for 

joints,  each.  Is.  fid. 
oft.     Ditto  ditto  ramped  in  Honduras. 

Put  for  this  43.  Gd.  por  foot. 

•J3ft.  4iin.  by  3.Vin.  moulded  and  framed 
mahogany  handrail,  do  welled,  bea<ling, 
joint  and  screws.    (See  sketch  o.) 

We  may  take  the  items  as  follows : — 
10  £    8.   d. 
0  4}  0    5    Super.     3Jin.      Honduras 
   mahogany  at  2s      0    0  10 
1  0 
18  13    Planing,  say      0    0    2} 

Super,  moulding  at -144  ...  0 Labour  to  making  beading 
joint  and  screw,  say    0 

Labour  fixing  at '030       0 

Cost  per  foot  run         0    2    7i 

The  price  of  a  deal  handrail  of  this  size 

would  be  about  Is.  per  foot.  * 
No.  2.     Extra  for  short  ramps,  ditto. 

These  may  be  priced  at  about  twice  the 
cost  of  straight  handrail,  or,  if  2s.  7^d.  is 
the  price  of  straight,  the  prire  of  ramped 
would  be  OS.  3d. 

No.  1.     4ft.  length  of  handrail  wreathed  to 
well-hole,  ditto. 

This  will  depend  on  size  of  well-hole.  It 
is  customary  to  price  wreathed  rails  at  four 
times  straight,  say  10s.  Gd. 

No.  1.  Turned  and  moulded  newel  cap,  sin. 
diameter,  with  short  ramp  and  heading 

joints. It  is  impossible  to  price  such  an  item 
without  seeing  detail ;  for  ordinary  work 
perhaps  7s.  would  be  a  fair  price,  and  Is.  iid. 
for  joint. 

20ft.  run.  4.Vin.  by  Sin.  mahogany  hand- 
rail, moulded  to  detail  and  sunk  for 

balusters.     (See  sketch.) 

If  machine-made,  this  may  be  priced  at 
2s.  in  Honduras,  or  2$.  Gd.  in  .'■Spanish mahogany. 

A  HISTORY  OF   FRENCH  ART." 

THIS  volume,  written  by  Rose  0.  Kings- 
ley,  Officier  de  I'lnstruction  I'ublique,  at 

the  suggestion  of  M.  Antouin  liarthelemy, 
will  be  found  to  comprise  in  a  concise  fonn 
the  history  of  the  three  great  arts  of  Archi- 

tecture, Sculpture,  and  I'ainting,  from  the 
12th  century  to  the  present  diy.  Miss 
Kingsley  has  been  assisted  in  her  labours  by 
the  chief  authorities  of  private  and  public 
collections,  and  the  result  is  a  readable  and 

appreciative  work  on  French  Art.  The 
scheme  is  due   largclv   to  the   first-named 

•A  History  of  French  Art,  H0O-1S99.  By  Rosk  G. 
KixosLKT,  Officier  de  I'lnstrnction  Pubbque.  London  : Loognuns,  Oreeo,  and  Co. 

irentleman.  Attache  au  Consulat  General  de 
I'Vance  a  Jjondres,  to  whom  the  book  is 
dedicated.  To  the  conservators  of  the  Palace 

of  A'ersailles  and  of  the  Luxembourg 
Museum,  to  M.  Uoujon,  le  Directour  des 
P.eaux  Arts,  and  others  the  authoress  ac- 

knowledges her  gratitude. 
Chapter  I.  is  a  valuable  introduction  to  the 

subject,  and  gives  an  outline  of  French  art 
from  lloo  to  l.JOO.     The  style  of  the  author 
is   elegant,    and    in    some    parts   poetically 
descriptive.     Let  us  just  quote  one  passage 

describing  the  soil  and  race.     "  At  one  ex- 
treme   we     find    Inlanders,    with    its    wide 

expanse  of  flat,  fertile  country,  inhabited  by 
a    stolid    and    masculine    people.      At    the 

other,  those  provinces  of  the  South,  where 
the  soft   languor  of  nature,   basking  lazily 
in  the  sun,  docs   not    hinder   the  southern 
character  from    being  vigorously    equipped 

for  the  struggles  or  oxc  itoments  of  commerce 
or  jiolitics — even  as  the  fierce  mistral  sweeps 
across  the  sunlit  land.     There  is  Brittany — 
the  Armorica  of  the  ancient  Gauls — dreamy 
and  passionate,    with  its  mysterious  hm'leg, 
l>eopled  with  supernatural  beings  who  form 
part    of   the   everyday    life   of    the  Breton 
peas.ant.      Brittany,    with    its     robust  and 
serious  faith,  which   makes   even  the  most 
sceptical  bow  his  head  as  the  Pardon  passes 
by ;   Brittany  whore  the    love    even  of  the 
poorest    is    pervaded    with    an    element  of 

tender    and    religious     sadness,    &c."    The authoress  sums  up  in  a  few  words  the  cause 

of  French    genius   for   art,    "the  taste  for 
positive  realisations  and    imaginative  senti- 

ment.    And  1-^rench  genius  has  always  shown 
itself  triumphant  in  the    handling  of  those 
two  primordial  fonns  of  art,  the  outcome  of 
those  tendencies — architecture  and  its  imme- 

diate successor,  sculpture.     The  Gallo-Franc 

is  by  nature  an  architect  and  a  sculptor." 
The  only     Romanesque    and    GaUo-Roman 
provinces   of  I'rovonce  and   Auvergne,   and 
the  Romanesque  of  Bayeaux  and  Caen  are 

glanced  at,  also  the  Later  Gothic  and  Flam- 
boyant  which  mark  its  decline.     After  this 

follows  the  effects  of  the  Italian  Renaissance, 
the  national  development  of  that  style  in  the 
chateaux   on   the   banks   of  the   Loire,   the 
palatial  buildings  of  Paris,  the  severe  style 
of  Louis  XIV.,    and   the  later    Classic  re- 

vival of  the  ISth    century.     The   lines  and 
works  of    the    leading    architects    in  these 
later     developments     are     recorded,     men 
like   De    TOrme,  Pierre  Lescott,    Mansard, 
Perrault,     Fontaine,     Labruste,     Visconti, 
Mollet  le  Due,  and  Garnier.  Sculpture  is  also 
graphically  treated.     Once  an   accessory  to 
architecture,  it  develops  into  a  distinct  art. 
Till  the   end   of  the    13th   century  it   was 

religious  ;   after  that  date   Naturalism  pre- 
vailed.   This  sketch  of  French  art  introduces 

us  to  the  dawn  of  the  French  Renaissance  at 
the  end  of  the  15th  century,  the  early  period 
of  which  remained  Gothic.     Ornament  and 

sculpture    became    first     decorative;     then 
under   Louis  Xni.  it   was  subject    to   the 
Naturalist  reaction. 

I  hapter  II.  deals  with  architecture  and 
sculpture  before  the  Renaissance ;  it  opens 
with  a  passage  from  VioUetle  Due,  in  which 
he  shows  that  French  architecture  during 
ten  centuries  was  cultivated  in  various 

original  schools,  which  came  into  existence 
.spontaneously  in  different  provinces,  and 
were  worked  on  different  principles,  each 
having  it,-  own  character.  The  Church  was 
the  dominant  power  till  the  13  th  century ; 
it  was  confined  to  the  cloister,  though  before 
that  time  a  struggle  had  commenced  between 
the  Church  and  laity  and  the  feudal  lords. 
All  the  monasteries  built  under  the  rule  of 
St.  Bernard  were  marked  by  a  severity  of 
style,  those  under  the  order  of  Cluny  were 
rich  and  luxuriant.  The  author  traces  the 

development  of  Romanesque  into  i  Gothic, 
and  the  various  diversities  resulting  from 
racial  and  climatic  influences.  Inert 

stability  diatingui-shed  the  Romanesque, 
a  balanced    equilibrium    the   liothic.    The 
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■work  of  Le  Due  is  freely  used  in  IraciDg this  development.  The  two  styles  of 

Romanesque,  that  of  the  South  in  "contact with  Homan  art,  and  that  of  Xoniiandy  and 
of  England  are  traced.  Orientiil  influences 
were  at  work  in  the  South,  as  we  find  in 
the  churches  of  Saint  Front  and  IVrijjueux, 

based  on  the  plan  of  St.  Mark's,  Venice. 
These  churches  exorcised  groat  inlluence 
over  the  Acquitainian  buildings.  The 

cathedrals  of  I'oitiers,  Angers,  and  l.e  Mans 
show,  as  poiiittd  out  by  he  Due,  in  their 

vaultings  "  a  last  trace  of  the  cupola."  We 
pass  over  later  developments  which  reveal 
differences  in  the  two  styles,  as  the  vaults  of 
the  south  and  the  timber  roofs  with  tile 
coverings.  The  schools  of  scul]>turo  are  in 
turn  describc<l,  from  its  Early  By/.intine 
character  till  it  lost  the  religious  inlhionce  in 
the  1  Ith  century,  and  the  throe  great  schools 
of  Champagne,  Picardy,  and  liurgundy 
united  in  the  school  of  the  lie  do  J'ranc«. 
The  names  of  the  chief  sculptors  after  the 
art  had  lost  its  anonymous  character  occupy 
the  remainder  of  the  chapter.  The  next 
chapter,  on  the  Renaissance  from  1475  to 
loSit,  distinguishes  two  periods,  the  first 
beginning  at  the  close  of  fjnuis  XI.  reign, 
1475,  and  ending  with  the  death  of  Francis  I., 
1547  ;  the  second  from  Uenri  II.  and  ending 
with  the  assiissinatiou  of  Henri  III.,  IJS9. 
The  climax  was  reached  during  the  reign  of 
Francis  I.  The  perfected  ideal  of  life  was 
attained  during  this  period  ;  the  soul  and 
body  were  both  cultivated.  We  have  this 
ideal  elo([uently  put  before  us. 

The  Gothic  donjon  was  veiled  faintly  by 
a  surface  of  delicate  Italian  traceries ;  but 
we  pass  on  to  the  next  chapter  or  the  archi- 

tects of  the  Renaissance :  amongst  those 
recorded  are  Fierre  Lescott,  1578,  the 
architect  of  the  Louvre,  afterwards  made  a 

canon  of  Notre  Dame ;  Philibert  de  I'Orme, 
1570,  builder  of  the  Tuileries,  Jean  BuUant, 
Jean  Texicr,  Bastion  Francois  Byart,  Gilles 
Le  Breton,  architect  of  Fontainebleau.  The 
sculptors  and  painters  of  the  Renaissance 
are  critically  described  in  the  next  two 
chapters,  and  we  have  examples  of  each  of 
their  works  in  the  chief  collection?.  The  art 
under  Hem i  IV.  and  Louis  XIII.,  1589  to 
1643,  is  an  interesting  epoch.  Towards  its 
close  a  decadence  in  art  was  manifest ;  and, 
from  the  commencement  of  the  1 7th  century, 
religious  painting  and  sculpture  was  suc- 

ceeded bj  learned  efforts,  and  pictures 
supplanted  religious  painting.  \  bio- 

graphical sketch  of  the  painters,  architects, 
and  sculptors  of  this  period  adds  much  to  the 
completeness  of  tl«  narrative,  nf  course 
the  "grand  sieclo"  of  Louis  XIV.,  with  the 
founding  of  the  .\cademy  and  the  building 
of  the  Palace  of  \'ersailles,  is  fully  described, with  its  list  of  great  painters,  sculptors,  and 
architects  and  their  works,  but  we  have  no 
space  to  enlarge. 
Art  was  beginning  to  throw  off  its 

shackles  ;  it  was  less  severe  and  rigid, 
as  wo  see  in  the  decorative  sculptures 

and  plaster- work  at  ̂ ■ersailles.  The  18th 
century  gives  us  grace  instead  of  mag- 

nificence, coquetry  instead  of  pageantry, 
as  we  find  in  the  works  of  Wattoau,  Boucher, 
and  Greuze.  Greece  and  Rome  liad  no  longer 
sway.  (Jf  architects  there  were  CJabriel, 
Soufllot,  the  architect  of  Sainte-Genevieve 
Cthe  Pantheon)  and  the  Cathedral  of 
Rennes,  and  Dosmaisons,  appointed  architect 
to  the  King.  "  What  the  Revolution  did  for 
Art"  and  "  .Vrt  of  the  19th  Century  "  are interesting  chapters,  and  the  arts  are 
brought  up  to  date  with  its  lists  of  archi- 

tects, sculptors,  and  painters.  Rose  Ivingsley 's 
history  adds  an  interesting  volume  to  the 
literature  of  French  art. 
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An  inquiry  was  held  at  Broom,  near  Aloester,  on 
August  :il,  by  Colonel  Hepper,  K.E.,  Local  tlovern- 
ment  B  mrd  inspector,  iQ  reference  to  the  proposed 
bridge  over  the  Arrow  there,  to  replace  a  dauKeroos 
f>  rJ.     The  estimated  cost  of  the  bridge  is  £2,900. 

PKOTEOriOX  OF   N.\Tl'RiI.  WATER SUPPLIES. 

THE  aecretary  of  the  County  Councils  A«socia- 
tion  has  addressed  the  followini;  circular 

letter  to  the  clerks  of  county  councils,  county 
baroughs,  and  all  urbia  and  rur*!  district 
authorities  ia  England  and  Wales  :  — 

"At  the  recent  annii  d  meeting  of  this  associa- 
tion attention  was  drawn  to  the  present  condition 

of  the  law  as  affecting  sources  of  water,  which  are 
or  may  become  necessary  for  locil  consumption, 
and  the  advisability  of  conferring  powers  upon 
local  authorities  in  regard  thereto.  ( )n  the  ques- 

tion being  referred  to  the  executive  council,  a 
committee  was  appointed,  consisting  of  the  Lord 
Belper,  chairman,  Notts  ( 'ountv  C'juncil ;  .Sir 
J.  !•'.  Lennard.chairurin,  Kent  County  Council ; 
Mr.  E.  J.  Tlulsey,  ch'iirmin,  Surrey  County 
Council;  llr.  T.  P.  Ilalsey,  Ml'..  Alderman, 
Herts  County  Council ;  and  Jlr.  W.  J.  Freer, 
clerk,  X/eicestershire  County  Council,  for  the 
purpose  of  considerine;  the  question,  and  report- 

ing to  a  future  meeting  of  the  council.  The 
importance  of  the  subject  is  now  generally 
admitted,  and  the  president  of  the  Waterworks 

Engineers'  Society,  at  their  recent  annual 
meeting,  alluded  to  it  at  length,  and  to  the 
necessity  of  immediate  steps  being  taken  to  pro- 

tect the  rights  of  localities  in  the  natural  water 
supplies  existing  within  their  areas.  It  is  true 
that,  owing  to  the  action  of  this  association, 
the  standing  orders  of  both  Houses  of  rarliament 
have  been  assimilated,  and  county  councils  c:m 
now  appp-ir  before  committees  of  either  House 
upon  all  Water  Bills  affecting  their  interests  or 
the  interests  of  local  authorities  within  the  ad- 

ministrative county.  That  they  can  do  so  with 
success  was  proved  during  the  last  Session  of 
Parliament  in  the  matter  of  the  Derwent  Valley 
Water  Act,  1899.  The  difficulties  that  exUt  in 
the  present  state  of  the  law,  as  it  affects  private 
rights  in  water,  appear  to  be  of  the  gravett 
character.  The  following  concrete  case  will  il- 

lustrate this  : — Certain  urban  district)  are  sup- 
plied by  a  local  water  company.  -Vnother  water 

company,  desiring  to  add  to  its  powers  of  supply- 
ing an  important  centre,  purchiises  land  uut«ide 

its  own  area,  but  within  the  limits  of  the  urban 
districts,  proposes  to  sink  a  well  thereon,  and 
arranges  with  a  railway  company  to  carry 
the  main  along  the  railway  line  into  its  own 
distributing  area.  It  ia  not  obliged  to  obtain 
consent  either  to  borrow  money  for  the  work  or 
to  open-up  roads.  In  the  opinion  of  counsel,  the 
water  company  and  the  railway  company  are  both 
acting  within  their  rights,  and  cannot  be  stopped, 
although  the  district  atithorities,  and  the  county 
council  desirous  of  assisting  them,  are  fuUy  per- 

suaded that  the  action  of  the  intruding  company 
will  result  in  thedistrict  being  deprivedof  the  water 
supply  which  exists  within  its  own  area,  and  is 
necessari-  fer  the  use  of  the  inhabitants  and  for 
their  health,  .\ttcntion  has  been  drawn  to 
another  way  in  which  the  water  supply  is 
threatened  in  some  districts,  and  which  is  be- 

coming of  very  great  importance.  It  appears 
that  hitherto  it  has  been  the  practice  of  colliery 
companies  to  exclude  the  water  contained  in  the 
permeable  strata,  through  which  the  shaft  passes, 
from  the  pits  by  lining  the  shaft  with  iron 
tubbing.  During  the  sinking  of  a  now  shaft  it 
has  been  necessary  to  keep  down  the  water  by 
pumping,  and  this  has  in  many  cases  dried  the 
neighbouring  wells  for  a  time ;  but  when  the 
tubbing  was  placed  in  position  the  pumping  was 
stopped,  and  the  water  in  the  soil  returned  to  its 
normal  level.  1 1  seems,  however,  that  at  collieries 
now  being  opened  in  certain  pirts  of  the  country 
the  plan  of  tubbing  is  being  given  up,  and  it  is 
proposed  instead  to  pump  in  perpetuity,  a  separate 
shaft  being  in  some  casessunk  for  this  purposeonly. 
The  association  are  informed  that  at  the  present 
moment,  in  anew  pit  in  a  certain  part  of  England, 
a  shaft  is  being  sunk  for  pumping  purposes  only  : 
and  though  the  coal  is  not  nearly  reached  as  yet, 
millions  of  gallons  of  water  are  beiug  pumped  to 
waste  every  day.  Four  miles  from  this  pit  some 
strong  springs  have  ceased  to  How,  and  this  is 
attributed  to  the  pumping  operations  of  the 
colliery  proprietors.  The  instances  i^ivcn  above 
point  to  two  only  of  the  many  ways  in  which  a 
local  water  supply  may  bo  seriously  affected  ; 
and,  as  the  law  at  present  stands,  it  does  not 
appear  that  local  authorities  have  any  power  to 
protect  the  interests  of  their  ratepayeri.  The 
committee  of  this  association  propose  to  consider 
whether  it  is  possible,  by  legislation  or  otherwise, 
to  invest  local  authorities  with  some  such  power, 

or  to  devise  some  other  remedy  for  the  admitted 
evil.  I  am,  therefore,  directed  to  inform  you 
that  the  committee  will  be  glad  to  receive  from 
you  any  information  bearing  upon  the  subject, 
and  any  suggestions  which  your  council  may  care 
to  offer. 

NATUR.\L  VENTILiTIOX.— VI. 

By  RoBEUT  Boyle. 
f.^LL    RIOHTS    UESEllVEn.] 

IN  hospitals  in  warm  weather,  whfn  there  is but  little  difference  bjtjveen  the  inside  and 
outside  temperature,  windows  may  safely  be 
utilised  for  the  admission  of  air.  Ctre  should 
betaken,  however,  that  the  incoming  air  does  not 
blow  directly  oa  to  the  patient).  In  towns  or 
cities  cinvas  or  copp  r  wire  screens  should  be 
fixed  across  the  openings  to  filter  the  air  and 
break  the  force  of  the  current.  These  screens 
should  be  cleansed  at  short  periods. 

In  cold  weather,  when  the  heating  arrange- 
ments are  in  operation,  it  is  absolutely  necessary 

to  make  special  provision  to  admit  the  air  supply 
without  draught,  and  in  such  a  manner  as  to- 
insure  the  most  complete  diffusion,  and  an  equable 
movement  of  the  air  throughout  the  ward. 

A  number  of  small  air  inlets  fixed  round  the 
walls  at  a  height  of  about  5ft.  9in.  insures  the  best 
distribution.  The  air  should  pass  direct  through 
the  openings  in  the  walls  into  the  tubes  oi 
brackets,  and  be  delivered  in  an  upward  direction 
at  a  velocity  not  exceeding  2ft.  per  second. 
These  inlets  should  be  fitted  with  filters  and 
regulating  valves,  and  be  easv  of  access  for 
cleansing  purposes. 

Long  air  channels  should  be]  avoided,  as  they 
harbour  dirt,  and  are  difficult  of  access.  When 
the  air  supply  is  warmed  by  passing  through  a 
ventilating  radiator,  it  may  ba  admitted  at  a  low 
level. 

Inlet  openings  under  the  beds  are  not  to  be 
recommended  unless  provision  be  made  for  warm- 

ing the  incoming  air  in  cold  weather,  otherwise  a 
disagreeable  draught  on  the  feet  of  the  attendant 
nurses  and  doctors  would  result. 

In  the  winter,  when  the  external  air  is  cold  and 
heavy,  if  windows  are  opened  at  the  top,  the  air 
upon  entering  immediately  descends,  owing  to 
its  greater  density,  and  presses  down  and  returns 
the  ascending  exhausted  air  to  be  rebreathed- 
This  down-draught  cannot  but  prove  injurious 
to  the  patients,  as  well  as  to  the  other  occupants 
of  the  ward.  Open  windows  should,  therefore, 
never  be  resorted  to  in  cold  weather.  The  vitiated 
air  should  be  extracted  at  the  ceiling  level  to 
where  it  naturally  ascends,  and  never  allowed  to 
return  to  be  rebreathed. 

The  authorities  on  the  subject  recommend  a 
natural  method  of  ventilation  in  preference  to- 
artificial  arrangements,  as,  when  properly 
planned,  it  is  found  to  be  at  least  equally  as 
effective,  and  more  eisily  and  cheaply  applied 
than  artificial  ventilation. 

Dr.  Parkes  says  :  "  For  hospitals  natural  venti- 
lation certainly  seems  the  proper  plan." 

Sir  Douglas  Gallon,  in  "  Hospital  Con- 
struction," referring  to  the  ventilation  of 

hospitals,  says  :  "  The  more  the  question  is 
examined,  the  more  advisable  does  it  appear  to 
adhere  to  simplicity  in  all  details  of  hospital 

construction." 
Downward  ventilation  by  propulsion,  or  forcing 

air  in  at  the  higher  parts  of  the  wauds,  and 

permitting  it  to  escape  at  a  lower  level,  is  a  total 
inversion  of  the  laws  of  nature  which  govern 
ventilation,  and  as  such  is  correspondingly 
defective,  as  the  powerful  ascensional  movement 
of  the  warm  expired  air  which  is  expelled  from 

the  lungs  at  a  temperature  of  So"  to  100'  Fahr., instead  of  being  employed  as  an  aid  to  ventilation, 
as  with  a  natural  system,  is  an  obstacle  which 
has  to  be  overcome  by  the  expenditure  of  a  great 

deal  of  power,  for  which  there  is  no  equivalent 
return,  before  the  system  can  be  said  to  be 

operative.  Only  what  would  prove  a  wholly  un- bearable down-draught  could  possibly  prevent 
the  warm  expired  air  from  ascending,  which, 
with  this  system,  is  returned  to  be  rebreathed 
along  with  the  products  of  combustion  and  other 

impurities. With  down-draught  ventilation  by  propulsion 
from  three  to  four  times  the  volume  of  air  is 
required  than  is  necessary  with  the  upward 
method,  constituting  it  a  very  expensive  system. 

Open  fireplaces  in  wards  should  never  be 
employed  as  foul-air  exits,  as  the  upper  strata  of 
heated  and  impure  air  is  drawn  downwards  to- 
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LONGITUDIXAL  SECTION  OP  A  KOSPITAL  OR  ASYLUM  FITTED  WITU  A  NATURAL  SYSTEM  OF  ̂ -ENTILATION". 

A  A,  Roof  ventilators.  B  B,  Main  extraction  shafts.  C  C,  Branch  extraction  shafts  connected  direct  with  foul-air  exit  openings,  D  D  E  E,  Branch 
extraction  shafts  connected  with  upcast  flues,  F  F,  constructed  in  walls.  G  G,  Foul-air  exit  openings  in  centre  of  ceilingp,  connected  with  upcast 
flues  by  shafts  between  joists  in  channels  formed  in  concrete  floor.  H  H,  Air-iolet  brackets  for  admitting  screened  parified  air,  may  be  fi.ted 
with  air-warmera  or  disinfecting  chambers.  J  J,  Ventilating  radiators,  admitting  warmed,  screened,  and  purified  air.  [Note  — All  the  inltts  are 
fitted  with  regulating  valves  for  controlling  the  air  supply,  which  passes  direct  from  the  outside  into  the  building.] 

wards  the  fire,  and  rebreathed  by  the  occupants  of 
the  ward.  Provision  should  be  made  for  a 
separate  supply  of  air  to  the  fires,  so  that  they 
will  not  draw  from  the  wards,  or  unduly  interfere 
with  the  ventilating  arrangements.  If  it  is 
desired  to  utilise  the  up-draught  created  by  the 
fire,  a  mica  flap  valve  might  be  fixed  in  the  flue 
immediately  below  the  ceiling. 

The  wards  of  a  hospital,  or  the  dormitories  of 
an  asylum  should  never  be  heated  by  hot  air. 

If  the  fresh  air  is  raised  to  a  temperature  such 
as  is  necessary  to  efficiently  heat  a  building,  its 
health-giving  properties  are  thereby  considerably 
deteriorated,  and  the  oxygen  it  contains  being 
partially  destroyed,  it  is  rendered  unsuitable  for 
healthy  respiration. 

It  may  be  accepted  as  an  axiom  in  ventilation 
that  the  warm  exhausted  air,  which  naturally 
ascends,  should  never,  under  any  circumstances, 
be  permitted  to  return  to  the  breathing  zone,  and 
any  method  of  ventilation  which  admits  of  this  is 
not  only  worse  than  useless,  but  is  a  positive 
ilanger  to  health,  and  completely  fails  to  achieve 
the  object  in  view. 

With  respect  to  down-draught  ventilation  as 
applied  to  a  hospital.  Sir  Douglas  (lalton  in 
"Hospital  Construction"  says:  ".Surgeon- 
General  Billings,  of  the  United  States  Army, 
mentioned  an  experiment  in  the  Barnet  Hospital, 
Washington,  where  fresh-air  inlets  for  warmed 
air  were  placed  near  the  ceiling,  and  extraction 
outlets  in  the  floor. 

'  In  this  experiment  it  was  found  that  when 
warm  air  was  admitted  near  the  ceiling  there  was 
a  difference  of  10'  in  the  temperature  between  the 
floor  and  the  coiling,  and  that  the  patients  com- 

plained of  cold  feet  and  discjmfort. 

"Surgeon-General  Billings  also  remarks  that 
when  the  warm  air  is  introduced  near  the  ceiling 
it  is  impossible  to  vary  the  temperature  at 
different  beds — a  thing  which  it  is  often  desirable 
to  accomplish  in  a  hospital." 

In  a  recent  article  on  ventilation,  referring  to 
downward  ventilation,  it  is  stated  that — 

"  The  breath  from  a  fever  patient,  being  of  a 
higher  temperature  than  that  of  a  person  in 
ordinary  health,  ascends  to  a  greater  height 
before  being  pressed  down  by  the  descending 
current,  and  is  inhaled  by  those  who  may  be  close 
to  the  bedside,  owing  to  the  spreading  and  conse- 

quent difiusion  that  takes  place.  Where  the 
current  is  upwards,  as  in  natural  ventilation,  the 
breath  from  the  patient  ascends  in  an  unbroken 
column,  and  is  immediately  drawn  away  without 
coming  into  contact  with  anyone. 

"  Withadown-draught  system  the  patient  must 
inevitably  rebreathe  a  considerable  portion  of  not 
only  his  own  exhausted  air,  but  also  a  certain 
proportion  of  that  of  the  patients  on  each  side  of 
him  and  of  persons  standing  about  his  bed. 

"  The  watery  vapour  of  his  breath  in  which  the 
disease  germs  are  suspended  is  likewise  preci- 

pitated on  to  the  bedclothing  by  the  downward 
current,  and  there  accumulating,  proves  not  only 
a  means  of  considerably  retarding  his  recovery,  if 
it  is  not  indeed  the  actual  cause  of  his  death,  but 
is  a  dangerous  source  of  infection  to  others. 

"  No  amount  of  air  forced  on  this  plan  into  a 
building  could  make  the  ventilation  either  eflicient 

or  safe." Sir  Douglas  Galton  holds  that  "  Wherever  a 
building  is  occupied  permanently  with  definite 
conditions  it  is  far  better  to  trust  to  the  ventiLi- 
tion  of  nature — natural  ventilation — than  to  the 
artificial  pumping-in  of  air.  During  that  part  of 
the  year  when  the  windows  can  be  opened 
at  least  fifteen  to  twenty  times  .as  much  fresh 
air  would  be  admitted  into  the  ward  per 
patient  than  could  be  obtaioed  if  the  air  was 
pumped  in,  as  in  the  Birmingham  ilospitil,  and 
that  was  much  more  beneficial  to  the  patients. 
I  visited  (says  Sir  Douglas  <  lilton)  the  Victoria 
Hospital  at  Glasgow,  and  went  through  the 
wards.     I  then  went    out    with    the  matron  or 

head-nurse  into  the  Nursing  Sisters'  ilome which  was  attached  to  the  hospital.  I  said  to  the 
matron,  '  Why  do  you  not,  if  jou  speak  so  highly 
of  the  system  of  forcing  the  air  into  these  wards 
as  being  so  very  desirable,  adopt  it  in  your  own 

nursing  homes  1''  and  she  replied,  '  We  find  the 
open  windows  so  very  much  more  refreshing  ! '  " llr.  Keith  Young,  F.K.I.B.A.,  in  a  piper  read 
before  the  Architectural  Association,  London, 

said:  "  The  question  which  concerns  us  is  this  •. 
Is  there  any  evidence  to  prove  that  wards  cannot 
be  kept  sufliciently  sweet  and  healthy  without 

recourse  to  expensive  appliances  ':  So  far  as  the experience  of  hospitals  in  this  country  goes,  I 
think  that  not  only  is  there  no  such  evidence,  but 
that  there  is  some  very  definite  evidence  in  support 
of  the  exact  converse. 

•■.V  distinguished  Paris  surgeon.  Dr.  I.e  Fort, 
published  a  report  on  hospital  hygiene.  Ho 
there  compares  the  mortality  in  London  ho.iipitals 
with  that  of  the  Paris  hospitals,  very  much  to  the 
disiiivantage  of  the  latter,  and  professes  himselt 
decidedly  in  favour  of  the  natural  system  of 
ventilation  adopted  in  London  to  the  artificial 
systjms in  vogue  in  some  Paris  hospitils.  Bathe 
says  one  need  not  go  to  England  to  search  for 
moms  of  comparison  between  the  two  systems  ; 
for  the  two  hospitals  in  Pari.-i,  whore  the 
mort;ility  is  greatest,  are  precisely  those  in  which 

artificial  ventilation  is  employed."  ' 
Sir  Henry  Burdett,  in  "  Hospitals  and 

Asylums  of  the  World,"  says  ;  "  Having  regard 
to  the  temperate  character  of  the  British  c'.imiite,, we  have  yet  to  be  convinced  that  it  is  desirable  or 
necessary  to  introduce  artificial  ventilation  into 

our  hospitals.  ...  At  Guy's  Hospital  (new 
building  the  artificial  system  cm  be  compared 
with  the  natur.al  system  in  the  older  wards,  and 
the  result  of  the  comparison  certainly  docs  not 

m  ike  for  the  superiority  of  the  former  method." Mr.  G.  H  Blbby,  F.U.I.B.A.,  etitcs  that 
"  There  Li  poBi:i?nt  evidence  to  show  th it  such 
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\)uildingj  as  asylums,  workhouies,  ani  hospitals 
aro  best  ventiUtoi  by  natural  means,  anl  no 
architects  of  ̂ reat  repute  have  of  late  years  relied 
upon  mechanical  ventilation. " 

Ventilation  by  means  of  hot-air  aspiration  is 
not  in  accordance  with  the  views  of  modern 
engineers  or  with  their  ordinary  practice. 

St.  Mary's  Hospital,  Lmdon,  says  Sir 
Honrv  Burdett,  in  "Hospitals  and  Asylums  of 
the  World,"  "  affords  some  instructive  lessons  in 
ventilation.  In  their  report  on  this  hospital  Dr. 
Bristowe  and  Mr.  Holmes  referred  to  the  exist- 

ence of  a  central  >haft  for  extracting  the  foul  air 
from  the  wards  in  which  u  fire  w.is  always  kept 
taming.  They  said  '  The  secretary  infornied  us, 
however,  that  there  was  reason  to  suppose  the 
wholo  apparatus  is  a  failure  :  that  Dr.  Sanderson 
had  mide  numerous  experiments,  which  led  him 
to  the  conclusion  that  the  orifices  of  exit  in 
the  wards  act  little,  if  at  all,  and  very  often  admit 
air  instead  of  carrying  it  oil,  and  thai  there  is,  in 
iact,  rather  a  circulation  of  air  in  the  shaft  than 

an  escape  of  air  from  it.'  In  summing  up  their 
■conclusions  these  gentlemen  said  :  '  The  hospital 
cannot  certainly  be  regarded  as  a  healthy  one,  for 
most  of  the  diseases  which  constitute  unhealthiness 
in  a  hospital  seem  to  prevail  in  an  unusual  degree, 
and  there  seems  also  to  be  considerable  spread  of 
infectious  fevers.'" 
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AVKKY  interesting  splendidly-printed  and 
illustrated  volume  is  "  A  Narrative  of  the 

Building,  and  a  Description  of  the  Construction 

of  the  Eddystone  Lighthouse,"  by  John  Smeaton, 
Civil  Engineer,  F.K.S.,  published  in  1791.  The 
letterpress  in  the  main  consists  of  a  kind  of  diary 
kept  by  Smeaton  during  the  whole  course  of  the 

erection  of  this  far-famed  lighthouse  'now  stand- 
ing upon  Plymouth  Hoe,  where  it  was  placed 

after  the  erection  of  the  present  lighthouse,  built 
A.i>.  187S-S2).  Prior  to  the  erection  of  this 
wide-known  beacon,  Mr.  Smeaton,  in  his  pro- 

fessional capacity,  visited  most  of  the  best-known 
quarries  in  the  8outh  and  West  of  England, 
amongst  them — in  May,  1756 — those  on  the  Isle 
of  Portland.  He  went  with  an  introduction  to  a 
Mr.  Roper,  the  manager  of  the  principal  quarry 
there,  whom  he  describes  as  "a  very  plain, 
sensible,  intelligent  person."  He  does  not 
appear,  however,  to  have  been  a  native,  for  we 
learn  that,  ''upon  tho  commencement  of  the 
works  of  Westminster  Bridge,  some  time  about 
the  year  173'J,  Roper  was  sent  down  by  the  con- 

tracting mason  as  foreman  with  a  gang  of  masons 
or  stonecutters  from  London,  who  were,  accord- 

ing to  moulds  and  drawings,  to  hew  the  atones 
upon  the  place,  to  save  the  freightage  of  the 
waste  ;  for,  it  is  to  be  observed,  that  previous  to 
this  period  the  stone  sent  from  Portland  had 
always  been  stripped  off  in  the  rough,  or  rather 
what  is  called  rough  scappelled  blocks,  to  be  sawn 
and  fair  wrought  to  the  particular  purposes 
whero  wanted,  and  after  the  completion  of  that 
work,  having  engaged  with  Mr.  Tucker  as  super- 

intendent of  his  iiuarries,  he  has  remained  there 
ever  since." 

Here,  then,  we  get  a  record  of  the  first  quarry- 
worked  Portland  stone  ever  used  in  London.  It 
seems  to  have  been  introduced  there  160  years 
ago.  That  the  stones,  in  this  particular  case, 
were  well  selected  I  can  personally  testify,  for 
after  Westminster  Bridge  was  taken  down  to 
make  room  for  the  present  one  a  deal  of  its  old 
stone  was  re-used  in  a.u.  I86i  upon  the  Grosvenor 
Mansions,  W.  Working  there  as  a  journeyman 
carver,  it  fell  to  my  lot  to  recut  a  lot  of  it,  and  it 
was,  without  a  doubt,  the  hardest  I'ortland  stona 
I  ever  worked  in  my  life. 
Tho  author  tells  us  the  local  "  quarry  men 

work  with  a  tool  called  a  ksvel,  which  is  at  one 
end  a  hammer,  and  at  the  other  an  axe,  whose 
edge  i.s  so  short  or  narrow  that  it  approaches  to 
the  shape  of  a  pick.  1 1  is  a  tool  curiously  formed 
for  tho  purpose  required,  the  face  of  the  hammer 
end  not  being  too  flat,  but  hollowed  according  to 
the  portion  of  the  surface  of  a  cylinder.  This 
gives  a  keen  edge  to  two  of  its  opposita  sides 
that  are  parallel  to  the  handle,  and  by  this  means 

biting  keenly  upon  the  stone  brinfjs'  oft  a  apawl or  large  shiver.  The  edge  at  the  pick  end  is 
about  half  an  inch  in  breadth." 

After  describing  the  quarries  and  their  sur- 
roundings with  a  minuteness  of  detail  that 

suggests  a  sigularly  observant  mind,  Mr.  Sueaton 
tells  an  odd  anecdote  respecting  the  every. day 
manners  and  customs  of  the  Portland  lua-rymen 
as  follows:  — 

Fio.  1. 

"  While  loo'cing  over  tho  quarries,  and  atten- 
tively considering  tho  operations,  observing 

how  soon  the  quarrymen  would  cut  half  a  ton 
of  spawh  from  an  unformed  block,  and  what 
large  pieces  flew  off  at  every  stroke ;  how 
speedily  their  blows  followed  one  another,  and 
how  incessantly  they  pursued  this  labour,  with  a 
tool  of  from  181b.  to  201b.  weight,  I  was  naturally 
led  to  view  and  consider  the  figure  of  the  uperath-e 
agent,  and  after  having  observed  that  by  far  the 
greater  number  of  the  quarrymen  were  of  very 
hardy,  robust  form,  in  whose  hands  the  tool  I 
have  mentioned  seemed  a  more  plaything,  I  at 
last  broke  out  with  surprise,  and  inquired  of  ray 
guide,  Mr.  Uoper,  where  they  could  possibly  pick 
up  such  a  set  of  stout  fellows  to  handle  the  I;erel, 
which  in  their  hands  seemed  nothing :  for  I 
observed  that  in  the  space  of  fifteen  minutes  they 
would  knock  oS  as  much  waste  matter  from  a 
block  of  stone  as  any  of  that  occupation  I  had  ever 
seen  before  do  in  an  hour.  Says  Koper,  '  We  do 
not  go  to  fetch  those  men  from  a  distance ;  they 
are  all  bom  upon  the  island,  and  many  of 
them  have  never  been  further  on  the  main 

land  than  to  Weymouth.'  I  told  him  I  thought 
the  air  of  that  island  must  be  very  propitious, 
to  furnish  a  breed  of  men  so  particularly  well 
formed  for  the  business  they  follow.  '  The 
air,'  he  replied,  '  although  very  sharp,  from  our 
elevated  position,  is  certainly  very  healthful  to 
working  men.  Yet  if  you  knew  how  those  men 
are  produced,  you  would  wonder  the  less,  for 
all  our  marriages  here  are  productive  of  children.' 
On  desiring  an  explanation  how  this  happened, 

he  proceeded,  '(lar  people  here,  as  they  are 
bred  to  hard  labour,  are  very  early  in  a 
condition  to  marry  and  provide  for  a  family ; 
they  intermarry  with  one  another,  very 
rarely  going  to  the  main  land  to  seek  a 
wife ;  and  it  has  been  the  custom  on  the  island 
from  time  immemorial,  that  they  never  marry 

till  the  woman  is  pregnant.'  '  IJut  pray,'  says 
I,  'does  not  this  subject  you  to  a  great  number 
of  bastards  r  Have  not  your  Pxr^Ajniforj  the  same 
kind  of  fickleness  in  their  attachments  that 

English  mtn  are  subject  to  'r  And,  in  conse<iueno6, 
does  not  this  produce  many  inconveniences  ;■ ' 
'  None  at  all,'  replies  Koper,  '  for,  previous  to 
my  arrival  here,  there  was  out  one  child  on  record 
of  the  parish  register  that  had  been  born  a  bastard 
in  the  compass  of  150  years.  The  mode  of 
courtship  here  is  that  a  young  woman  never 
admits  of  the  serious  addresses  of  a  young  man, 
but,  on  supposition  of  a  thorough  probation — when 
she  becomes  with  child — she  tolls  her  mother  ;  the 
mother  tells  her  father ;  her  father  tells  his  father, 
and  ho  tells  his  son,  that  it  is  then  proper  time  to  be 
iiiirrietl."  •  Hut  suppose,  Jlr.  Koper,  she  does 
Hol  prove  with  child,  what  happens  thenr  Do 
they  live  together  without  marriage  r  or,  if  thev 
aeporate,  is  not  this  such  an  imputation  upon  her 

as  to  prevent  her  getting  another  suitor  r '  '  The 
case  is  thus  managed,"  answered  my  friend. 
'  If  the  woman  does  not  prove  with  child  after 
a  competent  time  of  courtship,  they  conclude  they 
are  not  destined  by  Providence  for  each  other  ; 
they,  therefore,  separate,  and  as  it  is  an 
established  maxim  which  the  Portland  women 
observe  with  great  strictness,  never  to  admit 
a  plurality  of  lovers  at  one  time,  their 
honour  is  in  no  ways  tarnished.  She,  just 
as  soon  (after  the  affair  is  broken  off)  gets 
another  suitor,  as  if  she  had  been  left  a  widow, 
or  that  nothing  had  ever  happened,  but  that  she 

had  remained  an  immaculate  virgin.'  '  But, 
pray,  sir,  did  nothing  particular  happen  upon 

your  men  coming  down  from  London': '  '  Yes,' says  he,  '  our  men  were  much  struck  and  mightily 
pleased  with  the  facility  of  the  Portland  ladies, 
and  it  was  not  long  ere  several  of  the  women 
proved  with  child :  but  the  men  being  called  upon 
to  marry  them,  this  part  of  the  lesson  they  were 
uninstructed  in,  and  on  their  refusal  the  Portland 
women  arose  to  stone  them  out  of  the  island — 
insomuch  that  those  few  who  did  not  choose 

to  take  their  sweethearts  for  hcttci-  or  for 
irorsc,  after  so  fair  a  trial,  were  in  reality 
obliged  to  decamp,  and  on  this  occasion  some  few 
bastards  were  bom ;  but  ever  since  then  matters 

have  gone  on  according  to  the  ancient  custom.'  " There  is  a  good  deal  else  that  might  be  quoted 
from  this  interesting  and  now  rare  book,  and  to 
which  we  may  return  at  some  future  time. 
Exeter.  H.vkuy  Hems. 

rSE   OF  EXPANDED   METAL   FOR   THE 
PROTECTION  OF  CANAL  BANKS. 

THE  various  applications  of  the  modern  com- bination of  iron,  or  preferably  steel,  and 
cement  concrete  are  daily  increasing.  It  is  of 
little  or  no  con8e<iuence  whether  the  intimate 
combination  of  the  materials  take  the  form  of  the 
Monier,  the  Miiller,  the  Cognet,  or  the  expanded 
metal  system  ;  the  result  is  the  same,  and  points 
to  a  more  extended  use  of  this  method  of  con- 

struction for  several  important  purposes.  One  of 
the  most  recent  examples  of  its  practical  value  is 

the  employment  of  it  for  the  protection  of  canal 
banks,  which  we  consider  sufficiently  interesting 
and  at  the  same  time  instructive,  to  our  readers 

to  briefly  describe  and  illustrate.  It  should  be 
mentioned  that  it  appears  that  the  honour  of  first 
entertaining  the  idea  of  applying  a  steel  and 
cement  protection  to  the  slopes  of  canals  is  due 
to  the  inhabitants  of  the  Pays  Bas.  Subsequently 

the  subject  was  taken  up  by  the  Belgian  Govern- ment who  carried  out  numerous  experiments  for 

the  purpose  of  thoroughly  testing  the  merit  of 
the  new  principle.  It  was  in  the  neighbourhood 
of  Potsdam,  tho  capital  of  the  German  province 
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oi  Brandenburg,  that  a  length  o£  over  oOOft.  of 

metillic  cement  casing  or  trellia-work  waa  laid 

along  the  two  banks  of  the  Winton  Canal. 
An  elevation  showing  the  general  appearance 

of  this  mode  of  construction  and  the  strong 
resemblance  it  bears  to  the  expanded  metal 

system,  is  given  in  Fig.  1.  The  whole  of  the 
trellis  facing  is  imbedded  and  flushed  over  with 
cement  concrete,  but  the  surface  layer  or  coating 

is  supposed  to  be  removed  in  the  illustration  in 
order  th=i  better  to  display  the  character  of  the 
work.     It  is  evident  that  the  whole  surface  of  the 

whole  an  upper  layer  of  cement  concrete  6in.  in 
thickness  is  laid,  amalgamating  with  the  under 
layer  and  bound  into  it,  through  the  meshes  of 
the  metallic  trellis-work.  The  entire  surface 
casing  is  firmly  maintained  i«  siln  by  the  long 

sharp-pointed  "wedge-shaped  iron  holding  down bolts  S  in  the  cross-section  Fig.  2.  These 
anchor  stakes  may  be  either  driven  or  screwed 
into  the  solid  bank,  accordingly  as  the  substratum 
is  best  suited  to  the  one  or  the  other.  Broken 
brick,  gravel,  or,  in  fact,  any  dry,  clean,  hard 
material  will  answer  for  mixing  with  the  cement 

the  channel,  before  they  are  covered  by  the  pro- 
tecting metallic  trellis-work. 

In  the  example  we  have  selected,  anchor-bolte 
or  screws  were  used  to  hold  the  whole  mass,  com- 

paratively superficial  as  it  may  seem  to  be,  firmly 
together  :  but  some  engineers  object  to  their  em- 

ployment, and  the  case  of  the  canal  from  Dort 
mund  to  Elems  is  adduced   in   support  of  the 
prohibition.     It  was  alleged  that,  owing  to  the 
action  of  frost   and  other  causes  of  a  climatic 
nature,  the  anchor- sere ws  worked  loose,  and  that 
fissures  and  cracks  occurred  at  intervals  in  thecon- 
crete.  This  is  quite  possible :  but  it  was  very  likely 
due  to  one  or  two  causes,  or  perhaps  to theexistence 
of  both,  which   might  verj-  readily  have  been 
guarded  against.    It  is  perfectly  well  known  that 
some  strata  afford  very  bad  holding  ground,  and 
to  attempt  to  anchor  any  piece  of  superstructure 
to  them  will  eventuate  in  a  failure.     Again,  in  the 
instance  under  notice,  it  is  more  than  probable 
that  the  other  cause  came  into  play,  and  that  was 
that  the  anchor-bolts  were  not  sufficiently  long 
and  heavy.    A    cross-section    in  Fig.   3  of  the 
channel  of  the  Winton  canal  shows  that,  in  that 
case,   the  anchor  -  screws  were  dispensed  with. 
Not  only  experiments,  but  the  execution  of  iroik 
trellis    coverings,  have  proved,  with  very  rare 
exceptions,  that  unless  a  regular  aeries  of  joints 
be  introduced  into  the  work,  the  occurrence  of 
longitudinal  cracks  is  inevitable.     These  will  not 
bo  altogether  eliminated  by  the  metallic  casing, 
though  in  some  instances  they  may  be  materially 
modilieil  and  greatly  reduced  in    number  and 
magnitude.     It  is  generally  admitted,  even  by 
those  who  condemn  the   use   of  anchor- screws 
upon  the  grounds    that    the  iron  and   concret& 
structure  shoiild  be  heavy  enough  to  maintain  its 

position  by  its  own  weight,  that  the  anchor-bolts 
are  admirably  adapted  to  replace  the  old  wooden 
pickets  employed  for  holding  down  fascine  work, 
as   they    penetrate  into  the    ground  with  case 
through  the  timljer  work,  and  when  once  firmly 
lised   are    not    liable    to     be    displaced.      This 
description  of  anchored    framing   was  adopted 
successfully  in  the    new  training  walls  of  the 

lower  part  of  the  river  W'eser,  in  which  the  iron stakes  were  driven  at  distances  of  7ft.  apart.     It 
has  been  ascertained  that  an  anchor-bolt  screwed 
into  ordinary  sand  exactly  after  the  manner  of  a 
screw  pile,   with  a  blade  Gin.  in  diameter  will 
resist  a  pull  of  a  ton  and  a  half,  and  a  greater 
tension  commensurate  with  a  proportionate  in- 

crease in  the  size  of  the  disc.      Since  these  small 
screw-piles  (as  the  anchorages  really  are)  exert 
their  maximum  resistance  at  a  depth  of  8ft. ,  there 
is  no  advantage  to  be  gained  by  screwingthem  any 
deeper  into  the  ground.     If,  therefore,  a  greater 
resistance  is  required,  the  number  of  piles  must 
be  increased.     It  shoiild  be  remarked  that  one  of 
these  anchors  can  be  screwed  down  manually  by 
a  couple  of  men  in  much  less  time  than  a  stake 
could  be  driven  down  by  the  same  amount  of 
labour.     When  it  is  borne  in  mind  that  canal  and 
river  banks  are  protected   by  mUes  and  miles, 
there  ought  to  be  a  large  scope  for  the  employ- 

ment of  the  compound  system  of  construction  '  ■>, iron  or  steel  and  cement  concrete. 

Fig.  3. 

iron  casing  consists  of  a  number  of  rectangular 
dinsions,  one  of  which  is  shown  in  Fig.  1 .  Each 
of  these  is  held  in  its  place  and  fastened  to  the 
concrete  by  the  inclined  and  horizontal  bars  a  i, 
and  also  by  small  cleats  and  spikes  inserted  at  the 
intersection  of  the  squares  or  meshes,  which 
measure  9in.  along  each  side.  A  reference  to 
the  cross-section  in  Fig.  2  will  serve  to  render 
the  explanation  of  the  method  of  construction 
alopted  perfectly  clear  and  intelligible.  After  the 
slope  has  been  dressed  off  to  the  re<iuired  inclina- 

tion, a  layer  of  concrete  is  spread  fairly  uniformly 
over  its  whole  surface,  and  upon  it  are  laid  the 
inclined  and  horizontal  flat  bars  of  iron  shown  in 
Fig.  1 .  These  sloping  and  horizontal  bars,  which 
are  3in.  wide  by  :Jin.  thick,  are  so  arranged  that 
the  series  of  rectangular  frames  formed  by  them 
are  17ft.  and  lift,  apart  respectively.  Tpon 
these  flat  bars  are  fixed  bv  means  of  iron  wire, 
small  iron  rods,  D  in  Fig.  2,  ;in.  diameter 
forming  the  meshes  shown  in  Fig.  1.     Over  the 

to  make  the  concrete.  As  soon  as  the  frame  and 
casing  have  completely  settled  and  come  to  their 
bearings,  the  surface  is  flushed  up  or  grouted 
with  a  thin  laj^er  of  diluted  neat  cement.  The 
advantages  claimed  for  this  mode  of  protecting 
canal  banks,  and  which,  in  our  opinion,  may  be 
very  fairly  put  forward,  are  facility  and  rapidity  of 
construction,  a  more  than  a  mere  sufficient  amount 
of  solidity,  durability,  and  resistance  to  the 
wear  and  tear  to  which  all  canal  banks  are 
unavoidably  exposed,  and  lastly,  though  by  no 
means  leastly,  a  first  cost  comparatively  low.  It 
may  at  the  same  time  be  here  remarked  that  what 
is  required  of  these  protective  workj  is  to  preserve 
the  slopes  and  banWa  of  the  waterway  from  the 
wash  and  erosive  action  of  the  stream,  and  that 
they  are  not  called  upon  to  ai  t  in  any  manner  as 
l>-i,i,'t  thie  retaining  or  w.ills  of  revi  tement.     The 
I  banks  of  the  canal  are  formed  and  dressed  to  a 
slope,  which  is  lUt  enough  to  insure  their 
stability,  and  to  prevent  them  from  sliding  into 

COMPTOy HILL     WATER 
ST.    LUUIS. 

TOWER, 

AI-ARGE  and  attractive  masonry  water 
tower,  inclosing  a  steel  standpipe,  is  Hear- 

ing completion  in  Compton  Hill  Reservoir  Park, 
St.  Louis,  Mo.  It  is  built  of  granite,  limestone, 
and  brickwork,  and  the  main  tower  rises  about 
171ft.  above  the  ground,  exclusive  of  a  flag-pole, 
which  rises  2Sft.  higher.  The  main  entrance  to 
the  tower  is  from  a  b.ilcony  on  the  west  side 

through  an  arched  doorwaj"  leading  to  the  first 
floor,  whidi  is  about  l-ift.  above  the  grourd.  At 

the  top  of  this  doorway  is  a  course  of  carved  lime- 
stone extending  around  the  four  sides  of  the 

tower.  For  the  greater  part  of  its  height  the 
tower  is  rectangular  in  shape.  At  the  base  it 
measures  2Sft  9in.  on  each  side,  exclusive  of  the 
balcony,  while  at  a  height  of  about  lift,  from  the 
ground  the  tower  decreases  in  size  by  offsets  and 
from  three  comers  of  the  larger  section  dwarf 
towers  riiie  which  end  at  a  height  above  the 

ground  of  about  oi'ft.  The  fourth  comer  carries 
a  small  circular  tower,  oft.  iin.  in  internal 
diameter,  which  extends  above  the  main  tower, 
and  incloses  a  24in.  overflow  from  the  standpipe. 
-Vt  a  height  of  about  l:JOft.  above  the  groimd  the 
main  tower  becomes  octagonal  in  shape,  and 
contains  an  observatory,  above  which  is  the  roof. 

D.irk  grey  gr.wite  was  used  in  the  thrte  lowest 
courses  of  the  tower,  in  the  exterior  steps,  in  the 
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sills  of  all  exterior  Joora,  and  in  the  observatory 
and  balcony  wall  copings.  All  of  the  exposed 
faces  are  of  six-cut  work.  Bedford  blue  limestone 
was  used  in  all  the  rest  of  the  coursed  stonework 
in  the  balcony  and  base  of  the  tower,  in  the 
carved  course  above  the  main  entrance,  in  the 
parapet  walls  above  the  steps  and  balcony,  in  the 
lintels  and  jambs  of  doors  and  windows,  arch 
stones,  dome  roofs  of  the  dwarf  towers,  roofs  of 
the  octagon  battlements,  and  in  the  cornices, 
br.'ickets,  and  gargoyles.  The  remainder  of  the 
atjnework,  including  the  facing  of  the  exterior 
walls  of  the  dwarf  and  overflow  towers,  is  of 
limestone,  having  a  uniform  white  colour.  The 
outside  walls  of  the  main  tower  above  the  point 
■where  it  is  reduced  in  section  are  of  two  shades 
of  buff,  hard-pressed  brick.  The  interior  face  of 
the  parapet  wall  in  the  observatory  is  of  selected 
Mack  paving  brick  of  uniform  yellow  colour. 
The  firit  course  of  granite  in  the  base  of  the 
vails  is  backed  up  with  the  beat  quality  of  small 
size  shale  vitrified  brick.  The  rest  of  the  brick- 

work, including  the  interior  faces  of  the  main  and 
the  overflow  towers  above  the  first  granite  conrse, 
is  of  selected  hard-burned  red  brick.  The  brick 
backing  of  the  walls  was  built  up  even  with  the 
•stonework  as  the  work  progressed. 

The  etandpipe,  6ft.  in  diameter,  rises  I '28ft. 
above  the  level  of  the  ground,  and  is  built  of  open 
hearth  soft  stoel.  The  specifications  for  the  steel 
required  that  it  should  be  tough  and  ductile,  and 
should  not  contain  more  than  0  Oii  per  cent,  of 
phosphorus.  Before  or  after  heating  to  a  cherry- 
red  heat  and  (|uenching  in  water  at  a  temperature 
of  80''  Fahr. ,  it  was  required  to  stand  bending 
180°  to  n  curve  whose  inner  radius  was  equal  to 
hali  the  thickness  of  the  sample,  without  sign  of 

fracture  on  the  convex  side  of  the  bent  portion. 
Test  specimens  of  an  area  of  cross-section  not 
less  than  ̂ sqin.,  cut  from  the  finished  material 
after  rolling,  were  required  to  have  an  ultimate 

tensile  strength  of  .i2,000  to  6'2, 0001b.  per  square 
inch,  and  an  elongation  of  not  less  than  2.i  per 
cent,  in  Sin.  The  contractor  was  also  required 
to  furnish  from  each  melt  several  bars,  each  2in. 
wide  and  lOin.  long,  cut  from  the  finished  plates. 
These  specimen  bars  were  nicked  and  tested  for 
toughness  or  ultimate  resilience  in  an  impact 
or  drop- test  machine,  and  the  tests  were  com- 

pared with  similar  tests  of  a  good  quality  of 
wrought  iron.  They  were  required  to  withstand 
a  blow  that  would  JTist  break  a  wrought-iron  bar 
of  the  same  form  and  dimensions.  The  plates 
are  I'oin.  thick  at  the  bottom  of  the  standpipe, 
and  Jin.  at  the  top. 

The  standpipe  was  built  up  of  alternate  inside 
and  outside  sections,  the  intern.al  diameter  of  the 
latter  being  Oft.,  and  the  build  of  each  being  5ft. 
All  plates  were  of  such  lengths  as  to  make  but 
two  vertical  joints  in  each  course.  All  of  the 
joints,  both  horizontal  and  vertical,  are  lap 
joints,  the  former  being  single  and  the  latter 
double  riveted.  The  stuidpipe  is  connected  at 
the  bottom  to  a  section  of  cast-iron  pipe  7ft.  long 
and  6tt.  in  diameter,  set  in  the  bottom  of  the 
tower  below  the  surface  of  the  ground.  The 
connection  was  made  by  means  of  a  cast-iron 
ring,  which  was  riveted  to  the  standpipe  and  set 
in  the  bell  of  the  cast-iron  pipe  with  a  lead  joint. 
The  cast-iron  ring  is  2in.  thick,  and  is  double 
riveted  to  the  standpipe  with  a  ,',;in.  fiUer-plate 
extending  just  below  the  upper  line  of  rivets. 

The  overflow  pipe  in  the  small  tower  is  24in. 
in  diameter  and  rises    about   120ft.   above  the 

surface  of  the  ground.  It  is  built  of  -in.  steel 
plates,  of  the  same  quality  as  in  the  standpipe,  in 
lengths  of  5ft.  with  alternate  inside  and  outside 
sections.  For  convenience  in  erection  the  con- 

tractors riveted  the  pipe  up  in  lengths  of  about 
30ft.  with  cast  steel  flanges.  The  overflow  pipe 
is  connected  to  a  cast-iron  pipe  at  the  bottom  by 
means  of  a  lead  joint.  This  lead  joint  and  that 
at  the  bottom  of  the  standpipe  were  made  by  the 
city  and  not  by  the  contractor  for  the  stand-pipe 
and  tower.  There  are  two  connections  between 
the  standpipe  and  the  overflow  pipe.  One  of 
these  is  a  by-pass  r2in.  in  diameter,  located  at  a 
height  of  about  75ft.  above  the  ground  and  fltted 
with  a  12in.  outside  screw  wedge  valve.  The 
other  is  a  24in.  overflow  pipe  and  is  located  at  a 
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point  about  110ft.  above  the  ground.  The  24in. 
connection  between  the  standpipe  and  overflow 
pipe  changes  in  section  from  a  24in.  circle  to  an 
ellipse  18  by  30in.,  where  it  connects  with  the 
latter.  The  rivets  in  both  standpipe  and  over- 

flow pipe  are  of  charcoal  iron  and  were  driven  by 
hand.  All  of  the  steel  work  received  two  coats 
of  red  lead  mixed  in  raw  linseed  oil  before  leaving 
the  shops.  After  erection  the  standpipe  and 
overflow  pipe  both  inside  and  out  were  covered 
with  two  coats  of  mineral  paint. 

The  standpipe  is  covered  with  a  layer  of  mag- 
nesia lin.  thick,  held  in  place  by  sheet  iron  plates 

of  No.  20  B.  and  S.  gauge,  except  at  the  base 
castings,  where  a  canvas  jacket  was  used.  The 
iron  plates  were  firmly  screwed  to  two  hardwood 
strips  embedded  vertically  in  the  magnesia.  The 
horizontal  joints  between  the  sections  were 
covered  with  a  3in.  band  of  hoop-iron  fastened 
to  the  wooden  strips.  The  overflow  pipe  was  also 
covered  with  magnesia,  lin.  thick,  wrapped  in 
canvas  and  secured  by  brass  bands.  The  top  of 
the  standpipe  has  a  cover  of  cast  iron  Jin.  thick, 
reinforced  by  ribs,  ■with  a  circular  manhole  in  the 
centre,  16in.  in  diameter.  Except  at  the  m'ln- 
hole,  it  is  lined  with  liin.  of  magnesia,  held  in 
place  by  sheet  copper  of  Xo.  21  B.  and  S.  gauge. 

There  are  seven  floors  in  the  tower,  the  first 
one  at  the  main  entrance  from  the  balcony,  and 
the  seventh,  the  observatory  floor,  at  an  eleva- 

tion of  135tt.  above  the  ground.  Plate-glass 
windows  were  set  in  the  walls  at  the  different 
.floors.  Stairways  leading  from  one  floor  to  the 
next  are  located  between  the  standpipe  and  the 
masonry  tower,  except  at  the  sixth  floor,  where 
there  is  an  opening  from  the  main  tower  to  the 
overflow  tower,  and  the  latter  contains  the  stair- 

way to  the  seventh  floor.  All  of  the  floors  a-e made  of  iron  or  of  granitoid,  and  are  supported 
by  I-beams  built  into  the  walls  and  around  the 
standpipe.  The  floor  of  the  observatory  is  4 in. 
thick,  of  granitoid  on  No.  16  B.G.  corrugated 
sheet  iron,  supported  by  four  Sin.  I-beams,  each 
weighing  181b.  per  foot.  The  substr.itum  of  the "ranitoid  was  made  of  four  parts  of  fine  crushed 

granite  to  one  of  American  Portland  cement, 
and  the  top  dressing  was  made  of  equal  parts  of 
cement  and  sifted  granite.  The  floor  drains  to 
the  centre,  where  there  is  a  cast-iron  cesspool, 
with  bell-trap,  set  even  with  the  finished  eleva- 

tion of  the  floor,  and  connected  with  a  copper 

drain-pipe  Sin.  square,  which  in  turn  connects 
with  a  4in.  by  4in.  copper  pipe  running  down  the 
overflow  tower  to  the  foundation.  Copper  pipes 

from  each  outlet  of  the  roof-comice  gutter  were 

I 
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also  run  to  this  pipe  in  tte  oveiflow  tower.  A 
copper  strap  was  bonded  to  this  pipe  and  to  the 
ehell  of  the  overflow  pipe  with  a  copper  stud  to 
make  a  ground  connection  for  lightning.  A 
similar  connection  was  made  from  the  copper 
pipe  to  one  of  the  anchor  rods  of  the  overflow 
tower  roof.  The  ceiling  of  the  observatory 
tower  is  of  Xo.  -M  galvanised  flat  iron  fastened 
in  place  with  copper  wire,  and  made  to  conform 
to  the  conical  shape  of  the  frame. 

At  the  point  where  the  main  tower  begins  to 

:□ 

-*, 

DETAILS   OF   ROOF    OF    OVERFLOW   TOWER. 

decrease  in  size  is  a  cornice  containing  a  gutter 
cut  in  the  stonework.  On  each  side  of  this 
cornice  are  two  large  gargoyles,  each  cut  from 
one  stone  measuring  12in.  by  ISin.  on  the  face 
and  6ft.  Sin.  long.  There  are  eight  gargoyles 
set  in  the  band- course  in  the  octagonal  portion 
of  the  tower  at  an  elevation  of  about  13'>ft.  above 
the  ground.  There  is  also  a  large  gargoyle  on 
the  comer  of  the  balconies  set  at  the  level  of 
the  floor. 

The  roof  of  the  main  tower  is  supported  by 
three  main  trusses  which  intersect  each  other 
and  are  built  up  of  steel  angles  carrying 
purlins  of  2in.  by  2in.  by  I'sin.  angles,  which 
are  spaced  Kin*,  apart  and  carry  the  terracotta 
roof.  This  terracotta  is  of  the  best  quality, 
hard  burned  and  semi-glazed  and  of  a  pure  and 
uniform  'white  colour.  It  was  all  laid  out  and each  course  carefully  fitted  and  numbered  before 
leaving  the  shop,  and  a  setting  plan  was  furnished 
to  correspond.  Each  piece  was  separately  wired 
to  the  ironwork  with  copper  wire  in  such  a 
manner  as  to  be  rigid  and  secure.  The  joints 
average  ]in.  in  thickness  and  are  filled  with 
cement  mortar.  A  t  the  top  of  the  roof  is  a  copper 
fiuial  about  "ft.  high,  through  which  a  fl  igpole passes.  The  base  of  the  finial  contains  an  opening 
providing  access  to  the  roof.  A  steel  st.iirway 
and  ladder  commences  at  a  point  about  10ft. 
above  the  bottom  of  the  roof  truss  and  continues 
to  '.he  apex  of  the  roof  on  the  inside,  where  it  is 
riveted  to  the  flagpole  mast.  The  flagpole  is  made 
up  of  four  sectiocs  of  straight  grain  white 
hickory,  joitited  together  with  bronze  sockets. 
The  flagpole  mast  consists  of  4in.  and  6in.  gas- 
pipe  extending  down  in  the  roof  of  the  tower 
about  15ft.  and  securely  fastened  to  the  roof 
trusses.     At  the  bottom  of  the  roof  is  a  copper 

The  top  35ft.  of  the  overflow  tower,  including 
the  20ft.  of  roof,  is  of  cut  white  limestone.  The 
portion  below  the  rcof  contains  a  number  of 
portholes  closed  with  copper  wire  screens,  with  a 
lin.  mesh,  set  on  the  inside  and  anchored  to  the 
walls.  The  stonework  in  the  roof  was  cut  to 
specific  dimensions,  and  the  finial  was  cut  from 
one  solid  stone.  Passing  through  the  finial  is  a 
1;} in.  iron  rod,  which  continues  down  the  centre 
of  the  roof  and  connects  with  an  iron  spider. 
This  is  bolted  to  a  cast-iron  band  piece  under  the 
roof,  which  is  anchored  to  the  sides  of  the  tower, 
thus  securing  the  roof  to  the  tower. 

All  angles  and  plates  of  roof  trusses  above  the 
observatcry  floor,  includiLg  the  purlin  and  rafter 
angles,  are  of  soft  steel.  The  shop  rivets  are  of 
soft  steel  and  the  field  rivets  are  of  charcoal  iron. 
The  remainder  of  the  steel  used  in  the  tower  is  of 
a  soft  or  medium  grade.  All  visible  interior 
ironwork  from  the  first  floor  to  the  observatory 
floor  and  the  spiral  stairway,  ladder,  iScc. ,  below 
the  ceiling  of  the  overflow  tower  were  coated  with 
pure  white  lead  mixed  with  linseed  oil.  All  of 
this  work  was  finished  in  a  pale  green  colour, 
except  the  cast-iron  floors,  stair  treads,  risers, 
and  hand  railings,  which  were  made  a  dark  green 
colour.  The  exterior  ironwork  and  the  wooden 
flagpole  were  painted  with  white  lead.  The 
tower  is  wired  for  both  arc  and  incandescent 
lights,  twelve  of  the  former  being  located  at  the 
observatory  floor.  This  tower  was  designed 
while  Mr.  M.  L.  Holman,  iI.Am..Soc.C.E.,  was 
water  commissioner  of  St.  I/Ouis  with  Mr.  S. 
Bent  Russell,  JI.Am.Soc.C.E  ,  principal  assistant 
engineer  in  charge  of  the  work  then  as  now.  The 
present  water  commissioner  is  Mr.  Edward  Flad, 
M..Vm.Soc.C.E. —  Tie  Etigineering  Record. 

THE  CANTILEVER  BRIDGE  :  ITS  DESIGN 

AXD  CONSTRFCTION.— XII. 

THE  general  principles  governing  the  de- 
signing of  cantilever  bridges  having  been 

fully  enunciated  and  investigated,  it  remains  to 
apply  them  to  the  example  we  have  selected.  It 
will  be  necessary  therefore,  whOe  availing  our- 

selves of  the  theoretical  rules  and  other  informa- 
tion at  our  command,  to  substitute  the  (tctual 

values  in  units  of  weights  for  the  loads  acting 
upon  the  truss,  in  order  to  determine  the  stresses 
in  similar  units,  that  is  to  say  in  tons,  upon  the 
various  members.  These  data  having  been 
accurately  ascertained,  the  practical  part  of  the 
design,  or  the  construe  tion  of  it,  can  be  proceeded 
with.  This  includes  the  adoption  of  the  best 
forms  of  the  most  suitable  sections  for  the 
various  parts,  and  of  the  most  skilful  methods  of 
uniting  them  to  one  another.  A  large  part  of 
this  indispensable  knowledge  cannot  be  acquired 
altogether  from  books,  nor  even  from  working 
drawings,  however  complete  and  finished  they 
may  be.  There  are  numerous  girders  and  trusses 
erected  in  and  about  the  Metropolis  where  design 
and  construction  can  be  closely  studied  from 
a  vantage  point  by  any  interested  outsider.  A 
student  and  beginner,  who  is  possibly  puzzling 
his  brains  over  the  necessity  for  counterbracing 
trusses  and  over  the  law  governing  the  cumu- 

lative nature  of  the  stresses,  will  find  himself 
much  more  familiar  with  them  after  carefully 
inspecting  a  good  example  in  actual  working 
order.  An  excellent,  though  by  no  means  a  par- 

ticularly handsome  or  pleasing,  specimen  of  a 
Urge,  well-built,  poly  gonally -trussed  girder 
175ft.  in  span  is  that  forming  the  middle  span 
of  the  temporary  Vauxhall  Bridge  over  the 
Thames.  It  is  not  too  much  to  assert  that  any 
wayfarer  crossing  the  bridge  could  easily,  if  so 
disposed,  count  nearly  every  rivet  in  the  struc- ture. 

Commencing,  therefore,  with  the  dead,  or 
uniformly-distributed  loading,  the  first  thing  for 
the  student  and  beginner  to  do  is  to  obtain,  by 
carefully  studying  the  half  elevation  of  the  truss 
in  Fig.  1,  a  good  general  idea  of  the  manner  in 

which  the  separate  weights  W„  Wj,  and  W',, each  of  which  is  equal  to  five  tons,  are  conveyed 
to  the  abutment.  Secondly  he  must  pay  atten- 

tion to  the  manner  in  which  the  transfer  of  these 
weights  affects  the  different  members  of  the  truss, 
and  the  character  and  amount  of  the  stresses  they 
bring  upon  them.  In  order  to  be  an  eflicient 
designer  of  bridges,  roofs,  and  iron  and  -steel 
structures  of  any  of  the  numerous  forms  in  which 
they  appear,  the  professional  man  must  tho- 

roughly understand  what  may  be  appropriately 
termed  the  "  anatomy  of  all  descriptions  of 
girders,  trusses,  and  metallic  erections." 

None  of  the  so-called  short  or  royal  roads  to 
knowledge,  such  as  purely  analytical  investiga- 

tions, or  stress  diagrams,  will  give  this  particular 
information  required.  They  furnish,  it  is  true, 
with  aU  the  accuracy  required  for  practical  pur- 

poses, the  total  remits — that  is,  the  total  streBses 
induced  by  the  weights  upon  all  the  individual 
parts  of  the  structure  ;  but  at  the  same  time  they 
afford  little  or  no  clue  to  tho  process  by  which 
these  stresses  are  cumulatively  arrived  at.  As 

an  example  in  point,  take  the  well-known 

formula — W  X  L S 
»  X  D 

This  equation,  substituting  the  proper  values  for 
tho  respective  symbols,  gives  the  total  stress  upon 
tho  centre  of  either  the  upper  and  lower  flanges 
of  any  truss  or  girder  similarly  designed  to  that 
in  the  figure.  But  it  affords  not  the  slightest 
information  respecting  the  manner  in  which  this 
ultimate  stress  is  arrived  at,  nor  how  it  is  ob- 
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tained  by  the  successive  increments  of  stress,  due 
to  the  repeated  thrusts  and  pulls  of  the  diagonal 
bars  in  the  web. 

The  graphic  method,  known  as  the  "  resolution 
of  forces  at  the  different  joints,"  determines  the- indi\-idual  as  well  as  the  ultimate  or  cumulative 
stresses,  and,  in  addition,  indicates  minutely  and 
precisely  the  effectot  each  member  of  the  truss  upon 
its  neighbours.  It  shows  the  relationship  existing 
betweenthem  andhowtheyaremutmlly  dependent 
upon  one  another,  and  how  failure  may  occur  when 
the  design  is  defective  and  inadequate  to  perform 
its  duty.  Referring  to  Fig.  2,.  which  is  a  fuc- 
simile  of  Fig.  1  with  the  lettering  and  other 
details  omitted  in  order  to  show  the  application 
of  the  method  of  resolution,  there  are  dead 
weights  of  five  tons  each  upon  the  lower  flange 

situated  at  the  lower  apices  B,  D,  and  F.  I'^m- 
mencing  with  that  on  E  F,  it  is  under  the  •  on- 
ditions  of  a  uniformly-distributed  load,  all 
transferred  to  the  left  abutment  H.  It  is  the 

first  instance  wholly  taken  up  by  the  vertical  tie- 
bar  E  F,  upon  which  it  brings  a  tensile  stress 
eiiual  to  its  own  weight  of  five  tons.  At  the  apex 
E,  this  stress  is  resolved  into  two  others,  one  in 
the  direction  of  E  K,  and  the  other  in  ihat  of  the 
diagonal  bar  D  E.  To  ascertain  their  amount, 
plot  off  to  any  convenient  scale  Ea,  equal  to  five 
tons,  and  draw  a  b  parallel  to  the  upper  flange  to 
meet  the  bar  D  E  at  the  point  b.  Then  a  6, 
measured  on  the  same  scale,  will  give  the  stress 
upon  E  K,  and  E  b  that  upon  D  E.  There  is  one 
more  detail  necessary  to  bo  known  respecting  tho 
stresses  E  a  and  E  b,  and  that  is  their  sense — that 
is,  are  they  plus  or  minus.  Upon  referring  to 
the  point  E,  where  the  tensile  stress  E  a  directly 
acts,  it  will  be  seen  that  it  tends  to  p.ill  tho 
members  DE  and  E  K  lower  down,  or,  in  other 
words,  to  shorten  them  or  double  them  up.  They 
will,  therefore,  both  be  in  compression,  or  of  a 

plus  character. It  is  evident  that  we  shall  not  have  done  with 
the  action  of  the  weight  at  F  imtil  it  is  finally 
tranirferred  to  the  left  abutment,  which  will  bo 

partly  ertected  by  means  of  the  stress  Kb  which 
it  has  brought  upon  the  diagonal  bar  D  E.  Pro- 

duce the  bar  D  E  to  «,  and  the  vertical  C  D  to/; 
make  Df  equal  to  E  B,  draw  ef  parallel  to  the 
bottom  flange,  and  D/will  represent  tl.e  stress 
upon  the  vertical  C  D,  and  ef  that  upon  the  part 
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o!  the  lower  tiinge  i)  V  and  F  L.  If  we  trace 
the  line  of  action  of  the  stress  E  ''  upon  the  two 
members  D  F  and  C  D,  it  will  be  seen  that  it 
tends  to  push  them  in  the  direction  of  the  pro- 

longation of  the  diagonal  I  <  E  towards  «,  or  to 
stretch  them.  Consequently  the  stresses  upon 
D  F,  F  L,  and  C  D  are  all  of  a  tensile  or  minus 
character.  Following  out  the  operation,  the 
stress  upon  the  vertical  C  I )  is  transferred  to  the 
apes  C,  where  it  obviously  compresses  C  E,  E  K. 
and  C  B  to  the  extent  measured  by  the  lines  i  1/  and 
Off.  By  prolonging  the  diagonal  B  C  to  m  and  the 
vertical  A  B  to  i\,  and  drawing  m  k,  we  obtain  the 

stresses  upon  A  B,  and  upon  1!  D,  D  F,  and  1'  I,, 
all  of  a  tensile  nature.  Plotting  off  by  similar 
repetition  Ay  upon  the  vertical  A  B,  and  drawing 
the  horizontal  line  g  n,  we  obtain  the  stress  upon 
the  members  of  the  upper  11  ange  AC,  CE,  and 
E  K.  If  we  prolong  the  last  diagonal  strut 
A  II  to  p,  and  draw  ̂   0  to  meet  the  perpendicular 
IIo,  the  line  ;)o  gives  the  stress  upon  HB,  and 
also  aditional  stresses  of  the  same  intensity  upon 
B  D,  1)  F,  and  F  L.  It  should  be  observed  that 
the  line  H  0  represents  the  vertical  reaction,  and 
should  equal  the  weight  placed  at  F,  which 
is  proved  by  the  fact  that  U  n  ec[ual8  to  E  a,  which 
is  equal  to  the  weight  placed  at  F  of  five  tons. 
It  will  appear  from  the  foregoing  investigation 
that,  while  the  weight  at  F  does  not  effect,  for 
the  present  calculations,  any  of  the  diagonal  bars 
to  the  right  of  it,  it  does  effect  the  member  of  the 
flange  in  the  same  direction.  This  action  of  the 
separate  weights  at  the  remaining  lower 
apices  1)  and  B  will  ba  more  appreciable 
when  their  influence  is  investigated.  Combining 
the  three  weights  placed  at  the  points  F  D  and 
B  on  the  lower  flange,  their  joint  action  is 
cumulative  on  the  two  flanges  towards  the  centre, 
and  cumulative  on  the  diagonal  bars  of  the  web 
towards  the  abutment.  iSince  under  the  con- 

ditions of  a  uniform  load  the  stresses  upon  the 
diagonal  bars  of  the  web — excepting  the  counter- 
braces  in  the  central  panel,  upon  which  they  are 
equal  to  zero — are  the  same  for  the  other  half  of 
the  truss,  it  is  not  difficult  to  tabulate  the  stresses 
upon  the  different  members  of  the  whole  girder. 
Each  of  the  weights  at  D  and  B  are  cumulative 
stresses  upon  the  parts  of  the  flanges  CE,  EK, 
and  AC,  C  E,  and  E  K,  and  upon  the  diagonal 
bars  C  B  and  A  H  respectively. 

In  Table  I.,  the  stress  obtained  from  the 
summation  of  the  stresses  in  the  diagram  in  Fig.  2 
upon  the  last  diagonal  bars  is  21-21  tons.  To 
check  this  result,  putting  S  to  eiiual  the  com- 

pressive stress  upon  each  terminal  bar,  the 
equation  becomes — 

S  =  R  X  cosec.  3, 

from  which,  since  R  =  15  tons,  and  S   =  ii" — 
S  =  ir>  X  1-4U  =  21  22, 

or  practically  the  same  amount  as  that  given  by 
the  computation  rasulting  from  the  use  of  the 
diagram  of  the  resolution  of  forces  at  the  joints 
of  the  truss.  It  remains  now  to  ascertain  the 
stresses  upon  the  different  members  of  the  flanges. 
Altogether  there  are  six  cumulative  stresses  upon 
the  central  members  of  the  upper  and  lower 
flanges  EK  and  F  L.  Of  these  six,  three,  as 
shown  in  the  diagram,  are  due  to  the  action 
of  the  weight  at  F,  two  to  that  at  D,  and 
one  to  that  at  B.  In  Table  II.  the  stresses 
upon  the  different  members  of  the  upper  and 
lower  flanges  are  recorded.  The  same  letters 
are  used  for  both  halves  of  the  truss,  but  those  on 
the  right  half  are  distinguished  by  a  small  mark 
at  the  foot  of  each  letter.  Thus  D,  B,  on  the  right 
half  corresponds  to  B  D  on  the  left,  and  in  the 
upper  flange  EK,  IvE,  constitute  one  and  the 
same  part,  and  so  do  F  L  and  1.  F,  in  the  lower 
flange.  For  the  maximum  stress  upon  the  central 
panel  length  of  each  flange,  we  obtain  30  tons, 
and  the  result  can  be  checked  and  verified  by  the 
application  to  the  problem  of  the  formula — 

S=  W'  X  L 

8  X   D' in  which  W  =  30  tons,  ̂   =  90ft.,  and  D  =  13ft. 
Substituting  these  values  for  the  symbols,  we  have 

o  _  30  X  90       ,, 

,  There  is  evidently  a  discrepancv  between  these 
two  methods,  to  which  careful  attention  should 
be  paid,  and  the  reason  sought  for.  It  will  be 
found  that  the  discrepancy  is  due  to  the  fact  that 
the  conditions  in  the  two  instances  of  the 
pure  analytical  investigation  and  the  graphical 
method  are  by  no  means  identical.  In  the 
former,  the  totil   load   is  assumed   to  be  uni- 
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formly  distributed  over  the  whole  span  of  the 
truss,  whereas  in  the  latter  it  is  divided  and 
placed  at  the  six  lower  apices  of  the  bottom 
Uange.  A  much  closer  approximation  to  the 
result  to  be  obtaiaad,  which  is  common  to  both 
methods,  will  be  brought  about  if  the  conditions 
governing  the  analytical  investigation  be  applied 
to  the  graphic  solution.  In  Figs.  1  and  2  the 
total  load  of  30  tons  upon  the  truss  is  assumed  to 
be  dindcd  into  six  parts  of  5  tons  each,  placed 
upon  the  lower  flange  at  the  intersection  with  it 
of  the  vertical  and  diagonal  members  of  the  web. 
But  if  the  total  weight  be  regarded  as  uaiformly 
distributed  over  the  whole  span,  it  will  be  at 
once  apparent  that  the  weight  upon  the  half  of 
each  of  the  end  panels,  II  B  and  B,  II,,  must  be 
considered  to  be  directly  supported  by  the  nearest 
abutment,  or,  what  is  tantamount  to  the  same 
thing,  one  of  the  weights  of  five  tons  produces, 
under  these  conditions,  no  stresses  upon  any  of 
the  members  of  the  truss.  It  may,  therefore,  be 
deducted  from  the  total  amount  of  30  tons,  which 
leaves  25  tons  to  be  dealt  with,  and  the  value  of 
each  of  the  weights  W  will  no  longer  bs  5  tons, 
but  something  less,  as  follows  :  — 

W  =  ̂̂   =  4-16  tons, 

6  ' 

Consequently,  the  stress  S  upon  the  flanges  of 
the  upper  and  lower  central  panels  can  be  readily 
ascertained  by  a  simple  summation  thus  : — ■ 

S  =  6  X  416  =  25  tons, 

which  result  agrees  practically  with  that  calcu- 
lated by  the  formula.  It  should  be  observed 

here  that  the  shorter  the  panel  lengths — that  is, 
the  greater  the  number  of  the  subdivisions  of  the 
total  load  and  the  points  of  their  application  to 
the  truss,  the  closer  will  be  the  agreement  be- 

tween the  results  of  the  analytical  and  the 
graphical  method — in  many  instances  to  one  or 
two  decimal  places. 

The  stress  diagram  in  Fig.  3  is  another  method 
by  which  the  stresses  due  to  a  uniformly-dis- 

tributed load  upon  a  girder  can  be  readily  cal- 
culated. If  in  the  lower  half  of  the  diagram — for 

there  is  no  need  of  carrying  out  the  process  in  the 
upper  half  as  well,  although  it  is  drawn  to  render 
the  illustration  of  the  method  complete— the  dis- 

tances OP-  1',  P  -  P,  and  P  -  Pbe  made  each 
equal  to  five  tons,  the  stresses  upon  the  dif- 

ferent members  of  the  truss  will  be  equal  to 
the  length  of  the  respective  lines.  Each  line 
representing  a  stress  is  distinguished  by  the 
same  letters  as  indicated  in  the  semi-skeleton 
elevation  of  the  truss  in  Fig.  1,  thus  showing  the 

accuracy  and  convenience  of  Bow's  system  of 
lettering.  The  cumulative  stresses  upon  the 
various  parts  of  the  truss  are  also  exceedingly 
well  shown  by  the  varying  length  of  the  several 
lines  corresponding  to  them.  In  order  to  check 
the  general  correctness  of  the  diagram  in  principle, 
its  reciprocity  to  the  frame  diagram  in  Figs.  I  and  2 
may  be  tested.  Take,  for  instance,  the  panel  crossed 
by  the  diagonal  1'  E — that  is,  the  first  next  to  the 
central  panel.  Commencing  with  the  upper  half 
of  the  panel,  it  will  be  seen  that  the  members 
CD,  DO,  and  DE  form  a  triangle,  and  thus 
inclose  a  space.  According  to  the  rule  of 
reciprocity  laid  down,  they  ought,  therefore, 
in  the  stress  diagram  in  Fig.  3  to  all  meet  at  the 
same  point.  These  conditions  are  fulfilled  at  the 
point  1*  in  the  figure,  where  all  these  lines  meet, 
and  the  same  result  will  attend  similar  com- 

parisons with  respect  to  the  lines  representing  the 
other  members  of  the  truss  in  Fig.  1  and  the 
stresses  upon  them  in  Fig.  3. 

'['he  "method  of  moments"  or  "method  of 
sections,"  as  it  is  also  termed,  can  be  applied  to 
determine  the  stresses  upon  the  truss  under  con- 

sideration. Let  it  be  required  to  find  by  this 
method  the  stress  on  the  last  panel  length  B  I )  of 
the  upper  flange  of  the  truss  in  Figs.  I  and  2. 
Taking  the  moments  about  the  pnint  B  in  Fig.  2,  | 

the  lever-arm  of  B  O  is  equal  to  A  B,  and  that  of 
the  reaction  of  the  abutment  is  AP,  so  that 

equating  these  two  moments,  we  obtain  the  ex- 
pression, calling  B  O  the  stre;8  upon  part  of  the 

upper  flange  required — 
BOX  AB  =  R  X  AP 

But  since  A  B  =  A  P,  or  the  depth  of  the  girder 
equals  the  length  of  a  panel,  the  formula  is — 

BO 

15  X  13 

13 

=  15  tons. 

aa  already  found  by  the  other  modes  of  calcula- 
tion. One  more  example  may  be  taken — that 

of  the  stress  upon  the  diagonal  bar  A  O  in 
Fig.  1.  Selecting  the  lower  apex  of  the  vertical 
A  B  as  the  origin  for  the  moments,  and  dropping 

a  perpendicular  to  A  0  upon  the  point,  we  have 
for  the  stress  upon  the  bir  A  0  — 

A0x9=KxAP. 

Making    similar    substitutions    as    in    the   last 

example,  we  find — 
A0=  ̂ -^-^^  =21-6  tons. 

There  is  one  important  detail  to  be  home  in 
mind  when  using  the  method  of  sections,  and 
that  is  that  when  taking  the  moment  of  any  one 
member  of  the  truss  about  another,  the  point 
chosen  for  the  application  of  the  lever  arms  may 
be. located  anywhere  except  where  the  two  lines 
representing  members  intersect  one  another. 

In  our  next  article,  the  shearing,  longitudinal, 
and  diagonal  stresses,  due  to  the  action  of  a 
moving  load,  will  be  investigated,  which  will 
enable  the  practical  designing  of  the  truss  to  be 

proceeded  with. 

THE  SANITARY  C0XGRE3S  AT 
SOUTHAMPTON. 

WE  resume  and  conclude,  from  p.  259  in  our 
last  issue,  our  report  of  the  very  success- 

ful congress  held  at  Southampton  last  week  by 
the  Sanitary  Institute,  taking  up  the  thread  of 
the  narrative  with  the  proceedings  of  Thursday, 
when  work  was  carried  on  in  three  sections, 

devoted  respectively  to  Sanitary  Science, 
Engineering  and  Architecture,  and  Physics, 
Chemistry,  and  Biology. 

S.^N-IT.iBY    SCIEKCE    .A.XD    I'REVESTIVF.    MEDtCIXE. 

This  section  was  presided  over  by  Sir  Joseph 
Ewart,  who  remarked  that  of  the  many  scientific 
developments  which  had  characterised  the  greater 

part  of  the  century  now  drawing  to  a  close  there 
were  few  more  important  than  those  which  had 

been  designed  to  raise  the  standard  of  the  public 
health.  The  provision  of  pure  water,  efficient 

drainage  of  streets  and  houses,  improved  houses, 
the  constant  supply  of  fresh  and  the  removal  of 
foul  air,  and  the  widespread  application  of  the 

principles  of  sanitary  science  and  preventive 
medicine  might  be  cited.  Sjdendid  results  had 

already  been  attained  in  diminished  mortality  and 
sickness  as  a  result  of  these  and  other  modem 

reforms.  He  urged  upon  his  hearers  the  vastness 
of  the  triumphs  which  have  been  achieved  by 
vaccinators,  sanitarians,  and  sanitary  engineers 
in  the  advancement  of  health  in  modern  days, 

and  particularly  since  the  Vaccination  and  Public 
Health  Acts  were  passed  in  1811  and  1876.  In 
the  lifetime  of  many  typhus  had  been  all  but 

extinguished :  a  hale,  hearty,  and  enjoyable  old 
ao-e  had  been  much  lengthened,  and  malarial 

fever  at  home  at  least  had  been  marvellously 
curtailed.  It  was  gratifying  in  spite  of  all  the 

increasing  consumption  of  drink  going  on  that 

homicidal  people  are  a  diminishing  quantity. 
There  was  room  for  more  decrease.  It  was  to  ba 

regretted  that  all  our  sanitation  and  prevention 
have  made  so  small  an  impression  on  measles  and 

diphtheria. 
THE   W.VTEB    SIPPLY    ASD   OVERCROWDISO I'ROllLEMS. 

Presiding  in  the  Engineering  and  Architecture 
Section,  Mr.  ,1as.  Lemon,  F.R.I.B.A.,  M.I.C.E., 

(past -president  of  the  Association  of  Municipal 
and  County  Engineers^  de:ilt  with  the  question  of 

pure  water.  He  said  that  thsold  storage  system, with  its  abominations,  had  been  swept  away,  and 
the  householder  knew  that  if  the  water  was  not 

pure  it  arose   from  the  so-arce  of  supply  aul 
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defective  distribution.  There  was  no  difficulty  in 

this  country  in  ohtaining  a  supply  of  water,  and 
one  of  his  proJecefsors  in  that  chair,  Sir.  Lewis 
Angell,  in  hia  address  in  1879,  stated  that  it  was 
sufficient  for  twenty  times  the  then  population  ; 
hut  the  raising  of  the  standard  of  purity  had  led 
to  a  scramble  for  a  better  source.  Birmingham 
had  gone  to  Wales,  and  the  London  County 
Council  wished  to  follow  their  example.  How 

far  this  race  from  one  part  of  the  kinu-dom  to  the 
other  on  the  port  of  wealthy  Corporations  should 

be  permitted  was  a  matter  for  the  serious  con- 
sideration of  Parliament.  It  might  bo  desirous 

to  allocate  the  areas  of  supply  to  certain  districts, 

so  that  it  might  not  become  a  question  of  "  first 
come,  first  served,"  and  the  longest  purse,  lie 
dealt  also  with  the  question  of  eowago  disposal 
and  the  provision  of  healthy  dwellings.  Over- 

crowding was  the  chief  social  problem  of  the  ago  ; 
but  ho  did  not  think  it  would  be  solved  by 
erecting  large  blocks  of  building  in  the  centres  of 
industry,  and  cjowding  the  poor  together  on  the 
same  urea.  Ho  mentioned  that  the  Corporation 
of  Southampton  was  carrying  out  an  improve- 

ment scheme.  Tho  area  was  about  i  |  acres,  the 
claims  of  the  owners  amounted  to  CIO, 000,  the 

costs,  including  solicitors' and  surveyor's  charges, 
was  about  £32,000,  so  that  the  cost  of  the  land 
which  the  Corporation  had  acquired  was  about 
£11,600  per  acre.  The  effect  of  that  was  the 

municipal  lodging-houses  and  tho  workmen's 
dwellings  woiUd  be  a  loss  to  tho  town  if  they 
threw  upon  them  the  cost  of  tho  site.  He  was 
afraid  the  outlay  would  damp  the  ardour  of  the 
sanitary  reformers,  and  it  would  be  some  time 
before  the  Corporation  of  Southampton  will  carry 
out  a  second  improvement  scheme.  If  that  were 
an  isolated  case,  it  would  not  matter,  but,  un- 

fortunately, the  municipal  authorities  of  other 
towns  who  have  been  engaged  upon  this  work 
bad  had  a  similar  experience.  The  architect  was 
thus  handicapped  at  the  start,  as  he  could  not 

design  workmen's  dwellings  which  would  repay 
the  capital  and  pay  the  interest  and  working  ex- 

penses, plus  this  abnormal  heavy  ground  rent. 
Then  what  was  the  remedy  r  One  would  bo  the 

erection  of  workmen's  dwellings  in  suburbs  served 
by  tramways  or  light  railways. 

HO*rn'.\L  roNSTiacTiox  .vxd  rLEXvM  vextil.vtmx. 

"The  developments  in  hospital  planning  and 
construction,  resulting  from  the  employment  of 

plenum  ventilation,"  was  the  subject  treated  by 
Mr.  William  Ilenman,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  Birming- 

ham. The  plenum  system,  he  pointed  out,  was 
the  propulsion  of  air  for  hospital  purposes,  and 
when  this  means  of  ventilation  was  employed  the 
air  could  be  cleansed,  tempered,  and  brought  to 
a  suifjable  hygrometic  condition  without  the 
necessity  for  having  apparatus  of  any  kind  in  the 
habitable  parts  of  the  buildings.  Unpleasant 
draughts  were  avoided,  and  the  effectiveness  of 
appliances  for  changing  the  air  was  fully  utilised. 
Several  years  of  experience  in  hospitals,  asylums, 
schools,  and  other  buildings  had  demonstrated 
that  with  an  efficient  means  of  securing  ventila- 

tion on  the  plenum  system  window-opening 
could,  with  actual  advantage,  be  dispensed  with. 
Further  developments  of  the  system  were  now 
being  tried,  which  would  provide  for  a  supply  of 
cleansed  and  tempered  air,  equal  to  a  change  of 
air  ten  times  per  hour  night  and  day  throughout 
the  buildings.  On  looking  back  to  the  opposi- 

tion from  many  sources  which  faced  him  six 
years  ago,  when  it  became  known  that  the 

tieneral  I  lospital  at  Birmingham  ■was  to  be  venti- 
lated on  the  plenum  system,  and  calling  to  mind 

the  many  "high  authorities"  who,  having  pre- dicted failure,  were  now  all  ready  to  realise  it  as 
an  acknowledged  success,  he  could  not  suppose 
that  the  bolder  step  would  meet  with  unquahaed 
approval,  and  although  he  would  not  presume  to 
say  that  absolute  perfection  would  be  obtained, 
he  felt  thoroughly  justified  in  making  the attempt. 

THE    STOa.\GE   OF   IXOOD   W.tTEE. 

Professor  Henry  Robinson  read  a  paper  on  the 
storage  of  flood  water,  and  said  the  better  con- 

servation of  the  rainfall  was  a  national  question, 
as  the  population  increased  but  the  water  avail- 

able for  their  requirements  did  not  increase,  and 
every  year  there  arose  a  struggle  for  watersheds 
from  which  to  obtsin  the  supply  for  large  towns, 
while  the  populations  in  vilkges  too  often 
depended  upon  shallow  wells,  which  were  liable 
to  pollution.  There  was  a  grave  need  of  well- 
considered  and  comprehensive  treatment  of 
watersheds,  so  that  flood  waters  should  be  stored, 
thus  rendering  the  flow  of  rivers  more  equable, 

and  the  excess  water,  which  now  did  mischief  by 

causing  floods,  would  be  available  for  domestic 
supply,  irrigation,  improving  navigation  in  rivers 
and  canals,  &c.  Tho  initial  difficulty,  however, 

was  the  cost. 

THE    V.MA'E    or    11ACTERI.4I,    EX.lMIN.iTIOX. 

Professor  Percy  Frankland,  in  opening  Section 
III.,  said  that  England  was  well  to  the  fore  in 
practical  sanitation,  but  was  behind  in  sanitary 
science.  He  contrasted  the  amount  of  money 
expended  on  nationa  defence  and  on  hygienic 
education,  and  said  that  the  progress  of  science 
was  quite  as  important  for  commercial  reasons  as 
was  national  defence.  Ho  referred  at  length  to 
the  Blue  Books  on  sanitary  science,  which  dealt 
with  the  substitution  of  water-gas  for  coal-gas, 
the  use  of  lead  in  potteries,  and  of  phosphorus  in 
matches,  and  said  ho  was  in  favour  of  the  recom- 

mendations of  the  committee.  In  regard  to 
phosphorus  it  was  the  obvious  duty  of  everyone 
to  abandon  siich  matches,  and  on  this  point  ho 

especially  appealed  to  smokers.  He  next  dealt 
with  the  application  of  bacteriology  to  sanitary 
science,  and  with  regard  to  the  bacteriological 
analysis  of  water  he  pointed  out  that  the  old  idea 
that  the  bacteriologist  was  going  to  determine 
whether  the  condition  of  water  was  likely  to 
cause  disease  or  not  was  completely  exploded, 
the  real  value  of  bacteriological  examination  of 
water  lying  in  the  assistance  which  it  rendered 
in  controlling  and  checking  the  filtration  and 
purification  of  water.  There  was  no  new 
principle  in  the  bacteriological  treatment  of 
sewage,  for  it  had  been  going  on  on  the  same 
lines  for  years  without  being  recognised.  Sewage 
purification  was  a  fermenting  industry,  just  as 

brewing  was,  but  with  this  distinction — that, 
whereas  brewing  was  one  of  the  most  remunerative 
of  industries,  there  was  no  hope  of  sewage 
purification  being  carried  on  at  a  profit. 

VEXTILATIOX      FOR f  KOWr>ED 
nosriT.VLS. 

The  closing  sittings  of  the  Congress  were  held on  Friday. 

I'r.  Thomas  (ilover  Lyon  read  a  paper  on 

"Ventilation  for  Crowded  Buildings  and  Con- 
sumption Hospitals,  with  special  reference  •to  the 

new  method  of  distribution  and  removal  of  air." 
He  stated  that  his  object  was  to  lay  before  the 
Congress  methods  of  supplying  air  to  rooms  where 
there  was  such  an  aggregation  of  people  as  to 
render  some  method  of  forced  ventilation  neces- 

sary in  such  places  as  concert-rooms,  public 
theatres,  churches,  dining-rooms,  saloons  of 
ships,  and  railway  cars.  It  was  usually  con- 

sidered that  each  person  at  a  theatre  should  be 
supplied  with  at  least  1,000ft.  of  air  an  hour.  At 
the  Opera  House  at  Vienna  the  figure  was 
_l,Oiioft.  The  necessity  of  mechanical  ventilation 
in  the  case  of  crowded  rooms,  and  the  impotence 
of  natural  ventilation,  was  shown  by  Dr.  Barwise 
at  the  Congress  last  year,  and  he  also  demon- 

strated how  the  extra  expenses  entailed  in  supply- 
ing the  extra  purity  of  air  was  simply  repaid  by 

extra  output  in  the  case  of  workshops,  and  extra 
grant  in  the  case  of  schools.  The  gain  by  intro- 

ducing good  ventilation  in  offices  where  clerks 
were  crowded  together  would  doubtless  be  even 
more  marked.  Whilst  agreeing  with  I>r.  Barwise 
and  most  authorities  on  the  superiority  of  the 
plenum  over  the  vacuum  system,  he  would  insist 
on  the  great  value  of  using  both  systems  together 
— that  was,  of  blowing  in  air  at  inlets  and 
exhausting  it  from  outlets.  Not  only  by  this 
means  was  the  air  in  rooms  kept  at  nearly 
atmospheric  pressure,  but  tho  necessity  of 
making  the  biulding  or  rooms  air-tight  was  dis- 

pensed with.  Touching  upon  the  question  of 
erecting  sanatoria  for  consumptives  in  England, 
he  expressed  the  opinion  that  very  good 
results  might  be  obtained  by  treating  con- 

sumptives in  England .  The  pursuit  of  open-air 
treatment  in  our  climate  necessitated  exposure  to 
great  discomfort,  and  it  seemed  to  him  that  this 

could  be  avoided  by  adopting  such  a  method  of 
ventilation  as  he  had  described.  In  every  sani- 
torium  a  large  hall  might  be  provided,  plentifully 
supplied  with  filtered  air,  free  from  fog,  and 
warmed  to  the  temperature  desired.  Patients, 
in  the  event  of  inclement  weather,  might  sit  about 
or  exercise  themselves  in  the  hall ;  in  which, 

also,  they  might  at  times  take  meals  in  comfort, 
instead  of  being,  in  certain  scMons  of  the  year, 
embarrassed  with  thick  garments,  and  exposed  to 
a  cold,  raw  atmosphere.  At  the  present  moment 
owners  of  theatres,  concert-rooms,  restaurants, 

ire,  were  granted  licenses  without  any  stipula- 

tion being  made  for  a  supply  of  fresh  air.  Yet 
most  places  of  public  resort  were  notoriously  in 
such  a  condition  as  regarded  ventilation  that  they 
were  active  agents  in  the  production  of  disease- 

especially  of  chest  affections,  including  con- 
sumption. Keenness  of  competition  appeared  to 

paralyse  all  private  efforts  to  remedy  the  present 
state  of  things,  and  he  believed  nothing  but  the 
interference  of  the  Legislature,  or  the  action  of 
local  bodies,  would  meet  the  exigencies  of  the 
case. 

IS    SEWEK   ■\"r,N'Tn..\TI0N   ty.VECESSAKy  r 

In  the  Engineering  and  Architecture  Section, 
Dr.  IX  S.  Daviks,  medical  officer  of  health. 
Bristol,  in  discussing  the  question  whether  the 
ventilation  of  sewers  is  necessary,  said  that  in 
Bristol  the  sewers  were  totally  unventilated,  and 
had  been  so  ever  since  they  were  constructed. 
Ho  quoted  statistics,  gathered  from  mortality 
returns,  to  show  that  Bristol  was  more  healthy 

than  many  towns  where  the  sewers  were  venti- 
lated. 

Mr.  W.  Kavk  Paury,  of  Dublin,  read  a  paper 

on  sewage  purification  without  filtration. 
At  the  concluding  general  meeting  it  was  shown 

that  the  .attendance  had  been  upwards  of  2,000, 

and  the  number  of  papers  read  ''!>,  with  twelve Presidential  and  introductory  addresses,  and  it 
was  announced  that  the  meeting  of  next  year  will 
be  held  at  Nottingham. 

CHIPS. 

Ttie  Board  of  Trade  have  appointed  Sir  Frederick 
Bramwell  as  the  arbitrator  to  decide  the  amount 

to  be  paid  by  the  Corporation  of  \V'olverhaiuptonL forthe  purchaee  of  the  tramways  within  tho  borough. 

Mr.  Thomas  Nolan  has  been  elected  to  tho  chair 
of  architecture  recently  established  at  the  University 

of  Missouri,  Columbia.  He  was  bom  in  IS.")?,  and is  a  former  student  in  the  Atelier  Danmer,  Ecole 
des  Beaux  Arts.  His  work  includes,  among  other 
large  buildings,  the  Chamber  of  Commerce  at 
Uochester,  N.Y. 

A  new  hall  in  connection  with  Cathcart  Free 

Church,  Ulasgow,  was  opened  on  Thursday  in  last 
week.  The  new  building  is  situated  in  Newlands- 
road.  It  is  built  of  Locharbriggs  stone,  the  roofs 
being  finished  with  Aberfoyle  green  slates  and  red 
tiles,  and  the  internal  wood-work  is  of  stained 
silver  grey.  There  is  movable  seating  accommoda- tion for  370  persons. 

The  K.C.  Church  of  St.  Francis,  at  Handswortb. 

Birmingham,  was  reopened  on  Sunday,  after  decora- 
tion of  tho  nave  and  aisles  by  Mr.  Jeffrey  Hopkins, 

of  Worcester,  who  three  years  ago  carried  ont 
similar  work  in  the  chancel  and  Lady-chapel  of  the 
same  church. 

A  new  organ  built  by  Messrs.  Richardson  and 
Sons,  Manchester,  for  the  Congregational  Church, 
Adiington,  near  Chorley,  was  opened  on  Thursday 
in  last  week. 

The  rebuilding  of  the  Colston  Hall  at  Bristol  will 

shortly  be  commenced.  The  directors  of  the  com- 
pany, at  their  last  meeting,  considered  and  approved 

the  revised  plans.  Mr.  A.  J.  Beaven'  s  original  tender 
amounting  to  about  £30,000  being  far  m  excess  of 
what  the  directors  were  prepared  to  spend,  the  plans 

had  to  be  remodelled,  with  the  result  that  the  con- 
tractor's tender  was  reduced  to  £21,300,  which  was 

accepted  by  the  directors.  The  works  are  to  be 
completed  within  twelve  months. 

Colonel  Slacke,  R.E.,  held  an  inquiry  on  Friday 
at  Crewe  into  an  application  by  the  town  conned  to 
borrow  .'J'l,  l.'>9  for  works  of  street  improvement  and 
sewerage.  The  Mayor,  town  clerk,  and  borough 

surveyor  explained  the  works. 
In  the  case  of  John  Henry  Smith,  of  Worksop, 

Notts,  builder,  the  order  of  discharge  has  been 
suspended  for  three  years,  ending  July  13,  1902. 

During  some  excavations  which  have  recently 

been  made  in  the  vicinity  of  Lincoln's  Inn  Kill,  in 
connection  with  the  complete  relaying  of  the 
drainage  there,  several  fragments  of  old  pottery, 

consisting  of  ju-s,  candlesticks,  &c.,  a  small  green 
glass  battle,  and  a  large  bronze  medal,  were  dis- 

covered some  distance  from  the  surface  of  the 

ground  by  the  workmen. Mr.  W.  E.  WUlink,  M.A.  (Cantab),  A  R.I.B.A., 

the  president  of  the  Liverpool  Architectaral  Society, 
who  has  for  some  years  been  a  councillor  in  the 
corporation  of  that  city,  was  on  Wednesday  raised 
to  the  aldermanic  bench,  to  fill  a  vacancy  caused 

by  retirement.  Mr.  Willink  has  rendered  Liverpool 
excellent  service  in  all  questions  afTecting  the 
pubUc  libraries  and  art  gallery,  and  the  threatened 

demolition  of  St.  George's  Church  spire. 
Mr.  Percy  Bcckley  has  been  appointed  surveyor 

to  tho  urban  district  council  of  Brierley  Hdl,  at  a 

salary  of  ilSOa  year. 
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HOMES  OB^  KEST,  BAl^GOK,  C(.».  DOWN. 

THE  building  known  as  "  The  Rest  for  Girls  " 
at  lUngor  has  proved  such  a  success  that 

the  committee  decided  upon  erecting  two  similar 
homes,  one  for  men  and  lads,  and  the  other  for 
mothers  and  children. 

Kegarding  the  Home  for  Men  and  I.ads, 
which  has  cost  about  £1,900,  the  e.tterior  is 
Ted  brick,  and  roughcast  on  the  upper  part  of 
the  building.  There  are  large  windows,  and 
bays  have  been  provided  to  obtain  views  around. 
Entering  the  vestibule,  there  is  a  large  octagonal 
hall  leading  to  the  main  departments,  and  with 
«n  open  grate  at  the  opposite  end  of  the  vesti- 

bule, giving  an  opportunity  for  heating  during 
the  colder  weather.  On  the  right  are  cloak- 

rooms, superintendent's  office,  and  a  large  dining. 

room.  From  the  dining-room  there  are  French 
casements  and  a  covered  verandah.  The  servery 
leads  from  the  dining-room  to  the  kitchen  and 
domestic  offices.  On  the  opposite  wing  of  the 
central  hall  there  is  a  corresponding  apartment 
for  the  general  sitting-room,  with  a  bay  com- 

manding a  very  o.ttensive  view.  The  upper  floors 
are  fitted  up  with  a  number  of  bedrooms, 
some  single  and  others  double.  Ample  bath- 

room and  lavatory  accommodation  has  been 
provided  on  each  floor.  The  design  for  the 
Home  of  Kest  for  Mothers  and  Children  is 
based  on  a  similar  plan,  but  to  a  somewhat 
larger  scale,  the  main  sitting-room  and  dining- 
room  being  each  about  35ft.  long  by  17ft.  wide, 
and  with  large  bays.  In  addition,  a  special 
feature  of  this  building  is  an  upper  verandah, 
especially  adapted  for  mothers  with  children  in 

arms.  The  verandah  opening  from  these  bed- 
rooms gives  a  large  and  quiet  space  for  sitting 

and  resting  in  the  open  air.  These  new  homes 
have  cost  some  £5,000  for  building  and  furnish- 

ing. They  were  opened  in  July  last.  We  may 
here  add  that  the  weekly  terms  charged  for 
sojourning  in  the  two  new  homes  are  as 
follows  : — 2s.  for  a  child  under  three  years,  3s. 
under  six  years,  4s.  under  twelve  years,  while 
for  a  lad  the  amount  is  os.  per  week,  for  men 
78.,  and  for  a  mother  with  a  baby  the  same 
amount.  In  the  Girls'  Home  the  charge  is  Ss. 
per  week.  Mr.  William  J.  W.  lioome,  M.S.A., 
is  the  architect.   The  builder  is  Mr.  James  Kidd. 

OBITUARY. 

Mit.  Hoinf  E  A.  Alexander,  architect,  late  of 
72,  Cannon-street,  E.G.,  one  of  the  representa- 

tives of  the  Ward  of  Walbrook,  City,  died  at  his 
residence.  North  Park,  Eltham,  on  Monday,  after 
a  long  illness.  Mr.  AJe.vander,  who  had  just 
attained  his  61st  year,  retired  from  the  practice 
of  his  profession  twelve  months  ago.  He  was 
elected  a  Common  Councilman  in  1S88,  and 

was  also  a  liveryman  of  the  •Spectaclemakeis' Company. 

Mr.  Joseph  Foc;erty,  architect  and  engineer, 
died  on  Saturday  last  at  his  residence,  Enderby. 
Sydenham,  S.E.,  aged  67  years.  He  had  been 
a  member  of  the  Institution  of  Civil  Engineers 
for  six-and-tbirty  years,  and  was  at  one  time 
an  Associate  of  the  Royal  Institute  of  British 
Architects.  Mr.  Fogerty,  who  was  of  Irish  birth, 
carried  out  a  large  amount  of  work  in  overhead 

railways  and  tramways,  both  in  the  I'nited Kingdom  and  also  in  Austria  and  Hungary,  and 
was  also  the  author  of  several  novels. 

The  celebrated  Batch  portrait  painter,  Davii> 
Bles,  died  in  The  Hague  on  Monday.  He  was 
born  on  September  21,  1821,  and  studied  under 
Cornelis  Kruseman  in  Paris.  At  an  early  age  he 
visited  England  and  Belgium,  and  his  works  at 
the  Universal  Exhibition  at  Paris  in  18.55,  and 
at  the  Exhibition  of  1S78,  attracted  considerable 
attention.  A  large  number  of  his  paintings  are 
to  be  found  in  England  and  America.  One  of 
his  latest  productions  was  a  life-size  portrait  of 
the  young  Queen  of  Holland. 

PBOFESSIONAI.    AND    TSASB 
SOCIETIES. 

The  Architectvr-u,  Association  oi  Irblanh. 

— A  party  of  the  members  of  this  association 
visited  Powersc^urt  House,  Enniskerry,  on 
Saturday  last.  The  party  was  received  by  Lord 
Powerscourt,  who  conducted  them  over  the 
Georgian  mansion,  the  finest  of  its  period  in 
Ireland,  and  the  beautiful  gfrounds  and  terraces, 
all  of  which  are  of  very  great  interest  from  an 
architectural  point  of  view.  The  fiae  collection 
of  pictures  and  other  art  treasures  collected  by 

the  present  Lord  Powerscourt  were  much  ad- 
mired. The  members  were  subsequently  most 

hospitably  entertained  by  Lord  Powerscourt. 
National  Associ.\tios  or  Master  Hoi  se- 

Painters. — The  fifth  annual  convention  of  thij 
association  wiU  be  held  in  the  Shire  11*11,  Here- 

ford, on  Oct.  3,  -i,  and  5,  when  a  full  and  varied 
programme  of  matters  of  great  interest  to  the trade  will  be  discussed.  Master  painters  desiring 
to  join  the  society  should  apply  to  the  hon.  sec., 
Mr.  W.  G.  Sutherland,  10,  Oxford-street,  Man- 

chester. Applications  from  all  desirous  of  at- 
tending the  convention  should  reach  the  secretary 

by  Sept.  20. The  Si  rveyor.s'  Institition. — The  new 
president,  Mr.  T.  M.  Rickman,  will  entertain  the 
members  and  their  friends  at  a  conversazione,  to 
be  held  on  Oct.  12  and  13,  in  connection  with 
the  formal  opening  of  the  new  building. 

The  Secretary  for  Scotland  has  sanctioned  the 

Corporation  of  Aberdeen  borrowing  an  additional 
sum  of  £1.5,000,  in  connection  with  the  electric- 

lighting  undertaking. The  entire  warming  and  ventilation  of  Public 
Hall  Hartley.  Wintroy,  was  placed  in  the  hands  of 
John  King,  Limited,  entrineers,  Liverpool,  who 
recommended  that  the  Hali  be  fitted  with  their 
well-known  "small-tube"  hot-water  heating 
apparatus  and  special  economical  coil- heater,  and their  patent  tubular  exhaust  ventilators,  and  the 
work  has  been  carried  out  with  the  most  satisfactory 
results. 
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(But  Jlltistratiotts. 
liALTIC    ClIAMllKliS,    cil.ASOOW. 

This  block  of  buildings  has  been  erected  for 
business  premises  from  plans  by  llr.  D. 
JlcXaughtan,  I. A.,  (ilapgow,  for  a  limited  com- 

pany. It  consists  of  six  stories,  with  basement, 
and  occupies  a  convenient  site  for  business 

purposes,  fronting  Wellington-street,  Cadogan- 
street,  and  Ilolm-street,  and  adjacent  to  the 
railway  termini  and  exchanges.  Entrances  are 
arranged  to  each  of  these  streets,  and  ample  lift 
accommodation  is  provided,  there  being  two 
passenger-lifts  at  the  Wellington-street  entrance, 
and  one  in  the  cross  corridor  between  the  other 

two  entrances.  There  is  also  a  goods  entrance  at 
the  end  of  Cadogan-street,  with  goods  lift,  and 
pavement  lifts  to  basement  where  necessary. 
One  point  of  the  plan  is  that  the  corridors  are  so 
arranged  as  to  give  access  to  all  the  rooms 
directly,  thus  enabling  the  company  to  let  oflices 
of  any  size  required.  The  lighting  of  the  build- 

ing has  been  made  a  special  feature,  and,  in 
addition  to  the  window-lighting,  there  is  a 
complete  system  of  electric-lighting,  besides  gas- 
piping  for  fires,  etc. ,  where  required.  The  building 
i3  of  red  Dumfries  stone.  The  contractors  are  as 
under  :  —  Mason  and  brickwork,  Jleesrs.  .\lex. 
Sluir  and  Sons  :  joiner  work,  James  Jlorrison ; 
slater  work,  .V.  and  D.  llackay ;  plaster  work, 
1).  and  J.  Mackenzie  ;  plumber  work,  Fyfe  and 
Allan,  Ltd.;  painter  woik,  William  Douglas; 
marble  and  tile  work,  (falbraith  and  Winton ; 
electric  lifts,  Waygood  and  Co.,  Ltd.;  electric 
lighting,  Claud  Hamilton,  Ltd.  The  stone 
•carving  was  executed  by  Jlr.  William  Vickers,  the 
wood  car\Tng  by  Mr.  John  Crawford.  The 

consulting  electrician  was  Mr.  William  B.  Sayers ; 
the  measurer,  Jlr.  William  U.  Dinsmoro ;  the 
clerk  of  works,  5Ir.  John  Anderson. 

PRINCB  OF  WALES    MAXSIO.NS,  CHELSEA  REACH,  S.W. 

These  mansions  are  now  being  erected  in  the 
Prince  cf  Wales-road,  overlooking  liattersea 
Park,  the  position  being  the  actual  site  of  the  old 
Albert  Palace,  recently  demolished.  The  build- 

ings comprise  ten  blocks,  having  a  frontage  in 
all  of  aubot  700ft. ;  each  block  contains  ten  com- 

plete suites  of  residential  chambers,  specially 
designed  and  planned  to  suit  the  neisjhbourhood's 
requirements.  The  construction  generally  is  of 
a  fire-resisting  nature  throughout,  the  floors 
bemgr  supported  by  steel  joists  surrounded  with 
concrete.  The  red  external  facing  bricks  are 
specially  selected,  and  the  stone  used  in  the 
the  dressings  is  Bath,  from  the  Corsham  Down 
quarries.  Red  Broseley  tiles  form  the  roofs' 
covering,  and  the  whole  is  being  ably  carried 
out  by  the  builder,   Mr.   H.  Johnson,  of  Wood 

Green,  under  the  superintendence  of  the  archi- 
tect, Mr.  J.  A.  Gill  Knight,  A.U.I.B.A.,  of 

tiodliman-street.  Messrs.  Charles  and  Tubbs, 

surveyors,  of  (iresham-street,  are  the  agents  for 

the  property. 
STVUIES    IX    METALWOUK. 

The  studies  were  made  with  the  object  of  appre- 
ciating and  realising  how  the  old  smith  craftsman 

must  have  loved  his  work,  and  cultivated  his 

senEO  o£  beauty  and  form.  The  sketches  are  a 
selection  of  as  many  periods  and  methods,  as  well 

as  good  application,  sufficiently  extensive  to  illus- 
trate the  historic  period  of  wrought  ironwork. 

Owing  to  the  reawakening  and  revival  of  art 
handicraft  during  the  latter  part  of  this  century, 
which  has  no  doubt  been  brought  about  by  the 
schools  of  art  and  museums,  a  look  back  into  the 
methods  of  the  old  craftsman  is  very  useful  and 

interesting.  Especially  is  this  so  in  ironwork. 
In  the  old  days,  everything  had  to  be  wrought, 
and  the  appliances  at  hand  were  very  simple. 
With  a  greater  technical  knowledge  and  means 

of  production,  the  arrival  of  cast  and  machine- 
made  work  was  the  result.  The  perfection,  how- 

ever, of  production  by  such  methods  has  not  been 
at  ail  satisfactory,  and  compares  badly  with  the 
fresher,  more  original,  and  interesting  personal 
work  of  the  art  smith.  Wrought  iron  offers,  in 

almost  every  respect,  a  mateiial  which  is  far  more 
plastic  and,  decoratively  speaking,  effective  than 
cast  iron.  Looking  back  over  the  old  forged 

specimens  that  are  left  us — and  of  which  there 
is  such  an  admirable  collection  in  the  Ironwork 

gallery  of  the  South  Kensington  Museum — we 
find  some  astonishing  examples  of  skill  and  a 
fine  sense  of  form  and  the  fitness  of  wrought 
iron  to  its  purpose.  The  accompanying  drawings 
serve  their  purpose  in  illustrating  truthfully  and 
in  detail  the  methods  employed  by  the  old  crafts- 

men ;  while  the  notes  on  them  serve  to  amplify 

Mr.  George  T.  Easten's  excellent  bronze  medal 
studies. 

rlLL.iS   AT    CR.UOHOVSE   TERRACE,    TLEWLANDS, 
EDIXliVKCH. 

These  cottages  are  built  of  stone,  in  a  substantial 
and  effective  manner,  and  form  part  of  an  exten- 

sive scheme  of  small  villa  building,  from  the 
designs  of  Jlessrs.  Dunn  and  FLndlay,  architects. 
The  plans  are  almost  identical,  the  diilerences 
being  shown  by  the  several  plans  given  herewith, 
on  the  same  sheet  as  the  views.  Some  houses 

have  tliree  bedrooms,  and  some  only  two,  a 

servant's  bed-closet  being  provided  in  the  last- 
named  dwellings  next  the  kitchen  on  the  ground 
tloor.  Economy  of  space  and  compactness  of 
planning,  so  essential  in  dwellings  of  this  class,  are 
distinguishing  features  in  the  arrangements  here- 

with illustrated. 

"  WHITEVALE,"    DIDSHl  RV,    XEAR    M.VXCHESTER. 

This  residence  is  situate  upon  the  Ford  Bank 
Estate,  five  miles  south  of  JIanchester.  Whilst 
the  situation  of  the  site  on  the  one  hand  demanded 
that  the  entrance  should  be  from  the  north,  the 

owner'srequirements.ontheother,  led  tothewhole 
of  the  entertaining  rooms  being  placed  on  the  south 
side,  affording  them  a  bright  sunny  aspect,  as 
well  as  an  excellent  view  of  the  tennis-lawn  and 

garden.  Our  illustration  represents  the  gardtn- 
front.  The  external  walls  are  faced  with  pressed 
stock  bricks  from  Kuabon,  relieved  with  terra- 

cotta and  stone  dressings.  The  roofs  are  covered 
with  selected  dark  -  coloured  Broseley  tiles. 
Throughout  the  house  is  heated  with  hot  water. 

The  electric-lighting  of  the  house  has  been  in- 
trusted to  Messrs.  llolmes  and  Co.,  of  Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne.  The  general  contractors  are  Messrs. 
Burgess  and  Gait,  of  Manchester.  The  work  has 
b«en  executed  under  the  personal  supervision  of 

the  architect,  Mr.  Joseph  Swarbrick,  of  ilan- chester. 

JOHN  KOllIXSOX  MEMORIAL  CHIUC  H,  GAIXSIIOROI  GH. 

This  church  is  erected  as  a  memori.al  to  .Tohn 

Robinson,  the  pastor  of  the  Pilgrim  Fathers, 
from  the  designs  of  Jlr.  Ernest  R.  Sutton,  archi- 

tect, Nottingham.  The  foundation-stone  was 
laid  by  the  late  Hon.  T.  F.  Bayard,  the  American 
Ambassador.  The  building  is  of  red  bricks,  with 

Derbyshire  stone  dressings.  The  roof  has  pro- 
jecting eaves,  and  covered  with  Westmoreland 

slates.  A  ventilating  tli'che  is  placed  on  the 
ridge,  and  is  connected  with  a  large  shaft  extend- 

ing the  whole  length  of  the  main  roof  to  carry  off 
the  vitiated  air  from  the  interior  of  the  building. 

A  gallery  for  the  organ  and  choir  is  behind  the 
pulpit,  and  is  approached  by  a  separate  staircase. 
The  church  accommodates    600    persons.      The 

lecture  hall  at  the  rear  provides  accommodation 
for  3U0.  Class-rooms  are  arranged  on  two  sides 
of  tho  hall  for  Sunday-school  purposes.  The 
contractor  is  Mr.  V.  Pattinson,  of  Rushington. 

THE    XORTU    (  AMHERWELL    RADICAL    CLVR    AXll 

IXSTITUTE. 

For  description  and  further  sketches  see  p.  31!).) 

HOMES    OF    REST,    liAXOOR,    CO.    DOWX. 

(For  description  and  sketch  plana  see  p.  298.) 

OOUPBTITIONS. 

Shoreiutch  Towx  Hall. — The  Town  Hall 

Committee  reported  at  a  meeting  of  the  Shore- 
ditch  Vestry  on  Tuesday  that  they  have 
considered  the  question  of  suggesting  what 
arrangements  should  bo  made  for  proceeding 

with  the  proposed  additions  to  the  Town  Hall 
without  further  delay.  As  a  result,  the  com- 

mittee recommended  the  vestry  to  adopt  scheme 

No.  '2,  which  was  awarded  the  first  premium  in 
the  recent  competition,  subject  to  any  alterations 
in  the  design  that  might  bo  considered  desirable, 
and  to  appoint  Mr.  W.  (i.  Hunt,  12,  Bedford 
Gardens,  Kensington,  the  author  of  the  design  in 
question,  to  carry  out  the  work  on  the  terms 
stated  in  the  competition,  namely,  at  a  fee  of 
S  per  cent,  on  the  amount  of  the  accepted  tender. 
The  vestry  adopted  the  recommendations,  and 
authorised  the  committee  to  consult  with  the 

architect  as  to  any  modifications  in  the  design, 
and  to  instruct  him  to  prepare  working  drawings 
and  specification,  with  detailed  estimate  of  the 
cost  of  tho  works,  for  the  consideration  of  tho 

vestry. 

CHIPS. 

At  Holton  St.  Peter's,  Suffolk,  tho  work  of  the 
late  Rev.  R.  S.  Beloe  as  parish  priest  for  It)  years 
has  been  commemorated  by  his  friends  and 
parishioners  in  the  east  window  of  his  old  church, 
which  was  unveiled  by  the  Bishop  of  Ipswich  ou 
the  iGth  ult.  The  window  was  specially  designed 

and  carried  out  in  the  late  rector's  memory  by  Mr. 
C.  E.  Kempe.  There  are  three  lights,  the  centre 
being  our  Lord  in  glory,  the  right  the  Blessed 
Virgm,  and  the  left  St.  Peter.  The  whole  is 
conceived  in  the  style  of  the  l-ith  century. 
The  Malton  Urban  Distiict  Council  on  Monday 

resolved  to  pass  the  plans  for  some  new  houses  on 

condition  that  Earl  Fitzwilliam'a  agent  gives  a  strip 
of  land  to  widen  the  entrance  to  York -road,  by 
which  he  would  be  giving  150  yards  to  the  town, 
and  receiving  22G  yards. 

The  Grimsby  county  magistrates  gave  their 
decision  on  Tuesday  in  the  case  of  Cleethorpes 
Urban  District  Council  against  Messrs.  11.  K-jlly 
and  F.  W.  Vickers.  The  respondents  had  objected 
to  pay  their  apportionment  for  the  making  of 
Oole-road,  Cleethorpes,  on  the  ground  that  it  was 
not  a  street  within  the  meaning  of  the  Act,  that  ic 

was  not  the  proper  width,  as  required  by  the  by- 
liws,  and  that  although  their  property  was  abutting 
they  had  not  the  access  they  should  have  thereto. 
The  magistrates  dismissed  the  objection,  with  co  t<, 
but  as  the  chief  question  has  not  been  settled,  tiey 
were  willing  to  Bt\te  a  case. 

Sir  Thomas  L'}ton  has,  it  is  stated,  offered  the 
Standard  Insurance  Company  (the  irortga'ees) 
£50,000  for  the  Muckross  Eitate,  KUlarrey.  If  his 
offer  is  accepted,  he  will  make  the  estate  over  to  the 
Irish  people. 

At  a  special  court  of  governors  of  the  London 
Hospital,  held  on  Wednesday,  the  house  governor 
reported  that  the  work  of  erecting  increased  ac- 

commodation for  the  nurses  and  patients  was  beiog 

rapidly  pushed  forward.  A  gift  of  £10, U))  hafl 
been  received  from  Mr.  Edward  R  iphael  towards 
the  endowment  of  a  new  Jewish  ward,  and  another 
donation  of  £G0,000  had  been  made  by  the  executors 
of  the  late  Baroness  de  Stern  towards  the  establish- 

ment of  a  convalescent  home,  and  it  was  resolved 
to  buy  land  within  easy  reach  of  the  hospital  for 
the  purpose  at  a  cost  of  £10,0U0,  the  remaining 
£50,000  to  be  allocated  for  the  maintenance  of  the 

Canon  Fleming,  preaching  in  York  Minster  on 
Sunday,  when  tbe  offartory  was  in  aid  of  the 
restoration  fund,  said  the  fund  had  reached  only 
about  £13,000,  although  £50,000  at  least  was 

required. Tbe  unveiling  of  two  stained-glass  windows  in 
tbe  K  V.  Church  at  Airdrie  to  commemorate  the 
ministry  in  the  church  of  the  K6V.  .V.  M.  Wilson 
from  1S51  to  IS69,  and  in  memory  of  two  old 
members,  took  place  on  Saturday.  The  subjects 

are  "Christ  as  th«  Good  Shepherd,''  and  "Christ  as 
the  Light  o'  the  World  "  (afrer  H olman  Hunt),  and 
the  artist  u  Mr.  Xorman  M'Doagall,  Glasgow. 
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HOMES    OF    REST,    BANOOR,    00.    DOWN.— W.  J.  W.  li<^.iME,  M.S..A..,  Architect,  Belfast. 
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NORTH    CAM13EBWELL    B.IDICAL    CLUB    AND    INSTITUTE.— A.  J.  Tehbiam,  Architect. 
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TO    OOKBESPONDENTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinions  ol 
our  correapondi'nta.     All    commum cations    c^ould  b« 
drawn  ap  as  briefly  as  po«aible,  a3  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  is  particularly  reqaeeted  that  all  drawings  and  all 
oommunications  respecting  iUuwtmtionfl  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Buildiso 
Nbws,  832,  Strand.  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.    Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
AJl  drawings  and  other  communicatinns  are  sent  at  oon- 
Mbutora*  riflks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  tindertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Post^ffloe  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Thk  Bt&ajid  N«w8Papbb  Cumpany,  Livitku. 

NOTICE. 

Sound  copies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXII.,  XXXIU.. 
XXXIV..  XXXIX..  XJJ..  XLIV.,  XLVI..  XXIX.. 
U.,  T.TTT.,  LIV..  LV.,  LIX..  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn., 
LXJV..  LXV..  LXVm..  LXIX.,  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn..  LXXin.,  UCXIV..  LXXV..  and  LXXVI., 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  Tolnmes  are  out  of  print.  Moat  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  oncSt  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TEBMS  OP  BTJBSCKIPnON. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (poet  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  6s.  Od.  (or  Sdola.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  6b.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  68.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  Xew  Zealand,  to  the 
Otpe,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  68.  Od. 

ADVEBTISEM3GNT  CHAEGE8. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisemeuta 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  mm'^n""!  charge  being  58.  for  four  Uuea. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
ftnd  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) ia  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
oonntLng  aa  two) ,  the  minimum  charge  being  4e.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  ard  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  6e. 

Advertisements  for  the  cturent  week  most  reach  the 

oflBce  not  lat^r  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Frontr-page 
Advertisementa  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  otBce  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
fiDsertion. 

Situations. 

^e  chargre  for  advertisements  for  ' '  Situations  Vacant ' ' 
or  " Situations  Wanted  "  ia  Oss  Shilling  /oh  Twbntt- 
FOim  Words,  and  Sixi>ence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
AU  Situation  Adveriiaements  must  be  prepaid. 

5ntttC0mmunicati0n. 
QUSSTIO!ff. 

tl230«.]— Architect's  Charges.  —  Thre«  rersons &fEre«d  to  build  three  housea  in  connection  with  each 
other  and  share  e<iually  the  cost.  I  a(tr«*d  to  prepare 
plans  and  superintend  the  erection  for  thrtre  per  cent,  on 
total  outlay.  Ultimately  three  other  penMinn  joined  in 
the  scheme  for  thre._'  more  houses  to  be  built,  the  com- 

mission then  to  be  "-'i  p<'r  cent,  on  the  totjil  outlay  ins.ead 
of  3  per  cent,  i quantities  are  to  be  supplied,  for  which  an 
additional  commiasion  ii  to  be  paid.  The  plans  are  all 
thought  out  and  pencilUd-in  ready  lor  inking,  and. of 
ootirae,  the  plot  has  been  8ur\-eyed  and  levels  taken,  but 
the  quantities  have  not  been  touched  yet.  '  'ne  of  the 
intending  builders  has  now  withdrawn  from  the  scheme, 
and  is  willing  to  pay  me  what  he  calla  his  si.xth  share  of 
cost  already  entailed.  Will  any  reader  of  experience 
kindly  give  me  his  judgment  of  what  he  thinks  would  be 
a  fair  charge  for  me  to  make  to  the  person  who  is  with- 

drawing •  I  think  I  ought  to  be  paid  for  something 
beyond  the  mere  time  of  pencilliog-in  hi*  share  of  the 
scheme,  because  it  is  part  of  a  whole  which  has  had  to  be 
thought  out,  and,  further  than  that,  there  is  the  loss  of 
commission  which  I  had  a  right  to  anticipate  receivm^f,— rRRrLBXKP. 

[12.107.]— "Builder  James."— I  clip  the  following 
from  the  "Obituary"  column  of  the  Sri,.  U.J  for  the 
2nd  inst. :— "Sill  KR.-On  the  30th  .\ugust,  at  313n, 
Norwood-road.  Heme-hid,  8.E  .  '  Builder  James.'  the 
beloted  husband  of  Selina  Spicer.  Interred  at  Norwood 

Cemetery  at  2  o'clock  on  Monday,  the  4th  inst."  Who was  "  Builder  James  "  .'  A  reference  to  the  current  iasue 
of  Kelly's  Bailding  Trades  Directorj/  does  not  solve  the 

problem,— H. 
(I23C«J -Freezing:  Process  for  Slate-Split- 

tlng.-I  believe  there  is  a  process  at  some  quarries  for 
splitting  slates  by  freezing,  and  I  should  be  glad  if  some 
reader  can  inform  me  where  such  process  is  carried  into 
effect. — BiHMl-Si-iHAM. 

[123  M.]— Portland  Cement  Stwcco.-I  And  many 
seaside  towns  have  the  houses  stuccoed.  Will  anyone 
experienced  inform  me  if  this  covering  is  the  beat  to  pre- 

vent dampness  coming  through,  and  what  proportion  the 
mixture  should  be.  and  what  sand  should  be  used  .'  Also 
the  thickness  ?—I»u>. 

[12310.1 -Hip-Tiles.— I  have  seen  hip-tiles  made 
with  cross-ribs  or  fllleta  cast  on  the  face  on  each  side 
which  can  be  used  for  climbing  purposes.  These  hori- 

zontal ribs  look  well.  Where  arc  they  made  !  I  have 
seen  many  new  houses  at  Folkestone  with  hip-tiles  of  this 
kind.— EsyriaEE, 

[12311.] -Cost  of  M»ho»any.— Having  to  make  an 
estimate  for  some  mahogany  doors  and  fittings,  I  shall  be 
obliged  to  hear  what  the  prime  cost  of  the  best  Honduras 
and  tipaniah  mahogany  is  ! — A.  L. 

[12312  1- Sanitary  Fittingrs.- Should  like  to  know 
of  some  inexpensive  open  guUy-trap  that  can  be  placed 
to  receive  waste-pipes  from  lavatory,  &c. !— A  Bcilder, 

divided  into  six  equilateral  triangles.  L«t  B  be  the  centre 
jf  the  circle  whose  area  is  requir^,  and  ABC  one  of  the 
quilateral  triangles  into  which  the  inner  he.xagon  is 

divided.  Then  E  B  D  will  represent  one  of  the  equilateral 
triangles  into  which  the  outer  hexagon  is  di\ided,  and 813 

6 A  C  D  E  will  be  one-sixth  of  the  area  given,  that  is 

=  135'o.  Suppose  the  diameter  of  the  required  circle 
to  be  50,  then  BC  =  25,  and  the  area  of  the  equi- 
Uteral  triangle  ABC  is  12  5.x  12  5  .  ̂ 3  =  270-633. 
Again,  the  area  of  the  equilateral  triangle  E  B  D,  whose 

height  B  F  =  radius  =^  26,  is  ''^  "    "^  =  360  SM.    The 
area  of  AC  DE  is  equal  to  the  difference  of  these  two 
triangles  =  3i0-85l  -  270-633  =  9J-221.  But  by  the 
problem  the  area  should  be  135S ;  therefore  we  have  to 
find  the  side  corresponding  to  AC  of  a  larger  figure 
similar  to  A  ( '  D  E,  whose  area  is  135  5.  It  is  shown  by 
Euclid  VI.  20,  that  the  areas  of  similar  fljures  are  to  one 
another  as  the  squares  of  their  corresponding  sides,  there- 

fore we  have  this  proportion  — 
AC    _  the  equtre  of  side  corresponding  to  A C 

Wl2l  ~  135-5 
Therefore  the  square  of  the  side  corresponding  to  AC 

_   AC'   ■    1355  ̂   25'  X  1.35-5 9U-221  »J-£!1 

Extracting  the  square  root  of  each  aide  of  the  equation, 
we  get  the  requited  side  corresponding  to  A  C  =  30-639, 
which  is  also  the  radius  of  the  circle.  Therefore  the  dia- 

meter of  the  required  circle  is  30  639  ■  2  =  6r278,  and 
itsarea  =  (61  27s  '  .   -7851  =  2919  33q.in.-J.  B.  N.  C. 

[I2303.1—BIensuration.— In  diagram  area  of  shaded 
portion  is  813sq.in.  A  B  D  is  an  equilateral  triangle,  six 
of  which  make  up  the   interior  hexagon.     Bisect  the 

938-77 

Rm-EivED.— J.  K.  M.— W.  H.  Mainwaring.— Ganot.- 
P.  H.  and  Co.— W.  C.  P.  Xotto)  -Mosaic- A.  H.  K.- 
r.  B.  L.— Merioneth.— W.N.  and  Son.— F.  N.  P, 

Cortespottlittttt 
LIMES   AND   MORTAR. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  BiiLDrso  Xeivs. 

Sir, — I  think  that  your  contributor,  "  H.  C.  S.," 
■who  seems  to  set  himself  up  as  an  authority  on 
limes  and  mortar,  must  be  an  amateur  at  the 
business,  or  perhaps  even  a  jerry  builder,  for  to 

the  "  jerry  "  increase  in  bulk  means  increase  in 
money. 

I  cannot  believe  that  a  man  -with  any  practical 
connection  with  the  subject  would  hold  such  ideas. 

Pure  carbonate  of  lime  has  been  condemned  by 

the  highest  authorities  as  unfit  for  good  work,  and 
of  use  only  fas  morlarl  in  temporary  structures. 

"H.  C.  S."  himself  states  that:  "In  thick 
walls  the  air  current  rarely  penetrates,  and  as  a 
consequence  the  uncarbonated  lime  remains  in 

the  interior  for  many  years."  Now  this  I  con- 
sider is  decidely  objectionable,  as  the  whole  of 

the  pressure  caused  by  the  superincumbent  mass 
is  thrown  upon  the  outer  edge  of  the  stone,  brick, 
or  whatever  it  may  be  ;  conseiiuently  there  is  a 
process  of  chipping  or  flushing. 

Again,  he  states  that  "  limestones  containing 
certain  proportions  of  carbonate  of  magnesia, 
good  as  they  are  for  building  stones,  do  not  yield 
a  good  lime,  but  a  poor  one,  that  allows  building 
mortar  to  set  very  slowly,  and  is  better  suited  for 

hydraulic  lime." I  have  yet  to  leam  that  a  slow-setting  or 
mildly  hydraulic  mortar  is  a  defect  in  sound  con- 

struction. Chemical  knowledge,  no  doubt,  is  an 
excellent  thing  when  combined  with  practical 
experience.— I  am,  &c. 

Edge  Hill,  Liverpool.  W.  Kkid. 

REPLIES. 

ri22s-i.)-Instruotions  to  Obtain  Tenders.- 
" Inexperienced"  has  a  claim  tor  quantities  prepared 
according  to  the  decision  given  in  the  case  of  "  Moon  v. 
Witney  Union."  As  the  contractor  states  he  could  not 
have  given  a  tender  without  quantitie-s.  there  is  a  good 
case.  It  is  a  good  plan  to  inform  client  that  quantities 
are  necessary  before  tenders  ore  invited  :  but.  as  one  cor- 

respondent says,  there  is  an  implied  authority  on  the  part 
of  the  architect  to  get  them  prepared,  as  they  are  the  only 

proper  means  in  determining  cost. — G. 

[12293.]- "Wood  Pa-ving.— I  think  the  woodblocks 
used  in  many  of  the  London  streets  are  of  "  Jarrah  "  ;  it 
is  exceedinglv  hard  and  durable,  and  the  coat  ia  about 
1-28.  to  15s  per  yard.  The  concrete  is  about  Oin.  to  9in. 
deep.  The  cost  would  largely  depend  on  the  quantity  to 
belaid.  I  should  recommend  "Countryman"  to  get  a 
tender  from  a  company  who  puts  down  such  paving.— 

No  Sir.. 

[IK95.1-Architect's  Charges.— I  am  quite  aware 
of  what  Charles  T.  IJuthen  informs  me,  that  an  architect 
can  charge  5  per  cent,  on  preparing  plans  and  super- 
intendin);  the  work  ;  but  I  believe  he  can  charge  in 
addition  i  per  cent,  for  obtaining  tenders.  Th»  question 
is,  if  he  has  a  right  to  charge  for  this  if  they  have  been 
obtained  independently  of  him,  or  if  the  builder  had  sent 

in  tenders  on  the  client's  solicitation.  — Uinav  N*i.  2. 

(12-297.1- Masonry  and  Stonecnttlng.— What  I 
want  to  know  is  how  t^)  obtain  the  method  oi  setting-out 
stone  arches  and  .  ..itting  the  bevels  lor  s.raight  and 

circular  arches  on  plan  f  '  -  Regent's  Park's  "  answer  refers 
to  the  theory  of  stability  or  thrust,  for  which  I  am 
obliged ;  but  my  object  is  chielly  to  get  a  work  on  the 
practical  part  of  construction.  I  think  there  ha\e  been 
treatises  published  that  will  give  this  information,  and 

theserit^aof  articles  in  the  Btu-nisr,  News  on  "  Stone- 
cutting,"  by  ilr.  Laurence  Harvey,  which  appeared  some 
years  ago,  will  give  me  all  information.  Can  anyone  give 
me  the  year  or  date  of  publication  when  these  appeared  .' 

—A.  SrifoKN-T. 

[riSflSl— Macadam.  —Why  not  refer  to  the  author's 
own  works:  ".V  Practical  Es.sny"  (1819,,  "Remarks" 
{I820\and  "  ( ibservations  "  (ls2J)l— J.  Dobuek. 

flilX).]— Automatic  Flushlngr  Tanks.- Siphon 
having  widened  oveill  iw  and  discharged  latter  sealed  in 
water  trap  below,  so  that  the  air  miy  be  compressed  in 
the  siphon  before  the  water  falls  over  lip  and  starts  it,  is 
a  general  arrangement.  Another  one  is  a  watertight 
valve  io  tank,  balanced  at  oppn^ite  end  oi  lover  by  small 
tank.  Overll  )W  of  large  tank  tills  small  tank  and  over- 

balances lever  raising  large  valve  and  Hushing.  A  siphon 
pipe  from  small  cistern  into  large  one  is  started  by  rush 
of  water,  empties  small  ci-stem  back  into  larije  one  ;  valve 
closoj.  and  tank  collects  water  once  more.  See  W.  R. 
Maguire's  "  Domestic,  Sanitary,"  &c.,  and  many  others, 
-R.  P. 

[1230S.1— Mensuration.— A  legnlar  hexagon  may  be 

ao-lea  A  B  E,  A  D  E  by  the  straight  lines  B  F,  I)  F.  Then 

the" four  angles  A  F  B,  A  F  D,  B  F  D,  B  C  D  aie  equal  in 
area  for  each  has  two  equil  sides  and  two  equal  angles, 

•See  diagram.)  -'.  area  of  triangle  A  B  D  =  three  times 

irea  of  triangle  BCD.  .- .  area  of  int.  hexagon  =  three 
times  difference  of  areas  of  the  two  hexagons.  .-.  area  of 

iSerior  hexagon  -  3  x  SlSsq.in.  =  -2,43i).-q.in. :  but  area 

of  hexagon  having  a  side,  "  r'  — 
-  54?v'3sq.in-. 

6  X  ̂ ar'      .  ̂   ̂   2.4.39^ 
  4  ■  6   X    v'i* 

hn^areaof  a  cirde  having  radius  "r"  =  3-14159  x  ri. 

•  arS^t  ciAe  =  512  ̂ "3  "  3  1459sq.in.  =  2,947-41602118 

square  inch.- Jons  Sii.vw,  Lancaster. 
ri-2304  l-Beversed  Roman  Letter.— Most  likely 

the  signs  for  100  and  l.OiW  are  merely  initial  letters
  of 

CenhS  and  MiUe.  The  ancient  form,  of  D  an
d  M- _™,     T-,  and  1  ll-have    ceased    to  be  familiar.     By 

exUnkon  of  this  style,  I..,0  denoted  ̂ -OOO-  C<^l0J  l^.^S' rrr r'^ -1-1  I  0X1,000,  1)  was  also  1,1.  .t03,  UI  or  IJ  b^M, 

lire  or  ?-.  C  7C0,  DCCC  or  U'^CC  830.  DCCC  or  loCCCp 
9  0  Mor^CIOlCOO,  CloCIjrUCIC,  IIM  '2,000,  Ijj^, ROOO    CCLIT   10,000,   I.13D  :'f-<^<*^.   '  CCIJ0D3    100,000, 

CCOJIMW  ».<>^'°*'-      r"*'*'>''^  aid.-RE.,
EST'S  P.VEK, 

ri2305.1-TTUli8lng  Sawdust  .-Perhaps  these 
 two 

composiuons  may  «irve  f.-r  your  purpose,  ̂ fd  for  fire- 
lighSlI  of  wood-60  parts  melted  resin,  4)  parts  tar

, 

wMddipped  for  instont.  'luart  of  tar,  31b.  of  res
in, 

mXcooV  mix  as  much  sawdust  with  a  little  cha
rcoal 

added  as  can  be  worked  up  :  spread  out  on  board  ;  when
 

cold  break  up  into  lumps  size  of  hickory  nuts.  
Use 

cheapest  resin,  add  about  2oz.  of  tal  ow  to  each  po
und 

I  of  S  melt  resin,  then  add  the  r*8in.  Mix  with  siw- 
\  dust  and  pour  into  moulds  made  of  boards,  which  can  be 

I  knocked  apart  and  the  mass  broken  up.-Reoest  s
Pabk. 
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THE    NORTH   CAMBKKWELI.    KADI
CAL 

CLT-B  AND   INSTITUTE. 

THESE  premises  are  now  being:  
rebuilt  in  the 

Albany-road,  Camborwell,  S.E.,  at  a  cost  of 

nearly  £7,000.    The  internal  walls  of  existi
ng 

^ 

'.  •  r 

f: 

front  buildings  are  utilifeJ.  The  ground  floor 
■will  have  a  large  biUiard-room  for  four  tables, 
with  bagalelle-room  adjoining,  rilsc  large  bar, 
smoking,  reading,  waiting,  and  dressing-rooms, 
and  gtnUemen'a  lavatoriea.     On  the  first  floor 

there  will  be  a  large  hall  to  accommodate  700  1 

persons,  with  stage,  property-room,  etc.,  also 

serving  bar,  conference  and  committee  rooms, 

secrctiry's  office,  and  ladies'  lavatories.  On  the 
second  floor  are  committee  and  chess-rooms, 

kitchen,  and  accommodation  for  manager.  The 

front  will  be  faced  with  red  bricks  and  stone 

dressings.  Theentrances.staircases.andbuildings 

in  are  rear  to  be  of  fireproof  construction.  The 

architect  is  Mr.  A.  J.  Perrinm,  of  Cannon -street, 
E.O. — —   •■^m^^9   

OfllPS. 

At  the  Trades  I'oion  Congress  at  riymouth  yes- 
terday, it  was  decided  that  steps  should  be  taken  to 

extend  the  Factory  Acts  to  the  whole  of  the  build- 
ing industry,  with  a  view  of  providing  a  iulHcient 

number  of  qualified  building  inspectors  for 
examination  of  all  the  plant  and  machinery  in 

building  works. 
The  D  strict  Hospital,  Aberdeen,  is  being  warmed 

and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's  patent  Man- chester stoves,  with  deecending  smoke  flues,  the 
same  being  supplied  by  Messrs.  E.  H.  Shoiland  and 

Brother,  of  Minchester. 

A  trial  trip  of  the  new  gas  motor-cars,  which  are 
to  supersede  the  old  tramway  service  between 
Neath  and  Briton  Ferry,  took  place  last  W(e^. 
The  Neath  Town  Council  is  the  first  municipal  body 
which  has  adopted  the  new  system  introduced  by 
the  Britith  Oas  Traction  Company,  Limited.  The 
permanent  way  has  been  laid  by  Mr.  August 
Krauss,  of  Bristol.  This  permanent  way  and  the 
car  service  were  inspected  and  approved  by  an 
official  from  the  Board  of  Trade  earlier  in  the 

week. 
The  Great  Western  Railway  Company  have 

accepted  the  tender  of  Mr.  H.  Weldon,  A.M.I. C.E  , 
of  Birmingham,  for  the  construction  of  a  light  rail- 

way from  Congresbury  Station,  on  the  Cheddar 
branch  of  their  system,  along  the  valley  of  the 
River  Yeo  to  Blagdon.  The  length  of  the  line  will 
be  seven  miles,  with  stations  at  Congresbury, 
Wrington,  Langford,  Burrington,  and  Blagdon. 
Alderman  Robert  Lander  died  on  Sunday  at  his 

residence,  Broomhill,  West  Hartlepool,  aged  79. 
Mr.  Liuder  was  a  native  of  Inchture,  Perthshire, 
and  in  1857  set  up  at  West  Hartlepool  as  a  timber 
merchant,  with  the  late  Mr.  Joseph  Mellanby.  He 
was  one  of  the  early  members  of  the  Improvement 

Commission,  and  afterwards  he  served  as  an  Alder- 
man. In  1S90  he  was  chosen  mayor.  The  present 

mayoress  is  his  daughter. 

A  new  parish  church  at  Spiingbum,  Glasgow, 
was  formally  opened  on  Sunday.  The  church  is 
seated  for  l.JOO  persons,  and  the  Communion-table, 
moderator's  choir,  and  other  fittings  are  of  carved 
oak.  The  special  gifts  include  two  stained-glass 
windows  presented  by  Mr.  Hugh  Reid,  of  Hyde 
Park  Locomotive  Works,  and  a  three-light  window 
conjointly  by  Messrs.  Collier,  H)ey,  and  Lindsay, 
the  last  named  being  architect  of  the  building. 
These  windows,  on  which  are  portrayed  scenes  from 
the  Ufe  of  Ctirist,  were  designed  and  executed  by 
Mr.  Norman  MacDougal. 

The  porch  of  the  Guildhall  of  the  City  of  London, 
which  was  begun  in  1 123-0,  though  damaged  by 
the  Great  Fire,  was  found  sufficiently  intact  to  be 

preserved.  The  interior  is  a  fine  example  of  Per- 
pendicnlar  Gothic,  with  panelled  walls  and  a 
vaulted  roof  ornamented  with  large  bosses,  beanu  * 
various  coats  of  arms.  Some  time  ago  the  City 
Lands  Committee  resolved  to  have  the  accumulated 
paint  and  plaster  removed  from  the  interior,  and 
the  work  is  now  practically  completed.  The  stone- 

work thus  laid  bare  is  very  good  in  the  case  of  the 
walls  and  the  mullions  of  the  pinels,  but  the  ribs  of 

the  vaulting  are  revea'ei  to  ba  in  a  ruinous  con- 
dition. The  City  Lands  Committee  is  not  at  present 

authorised  to  make  good  the  decayed  stonework, 
but  in  the  end  it  is  most  likely  that  new  masonry 
will  be  substituted  for  the  old,  where  required. 

Mr.  J.  Passmore  EJwards  has  offered  the  sum  of 
JCifiOO  for  the  erection  of  a  cottage  hospital  at  the 

coiner  of  Shrewsbury -road.  East  Ham.  The  com- 
mittee have  already  collected  £2.000  towards  the 

purchase  of  the  site,  but  require  £1,500  to  complete the  sale. 

The  Board  of  Trade  have  recently  confirmed  an 
order  authorising  the  construction  of  light  railways 
in  the  county  of  Kent,  in  the  borough  of  Chatham, 
and  the  urban  district  of  Qillingham. 

It  is  satisfactory  to  be  able  to  report  that  the 
Danish  lock-out  has  come  to  an  end.  The  Builders' 
and  Carpenters'  Union,  which  does  not  belong  to 
the  frades-union  alliance,  and  consequently  has 
taken  no  part  in  the  recent  negotiations,  having 
given  its  adhesion  on  Tuesday  to  the  terms  of  agree- 

ment for  the  termination  of  the  great  lock-out.  the 
latter  was  finally  signed  by  representatives  of  the 
employers  and  men.  Work  is  being  resumed  at 
once,  and  the  reeumption  of  operations  will  be 
general  by  to-morrow  (Saturday). 

Butlirins  {ttttlligettct — .-•-• — 

AuKUDEKN. — The  drill-hall  and  offices  of  the 

Ist  Aberdeen  Artillery  Volunteer  Corps  in  North 

Silver-street  are  nearing  completion.  The  build- 

ing, which  was  designed  by  Mr.  Alexander 

JIayor,  architect,  is  three  stories  in  height.  On 

the  ground  floor  are  the  oflieers'  rooms,  the clothing  store,  armoury,  storeroom,  offices,  and 

commanding  officers'  business  apartment.  The 

large  hall,  150ft.  by  50ft.,  will  now  be  used  ex- 
clusively for  company  drill  and  for  dancing 

assemblies.  Adjoining  this  are  two  other 
spacious  halls  to  be  used  for  the  position  battery 

and  garrison  company  gun  drill  respectively.  On 
the  first  floor  there  is  a  large  hall,  and  also  three 

reading  and  recreation  rooms  for  the  volunteers, 

and  a  couple  for  the  sergeants'  mess.  <^n  the 

third  floor  there  is  a  large  store  for  the  men's 
greatcoats  and  other  equipment,  with  a  smaUtr 

room  for  the  saddlery.   The  Northern  Co- 

operative Company,  Limited,  opened  their 

spacious  new  warehouses  at  Millbank,  Berryden- 
road,  on  Friday.  The  building  was  designed  by 
Jlr.  K.  G.  Wilson,  achitect.  There  are  six  fl^ts, 

including  the  basement  and  attics.  The  establish- 
ment has  been  provided  with  a  complete  system 

of  hoists  and  lifts  worked  by  electricity,  while 

provision  is  made  for  electric  lighting.  The 

motive  power  is  supplied  by  the  company's  own inst'illation,  and  the  p'ant  has  been  provided  by 
Messrs.  H.  Wilson,  Baggot,  and  Company. 

.Approximately  the  cost  of  the  establisment  is 
£10,000.  The  contractors  were  Mr.  Leslie  Smith, 
builder  ;  Mr.  Alexander  Hall,  joiner  ;  Messrs. 
.Adam  and  Company,  slaters  ;  Messrs.  Thom  and 
Strachan,  plumbers  ;  Mr.  George  Leith,  plasterer  ; 
and  Mr.  .lohn  Williamson,   painter.   One   of 
the  largest  blocks  of  bnildings  constructed  in 
Aberdeen  for  a  considerable  time  is  now  nearing 

completion  in  Bosemount  Viaduct,  where  the 
Aberdeen  Town  and  County  Property  Company, 

Limited,  have  erected  shops  and  dwelling-houses, 

extending  between  Skene-terrace  and  Skene- 

street,  and  numbering  from  I  to  23.  The  build- 
ings are  four  stories  in  height,  and  consist  of 

tenement  houses  above  shops  on  the  ground  floor. 

I'ho  approximate  cost  has  been  between  £13,000 
and  £11,000.  Jlr.  George  Hall  is  the  builder, 
and  JItssrs.  Brown  and  Watt  are  the  architects. 

DriiLis. — Some  time  ago  a  departmental  com- 
mittee consisting  of  Captain  Abney  (director  of 

science  teaching  at  South  Kensington),  Mr. 

Burton  (the  Commissioner  of  A'aluation  for  Ire- land), and  Mr.  K.  A.  Holmes  (the  Treasury 
Remembrancer)  was  formed  to  report  as  to  the 
buildings  and  site  of  a  proposed  new^  Uoyal 

College  of  Science  for  Ireland.  It  is  now 
announced  that  the  Government  have  arranged 

to  acquire  the  whole  of  the  bouse  property  and 

ground  orcupying  the  site  recommended  by  the 

departmental  committee  in  addition  to  the  build- 
ings mentioned  in  the  report  (Nos.  1,  2,  and  3, 

Upper  Merrion-s'reet,  Dublin).  The  Govern- 
ment wiU  also  take  over  No.  4,  Merrion-street. 

The  total  area  thus  acquired  amounts  to  over 
.50,000  superficial  feet,  and  the  new  buildings 
will  have  a  frontage  both  on  Kildare-place  and 
Upper  Merrion-street,  and  will,  as  the  report 
recommends,  be  in  immediate  connection  with  the 
Museum  of  Science  and  Art. 

DriiLEV. — The  Opera  House  in  Birmingham- 
.  road  was  opened  on  Monday.  The  style  is 
I  Italian,  of  the  Renaissance  period,  and  the 
material  of  the  elevation  is  red  brick,  with  terra- 

cotta dressings.  In  the  oval  panels  in  the  centre 
of  each  wing  of  the  fa<,ade  are  inscribed  in  gilt 
Shakespearian  quotations.  There  is  a  frontage  of 
150ft.  in  breadth  and  66ft.  in  height  from  the 

ground  floor  to  the  figure  on  the  apex  of  the 
fac;ade.  Four  double  pairs  of  swing-doors  lead  to 
an  entrance-hall,  similar  doors  to  the  right  and 

left  beinc;  provided  for  exits.  The  floor  of  the 
entranca-hall  is  te'selated.  and  the  walls  have  an 
encaustic-tiled  dado  and  embossed  cornice.  A  door 
from  the  entrance-hall  opens  directly  into  the 

pit.  and  a  broad  staircase  with  encaustic-tiled dado  leads  to  the  dress-circle  foyer.  The  height 
of  the  interior  of  the  theatre  from  the  floor  to  the 

dome  is  4Ht.,  and  the  arrangement  of  the  audi- 
torium, which  seats  2.O00  people,  consists  of 

on  hestral  stalls,  pit,  dress  circle,  amphitheiatre, 

and  gallery,  whilst  near  the  stage  are  six  private 
'  box*s,  thre«  on  each  side.  The  dome  is  supported 

by  eii?ht  panelled  buttresses  with  ivory-white 
mouldings,  and  the  largecentral  space  of  the  ceiling, 

1  which  is  richly  moulded,  bears  a  design  of  birds 
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and  foliage,  the  prevuiling  tint  of  the  decorations 
bting  a  shaded  b  ue,  relieved  by  gilt  and  sprays 
of  pink  (lowers.  The  plastic  decorations  of  the 
front  of  the  dress  circle  and  private  boxes  have 
been  picked  out  in  shades  of  pink,  cream,  and 
other  soft  tints,  the  embellishment  of  the  front  of 
the  amphitheatre  being  of  lighter  design  in 
garlanded  flowers.  The  walls  of  the  body  of  the 
building  are  coloured  in  shades  of  Pompeian  red, 
with  dados  of  darker  hues.  The  stage  has  a 
Tfidth  of  ;2ft.  6in.,  adeptho£3Cft.,and  height, 
from  the  floor-line  to  the  gridiron,  .iOft.  ;  whilst 
the  proscenium  opening  is  2Git.  wide.  The  Hies 
are  about  20ft.  above  the  floor  level.  The 

dressing-rooms  are  situated  on  the  three  floors  of 
one  side  of  the  theatre.  The  building  will  be 
illuminated  by  electricity,  which  will  be  generated 
upon  the  premises,  and  in  addition  there  is  a 
complete  gas  inst^illation.  The  architect  was 
Mr.  A.  Kitmsell,  and  the  builders  were  Messrs. 
Whittaker  and  Co. 

TodTiNo. — The  ( Jrove  fever  hospital  at  Tooting 
Graveney,  erected  at  a  cost  of  a  quarter  of  a 
million,  was  opened  without  ceremony  last  week. 
It  occupies  a  site  of  27  acres,  and  the  plans  for 
the  buildings,  prepared  by  Mr.  A.  Hessell 
Tiltman,  F.R  I.B.A.,  was  selected  in  open  com- 

petition by  Mr.  Alfred  Waterhouse,  R.A.,  the 
assessor  to  the  board.  These  plans  were  subse- 

quently improved,  at  the  suggestion  of  the  Works 

Committee,  by  the  adoption  of  the  "echelon" 
principle  of  arrangement  for  all  the  large 

pa^■ilions,  and  this  necessitated  minor  alterations 
in  the  general  block  plan.  The  hospital  is  capable 
of  accommodating  (at  present)  51R  patients,  with 
capacity  for  enlargement  in  the  direction  of  iso- 

lation blocks,  ambulance  station,  and  other  build- 
ings in  the  future.  Cases  of  scarlet-fever,  enteric 

fever,  diphtheria,  and  general  fever  will  be 
accommodated  in  small  isolation  wards  and  blocks 
for  separate  treatment.  There  is  accommodation 
for  360  scarlet-fever  patients,  120  diphtheria  or 
enteric  fever  patients,  whilst  the  remaining  wards 
will  be  set  aside  for  isolation  purposes.  There 
is  also  accommodation  provided  for  an  adminis- 

trative staff  of  324  persons.  Advantage  has 
been  taken  of  the  shape  of  the  ground  reserved 
for  the  nurses'  and  domestic  servants'  blocks 
to  subdivide  the  dormitory  accommodation  to 
a  very  much  greater  extent  than  had  hitherto 
obtained,  with  the  result  that  better  classification, 
with  less  liability  of  risks  from  fire,  has  been 
obtained.  The  ward  pavilions  are  connected  by 
covered  ways  (with  subways  under  for  mains, 
&c  )  with  the  administration,  laundry,  reception, 
and  mess  blocks.  All  the  twelve  largest  pavilion 
blocks  are  arranged  axiaUy  due  north  and  south, 
and  are  two  stories  in  height,  the  ground  floors 
being  raised  5ft.  over  the  level  of  the  airing- 
courts,  to  secure  a  circulation  of  air  under  all  the 
pavilions.  Each  scarlet-fever  pavilion  contains 
upon  each  floor  a  ward  for  twenty  beds,  and  one 
for  two  beds,  together  with  ward  scullery,  bath, 
sink,  and  w.c.  rooms.  The  diphtheria  and 
enteric  blocks  are  arranged  similarly,  but  with 
twelve  beds  in  the  large  wards  instead  of  twenty. 
The  heating  throughout  is  by  a  system  of  low  • 
pressure  hot  water,  supplemented  in  the  wards 
by  Ctalton  stoves  with  open  fires.  The  greater 
part  of  the  structural  work  has  been  carried  out 
by  Messrs.  Kirk  and  liandall,  of  Woolwich, 
under  the  superintendeni  e  of  Mr.  Tiltman, 
assisted  by  three  clerks  of  works,  the  chief  of 
whom  is  Mr.  Thos.  Warburton. 

The  master  carpenters  of  Toronto  have  recently 
formed  themselves  into  an  association  in  affiliation 

with  the  Toronto  Builders'  Kxchange.  Mr.  John 
Hsnrahan  is  the  president  of  this  new  association, 
and  Mr.  George  Henry  is  the  vice-president.  An 
executive  committee  was  appointed  comprising 
these  (;entlemen  and  five  other  members  of  the 
association. 

Henry  D.  Ludden,  for  the  last  sixteen  years  city 
engineer  of  Detroit,  Mich.,  died  in  that  city, 
August  17.  He  was  bom  in  1837,  and  was  study- 

ing civil  engineering  in  St.  Louis  when  the  civil  war 
began.  He  enlisted  in  a  Michigan  infantry  regiment, 
and  was  soon  appointed  sergeant.  Before  the  close 
of  the  war  he  bad  been  commissioned  captain,  and 
had  won  considerable  reputation  as  a  military 
engineer.  When  the  war  was  over  he  joined  the 
engineering  staff  of  the  Wabash  system,  and  about 
25  years  ago  he  entered  the  service  of  the  city  of 
I>etroit. 

The  memorial  to  the  late  Father  Luke  Rivington 
in  the  new  Westminster  Cithedral,  will  take  the 
form  of  an  exact  replica  of  the  famous  statue  of  St. 
Peter  in  his  chair,  which  is  in  St.  Peter's  at  Rome. 

LEQAI.  INTELLIOENOB. 

AssAVLT  ox  A  Clekk  OF  WoEKS— At  L'ttoxeter 
Petty  .Sassions,  on  Wednesday  week,  John  Thomp- 

son, labourer,  on  bail,  was  charged  with  assaulting 
It.  \V.  U.  Hayward,  architect,  of  Nottingham  and 
Rocesfer,  Staffs.  Prisoner  pleaded  guilty.  Mr. 
Hind,  in  opening  the  case,  said  that  the  prisoner 
was  employed  on  the  Abbotaholme  Schools,  and 
Mr.  Hayward,  who  was  acting  as  clerk  of  work?, 
had  frequently  to  condemn  material  and  work. 
This  had  caused  a  great  deal  of  friction,  and  his 
client  had  frequently  been  threatened  in  conse- 

quence by  the  prisoner  and  his  foreman,  a  man 
named  Tranter — amongst  other  threats,  that  they 
would  do  for  prosecutor,  and  set  trap  scaffolds  for 
him.  The  prisoner  Thompson  was,  as  he  had 
admitted  when  taxed  by  the  prosecutor,  the  tool  of 
the  foreman  Tranter,  who  had  boasted  of  his  inten- 

tion to  pay  any  fine  that  was  inflicted  by  the  bench 
up  to  t20.  On  Aug.  20  prisoner  was  abusive  and 
threatening  to  the  prosecutor,  who,  however, 
treated  the  matter  lightly.  On  the  2l8t  prisoner 
on  leaving  the  works  went  into  the  bar  parlour  of 
the  Cross  Keys,  Rochester  (where  he  knew  prose- 

cutor was  in  the  habit  of  going),  was  supplied 
with  ale,  and  called  for  more,  but  the  landlord 
refused  to  supply  him.  Prisoner  accused  prose- 

cutor of  being  the  cause  of  the  landlord's  refusal, 
and  left.  When  prosecutor  was  proceeding  home 
he  knocked  him  down  twice,  and  kicked  him  on  the 
head  and  body  until  bystanders  checked  him.  Two 
men  named  Moss  and  Jones,  employed  on  the 
schools  as  timekeeper  and  mason  respectively,  stood 
by  during  the  assault,  and  never  attempted  to 
restrain  the  prisoner  from  using  any  further  vio- 

lence. Prosecutor  and  other  witnesses  having  con- 
firmed this  statement,  prisoner  was  sentenced  to 

two  mouths'  imprisonment  with  hard  labour. 
I>r  EE  Joseph  TiVFVS. — The  debtor  was  de- 

scribed as  a  timber  and  brick  merchant,  of  Hill 
House,  the  Hill,  Ilford,  and  also  of  Kayleigh,  Essex, 
and  a  sitting  for  public  examination  was  held  on 
Tuesday  before  Mr.  Registrar  Hope.  The  state- 

ment of  affairs  showed  liabilities  £19,807,  of  which 
£3,418  were  unsecured,  and  assets  £831.  It  ap- 

peared that  the  debtor  commenced  business  as  a 
timber  merchent  in  1893,  without  capital,  and  he 
had  also  been  interested  in  building  operations.  He 
attributed  his  failure  to  bad  debts  (£l,iitiO),  to  law 
costs  (£1,500),  and  to  pressure  by  creditors  during 
the  last  six  or  seven  months.  The  eximination  was 
adjourned  to  enable  the  debtor  to  furnish  further accounts. 

The  Loniion  Countt  Cojtscil  a>.'d  TirE  HousDio 
Question-  —In  the  Metropolitan;Tribunal  of  Appeal, 
sitting  at  the  Surveyors'  Institution,  Westminster, 
and  composed  of  Jlessrs.  Arthur  Gates,  president : 
A.  A.  Hudson,  legal  adviser:  and  J.  W.  Penfold,  an 
important  appeal  against  a  decision  of  the  London 
County  Council  was  heard.  The  appellant  was 
Lord  Llangattock,  lord  of  the  manor  of  Walworth, 
for  whom  Mr.  W.  C.  Ryde  was  counsel,  and  Mr. 
Seager  Berry  appeared  for  the  London  County 
Council.  It  appeared  that  some  time  ago  Lord 
Llangattock  decided,  after  acquiring  certain 
leases  of  houses  in  Nursery  -  road,  Walworth, 
to  pull  them  down  and  on  the  site  to  build 
high-class  dwellings  for  the  artisan  classes.  He 
also  proposed  so  to  deal  with  a  vacant  piece 
of  land  fronting  the  houses  at  present  stand- 

ing in  Nursery-road,  and,  in  consideration  of 
certain  concessions  under  the  London  Building  Act, 
1894,  he  agreed  to  give  up  some  land  for  the  public 
use.  Plans  for  the  proposed  alterations  and  build- 

ings were  sent  to  the  County  Council,  but  that  body 
refused  its  sanction,  and  the  case  went  to  appeal. 
The  tribunal  did  not  then  see  their  way  to  pass  the 

plans  for  the  original  scheme,  but  granted  an  ad- 
journment for  one  of  a  more  complete  and  compre- 

hensive character  to  be  prepared.  On  Wednesday 
Lord  Llangattock's  agents  presented  the  plans  for the  new  scheme,  and  after  statements  and  evidence 
on  either  side,  the  tribunal  upset  the  decision  of 
the  County  Council  by  granting  the  appeal,  subject 
to  certain  conditions  being  complied  with. 

Mr.  Charles  Barter,  a  well-known  builder  of 
Southampton,  died  last  week  at  his  residence  in 

High-street,  Shirley,  aged  .'■S  years. 
The  Bishop  of  London  has  recommended  to  the 

Ecclesiastical  Commissioners  that,  out  of  the  pro- 
ceeds of  the  sale  of  the  site  and  materials  of 

St.  Michael,  Wood-street,  City,  a  new  church 
should  be  built  in  the  district  now  known  as  St. 
Andrew-in-the-Marsh,  East  Greenwich. 
The  Great  Western  Kiilway  engineers  have  re- 

ported favourably  on  the  Swansea  main  line  scheme, 
estimated  to  cost  half  a  million.  The  Cockett  tunnel 
is  not  expected  to  be  ready  for  passenger  traffic 
till  Christmas. 
A  new  liiptist  chapel  is  being  erected  at  St. 

Austell  from  the  designs  of  Mr.  F.  C.  .(ury,  architect, 
St.  Austell,  and  a  special  consideration  is  being 
given  to  the  ventilation,  which  will  be  carried  out 
on  the  Boyle  system. 

Out-  Offtct   <LMt 
There  will  be  an  important  collective  exhibit 

at  the  forthcoming  Paris  Exhibition,  representing 
the  fire-resisting  materials,  systems  of  construc- 

tion, and  appliances  of  Great  Britain.  The 
arrangement  of  this  collective  exhibit  (the  first  of 
its  kind)  is  in  the  hands  of  the  British  Fire 
I'revention  Committee,  to  whom  the  Royal 
Commission  has  allotted  the  necessary  space 

gratuitously,  recognising  the  national  importance 
of  the  idea,  and  the  disinterestedness  of  the  effort 
being  made  by  the  committee  to  show  what  the 
country  can  produce  in  this  direction.  Mr. 
Frederick  R.  Farrow,  F.R.I.B.A.,  chairman  of 
the  commercial  section  of  the  committee,  has 
kindly  undertaken  the  direction  of  this  collective 
exhibit,  and  it  has  been  decided  that  all  applica- 

tions from  all  British  and  Colonial  firms  to  be 
represented  in  this  national  exhibit  must  reach 
the  ofiBcea  of  the  committee  by  Oct.  7.  The 
committee  itself  will  exhibit  a  model  of  its  testing 

station,  specimens  of  reports,  and  the  like. 
The  excavations  at  Waverley  Abbey,  the  first 

of  the  Cistercian  abbeys  founded  in  England, 
which  were  commencedlaat  year  under  the  super- 

intendence of  the  Rev.  T.  S.  Coope',  one  of  the 

secretaries  of  the  Surrey  Archieological  ir'ociety, 
have  been  continued  during  the  summer  months 
with  satisfactory  results.  The  main  object  of  the 
society  is  to  obtain  a  complete  ground  plan  of  the 
abbey  buildings,  which  covered  a  considerable 
area ;  and  in  this,  if  funds  are  forthcoming  to 
enable  them  to  complete  the  excavations,  they 
are  likely  to  be  successful.  Considerable  pro- 

gress has  been  made  in  this  direction  during  the 
past  four  or  five  months,  the  excavations,  which 
hav  e  been  almost  entirely  confined  to  the  infirmary 
block,  resulting  in  the  tracing  of  the  south  wall 
for  112£t.  and  the  west  wall  tor  about  SOft. 
Another  wall  was  discovered  running  northwards, 
and  this  was  uncovered,  forming  an  oblong  block 

of  U2£t.  by  soft.  The  block  was  found  to 
contain  a  number  of  small  rooms  and  yards,  the 
use  of  which  it  is  difficult  to  determine  at  present. 

In  one  of  the  rooms  were  found  the  bases  of  five 

small  pillars,  similar  to  those  discovered  last 

year  in  the  cloister,  resting  on  tile  foundations. 
The  infirmary  kitchen  has  been  ascertained,  and 

the  remains  of  a  gateway  opening  into  a  court- 

yard.  Some  of  the  old  lead  pipes  through  which 

water  from  the  St.  Mary's  well  was  conveyed  to 
the  abbev  were  found.  The  pipes  are  laid  in 

lengths  of  12£t.,  with  collars  at  the  junction,  and 
form  part  of  the  system  of  supplying  water  to 

the  abbey,  which  was  carried  out  by  Brother 
Symon  in  the  13th  century. 

With    reference    to    the  recent  discovery  of 

tesselated   pavement  at  Dorchester,   Mr.   J.  J. 
Foster  writes  asking  who  is  responsible  for  the 

protection  of  the  adjoining  Roman  amphitheatre. 
Is  it,  he  inquires,  the  concern  of  the  Duchy  of 

Cornwall,  whose  land  surrounds  the  amphitheatre  •' 
Can  the  Corporation  of  Dorchester  protect  it  r  or 

ought  one  to  invoke   General  Pitt-Rivers,  the 
inspector  of  ancient  monuments,  seeing  that  the 

.imphitheatre  is  in  danger  of  defacement,  if  not 

permanent  injury:     T'ntU  quite  recently  Dor- chester may  be  said  to  have  been  contained  within 
its  "  walks,"  avenues  of  trees  following  the  lines 

of  the  old  walls  of  "  Durnovaria,"  and  to  this  fact 

may  be  attributed  the  admirable  preservation  of 

the  amphitheatre,  which  stood  without  the  waU» 
of  the  Roman  station  :  but  now  the  increase  of 

the  town  has  led  to  its  spreading  out  and  over 

Fordington  Field  >  perfect  example,  by  the  way, 

of  the  "open-field"  cultivation  of  our  ancestors), 
so  that  whole  streets  are  now  being  built  beyond 

the  amphitheatre,  which  wiU  soon  be  surrounded 
with  houses.     Herein  lies  the  danger  to  which  is 

called  the  attention  of  archMologists  and  of  Dor- 
chester folk  before  it  is  too  late.    The  footpath 

made  across  the  amphitheatre,  between  the  new 

cotta-e  and  the  town,  spells  mutilation  to  "  Mem- 
bury  Rings"  (as  it  is  locally  called),  for  the  path 

already  made  across  it  grows  wider  and  wider. 
This  Roman  arena  is  an  heirloom  which  should  be 

jealously  protected,  for  it  is  not  to  be  matched  at 

Silchester,  or  Colchester,  or  any  other  "  Chester" in  England.    We  are  glad  to  learn  that  during 

the  present  week  the  corporation  of  Dorchester 
have  decided  to  enter  into  communication  with 

the  proprietors  of  the  land  on  which  the  Roman 
piivement  was  recently  found  with  the  view  of 

securing  it  from  being  built  over. 
Tiir.  urban  council  of  Dundalk  begin  to  fear 

that  they  have  driven  away  the  goose— in  the 
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form  of  H.M.  OOice  of  Works— that  lays  the 

golden  eggs.  Somo  time  since  the  council,  then 
known  as  the  town  commissioners,  were  asked  by 

the  Office  of  Works  to  lease  ground  adjoining 

the  town-hall  for  a  post-ofli'-e.  They  asked— for 
Dundalk— what  was  considered  an  exorbitant 

sum  and  also  stipulated  that  the  fai.ade  of  the 

new  building  should  bo  of  stone,  and  should  har- 

monise in  style  with  the  town-hall.  Plans  wore 
nropared  by  the  Hoard  of  Works  and  courteously 
submitted  to  tho  town  commissionets,  who,  after 

obtaining  some  alterations  in  the  designs,  con- 
^Tatulated  themselves  on  securing  more  than 
they  e.xpocted  both  as  rcjjarded  architecture  and 
accommodation,  tho  money  to  be  expended  by 
the  Government  being  about  £7,001).  But  a 
section  of  tho  commissioners  demurred  to  the 

grant  of  a  right-of-way  to  the  post-oflice 
employes  through  tho  y;urd  at  the  buck  of  the 
town-hall,  fearing  that  the  mail-cart  drivers 
miifht  some  quiet  evonini^  run  olf  with  the  road- 
roller  or  tho  steam  crusher.  Then  a  long  delay 
ensued, and  in  Jlay  list  Mr.  Matthew Comerford, 
the  surveyor  to  tho  new  urban  council,  wrote 

asking  that  amended  plans  of  the  post-office 
might  bo  submitted  to  his  authority.  H.M. 
<  )llico  of  Works  declined  to  do  so,  and  have  since 
invited  and  obtained  tenders  for  a  totally  different 
building  to  that  provisionally  approved  by  the 
authority,  who  have  ascertained,  much  to  their 
chagrin,  that  the  p«st-office  will  be  located  in  a 
by-thoroughfare,  Clanbmssil-street,  and  will  be 
a  plain  brick  structure. 

The  syllabus  of  lectures  in  the  Engineering 
Department  of  the  City  of  liOndon  College, 
White-street,  Moorfields,  conducted  by  Professor 
Uonry  Adams,  has  just  been  published.  Tho 

session,  the  ■■)'2nd  of  the  college,  opens  on  Monday, 
tho  '2oth  inst.,  and  the  subject;^  taught  in  the 
classes  includa  practical  sanitary  science,  sanitary 
eng^eering,  civil  engineering,  mechanical 
engineering,  quantity  surveying,  valuation,  land 
surveying,  theodolite  work,  town  surveying, 
the  laying  out  of  building  estates.  Arc.  Tho  fees 

to  non-members  of  the  College  range  from  "s.  to 
40s.  for  the  term,  and  a  number  of  prizes,  in- 

cluding medals,  scholarships,  studentships,  and 

exhibitions  are  offered.  Mr.  Henry  Adams's 
popular  and  clearly-written  handbooks  are  in 
themselves  excellent  testimonies  to  his  teaching 
powers,  while  further  proofs  of  his  success  are 
given  by  the  long  list  of  awards  gained  by  his 
students  during  the  past  thirty  years. 

I.v  a  leaderette  advocating  the  "signing"  of 
his  buildings  by  tho  architect  who  designed  it,  a 
mode  of  professional  advertising  that  we  are 
pleased  to  see  is  falling  more  and  more  out  of 
favour  in  England,  the  American  ArchitfCt 

says: — Wo  feared  that  the  Society  of  Archi- 
tectural Ironworkers  were  doing  an  ill  turn  to 

3Ir.  Gilbert,  the  architect  of  tho  building,  when 
they  affixed  their  bronze  tablet  on  the  Tower 
Building  declaring  it  was  the  tirst  real  instance 

of  the '•  skeleton  construction,"  and  already  his 
difficulties  have  begun.  Mr.  W.  H.  Birkmire, 
of  Xew  York,  an  authority  on  architectural  iron- 
construction,  writes  to  tho  Xiw  York  Times  de- 

claring, first,  that  the  honour  of  the  invention 

belongs  to  Mr.  Jenney,  of  Chicago,  and,  second, 
that  he  himself,  and  not  Mr.  Gilbert,  worked  out 
the  method  of  construction  actuallv  employed  in 
the  Tower  Building.  In  his  reply,  Jlr.  Gilbert 
traverses  this  statement :  moreover,  he  makes  a 

distinction  between  the  "cage  construction,"  as 
first  employed  in  Chicago,  and  the  ''skeleton 
construction,"  as  now  used,  and  if  the  matter  is 
one  of  terms  merely,  the  precisian  must  admit 
that  his  position  is  well  taken. 

I.v  his  description  of  the  evolution  of  his  solution 
of  his  problem,  Mr.  Gilbert  gives,  our  Trans- 

atlantic contemporary  adds,  a  very  pretty  illus- 
tration of  how  architects  have  now  and  then  to 

whip  the  devil  round  the  stump— that  is,  to  evade 
the  spirit  of  fixed  building-laws  while  obeying  its 
letter.  Finding  that  the  building-law,  if  followed 
to  tho  letter,  would  in  so  high  a  building  roiuire 
walls  of  such  thickness  in  the  lower  stories  that 
on  so  narrow  a  lot  there  would  be  left  no  rent- 

able space  of  value,  he  saw  that  a  new  method  of 
construction  must  be  devised  :  but  the  law  would 
admit  of  no  new  methods  of  construction.  He 
then  perceived  that  tho  formulas  regulating  the 
thickness  of  the  wall  only  had  appUcation  after  the 
top  of  tho  "  foundation  "  was  reached,  therefore 
he  argued,  "  I  can  build  my  '  foundation  '— aftor 
any  method  that  pleases' m«— seven  or  eight stones  high  and  then  begin  mv  waUs,  and,  with  I 
only  a  lew  more  stories  to  add,' the  wall  as  called  i 

for  by  the  law  will  not  be  so  thick  as  to  absorb 

all  the  space."  His  application  for  a  permit  to 
build,  with  a  foundation  of  such  an  abnormal 
height,  ho  declares  was  granted  and  tho  building 
so  built.  A  precisely  similar  instance  occurred  in 
another  American  city  where  an  architect 
brought  to  the  building  inspector  his  drawings 
and  his  application  for  a  permit  to  build  a 
stone  church.  The  appUcation  was  rejected, 
the  inspector  pointing  out  that  a  new  law 
that  had  just  taken  eifect  called  for  fireproof 
floors  in  brick  and  stone  churches.  Tho 
architect  was  in  a  quandary  ;  his  clients  required 

a  stone  church,  but  they  could  not  afford  a  lire- 
proof  floor.  After  the  lapse  of  some  days  and 
much  studying  of  the  letter  of  the  law,  the  archi- 

tect again  presented  his  drawings  and  specifica- 
tions, absolutely  unchanged,  to  tho  inspector, 

and  modestly  asked  for  a  permit  to  build  a 

"  frame  church  with  stone  underpinning."  In 

spite  of  the  fact  that  the  "underpinning" reached  from  ground  to  eaves,  and  filled  both 
gable-ends,  the  inspector  ruled  that  the  letter  of 
the  law  was  observed,  and  issued  the  permit. 

TiiK  old  Suspension  Bridge  across  the  Slerri- 
mack  Kiver,  about  three  miles  above  Xewbury- 
port,  Mass.,  is  to  be  strengthened  according  to 
the  plana  of  Mr.  W.  Hildenbrand.  It  comprised 
originally  two  arch  spans,  built  in  17i)2  by 
Timothy  Palmer.  After  a  series  of  repairs 
amounting  to  entire  reconstruction,  tho  present 
structure  was  finished.  It  has  two  independent 
roadways  15ift.  wide,  each  supported  by  two  sets 
of  chains,  with  three  chains  to  a  set.  The  span 
is  2-J4ft.  between  the  bearings  on  tho  towers, 
which  are  timber  frames  covered  with  boards  and 

shingles.  The  original  construction  of  the  chains 
was  of  links  about  2ft.  long,  made  of  iron  bars 
lin.  square.  For  about  6tt.  over  the  bearings  on 
the  towers,  each  chain  is  spliced  or  replaced  by 
throe  smaller  chains  with  links  about  1ft.  long  of 
about  hia.  square  iron.  The  floor  is  hung  from 

these  chains  every  "ft.  by  suspenders,  formed 
indifferently  of  bars  lin.  square,  straps  2.2in.,  or 
pieces  of  chain.  The  chains  have  been  repaired 
in  many  places  with  links  of  different  sizes.  The 
local  traction  company  proposes  to  double  the 
strength  of  one  roadway,  and  stiffen  it. . 

THE  ARCHITECTURAL  ASSOCIATION. 
Th^  i  nlRSES  of  LECTURES  and  CLA.S'iES  COMMENCE 

c  n  MUND \Y,  i_i>  tober  9tli,  at  6  3it  pm  ,  and  the  STUDIO  OPENS  on 
Tl  ESD.^Y.  Oolot..-r  inrh.  at  6-*»  p.m. 

\  Pamr'titet,  eivins  full  information,  and  nomination  forms  for 
Uinibemhip,  miy  be  obtained  on  application  to  the  SECRETARY, 
So.  53,  Great  Mailborough-street,  W. 

G.  B.  C.\RV!LL    * R.  S.   BALFOUR Hon.  SecB. 

Clje  S0cutg  0f  trcljittcts. 
Founded  1884.      Incorporated  1893. 

8T.    JAMES'S    HALL,    PICCADILLY,    W. 

\!i  F.X.\M1N\TI0N  in  ARCHITECTCRE  and  BUILDING 
CO.NSTRICTION,  &c.,  wiU  b«  held  on  the  lUh,  12th,  »nd  13lli  of 
OCTOBER,  1893. 

Gold.  Silver,  and  Bronze  Medals  arc  awarded  under  certiin conditions. 

Tl,e  LitMt  d«le  for  enterinj  is  SEPTEMBER  20th,  1805. 
Sjllattus  free.    Copies  of  last  Elimination  P.ioers.  Is. 

C.  McARTHLR  BUTLER,  Secretary. 

William  Morris  had  a  great  horror  of  being 
buried  under  a  marble  slab,  and  though  a  costly 
monument  is  raised  at  his  grave  at  Kelmscott,  the 

grass  grows  green  over  his  remains.  The  monu- 
ment is  raised  high  above  the  grave,  and  there  is 

a  space  for  the  grass  beneath.  There  is  no  long 

inscription — merely  the  two  words,  "  William 

Morris." Df.  S.  W.  Wheaton  held  an  inquiry  at  Leeds, 
yesterday  (Thursday),  on  behalf  of  the  Licil 
Government  Board,  relative  to  the  application  of 
the  Leeds  Corporation  to  borrow  £21,250  for  the 
purchase  of  KiUingbeck  Hall  estate,  as  a  site  for  the 
new  small-pox  hospital. 

An  inquiry  was  held  at  Dandalk  on  Friday  last 
by  Mr.  Cowan,  Local  Government  Board  insp'ctor, 
into  an  application  for  sanction  to  the  following 
loans,  applied  for  by  the  urban  council : — £17,20G 
1"8.  93.  to  carry  out  a  scheme  under  the  Housing 
of  the  Working  Classes  Act;  £1,400  for  the  pur- 

chase and  improvement  of  premises  for  the  free 
library ;  £300  for  the  improvement  of  the  town- 
hall ;  £.500  for  stalls  in  Exchange-yard:  iloOalso 

for  stalls,  and  tl'yJ  for  fire-escape  appliances. 
The  town  council  of  Rochdale  have  decided  to 

raise  the  salary  of  Mr.  .S.  S.  Piatt  by  £10J  a 
year,  on  condition  that  he  shall  withdraw  his 
application  for  the  borough  surveyorship  of 
Bolton,  for  which  he  wai  one  of  tho  two  selected 
candidates.    To  this  Mr.  Piatt  has  agreed. 

Cralre  ©e^s» 
WAQES  MOVEMENTS. 

BiKMixrriu.i£. — The  question  of  increasing  the 
minimum  rate  of  wages  and  of  introducing  certain 
new  conditions  of  work  in  the  cabinet-making  trade 
was  discussed  on  Friday  at  a  joint  meeting  of  repre- 

sentatives of  the  employers  and  the  men's  trade 
societies.  The  men  requested  that  the  minimum 
rate  of  wages  should  be  increased  from  Sd.  to  Sid. 
per  hour,  or  SSs.  3d.  per  week,  and  that  certain 
new  rules  should  be  put  itt )  operation,  the  alter- 

native being  the  handing  in  of  notices  on  the  day 
following  the  conference.  The  rules  were  discussed 
one  by  one,  and  points  were  conceded  on  each  side. 
Concerning  tho  wages,  the  employers  at  first  offered 
to  give  the  advance  on  .January  I  next,  instead  of 
at  once,  as  the  men  originally  asked ;  but  a  middle 
course  was  adopted,  and  it  was  decided  that  the 
increase  should  come  into  operation  on  November  G. 

Ix\"EBVBit;. — A  dispute  has  arisen  between  the 

United  Operative  Masons'  and  Granite  Cutters' Union  (Inverurie  Branch)  and  a  local  firm  who  have 

refused  to  sign  the  operatives'  by-laws,  although 
all  the  other  employers'  in  the  district  have  signed 
them.  The  firm,  it  is  said,  give  no  reason  for  their 
refusal.     The  men  have  consequently  left  work. 

M.vN'ciiKSTER.  —  The  dispute  between  the 
plasterers'  labourers  of  Manchester  and  their 
employers,  which  has  lasted  since  last  March,  was 
settled  at  a  joint  conference  held  on  Wednesday. 
The  demand  of  the  workmen  was  for  a  halfpenny 
an  hour  advance,  and  the  employers  at  their  last 
conference  offered  a  farthing  an  hour  at  once  and 
another  farthing  in  sis  months.  This  offer  was 
refused,  but  in  the  meantime  the  operatives  decided 
to  accept  it,  and  a  final  agreement  was  come  to  on 
Wednesday  on  the  terms  suggested  by  the  em- 

ployers. The  operative  plasterers  have  obtained  an 
advance  of  a  halfpenny  per  hour  at  once  and 
another  halfpenny  in  six  months. 

CHIPS. 

A  newspaper  published  at  Kansas  City  states  that 
an  order  has  been  given  for  .WO  million  feet  of 
Southern  yellow  pine  for  the  construction  of  the 
Cape  to  Cairo  Railway.  The  timber  is  to  be 
furnished  within  two  years.  It  is  the  largest  single 
order  known  in  the  history  of  tho  lumber  trade. 

The  Eising wold  Rural  District  Council  adopted, 
on  Friday,  a  scheme  for  supplying  water  from  the 
Hambleton  Hills  to  ten  villages  in  the  district,  con- 

taining an  aggregate  population  of  3,62.o,  at  a  cost 
of  Cl.i,G2S  128.  Id. 

At  Boston,  L-'ucs,  on  Friday,  Fred  Gray,  43,  car- 
penter, Boston,  was  fined  £10  and  £2  9i.  costs  for 

stealing  three  floor- boards  value  ts.  3d.,  the  pro- 
perty of  Mr.  J.  Lucas,  builder,  Boston.  He  had 

been  in  the  employment  of  the  prosecntor  for  thirty 

years. 

Mr.  E.  A.  .Sandford  Fawcett,  A  M.I.C.E  ,  Local 
Government  Board  inspector,  attended  at  the  Guild 

Hall,  Conway,  on  Friday,  for  the  purpose  of  hold- 
ing an  inquiry  in  reference  to  the  application  made 

by  the  Conway  and  Colwyn  Bay  Joint  Water 
Supply  B  oard  for  sanction  to  borrow  £30,000  for 
the  purposes  of  their  undertaking. 

The  new  town-ball  at  Newcastle,  Natal,  has  jast 
been  opened.  It  has  been  built  from  plans  by  Mr, 
William  Lucas,  of  Fietermaritzborg,  the  contractors 
being  Messrs.  Bruce  and  Miles,  and  the  cost  has 
been  over  £.o,000. 

At  Wednesday's  meeting  of  the  city  council  of 
Liverpool,  the  tramways  committee  were  granted 
authority  to  reconstruct  the  lines  for  electric  trac- 

tion from  Old  Haymarket,  along  Victoria -street 
and  North  John-8tt«et,  to  Lord-street,  at  an  esti- 

mated cost  of  £4 ,2St  for  permanent  way  and  paving, 
and  £720  for  overhead  electric  equipment.  At  the 
same  meeting  a  tender  was  accepted  for  the  erection 
of  an  electric  power  station  in  Lister-drive  for  a 
sum  of  l'19,7S3,  and  another  was  taken  for  the 
supply  of  three  engines  at  a  cost  of  £G.93',i  each  and 
three  at  £1,-^77  each,  for  the  Lister-drive  and  Cobb's 
Qoarry  electric  stations. 

Colonel  A.  .T.  Hepper,  of  the  Local  Government 
Board,  held  on  inquiry  at  the  town-hall,  Leaming- 

ton, on  Friday,  into  the  application  of  the  town 
council  for  permission  to  borrow  £1,300  for  works 
of  sewerage  in  the  borough.  Thn  statamects  made 
by  the  town  clerk  (Mr.  H.  C.  Passman)  and  the 
borough  surveyor  (Mr.  W.  de  NormanviUe)  ware 
that  the  loan  was  required  for  laying  new  sewerage 
mains  to  replioe  old  mains  which  had  boome  dan- 

gerous, and  had  occasionally  fallen  in.  These  old 
mains  were  in  the  form  of  brick  sewers,  and  were 

laid  by  the  old  commissioners.  It  was  alio  proposed 
to  lay  a  new  sewer  on  the  Cubbin^ton-roal.  The 
sewage  of  the  town  was  dispoifd  of  on  the  broad 

irrigition  principle  on  Eirl  Warwick's  farm  at Heathcote,  whan  275  acres  were  in  use. 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

   John  Orienwn.  Town  Cleric,  Dumfrie.  :^ ■••••."— ■•   ^*-  }| 

Via  w  L  EMlwfleld.  Borough  SurveroT.  Workington  ...... J.       i» »^l"     I^'^-7C^\    :^   a^,^Zi«  r*  p  V  nr  ft  Riinmn.  Norwich      .•     IS 

Workington-TownHall^oiforJ-.^     ̂ n^K  ̂ .  .............. ...^^  ̂ S^SK' ^SS^^^^  V:~:.;       ^ 

.  Roonu,  Norwich  . 

Dumfries  -Public  Library. 
■Workington— Town  Hall,  I       .  .-  - 
Norwich -Bank,  Ited  Lion-street  (Local  Com  peUUon)   60g».,  20g8. 

Talgarth,  Hnv-Sewerage  and  Water  Supply   .-...    £28      

Tnnbridge  Wells -Designs  in  Tunbridge  Ware:  Coloured  (1) 

£8  88..  (2)  £-2  28.  (8;  £1  18. :  Uncoloured  (i;  £2  2b.,  (2)«1  Is.,  on,.  t«»i.  rierk  Town  HaU,  Tunbridge  Wells      ..     31 

WmM.  (Walter  Crane,  Assessor).   Technical  Education  Committee   The  Joto  nerk,  ioto  nau,         ̂ ^^  ̂ ^^^^^^^           
liipool-Bivoc  Board  School  (1,000),  Central-road    :;,A-;;A  Ui:   ?k^>aEngmeer.  Nassau,  Bahamas,  via  N^^    Not.30   T.    T>.>.._o._x>..v.l(,  VurVdt        £40.  £10.  £6        1"*  "^i*"  ■^"b  „;;:___:.  rr.ii  r...     on    kn,iim^tni,t.  J jt^n            — 

Masonic  Hall  Co.,  90,  Albion-street,  I^eds  . 

Blackpool—  ••^ . "..  -'   -—   

Nanau,  Bahamas -Public  Market ..........    £40,  £10,  £6     rhZ,~'r,^7^a  Re  .  «u«.uu.v  ̂      
Leeds-Masonic  HaU.  Great  0«>rKo-stroot  Asseaeor)    £80,  £».  £10    Tl^h^mbv  Col  iery  Company.  Maryport 
Broughton  Moor- Institute  and  Twenty  C.>Uage»    ...^  .^   H~Jv  (SeL  K  D.C.  Clerk,  Howden   

North  Cave,  WalUngfen,  and  Broomlleet -Water  Supply..    £10  10s.  
  Henry  ureen,  n.u.i/  v 

LIST    OP   TENDERS    OPEN. 

T  —«.  IT  rial*  Enirineer- Citv  Chambers,  45,  John-fltreet   Bcpt. 
Btronachlachar,LochKatnne-Kecon!.tructii.gInvergyleHouje  G^a.gow  Corporation  ..^........    •J»?.«VUr^;       •     ■  ■    '  ̂'-•-'  -'—  "   

Brinscall,  I-ancs- Store  and  Twt  " Keswick— Additions  to  St.  John 

Cork- Rebuilding  2<.  Painell-i " 
Parkgate- Nineteen  Dwelling-Boui.e8.  wemeineia-iane     r.  aiasou      johnW  Wilson.  Architect   -  ̂ „ 
Hoyland-Wei-Ieyan  Minister's  lleMdence    ■■■■■  -■■,■■■    B  Creilthton.  Clerk,  Board  Itoom,  Gorey,  Ireland    •■■;-■:■      •• 
Gorey,  Ireland-AdditioDs  to  Workhouse     Guardians    jamS  Im" Mullen,  M.8.A.,  Architect,  30.  South  Mall.  Cork   
Cork-Kebuildiug  12.  Bridpe-strect       ;jj_-.   V  v  •■ii'  "r'.i    w»irhank  and  Wall.  Architecls,  3.  Manor-tquare,  Otley      
Otley- Additions  to  Shed,  Bairas-lane    Waitc  and  SaviUe,  Ltd    r  b  Pmtt  A  R  I  B  A  ,  County  Bank  House,  Elgin    
Botriphnie,  N.B.-Free  Church  Manse....       ■•   ■       „;     wo-jdiouge  Master.  Union  Offices.  Macclesfleld      

^  .    .-    .  -—  (luardlans     ir  p„,,loe  A.M.I.C.E,  Holton-road,  Barry,  01am.  ̂ .........   
Urban  Dmtxict  Council    J-  ̂j^^J^'f^rchitect;  OM  Bank-buildin«,  High-street,  Rotherham.^ 

Maccletfleld— Enlargement  of  Porter's  Lodge Barry— Smallpox  Ho8pital 

Nether  Haugh  -  Alterations  to  Mission  Room      j.  .^   V W"  r.V    wWatkinn  and  Son.  Architects,  St.  Edmond's  Chamban,  Lmcoln 
Lincoln- Additions  to  Offices    Bflbey  and  Co..  Ltd.    IT- .V».5p  p  „„  All  I.B.A.,  M.8.A.,  Barnstaple   
Barnstaple- Restoration  of  Penrose  Almshouses    Charity  Commissionera   h   O  Pailthorpe  Architect,  59.  Finsbury-square,  EC   
Wallington  -  Detached  House    n  ,',j,-™    E  M  Longdon.  Architect,  Town  HaU,  BakeweU   
Bakcwell-Inflrmary      Uuardians         ^^^  ̂ ^^  ̂ ^^^^^  Architects,  Carnarvon          
BettWB  Gannon-Farmhouse   Vi":"";    iilJ'i).™;    Ernest  E.  Ellis,  Architect,  Market-street.  Eimouth   
Exmouth— Alterations  at  the  Bungalow,  Claremontrterrace   Mis.  Pearse    j  W  Orundv  Architect,  Central  Buildmgs,  I  Ivereton   

Ambleside-New  Eoyal  Lake  Hotel,  Waterhead    ^■^^K^cC^^^.i.X^^    C'.  P-Fowler,'  Resident  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Llanelly    
Llanelly- Engine  House,  &c    Navigation  Commissioners    w  H   Hill  and  Son.  Architects,  '28.  South  MaU,  Cork...   
Cork -Additions  to  Fermoy  Houfc    ■;  ■■•■■   i—e'-'^i^'-r'tA     Tohn  Stalker   M.S.  A.,  Architect,  57,  Highgate,  KenSal  ....^   
Kendal-Shop.  Warehouses,  Sec    at  Endraoor       C»-Opf™tive  Socioty.  LMj^^        j  aSd  s  F  ""t^fD^^it^'  "6,  Higb-'treet  PopUr,  E   
Bromley-Additional  Accommodation  at  Asylum  Devon's-rd.  ̂ "  ̂"^ S.f^^'^J^^^'^  ̂ ^^'^'"^  The  Borough  Kn-ineer's  Office,  Town  HalU  Croydon   
Warlingham.Surrey-Superstructure  of  Lunatic  Asylum       Croj  don  Town  Council    i£l„S^and  France.  Architects.  Bradford^.      .^   ;■.••■■   
Bradford-Reflooring  and  Roofing  Shed,  Canal-road    ^•■™r.;;„"n    F  W  I^cev.  BorouRh  Engineer,  Town  HaU,  Boomemouth          " 
Bournemouth -Additions  to  Engine-House       S°!!f.„  A°K       The  Chelmsford  Hotel,  Ebchestcr               -- 
Ebchester-Boathouse    Mowing  t-iun    -  .,..._  ^ 

i"yOsV-Cafua?wirilworkhouseG 
Bennondsey.  S.E.— Alterations  to  Town  HaU   ■■■■   

Middleton  St.  Geoige-Additions.  Eopner  Convalescent  Home 

12 
13 

13 
13 

Arthur  Hartley.  Architect,  Carlton  Chambers,  CaaUeford      
,.      J» 13 

13 
Milnes  and  l' ranee.  Architects,  Bradford...   •,1-Ti|",;i_;>,.„; ' 

C  Whit«-.U  and  Son.  ArchitecU,  23,  Temple-row, 
 Birmmfham  . jvingsiHorion  uiuoi  «»,„"»"-     ..  if-b"surveyor.  Town  HaU.  Bermondsey      VVc-ii;    i.      -ii, 

V^'^    V^Su  Bottomley.  Architect,  28.  Albert-road,  Middaesbrough 

Joint  sewerage  ̂ ri   ::";-::::::::  rKeXrSon^'aXBayTey.  Efg-iniers,  17,  
Cooper^t.,  Manchester    ..  i»    Th^VSTtd                   B  8.  Jacobs.  Architect,  BowlaUey-lane,  HuU       J|    T"®  P»«««.  ̂ ^    Frederick  W.  Ridgway,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Dewsbury       ;,-:-.V:;;-."  IS 

   I-.—.;  „••  •.:•••••;,•:=•,•■•-•;;"   —  w.™.ri».n  C.A  Architect.  Central  8tation,_Newcastle-on-Tyne..    „  IS 

Hambieton-8i.\  Houses  and  Shop   x  -  ;  •.:^-v    m"!?^  ?[°!:^v;.;i™Vr.n    William'Beli,  Company's  Architert,  York        ..;■   :v,„ U™ 
Middlesbrough-  Office  Accommodation  at  Goods  Warehouse  ...  North-Eastem  Railway  Co    K^lZnoet.  Architect,  3t«,  Great  Horton-road,  Great  Hort<m 

Great  Horton-Tbree  Houses  and  Shop,  High-stieet    V  ■•  ;i.„™^          -    >-      -  .   ».— :   .  it 
Dnkinfleld- Offices,  &c,  at  DUposal  Works       ilT'p^tffr/T?. 
Hull-Club  Premises,  High-street     The  Pacific,  Lt  ,..„,.._   „..-,   

Dewsbury- Restoration  of  Board  Schools       wArfi,' T-'«t^''R^ii'i'av  Co.'   '"  WiUiam  BeU,  Co.'s  Architect,  Central 
Bhildon- Fifty-seven  Houses   ;  •■:•••;••  i';^'   i   North-Eastem  RaUway  Co    willikms,  Architect,  63,  Wind-street,  Swansea 
Pontardawe-Enlargement  of  Zoar  Methodist  Chapel   w'Rn;vi;   J  Lorimer  Miller,  Architect,  39,  Hide  HOI,  Berwick-upon-Tweed.. 
Tweedmouth-Block  of  Dwelling-Housea   ■„••;■■■;,•    ?l;,«te«   TZ^^.'.  John  Kirk  and  Sons,  Architects,  Huddersfleld  .—•;,■;:  v"^'   
Huddersfleld-Additional  Classrooms  to  Wcaleyan  Schools    Trustees    ^x  ̂  ̂        F.I  A.S.,  Architect,  Trinity  Chambers,  Colcheter    

Buree  St.  Mary,  Suffolk-Kiln   ^.        iii^rishC^imdi'   "  H-  W.  Beach,  Perrymount-road.  Hayward'a  Hsath      
~  T""^   ••::::••:::::  Gu'2?iSs"°?'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.;.T,Dinwiddy 

Hurstpierpoint,  Sussex -Cemetery  Works     nT,..Si^r S.«..U.i„>,^^T?«T>«ir,tnC«sna!  Wards     Guardians  . 14 
14 
li 

14 

14 

^    
14 OreenWich-RepairstoCMMrwiri".".:'.;'.::'.;".:'.".'.:....;"...    Guardians    V^n^L  a'skuV^Trc^U^tsTL  ScoS-steeet,  KeigU^^^^            1} 

Silsden- Vicarage  House     y-  r---4-^—-~    ii;'woVd  Union  oiiVdiiiii"::::.::::;!;;:  F.Townson,  Clerk,  Union  Offices,  Ecdes  New-road,  SalJora  ........    ..     ̂ ^ 1$ 
16 
18 
IS 
IS 

13 

B^tjierham  School  B<»Td ... 

Hope,  Lanes-Planing  Floors  of  Union  Inttr^V::::::::::".:.:...  ̂ ^tYf""  <*"*'*'^ 
Thombury-Inflrmary  at  Workhouse    

Ouaroians 
Brentwood— Additions  to  Essex  Lunatic  Asylum 

ThomhiU— Infants'  School      

CarUsle-New  Vicarage,  Irthington    fvimmtiin" 
Preston -Public  Abattoir  at  Cattle  Market   Sw  B^rf 

Bradford -Enlarging  Tyersal  School    
School  Boaro 

Skipton-Enlargementof  Craven  Bank     .^..   -•-•■•"•j    f y-hin  niiti'ct  Coniicii   V'V^.^..  C. 
Wiiibledon-Ten  Workmen's  DweUings,  Dumaford-road    Urtem  D^ct  Council  —  g 

Gwennap-Additions  to  St.  Day  Schools    ^.......  «"•""'  "°»"'   
Leeds -Wood  Floor  and  Staging  to  Swimming  Bath 

Didsbury— Poll 

Littlestones,  " 

O.  H.  Oatlev.  Architect,  Baldwin-street,  ^''"l,.---,-,  -  w 

..  Widnell  and  TroUope,  20,  TotbiU-street,  WMtmmster,  
8.W. 

...  J.  E.  Kmght,  Architect,  33,  CoUege^treet,  Eotherham 
  

T  Tavlor  Scott,  F.E.I.B.A.,  43.  Lowther-stre
et,  CarUsle  .... 

The  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  HaU,  P'^sto".  v-"-"-V  Bl'afuid   

E.  P.  Peterson,  F.S.A..  Architect.  48,  Sunbri
dge-road,  Bradford  ... 

John  Virley,  C.E.,  and  Son,  Architects,  Skipton.^...^---       "     ̂ g 

C.  H.  Cooper,  M.I.C.E.,  Engineer,  Broadway,  Wimbledon  ■•••■■••■•■    •;     j
g 

Hchnnl  Board     S.  HiU,  Architect,  Redruth    ■:  v;'  VV-  '  .  r  »«.!« Bcnooi  Boara         „,^    ̂   ,_  ̂ _^   ,_  office.  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds 

18 

The  City  Engiueer's  Office,  Municipal  uuiioings,  t,«ou»        ^-^ 
-----T      -  -  Stonding  Joint  Committee     Henry  IJtOer.  Architect.  County  Offices  Preston   ;; :::":::.:;:;;    "     19 olice  Station   ..  ...  .^....    ,    Ad^iraltv     The  Coastguard  Station,  Littlestones,  Kent    ■;•-"•           20 

  „   Kent-Coastguard  BuUdmgs     nol..r                .  .       Geo.  Armstrong,  Architect.  24,  Bank-street,  CarUsle        ^j 

Silloth-House  and  Shop    •■■•■■••■•••••;;■•;;•    RithrDimSittM"".".'.'.'.'.".'.".'    The  City  Surveyor.  Town  HaU,  Manchester    .•■••••■   ;  ;;     •       go 
Manchester- Alterations  at  Leaf-street  Baths      jjatns  uimmiiwe    Fisher  and  Steed,  Solicitors,  Long  Melford,  SufloUt          ^j 

Long  Melford-Fireproof  Strong  Room  ̂ .. ..............."  •"•■• 

Pontypridd-Workhouse  and  Boundary  WaUa  at  Llwynypia 

Clones— Schools   iii  ■  :   iW      Ji  'C^i   
South  Shields-Additions  to  We^oe-road  Board  8*o»l   v,;,    „„„diana 

Paddington,W.-AlterationstoWoodtieldHouse,Woodfleld-rd.  
Qi^raians 

Staines  -  Infant  School.  Stanwell-road 

Guardians    

Sdiooi  Board.. 

,  School  Baard   

E.  C.  Spickett.  Clerk,  Pontypridd     . 

T.  EUiott,  .Vr.-hitect,  38,  D«l"i»-«??'«t' ,5°"'S,"!S  „••.- v^   T^_..i   T>.,_   1.1      A..,i,,-f<u,t   17  Kinff-atreet.  South  onieias    .... 

Fred.  Rennoldson.  Architect.  37,  King-street. 
 South F.  J.  Smith.  Architect,  Parliament  Mansions,  ̂  '"'"^h.^,  jjm  g  E 

Murray  &  Dibdin,  Architects,  5,  Hurstb
oume-rd.,  Forest  llUl.  b.t. 

1.  Rennoldson.  Architect.  »»,  n.mK-=".<=>--  ,-,„:"  7~„«^.t  S  W, 

J.  Smith.  Architect,  Parliament  Mansions,  ̂  ''=''^f,-^5'ff[,','*s  g 

"   tects,  5,  Hurstboume-rd.,  >"«>«'  »i"  
o-i^ 

The  Borough  Engineer's  Office,  Town  HaU,_Salford 

Erith,   

Handsworth,  Staffs-Stabling.  &c   
l/ewes-Extension  of  County  Hall   

Tooting  Bee  Common-Asyluni   — •   JCi""" 

Wolverhampton- Workhouse,  Infirmary,  &o.,  at  New  Cross  .. 

Newport.  Mon.— Schools   

Selby- Alteration  of  Premises   
Leeds -Alterations  to  General  Infirmary   

DewBbury-Restonition  of  Schools  .._   "-•••-,•   jio'""   
New  Tupton  -  Church  Institute,  Sunday-School,  and  House   

Chepstow- Rebuilding  2il,  High-street   

Tooting,  S.W.-Flats   ;;■••■■■.■•"■   
Morecambe-Altering  House  into  Business  Premises   

East  Kirkby- Extension  to  Co-operative  Premises   
C^inscross— Extensions  to  Bakehouse     

Newport,  Mon.— Schools   •.::,-.v^':'\"""'i"' 

Great  Bentlej-Four  Cottages  at  HoUy  Bush  HUl  Bnokwor
ks. 

Bradford-Six  Houses  and  Shop   

Nottingham-Additions  to  Workhous-,  Beech-avenua   
Watford  -New  OIHcesand  Warehouse  .....^^........."."j   
Bradford-  Offices,  &c.,  at  Globe  Foimdry,  Whetley  HUl    
Tuxford  -Fifteen  Houses    

KillioghaU    Cottage   k-;-  ;   
Bnrwell-WcsleyiinCniapel  and  Schools     

Uswoith,  Durham— Forty  Houses,  Douglas-tenrsae   
Con»elt-Two  Engine  Houses    

Bramley- Two  Shops  and  Nine  Houses   
Btalybndge- Branch  Bank       :\-i-,:;   
Purnham,  Suffolk-Kiln  and  Malt  Store  at  Halting      

WaUsend- Branch  Premises   ■J■i■■■■^;:■■:—■i^■■rX::!^   
Timbiidgc  WeUs- Parish  Room  and  Institute,  St.  Jolin  s   

Urban  District  Council . 
East  Sussex  County  Council  ... 

Metropolitan  Asylums  Board . 
Guardians   

Yorkshire  Banking  Co.,  Ltd.  . 

School  Board   

E.  Kenworthy. /v. .,!.*. ^.".,   —  ,,  ,,    t  ̂ „^-, 

F.  J.  Wood.  County  Surveyor,  County  UiU,  j^«'Tf '  v  i  p   

A.  and  a.  Harston.  Architects,  1.".,  Leidenhal
l-streit,  b  L   

Arthur  MarshaU.  A.R.I.B.A.,  King-street,  No
ttmjliam      

F.  R.  K-mpson.  F.R.I.B.A..  16.  B.<gh-stKiU  C^rixS  ■"  —j
  ••^-  • 

James  Young  and  Co.,  Architects,  62  M
arket-street  Bradford 

.  Walter  A.  Uobaon.  Architect,  82,  Albion-aUe
3t,  L.eds 

23 

•i5 

23 

2J 

23 
8S 
29 

v» 

3) 

2 

.> 

3 
11 
12 

C.  Curtis  . 

iiiicaster  and  Skerton  Co-op 

Caioacross  and  Ebley  Co.-op.  Soc 

Soc. : 

waiter  A.  noDSOn.  /vrcuiwaci,,  o*,  ̂ '"'^^^    „rv'     n..n,.K  trv 

F.  W.  Ridgway.  F.U  I.B.A  ,  Borough  Chamb
ers,  Dewsbiry    

Ernest  Oxley,  M.^.A.,  Architect,  Clay  Cross  ̂ .   

W.  Robinson.  Architect,  Kin?-8treet,  Heretom^^....
.  ■••;   

J.  Theobild,  Architect,  S6,  Budge-row,  Can
non-street.  L  C   

Marshall  Bros.,  Architect,  Back-crescent.  MoreMmM  v;  ••.,"'^^ 

Lawrence  Bright.  Architect.  9,  St.  Peter's 
 Church-walk.  Nottingnam i  Ebley  CO.-OP.  OOC.  ...  The  Society's  Office.  CaiosoroM,  0\»/_VlJ,.-(i,.jViff    ';;.'.'.'"  .,  .. 

   F.  R.Kcmpson,  F.R  I. B.A.,  16,  High-street,  t
^arain    

   J.  W.  Start,  F.8.I..  Architect,  Colchester    ■•■•••;••••;•  R,::i| '^^   

   James  Youig  and  Co.,  Architects.  «*•  Market-stree
t,  B««otd   

A.  H.  OoodJl,  Architect,  14,  Markct-stree  .  >J;'«  "«^»°   
 

Chas.  P.  Ayres,  Architect,  U.y.  High-street
.  \v  a'''rJ   

   F.  Moore,  Architect.  40.  8unbridge-roa.l ,  l'"'*?'"";'™,;™  ja   " 

   Flocktonl  Gibbs.  and  Flockton.  l.i,  St.  •>•■"<", '-^'j^''^-
'*     BUnd  ani  Bowa,  Architects,  North  P^Vt^i -St r  *          

   A.  E.  Sawday,  Architect,  4,  M»'J«'t'^«''''i'"'S,Iastie   • 

   Little  and  Browne.  Architect-.,  Mosaley-stree
t,  Newcastle   

     .  The  Engineer's  Office,  Consett.  I':'';''?'"., ,  „--V  "i;   "  " 

   J.  P.  Kay,  Architect,  31,  Prudential  Build'Uga,  Lwis  _._.^^j^-  .- 

   John  Eaton.  Sons,  and  CantreU,Areh
itect«.A8hton-under-Woe    Ernest  Prit«hett.  Hardwick  BiUUOffioe   "Sr^iuLV    

   Toe  Industrial  Co-operative  8oaety.LW.,wai
i3ena  _.....  ._.-.^- 

;    H.H.*E.  Cronk.Archts.,  Mount  Eph
raim-rd.,Tunbnlge  wens. 

J.  Girling 

B^nskin's  Watford  Brewery 

UissPoweU 

[  Consett  iron  Company,  Ltd. 

[  liidirCaUam's 'TrasteM 

Ltd. 
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rUOFKSSIi )XAL   ai!Ot)\KS. 

MAX  hits  boon  described  as  a  creature  of 
habit ;  Herbert  Spencer  also  speaks  of 

••professional  bias,"  meaning  the  tendency of  certain  professions,  like  the  military,  the 
medical,  and  the  theological,  to  see  and 
regard  things  with  a  particular  prejudice  or 
warp  of  mind,  and  in  tho  same  manner  wo 
may  apply  the  term  to  describe  certain 
arcliitecluval  habits  or  bents  of  mind  which 

tend  to  •crystallise"  or  fall  into  grooves. 
These  ••groovea"  are  not,  when  taken 
together,  objectionable  tendencies:  they  are 
inevitable  a.s  local  and  partial  habits  of 
regarding  buildings,  and  are  prejudicial  only 
when  they  become  narrow,  and  whore  those 
who  fall  into  or  pursue  them  can  see  nothing 
good  in  other  habits  of  thought.  It  is  the 
^ame  with  every  other  subject  or  profession  : 
there  are  two  or  even  more  ways  of  looking 
at  it,  and  it  is  because  of  this  that  so  many 
of  our  disagreements  and  controversies  arise. 
Andyet  both  views  may  be  perfectly  reasonable 
and  correct,  because  each  sees  what  the  other 
does  not  or  cannot.  One  man  looks  at  it 

from  one  side,  another  from  an  opposite 
point  ̂ lf  view,  and  so  on  ;  but  they  each  see 
the  same  object,  though  on  dilTerent  sides, 
and  if  they  could  both  understiud  that  their 
joint  views  are  more  truthful  than  their 
individual  impressions,  all  difference  would 
be  avoided.  We  may  illustrate  this  principle 

by  referring  to  a  few  "grooves"  of  pro- 
fessional work.  And  first  we  take  country 

and  town  [nactice.  The  country  practitioner 
sees  his  work  from  quite  a  different  point  of 
view  to  the  town  jiractitioner.  His  vocabulary 
is  restricted.  He  has  been  educated  and 
trained  in  a  small  town,  where  certain  local 
tniditions  and  customs  obtain  :  during  his 
youth  he  has  been  brought  into  contact  with 
certain  loail  materials,  and  with  workmen 

who  do  work  in  a  particular  way  of  their 
own,  and  these  conditions  shape  his  ideas, 
and  in  time  form  his  prejudices.  He  falls 

into  a  groove,  and  naturallj-  sees  things  in  a 
particulai-  kind  of  way.  His  ideas  of  house- 

building have  been  formed  upon  a  few  local 
models,  exam])les  of  a  very  modest  or  in- 

ferior type;  his  plans  are  of  regulation 
order;  he  has  a  certain  idea  as  to  ele 
vations  and  roofs  :  every  feature  is  moilelled 
according  to  a  few  recognised  patterns; 
gables  and  bay  windows,  even  the  dressings 
of  the  windows  and  doorways,  conform  to  a 
local  style  as  cramped  and  meagre  as  his 
own  views.  Of  course,  the  material  of  the 
locality  has  restricted  his  invention  to  a  few 
channels,  and  these  have  become  '•cribbed, 
cabined,  and  confined  "by  a  repetition  of  the same  methods  of  working.  After  a  time, 
any  departure  from  them  would  be  reganled 
a.s  apostasy  ;  the  local  builders  would  resent 

'any  change  or  variation,  and  the  architect 
himself  falls  into  a  passive  way  of  following. 

■NJalls,  windows,  doors,  roofs,  chimneys,  even the  ornament  that  is  used,  have  all  a"  certain fonn  of  their  own  in  his  eves,  from  which  it 

would  be  wrong  to  depart. "  Having  •■  cut  his 
teeth"  on  the  local  style,  it  is  extremely hard  to  see  things  in  any  other  way.  The 
material,  whether  it  is  brick  or  stoned  has  its 
restncted  Umitations,  according  to  the  custom of  the  place.  In  a  small  town  removed  from 
any  centre  of  style,  the  buildings  are 
parsimonious  and  meagre  in  the  extreme- 
in  some  towns  on  the  South  I'oast,  for 
example,  a  very  limiteil  vocabulary  prevails 
—It  looks  all  the  work  of  a  builder,  plain  a  id unattractive,   walls  with    oblong   apirtuvs' 

and  Hat  arches,  eaves-gutters  and  parapets, 
]ilain  slated  nxifs,  and  very  ordinary  details. 
In  another  town  the  style  is  more  elastic  and 
attracti\e  ;  there  is  a  free  treatment  of  win- 

dow giibles,  half-stucco  or  tiiubor,  high 
pitched  hip  roofs  of  red  tile.  Compare,  for 
instance,  Cowcsand Southampton  with  I'.ist- 
bourne  or  Folkestone,  all  brick  localities,  as 

showing  diversity  of  practice  :  one  restricted, 
the  other  free.  These  variations  represent 

the  provincial  architect  under  different  con- 
ditions of  practice.  The  woodwork  finish- 

ings tell  the  same  tale.  Tlore  we  see  the 
s.uiio barge  board,  the  same  sash  or  casement 
and  door  ;  the  architect  and  builder  wijrk  in 
a  groove.  There  wo  meet  with  a  more 
pleasing  and  elastic  treatment,  where,  per- 

haps, a  Loniloii  architect  has  introduced  a 
liettor  style.  When  we  turn  to  town  practice, 
there  is  a  wider  gamut,  so  to  sjieak,  of  ex- 

pression, a  wider  range  of  ideas.  The  groove 
is  not  so  narrow — the  range  of  style  is  more 
varied  and  intermixed.  There  is  a  blending 
of  styles  :  yet  we  see  certain  habits  and 
idiosyncrasies  amongst  them  of  men  who 
have  learned  one  style,  who  show  the  tradi- 

tions of  a  certain  leader  of  men,  who  have 

stereotypeil  forms,  who  have  been  oltico- 
trained,  but  little  practical  knowledge  of  ma- 

terial. In  short,  the  groove  of  town  practice 
is  marked  by  a  conventional  manner.  The 
buildings  are  less  solid  and  substantial, 

though  they  have  a  greater  variety  of  ex- 
ternal expression.  The  town  architect  is. 

perhaps,  not  so  observant  of  material,  liis 
stone  and  brick  details  are  less  stereotyped, 

and  often  rather  "  mixed  "  ;  we  may  often 
see  a  stone  moulding  that  would  be  better  in 
wood,  a  terracotta  one  more  suitable  for 
stone ;  but  the  designer  is  not  so  rigid  and 
narrow  in  his  interpretation  of  material  as 
the  country  practitioner  is,  and  he  pays  atten- 

tion to  the  amenities  of  style. 

Leading  architects  in  our  larger  towns — 
Loudon  in  particular — are  more  or  less 

specialists,  and  follow  grooves  or  "  lines  "  of 
their  own.  They  do  church  or  domestic 
work,  t.ake  up  municipal  buildings,  theatres, 
hospitals,  baths,  schools,  and,  though  they 
often  vary  their  practice,  the  influence  of 
their  groove  is  to  some  extent  prejudicial  to 
them  in  other  branches.  We  know  a  few 

ecclesiastical  architects  who  cannot  design 
residence  or  office  buildings  with  any  success. 
Bat  this  inability  is  more  strongly  marked 
with  regard  to  men  who  have  become 
specialists  in  hospital  work  or  in  baths  and 
washhouses.  The  specialised  practice  is  so  very 
exacting  and  precise,  that  it  leaves  little  time 
for  other  branches.  More  order  and  dis- 

cipline are  necessary  than  in  an  all-round 
practice,  because  every  minute  arrangement 
has  to  be  mastered ;  the  architect  has  to 

learn  a  variety  of  details,  to  study  Blue-books, 
Government  instructions.  Local  (lovern- 
ment  Board  reports,  and  special  treatises. 
Specialism  vei-y  soon  finds  its  own  groove. 
In  the  planning  of  a  hospital  or  a  school  the 
requirements  are  regulated  and  precise :  the 
cubic  space  to  be  .allowed  to  each  p.atient  and 
bed  ;  the  position  and  detail  of  every  part  of 
the  ward,  even  the  construction  of  the 

windows,  and  the  warming  and  ventilating 
requirements  —  all  these  are  absolutely 
defined.  The  school  expert  has  to  be 
precise  in  his  knowledge  of  the  Elementary 
Education  Department  requirements ;  the 
lloor  space  to  be  allowed  to  each  pupil;  the 
arrangement  of  the  desks ;  the  regulated 
dimensions  for  each  scat ;  the  position  of  the 
windows  as  regards  light ;  class-room,  cloak- 

room, and  playground  provision.  These 
are  matters  that  soon  fall  into  regulation 
oi-der.  Even  the  elevation  assumes  a  distinct 
character  of  its  own,  which  renders  the 
designer  of  such  work  incapable  of  turning 
his  hand  to  other  kinds  of  design.  The 
details  are  of  a  special  kind  too.  Other 
departments  of  practice  are  found  in  our 
large  towns,  and  these  all  have  particular 
characteristics.    There  is.  for  example,  the 

designer  of  commercial  buildings,  shops, 
warehouses,  offices  ;  and  to  bo  successful  in 
any  one  of  these  the  practitioner  must  confine 
himself  to  that  particular  branch  of  work. 

Another  broad  distinction  is  that  between 

building  and  art,  or  between  the  practical 
and  aesthetic  followers  of  architecture.  They 
murk  two  almost  o])posite  tendencies.  Men 
naturally  fall  into  these  two  grooves,  as  they 
are  distinctive  of  intellectual  discernment 

and  taste.  The  practical  mind  is  common  in 

every  class  of  life.  The  builder,  pnr  cj-aUence, 
is  of  this  class ;  he  looks  on  only  one  side  of 
the  shield  ;  he  often  sees  no  other,  and  affects 
to  despise  the  artist.  The  profession  is  made 
up  of  these  two  classes,  and  it  is  as  well  that 
we  should  now  and  again  take  stock  of  their 
attributes  and  qualifications.  During  every 
groat  porio<l  of  architecture  these  two  existed, 
often  working  side  by  siile  ;  at  others  in  open 
canllict.  Phidias,  Ictinus,  Alan  of  Walsing- 
hanj,  and  Wykoham,  Wren,  and  Inigo  Jones 

were  builders  as  well  as  artists.  The  builder's 
groove,  absolutely  essential  as  it  is,  is  apt  to 
become  narrow.  He  views  stones,  brick, 

and  timber  or  iron,  their  transport,  conver- 
sion, cost,  and  use  as  the  Alpha  and  '  )mega 

of  architecture.  The  man  who  puts  building 
first  and  architecture  second  is  no  doubt 

logical  in  his  sequence ;  but  in  these 
days  of  hard  facts  and  mechanical 
invention  he  is  apt  to  thwart  his 
better  judgment.  The  tyranny  of  prac- 

tical building  has  become  rather  a  bugbeajr 
to  the  architect :  it  exercises  a  kind  of  lord- 

ship over  him ;  he  can  soarcelj'  design  a 
detail  but  he  is  reminded  of  some  indiscretion 

in  the  use  of  the  material — that  it  is  wasteful, 
defective  in  design,  and  faulty  in  construc- 

tion. In  vain  the  architect  tries  to  be  logical 
in  his  reasons  for  doing  this  or  that,  but  he 
is  told  the  design  is  contrary  to  the  exigencies 
of  conversion  and  to  good  construction,  or 
that  it  will  he  costly.  The  consequence  of 

this  tyranny  is  a  fatal  restriction  to  all  in- 
vention— it  ties  and  fetters  him  to  common- 

place and  hackneyed  modes  of  design. 
The  practical  instinct  is  shown  in  all 

utilitai'ian  matters  ;  it  inculcates  a  matter- 
of-fact  way  of  building.  We  see  it  retlected 

in  the  builder's  ideal  of  a  window — the 
common  sash  window,  or  in  the  four-panel 
door ;  in  the  square  box-like  plan,  with  its 
central  entrance  and  stairs ;  in  the  square 
commonplace  rooms  and  finishings,  without 
breaks  or  recesses  ;  in  the  straight  flight,  in 

the  flat  hipped  or  gabled  roof.  The  build- 
ing instinct  keeps  things  as  .  they  ara ; 

it  discountenances  change  or  variety — it 
is  trade  interest  to  do  so,  to  avoid 
all  artistic  fads.  It  also  dwells  much  on 

economy.  The  builder's  ideal  is  to  build 
without  waste  ;  but  in  doing  so  he  often 
exhibits  a  sad  inconsistency — a  want  of 
scientific  economy; — ho  affects  to  ignore 
architectural  considerations  of  design,  at  the 
same  time  he  shows  his  ignorance  of  the 
essentials  of  good  construction.  His  regard 
for  machine-made  joinery  leads  him  into 
extravagances  in  things  like  mouldings  and 
turned  newels  and  balusters  that  are  re- 

pugnant to  anyone  with  good  taste.  The 
cheaper  he  can  turn  out  mouldings,  the  more 
he  uses  ;  and  it  is  the  same  with  his  weak- 

ness for  cheap  carving  in  stone.  His  craving 

for  "  art "  of  a  certain  sort  is  a  pitiable  irony 
of  extremes  meeting.  He  reduces  the  thick- 

nesses of  his  framed  work  to  expend  the  cost 
saved  on  a  quantity  of  cheaj)  ornamentation 

or  poor  ironmongery  and  plumbers"  littinM. .\11  tliis  is  well  known  to  everyone  \vho 
studies  our  modern  buildings  of  a  certain 
kind. 

Those  who  pursue  the  groove  of  art  (we 
speak  of  what  goes  under  the  name  of 
"art  "  rather  than  the  reality)  just  as  often 
miss  the  object  they  set  before  them.  They 
pursue  the  shadow  for  the  substance.  There 

are  many  "grooves  of  art."  The  archi- tect with  a  style  is  apt  to  apply  it  in  a 
variety    of    ways   it    was    never   intended 
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for — to  public  buildings,  shop-,  jirivate 
houses,  banks,  anil  even  churches,  till  it 
becomes  a  mere  dress  to  clothe  any  building, 
however  commimpluce.  lie  uses  the  same 
fai.ade  on  dilferent  buildings,  with  slight 

alterations  that  do  not  atl'ect  the  object  ;  the same  mouldings  and  dressings  are  applied  to 
shops  and  commercial  promises  as  to  jiublic 
offices,  and  his  designs  have  a  cut-and-dried 
character.  Or  the  same  result  is  observed  by 
the  mere  drau^'htsman  who  furnishes  eleva- 

tions and  perspectives.  There  is  a  •■  stock-in- 
trade  '"  character  about  the  work  turned  out. 
It  has  all  the  look  of  a  professional  groove 
about  it — flimsy,  unsubstantial,  awdmeaning- 
less  for  its  purpose.  How  can  buildings 

designed  by  a  "ghost,"  a  man  who  knows 
little  of  the  requirements  and  nothing  of  the 
material,  who  lives  and  works  in  a  London 

office,  know  or  do  anything  better!'  Then 
we  have  the  decorative  artist,  the  designer  of 
interior  decorations,  the  painter  and  sten- 
ciller  of  fabrics  and  art  furniture,  who  work 

in  "grooves."  They  have  learned  art  in  the 
art  school  or  polytechnic,  have  made  draw- 

ings and  studies  of  "  historic  styles,"  and 
submitted  designs  in  modelled  plaster  for 
woodwork  or  metal,  or  wallpapers,  and  thus 
equipped  they  call  themselves  "  decorative 
artists,"  but  they  are  tramelled  and  fettered 
by  conventions  and  m  thods.  They  are 
employed  to  do  certain  decorations  at  a  con- 

tract price,  to  follow  the  contr  xtor's  or 
architect's  instructions. 

^\'orkers  and  designers  in  materials  fall 
into  "  grooves."  AVe  may  instance  the  brick 
"groove,"  the  stone  "  groove,"  and  the  iron 
"  groove,"  each  in  its  way  more  or  less,  com- 

pelling the  designers  to  sink  to  the  level  of  a 
modern  machine.  Manufacturing  enterprise 
and  competition  have  made  them  specialists; 
they  become  addicted  to  technical  processes 
of  treating  these  materials.  The  designer  of 
iron  construction  is  in  a  special  manner  an 
instance  of  this  cramped  practice.  The 
material,  ligid  and  intractable  as  it  is, 
admits  of  but  few  modes  of  manufacture.  It 
can  be  cast,  moulded,  or  rolled  into  sections 
and  forms,  but  these  operations  limit  the 
resources  of  the  designer.  Very  few  men 
have  been  able  to  turn  the  material  to  an 
architectural  use  ;  the  greater  number  have 
contented  themselves  to  employ  the  stock 
patterns  and  sections,  and  to  follow  the 
engineer  in  his  construction  and  details.  The 
consequence  is  that  most  of  our  ironwork  is 
tranxmelled  by  the  limitations  of  the  workshop. 
Our  large  railway  stations,  markets,  piers,  and 
pavilions  afford  us  examples  of  what  our 
designers  can  do,  and  how  much  remains  to 
render  these  structures  in  a  real  sense  honest 
and  artistic  adaptations.  In  all  these 
branches  of  professional  work  we  find  it 
difficult  to  break  through  custom  and  habit, 
which  tie  us  down  to  methods  and  pro- 

cedures. That  which  is  easiest  or  least 
costly  is  followed.  In  each  groove  we  see 
excellent  work  in  its  own  way,  done  by  men 
who  have  had  to  contend  against  competitive 
forces ;  but,  as  one  writer  forcibly  reminds 
us,  there  is  a  source  of  weakness  rather  than 
of  strength  in  this  division  of  our  work  into 
parts.  Is  it  not  turning  our  artists  into 
machines  or  "  fragments  of  men,"  making 
our  art  piecemeal  and  fragmentary  f  We 
can  now  only  look  to  co-operation  to  produce 
a  more  healthful  condition— a  reunion  of 
forces  and  ideas  wluch  now  run  in  separate 
channels.  Art  must  no  longer  be  separated 
from  the  useful  or  the  technical,  out  bo 
regarded  as  the  concurrence  of  all  those 
forces  that  are  now  disjointed  and  work  on 
contradictory  lines. 

ESTIMATES.— XXI. 

Ir.VUDWOOI)    JOlXEItY.— Sl'ECIAL    I  TrTIXOS. 

TI I KRE  are  various  fittings  in  the ' '  Joiner 
that  can  only  be  priced  by  reference  to 

trade   lists,    such   as   wood   chimnej-piecos, 

overmantels,  ofh;e  desks  ut  ]iiii0  or  ma- 
hogany :  school  fittings,  such  as  dual  desks 

used  in  London  Hoard  Schools,  convertible 
desks,  parquetrv,  wood-block  flooring,  eliding 
partitions,  special  window  sashes  and  case- 

ments, or  church  .seats,  benches,  oak  or  pitch 
pine  lecterns,  prayer  desks,  and  pulpits,  and 

^^P 

sundry  other  special  fittings  that  are  usually 
made  by  firms  who  devote  themselves  exclu- 

sively to  these  kinds  of  j  oinery.  and  whose  work 
has  a  character  and  reputation  for  workman- 

ship that  leave  little  to  be  desired.  It  is 
better  for  the  estimator  to  quote  a  price  from 
such  firms  for  the  cla.ss  of  work  required ; 
but  usually  a  stipulated  sum  is  put  down  in 
the  quantities.  Such  firms  as  Young  and 
Marten,  Ltd.,  Stratford  ;  Walker  and  Co., 
Bunhill-row;  Cox.  Sons,  Buckley,  and  Co., 
Tavistock-street ;  Jones  and  Willis,  supply 
articles  of  this  description.  Special  joinery 
is  also  made  by  several  other  firms  advertised 
in  the  BriLDiXG  Niiw.s.  For  horticultural 

buildings,  the  well-known  firms  of  Messenger 
and  Company,  Ltd.,  liOughborough,  and 
Victoria-street,  Westminster  ;  also  Crompton 
and  Fawkes,  Chelmsford,  undertake  contracts 
and  give  estimates.  Cpllfl 
We  give  a  few  sketches  for  architrave 

mouldings.  &c.,  showing  a  window-mullion 
finish  and  linings,  a  cornice  fixed  on  brackets 

to  illustrate  item.  On  p.  L*8s  antt  we  also 
show  two  forms  of  bolection  mouldings  (1 

and  4),  also  a  dado  capping  ('J]  of  effective 
design.  A  moulding  of  this  kind  is  best 
hand-wrought,  and  may  be  taken  at  (is.  per 
foot  cube. 

For  pricing  hardwood  joiners-,  the  esti- 
mator Should  obtain  prime-cost  prices  from 

well-known  finns,  and  take  into  considera- 
tion the  extra  labour,  some  remarks  on  which 

will  be  found  on  p.  2sS  in  oui'  last  issue. 

-i'AiRCASEs. — Cviitinutd  (see  items  p.  2Ny  ante 

16ft.  super,     l^in.  moulded  wall  string. 

This  string  can  be  got  out  of  deal,  1  lin.  b 
1  Jin.,  say  as  follows  : — 

£  8.  d. 
lim.  deal,  per  foot      0    0  2i 
Planing  010       0    0  1 
Moulding    -.„    0    0  IJ 
Fixing,  say      0    0  2 

0    0    7 No.  8.    Ramps  to  ditto  including  headinj 

joints. 

For  ramps  take  twice  the  cost  of  straigh 

work,  or — If  the  ramps  ai«  2ft.  each,  we  may  price    £    s.  d. 
eachrampatZ  x  9d.  =         0    10 

Heading  joint       0    0    6 

Coetofeach       0    2    0 
•l.jft.    super. 

IJin.    cut    outer-string 
beaded. 

staff- 

IJin.deal    0 
Planing  sides  and  edges    0 
Crtiaa  tonguing    0 
Cutting  for  mitres     0 
Stafl-beadiog    0 
Fixing    1 

Per  foot       0    0    »| 

2oft.  run.    4in.  by  -lin.  newels. 

lin.  by  -lin.  is  Ki  sectional  inches  =  IJ  inch 
cube,  and  pricing  this  at,  say,  Os.  per  foot 
=  Rd.  per  foot  run. 

Xo.   62.     2in.   turned    balusters  housed   to 

string  and  handrail. 
£  a.  d. 

Say  3ft.  of  2in.  square  deal      0  0  2i 
Cutting  out  and  planing  sides      0  0  2 
Turning,  say      0  0  3 
Housing  ends  and  fixing,  say      0  0  6 

0    1    IJ 

36ft.  run.    4in.  by  3in.  Honduras  mahogany- 
handrail,  moulded  as  per  detail. 

The  items  may  be  put  down  as  follows  : — £  8.  d. 

Bay  4in.  super,  of  3in.  mahogany  at  2s...    0  0    B 
8awin^  out  and  squaring  up         0  0    3J 
Mouldmg  three  sides,  mcluding  joints 

and  screws,  say      0  12 
Polishing,  say        0  0    3 

Cost  per  foot      0   2    4J 

Gft.  run.     Ramped  handrail. 

We  may  price  this  at  twice  value  of  straight, 
say,  28.  4U1.  >;   2  =  4s.  9d.  per  foot  run. 

The  price  of  a  deal  handrail  of  the  above 
size  would  be  about  Is.  per  foot.  According 
to  current  prices  Honduras  mahogany  is 
priced  from  4jd.  to  6d.  per  square  foot  of lin.  thick. 

MISCELIAXEOrS. 

12ft.    super.      IJin.     staff -beaded    skylight 
curb,  tongued  at  angles. 

£  s. 
Say  IJin.  deal  cost     0  -0 
Planing  sides  and  edges  (constant  -OlO)  0    0 Staff-beading  angles  CO*),  say    0    0    1 

Tonguing  angles  C"015),  per  foot  run, say  4ft    0    0    IJ 
Fixing    0    0    2 

Per  foot       0    0^ 

If  there  is  only  this  quantity,  this  item 
may  be  put  at.lOd.  per  foot  super.,  including 

profit. 

32ft.  run.    Plugging  wall  for  framed  work. 

The  price  of  this  item  will  depend  how  far 
the  wooden  plugs  are  driven  apart,  according 
to  the  thickness  and  height  of  framing.,  If 

we  say  the  plugs  are  12in.  to  ISin.  apart,  the 
price  will  be  about  Jd.  to  1  Jd.  per  foot.  15y 

constant  for  plugging  [per  foot  run  -dOO,  we 

may  put  it  about  Id. VAUIOrS  LABOITRS. 

120ft.  run.    Labour  to  groove. 

The  constant  for  this,  if  not  more  than  2in. 

girth,  is  'OOy  -  [d.  a  foot  run ;   if  in  cross- 
u'rained  wood  -009  =  i'd. 
oft.  run.    Labour  cross-tonguing  joints  to landings. 

The  constant  is  -Old  =  1  Jd.  per  foot. 
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30ft.   run.      Labour  to  ton 

Hill.  deal. 
The  cost  of  this,  if  the  tongue  is  worked 

on  one  side  and  grooved  on  the  other,  is  about 
the  same  as  last  item.  l.Jd. 

If  a  loose  tongue  is  inserted  in  grooved 

edges,  the  price  may  be  1  ,'d. 
L'u'ft.  run.     Labour    to    rounding  edges  of 

Ijin.  deal  shelves. 

This  may  be  put  at  .Jd.  per  foot  run.  The 

constant  is  •(Kl<i. 
If  the  edge  is  circular,  add  half  again  as 

much,  or  i'd. 
(J2ft.  run.  Labour  forming  chamfer  IJin. 

wide. 

If  we  take  constant  •itiii;,  the  price  is  about 
Jd.  per  foot  run ;  but.  of  course,  the  price 
will  depend  on  if  the  chamfer  is  worked  cross- 
grain  or  partly  in  curves,  as  in  manj-  cases 
of  bench  ends.  In  this  case  the  price  shouhl 

bo  put  at  .,'d.  to  111.  In  all  such  cases  the 
constant  is  increased  .jO  to  loi)  per  cent. 

l.jft.  run.     Labour  to  beaded  angles. 

Price  this  at  Jd.  a  foot  run,  and  if  cross- 
grain  3d.  This  price  applies  to  lin.  beads 
and  under. 

20ft.  run.  Labour  to  tongued  and  staff- 
beaded  angles,  IJin.  deal. 

For  tongued  angles  we  liavo  put  down 
IJd.  per  foot.  For  staft  bead  the  constant 

is  -OOSi,  say  ,'d.,  in  all,  lid.  ̂   Jd.  =  2Jd.  per foot  run. 

If  any  of  these  items  include  stops,  the 
price  must  be  increased  by  one-half. 

'J'ift.  run.     Allow  labour  for  moulding  2in. 

girth. 
Price  this  item  at  -012  =  IJd.  per  foot;  if 

stopped  add  half  as  much. 

12ft.  run.     J»itto  labour  to  rebating. 

If  the  rebate  is  not  more  than  2in.  girth 
allow  id.  ;   if  more,  price  the  same  at  -oj.S 
=  4i'd.  per  foot  super. 

loft  run.     Labour  scribing  IJin, 

This  may  be  priced  at  :^d.  or  Id.  per  foot run. 

Other  •'  labour  constants"  are  to  be  found 
ui  Ilursfs  "Handbooks"  and  Leaning's 
■'  Notes,"both  for  labours  from  bench  and 
also  for  fixing.  (See  our  remarks  p.  2ss  ante.) 

CASINGS,    ETC. 

6Sft.  super.     IJin.  cradling  to  entablature 
and  tongued  blocking. 

This  may  be  formed  of  rough  pieces  fixed 
at  intervals  of  a  foot,  and  the  quantity  of 
stuff  to  be  framed  or  put  together  for  each 
foot  must  be  ascertained.  For  ordinary 
work  i>d.  a  foot  would  be  sufficient.  For 
tongue<l  blocking  add  another  2d.  a  foot. 

•iOft.  super.  Ditto  in  two  quick  circular sweeps. 

Add  .50  to  75  per  cent,  on  last  price  ac- 
cording to  quickness  of  sweep. 

'.•tjft.  super.     IJin.  deal  pilasters  glued  and blocked,  and  mitred  angles. 

ued    angles  of       For  a  column  of  this  sizB,  23.  ol.  per  foot 

IJin.  deal       0  0    2» 
Oluiogasd  blocking    0  0    3 
Planing. at  010   [',  o  0    1 Mitred  returns    0  0 

F«u>g   !!.!.'.!'.'.'.!;'.!!'.;!'.!'.;'.  0  o 

l\ 

Pw'oo'       0    0  lOi 

4.Sft.  super.  Tapered  columns,  glued  up  in nanow  widths  and  blocked,  about  nin. diameter. 

Tlieso  are  built  up  in  small  pieces,  mitred, 
tongued,  and  blocked.  The  labour  bevel- 

ling the  pieces  would  be  considerable.  The extra  items  would  be  :— 
Labour  diminialiing  pieces  (six  edges\  £  s. say    Q  Q 
BevelUng  edges  of  ditto  at  -Ou'i'  Ceajf  6ft! ~™°    ••         0  0 
rongiiing  angles  at -015  (Sft.)    0  0 i.itri  blocking,  say      ..  o  0 

•     S'"""*   '..'.'.'....".  0  0 

1} 

1} 

*i 

3 
1 

Say,  Is.  per  foot  extra  on  last. 

0    0  Ui 

would  be  a  fair  price.     .Some  estimates  put 

33.,  including  profit,  «Scc. t 

,  4Sft.  super.     Forming  doep  flutes  to  ditto, 

I  lin.  wide. 

I     -Vdd  per  footsupar.  for  these  2^1.,  if  wider 
tiates,  double  this. 

ISjtt.  super.  l]in.  dado,  with  dovetailed 
kev-joints,  secured  with  slips  and  dove- 

tails, hung  to  grounds  by  keys  grooved 
into  ditto. 

The  cost  of  deal  per  foot  may  bo  put  at 

2.vd.,  .and  the  labour  at  constant  'Til  hours  of 
joiner,  would  be  another  Td.,  would  be  !)ld.. 

say,  lOd.,  or  Is.  per  foot.     Or — 
£   9.  d. 

Coatofdeal      0    0    2j 
Planing  (010)         0    0    1 
Dovetailed  keys,  grooves,  &c.,  say      0    0    3 
Grounds       0    0    2 
Filing      0    0    Ij 

Perfoot      0    0  10 

(See  items  on  p.  28S  anie,  where  the  items 

are  put  down  for  l]in.  wrought  A'-jointed 
partition.) 

MISCELl.AXEOUo   FITTINGS,    ETC. 

2Sft.  run.     5ln.  by  4in.  moulded  cornice. 

This  can  be  prepared  out  of  a  IJin.  de.al 

upon  a  backing.  If  machine-made,  the 
mouldins:  would  not  cost  more  than,  say, 
Od.  to  lOd.  per  foot  run,  if  we  price  the 
moulding  at  63.  per  foot  cube,  say.  Is.  per 
foot.     (See  sketch.) 

No.  t).    Mitres. 

These  may  be  put  down  at  the  sime  price 
each. 

Xo.  2.  9ln.  by  Uin.  shelves,  7£t.  long  each, 
to  chimneypieces,  with  rounded  corners, 
on  cut  deal  brackets,  pinned  to  walls,  >tc. 

The  superficial  of  one  shelf  would  be 
5ft.  Sin. 

£  s.   d. 5ft  3in.  super,  of  Hin.  deal  at,  say.  3i.  0  1    3; 
life,  super,  of  planing  at  Id    0  10 
Rounded  comers    0  0    6 
Two  cut  brackets,  say-    0  16 
Cutting  brickwork  and  pinning  edge  of 

shelf  at,  siy,  3d.  per  toot    0  19 

Each      0    6    C, 

Including  profit,  &c.,  say  63.  each. 

No.  1.  IJin.  dovetailed  sink  1ft.  'iin.  by 
1ft.  3in.  and  Sin.  deep,  fixed  on  bearers. 

To  price  this,  it  is  best  to  take  the  items 

separately,  thus — £  s.  d. 
Ray  7ft.  super,  of  IJin.  deal  at  2Sd      0  1    6J 
Labour,  say      0  3    6 
Bearers,  say        0  16 
Fixing,  say...      0  10 

Cost  per  foot      0    7    Tj 

28oft.  super.  IJin.  panelled  casing  to  ceiling 
beams,  moulded  outside,  as  per  detail, 

grooved  and  tongued  at  .angles  on  bracket- 
ing. 

Without  a  detail  of  the  panels,  it  is  im- 
possible to  price  this  accurately.     Say — 

£  s.  d. Cost  per  foot  of  IJin.  deal    0  0  v; 
Planin?  per  foot  (010)       0  0  1 
Mouldmgs    0  0  IJ 
Grooving  and  tonguing  angles  ('OOe), say  0  0  c; 
Croes-tonguing  ('OlS)    0  0  li 
Rough   fir   brd.kets,    say  loin,  apart. 

fl.\ed  to  beams     0  0  2 
Fixing,  say    0  0  2 

Costperfoot      0    0  lOJ 

No.  I.     IJin.   super.    W.C.    seat   and   riser 

screwed  to  bearers : — 

Pat  this  at  Is.  GL  per  foot. 

12(!tt.  super.    1  Jin.  deal  casings  to  stanchions, 
tongued  and  moulded  and  fixed  complete. 

A  detail  is  required  for  this.     If  the  work 

is  of  ordinary  kind,  we  ma}'  take  tho  items 

as  follows  : — £  s.  d. 

IJin.  deal  as  abore,  say          0  0    vj 
Planing  per  foot        0  0    1 
Moulding          0  0    1} 
Tonpuing.  &c.,  angles         0  0    03 
(^rosM-tooguing      0  0    Is 
Beading  at  angles         0  0    0} 
Pultinj,' together      0  0    2 
Cut  deal  grounds  and  fillets,  &;.,  fixed 

1ft.  apart       0  0    2 0    0  11^ 

Say,  per  foot.  Is. 
3(;ft.  run.     lin.  pipe  cxsings  9in.  wide,  IGin. 

girth,      including     neces3.\ry     plugging, 
scribing,  &c. 

There  would  be  1ft.  4in.  supw.  ot  deal  to 
the  foot— say,  2.id. :  planing.  Id. :  scribing 
and  rebating.  Id.  ;  beading  at  angles.  Id.  ; 
fixing,  plugging,  &a.,  2L  S.iy,  T.ld.  per foot. 

No.  12.     Small  cut  brackets  for  shelves ;  — 
These  maybe  priced  at  Gl.  to  71.  each. 

No.  S.    Ditto,  for  9in,  shelves  : — 

Say,  Is.  2d.  each. 
32ft.  run.     Beaded  capping  to  framing  : — 
The  price  would  be  about  2id.  per  foot. 

OAK,    MAHOGANY,    ETC. 

15ft.  super.  IJin.  Wainscot  window-board, 
cross -tongued,  rounded  edge,  on  deal 
bearers. £  n.  d. 

IJin.  wainscot       Oil 
Croiw-tonguing    0    0    ljJ 
Rounded  edge     0    0    2 
Bearers  and  fixing    0    0    3 

Per  foot  super      0    1  llj 

<1ne  price-book  puts  this  down  at  2j.  1  Id. 

32ft.  super.     IJin.  AVainscot  splayed  window 

linings,  panelled  and  mouldoL 

These  may  be  put  down  at  33.  psr  foot. 

IGft.  super,  tjin.  ditto,  panelled  and 
moulded  both  sides,  front  shutters,  three 

panels  high. 
I'rice  these  at  3s.  loJ.  to  4s.  per  foot  super. 

25ft.  run.  Clerks'  desks  of  mahogany,  with 
slope  flaps,  &c.,  2ft.  Gin.  wide,  with 
stained  pine  stand,  with  all  bolts,  and 
footrail,  locks,  &c.,  complete. 

Thi.'  is  rather  a  doubtful  item  to  price 
without  detail.  Some  of  the  manufactiirers 

of  dejks  price  this  item  per  foot  run  at  14s. 

20ft.  run.    Ditto,  fitteil  with  drawers  instead 

of  fiaps,  with  locks  and  brass  flush  handles. 
•Vdd  another  shilling  to  price. 

220ft.  run.     .Jin.  by  2Ln.  Moulded  architrave 
and  mitres  (see  sketch  . 

This  may  be  taken  at  Gs.  per  cube  foot, 
fixed  complete,  5in.  2in.  =  l(i  sectional 
inches,  say  lin.  cube,  and  '  uth  of  Gs.  =  Gd. 
per  foot  run.  Ths  mitres  may  be  priced  at 

15  p.c.  additional. 

TWO    (JREAT  CITIES:    A  COMPAUISON'. 

By  W.M.  WoonwAKD. 

A  THIRTY  years'  retrospect,  from  an  archi- tect'spointof  new,  of  the  works  accomplished 
in  the  two  great  cities  of  the  wor'.d,  Paris  and Ijoadon,  may  not,  at  tlie  preaent  moment,  be 

uninteresting,  especially  if  it  may  lead  to' continued  efforts  to  make  London  healthy  and 

beautiful. The  cleanly  beauty  of  Paris  ia  dis.ippearinep. 

Xapoleon  the  Third's  imperial  liberality,  Ilauss- 
man'a  i^kill,  refined  architecture,  inventive  sculp- 

ture, and  municipal  thoroughness  were  subiecta 
which  drew  forth  from  every  observant  visitor  to 
Paris  thirty  years  ago  unbounded  admiration. 
But  during  that  period,  in  those  particular 
matters,  Paris  has  not  advanced  one  step.  To 
say  that  it  has  remained  stationary  is  to  be 
gentle  in  expression,  and,  as  a  f.ict,  P.iria 
presents  itself  to-day  as  a  vision  of  departing 
beauty.     -V  variety  of  Government?,  ephemeral 
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■with  little  time  to  devote  to  municipal  work, 
bare  let  that  work  take  its  chance,  and  with  the 
cuetomary  result.  Ilauesman,  in  hie  grand  con- 
cep'ion  of  what  street  improvements  should  be, 
has  had  no  follower :  the  refined  academic  archi- 

tecture which  graced  his  boulevards  requires  the 
hoee  to  atone  for  its  want  of  vigour  and  variety 

in  design  :  (lurpeaux's  bold  originality  in  sculp- 
tural grouping  has  had  no  imitators,  and  the 

watering  and  cleansing  of  the  Paris  streets  has 
descended  to  the  level  of  Jjondon  30  years  bick. 

A  month  ago  I  revisited  Taris,  and,  among 
other  disillusions,  I  was  astonished  to  find  the 
pavements  of  the  Place  de  la  Maduloine  pretty 
well  covered  with  discarded  handbills  of  some 

"  Piccadilly  Chapeau,"  to  observe  the  beautiful 
bronze  ornament  in  the  grand  entrance  of  La 
Madeleine  pirtially  filled  up  with  dust,  the 
ac<:umulation  of  a  con^derable  period,  and  to 
note  that  the  matter  of  street  watering  and 
general  cleanliness  is  by  no  means  what  it  might 
and  should  be.  The  shops,  too,  are  not  what  they 
were  ;  the  goods  are  mostly  shoddy  productions 
from  England,  and  the  enjoyment  of  taking 
refreshments  outside  the  restaurants  in  the 
boulevards  is  much  curtailed  by  the  unchecked 
importunities  of  beggars  and  by  vendors  of  all 
sorts  of  articles,  who  thrust  their  wares  in  one's face. 

And  what  of  London  during  the  like  period  r 
The  Jletropolitan  Board  of  AVorks  has  given  us 
the  great  main  sewer  and  has  embanked  the 
Thames  ;  has  lost  the  opportunity  to  Haussmanise 
Shafteabury-a venue,  and  has  murdered  Piccadilly- 
circus.  To  Lord  Brabazon  (now  the  Earl  of 
Meath)  belongs  the  credit  of  first  taking  in  hand 
in  a  practicil  manner  the  preservation  of  open 
spaces  in  London.  Every  foot  of  open  space  was 
gradually,  but  surely,  being  covered  with  bricks 
and  mortar,  and  he  and  his  Metropolitan  Gardens 
Association  oven  stayed  the  hand  of  the  devour- 

ing Bletropolitan  Board,  who,  amongst  other 
trifles  of  a  like  nature,  proposed  to  build  houses 
in  the  centre  of  Piccadilly-circus  and  upon  that 
little  oasis  in  the  desert  at  the  junction  of 
Bloomsbury-street  with  Oxford-street.  The  Earl 
of  Meath  has  converted  disused  burial  grounds 
and  churchyards,  which  were  the  depositories  of 
filthy  refuse,  into  pleasant  gardens  and  recreation 
grounds,  embellished  dreary  places  with  trees, 
and  provided  seats  for  the  weary  all  over  London. 

Enormous  strides  have  been  made  in  the  archi- 
tecture of  London.  The  West -end  and  the  City 

testify  to  beauty  and  originality  of  design,  design 
betraying  less  of  strict  uniformity,  the  result,  in 
Paris,  of  education  in  the  Ecole  des  Beaux-Arts, 
but  more  of  that  originality  and  vigour  which 
will  not  need  ' '  washing  "  to  keep  up  its  character. 
<  )£  London's  sculpture  the  least  said  the  better ; 
the  Beaconsfield  statue  at  Parliament-square  gave 
us  a  taste  for  figure  work,  but  little  else  has  been 
done  to  warrant  admiration. 

Whitehall  will  be,  in  ten  years  perhaps,  the 
noblest  thoroughfare  in  the  world,  and  when  St. 

Margaret's  Church  has  been  cleared  away  to 
afford  a  proper  view  of  the  Abbey,  and  the  long- 
promised  opening  from  Charing  Cross  to  the  Mall 
accomplished,  our  successors  will  look  back  with 
pride  upon  a  benevolent  OfEce  of  Works. 

The  London  County  Council  and  the  vestries 
have  moved  apace.  Parks  and  other  open  spaces 
have  received  all  the  attention  that  could  reason- 

ably be  desired  :  means  of  extra  transit  across 
the  noble  river  have  been  taken  in  hand :  and, 
notwithstanding  the  criticism  of  the  nebulous 
Council^  of  the  Koyal  Institute  of  British  Archi- 

tects, Vuuxhall  Bridge  will  bear  testimony  to  the 
ability  of  Spring-gardens.  The  Council  has 
given  us  a  Building  Act  which  is  not  too  clear 
and  precise  :  it  has  started  its  tramways,  and  its 
halfpenny  busses  already  excite  the  wrath  of 
their  penny  brothers  in  the  Strand.  The  worst 
of  "betterment"  is  that  Bozior's-court  con- 

tinues to  block  the  end  of  Tottenham  Court-road, 
the  street  from  llolborn  to  the  Strand  is  where 

it  was  a  century  ago,  and  "  Booksellers-row  "  is 
still  the  rendezvous  of  lovers  of  light  literature. 
The  Tower  Bridge  is  finished ;  but  that  is  the 
work  of  the  Corporation  of  the  City  of  f,ondon. 
Two  such  representative  cities  as  Paris  and 

London  must  necEsaarily  contain  monuments  and 
attraotiitns  of  a  somewhat  similar  character.  Let 
us  compare  a  few  of  them.  The  Seine  pales 
before  the  Thames.  The  public  markets  of  Paris 
are  superior  to  ours.  Notre  I  lame  has  a  far 
finer  exterior  than  Westminster  Abbey,  but  the 
latter  is  proportionately  more  beautiful  inside. 
No  domed  edifice  in  Paris  is  equal  to  St.  Paul's 
Cathedral,  and  this  fact  will  be  more  pronounced 

when  Sir  William  Ilichmond  presents  us  with 
more  of  his  beautiful  mosaic  work. 

There  is  no  parish  church  in  London  which 
can  hold  the  candle  to  St.  Sulpice  or  St.  Eustache. 
Our  modern  churches  show  great  beauty  and 
power  of  design,  whilst  the  two  modem  churches 
of  Paris,  St.  Auifustin  and  that  of  The  Trinity, 
are  poor,  and  distinctly  unecclesiastical  in  effect. 
The  Tower  of  London  remains,  the  Bastille  ha.s 
gone.  Oar  Houses  of  Parliament  make  those  of 

Paris  blush,  and  the  .\rc  do  Triompho  de  I'Etoile looks  down  with  lordly  disdain  upon  our  poor 
llydo  Park  Corner  and  Marble  Arch.  The 
Vendi'ime  Column  rivals  our  Monument  on  Fish- 
street  IIUl,  and  the  fountains  of  Paris  hold  their 
own  against  the  squirts  of  Trafalgar-siiuare. 
The  "  Bois  "  in  no  way,  '•  in  the  season,"  equals 
our  "  Park,"  but  our  large  parks,  squares,  and 
open  spaces  have  no  counterparts  in  Paris.  \\  e 

have  no  Opera  House  equal  to  Charles  fiamier's magnificent  edifice,  and  although  as  decorated 
structures  our  restaurants  are  superior  to  those  of 
Paris,  the  "cooking"  is  inferior.  We  have  a 
new  "Carlton  Hotel,"  but  it  has  a  strong  rival 
in  the  beautifully-planned  Elysoe  Hotel  (the 
joint  production,  I  understand,  of  English  and 
P'rench  architects),  which  now  graces  the 
Champs-Elysees.     And  so  one  might  go  on. 
The  lesson  is  this :  If  the  London  County 

Council  will  keep  more  to  real  municipal  work 
and  less  to  matters  which  can  well  be  left  to  other 
bodies;  if  it  will  house  itself  in  a  respectable 
manner,  as  Paris  has  done  for  itself,  there  is  no 
reason  whatever  why  London  should  not  rise  up 
as  a  powerful  rival  to,  and  indeed  quite  eclipse, 
Paris.  Englishmen  have  no  desire  to  see  Paris 
fall,  but  let  its  municipal  authorities  look  to  it, 
though,  or  its  rapid  decline  is  certain.  Paris  is 
a  bea\itiful  city  on  the  wane.  We  all  have  a 
sneaking  regard  for  it,  and  for  its  inhabitants, 
and  it  I  have  ventured  to  point  out  what  I 
conceive  t}  be  some  of  its  blemishes,  it  is  not 
that  I  love  Paris  less,  but  that  I  love  London 

THE  PAVIXt;  OK  KOADS  AND  STREETS. 

IT  is  certainly  not  for  want  of  fair  trials  and 
experiments  that  neither  at  home  nor  abroad 

has  any  regularly  recognised  Jhi  de  siick  method 
of  paving  the  roads,  streets,  and  thoroughfares 
of  great  cities  been  as  yet  generally  arrived  at. 
Our  own  Metropolis  will  form  as  good  an  example 
of  our  meaning,  and  possibly  better  than  any 
other  European  capital.  No  two  vestries,  or 
other  local  authorities  differently  designated, 
contiguous  to,  or  far  distant  from,  each  other  can 
or  will  agree  to  adopt  conjointly  any  particular 
description  or  mode  of  paving  for  the  thorough- 

fares under  their  charge,  although  the  actual 
conditions  of  traffic  are  practically  identical  in 
both  cases.  It  is  not  a  little  amusing  to  stand 
at  the  usual  zig-zag  boundary-line  of  a  couple  of 
parishes,  .and  observe  the  totally  opposite  cha- 

racter of  the  two  systems  of  paving  upon  each 
side  of  the  line  of  demarcation.  One  or  other  of 
them  must,  lYc/fci*  ;)(iriJ».s,  have  a  claim  to  pre- 

ference; they  cannot,  as  our  Hibernian  friend 

would  put  it,  "  both  be  best."  This  diversity  in 
our  methods  of  paving,  if  it  be  any  consolation 
to  us,  is  not  restricted  to  the  roads  and  streets  of 
ourown  great  cities  and  towns,  b\it  is  more  or  less 
apparent  in  those  of  both  Europe  and  America,  al- 
thoughnot  to  the  sfimo  extent  in  the  latter  country. 
In  fact,  during  nearly  the  last  twenty  years  a  uni- 

form system  of  paving  has  been  authorised  and 
adhered  to  in  a  large  number  of  the  most  import- 

ant and  populous  cities  in  the  United  States. 
This  praiseworthy  unanimity  proceeds  from  a 
cause  and  other  favourable  circumstances  which 
do  not  necessarily  obtain  in  other  lands. 

For  road-paving  purposes  the  Americans  im- 
port from  the  most  southern  of  our  West 

Indian  islands — Trinidad — a  considerable  annual 

quantity  of  the  contents  of  the  Lit<-n.<  asphnUitcs 
existing  there,  and  for  which  they  pay  about 
(8.  9d.  per  ton.  Thisis  mixed  with  sand  in  the 
proportion  of  four  parts  of  sand  and  one  of 
asphalte,  and  possesses  one  excellent  property — 
of  not  becoming  slippery  after  wear  and  tear. 
There  are  two  circumstances  which  principally 
conduce  to  the  absenc3  of  the  acknowledged 
defect  in  nearly  all  asphaltic  paving,  which 
places  it  hors  de  itimlial  for  all  streets  laid  out 
with  anything  approaching  a  steep  gradient. 
The  first  is  that  the  proportion,  four  parts  of  sand 
to  one  of  asphaltc,  is  large,  which,  however,  it  m.ay 
be  remarked,  might  be  adopted  elsewhere.  The 
second  cause   is    no    doubt  the   more  powerful 

agent  at  work  in  bestowing  the  advantage 
non-slippsriness  upon  the  mixture,  which 
due  to  the  fact  that  the  lake  asphalte  of  Triniu 
contains  not  the  smallest  quantity  of  limestc 
or  any  calcareous  formation,  such  as  are  found 
abundance  in  most  of  the  asphaltic  stone  brou;,^ 
from  France,  Switzerland,  and  numerous  d 
trictsin  the  Jura  mountains.  The  products  e 
tracted  from  the  Trinidad  asphalte  are  refine 
triturated,  mixed  with  a  small  allowance 
petroleum  oil,  and  then  combined  with  the  san 
I-.xperience  has  proved  that  roads  paved  in  th 
manner  will  withstand  all  descriptions  of  trail 
for  eight  and  even  nine  years  before  any  repai 
worth  mentioning  are  needed.  In  the  case  • 
old  thoroughfares,  macadamised  or  paved  wit 
any  hard  material,  which  have  been  considerabl 
worn  down  by  long  service,  they  may  be  le; 
in  situ,  and  will  answer  exceedingly  well  as 
foundation,  and  will  thus  save  the  expense  of  th 
bed  of  concrete  usually  employed  for  that  pur 

pose.  Belgian  engineers  have  calculated  ths 
this  system  of  road-paving  could  be  laid  down  i 
Belgium  and  maintained  for  nine  or  ten  years  a 
a  first  cost  of  15s.  2d.  per  square  yard 

Tntil  horses  cease  to  form  the  haulag 
poorer  on  common  roads,  and  vehicles,  excep 
such  as  those  which  run  on  rails  are  unprO' 
vided  with  indiarubber  tires  of  some  kind,  sc 

long  will  it  be  hopeless  to  look  for  one  of  the  chie 
desiderata  of  street-paving — that  is,  comparativ£ 
insonorousness.  While  the  rumbling  of  wheeU 
and  the  heavy  ringing  of  the  iron  hoof  continue 
to  resound  in  our  streets,  there  will  be  but  a  poor 
approach  to  a  noiseless  roadway.  It  may  not  be 
generally  known  that  each  description  of  paving 
has  a  note  or  tone  peculiar  to  it  when  struck, 

which  may  vary  from  a  dull,  half-mullled  sound 
to  a  sharp,  accentuated,  and  exceedingly  un- 

pleasant intonation.  The  blows,  jars,  and  shocks 
which  are  brought  incessantly  upon  the  road- 
paving  by  the  traffic  call  into  play  the  elastic 
properties  of  the  materials  composing  it,  and 
give  rise  to  the  loud  complaints  they  make 
against  the  treatment  they  receive.  Viewed  from 
this  standpoint,  paving  setts  of  basalt,  porphyry, 
or  any  hard  stone  are  quite  unsuitable  for  the 
main  thoroughfares  of  large  cities.  Under  these 
circumstances  the  attention  of  those  interested  in 
the  subject  of  insonorous  streets  and  roads  was 
turned  in  the  direction  of  wood-paving,  and 
numerous  careful  and  valuable  experiments 
were  undertaken  to  ascertain  how  different 
specimens  of  timber  behaved  when  actually 
subjected  to  the  conditions  of  ordinary  heavy 
traffic.  Blocks  of  beechwood  did  not  turn 

out  as  satisfactorily  as  was  expected,  but 

much  supprior  results  were  obtained  by  the 
use  of  those  of  either  pitch-pine  or  fir.  These, 

however,  were  inferior  to  the  hard  woods  belong- 
ing to  the  Eucalyptus  species  of  Australia.  It  is 

stated  on  good  authority  that  all  the  Antipodean 
woods  are  endowed  with  a  much  higher  degree 

of  resistance  to  compression  than  any  of  the 

European  timbers  employed  for  the  purposes 

street  paving.  In  Sydney,  blocks  have  been  laid 
down  in  roads  exposed  to  the  heaviest  traffic,  and 
after  a  hard  service  of  over  ten  years,  the  wear 

and  tear  did  not  penetrate  below  the  surfaie  to 

a  depth  of  more  than  one-eighth  of  an  inch. 
( »ne  of  the  Varieties  of  the  Eucalyptus  famUy, 
tallow-wood,  contains  a  very  large  percentage 

of  turpentine,  which  enables  it  to  resist  the  action 
of  the  weather,  and  renders  it  well  adapted  for 

use  in  damp  situations.  The  presence  of  this 

antiseptic  ingredient  to  a  great  extent  palliates, 
although  it  may  not  altogether  remove,  one  of 

the  greatest  objections  towards  the  employment 
of  wood-paving -that  is,  that  it  absorbs,  and 

allows  to  penetrate,  and,  as  it  were,  to  filter, 

through  the  joints  a  very  considerable  part  of  the 

gross  and  deleterious  impurities  which  are  voided 

on  the  surface  of  the  road.  This  wood,  notwith- 
standing the  price  which  must  be  paid  for  it,  has 

been  introduced  and  tried  with  undoubted  success in  the  city  of  Leipsic.  ^         •     j 

There  is  another  point  which  has  not  received 
the  attention  it  deserves,  which  is  intimately 

connected  with  the  subject  before  us,  and 

possesses  a  most  important  bearing  upon  the 
choice  of  one  description  of  roadway  in  preference 
to  another.  It  is  the  question  of  haulage,  or,  in 

other  words,  which  is  the  road-paving  which 

presents  the  minimum  amount  of  resistance  to 
the  traction  of  vehicles,  and  also  the  accompany- 

ing least  extent  of  wear  and  tear 'r— the  last mentioned  item  being  a  consequence  of  the 

former,  depending  in  some  degree  upon  the 

nature  of  the  traffic      "^'°  "'"•'"^  ''''  ̂ ''**
"  *'»*" 

,
:
 

We  cannot  do  better  than 
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quote  here  the  well  -  known  authority,  Mr. 
Hering,  who  is  reported  to  have  stated  that, 
taking  as  the  unit  of  comparison  the  load  that  one 
horse  will  draw  upon  a  horizontal  track  of  iron 
rails,  the  other  six  forces  will  come  in  the  follow- 

ing order  : — 

1'6  horses  will  draw  it  on  asphalte. 
3  3  honea  will  draw  it  on  the  best  Belgian  block 

paTement. 
5  horses  will  draw  it  on  the  ordinary  Belgian  paTe- ment. 
7  horses  will  draw  it  oq  good  cobble  stones. 
13  horses  will  draw  it  on  bad  cobble  stones. 
20  horses  will  draw  it  on  an  ordinary  earth  road. 
40  horses  will  draw  it  on  a  sandy  road. 

Sir.  llering  deduces  from  the  observations 
and  experimenta  recorded  above,  that  a  city 
whose  roads  and  streets  were  paved  with  asphalte 
would  save  to  itself  and  its  citizens  from  200  to 
300  per  cent,  of  the  cost  to  it  and  to  them  of 
transporting  passengers  and  goods,  as  compared with  a  city  paved  with  setts  or  blocks.  It  is  well 
known  that  the  employment  of  asphalte  in  a  liquid 
state  for  both  road  and  footway  purposes,  has 
been  very  much  superseded  bv  "the  use  of  com- pressed asphalte.  The  reason  for  this  substitu- 

tion is  stated  to  be  that  oven  under  the  most 
favourable  circumstances,  an  intimate  union  or 
combination  does  not  take  place  between  the 
concrete  foundation  and  the  upper  layer  of 
asphalt.  Consequently,  it  frequently  happens 
that  under  the  exigencies  of  constant  and  heavy 
trafEc,  water  and  a  number  of  partly  dissolved 
impurities  find  their  way  by  inliltration.  between 
the  upper  layers  of  asphalte  and  the  underneath 
bed  of  concrete— a  state  of  things  which  might 
give  rise  to  serious  anti-hygienic  complications. 

Biually  with  ourselves,  many  varieties  of  road 
and  street  paving  have  been  tried  in  Germany, 
and  may  be  regarded  from  a  threefold  point 
of  view— thetechjiical,  the  economical,  and  the 
salubrious.  The  perfection  of  a  paving,  judging 
from  numerous  examples,  appears  to  be  one 
which  has  no  joints,  which  is  laid  also  upon a  jointlcss  foundation,  which  has  a  fairlv  smooth 
and  regular  surface,  is  easily  cleaned,  and  per- 

mits of  a  noiseless— as  fur  as 'possible— circulation CI  the  traffic.  Ft  is  therefore  obvious  that 
granite,  basalt,  and  other  descriptions  of  hard 

stones  are  excluded  from  the  list :  but  an  artificial 
stone  named  Keraraite  has  been  found,  after 
some  years  of  trial,  to  have  answered  exceedingly 
well.  It  has  a  pleasing  surface  tint,  a  sufficient 
degree  of  hardness,  lends  itself  readily  to  the 
rolling  of  wheels,  suffers  comparatively  but  little 
under  wear  and  tear,  does  not  yield  dust  of  a 
sharp  crystalline  character  like  that  of  the  harder 
rocks,  and,  above  all,  is  moderate  in  first  cost. 
At  the  same  time,  it  is  not  altogether  noiseless, 
and  must  yield  in  this  respect  to  both  wood  and 
asphalte,  which  are  so  well  known  that  it  is  need- 

less to  further  describe  them.  It  should  be 
observed  that  the  allegation  that  wood  paving  is 
insalubrious  is  strongly  disputed.  We  think  that 
in  the  case  of  the  hard  Australian  woods  there 

may  be  a  good  deal  of  truth  in  the  counter  state- 
ments, but  they  cannot  be  considered  to  apply  to 

the  softer  kinds  of  timber,  which  were  originally, 
and  are  still,  used  for  paving  purposes,  and  it 
was  probably  the  mistake  of  employing  wood 
unfit  for  the  position  in  which  it  was  placed  that 
gave  the  whole  family  a  bad  name.  T.  C. 

ist:w  residexce,  woolacombe, 
XORTH  DEVuX. 

T1II.S  buildinfr  has  been  erected  as  a  summer 
residence  for  Mr.  Spencer  Pickering, 

F. U.S.,  of  Harpenden  and  London.  It  is  built 
with  local  stone,  and  the  main  quoins  and 
general  facings  being  of  a  beautiful  red  stone 
from  Woolacombe  Hown.  The  other  dressings 
are  of  I  loulting  stone,  and  the  roofs  are  partly 
covered  with  Delabole  slates  and  partly  with 
lead.  The  main  walls  have  been  built  2ft.  Gin. 
thick,  to  withstand  the  heavy  gales  which  are 
frequent  on  this  part  of  the  coast.  The  drawing- 
room  ceiling  has  been  made  in  India  by  (  ash- 
mere  natives  of  coloured  woods  forming'  patterns. 
The  building  contains  a  large  hall,  drawing  and 
dining-rooms,  kitchen  and  ofiices,  and  strong 
room  on  the  ground  floor,  and  six  bedrooms,  with 
bathroom,  w.c.'s,  ire.  on  first  floor.  The  site  is 
one  of  the  finest  in  Woolacombe,  commanding 

splendid  views  of  the  Bristol  I'hannel.  with 
Lundy  Island  in  the  distance,  and  of  Woola- 

combe Bay  and  its  noted  sands,  with  Slorte  I'oint 

and  the  dreaded  Morte  stone  to  the  X. ,  and  Baggy 
and  Ilartland  Points  to  the  west.  The  builder  is 

Mr.  W'm.  Ellis,  of  Woolacombe,  and  the  archi- 
tect is  .Mr.  .VUen  T.  Husaell,  M.S.A.,  of  Ilfra- 

combe. 

CENTRAL   SCHOOL    OF    AUT.-^ AXD   CRAFTS. 

WORK  recommences  on  Monday  next  at  th& 
Central  School  of  Arts  and  Crafts,  ■,:<), 

Regent-street,  W.  (opposite  the  Polytechnic', which  is  conducted  by  the  Technical  Education 
Board  of  the  London  County  Council.  The  schojl, 
which  is  entering  on  its  fourth  session  (under  the 
generaldirectionof  Mr.  George  Frampton,  A.R.  A. , 

and  -Mr.  rt'.  R.  Lethaby),  has  already  more  than 
justified  its  existence,  and  signs  are  not  wanting 
th.at  it  is  beginning  to  exert  a  beneficial  inlluence 
upon  the  trades  represented  there.  The  objeit 
of  the  school  is  to  provide  for  craftsmen  engaged 
in  trades  where  artistic  handicraft  is  required,  a 
training  both  in  the  principles  of  design  and  in 
its  application  to  their  specific  industries.  The 
teaching  is  throughout  specially  duected  to  the 
requirements  of  the  trades  in  which  the  students 
arc  engaged,  and  the  school  is,  within  certain 
limits,  only  open  to  those  actually  working  at 
such  trades. 

At  present  the  school  provides  teaching  mainly 
for  those  engaged  in  bookbinding  and  silver- 

smiths' work,  and  in  certain  branches  of  tho 
buililing  trade.  Other  departments,  however, 
are  being  opened  from  time  to  time,  as  a  demand 
arises,  and  it  is  hoped  that  from  the  nuci'  - 
which  exists  at  the  Regent-street  .School  th'ii 
may  eventually  growa  complete  system  of  artisti 
and  technical  iniitruction,  which  will  insure  for 
the  artisims  cf  the  iletropolis  that  .sound  and 
practical  artistic  training  which,  under  present 
conditions  of  production,  they  so  greatly  need. 

The  instruction  given  is  very  complete.  In 
addition  to  the  large  general  classrooms  for 
raodoUing  and  design,  which  are  &iuipped  with 
art  examples  of  the  best  periods,  eepMrate  work- 

shops art-  provided,  fitted  with  all  necessary  txln 

and  api'.iinres  for  "large"  and  ''smajl"  silver 
work,  goldsmiths'  and  jeweL'ers'  work,  chasing, 
engraving,  and  repooue  work.    These  classes  are 
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in  charge  of  ilr.  W.  Augustus  Steward  and  a 
staff  of  assistants.  There  is  also  a  clafs  in 
enamelling  under  Mr.  R.  Atkins.  The  book- 

binders' classes,  under  Jlr.  Douglas  Cockerell, 
are  also  an  important  section  of  the  school, 
in  which  quite  reiparkable  results  have  been 
achieved.  Special  classes,  dealing  with  the 
building  trade,  are  those  in  architecture  (Mr. 
llalsey  Ricardol,  modoUins;  and  ornament  as 
applied  to  architecture  (Mr.  Koscoe  MiiUins), 
design  for  furniture  and  metal- work  (Mr.  C. 
Spooner),  stained  i,-laps  (Mr.  Christopher  Whall), 
ornamental  lead-work  (Mr.  F.  \V.  Troup),  stone- 
working  for  architects  (Mr.  Uook  ,  and  lectures 
(free  to  architects  and  builders:  on  "  Siechanics 

of  Construction"  (Mr.  Percy  Kirk;.  Slodclling 
from  the  life  is  taught  by  Mr.  Mullins  :  drawing 
from  the  life  by  Mr.  Louis  Davis,  Mr.  II.  Wilson, 
and  Miss  M.  Alexander  ;  wall-paper  and  textile 
design,  heraldic  drawins,  lettering,  and  decora- 

tive blatk  and  white  by  Mr.  Catterson-Smith. 
Other  classes  are  wood-carvini;  and  gilding 
(Messrs.  Stuttig  and  I'nderwood  ,  in  which  an 
attempt  is  being  made  to  bring  together  once 
more  carving  and  gilding  in  picture-frames  of 
simple  and  original  design  ;  wood-ruts  in  colour, 
by  a  method  based  on  Japanese  practice  (Mr. 
F.  Morley  Fletcher)  :  embroidery  Miss  Ellen 
Wright,  directed  by  Miss  May  Jlorris). 

Some  ad  joininfj  premises  have  been  secured  by 
the  Technical  Education  Board  to  meet  the 
continual  increase  in  the  attendance  at  the  school. 
Additional  accommodation  will  thus  be  provided 
for  some  of  the  existing  classes,  and  new  classes 
■will  be  started  in  ornamental  writing,  suitable lor  illumitated  addresses,  kc.  Mr.  Edward 
Johnstone),  and  lithography,  which  will  be 

carried  on  as  a  branch  of  the  Board's  Lithographic and  Photo  Process  School  at  Bolt-court. 

The  fees  are  quite  nominal,  one  inclusive  pay- 
ment of  2s.  6d.  per  month  admitting  to  all  classes 

(with  the  exception  of  the  life  classes^.  Workmen 
in  receipt  of  less  than  30s.  a  week  pay  Is.  a 
month,  and  apprentices,  learners,  and  improvers 
are  admitted  free.  Full  particulars  of  any  of  the 
classes,  and  forms  of  application  can  be  obtained 
from  the  curator  at  the  school,  316,  Regent- 
street,  or  from  the  secretary  of  the  Technical 

Education  Board,  UG,  St.  Martin's-Iane,  W.C. 

SANITARY   PROGRESS. 

CONGRF.SSE.S  have  commenced  or  concluded 
their  labours.  The  Sanitary  Congress,  held 

last  week  at  Southampton,  of  which  we  have 
given  reports,  dealt  with  a  number  of  kindred 
Bubjccts.  Among  them  was  the  supply  of  pure 
water  in  our  large  towns,  introduced  by  Mr.  Jas. 
Lemon,  C  E.,  F.R  I.B.A.,  a  question  of  con- 

siderable moment  just  now.  Even  in  London 
the  subject  has  been  lately  brought  home  to 
the  crowded  districts  during  the  recent  drought 
and  hot  weather,  and  sooner  or  later  the 
inadequate  and  not  very  pure  river  source,  will 
have  to  be  supplemented  by  going  to  Wales,  or 
in  obtaining  a  well  supply.  Ko  doubt,  as  Mr. 
Lemon  observed.  Parliament  should  allocate  cer- 

tain areas  to  given  districts,  so  as  to  avoid  the 
objection  of  big  towns  seizing  upon  all  the  most 
desirable  areas  of  supply,  to  the  detriment  of 
small  towns.  Cur  reports  of  the  proceedings  of 
the  Congress  will  indicate  the  opinions  of  ex- 

perts on  this  question. 
(Juite  as  important  a  problem  is  how  best 

to  house  an  overgrown  population— a  question 
that  was  scarcely  discussed  in  its  many  bearings. 
Of  the  difficulties  attending  the  erection  of 
large  blocks  of  dwellings  in  our  chief  towns  the 
most  pressing  for  solution  is  where  to  accommo- 

date our  working  classes  in  our  large  cities  at  a 
reasonable  expenditure.  If  the  cost  of  acquiring 
the  sites  had  to  be  thrown  upon  the  buildings, 
there  would  be  a  diOioulty  in  erecting  decent  and 
presentable  buildings.  Generally,  these  were 
depressing  and  u;;ly  enough,  owing  to  the  large 

capital  invested  in' purchasing  the  land.  In  the case  of  .Southampton,  the  improvement  scheme 
being  carried  out  by  the  corporation  will,  accord- 

ing to  Mr.  Lemon,  involve  a  cost  of  £11,000  per 
.icre,  including  legal  and  survevor's  expenses— a large  expenditure.  The  result  will  be  that 

the  municipal  lodging-houses  and  workmen's 
dwellings  would  incur  a  loss  to  the  corporation  if 
the  cost  of  the  site  was  thrown  upon  them. 
Owing  to  the  heavy  ground-rent  having  to  be 
met,  the  buildings  themselves  would  suffer :  as  it 
is  imposeiblo  to  erect  buildings  of  any  pretensions 

to  design   that   would    repay    the '  capital    and 

interest  in  these  circumstances.  The  buildings 

and  workmen's  dwellings  are  thus  overweighted 
by  the  cost  of  the  site,  an  experience  which  all 
promoters  of  these  schemes  have  had  to  encounter. 
If  we  adopted  the  course  of  placing  these 
dwellings  in  the  suburbs,  some  consideration 
should  be  shown  to  residential  properties,  to  pre- vent their  deterioration. 

No  suggestion  is  reported  as  to  the  design  for 
buildings  of  this  class,  though  this  is  a  point 
that  ought  to  be  considered.  The  many  storied 
"  flats "  in  some  of  oar  suburbs  have  been 
generally  failures  :  their  encroachment  on  open 
spaces,  the  obscuration  of  light  they  cause,  and 
their  heavy  barrack -like  appearance  have  not 
favoured  them  in  the  public  estimation.  The 
cla<8  they  are  intended  to  accommodate  dislike 
thorn  for  their  very  unhomely  qualities  ;  their 
flights  of  common  stairs,' their  lack  of  garden 
or  playground.  In  Birmingham,  Manchester, 
Liverpool,  Glasgow,  and  several  towns  in  the 
Xorth,  an  improved  plan  of  dwellings  of  two  or 
three  stories  have  been  devised,  which  possess 
many  advantages  over  the  huge  block  of  tints.  In 
London  the  working  classes  have  never  taken 
kindly  to  the  "flats"  of  tenements  in  various 
parts  of  C'lerkenwell,  Drury-lane,  and  Farring- 
don-road.  Lord  Rowton's  "homes"  are  built 
on  a  better  plan,  and  the  common  cooking  and 
dining  rooms,  with  dormitories  or  cubicles 
above,  seem  to  meet  the  requirements  of 
single  men  better.  The  monotonous  element 
in  our  common  flat  system  is  the  repeti- 

tion of  floors  of  tenements  of  two,  three,  or  more 
rooms  on  each  floor ;  individual  family  comfort  is 
sacrificed  in  a  manner  distasteful  to  the  ordinary 
working-class  Englishman,  who  would  sooner 
have  his  own  two  or  three  rooms  distinct,  and 
served  by  a  separate  staircase.  In  some  parts  of 
London,  and  in  several  other  towns,  the  two- 
storied  dwelling,  with  a  separate  entrance  or  lobby 
to  each  of  the  two  sets  of  rooms,  has  been  found 
to  give  more  satisfaction  to  the  workingman ;  there 
is  a  distinct  staircase  to  the  upper  set,  thereby 
avoiding  all  conflict  with  the  residents  of  the 
lower  rooms.  The  elevations  of  these  buUdings 
differ  slightly  from  the  ordinary  tenement  of  six 
or  seven  rooms,  and  when  there  is  an  open  area 
at  the  rear  that  can  be  used  as  a  drying  or  play- 

ing ground  the  essentials  of  a  town  dwelling  of 
this  class  are  secured.  The  paper  on  the  ' '  De- 

velopment of  Hospital  Construction  and  Plan- 
ning," by  Mr.  William  Henman,  F.R. I. B. A., 

of  Birmingham,  resulting  from  the  use  of  plenum 
ventilation,  was  a  subject  that  opened  a  well-worn 
question.  Jluch  can  be  advanced  on  both  sides  of 
this  subject.  The  advocates  of  this  system  of  ven- 

tilation claim  for  it  that  the  air  can  be  cleansed, 
tempered,  and  brought  to  a  suitable  hygrometric 
condition  without  any  inconvenient  apparatus; 
draughts  are  avoided,  and  window  opening 
could  be  dispensed  with.  Mr.  Henman  also  said 
that  further  developments  of  the  system  were 

being  tried,  which  would  pro\-ide  for  a  supply  of 
cleansed  air  equal  to  a  change  of  air  ten  times 
per  hour  night  and  day  throughout  the  b\ulding. 
He  was  speaking  of  hospitals  or  schools.  These 
are  advantages  if  they  can  be  obtained  without 
drawbacks.  The  plenum  system,  by  forcing  in 
cleansed  and  tempered  air  under  any  conditions  of 
external  temperature,  may  be  applied  in  many  con- 

ditions; but  it  is  essentially  an  ;irtiticial  method  of 
ventilation.  The  fresh  air  is  forced  into  the  room 
above  the  breathing  level  and  is  drawn  out  near 
the  floor,  and  this  downward  movement  is  con- 

trary to  the  natural  law  that  warm -respired  air 
ascends.  .\s  a  consequence,  the  heated  and 
^^tiated  air  of  the  room  is  by  this  plan  rebreathed 
over  again.  Mr.  Henman  may  have  overcome 

this  difficulty.  The  "  natural  system,"  by 
utilising  the  upward  tendency  of  the  warmed  and 
respired  air,  provides  for  all  emergencies,  and  the 
simplicity  of  the  plan  is  in  its  favour.  How  the 
natural  system  can  be  applied  to  hospitals  and 
asylums  has  been  shown  by  Mr.  Robert  Boyle  in 
his  articles  and  illustrations  of  last  week,  p.  291, 
where  ho  shows  a  hospital  fitted  up  with  this 
system.  ICach  floor  is  provided  at  the  ceiling  level 
with  foul-air  exits  in  the  centre  connected  with 
upcast  flues  by  shafts  between  the  joists  of  the 

concrete  floor  in  special  channels.  'Those  upcast shafts  act  in  connection  with  air-inlet  brackets  on 
the  walls  fitted  with  air-warmers,  and  ventilating 
radiators  are  placed  on  every  floor.  The  remarks 
of  Dr.  Thomas  (^  lover,  on  the  contrary,  on  the 
ventilation  of  hospitals  and  crowded  buildings  by 
a  new  method  of  distribution  and  removal  of  air, 
urged  mechanical  ventilation  in  the  case  of 
crowded  rooms,  and  the   impotence  of  natural 

ventilation  in  mill  cases.  l>r.  Glover  would 
use  both  the  plenum  and  the  vacuum  system, 
the  blowing. in  air  at  inlets,  and  exhausting  it 
from  outlets,  a  place  that  would  dispense  with 
the  necessity  of  air-tight  rooms.  A  great  deal 
has  heen  argued  for  and  against  each  system  of 
ventilation ;  but  we  believe  that  most  architects 
prefer  a  simple  and  natural  mode  of  ventilation 
to  any  complex  and  mechanical  system.  The 
remarks  on  sanatoria  for  consumptives  were 
interesting.  The  idea  of  supplying  a  large  hall 

with  warmed  and  filtered  air,  free  "from  fog,  in 
which  patients  may  sit,  will  commend  itself  to 
many ;  but  the  open-air  treatment  has  still  many advocates. 

BREAKING  STRENGTHS  OF   CONCRETE 
SLABS  AND  EXPANDED  METAL. 

A  JOINT  meeting  of  representatives  of  the Northern  Architectural  Association,  the 
Newcastle,  Gateshead,  and  Tyne  District  Master 
Builders'  Association,  and  the  Council  of  the 
Building  Trades'  Exchange,  was  appointed  in 
March  last  to  organise  and  carry  out  an  inde- 

pendent test  of  the  comparative  breaking  strengths 
of  concrete  slabs  made  with  and  without  the 

addition  of  "  expanded  metal."  The  details  were 
left  in  the  hands  of  a  sub-committee,  under  whose 
personal  direction  and  supervision  twelve  slabs — 
of  which  particulars  are  annexed — were  set  up  on 
wood  centrings  and  brick  piers  in  the  foundry 
yard  of  the  Gallowgate  Iron  Works,  belonging  to 
Henry  Walker  and  Son,  Ltd.,  on  July  20  and  2i 
last,  the  centrings  being  removed  on  August  IC. 
It  is  intended  to  submit  the  slabs  to  breaking- 
load  tests  on  Tuesday,  the  19th  inst. ,  between 
the  hours  of  10  a.m.  and  1  p.m.,  and  2.80  and 
5  pm.  Architects,  contractors,  and  other  gentle- 

men interested  are  invited  to  be  present. 

Size. 

PAETICUL-IRS  OF  SLABS. 

8ft.  by      6tt.  6in.      5ft.  by 
4ft.  by  4«t.  4ft. 

Sin.    thick,  concrete  only 
I      (gauged  5-1)      No.    1  ...  No.   3  ...  No.   4 5in.     thick,     concrete 

I     (ganged  5-1)  and  No. 10  expanded  metal       No.   2  ...  No.   5  ...  No.   8 
4^in.  thick,  concrete  only 

(gauged  3-1)      No.   6  ...  No.   7  ,  .  No.  12 .  3in.    thick,     concrete 

(     (gauged  3-i;  and  No.  8 expanded  metal      No.  10  ...  No.  11  ...No.   9 
N.B.— The  slabs  are  in  three  rows,  and  are  arranged 

as  follows :  — 12  3  4 6  6  7  8 
9  10  U  12 

AUSTRALIAN    TIMBER    EXPORTS. 

ALTHOUGH  Australia  possesses  several  of the  largest-known  areas  of  forest  country, 
abounding  with  timbers  of  a  most  useful  character, 
principally  hard  woods,  and  therefore  suitable  for 
many  purposes  for  which  the  soft  woods  of 
northern  Europe  and  America  are  unfitted,  the 
export  trade  in  the  same  remains  in  an  un- 

developed condition,  save  in  Western  Australia, 
where  considerable  quantities  of  jarrah  and  other 
hardwoods  are  annually  shipped  to  South  Africa, 
Europe,  and  elsewhere.  In  New  South  Wales, 
notwithstanding  the  great  natural  resources  of 
the  colony,  the  value  of  the  timber  imported  is 
greatly  in  excess  of  that  exported.  According  to 
Mr.  Coghlan,  the  New  South  Wales  Government 
Statistician,  the  bulk  of  the  timber  which  comes 
into  the  colony  consists  of  pines  and  other  soft 
woods,  the  native  pine  being  in  some  respects 
inferior  to  Oregon  and  Kauri  ;  but  there  are  other 
softwoods  equal  to  any  of  the  timbers  imported. 
The  imports  during  1898  consisted  of  dressed 
timber  valued  at  f65,r>C>7,  rough  timber  estimated 
at  X328,7o3,  and  sundries— such  as  doors,  sashes, 
shocks  and  staves,  laths,  shingles,  and  palings  — 
worth  £35,741.  'The  bulk  of  the  dressed  timber 
in  1S97  came  from  Norway,  which  supplied 
no  less  than  5,092, G40supor.ft.  of  a  total  of 
.S,723,  ISOsuper.ft.  imported.  The  United  States 
came  second  with  1,495,318ft.;  while  o56,035It. 
were  imported  from  Victoria,  504,008ft.  from 
South  .-Vustralia,  397,295ft.  from  (iermany, 
239,0G4ft.  from  New  Zealand,  228, 123ft.  from 
the  United  Kingdom,  and  161,919ft.  from 
C.iuada  ;  while  of  the  rough  logs,  25,513,0G5ft. 
came  from  the  United  States,  IS, 054, 941ft.  from 
South  Australia,  16,G02,5S3ft.  from  New  Zealand, 
and  2,273,556ft.  from  (Canada.  The  bulk  of  the 
United  States  exports  were  from  Port  Eureka, 
California;  and  the  Canadian,  from  Puget 
Sound.     The  foregoing  figures  a  somewhat  large 
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impoitation  froai  the  neighbouring  colonies,  but 
a  considerable  portion  of  the  timber  is  not  of 
native  growth,  but  imported  from  other  countries. 
Victoria  supplies  the  Kiveiina  district,  and  South 
Australia,  Broken  Hill,  where  there  is  a  large 
demand  (or  timber  for  mining  purposes.  At 
the  Chicago  Exhibition  the  Xew  South  Wales 

Kailway  Commissioners  showed  six  sleepers, 
three  of  which  had  been  taken  out  of  one 

ot  the  metropolitan  lines,  after  being  in 

the  road  for  '2i  years,  and  three  out  of  the 
■western  line,  near  the  Lithgow  Zig-zag,  which 
had  been  in  the  road  for  '23  years ;  and  these 
sleepers  were  but  little  the  worse  for  waar.  The 
New  South  Wales  Forest  Department  also 
exhibited  railway  sleepers,  made  of  ironbark  and 
red  gum,  which  had  stood  the  test  of  17  to  25 

years'  constant  use.  A  portion  of  the  Xew  South 
Wales  court  was  laid  with  wooden  blocks  of  blue 

gum,  blackbutt,  tallow-wood,  forest  mahogany, 
and  boxwood,  showing  the  suitability  of  these 
hardwoods  for  paving  purposes.  The  utility  of 
many  woods  for  such  purposes  has  been  proved 
in  Sydney,  the  blocks,  after  siibjection  to  heavy 
and  continuous  traffic  for  nearly  ten  years,  having 
exhibited  hut  slight  wear.  Professor  Warren, 
of  Sydney  University,  in  his  work  on  "Australian 

Timbers,"  states  that  he  is  continually  being 
shown  specimens  of  timber,  taken  from  bridges 
or  piles  in  damp  ground,  which  have  been  in  use 
for  40  to  60  years  or  more,  and  show  no  signs  of 
decay  whatever.  Australian  hardwood  trees  are 
remarkable  for  the  great  size  of  the  beams  which 
may  be  obtained  from  them,  as  well  as  for  the 
extreme  strength  and  durability  of  their  wood, 
the  grey  ironbark  having  a  resistance  to  breaking 
equal  to  17,9001b.  per  Equare  inch,  as  compared 
with  a  mean  of  U, 8001b.  for  English  o.ak,  and 
15,50Olb.  for  teak.  None  of  the  other  timbers 

of  the  colony  have  so  high  a  resistance  to 
breaking  as  this  description  of  ironbark  ;  but 
nearly  all  the  varieties  have  a  greater  strength 
than  oak.  The  absence  of  branches  for  the 

greater  portion  of  the  height  enables  the  timber 
to  be  obtained  to  the  best  advantage  :  and  as 
fiiU-grown  trees  of  most  varieties  are  rarely  less 
than  lOOft.  high,  with  corresponding  girth,  the 
quantity  of  timber  obtainable  is  verv  large.  It 
■will  readily  be  seen,  therefore,  that  the  timbers 
of  the  colony  are  in  every  way  suitable  for 
building  construction,  wood -blocking  jetties, 
railway  carriages,  and  other  work  in  which  great 
strength  and  durability  is  required.  It  has  been 
officially  estimated  that  the  area  of  ironbark  lands 
belonging  to  the  Crown  in  Xew  South  Wales  is 
16,870,000  acres,  on  which  there  is  sufficient 
timber  ready  for  cutting  to  yield  lG7i  million 
sleepers,  and  that  if  private  lands  are  also  taken 
into  account  the  number  of  ironbark  sleepers 
alone  which  the  colony  can  produce  may  be  set 
down  at  .JOO  millions,  sufficient  for  ̂ o  less  than 
a  quarter  ot  a  million  miles  of  railway  track. 

I'nder  proper  forestry  regulations  and  conserva- 

tion, the  production  of  grey  ironbark  could  bo 
continued  on  a  most  extensive  scale  for  many 

years  to  come.   fr-^^^M"*   

FURNITURE   SKETCHES. 

THESE  two  pieces  of  furniture  come  from  the 
collection  of  the  Right  Hon.  Lord  Henry 

Thynne,  recently  sold  at  Messrs.  Christie's.  At 
a  previous  -date  (July  21st)  we  also  gave  some 
sketches  from  this  fine  collection.  The  Louis  XVI. 

mahogany  Commode  contains  five  drawers, 
massively  mounted  with  finely-chased  ormolu, 
with  draped  terminal  female  busts  at  the  angles, 
frieze,  escutcheons  with  arabesques  and  amorini, 
acanthus  foliage  handles  and  feet,  and  surmounted 
by  a  dove-coloured  marble  slab  59in.  wide, 

stamped  "  Riesener,  T.  C,  1709,"  and  with 
Royal  monogram  and  crown  in  a  circle.  It 
was  sold  for  480  guineas.  The  Old  English 
Marqueterie  Cabinet  is  of  satin,  hare,  and  other 
woods,  with  shaped  front  and  sides  and  folding 
doors,  inlaid  with  husk  festoons,  medallion  orna- 

ments and  foliage,  the  top  inlaid  with  a  group  of 
flowers  in  oval  medallion  on  trellis -pattern 
ground,  44in.  wide.     Sold  for  100  guineas. 

BOOKS   RECEIVED. 

T/,e  London  Manual,  1899-1900,  edited  by 

RoKERT  Dox.iLii  (Edward  Lloyd,  Ltd.,  Salisbury- 
square,  E.G.) — The  new  issue  of  this  useful  hand- 

book of  reference  is  an  improvement  on  i's 
predecessor.  The  Manual  is  an  invaluable  guide 
to  the  various  public  bodies  of  the  Metropolis. 

The  changes  made  by  the  new  London  (tovern- 
ment  Act  of  this  Session  have  been  incorporated, 
and  the  full  text  of  the  Act  is  given,  with  clauses 
of  other  Acts  referred  to.  The  constitution  and 

population  of  the  new  boroughs  are  given,  and 
the  Manual  will  be  found  a  valuable  help 
to  those  who  wish  to  make  themselves  acquainted 
with  the  governing  bodies  of  the  Metropolis, 
which  now  number  nearly  .iOO.  There  are, 

more  precisely,  nine  central  authorities,  besides 
471  local  bodies.  The  vestries  and  district  boards, 
their  officers  and  list  of  members  are  given. 

Hitherto  each  parish  was  subject  to  its  own 
administration  under  various  local  acts,  and 

there  has  been  no  unity.  The  history  of  the 
London  Government  system  is  briefly  sketched, 

and  the  new  London  boroughs,  28  in  numlK-r,  are 
each  described,  and  their  are.as,  population,  and 
rateable  value  given.  The  London  County 
Council,  the  list  of  members  of  the  v.irious 
bodies,  the  v.arioua  schemes  undertaken,  the 

City  Corporation,  the  Metropolitan  Asylums 
Bo^.rd,  water  and  g.'is  companies,  Thames  Con- 

servancy, London  Tramways,  and  various  other 
authorities  are  noticed.  The  photo,  illustrations 
are  numerous, and  the  manualought  to  be  in  every 

officeand  countinghouse  in  London,  and  no  house- 

holder or  ratepayer  should  be  without  a  copy.   
.Uiirra'i'i  Uandhook  to  Wilta  and  Hornet  (London  ; 
JoHxMi'itu.w,  Albemarle-street) . — X  fifth  edition 
of  this  volume  in  these  reliable  and  well-written 
guides  has  just  been  issued,  and  has  evidently 
been  carefully  revised  and  brought  up  to  date, 
especially  in  the  sections  dealing  with  Stonehenge, 
S.alisbury,  and  Sherborne  and  Lacock  Abbeys, 
while  more  space  is  given  to  the  growing 
watering-jilaces  of  Weymouth  and  Swanage  and 
their  vicinities.  The  workisresetinlarger  type,  the 

paragraphs  being  more  distinctly  divided,  and  a 
freer  use  made  of  sanserif  and  it.alicLsed  type. 

Considerable  space  is  devoted  to  a  dttailed  de- 
scription of  Stonehenge,  of  which  three  ground 

plans  are  given,  and  the  editor  of  the  book, 
"  li.  C.  A.  W.,"  after  citing  the  various  conjec- 

tures as  to  the  design,  date,  and  purpose  of  the 
stone  circles,  closes  by  pronouncing  it  more 
recent  than  Avebury,  and  agrees  with  Lubbock 

in  assigning  both  to  "a  pre-Roman  period  of 
uncertain  date" — a  vague  but  obviously  safe 
conclusion.  Mr.  Thomas  Hardy  has  contributed 
a  number  of  names  of  places  alluded  to  in  the 
Wessex  Novels,  and  some  descriptive  extracts 
from  those  works  add  to  the  interest  of  the 

handbook. 

CHIPS. 

The  opening  of  a  new  organ  at  SI.  Cjlumba 
Church,  liarlinathorpe-lane,  Lieds,  was  celebrated 
OD  Friday  night.  Messrs.  Abt>ott  and  Soiitb,  of 
Leeds,  are  the  builders. 
The  directors  of  the  Great  Western  Riilway 

Compiny  l:ave  decided  to  spend  £10,tini  on  the 
improvement  of  the  railway  station  at  Sheffield.  A 
fxjoking  and  parcels  olfice  is  to  be  erected  on  the 
street  level  at  the  passenger  station,  and  a  subway 
will  be  constructed.  B>th  platforms  are  to  l>e 
extended,  and  the  buildings  to  be  erected  on  the  up 
platform  include  a  booking  and  parcels  c  Ifi  :e  and 
statioa-mister's  office.  A  new  goods  station,  with 
shedding,  ilc:. ,  will  also  be  provided,  and  facilities 
afforded  for  the  loading  of  timber. 

The  Scarborough  Harbour  C  Dmmissionera  hive 
decided  to  proceed  with  the  enlargement  of  the 
West  Pier,  which  i?  too  small  for  the  amount  of 
tiade  carried  on  at  the  harbour.  The  pier  will  be 
widened  70ft.,  and  a  timber  jetty  acrosi  the  end, 
extending  to  170ft.  in  length  and  70(t.  in  width,  will 
be  erectied.  The  cost  is  estimated  at  1 10,000, 
towards  which  the  Scarborough  Corporation  have 

agreed  to  contribute  IL.iOO. 

The  Daan  and  Chapter  of  Biingor  have  pre- 
sented to  the  parish  church  of  Xevin,  South  Ctrnar- 

vonshire,  which  has  been  recently  reetored,  the 
carvcd-oak  pulpit  which  was  used  at  the  openiog 
services  of  the  cathedral.  A  history  is  attached  to 
the  pulpit.  Dr.  Alexander,  the  then  Bishop  ot 
Derry,  was  to  preach  at  the  morning  service  at 
Bangor  :  but  his  frame  was  eo  bulk;  that  he  was 
unable  to  get  into  the  permanent  structure,  and 
at  the  last  moment  one  ot  a  more  commodious 
character  bad  to  be  hastily  conatmcted. 
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THE   '-A.A."   BKUWX   BnuK. 

THE  issue  of  the  welcome  "  Brown  Book  "  ot the  Architectural  Association  remiods  us  all 
ol  the  recommencement  of  the  session  on  Oct.  6, 
when  the  President.  5Ir.  G.  11.  Fellowes  Prynne, 
F.ll.l.B.A.,  will  address  the  memhers  and 
distriliute  the  prizes. 

In  their  Keport  the  ('omioittee  announce  a 
farther  continued  increase  in  the  memLership, 
the  total  number  at  the  close  of  the  lust  session 

lieing  1,270.  Kighty-nine  gentlemen  were  elected, 
nine  more  re-join>d,  there  were  4C  rtsignations, 
deaths.  Arc,  so  that  the  net  increase  is  52. 

The  educational  work  shows  a  great  improve- 
ment on  previous  secsions  ;  but  there  is  certainly 

room  for  more.  The  Association  has  the  advan- 
tage of  some  very  able  lecturers,  and  it  speaks 

badly  for  the  zeal  of  the  younger  members  thit 
the  classes  are  not  better  attended.  In  some 

instances,  as  in  connection  with  Jlr.  I'arrow's 
lectures  on  Elementary  Construction,  Knglish 
Architecture,  \c. :  on  the  Greek  and  Koman 

Orders,  by  Mr.  Elsley  Smith  ;  on  Plane  and  Solid 
Geometry,  by  Professor  Hulme,  and  others,  the 
attendances  have  been  fair  :  but  that  only  sixteen 
students  should  take  advantage  of  a  course  on 
Professional  Practice  like  that  of  Jlr.  Collard,  or 

eight  that  on  Ijuantity  Surveying  by  Mr.  Lean- 
ing, or  that  the  Land-surveyin?  and  Levelling 

course  should  not  have  been  held  at  all  because 
there  were  so  few  entries,  is  not  creditable  to  the 
readiness  of  members  to  avail  themselves  of  the 

facilities  afforded  them  of  continuing  and  com- 
pleting their  professional  education. 

The  finances  of  the  Association  are  satisfactory. 
The  annual  income  was  £1,80U  3s.  5d.  during  the 
past  year,  and  the  balance  in  hand  is£  1, 1 1 7  1  Os.  Id. 

The  following  is  the  approaching  session's 
LIST  OF   MKET1SG9. 

Oct.  6, 1599.— Annual  General  Meeting.  The  President's Address  and  DiatributioQ  of  Frizes.  Q.  H. 
Fellowes  Prynne,  F.R.I  B.A. 

Oct.  i;.— "  The  Construction  of  Circular  Stairs  and 
Vaults."    Lawrence  Harvey. 

Nov.  10.—"  Marble."    W.  Brindley. 
Nov.  24.—"  Art  as  Applied  to  the  Weaving  and  Printing 

of  Textile  Fabrics."    Sir  Thos.  Wardle,  K.B. 
De<:.  15.— "Colour  Decoration  in  Relief."    Gorald  Moira. 
Jan.  12,  19 JO. —"The  Dome  as  the  Basis  of  an  Architec- 

tural Sy.stem."  Illustrated  by  measured  drawings of  Italian  churches.    Arthur  Bolton,  A. R.I. B.A. 

Jan.  io.—"  Cast  Iron."    W.  R.  Lethaby. 
Feb.9.—"'Working-Claas  Dwellings  in  Blocks."  Thos. BlashUl.  F.R.I.B.A. 
Feb.  ̂ 3.- "The  Exterior  Treatment  of  8harp  or  Acute 

Angles  in  Street  Buildings."  Illustrated  by 
lantern  views.    A.  W.  Henning3.  A. R.I. B.A. 

March  9.—"  Small  Houses."    C.  E.  Bateman,  F.R  IB  A. 
March  23.—"  The  Decoration  of  Churches."  H.  C. 

Corlette,  AR.I.B.A. 
April  6.— Subject  to  be  announced.    Basil  Champnevs. 
.\pril  27.—"  The  Paris  Exhibition."    E.  H.  Bennett! 
May  11.— "  Egyptian     Temples."      Alexander    Payne, F.R.I.B.A. 
Note. — The  Ordinary  Meetings  will  be  held  on  the 

Fridays  stated  above,  in  the  rooms  of  the  Royal  Institute 
of  British  Architects,  9,  Conduit-street,  W.,  at  7.30  p.m. 

The  council  of  the  "  Homes  of  St.  Barnabas 

Incorporated"  for  poor,  aged,  and  disabled  clergy- 
men accepted  on  Wednesday  a  tender  for  £S,.iIG 

for  the  erection  of  the  first  block  of  new  buildings 
on  a  site  recently  purchased  at  Ling&eld,  Surrey. 

Xew  infants'  schools  erected  in  Brasshouse-lane, 
Snethwiok,  by  the  Tipton  School  Board,  were 
opened  last  week.  They  have  been  erected  from 
plans  by  Mr.  F.  J.  Gill,  architect  to  the  board,  and 
accommodate  COO  children. 

A  movement  is  on  foot  for  the  construction  of  a 
new  Eist  and  West  Coast  Kailway,  connecting  the 
Durham  coke  ovens  with  the  \Ve6t  Cumberland 
furnaces.  At  present  the  West  Coast  producers  of 
hematite  pig-iron  are  handicapped  to  the  extent  of 
43.  Gd.  per  ton  by  railway  rates  on  coke  from  the 
Durham  ovens  to  the  blast-furnaces.  It  is  sug- 

gested that  a  new  line  from  \\'orkington  to  the Durham  coalfield  would  not,  perhaps,  exceed  Go 
miles  in  length,  and  should  be  built  for  an  average 

cost  of  £10,000  per  mile.  With  a  capital  of  £G.'iO,000 the  line  ought  to  pay,  seeing  that  over  a  million 
tons  of  coke  might  be  carried  over  it  per  annum. 

An  extension  of  75  acres  to  the  Alextndra  Dock 
of  the  Hull  and  Baroaley  Railway  To.  has  recently 
been  opened.  The  Alexandra  Ujck  has  an  area 

of  4i.;  acres,  with  two  miles  of  quays.  The  new 
dock,  which  is  the  shape  of  an  equilateral  triangle, 
has  half  a  mile  of  quays.  Tais  new  dock  is  intended 
principally  for  coating  purposes,  and  will  double 
the  present  coaling  capacity.  The  walls  of  the  dock, 
which  are  3i!ft.  (uu.  high,  are  constructed  of  con- 

crete, the  upper  part  being  lined  with  blue  Staf- 
fordshire bricks.  The  docks  have  been  carried  out 

under  ODntract  by  Messrs.  Whittaker  Bros.,  from 
the  plans  prepared  by,  and  under  the  direction  of, 

Mr.  Pawley,  the  company's  engineer. 

OBITUAKV. 

3Iu.  CinKi-Es  IIknbv  M.tiuiioTT,  J.P.,  archi- 
tect and  surveyor,  of  Jlinor  Liwn,  Dewsbury, 

died  last  week,  having  just  completed  his  72nd 
year.  Me  was  the  son  of  the  bite  Jeremiah 

Marriott,  architect  and  surveyor,  and  an  alder- 
man of  the  first  town  count  il  of  ilewsbury,  who 

in  1817  became  l.^rd  of  Ih'-  .Manor  of  the  lorough, 
a  position  in  which  he  was  succeeded  by  his  son, 
and  who  in  turn  is  followed  by  his  only  son,  Mr. 
Arthur  Sutclille  Marriott,  also  an  architect  and 
surveyor.  The  late  Mr.  C.  H.  Marriott  was 
primarily  a  land  valuer,  and  he  was  wtll  known 
throughout  the  country  in  connection  with  the 
valuation  r,f  tstat.^H.  In  local  disputes  his  un- 
rivalleiVtopographival  knowledge  made  his  advice 

exceptionally  valuable,  especially  in  the  assess- 
ment of  land  for  acquisition  by  railway  com- 

panies. He  served  for  nine  years  en  the  borough 
school  board,  being  elected  its  chairman  during 
his  last  three  years  of  oQice.  lie  was  an  ardent 
antiquarian,  and  a  member  of  the  Yorkshire 
Archicological  .Society. 

Mu.  Wii.LUM  Ji  Ri),  architect  and  surveyor, 

died  at  bis  house,  r>,  Cranbury-place,  South- 
ampton, on  the  4th  inst.,  at  the  age  of  6;' 

years.  Sir.  Jurd  had  been  connected  with  the 
laying  out  of  many  estates  for  building  purposes, 

notably  of  late,  in  conjunction  with  Mr.  1. 
Sanders,  that  between  IliU-lane  and  Shirley- 
road,  which,  less  than  five  years  since,  was  green 
fields,  but  is  now  rapidly  being  covered  with 
bricks  and  mortar.  In  the  riverside  suburb  of 

Woolston  he  owned  .lurd's  Wharf  and  other 
waterside  and  more  inland  property,  and  from  the 

intimate  knowlege  he  had  of  old  .'Southampton 
and  its  surroundings  his  information  and  advice 
were  highly  esteemed.  He  was  a  member  of  the 
la^t  School  Board  for  Southampton,  and  had  held 
many  public  oftices  in  the  town  and  at  Woolston. 

CHIPS. 

At  the  Wesleyan  Chapel,  Fowey,  an  organ  built 
by  Messrs.  Heard  and  Sons,  of  Truro,  was  opened 
last  week. 

The  scheme  for  the  creation  of  the  Mont  deo 

Arts  at  Brussels,  which  has  engaged  Kmg  Lsopold's 
attention  for  many  years,  is  now  likely  to  be 
accomplished.  The  site  of  the  new  building  in  the 
Montague  de  la  Cour  is  at  present  occupied  by 
300  houses,  the  removal  of  which  will  cost  nearly 
half  a  million  sterling  :  and  in  their  place  is  to  be 
erected  a  terrace  m  order  to  give  security  to  the 
artistic  collections  of  the  Belgian  capital. 

The  power-loom  was  first  successfully  introduced 
in  Dunfermline  in  1849  by  Messrs.  Andrew  Beid 

and  Co.  The  firm  are  signalising  the  .'iQth  anni- versary of  the  innovation  by  makmg  important 
additions  to  their  premises,  including  a  warehouse 
and  counting-house,  three  stories  iu  height,  with 
Mansard  roofs  at  the  extremities  of  the  long  block. 
The  architect  is  Mr.T.Hyslop  rre,of  Danfermline. 

The  monument  to  the  Ujc  d'Aumale,  which  is  to 
be  erected  in  the  courtyard  of  the  Chateau  of 
Chantilly,  will  be  inaugurated  next  month,  in  the 
presence  of  the  members  ot  the  Institute.  It  is  an 
equestrian  figure  in  bronze,  by  iJitime.  The 
monument  is  2<^ft.  (iin.  in  height.  Two  bas-reliefs, 
ornamenting  the  stone  pedestal,  represent  the 
surrender  of  La  Smala  to  the  17th  I.'ght  Infantry, 
which  the  Doke  commanded,  and  the  submission  of 
Abdel  Kader. 

Rapid  progress  is  being  made  with  the  new 
church  and  schools  which  are  being  erected  in 
Wellington-street,  Higher  Broaghton,  Minchestor, 
for  the  Methodist  New  Connection  congregation 
that  worshipped  in  Salem  Chapel,  Strangeways, 
now  used  as  a  Jewish  synagogue.  The  schools  will 
be  ready  for  opening  in  February,  while  the  church, 
of  which  the  memorial-atones  were  laid  on  Satur- 

day, is  to  be  opened  some  six  months  later.  The 
total  estimated  cost  is  £6,000. 

A  new  board  school,  with  accommodation  for  2lJC 

scholars,  was  recently  opsned  at  (Ireetland  by 
the  chairman  of  the  K!land-oum-i  ireetland  U.D. 
School  Board.  The  school  has  been  erected  from 

plans  prepared  by  Mr.  W.  K.  Williams,  architect, 
Halifax. 

The  River  Wear  Commisaionen  have  resolved  to 
invite  tenders  for  the  enlargement  of  the  docks. 
Xow  that  the  new  pier  works  are  approaching  com- 

pletion, forming  a  harbour  of  refuge  at  the  mouth 
of  the  Wear,  the  extension  of  the  docks  is  to  be 
taken  in  hand.  About  sj  acres  are  to  be  added 
to  Hudson  Djck  North,  and  coal  shipping  places 
erected.  A  now  timber-storage  ground  is  also  to  be 

provided,  and  increased  facilities  afl'irded  on  the river  front,  where  many  old  houses  are  being  de- 
molished. The  outlay  altogether  will  amount  to 

£200,000  or  £500.000. 

BRRciitN  Cathedral  Restok.^tiox. — A  meet- 
ing of  heritors  was  held  on  Tuesday,  and  the 

movement  for  the  restoration  of  Brechin  Cathedral 

was  advanced  a  step.  A  deputation  was  received 
from  the  Brechin  Cathedral  Restoration  Com- 

mittee in  support  of  an  application  for  leave  to 
proceed  with  and  carry  out  the  proposed  restora- 

tion of  the  fabric  of  the  parish  church,  according 
to  the  plans  of  Mr.  John  Honeyman,  R.S.A.,  of 
(Jlasgow.  Mr.  J  ohn  Shiell  presided.  The  Right 
Hon.  J.  A.  Campbell,  M.P.,  spoke  for  the 
deputation,  and  after  detailing  the  preliminary 
steps  that  bad  been  taken  in  connection  with 
the  matter,  taid  that  it  would  be  remembered 
that  the  estimated  cost  of  the  plan  prepared  by 
Mr.  Honeyman,  was  £10,000.  Since  that  time 
detailed  estimates  had  been  got  from  tradesmen, 
and  their  estimates  amounted  to  £9,500.  The 
committee  had  now  in  hand  £6,700,  and  they 
were  confident  that  they  would  be  able  to  complete 
the  work  by  the  aid  of  subscriptions  they  were 
yet  to  receive,  but  which  had  not  yet  been 
formally  intimated.  Mr.  Campbell  having  stated 
that  a  guarantee  would  be  given  by  the  com- 

mittee to  the  heritors  that  the  church  would  be 

handed  over  in  a  condition  as  good  as  it  was  at 

present,  it  was  agreed  that  the  committee  be 
allowed  to  proceed  with  the  work,  subject  to 
above  guarantee,  provided  that  the  consent  of  the 
Earl  of  Southesk  and  two  other  absent  heritors 

was  obtained.  A  committee  was  also  appointed 
to  watch  over  the  interests  of  the  heritors  while 
the  work  was  proceeding. 

CovEXTKV.  —  The  new  police  offices  were 
fcrmally  opened  yesterday  Thursday).  The 

facade  to  St.  ilary's-street  is  in  red  stone, 

in  harmony  with  St.  Mary's  Hall  and  the  other 
ancient  buildings  in  the  vicinity :  but  otherwise 
the  erection  is  of  red  brick  with  stone  dressings, 
and  slated  roof.  Throughout  the  apartments  the 
furniture  and  fittings  are  of  oak,  and  the  whole 
building  is  lighted  with  electricity  and  heated 
with  hot  water.  Along  the  whole  length  of  each 

floor,  parallel  with  the  frontage  line,  runs  a  cor- 
ridor, from  which  access  can  be  gained  to  any  of 

the  rooms  or  cells.  The  south  end  of  the  build- 
ing is  entirely  set  apart  for  the  police,  and  to  the 

left  of  their  entrance-hall  is  the  charge  office. 
There  are  also  situated  here  the  chief  super- 

intendent's and  sergeant's  rooms,  the  chief's 
public  office,  and  a  well-equipped  kitchen.  To 
the  rear,  extending  to  the  Bayley-lane  frontage, 
is  a  parade-room,  with  concrete  floor.  There  are 

seven  male  cells,  each  provided  with  electric  lig'nt 
guarded  by  a  grating,  and  also  with  plank-bed 
and  lavatory  accommodation — hot  and  cold  water. 
The  four  cells  for  females  are  quite  cut  off  from 
the  others,  as  is  also  the  reception  cell.  On  the 

first  floor  are  separate  offices  for  the  chief  con- 
stable, chief  clerk,  and  detective  inspector,  and 

constables'  lavatory  and  clothes-store,  the  two 

single  constables'  bed  and  bath  rooms,  and  the 
married  constable's  quarters.  There  is  also  a 
library.  The  court-room  and  offices  are  apart 
from  the  police  offices.  The  old  court-room  has 
been  reconstructed  .and  renovated.  The  whole  of 
the  furniture  and  fittings  of  the  court,  including 

the  wall  paneUing  and  doorways,  are  of  oak.  To 
the  rear  of  the  court  is  a  waiting-room  for  wit- 

nesses. Underneath  the  buildings  there  is  very 
extensive  cellarage,  which  can  be  utilised  for 
stores  of  all  kinds,  with  also  an  electric  light 
sub-station.  Mr.  II.  Quicke  is  the  architect, 

and  Mr.  C.  Gray  Hill,  also  of  Coventry,  the  con- 
tractor.   The  outlay  has  been  about  £15,000. 

jj,;p„s. — I)r.  S.  AV.  Wheaton,  an  inspector 

under  the  Local  Government  Board,  conducted 

a  public  inquiry  on  Friday  at  the  Leeds  Town 
Hall  into  the  application  of  the  city  council  for 

sanction  to  a  loan  of  l'21,2iii  for  the  purchase  of 
the  Killingbeck  Hill  Estati'  as  a  site  for  a  small- 

pox hospital.  The  plans  for  the  hospital  show 

that  provision  is  to  be  made  for  104  beds.  In 
addition  to  the  main  structure,  there  are  to  be 

isolation  pavilions,  and  it  is  intended  to  erect  all 
the  infectious  buildings  at  a  distance  of  a  quarter 
of  a  mile  from  the  Tadcaster  main  road.  Local 
bricks  with  local  store  drorsings,  will  be  the 
chief  materials  employed,  and  it  is  proposed  to 

erect  all  the  buildings  on  rafts  of  Portland  cement 
concrete,  instead  of  constructing  the  walls  simply 
on  concrete  in  trenches.  The  architect,  Mr.  E.  T. 
Hall,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  London,  has  adopted  this 

principle,  having  regard  to  the  fact  that  the  hill 

is  of  clay,  and  therefore  liable  to  movement  under 
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varying  atmoepheric  influences,  and  also  to  the 
fact  that  coal-mines  underlie  the  estate.  The 
floors  generally  will  be  of  steol  and  concrete. 
The  total  outlay  is  roughly  estimated  at  €01,781. 

NiNK  Ei.sis. — Mr.  John  llurns,  JI.T.,  on 
Saturday  afternoon,  laid  the  foundation-stone  of 
the  new  public  baths  and  wahhouses,  to  be 

erected  by  the  N'estry  of  St.  Mary's,  BattCKea, 
at  the  junction  of  liattersea  Park-road  and 
Cringle-street,  Nine  Elms.  The  new  building 
will  serve  the  south-west  corner  of  the  parish, 
and  the  site  is  in  close  proximity  to  gasworks, 
engineering  establishments,  and  largo  manu- 

factories. The  land  was  purchased  from  the 

f^outhwark  and  N'auxhall  Water  Company,  and the  cost  of  the  building  has  been  put  down  at 

about  £25,1100.  Mr.  !•'.  .1.  Smith,  of  Westminster, 
is  the  architect,  and  his  plans  provide  for  a 

Bwimming-bath,  having  a  water  area  of  l.'iOft. 
by  50ft.,  and  to  bo  utilised  as  a  public  hall  during 
the  winter  months,  and  a  number  of  slipper- 
baths  for  men  and  women.  Provision  has  also  been 
made  on  the  site  for  washhouses,  with  accommo- 

dation for  sixty  washers.  The  new  baths  will  be 
erected  by  direct  labour. 

NoTTiN.iii.vM. — (lood  progress  is  being  made 
with  the  erection  of  the  new  workhouse  for  Not- 

tingham at  Uagthorpo,  which  was  begun  in  April 

last.     The    receiving    wards,    married    couples' 
apartments,    labour   master's    house,  children's 
infirmary,  workshops,  and  stables  are  now  roofed 
in,    and   the    three   large   infirmary    blocks  are 
so  far  advanced  that  the  tiles  are  now  in  h;ind. 
Out  of  a  total  of  about   17,000,000  bricks  which 
will  be  required,   'ij   millions  have  been  used. 
There  are  over  '250  workmen  employed  on  the 
works.     The  buildings  will  stand  in  their  own 
grounds,  over  uQ  acres  in  extent.     The  total  cost 
will  be  £220,000.     In  addition  to  the  two  main 
blocks,  the  workhouse  proper  and  the  intirmary, 
there  are  many  subsiiiary  blocks,  such  as  isola- 

tion  hospital,  vagrants'  ward,  receiving   wards, 
chUdren's  infirmary,  ic.     The  block  for  imbe- 

ciles,  which  will  accommodate  upwards  of  200 
persons,   has   a    frontage    exceeding    tiiift.     It 
possesses  a  dining-haU  60ft.  by  3:3ft.,  accommo- 

dating  154  persons  in  addition  to   the   officers. 
Each  of  the  four  infirmary  blocks  now  in  course 
of  erection  exceeds  one  hundred  yards  in  length. 
Two  of  these  are  for  males  and  'two  for  females. Between  these  there  will    be  an  administrative 
block,  215ft.  by  I'.iOft.     The  children's  infirmary occupies  a  south-west  frontage.     Separate  accom- 

modation is  being  provided  for  the  nursing  staff. 
The  workhouse  infirmary  at  the  south  end  of  the 
site  IS  the  largest  block,  and   covers  an  area  of 
2-JOft.  by  140ft.     On  the  east  of  this  building, accommodation  is  provided  for  aged,  infirm,  and 
able-bodied   women,    while   .luarters   have   been 
proY'ded  for  twelve  married  couples.     The  five 
blocks  on  the  west   will  accommodate    100  aged, infirm,  and  other  male  inmates.     At  the  back  of 
the  administrative    blocks    are   workshops  and 
labour  master's  house,  which   are   nearing  com- pletion.     The    main     block     will    include    a 
dming-haU    and    concert.      The     tailors,    car- 

penters,    bootmakers,     and     smiths     will     all 
have     separate      establishments.      The    chapel 
will  accommodate  500  persons.      The  receiving wards  and  casual  wards,  which  face  each  other 
on  either  side  of  the  main  entrance,  form  two 
distmct  buUdings.     The  height    of    the    rooms 
throughout    varies   from    lift,    to   l:jft.     In  all, there  wiU  be  nearly  50  blocks,   all  of  which  will 
be  connected  by  telephone.     All  the  bricks  used 
are  of  lo.  al  production,  while  JIatlock  stone  in 
heads  ana  siUs  is  employed.     Ked  Staffordshire 
tUes  .are  being  used  for  the  roofing  of  the  entire 
building,    which   will   contain   upwards  of  1,000 
windows.   The  wood  used  in  the  interior  is  pitch- pme,  and  the  flooring  of  all  the  sick  wards  wUl 
consist  of  maple  blocks  fixed  upon  beds  of  con- 

crete,    rhe  floors  will  be  fireproof  in  construc- 
tion, and  most  of  the  roofs  of  the  apartments  in 

the  administrative   blocks,  the  kitchens,  stores, vVc,  wiU  be  of  iron  and  top  bghted.     The  work- 
nouse  has  been  designed  to  accommodate  1,650 
inmates.     Mr.  Arthur  .Marshall,  of  Nottingham, 

n  ̂̂ "'iu '*'''•  ̂ ^^-  I'-'  '•->■»"«.  of  Mill-street Uasford  the  contractor,  and  Mr.  W.  U.  Fox- worthy  the  clerk  of  the  works. 

t.y''tv'''T"'>  Selsto.v.-A  new  district  church for  the  hamlet  of  Westwood.  about  two  miles 
pf.?.  *  t1'  T""  'consecrated  bv  the  suffragan 
L  shop  of  Derby  on  Saturday.  'The  church  is cniciform  in  plan.  The  nave  measures  61ft.  by 
Vi/V'k"  ?fn"'.°°  *o.^o»th  porch,  and  the  chancel 
■iin.  by  16ft.  6iD.,  besides  the  transepts,  one  of 

which  will  form  the  organ-chamber  and  vestry. 

.•V  low  square  embattled  tower  and  spire  will 
eventually  be  added  at  the  west  end,  but  for  the 
present  a  small  temporary  turret  to  carry  the  bell 

has  been  erected  over  the  chancel  arch.  "  The  bell 
weighs  Icwt.  271b.  -Accommodation  is  provided 
for  356  worshippers.  The  style  of  building  is 
tlothic  of  the  Perpendicul.ir  period,  somewhat 
freely  treated.  The  walla  are  of  local  bricks, 
faced  with  Leicestershire  sand-stocks,  with  dress- 

ings of  Matlock  stone,  and  the  roofs  are  covered 
with  brown  Staffordshire  tiles.  The  internal 
littings  are  of  red  deal,  stained  to  a  deep  green 
shade,  with  the  exception  of  the  lectern,  which  is 

of  pitch-pine.  The  font  is  of  red  and  white 
Ilognaston  stone,  made  by  Mr.  K.  G.  Lomas,  of 
Derby.  The  building  is  warmed  by  hot  water  on 

the  low-pressure  system.  Mr.  P.  II.  Cary,  of 
Derby,  was  the  architect,  and  Mr.  Wm.  Salt,  of 

Kipley,  the  builder. 

CHIPS. 

Yesterday  (Thursday),  at  the  Town  Hall,  West 
Ham,  a  Local  Government  Board  inspector  held  an 
inquiry  in  reference  to  applications  made  by  the 
West  Ham  Town  Council  to  borrow  a  sum  of 
iS5,130,  the  chief  items  of  expenditure  being 
wood-paviug,  £63,500;  fire  brigade  expenses, 
£17,400 ;  and  convenience  at  Maryland  Point, 

X2,650. 

"rhe  Birmingham,  Tame  and  Eea  Drainage  Board, 
which  deals  with  the  sewage  of  Birmingham  and 
six  adjoining  urban  districts,  has  found  it  necessary, 
owing  to  the  growth  of  population,  to  nearly  double 
the  extent  of  its  sewage  farm.  \n  additional  1,2(10 
acres  of  land  has  been  purchased,  and  the  work  of 
laying  it  out  is  being  carried  out  by  some  :;00  men 
in  the  employ  of  various  contractors,  at  a  cost  of 
£100,000,  in  addition  to  the  sum  paid  for  the  land. 

Mr.  James  Heron,  B.A.,  B.E.,  A.M.LC.E.,  has 
been  appointed  county  surveyor  of  Co.  Down, 
Ireland,  at  a  salary  of  £800  per  annum.  There 
were  eleven  applications  for  the  post  from  acting 
county  surveyors,  and  seventeen  from  other  candi- 

dates. Mr.  Heron  is  a  son  of  Prof.  Heron,  of  the 
Assembly's  College,  Belfast,  and  has  been  county surveyor  of  Monaghan  since  1891. 

At  a  special  meeting  of  the  L'ttoxeter  Urban 
District  Council  held  on  Monday  it  was  unanimously 
decided  to  adopt  the  recommendation  of  the  sanitary 
committea  to  provide  a  scheme  of  sewerage  for  the 
town.  The  scheme  is  one  of  two  formulated  by 
Mr.  Willcox,  of  Birmingham,  and  the  estimated 
cost  is  from  £7,000  to  £S,O0O. 

A  fortnight  since  we  gave  some  particulars  about 
the  scheme  of  Mr.  W.  P.  Hartley,  who  has  built  a 
street  of  cottages  at  Aintree,  the  tenants  of  which 
will  ultimately  be  their  own  landlords.  The  tenants 
were  aeked  to  consider  whether  they  would  remain 
under  their  agreements  with  Mr.  Hartley,  or  seek 

the  benefit  of  Mr.  Chamberlain's  Act.  They  have 
just  decided  to  adhere  to  the  proprietary  agreements 
already  entered  into  with  Mr.  Hartley. 

A  window  designed  by  Mr.  D.  E.  Evans,  of  Dover, 
and  executed  by  Mr.  T.  W.  Camm,  of  Smethwick, 
has  recently  been  erected  in  the  parish  church  of 
Goodnestone,  Kent.  The  subject  is  St.  Gregory 
admiring  British  Slave  Youths  in  the  Forum  at 
Rome.  It  occupies  the  entire  three  lights  of  the 
east-end  window  of  the  south  aisle.  The  window 
was  unveiled  by  the  Lord  Bishop  of  Dover,  and  was 
admired  for  the  rich  and  harmonious  colouring  and 
excellence  of  execution.  The  window  is  a  memorial 
to  the  late  Miss  Emma  Liwrence. 

A  Local  Government  Board  inquiry  was  held  in 
Cheltenham  on  Tuesday  by  Col.  A.  J.  llepper, 
D.S.O.,  i;.E.,  with  respect  to  the  application  of  the 
town  council  for  sanction  to  borrow  £10,600  for  the 
purposes  of  further  extension  of  electric  lighting. 

A  massive  churchyard  cross,  standing  15ft.  high, 
has  been  erected  in  the  new  portion  of  the  church- 

yard at  Farnham  Koyal  and  dedicated  by  Bishop 
Mylne.  The  cross  is  formed  of  blocks  of  Silician 
marble,  each  weighing  several  tons.  The  work  has 
been  designed  and  executed  in  the  studios  of  Mr. 
E.  J.  Physick. 

At  the  Central  Criminal  Court  on  Wednesday 
William  Henry  Duncan,  70,  engineer,  pleaded 
gnilty  to  an  indictment  which  charged  him  with 
offering  a  sum  of  money  to  Edgar  J.  Harper,  an 
official  of  the  (.  ounty  Council,  as  an  inducement  to 
for  him  to  do  something  in  respect  of  a  matter 
affecting  the  Council.  Duncan  was  engaged  on 
behalf  of  the  owner  of  laud  at  Tooting  in  the  sale 
of  it  to  the  Council.  The  Council  offered  £1,2U0 
an  acre,  but  Duncan  asked  for  £1,400,  and  it  was 

alleged  that  he  endeavoured  to  induce  the  Council's 
official,  who  was  conducting  the  negotiations,  to 
accept  half  of  the  commission  he  was  to  receive,  if 
he  would  recommend  the  purchase  of  the  land  at 
the  higher  figure.  Sentence  was  deferred  until  the next  Sessions. 

COMPETITIONS. 

FiLiiAM.  —Twenty-nine  designs  have  been  sent 
in  for  the  imblic  baths  at  Fulham,  and  the  baths 
committee  are  asking  the  President  of  the 
R.I.B..V.  to  appoint  an  assessor  at  a  fee  of  one 
hundred  guineas  to  adjudicate  upon  the  jilans. 
The  assessor,  when  appointed,  is  to  specially 
contider  the  possibility  of  securing  remunerative 
shoi'j,  with  a  good  scheme  of  baths  and  wash- 
houses.  Ho  is  to  iire|)are  an  aj.proximate  esti- 

mate of  the  cost  of  the  three  selected  detigna. 

Leeds.— The  President  oi  the  R.I.B.A.  has,  it 
seems,  acted  as  assessor  in  the  Leeds  JIarket 
Competition  in  awarding  the  premiums  of  £150. 
£10(1,  and  £50  respectively  to  the  chosen  designs! 
^Ir.  Emerson's  choice  has  been  confirmed  by  the 
Leeds  Corporation ;  but  it  has  not  been  finallv 
determined  whether  the  first  premiated  plans  will 
be  executed  or  not.  The  authors  are  Messrs. 

Lecming  and  Ijceming,  of  Victoria-street,  West- 
minster. The  second  place  was  aw'crded  to  Mr. 

Walter  Hanstock,  of  Leeds  and  Batley  ;  and  the 
third  prize  has  been  given  to  Mr.  G.  F.  Bowman, 
Leeds.  Neither  of  these  architects  appear  to  be 
members  of  the  Institute.  The  estimates  of  the 

three  designs  vary  as  follows  :  Messrs.  Leeming's 
£73,000,  Mr.  Hanstock's  £55,000,  and  Mr.  Bow- 

man's £43,000.  The  site  for  the  hall  is  given  as l,500e<i.yd8. 

Pll-mste.id. — Thirty-nine  de.-,igna  have  been 
received  for  the  municiiial  buildings  and  free 
library  scheme  at  Plumstead,  in  which  com[isti- 
tion  Jlr.  E.  W.  Mountford  is  the  assessor.  It  is 

a  com|ilicated  undertaking  on  a  somewhat  un- 
usual site,  by  no  means  easy  to  determine.  The 

questions  and  answers  issued  for  comjietitors 
made  this  fact  very  evident.  JIany  weeks  will 

I'robably  ejlapse  before  anything  is  determined. 
IvAMsc;.\TE. — The  award  of  the  premiums  has 

been  made  in  the  competition  for  the  new  concert- 
hall  on  the  Paragon  Gardens  to  be  built  by  the 

Kamsgate  Corporation  on  the  West  Cliffe.  "  The council  has  confirmed  the  recommendations  of  the 

committee  with  thefollowingresult : — '  ■  Atlantic, ' ' 
Messrs.  Arthur  Ardron,  r.K.I.B..\..,  and  Brnco 

Dawson,  of  Westminster,  first.  "Invicta," 
Messrs.  T.  A.  Pole  and  Little,  (Tray's  Inn, 
second.  ''White  Cross,"  Jlr.  Ernest  E.Ellis, 
Kxmouth,  third.  The  cost  of  the  proposed 
building  is  stated  at  about  £15,000. 

Mr.  Thomas  Liwrie,  architect,  late  of  Gunners- 
bury,  W.,  and  Vancouver,  B.C.,  died  suddenly  on 
Tuesday  last  at  85,  Rothschild-road,  Chiswicfc,  aged 

DO  years. The  second-class  swimming-bath  at  Morley  was 
opened  to  the  public  on  Monday.  The  bath  is  75ft. 
by  30ft.,  with  a  capacity  of  70,000  gallons  of  water. 
There  are  13  dressing-rooms,  for  which  it  forms  a 
roof.  The  first-class  bath  has  been  open  a  month, 
its  size  is  6(>ft.  long  and  25ft.  wide,  with  a  holding 
capacity  of  46,000  gallons.  There  are  40  drefsing- 
rooms. 

Another  section  of  the  G.W.  Ri'lway  in  Corn- 
wall has  been  doubled,  that  between  Hayle  and  St. 

Erth  Stations,  and  this  was  opened  for  double  line 
traffic  on  Sunday  by  the  up-mail  passing  on  the 
new  part.  There  has  been  a  considerable  amount 
of  work  done  between  the  stations.  The  bridge 
over  the  river  was  a  ditUcult  piece  of  engineering, 
as  no  foundation  could  be  discovered  for  a  depth  of 
nearly  30it.  When  the  doubling  was  decided  upon 
it  was  determined  to  raise  the  line  about  4ft.  to 
briug  it  more  to  a  level  between  the  stations,  neces- 

sitating the  bridges  being  buUt  up.  The  work  has 
been  carried  out  under  the  supervision  of  Mr.  T.  E. 
(iibbons,  the  district  engineer. 

Mr.  Thomas  Brightman,  formerly  borough  sur- 
veyor and  harbour- master  of  (>ueenborough,  Kent, 

died  at  his  residence  in  that  town  on  Wednesday 
week,  aged  82  joirs.  He  had  held  the  combined 
oJlices  for  the  long  period  of  37  years,  and  since  age 
and  infirmity  compelled  him  to  retire  had  revived 
an  annuity  from  the  town  council. 

Steady  progress  is  being  made  with  the  electric 
railway  from  Lauterbrunuen  to  the  summit  of  the 

Juugfrau,  and  out  of  a  tot-U  proj:;ted  length  of 
7>;  miles,  rising  to  an  altitude  of  almost  exactly 
1  l.Ti'iift.  above  sea-level,  the  lirst  section,  that  to 
the  Kothstock,  nearly  1{  miles  in  length,  and  attain- 

ing an  altitude  of  8,3.';iift.,  is  open  for  tourist  trartic. 
The  line  was  designed  by  the  late  .M.  Ciuyor  Zeller, 
who  died  in  April  last :  the  present  -ugineer  is  M. 
Gobat.  The  gauge  is  one  metre,  and  the  gradients 
are  as  steep  as  25  p.jr  cent. 

The  Boaid  of  Trade  have  recently  confirmed  an 
order  authorising  the  construction  of  a  light  rail- 

way in  the  county  of  Hampshire,  between  Cosham. 
Parbrook,  WaterlooviUe,  and  Uorndean. 
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PSOFESSIOITAI.    AND   TBABB 
SOOIETIES. 

Dr.VilN     AMI    EnKIKU    At.-  IIUI.CTS'    Sdciety.^ 
The  meml<ers  of  the  above  eoeiety  had  an  intereat- 
ing  excursion  to  Dunster  and  Clove  Abbey  on 
Saturday  last.  Uunster  Church,  with  it8 beautiful 
oak  carved  screen  work,  was  first  visited,  and 
then,  by  special  pcrniiesion  kindly  given  by  Mr. 
Luttrell,  the  party  was  conducted  over  the  Castle, 
its  old  masonry,  ancient  ch  irtcrs  with  the  seals 
attached,  carved  oak,  the  bed  which  was  slept  oc 
by  Charles  II.  with  the  secret  hiding-place  in  the 
wall,  the  room  occupied  by  the  Prince  of  Wales 
when  a  guest,  old  paintings,  and  the  rare  painting 
on  leather,  ponderous  matchlocks,  and  relics  of 
sieges  being  inspected  with  much  interest.  The 
members  were  then  enttrtained  at  luncheon  by 
the  ex-president,  Jlr.  ,1 .  Ci'^^ei,  at  the  Luttrell 
Arms,  after  which  they  were  driven  over  to  Cleve 
Abbey,  one  of  the  best-preserved  monastic  remains 
in  the  West  of  England,  possessing  unusual 

attractions  for  artist  and  arch:L-ologist. 
The  .SdCirrv  or  Auciiitects. — An  extra- 

ordinary general  meeting  of  the  society  will  be 

hold  at  the  .""ociety's  Hooms,  St.  .James's  Hall, 
Piccadilly,  AV,,  on  Thursday,  September  28th, 
1809,  at  ̂   p.m.,  for  the  purpose  of  raising  the 
subscriptions  of  all  members  and  associates  of  the 
society,  after  the  3 1st  of  October,  1S99,  from  one 
guinea  to  two  guineas  per  annum,  and  for  amend- 

ing the  article  dealing  with  subscriptions  in 
arrear,  and  the  following  resolutions  will  be  put 

to  the  meeting: — "  That  -Article  No.  42  of  the 
Articles  of  Association  of  the  Society  be  amended 

by  deleting  the  words  '  One  Guinea,'  and  sub- 
stituting for  the  same  the  words  '  Two  Guineas.'  " 

"  That  Article  Xo.  H  of  the  Articles  of  Associa- 

tion be  amended  by  deleting  the  words  '  One 

Year,'  and  substituting  for  the  tame  '  .Six 
Calendar  ilonths,'  and  that  these  Articles  as  so 
amended  come  into  operation  on  the  1st 

November,  1S99." 

St.  George's  Church,  Birmingham,  will  be  re- 
opened next  Sunday,  after  reseating,  including  the 

replacement  of  box  pews  and  plain  forms  by 
modem  benches,  the  removal  of  the  side  galleries, 
the  introduction  of  a  new  hot-water  system  of 
heatinjT.  and  renovation.  The  alterations  have  cost 
about  £1,300. 

A  Lical  Government  Boird  inquiry  was  held  on 
Friday  at  the  Bitley  Town  Hill,  before  Colonel  W. 
LiDgton  Coke,  concerning  an  application  of  the 
corporation  for  sanction  to  apply  the  sum  of 
£1,84S,  being  pirt  of  a  loan  raised,  with  the 
sanction  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  in  de- 

fraying the  coat  of  works  of  sewerage  and  sewage 
disposal,  which  were  not  included  in  the  estimate 
on  which  £uch  loan  was  sanctioned. 

Having  abandoned  their  intention  to  enlarge 
their  present  town-hall  by  taking  in  part  of  the 
market  ground,  the  Blackburn  Corporation  have 
ordered  the  preparation  of  plans  and  estimates  for 
the  erection,  near  the  fine  new  Technical  School,  of 
a  great  block  of  buildings,  comprising  large 
assembly-hall,  police-court,  police-station,  aud 
central  fire-station.  This  plan  involves  the  widen- 

ing of  the  ancient  highway  of  Notthgate  to  liOft., 
and  the  sweeping  away  of  several  streets  of  poor 
property  in  the  centre  of  the  town. 

Hydraulic  pressure  will  be  used  for  working  the 
two  lifts  now  being  erected  at  the  Royal  Courts  of 
Justice.  Toe  entrance  to  one  will  be  from  Ball- 
yard,  while  the  other  will  be  approached  from  the 
upper  terrace  facing  the  gardens  on  the  west  front 
near  Carey-street.  The  work  is  being  proceeded 
with  rapidly,  and  the  lifts  are  expected  to  be  ready 
for  use  at  the  reopening  of  the  Courts  in  October 
lext. 

Memorial -stones  were  laid  last  week  of  a  nsw 
Primitive  Methodist  Chapel  in  Bowes-road,  Harro- 

gate. The  buildings  will  include,  in  addition  to  the 
:hurch,  a  schoolroom,  lecture-hall,  vestries,  and 

caretaker's  houte.  The  church  will  provide  accom- 
modation for  .V)((.    The  cost  is  estimated  at  £8,250. 

Mr.  Herbert  II.  Liw,  M  Inst.C  F,.,  the  Local 
Government  Board  inspector  appointed  to  hear  the 
application  of  the  Wmchester  Town  Council  to 
borrow  £7,0J0  for  the  establishment  of  public  baths, 
attended  at  the  Guildhall  on  Friday.  Mr.  W. 
Bailey,  town  clerk,  having  stated  the  facte,  the 
plans  of  the  proposed  baths  were  expUined  by  the 
architects  (Messrs.  Sindsdell  and  Hirrison,  of 
London)  in  detail  to  the  inspector. 

At  a  special  meeting  of  the  Etectrio  Lighting 
Committee  of  the  -Middlesbrough  Corporation,  Mr. 
H&mmond,  consulting  engineer,  reported  that  up 
to  date  there  had  beeu  laid  -..>ln  vards  of  cable, 

leaving  .'iS.Og;'!  yards  to  be  laid.  The  price  of  the 
cable  had  been  fixed  at  ITs.  I  Id.  per  yard,  including 
pilot  wires. 

WATER    SUPPLY    AKD    SANITABT 
MATTEBS. 

KiJi.N'ircii  — A  spfcial  meeting  of  the  Klinburgh 
and  District  Water  Trust  was  held  on  Friday  to 
consider  the  position  of  I  he  Talla  reservoir  contract, 
as  affected  by  the  bankruptcy  of  the  contractors, 
•Tames  Young  and  Sons.  Lord  Provost  Mitchell 
Thomson  presided.  On  a  report  from  the  engineer, 
the  works  committee  recommended  the  tnuitees  to 
terminate  the  present  contract  from  and  after  the 

expiry  of  seven  days'  notice.  Further,  the  committee 
requested  the  trustees  to  remit  to  them,  with  full 
powers,  to  make  all  necessary  arrangements  for 
having  the  work  under  this  contract  completed 
without  delay,  and  to  report  what  they  recommend 
for  the  approval  of  the  trustees.  Tne  recommenda- 

tions were  unanimously  approved.  The  works 
committee  were  instructed  to  make  arrangements 
for  having  the  work  under  contract  N  o.  3  completed 

without  delay.   A  meeting  of  the  works  com- 
mittee was  held  imme'Iiately  afterwards,  when  it 

was  proposed  that  the  Trust  should  carry  on  the 
works  themselves,  but  this  did  not  meet  with  sup- 

port. It  was  stated  that  Mr.  Best,  contractor,  who 
came  next  to  the  Youngs  when  the  original  contract 
was  let,  would  be  prepired  to  take  up  the  work  at 
the  Tilla  on  his  old  schedule,  subject  to  certain 
moditicitions  reudered  necessary  by  the  rise  in  the 
price  of  material  between  then  and  now.  A  remit 
was  accordingly  made  to  the  engineer  to  see  Mr. 
Best  on  the  subject,  and  to  report  to  an  early 
meeting.  .Should  no  arrangement  be  come  to  be- 

tween the  Trust  and  Mr.  Best,  the  alternative 
would  be  either  to  advertise  anew  for  contractors 
or  to  finish  the  woik  themselves. 

CHIPS. 

The  town  council  of  Bury,  Lancashire,  have 
agreed  to  purchase  a  site  for  an  infectious  diseases 
hospital  of  Eirl  Dirby  for  £2,530.  In  the  proposed 
building  provision  will  be  made  for  30  beds.  The 
borough  engineer  will  prepare  the  conditions  for 
competitive  drawings  for  the  hospitals,  and 
premiums  of  ilun,  iW,  and  t2j  will  be  offered  to 
architects  sending  in  designs. 

The  Xewcastle-on-Tyne  City  Conncil  discussed 
the  recommendation  of  a  special  committee  for  the 
building  of  a  new  high-level  bridge  over  the  Tyne 
by  the  corporations  of  Giteshead  aud  Newcastle, 
at  a  total  estimated  cost  of  x560,00(i,  this  and  the 
subsequent  balance  of  maintenance  cost  to  he  home 
by  the  two  municipalities  in  the  proportion  of  their 
ratable  values.  The  matter  has  been  under  con- 

sideration for  two  years,  and  the  Newcastle  City 
Cjuncd  now  adopted  it  by  2G  votes  to  2U. 

The  town  counil  of  Longton,  Staffs,  have  ap- 
pointed Mr.  W.  Morse  as  art  master  at  the  Suther- 

land Institute,  and  Mr.  Gdorge  (Jdorge,  of  Glasgow, 
as  head  science  teacher  at  the  same  institute. 

At  Sjutbwold  a  pier  and  hotel  are  about  to  be 
built  for  the  Eist  Coast  Development  Co.  The 
pier,  of  which  Mr.  Jaffrey,  of  Westminster,  is  the 
engineer,  will  be  700ft,  in  length,  and  will  be  con- 

structed by  Messrs.  A  Fasey  and  Sou,  of  London, 
the  contract  price  being  £7,000.  A  subsequent  con- 

tract will  be  let  for  erecting  a  pavilion  on  the  pier- 
head. The  hotel  will  be  known  as  the  Grand,  and 

will  be  built  from  designs  by  Mr.  C.  H.  M.  Mile- 
ham,  exhibited  at  the  .Vcademy  this  summer,  and 
who  is  also  the  architect  under  the  same  company 
for  a  lloral  hall,  winter  garden,  and  refreshment 
rooms  about  to  be  built  at  Walton  on  the  Naze. 

F.irl  Kosebery  visited  Bishop  Auckland  on  Friday 
to  formally  open  the  cottage  hospital  for  miners 
built  near  the  workhouse  at  a  cost  of  £2.i)o0.  The 
building  is  r>omestic  English  in  stylp,  and  contains 
ten  beds,  besides  accommodation  for  nurses  and 
medical  staff. 

The  Corporation  of  Itochdale  have  decided  to 
borrow  from  the  Local  Oiverument  Board  £lG,00ii 
for  sewerage  works,  and  £7,400  for  the  purpose  of 
street  widening  and  the  improvement  of  Newbold 
recreation-ground  :  and  also  £30,000  from  the 
Public  Works  Loan  Commissioners  for  the  purpose 
of  electric  lighting  in  the  borough. 

A  portrait  of  Lord  Cranworth,  better  known  by 
his  former  name,  Uobert  Thomhalgh  Gurdon,  the 
chairman  of  the  Norfolk  County  Council,  was 
fonnally  unveiled  lost  wetk  in  the  Grand  .luty 
Room  of  the  Shirehall  at  Norwich,  The  artist 
is  Mr,  J.  J.  Shannon,  A.H..\.,  and  the  work 
was  hung  at  the  Koyal  Academy  Exhibition  this 

summer, 

Messrs.  Chubb's  new  works  at  Wolverhampton 
are  so  far  completed  that  arrangements  are  being 
made  for  the  removal  of  the  workmen.  They  will 

be  opened  by  the  I',  irl  of  Dartmouth  on  Dct,  12, 
and  Sir  Henry  Fowler,  M.l'.,  and  the  Mayor  of 
Wolverhampton  will  be  present. 

Mr.  Colin  Hunter.  A. It  A.,  an  old  personal  friend 
of  the  late  William  Black,  has  volunteered  to  design 
the  Beacon  Light  to  bs  set  np  to  the  memory  of  the 
novelist  at  the  opening  of  the  Sound  of  Mull. 

.\  new  theatre  is  ab^ut  to  be  built  in  Norwich, 
from  designs  by  Mr.  Ernest  A.  Kuntz,  of  Wal- 
hrook,  E.G.  The  contract  has  been  taken  by  Mr. 

II.  E  Hawes,  of  the  Steam  Joinery  Works,  Doke's Palace,  Norwich, 

The  Hampshire  Field  Club  and  Arcb;i.ologic<il 
.Society  held  a  meeting  at  Basingstoke,  Hackwood 
Park,  and  the  neighbourhood  on  Tuesday, 

The  engineer  who  has  charge  of  the  survey  for 
the  proposed  ship  canal  from  the  Great  Lakes  to 
the  Atlantic  Ooean  has  completed  his  preliminary 
work.  The  project  is  to  cut  a  canal  30ft,  deep  and 
310.'t.  wide  from  Like  E  ie  to  Lake  Ontario  ronnd 
Niagara  Falls ;  then,  leaving  Lake  Ontario  at 
Oiwego,  the  canal  will  take  the  course  of  the 
Ojwego  River  to  Oaeida  Like,  and  then  through 
the  -Mohawk  River  to  the  Hudson  River.  The  locks 

will  be  l,Onoft.  long,  with  walls  50ft.  high.  The 
most  important  problem  connected  with  this  pro- 

ject is  to  find  storage  for  water  to  feed  the  great 
canal  and  not  injure  the  water  supply  of  manufac- 

turing concerns. 
Messrs.  Harrison  and  Hattrell,  Hertford-street, 

Coventry,  are  architects  to  a  syndicate  who  are 
developing  a  large  estate  off  the  Stoney  Stanton- 
road,  in  that  city,  where  there  has  for  the  past  few 
years  been  an  insufficiency  of  house  room.  The 
land  is  about  seven  acres  in  area,  and  lies  between 

Bretts'  Works  and  Cambridge-street.  It  will  take 
about  155  houses :  at  present  about  2o  are  in  course 
of  erection,  and  55  others  will  be  commenced  in  two 
or  three  weeks.  It  is  proposed  to  make  three  streets through  the  property. 

The  town  council  of  Inverness  have  appointed 
Mr.  Craven,  of  Elinbnrgh,  as  engineer  to  prepare 
a  scheme  of  electric  lighting  for  the  burgh. 

The  old  observatory  in  Allegheny  Ci^,  having 
become  of  little  value  owing  to  the  increasing  smoke 
from  houses  and  mills  built  near  it,  a  new  site  has 
been  obtained  in  the  centre  of  the  park  552  ft.  above 
the  Ohio  Eiver,  and  l,200ft.  above  sea-level.  The 
building  will  be  provided  with  a  60ft.  dome,  a  30ft. 
and  a  26ft.  dome.  The  architectural  design  of  Mr. 
T.  E.  Billquit  has  been  accepted.  It  is  Classic  in 
style,  and  will  be  visible  over  an  area  of  50  square 
miles.  The  principal  instruments  will  be  a  30in. 
telescope,  a  30in.  reflecting  telescope  for  spectro- 

scopic work,  and  13in.  reftactor  for  use  as  a  free 
public  observatory. 

I  loly  35ft.  of  foundation  blocks  were  fixed  at  the 
north  end  of  the  Scarborough  marine  drive  during 
August,  and  50ft.  at  the  south  end.  The  resident 
engineer  has  reportei  that  on  August  1  2,023ft.  of 
foundation  blocks  had  tem  fixed  out  of  a  total 

length  of  4,270ft.  The  gross  value  of  the  work 
executed  since  the  commencement  by  the  con- 

tractors, Messrs,  B.  Cooke  and  Sons,  of  Battersea, 
is  £29,951  143. 

The  appointment  of  Signor  Giacomo  Boni  to  the 
(General  Directorship  of  archtfological  excavations 
in  Italy,  will  meet  with  general  approval  from 
arcb;i'  ologists.  The  choice  of  Signor  Boni,  who  has 
during  the  past  year  conducted  the  excavations  in 
the  Forum  with  singular  ability  and  success,  is 
certainly  the  best  the  Government  could  possibly have  made. 

The  formal  opening  of  the  Beaney  Institute  and 
Royal  Museum  at  Canterbury  took  place  on 
Monday.  The  Institute  has  been  erected  through 
the  munificence  of  the  late  Dr.  James  1 1  aorge 

Beaney,  of  Melbourne,  Australia,  a  native  of 
Cinterbury,  who,  by  his  will,  bequeathed  the  sum 
of  £10,000  to  the  Mayor  and  Corporation  for  the 

purpose  of  providing  an  Institute  and  Free  L'brary for  the  working  classes. 

The  Batley  Town  Council  have  instructed  their 
town  clerk  to  apply  to  the  Local  Government 
Board  for  sanction  to  the  borrowing  of  £31,500  for 
a  town-hall,  and  £4,500  for  market  improvements, 
in  accordance  with  plans  submitted  by  uie  architect 

and  l)orough  engineer. 
The  city  council  of  Winchester  accepted  at  their 

last  meeting  the  resignation  of  Mr.  W.  Gamon,  the 

city  surveyor,  of  the  office  of  captain  of  the 
Volunteer  Fire  Brigade,  which  post  he  has  held 
since  its  establishment  in  1881,  and  agreed  to  increase 
Mr.  Gamon's  salary  from  £250  to  £275  a  year. 

A  fire  occurred  in  the  stacks  of  timber  at  Yorkhill. 

Glasgow  Harbour,  on  Sunday.  The  flames  spread 
rapidly  to  numerous  piles  of  wood,  and  before  they 
were  extinguished  damage  was  done  to  the  extent 
of  £10,000.  The  timber  belonged  to  various 
merchants,  viz.  : — Messrs.  Allison.  Cousland,  and 
Co. ;  Singleton,  Dunn,  and  Co. ;  Cant  and  Kemp  : 

Wright,  Graham,  and  Co. ;  M'Dowall  and  Nelson  ; John  Scott,  William  ShMiks  and  Son,  Airdrie ; 
Buchanan  and  Trench ;  Eraser,  Taylor,  and  Gibson  ; 
L  A.  Lightbody  and  Co  ;  James  Herbertson,  and 

Son,  Edmonston  and  Mitchell. 
The  town  clerk  of  Keighley  has  been  instructed 

to  initiate  the  necessary  formalities  for  the  adoption 
of  the  Free  Libraries  Acts,  as  a  preliminary  to 

taking  advantage  of  Mr.  Carnegie's  handsome 
donation  of  £10,000  for  a  free  library. 
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These  flats  are  now  in  course  of  erection,  on  a 
site  at  Campden  Ilill-road,  Kensington,  for  the 
Kensington  Estates  Company.  They  are  divided 

into  five  bjocks  of  seven  floors,  each'  block  being 
served  by  its  own  staircase,  passenger,  and  goods 
lift.  The  plans  have  been  arranged  so  as  to  give 
complete  isolation  to  the  service  department  in 
each  flat.  This  is  effected  by  providing  a  special 
p.assage  by  means  of  which  the  kitchen,  with  its 

■offices,  the  table-maid's  pantry,  and  the  servant's bedroom  with  its  accessories,  intercommunicate 
without  intruding  on  the  halls  and  corridors. 
This  isolation  is  further  enhanced  by  the  intro- 

duction of  a  service-room  or  lobby"  fitted  with shelves  and  a  revolving  dumb  waiter)  between 
the  kitchen  and  the  dining-room,  obviating  the 
necessity  of  the  table-maid  leaving  the  Tatter 
during  the  serving  of  meals.  The  elevations  are 
faced  with  red  bricks  :  the  porches,  cornices, 
balconies,  window  dressings  and  dormer  windows 
are  in  stono.  The  architect,  in  the  early  stages 
of  the  work,  was  Mr.  Fred.  Thos.  I'ilkington, since  deceased.  At  his  death  the  work  was 
intrusted  to  his  son,  Mr.  K.  C.  I'ilkington,  of 
Museum-street,  W.C,  and  from  his  designs,  and 
■under  his  superintendence,  the  buildings  are  now being  carried  out.  The  contractor  is  ilr.  Thomas 
Boyce,  of  Hart-street,  W.C. 

SILVER  MEP.'.L    STIDIES    or    DUAI'KUV. 

Mk.  HriiERT  E.  BiLMKH  has  selected  some  re- 
markably fine  examples  of  historic  sculpture  in 

illustration  of  his  subject,  and  his  drawings,  for 
which  a  National  Silver  Medal  was  awarded,  will 
•be  valued  for  their  essentially  practical  and  useful 
■character  by  carvers  and  modeDers  particularly, 
and  by  our  artistic  readers  generally.  Many"  a 
building  ia  marred  by  the  lumpy  and  c'har.icterless -drapery  of  the  aimless  figures  intended  to  enhance 
ita  decorative  effect,  and  studies  such  as  these, 
made  with  so  much  care  by  Jlr.  Buhner,  cannot 
fail  to  display  the  great  importance  of  a  worthy 
attention  to  so  essential  a  feature  in  all  figure 
work  as  the  folds  and  arrangement  of  its  drapery, 
whereby  the  pose  and  proportions  of  the  figure 
itself  may  be  suggested  and  emphasised.  To 
the  cultivated  artist  this  fundamental  principle 
appears  but  a  truism,  though  he  will  reali.se  to  the 
full  how  very  seldom  in  everyday  work  the  sub- 

ject receives  anything  approaching  an  intelligent 
appreciation  in  the  ornamentation  of  contem- 

porary building.  Nothing  adds  so  much  to  the 
charm  of  a  well-proportioned  building  like  good 
figure  sculpture,  and  any  aid  towards  the  develop- 

ment of  such  work  mus't  be  valued  by  allloTers 

of  beauty  in  design.  The  following  notes  fur- 
nished by  Mr.  liulmer  give  descriptive  parti- 

culars of  each  of  the  examples  delineated  on 
the  accompanying  plate,  and  they  will  be 
useful  for  reference.  All  the  subjects  were 
drawn  in  South  Kensington  Museum  : — No. 
1.  'l''rom  a  plaster  cast.)  The  Annunciation. 
The  original  of  stone,  by  Uonatello  (b.  138(), 
d.  HOG),  was  executed  by  Bernardo  Cavalcanti, 
and  is  in  the  Church  of  Santa  Croco,  Florence. 
No.  2.  (From  a  plaster  cast.)  Angel  kneeling, 

holding  a  candelabrum.  By  Luca  della  K'obbia 
(b.  1400,  d.  1482).  The  original,  of  terracotta,  is 
in  the  iaeristy  of  the  Uuomo,  Florence,  Italian, 

I4-I8.  No.  3.  (From  a  plaster  cast.)  "  The 
Fates."  The  originals,  of  Pontelic  marble,  formed 
part  of  the  group  representing  the  birth  of 
Athene,  in  the  eastern  pediment  of  the  Parthenon 
in  Athens.  They  were  removed  by  Lord  Elgin 
between  the  years  1801  and  1803,  and  are  now 
in  the  British  Museum.  The  Parthenon  was 

erected  under  the  superintendence  of  Phidias, 
and  was  completed  about  the  year  438  »  ( . 
No.  4.  (Terracotta).  Ariadne  deserted  at  Naxos. 
Traces  of  colour  from  a  tomb  at  Tanaora  in 

Bii'otia.  4th century  II. c.  No.  .i.  (From  a  plaster 
cast).  The  original  is  in  the  Akropolis  Jluseum. 

I'igvire  of  Victory  tying  her  sandal.  The  original 
relief  of  marble  formed  part  of  the  balustrade 
round  the  temple  of  the  Wingless  Victory  fNike 

.Vpteros)  in  Athens.  Date  probably  about  400  in-. 
No.  C.  (From  the  original).  Jledallion  in  bronze, 
decorated  in  relief  with  the  infant  Hercules  on  a 

couch  strangling  the  serpents  sent  by  Juno,  who 
appears  above  in  a  car  drawn  by  peacocks,  whilst 
beside  the  couch  are  Alcmena  and  an  aged  woman 
in  attitudes  expressive  of  amazement  and  terror. 
This  subject  was  probably  the  work  of  Sperandio. 

North  Italian,  about  1480.  Diameter,  12,'in. 
No.  7.  Plaster  cast  of  a  water-nymph,  from  tlie 

original  of  the  ' '  Fontaine  des  Innocents  ' '  near 
the  Ilalles  Centrales,  Paris,  by  Jean  Goujon. 

Date  about  15.')0-60. 

ST.  Mary's  chuuch,  sledmeue. 

The  church  of  St.  Mary,  Sledmere,  was  com- 

pleted in  IS'.iS,  for  Sir  Tatton  Sykes,  Bart. 
The  tower  is  the  only  part  remaining  of  the 
Mediicval  church,  which  had  been  pulled  down 

at  the  close  of  the  last  century.  The  pl'an, which  follows  the  lines  of  the  Mediieval 
foundations,  consists  of  a  nave,  aisles,  choir, 
south  porch,  western  tower,  and  sacristy  north 
of  the  choir.  The  nave  is  of  five  bays,  and  is 
GOft.  in  length,  and  ISft.  Gin.  between  the 
columns,  and  the  total  internal  width  across  the 
aisles  is  41ft.  The  chancel  is  the  same  width  as 

the  nave,  and  40ft.  in  length.  The  height  to  the 

internal  ceiling  of  nave  and  chancel  is  3'2ft.  Gin. 
The  roofs  of  the  nave  and  choir  are  in  oak 

covered  with  lead.  The  internal  fittings  of  the 
church  are  of  oak,  and  of  these  the  rood-screen, 
choir-stalls,  organ-case,  and  reredos  of  the  high 
altar  are  unusually  beautiful  examples  of  modern 
work.  The  nave  arcades  have  massive  columns 

with  moulded  caps,  and  the  aisles  of  the  church 
are  vaulted  in  stone,  with  richly-carved  bosses  at 
the  intersection  of  the  ribs.  The  stone  carving 
throughout  is  remarkably  delicate  in  execution, 
one  of  the  richest  portions  being  the  reredos  above 
the  altar  in  the  north  chapel.  The  choir  windows, 
which  are  all  filled  with  excellent  stained  glass, 
have  a  double  order  of  tracery,  which  gives  an 
uncommonly  rich  effect  to  this  part  of  the  interior. 
Externally,  the  southern  porch  with  its  parvisc 
is  a  good  feature,  and  well  in  accord  with 
Yorkshire  work.  'Three  niches  above  the  door- 

way hold  statues  of  the  Blessed  \'irgin  Jlary holding  the  Infant  Saviour,  and  St.  Peter  and 
St.  .lohn  of  Beverley,  stand  on  either  side. 
<.)ctagonal  staircase  turrets  stand  at  the  eastern 

angles  of  the  aisles,  and  give  access  to  the  rood- 
loft,  organ -chamber,  and  roof  gutters.  The  roof 
of  nave  and  channel  is  of  one  level  from  east  to 

west  ;  the  aisle  roofs  are  flat :  the  buttressing 
and  parapets  are  simple  and  fitting  adjuncts 
to  a  church  of  solidity  of  construction.  The 
whole  of  the  work  has  been  carried  out  from  the 

designs  and  under  the  supervision  of  Mr.  Temple 
Moore, architect.  Well-walk, Uampstead,  Londun, 
N.W.  The  contractors  were  Messrs.  Thompson, 
of  Peterborough. 

ASHLEY    DOWN-    HOARD    SCHOOLS,    HUISTOL. 

These  schools  have  been  lately  erected  at  Ilor- 

6eld,  Bristol,  for  the  Bristol  School  I'.oard.  The 
materials  of  which  the  buildings  are  composed  are 
local  bricks  with  Bath  atone  dressings,  the  roofs 

being  covered  with  Bridgwater  angular  tiles,  and 

the  iloors  laid  with  wood  blocl;s.  The  general 

contract  was  let  to  Mr.  1"..  Walters,  the  plumbing 
and  sanitary  works  being  carried  out  by  iVIr.  O.  F. 
Tuckey,  whilst  Mr.  S.  White  acted  as  clerk  of 
works.  The  joint  architects  for  the  work  were 
Messrs.  AValtcr  S.  Paul  and  .lames,  AA.Il.I.B.A., 
and  C4.  C.  Lawrence,  A.IM.B.A.,  whose  design 

was  selected  in  competition  in  1S97. 

THE    STAR   LIVE   ASSfRAXCE    OlFICES,    Dfl)I,lX. 

The  Star  Life  .\ssurance  Society  of  London  are 
now  building  branch  offices  in  various  parts  of 
the  United  Kingdom.  They  have  acquired  an 
important  site  at  Dublin  facing  College  (Ireen, 
with  a  return  frontage  to  Trinity-street,  and 
building  operations  will  shortly  be  begun.  The 
perspective  sketch  shews  the  building  as  it  will 
be  when  completed  ;  but,  owing  to  exi.sting  sub- 

leases, it  will  probably  be  some  years  before  the 
corner  itself  can  be  dealt  with.  Meanwhile,  the 

main  portion  fronting  College-green  will  be  pro- 
ceeded with.  The  premises  consist  of  shops  on 

the  ground  floor  facing  CoUege-green,  with 
shops  or  officoB  in  Trinity-street,  the  upper 
portion  being  arranged  as  suites  of  offices,  all  of 
which  are  particularly  well  lighted.  In  the 
basement  will  be  a  safe-deposit,  with  an  entrance 

and  general  ofiice  in  Trinity-street.  A  lift  will 
be  provided  to  all  floors.  The  whole  of  the 
external  elevation  is  in  stone,  the  roof  being  of 
load  and  slates.  The  work  will  be  executed 

from  the  designs  and  under  the  superintendence 
of -Mr.  Arthur  Blomfiold  Jackson,  Mecklenburgh- 
square,  architect. 

SlUEENS,    TRIXITV    CIUIICK,    IKCAMT,  I'HAXCE. 
The  a(iuar6  and  charmingly  proportioned  Eirly 
Pointed  belfry  of  S.  Trinito  Church,  Fecamp, 
familiar  to  the  architectural  student,  surmounta  the 
great  monastic  edifice  which  was  sJmost  entirely 

rebuilt  towards  the  end  of  the  l'2th  century.  The 
east  end,  however,  preserves  the  original  lines  of 
the  earlier  basilica  erected  by  Duke  Richard. 
The  modern  front  forming  the  facade  of  the 
church  was  added  in  1G9G.  Inside  an  almost 

cathedral-like  splendour  distinguishes  the  build- 
ing, and  notably  among  the  glories  of  the  fabric 

are  the  beautiful  Renaissance  screens  to  the 

chapels,  one  of  which  we  illuatrate  to-day,  from 
the  measured  drawings  of  Jlr.  W.  T.  Partridge, 
whose  details  of  the  work  display  its  exquisite 
detail,  and  indicate  its  suggestiveness  of 
design.  Besides  the  screens,  there  must  be 
noted  the  lovely  little  15th-century  tabernacle, 
ensliriniog  tho  footprints  of  the  angel.  It  was 
presented  by  Gilles  de  Duremont,  one  of  the 

judges  of  Jeanne  d'.Vrc.  The  IGth-century  marble 
shrine,  for  the  housing  of  the  famous  relic  of  the 
Precious  Blood,  still  an  object  of  pilgrimage, 

stands  facinfr  the  apsidal  chapel.  The  screen  to 
the  chapel  of  St.  Andre  is  an  exquisite  piece  of 
work,  and  close  by  remain  the  very  fine  tombs  of 
Abbot  Guillaume  de  Putot,  1297,  and  Abbot 
Robert  de  Putot,  1329.  The  monument  of  the 
twelfth  abbot,  Thomas,  stands  in  the  chapel  of 
St.  .lean,  lie  died  in  1297.  Other  chapels 
contain  other  tombs  of  other  abbots,  the  earliest 
being  that  of  Abbot  Richard  I.,  dating  1223.  At 
the  Revolution  many  monuments  at  Fecamp 

were  destroyed,  and  the  over-restorations  of  the 
building  have  done  much  to  damage  its  historical 
interest  and  beauty.  The  Renaissance  work  has 
suffered  less  from  this  cause  than  the  Medi.eval 

wor'i.  Jlr.  Partridge  is  a  contributor  to  the 
./.-itnVdK  Arehit'  :t ,  and  we  are  indebted  to  our 
Transatlantic  contemporary  for  the  sketches 
herewith  reproduced. 

For  soma  time  back  Messrs.  WiUiim  Biird  and 
Co.  have  been  conducting  boring  operations  ou  the 
estate  of  Auchinreoch,  a  mile  to  the  eait  of  Krkin- 
tilloch.  A  good  seam  of  coal  was  come  upon,  a 
shaft  sunk,  and  the  necessary  pithead  buildings 
erected.  Now  spocifications  have  been  issued  for 
the  erection  of  100  miners'  houses  at  Twechar, 
which  village  will  be  almost  doubled  in  size. 

The  new  board  schools  which  have  been  erected 
in  the  IJ  lokery-road,   Ilmdsworth,  Birmingham, 
were   opened  last  week.     The  schools,   which  are 
Kmaissance    in    style,    will    accommodate     I, ''00 
children  and  infants,  there  being  five  classrooms  and 

a  babies'  room  in  the  infants'  department,  and  five 
classrooms  each  in  the  boys'  and  girls'  departments, arranged  around  a  central  hall.     The  heating  and 

j  ventilation  have  been  carried  out  on  the  plenum 
i  system   by   Mr.    William    Ksy.      The   cost  of    the 
schools,  playgrounds,  and  fencing,  exclusive  of  the 

;  aito  and  furniture,  amounts  to  £14,000.    The  archi- 
I  tect  is  Mr.  Edward  Holmes,  and  the  builder  Mr, 

John  Webb. 
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TO    OOBBESPONDSNTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ourst'lve?*  responsibh'  for  the  opinions  of 
our  oorreHponilt'nts.  All  commimicjitions  whould  be 
^«wn  up  118  briefly  as  ponaible,  ua  there  are  many 
oUimants  upon  the  apace  lUlotttid  to  corredpoDdenta.] 

It  is  partioiaarlj-  r.-qu-'.-nNHl  thnt  all  drawings  and  all 
eommunictitiona  resiu-otini,'  ilhiHinai-ni^*  i>r  liu-rary  matt«T 
ohould  be  addm^s.  .1  to  tlie  EUlTuU  of  the  Hitildino 
Nbw8,  83*2,  fiti-and.  W.C,  luid  not  to  uuMiibere  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  ih  not  unfrt'iiucntly  otherwiae  caused. 
Ail  drawinfTA  and  otlicr  communioutious  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors* riMka.  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
P»y  for,  or  bf  liable  for,  unMoiight  contributiuns. 
Cheques  and  Post-offlce  Ordera  to  be  made  payable  to 

Toe  STftA^D  NiwaFATKB  Compant,  Liuitku. 

NOTICB. 

Bound  copies   of   Vol.   LXXVt.    are  now   ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  ShilUngs  each), 
as    only    a    Uiuiti^d    number    are    donn    up.      A    few 
boxmd  volumoa  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXII,  XXXIII., 
xxxr\\.  XXXIX..  xu..  xliv..  xlvi..  xlix.. 
U.,  LUI.,  hIV.,  T,V.,  LXX..  LX..  LXI.,  IiXH., 
LXIV^  LXV..  LXVUI.,  LXIX.,  LXX.,  LXXJ., 
LXXn.,  LXXm.,  LXXIV.,  I^XV..  and  Lxxvr., 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  ShilUnffa  ;  all  the  otiier 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Moat  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
eingly.  SubHcribera  requiring  anv  back  numbers  to 
oompJete  volume  juat  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OP   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Found  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  i>art  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Ouiada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  Btates.  £1  (is.  Od.  (orfidula.  30c._gold).  To  France 
or  Belgrium.  £1  (is.  Od.  (or  3;it'r.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6a.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand ,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Nat^l,  £1  6s.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  char$|%  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companie.'",  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  Is.  per  lino  of  Eisbt  words,  the  tirat  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  chai-ge  being  68.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  I.And  Siilea.  and  Miacellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  twoi.  the  mininuun  charge  being  4a.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
lisher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  3a.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisementa  la.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
AdTertisomeut  inserted  for  less  than  68. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Ad verti semen ta  and  alterations  in  serial  advertiwements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure Insertion. 

Situations. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  *'  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "  Situations  Wantetl  "  is  Onb  8hii.lini>  conTwKNiT- 
I'OUB  Words,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  SittuUioH  Advertisenutnta  must  be  prepti  id. 

Kkckivkp.— C.  andCo.~B.l'.D..V.— F.  and  F.— R.  D.S. 
(no  sketch  inclosed^.— Jack.— Mark  Mason.— L.  P.— 
Fire  Test.— H.  U.  and  Co.,  New  York.— Sundowner.— P.  P.  and  Son. 

Pavilios.— We  don't  think  you  could  do  better  than  use WiUesden  paper.    It  is  cheap,  and  quite  insect-proof. 
Sakk.— Hobb.^  and  Co.  tike  the  load,  we  think.  Wo 

should  go  to  them  in  preference  to  the  Arm  you  name. 

Footway.— Val  de  Travers  is  certainly  the  better.  So  is 
Claridge's. 

Valukr.- Yes  :  "  reasonable"  expenses.  But  reallvyou 
could  hardly  charge  on  what  we  should  call  a  holiday- 
trip  scale. 

O.  C.  C— Quite  right ;  thanks.  The  small  slip  is  hardly 
worth  correcting. 

R.— You  can  get  very  detfut  tloor-bwrds  at  a  little  less 
than  the  price  you  name  at  T.  Fortn-m's,  Walnut  Tree- 
walk,  l.imbeth.     We  hive  found  him  always  reliable. 

Oabnkt.  — You  mean  old  Dorking  limo ,'  Nearest  de- 
pendable people  to  you  are  llie  Brookham  Brick  Co., 

Brockham,  neat  Betchworth. 

Umirri  U.niKKs.— Ilart,  Son,  Peard,  and  Co.,  Drury- 
lane,  W.C,  or  Cox,  Sjn.  Buckley,  and  Co.,  18, 
Taviatock-street,  Co  vent  Garden,  Wa'. 

A   JUS8TA.TESIEXT  CORRECTED. 

3))  tAe  Editor  of  the  Buildixo  News. 

Silt, — It  has  come  to  our  knowledge  that 
certain  formor  employees  of  the  lirm,  who  were 
Ui8chai\<oJ  by  us,  have  seat  out  to  our  ciistomora 

.a  circular  containing;  misleading  statamontj 
which  may  possibly  be  injurious.  The  mitter 
has  bjon  pbicai  in  the  hands  of  our  solicitors, 
who  will  tako  step)  to  put  an  eHective  stop  to  such 
statomonts. 

Tho  lirm  of  Julius  SixandCj.,  which  has  been 
ostablishol  for  oi>  years,  was  recently  recDn- 
atructod  with  a  view  to  introJu -ing  aliitional 
working  capital  and  mjro  vigoroutly  prosecuting 
th9  business.     Xas  business  will  be  cirried  on 

prociecly  as  heretofore,  at  the  address  below,  by  a 

thoroughly  competent  atafl  and  under  the 
guidance  of  well-known  electricians,  while  at  the 
same  time  the  services  of  such  of  the  former  staff 

who  hive  proved  themselves  capable  and 
competent  have  bicn  retained.  Ample  working 
capital  has  been  provided  for  the  purpose  of  im- 

proving our  machinery  and  adding  to  ouralrwidy 
extensive  stock,  and  aJl  contracts  in  hand  will  bo 

executed,  we  hope,  to  the  entire  satisfaction  of our  customers. 

In  order  to  prevent  servants  whose  services  we 
have  not  thought  it  right,  in  the  interest  of  the 
company,  to  retain,  from  prejudicing  our 
customers,  we  think  it  is  only  necessary  to  call 
your  attention  to  the  above  facts. — I  am.  Arc. 

Ji  Ills  .SiVX  .\M>  Ci>.,  Lii). 
119,  Coldharliour-lane, 

CamberwctU,  London,  S.E.,  Sept.  7. 

CHIPS. 

The  Duchess  of  Djvonshire  laid,  on  Friday,  the 
foundation-stone  of  the  new  church  of  .'st.  Aidau,  at 
Carlisle,  which  is  being  built  in  Warwick-road  at  a 
cost  of  from  £7,00(1  to  .C>!,00(i  from  designs  by  Mr. 
C.J.Ferguson,  F.S..V.,  architect.  The  site  of  the 
church  was  given  by  the  Duke  of  Devonshire,  and 
is  situated  at  the  south  end  of  the  Waterworks-lane, 
inapart  of  the  city  which  has  sprung  up  since  the  last 
new  church  was  erected  about  thirty  years  ago,  and 
which  comprises  a  populatiou  of  about  4,000, 

In  connection  with  the  electric  tram  system  about 

to  be  adopted  at  N'ewcastle-on-Tyue,  we  are  in- 
formed that  an  electric-power  station  is  to  be 

erected,  for  which  Mr.  B.  F.  Simpson  and  Jlr.  J. 
Savage,  of  that  city,  have  been  appointed  architect 
and  quantity  surveyor  respectively. 

The  town  council  of  Tunbridge  Wells  are  about 
to  endeavour  to  enlarge  the  borders  of  their  town 

by  including  two  thickly  populated  outlying 
districts  within  the  borough,  one  being  known  as 

St.  Peter's  estate,  and  neighbouring  laud,  com- 
prising lUti  acras  and  having  an  estimated  popula- 

tion of  .i.OOO,  and  the  other  as  New  Town,  liusthall, 
comprising  141  acres,  and  having  an  estimated 
population  of  1,000.  The  Housiug  aud  Workin" 
Classes  Committee  have  submitted  au  amended  and 
less  costly  scheme  for  the  housiug  of  the  working 
classes,  but  as  their  reduced  plaus  is  estimated  to 

cost  at  least  £'2.'>,OU0  for  .'i:!  cottages  and  .",0  tene- 
ments, decision  on  the  matter  has  been  deferred. 

The  preparation  of  the  sewerage  scheme  for 
ManaoB,  Brazil,  has  been  intrusted  to  Messrs. 
Beesley,  .Sju,  and  Nichols,  civil  eugiueers,  of  11, 
Victoria-street,  Westminster.  The  populatiou  to 
bs  provided  for  is  about  iiii,000,  aud  is  rapidly 
increasing. 

The  cottage  hospital,  Lytham,  is  being  warmed 

and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's  patent  Man- 
chester grates  aud  special  inlet  tubes,  the  same 

being  supplied  l>y  Jfessis.  E.  U,  .Shorland  and 
Brother,  of  Manchester. 

The  baud-stand  erected  in  the  Tunbridge  Wells 
Itaoreation  C  round  by  Mr.  Cjuncillor  E'.vy  lijbb 
to  the  memory  of  his  late  father  was  op3ued  on 
the  7th  inst.  Tee  stand  is  octair>na1  in  shape,  aud 
was  built  by  Mr.  F.  Skinner,  from  a  design  by  Mr. 
Henry  Elwig,  jun.  It  has  a  brick  base  surmounted 
by  a  course  on  which  rests  a  wood  panelling  with 
circular  mouldings  painted  in  white  and  blue. 
Around  are  eight  pitoh-pino  Hated  aud  moulded 
columns  supporting  a  bell-shaped  tile  roof,  over 
which  is  a  lead-covered  pinnacle  with  ornamental flnial. 

A  spsoial  meeting  of  the  GxecutiTe  of  the  Scottish 

Buildiog  Trades'  Federation  was  held,  on  Friday, 
within  the  Ulasgow  Building  Trades'  Exchange, 
Mr.  James  Leslie,  of  Aberdeen,  I'resident  of  the 
Federation,  in  the  chair.  Hepreseutatives  were 
present  from  Inverness,  Aberdeen,  Daudee,  Perth, 
Edinburgh,  II  iwick,  Hamilton,  Coatbridge,  iJlas- 
gow,  A:o.  Toe  report  of  the  secretary,  bearing 
upon  the  extension  aud  consolidation  of  the  federa- 

tion throughout  the  country,  was  considered,  when 
a  suggestion  to  divide  the  country  into  districts, 
aud  to  appoint  special  committees  in  each  to  carry 
out  the  work  was  heartily  approved  of,  and 
arrangements  were  made  for  the  annual  meeting 
of  the  federation,  which  is  to  be  held  in  Glasgow 
at  the  end  of  October. 

At  a  special  meeting  of  the  town  council  of 
Tduuton,  held  ou  Thursday  evening  in  last  week, 
it  was  decided  to  adopt  the  septic  tank  system  of 
sewage  disposal,  the  cost  of  the  proposed  change 

being  about  iJ2,000. 
The  town  council  of  Ayr  agreed  on  Monday  to 

proceed  with  the  erection  of  the  new  town  hall  on 
the  old  site,  utilising  the  additional  adjiceut  pro- 

perties purchased  for  the  purpose  of  improving  the 
entranoes  aud  exits,  the  erections  to  include  a  police 
court.  The  wtimated  cost  of  the  building  ia£  10,000. 

5tttttC0mmunicati0n. 
QUSSTIONS. 

,l-.'3i:i  1-Dlscoloured  Water  in  Bath -I  have 
limit  ft  HwimiuinfT-lmth  with  bricks.  an4  lined  with  I'ort- 
liiiiJ  cfment.  The  wiiter  in  supjilu-d  irvni  a  well  in  cliatk, 
iinil  is  i>ump€,l  up  with  a  windmill.  The  l>ath  i^  eovend 
over  with  glftHM.  When  first  tilled  the  water  is  beauti- 

fully eleiir  ;  but  aft«'r  ft  wck  it  tx^ginn  to  get  green  and 
turbid,  und  eveotunllf  becomes  <iiiite  thick  with  a  veget- 
ttble  growth.  Can  anfone  tell  me  how  to  cure  or  prevent 
thus.'- J.  J. 

[12314.]  —  Solder. -Can  any  of  my  fellow  readers inform  me  of  a  mixture  that  is  more  fuoible  than 
or.iinary  tinman'K  Holder,  but  still  stand  the  same  break- 

ing Htrain  ?— Pr.rjriRii's  M  v  i  k. 
[U:U5.]— Turret  Olochs.— Will  someone  kindly  in- 

form me  as  to  the  beat  iUiutrated  work  upon  turret 
clocks  1-W.  A.  r. 

( 12.11(5.  ]— Solvent  for  Gum. —  Will  any  reader 
kindly  let  me  know  the  best  and  cheapest  solvents  for 
"gum  euphorbium."— .\s  Occ.vsiosal  Keaueb. 

MBFLIS8. 

[12:!nfi.l— Architect's  Oharges.-In  reply  to  "  Per- 
plexed," I  consider  thiit  a  fair  and  reasonable  charge  to 

the  person  withdrawing  from  this  scheme  would  bo  from 
1^0  2  per  cent,  commission  on  the  total  of  eetimated 
cost.— AUAFSED. 

The  title  of  "  Professor  "  has  been  conferred  by 
the  Emperor  William  on  the  sculptor,  Herr  Walter 
Sohott. 

The  new  graving  dock  at  Port  Talbot  was  opened 
on  Tuesday  week  by  Mrs.  Mordey,  of  Cardiff.  Tte 
site  of  the  dock  covers  about  six  acres,  and  the 

graving  dock  is  43.~>ft.  long,  UOIt.  in  breadth,  and (iOtt.  entrance.  The  engineers  were  Messrs.  P.  W. 
and  C.  S.  Meik,  London,  and  the  contractors  Messrs. 
Topham,  Jones,  and  Railton,  also  of  London. 

New  buildings  for  the  Kuncorn  Constitutional 
Club  are  to  be  erected  on  a  prominent  eite  in  Green- 
way-road  in  that  town,  from  designs  from  Mr. 
Samuel  Davies,  M.S.A.,  architect,  of  Runcorn  and 
Frodsham. 

Messrs.  Methuen  and  Co.  will  publish  the  life 
of  Sir  J.  E  Millais  towards  the  cud  of  September. 
The  book  will  be  in  two  volumes,  and  will  contain 
no  less  than  :>00  illustrations.  The  life  is  ( dited  by 

Sir  J.  K.  Millais's  son,  Mr.  John  G.  Millais,  and 
contains  the  full  history  of  Millais's  extraordinary 
boyhood,  of  his  early  struggles,  of  the  founding  of 
the  pre-liaphaelite  Brotherhood,  for  the  first  time 
giveu  in  authentic  detail,  of  the  painting  of  most  of 
his  famous  pictures,  of  his  friendship  with  many  of 
the  most  distiuguisbod  meu  of  the  day  in  art,  letters, 
aud  politics.  There  will  be  a  large  number  of 
letters  to  Lady  Millais  describing  the  circumstances 
under  which  his  most  famous  piotuiov  were  painted. 

The  new  masonry  viaduct  on  the  Great  Western 
Kiilway'a  system  at  Penponds,  Camborne,  built  by 
Jlessrs.  Rjlf  and  Sons,  contractors,  was  used  on 
Sunday  for  the  first  time  in  lieu  of  the  old  wooden 
viaduct,  which  will  be  torn  down. 

At  a  meeting  of  Ayr  Town  Council  on  Monday, 
it  was  reported  that  the  depth  of  available  domestic 
water  supply  in  Loch  Fiulas  was  oft.  lOJin.,  as 
compared  with  '.)ft.  9}in.  at  the  same  date  last  year. 
It  was  agreed  to  proceed  with  a  new  storage 
reservoir  at  the  filters  to  contain  7,O00.OOu  gallons 
at  an  estimated  cost  of  1 7,045,  and  to  erect  pumping 

apparatus  to  pump  the  water  from  the  old  scheme at  an  additional  cost  of  about  £j,000. 

Colonel  W.  Langton  Coke,  M.I.C.E.,  and  Dr. 

S.  W.  Wheaton,  Lical  Government  Board  in- 
spectors, will  hold  an  inquiry  at  the  Public  Oflices, 

i: »remont,  on  Tuesday  next,  into  the  application  of 

the  Wallasey  Council  for  sanction  to  borrow  t'.i.O '.  1 
for  the  purchase  of  land  for  the  extension  of  their 
Infectious  Diseases  Hospital  aud  for  purposes  of  a 

depot,  and  f  lS,.i00  for  purposes  of  electric  traction. 
At  the  meeting  on  Monday  of  the  Surveying 

Committee  of  the  City  Council  of  Bath  a  sub- 
committee reported  that  the  extras  received  by  the 

surveyor,  Mr.  Fortune,  for  the  last  three  years  had 

averaged  LS'.l  per  annum.  They  recommended  that 

his  salary  be  raised  from  t'3,^0  to  .t'4,'il),  the  increase to  date  from  Michaelmas  next.  The  surveyor 

hoped  this  would  not  be  looked  upon  as  an  increase. 
The  Chairman  :  It  is  an  adjustment.  Mr.  Fortune 

asked  that  it  might  date  back,  but  uo  proposition  to 

that  ertect  was  made,  and  the  recommeudation  of 
the  sub-committee  was  adopted. 

The  foundation-stone  of  new  British  schools,  in 

course  of  erection  in  Kuowsley-road,  St.  Helens, 

Lanes,  was  laid  on  Fiiday.  The  site  adjoins  the 

Congregational  Chapel  lu  Kuowsley-road,  and 
when  completed  accommodation  will  be  found  for 
sol  scholars,  the  cost  of  the  schools,  apart  from 

the  land,  being  about  IL.iOO.  The  plans  were 

prepared  by  Mr.  F.  S.  Bmam,  aud  the  work  of  , erection  has  been  intrusted  to  Messrs.  J.  Patterson  | 

and  Sons,  of  LtTsrpooI. 
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LSOAI.  INTELiaOENOB. 

Dj-igi--;  ;s.i  HIT.  L.I..C. — fimeslla'chtos,  tiiM- 
^wper.  and  i)*i)j»niin  Goalding.  bhcklajer,  pleaded 

;uflty  at  the  London  County  .Seaaiocs  on  the  Tth 
Oft.  to  anupiring  to  ctitain  by  falje  pr«tec<»a  from 
h«  LC.C.  MTcnl  nun*  of  money.  Hutcbeca  had 
leUberataly  naed  bis  poaition  to  faUify  bock*  on  a 
^e  icale,  in  conjunction  with  Goaldin;,  who  waa 
.  bricklayer  employed  on  the  same  works.  When 
1  workman  (ail  Ul,  or  waa  ab««nt,  he  waa  allowed 
a  write  a  reqnett  for  another  man  to  draw  hia 
rage*.  Tbe  two  priacners  had  taken  i  !r^r.ra<;8  of 
hi*  tnk,  and  f«nt  in   reiaesta   at    :  ■■^ 
ram    di5««nt    addre«ae»,     arid    rtc. 
foolding  wa*  Mntenced  to   liz  and    ..  .    ..^».>  :o 

line  montha'  fmpriacnment. 
A.V  Ap         '-■'    ~    y  •■>  ■:      T>:-  :■:       PaTE- 

lETT.— .".  .'jewJay 
■  ~k.     ■  Ltd  . 

I  the  boroagh  aniTsyor.     The    turrejor  tbtn  t\.i. 
'  "I'll  call  a  special  meeting  and  pull  thu  tr.iL;.' 
through  for  you."  and  witness  took  it  for  gTii.U;d 
that  be  might  go  en  with  ths  work.  Mr.  Good- 

year, recaUed,  denied  ab9olu'.eIy  having  made  the 
'  itatement  attributed  to  him  by  Mr.  Page.     Mr. 
Page  knew  well  enongh  that  no  aaaiatant  in  hia 
ofSoe  would  hare  power  to  sanction  any   work. 
Mr.  Grimwood  aaid  the  Colchester   Ilrewing  Com- 

pany had  no  control  over  hia  work,  which  was  left 
menarge  of  hi§  foreman,  who  would  act  upon  :r 
stnictiona  from  the  architect.     The  Bench  decid- 

that  the  Brewing  Company  should  be  all-jw-l 

pay  the  eoets  of  the  case  on  condition  that  • mitated  the  parement,  and  put  ri(;ht  t>i<- 
lions,  and  the  case   would   l«  adj  .unie'i 

moiith.     Mr.  F'igewouli  be  t":;ivl  ■,  1  and 
I  oo*t*,  or  in  default  a  warrant  of  dii!re«,    . 
'  case  against  Mr.  Orunwood  would  be  diamii^ed 

payment  of  lOs.  6<i.  costs. 

:  l£i«  uufuugh  Surveyor 

it  Kut  Hill  sithout  ' 
n.      The    town    clerk       •. .      .i. 
.ain>d  that  the  informatirn  was  laid 

:.  leetion  of  the  Public  H-al-.h  A-*  il 
A  :..^  ttat<d  that  in  all  highways  r> 
.ahabitant*  at  large  all  parementr 

^.i  ̂ IhtT  material*  thereof  should  be  xu... .    .   

>Dtrol  of  the  T'rban  Authority,  and  any  penrm iKpLacisg  or  remoring  them  without  the  oonaut  of 
tiat  autlwrity  thoold  be  liable  to  a  penalty  not  ex- 
(eding  £->,  and  a  farther  penalty  not  exceeding  .i*., 
r  erery  iqaare  foot  of  paring  or  other  material  di*- 
laced  or  taken  up  or  injured.  <>a  August  24  the 
oroagh  furreyor  riaited  a  building  in  coone  of 
onatruction— itwa» -.  -  '  -— for  tbeCoichester 
l-ewingOmpany.  'ir  premise*  at Eaat 
lill.  Ite  found  that '  .    .uob*  bad  been  mad« 
^  front  of  the  buij>ij;ga  uc^ler  tbe  paTemeot,  and 
r  the  purpoee  of  snefa  excavrntioa*  two  large  piece* 

'  y^'>m«nt  had  been  remortd,  10ft.  in  lengtti  aad 
.  width.  He  at  onoa  called  the  attention  of 

.-'  man  of  the  work  to  what  he  had  diatxneied, 
.1  told  him  the  work  must  not  proceed.  Tbe 
cemaa  aaid,  "  Well,  theae  f  xeaTitiona  were  not 
bown  on  my  plans,  but  the  architect  told  me  to  go 

-I  with  the  wwk."  The  snrreyor  wrote  at  ooeato 
(r.  Pa^,  the  architect  of  tbe  building,  call^ig  ha* 
'.tention  to  tile  matter,  and  teOiag  him  that  tha 
iTcment*  miut  not  be  ramored.  Hie  also  wrote  to 
be  bnilden  at  Sodbory  painting  oat  what  had  bean 
lone,  and  telling  the  firm  that  he  had  communicated 
nth  the  architect  en  the  subject,  '^a  August  V) 

it.  Page  called  at  the  borovgh  nrrt-yor's  oSse 
>ad  declined  to  atop  the  work.  Mr.  Page  handed 
lim  a  piaa  of  aoraa  pnn«,»t»l  farther  bnildinai 
rhich  were  to  be  erected  ahore  the  floor  of  tM 
riginal  plan  for  which  pann**ion  hnd  been  alrtady 
nuted.  Upoo  thia  new  plaa  were  shown  two 
tjs  at  that  time  ia  eomae  of  eooatraetion.  In  the 

- iuiary  way  the  smserut  woold  hen  broogbt  that 
an  to  the  committee  for  further  eaasadention.  bat 
^  road*  end  drainage  eammittae  naolied  thet  they 
'>old  not  eani^ino  it  now  that  the  work  had  alrcadr 
roeseded.  Tbe  town  clerk  added  that  a*  far  back 
J  Msy  hat  the  original  plaas,  showing  tbe  pro- 
'oard  new  fljor,  were  peiewd,  but  they  ahoirad 
othisg  of  the  bays  or  ceDar  grating*  or  li^le 
rhich  it  wa*  now  piopuetj  to  indfode  in  Oe 
oilding.  And  so  the  work  wa*  begun,  a  boardiBg 
eisg  erected  round  the  frcnt  of  tbe  place,  bat 
•ehiad  thii  paseoseula  were  taken  up  and  th* 
xeavatioo*  commenced.  Mr.  T'age  moat  ̂ re 
aiowB  at  the  outlet  that  he  bad  no  right  to  more 
Um  uanateut,  and  certainly  after  rceetviag 
the  bOTOoah  suiseym'*  letter.  Mr.  Herbert 
rocdTcar.  boraa«h  snrreyor,  supported  the  charge. 

'-  "  i''T.  from  the  boroagh  carreyor's 
:i>'..  Mr.  Young  pleaded  that  the 

;^g  <>^mpany  had  taken  aU  the  precaatson* 
»ary  where  bnlMiaga  were  to  be  erected.  Tt&j 

^igaged  an  experieaeed  azefaiteet.  and  entered  iatc  i 
>ntnct  with  a  well-known  ^.-s  of  Inildeir.  ■ 

-•at  tba7  had  a  ri^t  to  aaaume  th.i:  the  boildir . 
rcold  tie  erected  in  cooiormity  with  the  Act.  Wiui 
egard  to  the  ea*e  a^naat  Mr.  Page  aad  Mr.  Grim- 

wood, there  had  been  rone  amount  of  mi*uader- 
■tinding  with  relet eme  to  the  matter.  '  3  the 
tlntplBa  whieh  wae  (ahnitted  aad  approT'?':  '.here 
•■■  a  large  eeOar,  bat  there  wa*  no  way  of  aceem 
t  bght  and  air  except  through  these 
Thadi  were  made.  Mr.  Page  on  Aug. 
k  aecoad  plaa,  aad  *ent  it  to  the  cth-x  dl  the 
.droogh  nrfevor.  That  plaa  wa*  sent  back  the 
omeoaj  with  aa  intimataon  Q^:  :'■■:  Ixk  aUa 
'aaaotoa.  Mr.  Page  tarus>^- 
-sepeet  the  plaa  wa*  is  order.  1 

•^*h  the  work.      Tbe   bouaer    tm    i-.^ir-i-n^w 

-iff,   aad    the    bailder,    eosidndiag   that 
■  ige     had     obtaiaed      cctj^z.'..     '.U    work 

i-sot  OS  tin    it   wa*   tbovo^i 
of   Ih*  Braving    C:r 

— t  they  leemiul  ttat    ai    .^..^    .  v,  -. -,< 
-^e,  the  aichjtect,  stated  that  they  di»eoT«rad 
'  F'*"  ahawmg  the  |»inif,a«il  excaratioa* had 

Ibxaeicik  iatheoffiae  anhekaowalo 

.•*t.    broughty    titty,    nui     was,    ou 

.'.J  7,  when  engaged  at  two  semi-deta/^r. 

tagea  in  course  ot  erection  in  Hill-»tr<:-'    " •0  *eTerely  injured  by  the  upper  part 
»i!!  falling  upon  him  that  he  died  iti  . 

--T  the  same  day.  John  .Soott  MLllcf,  i.««icr, 
:.,  said  the  pirtstioL-wall  wsa  ;:T(t.  in 

li-ign-..  and  built  of  brick  -Ji.  thick  T  •  '--■-  ■  ■•  -. food  deal  of  wind  on  the  day  of  th^ 
in  hi*  opinion  the  wind  waa  the  cau^e  : 
of  the  wall.  Sheriff  Cimpbell  .Smi'Ji  ii.i  :.-  wi^ 
of  opinion  that  a  /Ji.  wall  27(t.  high  waa  not  a  safe 
erection,  and  the  builder  or  the  architect  who  in-iifA 
■oeh  a  wall  and  put  it  up  ran  a  risk  of  t/eir.;.f  tried 

for  culpable  homicide  if  any  disaster  ■>-.-■;  urred. There  was  far  too  much  of  thia  slum  work  m  b:^ 

town*,  and  Glasgow  wa*  worst  of  '^'1.  Limits followed  Glasgow  too  much  in  the  taate  for  the 
cheap,  showy,  and  nasty.  What  bad  come  out  in 
thi*  ea*e  was  a  caution  both  to  architects  and  to 
boildets.  Tbe  occarre:,c«  was,  no  doubt,  an  acci- 

dent :  but  it  was  an  a/^rMent  a^aiost  which  builders 

ought  to  proTide.  .\  verdict  cf  accidental  death 
due  to  tiaeture  of  the  skuU  wa.s  returned. 

A.   E.   Trrrre,    LnoTEI..  — A    winding-up  order 

haring  been  made  against  this  compioy  on  Aag.   ', 
the    statutory    meetiogs    of    credi*.on  and   share - 
boldeii  were  held  on  Friday  at  the  Caiej-stie^t 
oficM  of  the  Board  of  Trade.     Mr.  '}.  S.  iiirLta, 
Ssoior  Official  Beeeirer.  crended.     The  chairman 

laid  the  eaae  wae  one  whid.  showe-i  '.o  whi*.  usee — 
or  i^her  abuse*— the  C  jmp ames  .>.  ,U  -- , .. ;  he  pi'.. 

The  company  was  registered  oa  <j :'..  .:,       ■',  with 
a BOariDal  capital  of  £2o,'>>j,  is  shares  of  :..  ea:h, 

to  poieiiaae  the  buiinees  of  a  timber  and  boiliers' 
Berehaat,  kz.,  at  L'Uidport,  Portsmouth,  belon^;- 
iag  to  Mr.  A.  E.  Li  lie,  who  took  it  over  ;r.  .-Ti, 
aiM  carried  it  on  alone  until  the  r4?istnt:oa  o!  the 
company.    At  that  time  Meaars.  Palfreman.  F<v«ter. 
and  Co.  were  unsecured  creditors  of  Mr.  LCliif  for 

opwaids  of  £1-.'//.,  and  they  roggested  the  forma- tioa  of  the  company,  tbe  *ole  and  arowed  object 
becDg  to  proTide  security,  by  way  of  debeotorea.  for 

their  outetaading  debt.     Mr.  L-Jiie  stated  that  prior 
to  the  fotmataon  at  the  company  he  offered  the  itm 

irerj  aerap  of  security  be  could,  but  tiiej 
to  take  it.     It  was  in  order  to  aroid  regis - 

of  any  charge   under  the   Bills    of  ̂i.)-- 
Aet  that  the  company  wa*  formed,  Mee:;- 
fnmoa,    Foater,    and    Co.    swifting    in   0 

motaoB,  aad  paying  one-half   of  the  r<^ 
iiiumM,    By    the    artidea    of   a^. :  -' 
LuHe  waa  appointed  gorreming  dire'.: 
with  power  to  at>puiut  and  remore  oth':: 
ton.    By  an  agitttuiaut  dated  December  . 
Mr.  L'llie    aoU   the    boaine**    to   the   :.-..-. 

for  S.:'i.'/.''i,    in    fully-paid    share*,  the    compuy 

undertakmg  to  dijcharge  tbe  liabilitiea.  >'o  l>tiav:e 
sheet  had  lw«n  pre-riotuiy  prepared,  but  a  >*-■ of  a£ain   waa  made   Out   on   Xoremb^r 

ih-irh-iz  habilitie*   £iS,>V;,  and  ua^'.'.   -- 

aad  the   purchase   price   .' 
'or goodwill,  whi.th  wu  intr 

i-Tjuisiii  adjaatmant*  to  ̂ ■...,'.     Oii  .  - 
1907,  aa  agnemcnt  waa  entered  :x>v.   04:  - 

eom^aayand  Maaan.  Palfreman.  FvsV.- 
prond*^  that  debeatore*  shsuld  be  isra£>: 
as  SBUuUy  for  a  debt  then  doe,  or  accr. 

for  £13,751,  aad  for  farther  adtraocea.   In  .   
UW,  Mr.  Lillie  appointed  hi*  foreman,  Mr.  i .  .-. 
JaaUaa,  to  be  a  doector.  aad  in  Augoat  of  tbe  same 

jmm  ha  alao  appointed  Mr.  E.  C.  Hall,  a  repreeenu- 
live  of  Vemr*.  PaUremaa,  Foater,  and  Co..  to  be  a 

director.  The  eompaay  had  n-  •»r>-.i.-T  :rul 
'1*  preraat  at  one  meeting.  '   i 

)at  li  iiwtiiigi  by  hia  pe-- 
lie  appealed  to  hare  aaaie-: 
aad  to  have  Bgaed  all  c 
The  oalT  *hareLo^len  : 

llia,whok^ 

.  i  J  iiS  .-■  jjl  a  r^ce-Ter  iraa  ij  - 

P'.ir.l<-d  on  bebaU  of  Mesars.  I'alireman,  Foster,  and 
i  0. .  ii.  1  on  the  following  day  he  took  p>8«e«on 

of  the  company's  property.  The  statement  of  sfiajn 

showed  groe*  liabilitie*   Cyj222,  of  which  £6,03J 
were  expected  to  rank,  and  a  surplus  m  a**«ta  of £'  .      'I'clcsed  after  providing  for  payment 

of  -or*.    As  regards  shareholder*,  there 

w-  r.cy  of  £T,AJ.     The   chairman   said 
there  oould   be  little  doubt  that  the   aaaets  wcto 

grossly  OTerralued,  and  the  receirer  stated  that  ha •  '  '   '  'ipeet  to  realise  lofRcient  to  pay  off  the 

.-.1.     If  that  waa  lo,  there  would  not  be  a 
•   -  -he    anv.eured  creditors.     A  letter  had 

Me«ar».  Palfreman,  Foeter,  and 
ited  that  tbey  were  unable  to 

,:.;.ou  to  the  unsecured  creditors, 
ved  that  the  debts  would  ultimately 

:  .  .      Mr.  McKay,  solicitor  for  Meear». 

u.,  Foeter,  and  Co.,  said  he  entirely  dis- r  ,in  the  chairman's  obeerratiom  that  tbey 
:  ih.,  company.    They  did  not  promote  the 

. '  ustial  sense  of  the  term ;  they  only 

..;  of  the  regi*tratiom  expenae*.    The 

.  .-  .»:,  s.iia  be  u*ed  thie  word  "promotion"  in 
«nse  of  baring  aa*i*ted  to  form  the  company. 

■'■r  some  diacnmon,  the  creditors  resolved  toleare 
matter  in  the  hand*  of  the  OfKcial  Ileoeirer  aa 
.;dator,  a  committee  of    inspection  being  al*o 

ii,f.-oii,ted.    Tbe  meeting  of  shareholders  was  ad- 
,  'jumed  pi'o  foTifi  1  for  a  week. 

•:.:ee  WithO'.t    Capital.— Arthur  .Sturt, 
is   .\rthur  .Sturt  and  Company,  builder, 
.'.Terrie.     Heaton,   rK.m^.  up    for  his  f.rrt 

-iiii,-.. .'  •  ""  Bankruptcy 
C.rt  d  debt*  were 

retun-t.       •''*•     Dibtor 
began  buaineas  four  year*  ago.  li^  had  so  capital 
whatever.  He  bad  formerly  been  a  plumber  at 
Eiswick  shipyard.  When  be  wa*  diacharged  from 
there  be  Kogbt  work.  He  obtained  tevesal  plumb- 

ing joba,  aodalao  orders  for  *maU  bonae  repain. 
He  then  took  up  the  building  trade,  and  secured 
seven  contract*  to  build  bon*e*  for  the  Byker 

I  Estate*  Company.  He  bsd  to  agree  to  buy  the 
land,  and  then  sum*  were  advasoed  hiia  by  the 

I  compasy  aa  he  went  on  building.  When  the  booae* 
were  finiaheid  they  w«ra  *old,  the  company  received 
the  money  for  the  land,  their  advance*,  and  intereat 
on  theae,  the  balance,  if  any,  being  banded  over  to 
him.  He  had  only  one  lo**  over  these  eoDtraeta 
of  £'..>),  but  be  loot  over  contract*  at  Hwrham  and 
Gosforth  tJOi  and  i-V/j  reapectively.  He  obtained 
credit  a*  a  contractor,  and  pot  tbe  good*  into  the 
property  he  built.  He  oould  not  say  who  got  tibe 
bei.e£t  of  that.  The  Eegistrar  (Mr.  Dendy)  said 

deh'^or  appeared  to  bay  the  land  on  credit,  and  be 
had  to  ny  intereat  on  that  money,  having  no 
capitaL  Tbtai  he  obtained  advance*  a*  he  irent 

along,  and  had  to  pay  intereat  on  thoae.  He  ob- 
tained good*  on  credit  in*tead  of  paying  caah,  and 

when  a  boom  wa*  sold  the  land  vendor*  had  Snt 
i-i»;tn  on  the  porchaoe  money  for  advances  and 
interest.  What  waa  left  wa*  all  that  debtor  had  to 

live  on  and  pay  In*  credSon.  Mr.  Bochdoir:  With 

reigard  to  one  of  these  Gocforth  hooaes,  don't  ̂ oa stand  nmmitted  for  trial  to  tbe  Qoazter  Biaann* 
for  wilful  damage?  Debtor:  For  alleged  wilful 
damage.  The  er^imnation  wa*  adjoamei  tin 

.September  14. 
ixzi's  OOKMBrianoar.— Mr. 

Cerr  and  a  Jory  diwxiand  of  a  case,    recently,  in 
'  "^  tidoa  Court,  in  which  William  8&ter, 

.iaoa-coad,  Peekham,  «oed  Haodyiide 

I'M,  Queen  Vietoria-atzeet.  theeon- 
; ,.'  th*  ironwork  used  in  the  re-erection  of 

:.-of»^,litan  Tabemade,  N'ewisgton  Butt*,  to 

i&der  the  Eafilajrer*'  liabiUty  Act,  the '1  far  |i*nimal  injuria*  *intaiiw<1  while  in 
.-riee.      Slater    waa  wooing    for   the  d»- 

f  ̂.^..la^U  ia  March  bat  at  Spargeon's  Tabemade, 
asd  waa  eomiag  down  a  ladder  to  go  to  the  foreman 

'ub"  (a  payoieut  oa  account),  wfceo  the 
■>ing  too  perpaadiealar.  left  the  wall  againat :  waa  '—-'->     Had  he  remained  on  the 

;..-  us  e**s  waa  tiat  be  would  have  been  kiBed, 
:jt  juniped  to  tta  nooad,  a  di«t«iife  of  >.t.    Hi* 
:  wu  injatod,  aad  he  hod  beea  out  of  empioy- 

.-  'wes  week*.    The  defeaee  waa  th.at  the 
should  act  have  aoed  the  ladder  which 

.  .i.e>::  the  *»'iiliHt,  bat  ahoald  have  dtK>nd>d  by 
-^jiiiaaimt  laddac    The  aiialuituBe  sra*  broacht 

.out  aatinly  by  the  plaiatifr*  own  fault    The 
J  .ry  fooad  far  the  ifafiiitautl     An  applicataon  wa* 
then  made  to  fix  the  iiianiiiaaliiin  to  which  the 

ptaintifl  was  aatitlad  oador  the  Wc-'-  ■      -n- 
petcsatian  Act.    Thai  waa  ay  to  J  at  oe 
coat*  of   lifsadiaf  the  isaployer's  ...  :a will  be  dedactad  ftmfi  111- 

r^Mliag  OB  Moadsy  the  Morecarabs 
t  Cooaca  wpoiated  Mes*rs.  B^oley. 
:hols,  of  Wcalaiaater.  engineer*  to 

Sevang*  uliiai  at  tbe  oaaai  com- 

f^r  eiat.  opoa  the  eit^-r-t-tir*  >x- '  tif  lead,  way-leaves,  "^ 
The  scheme  .'  to 
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As  excellent  work  has  been  done  during  the 
laat  few  yeara  by  the  Dieoission  Section  of  the 
Architectural  Association,  in  the  way  of  training 
young  students  to  think  and  express  themstlves 
on  architectural  topics  with  lucijity,  distinctness, 
and  fluency,  thus  preparing  members  to  explain 
their  views  to  committees  or  individual  clients. 

The  meetings  are  held  fortnightly  on  l''riday 
evenings,  alternately  with  those  of  the  Associa- 

tion itself,  and  the  programme  for  this  section 
during  the  coming  session  is  an  attractive  and 
suggestive  one,  running  as  follows  :  — isgg  : 
(October  13,  debate,  "  The  Kegistration  of  Archi- 

tects," to  be  opened  by  A.  11.  Jemmett  and 
C>.  A.  T.  Middleton  :  November  o,  "  Brasses," 
ti.  U.  Smith  ;  November  17,  "  Tenement  Houses 
for  the  Working  Classes,"  Kobert  Williams; 
December  1,  "  Church  Furniture,"  F.  C.  Kden. 
1900:  January  5,  "The  I'ublic  Monuments  of 
London,  Architecturally  Considered,"  V.  II. 
King:  January  I'.i,  "Granite  as  a  Building 
Material  in  the  Channel  Islands,"  C.  B.  Bone; 
February  2,  "  Opening  up  Land  for  Building 
Purposes,"  G.  M.  Nicholson ;  February  IG, 
"  Some  Aspects  of  Modem  Architecture,"  SV.  .\ . 
Forsyth;  March  i!,  debate,  ''The  (iuestion  of 
the  Model  By-laws,"  J.  Humphrey  Jones, 
B.A.,  J.  H.  Tyars,  F.  T.  W.  (loldsmith  :  March 

10,  "  The  Church  of  St.  Francis,  ,\s3isi :  a  Study 
in  Colour  Decoration,"  W.  K.  Dobson;  March 
30,  "Ventilation  and  Warming,"  F.  W. 
Aldwinckle,  jun.  ;  May  18,  "  Some  Essentials  to 
Health,"  H.  C.  Lander:  and  May  25,  "The 
Legal  Position  of  the  Architect,"  L.  L.  Macassey 
(barrister-at-law) . 

Tin:  report  of  Mr.  Walter  Armstrong,  C.B., 
the  director  of  the  National  Gallery  of  Ireland  to 
the  board  of  governors  and  guardians  for  the  year 
1898,  states  that  the  number  of  visitors  during 
the  year  showed  a  slight  decrease,  due  to  the 
absence  of  American  visitors  during  the  summer 
season.  The  numbers  were  : — Free  admissions — 
weekdays  -It^SJO,  Sundays  19,191;  by  payment 
— Thursdays  and  Fridays,  1,180;  total,  "0,21!. 
The  pictures  purchased  for  the  general  collection 
included  "  Les  Tours  de  Cartes,"  by  J.  B.  S. 
Chardin,  £750  ;  "The  Lost  Daughter  Restored," 
by  Godfried  Schalcken,  £150  ;  and  "TheCruci- 

fi.xion,"  by  Lucas  Cranach,  .£10.  Among  the 
donations  received  was  a  portrait  in  oil  by  S.  V. 
Hall  of  Charles  Stewart  Parnell,  presented  by 
Sir  J.  Brunner,  M.P.  A  catalogue  of  the 
portrait  gallery,  which  has  long  been  wanted, 
has  now  been  added.  The  report,  which  is 
dated  July  12  and  signed,  concludes  by  stating 
that  the  plans  for  the  extension  of  the  gallery  are 
now  complete,  and  that  the  work  is  on  the  point 
of  being  commenced. 
Mu.  W.  II.  Bullock  H.ill,  of  Si.\-Mile 

Bottom,  Cambs,  calls  attention  to  the  little- 
known  Roman  camp  at  Caiator,  some  three  miles 
south  of  Norwich,  which  he  remarks  is  in  an 
extraordinary  state  of  preservation.  The  four 
sides  of  the  parallelogram  can  be  distinctly  seen 
by  the  most  careless  observer,  measuring  438yd3. 
from  east  to  west,  and  oGiyds.  from  north  to 
south.  In  some  places  the  masonry,  consisting 
of  square-faced  Hints,  with  regular  courses  of 
bricks  at  intervals  of  about  30in.,  is  still  in  per- 

fect preservation  for  a  height  of  20ft.  above  the 
level  of  the  ground.  .\t  the  western  end  of  the 
camp,  where  it  rests  on  the  iiiver  Tas,  the  vallum 
is  very  intermittent  and  much  lower.  But  nearly 
in  its  centre  the  masonry  of  an  advanced  tower — 
perhaps  connected  with  the  Porta  Decumana — is 
still  e.\tant.  Conspicuous  in  the  south-east  coiner 
of  the  inclosure  of  the  camp,  containing  34  acres 
in  all,  the  tower  of  the  church  of  St.  Fdmund 
overtops  the  vallum.  The  fossa  there — i.e. ,  along 
the  east  face — is  Syds.  deep,  measured  to  the  top 
of  the  vallum.  I  luge  detached  masses  of  masonry 
lie  about  in  the  fossa,  where  an  entrance  road  has 
been  forced  through  the  vallum.  The  whole 
camp  is  of  unique  interest. 

Tm:  excavations  of  the  Roman  tesselated  floor 
at  Dorchester  are  practically  finished.  The  design 
of  the  pavement  is  very  elaborate,  and.  though 
considerable  damage  has  been  caused  by  tlie 
cutting  of  a  drain  through  it  before  the  discovery 
was  made,  a  largo  proportion  of  the  pavement  is 
singularly  well  preserved.  The  lloor  is  that  of  a 
tablinum  or  other  principal  room,  and  the  work 
was  evidently  done  late  in  the  Roman  era. 
The  Dorchester  Town  Council  have  decided  to 
approach  the  Dorset  County  JIuseum  and  the 

Dorset  Antiquarian  Society  with  a  view  to  joint 
action  being  taken  for  the  acquisition  of  the  relics, 
which  at  present  belong  to  a  private  person  at 
Weymouth,  who  is  developing  the  land  for  build- 

ing purposes.  Dr.  Colley  March  inspected  the 
floor  on  behalf  of  the  British  Museum  on  Thurs- 

day in  last  week,  and  it  depends  on  his  report 
whether  a  delegation  from  the  museum  will 
examine  the  relici.  Besides  the  pavement,  a 
quantity  of  pottery  and  human  remains  have  been found. 

In  a  letter  to  the  Cili/  Prt.-»,  Mr.  .iVlfred  Lyon, 
the  chairman  of  the  governing  body  of  .Sir  John 
Cass  Schools,  shatters  the  commonly  received 
tradition  that  .Sir  John  Cass  came  from  Scotland 

a  "poor,  shoeless  boy,"  and  subsequently 
obtained  a  situation  with  a  butterman,  whose 
daughter  he  married,  inherited  his  father-in- 
law'a  wealth,  and  thus  was  enabled  to  found  the 
school  which  bears  his  honoured  name.  But, 
continues  ilr.  Lyon,  "  who  was  Sir  John,  many 
may  ask :  Well,  we  do  not  know  much  of  his 
history,  but  this  we  do  know,  that  he  was  the  son 
of  Mr.  Thomaa  Cass,  a  carpenter  and  builder,  a 
man  of  good  means  and  standing,  who  lived  in 
Upper  East  Smithfield,  in  the  lordship  part  of 
St.  Botolph,  .\ldgate.  We  know  that  .lohn 
followed  his  father's  business,  ani  grew  into  a 
good  and  capable  min,  that  he  served  the  City  of 
London  as  one  of  its  members  in  I'arliamoat, 
that  he  occupied  the  position  of  a  Sheriff  of 
London,  but  unfortunately  did  not  live  to  become 
Lord  Mayor.  But  he  thought  of  the  poor,  and 
in  his  lifetime  founded  the  school  that  has  been  a 

blessing  to  thousands." 
A  LdNo  Nt(ii.i:(TEii  tunnel  running  under  a 

populous  Metropolitan  district  between  two  im- 
portant centres  is  about  to  be  reutilised.  Con- 
structed in  1860  for  the  purpose  of  transmitting 

mails  by  pneumatic  pressure  between  the  General 
Post-office  and  Euston  Station,  it  failed,  partly 
because  of  its  size— the  diameter  being  lUt.— 
and  partly  because  the  leakage  of  air  was  greater 
than  had  been  expected.  The  power  of  the 
engines  employed  was  increased  from  100  to  800 
horses,  but  in  vain,  and  an  enterprise  that  had 
cost  £175,000  was  apparently  at  an  end  for  ever. 
Thereupon  the  entrances  to  the  tunnel  were 
closed,  and  the  ground  above  them  levelled,  an 
operation  so  effectually  performed  that  a  long 
search  has  been  necessary  to  rediscover  them. 
Now  the  tunnel  is,  after  all,  to  fulfil  the  purpose 
for  whioh  it  waa  designed,  but  the  motive  power 
is  to  bo  electricity  instead  of  compressed  air. 
Trains  each  of  four  or  five  long,  low  waggons 
are  being  constructed.  Every  car  will  bear  nine 
tona.  The  trains  are  to  be  capable  of  travelling 
at  the  rate  of  30  or  even  35  miles  an  hour,  and 
the  tunnel  will  be  passed  through  in  five  minutes. 

At  the  closing  meeting  of  the  recent  Trades 
Union  Congress  at  Plymouth,  ilr.  Ben  Tillett, 
of  the  London  Dock  and  Wharf  Labourers' 
Union,  proposed,  and  Mr.  E.  C.  (iibbs,  repre- 

senting the  1  ̂ndon  house-decorators  and  painters, 
seconded,  a  resolution  dealing  with  the  housing 
problem,  demanding  drastic  solution,  and  calling 
upon  all  municipal  bodies  to  avail  themselves  of 
the  powers  conferred  upon  them  in  Part  3  of  the 
Housing  of  the  Working  Classes  Act,  1890,  by 
the  erectioii  of  municipal  dwellings  to  be  let  at  a 
rental  covering  the  capital  and  interest  on  the 
buildings  only,  the  limit  for  repayment  of  the 
loan  to  be  100  years  ;  and,  further,  the  establish- 

ment of  a  rents  court  tor  dwelling-houses  upon 
similar  linos  to  the  Land  and  Rents  Court  of 
Ireland  and  the  Highlands  of  Scotland.  Tho 
resolution  was  carried  unanimously,  as  also  waa 
one  instructing  the  Parliamentary  Committee  to 
bring  before  the  Government  the  pressing  need 
for  a  better  and  cheaper  service  of  workmen's 
trains  on  all  railways. 

Mil.  AxoitF.w  C.uiNLOiF.  is  tho  newest  .addition 

to  New  York's  colony  of  millionaires.  His  house 
on  Upper  Fifth  Avenue  is  to  be  in  a  late  phase 
of  tho  Renaissance,  with  Dutch-Colonial  details. 
The  architects,  Messrs.  Babb,  Cook,  and  Willard, 
have,  says  tho  An  Decorator  of  New  York,  con- 

sistently abstained  from  doing  anything  startling 
or  showy,  and  their  work  has  always  been  marked 
by  a  quiet,  good  tasto,  which,  it  seems,  is  at 
length  being  appreciated.  A  feature  new  to 
New  York  will  be  the  garden,  which,  with  tho 
house,  will  occupy  the  entire  width  of  the  block, 
between  Ninetieth  and  Ninety-first  Streets.  The 
jirincipal  entrance  will  bo  in  the  latter  street. 
On  the  ground  floor  will  be  a  larira  hall,  the 
diniug-room,  breakfast-room,  tea-room,  library, 
drawing-room,  billiard -room,  and  conservatory. 

The  garden  will  be  terraced  and  laid  out  in 
llower-beda  in  the  Old  French  style,  as  is  shown 
in  the  engravings  to  .Vbraham  Boese'a  "  Le 
Jardin  de  la  Noblesse  Fran<  lia." 
Tub  annual  conference  of  the  Institute  of 

Auctioneers  waa  held  in  Dublin  on  Thursday  and 
Friday  last.  The  first  day's  proceedings  were (included  by  a  dinner  to  the  Council  of  the 
Inatitute,  at  which  the  Lord  Mayor  was  present. 

.Vt  the  general  meeting  on  I'ridav,  Jlr.  W.  R. 
Peck,  the  president,  occupied  the  chair,  and  Jlr. 
Weatherall  presented  illuminated  addresses  to 
Jlr.  J.  F.  Field,  F.S.A.,  and  Mr.  Alderman 
IMward  Dobson,  the  past  presidents,  for  their 
services  in  organising  and  establishing  the 
Institute.  An  earnest  appeal  was  made  to auctioneers  practising  in  Ireland  to  join  the Inatitute  as  members. 

_An  unusual  accident  occurred  at  Chicago  on 
Monday  week  at  the  Coliaeum  in  course  of  erec- 

tion there,  invoh-ing  the  lose  of  ten  lives,  and 
the  maiming  of  about  the  same  number  of  work- 

men. In  this  caae  the  last  of  twelve  steel  arches 
had  been  erected  under  the  charge  of  the  con- 

tractors, the  Pittsburgh  Bridge  Company,  and 
the  general  approval  of  Jlr.  Shankland,  who  had 

had  great  experience  during  the  World's  F*ir 
operations,  when  through  some  unascertained 
cause  it  lost  its  balance  through  some  yielding  to 
a  strain  and  fell  against  its  neighbour,  and  one 
after  another  the  entire  aeries  of  trusses  fell  in 
ruins.  Another  extraordinary  failure  is  recorded 
in  the  same  issue  of  the  Chicago  journals,  that  of 
one  of  the  bridges  over  the  CUcago  River,  which 
fell  in  halves  aa  it  awuog  open — a  mischance 
which  caused  the  immediate  oflicial  closing  of 
three  other  bridgea,  after  examination  had  dis- 

closed that  they  were  in  a  perilously  unsafe 
condition. 

The  improvement  of  Delaware  Avenue,  Phila- 
delphia, and  the  extension  of  the  city  piers  has 

been  continued  during  1898.  The  avenue  is 
being  widened  from  about  50ft.  to  150ft.,  in- 

volving the  reclaiming  from  the  river  of  a  strip 
about  100ft.  wide,  the  depth  of  water  varying 
from  4ft.  to  20ft.,  beneath  which  is  soft  mud 
from  10ft.  to  40ft.  deep.  Intercepting  sewers 
are  necessary  to  discharge  the  dry  weather  sewage 
at  the  pier  head  .and  allow  the  storm -water  to 
discharge  into  the  docks  as  heretofore.  The 
bulkhead  is  constructed  partly  aa  a  concrete  wall 
on  a  timber  and  pile  pUtform  backed  by  sheet 
piling  and  braced  with  spur  piles,  and  partly  of 
concrete  blocks  laid  on  a  bank  of  coarse  gravel, 
with  its  outer  slope  faced  with  riprap.  Piles  are 
driven  through  the  gravel  and  sawed  off  about 
12ft.  below  low  water.  Concrete  blocks  are 

placed  on  the  piles  below  low  water  and  an  even 
bearing  obtained  by  a  cement  mattress,  as  intro- 

duced years  ago  at  New  Y'ork  by  Mr.  George  S. 
Greene,  jun.  The  work  is  being  done  by  the 
Bureau  of  Surveys  of  the  Department  of  Public 
Works,  of  which  Mr.  George  S.  Webster  is  chief 
engineer;  Mr.  J.  A.  Bensel,  of  the  New  York 
Dock  Department,  is  consulting  engineer. 

WooD-ii-ovK  ia  made  by  grinding  aawduat  to 

a  fine  powder,  and  is  used  throughout  the  United 
States  and  in  (iermany  for  two  general  purposes 
— first,  in  the  manufacture  of  dynamite  and 

nitro-glycerine  :  and  second,  in  the  manufacture 

of  linoleum  and  ppyrolite,  or  artificial  flooring. The  wood- flour  is  lised  as  a  cheap  substitute  for 
infusorial  earth,  which  is  the  stjindard  material 

for  dynamite  manufacturers.  It  is  regarded  aa 
distinctly  inferior  to  infusorial  earth  for  making 

explosives,  and  it  is  only  used  where  a  cheap 

product  is  desired,  or  where  the  infusorial  earth 
cannot  be  obtained.  Wood-flour  has  also  been 

somewhat  extensively  iised  in  the  manufacture  of 
linoleum.  The  floorcloth  is  made  by  laying  a 

cwting  of  hardened  linseed-oil  mixed  with 

ground  cork  on  a  canvas  net  or  back  :  but  here 

again  it  w.aa  found  to  bo  hard  and  inelastic,  and 

for  that  purpose  inferior  to  cork  meal,  ao  that  its 
use  haa  been  abandoned  to  a  great  extent. 

Papyrolito  is  extensively  used  as  a  flooring  for 
kitchens,  halla,  corridors,  &c.,  and  ia  also  uSed 
on  German  war-veasels,  because  it  has  most  of 

the  advantages  of  wood,  it  does  not  aplinter  from 

shot,  or  take  tire. 
Bkuk  pavements  aggregating  1,688  miles  in 

length  were  laid  in  Columbus,  Ohio,  during 
1S03.  In  his  annual  report.  Chief  Engineer  Mr. 

Julian  Griggs,  of  the  Department  of  Public 

1  ruprovoments,  remarks  that  the  practice  of  de- 
termining the  character  of  the  brick  offered  for 

street  pavements  by  submitting  aamploa  to  tho 
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standard  rattling  test  adopted  by  the  National 

Brick-  Makers'  Association  has  been  <  ontinued, 

and  has  tended  to  improve  the  quality  of  l.nck 

used  for  paving  purposes.  Tho  recommenJal
ion 

of  a  year  ago  for  tho  use  of  concrete  foundatio
n 

in  street  improvements  instead  of  broken  stone 

has  not  found  iiny  response  in  a  change  of  prac- 

tice :  in  the  mean  time  a  very  good  object  lesson 

on  ths  wisdom  of  such  change  can  bo  seen  in  tho 

pavement  of  Fifth  Avenue,  which  has  gone  to 

pieces,  and  the  brick,  broken  stone,  and  mud  are 

becoming  hopelessly  mixed. 

UEBTINaS  FOR  THE  ENSTJINO  WEEK. 

Sati'Ri>a^-.  Sk!  t.  23.— Northern  Architectuml   .V-aocia- 
tiOQ.    A'loit  to  tSunderlaad. 

THE  AECniTECTURAL  ASSOCI.VTION. 
T'l-  '  "lliSK-i  of  LKt-Tl  UKS  ;ind  (■l-\S^^■:s  l(  IM  \1  i:Nl"K 

■n  MONDV  V.  O.tol<'-r  3tli,  \l  6  *)  y  m,,  und  It..-  STLIIIU  Ul'KNS  on 
TrESPA  \  .  Oj'oi.-r  li'lh.  ;il  <i  J"  ii.m. 

A  Pami'tili-t,  fjiMiii;  Aill  infutm  itioo.  nnJ  notnintlmn  formii  ti-r 
Mcmljcrinip,  ni'ij- 111- ohtaint-i  un  npplicalion  to  XUr  SECKETAR\. 
N.t.  54,  Gttut  >ltifIl>o»oiiKti»tre«t,  w. 

R.  S."  BALKOL-R  }   "<"»•  8«««- 

Cljt  Societu  of  Evdjitccts. 
Founded  18S4.      Incorporated  1893. 

8T.    JAirE3'S    HALt,,    PICCADILLY,    W. 
An  EXIMIXATION  io  AKCHITECTIRE  .0.1  BUILDING 

CONSTKl  CTION,  «o.,  will  b«  lirM  ua  tllr  lltli,  I'^tli,  .ad  13tli  of OCTOBKH,  1S99. 
OoM,    Silver,    UDil    BroDie    Mnlola    are   awardej    UDder    cert.io 

TOntllttOQ.. 

Tti.  Ut«»t  (ltt«  forrntvrineiBSEPTEMBEK2iHli,  I8'.>1>. 
.SfUabu*  free.    Copiea  of  U.t  Ex:\minntion  P:t[>or«.  U. 

C.  Mt.4RTUCK  BLTLER,  SecreUrj. 

CHIPS. 

The  Countess  Powis  cut  on  Tuesday  the  lirst  sod 
of  a  light  railvpay  to  connect  Oswestry  with  the 

Tanat  \' alley,  one  of  the  prettiest  of  the  Cimbriau valleys.  The  line  serves  eighteen  miles  of  fertile 
agricultural  country,  and  will  also  tap  extensive 
alate  quarries  and  rich  lead  mines  at  Llangynog. 

The  city  asylum  at  Norwich  is  about  to  be 
enlarged  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £0,SOO. 

•Pembroke -street  Biptiit  Chapel,  Plymouth,  was 
reopened  on  Wednesday,  on  the  completion  of 
alterations  and  improvements  etfected  at  a  cost  of 
£900. 

The  cofHa  of  the  late  Queen  of  Denmark  is  at 
present  deposited  in  the  chapel  of  Frederick  V.  in 

the  Koskilde  ('.ithcdral,  near  Copenhagen.  It  is 
presently  to  be  placed  within  a  sskrcophagus,  exe- 

cuted by  H-jrr  Brandstrup,  the  eminent  Danish 
sculptor.  King  Creorge  has  sent  a  block  of  marble 
from  I  Greece,  which  is  to  form  the  bed  of  the 
sarcoph;i;;u8,  which  will  itself  be  constructed  of 
marble  brought  from  Italy  by  Herr  Brandstnip. 

The  Commercial  Rooms  at  Bristol  have  been  re- 
opened after  internal  renovation  and  decoration, 

works  carried  oit  by  Mesirs.  Edkins  and  Soas,  of 
the  Eame  city. 

A  Presbyterian  church  erected  at  the  corner  of 
UinsfielJ-rosd  and  Villa-road,  Nottingham,  at  a 

cost  of  ti'.iOii,  was  opened  on  Sunday.  The  church, the  architects  of  which  are  Messrs.  Brewill  and 

Baily,  of  Angel-row,  Nottingham,  Mr.  T.  Cuthbert 
being  the  builder,  is  in  tbe  I.ite  Perpendicular 
style.  The  exterior  is  of  Coxbench  stone,  with 
hammer-dressed  facings  of  iloUiugton  stone,  and 
the  interior  of  Bith  stone,  the  open  timber  roof 
being  covered  with  green  slating,  stained  on  the 
inside  with  bronze-green.  The  church  consists  of  a 
nave  and  two  aisles,  with  a  small  gallery  at  the 
west  end,  and  provides  seating  accommodation  for 
•■520  persons. 

At  the  meeting,  on  Monday,  of  the  S  iirewabury 
Town  Council,  a  lengthy  report  which  had  been 
received  from  Messrs.  Taylor,  Sons,  auJ  Sinto 
Crimp,  of  Westminster,  in  reference  to  the  different 
available  sources  of  water  supply,  was  referred  to 
the  water  committeo  to  consider  and  report  upon. 
The  scheme  which  seemed  most  to  recommend  itself 
to  the  council  was  the  Bitchiot  Tplanii  scheme, 
the  cost  of  which  was  set  down  at  ilTii.OiiO,  but 
the  price  for  the  land  necessary  for  a  water-shed 
was  not  included. 

The  city  council  o!  Leeds  agreed  at  their  last 
meeting  to  continue  the  bacterial  treitraent  of 
sewage  at  Knostrop,  and  afterwards  granted  an 

additional  f.'i.OOH  for  the  carrying  on  of  the  work. It  was  decided  to  apply  for  powers  to  borrow 

£20ii,000  for  hospital  purposes,  i'l.'>i>,iXlii  for  the 
carrying  out  of  the  insanitary  area  schemes,  and 
£iO,OOi'  for  cemetery  purposes.  The  sanitarv  com- 

mittee was  authorise.!  to  accept  tenders  for  the 
erection  of  a  smallpox  hospital  at  K'llineback  at  a 
cost  of  162,000. 

WAQES  KOVEMENTS. 

BlBMIN-OK.VM  C.VRINET  M.VKliUS  AND  TIIME  WOKK. 

—The  members  of  the  Amalgamated  I'lnon  and 
Alliance  Cabinet  Association  (Birmingham  Dis- 

trict) held  a  meeting  on  Monday  night  iu  the 

People's  Hall,  in  reference  to  their  negotiations 
with  the  masters'  association.  Mr.  P.  Mirtin 

(Alliance  Cabinet-makers'  Association)  presided, 

and  there  was  a  largo  attendance.  Mr.  J.  O'Grady 
(trade  organiser)  reported  on  the  result  of  a  recent 

conference  between  tho  masters'  association  and 
the  men's  representatives.  The  minimum  rate  of 

wages  was  increased  from  Sd.  to  Std.  per  hour,  and 

the  joiners'  minimum  rate  of  wages  (OJd.  per  hour) 
was  agreed  upon  for  work  upon  bank,  l>ar,  and  shop 

fittings.  The  men  had  also  obtained  the  general 

extra  payment  for  overtime  and  working-out  ex- 
penses. The  masters  further  agreed  that  the  code 

of  working  rules  adopted  should  not  be  altered  until 

three  months'  notice  had  been  given  on  either  side. 
A  standing  joint  committee  of  masters  and  men  was 

appointed  for  the  consideration  of  grievances,  with 
a  view  to  obviating  strikes  and  lock-outs.  The 
conditions  of  settlement  were  agreed  to.  An  address 

on  organisation  and  trade  matters  was  delivered  by 

Mr.  F.  Smith,  general  secretary  of  the  Amal- 

gamated Association. 

Sconisn  Plasterers'  Fedekai.  Uniox.— Tho 

Scottish  National  Operative  Plasterers'  Federal Union  held  their  fifteenth  conference  in  the  George 

Hotel,  Kirkcaldy,  on  Saturday.  Brother  Inglis 

Scott,  Kirkcaldy,  who  occupied  the  chair,  remarked 
that  locally  their  trade  was  very  good,  and  had 
been  so  for  some  time.  The  relations  between 

employers  and  employes  were  at  present  amicable, 
and  although  they  had  had  some  little  dilBoulties, 

especially  in  connection  with  the  adoption  of  the 

by-laws,  these  had  all  been  overcome.  The  standard 
rate  of  wages  was  higher  than  ever  before.  He  was 
pleased  to  learn  from  the  reports  that  there  was 
every  prospect  of  a  busy  season  all  over  Scotland. 

Mr.  Eiward  Gentle,  of  London,  has  offered  to 
present  to  the  town  of  Spalding  a  collection  of  a 
hundred  pictures,  which  are  to  find  a  home  in 

Ayscoughfee  Hall,  Spalding's  Diamond  Jubil^ 
Memorial.  The  Ayscoughfee  Committee,  to  whom 
the  offer  was  made,  have  accepted  it. 

The  Koyal  Cmvalescent  Home  at  Bristol  will  be 
opened  by  the  Ureen  on  Friday,  November  ITtb. 
The  Board  of  Trade  have  confirmed  an  Order 

authorising  the  construction  of  a  light  railway  in 
the  county  of  Montgomery,  between  Welshpool 
and  Llanfair  Caereinion  ;  also  Orders  authorising 
the  construction  of  light  railways  in  the  county  of 

Eisex,  in  and  near  to  the  borough  of  Southend-on- 
Saa;  and  authorising  the  construction  of  a  light 
railway  iu  the  county  of  Aberdeen,  between  Fraser- 

burgh and  St.  Combs. 

Mr.  Henry  T.  Hare  has  been  appointed  architect 
for  the  teohnicil  institute  about  to  be  erected  at 

Tunbridge  Wells.  The  outlay  will  be  about  iH.ooii, 
and  the  budding  will  form  part  of  a  larger  scheme 
for  a  town-hall  and  free  library. 

.\t  the  last  meeting  of  the  town  council  of  Bourne- 
mouth a  letter  was  read  from  Mr.  Hankinson, 

offering,  on  behalf  of  Miss  Darant,  to  give  a  clock- 
tower  to  be  placed  on  the  site  of  the  present  electric 
light  column  in  the  Square.  It  is  proposed  to 
build  it  of  Bath  stone  to  a  height  of  70tt.,  with  four 

transparent  faces,  for  lighting  at  night.  The  oft'er was  accepted  subject  to  the  approval  of  the  plan and  design. 

Mr.  C.  J.  Fox  Allin,  surveyor  to  the  urban 
district  council  of  Smethwick,  has  issued  his  annual 
report  for  the  year  ending  March  31  last.  It  states 
that  during  the  year  plans  were  submitted  and 
approved  for  the  erection  of  1,1G2  houses,  and  09 1 
houses  were  completed  during  the  same  period. 

The  markets  committee  of  the  city  council  of  B  ith 
have  decided  that  the  surveyor  of  works.  Major 
Davis,  shall  prepare  plans  for  the  re-construction 
of  the  markets,  so  as  to  make  them  more  attractive and  remunerative. 

The  Black  Bull  in  the  High-street  of  Dirtford, 
one  of  the  few  remaining  examples  of  the  ISth- 
century  coaching  inns,  is  about  to  be  demolished and  rebuilt  on  modem  lines. 

Niagira  Falls  are  to  bo  illuminated  by  electricity 
during  the  coming  BulTilo  Exposition.  Tne  idea  is 
to  erect  a  series  of  tall  poles  on  both  the  American 
and  Cinadian  sides  of  the  river.  Oa  top  of  them 
will  be  placed  search-lights,  and  the  colours  of  tho 
lights  which  are  thrown  on  the  Falls  will  be  con- 

stantly changed.  Arc  lights  will  also  be  placed  in 
ths  Cive  of  the  Winds,  which  will  give  to  the  water 
which  falls  in  front  of  it  a  phosphorescent  elTect. 
The  current  is  to  be  obtained  from  the  Falls  them- selves. 

LATEST     PRICES. 
IRON,    SCO. Per  ton. to Per  ton. £6  10  0 

7  0  0 
6  10  0 ft    0    0 

17    5 6  17 

8    5 
10  10 

to 

Rolled-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0 
RoUed-Steel  Joixts,  English         6  10 
Wrought-Iron  Oiider  Plates        6  15    0    „ 
Bar  lion,  good  Staffs        8    0    0,, 
Do,,  Lovrmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square         17    0    0    „ 
Do,,WelHh          B  16    0    „ 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron — 

South  Staffs        7  17    6     „ 
Best  Snedshill      10    0    0    „ 

Angles  108.,  Tees  209.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &c.,  £6  158. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  lOs.  Od.  per  ton, 
OalviUiised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron- No.  18  to  20, 

eft.    to    8ft.     long,    inclusive    Per  ton. 
gauge   £12  12    I! Best  ditto      13    2    6 

Per  ton. Caat-Iron  Columns     £7    0    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        t     0 
Rolled-Iron  Fencing  Wire         8    6 
Rolled-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    5 

„         „  „        Galvanised    11  10 Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         B    5 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in        9    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        8  15 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)—    
0  to  7      8       9      10       11       12       13      14       16     B.W.O. 

9  6     10-10/6  113  12/-    18/-    14/-  15/9   17,9   per  owt. Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes—  .      .„    .    „ 

8in.  diameter        £6  12    6    to   £6  17    6 
4in.toein        6  12    6    „       6  17    6 
7in.  to  24in.  (aU  sizesl         6  12    6    „       6  17    6 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  6d.  per  ton  extra;  tumea 

and  bored  joints,  68.  per  ton  extra.) 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  Blast,  Lilleshall       105«.  to  1108. 
Hot  Bbwt,  ditto           B7a,  6d,  to  628,  M. 

WroughHron  Tubea  and  Fittings— Discount  off  Standard 
lists  f,o,b. :  — Ga8-Tube,s    67ip.o. 
Water-Tubes       "^I 
Steam-Tubes       55 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    62* 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    47J 
Galvanised  Steam-Tul)e8   •■   ^43 

lOcwt.  casks.  Bcwt.  casks. 

No.22to2«. 
Per  ton. 

..  £12  17  6 ..    1.3    7     8 

Per  ton. 
£8    0    0 8  0 
9  6 
9    6 

12  10 

6  10 

10    0 

9  IS 

Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10 
Do.,  Vieille  Montagne      31  10 
Sheet  Lead,  .31b,  per  sq.  ft.  super.    16  15 
Pig  Ijead.  in  Icwt,  pigs      16    0 
Lead  Shot,  in  2,slb,  bags       19  12 
CupperSheets.  sheathing  and  rods    93    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot,.,     79    0 
Tin,  Stmits     113    0 
Do.  English  Ingots     145    0 
Spelter,  Sileaian      22  15 

TIMBEB. Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £11  10 

11 

Bangkok Quebec  Piiie,  yellow   , 
„    Oak        )> 
,,    Birch      , 
„    Elm        II 
„    Ash        II 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak     n Fir         II 

Wain.scot,  Riga  p,  log  ,..      n 
Lath,  Dantsic,  p.f       n 

St.  Petersburg   ,    ...      » 
Greenheart         ii    *»■      ̂  

Box       11    ."      "■ Sequoia,  U,8,A   per  cube  foot      0 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot lin,  thick         0 

6 
0 

4    2 

2  12 4  12 
3  15 
3    0 

2  5 
3  2 4  10 

Per  ton. 
to  £31  10  0 

32  15 17  15 17  0 

20  12 

91  0 
80  0 146  0 
149  0 23    0 

to  £16  10 
15  5 

6  6 
6  16 
4  10 
5  5 
4  15 
4  0 
3    5 
5  10 

6  10 
6  10 

8    0 

Honduras  ...     „    ...      0 
„  Mexican       „    ...      0 
„  African          „    ...      0 

Cedar,  Cuba        0 
,,   Honduras         n    ...      0 

Satinwood        ,1     ...      0 

Walnut,  Italian   ,'        „    ...      0 
,,       American           „    ...      0 

Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft. 

by  llin. ; — 

Quebec,  Pine,  Ist      £20  15 2nd       15  15 

,,  3rd         9  15 
Canada  Spruce,  1st        !*    0 

„  2nd  and  3rd         7  10 
New  Brunswick        7  10 
Riga           8    5 
St.  Petersburg      10    0 
.Swedish        9  15 
Finland        9  10 
White  Sea      11  15 
Battens,  all  sorts           5    0 

Flooring  Bo,^rd8,  per  square  of  lin. : — let  prep-ared      £0  11 
2nd  ditto          0    7 
Other  quaUties           0    5 

Staves,  per  standard  31 : — U.S.  ditto   £35    0    0 
Memel.  cr.  pipe      210    0    0 
Memel,  brack     180    0    0 

OILS. 
Unseed   per  tun  £20  10 

0  10 

0  « 
2    3 

16 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0  7i 

0  6 
0  4 
0  5 

0  44 

0  3i 

1  9 

0  7i 

4     6 

by  liin. to  £27    5 

I,  18  10 

II  11    ■'• 

II  11     0 

I.  8  10 
,1  .S     5 

II  9     5 

II  12     0 

„  10  15 
„  10  10 I,  1-*     5 
II  1«    0 

„  £0  15 

II  0  11 
„  0    S 
I,  £42  10 
„  220    0 „  190    0 

   0    to  £2>1  1'. 
Rapeseed,  English  pale..."      21    5  0    „  24  10 Do,,  brown      22    0  0    „  23    0 
rof.oni.eed,  refined          „    ...  19    0  0    „  25    0 
Olive.  Spanish        „     ...  32    0  0    „  32  10 
Seal,  pale       ...  18  10  0    .,  19    0 
Cocoanut,  Cochin         „    ...  -28  15  0    „  29    5 
Do„C<?ylon    ,    ...  25    0  0    „  »    6 
Palm.  Lagos        „    ...  24    5  0    „  24  1j 
Ol.me    18  16  0    i,  19  15 
Lubricating  U.8   per  gal.  0    8  8    „  0    7 
Petroleum,  reftned    0    0  •■J  „  0 
Tar,  Stockholm   perttarrel  16  6,,  1 
Do.,  Archangel    0  19  0    „  1 
Tun>entine,  Ameiioa... per  tun  32  10  0    ,,  ̂ S 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 

0  ei 

6  6 

0  0 
0    0 
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LIST   OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Norwich— Bank,  Red  Lion-ntreet  (Local  Competition)    Mgs.,  20g».,  lOn.         Jame*  Fairbaira,  Secretary,  C.E.Y.M.S.  Booms, Norwich   8ept.l9 
Talgarth,  Hay-Sewerage  and  Wator  Supply    £25        Charles  OrilBihs,  Clerk,  Hay,  Brecknock       H 
Tonbridge  Wells -Deaigns  in  Tunbridge  Ware:  Coloored  (I) 

£8  88.,  (2)  £2  2»  ,  (3!  £1  1«.  :  I'di  oloured  (1)  £2  28.,  (2)  £1  !»., 
(S)  108.  6d.  (Walter  Crane.  A»...c,>j-or;   Technical  Education  Committee   The  Town  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Tunbridge  Wells       S9 

Blackpool-Revoe  Board  .sWiwil    l.u.O),  Central-road    T.  Loftun.  Clerk  to  School  Board,  Town  Hall,  Blackpool    Oct.  17 

Nassau,  Bahamatt— Fubli<  Mark-.-t    £46,  £10,  £5  V.V',!!!!!."..".!ii«.'i!!!!!."!!.".'  The  Civil  Engineer.  Nassau,  Bahamas,  via  New  York   Not.3(> 
Leeds— Masonic  Hall,  Great  Gcor..  -street  Assessor)    £60,  £20,  £10.!.!!!"!..!...!   !!.!..!!.!..  Chju.  frav.n.  Stc.  Masonic  Hall  Co.,  90,  Albion-street,  Leeds        — 
Broughton  Moor-IOHtitute  and  Twenty  Cottages   .'."*.*..'.'...,.  .*!   !    The  Flimby  Colliery  Companv.  Maryport           — 
North  Cave,  Wallingfen,  and  Broomlleet— Water  Supply    £10  ios!     .........„......,!!.!.!!..!!.!! .."  Henry  Orcen,  ll.D.C.  Clerk,  Bowden        — 

LIST    OP    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINQS. 

Brentwood— Additions  to  Essex  Lunatic  Anylum      'WjjncU  and  Trollope,  20,  Tothill-street,  Westminster,  S.W   Sept.lS 
Sligo— Alterations  in  the  Chaiit-l  of  Workhouse   !  Ooardiani   !!  W.  F.  liilcriest.  M.I.tJ.E.,  Wine-atreet,  SUrj      „  18 
Whitwood- Additions  to  Caretaker's  House     Urban  District  Coimeii        Arthur  Hartley,  Consulting  Sorveyor.  Carlton  Chambers,  Castleford    ,,  1« 
Cluny- Additions  to  unices  on  Knockfullertree  Farm      !       Ranald  Macdonald.  Cluny  Estates  Office,  Union-terrace,  Aberdeen  .    „  1ft 
Thornhill.  Miahorough-Infonts'  School    Roiheiham  (I'.b!)  Scliool  Boaid  !..  J.  E-  Knifht.  Architect,  33,  College-street.  Rotherhim      „  IS  . 
Tipton— Shedding  and  Boundary  Wall,  Workhonse-lsne    Urban  District  Council    Wm.  H,  Jukes.  Surveyor,  Public  Offices,  Tipton      „  16. 
Cluny— Additions  to  Upper  Bantoith      '.".'.'.".    jtanald  Maciionald.  Cluny  Estates  Olfice,  Union-terrace,  Aberdwn..    „  16 
Sligo- Works  at  Hospital  and  Nuns'  Residence   !!!  Guardians  .........  .!!.!!!.!!.!!!!!!!!!  W.  F.  (iilmest.  M.LC.E,  Wine-street,  Sligo    16 
Wimbledon  -Ten  Workmen's  Dwellings,  Dumsfoid-road    Urban  Disbict  Coiincii   C.  H.  Cooper,  M.I.C.E.,  Engineer.  Broadway,  Wimbledon       „  IS 
Carlisle— New  Vicarage,  Irlhinaton    !!!!!!!.!!..!    T.  Taylor  Scott,  F.R.I.B.A.,  43,  Lowther-street.  Carlisle       ,,  1» 

Normanton- Enlarging  Board  Schools    School  Board!!!!!!*!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  William  Watson,  Architect,  Barstow- squire,  Wakefield     16 
Cushnie-Dwelling-Uoufce  at  Nether  Minmore   !!!!!!,!'!!!!!!!!!!!.!!.!!    Andrew  Hogg.  Ground  Otticer,  Cushnie,  Alford.  Scotland       18 
Preeton- Public  Abattoir  at  Cattle  Market    Corporation"".....!,*.'.*,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!..!!!  The  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Preston       „  18 Bradford- Enlarging  Tyer»al  School    School  Board  .!!.!!!!!..!!!!!!!..!.!..!    E.  P.  Peterson,  F.S.A..  Architect.  49,  Sunbridge-rold,  Bradford  ...    „  18 

Bkipton— Enlargement  of  Craven  Bank   ."..."!!!!!!..,!!.!.!    John  Varley,  C.E.,  and  Son,  Architects,  Skipton      ■,  JS Hunslet- Restoration  of  Factory,  Whitehouae-street    W.  Wilcon  and  Sons    O.  F.  Bowman.  Architect,  5,  Greek-street,  L^eds      „  18 
Cambridge  -  Additional  Buildings  at  the  Sanatorium,  Mill-road  Public  Health  Committee!    MacAlister  and  Tench,  Architects,  20,  St.  Andrew's-st.,  Cambridge    ,,  18 
Drighlington— Five  Scullery-houses        The  Co-operative  Society's  Ofhce,  Drighlington,  Yorks      „  18 
Pontypool— Repair  and  Sanitary  Work  at  the  House,  Park-terr.  TrevethinSiiooi  Board  !.!!!!.! !!!!!!..  Henry  Bythway,  Clerk.  Pontypool      •■  J* 
Craigellachie,  N.B.-Two  Blocks  of  Houses      Building  Co.,  Limited      A.  and  W.  Reid  and  Wittet.  Architects,  Elgin    ,  }» 
Hunwick- Institute   ,    F.  H.  Livesey,  Architect.  Newgate-street,  Bishop  Auckland       „  w 
Gwennap-Additions  to  St.  Day  Schools     School  Board   !.!    8.  Hill,  -irchitect.  Redruth     ■•  •.    ••  }* 
Muirkirk- Cemetery  Works     Parish  Council    Allan  Stevenson.  14.  Cathcart-street,  Ayr         "  *J 
Carlisle— House,  Stables,  and  Outbuildings       Walter  Wood       James  Leslie.  Architect.  71,  Broad-street,  Carlisle      »  Jj 
Leeds-Movable  Wood  Floor  at  Cookridge-street  Baths     !!.!!!..!!!...!!!     The  City  Engineer's  Office.  Municipal  Buildings,  L«eda      „     J* 
Didsbury— Police  Station      Standing  Joint  Committee     Henry  Littler.  Architect,  County  Offices,  Pceatoa       J* 
Tow  Law— Business  Premises     IndustriaKt  Provident  Society,  Ltd.  The  Stores,  Tow  L*w.  Durham       ■•     ̂  Didsbury— Police  Station     "    Standing  Joint  Committee  !!!!!!!.!!.  Henry  Littler.  Architect,  County  Offices,  Pceatoa       J* Tow  Law— Business  Premises     Indu'itrial  .t  Provident  Society,  Ltd.  The  Stores,  Tow  L»w.  Durham      ■•     ~ 
Littlestones,  Kent— Coastguard  Buildings     Admiralty     The  Coastguard  Station,  Littlestones,  Kent         i»     J* 
Northfleld— Boiler-House  atShenley  Fields    King's  Norton  Union  Ouardians    ...  Edwin  Docker,  Clerk,  Cottage  Homes,  Northdeld      ,■     J* 
Ashton-under-Lyne— Sycamore  Hotel.  Cockbrook      T.  D.  Lindlcy,  Architect,  Market-avenue,  Ashton-nnder-Lyne      „     "J 
Manchester -Alfierations  at  Leaf-street  Baths     Baths  Cocamittee    The  City  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Manchester      »»     *'' 
Hove— Alterations  to  Lodge  at  Cemetery    The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Hove      »t     ̂  
Silloth— House  and  Shop       D.  Over     Geo.  Armstrong,  Architect.  24.  Bank-street,  Carlisle      »     ?> 
Ashton-under-Lyne  — Business  Premises,  Stamjford-street    G.  Harrison  and  Sons    T.  D.  Lindley.  Architect,  Market-avenue,  Ashton-under-Lyne   ,     20 
Long  Melford  — Fireproof  Strong  Room       Fisher  and  steed,  Solicitors.  Long  Melford.  Suffolk        „     *v 
Cambridge-Enlargement  of  Council-Chamber.....    Town  Council     The  Boroush  Engineer's  Office,  Guildhall,  Cambridge    ,     2l 
London— Offices.  i:c..  Star  Wharf,  King's-road       Midland  Railway  Co.     The  Company's  Architect,  Cavendish  House,  Derby         „     ?» 
Fentre— Additions  to  Cwmclydsch  Board  School    Ystradyfodwg  School  Board     Jacob  Rees.  Architect,  Hillside  Cottage,  Pentre      „     |l 
Carlisle— Fitting  Shop,  &c   Midland  Railway  Co.    The  Company's  Architect,  Cavendish  House,  Derby        >•     JJ 
Clonghglass -Three  Cottages      Robt.  Corscaden    R.  Eccles  Buchanan,  Architect,  L-mdonderry         i-     jj 
Basford- Timber  Goods  Shed    Midland  Railway  Co    The  Company's  Architect,  Cavendish  House,  Derby   ■     j' 
"Winchester— Additions  to  I>aundry  Block  at  Workhouse    Guardians    Cancellor  and  Hill,  Architects,  Winchester   »     ?* 
Dunmow— Horse-Boxes  at  Barnston  Hall  Farm,  Bamston    Wade,  Wix,  and  Wade,  Architects,  Dunmow       »t     ̂  
Pontypridd— Workhouse  and  Boundary  Walls  at  Llwynypia  ...  Guardians    E.  C.  Spickett.  Clerk,  Pontypridd  ...  .        »•     ̂  
Wickeridge-New  Wing  to  House    G.  E.  Allen,  Wickeridge,  near  Ashburton     ;*;""V      "     of 
Tudhoe—Repointing  House  at  East  Howie  Board  School   School  Board     Sam  .idams,  ilerk,  66,  North  Bondfate,  Bishop  Aucklano        ,<     » 
Clones— Schools  ,    T.  Elliott.  Anhitect,  aS,  Darling-street,  Enniskillen        •>     2* 
Consett-Four  Houses,  Belle  "N^ue-terrace    Itobt.  Robson,  Front-street,  Leadgate       »»     ** 
Ballyshannon -Repairs  to  Church    Bev.  J.  Baillie    T.  Elliott.  Architect,  37,  Darling-street,  Enniskillen        » 
Scarborough-House  at  Scalby    J.  Caleb  Fetch,  Architect,  Bank  Chambers,  Scarborough       „     » 
Leek- Galvanised-Iron  Shed       Urban  District  Council    John  My.att.  Town  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Leek,  Stiffs      „     » 
Halifax -Workshops.  Shay-lane,  Holmfield     F.  Fielden,  Architect,  7,  Fountain-street,  Hahfax       „     2» 
South  Shields-Additions  to  Westoe-road  Board  School       School  Board    Fred.  Rennoldson.  Architect,  37.  King-street.  South  Shields         ..     26 
Walthamstow— New  Out-Offices  at  Gamuel-road  Schools    School  Board    W.  A.  Longraore,  F.R.LB.A.,  Hoe-street.  Walthamstow      „     W 
Cork- Offices,  &c.,  Kemp-street     Lunham  Bros,  Ltd.     Robert  Walker  and  Son.  Architects,  17,  South  Mall,  Cork   ...■■    „     » 
Paddington.W.— Alterations  to  Woodfield  House, Woodfleld-rd.  Guardians    F.  J.  Smith,  Architect.  Parliament  Mansions,  Vict'jria-street.  b.  W.    „     ̂  
Staines  -  Infant  School.  Stanwell-road    School  Hoard    Murray  k  Dibdin,  Architects,  5,  Hurstboume-rd.,  Forest  Hill  b.b.    „     » 
Chopwell-Houses  in  Flats       Robert  Armstrong     Badenoch  and  Bruce,  Architects,  55,  Pilgrim-st ,  Newcastle-on-Tyne    „     W 
Salford-Encaustic  Tiling  at  Town  Hall     The  Borough  Engineer's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Salford         „     » 
Hereford  — Renovations  at  Sergeant's  Cottage      Standing  Joint  Committee     Alfred  Dryland  County  Surveyor.  Hereford      'm"r^'    "     ̂  
Margate -Coastguard  Buildings   Admiralty    Director  of  Works  Dept.,  Admiralty,  21,  Northuraberland-av.,W.C.    „     » 
Arundel— Billiard-rooms  &c,,  at  the  Victoria  Institute    Wheeler  and  Lodge,  Architects,  Horsham        6^ 
Hallwilland  Seaworthy -Cottage  Hospital    C.  F.  A.  Voysey,  Architect,  6,  Carlton  Hill,  London,  N.W      ..     30 
Cymmau— Alterations  at  CM.  Chapel             i    William  Lewis.  Cymmau,  Wales   Oct     I 
Erith,  Kent -Central  .Schools  (l.Ju(l),  West-street       School  Board   _    W.  Eg.  rton.  Architect.  12,  Queen'.^-road,  Erith,  Kent    ,       J 
Hastings— Stabling,  Loose  Boxes,  4c.,  at  Rock-a-Nore    Corporation     P.  H.'Palmer,  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Hastings   ,      | Sowerby  Bridge— Nine  Houses    Medley  Hall,  Architect,  29,  Northtrate,  Halifax      „       • 
Handsworth.  Starts -Stabling,  &c    Urbi.n  District  Council    E.  Kenworthy,  .V.M.I.C.E.,  Council  House,  Handsworth,  Staff;!      „       | 
Basingstoke- Fifteen  Cottages,  Flaxfleld-road    Working  Classes  Committee     George  Fitton,  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Basingstoke   ,      ». 
I^ewes- Extension  of  County  Hall    East  Sussex  County  Council    F.  J.  Wood.  County  Surveyor,  County  II all,  Lewes  .... 
West  Kenaington  -  Poet-Office  Savings  Bank    H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works     J.  Tanner,  H.M.  Office  of  Works,  Storey's  Gate,  S.W. 
Tooting  liei'  (  omnion— Asylum      Metrop  ilitiin  Asylums  Board    A.  and  C.  Harston,  Architects.  l.">,  Ljidenhall-strcet,  EC. 
Wolverhampton -Workhouse,  Infirmary,  &c.,  at  New  Cro88  ...  Guardians    Arthur  Marshall,  A.R.I. B.  A.,  King-street.  Nottingham   —   
Isleworth-New  Mortuary  at  Infirmary     Brentford  Union  Guardians       W.  H.  Ward,  .Architect,  Paradise-street,  Birmingham       ,•     IS 
Brentford— Workhouse     Guardians     W.  H.  Ward,  Architect,  Paradise-street,  Birmingham       >,     18 
Newport.  Mon. -Schools    F.  R.  Kempson,  F.R  LB.A.,  13.  High-street.  Cardiff        — 
Selby- Alteration  of  Premises    Yorkshire  Banking  Co.,  Ltd    James  Young  and  Co.,  Architects,  6'i,  Market-street,  Bradford        — 
Leeds -Alterations  to  General  Infirmary   •    Walter  A.  Uobson,  Architest,  8-',  Albion-street,  Leeds        — 
Dewsbury -Restoration  of  Schools    School  Board    F.  W.  Ridgway.  F.R  LB.A  ,  Bjrough  Cnambers,  Dewsbury         — 
New  Tupton -Church  Institute,  Sunday-School,  and  House    Ernest  Oxley,  Jt.S.A  ,  Architect,  Clay  Cims        — 
Chepstow- Rebuilding '.i'.l.  High-street    C.  Curtis    W.  Robinson,  Architect,  King-.street.  Hereford        — 
Tooting,  S.W.-FlaU     J.Theobald,  Architect,  26,  Budge-row, Canoon-atrest,  B.C.        — 
Morecambe —Altering  House  into  Business  Premises    Lancister  and  Skerton  Co-op.  Soo  ..  Marshall  Bros..  Architect,  Back-cresc-nt,  Morecambe        — 
East  Kirkby- Extension  to  Co-operative  Premises     Lawrence  Bright,  .\rchitect,  9,  St.  Peter's  Church-walk,  Nottingham      — 
Cainscross— Extensions  to  Bakehouse     Cainscrosaand  EbleyCo.-op.  Soc. ...  The  Society's  office.  Caiosoioss,  Glos        ~ 
Newport,  Mon.— Schools          F.  R.Kempjon,  F.R  I.B.A.,  10.  High-street,  Cirdiff           — 
Great  Bentley-Four  CotUges  at  HoUy  Bush  Hill  Brickworks..  J.  Girling    J.  W.  Start.  F.S.I  .  Architect,  Colchester        — 
Bradford -Six  Hous»s  and  Shop    James  Young  and  Co.,  Architects,  62,  Market-street,  Bradford        — 
Nottingham -Adilitions  to  Workhoua>,  Beech-avenue    A.  H.  Gjodall,  Architect,  14,  Market-street.  Nittmghim        — 
■Watford  -New  Offices  and  Warehouse    Benskln'a  Watford  Brewery,  Ltd....  Chas.  P.  Ayres,  Architect,  11 1,  High-street.  Watford        — 
Bradford  -  Offices,  *,c.,  at  Globe  Foimdry,  WhetleyHill     F.  Moore,  Architect.  40.  Sunbridge-road,  Bradford   ^..        — 
Tuxford— Fifteen  Houses     Flockton.  Oibbs,  and  Flockton.  15,  St.  James's-row,  Sheffield        — 
Killinghall- Cottage   „    Miss  Powell     Bland  and  Bown,  Architects,  North  Park-road,  Harrogate         — 
Barwell -Wesleyan  Chapel  and  Schools     A.  E.  Sawday,  Architect,  4,  Market-street,  Leicester...        — 
Usworth,  Durham -Fortv  Houses,  Douglaa-terrace    Little  and  lir.iwne.  .A.rchiteots,  Mosaley-street,  Newcastle   
Consett— Two  Engine  HOUS.S     Consett  Iron  Company,  Ltd    The  Engineer's  Office,  Consett.  Durham        ~ 
Bramley- Two  Shops  and  Nine  IIou3»s    J   P.  Kav,  -\rchitect,  31,  Prudential  Buildings.  Leels  .....   
Stalybndge -Branch  Bank      John  Eaton,  Sons,  and  Cantrell,  Architect!,  Ashton-under-Lyne  ...      — 
Fornham,  Suffolk-Kiln  and  Malt  Store  at  Malting      Lady  CuUum's  Trustees      Ernest  Pritchett,  Hardwick  Eitite  Office,  Bury  St.  Elmunds        — 
Wallsend— Branch  Premises    The  Industrial  Co-operative  Society.  Ltd.,  Wallsend  ..  ..........  .... 
Tiinbridge  Wells -Parish  Room  and  Institute,  St.  John's    H.  H.  &  E.  Croak,  Arcbts.,  Mount  Ephraim-rd.,  Tunbndge  Wells.      — 

;e    8.  J    "  »  i    10  J 
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WANTED,  A  METHOD  OP  TEVOUIXa. 

"  TTTHAT  should  an  architert   IpurnP"  is 
TT        tho    (luestion    that    is    frequently 

asked   by    tho  novice  who  has  entered  the 
profession  with  no  other  intention  than  that 
of  makiof;  u,  living  by  it.     It   is  a   genteel 
profession,  and  that  is  sufficient ;  ho  knows 
nothing  of  it,  but  thinks  that  by  asking  he 
can  acfjuiro  all  that  is  necessary,  and  that 
there  is  no  other  trouble  or  difficulty  about 

it.    To  such  persons  there  is  a   ■' roval  road  ' 
to  every  pursuit.     The    editor  of   the  pro- 

fessional journal  gets  plenty  of  those  sorts  of 
qviestions  from  all  kinds  and  conditions  of 
men,  as  if  he  could  give    in   each  case  an 
answer  that   could  be   profitably    followed. 
The  more    important    question    "  How    he 

should  leani :-  '  which  should  havo  preceded 
tho  first,  is  not  even  thought  of :   it  is  not  so 
apparent  to  tho  class  of  minds  wo  are  con- 

sidering here,  who  wish  for  an  expeditious 
and  easy  method  that  will  give  them  little 
trouble   to   think    out    for    themselves.     It 
would    be     easy    if     our     space    allowed 
to    give    a    few     practical     examples     of 
these    inqiiiries.     We    may    just    take  one 
of    a    general     kind    that     is     very    often 
made  to  us.     One  young  man  says  he  will 
soon  complete  his   articles   in    a  provincial 

practitioner's  office,  and  ho  wants  to  know 
what  course    ho    ought    to    take.     lie  has 
studic<l  at  a  local  school  of  art,  ho  may  oven 
hold    the    Honours    Building    Construction 
Certiiicate  ;  in  addition  to  these  ore<lentials 

of  his  ability  and  pei-sevorance,  ho  his  won 
a  bronze  or,  perhaps,  silver  mo<lal  for  draw- 

ing, and  he  has  made  measured  drawings  of 
old  work.     His  present   office   work  is  too 
commonplace  and  restricted  to  suit  him;  he 
complains  that    his    master    is    more  of  a 
surveyor  than  an  architect,  and  he  asks  how 
he  can  obtain  a  better  situation.  He  thinks  it 
necessary  that  ho  should  come  to  London  : 
there  is  a  wider  scope  for  his  tasto.  tlio  educa- 

tional   facilities,    classes,    and     Association 
studio  attract  him.    In  short,  ho  wants  to  gain 
experience;    but   he  asks    "What   kind  of 
situation    should   I  apply    for-'*     Another 
querist    wants    to    know    what    he    is    to 
learn ;    he  is   a   pupil  in   a   countrv  office, 
has    passed     tho     Intermotliate    Exam,    of 
the  R.I.B.A.,  has  been  occupying  his  time 
in     making     coloured     drawings,    &c.      A 
third    asks  as    to    what    books    he    should 
obtain   to    leam    the  practical   part  of   thj 
business.      Others,     again,     with    a     total 
ignorance  of  their  profession    .>r  practical 
business,  and  a  disregard  of  common  sense, 
ask  how  they  c;in  obtain  a  situation  as  a 
borough  engineer,  or  what  requirements  are 
necessary  to  fill   some  public  appointment. The  latter  querists  are  so  childish  in  their 
simplicity  that  it  is  useless  to  give  any  answer 

that  will  satisfy  their  ambitious  aim"to  get  at the  top  of  tho  ladder  without  climbing.     As 
to  the  former  querist,  it  is  plain  that  he  has 
embarked   m   a   business  he  has  very  little 
apbtude  for,    and   that  his    office   training, 
certificates,   and    diplomas    have    not   done 
much  to  enlighten   his  mind  on    the  main 
issues.     He  has,  in  short,  no  direction,  and  is 
lAe  a  rudderless  boat  on  a  rough  sea.    What 
these  novices  need  most  of  all  is  a  guide— 
someone  who  can  control    their   studies  by 
showing  them  how  tliey  can  be  directed  to 
jproper  channels,  or  subserve  a  certain  object. 
The  first  mcjuirer  says  he  will  soon  complete 
his    articles,  yef    he    asks,    "What   course 
^ht  he  to  pursue  ?  -     It  is  natural  to  ask. Where  is  his  master  ?    His  other  credentials 

— that  he  has  taken  certificates  and  passed 
examinations  —  ought,  one  would  have 
thought,  tohave  madehimindopendont  of  such 
advice  ;  but  not  so.  He  has  acquired  a  pro- 

ficiency in  draughtsmanship  and  tho  elements 
of  art,  and  yet  he  is  seeking  guidance.  We 
may  cite  many  other  cases  where  the  brain 
has  been  crammed  with  irrelevant  knowleilge, 
but  the  one  kind  necessary  to  success  has 
been  neglected.  These  inquiries  appear  to 
show  there  is  somothicg  wanting  in  our 
system  of  training  students  for  the  profession. 
Tho  fact  seems  to  be  the  pupil  is 'ci,  but 
does  not  follow.  He  has  never  been  taught 
to  think  out  for  himself  in  any  subject.  His 
mental  training  is  not  sufficient ;  he  does  not 
come  in  contact  with  the  real  building  or 
workman  as  he  would  have  done  if  the 
mentiil  and  manual  training  wont  liand  in 
hand.  His  head  is  crammed  with  facts  and 
ideas,  but  he  has  no  exercise  in  their 
employment.  They  come  before  building 
operations,  not  after  them.  Ho  may  havo 
plenty  of  ideas,  but  he  lacks  tlie  training 

necessary  to  express  them.  AVe  ha\'e  all 
heard  of  painters  who  could  not  paint,  and 
musicians  who  knew  nothing  of  harmony. 

Then  each  imlividual  student  has  his  own 

pai'tiiularbent :  one  has  a  quicker  perception 
for  constructive  problems,  or  he  can  plan 

with  ingenuity ;  another  lias  the  mathe- 
matical or  surveying  aptitude  ;  a  third  is  a 

draughtsman  ;  and  the  student  who  asks  us  a 
question  about  what  course  he  should  follow 
may  omit  to  inform  us  of  his  particular 
bent,  and,  therefore,  our  reply  may  not  be 
api)licable.  The  scholastic  curriculum  is  not 
framed  on  the  differences  of  individual  pro- 

clivities and  tastes,  but  is  rigid  and  uni- 
form, and,  therefore,  in  many  cases  fails  to 

help  the  student.  The  craft-study  of  art  is 
based  on  individual  preferences  ;  one  will 
find  it  easy  to  express  his  ideas  in  stone, 
another  in  metal  or  in  plaster.  The  student 
of  architecture  should  try  and  find  out  wliat 
these  materials  are  and  how  they  can  be  best 
utilised  for  expression. 
From  the  time  the  architectural  pupil 

emerges  from  his  master's  office  till  he  enters 
upon  his  professional  caresr,  he  is  in  a  state 
of  mental  confusion  as  to  what  his  course 
should  be  and  what  he  should  study.  This 
confusion  arises  partly  from  the  want  of 
direction  or  systematic  instruction,  and 
partly  from  a  mistaken  idea  as  to  what  the 
profession  demands.  There  are  scores  of 
young  men  who  enter  the  profession  without 
any  clear  idea  of  its  duties  and  responsi- 

bilities ;  they  look  upon  it  as  a  pleasing 
individual  recreation,  without  corresponding 
duties  to  other.s  quite  as  interested  as  them- 

selves in  their  achievements.  Tho  pupil  forgets 
that  it  is  not  merely  drawing  and  designing 
plans  and  elevations  of  ideal  buildings,  but 
in  making  himself  a  competent  constructor, 
to  take  the  responsibility  of  carrying  them 
out  to  the  satisfaction  of  other  people.  Tliis 
is  where  the  fond  hopes  of  the  youthful 
aspirant  are  often  dashed  to  tho  ground ; 
it  is  a  bitter  remorse  to  find  that 

others,  often  men  ignorant  of  art,  have 
to  judge  him  and  take  him  to  task  if  he 
commits  any  blunder,  to  accuse  him  of 
negligence  or  ignorance  if  anything  goes 
wrong,  to  hold  him  to  his  own  plans  and 
specification.  During  the  term  of  his 
pupilage  he  has  little  knowledge  of  all  the 

worries  of  professional  practice,  (iuito  l'> 
per  cent,  of  the  young  men  who  are  p\ipils 
have  made  a  wrong  choice ;  we  can  speak 
with  some  experience  of  tho  many  who  havo 
discovered  their  mist^ike,  or  have  hopelessly 

"lapsed"  into  some  other  occupation  after 
having  spent  the  best  years  of  their  life  in 
offices.  Many  have  entered  into  businesses 
or  gone  into  trades  they  knew  nothing  of, 
and  caretl  little  about,  as  a  bare  livelihood ; 
others  have  gone  abroad  to  seek  for  openings. 
This  defection  could  not  occur  if  parents  and 
guardians  knew  anything  of  architecture  as 
a  profession  ;  or   if   pupils  were   instructed 

at  the  outset  in  the  duties  of  the  architect 
and    his    business.     At    this    juncture    of 
tlie     "  would-be  "    architect    the    direction 
should    be     clear    and    unmistakable,    and 

the  proper  authorities  are  those  institutions 
which  open  their  doors  to  receive  students, 
and  have  established  courses  of  instruction, 
lectures,  and  hold   examinations.     We  fear 
this  is  not  the   case.     There  is  a  rivalry  be- 

tween them,  and  the  chief  endeavour  is  to 
draw  the  student  to  the  classes  before  ac- 
(juainting  themselves    with    his    ability  or 
capacity  for  the  profession.     Tho  student  is 
enlisted  without  being  prepared  or  directed, 
goes  through  a  prescribed  course  of  subjects, 
is  "coached"   for  an   examination,  and  is 
then  lot  loose  to  make  his  own  way  in  the 
profession.     Can  we  be  surprised  to  find  him 
heliilessly  drifting  about,  unablo  to  find  his 
feet,   wanting  to  achieve  something  ho  ha.s 
not  learned  or  has  no  aptitude  for,  asking  for 
advice   in   the   professional    journals  about 
what  ho  is  to  learn,  or  where  he  is  to  go  to 
pick  up  the  necessary  information  about  a 
variety  of  subjects   he    knows   nothing  of. 
The  3'oung  architect  is  beset  by  two  opposite 
classes  of  instructors,  who  are  both  ready  to 
teack  him  ;  one  of  these  places  art  designing 
first    and    building   afterwards ;    the    other 
suggests   to    him    that    ho   should  take   up 
a    craft  every  evening  for   an  hour  or  two 
over  some  easy  piece  of  work,  done  without 
reference   to  any  actual  building.     This   is 

tlie  ultra-art-craftsman's  idea.    Both  are  de- 
fective  views  of  architecture.      Tho  first  is 

trained    in    the    scientific    and  commercial 
methods  of  the  modem  profession,  in  which 
the  designer  is  considered  as  the  user  of  a 
separate    faculty,    independent   of   material 
and   technical   skill.     The  building  evolved 
under  this  system    is,    as   expressed   by  a 

certain  writer,   ' '  a  mere  setting   or  frame- 
work for  a  variety  of  the  delicate  and  beauti- 

ful works  of  men  who,   without  ceasing  to 
be   artists,  are  daily  less  associated  in  the 
vital  design    of    the  building.     Their  work 
ceases     to     havo     those     organic    relations 
to  the   whole  which    we    find     in    tho   old 

work,    and    even   in    18th  -  century  build- 

ings   in    England."       The   second  class   of 
instructor — the    ultra-art-craftsman — incul- 

cates quite  an  opposite  method.     He  would 
]ilace    the    craftsman     in     the   position    of 
the    architect,     or,    if    permitted,    a    body 
of  skilled   workmen  would  take    his    place 
and    arrange    the    details    of    the   building 
without  a   controlling  mind.    Tho  building 
under  such  a  process  would  be  made  up  of  a 
number  of  unrelated  pieces  of  craftsmanship, 
having  no  uaity  among  themselves,  i^uchan 
ideal  is   a   little  "  too  advanced  "  and  far- 

fetched ;  but  both  of  these  views  have  some- 
thing in  them  that  is  good.     The  one  seems 

to   be  the  natural  reaction  from  the  other. 
The  office  and  studio  view  of  the  profession 
has  led  to  poverty  of  thought,  and  a  formal, 
iiiochanical     kind    of    practice,    cr    to    one 

entirely  given  up  to  "  making  designs  "  at 
•')  per  cent,  on  the  estimated  cost,  and  it  is 
against    this    view    of    art    that    the  art- 
craft  party  has  rebelled.     They  have  set  up 
a  higher  standard  of  art,  though  not  perhaps 
quite  to  the  taste  of  the  modern  professional 
representative.     With  all  its  exaggeration, 
the  result  of  enthusiasm,  we  must  claim  for 

this  view  a  patient  hearing.     \\'e  are  bound 
to  respect  the  wor'K  of  men  who  have  shown 
by  their  works   that  they  can  re.ilise  their 
ideals,  and  cm  produce  work  that  is  real  art 
in    the    truest    sense ;    men    who    are   not 
ashamed   to   follow  their  principles  by  be- 

coming craftsmen  first,  learning  their  art  in 

the  only  possible  way,    by  a  tentative  ex- 
perience with  materials  and  manual  skill. 

These  aro  principles  which  tho  architect 
and  the  student  cannot  afford  to  neglect. 
They  may  affect  to  despise  a  course  of  teich- 
ing  whicli  makes  them  condescend  to  become 
workmen,  to  use  tools,  and  labour  in  work- 

shops and  on  scaffolds,  but  it  is  right  that 
masters  who  take   pupils,   and   institutions 
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■who  instnut  and  examine,  should  inculcate 

the  value  of  this  practical .  or  workshop,  method 

of  toachinj,'  art.  The  evil  is  that  those  who 
do  teach  technical  art  do  so  in  a  dUMinte 

sort  of  way ;  tlie  student  is  allowed  to  try 

his  hand  over  a  piece  of  cut  or  ;.MUj!;ed  brick- 
work, a  bit  of  masonry  or  ironwork,  having 

no  reference  to  any  special  building  ;  it  is  a 

loose-end  piece  of  work,  and  he  has  no  con- 
ditions to  conform  to — it  takes  him  an  hour 

or  two,  and  thou  he  can  put  it  by,  and  forget 
all  about  it.  This  is  not  the  way  the  Mediicval 

Ruildsmen  worked,  nor  the  architects  of  the 
Renaissance.  The  training  in  material  and 

workmanship  filled  them  with  ideas.  Before 

they  tho\ight  of  design  they  mastered  the 
several  trades  which  led  up  to  it,  and  their 

work  had,  so  to  speak,  a  sculptural  expres- 
pression  and  completeness.  The  craftsmen 

thought  and  worked  out  together  the  scheme, 

not  separately  and  in  the  dissociated  way  they 

ilo  now,  niul  their  labom-s  were  unified  by  the 

prevalence  of  a  common  object.  The  modern 
technical  method,  on  the  contrary,  encourages 

a  disjointed  system.  Labour  is  now  organised 
to  such  a  degico  as  not  to  produce  the  best 
and  the  noblest  art,  but  to  regulate  the  rate 

of  wages  and  to  be  subservient  to  contract. 
Our  unequalled  building  facilities  are  not 

utilised  as  they  might  be  ;  our  materials  are 
converted  to  save  cost — not  to  produce  the 
best  expression ;  and  on  this  principle  the 
architectural  student  is  taught  to  become  an 

agent  and  supervisor  of  building  rather  than 
he  real  artist  in  its  production. 

ESTIMATES.— XXII. 

MACH1NE-M.VDE    AND    HARDWOOD   JOIXEKY  : 
FITTINGS — IROXMONGER. 

QPECIAL  fittings  for  churches  and  schools. 
public  assembly-rooms  are  often  made 

of  pitch-pine.  In  pricing  these  articles  the 

most  reliable  plan  is  to  obtain  quotations 
from  manufacturers  of  school  and  chxirch 

fittings.  Church  seats  with  framed  backs 
and  bench  ends  in  pitch-pine,  vary  in  price 
from  5s.  to  ;iOs.  each.  Deal  locker  desks, 
3ft.  4in.  long,  cost  from  Us.  to  30s.  each. 
The  board  school  pattern  with  single  seats, 
6ft.  Sin.  long,  varnished,  is  given  in  Laxton 
at  39s.  each  ;  as  an  approximate  price  for 
fittings  of  this  description,  5s.  6d.  to  Cs.  per 
foot  run  may  be  allowed.  Plain  deal  desks 

of  pitch-pine,  3ft.  long,  may  be  put  down  at 
10s.  to  12s.  each — a  large  quantity  may  be 
priced  at  a  little  less  ;  but  these  are  fittings 
for  which  it  is  best  to  obtain  a  tender  from 
some  well-known  maker  in  the  particular 

trade.  Infant  gallerj^  desks  with  top  to  turn 
Hawn,  slate  slots,  of  pitch-pine  varnished, 

are  ([uoted  at  •2s.  'Jd.  per  foot. 
The  following  are  a  few  items  of  machine- 

made  joinery : — 
SASU-DOORS,   rOLDINO  DOORS,   ETC. 

105ft.  super.  I.Jin,  four-panel  doors,  the  top 

panels  for  glass,  the  lower  panels  bead- llush  and  moulded. 

These,  if  machine-made,  may  be  priced  at 
Hhd.  per  foot  super.  One  maker  of  joinery 
prices  doors  6ft.  6in.  by  2ft.  Gin.  at  oa.  Gd. 
each. 

I>itto  ditto.  2in.  Lower  panels  moulded  botji 
sides. 

Add  for  extra  thickness  2d.  per  foot. 

(i3ft.  super.    2in.  ditto,  with  marginal  lights, 
bead  flush  and  moulded,  including  shutters. 

f  s.  d. The  price  of  door  would  be  as  above,  say 

If  we  say  the  iloors  cost  UiJ<l.  per  foot,  as 
above,  this  will  give  Is.  Md.  per  foot  super. 

These  prices  are  for  machine-made  work. 

4jft.  super.     2in.    four-panel  folding  doors 
moulded  both  sides. 

The  price  for  machine-made  work  of  this kind  is  from  lOd.  to  Is.  per  foot. 

S-tft.  super.     Uin.  ditto  moulded  both  sides. 
Price  this  at  Ud.  per  foot. 

Ditto,  ditto.    Square  framed. 

7d.   per  foot   will   do.     A  large  <tuantity 
may  be  done  for  less. 

30ft.  super.  liin.  dwarf  cupboard  door, 

moulded  and  square,  2ft.  Oin.  by  1ft.  3in. 

These  are  priced  higher  than  door  framing 
of  ordinary  size.  Machine-made  may  begot 

at  5s.  Od.  to  6s.  per  pair,  i  »ne  manufacturer 

charges  for  cupboard  fronts  (four  doors)  4jd. 
per  loot  super. 

isft.  ditto.     .Jft.  by  1ft.  Cin.  moulded  and 

s(iuare. 
Price  this  at  Is.  more,  say  63.  6d.  per  pair. 

2.sft.  super.     2in.  panel  outer  door  and  square 

one  side,   and  bead  flush  and  bolection- moulded  the  other. 

Machine-made  doors  of  this  description  are 
priced  at  lOd.  to  lo.Jd. 

I  )itto  2in.  outside  doors,  one  side  bolection- 

moulded,  bead  flush  and  moulded  the other. 

Add  to  former  price  for  bolection-moulding and  moulding,  say,  lid. 

Door  frames  and  jamb  linings  are  also 

machine-made,  and  sold  by  the  set.  Thus 

4Jin.  by  4in.  door  frame,  rebated  and  twice 
beaded,  can  be  had  for  about  Us.  per  set. 

This  is  equal  to  about  "id.  per  foot  run.  If 
with  fanlight  and  transom,  add  63. 

Jamb  linings  Gin.  bv  Ijin.,  double  rebated 
and  beaded,  are  priced  at  (is.  3d.  per  set.  If 

the  stops  are  nailed  on,  usual  for  speculative 

work,  the  price  is  about  4s.  per  set  for  inch linings. 

56ft.  super.  IJin.  Venetian  sashes  and 

frames,  solid  mullions,  double-hung  brass 

pulleys. 
The  price  of  this  kind  of  sash  and  frame 

may  be  put  at  (id 
ordinary  kind. 

We  may  price  this  at  twice  and  a-half  the 
above — say,  40s. 

In  a  machine-labour  list  a  fitting  of  this 

kind  is  priced  at  i'l  Ss.  per  set. 

Xo.  1.  Ilonduras  mahogany  framed  top  tc^ 
bath,  7ft.  3in.  by  3ft.,  with  moulded  edge 
and    shaped     perf.jration,     with    framed 
bearers,  French-polished. 

If  we  price  this  at  £2  it  will  be  about  fair. 
Sa\'  there  are — 

£  8.  a. 12ft.  supw.  of  IJin.  niataogaay  at  2a.  3d.    1  7    0. 
Moulded  edges,  say  20ft.  run       0  3    4 
Bearers  and  fixing       0  5    0 
French  polishing,  say      0  4    6 

Perfoot       11910 

Deal  seats  and  risers  may  be  priced  at  8Jd. 

per  foot.  If  we  take  three  times  this  as  the 
value  of  mahogany  we  get  25jd.  equals 
28.  l.id.  per  foot. 

9ft.  super.    Mahogany    lin.    mitre-clampod 

flap  and  beaded  frame. 

If  deal  clamped  flaps  and  frames  cin  be 

made  at  9d.,  we  may  put  this  down  at  three 
times  that  amount-^2s.  3d.  per  foot  super. 

4ft.  run.  Labour  to  rounded  edge  to  ditto. 

Price  this  at  IM.  per  foot  run. 

10ft.  nm.     Tin.  by  Jin.  beaded  skirting  ditto. 

Say  this  is  worth  9Jd. 

it  would  be — 

or  lOd.    In  detail 

7in.  super,  of  Jin.  mahogany    —  0  0 
Planing,  &c    0  ° 
Filing..    "  " 
Polishing..    °  ° 

d. 

4 
2 
u 
3 

a  foot  more  than  the 

£  a.  a. Common  ll  sashes  and  frames,  &c.,  say    0    0    8 
Add  for  mullions,  &c      0    0    0 

0    0  IC^ 

No.  2.  Tongued  and  mitred  angles  to  ditto. 

These  may  be  priced  at  4Jd.  to  5d.  each. 

No.  2.  Bounded  ends  to  ditto. 

These  ends  are  simply  rounded,  and  ai* 
worth  about  3d.  each. 

GREExnorsE. 

Erect  a  span  greenhouse  of  best  red  deal, 
•>Oft.  long  by  12ft.  wide,  with  2m.  sash^, 

roof  glazed  "with   21oz.  sheet,  and  upnght 

Perfoot       0    1 

Ditto   2in.   ditto,   ditto  with  oak  sills 
moulded  sashes. 

£  s. Add  for  extra  thickness      0    0 
„      „   oaksills      0    0 moulded  sashes        0    0 

Add  for  marginal  bais,  say.. 
Add  for  shutteis  . 

0  0  10} 
0  0  l{ 

0    0    1} 

Vtt  foot      0    1    1} 

fciu--panel  doors,  with  top 44ft.  super.  2in.  _        , 

panels  circular-headed  both    sides,  lower 

panels  boleetion  moulded  and  bead  butt. 

Extra  labour  for  circular  heads  to  top    £    "    ̂ 
panels,  say    .■   ......—. 

Extra  for  boleetion  moulded  and  oeaQ 
flush   

Pel  foot       0 

0   0    3 
0    0    2 

0    5 

0    0    4 

Say  Is.  Gd.  per  foot. 
460ft.   super.     IJin.    framed    and    rebated 

greenhouse  sashes,  braced  with  oak  cross- 
bar. 
These  cost    about    4.Jd.  per  foot  super., 

machine  made. 
Ditto,  ditto.  glazed;with  l(k)z.  sheet. 

Add  another  4jd.,  making  9d.  jier  foot. 

No.  1.  lin.  deal  framed  w.c,  lin.  seat  and 
riser,  lid  fitted  with  brass  hinges  moulded 
on  edge,  4in.  skirting,  bearers,  &c.,  3ft.  Gin. 

wide. 
Items  may  be  put  down  thus : — £  s.  d. 
Deal-framed  top    0  3    0 
Bft.  6in.  super.,  lin.  deal  seat  2Jd    0  1    IJ 
eft.  super,  lin.  deal  riser    0  13 
Planing  auto    0  0  11 
Cross-tonguing,  say,  7ft.. -OIB    0  0  1(^ 
Moulding  edge  of  seat,  6ft.  run,  '012   ...  0  0    6 
Skirling,  about  8ft.  run.  I)  by  Jin    0  14 
H»r.  mitre-clamped,  and  frame,  atOd., 

say    0  2    3 
Brasshinges    0  10 
Labour,  cutting  and  shaping  seat    0  2    0 
Bearers  and  fixmg     0    2    6 

framing  with  lOoz.  sheet,  iron  muntin
s  the 

lights  to  open  to  front,  and  ridge  with
  lever 

tackle,  the  roof  to  be  trussed  with  iron 
 rods, 

with  gutters,  and  down  pipes,  painted
  four 

coats,  and  fixed  complete.  . 

I     This  is  a  difficult  item  to   pnce  wi
thout 

!         drawings  or  quantities.     The  best  plan  would 

and   be  to  obtain  a  price  of  a  weU-estab
lished  firm 

of  horticultuial  builders  like  Messenger 
 and 

Co.   of  Loughborough.     For  ordmary 
 work, 

the  cost  would  be  from  £40  to  £45.     Mes
srs. 

Messenger  and  Co.  supply  greenhouses  of  t^s
 

description  30ft.  long  12tt.  wide    for 
 £o6 

14ft.  wide,   £04  :    ISft.   wide,   £.0.    As  a 

.-eneral  and  approximate  rule,  it  is  fo
imfl 

that,  including  foundations,  stagmg,  paving
, 

&c.     greenhouses   cost    about    53.   per
  foot 

super:  of  area  covered.     The   abovo
-ciuoted 

prices  amount  to  about  4  s.  a  foot  supe
r. 

lUOXMOXGEU. 

For    ironmongerj-    the   estimator    sho
uld 

consult  manufacturers'  Ust  pncos  ;  to  t
hese 

carriage,  profit,  and  fixing  must  be  a
dded  m 

most  ̂ses.    The  "  day  work  "prices  mc 
 ude 

Measured    prices       include profit    only. 
urofit,  screws,  and  fixing. 

NaUs  are  sold  by  the  M,  or  thousand.^and 
are 

we 
and^vre  a  little  more  than  iron  ones, 

the    prices    of     screws,    refer    to    a 

list     These  prices  are  subject  to  a  dii 
about  50   to   60    per    cent.   "^  _ '^°'\j^,^jn. 

.  weighed,  and  the  prices  cf  some  of  thes
e 

<rive.     Steel  clasp  nails  are  largely  used, 

I'^vre  a  little  more  than  iron  ones,     lor 

Per  set      0  16    91 

Ditto,  of  Honduras  mahogany,  ditto. 

crew 

ount 

For large  quantities  the  latter  may 

In  "specifying  and  estimating,  tiie  thic
kness 

of  the  wood  las  to  be  taken  into
  considera- 

tion.   There  is  no  rule,  but  some  authoriU
es 

say  the  maximum  length  of  screw
  should  be, 

twice  the  thickness  of  wood.    One
  schedule 
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gives  the  foUowinp; : — Jin.  thickness,  liii. 
screw  is  usetl;  fur  Jin.,  IJin.:  for  lin.  thick- 

ness, r,'in.  screw;  for  IJin..  2|'in.  screw; 
•for  2in.  thickness,  -lin.  screw  ;  for  L'.Jin.,  4in. ; 

ior  :iin.  thickness,  'nn.  Brass  screws  are 
■used  for  hard  woods;  .'iin.  and  lin.  butts 
ro(|uiro  Uin.  eoiews.  Tliere  is  a  consider- 

able waste  in  nails  .ind  screws,  and  to  allow 

for  this  a  percentage  of  '>  to  7  per  cent,  may 
be  charged. 

It  is  soldora  the  lengths  of  screws  or  nails 
are  given,  and  the  estimator  must  make  a 
gue33  from  the  thicknesses  of  material  con- 
cerned. 

Laxton  jjives  the  following  prices  of  screws 

,''n  small  i[uantitios  per  dozen  : — 

Day  account 
Measure ,, 

Day  account 
Ueasured,, 

s.  d. 0  li 

0    4 

2  J  in. 0  7 
1  2 

lin. 
s.  d. 
0  2 
0    6 
3in. 
0  9 
1  4 

liin. s.  d. 

0    3 

0  >; 
3}in. 1  0 
I    9 

Uin. 

9.  d. 
0    4  . 
0  8  . 
4in. 
1  4  . 
2  3  . 

2in. e.  d. 
.  0    5 
,   0     !> liin. 

,  1    9 
3    0 

Brass  screws  are  twice  the  price  of  iron, 
md  copper  screws  twice  and  a  half. 

Hinges  form  a  large  and  important  class 

•of  the  Ironmonger's  work,  and  are  of  various 
sorts  used  for  a  variety  of  purposes.  They 
are  charged  at  per  pair.  For  pricing  hinges, 
•consult  tne  lists  of  manufacturers,  us  Young 
and  Marten's  catalogue.  To  some  of  the 
•chief  kinds  of  hinges  we  may  refer.  As 
articles  in  ironmongery  are  produced  in  large 
•quantities,  the  labour  in  producing  is  com- 

paratively less  than  in  other  trades.  The 
material  also  is  small  in  comparison  to 
labour.  Twenty  per  cent,  prolit  is  generally 
allowed  on  the  prime  cost  of  articles. 

The  following  prices  of  nails  and  screws  are 

given  in  Lock  wood's  "Builders'  Prices"  :— 
For  flne-cut  joiner's  brads,  per  M  :— 

THE  CAN'TILEVEK  BRIDGE  :  ITS  DE.SIGN 
AND  COXSTKL'CTION.— XIII. 

Jin.  iln.  iin. 
s.  d.  s.d.  s.  d. 
0  3..  0  3..  0    3J  , 

iin.       Iin. 
s.   d.      9.  d. 
0    *i  ■■  0    5i  .. 
Per  10  M :  - 

2    7.3    ti  ... 

Uin.  IJin. 
e.  d.  8.  d. 
0    7  ..  0    9  . 

Sin. 
s.  d. 
0  lOi 

.  6    9 10...  1  9...  2    3  ...  2    7    ..  3    ti  ...   4    6..  6    0 
For  cut  clasp,  loae,  and  clout  nails,  per  cwt. :  - 

lin.     Uin.   Ijin.      IJin.       2in.       21in.     23in.3lo6in. il  8.. .19  6.. .17    3 16  6  ...15 

Icwt. : 
M  8.. .20  0.17    9  ..  17    0  ...16     3  ...16 

|cwt.  :- 17  6  ...16    9  ...16    9 

Fine  wrought  claap,  per  cwt.  :  — 

Uin.      IJin.        2in.       2Jin.      Sin. 
5.     0  ...49    0  ...4S     6  ...36    0.  34    6 
Strong  wrought  clout,  per  cwt.  :  — 

lin.       Uin.       Uin.       liin.     2in. 

22  9. .20  6  ..18    3 

Iin.     l|in 
90  0  ..7S  0 

'.)  ...15    9  ..15    e..l4    3 

3.15    6. .14    9 

16    0.15    3 

4in. 
33    0 

Jin. ..64  0.66 2iin .37    6.36    0.34    0 .49    0  ...42     0 

Fine  ditto :  - 

-  .120  O.'H    0  ...75    0  ...63    0  ..56    0  ..4!l    0.41    0 
The  most  useful  nails  for  the  joiner  are 

brads  used  for  laying  floor-boards,  fixino 
skirtings,  .'i.-c.  They  have  blunt  points,  with top  widene<l  to  form  a  head.  Clasp  imUs 
have  sharp  points  and  arrow-shaped  heads 
and  are  much  used.  Clouts  have  rounded 
and  pointed  shanks  and  flat  heads,  and  are used  for  faxing  ironwork  on  wood. 

Screws  are  made  in  great  variety  for  aU 
kinds  of  work  from  .^in.  to  (>in.  \Ve  onlv 
give  a  lew  prices  per  dozen,  davwork.  Iroii 
screws  of  hn.  long  are  priced  at  2d.  per 
dozen;  lirn.,  2.id.  ;  Uin.,  3,Vd. ;  2in..  I.  ■ 

-Jin  (,d  :  3m.  8d.;  Iin., 'is.  .'d.  ;  rnn.', -s.  (>d.  Handrail  screws  are  made  Iin.  to 
hin.  long.  For  fin.  diameter,  one  nut,  a 
lin.  screw  is  Id.  each,  and  a  Id.  for  every iin.  m  length  up  to  uin.,  which  is  7d.  If 
two  nuts  add  one-sixth.  Coach  screws  per 

fr^H-  -^-  ̂ '  ̂!°"  '"'J-  •  32^in.  bv  ffn., 
4"ii  •  t^°-,.^>'  ̂ "'-  '«-M.;  -Jin.  bVlia. 
is-  W.;  (!in.  by  Jin.,  Is.  " 

ire  olflfl?'^  ""^..P*'  '*°='*°'  Jaywork.  prices .ireouote.1  as  follows:  IJin.  by  Jin.,   T.W.  ■ 

are'w^th'li'-  '?" "  ''°-  ̂'^  i^-  ̂'•■>'^'  '^^^^ nnt«  ̂ f^  °'^  or  square  necks,  and  square nuts,  with  cup  and  countersunk  heads. 

«w  of^.  l^S^^  P*™!"  "h^ch,  E«t  Suffolk,  a 

THE  streeses  induced  upon  the  various 
members  of  the  typical  central  independent 

girder  wo  have  selected,  by  a  uniformly  dia- 
tributcd  dead  load,  wore  ascertained,  checked,  and 
tabulated  in  our  last  article.  It  remains  now  to 

determine  the  stresses  to  which  the  different  parts 
of  the  truss  are  exposed  from  the  action  of  a 
moving  or  live  load,  which  have  already  been 
shown  to  depend  upon  the  position  occupied  by 
the  rolling  load  upon  the  truss.  As  during  the 
passage  of  the  live  load  across  the  bridge  this 
position  is  continually  varying,  it  will  bo  necessary 
to  consider  it  ciiually  fully  in  detail,  with  respect 
to  each  of  the  apices  of  the  lower  (lange,  as  was 
done  with  regard  to  the  dead  load.  A  few  words 
must  be  said  here  upon  the  recognised  and 
generally  received  methods  adopted  by  engineers 
and  bridge  designers  in  dealing  with  live  or 
rolling  loads.  First  there  is  the  concentrated- 
load  method,  which  consists  in  locating  the 
position  of  the  wheel  loads  of  the  locomotives— 

for  two  are  generally  used  in  testing  railway 
bridges— and  of  the  uniform  load  hauled  by  them, 
which  produce  the  greatest  stress  reiiuired  upon 
any  separate  part  of  the  truss  or  girder,  and 
then  to  lind,  by  proper  modes  of  calculation, 
the  actual  stress  brought  upon  that  part  of  the 
truss  under  analysis  for  the  assumed  position  of 
the  wheel  loads  of  the  engines  and  train.  It  is 
clear  that  as  separate  calculations,  according  to 
this  wheel-concentration  system,  would  have  to  be 
made  for  each  member  of  the  truss  under  the 

conditions  attending  every  possible  position  of 
the  rolling  load,  the  time  and  labour  required  for 
the  accurate  determination  of  all  the  stresses 
would,  in  the  case  of  a  large  bridge  example,  be 
enormous.  It  is  no  wonder,  therefore,  that  so 
serious  a  drawback  has  led  to  the  adoption  of 
several  rival  methods  of  investigation  and  analysis, 
which  have  just  reasons  to  be  carefully  inquired 
into,  as  it  is  claimed  for  them  that  while  insuring 
the  determination  of  the  same  maximum  stresses, 

they  are  better  adapted  for  the  actual  exigencies 
and  requirements  of  each  particular  case. 

One  of  these  methods  advocates  the  employ- 
ment of  a  single  concentrated  load  ;  another  that 

of  two  similar  loads,  and  a  third  that  of  a  uniform 
load  of  a  given  amount  placed  in  the  centre  of  the 
typical  train.  There  is  one  other  which  is  fast 
superseding  those  already  mentioned,  and  that  is 
the  method  of  equivalent  uniform  loads.  This 
simple  system  is  based  upon  the  assumption 
that  an  equivalent  uniform  load  can  be  found 
which  will  produce  the  same  maximum  stresses 
upon  all  the  members  of  a  truss  as  those  to  which 
they  are  subjected  by  the  wheel-concentration 
method.  Theoretically,  this  exact  equivalence  is 
impossible :  but,  nevertheless,  the  coincidence  can 
be  made  sufficiently  near  for  aU  practical  pur- 

poses, and  the  amount  of  the  substituted  system 
of  loading  which  effects  this  closely  approx"imate result  is  termed  the  equivalent  uniform  load.  It 
IS  a  very  usual  practice  among  English  engineers, 
and  to  a  considerable  extent  also  among  their 
prsfessional  brethren  in  America,  to  adopt  this 
system,  and  to  estimate  the  moving  load  in  tons 
per  foot  run  which  would  induce  the  same  stresses 
upon  the  members  of  the  structure  which  would 
be  incurred  when  the  heaviest  engines  and  trains 
constitute  the  rolling  load.  The  standard  or 
typical  tram  in  the  I'nited  States  is  made  up  of  a couple  of  Consolidation  or  Lehigh  locomotives, 
hauUng  after  them  the  heaviest  train  that  is  ever 
made  up  on  the  line.  Those  who  advocate  the 
wheel  concentration  method  uphold  the  theo- 

retical conditions  above  referred  to,  and  main- 
t.^in  that  under  no  conditions  of  loading  will  a single  uniform  load,  or,  as  is  more  usual, 
wUl  a  number  of  equal  loads  placed  at 

J  *P'F®'  or  panel  points,  similarly  to  the 
mode  of  arrangement  adopted  in  oiu-  previous  I articles,  accurately  represent  what  reallv  occurs 
when  a  pau  of  locomotives  puUing  a  train  after 
them  traverse  a  bridge.  This  allegation,  while 
not  denied,  nor  attempted  to  be' refuted  by  the partisans  of  the  system  of  the  equivalent  uniform 
load,  IS  met  by  the  unquestionablv  valid  assertion 
that  the  concentrated  load  method  is,  in  the  first 
puice,  unnecessarily  tedious  and  complicated. 
Secondly,  that  it  is  by  no  means  a  diflicult  matter 
to  assume  imiformly  distributed  loads,  according 
to  the  maximum  weight  of  the  rolling  stock  on 
any  particular  railway,  which  will,  with  a  safe 
limit  or  surplus  margin,  provide  for  the  greatest 
stresses  which  are  produced  bv  the  principle  of 
concentoated  loading.  It  must'  be  borne  in  mind that  whether  wheel  loads  or  uniform  loads  bo 

used,  the  calculations  in  both  cases  will  have  to 
be  modified  from  time  to  time,  as  the  weights  of 
both  engines  and  trains  assume  ever-increasing 
dimensions  and  proportions.  During  the  last  ten 
years  the  weight  of  engines  and  trains  has  in- 

creased very  considerably.  It  is  not,  as  has  been 
frequently  erroneously  stated,  the  desire  for  high 
speed  which  has  solely  dictated  the  heavy  weights 
of  present  rolling  stock.  The  cause  must  also 
lit]  further  searched  for  in  the  employment 
of  much  heavier  gradients,  which,  both  at  home, 
abroad,  and  in  the  colonies,  incessantly  demand 
larger,  more  powerful,  and  consequently  heavier 
engines.  In  order  to  point  out  to  our  readers  the 
necessity  for  paying  close  attention  to  the  gradual 
but  certain  augmentation  in  engines  and  their 
accompanying  train-loads,  the  two  following 
tables  are  given.  The  first.  Table  I.,  was  com- 

piled many  years  ago  by  .Sir  Benjamin  Baker, 
Birt.,  President  of  the  Institute  of  Civil  Engi- 

neers, and  though  ample  as  the  estimate  was  at 
the  time,  it  is  not  now  sufficient  for  the  traffic  of 
first- class  heavily-engined  lines. 

Taiii.k  I. 

Span  in  feet. Equivalent  uniform  load  per  foot  run in  tons. 

10 

3000 

20 

2-400 

30 

2-100 

60 

1-600 

lOO 

1-375 

ISO 

1-260 

•JOO 

1-125 

300 

i-ooo 

The  heaviest  engines  are  notably  those  in  use 
on  American  railways.  Those  of  the  Consolida- 

tion pattern  weigh  101  tons  :  but  this  figure, 
high  as  it  is,  is  beaten  by  the  locomotives  of  the 
Lehigh  heavy-grade  type,  which  run  up  to 
Ufl  and  1-20  tons.  Professor  Waddel  has  pre- 

pared the  following  Table  1 1,  of  the  equivalent 
uniformly-distributed  moving  loads  which  pro- 

duce the  same  stresses  in  plate  girders  as  are  due 
to  the  wheel-concentration  method. 

Table  n. 

1 

ent 
uted 

tona 
run. 

1 

ent 

uted 

to
na
. 

■s 

ent 
uted 

tona 

run. 

.9 

a 
a 

U2 

Eq
ni
va
 

diatrib 

lo
ad
  

in
 

per  
foot 

Sp
an
  

in
 

Eq
ui
va
l 

di
st
ri
b 

lo
ad
  

in
 

.3 

1 

Eq
ui
va
l 

di
st
ri
b 

lo
ad
  

in
 

per  
foot 

15-00 

2-57 
35 

1-93 
60 

1-63 

•20-00 

2-25 

40 

1-86 

70 

l-3« 

2-i-m 

1       2-23 

46 

1-78 

80 

1-50 

2.1-00 

1       2-14 

60 

1-72 

90 

1-48 

30  00 

1       2-04 

66 

1-66      1 

1 
100 

1-44 

Some  engineers  make  a  distinction  between  the 

equivalent  uniform  load  per  foot  run  for  plate 
and  for  trusses  and  open-web  girders.     That  the 
difference  is  very  small  wiU  be  seen  on  comparing 
the  respective  rates  of  loading  for  the  types  of 
girders  having  a  span  of  100ft.  each  in  Tables  II. 
and  III.,  which  show  a  very  slight  increase  in 
favour  of  the  open-web  type  of  bridge.     The 

actual  figures  are  as  1-44  to  148,  or  a  difference 
of  only  0  04  ton.     This  difference  ■wiU  show  a 
larger  proportion  as  the  span  of  the  girders  is 
augmented ;    but  in  any  case  it  may  be  either 
neglected,  or  the  larger  allowance  taken  for  the 
plate  girder.   There  is  another  reason  for  treating 
the  difference  as  a  negligible  quantity,  and  that 
is,  that  as  plate  girders  are  not  constructed  with 
spans  much  exceeding  a  couple  of  hundred  feet, 
ail  comparison  between  them  and  trussed  struc- 

tures ceases  at  that  limit. 
Table  m. 

Equivalent  distributed  lead 
in  tons. 

1-4S 
1-43 
1-40 

1-38 1-33 

AV  ith  regard  to  these  three  Tables,  there  is  one 
point  deserving  of  especial  notice  which  perhaps 
may  call  for  a  little  explanation.  .\  reference  to 
the  equivalent  loads  will  indicate  that  the  rate 
of  loading  per  foot  run  diminishes  as  the  span  of the  bridge  increases.  How  is  this  apparent  paradox 
to  be  accounted  for:  In  the  first  place,  it  is 
evident  that  the  impictive  force  of  a  moving  load 
produces  a  far  greater  shock  upon  a  small  and 
light  bridge  than  it  wiU  do  upon  a  larger  and 
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heavier  etructure.  Consequently,  so  far  as  resist- 
anee  to  this  particular  description  of  stress  is 
concerned,  the  greater  the  insistent  weight  of  the 
hridge  itself  the  better.  It  is  the  principle  of 
the  hammer  and  the  anvil.  So  much  impressod 
were  engineers  in  the  early  days  of  railways  of  this 
fact  that  an  extra  thickness  of  ballast  was  purposely 
piled  upon  the  bridges,  in  order  to  render  them 
better  able  to  withstand  the  shock  produced  by  the 
driving  wheels  of  the  locomotive.  It  follows 

from  this  argument  that  the  effect  of  a  mo\'ing 
load  upon  a  bridge  varies  inversely  as  the  ratio 
between  the  weight  of  the  bridge  and  that  of  the 
load.  Considering  the  case  of  increasing  the 
weight  of  a  bridge  by  the  addition  of  an  extra 
amount  of  ballast  as  one  extreme,  the  other  will 
be  found  in  an  example  in  which  the  weight  of 
the  structure  itself  is  so  disproportionately  large 
to  that  of  the  moving  load,  that  the  impactive 
action  of  the  latter  may  he  almost  wholly 
neglected. 

It  has  been  found,  by  comparing  the  results  of 
the  stresses  obtained  by  using  the  two  methods  of 
wheel-concentration  and  equivalent  uniform  load, 
that  the  maximum  error  incurred  by  the  employ- 

ment of  the  latler  does  not  exceed  2  per  cent, 
upon  the  unsafe  side,  while  it  frequently  rises  to 
4  per  cent,  upon  the  safe  side.  From  these  data 
it  is  abundantly  apparent  that  the  system  of 
equivalent  uniformly-distributed  loads  may  be 
adopted  with  perfect  security  and  certainty  with 
respect  to  the  amount  of  the  stresses  upon  the 
members  of  a  truss  so  ascertained.  It  will  be  as 
well  to  give  the  general  formula  from  which  the 
equivalent  uniform  loads  msy  be  calculated  by 
assigning  such  values  to  it  as  will  give  the  result- 

ing equations  for  each  particular  case.  Let  L  in 

l"ig.  1  represent  the  span  of  any  beam  or  girder, 

Fio.  1, 

re  the  centre  line,  and  let  it  be  required  to 
ascertain  the  bending  moment  at  any  point,  X, 
which  divides  the  whole  span  into  the  separate 
segments  a  and  b.  Put  B  51  equal  to  the  bend- 

ing moment  at  the  point  X,  then  making  W  =  the 
equivalent  load  per  unit  of  length,  in  this  case 
per  foot  run,  we  obtain — 

Ti\r  =  W  X  (a  X  A)  X  L  ^y^ 2x  L 

Substituting  fori  its  value — 

b  = 
(L  -  «), 

the  equation  becomes- 
- 

BM-^^"
 

X  L-  o) XL 
2  X  L (2) 

It  was  at  one  time  considered  that  the  equiva- 
lent uniform  load  was  equal  to  an  amount  which 

would  give  rise  to  the  same  bending  moment,  and 
consequently  the  same  stress  upon  the  ilanges  at 
the  centre  of  the  girder,  as  obtained  from  the 
other  methods  of  calculation  already  enumerated. 
ITsing  the  same  notation  as  in  the  equation  (1) 

and  ('2),  the  problem  resolves  itself  into  that  of 
determining  the  bending  moment,  from  the  data 
at  our  disposal,  upon  the  centre  of  the  girder 
along  the  dotted    line   cc   in  Fig.    1.     In  this 

instance,  therefore,  we  have  a  =  — --  ,80  that  the 

axpression  becomes — 
BM  =  W  X  L 

preferable  to  regard  the  bending  moment  as 
acting  not  at  the  half,  but  at  the  quarter  span, 
which  may  be  computed  in  the  following  manner. 
It  is  evident  that  in  this  case  the  values  of  a  and  b 

are — 4 

Putting  these  values  in  equation  (2)  it  becomes 
-x(L-3^) 

and  b  ■■ 
(..-) 

BM= W      Lx 

2  X  L 

(G) Solving  for  the    bendmg  moment,  we  find  it 

equal  to 3  X  W  X  L'  .^  L 
4  4 BM  = 
2  X  L 

Simplifying  and  cancelling- 
BM 

3  X  WL' 

32 

(7) 

(S) 

From  this  equation  the  value  of  W  is  given  by 

the  expression- 
(9) 

W  = 

BM  X  32 

3  X  L« 

If  we  compare  this  equation  for  the  equivalent 
distributed  load  with  '51,  it  will  be  seen  that  it 
errs  on  the  safe  side,  if  there  be  any  error  at  all. 
For  both  the  equations  (S)  and  (!l)  the  bending 
moments  must  be  de  determined  a  priori  for  each 

particular  case. 
The  rolling  load  for  the  Forth  Bridge  consisted 

(1)  in  trains  of  unlimited  length  upon  each  line 
of  rails  weighing  each  one  ton  per  foot  run, 
and  (2)  of  trains  upon  each  track  made  up  of  a 
pair  of  engines  and  tenders,  weighing  together 
142  tons,  at  the  head  of  a  train  of  60  short  coal- 
trucks,  of  a  weight  of  la  tons  each.  We  must 
reserve  for  our  next  article  the  determination  and 
tabulation  of  the  longitudinal  stresses  brought 
upon  the  flanges,  and  the  shearing  stresses  upon 
the  web  by  a  rolling  load.  Except  in  amount, 
the  flanges  or  chords  are  not  much  affected  by  a 
rolling  load,  and  are  never  subject  to  reversals  : 
but  the  diagonal  members  of  the  web  are  exposed 
to  alternate  stresses,  which,  as  will  be  pointed 
out  subsequently,  is  the  cause  of  the  necessity  of 

employing  counterbraccs. 

(}"-^ 
from  which  wo  obtain- 

2  X  L 

(3) 

BM  = 
W 

Q^) 
2  X  L 

di\nding    out 

W 

Kcducing  and 
finally  Irought  to  the  form — 

W  X  L» 8  X  L 

the  formula  is 

BM  = 
(5) W  X  L' 8 

Further  experiments  and  additional  investiga- 
tions led  to    the   conclurion   that  it   would  be 

MORTAK  OF  MIXED  LIME  AXD  CEMENT. 

CONSIDEKIXG  sand  as  an  ingredient  common 
to  the  preparation  of  all  mortars,  they  may 

he  classed  under  three  general  heads.  First, 
mortfu'  made  with  ordinary  lime  ;  secondly,  made 
with  hydraulic  lime  ;  and,  thirdly,  made  with 
cement,  either  natural  or  artificial.  It  will  be  as 
well  to  distinguish  between  these  two  descriptions 
of  cement.  A  natural  cement  is  a  substance  pro- 

duced by  the  ordinary  process  of  calcination  of  a 
natural  rock  or  stone.  An  artificial  cement,  on 
the  contrary,  is  made  by  mechanically  mixing, 
pulverising,  and  burning  certain  ingredients  in 
certain  proportions.  Koman  cement  in  England 
and  the  Rossendale  cement  in  America  constitute 
the  two  most  widely  known  examples  of  the 
natural  production.  The  first  of  these  is  manu- 

factured from  the  septaria  or  calcareous  nodules 
of  the  beds  of  the  London  clay,  or  of  those  of 
Kimmeridge  in  Dorsetshire.  It  is  quick-setting, 
but  undergoes  serious  deterioration  from  age  and 
exposure  to  climatic  influences.  For  these  and 
other  good  reasons,  it  has  been  almost  entirely 
superseded  by  its  rival  artificial  compounds. 
The  KoesendaJe  cement  is  prepared  from  silicious 
or  argillaceous  limestones,  containing  less  than 
Tfi  per  cent,  of  carbonic  acid,  or  from  an 
argillo-magnesian  limestone  containing  less  than 
the  same  percentage  of  both  the  carbonate  of 
lime  and  the  carbonate  of  magnesia. 

As  an  artificial  preparation,  Portland  cement 
has  no  equal  all  the  world  over.  It  is  the  sheet 
anchor  of  the  architect  and  the  engineer,  and 
there  is  no  doubt  that  but  for  its  valuable  aid 
many  constructive  works  carried  out  in  modem 
times  would  have  been  well-nigh  impossible  of 
execution.  In  the  manufacture  of  these  two 

classes  of  cement  there  is  one  principal  difference. 
Roman  cements  are  burnt  with  a  comparatively 
smsdl  amount  of  fuel  and  at  a  correspondingly 
low  temperature.  On  the  other  hand,  Portland 
cement  is  burnt  at  a  very  high  temperature, 
which  may  be  pushed  to  nearly  the  point  of 
Titrifaction.  There  are  just  one  or  two  other 
artificial  cements  which,  as  we  are  on  the  subject, 
are  deserving  of  a  brief  notice.  That  patented 

under  the  name  of  "  Lalarge"  cement  very  much 

resembles  Portland,  but  possesses  one  highl 
important  advantage  not  incidental  to  Portlan 
or  the  natural  cements  :  it  does  not  stain  lime 
stone  or  marble  or  any  kind  of  porous  stone,  an 
in  consequence  is  very  much  employed  in  eettiu) 
and  backing  up  the  stonework  in  large  ani 
handsome  buildings,  both  public  and  private 
Another,  Keene's  cement,  made  by  recalcininj 
plaster  of  Paris,  after  immersing  it  in  a  satu 
rated  solution  of  alum,  forms  an  excellen 
plaster,  and  is  manufactured  of  two  qualities 
coarse  and  fine,  to  suit  different  styles  of  work 
The  latter  is  perfectly  white,  and  readily  takes  i 
very  high  degree  of  jiolbh  :  but  the  former  doe: 
not,  and  is  not  intended  to,  possess  these  quali- 

ties to  the  same  extent.  Both  set  hard,  and  an 
much  used  for  cornices,  artificial  marble?,  an  i 
the  internal  decoration  of  buildings. 

It  is  difiScult  to  delimitate  the  exict  stage  ol 
transition  between  hydraulic  limes  and  hydraulic 
cements,  although  the  former  class  pass  into  the 
latter    by    an   almost    imperceptible   gradation 
Should  the  natural  limestones  contain  an  admi 
ture  of  from  15  to  25  per  cent,  of  foreign  suV 
stances,  the  result  is  a  hydraulic  lime.     If  c!^\ 
constitutes  the  principal  foreign  ingredient,  th 
limestone  is  argillaceous ;  but,  if  silica  takes  iu 
place,  the  stone  is  of  a  silicious  character.  When 
a  large  proportion  of  these  impurities,  as  they 
are  sometimes  termed,  ranging  from  25  to  C5  per 
cent.,   are  present,   hydraulic  cements  are  the 
consequence.     At  the  same  time,  it  is  not  by  any 
means  a  difficult  matter  to  distinguish  the  one 
from  the  other.     Hydraulic  limes,  when  mixed  -i 
with  a  fair  projiortion  of    water,  slake  rather 

slowly,  give  out  but  little  heat,  and  do  not  in- crease in  bulk  more  than  about  a  third  of  their 
original  volume.     But  the  case  is  very  different 
with  hydraulic  cements.   They  do  not  slake  when 
mixed  with  water,  do  not  perceptibly  increase  in 
either  bulk  or  temperature,  and  set  more  rapidly 
under  water  than  any  other  class  of  cementitious  i 
substances,  with  perhaps  the  exception  of  Medina 
cement.     It  has  not  been  found  profitable  nor 
requisite  to  manufacture  hydraulic  limes,  either 
in    America    or    generally  in   other  countries, 
though  an  exception  may  be  made  with  respect  to 
the  silicious  limestones  in  France  from  which  thf- 
well-known  hydraulic  limes  of  Teil  are  mar 
factured.     When  it  becomes  a  question  of  fir- 
class    work,   natural    cements    are   not    in  tht 
running  with  Portland,   and  there  are  certain 
purposes,   such   as  the  fabrication   of  artificial 
stones,  paving-setts,  and  concrete,  to  which  it  is 
alone  and  pre-eminently  suitable. 

To  the  three  classes  of  mortar  enunciated  at 
the  commencement  of  our  present  article  we  now 
propose  to  add  a  fourth,  which  is  not  as  well 
known  and  recognised  as  it  deserves  to  be,  and  is 
briefly  described  in  the  title  given  to  it.  It  has 
long  been  observed  that  when  a  compara- 

tively very  small  quantity  of  cement  is  added 
to  an  ordinary  lime  mortar,  some  very  marked 
modifications  take  place  in  it.  The  chief 
of  these  new  properties  imparted  to  it  are 
a  considerable  diminution  in  its  shrinkage  or 
contraction,  that  is  its  decrease  in  bulk, 
and  a  correspondingly  large  increase  in  its 

power  of  resistance.  Experiments  have  shown 
that  if  a  mortar  be  composed  of  one  part  of  lime 
and  three  parts  of  sand,  and  one-tenth  part  of 
cement  be  added  to  it,  the  resistance  it  will  offer 

to  compression  will,  after  it  has  been  allowed  to 
set  for  a  month,  be  three  times  that  possessed  by 
an  ordinary  lime  mortar  mixed  in  the  proportion 
of  one  part  of  lime  and  two  parts  of  sand.  It  will 
also  develop  a  cohesive  strength,  and  an 
adherence  to  brick  or  stone  double  that  of  the 

plain  mortar.  If,  again,  keeping  the  amount  of 
the  other  ingredients  constant,  the  proportion  of 
cement  be  raised  to  one-seventh,  the  resistance  to 

crushing  will  be  increased  to  four  times  that  of 

plain  lime  mortar,  and  to  six  times  xi  the  fraction 

be  made  equal  to  one-fifth.  There"T»»neprac- 
tical  advantage  to  be  gained  in  further  augfes**- 

ing  the  proportionate  quantity  of  cement,  for  two- 
very  good  reasons.  In  the  first  place,  the. small  additional  expense  incurred  so  far  is 

fully  justified  by  the  results  obtained,  and,  in 
the  second,  a  greater  resistance  in  mortar 

employed  in  the  building  of  even  large  and 
massive  erections  of  stone  and  brickwork  is  not 

required,  and,  therefore,  obviously  would  not 
warrant  an  extra  expenditure  whose  only  object 
would  be  to  confer  a  redundancy  of  strength 

upon  the  material.  A  very  similar  effect  will  be 

produced  by  adopting  the  same  process  in  the 
case  of  cement  mortar,  substituting  ■  a  small 

quantity  of  slaked  lime  instead  of  cement.    An 

ii 
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addition  of  a  very  small  percentage  will  much 
improve  both  the  tensile  and  compressive  strength 
of  the  mortar,  and  give  it  a  greater  power  of 
adhesion  than  it  would  otherwise  possess.  It  has 
been  found  that  if  to  a  cement-mortar,  composed 
of  one  part  of  cement  and  two  parts  of  sand  by 
volume,  one  part  of  lime,  also  measured  per 
Tolume,  be  added,  the  resistance  to  tension  will 
be  increased  ten  per  cent.,  that  to  compression 
20  per  cent.,  and  the  strength  of  its  adhesive 
properties  as  much  as  25  per  cent.  The  exact 
part  played  by  the  small  quantity  of  either  cement 
or  slaked  lime,  added  to  the  two  descriptions  of 
mortar  in  augmenting  their  valuable  qualities, 
has  never  been  satisfactorily  accounted  for  nor 
explained.  However,  the  results  obtained 
strongly  resemble  those  produced  by  mixing  an 
almost  minute  proportion  of  one  metal  to  a  large 
mass  of  another  of  a  totally  different  kind.  As 
an  example,  a  percentage  of  from  Oil  to  O-ia  of 
pure  carbon  converts  ordinary  wrought  iron  into 
soft  steel :  an  increase  from  0-45  to  Oo.i  per  cent. 
gives  it  the  constitution  of  intermediate  or  mild 
steel.so  much  used  for  bridges,  roofs,  and  ship- 

building;  a  further  addition  from  ii  ."Sd  to  1-50 
produces  hard  steel,  and  when  the  percentage 
attains  to  20  and  over  the  steel  virtually  passes 
into  the  condition  of  cast  iron.  The  effect  of 
adding  a  minute  dose  of  spiegeleisen  or  oxide  of 
manganese  to  steel  is  well  known  to  all  metal- 

lurgists and  those  engaged  in  the  wroughting  of 
iron  and  other  metals.  T.  C. 

The  comer -stone  of  the  \'ictoria  Theatre, 
Broughton,  Salford.  is  to  be  laid  by  Sir  Henry 
Irving,  at  noon,  on  Wednesday,  the  4th  pros. 

A  circular  letter  has  been  addressed  to  tho  various 
local  authorities  throughout  the  country  by  the 
I<>cal  Government  Board,  drawing  attention  to  the 
Small  Dwellings  Acquisition  Act,  I.S90  ('.2  and  (jo 
Vit  c.  44),  which  contains  important  provisions  for 
lacihtating  the  acquisition  of  small  houses  by 
persons  who  desire  to  reside  in  them,  by  enabling 
Iccal  authorities  to  advance,  under  certain  condi- 
nonp.  part  of  the  purchase  money.  The  chief 
points  respecting  these  provisions  are  set  forth  in the  circular. 

"CLAYPATCH,"    RIDGEWAY,  ENFIELD. 

THIS  house,  lately  completed,  is  buUt  with  red 
Suffolk  bricks,  the  roofs  being  covered  with 

red  tiles.  The  plan  is  so  arranged  that  the 
principal  rooms  enjoy  extensive  views,  the 
kitchen  and  offices  being  placed  on  the  north. 
The  general  contractors  were  Messrs.  Gibson 
Bros.,  of  Enfield.  This  drawing  was  exhibited 

in  this  year's  Academy.  The  architect  is  Mr. 
Sydney  ̂ y.  Cranfield,  A.R  I.B.A  ,  architect, 
Lincoln's  Inn-fields,  W.C. 

NEW  BUILDING  CODE  FOR  NEW  YORK. 

AFRESH  code  of  building  regulations  for  New 
York  has  just  been  presented  in  draft  form 

to  the  municipal  assembly  of  that  city,  having 
been  for  eight  or  nine  months  in  course  of  formu- 

lation by  a  building  code  commission.  The  new 
draft  regulations  are  divided  into  36  parts  and 
subdivided  into  164  sections.  For  the  first  time 
there  is  a  section  on  the  quality  of  materials, 
specifying  the  properties  of  brick,  sand,  lime, 
cement,  concrete,  timber,  and  metal  which  may 
be  used.  The  old  antiquated  section  on  testing 
materials  of  construction  has  been  expunged,  and 
one  in  accordance  with  modern  practice  substi- 

tuted. Many  changes  have  been  made,  says  the 
Engineering  Record,  in  the  regulations  concerning 
excavations  and  foundations.  The  law  now 

grades  the  bearing  capacity  of  soils  from  one  ton 
to  the  square  foot  on  soft  clay  to  four  tons  on 
firm  coarse  sand,  stiff  gravel,  or  hard  clay. 
Whenever  a  test  of  the  bearing  power  of  soil  is 
made,  the  Clommissioner  of  Buildings  must  be 
represented,  and  a  record  of  the  test  filed  with 
his  department.  The  allowable  pressure 
under  footings  has  been  fixed  with  regard 
to  the  present  practice  of  considering  but  a 
portion  of  the  entire  live  load  under  many 
circumstances.  For  example,  in  warehouses  and 
factories  the  full  live  load  is  prescribed  :  in  stores 
and  buildings  for  public  assemblies  75  per 
cent,  of  the  live  load  is  specified  :  while  in 

dwellings,  ollice  buildings,  hotels  and  stables,  I'lH per  cent,  is  to  be  the  basis  of  figuring.  The  section 

on  piles  and  pile  driving  has  been  altered,  and  the 
bearingcapacity  of  piles  must  now  be  figured  by  the- 
formula  introduced  by  the  late  A.  II.  Wellington. 
The  unit  values  adopted  for  determining  the  safe 
carrying  capacity  of  wooden  beams  have  been 
made  to  accord  with  the  experimental  studies  of 
I'rofessor  Linza  and  others.  The  live  loads  on 
floors  have  been  so  reduced  as  to  be  more  nearly 
in  accord  with  the  actual  loading  which  will 
come  on  floors  in  structures  of  various  classes. 
In  dwellings,  for  example,  the  live  load  may  now 
be  figured  at  601b.  to  the  square  foot :  in  oflfice 

buildings,  schools,  Arc,  "olb. ;  in  places  of  public 
assemblage,  901b.  ;  where  light  manufacturing 
and  storage  must  be  provided  for,  1201b.  :  in 
buildings  for  heavy  manufacturing  and  the 
storage  of  heavy  goods,  1501b.  is  specified. 
While  the  uniform  thickness  of  brick  v.alls  in 
skeleton  buildings  is  not  provided,  yet  the  thick- 

nesses in  the  proposed  law  are  much  less  severe 
than  those  heretofore  required.  In  this  part  of  the 
code  compromise  had  to  be  resorted  to  by  the 
advocates  of  the  best  practice  in  ord^r  to  obtain 
any  marked  improvement  over  the  old  regula- 

tions, for  the  mason  trade,  which  is  directly  con- 

cerned in  s'uch  pro\T8ions,  was  strongly  repre- sented on  the  commission.  The  safe  loads  on 
brickwork  which  the  law  now  specifies  range 
from  S  tons  to  tho  square  foot  where  lime  mortar 
is  used  to  15  tons  with  Portl.and  cement  mortar. 
The  strength  of  concrete  of  various  proportions 
has  also  been  specified. 

The  old  section  relating  to  factors  of  safety  has 
been  replaced  by  one  according  with  modem 
practice.  The  section  fixing  the  allowable  unit 
stresses  for  columns  of  wood  and  metal,  while 
leaving  something  to  be  desired,  is  yet  brought 
practicjJly  into  accord  with  good  engineering 
practice.  Wind  pressures  are  provided  for  in  a 
separate  section.  \  marked  feature  of  the  new 
regulations  is  a  section  giving  the  safe  carrying 
capacity  of  various  materials  of  construction, 
except  in  the  case  of  columns,  for  practically  all 
situations. 

The  construction  of  the  line  to  connect  Troro 
and  Xew(iuay  by  wiy  of  Chacewater  has  been 
commeLCea. 
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rUE  KHITISU  A.S.S(JCIATIi»N  AT  DmVER. 

TIIK  meetings  of  the  British  Association 
scarcely  maintain  their  old  reputation  for 

interest,  and  this  year's  gathcrin!>;  at  Dover  has 
not  been  distinguished  by  very  striking  originality 
in  the  address  of  the  President,  Sir  Jlichael 
Foster,  or  by  any  very  brilliant  papers  or  lectures ; 
and  the  absence  of  an  illustrious  and  veracious 
explorer,  such  as  the  picture8<iue  narrator  who 

enlivened  last  year's  proceedings  at  llristol,  was 
sorely  felt  by  the  bored  audiences  in  several 
sections.  The  presidential  address  delivered  on 
Thursday  night  reviewed  the  progress  made 
in  biology,  geology,  and  electricity  during  the 
present  century,  and  the  outlook  of  these  sciences 
at  this  time,  and  was  published  in  exlenio  in  last 

week's  Eugliih  iltchaiiic  and  Jl'urld  of  Science, 
which  to-day  continues  its  report  of  the  proceed- 

ings. "We  give,  in  accordance  with  our  custom, a  selection  from  some  of  the  papers  likely  to 
interest  our  readers. 

THE  BELATIOK   llETWEES  THE   DOVER  .WD  Fll.VKCO- 
IIELGI.W    C0.1L-1IA.<IXS. 

Jlr.  U.  Etheridge  said  that  the  history  of  the 
stratified  rocks  of  South-East  Kent  was  now  being 
determined.  The  Dover  exploration  was  carried 
through  the  lower  cretaceous.  Jurassic,  and  pro- 

bably the  upper  series  of  the  coal  mesisures,  with, 
so  far,  eight  teams  of  workable  coal  to  the  depth 

of  2,'2'2.->ft.  How  many  more  seams  there  are  was not  certain,  but  over  100ft.  of  the  coal  measures 
below  the  thick  or  4tt.  seam  had  been  tested,  and 
yet  the  coal-measure  floor  had  not  been  pene- 

trated. The  discovery  of  these  coal  measures 

proved  completely  Godwin  Austen's  view  of  forty 
years  ago  that  the  coal  measures  which  form  part 
of  the  Une  joining  the  coalfields  of  Westphalia, 
Belgium,  and  north  France  with  those  of  Bristol, 
North  Somerset,  and  South  Wales  lie  buried 
beneath  the  newer  rocks  in  South-east  England. 
The  future  commercial  value  to  Dover  and  its 
neighbourhood  might  be  inferentially  seen  from 
the  fact  that  in  1850  there  were  only  two  col- 

lieries in  the  Pas  de  Calais  field,  producing 
annually  19,000  tons,  while  in  1895  there  were 
17  collieries  producing  over  11,000,000  tons. 
Comparing  by  maps,  plans,  and  statistics  of 
borings  the  coalfields  of  Braboume  and  Dover  with 
those  of  Belgium  and  South  Wales,  Mr.  Etheridge 
showed  first  that  Professor  Prestwich's  view 
was  probably  correct — namely  that  the  Dover 
field  wa?  one  of  a  chain  of  isolated  coal-basins 
that  extended  from  Prussia  to  the  south  of 
Ireland,  and  passed  under  the  Straits  of  Dover ; 
then  that  the  coal  at  Dover  was  workable  at  a 

depth  comparing  verj-  favourably  with  (and, 
indeed,  much  lees  than)  the  depths  worked  in 
South  Wales  and  Belgium :  and,  thirdly,  that 
in  the  (luality,  chemical  composition,  and  heating 
power  of  the  anthracite  and  other  kinds  obtained 
in  Wales,  Somerset,  Dover,  and  the  Franco- 
Belgian  fields  the  agreement  was  almost  com- 

plete, while  a  similar  agreement  existed  in  the 
similarity  of  mass  and  condition  of  the  beds  and 
their  relation  to  the  strata  above  and  beneath. 
The  continuity  could  not  be  doubted,  as  in  every 
particular  the  fields  were  Ihe  same  throughout. 
Nor  could  success  be  doubted  if  one  considered 
the  known  great  capacity  of  the  French  and 
Belgian  fields.  The  significant  question  was — 
Were  the  coals  at  Dover  able,  in  respect  of  the 
depth  and  quality  of  the  coal,  to  be  worked  at  a 

profit'?  The  answer  was  that  eight  seams  had 
bsen  reached,  the  lowest  4ft.  seam  being  2,22oft., 
and  many  coalfields  were  worked  at  much  greater 
depths,  4,0n0ft.  being  the  depth  fixed  by  the 
Koyal  Commission  of  1871,  under  the  presidency 
of  the  Duke  of  Argyll,  as  being  the  limit  of  the 
safe  working,  on  account  of  the  underground 
temperat\ire  at  that  depth  being  1)8'  Fahr.,  or 

"blood  heat.  Therefore,  there  was  every  indica- tion of  the  possibility  of  profitable  working  of  the 
Dover  coalfield  :  and  it  was  a  matter  not  only  of 
scientific,  but  of  national  and  commercial  interest. 

THE   SOVTlI-EASTKItX    ('l)AI.FIBLD. 

Professor  Boyd  Dawkins,  F.R.S.,  observed 
that  the  discovery  was  of  great  practical  value,  as 
it  would  probably  result  in  the  same  development 
in  Kent  of  industries  and  manufactures  which  had 
taken  place  where  the  coal  had  been  worked, 
under  the  same  conditions,  under  the  cretaceous 
and  Jurassic  rocks  in  Franco  and  Belgium.  It 
was  of  equally  great  theoretical  value,  as  it 
proved  up  to  the  hilt  the  truth  of  Godwin 
-Vusten's  view,  published  in  1858,  that  the  coal measures  lie  buried  underneath  the  newer  rocks 
in  South -Eastern  Eugland.     The  first  boring  to 

be  noticed  was  at  Uopersole,  a  spot  n3ar  the 
highway  between  Dover  and  Canterbury — eight 
miles  from  Dover,  at  400ft.  above  O.D. — the 
surface  being  composed  of  upper  chalk,  with  a 
thin  stratum  of  clay -with -flints.  It  was  begun 
at  the  close  of  1807,  and  had  at  the  present  time 
pierced  the  strata  to  the  depth  of  1,773ft.  7in. 
In  his  opinion,  the  coal  measures  of  Ropersole 
were  a  portion  of  the  same  series  as  those  at 
Dover.  Ilero,  as  at  Dover,  the  question  of  seams 
of  coal  resolved  itself  probably  into  a  question  of 
sinking  deeper.  Here  only  two  unimportant 
seams  had  been  met  with  in  a  thickness  of  197ft. 

There  twelve  scams  were  penetrated  in  a  thick- 
ness of  1,054ft.  6in.,  the  thickest  4ft.  seam  being 

at  the  bottom.  The  Kopersole  boring  established 
the  fact  that  the  Dover  coal  measures  extended 
northwards  for  a  distance  of  eight  miles  and 

beyond  in  the  direction  of  f'lnterbury.  The coal  measures  set  in  in  Kent  at  a  sufficient 
distance  to  the  north- eist  of  Brabonrne  to 
allow  of  the  presence  of  the  carboniferous 
limestone  and  millstone  grit.  Their  south- 

western boundary  could  only  be  accurately 
defined  by  further  borings,  such  as  those  which 
were  now  being  carried  on  at  Ottinge,  about  two 
and  a  half  miles  to  the  north-east  of  the  scarp  of 
the  Downs,  and  six  miles  to  the  south-west  of 
Ropersole.  Their  range  to  the  north  and  the 
east  still  remained  to  be  proved.  They  were, 
however,  continued  under  the  Channel,  and  had 
been  proved  by  the  boring  at  Calais  in  1850,  as 
well  as  those  carried  out  in  1898  at  Strouannos, 
near  Wissant.  The  thickness  and  value  of  this 
south-eastern  coalfield  could  only  be  estimated 
by  the  exposed  coalfields  of  Northern  France  and 
Belgium  and  of  .Somerset.  That  of  Liege  was 
7,600tt.  thick,  and  contained  85  seams,  present- 

ing an  aggregate  thickness  of  1 12ft.  of  workable 
coal.  That  of  Mons  was  9, 400ft.,  with  110 
seams  yielding  2o0ft.  of  coal.  In  Somerset  the 
coalfield  was  8,400ft.  thick,  the  seams  were  65  in 

number,  and  yielded  r20ft.  of  availab'e  coal.  It 
was  obvious  from  these  figures  that  the  pos- 

sibilities of  the  south-eastern  coalfield  were  very 
great,  although  it  still  remained  to  be  proved  how 
far  these  great  thicknesses  of  rock  had  been 
denuded  in  Kent  before  the  deposition  of  the 
triassic  and  Jurassic  rocks.  To  sum  up,  the 
results  of  these  borings  were  likely  to  bring  about 
the  same  economic  revolution  in  Kent  as  was 
brought  about  in  France  by  the  extension  of  the 

coalfield  of  A'alenciennes  and  Mons.  They  knew 
now  by  experiment,  not  only  where  to  seek,  but 
also  where  it  was  advisable  not  to  seek,  for  the 
coal  measures. 

COXTUASTED    AXD    COMPLEMEXTARV    COLOVHS. 

Mr.  G.  J.  Burch,  in  a  paper  on  the  "  Spectro- 
scopic Examination  of  Contrast  Phenomena," 

pointed  out  that  by  exposing  the  eye  to  bright 
sunlight  in  the  focus  of  a  burning-glass,  behind  a 
screen  composed  of  ordinary  ruby  glass  in  con- 
j  unction  with  a  gelatine  film  stained  with  magenta, 
a  condition  of  temporary  red-blindness  may  be 
induced,  during  which  red  flowers,  such  as  scarlet 
geraniums,  appear  black,  and  red  roses  blue, 
although  the  observer  is  still  perfectly  able  to 
distinguish  colours  composed  of  green,  blue,  and 
violet.  Similarly,  blindness  to  green,  to  blue,  or 
to  violet  may  be  produced  by  fatiguing  the  retina 
with  monochromatic  light  of  B\ifficient  intensity 
and  of  suitable  colour.  These  phenomena  he 
regarded  as  unfavourable  to  the  theory  of  Hering, 

but  as  supporting  that  of  "\'oung  and  Helmholtz, 
if  the  existence  of  a  fourth  primary  sensation — 
that  of  blue — be  granted.  He  exhibited  apparatus 
by  which  the  methods  of  spectroscopic  analysis 
may  be  applied  to  the  investigation  of  the 
phenomena  of  complementary  colours,  and  of 
successive  contrast  by  intermittent  light. 

VAllIATIOX    OF    THE     SPECIFIC    HEAT    OF    WATEK. 

Professor  K.  F.  CaUendar,  F.R.S.,  and  Mr. 
II.  T.  Barnes,  in  a  paper  on  this  subject, 
described  their  steady-flow  electric  calorimeter, 
by  which  a  measured  amount  of  electric  energy 
is  used  to  heat  a  constant  stream  of  water  flowing 
through  a  narrow  tube,  the  temperatures  of  the 
inflowing  and  issuing  water  being  measured  by  a 
differential  platinum-thermometer.  A  comparison 
of  the  results  with  those  of  other  observers  in- 

dicates that  the  specific  heat  of  water  decreases 

rapidly  from  0°  C.  to  a  minimum,  which  is 
variously  fixed  at  20'  to  10°  ;  after  which  it  rises 
again  with  increased  temperature. 
ISITOKM   ENI'ASSIOX  OF  FORCELAIX  WHEN   HE  VTED. 

Mr.  T.  G .  Bedford  communicated  the  results 
of  his  experiments  on  the  expacsion  of  porcelain 

I 

with  rise  of  temperature.  The  method  used  wai' 
that  of  observing  the  distance  between  two  marki 
on  a  hot  porcelain  tube  during  its  cooling,  th( 
temperature  being  determined  by  the  resistance 
of  a  piece  of  platinum  wire  running  along  the 
axis  of  the  tube  between  the  marks.  The  resulti. 

show  a  small  and  nearly  constant  expansion-co- 
efficient between  0"  and  GOO'  C,  with  only  slight variations  above  that  temperature. 

THE    UEflH    OF    THE    "CEAX    FLOOR. 

Sir  John  Murray  presided  in  Section  E,  Geo- 
graphy, and  in  hie  address  entered  into  some 

ver}'  interesting  details  with  respect  to  the  flooi 
of  the  ocean.  He  mentioned  that  considerably 
more  than  half  of  it  lies  at  a  depth  exceeding  two 
geographical  miles,  and  that  the  greatest  depth, 
5,155  fathoms,  or  over  five  geographical  miles, 
is  to  the  cast  of  the  Friendly  Isles  in  the  South 
Pacific. 

THE   ISDIAS   EOHEST    DEPARTMEXT. 

In  his  Presidential  address  to  Section  K, 

Botany,  Sir  G.  King  severelj;  criticised  the  pre- 
sent management  of  and  training  for  the  Forest 

Department  of  India.  The  men  who  took  a  lead- 
ing part  in  moulding  the  department  were,  he 

said,  all  botanists,  and  to  most  people  it  would 
appear  fitting  that  the  possession  of  a  knowledge 
of,  and  liking  for,  botany  should  form  a  strong 
characteristic  of  oflicers  whose  main  duties  were 
to  be  in  the  forest.  But  that  principle  did  not  now 
appear  to  guide  the  department.  For  example, 
at  the  entrance  examination  to  the  Forest 

School  at  Cooper's  Hill,  only  three  subjects  were 
obligatory  for  a  candidate — viz.,  mathematics,  to 
which  3,000  marks  were  allowed ;  German,  to 
which  2,000  were  allowed :  and  English,  for 
which  1,000  were  given.  Botany  was  one  of  the 
nine  optional  subjects  of  which  a  candidate  might 
take  up  two,  and  in  each  of  which  2,000  mark-i 
might  be  made.  Botany  was  taught  at  Cooji  r^ 
HiS,  and  formed  one  of  the  "special  auxiliHiv 
subjects"  for  the  forest  student.  But  the  ordinary 
forest  oflicer  educated  in  England  now  arrived  in  | 
India  without  sufficient  knowledge  to  enable  him 

to  recognise  from  their  botanical  characters  the 
most  well  marked  Indian  trees.  To  tell  such  an 
officer  the  name  of  the  natural  family  to  which  a 

plant  belongs  conveyed  no  information  to  him 
whatever,  for  he  faiew  nothing  of  botanical 
affinities.  Moreover,  the  forest  oflicer,  after  he 
had  arrived  in  India,  was  not  encouraged  to 
familiarise  himself  with  the  contents  of  the 
forests  under  his  charge.  The  general  decadence 
of  the  teaching  of  systematic  botany  in  England  - 
during  the  past  twenty  years  was,  perhaps,  to  i 
some  extent  the  cause  of  the  low  estimation  in  i 
which  the  science  was  held  by  the  authorities  of 
the  Indian  Forest  Department. 

PREHISTORIC   REMAINS. 

The  President  of  the  Anthropology  Section, 
Mr.  C.  H.  Eead,  divided  his  opening  address 

into  two  parts,  the  first  treating  of  our  pre- 
historic antiquities,  such  as  barrows  and  tumuli, 

from  the  point  of  view  of  their  preservation  and 

proper  explanation.  He  pointed  out  that,  although 

these  were  the  only  means  we  had  of  reconstruct- 
ing the  story  of  our  ancient  British  ancestors, 

they  were  gradually  being  destroyed  by  cultiva- 
tion and  ignorant  exploration.  He  made  an 

appeal  to  local  scientific  societies  to  register  all 
such  remains,  and  to  keep  in  touch  with  owners 
and  tenants  so  as  to  control  exploration.  The 

second  part  of  the  address  dealt  with  the  present 

state  of  anthropology  in  this  country, ''showing how  little  was  being  done  with  vast  quantities  of 

important  material.  After  referring  to  the  bureau 
of  ethnology  scheme,  Jlr.  Read  passed  to  the 

neglect  of  our  opportunities  of  gathering  material 
of  study.  The  remedy  he  proposed  was  that  the 
Government  should  take  over  the  rest  of  the 

Imperial  Institute  for  a  central  .anthropolo^cal 

and  ethnographical  collection,  with  a  Chair  of 

Anthropology  in  the  London  University  next door. 
STOSEHENOE. 

Dr.  Eddowes  read  a  paper  on  some  new  obser- 
vations and  a  suggestion  on  Stonehenge.  He 

believes  that  the  thirty  large  upright  stones,  with 

their  intervals,  indicate  that  the  circle  was  divided 

into  sixty  equal  parts,  that  the  grooved  stone 
which  is  the  best  selected,  worked,  and  preserved 

stone  in  the  whole  ruin,  but  has  never  hitherto 

received  the  attention  it  deserved)  was  used  for 

supporting  a  pole  in  a  definite  and  permanent 
manner,  and  that  the  signs  of  wear  at  the  mo\ith 

of  the  groove,  together  with  the  two  worn  hori- zontal hollows  or  waists,  and  the  dimples  on  the 
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•onvex  back  of  the  stone,  indicate  not  only  where, 

mt  how  this  pole  waa  fixed.  Such  a  pole  would 

:orm  the  pointer  of  a  sun-dial  for  daily  obserya- 
iion,  or   what  was  more  important — ;in  indicator 
■)i  the  time  of  year  by  the  length  of  its  shadow. 

I'he  levelled  avenue  {along  which  the  sun's 
shadow  would  fall  about  U  p.ra.i  and  the  Hat 

"  slaughter-stone,"  with  its  arrow-head  marking, 
seemed  to  the  author  to  support  his  view.  A 

report  was  afterwards  submitted  by  a  committee 
*  upon  the  results  of  recent  excavations  in  the 
;*  Roman  city  of  Silchester,  and  upon  the  lake 
J  village  of  Glastonbury. 
ij  IlACrEUIAI.    TRE.iTMEXr    OF   SEWAGE. 
it^i     In  the  Chemistry  Section,   Professor  Clowes 

mj read  a  report   on   the   "Intermittent   lUcterial 
i4 1  Treatment  of  Uaw  Sewage  in  L'oko  Beds."     This 

process  was  at  tirst  experimentally  carried  out  by 
[;he  London  County  Council  for  the  treatment  of 

*  i;he  eflluent  from  chemically-treated  sewage,  but 
8  now  applied  to  raw  sewage  screened  through 
coarse  gratings.  Coke  of  the  size  of  walnuts  is 
ised,  and  beds  from  Ift.  to  13ft.  deep  have  been 
;ried.  <  >ne  treatment  on  the  coke  beds  removes 

Ul  the  fa'cal  matter,  and  .50  per  cent,  of  the 
lissolved  organic  matter,  whilst  a  second  treatment 
removes  a  further  20  per  cent,  of  the  dissolved 
organic  matter.  The  mode  of  procedure  is  to 
leave  the  sewage  in  contact  with  the  coke  for 
:hree  hours,  and  then  allow  the  coke  to  stand 
;mpty  for  seven  hours  for  aiTation.  The  elUuent 
supports  the  life  of  fish,  and  neither  it  nor  the 
;oke  becomes  foul,  although  no  bacterial  improve- 
uent  is  brought  about  by  the  treatment — a  factor 
iat  is  advantageous  for  the  final  stages  of  purifi- 

cation. The  elRciency  of  the  filters  falls  off  in 
time  owing  to  clogging  with  the  cellulose  fibres 
derived  from  wood-pavements,  straw.  &c.,  but 
much  of  this  can  be  removed  by  a  preliminary 
sedimentation  and  disposed  of  in  a  destructor. 
Fresh  coke  requires  five  or  six  weeks  to  get  into 
working  order  ;  in  dry  weather,  when  the  sewage 
is  less  dilute,  the  working  is  less  satisfactory. — 
Mr.  W.  Scott- Jloncrieff  followed  with  remarks 

OJX  "  The  Place  of  Nitrates  in  the  lUolysis  of 
Sewage."  Ue  said  there  were  three  methods  of 
recovering  the  nitrogen  from  sewage,  the  disposal 
jf  sewage  directly  on  the  land,  the  chemical 
precipitation  of  the  sewage  in  the  form  of  sludge, 
md  the  method  described  by  Professor  Clowes. 

'  [  The  bulk  and  dilution  were  the  obstacles  in  the 
*  first  method,  whilst  the  second  was  not  satis- 

factory. The  third,  however,  properly  conducted, 
was  good— in  fact,  as  the  late  Sir  F.dward 
Frankland  remarked,  it  was  a  fermentative  pro- 

cess like  brewing,  and,  as  the  author  said,  the 
method  of  Nature  herself  artificially  aided. 
Sewage  was  a  complex  mixture,  therefore  dif- 

ferent organisms  had  to  work  to  break  up  the 
combinations.  Hence  the  desirability  of  letting 
the  process  go  on  in  stages.  Professor  AVarington, 
in   opening  the  discussion  on  these  papers,  re- 

i  marked  that  the  process  described  by  I'rofessor 
C^lowps  was  really  neither  anaerobic  nor  ai'robic, 
bat  partook  of  both  characters.  It  seemed  to 
iim  that  neither  had  full  play.  Jlr.  Dibdin 
pointed  out  that  the  bacterial  treatment,  as  de- 

scribed, was  a  success,  and  could,  by  making  a 
suitable  bed ,  be  made  to  yield  an  absolutely  pure 
stlluent,  which  was  not  always  necessary.  The 
important  feature  of  Professor  Clowes's  com- 

munication was  the  successful  treatment  of 
the  sludge,  which  in  London  amounted  to 
10,000  tons  a  week,  and  cost  a  considerable 
sum  to  take  out  to  tea.  He  remarked  that 
the  sewage  of  liceds  had  been  successfully 
treated  on  the  coke  beds,  although  it  contained  a 
arge  proportion  of  chemical  refuse,  ilr.  Douglas 
irchibald  questioned  whether  the  bacterial  treat- 

ment of  sewage  would  be  as  efficient  as  the 
^emical  treatment  in  destroying  dangerous 
>rgamsms. 

MIN-ICII'AI.    TUADI.yO    AND    PR01IT>. 
Mr.  Kobert  Donald  read  a  paper  on  this 

mbject  in  the  Section  of  Economics  and  Statistics. 
rhere  should  be  no  reason,  he  thought,  to  object 

•)  municipal  training  from  a  commercial  point  of 
new,  as  the  figures  in  a  recent  (Government 
return  showed  that  the  average  annual  profit  on 
nunicipal  water,  gas,  and  electricity  works, 
uarketa,  tramways,  and  workmen's  dwellings 
iraounted  to  IJ  per  cent,  on  the  capital  invested. 
The  chief  opposition  to  municipal  trading  last 
session  of  Parliament  arose  with  electricity 
apply.  JIunicipalities  produce  electricity  at  a 
ower  cost,  and  supply  it  at  lower  prices  than  do 
ompames.  A  comparison  between  21  municip.al 
.nd21  company  undertakings,  including  in  the 

latter  the  large  London  concerns  and  the  com- 
panies of  Birmingham,  Leeds,  and  Sheflield, 

where  the  supply  has  been  recently  municipalised, 
showed  that  municipalities  produce  electricity  at 
■rd.  less  per  unit  than  companies,  sell  it  at  Id. 
less  per  unit,  and  earn  only  |d.  per  cent,  leas 
profit.  Slunicipalities  as  a  rule  supplied  gas  of  a 
higher  illuminating  power  than  companies  and  at 
a  lower  price.  A  comparison  between  a  repre- 

sentative number  of  municipal  and  privately - 
managed  gas  works  showed  that  the  average 
price  of  the  municipal  gas  is  loss  by  od.  per 
1,000c. ft.,  the  candle  power  is  higher,  and 
the  average  profit  on  capital  employed  only 
1  per  cent,  less  than  that  obtained  by  com- 

panies. The  direct  operation  of  tramways  by  cor- 
porations had  been  done  under  easy  conditions  as 

regards  capital  expenditure  and  had  at  once  led 
to  increased  traflic.  There  had  been  a  readier 

response  to  public  demands,  a  reduction  of  fares, 
and  better  treatment  of  employes.  JIunicipal 
trading  compared  well  with  private  enterprise. 
But  it  was  not  enough  to  show  profits  from 
municipal  trading.  The  aim  of  municipalities 
should  be  to  provide  the  cheapest  services  at  cost 
price  rather  than  seek  profit.  The  system  of 
relieving  general  local  taxation  out  of  the  surplus 
revenues  of  gas,  water,  tramway,  and  other 
undertakings  had  been  necessary  in  order  to 
demonstrate  the  business  capacity  of  municipal 
bodies ;  but  the  policy  was  not  one  which  best 
served  a  community.  When  a  town  drew  profit 
from  gas,  water,  or  electricity  supplies  it  was 
simply  levying  so  much  direct  taxation  on  the 

users  "of  these  commodities  for  the  benefit  of  the 
general  community.  It  was  becoming  the  practice 
not  to  make  trading  jjrofits  from  water  supply, 
and  only  a  small  margin  of  profit  was  sought  on 
artisans'  and  labourers'  dwellings  and  lodging- 
houses.  The  practice  of  Parliament  tended 
towards  restricting  profits.  Profit  from  electricity 
supply  works,  for  instance,  was  limited  to  five  per 
cent.  AU  surplus  above  that  should  be  devoted 
to  reducing  charges.  It  would  be  found  that  in 
the  towns  where  the  civic  spirit  was  the  keenest 
and  healthiest,  where  municipal  institutions  were 
most  largely  developed,  there  the  profit  sought 
was  least  and  the  administration  was  the  best. 

PREHISTORIC    IMPLEMENT.s   FROM    IRELAND. 

Mr.  George  Cofiey  contributed  two  papers,  the 
first  being  on  Irish  copper  celts,  and  the  second 
on  stone  moulds  for  new  types  of  implements 
from  Ireland.  Celts  apparently  of  unalloyed 
copper,  though  rare  compared  with  those  of 
bronze,  had  been  found  in  considerable  numbers 
in  Ireland.  One  specimen  was  analysed  by  J.  W. 

JIallet  in  ISoS  ;  it  gave  copper,  9S-7-4  ;  tin,  1-09. 
Eight  other  specimens  analysed  this  year  had  all 
given  over  96  per  cent,  of  copper.  The  copper 
celts  were  invariably  of  the  plain  Hat  type,  with- 

out ornament,  and  in  no  instance  showing  even 
rudimentary  stop  ridges.  Ten  specimens  closely 
resembled  common  forms  of  Irish  small  stone 
celts.  Some  of  these  might  be  regarded  as  ingots, 
but  in  four  instances  they  had  been  ground  to  an 
edge  for  use.  The  examples  of  developed  metal 
form  were  in  general  ruder  and  heavier  than 
bronze  celts.  In  some  cases  the  rough  surface 
mirks  of  casting  had  not  been  removed,  but  in 
many  instance  these  celts  showed  traces  of  having 
been  rubbed  down  over  the  body  of  the  celt  after 
the  manner  of  stone  c;lts.  Mr.  Coffey  in  his 
second  paper  showed  that  the  stone  moulds  repre- 

sented the  transition  from  dagger  to  spear  heads. 

Some  were  made  to  be  "  tanged  "  to  the  handle, 
and  some  for  insertion  into  sockets.  One  example 
was  remarkable  as  showing  that  the  shaft  was 
cast  in  one  mould  and  the  blade  in  another,  and 
that  the  two  parts  were  then  burned  together. 

CEOLOOICAi   TISIE. 

In  his)  prasidential  address  to  the  Section  of 
(ieology.  Sir  Archibald  Geikio  discussed  the 
question  how  far  the  reproach  was  well  founded 
which  has  been  so  often  brought  against  geo- 

logical authorities  in  that  they  deal  vaguely  and 
recklessly  with  time  as  a  factor  in  geological 
history,  and  restated  the  present  position  tli:it 
geologists  considered  themselves  entitled  to  main- 

tain, contending  that  the  researches  of  geologists 
and  pahrontologists  led  to  the  conclusion  that  the 
history  recorded  in  the  crust  of  the  earth  must 
have  required  for  its  transaction  a  much  vaster 
period  than  that  to  which  physicists  would  now 
restrict  it.  He  expressed  the  desirability  of 
establishing  a  basis  of  actual  experiment  and 
measurement  for  the  consideration  of  geological 

problems. 

ORIfa.V    OF    GROOVES   OX    GR.^NirE. 

Mr.  W.  W.  Watts  contributed,  with  specimens 
and  maps,  some  observations  on  the  surface  of  the 
Jlount  Sorrel  granite.  Ue  said  it  had  long  been 
known  that,  when  first  exposed  in  the  quarries, 
the  granite  of  Mount  Sorrel  exhibited  a  smoothed, 
grooved,  and  slightly  terraced  aspect.  As  the 
surface,  when  first  discovered,  was  covered  with 
boulder-clay,  it  had  been  concluded  that  it  was 
produced  by  glaciation.  For  some  time  he  had 
had  doubts  with  regard  to  this  interpretation,  and 
recent  excavations  near  Mount  Sorrel  had  thrown 
a  new  light  on  the  phenomenon.  At  Ilawkley 
Wood  and  Nunckley  Hill  a  similar  but  smaller 
surface  had  recently  been  exposed,  which  was 
covered  by  undisturbed  Keuper  Marl,  while  a 
second  surface,  exposed  at  Nunckley  Hill,  had 
lioulder-clay  abutting  on  it.  Thus  the  grooving, 
terracing,  and  smoothing,  like  so  much  of  the 

scenery  in  Chamwood  l''orest,  was  originated  in Triassic  times,  though  locally  it  may  have  been 
somewhat  modified  by  glaciation. 

COAST  EROSION. 

Captain  McDakin  read  a  paper  on  "  Coast 
Erosion,"  dealing  with  the  district  from  Deal  to 
Dover,  Folkestone,  and  Sandgate.  He  considered 
that  although  the  falls  of  the  cliff  amounted  to 
thousands  of  tons,  the  area  lost  had  not  been 
great  in  historic  times,  for  the  Roman  lighthouse 
at  Dover  Castle  and  the  foundations  of  a  similar 

structure  on*  the  western  heights  showed  that 
their  position  with  regard  to  the  coast  was  very 
much  the  same  now  as  it  was  nearly  2,000  j-ears 
ago.  The  more  rapid  destruction  of  theDover  cliffs 
within  the  last  .50  years  was  curiously  enough  due 
to  those  structures  which  might  be  supposed  to 

protect  the  coast — the  breakwaters  at  Dover  and 
Folkestone,  which  intercepted  the  shingle  that 
would  otherwise  form  a  natural  protection  to  the 
coast.  Mr.  (i.  Dowker,  who  had  worked  with 
Captain  McDakin,  read  a  short  paper  on  the  same 
subject,  dealing  with  the  district  from  Walmer  to 
Whitstable.  Mr.  W.  Whitaker,  F.R.S.,reada 

preliminary  report  upon  the  erosion  of  the  sea- 
coast  of  the  United  Kingdom.  He  showed  how 
during  the  past  year  this  important  subject  had 
begun  to  be  systematically  studied  over  the  whole 
of  our  sea-coast.  The  council  of  the  British 
Association  last  year  had  called  the  attention  of 
the  Admiralty  ,to  the  desirability  of  securing 
systematic  observations  upon  coast  erosion,  sug- 

gesting that  the  services  of  the  coastguard  might 
be  utilised  for  the  purpose.  A  committee  of  the 
Association  had  been  formed  and  had  sent  forms 

of  inquiry  to  all  the  coastguard  stations.  This 
report  dealt  with  the  answers  on  coast  erosion 
and  upheaval  received  from  426  different  stations. 

THE    ORDN.tN'CE    SVRVEY. 
Colonel  Sir  John  Farquharson  described 

"Twelve  Years'  Work  of  the  Ordnance  Sur- 
vey." He  said  that  in  (October,  ISST,  he  was 

ordered  to  take  up  at  Southampton,  where  the 
headquarters  of  the  Survey  were  established,  the 
duties  of  executive  officer,  or  second  in  command, 
of  the  Ordnance  Survey.  Sir  Charles  Wilson 
was  then  Director-General ;  and  in  March,  1894, 
he  succeeded  that  officer  in  the  latter  position, 
which  he  retained  until  March  of  this  year,  when, 

on  the  expiry  of  his  five  years'  term  of  office,  he handed  over  the  duties  to  Colonel  Duncan  A. 

.Johnston,  R.E.,  the  present  Director- General. 
During  the  twelve  years  he  was  connected  with 
the  Survey  there  had  been  probably  more  changes 
made  in  the  character  of  the  work  done  than  ic 

any  other  equal  period  of  its  history;  and,  as 
regards  the  areas  covered  by  its  operations,  they 
had  been  largely  in  excess  of  the  areas  covereu 
during  any  previous  equal  period.  This  was,  of 
course,  due  to  the  fact  that  revisions  had  now 
largely  taken  the  place  of  original  surveys.  Sir 
,Iohn  detailed  the  progress  to  completion 
in  1890)  of  the  original  cadastral  survey  of 

England  and  Wales,  including  the  Oin.  sur- 
veys of  uncultivated  districts,  the  progress 

made  on  resurveys  for  the  larger  scales  of 
various  counties  of  England  and  Scotland 
which  had  been  originally  surveyed  for  the  ijin. 
scale  only,  and  the  progress  made  on  the  revision 
of  the  original  cadastral  surveys  of  England  and 
Scotland,  whether  on  the  2Sin.  or  Gin.  scale,  and 
other  matters.  .\n  account  was  then  given  of  the 
nature,  caiiaes,  and  results  of  any  changes  made 
since  1S87  in  the  system  of  cirrying  out  thr- 
survey,  some  of  which  were  due  to  the  reports  of 
committees  or  suggestions  from  the  general  public, 
while  others  had  been  necessitated  by  the  change^ 
which  had  taken  place  in  the  character  of  the 
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work  done  by  the  department.  Aa  to  the  style 
and  i|uality  of  the  maps  on  all  scales  both  old  and 
new,  specimens  were  provided  for  inspection  by 
members  of  the  Association.  Specimens  of  foreifjn 
maps,  60  far  as  available,  were  also  provided  for 
inspection  and  comparison  with  the  Knglish  maps. 
In  the  course  of  a  discussion  whifh  followed, 
Colonel  Duncan  .lohnston,  the  present  Director- 
General  of  the  Survey,  said  that  arrangements 
had  already  been  made  to  push  forward  aa  rapidly 
as  possible  the  revised  lin.  map  with  hill  sheets. 
For  the  present,  owing  to  want  of  space,  the 
department  was  tied  as  to  the  amount  of  work 
they  could  do,  but  new  buildings  were  to  be  pro- 

vided, and  in  a  fe  »  years  they  would  be  able  to 
gel  on  faster.  Within  the  limits  of  space  they 
were  doing  everything  that  could  possibly  be  done 
to  push  on  the  lin.  map.  The  completion  of  the 
coloured  lin.  map  must  take  a  considerable  time. 
With  regard  to  pushing  on  the  four-mile  map 
and  the  ten-mile  map,  the  drawing  of  the  former 
was  now  completed,  and  the  engraving  would  be 
entered  upon  as  rapidly  as  possible.  There 
had  been  a  great  many  changes  in  the  Ord- 

nance Survey  during  the  last  few  years, 
and  those  ihanges  had  all  conduced  to  make 
the  work  slower ;  but  every  endeavour  was  being 
made  to  push  on  the  work  as  rapidly  as  possible, 
consistently  with  the  work  being  properly  done. 
Mr.  II.  T.  Crook  criticised  adversely  the  work 
of  the  survey  in  several  pirticulars.  All  this 
vast  work  of  revision  would  never  have  been 
undertaken  had  it  not  been  for  the  resolution 
adopted  by  the  Association  and  subsequently  by 
the  Geographical  .Society,  and  for  the  action  taken 
in  the  Ilouse  of  Commons.  They  must  look  to 
the  intluence  of  outside  public  opinion  to  get  the 
national  work  properly  and  efliciently  done. 
There  was  a  strong  feeling  among  those  interested 
in  the  work  of  the  survey  that  the  con8e<juence3 
attributed  to  the  changes  made  need  not  have 
occurred,  lie  complained  that  the  change  in  the 
method  of  production  of  maps  had  brought  about 
a  change  m  ([uality.  Land  registration  was 
desired  in  the  country,  but  the  cadastral  surveys 
of  the  towns,  which  was  most  important  for  small 
holders,  was  no  longer  produced.  He  also  com- 

plained of  the  deterioration  in  the  Gin.  map  in 
several  respects.  Sir  J.  Farquharson  said  that 
the  engineer  of  the  Great  Central  Railway  had 
declared  that  no  map  in  the  wor^d  could  compare 
with  our  6in.  maps.  If  a  railway  engineer  could 
lay  out  his  railway  with  these  maps,  he  thought 
they  might  be  regarded  as  satisfactory. 

EXC.IV.4TI0XS   XT   SILfUE.STER. 

>Ir.  J.  Ij.  Myres  secretary)  admitted  the  report 
of  the  committee  appointed  to  co-operate  with  the 
Silchester  Excavation  Fund  Committee  in  their 
excavations  in  the  Roman  city  of  Silchester.  The 
operations  were  begun  on  May  2,  1898,  and  con- 

tinued, with  an  interval  during  the  harvest,  till 
Xovembtr  2G.  Mr.  Myres  gave  lantern  iUustra- 
tions  of  the  area  of  the  work,  and  of  the  various 
finds  of  iron,  bronze,  and  bone  objects. 

SEQUENCES  OF   PREHISTORIC  BEMAIXS. 

Professor  W.  M.  Flinders  Petrie  read  a  paper 
on  this  subject,  rem'»rking  that  in  written  history 
the  value  of  chronology  lay  almost  entirely  in  its 
defining  the  sequence  of  events,  and  if  the  order 
of  changes  in  a  civilisation  could  be  fixed,  the 
reference  to  a  scale  of  years  was  but  a  secondary 
matter.     Hitherto   only   very   vague  ani  general 
terms,  covering  large  periods,  had  been  used  in 
naming  prehistoric  remains,  those  terms  referring 
to  places  and  not  to  age.     The  very  incomplete 
records  of  discoveries  made  such  terms  the  best 

that  could  be   usually  attained  ;   but  if  we  pos- 
sessed a  perfect  record  of  an  unlimited  number  of 

contemporary  groups  of  objects  (as  from  tombs), 
all  of  which  objects  had  had  a  time  of  invention, 
popularity,  and  decay,  and  the  use  of  which  over- 

lapped each  other,  it  was  clear  that  with  patience 
it  would  be   possible   to   arrange   all   the  series 
of  groups  in  their  order  of  time,  and  so  establish 
definite   sequences   among  the   various   objects. 
Such  a  task  would  be   like  that  of  reconstruct- 

ing the   order    of    an    alphabet    from   tom-up 
fragments  which   contained   only   two   or   three 
letters  each,  or  settling  the  seciuence  of  scattered 
geological    beds    from     the     remains    found   in 
each.     If,  then,  a  sequence  could  be  established, 
a  scale  of  notation  was  needed.     \s  a  scale  of 
years  was  impossible,  a  scale  of  equal  activities 
was  the  most  reasonable.     This  might  bo  reached 
by  placing  all  the  available  material  in  order 
from  tombs,  hauses,  &c  \  and  then  dividing  it 

into  a  scile  of  equal  parts.    Such  a  scale,  though 

not  equal  in  time,  would  yet  give  a  fair  unit  for 
measuring  a  civilisation.     From   the  records  of 
the  excivations  that  his  party  had  made  in  Egypt, 
the  contents  of  some  thousands  of   prehistoric 
tombs  were  exactly  known.     Every  type  of  vase, 
of  stone  or  pottery,  was  defined  in  a  carpus  con- 

taining over  1,000  forms,  so  that  merely  a  letter 
and  a  number  defined  precisely  what  was  fo\ind. 
Thus,  all  the  complexity  of  variations  could  be 
dealt  with   Wgorously  in  a  workable  condition. 
The   practical    process    for    dealing    with    this 
material  was  by  writing  out  the  contents  of  each 
grave  on  one  slip  of  card,  and  then  sorting  the 
cards  into  such  order  that  there  should  be  the 
minimum  dispersion  of  each  type  number.     The 
methods  of  sorting  the  cards  into  the  original 
order  of  the  gravel  (aa  nearly  as  possible,  de- 

pended on  various    principles,  as  follows:— 1. 
Any     certain     superposition      of     graves,     one 
later    than    another.     2.    Any  clear   and    un- 

questionable series  of    changes  of    form  or  of 
manufacture.    ( These  two  principles  served  to  fix 
the  order  of  our  scale,  whether  going  forward  or 
backward  in  time.)     3.  Statistical  methods  ;  sort- 

ing graves  by  the  relative  proportions  of  types  in 
common  with  ages  before  or  after  them.     This 
was  the  way  to  place  a  large  quantity  of  mate- 

rial roughly  in  order.  4.  Method  of  style,  serving 
to  group  in  scjuence  the  forms  which  were  clearly 
intermediate  between  others,  after  their  approxi- 

mate   place    was    already    fixed    by    statistics. 
5.  Method  of  compression  ;  the  earliest  and  latest 
examples  of  ev:h  type  to  be   examined,  to  see 
if  it  were  possible  to  concentrate  them.     Such 
inq\iiry  always  resulted  in  revealing  a  tension 
between  two  or  more  types  :  either  one  must  be 
earlier  or  another  later  than  in  other  cases  proved 
by  their  occurring  together  on  one  slip.     The 
range  of  similar  types  helped  to  decide   this. 
Practically    a    range    in    prehistoric  Egypt  of, 
perhaps,  1,000  years  (may  be  half  or  double  of 
that)  was  broken  up  into  a  scale  of  50  parts  of 
equal  activities :  and  we  could  define  the  age  of 
every  type  of  object  found  in  that  scale,  as  38  to 
41,  53  to  G5,  &c.  ;  these  numbers  might  be  termed 
sequence  dates,   or  S.D.     Pottery  was  the  best 
material  for  study.     But  all  other  forms  in  stone, 
metal,  ivory,  kc,  were  useful  evidence,  thoush 
more  liable  to  transmission  and  to  copying.    We 
reached  thus  a  system  for  the  exact  definition  of 
all  that  we  could  learn  on  prehistoric  times ;  a 
system  which  could  be  applied  to  all  countries 
where  enough  material   could   be  studied,   and 
which  would    enable  us    to  exactly  state    any 
correlation  discovered  between  the  civilisation  of 
different  lands,   when  a  8e<iuence  date  of  one 
country  could  be  proved  e<iual  to  a  given  sequence 
date  elsewhere. 

STE.VM    ox    COMMON'    KO.VDS. 

Mr.  J.  I.  Thomycroft,  F.R  S.,  read  a  paper  in 
the  section  of  Mechanical  Science  on  "  Recent 

Experiences  with  Steam  on  Common  Roads." The  author,  after  referring  to  the  work  of  early 
inventors  in  this  field,  referred  to  the  restrictions 

still  put  upon  self-propelled  vehicles  by  the  law. 
The  Locomotives  on  Highways  Act,  189(5,  though 
removing  some  obstacles,  was  an  imperfect 
measure.  The  clause  pressing  most  hardly  was 
that  restricting  the  weight  of  the  vehicle  unladen 
to  less  than  three  tons.  Merchants  and  manu- 

facturers insisted  on  loads  of  from  five  to  ten  tons 
being  dealt  with  ;  but  it  was  commercially  impos- 

sible to  build  a  durable  vehicle  within  the  limits 
of  the  tare,  although  one  might  be  constructed 
that  would  perform  the  service  on  trial  runs.  In 
France  makers  were  allowed  greater  latitude.  In 
Lancashire  ten-ton  loads  were  carried  daily  on 
horse-drawn  lorries  at  a  speed  of  two  miles  an 
hour.  Steam-driven  vehicles  would  transport 
greater  loads  at  more  than  twice  the  speed 
and  at  about  one-half  the  cost  if  the  Act 
were  amended  in  a  satisfactory  manner.  In 
Lancashire  a  gfross  weight  of  12  tons  was 
not  uncommonly  seen  borne  on  a  tire  width 
of  18 in.  The  horses'  hoofs  were  also  a 
serious  cause  of  damage  to  the  road  surface. 
A  steam  vehicle  with  a  gross  load  of  IG.V  tons, 
ten  tons  of  which  would  bs  a  useful  load,  would 
require  loading  wheels  5in.  wide  and  driving 
wheels  "Jin.  wide,  .\nother  plea  for  greater 
weight  of  vehicles  was  founded  on  the  need  for 
durability.  In  order  to  meet  the  regulations, 
many  expensive  modes  of  construction  had  to  be 
followed,  and  the  nse  of  so  costly  a  material  as 
aluminium  had  to  be  introduced.  The  paper 
described  a  number  of  steam  road  vehicles  designed 
by  the  author,  among  them  being  the  steam  tip- 
waggon,  intendel  originally  as  dust  carts  for  the 

Chiswick  L^cal  ISjard.  Several  of  these  were  now 
in  use,  and  each  one  cDuld  deal  with  30  cubic 
yards  of  material  per  day,  the  men  bsing  on 
piecework.  In  some  of  the  latter  ones  the  body 
was  of  high-grade  steel  as  used  in  torpedo-boat 
building.  All  the  vehicles  were  fitted  with  a 
special  form  of  Thomycroft  water-tube  boiler, 
fired  through  a  door  in  the  top.  The  speed  of 
these  tip-waggjns  was  six  and  a  half  miles  per 
hour  with  full  load.  The  r|uestion  of  wheel 
construction  was  dealt  with  in  the  paper,  and  the 
author  said  he  now  used  wooden  wheels  of  sp3cial 
make,  and  iron  or  steel  tires  for  the  goods 
waggons,  but  indiarubber  tires  f.ir  passenger 
vehicles.  A  three-ton  dray  built  for  a  firan  of 
brewers  had  been  running  since  last  Djcember  ; 
it  could  haul  a  trailer  loaded  with  two  tons  more. 
Its  owners  considered  that  it  replaced  two  three- 
horse  drays.  The  average  daily  journey  was  30 
miles. 

Sir  Frederick  Bramwell,  who  opene<l  the  dii- 
cussion,  after  referring  to  the  work  of  the  earlier 
inventors,  with  some  of  which  he  was  persooallv 
identified  considerably  more  than  half  a  centurV 

ago,  pointed  out  that  the  success  of  railways  dis- 
couraged the  use  of  steam  on  common  roais, 

though  now,  after  the  lapse  of  .'50  years,  it  would seem  that  the  time  had  come  when  this  method  of 
tr.action  would  be  carried  to  a  succssful  issue. 
He  considered  that,  of  the  various  methods  of 
propulsion  now  being  tried,  steam  would  be  the 
one  to  survive  the  competition. — Jlr  W.  Worby 
Beaumont  pointed  out  the  need  of  present  regu- 

lations being  amended,  and  some  legislation 
being  brought  into  force  which  would  regulate 
the  width  of  tires  by  the  total  load  carried.  There 
would  be  no  excessive  damage  to  the  ro^d  if  tires 
were  sufficiently  wide. — .Sir  Alexander  R.  Binnie. 
engineer  to  the  London  County  Council,  pMnted 
out  that,  though  the  London  streets  would  stand 
very  heavy  loads,  the  bridges  and  culverts  on 
countri-  roads  were  often  not  capable  of  carrying 
excessive  weights. — Profes'sor  Fitzgerald  wished 
to  emphasise  the  immense  importance  of  the  road 
question.  In  Ireland  they  had  some  of  the  worst 
roads  in  the  world,  except  the  Thames  Embank- 

ment ;  and  this  had  an  important  bearing  on  the 
adhesion  of  the  tires.  An  improperly-made  road 
was  far  more  expensive  to  keep  up  than  one  con- 

structed on  engineering  principles. 

GROVXE.S    FOB    SHOUE    I'SOTECTIOX. 

A  paper  by  Jlr.  E.  Case  on  the  "  Dymchurch 
Wall  and  the  Reclamation  of  Romney  Marsh" was  then  read.  The  Dymchurch  wall,  he  said, 

was  a  very  ancient  and  important  structure  pro- 
tecting a  large  tract  of  country.  It  had  always 

been  a  di&cult  and  expensive  work  to  maintain 
until  he  introduced  a  new  system  of  groynes,  by 
means  of  which  the  natural  beach  was  encouraged 

to  grow  up  and  thus  form  a  protection  to  the  wall 
at  its  base.  The  system  brcadly  consisted  of  piles 
and  battens,  the  former  being  bedded  in  rough 
blocks  of  concrete  in  place  of  being  driven  into 
the  beiich  in  the  usual  way.  He  was  convinced 

that  it  was  useless  to  erect  groyne*  near  high - 
water  mark.  His  low  groynes  were  constructed 
lower  down  on  the  beach,  thus  encouraging  the 

deposition  of  shingle  or  sand  higher  up.  The 
timber  work  was  extended  as  the  beach  grew  up. 

The  long  discussion  which  followed  turnel 

chiefly  on  the  question  of  the  travel  of  shingle 

round  points,  piers,  ice,  authorities  being  divided 

on  the  question. 
The  meeting  of  the  British  Association  for  1900 

will  be  held  at  Bradford,  opening  on  Sept.  5,  Sir 

William  Turner,  F.R.S.,  being  the  president- 
elect; in  1901  the  gathering  will  be  held  at 

Glasgow,  and  in  1902  at  Belfast. 

THE    rilOTOGRAPinC    SALOX EXlIIlilTIOX.  I 

THE  annual  exhibition  of  the  Photographic  
' Salon,  opened  at  the  Dudley  Gallery,  i 

Egyptian  Hall,  includes  a  few  choice  ex  imples  of 

artistic  photography.  The  exhibitors  comprise 

many  foreign  contributors  and  painters  who  have 
made  the  photographic  art  a  study  in  a  higher 

sense  than  we  are  accustomed  to  view  it.  In 

passing  through  the  gallery  we  notice  some  very 

beautiful  effects,  many  simulating  water-colour 

drawings  ;  others  have  a  sketchy  and  crayon-like  i 

effect.  Frank  W.  Birchall's  "Trinity  of  the 

Dawn"  (SS),  F.  Holland  Day's  "  Tree  of  Li'e,'' and  "  The  Entombment  "  are  admirable  and 

clever  reproductions  from  this  American.  We 

can  admire  also  the  landscape,  '  Pond  at  Weston 
Green  "    by  Geo.  Divison.     The  reflection  ol 
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trees  on  the  water  ia  delicate  and  soft.     Tleinriih 

Kithn's  view  of  "  Sommormittag  "  is  a  charming 
effect  on  rough  paper,  having  all  the  force  and 
t.readthofamonochrome  crayon  drawing.  Maurice 

I'.iicquet,  of    Paris,    exhibits   several    admirable 

iihotoi,'ni|)hs,  as  "  Eclaircie,"    "  Marchiindo   do 
iMatre  Saisons."     A  fine,  flat,  monochome  effect 
like  a  mezzotint  is  Alex.  Keighley's  "  Evening  on 
thu  Lune"  (86).   Karl  Greger  has  a  pleiising  pic- 

ture of  "  Essex  Farm."     II.  V.  Robinson  sends 
:i  l:'.rgo  photograph— a  horse  studj-,  grov  in  tone. 
.\t  the  end  of  gallery  is  a  study  of  sand  hillocks, 
md    a   foreground   of   sandy  beach,  by    lieorge 
I  i.ivison,  "llayling   Island"   ill6)  ;    "On   the 
Isle  of  Purbeck,"  by  Karl  Greger  (ITS.     Por- 

I  trait  by  Frank  Eugene  (181)  ;  "  By  the   River  " j  (1117),  a  study  of  foreground,  in   which   weeds, 
I  thistledown,  and  trees  appear,  is  delightful  in  its 
I  effect  and  delicate  tone.    The  landscape  and  trees 

!  in   "Alter     Rain"   (iiiG),   by   Alfred    Uorsley 
!  Hinton,  are  soft  and  effective,  and  we  must  notice 

I  here  his  view  "  In  a    Yorkshire  Glen,"  a  bold 
j  picture  of  a  hillside  slope,  with  large  boulders 
I  and  trees  on  its  rugged  surface  (211)  ;  Charles 

Moss's   "  Harbour   Bar"   (225).  a   fine  sunlight 
loct;    Dr.   Hugo   llonneberg's   "Reflections," 
nd   his   "Study"    of   landscape   (2^0);    \V.  J. 

\\'arren's  "  Streansalch  "  ̂21.Il  is  another  capital 
view.     There  is  aJK)rtrait  of  W.  ti.  Orchardson, 

I  R.A.,  by  J.  Craig  Annan,  and  one  of  a  "  Young 
I  Lady,"  by  Dr.  F.  V.  Spitzer.     Many  other  sub- 
'  jccts  wo  are  unable  to  tind  space  for  here  by  R. 

i'lmachy,  A.  Darnis,  Mrs.  Kasobier,  Mrs.  E.  P. 
I  abot,  Kiilph  \V.  Robinson,  Albert  Stc\  ens,  &c. 

■^>me  of  the  effects  are  lamplight.     Soft  artistic tTecta  and  nice  tone  are  the  characteristics  of  this 

I   collection  of  photographs.     The  exhibition  will 
be  open  from  the  22nd  inst.  to  Nov.  I. 

Glt.VNli  HOTEL  AXn  BRASSERIE  DE 
l/ElIiOPE. 

THE  Grand  Hotel  and  Brasserie  de  I'lCurope, 
on  the  north  side  of  Leicester-square,  just 

completed  by  Jlessrs.  Baker  and  Co.,  has  been 
designed  and  conducted  as  nearly  as  possible  upon 
the  lines  of  the  high- class  Parisian  Brasserie. 
For  many  years  past  it  has  been  a  constant 
source  of  complaint  in  the  Press  and  elsewhere, 
that  London  enjoys  so  little  of  what  is  known  as 
the  cafe  life  of  the  Continent.  Among  other 
public  writers,  Mr.  George  R.  Sims  has  fre- 

quently called  attention  to  this  want  and 
regretted  it.  In  Paris  to-day  the  old-fashioned 
cafes  and  restaurants  have  largely  given  way  to 
the  better  class  of  brasseries,  and  among  these 
latter  resorts  there  is  none  more  popular  than  the 
Taveme  Pousset  on  the  Boulevard  des  It.iliens. 
Those  who  know  this  cheerful,  and,  at  the  same 
time,  economical  house  of  retreshment,  will  have 
in  their  minds  the  style  in  which  the  new 
Brasserie  in  Leicester-square  is  to  be  conducted. 
In  one  word,  Jleasrs.  Baker  and  Co.'s  latest  enter- 

prise will  offer  to  the  public  a  combination  of  the 
cafe-restaurant  and  the  beer-hall  on  all  fours  with 
that  type  of  brasserie  which  the  experienced 
Parisian  has  found  preferable  to  its  many  pre- 

decessors. In  the  basement  is  a  large  lager-beer 
hall,  where,  together  with  the  finest  brews  from 
Slonich.  a  number  of  l^erman  dishes  and  "  deli- 

catessen" will  bo  served.  Such  dainties  as 
caviare,  Berliner  rollmops  (rolled  herrings  , 
Brunswick  cerveUt,  ̂ Viener  and  Frankfurter 

sauerkraut  —  all  of  which  the  I'atherland  is 
wont  to  take  with  its  beer— mav  here  be  asked 
for  and  obtained  ;  and  for  the  prepartion  of  these 
and  all  other  German  dishes  a  German  cook  will 
be  respDnsible.  The  beers— an  important  item- 
come  from  the  vats  of  the  famous  I'schorr 
Brauerei  at  .Munich,  and  from  the  B'.irgtrliches 
Brauhaus.  Pilsen  :  and  those  who  consume  the 
former  will  have  the  satisfaction  of  knowing  that Prince  Bismarck  himself  drank  no  other.  The 
amuogements  by  which  this  beer  will  be  dmwn  at 
a  proper  temperature  are  in  everv  way  ■  >mplete. 

On  the  ground  floor  is  the  Grand  C'.if/ ,  which, both  in  appearance  and  in  style,  will  be  fjuod 
quite  Continental,  while  above  U  the  ••  Italian 
Room,"  which  it  is  intended  to  use  as  an  »  Aj arte  restaurant.  Messrs.  Baker  and  Co.,  in 
their  desire  to  reproduce  certain  features  of  the 
rrench  and  German  cafes,  have  by  no  means neglected  the  wants  of  those  customers  whose 
tastes  are  uncompromisingly  Eaglish.  lijth  in 
the  Lager  Beer  Hall,  and  in  the  Grand  Ca'O, 
there  will  be  an  ample  menu  in  the  ICnglish 
style,  so  that  the  attractions  of  the  'griU- 
room  "  will  in  no  sense  be  absent  from  the  new "  Brasserie." 

Mr.  Walter  Emden,  J. P.,  L.C.C.,  P.S..\.,  is 
the  architect  of  the  building.  The  elevation 

shows  a  freely-treated  des-'gn  in  granite,  with 
pilasters  of  green,  while  the  upper  portion  of  the 
structure  is  in  terracotta.  A  noticeable  feature 
will  be  found  in  the  projecting  corners,  sur- 

mounted with  turrets,  which  are  covered  with 

gilt  copper — an  effect  quite  new  to  London.  The 
ornamental  portions  of  the  terracotta  are  picked 
out  in  gold,  and  the  granite  pilasters  are 
finished  with  bronze  sags  and  ornaments. 
From  basement  to  roof  the  building  ia  of 
fireproof  construction  ;  but  an  additional 
precaution  has  been  taken  by  the  erection 
of  an  outside  staircase  from  the  top  floors. 
The  lager-beer  hall  in  the  basement  is  decorated 
in  the  Alhambra  style,  the  walls  being  panelled 
out  and  filled  in  with  mirrors,  while  the  dado  is 
of  marble.  The  grand  cafe  on  the  ground  floor 
is  elaborately  decorated  in  the  stylo  of  the  German 
Renaissance,  the  panels  of  the  walls  being  filled 

success  in  this  line.     Readtrs  who  are  familiar 

j  with  the  gaudy  glitter  of  much  of  what,  for  want 
of  a  better  term,   we  may  call  the  "restaurant 
stylo,"  should  really  inspect  this,  which  reflects 
the   highest    credit   on   the   maker  and  on  Mr. 
j  Emden.     We   shall   give   an   illustration  of  the 
]'rincipal  window,  "  The  Nations  of  Europe  being 
entertained  as  guests  by  Britannia,"   the  week 

,  after  next. 

in  both  with  mirrors  and  with  pictures  repre- 
senting events  famous  in  German  history.  In 

this  room  a  striking  effect  is  olitained  by  hanging 
from  the  beams  and  columns  festoons  of  leaves 
and  flowers  in  repousse  copper,  the  fruit  on  thesS 
imposing  garlands  being  represented  by  electric 
lamps.  Generally  speaking,  the  colouring  of  the 
decorations  is  similar  to  that  of  a  German  cafe, 
gold  being  largely  used  in  the  ornamentil  por- 

tions. On  the  first  floor  is  the  Italian  Renaissance 
room,  which  will  be  used  as  an  «  la  eartc  restaur- 

ant. The  decoration  of  this  room  and  much  of 
the  rest  of  the  building,  which  throughout  is  very 
good,  has  been  executed  by  Messrs.  Goodall, 
Lamb,  and  Heighway,  Ltd  ,  of  16,  John  Dalton- 
street,  Mnnchester.  The  panels  on  the  walls  are 
filled  in  alternately  with  silk  and  mirrors,  and  the 
generil  colouring  is  ivory  white  and  gold. 
Columns  and  pilasters  of  I'avonazza  marble  and  a 
dado  of  American  maple  are  also  features  in  the 
decoration  of  this  apartment.  A  reception  room 
in  the  Louis  XVI.  style  adjoins  the  Italian  Re- 

naissance room.  In  the  upper  portion  cf  the 
building  are  the  sitting-rooms  and  bedrooms  of 
the  hotel.  These  are  all  decorated  and  furnished 
in  the  most  complete  and  modern  manner.  The 
main  entrance  of  the  hotel  is  in  Leicester-place, 
and  both  the  entrance-hall  and  staircase  are  de- 

corated in  the  style  of  the  German  Renaissance. 
Pictures,  illustrative  of  familiar  German  legends, 

here  play  an  important  part  in  the  architert's 
scheme.  The  hotel  is  equipped  with  an  elabar.ite 
lift  by  Messrs.  Waygood  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  while 
the  electric  lighting  and  the  sanitary  arrange- 

ments are  planned  upon  the  most  approved 
principles. 
The  builder  is  Mr.  Alfred  ,T.  Bateman,  of 

Ramsey,  Hunts,  who  is  to  be  congratulated  on 
his  work.  We  have  never  seen  a  more  successful 
piece  of  underground  construction  than  that 
which  embraces  the  sub-basement,  some  40ft. 
below  the  ground  line — altogether  an  after- 

thought and  involving  a  considerable  amount 
of  excavation  and  underpinning.  For  the  venti- 

lation Mr.  Emden  is  respon.»ible,  but  the  com- 
bined result  is  really  worth  a  visit  from  any 

architect.  A  wine-cellar  with  a  temperature  of 

58°,  and  yet  in  c'ose  juxtaposition  with  the 
boiler  system,  is  something  on  which  architect  and 
builder  have  a  right  to  congratulate  thennelves. 

N\  e  may  a'so  direct  special  attention  to  some 
remarkably  good  and  well  thought  out  domestio 
stained  glass  by  Mr.  T.  F.  Cartis  Jlessrs.  Ward 
and  Hughesl .  of  Frith-street,  Suho-square,  on  the 
staircase.     We  have  seldom  seen  a  more  artistic 

Tin:    POSITION    OF    BOROUGH 
SURVEYOR. 

ONE  of  the  few  interesting  subjects  discussed at  the  Sanitary  Congress  lately  held  at 
Southampton  was  on  the  position  of  the  surveyor 

I  under  County  or  other  Councils,  introduced  by 
I  Mr.  E.  P.  Ilooley,  the  county  surveyor  of  Notts, 
I  in  his  address  to  the  Conference  of  Municipal 
,  lOngineers  and  Surveyors.  A  good  deal  can  be 
said  on  the  qualifications  and  bearing  of  these 
ollicials.  Their  multifarious  duties  and  their 
reeponsibilities  are,  perhaps,  on  the  whole  greater 
than  those  of  any  other  professional  class.  They 
have  not  only  to  possess  attainments  of  a  high 
order,  but  they  have  to  be  expert  and  skilled 
enough  to  apply  them  on  an  emergency.  Indeed, 
the  measure  of  their  succi  sa  appears  to  be  the 
amount  of  aptitude  they  have  for  applying  their 
knowledge  to  any  given  purpose  and  at  the 
shortest  notice,  (iuickness  of  apprehension  and 
of  promptly  bringing  the  resources  of  his  mind  to 
the  attainment  of  any  object  is  of  more  value 
to  a  public  official  than  a  mind  stored  with 

learning.  W'e  have  often  observed  the  most 
accomplished  men  have  failed  as  men  of  action ; 
that  high  professional  attainments  have  not  been 
the  best  equipment  for  a  borough  surveyor.  His 
initiative  is  reiiuired  in  all  public  works.  Few 
towns  would  have  accomplished  much  in  sewerage^ 
schemes  of  disposal,  of  improvement,  repaving, 
improved  means  of  transit  or  traction,  the  buUd- 
ing  of  artisan  dwellings,  and  other  similar  matters 
had  it  not  been  for  the  enterprise  and  practical 
knowledge  of  their  surveyors,  who  have  by  per- 

sistent efforts  brought  to  bear  on  their  committees 
these  requirements.  Mr.  Ilooley,  in  his  address, 
dwelt  on  the  prejudices  the  surveyor  has  to  over- 

come, and  the  attacks  to  which  he  is  exposed  by 
partisan  leaders.  These  are  patent  to  all  whi 
have  had  any  experience  of  official  life  in  towns. 
The  borough  surveyor  is  exposed  to  a  great  many 
reproaches  and  insults ;  he  is  the  target  of  all 
complaints  If  there  is  any  flooding  in  the 
lower  levels  of  the  town,  he  is  held  re- 

sponsible ;  if  the  bill  of  extras  for  any  scheme  of 
sewerage  work  or  sewage  disposal  is  large,  he 
is  sure  to  be  made  the  butt  in  the  locaL 

press,  for  the  general  xipinion  is  that  if  there  is  a 
surveyor  paid  a  salary,  he  ought  to  be  responsible 
for  all  "  extras,"  forgetting  that  they  have  been 
ordered  by  the  works  committee,  or  have  arisen 
from  unforeseen  circumstances.  There  is  always 
a  clique  in  the  corporation  that  is  ready  to  attack 
him,  and  to  make  him  extremely  uncomfortable, 
particularly  if  his  election  to  the  office  has  been 
independent  of  the  votes  of  a  large  secMon,  or  ho 
has  won  his  official  position  by  qualifications  and 
testimonials  that  are  above  suspicion.  No  doub 
occasionally  he  may  commit  ai  error  oi 
judgment,  and  then  he  has  to  pay  dearly. 

There  are  many  nice  points  in  the  conduct  of  a 
borough  surveyor  to  which  attention  was  not  par- 

ticularly drawn,  and  if  any  man  needed  a  code  ot 
rules,  thatiraan  is  the  public  official  of  a  corpora- 

tion. Mr.  Ilooley's  remarks  did  not  touch  on  a  few 
points  of  importance,  one  of  which  is  thesurveyor'e relation  to  his  professional  brethren  in  the  same 

town.  This  has  often  been  strained.  Thesurveyor' has  exercised  the  power  conferred  upon  him  by 
the  Act  in  a  rather  arbitrary  manner,  or  he  has 
not  that  conciliatory  mode  of  transacting  business 
which  is  so  necessary  to  avoid  friction.  Thia 
may  be  a  defect  of  his  manner  or  his  tempera- 

ment, but  may  be  no  good  ground  for  charging 
him  with  partiality,  prejudice,  rough  treatment 
in  demanding  deposit  of  plans  for  new  buildings 
or  compliance  with  local  by-laws,  and  the  like. 
These  misunderstandings  or  prejudiced  opinions 
are  very  irritating  to  some  men,  and  cause  a  great 
deal  of  unnecessary  friction  in  the  conduct  of 
business.  Short-tempered  men — men  who  have 
the  habit  of  administering  the  law  in  a  literal 
and  perfunctory  manner,  without  regard  to  local 
habits  or  the  sympathies  of  other  people,  are  the 
least  suited  for  an  cflice  requiring  so  much  for- 

bearance and  patient  inquiry.  N'or  was  there 
any  direct  allusion  made  to  the  rather  difficult 
anil  delicate  relations  that  subsist  between  the 
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borough  surveyor  and  professional  architecta. 
AVe  all  know  what  these  are.  and  how  olten 
the  situation  is  strained.  .Such,  for  eTample, 
is  the  eurveyor's  acceptance  of  architectural 
commissions  in  the  town ;  for  ediQces  like 

public  offices,  libraries,  schools  of  art,  markets, 
and  public  commercial  buildings  generally.  Of 
course,  this  point  raises  the  question  of  the  pro- 

priety of  allowing  a  borough  surveyor  private 
practice.  When  once  this  is  conceded,  it  is  im- 

possible to  ur^e  objection  to  his  undertaking-  any 
work  of  the  kind.  Ilia  salar)'  may  be  ridiculously 
small,  as  Mr.  llooley  has  pointed  out,  and  the 
surveyor  has  a  perfect  liberty  to  undertake  other 
work  that  will  bring  him  in  an  adequate  income. 
But  should  this  condition  of  matters  remain  ; 
We  think  not.  We  question  whether  it  sub- 

serves the  best  interest  of  a  town  for  its  surveyor 
to  undertake  architectural  work  in  addition  to 
his  own  engineering  and  surveying  operations  ; 
and  there  can  be  no  doubt  the  practice,  where  it 
«xi8t8— and  we  are  glad  to  notice  that  in  few  im- 

portant boroughs  it  does— has  not  been  favour- 
able to  that  good  feeling  which  should  prevail 

between  the  profession  and  the  public  ofEciid. 
We  do  not  sa^  anything  here  of  the 

.  architectoral  question :  that  is  another  matter, 
bnt  it  seems  to  us  great  friction  would 
be  avoided  if  corporations  paid  their  sur- 

veyors adequately,  so  that  they  might  be  rendered 

quite  independent  of  private  ̂ practice.  A\'here 
public  buildings  like  municipal  offices  and 
municipal  lodging-houses  are  concerned,  it  would 
be  better  if  corporations  sought  for  outside  pro- 

fessional advice,  and  obtained  designs  from  men 
independent  of  local  politics,  llie  question  of 
the  dismissal  of  the  surveyor  is  one  which  ought 
to  be  placed  on  another  looting,  and  we  think 
most  of  our  readers  will  endorse  the  spirit  of  the 
resolution  submitted  by  Mr.  Alderman  Lemon 
before  the  Conference  of  Engineers  and  Sur- 

veyors, protesting  against  the  summary  dis- 
missal of  the  well-known  and  widely -respected 

borough  surveyor  of  West  Ham. 

WAYSIDE   .SKETCIIE.S  IX  .SUFFOLK. 

THE  curious  old  chapel  to  the  almshouses  of 
Hadleigh  is  all  that  is  left  of  the  original 

buUdings,  the  almshouses  themselves  having  been 
rebuilt  some  years  back.  Standing  some  feet 
above  the  road,  with  its  quaint,  cross -surmounted 
bell  turret,  tiled  roof,  and  walls  partly  brick 
nogging  and  partly  stick  and  plaster,  it  has  a 
very  picturesque  effect,  and  is  well  worth  a  visit. 

Stoke-by-Xayland  church  tower  is  very  finely proportioned,  with  a  massivenc-ss  in  construction 
seldom  seen  in  brick  towers.  The  panelling  and 
finialfl,  as  well  as  all  angle  dressings,  are  in  stone. 
The  ijreat  thickness  of  the  walls  has  been  taken 
advantage  of  by  giving  the  windows  deep  splayed 

reveals,  which  has  a  bold  effect,  and,  standing'  on rising  ground,  the  tower  is  a  landmark  for  miles around. 

The  entrance-lodge  to  Long  Jlelford  Hall  is  of 
the  same  date  as  the  fine  old  mansion  the  resi- 

dence of  Lady  Parker.  It  is  well  situated 
facing  the  village  green,  with  a  heavy  bank  of 
trees  as  background.* 
Lavenham  porch  needs  little  e.xplanation. 

Like  the  whole  of  this  famous  Suffolk  church,  it 
is  elaborately  carved  and  panelled  in  snaji  Hint- 
work.  The  interior  is  finished  off  with  a  richly 
vaulted  and  panelled  ceiling,  springing  from 
columns  at  each  comer  of  the  porch.  The  front 
panels  outside  over  the  entrance  are  filled  with 
the  coate-of-arms  of  various  great  familiee  at 
whose  expense  the  church  was  built. 

The  old  parish  chest  at  Hadleigh  Church  was 
evidently  made  more  for  practical  use  and  safety than  an  ornamental  addition  to  the  church. 
.Should  the  prospective  thief  be  successful  in 
disposing  of  the  three  original  padlocks,  he  would 
have  to  be  a  fairly  strong  man  to  lift  the  lid, 
composed  of  a  length  of  half  a  trunk  of  a  fair- 
sized  English  oak.  Lr.riN.vRD  CuoiviooT. 

OBITLAEV. 

Mu.  William  Willmeb  PoroiK,  B.A., 
F.RI.E.A.,  who  died  at  his  residence,  Glen- 

dore,  Tunbridge  Wells,  on  Monday,  in  his  -^'th 
year,  wag  the  son  of  an  architect  and,  at  the  time 

of  his  death,  the  "father"  of  the  Koyal  Insti- 
tute of  Jiritish  Architects.  He  was  best  known 

a«  the  architc-ct  of  the  late  Itev.  C.  U.  Spurgeon's 
Tabernacle  in  Xewiogton  Butts,  destroyed  bv 
fire  on  Aj.ril  20,  180S,  and  it  is  of  interest  to  note 
that  immediately  on  hearing  of  the  disaster,  Mr. 
Pocock  wrote  to  the  Kev.  Thomas  Spnrgeon. 
offering   the   use   of  the   original  drawings  and 

rification  for  the  purpoeee  of  renovation.  He 
designed  several  other  public  buildings,  the 

last  being  the  hall  of  the  Carpenters'  Company  in 
Throgmorton-avenoe,  of  which  company  he  was 

a  Past- Master.  He  was  educated  at  King's 
College,  where  he  received  the  honour  of  A.K.C., 

and  Bubeoiuently  passed  the  B.A.  examination  in 

the  London  I'niversity.  He  won  the  medal  of 
the  Institute  of  Architects  awarded  for  essays  so 
fir  back  as  1838,  having  joined  that  body  as  an 
Associate  the  previous  year,  and  in  I  ̂ 40  he  was 
advanced  to  the  rank  of  Fellow.  Throughout 
ho  long  life  he  took  a  lively  interest  in  all  that 

pjotained  to  the  interests  of  the  SVesleyan 
Church,  and  was  a  generous  supporter  of  itsCon- 
nexional  funds.  In  his  later  years  he  laboured 
strenuously  to  improve  the  status  of  the  lay 
preachers,  and  devoted  large  sums  in  providing 
local  preachers  with  wholesome  literature.  He 
was  a  representative  to  the  Conference,  and 
served  on  nearly  aU  the  Connexional  committees. 
A  Uethodist  of  the  old  school,  he  was  strongly 
opposed  to  all  modem  innovations.  He  twice  con- 

tested 'iuildford  in  the  Liberal  interest,  but  since 
the  Home  Eule  split  had  been  a  Unionist  in 
politics.  The  memorial  service  will  be  held  at 

the  Wesleyan  Church,  St.  John's  Hill,  Clapham 
Junction,  this  (Friday)  afternoon  at  3  o'clock, 
and  the  interment  will  take  place  at  Wandsworth 
Cemetery  three-quarters  of  an  hour  later. 

The  Sunderland  Corporation  have,  with  but  one 
dissentient,  adopted  a  report  from  the  joint  Bridge 
and  Ferries  and  Highways  Csmmittee,  recommend- 

ing the  promotion  of  a  BUI  by  the  council  in  the 
ensuing  session  of  Parliament  for  the  erection  of  a 
bridge  over  the  Wear  between  Deptford  andSauth- 
wick  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £130, (¥)0,  and  for  the 
inclusion  of  Southwick  and  Fulwell  in  the  borough of  Sunderland. 

•  We  gave  another  view  of  thia  boilding,  sketched  by Mr.  Maurice  B.  Adam?,  Dec.  i,  1885. 

Mr.  William  Stiff,  of  the  Laurels,  Clapham 
Common,  and  of  the  firm  of  James  Stiff  and  Sons, 
of  the  London  Pottery,  Limbeth,  stoneware 
manofacturer,  who  died  on  July  19  last,  aged  62 
yean,  left  an  estate  which  has  been  valued  at 
£45,461  13s.  Gd.  gross,  including  personalty  of  the 
net  value  of  £11,416  5s.  2d.  The  testator  be- 

queathed to  his  wife  £200,  the  use  and  enjoyment 
of  his  residence,  and  an  annuity  of  £600  during  her 
widowhood,  which  in  the  event  of  her  remarriage 
is  to  be  reduced  to  £200  :  to  his  son  Sydney  James, 
£400  and  the  goodwill  of  the  business  carried  on  by 
the  testator  ;  to  James  Baxter,  George  Walter 
Wilkin,  and  James  Skeen,  employees  at  the  testa- 

tor's firm,  £100  each;  to  Alfred  Mitchell,  £50;  to 
Hiss  Sarah  Hill,  £100  ;  and  to  the  Kev.  Wm. 
Williams,  of  Lambeth,  £50.  The  late  Mr.  Stiff  left 
his  residuary  estate  as  to  one  half  in  equal  shares 
for  his  sons,  Horace  Wflliam  and  Alfred  Thomas, 
and  as  to  the  other  moiety  in  equal  shares  for  his 
daughters,  Ethel  May,  Hilda  Sarah,  Miry  Helena, 
and  Eleanor  Winifred  Stiff. 

The  Local  Government  Biard  have  sanctioned  a 
loan  of  £13,700  to  be  devoted  for  the  erection  of  the 

new  public  baths  in  T'nion-street,  Chester.  The original  tender  of  Mr.  W.  W.  F/eeman,  of  Chester, 
accepted  by  the  committee  in  Miy  last,  amounted 
to£ll,600:  but  owing  to  the  increase  in  price  of 
building  materials,  it  was  found  that  an  additional 
£2313  would  be  required,  bringing  the  amount  of 
the  contract  up  to  £11,830.  T&e  total  estimated 
cost  of  the  scheme  is  therefore  now  £13.930.  Mr. 
Freeman  s  contract  has  been  signed,  and  the  baths 
will  be  constructed  as  soon  as  possible. 

Preparations  are  bsing  made  for  the  erection  of  a 
memorial  statue  representing  an  angel  with  out- 

stretched wings,  presented  to  the  town  of  K  jchdale 
by  Miss  Mackinnon.  This  we^k  men  have  been  at 
work  taking  op  the  iUgging  on  the  site,  which  is 
opposite  the  Presbyterian  Church.  Messrs.  W.  A. 
Peters  and  Son  have  undertaken  the  work  of  erect- 

ing the  memorial.  A  foundation  of  concrete  has 
been  laid  by  corporation  workmen,  and  the  base 
stone  is  ready  for  insertion.  The  statue,  which  is 
at  present  in  the  corporation  stoneyard,  is  a  white 
marble  one,  the  work  of  Mr.  F.  J.  Williamson,  of 
Esher. 
The  Xorth  -  Eastern  Riilway  Company  have 

started  this  week  their  new  Eist  Durham  coast  line 
from  Hartlepool  to  Seaham  Harbour.  From  the 
latter  pUce  running  powers  will  be  exercised  over 

the  Marquis  of  Londonderry's  railway  to  Sunder- 
land, and  thence  the  route  will  be  by  Xorth- 

Esstem  main  line  to  the  Tyneside.  Traffi;  from 
the  collieries  now  being  sunk  at  Eisington  and 
Seaham  Harbour  will  tw  provided  for  by  sidings. 
The  principal  stations  on  the  new  railway  will  be 
Seaham  Harbour  and  Hartlepool. 

PBOFESSIONAL    AND    TBADE 

SOCIETIES. 
The  Sociktv  or  Akckitects. — The  ioV.  ̂ i 

are  the  nominatins  for  officers  and  council  i  r  t 

ensuing  session  of  the  Society,  an  ast-ri 
denoting  fresh  blood  :— President,  T.  Wa>.  r 
Emden,  J. P.,  L.C.C. ;  vice-presidents.  Lieu 
Col.  F.  .Seymour- Leslie,  li.E.,  of  Exeter,  a 
.Silvanus  TrevaU,  J. P.,  F.K.I. B.A. ,  of  Trui 
members  of  council :  James  Bartlett,  C.  .| 
Bassett-Smith,  Geo.  E.  Bond  Rochester),  V* 

Cooper  (Hastings,,  James  Williams  'Dunfjn 
J.  W.  *Fraser,  A.l;  I. B.A.  (Xewcastle-on-T-.  n. 
H.  J.  Jones  Bristol),  W.  K.  'MaUett,  L.  Li 
Pearce,  G.  Gard  Pye,  J.  E.  llichards,  iml 
Frank  Vallance,  F.IM.B.A.  .(Mansfield,  :  ho 
secretary,  Ellis  Slarsland  ;  hon.  corres.  secr^tar 
Edgar  Farman ;  hon.  treasurer,  U.  0.  Qairtc 
main.  Under  liule  34,  additional  nomin »;;■.: 
for  council  and  officers  may  be  made  by  anv  :iir 
members,  who  must  send  in  their  nomination 

properly  signed,  to  the  council  before  the  fir 
day  of  October,  and  the  names  of  such  nomine 
will  be  incorporated  with  the  list  proposed  by  tt 
cooncil,  which  is  to  be  arranged  alphabetically. 

OHXPS. 

A  new  institute,  the  Soldieu'  Victoria  Hal 
recently  erected  on  the  Western  Heights  at  Dova 
was  formally  opened  on  the  l-5th  iust.  by  Mr.  Gee 
Wyndham.  The  building  comprises  reading  an' 
recreation  rooms,  a  devotional  room  known  as  th 

Gordon  Boom,  kitchen  and  offices,  caretaker' 
qoarters,  lavatories,  .^c,  and  has  been  bnilt  at  t 
cost  of  about  £2,2iXi.  The  building  was  designe< 
and  superintended  by  Mr.  W.  Baeston,  architect Dover. 

Alterations  have  been   made  at  the  assembly- 
rooms.  South  Molton,  from  the  designs  of  Mr.  W.       | 
Champion,  the  borough  surveyor,  and  special  con-      i 
sideration  has  been  given  to  the  ventilation,  which 
is  carried  out  on  the  Boyle  system. 

At  the  Guildhall  Police-court,   on  Wednesday,  I 

Alfred  Melhuish,  '-'A,  of  Xew-cross,  who  had  been  J 
cashier  to  Vx.  Hobson,  an  estate  agent,  of  Cole-  i 

man-street,  was    sentenced  to    six   months'   haid  | 
labour  for  embezzling  his  employer's  money.    1 1  was  ~) stated  that  his  defalcations  amounted  to  between 

£400  and  £50ij. 

The  lych-gate,  erected  bythetjieen  at  Djvei- 
conrt  parish  church  will  be  opened  to-day  (Friday). 
The  church  has  now  been  thoroughly  restored,  and  ,1 

stained  glass  is  placed  in  every  window  except  two. ' 
One  of  these  wul  be  filled  shortly  (and,  in  hzi,  is 

expected  every  day  from  Munich^ ,  by  the  German 
Einperor  in  memory  of  one  or  two    men  of   the 
Garmin  Legion  who  died  at  Djveroourt  after  the 
Walcheren  Expedition    and    were    buried    in    the 

churchyard.     Tne    (iaeen's    lych-gate    is    to    the 
memory  of  British  soldiers.    It  is  built  entirely  of 
£  igllsh  oak,  and  is  carved  and  very  missive.     It 
was  designed  by  Messrs.  J.  £.  K.  and  J.  F,  Cjtts, 
of  London,  and  executed  by  Mr.  Edward  Saunders,  i 
of  Dovercourt. 

Toe  Lerwick  Burgh  Commissioners  have  nndsc  I 
consideration  a  report    by    Mr.    Vorka,  electrical  ! 

engineer,  Glasgow,  as  to  the  proposed  introductian 
of  electric  light  into  Lerwick.     The  actual  cost  of 
the  undertakmg  is  estimated  at  £9,260.  j 

Mr.  J.  C.  Cartwright,  borough  surveyor  at  Bury, 
has  resigned  after  serving  the  corporation  22|;  years. 
At  the  last  meeting  of  the  town  councQ,  CdIoubI 
Walker  (deputy  mayor)  was  glad  to  say  that  Mr. 
Cartwright,  who  was  deservedly  regarded  as  a  most 
honourable  and  trustworthy  public  servant,  would 
still  retain  his  connection  with  the  corporation  as 

their  consulting  engineer. 
The  handsomely-carved  oak  pulpit,  removed  from 

Corzon-street  Chapel,  Mayfair,  and  presented  by 
Earl  Howe  to  the  14th -century  parish  church  at 
Penn,  Bucks,  was  dedicated  in  its  new  home  at  a 

special  service  on  Thursday. 
The  installation  has  just  been  csmpleted  of  the 

electric  light  in  the  iron  Church,  Eiinburgh.  At 
the  same  time  the  church  and  seats  have  undergone 
cleaning,  repainting,  and  varnishing :  the  organ 
has  been  enlarged  and  overhanled  by  Messrs. 

Ingram,  and  electric  blowing  apparatus  is  t}  be 
introduced.  A  stained-glass  window  has  also  been 
inserted,  in  memory  o(  the  late  Dr.  Simson,  for 
many  years  an  elder  in  the  Tron.  The  subject  is 
from  the  life  of  Elijah,  and  the  work  was  executed 

by  Messrs.  Btllantine  and  <'^rdiner,  42,  George- 

street,  Eiinburgh. 
The  unveiling  of  the  Cromwell  statue  at  West- 

minster wUl  take  plice  on  Tuesday,  O:tober  31. 

Preparations  are  bemg  mide  for  a  national  demon- 
stration the  same  evening.  Lord  Rjsebery  his 

consented  to  spsak,  and  will,  it  is  anticipited, 
deliver  a  speech  on  the  life  and  work  of  the  great 

Protector. 
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iSuillrms  5nttlligentt. 

Aiir.uMi.HX. — At  a  meeting  of  the  I'nivereity Court,  on  Tuesday,  the  Muniuia  of  lluntly,  Lord 
Hector,  presiding,  a  report  by  llr.  A.  Marshall 
Mackenzie,  A.K.S  A  ,  with  reference  to  the 

extension  of  Aberdeen  1 'Diversity,  was  sub- 
mitted. The  cost  of  what  is  called  the  popular 

plan,  with  tirejfriars'  Church  erected  at  Wieen- 
street,  he  estimates  at  €l'>,00ii;  the  modified 
popular  plan,  with  the  church  on  the  Parlia- 

mentary site,  at  £10,000;  restoration  scheme, 
£27,000  ;  and  south  extension,  with  rebuilding  of 

Greyfriars'  in  front  of  Mitchell  Tower,  £32,000. 
After  discussion,  the  Ccurt  came  to  a  finding 
that  any  one  of  the  placs  would  afford  sufficient 
accommodation  for  the  present  wants  of  the 

I'niversity,  and  agreeing  to  submit  plans  and 
architect's  report  to  the  Joint  Committee  of  the 
University  Court  for  their  information.  A  meeting 
of  the  joint  committee  was  fixed  for  that  purpose. 

Bamum,  S.W. — The  commemoration-stone  of 
the  Koyal  Duchess  Theatre,  which  has  been  for 
some  time  past  in  course  of  construction  at  the 

foot  of  lialham-hill,  was  formally  laid  by  Mr. 
Charles  Wyndham  on  Saturday.  The  theatre, 
which  has  been  built  from  designs  by  Mr. 
\V.  G.  H.  Sprague,  has  cost  over  .£35,000.  Con- 

structed entirely  of  stone  in  the  Italian  Renais- 
sance style,  it  is  crowned  by  a  copper  dome, 

surmounted  by  an  upper  colonnade — UOft.  above 
the  pavement  level — and  cupola.  The  French 
Renaissacce  has  supplied  the  fashion  for  the 
interior  decorations  and  furniture.  The  audit- 

orium is  on  the  two-tier  system,  there  are  instal- 
lations of  both  electricity  and  gas,  the  theatre  is 

heated  by  low-pressure  hot-water  pipes,  and 
provision  is  made  against  fire  or  fire  alarms, 
whilst  there  is  good  accommodation  for  the  artists. 
Accommodation  is  provided  for  an  audience  of 
2,500  persons.  A  new  device  is  the  provision  in 
the  auditorium  of  a  grand  organ.  The  keyboard 
is  on  the  OP.  side  of  the  orchestra  :  but  the  240 

pipes  are  hidden  within  certain  portions  of  the 
decorations.  The  instrument  is  built  on  the 

tubular  pneumatic  system,  and  its  power  is  equal 
to  that  of  a  hundred  individual  performers. 

Bi;i,i  AST. — Progress  is  being  made  with  the 
new  Protestant  cathedral,  the  foundation-stone 
of  which  was  laid  on  the  Cth  inst.  by  the  Countess 
of  Shaftesbury.  The  architect  is  Jlr.  Thomas 
Drew,  R.II.A.,  F.K.I.B.A.,  of  Dublin,  a  native 
of  Belfast,  acting  in  conjunction  with  Mr.  W.  H. 
Lynn,  H.U.A.,  of  Belfast.  The  original  proposal 
was  to  adopt  the  Gothic  style  for  the  building, 
and  in  18;i6  Mr.  Drew  submitted  a  design  of  this 
type ;  but  owing  to  the  limited  area  of  the  site 
and  the  lack  of  funds,  the  committee  adopted  a 
Byzantine  treatment  on  the  recommendation  of 
Mffisrs.  Drew  and  Lynn.  \  conspicuous  feature 
of  the  completed  church  will  be  a  west  front  in 
Donegall-street,  which,  however,  will  not  be 
built  at  present,  except  in  part.  The  nave  and 
aitles  will  accommodate  about  2,000  people,  and 
the  completed  cathedral  about  3,000,  A  contract 
for  the  erection  of  the  first  portion  of  the  build- 

ing has  been  entered  into  with  INIessrs.  Liverty 
and  Sons  at  a  cost  of  £10,384,  and  the  estimated 
totil  cost  of  the  completed  cathedral  is  £70,000, 
includiog  a  central  dome  or  tower,  with  the 
belfry  to  contain  the  peal  of  bells  costing  £2,000, 
which  Mr.  W.  (libson,  of  the  firm  of  Messrs. 
Gil  son  and  Co.,  Limited,  has  offered  to  present. 
The  plan  shows  a  nave  4(ift.  and  121ft.  in  clear 
length,  divided  from  north  and  south  aisles  of 

20fr.  span  by  circular  shafts  into  six  bays,  and  a 
crosbing,  transepts,  and  chancel  each  with  their 

piers  and  sipiare  of  40ft.  The  internal  height  of 
the  aisle  walls  is  :iGft  ,  and  of  the  nave  and  its 
clerestory  72ft.  The  treatment  is  round  arched 
Komanesijue,  of  the  type  seen  in  the  South  of 
Prance.  Eventually  the  crossing  is  to  be  covered 
in  by  a  great  dome  or  central  tower.  The  west 
fai.ado  will  have  a  lofty  central  portal  inclosed 
in  a  receding  series  of  arches  five  in  number. 
The  main  gable  and  its  staircase  turrets  will  rise 
to  a  height  of  1 05ft. 

St.  Pancuas.— The  Baths  Committee  reported, 
at  a  meeting  of  the  St.  Pancras  Xestry  on  Wed- 

nesday, that  in  a  few  days  the  architect  would 
submit  the  working  drawings  for  the  new  baths, 
which  are  estimated  to  cost  nearly  £60,000,  and 
that  they  had  considered  the  question  of  appoint- 

ing a  surveyor  for  taking  out  the  quantities. 
They  had  instructed  that  an  advertisement  should 

be  issued  inviting  surveyors  to  send  in  applica- 

tions, and  to  state  the  remuneration  they  would 
require.  The  committee  added  that  preference 
would  be  given  to  those  quantity  surveyors  who 
had  had  previous  experience  in  that  class  of  work 
m  so  far  AS  baths  were  concerned.  The  vestry 
approved  the  action  taken. 

CHIPS. 

The  erection  of  a  new  reredos  at  St.  Margaret's 
Church,  Kmg'a  Lyun,  was  commenced  last  week. 
The  plans,  which  were  approved  by  the  vestry  a 
year  ago,  are  by  Mr.  (i.  F.  Bodley,  A.U.A.  The 
cost  will  be  defrayed  by  a  legacy  ot  £1.000. 

At  the  latt  session  of  the  Glasgow  Dean  of  Guild 
Court,  it  waa  reported  that  the  Krangelical  loion 
Obarch  in  West-street,  Calton,  is  in  a  daugerous 
state,  and,  on  the  recommeLdation  of  .Mr.  Matthew 
Henderson,  the  court  made  an  order  that  the  roof 
should  be  taken  off,  the  east  wall  taken  down,  and 
the  other  parts  of  the  building  shored  and  barri- caded. 

Mr.  Ooscombe  John,  A  K  A.,  of  St.  John's- 
wood,  London,  to  whom  the  commission  for  the 
monument  to  be  erected  to  the  late  D.iDiel  Owen,  of 
Mold,  the  well-known  Welsh  novelist,  has  been 
intrusted,  has  completed  his  clay  model  of  the 
memorial.     The  statue  is  to  be  a  bronze  one. 

Birmingham  and  South  Staffordshire  merchants 
have  just  received  orders  from  the  agents  of 
American  building  contractors  for  the  supply  of 
large  quantities  of  steel  bars  of  high  quality  for 
li  reproof  floors  and  general  building  construction. 
The  orders  are  conditional  upon  prompt  shipment 
to  the  United  States,  the  steel  manufacturers  in  that 
country  being  utterly  unable  to  cope  with  the 
immense  contracts  which  they  have  received. 
American  prices  have  advanced  far  beyond  the 
Euglish  levtl,  and  contractors  in  this  country  who 
formerly  used  American  steel  are  now  buying 
Eoglish  bars  for  constructive  purpDses. 

At  Harpenden,  Herts,  the  old  British  Schools, 
which  were  leased  to  the  urban  district  council  at  a 
nominal  rent,  have  been  transformed  into  public 
cfHces.  Messrs.  J.  U.  Brown  and  Son,  of  Luton 
and  Harpenden,  were  the  architects,  and  Mr.  C. 
Tomlin  was  the  builder.  The  public  hall  is  4Cft. 
by  37ft.,  and  22it.  in  height,  and  the  council 
chamber  is  24ft.  by  lift.  The  outlay  on  the 
alterations  was  £U50. 

Mr.  W.  Sinto  Crimp,  M.Inst. C.E.,  of  Great 
George-street,  Westminster,  is  expected  to  arrive 
in  Bombay  on  Sunday  next,  the  21th  inst,  to  report 
to  the  municipality  on  the  long-pending  question  of 
lowering  the  subsoil  water  in  Bombay. 

The  result  of  the  vote  taken  amongst  the  Tees  and 
Tyne  shipyard  joiners  as  to  whether  they  should 
apply  for  an  advance  of  wages  shows  a  majority 
against  any  steps  being  taken  to  do  so  at  the  present time. 

The  new  pier  at  Heme  Biy  was  formally  opened 
on  Thursday  afternoon  in  last  week.  The  new  pier 
is  built  of  steel  and  iron,  and  has  a  length  of 
3,920ft  and  a  uniform  breadth  of  201t.,  broadening 
out  at  the  bays  to  30ft.  A  pavilion,  which  has  been 
erected  at  the  shore  end  for  concerts,  will  accom- 

modate over  600  people.  The  pier  has  been  designed 
by  Mr.  Ewing  Mithieson,  C.E.,  of  Walbrook,  and 
was  built  by  M*3srs.  Head.  Wrightaou,  and  Co., 
Ltd.,  of  Victoria-street,  S.W.,  and  Thomaby-on- 
Tees.  Messrs.  Perry  and  Co.,  of  Tredegar  Works, 
Bow,  were  responsible  for  the  building  of  the 

refreshment-room  at  the  pierhead.  The  \'al-de- 
Travers  Asphalte  Company,  Ltd.,  covered  the  roof 
of  the  refreshment-room,  so  as  to  enable  it  to  be 
used  as  a  promenade. 

The  pUus  of  M.  Bainard,  of  Paris,  for  the  new 
buildings  of  the  University  of  Cilifornia,  estimated 
to  cost  between  7,000,OJOiol8.  and  8,000,000dols., 
are  reported  to  have  been  accepted  by  the  Board  of 

Kegents. 
The  corporation  of  Newcastle  have  adopted  a 

report  by  Professor  Ilopkiuson.  recommcndiug  the 
adoption  of  electric  traction  on  the  tramways  in 
that  city,  and  have  iustruoted  Messrs.  Oliver 
Leeson,  and  Wood  to  prepare  plans  for  the  erection 
of  a  car-shed  to  accommodate  90  cars  at  Bykerhill. 

The  spacious  vestibule  of  St.  Lawrence  Jewry 
has  just  undergone  renovation.  The  disfiguring 
cupboards  and  matchl>oarding  wainscot  have  l>een 
removed,  and  the  lower  portions  of  the  walls  thus 
exposed  are  to  be  fiuishcd  iu  smooth  stonework.  The 
upper  portions  of  the  walls  have  been  painted  and 
distempered.  The  monuments  from  .sc.  Michael 
Bassishaw,  are  afSxed  to  the  walls,  and  include  the 
tablet  to  Dr.  Wharton,  whose  bravery  during  the 
Plague  of  ItiG.)  has  secured  him  a  lasting  memorial. 

The  altar-piece  from  St.  Michael's,  consisting  of  a 
figure  of  Jesus  Christ,  painted  in  ls4.i.  has  been 
hung  on  the  north  wall,  facing  the  Greaham-street 

entrance.  A  caired  panel,  also  from  St.  Michael's, 
has  been  placed  on  the  west  wall,  and  is  intended 

to  receive  a  clock. 

^nrnttxing,  i^otts. 
Li  TO.v. — Last  Sunday  saw  the  formal  openin 

of  the  double  line  working  from  the  Gret 
Northern  station  at  Luton  to  the  new  signal  bo 
at  the  far  end  of  Messrs.  H.  Brown  and  Son 

timber  yard — a  step  towards  the  double  lii 
between  Hatfield  and  Dunstable,  this  portio 
constituting  the  only  expensive  length  of  th 
whole  branch.  The  work  of  widening  has  bee 
in  progress  in  Luton  for  a  considerable  time,  an 
has  effected  a  great  improvement  in  some  of  th 
streets,  and  in  Iiunstable  and  Bedford-roads,  th 
new  bridges,  although  carrying  more  lines  o 
metal,  being  widened  in  order  to  make  the  foot 
paths  underneath,  which  before  were  vep 
narrow,  of  a  corresponding  width  to  the  an 
proaches  thereto.  The  bridge  over  Guildford 
street  is  now  the  widest  in  the  town,  five  lines  o 
metals  being  laid  down  at  that  point.  The  worl 
altogether  has  cost  about  £loii,o00,  the  first  con- 

tract being  for  £80,000. 

Stockwell,  S.E.— Extensive  additions  are  now' 
being  made  to  the  generating  plant  of  the  Citj 
and  South  London  Electric  Railway  at  StockwoU 
This  line,  the  pioneer  of  the  deep-tunnel  railways, 
was  originally  intended  for  cable  traction,  bul 
before  the  constructional  work  was  finished,  the 
engineers  decided  to  adopt  the  electrical  system 
of  working.  The  line  was  accordingly  e<iuippeJ 
before  the  opening  day,  with  electrical  plant  con- 

structed by  Messrs.  Mather  and  Piatt,  of  Munster. 

Consequent  on  the  approaching  e.x'ension  north- 
wards and  southwards  to  Moorgate- street  and 

Clapham  Common  respectively,  a  new  generatini; 
station  is  being  constructed  next  the  old  one  near 
the  junction  of  the  Stockwelland  Clapham  roads, 
to  the  designs  and  specifications  of  Mr.  P.  \. 

Macmahon,  the  company's  engineer.  The  gene- 
rating plant  consists  of  six  sets  of  steam  dynamos, 

there  being  two  compound  Willans  engines 
driving  150-kilowatt  generators,  and  two  hori- 

zontal engines  constructed  by  Messrs.  Cole. 
Marchant,  and  Morley,  of  Bradford,  each  of  which 

drives  a  600-kilowatt  dynamo.  .VU  the  dynamo-^ 
mentioned  have  been  supplied  by  the  Electric 

Construction  Company,  Limited,  of  Wolver- 
hampton. The  boilers,  nine  in  number,  have 

been  built  by  Messrs.  Davey,  Paxman,  and  Co., 
of  Colchester.  New  sheds  and  a  lofty  circular 
chimney  shaft  of  brickwork  have  been  erected. 

The  highways  committee  of  the  Leeds  Corporation 
have  accepted  tenders  for  paving  and  digging 
thirteen  new  streets.  This  brings  up  the  total 
numl>er  of  new  streets  under  process  of  paving,  or 
under  consideration  in  that  city,  to  ninety -eight. 
The  urban  district  council  of  Withington  have 

agreed  to  ask  the  L-jcal  Government  Board  to 
sanction  a  scheme  of  sewerage  which,  it  is  esti- 

mated, will  cost  £S6,000. 

The  new  commercial  harbour  at  Dover  has  been 

partly  completed  by  Sir  John  Jackson,  Ltl.,  within 
twelve  months  of  the  time  allowed  (six  je\rs),  snd 
the  easterly  arm,  consisting  throughout  the  greater 

part  of  its  length  of  a  powerful  granite  and  con- 
crete breakwater,  will  shortly  be  opened  as  a  public 

promenade.  The  creation  of  the  commercial  harbour 
will  be  completed  by  the  extension  of  the  Admiralty 
Pier  2,000ft.  in  an  easterly  direction. 

.\t  the  Central  Criminal  Court,  on  Tuesday, 
before  the  Recorder,  William  Henry  Duncan  (on 

bail),  an  engineer,  who  pleaded  guilty  to  an  indict- 
ment charging  him  with  having  ctfered  a  turn  of 

money  to  Edgar  Josiah  Harper,  an  officer  of  the 
London  County  Council,  as  an  inducement  for  him 
to  do  something  in  respect  of  a  matter  affecting  the 
paid  Council,  was  brought  up  for  sentence.  The 

Recorder  sentenced  Duncan  to  two  months'  im- 
prisonment in  the  second  class. 

Lord  Roeebery  will  visit  Cheltenham  at  the  endot 
October  to  open  the  new  Municipal  Act  Gallery 

which  has  been  erected  as  a  memorial  of  the  i  i  ueen'a 
reign,  and  presented  to  the  town  by  Baron  da 
Ferrieres,  who  formerly  represented  the  borough  in 
the  House  of  Commons.  The  Baron  has  stipulated 
tbat  one  of  the  galleries  shall  be  reserved  for  thirty- 
five  works  by  old  and  modem  masters  now  included 
in  his  own  collection,  and  which  he  has  auuounced 
his  intention  ot  giving  to  the  town. 

Colonel  W.  Langton  Coke,  M.I.C.E.,  and  Dr.  S. 
W.  Wheaton  held  an  inquiry  at  the  Public  Offices, 
Egremont,  on  Tuesday,  on  behalf  of  the  Local 
liovemment  Board  respecting  applications  by  th» 
Wallasey  District  Council  to  borrow  £18,500  for 
purposes  of  electric  traction,  £G,400  for  land  for 
woiks  depot,  and  £2,C30  for  the  extension  of  the 
infectious  hoppital. 

JCil 
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:  STWOOn      HOISE,     SYDEXHAM  :      TlIK     VASSMOItr 
EDWAIIDS        Oltl'HANAOK        lOU      THE     XATIOXAL 
teachers'  VXIilX. 

This  beautiful  mansion  wa3  erected  from  the 

designs  of  the  late  J.  1..  Tearson,  K.A.,  twenty 
years  ago.  To-morrow  it  will  be  opened  by  the 
donor,  Jlr.  .1.  I'assmore  Edwiirds,  as  an  orphanage 
for  the  National  Teachers'  Tnion,  the  buildings 
:!d  lovely  grounds  forming  the  property  having 

•  n  purchased  by  the  Teachers"  I'nion  through iho  liberality  of  ifr.  Edwards.  The  interior  is 

elaborately  titted-upin  mahogany  and  hardwoods, 
the  great  feature  of  the  house  being  the 
srrand  music  saloons  added  to  the  west  .side  of 

the  mcnsion  since  the  view  herewith  given  of  the 
garden  front,  from  the  pen  of  Mr.  A.  Uaig,  was 

made.  This  saloon  has  a  minstrel's  gallery  in  it, 
the  whole  of  the  detail  being  of  the  richest 
description.  The  principal  stairca.se  is  orna- 

mented by  sculptured  figures  on  the  newels. 
The  doors  of  the  chief  apartments  arc  in  maho- 

gany, delicitely  detailed.  Externally,  the  work 
ij  in  red  brickwork,  with  carved  panels  and 
gables.  The  winter  gardens,  with  their  domical 
rocfs,  form  a  great  feature  in  the  composition, 
and  the  garden  terraces  add  much  to  its  dignity. 
The  stable  wing  is  marked  by  the  belfry  tower 
■seen  in  the  view.  Besides  a  new  svstem  of 
drainage  and  some  works  of  adaptation  and  repair, 
little  has  been  done,  but  during  the  past  few 
months  the  place  has  been  in  the  hands  of  the 
builders.  The  entrance -front  is  approached  by 
an  avenue,  and  the  portal  is  flanked  by  two 
round  pavilions  of  elaborate  design.  The  per- 

spective view,  reproduced  to-day  by  the  .  ourtesy 
■of  Mr.  Frank  Pearson,  was  shown  in  the  .Vcademv in  1880. 

PESIGX    FOB    A    ROV.U.    MAl'SOI.Kl  M. 

This  design  was  submitted  last  year  in  the  Tite 
Prize  Competition.  This  studentship,  worth  £30, 
which  is  to  be  devoted  to  travel  and  study  in 
Italy,  is  offered  annuallv  by  the  Royal  Institute 
of  British  Architects  for  the  best  design  for  some 
subject  in  Classic  style.  The  plan  of  the  design 
we  lUustnite  is  the  shape  of  a  tireek  cross,  the 
north  and  south  wings  serving  as  memorial 
■chapels,  the  east  and  west  as  chancel  and  intr/ince 
respectively.  The  vaults  are  immediatelv  beneath 
the  ground  floor.  Some  effect  has  been  gained 
by  placing  the  building  on  the  side  of  a  hill,  the 
entrance  being  reached  by  flights  of  steps.  Jlr. 
Charles  K.  Vamdell  is  the  author  of  the  design. 

PUOIN  STTDESTSHIP    KUAWIXiiS. 

We  give  this  week  a  sheet  of  drawings,  bv  Jlr. 
Uervey  Eutherford,  for  which  the  Tugin  Student- 

ship was  awarded  this  year.  They  comprise  a 

fresco,  illustrating  "St.  Michael  and  the  Last 
Judgment,"  from  the  south  aisle  of  the 
nave  of  South  Leigh  Church,  near  O.tford ; 

some  crisp  l:5th  -  century  carvings  of  foli- 
age, from  capitals  in  York  Cathedral ;  and 

some  ironwork  from  Jlieklegate  llill  Uouso, 
in  the  same  city,  and  several  spandrels  and 
finials  from  the  wall  arcading  in  the  Lady 

Chapel  of  Ely  Cathedral — work,  but  slightly 
later  than  the  days  of  .Man  de  Walsingham,  that 
moved  Augustus  Wclby  Pugin  to  tears  when  he 
first  saw  it,  and  noted  the  manner  in  which 
the  exquisite  details  had  been  destroyed  by  the 
soldiers  of  the  Commonwealth.  In  our  issue  of  the 
2.ith  ult.  we  gave  a  double  page  of  sketches  in 
Ely  Cathedral  by  Mr.  (reorge  itarples,  including 
the  upper  portion  of  a  bay  of  this  arcading,  and 
we  then  published  a  list  of  the  illustrations  of 
the  minster  at  Ely,  over  a  score  in  number,  that 

have  appeared  in  our  pages. 

jiriLDixos  DVKii  cauk's  i.axk  tvxxel, 
mUMIXGHAM. 

Wk  publish  this  week  a  drawing  of  a  warehouse 
in  Carr's-lane,  Birmingham,  erected  under  most 
unusual,  if  not  unique,  circumstances.  The  site 
is  traversed  in  the  front  by  the  Great  Western 
Railway  tunnel,  which  cuts  into  the  frontage  I  ft. 

at  one  end  and  2,'iit.  at  the  other.  The  depth  of 
the  tunnel  below  the  top  of  the  street  paving  does 
not  exceed  3ft.  in  any  one  part,  and  is  generally 
considerably  lees.  The  chief  engineer  of  the 
Railway  Company,  Mr.  James  Inglis,  would  not 
permit  any  weight  to  rest  upon  the  tunnel,  and 
the  depth  precluded  the  use  of  cross  girders.  It 
became  necessary,  therefore,  to  devise  a  system 

of  steel  cantilevers,  varying  in  depth  from  iit't. 
downwards,  with  masses  of  concrete  and  anchor 
plates  at  the  ends  of  the  two  largest  of  them. 
The  upper  and  lower  flanges  of  the  cantilever  at 
the  end  next  the  spectator  consists  of  three  ̂ in. 

plates,  dropping  off  to  one  at  the  back,  and  the 
webs  are  ̂ in.  thick.  The  cantilever  is  of  box 
section,  3ft.  Gin.  wide,  with  stiffeners,  gussets, 

Szc,  rests  on  a  block  of  granite  'Jtt.  thick,  and 
has  two  9in.  by  ;in.  steel  holding-down  bars 
with  anchor  plates  5ft.  by  3ft.  Sin.  built  up  with 

steel  angles,  and  fixed  into  a  load  of  concrete" 
16ft.  by  irjft.  by  8ft.  The  total  length  of  this 

cantilever  is  'Ait.  Sin.  The  stonework  is  fixed 
on  the  front  of  the  cantilever  by  means  of  angle, 
irons  and  iron  dowels.  The  buildings  were 
ereoted  for  Messrs.  J.  and  J.  Patliaon  and 

Messrs.  E.  Holroyd  .and  Co.,  of  Birmingham, 
the  builder  being  Jlr.  E.  J.  Charles,  of  Jloseley, 
and  the  whole  undertaking  was  carried  out  from 
the  designs  and  under  the  superintendence  of 
Mr.  Ralph  Heaton,  architect,  of  Birmingham. 

FROME    SCIENCE   AND   ART    SCHOOL. 

The  accompanying,  -view  of  a  design  for  the 
above,  which  we  this  week  illustrate,  shows  the 
scheme  which  was  awarded  the  second  premium 

in  the  recent  competition.  The  materials  pro- 
posed are  hammer-dres.sed  locil  stone  backed  with 

brick,  and  Bath  stone  dressings  for  the  walling, 
and  green  slates  for  the  roof.  The  plans  explain 
the  arrangements  adopted.  The  estimated  cost 
was  £2,171,  and  the  author  of  the  design  is  Mr. 
Robert  E.  Brinkworth,  F.S  I.,  of  Chippenham, WUts. 

the  drive,  kersal,  xe.vr  maxchester. 

This  group  of  two  detached  and  four  semi- 
detached houses  has  recently  been  erected  for  Mr. 

Richard  Hankinson,  from  plans  by  and  under  the 
superintendence  of  Messrs.  (Jgden  and  Little, 
A.R.LB.A.,  Cross-street,  Manchester.  The 
walls  are  faced  with  Ruabon  bricks,  with  half- 
timber  work  in  the  gables.  The  roofs  are  slated. 
Mr.  Robert  Holland,  of  Higher  Broughton,  was 
the  contractor.  The  plans  given  show  the 
arrangement  of  all  the  houses,  which  in  this 
respect  are  repeats  in  the  main. 

LEIOU    IRIEXMLV    CO-OI'ER.ITIVE    SOCIKTv's 
PREMISES. 

We  give  herewith  an  exterior  view  of 
new  premises  for  the  Leigh  Friendly 
operative  Society  at  Leigh,  Lancashire. 
building,  which  is  well  arranged,  provides  the 
usual  accommodation  for  the  various  departments 
of  an  extensive  co-operative  business.  The 
architect  is  Jlr.  J.  C.  Prestwich,  of  Leigh, 
Lancashire. 

the 

Co- 

i'he 

COMPETITIONS. 

LunriELi). — Atthe  last  meeting  of  the  Conduit 
Lands  Trust,  held  at  the  tluildhaU,  the  dean,  as 
chairman  of  the  board  of  governors  of  the  grammar 
school,  attended  and  explained  that  the  plans  of 
Jlr.  T.  11.  Pyke,  architect,  of  London,  had  been 
accepted  for  the  erection  of  a  new  grammar  school, 

on  a  site  in  Upper  St.  John-street,  and  that  a 
total  sum  of  £5,000  was  required.  After  hearing 
the  explanations  of  the  dean,  the  trustees  resolved 
to  increase  their  offer  towards  the  undertaking 
of  £1,500  to  £3,000. 

Ramsgate. — In  our  notice  last  week,  p.  331,  of 
the  awards  of  premiums  in  the  competition  for  a 
concert  haU  to  be  built  on  the  Paragon  Gardens, 
WestCliil,  Messrs.  A.  Ardron  and  Bruce  Dawson, 
of  (Jld  Queen-street,  Westminster,  point  out  that 
the  name  of  Mr.  A.  Howell  should  have  been  con- 

joined with  that  of  their  firm  as  having  been 
placed  first.  Wo  gave  the  information  as 
received  by  us,  and  regret  the  omission  by  our 
correspondent. 

Heasrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Min- 
chester,  have  just  supplied  their  patent  Manchester 
grates  to  the  Convent,  Xorwioh. 

CHIPS. 

The  extensive  faetory  of  the  (Jairry  Hill  Brick 
Company  at  Tonbridge  caught  fire  at  five  a.m. 
on  .Sunday  week,  and  in  less  than  an  hour  the 
whole  building  was  a  total  wreck.  Owing  to  want 
of  water  the  local  fire  brigade  was  unable  to  render 
any  assistance.  A  large  <iuautity  of  valuable 
machinery  was  destroyed.  The  whole  of  the 

employ  i' 3  are  thrown  out  of  work. 
The  Agent- 1  General  for  JVostern  Australia  has 

been  informed  that  a  report  is  in  circulation  that 
the  Uovemment  of  the  colony  have  been  unable  to 
construct  the  Mundaring  reservoir  owing  to 
engineering  difllculties,  and,  in  consequenco,  have 
decided  to  abandon  the  Coolgardie  water  scheme. 
He  contradicts  this  statement,  and  adds  that  his 
latest  advices  informed  him  that  the  foundations  of 
the  reservoir  are  quite  satisfactory,  aud  the  work  ot 
cementing  would  proceed  quickly ;  that  the  first 
pipes  would  soon  be  delivered,  and  the  undertaking 
l>e  pushed  on  as  rapidly  as  possible. 

The  parka  committee  of  Aberdeen  Town  Cjuncil 
have  selected  a  spice  in  the  ornamental  plot  in  fiont 
of  the  .\.tt  i-iallery  as  a  site  for  the  memorial  to  be 
erected  in  Aberdeen  by  the  otiioars  and  men  of  the 
Ist  Battalion  liordon  Highlanders  in  memory  of 
their  comrades  who  fell  in  the  North-west  frontier 
campaign  in  India.  The  memorial,  which  is  being 

prepared  by  Messrs.  Hynderson  and  W^ebster, 
sculptors,  Artieok-street,  is  to  take  the  form  of  a 
triaugular  granite  shaft,  on  the  top  of  which  will 
be  a  bronza  figure  of  Victory,  the  total  height 
being  16ft.  It  is  intended  to  unveil  the  memorial 
on  October  3. 

Flans  of  alterations  which  it  is  proposed  to  ba 
made  to  Stonehaven  Railway  Station  have  been 
prepared  by  Mr.  T.  M.  Barr,  eugineer  of  the 
Northern  Saction  of  the  Caledonian  Rjilway  at 
Perth,  and  tenders  are  being  invited  for  the  work. 
The  cost  of  alteration  and  extension  is  £6,000.  The 
platforms  are  to  be  widened,  heightened,  and  laid 
with  concrete,  and  the  stone  bridge  at  the  end  of 
the  station  will  be  girdered  in  order  to  allow  of  an 
addition  to  the  station  of  several  feet  to  the  south. 
A  verandah  will  be  erected  over  one  platform,  aud 
new  waiting-rooms  will  replace  the  present  struc- 

ture on  the  down  platform. 

Lord  Muncaster  will  open  the  Nelson  School  at 

\\'igton  on  the  same  day  as  the  opening  ceremony 
of  the  Wigton  Thomlinson  Grammar  School  for 
girls  will  be  performed  by  Mrs.  J.  W.  Lowther, 
wife  of  the  Djputy-Speaker.  The  Nelson  School  is 
a  high  school  for  boys,  founded  and  endowed  with 
£Js,000,  apportioned  out  of  the  money  (amounting 
to  over  £  10,000)  left  for  disposal  by  the  late  Mr. 
,Io5.  Nelson,  of  Moor-row. 

A  staiaed-glass  window  has  recantly  bien  pUcsd 
ill  the  parish  church  at  West  Wiokhim,  in  memory 
of  the  members  of  the  Stewart  family.  It  repre- 

sents St.  Michael  and  St.  George. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  vestry  of  Rotherhithe, 
the  sanitary  committee  submitted  the  draft  order  or 
the  L'xsal  Government  B^ard,  sanctioning,  with 
modifications,  the  Fulford-street  and  Braddon- 
street  improvements  scheme.  The  order  provided 
for  the  erection  of  dwelling-houses  Hjpon  the  site 
for  the  accommodation  of  550  persons.  One-half 
of  the  ground  might  ba  cleared,  and  until  accom- 

modation had  been  provided  for  -75  families,  the 
other  half  of  the  area  was  not  to  be  cleared,  it  the 
ground  was  not  dealt  with  in  the  course  of  twelve 
months.    The  report  was  adopted. 

A  L'jcal  liovernment  Bjard  inquiry  was  held  at 
K^som  on  Wednesday  into  tL--  application  of  the 
urban  district  council  to  borrow  il6,10ii  for  electric 
lighting  purposes.  The  Local  Gjvernment  Board 
have  already  sanctioned  the  borrowing  of  £2,500 
for  a  site  for  the  proposed  works. 
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Comsponiienct 
"TWO   (JKEAT   CITIES." 

To  the  Editor  of  the  BiiLorvo  News. 

Sir,— I  note  that  Mr.  W.  Woodward,  on 
p.  325,  calls  attention  to  the  dirty  condition  of 

the  city  of  I'aris.  The  same  thing  struck  me 
laat  year ;  but  I  thought  that  it  might  be  the 
change  from  the  sunny  Swiss  land  to  wet,  dull 
weather.  This  year,  when  I  passed  through  the 
city,  the  weather  was  fine,  and  my  former  im- 

pressions were  confirmed.  I  considered  that  the 
streets  were  dirty,  the  house  fronts  required  a 
thorough  cleansing,  and  the  woodwork  required 
many  coats  of  paint. 

Has  it  ever  struck  anybody  that  proper  ven- 
tilation of  the  rooms  cannot  be  obtained  by  the 

use  of  casements ;-  Take  the  case  of  a  large  Con- 
tinental dining-room.  Directly  the  hotel  visitors 

assemble  everj-  casement  is  closed,  so  fearful  are 
the  natives  of  a  little  fresh  air,  and  the  room  soon 
becomes  unbearable.  Give  me  a  sash  and  frame, 
with  ability  to  open  at  the  top.— I  am,  &c., 

Hfxky  Loveghove. 

Eboracum,  Herne  Hill,  S.E. 

JttUrcommutticatioit 
QUESTWm. 

liaiir.l- Roman  Remains.  -  Can  any  of  your' readern  kindly  inform  lue  where  I  can  obtain  particulani 01  the  recently  -  discovered  remain.i  in  a  Held  near 
Martlgny  Valais.  in  Canton  ̂ auJ.  Switzerland  .'  Only walla  are  now  vinible  :  but  I  wa«  informed  that  a  stair- 

case had  been  opened  and  covered  up  «fnia.— H.  I/.-,  e- •  iROVE. 

WATB&    SUPPLY    AND    SANITABT 
MATTERS. 

Siin'LEY. — A  series  of  sewerage  works  is  being 
carried  out  at  Shipley,  near  Siltaire,  in  the  West 
Hiding,   for  the  urban  district  co\incil,  from  plans 
and  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  Milcolm  Peterson. 
The  district    was     drained    long    ago,    and    little 
remained  to  be  done  to  collect  the  sewage  but  to 
put  in  large  intercepting  sewers  and  to  stop  up  the 
outfalls  into  the  river  and  the  Bradford  Beck.  This, 
however,  was  a  very  costly  and  difficult  undertaking. 

[liSlS.J— Burial-Qround8.-I«hallbemuchobIi(ted    The  intercepting  sewers  follow  the  courses  of  the 
If  anyone  who  haa  had  txperience  in  layin(r-out  burial-  I  river  and  the  l)eck.      The  WindhiU  district  had  to 
grounds  can  give  me  particulare  aa  to  the  authorities  ,  be  drained    throughout,    the    system    of  drainage 
(Oovemment  cr  otherwise    that  have  any  power  in  the    oTi.t.no-  t.,b«„  w,„jt.,n  '     .  .  jj7j  .VTv  "  „.  „.?S. 

CHIPS. 

Mrs.  Dymoke,  of  Scrivelsby  Court,  Lincolnshire, 
has  erected  a  stained-glass  window  in  the  parish 
church  in  memory  of  her  late  husband,  Mr.  F/ancis 
Dymoke,  the  Hereditary  Champion  of  England. 

■  Mr.  R.  H.  Bicknell,  M.Inst.C.E.,  on  behalf  of 
the  Local  Government  Board,  conducted  an  inquiry 
on  Friday  into  an  application  by  the  0:ley  Urban 
District  Council  for  sanction  to  borrow  £4,500  for 
the  purposes  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal works. 

The  T'.D.C.  of  Armagh  have  approved  of  the specification  submitted  by  Mr.  J.  Finlay  Peddle  for 
a  sewage-disposal  works  upon  the  septic  tank 
system,  and  a  loan  of  £12,000  is  to  be  appUed  for. 

On  Saturday  last  the  Yorkshire  Foresters'  Orphan- 
age and  Convalescent  Home  at  Bridlington  was 

opened  by  Mr.  J.  T.  Firbanfc,  MP.  for  Eist  HuU, 
in  the  presence  of  a  large  concourse  of  members  of 
friendly  societies.  The  building  has  been  erected 
by  Messrs.  F.  Blackburn  and  Son,  of  Hull,  and  the 
architect  is  Mr.  Robert  J.  Beale,  A.R.LB.A.,  of 
London,  whose  design  was  selected  in  open  compe- tition. 

The  Mayor  of  Bradford  laid  on  Saturday  the 
lonndation-stones  of  a  new  Sunday-school  in  con- 

nection with  the  Aonesley  Wesleyan  Chapel,  Little 
Horton-lane.  Bradford.  The  school  will  accom- 

modate 600  children,  and  the  cost  is  estimated  at 
about  £5,000. 

The  unsightly  parish  church  of  All  S  tints,  in  the 
I^ew  Cut,  Lambeth,  though  only  some  forty  years 
old,  is  exceedingly  dilapidated,  and  is  to  be  pulled 
down,  as  the  London  and  Sonth-Western  Railway requires  the  site  for  an  extension  of  Waterloo 
Station,  and  the  parish  is  to  be  absorbed  in  that  of 
St.  John's.  Waterloo-road.  The  spire  and  uppar part  of  the  tower,  having  become  dangerous,  were 
demolished  a  dczsn  years  since  by  the  Metropolitan 
Board  of  Works,  after  an  unsuccessful  attempt  to 
compel  the  incumbent  to  take  action. 

Colonel  A.  C.  Smith,  RE.,  sitting  at  the  f  Hi  :es 
of  the  Willesden  Urban  District  Council,  held  an 
inquiry,  on  Monday,  on  behalf  of  the  Lical  Govern- 

ment Board,  into  an  application  made  by  the 
Willesden  Council  "for  sanction  to  borrow  £.i0  000 
for  the  purchase  of  the  Djllis  Hill  Estate  for' the 
purpose  of  public  walks  and  pleasure  grounds." 
Mr.  Bartley  Dennis,  barrister,  appeared  in  support 
of  the  application,  and  Dr.  Barnard  (I'Cjnnor 
appeared  in  support  of  a  petition,  signed  by  2  000 
persons,  which  has  been  seut  by  the  Local  Govern- 

ment Board  in  opposition  to  the  proposed  purchase. 
The  City  Court  of  Common  Council  resolved,  on 

Monday,  to  spend  a  sum  not  exceeding  £17.0110  in 
the  erection  of  new  stables  for  the  Lord  Mayor, 
new  offices  for  weights  and  measures,  and  new  drains 
and  paving  yard.  Authority  was  given  to  a  com- 

mittee to  purchase  from  the  Ecclesiastical  Com- 
missioners the  site  of  the  Church  of  St.  Michael 

Baseishaw,  in  Basinghall-street,  for  £30,000. 

~Iu  the  list  of  adjudications  published  in  Tuesday's London  '.\i.-.  7- ,  the  name  appears  of  John  Alfred Langston,  Lonsdale  -  road,  Bimsbnry,  N.,  late 
Took's-conrt,  Chancery-lane,  W.C,  architect. 

In  consequence  of  the  ereat  growth  of  traffic 
upon  the  Lancashire  and  Vorkshire  lUilway,  the 
directors  are  contemplating  the  laving  of  a  second 
double  lino  of  rails  between  Xormanton  and 
Todmorden.  The  distance  is  about  thirty  miles, and  the  estimated  cost  of  the  works  proDOseU  is 

£2,000,000.  
'^ 

—  that  have  any  power  in  the 
matter,  and  what  are  their  requirements  !  I  wish  parti- 

cularly to  know  to  whom  the  plan  has  to  be  submittcl. 
and  what  authorities  will  leiiuire  a  cony  of  the  plan  to  b- 
deposited  with  them  1  -  S.  A. 

[123l9.]-Coke-Breez9  in  Mortar  and  Con- 
crete.—(i)  Li  the  pun  breeze -ii-.  the  gaF-ooke  brieze 

which  has  been  reused  by  the  gas  companies  for  fuel,  fit 
for  use  in  making  Portland  oement  tire-re.-i»tin?  lloor 
concrete!  [i)  Is  coke,  after  it  has  been  ueed  tor  the 
making  of  ••  water-gas  "  (with  which  the  companies  now 
ennch  their  ordinary  gas,  made  less  useful  for  this  pur- 

pose :  Note :  the  water-gas  is  made  by  impinging  steam 
on  the  coke.  '3,  Furnace  ashes  are  said  to  be  an  excellent 
ingredient  in  the  making  of  mortar  with  either  lias  lime 
or  grey  stone  lime.  Would  coke-bre«ze  be  as  good  if 
ground  in  a  mill,  or  would  it  be  too  soft  and  grind  up  too fine.'— MoB'-.  ELL. 

ri2320.]-The  Electric  Tramway  System. - 
Will  any  reader  acquainted  with  the  cost  of  laying  down 
street  tramways  on  the  electric-tmction  system  give  me 
some  idea  of  the  relative  expense  between  this  and  horse 
traction? — ENi^t-iRER. 

[12321.1— Laying:  Bricks,  &c.— How  many  bricks 
snoiUd  a  bricklayer  laj  in  a  day  as  an  average,  and  how 
inany  old  bricks  can  he  clean  and  stack  .'  I  should  also 
like  to  know  the  number  of  cube  feet  of  one-brick  walling 
can  be  done  in  a  day  with  the  joints  struck  !  Different 
estimates  have  been  given  me,  but  I  should  like  an 
authoritative  answer.— A.  L. 

[12322.]— Lightning  Conductors.- In  specifying 
a  ughtning  conductor  for  a  lofty  factory  chimney,  what 
diameter  should  be  used  for  iron,  and  how  connected  to 
shaft !    A  reply  will  oblige  yours.- Nemo. 

[12323.1-Cutting'  Up  Slate.- Can  any  reader  give 
me  any  hints  on  cutting  slate  up!  I  have  a  milling- 
machine,  and  have  tried  to  use  a  cutter  with  teeth  :  but 
it  will  not  do.  I  have  got  a  lot  to  cut.  so  should  like  to 
cut  it  quick.  I  have  also  got  to  enamel  the  slate,  so 
should  like  to  know  ho*-  to  do  this  !  I  am  making  an 
iron  stove  to  bake  it,  as  I  was  told  to  do.  I  was  told  that 
to  get  a  fine,  smooth  gloss  on  the  slate  it  has  to  be  done 
by  hand.    Is  this  right .'    Any  hint  will  greatly  oblige.— 
ESAMEL. 

[12321.]— Acetylene  Gas.— I  am  desirous  of  illu- 
minating my  premises  and  shop  with  acetylene  fjas.  All 

the  price  lists  which  I  have  from  the  ditf,^rent  firms  seem 
to  speak  very  highly  of  it.  not  only  with  regard  to  the 
clean  light  for  shops  and  for  its  brilliancy,  but  also  the 
saving  in  expense,  for  the  makers  claim  that  the  gas  can 
be  made  for  2s.  6d.  per  I,0(Oft.,  whereas  the  coal-gas  in 
this  town  is  Ss.  9d.  per  1,000ft.  As  you  can  see,  we  have 
coal-gas  in  this  town,  but  it  is  not  satisfactory  imless 
mantles  are  used,  which  soon  seem  to  diminish  in  illu- 

minating power,  as  well  as_rtquiring  a  lot  of  attention. 
I  am  rather  dubious  of  trying  the  experiment,  for  the 
reason  I  cannot  understand  why  acetylene  is  not  in  more 
general  use  than  it  seems  to  be  if  it  his  all  the  advantages 
claimed  for  it.  Should  you  advise  the  use  of  acetylene 
where  coal-gas  is  laid  on  in  the  .own  .'-Percv  W.iouiM, 
Newport,  I.  of  W. 

[12325.]— Colouring  Brlckwork.-In  using  Grey 
Stocks  (Luton;  it  is  found  that  the  natural  colour  is  not 
always  deep  enough.  Can  any  means  be  mentioned  to 
insure  a  permanent  tone,  and  also  to  darken  the  mortar- 
,)oints  without  destruction  !  Copperas  for  the  purpose  is 
useless. — Grey   St-x-k. 

SBPLIS3. 

[1-2309.]- Portland  Cement  Stucco. -^The  stucco 
may  be  made  with  Portland  cement  and  sharp  sand  1  of 
cement  to  3  of  sand.  The  joints  should  be  first  raked 
out,  and  the  face  of  brickwork  hacked  to  form  a  key. 
The  stucco  is  sometimes  painteil  four  coats.  The  sand 
should  be  washed  sand.  The  thickness  would  be  about 
lin.  thick.  The  work,  if  prop,-rly  done,  keeps  out 

ordinary  dampness.  In  expose*!  sci«i'de  places  it  is  often used,  as  at  Bngbton,  Eastbourne,  Folkestone,  ire— Qi-od Vide. 

[12312] -Sanitary  Fittings. —These  are  numerous, 
and  any  sanitary  catalogue  will  give  you  good  forms  of 
traps  for  waste-pipes  to  discharge  over.  The  '  Orosvenor 
Gully  "  is  a  good  form  of  trap  for  taking  surface  water 
wastes  from  baths.  &c.  Doulton's,  and  also  Duckett's* 
catalogues  give  some  exc<-llent  gully-traps  suitable  for 
your  purpose,  and  you  cannot  do  better  than  to  get  these 
lists  and  make  a  selection.  — rtt,v.riL-.\t,. 

[12313] -Discolonred  Water  in  Bath. -Perhaps 
your  best  plan  will  be  to  keep  a  few  water-snails 
(Planorbis  comeusi  in  your  bath. — S.  Bottosk. 

[1-2315.]-Turret  Olocks.-I  know  of  no  book  on  the 
subject.  Why  not  write  to  two  or  three  of  the  larger 
firms  of  dockmakers  I  -H.  L. 

Colonel  A.  J.  Hepper,  RE.,  the  inspector  ap- 
pointed by  the  Local  Government  Board,  held  an 

mquiry  at  Old  Hill,  .staffs,  on  Friday,  respecting 
the  application  by  the  Rowley  l!»8i8  District  Council 
for  sanction  to  a  loan  of  £1,150  for  the  extension 

of  the  public  cffi:e9,  and  t'3,000  for  street  improve- 
ments. 

existing  when  Windbill  was  added  to  the  area  of  the 
Shipley  District  Council  being  of  the  most  primitive 
character.     All  this  preliminary  work  has  now  been 
done,  and  active  operations  are  going  on  at  Uock 
Field  in  the  construction  of  tanks  and  buildings  for 
the  reception  and  treatment  of  the  sewage.     A  tract 
of  land  extending  over  thirty-four  acres  has  been 
acquired,  and  is  being  prepared  to  receive  the  waste 
of    the    Shipley    district,   and  to  so   treat  it  that 
nothing  shall  be  left  but  dry  sludge  and  a  clear 
effiuent.     The  estimate  for  the  whole  of  the  con- 

tracts   came    to     over    £50,000.      An    extra    ex- 
penditrue  of  nearly  £5,000    has  been  entailed  by 
the  demand  of   the   Local  Government  Board  for 
lacd  filtration,  in  addition   to    the  bacteriological 
treatment  which  has  been  decided  upon  by  the  dis- 

trict council.     The  intercepting  sewers  have  both 
to  be  carried  under  the  Leeds  and  Liverpool  canal. 
They  then    communicate    with    a    tank  sewer  of 
irregular  formation,  the  average  dimensions  being 
SSft.  diam.  The  tank  sewer  is  SOOft.  long,  and  from 
it  the  sewage  will  be  pumped  and  forced  to  a  height 
of  about  45ft.    It  will  first  enter  the  grit-tanks,  of 
which  there  are  three  for  alternate  use.     Here  the 

gritty  matter  will  l>e  precipitated  as  the  sewage 
flows  towards  the  bacterial  beds.     Sludge-pita  are 
provided  for  the    reception    of    the    matter    pre- 

cipitated in  the  grit-tanks.     The  sewage  next  passes 
to  the  bacterial  beds,  of  which  there  are  two  series. 
Each  series    consists    of    four    tanks,   filled    with 
clinker,  the  coarse  being  each  100ft.  long  by  66ft. 
wide,  and  the  fine  the  same  length,  but  72ft.  wide* 
After  this  treatment  [the  effluent  will  be  carried  to 
the  land  filtration  works.     At  the  suggestion  of  the 
Local  Government  Board  provision  has  also  been 
made  for  the  carrying  of  storm  water  in  times  of 
flood  direct  on  to  three  acres  of  clinker  ashes  for 
filtration  before  being  conveyed  into  the  river.     The 
chief  erections  in  connection  with  the  works  are  an 

engine-house.  Sift,  by  33ft.,  and  about  30ft.  high  :  a 
boiler-house  and  destructor  shed,  S4ft.  by  G2ft.,  to 
contain   four  Lancashire    boilers    and  a  four-cell 
destructor  by  Messrs.  Meldrum  and  Co.,  Limited, 
of  Manchester  :  a  chimney  ISOft.  high,  19ft.  square 
at  the  base,  and  with  a  flue  of  7ft.  lin.  diameter ; 
stabling  and   workshops,   and    three  cottages  for 
workpeople.     The  engine-house  will  generate  elec- 

tricity not  only  for  pumping  purposes,  but  for  street 
lighting  and    sale    to    some  limited  extent.    The 
intercepting  sewers    were    laid    by    Mr.    William 
Foster,  Bingley,    and    Messrs.    Ross,   Wilks,   and 
Crabtree,  Sbipley.     The  drainage  of  the  Wmdhill 
portion  of  the  district  was  carried  out  by  Messrs. 
Rhodes    Bros.,    Shipley,    under    the    direction    of 
Messrs.  W.  B.  Woodhead  and  Son,  Bradford.    The 

precipitation  and  other  tanks  have  been  consfracted 
by  Mr.  Robert  Wood,  Bingley,  and  Mr.  Tnomas 

Smith,  Bingley,  has  been  intrusted  with  the  pre- 
paration of  the  land  for  the  irrigation  process.    The 

pumps,  motors,  and  engines  are  being  supplied  by 

Mess'rs.  Cjle.  Marchent,  and  Morley,  Limited,  of Bradford.     The  various  contractors  are  as  follows  : 

Mason's  work,  Messrs.  H.  Birkby  and  Sons,  AVjke ; 
plasterer's  work,  Messrs.  Walker  and  Wilkinson, 

Shipley  ;  plumber's  work,  Messrs.  Wilks  and  Ross, 
and  Mr.  John  Pitta,  Shipley ;  j  oiner's  work,  Mr, 
William  Atkins,     WindhiU ;     slater's    work,  Mr. 
Thomas  Thornton,  Shipley ;  ironwork,  Mr.  J.  B. 
Clabour,   Guiseley.     There  have   been  two  clerks 
of  the  works,  Mr.  J.  E.  Fickard  and  Mr.  J.  C. 
Coates,  the  latter  being  at  present  in  charge. 

A  monument  is  to  be  erected  in  the  nave  of 

Canterbury  Cathedral  in  memory  of  officers,  non- 
commissioned officers,  and  privates  of  the  Ist  Batt. 

the  Buffs  (East  Kent  Regiment)  who  weie  killed  in 
action  or  died  of  wounds  or  disease  in  the  Chitral 

and  Punjab  frontier  campaign  from  1S95  to  1.S98. 
The  monument  is  being  erected  by  the  comrades  of 
the  deceased. 

A  new  filter-bed  was  opened  last  week  at  the  cor- 

poratioii  waterworks,  Loughborough,  Lsicester- 
shire.  The  bed,  the  fifth  at  the  works,  is  in  size 

65ft.  by  53ft.,  while  it  is  ,Slt.  in  depth.  It  is  com- 
posed of  9iD.  of  !in.  gravel,  3in.  of  pea  gravel,  and 

3ft.  6in.  of  sacd,  representing  about  I'lO  tons 
altogether.  Four  parts  of  Xcttingham  rock  sand 
and  one  part  of  Trent  sand  are  utilised  in  the  forma- 

tion of  the  bed,  which  has  a  capacity  of  15b,000gal. 
Mr.  Price,  of  Nottingham,  was  the  contractor,  and 

the  plans  were  prepared  by  Mr.  Walker,  of  Lough- 
borough.    The  cost  was  £  1 ,400. 
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LEQAL  INTELLIQENOE. 

IX     KE     J.     TOUNO     AND     S0N3,     EnlXIU-KGH. — 
Jleetings  were  held  in  EdiDburgh.  on  Friday,  of  the 
shareholders  and  creditors  of  Tamos  Young  and 
Sons,  Limited,  contractors,  incorporated  as  a  com- 

pany in  March  last.  Reports  on  the  stale  o{  affairs 
were  read,  from  which  it  appeared  that  the  total 

liabilities  of  the  company  were  I'lil.lTO,  and  the 
assets  £5(j,SS4,  leaving  a  deficiency  of  £1.2S0.  The 

contracts  in  progress  included  one  for  I'.'ilu.OOO  with 
the  North  British  Kiilway  Company,  of  which  one- 
third  was  completed,  and  another  largo  one  for  the 
construction  of  the  Talla  Waterworks  with  the 
Edinburgh  and  District  Water  Trust.  The  com- 

mittee of  shareholders  were  of  opinion  that  the 
aifairs  of  the  company  were  so  hopelessly  involved 
that  immediate  steps  should  be  taken  for  winding- 
up.  This  course  was  agreed  to  at  both  meetings, 
and  it  was  resolved  to  present  a  petition  to  the 
E  Jinburgh  Bankruptcy  Court. 

Is  RE  W.iiiE  Bkotuees,  of  I.kkp.?.— A  meeting 
was  held  at  the  offices  of  the  Leeds  uiUcial  Koceiver 
(Mr.  J.  Bowling),  on  Friday,  of  the  creditors  of 
Edward  Wade  and  Jonathan  Wade,  carrying  on 
business  as  Wade  Brothers,  builders  and  contrac- 

tors, Cliff-road  and  Eltham-place,  Woodhouse, 
Leeds.  The  statement  of  affairs  showed  liabilities 
£J.9S0  19i.  Ud.,  and  assets  XI, is;  4'>,  Id.,  the 

dtticiency  thus  being  il,G'J3  l.')3.  lOd.  The  debtors 
attribute  their  failure  to  "  losses  on  building  con- 

tracts and  builders'  strike."  They  tiled  their  peti- 
tion on  judgment  for  .£177  I'Jj.  lid.  Debtors 

commenced  as  jobbing  bricklayers  in  ISSi  with  £30 
belonging  to  Jonathan  Wade,  formed  a  good 
connection,  and  accumulated  plant  and  tackling which  enabled  them  in  1SS7  to  commence  contract 
work  in  a  small  way  Their  contract  work  amounted 
to  an  average  of  about  £1,000  a  year  up  to  IS9S, 
when  they  ei  tjred  into  a  contract  for  Ln,2t.>7.  They 
now  stated  that  they  had  lost  considerably  thereby, 
in  consequence  of  the  strike  in  the  building  trade, 
and  not  being  able  to  keep  a  proper  staff  of  men. 
They  were  brought  to  a  stand  at  the  beginning  of 
last  month  on  receiving  notice  from  the  surveyor  to 
employ  more  men.  The  work  being  taken  out  of 
their  hands,  plant  in  use  on  tho  contract,  worth 
£l.iO,  and  a  balance  due  of  i:i59,  a  total  sum  of 
£509,  was  detained  against  loss  on  completion. 
They  allege  that  on  the  work  being  measured  off 
the  balance  due  to  them  was  considerably  less 
than  they  expected,  and  they  first  became  aware 
they  were  insolvent.  The  creditors  appointed  Mr. 
John  Gordon  as  trustee,  with  a  committee  of 
inspection. 

Re  F.  T.  Ru.-jdaix,  late  of  Weston- stter- 
Mare  an-d  Bieminoham.— At  the  London  Bank- 

ruptcy-court, on  Tuesday,  a  sitting  was  held  before 
Mr.  Registrar  Giffard  for  the  public  examination  of 
this  debtor,  who  applied  to  pass  upon  accounts 
showmg  unsecured  debts  £i,iO,  and  assets  £3.  In 
exammation  by  Mr.  Chapman  (official  receiver), 
the  debtor  stated  ttat  he  was  articled  to  a  surveyor 
13  London,  and  in  1SS3  he  went  to  America,  and 
was  employed  in  New  York  as  a  quantity  surveyor. 
He  returned  to  T'.ogland,  and  in  1S02  he  obtained 
employment  at  AVeston-super-Mare  as  town  super- 

intendent at  £2  a  week,  with  coal  and  gas.  He  left 
that  employment  in  1S90,  and  obtained  the  post  of 
district  surveyor  to  the  Birmingham  Corporation  at 
a  salary  of  £1,50  a  year.  Most  of  his  debts  were 
incurred  while  at  the  latter  place,  including  that  of 
the  petitioning  creditor,  Mr.  Isaac  Cohen,  of  5, 
rnion-street,  Birmingham.  While  living  at  Bristol 
he  borrowed  £50  on  his  furniture  to  enable  him  to 
pay  out  an  execution.  His  faUure  was  due  to 
living  above  his  income  and  to  heavy  interest  on 
borrowed  money.  The  public  examination  was concluded. 

The  Roman  Catholic  schools  in  Hyde  Abbey-road, 
Winchester,  were  opened  last  week.  They  have  been 
built  at  a  cost  of  over  £3.000,  from  plans  by  Messrs. 
(jlson,  Tarrow,  and  Nisbet,  of  Winchester  and 
London,  the  contractors  being  Messrs.  Carter  and Son,  of  Winchester. 

On  Wednesday  Major-General  H.  l".  Crozier, 
K  E.,  Local  Government  Board  inspector,  held  an 
in(iuiry  at  Eist  Ashford  Workhouse  into  the 
application  by  the  East  Ashford  Rural  District 
Council  for  sanction  to  effect  a  loan  of  £11,000  for 
the  public  water  supply  of  Willesborough.  Mr. 
Bailey  Denton,  C.E.,  the  engineer,  said  he  had 
bored  into  the  Hythe  bed  of  the  lower  greensands 
at  Plumpton,  and  at  a  depth  of  170ft.  came  upon 
a  spring  which  was  yielding  200,000  gallons  per  day. 

An  accident,  attended  with  fatal  results,  occurred 
on  Monday,  in  connection  with  the  sewerage  works 
of  the  Whitechapel  District  Board  of  Works  in  the 
Mile  End-road.  In  consequence  of  the  District 
Riilway  Company  having  begun  to  extend  their 
railway  from  Whitechapel  to  Bow  all  the  local 
sewers  have  to  be  reconstructed.  While  several 
men  and  boys  were  standing  on  a  stage  working  a 
heavy  crane,  suddenly  the  scaffolding  collapsed,  and several  of  the  men  were  buried  in  the  di6n.i.  Oae 
man  was  killed  and  several  others  severely  injured. 

€)ur  C>ffi[rc   <iMt 
Sir  Bkxjamix  Stone  has  just  handed  to  Mr. 

George  Scamell,  the  hon.  secretary  of  the  National 
Photographic  liecord  Association,  for  the  British 
Museum  collection,  a  further  contribution  of  100 

historical  photographs  of  varied  objects  of  interest. 
The  series  includes  views  of  the  ruins  of  sovenil 

abbeys  and  priories,  of  well-preserved  relics  und 
monuments  in  parish  churches,  and  pictures  of 
many  old  English  mansions  and  inns.  Tho 
collection  also  comprises  pictures  of  ancient  stocks 

and  whipping-posts,  of  the  ducking-stool  pre- 
served at  I..eomin8tor,  and  other  survivals.  There 

are  also  objects  of  interest  of  still  more  remote 

historic  periods,  such  as  Stonehenge,  .Silburj'- 
hill,  and  Avebury,  side  by  side  with  the  most 
modern  of  records  of  daily  life. 

A  FACFi.TV  applied  for  by  the  vicar  and  church- 
wardens of  tho  pariah  of  Penn,  near  High 

Wycombe,  for  tho  removal  of  a  dilapidated  hign. 
backed  pew  in  the  historic  chunh,  has  been 
granted,  and  the  pew  has  just  been  taken  down. 
The  lloor  upon  which  it  stood  was  found  to  bo  a 
false  one,  resting  on  the  original  floor,  which  had 
perished  to  such  an  extent  as  to  be  a  source 
of  considerable  danger.  The  decayed  material 
having  been  cleared  away,  the  coflin  of  one 
William  Penn,  buried  there  in  1G38,  was  dis- 

covered lying  within  4in.  of  the  surface.  It  was 
of  oak,  black  with  age,  and  perfectly  sound,  and, 

ha\'ing  been  carefully  covered  and  sealed,  tho 
Hoor  was  relaid  and  cemented  round.  Who  was 
this  AVilliam  Penn  r  The  William  Penn  who 

occurs  to  everybody's  mind  on  hearing  the 
mention  of  the  name  lies  in  the  (Quaker's  burial- 
ground  at  .Tordan,  and  the  year  of  his  death  was 
171S.  Admiral  Sir  William  I'enn  did  not  die 

till  1670,  and  he  lies  in  ."^t.  Mary  Kedcliffe's, Bristol. 

The  Clifton  Antiquarian  Society  and  the  Mon- 
mouthsbire  and  Caerleon  Antiquarian  Association 
have,  under  the  superintendence  o£.  Mr.  A.  T. 
Martin,  of  Clifton,  been  making  some  extensive 
explorations  at  Caerwent,  the  site  of  the  ancient 

Venta  Silurum,  which,  ■ '  doubtless,  dates  its 
origin  from  the  time  of  the  subjugation  of  the 
Silures  by  Oatorius  and  Frontinus  in  the  years 
30-75  A  D."  The  excavations  have  resulted  in 
the  discovery  of  the  remains  of  a  couple  of  Roman 
buildings  extending  over  a  large  area,  and  the 
foundations  and  walls,  which  still  exist  to  an  ] 

average  height  of  between  two  and  three  feet, 
have  been  denuded  of  the  coverings  of  earth 

which  have  concealed  them  for  centuries.  Speci- 
mens of  pottery,  coins,  and  other  relics  have  been 

found  amongst  the  debris,  amongst  them  being 
an  urn  of  black  ware  in  perfect,  but  unfinished, 

condition,  as  though  the  potter  had  been  dis-  ' 
turbed  in  his  work,  and  left  it  incompleted  as  far 
as  the  rim  was  concerned.  Excavations  have 

also  been  made  to  a  depth  of  about  20ft.  or  so  on 
the  inner  side  of  the  south-west  corner  of  tho 

city  wall,  displaying  the  plinth  course,  tho 
bottom  wall,  and  the  top  wjiU,  which  are  in  [ 

excellent  preservation,  for  a  height  of  about  15ft. 

Mr.   F.   H.    Sheixe   writes  from  Ardvourlic. 

Loohearnhead,    complaining    of    the    vandali- 
committed  by  the  military  authorities  at  Stirlii 
an  erstwhile  capital  associated  with  the  proui 
of  Scottish  history.     The  cjistle  is  the  depot  •  t 
Highland  regiment,  and  its  public  edifices  li  • 
been  ruthlessly  disfigured  to  provide  accommoda- 

tion for  the  garrison.     The  former  palace,   still 
decorated  with  emblematical  statues  and  perf 

in  its  proportions,  is  a  soldiers'   recreation  r 
The  halls,  which  once   resounded   with   wa-- 

and  minstrelsy,  now  re-echo  the  ilick  of  billi.'ir 
balls.     The  splendid   (iothic    I'arliaracrt   lb 
has  its  ancient  windows  built  up,  and  is  parct  ■ 
off    into    dormitories.     Tho    Chapel    Koyal. 
which  James  VI.  was  christened  and  cr  t 

divided  by  hideous  planking  into  two  :' 
serves  as   an   armoury  and   a   waiting- r 

picnic   parties.     In   an    inner    quadrangio,    . 

overlooking   a  beautiful  hanging  gardm,  '.'  ' room  wherein  the  Earl  of  Douglas  w;ia  n 
by  James  II.     It  was  damaged  some  y 

by  a  fire,  and  has  been  rebuilt,  sjiys  Mr 

without   the   slightest    regard   for   an-l  . 

propriety.     Hero  arc  instidled  a  paUr^    .  ' at  a  museum,  and  a  counter  for  thy  wile  'A  \ 

guns,  post-cards,  and  souvenirs  of  •^t'.rl'r"? inner  moat  is  the  oflicers'  lawn-ty' 

tilting  ground  has  been  thrown  i:  ' 
bouring  cemetery,  and  is  covered  ».... 

place  tombs.     Tho  importance  of  tho  castle  from 
a  iiiilitarj"  point  of   view  has  gone  for  over,  and 
if  it  wtro  considered  neciesary  to  retain  it  as  a 

depot  for  troops  they  thould  bo  boused  in  modem 
barracks.     'X'ho  vthole  buildings  might  serve  as  a 
museum  of  mcdia'val  antiquities.     Hither  should 

]  be  removed  tho  standard  weights  and  measures 
I  now  kept  in  tho  Guibl   Hall,  tho  oakm  bust >;  of 

kings   and    ([ucens,     known    us    the    "  Stirling 
[  Heads,"  deposited  in  the  Smith  Institution,  and 
I  the  ancient  weapons  removed  in  the  last  century 
to   tho   Tower  of   1/Ondon.      But    vandalism   at 

Stirling   is    not    confined    to    tho    castle.     The 

glorious  old  (!ro}  friars'   Church  has  suffered  as 
grievously  at  tho  hands  of  tho  mutilator,     .\bout 

2'iil  yearn  ago   it   was   divided    into   two  parish 
churches   by    solid    party-walls    und    a   vaulted 
passage.     Tho  royal  pow,  still  bearing  the  arms 
of  Scotland,  has  been  nearly  filled  with  matses  of 

j  masonry,  and   tho  effect  of  the  unity  of  design, 
of  long-dniwn  uialo  and  fretted  vault  has  been entirely  lost. 

Till,  changes  at  the  National  Gallory  during 
tho  recess  have  been  not  numerous,  but  important. 

They  have  been  chielly  structural.  Rooms  .\III. 
and  .\1\  .,  the  .Spanish  and  tho  late  Italian,  are 
closed,  and  have  been  inaccessible  to  tho  public 

for  tho  last  fortnight.  I'nder  theeo  are  located 
tho  principal  heating  apparatus  of  tho  Ciallery. 
The  pipes  which  used  to  go  round  these  rooms 
are  now  being  placed  under  tho  floor,  the  heat 
ascending  through  the  grating,  as  in  the  case  of 
the  other  galleiies.  This  work  is  a  bigger  job 
than  tho  mere  statement  of  it  soggests,  and  the 
rooms  will  probably  not  be  opened  for  another fortnight. 

Fiin~ii  additions  to  the  collection  recontly 

acqiiired  have  been  few  and  not  very  important. 

The  most  worthy  of  note  is  a  portrait — No.  1680, 
in  Koora  XI.,  devoted  to  the  l)ut<.'h  and  Flemish 
echooU — which  is  rautioii.ily  attributed  to  Korcl 
du  Jardin.  It  gives  tho  head  and  abouldcrs  of 

some  Kutch  gentlein.in,  refined  in  type-,  in  u  sage- 
green  doublet,  slashed  sleovc.i,  and  Vondyck 
collar.  Dr.  Jsrdin  died  in  1>m8.  and  is 
better  known  for  cattle  pieces,  rather  in  tho 
Paul  Potter  stylo,  than  for  portrait.  There 
ale  two  of  these  in  Rexim  .\1I.  But  this  "  Por- 

trait of  a  <  ientleman  "  has  been  pU»c«d  between 
the  two  Fran/,  Hals,  the  man  and  woman  with 
the  ruff.  Another  picture,  interesting  rather 
than  excellent,  is  tho  little  Virgin  and  Child,  by 
Francesco  Giorgio,  in  Room  II,  This  is  painted 
in  tomptra,  on  "that  background  of  pale  gold 

which  ;the  Tuscan's  early  art  preferred."  'ITie 
conception  is  wholly  unconventionil  •*  •  ̂   ri^in 
stinding  and  leading  the  little  st  M 

tenderly   by   tho   hand.     On   a   sn  it 
might  be  a  page  out  of  a  missal. 

.Sr.  JIartix's  .School  of  .Art,  in  Castle -stre'Ct, 
Long  Acre,  has  already  achieved  considerable 
reputjition  as  a  centre  of  art  Imir.irg.  Its 
stiiJents  have  sectiTed   a   number  ''i 
certiiic'ites,  and  tho  work  is  carr:  n 

Lvnni'tion   with   a   lart;   ^    -  it 

t.iJi'.H,   including  the  >  '•■ 
nient.    the    Ixindon    C   .:  ■  '1 
Education  Board,  the  (Joach  and  i  o.ich  linrneOT 
MtV.  r-'    ''<>mp)inv,     the     Instituto     ■■(     British 

.--,     and     t;  4 

'.  it«.     .\n  - 

leiil  111  tiiATa^'tvr  &ud    lini.-^ii. 
hind    nr    mod"!    dmwing,    pr. 

I  fluids  institnt*. 
--..     ■-.  f(h 
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on  Iho  walla  is  accorded  to  Mr.  John  1;.  Ueid, 

who  shows  his  picture  "  The  Blind  Fiddler  " — 
an  old  vagrant  attended  by  his  daughter  and  dog. 
Other  works  of  note  are  three  seascapes  by  Xapier 

Ilemy,  and  two  by  C.  Cockram,  Charles  Stuart's 
group  of  deer  beneath  a  mountain,  entitled 
"  Their  Xative  Land,"  and  examples  of  V.  1'. 
Vglesias,  A.  B.  Donaldson,  Norman  Gastin, 
Flora  Ueid,  (i.l'.  Jacomb  Hood,  F.  Uamilton 
Jackson,  Sec. 

SIkssus.  rtTiiKK  Buns.,  of  Plymouth,  who  are 

carrying  out  the  demolition  of  the  old  A'auxhall Bridge  for  the  London  County  Council,  have 
come  upon  an  engraved  copi'Cr  plate  in  the 
foundation-stone  of  the  bridge  bearing  the 
following  inscription  : — 

On  the  ninth  day  of  May 
In  the  year  of  Our  Lord 

MDfcrxi. 
And  in  the  Fifty-tir»t  year  of  the  Reign 

OF  HIS  MAJESTY  KISQ  OlOORGE   UI. 
The  Hrst  stone  of  this  Bridge 

woA  laid  by 
HIS  ROYAL  HIOHNESS  OEOROE  PRINCE  OF 

WALES   REGENT 
Of  the  United  Kingdom  of  Great  Britain  and  Ireland 

Represented  by 
The  Right  Honourable  Thomas  Lord  DUNDAS. 

Then  follow  the  names  of  the  bridge  proprietors 
and  that  of  Mr.  John  Hennie,  Ci\nl  Engineer.  It 
has  not  transpired  whether  the  new  coins  of  the 
realm  usually  placed  or  supposed  to  be  placed  in 
the  cavity  beneath  the  plate  were  in  position,  or 
whether,  as  is  too  often  the  case,  they  had 
mysteriously  disappeared  on  the  night  following 
the  official  ceremony. 

The  prospectus  issued  in  connection  with  the 
fine  art,  Scottish  history,  and  archioology  section 
of  the  Glasgow  international  Exhibition,  to  be 
held  in  Kelvingrove  Park  during  the  summer  of 
1901,  states  that  it  is  intended  that  the  fine  art 
section  shall  be  a  feature  of  special  prominence 
and  importance.  The  executive  council  have 
decided  that  loan  collections  of  pictorial  works 
shall  be  formed  with  the  view  of  illustrating  the 
progress  of  art  during  the  19th  century.  Art,  in 
its  widest  sense,  applied  to  the  decorative  treat- 

ment of  material,  will  also  be  illustrated  by  loan 
collections.  The  new  art  gallery  and  museum 
building,  which  is  to  be  the  future  home  of  the 
art  and  science  collections  of  the  corporation  of 
Glasgow,  and  is  now  in  course  of  erection  from 
plans  by  Sleasrs.  Jlilner-Allen  and  Simpson,  of 
London,  will  be  entirely  devoted  to  the  purposes 
of  this  section.  The  building,  which  is  of  stone, 
with  concrete  floors,  consists  of  a  central  hall, 
I25ft.  by  soft.,  with  two  courts,  each  102ft.  by 
60ft.  east  and  west  of  this  hall.  The  galleries 
are  twelve  in  number,  arranged  in  two  floors 
around  the  courts,  with  eight  pavilions  at  the 
comers.  The  galleries  average  100ft.  long  by 
28ft.  wide.  The  upper  galleries  and  pavilions 
are  roof-lighted,  and  specially  adapted  for  show- 

ing pictures.  The  art  section  will  be  confined  to 
the  works  obtained  on  loan,  and  will  embrace  the 
following  divisions  : — (1)  Oil-paintings  of  the 
19th  century,  (2)  water-colour  paintings  .and 
pastels  of  the  19th  century  and  miniatures, 
(3)  sculpture  and  architecture,  (I)  works  in 
black  and  white,  {5)  photography,  (G)  art  objects, 
(7)  Scottish  archreology  and  history.  The  exhi- 

bition will  open  early  in  Jlay,  1901,  and  continue 
for  about  six  months.  The  collection  of  works 
will  begin  on  Feb.  1,  1901. 

Thk  directors  of  the  Bute  Dry  Dock  Company, 
Cardiff,  are  about  to  try  an  experiment  at  their 
dock.  They  have  a  very  large  single  dry  dock, 
but  it  often  happens  that  it  can  only  be  worked  at 
half  its  capacity  ;  a  ship,  whose  length  goes  j  ust 
beyond  the  caisson,  requiring  extensive  repairs  to 
her  bottom,  monopolises  the  whole  dock  until  the 
work  is  completed,  because  another  ship  cannot  be 
taken  in  without  flooding  the  one  under  repair. 
The  company  do  not  possess,  and  find  it  impossible 
to  obtain,  a  site  for  another  dock.  I'nderthese 
circumstances  Sir.  Farrant  trood,  the  managing 
director,  has  hit  upon  the  plan  of  making  a  half- 
dock  running  out  of  the  side  of  the  present  one. 

F'xcavations  will  be  made  to  about  half  the  depth of  the  present  dock,  and  then  will  follow  the  con- 
creting and  stoning  process.  The  object  of  the 

half -dock  is  that  when  a  ship  requires  extensive 
bottom  repairs  she  will  be  brought  into  the 
present  dock,  and,  the  gates  being  closed,  the 
dock  will  be  pumped  up  level  with  the  walls  and 
then  the  ship  will  be  hauled  broadside  on  to  the 
blocks  in  the  half-dock.  At  such  time  there 
will  be  about  13ft.  Oin.  of  water  in  the  half-dock, 
and  as  the  mean  draught  of  an  ordinary  cargo 
boat  on  an  even  keel  is  about  1 1ft.,  it  will  be  seen 

that  there  is  about  2ft.  to  tpare.  When  tho 
water  is  let  down  to  its  normal  level  again  tho 
ship  in  the  half-dock  will  remain  dry  whilst 
ships  go  in  and  out  of  the  present  dock.  The 
dimensions  of  tho  new  half-dock  will  be  400ft.  by 
7Jft.,  the  accommodation  and  earning  capacity 
of  the  dock  will  bo  increased  by  fully  .io  per  cent., 

whilst  the  cost  will  not  exceed  £2.'),u00. 
Aiioi  T  twenty  years  ago  there  was  discovered 

in  the  grounds  of  the  .lewish  School  at  .Alexandria 
the  shaft  of  a  large  handsome  rose  granite 
column  ;  this  was  presented  to  the  municipality, 
but  no  use  was  made  of  it  until  quite  recently 
Dr.  Schiess  Bey,  director  of  tho  Government 
hospital,  offered  to  erect  it  on  a  prominent  site 
near  the  hospital,  from  which  it  is  visible  far  out 
to  sea,  as  a  memorial  of  the  victories  of  Omdtir- 
man  and  Khaitoiim,  Sept.  2,  1H9S.  This  excava- 

tion resulted  in  finding  the  capital  almost  un- 
injured at  30ft.  distance  from  the  shaft.  The 

length  of  shaft  is  over  34ft.,  with  a  diameter  of 
3ift.,  and  weight  27  tons.  The  base,  a  separate 

piece,  is  2ft.  4in.  in  height  bj-  .)ft.  .5in.  diameter, 
and  the  capital,  which  consists  of  two  pieces,  is 
4ft.  6in.  in  height  by  7ft.  Oin.  diagonal  breadth. 
One  side  of  it  is  not  carved,  but  has  cuts  made 
for  inserting  metal  cramps,  as  though  it  were 
originally  attached  to  a  building,  the  capital 
considerably  overhanging  the  base  of  the  column. 
The  monument,  when  completed,  wilj  measure 

^ilt.  "in.  from  the  ground  to  the  summit.  The 
column  is  believed  to  have  belonged  to  the  temple 
of  Saturn,  which  early  in  the  4th  century  was 
transformed  into  the  church  of  St.  Michael. 

Tin;  report  of  the  Glasgow  Workmen's  Dwell- 
ings Company,  Ltd.,  for  the  year  ended  June  30 

last  states  that  the  houses  continue  to  be  well  let 
and  in  good  demand.  The  balance  of  revenue 
brought  forward  from  last  year  was  £2S9,  and 
the  surplus  of  ordinary  revenue  over  ordinary 
expenditure  for  the  present  financial  year,  after 
transferring  the  usual  percentage  of  the  rental  to 
repairs  and  depreciation,  amounted  to  £700. 
After  meeting  all  expenses  the  total  sum  avail- 

able for  division  is  £882,  from  which  the  directors 
recommend  the  payment  of  4  per  cent,  per 
annum,  free  of  Income-tax.  This  will  absorb 

£578,  leaving  a  balance  of  £30'i  to  be  carried 
forward.  Greenhead  -  court,  Bridgton,  when 
completed  will  contain  about  200  houses  of  one 
and  two  rooms,  accommodating  about  1,000 
persons.  The  estimated  cost  of  the  whole  is 
about  £20,000.  In  view  of  the  satisfactory 
results  of  the  renovation  of  the  old  tenements, 
now  known  as  George-court  and  Ardgowan- 
placB,  and  the  difficulty  of  acquiring  suitable  sites 
for  erection  of  new  buildings,  the  directors  re- 

solved to  acquire  additional  property  for  alteration 
and  renovation.  They  have  now  secured  several 
suitable  properties,  consisting  of  about  fourteen 
tenements.  The  overhaul  of  one  of  these  at 
Brown-street,  Port  Dundas  (near  tho  Ph<inix 
Park),  will  shortly  be  completed ;  others  are 

about  to  be  commenced,  ^\'hen  these  properties 
have  been  repaired  and  tireenhead-court  com- 

pleted, tho  subscribed  capital  of  the  company 
(£40,780)  will  have  been  fully  invested. 
Mu.  CoNsi  L  PowKLL,  in  his  report  on  the 

trade  of  Philadelphia  in  1898,  says  ;— In  conse- 

quence of  the  recent  plasterers'  strike  in  (Jreat 
Britain,  tho  export  of  metal  walls  and  ceilings 
has  been  strongly  suggested.  The  idea  of  these 
metal  fronts  to  houses  is  that  it  does  away  in  a 
great  measure  with  pUstcr,  and  in  tho  case  of 
ceilings,  removes  tho  unsightly  cracking  and 
damp  stains  which  so  often  appear.  Tho  plated 
ceilings  also,  besides  being  extremely  decorative, 
are  a  very  great  protection  against  tire.  I  venture 
to  hope  that  before  these  American  metal  walls 
and  ceilings  can  lis  placed  on  the  market  in  <  Ireat 
Britain  some  enterprising  British  firm  may  be 
equal  to  supplying  the  roiuiremontsof  the  British 
public.  1  am  informed  that  there  is  a  firm  in 
this  country  who  are  turning  out  large  quantities 
of  paper  tiles,  which  are  used  for  rooting  ;  but  I 
am  unfortunately  not  in  a  position  to  give  det^iils 
as  to  the  process  of  manufacture.  They  are  re- 

ported to  bo  very  hard  and  tough,  and  tho  glazing 
appears  to  be  of  the  nature  of  .lapanose  lac.  They 
are  reported  to  be  exceedingly  che.ip,  and  can  bo 
fashioned  in  any  colour  or  shape  to  suit  tho 

purchaser. 
  .   .        ^ 

In  accordance  with  a  faculty  recently  manted, 

the  parishioners  of  Woodplumpton,  near  I'reston, have  decided  up^n  a  scheme  for  the  restoration  of 

the  parish  church.  The  cost  will  be  about  i.'3,0iiJ, towards  which  £2,(300  has  already  been  raised. 

MEETINQ8  FOB  THE  ENSUINQ  WEEK. 

SiTcaoAV  tTo-MOBEOw.)— Northern  Architectural  Afso- 
ciation.    Visit  to  Sunderland. 

TiiinSDAr.— Society  of  Arcbitectd.  Special  meeting  for 
pnrpoae  of  raising  {.ub^criptions  of 
Members  and  .Vaoodates  from  One  Quin^ 

to  Two  Guineas  perannum.  St.  James's- Hall,  Piccadilly.    8  p.m. 

TITR  ARCHITECTURAL  ASSOCIATION. 
Th»  tUlRSES  of  LEITIKES  wd  CLASSES  COMHENXE 

-  n  M'>NDAT,(>cloliri9tli,  •tS.JJi.-m.,  »iidUic  STCDIO  OPENS  oo 
11  tsl>.vy,  October  Ilnl,,  .t  6Jfi  p.m. 

ftUon.  and  noaiination   forms  for 
ouooto  tU  SECKETARY, 

A  I'ampbiet,  f^viBg  full  i&formftt 
Mi-iobrr.hip,  mky  be  oblAiord  on  si 

■hip,  mky 

'.  X,  Urcftt  MulborooKli-iUfct, 

^p
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CHIPS. 

Mr.  John  Edwin  Cussans,  the  historian  of  Hert- 
fordshire, and  the  author  of  several  works  on 

heraldry  and  geology,  died  last  week  at  the  age  cl 

62  years. 
Mrs.  Gladstone,  on  Monday,  cut  the  first  sod  in 

connection  with  the  new  St.  Daniol's  Library  at 
Uawarden,  which  will  form  part  of  the  national 
memorial  to  the  late  Mr.  Gladstone.  Messrs. 
Parker  and  Co.,  of  Chester,  are  the  builders,  an^ 
Messrs.  Douglas  and  Minshall,  of  Chester,  are  the 
architects. 

Lawrenny  Castle  has  been  fitted  by  Messrs.  King, 
Limited,  engineers,  Liverpool,  with  their  latest  im- 

proved ' '  Small  Tube ' '  hot- water  heating  apparatus, 
with  special  economical  coil-heater  and  waterway 
firebars. 

The  picturesque  Tudor  brick  gatehouse  to 
Lincoln's  Inn  in  Chancery-lane  is  being  repaired 
under  the  direction  of  Mr.  Dennett  S.  Barry, 

surveyor  to  the  Honorable  Society  of  Lincoln's Inn. 

The  new  line  which  the  London  and  North- 
western Railway  Company  have  opened  up  recently 

from  Parsley  Hay  to  Ashbourne,  is  about  to  \ie 
extended  to  Leek  from  Hartiogton,  a  village  at  the 
head  of  Beresford  Dale.  The  Leek  and  Manifold 

^■aIl6y  Light  Railway  will  extend  from  Hulme-end, about  one  mile  from  Hartington,  to  Waterhouse, 
where  it  will  join  the  North  Staffordshire  Itiilway, 
thus  forming  a  connection  between  Hartington 
(Hulme-end),  Leek,  and  the  Potteries.  The  finfc 
sod  of  this  line  will  be  cut  by  the  Duke  of  Devon- 

shire at  Waterhouse  on  Monday  week,  i  )ct.  ̂ Ird. 
The  partnership  heretofore  subsisting  between 

F.  A.  Stevenson  and  B.  Earp,  architects  and  sur- 
veyors, Eastbourne  and  Bexhill-on-Sea,  under  the 

style  of  Stevenson  and  £up,  has  beeu  dissolved. 
A  movement  is  said  to  be  on  foot  in  Ireland  to 

develop  the  Queen's  County  anthracite  mines,  in 
so  far  as  providing  a  railway  connection  between 
the  pits  and  the  main  line  of  the  Great  Southern 
and  AVestem  Railway  Company.  Efforts  are  being 
made  to  induce  the  Chief  Secretary  to  recommend 
the  Treasury  to  grant  a  sufficient  sum  to  make  the 
line  to  Portarlington. 

The  committee  of  management  of  the  Boyol 
Orthopaedic  Hospital  announce  that  the  out-patient 
department  will  be  reopened  on  Monday  next,  the 
2.ith  inst.,  and  the  wards  will  be  ready  for  the  re- 

ception of  in-patieuts  about  one  month  later.  The 
sanitary  and  architectural  works,  which  [have  been 
carried  out  under  the  direction  of  Professor  W.  H. 
Cortield  and  Mr.  Keith  D.  Young  respectively,  will 
cost  nearly  £2,000. 

An  expedition,  consisting  of  the  Consul-Ganeral, 
Herr  Stemrich,  the  engineers,  Herr  von  Kapp  and 
Herr  Mackensen,  and  the  architect,  Herr  Hibich, 
left  Konieh  on  S.iturday  last  to  investigate  the  con- 

ditions under  which  the  work  of  extending  the 
Anatolian  railway  to  the  Persian  Gulf  will  have  to 
be  carried  out.  The  expedition  will  cross  the 
Cilician  Taurus,  and,  passing  over  the  Euphrates  at 

Biredjik,  will  traverse  I'pper  Mesopotamia  till  it reaches  the  Tigris,  and  will  then  follow  the  course 
of  that  river  as  far  as  iUghdad.  The  return 
journey  will  be  through  the  valley  of  the  Euphrates. 
It  is  not  expected  that  the  expedition  will  haV'- 
fioished  its  work  before  April. 

The  corporation  of  Great  Yarmouth  have  entered 
into  an  agreement  with  the  trustees  of  the  CliS 
Park  Eitate  at  Gorleaton  to  take  over  and  main- 

tain the  face  of  the  cliffs  and  a  strip  averaging  .iOft. 
wide  on  the  summit  for  the  whole  length  of  the 
estate.  Tho  land  will  be  fouoed  off  with  iron  rail- 

ing and  maintained  as  a  promenade  at  an  ultimate 
estimated  cost  to  the  ratepayers  of  between  £o,00O 
and  £0,000. 

The  unsanitary  condition  of  Xaples  is  gradually 
being  remedied.  In  tho  old  quarters  of  the  city  ten 
miles  of  new  streets  have  been  made  during  the  last 

ten  years.  The  result  of  the  new  drainage  arrange- 
ments has  become  very  apparent,  and  deaths  from 

infectious  diseases  are  said  to  have  greatly diminished. 
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WAQES  MOVEMENTS. 

The  Skilled  Labouk  JIaekkt.  —Toe  Libour 
Department  report  that  the  general  state  of  em- 
ploTment  during  August  continued  good,  with 
little  change.  The  percentage  of  unemployed 
members  returned  by  bade  uniona  was  the  same  as 
in  the  two  previous  months,  and  lower  than  at  any 
similar  period  since  1S90.  In  the  Uo  trade  unions 
making  returns,  with  an  aggregate  membership  of 
502,439,  ll,.i73  (or  2  3  per  cent.)  were  reported  as 
unemployed  at  the  end  of  August,  the  same  per- 

centage as  in  June  and  July,  compared  with  2  8 
per  cent,  in  the  1 1 7  unions,  with  a  membership  of 
406,025,  from  which  returns  were  received  for 
August,  1S9S.  Employment  in  the  building  trades 
has  remained  good.  Thirty-three  fresh  disputes 
occurred  in  August,  1899,  involving  10,232  work- 

people, and  of  these  five  occurred  in  the  building trades. 

Co.vciLn.TiON  Board  fok  Boldinq  Trades.— 
The  establishment  of  a  Conciliation  Board  in  con- 

nection with  the  building  trades  is  now,  we  are 
glad  to  announce,  an  accomplished  fact.  It  will 
consist  of  15  members  of  the  Xational  Association 
of  Master  Builders  of  Great  Britain  and  Inland, 
and  15  representatives  from  the  Amalgamated 
Society  of  Carpenters  and  Joiners,  the  ileneral 
Union  of  Carpenters  and  Joiners,  the  Associated 
Joiners  of  Scotland,  the  London  Order  of  Brick- 

layers, the  Manchester  Inity  of  Bricklayers,  the 
Operative  Stonemasons'  Society,  the  Operative 
Plumbers'  Society,  the  National  Society  of  Ship  and House  Painters,  the  Amalgamated  Society  of  House 
Painters,  the  Amalgamated  Society  of  Mill  Sawyers 
and  'Wood-cutting  Machinists,  the  United  Builders' Labourers'  Union,  the  Gasworkers'  and  (ieneral 
Labourers'  Union,  and  the  United  Order  of  General 
Labourers'.  The  objects  of  the  board  are  to  adjust by  conciliatory  means  all  questions  relating  to  the 
hours  of  labour,  rates  of  wages,  and  workiuij  rules, 
and  by  mediation  prevent  strikes  and  lock-outs,  and 
assist  in  the  settlement  of  disputes  that  may  take 
place  in  the  building  trades.  In  addition  to  the 
representatives  from  employes  and  workmen,  there 
are  also  to  be  district  committees,  the  numbers  to 
be  decided  locally.  Disputes  are  at  present  in 
progress  among  joiners  and  carpenters  at  Hull, 
Halifax,  Newport  (Mon.),  Londonderry,  Oiweatry, and  Fleetwood. 

Leicester.— Sir  William  Markby,  acting  as  Board 
of  Trade  arbitrator,  held  a  protracted  sitting  on 
Monday  afternoon  and  evening  to  settle  the  long- 
protracted  dispute  in  the  Leicester  building  trade. 
Six  months  ago  the  labourers  applied  for  an  advance 
m  wages  from  6i.  to  7d.  pe:  hour,  but  offered  to 
accept  a  halfpenny  increase.  This  was  refused,  and SOO  struck.  The  majority  have  remained  out  ever 
since,  receiving  12$.  weekly.  The  employers  offered a  farthing,  but  this  was  refused. 

Leeds.— Mainly  throuoh  the  local  branch  of  the 
Alliance  Cabinet  Makers'  Union,  the  Lseds  opera- tives have  for  some  time  past  been  endeavouring  to 
obtain  an  increase  of  the  minimum  rate  of  wages 
from  7Jd.  to  Sid.  per  hour,  and  a  working  week  of 
.r2l  mstead  of  51  hours.  Mr.  J.  O'Grady,  general organiser  of  the  union,  states  that  with  the  shops doing  the  best  class  of  work  there  had  been  little 
ditRoulty  in  obtaining  a  settlement.  Some  five,  in 
which  the  lower  class  of  furniture  is  turned  out, however,  have  not  conceded  the  cliimj,  and  the  men 
employed  therein  have  been  brought  out  on  strike About  MM  are  affected. 

XOTTraGiiAM.— A  strike  commenced  on  Saturday 
morning,  when  upwards  of  a  thousand  plasterers laid  down  their  tools  in  consequence  of  the  masters 
omployiiig  bricklayers  to  do  plastering.  A  simUar 
dispute  arose  a  few  months  ago,  when  the  plasterers were  locked  out  for  about  eighteen  weeks,  and  the 
course  adopted  now  by  the  men  is  the  outcome  of 
the  employers  failing  to  carry  out  their  promise 
given  last  May,  not  to  employ  bricklayers  for  this 
particular  work.  The  masters  and  men  are  both firm. 

Mr.  X.  R.  Dean,  managing  director  of  A.  R 
Dsan,  Ltd.,  furniture  dealers,  Birmingham,  has 
provisionally  assented  to  become  the  Liberal  candi- 

date m  opposition  to  Mr.  Evelyn  Cecil  for  the representation  of  Aston  Manor. 

At  the  Xorwioh  Consistory  Court  on  Friday 
application  was  made  for  a  faculty  for  the  erection 
■?!  a  f^een  with  gates  at  Brockdish  (  hurch,  in ^orfolk.  After  examining  the  plans,  which  showed 
that  a  crucifix  was  to  surmount  the  screen,  Mr 
thaucellor  Blofeld  decreed  a  faculty  for  the  screea 
but  without  gates,  and  said  a  cross  must  be  substi- 

tuted for  the  proposed  ciuoifii.  At  the  same  court 
faculties  were  decreed  in  reference  to  improvements 
at  .St.  Simon's  and  St.  Jude's,  Xorwich.  the  erection of  a  stained-glass  window  at  Salhouse,  and  the repairs  at  Likeoham. 

CHIPS. 

A  memorial  brass  has  been  placed  in  the  parish 
church  of  SS.  Mary  and  Einswythe,  Folkestone,  to 
the  memory  of  tie  late  vicar,  Canou  Matthew 
Woodward.  The  brass,  surrounded  by  a  black 
marble  border,  is  sunk  in  the  north  end  of  the 
chancel  floor,  and  represents  a  full-length  figure  of 
the  late  Canon  holding  a  chalice  in  his  hands.  The 
woik  was  executed  by  Messrs.  Hart,  Son,  and 

Peard,  of  Drury-Iane,  W.C. 
The  woiks  committee  of  the  Edinburgh  Water 

Trust  unanimously  resolved  on  Tuesday  to  adver- 
tise for  offers  for  the  completion  of  the  contract  for 

the  Talla  reservoir.  The  original  contract  by 
James  Young  and  Sons  amounted  to  about 
£103,000,  and  the  amount  of  work  certified  is  about 
£49,000,  which  includes  the  cost  of  providing  the 
huts  (£3,000)  and  of  plant  (£2,000).  Roughly 
speaking,  about  three -fourths  of  the  work  still 
remains  to  be  executed.  The  engineer  reported 
that,  as  instructed  by  the  trustees,  he  had  seen 
Mr.  John  Best,  and  that  he  had  made  arrangements 
for  carrying  on  certain  urgent  works,  and  liad  also 
arranged  that  Mr.  Hill,  C.  K.,  Manchester,  con- 

sulting engineer,  should  visit  the  works. 

The  new  Central  Park  at  II  ford  was  opened  on 
Saturday  afternoon  by  the  chairman  of  the  urban 
district  council.  The  park,  which  consists  of  47 
acres,  and  has  cost  £12,000,  contains  a  large  lake, 
and  is  laid  out  with  flower-beds  and  shrubberies. 

The  Shoreditch  Vestry  have  completed  a  scheme 
for  housing  the  artisan  classes  in  Hoxton.  Slum 

property  has  been  cleared  in  Moira-place  and 
Plumber's-place,  and  on  the  sites  three  blocks  of 
dwellings,  from  designs  prepared  by  Mr.  Rowland 
Plumbe,  have  been  erected.  The  blocks  contain  75 
tenements,  with  accommodation  for  .300  persons. 
The  tenements  are  self-contained,  and  provided 
with  cooking-ranges  and  coppers  for  washing. 

Within  the  past  few  years  St.  Reynagh's  Chapel, 
Banagher,  has  been  overhauled  and  remodelled. 
The  work  was  carried  out  by  the  late  Mr.  W. 
Hague,  architect,  of  Dublin.  The  gables  were 
pulled  down  and  rebuilt,  and  the  roof  recast  at 
heavy  txpense.  The  inside  of  the  church  is  now 
being  decorated  and  painted,  Mr.  Mark  Qoigly,  of 
Birr,  being  the  contractor. 

The  memorial-stone  of  a  new  misiion-hall  in 

Berners-street,  Lcz^Us,  and  in  St.  Paul's  parish, 
Birmingham,  was  laid  on  Saturday.  The  building 
will  be  of  two  stories.  The  ground  floor  will  be 
divided  into  class  and  reading  rooms,  suitable  for 

use  as  a  young  men's  club,  while  the  mission-room 
proper  will  be  above,  and  will  accommodate 
450  persons.  The  cost  of  building,  which  is  being 
carried  out  by  Messrs.  Harley  and  Sons,  Smethwick, 
from  the  designs  of  Mr.  Daniel  Arkell,  of  Birming- 

ham, will  be  x2,lS4. 

Mr.  Pitcaim,  oversman,  has  given  his  award  in 
the  arbitration  between  Dundee  Tramways  Com- 

pany and  Dundee  Corporation  in  respect  of  the 
acquirement  by  the  latter  of  the  rolling  ttock  of  the 
former.  Mr.  John  Waugh,  Bradford,  on  behalf  of 
the  company,  assessed  the  value  of  the  stock  at 
£8,o00,  while  Mr.  James  Moore  estimated  for  the 
corporation  at  £4,000.  Mr.  Pitcairn  has  made  his 
award  at  £6,700. 

The  various  industries  connected  with  building 
operations  in  Calcutta  seem,  says  the  current  issue 
of  Indian  Engineering,  to  be  thriving,  and  the 
demands  more  than  keep  pice  with  the  supply.  In 
regard  to  lime,  the  market  was  never  better  than 
now.  or  the  public  better  served.  Brick-making  is 
stagnant  as  regards  quality,  and  there  is  a  yearly 
increasing  need  for  better  bricks— machine-made, 
i.e. ,  pressed  and  wire-cut.  The  labour  question 
is  a  drawback,  as  there  is  much  uncertainty,  and 
wages  are  apt  to  take  an  unnatural  rise. 

The  memorial-stones  were  laid  at  Lostwithiel  on 
the  13th  inst.  of  a  LTnited  Methodist  Free  Church. 

The  premises  will  comprise  a  chapel  with  accommo- 
dation for  150  people,  vestries,  a  large  schoolroom, 

and  four  classrooms.  The  cost  will  be  something 
lite  £2,500.  Mr.  Sampson  Hdl,  of  Redruth,  is  the 
architect,  and  Messrs.  Bassett  and  Smith  are  the builders. 

The  city  council  of  Truro  have  resolved  to  call  in 
Mr.  Donald  Cameron,  C.E.,  of  Exeter,  to  consider 
and  report  which  of  the  schemes  laid  before  them 
for  the  drainage  of  the  city  could  best  be  utilised  in 
conjunction  with  the  septic  tank  system. 

Mechanism  has  baen  installed  in  one  of  the 

steeples  of  St.  Patrick's  Cathedral,  Xew  York 
City,  for  ringing  the  chime  of  bells.  There  are 
nineteen  bells,  which  vary  in  weight  from  3001b.  to 
7,0001b.  The  mechanism  for  striking,  says  the 
Scicntijic  A'lHrican,  consists  of  horizontal  air 
cylinders,  with  piston-rods  attached  to  central  studs 
projecting  below  the  centres  of  the  clappers.  Tne 
piston  is  only  u^d  for  a  stroke  one  way,  the  weight 
of  the  clapper  returning  it.  The  bells  are  operated 
by  a  keyboard  which  is  in  electrical  connection 
with  map.nets  controlling  the  valves  of  the  air 
cylinders. 

LATEST    PRICES. — .-•-• — 
IB  ON,    &0. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

RoUed-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0    0    to   £6  10    0 
RoUed-Steel  Joists,  English         6  10    0    „      7    0    0 
Wrought-Iron  Girder  Plates        5  16    0    „       8  10    0 
Bar  lion,  good  Staffs        BOO,,      900 
Du.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square         17    0    0    „     17    5    0 
Do..  Weloh          6  16    0    „       617    6 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron — 

8uuth  Staffs        7  17    8    „       8    5    0 
Best  SnedahiU      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  lOs.,  Tees  208.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &c.,  £6  ISs. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  10s.  Od.  per  ton. 
Galvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron — No.  18  to  20.  No.22to2« 

6ft.  to  8ft.  long,  indusire  Per  ton. 
gauge    £12  12    0 Beat  ditto      13    2    6 

Per  ton. Caat-Iron  Columns     £7    0    0 
Cast-Iran  Standtiiona        7    0    0 

Holled-Iron  Fencing  'Wire        8    6    0 
Eolled-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0 

„         „  ,,        Galvanised    12    0    0 
Caat^Iron  Sash 'Weighta         6    5    0 Cut  Claup  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in        9    0    0 _  .  _       _     .  _      ji 

to 

Per  ton. 

£12  17  5 1.3  7  6 

Per  ton. £8    0    0 

8  16 

6  10 

10  0 

e  IS 

14       16 
16,9    17/9 

to 

B.W.O. 

petcwt, £7  5  0 7  0  0 
7  0  0 
turned 

Cut  Floor  Brads 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris) 
0  to  7      8      9      10      11       12      18 

9  6     10-  10/8  U  3   12/-    18/-   H'- Cast-Iron  Socket  Pipes — 
3in.  diameter        £6  17    6 
4in.  to6in        6  1.9    0 
7in.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    ,, 
[Coated  with  composition,  2s.  6d.  per  ton  extra 

and  bored  joints,  5s.  per  ton  extra.) 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  Blast.  Lilleshall       lOSs.  to  110a. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto          678.  6d.  to  628.  6d. 

Wrought- Iron  Tubes  and  Fittings — Discount  off  Standard 

Lists  f.o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    60p.c. 
Water-Tubes      55 
Steam-Tubes       50 
Galvanised  Gas-'Tubes    45 
Galvanised  Water-Tubea    40 
Galvanised  Steam-Tubes    X 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  casks. Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10 
Do.,  Vieille  Montague       31  10 
Sheet  Lead,  slb.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    16  15 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      16    0 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags      19  12 
CopperSheeta,  sheathing  and  rods    92    0 
Copper.  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    79  15 
Tin,  Straits     US  15 
Do  ,  English  Ingots     152    0 
Spelter,  Silesian      22  15 

TIMBEB. Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £11 
Bangkok.. Quebec  Pine,  yellow   

„    Oak        „    ... 
,,    Birch      
„    Elm        „    ... 
„    Ash         ,,    ,., 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak     „    .„ 
Fir    

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „    ... 
lath,  Dantaic,  p.f        „    .„ St.  Petersburg   

Greenheart        „    ,„ Box   

Sequoia,  U.S.A   per  cube  foot 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot lin.  thick    
„  Honduras   ...      „    ... 
,,  Mexican       „    ... 
,,  African         ,,    ... 

Cedar,  Cuba. „       „    ... 
„    Honduras          „    ... 

Satinwood        „    ,„ 
Walnut,  Italian       ,,    ... 

American 

11 
10 
6 
0 

4    2 

2  12 
4  12 

.3  15 

3  0 
2  5 
3  2 

4  10 4  0 
7  15 
7  0 
0    1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
6 
6 
6 
0 
0 
0 
6 

0    , 
0    , 

0    , 
0    , 
9    , 

5|, 

<i  , 3*  , 

3i, 4  , 

31  , 

Per  ton. 
to  £31  10  0 

„  32  15 
„  17  15 
„  17  0 
„  20  12 
„  93  0 
„  8)  15 „  149  15 

„  153  0 If      23    0 to  £16  10 

„  IS  5 
„  6  16 

„  6  16 ..  4  10 

5  5 

4  15 
4  0 

3    5 
5  10 

6  10 
8  10 

0  10 

0    3 
3 

8 
IS 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0  7\ 

0  s 

0  4 

0  5 
0  41 

0  3} 

to  £27 

„      19 

Deals,  per  St.  Peteiaburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  Itin. 

by  llin. : — 

(Juebec,  Pine,  1st      £-20  15  0 
,,  2nd       15  15  0 
„  3rd         9  15  0 

Canada  Spruce,  lat        0    5  0 
„  2nd  and  3rd         7  10  0 

New  Brunswick        7  10  0 
Riga           8    5  0 
St.  Petersburg      10    0  0 
Swedish      10    0  0 
Finland        9  10  0 
White  Sea      11  13  0 
Battens,  all  sorts           3    0  0 
Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin. : — 

Ist  prepared     £0  11  6 
2nd  ditto     0    7  0 

Other  qualities          'o    5  3 Staves,  per  standard  M : — U.S.  ditto   £36    0  0 
Memel,  cr.  pipe      210    0  0 
Memel,  brack    ISO    0  0 

OILS. Linseed   per  tun  £2]  10 

5 
0 

,  11  5 
,     11    0 

,  S  13 ,  S  5 

,  9  5 ,  16  10 
,  17  0 ,  10  10 ,  IS  5 ,      16    0 

£0  15 
0  11 I      0    s 

£42  10 
220    0 190    0 

0    to  £20  1-.    0 
Bapeseed,  EngUshpale...     „    ...  24    5  0    „  24  10    0 
Do.,  brown           „    ...  22    0  0     „  23    0    0 
Cottonseed,  refined          „    ...  17  13  0    „  19    3    0 
Olive,  Spanish       „    ...  32    0  0    „  32  10    0 
Sail,  pale        „    ...  18  10  0    „  13    0    0 
Cocoanut,  Cochin         „    ...  28  15  0    „  29    5    0 
Do.,  Ceylon         „    ...  25    0  0    „  25    6    0 
Palm,  Lagos   ,    ...  23  ID  0    „  23    0    0 
Oleine    ,     ...  IS  15  0    „  19  15    0 
Lubricating  U.8   per  gal.  0    8  8,,  078 
Petroleum,  reflned    0    0  6{  „  0    0  61 
Tar,  St^Kkholm   perbarrel  16  6,,  166 
Do.,  Archangel       ...  0  19  0    „  10    0 
Turpentine,  American... per  tun  32  10  0    „  33    0    0 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

,Ch«rle«Or>fflths,aerk,  Hay,  Brecknock   
Sept  25 

:  T«hni»l  EductionCommiU*   Tb.Town  Horl..  Tojm  HaU/ISmbridg*  WeU», 

Talnrth,  IIay-8«wanme  aod  Water  8Qpply_   .........^^......  £25 

£3  an.,  (2i  £■-'  in  .   (3    £  1  18.  ;  L  ncoliiured  !  1    £2  2«.,  (2)  £1  U., 

(3)  10b.  8d.  (WnlUr  Crane.  AwoMor    ........  .._^..   

Blk<4pool-K*vo.  B.».r.l  S..1,.K,1    l.OiO).  Central-road    ^__^  ̂ _  __  __^  _     
Naaeaa,  Bahamiui-rublh  M'rk';t   -„,,.•;;.    x.4u,  «.iu,  m     pUmby  Colliery  Company. Maryport 

Si 

T  Lofton  Clerk  to  School  B«rd.  Town  Hall.  Bkoipool    <^  ̂  

Thp  Civil  Eoirineer.  Nissau,  Bahamaa,  via  Maw  York  
 nu».<~ 

LIST    OF   TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINQS.  ,   ,         ,  T      J     A  a-„f  M 

T>  r..      \^n  J  P  M'tirath  Architect.  28,  Carliale-road,  Londonderry   oepl.^ 
I.ondonderry-Two  Housei-,  Biahop-«tr«et   ■■■    P-  CampheU    J-    •     ̂ .     ̂ ^  yy^i^.  Architect*,  Ihmmow       ••     2S 
Dunii.ow-Hol»e-Boxea  at  Bainrton  HaH  Farm,  BanutOT    —•■-;■.    vr  Soickett.  Oerk,  Pontypridd   

Pontypridd-Workhouse  snd  Boundary  Walls  at  Llwynypia  ...  Ooardiau     g  ̂-  "^^^  Wick.-ridge.  near  Ashburton    i 
Wickeridge-New  Wing  to  House  ....;■.■■   ^{:'^{'^":'Ji'    o' c'smyth-Uiohards,  Architect,  Barnstaple  ...^...      >. 
BiBhop«tawton-DwelliDK-Hou«eandOffloea    School  Board   „   ••  "■  ̂   Hubbard  Architect,  Moorgate- street.  Eotherham   ^    „ 
Rotherham  -  Church  at  NorthUeld    VC  v'  ■>;^    K  Lotthouae  and  Sons,  Architects.  i;2,  Albe.t-road,  Middlesbrough    „ 
Middlesbrough -Premises   JohnForboa    »    William  Bland,  Boot  and  Shoe  Manufacturer  Bradford  .............    „ 
Bradford-Four  Houses,  Tong-street    S'^IV™    BuUer  Wilson,  snd  Oglesby,  Architects,  12,  East  Parade,  Leeds   
Leeds-Business  Premises,  Queen's-sqaare^   Vi';   ■■;   ?'».    i  S    °i   ~   '   birn  Adams  clerk.  56.  North  Bondgate,  Bishop  Auckland  ,   
Tudhoe-Repointing  House  at  East  Howie  Board  School   School  Board     oamii  ̂   ̂.^^^  ̂ ^^  Wittet,  Architecto.  Elgin       n 
Elgin- AlteraUons  on  Steading,  Wester  CUckmans  „..    ^    Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  Town  HaU,  Hove  ,^.   
H5ve-Two  Fireplaces  and  Chimney  Stack  at  Town  HaU.    ^Ui-ll"p:;;;;~;;;iiH    Vincaot  Craig.  Architect,  r.  Lombard-street,  BeUart   
Bathgar-Banking  Premi-es   Banking  Company,  Ltd    JibtRobson,  Front-street,  Leadgate      .. 
Consett— Four  Houses,  Belle  Vue-terrace     .    j„q  \y   neid  and  Wittet,  Architects,  Elgin        •> 

Elgin-Alterations  on  Steading,  Wester  Coxton     W;;    I'iUn'i;.    T.' EUiott,' Architect,  37,  DirUng-street,  EmnsUUen        ■••■•-   
Ballyshannon- Repairs  to  Church     Bev.  J.  BailUe   ,    Colui  P  Fowler.  Resident  Engineer.  Harbour  Office,  LlaneUy      ,. 
IJaneUy-Engine-Houae,  Ac    j  Elliott,  Architect,  a'^.  Darlmg-street,  EnniskiUen  -   ■    i--v--;-    " 

Clones-Schools    ,    (^'^iiUvesideti'Lta   .■.■.■.'.'  T.  Ernest  Crossling,  F.LA^S,  Architect,  St^ley,  R.8  O.,  Doiham.    „ Tantobie-8ix  Houses   U)-operaUTe  Boaeiy,  i.ia    j  Caleb  Fetch,  Architect,  Bank  Chambers,  Scarborough       „ 
fkarborough-House  at  Scalby    IV  C'Tvli'-UV'^-.ji     tiihn  Mvatt.  Town  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Leek,  Staffs 
l.eek-Garvani8eil-Iron8hed       Urban  District  CouncU    J""!?  %'_'..."....„.»  r    i-„„„».i„-.tr,.,.t.  Halifax    ... 
Halifax -Workshops.  Shay-lane,  Holmfleld     Vcr'^i^-ia'yA    T< 
Carlisle- Six  Houses.  Oreystone-road     
Treorchv-Calvanistic  Methodist  Chapel      

West  Bromwich-Additions  at  Schools    Bchooi  uisoict  uanageis    FrrfT  Martin'c.E.,  Architect"  Angel-row,  Nottingham         „      ;» 
Bolwell- Sixteen  Houses,  Quarry-road     ....... ..^.^......    a:i;:^VVi;,-.li   Fred'  R^oldson,  Architect,  37,  King-street.  South  Shields          ^& 
South  Shields-Additions  to  Westoe-road  Board  School      Schoo  Board    ^^  Longmore,  F.R.LB  A.,  Ho^street,  Walthamstow      ,.     26 
Walthamstow-New  Gut-OtBcts  at  Gamuel-road  Schools    School  Board..........    r-^-  yyj^     ̂ ^^  Son,  Architects,  17,  South  MaU,  Cork      >.     2S 
Cork-Offices,&c.,  Kemp-street     Lunham  Bros.,  Ltd    Sutherland  and  .Tamieson,  Architects,  Elgin  ... 
Elgin-Dwelling-Houses,  Moray-street.....     ....   ̂ ..... .......  vv-:/.;,:-;^   D  g.  niomas,  Victoria-place,  Harverfordwest   ;    „,.  .    „. 
Haverfordwest-AddiUonal  Classroom  to  Barn-street  School  ...  School^Board    P^ain  and  Waahinston  Browne,  Archta.,  8,  AJbyn-pl„  Edinborgh. 

r    Field'en.  Architect,  7,  Fountain-street,  HaUfax :::::::::::;:::  jihiwhi,fle.d:::;:::::::::;::::::::::::::::  ;[t^'^-sj^„^sf^^;ij:Sr?^^rS^  ::  | 
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Loch  Awe— House •■  a   B  Ci       P^jdie  ̂ nd  Washington  Browne,  Archts.,  8,  Albyn-pl„  E4u>bMgn. 
.•■  :^-?-.,St'?   "    F  J   Smith,  .Uchitect,  Parliament  Mansions,  Victpria-street,  S.W. 

Paddington.W.-AlterationBtoWoodfleldHouse.Woodaeld-ra.  Guardians    The^roueh  Engineer's  Office,  Town  Hall,  Salford 
Salford- Slating  Roofs  at  Lodging-House,  Bloom-street 
Ormfkirk— Alterations  at  Workhouse Go,  Exchange  BuiWings,  Liverpool . 

  ----        MSirF"""""^            MJ^ylToMm,  X;chTt;c;rrHu^bS5mi--rd.7Forest  Hill.  S.E. Staines -Infant  School.  StanweU-road   Bchoox  uoara   ■•■•■  g^^j^tjong.  Architect,  24,  Bank-street.  Carlisle       -jj.   
Robert  Armstrong  . 

Longtown— Villa  Residence    
Chopwell- Houses  in  Flats      
Salford- Encaustic  Tiling  at  Town  HaU    A'^Ji-   
Kinsale-Additions  to  Ballymartle  Dispensary   Uuaroians 
Chelmbford— Schoolroom  and  Offices,  Hall-street. 

Aberystwith-Additions  to  Ocean  \iew,  "--— i ,  Marine-tenace    Mrs.  Kensit 

BadSioch  andBruce,  Architects,  55.  PU?rim-st    Ne
wcasUe-on-T,ne 

The  Borough  Engineer  s  Office,  Town  HaU,  Salford     
 

Uichard  Evans,  C.E.,  53,  South  MaU,  Cork.....^.^..........^.  
 

Cbas.  Pertwee,  A.R  I.B.A..  Bank  Chambers,  Chelmsford.  ̂ ^   

Hipkisa  and  Bassett,  Architects,  Terrace-road,  Aberystw
lth     

A  and  W.  Reid  and  Wittet,  Architects,  Elgm   
 

Elgin-Additions  to  Golf  Clubhouse,  Stotfield     »L';iir»''i;i',;t  rnmmittee  Alfred  Drjland  County  Surveyor.  Hereford  .   ■■•;••","••■ -i,;';;- 
Hereford-Renovations  at  Sergeant's  Cottage       Standmg  Jomt  Committee     Director  of  Works  Dept.,  Admiralty,  21,  Northumberland-aT.,W.C. 

  AOmiraity    ti7v.„„i„  ,  -  ~      " 
Wheeler  and  Lodge,  Architects,  Horsham 

i'Board    ...l!!!,.""".."..^  J-  HiU,  Banker.  Lochboisdale,  Scotland 

Margate-Coastguard  Buildings . 
Amndel— Billiard-rooms  &c.,  at  the  Victoria  Institnte    ^  i  u™™  „   .^^   
Lochboisdale-Additiona  to  Castlebay  School...    |^,^„,2?\?,^it^'    H.  J.  Weaver,  C.E.,  Town  HaU,  King's  Lynn   . 
King's  Lynn- Workshop  and  Stores  at  Gayton  Waterworks  ...  WaUrworks  Committee      C  F  A  Voysi^y  Architect,  6,  Carlton  HUl,  London.  N.W. 

HallwiU  and  Seaworthy- Cottage  HospiUl...    f  p'Pnnniiton   '.'.'.'.  Tennant  and  Bagley,  Architects,  Ropergate.Pontefract... 
Pontefract-House  and  OutbuUdmgs,  Ackworth-road    i'.±:„il,??;     E  M.  Bruce  Vauehan,  Architect,  St.  Mary-street,  CardiS  ., 
Cardiff-Branch  Library  at  Qrangetown    ST^^H?Mr.'    T  H.  Andrew,  Architect,  1,  Trevarrick-vUlas,  St.  AuateU 
Bodmin-Additions  to  Town  Arms  Hotel    waller  nicas   WiUiam  Lewis,  Cymmau,  Wales 

,  Oct. 
Cymmau-Alterations  at  CM.  Chapel^... ....^.....    ii:i;™VT«;,;M    '■  W.  Er.  rton.  Architect,  1'2,  Queen's-road,  Enth,  Kent  ̂   — -   
Erith,  Kcnt-Cent.al  Schools  ll.'.:<iO),  Westrstreet     SfNorlhS' (ireiknd)'itaiiway  Co.  The  Co.'s  Engineer-in-Chief,  Amiens-street  Terminus,  DubUn  ...^ 
CuloviUe-Two  Cottages      wit^^rtol^CoS^T  «*nwaj  k.      ̂   ̂ ^^  ^^^    ̂   ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^^  .,,  ̂ ^_.^^  Oeorge-st.,  Westminster 
Luton-  Engine  House  and  Engme  Foundations       A^      _ 2  .  ̂/oiup^ijr     H.  Palmer.  Borough  Engineer,  Town  HaU,  Hastings   -i:!;' 
Hastings-Stabling,  Loose  Boxes,  &c.,  at  Rock-a-Nore    ^"^"H"?      GeoJie  T.  Lynam.  Boro'  Engineer,  Town  HaU,Burton-upon-Trent. 
Burton-upon-Trent— Additions  to  Mo-.ley  Cottages    Lorporauoa      Medley  HaU,  Architect,  29,  Northgate,  Halifax   •■.-■;,•,"»■   

        "    'ii   ::.  E.Kenworthy,-\.M.LC.E.,CouncU  House,  Handsworth,l5taBs       . 
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Sowerby  Bridge- Nine  Houses.. 
Urban  District  CouncU  . 

-Station  Bunl!ng"ald*^?;^.^ihs::.::;::;:::::::::::::::::::::  ob^'^.^^^^^'^a 
The  Company's  Engineer,  Gloucester  Station    "  ^ 

The  Engineer,  Paddington  Station,  W.... ^..... .".•;--••••■•■   
 "  3 

George  Fitton,  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  HaU,  Basingstoke
    | 

■fe;;;Te%."M^signoTM''Namee  .....  W.  %ue  Architect  50,
  Eawson-street  Dablm       .......■■■••■  ..  ̂  

aSt  SiuMX  CoontyCoonca    F.  jTWood,  County  Suive^or,  County  IMl,  Lewes  ••••••••■■•■•■••■  
  ;;  3 

,  Great  Western  RaUway   
,  School  Board 

Handsworth,  Staffs  _     _   

CoIwaU- Station  Buildings  and  Verandahs..........    JlTw-lI™  i^MSrop'jTitaiiwaw  The  Engineer,  Paddington  Station,  W 
London,  W.- Station.  NottingHiU  and  Ladbroke-grove   S-S?!ro»t^Cmnmitt^  "   "'    °   k  ̂ „™„„r  To, 
Basingstoke-Fifteen  Cottages,  Flaxfleld-road    y<>''^.?.V!^"„.  - 
(imagn- Spires  to  Church   

I*wes- Extension  of  County  HaU    olSt'wSt'em  ItaJiiw""":""""-'-.  Thi  Company's  En'gineer, Pleading  Stotion 
Didcot -Thirty  Cottages    S.W1^T  "*"'™'^    .  .  Arthur  E^pplewhite,  Clerk,  BucknaU,  Lmcoln  .. 
BucknaU-Enlurgeraent  of  Classroom    5,  ™L7~"    P.  H.  Palmer,  M.I.C.E.,  Town  HaU,  Hastings    
Hastings-CbimneyShaft(10(ft.  high)  near  Brede  Bridge     S^S^"?™          P.  H.  Palmer,  M.I.C.E.,  Town  HaU,  HasUngs       "       = 
Hastings-Alterations  to  Electric  Light  Works    r^ISwonno  Sch(»V  Boeixi7.3^  .Arthur  O.  Evans.  Architect,  Pontypridd    Hastings-Alterations  to  Uectnc  Light  Works    fT.Kwoimo  sihixil  Board.    .Arthur  I).  Evans.  Architect,  Pontypricia   iV„;:;;"-";:;;;;-Dibii 
Vnysybwl,  Wales-Cookery  Classroom  at  Trerobart  School    Lhmwonno  Bcnooi  uoaiu.........    ̂   ̂,  ̂ ^^__  ̂ ^^  ̂ ^^^  Architects.  3,  I  pper  Merrion-etreet.  uuDun 
Dublin— Additions  to  the  National  Gallery        The  Vicarage.  Whitchurch,  Devon   l'"/,""j'ir'   

\\-hitchurch-R.pair8  at  Vicarage  and  Glebe    lC;;;;;™Vion   "■.'.■.'.'.'.'.■.■.'.'.'.'.'.'....  Tealher  and  Wilson.  Architects,  0"««°-"°*?'i*  „' ,,  Rirk;iJi;id 
Cardiff-Roath  Branch  Libmry    ■:---2;r"v-::::^  ̂ S^SdoS        Chas.  Brownridge,  A  M.LC.E  ,  Boro'  E»,K -^Town  HaU,  Birkenheaa 
Birkenhead-Electricity  Oeneratmg  Station,  New  Chester-road  Corporation  ^...^^.^..j^^^.          Tanner,  H.M.  Oihce  of  Works,  S^rey  sGate  s.w   
West  Kensington-Post-Office  Savmgs  Bank    S,?i-„^nijS^  cSSicil     C.J.  Dawson,  F.R  LB.A.,  PubUoOfflcea,  Barking  ..^^   
Barking-Greenhouse  at  Recreation-Uround    ¥'4?      T„i!,  Co„ni  1    "        .    -   - '.  ~         „_,.„.   tj.ii    Rr,»htnn   

Portslade-Engine  and  ToUer  Houses,  &c.,  at  Pumping  Station  B-Jf^^'i^^'^^^'Biii^':;: 
Tooting  Bei  Common— Asylum      fl^e^.ro^■u..lI.».  m>. 

Guardians  . 
Corporation     :■— ;;;":"r.'  " 

West  OloucesUrslure  Water  Co. 

St.  Olaves  I'nion  Guardians   
Brentford  Union  Guardians 
Guardians     "■■^■■■:   

,  Bank  of  Liverpool,  Lta   

Tooting  Bee  Common— Asy     . 
Wolverharopton-Workhouse,  Infirmary,  i'C,  at  New  Cross 
Leicester- t'emeteiy  Buildings  on  QUroes  Estate,  Oroby-road 
Kingswood  Hill— Engine-House  at  Pumping  Station   
Southwark,  S.  E.  -  Additions  to  Workhouse,  I'ahah-street    . . . 
Isleworth  -  New  Mortuarj- at  Infirmary   
Brentford- Workhouse    
Morecambe— Bank  I'remises   
Ponlypool-Shop,  George-street .. 
Bradford -House  in  Nab  Wood  . 
Long  Eaton— Laundry  Buildings 
Clacton-on-Sea  —Additions  to  Royal  Hotel . 
Kirk  Michael— Restoration  of  Parish  Church 
Doncaster  -  House  and  Biuldings  at  Grammar 
Bamet,  Herts  -Houses  on  WiUenhail  Park  Estate 

Oirlington-Two  Houses.  Kensington-street   ....■■■.^-  ̂ -.■■■""HMMck  and  Co..  Ltd.  . 

NewpSrt,  Mon.-Mineral  Water  Factory  &  Stores,  Mountjoy-rd.  WUli
am  Hanooci  mno  ">■.  ̂ ~ 

Banavie— Additions  to  Hotel   *^'.""    
Keighley— House  and  Shop,  North-street    .'   !!!!!..!!".!.. 
Southwold- Cottage   -    •;"'»"ii.rfn«   .'..."..!.. 
Northampton- Factory,  St.  James's-end    A.  *i.  JMnow   

Cartmel -Alterations  to  Grammar  School     ^!r.!!!'.*.*.!'.!!'.*.'.'.'..'. 
Burgate— Itesidence   !!".!.!!!. 
Menston-Additions  to  Residences    'i'.i'.^X^'iind  icoiiiodire  Coal  Co, 
Coxlodge-  One  Hundred  Cottages    Boiradon  ana  i.onoagB  «^   
Kendal— Nine  Houses,  Bumside-road    

   L^MEitoii  bist.  Steam  Laondr}-  Frederick  Ball.  Architect,  '23,  Kin
g-s«e    ioBgii.i~»     A.  Sykes,  45,  Finsbury-pavement.  LonO 

«1         The  Secretary  of  Comiiuttee,  Kirk  Micl 
urch  Organ      ;iC:::t^    !         It.  and  \V.  Dixon,  Architects.  Bamsdcv 
mmar  School   Tnuteea   ■        ^  ̂   Martin.  Architect,  3,  PaU  MaU  1. 

I-rancis  .1.  TUUtone,  Town  Clerk.  Town  Hall,  Bnghton.^; 
A.  and  c.  Uarston,  Architects,  15.  Lead'?'^}':^"^^ '„„  •"   

Arthur  Mar»haU,A.R.I.B.A.,King-sti«ct^o
ttni-lmn      

Uoddard  and  Co  ,  Architects,  «,  Marketrstreet,
  ̂ e  ;«'«-• -/^•••■•• 

E.  D.  Marten,  M  ICE  ,  The  BirchM,  Cods
aJl^olverbampton 

,  Newman  and  Newman,  .\rchiteots,  Too'ey-stree
t.  B  i     

W.  H.  Ward,  Architect,  Paradise-street,  B"""  °
8°»"    

,  W.  H.  Ward,  Architect,  Paradise-street,  Birmingham    v^-— ^^ 

Crcssey  4;  Keighley,  Archts.,  Bank  Chmb
rs,  huston-rd.,  Morecamoe ,  Bevan  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  Furnishers,  Pon'yfi""',-"-^^;; 'Bradford ';.. 

H.  and  E.  Marl*-n,  Architects,  6  and  7,  '^}^Z,^^^'" 

.  Architect,  '23,  Kmg-stiwet,  Notti
ngham    "   London,  e.  ̂ -  .■•■■■,   

Michael,  Isle  of  Man   
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ist,  s.w. ... 
aeron  and  Burnett.  Architects.  A»<lemy  """'  '"^lA";,^^^^^ 

n  J ud.,on  and  Moore.  .Vrchitects,  \  ork  
Cnambcra,  Keighley. . 

C.  tiymble.  Architect,  Parkinson's  Chamber,
  Bra4f.iri...^.^_... WatkiQ,  and  Brown,  Architects.  156.  ̂ ^-'^^,\^'^'\^l^Z  ' 

J    l.»d,l.ngton.  New  Inn.  Voxford  SutMk  |^^— ■  v;,-.^^^^ 

.  Mo.«W  y  and  Anderson,  Twentieth  oeniury  vu»u»"» 

.  S.>tUe  and  Farmer.  Architects,  Ulverston    ■■■•■■-  — 
  

.  Frt-d  Bath,  Fit  I.B.A.,  F.S  I.,  Architect,  8aUsMi
_7    .  Empsall  and  Cl.irkson,  Architects, 

.  The  Coxlodge  CoUiery  Offices,  Uosforth 

.  John  Uutton,  M.S.I. ,  Architect,  Kendal . 
,  Exchange,  Bradford 
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IMPERFECT   EXECUTION. 

"  rpAKEmost  pains  with  the  best  material," 
X  says  IJuskin — a  maxim  that  may 

profitably  be  romeiuberoj  by  the  artist, 

especiall}-  by  those  who  are  apt  to  thi'ow 
away  the  hijjliost  efl'ort  on  the  meanest 
subjects.  The  contrariwise  is  also  true  in 

another  sense.  Wo  are  continualh-  seeing 
the  least  pains  taken  with  the  execution  of 
designs  that  have  cost  their  authors  much 
study  and  labour.  Many  of  our  most 
elaborate  and  costly  buildings  have  been 
constructed  of  perishable  stone,  or  have  come 
to  grief  by  the  yielding  of  a  bail  foundation 
or  the  collapse  of  a  girder.  l>ou  the  painter 
of  talent  has  sacrificed  his  reputation  by  the 
use  of  inferior  pigments.  Uut  few  of  our 
buildings  exhibit  this  consistency  —  the 
carrying  to  completion  of  a  good  design  ;  it 
somewhere  fails.  Is  not  this  inconsistency 

due  to  the  hurry  of  building !' — a  clever  idea 
is  spoilt  by  being  contracted  for  by  the  lowest 
bidder ;  a  good  design  is  lost  upon  us.  la 
not  the  want  of  sincerity  the  fault  of  most 
modern  works  ?  We  seek  for  an  explanation. 
How  frequently  the  most  correct  science 

fails  by  an  imperfect  ajiplication  or  a  faulty 
experiment,  and  the  scientific  constructor  is 
frustrated  in  his  work  through  a  defective 
execution.  In  theory,  a  number  of  accurately 
cast  iron  columns  with  planed  caps  and  bases 
will  give  the  most  perfect  result,  the  centre 
of  pressure  being  tr\ily  placed ;  but  how 
often  im]ierfect  workmanship  will  render  a 
series  of  these  superimposed  columns  abortive, 
and  the  whole  collapses  !  Just  an  unequal 
casting,  or  shrinkage  on  one  side,  or  an 

unevenl}-  planed  bed,  will  cause  the  failure. 
A  stone  pillar  of  ample  size  has  often  feeen 
cracked  or  crushed  through  an  inaccurate 
squaring  of  the  beds,  or  the  want  of  a  thin 

layer  of  lead  or  pine  to  equalise  the  pressui'e. 
As  with  physiral  matters,  so  with  the  success 
of  design.  It  is  a  matter  largely  of  execu- 

tion, of  a  true  and  faithful  rendering  of  the 
spirit  of  the  design,  of  the  accuracy  dis- 

played in  interpreting  the  architect's  in- 
tention, of  a  careful  employment  of  the 

material,  of  a  sympathetic  handling  and 
workmanship. 

The  most  learned  theorist  of  construction 

is  often  the  least  ciualified  through  various 
circumstances  to  make  a  successfid  builder. 

He  has  not  had  a  practical  ti-aining  ;  his  ideas 
are  derived  from  treatises  and  experiments 
in  the  classroom  ;  his  knowledge  of  stone, 
timber,  and  iron  are  imperfect,  because  they 
have  not  been  supplemented  by  workshop 
experience.  We  can  multiply  instances  of 
the  uselessness  of  a  knowledge  of  stresses 
and  strains  to  a  bridge  or  roof  builder.  How 
many  iron  girder  or  lib  bridges  designed  on 
mechanical  principles  with  its  stresses  pro- 

portioned to  external  "dead"  and  "live" 
loads  have  failed  through  a  defective  joint 
to  punched  or  drilled  bars  and  ilangos.  even 
to  weak  riveting  :  These  minor  defects  have 
rendered  the  niceties  of  calculated  stresses 
absolutely  of  no  value  whatever.  The 
practical  constructor  who  has  ign'>re(l  these 
refinements  of  design,  but  has  allowed  a 
larger  margin  of  strength  in  his  web  and 
flanges,  has  erected  structures  that  have 

withstood  the  heaviest  working  loads. 
Can  we  not  appeal  to  the  builders  of  our 

great  stone  and  brick  structures  of  Koman 
and  Medi;eval  times  ?  Without  paucity  or 
stint  of  material  they  erected  edifices  that 
have  withstood  the  disintegrating  action  of 
iveather,  of  time,  and  even  of  earthquake  for 

centuries.  Massive  walls  and  buttresses, 
needlessly  thick  and  deep  according  to  theory, 
were  built  to  sustain  vaults  of  great  weight 
and  thickness.  Suportluous  strength,  no 
doubt,  they  possessed  ;  but  it  was  bettor  than 
collapse.  The  system  of  inert  stability 
which  characterised  the  IJomanesquo  struc- 

ture was  superseded  by  the  Gothic  system. 
The  principle  of  the  equilibrium  of  forces 
was  introduced ;  but  great  depth  of  the 
buttresses  at  intervals  took  the  place  of  the 
continuous  solid  wall.  So  here,  again,  wo 

have  an  ample  margin  of  strength.  VioUet- 
le-IHic  speaks  of  this  framework  of  masonry 

rendered  solid  by  the  "  combination  of 

oblique  resistances  or  of  vertical  weights  " 
and  enveloped  in  a  garment  which  clothes  it. 
Every  edifice  has  its  skeleton  and  its  sinews ; 
it  is  a  structure  of  stone  independent 
of  the  garment  that  covers  it.  The  skeleton 
is  rigid,  as  we  see  in  such  a  building  as  the 
choir  of  Xotre-Uamo  at  Chalons-sur-Marno. 
Look  at  the  deep  buttresses  between 
the  semicircular  chapels,  the  two  rows  of 
inner  piers  which  form  the  apse  or  chovet  of 
this  beautiful  church.  Even  when  experience 
had  taught  the  Mediaeval  builders  to  erect 
lighter  structures,  care  and  skOfid  execution 
went  hand  in  hand  with  the  design. 
We  take  later  periods  with  the  same 

result ;  the  building  of  the  era  known  as 
the  Eenaissance ;  the  work  of  our  own 
Classic  revivalists  of  the  17  th  and  ISth 
centuries  ;  even  the  Georgian  period  of  our 

I'Inglish  architecture  with  all  its  faults  and 
heaviness.  Xo  one  will  deny  that  the  build- 

ings of  that  age  were  at  least  honest  and 
souna  in  construction  and  workmanship. 
Every  builder  and  architect  who  has  had  to 
restore  orrebudd  houses  or  public  edifices  of 

this  date  is  aware  of  the  solidity  and  sound- 
ness of  the  workmanship,  showing  that  the 

workman  had  not  lost  all  his  interest  in  his 

craft.  We  look  with  admiration  on  t*he  brick- 
work, the  joinery,  the  soUd  doors,  the  hand- 

wrought  moiddmgs,  the  plaster  work  of  these 
buildings  ;  our  students  still  make  drawings 
from  measurement  of  these  houses  of  our 

gi-andfathers,  where  they  still  find  lingering 
the  ''perfection  of  work  and  personality  in 

the  workman." We  have  lost  all  this  care  and  skilf  ulness 

in  execution.  Why  'f  Is  it  because,  as 
Emerson  says,  we  are  "reckoned  in  the 
gross,"  or  because  we  have  grown  more 
careless  !'  The  specification  and  supervision 
of  the  architect  have  an  intimate  bearing  on 
this  question  of  execution.  Are  we  sure 
they  are  what  they  were  once,  that  the 
specification  and  quantities  are  really  part  of 
the  contract,  or  treated  as  superfluous  docu- 

ments not  to  be  enforced  ;  that  the  superin- 
tendence of  the  architect  is  a  mere  per- 

functory duty  delegated  to  someone  else  ': The  latter  questions  must  be  answered  in 
the  affirmative.  To  some  extent  machine- 
tumed-out  masonry  and  joinery  is  re- 

sponsible in  the  answer  to  the  question.  Do 
we  sec  the  design  in  the  execution  ?  Is  the 

execution — a  continuation  of  the  architect's 
intention — the  honest  fulfilment  of  the 
design  on  paper,  instead  of  being  something 
else  entirely — something  that  the  contractor 
and  workmen  have  given  us,  that  the  artist 

has  had  nothing  to  do  with !'  We  look  at 
our  commercial  buildings,  our  great  shops, 
restaurants,  warehouses,  our  domestic 
dwellings ;  they  are  more  or  less  faint 
representations  of  what  they  are  intended  to 
be:  everything  is  scamped  or  pinched,  the 
ornamental  detads  meagre.  I^et  us  search for  a  remedy. 

For  thoroughly  honest  and  consistent 
execution  the  architect  has  to  rely  upon 
those  who  work  under  his  control.  He  must 

get  a  body  of  skilled,  conscientious  builders, 
masons,  bricklayers,  carpenters  and  joiners, 
plasterers,  and  smiths  to  carry  out  his 
details.  He  fails  because  ho  has  not  such  a 

body  of  craftsmen.  He  gives  a  design  for  a 
piece  of  stonework,  but  the  mason  seeks  to 

find  "  short  cuts  "  ;  the  substance  or 
depth  of  the  bed  is  reduced  to  save  a  few 
inch  s  of  stone,  also  the  projection  of  a 
cornice  or  a  moulding,  with  the  result  that 

the  .appear  ;nce  is  spoilt,  the  work  looks  nig- 
gardly and  thin.  Do  we  not  find  it  so  in 

such  details  as  window  tracery,  moulded 

work,  quoins,  buttress  weatherings  r  .\nd 

is  the  bricklayer  less  unscrupulous!'  Does 
he  not  rob  the  proportions  of  a  chimney- 
shaft  by  omitting  a  few  courses,  introduce 
patterns  of  bricks  that  happen  to  be  in  stock 
for  specially-made  moulded  courses  r  1  >oe8  he 
not  spoil  his  work  by  following  what  he 
thinks  is  easier  bond  in  setting  out  the 
windows!-'  How  often  the  carpenter  or 

joiner  completely  travesties  the  meaning 
of  the  architect's  detail  by  reducing  the 
thickness  of  the  material,  by  putting  in  stock 
in  trade  or  machine-made  mouldings  for 

those  designed,  and  by  altering  some  pro- 
portion of  the  detail  upon  which  the  architect 

relied  for  his  effect !  All  these  things  are  of 
common  occuiTence,  especially  when  the 
work  is  done  by  contract,  or  left  to  a  clerk 
of  works  or  a  foreman  to  see  carried  out. 
Sometimes,  of  course,  the  architect  is  to  blame 
for  not  making  detads,  or  neglecting  the 
work  during  its  progress,  and  it  cannot  be 
laid  to  the  workman's  charge  that  he  has 
simply  carried  out  the  work  in  the  way  he 
lias  always  been  in  the  habit  of  doing. 
These  are  all  strong  reasons  why  building 
craftsmen  should,  if  possible,  so  master 
their  arts  that  they  may,  each  in  his  own 
way,  contribute  to  the  design  by  taking 
an  individual  interest  in  the  details.  It 
will  be  some  time  before  this  happy  state 

of  things  will  be  reached.  One  author 
of  a  recent  paper  read  before  the  .Architectural 
Association  proposed  that  the  decorative 
work  required  in  a  building,  instead  of  being 
handed  over  to  commercial  firms,  might  be 
intrusted  to  the  various  men  who  have  made 

these  crafts  their  own  ;— a  good  plan  if  we 
could  bring  back  the  traditions  and  system 
of  the  Middle  Ages,  not  otherwise.  Imagine 
a  number  of  joiners  or  plasterers  let  loose  in 

a  building  to  carry  out  the  design  of  an  archi- 
tect. What  a  mixture  of  pieces  of  workman- 

ship would  be  the  result !  On  the  other  hand , 
how  can  we  expect  an  architect  trained  in  the 
modern  school  to  obtain  more  than  a  general 

and  very  superficial  knowledge  of  the  trades? 
The  man  who  attempts  to  design  and 
superintend  aU  the  details  of  workmanship 
which  wont  to  make  the  budding  is,  at 

least,  rather  presumptuous,  so  that  the 
question  cuts  both  ways.  But  there  is  this 

difference :  the  designer's  thought  is  not 
seen,  the  craftsman's  work  is  visible.  With 
all  its  imperfections  it  stands  a  lasting  honour 

or  discredit  to  the  architect's  design.  In  truth, 
the  relation  of  architecture  to  workmanship 
must  be  understood  better  than  it  is  if  our 
buddings  are  to  be  worthy  expressions  of 

requirements.  Harmonious  co-operation  is 
impossible  until  the  architect  and  workman 
understand  one  another,  both  in  regard  to 
their  knowledge  of  and  treatment  of 
material,  and  in  that  sense  of  expression 
which  lies  at  the  bottom  of  all  art. 

First  they  must  both  be  educated  in  the 
right  employment  of  material.  While  one 
regards  a  mass  of  stone  or  timber  as  ponder- 

able substances  that  can  be  cut  and  shaped 

in  any  manner,  and  the  other  has  learned  its 
nature  through  the  handling  of  tools,  it  is 
impossible  that  both  can  regard  the  material 
in  the  same  manner.  An  agreement  as  to 

the  mode  of  converting  materials  is  abso- 
lutely necessary  to  a  right  understanding  of 

design — it  is  the  initiative  of  good  workman- 
ship. When  an  architect  shows  a  stono 

detail  worked  one  way,  and  the  mason 
works  it  another,  we  cannot  expect  any 

satisfactory  result.  In  many  contracts  the 
architect  is  willing  to  compromise  with  the 
builder,  to  allow  him  to  v.ary  in  technical 

points,  to  use  stock  patterns.  Sometimes  he 
does  so  from  a  generous  motive,  the  price 

' 
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being  very  hiw:  but  these  concessions  are 
often  owing  to  a  lack  of  practical  experience 
on  the  part  of  the  designer.  I  discretion  may 
be  the  better  part  of  valour. 

Secondly,  there  uiust  be  co-operation  in 
points  of  design.  It  is  a  grout  nolp  if  the 

mason  or  joiner  knows  a  little  of  "  art "' — we 
mean  as  an  education,  .something  of  style : 
if  he  does  not,  ho  cannot  properly  interpret  a 
drawing.  No  properly-trained  mason  would 
substitute  a  Gothic  member  for  a  Classic 
moulding;  nor  would  it  bo  possible  for  a 
joiner  who  had  been  taught  in  an  elementary 
school  of  design,  who  had  drawn  mouldings, 

to  select  a  machine-run  '■  ovolo  "  or  "  cyma 
recta,"  for  a  moulding  supplied  by  the  archi- tect. There  is  much  to  be  said  in  favour  of 

the  French  and  (.'ontinental  course,  in  which 
the  architect  engages  his  own  craftsmen, 
who  tender  at  the  schedule  of  prices  adopted 
by  the  civic  authorities,  and  who,  as  a  con- 

sequence, are  in  touch  with  the  architect's 
style  and  individuality. 
When  our  technical  schools  shall  have 

taught  the  various  tradesmen  engaged  in 
building  the  elementary  principles  of  good 
art.  and  have  exercised  their  capabilities  of 
design,  we  may  expect  a  more  perfect  render- 

ing of  the  architect's  ideas.  If  he  wants  his 
design  carried  out  well  and  as  he  intended  it 
should  be,  he  has  to  obtain  the  assistance  of 

men  who  ha\e  either  a  special  aptitude  for 
their  work  or  have  made  the  trade  their  own. 
The  provision  of  amounts  for  particular 
crafts  in  the  contract  is  the  only  way  now 
open  to  him,  and  the  aid  afforded  by  under- 

letting portions  of  the  work.  By  these 
means,  at  least,  he  has  some  control  over  the 

work,  and  he  is  more  sui'e  of  obtaining  a 
sympathetic  interpretation  of  his  ideas. 

most  cases.  In  pricing  butts,  a  sum  per  inch 
is  often  charged,  say,  '2d.  per  inch  including 

fixing  and  profit,  ;"id.  for  brass  butts;  for 
hardwoo<l  2r,  per  cent,  more  than  for  deal fixing  is  charged. 

As  useful  m  pricing  cut  steel,  wire,  and 
wrought  nails  we  quote  a  few  figures  from  the 
price  list  of  ii  largo  firm  of  meri  hants  and 
manufacturers.     They  are  not  prices  : — 

Cut  Steel  dupe;  — Size. .  lin. 
Uin.       l}in.        13io. 

2in. 
2iiD. 

a.   d. 
1.   d.      ■.   d.      a.    d. a.   d. 

a.   d. 
Icwt... 13    9. 

.  12    9...  10    9  ...  10    3    . 
..99. .  9    3 

Sfllb.  .. 
7    8. .«    9  ...    .5    9  ...    6    6    . ..60. 

..5    0 

2Slb.  .. 
3    R. .    3    6  ...    3    0...    2  lOJ  . ..29. 

..2    9 
Jib.    .. 1    3. .    1     3...    I    0...    1    0    . 

Cut  atwl  floor  brads :  — 

..  0  lOl  . 
.0  10} 

Size 

...2in. 2}iD.       2i!n.       2]ia. 3io. 

Siin. 

Icwt. .. 
9    0. 

.    8    9...    »    6...    8    6    . ..86. 

..8    6 

561b.  .. 4    9. 
.4    9...    4    6...    4    6    . ..46. 

..4     fi 

2«b.  .. 2    6. 
.    2    6...    2    6...    2    a ..26. ..2    6 

71b.    .. 
1    0. .    0    9...    0    9...    0    9 

Fine  wrought  daap  :  — 
..  0    r>   . ..0    9 

Size. 
.lln. Uin.       liia.       210. 

2iin. 3iD. 

Icwt. .. 80    0. .47    0..   40    0...82    0   . 
.  27    0 ..25    0 o61b.  .. 31    0. 

.  25    0  ...  22    0  ...  17    0   . .14    6 
..  13    6 281b.  .. 

16    0. .14    0...  11     6...    9    0  . 
.    7    9 

..7    3 
71b.  .. 4    6. .    4    0..     3    3  ...    2    6   . .    2    3 ..2    0 

We  also  select  numbers  and  prices  of  a 
few  useful  sizes  of  iron  wood-screws  from 

Young  and  Marten's  gross  standard  list : — 

ESTIMATES.— XXIII. 

IEOX.MOXGEEY — SPECI.\L  UTTrXGS. 

THE  estimator  of  this  trade  must  take  a 

good  deal  of  his  information  second- 
hand. He  cannot  analyse  and  dissect  the 

items  of  material  and  labour  as  he  can  do 

in  joinery  and  mason's  work  ;  but  ho  must 
mako  himself  acquainted  with  articles,  cata- 

logues, and  trade-lists,  and  the  prices  quoted 
in  them.  Such  things  as  wrought-iron  and 
brass  butts  for  various  purposes,  including 
in  the  price  screws  and  profit,  but  not  fixing, 
which  are  taken  \vith  the  doors  or  other 

woodwork,  require  a  knowledge  of  iron- 

mongers' price-lists.  The  quantity  required, 
whether  great  or  small,  has  to  be  considered 
in  the  pricing.  In  small  jobs,  where  the 
retail  ironmonger  is  in  request,  the  price  is 
high,  as  small  quantities  bear  a  larger  pro- 

portion to  the  original  cost.  A  largo 
quantity  of  the  ironmongery  in  the  market 
is  low  in  price  and  poor  in  quality,  and  the 
weight  is  reduced  to  the  lowest  extent  com- 
patitsle  with  strength.  Most  contractors  buy 
their  ironmongery  in  large  quantities  at  the 
wholesale  houses,  such  as  Hobbs  and  Co. ; 
Young  and  Marten  ;  Hart,  Son,  Peard, 
and  Co. ;  Melhuish,  Sons,  and  Co. ;  J.  II. 
Boobbyer  and  Sons.  In  quantities  butts 
and  other  ironmongery  are  often  insulfi- 
ciently  described  :  the  number  or  special 
name  should  be  specified,  as  given  in  the 
trade-list,  to  obtain  the  correct  price. 

For  ironmongery  of  a  special  quality  the 
prime  cost  of  each  article  should  be  stated ; 
the  best  course  is  to  ask  a  well-known  firm 
of  ironmongers  to  affix  their  jmces  to  the 
articles  :  the  sum  thus  produced  being  made 
a  provision  in  the  ([uantities.  Otherwise  the 
number  and  price  of  any  articles  should 
be  stated.  When  this  is  the  case,  the  esti- 

mator has  no  further  trouble  then  to  quote 
the  price  put  down  ;  but  in  a  largo  number 
of  cases  the  estimator  has  to  ajipeud  his  own 
prices.  The  net  price  having  been  found, 
add  for  fixing,  if  not  taken  with  the  joinery, 
screws  and  profit.  In  our  piiced  items, 
doors,  &c.,  the  hanging  includes  the  butts  in 

lin. 

liin. 

2in. 

Price       Price      I  Price 

o    per  I  ri    per     ̂     per 
2;  gross.  »;  gross.  2; '  gross, 
4   1 

8  1 
15  2 
19    3 

8.  d. 
1  6 
1  9 
3  0 

5  2 

I  Price 

per     e 

■z,  gross,  z 

8|  2 

13  3 
18  4 

22I  6 

2iin. 
3in. 

4iD. 

10!  2    8   12 
12,  3 18;  5 
24    8 

Price      ,   Price 
per  Id!     per 

gross.|S;'   gross. 8.  d.|      £ 
4    0  II6  0 

d. 

8    1 
4  16  5  10  20  0  11 
6  22  10  2  '250  15 
8   26,13    6   32;  1  12 

Xo.  8.     Pairs  of  2Jin.  cast-iron  butts. 

The  cost  of  these  is  given  in  Laxton  at  6d. 
per  pair.  Add  for  screws  Id.,  and  profit,  say 
another  Id.  Fixing  is  taken  with  the  doors. 
For  a  large  quantity  the  price  may  be  put  at 
5d.  per  pair,  or  7d.,  including  screws  and 

profit. 

No.  10.     Pairs  2Ain.  wrought-iron  butts. 

These  are  priced  in  one  list  at  Sd.  per  pair 
including  screws,  though  many  price  thera 
at  (id.  or  4d.  for  butts.  Id.  for  screws,  and 
Id.  for  profit.     It  depends  on  quantity. 

No.  IS.     Pair  3in.  wi'ought-iron  butts. 
Price  these  at  2d.  more  per  pair,  or,  say, 

9d.  including  screws  and  profit.  For  a  large 
quantity  sd.  would  be  sufficient. 

No.    S,     Pair    Sin.    brass    butts,    medium strength. 

These  are  made  in  three  qualities,  "  light," 
"  medium,"  and  "  strong,"  and  they  vary  not 
only    in  length,  but  in  width.     The  vridth 

The  following  constants  for  fixing  in  deal 

may  be  useful : — Days  of 

21in.  butts,  per  pair       -022  = 

3jin.        do.        do    -027  = 
4in.         do.       do    '033  = 
6in.         do.       do    '037  = 
15in.  cross  garnet  hinges     '033  = 
3in.  to   6in.  tower  bolt     -043  = 
Sin.  tol2in.       do    -065  = 
Flush  bolts,  per  inch     -COS  = 
Espagnolctte  bolts,  per  inch    -006  = 
3in.  cupboard  locks    *085  = 
Rim  locks     '096  = 
Mortise  locks    '252  = 
Kaye's  locks    "286  = 
Rim  deadlocks    *095  = 
lOin.  drawback  locks    '170  = 
Door-knob    '033  = 

Nightlatch    '085  = 
Knocker    "126  = 

Hinges  should  be  selected  with  relation  to 
the  weight  of  door  or  casement,  and  for 
superior  doors,  especially  those  of  consider- 

able weight,  butts  with  steel  washers  sliould 

bo  used  instead  of  all  brass.  "  Egg-and- 
cup  "  hinges  are  used  for  heavy  doors,  as  the 
bearing  surfaces  are  larger ;  sometimes  gun- 
metal  is  used.  Brass  screws  in  thick  wood 
should  have  brass  cups,  especially  to  all 
hardwood  casings  or  fixings. 

Brass  screws  should  be  used  for  all  good 
sash-frames  and  fixings  of  stops  and  mould- 

ings, as  they  do  not  rust,  and  their  price  is 
about  three  times  that  of  iron  screws. 

English  machine-made  screws  are  sold  by 
the  gross,  and  have  sharp  points  and  good 
finish. 
Our  .sketches  show  the  distinguishing 

characters  of  nails  in  general  use.  No.  1  is 

a  cut  steel  clasp  ;  2,  a  cut-steel  lloor-brad ; 
3, a  fine  wrougnt  clasp  nail;  4,  a  fine-cut 

joiner's  brad ;  •'>.  a  countersunk  town  clout ; 
G,  a  slating  nail,  copper ;  7,  a  wiie  nail  ; 

s, patent  steel  flat-front  rose  ;  9,  a  galvanised- 
wire  slate  nail. 
No.  22.     Pairs  (in.  iron  butts  and  fixing. 

£  8.  d. 
Coat  of  battji  per  pair,  say         0  0  9 
Screws      0  0  2 

Fixing,  -033      0  0  31 0    1    21 

Say  Is.  2d.  per  pair. 
The  fixing  in  most  eases  is  included  with 

the  doors.  There  would  be  1<>  screws  per 

pair  of  4in.  butts. 

^q 

generally  used  is  IJin.  The  medium  quality 
of  this  size  may  be  priced  at  Is.  2d.  per  pair, 
including  iron  screws. 

No.  4 .  Pair  3in.  brass  butts  of  strong  quality. 

Add  another  9in.  per  pair. 

No.  4.     Pairs  of  4in.  brass  rising  butts. 

These  are  made  extra  strong,  and  are 

priced  from  Gs.  l>d.  to  7s.  Gd.  in  one  list  per 

pair,  including  screws :  but  the  width  regu- "ates  the  price. 
£  s.  d. 

8ay  cost  of  butts,  including  screws       ?    *    " Extra  labour,  axing      "    °    ̂  

0    8    4 

Proflt  10  per  cent      0   0  1" 

0    9    2 
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'N'o.  4.     Pair  4inl  brass  butts,  strong,  and  of best  finisb. 

A  strong  suit  will  cost  about  4s.  (id.  per 

pair  ;  but  for  a  ligbtor  kiml  .'is.  may,  be  put. 
£  a.  d. 

Cost  of  br&as  butta      0  4  6 
Screws      0  0  2 
Fixing  extra,  aay      0  0  6 

0    3    2 
Add  10  per  cent,  profit,  say      0    0    6 

0    5    8 

No.  4.  Ditto,  ditto,  with  stool  washers,  3Jin. 
£  a^d. 

Say  we  put  butts  down  at      0  G    0 
Screwa      0  0    2 
Fixing  extra,  say      0  0    4 

0    6    6 
Profit         0    0    7 

0    7    1 

Ditto,  ilitto,  strong  and  heavy,  polished,  and 
lacquered. 

Say,  I'li.  with  screws,  and  profit  (id.  extra, 
>is.  ()d.  a  pair.  If  those  have  steel  washers, 
add  Is.  (jd. 

No.  (i.    Pairs  22in.  strap  hinges  and  bolts. 

These  will  cost  about  4  s.  per  pair.     They 
would  weigh  aboiit  lUb.  the  pair  at  4jd.  per 
pound. 

£  8.   d. 
Cost  of  hinges,  lllb.  per  pair,  say      0  4    0 
No.  s  Sin.  bolts  and  screws,  say      0  19 
Fixing,  4:c      0  2    6 

deluding  profit        0    3    3 

No.  2.  Pair  of  good  gate  hinges,  2ft.  long. 
These  are  priced  at  9,s.  per  pair. 

r,    .     V  £     8.    d. Gate  hinges         0    9    0 
Fixin?,  including  bolta  and  screws,  to 

posts,  say         0    S    0 

0  17    0 

No.  12.     Pairs  of  strong  cast  brass  hinges, 
size  when  opened,  4in.  by  2lm. 

The  cost  of  these  in  Young  and  Marten's 
list  is  given  at   24s.  per   dozon   pair.     Add 
screws  and  profit. 

„  .  £  s.  d. 
Say,  per  pair      0    2    0 
Screws  and  extra  labour       0    0    3 
Profit        0    0    6 

0    2    9 

No.  4.  Pair  of  extra  sti-ong  polished  cast 
brass  hinges,  double  steel  washered,  size 
when  ojien  4in.  by  4  Jin. 

These  can  be  had  at  1 2s.  per  pair,  adding screws,  Sec. 

No.  2.  Pair  polished  brass  rising  butts  of 
best  quality  upon  hardened  steel  bearings, 
size  4in.  by  ;iin. 

Put  those  down  at  13s.  (Jd,  per  pair,  and 
add  screws  and  fixing,  say,  14s.  per  pair. 

No.  2.  Pair  of  polished  brass  projecting 
hinges,  with  extra  strong  double  steel 
washers  jin.  by  oin. 

The.se  are  priced  at  isis.  per  pair  in  Young 
and  Marten's  list.  Add  for  screws,  say.  4d. These  hinges  would  take  about  twenty  2in. 
screws  per  pair.  No.  6  to  s  countersunk 
holes  are  made  in  each  hinge,  or  12  to  l(i  in the  pair. 

No.  .').     Pairs  of  l.jin.  cross-garnet  hinges. Those  are  sold  at  about  1.-;.  (id.  each. 
Q  ,  .  £   8.  d. 
i»y'«>'t>s    0  1  « 
!='■«''»••;•       0    0    1} Fixing,  &c.,  aay       0    0    9 

0    3    4} 

No.  4.     Pair  Isin.  extra  strong  ditto. 

Put  these    down    at    2s.  each,  including 
^ofit,    screws,    and     fixing,     sav,    as.    4d. 
Weighty  cross  garnets,  from    Isin.  upwards, 
may  be  priced  at  (id.  per  lb. 

No.   4.     Pair    welded    water- joint     hinges, ISin.  long. 
Price  this  at  33. 

No.  2.  Pairs  wiought-iron  strap  hingos 18in.  long,  of  2m.  by  Jin.  iron,  with  back 
Haps  and  plates,  fixed  with  screws  with 
countersunk  heads. 

As  an  approximate  guess,  this  may  bo 
valued  at  4,5s.,  including  screws  and  fixing. 

No.  (i.  Pair  3.Un.  brass  butts,  strong  quality. 2oin.  wide,  and  fixing. 

Strong  cast-brass  hingss  may  be  had  at 
18s.  per  dozon  pair.  Fixing  per  pair  would 
be,  by  constant  '027,  equal  to  2Jd.  per 
pair,  and  screws,  say,  lid.,  or — £  B.  d. 

Six  pair  of  brass  butts,  at  18j.  a  dozen..    0  9    0 
Fixing,  at  "027,  six  pair,  say         0  14 
Screws,  say      0  0    1} 

(!ost8ixpair      o  10    .=ij 

Ditto,  4in.  strong  brass  butts,  3in.  wide,  and 
fixing. 

These  are  priced  at  21s.  per  dozen  pair; 

fixing,  at  -O:!.!,  would  be  3.;d.  a  pair  ;  screws 
2d. ;  or,  per  pair,  2s.,  fixing  3  Jd..  screws  2d. 
=  2s.  5|d.  per  pair. 

No.  2.     Monkey-tailed  bolts,  .jft.  (Jin.  long, 

p.c.  7s. 
£  3.  d. 

Cost  of  bolt      0  7  0 
Screws      0  0  1 
Fixing      0  1  0 

0    8    1 
10  per  cent,  profit      0    0  10 

Xo.  1.  Jas.  Hill  and  ("o.'k  brass  bolt,  with inilicator  No.  2(110  K  in  list. 

This  is  priced  at  (Js.  'id. 
No.  4.     7iii.  rim  lock«  ami  brass  furnitura. 

(^oitof  Tin.  look,  uy       o    a    rl' Fixing      0    0    9 0    .1    3 

No.  fi.     Oin.  reversible  rim  loiks,  with  braoa 
wards,  and  two  imn  boltf. 

Those  are  quoted  in  Jamca  Hill  and  C^o.'s 
list  at  273.  per  dozen,  including  screws. t  :  i. 

Half-dozen      o  l.T    t{ 
l-'ixing  at '095  each      0    4    9 

0    S  11 

Say  9s. 
No.  12.  loin,  bright  barrel-bolts. 

The  price  of  a  best  barrel-bolt  is  lOd.  to 
Is.  each,  screws  2d.  fixing  (id.  =  Is.  (id. 
Ordinary  medium  quality  bolts  are  sold  at 
7d.  each,  or  Id.  per  inch,  subject  to  a  dis- 
count. 

No.  4.     12in.  ditto. 

These  are  priced  at  Is.  Id.  each.- £  s.  d. 
12in.  bolt,  cost,  say      0  10 
Screws   ,.    0  0    1} 
Labour,  fixing       0  0    4 0    1    5J 

No.  2.     9in.  brass  barrel-bolts. 

The  price  for  a  strong  bolt  of  this  length 
is  4s.  6d.,  fixing  (id.,  or  5s.  each  ;  for  a  larger 
quantity  a  reduction  may  be  made  of  Is. 

No.  0.     4in.  brass  barrel-bolts. 

These  may  be  put  down  at  Is.  2d.  each  if 
of  medium  quality,  and  if  strong  2s.  each. 

No.  4.     lOin.  brass  flush  bolts,  Jin.  wide. 

Price  these  at  33.  each,  and  fixing  at.  say, 
•DOS  per  inch,  say  Jd. 

£  s.  d. Cost  of  bolt          0    3    0 
Fixing,  at  Jd.  per  inch       0    0    7} 
Screws      0    0    1} 

0    3    9 No.  2.     4in.  necked  bolts. 

Price  at  4d.  each,  fixing  screws  .kl. 

No.    2.    |in.    malleable     iron     ospagnolette 
bolts,  (ift.  long. 

In  one  list  a  (5ft.   (iin.  bolt  is  priced  at  33. 
per  foot ;  say.  for  this,  2s.  (id, 

£  s.  d. (Dost  of  bolt,  say       0  1.5    6 
Labour  fl.xing  at 'Clos  per  inch      0    3    0 Screwa . 

0  19    6 

No.  2.  Burnished  brass  ditto,  with  Iin.  rods. 

This  is  worth  3s.  (id.  to  4s.  per  foot. 

£  9.  d. Coatofbolt      16  0 
Fixing      0    4  0 
Screwa      0    1  6 

0  18    3 

Profit  10  per  cent      0    19 

Price  half'doren        10    0 

No.   2.     (iin.  japannod-iron  rim  look,  bra.sa 
wards  and  bolts,  X:c. 

Price  this  at  33.  Od.   to   Is.  each;    screws 
are  included  in  price,  and  add  fixing  9d. 

No.  2.  Night-latches,  with  three  keys  each. 
(^ost  of  a  four-lever  latch  is  about  78.  to 

Ss.  each.  Hill  and  Co.  sell  a  very  good 
rc^versiblo  night-latch,  4in.,  for  Ss.  each,  with 
four  lovers,  brass  bolt,  and  two  keys.  No. 
1 30R  in  their  catalogue. 

No.  4.     Rim  night-latches,  brass  bolts,  four 
lovers,  with  stop  catch  and  two  keys. 

These  may  be  priced  at  os.  (id.  each.     Add 9d.  for  fixing. 

No.  1.     A  4in.   Bramah   night-latch,  brass 
bolt,  and  stop  catch,  &c. 

These  latches  are  quoted  at  from  Ks.  (id. 
upwards.     Add  for  fixing. 

No.  1.     Hill's  4in.  mortise  night-latch,  two 
levers,  brass  spring  bolt,  and  keys. 

No.  1 1911  is  priced  at  9s.  (id.   A  four-lever 
latch  costs  13s.  9d.,  and  fixing,  say,  2s. 

1  II    s 
In  our  list  the  price  is  4s.  9d.  per  foot  run. 

No.  2.    Iron   monkey-tail    bolts,  with    J- 
square  rod,  3ft.  long,  and  Using. 

Price  this  at  -Js.  (id.,  and  fixing  at  Is.  -Jd. 

Two  ditto.  Hin.  long.'ditto. 
Say,  23.  9d.,  and  Is.  for  fixing. 

WORKMEN'S    IIOJIKS. 

THERE  need  not  be  a  doubt  as  to  the  para- 
mountcy  of  the  question  of  house  -  room 

over  all  other  domestic  questions  :  it  tranBcenda 
even  the  question  of  votes  for  a  lew  thousand  of 
outUnders  in  the  Transvaal,  because  here,  where 
the  vote  is  possessed,  we  are  forced  to  witness, 
owing  to  the  lack  of  house-room,  the  spectacle  of 
stalwart  workmen  in  full  work  knocking  at  work- 
housedoors,  and  askingfor  a  lodging  for  themselves 
and  their  families  :  and  even  where  there  is  the 
semblance  of  a  home,  we  constantly  come  across 
crowding  to  the  terrible  extent  of  ."is,  eight,  ten, 
and  even  seventeen  people  living  in  an  ordinary 
room.  And  this  is  not  alone  confined  to  London : 
it  is  the  same  in  all  our  large  towns  and  groat 
mining  villages,  as  I  have  myself  witnessed  in 
Leeds,  Xewcastle,  (Jlasgow,  Edinburgh,  Cardiff, 
Xeath,  .'Swansea,  ,tc.  The  other  diiy  I  went  into 

a  small  cottage  in  a  rural  part  of  \\'ales  and found  four  full-sized  beds  that  wore  in  nightly 
occupation  in  a  room  about  l:;ft.  by  1 1ft.  Caset 
like  these  might  be  multiplied  all  over  the country. 

So  terrible  is  the  crowding  in  London  and  the 

surrounding  districts,  that  the  demn'  '  '  r  ̂ room   is    unparalleled.       But    the  t 

London  and  other  l.'irge  and  9m:t'.^  1 even  in  the  country,  ia  not  alone  n  r 
this  hunger  for  house-room.      The  i 

people  is  awakening  from  it*  >■  I 
is  becoming  dimly  con.scious  ■  I 

room  upon  the  ear*'-      -■  '     •  i th.it  the  destiny  oi 

being  bom  tj  a   .  r  • is  the  ca«e  with  mi^ 
This  awakeninir   - 

ono    of    whi'  1 
antipilhy  wh; 

IP'- 

an  acre, 
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Borough.  The  people  think,  rightly  or  wrongly, 

that  to  be  crowded  after  this  fashion  is  not  a 

fitting  human  destiny.  . 

The  workoicn's  housing  council,  a  fairly  repre- 

sentative body,  while  it  prefers  cottages,  con- 

codes  the  diffi.  iilty  of  providini;  cotUijOH,  owing 

to  the  monopoly  in,  and  consciuent  high  pnt^ 

of,  Und,  and  it  acknowledges  that  alongside  with 

the  municipal  provision  of  cottages  and  gardens 

there  might  he  some  arrangement  of  flits  and 

associated  dwellings  in  the  more  central  dis-
 

tricts At  the  same  time,  while  this  is  acknow- 

ledged, it  is  acutely  felt  by  the  thoughtful 

among  the  workmen  themselves,  and  especially 

among  those  who,  perforce,  have  to  hve  in  the 

blocks  hitherto  provided  because  no  other  place 

is  available,  that  the  cramped  space  allotted  is 

most  injurious,  as  proved  by  vital  and  educational
 

statistics,  not  only  to  their  bodily  health,  hut 

also  to  their  minds,  and  tends  to  narrow  their 

outlook  and  conception  of  life  and  duty. 

In  view  of  these  sentiments  and  declarations, 

and  the  demand  for  house-room  all  over  the 

country,  and  especially  in  the  mining  districts
 

and  such  districts  of  London  and  Greater  London 

as  Edmonton,  Waltham,  Finchley,  Tottenham, 

Stratford,  Barking,  I'lumstead,  Wandsworth, 

Lambeth,  and  many  other  districts  in  and  around 

London,  we  propose  to  publish  a  few  plans  and 

descriptions  of  cottages,  &c.,  which  will  help  to 

show  what  a  worker's  home  should  be  like,  and 

how  it  should  be  planned,  and  at  what  cost, 

in  varifius  materials,  in  different  parts  of  the 

country,  it  might  be  built. 

miners'  or  colliers'  homes. 

The  pair  of  cottages  (N'o.  1)  illustrated  here- with are  intended  for  execution  in  stone,  and  are 

adapted  for  parts  of  Scotland,  North  and  Middle 

England,  the  West  Country,  Somerset,  Hevon, 

and  Cornwall,  parts  of  Kent  and  Surrey,  Wales, 

and  some  parts  of  Ireland,  and  wherever  stone  is 
the  chief  building  material. 

When  stone  is  used,  the  outer  walls  should  be 

at  least  ISin.  thick,  whereas  13|in.  would  do  in 

brick.  The  dressings,  such  as  copings,  eaves 

cour8e8,pIinths,  windows,  and  door  ways,  should  b3 

of  some  good  weathering  stone,  such  as  Doulting, 

I'ortland,  BoxGround,  Ancaster,  Vork.Craigleith, 

&c.,  while  the  general  ma^s  of  the  walls  might  be 

of  rubble  stone  from  the  Lias,  Pennant,  Red  Sand- 

stone, or  (tranitic  formations.  All  should  be  set 

in  good— hydraulic,  if  possible— mortar,  and 

pointed  in  cement. 
In  a  stone  building  the  use  of  brick  as  dressings 

is  altogether  uncraftsmanlik?.  Stone  may  be 

used  for  dressings  to  brick,  but  not  brick  for 

stone.  This  dictum  may  militate  somewhat 

against  the  fetish  of  cheapness,  although  where 

a'good  workable  stone  is  found  close  at  hand,  its 
use  should  come  well  within  reasonable  cost. 

All  the  principal  windows,  it  will  be  noticed  on 

reference  to  the  elevation,  are  of  stone,  and  are 

intended  to  be  fitted  with  iron  casements  where 

they  are  required  to  open,  and  portions  of  the 
windows  are  intended  to  be  fitted  with  hoppers 

and  lead  glazing. 

The  roof  covering  shown  is  of  stone  slabs,  such 

as  were  used  hundreds  of  years  ago  in  Wales, 

Somerset,  and  other  parts    of  the  country,  and 

some  of  which  old  stone  coverings  are  still  extant. 

But  this  kind  of  covering  is  not  used  now  for 

new  jobs,  excepting  for  the  repair  of  old  houses, 

and  for  the  special  work  of  one  or  two  architei-ts. 
But  there  is  no  reason  why  it  should  not  be  used 

for  roofs  with  a  good  pitch,  and  work  out  at  as 

economical  a  price  as  slate  or  tile,  and  be  certainly 

more  lasting  than  slate,  c(|aal  to  tile,  and  more 

artistic  than  either.     ( >f  course,  slate  or  tile  could 

be   used   for  this  roof,   but  they  should  be  the 

thicke.st  obtainable.    The  timber  generally  should 

be  of  yellow  deal  for  the  framing,  and  pitch-pine 

for  the  joiner's  work,  oak  being  used  for  the  sills 
and  exposed  parts,  as  the  porch,  iVc. 

dust  and  general  grime  of  the  coal-pit.  \\  hen 
in  this  state  he  makei,  in  the  first  place,  for  the 

bath.  Passing  the  tool-house,  he  there  deposits 

his  mandrel,  or  shovel,  or  lamp,  and  arriving  at 

the  back  perch  ;7),  he  scrapes  his  boots  at  SC, and  at  once  enters  the  bathroom. 

not  Water. —The  kitchen  range  is  to  be  pro- 

vided with  a  hii5h-pre8«ure  boiler  and  safety- 
valve,  from  which  I'.in.  flow  and  return  pipes 
are  cariied  to  the  cylinder  placed  in  the  top  of 

the  cupboard  C  C  in  the  bathroom.  The  cylinder, 
in  turn,  is  connected  with  the  storage  cistern  in 

the  cockloft  (see  small  upper  windows  in  eleva- 
tion), and  which  is  in  its  turn  connected  with  the 

public  supply,  if  any,  or  with  the  force-pump 
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over  a  well.  The  help  and  great  conveni
ence  of 

such  a  bathroom,  and  the  automatical  w
arming 

of  the  water  while  the  housewife  is  mern
ly  pre- 

oaring  the  evening  meal  is  patent  to  all  ̂ t
mu 

be  seen,  too,  that  the  bather  can  rea
ch  his  bed- 

room without  going  throush  the  kitchen,  
and 

without  exposure,  as  the  doorway  fro
m  thebath 

to  the  stairjase  is  screened  from  th
e  entrance 

lobby  by  a  curtain  (see  "  curt."  on  p
lan)  ihis 

arrangement  will  expedite  matters  
should  there 

be  more  than  one  to  take  a  bath  Whe
n  all  is 

ready,  ten  minutes  should  be  suflicient
  to  be  in 

the  bathroom.  ,       t      '       *„  *u„ 

The  following  is  a  general  reference  t
o  the 

numerals  and  letters  on  theplan  and  the 
 descrip- 

tion of  each  room  or  part  wUl  be  sufiicient
ly 

explanatory  :  — 1.    Entrance  lobby. 

Sitting-room,  lift,  by  IJtt. 
Livinl-room  and  kitchen,  lOtt.  9m.  by  l«t. 
Bathroom,  lift,  by  7ft.  Sin. 
Pcnllery,  9ft.  by  6ft.  tiin. 
Tools,  wood  and  coals. 

Back  porch  (throngh  which  the  collier,  as  he  re
- 

turiw  from  his  work,  will  enter  the  blthroora). 

Store-room.  7ft.  6in.  by  6ft.  (provides  room  for  a 

sack  of  potatoes,  a  barrel  of  flour,  and  a  goodly store  of  provender  .  .        .        .      ■     ̂  

Bedrooms    3.      Note  that  the  plan  13   m  two 

halvec,  the  ground  plan  to  the  left,  and  the 
chamber  plan  to  the  right.) China  cupboard  (the  wife's).  .  .v    _;.  ̂ 

Book  cupboard  (for  the  husband  and  the  wife). 

The  bath. 
Boot  cupboatd. 

Copper. 
Chair  in  bathroom.  .  ̂t_    *       e  i.^.- 

Clothes  cupboard.    (The  cylinder  at  the  top  of  this 

cupboard  will  make  it  a  oapiUl  '•  ainng     cup- board.) 

Earth  or  water-closet. 
Clothes  hooks  in  the  bathroom. 
Hat-stand. 
Landing- Linen  closet.  ,„  ^  .. 

Oven  of  Brideewater  ware.     (Every  housewife 
bhould  bake  her  own  bread.) 

Front  porch. 
.Sink. 
Scrapers. 
Salting  stone. Table  in  bathroom 

the  kingdom  the  cost  would  rango  from  £3:>
0  to^ 

£iVi  the  pair. 

<,.,,_   II.   X    f.MK    or    WOKICEKS'    HOMES. 

These  two  cottages  are  contained  in  a  rectangle^
 

4Cft.  by  23ft.  Sin.,  and  the  economical  aim  of  the 

planning  has  been  to  bring  everything  within  t
he 

four  walls.  One  half  of  the  plan  shows  the 

ground  floor  and  the  other  half  the  chamber 
floor.     Let  us  begin  with  the  ground  floor. 

Entrance,  ♦<:.— The  front  door  is  set  m  a  little 

recess,  2ft.  deep,  which  forms  a  little  porch.  The 

passage  is  3ft.  Gin.  wide,  and  has  abutting  on  it  a 

Uvatory  and  a  water-closet.  The  closet  is  well 

shielded,  and  has  two  windows  for  perfect  venti- 
lation. It  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  the 

water-closet  should  only  be  placed  here  where 

there  is  the  possibility  of  good  drainage  to  a 

public  sewer  or  to  a  properly-constructed  cess- 
pool and  an  efficient  water  supply.  Xo  w.c. 

fhould  be  constructed  within  the  house  wheje 

there  is  no  water-supply.  An  earth -closet 

misht  be  constructed  here  with  a  small  door 

in  the  outer  wall  below  the  seat  for  the 

periodic  removal  of  the  pail  ;  but  addition
al 

room  would  be  reiiuired  to  keep  a  store  of 

dry  sifted  earth.  The  earth  system  is  un
- 

doubtedly the  best,  and  is  advocated  wherever 

practicable.  Particulars  for  applying  the  various
 

sanitary  systems  will  be  given  later  on. 

IM  rejs  and  Umhrella  .Sianrf.— -lust  beyond  the 

lavatory  U  a  space  2ft.  6in.  by  1ft.  9in.  for  hats,
 

cloaks,  &c.  I  make  no  apology  for  providing  thi
o- 

little  space,  and  the  lavatory  in  a  workman 
 s 

home;  on  the  contrary,  I  demand  an  apology 

from  any  who  say  I  have  herein  wasted  spac
e. 

Think  of  the  children  coming  home  from  school
. 

There  is  the  lavatory  for  the  hands,  and  ther
e 

the  place  for  the  "  things  "— hats,  bonnets, 

satchels,  &-c.-a  place  for  everything,  and  every-
 

thing in  ite  place,  even  for  the  boots,  a^  under 

part  of  the  staircase  there  is  a  boot  and 
 brush 

'^"r/if  Staircase.— This  is  made  fairly  wide,  3ft., 

so  that  an  article  of  furniture  might  be  taken  
up- 

stairs without  breaking  the  plastering,  and  a 

coffin  brought  down  without  taking  out  a  
wmdow- 

The  staircase  windows    light  both   it  and   
the 

^*y*°5,,„-f —Opposite  the  kitchen  door,  handy 

I  for  the  housewife  and  away  from  any  firepl
ace,  is 

the   food   store.     The   size  is  5ft.   by  3ft. 
  3in., 

o'iving  room  for  a  fair  average  of  storage. 

"  mchen.-Vlli.   6in.    by    lOtt.    6m.  with    the 

fireplace   set  anglewise.     This  posit
ion  for  the 

fireplace  in  a  small  room  is  economical,  f^smo
re 

wall-space,  takes    less   brickwork,   and
  by  this 

means^the  eight  main  flues  of  the  two  
cotta«es 

lustered  together  into  one  chimney-     I
te 

_  •    CL1...J  — :*.i.  o    Are^aar  harincr  cut 

P- 

S. 

B.C. 8.S. 

T. Curt- 

are  ciusterea  logciuci    »uw  v— --  ~~   w 

kitchen  is  fitted  with  a  dresser  having 
 cupboards in  the  lower  part-  , 

.S-,„/fe,-,/._The     scullery,     entered    from    the 

kitchen  and  from  without,  is  fitted  wit
h  a  port- 

able boiler  and  an  earthenware  wash-tub-     
ihere 

is  a  sink  for  washing-up  and  a  coal  Plf^e, 
 with  a 

shuttered  opening  for  the  dehvery  
of  <=oal  from 

the  outside      There  are  shelves  for  
saucepans,  \c . 

The  Parlour. -This  room  is  of  the  sa
me  size  as 

the  kitchen,  with   which  it  has  
a   door  of  com- 

munication  as  well  as  with  the  passage-
     Tae 

communication    between    the    two    rooms 
   is   a useful    arrangement,     and    the    ̂ "^^^^^l^J.f^ 

appreciate  its  convenience    for  
serving  the  tea 

in  the  parlour  on   Sunday,  and  
it  will  be  con- 

venient for  the  retreat  of  the  housemates  
when 

the  housewife  is  busy  tossing   tl^e.  P''°«^'^««  °^
 

concocting  other  delectables.     Besid
e    this  door 

will  be  foun.l  handy  on   occasions  
of  parUes  to 

throw  the  two  rooms,  as  it  were,  
into  one  and 

for  the  mother's  resting  in  the  parlo
ur  m  the 

afternoon  whUe    still    having    an    eye  
 on   the 

kitcSn      A  small  comer  cupboard  
is  provided 

in  the  parlour. 
  ,  c    ,  ,       Th,'rh,jmber   ffo'.r.— This  contains  two  bed 

SSSlin  ̂r^SS^staircase  from  entr«.ee -lobby    JZ,  each  12ft.  6in.  by  lOft.  Gin.,  with  a^g"!-- and  bathroom  entrance.  firenlncee    and  a  third  bedroom,  averaging  Jn. 

VI           .   1^  Off      There  is  also  on  the  landing  a  good It  may  be  noted  that  there  is  the  semblance  «M  ̂^^^''^-..^.^^ess  and  space  for  a  clothes-chest 

a  fruit-tree  growing  on  the  J^o^'-^^^'^^i,-?^    f^f^HXttr^m  in  this  house:  but  it  wouh 

finishing  the  elevation  a  gardener  friend  came  m  I 
 mere  is  no  uau.    ^ 

THE    I'LAXS- 

The  plan  is  the  chief  consideration.  An  attempt 

has  been  made  to  find  a  place  for  everything,  so 

that  there  may  be  no  excuse  for  not  having  every- 
thing and  all  work  in  their  places. 

The  Ihilhroom. — No  collier's  house  should  be 
built  without  a  bathroom,  properly  fitted  up, 

until,  at  least,  the  time  arrives  when  every  coal- 

pit owner  is  compelled  to  provide  baths  and  lockers, 

at  the  pithead.  It  will  be  noticed  that  the  bath- 
room lan  bo  entered   from  without.     The  object 

is  this.     When  the  collier  returns  from  his  work        .,.„..  ̂ «._-  —   t_  .„X,«  „»-»» /»f  \V«1<>«  thev  I  be  nlacea  in  ine  ruoi,  i>^.-too  .„   .-- — 

he  is  us  black  as  a  sweep,  and  hanging  about  his    upon  the  locality-   „l°  »°^«.f '^n  otW  _a^^^^^^^  ̂ S  »  trap-door  above  the  landing  and  a 

clothes  is  a  good  deal  of  the  unavoidable  black  |  might  be  buUt 
 for  £330  a  pur.     In  other  parts  ol  1  gameu    j 

with  some  criticisms,  which  I  need  not  repe-at
 ; 

bat  he  gave  some  sound  advice.  Here
  it  is : 

"  Be  sure  you  get  hooks  and  staples  built  into  the
 

waUs  to  which  one  may  train  the  vine  an
d  wall- 

trees  "     To  which  I  will  add,  Let  the  hooks,  .tc 

but  it  would There  is  no  u»m«wiu  .,.    ■ 

not  be  difficult  to  arr.ange  space  *«•■ 
 » .''^*h  by 

reducing  the  si.es  of  the  two  
back  hedrooms  a. 

little  A  useful  addition,  not  shown 
 on  the  plan, 

wouU  be  the  provision  of  a  slop-
sink,  with  taps 

Tortt  and  c'old  water,  where  ro
m  water  coud 

r.^,.     T7;hi;hra  add   Let  the  hooks,. c 
be  galvanised  or  dipped   m  Dr.  Angus  '^"'th  «    ̂ e  dr«wn  for  P^^^^  ̂̂ ^^^^  ̂ ^^^^  ̂   ̂ ^^^^ 
solution  before  being  built  in.  v      "ftrtheminimum  of  labour.     The  cisterns  can 

The  cost  of  these  cottages  will  depend  much    with  the  minimum  o  would  be 

upon  the  locality.      In  some  parU  ofWales  they  |  ^^^Pl^^^^'at^^door  above  the  landing  and  a •*_  1-1.1   v.,:u  f/M> 
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•light  stiip-luddcr.  The  roof  should  be  boarded, 
felted,  and  covered  with  thick  l!ro8eley  tiles.  If 
this  plim  were  adopted  within  the  London  area, 
the  party-wall  would  have  to  run  through  the 
roof. 

Cost. — These  plans  would  answer  the  re<iuire- 
ments  of  the  demand  at  Edmonton  and  similar 
■districts,  whore  some  time  ago.  in  a  lecture,  I 
stated  that  such  cottages  might  be  built  for  £400 
a  pair,  provided  a  goodly  number  were  taken  in 
hand  :  but  in  small  numbers,  with  the  judicious 
buying  of  materials  and  expeditious  labour,  they 
ought  not  to  cost  more  than  from  .1450  to  £500 
per  pair,  even  in  London  ;  and  even  then  would 
yield  a  fair  return,  after  allowing  from  £150  to 
£700  as  the  capital  cost  of  land  per  acre,  when 
let  at  from  5s.  Cd.  to  7s.  or  Ss.  per  cottage  per 
week.  But  more  of  cost  anon.  These  cottages, 
with  a  little  stable  or  outhouse  in  the  rear,  might 
be  erected  in  fullilment  of  the  terms  of  Part  IIL 
of  the  Housing  of  the  Working  Classes  Act, 
which  suggests  that  a  cottage  might  have  half- 
acre  gardens  attached  thereto.  It  is  nine  years 
since  this  suggebtion  was  solemnly  entombed  in 
an  Act  of  I'lirliament,  and  there  it  has  lain, 
bound  hand  and  f'Mt :  but  now,  with  a  loud  voice 

4he  people  cry  ' '  L'ome  forth  !  ' ' KoHKKT  Williams. 

HIXGED  BUACED  AKCUES. 

THE  value  of  6ome  means  of  allowing  for  the 
movement  of  rigid  and  braced  iron  structures, 

due  to  alternations  in  temperature,  is  admitted, 
and  the  most  useful  mode  by  which  this  has  been 
effected  is  by  having  hinged  joints  at  the  crown 
and  springing.  One  of  the  questions  that  have 
arisen  and  have  been  considered  by  engineers  is 
the  relative  economy  as  regards  weight  of  metal 
of  two-hinged  and  three-hinged  spandrel-braced 
parabolic  arches.  Mr.  C.  AV.  Iludson,  Assoc. 
M.Am.Soc.C.E.,  in  a  paper  read  before  the 
Annual  Convention,  discusses  this  question.  The 
author  considers  the  case  of  a  three-hinged 
spandrel-braced  parabolic  arch.  He  first  calcu- 

lated the  stresses,  sections,  and  weight  of  an  arch 
of  this  kind,  and  afterwards  made  corresponding 
calculations  for  an  arch  of  the  same  outline 
having  two  hinges  in  order  to  determine  their 
esact  relative  economy  as  to  weight.  The  arches 
were  designed  for  a  live  load  of  2,1001b.  per 
lineal  foot,  or  36,0001b.  per  panel  of  the  arch,  and 
a  dead-load  of  2,8Solb.  per  lineal  foot,  or  4S, 0001b. 
per  panel.  It  is  stated  no  metal  less  than  I'fin. 
in  thickness  was  used  for  either,  and  only  two 
sizes  of  channels,  12in.  and  15in.,  were  used  for 
the  members  other  than  the  arch  ring.  The  unit 
stresses  used  in  proportioning  the  members  were 
for  tension:  Live  load  stresses,  ll,0001b.  per 

square  inch  :  dead  load  stresses,  *22,0001b.  per 
square  inch. 

For  compression  in  arch  ring  and  top  chord  : 

liive  load  stresses  12,000  -  55  -lb.   per   sq.in.  ; 

dead  load,  24,000 

55  -lb. 

»• 

no -lb.  per  sq.in. In  web 

members  :  Live  load  stresses  11,000 .'i 50- lb.  per 
r 

8q.in.  ;   dead  load,  22,000  -  looilb.  per  sq.in. r 
Tables  are  given  of  both  cases.  No.  1  for  a 

three-hinged  arch  having  a  span  length  of  200ft. 
from  centres  of  end  piers,  and  giving  the  stresses, 
sections,  and  weights  ;  and  Xo.  2,  those  for  a 
two-hinged  arch  having  a  span  of  the  same 
length  from  centres.  The  total  weight  in  the 
first  case  is  n5,0001b.,  and  in  the  second 
in'.t.oooib. 

In  the  preliminary  temperature  stresses,  a  range 
of  temperature  of  12(1"  Fahr,  or  a  variation  of 
(50^  from  the  mean  was  ii=sumed.  The  author 
says  :  ' '  The  change  in  length  of  the  arch  due  to  a 
variation  of  60°  Fahr.,  taking  the  coeflicient  of  ex- 

pansion as  00000805  per  degree  Fahr.,  is  0  078ft. 
1  )ividing  this  change  of  length  due  to  temperature 
by  the  change  in  length  due  to  a  thrust  of  lib. 
™»  „«t   78    <  n        10.0011.000,,  .,  ,  , 

'"S^t  "1^000  .  2.308 -'*'•  "=  ̂^^  '•"'""  °' the  temperature  thrust.  The  value  of  a  in  this 
expression  for  the  value  of  the  temperature 
thrust  is  at  present  unknown."  The  preliminary 
temperature  thrust  is  given  as  10.0001b.  From 
these  preliminary  dead-load,  live-load,  and  tem- 

perature stresses  the  preliminary  sections  wore 
determined.  "In  most  of  the  members  there  is 
no  charge,  and  the  greatest  change  amounts  to 
only  6  jer  cent.,  and  as  the  preliminary  deter- 

mination for  this  case  was  on  the  safe  side,  the 

final  calculation  is  hardly  necessary."  The  results 
for  weight  given  above — namely,  ll5,O001b.  for 
ease  1,  and  10',i,000lb.  for  case  2 — "  gives  a  saving 
in  weight  of  5.\  per  cent,  in  favour  of  the  two- 
hinged  arch.  A  variation  of  75  in  temperature 
would  have  lessened  the  difference  considerably, 
but  the  two-hinged  arch  would  still  have  been 
lighter."  From  these  experiments  the  author 
thinks  that  where  an  arch  of  this  form  (spandrel- 
braced)  is  suitable,  the  two-hinged  arch  is  lighter 
than  the  three-hinged.  It  is  cheaper  to  con- 

struct, as  there  is  no  centre  pin,  and  there  are  no 
adjustable  members  at  the  centre  of  the  arch. 
The  floor  system  of  the  two-hinged  arch  would 
be  more  simple  than  that  of  the  three-hinged 
arch,  for  the  great  range  of  height  of  the  centre- 
pin  of  the  latter,  due  to  temperature  and  live- 
load  stresses,  makes  a  troublesome  break  in  the 
floor  system  at  this  point.  We  refer  the  reader 
to  the  paper  itself  for  the  mathematical  analysis 
and  the  tables  of  stresses  and  weights. 

The  comparison  made  by  the  author  is  a  useful 
contribution  to  the  subject.  His  conclusions  show 
the  advantages  to  bo  obtained  by  the  use  of 
spandrel-braced  two-hinged  arches  over  those 
that  are  three-hinged.  It  can  be  better  used  in  a 
series  of  spans  supported  by  masonry  piers,  as  the 
two-hinged  arch  has  less  horizontal  thrust,  and 
therefore  smaller  piers  are  required  than  for  the 
three.hinged ;  but  care  is  necessary  that  these 
piers  are  well  built,  and  be  subject  to  no  dis- 

placement. The  cost,  also,  for  a  series  of  the 
two-hinged  arches  will  be  less  than  for  the  three- 
hinged.  The  investigation  of  ilr.  Hudson  is  of 
service  in  proving  that  the  most  economical  form 
of  hinged  arch  is  also  the  simplest  in  construc- 

tion, both  as  to  the  arch  itself  as  well  as  to  the 
floor  system.  Whether  the  same  economical 
results  will  be  found  to  hold  good  for  structures 
of  greater  span  is  a  question  that  may  be  worth 
inquiry. 

THE  CAXTILEVER  BRIDGE  :  IT.-<  DESIGN 

AND  COXSTRl'CTIOX.— XIV. 
HAVIXCi  calculated  and  tabulated  the  stresses 

upon  each  separate  member  of  the  inde- 
pendent central  girder  in  Fig.  1,  due  to  the 

action  of  the  dead  load,  those  arising  from 
additional  weight  of  the  live  or  rolling  load  have 
now  to  be  considered  and  computed.  .So  far  as 
those  to  which  the  flanges  are  exposed  are  con- 

cerned, their  determination  presents  no  difliculty 
whatever,  from  the  fact  that  the  maximum 
stresses  upon  both  the  upper  and  lower  flanges 
occur  when  the  rolling  load  extends  over  the 
whole  span,  that  is,  covers  the  entire  bridge. 
There  is  obviously,  therefore,  no  use  in  ascer- 

taining the  values  of  the  relative  stresses  pro- 
duced on  the  flanges  by  the  successive  positions 

assumed  by  the  rolling  load  in  traversing  the 
truss,  since  in  any  position  the  sura  of  them  will 
be  less  than  the  maximum  stresses,  arising  from 
the  load  covering  the  whole  structure.  This  is 
exactly  the  opposite  to  what  takes  place  in  the 
stresses  induced  upon  the  web,  each  member  of 
which  undergoes  a  maximum  tensile,  and  a  maxi- 

mum compressive  stress  upon  it,  depending  in 
each  particular  instance  upon  a  certain  position 
of  the  rolling  load,  which  very  much  ■  omplicates 

their  calculation.  "  Taking  the  flanges  first,  the 
dead  or  uniformlj'  distributed  load  weight  at  each 
of  the  lower  apices  was  made  equal  to  5  tons. 
For  the  rolling  load,  it  may  be  put  at  double  this 
amount,  and  equal  to  lOtons.  Referring  to  Fig.  I , 
it  is  evident  that  when  the  rolling  load  extends 
over  the  whole  span,  there  is  an  additional  weight 
of  10  tens  at  each  of  the  lower  apices,  amounting 
in  all  to  a  load  of  15  tons  at  each  ot  those  points. 
Since  the  separate  stresses  are  proportional  to  the 
loads,  then  the  total  stresses  upon  each  member 
of  the  flanges  will  be  equal  to  three  times  those 
found  for  the  uniformly  distributed  dead  load  of 
5  tons  at  each  apex.  It  is  therefore  a  very  simple 
matter  to  multiply  the  stresses  already  ascertained 
in  Article  XII.,  for  the  flanges  under  the  action 
of  a  dead  load,  and  collect  and  tabulate  them  as 
in  Table  I. 

T.VD1.E  I.— Parts  or  TJri'ER  Fl.vnor. 

comparatively  small  span  in  Fig.  I  can  be 
adequately  resisted  by  the  introduction  of 
proper  and  etlioient  wind-bracing  without  the 
necessity  of  calculating  its  effect  theoretically. 
As  a  matter  of  fact,  in  the  present  in- 

complete and  uncertain  state  of  the  knowledge 
of  the  actual  wind  pressures  on  roofs,  bridges, 
and  other  structures,  it  is  not  possible  to 
do  more  than  make  a  rough  approximation  to 
the  possible  results.  In  large  bridges,  several 
hundred  feet  in  span,  the  wind  pressures  have  to 
be  calculated  by  rules  which  are  based  upon  the 
actual  area  of  the  surfaces  of  the  different  members 

of  a  truss  exposed  to  the  actionof  the  wind  multi- 
plied by  certain  constants.  In  these  superficial 

dimensions  the  area  of  the  upper  and  lower  flunges 
;\nd  that  of  the  vertical  and  diagonal  members  of 
the  web  are  included.  The  Board  of  Trade  lays 
down  in  its  rules  and  regulations  that  for  all 
bridges  in  exposed  situations  an  allowance  ot 

•■)blb.  per  square  foot  shall  be  made,  and  this 
amount  of  pressure  is  to  be  regarded  as  acting 
over  twice  the  area  exposed  by  the  girder,  and 
is  to  be  resisted  by  the  dead  weight  of  the  entire 
structure.  It  is  clear  in  any  case  that,  unless  an 
allowance  of  so  many  pounds  weight  per  foot  run 
be  assumed,  as  it  sometimes  is,  although  it  is  a 
loose  method,  no  calculation  or  estimate  of  the  wind 
pressure  can  be  made  until  the  elevation  of  truss 
has  been  got  out.  Our  readers  will  gather  an 
excellent  idea  of  the  great  importance  of  the 
question  of  the  pressure  of  the  wind  in  connection 
with  the  design  of  girders  of  large  span  from  the 
following  particulars  relating  to  the  Forth  Bridge. 
The  stresses  brought  by  the  total  dead  and  live 
loads  upon  the  bridge  amounted  to  3,258  tons, 
while  those  due,  or  at  any  rate  calculated  to  be 
due,  to  the  force  of  the  wind  alone  reached  2,920 
tons,  or  within  one-tenth  of  the  combined  effect 
of  the  other  two. 

Table  II.— Parts  of  Lower  Flasge. 
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There  is  still  one  more  source  ot  stress  upon 
the  members  of  the  truss  for  which  no  provision 
has  been  yet  made.  It  is  that  of  the  pressure  of 
the  wind,  which  in  the  case  of  a  girder  of  the 

The  reason  that  the  maximum  stresses  induced 

upon  the  upper  and  lower  flanges  by  the  rolling 
load  occur  when  it  covers  the  whole  span  is  owing 
to  the  fact  that  there  are  no  reversals  upon  either 
of  them,  as  there  is  in  the  case  of  members  of  the 
web.  In  each  flange  the  stresses  are  all  of  one 
character,  compressive  or  plus  on  the  upper, 
and  tensile  or  minus  on  the  lower,  as 
shown  by  the  thick  and  thin  lines  in  Fig.  1 
respectively,  consequently,  a  simple  summation 
gives  the  total  stresses  on  the  flanges,  and 
the  necessity  never  arises  for  computing  them 
by  taking  the  algebraical  sum  of  the  stresses 
of  opposite  cliaracter,  and  also  of  different 
amounts.  It  should  be  pointed  out  here,  that 
the  statement  made  regarding  the  absence  of 
reversals  on  the  flanges  of  trusses  and  girders 
does  not  hold  for  all  types  of  them  in  the  manner 
it  does  for  a  truss  supported  at  both  ends. 
Ileversals  invariably  take  place  in  the  flanges  of 
continuous  and  cantilever  bridges  under  the 
action  of  a  moving  load,  as  will  be  apparent  when 
we  proceed  to  analyse  the  stresses  upon  the 
anchor  span  of  our  cantilever  bridge.  It  is  this 
liability  to  reversals  upon  the  flanges  of  girders 
under  certain  conditions  which  engineers  and  the 

designers  of  bridges  do  not  view  with  a  particu- 
larly favourable  eye,  that  has  led  in  a  great 

measure  to  the  discontinuance  of  the  continuous 

principle  among  ourselves.  Our  Continental 
neighbours,  on  the  other  hand,  favour  its  adop- 

tion, and  employ  it  whenever  they  can.  It  is  for 
this  reason  that  with  us  in  bridges  of  several  spans 
the  separate  trusses  are  not  united,  or  bolted,  or 
riveted  uy  together  over  the  intermediate  sup- 

ports. They  simply  rest  upon  the  piers  upon 
rollers,  rockers,  or  sliding  plates,  the  lower  bed- 

plates being  necessarily  bolted  down  or  otherwise 
securely  fastened  to  the  infra-structure.  The 
objection  to  the  continuous  princijde,  which  is 
unquestionably  a  valid  one.  is  that  the  points  of 
inflexion  or  of  contrary  flexure  do  not  remain 
constant  for  different  positions  of  the  moving 

load,  but  undergo  a  considerable  amount  of  dis- turbance on  one  side  and  the  other  from  their 

point  of  normal  location. Keferring  to  Table  I.,  the  stress  upon  the 
central  members  ot  both  the  upper  and  lower 
flanges  of  the  truss  is  W  tons,  and  since  the 
stresses  upon  the  other  pirts  of  them,  have  also 
been  determined,  we  may  proceed  to  the  practical 
form  and  dimensions  to  be  given  to  the  fl-inges. 
Up   to   a    very   recent  date  it  was  a  common 
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practice  to  construct  both  flanges  of  precisely  the 
same  cross  section — that  is,  of  exactly  the  same 
form,  and  each  containing  the  same  quantity  of 
material.  This  old  stereotyped  form  of  llange 
design  will  not  be  followed  in  the  present  inst^ince, 
although  it  answers  well  enough  for  small 
bridges  of  10ft.  and  50ft.  span.  It  must  at  the 
same  time  be  admitted  that  it  would  be  not  so 
easy  a  matter  to  make  them  otherwise  than 
similar,  at  least  in  form,  in  girders  of  the  plate 
type.  The  form  adopted  for  the  upper  llange  of 
the  central  independent  girder  in  Fig.  1  will  be 
that  of  the  trough  type  shown  in  Fig.  i,  consist- 

ing of  horizontal  flange-plates  and  angle  steels 
for  uniting  the  web  and  flanges  together. 
Vertical  plates,  when  necessary,  are  riveted  in 
between  the  angle-steels  :  but  whether  they  are 
rejuired  or  not  will  depend  upon  the  amount  of 
m-jterial  calculated  for  the  cross  section,  as 

Tfill  be  presently  ascertained.  In  I'ig.  2  both 
descr'ptions  of  cross  section  are  represented, one  ha)f  with  vertical  plates  and  the  other  with- 

out thfm.  Since  the  upper  flange  of  the  truss  is 
subjected  only  to  stresses  of  compression,  the 
trough  form,  by  reason  of  its  inherent  stiffness, 
is  exceedingly  well  adapted  for  it.  and  it  should 
be  observed  that  the  trough  portion  is  turned 
downwards,  which  is  an  additional  reason  for 
employing  it.  Apart  from  other  considerations, 
it  is  urged  aa  an  objection  against  its  use  as  a 
section  for  the  bottom  flange,  that,  in  that  case, 
the  trough  part  is  turned  upwards,  and  the  whole 
rtinge  becomes  a  receptacle  for  every  description 
of  dust,  dirt,  and  water  that  comes  into  it.  It  is 
futile  to  drill  holes  in  the  horizontal  flange-plates 
to  allow  the  small  tUhris  and  dirty  water  to 
escape,  as  they  speedily  become  choked  up,  and 
the  corrosion  and  deterioration  of  the  metal  pro- 

ceeds unchecked  with  much  greater  rapidity  than 
is  commonly  supposed. 

Discarding,  therefore,  the  trough  shape  for  the 
lower  flange,  the  form  shown  in  Fig.  :>  may  be 
adopted  with  advantage.  It  consists  of  two  or 
more  vertical  side  plates,  separated  by  a  distance 
equal  to  about  the  outside  width  of  the  upper 
flange,  but  connected  by  diaphragms  D  at  the 
apices  where  the  vertical  and  diagonal  members 
of  the  web  meet,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  struts 
and  ties  of  the  web  pass  between  the  angle  steels 
of  the  upper  flange  and  between  the  vertital  side 
plates  of  the  lower  flange,  as  will  be  more  fully 
shown  hereafter  by  other  drawings.  With 
respect  to  these  two  types  of  flanges,  there  is  one 
point  to  be  attended  to.  That  shown  in  Fig.  3 
is  not  altogether  suitable  for  the  flanges  of 
girders  and  trusses  which,  as  already  pointed  out, 
may  be  subject  to  reversals,  and  therefore  require 
a  stiffer  form. 

The  total  load  upon  the  truss  in  Fig.  1,  of  both 
dead  and  live  l-rads,  has  been  taken  equal  to  90 
tons,  but  in  order  to  make  some  adequate  alio  y- 
ance  for  wind  ties,  and  underneath  and  overhead 
extra  bracing,  it  will  be  as  well  to  put  it  at  100 

tons,  or  what  will  be  found  to  amount  to  the 
same  thing,  to  take  the  stresses  as  tabulated,  and 
use  a  lower  unit  stress  to  the  square  inch  of 
metal.  Dividing  the  stress  upon  the  central 
member  of  the  flanges  by  6,  it  wiU  be  seen  that  we 
shall  want  in  round  figures  ISsq.in.  of  net 
sectional  area  at  those  parts,  that  is  in  the  cross 
section  of  either  flange  at  the  centre.  First  let  a 
gross  sectional  area  be  determined  as  fallows. 
Make  the  width  of  the  upper  flange  equal  to 
1ft.  Oin.,  which  will  also  equal  the  width  of  the 
horizontal  flange  plate,  putting  the  thickness  at 
Mn.,  which  will  measure  therefore  21in.  by  l|in. 
=  10-5sq.in.  As  the  angle  steels  cannot  be  made 
less  than  Sin.  by  S^-in.  by  Im.,  and  it  is 
possible  that  these  dimensions  may  not  be 
enough  to  afford  sufficient  rivet  area  for  the 
struts  and  ties  at  their  junction  with  the  flinges, 
we  have  for  the  area  of  the  angle  steels,  4  by 
Sin.  by  3Hn.  by  fin.,  which  is  equal  to 

X  6  X  0  375  =  9sq.in., 

which  makes  the  total  gross  area  of  the  flange 
equal  to  l'.'-5sq.in.  In  order  to  find  out  whether 
this  gross  area  will  furnish  the  calculated  net 
area,  it  will  be  necessary  to  ascertain  how  the 
rivetinfr  of  the  upper  flange  and  web  is  arranged. 
This  arrangement  is  shown  in  Fig.  4,  in  which 
the  rivets  have  a  diameter  of  0  75in.  and  an 
alternate  pitch  of  Gin.  If  a  section  be  taken 
anywhere  across  the  flange  along  the  line  a  i, 
cutting  two  rivets,  it  is  evident  that  the  gross 
sectional  area  of  the  plate  will  be  diminished  by 
the  holes  made  for  the  rivets.  Fig.  4  represents 
a  plan  of  a  small  length  of  the  lower  aide  or  inside 
of  the  upper  flange  to  the  left  of  the  centre  line 
in  Fig.  2.  Let  A  equal  the  gross  sectional  area 
of  the  flange-plate,  and  A,  its  net  sectional  area. 
Then  as  before — 

A  =  21   X   0-5  =  lOosq.in   (1) 

But  this  area  along  the  line  a  J  is  reduced  by 
the  amount  of  metal  cut  out  in  the  cross  section 

or  breadth  of  the  plate,  by  the  rivet-holes  inter- 
sected by  the  same  line.  Xow  the  amount  of 

metal  in  square  inches  cut  out  of  the  plate  by 
each  rivet  in  the  line  of  section  A  13,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  5,  is  ei^ual  to  the  diameter  of  the  rivet 
multiplied  by  the  thickness  of  the  plate.  -Vlthough 
only  two  rivets  are  shown  cut  by  the  line  n  b  in 
Fig.  l,  yet  three  must  be  allowed  for  to  provide 
for  the  attachment  of  stiffening  pieces,  bracing 
of  struts  and  ties,  and  other  practical  contin- 

gencies, which  cannot  be  ascertained  by  previous 
theoretical  cilculations.  Putting  m  for  the 
number  of  rivets  intersected  by  any  line  a  b,  dtoi 
their  diameter,  and  .'  for  the  thickness  of  the 
flange-plate,  we  have — 

A,  =  A  -  (n  X  r/  xO-5)    (2) 
from  which— 

A,  =  A  -  (3  X  0-75  .•;  0  5)      (-) 
and  finally — 

A,  =  (10-5  -  1-125)  =  9-375ai.in     (1) 

from  which  it  follows  that  the  flange-plate  is  only 
worth  '.ijjsq.in.,  instead  of  lOJeq.in.  for  the  pur- 

poses of  calculation. It  remains  now  to  ascertain  what  the  gross 
sectional  area  of  the  angle  steels  loses  in  metal 
by  the  riret-holes  punched  or  drilled  in  them. 
Referring  to  Fig.  4,  it  will  bo  seen  that  but  one 
rivet  is  msorted  in  the  horizontal  rib  or  side  of 

either  pair  of  angle  steels :  but  Fig.  2  indicates  that 
one  rivet  hole  is  cut  out  of  each  of  the  four  angle 
steels  in  order  to  admit  of  the  attachment  of  the 
members  of  the  web  to  the  upper  flange.  But  as 
it  is  certain  that  some  of  the  rivets  in  the  vertical 
ribs  of  the  angle-steels  will  be  in  the  same 
cross-section  of  the  llange  as  those  in  the 
horizontal  ribs  or  sides,  the  number  to  be  deducted 

from  the  gross  area  of  the  four  angle-steels  is 
shown  in  the  cross-section  in  Fig.  4  along  the 
line  cil.  Numbering  the  angle -steels  in  the 
figure  1,  2,  3,  and  4.  we  shall  have,  since  the 
rivets  in  the  horizontal  ribs  break  joint,  two  rivet 
holes  inXo.  l,inXo.  2  one  hole,  two  holes  in  No.  3, 
and  one  in  No.  4,  or  six  altogether  in  the  four 

angle-steels.  As  it  is  very  possible  that  an  addi- 
tional rivet  might  be  inserted  in  angle  steels  2  and 

4  in  the  vertical  side  in  the  line  c  d,  it  will  be 
prudent  to  deduct  eight  rivet  holes  from  the  gross 
section  of  the  four  angle-steels.  This  is  equiva- 

lent to  assuming  that  the  eight  rivet-holes  in  the 
four  angle-steels  in  Fig.  2  are  in  one  and  the 
same  line  of  cross-section  of  the  flange.  Conse- 
fjuently,  if.  G  be  the  gross  sectional  area  of  the 
four  angle-steels,  and  N  the  net  sectional  area  we 

obtain  from  (2)  and(3}  in  which  »  =  8,  rf  =  0"5^ and  /  =  0-375, 

N  =  G-(8x0  75x  0-375)  =  C  753q.in. . .  (5) 

Summing  up,  therefore,  we  have  the  total  net 
sectional  area  of  the  upper  flange  equal  to — 

9-375  +  G  75  =  161253q.in.  ... 

..  (6) 

or  a  very  little  more  than  the  actual  amount 
computed.  As  it  is  usual  to  make  the  angle-steels 
of  the  same  thickness  as  the  horizontal  flange- 
plate,  they  will  be  made  \\n.  in  thickness, 
at  any  rate,  for  the  central  part  of  the  truss, 
which  will  give  in  round  figures  ISsq.in.  for  the 
total  net  sectional  area  of  both  the  upper  and  lower 

flanges,  which,  from  the  data  alread\-  supplied, 
is  equivalent  to  22-5— that  is,  238q.in.  of  gross 
sectional  area.  The  lower  flange,  which,  in 
acrordance  with  Fig.  3,  will  consist  solely  of 
verticjil  plates,  must  have  a  section  equal  to  that 
of  its  fellow.  If,  therefore,  we  have  it  built  np 
of  six  plates,  three  on  each  side,  Sin.  in  depth 
and  .'.in.  each  in  thickness,  we  shall  have  the 

gross  sectional  area  equal  to — 6x8x0-5  =  24sq.in. 

or  practically  the  same  area  as  that  of  the  upper 
flange.    The  desigrning  of   the  members  of  the 
web  and  other  practical  details  must  be  reserved 
for  our  next  article.  T.  C. 

HEXHAM    ACliEV. 

IN  the  coarse  of  excavations  at  Hexham  Abbey 
Church,  rendered  necessary  to  examine  the 

state  of  the  foundations  of  the  remaining  portion 
of  the  south  wall  of  the  nave,  which  is  to  form  the 
wall  of  the  proposed  completed  nave,  it  has  been 
found  that  the  builders  working  at  the  close  of 
the  14th  century  in  the  erection  of  the  nave  in 
the  Peqicndicular  style,  which  they  were  never 
destined  to  finish,  laid  their  moulded  base  course 
on  the  remaining  fragment  and  foundation  of 
the  wall  of  the  nave  of  the  church  begun  by 
St.AVilfrithin  fi7l.  AVe  have,  the  rector  writes, 

thus  brought  to  light  a  piece  of  walling  of  a  chur.  h 
of  the  largest  class  and  of  very  early  date,  and 
which  confirms  in  a  most  remarkible  manner 

the  accuracy  of  the  account  of '  it  left  by 
Eddius.  Wilfrith's  chaplain,  Richard  of  Hexham, 
and  William  of  Malmesbury.  who  spoak  of  its 
size  and  the  massivencss  of  its  construction. 
These  foundations  show  that  its  nave  exfoedod 
IHOft.  in  length  and  was  built  of  huge  stone?  ■.•( 
IJoman  workmanship.  The  piece  of  cy.  '.■po.m 
masonr)-  now  uncovered  reminds  one  of  the 
massive  structure  of  the  gateways  of  some  of  the 

camps  on  the  line  of  the  Homan  wall.  The 
stones  are  large  and  rough,  and  the  character  of 

the  dressing  is  distinctly  Koman. 

Hexham  .\bbey  is  thus  the  oldt-*  ''•: 
finest,  rh  iroh  in  the  county  of  X'  r  -. 

and  the  recent  increase  in  the  low:.  .ni 

has  made  the  straitened  dimensions  oi  the  por- 

tions of  the  chur-h  now  used  for  service  to  be 
felt   in    no   small   degree.      Extension   is   now 
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impf  rative,  and  the  choir  bcinf?  cut  off  by  a  solid 
Btd  very  handsome  ancient  oak  rood-screen  and 
loft  (Iheiemoval  of  which  would  have  been  such 
an    act    of    Tandalism    that    it    could    not   be 
entertained  \    some    way   out    of    the    didiciilty 
had    to    be    found.      The   committee   called   in 
a?  proteesionnl   advisers   Messrs.    C.  C.  Tlodges 
and   Temple    .Moore,    who    h.ive    drawn    up  a 
scheme   which    the    committee   intend    to   carry 
out,  the  main  item  of  which  is  to  build  the  nave 
on  the  ancient  foundations  and  of  the  character 
of  the  intended  nave  of   Terpendicular  date.     In 
this  way  the  removal  of  the  rood-screen  will  be 
obviated,  and  some  -iOO  additional  sittings  will  be 
gained.     It  is  intended  to  leave  the  rugged  and 
picturesque  old  walls  just  as  they  are,  so  long  as 
they  are  not  actually  dangerous.     Canon  Green- 
well,  in  addressing  the  Durham  and  Northumber- 

land Arch;i  olo^ical   Society  in  He.xham  Abbey, 
drew  emphatic  attention  to  the   incompleteness 
of  the  church,    and    how    it    was    never    in- 

tended   that    the   beautiful  choir  and  transepts 
should  be  seen  as  they  now  are,  but  that  they 
should  be  viewed    outside    of    themselves,  so  to 
speak  ;   they  should  be  seen  from  the  nave.     This 
view  is  impossible  unless  the  nave  were  built. 
Beyond  the    plan    of    St.  Wilfrith's  Church  as 
indicated  by  the  foundations,  the  committee  hope 
to  bring  to  light  many  carved  fragments  from  its 
superstructure,  as  well  as  destroyed  monuments 
and  crosses  from  its  cemetery.     The  woodwork  of 
Hexham  Albey  is  one  of  its  chief  charms.     It 
contains  no  loss  than  ',)0  Mediaeval  panel  paintings. 
All  these  will  be  cleaned  and  brought  to  light, 
and  will  in  no  way  be  tampered  with.     The  com- 

mittee appeal  to  the  British  public,  and  especially 
to  the  people  of  the  North  of  England,  for  aid  in 
this  undertaking. 

BRAHFiiRD   NEW  MARKETS. 

WE    illustrate    in    our   photo  -  lithographic 
pages  the  accepted  design.     The  authors 

have    covered    the    site     by    a    fringe    of    ten 
shops,    fronting  James-street,    Northgate,   and 
Rawson-square.    The  hotel  occupies  the  corner 
of  Rawson-sijuare  and  Northgate.    The  centre  of 
the  site  is  the  market,  covered  by  a  roof  of  slates, 
glass,  and  steel.     Its  arrangements  are  shown  by 
the  plan.     The  two  entrances  to  the  market  are 
at  the  centre  of  the  Northgate  and  Uawson-square 
fronts.     (  ommunication  is  also  made  with  the 
covered  market  in  James -street,  now  in  the  course 
of   erection.      There    are     no    steps    at    these 
entrances,  differences  of  levels  are  negotiated  by 
an  incline.     The  entrance  to  the  basement  under 
the  covered   market  is  irom  James-street,  and 
consists  of  a  cart    delivery     backing    up  to  a 
hydraulic  lift  and  an  easy-graded  staircase.  This 
lift  will  extend  to  the  balcony  on  the  first  floor- 
level  for  the  convenience  of  the  tenants  of  the 

shops  and  hotel.     Between  the  lift  and  the  stair- 
case there  is  sufficient  gangway  for  the  tenants  to 

go  to  and  from  their  shops  and  stalls  to  this  lift 
and  staircase.     At  the  roar  of  the  lift  is  a  landing- 
place,  recessed  from  the  shop-front  line,  for  easy 
delivery  of    goods    on    the    market  floor-level. 
Entrances  are  made  from  the  shop  sub-basements 
to  the  covered  market  basement.     There  is  also 
an   entrance    from    the    present   lavatory  yard 
to  the  market  basement,  which   will  be  a  con- 

venience for  the  tenants  of  the  butchers'  stalls 
and    a    ready     access     to     the     boiler-house. 
At  the  basement  entrance  from  James-street  and 
the  market   entrance   from   Rawson-square  two 
staircases  are  provided  leading   to  the  balcony. 
These   are  arranged   that   they   can   be  always 
open    without    interferinjr     with    the    market 
entrances.     This  balcony    is  at    the  rear  of  the 
shops  and  at  the  level  of   their  lirst  floor.     All 
the  shops  have  doors  and  windows  to  the  streets 
and  to   the   market.     They   are   self-contained, 
and  have   basement,  ground,   first,  second,  and 
attic    floors,    and    some   of   them   have   a  sub- 
basement.     The  first  floor  can  be  used  either  as 
show-rooms   or  as   house-rooms.     The  hotel  at 
the  comer  of  Northgate  and  Rawson-square  has 
.llift.  frontage  to  Northgate  and  30ft.  to  Rawson- 
square.     The  principal  entrance  is  in  Northgate. 
It  has  entrances  also  from  the  covered  market, 

liawson-square,  and  the  balcony.     On  the  base- 
ment there   is   a   commodious  restaurant,  with 

serving  bar  and  food  lifts  to  the  kitchen  on  the 
second  floor.    This    roora   is   entered   from  the 
Rawson-square   market   entrance  and  from  the 
hotel  staircase.     The  remainder  of  the  basement 
is  occupied  by  a  lavatory  and  the  usual  cellarage 
and  stores.     The  le^r  and  wine  collar  is  entered 
atjthe  level  of  the  market  basement  for  supplies. 

It  has  also  internal  communication  with  the  hotel.  | 
The   ground   floor    has   a   spacious   saloon,  with  i 
serving-bar,    commercial  -  room,   tap-room,  and 
entrance-hall.    The  serving-bar  commands  a  full 
view  of  the  entrances  and  staircase.     The  first 

floor  has  dining-room,  clubroom,  eerving-room. 
spirit-store   to  supply  the   serving-bar,   and   a 
lavatory.    The    second    floor    has    a    kitchen, 
scullery,  and  five  other  rooms,  which  may  beuseil 
as  stock  -  rooms,  sitting  •  roums,  and  bedrooms.  { 
The  attic  floor  will   be  a  repeat  of  the  second 
floor  as    far    as    number    of   rooms  goes  ;   thu 
ceiling  following  the  rake  of  the  spars  to  some 
extent.   The  attic  story  will  h.»ve  seven  rooms. 
Thero  is  a  hydraulic  or  electric  lift  for  passengers 
or  light  luggage  from    the   basement  to  second 
floor.     The  staircase  is  of   easy  gradient,  and 
will   be  constructed    of    stone.     The    landings 
and   entrance   will  be    of    concrete   and   steel. 
The  floor  of  the  market  basement  is  level.     The 

height  varies  from  8ft.  to  15ft.  clear— on  account 
of  the  market  floor  following  the  grade  of  the 
surrounding  streets.    The  basement  under  the 
market  is  to  be  used  for  storage.     In  the  middle 
of  the  central  gangway  and  under  the  centre  of  a 
dome  is  a  circular  opening  in  the   market  floor 
(8tt.  diameter    for  light  and  ventilation.     It  is 
protected  to  the  height  of  8ft.  by  timber  framing, 
which  is  encircled  by  market  stalls.     There  is  an 
encircling  metal    tube,   8ft.    high,   round    each 
pillar  of  the  covered  market,  leaving  a  space  of 
'Mn.  or  4in.  for  ventilating  the  basement.     There 
are  a  number  of  circular  "  deck  lights  "  of  glass, 
in  iron  frames,  round  these  pillars,  so  that  the 
cold  storage  of  the  basement  will  have  a  fair 
share  of  light  as  well  as  the  gangways.     The 
market    floor    will    be    carried    by  pillars   and 
girders,  and  will  be  independent  of  any  support 
from  the  cold-storage  walls.     This  leaves  perfect 
freedom  for  the  arrangement  of  the  cold-storage 
blocks,  which  has  therefore  only  been  shown  by 
dotted  lines.     The  central  part  of  the  covered 
market  is  roofed  in  by  an  octagonal  dome  of  cast 
iron,  steel,  and  glass.     It  is  supported  by  eight 
pillars  and  their  connecting  arches,  from  which 
spring  eight  circular  trusses,  converging  on  a 
louvred     lantern.      The      spandrels     of     these 
trusses    and   the     connecting    arches    will   be 
filled  with  wrought-iron  ornamental  scroll  work. 
The  architecture  adopted  conforms  to  the  style  of 
the  design  of  the  present  buildings,  but  it  is  of  a 
lighter  character  and  more  in  harmony  with  the 
present  taste.     The  three  fronts  will  be  faced 
with  cleansed  ashlar   backed  with  bricks.    All 
stone  facing  the  covered  market  below  the  balcony 
line  will  be  cleansed  ashlar,  and  above  that  line 
common  hammered  wallstone  backed  with  bricks. 
The  wall  of  the  market  from  the  balcony  line  to 
the  eaves  line  on  the  market  roof  will  be  of 
glazed  brickwork  on  both  sides.     The  walls  of 
the  market  basement  will  be  all  faced  with  white 

glazed  bricks  and  the  floor  of  cement  granite- faced  concrete.      The  market   floor  will  be  of 
similar  concrete,  lOin.  thick,  supported  by  steel 

joists  and  girders  and  cast-iron  pillars.     Shop 
windows   will  have  plate-gltas  in  teak  frames  ; 
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joiners'  work  of  pitch-pine  or  Canadian  yoUow 
pine ;  Westmoreland  slates  to  all  roofs.  The 
architects,  Messrs.  T.  C.  Hope  and  Son,  estimate 
the  cost  at  £20,000,  as  per  the  following  parti- 

culars : — 403,3G5c.ft.  shops  and  hotel  from  the 
ground  floor  line  upwards  (8}),  £13,860; 
133,ltOc.ft.  cellars  under  the  shops  and  hotel  and 
83,100c.ft.  basement  under  market, including  the 
thickoss  of  the  market  floor  (3),  £2,700; 
185,152c.ft.  market  from  ground  floor  upwards 
(this  includes  the  octagonal  dome  lift,  diameter! 

4J),  £3,465;  total,  £20,025. 

The  fonndation-Btone  of  the  Borough  Technical 
College,  at  Sunderland,  was  laid  on  Wednesday. 
The  building  ia  ICoglish  Uanaissance  in  style.  The 
architects  are  Mefisrs.  I'otts,  S^n,  and  Hennings, 
whose  design  was  awarded  the  first  premium  and 
£100  by  the  asseaior,  Mr.  J.  M.  Brydon,  in  the 
recent  competition,  and  the  tender  of  Mr.  John 
White,  of  Sund«rl«nd,  has  been  accepted  for  the 

contract  at  ll^,.>i'0. At  the  Town  Hall,  Oravcsend,  on  the  21st  inst., 
Lieat.-Colonel  .V.  C.  Smith,  K.E.,  Lical  Govern- 

ment Board  inspector,  conducted  an  inquiry  into 
the  application  of  the  town  council  fo:  sanction  to 
borrow  £2,000  for  the  laying  out  of  Windmill  Tlill 
as  public  walks  and  pleasure  grounds,  under  the 
direction  of  Messrs.  H.  E  Milner  and  Sdu,  £2!0  for 

the  purpose  of  the  municipal  oflices,  £j.'i0  for market  purposes,  and  1220  to  defray  excess  expendi- 
ture in  cooneotion  with  the  fire  station  and  steam- 

roller house. 

ACO\GEESS  of  public  health  was  opened  on Friday  ]ai>t  at  Blackpool,  and  has  been 
continued  during  the  present  week.  The  attend- 

ances have  been  larger  than  in  the  pre\iou3  years, 
and  the  papers  well  discussed. 

In  his  presidential  address,  the  Marquis  of 
Lome,  M.P.,  touched  on  the  possible  value  of 
imagination  aa  an  aid  to  scientific  methods  in  the 
curing  of  disease,  pointed  out  the  necessity  of 
constant  improvement  in  sanitation  to  keep  pace 
with  the  conditions  created  by  increasing  popula- 

tion, and  urged  that  good  nursing  was  a  necessary 
supplement  to  even  the  best  surgical  and  meiical 
treatment.  He  urged  the  members  to  make  a 
hardy  annual  of  the  agitation  for  less  smoke  and 

purer  drains,  and  recommended  the  maxim  "  Live 
in  cleanliness  and  godliness." In  the  Preventive  Medicine  Section.  Dr.  E.  W. 

Hope  delivered  an  address  as  to  the  means  which 
should  be  adopted  for  advancing  the  health  of  the 
people.  As  the  only  means  of  gauging  the  success 
of  such  undertakings  consisted  of  statistics,  he 
advocated  the  taking  of  a  quinquennial  census, 
which  would  awaken  public  interest  as  to  sanitary 
necessities.  The  medical  inspection  of  children 
in  elementary  schools  was  recommended  as  a 
means  of  preventing  the  spread  of  infectious 
diseases.  There  was  considerable  discussion  on 
the  advantages  of  cremation,  and  a  resolution 
adopted  in  favour  of  giving  facilities  to  public 
bodies  to  erect  crematoria. 

THK    UIlUiLF.    DOCKS. 

( >n  Saturday  a  large  body  of  the  members  pro- 
ceeded to  the  Ribble  estuary  and  dock,  and  Mr. 

T.  Gr.  Lumb,  C.E.,  described  the  dock  works,  and 
dealt  with  the  geolog^ical  formation  of  the  river 
bed.  He  said  that  beds  of  red  and  blue  marl  and 

gypsum  continued  for  7j  miles  from  the  dock 
entrance,  where  they  are  lost  sight  of.  It  was  the 
removal  of  this  great  mass  of  marl,  which  stretched 
as  a  great  dam  across  the  river,  that  had  been  the 
cause  of  so  much  trouble  and  expense.  It  was 
almost  as  hard  as  rock,  and  so  hard  as  to  tear  the 
steel  hips  from  the  buckets  of  the  dredgers.  The 
most  powerful  machinery  was  required  to  dis- 

lodge it. 
A  PH08PER0VS  ELECTEICU,  TRAMWAY. 

The  new  electric  railway  and  carriage  works 
on  the  Preston  JIarsh  were  also  inspected,  as  well 
as  the  adjacent  and  extensive  works  being  built 

by  a  syndicate  of  English  and  American  gentle- men for  electric  eiiuipment.  Thence  the  party 
went  by  special  train  to  Fleetwood,  where  they 
inspected  the  new  electrical  railway  connecting 
Fleetwood  with  Blackpool  by  a  short  shore  route. 
Mr.  Lumb,  C.E.,  stated  in  a  paper  he  read  that 
this  was  one  of  the  best  paying  tramroads,  if  not 
the  best,  in  the  world.  In  the  first  twelve  weeks 
no  less  than  550,000  passengers  were  carrie^, 

realising  over  £12,000.  A  special  feature  of  the 
line  was  the  plastic  rail  bond,  which  was  wholly 
new  in  this  country.  It  is  composed  of  two  por- 

tions— a  plastic  or  putty-like  metal  compound, 
which  made  contact  between  the  rail  and  the 

metal  of  the  joint,  and  a  flexible  elastic  cork  case 
to  hold  the  plastic  part  in  position. 

rEEVEXTABILrrV  OB  OTHEnWISE  OF  cossrMrxiON. 

A  paper  by  Pr.  Ransome,  F.R.S.,  was  read 
before  the  medical  section,  bearing  on  the  in- 

fluence of  sanitary  authorities  in  preventing 
tubercular  disease.  In  referring  to  what  had  been 

done  by  sanitarians  in  the  past,  he  said  it  was 
acknowledged  that  the  mortality  from  phthisis  in 
Eng'iand  and  Wales  had  diminished  by  one-half 
in  the  course  of  the  last  3.i  years  ;  and,  although 

they  could  not  trust  the  earlier  returns  of  the 
Registrar-General,  it  was  extremely  probable 
from  the  regular  nature  of  the  decline  of  the 

phthisis  rate  that  it  had  really  gone  down  to  one- 
third  of  its  prevalence  in  the  year  1S38.  The 

greater  part  of  the  enormous  shrinkage  he  attri- 
buted to  the  better  drainage  of  the  soil,  to  im- 

proved dwelling  accommodation,  and  to  a  greater 

power  of  resistance  on  the  part  of  the  population 
against  infection.  The  improved  conditions  of 
life  and  much  of  the  increased  power  of  resist- 

ance were  the  result  of  the  sanitjiry  improve- 
ments which  had  been  carried  out  witnin  the 

present  reign.  Tuberculosis,  he  argued,  was  a 

strictly  preventable  disease,  and  if  preventable, 

why  not  prevented  ':  He  proceeded  to  describe how  the  local  sanitary  authorities  could  do  good 

service  against  tuberculosis  by  promoting  various 

sanitary  measures.    I'nder  the  head  of  Sanitation 
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they  could  not  omit  improvements  in  the  con- 
dition of  the  working  population — that  was,  in 

their  feeding  and  clothing,  and  especially  in  their 
housing,  in  their  hours  of  labour,  and  protection 
from  noxious  atmospheres. 

Dr.  E.  K.  Curtwright,  demonstrator  in  State 

medicine,  King's  College,  London,  said  it  was  a 
question  whether  ordinary  sanitation  could  reduce 
the  prevalence  of  tubercular  disease  beyond  a 
certain  point.  They  had  yet  to  find  out  what  it 
was  that  determined  whether  the  disease  would 

set  a  foothold  in  those  who  were  exposed  te  it. 
Myriads  of  germs  passed  through  the  system  for 
every  one  that  succeeded  in  getting  an  entrance 
into  the  tissues,  and  until  they  knew  a  little 
more  about  that  aspect  of  the  question,  all  their 
precautionary  measures  were  at  the  best  empirical. 

SMOKE   POLI.l  TIOX. 

On  the  question  of  the  pollution  of  the  atmo- 
sphere of  large  towns,  the  Congress  passed  a 

resolution  in  favour  of  the  Government  taking 
over  the  prosecution  of  defaulters,  as  sanitary 
inspectors  were  frequently  hampered  by  having 
to  prosecute  their  local  superiors. 

VENTILATION    FOK    lACTOKIES. 

Mr.  E.  L.  Hartley  read  a  paper  on  "  Keccnt 
Legislation  with  respect  to  Factories  and  Work- 

shops, with  Special  Reference  to  the  Proportion 

of  Carbon  Hioxide  in  the  Air  thereof.'"  The 
regulations  of  the  Cotton  Cloth  Factories  Act 
1889,  with  regard  to  the  humidity  of  sheds,  had 
been  an  immense  boon  to  the  cotton  trade  of 

Lancashire.  In  dealing  with  the  question  of 
ventilation,  he  said  it  was  comparatively  a  simple 
matter  to  forbid  employers  from  introducing 
more  than  a  certain  quantity  of  moisture  into 
the  sheds,  but  it  was  a  totsilly  different  matter 
to  compel  them  to  adopt  an  adequate  system  of 
ventilation.  That  such  legislation  was  desirable, 
if  it  could  be  made  effective,  was,  in  his  opinion, 
beyond  doubt.  If  trade  competition  could  not  be 
trusted  to  select  tho  best  method  of  ventilation, 
some  responsible  and  capable  court  of  arbitration 
would  have  to  be  devised  to  settle  the  divergent 
views  of  masters  and  inspectors,  and  to  insure 
more  continuity  of  policy  in  those  matters.  There 
was  no  doubt  that  the  compulsory  ventilation  had 
been  beneficial,  and  that  the  standard  of  ventila 

tion  could  be  with  advantage  considerably  rsiised 
above  the  level  of  the  Act  of  ISS'.i.  At  the  same 
time,  in  considering  the  present  state  of  ventila- 

tion, regard  should  be  paid  to  the  immense 
improvement  made  during  the  last  ten  years. 

Dr.  ̂ VTieatley,  Medical  Officer  of  Health  for 
Blackburn,  pointed  out  that  Mr.  Hartley  had 
omitted  a  most  important  point — namely,  the 
supply  of  pure  steam.  Some  of  the  water  used 
was,  he  said,  highly  polluted  with  sewage,  and 
however  efficient  the  ventilation  might  be,  the 
atmosphere  under  such  conditions  could  not  be 
satisfactory. 

MOSE-i    THE    SANITAKHX. 

A  paper  by  l»r.  .\dler,  of  London,  Chief  Rabbi, 
was  read  by  Mr.  T.  Cann  Hughes,  town  clerk  of 
Lancaster,  in  which  the  writer  referred  to  the 

hygienic  provisions  of  the  Decalogue.  Moses,  he 
pointed  out,  insisted  on  personal  cleanliness,  and 
in  the  Books  of  Leviticus  and  Xumbers  entire 

chapters  were  devoted  to  the  subject  of  the 
cleansing  of  the  person  and  the  clothing.  The 
laws  of  the  Pentateuch  enforced  the  method  of 

prevention  of  infectious  diseases  by  isolation,  a 
system  now  regarded  as  truly  wise  and  philo- 

sophic. In  some  cases  the  sanitary  officer  under 
Moses  had  to  demolish  the  house  and  cast  its 

fragments  out  of  the  city— a  weighty  admonition 
as  to  the  way  to  deal  with  the  rotten  tenements 

that  still  disgrace  so  many  towns  in  this  country. 
Then  the  land  laws  of  the  Bible,  which  were 
calculated  to  keep  the  Israelites  as  agriculturists, 
must  at  the  same  time  have  been  intended  to  per- 

petuate a  sturdy  and  robust  race. 

tODlERATION   UF   LAWS    RELATING    To    HEALTH. 

5Ir.  H.  Brevitt,  Town  Clerk  of  Wolverhampton 
in  a  paper  on  this  subject,  discussed  the  Public 
Health  -Vet  of  1875,  pointing  out  its  defects,  and 
said  that  subsequent  legislation  had  rendered  the 
amendment  of  that  Act  necessarv  and  desirable. 

He  made  out  a  strong  case  for  'the  codification of  the  laws  relating  to  the  public  health,  and  sub- 
mitted the  following  suggestions  -.—[a]  That  the 

principal  Act  should  be  accepted  at  the  basis  of 
the  proposed  legislation.  4)  That  to  effect  the 
scheme  of  codification  there  should  be  a  total 
repeal  and  re-enactment,  with  necessary  modi- 

fications    and    amendments      consequent     upon 

judicial  decisions  and  subsequent  legislation),  of 
all  the  Acts  or  parts  of  the  Acts  now  in  force 
included  in  the  appendix,  (c)  That  effect  should 
be  given  in  the  new  statute,  if  practicable,  to  the 
suggestions  which  have  from  time  to  time  been 

made  by  the  Municipal  C'orportitions'  Association, 
numerous  sanitary  authorities,  the  T^ocal  Govern- 

ment Board,  and  others  in  relation  to  the  amend- 
ment of  the  public  health  laws,  and  the  .wme 

statute  should  contain  such  provisions  of  local 
Acts  relating  to  the  same  subject  as  may  be 
desirable  in  the  public  interest.  {/!)  That  tho 
new  statute  should  be  so  arranged  in  parts  that 

each  part,  as  far  as  practicable,  should  be  com- 
plete in  itself  in  regard  to  the  subject  included 

therein.  (<•)  That  powers  of  local  authorities 
and  others  uLder  local  Acts  similar  to  those  con- 

tained in  the  new  statute  should  be  preserved. 
(/)  That  no  option  should  be  left  with  local 
authorities  to  adopt  or  be  exempt  from  the  pro- 

visions of  any  p'lrt  of  the  new  statute,  but  that, 
with  exceptions  and  qualifications  it  should  be 

applicable  everywhere,  {g'  That  the  provisional 
order  system  should  be  extended  in  the  manner 
indicated.  (A)  That  the  new  statute  generally 
should  be  applicable  alike  both  to  urban  and  rural 
districts,  except  where  otherwise  specified  and 
determined.  >}  That  provisions  of  other  public 
Acts  intended  to  be  read  as  or  to  form  part  of  the 
new  Act  should  be  set  out  verbatim  therein,  either 
in  the  text  or  in  the  schedule,  and  not  be  incor- 

porated therewith  by  mere  reference. 
Mr.  H.  Pritchard,  of  London,  who  opened  the 

discussion,  said  that  a  Bill  codifying  the  law  would 
not  be  a  very  difficult  matter,  and  there  should 
be  no  difficulty  in  getting  it  through  Parliament. 
But  that  would  not  meet  all  the  necessities  of  the 

case.  As  they  knew,  there  was  ample  room  for 
amendment,  and  any  Bill  which  dealt  with  the 
matter  in  a  complete  way  would  necessarily  have 
to  amend  and  not  simply  to  codify  the  existing 
law.  A  Bill  to  both  codify  and  amend  would  be 
a  very  huge  task.  Something  should  be  done  to 
reduce  the  expense  of  legislation. 

Mr.  Alderman  Jackson,  of  Wolverhampton, 
referring  to  the  observations  of  Mr.  Pritchard 
with  regard  to  the  expense  of  legislation,  urged 
that  a  corporation  should  have  the  right  to  em- 

ploy its  town  I  lerk  in  cases  in  which  it  had  to 
bring  a  Bill  before  Parliament.  Corporations 

did  not  wish  to  displace  the  Bar  at  all ;  thej'  felt 
their  prestige  and  they  felt  the  value  of  an  able 
barrister,  but  what  they  desired  was  that  if  a 
town  clerk  was  intimately  acquainted  with  a  par- 

ticular Bill  which  his  corporation  desired  to  press 
before  a  Parliamentary  committee,  they  should 
have  the  right  to  employ  the  town  clerk  as  their 
advocate.  They  did  not  desire  to  iutroduce  their 
town  clerks  as  rivals  of  the  Bar,  but  they  wished 
to  utilise  their  knowledge  and  experience  to  that 
extent. 

Mr.  Womersley,  of  Leeds,  went  further  than 

the  previous  speaker.  He  had  come  to  the  con- 
clusion, almost,  that  the  time  had  arrived  when 

there  should  be  a  reconstitution  of  the  authority 
dealing  with  local  matters.  He  suggested  the 
appointment  of  municipal  commissioners  in  the 
same  way  that  there  were  light  railway  com- 

missioners. Let  them  do  away  with  the  Parlia- 
mentary Bar  altogether  as  far  as  purely  municipal 

matters  were  concerned. 

Dr.  Sanders  (West  Ham)  moved  and  Mr.  T.  H. 
Morris  (Acton)  seconded  the  following  resolution: 
— "That  it  be  a  recommendation  from  this 
meeting  to  the  general  meeting  of  the  Congress  of 
the  Institute  to  consider  the  best  means  of 

attaining  a  satisfactory  codification  and  amend- 
ment of  public  health  legislation,  and  to  take 

practical  steps  to  carry  this  resolution  into 

effect." 
Dr.  Cameron,  medical  officer  of  health,  Leeds, 

drew  attention  to  the  imonvenience  of  having  to 
go  to  London  to  fight  municipal  cases. 

The  mayors  of  St.  Ives  and  Wolverhampton 
and  other  speakers  joined  in  the  discussion,  after 
which  the  resolution  was  put  and  adopted. 

EXGINEEKINfi    AND    UlILUIXIi    CONSTRlC-TIoX. 

The  Section  of  Engineering  and  Building 

Construction  resumed  its  sittings  in  the  'N'ictoria- street  Schoolroom,  Mr.  Benjamin  .Sy kes  presiding. 

The  first  paper  read  was  by  .Mr.  A.  H.  Tiltman, 
of  London,  upon  "  Public  Baths  and  Wash-  , 
houses."  Mr.  Tiltman  confined  himself  entirely  I 
to  the  changes,  generally  and  in  detfiil.  whiih 
he  considered  to  be  necessary  in  the  distribution, 

classification,  and  arrangement  of  these  establish- ments. 

M.  W.  P.  Liemur,  of  Paris,  read  a  paper  upon 

the  "  Disposal  of  Sewage,"  in  which  he  explained 
the  I.iemur  system  of  town  sewering  by  evacua- 

tion process,  adopted  in  Trouville  and  other  Con- tinental towns. 

THE    CR-ESTION    OF    ARTISANS*     DWELLINGS. 

The  last  paper  submitted  to  the  section  was  one 
by  Mr.  J.  H.  Brierley,  borough  surveyor  of 

Richmond,  Surrey,  upon  "  -Vrtisans' IiwclUngs." Mr.  Brierley  gave  details  of  municipal  housing 
schemes  which  had  been  already  carried  out  in 
I/ondon,  Aberdeen,  Birmingham,  Glasgow,  Man- 

chester, I/eicester,  and  many  other  towns. 
At  the  closing  meeting  of  the  Congress,  held 

on  Tuesday,  Aberdeen  was  decided  upon  as  the 
next  place  of  meeting. 

NATURAL  AND   ARTIFICIAL  MKTHODS 

OF  VEN'TIL.\TIOX.' 

WE  have  received  a  copy  of  a  useful  little brochure  on  this  subject  published  by 
Messrs.  Robert  Boyle  and  Son,  Ltd.,  of  Ilolbom 
Viaduct,  Glasgow,  Paris,  Arc,  in  which  tho 

methods  of  natural  and  artificial  ven'ilation  are 
discussed.  We  have  lately  described  these 
methods,  well  known  to  most  of  our  readers, 

and  this  useful  compilation  summarises  tho  coin- 
I^irative  values  of  the  two  methods,  and  shows  how 
natural  ventilation  fulfils  the  recjuirements  of 
most  buildings.  These  are  illustrated  by  dia- 

grams, and  various  opinions  are  quoted  and  ex- 
tracts from  official  reports  of  commissions  on 

ventilation  appointed  by  the  British,  French,  and 
American  tJovemments.  Tnese  should  be  care- 

fully read,  and  their  perusal  will  convince  the 

most  prejudiced  of  the  evils  of  forced  down- 
draught  ventilating  systems  and  other  disadvan- 

tages that  attend  the  mechanical  systems.  Tho 

principle  of  mechanical  down-draught  venti- 

lation, by  what  is  known  as  the  'plenum" 
system,  as  applied  to  a  hall  or  church, 
is  well  illustrated  by  the  coloured  section 
given  in  the  supplement,  which  graphically 
shows  how  the  respired  and  heated  air  is 
rebrtathed  by  the  audience  in  the  gallery  and 
body  of  the  hall.  Another  section  illustrates  the 
princ  iple  applied  to  a  hospital  ward.  A  study  of 
the  evidence  given  in  this  little  book  tends  to 
well  show  that  the  latest  installation's  of  tho 

■'plenum'"  or  forced  system  at  the  Birmingham 
General  Hospital,  and  the  Victoria  Hospital,  Glas- 

gow, have  not  been  so  successful  in  some 
respects  at  least,  and  we  may  quote  the 

opinions  of  A.  S.  E.  .Vckerman,  M.I.C'.E.,  and 
an  article  in  the  Uonpi'al,  given  on  pages 
49,  50,  ice.  These  reports  show  that  to  insure 
a  successful  application  of  the  down-draught 

plenum  system,  the  windows  have  to  be  sealed — 
a  condition  not  favourable  to  health,  especially  in 
a  hospital,  and  the  cost  of  the  system  is  greater 
than  its  merits  justify.  But  we  leave  our  readers 
to  study  the  many  official  reports  of  authorities 
and  the  experience  of  scientific  experts,  which 

are  given  in  this  work. 

Stained  glass  has  been  placsd  in  the  east  window 
of  the  old  parish  church  of  bothwell,  which  was 
Teop«Lo  1  after  restoration  about  a  year  ago.  Tba 
subject  is  the  Nativity  of  Christ.  The  cirtoons  were 

prepart-i  by  the  late  Sir  EJward  Burne-Jones 
shortly  before  his  death,  and  the  work  has  baen 
fx-?cuted  by  Messrs.  Morris  and  Co.,  of  London. 
The  distinctive  characteristic  is  the  concentration  o( 
interest  in  the  Mother  and  Child.  The  wise  men, 

the  shepherds,  and  the  ancels  gaze  with  mingled 
reverence  and  adoration  on  the  sight  that  is  revealed 
to  them. 

During  the  last  few  years  a  considerable  amount 
of  work  has  been  effectively  accomplished  ia  con- 

nection with  the  restoration  o(  Clonfert  Ci'hedral 
under  the  superviiion  of  Mr.  .'.  F.  Fuller.  F.S  .\  , 
architect,  of  Dublin.  Two  Btiiu'-'d- glass  windows 
by  Messrs.  Hardman,  of  Birmingham,  representing 
St.  Peter  and  St.  Pdul,  have  been  placed  at  the  e.ist 
end  of  the  Cathedral.  Tbe<e  windows  and  a 
memorial  brass  have  t>een  given  by  Mr.  Thomas 

Roderic  i  i"Connor  in  commemrrationofthoi  Jaeon's 
Diamond  Jubilee.  Mr.  i '"Connor  has  also  pre- 

sented tbe  cathedral  with  a  memorial  pulpit  of 
carved  oak,  at  a  coet  of  £W>.  Mr.  John  Raskin, 

alihough  objecting,  as  a  rule,  to  all  "restoration." 
was  so  much  struck  with  the  beauty  of  the  dccT- 

way  of  I'lonfert  Cithedral  that  he  hn  ■juite 
recently  sent  a  donation  towards  its  preservalioo. 
£'2. "'00  is  r.»'eded  to  complete  the  work  of  restoration 
in  addition  to  the  il.VXI  already  expended. 

'  Natural  mad  Ajtifldal  M«thodj)  o<  VratUatioo.  LooHoa : 
Robert  Bo7le  and  Son,  Ltd.,  Holboin  Viadact,  EC. 
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Tbe  fo<mdati<Hi-sitaie  of  a  Bible  Christian  CSiapel 
-sraa  laid  oeftr  Ctmelford  Station  on  S^itarday.  Tbe 
buildiag  oontzact  has  been  taken  by  Messrs.  Hooper 
and  Dennis,  of  CaKeUoid. 

Tke  new  building  eRCted  fat  the  Birmingham 
PoUoe  Inatitate,  at  the  eosna  of  James  Watt  and 
DaKoo-atreets,  will  be  opened  on  Wednesday, 
'October  2.5,  by  the  Lrosd  Mayor  of  Bimm^liam. 

C<d(Hiel  A.  G.  Domford,  B.E.,  jnepeetor  tA  the 
Local  •.>0Teniment  Board,  hdd  aa  inqmry  at  the 
Town  Hall.  Xewcaslie-niider-I<ynie,  on  Tiianday, 
regarding  the  spflifatinn  of  tte  Caqnotion  to 
borow  £>10  for  street  impioTeraents.  Under  the 
proTisiaoal  order  of  tbe  Pottenes  Kli,<  lii«  Traction 

.'ompany  an  ertenwon  d  tramways  to  "ilmdsVi  i 
from  Xewcaatie  is  anttoosed.  The  pn^iased  line  I 

pasES  down  Chnrdi-street,  where,  at  tlsB  bottom,  ' 1  block  of  buildings  projected,  redndng  the 
t^caoogh&re  to  12ft.  Sn.  wide,  and  "^n^g  an 
i^vmrd  cnrre.  Arrangements  ware  made  1»iln».ii 
the  company  to  porcliaae  the  bniMingsfag  £1,030— 

•^  Corporation  to  contzibnte  £350  (the  sabjeet  of 
Ibis  inqniry),  the  company  to  throw  the  ate  ̂   tte 
baSdings  into  the  roads,  whiefa  would  then  '"^"it 
»fL  wide. 

On  Toeeday  we^  Que  Mayor  of  Sandwidb  vialed 
the  gaswoiks  for  the  purpose  of  {annally 
laying  the  foondation-stane  of  the  new  buildings 
which  are  about  to  be  erected— vir  ,  a  boQer  hooie 
i.  moitnary,  and  a  fitting-room.  The  bjildings  an 
vobeearrudontfrom  plans  byMr.  Charles  J.  Ooe- 
-.aest.  tbe  boroogh  sorreyor,  fhe  oontnetar  beine Mr.  F.  J.  Brett 

We  hare  reoeiTad  the  ednrational  annoanoements 
and  the  sjUaboa  of   rliBwe,  with  particulan  of 
ezarainatiaas,  eonceming  three  of  the  great  inali- 
totioBa  that  are  stziring  to  benefit  the  yonng  men 
of  Loadoo,  and  all  of  whidi  reopened  their  doon 
to  •htdoits  on  Monday  last.  ti>e  25di  inst.    Tlieee 

'-e  BirkbeA  Institnta,  Bream's-bnildings,  and lytechaie  Institates  at  S^.  John-street-road, 
1....    .Uie  Northampton),  and  the  Bxoogfa-road, 
.E. 

Tbe  dty  ootmeil  of  Csrentry  decided,  on  Toea- 

isr.  to  give  the  btaoa^  engiaeer,  Mr.  J.  'R. STindlebmat,  an  honoraiiom  of  £300  for  special 
work  done  as  resident  engineer  on  the  Lodge  Farm 
sewage  disposal  a^eme,  and  to  advanoe  bis  ralary 
as  from  MiAaefants  Diy  from  £oOO  to  rTaO  per 
annum. 

Diin  Pigon  has  arranged  for  an  octaTe  of  serrises 
to  be  held  next  isonth  in  Bristol  Oathedral  to  oom- 
iiti,iOiatu  the  restoration  of  the  edifice  at  a  eoat  of 
£20,000.    The  inecisl  preaefaen  will  iadade  the, 
JLrdibiaiiop  of  York  (who  wiU  dMimt-  Uie  new  i 

r-eredoa  on  Oct.  19)  and  foar  bishops.  | 
The  Cnirersity  Court  of  St-Andnn's,  X.B.,hkve! 

TDted  il,':<:0  towards  the  ooet  of  restoring  to  wor-  I 

•hip  Su  LMnard's  (%ur^  in  that  burgh,  new  a 
r.<>aess  rain,  and  which  tlia  hsitors  proposed  to 
reMiM.  The  ekordb  of  St.  Leonard  rnniaiitnil  ci  a 

-"ft.  by  not.  im.  internally,  a  aestem  tower 
3g  on  ground  about  Oaft.  6ju.  by  iofl.  over 

.  .  -.icrwtr  shoot  jift.  by  5ft.  6in.  intemsDy,  and 
^   -    -"■  -    1    -*  TitstiDg  structure  measures 
-•".  ~ — ."  -     :.   rin.     Tbe  cbnrdi  had  tbe 
roct  taken  cc  aboo:  tbe  year  \'>ii,  and  has  remained 
IS  that  state  erersineet  At  the  same  time  all  tbe 
interior  woodwotk  was  remored.  The  tower  of  tbe 
building  was  desiolidied  in  the  latter  part  of  last 
:eotury  by  Principal  Watson. 

OBITUAKY 

We  retMd  with  d-iep  ̂ .rrcw  th    i-ath  of  Mr. 
ChabixsWilium  iJi.  •.   l:  ̂  .  the  k- .i    !  the  nnn 

<rf^rinten  who  for  so  tE\r.v  vtrur?  L-.^-  rr  -' :  -- 
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of  an  who  T>Hrripal  reoeatian 
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I  tuilder  in  the  town.    He  was  fifty-seven  years  of 
ige,  and  leaves  a  widow  sjid  fsmily. 

The  death  of  Mr.  Edwarp  Case.  J. P.,  civil 

engineer,  oc«orred  on  Saturday  at  bis  residence 
at  DymchoTcb,  Kent,  from  heart  afiecticai. 
During  the  last  few  years  Mr.  Case  had  becrane 
widely  kcown  in  the  engineering  world,  owing 
to  his  fystem  of  aroynipe  for  sea  defence.  He 
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A  p.vrxm.  feeling  was  spread  in  Bomtishuid. 

X.B.,  on  Sunday,  when  it  beca-. 
the  burgh  surveyor.  Mr.   Dat: 
terminated  his  life  by  carbolic  p..^  : 
Mortoo   had   reooitly    resigned    tbe 

sanitary  inspector  of  the  burgh  with 

currenoe  of  the  local  authority,  and  t'z.-. 
that  his  Mu  i b> osship  duties  would  a!-;o  hsr:  : 

be  reliaqaished  preyed  upon  his  mic.: 
to  a  dapreeeian  of  spirita,  which  cans 
tohiafnaods.    He  took  occasion.  w>i; 
and  buadix  were  peparing  on  Sur.  : 
to  drink  the  contents  of  a  bottle 
need  as  a  disinfectant,  and  a  fatal  : 
followed.    Mr.  Morton  was  fonr 

Tbe  Victoria  aottage  hospital  in  the  Chobham- 
rii,W<ddag,WMapeMd  last  week.     Itis»2ft.by 

and  has  a  central  administrative  block  three 

-  in  hei^t,  with  oae-atory  wards  each  2Tft. 
it.  on  eiuier  aide,  and  one  single-bed  ward,  the 
Acoommodatian  being  for  IS  patients.   Messrs. 

. '.en  and  Son,  of  D&e-street,  Adelphi,  woe 
^'chitects,  and  Messrs.  J.  H.  Harris  and  Son,  of 

:  .-^ing,  the  buildets. 

Miss  Thomas,  of  Llwynymadog,  one  of  the  owners 
i  the  Pontypridd  joint  estate,  is  about  to  |aeaent 

■'if   inhaWtants  of  Pontvpridd  and  district   with 
.:  wasted  House,  together  with  a  large  lawn,  for 
rurpoees  of  a  non-pcJitical  dub  and  recreation 

:r   .:id.    The  premises  are  situated  in  GeQi wasted- 
...  and  have  been  alt^^  and  fnmisbed  to  suit 
r  requirements  of  a  club,  from  |dana  by  Mr. 

.^..--J^ur  O.  Evans,  of  Pontypridd,  ataooet  of  £l,oOO, 
' '.  3S  Thomas  having  defraved  all  the  expenses 
_ersclf.  The  c^ieoing  will  take  place  en  Satarday 
in  next  week. 

The  foundation-stone  of  Vbe  new  cburdi  of  St. 
\fi>li«ol  and  All  Angels  was  laid  at  Woclmer-greeo, 

new  Welwyn,  Herts.  Mr.  R.  Weir  Schultz,  of 
London,  is  the  architect  of  the  church,  which  will 
conaiat  of  a  n&ve  and  ch&noel  onder  a  single -span 
roof,  a  south  porch,  and  eventually  a  tower  at  the 
soutii-weat  angle,  capped  by  a  dwarf  spire.  Tbe 
style  is  Late  Perpendicular,  and  the  treatment 
idain. 

Tbe  Hampetead  Vesizy  have  unanimously  re- 
solved to  take  steps  fa»  tiie  acquisition  of  Hampstead 

Greeo'as  an  open  tg&B6  for  the  public  Sir  Henry 
Huhen,  the  >»i«i™««»,  on  behalf  of  tbe  lady  who 

bought  tbe  lAoIe  erf  the  property  for  £7.,V>i:>  iu 
order  to  give  tiie  vestry  an  opportunity  of  pur- 

chasing the  green  or  paddock,  lu^  explained  that  it 
is  intended  to  obtain  such  a  price  for  tbe  back 
property  that  the  green  will  be  given  to  tbe  public free  of  charge. 

The  new  CouemUne  Club,  built  at  Burow,  at  a 
cost  of  about  £S,000,  and  presented  to  the  party  by 
>■!  Ciiarles  Csyzsr.  M  P..  was  formally  opened  by 

the  donor  on '  Friday  at  a  meeting  held  in  the 'l,!aeen's  Tr»ll,  which  forms  part  of  tbe  dob 

premisee. 
Mr.  Hamo  Tltanieycroft's  eckesal  statue  of  Oliver 

Cromwell,  which  was  oonspicoous  in  the  Academy 
Exhibitian  this  year,  and  which  has  been  erected  on 

a  Isfty  pedestal  in  the  sunk  gardes  on  tbe  west  side :i  Westminster  TTall,  will  be  unveiled  on  the  31st 
rroi..  when  Lord  Ejsebeiy  will  assist  at  the oeremony. 

The  L^ght  Bail  way  Commissioners  held  an  inquiry 
i:  the  Institute.  Ormskirk,  on  Monday,  to  take 

-videnoe  respecting  the  proposed  Ormskirk  and 
-oathport  Light  P.ailway,  the  seheme^being  for  an 

r'jectric  passenger  and  agricultural  traS :  lice,  which 
5  to  be  run  from  a  point  near  the  Lancashire  and 
orkshire    Railway    Company's    goods    yard    at 

-taskirk,  along  the  Soutbport-rosd,  v:i  Sciris- 
:  rick  Bridge,  to  the  Sonthport  borough  boundary. 

:o  wbidi  boundary  there  run  to  and  from  London- 

:  qoate,  Southport,  and  BLrkdale  Common  the  lines 

i  the  Biikdale  and  Southport  Tramways  Cjm- 
inv,  these  lines  being  likely  soon  to  pass  into  the 

^Auds  of  the  Southport  Corporation  or  of  an  electric 

CTamwar  company.  At  the  doae  of  the  hearij^, 

L^rd  Jersey,  the  chairman,  announced  that  the 
order  would  be  granted. 

The  Boman  CathoUc  Church  of  St.  Mary,  Moor- 

gelds,  is  to  be  dosed  after  Sunday.  The  site  of  the 

chur^  sdiools,  and  priests'  quarters  has  been secured  for  tin— ■*—"''  purposes  for  4  201,000. 

The  new  workhouse  hospital,  Sonderland,  is  being 

warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  Sborland's patent  Manchester  stoves,  some  angle  fronted  and 
some  doable  fronted,  with  descending  smoke  flne^ 

the  samebefaig  supplied  by  Messrs.  E.  H.  ShorUnd 

and  BroUwr,  of  Manchester. 

Prises  aad  oectifieatas  to  snooessfnl  siodents  in 

':^e  Polytedmie  plumbing  classes  were  distributed 

3  MondaT  evening  in  tbe  "ireat  Hall,  Bs«!ent- 

street.  br  Mr.  Bob«t  Mitchell.  Director  of  E  luca- 

ticmto  the  Institute.  Mr.  H.  Stanfield  took  the 

Citv  and  Guild's  firet-cUss  certificate  and  bronze 

;.-d»l  and  the  Institute's  silver  medal  and  certifi- 
1-e  scd  a  number  of  mi=celUneoas  prizes ;  Mr.  F, 

v'.es  was  awarded  the  Gty  and  ( Toild's  oertificste, -   e  Institata's    certificate   and   silver   medal,  and 

•her  priiss :  Mr.  B  H.  Bew  the  City  and  Guild's c^rtifiSte,  a  Ooonty  Council  scholarship,  i:. ;  and 

Mr  C  H.  Mills  a  County  Coundl  sdtolarship,  \-c. -  -  Institute's  tarocxe  medals  were  taken  by  Mt.  E. 
--;   Mr.  E.  Totea,  Mr.  C.  Thomeison,  and  Mr. 

^mith'    and    the    City    and    Guild's    honours 
-itesby  Mr.  F.  Smith.  Mr.  A  Ord,  Mr.  W.  J. 

■  ■  ;■;   Mr.  E  Toten.  Mr.  T.  H.  Gnllett,  and  Mr. 

rang.     Mr.  J.  Wright  Clarke,  the  teacher, 
that  sinee  the  classes  were  organised  in  1S»2, 

'mdents  had  passed  through  them. 
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Aston. — On  a  site  at  the  comer  of  the  Frederick 

and  Whitehead-roadfl,  St.  James's  Church  was 
erected  in  IS'.IO.  Owing  to  an  insufliciency  of 

money  the  chancel  only  was  built  of  brick,' the 
nave  being  constructed  of  timber  and  corrugated 
iron.  In  March,  1895,  a  great  gale  utterly 
destroyed  this  portion  of  the  building,  but  a  per- 

manent nave  has  now  been  erected,  complete, 
with  the  exception  of  a  tower,  and  it  will  be 

opened  to-day  (Friday)  by  the  Bishop  of  Wor- 

cester. "The  total  cost  has  been  about  £;),()00. The  nave  is  83ft.  long  and  21ft.  wide,  and  divided 
from  the  aisles  by  arcades  each  of  five  arches. 
The  aisles  are  72ft.  long  and  Lift.  Gin.  wide; 
width  of  church  inside  from  north  to  south  52ft., 
north  and  south  transepts  .■;2ft.  6in.  wide.  The 
chancel,  which  is  apsidal,  is  .32ft.  by  19ft.  Gin., 
and  there  are  north  and  south  chancel  aisles,  that 
on  the  north  being  used  as  an  organ -chamber. 
The  building  is  faced  inside  and  out  with  white 
Leicester^  bricks,  with  bands  of  red  Leicester 
bricks.  The  windows  and  columns  of  arcades  and 
copings  are  of  liath  stone.  The  work  has  been 
executed  by  Jlr.  John  Webb,  of  Villa-road, 
Handsworth.  Messrs.  J.  A.  Chatwin  and  Son,  of 
Birmingham,  are  the  architects,  and  Mr.  Sleredith, 
of  Aston,  was  clerk  of  works. 

EnixiuKGH. — The  plans  have  been  passed  by 
the  Doati  of  Guild  Court  for  the  John  I'sher 
Institute  of  Public  Health,  the  money  for  which, 
.£20,000,  was  gifted  some  time  ago  by  Sir  John 

I'sher,  of  Norton,  to  the  University  Court  of  the University  of  Edinburgh.  The  site  for  the 
building  is  on  the  south  side  of  Warrender  I'ark- 
road.  The  building,  which  will  stand  back  a 
considerable  distance  from  the  street,  will  consist 
of  three  stories,  in  which  will  be  provided  a 
museum,  chemical  and  bacteriological  labora- 

tories, three  research-rooms,  balance,  optical, 
and  dark  rooms,  water  and  gas  analysis  rooms, 
three  scientific  work-rooms,  observation,  disin- 

fection, and  incubating  rooms,  a  reading-room, 
an  extensive  lecture-tho.itre,  professor's  private laboratory  and  retiring-room,  a  class-room  for 
senior  students,  a  caretaker's  house  of  three 
apartments,  kc,  as  well  as  basement  accommo- 

dation for  heating,  incinerator,  and  water  storage tank.  The  extract  ventilation  from  the  rooms 
and  fittings  will  all  be  taken  direct  to  the  roof  by 
means  of  fans,  and  the  building  generally  will  be 
heated  by  hot  water.  The  flooring  throughout 
will  be  fireproof.  The  walls  of  the  principal 
elevations  are  to  be  built  of  grey  stone  ashlar 
from  Doddington  (Quarry,  lined  with  hollow 
brick  inside.  The  exterior  of  the  institution  has 
been  designed  in  a  plain  phase  of  Classic  Renais- 

sance, taking  the  form  of  two  end  blocks  con- 
nected by  a  recessed  centre  part.  The  roof*  are 

to  bo  covered  with  red  tiles.  The  contracts 
having  been  arranged,  the  work  will  be  com- 

menced at  once,  the  total  cost  of  the  institute 
being  about  £20,000.  A  portion  of  the  .site  will 
be  reserved  for  extensions.  The  architects  are 
Messrs.  Leadbetter  and  Fairley,  F.iinburgh. 

lIii-PEniiOLMK,  Y.MiKs.— Urban  district  council 
ofhees  have  recently  been  opened,  and  have  been 
carried  Irom  designs  by  Mr.  Joseph  F.  Walsh, 
selected  in  competition,  at  a  cost  of  about  <;2,500. 
The  site  of  the  offices  and  surveyor's  house  con- 

tains an  area  of  G91  square  yards,  and  thit  for 
storeyards  and  sheds,  ire,  993  square  yards.  The 
whole  of  the  basement  under  the  oflice.s  is  cellared, 
and  can  be  approached  by  a  separate  entrance 
from  the  side  street  and  baek-yarJ.  It  is  intended 
to  be  used  for  lamp  and  general  stores,  workshop, 
ire,  and  there  is  ample  space  for  the  provision  of 
a  few  public  slipper-baths  whenre.|uired.  In  the 
attics  are  large  store-rooms.  The  external  walls 
are  of  local  delf  dressed  stone,  with  ashlar  dress- 

ings. The  roofs  are  covered  with  blue  Westmore- 
land slates.  The  entrance  vestibule,  staircase, 

and  council  chamber  are  of  polished  o.ik,  and  the 
rest  of  woodwork  pine  and  red  deal.  The  entrance 
hall  and  corridor  floors  are  of  marble  mosaic  with 
glazed  brick  and  faience  dadoes.  The  he  iting  is 
by  low-prcssurehot  water  and  Americ.in  radiators. 
The  whole  of  the  work  has  been  carried  out  by 
local  firms  in  separate  contracts  under  the  super- intendence of  the  architect. 

Iiswicit._A  new  higher  grade  board  school 
facing  the  Tower  Rimparts  was  formally  opened 
last  week.  It  has  been  erected  from  'plans  by Messrs.  J.  b.  Corder  and  Walter  Brand,  selected  in 
competition.  To  meet  some  re.iuirements  of  the 
tducition  Department,  the  original  plans  were 

considerably  modified,  in  order  that  the  space  for 
playgrounds  might  not  be  encroached  upon.  The 
school  has  a  frontage  to  tlie  Tower  Kamparts  of 
148ft.,  and  comprises  a  main  centre  block, 
relieved  by  two  gables ;  together  with  two 

slightly  projecting  wings,  with  similar  gables. 
The  material  used  is  local  red  brick,  and  the 

fa(,'ade  is  broken  by  cornices  and  string-courses  in 
moulded  bricks,  obtained  from  the  works  of 
Messrs.  Gunton,  at  Costessy,  nearXorwich.  All 
the  class-rooms  are  contained  in  the  three  stories 
to  which  this  part  of  the  building  is  carried  up. 
The  wings  project  to  a  considerable  distance  in 
the  rear,  east  and  west,  and  between  the  two 
there  lies  a  central  hall.  There  .are  double 
entrances  at  each  end,  for  boys  and  girls  re- 

spectively, and  the  asphalted  playgrounds, 
divided  by  a  wall,  are  each  25Cft.  long  by  il2ft. 
in  width.  The  principal  feature  of  the  interior 
is  the  central  hall.  Its  dimensions  are  62ft.  by 
44ft.,  with  a  height  of  2Cft.  to  the  wall-plato, 
and  of  nearly  40ft.  to  the  ceiling  of  pitch-pine  ; 
there  is  a  daJlo  of  glazed  bricks,  but  the  pointed 
red-brick  work  above  it  is  otherwise  left  un- 

touched, and  the  room  is  lighted  from  the  rear  or 
south  side  of  the  school.  On  the  north  side  are 

three  class-rooms,  shut  off  from  the  main  hall 
when  in  use  by  movable  partitions.  Above  these 
divisions  a  wide  balcony  has  been  constructed, 

upon  which  three  other  class-rooms  open,  and  the 

hall  is  completely  overlooked  from  the  teachers' 
apartments  at  each  end  through  oriel  windows, 
which  also  break  up  the  blank  wall  space.  The 
second  floor  is  devoted  to  a  long  row  of  class- 

rooms, and  on  the  third  floor  there  are  situated 

the  physical  and  chemical  laboratories  and 
lecture  rooms. 

lvi;iG.\Ti;.^The  foundation-stone  of  theisolation 
hospital  for  the  borough  was  laid  on  Wednesday 
week  at  White  Bushes,  near  Salfords.     The  ad- 

ministration block  is  three  stories  in  height.     It 
contains  on  the  ground  floor,  committee-room, 

dispensary,  matron's   room,  nurses'  rooms,  and 
linen  store,  general  kitchen,  scuUery,  pantry.  Sec. 

On  the  first  floor,  seven  bedrooms,' with  a  bath- room, lavatory,  and  w.c.     <  »n  the  second  floor 
are  seven  other  sleeping  rooms,  with  bathroom, 
ire.    The  scarlet  fever  pavilion  will  afford  ac- 

commodation for  the    reception  of  patients  of 
either  sex,  but  all  suffering  from  one  disease.   To 
each  bed  is  allotted  156ft.  of  floor  space  and  a 
cubic  space  of  2,02Sft. ;  the  distance  from  centre 
to  centre  of  the  beds  is   12ft.     Two  separate 
single-bed  wards   adjoin.     Detached  bathrooms, 
closets,  and  sinks  are  provided,  and  separated  by 
cross  ventilated    passages.     The  wards  will  be 
warmed  by  means  of  open   fires  at  each  end. 
The  windows     are     to    be    divided    into    two 

parts  by  a  transom,    fixed    about    ISin.    down 
from    the    head    of    the     frame.      Below    the 

transom   will  be   ordinary   double-hung   sashes, 
provided  with  a  deep  bottom  rail  and  a  sill-board. 
In  addition  to  the  windows,  openings  will  be  made 
just  above  the  floor  level  behind  each  bed,  and 
provided   with    special    inlet    ventilators.      The 
walls   will  be  plastered   with    Tortland  cement, 
upon  which  will  be  placed  a  cjat  of  Parian  cement. 
All  angles  of  walls,  floors,  and  ceilings  will  be 
rounded  off.    The  floors  of  the  wards,  hall,  duty- 
rooms,  and  annexes   will  be   laid    in  terraz/o. 

The  isolation  block  consists  of  two  wards  of  t^'* 
beds  each,  and  a  nurse's   duty-room    with    t 
necessary  offices,  and  the  diphtheria  block  w 

consist  of  two  wards  of  four  beds,  a  nurse's  duty- 
room,  with  bath-room,   Sec.     The  laundry  bV'k 
will  be  situated  some  distance  from  thr 

buildings.     The  mortuary  will  also  be  u 

detached    building,   and    will  be    '  ■ use   as   a    post-mortem  room.     Tn 
block  will  consist  of  an  undressin^ 

rooms,    and    dressing-room.      With    r- 
drainage,  each  block  is  dealt  with  ini-^r 
the  main  drain  from  each  being  c^  ■ 
sewer  separately,  and   an    intorco;  ■ 
will  bo  placed  between  the  sewer  :r 
The  whole  of  the  buildings  will 
electricity,  generated  in  the  laun.l:  v 
buildings   have   been   designed   hv   Mr 
Preacott,  the  borough  surveyor.     Slessrs 

and  Co.  are  the  contractors,  and  Mr.  Fitti  ;-  : clerk  of  works. 

.SvnEMiAM. — I  In  Siturday.  "  •-    - 
known  as    the  *' Passm-T.' 

the  Orphans  of  Teachers,"    v  . 
nection    with     the     Te-aehcrs'     1 

Orphan  Funds  of  the  Nitiom'.  Vm for  the   sons   of   deceased  teachers,  th' 

ceremony  being  pcrf<.'rmed  by  5fr.  .'-   1' 
Edwards.     The  orphan.age,  which  was  ii.  .-.i  *:    -  , 

by  us  last  week,  is  situate  at  West  Uill,  Syden- 
ham, and  was  formerly  known  as  West  wood 

House,  having  been  built  from  designs  'oy  the late  Mr.  .1.  L.  Pearson,  K..V.,  nearly  twenty  years 
ago.  Thanks  to  the  munificence  "f  Mr.  Piissmore 

I'.dwards,  who  gave  £6,000  for  the  purpose,  the 
council  of  the  funds  have  been  enabled  to  purchase- 
the  mansion  and  its  Ave  acres  of  ground  from 

Mr.  C.  J.  Whittick  Ifabbits  for  i' 10,000.  The 
Ijondon  teachers  set  themselves  the  task  of 

raising  not  only  the  remainder  of  the  purchase 
money,  but  £6,000  in  addition  towards  the  cost 
of  adapting  and  furnishing  the  new  homo  and 
forming  the  nucleus  of  an  endowment  fund  for 
its  maintenance,  and  so  far  have  succeeded  in 
securing  17,300.  The  former  homo,  now  vacated, 
is  situated  at  Pcckham  Rye,  and  for  years  its 
accommodation  has  been  inadei]uate.  It  was 
opened  in  18SJ  by  the  Baroness  liurdett-Cjutts, 
and  since  that  time  126  orphan  boys  have  been 
maintained,  the  teachers  of  the  country  having 

spent  £15,263  on  the  institution.  There  is  n 
similar  homo  (or  orphan  girls  at  Sheflield. 

.'^roKK-ox-TuRNT. — The  new  mission  chur  h 

of  St.  lUmabns,  situated  on  I'enkhuU  All'.tments, 
was  dedicated  on  Thursday  in  last  week  by  the 
Bishop  of  Lichfield.  The  church  supersedes  an 
old  mission  building,  and  is  designed  as  the  south 
aisle  of  tho  intended  church,  when  complete,  and 
at  the  east  end  is  temporarily  fitted  up  with 
chancel,  organ-chamber,  vestry,  and  choir-stalls. 
This  space  will  be  available  as  part  of  the  future 
aisle,  which  on  completion  will  accommodate  312, 
whilst  at  the  present  stage  the  accommod-ilion  ii 
for  210.  The  style  is  .lacoboin.  There  is  a 

temporary  porf  h  at  the  west  end  ;  also  a  vault  for 
the  heating  apparatus.  A  small  bell-cot  sur- 

mounts the  west  gable,  and  an  iron  cross  ter- 
minates the  east  gable.  Tlio  length  of  the  present 

church  is  00ft.  and  the  width  27ft.,  and  it  n  I'.'ft. 
to  the  w:Ul-pIate,  with  a  roof  of  square  pitch. 
The  walls  are  built  with  brindled  rel  and  blue 

brick  external  facings,  and  are  not  plistertd 
inside,  but  coloured  in  duresco.  The  trusjos  and 

purlins  of  the  roof  are  open,  and  it  ii  ceiled  to 
the  rafters  in  plaster,  with  moulded  panels  in  the 
inter8p.ace3.  The  dressings  to  the  windows, 
buttresses,  and  door  are  of  local  lire'lay,  manu- 

factured by  Messrs.  Warrington  and.'^jn".  I.3ad 
lights,  with  tinted  cathedral  glass,  fiLl  the  win- 

dows, which  are  fitted  with  hopper  casements. 

The  heUing  is  by  the  low-pressure  hjt-w.iter 
system.  The  flooring  is  of  wood  blocks  in  the 

body  of  the  church,  and  boardi- '  -  '-  •  —  r-iry chancel.  The  north  wall  is  b  .  •  n 
the  time  for  extension  comes.  ^  >,4 
for  seats,  and  the  choir-stalls  are  formed  out  of 

benches  which  came  from  the  parish  »'h'ir<"h.  In 
the  chancel   is   the  stone  alt  -  va» 
erected  in  tho  ancient  parish  n- 
Trent  in  tho  first  half  of  the  .  >i.:.  m  i. . .  -iiii» 

altar  slab  for  many  years  laid  on  the  ground  in 

the  churchyard  forgotten  and  Ir  '^r.  Mr. 
Councillor  Price  is  the  contractor.  "  '  ir 
building  and  fixing  being  let  to  h;  '. 
Messrs.  LjTsam,  Beckett,  and  Lyn  uii,  . ;  ̂ '.jke, 
are  the  architects. 

Tooi.i  v-sTiiKFT,  S.E. — The  new  puWir  oflice* 

erected  for  tho  St.    *  Uave's  Board  of  'iiirdians '   "  .        -      .         .■  -fjj^ 
:    in  u> 

  rt       
-.L... 

1  irv.      I  pon 
''■  •  am    th 

hack  the  boari- 
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TO    OORBESPONDENTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ourselves  ret-pooHible  for  the  opinioiu  of 
our  cone'ipondentA.  AU  communications  tihould  be 
drawn  up  ae  briefly  as  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  corre^pondent«.J 

It  is  particularly'requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
communications  respectinf?  illu.Hfriitii.nHi  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addr»»r,l  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Blildiko 

Nkws,  33*2,  Strand,  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
Ail  drawings  and  other  oommunicatiuns  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors' risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for.  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Post-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
TUK  StBAND  NKWSPAFEa  COMPANT,  LlUITKO, 

NOTICB. 

Bound  copies   of   Vol.    LXXVI.   are  now   ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
as   only    a   limited   number    are    done   up.      A    fe« 
bound  volumes  of  Vols    XXXI..  XXXII ,  XXXIII 
XXXIV.,  xxxrx.,  xu..  xuv..  xlvi.,  xlix. 
u..  un..  ijv..  i,v.,  Lix..  IX.,    Lxi.,  Lxn., 
LXIV..  LXV..  LXVIII..  IJCIX..  LXX.,  IJCXI 
LXXn.,  LXXIII.,  UCXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LXXVI.] 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  ShiJlines  ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OF   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  Ss.  Od.  (oredols.  30c  jold).  To  France 
or  Belgium,  £1  6s.  Od.  {or  .Mfr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6e.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  Weat  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  68.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

l«  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  tirst  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  58.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  eix 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2s.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  6s. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterutions  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

Situations. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  f  or  * '  Situations  Vacant ' ' 
or  *' Situations  Wanted '•  is  One  Shilling  i^oaTwENTT- 
POUB  Woaos,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  aiter. 

AU  Situation  Advertisement*  must  be prefa'd. 

Eecf.jv.kd.— J.  J.  and  Co.— T.  L.  W.— Secretary.-  O.  M. 
—  One  Who  Will  Not  Compete  Asain  (too  long).— 
Bricklayer.— Part-Owner  (answered  elsewhere,  surely !'. 
—Compass. 

Dbacoiitsmam.— Cannot  say.  Try  Clarkson,  28,  Bart- 
lett's-buildings,  Uolbom  Circus,  for  mathematical instruments,  \c. 

Brctob.— Put  th?  work  in  Mr.  Cartis's  hands.  You  will 
see  a  very  fair  example  of  his  domestic  glass  among  our 
illustrations  next  week. 

Water  SriiLY.— Nothing  to  beat  a  good  hydraulic  ram. 
Write  .John  BUke,  (Lxfor  ̂ .-street  Works,  Accrington. 

D.  S.— We  think  it  is  as  well  that  professional  mes  con- 
nected with  local  bodies  should  .../  be  shareholders  in 

newspaper  or  other  undertakings  with  which  they  may 
be  concerned  in  their  ordinary  professional  relations. 
We  do  not  believe  it  would  make  an  atom  of  dillerence 
to  999  out  of  a  thou8an<l :  but  weremember  a  case  some 
years  ago  where  advertisements  were  diverted  from  the 
recognised  trade  paper  and  given  to  a  fifth-rate 
medium  with  no  circulation,  simply  because  the  othcial 
was  a  shareholder.  For  the  rest,  you  can  see  the  list 
of  shareholders  in  the  company  you  name  at  Somerset 
House  on  the  payment  of  a  shilling. 

QoAXTiTiKs.-Try  Mr.  W.  Ilardaker,  15,  Fumival-street, 
E.C,     You  will  tlnd  his  name  in  our  '•  Directory." 

ClTn.vTOR.— You  can  get  the  bevelled  glass  of  John  M. 
Newton,  21,  Charles-street,  Hattun  Garden. 

Is  DoLiiT.— Professor  Cockerell  was  buried  in  St.  Paul's Cathedral. 

J.  R.  M.  AN-nCo.-He  spent  a  good  part  of  his  life  in 
Spain,  but  did  not  die  there.  He  was  a  most  simple- 
minded,  lovable  man. 

"idir.d  that  Ih.  '      ■•  ■  ......               ..       ; 
in  amount  thf  ! 
but  1  have  r.  i 

roofed-in  at  Kn,.,„,.t.„,  ,r.h-li.t-    •,     .:.        .    :     .a.  -n.ie 
the  building  i«  about  *.ft.  hiith,  th..ui;li  [';  r  »d  is  only 

p  Y   „"''•     '"'T-   "O"*"   »hat   ml--   or   U*    is   thi)  !- 

[r.'3i:i  J-8peclal  PittinRS.  I  want  to  include  in  a 
contlact  for  a  building  certain  ir  nr.i  n;,-  rr  artic'es. 
fasteningH  for  doors  and  wiodowc.  -■  n  raoffes, 
and  shoulil  like  to  ask  an  espf-rlen  bewt  way 
to  guarantee   their  lue.     Is    it    .  n  .<jfy  the 
articles,  giving  their  dewn-iption  or  n.iubei.^  in  catalogue, 
and  allow  tb.  contractor  to  obtain  and  fix  them  I  Or 
would  it  be  better  to  provide  a  certain  sura  for  the 
articles,  and  retain  th"  p.>w,r  of  selecting  the  goods  from 
the  several  firms  '.  I  n.l.T  the  first  plan  the  architect  has 
of  ten  a  dilKculty  in  i?ittiiig  what  tie  wants -the  goods 
supplied  are  often  of  inferior  quality,  or  some  article 
answering  the  description  is  substituted  for  the  kind 
desired.  Also,  is  it  better  to  obtain  the  concurrence  of 
the  employer  in  seleciiug  goods  under  the  Utter  pUn, 
than  to  make  your  own  selec'ion?  These  are  questions 
of  interest  to  many  architeo's  bemdes  myself,  and  an 
opinion  would  be  welcomed. —A  Coi'stbv  Piia.titionkr. 

ri2.»0.]-Clas8e8  and  Lecturea.— Will  any  better- 
informed  student  than  myself  say  which  course  is  the 
most  profitable  for  one  who  has  served  his  articles,  and  is 
now  wishing  to  prepare  for  the  examinations  !  What  are 
the  preparatory  courses  t  I  am  told  the  curriculum  of 
the  .Vssociation  is  in  two  divisions,  and  two  courses  in 
each  -  lectures  and  classes,  and  the  studio  course.  Which 
of  these  would  be  most  desirable  for  one  who  has  ob- 

tained a  fair  ofiice  training,  but  has  still  much  to  learn 
of  theoretical  and  practical  matters  ?  What  are  the 

fees .'    Any  suggestion  will  be  esteemed  by— A  SnnEST. 
[12331. ]-PJane  and  Solid  Qeometry  and  their 

Application.— I  have  two  or  three  treatises  on  prac- 
tical geometry,  but  neither  of  them  appear  to  give  any 

information  that  will  be  of  use  to  tha  architect  in  the 
setting  out  of  work,  drawing  tracery,  mosaics,  or  patterns 
of  te>selated  paWng.  ornament,  \c.  Will  someone  tell 
me  of  a  good  textbook  where  I  may  find  exercises  of  this 
description  ?  -.K.  O. 

[r2332l -County  Council  Begulatlons  as  to 
Public  Rooms.— Are  these  necessary  in  converting  old 
premises  into  a  public  lecture-hall,  or  do  they  apply  to 
new    buildings  only  :     An    answer    will     oblige.  —  A 
MAXAr.ER. 

[12333.) -Raising  Buildings.- On  the  question  of 
"  ancient  lights  "  the  building  owner  is  at  the  mercy  of 
meddlesome  and  litigious  "adjoining  owners."  How 
should  he  proceed  if  he  wishes  to  avoid  their  in'erference 
and  giving  offence,  should  he  wish  to  add  an  additional 
atory  to  his  premises?- FitiKsni.v  Nriuiiboi  a. 

[12331. 1-Rigrht  of  Support :  Compensation.- 
A  neighbour,  by  putting  in  a  new  front,  has  caused  a 
slight  settlement  of  the  wall  of  my  house,  and  the  ceihngs 
are  cracked  in  consequence.  Con  I  look  to  him  for 
reparation  !  I  should  like  to  be  informed  of  the  law  in 

such  a  ca«e.  and  what  length  of  time  gives  the  OMier  of  a 
building  a  right  to  support ;— Lessee. 

5nUrcommutticatt0it 
QUBSTIONa. 

112S26.]-Turningr  Granite. -Will  any  reader  in- 
form me  the  way  to  turn  granite  in  the  lathe,  the  kind  of 

tool  used,  and  how  to  polish  it  after  it  is  turned  .'  Will 
some  of  our  Aberdonian  readers  reply  ?- J.  E. 

[12327.]— Gas.-Would  any  of  your  engineering  and 
gas-managing  rf  aders  please  inform  me  of  the  last  cheap 
book  on  gas  manufacture,  works,  plans,  &c.  ?— Gas. 

[  12328.]-Height  Of  BuildlngB.-It  used  to  be  con- 

CHIP3. 

The  leading  inhabitants  of  the  town  of  Olney 
have  met  together  to  consider  what  steps  should  be 

taken  in  reference  to  the  gift  -the  homo  of  the  poet 

Cowper — offered  to  the  town  by  llr.  W.  H.  Colling- 

ridge.  The  famous  parlour  and  Cowper's  hall  (now 
a  passage  with  email  room  adjoining)  will  be  used 

as  a  public  library  and  a  Cowper  and  Ji'ewton 
museum.  In  the  event  of  this  scheme  being  carried 

out,  Mr.  ColUngridge  intends  to  present  hia  col- 
lection of  Cowper  and  Newton  relics  to  the  museum. 

Id  the  village  of  Sledmeio.  Sir  Tatton  Sykes 
rebuilt  the  church,  as  illustrated  by  us  a  few  weeks 
since,  and  has  also  erected  a  (jueen  Eleanor  cross, 
which  is  a  picturesque  object  at  the  junction  of  the 
York  and  Malton  roads.  The  cross  is  of  Portland 

stone,  stauds  .'i.'ift.  in  height,  and  from  the  ground 
to  the  cresting  of  the  first  stage  it  is  octagon  in 
plan,  and  from  thence  all  ia  square,  excepting  the 
second  stage,  which  has  a  niche  projecting  from 
each  face,  so  forming  a  cross  on  plan.  The  figures 
were  executed  in  the  studios  of  Messrs.  Thompson, 
at  Peterborough,  who  are  also  the  builders  of  the 

cross,  from  designs  by  Mr.  Temple  Moore,  of 

Hampetead. 

A  comprehensive  and  successful  exhibition  of  arts 

and  crafts,  promoted  by  the  Free  Libraries.  Art 
Gallery,  and  Museum  Committee  of  the  Oldham 

Corporation,  was  formally  opened  on  Monday  by 
the  mayor.  The  exhibition,  which  is  being  held  in 
the  galleries  usually  devoted  to  art,  comprises  over 

70U  separate  exhibits  of  needlework,  wood -carving, 
manual  class  work,  metal  work,  pottery,  bookbind- 

ing, fancy  leather  work,  book  plates,  photography, 
and  vatioas  interesting  miscellaneous  specimens  of 
industrial  and  domestic  art. 

Mr.  Walter  A.  l>uc^  has  held  an  inquiry  at 
Keswick  into  an  application  made  by  the  urban 
district  council  for  power  to  borrow  £13,000  for 

water  supply  and  street  improvements. 

A  memorial  window,  erected  in  St.  Kessog's 
Episcopal  Church,  Auohtorarder,  to  the  memory  of 
Miss  Agnes  C.  .lohuston,  of  Kincardine  Cistle,  was 
dedicated  on  Sunday.  The  window,  which  is  of 
three  lights,  contains  scenes  from  the  life  of  .St. 

Agnes,  a  young  Roman  maiden  who  suffered 
martyrdom  for  the  Faith  in  the  persecutions  under 
the  Emperor  Diocletian.  The  artist  was  >Ir.  C.  E. 

Kempe,  London. 

Medmenham  Abbey,  Bucks,  is  in  the  market, 
after  being  restored  at  a  cost  of  over  £10,000.  The 

lesta  of  the  abbey  is  to  be  disposed  of,  and  "  as 
much  land  can  be  secured  as  desired.'* 

The  foundation -stone  of  a  new  church  was  laid 

at  .Stepps,  near  Glasgow,  on  Saturday.  The  build- 
ing will  be  Kiily  I'ointed  in  st^le,  and  will  be  built 

of  red  liillochmyle  stone.  Sittings  will  be  pro- 
vided for  400  persons,  the  total  cost  being  £2,400. 

Mr.  P.  Macgiegor  (;halmer8  is  the  architect. 

.\n  inquest  on  the  body  of  Arthur  Famesworth, 
who  was  killed  by  falling  from  the  top  of  the 
chimney  stack  at  the  electric  works,  Hereford,  was 

held  on  Friday.  The  man  was  engaged  at  the  set- 
off at  the  top  of  the  chimney,  helping  another  man 

to  lis  the  lightning  conductor,  when  he  suddenly 
lost  bis  hold,  and  fell  to  the  ground,  a  distance  of 

Q.'ift.  When  picked  up  he  was  found  to  be  dead — in 
fact,  there  was  hardly  a  bone  in  the  body  left  whole. 

The  jury  returned  a  verdict  of  "  Accidental  death." 
The  deceased  was  thirty -eight  years  of  age,  and 
came  from  Borrowash,  Derbyshire.  This  is  the  first 
accident  that  has  happened  during  the  erection  of 
the  new  electric-light  works,  for  the  building  of 
which  Mr.  W.  P.  Lewis  is  the  contractor. 

A  technical  college  is  about  to  be  orected  at 

Wigan,  at  a  cost  of  £40,WU,  from  plans  by  Metsrf. 

Briggs  and  Wolstenholme. 

Judge  Jones,  sitting  as  arbitrator  at  the  Bury 

(Lanes)  County  Court,  awarded  £247  lis.  7d.  to 
Margaret  Lee  and  her  two  children  against  the  Bury 

Corporation  as  compensation  for  the  death  of  the 
husband  and  father,  John  Lee,  who  was  asphyxiated 

at  the  Bury  gasworks  on  Jan.  4  last  while  following 

his  employment.  The  Corporation  opposed  princi- 

pally on  the  ground  of  serious  and  wilful  mis- 
conduct, but  bis  Honour  held  the  evidence  on  this 

point  to  be  of  the  weakest  character. 

The  Perth  County  Road  Board  have  issued  a 
report  of  their  proceedings,  from  which  it  appears 
that  the  total  cost  in  maintenance  and  management 
of  the  roads  in  the  county  of  Perth  for  the  past  year 

was  £34,407  "a.  3d.  for  a  total  mileage  of  1,473, 
which  brings  out  an  average  cost  of  £23  7a.  2d.  per mile. 

The  remaining  window  of  tbe  parish  church  of 
Kettins,  X.B.,  baa  now  been  filled  with  stained 
glass  as  a  gift  from  the  tenantry  of  the  estate  of 

Lintrose  to  the  memory  of  Anne  Murray,  of  Lint- 
roae.  The  subject  selected  for  illustration  was  that 
of  Dorcas,  who  is  represented  as  presenting  clothing 

to  the  poor.  The  window  ia  from  the  studios  of 
Messrs.  A.  Ballantine  and  Gardiner,  Edinburgh. 

The  parish  church  of  Eccleehall,  Staffs,  was 
dedicated  by  the  Bishop  of  Lichfield  on  Wednesday 
week  after  the  completion  of  restoration  of  the  nave 
and  tower  at  a  cost  of  £  1 1 ,000.  The  baptistery  and 

south  porch  and  other  portions  of  the  church  were 
restored  in  1.S68  at  an  expenditure  of  £S,000,  from 

plans  by  the  late  Mr.  G.  E.  Street,  R.A.  The 
present  works,  for  which  Mr.  Basil  Champneys, 
B  A.,  was  the  architect,  include  the  rebuilding  of 

the  upper  part  of  the  tower  and  the  addition  of 

eight  massive  pinnacles  at  the  angles.  Mr.  Bridg- 
man,  of  Lichfield,  has  carried  out  the  present 
restoration. 

The  Local  Government  Board  have  declined  to 
sanction  a  loan  for  £2,700  for  the  erection  of  an 

isolation  hospital  for  the  Colwy  n  Bay  district.  The 

principal  objection  relates  to  the  unsuitable 
character  of  U:e  approach  to  the  proposed  site. 

At  Montrath,  t^ueen's  Cotinty,  last  week,  the 
Rev.  Sir  Algernon  Coote,  Bart.,  presented  the 

townspeople  with  a  high-pressure  water-supply  and 

a  public  dtinking-fountain,  constructed  at  his  ex- 
pense and  from  plans  prepared  by  Mr.  AVilliam  J. 

Haslam,  M  A.,  M.Inst.C.E.  The  supply  is  brought 
a  distance  of  three  miles  and  furnishes  2tj  gallons 

per  head  to  the  population.  The  fountain  is  of 
Connemara  granite  and  marble,  mounted  on  a  base 
of  Wicklow  marble. 

The  new  Lightfoot  aisle  of  St.  Margaret's  Episco- 
pal Church,  Braemar,  was  consecrated  by  the 

Bishop  of  Aberdeen  on  Thursday  in  last  week.  The 

aisle  is  built  of  coloured  granite  and  freestone,  both 

from  Aberdeenshire.  The  roof  is  of  local  quarried 

slate  from  Old  Mar  Lodge,  having  served  as  a  roof 

to  that  building,  now  demolished.  A  new  chancel, 

tower,  and  vestry  are  about  to  be  erected. 

An  inquiry  was  held  last  week  at  the  town-hall, 
Milton,  next  Sittingbourne,  by  Mr.  H.  H.  Law, 

C.E.,  one  of  the  inspectors  of  the  Local  ( ovenment 

Board,  respecting  the  application  of  the  Milton 
I'rban  District  Council  lor  a  loan  of  £7,0UU  for 

works  of  sewage  disposal. 

A  correspondent,  "  F.  L.  R.,"  calls  attention  to 

the  lamentably  dilapidated  and  unprotected  condi- 
tion of  the  ruins  of  Bisingweik  Abbey,  near  Holy- 

well, observing  :  —  "  Within  my  recollection  the 
hand  of  Time  has  made  sad  havoc  with  this  fine  old 

ruin,  and  every  year  tells  its  tale.  The  abbey  ia 

private  property,  and  it  is  greatly  to  be  deplored 

that  the  proprietor  appaieutly  takes  so  little  interest 

in  it," 
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1,AS    FRACOAS,    SANTANDF.R. 

This  house  ia  being  built  for  the  Duke  of  Santo 
Mauro  a  few  miles  south  of  Santander.  lie 
wished  it  to  look  quiet,  and  as  much  like  an 

English  house  as  possible.  It  is  being  con- 
structed of  rough  masonry,  with  ashlar  dressings. 

Red  brickwork  and  half-timber  arc  being  used 
for  the  offices  and  stables,  and  ail  the  roofs  are 
to  be  covered  with  a  red  flat  tile,  something  like 

"  Broseleys."  The  architect  is  Mr.  Ksilph  S. 
■Wornum.  Our  illustration  is  taken  from  the 
architect's  drawing  .at  the  Royal  .\cademy. 
rETERBOBOVGH     TOWX     HAI.I.  :     NATIONAL    BRONZE 

MEKAL    DESIGNS. 

The  Town  Hall  was  erected  by  the  citizens  of 

I'eterborough,  by  public  subscription,  in  the  year 
1669.  A  dinner  was  given  at  the  opening 
ceremony  (in  the  museum  is  the  shell  of  a  turtle 
from  which  the  soup  was  made  for  the  dinner). 
In  the  year  ISTU  a  so-called  restoration  took 
place,  when  the  fine  wall  panelling  and  three  fine 
bosses  from  the  ceiling  were  wantonly  destroyed, 
and  sold  as  lumber  on  the  Hill.  '->ne  panel  has 

been  recovered,  and  is  now  used  by  the  Corpora- 
tion to  inscribe  upon  it  the  names  of  the  mayors 

at  the  expiration  of  their  term  of  office.  The 
three  bosses  have  also  been  recovered  by  the 

energetic  secretary  of  the  museum,  and  placed  in 
the  same.  Since  the  incorporation  of  the  town 
the  building  has  been  used  for  municipal  purposes, 
the  first  floor  being  used  as  a  council  chamber, 

.and  the  mayor's  room  adjoins.  The  ground  floor 
is  used  as  a  butter  market,  which  is  held  on 

Saturdays.  The  following  notes  may  also  be  of 
use.  They  are  from  the  cathedral  register  of 
burials  : — "  .John  Gutche,  carpenter,  came  to 
work  at  the  New  Town  House  (hall; ,  fell  sick, 

and  was  buried  16G9."  "  Feb.  6,  1744-5.  The 
secretary  of  the  Uentlemans  Society  of  Peter- 

borough exhibited  the  originid  subscription  list 
for  building  the  cross  or  Town  Hall,  a  i>.  1669, 

which  amounted  to  no  more  than  £S0  12s.  2d." 
' '  By  the  Chapter.  To  ye  workmen  at  the  laying 
of  ye  foundation  at  Market  Cross,  July  2,  1669, 
■2s.''  S.  W.  Taylor. 

nUADFOKlJ    NEW    M.VBKETS. 

(For  description,  see  page  400.) 

THE    XEW    iiuosiprox    co  -  oPERArivE    society's 
BAKERY. 

This  building,  known  as  the  "  Model  Bakery," 
is  designed  entirely  for  the  manufacture  of  bread, 
cake,  pastry,  and  confectionery.  The  ground 
floor  haa  a  commodious  loading  thed  to  the  front, 
where  the  vans  are  loaded  from  the  cooling  room, 

which  is  divided  oil  by  revolving  shutters  so 
arranged  tbat  the  cooling   of  the  bread  is  not 

affected  to    any  extent    while    vans    are  being 

loaded.     From  this  cooling-room  there  are  two 

entrances  to  the  bakery  proper,  which  is  ODft. 

square  and  Lift,  in  height ;  it  has  six  ovens  upon 

one   side,  with  space   for   a   similar  number  on 

opposite  side  when  required.     Passing  through  a 

doorway  at  the  far  end,  we  come  to  a  corridor  from 

which  the  dining-room,  lavatories,  engine-room, 

coal-store,    ire,  are   reached,  with    a    doorway 

opening  into  yard.     In  one  comer  of  the  bakery 
is  the  staircase  leading  to  first   floor  ;    hero  are 

spacious  kneading  and  sponge  rooms  (the  latter 
fitted  with  hot-water  apparatus  to  regulate  the 

temperature^  and  a  pastry  and  cake  bakery,  with 

provision  for  two  ovens.     On  the  top  lloor  is  the 

flour-store,  capable  of  storing  between  2,000  and 

;(  OOO  sacks  of  llour.     The  three  floors  are  con- 

nected by  a  lift,  fitted  with  automatic  safety 

gear,  the'lift-well  having  openings  both  sides  at 
bottom,  so  that  the  lift  may  be  emptied  or  loaded 

with  equal  convenience  from    either  bakery  or 

cooling-room ;    it    is    worked,    with    the    other 

machinery,   by  a  gas-engine.     The  building  is 

substantiaUy    built,  having  white  glazed  bricks 

in  all  internal  walls  ;  the  floors  are  fireproof,  and 

covered  with  wood    blocks,  carried    with    steel 

joists    on    girders,    supported    at    intervals    by 

columns,  four  to  each  floor  ;  the  roof  is  spanned 

by  wrought-iron    principals,  and  coveted  with 

slates,     the  exterior  walling  consists  of  best  local 

stock   bricks,   with    red    bricks    to    all    arches, 

strings,    quoins,    and    gable    and   eaves- 
courses 

relieving  the  whole.     Mr.  E.  J.  Hammond  is  the 

architect,  and  Mr.   Councillor  .1.    II.   Harns,  of 

Chatham,  was    the    builder.     There    is  a  reUil 

■shop  adjoining,  with  the  usual  stores  and  ofUces 

to  same".     The  whole  has  been  erected  at  a  cost  of 

between  £8,000  and  £0,0O0. 

./ILDERSnOT     MASONIC     HALL     AND     CLl  H  : 

SELECTED   DESItiN. 

This   design   was  chosen   from    sixteen   sets   of 

plans  in  the  recent  competition.    Mr.  I".,  i 
'.  Sachs 

was  the  professional   assessor.     On  either  side 
 of 

the  main   entrance,   which   is    central,  .are   two 

offices  for  club  purposes,  or  which  can  be  let  if 

found  financially  necessary.    This  entrany;  le
ads 

to  a  spacious  h.ail,  which  is  provided  with 
 lava- 

tories for  ladies  and  gentlemen.     On  the  right  is 

the  candidates'  preparation  room,  with  store  ad
- 

joining for  Masonic  furniture,  and  Tyler  s  lotiby 

leading  into  the  Masonic  temple.     On  the  left  is
 

a  corresponding  lobby   leading  into    the  larg
e 

dining-room,  with  service-room  adjoining,  whi
ch 

communicates   by  lift  and   staircase  with
  wine- 

cellars  in  basement,   club  service-room  on 
 first 

lloor,  and  kitchen  on  second  floor.     An  entr
ance 

is  provided  at  the  side  of  building  to  inner  
ball, 

to  enable  the  dining-room  and  adjacent  rooms
  to 

be  let  for  balls,  dinners,  &c.,  without  in  any  way 

interfering  with  the  Masonic  club  on  firs
t  floor. 

The  club  is  approached  by  a  staircase  in  
vestibule, 

and  is  kept  distinct  from  other  parts  of  buil
dings 

by  double  doors  at  entrance  to  inner  hall. 
  It  con- 

tains large  hall  with  service-room  and  retres
h- 

mentbar,   cloak-room,  lav.atory,  large  rea
ding- 

room,   card-room,    and  billiard-room  to
  contain 

two  full-sized  tables.     The  kitchen  and  sculler
y, 

as  also  the  caretaker's  apartments  and  store
s,  are 

placed  on  the  second  floor.     The  arch
itects  are 

Jlessrs.   Clarence  T.  Coggin,   •^■"•' ■''•4:.:'"? 

Thomas  Wallis,  of  York  Buildings, .Vdelphi,  W
  .1  . 

The  following  lodges  will  be  worked  
at  the  hall . 

The    Panmure    Xo.    273  ;  .Mdershot  tam
p  No. 

1331  ;     .^rmy    and   Xavy    No.    1071  ;  ̂?1>>''^^V 

Mark   Xo.  54;  -Vrmy  and  Xavy  M
ark  No.  34.' . 

Panmure  Royal  Arch  Chapter  No.  ,2^  ;  -
^Wer- 

shot    Camp  'Royal    Arch    Chapter    No.    I3f  i  • 

Connaught    Royal    Arch    Chapter     No.    
19, 1  • 

William  Stuart  Preceptory  No.   (6;  
and  Kojai 

Military  Rose  Croix  Chapter  Xo.  S9. 

PBOFESSIONAL    AND    TRADE 

SOOIBTIES. 

British  Fire-Preventmn  Commit iee.— "The 

arrangements  of  the  British  Fire- Prevent  ion 

Committee  for  the  winter  session  will  again  in- 

clude a  comprehensive  series  of  fire-tests,  to 

which  it  has  also  been  decided  to  invite  dis- 

tinguished guests  from  abroad,  the  almost  inter- 
national interest  accorded  to  the  work  having  led 

to  a  number  of  applications  from  foreign  ofliciaU, 

architects,  and  engineers  to  attend  the  experi- 

ments. In  October  there  will  be  further  investi- 

gations with  doors  of  various  materiuls,  with 

floors,  patented  partitions,  and  non-inflammable 

materials.  The  operations  of  the  testing-station 

wiU  then  probably  bo  extended  to  experimenta 
with  automatic  fire-alarms. 

OLASfaiW      ARtlllTEcnTRAI.      AsSfHIATION. — At 

the  opening  meeting  on  the  22nd  session  of 

this  association,  held  in  the  rooms,  1S7,  Pitt- 

street,  on  the  19th  inst.,  the  president,  Mr.  .lohn 

Fairweather,  .V.R.I. B. A.,  delivered  the  opening 

address  on  "The  Association  and  its  ̂ yor'c." 
Briefly  reviewing  the  many  changes  which  had 

taken  place  in  the  21  years  of  its  historj',  the 

president,  while  acknowledging  the  vast  incroa»e 

in  the  membership,  had  to  complain  of  a  pro- 

portionate decrease  of  interest  taken  in  the 

association  by  its  members,  draughtsmen,  crafts- 

men, and  juniors— particularly  the  latter— the 

very  class  for  whoso  benefit  the  association  was 

originally  instituted.  He  enumerated  the  many 
benefits  to  be  derived  from  the  association,  both 

architectural  and  sovial,  and  pointed  out  that  if 

each  member  would  come  forward,  join  hand* 

with  the  committee,  and  do  his  utmost  as  an 

individual  to  further  the  aims  of  the  association, 

there  was  no  limit  to  the  influence  which  it 

might  effect  as  an  educative  body.  .\t  the  con- 
clusion of  the  address,  Mr.  Fairweather  was 

accorded  a  hearty  vote  of  thanks. 

XOUTHEUN    AltdllTF.I   rniAL    A>-l>CI,\TIOX.— 
On 

Saturday  members  of  this  association  travel
led 

from  Newcastle  to  Sunderknd  for  the  purpr.se  of 

inspecting  several  building  of  special  interest
  to 

the  profession.  The  first  place  visited  was  t
he 

Municipal  Technical  Kducition  Cjllege.  Th
e 

memorial  stone  of  the  structure,  which  is  situa
ted 

near  the  Biahopwearmputh  Church,  was  to  be
 

laid  on  the  following  Wednesday  morning.  The
 

party,  having  examined  the  foundations  
of  the 

college,  proceeded  to  the  Hudson  Itoad  
Schools; 

und  then  to  the  new  post-office,  which  is  m
 

course  of  construction  in  West  Sunniside, 
 and 

which  has  now  reached  ground-fioor  heig
ht. 

The  party  next  took  train  for  fMiuthw
iclj, 

where  St.  Columba's  Church  was  exam
ined. 

Thisbuilding  is  Byzantine  in  style,  thus  fo
rming 

in  many  ways  a  pronounced  departure  fr
om  the 

ordinary  parish  church.  Externally, 
 ht. 

Columba's  is  severe  and  simple  in  the  eitrome
. 

but  its  interior  is  characterised  by  dignity  an
d 

beauty.  tjuite  recently  Mr.  .1.  Kid
ie  Itecd 

painted  a  fresco,  depicting  "The  (inv
ersion  of 

England,"  on  the  lower  portion  of  the  east
ern 

ap'^e  and  this  now  forms  one  of  the  m
ist 

striking  features  of  the  edifice.  Having  in
spected 

this  church,  the  party  returned  to  Su
ndorUnd. 

where  they  were  entertained  to  tea  by  
iir.  r. 

Caws,  vice-president  of  the  association.  
Among 

those  who  took  part  in  th-  "     "^^ 

ings  were  Mr.  W.iilovcr.  ^  
■'  • 

Mr  .1.  W.  Hanson,  South.--;   
 ""''; 

*Mr  C.  S.  Krriniston,  Mr.  J.  W.  iayj^r  and 

Mr  .Vrthur  B.  I'lummer  hon.  secrcUirv).  
New- 

castle;  Mr.  O.  R.  Bortham  and  Mr.  1.  I  *»«, 
Sunderland. 

The    Si  rveyou^'     lN-r;Ti  ti.'n.— 
)' 

stand  that  extensive  preparation»^re  ' 
for  the  entertainment  tl  t- 
friends  who  will    ittend   f 

ih.j  new 

strt.e:.  Wtwlminptt-r. 
.,-.,«t^l  rTi<i«i<-,  thrrp  « 

-Vn  inquiry  was  held  at  Cuckfield  on  W  cd.
 

week,  by  Mr.  Herbert  L^w,  M.I.C  I'.-.  ""
 '"i from  the  Local  GDvemment  B:iard,  "^{^"V.rJnw  i 

caticn    by    the    rural    Ji^^'^'.  <=""°9''  '"  ̂^^I'L, 

£1,1.000  for  works   in   connect.ou   wi
th   <he  water 

supply  for  the  parishes  of   Ard
iugly,   B-ilcouibc. 

Boliey,  Cuckfield  rural,  Lindfield.  and  
fela"K''»"; 

The  Gloucester  City  Council  re. 

a  report  for  the  exteosion  of  the 
all  directions,  for  which  purpose  :- 

of  county  territory  would  be  annexed
, 

value   of    the     town     would     b"    mcT 

t'lSO,0OO  to  £22.".. 000,  and 
added  to  the  present    poj' council  instructed    the    co:  ,  .  .      .    .     :  ^„^-.  .     ,   ,.-it 

further  report  with  a  view  to  aii  tti4..-i.iUju  .   i  =  ,  ̂ ^,^^4,00 wiU  oomment*  i*<h  tn— ng  .1   »• 

made  to  the  Local  tiovemment  Bo
ard. 
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LEGAL  INTELLIOENOE. 

What  is  a  New  Builm.vi  .  V— At  Bridgend 
Police  Court  on  Saturday  the  Porthcawl  ]iural 
District  Council  proceeded  against  Mr.  H.  Kay, 
agent  for  the  Hon.  Ivor  Uuest,  for  infringement  of 

the  council's  by-laws.  There  were  four  summonses, 
the  cfTences  alleged  being  that,  contrary  to  the 

Public  Health  Act,  \<'',  and  certain  by-laws  made 
thereundt T,  he  proceeded  to  erect  a  building  at 
Newton  Court  Farm  without  submitting  proper 
plans ;  that  he  allowed  the  premises  to  be  occupied 
before  obtaining  a  certi6cate  of  the  ofticer  of  the 
council,  and  that,  having  completed  the  premises, 
he  failed  to  give  notice  to  the  council  that  he  had 
done  so  in  order  that  the  surveyor  might  examine 
them.  Mr.  S.  T.  Evans,  M.P.,  appeared  in  sup- 

port of  the  information,  and  Mr.  Parsons  for  the 
defendant.  Mr.  ?>an8,  in  opening,  said  that 

some  time  before  December  16,  IS'.is,  a  plan 
was  sent  in  to  the  council.  A  letter  was  suose- 
quently  written  to  the  architect,  Mr.  G.  F.  Lambert, 
stating  that  the  plan  bad  been  rejected  as  it  did 
not  show  a  proper  system  of  drainage.  On 
February  11  the  clerk  wrote  to  Mr.  Kay  calling 
his  attention  to  the  fact  that  the  work  and  addi- 

tions to  the  house  were  being  proceeded  with  in 
contravention  of  the  by-laws,  the  plans  not  having 
been  sanctioned.  ( )n  the  loth  February  Mr.  Kay 
wrote  undertaking  to  do  what  was  necessary,  but 
no  plan  showing  any  of  the  drains  was  submitted, 
and  on  the  Hh  .September  a  summons  was  issued. 
On  the  <Jth  September  a  very  defective  plan  was 
sent  in  to  the  council.  In  the  subsequent  corre- 

spondence which  took  place  the  point  was  raised, 
on  behalf  of  the  defendant,  that  plans  were  not 
required  to  be  submitted,  as  this  was  not  a  new 
building. — Mr.  Parsons  contended  that  the  council 
had  not  taken  proceedings  within  the  time  specified 
— viz. ,  fix  months  from  the  date  of  the  offence — and 

under  Jarvis's  Act  they  were  out  of  court. — Mr. 
Evans  suggested  that  this  was  a  continuing  offence, 
but  the  clerk  did  not  agree.  After  further  argu- 

ment, Mr.  Evans  said  he  feared  the  objection  was  a 
fatal  one,  and  the  summonses  for  allowing  the  houEe 
to  be  occupied  without  obtaining  the  certificate  of 
an  officer  of  the  local  authority  was  next  gone  into. 
Mr.  Morgan  Thomas,  the  surveyor  to  the  council, 
gave  evidence  in  support  of  the  summons. — Mr. 
Evans  :  What  you  say  is  that  the  drain,  so 
far  as  it  has  been  laid,  has  been  properly 
done,  but  that  is  not  sufficient  r — Yes.— Mr. 
Parsons  submitted  that  there  was  no  evidence 

of  "  letting  or  cccupjing,"  to  use  the  words 
of  the  by-laws,  a  new  building.  The  question  was 
whether  the  slight  alterations  which  had  bsen 

cjirried  out  at  this  place  constituted  a  "  new  build- 
ing." In  the  case  of  an  appnal  from  a  decision  of 

the  .Swansea  Stipendiary  upon  a  similar  point,  the 
late  Lord  Chief  Justice  field  that  the  quertion 
whether  a  building  was  a  new  one  or  not  was  a 
matter  of  degree,  and  the  magistrate  had  absolute 
discretion.  .\11  that  had  been  done  in  this  case  was 

to  build  an  additional  bedroom,  a  box-room,  and 
substitute  a  slate  roof  for  a  thatched  one.  After 

Mr.  Kay  had  given  evidence,  Mr.  S.  T.  Evans  re- 
plied on  the  points  of  law :  and  said  that  this  was 

more  of  a  new  building  than  that  in  retpect  of 
which  the  Swansea  appeal  was  brought.  The 
Chairman,  interposing  at  this  point,  said  :  The 
majority  of  the  magistrates  are  of  opinion  that  this 
is  not  a  new  building.  Mr.  Evans  :  If  you  had 
only  a(ked  me  if  I  he  d  any  other  authority  for  my 
submission,  as  I  have,  I  think  it  would  have  been 
better.  I  desire  to  quote  the  cafe  of  Meadows  v. 
Tdylor,  and  to  ask  you  to  state  a  case.  The  Bench 
agreed  to  state  a  case. 

Is  He  a.  C.  Bedwomti,  of  Haxpswortii. — The 
first  meeting  of  the  creditors  was  held  on  Friday  at 
the  offices  of  the  Official  Receiver,  Birmingham. 

Liabilities  £1, GOO;  asseU  £57;  deficiency  £1,G32.— 
In  his  observations,  the  Official  fieceiver  stated  that 
bankrupt,  at  the  age  of  22,  commenced  business  in 

April,  IS'JS,  as  a  builder  and  contractor.  He  had 
previously  been  engaged  in  a  eituation  with  a  cycle 
manufacturer.  Being  without  capital,  he  borrowed 
£600  from  his  mother,  who  subsequently  guaranteed 

a  banking  account  to  the  extent  of  £2.'iO.  She  was 
now  a  creditor  for  il'iil.  Bankrupt's  first  specula- 

tion was  to  build  eight  houses  in  Ilavelock-road, 
and  the  property  was  finished  early  this  year.  The 
mortgage  amounted  to  £1,600,  leaving  an  equity 
estimated  at  £  100.  In  January  the  property  was 

sold  to  the  bankrupt's  mother.  .Shortly  after  com- 
mencing business  bankrupt  assisted  two  tradesmen 

by  signing  accommodation  bills.  Payment  was 
suspended,  and  debtor,  in  conte  juence,  lost  £  167. 
In  Xovember  last  he  became  the  lessee  of  land  in 

Westmiuster-road,  and  commenced  to  build  eight 
houses.  The  mortgagees  and  interest  amounted  to 
£1,3.30,  whilst  the  bankrupt  estimated  that  he  had 

expended  tl,7')0.  He  valued  the  property  at  the amount  due  to  the  mortgagees,  and  it  was  doubtful 
whether  there  would  be  any  surplus.  Bankrupt  is 
a  lachelor,  and  resides  with  bis  mother.  The 
insolvency  was  attributed  by  bankrupt  to  loss  on 
buildings,  bad  debts,  and  being  surety  for  other 
people.  lUnkrupt  was  cross-examined  at  length 
by  Mr.  Woollett  (assistant  official  receiver)  and  Mr. 

A.  C.  Jacques,  who  appeared  for  the  petitioning 
creditor,  especially  as  to  various  boxes  of  cigars  he 
took  with  him,  and  gave,  as  be  alleged,  to  strangers 
in  August  while  travelling  for  health,  and  as  to  a 
diamond  ring,  horse  and  conveyance,  all  of  which 
he  asserted  belonged  to  his  mother.  He  had  been 
in  business  fifteen  months,  and  had  made  a  defi- 

ciency of  £l,ri:j2,  or  about  £IOS  per  month.  He 
stayed  at  Bewdley  with  Mr.  It.  Crump,  a  builder, 
with  whom  he  was  associated  in  another  enterprise. 

Mr.  Woollett  said  the  bankruptcy  was  a  very  un- 
satisfactory one,  and  the  Official  Hsoeiver  was 

dissatisfied  with  the  bankrupt's  explanations.  The 
case  is  a  summary  one  and  the  Ofiicial  Keceiver  was 
appointed  trustee. 

Are  Boulders  "Rock"':— Mr.  Charles  Jack- 
son, engineer,  Manchester,  the  arbitrator  appointed 

by  the  Court  of  Appeal,  has  published  his  award  in 
the  action  of  Braithwaite  v.  Ilkley  District  Council. 
The  plaintiffs  are  contractors  carrying  on  business 
in  Leeds,  and  sued  the  defendants,  the  Ukley  1  >is- 
trict  Council,  for  work  done  in  connection  with  the 
new  sewage  works  at  Ben  Bhydding.  The  point  in 
dispute  was  whether  the  plaintiffs  were  entitled  to 
be  paid  extra  for  the  excavation  and  removal  of 
blocks  of  .t)ne  or  bouldeis,  and  also  for  certain 
alterations  and  deviations  made  in  the  contract. 

The  defendants  contended  that  though  the  plain- 

tiffs were  entitled  to  be  paid  extra  for  "rock," boulders  of  the  kind  descrit>ed  did  not  come  within 
that  term.  They  also  denied  that  there  had  been 
any  deviation.  The  case  was  heard  on  June  20, 
July  20  and  21  last.  Mr.  E.  O.  Simpson,  solicitor, 
appeared  for  the  plaintiffs,  and  Mr.  W.  J.  Waugh, 
barrister,  appeared  for  the  defendants.  The  arbi- 

trator has  now  found  in  favour  of  the  plaintiffs' contention,  and  awards  the  sum  of  £616  7s.  7d.,  and 
directs  the  defendants  to  pij  all  the  costs  of  the 
arbitration,  and  of  all  the  previous  proceedings  in 
the  High  Court  and  Court  of  Appeal. 

CHIPS. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  archdeacons  and  rural  deans 
of  the  diocese  of  Truro,  held  on  SaturdayatBodmin, 
under  the  presidency  of  the  archdeacon  of  Bodmin, 

Mr.  John  M.  Strong,  of  St.  Stephen's-by-Liunces- 
ton,  was  re-elected  surveyor  of  ecclesiastical 
dilapidations  for  the  Archdeaconry  of  Bodmin  lor  a 
period  of  five  years. 

The  fourth  annual  Church  Congress  Exhibition 
will  be  held  under  the  auspices  of  the  Clergy  and 

Artists'  Association  at  Leighton  House,  the  resi- 
dence of  the  late  Lord  Leighton,  P.R.A.,  Holland 

Park-road,  Kensington,  from  Monday  till  Friday, 
October  9  to  13.  The  Bishop  of  Rochester  will 
preside  over  a  general  meeting  of  members  to  be 
held  at  Leighton  House  on  Wednesday.  October  II, 

at  .'5.30  p.m.,  when  Mr.  Holman  Hunt  will  be 

present. Mr.  Qeorge  Smale,  of  Launceston,  was  appointed 
surveyor  and  inspector  of  nuisances  by  the  iike- 
bampton  District  Council  on  Saturday,  at  a  salary 
of  £110  per  annum. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  1  'jvon  County  Council, 
the  asylum  committee  reported  that  the  sanction  of 
the  Secretary  of  State  had  been  obtained,  though 
with  considerable  alterations  and  additions,  in- 

volving fresh  estimates,  to  the  whole  of  the  remain- 
ing plans  for  the  extension  of  the  asylum  buildings. 

Mr.  E.  H.  Harbottle,  of  Exeter,  surveyor,  explained 
that  the  Commissioners  required  these  alterations 
to  be  made  in  accordance  with  the  result  of  their 
recent  deliberations,  and  had  intimated  that  they 
could  not  reduce  their  stipulations.  Plans  for  the  new 
reservoir  and  the  pumping  machinery  necessary 
for  the  supply  of  portable  water  to  the  enlarged 
asylum,  the  estimated  cost  being  £7,009,  were 

approved,  and  *,l,l.30  was  also  voted  for  furnishing 
two  new  blocks  for  the  reception  of  eighty-seven 
patients,  which  will  be  in  readiness  for  occupation 
in  a  few  weeks. 

The  Countess  of  Darby  has  consented  to  lay  the 
foundation-stone  of  the  new  hospital  of  St.  Mary  in 
Oloucester-strect,  i  iiford-street,  Manchester,  on 

Monday,  October  9. 

At  Coventry  last  week  the  first  sod  for  the  rail- 
way which  is  to  be  constructed  to  connect  the 

London  and  Xorth-Westem  Company's  Coventry 
and  Nuneaton  line  with  Messrs.  Webster  aud  Co.'s 
brickworks  in  Stoney  Stautou-road  was  cut.  The 
railway  will  be  about  a  mile  in  length,  and  is  esti- 

mated to  cost  between  £10,000  and  £12.000.  The 
old  works  of  Messrs.  Seaman  will  be  used  as  a 

goods  depot  by  the  London  and  North -Western 
and  Midland  Ifailway  Companies.  The  engineer  is 
Mr.  W.  E  Wmby,  C.E.,  and  the  contracting  firm 
are  Messrs.  Cruwys  and  Horborough,  of  Gloucester. 

Mijor-(i6neralCro/.ier,  R  K  ,  will  hold  an  inquiry 
on  behalf  of  the  Local  Government  Board  at  Tor- 

([uay  to-day  (Friday)  respecting  the  application  of 
the  Corporation  to  borrow  an  additional  £10,000 

for  electric-lighting  purposes,  and  l'l,.'>00  for  a shelter  at  the  head  of  the  Princess  Pier,  and  so 

practically  converting  it  to  a  pavilion. 

A  well-known  firm  of  architects  and  engineers  at 

Manchester  have  lodged  with  the  building  com- 
mittee of  the  Bridlington  t  rban  Council  plans  of 

an  extensive  scheme  for  the  development  of  the 
Beacoi  field  estate,  including  a  theatre  for  2,000 
persons,  a  hotel  accommodating  200  guests,  with  an 
arcade  beneath,  and  also  a  promenade  pier  and 
pavilion  on  the  sea  front. 

A  meeting  of  the  housing  of  the  working  classes 
committee  of  the  Bath  Corporation  was  held  on 
Friday,  when  the  chairman  (Mr.  T.  B.  Silcock) 
mentioned  that  Mr.  Fortune's  scheme  for  clearing 
an  unhealthy  area  in  Lamparps  Buildings,  and 
erecting  new  artisans'  buildings,  was  estimated  to 
cost  £14,420,  while  the  rent  obtainable  was  esti- 

mated at  £2S5.  It  was  decided  to  have  the  report 
in  detail  considered  at  the  next  meeting. 

X  new  pansh-room  was  opened  at  Cullompton, 
Devon,  on  Friday.  The  hall  is  4.5ft.  by  22ft.  6in. 
It  is  constructed  of  brick,  with  open  timlier  roof, 
wood  dado,  and  block  flooring.  The  woik  was 
execute i  by  Messrs.  Labdou  and  Sons,  of  Cullomp- 

ton, from  designs  prepared  by  Mr.  G.  Warren, 
M.S.A.,  of  Exeter,  and  under  his  superintendence 
and  direction. 

X  new  foundry  is  being  erected  at  Leicester  from 
the  designs  of  Mr.  William  Langley,  architect,  of 
Li  ice  iter,  and  special  consideration  has  been  given 
to  the  ventilation,  which  will  be  ca  rried  out  on  the 

Boyle  system. 
The  Arts  and  Crafts  Eihibion,  which  will  be 

opened  at  the  New  ( iallery  from  the  9th  prox.  to 
the  end  of  November,  is  to  comprise  a  room  entirely 
occupied  by  works  of  William  Morris,  who  was 
president  of  the  exhibiting  society. 

The  Manchester  Corporation  are  about  to  have 
erected  two  additional  sets  of  public  baths — one  at 
High-street,  Longholme,  estimated  to  cost  £20,000, 
and  the  other,  on  which  only  about  £4,000  will  bo 

expended,  in  the  suburban  district  of  Bradford. 
A  carved  oak  fo-t  cover  has  been  placed  upon  the 

old  font  at  the  south-west  end  of  the  parish  church 

of  Plympton,  St.  Maurice.  It  is  in  the  Li-century 
style  of  Gothic  art,  wrought  in  Devon-grown  oak, 
and  put  together  by  pins  of  the  same  material,  no 
nails  or  screws  of  metal  being  used.  The  cover  is 
the  handiwork  of  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  and  Sons, 

Exeter,  by  whom  it  has  been  placed  in  situ. 

On  Thursday  iu  last  week  (St.  Matthew's  Day), the  church  cf  St.  Hddeburgh,  at  the  comer  of 

King's  Gip  and  Stanley-road,  Hoylake,  was  con- 
secrated by  the  Bishop  of  Chester. 

The  great  l.oih-century  church  of  Holy  Trinity, 

Hull,  in  which  gas  lights  have  given  way  to  elec- 

tricity, and  the  organ  entirely  remodelled  at  con- siderable cost,  will  be  reopened  on  October  5  by 
the  Archbishop  of  York. 

Several  wall-paintings  of  great  antiquarian  in- terest have  been  discovered  during  the  process  of 

restoring  the  Eirly  Norman  Church  of  Ashmans- 
worth,  on  the  North  Hampshire  Hills,  a  few  miles 

south  cf  Highclere  Park,  the  seat  of  Lord  Carnar- 
von. The  most  ancient  series  of  paintings  probably 

dates  from  about  the  year  1200,  and  lopresents  the 
descent  of  '  Mr  Lord  into  Hell.  This  pimtine  is  on 

the  wall  of  the  nave.  Mr.  Charles  E.  Keyset 

will  report  upon  the  discovery  to  the  Society  of 
Antiquarians. 

Mr.  John  R.  Rust,  one  of  the  earlier  American 

railway  engineers,  died  at  his  home  in  Brooklyn  on 
Tuesday  in  last  week.  He  was  bom  at  Wolfboro, 

N.H.,  71  years  ago,  and  spent  most  of  his  working 

life  building  railways  in  Northern  New  England 
aud  west  ot  Chicago. 

Oa  Saturday  afternoon  memorial-stones  were 
laid  of  a  new  place  of  worship  which  is  being  erected 
for  the  members  of  the  laited  Free  Church  at 

Washwood  Heath,  near  Birmingham.  A  new 

Sunday-school  has  been  erected,  aud  in  front  of  it 
will  be  a  church  iu  the  Modem  Renaissance  style, 

of  red  brick,  with  facings  of  grey  terracotta.  The 

church  will  seat  400,  and  will  cost  about  £3,000. 

The  church  is  being  built  by  Mr.  T.  Johnson,  from 

the  designs  of  Messrs.  Ingall  and  Son,  of  Birmmg- ham. 

At  the  last  meeting  ot  the  Dsan  of  Guild's  Com- mittee of  Aberdeen  Town  Council,  plans  of  new 

buildings  representing  a  value  of  between  l■l^,000 and  £19,000  were  sanctioned.  The  plans  were 

mostly  for  dwelling-houses. 

The  old  Wesleyan  chapel  in  Hobson-street,  Cam- 
bridge, was  reopened  last  week  after  renovation 

and  redecoration,  carried  out  by  Messrs.  Mdler  and 

Son,  of  that  town. 
At  the  recent  annual  meeting  of  the  registered 

plumbers  in  the  counties  of  .Vhcrdeen,  Kincardine, 
aud  Bauff,  a  resolution  was  carried  expressing 

warm  approval  of  the  Plumbers'  Kagistration  Bill, and  declaring  that  its  passage  through  the  Houses 

of  Parliament  "is  essential  to  the  continuance  of 

the  registration  movement— a  movement  which,  it 

is  generally  admitted,  is  rendering  important  ser- 

vices to  the  public  health." 
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WATEB    ST7PPI-Y    AND    SANITARY 
MATTEBS. 

Bo'NEis,  NB.  —  A  rtpoit  by  Mr.  John  D. 
"WatsoD,  C.E.,  Aberdeen,  who  was  appointid  by  the Lccal  (Toverumeut  Board  to  inquire  into  certain 

allegations  made  by  Dr.  Graham,  Bo'nesp,  regard- 
ing the  Eanitary  couditicn  of  the  burgh,  has  been 

received.  Mr.  Watson  states  that,  ppeaking 
generally,  there  is  truth  in  the  allegations  made  by 
Dr.  Graham  ander  the  head  of  defective  drains, 

traps,  gutters,  or  pipes  in  the  streets  of  Bo'neBS, 
injorioua  or  prejudiced  to  health,  but  undue  im- 

portance shonld  not  be  attached  to  this  admission. 

In  dealing  with  Bo'ness  it  should  be  borne  in  mind 
that  the  old  part  of  the  town  is  made  up  of 
irregular  streets,  lanes,  and  closes  of  old  and  often 
dilapidated  houses  of  the  poorest  kind.  The  Local 
Authority  are  not  less  anxious  to  remedy  the  exist- 

ing defects  than  the  petitioner  i?,  and  they  have 
during  the  last  two  )ear3  shown  a  praiseworthy 
determination  to  deal  with  a  large  insanitary  area 
by  the  demolition  of  houses,  and  by  forming  new 
and  regular  streets  on  the  ground  thus  set  free.  At 
present,  sewers  and  drains  are  not  sufticiently 
flushed,  partially  owing  to  scarcity  of  water. 

l"nder  the  statute  the  Local  Authority  are  entitled to  sell  surplus  water  after  fully  supplying  what  is 
required  for  dcmestic  and  sanitary  purposes,  but  in 
this  case  the  Local  Authority  are  reversing  the 
order,  inasmuch  as  they  are  selling  upwards  of  one 
million  gallons  of  water  per  week  for  trade  pur- 

poses. Meantime  certain  improvements  essential 
under  any  circumstances  should  be  effected  on  the 
sewerage  system  in  order  to  render  the  available 
supply  as  efficient  as  possible.  The  improvements 
suggested  are  stated  in  detail  by  Mr.  Watson  in  his 
report. 

Qi-HEXsr^xD  Aetesian  Bouhs.  —  The  Agent- 
General  for  (Queensland  has  issued  information  as 
to  the  Colony,  in  which  the  following  occurs :— The 
discovery  of  the  artesian  resources  which  underlie 
a  greater  part  of  the  great  fxpanse  comprised  in 
the  Western  plains  has  disclosed  a  new  area  to 
grazing  in  many  parts  of  the  Colony.  The 
water-tearing  strata  are  considered  to  mark 
the  position  of  the  ancient  cretaceous  sea  which 
connected  the  Gulf  of  Carpentaria  with  the 
Great  Australian  Bight,  and  which  divided  the 
Australian  continent  into  two  islands.  The  success- 

ful bores  hitherto  sunk  in  Queensland  may 
practically  be  said  to  find  their  source  in  the 
cavities  of  the  porous  sandstone  of  the  lower 
<;retaceous  or  rolling  downs  formation,  which 
underlies  the  larger  portion  at  least  of  the  country 
found  to  the  west  of  the  palj  rzoic  barrier  of  the 
great  dividing  range,  the  Cordillera,  which  separates 
the  waters  flowing  to  the  east  coast  from  those 
flowing  to  the  west.  This  vast  area,  some  160,000 
square  miles,  consists  chiefly  of  undulating  downs 
clothed  in  ordinary  seasons  with  the  richest  pasture. 
There  are  (HI  bores  supplying  water  throughout 
Western  Queensland,  with  an  aggregate  depth  of 
il>,2r2ft.,  the  maximum  quantity  from  any  one 
bore  being  4,000,000  gallons  daily. 

€>xix  Offict   ZMt 

CHIPS. 

The  sales  at  the  Mart,  Tokenhouse-yard,  last 
week,  as  registered  at  the  Estate  Exchange, 
amounted  to  £2 1, ,555.  The  sum  registered  in  the 
corresponding  week  of  last  year  was  £37,100. 
New  municipal  buildings  are  in  course  of  irection 

at  (iodmanohester  for  the  town  council,  ^^r.  Allan 
Fordham  is  the  architect,  and  Meaars.  B.  Tbackray and  Co.  are  the  contractors. 

An  inquiry  instituted  by  the  Local  Government 
Board  was  held  on  Sept.  21  at  the  oflices  of  the 
« ithmgton  Urban  District  Council  by  Dr.  Fletcher 
to  consider  the  application  of  the  council  forauthority 
to  borrow  the  sum  of  £5S,:0G  for  the  purpose  of 
erecting  an  infectious  diseases  hospital  at  Baguley Mr.  Broadbent,  the  architect,  exhibited  and  ex- plamed  the  plans. 

A  Local  Government  Board  inquiry  was  held  at 
Chipping  Xorton  on  Friday  by  Mr.  C.  I'errin, 
inspector,  the  corporation  having  applied  for  power to  borrow  £3,000  for  a  water  extension  scheme. 
The  Corporation  of  Glasgow  discussed  at  their 

last  meeting  a  report  from  the  Water  Committee  as 
to  the  claim  of  Messrs.  Morrison  and  Mewon, Limited,  for  extras  in  connection  with  their  con- 

tact for  the  Black  Rig  section  of  the  new  Loch 
*"o  1  ,T  ̂ ii^^d^ct.  The  amount  of  the  claim  was 
_->,  44.  Ihe  claim  was  chiefly  made  up  of  charges lor  Uning  the  walls  and  arches  of  the  tunnels  Hith 
lf>m.  instead  of  12in.  of  concrete  reciuired  by  the 
specihcation.  The  work,  admittedly  a  necessary one  was  executed  under  verbal  orders  from  Mr. 
iliUer  the  assistant  engineer,  during  the  absence, owing  to  Illness,  of  Mr.  Gale,  the  engineer-in-chief! Ihe  contractors  now  agreed  to  halve  the  whole 
amount  claimed,  which  made  the  sum  payable i.4,,1,..  and  thi?  offer  the  Works  Committee  re- 
ojmmeuded  for  acceptance.  Eventually  the  corpora- tion adopted  the  recommendation 

Ax  important  work  is  going  on  in  the  burial 

vaults  beneath  St.  George's  Chapel  and  tho 
Albert  Jlemorial  Chapel  at  Windsor  Castlo. 
Here  are  deposited  the  remains  of  George  III., 

(ieorge  IV.,  W^illiain  IV.,  tho  Duke  of  Kent,  tho 
Duke  of  Vork,  Princes  Octavius  and  Alfred, 
children  of  George  III.  (removed  from  West- 

minster Abbey),  the  Duchess  of  Brunswick, 
Princesses  Adelaide  and  Elizabeth,  children  of 

the  Duke  of  Clarence,  <hieen  Charlotte,  Princess 
Charlotte,  Princess  Amelia,  (Juoen  Adelaide, 

I'rincesa  Augusta,  George  V.  (King  of  Hanover), 
and,  lastly,  the  Duchess  of  Teck.  Only  tho 
(iueen  and  her  family,  and  very  ocrasionally  a 
specially  privileged  visitor,  are  admitted  to  the 
burial  vaults,  which  were  constructed  by  tieorge 
III.  The  vaulted  roof  is  supjiorted  by  massive 
octagonal  columns,  which  .ilso  support  ranges  of 
stone  shelves  upon  which  the  coffins  arc  placed. 

I'here  are  also  stone  tables  a  foot  high  for  the 
same  purpose  at  the  east  end  and  in  the  centre. 
It  has  hitherto  been  necessary,  in  order  to  gain 
entrance,  to  remove  heavy  iron  jilatos  guarding 
the  stone  stairway  to  the  vault.  Lanterns  have 
been  required  to  enable  the  visitors  to  see. 

At  the  entrance  to  the  vault,  which  is  at  the 

east  end  of  St.  George's  Chapel,  an  arched  door- 
way is  being  put  up,  and  in  future  the  simple 

process  of  unlocking  a  do3r,  and  descending  the 
stairs,  will  be  all  that  is  necessary.  In  place  of 
hand-lantems  or  candles  electric  lamps  have  been 
fitted,  by  which  the  vault  can  be  instantly  Hooded 
with  light.  The  coffins  of  George  III.  and  his 
family,  the  Duke  of  Kent,  the  King  of  Hanover, 

the  infant  child,  Victoria,  of  Princess  I'rederica  of 
Hanover  (Princess  Von  Pawel-Rammingen),  and 
others,  nearly  twenty  in  all,  have  boon  moved 
from  the  large  stone  table,  which  runs  down  the 
centre  of  the  vault,  to  the  range  of  stone  shelves 
by  the  side  of  the  walls  of  the  sepulchre.  The 
only  coffin  which  now  remains  on  th^  table  is 
that  of  the  Duchess  of  Teck  and  this  will  shortly 
be  moved  to  the  side  stone  shelves.  A  marble 
altar  is  to  be  erected  at  the  east  end.  These 

alterations  are  made  by  the  (Queen's  authority, for  the  satisfaction  of  the  Prince  and  Princess  of 

Wales  and  other  members  of  her  JIajesty's 
family.  They  are  being  executed  under  the 
personal  direction  of  Mr.  A.  Y.  Xutt,  of  the 
Office  of  Works,  Messrs.  Wheeler,  of  Reading, 
being  the  contractors. 

Wi;  are  glad  to  hear  thit  the  appeal  made  to 
Messrs.  Boots  to  preserve  the  picturesque  features 
of  the  17th-century  buildings  in  the  Market 

Place  at  St.  Alban's  has  been  successful.  In  reply 
to  the  memorial  drawn  up  by  Mr.  F.  S.  Kitton, 
and  published  in  our  issue  of  the  1st  inst.,  p.  2S3, 

Messrs.  Boot  write: — "When  we  bought  the 

old  house  in  the  Market-place,  St.  Alban's,  we 
had  no  idea  of  the  widespread  interest  attaching 
to  it,  and  in  the  ordinary  course  would  have  re- 

placed it  with  a  iirat-class  modern  building,  uni- 
form with  the  other  branches  we  own.  We  .•?liall, 

however,  have  much  pleasure,  in  deference  to  the 
wishes  of  those  who  have  signed  tho  memorial, 
and  of  others  who  have  communiaited  with  us 

direct,  in  instructing  our  architect  to  spare 
neither  pains  nor  expense  in  maintaining  the 
upper  portion  of  the  premises  in  its  integrity, 
while  making  the  ground  floor  a  convenient  and 

handsome  modern  place  of  business." 

It  is  not  generally  known  that  the  premises  in 
Adam-street,  Adelphi,  which  have  been  occupied 

by  the  Society  of  ,\rt3  since  1775,  are  not  free- 
hold.   The  original  leaseexpired  in  lSu7.    Itwas 

renewed  for  a  period  of  thirty  years,  which  ex- 
pired in  1S97,  and  the  lease  was  further  renewed 

for  a  period  of  seven  years,  ending  in  1004.    Tho 
accommodation   is  now  hardly  suflkient  for  the 
needs  of  the  society.     It  is  especially  deficient  as 
regards  the   requirements  of  a  library,  and  the 
want  of  convenient  library  accommodation  has  for 

many  years  past  been  a  serious  drawback.     T"her' is  every  reason  to  believe  that  with  ampler  pre- 
raises  the  operations  of  tho  society  might  be  ex- 

tended, a  greatly  increased   number  of  member.s  [ 
attained,  and  consequently  larger  funds  provided, 

which  might  be  expended  in  objects  of  public  use- 
fulness.    The  society's   meeting-room 

largely  used  by  other  societies,   to   " 
been  readily   lent,   and  for  public   ni-  :  :  , 

objects  cognate  to  the  work  and  purposes  of  the 
society. 

OxE   of    the  most     promising    proposals    for  , 

rendering  the  Paris  ICxhibition  of  1000  attractive 
is  that  of  Chevalier  Posce,  the  architect  of  the 

Italian  I'lmbassy  in  Paris,  who  proposes  to  re- 
constitute Pompeii,  as  it  existed  before  tho  stream 

of  fire  from  Vesuvius  had  buried  it  from  sight. 

M.  Posce  proposes  to  restore  to  us  tho  life  of  tho 
forum,  tho  cjuiip,  the  gladiators,  tho  Temple  of 
Isis,  the  theatre  bordering  on  the  forum,  the 
numerous  shops  and  public  baths,  and  all  those 
houses,  squares,  and  open  spaces  where  formerly 
were  concentrated  the  life,  the  actiWty,  tho 
pleasures,  tho  celebrations  and  public  spectacles 
which  made  this  watering-place  by  tho  Mediter- 

ranean one  of  tho  most  attractive  spots  in  tho 
Italian  peninsula.  Xo  detail  in  the  life  of 
Pompeii  known  to  arch.iology  in  the  period 
before  tho  disappearance  of  tho  ancient  town 
seems  likely  to  bo  neglected  in  this  magical 
evocation.  Numerous  actors,  in  costumes 
anh.iologically  accurate,  will  give  to  tho  city 
its  forincir  animation.  Tho  forum  is  to  be 
crowded  with  a  constantly  moving  throng.  The 

arena  will  bo  given  up  to  the  gladiatfjrial  combat. 
The  lines  of  shops  will  offer  tho  most  varied 
products  for  sale.  The  charlatans  and  hawkers 
will  scream  their  wares  in  the  streets.  I  huriot 

wheels  will  follow  the  deep-dug  ruts  in  tho 

stone  highways.  Tho  mysteries  will  bo  cele- 
brated in  tho  Temple  of  Isis,  and  orators  will 

harangue  tho  crowd  in  the  public  squares. 

TiiK  Hon.  Frederick  Street  writes  to  explain 
that  the  county  council  of  Derbyshire,  while 
desirous  of  maintaining  the  picturesque  appear- 

ance of  Swarkeston  I'ridge,  have  found  on  further 
investigation  that  it  is  impracticable  to  adopt 
any  other  mode  of  strengthening  the  bridge  than 

that  already  begun,  and  to  which  we  called  atten- 
tion in  our  issue  of  August  25,  p  25').  There  are 

at  Swarkeston,  he  explains,  altogether  live  ( lothir 
"bridges"  under  the  causeway  or  across  the 
meadow,  containing  in  all  seventeen  arches,  i  tf 
these  seventeen  arches,  two  were  repaired  by 
moans  of  brick  arches  many  years  ago.  seven  have 
been,  or  are  being,  lined  with  blue  brick  by  the 
county  council,  two  have  not  yet  been  touched, 
though  it  is  proposed  to  line  them  in  the  same 
way.  and  six  will  be  retained  in  their  present 
form,  Its  the  work  is  not  so  much  decayed  as  the 
others,  and  the  stonework  can  be  repaired.  The 
actual  bridge  over  the  river  needs  no  repair,  and 
will  be  left  alone. 

A  SYSTEM  of  electric  lighting  and  tramwav 
traction  was  formally  inaugurated  at  Plymoutk 
on  Friday.  The  undertaking  has  been  carried 
out  by  tho  corporation,  and  it  is  noteworthy  a.s 
the  first  in  the  kingdom  to  begin  with  ccimbined 

lighting  and  tramway  load.  For  lighting  pur- 
poses *)x>ut  21  miles  of  cables  have  been  laid. 

The  Uoo  and  principal  thoroughfares  are  lighted 
by  arc  lamps,  while  the  connections  for  private 
consumers  et|ual  about  S,iiO'i  eight-candlu  power 
lamps.  One  section  of  the  municipal  tramways, 
alwut  a  mile  and  a  half  in  length,  has  lieen 

equipped  for  electric  traction  on  tho  overhead 
system,  and  another  section  of  simihir  kngth  is 
to  be  taken  in  hand  at  once.  Tho  ro»yor 
-Alderman  .1.  Pethick)  fcrmally  startcJ  the 
works,  and  was  presented  as  a  memento  on  the 
occasion  with  a  bronze  figure  holding  an  incan* 
descent  lamp.  Mr.  .1.  II.  Rider,  the  electrical 
engineer,  claimed  that  in  Plymouth  they  were 

starling  with  tho  cheapest  price  ever  '  -  •  '  • the  beginning  of  an  undertaking- n 
per  unit  for  private  consumers.  Th' 
at  the  station,  which  was  equivalent  to  nearly 

17,000  eight-candle  power  lamps,  was  a  record 
for  any  station  in  this  country  for  a  rtart. 

Till  largest  landslip  which  h.ia  yet  ©""cirrod  r^v. 
tho  Midland  Railway  has  just  taken  pi  . 

Lcice-tter   and  Rugby  branch  line   i-; 

cutting.     Tho   cutting   is  i  ■    r-    '  ■  ■ one,  the  rail    level  being 

boundary   fence  ;  but   the 
trouble  since  the  formation  ui  n' 
r\^->.     Th'' "OTith  bsTiW  ̂ v-^  BTen-  inl 

clay,  which  .it  this  p- ,,f  'fr-  .    -icmI    iSiut 

i  rcui'^ucxl  Uj  he  dc^'A  «.:h.      I  :.e.'t.:p 
sti 

tuj  I-:*!. 
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caused  by  the  prolonged  drought,  which  cracked 
the  clay  and  thus  aliowed  the  sub«eiiuent  heavy 
rainfall  to  penetrate  the  sandbed  underneath. 
It  wiU  take  at  least  another  fortnight,  working 
night  and  day,  to  repair  the  damage. 

Ox  AVednesday  last  Jlr.  AV.  K.  Riley,  late 
Assistant  Kirector  of  Architectural  and  Kngineer- 
ing  Works,  was  presented  with  an  address  and  a 
service  of  silver  by  his  friends  in  the  Works 
Department  of  the  Admiralty  at  home  and 
abroad,  as  a  mark  of  their  regard  on  his  leaving 
the  Service  to  take  up  the  appointment  of  super- 

intending architect  to  the  lyondon  County 
Council.  The  presentation  was  made  by 
Lieut.-Col.  E.  Raban,  K.E  ,  Director  of  Works, 

■who  referred  to  Mr.  Kiley's  length  of  service 
in  the  department  (through  all  the  grades  of 
which  he  had  passed)^  to  the  regret  with  which 
they  all  parted  with  him,  but  to  the  great  satis- 

faction they  all  felt  at  his  having  been  selected 
for  his  present  high  appointment,  which  reflected 
credit  on  the  whole  department.     Mr.  Riley  ex- 
Sressed  his  feelings  of  regret  at  leaving  the 
epartment  in  which  he  had  served  so  Ions,  and 

in  which  he  had  made  so  many  friends.  Ue  was 
much  touched  at  receiving  this  very  handsome 
present,  and  at  the  kind  expressions  with  which 
it  was  accompanied. 

Ox  Friday  in  next  week  the  city  of  Manchester 
will  be  placed  in  possession  of  the  celebrated 

Althorp  Library,  which  was  purchased  in  1.S',I2 
for  a  quarter  of  a  million  sterling  from  Earl 
Spencer  by  Mrs.  Kylands,  the  widow  of  Mr.  .lohn 
Rylands,  a  Slanchester  millionaire,  with  the  in- 

tention of  presenting  it  to  Manchester.  Mrs. 
Rylands  has  also  had  built  a  library  in 
Deansgate  for  the  housing  of  the  S0,000 
volumes,  which  include  the  finest  and  most 
complete  specimens  in  existence  of  the  work  of 
all  the  earliest  printers.  There  are  50  Caxtons 
alone,  and  Bibles  in  all  languages.  The  library, 
which  goes  to  Manchester  intact,  includes  the 
Valdarfer  Boccaccio,  which  was  sold  in  1812  to 

the  Duke  of  Marlborough  of  the  day  for  £2,26ii, 
being  £10  over  the  last  bid  of  the  Earl  Spencer 
of  that  generation.  The  precious  volume,  how- 

ever, ultimately  came  to  the  Althorp  Library. 

L.uiciE  quantities  of  foreign  cement  are  now 

being  imported  into  the  I'nited  Kingdom,  in- 
cluding some  of  very  poor  quality,  adulterated 

with  slag.  It  is  often  sold  to  buyers  as  English 

cement,  and  bears  the  name  of  "Portland," 
often  without  any  indication  that  it  is  made 
abroad.  Some  of  the  English  makers  have  asked 
that  the  authorities  should  forbid  the  importation 
of  this  foreign  cement  until  the  bags  bear  a  title 
or  mark  that  will  enable  the  consumer  to  know 
that  the  cement  is  made  abroad.  The  matter 

concerns  the  trade,  and  the  request  seems  a 
reasonable  one,  for  at  least  the  foreign  article 
ought  to  be  sold  for  what  it  is. 

A  MEKTixo  largely  representative  of  the  county 
of  Dorset  was  held  on  Wednesday  on  the  site  of 
the  recent  discovery  of  Roman  remains  at  Hor- 
chester,  the  object  being  to  initiate  a  movement 
for  the  acquisition  of  the  fine  specimen  of  Roman 
pavement  in  order  that  it  may  be  preserved  for 
the  public.  The  visitors  were  received  in  a  large 
marquee  by  Mr.  lliggs,  of  Weymouth,  upon 
whose  land  the  pavement  was  unearthed,  and 
who  offered  to  sell  the  pavement  to  the  county 
for  £500,  on  condition  that  it  was  removed  to  the 

County  Museum,  or,  alternatively,  he  was  pre- 
pared to  sell  the  pavement  and  the  adj  lining 

premises  for  £1,500.  Mr.  II.  .1.  Jloule,  curator 
of  the  Dorset  County  Museum,  and  Dr.  Colley- 
March,  who  has  acted  on  behiilf  of  the  JJritish 
Museum,  explained  the  history  of  the  pavement 
and  the  symbolism  of  the  design.  A  general 
desire  was  expressed  that  the  interesting  relic 
should,  if  possible,  be  secured  for  the  county,  and 
it  was  imdcrstood  that  in  the  event  of  .a  fund 

being  raised  for  this  purpose  the  British  JIuseum 
would  not  compete  for  its  purchase.  The  liberal 
promises  of  support  of  the  proposed  fund  made  at 
the  meeting  indicates  the  probability  that  the 
pavement  will  be  kept  at  Dorchester. 

It  was  reported  at  a  meeting  of  the  Tramways 
Committee  of  the  Manchester  City  Council  on 
Tuesday  that  the  Carriage  and  Tramways 
Company  had  offered  liberal  terms  for  a  renewal 
of  their  present  lease.  In  consideration  of  the 
lease  being  extended  for  ten  years  the  company 
offer  to  pay  the  corporation  in  lieu  of  the  existing 
rent  of  £23,334  a  rent  of  £50,000  a  year,  and  an 
annual  sum  of  £4,fi00  for  the  maintenance  and 
repair  of  the  city  lines.     The  committee  declined 

the  offer.  A  report  has  been  prepared  by  the 
committee  of  the  City  (ijuncil  setting  forth  ir. 
detail  the  various  changes  and  extensions  pro- 

posed to  be  made  when  the  tramways  come  under 
the  control  of  the  corporation.  It  is  suijgested 
that  early  application  be  made  to  the  Board  of 
Trade  for  sanction  to  borrow  £250,000  for  the 
reconstruction  of  the  permanent  way. 

OHIFS. 

General  Simuel  J.  Field,  of  Buffalo,  has  been 
appointed  chief  eni^eer  of  the  Piin- American 
Kiposition  at  Buffalo;  Mr.  William  S.  Kissam, 
Xew  York,  supervising  architect ;  Mr.  Luther 
Steirineer.  Xew  York,  advisory  electrical  expert: 
Colonel  Wm.  Kxhardson,  of  BulTilo,  advisory 
member  of  the  department  of  construction  :  chief 
of  mechanical  department,  Heury  liustin,  i  imaha : 
chief  draftsman,  ileury  Weatherwaz,  Omaha. 

Mr.  Fred  Macdonald,  who  has  been  for  many 

years  prominently  connected  with  bridge  construc- 
tion in  the  Uuited  States,  died  on  September  3  of 

yellow  fever,  at  Key  West,  Florida.  He  was  bom 
at  Gananoque,  Canada,  about  50  years  ago,  and 
had  been  with  both  the  Delaware  Bridge  Company 

and  its  successor,  the  present  Union  Bridge  Com- 
pany. Several  years  ago  he  went  to  Australia  to 

take  charge  of  the  erection  of  the  Hawkesbury 
Bridge,  and,  returning,  travelled  for  a  long  time 
in  Europe,  Asia,  and  Africa.  At  the  time  of  bis 
death  he  was  the  superintendent  of  the  coal  dock 
which  the  company  is  erecting  at  Key  West  for  the 
United  States  Government. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Gladstone  Memorial  Com- 
mittee at  Blackburn,  the  mayor  anncuiiced  that  Mr. 

Adams  Acton,  sculptor,  had  written  stating  that  the 
statue  would  be  completed  and  fixed  ready  for  the 
unveiling  ceremony  by  the  K  irl  of  Aberdeen  by  the 
first  week  in  Xovember.  The  fund  now  amounts  to 
£2,154. 

At  St.  Andrew's  Church,  Eist  Allington,  a  font  is about  to  be  erected  as  a  memorial  to  the  late  rector. 
It  will  be  of  marble  and  alabaster,  set  upon 
approaches  of  Devonshire  marble,  and  will  have  a 
carved  spiral  oak  cover.  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  and 

Sous,  of  I'.xeter,  are  the  sculptors. 
Caldey  Island,  Pembrokeshire,  was  the  scene 

of  an  interesting  ceremony  on  the  6th  inst.  Ever 
since  the  Rev.  W.  D.  Bashell  became  the  owner  of 
the  island,  in  1397,  he  has  interested  himself  in  the 
restoration  of  the  ancient  chapel  of  the  Priory,  long 
since  degraded  to  secular  purposes.  The  Priory 
dates  from  the  eleveuth  century.  The  part  now 

brought  back  to  its  original  use  is  the  stone-vaulted 
chancel.  Until  recently  it  was  used  as  a  brew- 
house.  The  walls  and  roof  havs  now  been  stripped 
of  successive  coats  of  whitewash,  and  pointed,  and 
a  new  altar  has  been  erected  where  the  boiler  for 

brewing  purposes  stood  ;  a  cement  dado  encircles  the 
chapel,  and  a  new  door  has  been  laid  down.  During 
the  restoration  the  ancient  piscina  was  uncovered. 
The  service  was  one  of  reparation,  followed  by  the 
dedication  of  the  altar  of  St.  Benedict. 

Among  the  names  in  the  lists  of  awards  announced 
in  connection  with  the  West  .Vustralian  section  of 
the  Greater  Britain  Extubition  is  that  of  the 
Willesden  Paper  and  Canvas  Works,  of  Wdlesden 
Junction,  whose  exhibit  has  secured  a  diploma 
conferring  a  silver  medal  and  jewel  upon  the 
Company. 

The  Eirl  of  Jersey  conducted  an  inquiry  at  the 
Nelson  Town  Hall  on  Monday  with  respect  to 

a  proposed  light  railway  from  Xelaon  to  Barrow- 
ford.  Mr.  Prescott,  town  clerk  of  Nelson,  instating 
the  case  for  the  corporation,  said  it  was  proposed  to 
construct  thne  lengths  of  railway,  oi^b  being  six 
furlongs  in  extent  and  situated  wholly  in  the  borough 
of  Nelson  ;  the  second  railway  was  six  furlongs  I'.i 
yards  in  extent,  situated  wholly  in  the  urban  district 
of  liirrowford  :  whilst  the  third  railway  was  a  loop 
line. 

At  the  church  of  S'.  Thomas  of  Canterbury, 
L^wea,  on  Sunday  the  Rev.  C.  L.  X  jnis  unveiled  a 
mural  painting  representing  St.  Wilfrid,  the  patron 
saint  of  Su'sex.  The  background  represents  the 
apse  of  an  Eirly  English  church,  and  the  light  is 
concentrated  on  the  upper  portion  of  the  figure  of 
St.  Wilfrid,  who  is  depicted  with  the  Primatial 
Cross  in  one  hand,  and  the  other  raised  ia  blessing. 
St.  Wilfrid  is  clothed  in  chasuble  and  white  alb, 
with  a  mitre  of  the  pericd. 

It  is  announced  that  Cinon  Riwnsley,  vicar  of 
Crosthwaite,  Koswiok,  in  response  to  a  cordial 
invitation,  left  Kagland  on  Monday  for  America, 
to  deliver  a  promised  course  of  lectures  on  "  The 
National  Trust  for  the  Preservation  of  Places  of 

Historic  Interest  and  Natural  Beauty,''  and 
"  Literary  Associations  of  the  Likes."  Conoa 

Kiwnsley  will  visit  X'ew  'I'orK,  Brooklyn,  Concord, 
Boston,  Philadelphia,  and  Washington. 

Sir  J.  T.  Brunner,  M  P.,  has  presented  to  the 
IiislrNational  Gillery  at  Dublin  a  portrait  in  oils 

by  S.  P.  Hall  of  Charles  Stewsrl  Parnell. 

UBETINaS  FOB  THE  ENSTTINQ  WEEK. 

M't.vDAv.— Society  oi  EDginet-ra.—"  Photographic  Sur- 
veyine."  by  J.  Bridges  Lw.  il.A  ,  F.Q.8., 
Royal  I'aited  Service  Institutian,  Wliite- hall.    7.30  pm. 

FiiiDAV. — Arcliitectural  Association.  Annual  Meeting. 
Addiess  by  Preaident,  G.  H.  FeUoves 
Prynne,  F.R.I.B.A.,  and  Distribution  of Prizes.    7.3U  p.m. 

THE  AECHITECrrUE.lL  ASSOCIATION. 
OCT0BEK61I,.— AXXLAL  GE.NKRAL  MEETIXG.  nl  Xo.  9, 

Ci iOdml.»l»f-pt,  W..  al  :.».  p.m.  AODUESS  by  Ihe  frr-,idmt, 
Mr  G.H.FELLOWESl'RYNNE.  Di»nbuUon  of  PruM.  ExhibitioD uf  Prize  DrairiogB,  &c. 

T!.'  roiRSES  of  LECTIBES  tad  CLASSES  COMMEXCE 
.n  -MiiNDAV,  Ocuiber  9th,  «t  «.30  p.m.  A  Pamphlet,  emop  fuU 
,nr...;riajon.  m%y  he  ohtainrU  of  Ihe  SECRETARY,  »t  »,  Great M^r^t.orouKh-ltreet,  W. 

G.  B.  CABVILL   1    „„,    „„. 
R.  S.   BALPOIR  S 

The  city  council  of  Bristol  rejected  on  Tuesday  a 
proposal  to  instruct  the  finance  committee  to  con- 

sider and  report  as  to  the  desirability  of  appointing 
a  city  architect. 

The  vicar  of  the  parish  church  of  Horndon-on- 
the-Hill,  Essex,  is  endeavouring  to  restore  that 
ancient  building.  The  present  church  was  built  in 
the  13ch  century,  but  an  earlier  Sixon  one  existed 
on  the  same  spot.  The  chancel  and  chapel  were  re- 

built in  the  15th  century.  The  nave  had  a  clere- 
storied  roof,  which  about  two  centuries  later  was 
covered  up  as  it  now  is  with  lath  and  plaster, 
probably  to  strengthen  or  conceal  the  decaying 
timbers.  The  nave  has  four  Early  English  bays, 
and  some  Norman  columns. 

The  Local  Government  Board  have  sanctioned  a 
loan  to  the  urban  district  council  of  Morecambe  of 
£1,215  towards  the  cost  of  a  new  road  through 
Euston-grove  to  the  West  Ead  and  a  bridge  over 

the  Midland  Railway.  Ttiis  is  the  district  council's contribution  towards  a  scheme  estimated  to  cost 

£10,000,  the  remainder  being  borne  by  the  adjoin- 
ing landowners  and  the  Midland  Company.  The 

new  road  will  be  a  great  improvement,  opening  up 

the  West-end  without  approaching  the  Maiiae- 
road,  which  has  lately  been  impassable  at  times 
during  high  tides. 

At  the  Liverpool  Consistory  Court,  on  Tuesday, 
Chr.ncellor  Ejpin  declared  that  the  vicars  and 
wardens  who  had  substituted  electric  lighting  for 

gas  in  their  churches  without  a  faculty  of  the  co'Jit 
had  acted  wrongfully,  and  he  called  upon  the  rural 
deans  and  archdeacons  to  see  that  the  law  was 
obeyed. 

The  Bishop  of  St.  Asaph  consecrated  on  Wednes- 
day the  new  church  of  Brynmaen,  Colwyn  Bay, 

erected  at  a  cost  of  £10,000  by  Mrs.  Frost,  of  Old 
Colwyn,  in  memory  of  her  husband. 

The  New  Tramways  Committee  of  the  X'ewcistle- on-Tyne  City  Council  are  now  pushing  forward 
their  work  with  all  speed,  and  an  electric  power 
station  is  to  be  forthwith  erected  in  City-road.  For 
this  work  Mr.  B.  F.  Simpson,  of  Newcastle,  has 
been  appointed  architect,  and  Mr.  J.  Savage  as 
quantity  surveyor. 

A  new  Church  of  England  soldiers'  institute  has 
been  opened  this  week  at  Colchester.  This  insti- 

tute has  been  built  upon  War  Department  land 
upon  a  good  site  opposite  the  main  entrance  to 
Napier  Lines,  and  is  in  character  with  the  new 
infantry  barracks  there.  The  building  cost  £1,100 
to  erect  and  equip. 

The  sub-committee  of  the  health  committee  of  the 

Bristol  Corporation  appointed  to  deal  with  the 
question  of  a  municipil  lodging-house  met  on 
Monday  to  inspect  the  plans  for  the  building,  and 
decided  to  recommeud  that  they  should  bo  approved 
and  forwarded  to  the  Local  tjovemment  Board  in 
view  of  the  application  which  is  to  be  made  to  that 
body  for  sanction  to  borrow  the  money.  The  site 
selected  is  at  the  junction  of  Wade-street  andKiver- 
strcet,  and  the  cost  of  the  land  was  £1,150,  in 
addition  to  £112  for  the  purchase  of  a  ground  rent. 
The  plans  have  been  prepared  by  the  city  engineer, 
Mr.  Yabbicom,  and  it  is  estimated  that  the  cost  of 

the  building,  which  will  contain  10 J  beds,  will  bi- 

£5.150,  exclusive  of  furniture. 
The  services  in  connection  with  the  sixth  anni- 

versary of  the  consecration  of  St.  Matthew's 
Church,  Kingsley-park,  Northampton,  which  was 
erected  by  the  Phipps  family,  began  on  Wednesday 
week,  when  the  Bislioj"  of  Sahsbury  preached.  Oa 
St.  Matthew's  Diy  there  took  place  the  benediction 
of  nineteen  stained-glass  windows  given  by  an 
anonymous  donor  to  fill  the  series  of  openings  in  the 
north  and  south  aisles.  Balow  the  several  subjects, 

which  are  taken  from  the  ministerial  life  of  our 
Lord  are  scrolls  of  ribtwus  inscribed  with  Scripture 

quotations  bearing  directly  upon  the  subjects  de- 
picte3.  The  canopy  work  is  considerably  varied. 
These  windows  are  by  the  same  artist  as  those  in  the 
side  chapel— riz.,  Mr.  II.  A.  Hymers,  of  Chelsea. 

The  gifts  also  include  a  bishop's  chair  and  two 
Glastonbury  chairs  for  the  sanctuary. 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Tunbridge  Wells- Designs  in  Tunbridge  Ware :  Colourtd  (1) 
£3  3s.,  (2)  £2  2s.,  (3)  £1  Is. ;  Uncoloared  (I:  £2  28.,  (2)  £1  la., 
(3)  ICs.  6d.  (Walter  Crane,  Assessor)   Technical  Education  Committee    The  Town  Clerk,  Town  null.  Tunbridge  Wella   Sept.  30 

raignton-PavUionand  Stand  for  <00  Persons  {limit  £800)     £15,  £5    Q.  Bam»ton,  Clerk,  Town  Hull,  Puigiiton      Oct.   16 
Blackpool- Etvoe  Board  School  il,OC0),  Central-road    T.  I^ftus,  Clerk  to  School  Hoard,  Town  Hall,  Bkckpool        „     17 
Elland- Baths  on  South  House  Estate    No  first ;  £20,  £10     The  Clerk,  U.D.  Council  Olhces,  Elland       „     28 
Xassau,  Bahamas  -  PubUc  Market    £40,  £10,  £5     The  Civil  Engineer,  NasMii,  Kuhamaa,  via  XewYork   Nov.  30 
Broughton  Moor- Institute  and  Twenty  Cottages      The  Fliraby  Colliery  Companv,  Muryport           — 
North  Cave,  Wallingfen.  and  Broomfleet— Water  Supply    £10  ICs    Henry  Oreen,  R.U.C.  Clerk,  ilowdcn        — 
Leicester— Workhouee  Infirmary  (360  patients'  and  Imbeciles' 
Home  (150  patients)    £100,  £50,  £23      The  Clerk  to  Board  of  Ouardiana,  Leicester         — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINGS. 

Kendal— Villa    Richard  Thombnrrow    John  Thomppon,  A.K  I  B.A.,  Architect,  1,  Finkle-street,  Kendal ...  Sept.  80 
Heywood- Stables,  Cart  Sheds,  Mortuary,  &c.,  Hind-hiil    Corporation      J.  Ainsworth  Sctlle,  Borough  Engineer,  Municipal  BldgB.,Heywood    „  30 
Arundel— Billiaril-rcoms  &c.,  at  the  Victoria  Institute     Wheeler  and  I/odgc,  Architect*,  Uonrham       ti  30 
Ea-wtenstall-Eigbt  Cottages  en  Hall  Carr  Estate      George  Parkinson,  Contractor,  Kuwtenstoll,  Lanca    M 
Lochboisdale— Additions  to  Castlebay  School    Barra  School  Board       J.  Hill,  Banker,  Ixjchboisdale,  Scotland       <i  30 
Sampford  Peverell— Butter  Factory    ^-  S-  Xorrtsh,  Fordlands,  Tiverton         t*  30 

King's  Lynn— Workshop  and  Stores  at  Oayton  Waterworks  ...  Waterworks  Committee       H.  J.  Weaver,  C.E.,  Town  Hall,  King's  Lynn       n  30 
Clara  Vale- Thirty-Six  Cottages                    The  Stella  Coal  Co    The  Colliery  ouice,  Clara  Vale,  Hytun-on-Tyne   ■  30 
HmIIwUI  and  Beaworthy-  Cottage  Hospital    C.  P.  A.  Voysey,  Architect,  0,  Carlton  Hill,  London,  N.W    30 
Pontefract- House  and  Outbuildings,  Ack-worth-road    J.  E.  Poppleton      Ttnnant  and  Bagley,  Architects,  Uopcrgate,  Pontcfract        „  W 
Cardiff- Branch  Library  at  Orangetown    Corporation     E.  M.  liruce  Vaughan.  Architect,  St.  Mary-street, Cardilf      n  30 
Sampford  Peverell- Additions  to  Merrimeade  House       R.  S.  Norrish,  Fordlands.  Tiverton         n  30 

Bodmin-Additionsto  Town  Arms  Hotel    Walter  Hicks    T.  H.  Andrew,  Architect,  1,  Trevarrick->-illa8,  St.  Auatell         i.  80 
Cvmmau— Alterations  , It  CM.  Chapel                               William  Ijewis,  Cymmau,  Walea   Oct.  2 

Erith,  Kent -Central  t-'chools  (1.2G0),  West-street       School  Board    W.  Egcrton,  Architect,  12,  liuecn'.<-road,  Erith,  Kent       ■.  2 
Burton-upon-Trent-Additions  to  Mosley  Cottages         Corporation     Geoi-ge  T.  Lyuam,  Boro' Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Burton-ui>on-Trent.    „  2 
Sowerby  Bridge- Nine  Houses    Medley  Hall,  Architect,  2H,  Nortbpite,  Halifax       2 

Luton- Ensine  House  and  Engine  Foundations'  !!]!!'!!!!!!!!"!!!!]  Waterworks  Company     J.  Taylor,  Sons,  ,v  Santo  Crimp,  ::7,  tireat  lieorge-st.,  Westminster    „  2 
Hastings— Stabling,  Loose  Boxes,  &c.  at  Rock-a-Nore    Corporation     P.  H.  Palmer,  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall, Hastings      ■,  2 
Barnstaple- Alterations  to  North  Devon  Infirmary                      F.  W.  Petter,  A.!!  I.B  .\.,  Hon.  .surveyor,  Barnstaple   i  i 
Culo\iUe-Two  Cottages  .  .                                                            Qt.  Northern  fireland)  Railway  Co.  The  Co.'s  Engin.cr-m-rhicl,  Amiens-street  Terminus,  Dublin       .,  2 
Idle-CIassrooms  at  Thorpe  Board  School                   School  Board    W.  and  J.  B.  Bailey,  Architcct-t, '.',  Market-street.  Bradford    2 
Fnlwocd- Outbuildings,  ic,  at  Wrigan  House  Farm    ..              Preston  Union  Guardians    J.  Whitwell,  Engineer,  I'ulwood  Workliuuse,  Preston      ,  2 
Coventry— Roofing  Cemetery  Chapel,  ic,  London-road       Corporation     J-  E.  Swindlehurst,  C.E..  i  ity  Eog.,  St.  ilary'a  Hall,  Coventry   ,  i Sowerby  Bridge-Nine  Houses    Medley  Hall,  .\rchitcct,  29,  North5,Mte,  llahlax      ..  f 

Handswortb,  Staffs- Stabling,  jCc   ..........'......".."."!.    Urban  District  Council    E.  Kenworlhy,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Council  House,  Handswortb,  Stalls    i 
Colwall- Station  Buildings  and  Verandahs...!.         .   ....'.'.   .'."  Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Company's  Engine  r,  (ilouceater  Station      •>  3 AiTiagh— Offices  at  Workhouse                                                         Guardians             W.  Calvert,  Clerk,  NVorkhDUse,  Armagh    J 

Oeckieaton- Stable  and  Carriage-House  at  Hospital "...'. ".'.".'.'.'."  North  Bierley  Joint  Hospital  Board  G.  R.  Ro,"s,  u,.Mannvill.-terrace,  oil  Morley-street,  Bradford   ,  3 
London,  W.- Station,  Netting  Hill  and  Ladbroke-grove             Gt.  Western  i:  Metrop.Jt  Railways  The  Engineer,  Paddmgion  Station,  W      •■  •> 
Basingstoke— Fifteen  Cottages,  Flaxfleld-road                                Working  Classes  Committee      Geoi-ge  l;'itton.  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Baamgstoke      .■  J 
Omagh- Spires  to  Church                                 '   '   '       Very  Rev.  Monsignor  M'Namee    W.  Hague,  Architect,  .W,  Dawson-street,  Dublin    ■» 
Manchester- Joiners'  Shop,  Jackson'E-row.. ..!..'!!!!.'!!  .'..".'.'.'.".'."."    Town  Hall  Committee     The  City  Surveyor  s  (Mlicc,  Town  UaU,  Manchrater         i.  ■' 
Bumham  Be2ches-  Cottage                               Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Company's  Engineer,  I'addmgton  Station,  W      n  J 

3 

3 

  .  „^.^„..,    Cottage     Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Company   ,   „---    --.  ̂     __ 
Sunderland— Additions  to  Three  Crowns  Hotel       R.  Fenwiek  and  Co.,  Ltd    G.  Gordon  Uo.skms.  F  K.I  B.A.,  Architect,  Darlington        3 
I.ewes-Extension  of  County  Hall                            ,        East  Sussex  County  CouncU    F.  J.  Wood,  County  Suiveyor,  County  llaU,  Lewes      •.  ̂  
Didcot-Thirty  Cottages                         Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Company's  Engineer,  Reading  stauon      t>  ̂  
York- Refuse  Destructor  Buildings                             Corporation     A.  Creer,  C^ty  Engmeer.  Guildhall,  \orks       <i  J 
Rothes— Two  Houses                                                                           .                     10,  Sealield-square,  Kothes.  N.B        * 
Bucknall-Enhirgeraent  of  classroom  ..    '   '.   .    '.    School  Board          Arthur  E.  Applewhite,  Clerk,  Bucknail,  Lincoln   
Hampton-Four  Cottages  at  Sewage-Disposal  Works"!!!"!!  "7    Urban  District  Council    John  Kemp,  .i.M.I.C.E.,  Surveyor,  Hampton    ..   
Edinburgh-  Parson's  Green  Public  School  School  Board     Robert  Wuson,  Architect,  3,  tiucen-street,  Edmburgh 

Tollerlon- Station  Buildings         North-Eastem  Railway  Co    William  Bell,  the  Company's  Architect,  York     
York- Open  Bath  near  .\ccmb  Landing        '           .Sanitary  Committee       A.  Creer,  City  Engineer,  (.uildhall,  \orks     • 
Hastings-Chimney  Shaft  :i0(ft.  high)  near  Brcde  Bridge      Corporation     P.  H.  Palmer,  M.I.C.E.,  Town  Had  Uascinga    » 

Minworth-Infants' School                                 Lea  Marston  U  D.  School  Board  ...  Francis  I'l.wler,  Clerk,  I'v.,  \  au.xhaU-ro«d,  Birmingham          ,.  a 
I..ivtown-Coastguard  Station     ..                                             "' '                                                                   The  Office  of  Public  Works,  DubUn  .._      ■  J 

Hoddesdon- Lodge,  Chapel,  Entrance  Gates,"&c.',  "at  CeirieterT!  Burial  Board!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!    The  Clerk's  Office,  Hoddesdon,  Herts        .........^.....   .,    a 
Koilhallertcn-  Stores....^   '   .'    _  .  "   TarpanUnand  .Linoleum  Co.,  Ltd...  J.  M.  Bottomley,  Architect,  2S  Albert-road.  Middlesbrough            ,.  5 
Shtifield-Infectious  Diseases  Hospital  at  Lodge  Moor  .             Corporation                Flockton,  Gibbs,  .'c  Flockton,Archta.,  St.  James  s-row,  bheiheld    » 

Dewsbuiy-Rebuildirg  the  Black  Bull  Inn,  Market-place   !!!  J.  Tetlev  and'Son,  Ltd    F.  W.  Uidgway,  F.K.I.B.A.,  Bond-street,  Dcwsbury    a 
Hastings-.Uteration8  to  Electric  Light  Works      Corporation  ..  .  .    T-  H.  I'.ilmer,  M.I.C.E..  Town  Hall,  Hastings   ■••■■■■•■"    ••  " 
Dublin-Additiots  to  the  National  Gallery  T.  N.  Deaue  and  Sons.  Architects,  3,  1,  pper  Memon-street,  Dublin    „ 

Celbridge-Foiir  Cottages,  Leixlip   !!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Rura'l'Dist'rict'Co'uncii   !.'.'!!!..'.'.'    L.  A.  McbonneU,  Architect.  .^!,  KUdare-street,  DubUn   
\nysybwl,  Wales-  Cookery  Classroom  at  Trerobart  School    Llanwonno  School  Board    Arthur  (J.  Evans  Architect,  lontypridd                              « 
Worksop-AIterations  to  Station                   Great  Central  RaUway  Co   Xhe  Engineers  Ulhce,  London-road  Station,  Manchester    B 

Sale-Lodge,  ic,  at  Recreation  Ground     '      "  Urban  District  Council                ....  A.  O.  MBLath,  .\.MI.C  E.,  2,  Montagu-road,  Sale        7 
■Whitchurch-Repairs  at  Vicarage  and  Glebe                                                                                           The  Vicwage,  Whitchurch,  Devon  ...:   u,— •;:•.;'   •  i 
Cardiff-Eoath  Branch  Library                   '    Coriioration    Teather  an.J  WiUoc,  Architects,  Uueen-street.  Cardiff    •_ 
Horsham- Additions  to -A,  North-street                    vo  t^irauon     C.  H.  Burstow,  F.I.A.S.,  Architect,  «,  West-street,  Horsham    . 

Ballinasloe- Slating  and  Plastering  Work  (Thr«  Yeii^j!!!!!!!!!  DiitTirt'!A!^'iiiA"cimiitt«!!!!!!!!!!!!  J-  Young,  A..ylum  Clerk.  «f ''"f^>^' l^"f* /•■-'^-'H,'ji;l'l'    t Stamland-Three  Houses  Do"-lane                                                                                                                  q.  y  L.  iloralall  and  ton,  Archts.,  Lord-st.  l.tamDera,  Uauiax    < 

ruunley-Extension  of  Workhouse    !!!!!!!!!!!'!'!!!!!!   !!   Goar'dians   !  S.  Keighley,  .-Uchiiect.  Nichuliia^^treet,  Burnley     9 
Pentre-Additions  to  Cwmclydach  Board  School    !!.!!!'  Y»tradvfod'w<'"Fcho'oi'Boa!^d"!!'!.!...  Jacob  Kees,  ArchitcK:t,  UillMde  Cottage,  lentre      ^.....   ,  V 
Yardsley-Public  OtHces,  &c.,  Stralford-road,  Sparkhill   !!!!!!!!!  Rural  resto!  CoS^cU         1.!!.!.!...  Ai'thur  Uarri.,on,  f^l-f  ̂'■,>'*' '  "'^.''^'rXj,  BiTbof  Cu  k^^  '    "  I 
Crook- Muuster's  Res  dence                                                           Primitive  Methodist  Soeietv                  y.  H.  Livesey,  Architect.  .N  !•.    H  ir.V  •  himb-rs,  BL^hol   .\uUUana.^     „  l» 

Birkenhead-Hectrieity  Generating  Station',' New  Chesteil^dS^S^  "dS'ii";'"""^          "  W Dublin-Central  Bndewell  and  Offices,  Chancery-street..   .     H.  WDliams,  Secretary.  •  '•  ̂"J.""       }" 

West  Kensington-Post-Office  Savings  Bank    H.M. 'Commissioners  oif'SVorks    ■'T^?""' ^■^l^l'n  l'    ,     .  ' '-            "  W 
Barking-Greenhouse  at  Recreation-Ground    Urban  District  Council    C.  J.  Dawson,  Ff -I.'/A''  !,,'-.  ,,'    {o 
\strad-PavUion  Blocks,  Boundary  Walls,  ,vc    llhondda  Urban  District  Council  ...  W.  D.  Moigan,  Archil,  ct. -3,..  .      J 
Portslade-EngineandBoilerHouses,A:c.,  at  Pumping  Station  Brighton  Town  Council    Francis  J.  niWone.  1    'ti  >  i^rk  n   
Elland-Engme-Room,  Chimney,  ic,  at  Cro.ss  Mill                              .                         .      W.  Clement  WiUu:  .     •■  " 
London.  N.E. -Extension  of  Hackney  PubUc  Baths    HackneyVettry   !!!!!!.!    Gordon,  Lowther.  -  ■• 
Bishop  Suttcn— Infant  School..                                                                                                                        Maynard  Froud,  A:  "  JJ 

?i??''°£,5'' T>''"°T°r;'Sl'''"""   ■   '!!!....!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!.7!!  Me'trii;o'ii'ti;ii'AsViuis''BMra'!.'!!!!!!!  A.andi- u.^    ■  ■  •■ 
Devonport-Parochia^  Offices  at  Camel's  Head    Guardians  of  the  Poor     H.  G.  Lull,    .  -m^MjJta'lleld           U 
Ashton-m-Makemeld-Additions  to  Offices,  Bryn-strcet    Urban  District  CouncU    J- W.  Livei^  ■.■;,,■"*                    n 
South  Kormanton- Girls' School    School  Board    J'- ?' "'i'? '^ ,    ,i ~  ;  '               ,.     1* Wolverhampton-Workhouse,  Infirmary,  i-c,  at  New  Cioas  ...  Guardians   Arthur  MarshaU,  A 
Hkerton- St.  Joseph's  Church                                                                The  l:ev.  1'.  o  Hr:  ••     j, 
Leicester-Cemeteiy  Buildings  on  Giiroes  Estate.  Oroby-rMd!!!  iTorporatioii  '.!!!!!   !'"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Goddn  :  I Bootham-NewGymEasiumWing,i:c.,atFriend,s'Bovs'School    7.                                  W.  II  , 
^'^«™-Science  Blcck,  &c.,  at  Friend»'  Bovs'  Schoo'l                                   W.  H  ;  - 
^i'.!^''£S?^Tf°  ,^°'''"™'' Dwellings,  Dwnn.sford-road      Urban  District  Council    C.  H  •,!Ii  ,   .!    ..'     K 
Sni.tWk  •?'li~''Sme-nouse  at  Pumpimr  Station    West  Glouce.«tershire  Water  Co.    ...  E.  D.         17 
T.w-i:'«'r,"'''°°''o  Workhouse,  Parish-street       St.  Olaves  Union  Guardians    Xewj..  '                  ,^ 
iS^ntf^"  w"'^°'''""5' ^' 1°^™""?'     Brentford  Union  Guardians       !JV.  II Brentford-Workhouse     Guardians  W.  li  I 

■WBrt  BrnT^.l?'*""?.,^*"'''  Administration  Block,  &c    Joint  Hospital'SMrd!!!!!!!!'!!    "^V  W 
w.f,S;i™iS    o  ~.^5?'''™'*"'I°fl'™"y'Fulham-road       St.  George's  Union  Guardians       '■ 
PonT^^'^h^^^f?'^'^'-'   ■    Bank  of  Liverpool,  Ltd   Pontypool-Shop,  George-street    .  1 
Bradford -House  in  Xali  Wood  "     ii  _ 

'J.''?.'°°r'''-*-,'"a-Additions  to  lloval  Hotel   „    \  - 
Kirk  .Michaf^-r.estotation  of  Parish  rhurch  Organ     !.!....'.      1 l)onca^ter-  House  and  Buildings  at  tJnimraar  .■xJiool    Trustees   Barnet,  Herts -Houses  on  WiUenhaiir.,rk  Estate    :   r...  '■  __  • 
<.irlinglon-rwo  Houses,  Kensington-street       0.  C. '.yi.ii;... -vr    „-..,.       
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M..er.lWaterFactor,^8to«..MountJ»y-rf.WiUi«BH««ock«.dCo..Ltd    J?;»^!^„ fnl  B"?rott^JSSSd"m^ 
Newport,  Mon 
Banavie-AdditioDB  to  Hotel 
Keigbley— Hoape  and  Shop,  North-Mtreet John  Jtid^on  «nd  Moore.  Architect*.  York  Cbumbers,  Keighley   jieiBuir,— »i..ur<,»„v^  ^-„r,      DoddiBittoD,  New  Idd.  Yoxford,  Sutfolk   ^;"-.;r   ■.••• 
8onttwold-CotU«e   -■••■■•■--,--;;    Tv::ii^^    MorfSanl Anderson.  Twentieth  Centuty  Chamben,  Northampton 
Northampton- Factory,  8t^  James  M'nd.   A.B.M>dow     -    fetui  and  Farmer  Architect.,  Ulveraton      

,  F.8.I.,  Archit«t.  Salisbury 

Hnnslct-AUeration  01  jiaiiKun  inio  >varenou»o      •;-"/"V;-    W  Hamilton  Feamley.  Architect.  Feather«tonc    — 
Fe«tbenrtone-T»o  n.™.c».  Fe«ther«tone-lane   Aithnr  Day     "  Builds  "coT  A.  Knight  and  Co..  12,  Abchurch-lane.  EC    - 
Ixmdon,  E.C.-ria»t*riDg  Work    ^^  ■••Ai:i>;   wMAihmore.  Architect,  New  Queen-street.  Cheaterfleld    - 
Clay  Croea-Twelve  Cottai?^    ......... ......^^..    CUy  Cro«  Co    BroTricV  I°^her.  and  WUker,  Architect..  77.  Lowgate,  HuU    - Henuea,  Ea«t  Yorks -Additions  to  EoUton  Hall    „..^...^.....    S'T"JiVi.  Architect  Abermvenny    - 

Cartmel -Alterations  to  Grammar  School    TW'Bath'FRIB  A   
2r°'*;**~^»t?)i^r°"'i-.;n.;^-,i;„;«.    |SSMllaidairk8on,'Ai5u'tect8,7.Eichange,B^forf 

SS^^^^^^^I^::^::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.  ̂ ^ir^^io<..i^c^co:.:.  j^i^^^:^^'^-^^;^lT^ ::;::;:;::::::::;;:;   Kendal-N.ne  Hoojes,  Bumeide-road    j°hS  wnwn.  Architect.  07,  Orey-rtreet,  NewcasUe 

Hnnslet-AUeration  of  Maltkiln  into  Warehouse      John  B.  l^y^^^^^^^Zt^ilT^^hJZiX^^ 
Festben 
Ixmdon, 
Clay  Cm 

Hemsea,  East  Yorks-Aaaiuons  lo  lujiswu  nim    ■A-:^-~--\:,-::    B'T'priii'cis  Architect,  Abergavenny 
Abergavenny- RebuildinK  9.  ttoswrtreet      O.  W.  Shaekletco    ?i/J^??S%o™ffb«m  Suffolk  ...^   

^'::^^^it^^',^SSl.''J^nrf^^^^^^"rzz  i^:c^::::::::::::::::::::z:zz  w.  w^bin,»^^itect.  ̂ ^^^^^^^;,,i:^^-- 

Brighoii-e-EebuUding  the  Grove  Inn.  EUand-ioad         _...................   X.i,''^ieh?,  Offices,  14  and  \b.  Coleman-street,  E.C   
BtoSe-  ( .ne  Hundred  CottagM......    Co-operative  Land  Society,  Ltd.   ...  TheSociety  s  om^^'J*^  Bond-street,  Dewsbury     
Wyke-StaMinir  for  the  Red  Lion  Inn    ;i"-V   ;7.™';.:V^',;U    W  H  Knowles,  F.8.A.,  S7,  Grainger-street,  Newcastle      
North  Shields-rising  Sun  Inn       ^.....   Tyne  Improvement  Commission    S' t  nrmoton  F  8.L.  Architect? 8»an-Btreet,  Loughborough  .... 
Loughborough- (  onverting  Dormitory  mto  Ward    Sfmei  Md  Stones  Architects,  10.  Richmond-tenaoe,  Blackbnm   
Blackburn    Steam  Ijiundry      ̂ ..     ;■;,•  ■•;;;    ^   Vi   i'ii  'll-   Tiwruie  of  Walnev  Estates  Co.,  Ltd.,  Walney    
Isle  of  Walney-Two  Hundred  Workmen's  DweUmg.    Vioua.  Sons,  and  Martin    i'^«Si_(im^Ke  Works.  Poile  ..   
Poole-Two  Cottages,  Stable,  Coach-House,  &c    Thf  iSrtir  or  Churohwardene.  Northboume,  Deal   
Northboume- Repairs  to  Church   o"S"^"j    T  W  T  Kichardson.  Architect,  .57,  High-street,  Stockton    
Stockton -Rebuilding  71,  High-street     8.  8.  EadM    iimiid  I/imaa  5,  Stockport-road,  Ashton-under-Lyne   „.   
Ashton-under-Lyne-Houses  (17  to  40)    nilrtnn  i  Percival.  Archte.,  IWIa,  Stomford-st.,  Ashton-u  -Lyne  .„ 
Prestatyn-Villa     ^-i-^   v;V    T  PJones  Richards  and  Budgeo.  Archts.  18.  St.  Mary-st.,  Cardiff 
Barry-  Kew  Buildings  oft  Park-crescent .....  ..^.    ^....j...   W.  J.  Rogers,  Ltd   J- P;  ̂°°^V. TormerDd-street  Rawtenstall.  Lanes       -r---- Rawtenstall-House.  Warehouse,  and  Stable  at  Holme  Bank    n..kin;  &  Edeecombe.  Architects,  22.  Henrietta-Bt..Covent  Garden 
Bexley  Heath-Six  Tenement  Houees    ..^......^......   i—.v,,.-;  ;;v-,-i;"Ii-    A   M.cKlfrish  Clerk,  Locbmaddy   
Locbmaddy-School  and  Teachers' House  at  KylisFlodda     South  Uist  School  Board    A.  Macblfnsn,  uem,  i^ocuimm  y 

Beaford-Extension 
Winwick— Electric  Generating 
Macroom— Sinking  Well,  &c   
Handsworth—Cias-Engines  and  Pumps 
Wigton-Laying  Water  Main  (240  yards  of  }in.) 
«T.AA..-   1          T  ̂ „i-,^    OAi'n      artA   14in      'Pinca   /IQl  I 

.Bevt.ao donofoutfaupip*   Urban  Di.tr^.r,uncu   7i?i^S  cS  ̂ Sl^SJlf  iSS^.::::::::::::;:::::::;:":"  T 
ric  Generating  Plant   Committee  of.Wtors.     J-  P-  ̂^;P^'*'cVerk  'l^Jm,  Ireland    ^....   .^^■■^■■■■.       ?? 

E.  Kenwortby,  A.M.I.C.E..  CouncU  House,  Handsworth,  Staffs      ,. Wm.  Brown,  Surveyor.  Wigton     „;•■-,■       ,   Vr'  ̂ ii-.i,;'™   

The  General  Manager,  Water  Dept.,  St.  Peter's-sq-  ̂ otUnghim 

Rural  District  Council  ... 
Urban  District  Council   

.  Buml  District  Council    

R.  Gardner^Surveyor,  Langley  Moo;,  near  D.«ham^..^..^^..     .. 
Nottingham-Laying  30in.  and  21in.  Pipes  (19}  miles)    Water  Committee  tttxo  _____ 

Langley  Moor- Purification  Tanks  and  Drainage  Works   1"°^?,°  and  ByshotUesU.D.C    w.Y,TH"'ritt"en8"oV  Elec."Eng.,  md'ho^rescent-road.  Dundee 
Dundee-Electric  Tramway  Cars  (20)     ...^..   T^wn  Counc^^   ,;;;;■  ̂ -wnr   w  n  •^tanlev  A  M  I  C.E.,  Ito^ket  HouseChambers,  Trowbridge..  Oct. 
Westbury-  Eefervoirs.  Pumping  Station,  and  WeU       Westbury  &  Whorwellsdown  R.D.C.  J^' °,^^''°i'/;^ott.  Eni^rs.,  15.  VictorU-st.,  Westminster.  S.W.    „ 
Cromer- Pier,  Sea- Walls,  Parades  Slips,  &c.    g°"?v  T."*   Vr-u-iV  Rlv  Co   '    The  C^pSny'sEngineer- in-Chief,  Amiens-street  Terminus,  Dubhn    „ 
Newtownstewart-Steel  Overline  Footbridge  at  Station    Great  .Northern  (Ireland)  Kly.Co....  The  C°™^°^^  'p^-Jj^^k,  BagiUt      ,   ■•••^  -.^      „  ;;,   
Bagillt-DnvingHolywell-Halkyn  Tunnel    ■■   .•:      \'"L  Mountain  Engineer,  St.  AndreW's-road,  HuddersBeld    ....^.     ,. 
Huddersfleld-Five  I.inoashire  Steam-Boders     Corporation     nourfSs  and  Arnott,  Enrars.,  15,  Victoria-st.,  Westminster,  S.W.    „ 

Cromer-  Steel  and  Iron  Pier  (SOOlt.)    ?T'^Tt"1-  N  w' JointRlwys'  R  C  Swin   H^^'s  Ba^TlIaich^ster     ■,-^         - 
Blackpool  and  Kiriham-Railway   .-;:■■••■,•    L.  &  Y,  &  L.  i,  N.W.  Jomt  mwys.  it.  ̂- ^^^.^^^^  j,,^,.^  g^^oo,  g^ard  Office,  Barrow-in-Fumess  ^....    „       3 
Barrow-in-FuTneas-Boiler.  &c.,  for  Heating  School     ...•   i\,-----^:L,,    r;;  t  N   Deane  and  Son,  Architects,  S.  Upper  Memon-st.,  Dublm.    „       3 
Sligo-Heating  and  Ventilating  District  Lunatic  Asylum     f^"™""  <>'  ̂"""Jf.?!"'   o^ieFitton  Waterworks  Manager,  Town  HaU.  Basingstoke   
BJingstoke  -Watei-Main    l.eW,  yards  of  3,n.)  .■;■  ■„  •  ,^  „.  ;-^  7Txl^^^R^W  ^ntHi^    RC^rv^n   Hunt's  Bank,  Manchlster   
Blackpool-WideningRaUway,BlackpoolCentriJtoSouth8horeL.  &-i.&L.4.N^.  Joi^^^^^^^^  Maurice  R.ian   Clerk,  MaUow   DunkMry.  CTenor.  and  LiscairoU-Sinking  WeUs      Mallow  Rural  District  Council     ̂ ^^^rthfl^d  Coil  cimpany.Ltd..  Scotland   
Northfleld- Branch  Railway  (1  mile)    »U1M-B;,ml  nistrict  cAunc'ii'    Maurice  Regan,  Clerk,  MaUow      •' 
DoneraUe- Waterworks       ^■,:-:i~     rSiSToi^Ll  Dbtrict  ScU    LA  Macdonnell.  Architect,  Celbridge      

^J^tA^gVrr^At^T^n^ks^SdTlirB^S"'..::.:^^ 

^^^^S^t^^i^^^^.r^-=:r^   
 ■ 

Cloghroe.   Knockraha,   Coolymurraghue,    and   Kerry  Pike—        ,  _.  .  .  ._        .,  Tnhn  Cotter  Clerk  Board  Room,  Workhouse.  Cork   .■•■■_•■    •. 

niSSi^lS^I^^&^y^MinGreen^ZZ:::::::::::  gS^JJ
-^i^Oolidi"::;:;.  ?&S^8ll^?^We,41.Parliamen.at.,

W«tminster.8.W.    „ 

,  Town  HaU,  Bumham,  Somerset  . 
Bridgwater-Laying  Water-Mains    (3,1'25  yards),   Stoneware  ,  T^  .j  ,  r.„.,„„.n  W  J  Press  C  E    ̂ un..  ..^»           ,.^..  v 

Pipes  (170  yarasl.  &c    £"t' °'*^''*  ̂ "^^Li    Skit  E^tiverHarS^u^Engineer,  Harbour  Office,  Whitehaven  ..     „  - 
WhiUaveniDredgingWoris  ^    S^^Uon     KtoSid  wS  and  Manville^ng^..  29,  Great  George-at.,  S.W    9 
Swansea- Engines.  Gfnerators,  &c   ^   V    ;r^^_r^  .      H  H   Hickmott  Town  Clerk.  Rotherham       "  X 
Eotherham^Lanj-ashireB_on.ers.  En5inee.Dynamos,Pumps,&c.  Cojpora^on.,..^...^.„j    gXtf/^^Sey.  Engineer.  Public  Offlc^,  Hendon    .      ..  | 

-  ownridge,  A.M.I.CE..  Town  Hall,  Birkenhead    » 

Lancashire  Boilers.  Engine«.Dynamos,Pumps,&c.  Corporation  ...^   
Hendon,  N.W.-Bacteria  Bed  (SCOyds.),  Sewage  OutfaU  Works  Urban  District  Council   

Birkenhead-Salt-'Water  Storage  Tanks  and  Filter    SToTjeTsey'   ;■■■:::::::::::::  TWlliarasTiState  Office,  Briton  Ferry Aberavon- Esplanade,  &c    lAri  oi  Jersey    _       The  Rornuirh  Surveyor,  Howard-street,  North  Shields    

Tynemouth- Reservoir  (.3.000,000  gallons)  at  Moorhouses    ̂ 0^"''°°     H  H  XS°t^,  T^^' aSkTRotherham    Eotherham- Storage  Battery,  Switchboards,  &c   ■  l-orporauon     

Glasgow-Three    Electric   Travelling    Cranra,   Constmctional          ^  General  Manager,  8S,  Benfleld-street,  GUsgow  .^.. 
St^lwork  for  Power  Station,  and  £aying  Cables    ^^i::^^Z.i;,C„^.iiZZ:::::::::.  X  EnSr's  De^rt^TtTCounty  HaU,  Spring-gardens.  S.W. Wapping,  E.— Alteration  of  Swinging  Gear 

,  Lcndon  County  Coonca    The  Engineer's  Department, 
J.  J.  S  BamhiU,  CE,U, Strand.  Londonderry 

Londonleiry-Killea  Waterworks  Extension    S?i^™tim   ::"::::::::;:::;::'.  JohnVoun"  Oe'n.  Manager,  8S.  Renfleld-street,  Glasgow Glasgow— Reconstructing  Tramways    t  ̂ ^  _.'Jr>'™miff»«  The  I'ltv  Survevor  Town  Hall,  Manchester      '      " 

Man?hester-Passenger  Elevator Jor  Victoria  Buildin^^.^    ̂ ^Ku'En^t^uSd:^...  ..■.::.•.;■.::  X  F'^Sng.  Town  En^^eer.  Warminster    :^:,:::^-;:--ii:,    "      ]l 
^^;^^Ser-^;l.'/b.7a;on■^,e;'^i'^^^^^^     V'\"  t'i"v",^rv'^"'"^    JohnB^ii°/y  Sn'su.tinfE^gin"  rX  I^^-n;^  :Poun.«ey-lane,  E.C. K-„„nin..tnr,-rn«rt  s  E. -Alterations  to  Machinery  at  Baths    Lambeth  \  estry         „  „,_...!''■  A^!?,.lil°^«TJi,i,m„«..  Milford.  Ireland   

Tillis -Tramways 
Warrington— Two  Sets  of  Steam-Engines 
Furton— Waterworks    
Leeds -Fifty  Electric  Tramcars 

Kennington-road   BE. -Alterations  to  Machinery  at  Baths    Lambeth  )^'«try     8  Watt^Ckrk  The  Workhouse,  Milford.  Ireland 
Milford-Sinking  Well  and  Erecting  Pump  at  Carrowkeel    2""' PjJ^.'f,' ̂ ""''^    •.;■.•  Thr^'iirBept..To,^  Council.  Tiais.Transcauc 

co^i^Sron   ■■•■.■::::::;::::;;::::.:..:  jameTo^,  a.E..'M:i  m.e  ,  Bank  House,  -
wamngtou   

Crickirde&WoottonBa»«>ttR.D.C.  F^Redman,  Engineer  New^^^^^^^^^ 

Toin^Sncif  ■.■.■.•.■...:...    Albion  T.SncU.  Engineer.  Sutfo*  Hou«.  Cannon-steeeJ;  J  a^ 
^;:^^^r^.]^^^^.  ■::■:::.:::::— ̂ ^^^ Barking-Tjght  Railway  Plant   
Port  Elizabeth  to  Humansdoip,  Capetown— Railway  (70  miles) 9.  Uueen-streel-pUce,  London, E.C..    ,. 

The  General  xianager  of  RaUwajs,  Capetown      ••■■••■•  ̂ '^^ 
Sydney,  New  South  Wales -Refuse  Destructor, away  (70mues    ̂ ^^^^i^—^-^-lZZZZZ  Jno.R  Palmer,  Town  Clerk,  S^ydney 

Ceylon  OovmiiP-nt"!"!!!!!!!!"..  .Z...  The  Colonial  SeL-reUry,  Colombo  . 
.  Jan. 
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Kuninegala  to  Kankasanturai.  C.ylon -Railway  {'200  mile.)    ...  gf^^  0:;;^7t':4rDistllrt-Coincii;  c£L.  crert:Sur«yor.  Hungerford       ....^^^.... Kintbury- Rebuilding  Bridge  on  Newbury-road    Hk&  Commissioners      G.  A.  E.  HiAson,  C.E..  ib.  Denny-atreet,  Tralee  ... 
Tralee-Swing-Bridge  over  Canal -Waterway    ^?h„n  Dis^STcounSl     Henry  Tobcv,  Malton,  Yorks     
Driffield-Gas-Scmbber  (40ft.  by  7ft.)   ^.....    S'„  H.n  r,.mmi^^    J  Rilon  Town  HaU,  Manchester    .- 
Manchester -Three  Boilers  for  Wanning  Town-HaU    Town  Hall  Committee    •;•'•■■■■;■  The  Nori^ubv  Brick  Oomnany,  Ltd..  Normanby... XlnvmanK,.   T.ovintT  iJn     Poot-Ir„n  Pines  11  milO)     ..■•■-■   -■    .         ,       ,.v_;u!-U   Normanby— Laying  4in.  Cast-Iron  Pipes  (I  mile)   
Driffield— New  Gas-Mains  (S70  yards)    0.  B.  Tonge,  Clerk.  Driffield   

The  Engineer's  Office.  Qaaworks,^Ilfor<l^ 

"!^'1JS^c^rc'fe"MjSx^.«^^niona:.^t;-
LindiideVry 

   Urban  District  Council    

llford-'Portible'steel  Crane  (3-ton)  '.   Oas  Co    jrWat™i"BuUaerrUddSiston7's'ootland Vddington- Electric  Lighting  Plant       ' 

FENOINQ    AND    "WALLS.  g    .  3^ 

„     ,.         ,       „.         .,1.  Burial  District  Joint  Committee    ...  Roger  Henwood,  Clerk.  17.  London-road.  Horsham   •   •  •■ 
Horsham-Iron  Gates  and  Fencing    5^2r_I.i;-  T  O  Veale  Surveyor  Dartmouth   ■.;   ;"  -ii  nA      * 
Dartmouth  -Boundary  Walls  near  the  Avenue   ■■■■■■.■  CprPoraUcn  .....^^....    '.  \y„^!?' ^,,"7'^^^^^^  H*U.  Lower  Edmonton.N   Oct.     i 
Edmonton.  N.Unclimbable  Iron  Fencing  (360  lengths,  9ft.)  -  "'Sf  re'S'l  cZSSl    ^^■?^<^  ̂ ^'^^'l'.^^"'}!'^'.-  -    ' 
Idle-Fence  Walling  ('225  lineal  yards)    Sl^v„  T^,?!^     M 
I/)ndondeiry    WaUs  and  Gate  Piers,  Brooke  Park    ?,  v      i^TYl'^nnnViii    Har„iu  r   >  ,>«,e,.  .^ur.or^..,  -    ,         .1.  c, 
Sunbury-on-Thames-W.I.  Fencing  (l,:iOOft.)  for  Cemetery    Urban  Dwtnot  Conned    EKnworthyM  ICE  .Council  House,  n;'";'""'^'"'' ^t 
Handsworth  -  Retaining  Walls.  &c    Urban  District  CouncU    E.  J>  "J"""!-.  ̂ ,i^f„;  Dept..  Town  Hall,  Manjieater 
ManchesUr-Post  and  Rail  Fencing  (2,000  yards)    Co'T>o'«"™t'ni™  O^iBrfuii;'    F  E   limearv  OlerrUnw  ^    4 
Leytonstone  -Cleft  Oak  Fence  at  Forest  House   :--4^-,-;  J"\°^^  ̂ "°°  Guardians     I.  b.  "^'^?'-y- J,'^^^'  {{"w.uington-square.  Hastings      „       * 
Hasting,  ̂ Repaihng  and  raintinu- Gate,  and  Fence,  PUot  Field  gu-xdians       .^^^................  ■■.  ̂ ;  ̂̂ .^''^W.^A^kj^iJi,  Mall,  Cork    
Kinsalc -Boundary  Wall.  Piers,  Gates.  &c    Bural  uwincv  vuui»»-  .   ,    .  •.  _  .     ._.,.:.„» 
I^eds— Boundary  Walls  Round  Harehills  House   

AND    FITTINGS.  ^        „  ,., 

„     „       ..       ,.„,.,,..     O.Buckley  and  Son,  Architects,  Tower  Chambers,  Halifax   Habfax-Othce  Furniture  for  Police  Station     ;;''':ri;'.'i';    John  OLouhUn  Clerk,  Ennistymon,  Irelana   -'JliVl'"' 
Ennistymon  -Twenty  Iron  Bedsteads,  &c    Gnaidans   ;•:::::::....;:  Sf.  Price,  .iScrWatirloo-street,  We»ton-su^ 
Weston-super-Mare -Shopfront.  ,Vc.,  in  the  Boulevard   "      jl,^  q^^  q,  Secretary  to  County  Council,  Enniaiouen    Enniskillon-Fixing  a  Table  in  County  Council  Chamber   

R.  E>-an8,  C.E.,  53,  South  Mall,  ̂ .-oru      vr«'™'.«i;rf»«Bt "  ijieaa 

,  J.  W.  Thkckeriy,  A.S.I.,  Architect,  14,  Inflrmary-street,  
Leeds  . 

FXrBNITXrBB 
.Oct. 
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QUALITY  IN  BIJILDIXGS. 

TIIE  tendency  to  shallowness  which  cha- 
racterises the  present  age  in  its  reading 

and  pursuits  is  seen  also  in  the  lack  of 
honesty,  suitability,  and  good  workmanship 
of  our  buildings  and  their  fittings.  We 
observe  this  superficiality  and  shallowness 
when  we  compare  the  work  of  a  former  age 
with  our  own.  <  lararchitecture  has  developed 
much  d\iring  the  century  which  is  now  draw- 

ing to  a  close  ;  we  have  studied  superficially 

almost  every  epoch  of  ai-t,  Oroek,  Eoman, 
Italian  Renaissance,  the  ( Jothic  of  France 
and  England,  the  Tudor  and  Stuart  periods. 
Queen  Anne,  besides  Oriental  styles.  Oui- 
industrial  art  has  risen  by  leaps  and  bounds, 
and  yet  in  many  ways  we  are  obliged  to 
confess  to  the  shallowness  of  our  know- 

ledge and  the  want  of  depth  in  our  studies. 
When  we  compare,  for  instance,  the  early 
buildings  of  the  nineteenth  century  with 
those  of  the  present  day,  we  remark  a 
great  difference  in  many  things.  Those 
buildings  were  no  doubt  heavy  and  common- 

place in  style,  in  strict  keeping  with  the  more 
solid  Eterature  and  tastes  of  the  day  ;  but  in 

their  minor  appointments  and  details  w^e 
observe  a  sobriety  and  solidity  of  character. 
There  was  nothing  showy  in  their  iron  grates 
and  chimneyp'eces  ;  the  window  sashes  and 
doors  were  substantially  made  and  fitted 
closely  their  rebates  and  puUey-stiles,  their 
mouldings  were  bold  and  effective,  and  con- 

trast favourably  with  our  poor  machine-made 
planted  mouldings,  and  the  furniture  and 
ironmongery  were  plain  and  substantial. 
There  was  a  desire  to  build  houses  sub- 

stantially that  should  last  for  many  genera- 
tions ;  that  every  fitting,  whether  a  door- 

hinge,  a  fastening,  or  a  door-handle,  should 
be  durable  and  strong ;  but  the  same  motives 
that  prevailed  then  are  not  in  vogue  now. 

"  Sufficient  for  the  day,"  or  for  the  short 
tenure,  is  now  the  watchword  with  our 
builders  and  manufacturers.  The  principle 
is  to  produce  something  that  is  cheap,  not 
lasting  ;  for  durability  is  not  now  one  of  the 
objects  of  the  maker.  The  ([uicker  the 
article  is  worn  out,  the  better  for  trade.  The 
shoddy  article  must  at  least  be  showy; — it 
must  sell ;  it  must  captivate  the  small  builder 
and  tenant. 

The  demand  for  quality  is  not  so  groat  as 
it  used  to  be.  The  keenness  of  competition 
encouraged  by  speculative  building  is  chiefly 
the  cause  of  the  falling  off  of  good  and 
sound  fittings.  Cost  and  quality  are  not 
synonymous  tonus.  Xo  one  knows  this 
better  than  the  architect  who  has  to  specify 

materials  and  fittings.  The  "  best  quality '" timber,  for  example,  would  add  considerably 
to  the  cost  of  an  ordinary  building — not  that 
the  so-called  "best"  quality  turns  out  the best,  or  the  most  efficient  for  its  jiurposo. 
The  adjective  has  but  a  relative  value.  An 
inferior  brand  is  often  put  in  its  place,  and 
sometimes  with  equal  results.  I'or  many 
purposes  se;isoned  Swedish  deals  are  quite  as 
good  as  Petersburg  or  Christiania,-  often 
better,  as  being  more  uniform  and  straight- 
grained.  Quality,  therefore,  is  not  always 
ins\ired  by  high  price,  and  quite  as  reliable 
jomeiy  may  be  got  out  of  deals  at  a  reason- 

able price  per  .St.  Petersburg  standard  as 
if  they  had  cost  the  highest  price  in the  market.  So  it  is  with  other  trades 
m  building.  The  trade  catalogue  and  the 
pnce-list.  things  unknown  in  the  earlier 
years  of  the  century,  are  evidence  of  the  com- 

peting spirit  of  the  age.     It  is  a  class  of  trade 

literature  that  has  increased  greatly  during 
the  last  two  or  three  decades.     Large  firms 
and  houses  of  business  spend  huge  sums  in 
the  production   of   illustrated   catalogues  of 

"  artistic  "  furniture,  builders'  ironmongery 
and    metal- work,    decorative    fabrics,  tiles, 
and  materials  generally.     Some  of  these  are 
really  artistic  productions  :  the  designs  and 
illustrations  are  worthy  of  the  enterprise  of 
the  manufacturer  and  the  art  export.    These 

publications   of    the  manufacturer  and  art 
craftsman  are  indications  of  the  commercial 

groove  in  which  art  is  running.     Lot  us  take 
up  a  few  of  these  illustrated  trade  books. 
One  is  devote<l  to  furniture ;  we  see  imita- 

tions of    Tudor    and    Stuart  and  lieorgi.an 
cabinets,     tables     and     chairs ;     there    are 

Chippendale    and   lleppelwhite   and   Shera- 
ton  styles,    each    priced    according   to   the 

amount   of    labour  or    degree   of    finish  in 
them.     Cheap  reproductions  of  these  styles 
are    made    that    will    not    last    ten   years. 
It  is  clear  that  these  manufactured  speci- 

mens of    so-called   "Sheraton,"    "  lleppel- 
white,"or  "  Chippendale"  have  been  repeated 

for  J  ears.     The  pieces  are  all  got  out  to  a 
pattern  or  by  machinery  and  put  together  in 
the  roughest  and  flimsiest  manner,  whereas 
the  original   artists   who  designed  and  exe- 

cuted these  choice  examples  of  furniture  did 
so  as  craftsmen  imbued  with  .the  honesty  and 
purpose  of  their  art,  and  achieved  fame,  not 
as  dealers,  but  as    makers.       Speaking  of 
decorative  woodwork,  where  do  we  now  find 
the  honestly  frameil  or  clamped  woodwork 

with  mouldings  worked  in  the  solid  'r   Or  tlie 
box  or  coffer  of  clamped  woodwork  decorated 

by  foliated  and  flowering  ironwork  r     (  h-  that 
very   effective  kind  of   wood    frame,  which 
consists  of  incising  or  cutting  the  wood  into 
a  series  of  butter-print    patterns,   the   flat 
surfaces  of  the  wood  relieved  by  geometrical 
squares  and  circles,  and  then  cutting  out  the 
spaces  by  scoopings,  the  angles  being  relieved 
by  ornamental  stopped-chamferings,  a  class 
of  incising  practised  in  Xorway  and  Iceland 
as  well  as  in  Italy.     This  was  a  rational  and 
inexpensive  way  of  decorating  plain  deal  or 
oak.     The    pattern    was   drawn    by  inter- 

sections   of   circles    and   s^juares    with   the 
compasses,    and    anyone   who   could  use  a 
chisel  could   do    the  relief.       It    could,    in 
short,     hi    done     by     the     carpenter,    for 
it   was    not    real     carving.      Why    cannot 
our  manufacturers  invent    an  effective  yet 
cheap  kind  of  wood  decoration,  instead  of  that 
miserable  repetition   of  scrolls  and  rococo- 
work  that  one  sees  in   modern    f  urnitui'o  !' 
Have  they  not  the  beautiful  Italian  cissoni 
to  show  {hem.  what  can  be  done  by  simple 
incising  with  a  common  knife,  with  dots  of 

colour  ;  bj-  introducing  repousse  or  pierced 
plates  of  metal,  leather,  and  stamped  relief. 

Then  we  have  the  builder's  ironmonger, 
whose  catalogues  show  every  kind  of  fittings, 
from  hinges,   rim,   and  mortise    locks  and 

latches,  to  door-fiu'niture,  and  sash-fa3t«_'n- 
ings.     These  are  generally  prolific  in  illus- 

trations ;  the  designs  are  in  most  cases  rei)eats 
of  forms  that  have  done  service  for  years, 
not    always   the    best,    but  the    easiest    to 
execute.     The   rim   and   mortise    locks   are 

marvellous  pieces    of    modern   mechanism 
chiefly  made  by  machinery,  and  admirable 
for  finish  and  workmanship  ;  but  we  some- 

times wonder  whether   they  could   not  be 
improved    in    design.     Wo   have  a  prefer- 

ence   for  the  rim  lock:    its  projecting  case 
of    metal     admits     of     some     treatment. 

Its  edges    can    be    moulded,  and  its   front 

plate  embossed  or  chased,  and  made  visil'le 
instead  of  being  hidden  in    the    substance 
of   the   door ;    but  the   fashion  of  the  day 
has    ordered     differently,   and   has    set    its 
affections  on  the  mortise-lock.     ^Ve  at  least 

expect  to  find  some  art  instinct  exhibite<l  in 
our   door-handles   and  knobs,  in  the  brass 

finger-plates  and  escutcheons  of  our  doors, 
and  even  in  the  hinges,  which  might  be  m,ide 
visible  by  ornamental  foliated  work,  instead 
of  being  put   out  of  sight  and  let  into  the 

edges  of  our  doors  and  jamb-linings.  AVe 
admit  there  is  much  improvement  shown  in 
the  designs  of  our  leading  makers.  To  take 
only  door-handles  und  finger-plates.  These 
are  now  cast  fluted,  moulded,  or  reeded  :  we 
have  seen  brass  reeded  and  reinmssv  plates 
that  are  really  artistic  productions.  But  the 

price  and  the  qiialitj'  come  in.  These  are 
according  to  the  material  and  the  kind  of 
decoration.  For  example,  in  finger-plates, 
wliat  an  assortment  for  the  architect  to  select 

from ;  plates  of  wood  and  china,  white, 

black,  and  cream  and  gold,  brass,  ripiitiaxt', 
embossed,  reeded,  or  chased  ;  there  is  plain 
;tnd  polished  brass,  there  are  finger-plates  of 
cut  ̂ lass  representing  crystal  or  amber. 
Tho  i)rice  varies  according  to  the  material  and 
pattern,  tho  most  expensive  being  tho  most 
elaborate  in  design  and  finish.  Tho  architect 
looking  only  for  quality  and  good  desiga 
finds  it  not :  he  is  bewildered  by  a  succession 
of  elaborate  and  florid  designs,  and  ho 
selects  a  pattern ;  but  there  may  bo  two 

or  three  "qualities" — there  is  the  article 
of  "common,"  "medium,"  and  "  e.vtra 

quality"  orstrength.  Perhaps  tho  "medium" quality  is  specified,  but  the  contractor  puts 
in  the  ordinary  quality.  Just  as  if  all  these 
useful  fittings  should  not  be  all  of  eipial 
strength.  Is  there  not  a  lesson  to  learn  by 
this  classification  of  comuiorcial  art  to  suit 

our  pockets  ?  The  humblest  dwelling — that 
occupied  by  the  worknnn,  his  wife,  and 
children — in  which  the  wear  and  tear  is 

naturally  the  great<;3t,  gets  the  flimsiest  door- 
knob and  latch  because  it  is  the  cheai>est. 

What  a  comment  on  o\ir  commercial  morality, 
that  the  articles  with  tho  largest  sale  and 
with  the  greatest  profit  are  tho  worst  and  the 
commonest,  so  that  the  smaller  buildings 
and  houses  suffer  I  When  will  industrial 

art  awaken  to  a  better  and  higher  sense !' 
.Vdaptability  and  strength  are  the  leading 
requirements  of  the  commonest  as  well  as 
the  most  costly  art.  They  ought  to  bo 
everywhere  obtained.  It  is  as  easy  to  turn  a 
well-shapeil  door-knob  as  it  is  a  bad  one.  .\ 
well-designod  article  like  a  lock  or  a  finger- 

plate or  a  fire-grate  ought  not  to  cost  more 
than  one  of  those  common  articles  which  are 

now  sold  for  the  purpose  ;  in  short,  the  dosien 
of  any  article,  if  it  be  honest  and  true,  ougnt 
not  to  add  to  the  cost  of  protluction  one 

halfpennj' ;  but  the  modem  makiT  of  such 
articles  caters  for  a  public  craving  for  decora- 

tion and  ornament ;  to  do  this  and  to  get  a 

profit  tho  design  is  disregarded,  so  long  as 
the  material  can  be  cast  or  embossed  or 
moulded  at  the  lowest  cost.  The  decorator 

of  our  buildings  falls  into  the  same  mistake  : 
he  is  induced  to  give  what  is  most  aske<l  for, 
and  he  produces  a  showy  design  instead  of 
that  which  is  true  and  effective. 

To   take    the    miscellaneous   fittings   and 

articles  which  make  up  the  ordinary  build- 
ing, those   in   which   the  Joiner,  the  Iron- 

monger and  Smith,  and  tho  Hecorator  in  his 
various  departments  have  an  intere^l.     '  an 
wo  say  that  the  art  quality  bears  any  con.-tint 
relation  to  tho  cost  r    The  factors  tint  go  to 
make  up  tho  cost  are  uncertain ;  they  are  not 
those    which    commend   themselves   tT   tho 

architi-^t.  -Vre  they  not  often  costly  ■ 
and  plant,  laborious  workmanshij' 

design,    fine     execution,    redunil.i:.t     i,r:.a- 
mentatioH  r    These  are  not  tho  factors  «  hi.  h 

produce  the  most  satisfactory'  ilesign.     1  n- 
fortunately,     the    most     expensive     manu- 

factures  are    often    tho    least    h  "    '      •  ' 
truthful.     If  it  is  a  grille,  or  a  wr 

scre<'n  or  gate,  it  is  an  <^^  -^  '■■•■'' some  old  work  perhaps  t  > 
In  an  area  of  a  foot  is  .-  ,  . 
the    scrolls,    bosses,    and    r 

original  of  four  or  nine  s<i 

is  :i   copy  in   brass  of  an  iron   ̂ ■ modem    manufacturer  likes   to   : 

his    patron     or    tlia     public     thv    v.  .:■...  ? 
of   cost  :  tho    work,    wh-it-ver   it    is.   n.-i-: 
be    elaborate,    or   showy,    or    obtm^ive    in 

its  ornament,  and    he   argues  if   the  leist 
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expensive  is  plain,  the  costly  must  be  elaborate 
and  full  of  detail.  Wth  him  jilainness  is 
equivalent  to  cheapness  and  want  of  skill. 
The  price  of  the  article  is-  the  gauge  of  its 
ornament  or  richness.  Here,  then,  is  the 
fallacy  with  rej^ard  to  ccst.  More  work  is 
put  in  the  highest-priced  article.  But  what 
kind  of  work !-  It  is  not  thoughtful  labour, 
but  quantity.  AVhon  it  is  considered  that 
the  best  design  is  often  the  simplest,  and 
costs  no  more  than  a  senseless  repetition  of 
ornament,  ought  wo  not  to  look  for  a  better 
condition  'r  The  old  builders  invariably  ex- 

pended their  best  art  over  the  simplest 
objects  as  well  as  the  most  costly  and  pre- 

tentious ;  their  stronjiest  and  best  fittmgs 
would  have  been  placed  in  commonest  and 
humblest  houses ;  but  it  seems  to  be  the 
irony  of  modem  industrial  and  commercial 
art  that  the  weakest  and  least  durable  pro- 

ducts are  placed  in  the  buildings  in  which 
there  is  the  greatest  wear  and  tear;  but  such 
is  the  subversion  of  reason  andcommonsense 

caused  by  competition  in  art. 

locks  secure  the  bolts,  which  cannot  be 
forced,  as  they  aro  protected  by  the  rebate. 
In  describing  those  locks,  state  whether 
"right"  01'  "  left-hand,"  and  the  depth  of 
rebate.  A  Oin.  rebated  mortise  lock,  with 
brass  bolt,  gunmetal,  bushed,  &c.,  and  two 

levers  for  a  jin.  rebate  will  cost  about  I'is.  Ikl. each. 

When  doors  have  two  different  kinds  of 
furniture  on  each  side,  it  is  best  to  take  locks 
and  furniture  separately,  and  describe  each 
side  as  half  set; — the  locks  in  this  ca.se  are 
described  as  without  furniture.  For  special 
locks,  such  as  those  with  wrought-iron 
mountings  and  stock  looks,  it  is  better  to 
provide  a  sum. 

(Jur  illustrations  give  a  few  examples  of 
locks  and  hinges.  No.  1  is  a  steel  joint 

rising  butt  of  polished  brass,  4.Jin.  by  .'5Jin., 
priced  at  l;3s.  to  los.  per  pair.  No.  2  is  a 
wrought-iron  garnet  hinge,  isin.  long, 

price  about  l;is.  or  Hs.  per  dozen  pair.  No.  '■i 
is  a  patent  reversible  rim  lock  with  brass  bolts. 
No.  4  is  a  Hill's  reversible  patent  mortise 
lock,  priced  at  from  Is.  9d.  to  Js.  9d.  each. 
No.  J  is  a  stock  or  plate  lock  with  perforated 

ESTIMATES.— XXIV. 

IRONMONGERY,    LOCKS,   FASTENINGS,  KTC. 

PERlI.VrS  there  is  more  diversity  in  locks 
than    in     any    other     description    of 

builders'   ironmongery,    both   in   make  and 
quality.      Architects     are     not     particular 
enough  in  selecting  these  articles  ;  they  often 
say  nothing  about  their  design  or  quality. 
The  best  plan  is  to  obtain  of  a  good  firm  of 
lock-makers  an  estimate  for  providing  these 
articles  ;  or  at  least  to  give  the  numbers  and 
prices  of  the  locks  required.     The  prices  vary 

greatly ;  one  may  obtain  a  common  rim-lock 
as     low     as    lOd.,    with     brass    furniture, 
escutcheon  roses,  &c.,  complete — a  class  of 
goods  that  will  do  for  a  speculative  builder 
of  cheap  houses,  but  we  can  hardly  expect 
any   wear  from  them.     If  we  look  at  any 
good  trade-list,    such    as    that   of   Messrs. 
James  llill   and   Co.,  Young  and   Marten, 

or    Colledge    and     Bridgen,    Wolverhamp- 
ton,   *:c.,    we    shall     see    that    rim    locks 

may    be     had     from     lis.     per     dozen  to 
101)3.  per   dozen.     A    common    but    strong 
two-bolt  (iin.  rim-lock,  double-bushed,  can  be 
had  for  l:3s.  per  dozen;  with  brass  bolt,  extra 
strong,  at  2;5s.  per  dozen ;   and  these  prices 
include  screws.     In   ordering  locks,  plates, 
latches,  handles,  &c.,  as  well  as  hinges  and 

fasteners  of   various    kinds,    "right"    and 
"left"  hands  should  be  given,  and  it  may 
be  mentioned  that  a  "  right  hand"  for  a  lock or  latch  would  not  be  the  same  for  hinges, 

which  would  be  the  reverse  "  left-hand."    A 
"  right-hand  handle  "  and  lock  plates  would 
describe  the  left  side  of  the  door  as  we  ap- 

proach it,  a  left-hand  handle  would  be  the 
one  on  the  inside.      Eor  casement   bolts,  a 

"  right-hand  and  left-hand  inside  "  describes 
casements    hung     on     the    right    and    left 
respectively. 

^Mortise  locks  vaiy  from  about  Is.  ild.  to 
7s.  or  more  for  ordmary  pui'poses.  Eui'ni- 
tui-e  is  not  included,  and  this  varies  from 
about  6s.  per  dozen  sets  for  brass,  to 
white  and  black  china  door  furniture 
costing  about  13s.  (id.  per  dozen  sets. 
China  mortise  and  gold  furniture,  with 
ornamental  brass  rose  and  good  spindle 
costs  from  about  'JOs.  to  ;JOs.  per  dozen  sets. 
For  these  items  we  refer  the  student  to 

Young  and  Marten's  catalogue,  or  James 
Hill  and  Co.'s  cafcilogue— a  study  of  either 
of  which  will  repay  attention.  A  provisional 
price  for  sets  of  furniture  is  the  best  course, 
as  so  much  depends  on  design,  ixc.  It  is 
only  necessary  to  add  for  fixing,  say,  -Id.  to 
(id.,  and  profit. 

The  "reversible"  rim  and  mortise  locks 
made  by  Hill  and  Co.  give  no  trouble  about 
"  hands,"  in  which  four  hands  can  bo  ob- 

tained in  one  lock;  the  keyhole  is  never 

upside-down.      The    full    rebated   mortise 

mounts.  No.  0  a  brass  moulded  and  reeded 

door  knob,  priced  at  from  4Ss.  to  (ids.  per 

dozen. 

JIORTISE   LOCK.S,    ETC.— (Coii</)ate</). 

No.  6.     (iin.  Hill's  patent  reversible  mortise 
locks.  No.  o.i  R,  with  two  brass  bolts  and 

two  levers. 

These  are  quoted  in  list  at  oa.  Gd.  each 

Cost  of  lock  .. 

Filing  at  -262 Screws,  aay   

£  8.  d. 
0  o  a 

0  2  1} 

0  0  1 

0  7  <;> 

Profit  10  per  cent      *>    <>  '0 
0    8    CJ 

For  master  key  suites  add  Is.  extra  per 

lock.     (See  sketch  -».) 

No.  2.     Hill's  special  tJin.  "Villa"  mortise 
lock,  with    two  brass  bolts  and  Hat  bow key,'No.85R.  ^^^ 
Price  of  look      »    3    « 6crew8      n    V    ? 

Fixing      «    '    ̂ 

Profit 

0    6    1 

0    0    G 

No.  1.  (Jin.  steel  case  mortise  lock,  two 

levers,  Scotch  spring,  full  bushed,  com- 

plete. 

This  is  a  special  lock,  and  its  price  may  be 
put  down  at  -Is.  6d.  each;  fixing,  &c.,  say, 
Is.  Gd.,  or  (is. 

A  good  average  quality  mortise  lock  costs 
about  38.,  and  the  fixing  may  be  put  at  the 
above  figure  for  a  number. 

No.  G.  Dozen  two-bolt,  ornamental.  Gin. 
cast-case  rim  locks,  with  screws  for 
fixing  ;  with  two  lever  brass  bolts. 
These,  as  manufactured  by  Colledge  and 

Bridgen,  are  priced  at  3Gs.  per  dozen,  or  3s. 
each,  including  fi.xing,  say  9d. 

1  I>itto.  Hill's  reversible  rim-lock,  two  brass 
bolts,  &c.  (see  sketch  3). 

This  is  priced  at  333.  per  dozen,  say  3s, 

each. 
No.  1.    iJouble-hand,   patent-rim,  tiin.  lock. 

No.  Y  2,004  in  Young  and  Marten's  cata- 
logue. This  patent  rim  lock  is  priced  at  2os.  6d. 

per  dozen,  without  furniture. 
No.  1.  Ornamental  rim-lock,  steel  case.  Gin. 

iron  bolts,  brass  bushed. 

As  there  is  only  one,  this  may  be  worth 

.'is.,  though  in  some  manufacturers'  lists  the 
price  is  27s.  per  dozen.  Add  for  fixing  and 

profit,  lOd. No.  4.     7in.  Two-lever  brass-bolt  dead  lock. 
These  can  be  obfciined  at  72s.  per  dozen, 

or  Os.  each. 

No.  2.  Young  and  Marten's  "  special  cast- 

case,  four-way,  rim  lock,"  nickel-plated 
key,  with  best  furniture,  drilled  through. 
No.  Y  1894. 
These  are  superior  locks,  and  are  priced  in 

list  3Gs.  for  iron  bolts,  and  423.  for  brass 

bolts,  per  dozen.  Fixing  may  bo  at  •o9.> =  95d.  each. 

No.  14.     Sin.  cupboanl  locks  fixed  complete. 

These  are  of  various  prices,  and  can  be  had 

from  28.  6d.  per  dozen  to  73.  Gd.  per  dozen. 
£  e.  d. Cost  of  locks  per  dozen,  say      2    o 'R Fixing  at  8d.  each,  per  dozen      2    ?    U 

Screws,  &c      ^    ̂    " 

Per  dozen       0  13  10 

This  is  a  low  price  for  strong  japanned 
locks.  For  superior  work  we  may  put  the 

locks  down  at  5d.  each,  screws,  escutcheon, 

and  pins  at  2d.,  and  fixing  at  9d.  =  Is.  4d.. 
say  Is.  Gd.  including  profit. 

No.  6.    4in.  ditto. 

Add  another  3d.  ;  say,  Is.  9d.  each. 

No.  S.    Gin.  rim  locks  and  brass  furniture. 

These  would  probably  be  for  bedroom  doors. £   8.  d. Cost  of  lock,  say   ■••      n    n    i 
Screws  to  face-plate,  pins,  &c      n    n    9* 

Fi-xing  at -095       0_0_9J 0    3    4i 

Say,  3s.  8d.  including  profit. 
DKAWB.VCK  LOCKS. 

No.  2.     Wood-stock  lock,  9in. 

Those  vary  in  price  from  about  2s.  (id. 
 each 

to  7s.  each.     The  latter   would  have 
 orna- 

mental oak  case  varnished,  with  ornamental 

wrought-iron  mountings  and  Gothic  Ke
y. 

No.  2.     9ln.  drawback  lock,  japanned, 
 fine 

ward. 

These  locks  are  to  be  had  at  J7s.  per  doz
en, 

or  about  4s.  9d.  each.     Add  for  scr
ews  and 

fixing,  say,  Is.  Gd. 
No.  1.    "im.  drawback  lock. 

A  fair  price  is  about  2s.   Gd.  to  3
s.  for 

a  single  lock;  the  screws,  escutch
eon  and 

shipk^are  included.    The  fixing  may  be  pu
t 

at  about  Is. 
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No.  1.     Stock  or  plate  lock   lOin..  with  per- 

forated straps  at  end,  varnishod,  &o.,  as 

shown,     (f^ee  sketch  o.) 

A  stock-lock  of  this  descrijition  varies  in 

price.  One  lock  would  be  worth  about  >is.  (id. 

each.     They  arc  priced  as  low   as   .'ios.  per dozen  in  one  list. 

IJOOE   ITliXITUUE. 

No.  10.    Sets  of  brass  furniture  for  mortise 
locks. 

These  are  purchased  as  low  as  lid.  a  set. 
£  s.  d. 

Say  we  put  down  a  aet       0    2    0 
Fixing,  say      0    0    3 

0    J    3 

Or  2s.  Cd.  including  profit. 

Young  and  Marten  sell  a  good  set  of  (iin. 
brass  rim  furniture,  drilled  through,  at  83.  3d. 

per  dozen  sets. 

No.  3.     Sets  of  ̂ face's  superior  brass  furni- 
ture for  mortise  locks,  stamped  roses  for 

liin.  locks. 

These  are  priced  at  ISs.  to  27s.  per  dozen 
sets. 

No.  2.  Sets  stamped  reeded  brass  furniture 

(Wilkes'  spindlo)  for  (iin.  mortise  locks. 
It  of  the  best  description  we  may  price 

these  at  -Is.  per  sot.  A  trade-list  gives  45s. 
per  dozen  sets.     (See  sketch  (i.) 

No.  2.  Setsofreededchinamortisefurniture, 
cream  and  black,  with  brass  roses  and 

patent  spindles. 

These  may  be  priced  at  20s.  to  24s.  per 
dozen  sets,  say.  Is.  !>d.  to  2s.  per  set. 

S.VSII   i'ASTEXns'GS. 

No.   Ki.     Best  brass   spring  sash  fasteners. 

The  price  of  these  fastenings  ranges  from 

about  (id.  to  Is.  Sd.  each.  A  good  ordinary 
strong  brass  fastener  with  china  knob  can  be 

purchased  at  the  rate  of  Ts.  (id.  per  dozen,  or 
TJd.  each. 

£  s.  d. 
Cost  of  sash  fastening,  say       0    0    7i 
Screws      0    0    OJ 
Fixing      0    0    4 

0    1    Ci 

No.  4.  Young  and  Marten's  special  cast 
brass  fasteners,  with  tiueen  Anne  knob, 
oxtra  strong. 

£  s.  d. 
This  is  priced  in  list  at  9s.  per  doz.,  say..    0    0    9 
Screws      0    0    OJ 
Fixing      0    0    4 

No.  1.    Polishedgunmetalcasementfastencrs. 
These   cost    about    (id.   niore  each.     (See 

Hill  and  Co.'s  catalogue.) 
No.  4. — Strong    brass     Cockspur    fasteners 

(4in.)  and  fixing  (right  hand). 

These  may  be  put  down  at  from  iiOs.  to 

40s.  per  dozen,  or,  say,  33.  to  Is.  each. 

No.  18.     Malleable-iron  casement  stays  and 
fixing,  loin,  long,  japanned  finish. 

Price  from  1  Is.  to  oOs.  per  dozen,  accord- 

ing to  finish  and  strength  ;  fixing  and  screws, 
say  4Jd.  each.     They  vary  much  in  design. 

0   1   ij 

Or  for  a  small  quantity  like  this  it  would 
be  safer  to  say  Is.  (id.  to  2s.  each  with  reeded 
brass  knob. 

No.    (i.      Solid    quadrant    .iin.    brass    sash 
fasteners,  polished. 

Those  are  worth  21s.  per  dozen,  or  2s. 
each. 

No.  2.     Cog-action  brass  fasteners  .'iin.,  with 
reeded  knobs  and  angle-plate. 

These  are  priced  from    3O3.   to   .i.'js.   per 
dozen,   say   3s.   each;    add   for   fixing  4d., 
screws  Id. 

CASKMKXT    r.VSTEXERS   A-XD    STAYS. 

No.  IS.  Malleable-iron  casement  fasteners 
(right  hand). 

These  vary  in  price  from  Ss.  to  2(3.  per 

dozen.  A  very  good  square-handle  (-'ockspur 
fastener  is  priced  at  12s.  per  dozen ;  if  with 
reeded  handle  21s.  per  dozen. 

In  Hill  and  Son's  list  a  very  good  pattern, with  fluted  handle,  is  quoted  at  243.  per 
dozen.     (No.  2,82.3.) 

No.  6.     Polished-brass   casement  fastenei-s, 
with  hooks  and  plates.     (See  sketch.) 

Put  these  down  at  about  3s.  each. 

No.  2.     Hill's   polished-brass   extra   strong and  finished  fasteners.     (No.  2,C01.) 
This  is  quoted  at  3s.  9d.  each  in  list. 

® o 

2s 

'iill''lllHi^i°lilW»mn.liUi>»tUU.A>.'"i»linni;inrj <s>  o 

No.  8.     Ditto  12in.  long,  ditto. 

These  cost  8s.  per  dozen,  or  say  Is.  each. 

No.  (3.    Pairs  Hill's  ((iueen  Victoria-street' 

ornamental  iron-hinge  fronts.  No.  "^ . . . 
Price  1  Is.  per  pair. 

No.   2.      Pairs    wrought-iron   straj)   hing. 

ISin.  long,  of  2in.  by  'in.  iron  and  plat fixed  with  screws. 

An  ISin.  pair  of  hinges  of  this  sizewo;^ 

weigh  about  8lb.,  and  at  3!i3.  per  cwt.  won 

be  about  os.    Add  for  fixing  and  screws  I' 

No.  2.  Pair  Collingo'3  48in.  spherical  hing' 
with  bolta,  complete. 

These  cost    from    ISs.    to  243.  per  pair.. 

according  to  ([uality.  The  best  quality  has 
a  hardened  steel  ball-bearing  and  turned 
cuj),  fitted  with  loose  oil  screw. £  s.  d. 

Cost  of  binges,  ptr  pair      12    0 
Bolts  and  fixing,  say    ,      0    8    0 

1  10    0 
Proflt       0    3    0 

Perpair       113    o 

Provide  for  five  pairs  of  wrought-iron 
hinges  and  bolts  £20,  and  allow  for  packing, 

carriage,  fixing,  and  profit.  The  latter  items 
will  vary,  say,  20  por  cent,  in  addition  to 

price. 

No.  <!.  Pair  wrought-iron  cross -garnet 

hinges  of  heavy  quality,  ISin.  long,  and 

fixing. 

The  prices  quoted  for  these  vary.  ̂ .  axton 
has  23.  per  pair.  Tho  weight  for  a  pair  of 

garnet  hi  ngos  iHin.  long  will  bo  about  I, 'lb., 
and  if  wo  price  at  (id.  per  pound,  the  cost 
will  be  28.  4Jd.  per  pair. 

£  s.  d. 
('xKt,  say      0    2    0 
Fixing,  &c..  »y       0    10 

Perpair      0    3    0 

Japanned  cross-garnets  of  ordinary  kind 
may  De  had  at  IO3.  (id.  per  dozen  pair. 

\o.  20.     Pair  wrought  back  (laps  2in.  wide. 

These  are  worth  about  lod.  per  pair. 

Added  to  fixing  and  screws,  saj-.  Id. ;  1  s.  2d. 

Xo.  12.  Pair  wrought-steel  2in.  back  flape. 

These  are  priced  at  lOs.  per  gross  pairs. 

No.  4.     Strong  Norfolk  latches  japanned. 

The  price  varies  from  about  .'is.  to  ss.  per 
dozen,  say  (id.  each,  and  fixing  2d.  each. 

PHOTOfiRAPmC    SL'1{VEYIN"G. 

AT  a  meeting  of  tho  Society  of  Kngincen  held 
at   the    Koynl  T'nitod  .Service  Institallon, 

Whitehall,  onMonJay evening, apaporwaar<wid  by 

Mr.,1.  liridgcs  I.ec,  .Vl.A.,on  "rhotogjaphic  Sur- 
veving."     In  introducing  his  subject  tho  author 
referred  to  the  early  history- and  literature  of  photo- 
topogTHphy,  and  to  some  of  the  mofit  important 
surveys  effected   with   tho  aid  of  photo^phs. 
Ilothon  enunciated  the    chief  causes  which  had 

impeded   the   progress   of   metrophotogniphy    i\s 

applied  to  eurvoying  in  this  and  of-  -        -•-:-.. The  author  then  proceeded  to  criti'  •: 
of  these  hindrances,   which  he  sho"  /•  r 
existed.     Ho   then  set  out  in  detail   the   special 

advantages  of  tho  photographic  method.   Am^njit 

theso  advantages  are:     1    .\   •'  •'! accurate  record  than  can  be  ol  t .  r 

racane  :    2'  saving  of  tim'  •"  ■  ;• to  take  full  advantage  oi  n 

unsettled   weather  :     4,    -.  :  r 

military   purposes   in  an   enemy's   ■  juniry  .     i) 
utility  for  travellers  rapidly  tmvfr«in?  -x  rr.iintry ; 
16   usefulness  in  detecting  get' 

graphical    changes;   ;")    econ,  ::• The  author  then  passed  ia  r  i 

kinds  of  photo-lopographio  .1;  ■  1 
been  designed  and  constru't*:.;.  ,  ' 
distinctive  features  o(  most  of   th'  n 
instrument'      If"  stated   that  sph.  : 

tion  h.'i  :  :  ■sod  on  acjunt   •.:   ;'.i  i;.-,-i- 
retical  but  he  pointe.!   0  it  ih.it  it 

had  nc.  .1 .    ..  .  .       .  .    . 

cf    pra  ■ 

had  al«  ^      , 

that,   while  fairly  < 

had  been  obtained.  '. boon  found  suitable  ir.  \  r 
work-.     lie   observed   t> 
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most  of  the  Continental  forms,  which  were  really 
phototheodolitos,  the  camera  and  theodolite  being 
combined  in  one  instrument.  It  was  pointed  out 
that  nearly  all  photosurveying  instruments  were 
detigned  to  be  used  with  the  optic  axis  always 
horizor'al,  the  Italian  military  instrument  and 

Koppe's  being  exceptions  to  the  general  rule. 
The  author  then  explained  that  until  he  intro- 

duced his  improvements  in  photogrametric  appa- 
ratus all  such  instruments,  without  exception, 

whether  simple  or  complex,  yielded  nothing  but 
ordinary  photographs,  with  marginal  marks  to 
indi  cate  the  termination  of  thoprincipal  vertical  and 
horizontallines,  which  had  toberuled  in  afterwards 
by  hand.  The  author  then  proceeded  to  describe 
the  improvementa  made  by  him,  and  which  were 
designed  to  facilitate  the  subsequent  interpreta- 

tion of  the  photo'jraphs.  Those  improvements 
consist  of  certain  mechanical  appliances  inside 
the  camera  for  securing  an  automatic  record  on 
the  face  of  every  picture  taken  of  the  horizon  and 
principal  vertioil  lines  ;  of  the  compass  bearing 
of  the  optic  axis  or  principal  plane  ;  of  a  scale  of 
horizontal  angles  applicable  to  all  points  visible 
in  the  picture  ;  and  of  memoranda  of  useful  infor- 

mation relating  to  the  particular  picture.  The 
author  then  described  the  method  of  conducting 
a  photographic  survey  and  of  plotting  maps  from 
survey  photographs. 

THE  SOCIETY  OF  ARCHITECrS. 

THE    Sfr.SCUIPTIOX    TO    UK    U.ilSEII. 
the 

St. 

THE    DAYS    OF    OBACE    TO    UK    SIIOKTKXKO. 

The  Chaikmax  said  there  had  been  some  trouble 
in  dealing  with  members  who  neglected  to  pay 
their  subscriptions  when  due.  The  twelve  months 
now  allowed  by  the  rules  in  which  to  meet  their 
liabilities  was  taken  advantage  of  to  the  full  by 
a  few,  who  were  habitually  a  year  behindhand, 
and  gave  needless  bother  to  the  secretary  and 
treasurer.  On  behalf  of  the  Council,  he  therefore 

proposad :  — That  Artide  No.  U  of  the  Artic'.es  of  Aswciation  b; 
amended  by  deleting  the  words  "  one  year,"  and  substi- 

tuting for  the  same  "tix  calendar  months."  and  tlut 
these  Articles  as  so  amended  come  into  operation  on  the Ist  of  November,  1899. 

This  was  seconded  by  Mr.  (itAKTEitMAix,  and 
unanimously  agreed  to. 

W^
 Ax  extraordinary  general  meeting  of 

Society  of  Architects  was  held  at 

James's  Hall,  Piccadilly,  W.,  on  Thursday 
evening  in  last  week  for  the  purpose  of  consider- 

ing a  propossil  to  raise  the  annual  subscription 
from  one  guinea  to  two  guineas.  Lieut.-Col.  F. 
Seymour  Leslie,  RE.,  occupied  the  chair,  and 
about  a  score  of  members  were  present. 

The  Chaikmax  read  telegrams  from  the  Presi- 
dent (Mr.  Walter  Emden),  who  was  detained  by 

business  at  Sheffield,  and  from  Mr.  Silvanus 
Trevail,  of  Truro,  vice-president,  both  regretting 
inability  to  be  present,  and  each  expressing 
approval  of  the  proposal  to  increase  the  sub- 

scriptions. The  Chairman  said  the  Council  had 
come  to  the  conclusion  that  it  was  essential  if  the 
society  was  to  extend  its  operations  that  a  larger 
sum  of  money  should  be  placed  at  its  disposal. 
The  question  of  compulsory  registration  for 
architects  needed  to  be  pressed  forward,  and  other 
matters  affecting  the  well-being  and  interests  of 
the  profession  were  in  view,  and  the  only  way  to 
enable  the  society  to  do  more  than  meet  its 
working  expenses  waste  increase  the  subscriptions. 
He  would,  therefore,  formally  move  :— 

That  Article  No.  42  of  the  Arlielea  of  Association  of 
the  Society  be  amended  by  deleting  the  words  "  one 
guinea,"  and  substituting  for  the  same  the  words  "  tvo 
guineas." 
Mk.  H.  GooiiMAX  QuRTERUAix,  hon. 

treasurer,  seconded  the  motion,  remarking  that 
he  had  felt  for  some  time  that  this  forward  step 
ought  to  be  taken.  They  were  no  longer  a  third- 
rate  body,  but  had  a  substantial  membership, 
met  in  excellent  rooms,  and  were  exerting  a 
useful  influence  on  the  profession.  It  was  felt 
by  the  Council  that  a  subscription  of  two  guineas 
from  ilembers  and  Associates  alike  was  the 
minimum  with  which  they  could  do  to  carry  out 
their  ideas,  and  he  had  confidence  that  the  pro- 

posal would  be  agreed  to. 
Me.  a.  II.  Hallam,  of  Leicester,  thought 

before  such  an  icportant  alteration  in  the  consti- 
tution of  the  society  was  adopted  a  ballot  of  the 

members  should  be  taken  as  to  their  wishes,  for 
they  could  hardly  call  that  a  representative 
meeting  of  the  society.  He  should  not  himself 
oppose  the  resolution. 

Mil.  G.  A.  T.  MiDDLETox  thought  such  a 
course  would  be  impracticable.  It  was  necessary 
in  the  interests  of  the  society  that  the  subscrip- 

tion should  be  raised.  The  meeting  had  been 
duly  convened,  and  there  would  doubtless  have 
been  a  larger  attendance  had  there  been  any 
strong  opposition  to  the  proposal. 

The  CiiAiuMAx  said  the  Council  had  already 
considered  the  matter,  and  should  the  motion  be 
agreed  to,  as  he  con6dentIy  expected,  would 
consult  their  solicitor,  Jlr.  Farman.as  to  the  best 
method  of  giving  an  opportunity,  especially  to 
provincial  members,  to  express  an  opinion  on  the 
matter,  before  a  second  meeting  was  called  to 
confirm  the  decision  of  that  day.  He  then  put 
the  resolution,  which  was  carried  with  one 
dissentient. 

BriLDIXG  NEWS"  DESIGXING  CUT!: 
AWARD  OF  PRIZES  FOR  SESSION 
1898-99. 

E  inaugurate  the  recommencement  of  our 
Club's  work  for  the  coming  session  by 

announcing  the  results  of  our  competitions  during 
the  past  year,  and  by  awarding  the  prizes.  The 
BriLiiixci  Xi;\v~  Designing  Club  has  bignalised 
the  attaining  of  its  mijority  by  a  display  of 
renewed  vigour  and  increasing  popularity.  The 
many  inquiries  from  correspondents  anxious  to 
join  which  we  have  received  with  the  return 
from  the  summer  holidays  augurs  well  for  the 
continued  working  of  the  Club,  for  without  the 
co-operation  of  our  readers  the  success  hitherto 
so  well  maintained  could  not  continue.  The 
best  results  are  not  so  much  the  securing  of 
prizes,  pleasing  as  such  success  to  competitors 
always  must  be,  but  the  permanent  value  of  these 
competitions  consists,  of  course,  in  the  individual 
improvement  thereby  to  be  obtained  by  those 
who  ta':e  a  serious  and  steady  part  in  them.  It 
would  be  diflicult  to  devise  a  scheme  more  calcu- 

lated to  inspire  confidence  and  interest  in  a 

beginner's  essays  in  design  than  the  means 
furnished  by  our  Designing  Club,  and  certainly 

no  better  opportunity  exists  of  making  a  pupil's 
work  and  abilities  known  amongst  his  seniors,  to 
whom  in  the  ordinary  course  of  things  he  must 
look  for  employment  in  the  near  future.  The 
awards  are  as  follows  ; — 

"McGilligan"  (first  prize),  £10  lOs.,  Mr. 
Charles  Gascoyne,  628,  Mansfield -road,  Sher- 

wood, Xottingham. 
"Thistle"  (second  prize),  £5  os.,  Mr.  Gilbert 

W.  Fraser,  34,  lialliol-road,  Bootle,  Liverpool. 
"Swan"  (third  prize),  £3  38.,  Mr.  Septimus 

Warwick,  98,  Lancaster-roid,  Netting  Hill,  W. 

Hon.  mention  is  accorded  to  "  Tokio  "  and 
"Dachs,"  and  we  commend  "  Xothe,"  he  having ranked  third  twice. 

LISTS  OF   SUIUECTS  AXD  A  UEC0RI>    OF    SCORES. 

A.  —  A    Country    House.  —  "  Thistle, '    1 ; 

space  for  the  public  counter,  which  is  to  be  '25lt. 
long  at  lea.'it.  A  waiting-room  and  managers' 
room  suitable  for  a  directora'  meeting  to 
be  provided.  Pitch  o'  banking-room  to  be 
14ft.  Gin.  in  the  clea-  from  floor  to  ceiling. 

I'pstairs  the  space  to  be  utilised  as  a  resi- 
dence for  the  managers,  and  having  five  bed- 

rooms. The  cost  of  the  building  to  be  limited  to 
£8,000,  cubing  the  whole  at  lOd.  per  foot  cube. 
Abstract  of  cubing  to  be  given.  Scale  for  eleva- 

tion and  section,  8ft.  to  the  inch.  Plans  may  be 
drawn  to  ICft.  to  the  inch.  A  perspec  ive  sketch 
is  necessary.  Material  to  be  stone  ashlar  for  the 
front.  Reir  side  to  be  in  brick.  A  private  door 

for  the  manager's  residence  may  be  contrived  in 
the  bank  porch;  but  a  separate  door  is  to  be 
preferred.    Style  English  Renaissance. 

THE    FOLLOWIXC;    ARE  THE    RILES    OF  COMrBTITlOX. 

1.  Drawings  to  be  sent  within  28  days  after 
the  publication  of  the  particulars  of  each  subject. 

2.  One  or  more  subjects  will  be  given  every 
month,  from  which  a  competitor  may  choose. 

3.  The  drawings  to  be  executed  in  firm  black 
lines  on  white  drawing-paper,  in  sheets  of  the 
absolute  size  of  22in.  by  14in.,  with  no  washes 
or  tinting  in  colour  whatever.  Outline  to  be  the 
first  consideration  ;  but  drawings  may  be  slightly 
shaded  with  shadows  executed  wholly  in  line. 

Sectional  parts  to  be  shown  in  ruled  "  hatching," 
or  blocked  in.  The  scale  to  be  used  will  be  given 
with  each  subject. 

4.  Drawings  to  be  forwarded,  unmounted,  by 
post,  care  befng  taken  to  roll  the  short  way  of the  drawing. 

5.  On  entering  the  Class  (which  may  b9  done 
at  any  time)  each  competitor  is  required  to  fur- 

nish his  name  and  address,  which  must  be  written 
legibly  on  the  back  of  each  drawing,  as  a 
guarantee  of  good  faith,  the  /lom  de  plumt  the 
author  intends  to  adopt  being  boldly  marked  on 
the  front  of  each  separate  drawing. 

6.  Prizes  of  £10  lOs.,  £5  os.,  and  £3  33.,  will 
be  awarded  to  the  best  series  of  designs.  Our 
decision  to  be  final. 

7.  Before  awarding  the  prizes  any  contributor 
will  be  expected  to  furnish  proof,  if  necessary,  as 
to  his  age,  and  the  time  during  which  he  has  been 
engaged  in  professional  pursuits,  though  no 
candidate  need  be  strictly  an  architectural  student. 
The  sairie  prize  in  future  cannot  be  awarded  more 
than  once  to  the  same  student,  and  those  who 
have  taken  a  first  prize  cannot  compete  again. 

8.  We  reserve  the  right  of  arranging  the  draw- 
ings for  publication  in  any  manner  we  deem necessary. 

9.  A  critical  notice  of  the  desig^ns  sent  in  of 
each  series  will  be  given  in  an  early  issue  following 
the  receipt  of  the  drawings. 

"  MctHlligan,"  2  ;    "  Trefriw,"  3  ;  "Swan,"  4. 
B. — A  Mountain  Church. — "McGilligan,"  1; 

"Thistle,"  2  :  "Tok-io,"  3;  "  Grip,"  4. 
C.—--\.  Village  Shop  and  Cottages.— "  McGil- 

ligan," 1  :  "  Thistle,"  2  ;  "  Xothe,"  3  ; 
"  Tokio,"  4. 

D.— A  Village  Tavern.  —  "  Thistle,"  1  ; 
"McGiUigan,"  2;  "Xothe,"  3;  "Vigornia,"  4. 

E. — A  Small  School  of  -Vrts  and  Crafts. — 
"Swan,"  I;  "  McGiUigan,"  2  ;  "  Rikki,"  3; 
"Thistle,"  4. 

F.— A  Suburban  Stable.—"  McGiUigan,"   1 
"  Thistle,"  2  :  "  Swan,"  3  ;  "  (Quadrant,"  4. 

G. — -■V  SmaU  Parochial  School. — "Thistle,"  1 ; 
"Dachs,"  2;  "Swan,"  3;  "  McGiUigan,"  4. 
H,— A  liolf  Club  House.  —  "  Tokio,"  1  • 

"Thistle,"  2;  "  Swan,"  3  ;  "  McGilligan,"  4. 
I.— Pair  of  Semi-Detached  Villas. — "  McGil- 

Ugan,"  1:  "Thistle,"  2;  "Dachs,"  3; 
"Astragal,"  4. 

Sessiox  1899-1900. 

FIRST  LIST  OF   SlItJECTS. 

\. — A  Hank  in  a  Country  Town  in  the  main 

street,  with  a  frontage  of  'lOft.  The  site  is  level, 
and  extends  I  loft,  deep,  with  a  rear  right  of 
way  for  dust-collecting,  kc.  The  buUding  to  be 
four  floors  above  the  street  level,  the  top  rooms 
being  portly  in  the  roof.  The  basement  to  be 
utiUsed  for  strong  rooms  in  the  front  part,  while 

at  the  rear  space  may  be  used  for  the  manager's 
kitchen  and  ofiices.     There  must  bo  a  clerk's 

THE  HOLLAND  FIXE  ART  GALLERY. 

4  X  exhibition  of  pictures  by  famous  Dutch 
j\_  masters,  comprising  many  modem  works 
by  these  felicitous  painters  of  landscape  and  ijenrc, 
and  characterised  by  the  naturalistic  qualities  and 
pathetic  interest  of  the  Dutch  school,  is  now  open 
at  23oA,  Regent-street.  The  coUection  is  a  smaU 
but  select  one,  in  whicii  we  find  works  by  Wm. 
Maris,  G.  H.  Breitner,  W.  B.  Tholin,  Kever 
Weissenbruch,  W.  Witsen,  J.  Bosboom,  Sir  L. 
Alma  Tadema,  R.A.,  .1.  Israels,  Th.  de  Bock,  and 
others.  Most  of  these  are  known  pretty  well  to 
the  picture  connoisseur.  Their  work  show  a 
direct  appeal  to  nature,  and  all  the  true  inspira- 

tion that  comes  from  it.  Mesdag's  "  Pinken,"  a 
couple  of  sailing  boats  apparently  at  anchor  in  a 
river,  is  a  truthful  rendering  of  the  pearly  tones 
and  haze-veiled  light  of  a  calm  Dutch  river.  The 

atmosphere  and  colour  are  strong.  "Baby's First 
Walk,"  by  WaUy  Moes,  a  Dutch  girl  teaching 
her  baby  sister  to  walk  in  a  cottage  interior,  is  a 

good  example  of  the  school ;  the  figures  are  ad- 
mirable in  drawing,  without  being  too  technical 

or  servile.  G.  H.  Breitnur's  study  of  a  "  Japanese 
Girl "  recUning  on  a  tapestry  couch  in  a  red 
figured  cloak  admiring  a  smaU  bunch  of  white 
llowers  in  her  hand  is  well  drawn,  though  rather 
crude  in  colour.  -Vnother  clever  piece  of  figure- 

painting  is  "  Playmates  " — two  Uttle  girls  watch- ing with  interest  a  lamb  drinking  milk  from  a 
smaU  basin.  It  is  natural  and  feeling  in  ita 

handling.  The  pastoral  by  F.  Duchattel,  a  river- 
side meadow  with  sheep,  is  truthful  in  colour 

and  atmosphere  ;  and  the  large  monochrome  view 
of  canal,  "  Dordrecht,"  by  W.  Witsen,  showing 

cloakroom  and  lavatory.     The   ground  floor  to   in  elevation  the  quaint  canal  houses,  is  interest- 
comprise  a  banking- room  40tt.  wide,  and  good  |  ing  as  a  study  of  the  picturesque  Dutch  seaport. 
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which  is  painted  to  a  smaller  sciile  liy  the  late 

.1.  Maris.     Dordrecht  is  a  'avourite  subject  with 

painters ;    this   little    view    is   admirable    in   its 

rendering  and  nice  soft  colour.     The  anowclad 

•'Winter  Landscape,"  by   \V.  B.  Tholen  {'.>)—& 
cottage  with    a   background    of    leafless    trees 
surrounded   by   snow,    which  covers   banks  and 

hedgerows— has  an  undulating,  almost  sea-like, 
effect,  and  is  vigorous  and  impressionistic  in  style. 

Few  landscapes  surpass  Wm.  Jlaris's  "  Cattle  " 
piece,  a  meadow  with  cows,  one  drinking  from  a 
pool  of  water,  vigorous  in  handling  and  colour. 
The    sunlight    effect  after   rain    is   capital.     A 
water-colour    sketch    of   cattle    in    laeadow,  by 
A.  Slauve,  is  almost  like  an  early  aquarelle,  its 

simple  grey  washes  of  colour  outlined,  the  com- 
position and  grouping  of  the  cattle  are  masterly. 

The  interiors  of  Dutch  churches, by .!.  Bosboom, 
Xos.  11,  lU,  31,  are  interesting  little  studies  of 

these   simple    edifices,    the    drawing   and  per- 
spective are  true,  and  the  chiaroscuro  and  tone 

pleasing.  One  shows  a  large  pulpit  and  sounding- 
board.     A.    Mauve  is  represented  by  a  pleasing 

"  Dutch  Riverside,"  admirable  in  its   tonulity  of 
grey  sky  and  atmosphere  and  the  relloction  in  the 
water.     Cne  of  the  largest  and  most  attractive 

figure   subjects   is   Sir  L.  Alma-Tadma's  "The 
Ambuscade"     (17),    a    chariot    of    women    and 
children  encountering  a  party  of  crusaders  lying 
in  ambuscade.     The  scene  depicts  a  dark  corner 
of  a   forest,    huge,    cydopean   masonry  obscures 
the  light  of  day.     A  desperate  encounter  is  going 
on,  one  horsemen  with  helmet  is  being  stabbed, 
and  his  horse  is  falling  beneath  him  :  others  lie  in 
ambush  bencilh  a  large  tree.     The  subject  was 
painted  in  lS62,andexhibitsaU  the  technique  and 
knowledge  of    costume  and    armour   which  dis- 

tinguish this  great  Dutch  painter,   who  is  here 

seen  in  his  earlier  and  more  Eolid  style  of  paint- 
ing.    The  impassive  faces  of  the  women  in  the 

car  is  redeemed  by  the  technical  skill  displayed. 

"Dolce  far  Nieate,"  a   handsome  youth  lying 
full  length  on  a  marble  parapet  or  terrace  wall , 

musing  on  the  sphinx-liko  sculptured  figure  of  a 
winged  man  on  the  pedestal,  wo  have  seen  before. 
The  sea  beyond  and  the  light  and  marble  are 

exquisite.      M.    Maria's     chalk     figure    sketch, 
"  Cinderella"  (10)  ;  the  very  admirable  subject 
by  Alb.  Xewhuys,  "  The  Cradle  "  (25),  a  young 
peasant  mother  tiilking  to  her  baby,  is  feelingly 
painted   with    naturalistic    rigour.     Through   a 
aeeply-re<e3sed    window    the    light   enters    the 
humble  room  and  falls  on  the  cradle,  behind  which 
a  dark  blue  curtain  forms  a  background.    -Vnother 

touching  subject,  a  fisher-  wife  with  her  child  in  her 
arms,  seittcd  on  a  fish-basket  on  a  sandy  beach 

eagerly  watching  the  sea,  entitled  "  (In  the  Ijook- 

out "  (O-   J.  Israels),  tells  the  story  which  the 
painter  has  so  pathetically  treated.     The  "Tiger 
Lilies  "   and   "  Iris,"  by  Gerard  MuUer  [26],  is  a 
pastel  study  :  the  bold  sky  and  breadth  of  J.  II. 

Weissenbruch's    "Along    the  Dike,"   in  water 
.  colour,  in  which  the  lighted  clouds  are  abrased  by 
rubbing  are  excellent.     The  collection  is  worth 
a  visit. 

the  Koyal  arms.  The  executive  recommend  that 
these  repairs  be  carried  out,  the  estimated  cost 

being  £2,000. The  adoption  of  the  report  was  moved  by 
Canon  (iuirk  and  seconded  by  Sir  K.  11.  Paget. 
Mr.  F.  .Shum  thought  the  pinnacles  of  the  central 
tower  erected  in  1833  should  be  removed,  as  they 
were  incongruous,  or  pierced  so  as  to  harmonite 
with  those  on  the  west  end,  but  Archdeacon 

Bothnmley,  Mr.  Foxcroft,  and  others  thought 
their  efforts  should  be  confined  to  the  west  front 
of  the  building,  and  Mr.  Shum  withdrew  his 

suggestion.  It  was  stated  that  £1, OCT  was  sub- 
scribed. The  F.xecutive  Committee  was  em- 

powered to  proceed  with  the  work,  and  to  issue 
an  appeal  for  the  remaining  sum  required. 

THE  WEST  FRONT  OF  BATH  ABBEY. 

PROPOSED    REST0R.A.TI0N-. 

A  MEETING  of  the  General  Committee  was 
held  on  Friday  to  receive  the  rep  rt  of 

Jlr.  Jackson,  the  architect  consulted  by  the 
Executive  Committee  aa  to  the  proposeil  restora- 

tion of  the  west  front  of  Bath  Abbey.  The  10  irl  of 

Cork  presided.  Mr.  T.  (i.  Jackson's  report,  which 
was  described  by  Sir  Richard  Paget  as  of  a  very 
conservative  nature,  only  advocated  new  masonry 
where  absolutely  necessary  to  replace  what  had 
beeii  effaced  by  the  ravages  of  time.  He  sum- 

marised the  repairs  he  regarded  aa  advisable  as 
foUowa  :  —  Restoration  of  the  parapets  of  west 
gable,  and  slight  repair  of  the  central  niche  and 
canopy.  New  head  to  the  figure  in  the  central 
mche,  and  securing  of  the  trunk  by  copper 
dowels  where  split.  New  top  canopies  on  single 
turrets,  and  partial  repair  to  some  others.  Sub- 

stitution of  copper  ties  to  some  of  the  statues  of 
the  Apostles  for  iron.  One  new  figure  to  replace 
one  of  which  a  mere  fragment  remains.  Four 
new  figures  on  the  ladders  at  the  top,  and  three 
new  figures  of  angels  on  the  ladders.  Repair  of 
laM  of  great  west  window.  New  bracket  over 
great  window  to  carry  the  statue,  with  new 
shields  and  supporters  below.  Dressing  the 
sculpture  of  spandrels  with  preservative  solution, 
and  taking  casts  of  three  angels.  Completion  of 
the  three  niches  of  lower  part  of  front,  and  a 
statue  in  the  central  one.     New  supporters  to 

REGISTRATION  OF  TITLE  IN   LONDON. 

THE  chief  assistant  registrar  has  issued  u 
memoriindum  on  the  forthcoming  increase 

of  compulsory  registration  of  title  in  the  county 
of  London  under  the  Land  Transfer  Acts,  1X7,1 
and  1897.  It  states  that  (I)  purchasers,  lessees, 

and  mortgagees  of  freehold  and  leasehold  land  in 
the  county  of  I^ondon  north  of  the  Thames  are 

reminded  that,  by  virtue  of  the  l  Irder  in  Council 
of  July  IS,  1898,  made  in  pursuance  of  Section  20 
of  the  Land  Transfer  Act,  1397,  a  consider- 

able addition  is  made  on  October  1  to  the  area 

within  which  the  system  of  land  tranfer  by 

registration  of  title  is  to  be  effectively  esta- 
blished, which  area  will  thenceforth  comprise  the 

whole  of  London  north  of  the  Thames  except 
the  City  and  North  Woolwich.  South  London, 
North  Woolwich,  and  the  City  follow  at  future 
dates  specified  in  the  Eame  Order.  (2  The  effect 
of  the  Order  in  the  area  to  which  it  applies  is  to 
introduce  registration  of  title  on  all  ordinary 
sales  of  freeholds,  and  on  aU  sales  of  leaseholds 
having  40  or  more  years  still  to  run,  or  two  or 
more  lives  still  to  fall  in,  and  on  grants  of  leases 
or  underleases  for  like  periods.  .\  lease  and  a 
reversionary  lease  will  be  deemed  in  most  cases 
to  create  one  continuous  term.  Registration  does 

not  apply  to  a  lease  created  for  mortgage  pur- 
poses, or  containing  an  absolute  prohibition 

againstalienation.  (3)  The  mode  of  registration 
prescribed  by  the  Act  is  registration  with  a 

"possessory  title,"  which  is  effected  on  prima 
facie  e-i-idence  only,  and  does  not  involve  any 
official  investigation.  The  prima  facie  evidence 

required  for  a  possessory  title  is  either  («)  a  con- 
veyance or  assignment  on  sale  or  a  lease  to  the 

applicant ;  or  [b)  a  statutory  declaration  by  the 
applicant  or  his  solicitor  to  the  effect  that  the 
former  is  entitled,  accompanied  by  the  latest 

document  of  title  in  the  applicant's  possession. 
The  first  of  these  alternatives  is  the  simplest, 

and  is  most  usually  adopted.  (4;  In  the  parishes 
in  which  the  Order  has  been  already  in  operation 
upwards  of  1,400  registrations  have  taken  place 
since  the  beginning  of  the  year,  embracing  a 

great  variety  of  freehold  and  leasehold  pro- 
perties. It  has  been  found  in  these  parishes  that 

where  (as  is  usually  the  case)  the  applicant  can 
supply  exact  particulars  of  the  property  to 
be  registered,  the  land  certificate  is  issued 
within  three  or  four  days  of  the  appli- 

cation being  made.  Cases  in  which  further 
particulars  are  needed  usually  occupy  about 
a  week.  (.5)  The  usual  procedure  is  for  the 

applicant  or  his  solicitor  to  attend  at  the  registrj- with  the  deed,  and  a  copy  thereof  for  filing, 
written  on  atout  paper,  foolscap  size,  both  sides, 
with  inner  margins,  and  copy  of  the  plan  if  any), 

and  certified  as  correct,  shortly  after  the  execu- 
tion. The  land  is  then  identified  on  the  large 

scale  Ordnance  map  kept  at  the  registry  for  the 

purpose,  and  the  draft  entries  for  the  register  are 

prepared  and  settled  with  the  applicant  in  the 
course  of  half  an  hour.  The  land  certificate, 

together  with  the  deed,  marked  with  notice  of  the 

registration,  are  sent  to  the  applicant  or  his 

solicitor,  as  soon  as  ready,  by  registered  post. 

For  cases  where  the  purctiaser  or  les-see  effects  a 

subsale,  or  grants  a  sublease,  or  cre-ates  a  mort- 

gage, before  he  has  had  time  to  apply  for  the 
registration  of  his  original  purchase  or  . 
Rules  78.  78.\,  and  78ii  will  be  found  to  cont 
convenient  procedure.  (Oi  The 

payable  on  registration  is  l9.  Cd 
in  value,  up  to  i  {  for  £1,000 
gradually  diminishing  rates 

proprietorof  the  land  under  the  LandTransfer  Acta 
nndirait  unneccssaiyto  register  a  memorial  of  the 
purchiuse  deed  in  the  Middlesex  Kegiotry.  Priority 
dates  from  tho  doliviry  at  the  Land  Registry  of 
the  application  for  registration.  (8)  Considerable 
facilities  are  now  afforded  by  the  rules  for  tho 
registration  of  absolute  titles,  cost  being  ascertain- 

able in  all  cmos  before  the  application  begins. 
The  regi^trar  is  empowered  to  accept  a  good 
holding  title.  It  is  Miggested  that  piir(  haters  of 
land  and  their  solicitors  might  usefully  consider 
the  question  of  applying  for  absolute  title  at  tho 
same  time  as  for  the  pjssesaory  registration,  fn 
that  case,  the  possessory  registration  would  bo 
completed  proviMionally,  only  postponing  tho 
actuul  issue  of  the  land  eertili  ate  until  tho  grant 
of  the  absolute  title.  Thii  run  usually  be  dune 
within  the  two  months  required  for  the  advertise- 

ment. Tho  fee  for  tho  possessory  title  would  bo 
payable  at  once,  the  amount  being  allowed  for 
when  the  atwolute  title  is  nntorcil.  f'.i  The 

bu.sinf;^8  of  registration  fur  the  <'  >unty  of  Ixjndon 
is  eirried  on  on  tho  ground  lloor  of  No.  0,  Portu- 

gal-street,  Lincoln's  Inn,  whi'h  can  u,\iso  be 

approached  through  No.  3>,  Lincoln's  Inn-lielda. The  ollice  is  oi>en  to  the  public  from  10  to  4 
throu^'hout  tho  year,  except  on  iSaturday*,  when 
it  closes  at  2,  and  on  Sundays,  Good  Friday, 
Easter  Ere,  Monday  and  Tuesday  in  Eister 
week,  Monday  in  Whitsun  week,  Chri»tm:i«  Day, 
and  the  next  following  working  day,  when  it  is 

closed  altogether. 

i    ri/-r. 
for  evory  t .! J 

and  thence,  at 
stated   in  th 

FlUE   TESTS   WITH    GL.\SS,  ETC. 

w 1".  have  received  three  reports  iasued  by  the 
British  Firo  Prevention  Committ«e  on 

some  interesting  experiments  on  glass.  One  of 
these  relates  to  a  tiro  test  with  cjisements  nmdo  by 

the  British  Luxfer  Prism  Syndic.it<\  Ltd.  We  have 

previously  given  the  results  of  tests  witnessed  by 
ourselves  and  the  summary  of  a  report  by  this 
committee  on  the  same  excellent  prisms.  Tho 

report  now  before  us  gives  us  details  of 
an  investigation  when  tho  olectro-glnzing  was 
with  plate-g'ass.  Tho  tests  are  remarkable 
evidence  of  the  resistance  of  the  Luxfer  prism 

to  fire.  In  these  experiments  three  casementi  of 
teak,  tilled  with  electro-gla/ed  squares  of  pl.ato- 
glass.  in  4in.  by  Sin.  8<iuarc3,  were  exposed  to 
fire  and  water  for  forty-live  minutes  at  a  tem- 

perature raised  gradually  to  l,'(iiO°  Fahr.  The glass  ca.soment8  were  exposed  to  water  on  the  out- 
side and  inside  after  the  glass  had  been  exposed 

to  great  heat.  The  report  states  that  in  five 
minutes  the  glass  in  one  casement  bulged  inwards, 
smoke  issuing  between  timber  ctihng  and  top 

edge  of  easement.  In  fifteen  minutes  tho  teak 
casement  was  alight  outside,  but  tho  gl-ass  was 

not  displaced.  After  tho  application  of  water 

twenty  minutes  from  commence::  -'  ■'-  I'.ass cracked,  but  remained  in  the  f r .  rly 

minutes  the  glass   in  centre  la^. :  i  to 

bulge,  partly  inwards  and  partly  o  ii»  iru^ :  in 
another  tne  minutes,  tho  gliss  in  one  civ-mont 

fell  inwards,  and  a  minute  later  the  s,'.m  in 
centre   casement  fell  inwards.     In   thirty -eight 

minutes  the  glass  squares  in  the  ■  •*    '       "nt 
along  the  top  bent  outwards,  and  n 

Over    LiiOO'   Fahr.   was   reache>i  '"- 

graphs  showing  the  casements  both   i-i.r-j  inl 
after  the  test  are  interesting.  '«nd   tho  detii!.^  an  1 

con.itru'-tion  of  the  testing  !' 

of  the  experts  of  the  sub-c  <•:: 

Ellis  Marsland   is  the  dire-  ' 
re.id  with  interest.     The  1. 1' 

as  well  as  tho  Council  and    -  •• 

rtpreaented. .Vnother  report  of  the  commitfoo  de«cnt>e«  tlie 

effect  of  fire  and  wattr  upon  I'iV  ' 

gl:i»s   in  skylights;    the  twt  w^- minutox.  and   the  tcm]>orstur.     w 
l.;.Oii    Kiihr.,    water  being    tum.-i    -n    for  ooo 

niinutv   at    tho    end    of    fi(t.>-n    mir:t— .   ind  «« 

the   end    of    thirty    minut'«    w  ■  r  lo 
turned  on.     The  two  «kylieht.  h  .  'D^ 

by  :ft.  '-.in      '     '  • 
 ' 

which  ar»' 

'  t    trune    and 

;  t-imH  '>n   fr 

bnig'-d   inwiird* 
fir"    through,   t^ 

Order  of  October  27,  189S,  to  a  maxmium  •  : 

for  £32,000  and  upwards.  This  includes  the  p.  si. 

the  land  certificate,  and  all  other  incidental  ex- 

penses.    (7;  The  registration  of  a  purchaser  a.'  | 
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tests  show  the  resistance  due  to  the  wired  glass. 
Architects  and  others  will  do  well  to  read  the 
details  of  the  plant  and  tests  in  these  reports,  as 
they  show  what  science  and  skill  has  done  to 
render  windows  and  skylights,  once  the  most 
vulnerable  parts  of  a  building,  proof  against  the 
apread  of  fire. 

A  third  report  describes  a  floor  of  the  Columbian 
Viroproofing  Co.,  of  Pittsburgh,  New  York  and 
TiOndon.  the  details  of  which  we  cannot  now  give. 
The  action  of  the  fire  test  (a  severe  one)  was  to 
crack  the  plaster  of  the  ceiling  and  encased 
beams  ;  some  of  the  plaster  fell  off  on  the  appli- 

cation of  water,  but  the  concrete  forming  the 
body  of  floor  was  not  damaged  except  that  in- 

closing the  beams.  The  tire  did  not  pass  through 
the  floor,  and  the  wooden  tiUets  bedded  in  upper 
surface  of  concrete  were  uninjured.  The  results 
are  important  to  the  profession.  Mr.  Edwin  0. 

Sachs'  reports  are  useful  contributions,  and  record 
the  adTances  made  in  fire-resisting  construction. 

detail  and  an  absence  of  large  broad  ideals  con- 
stitute the  primary  sources  of  failure.  Without 

wishing  to  see  any  further  development  of  the 
practice  adopted  by  some  English  architects  in 
imitating  the  mannerisms  of  the  foreign  schools, 
or  by  importing  weak  copies  of  Parisian  and 
Berlin  buildings,  it  cannot  be  denied  that  in 
many  respects  the  designs  of  our  Continental 

grace  in  line  or  beauty  of  form.  Unless  a  facade 
is  pretentious  and  showy,  the  ordinary  Britisher 

fancies  his  money's  worth  has  not  been  obtained. 
This  feeling  is  pandered  to,  of  course,  by  the 
mercantile  architect  who,  aa  a  rule,  cares  as  little 
about  artistic  merit  as  his  employers,  and  the 
natural  result  is  that  our  thoroughfares  are  lined 
with  meretricious  elevations,  vulgar  and  vapid 

MODERN    CONTINENTAL 
ARCHITECTURE. 

[with  ili.vstratioxs.] 

TlIK  illustrations  given  to-dav  of  the  Palace  of 
.lusticc,  Munich,  and  the  I'xhibition  build- 

ing of  the  Association  of  Secessionists,  X'ienna,* are  chosen    as    representative  examples  of  the 
exceedingly  interesting  subjects  selected  by  Mr. 
Ernst  Wasmuth  for  his  latest  architectural  publi- 

cation, which  is  edited  by  Mr.  Hugo  Licht,  and 
issued  under  the  title  of  ''  .\rchitektur  dor  Uegen- 
wart,"  in  large  folio  form,   comprising  photo- 
gr.iphic  \-iew8,  accompanied  by  plans  and  sec- 

tions, with  the  descriptive  text.     The  buildings 
represented  display  considerable  variety  of  treat- 

ment fromOerman}-,  Austria.  Belgium,  and  France, 
and  in  many  ways,  as  might  be  expected,  the 
designs  thus  reproduced  are  distinctly  useful  and 
suggestive.     Modem    Continental    architecture 
presents  many  lessons  to  the  English  architect, 
and  although  we  rightly  sot  great  store  upon  the 
individuality  of  style  illustrated  by  the  work  of 
our    leading     designers     in    Great    Britain,  no 
i  npartial  critic  can  for  a  moment  fail  to  observe 
that    much  of    our    street   building    boars  no 
comparison  with  the  architectural  achievements 
which  distinguish  the  chief  towns  abroad.     This 
discrepancy  is  emphasised  very  completely  by  the 
paucity  of  merit  displayed  by  far  the  greater 
number  of  the  new  facades,  which  spoil  all  idea 
of, monumental  scale  and  proportion  in  our  new 
thoroughfares  in  the  Metropolis,  to  say  nothing 
of  our  chief  provincial  towns.     Charing  Cross- 

road and  Shaftesbury-avonue  are  familiar  enough 
as  illustrations  in  point,  and  oven  in  our  more 
distinguished  buildings  of  this  class,  fussiness  of 

CKOSS    SECTlilX    nV    THE    PAUAOE    OF    JUSTTCB,    MUXICII. 

*  Arehitektur  der  QegeDwart.  Hemusgegeben  von Hroo  Li'  iiT.  LieferuDX  19.  Berlin  :  Kmst  Wasmuth, 
Slaikgrafenttrasse.    1S99. 

neighbours  furnish  much  that  is  worthy  of  our 
emulation  and  praise. 
Many  reasons  have  often  been  given  for  the 

differences  which  mark  the  street  architecture 
abroad  as  compared  with  ICnglish  work  of  the 
same  class,  and  most  of  the  causes  fur  this  dis- 

crepancy originate  in  circumstances  quite  apart 
from  matters  of  taste,  and  are  dictated  by  con- 

ditions having  little  lonnoction  with  architectural 
concerns.  For  the  greater  part,  moreover,  the 
English  architect  is  more  handicapped  than  the 
foreign  practitioner,  and,  at  the  same  time, 
he  is  frc'iuently  hampered  by  clients  with  a 
mischievous  tjiste  tending  towards  a  love  of  the 
bizarre,   and  generally  lacking  in  all  sense  of 

fronts,  quite  beneath  any  recognised  standard  of 
taste  or  merit.  Anything  which  may  serve  to 

redeem  our  streets  from  the  continued  repetition 

of  such  builoings  must  be  welcomed,  and  Mr. 
Wasmuth's  folios  certainly  must  tend  to  aid 
in  this  direction.  Dur  hopes  are  qualified, 

it  must  be  admitted,  by  a  knowledge  of  the 

density  of  the  ignorance  on  art  matters  which 

stands  in  the  way  of  any  improvement.  How- 
over  progress  is  being  made,  things  are  not 
so  bid  as  they  were  a  decade  ago,  and  the 
more  architectural  ideas  are  exchanged,  the  better. 

.\nything  is  preferable  to  a  respectable  mediocrity, 

always  excepting  mere  silly  essays  after  what 

used  to  he  called  "  a  new  style." 
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Whatever  the  failings  of  Continental  modem 
building  may  be,  the  representations  which  Jlr. 

Wasmuth's  book  presents  certainly  do  not  on  the whole  err  on  the  side  of  too  marked  an  endeavour 

after  originality.  Mr.  (_)tto  Rieth's  commercial 
building  in  Kronenstrasse,  Berlin,  is  perhaps  an 
exception,  with  a  front  nearly  all  glass,  and 
having  the  stone  divisional  piers  elaborated  by 
bundles  of  tree-sstems  boimd  column  fashion,  the 
roots  spreading  as  a  base,  and  the  squared  mass 
of  foliage  above  serving  as  a  cap.  This  is  done 
after  the  manner  of  the  Arts  and  Crafta  cliqui^  in 
London.  The  woodwork  to  the  windows  is  thin, 

and  cast-iron  looking.  A  frieze  of  mosaic 
enrichments  elaborate  the  studio-like  brick 

front  in  Rue  Defacqs,  Brussels,  by  Mr.  P. 
Uankar,  architect,  who  has  introduced  some 
strange  horseshoo-shaped  windows  invented  for 
cccettricity  sake  rather  than  beauty.  And  to 
mention  one  other  erection  of  a  similar  type,  we 
may  refer  to  the  Cafe  Secession,  in  Vienna,  from 
the  designs  of  Jlr.  Julius  Deininger,  an  architect 
who  mingles  Art  and  Craft  tree-growths  with 
Chinese  Dragons  and  Rococo  surface  sculptures 
in  a  strange  medly  best  avoided.  We  have  taken 
the  exceptions  just  to  prove  the  rule. 

It  would  not  be  fair  to  pass  from  the  subjects 
whichrankas  ordinary  street  fronts  to  monumental 
buildings  like  the  Palace  of  Justice  at  JIunich  of 

which  we  g^ve  some  illustrations  to-day,  while  the 

picture  gallery  fromA'ienna,  likewise  given  among 
our  plates,  belongs  to  another  class  still.  The 
blocks  of  data  in  Rue  de  Tocqueville,  Paris,  from 
the  pencil  of  Messrs.  Chas.  Plumet  and  Ljon 
Benouville  contrast  better  with  them  :  the  first- 

named  architect's  work  having  the  preference. 
They  are  thoroughly  French.  An  effect  of 
colour  is  tried  by  Mr.  Martin  Dulfer  in 
Schellingstrasse,  Munich,  which  we  do  not  like  ; 
but,  apart  from  the  detail,  his  front  hits  the 
distinctive  merit  of  a  central  feature  broadly 
handled,  while  the  lower  part  of  the  fai,ade  is  in 
quiet  contrast  with  it.  Colotypes  do  not  lend 
themselves  to  colour,  and  the  attempt  on  this 
plate  is  a  faibire.  The  same  architect  shows  a 

street  front  of  a  dwelling  house  in  the  same 
style  in  Kaulbachstrasse,  Munich.  The  .'^wiss 
Chalet  in  the  same  town  ia  out  of  place,  and 
the  villa  lielzer,  by  Mr.  Oustav  Ziegler  at  Baden 
Baden,  built  of  stone  with  elaborate  gable.'?  and  a 
spire,  shows  what  to  avoid  in  such  a  dwelling. 
The  Schloss  Ptlugensberg,  near  h^isenaoh,  is  a 
large  mansion  of  picturesque  plan  by  Messrs. 
Xeher  and  Kauflfmann,  built  eight  years  ago  with 
a  tower  and  gables  in  half-timber  work,  many 
dortners  and  turrets  skilfully  introduced.  The 
National  Museum  at  Munich,  of  wbich  (jabricl 
Seidl  was  the  architect,  is  well  known,  and  Mr. 

Karl  Iloffacker's  picture  gallery  in  Berlin  makes 
a  good  subject  for  some  other  plates.  The 
gallery  of  the  Austrian  !<ociety  of  Secessionists,  of 

which  we  reproduce  the  view  and  plan,  is  ex- 
ceptionally interesting.  The  metal  dome  of 

foliations  carries  that  kind  of  thing  to  perhaps 
its  utmost  limit.  Here  again  too  we  have  the 
before-named  Arts  and  Crafts  trees  for  mural 
decorations,  the  idea  of  which  came  from  Germany 
to  be  grafted  on  to  ingle  nooks  and  furniture  jipto 
date,  done  in  hard  woods  and  marble.  This  build- 

ing, of  which  Mr.  Joseph  M.  (>lbrich  is  the  archi- 
tect, is  in  several  respects  unusually  interesting. 

The  pUn  displays  the  internal  arrangement.     The 

Plan  of  the  Picture  Gallery  of  the   Society  of 

Secessionists,  A'ienna. 

cornices  and  the  secret  water  outlets  to  the  roofs 

are  notable  points  of  detail,  and  so  is  the  tank- 
like  feature   spanning   the    entrance,    with   the 

metal  projections  below  its  parapet.     The  .'vices- 
sioniats    have    emphasised    in   their   building    a 
degree    of    individuality    intended   possibly   for 
distinctive  purposes  to  mark  their  departure  from 
recognised  methods  ;  and  if  this  be  so,  the  reason 

may  justify  the  end  in  view.     At  any  rate,  th- 
result  is  uncommon.     With  regard  to  the  P.^la- 
of  .lostice,  Munich,  its  description  would  ■ 

more   space   than   we  at  prcstnt  can  con-. 
The  plan  will  show  its  great  central   hall. 
mounted  by  the   iron-built    dome   seen   in   the 
sections,  and  the  two  spacious  courts  extending 
east  and  west   of   the   aforesaid  hall.     A  rich 

feature  is  made  of  the  eastern  entrance,  of  whicb 

a  photographic  view  is  given,  leading  to  a  grand 
staircase,  with  courts  located  to  the  right,  and 
others  beyond  along  the  main  front.  Mr.  Kr. 
von  Thiersch  was  the  architect.  Other  view» 

are  given  of  the  entire  group  of  buildings. 
There  are  also  several  illustrations  of  a  great 

variety  of  business  premises,  restaurants,  and 
shops.  The  plates  are  well  printed,  and  in  all 
cases  the  points  of  view  chosen  seem  adminible. 

Mr.  Wasmuth's  enterprise  should  meet  with 
success,  and,  at  any  hazard,  he  endeavours  to 
make  his  volumes  thoroughly  representative. 

KOTES  FROM  EDIXBCltlUI. 

BriLDIN'G  operations  everywhere,  through- 
out the  city's  boundaries,  have  been  pro- 

ceeding with  undiminished  vigour,  and  with  all 
the   advantages   accruing    from   steady   summer 
weather.     T'he    Caledonian    Railway   Stition   is 
making   extensive   additions   to    its   frontage   in 
the   Lothian-road,    and    its   ofEccs    have  nearly 
reached  the  limits   ot   the   goods  station  to  the 
south.    These  buildings  .are  in  the  same  style  as 

the  lower  portion  begun    when  the  more  orna- 
mental and  stately  section  was  in  hand,  and  which 

will  ultimately  form  part  of  the  Station  Uotol. 
The  Waverley  Station  Hotel  is  making;  progress 
with  the  foundations  of  the  north  section,  but  to 

.all  appearance  is  much  as  it  was  three  months 
I'i.  though  preparation  has  been  made  to  start 
.1  -.h  the  thud  lloor  on  the  east  side.     The  build- 

ing operations  in  reconstruction  of  N'  r-'     ' street  on  the  east  have  made  wond^  : 

progress  with  the  elevations  to  the  -■: above  and  below  the  bridge.     The  latter,  e>n  th' 

ground  lloor  appear  to  provide  very  spminus  hhJ 
lofty  warehouse  premises,  and 
substantial,  without  any  fancv 
up;   -  ■    -•■   "  -till  to  lie  erecteJ  v. ... 
ea  •  -itrect.  Thetenemont- 
in  r,  to  the  High-streft  i-  >  . 

feature  at  present,   with   the  western  nije     ;  :. 

street  demolished.     The  constructional  de-u"-     ■ 

the  elevations  has  been  vcrj-  happily   m»r,i,'>  . 
distant    effect,    and    in    a   way    that    .;. 

I  .,~.,  t.,r     which    no    amount   of  » :r' 

1  have   given    it.     It    thn?  _■■.-•■  • ,,  t    l.-^s-r    -f   th*^    i^nv^trr    irr^r^'Tt- *      I      -■  . 
.anco   ol   iu».o  ;  " fr-'^ritig**      Th- 

for 
it 

de. 
i"nii'.e-it-atrtCt. 

\er- 

live  workappeannp 

that  may  be  considere 
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iU  travesties  of  "the  pfialtrncnt,"  it  is  not  at  all 
offensively  obtruuivc.  The  whole  of  the  f^ound 
floor  is  of  poliiihod  red  granite,  hut  this  ia  still 
nonconled  liy  the  hoardinijs.  The  upper  portion 
id  a  very  fine  creamy-coloured  freestone.  '  )a  the 
western  side,  the  work  of  clearance,  which  ha» 
been  of  Ilerculeu-     •  i  le,  is  nearly  com- 

pleted, and  somtt  «n  done  in  the  way 
of  prepmin^  con':  :  tiun  walls.  The  Tron 
Church  and  steeple  now  btand  out  conspicuously 
from  I'rincos-street,  and  the  eastern  portion  of 
the  chiircb,  which  was  shortened  before  to  make 
width  for  South  liridfje-street,  is  likely  to  suffer 
further  ourtailmtiit.  and  the  church  perhipa  total 
extinction,  as  an  intruder  on  the  ne  ?  lines  of 
North  llfidge  -  street.  The  steeple,  however, 
might  remiin  to  serve  as  a  clock  tower,  and 
continue  to  serve  the  public  in  its  gatherings  to 
salute  the  incominjr  year  with  first-footing  wel- 

comes. Its  absence  on  such  occasions  would 
cortttinly  be  felt  as  a  loss  by  many,  thouprh  many 
also  would  hail  its  absence  as  a  boon  if  it  displaced 
the  ancient  customary  S  ttumalia. 
The  recent  legislation  for  advancement  of 

higher  branches  of  education  formulated  in  the 
new  code  has  been  under  consideration  of 
the  school  board,  with  the  result  of  miking 
alterations  and  additions  in  two  of  the  larijest 
schools,  and  with  a  view  to  accommodate  pupils 
in  the  northern  and  southern  districts.  In  thesi 
a  considerable  amount  of  provision  had  been  made 
a'ready  for  extra  branches  of  instruction,  so  that 
the  work  of  sujiplementing  the  arrangements  has 
been  more  speedilv  accomplished.  The  old  system 
of  an  ex-.Sixth  Standard  department  remains  as 
before,  so  that  every  convenience  and  arrange- 

ment is  provided  for  any  who  may  desire  to 
remiin,  instead  of  leaving,  as  so  many  do,  before 
any  special  talent  has  displayed  itself.  Another 
and  very  important  addition  is  about  to  be  made 
to  the  already  ample  provision  made  in  the  new 
I'niversity  buildings  for  the  advancement  of 
medical  science.  The  "  Usher  Institute  of  Public 
Health  "  will  provide  what  is  expected  to  be  the 
most  complete  equipment  for  the  experimental 
study  of  bacteriology,  and  thus  supplement  a 
deficiency  that  has  been  most  forcibly  impressed 
of  late  on  those  interested  in  the  subject.  In 
other  respects,  also,  the  new  professorate  will  be 
fruitful  of  good  results,  and  it  is  tobeioped  some 
light  may  be  thrown  on  the  subject  of  sanitary 
engineering,  which  stands  much  in  need  of  being 
simplified.  The  plans  of  the  building  are  of  such 
dimensions  that  a  site  has  had  to  be  found  for  it 
at  some  distance  from  the  University,  but  in  a 
higher  and  much  more  open  situation — \iz.,  in 
the  wide  thoroughfare  of  W'arrenders  Park- 
Toad.  The  architects  of  the  building,  Messrs. 
I^eadbetter  and  Fairley,  have  made  the  plans, 
after  inspection  of  the  best  Continental  examples. 
The  sum  left  by  the  late  Sir  .Tohn  I'sher  was 
£20,000,  and  there  has  been  little  margin  for 
architectural  decorative  details  in  the  masonry. 
That  is  confined  to  constructive  arrangement  and 
the  uMial  Classical  details.  It  has  three  floors 
and  three  main  divisions,  indicated  by  the  style 
of  the  north  and  front  elevations,  two  larger 
divisions  being  at  the  extremities.  That  to  the 
east  contains  the  apartments  for  the  experimental 
study— laboratories,  observation  and  incubating rooms,  &c.  The  western  contains  cellars  and 
other  operating  rooms,  with  a  large  classroom 
and  exhaust  chambers,  into  which  the  noisome 
exhalations  from  the  apparatus  are  drawn  by  an 
electric  fan  driven  at  great  velocity,  and  other 
Titiated  air  of  the  apartments  by  another  moving 
with  less  velocity.  The  middle  portion  contains 
hall,  staircase,  lift,  professors'  rooms,  and  stu- 

dents' reading-room,  lavatories,  ic.  There  is also  a  small  entresol  with  the  necessary  experi- 
mental rooms  for  lady  students.  The  appliances 

for  ventilation,  as  indicated  above,  are  of  a  very 
complicated  description,  each  separate  apparatus 
requiring  a  separate  air-duct,  carried  through 
different  floors,  and  from  many  separate  points. 
The  building  is  to  be  faced  with  a  light-coloured 
stone  from  Doddington  in  Northumberland. 

The  National  I'ortrait  Gallery  has  recently received  some  considerable  additions  to  the 
statuary,  for  which  niches  were  provided  in  the 
original  design.  The  front  of  the  building, which  looks  north,  has  now  had  all  rfiches  east  of 
the  doorway  filled,  and  these  do  much  to  relieve 
the  somewhat  flit  appearance  of  the  facade, 
which  has  no  buttress  projections.  The  large  niche 
in  the  centre  of  the  oast  front  is  also  complete. 
The  staircase  hall  is  much  improved  by  the  rich colour  of  the  crowded  procession  of  Scottish 
.worthies  which  adorn  the  gallery  corridor.     The 

interior  throughout  is  sombre,  the  stonework 
being  dingy  red,  with  brickwork  of  the  same character. 

The  exterior,  as  a  whole,  hu  kept  its  colour 
fairly  well  where  the  stone  is  dressed ;  but  the 
decorative  detail  of  the  figurea  would  have  shown 
to  much  greater  advantage  with  some  grey  or 
cream  coloured  freestone.  The  gilded  names, 
put  on  some  of  the  bases  of  the  statues,  have 
been  removed — which  is  matter  for  regret,  for 
though  the  public  will  not  much  concern  itself  in 
mistaking  the  identity  of  the  figures — it  might 
be  as  well  to  gratify  a  natural  curiosity,  and  set 
the  matter  at  rest  in  some  legible  fashion. 

The  installation  of  the  electric  light  has  been 
successful,  and  the  demand  for  it  and  for  elec- 

tricity as  a  motive  power  is  far  in  advance  of 
the  means  available  for  supply.  Another  largo 
establishment  for  generating  and  accumulating 
is  approaching  completion  in  McDonald-roid, 
where  also  is  one  of  the  power  stations  for  the 
cable  tramway  system.  The  extension  of  the 
cable  system  and  the  complicated  arrangements 
required  for  j  unctions,  have  probably  doubled  the 
cost,  originally  estimated  at  £200,000.  The 
patience  of  the  public  has  been  severely  tried  by 
the  delay  and  obstruction  of  the  thoroughfares. 
A  few  motor-cars  run,  as  rival  means  of  transit, 
at  much  greater  speed,  and  in  crowded  thorough- fares get  easily  along. 

The  County  Buildings,  ever  since  the  improve- 
ment scheme  of  1829,  when  Geo.  IV.  Bridge  was 

built,  have  been  a  blot  in  the  architecture  of  the 
new  street,  the  back  elevation  being  without  any 
dressed  details  of  decorative  character.  Several 
designs  have  been  proposed  for  its  improvement 
at  various  times  :  but  it  was  only  with  the  advent 
of  the  County  Council  that  any  serious  attempt 
was  made  towards  the  entire  reconstruction  of  the 
edifice,  which  had  become  necessary.  Plans  and 
specifications  for  this  were  prepared  about  a  year 
ago  by  Dr.  K.  Anderson  ;  but  for  some  reason  or 
other  these  were  set  aside,  and  an  open  competi- 

tion invited.  The  plans  were  lodged  a  month 
past,  when  they  were  remitted  to  llr.  W.  \V. 
Robertson,  of  11. M.  Board  of  Works,  for  ex- 

amination and  report ;  but  the  result  has  not  yet 
transpired. 
  ».^   

■WOODEN   WATER-PIPES. 

AT  the  first  glance  our  readers  might  be  well 
excused  if,  judging  from  the  title  of  our 

present  article,  they  came  to  the  conclusion  that 
we  were  asking  them  to  accompany  us  back  to 
times  of  very  primeval  construction.  But  such 
is  by  no  means  our  intention,  and  we  trust,  before 
taking  leave  of  the  subject,  to  prove  to  their  satis- 

faction, that  wooden  conduits  for  the  conveyance 
of  water  are  regularly  and  carefully  manufactured 
in  large  quantities  in  some  of  the  remoter  and 
more  eastern  countries  of  Europe,  and  are  also 
in  common  usage  in  many  parts  of  the  United 
States.  The  old  hollowed-out  naturil  log,  which 
answered  very  well  on  a  small  scale  mjiny  years 
ago,  has  certainly  disappeared  ;  but  although  the 
mode  of  fabrication  has  been  completely  changed, 
the  material  is  still  strongly  in  evidence,  t'ur 
American  friends  speak  verj-  highly  of  the  wooden 
water-pipes,  and  their  employment  has  been  at- 

tended there  with  an  amount  of  success  which 
may  fairly  challenge  a  brief  imiuiry  into  their 
merits  and  an  honourable  recognition  of  them 
should  they  emerge  triumphantly  from  the  ordeal. 
Necessarily  the  comparison  will  rest  between  them 
and  their  metallic  rivals,  which  are,  under  perhaps 
different  conditions,  of  almost  universal  adoption. 
There  are  several  methods  employed  in  the 
manufacture  of  these  wooden  pipes,  which  have  a 
general  resemblance  to  the  operations  performed 
in  the  making  of  barrels  and  casks,  the  staves 
being  tightened  up  by  screw  pressure,  capable  of 
adjustment,  and  hooped  with  steel  bands  or  rings. 
These  hoops  are  spaced  at  regular  intervals, 
depending  upon  the  diameter  of  the  channel,  the 
character  of  the  timber,  and  the  pressure  to 
which  the  pipes  are  subjected.  Red  and  yellow 
pine  are  given  the  preference  to  as  materials,  but 
other  descriptions  of  wood  are  equally  suitable. 

It  is  obvious  that  the  process  of  squeezing 
together  the  staves  must  put  a  very  considerable 
pressure  upon  them,  and  it  is  considered  advisable 
not  to  allow  this  pressure  to  exceed  about  7i)lb. 
to  80lb.  per  square  inch.  The  distance  at  which 
the  hoops  should  be  placed  apart  may  be  readily 
calculated  from  a  iiseiul  formula  due  to  Mr.  Adams, 
which  in  its  simplest  form  may  be  thus  expressed. 
Let  I)  =  the  distance  separating  the  steel  hoops, 
t  the  tension  on  a  hoop,  r  the  radius  of  the  pipe, 

!>  the  thickness  of  the  staves,  and  F  the  pressure 

of  the  water  in  pounds  per  square  inch  ;  then — 

D=       ̂ 2ic_'        -. F  (2  X  r  +  3  X  ») 
It  has  been  found  in  comparing  wooden  water 

pipes  with  these  of  cast  iron  and  steel,  that  with 
respect  to  economy  of  cost  and  volume  of  dis- 
ch'irge  the  wooden  conduit  is  superior  to  its 
rivals  :  but  it  only  tikea  the  second  place  in  point 
of  durability,  being  surpassed  in  that  qualification 
by  rast  iron,  which,  whatever  form  it  takes — 
provided  it  has  fair  play —has  no  etiual  among  its 
brother  metals.  The  cast-iron  arches  of  old 
S  juthwark  Bridge  are  70  years  of  age,  and  the 
muterial,  although  carrying  much  heavier  loads 
than  liennie  ever  designed  the  structure  to  be 
exposed  to,  is  as  good  and  intact  as  when  first 
put  up.  Columns  of  cast  iron  have  shown 
ciually  satisfactory  results,  when  they  have 
escaped  the  attacks  of  fire,  accentuated  by  torrents 
of  cold  water  lavishly  hurled  at  them.  (Jther 
conditions  being  similar,  the  volume  of  dischar.je 
of  a  clean  new  steel  water-pipe,  with  its  initial 

internal  coating  of  Dr.  Angus  Smith's  solution, or  of  some  other  efficient  preservative  preparation, 
has  been  found  to  be  equal  to  about  92  par  cent, 
of  that  of  a  wooden  pipe,  both  descriptions  of 
conduit  having  a  diameter  of  r2in.  If  this 
dimension  be  increased  in  each  case  to  6ft.,  the 
previous  percentage  falls  to  70  per  cent.,  and  the 
diminution  continues  to  augment  with  the  length 
of  service  of  the  respective  conduits. 

It  will  be  sufficient  to  quote  a  couple  of 
examples  to  establish  the  fact  that  long  services 
of  water-mains  have  been  laid  with  mostsu;- 
cessful  results  in  timber  channels.  In  the  State 
of  Utah  five  miles  of  wooden  pipes  are  in  active 
operation,  with  the  large  diameter  of  a  little  over 
6ft.  A  few  particulars  of  this  main  will  prob- 

ably not  be  uninteresting.  The  section  of  the 
staves  comprising  the  walls  of  the  channel  is 
25in.  by  Sin.  :  the  diameter  of  the  circular  rings 
varies  from  fin.  to  |in.,  and  their  reipective 
distances  apart  are,  on  the  average,  for  the 
smaller-sized  rings  about  4^in.,  and  for  the 
larger  6Jin.  Some  700ft.  and  800ft.  per  day 
was  the  rate  at  which  this  main  was  laid.  An 
extension  of  the  conduit  was  executed  in  riveted- 
up  steel  tubes,  at  a  cost  of  four  times  that  of  the 
wooden  conduit.  The  pressure  varied  through- 

out the  main  at  certain  times,  but  reached  its 

maximum  at  three  atmospheres  and  three- 
quarters.  The  other  example— that  at  Denver 
—is  upon  a  much  larger  scale,  and  forms  a  water 
channel  sixty  miles  in  length,  but  with  a  con- 

siderable difference  in  the  diameter  of  the  pipes, 
whose  dimensions  vary  from  lAin.  to  3ft.  7in.  at 
the  most.  According  to  the  location,  the  avail- 

able head  of  water  ranges  from  10ft.  to  nearly 
200ft.,  and  the  discharge  is  at  the  rate  of  a 
million  and  a  half  gallons  per  day.  The  small, 
insistent  weight  of  the  timber  channel  is  in  its 
favour,  especially  when  the  pipes  have  to  be  laid 
in  bad  ground.  T.  C. 

INFLUENCE   OF   B.\CTEKIA    ON   THE 
DECAY   OF   CEMENT. 

THE  Analyst  quotes  from  a  paper  by  .\.Stu'zir and  R.  Hartleb  on  this  subject  in  the  Zti;- 
hi: rift  angew  Chem.  In  1S9G,  Stutzer  observed 
that  the  cement  mortar  which  had  been  in  use 

for  eight  or  nine  years  as  lining  to  a  water-supply 
reservoir  was  converted  into  a  brownish  mud, 
containing  less  lime  and  more  iron  oxide,  Jtc, 
than  the  original  cement.  This  disintegration  he 
ascribed,  and  still  believes  to  be  primarily  due.  to 
the  solvent  action  of  the  carbon  dioxide  in  the 
water,  which  dissolved  the  lime  of  the  cement  in 
the  form  of  bicarbonate.  But  on  extractinj 

further  samples  of  the  mud  from  the  same  reser- 
voir lately  with  sterilised  water,  the  present 

authors  found  that  it  was  highly  charged  with 

nitrifying  organisms :  so  much  so,  that  when 
introduced  into  a  0  1  per  cent,  solution  of  ammi- 
nium  sulphate,  the  ammonia  reaction  practically 
disappeared  in  fourteen  days,  and  nitrate  reactions 

were  given  powerfully A  similar  experiment  with  asparagine  only 

gave  a  nitrite  reaction  after  six  weeks,  but  here  it 
wiisnecessary  for  ammonia  first  to  be  formed  before 
nitrification  could  set  in.  A  further  test  with  a 

01  per  cent,  solution  of  sodium  nitrite  showed 
that  nitrites  were  formed  but  slowly.  It  would 

appear  possible,  therefore,  in  the  case  of  waters 
containing  any  appreciable  proportion  of  oxi- 
disible  nitrogenous  matter,  that  this  production 
of  nitrouB  acid  by  the  agency  of  micro-organisms 
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may  play  some  part  in  the  destruction  of  cement. 
The  parallel  action  that  is  noticed  in  sea- water, 
unless  the  cement  is  fortified  by  the  addition  of 
extra  active  silica,  is  due  rather  to  the  soluble 
sulphates  than  to  carbon  dioxide,  which  is  not 
present  in  such  large  quantities  as  in  fresh  water : 
it  has  not  been  feasible  to  determine  whether 

bacterid  assist  in  this  disintegration  likewise. 
With  reference  to  this  matter,  G.  Barth,  in  the 

same  journal,  quotes  another  instance  of  cement 
decomposition  occurring  in  three  years  where  the 
water  contained  no  unusual  amount  of  carbon 

dioxide,  and  he  seems  to  consider  the  previous 
explanation  plausible. 

The  Archbishop  of  York  visited  the  church  of 

Garton-oa-the-Wo!dj.  near  U.-iftijld,  on  Friday,  to 
dedicate  a  curved  stone  pulpit  and  a  number  of 
carved  oak  stalls,  the  gifts  of  Sir  Tatton  Sjkes. 

For  a  new  intermediate  school  to  be  built  in 

Lsighton-grove,  W..  for  the  St.  Pancras  Board  of 
Guardians,  Mr,  A.  E.  IVidmore  has  been  appointed 

arctiitect,  and  Mr.  T.  \\'.  Farthing  quantity surveyor. 

The  Light  Riilway  Commissioners  held  an 
inquiry  on  Thursday  in  last  week  into  the  scheme 
for  the  proposed  li^ht  railway  from  Sinnington  to 
Rosedale,  at  the  close  of  which  Lord  Jersey  said 
the  commissioners  would  recommend  the  Board 
of  Trade  to  issue  an  order. 

The  Isolation  Hospital,  Chorley,  is  being  warmed 

and  ventilated  by  means  of  .Shorland's  patent 
double- fronted  Manchester  Stoves  with  dpscending 
smoke  flues,  the  same  being  supplied  by  Messrs.  E. 
H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  M  tnchester. 

Ou  Tuesday  week  the  parish  church  of  Stalisfield, 
East  Kent,  K  a  1  reopened  by  the  Bishon  of  Djver, 
after  having  t>een  restored  at  a  cost  of  £o60. 

Mr.  James  Clark,  M.A.,  Va.l)  ,  of  Ash  Mount, 
Manchester,  has  been  appointed  principal  of  the 
Passmore  Eiwar^^ Central  Technical  S::hool3  for 
Cornwall,  Truro,  at  a  salary  of  £300  a  year. 

Special  services  were  held  on  Sunday  on  the  occa- 
sion, of  the  reopening  of  the  sanctuary  of  the  Church 

of  the  Holy  Xame,  Oxford -road,  Manchester.  The 
sanctuary  has  been  closed  for  two  months  for  decD- 
ration  and  the  putting  in  of  stained  glass  in  the 
three  windows  over  the  altar.  The  subject  of  this 
central  light  is  the  Crowning  of  the  Virgin,  and  the 
windows  on  either  side  are  occupied  with  figures  of 
St.  Ignatius  of  Lsyola  and  S;.  Francis  X  jvier. 

Closing  services  were  held  on  Sunday  in  the 
Primitive  Methodist  Chapel  in  Xelson-street,  Xew- 

castle-on-Tyne,  rebuilt  in  l.S'JT-S.  which  has  twen 
bought  by  Mr.  Kobert  Herron,  plumber,  of  Xew- 
castle,  for  business  purposes. 

A  Local  Government  Board  inquiry  was  conducted 
on  Friday  at  the  urban  district  council  cffices, 
Morecambe,  by  Colonel  Hepper  into  an  application 
by  the  council  to  txjrrow  £10,500  for  works  of 
private  street  improvements  in  both  the  east  and 
west  portions  of  the  town  ;  and  £300  for  another 
steam-roller. 

At  Birmingham,  on  Friday,  St.  LiwrenceCaurch 
was  reopened  after  restoration  and  enlargement  of 
the  chancel,  at  a  cost  of  tl.lOO,  from  plans  by 
Messrs.  FrankUn  and  Buihes,  of  that  city. 

Messrs.  Walter  Scott  and  Son,  contractors,  of 
Xewcastle-on-Tyne.  have  commenced  operations 
for  constructing  the  new  South  Yorkshire  Extension 
Riilway  from  Wath  to  ̂ yrangb^ook,  where  it  will 
join  the  Hall  and  Birnsley  RiUway,  and  become  a 
feeder  to  that  line.  The  new  undertaking  is  about 
nine  and  a  hall  miles  in  length,  and  will  serve  two 
or  three  existing  collieries,  and  at  the  same  time 
tend  to  the  development  of  a  vast  track  of  mineral 
property. 

The  memorial  stone  of  a  I'nited  Presbyterian 
church,  which  is  in  course  of  erection  at  Abbsy- 
hill,  Eiinburgh,  was  laid  on  Siturday.  Tae 
architect  is  Mr.  P.  M.  Cimeron,  of  Eiinburgh. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  municipal 
Buildings  for  Dambirton  was  laid  on  Saturday  by 
Lord  Ovettoun,  with  Misonic  ceremonial.  Tue  site 
for  the  new  buildings  in  College  Park  grounds  was 
a  gift,  valued  at  £i,bOii,  by  Lord  Overtoun  to  the 
burgh,  and  the  buildings  will  cost  about  il5  I'OO. 
Ttey  are  t>eing  built  in  red  sandstone,  from  plans 
by  Mr.  James  Thomson,  of  Glasgow. 

The  approaches  to  the  new  bridge  over  the  K'.ver 
Indus  at  Kotri  are  complete,  as  also  the  masonry 
piers,  which  are  six  in  number.  The  superstructure, 
which  consists  of  five  spans  of  3.')0ft.  and  one  span of  100ft.,  is  in  progress.  Two  spans  of  S.iOft.  and 
the  lOOft.  span  have  bean  already  completed.  The 
third  spin  was  not  started  owing  to  the  approach 
of  the  flood  season  last  May,  but  the  work  is  being 
taken  in  hand  now,  and  the  remaining  three  spans 
to  complete  the  bridge  may  he  expected  to  be 
finished  in  M»y,  19W. 

OBITUAliV. 

The  death  is  announced  of  Jlr.  Joseph  Ci.eveu, 

architect  and  surveyor,  of  ol,  Xew  Broad-street, 
EC  , who  died  at  his  residence,  27,  Park-crescent, 

Brighton,  on  .Vugust  '2G,  aged  74  years.  Mr. 
Clever  was  largely  engaged  in  the  developing  of 
estates,  and,  as  a  quantity  surveyor,  prepared 
the  quantities  for  the  Thames  Embinkment,  the 
main  drainage  for  London,  and  other  largo 
works.  He  was  a  very  prominent  Ereemiison, 
and  held  many  testimoniuls  from  the  brethren 
for  his  valued  services  in  the  Craft.  In  the  latter 

pirt  of  his  lime  he  w.is  a'sieted  in  his  work  by 
Mr.  J.  W.  Start,  F.S.I. ,  of  Colchester,  who  has 

now  taken  over  the  practice. 

The  death  is  also  announced  of  Mr.  .Ismes 

Hewitson-  Shaw,  A.R  LB. A.,  of  22.  P.illitcr- 
street,  F,.C.,  and  Folkestone-road,  Walthamstow. 
Jlr.  Shaw,  who  became  an  Associate  of  the 
Institute  by  examination  in  1S95,  was  for  live 
years  assistant  and  for  six  years  chief  architect 
to  the  Anglo-American  Oil  Company. 
Mr.  JiisiAM  lIoiLE,  F.R.I.B.V.,  died  on 

Monday  last  at  his  residence,  71,  Guilford-stroet, 
Russell-square,  W.C,  aged  77  years. 

OHIPS. 

The  Ejolesiasticaland  Eiucational  Art  Exhibition 
at  the  Church  Congress,  under  the  management  of 
Mr.  John  Hart,  is  to  bie  opened  to-morrow  (Situr- 

day) by  the  Bishop  of  London.  It  is  to  be  held  in 
the  north  gallery  of  the  Imperial  Institute.  Among 
the  special  features,  besides  a  large  quantity  of 

Church  plate,  will  be  a  unique  display  of  beadles' staves.  The  exhibition  will  be  open  at  noon,  and 
the  inaugural  ceremony  will  be  at  5.3o  p  m. 

At  the  pirish  church  of  Wellington,  Salop,  the 
new  organ  built  by  Messrs.  Bevington,  and  Sons  of 
London,  is  to  be  dedicated  to-day  (Friday). 

Branch  premises  for  the  Bank  of  Ireland  are  being 

built  near  the  ijieen's  Bridge,  Belfast.  The  archi- 
tects are  Messrs.  Millar  and  Symes,  and  the  con- 

tractor is  Mr.  R.  Corry.  . 

We  are  requested  to  in' i  mate  that  the  Surveyors' Institution  will  be  closed  from  Monday  evening, 
the  9th,  to  Tuesday  morning,  the  17  th  inst.,  to 
facilitate  the  arrangements  in  connection  with  the 
President's  conversazione  on  the  I'ith  and  lo'.h  last. 

A  medallion  bust  and  tablet  forming  the  public 
memorial  to  the  late  Mr.  Wm.  Gibbons,  who  was 
identified  with  Sunday-school  work  in  Bristol,  will 
he  unveiled  in  the  new  porch  of  Brookland  Church, 
Lower  Ashlev-road,  iu  that  city,  on  Monday,  the 
23rd  inst.  The  work  has  been  carried  out  by  Mr. 
J.  Adams-.Vcton,  of  London. 

The  drainage  improvements  scheme  applied  to 
Rock  Cottages  and  the  Plath,  at  Frant,  Tunbridge 
Wells, has  commenced  work.  The  septic  tank  scheme 
has  been  initiated  by  the  philanthropy  of  Sir  Peile 
Thompson,  and  carrei  out  under  the  supsrvision  of 
Mr.  Granville  StreatfeUd,  M.R.I.B.A. 

The  Dike  and  Da  chess  of  Westminster  will  visit 
Mold  on  the  17th  inst..  in  order  to  open  the  new 
intermediate  school,  which  has  been  erected  at  a 
cost  of  some  £3,500. 

A  sub-committee  of  the  Rochdale  Corporation 
has  decided  to  recommend  the  extension  of  the 

borough  to  include  Cistleton,  in  accordance  with 
a  scheme  arranged  with  the  Castlaton  Committee, 
which  includes  the  provision  for  the  latter  place  of 
a  recreation-ground,  slipper  baths,  a  branch  lend- 

ing library,  and  technical  classes. 

AtBingor,  County  Diwn,  a  ne  v  Presbyterian 
church  has  just  been  opened.  The  building  is 
polygonal  on  plan,  having  a  glazed  dome,  and  is 
seated  for  l.OOJ  parsons.  Mr.  W.  J.  W.  Riome, 
M.S.A.,  of  Belfast,  was  the  architect,  and  Messrs. 
&hrL%aghlin  and  Ilitvry,  were  the  builders. 

Mr.  C.ook^,  the  chairman  of  the  bridges  com- 
mittee of  the  London  County  Council,  opened  on 

Tuesday  to  the  public  a  piece  of  ground  at 
Xorthumbjrland  Wharf,  Poplar.  Tne  land  in 
question  forms  part  of  the  site  that  has  bacn 
acquired  by  the  Council  for  the  erection  of  build- 

ings necessary  for  the  lighting  of  tha  Blackwall 

Tunnel.        * 
The  fourth  section  of  the  Madras  electric  tram- 

ways from  Central  Station  to  Pursewalkum  was 
opened  for  traflic  at  the  end  of  August. 

At  a  meeting  held  at  Wellington,  Silop,  last 
week  the  designs  for  the  Binning  Memorial 
windows  in  the  parish  church,  which  is  in  course  of 

restoration,  were  finally  selected.  Tae  work  is  !.■ 
he  intrusted  to  Messrs.  O'Connor  and  Taylor. 
London,  and  the  row  windows  will  be  placed  in 

the  south  aisle.  The  subjects  chosen  are  I'hrist  , 
Stilling  the  Tempest,  and  Christ  bidding  the  Disciples 
to  follow  Him.  I 

Mr.  George  Tangye,  of  the  famous  engineerin.^ 
firm,  has  collected  some  most  valuable  relics  of 
James  Watt,  inventor  of  the  steam-ergine,  aid 

also  mementoes  of  James  Boulton.  Mr.  Tang;  e'd interest  has  not  been  confined  to  mechanical  relics. 

Ho  has  also  preserved  interesting  documents  belong- 
ing to  the  firm  of  James  Watt  and  Co.,  which, 

in  spite  of  the  illustrious  name,  came  to  an  inglorioui 
end.  The  Watt  and  Boulton  collection  is  about  to 

be  presented  to  the  City  Museum  of  Birmingham. 

Newquay  Urban  District  Council  met  specially 
the  other  evening  to  consider  plans  and  estimates, 

prepared  by  the  surveyor  (Mr.  J.  I'anor,  jun.).  of a  proposed  drainage  fxtersion  at  the  western  tnd 
of  the  district  to  remedy  the  existing  defective  out- 

fall. The  plans  provided  for  the  extension  of  the 
present  system  in  a  northerly  direction  by  a  tunnel, 
and  thence  east- north -east  by  an  open  cutting. 
The  outfall  would  be  liiOft.  north  of  the  present 
outfall,  and  in  Oft.  of  water  at  .'pring  tides.  P. pes 
2ft.  in  diameter  would  convey  the  sewage  into  the 
sea.  It  was  calculated  that  the  work  could  be  done 

for  IISO,  but  if  ."ilOft.  of  I'lin.  pipes  :iOO(t.  from  the outfall  were  taken  up  and  replaced  by  larger  ones 
the  cost  would  be  increased  to  .£720.  It  was  decided 

to  carry  out  the  smaller  scheme  forthwith. 

The  Archbishop  of  'i'oik  will  visit  Bristol  on the  19th  inst.,  to  unveil  the  tine  reredos  erected  in 

the  Cathedral  to  commemorate  Bishop  Ellicott's connection  with  the  See.  The  reredos  was  designed 
by  the  late  Mr.  J.  L.  Pearson,  R.A.,  and  contains 
the  tfligies  of  historic  personages  connected  with  the 
See  and  Cathedral,  amongst  those  represented 
being  Bishop  Trelawny,  who  was  sent  to  the  Tower 

tor  not  reading  James  II. 's  declaration  in  I'l'^S; 
Bishop  Butler,  and,  of  course,  B  shop  EUicott. 

Colonel  W.  Langton  Coke,  M.Inst.C.E.,  held  an 

inquiry  recently  at  the  town-hall,  Birkenhead, 
on  behalf  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  respect- 

ing an  application  by  the  Birkenhead  Corporation 

to  borrow  £'),000  for  supplying  electricity  to  the 
outlying  townships  of  Bidston  and  Xoctorum, 
£2,000  for  enlarging  the  Holt  School  of  .Science,  and 
£330forpurcha3ingpropertyfor6treetimprovement8. 

The  first  place  of  worship  in  Plymouth  to  adopt 

electricity  for  lighting  is  Giorge-street  Bip'iit 
chai>el,  where  this  new  illuminant  was  inaugurated 
last  week.  The  building  has  been  wired  and  fitted 
up  for  the  electric  light  by  Mr.  A.  S.  Parker, 
architect,  of  Plymouth. 

At  St.  Peter's  Church,  Dorchester,  Dorset,  a  new 
reredos  was  dedicated  on  Wednesday  in  last  week. 
D.-signed  by  Mr.  C.  E.  Pmting.  F.S.A.,  it  has  been 
executed  by  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  and  Sons,  of 

Exeter.  The  main  part  is  buil".  of  Painswick  stone. 
The  sculpture  is  in  white  alabaster :  whilst  the 
framing  around  the  great  central  pinel,  i3!t.  'in.  by 
3  ft.  liin.,  which  contains  a  representation  of  the  L  nt 

.Supper,  founded  on  Leonardo  da  Vinci's  well- known  painting,  isof  richly-veined  English  alat>aster 
obtained  in  Derbyshire. 

At  the  Chester  Consistory  Court,  on  Fridiy, 

faculties  were  granted  for  placing  a  stained-glasi 
window  in  the  north  aisle  of  S:.  Wmifred's, 
Buckley ;  another  in  the  north  of  the  nave  of  Wis- 
taston  Parish  Church  ;  and  for  erecting  a  memorial 
tablet  in  Bunbury  Parish  Church  to  the  Girdner 
family,  of  which  the  present  vicar  is  a  member. 

In  the  great  loth-century  parish  church  of  Cromer 
a  window  on  the  north  side  of  the  modem  chancel 
has  been  filled  ̂ ith  stained  glass  as  a  memorial  to 
the  late  Rsv.  Frederic  Fitch,  for  'V?  years  curate  and 

vicar  of  the  parish.  It  represents  the  I'  irahle  of  ths 
Sower,  and  was  formally  dedicated  last  week. 
The  Local  Government  Biard  have  refused  the 

Lancaster  Corporation  permission  to  take  into  the 
boroush  the  outlying  parishes  of  Brlk,  .Sol:  ii 
and  Skerton.  Tne  present  area  of  the  !■  r 
is  only  I.IJSO  acres,  and  the  proposed  adj  i;- 
comprised  .i,l37  acres,  practically  all  of  a  rural 
character. 

Mr.  Dixon,  of  Oldham,  has  txwn  appointed 
architect  for  the  proposed  new  Liberal  Club  at 
Shaw,  near  Rocheswr,  which  is  to  be  erected  in  th" 

vacant  land  near  to  the  police-station  in  It  >ch  '.»'••- road.  It  is  proposed  to  spend  £2,.VX1  on  builiio.; and  furnishing. 

Mr.  Charles  Perrin,  M  lostC  E  ,  an  in>p»'V>r  of 
the  Local 'lovamm-nt  Board,  held,  on  T 

inquiry  at  the  town-hall,  Cromer,  inti 
tiou  o(  the   url>an  district   council   fee 

borrow  £1,000  for  the   parchwe  of  the   i  uUi.Uuii 
House  property  and  the  erection  thereon  of  councl 
cilices,  a  fire-st»tion,  and  public  conveniences,  anl 
•..l^inv-i  for  works  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal. 

A  Primitive  M:ithadiat  chap  I  w«  op.in~t  in 

Church-road,  Walton,  near  L'V'?rpool,  on  '^^pt.  -'■ It  i-  ~f  G'lthif  nrchit'**'*nr*^.  «;mp!v  tr.'^***-^    v\  1  h»^ 

arcnitect  is  .Mr.  t .  W.  i>ioD.  of  .M  tn- he*'«9r.  '.ha 
c.-intractors  being  Me«ri.  J.  and  G.  Cliappell,  of Waltcn. 
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Builbtng  Ittttlligentt. 
Bf.lf.vst.  —  Foundation  -  stones  of  the  new 

Slagdalene  Church,  1  >onegaIl  Tiiss,  were  laid  on 
Saturday  afternoon.  The  old  church,  which 
dated  from  1838,  was  the  scene  of  a  disastrous 
fire  in  December  last,  and  the  damage  thus  in- 

flicted was  so  great  that  the  congregation  decided 
to  puU  the  building  completely  down  and  to  erect 
a  now  structure  on  the  same  site.  The  contract 
for  the  entire  work  was  given  to  Mr.  James  Kidd, 
and  the  edifice  is  being  built  from  design  by  Mr. 
S.  P.  Close,  A.K.U.A.  The  Gothic  style  isbeing 
adopted  throughout.  The  area  to  be  covered  by 
the  building  is  7Jft  by  100ft.,  and  sitting  accom- 

modation is  being  provided  for  700  persons.  The 
estimated  cost  of  the  structure  is  £5,000,  which 
will  include  vestry  and  adjoining  hall.  Local 
stone  is  being  used,  with  Scotch  white  stone 
dressings  for  the  windows,  and  Bath  stone 
in  the  interior.  The  heating  of  the  premises  is 
to  be  carried  out  on  an  entirly  new  hot-air 
system.  The  woodwork  will  all  be  of  the  best 
polished  pitch-pine,  and  the  church  will  be  lighted 
by  electricity. 

E.VLiNG,  W. — The  urban  district  council  have 
just  adopted  a  scheme  for  the  erection  of  muni- 

cipal workmen's  dwellings.  The  site  is  known 
as  Brown's  Orchard,  and  is  situated  at  the  comer 
of  Kaling-road  South  and  Pope's-lane.  It  is  Gi 
acres  in  extent,  with  two  entrance -roads,  and  is 
bounded  on  the  east  by  an  old  public  path,  and 
on  the  south  by  the  cemetery.  A  draft  scheme 
has  been  prepared,  which  provides  for  the  erec- 

tion of  two  classes  of  houses  on  the  estate,  at 
rentals  of  Gs.  Gd.  and  83.  6d.  respectively,  the 
total  expenditure  on  which  works  out  at  £;S7,300. 
The  frontages  on  the  two  new  roads  will  allow  of 
the  erection  of  121  cottages,  on  plots  80ft.  deep. 
The  first  class  of  houses  will  con-sist  of  .51 

cottages,  having  four  bedrooms,  sitting-room, 
living-room,  scullery,  larder,  and  w.c.  In  the 
second-class  houses,  G"  in  number,  the  accommo- 

dation will  be  the  same,  except  that  there  will 
be  two  bedrooms  instead  of  four. 

Kxuoi'KNE,  Devon'. — The  completion  of  the 
restoration  of  portions  of  the  parish  church  was 
celebrated  on  Thursday  in  last  week.  The  church 
was  in  a  bad  state  of  decay  when  the  work  of 
restoration  commenced.  The  north  wall  of  the 
nave  was  taken  down,  the  stones  marked  for  use 
again,  and  the  whole  has  been  rebuilt.  The 
chancel  has  been  rebuilt,  but  the  east  window 
is  retained,  also  the  piscina ;  a  new  vestry  has 
been  erected,  and  great  improvements  made 

internally.  'The  centre  block  of  high  deal  pews 
has  been  taken  away,  but  the  side  pews  remain, 
and  are  of  the  old-fashioned  box  kind.  The 
present  section  of  the  work  embraces  the  removal 
of  a  decayed  and  unsightly  Georgian  plaster  ceil- 

ing, and  the  erection  of  an  oak  roof,  with  carved 
vine  cornice  and  bosses.  The  vine  cornice  was 
executed  by  Mrs.  D.  AV.  Oldham.  The  centre 
flooring  of  the  church  is  now  formed  of  wood 
blocks.  The  chief  work  has  been  the  re-erection 
of  the  15th-century  screen  between  nave  and 
chancel.  This  is  of  early  design,  dating  from 
about  1410.  The  screen  was  taken  down  about 
the  year  1835,  and  was  allowed  to  become  sadly 
dilapidated.  It  has,  however,  now  been  restored 

by  ilr.  Herbert  Read,  of  St.  Sidwell's,  Exeter. 
The  architects  for  the  restoration,  which  has  cost 
El, 700,  are  Messrs.  Tait  and  Harvey,  of  Exeter. 

(ii..<siciw. — The  annual  statement  in  connec- 

tion with  the  year's  building  in  Glasgow  has 
been  made  in  the  Dean  of  Guild  Court  by  Sir 
.Tames  Bell,  Lord  Dean  of  (iuild.  It  stated  that 
during  the  year  there  had  been  an  increase  in 
the  number  of  linings  to  G81,  but  a  decrease  in 

valuation  to  £'2,O17,3;)0.  In  houses  and  shops 
there  was  a  decrease  in  linings  from  167  to  114, 
with  a  corresponding  decrease  of  valuation  from 
Cl,240,410  to  £921,385.  In  public  buildings  the 
linings  were  fewer  in  number — five  as  against 
fourteen — but  the  valuation  showed  an  increise, 
being  £144,000  asagainst  £135,710.  In  churches 
.nnd  halls  there  were  fewer  linings — 12  as  against 
10  in  the  preceding  year,  or  a  decrease  of  £2,700 
in  vnlue.  In  warehouses,  stores,  and  workshops, 
though  there  was  a  decrease  in  the  number  of 
linings,  for  the  first  time  in  the  court  the  valua- 

tion exceeded  half  a  million,  amounting  to 
C51G,490.  With  regard  to  alterations  and  addi- 

tions, there  had  been  102  linings,  witha  valuation 
of  £311,775.  Thiswas  nearly  £100,000  in  excess 
of  any  year  in  the  past  twenty,  and  the  health 

authorities  must  be  heartily  congratulated.  The 
formation  of  streets  also  had  proceeded  very 
rapidly,  35  linings  having  been  granted  for 

9,262J  lineal  yards.  The  year's  work  evidenced 
a  great  prosperity  in  the  building  trade. 
Heaton,  Xk\v(  .\stle-on-Tvne. — The  new 

church  of  St.  (iabriel  was  consecrated  on  l-'riday 
last.  Only  a  jiortion  of  the  projected  building 
has  as  yet  been  erected.  The  church,  when  com- 

plete, will  consist  of  nave,  with  north  and  south 
aisles,  transepts,  chancel,  morning  chapel, 
baptistery,  organ  chamber,  and  vestries,  \c.,  with 
a  tower  on  the  north  side  of  the  church.  The 
dimensions  of  the  finished  church,  which  is  to 
accommodate  1,000  persons,  will  be:— Length 
from  east  to  west,  about  150ft.  ;  breadth  across 
the  naves  and  aisles,  55ft. ;  breadth  across  the 

transepts,  1 14ft.  I'he  nave  arcade  is  of  moulded 
stone,  with  shafts  joining  a  hammer-beam  roof. 
The  clerestory  and  other  principal  windows  are 
worked  in  open  tracery.  The  baptistery,  situate 
immediatel)-  to  the  west  of  the  south  porch,  is 
apsidal.  'The  morning  chapel,  situated  at  the 
east  end,  is  also  apsidal,  and  will  be  fitted  with 
inclosing  oak  screens,  as  also  will  the  arcading 
between  the  chancel  and  the  ambulatory.  The 
door  is  of  concrete  covered  with  wood.  The  whole 
edifice  will  be  built  of  stone,  and  the  roofs  covered 
with  green  slating.  The  interior  wood  fittings 
are  intended  to  be  in  oak,  marble,  alabaster,  and 
bronze  being  used  for  other  fittings.  The  church 
is  designed  in  the  English  phase  of  the  Decorated 
style.  Immediately  to  the  west  of  the  church 
the  vicarage  will  be  erected.  The  portion  of  the 
church  already  built  consists  of  nave,  south 
aisle,  and  porch  only,  and  will  accommodate 
500  worshippers.  A  short  chancel  and  ves- 

tries are  temporary.  The  internal  fittings  are 
all  of  a  temporar}-  nature.  The  architect  is 
Mr.  W.  Frank  Kich,  Eldon-square,  Xewcastle- on-Tyne. 

I,EEDS. — The  Leeds  Industrial  Co-operative 
Society  is  aloutto  erect  in  David-street,  llolbeck, 
an  extensive  bakery.  A  memorial-stone  of  the 
new  building,  which  has  been  designed  by  Mr. 
W.  S.  Braithwaite,  architect.  South-parade,  was 

t'ormaUy  laid  on  Saturday.  "The  building  will  be 
of  three  stories,  and  cover  an  area  of  '.'10  square 
yards.  The  baking  will  be  carried  out  on  the 
ground  floor,  six  draw-plate  ovens  being  provided. 
On  the  same  Hoor  rooms  will  ba  devoted  to  the 
cooling  and  storage  of  bread  and  confectionery, 

and  the  manager's  office  and  the  check  and  time- 
oflice  will  here  also  be  situated.  The  prepara- 

tion of  dough,  &c.,  as  well  as  the  manufacture  of 
boiled  sweets,  will  be  conducted  on  the  first  floor. 
The  second  floor  is  to  be  utilised  for  the  storage 
of  flour,  and  for  fruit-cleaning,  jam-boiling,  and 
packing.  Confectionery  will  also  be  stored  in 
the  basement,  where  the  engine-room  will  be 
situated.  Dining-rooms,  cloakrooms,  lavatories, 
kc,  will  be  provide!  for  the  men  and  women 
employed.  Externally  the  building  will  be  con- 

structed of  red  pressed  bricks,  in  a  plain  but 
substantial  manner.  Intemall)'  the  walls  will 
be  faced  with  glazed  bricks.  The  floors  will  rest 
on  steel  joists  and  concrete,  and  the  whole 

structure  will  be  fireproof.  The  society's 
building  department  wUl  undertake  the  work  of 
construction,  includingthe  plumbingand  painting. 

LivEurooi,.  —  Branch  banking  premises  are 

being  erected  in  Castle-street  for  I'arr's  Com- 
pany. Externally,  up  to  the  first  floor,  the  wall 

material  is  unpolished  granite  from  the  Kemnay 
Quarry,  .Vberdeenshire.  Tho  main  entrance  is  a 
large  archway  with  rusticated  voussoirs  in  the 

centre  of  tho"  front.  Above  the  first  floor  tho walls  are  faced  with  unpolished  marble  of  a 

cream-white  tint,  quarried  at  I'iastraccio.  This 
is  relieved  by  grey-green  bands  of  Cipolino 
marble.  The  window  architraves  and  cornices 
and  the  main  cornice  are  of  red  terracotta.  The 
banking  hall  is  a  circular  apartment  GOft.  in 
diameter  and  20ft.  high,  lighted  by  a  circular 
dome  light  20tt.  in  diameter.  Tho  walls  of  the 
area  separating  tho  front  and  back  oflices  are 
carried  over  the  circular  hall  by  steel  girders. 
The  walla  are  to  be  wainscoted,  and  the  upper 
part  faced  with  Cipolino  marble.  Below  the 

ground  floor  arc  placed  the  bank's  strong-rooms and  treasury.  It  is  intended  that  the  floors 
above  the  bank  should  be  let  as  olficcs.  The 

architects  are  Jlr.  K.  Xorman  ."^haw,  K..\.,,ind 
Messrs.  Willink  and  Thicknesso ;  and  the  con- 

tractors are  Messrs.  .lones  and  Sons,  of  Liverpool. 
AViLLAsriiN,  Nantwiiii.  —  The  foundation- 

stone  of  the  Willaston  I'nitarian  School  w.is  laid 
on  Sept.  2S,  by  Sir  J.  T.  Brunner,  B:irt.,  M.P. 

The  school  is  situated  on  the  Grove  Estate,  about 
a  mile  from  the  town  of  Xantwich.  The  estate 
was  the  ]>roperty  of  the  late  Jlr.  Philip  Barker, 
the  founder  of  the  school,  and  includes  some  21 
acres.  The  buildings,  which  are  being  erected 
by  ̂lessrs.  Xeill  and  Sons,  Manchester,  ftom plans 
prepared  by  Mr.  J.  W.  Beaumont,  architect,  also 
of  that  city,  will  be  rectangular,  inclosing  a  court- 

yard. They  will  comprise  a  schoolhouse  (in- 
cluding the  headmaster's  house),  four  classrooms, 

a  dining-hall,  three  dormitories  for  twenty,  ten, 
and  ten  boys  respectively),  a  library  and  read- 

ing-room, and  studies  for  the  senior  boys ; 
covered  playground,  workshop,  gymnasium,  and 
cycle-house,  and  a  sanatorium  for  infectious 
cases,  detached  from  the  school  buQdings  and  on 
the  opposite  side  of  the  road.  Dormitory  accom- 

modation will  be  provided  in  the  first  instance 
for  40  boys.  In  other  respects  the  buildings  will 
be  suflicient  for  60,  and  even  a  larger  number  of 
boys  can  be  provided  for  by  the  erection  of  a 
second  house  in  a  separate  portion  of  the  grounds. 
The  school  is  planned  on  the  system  of  residence 
in  separate  houses.  Cricket  and  football  fields 
and  a  fives  court  will  be  provided.  The  school 
has  an  endowment  from  the  late  Mr.  Barker  of 
£23,000.  A  sum  of  about  £15,000  is  estimated 
as  the  cost  of  completing  the  buildings  and  lay- 

ing out  the  grounds,  and  towards  that  nearly 
£7,000  has  been  given. 

YoKK .  —  The  new  ward  for  children  at  the 
Coimty  Hospital  was  opened  on  Saturday  by 
Jlrs.  'Thynne.  The  new  wing  comprises  a  ward 
70ft.  Ion?  by  24ft.  wide,  and  provides  accom- 

modation for  1 8  cots,  an  isolation  ward  for  three 
cots,  dayroom,  ward  kitchen,  separate  bath  and 
lavtttory  accommodation,  and,  on  the  south  side, 
a  large  sun  verandah.  (Jne  of  the  features  of  the 
ward  is  that  it  is  firepoof  throughout.  The 
building  is  raised  five  feet  above  the  ground  in 
order  to  lift  it  above  any  damp  that  may  run 
from  the  soil.  It  is  one  atory  high,  and  is 
finished  with  a  flat  concrete  and  asphalte  roof, 

so  that  a  second  story  can  be  added  if  ever  re- 
quired. The  erection  of  the  new  ward  neces- 

sitated the  removal  of  the  old  mortuary,  and  a 
new  mortuary  block  has  been  built  at  the  east 
end  of  the  main  building.  The  total  cost  of  the 
new  buildings  has  been  about  £4,000,  and  the 
work  has  been  carried  out  from  the  designs  and 
under  the  general  supervision  of  Messrs.  Demaine 
and  Brierley,  architects,  York. 

CHIPS. 

A  three-light  stained-glass  window,  in  memory 
of  the  late  Randolph  Sturgess  Armitage,  was 
dedicated  in  Pudsey  parish  church  on  Saturday. 

The  corner-atone  of  the  new  church  of  ̂^1.  Wer- 
burgh,  Wilbraham-road,  Chorlton-cum  Hardy,  was 
laid  on  Friday  by  Earl  Egerton  of  Tatton.  The 
new  church  is  to  be  Gothic  in  style,  and  will  be  of 
brick,  with  terracotta  dressings.  Accommodation 
is  to  be  provided  for  500  worsliippera,  and  the  cost 
will  be  about  £5,000.  The  architect  is  Mr.  H. 
Bassnett,  Pteston,  and  the  contractor  Mr.  K. 

Carlyle,  Ardwick. 
An  isolation  hospital  is  about  to  be  erected  near 

Blandford  by  an  arrangement  between  Viscount 
Portman  and  the  rural  district  council.  The 
building  will  be  erected  at  a  cost  of  £1,500  from 
plans  already  prepared  by  Mr.  Hunt,  architect,  and 
on  land  belonging  to  Lord  Portman,  who  will  meet 
the  outlay  on  the  hospital,  charging  the  rural 
authority  a  rent  of  £25  a  year. 

The  reredos  in  Si.  Mark's  Church,  Coventry,  has 
lately  been  completed.  The  work  has  been  executed 

by  Mrs.  Arthur  Hulton  («('•  Miss  Liater-Kaye), and  consists  of  the  representation  of  eight  of  the 
Apostles.  The  pointinga  are  taken  from  copies  of 
pictures  by  Raphael,  Zuccaro,  Albert  Durer,  and 
Lucas  Cranach. 
The  board  schools  at  Castlethorpe,  Northants, 

built  in  IS'.U,  have  juat  been  enlarged  from  plans 
by  Mr.  H.  H.  Dyer,  of  Xorthaupton,  and  were 
reopened  last  week.  The  builder  was  Mr.  J.  M. 

Panting,  of  Northampton. 
At  the  quarterly  meeting  of  the  Court  of  the 

Plumbers'  Company,  held  at  the  Guildhall  on 
Friday,  Mr.  Frederick  Machin  was  sworn  into  the 
clUce  of  Master,  and  Mr.  Philip  Wilkinson  and  Mr. 
Cbarlea  Hudson  into  the  olViMS  of  Warden  and 
Renter  Warden  respectively,  for  the  enauing  year. 

The  firat  stone  of  a  presbytery  to  be  built  in  con- 
nection with  the  Roman  Catholic  Church  of  Oar 

Lady  and  St.  .Tohn,  at  Blackwood,  near  Glasgow, 
was  laid  on  Sunday  week.  Mr.  Wdliam  Ferguson, 

of  Glasgow,  is  the  architect,  and  Messrs.  Leggett 
and  Xeill,  ol  Stonehouae,  with  Mr.  Stewart,  of 

LeamaJiagow,  are  contractors  for  the  work. 
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K.ULWAYs  xEAu  NVatkhhovses. — Tho  1  lake  of 

l^evonshire  cut,  en  Tuesday,  the  first  sod  of  a 
light  railway  which  is  to  be  constructed,  under 
the  provisions  of  the  Light  llailways  Act,  in 
Xorth  Staffordshire.  The  Xorth  Staffordshire 

Kailway  Company  have  projected  a  new  line  of 

fuU  gauge  running  from  Leekbrook  to  ̂ \'atc^- houses,  and  branching,  on  the  way,  to  the 
Caldon  Quarries.  The  light  railway,  which  will 
be  of  2ft.  6in.  gauge,  will  run  from  Waterhouses 
to  Hulme  End,  near  the  Hartington  Station  of 
Xew  Buxton,  in  Derbyshire,  a  distance  of  over 
nine  miles,  and  will,  it  is  hoped,  develop  a 
tourist  as  well  as  mineral  and  agricultural  trallic. 
The  country  to  be  traversed  necessitates  many 
sharp  curves  and  considerable  gradients.  The 
capital  required  is  £35,000,  of  which  £10,000 
is  given  by  tho  Treasury,  an  equal  sum  being 
advanced  on  easy  terms  by  the  County  Council, 
and  the  remaining  tl5,000  is  in  course  of  sub- 

scription by  the  public. 

CHIPS. 

At  a  cost  of  f  1,000  to  the  ratepayers,  tho  re- 
mainder of  the  outlay  being  met  by  private  sub- 

scriptions, the  city  council  of  Norwich  are  about  to 
purchase  and  demolieh  the  Suffolk  Hotel  iu  the 
Market-place,  a  comer  property  at  the  foot  of  a 
flight  of  stepp,  the  removal  of  which  will  open  up  a 
better  view  of  the  great  Perpendicular  church  of 
St.  Peter,  Mancroft,  from  the  Market. 

At  Waterloo,  Liverpool,  a  new  church-school  for 
boys  was  opened  last  week  by  the  Eirl  of  Derby. 
It  is  situated  in  Melio3e-road,  has  a  central  hall 
Doft.  by  50ft.,  aud  t^o  other  lar£;e  rooms.  Accommo- 

dation has  been  provided  for  .)00  scholars,  at  a  cost 
of  £5,000.  Mr.  James  Taylor,  of  Waterloo,  was 
the  contractor. 

The  foundation-stone  of  St.  Andrew's  Church, 
Bournemouth,  was  laid  with  Masonic  honours  An 
Tuesday  afternoon  by  the  Provincial  Grand  Master 
of  Hampshire  and  the  Isle  of  Wight,  Bro.  \V.  W.  B 
Beach,  MP. 

The  foundation-stone  of  St.  Deiniol's  Library, 
Hawarden,  the  national  memorial  to  Mr.  (Gladstone, 
was  laid  yesterday  (Thursday)  by  the  I'jke  of 
Westminster. 

The  Bishop  of  Ely  reopened,  on  Friday,  on  its 
restoration  after  a  disastrous  fire  eighteen  months 

ago,  St.  Peter's  Church,  Hepworth,  Suffolk.  The 
cost  of  the  restoration  was  considerably  over  t'J,000, 
nearly  the  whole  of  which  amount  has  f>een  already 
raised  by  the  rector  and  churchwardens. 

An  open  space  of  just  over  five  acres  at  the  Calc- 
donian-road  end  of  Market-road,  a  broad  thorough- 

fare on  the  south  side  of  the  Corporation  Market, 
and  a  few  yards  above  Pentonville  Prison,  has  been 
purchased  by  the  Islington  Vestry  for  'JlG.ooo  fron: 
the  City  Corporation,  aud  is  about  to  be  formally 
dedicated  to  the  public. 

A  new  I'nitarian  church  was  formally  opened  in 
Manor-road,  Liscard,  on  Saturday.  The  church  has 
been  erected,  at  a  cost  of  £5,000,  by  Mrs.  W.  Elam, 
in  memory  of  her  late  husband,  and  has  been  de- 

signed by  Messrs.  Ware  and  Rathbone,  Dale-street, 
Liverpool,  Mr.  .lames  Meriitt,  of  Birkenhead,  being 
the  contractor.  The  church  is  faced  with  Kuabon 
bricks  with  white  stone  dressings,  and  will  accom- 

modate 300  persons.  It  includes  a  schoolroom,  and 
at  the  rear  there  are  the  vestry,  library,  and  kitchen. 
The  buildings  are  lighted  by  electricity. 

Besides  glove-making,  Yeovil  has  now  its  brick- 
works, from  which  great  expectations  are  formed, 

the  output  at  present  being  something  like  l.'.OOO  a 
day.  The  company,  who  reckon  on  half  a  century 
elapsing  before  the  present  supply  of  brick  earth 
is  exhausted,  are  negotiating  with  a  London  firm 
of  contractors  who  will  take  50,000  a  week. 

Colonel  A.  G.  Dumford,  R.E.,  an  inspector  of 

the  Local  (Tovemment  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at' 
St.  Helens  Town  Hall  on  Friday  into  an  apphca- 
tion  by  the  corporation  for  sanction  to  borrow  a 
total  of  £13, >SCO  for  various  works  of  improvement 
in  the  town. 

Xew  baths  are  being  erected  in  Prince  of  Wales- 
road,  Kentish  Town,  for  the  vestry  of  St.  Pancras, 
Mr.  T.  W.  Aldwinckle  being  the  architect.  The 
two  swimming-laths  for  men  will  each  have  a 
water  area  of  lOOft.  by  3.)ft.,  and  those  for  women 
will  be  Toft,  by  25ft.  and  50ft.  by  20ft.  respectively, 
and  the  usual  slipper-baths  will  be  provided  for 

both  sexes.    The  estimated  outlay  is  l'57,''00. 
The  village  church  of  Frome  St.  (iuintcn  was 

reopened  laat  week  after  restoration,  both  internal 
and  external,  effected  from  plans  by  Mr.  J.  Xichol- 
Johnstou,  A  E.I. B. A.,  of  Yeovil.  The  contractors 
were  Mecsrs.  C.  and  A.  Hann,  of  Bedminster. 

OOMFBXITIONS. 

BiuMixGiTAM. — The  School  Board  considered 

on  Friday  a  report  proposing  the  adoption  of 
draft  conditions  to  be  furnished  to  architects 

desirous  of  providing  plans  for  the  school  to  be 
erected  on  the  site  in  Ilandsworth  Xew-road. 

Mr.  Milward  suggested  that  the  leading  archi- 
tects in  the  city  would  not  compete  unless  it  was 

underttood  that  the  committee,  as  assessors, 
would  have  the  advice  of  .i  professional  architect 
to  be  appointed  by  the  board,  lie  proposed,  as 
an  amendment,  that  a  professional  assessor  bo 

appointed  to  advise  the  committee.  The  Kev. 
.1.  A.  Sharpo  proposed,  and  the  Bishop  of 
Coventry  Eecondod,  that  tho  clause  dealing  with 
the  matter  should  be  referred  back  to  tho  com- 

mittee. Tho  amendment  to  refer  tho  matter  back 

was  lost,  and  Mr.  Milward's  was  agreed  to.  Tho 
resolution,  as  amended,  was  then  adopted. 

Edmoxtox. — Tho  President  of  the  lioyal 
Institute  of  British  Architects  has  acted  as 

Assessor  in  the  limited  competition  just  held  at 
Edmonton  for  public  baths  and  additions  to  the 
Council  offices  and  meeting  chamber,  a  mortuary, 

post-mortem  room,  extensive  stores,  stabling,  and 
cart-sheds,  for  tho  administration  of  tho  district. 
The  plan  covers  a  considerable  amount  of  land. 

Mr.  Emerson's  award  has  been  confirmed  by 
the  District  Council,  and  Mr.  W.  Gilbee  Scott, 
F.R.I.B.A.,  has  been  appointed  the  architect  for 
the  undertaking. 

XoRTHAMi'Tox.^In  Junc  last  the  school  board 

invited  competition  for  plans  by  architects 
practising  in  the  Borough  of  Xorthampton  for 
new  board  schools  to  be  erected  in  Barry-roa4. 
The  whole  of  the  school  is  to  be  on  the  ground 
floor,  with  sufficient  accommodation  for  420  boys, 

420  girls,  and  540  infants.  The  boys'  and  girls' 
departments  are  to  be  provided  with  a  schoolroom 

and  classrooms,  while  the  infants'  department  is 
to  have  a  central  hall  and  classrooms,  which  are 
to  be  sufficient  to  accommodate  the  whole  of  the 

scholars.  A  provision  was  made  for  designs  to 

be  sent  in  without  the  author's  name,  but  under 
a  motto.  There  were  eight  competitors,  and  nine 
plans,  as  follows,  the  adjudicator  being  Mr.  T.  ,1. 
Bailey,  F.R.I.B.A.,  architect  to  the  London 
School  Board  : — Messrs.  Law  and  Harris,  St. 

Giles' -square,  "Minerva  "  ;  Messrs.  C.  Dorman 

and  Son,  Abington- street,  "  Supernsion  "  and 
"X.S.B.";  Mr.  M.  II.  Holding,  "Practical"  ; 
Mr.  W.  HuU,  "  p:ducation  "  :  Mr.  W.  Shaw, 
"  Light  and  Air  "  ;  Sir.  H.  Xorman,  "Alpha"  ; 

Messrs.  Mosley  and  Anderson,  "Ideal":  and 
Mr.  F.  Dorman,  "  Through  Ventilation." 
The  adjudicator's  award  is  : — "  Minerva,"  1  ; 
".Supervision,"  2;  "  X.S.B.,"  3.  The  designs 

by  the  winners  show  that  the  boys'  and 
girls'  school  has  been  placed  in  a  rect- 

angular building  facing  the  B.arry-road,  the  boys' 
school  being  divided  from  thegirls'  school  by  me.ans 
of  a  hollow  wall,  and  the  infants'  school  being 
a  separate  building  facing  the  road  on  the  south 

side  of  the  site.  The  boys'  schools  and  the  girls' school  have  a  central  corridor  with  classrooms  on 

either  side,  and  a  schoolroom  at  tho  end,  thus 
allowing  direct  communication  with  any  part  of 
the  building  without  disturbing  the  occupants  of 
another  portion.  Messrs.  Law  and  llariis 
deviated  from  the  ordinary  plans,  insomuch  that 
their  schoolrooms  were  not  passage  rooms  to  the 
cLassrooms  or  playgrounds,  but  were  so  arranged 
as  to  be  easily  converted  into  classrooms  by  means 
of  the  folding  central  partitions,  with  direct 
access  to  each.  They  are  also  lighted  mainly 
from  the  two  ends,  thus  giving  left  lighting  in 
the  one  case  and  right  lighting  in  the  other. 
which  obviates  the  nuisance  caused  by  the 

objectionable  glare  direct  in  the  eyes  of  teachers 

and  acholars,  as  is  always  the  cjise  when  school- 
rooms have  their  main  windows  on  the  side 

walls.  The  infants'  school  comprises  a  spacious 
central  hall,  aroimd  which  are  grouped  the 
classrooms,  two  being  set  apart  for  babies, 
with  a  separate  enframe  so  arranged  that 
access  is  possible  without  going  into  the  centml 
hall.  The  entrances  for  the  .scholars  are  arranged 

so  as  to  be  approached  from  the  playgrounds,  thus 
minimising  to  a  large  extent  tho  quantity  of  mud 
or  snow  brought  into  tho  building  if  thoy  are 

approached  direct  from  the  street.  The  whole  uf 

the  class-rooms  are  lighted  by  large  winil'  »- 
placed  on  the  left-hand  side  of  the  scholar- 
carried  up  to  within  a  few  inches  of  the  cci. 
also  with  supplementary  swing  windows  ■  ■ 
opposite  walls  having  their  sills  high  up,  ̂^ 
are  introduced  for  the  purpose  of  cross-ventil^it.  > 

The  schoolrooms  are  lighted  from  the  left  h-anJ 

and  right  band  respectively,  with  supplementary 
windows  as  described  above.  The  external 

elevations  will  be  carried  out  in  pressed  sand- 
faced  bricks  and  Bath  stone  dressings,  and  tho 

roofs  covered  with  green  slates,  while  tho  whole 
of  tho  external  walls  will  have  glazed  brick  dados 
1ft.  high,  and  finished  in  plaster  above.  The 
estimated  total  cost,  including  desks  and  other 

necessary  fittings,  is  placed  at  £14,300.  Jlessrs. 

Dorman  and  Son's  design  "Supervision"  shows 
infants'  classrooms  grouped  round  tho  central 
hall,  lighted  from  the  top,  while  the  plans  signed 
"  .V.S.B."  provide  for  a  largo  hall  lighted  from 

one  side  with  a  west  aspect.  The  boys'  and 
girls'  schools  in  both  cases  are  planned  to  taku 
the  best  advantage  of  the  sun,  so  that  tho  rooms 
shall  bo  bright  and  cheerful. 

Pi.AViNi;.cAuii  liKsKiNs. — Tho  Court  of  the 

Worshipful  Company  of  Makers  of  Playing 
Cards  met  on  Wednesday  to  award  tho  prizes  in 
the  recent  competition  for  the  designs  of  tho 
hacks  of  playing  cards.  There  were  147  designs 
sent  in,  and  ultimately  tho  Court  awarded  tho 

"H.  D.  Phillips  "  prize  of  £10  lUs.  to  MissS.  K. 
Canton,  of  0,  Beaumont-street,  W.  The  second 

prize  of  £5  as.  was  awarded  to  Miss  May  (.'. 
Goodhall,  of  27,  Xevem-square,  Earl's  Court. 
The  third  prize  of  £3  3s.  also  fell  to  Miss  Canton, 
and  tho  fourth  prize  of  £2  28.  was  won  by  Mr.  F. 

Lambert  Siggs,  of  the  School-house,  l  iressenhall, 
EfUit  Dereham,  Xorfolk.  The  designs  by  the 

following  competitors  were  highly  commended  :  — 
Jlr.  .lames  Gardner,  32,  Compton-buildings, 

Goswell-road ;  Mr.  H.  Fuller,  Ilobden-hall- 

cottage,  Strand-on-the-Gveen,  Chiswii  k  :  Mi's 
E.  A.  LiUey,  7,  Canterbury-road,  Brixton;  Miss 
Florence  Farrington,  Pensionnat  de  Saint  JIaur, 
Monaco  ;  Mr.  W.  T.  Wiegand,  l>,  Xorroy-road, 

Putney. 

Siiur  Se.\ts. — The  award  of  prizes  in  the  Early 

Closing  Association's  Shop  Seats  Competition  is 
annoimced,  the  judges  bemg  well-known  Metro- 

politjin  drapers,  Mr.  William  '  iwen  (Westbourne- 
grove  ,  Mr.  M.  H.  Kackstraw  'Islington),  Mr. 

W.  P'.  .Jones  (Ilolloway),  Mr.  .L  Arthur  Pyno 
(Lewishami.  and  Mr.  Henry  Aiding  (Clapham 

junction).  The  board  of  management  and 
assistants  were  represented  by  Messrs.  .Sale, 
Lees,  and  Harris.  After  a  careful  inspection  of 
more  than  200  models,  the  judges  awarded  tho 

prize  of  ten  guineas  to  Messrs.  Sage  and  Co. ,  of 
Gray's  Inn-road,  for  the  best  seat  adaptable  to 
fixtures  and  occupying  least  room.  Three  prizes 
of  £5  each  were  awarded  to  Messrs.  U.  G.  Wells 

and  .Son,  Hampden  Gumey-street,  for  a  scat 

adaptable  to  drawers  and  boxes  ;  to  the  I..ani8on 

Store  Service  Co.,  C'heapside,  for  tho  "Ely" seat ;  to  Mr.  .J.  Llewellyn  Jlorean,  of  Cardiff, 
for  a  seat  combining  strength  and  economy. 

.\n  intermediate  school  for  girls  has  just  been 

opened  at  Carmarthen.     It  stands  parallel  with  tho 
Queen   Elizibeth  Grammar  School  for  boys,  and 
accommodates  120  girls,  the  chief  rooms  being  the 

hall  50ft.  by  22(t.  Cm.,  lecture-room  2iiit.  by  I'.i/t., 

and  three  class-rooms  of  about  the  same 'i'"--'-'  "• 
workshop,  laundry,  gymnasium,  and  c 
ground.    The  style  adopted  is  H^jnaiMai. 

buildings  are  of  Llanolly  stone,  with  BatL  ̂ t :u) dressings. 

For  3'.'  years  the   Crystal   I' Science,  and  Literature  hiii 

iu  providing  artistic   aud  ac;- 
ladies,  and  the  40lh   session   has  juat  - 

A   more  extensive  suite  "f  rooms  than  • 
viously  occupied  by  th<' 
the  south  wing  for  tli evening,  took  part  in  a  ,  , . 

lecture-ball.    The  guests    were    tvCiv^^   '.^j    -j-- .\nnie  Ijibbon,  the  principal. 

A  Local  Ciovemmcut  Board  in 

the  workhouse,  .Stratton,  north-" 
Fiiday,    by    Major-Gencral   A.    i 
and  1  'r.  G.  S.  Buchanan,  with  regard  t..  ■ 
tion  of  tho  Kural  District  Council  of  > 

sanction  to  borrow  £'.\.V:k1  for  works  for   .i.-  -  ̂ -  ■ 

f.q.ply  of  Bude  and  Stratton,  from  plan*  by  Mr. IJildwin  Litham,  C.E. 

Additions  and  improvements  fi 

out  during  the  Long  \»cation  to  ■ 
of  the  Temple  Courcb.  Tlio  : 
revoiced  and  supplied  with   now 

■i  ID 
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The  Glasow  Inmmi  ri;  oi-  Mkasuueks. — The 
nineteenth  annual  meeting  of  this  institute  waa 
held  on  Monday  in  the  liuilding  Trades  ICichange, 
Olaegow,  Sir.  John  Currie,  president,  in  the 
chair.  The  annual  report  of  the  council  wag 

flubmitted,  as  also  the  treasurer's  statement.  The 
former  showed  that  six  new  members  had  been 
admitted  during  the  year,  and  that  the  number  of 
members  on  the  roll  was  now  55.  The  funds  of 
tho  institute  amount  to  £363  Ss.  3d.,  an  increase 
of  £43  4s.  Id.  over  last  year.  The  grant  for 
pnV.es  in  the  building  construction  danes  of  the 
Technical  College  was  continued.  The  office- 

bearers' for  the  ensuing  year  are  : — President, 
Mr.  .lohn  Currie;  vice-president,  Mr.  John 

Muirhead  :  secretary'  and  treasurer,  ilr.  Thomas 
N.Hill,  F.S.I.,  180,  Hope-street;  auditors  of 
professional  accounts,  Messrs.  .John  11.  Himsay 
and  Colin  Voung ;  other  members  of  council, 
Messrs.  Jas.  D.  Uerbertson,  John  Baxter,  John 
H.  Allan,  Charles  Marshall,  James  Cameron, 
G.  B.  Walker,  and  A.  13.  Watson. 

The  Master  Paixteus'  Convention-.  —  The 
annual  convention  of  the  master  painters  of  Eng- 

land was  held  at  Hereford  on  Tuesday  and  was 

largely  attended.  Thia  year's  president  is  Mr. 
Vaughan,  of  Hereford,  who  delivered  a  presi- 

dential address  dealing  with  the  work  and  pro- 
gress of  the  association  and  the  position  of  de- 

corative art  in  this  country.  He  declared  that 
in  this  respect  England  was  still  behind  what  she 
ought  to  be,  and  had  yet  much  to  learn.  They 
were  suffeiing  from  the  neglect  of  early  training. 
Tho  younger  members  of  their  craft  must  receive 

a  thorough  tuition.  They  must  encourage  the 
spread  of  technical  education.  The  more  able  a 

man  was  to  execute  artistic  work,  the  more  likely 
he  was  to  have  artistic  work  to  do.  To-day  the 
public  would  have  good  work,  not  from  any 
mere  caprice,  but  simply  from  a  love  of  the 

beautiful.  Kuskin,  in  "  Tho  Two  Taths,"  truth- 
fully said  :— '•  All  art  worthy  of  the  name 

is  the  energy  neither  of  the  human  body  alone, 
nor  the  human  soul  alone,  but  of  both  united, 
one  guiding  the  other.  Good  craftsmanship  and 
work  of  the  fingers  joined  with  good  emotion  and 

work  of  the  heart."  They  must  study  Nature, 
approach  her  with  simplicity,  and  humbly  learn 
her  facts.  Kuskin  also  said: — "Life  without 
industry  is  guilt,  and  industry  without  art  is 

brutality."  Very  tiue  were  his  words.  They  as 
-an  association  should  do  their  utmost  to  improve 
and  educate  themselves  and  those  about  them,  and 
good  results  were  sure  to  follow.  The  president 
went  on  to  explain  that  in  the  North  of  England 
and  the  Midlands  the  association  was  exceptionally 
strong,  but  they  would  like  more  members  in  the 
east,  west,  and  south  of  i;agland.  Dealing  with 
labour  questions,  he  described  strikes  as  a  brutal 
way  of  settling  disputes,  and  trusted  that  boards 
of  conciliation  would  be  the  rule  in  future  and 
not  the  exception.  The  convention  extends  over 
four  days. 

The  Society  or  Aiumitects.— The  list  of 

nominations  for  oflicers  and  council  of  this  society 
for  the  ensuing  session,  just  issued  to  members, 
shows  that  thirteen  names  are  proposed  for  the 
twelve  seats  on  the  council,  Mr.  G.  A.  T.  Middle- 

ton,  A. R.I. 15. A.,  who  waa  the  secretary  during 
the  first  nine  years  of  the  history  of  the  Society, 
being  nominated  in  addition  to  the  council's 

"house  list,"  published  by  uj  in  our  issue  of  the 
22nd  ult.,p.  3GG. 

The  Public  Works  Lian  Commissioners,  in  their 
■twenty-fourth  annual  report,  mention  that  dunng 
the  last  financial  year  they  advanced  sums  amount- 

ing to  £J(),425  towarJs  the  coat  of  providing  dwell- 
ings for  the  workiog-cIaaaoB.  T  lo  loana  included 

amounta  of  £3.000  and  £1500  borrowed  by  build- 
ing clubs  in  the  county  of  Glamorgan. 

The  formal  opening  of  new  electricity  woiks  took 
place  at  Dirwtn  on  Friday.  Tho  woika  have  been 
completed  at  a  cost  of  £21,000,  £6.000  of  the 
borrowing  powers  having  been  reserved  for  probable 
extensions.  The  premises  are  erected  on  a  portion 
of  the  Corporation's  Cjbin  liiuk  estate,  and  cover an  area  of  1, 110  equire  yards. 

Mr.  W.  W.  B.  Bsach,  M.P  ,  laid,  on  Wednesday, the  fouudation-stoue  of  a  new  church  which  is 
being  o  ected  at  a  coat  of  £l,l):iO  in  the  Milmoahury 
Piik  dia'rict  of  liiuruemouth  Milmeabury  I'irk 8  one  of  the  poorest  and  moat  thickly  populated districts  of  Bjumemouth,  and  the  new  church  ia 
defi^ned  to  accommodate  000  peraonp.  The  tempo- 

rary chuich  is  to  be  col  verted  into  a  parish  church. 

CHIPS. 

An  adjudication  in  bankruptcy  has  l>een  made  in 
the  case  of  (jiorue  Chailes  John  Thew  Soull,  of 
Manningham,  Bradford,  late  of  jVberyatwith, 
•ecretary  of  the  National  Awociation  of  Mister 
Plaatertn,  lately  licensed  victualler. 

A  special  sub-comniittee  appointed  by  the 
tramways  committee  of  the  Manchester  Corpora- 

tion to  consider  and  report  upon  the  generation  and 
distribution  of  electrical  energy  for  the  working  of 
the  tramways,  report  that  they  have  carefully 
oonridered  the  report  of  Mr.  C  H.  Wordingham, 
the  electrical  engineer  to  the  corporation,  on  the 

subject  dated  the  April  0  last,  and  are  fully  con- 
vinced at  to  the  advantages  which  will  accrue  to  the 

dti/cns  generally  by  the  adoption  of  a  combined 
station  for  traction  and  lighting  purposes.  The 
tramways  committee  have  adopted  the  report,  and 
recommend  that  tenders  be  invited  for  the  overhead 
equipment  of  the  tramwavs  and  the  building  of  the nuls. 

Uj  Sunday  week  the  three-light  east  window, 
which  has  been  filled  with  stained  glass,  was  un- 

veiled in  Tremadoc  Church,  which  has  recently  been 
completely  restored.  The  subject  in  the  upper  part 
is  the  Biptism,  the  panels  on  either  side  containing 
angels,  and  the  tracery  above  is  filled  with  illus- 

trations of  angels.  In  the  lower  part  there  is  a 
representation  of  the  L«t  Supper,  which  runs 
through  the  three  panels. 

On  the  Feast  of  S3.  Michael  and  All  Augels  a 
new  chancel  screen,  which  has  t)een  erected  in  the 

parish  church  of  .St.  Luke's,  Old  Charlton,  was 
dedicated  by  the  rector.  The  screen,  which  is  a 
memorial  to  the  Ute  Sir  Vivian  Mij^jndie,  chief 
inspector  of  explosives,  is  of  carved  oak  in  the 
Jacobean  style.  The  designer  is  Mr.  liimbier 
Parry. 

M-.  W.  A.  Dacat  held  a  Local  Government  B)ard 
inquiry  in  the  Council  Chamber,  Hirrogate,  on 
Tuesday,  to  consider  the  application  for  sanction  to 
borrow  £8,000  for  various  improvements,  the  prin- 

cipal one  being  an  item  of  £4,000  for  addition  to  the 
Royal  Pump-room. 

The  illness  of  the  Mirqnis  of  Bute  has  produced  a 
singular  condition  of  things  in  the  local  building 
trade.  Many  bouses  have  been  built  on  the  strength 
of  an  agreement  of  lease,  but  in  order  to  sell  or 
raise  mortgages  on  one  of  these  buildings  the  lease 
itself  ia  necessary,  signed  by  the  Marquia.  Thia 
his  lordibip  is  unable  to  do,  and  in  the  mean  time 
Cardiff  builders  find  themselves  in  an  awkward 

predicament. 
Highly  gratifying  progress  is  being  made  with  the 

bailding  of  the  nave  of  Truro  Cithedral  from  Mr. 

Frank  Pearson's  plans.  The  columns  are  riaing 
rapidly,  and  the  walls  can  now  be  seen  above  the 
hoarding.  Drawings  and  photographs  of  the 
cathedral  are  to  be  exhibited  in  the  art  loan 
collection  of  the  Church  Congress  in  the  Imperial 
Institute,  and  an  appeal  for  funds  will  be  circulated. 

The  new  pulpit  in  the  Abbey  Church,  Sherborne, 
was  dedicated  on  Wednesday  by  the  Bishop  of 
Salitbury. 

The  city  council  of  Aberdeen  resolved  on  M  >nday, 
by  16  to  i;i,  to  proceed  with  the  scheme  for  widenin ; 
L^nion  Bridge  in  granite  on  the  same  lines  as  the 
existing  structure,  with  this  exception,  that  the 
wing  walls,  which  are  at  present  curved,  will  be 
straightened.  Parliamentary  powers  will  have  to 
be  obtained  to  carry  out  the  work,  and  the  cost  of 
the  improvement  is  estimated  at  £14,500. 

A  paste  with  which  wall-paper  cin  be  attached 
to  wood  or  masonry,  adhering  to  it  firmly  in  spite 
of  dampness,  is  prepared,  as  usuil,  of  rye  Hjur,  to 
which,  however,  are  added,  after  the  bailing. 

Si  grammes  of  good  linseed-oil  varnish,  and  Sh 
grammes  of  turpentine  to  every  500  grammes. 
The  New  t  'n  -  in  -  Mikerfield  Urban  District 

Council  sanctioned  on  Monday  a  proposal  to  borrow 
a  sum  of  117,000  for  waterworks  purposes.  A 
scheme  was  approved  for  providing  two  borehoK'. 
with  alternatives  for  the  provision  of  tanks  and 

duplicates  to  meet  contingencies  arisin*;  under  tho 
first  section  of  the  acheme,  whilst  the  third  aection 
provides  for  reservoirs,  v^;c.  The  total  cost  is  esti- 

mated to  be  £22,000. 
The  Lird  Mayor  and  Sheriffs  attended,  on 

Wednesday,  the  re-opening,  after  restoration,  of 

the  parish  church  of  C.erkenwell  (St.  James's), 
which  has  been  closed  for  general  repairs  for  about 
six  weeks.  The  large  building,  with  its  tall  tpire, 
forms  a  feature  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Clerkenwell- 
green.  Besides  the  general  repairs  and  decorations, 
there  are  a  wrought-iron  screen,  new  mosaic  pave- 

ment, some  improvements  on  the  organ,  and 
electric  lighting. 

In  St.  Saviour's  Church,  Hockley,  Birmingham, 
a  stained  g'ass  window,  erected  in  memory  of  tho 
K'lv.  Miittbew  l'.iiker,  the  first  incumbent,  was 
dedicated  on  Sunday.  It  is  a  single-figure  window, 
the  subject  l)eing  the  Ascension,  and  is  placed  in  the 
tower  at  the  west  end  of  the  church.  The  artists 

were  Messrs.  Ilardman,  of  Birmingham. 

Mr.  W.  E.  K  ley,  A  R.I  B.A.,  late  assistant 
director  of  architectural  and  engineering  woiks, 
was  presented,  on  Wednesday  in  last  week,  with  an 
address  and  a  tea  and  c<:  tfee  service  of  silver  by  his 
friends  in  the  Works  D.-partment  of  the  Admiralty 
at  home  and  abroad,  as  a  maik  of  their  regard  on 
bis  leaving  the  service  to  take  up  the  appointment 
of  superintending  architect  to  the  L  ̂ udon  County 
Council.  The  presentation  was  made  by  Lieut.- 
Colonel  E.  Raban,  K.E.,  director  of  works. 

Messrs.  W.  Pi,tt8  and  Sons,  cf  Town  Hall 

Buildings,  Newcastle-on-Tyne,  and  Guildford- 
street,  Leeds,  have  just  completed  a  tuirst  clock 

for  the  Newbum  Working  Men's  Club,  North- 
umberland, with  illuminated  dial  and  Lord  Grim- 

thorpe's  gravity  escapement. 

The  Chelsea  Hospital  for  Women  will  be  reopened 
to  patients  on  Monday  next.  The  operating  theatre 
has  been  enlarged,  and,  with  its  adjacent  rooms, 
brought  into  condition  to  fulfil  all  the  requirements 
of  modem  surgery.  The  electric  light  has  t>een  in- 

stalled, a  new  hot-water  service  and  electric  lift 
provided,  and  the  hospital  interior  thoroughly 

cleaned  and  painted.  'The  convalescent  home  at 
S:.  Leonard'e-on-Sea  is  also  being  cleaned  and 
painted,  and  will  be  reopened  next  week.  An  ex- 

penditure of  £3,000  has  been  incurred  in  meeting 
these  requirements,  of  which  amount  £1,500  has 
already  been  subscribed. 

A  banquet  was  given  on  Tuesday  to  Mr.  Alfred 
Kiat,  A.R.A.,  at  Kettering,  his  native  town,  in 
honour  of  his  election  to  an  Aeeociateahip  of  the 
Roval  Academy.  Mr.  J.  Alfred  (iotch,  F.S.A., 
F. K. I. B.A.,  occupied  the  chair,  and  among  those 

present  were  Mr.  T.  Brock,  R.A.,  M--.  Aston  Webb, 
A  K  A.,  Mr.  J.  T.  Nettleship,  and  Mr.  T.  C.  Gotch. 

In  his  reply,  Mr.  Eist  spoke  of  the  great  encourage- 
ment he  received  in  his  early  days  from  the  late 

Lord  Leighton. 

The  historic  church  of  King's  Lingley,  Herts, 
was  reopened  after  restoration  last  week.  Mr. 
Gordon  P.  G.  Hills,  A.R.I.B.A.,  of  London,  was 
engaged  as  architect,  and  from  bis  designs  the 
church  has  been  restored  by  Messre.  Christopher 

Miskin  and  Sons,  of  St.  Alban's.  The  roof,  which 
was  slated,  has  been  leaded  up  to  the  tooth  aisle, 
the  battlements  and  clerestory  windows  on  both 
sides  have  been  restored,  the  south  clerestory 

entirely  rebuilt,  the  gable  cross  at  the  east  end  of 
the  nave  restored,  the  battlements  of  the  tower  re- 

built, and  the  whole  of  tho  facing  of  the  tower  and 
the  exterior  of  the  south  aisle  repointed .  The  only 
new  feature  is  found  in  the  tie-beams  in  the  nave roof. 

The  High  Church  of  Inverness  was  reopened  on 

Friday  after  having  received  considerable  improve- 
ments, including  a  new  ceiling  and  roof,  and  the 

restoration  of  a  stained-glasa  window  as  a  memorial 
of  the  late  Lord  Gordon  of  Drumcam. 

The  Imperial  Theatre  in  the  High-street, 
Bordealey,  Birmingham,  was  opened  on  Monday 
night.  It  has  been  built  from  plans  by  Messrs. 
0«ea  and  Ward  ;  the  cost  has  been  nearly  £25,000, 

there  are  twelve  exits,  there  is  seating  accommoda- 
tion for  2,500  persons,  the  auditorium  is  69ft.  by 

65ft.,  and  the  stage  69ft.  by  40it.,  and  from  gridiron to  boards  50ft. 

A  new  Church  of  Eagland  Soldiers'  Institute  has 
been  built  at  Colchester,  upon  War  Dapartment 

laud,  upon  a  good  site  opposite  the  main  entrance 

to  Napier  Lines,  and  is  in  character  with  the  new 

infantry  barracks  there.  Mr.  C.  E.  Collins,  of  the 
K.E  C.  establishment,  designed  the  building.  The 

opening  ceremony  was  on  Monday  week. 

Oa  the  Foast  of  St.  Michael  and  All  Angels,  the 

Bishop  of  L-ncoln  dedicated  three  stained-glass 
windows  in  Heydour  Church,  near  (irautham,  to 

perpetuate  the  memory  of  the  late  Cinon  Daedes, 

vicar  of  the  parish  from  1S56  to  IS9S.  The  east 

window  contains  a  picture  of  the  Crucifixion  with 
attendant  saints.  In  the  small  window  on  the  north 

siit  of  the  sanctuary  is  represented  St.  Michael, 

the  patron  saint  of  the  church  :  whUe  the  window 
on  the  south  side  contains  liiures  of  the  Blessed 

Virgin  and  Child.  Mr.  C.  E.  K-smpe  designed  the 

windows  and  executed  the  work,  which  harmonises 

with  two  fine  windows  in  the  north  side  dating from  1380. 

On  Friday  evening,  Mr.  James  Cobban,  previous 

to  his  leaving  Keith  to  take  up  his  new  duties  as 

architect  on  the  Haddo  House  estates  of  Lord 

Atwrdeen,  was  entertained  by  the  members  of  the 

local  lodge  of  Freemasons  and  friends  at  a  cake  and 

wine  banquet  in  the  Commercial  Hotel,  and  pre- 

sented with  a  marble  timepiece  and  puree  of  sove- 

reigns Mr.  John  Mitchell,  R.W.M.,  made  the 

presentation,  and  Mr.  Cobban  suitably  acknow- ledged. 

In  the  FJkirk  Cemetery,  on  Siturday  afternoon, 

there  was  unveiled  a  monument  to  the  late  Robert 

Buchanan  (l.s:i5-7').  a  poe'  "'  »  ■"'^'■®  than  local 
reputation.  The  monument,  which  was  erected  by 

public  subscription,  is  of  silver-grey  Creeton  granite, 

i:!it.  high,  and  is  in  the  form  of  a  broken  column. 
The  circular  column  stands  on  a  double  base.; 

I 
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ILLUSTKATIONS. 

**  BRITA.N-XIA  WELCOMISG  THE  NATIONS  OF  EUROPE."  — 

ST.  UARY^S  CHURCH,  SWANSEA. — THE  PALACE  OF  .ICSTICK, 

MCN-ICH.— EXIIIRITION  BUILOIXG  AT  VIENNA.— BRONZE 

DOOR,  PRIVATE  CHAPEL,  WORCESTER. — SHORT  PERIOD 

LfXATIC  PAVILION,  LEWISHAU. —  FCRSITCRE  FROM  SOUTH 

KENSINGTON  MCSECM. —  LONDON  AND  COCNTY  HANK, 

CLACTON'-ON-SFA. 

<Bvix  Illttsttati0tts» 
'  THE     NATION'S    or    F.lROl'E 

IIRITASXIA." 

WELCOMF.n    I)V 

The  subject  of  the  principal  window  on  the  main 

staircase  of  the  Hotel  de  I'Europe,  Leicester- 
square,  is  "  The  Xationa  of  Europe  being 
Entertained  as  CJueats  by  Britannia."  The 
principal  ligure,  that  of  Britannia,  is  seated  in 
the  third  light  and  is  glancing  over  the  map  of 
Europe,  which  she  has  in  her  hands,  and  at  her 
feet  is  the  lion,  the  emblem  of  England.  The 
remainder  of  the  window  is  composed  of  figures 
representing  the  countries  of  Europe,  all  in  their 
national  costume.  In  the  first  light  are  Spain, 

X'ortugal,  Belgium,  and  France ;  in  the  second 
Germany,  Norway,  and  Sweden :  in  the  third 
Austria,  Switzerland,  and  Denmark:  and  in  the 
fourth  Turkey,  Greece,  Italy,  and  Russia.  In 
the  foreground  of  the  second  light  is  the  figure 
of  Love  welcoming  all,  and  bearing  a  tablet  con- 

taining the  text,  "  Welcome  the  coming,  speed 
the  parting  guest."  The  small  panels  over  the 
main  lights  contain  the  flags  of  the  countries 
represented,  and  are  borne  on  staves  held  by  the 
various  figure',  and  at  either  end  of  the  composi- 

tion are  the  means  of  intercommunication,  the 
steamship  and  locomotive.  On  the  floor  above  are 
the  four  courses  of  dining,  fish,  flesh,  fowl,  and 
dessert,  accompanied  by  music.  On  the  upper 
floors  the  purposes  of  bed  and  bath  rooms  are 
emblematised  by  representations  of  Sleep  and 
Night,  poppies,  the  moon  and  stars,  water  lilies, 
iris,  kc.  The  work  was  designed  and  executed 
by  T.  F.  Curtis  (Ward  and  Hughes),  67,  Frith- 
street,  Soho,  London,  and  is  a  good  example  of 
careful  and  expressive  drawing  and  composition. 
The  work  is  full  of  elaborate  and  appropriate 
detail,  while  the  decorative  function  of  the 

windows  has  been  duly  kept  in  view.  The 
painting  is  delicate  and  refined,  and  the  colour  is 

■of  an  exceedingly  harmonious  and  pleasing character. 

r.lltlSH    CniRCH    OF    .ST.    MARV.    SWANSEA. 

The  old  church,  removed  to  make  way  for  the 
present  imposing  building    illustrated   herewith 
to-day,  was  of  no  special  architectural  interest, 
and   it  had   a   nave   of    mean   and  incongruous 
character  with  columns  of  a  bastard  Doric  order. 

It   was  extremely   inconvenient   with   galleries. 
The  new  church,  designed  by  Sir  Arthur  Blom- 
tield,  A.R.A.,  has  cost  £23,000,  and  the  builderj 
were    Messrs.    Cornish   and   Gavmer,   of   North  ' 

*\  alsham.    The  now  nave  is  very  nearly  the  same  ' 
as  that  of  the  Jledi.-cval  church,  and  lift,  more  I 
than  that  of  the  church  which  was  puUed  down 
as  above  described.     It   is  considerably  greater ^ 
in  length  than  either.     All  the  seating  is  on  the 

ground  floor.  The  Herbert  Chapel  of  the  ancient 
church  is  preserved  in  the  eastern  part  of  the 
new  fabric.  The  tower  is  entirely  new,  but  it 
occupies  a  similar  position  as  the  old  one,  soiuo  of 
the  details  being  reused.  The  style  is  Early 
English,  of  plain  character,  depending  on  good 
proportions  rather  than  elaborations  of  debiil. 
The  walls  are  of  limestone  in  random  range 
work,  with  quoins  and  dressings  of  Doulting 
stone.  Messrs.  Haden,  of  Trowbridge,  executed 
the  heating.  Messrs.  Hart,  Peard,  and  Co.  did 

some  of  the  metal- work,  and  the  electric  lighting 
has  proved  a  great  success.  Care  was  taken 
to  preserve  the  churchyard  as  well  as  any 
portions  of  historic  interest  in  the  old  demolished 
building.  Our  reproductions  are  from  photo- 

graphs by  Messrs.  A.  and  G.  Taylor,  Swansea. 

NEW    I'AL.^CE    OF    .aSTICE,    MUNICH. 

(For  description    and    further  illustrations  see 
p.  434,  nnlc.) 

BOOR,    PRIVATE    Cn.VPEL,    WORCESTER. 

This  is  an  illustration  of  a  door  that  has  lately 
been  fixed  in  a  private  chapel  in  Worcestershire. 
The  groimdwork  is  Italian  walnut,  and  the  inlay 

is  holly,  ebony,  cherry,  and  mother-o' -pearl'. The  panels  and  handles  are  of  bronze.  The  work 
was  executed  by  Jlessrs.  Graham  and  Banks,  of 
4  15,  Oxford-street,  from  the  designs  and  details 
of  Mr.  R.  A.  Briggs,  F.K.I.B.A.,  architect, 
Norfolk- street,  Strand,  W.C. 

THE   SHORT    PERIOD   LUNMTIC  P.IVILION,  I.EWISHAM. 

This  building  has  been  erected  on  vacant  ground, 
formerly  a  part  of  the  workhouse  property, 
adjoining  the  infirmary.  It  therefore  stands 
between  the  two  institutions,  but  is  occupied  as 
part  of  the  infirmary,  and  is  under  the  direct 
supervision  of  the  medical  superintendent  and 
his  staff.  There  are  two  entrances,  one  for  each 

sex,  and  two  small  entrance-halls,  each  16ft-  6in. 
by  lOIt.  The  two  halls  are  divided  by  a  brick 
wall.  Out  of  the  halls  are  the  entrances  to  the 

wards  and  padded  rooms.  The  two  wards  are 
exactly  alike,  and  measure  29ft.  6in.  by  24ft.  tin. 
Each  ward  is  designed  for  eight  beds,  giving  a 
floor  space  of  89ft.  per  bed,  and  a  cubical  space 
of  1,068ft.  each  bed.  This  is  considered  to  be 
none  too  much,  as  the  wards  have  to  be  used  both 

by  day  and  night.  The  cubical  space  is  calcu- 
lated up  to  the  height  of  r2ft.,  while  the  actual 

height  of  the  wards  is  14tt.  6in.  The  main 
drains  of  the  infirmary  being  conveniently  placed, 

the  new  building  has  been  drained  into  the  same. 

The  large  wards  are  heated  by  Shorland's  stoves, 
set  in  the  centre  of  the  wards,  and  will  be  pro- 

tected in  front  by  stout  locked  iron  riiilings. 
These  stoves  are  designed  with  an  air-chamber 
into  which  fresh  air  will  be  drawn,  which,  when 

heated,  will  travel  along  flues  to  ascend  into 
the  wards  near  the  entrance  doors.  In  addition 
to  the  stoves  there  is  a  small  boiler  eet  in  a 

chamber  in  the  centre  of  the  building,  which 

supplies  heat  to  coils  placed  in  the  entrimce-halls 
and  corridors,  and  pipes  in  the  padded  rooms. 
The  walls  are  well  provided  with  windows,  placed 
in  opposite  walls  and  reaching  close  to  the  ceilings, 
thus  aifoiding  thorough  cross  ventilation.  The 
windows  are  glazed  in  small  squares,  and  the 

lower  portions  protected  by  stout  plate-glass. 
The  opening  and  closing  arrangements  are  pro- 

tected from  interference  by  patients.  Artificial 
light  at  present  is  by  gas  :  but  the  building  has 
been  wired  throughout  for  electric  light  by 

Messrs.  Rasleigh  Phipps.  There  is  a  con- 
venient number  of  air  inlets,  and  a  foul  air 

extraction  flue  in  each  ward,  as  well  as  a  number 

of  ventilating  tubes,  which  afford  a  perm.anert 
means  of  escape  for  vitiated  air.  There  is  for 
each  sex  a  padded  room,  which  is  octagonal,  as 
this  arrangement  gives  every  facility  of  inspection 
without  opening  the  doors.  The  padded  rooms 
are  supplied  with  two  small  windows,  placed  in  a 

high  position.  There  are  also  air  inlets  and 
exits.  The  padded  rooms  have  been  fitted  up 
with indiarubber  lining.  There  is  an  acute  ward, 

10ft.  9in.  by  I2ft.  3in.,  provided  for  the  treat- 
ment of  special  cases.  At  the  end  of  e.ach?  ward 

is  a  group  of  oflices,  containing  small  kitchen, 

bathroom,  lavatory,  ic.  \'ery  strong  wnn- fittings,  with  locked  and  protected  taps,  are  us.  i 
in  these  oflices,  and  the  walls  are  lined  with 

glazed  bricks.  The  sanitArj-  offices  are  sup- 
plied with  air  inlets  and  exits  besides  the 

windows.  These  oflices  are  cut  off  from 

the  wards  bv  a  well  -  ventilated  p.- 
The  walls  are  built  of  stock  bricks,  and  th- 
and  quoins  in  red  brick.     The  roofs  are  =.;-,  . 

framed  in  and  covered  with  stout  slates.  The 

walls  are  pliistered,  and  finished  in  adamant 
cement,  which  gives  a  hard  surface  for  painting. 
The  vertically -opening  casements  were  made  by 
-Messrs.  Burt  dnd  Potts,  and  the  hinges  for  the 

padJed-room  doors  by  Messrs.  Hart,  I'eard,  anl 
Co.,  from  the  architect's  designs.  The  floors  of 
thewards  and  bath-rooms  are  laidwith  pitch-pine 
wood  blocks  on  a  bed  of  cement  concrete  'Jin. 
thick.  The  floors  of  the  halls  and  olUces  are  laid 

in  plain  tin.  red  ([uarries,  on  concrete,  as  above, 

."specially-made  angle-blocks  form  the  junction 

between  walls  and  floors.  The  joiners'  work  is 
of  pitch-pine,  varnished.  All  internal  angles  in 
plaster,  wood,  or  brick  are  rounded.  The  whole 
of  the  work  is  perfectly  simple  in  design,  but  is 
strong  and  well  built.  The  architect  is  Mr.  R. 

U'illiums,  l.*o:  the  clerk  of  works  Mr.  ,1.  R. 
Williams ;  and  the  builder  Mr.  T.  I.  Barden, .Maidstone. 

'IIAIIIS    IIKIM     THE     SOUTH     KENSIXfJTDN     MUSEUM. 

Them;  Chairs  date  back  to  the  10th  and  17th 

century;  the  two  top  sketches  are  good  speci- 
mens of  French  work  of  that  period  16th 

century).  The  Armchair  is  covered  with  a  light 
foliage  design,  having  panelled  front  and  sides. 
The  back  is  also  panelled,  with  the  addition  of  a 
coat  of  arms.  It  has  a  lift-up  seat,  which  formi 
a  cupboard  or  receptacle  underneath.  The  Small 
Chair  is  carved  with  a  similar  design  to  the 
former;  both  are  of  walnut  and  otk.  The 

English  Chairs  (I7th  century;  are  far  more  bold  in 
treatment  than  the  French  specimens.  Both  have 
turned  legs  and  backs,  surmounted  with  bold 
scroll  carving.  >  >ae  is  of  oak,  the  second  of 
walnut,  birch,  and  beech.  Both  examples 

probably  come  from  Vork  or  Derbyshire. 

LONDON"   AND   COU.VTY    HANK,    CLACTON-ON-SEA. 

This  building  is  just  completed.  The  ground 

floor  consists  of  the  bank  office,  manager's  room, 
waiting  -  room,  and  strong  -  rooms,  Mo.  ;  the 

manager's  residence  is  arranged  over.  The  firet 
lloor  consists  of  dining  and  drawing-rooms, 

kitchen,  scullery,  ie. ;  seconl  floor  four  bed- 
rooms, bath-room,  \!;. :  thirl  floor  three  bsd- 

rooms,  cistern,  and  box-rooms.  There  are  good 
separate  basements  for  bank  and  residence.  The 
fireproof  flooring  is  by  Messrs.  Uoman  and 
Kodgers,  and  the  strong-room  doors  and  locks  by 
Messrs.  Hobbs,  ll:irt,  and  Co.  The  cost  is  about 

i;.'),000,  and  the  general  contract  has  been  carried 
out  by  Messrs.  Everett  and  Sons,  of  Colchester ; 
Mr.  r.  H.  Baker,  Clacton-on-Sea  (of  Baker  and 

.May,  Colchester),  is  the  architect,  and  Mr. 
Norman  Demaid  has  acted  as  clerk  of  works. 

CHIPS. 

A  new  organ  is  in  course  of  erection  in  the  pariah 
church  of  Newtown,  Mont.,  at  a  cost  of  iOKi. 
The  builders  are  Messrs.  Peter  Connacher  and  Soai, 
of  Uuddersfield. 

The  urban  district  council  of  Rosbington,  Lincoln- 
shire, have  adopted  a  scheme  of  water-supply  for 

the  di-strict,  prepared  by  Mr.  Clare,  C  E.,  and  esti- 
mated to  coat  ti.lO". 

Dr.  Wiegaud,  who  has  lately  been  excavating  fcr 

the  trerman  Government  at  Prione,  will  ehoit'y 
commence  similar  operations  at  Miletus.  It  is  ex- 

pected that  he  will  find  there  examples  of  Byzuitiie 

art. 
The  Whitby  I'cban  District  Council  received,  at 

their  last  meeting,  a  letter  from  M-jssrs.  Preece  and 
Cardew,  of  London,  reporting  on  the  installation  of 
the  electric  hgbt,  and  inclosing  revised  estimates  and 

plans.     .\(ter  a  long  discussion  it  was  r-        •    '  ■'    " the  scheme  as  formulated   by   M-ssr* 
Cardew,  involving  a  total  eipsndituro 

should  be  adopted.     It  was  further  de,:i  !■  1  •-:■ ''  - '■ 
smaller  scheme,  involving  an  expenditure  of  ~  '  ̂. should  be  only  proceeded  with  at, first. 

The  parish  church  of  Wembworthy  is  about  to  b<> 
reseated  and  renovated  from  plans  by  Mr.  K.  H. 
llarbottle,  of  Exeter. 

The  Dake  of  Connanght  will  lav    wl'.h  'r.>--r,:- ceremonial,  in  Mty  next,  the  f- the   new   school   buildings    (or  t> 

Icstitution  for  Boys,  now  in  com-      .     .       •• 
Hushey,  Ilerta. 

1    .„..-»|    committee    of    lh«    town   CJiancil   of 

.tb  has   been  appoint-?-!   t.   .:  T.t.lrrthe 

y  of  erecting  new  muni'-ipAl  hn-MiD?«. 

The  work  of  replacing  the  Wi- 
in  |h»  hrideM  of  the  Ilimbay.   r>' 

•  ooe-uftb. 
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Comsponlrtttct 
—  -♦♦-♦ — - 

A    MISSTATEMENT    CORRECTED. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Biildinu  News. 

Sir, — I  am  instructed  by  my  clienta  (the  Saxon 
Electrical  Engineering  Company,  of  CJtrvase- 
street.  Old  Kent-road;  to  state  that  their  atten- 

tion has  been  called  to  a  very  serious  libel  upon 

them,  contained  in  a  letter  signed  "  .lulius  Sax 
and  Co.,  Ltd.,"  and  published  in  your  issue  of 
Sept.  15. 

The  members  of  my  clients'  firm,  some  of  whom 
have  been  in  the  employ  of  Julius  Sax  and  Co., 
Ltd.,  for  eighteen  or  twenty  years,  all  bear  the 
highest  character  for  capability  and  competence, 

and,  in  the  majority  of  instances,  o^-ertures  were 
madu  to  them  to  join  the  staff  of  the  firm,  who 
informed  them  they  were  arranging  to  purchase 
the  business,  which  proposals  they  declined  to 
accept,  and  prior  to  the  date  of  the  resolution  for 
the  voluntary  winding-up  of  the  said  Julius  Sax 

and  Co.,  Ltd.,  all  the  members  of  my  clients' 
firm  had  either  in  writing  or  verbally  given  notice 
resigning  their  respective  positions. 

Vou  will  observe  from  the  above  facts  that  it  is 

untrue  to  state  : — 

1.  That  the  members  of  my  clients'  firm  re- 
ferred to  were  discharged  by  the  said  Julius  Sax 

and  Co.,  Ltd. 
2.  That  the  services  of  such  of  the  former  staff 

of  Julius  Sax  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  who  proved 
themselves  capable  and  competent,  had  been 
retained,  and  to  describe  my  clients  as  servants 
whose  [Services  Julius  Sax  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  had 
not  thought  it  right  in  the  interests  of  their 
<^mpany  to  retain. 

3.  That  my  clients'  circular  (a  copy  of  which  I 
send  for  your  information)  contained  misleading 
statements. 

You  will,   I   am   sure,   appreciate   the  serious 
-effect  that  a  libel  of  this  nature,  published  in  a 
paper  of  such  importance  and  wide  circuUtion  as 

your  own,  might  have  upon  my  clients'  business, 
if  allowed  to  pis3  uncontradicted. — I  am,  &c. 

Henry  F.  Kite. 

11,  Queen  \'ictoria-street,  London,  E.G. 
October  6,  1899. 

5ttttrcommunicati0tt 
QXrSSTIOXB. 

[11835.]— D«mp.-Tbe  «aj.jmini?  owner  of  a  hooM 
took  down  his  pmnu«>  whi.b  w  r.-  din.kJ  from  my 
cUent'i  pt«miM<  by  >  p«rty-w»U  <Jin.  thick.  A»  •"' 
arrangement  could  be  arrived  at  regarding  this  paftr- 
w»U  Tie  left  it  intact,  and  buUt  an  independent 
wall  abotting  to  the  party-wall,  and  formed  a  gntter 
oyer.  My  dient'a  property,  which  i«  old,  wa«  bitherto 
qait«  dry,  but  now  the  party-wall  i«  «o  damp  that 
waU-papen  will  not  atick  on  it.  HaJ  my  client  any 
le^  claim  for  damage*,  or  can  he  inaiat  on  the  da^P 
being  prevented  from  getting  in  between  the  walla!  — NoBTiimnurAV. 

lU-TSS.] -Architect'*  Duty  to  Papil.-I  am  an 
architect  and  »ur»eyor'a  pupil,  and  have  bien  articled  i> 
monthi,  and  never  once  ha"  the  princlp«l  sat  dowj  to 
teach  me  anvthtn?.  Wh.-n  1  am  sent  out  levelling  I  hold 
the  staff,  and  read  m  levils.  All  I  learn  is  obumed  by 
attending  evening  dasaes.  Ii  this  the  way  t>  teach  a 
pupil,  or  ought  I  to  sptak  to  the  principal  I  -.Vsviocs. 

[llSSr.l-Wood-Block  Floor. -WiU  someone  ex- perienced in  wood-block  Moor  laying  please  inform  me  of 
the  best  method  :  I  should  am  concrete  surface.  What 
is  best  between  concrete  and  the  wood  blocks,  if  for  a 
good  room  ?— Oli>  SirBscaiHBB. 

RBPLIBS. 

Height  of  BalldlnBB  -BuUdings  erected 
  -  W,i,  can  go  to 

[12328.1 on  roads  formed  or  laid  out  before  August 

The  newly-restored  memorial  erected  in  Smith- 
field  to  the  memory  of  the  three  martyrs — John 
Rogers,  John  Bradford,  and  John  Philpott— was 
unveiled  on  Saturday  afternoon  by  the  R^v.  M.  E. 
Farmell,  under  the  auspices  of  the  Protestant 
Alliance,  who  have  borne  the  expense.  The 
memoriaJ,  which  takes  the  form  of  a  marble  tablet, 
now  reset  and  regilded,  was  first  placed  in  position 
in  1870. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  School  Board  for 
Wellingborough  it  was  announced  that  Messrs. 
Brown  and  Fisher,  the  architects  for  Victoria 
school,  whilst  not  admitting  their  liability,  were 

prepared  to  pay  &lla  towards  the  cost  of  remedy- 
mg  certain  defects  which  had  occurred  in  that  school 
as  the  result  of  chemical  action  setting  up  in  the  stag 

used  for  making  the  concrete.  "The  offer  was 
accepted. 

Richmond  Park,  extending  to  U  acres  on  the 
south  side  of  the  Clyde  opposite  the  east  end  of 
Glasgow  Green,  was  formally  opened  on  Friday. 

The  park,  which  was  bought  from  Dixon's  Trustees 
for  LI 4,000,  is  being  laid  out  partly  as  a  cricket- 
field,  and  partly  as  a  playground  for  children.  A 
pond  for  waterfowl  and  a  boating  lake  will  also  be 
provided.  The  park  will  be  a  great  boon  to  the 
densely-populated  districts  of  Hutcheaontown,  Dal- 
mamock,  and  Bridgeton. 

The  Eitl  of  Dirtmouth,  Lord  Lieutenint  of 
Staffordshire,  will  open  the  new  lock  works  and 
additional  safe  works  built  by  Messrs.  Chubb  and 
Son  (Limited)  at  Wolverhampton  on  Thursday  in 
next  week.  Git.  Vl. 

The  urban  district  council  of  Pad8t:)w  are  about 
to  carry  out  a  scheme  of  water  supply,  from  plans 
by  Messrs.  Merryweather,  at  an  estimated  coat  of 
£2,500. 

The  Light  Railway  Commissioners  held  a  public 
inquiry  at  the  Union  Board-room,  Museuai- street, 
York,  on  Friday,  as  to  the  expediency  of  granting 
the  application  which  had  been  made  to  them  by 
the  Eicrick  Kiiral  D.striot  Council  and  the  K  ccill 
Rural  District  Council  for  an  order  to  authorise  the 
construction  of  a  light  railway  between  York  and 
Selby.  It  is  proposed  to  construct  a  single  line  of 
the  ordinary  gauge,  the  estimated  cost  being  i7i,000. 

The  Duke  of  Devonshire  visited  the  village  of 
New  Mills,  in  Djrbyshire,  on  Saturday  afternoon, 
for  the  purpose  of  opening  the  extensions  to  the 
free  library  and  the  technical  school.  K  ich  of  the 
extensions  has  cost  about  £2,000. 

any  height  not  exceeding  S)fc.  'see  section  41);  but  on 
any  roads  laid  out  after  that  date  the  buildings  mu<t  not 
exceed  in  height  the  width  of  the  street.  "P.\.H. 
should  study  the  London  BuiUUng  Act,  1S9«.-Hesbt LOVEI.BOVE. 

(12329.) -Special  Fittings.— It  is  well  to  provide  a 
pnce  for  theje  aniclej.  sUting  that  such  price  is  not 
prime  cost ;  but  if  the  architect  cjn  give  correct  parti- 

culars of  required  goods,  he  can  make  sure  of  getting 
them ;  but  he  must  be  very  sure,  so  that  the  provision  is 
really  best.— n.  L. 

flM29.1- Special  Fittings.  -  In  reply  to  "A Country  Practitioner."  permit  me  to  say  that  if  he  were 
to  insert  in  his  sp.'citlcation  the  full  title  of  the  B'.tings  he 

is  requiring,  and  also  the  numbers  in  the  manufacturer's catalogue— if  he  can— and  also  the  stipulation  that  they 
are  to  be  obtained  from  that  manufacturer,  there  would 
certainly  be  no  fear  of  his  being  unable  to  obtain  the 
articles  he  requires.  He  could  also  inform  the  minu- 
facturer  of  these  Sttings  for  what  he  has  speoitied  him, 
and  also  through  which  channel  the  order  will  reach  him. 
and  in  this  case  he  would  be  doubly  sure  of  obtaining  the 
exact  fittings  he  wishes  for— .V.  A.  JI.,  Blackheath. 

[I2330.]-Olasses  and  Lectures.- 1  cannot  give 
devils  in  this  column,  bu*.  refer  **  A  Student "  to  the Brown  Book  of  the  Architectural  Association,  in  which 
he  will  find  full  details  of  classes,  dates,  and  fees.— H. 
LovEGR.»VK. 

[12332]  —  County  Council  ReBulatlons.- The 
plans  must  be  in  accordance  with  the  L.C.C.  regulations, 
and  the  plans  approvei,  if  a  license  for  music  and 
dancing  is  reiiuired.  In  any  event,  the  plans  must  be 
approved  as  for  a  public  building  by  the  district  surveyor, 
and  a  set  of  tracings  deposited  with  him.— Hkssv  Love- 
OBOVE. 

[12333  ] -Raising  Buildings. -If  the  addition  of 
a  story  interferes  with  the  lights  of  adjoining  owners, 
"Friendly  Xeii^hbour"  should  show  his  plans,  and  have 
an  agreement  drawn  up  giving  formal  consent,  as, 
whether  the  injury  is  reil  or  imaginary,  an  e.xpensive 
lawsuit  may  result,— H.  L  .ve'.bove. 

[12331,]  -Bight  of  Support :  Compensation.— This  is  rather  dilficult  to  answer  properly  without  seeing 
the  buildiogs;  but,  g-'aerally,  I  may  state  that  the  claim 
should  be  made  against  the  building  owner,  and  not 
against  the  contractor.  This  is  a  proper  matter  for  arbi- 
tration.- Hesbv  Lovk<;rove. 

CHIPS. 

The  well-known  pointer  Segantini  died  on  Friday 
at  his  native  town  of  Pontresina,  in  the  Eagadine. 

The  Bishop  of  L'ucoln  will  dedicate  t  j-morrow 

(Saturday)  the  memorial  porch  which  has  been 
erected  over  the  finely-carved  Xormau  doorway  of 

the  Abbey  church  of  Ssmpringham  in  commemora- 
tion of  the  long  reign  of  her  Majesty,  who  is  chief 

pitron  of  the  bonefi  :e  and  lay  impropriator.  Tne 
Crown,  on  hehiK  ot  the  (J  leen,  subscribed  i.100 

towards  the  cost  of  the  work. 
The  formal  opening  ot  the  Rithin  County  School 

for  Girls  took  place  on  Friday.  Tne  school,  which 
was  formerly  an  old  mansion,  has  undergone  ex- 

tensive alterations  and  enlargements,  the  work 
having  beeu  carried  out  by  Mr.  W.  Wheeler, 
Danbigh,  from  plans  prepared  by  Mr.  James 
Hughes,  of  the  same  town.  The  premises  were 

originally  purchased  for  a  sum  of  over  £2,000. 
The  highest  observatory  in  Germany  is  now 

completed.  It  is  situited  on  the  Sjhnee  Kippe, 
the  highest  summit  of  the  Silesian  Mountains,  at 
an  elevation  of  ,'i,IS,>tt.  It  will  be  managed  as  a 
Prussian  State  institute. 

An  institute  in  connection  with  St.  Paul's  C  hurch, 
Prince's  Park,  L'verpool,  was  opened  on  Thursday 
in  last  week.  It  contaim  on  the  ground  B)or  a 

gymnasium  and  kitchen,  and  on  the  fi:)3rabovea 
large    hall    and    four     olasjroom',      Mr.     W.    E. 

i>a  Friday,  the  iiod  ult.,  the  Roman  Catholic 
Bishop  of  Birmingham  consecrated  the  altar  of  the 
Sicred  Heart  in  the  Priory  Caurch  at  Hawkesyard, 

neat  Rugby.  The  altar,  which  is  by  Messrs.  B^ulton 
and  WaU,  is  in  the  Spode  Chantry  of  the  church. 

A  bust  of  James  Bowman  L-ndsay,  who  is  claimed 
to  be  the  inventor  of  wireless  telegraphy,  is  to  be 

placed  in  the  Yiotoria  Art  Galleries,  Dandee.  The 
bust  is  to  be  of  white  Curara  marble,  and  Mr. 

George  Webster,  Elinburgh,  is  to  be  the  sculptor. 

The  foundation-stone  of  a  new  technical  institu- 
tion and  free  public  library,  about  to  ba  erected  in 

Old  Trafford  under  the  auspices  of  the  Stretford 
District  Council,  was  laid  on  Tnursday  in  last  week 

by  Sir  Humphrey  de  Trafford.  The  new  library 
will  occupy  a  prominent  position  at  the  comer  of 
Stretford-road  and  Northumbarland  -  road.  The 
building,  which  will  be  of  brick,  with  terracotta 
facings,  has  been  designed  by  Mr.  John  Bowden, 
architect,  Minchestsr.  It  will  provide,  in  addition 

to  library  and  reading-room,  a  hall  capable  of  hold- 
ing about  600  people,  as  well  as  provision  for 

technical  instruction  classes.  The  total  cost,  in- 
cluding furnishing,  will  be  about  £3,000.  Mr.  W. 

Thorpe,  of  Minohester,  is  the  contractor. 
Mr.  James  Arthur  Anderson,  till  recently  chief 

engineer  in  the  Public  Works  Dspirtment  of  India, 
was  accidentally  drowned  on  Sept.  2.5  at  Jalpiiguri, Northern  Bengal. 

Works  are  now  in  progress  by  which  Somerset 

House,  the  Royal  Courts  of  Justice,  and  the 

Binkraptcy  Court  Buildings  in  Carey-street, 
Lincoln's  Inn,  are  being  placed  in  direct  commiinici- 
tion  with  the  headquarters  of  the  Fire  Brigade. 
Several  fire-alarm  posts  are  being  erected  in  each  of 
the  above-named  buildings  for  the  purpose. 

Abjudications  in  bankruptcy  have  been  made  in 

the  cases  of  William  Valentine  Pagh,  late  G.-eat 

College-street,  Westminster,  S.W.,  railway  con- 
tractor, and  of  Frederick  Thomas  Rindall,  (de- 

scribed in  the  receiving  order  as  Fred  T.  Rindall), 

Portsdown-road,  Miida  Vale,  W.,  a  surveyor  in 

the  employ msut  of  the  Vestry  of  St.  Marylebone. 

The  public  works  committee  of  Djdley  Town 
Council  have  issued  a  report,  prepared  by  the 

borough  surveyor,  Mr.  J.  Gammage.  dealing  with 
the  Netherton  and  Woodside  drainage  scheme.  It 

states  that  the  sewering  of  these  districts  would  be 

connected  to  the  intercepting  sewers  provide  i  by 

the  Stour  Valley  main  drainage  board.  The  length 

of  the  sewers  proposed  to  be  constructed  is  20,9S- 

yards  at  Netherton  and  8,076  yards  at  Wooitade, 

making  a  total  length  of  lOJin.  The  cost  of  the works  be  estimates  at  £15,000. 

In  response  to  a  memorial  signed  by  300  London 

architects,  the  Budding  Act  Committee  of  the 

London  County  Council  have  unanimously  recom- 
mended the  prohibition  of  illuminated  designs  and 

the  preparation  of  by-laws  to  remedy  the  evd.  It 
now  remains  for  the  C:)unca  to  give  effect  to  these 

suggestions. A  scheme  of  light  railway  development  for  the 

South  Hams  is  on  the  tap'\s,  which  will,  if  con- 

structed, provide  a  direct  route  from  Plymouth  to 

Dirtmouth.  It  is  to  commence  at  the  present 

terminus  of  the  G.W.R.  at  Yealmpton,  and  proceed 

to  Modbury,  Aveton  Gifford,  and  Kiogsbndge,
 

13  miles.  The  second  section  would  be  from  Ki
ngs- 

bridge  through  Frogmore,  ChUlington^  btokeham
, 

TorMOSs,  Slapton,  Strete.  and  S:oke  F.eming
.  A 

branch  would  connect  Dirtmouth  with  Churs
ton 

Junction,  and  another  is  proposed  to  Totnes. 

The  decision  of  the  Admiralty  to  have  ordin
ary 

new  works  and  extensions  at  the  dockyard  po
rta 

carried  out  by  the  director  of  works  depar
tment, 

instead  of,  as  hitherto,  by  private  contra
ct  has 

necessitated  a  considerable  strengthening  of
  the 

trades  employed  under  the  superintending  en
gineer 

at  Ddvonport  Dockyard,  for  the  construction
  of  the 

new  .\dmiralty  offices  at  Mount  Wise.  Fifty 
 men 

of  various  trades  have  been  entered.  Tae 
 othi,es 

are  to  be  completed  by  January  next  whe
n  the 

Commander-in-Chief  and  his  staff  will  b
e  trans- 

ferred to  them,  in  order  that  the  official  residen
ce 

and  existing  cftijes  may  be  reconstructed.
 

Mr  John  Limbert,  of  Ashley  Down  Ho
use,  Ash- 

leiah  Hill,  Bristol,  builder,  who  died  O"  J^^f, ;>'»
''' 

bequeath;!  to  the  Suuday-school  of
  the  A  bany- 

road  Primitive  Methodist  Chapel  £2
00,  to  the 

Bristol  General  HospiUl  and  tho  Bris
tol  Children  s 

Hospital  £2o0  each,  to  the  Bristol  Ro
yal  infirmary 

Sosp  Ul  t.iOO.  and  to  the  Bristol  Asylum  or
  t ̂  

BIM  £:.00.  lI->  al'o  bequeathed  to  t
he  .lubi  ee 

Commemoration  Convalescent  Hoin
e  at  Bristol 

£2  000  in  trust  to  found  therewith  tw
o  beds  to  be 

nimed  respectively  the  John  Limbert  a
nd  ̂ itah 

Lambert  beds.  Mr.  L%mbert  left  h
is  residuary 

estate  in  trust  as  to  £12,000,  or  such  les
s  sum  as  the 

?^?d!e  might  realise,  for  the  MuUer  O
rphan  Houses 

I^Asbley  Down,  and  if  the  residue  
should  exceed 

£!•-  iiuii  then  as  to  the  surplus  in  equal  shares  for 

the"  Bristol  Kiyal  Infirmary,  the  Bristol  Gener
al 

S,'s,!itara^d  the  B  r.stol  CMldren's  Hospit
al .  but 

of 

the    whole    of    the    late  Mr. WafinkTofLverpool,  is  the  architect  of  the  build-  |  the    gross  J*>»\-;^,-  ,,„„  ̂ t  only  £152 
ing,  which  has  cost  £3,600. 

t  LiDibert  8  * 
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LEOAIi  INTELLiaENOE. 

Wnicn  I?  THE  Eeae  of  a  BriLDixo  r— At  the 

Hkywards   H-iath    Petty    Sassions,    ou    Mjndiy, 
Richard  Bronghton  Briggs,  of  Brighton,  was  sum- 

moned at  the  instance  of    the   Haywarda  Heath 
Urban  District  Gouncii  for  erecting  a  new  domestic 
building    without   providing    sufficient    air-space, 

contrary  to  the  council's  by-laws,  on  August  28. 
Mr.  31.  Prince,  solicitor,  of  Brighton,  appeared  for 
the  prosecution,  and  Mr.  S.  T.  Maynard,  solicitor, 
was  for  the  defence.     Mr.  Prince  said  the  question 
would  be  purely  as  to  facts,    firstly.    What  is  a 
domestic  building  ?  and,    secondly,    Which  is  the 
back  or  rear  of  a  building  r    He  defined  the  rear  as 

"  that  part  which  is  opposite  the  front."  Defendant 
had  erected  a  residence  and  some  stabling,  and  he 
was  instructed  that  the  stabling  was  so  built  that 
the  air-space  which  the  by-laws  provided  should  be 
giveu  was  not  given.     As  to  whether  the  stabling 
was  a  domestic  building,  he  relied  upon  the  defini- 

tion  contained  in  the  by-laws.      Was   the  stable 

at  the  rear  or  side  'i     If  it    was    at    the   rear  it 
was    a    contravention    of    by-law    M.      Lemuel 

Backsball,    the    council's    surveyor,    said    he   had 
seen  the  building  called  The  Gables,  with  stables, 
&c.,  erected  by  defendant  on  the  Lucastes  estate. 
The    entrance    to    The    Gables    faced    east,    and 
the  coach-house  door,  stable  door,  and  door  of  the 
cottage  faced   south,   whilst  the    entrance  to  the 
stableyard    was    on   the  east  side.     The  front  of 
the  residence,  in  his  opinion,  faced  south.     There 
was  no  building  whatever  on  the  north  side,  where 
Mr.   Hind   Smith's  land    abutted   on   defendant's 
property.  Defendant's  building  was  up  to  the  verge of  the  boundary,  so  that  there  was  no  air-space 
between  his  building  and  Mr.  Hmd  Smith's  land. 
If  the  building  had  been  Idit.  further  south  there 
would  hive  been  the  requisite  air-space.     There 
was  nothing  to  obstruct  the  air-space  at  what  de- 

fendant called  the  back.    The  stabling  was  practi- 
cally erected,  the  roof  timbers  being  on.  According 

to  the  by-laws  defendant  was  compelled  to  have  at least  10ft.   air-space,    but    as    a    matter    of    fact 
there  was    not    more    than    a    few    inches.    By 
Mr.  Maynard  :  Witness's  definition  of  "  front"  was 
"  the  opposite  side  to  the  back."    The  entrances 
to  the  coach-house  and  stables  faced  the  south,  and he  took  that  to  be  the  front.    It  was  not  unusual 
to  have  entrances  at  the  side.    The  two  buildings 
were  parallel.    There  was  no  by-law  which  com- 

pelled an  entrance  to  be  at  the  front.     I'nless  they could  fis  upon  the  south  side  as  the  front,  there  was 
no  infringement  of  the  by-law,  as  air-space  could 
be  provided  on  every  side  except  the  north.     The 
plans  were  disapproved  of  by  the  committee  on 
August  2S.    He    acquainted    defendant    with  the 
committee's    decision,     and    on    September  4  he 
received  a   letter   from    defendant's   surveyor  de- 

fining the  rear  of  the  premises  as  on  the  west.    By 
Mr.  Prince  :  There  would  be  no  air-space  at  the 
rear  of  the  cottage  if  the  front  was  west,  because  of 
the  stables,  and  if  the  front  was  east  the  stables 
would  have  no  air-space  because  of  the  cottage. 
The  magistrates  having   inspected  the  place,  Mr. 
Maynard  called  witnesses  for  the  defence.     George 
Burstow  said  he  was  a  surveyor,  and  assisted  his 
father,  who  was  a  surveyor  in  Brighton.     In  July this  year  witness  received  instructions  from   Mr. 
Briggs  to  prepare  plans  for  cottage  and  stabling 
proposed  to  be  erected  at  The   Gables,  and  such 
plans  were  duly  prepared  and  sent  in  to  Mr.  Back- 
shall.     Oa  the  block  plan  witness  marked  the  air- 

space at  the  side,  because  on  the  notice  the  option 
was  given  to  have  it  at  the  rear  or  side.     Witness 
considered  the  east  was  the  front,  because  that  was 
the  main  entrance.    Samuel  Danman,  architect  and 
surveyor,  of  Brighton,  said  he  had  inspected  the  siteof 
thebuildmgandtheplanssentinby  Mr.Burstow.  He 
considered  that  the  plans  complied  with  by-law  .5i 
of  the  Hayward's  Heath  CouncU.     In  his  opinion the  front   of    the    premises    was   that    part    first 
approached  from  the  road.    It  was  a  point  which 
frequently  arose,  and  he  looked  on  more  than  one 
occasion  for   a  definition    of   the  word  •■  front." 
There  was  nothing  about  it  in  the  by-laws,  and  he 
referred   to    "  Webster's    Dxtionary,"    where   he 
found  it  meant   "the  fore    part    of    anything  as applied  to  a  building,"  and  he  did  not  think  that 
there  could  be  two  questions  about  the  fact  that 
what    he    called     the    front    was    the    fore    part 
and    the    first    approached.    It  was  also  parallel 
to    what    was    called    the    front    of    the   houw. 
If  the   east    side    was    considered    the    front   of 
the  house,  he  could  not  understand  why  that  was 
not  the  front  of  the  stable.    There  was  "no  by-law 
K*'  ij  V  ̂"^^  °'  v)Aa\>.  stated  that  the  doorway should  be  in  the  front,  and  at  numbers  of  houses  in 
Haywards   Heath    the    doors   were    at    the    side. 

■J  l*"  Putick,  architect  and  surveyor,  Brighton, 
raid  he  had  been  in  business  about  fifteen  years. 
He  had  mspected  the  plans  and  by-laws,  and  he 
agreed  with  Mr.  Denman's  evidence  in  every  detail. 
James  John  Smith,  architect  and  surveyor,  London, 
said  he  had  had  something  like  thirty  years'  experi- 

ence.    He  had  seen  the  situation  of  the  premises, 
the  plans,  and  the  by-law,  and  he  considered  the 
apprcach  on  the  east   side  of  the  buUding  to  be ttie  front.    He    corroborated    the  evidence  of  the 

last  two  witnesses.  Mr.  Maynard  impressed 
upon  the  Bench  the  fact  that  there  was  no 
definition  of  "  rear "  in  the  by-laws  of  the 
council.  He  contended  that  the  "fore  part"  of 
the  premises  was  that  portion  which  they  im- 

mediately approached  as  soon  as  they  had  passed 
through  the  entrance-gates,  and  that  the  "  last  in 
order"— the  true  rear — was  on  the  west.  There 
was  no  authority  which  said  a  man  could  not  call 
what  portion  of  his  premises  he  liked  his  front.  No 
one  would  suggest  that  the  public  health  would  in 
the  slightest  degree  be  prejudiced  by  the  buildings 
remaining  in  their  present  position,  and  it  was 
necessary,  in  order  to  obtain  a  conviction,  to  arbi- 

trarily fix  upon  one  side  of  the  buildiu"  as  the 
front,  sufficient  air-space  being  provided  on  all 
the  other  sides.  The  Chairman  said  the  question 
to  be  decided  was  whether  defendant  had  infringed 
the  by-laws  or  not.  It  was  impossible  for  them  to 
get  away  from  the  fact  that  there  was  a  building, 
facing  a  long  way,  going  from  east  to  west,  with  all 
the  approaches  to  the  stables,  house,  \-e.,  on  the 
south  side,  and  they  considered  the  south  side  the 
front  of  the  building.  Therefore  the  north  side  was 
the  back  of  the  building.  They  held  that  the 
by-laws  had  been  infringed,  and  imposed  a  fine  of 
£  1  and  costs  ( £o  1 7s.  altogether) .  Notice  of  appeal 
was  given. 

CHIPS. 

In  the  case  of  Saville  Dyson  Crowther,  of  L"n- 
thwaite,  near  Huddertti-jld,  builder  and  contractor, 
the  order  of  discharge  from  bankruptcy  has  been 
suspended  for  two  years  ending  August  :i,  1901. 

Messrs.  Xay lor  Brothers,  the  contractors  for  the 
northern  section  of  the  new  Dsame  Valley  Railway, 
which  will  also  act  as  a  feeder  to  the  Hull  and 
Barnsley  R  lil  way,  have  commenced  operations  at 
several  points.  The  new  section  will  take  in  the 
Houghton  main  and  the  Grunethorpe  New  Colliery, 
and  will  join  the  Hull  and  Birusley  line  near 
Falkirk. 

M  r.  Isaac  Morley,  at  one  time  city  engineer  of 
Pittsburg,  died  on  Sept.  13,  at  the  age  of  76  years. 
Ha  was  born  iu  Pittsburg,  and  was  one  of  the 
leading  engineers  in  the  vicinity. 

Preparations  are  being  made  for  beginning  the 
construction  of  a  light  railway  through  the  Isle  of 

Sheppey.  The  starting-point  will  be  at'Qaeen- borough,  on  the  London,  Chatham,  and  Dover 
Railway,  and  the  terminal  station  at  L<)ysdown, 
with  intermediate  stations  at  Fowler's-comer  (near 
the  Half-way  Houses),  M  nster,  and  Eistchurch. 
The  new  line  will,  it  is  expected,  be  completed  in 
twelve  months. 

Extensive  alterations  are  being  made  to  the 
Chesterti  dd  Grammar  School,  from  the  designs  of 
Mr.  W.  H.  Wagstaff,  architect,  Chesteiti^ld,  and 
special  consideration  has  been  given  to  the  ventila- 

tion, which  will  be  carried  oat  on  the  Boyle  system. 

The  Bridlington  L'csnsing  B3nch  on  Saturday 
granted  a  license  for  a  hotel  to  be  called  the  Grand, 
and  to  be  erected  on  the  Baaconsfield  Eitate,  over- 

looking the  sea.  The  proposals  include  the  erection 
of  a  theatre  to  accommodate  2,000  persons,  and  an 
arcade  of  shops,  the  total  estimated  cost  being 
£100,000.  The  architects  are  Messrs.  Mingnall  and 
Littlewoods,  of  Manchester. 

The  Metropole  Theatre  at  Davonport  was  re- 
opened on  Monday,  after  rebuilding  and  the  instal- 

ment of  the  electric  light.  Mr.  Simuel  Roberts 
was  the  contractor,  and  the  decorations  are  by  the 
Fibrous  Dscoration  Company,  London. 

The  report  of  the  arbitration  in  respect  of  pro- 
perty required  for  the  improvement  of  Bragg's- 

lane,  St.  Philip's,  has  been  forwarded  to  the  city 
council  of  Bristol,  the  amount  of  the  award  being 
£1,9.50.  The  sum  offered  by  the  city  was  £1,7)0, 
and  the  claim  was  £4,000. 

A  new  Roman  Catholic  church  at  Howth  was 
recently  opened.  It  is  Romanesque  in  style,  and 
buUt  of  Aughrim  granite.  Eventually  a  tower  and 
spire  rising  to  a  height  of  142ft.  will  bo  added.  The 
architect  was  Mr.  W.  H.  Byrne,  of  Djblm. 

The  Doke  of  Argyll  has  conveyed  the  ruins  at 
lona,  including  those  of  the  historic  cathedral,  to  a 
public  trust  in  connection  with  the  Church  of  Scot- 

land. The  result  of  this  is  that  steps  are  at  once  to 
be  taken  to  admit  of  the  church  being  used  for 
public  worship. 

After  three  adjourned  discussions  the  city  council 
of  Norwich  have  finally  approved  the  principle  of 
the  proposal  for  providing  a  new  town-hall,  and 
have,  by  o2  votes  to  20  votes,  instituted  a  committee 
to  prepare  a  scheme  forthwith  for  the  erection  of 
new  municipal  buildings,  and  submit  it  for  the  con- 

sideration of  the  council.  An  outlay  of  from 
£05,000  to  £100,000  is  spoken  of  by  supporters  of 
the  project. 

The  rural  district  ooancil  of  Brixx-orth,  North- 
amptonshire, have  decided  to  apply  the  provisions 

of  the  llmsing  of  the  Working  Classes  Act,  1.S93, 
to  the  village  of  Spratton. 

cDuv  Office   eablc. 

Wi:  are  surprised  to  hear  that  the  ICxeter  City 
Council,  upon  whose  body  we,  are  sorry  to  learn, 
there  are  several  local  architects,  last  week  decided 
to  pliice  the  work  of  restoration  of  the  front  fat.ade 
of  their  famous  old  '  iiiildhull  in  the  hands  of 
Mr.  Donald  Caiaeron,  thoir  city  engineer.  Mr. 
Cameron,  as  the  inventor  of  the  septic  system  of 

drainage,  is  undoubtedly  a  man  of  the' highest ability  in  his  own  profession,  and  has  probably 
and  deservedly  a  great  future  reputation  before 
him  :  but  that  he  is  the  proper  person  to  intrust 
with  the  preservation  of  ancient  buildings  ia 

hardly  so  apparent.  Exeter's  Guildhall  was  re- built on  the  site  of  a  preceding  one  ia  a  d.  I  KiC, 
tho  present  front  it  is  now  proposed  to  restore 
having  been  erected  in  a.d.  1593.  The  step  taken 
by  tho  Exeter  Council  is,  wo  venture  to  think, 
without  many  precedents. 

Thk  Trustees  of  the  National  I'ortrait  Gallery 
have  received,  under  the  will  of  the  late  Lady 
Shelloy,  a  bequest  of  the  four  following  portraits: 
Percy  Bysshe  Shelley,  the  poet,  painted  at  R3me 
in  1819  by  Miss  Amelia  Curran:  Mary  WoUstone- 
craft  Shelley,  wife  of  tho  poet,  painted  in  1811 
by  R.  Rothwell :  William  (Godwin,  painted  by 
James  Northcote,  R.A.  ;  Mary  Wollstonecraft 
Godwin,  painted  about  1797  by  John  Gpie,  R  K. 
The  Trustees  have  also  received  by  bequest,  uider 

the  will  of  the  late  C.  Drury  E  l-'ortnum,  F.S.A. , 
a  portrait  of  Francis  Ha  ward,  .A.E.,  atipple 
engraver  and  Associate  of  the  Royal  Academy, 
painted  by  Ozias  Humphry,  R.A. 

Elf.vbx  now  pictures  have  lately  been  added  to 

the  small  collection  of  oil  paintings  at  the  Whit- 
worth  Institute  at  Manchester.  They  have  been 

''  presented  in  memory  of  the  late  Sir  Joseph 
Whitworth,"  and  are  hung  in  the  central 
gallery,  whence  the  water-colour  drawings  of 
scenes  near  Manchester  have  been  removed  to 

make  room  for  them.  The  new  pictures  com- 
prise "  On  the  Thames,"  by  Sir  .V.  W.  Cillcott ; 

'A  Fishing  I'inck  hauling  off  shore,  Katwyke, 

Holland,"  by  E.  W.  Cooke:  "Near  RsdbiU, 
Surrey,"  by  William  Linnell ;  "  Ennerdale 
Water,"  by  J.  B.  Pyne :  "  Caversham,"  by 
Vicat  Cole  ;  "  Slacaulay  in  his  Study,"  by  E. 
.\1.  Ward:  "Fair  Strathspey"  and  "  Val 
d'.Aosta,"  by  J.  M'Whirter,  R  .V.  ;  "A  High- 

land Spate,"  by  Peter  Graham,  R.A.  :  "  Barges 
on  the  Thames,"  a  twilight  effect,  by  Keeley 
Halswelle  :  and  "  Evensong,"  a  moonlit  view  of 
a  heath  near  the  sea,  with  peasants  trudging  to 
church,  by  George  H.  Boughton,  A.R..A. 

Thk  new  fire  brigade  station  in  Bond-street, 
Ipswich,  built  from  plans  by  Mr.  Edward 
Buckham,  borough  surveyor,  has  been  ready  for 
occupation  some  six  weeks  or  more  :  but,  to  the 

general  surprise,  no  public  notification  of  taking 
possession  has  been  made  known.  As  a  matter  of 
fact,  a  deadlock  arose  owing  to  a  dispute  between 

the  builder,  Mr.  T.  I'arkington,  and  the  watch 
committee  of  the  corporation  over  the  water 

fittings,  with  the  result  that  Mr.  I'arkington 
refused  to  give  up  the  keys.  Oa  Siturday  morn- 

ing, at  seven  o'clock,  Superintendent  Wheeler 
was  instructed  by  the  town  clerk,  on  behalf  of 
the  watch  committee,  to  make  an  entry  to  the 
new  premises.  This  was  accomplished  in  the 
presence  of  the  town  clerk  and  the  clerk  of 
the  works.  Superintendent  Wheeler  had  to  climb 
the  gates,  unfasten  the  bolts,  take  off  the  lock, 
and  substitute  a  new  one.  Then  a  manual  engine 

was  placed  on  duty  in  the  spacious  engine-room, 

and  the  superintendent  hoisted  up  the  T'nion Jack  on  the  hose  -  tower,  proclaiming  to  the 
world  that  the  buUding  had  been  taken  possession 
of.  .\I1  the  necessary  fittings  for  the  li re  acioutrc- 
ments  have  still  to  be  fixed,  but  only  a  few  more 

days'  work  will  be  necessary  for  everything  to  be 

completed. 
Dr.  E.  Svmes  Thompson-,  Gresham  Professor 

of  Medicine,  delivered,  on  Tuesday  night,  at 
(iresham  College,  the  firit  of  a  course  of  four 

lectures  on  "Earth.  -•Vir,  Water,  and  Insects  in 
IJolation  to  Disease."  He  treated  of  earth  and 
.ll.-^ease,  premising,  however,  that  the  heads  into 
which,  for  convenience  sake,  he  h.ad  divided  his 
course  of  lectures  were  purely  arbitrary,  as  earth, 
air,  and  water  were  so  inseparably  connected  that 
it  was  difficult  to  assign  limits  to  them  in  relation 
to  disease.  The  power  of  various  earths  in  storing 
and  distributing  disease  was  explained,  and  the 
capacity  of  different  earths  to  afford  a  home  for 
living  organiams  was  illustrated  by  three  instances 
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— Yirgin  sand,  peat,  and  earth  from  a  sewage  farm. 
The  number  of  minute  organisms  in  virgin  sand 

per  gramme  was  8,000,  in  the  peat  the  number 
was  500,000,  while  in  the  soil  from  a  sewage 
farm  the  number  of  microbes  was  100  millions. 

These  organisms  might  be  potent  for  good  or  for 

evil.  Their  importame  for  good  was  proved  by 
the  fact  that  pure  distilled  water,  free  from 

organic  remains, Jwas  not  found  so  potable  as  the 
water  which  contained  organic  remains.  On  the 

other  hand,  Lord  Lister's  invaluable  discoveries 
had  shown  how  potent  for  evil  these  minute  bodies 
could  be.  It  was  therefore  a  matter  of  the  highest 

importance  to  understand  the  nature  of  these 

organisms,  so  that  disease  might  be  prevented  and 
the  health  of  the  community  preserved.  The 

lecturer  proceeded  to  explain  the  value  of  mould 

as  a  purifier,  and  showed  that  whereas  quicklime, 

which  many  people  supposed  to  be  a  destroyer  of 
putrefactive  matters,  had  in  reality  the  opposite 

effect  upon  them,  mould  was  a  most  valuable 

agent  in  rendering  such  matters  innocuous.  Other 

points  touched  upon  were  the  character  of  the 
tetanus  microbe,  and  the  relation  of  enteric  fever 

and  dysentery  to  the  soil. 

TiiRoi  (ill  the  kindness  of  Mr.  James  Melrose, 

J. P.,  of  York,  Jlr.  H.  Platnauer  has  been 
enabled  to  make  a  valuable  addition  to  tha  col- 

lection of  ancient  pottery  in  the  York  Museum, 

which  is  probably  the  most  valuable  in  England. 

Mr.  Platnauer  was  present  when  the  men  engaged 

in  sinking  the  foundations  of  some  new  buildings 

in  Davygate,  in  that  city,  discovered  a  tall  jug 

of  green  glaze  ware,  with  leaf-pattern  handle, 
the  date  being  probably  about  the  14  th  century. 
There  are  several  specimens  of  this  ware  in  the 

country,  but  what  malses  the  recent  find  in  York 
so  valuable  is  that  the  jug  is  in  perfect  condition. 

It  had  been  apparently  accidentally  dropped 
down  a  well,  for  when  the  men  brought  it  up  it 

was  incased  in  mud,  to  which  some  pieces  of  old 

wood  were  adhering.  Amongst  the  other  dis- 
coveries during  the  excavations  on  the  same  situ 

are  fragments  of  Roman  pottery,  Samian  ware, 

Homan  metal,  pins,  &c. 

It  is  not  often,  says  the  Irish  Biiihhr,  a 

company  is  able  to  create  a  site  on  which  the 

works  can  be  carried  on.  This  event  has  just 

occurred  at  Wexford.  The  \Vexford  Engineering 

Co.  wished  to  set  up  business  close  to  the  town 
of  Wexford  ;  but  a  site  was  not  available  within 

a  mile  in  any  direction.  It  was  therefore  resolved 

to  reclaim  one  from  the  sea.  The  Admiralty  gave 
facilities  to  operate  on  the  foreshore,  and  the 
C!ommissioners  of  Works  in  Ireland  allowed  the 

company  to  hire  a  powerful  steam-dredger. 
About  three  months  ago  operations  were^  com- 

menced. Sand  was  dredged  from  the  harbour  to 

the  extent  of  1,600  tons  daily.  When  laden  the 

dredger  steamed  to  the  new  site,  where  a  large 

pipe  connected  with  a  centrifugal  pump  on  shore 

was  lowered  into  her  hopper.  The  pump  on  the 
foreshore  was  then  started,  and  the  full  load  of 

sand  with  its  accompanying  water  was  discharged 

in  less  than  forty  minutes,  and  conveyed  from 

the  pump  in  shoots  to  any  portion  of  the  site 

re(iuired.  The  water  running  back  to  the  harbour 

left  the  deposit  of  sand,  which  now  forms  a  floor 

as  firm  as  concrete,  and  thoroughly  capable  of 

supporting  the  buildings  that  will  shortly  be 
erected  upon  it.  The  site  has  an  area  of  about 

eight  acres,  and  will  give  many  facilities  for 

obtaining  coal  and  materials  and  for  the  exporta- 
tion of  products. 

CoxsKXT  has  now  been  obtained  for  the  pur- 
chase of  the  manor  house  and  grounds  at  Ealing 

for  a  public  park.  The  Middlesex  County  C'ouncU 
have  agreed  to  contribute  £10,000  towards  the 

purchase  money  of  £40,000,  and  the  Ealing  Urban 

District  Council,  who  will  give  liberally  them- 
selves, are  appealing  to  other  bodies  for  Jissistance 

in  their  scheme.  The  manor  house,  which  is  one 

of  the  best  specimens  of  Inigo  Jones's  work,  has 
for  many  years  been  in  the  possession  of  the 

Walpole  family,  and  has  lately  been  occupied  by 

Mbs  Perceval,  the  last  surviving  daughter  of  the 

Prime  Jlinister  who  was  assassinated  in  the  lobby 

of  the  House  of  Commons  in  1S12.  The  finely- 
wooded  groimds  are  about  thirty  acres  in  extent. 

It  is  proposed  to  use  the  manor  house  as  a  public 

library,  museum,  picture  gallery,  and,  possibly, 
also  technical  institute. 

"Trr  Bits"  is  no  doubt  an  authority  on 
things  in  general,  but  when  it  gets  among 

matters  architectural,  it  is  apt  to  stumble. 

A  week  or  two  ago  it  replied  to  a  query  as  to 

which  church  in  England  has,  on  its  nteeple,  the 
most   curious   weathercock.     The  answer  was — 

I'  St.  Jude's,  South  Exeter,  which  church  has  on 

its  steeple  a  jockey  on  a  racehorse."  \i  a  matter 
of  fact  there  ia  no  church  in  or  near  Exeter  dedi- 

cated to  St.  Jude,  nor  ia  there  any  such  place  as 

"  South"  Exeter.  Further,  none  of  the  Exeter 

churches,  save  a  couple  of  new  ones  on  the  out- 
skirts, possess  spires  at  all,  and  the  suburban  ones 

in  question  have  no  weathercocks.  Unce  again, 

the  representation  of  a  jockey  astride  a  horse 

surmounting  a  steeple  would  not  be  a  weather- cixk  at  all — it  would  be  a  vane  ! 

The  opinion  of  the  city  building  inspector  of 

Montreal  regarding  the  volume  of  building  enter- 
prise in  that  city  the  present  season  ia  that  the 

expenditure  ia  larger  this  year  than  last.  .\  less 
number  of  buildings  is  being  constructed,  Jbut 

they  are  of  a  more  costly  and  important  character. 
The  value  of  the  new  structures  is  estimated  at 

about  3,"00,000doU.  (£CO0,O0o;.  The  inspector 

declares  that  too  many  dwellings  are  being  built, 

and  that  they  are  of  too  expensive  a  character. 

Sufficient  provision  is  not  made  in  the  way  of  pro- 
viding detached  houses  suitable  for  persona  of 

moderate  means,  hence  this  class  of  persons  is 

obliged  to  resort  to  boarding-houses,  Hats,  and tenements. 

In  order  to  ascertain  the  permanence  of  colour 

of  building  stones,  Professor  W.  B.  Clark,  Chief 

of  the  Geological  Survey  of  JIaryland,  has  tested 

rectangular  specimens  from  lin.  to  Uin.  in  dia- 

meter, by  first  dr)-ing  out  all  the  contained 
moisture  by  means  of  a  water  bath  at  a  tempera- 

ture of  212-  Ftthr.  After  being  allowed  to  cool, 
the  specimens  were  weighed.  They  were  then 

placed  upon  a  set  of  glass  shelves  standing  in  a 
porcelain  pan  containing  strong  hydrochloric 
acid.  An  open  bottle  containing  nitric  acid  and 

one  containing  hydrochloric  acid  and  black  oxide 
of  manganese  were  placed  close  by,  and  the  whole 

covered  by  a  bell  glass,  forming  an  air-tight 
chamber.  After  a  period  of  seven  weeks  the 
stones  were  removed  and  washed,  and  the  change 

in  colour,  if  any,  was  noted. 

The  Police  Department  of  the  corporation  of 

Glasgow  held  a  spcial  meeting  on  Tuesday  for 

the  purpose  of  considering  the  building  regu- 
lations, which  a  special  committee  has  recently 

formulated.  Lord  Provost  Kichmond  presided. 

In  connection  with  the  proposal  to  draw  up  a 

register  and  map  of  the  streets  of  the  city,  Mr. 
Primrose,  convenor  of  the  committee,  explained 

that  in  the  present  register  errors  had  been  shown 
to  exist,  and  there  was  no  means  by  which  they 
could  be  corrected.  It  contained  the  names  of 

streets  which  had  been  obliterated  years  ago. 

The  corporation  Siit  for  two  hours,  during  which 

they  considered  in  detail  the  provisions  dealing 
with  streets,  including  about  30  clauses  out  of  the 

133  of  which  the  proposed  Parliamentary  Bill 
consists.  The  measure  is  framed  on  the  lines  of 

the  Acts  of  1S06  and  lbS2  with  such  changes  as 

experience  has  led  the  corporation  to  think 
desirable. 

MEETINQS  FOB  THE  ENSTJING  WEEK. 

TuF.SD.vT.— Architectural  A.tsociation.    School  of  Design. 
Addresses   by   0.  II.    Tellowes    Prynne. 
W.  II.  8eth-Smith,  and  Hiilsey  Uicardo. 
5*>,     Great      Marlborough  -  street,     W. 
7  30  p.m. 

FaiDAT.— Glasgow     Technical      College     ArchitectuTal 
Craftiunen'e  Society.    Opening  Meeting. 
Address  on  "  Mild  Steel,"  by  Professor 
8«xton,  F.C  S.    Spm. 
Architectural  Association.     Discussion 

Section.     Debate  on  '•  The   Registration 
of  Architects."  to  be  opened  by  U.  A.  T. 
Middleton  and  A.  R.  Jemmett.  5t>,  Great 

Marlborottgh-street.    7  p.m. 

THE  ARCniTECTUR.\L  ASSOCLVTION, 
Tht  (lllKSES  Of  LECTIUKS  >iad  II.VSSKS  CUMUKSCE 

on  MO.'«0A^,  0.lol>.r  9t(i,  »t  8.31'  p.m.  \  I'lmf.litct,  ,:i\iiii:  fuli 
JDrormation.  m.y  he  otitainrd  of  Uic  SECKET.\KY,  nC  M,  Gtcnl 

M»ltKirouiib.itT.«t,  W. '  li    B.  CABVII.L    1    u         „ 

K    S    B.VLHil  K  (    "'"'■  »"•• 

LATEST    PRICES. 

Ferton. 
£6  10    0 5  10    0 

6  10    C 
9    7    6 

IKON,    fto. 

Ferton. BoUed-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £8    0    0    to 
RoUed-Steel  Joist«,  BiKliah         SCO,, 
Wrought-Iron  Gird«FUte«        6  IS    0    „ 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staffs        8    7    6    n 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  flat.  Bound,  or 
Square        17    0    6    i, 

Do.,  Welsh         6  16    0    „ 

Boiler  Plates,  Iron- 
South  Staffs        7  17    6    „ 
BestSnedshill      10    0    0    „ 

Angles  IDs.,  Tees  208.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  Ac,  £6  15s. 
Builden'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  IDs.  Od.  per  ton. 
Oalvanised  Carmgat«a  Sheet  Iron- 

No.  18  to  20.  No.22to2< 

17    6 6  17 

8    6 
10  10 

eft.   to 

sa' 

Best
 

aft.     long, 

itto. 
inclnaiTe    Per  ton. 

   £12  12    6 
      13    2     6 

Ferton. 
to 

Per  ton. 

£12  17  6 13  7  6 

Per  ton. 

£9  15    0 9  15 

9    6 
9  5 

13    0 

6  0 

11  0 
10  15 

Cast-iron  Colmnna     £8  15    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        H  IS    0 
Boiled-Iron  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0 
BoUed-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    5    0 

,,         „  ,,         Galvanised    12    0    0 
Cast-Iron  Sash  Weights         6  15    0 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  3in.  to  6in      10    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        9  15    0 

Wire  Nails  {Points  de  Paris)— 0  to  7  8  9  10  11  U  18  14  16  B.W.O. 
10-  10/6  11'- 119  12.6  18.6  U6  16.'3  18  3  per  cwt. 

Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes — 
Sin.  diameter        £6  17    6    to   £7    6    0 
4in.  toSin        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
Tin.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
[Coated  with  composition,  23.  6d.  per  ton  extra ;  turned 

and  bored  joints,  Ss.  per  ton  extra.] 

Fig  Iron —  Fer  ton. 
Cold  Blast,  Lilleshall       106e.  to  llOa. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto         67s.  6d.  ti  62s.  6d. 

Wrought>Iron  Tubes  and  Fittings— Discount  off  Standard 

Lists  f.o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    60p.c. 
Water-Tubes      55 
Steam-Tubes      ■    50 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    45 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    40 
Galvanised  Steam-Tubes    3j 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  cask*. 
Fer  ton.  Fer  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10    0  to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  VielUe  Montagne      3110    0    „     32  15    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    16  15    0    n     17  15    0 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs       16    0    0    „     17    0    0 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags        19  12    6    „     20  12    6 
CupperSheets.  sheathing  and  rods    92    0    0    „     92  10    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    79    0    0    „     83    0    0 
Tin,  Straits     144  15    0    „   150  15    0 
Do,  English  Ingots     153    0    0    „   154    0    0 
Spelter,  Silesian      22    2    0    „     22    7    6 

TIMBEB. 
Teak,  Bnrmah   per  load  £11  10 11 

Bangkok 
Quebec  Fme,  yellow       „ 

„    Oak   „    Birch      , 
„    Elm    
„    Aah        ft 

Dantaic  and  Memel  Oak     „ 
Fir        » 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log   
Lath,  Dantsic,  p.f        i, 

St.  Petersburg       „    ...      4 
Gieenheart        »    ...      7 
Box        7 

Sequoia,  U.8.A   per  cube  foot     0 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot lin.  thick         0 

6 
5  0 
4  2 

2  12 
4  12 
3  16 

3  0 
2  6 
5  2 4  10 

0 
0 

0  , 
6  , 

6  , 

6  , 
0  , 

0  , 

0  , 

6  , 

0  , 

0  , 
0  , 

0  , 
9  , 

5j', 

4», 

a5 , 

to  £16  10 

»  15  5 

„  CIS 
n   6  16 

4  10 

5  5 

4  15 

4  0 
3  5 

6  10 

6  10 
6  10 

8  0 

16 

0 

0  10 

0  8 
3 

0  7i 

0  6 

0  4 

0 

0  4| 

0  3} 

1  9 

0  71 

4  li 

Paisley's  new  technical  college  was  opened  on 
>  Monday  without  any  ceremonial  function,  and  the 

secretary  reported  that  the  enrolments,  which  had 
been  proceedinK  during  the  week,  showed  fully  ,>00 
over  the  classes,  or  twtween  :100  and  100  individual 

students. 
There  was  an  encouraging  increase  in  the  amoant 

of  buaineu  transacted  at  the  London  Auction  Mirt 

daring  last  week -a  fact  which  announces  the 
approach  of  the  opening  of  the  autumn  season.  The 
lots  offered  ware,  however,  of  no  special  interest, 

being  almost  entirely  composed  of  brick-and-moitar 
investments  of  the  ordinary  kind .  The  total  of  the 

week's  aalea  was  i.<'>,7ol,  as  afrainst  £<S1,970  for  the 

corresponding  week  last  year. 

„  Honduras  ...     „    ...      0 
„  Mexican   ,    ...      0 
„  African         ,,    ...      0 

Cedar,  Cuba        0 
„   Honduras          0 

Satinwood       ..    •••      0 

Walnut,  Italian   ,    ...      0 
American          „    ...      0 

DeaU,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  lim. 
by  llin. :—  , , ,  ,  - 

Quebec,  Fine,  Ist      »iO  la 
2nd      1''  15 

,;  3rd         9  15 
Canada  Spruce,  1st        9    0 

„  2nd  and  3rd         7  10 
New  Brunswick        1  10 
Riga         ,8    5 
St.  Petersburg      10    0 
Swedish       IJ    0 
Finl-md        9  1? 
White  Sea      "  " 
Battens,  all  sorts          5    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin.  :— Ist  prepared     £0  11 
2nd  ditto          0    ' 
Other  qualities           0 

Staves,  per  standard  M  :— U.S.  ditto   *38 
Memel,  cr.  pipe     SJO 
Memel, brack   ■r.-.i-a    *** 

O  1  1j  s. 

Linseed   P«  '"°  *- 

Itapeaeed,  English  pale...     ..    ... 
Do.,  brown    ^....     „    ... 
Cottonseed,  teflned      
Olive,  Spanish       .i    •■• 
Seal,  pale        >>    ■•• 
Cocoanut,  Codun      ■■• 
Do.,  Ceylon        t»    ••• 
Palm,  Lagos       i>    — 
Oleine        »'     ■" 

Lubricating  tJ.S   per  gal. 
Petroleum,  refined       .,    ... 

Tar,  Stockholm   per  barrel 
Do.,  Archangel          .,     ... 

Tu^entine,  Amenoan... per  tun 

7 
6 

0 
0 
0 

12 24  10 

22  5 18  5 

32  0 IS  10 

29    5 25  0 

25  10 

18  IS 
0    6 
0  0 
1  6 

0  19 32  10 

to  £27     5 

..  19    0 

..  11     5 ..  11     0 

..  SI5 „  S    5 
„  9     5 
„  16  10 
„  17     0 „  10  10 

„  IS     5 
..  16    0 

£0  IS 

Oil ,       0    3 

£42  10 
220    0 

,    190    0 

to  £22     2 
24  15 
33  6 2D  0 
82  10 
19  0 

29  10 

25  6 

23  10 19  15 0    7 
0 
1 
1 

33 

e 
0 
0 
0 
e 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 

0  6i 

6    6 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Paignton -Pavilion  and  Stand  for  40O  Persons  (limit  £S05;     £16,  £6    G.  Bamaton.  Clerk,  T<j\vn  Hall,  Paignton          Oct.  16 
Blackpool-Revoe  Board  School  il.OCO),  Central-road    T.  I^oftus,  tlcrk  to  School  Hoard,  Town  Hall,  Blackpool   ,     17 EUand-Baths  on  South  House  Estate    No  first ;  £20,  £10    The  Clerk,  U.D.  CouncU  OlHcea,  Elland       ,,     28 
Horley-Fire-Engine  Station        £10      liobert  L.  Love,  Solicitor,  Clerk  to  Pariah  Council,  Horley,  Surrey..  Not.   1 
Nassau,  Bahamas  -  Pubhc  Market    £40,  £10,  £5     The  Civil  Engineer,  Nassau,  Bahamas,  via  New  York           „     30 Bury,  Lanes  -Infectious  Diseases  Hospital,  Bolton-road  (limit 

£12,.t00;  Assessor)       £100,  £60,  £25     The  Borough  Engineer,  Corporation  Offices,  Baak-striet,  Bury  ..  ..  Dec.    1 
Broughton  Moor-Institute  and  Twenty  Cottages      The  Flimby  Colliery  Companv,  Moryport           — 
North  Cave.  Wallingfen,  and  Broomlleet— Water  Supply    f  10  lOs    Henry  (ireen,  It, D.C.  Clerk,  ilowden  — 
Leicester— Workhouse  Infirmary  (360  patients)  and  Imbeciles' 
Home  (150  patients     £100,  £60,  £25     The  Clerk  to  Board  of  Guardians,  Leicester         — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BiriLDINQS. 

Sale-Lodge,  &c.,  at  Recreation  Ground    Vrban  District  Council    A.  G.  M'Blath.  A.M.I.C  E.,  2,  Montagu-road,  Sale       Oct.    T 
Bridlington— Additions  testable,  &c.,01iver'8-lane     J.  Burrell     Samuel  !)>  it,  Architect,  Bridlington  Uuay         7 
^\'hitchurch— Repairs  at  Vicarage  and  Glebe    The  Vicarage.  Whitchurch,  Devon      „       7 
Chopwell— Schools  .V)©)  and  Boundary  Walls     School  Board   ^    J.  Oswald,  F.l!.I.B..i.,  33,  Mosley-street,  Newcastle         7 
Workington  -  Six  Cottages  and  Dwelling-House  at  Baiepot    David  Lewis    W.  O.  Scotland  Co.,  Architects,  \ictoria  Buildings,  Workington  ..    ,,       7 
Long  Eaton— Eighteen  Houses    E.  H.  Child,  A.E.I. B.A.,  Architect,  Sandiacre        „       7 
Carditf  -  Hoath  Branch  Library     Corporation      Teather  and  Wikon.  ^Vrchitects,  Queen-street,  Cardiff       „       7 
Limerick— Labourers*  Shelter  at  Moimt  Keimelt    Harbour  Commissioners      The  Harbour  Engineer,  Limerick          7 
Horsham— Additions  to  7a.  North-street    C.  H.  Burstow,  l-.I.A.S.,  Architect,  6,  West-street,  Horsham      „       7 
Ballinasloe- Slating  and  Plastering  Work  fThree  Yeara)    District  Asylum  Committee    J.  Young.  Asylum  Clerk.  Ballinasloe,  Ireland       „       7 
Cockermouth— Repairs  to  Tiling  in  All  Saints'  Chnrch    Churchwardens    C.  H.  Harrison,  Cockermouth      „       7' 
Stainland -Three  Houses,  Dog-lane    C.  F.  L.  Horafall  and  Son,  Archta.,  Lord-st.  Chambers,  Halifax  ....    „       7 
Burnley-Extension  of  Workhou.se       .       Guardians     8.  Keighley,  Architect,  Nicholas-street,  Burnley        „       9 
Exmouth— Alterations  and  Additions  at  32.  The  Strand     Mrs.  T.  Radford    Ernest  E.  Ellis,  Architect,  Market-street,  E.xmouth         9 
Pentre— Additions  to  Cwmclydach  Board  School    Ybtradyfodwg  School  Board     Jacob  Rees,  Architect,  Hillside  Cottage,  Pentre         „       9 
Yardsley-Public  Offices,  &c.,  Stratford-road,  Sparkhill      Rural  District  Council     Arthur  Harrison,  Architect.  88,  Colmore-road,  Birmingham         ,,       9 
Crook— Minister'.-!  Residence    Primitive  Methodist  Society    F.H.  Livesey.  Architect,  N.E.  Bank  Chambers,  Bishop  Auckland         9 
Penistone-Chemical  Laboratory  and  Classrooms    Grammar  School  (.rovemors    Jno.  M.  Greaves,  Town-end,  Thurlstone          ,,       9 
Birkenhead-Eleclricity  Generating  Station,  New  Cherter-road  Corporation     Chas.  Brownridge,  A  M.I.C.E,  Boro' Eng.,  Town  Hall,  Birkenhead    „     10 
Dublin- Central  Bridewell  and  Offices,  Chancery-street    H.  Williams,  Secretary,  Office  of  Public  Works,  Dublin          „      10 
West  Kensington- Post-Office  Sa™gs  Bank    H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    J.  Tanner,  H.M.  Office  of  Works,  Storev's  Gate,  8. W       10 
Membury,  Devon-Skittle  Alley,  ITed  Lion  Inn    Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomans.  Architect,  Chard         „     10 
Harbertonford-Chapel     P.M.  Connexion  Trustees    J.  Barrons,  Weir  View,  Totnes.  Devon      „      10 
Barking -Greenhouse  at  Recreation-Groimd    Urban  District  Council    C.  J.  Dawson,  F.R  I.B.A.,  Public  Offices,  Barking       „      10 
E-xmouth— Two  Houses  and  Shops    Philip  Kerlev,  Architect,  E.xmouth       „     10 
Y'strad— Pavilion  Blocks,  Boundary  Walls,  .V-c     Ehondda  Urban  District  Council  ...  W.  1).  Morgan,  Architect.  23,  St.  Mary-street,  Cardiff       „      10 
Portslade— Engine  and  Boiler  Houses,  &c.,  at  Pumping  Station  Brighton  Town  Council    Francis  J.  Tillstone,  Town  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Brighton       „     10 
Cbard— Repairs  and  Alterations  to  Malthouse     Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomans,  Architect,  Chard         „      10 
Elland-Engine-Room,  Chimney.  &c.,  at  Cross  Mill       W.  Clement  Williams,  Architect,  29,  Southgate,  Halifax    ,     11 
London,  N.E.-Extension  of  Hackney  Public  Baths     Hackney  Vettry     Gordon,  Lowther.  and  Gunton,  Architects,  Bloomstleld-street,  E.G.    „     11 
Workington— Additions  to  Hospital  on  Merchants  CJoay     Port  Sanitary  Authority     Charles  W.  Eaglestteld,  Architect,  Falcon-street,  Workington      ,     11 
Bishop  Sutton— Infant  School   „    Maynard  Froud,  Architect,  1,  St.  Stephen's-street,  Bristol        „     11 
Tooting  Bee  Common— Asylum     Metropolitan  Asylums  Board    A.  and  C.  Harston,  .Architects,  1.5,  Leadenhall-street,  EC      „     11 
North  Broomhill -Miners'  Club    J.  McCloud.  Store-row.  Acklington         „      11 
Devonport— Parochial  Offices  at  Camel's  Head    Guardians  of  the  Poor     H.  G.  Lufl,  Ar<hitect,  HI,  Chapel-street,  Devonport       11 
Kantuik -Repairs  at  Boherboy  Dispensary  Residence    The  Clerk's  Oili.e,  Workhouse,  Kanturk      „     11 
Ashton-in-Makerfield-Additions  to  Offices,  Bryn-street    Urban  District  Council    J.  W.  Liversedge.  Surveyor,  Council  Offices,  Ashton-in-Makerfleld    „     11 
rford-Downshall  School  (l.Slo:       School  Board    0.  J.  Dawson.  F.ii.I.B.A.,  7,  Bank  Buildings,  Dford      „      12 
Roath.  Cardiff-Alterations  and  Renovations  to  Baptist  Chapel     Lewis  and  Pocoek.  Solicitors.  13,  Duke-street,  Cardiff   ,     12 
South  Normanton-Girls'  School    School  Board    R,  C.  and  E.  R.  Sutton,  Architects,  Angel-row,  Nottmgham       „      12 
Horsham— Two  House?  at  Denne-parade    William  Buck,  Architect.  Horsham     ,      12 
Wolveihampton-Workhouse,  Infirmary,  i-c.,  at  New  Cross  ...  Guardians    Arthur  MarshaU,  A.R.I.U.A.,  Kmg-street,  Nottingham        „     12 
Kyton-Two  Cottages  at  Wood.iide        Ed.  Hawkins,  Woodside  House,  Ryton   ,     12 
Kingston-upon-Thames-Pulling  Down  Buildings.  Thamea-et...  G.&C.  &T:.  Nuthall  and  Sons,  Ltd.  Carter  and. ishwortn.  Architects, SU,  Eden-8t.,Kingaton-on-Thame3    „     12 
Belfast— Store,  House,  and  Boundary  Wall,  Ormciu-avenne...  Gas  Committee   The  Gas  cittice,  Ji,  liueen-street,  Belfast   ,     12 
Skerton-St.  Joseph's  Church     The  Kev.  P.  O'Brven,  Slyne-road,  Skerton,  Lancaster         „     13 
Leicester-Cemetery  Buildings  on  Gilroea  Estate,  Groby-road...  Corporation     Goddard  and  Co  ,  Architects,  6,  Market-street,  Leicester      „     13 
Ouildford--Reshituig  Portion  of  Children's  Quarters,  &c    Guardians    Peak  and  Lunn,  Architects,  3S,  High-street,  OuUdford      „     13 
Uuddersheld— (lenerating  SUtion,  Longroyd  Bridge    Corporation      The  Borough  Engineer,  1,  Peel-street,  Huddersfleld         „     13 
Bootham -New  GymnasiumWing,&c.,  at  Friends' Boys' School     W.  H.  Thorpe.  FR.I.B  A.,  Architect,  61,  Albion-street,  Leeds       U 
w  inchcombe—PoUce  Station       Gloucester  Joint  Committee    M.  H.  Medland,  F.R.I.B  A.,  1,'>,  Clarence-street,  Glou:e3ter       U 
\eoril -Repairs  to  Cott.ages  m  the  Avenue    Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Yeomans,  Architect,  Chard         „      14 Watford— School  (1/7:!;,  Judge-street  and  Ridge-street    School  Board    W.  H.  Syme,  F.R.I.B.A..  4,  High-street,  Watford       „     14 
Bootham-Scienee  Block,  ,tc.,  at  Fiiends'  Boys'  School    W.  H.  Thorpe,  F  R  I.B.A.,  Arcbitect,  61,  Albion-street,  Leeds        „      14 
wimbledon-Ten  Workmen's  DweUings,  Dumaford-road      Urban  District  Council    C.  H.  Cooper,  M.I.C  E  ,  Engineer,  The  Broadwav,  Wimbledon      ,,      18 Bickmgton-DweUing-House  at  Water    J.  Honywill      8.  Segar,  F,I, A. S,  Architect,  Union-street,  Newton  Abbot      „     16 
Mellis  -.\dditional  Buildings  to  Schoolroom     Mellis  Parochial  School  Managers  ..  E.  Stammers,  White  Lion  Hotel,  MelUs,  Suffolk      „      18 hingswood  HiU-Lngine-House  at  Pumping  StaUon    West  Gloucestershire  Water  Co.    ...  E.  D.  Marten,  M.I.C.E  ,  The  Birches.  Codsall,  Wolverhampton       „      16 
gewry-I»enty-One  Artisans'  Dwelling-Houses    Urban  District  CouncU    Robert  H.  D.>hertv,  Clerk,  Town  HaU.  Newrv,  Ireland      „      16 
w-    w^r       .J^    ̂ Si?°?' '° ''**^'8°'^''°»^  ̂ '"X''       School  Board    C.  J.  Dawson,  F.II.I.B.A.,  Architect,  East-street,  Barking       „      16 
nrimoieaon-ien  Workmen's  Dwellings,  Dumsford-road      Uiban  District  Council   ,.  C.  H.  Cooper.  M  1 1:  E..  Engmeer,  Broadway,  Wimbledon       „     16 B.mgsteignton-Dwelling-House  at  Sandy's  Gate    WiUiam  Raymont       Samuel  Segnr,  Architect.  Union-street,  -Vewtoa  Abbot   ,      16 
Morecambe-Excavating,  Bricklaying,  and  ConcretiDg  Works..  Morecambe  Tower  Co    W.  H.  and  A.  Sudden,  Architects,  Keighley       „     16 
Bomnwiu-K.s.t.- Additions  to  Workhouse,  Parish-street      St.Olaves  Union  Guardians    Newman  and  Xewnian,  Architects,  Tooley-street,  S  E       17 ^eworth-New  Mortuary  at  Infirmary  .    Brentford  Union  Guardians       W.  H.  Ward,  Architect,  Paradise-street,  Birmingham    Burnley -Manufacturing  Premises    Gas  Committee    J.  P.  Leather.  Gasworks,  Burnley   
B    °.l  H''°~"?'P'"''^'*^dmini3tration  Block, Horaley'sChase  Sanitary  Committee    H.J.  Weaver,  C.E..  Town  HaU,  King's  Lynn        io 
«?!*■  M    c%  °"^-S    Guardians     W.  H.  Ward,  .\.rchite7t.  Paradise-street,  Birmingham       „     18 
sneffield- Showrooms.  Offices,  &c.,  Sivile-street     T.  W.  Ward    Edmund  Winder.  Jun.,  .\rchit.;ct.  Wharf-streat,  Sheffield         19 t am t>orough--PoIice  Cottages    W.  J.  Taylor,  County  Surveyor,  The  Castle.  Winchester       „      21 
w^,  1    u   i  TO     ?■  ̂̂ '^°^'  Administration  Block,  &c    Joint  Hospital  Board      W.  Whitmore,  Architect,  17,  Duke-street,  CheUnjford    ,     24 
wn.tei.au.  s.w.-ioundations,  ic,  for  New  War  Office   H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    Sir  John  Taylor,  H.M.  Offi.-e  of  Works,  Storey's  Gate,  S.W       27 
FtaVff  V  R     ?■      .^''°2l  i  ■  ,i-.    W.  Ward,  -Myton  UaU,  Uelperby      :    Nov.    1 
SS2™    r^~^°*^'^?*?^  ?."'''^8'     Admiralty     The  Coastguard  Station,  Banff,  .N'.B      „       3 
l^fu     AVf*^!""*^  Buildings    Admiralty    The  C»a.st^'u»rl  Station,  Pidstow      "       3 
w,SJ^n         .        ?*j??  ■  ■*'i'5"'0O3 1«  Alma-road  School    School  Board    G.  E.  T.  Liurence,  Architect,  ISl.  Queen  Victoria-street,  E.C      „       7 
M,^i^^°iS    n°  u  2r"™^  '°  Infirmary,  Fulham-road      St.  George's  Union  Guardians       E.  T.  Hall.  F.R  I.B.A..  Architect,  o7,  Moorgate-street,  EC      „       7 
Siurecamoe-HanKPremises    Bank  of  Liverpool,  Ltd    Cressey  i:  Keighlev.  Archts.,  Bank  Chmbrs,  Eujton-rd.,  Morecimbe      — 

13 

18 

IS 

Pnntvn.,nl    airr.rVC  -^■■V    canK  01  Liverpool,  Ltd    cressey 

BradSrt    Ho,?i"i^?^v^^!:S>'   — ■•    BevanandCo..Ltd.,  Fumi-hers.PontypoDl 
r.S"?-^t™_T!!.i^ll*i..iyi^__    -    H.  and  E.  .Marten.  Architects,  5  and  7,  Charles-etreet,  Bradford Nottingham  , 

EC. 
Loni?K«t.M>    fi^^-l  v>  'liv"     H.  and  E.  .■Marten.  Architects,  5  and  «,  cnai 
riacto^  si.    TS?7«       r^    •,-;VV;    J^^S  Eaton  *  Dist.  Steam  Laundry  Frederick  BaU.  .Uchitcc.  23,  King-atreet,  > 
kS^  jSXfl    ̂ ^l^l?""  •?  5"'?  f.?'^'  rx   ■  A.  Sykes,  <5.  Finsbury-pavemont.  London,  L  -   
D^dcSct-H^^u^  InTt!    ,S-  ̂"'tV"'''  '^^'^  ,   ;i^l-    The  Secretsrv  of  Committee,  Kirk  Michael,  Isle  of  M« 
B^mTHer2la„^?p,       w?P  £'  Grammar  School   Trustees    R.  and  W.  Duon.  Architects.  Bam^ley   rjamet.  Herts-Houses  on  Willenhall  Park  Estate         O.  d.  Martin.  .Architect.  3.  Pall  Mall  F.Mt  S.W.  ■ Oirlinrton-Twrwn,,L     T.-       ■  ir    *^?«  "»t«    ,.    O.  D.  Martin.  .Vrohitect.  3.  Pall  Mall  Eist  S.W   
VewS  Mon  -^■xn^^^i-w?'^^.""''"'!'   V,   :    ■    <>.  C.  Oymble,  Arclnt.3ct.  Parkinson's  Chambers,  Bradford    
Banavie-AdditioM  t?H,S?  "^  ■  '"''"'^-  'WiUiam  Hancock  and  Co.,  Ltd    Watkins  and  Brjivn,  Architects.  156,  Dock-street.  Newport,  Mm  .. Keighlev— House  s,nA  sS™  »t  ̂ .'v  -111;";    Cameron  and  Burnett.  .Vrchitects,  Academy  Buddings.  Inverness  .. 
Southwold-Cottol?         ̂ '  """'-«'««'     John  Judson  and  Moore.  Architects.  York  Chambers,  Keighley   
Northamoton-T^^5^nii"t!^  "■Tr~'.L;;   i'    J-  DjdJmgton,  N'ew  Inn.  Yuxford,  Suffolk   
Cartmel  -?jj?erati;?;^T; St.  James  s-end     A.  E.  Marlow      .Mosley  and  And.:r-,n.  Twentieth  Century  Chambers,  Northampton 
BuiSte -Residence  °™*'®°'""''     Settle  and  Farmer.  Architects,  Ulverston    ..  .. 
MeiSton-Addit^nsw'p.riS™;«;'   "   ■    Fred  Bath,  F.R  I.B.A..  F.S  I.,  Architect.  Salisbury     
<"<>xlodire--On.  H^m,l»J^SS>^^    EmpsaU  and  CLarkson,  Architects,  7.  Exchange,  Bradford      vxioage    une  Hundred  Cottages    Bunadon  and  Coilodge  Coil  Co.  ...  The  Coxlodge  Colliery  Office.,  Oosforth  ....7^..   
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BVlUyiVaS—continutd. 

  John  Hatton,  M.fi.I..  Architect.  Kendal   

rk-ii  ai.»     -or    vv"       T        J      <>   ;    .  John  W.  Dyson,  Architect.  67,  Qref.«ti«et.  Newcaatle    
Huni'let    Alii^Innn^f"  v^iM^'^  &  Lavatory  Aocommodatioo  WolatontooABOTUiiU.dai^in.  W.  n.  Walien  Archite^  QieaB.«reet,  Baralem   
?JSh.ir^»  ̂ ?lS^  T?'  Maltkiln  into  Warehouse   .™  T  ''•"""""  joh„  b.  Leak,  Architect.  Waterloo-road.  HuMlet    
TS!;5lf„^n~^T  ?°""*w^*t""'"''""^'''°*   Arthur  Day    W.  Hamilton.  Feamlev.  Architect,  Featherstone   
J^.  ̂A.^'V"'^,'"^'^^  ̂ "'^        ^' .    "  B.iilder."  c  o  R.  A.  Knight  and  Co.,  12,  Abchurch-Une,  B.C.  . 

n^l^vZv^XJ^,^,-  ■     ,    T>  i-  .•^•■i;   "    C«T  C«»  Co."   .';.■■.■■.■.■.■'.■.■   '.'.'.".  W.  M.  A..hmor...  Architect.  New  Queen-«treet.  Chesterfield   Hcrnsea.  Eaat  \ork«- Additions  to  Rohiton  HaU    BrodricV.  Lowther.  and  Walker,  Architecta,  77,  Liwffate,  Hull . 

^,KrrJ'l.;^±l't°^„12^jir;!*f.'   G.w.shackiiiu,^::;;:::::::::::::::::::;:  B:TFranci-.  Architect,  Ab^njavenny   :   
^tniam -Addition,  to  FW»ter,'  Arma        ...:::::;::;::;::::::  ::..V..'..!'r""""    Xif'red  Pu;iV.'0r»>rham  Suffolk Horeford-AIterationa  to  Property,  Coramcrcml-atreet   ThofcCotni    W  W  Robinson.  Architect,  Hereford   B!lle8lcy-Farmhoui.e                    ^  ̂   Hinton.  Architect.  U.  Chuich-rtreet,  Stratfoid-on-Avon . 
BiilLT^r'p  v'Tj       .l°°r,   V     ■i.n—i   L.   Chadwick'.WataiCTdiyBrii^Oo;  D.  Hardmin,  Architect,  SUver-rtreet,  Bury 
Bnghouse  -  Ecbuiltlinsr  the  Grove  Inn,  Elland-road    aunerweyDreweryw).  u  Bond-street.  Dew.bury   

Wvir  sSThW  /'^.i„  i^l'  ■•.■>••■-•    Oo-opetative  L««l  Bociety,  Ltd.   ...  The  Society'.  Offices.  U  and  16,  Colem«i-.treet.  E.C. 
v/J;rB?^,H^°A'"L'H.r^.^""'  ^    :.-•      J.  Lane  Fox..Archit_ect,  Bond-street,  Dewsbury   

T'.?,^,vw^l,iV'!-"'°*S"''  '?,°      ■;   ■.;•  •;^--i-"-"""'."""  lyieli'iiovem'eiit'ciimiiliaioii ;,   ■  W.  H7Knowles,  F.S.A  ,  .37.  Orainger-street.  Newcwtle Loughborough-  Converting  Dormitory  into  Ward   .'     ̂   ^>omuu».ou         ^^  Hampton,  F.S.I.,  Architect.  Swan-street,  Loughborough  .... 
Blackburn    Steam  Laundij  ̂   ̂ . .._   .^            gtonea  and  Stones.  Architects,  10.  Richmond-terrace,  Blackburn   

vZu   ̂      ?.^r.      °  ?"°/|''''n^1'H?""  DweUings    Viotra,  Son^  t^iuioiZ:'.'.::'::.  The  We  of  Walney  Estates  Co.,  Ltd.,  Walney    Poole-Two  Cottages,  Stable,  Coach-House,  &c           u^  ~«i  aianm  BuUer,  Carriage  Works.  Poole    
Northbourne-Eepaurs  to  Church               The  Rector  or  Churchwardens,  Northbournc,  Deal        
Btockton-Rebuilding  71,  High-street    8.  8.  EadW    T  W  T.  Richardson.  Architect.  67.  High-street.  Stockton    
Aihton-under-Lyne— Houaea  (17  to  40)      Samuel  Lomaa.  6,  Stockport-road,  A^hton-under-Lyoe   
rreatatyn-^iUa        Bnrton  i- Percival.  Archts..  150a,  8timford-s>.,  Aahton-u -Lyne  ... 
Barry-New  Ruildingsnff  Park-crescent.      yT.J.  Kogeii  Lti'    J.  P.  Jones.  Richards  and  Budgen,  Archta.  18.  St.  5I»ry-3t.,  Cardiff 
Hawtenstall-Hoiise.  Warehouse,  and  Stable  at  Holme  Bank          John  Taylor.  «  Ormcrjd-street,  Rawtenstall,  Lanes    Bexley  Heath -Six  Tenemnnt  House.       Hawkins  i  Edgecombe.  Architects,  22,  Henrietta-Bt.,Covent  Garden 
Lochmaddy-Scbool  and  Teachers' House  at  KyliaFlodd*   8outh  Uist  8ch<ioi  Biiid   .'   .'.'  A.  MacElfriah.  Oerk.  Lochmaddy   Ea«t  Ham-f  ongregational  Church    J  D  and  8.  J.  Mould,  Architects.  53.  Queen  Victoria-street,  E.C.... 
ljUey--Additiona  totbe  Roebuck  Inn        John  Judson  and  Moore.  Architects.  York  Chambers,  Keighlcy   
T    1     It   '??5°^^?°'i?*'    ,-^   vv   ,   In>nComn«nT,L«4."!!.";."'.';."   '.  The  Engineer's  Office.  Consett,  Durham    Lulworth-Restorirg  Buttresses  of  East  Lulworth  Tower      The  Rev.  R.  Usher,  East  Lulworth  Vicarage,  Wareham     
Blackbura- Steam  Laundry          Stone,  and  Stones.  Architects,  10,  Richmond-terrace,  Blackburn  ... 
^igh -Warehou.se  at  Albion  Ironworks    Haiiiaon,  M'OieifoTiandci.""."";'.  J.  C.  Preetwich.  Architect,  Leigh   Wombwell-ChimmyilO  yards)  at  Mam  Colhery       ;.         ̂     '         ̂        '  The  CoUiery  Offices,  Wombwell,  Yorks   
Lewis -Warehouse  ......;..,   '.^ZZI.Iil.[Z"".Z  ".'.'.".'".  W.  Rushy,  ■-•5-27,  Meadow-lane.  Leeds Buxton-Two  Detached  VUlas    B.  W..AI.  r-,,ii,.ir  «V,1  Flin 

,  B.  Waidle    OarlickanJ  FUnt,  Architeots,  'Terrace-road,  Buxton    

;  Whi'teiiiiii,"8.w!; 

Ulvenrton-Bank.  County-square       Settle  and  Farmer.  Architects,  Ulverstoa   
Warsaw-ireezing-Chambers.&c,  in  Market  Halls    Monicipality           The  Commercial  Dept,  of  the  Foreign  Office,  ̂  
Oreat^armouth—EDgmeer's  Shops,  Foundry,  and  Stores            Crabtree  and  Co.,  Engineers,  Great  Yarmouth 
n  Sk"       S*  »=''°<'">0'"e.  Cardigan-road   St.  Margaret's  CharchTrostees  '.'."..  Corson  and  Jones.  Architects,  25,  Cook-street,  Leeds Rothbury-Houses        ■>        Thomas  Muckle.  R  itbbury 
Oarbjjle-Converting  30,  Lowther-street,  into  Business  Premises  Clark  Bros,  and  Co       T  Taylor  Scott,  F.R  IB. A.,  43.  Lowther-street,  Carlisle         — 
nford- Congregational  Church   T."".'.','""    j' D.  and  S.  J.  Mould.  Architects,  52,  Qaeen  Victoria-street,  E.G....      — 
l^eds  -Business  Premises  and  Manager's  House,  CUypit-lane..  Henry  CTarkson  Butler,  Wilson,  and  Oglesby,  Architects,  12,  East  Parade,  Leeds  ...      — 

Whitehaven— Dredging  Works  (30.C00  tons)    
Cloghroe.    Knockraha.    Coolymurraghue,   and   Kerry  like — 

Sinking  Wells  and  Erecting  Pumps       

Hatfteld-Widening  Two  Bridges  at  Mill  Green     .'.!!'.   Bridgwater -Laying   Water-Mains    {3,1'25  yards),   Stoneware 
Pipes  (170  yards",  ice   

Swansea— Engines,  Generators,  .fcc   '.^. '.'.'.'.. '.'.'.''.'.'. 
Botherham  --  Lancashire  Boilers.  Engines.  Dynamos,  Pumps,  jfec' Hendon,  N.W.— Bacteria  Bed  (800yds.),  Sewage  Outfall  Works 
Birkenhead -Salt- Water  Storage  Tanks  and  Filter   
Aberavon- Esplanade.  &c   

Tynemouth  -  Reservoir  (.3.000.000  gallons)  at  Moorhoiisra   Botherham -Storage  Battery,  Switchboards,  &c   
Glasgow— Three    Electric    'lYavelling    Cranes.    Conatructionai Steelwork  for  Power  Station,  and  Laying  Cables   
Wapping^E— Alteration  of  Swinging  Gear 

EiraiNEEBINO. 
Harboor  Commismoners   

Cork  District  Council   
Hertfordshire  County  Council 

Rural  District  Council    
Corporation    
Corporation     
Urban  District  Council   
Corporation    
Earl  of  Jersey    
Corporation    
Corporation    

.  Ernest  E.  Stiyen,  Harbour  Engineer,  Harbour  OSfioe,  Whitehaven  ..OA.  7 

.  John  Cotter,  Clerk.  Board  Room,  Workhouse,  Cork    7 

.  The  County  Surveyor's  Office,  41,  Parliament-st.,  Westminster,  8.  W.    „  7 

,  W.  J.  Press,  C  E.,  Town  Hall,  Bumham,  Som'irset      „  7 
,  Kincaid.  Waller,  and  Manville,  Ea?s..  29,  Great  George-st.,  8.W    9 
.  H.  H  Hickmott,  Town  Clerk.  Rotherham        „  9 
.  8.  Slater  Grimley.  Eagineer,  Public  Offices,  H-!ndon      ,  9 
,  Chas.  Brownridge.  A.M  I.C.E.,  TownHall,  Birkenhejld    9 

T.  Williams.  Estate  Office,  Briton  Perry        '       .,  9 
,  The  Borough  Surveyor,  Howard-street,  North  Shields        „  » 
.  H.  H.  Hickmott.  Town  Clerk,  Rotherham    9 

Gravelly  Hill— Steam-Boiler  for  Cottage  HomM 
Londonderry- Killea  Waterworks  Extension   
Glasgow— Reconstructing  Tramways 

Hamilton— Pipelaying,  4:c.  (12  miles)    .....!.,.!!. !!..!.!!!!!"!!!!!™"! 
Lydford- Waterworks      .".!!!!!!!!!!!"*'" 

S^ohester  -  Passenger  Elevator  for  Victoria  Buddings"!"!  ]"" Warminster -Laying  Cast-iron  Pipes  (1.'200  yards  of  8in.)    
Ixiughlinstown- Copper  Steam-jacket  Boiler  (.50  gallonsl.  &c... 
Hamilton-Pipelaying  (12..5I10  yards),  Logan  to  Brown's  Bridge Kennington-road.  8  E. -Alterations  to  Machinery  at  Baths  ..  .. 
Huratboume  Tarrant  -  Steel  Girder  &  Concrete  Bridge  at  Ibthorp 
Loch  Pooltiel— Pier   

Milford-Siuking  Well  and  Erecting  Pump  at  Carrowkeei  !!!!  ' Tiflis -Tramways          ; 

^ard-New  C  I.  Tanks,  and  Water  A!rrangementa"at  BreweiT Warrington— Two  Sets  of  Steam-Engines   
Famham    Additions  to  Tank,  .Vc,  at  the  Gasworks   
Great  Torrington-Watfrworks   "  ' 
Kirby  Misperton- Widening  Stone  Bridge  ...!!.   
Poplar,  E^  Lancashire  Boilers,  Water-Pressure  Drums  &  Tanks 
Purton  — Waterworks    

Leeds-Fifty  Electric  IVamcars  ....!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!""!   Poplar,  E.— Steam-Jet  Plant  and  Auxiliary  Pumpiiiit  Plant  ! Innellan— Extension  of  Pier    „ 
Luton— Electric  Lighting  Plant       !'!!!!!!"!  '!'*!!   
Gloucester— Refu.se  Destructor,  &c.    ....!!!!!!   ',   
Barking-Light  Railway  Plant   !..!!!!   " Wigan-Electri.-Lighting  Plant   !!...!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!! 
Stonehaven  Harbour  Extension      !!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!."'!!!!! 
Port  Elizabeth  to  Humansdoip,  I'apetowii-Rairway  (70  inilM) 
Chipping  ('ampden— Waterworks     

Sydney,  New  South  Wales -Refuse  Destructor!  &c.  !!!!.'!!!!.'!'!!'!! Kurunegala  to  Kankasanturai,  Ceylon-Railway  (200  miles) 
Klntbury -Rebuilding  Bridge  on  Niwbury-road    .        ... 
Tralee— Swing-Bridge  over  Canal  Waterway 

Driffleld-Gas-Scrubber  (4uft.  by  ;ft.)   !!   ,"," 
Manchester -Three  Boilers  for  Warming  Town-HaU' !   !!!! Normanby- Laying  4in.  Cast-iron  Pipes  (1  mile) 
Driffield -New  Gas- Mains  (870  yards)  ....    Ilford  -  Portable  Steel  Crane  (3-ton)   
Uddington- Electric  Lighting  Plant   

Corporation   
Lcndpn  County  Council   
Aston  Union  Guardians      
Council   

Corporation    
Lanark  District  Committee   
Tavistock  Rural  District  Council 
ImproTaments  Committee      
LTfban  District  Council     
Rathdown  Union  Guardians    
Lanark  District  Committee   
Lambeth  Vestry    
Andover  Rural  District  Council . . . 

Inverness  Coun'y  Council   
Rural  District  Council    
Town  Council      
Mitchell.  Toms,  and  Co  ,  Ltd   
Corporation     
C.is  Co   

Corporation    

Guardians   
Cricklade  &  Wootton  Bassett  R.D.C, 
City  Council    
Guardians    

Town  Council      

Electricity  Supply  Committee.. 
Urban  District  Council   

Corporation         
Harbour  Trustees      

Rural  District  Council    
Municipal  Council    

Ceylon  Oovernm-'nt   Hungerford  Rural  Distiict  Council. 
E^bour  Comraissioners     
Urban  District  Council   
Town  Hall  Committee    

Urban  District  Council . 
Gas  Co   

John  Young.  General  Manager  SS.  Ranfleld-street,  Glasgow    
The  Engineer's  Department.  Coontv  Hall.  Spring-gardens.  8.W.  ... 
John  North,  Clerk.  Union  OSies,  Vauxhall-road,  Birmingham   
J.  J.  S.  Barnhill,  C.E  ,14, Strand.  Londonderry   

John  Young,  Gen.  Manager,  8S,  Renfield-strert,  Glasgow   
J.  and  A.  Leslie  and  Reid,  C.E  .  72*.  Geo: ge-street,  Elinburgh     ... 
G.  1).  Ballamy.  Engineer,  6k,  Courtenay-street,  Plymouth     
The  C.ty  Surveyor.  Town  Hall,  Manchester      
A.  F.  Long.  Town  Engineer,  Warminster    
The  Master  of  the  Workhouse,  Loughlinstown   

J.  and  A.  Leslie  and  Keid,  C.E.,  72\.  George-street,  Edinburgh    ... 

John  Baley,  Consulting  Engineer,  5,  Laurence  Pountney-lane,  E.G. 
J.  Warmild.  District  Surveyor.  South  Cottage,  Andover    
G.  Woulfe  Brenan,  M.IC.E..  Obin.  N  B   

8.  Watters.  Clerk,  The  Workhouse,  Milford.  Ireland   

The  Managing  Dept..  Town  Couocil,  "Kflis.  Transcaucasus    Arthur  W.  Yeomans.  Architect,  Chard      

James  Deas,  C.E.,  M  I  M.E.,  Bank  House,  Warrington   
G.  McDonald.  104.  West-street,  Farnham      

Baldwin  Latham.  M  I.C.E.,  13,  Victoria-street,  S.W   
Walker  Stead.  M.I.C.E  .  County  Surveyor.  Northallerton   ....^. 
F.  J.  Warden  Stevens,  Connaught  Mansions.  34,  Victons-st.,  S.W. 
F.  Redman.  Engineer,  NewDort-street.  Swindon   ;■■",   

Thomas  Hewsun,  M  I.C.B.,'City  Eog  ,  Muncipal  Buildings.  Le«lSj.. 
F.  J.  Warden  Stevens.  Connaught  Mansions,  31,  Vietoria-st.,  S.W. 
D.  and  C.  Stevenson.  Civil  Engineers.  81.  George-street,  Elinburgh 
Albion  T.  Sncll,  Engineer.  Suffolk  House,  Cannon-street,  E  C   
Richard  Read,  A  MI  C.E.,  City  Surveyor,  Gloucester    .„   

W.  C.  C.  Hawtayne,  Engineer,  9.  Queen-street-phice,  London,  E.C  .. 
H.  Collings  bi.hop.  Borough  Electrical  Engineer.  Wigan   
Jas.  Barron,  .M  I.C.E.,  1,  Bon  Accord-street,  Aberdeen   
The  General  Manager  of  Railways,  Capetown        

Nicholson  Lailey.  .\.M  I  C.E.,  16,  George-street,  Westminster    
Jno.  R.  Palmer,  'Town  Clerk,  Sydney   
The  Colonial  Secretary,  Colombo   
Chas.  Calvert.  Surveyor,  Hungerford   

O.  A.  E.  Hickson.  C.E  .  2o,  Denny-street,  Tralee   
Henry  Tobey.  llalton,  Yorks   
J.  Rison.  Town  HaU.  Mancheiter      

The  Normanby  Uriuk  Company,  Ltd.,  Normanby   
G.  B.  Tonge.  Clerk,  Drilfield   

The  Engineer's  Oili:  •.  Gasworks,  Ilford     
J.  Watson,  Builder,  Uddinston,  Ssotland   
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FENCING    AND    yrAZ.L,S. 

Bouniemouth-Unclimbable  Wrought-Iron  Hurdles  ;50)    Town  Council       F.  W.  Lacey,  M.I  C  E  ,  Borourh  Eojineer,  Bournamouth   ... 
BiacKwaU.  t.--l!enewing  and  Repairing  Boundary  Fence       Metropolitan  Asylums  Baard    C.  Thomson.  Supt.,  South  Wharf,  R  itherhithe-strest,  S.E  ... 
Warminster -Wir..  lencmg  :i.l(0  yards:  at  Butler's  Coombe..  Urban  District  CouneU    A.  F.  Long.  Town  Eogine-r,  Council  Oili- is.  W,arminiter   
«  it        S^^  ̂   Boundary  Walls  for  Recreation  Ground    District  Council       R.  Chippendale.  Clerk   Great  H  irwool.  Lines   
Morthoe- Fencing  and  Laying-out  Burial  Ground     Parish  Council       E.  Henshall.  A.M  ICE.,  Woolacombe,  North  Devon      
Btairora--i  me  Wood  tenciog  .1,100  yards)  and  Gates     Committet  of  Management    O.  H.  SmaUmin.  Treasurer,  29.  Oaolgite-straet,  Stafford    . 
London,  W.- Fencing  Materials    Qtett  Western  Railway  Co    The  Stores  Superintendent's  Office,  Swindon      ..     » 
Leeds -Boundary  Walls  Round  HarehUls  House      :   J.  W.  Thackeray   \  S  I    Architect,  II,  Inflrmiry-street,  Ljeds  .  — 

.  0:t.     T 
11 
1» 

1« 

IT 

FUBNITTJBB    AND    FITTINQS. 

BaUinasloe -Bedsteads  and  Bedding  to  District  Asylum    J.  Young.  Clerk  of  Asylum.  Ba'linasloc.  Ireland   Oct. 
Hendon-Bedsteads  for  New  Asylum       London  Sick  Asylum  Dist.  M.nagers  F.  W.  I)  liley.  Clerk.  Cleveland-street  Asvlum   London.  W       „ 
MaryDorough -Iron  Bedsteads  (ii);  and  Wire  Mattresses    Committee  of  Manajement    J.  V.  Corcoran,  Clerk.  District  Asylum.  Maryborough.  Ireland   
WiiUaton    Glazed  M..vablePartiUons  in  Schools    SchoolBoard    Henry  Dalton.  Clerk.  Winhiton  School  Boud.  Blaydon-on-Tyne    ..    „ 

T^j      'f  J~^'''"'o''°*  Furniture  in  Vestry  HaU    St.  Qeorgd-in-the-Eut  Vestry     The  Surveyor.  Vestry  Hall.  Cable-street,  London,  E   , 
Leeds-FortyFour-SquareWmdow-Frames,  ic    8.  Smith.  13j,  KirkstiU-road,  Leeds        - 
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WHAT  DOES  SUPEE■\^SIOX  IMPLY? 
THE  question  has  been  rnised  of  late  by 

one  or  two  decisions  whether,  if  the 

architect  certifies  a  work  i?:  completed  to  his 
satisfaction,  he  thereby  guarantees  every 
detail  of  the  work,  such  as  the  proper 
making  of  the  joints  of  a  drain  or  the  due 
composition  of  concrete  or  plaster.  No  one 
doubts  that  the  architect  is  called  upon  to 
oxercise  a  reasonable  degree  of  care  and 
skill  in  his  professional  duty  and  in  the 
granting  of  certificates  ;  but  what  is  a 
"reasonable  '  care?  Does  his  certificato  hold 
him  responsible  to  the  letter  of  the  specifi- 

cation, and  to  that  degree  of  personal  super- 
vision that  would  be  necessary  to  examine 

■every  detail  and  see  that  it  is  carried  out 
perfectly  ?  We  can  hardly  think  such  a 
view  an  equitable  one,  for,  if  it  was,  no 
professional  man  would  come  out  scathless. 
He  would  have  to  be  daily  on  the  work, 
seeing  to  everything  being  done  exactly  as 
the  drawings  and  specification  required. 
Again,  what  are  drawings  and  specifications 
supplied  for,  if  he  requires  to  be  personally 

present  every  hour  of  the  day  ':  Thoy  imply 
a  certain  amount  of  trust  in  those  who  carry 
out  the  work. 

A  final  certificate  binds  both  owner  and 
contractor,  and  in  one  important  case,  to 
which  it  is  needless  to  refer  here,  the 
judgment  was  th,at  the  owner  is  bound  to 
pay  the  amount  certified  for,  even  though 
the  work  was  not  ordered  in  the  manner 

requii-ed  by  the  contract,  or  was  not  executed 
in  a  proper  manner.  Lord  Coleridge  said 
in  this  case  that  when  once  the  architect  has 
given  his  decision  it  does  not  lie  in  the  mouth 

of  the  owner  to  say,  "  You  have  neglected 

your  duty  to  us."  "  The  architect  by  a  final certificate  has  to  decide  all  matters  of  dispute 
and  difference.  In  another  case  it  was  laid 
down  that,  though  the  surveyor  might  be 
wrong  and  fivllacious  in  his  judgment,  his 
decision  was  binding  on  the  plaintiff,  unless 
fraud  could  be  proved.  Here  the  contract 
provided  that  all  matters  in  dispute  should 
be  left  to  the  surveyor,  whose  decision  was  to 
he  binding.  Other  decisions  have  confirmed 

this  ruling,  th.at  the  architect's  certificate 
is  final,  and  neither  party  can  go  behind 
the  certificate.  Acconling  to  this  view, 
when  the  architect  certifies  that  the  work 
is  duly  executed,  the  employer,  unless 
ke  has  ample  evidence  that  thore  has 
been  collusion  between  the  architect  and  the 
contractor,  has  no  ground  for  charging  the 
former  with  neglect.  We  do  not  say  that 
a  certificate  should  exonerate  an  architect  for 
neglect  in  discharging  the  customary  duties 
of  his  office  ;  but  if  before  he  gave  a  certifi- 

cate he  had  to  examine  such  things  as  the 
composition  of  mortar,  or  the  substratum  or 
layer  of  dry  rubbish  upon  which  paving  is 
often  laid,  and  satisfy  himself  they  were 
sufficient,  we  hold  it  would  be  an  unreason- 

able requirement,  and  that  not  ono  .jut  of  a 
dozen  men  could  accomplish  it.  The  binding 
nature  and  finality  of  a  certificate  depends, 
of  course,  on  the  terms  of  the  contract,  and 
m  each  case  this  consideration  has  to  be 
taken  into  account.  Yet  no  responsible 
architect  would  certify  a  state  of  completion 
without  considering  the  work  that  had  to  be 
accompll^hed,  and  whether  it  was  well  worth 
the  amount  the  certificate  represented.  The contractor  may  not  have  executed  this  or  that 
detail  (juite  according  to  the  drawings  or 
specifications,  or  he  may  have  allowed  to  pass 
a  composition  that  was  not  up  to  the  standard; 

but  if  the  work,  as  a  whole,  has  been  fairly 

done  to  the  architect's  satisfaction,  the  latter 
is  bound  to  comply  with  the  contract. 
The  responsibilility  of  the  architect  in 

supervising  buildings  has  been  frequently 
called  into  question  of  late,  as  our  rei)Orts  in 
our  Legal  Intelligence  have  shown.  A  few 
months  ago  (June  23  last)  we  commented  on 
a  judgment  pronounced  by  Tjord  Kyllachy 

in  an  action  in  which  a  lady  in  a  Scotch  ( 'ourt 
sued  an  architect  of  Eiliuburgh  for  damages 
for  breach  of  contract,  the  result  of  which 

was  the  lady  pursuer  was  awarded  £l(l 
damages  and  expenses.  The  case  was  fully 

reported  in  the  S'-  ,tsman  of  the  ord  of  .Tune 
last,  the  main  points  of  which  we  briefly 
referred  to.  Since  our  remarks  condemning 

the  decision,  the  defendant  (Mr.  I'rank 
Worthington  Simon)  appealed  to  the  Second 
Division  of  the  Court  of  Session,  as  he 
intimated  in  a  letter  to  this  Journal,  and  on 
July  12  the  Court  of  Appeal  unanimously 

confirmed  Lord  Kyllachy's  judgment ;  all 
the  four  judges  concurring  in  the  remarks  of 
Lord  Young.  The  main  facts  may  lie 
remembered.  The  architect  undertook  to 

prepare  plans  and  specifications  for  a  villa 
in  the  suburbs  of  Edinburgh,  and  it  was 
alleged  by  the  pursuer  that  through  want  of 
proper  supervision  on  his  part  dry-rot  was 
introduced  into  the  building,  which  had 
caused  much  trouble  and  had  cost  £:J<)  to 

eradicate.  Instead  of  proceeding  against  the 
tradesmen  responsible  for  the  mischief — a 
mason  and  a  carpenter,  each  of  whom  threw 
blame  on  the  other — the  pursuer  sought 
redress  against  the  architect.  The  remarks 
of  the  judge  are  worth  quoting  on  this  point. 
He  admitted  that  the  pursuer  was  reluctant 
to  take  this  course  "because  the  defender, 
apart  from  his  supervision  of  the  contractors, 
seemed  to  take  a  good  deal  of  trouble  on 

the  pursuer's  behalf,  and  to  have  had  a  good 
deal  of  correspondence  and  many  meetings 

with  her  on  minor  matters."  Referring  to 
the  dry-rot,  he  said  it  was  generated  in  the 
"bottoming"  which  underlaid  the  cement 
floors  of  the  scullery,  coal-cellar,  and  w.c, 
which  were  on  the  ground  floor.  This 

bottoming  ought,  as  specified,  to  have  con- 
sisted of  about  2ift.  of  broken  stone,  the 

uppermost  three  inches  having  to  be  of  small 
stones  and  to  be  supplied  by  the  plasterer  ; 

and  the  rest  described  as  "  dry  stone  filling" 
to  be  supplied  by  the  mason.  But  the  mate- 

rial used  in  the  uppermost  thi'ee  inches  was 
alleged  to  be  miscellaneous  rubbish,  partly 
of  chips  of  stone  with  a  large  proportion  (25 

per  cent.)  of  "  shavings,  pieces  of  wood, 
plaster,  sacking,  and  general  sweepings." 
Being  covered  with  cement,  and  the  air 
excluded,  the  fungus  dry-rot  appeared  on 
the  pieces  of  rotten  wood,  and  thence  spread 
to  the  door-posts  of  the  kitchen  and  scullery, 
which  were  imbedded  in  the  bottoming,  and 
soon  passed  into  the  woodwork  of  the  house. 

It  was  contended,  "the  supendsion  of  the 
contractors  was  part  of  the  defender's  duty, 
but  as  regards  this  part  of  the  work  he  gave 
no  supervision  at  all,  certifying  the  work  as 

duly  executed,  in  reliance  on  the  contractor's 
faithful  observance  of  the  specification,  and 
this  the  pursuer  said  constituted  a  breach  of 

the  contract  on  the  defender's  part."  His Lordship  admitted  there  was  not  any  special 

conti-act  as  "  to  the  kind  or  degree  of  super- 
vision." The  question,  he  said,  was  "  What 

kind  of  supervision  was  implied  in  the 

defender's  emploj-ment  as  architect  ?  It  was 
certain  that  he  undertook  some  supervision, 
and  he  undertook,  like  other  architects,  to 
grant  certificates  to  the  contractors  upon 
which  they  should  be  paid,  and  by  those 
certificates  he  certified,  if  not  expressly  by 
the  plainest  implication,  that  the  work  done 
had  been  done  according  to  contract. 
Prima  facie,  therefore,  he  must  at  least  be 
held  to  warrant  that,  in  so  far  as  he 
could  ascertain  by  reasonable  care  and  skill, 
there  had  been  no  scamping  of  the  work. 
Upon    this    ground   his   Lordship   was   not 

prepared  to  put  the  defender's  responsibility lower ;  he  was  therefore  of  opinion  that  the 
defender  had  failed  to  show  that  as  to  this 

part  of  the  work  he  gave  due  and  reasonable 
supervision.  Tho  Division  adhered  to  the 
judgment,  holding  that  under  his  employ- 

ment the  defender  was  bound  to  sec  that  the 
work  was  properly  done  before  certifying  it 
to  ha\e  been  well  done  ;  though  in  the  con- 

tract with  the  tradesmen  there  was  a  clause 

that  they  should  uphoM  their  work  for  two 
years.  Tlie  defect  showed  itself  within 
twelve  months. 

Ijord  Young's  confirmatory  remarks  on  his 
decision  add  nothing  to  tho  argument.  He 
thought  tho  interests  of  the  employei 
required  a  great  deal  more  attention  than 
some  of  the  professional  witnesses  thought 
sufficient — a  view  that  would  completely 
ignore  professional  evidence  whenever  given. 
The  architect  was  not  expected  to  personally 

supervise,  but  it  was  work  his  servants 
could  do.  May  we  not  ask  whether  this  is 
feasible  or  possible  in  small  undertakings  ? 
It  would  mean  the  engagement  of  a  clerk  of 

works  on  every  small  building — an  expense 
which  few  employers  would  consent  to. 
There  must  be  a  reasonable  construction 

placed  on  the  duties  of  tho  architect,  and 
on  no  other  basis  can  any  permanent 
satisfiiction  be  given.  The  decision  given 
in  this  case  is  unfortunate  for  the  pro- 

fession on  both  sides  of  the  Tweed,  and  it 

will  tend  to  keep  open  the  feud  between 

architects  and  their  employers.  W'e  have given  tho  result  of  the  appeal  because  it 
relates  to  the  two  far-reaching  (luestions  and 
theii'  bearing  on  one  another — supervision 
and  the  granting  of  certificates.  The  pro- 

fession will  only  bo  satisfied  with  a  ruling 

which  places  on  a  reasonable  basis  the  re- 
([uirements  of  supervision,  and  puts  a  check 
to  the  troublesome  demands  of  people  who 
think  an  architect  should  be  held  account- 

able for  such  a  defect  as  hero  described,  and 

for  every  pound  they  expend  beyond  the 
terms  of  the  contract. 

ESTIMATES.— XXY. 
1 UOXMOXGERY— CASEME.VT 

FUENITURE. 
FITTIXG3— 

SASH  and  casement  fittings  is  an  important 
class  of  goods,  and  the  prices  to  be 

affixed  to  articles  of  this  kind  can  only  be 

correctly  obtained  fi'om  trade-lists  or  quota- 
tions. -Vs  with  other  kinds  of  special  iron- 

mongery, the  best  plan  for  the  builder  is  to 
obtam  specific  terms  from  some  large  firm  of 
ironmongers.  In  buying  large  quantities,  a 
considerable  reduction  can  be  made  by  the 
wholes;Ue  manufacturer.  The  prices  we 
have  given  do  not  take  these  allowances 
into  consideration  nor  the  trade  discounts 
on  the  various  articles.  Several  useful 

improvements  liave  been  made  in  these 
fittings.  To  take  axle  pulleys.  We  have 
not  only  those  bushed  with  brass  and 
gunmetal,  but  those  in  which  the  grooved 
wheel  is  made  in  one  piece,  axle  and  all ; 

others  have,  as  in  Hill  and  Co.'s  roller- 
bearing  axle  pulley,  reduced  friction,  and 
strengthened  the  iron  frame.  In  this  case 
the  axle  is  fixed,  and  the  periphery  of  the 
wheel  revolves  on  rollers  which  turn  on  the 

axle.  The  "grip"'  patent  pulley  is  fixed 
without  screws.  It  is  fixed  by  boring  three 
holes  in  the  pulley-stilos  and  driving  it  in. 
Much  ingenuity  has  been  expended  on 

sash-fastenings,  by  various  makers.  Some 
have  an  automatic  -  locking  arrangement 
when  the  lever  is  turned,  and  is  without 

springs,  as  the  "Guardian''  sash-fastener: some  bind  the  sashes  together,  as  the 

"  Binder,"  others  have  a  cog  action  or  consist 
of  screws,  which  clasp  tho  sashes,  and 
these  vary  in  price,  the  simplest  costing 
about  6d.  or  7d.  each,  and  the  most  expen- 

sive 23.  Gd.  to  '-is.  each.  Those  with  angle- 
plates   oHer    security.    Casement  -  fastenei  9 
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are  made  in  several  ijualities ;  thoro  arc 
malleable  iron  fasteners  with  levor  handle 
from  fJi.  each,  crankotl  cockspur  fasteners 
from  Sd.  to  Is.  tid.  each,  and  several  kiads 
with  turned,  fluted,  and  twisted  handles, 
from  lOd.  to  23.  each,  sold  by  the  dozen.  The 
brass  fasteners  range  from  sd.  to  (is.  each ; 
these  should  be  strong,  and  the  liundle  should 
draw  the  casements  together.  .\  strong 
fastener  may  be  had  for  about  2s.  (hi.  to  49. 
each.  Casement-stays  are  made  in  various 
qualities  in  iron,  brass,  or  gun-metal.  The 
plainest  kind  of  wrought-iron,  lOin.  long, 
Berlin-blacked,  costs  about  'js.  to  123.  per 
dozen.  Those  with  wrought-iron  bar  and 
brass  boxes.  12in.  by  iin.,  are  quoted  at  IfSs. 
per  dozen,  and  plain  solid  brass,  strong, 
.38.  6d.  to  Cs.  each.  Hill's  fluted  bar,  single- 
jointed  brass  casement  stays  range  from  33. 
to  "s.  each,  and  are  made  in  lengths  from sin.  to  l.Jin. 

Spring-door  hinges,  floor  door-springs  or 
centres  comprise  numerous  patents  and  im- 

provements, and  the  prices  of  these  articles 
must  be  obtained  from  trade  lists  of  manu- 

facturers. Smith's  double-action  door  springs, 
with  bushed  brass  shoos,  for  medium  doors, 
IJin.  thick,  costs  about  iJs.  each  for  light 
doors,  and  for  heavy  2in.  doors  223.  Other 
kiads — as  the  "  Climax,"  the  "Invincible" 
— range  from  about  20s.  to  2.S3.  (id.  each  for 
heavy  2in.  doors.  These  are  actuated  by 
springs  and  screws  for  adjusting  the  door. 
The  Ben  Turner  patent  adjustable  regulating 

door  springs  vary  from  i'.'j  to  £4  16s.  for heavy  doors.  In  some  a  pneumatic  check  is 
used  to  prevent  any  slamming.  With 
these  floor  springs  an  adjustable  top  centre 
is  used.  Other  forms  of  springs  are  fixed  on 
the  door  or  frame.  Mortise  and  rim  lock 
furniture  must  be  priced  by  reference  to  the 
catalogues  of  manufacturers,  as  they  vary 
much  in  quality  and  design.  For  improved 
sets  consult  the  catalogue  of  E.  Melhuish, 
Sons,  and  Co.,  Fetter-lane.  The  prices  per 
dozen  sets  are  from  7s.  (id.  for  rim,  and 

lis.  9d.  for  Bin.  mortise  locks.  Mace's  cast 
rose  sets  are  15s.  to  24s.  (id.  Tonks'  patent 
keyed  mortise  and  rim  furniture  is  made  in 
various  qualities  and  materials,  and  costs 
about  2s.  extra  on  the  set.  Lock  plates,  with 
suites  of  furniture  to  match  in  every  style, 
are  sold.    (See  catalogues.) 

I'.VTEXT  FLOOR-SPRINGS. 

No.  2.     Seta  of  Archibald  Smith's  double- 
action   swing  centres  for  2in.   doors,   in- 

cluding letting  into  oak,  filling  the  boxes 
with  glycerine,  and  adj  usting. 

The  "Janus"  double-action  door-spring, 
for   doors   of    ordinary    size,    is    pi  iced    in 
Laxton's  at  35s.   per  set.     For  extra  large 
doors  (iOs.  per  set  may  be  put  down.  Several 
kinds  of   spring  hinges  are   on  the  market 
ranging  from  30s.  to  623.  £  ,_  a. 

Say,  coet  of  door  spring      2    0    0 
Fitting  into  oak,  ic      0    2    6 
Fitting  and  adjusting         0    0    6 

Perset      2    »    0 

Smith's  patent  spring  for  light  doors,  2in. 
thick,  is  priced  in  one  catalogue  21s.  each  : 
for  medium  doors  to  2in.  thick.  24s.  each, 
and  for  heavy  doors  4S3.  each. 
No.  2.  Patent  double-action  centres  for 

heavy  doors :  self-lubricating,  including 
letting  boxes  into  oak  and  oUing. 

These  arc  special  floor  door-springs,  and 
are  worth  more.  In  Young  and  Marten's 
list  Ben  Turner's  patent  adjustable  regu- 

lating door-spring  and  top  centre  for  2.Un. 
doors  is  priced  at  i'3  3s.,  extra  strong;  for 
double  strong  the  price  qvioted  is  JCl  U>s. 
Add  to  these  prices  letting  box  into  oak,  and 
oiling  and  adjusting,  say  3s.  (id. 

DOOR   LOCKS  .VND  FUUNITCRE. 

No.  6.     Six-inch    mortise  locks    and   keys, 

supplied  by  It.  ̂ lolhuish,  Sons,  and  ('o., 
Fetter-lane,  with  corresponding  brass  bolts, 
furniture,  &c.,  complete. 

is.  lil.  each  for  ordinary  duors.     The  corre- 
sponding furniture  may  be  priced  as  follows : 

£  8.  d. Ckxt  o(  lock,  lay     .          0  8    6 
Knobs  and  rosei,  per  set       0  18 
E«cutcheon»       0  0    3 
Finger  plat«a,  long  and  Bhoct,  aay      0  2    6 
Screwa and  Uxing,  say      0  2    3 

0  10    2 

(See  R.  Melhuish,  Sons,  and  Co.'s  catalogue of  brassfoundry . ) 

No.  (1.     Sets  of  Wilkes's  mortise  furniture, knobs  2Un. 
These  cost  Os.  2d.  per  set. 

Ditto  highly  finished  cast  brass,  with  I'itt's roses. 

Put  these  down  at  4s.  »>d.  to  os.  per  sat. 

(iiii.  Pdtent 

locks    and Xo.  2.     Ilobbs.  Hart,  and   <  "o.'s Protector,    two-bolt    mortis« 
fixing. 

Laxtou  puts  'he39  at  fro.Ti  7s.  (3d.     Siy. with  labour,  93. 

No.  1.     loin,  ui-awback  lock,  brass  furni 
ture,  value  16s.  p.c. 

£  a.  d. 
Cwtoflock           0  16    0 
Labour  fixing         0    2    0 

10  per  c 

0  18 

0    1 

0  19 

with 

th& Screws   are    usually    supplied 

locks. 

No.  8J.    Sets  of  Hobbs,  Hart,  and  Co.'s  solid steel  slotted  spindle  furniture  for  mortise 
locks,  with  2Jin.  brass  knobs. 
Consult  list  of  makers  for.  their  special 

fittings. 

No.  4J.     Sets  brass   furniture  for  mortise 
locks,  escutcheon,  and  screws  complete. 
These  may  be  had  at  various  prices. 

Fluted  brass  furniture,  with  patent  spindles 

of  superior  make  (Hill's),  costs  about  Cs.  9d. the  set  complete. 

No.  1.    Pair  24in.  strap  hinges  and   bolts 2in.  by  Jin. 

If  made,  these  hinges  will  cost  about  (id, 
per  lb.    If  we  say  the  weight  is  lolb.  the 

pair — 

^  £  9.  a. 

Cost  of  hinges,  101b.,  at  Gd      0    5    0 
Eight  bolta  and  screws       0    13 
Fixing  to  gates,  say      0    2    0 

0    8    3 
S.VSH    FITTINGS. 

No.  12.  Sets  sash  centres  of  japanned  iron. 

These  may  be  priced  at  4d.  per  set :  add 
for  screws  Id.,  and  fixing  9d. — Is.  2d.  per 
set.  Best  malleable  iron  sash  pivots  are 

priced  about  4s.  (id.  per  dozen  for  3in. ;  2in. 
pivots  cost  3s.  a  dozen. 

No.  6.   Sets  brass  ditto,  2Jin. 

About  Ss.  per  dozen,  and,  with  screws  and 
fixing,  say  lOd.  each. 

No.  6.  Strong  polished  brass  sash-lifts,  2in. 

wide. These  cost  from  2s.  to  3s.  6d.  per  dozen, 

with  two  brass  screws — £  s.  d. Say  each  pair       S    n    f 

Screws  and  taing      o    u    * 

0    1    0 

These  may  be  priced  at  from  3s.  6d.  to  |  fixing  28. 

No.  12.  Sets  of  poli.shed  brass  finger-plates. 
In  Melhuish  and  Sons'  list  plain,  long 

plates  are  Is.  .3d.  each,  and  the  short  Is.  2d.; 
ribbed  pattern  machine  made  is  priced 
IOs.  3d.  for  long  per  dozen,  and  9s.  for  short. 

No.  3.     Bi'ass  rolled  metul  lock-plates,  and 
fixing. 

These  combine  finger-plates  with  a  lock- 
plate.  The  plain  kinds  are  about  los.  (>d. 
each.  A  very  elegant  design  (see  Mel- 
huish's  catalogue)  is  los.  (hI.  without  furni- 

ture; the  finger-plates  are  3s.  (id.,  long  and 
short,  ̂ 'e^^•  handsome  lock-plates  without 
funiiture,  In  several  styles  suitable  for 
Renaissance  work,  are  priced  from  l(i3.  to 
53s.  each.  Suites  of  finger-plates  and  mortise 

furniture  may  bo  had  to  correspond.  I'ixlng 
may  be  put  down  at  9d. 
No.  2.     Hobbs,  Hart,  and  Co.,  7in.  I'atent 

"  Protector  "  locks,  two  locking  latches. 
These  are  priced  at  45s.   each;  add  for 

No.  6.    Brass  lifts  and  puUs. 

Put  these  at  (Id.  each,  and  fixing  3d. 

AXLE   I'CLLEYS,    ETC. 

No.  32.     Iron  axles  pulleys,  2in. 

These  cost  about  ISs.  to  30s.  per  gross.    If 

with  brass  face  and  wheel,  (iOs.  per  gross. 

Cheaper  ones,  painted  face,  may  be  got  at lis.  to  163.  per  gross.  ^     v      . 

A  good  axle  pulley  of  this  size  costs  abDut 

28.  6d.  per  dozen. 
No.   10.     Best  2in.   brass  face  and  whsel 

pulleys,  bushed. 
These  are  priced  from  60s.  to  SOs.  per 

gross  in  one  list,  or,  say,  5s.  to  7s.  per  dozen. 

Best,  extra  strong,  gunmetal  bushes 
would  cost  about  30s.  per  dozen. 

l->.     Extra  strong  2in.  brass  pulleys,  with 

brass  face  and  wheel  for  metal  hues. 

Those  may  bo  put  down  at  from  15>.  to 
IGs.  (id.  per  dozen. 

No.  S.     Konrick's    patent    "  secret  '    axle 

pulleys. With  brass  face  and  iron  wheel,  the  prices 
.riven  are  from  42s.  to  51s.  per  gross;  all 

brass,  5S8.  to  723.  per  gross  for  a  l^m.  puUey. 

In  this  pulley  the  wheel  and  axle  form  one 

piece,  and  have  chilled  bearings ;  the  frame i  13  also  in  one  piece. 
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No.   8.     Brasb  face  and  brass  wheel  gun- 
metal  buslied  ditto,  extra  strong,  2Jin. 

One  list  gives  21s.  per  dozen. 

Hill's  No.  271i!  patent  roi'er-bearing  axle 
pulley.  2iin.,  2os.  per  dozen.     In  tuis  pulley 
the  axle  is  fixed,  and  the  -grooved  part  of 

wheel  revolves  on  roUer-^^. 

CASEMEXT  FITTINGS. 

No.  -1.  Strong  single-jointed  brass  casement 
stays  for  casements  opening  outwards,  1 2in. 

long.     (See  sketch  No.  .3.) 
Price  these  at  3s.  or  33.  Gd,  each.  There 

are  some   made   with  a  screw-down  wedge 
action.     These  cost  about  5s.  each ;  acrew.s 
and  fixing  to  add. 

£  ;.  a. 
Cost  of  fastener,  say       0  3    (i 
Screws      0  0    1 
Fixing  at -033         0  0    Si 

sometimes  Ts.  to  lOs.  for  casements  opening 

outwards. 
£  8.  a. 

Price  of  water-bar,  4ft..  say      0  10    0 
Fixing      0    2    0 
Screws      0    0    2 

10  per  cent,  profit.. 

0    3  10} 

0    0    6 
0    4    3i 

No.  4.  Ditto  ditto  for  casement  oponing  in- 
wards, screw-down,  12in.  long. 

A  very  strong  polished  brass  single-i'ointed 
stay,  with  screw-dowTi  wedgo  action,  is  made 
by  IlUl  and  Co.,  and  is  prised  (U.  3d.  each 
{No.  2711). 

No.  10.  Ditto  brass  screw-down  fluted  bur, 
12in.  long. 

Price  at  Is.  each,  and  add  for  screws  and 

fixing,  say  4d.  each.     Ordinary  stays,  with 

'drilled  bar  and  pin,  may  be  had  for  2s.  Od.  or 
less  each.     (See  sketch  No.  (>.) 

No.  o.    Bronze  ii'on  casement  bolts. 

These  are  of  various  prices,  and  range 
from  Is.  to  about  2s.  Od.  per  foot,  with  brass 
fittings. 

The  minimum  charge  is  5ft. 

If  the  bolt  is  4'in.  the  cost  will  be  about 
:23.  (>d.  to  2s.  10  per  foot. 

£  s.  d. 
Cost  of  bolt,  6ft.  long      0  15    0 
Fixing,  say,  sa.  per  foot       0    16 

0  16    6 

No.  4.    Brass  espagnolctte  bolts    |in.   dia- 
meter, and  fixing. 

These  are  priced  in  Laxton  at  4s.  !)d.  per foot  run. 

f'oat  of  bolt,  6ft      1    8    6 I'i^ing      0    4    0 
1  12    6 

No.  2.     Brass  ditto  Jin.  diameter,  best  finish, 
Oft.  Gin.  long,  and  fixing. 

The  price  of  HiU's  brass  espagnolette  bolts of  the  best  finish  is  Gs.  per  foot. £  s  a 

Cost  of  bolt,  6ft.  6in.  long    i  i<»    o 
Fixing      0    5    0 

2    4    0 

French  casement  bolts,  triple  action,  would 
cost  a  triilo  more.  The  extra  cost  depends 
not  only  on  the  diameter  of  bolt,  but  the 
action,  the  width  of  mount,  the  kind  of  shoot 
and  knob  or  handle.  The  prices  in  one  list 
range  from  4s.  to  5s.  !id.  per  foot. 

No.  5.  Brass  water-bars,  4ft.  long,  each 
screwed  to  rail  of  casements  and  sill,  to 
open  outwards. 

These  vary  in  price  ;  a  very  good  one  cost^ 
about  23.  Gd.  per  foot  run ;  but  the  price  is 

Per  casement      0  12    2 

No.  5.  Archibald  Smith  and  Stevens'  patent 
"  Janus  "  sill-bars  for  casements  opening 
inwards. 

These  are  priced  at  5s.  per  foot  run. 

No.  4.     "Janus"  brass  sill-bars  for   case- 
ments opening  oiitw.irds. 

These  are  3s.  per  foot  run. 

Hill's  brass  water-bars  are  priced  at  23.  Gd. 
per  foot,  and  for  casements  opening  inwards 
3s.  Gd. 

No.  5.  Archibald  Smith  and  Stevens'  patent 
weather  -  tight  "Jani:s"  fastening  for 
folding  casements  opening  inwards,  with 

metal  groove,  and  tongue  shooting  up  and 
down,  Gft.  long. 

This  is  quoted  at  Gs.  3d.  per  foot ;  if  with 
double  levers,  53.  extra ;  but  it  is  best  to 

obtain  price  from  makers. 

ARTS  AND   CRAFTS   EXHIBITION. 

THE  exhibition  now  open  in  the  New  (Jallery 
carries  on  the  aims  and  traditions  of  the 

advanced  art  cult  partly  initiated  and  supported 
by  that  able  designer  and  craftsman  William 
Jlorria.  In  a  note  prefixed  to  the  catalogue,  wo 
see  it  is  three  years  since  that  great  poet,  artist, 
and  Socialist  passed  away,  at  the  very  eve  of  the 
opening  of  the  fifth  exhibition.  The  appreciative 
notice  written  of  him  by  Mr.  Walter  Crane  will 
be  read  with  interest.  In  the  South  Gallery  an 
instructive  exhibition  of  works  by  Wilfiam  Morris 
is  opened.  We  see  many  beautiful  conceptions 

for  hangings,  Arras  tapestry,  and  silk*  and  wool 
haogings  taken  from  birds,  trees,  and  flowers. 
The  series  of  printed  cotton  chintzes  (Nos.  300  tu 

324)  and  the  wall-paper  designs  (N'os!  325  to  319) 
illustrate  the  wealth  of  this  master's  invention 
in  taking  natural  objects,  flowers,  and  fruit  as 
motives  for  design.  In  this  gallery  one  oil- 

painting  by  Morris,  "  L^  Belle  Iseult,"  will  bo 
seen — a  picture  remarkable  as  the  only  one 
he  painted ;  it  has  a  pre-Raphaelesque  treat- 

ment. Then  there  is  the  line  tapestry  of 

"  The  Four  Seasons,"  lent  by  the  Depart- 
ment of  Science  and  Art — a  work  of  much  beauty 

in  the  figures  representing  the  seasons — and  the 
fine  collection  of  original  designs  and  trial  pages 
for  the  Kelmscott  I'ress.  Some  of  the  borders 
and  initials  are  full  of  power  and  luxuriant  fancy, 
and  they  show  us  the  motives  and  modes  of  exe- 

cution adopted  by  Jtorris. 

The  West  Gallery  is  full  of  workmanship,  dis- 
playing the  aims  and  imagination  of  the  new 

school.  Embroidery  and  needlework  are  largely 
in  evidence.  We  see  some  clever  designs  by  the 

President,  Mr.  Walter  Crane,  as  "  The  Chase," 
executed  by  Mrs.  C.  Morrell ;  a  very  rich  altar 
frontal  designed  by  Mr.  J.  Paul  Cooper,  executed 

by  Miss  \'iolet  and  Maud  Cooper,  and  a  needle- 
work screen  by  Ada  M.  Le  Roy  (12).  The  Presi- 

dent exhibits  a  design  for  frieze  panels  in  coloured 
plaster — "The  Genius  of  Mechanical  Invention 

inviting  Commerce  and  Agriculture,"  and  "  Klec- 
tricity  uniting  the  Quarters  of  the  Globe,"  in 
high  relief,  designed  and  modelled  by  Walter 
Crane.  The  designs  for  Costumes  in  the  Art 
Workers'  Guild  Masque  are  clever,  and  represent 
various  figures  dressed  to  display  the  characters 
depicted.  "  The  Dance  of  the  Five  Senses  "  is 
picturesque,  and  the  drawing  clever.  A  portioro 
embroidered  in  cotton  by  the  President,  executed 
by  his  daughter,  and  a  large  portiire,  designed  by 
H.  Dearie  and  executed  by  Jlesars.  Deacon  and 
E.  and  F.  Wright,  is  a  large,  bold,  and  very 
rich  design,  in  which  a  scroll  of  foli.age  of 
large  leaves  is  the  main  feature,  and  flowers  are 
intertwined.  A  chalk  cartoon  of  proposed  deco- 

ration on  staircase,  Welbeck  Abbey  [6'),  by 
Louis  Davis,  and  for  stained  glass  at  Hambledon 
Church,  Hants,  by  R.  Anning  Bell  (G9),  in 

which  thu  X'irgin  is  shown  at  devotion,  and  the 
Angel  (iabriel :  the  painted  panels  for  screen,  by 
Frank  Brangwyn  (71),  a  pastoral  subject  with  a 
foreground  of  lilies ;  a  cartoon  for  window  in 
Kelvedon  Church,  by  l.ouis  Davis  :  and  Reginald 

Hallward's  clever  design  for  small  window  at 
St.  Etheldreda's  Church,  Fulham  iJO),  are  worth 
notice,  .\nother  series  of  cartoons  for  a  five-light 
window  at  Silk-Willoughby,  by  C.  W.  Whall,  is 
interesting  in  the  treatment  of  subjects  (85). 

.\n  embroidered  panel,  by  Mary  J.  Newill,  "The 
Wandering  AVood  "  (101),  and  another  applique- 
panel  illustrating  the  "Faerie  (Jueen"  (106),  a 
Triptych  by  Armory  Bell,  a  Fountain  by  the 
Delia  Kobbia  I'ottery  Co.  (80),  and  some  clever 
works  by  Jlra.  Walter  Cave,  must  be  mentioned. 
The  cases  of  printed  books,  bindings,  jewelry, 

enamels,  embroidery  and  textiles,  metal-work, 
iVc,  show  many  specimens  of  skilful  invention 
and  execution  that  will  lepay  study.  There  are 
also  a  few  designs  for  panels  by  A.  ,1.  Gaskin 
;I22),  exhibited  by  the  Birmingham  Municipal 
.School  of  Art :  a  bronze  and  stone  memorial,  by 
( ieo.  Frampton  (108)  ;  works  by  Ada  Clegg  (115), 

and  others,  which  give  evidence  of  improved taste. 

The  North  Gallery  is  even  of  greater  interest 
from  an  architectural  point  of  view.  We  see  the 
designer  and  craftsman  working  hand  in  hand. 
One  characteristic  of  this  exhibition  is  that  those 
who  show  their  work  are  students  of  structural 

line  and  form ;  every  cabinet,  chimney-piece, 
table,  and  chair  is  designed  as  a  craftsman  alone 
would  design  it,  by  making  every  practical 
requirement  of  the  material  and  the  use  of  the 
object  the  ruling  motive  of  the  design.  We 
see  many  instancss  of  this  principle,  though  in 
some  cases  it  is  wilfully  exaggerated.  The 

"  Cottagers  Chest "  (153),  designed  by  Ambrose 
Heal  and  executed  by  C.  Field,  is  a  simply- 
treated  chest  of  drawers,  the  fronts  having  small, 

under-cut  hollows  for  the  purpose  of  intro- 
ducing the  fingers.  C.  R.  Ashbee,  who  is  a 

master  of  the  art  craft,  shows  an  oak  writing 

cabinet,  stained  dark  green,  without  any  mould- 
ings ;  the  front  and  sides  are  flush,  and  it  is 

exhibited  by  the  (Juild  of  Handicraft.  This 

plain  flush  treatment  has  its  hygienic  value — 
there  is  nothing  to  catch  the  dust,  it  is  strong, 
■and  can  be  easily  cleaned ;  but  it  looks  bare. 
This  plainness  is  relieved  greatly  by  the  very 
effective  metal  mounts.  Another  writing 
cabinet  (170),  designed  by  Mr.  Ashbee,  of  oak 
with  white  nest  of  drawers  inside,  is  also  relieved 
with  metal  handles  by  W.  Thornton,  C.  Downer, 
and  W.  A.  White,  and  is  also  exhibited  by  the 

(iuild.  The  workmanship  is  excellent.  An  "Oak 
Chimney-Piece  "  (ISO;,  designed  by  G.  LI. 
-Morris  and  executed  by  .).  P.  White,  is  a  de- 

parture from  the  conventional  mode.  "A  Cabinet 
in  Teak  "  (193),  designed  by  Mervyn  Jlacartney, 
executed  by  .1.  Smith  and  J.  Davis,  exhibited  by 
Mardes  and  Harper,  is  an  elaborate  piece  of 
cabinet  work  ;  the  drawers  are  in  three  upright 
bars,  and  the  fronts  are  moulded.  .Still  more 

elaborate  is  the  "  Rosewood  Cabinet"  (200), 
designed  by  W.  A.  S.  Benson,  executed  by 
Benson  and  .T.  S.  Henry,  is  prettily  designed, 

having  a  polygonal  front  on  plan  or  semi- 

uonagon  ;  the  sides  are  filled  with  "  old-silver  " 
mounts,  arranged  in  circular  and  diamond-shaped 

panes  for  the  glass.  An  "Old  Bureau"  (228), 
designed  by  A.  Heal,  is  very  simple  and  self- 
evident  in  its  design  ;  there  is  a  fold-up  flap,  the 
plain  woodwork  is  relieved  by  metal  moimta. 

A  "  Mahogany  Writing  Cabinet  "  (2;i5),  designed 
by  C.  R.  Ashbee,  has  some  very  artistic  metal 
mounts  cut  into  delicate  leaf  ornament.  The 

lock  and  handles  are  very  effective.  This  metal 
work  was  executed  by  W.  White  and  J.  Bailey. 

Plain  and  sensible  also  is  an  "Oak  Dresser" 
240),  by  Charles  Spooner ;  it  has  a  square- 
framed  cupboard,  the  only  relief  being  the 
bright  ornamental  locks  and  straps.  The  large 
screen  in  wrought  iron  by  H.  Wilson  and 
W.  Dawson  (255),  in  flat  metal,  relieved  by 
channellings,  and  a  firegrate  in  forged  iron  and 
brass,  are  noticeable  for  some  effective  treatment. 
In  the  central  hall  may  be  seen  a  few  other 
specimens  of  craftsmanship  unrestricted  by  con- 

vention, (ieorgo  .Jack  has  a  bold  fireplace,  with 
voussoir-shaped  mantel,  wide  shelf,  and  tiled 
sides,  by  the  Falkirk  Iron  Co.  ;  another  by  the 
same  designer,  very  simple  in  treatment,  is  458, 
and  171  is  a  case  of  very  effective  door  furniture, 
designed  by  R.  LI.  Rathbone,  and  executed  in 
his  workshop.  The  beaten-up  hinges,  latch,  and 
bolts  are  very  pleasing  adaptations.  .V  model  of 

a  small  country  house,  by  Lionel  F.  Crane  '115). 
is  picturesque.  Numerous  other  exhibits  in 
metal-work,  some  exhibited  by  the  Centr,al  .School 
of  .Vrts  and  Crafts  and  (Iuild  of  Art  Craftsmen, 
aru  indications  of  progress  in  workmanship  under 
the  guidance  of  right  principles. 
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DEMOLITIOX   OF   CIltMXEYS. 

IX  these  proKressive  times  of  setting  back 
ancient  Imilding  lines,  widening  the  roads 

andstroets,  and  generally  improving  tbethurough- 
fares  of  nearly  all  our  important  cities  and  towns 
and  local  centres  of  trades  and  ind't^tries,  the 
operations  of  destruction  and  demolition  must  in- 

evitably precede  those  of  reconstruction  and 
rehabilitation.  A  very  recent  and  excellent 
example  of  the  first  part  of  our  statement,  now 
rapidly  approaching  completion  for  the  present, 
was  afforded  by  the  clearance  upon  a  large  scale 
of  the  west  side  of  Parliament-street,  King'g- 
itreet,  and  a  part  of  the  north  side  of  Great 
George-street,  extending  as  far  as  the  new  build- 

ing of  the  Institution  of  Civil  Engineers.  In 
effecting  the  removal  of  structures  of  all 
descriptions,  there  are  three  points  of  primary 
consideration  which  must  be  carefully  attended 
to.  The  first  is  to  accomplish  the  work  without 
causing  any  injury  to  the  safety  of  the  public 
and  the  workmen  employed :  the  second  is  to 
conduct  the  taking  down  of  the  buildings  in  such 
a  manner  as  will  do  no  damage  to  adjoining 
property  situated  beyond  the  limits  of  the  area 
of  demolition.  Again,  attention  must  be  given 
to  the  cost  of  the  operation,  which  will  mainly 
depend  upon  the  fact  whether  the  old 
materials  are  worth  anything  or  only  fit  for 
breaking  up  and  carting  away  at  the  minimum 
of  expense.  It  is  but  fair  to  state,  that  more  care 
is  bestowed  upon  the  taking  down  of  old 

structures,  ',han  formerly,  which  is  possibly  partly due  to  the  circumstance  that  the  value  of  the  old 
materials  has  increased,  and  also  that  the  safety 
of  the  public  demands  it.  Even  under  the  most 
favourable  conditions,  a  deal  of  damage  is  done, 
some  of  which  is  unavoidable,  in  the  removal  of 
houses  and  buildings,  especially  to  the  glass, 
tiles,  slates,  or  whatever  materials  the  roof  may 
be  covered  with,  which  suffer  considerably. 

It  is  evident  that  the  cost  of  the  temporary  or 
false  work,  as  the  Americans  term  the  scafiolding, 
ladders,  and  appliances,  for  hoisting,  lowering, 
and  shifting  the  material,  with  other  things  being 
equal,    be   proportional    to    the    height  of  the 
structure.     It  is,  therefore,  a  much  simpler  and 
less  costly  operation  to  take   down  a  building 
some  (iOft.  or  70ft.  in  height,  than  to  apply  the 
same  process  to  one  measuring  between  200ft. 
and  300ft.  in  altitude,   as  in  the   case  of  a  tall 
chimney.      It  is  true  that  the  demolition  of  a 
chimney  is  not  an  every-day  occurrence ;  but, 
nevertheless,  it    has  to  be  occasionally  under- 

taken.     An  instance   took   place  a   very  short 
time  ago,  which  presents  some   practical  infor- 

mation and  details  which  are  deserving  of  notice. 
The  case  in  point  was  the.  removal  of  a  chimney 
in  the  North  of  England,  which  had  been  built 
just  twenty  years  before.     There  was  no  defect 
or  weakness  in  the  chimney  which  necessitated 
its  demolition ;    but    it    no    longer    served    its 
purpose,   and   so   it  had   to   come    down.      Us 
principal   dimensions   were — height   270ft.,    ex- 

ternal diameter  at  base   21ft.,  and  at  top  Uft. 
It  was  built  of  brick,  with  a  thickness  of  3ft.  Gin. 
at  the  ground  level,  and  of  9in.  at  the  summit. 
The  modus  operandi    was   conducted  as  follows : 
At  a  height  of  3ft.  from  the  ground-line  portions 
of  the  wall  were  cut  out  on  opposite  sides  of  the 
chimney,  and  the  brickwork  replaced  by  wooden 
blocks  18in.    in   height,    Uin.  in  breadth,  and 
riin.  in  length,  wedged    up   at   the  corners  by 
email  thin  pieces  of  hard  timber.     Each  of  these 
blocks  was  composed  of  several  series  of  planks 
superimposed   upon  one   another  in  tiers,    and 
separated  by  small  wooden  blocks  3in.  in  thick- 

ness.    The  hollow  spaces  in  each  tier  were  filled 
up  with  sawdust,  and  the  whole  of  the  timber 
framing  well  saturated   with   tar.     About  40ft. 
of  the  circumference  was  treated  in  this  manner, 
which  left,  as  the  perimeter  of  the  chimney  was 
6Ht.,  24  linear  feet  of  solid  walling  to  support 
the  structure  preriously  to  the  second  phase  of 
the  demolition.     This  comprised  the  piling  up  of 
an   inflammable   palisade   of    woodwork  around 
the  spaces  tilled  as  already  described,  and  set- 

ting the  whole  on  tire.     In  order  to  permit  of 
the  combustion  of  the  timber  proceeding  as  uni- 

formly as  possible,  which   was  essential  to  the 
success  of  the  method  adopted,  jets  of  paraffin 
were    thrown    upon    any  part  where  the  flame 
showed  signs  of  slackening.      In  less  than  ten 
minutes  after  firing  this  destructive  nutu  dafi, 
the  chimney  quietly  collapsed  along  the  lines  laid 
out  for  it.     The  cost  of  the  whole  operation  was 
less  than  half  of  what  would  have  been  incurred 

Pie-Kefonnation  Chrismatory. 

without  taking  into  account  the  many  thousan 
of  bricks  which  reached  the  ground  in  fairly  good 
condition.  These,  when  scraped  and  cleaned, 

could  be  used  in  the  '  backing  "'  of  any  descrip- tion of  brickwork,  and  could  be  readily  sold  for 
whatever  price  they  would  fetch.  T.  C. 

THE   CHURCH    OXGRESS   ART 
ExaiBinox. 

THOSE  who  can  recall  the  earlier  exhibitions 
of  ecclesiastical  art  will  appreciate  the  im- 

portant progress  that  has  been  made  and  is  repre- 
sented by  the  present  exhibition  at  the  Imperial 

Institute,  which  was  opened  last  Saturday.  The 
exhibits  rather  suffer  from  the  narrowness  of  the 
gallery  in  which  they  are  placed,  which  gives 
little  room  for  central  trophies  or  stalls  devoted  to 
modem  production  of  metal- work  and  embroidery . 
There  is  one  feature  of  the  present  exhibition 
that  places  it  high  as  compared  with  its  prede- 

cessors. We  mean  the  collection  of  church  plate 
and  embroidery  ;  and  the  student  of  ecclesiology , 
especially  of  that  branch  devoted  to  church  plate, 
wUl  be  able  to  compare  the  ancient  and  modem 
work,  both  in  design  and  workmanship.  AVehave 
here  a  most  complete  collection  of  chalices, 
patens,  flagons,  and  other  kinds  of  church  plate, 
but  only  a  few  of  pre -Reformation  times,  chiefly 
since,  especially  the  fine  loan  collection  of  plate 
described  by  Mr.  Edwin  Freshfield,  JI.A.,  F.S.-\., 
belonging  to  parish  churches  in  London  and 
Middlesex.  These  were  made  from  the  early 

part  of  King  Edward  VI. 's  reign  to  the  present time. 
The  exhibition  of  modem  work  is  representa- 

tive mainly  of  metal-work,  stained  glass,  and 
church  embroidery.  The  very  beautiful  display 
of  the  well-known  firm  of 

MESSRS.    H.4KT,    SON",  TEARD,  AND  CO.,  LTD., 

of  Drury-lane,  Strand,  whose  stall  is  about  half- 
way up  the  gallery  on  the  right-hand  side  from 

entrance,  must  be  inspected  by  all  who  are 
interested  in  high-class  art-metal  work.  We 
now  particularly  mention  a  silver  chalice  and 

paten  for  St.  Mary's  Church,  Stoke,  Ipswich — a 
very  unique  design,  copied  from  the  Cambridge 
Camden  Society's  work,  executed  with  great  skill 
and  feeling  ;  and  another  of  somewhat  similar 

design  for  the  C.B..'^.,  of  l.'ith-century  character, with  plain  foot  and  a  rich  knob.  We  see  also  a 

very  fine  chalice  for  St.  George's  Church,  Cannes, 
and  a  silver  amalgam  gilt  chalice  for  St.  Peter's, 
I'arkstone.  A  very  effective  memorial  tablet 
executed  in  bronze,  to  be  put  up  in  a  church  near 
Manchester,  in  which  the  design  is  cut  in  relief, 
is  another  exhibit.  Several  artistically-designed 
and  effective  altar-crosses  are  finished  in  a  dead 
gold  ;  another,  richly  jewelled  with  ro.al  crystals, 
made  for  the  church  in  Toronto  of  the  Rev.  Chas. 
Darling ;  these  and  othera  must  be  seen  to  be 

appreciated. 
In  the  centre  of  gallery  is  a  collection  of 

works  executed  by  this  firm,  including  a  very 
beautiful  lectern,  supported  round  the  base  by 
three  richly  crocketed  buttresses,  finished  a  low 
polish ;  altar-cross,  and  candlesticks,  for  Malvern 
College  Chapel,  being  carried  out  by  Sir  Arthur 

Son,  I'eard.  and  Co  ,  and  the  brass  Renaissance  Com- 
munion railing  for  Canterbury  Cathedral,  from  a 

design  by  the  same  architect.  The  adoption  of 
Kenai9S.ance  is  rather  remarkable.  Some  hand- 

some bronze  standards  for  Eaton  Uall,  designed  by 
Jlessra.  Waterhouse  and  Sons,  a  fine  sanctuary 
candlestick  of  bronze,  and  some  elegant  sanctuary 

lamps  are  exhibited.  A  very  handsome  alms-dish 
of  brass  repousse,  with  a  bold  relief  border  of 
Italian  design,  finished  with  a  low  polish,  is  in 
this  varied  display  of  metal-work. 

MESSRS.    H.\KDM.1X,    I'OWELL,    AXli    CO., 

of  Cockspur-street  and  Birmingham,  exhibit 
several  specimens  of  their  art  metal-work,  altar- 
crosses,    candlesticks,   chalices,   patens.,    cruets. 

Hammered  Silver  Cup  from  Shrewsbury,  1642. 

flagons,  and  two  handscme  eagle  lecterns,  besides 
mosaic  decorations,  &c.  Stained  glass  is  well 

represented  by  Messrs.  J.  Hardman  and  Co. 

MKSSRS.    HEATOS,    IIVTLER,    ASH    BAVXE, 

of  Garrick-strcet,  whose  work  in  this  branch  of 

Church  decoration  is  in  high  repute,  will  be  noticed 

for  the  specimens  of  stained-glass  in  four  two- 

light  windows  and  cartoons.  These  artisU  in 

stained  glass,  mosaics,  and  decoration  have  carried 
out  windows  all  over  this  and  other  countries : 

amongst  them  we  mav  mention  windows  in 
ManchesterCathedral,  Stratford-on- Avon,  Bolton, 

EngUsh  Church,  Grasse :  Xew  \ork,  &c.  One 

subject  they  have  executed,  "The  Adoration  of 
the  Magi,'  is  admirable  in  composition  and 
colour.  .  , 

Mr.  T.  J.  Gawthorpe,  If.,  Long  Acre,  shows  a 

collection  of  wrought-iron  and  brass  work.  «  e 

refer  especially  to  a  fine  wrought  example  of  a 

grille,  with  foliated  and  raised  ornament ;  also  to 

a  very  effective  form  of  revolving  lectern  made 

of  wrought  iron  which  revolves  on  a  polished 
brass  ball.     Instead  of  wood  or  brass,  it  has  a if  the  old  method  of  employing  scaffolding  and  its  I  Blomfield;  the  design  of  screen  and  puljut  at  St.  ■  uio™  uc-^.     ».-.-- —  --   ■•---  —   --  :  •     ,  .a 

accompanying   accessories    had     been    adopted,  I  Peter's,  Eaton-equare,  executed  by  Messrs.  Hart,  |  thick  leather  book  slope  with  across  i
n  rea.nanu 
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stamped,  which  makes  a  capital  rest  for  the  books. 
An  alabaster  and  marble  memorial  is  exhibited, 

and  some  excellent  engraved  memorial  tablets. 

MESSRS.    GEOIU^E,  •n'OOLLISCUOrT    AND    S(1N,    I.TIl., 

tile  manufacturers,  Hanlay  and  Finsbury- 

pavement,  display  a  choice  collection  of  reredos 

panels,  stained  glass,  Delia  Kobbia  ware,  en- 
caustic tiling,  glass  and  marble,  mosaic,  wrought- 

iron  work.  Sec.  Their  speciality,  "  N'otropake," for  reredoses  and  decorative  panels,  should  be 

inspected  by  all  architects  as  a  durable  and 
.artistic  materi.al  for  decoration. 

Near  we  see  a  stall  in  which  Messrs.  West  and 
Collier,  of  Hambledon,  Henley-on-Thames,  have 
a  collection  of  church  furniture  made  in  wood- 

work. We  here  see  some  substantiiilly  made 
chairs,  litany  desks,  sedilias,  lecterns,  and  pulpits, 
seats  in  oak,  and  other  woods  :  also  altar  furni- 

ture, crosses,  kc.  These  are  simple  and  well 
made,  and  as  an  inexpensive  mode  of  furnishing 
poor  churches,  mission  buildings  here  and  in  our 
colonies,  nothing  cculd  be  better  adapted.  The 
church  chairs  are  excellent. 

Messrs.  Sulviati,  .losurum,  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  of 
liegent  House,  Kegent- street,  have  a  choice  col- 

lection of  real  Italian  lace,  brocades,  tapestries, 
and  embroideries,  in  addition  to  the  \enetian 

mosaic,  so  well  known.  ( ine  piece  of  real  X'enetian. lace  is  valued  at  £1,000.  .\nother  tirm,  Messrs. 
Earkentin  and  Krall,  goldsmiths  and  workers  in 
metals,  of  Regent-street,  has  a  case  of  beautiful 
metalwork.  A  silver  processional  cross  of  elaborate 
and  very  rich  design,  jewelled,  and  several  altar 
crosses,  Communion  plate,  gilt,  jewelled,  and 
enamelled,  are  in  this  collection. 

Slessrs.  S.  Clarke  and  Co.,  patentees,  manufac- 
turers of  the  patent  siphon  stoves.  I'ark-etreet, 

Islington,  exhibit  several  kinds  in  operation,  both 
for  gas  and  oil.  The  Siphon  Hygienic  gas  stove 
has  been  described  before  in  those  paj^es  :  it  is  an 
economical  heater,  and,  as  no  flue  is  necessary, 
it  can  be  placed  anywhere  where  heat  and 
light  are  required.  For  halls,  conservatories, 
bedrooms,  showrooms,  ic,  these  stoves  are  very 
economical.  The  varieties  made  are  numerous^ 
some  are  incased  in  Doulton  ware,  others  of 
enamelled  iron,  some  are  oblong,  and  others  of 
tubular  form ;  those  constructed  to  radiate 
downwards  are  decorative,  and  are  fitted  with 
porcelain  tiles.  Arc.  The  stove  is  made  in  several 
sizes,  either  in  bronzed  iron  or  with  copper 
columns.  In  some  of  them  a  hot  plate  is  fitted 
on  the  top  for  boiling  kettles. 
The  Venice  and  Murano  Co.,  of  St.  James- 

street,  S.W.,  and  Venice,  have  on  view  some 
splendid  examples  of  mosaic  working,  for  which 
the  company  justly  has  such  high  repute,  among 
their  latest  works  being  the  treatment  of  the 

semi-dome  of  apse  at  the  Guards'  Chapol,  Wel- 
lington Barracks.  They  hare  also  a  choice  col- 
lection of  artistic  examples  of  other  Murano 

productions  and  ̂ 'enetian  glass-blowing. We  have  only  space  to  simply  refer  to  the  Loan 
collection,  the  most  complete  of  its  kind  that  has 
been  exhibited  in  London.  The  church  plate  is,  as 
we  have  said,  rare  and  perfect.  It  represents  a 
few  pre-Reformation  examples  found  in  London, 
as  well  as  a  complete  series  of  Typical  examples  of 
Communion  plate  made  during  the  last  300  years, 
Edwardian  and  Elizabethan  as  well  as  later  plate. 
The  chapter  by  ilr.  Edwin  Freshfield,  .Tun. ,  on  this 
collection,  and  the  descriptive  notices  in  the 
guide  are  worth  attention.  We  can  only  call 
attention  to  a  few  specimens.  l>r.  Edward 
Clapton,  F.R.Ci.S.,  sends  a  very  beautiful  casket, 
designed  by  the  late  Jlr.  William  Farmer,  of  the 
firm  of  Farmer  and  Brindley.  The  enamelling 
on  the  lid  w.\s  executed  by  Messrs.  ILirt,  .'^on,  and 
Teard,  and  the  pieces  of  wood  composing  the 
casket  came  from  the  Holy  Land.  The  panelled 
sides  contain  carvings  of  Biblical  subjects.  The 
casket  contains  a  collection  of  precious  stones, 
chiefly  those  mentioned  in  the  Bible.  On  the 
sides  of  the  room  are  hung  some  very  choice 
brass  rubbings.  The  collection  lent  by  Henry 

E.  Franks  is  verj'  fine  :  Nos.  233  and  '232  are 
especially  fine  brasses.  One  collection  lent 
is  by  Rev.  Archibald  Paterson,  liichmond,  in 

"  Delamere  yellow"  washed  with  Helamere 
black,  and  mounted  on  stone -coloured  paper.  We 
see  rubbings  of  brasses  of  Sir  Roger  de 
Trumpington,  \  v.  1289  (XVIL  Edward  I.) :  .Sir 
Edward  de  Bures,  1302,  Acton  Church,  Suffolk  ; 
a  Priest  in  Eucharistic  Vestments,  I3ij0  Edward 
III.)  Wensley  Church,  Yorks  ;  another  priest  in 
Merton  College  Chapel :  of  Thomas  Cnxnley,  .\rch- 
bishopof  Dublin,  under  a  canopy.  New  College, 
Oxford,  1417, &c.  The  Media'valbrasscsrepresent- 

ing  priests  in  Eucharistic  vestments  are  valuable  a? 
examples  of  embroidered  chasubles,  cellars,  stoles, 
amices,  albs,  maniples,  and  we  refer  the  student 
of  ecclesiology  to  the  collection  lent  by  Mr.  F.  R. 
Fairbank,  M.D.,  F.S.A.,  Dorking.  Episcopal 
vestments  are  also  shown,  as  in  No.  .itil,  and  pro- 

cessional vestments  in  Nos.  oO>J-.')G4.     The  vicar 

Chalice  from  St.  Kea,  near  Truro. 

and  churchwardens  of  St.  Benet's,  Queen  Victoria 
street,  send  two  very  fine  silver-gUt  repousse 
alms-dishes,  1712,  of  foreign  character.  Mr.  John 
Hart  sends  a  fine  specimen  of  old  Venetian  rose 

point  lace,  Foxe's  "  Book  of  Martyrs,"  &c.  We 
illustrate  three  fine  specimens  of  plate :  No.  1  a 
quaint  hammered  silver  cup  supported  on  three 
elephants,  lent  by  Mr.  M.  Hulton  Harrop,  of 
Lythwood  Hall,  Shrewsbury.  In  the  cover  is 
inserted  a  Danish  coin  of  1642.  It  is  said 
that  this  cup  has  been  at  one  time  in  use 
in  a  monastery,   or  it  might  have  been  in  the 

Chalice  from  Bacion,  H>jreford. 

possession  of  a  member  or  official  of  the 
Danish  Order  of  the  Elephant.  In  No.  2  we 
illustrate  a  silver-gilt  chalice  and  paten  1 1  Hh 
century)  from  the  church  of  St.  Faith,  Bacton, 
Herefordshire.  It  is  thought  that  this  chalice 
was  made  by  the  same  hand  as  the  celebrated 
Nettlccombe  chalice,  which  is  by  Mr.  Cripp? 
thought  to  be  the  oldest  Euglish  hall  .marked 
plate  known.  The  date  is  putat  1470,  olderthan 
the  Nettlecombe  chalice.  On  the  foot  is  stamped 

contriry  to  Medi:i'val  custom,  the  name  John 
Coputt,  probably  the  donor.  The  chalice  is  in 
regular  use. 

Our  illustration  3  is  a  silver- gilt  chalice  and 
paten  from  the  Church  of  Kea,  near  Truro,  of 
early  Kith-century  date.  The  chalice  is  one  of 
the  few  pieces  of  Paris  hall-marked  plate.  The 
eight  medallions  round  the  knop  have  busts  of 
the  Apostles,  and  are  enamelled.  The  foot  is 
peculiar  in  design,  and  adds  to  the  interest  of  the 
piece.  The  reproduction  No.  4  is  a  broken 
chrismatory,  used  during  the  rite  of  baptism, 
and  intended  for  holding  the  oil.  The  material 
is  coarse  terracotta,  and  Moorish  in  design,  and 
was  found  in  the  moat  of  an  old  hall  near  Langton 

Koctory.  It  has  two  wells— one  for  salt  and 
the  other  for  oil,  and  these  were  roofed  over  ;  the 
roof  of  one  with  the  spout  is  broken  olf .  Canon 

Iienham,D.D  ,of  St.  Edmundthe  King,  K  ('..sends some  interesting  plate  ;  Henry  Wagner,  F.S.A  , 
sends  a  head  uf  a  processional  cross  003),  silver- 
gilt  rcpoHsst  in  high  relief,  floriated  crosses  of 
wood,  overlaid  with  thin  plates  of  metal  gilt, 
ensfraved  with  medallions  and  green  and  red 

glass  (6G4  and  6(i.')).  These  have  interest. 
Other  specimens  of  Communion  plate  (439,  G18, 
172-477)  are  interesting  for  their  design  and 
ornament.  The  collection  of  crosses  lent  by 
Jlrs.  W.  .v.  (Jxley,  of  Petersham,  Surrey,  in- 

cluding specimens  of  French,  Italian,  Spanish, 
Russian,  and  other  make,  is  very  interesting. 
The  collection  of  staves,  wands,  and  maces  is  a 
lino  one.  The  collection  of  books  of  devotion, 

Prayer-books  and  primers,  of  the  1.5th,  IGth, 
17th,  and  ISth  centuries  are  remarkable  and 
rare ;  also  the  M.SS.  and  Latin  Bibles  and 
other  works  of  the  13th,  Mth,  loth,  and  16th 
centuries  lent  by  Dr.  Copinger.  As  examples 
of  modem  embroider)'  we  must  notice  the  splendid 
altar  frontal  for  St.  Cuthbert's  Church,  decorated 
with  "  angels  and  archangels  and  all  the  company 

of  heaven,"  from  the  Rev.  E.  Geldart's  design, 
worked  by  the  St.  Margaret's  Guild ;  and  also the  richly-worked  chasuble  and  cope  from 

St.  Matthew's,  Earl's  Court. 

THE  ARCHITECTURAL   ASSOCI-iTION^. 
THE  fifty-third  session  of  the  Association  was inaugurated  on  Friday  evening,  when  there 
was  a  large  attendance  of  members  to  hear  the 
Presidential  address  and  to  witness  the  distri- 

bution of  prizes.  Mr.  G.  B.  Carvill,  hon.  sec, 
read  a  list  of  thirty-three  nominations  for  mem- bership. 

\   ORATIFYIXG    KEPORT    .\XD    ll.\L.\XCE- SHEET. 

Mr.  W.  U.  Seth-Smith  moved  the  adoption- 
of  the  annual  report  and  balance-sheet.  He  re- 

marked that  it  was  always  a  pleasure  to  do  so  when, 
as  on  this  occasion,  the  balance-sheet  showed  a 
total  on  the  right  side.  The  .\ssociation  was  now 
in  a  sound  and  stiible  position  tinanci.ally,  and,  so 
far  as  could  bo  foreseen,  this  improvement  pro- 

mised to  be  permanent.  Matters  had  been  placed 
on  a  satisfactory  basis,  especially  on  the  educa- 

tional side.  The  report  again  showed  an  increase 
of  membership  to  the  extent  of  52  over  the  pre- 

ceding year,  and  this  was  due  to  several  reasons, 
one  being  that  a  good  many  old  members  had 
rejoined,  while  there  had  been  fewer  resignations 
than  usual ;  and  although  the  committee  were 
stricter  as  to  payments,  they  found  this  had  no 
deleterious  effect  on  the  numbers.  They  had 
again  received  the  generous  gift  of  .£100  from 
the  Institute,  which  had  proved  most  useful.  A 
capital  Common  Room  had  been  provided  at  the 
Studio  in  Great  Marlborough-street — an  improve- 

ment due  to  the  President,  who  had  given  them 
the  handsome  clock  which  adorned  the  room. 
The  papers  and  discussions  of  the  past  session  had 
bien  of  exceptional  interest :  indeed,  no  other 
like  body  brought  such  excellent  snd  practical 
papers  before  its  members.  He  .appealed  to 
members  to  assist  the  library,  which  w.is  in  great 
need  of  new  books.  The  attendances  in  the 
classes  had  been  exceptionally  good,  some  of  the 
students  not  missing  a  single  meeting. 
Mr.  Frax<  i.<  Ct.  F.  Hooier  seconded  the 

motion,  observing  that  the  only  matter  for  regret 
in  the  report  was  that  some  of  the  prizes  had  not 
been  awarded  owing  to  the  want  of  ■  ompetition, 
and  he  hoped  students  would  be  stimulated  to 
prevent  the  recurrence  of  such  failure. 

The  motion  was  caried  unanimously. 
Mr.  ILkMi'DEx  W.  Pk.\tt,  ex-president,  pro- 

posed a  vote  of  thanks  to  the  hon.  auditors, 
^ilessrs.  J.  W.  Stonhold  and  W.   E.  Davis,  and 
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this  was  agreed  to,  as  was  a  vote  of  thanks  to 
the  donors  of  books  to  the  library  moved  by  llr. 
OarviU. 

The  ruEsiDKNT  CSli.  G.  II.  FkllowesPuvxxe) 
announced  that  Messrs.  (i.  Collins  and  C.  A. 
Kelly  had  been  reinstated  as  members.  He  also 
stated  that  under  the  rules  llessrs.  A.  H.  Hart 
and  H.  A.  Satchell,  being  lecturers,  had  resigned 
their  seats  on  the  committee.  They  were,  how- 

ever, eligible  for  re-election,  and  he  would  move 
that  they  be  re-electcd^a  motion  carried  with 
applause.  The  President  further  moved  a  vote 
of  thanks  to  the  R.I.B  A.  for  their  renewed  gift 
of  £100  towards  the  expenses  of  the  classes, 
remarking  that  while  the  Association  appreciated 
this  generous  help ,  they  felt  that  they  had  some  right 
to  expect  such  a  donation,  as  the^  supplied  them 
with  very  many  students  for  their  examinations. 

Mr.  Carvii.i.  announced  that  the  annual  con- 
versazione would  take  place  on  Friday,  the  20th 

inst.,  at  the  King's  Hill,  Holbom,  and  gave particulars  of  the  various  classes  about  to  be 
started. 

1KI7.F.    LIST. 

The  riiEsiDExT  then  distributed  the  medals  and 

books  awarded  to  students  for  the  past  session's 
work  in  accordance  with  the  following  Hit :  — 

A. A.  TraTeUiQK  Studentship,  value  £25.  and  bronze 
medal,  D.  T.  Fyte :  second  prize,  value  £5,  H.  Tanner, 
jun. ;  hon.  mention,  H.  Farquharson. 
A.A.  Medal,  not  awarded ;  prize,  value  £5  Sa. ;  H. 

Tanner,  jun. 
Andrew  Oliver  Prize,  value  £5  5s..  O.  J.  T.  Keavell. 
Arthur  Cates  Seholarship.  C.  L.  Fleming-Williams. 
Lbctcres.— Division  I. :  Silver  Medal  and  A.A.  5>cholar- 

•ahip,  value  £6  Ks.,  P.  .1.  Weatwood ;  bronze  medal,  A.  It. 
Conder;  hon.  mention,  H.  J.  'Worrow.  Division  II.; 
■Silver  Medal,  P.  J.  Turner  ;  bronze  medal,  H.  8.  Barrett ; hon.  mention,  R.  H.  Spalding. 

Studio.— Division  I.  :  Silver  Medal  and  one  Vol.  of  the 
A.A.  Sketchbook,  S.  V.  North  :  bronze  medal,  A.  A. 
Carder.  Division  II. :  Silver  Medal,  A.  Svmon  ;  bronze 
medal  and  one  Vol.  of  the  A.A.  Sketchbook,  G.  H. 
Jenkins  ;  hon.  mention,  W.  J.  Davies. 

ORDER  OK   MEnIT, 

DivisioK  I.— Greek  and  Roman  Orders :  C.  H.  R. 
Henman  ;certiflcate; ,  S.  V.  North,  P.  J.  Westwood. 
Elementary  Construction:  P.  J.  Westwood  (certifleite 
and  book),  B.  Greig.  A.  R.  Conder.  English  Architec- 

ture: P.  J.  Westwood  (certificate  and  book),  A.  E. 
Conder,  G.  L.  Elkington.  Medi;"'val  and  Renaissance : 
■fl.  H.  Goodwin  (certificate  and  book),  B.  Greig.  S.  Bridges. Elementary  Physics,  Formulio,  aad  Calculations  :  H.  J. 
Worrow  (certificate and  book),  P.  J.  Westwood,  B.  Greig. 
Plane  and  Solid  Geometry :  W.  A.  Jeckella  (certificate 
and  book) ,  A.  R.  Conder.  H.J.  Worrow. 

Di\isio-s-  II.— Materials,  their  Nature  and  Application : 
T.  G.  Chambers  (certificate  and  book),  H.  S.  Barrett, 
P.  J.  Turner.  Construction :  P.  J.  Turner  (certificate 
and  book),  R.  H.  Spalding,  A.  S.  Dorrell.  Drainage  and 
"Water  Supply  :  P.  J.  Turner  (certificate),  P.  B.  Dannatt, 
J.  E.  Franck.  ̂ 'entilation,  Lighting,  and  Heating  :  J.  E. Franck  (certificate).  S.  H.  Goodwin,  P.  J.  Turner.  Pro- 

fessional Practice :  P.  J.  Turner  (certificate) ,  S.  H.  Good- 
win, J.  E.  Franck.  Elementary  Class  of  De.sigu :  First 

Srize,  value  £1  Is.,  with  silver  medal  and  certificate, 
I.Knott;  second  prize,  bronze  medal  and  certificate, 

E.  8.  Collins ;  hon.  mention,  E.  Brantwood-Muff. 
Advanced  Class  of  Design :  First  prize,  value  £1  Is.,  with 
silver  medal  and  certificate,  J.  A.  Swan. 

The  Pkesidkxt  then  delivered  his 

Ol'F.XIXO    .VDllUESS. 

Having  expressed  thanks  for  his  re-election  to 
the  chair,  Mr.  Fklldwks  Puv.s.ne  acknowledged 
in  cordial  terms  the  aid  and  support  given  him 
by  the  members  of  the  late  committee,  and  also 
by  the  hon.  secretaries,  Mr.  Howley  Sim  and  Mr. 
G.  B.  Cirvill,  and  the  secretary,  Mr.  driver. 
Nothing  could,  he  added,  have  exceeded  the  har- 

mony and  good  will  that  had  existed  on  all  sides. 
There  had  been  no  single  note  of  discord,  and  he 
thought  they  might  fairly  congratulate  them- 

selves upon  the 

EXCEPTIOXAI,,    ALMOST    I'HENOMEN.VL    SUCCESS, 

both  from  a  working  and  financial  point  of  view, 
of  the  past  session.  First,  as  regards  member- 

ship, the  roll  of  members  is,  continued  the  Presi- 
dent, the  highest  on  record,  and  the  total  now 

■exceeds  1,250.  That  our  financial  position  is 
equally  sound  and  satisfictory  may  be  judged 
from  the  fact  that,  in  spite  of  necessarily  in- 

creased expenditure,  we  are  able  to  carry  forward 
a  record  balance  of  not  less  than  .£221  odd  to  our 
promises  and  general  fund. 

THE  SCHOOL  Of   DESIOX. 

In  my  opening  address  last  year  I  called  special 
attention  to  the  work  of  the  Studio,  and  more 
particularly  to  that  branch  of  its  work  that  most 
closely  binds  us  with  the  Association,  and  is  still 
most  closely  allied  to  the  voluntary  system  of 
teaching— the  School  of  Design.  I  then  pointed 
out  that  the  committee  had  been  a  good  deal 
puzzled  to  find  out  the  cause  for  the  general 
falling  off  in  the  membership  and  work  of  this 

once  popular  class,  and  expressed  the  earnest 
hope  that  the  alterations  made  as  to  the  fees,  and 
the  working  out  of  designs,  would  make  the  work 
of  that  class  more  really  representative  of  the 
work  of  the  .-Vrchitectural  Association.  These 
hopes  have  been  more  than  verified,  and  it  is 
most  satisfactory  to  find  that  the  efforts  of  the 
committee  have  succeeded  in  making  both  the 
elementary  and  advanced  classes  of  design  as 
they  should  bo,  not  only  the  most  popular,  but 
one  of  the  most  useful  classes  in  the  whole  system 
of  the  work  of  the  .Association.  As  against  the 
numbers  of  22  and  12  students  who  joined  the 
elementary  and  advanced  classes  of  design  re- 

spectively in  the  previous  session,  no  loss  than 
78  and  17  students  joined  during  the  last  session. 
This  success  was  not  confined  to  numbers  only  ; 
the  work  done  showed  a  groat  advance  on  that  of 
some  previous  years,  and  some  designs  sent  in 
were  of  considerable  merit.  'The  interest  and 
enthusiasm,  was,  however,  partly  perhaps  owing 
to  numbers,  better  sustained  in  the  elementary 
than  in  the  advanced  class.  It  is  hoped  that 
this  may  be  remedied  in  future  years,  as  the 
committee,  profiting  by  the  experience  gained 
during  the  last  session,  have  wisely  decided  to 
make  the  subjects  in  the  elementary  class  some- 

what more  elementary  in  character,  with  the  view 
of  inducing  all  students  to  join  the  elementary 
class  in  their  early  years  of  study,  and,  as  a 
matter  of  course,  to  follow  on  into  the  advanced 
class,  which  in  future  will  not  be  an  advanced 
class  in  name  only.  I  most  sincerely  hope  that 
all  students  who  joined  the  elementary  class  last 
session  will  rejoin  the  school  of  design  this  year, 
and  continue  their  studies,  either  by  going  on  into 
the  advanced  class,  or  remaining  for  another 
session  in  the  elementary  class  of  design,  as  I 
cannot  too  strongly  urge  upon  students  that  it  is 
not  by  one  or  two  flashy,  or  perhaps  even  clever 
designs,  made  in  a  single  session,  by  which  their 
work  will  best  bo  judged,  or  that  will  be  of  most 
value  to  them  ;  but  by  carefully  giving  their 
attention  to  the  smallest  details  in  design,  and 
methodically  following  on  their  work  stage  by 
stage  for  two  or  three  sessions.  "Ho  little  things 
now,"  says  a  Persian  proverb,  "so  shall  big 
things  come  to  thee,  asking  to  be  done." 

VISITOKS'    CUITICISMS. 

It  is  no  small  thing  for  students  to  be  able  to 
get  the  advantage  of  criticism  upon  their  early 
work  freely  and  ungrudgingly  given  by  many  of 
the  well-known  artists  whose  names  appear  on 
our  visitors'  list,  and  I  cannot  too  strongly 
advise  them  to  get  as  much  out  of  those  visitors 
as  they  possibly  can  while  they  have  the  chance. 
Those  who  were  present  at  the  first  meeting  of 
the  studio  on  October  11th  last  year  will  have 
appreciated  the  innovation  of  opening  the  session 
with  short  informal  addresses  to  students,  when 
Mr.  Aston  Webb  and  Mr.  Cole  Adams  so  kindly 
gave  us  their  valuable  support.  This  meeting 
inspired  very  genuine  enthusiasm  amongst  the 
students,  both  old  and  young,  and  Mr.  Aston 

Webb's  useful  hints  on  planning,  and  warm  and 
sympathetic  remarks  in  reference  to  the  class  of 
design,  will  long  be  remembered  by  all  who 
heard  them.  While  mentioning  Mr.  .Vston 

Webb's  name,  I  cannot  refrain  from  referring  to 
the  well-deserved  honour  bestowed  upon  him  by 
the  Uoyal  Academy.  No  election  made  by  that 
body  has  ever  been  more  popular  in  the  ranks  of 
the  A.A.  than  that  of  our  past  president  and 
warm  supporter,  Aston  Webb,  and  no  congratula- 

tions offered  to  him  are  more  sincere  and  hearty 
than  those  offered  by  the  members  of  our  body. 

TIME    SKETCHES. 

While  referring  to  the  studio  work,  which  has 
been  so  thoroughly  and  ably  carried  forward  by 
Mr.  W.  (i.  B.  l^ewis,  assisted  by  Jlr.  Delinichy, 
I  must  commend  to  the  notice  of  students  the 
admirable  system  of  time  sketches  started  during 
the  last  session  by  Mr.  Lewis.  These  sketch 
designs,  made  under  the  direct  supervision  of  the 
instructor,  will  be  found  most  valuable,  especially 
to  younger  students.  The  system  will  help  in 
giving  them  method  in  their  earliest  attempts  at 
design,  and  so  render  their  future  efforts  in 
design  more  direct  and  effective.  Kncouraging 
as  the  students'  work  in  the  studio  has  been, 
there  is 

IIOOM    r.lll    IMl'lun  EMF.XTS. 

The  danger  of  working  with  no  higher  aim  than 
to  make  drawings  sufliciently  good  for  qualifica- 

tion in  the  IM.Ii. A.  examinations  or  for  admis- 
sion to  the  U.A.  is  a  real  one  :  and  the  falling  off 

in  the  attendance  towards  the  end  of  the  session 

ehows  a  lack  of  appreciation,  on  the  part  of  soaie 
students,  of  the  greatness  of  the  work  that  lies 
before  them,  and  of  the  necassity  of  thoroughness 
and   methodical    perseverance    in    their  studies. 
Another  branch  of  the  studio  work  that  is  not 
receiving  the  support  of  students  in  a  manner 
which  the  importance  of  the  subject  demands,  is 
the  modelling  class.     This  is  all  the  more  extra- 

ordinary, as  we  still  retain  the  valuable  services 
of  our  friend  Mr.  F.  W.  Pomeroy  as  instructor, 
who   is  second    to  none    in  his    art.     But  the 
committee    have,    as    usual,  gone    to   the  root 
of  the   matter,   and  recognising  that  the  argu- 

ment  of    £    s.    d.    is    found    to    be    the   most 
clinching     of    any,     have     decided     to  reduce 
the    fees   for  the  modelling  class   for  students 
attending  the  stulio  to    less  than  one-half  the 
original  fee,   while    any    other    member  of  the 
Association  can  now  obtain  the  best  instruction 
in  modelling  at  the  nominal  fee  of  12s.  6d.  Surely 
a  valuable  class,  such  as  this,  will  not  languish 
for  members  during  future  sessions.     With  regard 
to  the  lectures,  I  am  glad  to  say  that  the  average 
attendance  has  been  well  maintained,  and  that 
we  are  fortunate  in  retaining  the  valuable  services 
of  our  many  able  instructors.     The  Land  .Survey- 

ing and  Levelling  Class  was  not  held,  owing  to 
the  small  number  of   entries.     But  considering 
the  multifarious  subjects  the  architectural  student 
has  to  face  nowadays,  one  is  not  surprised  that 
this  practical  subject  of  land  surveying  should, 
in  some  sessions,    not    receive    the    support   it 
deserves.     It  must,  however,  be  evident  that  to  a 
large  number  of  architects  a  knowledge  of  the 
subject  is    most    useful,   it    not    essential.     An 
excellent  new  level  has  been  purchased  for  the 
use  of  future  members  of  this  class.     With  regard 
to  other  useful  branches  of  work,  I  should  like 
to  call  attention  to  that  of 

THE   CAMEUA   CLCB. 

It  was  decided  last  session  to  commence  a 
really  useful  collection  of  lantern  slides  of 
architectural  subjects,  which  would  not  only 
be  useful  to  lecturers,  but  also  to  readers  of 
papers,  in  illustrating  their  subjects.  Now,  any 
members  of  the  A.A.  who  are  amateur  photo- 

graphers can  help  us  greatly  by  either  sending 
to  the  secretary  of  the  Camera  Club  any  good 
negatives  they  may  have  of  am  lent  buildings  or 
architectural  detail,  or — still  better — by  sending 
lantern-slides  already  made.  We  are  anxious 
that  the  collection  shall  be  very  comprehensive 
in  character,  and  at  the  same  time  good  in 
quality.  All  negatives  or  slides  sent  will  go 
before  a  sub-committee  for  careful  selection.  The 

great  value  of  su"h  a  collection  will  at  once  be 
apparent  to  any  who  have  had  experience  in  the 
difficulty  of  obtaining  suitable  slides  to  illustrate 

papers  on  art  generally,  and  architecture  in  par- ticular. 
CHANGES   IX    THE   PRIZES   OEFEBED. 

Certain  alterations  have  been  made  with  regard 
to  prizes.  Medals  will  not  be  quite  so  common 
as  before,  and  will  consequently  perhaps  be  more 
valued,  and  a  larger  number  of  book  prizes  will 
be  offered.  P'or  some  years  there  has  been  no 
competition  for  the  prize  of  £10  kindly  offered 
by  the  Architectural  Union  Company  for  the  best 
set  of  measured  drawings.  Some  years  ago  this 
prize  used  to  be  competed  for  regularly,  and  the 
reason  for  its  being  neglected  now  is  quite  in- 

comprehensible to  myself  and  others.  A  more 
useful  subject  for  competition  it  would  be  difficult 

to  conceive.  The  Arcbitectural  I'nion  Company do  not  offer  this  valuable  prize  just  for  the  fun 
of  the  thing,  we  may  be  sure,  and  the  company 
have  been  very  generous  in  allowing  the  conditions 
to  be  altered  in  the  most  liberal  spirit ;  we  cannot 
therefore  be  surprised  if  the  offer  of  a  prize  is 
withdrawn  should  no  competitors  be  found  during 
the  coming  session.  The  review  of  the  work  of 
the  session  would  be  quite  incomplete  without 

some  mention  of 
THE   SOCLIL    SIDE. 

We  have  to  thank  the  members  of  the  enter- 
tainment committee  for  giving  us  a  practical 

demonstration  of  what  an  excellent  entertain- 
ment the  members  of  the  A.A.  can  produce. 

Not  only  was  the  last  soiree  a  great  success, 
cleverly  conceived,  and  brilliantly  carried  out, 
but  it  was  free  from  anything  that  the  most 

carping  critic  could  term  vulgar  or  even  common- 
place. Nothing  but  good  can  result  from  this 

healthful  relaxation  at  our  annual  soiree.  The 
cycling  club  has  been  resuscitated,  and  the  runs 
will  in  future  be  made  as  far  as  possible  in  con- 

nection with  the  summer  visits  and  camera  club. 
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Perhaps  the  most  useful  addition  made  in  con- 
nection with  our  social  work  is  the  new  common 

room.  I  do  not  quite  know  whether  to  describe 
this  little  addition  as  a  foretaste  of  better  things 
to  come,  or  as  an  apolagy  for  not  yet  getting 
something  better.  The  committee  without  in  any 

wav  abating  their  indiridual  and  collectivo  efforts 
to  find  suitable  new  premises,  have  fuUy  realised 

the  difficulty  of  so  doing,  and  in  taking  and  fur- 
nishing the  new  common  room,  have  not  only  had 

the  immediate  comfort  of  the  members  in  view, 
but  the  business  interests  of  the  Association,  as 

with  the  front  room,  the  present  premises  have  a 
commercial  value,  which  would  render  the  disposal 
of  the  lease,  at  short  notice,  a  comparatively  easy 
matter. 

THE  NEED    rOU    SEW    rilEMISES. 

My  most  sincere  wish  when  I  last  addressed  you 
was  that  during  my  year  of  office  I  might  be  able 
to  announce  that  new  premises  had  been  obtained, 

which  would  not  onlj'  give  ample  accommodation 
for  our  regular  work  in  studio  and  classrooms, 
and  for  our  social  requirements,  but  would  pro- 

vide demonstration  workshops  for  the  craft  side 
of  our  work.  No  stone  shall  bo  unturned  and  no 

time  or  energy  stinted  by  myself  during  the 
present  session  in  trying  to  satisfactorily  solve  the 
difficult  question  of  new  premises.  I  shall  not  be 
divulging  committee  secrets  when  I  hint  that  we 

have  a  large  scheme  at  present  imdor  considera- 
tion, but  I  have  had  too  many  disappointments 

under  this  head  to  be  over-sanguine  of  success  in 
the  present  insbince.  It  is,  I  fear,  too  mnch  to 
hope  that  it  may  fall  to  my  lot  to  announce  the 
good  news  that  new  and  worthy  premises  have 
been  found,  but  I  sincerely  trust  that  such  an 
announcement  may  be  made  early  in 

THE    SEW    CENTUnV. 

The  Xew  Century — what  a  strange  influence 
these  purely  arbitrary  divisions  of  time  seem  to 
have  upon  our  minds,  and  even  upon  our  actions 
— an  influence  that  I  cannot  but  think  is  for  good 
in  many  ways.  This  session  of  the  .\rchitectural 
Association  is,  as  it  were,  a  bridge  between  the 

19th  and  '.'0th  century,  and  as  we  draw  near  to 
the  apex  of  that  bridge  or  line  that  divides  the 
two  centuries,  who  is  there  amongst  thoughtful 
men  who  will  not  tarry  a  moment  to  look  back  on 

many  wonders  wrought  during  the  l;ist  century — 
wonders  in  science  that  for  better  or  for  worse 
have  transformed  the  face  of  the  whole  world ; 

wonders  in  literature,  poetry,  and  music  that  have 
left  the  world  far  richer  than  they  found  it  : 
wonders  in  art  that  will  influence  artista  for 

centuries  to  come  :  wonders  in  architecture — yes, 
even  in  architecture,  for  better  or  for  worse.  In 

all  these  wonders  of  the  19th  century  have  we 
not  infinite  scope  for  reflection,  study,  and  en- 

couragement, ilost  strongly  would  I  advise  our 
students  not  to  content  themselves  with  only 
reading  that  which  immediately  concerns  their 
own  particular  branch  of  art.  If  they  would  learn 
what  real  industry  and  perseverance  means,  and 
what  it  has  accomplished,  if  they  would  know 
what  little  things  have  led  to  greit  results  ;  in 
short,  if  they  would  learn  the  highway  to  success 
in  life,  let  them,  as  a  relaxation,  read  the 
interesting  biographies  of  those  who  have  brought 
about  the  wonders  I  speak  of. 

XINETEENTH-CENTl'RY    .^UCHITECTfUi:. 

In  the  more  limited  sphere  of  our  beloved  art, 
what  a  strange  and  interesting  page  in  the  history 

of  the  century  might  be  written  thereon  '.  The 
task  of  writing  it  will  probably  be  undertaken  by 
some  enterprising  author  before  long,  and  if  care- 

fully done,  there  should  be  ample  material  for  an 
extremely  useful  and  interesting  volume,  although 
the  difficulty  of  following  through  the  various 
fashions  and  heterogeneous  vagaries  ff  the  last 
hundred  years  would  be  great ;  but  if  episodes  in 
the  lives  of  the  leading  architects  who  have  gone 
before,  but  left  the  stamp  of  their  genius  on  many 
buildings,  great  and  smaU,  throughout  the  land, 
could  be  collected  and  incorporated,  such  a  volume 
would,  I  feel  sure,  be  much  appreciated.  The 
danger,  of  course,  for  anyone  reviewing  the 
earlier  work  of  the  century  is  that  we  are  too  apt 
to  judge  work  from  our  present  standpoint.  Few 
seem  to  be  able  to  make  allowance  for  the  wholly 
different  state  of  things  existing,  architect urally, 
in  the  earlier  part  of  the  century,  and  condemn 

those  whose  names,  in  their  day,' were  looked  up to  by  all.  Are  we,  in  these  days,  so  sure  of  our 
own  ground  that  we  can  afford  to  severely 
criticise  a  style  of  work  that  does  not  exactly 
coincide  with  our  enlightened  views  of  style?     If 

we,  as  a  rule,  tried  to  find  out  the  good  points  of 

a  brottier  architect's  work,  instead  of  finding  a 
kind  of  pleasure  in  picking  out  what  we  conceive 
to  be  the  bad  points,  it  would  be  better  for  our- 

selves and  the  profession  at  large.  In  saying 
this,  1  do  not  wish  that  proper  criticism  should 
be  curbed  in  any  way.  There  is,  of  course, 
criticism,  ami  criticism.  For  instance,  a  bad 

plan — misapplied  ornament — palpable  ignorance 
in  detail,  and  bad  proportion  in  building,  poor 
construction  or  bad  workmanship  of  any  kind, 

&c.,  in  which  cases  severe  criticism  is  most  de- 
sirable, and  even  helpful,  in  that  it  makes  one  to 

remember  what  to  avoid.  Hut  there  are  few 

buildings  that  one  takes  the  trouble  to  visit  that 
have  not  some  good  points  in  design  or  planning. 
Try  then  and  find  out  those  good  points,  and  put 
away  the  bad  ones  as  much  as  possible  on  the 

principle  that  "you  never  touch  mud,  but  some 
sticks."  There  are  numerous  good  points  to  study 
in  the  lives  and  works  of  the  many  able  architects 
of  the  century.  Architecture,  as  a  great  art,  was 
in  a  measure  dead  in  England  at  the  commence- 

ment of  the  century.  In  what  may  be  called  the 

stucco  period,  a  bastard  Classic  and  (lothic  stylo 
was  the  order  of  the  day.  What  seemingly 
insuperable  difficulties  had  to  be  faced  by  men 
who  longed  lor  a  better  state  of  things  r  What 

study,  energy,  patience,  and  enthusiasm  was 
necessary  to  overcome  the  difficulties  and 
prejudices  existing?  With  much  of  the  work 
done  in  the  early  stages  of  the  great  Architectural 
Revival,  we  can  have  but  little  sympathy  :  but  we 

can  at  least  appreciate  the  motives  that  un- 
doubtedly inspired  men  to  aim  at  a  higher  ideal 

than  was  then  prevalent.  It  would  be  hard  to 
over-estimate  the  enormous  influence  that  such 

books  as  Rickman's  "  Attempt  to  Discriminate 

the  Styles  of  Architecture  in  England,"  first 
published  in  IS  17,  together  with  the  early 
publications  of  Parker,  and  followed  by  the 
writings  of  Sharpe,  Paley,  Pugin,  and  Brandon, 
have  had  upon  the  architectural  history  of  the 
century.  The  earliest  of  these  works  prepared 

the  ground  for 

THE     GRE.YT     GOTHIC    REVIV.^L 

that  followed  in  the  forties,  and  following 
decades.  We  must  remember,  however,  that  this 

great  revival  was  not  brought  about  by  architects 
only  :  it  came  like  other  great  movements,  in 
answer  to  needs  and  requirements  of  the  times  : 
it  moved  concurrently  with  the  great  religious 
revival  that  commenced  at  that  period,  it  took 
firm  root  in  the  great  seats  of  education,  our 
universities,  with  the  result  that  it  influenced 
the  minds  of  both  clergy  and  laymen,  who 
then  took  up  the  study  of  architecture  with  a 
thoroughness  and  zest  that  would  shame  many 
a  student  of  the  present  day.  With  such  able 
men  as  Barry  and  Cockerell  living,  the  best 
traditions  of  Classical  work  were  not  likely  to  be 
lost ;  but  it  is  the  great  Gothic  Kevival  in  its 

various  phases  by  which  the  I'Jth  century  will  be 
most  closely  remembered  architecturally.  It  has 
Lately  been  the  custom  to  talk  slightingly  of  this 
revival,  and  of  those  great  and  able  men  who 
guided  its  destinies.  But  to  do  so  is  neither  just 
nor  generous.  The  underlying  principles  that 
prompted  such  men  as  Rickman,  Parker,  Pugin, 
Paley,  Scott,  Street,  Surges,  Butterfield,  Pearson, 
and  others  in  their  writings  and  their  work,  were 
of  the  highest  and  noblest  character.  These  men 
spared  neither  time  nor  trouble  in  trying,  by 
means  of  the  most  careful  study  of  detail,  to  get 
into  touch,  as  it  were,  with  the  artists  who  in 
past  ages  had  left  us  buildings  of  such  surpassing 
beauty.  We  may  quibble  and  find  fault  with 
the  doctrines  of  the  early  purist,  who,  in  his 
enthusiasm  to  truthfully  follow  the  best  detail 
of  Media'val  times,  fixed  arbitrary  limits  of 
right  and  wrong  and  good  and  bad  in  styles,  yet 
in  doing  bo  he  was  only  working  on  the  same 
lines  as  the  purely  Classic  student,  who  is  not 
content  without  giving  verse  and  chapter  for 
the  proportion  of  every  column  and  detail  used. 
.^s  in  most  revolutions,  men  are  carried  further 
than  originally  intenied,  with  consequent  injury 
to  the  cause  they  uphold,  so  undoubtedly  in  the 
'  iothic  Revival  much  irreparable  evil  was  done  by 
the  excess  of  enthusiasm,  under  the  name  of 
restoration,  with  the  same  detrimental  effect  to 
the  cause  they  held  dear.  l>ut  the  first  principles 
of  the  originators  of  the  movement  being 

essentially  good,  much  good  was  bound  to  result 
from  it ;  and  there  are  few  architects  living 
whose  work  has  not  in  some  way  been  influenced 
for  good  by  the  great  minds  that  were  connected 
with  the  (.iothic  Re^■ival. 

I'RESENT-DAY   ECLECTICISM    IX    .\RCniTECTVUE. 

Fortunately  the  arbitrary  shackles  of  style  no- 
longer  bind  us  to  rigid  regularity  of  lines  and 
detail.  Moo  of  great  power  and  genius,  whose 

early  tuition  was  received  in  the  (iothic  school, 
have  been  amongst  the  first  to  lead  the  way  in 

originality  of  thought  and  design — such  as  the 
late  .lohn  Sedding,  for  instance.  I  have  purposely 

avoided  mentioning  the  names  of  living  archi- 
tects, amongst  whom  there  are  many  worthy 

successors  to  the  genius  of  the  past,  but 
1  cjinnot  refrain  from  mentioning  one  whose 

early  training  was  also  in  the  Ciothic  school, 
and  whoso  work  has  had  such  untold  influence 

on  the  domestic  architecture  of  this  century— I 
moan  ilr.  Norman  Shaw.  A  study  of  his  past 

and  present  work  is  a  wonderful  object-lesson  in 
development ;  but  from  first  to  last,  whether  it 
bo  in  domestic,  public  building,  or  church  design, 
always  powerful,  always  thoughtful,  and  always 
artistic.  The  hard  and  fast  conditions  of  style 

having  been,  by  a  sort  of  general  consent,  re- 
moved— what  has  been  the  result  upon  our  art  ? — 

is  the  result  satisfactory  :  In  some  respects,  yes, 
in  that  the  minds  of  clever  men  are  given  a  freer 

scope  for  originality,  or  an  eclecti(?ism  that  is 
charming,  from  the  very  boldness  and  knowledge 
it  displays.  In  many  respects,  no,  in  that  it  gives 
an  excuse  for  ignorant  and  badly  educated  men. 
to  thrust  upon  us  such 

ARCHITECTURAL    AIIO.MI.VATIOXS 

as  have  lately  been  allowed  to  disfigure  some  of 
the  best  streets  in  the  Metropolis  under  the  false 
name  of  originality  and  eclecticism.  Emerson 

says  somewhere  :--"  Great  licentiousness  treads 
on  the  heels  of  reformation  " — and  in  architecture 
we  cannot  claim  exception  to  this  rule. 

THE    OCTLOOK    NOT    HOI'ELESS. 

But  in  spite  of  the  glaring  and  vulgar  designs 

that  too  frequently  crop  up  in  our  midst,  I  can- 
not agree  with  those  who  say  that  the  architecture 

of  the  day  is  in  a  hopeless  state.  Un  the  contrary, 
from  the  energy  and  enthusiasm  that  is  being 
displayed  on  all  sides  in  art  generally,  we  may 

take  a  very  hopeful  view  of  the  future.  Speak- 
ing generally,  the  design  and  planning  of  our 

public  and  private  buildings  show  a  great  advance 
in  many  respects.  Gur  churches  are  no  longer 
slavish  copies  of  Medi;cval  work,  and  many  of  our 
houses  and  their  decorations  show  an  honest  and 

often  successful  striving  after  better  design  in  all 
that  surrounds  us.  But  there  is  ono  class  of 

building  which,  from  its  position  and  acres  of 
ground  that  it  covers,  that  has  during  the  present 
century  assumed  a  far  greater  importance  than 
is  its  due.     I  mean 

THE    MODERN-    VILLA 
or  suburban  residence,  built  by  speculative 
builders,  that  surrounds  us  on  aU  sides.  What  a 

terrible  legacy  of  ugliness  and  bad  biulding  shall 

we  leave  behind  '.  what  a  wilderness  of  worthless 
bricks  and  mortar  '.  The  demands  for  this  class 
of  building  caused  by  the  new  kind  of  life  in  the 
present  century  have,  of  course,  had  to  bo  met ; 
but,  artistically  speaking,  how  unequal  we  have 
been  to  the  task  of  meeting  those  demands  !  How 
far  we,  as  architects,  are  responsible  is  a  question 
that  it  would  be  impossible  to  answer ;  but  thi» 
is  certain — that  if  we  lompare  tho  ordinary 
present  day  suburban  house  with  a  similar 
class  of  work  carried  out  even  in  the  last 

century,  the  comparison  is  by  no  means  favour- 
able to  u8.  The  18th-century  builders,  as  a  rule, 

did  not  sacrifice  good  building  to  tawdry  orna- 
ment. Their  buildings  were  generally  substanti- 

ally built,  and  even  if  at  times  commonplace, 
were  at  least  quiet  and  reserved  in  design,  and 
seldom  if  ever  bespattered  with  tho  ghastly 

shams — vulgar  terracotta  ornament  and  worse 
than  worthless  carving.  The  modern  house  of 
the  kind  is  too  well  known  to  all  to  re<iuire  any 
description.  It  assails  us  in  all  directions,  not 
only  in  the  suburbs  of  London,  but  in  the  neigh- 

bourhood of  all  our  large  towns.  Nay,  more,  it 
is  a  disease  that  is  contagious,  and  even  the 
beauty  of  our  homely  villages  and  country  roads 
is  disfigured  by  its  unwelcome  presence.  I  do 
not  say  that  this  class  of  building  was  always 
good  in  past  centuries,  or  is  invariably  bad  at 
the  present  day  :  but  there  never  was  a  time  in 
which  all  that  is  true  and  good  in  building,  and 
all  th»t  is  pure  and  best  in  our  art,  was  assailed 
by  a  more  dangerous,  insidious,  and  potent 
enemy  than  the  demand  at  tho  present  day  for 
cheapness  and  showiness  in  our  buildings,  and 
apparent  indifference  of  the  general  public  as  to 
the  artistic  merits  of  the  houses  they  live  in. 
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that  most  of  our  people  have  to  live  amongst 
muat  act  and  react  upon  the  mind,  and  do  in- 

calculable harm  to  the  cause  of  art.  The  question 
is— How  is  the  evil  to  be  grappled  with  r  (1)  by 
setting  the  example  of  quiet  reserve  in  our  designs, 
and  avoiding  as  far  as  posbible  the  outward 
display  of  ornament ;  and  when  ve  do  have 
ornament,  seeing  that  it  is  the  very  best  of  the 
kind  that  we  can  get— and  above  all  by  never 
under  any  condition  sacrificing  solidity,  or  the 
use  of  the  best  materials,  for  the  sake  of  being 
able  to  get  more  ornament  in  our  buildings.  (2) 
By  doing  everything  in  our  power  to  influence 
landowners,  when  leasing  or  selling  property  for 
building  purposes,  to  insist  on  the  insertion  of  a 
condition  as  to  some  sort  of  supervision  by  a 
qualified  architect.  What  an  opening  there  is 
for  early  practice  in  this  field  of  design  for 
some  of  the  aspiring  members  of  our  School  of 
Design  !  It  is  not  necessaiily  an  expensive  house 
that  we  desire  or  ask  for.  On  the  contrary,  if 
the  demand  for  small  houses  is  to  be  met,  every 
rcasonnble  and  proper  economy  must  be  most 
carefully  studied.  I  can  well  imagine  a  rough- 

cast cottage  being  quite  as  good  in  design  as  a 
stone  building  five  times  more  costly.  Our  aim 
should  be  to  demonstrate  to  the  public  that  a 
comfortable,  artistically  designed,  and  sub- 

stantially-built house,  does  not  necessarily  mean 
a  building  that  is  more  expensive  than  the  ill- 
built  erection  at  present  so  common,  in  which  so 
much  money  is  frittered  away  in  utterly  vulgar 
ornament. 

C0-0rER.lTI0X   OF   ARTISTS   AXD    ARCHrTEfT*. 

During  the  last  years  of  the  19th  century  the 
great  necessity  of  a  closer  union  and  sympathy 
between  artists  and  architects  has  been  very 
strongly  brought  home  to  us.  The  objects  of 
the  opposition  that  wo  as  architects  have  offered 
to  the  work  of  decoration  of  St.  Paul 
Cathedral  must  not  be  misunderstood.  Most 
of  us  desire  that  our  great  churches  and 
national  monuments  should  be  decked  with  the 
very  best  of  all  we  can  offer  in  art,  be  it  in  colour 
-decoration  or  in  sculpture.  It  cannot  be  made 
too  clear  that  our  opposition  is  on  purely  archi- 

tectural grounds.  I  am  convinced  that  the  Dean 

and  Chapter  of  St.  Paul's  when  they  started  the 
■work  of  decoration  had  but  one  wish,  that  what 
they  did  should  be  of  the  best :  and  I  am  further 
convinced  that  Sir  William  llichmond  entered 
upon  this  great  work  in  the  same  spirit.  But, 
eurely  the  first  qualification  of  any  artist  entering 
upon  such  a  work  is  that  he  should  be  in  complete 
and  absolute  sympathy  with  the  architecture  of 
the  building  he  proposes  to  decorate.  The 
results  have  proved  that  this  is  unfortunately  not 
the  case.  Is  it  then  unnatural  that  we  should 
raise  our  voices  against  the  injury  done  to  the 
work  of  one  of  the  greatest  architects  EngUmd 
has  ever  seen  r  As  architects  surely  it  is  our 
duty  to  do  so,  and  as  Englishmen  we  have  a  right 
io  ask  that  the  walls  of  our  great  national 
monuments  shall  not  be  treated  as  mere  spaces 
for  artists,  however  clever,  to  experiment  upon. 
I  believe,  however,  that  there  is  a  growing 
sympathy  between  artists  and  architects,  and  the 
jnore  we  can  do  to  foster  that  feeling  the  better  it 
will  be  for  art  generally. 

SVMI'ATHV     linTWF.F.X    EXGINEEUS    AXD  AKCIUTECTS. 

I  could  wish  for  the  sam  kind  of  sympathy,  in 
a  different  way,  between  engineers  and  architects, 
especially  with  resrard  to  the  bridges  crossing  the 
Thames,  most  of  which  are  a  standing  rebuke  to 
us  as  a  nation.  What  we  desire  is,  that  in  the 
designs  of  bridges,  involving  an  expenditure  of  a 
large  am  ount  of  public  money,  and  affecting  as 
they  do  the  appe;irance  of  our  grand  water-way, 
architects  of  eminence  should  invariably  be  con- 

sulted as  to  the  architectural  work,  while  the 
constructional  work  could,  if  so  desired,  be  placed 
in  the  hands  of  well-known  engineers.  In  such 
works  in  Paris,  architect  and  engineer  work 
together  as  a  matter  of  course — why  not  in 
London 

THE  AIM  OF    THE  ARCHITECTl-RAL  ASSOCIATIOX. 

For  the  last  half- century  the  .\rchitectuTal 
Association  has  been  working  with  one  pure 
and  high  aim— the  advancement  of  archftec- 
tural  education.  X  voluntary  association  de- 

pendent almost  solely  on  voluntary  help  and 
energy.  A  free  and  independent  association, 
unfettered  by  bonds  of  professionalism  or  social 
class  ties  of  any  kind.  .\  social  association, 
in  which  architects,  young   and  old,   rich  and 

poor,  can  all  meet  together  on  one  level,  in  social 
mtercourse  and  go.!  f.-no»>hip,  and  withal  a 
successf'il  association  \Vf..t,  it  mav  be  asked, 

has  been  the  lever  of  su.  .&«  r  Has'  it  been  by capital  or  financial  help  given  by  persons  or 
public  bodies  interested  in  ̂ucitional  work  r  In 
no  sense,  with  the  exception  of  the  yearlv  grant 
of  £100  80  kindly  made  by  the  Royal  Institute  of 
British  .\rchit«ct«,  and  the  very  generous  dona- 

tions given  by  some  well-known  architects  at  the 

launching  of  the  new  scheme  of  education.  N'o. 
the  lever  of  success  has  been  the  sincerity  of 
purpose,  the  unselfish  devotion  to  the  cause,  the 
single-hearted  aim  and  warm  enthusiasm  of  its 
originators  and  supporters.  As  long  as  men  are 
found  to  help  in  carrying  forward  the  work  with 
the  same  high  aim  and  enthusiasm,  so  long  will 
the  .'Architectural  Association  flourish  and  carry 
forward  its  great  work  with  increasing  vigour 
and  helpfulness.  We,  the  elder  members  of  the 
A  A.,  have  reason  to  fully  recognise  the  value  of 
both  the  educational  and  social  work  of  the 
Association,  but  under  the  new  system  of  eduia 
tion  its  value  has  increased  tenfold  :  and  it  is  for 
you,  the  younger  members,  to  prove  that  its 
value  is  still  greater  in  the  future  than  in  the 
past.  It  is  a  healthy  sign  that  so  many  of  our 
older  members  continue  their  membership,  and  I 
again  appeal  \o  all  who  are  interested  in  the 
objects  of  the  A.  A.  to  join  our  ranks  and  help  us 
by  their  membership  and  advice.  When  the 
members  of  the  last  excursion  were  visiting 
Bryanston,  Lord  Portman,  seeing  some  elderly 
gentlemen  in  our  party,  asked  me  if  the  associa- 

tion was  composed  entirely  of  students.  I  an- 
swered Ves,  that  in  our  party  of  28,  there  were 

students  whose  ages  ranged  from  nearly  GO  to  IS, 
from  men  who  had  been  in  practice  for  25  years 
to  pupils  in  their  offices.  So  comprehensive  are 
the  ranks  of  the  A.A. 

AX  Al'l-EAL  TO  THE  TorXGER  STtDEXT. 

In  drawing  this  address  to  a  close,  I  would 
ask  the  younger  students  of  the  present  day  to 
remember  how  great  is  their  responsibility. 
Upon  them  in  a  great  measure  will  depend  the 
making  or  marring  of  the  architecture  of  the 
20th  century.  It  is  impossible  to  foretell  what 
their  chances  and  opportunities  may  be,  and 
equally  impossible  to  foresee  what  will  be  the 
characteristic  style  of  work  of  the  century,  and 
therefore  it  is  useless  to  speculate  upon  the 
matter.  But  be  sure  of  this — there  is  no  broad 
highway  of  success  that  is  not  founded  upon  the 
work  and  experience  of  past  ages.  We  are  not 
gods,  that  we  may  create  something  out  of 
nothing,  but  creatures  who  must  make  the  best 
use  of  the  materials  and  gradually  growing  know- 
lodge  vouchstifed  to  us  by  a  bountiful  Creator. 
Experience  teaches  us  that  to  succeed  at  the 
present  day  a  man  must  concentrate  all  the 
faculties  of  his  mind  on  one  great  purpose,  and 
with  an  unswerving  tenacity  of  purpose.  A  great 
purpose  is  cumulative,  and,  like  a  magnet,  attracts 
all  that  is  kindred  along  the  stream  of  life.  The 
question  is,  Can  you  honestly  say  that  you  do,  or 
that  you  wish  to,  make  the  art  of  architecture  a 
great  purpose  in  your  lifer  If  so,  and  you  work 
conscientiously  with  that  aim,  I  can  safely  pro- 

phesy your  future  success  and  happiness ;  out, 
if  not,  you  had  far  better  turn  back,  and  give  up 
all  idea  of  becoming  an  architert.  At  best  it  is 
a  hard-worked  and  ill-paid  profession,  and  if 
one's  heart  is  not  in  the  work,  it  becomes  a  mere 
existence  without  a  soul.  I  do  not  for  one  moment 
wish  to  discourage  those  who  are  commencing 
their  studies  in  the  art.  Far  from  it.  Jly  one 
great  wish  is  to  inspire  enthusiasm  amongst 
students  who  possibly  have  not  realised  fully  how 
great  is  the  work  before  them,  and  how  great  is 
the  need  of  working  consistently  with  one  definite 
purpose.  Believe  me,  I  have  no  wish  to  make  or 
exaggerate  an  evil.  The  evil  I  speak  of — want 
of  enthusiasm — undoubtedly  exists  amongst  some 
of  our  students.  Far  too  many  make  the  end 
and  aim  of  their  work  to  qualify  for  the  R.I.B.A. 
examination.  But  good  as  these  examinations 
are  in  many  ways,  you  must  not  for  one  moment 
think  that  the  passing  of  examinations  will  make 
you  an  architect  in  the  truest  sense.  The  key  to 
the  success  of  an  architect  is  that  his  heart  must 

bo  in  his  Art.  Kuskin  truly  s-iys  :  "  Fine  art  is 
that  in  which  the  hand,  the  head,  and  the  heart 
of  man  go  together,  the  head  inferior  to  the 
heart,  the  hand  inferior  to  the  heart  and  head." 
Thus  it  must  l>o  the  heart  that  dictates  your 
actions,  or.  in  other  words,  real  love  of  art  for 

art's  sake  that  must  be  your  incentive  to  work. 
If,  as  Longfellow  says, ' '  enthusiasm  begets  enthu- 

siasm," then  may  I  hope  that  my  enthusiasm  in 
the  caose  I  am  pleading  may  be  imparted  to  you, 
and  that  your  enthusiasm  once  fired  may  be 
imparted  to  others.  In  conclusion,  if  you  love 
art  for  art's  sake  you  will  not  be  content  with 
obtaining  knowledge  and  success  for  yourself 
alone,  bat  will  take  pleasure  in  imparting  know- 

ledge to  others  and  thus  helping  forward,  step  by 
step,  the  great  work  of  architectural  education. 
I  cannot  end  with  better  words  than  those  of 

Shakespeare — 
ThU  »bore  all,  to  thine  own  self  ba  true, 
And  it  must  foUow.  as  the  night  the  day 
Thou  canst  not  then  b; fsb«  to  aoy  min. 

Jlr.  U.  L.  Flouexce,  past-President,  in  pro- 
posing a  vote  of  thanks  to  the  President  for  his 

address,  observed  that  the  old  French  architect, 

Philibert  de  I'Orme,  referring  to  the  many  trades 
he  needed  to  master,  said  that  the  architect 
should  have  three  hands,  four  eyes,  and  four 
heads ;  but  he  wondered  what  he  would  hive  sai  1 
if,  instead  of  writing  in  the  16th  century,  he  had 

lived  at  the  end  of  the  19th  century  '.  He  prob- 
ably would  have  desired  for  the  architect  a 

lengthening  of  his  years.  The  speaker  empha- 
sised the  value  and  importance  of  systematic 

education,  and  referred  with  high  approval  to 
the  methods  in  vogue  in  France. 

Lieut. -Col.  Lenox  Prexdeugast  seconded  the 
vote  of  thanks,  which  was  carried  by  acclama- 

tion, and  briefly  acknowledged  by  the  President. 

ART   IX  CHT.-ECHES. 

THE  Clergy  and  Artists'  Association  Exhibition, the  fourth  during  the  Church  Congress,  held 
at  Leighton House,  Holland  Park-road,  W.,a  very 
excellent  collection  of  sketches,  cartoons,  models, 
and  working  experiments  for  art  in  churches  is  to 
be  seen.  In  many  of  these  studies  for  the  com- 

pleted work  we  see  the  true  spirit  of  the  artist 
manifested,  and  the  art  atmosphere  of  such  a 

house  as  that  of  the  late  Lord  Leighton's  con- tributes to  the  success.  We  can  only  here  notice 
a  few  of  the  chief  exhibits.  Mr.  Reginald  Hall- 
ward,  the  hon.  sec,  and  Mrs.  HaUward,  send 
many  beautiful  studies.  The  sketches  for  chancel 
decoration,  Ingrave  Church,  Essex  ;iO;  ;  the 

altar-piece  for  St.  Paul's  Church,  Bury  ;  draw- 
ings of  details  for  St.  Alban's,  Teddington  ;  glass 

window  for  baptistery,  St.  Etheldreda's  Church, Fulham,  and  other  designs  are  full  of  the  right 
spirit,  devotional  and  technical,  as  a  banner  for 
St.  Etheldreda's,  designed  by  A.  H.  Skipworth, 
workei  by  Mrs.  HaUward.  Miss  Maud  Berry's 
design  for  a  chancel  arch,  showing  the  pro- 

cession of  saints  and  martyrs  on  each  side,  and 
the  throned  Saviour  over  the  apex,  with  the 
angelic  hosts  above,  is  clever.  A  small  altar 
for  a  private  oratory  is  by  Mr.  Louis  Davis, 
who  also  sends  a  nice  design  for  a  school  banner 
(8)  and  several  cartoons  for  glass  windows.  Miss 
Emily  Ford's  cartoon  "  The  Xativity,"  in  chalk 
(11) ;  Sir  W.  B.  Richmond's  design  for  mosaic  at 
St.  Paul's  (13)  ;  designs  for  windows  in  Kirkley 
Church,  Liverpool,  by  Henry  Holiday  ;  drawings 
of  interior  of  chapel  of  House  of  Retreat,  Clerken- 
well,  by  Ernest  Xewton  ;  and  the  interior  and 
exterior  of  St.  Etheldreda's,  Fulham,  by  A.  H. 
Skipworth  (27)  ;  several  embroidered  banners 
designed  by  R.  HaUward,  and  worked  by 
Misses  Bloxam;  the  fine  design  by  F.  Watja, 

R.A.,  "  The  Creation  of  Eve,"  are  ol 
interest:  also  one  or  two  plaster  casts  of  altar 
crosses  in  hammered  metal,  designed  by  Chas. 
Spooner,  and  executed  by  R.  L.  Rathbone  and 

A.  Hughes  (33  and  35).  "one  executed  in  sUver for  Pembroke  College,  Cambridge,  by  G.  S. 
Prior,  is  a  very  beautiful  and  deUcate  floriated 
cross.  The  glazed  earthenware  Crucifixion  by 
Conrad  Dresslar  (36) ,  who  shows  also  some  nice 
glazed  tiles ;  and  works  by  Miss  Hermione  Unwin, 
Miss  E.  JI.  Rope,  Sliss  M.  Loundes,  and  W. 
Bainbridge  Reynolds  well  repay  attention.  A 
scr&en  of  water-colours,  comprising  one  or  two  by 
D.  G.  Rossetti,  Sir  E.  Bume-Jones,  and  a  screen 
of  embroiderj-  may  also  be  seen.  The  names  of 
those  on  the  Committee  of  Direction  are  a  good 
guarantee  of  the  quality  of  the  work  by  this 
association. 

Some  difficult  subaqueous  construction  is  con- 
templated by  plans  now  being  drawn  by  Mr.  E  ricson, 

the  city  engineer  of  Chicago.  They  involve  the 
lowering  of  the  three  cable  railway  tunnels  under 
the  Chicago  River  for  depths  of  as  much  as  13ft. 
in  place*,  in  order  to  give  the  Joft.  of  water  which 
the  Federal  authorities  desire. 
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MESSRS.    CHUBB'S    NEW    WORKS. 

NEW  WORKS  FOK  CUUBB'S  LOCK  AND 
SAFE  CO.,  LTD. 

THE  new  works  of  Messrs.  Chubb  i.nd  Sons' 
Lock  and  Safe  Co.,  Ltd.,  at  Wolverhamp- 

ton, were  opened  yesterday  by  the  Kight  Hon. 
the  Earl  of  Dartmouth,  P.C..  with  mncb  a  la! . 
The  works  are  built  from  the  designs  of  Mr. 
(has.  W.  JL  Mitcham,  of  lyondon,  who  has  been 
assisted  in  the  superintendence  of  the  work  by 
Mr.  F.  Beck,  of  Wolverhampton,  and  occupy  a 
site  of  about  IS, 300  superficial  feet  in  an  im- 
port.int  position  in  the  town,  the  principal  front- 

age being  in  Railway-street,  and  the  building  is 
entirely  surrounded  by  public  streets,  t  lur  nev 
shows  a  part  of  the  new  works,  a  building  about 
64ft.  high,  containing  a  range  of  offices  on  the 
ground-iioor,  with  a  principal  entrance  at  the 
comer  of  RaUway-street  and  Chubb-street,  sur- 

mounted by  a  turret  about  Soft,  in  height,  and 
consisting  of  showrooms,  manager's,  clerk's,  and 
timekeeper's  oBiees,  packing- rooms,  store-rooms, 
ic.  Above  the  ground-floor  of  this  part  of  the 
building  are  four  floors,  each  over  200ft.  in  length : 
consisting  almost  entirely  of  workshops,  but  con- 

taining also  additional  stores,  rooms  for  the  care- 
taker, a  kitchen  and  dining-room,  and  on  each 

floor  a  lavatory  for  the  men.  The  stairs  are  of  blue 
Pennant  stone,  and  there  is  also  an  e.xtemal  iron 
fire-escape  stair,  giving  access  from  each  floor 
down  to  the  interior  courtyard,  which  is  entered 
by  a  cartway  from  Chubb-street.  Around  this 
courtyard  are  the  doors  of  the  stairs,  the  pack- 

ing-room, machine-shop,  smithy,  and  other 
workshops,  various  stores  and  latrines  for  the 
men,  all  in  full  view  of  the  windows  of  the 

manager's  room.  In  a  basement  under  part  of 
this  building  there  are  additional  store-rooms. 
The  rest  of  the  site  is  occupied  by  a  very  large 
workshop  with  frontages  to  Fryer-street,  Chubb- 
street,  and  Long-street,  and  having  a  floor  area  at 
thegroundlevelof  about  T.OOOsuper.ft.,  surrounded 
by  two  tiers  of  galleries,  each  about  L'iOft.  long 
by  over  20ft.  wide,  supported  by  steel  stanchions 
and  girders.  The  interior  height  of  this  building 
is  about  44ft.  It  is  approachSi  br  a  cartwayin 
tbe  courtyard  and  another  in  Fryer-strtet.  The 
principal  fronts  are  faced  with  .'-Stourbridge  red 
facing  bricks ;  the  entrance  doorway,  the  cornices, 
kc,  are  of  Darley  Dale  stone:  the  interiors  of 
ofiEces  are  lined  with  hard  buff  bricks  and  glazed 
brick  dado.  The  buildings  are  warmed  for  the 
most  part  by  stoves,  and  lighted  throughout  by 
electric  light.  The  works  have  been  carried  out 
by  Jlr.  Hy.  Gjugh,  of  Wolverhampton. 

A 
THE  A.A.  SCHOOL  i  IF  DESIGN. 

PRELIXIIXARY  meeting  of  the  School  of 
Design  was  held  at  the  Studio  of  the 

.\rchitectural  Association,  .56,  Great  Jlarl- 
borough-street,  W.,  on  Tuesday  evening,  and 
was  very  numerously  attended.  The  President 
of  the  .\ssociation,  itr.  G.  H.  Fellowes  Prynne, 
occupied  the  chair,  and  gave  an  address  of  en- 

couragement and  good  counsel  to  the  students. 
Mr.  W.  H.  Seth-Smith,  past  Vice-President, 

followed  with  a  thoughtful  paper  on  the  subject 
of  the  application  of  architectural  ornament,  in 
which  he  emphasised  the  point  that  such  ornament 
ought  to  be  wholly  governed  by  its  surroundings. 
Its  proportions,  character,  and  style  should  be 
s\iggested  and  controlled  absolutely  by  the 
building.  Its  relations  to  construction  and 
material  were  of  great  importance  and  interest. 
The  great  aim  should  be  so  to  utilise  ornament 
in  architecture  as  to  give  beauty  to  constructional 
features.  Mr.  Seth-Smith  laid  down  and  eluci- 

dated in  detail  six  main  principles  which  should 
be  considered  in  the  application  and  distribution 
of  ornament  :  ,1  The  rotundity  or  modelling  of 
the  angles — i.e.,  the  mouldings;  (2)  ornament 
against  high  light,  including  window  grilles  and 
tracery  and  skylines  ;  ;3;  that  the  richest  orna- 

ment ought  not  to  be  in  the  high  lights;  (1 
solidity — that  the  enrichments,  such  as  the 
carving,  should  never  be  allowed  to  cut  through 
constructional  lines ;  (5)  concentration  on  the 
eye-line ;  |6)  and  lastly,  weathering,  for  the 
protection  of  ornament  from  injurious  effects  of 
moisture  and  sunlight. 

Mr  Halsey  Ricardo  followed  with  some 
excellent  remarks  on  "  Detail,"  in  which  he 
pointed  out  that  building  and  detail  were  not 
separate  rjualities.  One  could  not  put  up  a 
building,  and  by  enduing  it  with  detail,  convert  it 
into  architecture.  It  was  impossible  to  erect  a 
building  but  what  it  had  detail :  indeed,  one 
could  hardly  put  one  stone  upon  another  but  what 
it  revealed  thought  or  want  of  thought.  Detail 
depended  on  the  way  the  architectural  problem  was 
tackled,  and  the  linowledge  the  designer  had  of 
the  capabilities  of  the  material  he  meant  to  use. 
The  more  thoroughly  an  architect  entered  into 
the  structure  of  his  work,  the  more  interesting 
detail  became.  Unfortunately  at  the  present  day 
detail  was  approached  from  the  academic  stand- 

point, and  it  became  deadly  learned  and  learnedly 
dead  instead  of  alive  and  inevitable.  In  conclu- 

sion, he  urged  students  to  make  their  detail 
interesting,  sincere,  and  redolent  of  the  age  they lived  in. 

CONVENTION    i  iF    AMERICAN 
ARCHITECTS. 

THE  thirty-third   Annual  Convention  of  the -American   Institute  of   Architects  will  be 
held  at  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,   November  14,  1.5,  and 
16,  18;i9.     On  Tuesday,  November  14,  an  address 
of  the  president  will  be  delivered,  and  reports  of 
committees  read  in  the  forenoon.    Paper  on  Elec- 

tricity,   and    excursion   by   special   train  to  the 

Westinghouse  Electric  and   Machine  Company's Works  in  the  afternoon.     At  the  evening  session 

papers  wUl  be  read  on  the   "Influence  of  the  I 
French  School  upon  Architecture  in  this  Country , "  j 
by  H.  L.  Warren,  of  Boston,  Mass.,  A.  L.  Brock-  i 
way,  of  New  York,  and  R.   .\.  Cram,  of  Boston. 
The  following  architects  have  expressed  an  inten- 

tion of  discussing  this  subject : — Cass  Gilbert,  of 
.St.   Paul;  F.   M.   Day,  of  Philadelphia;  R.   D. 
Andrews,  of  Boston ;  T.  C.  Voung,  of  St.  Lonis.  | 

On  Wednesday  morning  a  special  train  will 

take  the  Institute  members  who  attend  the  con- 
vention to  the  Pittsburgh  Plate-glass  Works 

[a  pajier  on  the  subject  having  been  read  at  the 
previous  evening  session),  where  the  visitors  will 
have  the  opportunity  of  seeing  these  works  in 
operation.  At  the  aitomoon  session  papers  will 
be  read  on  "  The  Legitimate  Design  of  the 
.'Vrchitoctural  Casing  for  Skeleton  Steel  Struc- 

tures," by  C.  H.  Blackall,  of  Boston,  and  H.  R. 
.Marshall,  of  New  York.  The  following  archi- 

tects have  expressed  their  intention  to  participate 
in  a  discussion  on  this  subject :  1!.  W.  Gibson,  of 
New  York  ;  J.  M.  Donaldson,  of  Detroit;  Thos. 
II.  Morgan,  of  Atlanta  ;  R.  H.  Robertson,  of 
Now  York.  During  the  evening  session  papers 

will  be  read  on  "Mural  Painting,"  by  E.  E. 
liamsey,  of  New  York  ;  "  Sculpture  in  its  Rela- 

tions to  Architecture,"  by  William  Ordway 
Partridge,  of  New  York  ;  "  Architecture  and 
Sister  Arts,"  by  l.«vi  T.  Scofield,  of  Cleveland,  O. 

On  Thursday,  November  10,  the  morning  will 
bo  occupied  by  the  election  of  ofEcers,  and  papers 
iiri;  expected  from  Professor  Wm.  R.  Ware,  of 

New  York,  on  "Competitions,"  and  "The 
Influence  of  Jews  upon  Architecture,"  by  J.  W. 
\'o8t,  of  Columbus,  0  In  the  afternoon  a  paper 
will  be  read  by  F.  H.  Kindl,  Chief  Engineer  of 
the  Carnegie  Steel  Works,  and  the  institute 
members  will  be  taken  by  a  special  train  to  the 
mills  to  view  the  rolling  of  structural  steel.  On 
Thursday  evening  a  visit  will  be  made  to  the 
Carnegie  Art  Institute.  The  headquaters  will 
be  the  Monongahela  House. 

CHIPS. 

A  new  organ  is  alx)nt  to  be  placed  in  the  great 
parish  church  of  St.  Nicholas,  Yarmouth,  at  a  cost 
of  £3,000,  five-sixths  of  which  sum  has  been  raised. 
The  organ  will  be  a  divided  instrument,  the  two 
parts  to  be  placed  under  the  chancel  arches  and  in 
the  position  now  occupied  by  the  choir  eeats. 
The  palish  church  of  Frome  has  been  enriched 

by  the  addition  of  a  stained-glass  window,  being 
the  third  of  a  series  recently  inserted  in  the  sonth 
aisle.  The  subject  chosen  is  the  "  Adoration  of  the 
Magi,"  which  tills  the  three  lights. 

Within  the  last  seven  years  the  population  of  the 
Western  mining  field  of  Tasmania  has  risen  from 
400  to  20,000  souls,  and  is  still  increasing.  On 
.Tuly  31,  189S.  there  were  over  1,700  residences  in 
the  town  of  Z:ihan,  and  over  300  of  these  had  been 
erected  within  the  preceding  twelve  monthp.  At 
(ineenstown  the  number  of  residences  had  risen 
from  about  40  in  the  beginning  of  IS97  to  over  900  — 
and  new  townships  have  sprung  up  at  other  centres 
within  tbe  past  twelve  months. 

The  CDmmittee  of  the  North  London  Hospital  for 
Consumption  at  Himpstead,  in  order  to  extend  the 
system  of  open-air  treatment  of  consumption,  are 
having  a  series  of  l>alconie8  erected,  at  a  cost  of 
£3,000.  They  are  so  planned  that  they  will  form 
part  of  the  dial  wing  of  the  hospital,  when  the 
committee  are  in  a  position  to  carry  out  that  work  ; 
but  meanwhile  the  balconies  will  be  available  for 
immediate  use. 

Public  baths  are  about  to  be  erected  near  H'gh- 
street,  Wandsworth,  at  a  probable  cost  of  £30,000. 
The  commissioners  propose  to  adopt  the  latest  type 
of  slipper-baths  and  fittings,  to  use  rubbed  slate 
with  gunmetal  ti  tings  for  all  the  divisions  and 
doors  instead  of  wood,  to  use  oak  for  the  dressing- 
boxes,  and  erect  a  gallery  in  the  first-class  bath. 

Major-(jeneral  Crozier,  RE.,  Local  liovemment 
Board  inspector,  sat  at  the  town-hall,  Torquay,  re- 

cently, to  .inquire  into  the  application  of  the  town 
council  for  sanction  to  borrow  an  additional  £10,000 
for  electric  lighting,  and  £1,100  for  a  shelter  at  the 
Princess  Pier  H-,ad.  Mr.  P.  Storey,  electrical  en- 

gineer, and  Mr.  H.  A.  Oirrett,  borough  surveyor, 
produced  and  explained  the  plans  of  tbe  proposed 
works. 

L'entenant-Colonel  F.  N.  Innes  has  presented  to 

the  parish  of  Kincardine  o'Neil  a. hall,  which  he has  had  erected  at  Torphins.  The  leading  feature 
of  the  building  is  a  maseive  square  tower,  at  the 
bu<.'  of  which  is  tbe  eatrance  to  the  hall,  which  is 
-nft.  by  3(ift  The  total  cost  of  tbe  gift  is  about 

12,000. 
<  la  Friday  the  Weeleyans  laid  the  foundation- 

stone  of  a  new  missior  -ball  for  the  extension  of 
their  work  in  Liscard,  North-west  Cheshire.  Tne 

building  is  situated  in  I'ear  Tree-grove,  Liscird- 
road,  and  is  being  erected  at  a  cost  of  £1,.30<).  The 
structure  will  be  of  one  story,  and  measure  .5'1tt.  by 
l2(t.  It  will  be  designed  in  the  E uly  EogUah  style, 
and  faced  with  Kuabon  bricks  and  Kincom  stone 
dressings.  .\  plot  o(  land  adjoining  has  been 
secured  for  the  prospective  erection  of  a  church. 
The  architect  of  the  mission-ball  is  Mr.  T.  W. 
Cubl>on,  Birkenhead,  the  contractors  being  Mesars. 
G  .'Orge  Wood  and  Sons,  Bootle. 
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UBITUAUY. 

Mr.  Henry  Thwni.kv  Gukkn,  K.I.,  the  well- 
Itnown  painter  of  18th -century  genre  eubjects, 
4ieJ  on  ilonday,  not  having  been  able  to  recover 
from  the  shock  of  an  operation  which  it  waa 
necessary  to  perform  last  week  for  a  rapid  growth 
in  the  throat.  Mr.  Townley  (Jreen,  whose 
younger  brother,  the  distinguished  arti.^t,  Charles 
•  Ireen,  died  only  eighteen  months  since— had 
early  in  his  life  joined  the  Royal  Institute  of 

"Water  Colour  I'ainters,  when  as  yet  its  quarters 'were  in  Pall  Mall.  Mr.  Green,  who  wasa  bachelor 
and  C3  years  of  age,  had  lived  at  Ilampstead  nearly 
the  whole  of  his  life. 

THE   BUILDING    NEWS. Oct.   13,  1899. 

BtttUitTtfi  Inttlligcnct 

CHIPS. 

Oil  Siturday  tke  remains  of  Mr.  .lohn  Koight, 
'Opgineer  to  the  Birmingham,  Tame,  and  1(» 
district  drainage  board,  who  died  at  his  residence, 
Glencree,  Silver  Birch-road,  Erdington,  on  the 
previous  Tuesday,  were  interred  in  the  family  erave 
at  St.  Mary's  church,  Moseley.  The  funeral  was 
attended  by  the  members  of  the  drainage  board, 
the  city  surveyor  of  Birmingham  (Mr.  Price),  and 
the  beads  of  the  various  branch  departments. 

Alderman  Dobson,  as  chairman  of  the  Corpora- 
tion Lighting  Committee,  laid,  on  Friday,  the 

foundation-stone  of  new  electric-lighting  work), 
which  are  being  undertaken  at  Grimsby,  at  a  coat 
of  about  £4.5,0(10.  Professor  A.  W.  B.  Kennedy  is 
the  consulting  engineer. 

Tile  West  Riding  Eisyluma  committee  have  been 
considering  the  question  of  housing  idiot  and 
imbecile  children.  They  recommend  that  Stanley 
Hill  be  repaired  and  altered  in  accordance  with 
plans  prepared  by  Mr.  Vickers  Edwards,  the  Riding 
surveyor,  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £2,000,  for  the 
purpose  of  accommodating  about  IJO  male  idiots 
under  1$  years  of  age. 

The  foundation-  stone  of  the  Chippenham  technical 
inl  secondary  schools  was  laid  an  Saturday  last  by 
Laly  Dickson  Poynder.  The  contract  for  the 
building,  exclusive  of  fittings  and  cost  of  land,  is 
£4,:510,  the  contractors  being  Messrs.  Smith  and 
Light,  of  Chippenham,  Wilts ;  and  the  architect 
Mr.  Robert  E.  Brinkworth,  P.S  I.,  who  won  it  in 
competition. 

The  annual  official  report  on  Russian  railways 
states  thatthe  Trans-Baikal  Riilway  from  Stretensk 
has  been  completed  to  the  extent  of  3S1  miles.  In 
addition  the  rails  have  been  laid  from  Misov  to  the 
river  Selengi,  which  flows  into  the  Baikal  Lake 
from  the  south,  a  distance  of  71  miles.  The  rails 
will  be  laid  on  the  remaining  267  miles  by  the  end 
of  this  year.  At  present  the  journey  from  St. 

Petersburg  to  ̂ 'ladivostok  in  summer  takes  27  days. The  completion  of  the  Trans-Baikal  Railway  will 
reduce  this  to  20  days. 

At  Whittleford,  near  Nuneaton,  on  Friday, 
foundation  stones  were  laid  of  a  Wesleyan  schosi 
chapel  in  Church-road.  The  building  will  seat  ISO 
persons  in  the  main  hall,  and  two  classrooms  and 
other  olli  ies  are  attached.  The  contract  for  building 
has  been  taken  by  Mr.  G.  Pike,  of  Bed  worth,  at 
£700. 

Mr.  William  Roberts,  of  Eienwood,  Whalley 
Range,  and  of  Manchester,  surveyor,  who  died  on 
February  18  last,  aged  seventy-six  years,  leaving 
personal  estate  valued  at  C1.'>,9G6  17s.  Id.,  be- queathed to  public  charities  over  £21,^00. 

t^ieen's-road  Schools,  Walthamstow,  are  being 
•fitted  with  the  Patent  Tubular  Eshaust  \'entilator8, manufactured  by  John  King,  Limited,  engineers, I/iverpool. 

Mr.  Kenneth  H.  James  has  offered  to  fill  the 

■vacant  light  next  to  the  Chirgwin  memorial,  in  the 
bay  of  the  south  side  of  the  nave  of  Truro  Cathedral, 
■with  stained  glass,  in  memory  of  his  father,  a  native 
of  Truro,  and  has  besides  made  a  donation  of  £100 
to  the  building  fund. 

The  Duke  of  Westminster,  on  Thursday  in  last 
week,  laid  the  foundation-stone  of  St.  Deiniol's 
Library,  Hawarden,  which  is  to  be  one  of  the 
national  memorials  to  the  late  Mr.  Gladstone.  It 
will  consist  of  the  library,  a  room  30ft.  by  4.5ft., 
with  a  gallery  around  it ;  a  Divinity  room,  30ft.  by 
•2,5ft. ;  a  warden's  room,  and  several  studies.  The library  has  been  so  designed  that  the  valuable  books 
may  be  transferred  there  exactly  as  they  were 
arranged  by  Mr.  Gladstone's  own  hand,  in  that 
origiual  and  ingenious  way  of  hu,  by  which  the 
maximum  number  of  volumes  can  be  packed  into 
the  minimum  amount  of  space.  The  style  is  Gothic, 
and  the  building  will  be  faced  with  Uelsby  stone. 
£10,1)00  has  been  allocated  by  the  London  Com- 

mittee for  the  library,  of  which  Messrs.  Douglas  and 
Minshall,  of  Chester,  are  the  architects,  and  Messrs. 
Parker,  of  the  same  city,  the  builders. 

The  name  oi  Mr.  James  \'au3e,  of  Mahants, Halliwell,  plumber  and  sanitary  engineer,  has  been 
added  to  the  commission  of  the  peace  for  the borough  of  Bolton. 

Boi  KXE5I01  TU.— The  foundation-stone  of  St. 

Andrew's  Church,  JUlmeebun,'  Park,  was  laid 
with  Masonic  ceremony  on  Tuesday  week.  The 
nave  of  the  church  is  planned  with  north  and 
south  aisles,  each  with  its  separate  porch,  which 
also  communicate*  with  the  rest  of  the  building. 
Central  with  the  nave  and  its  western  end  is  a 
baptistery,  flanked  at  its  angles  with  buttresses, 
and  covered  with  a  rather  steep  pitched  roof. 
The  nave  measures  soft,  by  2.5ft. ,  and  is  separated 
from  the  aialea  by  four  arches,  which  carry  the 
clerestory,  and  the  whole  is  spanned  by  open 
timber  roof.  The  aisloa  are  I  Ut.  wide,  and 
broaden  out  at  their  eastern  end  to  a  width  of 
I8ft.  The  stylo  adopted  is  based  upon  f^nglish 
Gothic  of  the  Decorated  period.  The  walls  are 
of  Purbeck  stone,  with  lUth  stone  dressings,  and 
the  roof  is  of  red  tiles.  The  total  seating,  ex- 

clusive of  the  clergy  and  choir,  will  be  for  600 
people.  The  architects  are  .Messrs.  Chatwin  and 
Son,  of  Birmingham,  and  Sydney  Tugwell,  of 
Bournemouth.  The  builders  are  Messrs.  Collins 
and  Godfrey,  of  Tewkesbury,  and  their  tender 
for  the  nave  waa  £1,051.  Towards  thie  sum  the 
the  committee  have  received  £2,061. 

Bl.vckpiioi.. — The  Freemasons  of  Blackpool 
have  just  entered  in  possession  of  the  new 

premises  they  have  erected  in  I'pper  Adelaide - 
street.  The' hall  has  a  frontage  of  9Hft.,  faced in  Yorkshire  parpoints  and  ashlar  dressings,  i  'n 
entering  the  main  hall,  a  door  on  the  left  hand 
leads  to  a  billiard-room,  33ft.  by  32ft.,  and  the 
bar.  The  other  rooms  on  the  ground- floor  are  a 
social  and  reading-room,  35ft.  by  21ft.,  com- 

mittee, card,  store-rooms,  and  lavatory.  The 
second  floor  is  exclusively  devoted  to  the  mystic 
uses  of  the  Craft.  Its  accommodation  comprises 
a  lodge-room,  4Sft.  by  28ft.,  large  ante-rooms, 
storerooms,  and  dining-room,  iSre.  The  building 
also  contains  apartments  for  the  caretaker  and 
his  family.  The  hall  has  been  erected  from  the 
plans  and  under  the  supervision  of  Jlr.  J.  A. 
Xuttall,  architect,  of  Birley-street,  Blackpool. 

C.tMiiRiixiK. — The  Kjv.  Dr.  Watson  has  now 
succeeded  in  raising  the  whole  sum  required — 
viz.,  £10,000,  in  order  that  the  English  Presby- 

terian College  at  Cambridge  may  be  opened  free 
of  cost  on  Tuesd'.y  next.  The  college  stands  at 

the  junction  of  <iueen's  and  Madingley-roada, 
and  opposite  the  athletic  grounds  of  St.  John's 
and  other  colleges.  The  college,  with  the  pro- 

fessors' houses  and  surrounding  gardens,  occupies 
about  three  acres  of  ground,  inclosed  by  a  red- 

brick wall  with  stone  copings.  Access  to  the 
ground  is  obtained  by  a  fine  pair  of  gates.  They 
are  of  wroiight-iron  work,  supported  by  stone 
pillars  10ft.  high.  The  walls  are  of  red  brick, 
with  Clipsham  stone  dressings,  and  the  roof  of 
grey  CoUeyweston  slates.  The  style  is  English 
Renaissance.  The  building,  aa  seen  from  the 
front,  consists  of  a  central  block  and  two  wings. 
The  western  angle  of  the  central  block  is  sur- 

mounted by  a  square  tower,  capped  by  a  dome- 
shaped  structure  of  oak,  with  glazed  windows. 
This  tower  is  unique  so  far  as  Cambridge  is  con- 

cerned. Mr.  H.  T.  Hare  is  the  architect  of  the 
college,  which  was  illustrated  by  a  detailed 
drawing  in  the  Bi  ii.i>ixc,  Xew.^  for  Aug.  6,  1897. 

Enixiintoii.— Viewforth  Free  Church,  Gil- 
niore  Place,  was  reopened  after  restoration  on 
Sunday.  Shortly  after  a  fine  new  organ  had  been 
inaugurated  in  October  last  year  a  disastrous  fire 
took  place,  burning  out  the  whole  interior  of  the 
church,  and  leaving  nothing  standing  but  the 
bare  walla.  Immediately  a  settlement  had  been 
arranged  with  the  insurance  company,  steps  were 
taken  to  restore  the  building,  and  opportunity 
has  been  taken  to  effect  so:io  considerable  im- 

provements. The  pulpit  and  organ-case,  which 
are  elaborately  carved  and  decorated  with  orna- 

mental tracery,  occupy  nearly  the  whole  of  the 
north  gable  between  the  galleries.  The  organ 
has  been  built  by  Blackett  and  llowden,  Ltd., 
N'ewcastlo-on-Tyne,  who  also  erected  the  instru- 

ment which  was  destroyed  in  the  lire.  The 
church  is  lighted  with  electric  light.  The  cost  of 
the  work  has  been  between  £6,ii00  and  £7,000 
which  waa  the  amount  received  from  the  insurance 
company.  The  contractors  were  :  For  the  mason 
work,  the  trustees  of  the  late  Peter  Whyte  ;  for 

the  joiner  work,  ic,  Messrs.  II.  T.  "and  l;. Montgomery,  Merchiston  Avenue  ;  for  the  paint- 

ing and  decorations,  Messrs.  W'ca.  Forsyth  and Son ;  and  for  the  electric  lighting  and  the  organ 

motor,  Messrs.  Cameron  and  Hogg.  The  archi- 
tect was  Mr.  T.  P.  Marwick,  York-place, 

Edinburgh. 

KiuKCAi-Dv. — The  Adam  .Smith  and  Beveridge 
Memorial  Halls  were  opened  on  Wednesday. 
Originally  promoted  as  a  memento  of  the  author 
of  "The  Wealth  of  Nations,"  subscriptions  to 
the  amount  of  between  £2,000  and  £3,000  had 
been  raised,  when  it  was  announced  that  the  late 
Mr.  Beveridge,  the  provost  of  the  borough,  had 
bequeated  £50,000  to  the  fund,  and  it  was  agreed 
that  the  large  hall  should  be  called  the  "  Adam 
Smith  Hall,"  and  the  lesser  hall  and  the  library 
the  "  Beveridge  Library."  The  building,  which 
is  T-shaped  in  plan,  is  Late  Renaissance  in  style, 
situated  at  the  comer  of  Bennochy-road  and  ."^t. 
Brycedale-avenue.  (Jn  the  ground  floor,  and  in  the 
centre  of  the  fai,ade  facing  Bennochy-road,  is  the 
main  entrance-hall,  which  leads  to  a  large  crush- 
hall.  On  the  left  of  the  entrance  and  communi- 

cating with  the  cruah-hall  are  the  reference 
library  and  the  lending  library.  The  public 
entrance  to  the  libraries  is  situate  in  the  centre 

of  the  projecting  wing  to  the  right  of  the  entrance 
to  the  halls.  Situated  on  the  right  of  the  main 
entrance  are  the  cloakrooms,  lavatories,  and 
refreshment-room.  The  main  staircases,  giving 
access  to  the  gallery  of  the  large  hall,  are  situated 
to  the  right  and  left  of  the  crush-hall.  The 
large,  or  Adam  Smith,  hall  is  in  the  main  body 
of  the  building.  The  hall  measures  96ft.  in 
length  by  .50ft.  in  breadth,  and  is  seated  for 
1,500.  The  architects  were  Messrs.  Dunn  and 
Findlay,  of  Edinburgh. 

JI.vNCHESTEu. — The  John  Rylanda  Memorial 
Library,  the  munificent  gift  of  the  late  Mr. 
Uylands's  widow,  was  opened  on  Friday.  Within its  walls  are  housed  the  books  which  formed  the 
famous  Althorp  Library,  purchased  from  Earl 
Spencer  at  a  cost  of  a  quarter  of  a  million,  besides 
additions  which  have  been  collected  during  the 
last  few  years,  making  in  all  some  70,000  volumes. 
The  main  idea  of  the  building,  which  was  erected 
from  designs  by  Mr.  Basil  Champneys,  is  that  of 
a  college  library — that  is  to  fay,  the  library  proper 
consists  of  a  large  central  hall  from  which  read- 

ing recesses  open  on  either  side.  The  site  faces 
Deansgate,  and  is  bounded  on  the  north,  east, 
and  south-west  by  narrow  streets  containing 
buildings  of  considerable  height.  The  style  is 
Collegiate  Tudor,  the  central  entrance  and  re- 

cessed octagonal  staircase  turrets  being  treated 
with  much  richness,  and  the  facing  material  is 
Penrith  stone.  The  library  itself  is  placed  on 
the  upper  floor,  and  ia  set  back  some  10ft.  from 
the  building  line.  On  the  lower  floor  a  cloister 
or  corridor  giving  access  to  the  ground-floor 
rooms  occupies  the  remaining  space,  and  is  kept 
low.  The  whole  of  the  Deansgate  front  is 
occupied  by  a  vaulted  vestibule,  above  which  are 
the  librarian's  rooms.  A  short  flight  of  wide 
steps  leads  up  the  centre  of  the  vestibule,  parting 
towards  the  left  and  right  landing  on  the  ground- 
floor  level,  and  giving  access  to  the  cloistered 
corridors,  whence  all  the  first-floor  rooms  are 
reached.  Facing  this  approach  is  an  allegorical 

group  representing  Religion,  .Science,  and  Art, 
executed  by  Mr.  John  Cassidy.  From  the 
vestibule  level  stairs  on  either  side  lead  down  to 
lavatories  in  the  basement,  and  from  the  landing 
on  the  ground-floor  level  a  wide  staircase  leads  to 
the  first  floor,  giving  immediate  access  to  the 
librarian's  rooms  and  to  the  main  library.  The 
coiling  of  this  staircase  shows  an  octagonal  lantern 
surrounded  by  a  gallery.  It  is  stone,  vaulted 
throughout.  The  staircase,  which  occupies  one 
of  the  towers,  pas-es  into  a  vestibule  in  the  library 

proper,  and  the  vaulted  ceiling  ia  some  ,52ft.  from 
the  first  floor.  The  librarj-  consists  of  a  central 
corridor  about  20ft.  wide  and  125ft.  long,  ending 

in  an  apse  at  the  further  end,  which  gives  an 
extieme  length  in  all  of  about  H8ft.  It  is  41ft. 
from  the  floor  to  the  top  of  the  vaulted  ceiling, 

and  is  groined  throughout  in  stone.  It  is  divided 
into  eight  bays,  one  of  which  is  occupied  by  the 
main  entranca,  while  the  rest  open  into  reading 

recesses,  giving  on  this  floor  1.5  recesses  occupied 
by  bookcases.  The  end  bay  on  either  side  pro- 

jects, BO  as  to  form  a  transept  for  the  building. 
The  transept  on  the  Wood-street  side  forms  a 
recess  of  increased  size.  The  style  of  the  building 
ia  Gothic  of  the  14th  century.  The  building  is 
almost  entirely  vaulted  in  stone,  but  where  thia 
has  not  been  admissible,  fireproof  construction  is 

used  after  Messrs.  Homan  and  Rodgers'  system,  the 
main  floors  being  of  a  double  thickness  of  fireproof 
with  space  between.   The  foundation-stone  of 
the  new  St.  Mary'e  Hospital  and  Manchester  and 
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t-alford  Lying-in  Hospital  and  I'iBpensary  for 
Women  and  Children  was  laid  on  Monday  by  ihe 
Counteas  of  Derby.  The  new  buildings  aro 
situated  in  Gloucester- street  and  Oxford-street. 
The  O.xford-btreet  frontage  is  ronsiderably 

restricted,  being  only  about  2.">ft.  in  width.  The 
main  front  of  the  hospital  is  in  (lloucester-slreet, 
along  wliich  it  will  extend  a  distance  of  280ft. 
The  plans  have  been  prepared  by  Messrs.  Alfred 
AVaterhouse  and  Son,  of  London,  and  the  works 

are  being  carried  out  by  Mr.  Vickers,  of  Notting- 
ham. Accommodation  is  to  be  provided  for  rj.j 

patients,  the  larger  portion  of  the  space  being 
reserved  for  women,  and  further  provision  will 
be  made  in  the  buildings  for  the  training  of 
medical  students,  nurses,  midwives,  and  monthly 
nurses. 

Stalisiieli),  Kent. — The  quaint  little  parish 
church  has  been  restored  at  a  cost  of  tSGO. 

Many  interesting  parts  which  were  obscured  by 
plaster  and  whitewash  have  been  bro«i,'ht  to  light 
and  preserved.  ( in  the  walls  some  mural  paint- 

ings were  found  :  but,  unfortunately,  the  colour- 
ing of  the  frescoes  decayed  so  rapidly  iifter  being 

exposed  to  the  light  and  air  that  it  was  found 
impossible  to  preserve  them,  .\nother  notable 
find  was  that  of  the  font,  which  was  discovered 
imbedded  in  a  mass  of  bricUwork  and  plaster. 
Ihe  font,  which  is  of  stone,  has  been  restored 
and  placed  in  a  proraintnt  position  near  the 
entrance  doors.  The  old  entry  to  the  rood  loft, 
which  was  also  hidden,  has  been  opened  out  and 
left  uncovered,  while  two  steps  in  the  staircase 
originally  leading  from  the  nave  to  the  loft  were 
found  in  the  cavity  between  the  nave  wall  and 
tower.  These,  too,  together  with  the  doorway 
from  the  nave  into  the  staircase,  have  been  pre- 

served. .V  bricked-up  doorway,  which  dates 
from  the  Hth  century,  was  found  in  the  south 
wall  of  the  aisle.  A  blocked-up  entrance  into  an 
old  chantry  chapel  which  was  brought  to  light, 
together  with  traces  of  two  chantry  chapels, 
shows  that  the  church  was  originally  of  m>ich 
larger  dimensions  than  the  present  building.  The 
nave  roof,  which  possesses  tome  fine  tie-beams, 
king-posts,  and  rafters  of  the  11th  century,  was 
hidden  by  a  plaster  ceiling  ;  but  the  latter  has 
been  removed,  and  the  roof  exposed  to  view. 
Various  other  improvements  have  been  effected, 
the  seating  has  been  rearranged,  and  a  new  pulpit 
provided.  The  chancel-screen,  which  dates  from 
the  10th  century,  still  remains  in  need  of  restora- 

tion, and  it  is  also  proposed  to  heighten  the 
tower.  The  work  already  executed  has  been 
carried  out  by  Jlessrs.  Clarke,  of  Lenham,  under 

the  direction  of  the  architect,  Mr.  II.  I'.ensted,  of Maidstone. 

Tiuiio.— At  the  meeting  of  the  Cathedral 
Building  Committee  held  on  Saturday,  the  Bishop 
presiding,  it  was  reported  that  ne.'*rly  t;ai>,000 
had  been  promised,  or  w,-.s  in  hand,  and  that  at 
least  another  £10,000  was  lequirtd.  Precentor 
Donaldson,  hon.  secretfiry,  stated  that  progress 
was  being  made  with  the  building  of  the  nave 

from  Mr.  Frank  L.  Pearson's  design.  The  tender 
of  Messrs.  Willcockg,  of  Wolverhampton,  has 
been  accepted,  amounting  to  lol,ri80  for  the  first 
division  of  the  work,  including  carrying  the 
western  towers  up  to  the  aisle  levtl,  and  £3,238 
for  the  second  division,  which  would  carry  the 
towers  and  the  west  front  to  the  level  of  the  nave 
roof,  altogether  £34,918.  There  were  certain 

other  expenses,  such  as  architect's  commission, 
heating,  lighting,  kc  ,  which  would  raise  the 
total  cost  to  about  £38,000.  Already  the  walls 

averaged  6ft.  Gin.  in  height,  and'  tto  piers 9ft.  6in.  Still  more  rapid  progress  was  about  to 
be  made.  About  eighty  workmen  were  employed 
at  present,  and  probably  the  number  would  be 
raised  to  100  before  long.  Mr.  Price,  who  was 
appointed  clerk  of  the  works  by  the  committee, 
on  the  recommendation  of  ̂ Ir.  Pearson,  reported 
that  great  care  was  being  taken  to  see  that  all  the 
materials  were  of  the  best  quality,  and  that  the 
workmanship  was  excellent.  Before  long  it  was 
hoped  that  a  recumbent  brass  beariu:;  the  effigy 
of  the  late  Archbishop,  nearly  identical  with  the 
Canterbury  monument,  would  be  placed  in  the 
vestibule  of  the  baptistery. 

WoLvEitiiAMiTox. — The  foundation  -  stone  of 

the  new  building  which  is  being  erected  in  I  )ld 
llall-street,  Wolverhampton,  as  a  centre  for  the 

education  of  pupil  teachers,  was  laid  on  I-'ridav. 
The  building  is  estimated  to  cost  £10,000.  It 
will  consist  of  a  two-story  block,  to  proride 
accommodation  for  240  pupil  teachers.  Thtro  | 
will  also  be  a  block  at  the  rear  to  accommodate 

210  children,  but  that  is  not    included   in  the  j 

present  contract.  <  'n  the  ground  lloor,  the  boys' 
entrance  will  be  on  the  west  side,  and  the  girls' 
on  the  east,  opening  into  a  common  corridor  Sft. 
wide,  which  will  be  placed  behind  three  class- 

rooms, facing  the  street,  two  for  12  and  one  for 
30  students.  <  in  the  other  side  of  the  corridor 

will  be  placed  tho  gymnasium  hall,  .V2ft.  by  32ft.  ; 

also  the  headmaster's  privato-room,  &c.  The 
first  floor  will  be  assistant  teachers'  rooms,  and 
the  arrangements  on  tho  first  floor  will  corre- 

spond with  those  on  tho  ground  floor.  In  addi- 
tion to  the  three  classrooms,  there  will  be  placed 

an  examination  hall  over  the  gymnasium,  and  a 

common  room  for  the  use  of  the  students.  I'.xtt  rn- 
ally  the  buUding  will  be  of  a  very  simple  cha- 

racter, tho  walls  being  faced  with  red  bricks.  Tho 
roofs  will  be  covered  with  green  slates.  The 

building  is  being  erected  by  Messrs.  WUlcock 

and  Co.,  \\'oIverhampton,  from  drawings  pre- 
pared by  Mr.  Thom.is  H.  Fleming,  of  the  same 

town,  the  architect  to  the  School  Board. 

CHIPS. 

Peebles  PariBh  Church  Halls  were  opened  on 
Thursday  evening  in  last  week.  The  halls  aro 
Gothic  in  style,  with  whinstone  and  red  freestone 

facings.  The  main  ball  is  8.3ft.  long  and  4.'>ft. 
wide,  and  is  capable  of  accommodating  800  adults, 
or  over  1.000  children.  The  cost  of  the  building 
has  been  £2,.i00. 
Mr.  W.  A.  Ducat,  Local  Government  Board 

inspector,  held  an  inquiry  at  the  town  -  hall, 
Rojton,  Lanes,  on  Friday,  into  an  application 
made  by  the  Urban  District  Council  for  permission 
to  boiTow  £30,s70  for  the  improvement  of  certain 
main  roads,  and  for  works  of  public  and  private 

street  improvement  and  sewerage.  For  improve- 
ment of  a  portion  of  Oldham-road  and  Kochdale- 

road  £13,040  was  aeked  for,  and  for  the  improve- 

ment of  a  portion  of  Shaw-road  £.'),230,  whilst  for 
woiks  of  public  and  private  street  improvement  the 
amount  asked  for  was  £12,000. 

The  West  Ham  board  of  guardians  adopted  at 
their  last  meeting  a  report  by  the  works  committee 
recommending  that  the  erection  of  eight  cottages 
and  an  administrative  block  at  Forest"  House  be 
intrusted  to  their  working  foreman,  who  had  esti- 

mated the  probable  cost  at  £3,787  lis.  Od. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  technical  and 
secondary  school  was  laid  in  the  Cocklebury-road, 
Chippenham,  on  Saturday.  The  plans  were  pre- 

pared by  Mr.  Eobert  Brinkworth,  of  Chippenham. 
It  will  accommodate  from  l.iO  to  170  day  scholars, 
with  separate  entrances,  and  cfHces  for  boys  and 
girls.    The  total  estimated  cost  is  £0,100. 

The  order  by  th"}  Light  Railway  Commissioners 
for  tho  construction  of  a  light  railway  from  Ayr 
to  Oirvan  has  now  been  approved  and  passed  by  the 
Board  of  Trade,  and  the  woik  will  soon  bo  begun. 
The  line,  about  19  miles  in  length,  passes  .\Iloway 
on  to  Dunure,  goes  through  the  Ciilzean  policies  to 
Maidens,  and  on  to  Tarnberiy  to  Girvan  Mains, 
where  it  joins  the  Glasgow  and  South-Westeru main  line. 

The  Manchester  City  Council  have  sanctioned 
application  being  made  to  the;  Local  Government 
Board  to  borrow  nearly  a  million  sterling  for 
municipal  purposes.  The  proposed  loans  include 
£00,000  for  a  new  small-pox  hospital,  £25,000  for 
the  purchase  of  a  plot  of  land  in  a  crowded  part  of 
the  city,  and  £800,000  in  connection  with  tho 
municipalifation  of  the  tramways. 

The  funeral  took  place  at  West  Hartlepool,  on 

Monday,  of  Mr.  ,Iohn  Hogg,  late  builder  and  con- 
tractor, of  West  Hartlepool,  who  died  at  Richmond, 

Yorkshire,  last  week,  at  the  age  of  00  years. 
Deceased  was  an  old  standard  of  West  Hartlepool, 
where  he  bad  resided  for  3.i  years  ;  but  about  IS 
months  ago  he  retired  from  business,  and  went  to 
live  at  Richmond.  Deceased  was  a  prominent 
builder  in  West  Hartlepool,  and  from  1S75  to  1>7S 
he  was  a  town  commisrioner.  He  was  a  native  of 
Ley  bum. 

A  meeting  of  the  Bristol  City  Council  was  held, 

on  Tuesday,  when  tho  Portishead  Dock  scheme—  j 
estimated  cost  of  works  £:3.'iiviiio— was  alTiimed  by  | a  majority  of  40  votes  to  27. 

The  B.C.  abbey  church  and  auns'  choir  of  St. 
Scholastica's  Abbey,  Teignmouth,  have  teen 
recently  restored  and  redecoiated,  and  were 
solemnly  reopened  the  Sunday  before  last.  The 
Fjirly  Gothic  church,  originally  designed  by  Mr. 
Goldie,  has  been  enlarged  and  decorated.  A  new 
cloistral  wing  has  been  added,  leading  from  tho 
right  side  of  the  aanctuaiy  to  the  inclosuro  door  of 
the  choir.  All  the  ornamentation  has  been  re- 

painted, but  the  artistic  designs  have  been  strictly 
adhered  to.  The  paintings  have  been  carried  out  by 
the  firm  of  Messrs.  Murrin  and  Co.,  of  Xewton  ̂  
.\bbot.  The  decorations  were  intrusted  to  Mr.  i 

Coe.  ' 

(J^nginctrmg  ©otes. 
Bkistoi,  .\vi)  .SoiTH  Wales  1)ike(  t  Raiiwav. 

— This  undertaking  of  tho  Great  Western  Riil- 
way  I  'ompany  is  being  rapidly  proceeded  with, 
but  from  the  nature  of  tho  undertaking  a  con- 

siderable time  must  elapse  before  the  line  is  ready 
for  traflic.  Its  object  is  to  shorten  and  improve 
tho  route  between  Bristol  and  South  Wales  and. 
Ijondon,  and  this  it  docs  by  avoiding  the  great 
curve  to  the  south  made  by  the  present  main 
route  through  liath  and  Chippenham.  The  new 
lino  starts  from  tho  South  Wales  Railway  between. 
Patchway  and  Filton,  and,  taking  a  course  nearly 

due  east,  joins  tho  present  main  line  at  \Vootton 
Basset.  The  length  of  line  will  be  33^,  miles,  and 
compared  with  tho  route  via  Bristol  and  Bath,  it 
will  save  11  miles  in  the  journey  from  Newport 
to  London,  while  compared  with  the  route  vid 
(ilouccstcr  it  is  2C  miles  shorter.  The  saving 
from  Bristol  is  not  considerable  in  distance,  but 
the  now  route  will  avoid  the  heavy  gradients  on 
tho  existing  lino  at  Box  and  at  Wootton  Basset. 
The  undertaking  will  also  have  an  important 

bearing  on  another  new  Great  Western  line — 
vi/..,  that  from  Pilning  to  Avonmouth  Dock, 
which  is  now  nearly  complete.  The  Bristol  and 
South  Wales  Direct  Railway  involves  the  con- 

struction of  three  tunnels  (one  beneath  the  Cots- 
wold  Hills  being  2J  miles  in  length),  four  large 
viaducts,  and  in  addition  no  fewer  than  a  hundred 

bridges.  There  will  bo  seven  new  stations — viz., 
Winterboumo,  Coalpit  Heath,  Chipping  .Sod- 
bury,  Badminton,  Uullavington,  Somerford,  and P.rinkworth. 

Alcmorial- stones  of  new  board  schools  in  Victoria- 
road,  Morley,  were  laid  on  Saturday.  The  new 
buildings  will  provide  accommodation  for  500  boys 
and  girls  and  240  infants.  The  estimated  cost  of 
the  building,  exclusive  of  the  site,  is  £9,500. 

The  partnership  hitherto  subiisting  between  J. 
Murray  and  F.  Foster,  architects  and  surveyors, 
Adelphi-terrace,  John-street,  Adelphi,  W.C.,  under 
the  style  of  Murray  and  Foster,  has  been  dissolved, 
as  has  also  tho  partnership  heretofore  existing 

between  H.  F.  I'hillips,  I.  Norfolk,  and  S.  F.  Prior, 
of  Catford  Bridge,  architects,  so  far  as  regarde H.  F.  PhiUips. 

Mr.  Charles  Perrin,  of  the  Local  Government 
Board,  has  held  an  inquiry  at  Holt,  Norfolk,  into 
the  application  of  the  Krpingham  Rural  District 

Council  to  borrow  £2,500  for  providing  an  auxiliary- 
water  supply  for  Holt.     There  was  no  oppo3ition. 

The  Falmouth  Corporation  have  resolved  to 
approach  the  local  water  company  with  a  view  to 

purchasing  the  latter'e  property. 
The  rural  district  council  of  Hursley  having 

applied  for  permission  to  t  orro w  £00i  i  to  build  the 
ijuorn  Bridge  at  Brambridge,  a  Local  Goverumert 
inquiry  was  held  at  the  village  club  on  Friday  by 
Colonel  C.  H.  Luard,  R.E.  Messrs.  Lemon  and 
Blizard,  of  Southampton,  the  engineers,  explained 
the  plans  for  the  bridge,  which  will  corsist  of  iron 
girders  resting  on  wooden  piles. 

The  tramway  committee  of  the  Aberdeen  Cor- 
poration have  issued  a  report  dealing  with  the 

proposed  extensions  of  tho  system,  for  which  Parlia- 
mentary powers  are  to  be  sought  iu  the  ensuing 

session.  It  is  suggested  that  lines  be  laid  to  Ferry- 
hill,  to  the  bathing  station,  and  to  Torry.  To 
accomplish  this,  and  also  to  adapt  the  present  track 
to  the  overhead  electric  method  of  haulage,  the 
expenditure  is  estimated  at  £280,000.  It  is  pro- 

posed, in  conjunction  with  these  works,  to  \%y 
tuion-street  with  wood-paviug. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  Dudley  municipal 
electric  lighting  and  power  station,  which  is  in 
course  of  erection  at  Springsmire.  was  laid  on  Mon- 

day by  the  mayor.  The  new  structure  will  be  a 
plain  brick  building,  and  to  the  present  plant  will 
be  added  four  more  Westinghouse  engines,  dynamos,, 
and  boilers,  with  an  enlarged  indicating  apparatus. 
Contracts  for  the  permanent  work  ard  plant, 
amounting  to  £21,172,  have  been  passed  by  the 
council.  Mr.  R.  P.  WUaon  is  the  counselling  elec- 

trical engineer,  and  Messrs.  J.  H.  Whittaker  and 
Co.  are  the  builders. 

AuchmithieHarbour,  which  suffered  much  damage 
from  the  storm  in  October  of  last  year,  is  being 
reconstructed  and  improved.  The  rocks  at  the 
entrance  have  been  blasted  and  removed,  and  the- 
harbour  is  being  deepened.  The  portion  of  the  quay 
which  was  destroyed  has  also  been  reconstructed, 

md  its  height  increased  by  Oft.,  while  the  founda- 
tions have  been  strengthened.  The  northern  wall 

has  also  been  rebuilt.  The  contractor  is  Mr.  .Tames 

.Simpson,  Dunblane,  and  the  operations  arc  l>eing 
carried  out  onder  the  direction  of  Mr.  Buchanan.,. 
Dundee. 
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Midlothian  C("mv  lit  ii  niM^s,  Eoiniukou. 

— At  a  meeting  of  the  county  (wincil  of  Mid- 
lothian, held  at  Kdinburgh  on  Wednesday,  the 

chairman,  !>ir  J.  Gibeon-Craig,  moved  the  ap- 
proval of  a  report  by  a  sub-committee  on  the 

proposed  new  t'ounty  Council  Buildings,  which, 
he  said,  had  now  been  practically  unanimously 
agreed  to  by  the  committee.  There  had  been 
differences  at  first,  but  these  had  been  settled. 

The  first  thing  the  committee  had  had  to  con- 
sider was  proper  accommodation  for  themselves, 

their  committees,  and  their  officials.  They  were 
not  pulling  down  their  present  building  because 
it  was  ugly,  but  because  it  would  not  hold 
them.  Their  next  duty  was  towards  their 
neighbours,  and  they  had  to  take  care  that 
their  fronts  to  the  east,  west,  and  north  were 
suitable.  With  regard  to  the  annexation  at  the 
south,  though  they  might  not  rtquire  it,  some 
future  county  council  might  be  able  to  avail 
themselves  of  it.  They  had  aleo  to  take  care  not 

to  injure  their  neighbours,  and  they  had  taken 
into  considenition  the  Signet  Library  in  the 
matter.  The  chairman  e.\|iluined  how  they  had 
not  agreed  to  accept  the  plans  suggested  by  the 
assessor,  3Ir.  W.  Wybrow  Robertson,  and  pointed 
out  that  the  jdan  of  Mr.  Mclntyre  llenry,  which 
had  been  accepted,  was  appreciahlij  cheaper  than 
any  of  the  others.  It  would  probably  cost  about 
£35,000.  The  report  was  adopted,  and  Mr. 
J.  Mclntyre  Henry,  of  South  Charlotte-street, 
Edinburgh,  was  appointed  architect  for  the  build- 

ings, the  first  premium  of  £100  being  awarded 
to  Slessrs.  Scott  and  Campell,  and  the  second, 
of  £50,  to  Mr.  U.  J.  Blanc,  H  S.A.  Twenty 
designs  were  received.  We  understand  that  the 
assessor  placed  the  designs  in  order  of  merit  as 
follows: — Ut,  that  submitted  by  Messrs.  Scott 
and  Campbell,  under  the  distinguishing  motto 

"  A  Moi  "  ;  2nd,  "  Pax,"  sent  in  by  Mr.  Hip- 

polyte  .T.  Blanc  ;  and  3rd,  "  Midlothian,"  jointly 
prepared  by  Messrs.  McArthur  and  Watson  and 

Mr.  George  Watson  ;  1th,  "Kab,"  Mr.  .1.  Mac- 
Intyre  lienry  ;  and,  5th,  "  Law  and  Order," 
Jlessrs.  Paterson  and  Horsburgh,  all  of  Edin- 

burgh. The  committee  of  the  County  Council 
were,  we  are  informed,  of  opinion  that  the 
assessor  based  the  above  awards  purely  on  the 
architectural  merits  of  the  several  designs  sub- 

mitted in  competition,  without  taking  sufficiently 
into  considtration  the  practical  rtijuirements  of 
the  Council.  They  therefore  foiwardtd  the  design 

"  Kab"  (that  of  Mr.  Henry)  to  Messrs.  Honey- 
man  and  Keppie,  architects,  of  Glasgow,  who 
reported  favourably  upon  it,  but  their  firm  had  not 
the  opportunity  of  inspecting  the  other  designs. 
In  an  early  edition  on  Wednesday  of  the  Edin- 

burgh Ereniiiy  Xewi,  it  was  eta'.ed  that  while  the 
sub-committee  recommended  the  adoption  of  My. 

Henry's  design,  the  first  premium  was  to  be 
awarded  to  Mr.  R.  M.  Cameron,  of  Edinburgh 

(who  was  employed  to  prepare  sketches  prior  to 
a  competition  being  arranged)  ;  but  in  later 
editions  all  mention  of  Mr.  Cameron  was  omitted. 

The  selected  design  is  promised  us,  which  we 
hope  to  reproduce. 

  v.^   . 

FSOFESSIONAI.    AND    TBABB 
SOCIETIES. 

Gl.\SGOW     AlSCHITECTVRAI.       ASSOCIATION'.—  On 

the  3rd  inst.,  in  the  Rooms,  187,  I'itt-street,  the 
president  (Mr.  ,Tohn  Fairweather,  A.R.I  B  A.) 
in  the  chair,  Jlr.  W.  ,1.  Blain  read  a  paper 
entitled  the  "  Influence  of  Fashion  on  Archi- 

tectural Taste."  Reviewing  the  various  styles 
from  the  Classic  period  onward,  ho  pointed  out  that 
previous  to  the  end  of  List  century  we  found  in 
the  styles  or  fashion  of  architecture  a  continuous 
growth  and  tenacious  purpose,  extending  over  long 
periods  and  brought  to  decay  by  political  changes 
and  revolutions  of  thought,  but  that  with  the 
birth  of  the  present  century  we  observed  but 
diminutive  growths,  histing  but  for  short  periods : 

the  reason  for  this,  in  the  author's  opinion,  being 
the  decentralisation  of  culture,  the  spread  of 
literature,  and  the  study  of  modern  languages 

and  people,  ..V'c.  The  author  pointed  out  that 
these  diminutive  growths  which  had  generally 
taken  the  form  of  revivals  of  various  styles,  as, 
or  instance,  the  Classic  Revival,  early  Gothic 
Revival,  the  Dutch  and  Spanish  Revivals,  and  the 
modem  Georgian,  had  not  been  without  some 
lasting  benefit  to  architecture ;  books  having 
been  written,  buildings  having  been  sketched, 
meisured,  and  catalogued,  and  a  vast  storehouse 
of  information  accumulated  of  the  v.irious 

styles  ;^the  very  mifltakes  of  the  Revivalists 
having  caused  ug  deeper  searching  and  insight 

into  the  spirit  of  old  woik,  so  that  at  last  we 
posaesg  the  key  to  the  ideal  charm  of  these 
buildings,  thus  pavisg  the  way  to  u  lievilMpment 
of  style  on  a  broad  batis.  In  comhisiurj,  the 
author  remarked  that  he  had  no  sympathy  with 
an  art  which  recognised  no  tradition  or  style,  and 
that  a  building  without  style  appeared  to  him 

about  as  uninteresting  a<  a  man  without  character. 

Sanitakv  Inm'kc  riiK-'  Asr-oci\rii>N. — The  six- 
teenth annual  meeting  of  the  members  of  this 

association  was  held  on  Saturday  at  Carpenters' 
UaU,  I>ondon-wall,  Mr.  T.  .1.  Moss  Flower. '  'E., 
in  the  chair.  The  report  of  the  council  showed 
that  03  new  members  had  joined  the  association 
during  the  past  year ;  three  had  been  lost  through 
death,  four  associates  had  been  elected  duiingthe 
past  year,  and  one  hod  been  transferred  fr.  m  the 
associatcship  to  full  membership.  The  London 
County  Council  had  been  approached  with  a  view 
to  obtaining  certiiin  modifirntiocs  in  the  new 
Public  Health  Bill  for  London  which  the  Council 

proposed  to  present  to  the  next  Session  of  Parlia- 
ment. The  association  now  had  a  membership  of 

upwards  of  700,  and  comprised  nearly  the  whole  of 
the  Jtetropolitan  sanitary  inspectors.  They  were 
of  opinion  that  they  ehould  be  put  on  the  same 
level  as  medical  officers  of  health  so  far  as  the 
tenure  of  their  office  was  concerned.  Medical 

officers  could  not  be  dismissed  from  their  appoint- 
ments without  the  consent  of  the  Ix)cal  Govern- 
ment Board,  while  sanitary  inspectors  could  be 

removed  by  the  local  authorities  alone.  That 
injustice  to  their  members  should  be  removed,  in 
order  that  they  might  the  more  efiiciently  and 
independently  discharge  their  important  duties. 
A  Bill  was  to  be  presented  next  j  ear  to  Parlia- 

ment to  remedy  the  unfairness.  An  examination 
board  for  sanitary  inspectors  had  been  inaugurated 
by  the  Board  of  Trade,  and  the  first  examination 
would  be  held  in  December  next.  The  council 

had  made  every  possible  effort  to  secure  repre- 
sentation on  the  board,  but  without  success. 

Seeing  that  nearly  all  other  associations  and 
institutions  claiming  to  be  directly  or  indirectly 
connected  with  the  teaching  of  sanitation  were 

represented  on  the  new  board,  the  council  con- 
sidered that  they  had  most  justifiable  grounds  for 

complaint,  and  could  only  hope  that  the  injustice 
under  which  they  laboured  would  be  removed. 
They  were  anxious  to  bring  about  a  system  by 
which  the  members  could  secure  superannuation 
from  the  various  local  authorities  employing  them, 

aided  by  contributions  from  the  members  them- 
selves, on  the  same  principle  as  prevailed  among 

Poor  Law  officers.  .\  benevolent  fund  had  been 

started,  and  all  that  was  required  to  make  it  a 
success  was  the  hearty  co-operation  of  the  mem- 

bers. The  unification  of  all  sanitary  inspectors' 
associations  had  been  discussed,  and  a  working- 

plan  suggested,  which,  it'  it  could  be  adopted, would  result  in  aiuch  lasting  good  being  done  in 
the  interests  of  all  the  associations  concerned. 

The  report  was  adopted,  and  >Ir.  W.  H.  Grigg 
was  appointed  chairman  of  the  council  for  the 
ensuing  year. 

WATE& 

SANITAST SUPPLY    AND 

MATTEKS. 
Ai.ERDEKS  Watek  Svuly— The  report  by  Mr. 

William  D<ack,  bore  ugh  surveyor,  and  Mr.  G.  G. 
Jtiikins,  C.E.,  on  the  best  mode  of  obtaining  a 
supply  of  water  for  the  city  of  .\berdeen  from  the 
liver  Don,  in  BaiifFsbire,  ba»  been  issued  to  the  town 
couDCil.  The  reporters  detcribe  three  difierent 
routes  of  aqueduct.  The  longest  is  4'.4  miles,  the 
next  4S  miles,  aid  the  third  47}  miles.  The  pro- 

posed starting-place  in  each  case  is  a  point  above 
the  Lion  Bum,  the  water  there  ranking,  in  the 
opinion  of  Mr.  Thomas  Jamieson,  public  analyst 
for  the  city,  who  has  chemically  examined  it,  as  in 
respect  of  purity  the  first  in  the  kingdom.  The 
gathering  area  in  the  Glen  Avon  deer  forest,  the 
property  of  the  Duke  of  Richmond  and  Gordon,  is 
about  twelve  miles  long,  on  an  average  three  miles 

broad,  and  extends  to  22,540 acres,  and  is  exception- 
ally free  from  matter  which  would  discolour  the 

vrater.  The  inhabitants,  the  reporters  thiLk,  would 
be  fortunate  in  obtaining  such  a  pure  supply. 

Turning  their  attention  to  the  question  of  quantity, 
they  have  considered  the  present  as  well  as  the 
future  requirements  of  the  city,  and  they  have,  for 
an  estimated  population  fifty  years  hence  of  300,000, 

allowed  a  supply  of  not  less  than  twenty  million 

gallons  daily.  They  are  of  opinion,  however,  that 
it  would  be  sufficient  to  meet  the  present  and  future 

requirements  for  some  time  to  come  to  provide  a 

supply  of  fen  million  gallons  in  the  mean  time,  and 
on  that  footing  the  estimates  are  based.  Seiieme 
No  1  would  cost  £857,900  ;  Xo.  2  scheme  £950,000; 

and  No.  3  £1,019,000.  Route  No.  3,  the  reporters 

consider,  would  be  the  best  line,  between  Banchory 
and  Aberdeen.  In  the  eetimates  allowance  is  made 

for  compensation  woiks. 

Old  Ctreyfriars'  Church,  Edinburgh,  was  reopened 
on  Sunday  after  internal  decoration  in  colour, 
carried  out  by  ̂[e8srs.  Thomas  Bonnar  and  Sons,  of 
Edinburgh.  Mr.  C.  J.  Brown  cariiid  tut  the 
stmcturai  woi  ks. 
A  new  Central  Piimitive  Methodist  Church  in 

Northumberland-road,  Newcastle,  was  formally 
opened  on  Friday.  The  new  church  is  to  take  the 
place  of  the  old  Primitive  Methodist  Chapel  in 
Nelson-street,  which,  erected  some  sixty  3  ens  ago, 
was  abandoned  the  previous  Sunday,  and  has  been 
purchased  for  business  purposes  by  a  local  plumber. 
It  has  been  elected  at  a  cost  of  over  £12,000,  and 

provides  sitting  accommodation  for  SCO  people. 
Oa  Wednesday  week.  Colonel  C.  H.  Luard,  RE., 

held  an  inquiry  at  Tunbridge  Welle  on  behalf  of  the 
Local  Government  Boaid,  into  an  application  of  the 
town  council  to  borrow  £4,500  for  the  purpose  of 

public  baths.  The  town  cleik  explained  that 
sanction  for  l7,2(wi  had  already  been  obtained.  The 
oiigioal  estimate  was  £5,800.  The  lowest  tender, 
however,  was  £7,985,  and  £11,377  had  been  spent. 

The  town  council  of  Walsall,  on  Monday,  accepted 
the  resiRnation  of  his  i  flice  as  gasworks  manager, 

after  thirty  years' service,  by  Mr.  .1.  Tindall,  and 
appointed  him  as  consulting  engineer,  at  a  salary 
of  £200  a  year. 

The  Ilfotd  District  Council  have  adopted  a  pro- 

posal to  acquire  land  for  a  new  jpaik  at  Barkiug- 
side.  A  letter  was  read  from  Mr.  Cameron  Corbett, 

M.P.,  tffering  to  give  the  council  eight  acres  ol 

ground  for  a  recreat-on-ground  at  Chadwell.  The 
t  ffer  was  thankfully  accepted,  and  it  was  pointed 
out  that  Ilford  will  now  possess  four  parks. 

CHIPS. 

A  new  Congregational  church  at  Bow,  Devon, 

was  opened  on  Friday.  It  seats  170  persons,  has 

cost  £600,  and  has  been  bmlt  in  Beer  stone,  from 

plans  by  Mr.  W.  Carter  Pedler,  the  donor  of  the 
site. 

The  Rev.  J.  C.  Cox,  LL.D.,  in  an  arUcle  in  thu 

month's  Antiquary,  describes  in  terms  of  high 

commendation  the  woik  of  repairs  and  lebuildmg 

carried  out  to  the  fine  ISth-oentury  tower  of  Clare 

Church,  West  Suffolk,  under  the  direction  of 

Mr  Defmar  J.  Blow.  The  tower,  some  sOft.  m 

height  had  shown  signs  of  subsidence,  but  has  been 

rendered  vertical,  and  the  mortar  jomts  have  been 

replaced  with  cement,  at  a  total  outlay  of  i  1,300. 

The  business  done  at  the  Mart  last  week  pre- 

sented few  features  of  interest.  Investments  m 

weekly  tenancies  at  the  East  End  sold  as  well  as 

ever  and  property  of  a  kindred  character  elsewh
ere 

changed  hands  freely  ;  but  higher-pnced  secontie
s 

fell  flat,  and  withdrawals  therein  were  consequently 

inevitable.  The  returns  of  £43,305.  although  ex- 

ceeding those  of  the  corresponding  week  of  last 

year,  were  less  than  half  the  sum  registered  l
ast 

week. 

The  sanction  of  the  Local  Government  Board  has 

been  received  to  the  borrowing  by  the  city  council 

of  Liverpool  of  £10,000  for  the  purposes  of  th
e 

Liverpool  Sanitary  Amendment  Act  l^t^^
.  and 

section  79  of  the  Liverpool  Improvement  Act  I
SS.  ; 

and  at  the  last  meeting  of  that  counod  tlO.OOo
  was 

placed  at  the  disposal  of  the  insamtary  property  a
nd 

Artisans'  dweUings  committee  tor  the  purchase  of
 

insanitary  property,  pursuant  to  the  prov
isions  of 

the  .\ct8  mentioned. 

Plans  have  been  submitted  to  the  London  Cou
nty 

Council  this  week  for  a  new  playhouse  to  be 
 bmlt 

off  the  Tottenham  Court-road,  on  the  site  of  t
he  old 

Prince  of  Wales  Theatre.  The  auditorium
  is  to 

hold  twelve  hundred  people.  Mr.  Oreatbach
  is  to 

be  the  architect. 

The  temporary  bridge  over  the  Thames  at  Kew
, 

which  is  to  serve  during  the  construction  of  the
  new 

Kew  Bridge,  wUl  be  opened  '»' ^'ft'?,  °?,'^°"?*y 

next  The  new  permanent  bridge  will  be  bui
lt  ot 

Aberdeen  and  (5omwall  granite,  from  d
esigns 

prepared  by  Sir  J.  Wolfe  Barry. 

The  contract  for  the  erection  of  the  bri
dge  across 

Breydon  Water,  near  Southtown,  to  cajr
y  the  new 

M.Ind  G.N.R.  joint  line  to  Lowesto
ft  has  teen 

obtained  by  Mesirs.  Lovatt  and  Co.,  of  ̂ \
oljf- 

hampt^.  Three  pile-drivers  have 
 already  been 

Sd  on  the  nor?h  side  of  Breydon,
  and  a  com- 

meue^ment  of  this  work  seems  hkely  no
w  to  be 

taken  in  hand. 

At  Knowle  parish  church  structural 
 alterations 

are  in  progreesf  The  chancel  is  l>eing 
 rearranged, 

aiid  the  organ  and  choU  wiU  be  re
moved  mto 

fhe  chancel,  and  the  north  chapel,  wi
th  its 

raceried  Endows,  opened  out  to  
the  churdu 

The  plans  for  the  new  clergy  and  choir 
 vestnes  and 

or=an  chamber  have  been  prepMed  by  Mr.  J.
  A. 

(hatwiD  of  Birmingham,  and  the  contrac
tors  aie 

Messrs!  CoUi^i  and^God'frey.  of  Tewkesbur
y,  the 

cost  of  the  woik  being  estimated  at  £
8i)0. 
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(©ur  Illustrationjf* 
riiirZF.   IX   THE    I'KIXCF.'S   RESTAURANT. 

Tin:  frieze  in  the  reception-room  of  the  Prince's 
Restaurant  represents  the  meeting  of  Ilenry  VIII. 
and  Francis  I.  It  is  divided  into  panels  by  con- 

structional pilasters  on  which  are  piintcd' arab- esques. It  is  about  r20ft.  long  by  olt.  Gin.  high, 

and  is  painted  in  Gambier  Parry's  medium  on  a 
groundwork  of  gold  raised  in  gesso.  The  scene 
depicted  was  carried  out  from  the  description  of 
this  meetinar  from  the  State  papers  of  therjign 
of  Henry  VIII.  compiled  for  the  (iovernment  by 
the  Uev.  .T.  S.  lirewer,  M.A.  The  illustrated 
sketch  was  the  first  suggestion,  and  was  much 
modified  and  altered  in  the  executed  frieze.  This 

frieze  is  one  of  three  painted  in  the  new  portion 

of  the  Prince's  Restaurant,  Piccadills-,  by  Mr. 
II.  C.  Brewer.  The  conversion  of  the  building 
and  rooms  were  carried  out  from  the  designs  of 

Messrs.  W'imperis  and  Arber,  architects,  of Sackrille- street. 

N'EW    HIGHER   ORADE   SCHOOLS,    ASTOX,  NEAR 
HIEMIXOH  VM. 

Tnis  school,  which  we  illustrate  from  the  Royal 
Academy  drawing,  is  being  built  for  the  Aston 
School  Board  on  a  site  situate  at  the  comer  of 

AVhitehead-road,  Ettington-road,  and  Prestbury- 
Toad,  and  consists,  in  addition  to  the  accommodation 

for  560  higher-grade  schO'jl  scholars,  of  a  pupil 
teachers'  centre  for  120,  and  a  deaf  school  for 
male  and  female  pupils.  The  general  arrange- 

ments consist  of  a  school  for  2S0  senior  boys  and 
280  senior  girls  in  separate  departments,  with 

two  teachers'  rooms  to  each  department.  The 
assembly  hall  is  only  used  for  opening  and  closing 
and  drill,  all  the  scholars  being  taught  in  separate 
classrooms, with  varying  accommodation  of  from 
40  to  60  each.  This  general  department  of  the 
school  is  placed  on  the  two  upper  lloors.  There 
is  a  deep  fall  at  the  back  of  the  land,  which  has 
made  it  possible  to  plan  a  science  dep:irtinont  on 
the  ground  floor  as  approached  from  the  play- 

ground, while  the  main  block  as  approached  from 
the  front  is  practically  at  the  street  level.  The 
special  department  consists  of  a  chemical  labora- 

tory for  ,')0  schohirs,  and  a  physical  laboratory  for 
the  same  number.  A  properly-e>inipped  gym- 

nasium is  approached  directh  from  the  play- 

ground. The  pupU  teachers'  centre,  deaf  school, 
and  caretaker's  house  forms  a  block  by  itself. 
The  building  is  of  a  very  substantial  character  of 

Leicestershire  sand  bricks  with  bufi"  terracotta 
dressings.  The  central  hall,  which  is  cirried  up 
two  stories,  is  made  the  main  feature  of  the 
design,  being  flanked  on  either  side  b\  entrances, 
staircases,  and  classrooms.  This  m;iin  block  is 

flanked  by  the  pupil  teachers'  centre  and  deaf 
school,  by  which  a  partial  quadrangular  effect  is 
obtained.     The  cost  of  the  building,  exclusive  of 

fittings  and  furniture,  is  £20,000.  The  architects 
are  Messrs.  Crouch  and  Butler,  Nowhall- 
street,  Birmingham,  whose  designs  were  placed 
first  in  competition  by  the  assessor,  Mr.  K.  K. 
Kobson,  F.S.A.  The  contractor  is  Mr.  ,lohn 
Bowen,  of  Balsall  Heath.  The  terracotta  is  made 
by  Messrs.  Doulton  and  Co.,  of  ly.imboth.  The 
mosaic  is  made  by  Messrs.  Diespeker  and  Co., 

Holborn-viaduct,  London. 

IKON'    O.tTKS    IX     THE    CHOIR,     l\EVEItI.KV     MINSTI'.K. 

This  sheet  of  details  forms  part  of  the  series  of 
drawings  with  which  Mr.  Hervey  Rutherford 
won  the  Pugin  Travelling  Studentship.  The 

subject,  here  so  thoroughly  well  delineated,  needs 
but  little  description,  and  although  the  style 
illustrated  may  be  familiar  enough,  so  careful  a 
Study  of  90  capital  an  example  of  real  forged 
work  can  but  be  welcomed  by  those  who  value 

good  design  and  honest  workmanship.  These 
gates  need  no  recommendation,  and  in  these  days 
of  tawdry  metal-work  their  graceful  lines  and 
well-proportioned  parts  afford  a  lesson  which 
some  of  those  who  spoil  their  productions  by 

straining  after  mere  novelty  of  effect  will  do 
well  to  emulate.  To  surpass  the  excellence  of 
such  designs  as  this  is  by  no  means  likely  ;  they 
serve  as  a  standard  for  reference,  though  not 
exactly  for  literal  imitation.  We  ought  to  have 

got  beyond  mere  archaeology  in  design. 
HOUSE    AT    nRUNDALL. 

Till',  house  was  designed  for  Mr.  Eddington,  who 
has  erected  it  on  a  rather  exposed  site,  but  having 

fine  views  over  the  Yare  valley.  Mr.  .1.  'ioung,of 
Norwich,  was  the  builder,  and  the  architects 
were  Messrs.  George  J.  and  F.  W.  Skipper,  also 
of  Xorwich. 

rXITi;i>    METHODIST    FREE    CHl'RCH,    llAH  I'. 

W.vTFiisiiiE  Chai'ei.,  Bacup,  which  is  picturesquely 
situated  on  the  slope  of  a  hill,  has  been  recently 
erected  for  the  Trustees  of  the  Methodist  Free 
Church.  The  new  building  adjoins  their  old 
premises,  which  are  to  be  utilised  in  future  for 
school  purposes.  The  new  chapel,  with  an  end 

gallery,  accommodates  475  worshippers.  A  cloak- 
room, two  vestries,  and  a  recessed  choir  and 

organ-chamber  are  provided.  The  exterior  of 
the  new  building  is  faced  with  Yorkshire  stone. 
The  floors  are  laid  with  tiles  and  wood  blocks. 

The  internal  seats  and  fittings  are  of  selected 

pitch-pine,  whilst  the  rostrum  is  of  oak,  all 
designed  in  keeping  with  the  exterior.  The  work 
has  been  carried  out  by  Messrs.  Hargreaves  and 
Nuttall,  local  contractors,  under  the  supervision 
of  Mr.  Geo.  E.  Bolshaw,  architect,  of  Southport. 

ST.    HEXEt's    StlXSTF.R,    I'.F.CTLES,    SIIFOI.K. 

This  Roman  Catholic  church,  now  in  course  of 

building,  will  not  be  orientated,  the  present 

position  of  the  buildings  rendering  this  impos- 
sible. Consequently  it  will  lie  nearly  north  and 

south,  the  chancel  being  to  the  south.  The 
material  employed  for  the  interior  will  be  Bath 
stone,  and  for  the  outside  Ancaster  stone  with 
Bith  stone  dressings.  The  Jlinster  will  consist 
of  nave  and  aisles  with  west  porch,  a  baptistery 
to  the  east,  central  tower  and  transepts,  chancel 

and  Lady-chapel  beyond.  The  aisles  will  be 
continued  round  the  chancel.  Above  the  arches 

of  the  nave  will  be  the  triforium  and  clerestory. 
The  confessionals  will  be  at  the  south  end  of  the 

west  aisle,  and  the  organ  will  be  jilaced  in  the 
west  transept.  West  of  the  choir  aisle  will  ho 
the  sacristy,  in  which  is  an  altar.  The  main 
entrance  will  be  on  the  north  from  St.  .Mary- 
road,  being  r2ft.  liin.  above  the  crown  of  that  road, 
and  will  be  approached  by  steps  and  terraces. 
The  north  porch  is  formed  from  the  thickness 
of  the  wall,  and  will  have  a  depth  of  Sft  Oin. 

The  extreme  interior  length  from  the  Lady- 
chapel  to  north  porch  at  the  end  of  the  nave 
will  bo  IS2ft.  The  dimensions  of  the  nave  will 

be  Sift,  in  length,  consisting  of  seven  bays,  with 
a  height  of  40ft.  and  width  of  2 1  ft.  The  aisles, 
which  are  designed  merely  for  processional 
purposes,  will  be  Sift,  long  by  7ft.  wide,  and 
IGft.  in  height.  The  tower  will  be  2  )ft.  square 
externally,  and  will  rise  to  a  height  of  Sift,  above 

St.  Marj-'s-road.  The  floor  of  the  chancel  will 
be  3ft.  above  that  of  the  nave,  and  there  will 
be  another  rise  of  :ift.  to  the  Lidy-chapel. 
Thus  the  floor  of  the  Lady-chapel  will  be 
ISft.  6in.  above  the  road  level.  A  doorway  from 
the  east  aisle  communicates  at  once  with  the 

Catholic  cemetery.  The  roof  will  be  a  timber 
one,  ceiled  at  the  collar,  with  principals  and 
collar  12in.  by  9in.,  the  rafters  Gin.  by  4in., 
showing  below  the  boarding  of  the  roof.  Between 

the  arches  of  the  nave  are  massive  shafts  which! 
rise  to  the  spring  of  the  clerestory  windows,, 

where  they  end  in  a  cap.  Here  the  principals  of' 

the  roof  begin,  and  to  them  are  mortised  ribs,' which  are  carried  over  the  nave,  forming  circular^ 

arches  to  each  principal.  The  nave  will  not  he' 

benched,  and  the  floor  will  probably  be  of  stone' 
slabs  or  \'enetian  mosaic,  and  the  roof  andj 
vacant  places  on  the  walls  will  be  eventually! 

richly  coloured.  The  style  of  architecture  is  that' of  the  Norman  period,  shown  in  the  massive  piers 
of  the  nave  4ft.  Gin.  across,  and  the  outer  walUi 

2ft.  Oin.  At  present  the  contract  is  for  that' 
portion  of  the  minster  which  extends  from  the 
north  entrance  up  to  and  including  the  first  arch, 
of  the  tower.  The  architect  is  air.  F.  Fi. 
Banham,  of  Beccles.  The  present  temporary! 

church  at  St.  Benet's  will  be  altered  so  as  to  form.l 
a  portion  of  the  north  cloister,  and  the  Guildhall! 
for  social  and  parochial  purposes.  The  plan  o(! 

nave  and  aisles  is  modelled  after  the  beautiful' 
Norman  church  of  Blyth  on  the  borders  of  York- 

shire. The  north  fai.ade  is  intended  to  recall, 
ideas  of  KirkstaJl  and  Lindisfame ;  while  the, 

transepts  and  south  end. 'ire suggested  by  Komsey.  I 
Itlley,  in  Oxfordshire,  has  been  brought  into] 
contribution  in  the  tower,  and  Benedictine , 

Glastonbury  gives  its  support  to  the  fabric  in 
the  buttresses  of  the  Ijady-chapel  and  baptistery. 

VK    (ILDE    CHEIUEHS    IXX,    TOXIIRIDOE. 

This  quaintly-gabled  building  in  the  old  timber  I 
stylo  is  probably  some  :J00  years  old,  and  at  one; 
time  was  the  only  inn  in  the  town.  It  was. 

famous  as  a  stopping  station  for  the  stage-coach, , 
Tonbridge  being  on  the  direct  road  from  London  ! 
to  the  Continent.  An  old  engraving,  depicting  , 

Tonbridge  in  the  "good  old  days,"  shows  usj 
hard  by  "  the  Olde  Chequers  "  two  institutions,  | 
both  indicative  of  those  genial  times — namely,  '■ 
the  whipping-post  and  town  stocks.  The  house 
ranks  among  the  possessions  of  the  historic  Cole-  i 

pepper  family.  C.  Hexzell  Ascrofp. 
TWO    AXCIEXT    MAXCHESTER    HOISES.  ; 

These  sketches  sent  us  by  Mr.  U.  Cheetham,  of' 
Manchester,  are  selected  from  a  series  of  drawings  ; 

made  by  him  in  illustration  of  existing  remains 
in  that   great  city.     The  Seven   Stars    tavern  is  ] 
said  to    be   the    oldest    licensei   house    in  the 

country,    its    first    license    dating    from     13.5GJ 
in  the  reign  of  Edward  III.     The  White  Lion,  i 
another  old  hostelry  with  a   quaint  back  yard, 
of  which  a  view  is  given,  is  situated  in  Long  j 
Millgate.     Its    front    is    plastered  and  painted ; 

so  that   its    old   character  has   gone :    but   the ' 

buildings  round  the  yard  display  the  old  timber  ' 
construction  which    gives    such   interest  to  the  ' 
group.     Among  the  landlords  of  this  "public"  ; 
rank  the  locil  celebrity  Jim  Holden,  famous  as  " 
a  stakeholder  in  foot-racing,  jumping,  and  wrest- 

ling.    Yew    Tree    Farm    at   Cheetham   Hill   is 
one  of  those  picturesque  old  places  without  any 
special  historical  record,  or  at  least  we  have  no 
particulars  concerning  it. 

CHIPS. 

A  telegram  from   Cairo  on  Monday  announces  i 

that  at  the  Temple  of  Ivarnak,  on  the  eastern  bank  '. 
of  the  Nile,  nine  of  the  columns  of  the  great  hall 
there  have  fallen  down. 

The  statue  of  Mr.  Gladstone  which  is  to  be  pre-  . 
sonted  to  Manchester  in  accordance  with  the  terms 

of  the  bequest  of  the  late  Alderman  Roberts  has 
reached  another  stage.  Tqb  plaster  Cist  his  now 
been  modelled  from  the  clay  model.  Signer  Mirio 

Raggi  is  the  artist. 
The  Bishop  of  Winchester,  on  Saturday  afternoon, 

consecrated  St.  Saviour's  Church,  GuQdford,  which 
has  been  built  to  accommodate  450  worshippers. 
The  building  has  ccst  alwut  i.r>,nOO. 

la  Dunning  parish  church,  N.B.,  two  memorial  | 

windows  were  dedicated  on  Sunday.     One  of  the  ~; 
windows  contains  a  figure  of  Oar  Lord  as  '*  The  1 
Good  Shepherd,"   and   the  other  a  fijure  of  Our 
Lord  as   "The  Sower  of   the  Good  .Saed."    The 
work  is  from  the  studios  of  Messrs.  A.  BUlantine 
and  Gardiner,  Elinhurgh. 

At  Monday's  meeting  of  the  Morecambe  I'rban District   Council  the    surveyor    was    instructed  to 

prepare  draft  plans  for  the  widening  of  Marine- 
road  and  the  Promenade  west  of  the  Midland  Hotel.    . 

With  reference  to  the  sewerage  scheme,  an  agree-   ' 
ment  was  entered  into  appointing  Messrs.  Ileesley,   j 
.Son,  and  Nichols,  engineers   for  the  carrying  out  of 
the  work,  and  an  advertisement  inviting  tenders   j 

was    approved.      The    l.-xaX    G-)vernment    B^ard   | 

wrote  fanctioning  a  loan  of  t'i.t'")  for  the  erection 
of  a  Beaman  and  Deas'  refuse  destructor,  at  the 
council's  electricity  works. 
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TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

We  do  not  hold  ouTBelve*  re«ponHible  for  the  opinions  of 
our  oorreepondenta.  All  comraimicatiOQa  ahould  be 
drawn  op  aa  briefly  an  potwible,  as  there  are  many 
cUimanta  upon  the  ̂ lace  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  la  particularly  requested  that  all  drawing  and  all 
eomxnanicationa  respecting  illostrHtion!*  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOB  of  the  Bliluino 
NxwB,  893,  Btr&nd,  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staft 
by  n&me.  Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
Ail  drawing  and  oUier  conimunications  are  sent  at  oon- 
taibutors'  rwka,  and  the  Editor  will  nut  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  PostrK)fflce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Toa  St&ajid  NawspAPBa  Compamt,  Limitko. 

NOTICB. 

Bonnd  eopies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  oe  ordertfd  early  (price  Twelve  Shilling  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  VoU.  XXXI.,  XXXII  .  XXXin., 
XXXrV'.,  XXXIX.,  XLI..  XLIV.,  XLVI..  XLIX., 
LI.,   LIU.,    LIV..    LV..   HX..    LX.,     LXI.,  LXH., 
Lxry\,  Lxv..  Lxvin.,   lxix..  lxx.,  lxxl, 
LXXn..  LXXni.,  LXXIV..  LXXV.,  and  LXXVI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillinffs  ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Moat  of  the  back 
Bumbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS  OP  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Ciuiada,  Kova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  SUtes.  £1  68.  Od.  (orSdols.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium.  £1  Ss.  od.  (or  ;iSfr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6e.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Au.-*tralian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  66.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  58.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  Tninimnm  charge  being  48.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisementa  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  58. 

Advertisements  for  the  ctirrent  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front>-page 
Advertisementa  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure insertion. 

SlTCATIOSS. 

The  chat^  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  *' Situations  Wanted  "  ifl  Osa  Shilling  kobTwbntt- 
POUB  WoBDs,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  SUuatii^n  Advertisements  must  be  prepa'd. 

Ekceivkd.— J.  A.  and  Co.-H-  and  M— G.  8.  B.— 
J.  F.  and  Co.— F.  C.  and  Co.-J.  L— Menthol.— P.— 
An  Exhibitor.— (Jae  Who  Objects.— Turner.— March. 
—Docker's  Mate.— S-  S.  Bros.— J.  S.  and  Co. 

6.  A.— We  see  no  use  in  discussing  it  in  theae  pages.  The 
thing  ia  done,  apparently  with  the  con-ienr;  of  the 
majority. 

Parkst.— We  do  not  advise  you  to  send  your  son  to  him. 
We  do  not  care  to  say  more,  except  that  you  are  not 
likely  to  get  value  for  your  money. 

OwNEB.—A  very  good  flooring,  we  believe,  about  42.s  to 
(68.  Write  the  makers,  Daraman  and  Washer  and  Co., 
72,  Finsbury- pavement,  E.G. 

Impkrmeaiu.r.  —  You  don't  want  wall-ties  with  the 
"  Hygeian  Kick "  composition.  Write  W.  White, 
Great  Western  Worka,  Abergavenny. 

DouiiTFCL.— We  have  generally  had  to  take  proceedings 
against  them  ourselves  to  get  our  money.  We  suppose that  is  the  reason. 

E.  S.  B. -Thoroughly  reliable,  and  very  intelligent  and 
capable  in  their  comprehension  of  an  architect's  wishes. 
Yes ;  the  ironwork  you  mention  was  done  by  them. 

A  Studrst.— A.'s  cUim  entirely  depends  on  the  term?  of the  first  agreement. 

ecniiiK..— Yea,  we  published  an  illustration  of  design  for 
wnting  desk  or  secretiire  suitable  for  an  architect's  me 
m  our  issue  of  March  6.  1S96. 

"BriLDIN<i  NEWS"  DESIGXINa  CLUB. 
A.  S.  T.  (Cofcipetitors  miy  send  an  alternative  design, 

butitia  far  better  to  concentrate  your  etl'jrts  on  one 
good  scheme  and  drawing.] -A.  E.  Baxtkh.  The 
kitchen  for  the  manager's  house  may  be  contrived  in 
the  basement.  No  kitchen  is  rc'iuired  for  the  stafi".  the 
clerks  going  out  for  lunch  -NoRTir  Scotland.  (There 
IS  no  objection  to  a  Scotch  rendering  of  the  style 
named.  The  more  diversity  the  better.; -R.  S.  York 
Fit/. Jam  Rs.  (Read  the  rules,  which  were  published  in 
last  week's Bliicinu  NKw-i.) 

Comsponbtna. 
-   -♦♦■♦-  — 

THi^  LATE    MR.  JOSEPH  CLEVER. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Bi  ildixo  Xews. 

SiK, — I  knew  the  deceased,  and  am  under  the 
impression  that  he  priced  the  estimates  of  the 
important  works  named,  which  he  was  well 

qualitied  to  do,  as  in  the  ••  iifties  "  he  carried  out 
as  builder  several  important  works — one  was  a 

chapel  in  the  tiueen's-road,  Dalston,  of  which Mr.  J.  Harrison  was  architect.  Jlr.  Clever  had 

a  good  presence,  and  good  pnictical  knowledge. — 
I  am,  i-c,  H.  LovECEOVE. 

Th3  Blachbnrit  11', /.h/  Telegraph  is  publishing an  illustrated  series  of  articles  on  the  "  Improve- 
ment Tfoblem  "  in  that  borough.  The  first  division 

contains  a  scheme  for  town-hall,  public-hall,  and 
post-office  :  but  the  clever  sketches  are  not  signed 
oy  the  archt  !Ct  who  designed  them. 

CHIP3. 

A  new  scheme  for  constructing  an  electric  tram- 
way from  Hammersmith  Bridge,  by  way  of  Barnes 

and  Mortlake,  to  Kichmoud  will  shortly  be  sub- 
mitted to  the  Kichmond  Town  CouucU  and  the 

Barnes  and  Mortlake  District  Council.  The  pro- 
moter«  are  the  New  Electric  Traction  Company,  of 
3),  Parliament-street.  They  propose  to  construct, 
for  the  joint  use  of  the  tramways  and  the  public,  a 
new  bridge  over  the  railway  at  Barnes  and  a  street 
opening  up  a  new  approach  to  the  bridge  across  the 
river  at  Kichmond. 

Foundation-stones  of  a  Primitive  Methodist 
mission-halt  were  laid  in  Bristol-street,  Birming- 

ham, on  Monday.  Shops  with  bacements  will  be 
built  on  the  ground  floor,  and  between  them  will  be 
an  entrance  lobby.  The  space  at  the  rear  is  to  be 
occupied  with  school  and  classrooms,  and  up  above, 

covering  shops  and  school,  will  be  the  mission-hall. 
Messrs.  James  and  Lister  Lea  and  Sons  are  the 
architects,  and  Messrs.  (iowing  and  Ingram  the 
contractors.     The  outlay  will  be  over  .£C,0UO. 

Miss  Dryden,  the  only  daughter  of  the  late  Sir 
Henry  Dryden,  has  confirmed  the  gift  of  her  father 
to  the  town  of  Northampton  of  an  immense  collection 
of  antiquarian  manuscripts,  drawings,  and  plans.  A 
special  room  is  to  be  built  for  the  reception  of  the 
collection  in  connection  with  the  municipal  museum. 

The  Board  of  Agriculture  notify  that  the  i  ird- 
nance  Survey  are  issuing  a  uew  series  of  special 
folding  pocket  maps  for  certain  towns  and  country 
around  on  the  scale  of  lin.  to  the  mile.  The  maps 
are  printed  on  thin,  tough  paper,  in  a  cover,  price 
Is.  Gd.  each.  These  maps  are  not  only  useful  for 
general  topographical  purposes,  but  should  also 
prove  serviceable  to  cyclists  and  pedestrians,  since 
they  show  all  the  roads  in  colour,  indicating  their 
character,  and  whether  metalled  or  not ;  footpaths, 
hills,  rivers,  towns,  villages,  railway  stations,  and 
local  boundaries. 

Mr.  G.  W.  Williams,  an  inspector  under  the 
Local  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at  the 
Saliord  Town  Hall,  on  Friday,  with  reference  to  an 
application  of  the  corporation  for  sanction  to  borrow 

£ln,. 500  for  electric-lighting  purposes  and  i.s.'iO  for 
improving  Bank-lane,  Irlams-o'-th'-Height.  Mr. John  Hall,  the  architect,  gave  a  descriptiou  of  the 
proposed  electric-lighting  station  buildings  to  be 
erected  in  Strawberry-road,  Pendleton.  The  front 
elevatiou,  he  said,  will  be  treated  in  a  Free 
Classical  style,  with  red  bricks  and  stone  dressings, 

and  will  cost  £(j,2.'>0.  Mr.  Corbett,  borough engineer,  and  Mr.  Whyatt,  assistant  engineer,  gave 
particulars  as  to  spending  of  i;S.50  for  the  improve- 

ment of  Bank-lane. 

Extensive  operations  are  going  on  for  strengthen- 
ing the  western  defences  of  the  Isle  of  Wight.  For 

months  past  a  number  of  workmen  have  been  en- 
gaged in  enlarging,  strengthening,  and  improving 

Warden  Fort,  situate  close  to  Colwell  Bay.  The 
fort  will  be  manued  with  much  larger  breech-load- 

ing guns  of  a  heavier  calibre.  Thousands  of  yards 
of  concrete  have  been  laid  by  the  contractors, 
Messrs.  Danham  and  Jenvey,  the  work  being  done 
at  schedule  rates.  It  is  estimated  that  the  work 
will  cost  11(1,000.  It  will  be  another  three  mouths 
before  the  alterations  are  completed.  All  the  other 
forts  at  the  western  part  ot  the  Isle  of  Wight  are  to 

be  similarly  strengthened,  ClilT  End  I'ort  being 
specially  singled  out  for  attention. 
On  Wednesday  week  the  drinking-fountain 

erected  at  the  east  end  of  High-street,  Chatham,  by 
the  Mayor  of  Chatham,  in  memory  of  his  father, 
the  late  Councillor  Joshua  Driver,  was  unveiled  by 

Sir  Horatio  D,  Divies,  M.  1*.  I'ne  fountain,  which 
measures  14ft.  in  height,  with  a  base  of  5ft.  square, 
is  built  entirely  of  blue  and  red  .\berdeen  granite, 
alternately  polished  and  hammer-dressed,  la  front 
and  on  the  base  is  a  granite  trough  for  horses. 
There  are  four  alcoves,  with  basins  under  them  : 
three  are  fitted  with  drinking  apparatus,  while  the 
fourth,  which  faces  the  High-street,  bears  an  in- 

scription. Four  pillars  suppart  the  projecting 
comers  of  the  cornice  and  dome.  The  latter  is  a 

fluted  hemisphere,  terminated  with  a  pi'destal  and 
finial.  The  bmlders  were  Meisrs.  Guden  and  Cj., 
of  Aberdeen. 

JnUrc0mmunicati0n. 
QUESTIONS. 

[11338.]— Window  Tracery  .—Can  anyone  tell  me 
the  publisher  of  Freeman's  "  Window  Tracery,"  and  il 
tliia  ia  the  beat  work  on  the  subject .'— Pri-iL. 

[11339.J-Oak  Floor— Which  ia  4in.  by  lin.  T.  and 
G.,  laid  on  counter  Ooor.  The  oak  was  ten  years  old,  but, 
owing  to  beat  of  heating  pipes,  some  of  the  joints  opened 
about  l-3'2nd  to  1-I6th  inch.— Siikiska>:e. 

[llS10.]-Pla8ter.-If  the  width  of  a  church,  with 
innide  walla  plastered,  is  to  be  .STft.,  and  the  walls  are 
3ft.  thick,  should  not  the  total  width  be  43ft.  IJin,  or  ought 
the  plaster  to  infringe  on  the  true  width  '— Stlijem. 

REPLIES. 

111336.1 -Architect's  Duty  to  PapU.-I  am  an 
architect  s  pupil,  and  during  the  eighteen  months  that  I 
have  been  articled  I  have  had  my  principal's  constant 
attontion  nearly  everyday.  Iplan.  level,  survey,  specify, 
learn  quantity  surveying,  and  all  other  braocbee  of  study 
belongmg  to  the  profession.  Certainly  "  Anxious  "  is being  very  unfairly  dealt  with  :  he  is  there  as  a  gentleman, 
and  18  eridencly  being  treated  as  an  ordinary  clerk.  I  am 
afraid  this  is  not  by  any  means  the  only  case.- Pl  til. 

[11335.]— Damp.— If  the  adjoining  owner  has  built  an 
independent  wall,  he  has  abandoned  all  right  to  the  4|in. 
wall,  which  is  called  a  party-wall  in  the  question  ;  and 
*'  Northumbrian's  "  client  should  take  steps  to  make  his 
own  premises  secure.  I  am  assuming  that  the  adjoining 
owner  has  properly  built  his  wall,  and  that  the  property 
is  outside  the  London  Building  Act.— H.  L. 

[11336.]-Arclxitect'9  Duty  to  Pupil.  — Your 
correspondent  "Anxious  "  i.^  not  the  only  neglected  pupil : 
but  he  might  politely  mention  the  matter  to  his  principal. 
In  some  offices  pupils  really  learn  ;  but  generally  it  is 
better  to  attend  classes  at  a  college,  and  then  get  a  situa- 

tion as  an  improver.— H.  Lovkubove. 

[11337.]— 'Wood-Block  Floor.— There  are  a  great number  of  patents,  tome  blocks  are  set  m  tar,  some  with 
dowels.    Why  not  write  to  a  few  hrms  ?— H.  L. 

[11337.]— 'Wood-Block  Floor.— In  answer  to  the 
query  of  "Old  Subscriber,"  I  would  strongly  resommend 
him  to  have  his  blocks  laid  in  a  hard-setting  a^phalte. 
which  I  have  found  the  only  safe  way  ;  and  of  the  very 
few  systems,  Ebner's  patent  is  the  best  I  hare  found  in  a 
large  experience. — Bristoliak. 

Two  new  churches  will  be  opened  at  Exeter  next 
month — that  of  Emmanuel  on  Nov.  1st,  and  that  of 
St.  David  on  the  oOth. 

The  Congested  Districts  Board  have  intimated 

their  willingness  to  contribute  1't  per  cent,  of  the cost  of  a  new  pier  at  Longhope,  Orkney,  and  the 
district  committee  of  the  County  Council  have 
agreed  to  accept  the  offer,  and  comply  with  the 
conditions  laid  down.  The  pier  is  estimated  to  cost 
over  £3,000. 

The  Mayor  of  Lichfeld  has  inaugurated  the  first 
installation  of  the  electric  light  which  has  been  in- 

troduced tD  L'chfield.  It  has  been  provided  by 
Messrs.  Jones  and  Co.,  general  furnishers,  for  the 
lighting  of  the  premises  recently  acquired  by  them 
at  the  junction  of  Bore-street  and  Bird-street,  in 
the  centre  of  the  city.  Tne  whole  of  the  installa- 

tion has  been  designed  by  Mr.  T.  Vaughan  Hughes, 
A.R.S.M.,  of  Birmingham,  and  the  electrical  work 
carried  out  by  Mr.  E.  E.  Pugh,  contractor,  Wolver- 

hampton. Structural  alterations  to  the  building 
have  been  designed  and  superintended  by  Mr.  W. 
Perry,  architect,  Lichfield.  The  electric  energy  is 
generated  by  means  of  an  oil-engine  burning 
Noble's  petroleum.  The  engine  supplied  by  Messrs. 
Tangye,  they  state,  will  cooaume  one  pint  p?r 
horse-power  per  hour. 
The  new  WeUfield  U.P.  Church,  which  was 

opened  on  Friday,  is  situated  at  the  corner  of 
Balgray  Hill  and  Murdoch-street,  in  Springbum, 
near  Glasgow.  The  building,  which  is  Lite 
Decorated  in  style,  is  of  red  sandstone,  and  has  been 
erected  trom  the  designs  of  Mr.  John  B.  Wilson, 
Bath- street,  Glasgow.  The  church  is  divided  into 
nave  and  side  aisles  by  wide  moulded  arches,  with 

organ-chamber  at  the  east  end,  and  seats  SOO 
persons.  Artificial  light  will  be  supplied  by 

electricity.  Bshind  the  church  is  a  hall  to  accom- 
modate 350  persons,  and  also  classrooms,  cloak- 

rooms, vestry,  and  siision-houso.  The  principal 
contractors  were :  —Mason  work,  Hugh  Nelson  and 

Co.;  joiner,  Thos.  Brown;  slater,  Thos.  Muir: 

plasterers,  J.  and  A.  Williamson  ;  plumber  and  gas- 
fitter,  K.  Munro  ;  mosaic  work,  Mainzsr  and  Cj. 

.\  memorial  monument  to  Helen  Faucit  (Lidy 

Martin)  has  been  placed  in  Llantysilio  Church,  near 

Bryntysilio,  in  the  \'ale  of  Llangollen,  whore  Lidy Martin  died  in  October  last  year.  The  monument 
consists  of  an  alto-relievo,  designed  by  the  late  Mr. 

J.  H.  Foley,  and  represents  the  subject  seated  with 
a  half-open  volume  in  her  hand,  a  medallion  of 
Shakespeare's  head  resting  against  the  chair  on which  she  is  seated,  and  with  masks  of  Tragedy  and 

Comedy  at  the  uppar  corners  of  the  entablature. 
The  work  was  designed  by  Mr.  Foley  a  yearortwo 
before  his  death  from  sittings  given  him  by  Lady 

Martin,  and  it  has  been  reproduced  in  white  marble 

by  Mr.  J.  Hughes,  of  Dublin. 

*.! 
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LEQAI.  INTELLiaSNO  B. 

A  DlSPlTTE  BeTWEEX    KEIGHLEY  BuiLHEIiS  —In 
the  matter  of  Smith  and  Whitaker,  cnntractors, 

Keighley,  against  Will.'am  Ward,  builder,  Krighley, between  whom  a  series  of  involved  buildmj^  transac- 
tions  had  taken  place,  it  was  reported  at  the  county 
court  on  Friday  that  Mr.  J.  B.  Bailey,  architect, 
Keighley,  to  whom  the  dispute  had  betn  referred, 
had  awarded  the  plaii^tiftB  a  net  sum  of  £42  18s.  5i. 

Impoetaxt  BuiLiiiso  Dispute. — Api'i.ic.vtion  in 

rHE    ̂ ■ACATIO^f     COb-RT.— lN.nrXCTION'    ( i  RANTED.— 
The  case  of  Leveaon-Gower  v.  Sewell  came  before 

Mr.  Justice  Darling,  sitting  as  A'acation  Judge,  on AVednesday,  on  an  application  by  the  plaintiff,  the 
owner  of  a  building  estate  at  Limpsfield,  Surrey, 
for  an  interim  injunction  restraining  the  defendant 
until  the  trial  from  building  on  the  estate  in  alleged 
contravention  of  a  covenant  contained  in  a  contract. 
Mr.  Mulligan,  CJ  C,  appeared  in  support  of  the 
motion,  and  Mr.  .Vlexander,  Q.C.,  for  the  defendant. 
Mr.  Mulligan  Eaid  that  the  object  of  the  action 
was  to  restrain  the  defendant  from  building 
without    the    approval     of     the     plans     liy     the 

but  they  objected  to  the  elevation  on  the  ground 
that  it  was  not  countrified  enough.  His  Lord- 

ship :  What  is  counttilled  Lear  London  :  Mr 
Alexander  :  They  tay  the  house  is  too  much 
of  a  suburban  character,  and  that  they  want 
a  much  more  countrified-looking  house.  They  say 
they  want  a  handsome  country  hou!<>  of  a  refined 
character.  His  I-ordship  :  Something  like  Haddon 

Hall  r  What  does  Mr.  Stenning  say  ':  Mr. 
Alexander  :  He  says  that  the  house  we  propose  to 
erect  is  ugly  and  common,  and  injurious  to  the 
estate.  He  wants  half-timbered  gables,  amongst 
other  things.  The  learned  counsel  went  on  to  state 

that  the  defendant  was  spending  some  C>,'10ii  on  his 
building,  which  he  required  for  the  accommodation 
of  his  family.  One  of  the  things  which  Mr. 
Stenning  objected  to  was  a  lantern  which 
was  to  be  erected  on  the  top  of  the  house.  His 
Lordship :  la  your  client  much  attached  to  the 

lantern  '^  Mr.  Alt  xander  said  that  he  was,  and 
submitted  that,  owing  to  the  delay  which  had  taken 
place  in  commencing  proceedings,  no  case  had  been 
made  out  for  an  interlocutory  irjunction.  Mr. 
Mulligan  having   replied,   his  Lordship,  in  giving 

0ur  (Dtftce   Cable. 

plaintiff's  architect,  Mr.   Stenning.     The  plaintiff    judgment,  said  he  quite  agreed  that  Mr.  Stenning was     the     owner     of     an     extensive     estate     of 
7,000  acres  at  Limpsfield,  which  had  been  laid  out 
for  building,  and,  as   was  usual  in  such  cases,  the 
plaintiff  stipulated  that  the  estate  should  be  built 
upon  according  to  his  directions,  and  inseited  in 
the  contracts  a  covenant  that  the  plans,  elevations, 
and  specifications  and  other  matters  should  be  sub- 

mitted for  the  approval  of  his  architect,  and  in  the 
present  case  the  defendant  entered  into  a  covenant 
in  that  respect.     The  covenant,  as  set  out  in  the 

plaintiff's  affidavit  provided,  shortly  stated  that  the 
defendant,  as  purchaser,   was  to  build,  within  one 
year  from  the  date  of  the  contract,  at  his  own 
expense,  a  mea8<iage    or  dwelling-house,    and  all 
necessary    outhouses    according    to   plana,    eleva- 

tions,   and    specifications,   which  were  to  be  sub- 
mitted to    and    approved    by    Mr.    Stenning,  the 

architect   of  the  plaintiff,  as  vendor,   or  other  the 
architect  for  the  time  being  of  the  plaintiff.     It  was 
also  provided  by  the  contract  that  the  defendant 
should  spend  about  the  buildings  £1,000  at  least. 
What  happened  was  this:  plans,    &c.,   wore  sub- 
laitted  to  Mr.  Stenning,  but  that  gentleman,  think- 

ing that  such  a  building  as   was  proposed   to  be 
erected  woiJd  be  injurious  to  the  estate,  pointed  out 
the  defects  to  the  architect  of  the  defendant.     The 

defendants'  architect,   however,   wrote  a  letter  in 
which  he  declined  to  modify  the  plans,  and  said 
that    his   reputation  was  at    stake,  and   so  forth, 
and    he    refused    to    make    plans    in    accordance 
with    the    suggestions    of    Mr.    Stenning.     What 
Mr.     Stenning    said    was     that    the    house    pro- 

posed to    be    erected  by  the  defendant  would  be 
an  eyesore  to  the  place,  and  would  be  injurious  to 
the  whole  of  the  estate.     Rightly  or  wrongly,  the 
defendant  had  agreed  to  make  Mr.  Stenning  the  sole 
judge  in  the  matter.  The  plaintiff  and  the  defendant 
had  entered  into  an  express  contract  whereby  the 
plans  were  to  be  submitted  for  the  approval  of  Mr. 
Stenning,  and  counsel  would  submit,  if  necessary, 
that   the    building  proposed   to   be  erected  would 
l>e    a   hideous     structure.       His     Lordship :    I   do 
not   think    I    could    go    into    that,  because    it  is 
a  matter  of  taste.     I   might   prefer  one    style  of 
architecture  and   Mr.  Alexander's  client  another. 
Mr.   Mulligan :    Yes,    but   here    there    is  a  posi- 

tive   covenant,    and     the     defendant     refuses    to 
comply  with   it,  and  I   ask  for  the  interlocutory 
injunction.     Mr.  Alexander,  for  the  defendant,  said 
that  h«  based  his  defence  on  two  grounds.     First,  he 
said  that  the  plaintiff  himself  had  frustrated  the 
performance  of  the  covenant  by  the  defendant  by 
unreasonably  withholding  his  consent  to  the  plans. 
The  right  of  approval  must  be  exercised  reasonably, 
not  capriciously  or  arbitrarily.  His  Lordship  would 
see,  on  looking  at  the  covenant,  that  the  defendant 
was  bound  to  spend  £1,000  on  the  building  at  least, 
and,  therefore,  he  was  not  bound  to  spend  more 
than  £1,000.     Having  regard  to  that,  it  wis  acting 
onreasonably  to  prevent   the    defendant   building 
with    the    handsome    elevation  he  proposed.     He 
(counsel)  thought  he  should  be  able  to  show  his 

Lordship  that  the  plaintiff's  right  of  approval  had 
been    capriciously    and    arbitrarily  withheld,  and 
that,  therefore,  the  defendant  was  released  from  the 
obligation  of  the  covenant.     His  second  point  was 
that  the  plaintiff  could  not,  having  regard  to  what 
had  taken  place,  get  an  mterloculory  injunction  in 
this  matter.     On  August  0,  after  the  defendant  had 
submitted  his  plans  and    modified  them  as  far  as 
possible  to  meet  the  plantiff's  objections,  the  de- 

fendant was  advised  that  the  plaintiff's  approval  of 
the  plans  was  unreasonably  withheld,  and  he  com- 

menced his  building,  giving    the  plaintiff  distinct 
notice  that  he  would  accept  the  servic;  of  any  pro- 

cess he  might  like  to  issue.     The  plaintiff  saw  the 
defendant's  building  rise  and  rise  until  the  elevation 
had  been  made,  and  it  was  not  until  Sept.  '.9  that 
he  issued  his  writ.     Having  regard  to  the  delay 
that  had  taken  place,  he  submitted  that  the  plaintiff 
was  not   entitled    to  an    interlocutory   injunction. 
His  Lordship  :  Are  there  objectims  to  the  first  and 
second  floors,  or  to  the  roof  r     Mr.  Alt  xinder  said 
that  they  did  not  object  to  the  plans  of  the  house. 

ought  not  to  act  unreasonably  in  withholding  his 
consent  to  the  plans,  but  on  the  materials  before 
him  he  could  not  say  that  he  had  acted  unreason- 

ably. He  felt  bound  to  say  he  could  not  scf 

that  Mr.  Stenning's  objections  to  the  plans 
were  either  unreasonable  or  vexatious  objections. 
He  did  not  go  the  length  of  saying  that 
Mr.  Stenning  would  have  the  right  to  insist 
on  every  one  of  his  objections  on  discussion  of 
them  ;  but  as  the  case  stood  at  present  it  was  per- 

fectly clear  that  the  defendant  had  not  complied 
with  the  covenant,  but  had  gone  on  building  at  his 
own  risk,  and  if  he  suffered  any  inconvenience 
through  it,  it  was  the  result  of  his  own  action.  He 
should  grant  the  injunction  in  the  terms  of  the 
notice  of  motion,  excluding  the  mandatory  part, 
and  make  the  costs  costs  in  the  action.  Order 
accordingly. 

CHIPS. 

Mr.  C.  O.-Hyde,  a  member  of  the  firm  of  Pearson 
and  Son,  Ltd.,  contractors,  has  been  adopted  as  the 
second  Liberal  candidate  for  Southampton  at  the 
next  General 'Election. 

The  Jubilee  picture  painted  by  Mr.  Andrew  ( low, 
R.A.,  for  the  City  Guildhall  Art  Gallery,  will  be 
presented  by  the  donor,  Mr.  Henry  Clarke,  on 
Wednesday  next,  the  ISth  inst.  The  Lord  Mayor  will 
receive  the  picture  on  behalf  of  the  corporation. 

A  new  organ  by  Messrs.  Ingram  and  Co.,  Here- 
ford and  London,  which  has  been  placed  in 

Buccleuch  parish  church,  Edinburgh,  was  formally 
opened  on  Friday. 

A  new  building  for  the  Chartered  Bank  at  Bom- 
bay will  be  commenced  immediately  from  the 

designs  prepared  by  Mr.  F.  W.  Stevens,  C.I.E.,  of that  city. 

Mr.  J.  B.  Williams,  of  the  Decoy  Farm,  Borough 
Fen,  surveyor  to  the  Soke  of  Peterborough  County 
Council,  died  on  Wednesday  week,  having  attained 
the  advanced  age  of  79  years.  The  cause  of  death was  senile  decay. 

It  is  proposed  to  erect  an  hotel  at  Cairn  Gloose, 
St.  Just,  near  Cape  Cornwall.  The  hotel  will  con- 

tain coffee  rooms,  dining,  billiard  room,  and  draw- 
ing room,  and  on  the  first  floor  are  to  be  22  bed- 

rooms, with  flat  asphalte  roof  above  to  be  laid  out 
as  a  promenade.  The  architect  is  Mr.  Henry 
Maddem,  of  Clarence-street,  Penzance. 

^  Mr.  P.  C.  Cowan,  M.I.C.E.,  one  of  the  Local 
Government  Board  insnectors,  held  an  inquiry  at 
Cork  last  week  as  to  the  application  of  the  corpora- 

tion for  Siinction  to  a  loan  of  £0,100  for  the  purpose 
of  the  erection  of  public  baths.  Mr.  H.  A.  Cutler, 
the  city  engineer,  stated  that  it  was  proposed  to 
construct  two  swimming  baths,  7.51t.  by  30ft.  each, 
with  a  depth  of  water  of  from  3ft.  Oin.  to  6ft.  6in., 
on  a  site  in  Elington-street  at  the  rear  of  the municipal  buildings. 

Another  church  is  about  to  be  demolished  in 
Liverpool — that  of  St.  Andrew,  Kenshaw-street, 
which  is  about  to  disappear,  having  been  purchased 
by  the  Cheshire  Lines  Committee. 

At  a  meeting,  on  Tuesday,  of  the  London  County 
Council,  the  Asylums  Committee  brought  up  a 
report  with  regard  to  the  necessity  for  additional 
asylum  accommodation,  recommending  an  expendi- 

ture of  ll.'iQO  for  inquiries  and  preparation  of  pre- 
liminary designs,  the  estimate  to  include  the  cost, 

if  any,  of  visiting  foreign  asylums.  After  a  long 
discussion  the  recommendation  was  agreed  to. 

On  the  Feast  of  St.  Michael  and  All  Angels,  the 
new  almshouses  and  chapel,  recently  built  for  the 

poor  of  St.  George's  parish,  Uamsgate,  were  form- 
ally opened  by  the  Bishop  of  Dover.  The  whole 

cost  of  construction  and  endowment  is  provided  for 
under  the  will  of  the  late  Mrs.  Barber,  of  the  \ale, 
Ivamsgate,  who  bequeathed  her  residuary  estate, 
exceeding  £15,i.»00  in  value,  for  that  purpose. 

A  SPECIAL  meeting  of  the  London  County 
Council  will  be  held  on  Tuesday  next,  when 
resolutions  will  be  submitted  in  favour  of  an 

application  being  made  to  the  Board  of  Trade  for 
an  order  authorising  the  construction  of  four 
light  railways  to  be  worked  by  electric  traction 
in  the  county  of  London,  chiefly  to  carry  the 
existing  tramways  to  the  county  boundary.  Their 

total  estimated  cost  is  £03'), 100,  whilst  the  cost 
of  the  acquisition  of  property  for  the  necessary 
.street  widenings  is  estimated  at  £130,000.  Only 
one  new  line  is  contemplated  north  of  the  Thames. 
This  will  run  from  the  present  tramway  terminus 
near  the  Archway  Tavern,  vi<i  Archway-road, 
Islington,  to  the  county  boundary,  to  form  a 

connecting  link  between  the  Council's  northern tramways  and  the  light  railways  in  Middlesex, 
with  regard  to  which  applications  are  now  before 
the  Light  Railway  Commissioners.  South  of  the 
Thames  there  are  proposals  for  three  new  lines. 
The  first  will  run  from  the  present  tramways  at 
Olapham  Common,  south  side,  viii  Battersea  Rise, 
Wandsworth  Common,  north  side,  and  East-hill 
to  West-hill,  and  from  West-hill,  rid  Kingston- 
lane,  to  the  county  boundary.  Another  line  will 
start  from  the  present  lines  at  Deptford  and  travel, 
I'tii  I'.lackheath-road  and  hill  and  Shooter's  Hill- 
road,  to  the  Herbert  Hospital ;  thence,  ti<i  Wool- 

wich Common-road,  Thomas- street,  and  Green's- 
end,  to  lieresford-fquare,  Woolwich  ;  returning 
along  Xew-road,  Mill-lane,  and  Woolwich  Com- 

mon-road to  the  hospital.  The  fourth  proposal 
is  for  a  new  line  from  the  present  tramways  at 
New  Cross-road,  iiii  Lewisham  High  -  road, 
Loampit-hill  and  vale,  Lee  High-road,  and 

I'.ltham-road,  to  a  point  near  Wellhall-Iane  and Eltham. 

WuiTiso  in  the  editorial  columns  of  the 

Fxeter  Flying  Post,  "Touchstone"  says: — The 
technical  world  is  up  in  arms  at  the  prospect  of 
the  restoration  of  our  Guildhall  being  intrusted 

to  the  supervision  of  Mr.  Cameron,  "a  sewage 
expert."  The  British  Architect  has  its  chief 
leader  on  the  subject,  and  the  Builier  and 
Bi  iLiiiXG  News  are  also  much  agitated  over  the 
matter.  A  good  deal  of  this  disturbance  of 

mind  arises  from  misconception.  Mr.  (_'ameroii 
is  a  surveyor,  and  has  had  a  good  deal  to  do  with 
the  preservation  of  the  Ciuildhall.  It  is  also  to 
lie  remembered  that  the  Society  for  the  Preserva- 

tion of  Ancient  Buildings  has  sent  its  architectural 
expert  to  see  into  the  matter,  and  the  work  will 
le  carried  out  in  accordance  with  suggestions 
made  by  him.  I  suppose  an  architect  would  be 
the  right  man  to  direct  operations,  but  no 
architect,  I  think,  has  such  a  close  acquaintance 
with  the  Guildhall  as  Mr.  Cameron,  and  the 
restoration  is  not  to  be  a  rebuilding. 

Thk  town  council  of  Ayr,  like  many  other 

corporate  bodies,  delights  when  in  committee  in 
suggesting  to  architects  that  further  reports  and 
detailed  plans  would  be  appreciated  ;  but  when 
the  bill  of  charges  for  the  extra  services  is  sub- 

mitted, the  national  characteristic  disinclination 

to  part  with  the  bawbees  is  manifested.  At  their 
meeting  on  Monday  the  members  of  the  Ayr 
Corporation  discussed  at  great  length  an  account 
from  Mr.  Uippoljte  J.  Blanc,  R.S.A.,  Edinburgh, 
amounting  to  forty-five  guineas,  of  which  thirty 
guineas  was  the  fee  agreed  upon  for  preparation 
of  plans,  and  a  report  on  sites  for  the  new  town 

hall,  and  fifteen  guineas  for  "supplementary" 
plans  and  [a  report.  The  finance  committee 
recommended  that  only  £31  lOs.  be  paid  for  the 
original  report,  the  other  work  not  having  been, 
it  was  alleged,  formally  authorised.  In  the  stormy 
discussion  which  followed,  it  was  contended  that 
as  four  members  of  the  committee  instructed  Mr. 

Blanc  to  jTepare  the  further  plans  they  ought 

personally  to  pay  the  extra  charge,  and  the  Dean 
of  Guild,  although  a  member  of  the  committee, 
disclaimed  all  Sability  for  the  additional  fee. 
'  >ther  members  said  that  instructions  were  given, 
and  Mr.  Blanc  ought  in  fairness  to  be  paid  :  but 
after  some  debate  it  was  decided  by  13  votes  to  5 

to  repudiate  the  committee's  instructions,  acd 
pay  only  the  thirty  guineas.  So  the  guid  people 
of  Ayr  rejoice,  having  cannily  saved  their  sax- 
penccs,  and  obtained  plans  free  of  chaige  frcm  a 

brither  .Scot. 
i;\  Kiiv  Thursday  and  Saturday  afternoon,  says 

a  correspondent  of  a  Xottingham  fournal,  there 
is  a  curious  spectacle  to  be  seen  in  one  of  the 

outlying   districts   of    Northampton.     The  con- 
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eregation  of  Chriat  Church  ia  building  a  new 
Sunday-school  and  parish-room.  That  in  itself 
is  nothing  extraordinary,  one  may  fay.  But  the 
church-workers  are  erecting  the  buildings  with 
their  own  hands.  Christ  Church  is  a  new  edifice 
situated  in  a  new  parish.  It  was  only  opened 
twelve  months  ago;  but  the  work  has  so  developed 
that  it  has  been  Sfound  necessary  to  considerably 
extend  the  parochial  buildings.  There  was  no 
money  in  the  treasury,  but  the  church  council 
were  equal  to  the  occasion.  They  decided  to 
erect  the  much-needed  building  themselves,  with 
the  assistance  of  volunteer  labour.  The  firm  of 
contractors  which  built  the  church  offered  to 
supply  the  materials  at  cost  price,  and  a  portion 
of  the  fund  required  to  pay  for  them  was 
guaranteed  by  the  vicar.  The  plans  were  pre- 

pared for  nothing  by  a  member  of  the  con- 
gregation, who  is  an  architect.  A  few  days  ago 

the  work  was  taken  in  hand,  when  a  small  army 
of  volunteers  attended  and  dug  out  the  founda- 

tions. The  work  is  now  proceeding  merrily. 
Bricklayers  belonging  to  the  church  are  doing 
such  labour  as  can  only  be  done  by  skilled 
artisans,  and  the  hods  of  mortar  are  carried  to 
them  by  gentlemen  well  known  in  the  business 
circles  of  Northampton.  Two  of  the  most  con- 

spicuous workers  are  the  vicar  and  the  master  of 
the  grammar-school. 

Mu.  F.  K.  C.  Hi  TToN  writes  describing  the 
results  of  the  recent  excavations  by  the  Austrians 

at  Ayasolouk,  the  site  of  Kphesus  :  "  The  great 
theatre  has  been  excavated,  the  whole  of  the 
columns  of  the  proscenium  and  the  passage  and 
ante- room  with  mosaic  pavements  have  been 
opened  up,  and  work  is  going  on  still  in  the 
upper  portions  of  the  theatre.  In  front  is  the 
street,  with  the  marks  of  chariot  wheels  all  along 
the  pavements.  There  are  also  the  whole  series 
of  buildings  behind  and  underneath  the  gym- 

nasium, including  some  marble  water-troughs 
with  oxen  and  oak  wreaths,  and  some  fine  marble 
doorways  all  im  situ.  But  perhaps  the  most 
interesting  thing  is  that  which  is  now  being 
excavated — the  semicircular  marble  portico  with 
its  steps,  which  occupied  the  whole  east  side  of 
the  harbour.  \\Tiat  there  is  now  is  most  beautiful 

and  interesting,  and  each  week  discloses  some- 

thing new." 

"  The  Earliest  Period  of  Man's  History  in 
Egypt  "  is  the  subject  of  a  course  of  lectures  by 
Professor  E.  Flinders  Petrie  at  University  Col- 

lege, inaugurated  on  Thursday  in  last  week.  The 
questions  of  the  early  condition  of  the  land  when 
first  occupied  by  man  were  first  dealt  with.  The 
depth  of  the  gorge  of  the  Nile  is  such  that  the 
cliffs  rise  considerably  above  the  level  of  Khar- 

toum, which  is  many  hundreds  of  miles  further 
south.  The  whole  of  the  gorge  has  been  exca- 

vated by  the  Nile.  After  the  carving  of  the 
country  into  its  present  shape,  but  with  a  gorge 
50ft.  or  100ft.  deeper,  now  filled  by  the  Nile 
mud,  the  whole  country  was  submerged,  prob- 

ably to  .jOOft.  lower  than  now.  During  this  age 
of  submergence  man  can  first  be  dated  in  Egypt, 
as  rolled  palaeolithic  fiints  have  been  found  at 
high  levels.  The  same  class  of  ability  of  palaeo- 

lithic man  continued  until  the  land  was  as  desert 
and  dry  as  at  present,  as  large  washed  flints  are 
found  left  behind  at  low  levels.  The  incoming 
of  the  civilisation  which  we  can  trace  through 
into  historic  times  does  not  belong  really  to  the 

"neolithic"  age,  as  strictly  defined,  because 
copper  was  used  in  the  earliest  graves  yet  found. 
Sn  hat  started  civilisation  at  this  particular  time, 
about  0,000  II. c,  in  the  Nile  valley  is  not  yet 
clear.  But  it  is  significant  that  the  depth  of 
Nile  mud  deposits — which  are  known  to  ac- 

cumulate at  one  metre  in  a  thousand  years — i.s 
about  seven  or  eight  mitres.  This  would  imply 
that  there  was  no  fertile  mud  soil  in  Egypt  until 
about  the  age  of  the  beginning  of  the  civilisation. 
And  thus  it  would  be  fruitless  to  expect  that  any 
but  a  few  nomad  hunters  could  live  in  a  valley  of 
sand  and  stones  where  a  few  trees  w  ould  be  the 

only  vegetation.  The  stages  of  man's  history  in 
Egypt  therefore  are : — (1)  Duringthe  submersion 
of  the  valley  ;  (2)  during  the  age  of  rainfall  and 
fertile  highlands ;  (3)  during  the  deposit  of  the 
Nile  gravels,  when  the  beginning  of  neolithic 
work  appears  :  (1}  during  the  drying  up  of  the 
Nile,  when  fertile  mud  was  deposited,  making 
agriculture  possible — at  this  time  copper  was  in 
use,  and  the  civilisation  is  continuous  to  the 
present  day. 

Glasgow  Corporation  held  a  further  special 
meeting  on  Monday  to  consider  the  building 
legulations  which  it  is  proposed  to  bring  before 

Parliament  in  the  shape  of  a  Bill.  Mr.  I'atcrson 
called  attention  to  clause  40,  which,  he  said, 
would  shut  up  half  of  the  sunk  Hata  in  <  SlasROw. 
Half  of  the  self-contained  houses  in  the  West 
End  had  apartments  for  servants  under  the  level 
of  the  street.  Mr.  Primrose,  convener  of  the 
special  commitlee,  replied  that  the  clause  did  not 
apply  to  self-contained  dwelling-houses.  It  was 
explained,  in  answer  to  questions,  that  the  .Vet 
was  not  retrospective.  The  discussion  on  the 
various  clauses  turned  for  the  most  part  on 
matters  of  phrasoolouy,  and  after  i  sitting  of  an 
hour  and  a  half  the  Corporation  adjourned  until to-day  (Friday). 

A  SYNDICATE  of  foreign  capitalists  is  said  to  be 
about  to  invest  a  large  sum  of  money  in  buildini; 
apartment  and  tenement  houses  in  New  ̂   ork. 
liio  operations  of  the  syndicate  will  be  on  a  large 
scale,  the  buildings  being  of  such  a  size  that 
interior  courts,  I'i'ilt.  square,  can  be  provided  for 
every  house.  The  first  house  to  be  built  is  for 
wealthy  tenants,  and  is  to  occupy  a  whole  block, 
between  I'ifth  and  Madison  -^. venues.  If  thisproves 
successful,  one  of  similar  dimensions,  but  in  a 
less  fashionable  location,  will  follow  ;  and  last  of 
all,  tenement-houses,  for  working  people,  are  to 
be  erected.  It  is  asserted  that  unlimired  capital 
is  at  the  disposal  of  the  syndicate,  and  that 
architects  in  Paris  and  New  York  are  now  at 
work  perfecting  the  plans  of  the  new  buildings. 
A  coNiEKENCL  of  trade  unionists  and  co- 

operators,  at  which  between  00,000  and  "0,000 
workers  were  represented,  was  held  at  Birming- 

ham, on  Saturday,  to  consider  the  question  of  the 
housing  of  the  working  classes  and  kindred 
subjects,  -\-re8olution  was  passed  urging  local 
authorities  to  use  the  power,  they  possess  under 
the  Better  Housing  of  Working  Classes  Act,  and 
by  this  means  bring  good  houses  at  low  rents 
into  competition  with  insanitary  houees  at 
exorbitant  rents.  The  principle  was  also 
affirmed  of  complete  public  control  of  the  land  as 
a  remedy  for  overcrowding  in  towns. 

At  Plymouth  Town  Council  meeting,  on 
Monday,  a  long  discussion  arose  relative  to  the 
main  drainage  scheme,  in  connection  with  which 
it  was  proposed  to  spend  £87,000  upon  a  portion 
of  the  work,  the  tenders  for  the  whole  being  very 
much  in  e.xcess  of  the  .4100,000  which  the  cor- 

poration had  obtained  sanction  to  borrow.  It 
was  decided  to  refer  the  matter  back  with  an 
instruction  to  the  committee  to  present  further 
information  at  the  next  meeting.  A  feature  of 
the  meeting  was  that  Jlr.  Mansergh,  C.E., 
reported  that  there  were  astounding  blunders  in 
some  of  the  seven  tenders  sent  in.  The  lowest 
one,  from  J.  Dawson,  which  appeared  as  £106,300, 
contained  errors  in  the  cast-up  amounting  to  over 
£17,000,  and  should  have  been  totalled  at 
£12.5,309  ;  the  next  lowest,  from  W.  C.  Shaddock, 
stated  at  £107,123,  should  similarly  have  been 
£121,3.57;  and  the  next,  from  J.  Shaddock 
(recommended  for  acceptance  after  omitting 

certain  streets)  showed  an  error  of  I' 7  only, 
£111,307  instead  of  £111,300. 

Tin;  highest  tower  in  the  world  is  presently 
to  be  built  as  one  of  the  great  attractions  of 
Buffalo  during  the  Pan-.\merican  Exhibition, 
which  is  to  be  held  in  the  city  in  H'Ol.  It  is  to  be 
1,152ft.  high  and  400ft.  square  at  the  base,  and 
will  be  served  by  no  fewer  than  33  electrical 
elevators,  IC  of  which  will  run  only  to  the  first 
landing,  225ft.  above  the  level  of  the  ground. 
The  whole  journey  from  the  bottom  to  the  top 
will  necessitate  four  changes  of  elevators,  and 
will  take  about  six  minutes,  while  the  elevators 
will  have  a  carrying  capacity  of  10,000  an  hour. 
The  estimated  cost  of  this  tower,  which  will  be 
built  of  steel,  is  £100,000,  orabout  twice  .is much 
as  that  which  was  involved  by  the  erection  of  the 
Eiffel  Tower. 

Ax  interesting  architectural  and  decorative 
experiment  is  being  tried  in  connection  with 

St.  Margaret's  Mission  Church,  South  Coburg- 
streot,  lUasgow.  The  exterior  of  the  build- 

ing is  to  be  adorned  with  coloured  panels 
depicting  religious  subjects.  It  has  been 
found  that  the  usual  class  of  tile  paintings, 
when  exposed  to  a  city  atmosphere,  were 
not  always  satisfactory  from  their  want  of 
permanence,  the  somewhat  soft  material  of  which 
the  tile  was  manufactured  and  the  comparatively 
low  heat  at  which  the  decorations  were  baked 
both  combining  to  lead  to  defects  which  became 
more  and  more  apparent  as  time  went  on.  .\9 
regards  ceramic  materials,  none  but  those  that  had 
received  the  severest  firings  would,  it  is  clear. 

have  much  chance  of  permanence.  Messrs. 
Doulton  and  Co.  have  sought  to  carry  out  on  a 
stoneware  basis  the  method  of  decoration  known 
as  majolica  painting.  .\s  carried  out  by  Delia 
Itobbia  and  other  Mediaeval  potters,  the  process 
consisted  in  covering  a  slab  of  terracotta  with  a 
thin  coat  of  an  opaque  white  enamel.  Upon  this 
coating  the  paintings  were  executed,  and,  on 
being  subjected  to  a  second  firing,  the  painting 
and  the  enamel  surface  were  fused  into  one. 
Majolica,  however,  does  not  admit  of  being  fired 
to  such  a  degree  of  hardness  as  is  desirable  for 
exterior  decoration  in  these  climates,  and  Messrs. 

Doulton's  experiments  have  led  to  the  prepara- 
tion of  a  hard  stoneware  body  and  an  enamel 

covering  which  can  be  fired  at  the  same  stone- 
ware heat  as  the  body  itself  and  in  the  same 

kilns.  Paintings  fused  at  such  an  intense  heat 
as  this  are  not  likely  to  bo  attacked  by  the  dele- 

terious acids  found  in  town  atmospheres,  and  the 
decorative  scheme  once  decided  upon  will  remain 
permanently  enshrined. 

According  to  the  Sr'unlifir  American,  Phila- 
delphia can  boast  of  the  longest  asphalted  street 

in  the  word.  Broad-street  has  that  unique  dis- 
tion.  First,  as  already  stated,  it  is  the  longest 
asphalted  street  in  the  world  :  secondly,  it  is  the 
only  street  which  is  of  even  width  for  11  miles, 
and  this  width  is  the  greatest  ever  attained  by 
any  street  for  a  course  of  1 1  miles.  It  is  also  the 
straightest  street,  for  from  League  Island  to  the 
county  line  it  does  not  vary  an  inch,  except 
where  the  great  City  Building  causes  the  street 
to  turn  around  it.  Seven  miles  of  the  street  are 
asphalted,  but  the  remainder  is  provided  with  a 
roadbed  of  fine  macadam,  which  is  continued  by 
the  old  York-road,  which  extends  for  about  20 
miles  farther  on.  X  carriage  can  drive  on  this 
street  and  road  and  make  only  one  turn  in  31 
miles.  Broad-street  is  113ft.  wide  and  measures 
09ft.  from  curb  to  curb,  and  35  men  can  walk abreast  on  it. 

ks  ingenious  and  simple  method  of  fixing 
metal  screws  into  stone  walls  has  been  devised. 
Wooden  dowels,  beside  the  tendency  to  weaken 
the  walls,  do  not  afford  security  and  permanence. 
A  wire  of  suitable  thickness  is  coiled  on  the 
screws  so  as  to  follow  the  threads  of  the  same, 
and  form  a  kind  of  screw  nut.  The  coiling  may 
commence  near  the  head  of  the  bolts  and  proceed 
towards  the  point  by  laying  the  wire  into  the 
grooves.  After  arriving  at  the  point  of  the  screw 
the  wire  may  be  wound  backward  over  the  helix 
already  wound  on,  but  with  a  steeper  pitch,  so  as 
to  leave  wider  interstices  between  consecutive 
convolutions  of  the  wire.  This  wire  coil  or  nut 
is  introduced  into  the  hole  formed  in  the  wall  for 

this  purpose,  being  slightlj;  wider  in  diameter 
than  the  outer  layers  of  wire,  after  which  the 

surrounding  spaces  are  filled  up  with  plaster  of 
Paris,  cement,  or  similar  binding  material  in  a 

plastic  condition. 
  »-^   

MEETINGS  FOR  THE  ENSUING  WEEK. 

Feidav.— Architectural  Association.  Conversazione  at 
King's  Hall,  Holbom  Restaurant.  8p  m. 

Satcrdav,  Oct.  2l8t.  —  Arcliitectural  A-isodation  of Ireland.  Visit  to  Richmond  Surgical 
Uo9pital.  North  Uruoswick  -  street, 
Dublin  (Messrs.  Carroll  and  Batchelor, 
Architects).    2.45  p.m. 

The  new  sohools  of  science  and  art,  Newark,  are 

being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shor- 
land's  patent  Manchester  grates,  the  same  being 

supplied  by  Messrs.  1"..  II.  hhorland  and  Brother,  of Manchester. 

It  is  reported  from  Washington  that  the  com- mittee of  architecU  appointed  to  adjudicate  upon 

the  plans  for  the  new  Custom-house  m  New  I  ork 
has  selected  those  of  Messrs.  CariCre  and  Hastmgs 
and  Mr.  Cass  Gilbert. 

The  annual  dinner  of  the  Hastinna  and  St. 

Leonards  Borough  Association,  on  Wednesday 

night,  was  attendtd  by  Mr.  Akers-Uouglas,  M.P., 

who  in  replying  to  a  toast,  referred  to  the  amalga- mation of  the  South-Eastem  and  Chatham  and 

Dover  Railway  Companies,  and  announced  that  at 

Hastings  station  large  works  had  been  authorised. 
The  directors  also  proposed  to  increase  the  width  of 

the  railway  from  four  to  six  lines  at  Tonbridge,  and 
to  tight  at  Ashford  Junction  ;  also,  to  make  a 

junction  at  Sissinghurst  between  the  two  lines, 

which  would  save  fifteen  or  twenty  minutes  be- 
tween Hastings  and  Victoria.  They  were  engaged, 

too  in  widening  the  line  to  four  sets  of  metals  from 

London  to  Orpington.  Altogether,  the  improve- 
ments contemplated  would  involve  an  expenditure 

of  three  millions. 

I 

f 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Paimton-Pavilion  and  Staod  for  40O  Persona  (Umit  £800)    £16,  £5    G.  Bamston.  Clerk,  Town  Hall.  Paignton    •••■■;■.■•••   ■•   Oct.  16 

bS^I-K^oo  B^id  School  (1,000),  Central-road    T.  Loftus,  Herk  to  Sch<xil  Roard.  Town  Hall,  Blackpool       „     17 
Fn»naT!.»th8  on  Siuth  House  Estate     No  first ;  £20,  £10    The  Clerk,  U.I).  Council  OlHcea,  EUand        28 

Ho^rev-F^-EnstoTstatior  .    "^^^^     £10      Kohert  L.  Love.  Solicitor.  Clerk  to  Parish  Council.  Horley,  Surrey..  Nov.   1 
Nassau.  Bahamas- PabUc  Market    £40,  £10,  £5     The  avil  Engineer,  N,istau.  Bahamas,  ^-ia  New  York       30 
Burv  Lanes  -Infectious  Diseases  Hospital,  Bolton-road  (limit  _,,„  ,  „  .„..»,,_,_.  ^  -r.. 
^i  500  ■  Asse^or)    £100,  £60,  £25     The  Borough  Engineer,  Corporation  Offices,  Bank-3tr,iet,  Bury    Dec.    1 

Bronghtoi  Moor-Institute  and  Twent^Cotf sites      ■■    The  Flimby  Colliery  Company.  Maryport           — 
North  Cave.  Wallingfen.  and  BrooroHeet -Water  Supply    £10  lOs    Henry  Green,  It.D.C.  Clerk.  Uowden        — 

Leicester— Workhouse  Infirmary  (360  patients  and  Imbeciles'            ,„   „„,                                      „.,./>,,..„      ^    ,„       ,.        t   •      . 
Hraie  (130  patients)         £100,  £50,  £25      The  Clerk  to  Board  of  Guardians,  Leicester         — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 
  ^.^   ■ 

BUILDINQS. 

Bootham-N,>wGvmrasiumWing,&c.,  at  Friends' Boys' School     W.  H.  Tliorpe.  F.P..I.B.A.,  Architect,  61,  Albion-street,  Leeds    Oct.  14 
Winchcombe-Pol'ice  Station        Gloucester  Joint  Committee    M.  H.  MedlanJ,  F.K.I.B  A.,  !.'>.  CUrenoe-street.  Gloucester      „     14 
Bradford- Eleven  Shops  in  Manchester-road    Samuel  Robinson,  Architect,  15.  Cheapaide,  Bradford  ..„   ,     14 
Castleford- Catholic  Presbytery  in  Pontefract-road    Bev.  Father  Hewison    Arthur  llartlev,  Architect,  Carlton  Chambers,  Castlelord      „     14 
Talybont-FarmhouseatTynewvddFarm     E.  Jenkin  Williams,  M.S.A,  31,  High-street,  Cardiff      „      14 
Yeovil-Kepaira  to  Cottages  in  the  Avenue    Mitchell,  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    Arthur  W.  Veomans,  Architect,  Chard         n     1* 
Bristol— Parish  Koom.  St.  Anne,  Oreenbank    George  H.  Oatlcy.  Architect,  Bristol   ^......      „     14 
Banbury-Alterations  to  Cowhouses  at  Sewage  Farm    Corporation     N.  H.  Dawson.  C.E..  Borough  Surveyor.  Town  Hall,  Banbury        „     14 
Watford- School  (l.C73\  Judge-street  and  Uidge-street    School  Board    W.  H.  Syme,  F.R.I.B.A.  4,  High-street,  Watford      „     14 
Bootham-Science  Block,  &c.,  at  Friends'  Bovs'  School    W-  H.  Thorpe.  F  It  I.B.A..  Architect,  61,  Albion-street.  Leeds   ,     14 
Wimbledon-Ten  Workmen's  Dwellings,  Dumsford-road     Urban  District  Council    C.  H.  Cooper.  M.I.C  E  .  Engineer,  The  Broadway,  Wimbledon   ,     18 
Bickington—Dwelling-Houae  at  Water    J.  Honywill  ...7.    S.  Segar,  F.I.A..S.,  Architect.  Union-street,  Newton  Abbot      „     16 
Mellis-Additional  Buildings  to  Schoolroom    Mellis  Parochial  School  Managers  ..  R.  Stammers.  White  Lion  Uotel,  Mellis,  Suffolk   ,     16 
Stranorlar— Alterations  in  Infirmary  of  Workhouse      Guardians     Geo.  M'l.aut'hlin,  I'lerk.  I'oor-LiW  Ottlce,  Stranorlar      „      16 
Kingswood  Hill— Engine- House  at  Pumping  Station    West  Glouce.itershire  Water  Co.    ...  E.  D.  Marten,  SLICE  ,  The  Birches,  Codsall,  Wolverhampton        16 
Beverley— Three  Houses  in  Highgate       Minster  Old  Fund  Trustees     Botterill.  Son,  and  Bilson.  Architects,  22,  Parliament-street,  Hull ..    „     16 
Rawmarsh— Brick  Gasholder  Tank    Urban  District  Council    E.  O.  Watson,  Oa-sworlci.  Parkgate      »     16 
Morecarabe— Two  Residences,  Victoria-esplanade    Brumfltt  and  Co    Newton.  Son.  and  Lawnon,  Archt«.,Euston-road.  Morecambe      „     16 
Newry- Twenty-One  Artisans'  Dwelling-Hou.iea    Urban  District  Council    Robert  H.  Doherty,  Clerk,  Town  Hall,  Newry.  Ireland      „      16 
Taunton— Additions  to  Co-operative  Societv's  Bakery      Committee  of  Management    F.  W.  Roberts.  Architect.  2.  Hammet-str.iet.  Taunton      „     16 
Barking— Si.t  Cla  s.'rooms  to  Gascoigne-roa'd  School       School  Board    C.J.Dawson,  F.E  IB. A.  Architect,  l-jiit-atieet.  Barking      „      16 
Wimbledon-Ten  Workmen's  Dwellings,  Dumsford-road      Uiban  District  Council   C.  H.  Cooper,  M  ICE..  Kogioeer,  Broadway,  Wimbledon       „     16 
Totnes- Cottage  Hospital     Edward  Richard!.  Architect,  Manor  Ollic",  Torquay       „      16 
Kingsteignton  -Dweliing-House  at  Sandy's  Gate    William  Raymont      Samuel  Segar,  .-Vrchitect.  Union-street.  Newton  Abbot      „      16 
Morecambe— Excavating,  Bricklaying,  and  Concreting  Works..  Morecambe  Tower  Co    W.  H.  and  A.  Sugden,  Architects,  Keighley       i.     16 
Sedgley- Classroom.  &c..  Hurst  Hill  School        School  Board    S.  H.  Eachus.  Architect.  North-street,  Wolverhampton      „     16 
Birkenshaw— Sis  Scullery-Houi*es.  Shirley-road      Industrial  Society     The  Society's  otiice,  Birkenahaw       *i      16 
Honor  Oak.  S  E.-  Greenhouse  at  Cemeterv.  Forest  HiU-road  ...  Camberwell  Vestry    W.  Ostobv.  Engineer.  Vestry  Hall,  Camberwell          „      16 
Wolverhampton-R.:-slatiDg,  &c  .  Market  Hall     Markets  Committee       J.  W.  Bradley.  C.E.  Borough  Engineer,  Townll ill.  Wolverhampton    „      18 
Belfast -Completing  the  Workhouse  Mortuary    Guardians    Young  and  Mackenzie.  Engineers.  &c.,  Donegall-sq.,  East  Belfast..    „     17 
Portsmouth— Premises  in  Stanley-street     J.  D.  Morant  and  Co.,  Limited,  lalmerston-road.  Southsea   ,     17 

Thuiles-Disinfecting-Chambei  at  Fever  Hospital  ...!!..!!!,...'.'.!  Union  Guardians    J.  J.  Coppinsrer,  Clerk,  Workhouse,  Thurles,  Ireland       17 E.ibin  Hill-Destructive  Buildings,  ic    Oldham  Corporation     S.  A.  Pickermg.  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Oldliam    ,     17 
Southwark,  S  E.-  Additions  to  Workhouse,  Parish-etieet      St.  Olaves  Union  Guardians   Newman  and  Newman,  Architects,  Tooley-street,  8.E      „     17 
Rotherham-Storerooms.  ic    ..Guardians     H.  L.  Tacon,  Architect.  11.  Westgate.  Ro'.herham       „     17 
Hollinwood-Destructor  Buildings.  .Src    Oldham  Corporation     S.  A.  Pickering,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro' Surveyor.  Town  Hall,  Oldham..    „     17 
Alverstoke—Alteraticns  to  Workhouse    Guardians    H.  F.  A.  Smith.  Arohitert.  Star  Chambers.  High-street,  Gosport  ...    „     17 
Isleworth-New  Mortuary  at  Infirmary     Brentford  Union  Guardians       W.  H.  Ward,  Architect,  Paradiae-street,  Birmingham       „     IS 
Banbury— Shop  and  Warehouse    Co-operative  Society     The  Society's  Ottices.  Broad-street,  Banbury        18 
North  Shields -Padded  Rooms  at  Workhouse     Tjnemouth Union  Guardians    Henry  Gibson,  Architect.  SavUle-strects,  North  Shields         „      18 
Bumley-Manutacturing  Premises    Gas  Committee    J-  P.  Leather,  Gasworks,  liurnley      ••     18 
King's  Lynn-HospitaliAdmini8trativeBlock,Horsley'sChs9e  Sanitary  Committee       H.  J.  Weaver,  C.E..  Town  Hall.  King's  Lynn       „      IS Brentford— Workhouse          Guardians    W.  H.  Ward,  Ardiitect.  Paradise-street,  Birmingham       „      13 
Westbuiuy-Additions  to  Tinhead  School     Edlington  and  East  Coulston  S.B.  ..  W.  W.  Snailum,  Architwt,  Church-street,  Trowbridge   ,     IS 
St.  Pancraa.  N.W.-Gocds  Otiice  and  Mess-Room      Midland  Railway  Co    The  Company's  Architect,  Cavendish  House,  Derby         „     19 
Sheflield-l?howrooms.  lifficea.  &c..  Savile-street      T.W.Ward       Edmund  Winder,  Jun.,  .Vrchitect,  Wharf-street,  Shelfield    ,      19 
Great  Horton-Three  Through  Houses.  Horton  Bank    Sam  Spencer,  Architect,  3(1.  Great  Horton-road.  Bradford        19 
Nottingham— Hy<lraulic  and  Electric-Light  Buildings   Midland  Railway  Co    The  Company's  .\rchitect.  Cavendish  House,  Derby         „     19 
I-dinburgh-Wortihopat  St.  Bernard's  Public  School     School  Board    Robert  Wilson.  Architect.  3.  (J  aeen-atreet.  Edinburgh        „     20 
Lisnaskea- National  School       Rev.  John  Coulter.  Newtownbutler   ,.      „     20 
Beverley  -  Bo.ard-Room  at  Workhouse   Guardiani      .      .   Botterill,  Son,  and  Bilson,  Architects, 'M,  Parliament-street,  Hull  .    „     2(k 
Farnborough  — Police  Cottages     .  "  '  w.  J.  Taylor.  Countv  Surveyor.  The  Castle.  Winchester        21 
Armagh— Post-office       '.  ..'..;'!'.  '".!!!!.     .....'    The  Office  of  Public  Works.  Dublin   ,     21 
Le,amiogton-Free  Library,  School  of  Art,  &c    Corporation         .   J.  Mitchell  Bottomlev.  Architect,  13,  Bond-street.  Leeds       „     23 
Nottingham -Eighty-Six  Cottages    Estates  Committee  ...'.    Arthur  Brown.  M.I.C.E..  City  Engineer.  Guildhall.  Nottingham  ...    „      23 Leeds— Clothms  Factory.  Wellington-street    R.  B.  Brown  and  Sons     Chorlev.  Connon,  and  Chorley,  Architects.  15,  Park-row,  Leeds      „     23 
Binglej- Infants'  School  in  Belgrave-road    School  Board    Wm.  Rhodes  Xunns.  Architect.  Market-street.  Bingley       '23 
Romford -Isolation  Wards.  Administrative  Block,  &c    Joint  Hospital  Board  ".'.'..:    W.  Whitmore,  Architect,  17.  Duke-street,  Chelmsford        „     21 
Manchester-Warehouses.  Ac.  Rose-irrove    Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co...  The  Engineer's  i  illice.  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester       24 
Dovercourt— Additions  to  Central  Bvard  Schools   Harwich  School  Board    Chas.  E.  Butcher.  Architect,  3,  Oaeen-street,  Colchester    ,     25 
Stoke-upon-Trent-Cottage  Homes,  ic    Guardians          C.  Lynam.  Architect.  Stoke-upon-Trent       25 
Euabon— Alterations  at  Ponkey  Board  Schools    School  Board  .   ..     J.  Mortson  and  .San.  .\rchitect.s.  King-street,  Wre-xham         „     2.'> 
Canterbury-Asylum  Buildings    Town  Council  '  -w.  J.  Jennings,  Architect.  4.  St.  Margaret'a-strect,  Canterbury   ,     2t5 
WhitehaU,  S.W.-Foundations.  .ic,  for  New  War  Office.'.   H.M.  Commissioners 'of  Works   ....    Sir  John  Tavl.jr.  HM.  Olfire  of  Works.  Storey's  Gate,  S.W       27 
Sandown-Higher  Grade  Board  School      Brading  School  Board    James  Newman.  .Architect.  Thornton,  Sindown     ,     .31 
Fletton  Rural -Schools  (600)   School  Board  Wm.  Boyer.  .Architect,  in.».  Cowgate,  Peterborough        31 
Myton-on-Swale-School        W.  W.ard.  Myton  Hall,  Helperby     _   Nov.    1 
Ha!ifa.x-Primitive  Methodist  Chapel,  St.  Thomas-street    .          Medley  Hall. -Architect  and  Surveyor,  29,  Northgite,  Halifax      „       2 
Banff,  N.B.-Coastguard  Buildings    Admiralty  .  .. '.   '.'.".    ,'        The  Coa.stguard  Station,  Banff,  N.B      „       3 
l^dstow- Coastguard  Buildings    Admiralty  .       .,    The  Coastguard  Station.  Padstow       „       3 
Walthamstow-Blackhorse-roid  School   1,500'       School  Board     W.  T.ingmore,  F.R  I.B.A..  Bridge  Chmbs..  Hoe-st..  Walthsmstow    „       7 
glfield— Alterations  and  Additions  to  Alma-road  School   School  Board  ,   '!'.!!"..!       ...  G.  E.  T.  Liurence,  Architect.  ISl.  Uieen  Victoria-street.  E.C       „       ' West  Brompton— Additions  to  Infirmary,  Fulham-road      St.  George's  Union  Guardians       E.  T.  Hall,  F.R.I. B  .\., -Architect.  57.  Moorgate-str.;et,  E.C         7 
t/ncklade- County  Polic«-Station      WUta  Standing  Joint  Committee  ...  Charles  S.  Adye.  County  Suneyor.  County  Offices.  Trowbridge       2i 
Billesley— Farmhouse    .  o.  H.  Hint.n.  .Architect.  U.  Church-street,  Stratford-on-Avon        — 
Little  Lever— New  Nob  Inn   _    Chadwick's'Waimei^ey  Brewery  Co!  D.  Hardman,  Architect,  SUver-street,  Bury          — 
Bnghouse -Rebuilding  the  Grove  Inn,  Elland-road    .  J.  Lane  Fox.  Bond-atreet.  Dewabury        — 

Stone-One  Hundred  Cottages    Ciwiperative  Land  Society'.' Ltd.    ...  The  Society's  offices.  14  and  15.  Coleman-street.  E.C        — Wyke—btabling  for  the  Red  Lion  Inn    J.  Lane  Fox.  Archite-:t,  Bond-street,  Dewsbury   ,....        — 

North  Shiflds -Rising  Sun  Inn    _   TJme  Improvement  Comrnissioii'!!'!  W.  H.  Knowles.  F.S..V  ,  .37,  Orainger-street.  Newcastle           — 
^ughborough  — Converting  Dormitory  into  Ward     TV'.  T.  Hampton.  F.S.I. .  Architect,  Swan-street,  Loughborough  ....      — 
Blackburn  -Steam  Laundry    '  '.'    Stones  and  ston-^s.  .\rchitect.s,  10, Richmond-terrace,  Blackburn        — 
Isle  of  Walney-Two  Himdred  Workmen's  Dwellings     Vicars,  Sons,  Mid  Martin    The  Isle  of  Walney  Estates  Co.,  Ltd.,  Walney        — Foole-Two  Cottages,  Stable,  Coach-House,  ic      F.  Butler.  Carriage  Works.  Poole         — 
noruiboume— Repairs  to  Church      .  The  Rector  or  Churchwardens,  Northbourne,  Deal            — 

°*"*ton-Rebuilding  71,  High-street    8.  8.  Eades  .... ..".'.'   ...."!.  ..  T.  W.  T.  Richardson.  .Vrchitect.  57,  High-street.  .Stockton         — 
Ashton-under-Lyne- Houses  (17  to  40)   .....'...!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!!    Samuel  Lomas.  5.  Stockport-road.  Ashton-under-Lyne        — 
^'^^tatyn- A  ilia      ,           Burton  -Jk:  Percival,  Archts..  15'>a,  Stamford-st.,  .\stiton-u.-Lyne  ...      — 
Barry- New  Buildings  off  Park-crescent    W.  J.  Eoeeri  Ltd    J.  P.Jones.  Richards  anl  Budgen,  Archts.  19.  St.  Mary-st.,  Cardiff      — 
Kawtenstall -House.  Warehouse,  and  Stable  at  Holme  Bank      !   ".  Jj,hn  Tavlor.  il.  Ormerjd-street.  RawUnstall.  Lanes         — 
°"'6y  Heath-SLx  Tenement  Houses        Hawkins  i  Edgecombe,  .\rohitect3, 21,  Henrietta-at.,Covent  Garden      — 
Lochmaddy-School  and  Teachers' House  at  Kylis  Flodda     8outh  Uist'Scliooi'B'oaTd".'.'.".'.".'.'.'.'....  A.  MacElfrish,  Clerk.  Lochmaddy        — 
t^t  Hani  "-Congregational  Church     J.  D.  and  S.  J.  Mjuld.  Architects,  53.  Queen  Victoria-street,  EC.  ..      — 
l;Uey--Addition«  to  the  Roebuck  Inn        .John  Judaon  and  Moore.  Architects,  York  Chambers,  Keighley        — 
Consett -Two  Engine  Houses     Iron  Co  ,  Ltd'.        .  Th»  Engin-xr's  ■  i  n  ■ .  c.mvtt.  Durham         — 
Luiworth  — Restoring  Buttresses  of  East  Lnlworth  Tower      The  Rev.  R   U-h-r  E.a.st  Lulworth  Vicarage,  Warehom          — 
Blackburn  -  bteam  Laundry                ..      stones  and  S;on-s.  .u-hitects,  10,  Richmond-tenace,  BUckbnro  ...      — 
wilKL^i*"^""*  "'Albion  Ironworks    Harrison,  M'Gregir,  and  Co   J.  C.  Prea'.wich.  Ar  >nW.  Leigh     ■,        — 
wombwell-Chimney  (40  yards)  at  Main  Colliery    .  ..      The  CoUiery  urR.es.  Wombwell,  Yorks        — J.eeds —Warehouse     -nr  »,,.i,,    >-_.>7  \rM,inw-Un»_  T>u„1a         — 
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Boxton-Two  Detached  Villas   B.  Wwdle    sSue  Md  F»ra<-r.  Aichitecto,  UUenrtos   ^••".•y",-  " 
tnvfci«ton-Bank.  County- squire   oSude  »nd  PeDnioston,  Archiu.'.-l»,  Odu*!  Chambers,  CMtleford  —  . 
CwUeford-Six  Houum,  Ambler-etreet    ..._  .^.^....    ..............         ¥nTcommen3al  L)  :pt.  of  the  Poreitro  OiS-w,  Whitehall,  8.W    -  » 
•War«aw-Free7.ii.8-<bamben..  &c.,  in  MarketHaUi       MmuaptUtr    r^bh^MTO  ,  Eifrineen,  Great  Y»rmouth     -  J 
Great  Yaimouth-Eoinneer'.  Shops.  Foundry,  and  Store.      5Sal!^<J^o*m.  oTLondoi-street,  Fleetwood       -  ; 
Preeeall— House   ■■■.■■■;         iV»;   ■::—^   :  •-•"""   rvinmn  and  Jone*.  Architects,  25,  Cook-stieet.  Leeds    —  - 
Leeds-Frame  Bchoolhouse,  C«rdigan-road   St.  Margatef.  Churdi  Tnutees   VSh^jiJ^n  M  S.A  .  Architect.  Barry-sttwt,  Bradford    -  ' 
Shipley- Clnb  Premises     Thomas  Miickle.  H  rthbury    ■    — 
Eothbury— Houses     l-.V  i.  "J   •—":•■•■  -   -     ■   ia   TTiTlor  Scott.  K.R.I.B.  A.,  «.  Loirther-rtreet,  Carlisle    •■••„•••  "" 
CarUile-ConvertJng  30,  Lowther-etreet,  mtoBuaiaesB  Frenusea  Oark  Bros,  and  Co    J-  ̂»T^J  |~j  Mould.  ArchitecU,  52,  (iieen Victoria-street,  E.G....  — 
nford-ConitrejcationalCaori*   j  W'V-'V,,t  fs'->— "iii    jiho'ciar^' Solicitor.  Broughton   ;.   y -•  i    "" Broughton-in-Fumess-Washhouses  and  W.C.  sat  Cmder  HiU        .....^    i„tlM  Wiison.  and  O^lesby,  Architects,  12,  East  Parade,  Leeds  ...  — 
Leedl-Busine«s  Premises  and  Managers  House,  CUjpit-lane..  Henry  Claik«)ii      ?"S^iJ;iSli  F  A.I.,  8ur>-eyor.  Eichmond     - 
Richmond  -  Fifty  Houses    W'V'-^ini'ri   :■    v  A  Johnson.  F.R.I. B.A.,  Abergavenny       ~ 
Abergavenny -Additions  to  National  Schools,  Hereford-road  ..  l;^:-  — — -  V^   a   Thfciundl  Office,  Hvde-road,  Gorton   ■■^■--  - 
Gorton-Extensions  to  Stables    t  rbao  Dirtxict  CooacU    IpiS  ̂   R  I  B.A.  SFS.I..  Archt..  8.  Sonth-«q.,Gr»y'Blnn,  W.C.  - 
Tottenham-Six-Koomed  Houses  mBruce-groTe    Ti,«  Whitcoark  Finishing  Company,  Ballyclare          ■   ■;  — 
Ballyclare-KebuildingDye-House,  ic   Ail'^iitC^':!    IP  Jones  Richards,  and  Budgen.Archts.,  St.  Mary-street,  Cardiff  — 
Radvr-Wesleyan  Chapel    Chapel  Trust««     The 'Easington  Cml  Company.  Limited,  Sunderland      — 
asington- Cottages    Frank  CooV  Architect,  22,  Leeming-street,  Mannfleld      — 
Clowne-Sixty  Houses   vv.  io'.i   'i   t   i""A    I  Gnodcbild,  Hazcldene.  Stafford         — 
SUfford-.Vlteration  to  Premises  in  Lichfleld-road    lAundry  Co    ■'■  ̂   jj^  Architect.  Morley-street.  Bradford    — 
Bradford-Alttration  to  Premises,  All  Saints -ro«d    "•  g  j^^h  Architect,  7,  Regent-road,  Morecambe,  W    — 
Morecambe -Concert  Hall.  West  End  Market     ^   o:::iL-:j.:;- ^ii;"    EM   Young.  Ar.  hitect.  90.  Duke-street.  Barrow    —  » 
Barrow-Alterations  to  Albion  Hotel         ..^..   -   Henry  Spencer  and  Co   tV^oT  i-iSderaon,  Architects,  Fish-et.,  Northampton    — 
Batl's  Barton-Games  Rooms,  &c.,  at  Institute    

aioeicy  o.  .=j» 

BMaiNEESnfO.  ,,.,.    ,  ■,    ,     A  fv,f  11 
.  Q  ■HTaH.pMi  Clerk  The  Workhouse.  Milford,  Ireland   kkl.  is 

MiUord-SinkingWeU  and  Erecting  Pump  at  Carrowkeel    Rural  District  CouncU     S^^jT^SSing  Dept..  Town  CouncU,  Tiflis,  Transcaucasus    M 
Tiflis-Tramways   ..^   ■■■■■■■■■-    7?r^9?T''     -^^Wi^riA   i?Uiu?W.Ylom/iis.  Architect.  Chard       " 
Chard-New  C.I.  Tanks,  and  Water  Arrangements  at  Brewery  MitcheU.  Toms,  and  Co.,  Ltd    vfr^nMs  C  E  .  M  I.M.E  ,  Bank  House.  Warrington   ,  1« 
Warrington-Two  Sets  of  Steam-Enginai         ^   CorporaUon     O  ̂Donald,  104,  Weat-«treet,  Famham    v.-  .V^Ui      "  A 
•Famham-  Additions  to  Tank,  ic,  at  the  Gasworks     Oas  to.   "•  ̂   -ugjioa  C  E  ,  Borough  Survevor,  Tuna-gate,  Guddford       „  1« 
Guildfoid-Bacteria  Beds     f-'JZLSSISSif  (V.VA'rfi    C  L  N.  WU'son,  S«r\eyor, Town  fiall.Bilston         .......^   ,  }« 
Bilston-WateivMain   .^...■.   SiS.»%^™iS^         jih^  D  Watson,  County  Engineer.  County  Buildings.  Aberdeen  ...    „  16 
Aberdeen-Water  and  Sewerage  Works    District  Committee   ^    EW  Cozcns-Hardy.  Penn  Fields.  Wolverhampton      1« 
Seisdon-Steam-RoUer      .^    S""}  S'!S2  Si  ™^-i           C  Pertwee.  .A.rohitect.  Chelmsford   .^    }» 
Rochford-WeU  on  Site  of  Isolation  Hospital    Rural  District  Counca     Bkldv^n  Latham.  M  I.C.E..  13.  Victoria-«treet.  S.W     ...        ,.  1» 
Great  Torrington -Waterworks       S?[E?"i!°?       •    W  H.  Hopkinson.  A  M.LC.E.,  Borough  Engineer.  Ke.ghley     ...  ..    ,.  " 
Keighley -Bridge at  Queen's-road   .-.   Corporation      "  Mineral  Surv..  Arcade  Chmbrs.,  Commercial-st.,  Halifax    „  17 
Southowram -Sinking  Two  Stone  Shafts  at  Law  PUrm   ii„,.V  ni:^;;;^- P™™=i   Ma^M  Rega".  'I'^k.  MaUow    ....^.    \l  A  I 
Doneiafle-Waterworks   Rural  District  Counca     WalkwStSd,  U.I.C.E.,  County  Surveyor,  NorthaUerton   ....^.    „  17  «  | 
Kirby  Misperton -Widening  Stone  Bridge    ^   ii-^-\:-  Vi—.A-:^.    F  J  Warden  Stevens,  Connaught  Mansions.  34,  Viclona-st.,  S.W.    „  IS  «    . 
Poplar.E.-LancashireBoUer8,Water-PresaureDnim8  &  Tanks  G^^J^.ii,-^-  j,-^ttR  D  c'  FHedman.  Engineer.  Newport-street.  Swindon       ^..  ..^^    1| 
PuTton-Wiiterworks     tocklade & Wootton Bassett K.U.L .  J- ̂ ^i,„^^    C.E.,  Boro' Eng.,  Market  Buildings. Blackpool...    ,.  18 
Blackpool -Spen  Dyke  Brick  Barrel     Coyoration    ^.  Hewson.  M.I.C.E.,  City  fing,  Muncipal  Buildings,  Leed^..    „  IS 
Leeds -Fifty  Electric  Tramcars    .^...^..    City  Council    iSwiTnughes.  Vestry  Qerk,  Vestry  Hall,  Maxey-road,  Plumstwd    ..  18 
Plumstead-Two  Willacy's  Sanding  Machmes   ^.....    ).    ̂ .     p  j   Warden  Stevens.  Connaught  Mansions,  31,  N  ictona-st.,  S.W.    „  Vi 
Poplar,  E.-Steam-Jet  Plant  and  Auxiliary  Pumpmg  Plant    Guardians   ^  -^^  ̂  Stevenson,  Civil  En^eers,  84,  George-street,  Elioburgh    „  19 

^^SS;;t^^^i:^^^v^^^.^:i^^^^^ ^-^-toyofst. joii":-::::;:::::::::::::::::: The.s"rve^^;\islgTco^«'a^*Gaswor^^  ::  «       %  : Middlesbrough- steel  Ring  Web  Girder    Robert  Patterson,  C.E.,  3,  Williams  Bank,  Earlston^^.....^      >.     '\ 
Oxton— Waterworks       -   ■•   •■:;    Albion  T.  Snell,  Eneineer, Suffolk  House,  Cannon-street,  t.t.       .•     jf- 

Luton-Electric  Lighting  Plant   Town  Coimcd         .^..^    E   Fowler:"  E.  E^eei.  Swinton.  near  Rotherham       « 
Swinton-Sinking  WeU    ™"V-Jii;;    };'*"*"  '^!'*"'^  ̂ "''^    P  H  Palmer,  M  I^.E.,  Town  Hall.  Hastings       |« 
Hastings -Service  Reservoir  and  Filter-House,  West  Hill    Corporation  •■.■;"7,"-"-v;-;    Richard  Read.  A  M.I  C.E..  City  Surveyor,  Gloucester    .........  j..^^..    ..     2« 
Gloucester -Refuse  Destructor,  i-c    fTl^'?n^,triJ?cJiS     WC^.^wtalnT,  Engineer.  9,  Queen-street-place,Lonlon,E.C  ..    „     2« 
Barking -Light  Railway  Plant   .,..    H'*^  2^      „^„;':;'    Co  in  P  Fowler,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Harbour  Ollice,  Llandlf       „     2? 
Llanelly-tS»motives,'weighbridgee,  and  Turntable.    Navipiboii Commismonei.     HC«lliagsBi,hop,  Borough  Electrical  Engineer,  Wigan  .....         & 
Wigan- Electric-Lighting  Plant   SSKTn^St  M^^^    The  Electrical  Engineer,  50.  Eden-grove,  HoUoway,  London, N       to 
Isl^gton,  N.-Secondary  Battery    wShLr  ■^steS^   T  ■  J"  Barron.  M  I.C.E..  1.  Bon  Accord-street.  Aberdeen       f 
Stonehaven  -Harbour  Extension   ;!,;■  •■:,-■,•  >^"^'"  iTusiees       General  Manager  of  RaUways.  Capetown     .■■•■."■   •     °^ 
Port  Elizabeth  to  Humansdoip,  Capetown -Railway  (70nules)  i:;v;-y,vv^- ;•>,-.„;;       j.  H.  Bradford,  Buiveyor.  2.  Rickford's  Hill,  AylMbury  ....^      ,.     JJ 
Aylesbury-Machineg^at  Sewage  Disposal  Works     Si^^DiSriot  (STcU    :;;;.:;;::;:.'  N  chibon  LaUey,  A.MJ  C.E  ,  16.  George^treet,  Westmmster       ..     31 
Chipping  Campden-Waterworks  .   ^.   S-^^^rinS^CoundT        Jno.  R.  Palmer.  Town  Clerk.  Sydney      N»^-    J 
Sydney,  New  South  Wales -Refuse  Destructor,  &c^..........    ̂ ^''^K'iS^^t    The  Colonial  Secretary.  Colombo   J*°-    * 
Kurunegala  to  Kankasanturai.  Ceylon-RaUway  {200mfle9)   ...  OeylonGo^ermnent    ine  ̂ "°^^^.^  Office,  Gasworks,  Word          - 
nford-Portable  Steel  Crane  (S-ton)     uas  lo         Watson  Builder,  Uddinston,  Scotland       -s;-—-^   
Uddington-  Electric  Lighting  Plant   ■•■•.■■"•i,.  •.;;;■••;■;•    ~  JUi;':;;;'    R  Banks  Martin,  Architect,  103,  Plashet-grove,  East  Ham    

Stepney -Cooking  and  Seating  Apparatus,  RatcUffe  Workhouse  ̂ "^•ff^ii^iiDuirirtGiiiicii::;.::  W.  Wyatt,  Engiiieer,  Bryndwr,  All  Saints.  Shrewsbury        - Chetwynd  Aston— Waterworks       i^c»i»vii,  «"»•"     — 
FENOINO    AND    WALLS.  ^^  ̂^ 

ehinciiire-Fencing(..D yards)  ..          .„   l^^z^   iT:::::;::::: l^^T^i^tX^^:^^^^"^-—-  -  JJ Morthoe-Fencing  and  Laying-outBunal  Ground    S"  „i,t^7,f  wi^J^^i^iimt  G.  H.  Smallman.  Treasurer,  29,  Waolgate-street,  Stafford      ..  " 
Btafford-Pine  Wood  Fencing  ;i,100  yards   and  Gates     SriA  cTu^d?^^       '.■.'.■.■.■.'.■.::     Edward  L,  Lun^,  Surveyor,  ,-5.;,  High-street,  Guildford    1| 
Cranleigh  -Fencing  and  LayingKmt  Burial  Ground      S^!l%tn.            Penty  and  Penty,  Architects,  Lendal  Chambers,  "i ork^.. ......  .^■.     ..  j» 
York-Wrought-lron  Fencing  at  Workhouse    ?^JfS^mmittie   '.  MA.  Robinson,  C.E  ,  M  R.I.A.I.,  Richmond-street,  Londonderry.     „  19 
Oransba,  Co. TJerry-Oalvanised  Iron  Fence     p'^^.TX     John  Holt,  C.E.  6,  St.  Mary's  Gate,  Manchester      »  g 

?!iils::S--^'!!Sf5„'^  MkSSi?'"^'"*'^   :;•:;::;::::::;::;;;  SS?  wHSS^iRaa-r^ci:::::::::.:.:  The  stores  superintendent's  office,  swmdon   London,  W.— Fencing  Materials. 
rCBNITXJBE    AND    FITTINGS.  ._    .     ._  oct.  14 

Ayr-Twenty-Three  Dual  Desks  in  Oak    .,.,.._,    ^^^^^    SoSSgh's'J^^v^jfo^s  O^ffic^Se^^^a^^L^                             "  '  }« Lancaster -Belsteads.  ic.  for  Lodging-House.  Marton-street.  Corporation     A  D  WalUce  Town  Clerk.  North  Berwick     }* 
North  Berwick  -Furnishings  to  Infectious  Diseases  Hospital ...  -■■"-"i'";   The  'Town  Clerk's  Office.  Town  HaU.  SUgo   .^      ••  i° 

Son^'l^^-RS^tinTF^Vui^in  vestry  Hiui-:::::::;::;;^^       ̂ ^:^
:^!i^^^^y^---    The  surveyor,  vestry  HaU.  Cable-street.  I

.ndon.  E   
PAINTINO.                                                                                                              ^^  ̂^ 

.  ..  The  Borough  Surveyor.  Wrexham   ■•    .g 
Wrexham  -  General  Market,  Henblas-slreet    i";^;;;'™,;^^^  Coiincii          Jno.  Green  Banks.  Clerk,  79.  Heaton  Moor-road  ■■•■j^'V"  ,i;"_;-.l„"    "  ig 
Heaton  Norris-Two  Recreation  Grounds      viri^cSSJtSEe                  J  W  Bradley,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Eng  ,Town  HaU,  Wolverhampton    „  16 
Wolverhampton -Market  HaU         ..............^;.  Markets  UJmnmwe                                                                                    ,   .,^,.  „  „    v<..»„  18 
Rochester -QuildhaU  and  Municipal  Offices,  Technical  Insti-                                                              W.  Banks,  A.M.I.C.E.,  City  Surveyor,  GuadhallRochMter.....^..    ,.  » 

tute.  Police  Station,  and  Com  E-xchange    ..   ......;;■   S,<X^,^d  Ouiidiiii'             "sSthFRl.B.A..  Parliament  Mansions,  Mctona-street,  S.W...    „  18 
London,  N.E. -Interior  Workhouse  Dinrng  HaU,  Kmgaland-rd.  I^:  ̂^""fl?"'''''"'^    EdlSrd  Waugh,  Clerk,  Haywards Heath    IS 
Lindfleld-E.xterior  of  Board  Schools    School  Bo-trd    r-u-^uu   .   ug  ,  ,       , 
Carlisle-PoliceStotionsat  Bownesa-on-Solway,  Wigton,  Long-                                                              Geo.  Dale  OUver,  County  Architect,  Carlisle       >•  „ 

town,  Whitehaven,  SiUoth,  and  Earl-street    ii":,:Xi:'^'.   CanceUor  and  HOI,  12,  Jewry-street,  Wmchester      " 
Winchetter -Workhouse       Ouaroians   

.Oct.  16 
PLTJMBINQ    AND    OLAZINO. 

_  „    ̂     ,     „  ,.,.   ̂   ■,,■     The  Office  of  PubUc  Works,  DnbUn      Belfast -Plumbing  Works  for  Public  Boildmg.    
BOADS    AND    STREETS.  ^^  q^    jg 

Barry-Street  Improvement  Works   ^l£S  SI^Scl  SSSSl    T^^^^^^^^^i^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^  "'  \l Wimbledon-Making-op  Cecil-road  and  Balfour-road    S^^iit^iinW^     .•:::■.'.    :.:;.       W  Stubl»,  A.M  ICE.,  Boro'  Eng.,  Mumcipal  Offices,  Blackburn       ,,     W 
Blackbum-Strect  -Works    f JSS.Tnn  Ne^oi^  U  D  C   H.  J.  Hamp,  Surveyor.  Regent-circus,  Swmdon   ■.-•_.:;;:-•;       Ig 
Swindon-Work.  to  Private  Back  Roads    §.!^„^C^S  .■.".........•.   C.  O.  M.«.^^^       "     $8 
Ouildford-ra%-ing  Approach  to  PanneU's-terraoe      rXn  oSt  Co  ndl    Arthur  Ram.d.n,  Surveyor,  Vestty  HaU.  Chlswick   
Chiswick.  W.-Paved  Footpath      l^J"  DuSctC^S        .      Brockl«by  Crookes.  SurVeyor,  WoodhaU  Spa         "     J 
Wo<MlhaU  ,Spa-Road  Works    ,     .•••■•i-v-ii;^;^-  uSS  oSSct  cSuncil        G.  GledhiU,  Surveyor.  High-royd,  Balby_;^  .  ;iv"-;"g-^^'      "     ig 
Balby-with-HexthOTpe -Forming  and  Sewenng  Back  Stieets...  Urb»n  g^"' ̂ ^"^^fl^ld  u.d.C.  A.  W.  Cross.  AM  I.C  E  .  'iS.  Y*^?  ̂ 3?^.;^  ̂      « 
8^y  Oak -Street  Works       UrtL  gSrict  Council   The  Engineer's  Office,  14,  High-street,  Watford          . 
Watford -Itoad  Works     tlrW  D^ct  CouncU    F.  C.  Broacher,  Clerk.  New  BrompVm^.......    jl 
GiUin^ham -Paving       .._....   oTste^Swin       ̂ .          William  WaUer,  213,  Fceeman-street.GnmAy.^^.^..^^. -.—•••    "     ̂ 3 
Grimsly-Road  FormaUon  and  Dramage  Works  ...   .^.    g-  ̂p^X/v^J,^- ^ •••.■.  „    C.  H.  F.  Barrett,  Vestry  Clerk,  VestiT  HaU   ̂ ^i^:'^,'^  •*^"  •  24 
Finchley,  N.  -  Repairs  to  Roads  at  StTPancras  Cemetm   |r„^^ncil    Henry  E.  Stilgoe,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Eog^  Town  HaU.  Dj'"--"       ^ 
Dover -AustraUaTHardwood  Pa>-ing.  Granite  Kerb.  &c   T,°!?„S^^, ,  (iindi'    a;!:  Mountain.  A.M.I.C.E.,  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Withington       » 
Withington-SUeet  Works     S'^e  C^^imU^^.:::::::":::    .     oi^iZS^.  Trchitect,  21,  Bank-street  Carhde.   ,_ 
SiUotb,  Cumberland-Flagging,  Sec    Holme Cultram  i-.u.i.....     ̂   Aiderson,  Prapect  House,  LitUemoor^road,  Pudsey           _ 
Annley  -  Flagging  Sixteen  Houses  near  Carx  Croft.            p.  k  ,  c  o  Street  and  Co.,  SO,  ComhiU,  E.C   
London  E.C.— Concreting   l,7Coyard3)     
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SCPERFICL\L   ^UlT. 

WHETHER  it  is  better  to  "decorate 
construction"  or  to  ''construct 

decoration  "  is  a  question  to  be  answered  by 
those  who  have  been  reared  in  the  earlier 
decades  of  this  century.  We  have  somewhat 

advanced  beyond  this  conception  of  archi- 
tecture. We  recognise  no  decoration  that  is 

■worthy  of  the  name  that  does  not  arise  out  of 
construction  as  the  basis,  so  that  either  of 

the  above  ways  of  putting  tlie  cuso  is  mis- 
leading as  making  decoration  something 

separated  and  distinguishable  from  construc- 
tion ;  and  yet  we  suppose  there  are  a  largo 

number  of  architects  who  are  ready  to  accept 
the  above  dictum,  and  to  apply  their  decora- 

tion to  their  buildings.  It  is  an  easy  and 
expeditious  mode  of  making  architecture :  one 
that  falls  in  wonderfully  well  with  our  facili- 

ties of  execution  and  manufactured  materials 

of  decoration,  and  also  one  which  the  public 
or  the  average  man  and  woman  can 
appreciate,  who  like  to  pay  for  something 

tangible,  for  so  much  of  "  art  decoration  "  or 
so  little  of  it  as  thoy  think  fit.  They  look  upon 
it  as  something  that  can  bo  applied  to  any 

buUdingin  quantity  great  orsmali.and  there- 
foreit  has  a  money  price.  This  view  of  archi- 
tect\ue  lends  itself  to  commercial  considera- 

tions and  to  the  superficial.  Buildings  can 
be  covered  with  plain  or  costly  garments  ; 
they  can  be  decorated  more  or  less  according 
to  the  amount  of  money  to  be  expended, 

quite  irrespective  of  their  design  or  con- 
struction. Xo  doubt  such  an  interpretation 

of  architecture  has  been  in  vogue  ever  since 
the  Revival,  and  architects  still  cling  to  it  as 
being  the  popiilar  one,  and  it  has  also  been 
extended  to  the  various  allied  arts.  Carving, 
metal  work,  stained-glass,  keramic  decoration, 
f umitirre  have  all  suffered  more  or  less  by 
this  idea  of  applying  ornament  to  objects  of 
use.  for  they  have  all  been  taken  to  mean 
something  superficial  that  can  be  applied  to 
buildings  and  furniture.  Arising  out  of  this 
notion  is  another  quite  as  objectionable :  that 
the  decoration  can  be  in  any  style.  The 
m&kera  of  fashionable  furniture,  plastic 
decoration,  and  metalwork  mauufactoi'e  the 
same  articles  in  various  styles.  They  rejoice 

in  the  appellation  of  "  Renaissance,"  "  Louis 
Seize,"  "The  Empire,"  "  Gothic,"  "  Stuart," 
"Japanese,"  &c. — a  practice  that  lias  done 
more  to  degrade  so-called  art  than  anything 
else;  but  there  is  no  differentiation  for 
differing  uses.  For  how  can  the  same  orna- 

ment be  used  for  a  shop  that  is  used  in  a 
town-hall,  or  applied  to  a  door-hinge  that 
is  used  on  a  coal-scuttle  ?  We  can  under- 

stand the  principles  of  ornamentation  that 
underlie  the  different  styles  being  applied, 
but  not  the  ornament  itself. 

Our  modern  architecture — especially  of 
the  commercial  kind — is  a  realisation  of  this 
confused  thought :  it  fairly  interprets  the 

idea  that  "  art  "  and  any  given  stylo  c;in  be 
applied  to  the  most  commonplace  building 
just  as  we  can  decorate  a  cake  in  any  style 
with  sugar  and  confectionery.  Apjdy  a 
certain  form  of  feature,  or  ornament,  to 
a  building,  and  it  is  henceforth  made  Re- 

naissance, or  Gothic,  or  "  Queen  .Vnne." 
The  application  can  all  be  arranged  after  the 
plan  has  been  prepared  or  in  the  elevation.  It 
does  not  matter  one  iota  whether  the  plan 
has  been  devised  to  give  prominence  to 
certain  features,  or  the  parts  he  dictated  bv 
any  motive ;  it  is  sufficient  to  put  a  break 
here,  a  bay  window  or  turret  there,  and  the 
design  is  henceforth  Gothic. 

The  art  exhibitions  that  were  opened  last 
week  represent  the  new  life  and  impulse  that 
has  been  given  to  those  departments  of  art, 
one  relating  chietly  to  domestic  and  home 
life,  and  the  other  to  church  work.  The  Arts 

and  Crafts  I'.xhibition  illustrates  practical 
examples  of  design  and  workmanship; — how 
consistency  and  honesty  of  purpose  can  be 
made  the  basis  of  all  art  etfort.  In  it  wo  see 

those  valu.able  principles  initiated  and  pro- 
mulgated by  such  men  as  William  Moms  in 

various  departments  of  industrial  labour, 
who  was  one  of  the  first  to  remove  the 
trammels  of  labour,  and  make  it  subserve 
the  highest  ends  of  the  individual  workman. 
The  Church  Congress  exhibition  of  lOccIo- 
siastical  Art  also  was  interesting  as  illus- 

trating an  improved  type  of  metalwork, 
stained  glass,  and  embroidery,  and  the 

Clergy  and  Artists'  Association,  to  which  we referred  last  week,  shows  a  remarkable 
advance  in  church  decoration  and  metal- 

work, imder  the  leadershiji  of  our  best 

architects  and  craftsmen — all  in  their  waj- 
directed  to  overcome  the  baneful  influences 
of  custom,  and  the  superficial  treatment  of 

art  as  applied  to  oiu-  buildings. 
The  superficiality  of  which  we  speak  is 

noticed  largely  in  our  commercial  buildings, 

our  shops,  and  dwelling-houses.  It  is  mani- 
fested in  three  particulars  : — (1)  Defective 

Elan,  (2)  thinness  of  detail,  and  (.'!)  poor ttings.  In  each  of  these  the  architect 
appears  to  do  his  work  hurriedly.  If  there 
are  two  or  more  possible  ways  of  doing  a 
thing,  the  easiest  and  most  direct  is  taken. 
The  "short-cut"  is  the  watchword  of  the 
commercial  architect.  The  position  of  a  door- 

way is  a  smaU  matter  to  thousands  of  people ; 
but  it  may  make  all  the  difference  in  the 
world  to  the  man  who  occupies  a  set  of  otlices. 
or  a  house,  it  he  has  to  walk  a  fejv  feet 
further  than  necessary  in  his  passage  from 
one  office  or  room  to  another  every  day  ;  or 
his  comfort  and  freedom  from  draughty 
ciurents  of  cold  air  may  be  secured  if  a 
door  is  placed  a  few  feet  or  inches 
farther  one  way  or  another.  But  the 

superficial  and  hurried  planner  of  build- 
ings takes  no  trouble  about  such  matters  : 

ho  places  his  doorways  as  they  are  planned  in 
thousands  of  houses  ; — they  are  placed  in  line 
— it  is  easier  to  draw  the  plan  so  — regardless 
of  the  comfort  of  the  tenants  or  occupants. 
Several  hundreds  of  houses  have  to  be  built, 
and  if  the  plans  can  be  multiplied  from  the 
same  design,  the  better  it  is  for  the  builder. 
Windows  are  planned  on  the  same  principle  : 
they  are  placed  where  they  look  best,  and 
one  over  the  other ;  light  and  ventilation  are 
questions  that  do  not  trouble  the  designer,  so 
the  evil  of  having  a  window  in  the  wrong 
place  at  one  corner  of  the  room  is  repeated. 

So  with  the  size  and  proportion  of  rooms — 
matters  which  very  fewpeople  consider; — that 
which  divides  the  easiest  is  adopted,  and 
hundreds  of  people  have  to  endure  a  small 
badly-shapeil  room  in  which  they  can  hartlly 
get  round  the  table  comfortably,  or  derive 
any  warmth  from  the  fire  in  winter.  Take, 
again,  the  staircase.  IIow  many  hou-ses  have 
convenient  stairs  or  entrances  ?  It  is  the 

superScial  designer  that  is  to  blame,  for  he 
likes  a  straight  flight  starting  from  the 
entrance,  and  a  straight  flight  down  the  collar 
and  over  to  every  jitory.  Yet  everyone  knows 
now  this  is  the  worst  arrangement,  the  most 
dangerous,  and  the  most  uncomfortable.  But 
it  is  simplest  and  cheapest;  the  labour  is 
less  in  this  form,  and  the  cost  is  therefore 
less.  Then  there  is  what  may  be  called  the 
"cooked"  staircase — two  or  more  flights 
squeezed  into  a  space  that  is  inadequate  — 
very  tiring  to  a.scend,  and  dangerous  to  come 

down  ;  it  is  a  kind  of  "  ilog-legged  "  arrange- 
nient.  only  with  the  second  flight  at  right 
angles  to  the  first,  which  latter  consists  of 
only  a  few  steps  ;  it  has  a  dangerously  high 
rise  and  small  tread,  and  often  has  winders. 
This  plan  is  often  seen  in  small  villas ;  it 
involves  the  necessity  of  hoisting  up  all  the 

large  and  heavier  pieces  of  furniture  through 
the  windows,  and  taking  out  the  sashes  for 
wardrobes  and  pianos.  To  turn  the  corners 
of  such  a  staircase  with  a  large  sideboard  or 
bookcase  would  be  impossible  without  injury 
to  the  walls  or  furniture.  -V  few  more  inches 
in  width,  and  a  foot  or  two  more  in  length  of 

"going  "as  it  is  technically  termed,  would 
have  made  an  easy  and  effective  arrange- 

ment, (iuestions  about  the  position  of 
furnitiuo,  sideboards,  bookcases,  wardrobes, 
pianofortes,  and  even  chairs,  of  fireplaces, 
of  wall-space  for  hanging  pictures,  Ac, 
seldom  enter  the  head  of  the  speculative architect. 

The  details  of  the  buildings  of  this  class 

are  meagre  and  thin.  Cornices,  the  mould- 
ings round  doors  and  windows,  panelling 

are  all  characterisetl  by  this  quality  of  thin- 
ness ;  there  is  a  want  of  solidity  in  them. 

The  designer  has  only  thought  of  piitting  all 
on  his  surfaces  in  the  least  expensive  form  : 

"  bracketing  out "  cornices  entails  labour; 
mouldings  worked  out  of  the  solid  are 
out  of  the  question  when  mouldings  can  bo 

.so  readily  "planted"  on.  Tho  old  wood- work was  solid  ;  the  mouldings  formed  part 
of  the  substance  of  the  wood.  The  tie-beams 
and  rafters  of  old  church  roofs  have  often 
mo\ildings  worked  along  the  edges,  but 
we  do  not  work  so  now  ;  the  tie-beam  is 
simply  chamfered  or  beaded.  Wo  represent 
a  beam  formed  of  grooved  and  tongued 
boards  fixed  to  brackets,  with  machine 

run  mouldings  nailed  along  the  edge.  Our 
framed  partitions  and  paneUed  woodwork 
are  turned  out  by  the  machine.  Wo  cannot 
mistake  them  by  the  side  of  an  old  piece  of 
panelling  or  wainscoting  :  the  one  is  an 
example  of  the  superficial  mode  of  working, 
tho  other  is  hand-wrought  and  solid,  the 
mouldings  forming  part  of  tho  framing. 

Machine-made  mouldings  are  now  "planted" on,  a  stock  capping  put  along  tho  top.  We 
know  the  flimsy  character  of  ordinary  framed 

woodwork,  especially  when  machine-made 
mouldings  are  used.  It  is  a  relief  to  the  eye 
to  see  a  plain  bold  (juartcr-round  and  fillet 
round  our  panels  or  architraves,  or  a  boM 
ovolo  in  a  cornice,  instead  of  the  everlasting 

quirked  moulding  of  the  miUs. 
Applied  ornament  is  largely  used  in  plaster 

work.  It  can  be  applied  easily  to  large  sur- 
faces, to  the  enrichment  of  cornices,  friezes, 

panels,  and  the  Uke,  and  there  is  a  fatal 
tendency  to  put  it  on  thick.  The  plasterer 
can  defy  ordinary  structural  lines  and 
rules,  and  the  nature  of  his  material 
allows  him  to  exceed  the  limits  which 

other  tradesmen  have  to  keep.  The  deco- 
rative fabrics  in  the  market  encourage  the 

superticialist,  because  he  can  apply  them 
lavishly  and  at  comparatively  littlo  cost.  A 
dado  can  be  covered  with  elaborate  relief 
ornament  that  would  have  cost  in  carved 

wood  or  plaster  a  prohibitive  sum;  a  ceiling 
can  be  covered  with  an  intricate  pattern 

in  "  Anaglypta,"  or  in  any  of  the  new 
fibrous  plasters,  that  would  have  defied  our 
best  plasterers  and  modellers  early  in  the 
present  century ;  columns  and  square  piers  are 
lined  with  Lincrusta  or  some  embossed  mate- 

rial, leaving  hardly  a  square  yard  of  plain 
surface  anywhere.  We  are  speaking  now  of 

some  of  our  recently-built  restaurant  in- 
teriors, or  theatre  lounges  and  vestibules. 

It  is  all  applied  ornament,  good  or  bad  in 
design,  but  so  profuse  and  unintermittent 
that  there  is  no  relief  for  tho  eye.  I'erhaps 
we  see  an  intricate-patterned  ceiling  bagging 
down  here  and  there,  .as  if  in  wilful  satire, 

showing  at  once  what  the  decoration  is ;  or 
we  see  a  flat  abacus  sprawling  upon  the  rich 
pattern  of  the  coiling  without  the  slightest 
reference  to  the  ornament  which  has  been 
cut  round  it.  These  are  some  of  the 
vagaries  of  the  lavish  use  of  applied 
decoration.  In  the  iron  and  metal  finish- 

ings of  our  houses,  articles  like  stoves, 
locks,  and  door  furniture,  the  superficial  is 
also  rampant.    Manufacturers  vie  with  one 
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another  in  producing  these  articles  with  the 
most  prolific  display  of  cast  ornament.  It  is 
a  matter  only  of  first  expense  in  the  pattern. 
Can  we  honestly  say  those  florid  cast-iron 
grates  aro  as  substantial  as  they  should  be  !■" 
And  is  not  this  plothorr;  of  ornament  tiresome 
and  obtrusive  in  our  firoplacos,  where  we 

look  for  fjuiotnoss  and  rest ':  So  at  least 
many  think,  and  we  can  refer  our  sympa- 

thising readers  to  the  present  Arts  and  Crafts 
Exhibition  now  open  in  Regent-street,  where 
that  useful  and  important  feature  of  our 
homes  may  be  seen  treated  in  not  only  a 
sensible  method,  but  in  a  manner  at  once 
decorative  and  restful.  We  do  not  say  that 
these  models  are  all  that  can  be  desired  ;  in 
one  or  two  examples  of  fireplace  treatment 
those  merits  have  been  a  little  exaggerated, 
and  the  desire  for  quaintness  has  exceeded 
the  motives  for  honesty.  l!ut  we  take  them 
as  a  healthful  indication  of  bettor  things— an 
attempt  to  bring  our  homely  arts  to  the 
tribunal  of  common  sense. 

ESTIMATES.— XXVI. 

IHONMONGEItY— HEXERAI.   FITTINGS. 

FOR  certain  special  goods,  provisional 
prices  or  p.c.  shovild  be  stated.  It  pre- 
vents many  errors  in  estimating  doubtful 

fittings  or  those  of  a  special  or  patented  class. 
Take,  for  instance,  casement  fastenings  or 
espagnolette  bolts.  There  are  several  patents, 
some  of  which  we  have  priced,  for  which 
a  ([notation  should  be  obtained.  Fanlight 
and  skylight  openers  are  also  numerous,  and 
a  sum  should  be  stated.  The  patents  known 

as  Leggott's,  Beanland's,  Cartland's  "Im- 
perial," &c.,  are  used.  The  first  named  has  a 

good  reputation,  and  ranges  in  price  from 
about  OS.  <id.  in  iron  to  7s.  tid.  in  gunmetal 

for  small  skylights  (see  manufacturers'  lists). 
Hill  and  Co.'s  patent  fanlight  openers  are 
suitable  for  lights  hung  any  way,  and  are 
made  with  rod  action  and  with  brass  screws, 
or  with  cord,  and  lock  the  lights  in  any  desired 
position.  For  fanlights  (inward  opening) 
the  price  ranges  for  iron  fittings  from  7s.  6d. 
with  Ijin.  length  of  screw;  for  2ft.  light, 
10^.  lid.  ;  in  brass  the  price  is  nearly  half 
again  as  much  ;  for  the  skylight  openers,  the 
cost  for  iJin.  length  of  screw  or  light  is 
12s.  (id.  iron  and  17s.  Od.  brass,  and  for  24in. 

light  178.  (id.  in  iron  and  2.'53.  (id.  in  brass. 
These  prices  are  for  |iu.  brass  screws.  A  Jin. 
or  lin.  screw  would  cost  more. 

It  is  usual  to  place  such  things  as  rain- 
water goods,  stoves,  and  ranges  under  the 

"  Founder,"  notwithstanding  these  fittings 
are  supplied  often  by  the  wholesale  iron- 

monger. In  a  strict  sense,  the  ironmonger's bill  is  a  collection  of  numbered  items  such 
as  those  we  have  given,  while  the  founder 
and  smith  deal  with  cast  and  wrought  iron- 

work of  a  larger  kind,  such  as  stoves,  rain- 
water pipes  and  guttering,  iron  casements  ; 

also  tne  ironwork  retpiired  in  carpentry, 
8uch  as  king  and  queen  heads,  bolts  and 
screws,  stirrups,  straps,  heads  and  nuts,  gibs 

and  cotters,  <!cc.,  the  smith's  work  being  all 
of  wrought  iron. 

Cnder  the  present  heading  we  deal  chiefly 
with  those  castings,  such  as  rainwater  goods, 
stoves,  &c.,  which  are  required  inordinary 
buildings.  These  things  are  taken  at 
per  foot  or  yard  run,  or  are  weighted 
out  like  girders,  columns,  stanchions,  in- 

cluding in  the  price  cost  of  preparing 
patterns,  *:c.  For  fittings  like  rainwater 
pipes,  heads  and  shoes,  it  is  desirable  to 
describe  them  according  to  pattom  in  a 

manufacturer's  catalogue,  or  state  a  p.c. 
value.  Tlie  same  remark  applies  to  stoves 

and  ranges.     It  is  better  to  provide  No.  — 
stoves  at  the  p.c.   value  of    .  to    be 
approved  by  the  architect,  or  supplied  by  a 
firm  to  be  approved.  The  trade  discount  is 

20  to  2')  per  cent.  Rainwater  goods  come 
under  the  founder,  and  are  billed  at  per  foot 
run  for  pipes  and  guttering,  but  are  measured 

by  the  yard.  Angles,  bends,  heads.  &c.,  are 
numbered.  .Vs  the  cost  of  iron  fluctuates, 
the  prices  of  moulded  and  plain  guttering 
should  be  obtained  from  manufacturers  such 
as  Macfarlane  and  Co.,  Glasgow,  as  they 
vary  much  according  to  size,  weight, 

section,  Ac.  R.A\'.  pipes  are  made  in  (ift. 
and  3ft.  lengths,  and  guttering  in  (ift.,  Ift., 

and    .'Jft.    lengths.     Iron    casements  are  of 

selves.  No.  1  is  a  simple  metal  water  bar, 
consisting  of  two  plates  of  brass,  the  vertical 
on  lower  rail  of  casement,  forming  a  check 
when  engaged  with  the  sill-plate.  The  price 

is  3s.  per  foot  (see  Hill's  catalogue).  No.  2 
is  the  same  firm's  fanlight  opener  as  applied 
to  a  fanlight  opening  outwards.  The  price 
for  Isin.  opening  in  iron  is  9s..  for  brass  Hs. 

No.  3  illustrates  an  adjustment  (Leggott's 
system)  for  opening  and  closing  skylights, 
the  best  in  the  market.  The  form  shown  is 

called  the  "  New  .•^Uens."  Price  4s.  KiAd.  in 
malleable  iron,  and  7s.  (jd.  in  brass  for  Ittin. 
opening. 

C.VSEMEXT  .VXD    SKYLIGHT    lASTEXIXC.S,  ETC. 

No.  (5.     Strong  brass  casement  fasteners. 

See  previous  items.  A  strong,  common 
kind  may  be  priced  at  Is.  to  2s.,  and  fixing 
and  screws,  say,  4Ad.,  say  Is.  6d.  altogether. 

No.  2.     87in.  brass    espagnolette  fastenings 
for  casements,  say — 

£  a.  d. 
Costofbolt      1  15    0 
Screws  and  labour  fixing       0    3    6 

1  IS    6 

This  price  would  include  profit.  (See  other 
previous  items. ) 

No.  4,  AVrought  -  iron  quadrants,  brass 
pulleys,  lines,  and  pins  for  opening  sky- 

lights, complete. 

Here  a  p.c.  sum  should  be  stated,  as  these 
vary.  We  have  priced  an  item  of  this  kind 
before.  Several  patented  skylight  openers 

are  in  the  market  as  Leggott's,  "  Silens," made  of  maUeabie  iron,  bronzed  iron, 
brass,  and  gunmetal,  and  the  prices  of  any 
of  these  can  be  ascertained  of  any  large  maker 

or  ironmongers.  The  following  is  a  calcula- 
tion for  an  ordinary  kind  to  open  lOin.  Cost 

of  quadrant,  cogged  with  screw-action,  as  in 

Leggott's  system. £  8.  d. 
Malleable  iron  opener      0  3    9 
Screws      0  0    2 

8  yards  line      0  0-1 
Fixing,  say,  2J  hours,  at  loa.,  say      0  2    0 

Including  profit         0    6    3 

Brass  wo'old  be  halt  again  as  much. 

Gunmetal.    polished,   the  price  is    about 
double  that  of  malleable  iron. 

Common  iron  quadrant  openere  and  fixing 

may  be  calculated  as  follows : — 
Coat  of  quadrant    0 
Two  pulleys     0 
Brass  eve,  say      0 
Brass  cleat  hook  for  cord    0 
S  yards  of  line,  say    0 
Screws  and  fixing    0 

a.  d. 

1  « 

0  10 

0  1 
0  6 
1  0 
2  0 

0    5  11 

various  qualities,  and  such  firms  as  the 

Crittall  Manufacturing  Co.,  Ltd.,  I'.raintree  ; 
and  Burt  and  I'otts,  Westminster,  make  very 

superior  casements  in  iron,  steel,  bronze.  &c. 
Gur  sketches  last  week  represented  a  few 

of  the  articles  priced.  Sketches  1  to  I  illus- 
trated a  few  casement  fasteners.  No.  1  is  a 

cockspur  fastener  of  malli\ible  iron,  priced  in 
one  catalogue  at  12s.  per  dozen.  No.  2,  with 

square  arm  4in.  in  brass,  is  2(is.  per  dozen. 
No.  3,  hinged  to  suit  either  hand,  4iD.,  is 
2l8.  per  dozen.  No.  4,  of  brass,  polished,  is 

3s.  (id. 

The  accompanying  sketches  explain  them- 

Including  profit,  say,  63. 

The  above  prices  are  for  small  skylights 

opening  about  lOin.  to  loin.  For  large  sky- 
lights, say  'ift.  by  4ft.,  which  open  about 

IHin.,  the  prices  given  above  would  be  more 
—for  malleable  iron  about  73.  to  123.  each, 

and  for  gunmetal  double. 

No.  1.    Improved  "  SUens  "  (Leggott's)  sky- 
light opener,  made  of  brass. 

These  do  not  require  a  pulley,  and  the  cord 

hangs  straight  down.     (See  sketch  3.) £   5.  d. 0»tof"Baen»"(br«M') '«1<''»-'P«°"    0    7    (> 

Screws'atid  fliing.  tay       S    ?    2 

Cotd  (l«t)        "    *    '' 

Cost,  including  profit      0  10    6 

For  larger  skylights,  say  oft.  by  3ft ,  a 

gunmetal  opener  would  cost  about  24s.  o
n 

tliis  system. 

Allow  3l)ft.  of  endless  cord  for  skylights. 

This  cord  is  made  double,  and  30ft.  of  cord 

would  be  loft,  long,  and  the  price  would  b©
 

about  Is.  'ii^-      ̂      ,,    ,  „ 

No.  <).    Double  brass  pulleys. 

Those  would  cost  about  2s.  ()d.  each. 
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No.    ̂ .     Brozned  iron  fanlight  ojieneis  for 

lights  opening  inwards,  12in. 

These  consist  of  hinged  quadrants,  cogged 
and  actuated  by  cord  over  pulley. 

£  B.  a. 
■Cost  of  bronied  iron       0  18 
Cord{121t.)         0  0    7i 
Screws  and  filing      0  16 
•Cleat      0  0    8 

Including  profit         0    4    Ij 

Brass  openers  cost  about  os.  each. 

No.  2.     Stout  iron  openers  for  lantern  lights 
to  open  loin. 

These  would  be  quadrants  to  work  with 

stick  or  cord,  and  may  be  put  down  as 
follows  : — 

£  s.  d. 
("'oat  of  opener,  each       0    1    .1 Two  pulleys,  eay      0    2    G 
Cord      0    10 
Fixing,  &c   ,      0    2    0 

Including  profit       0    6    9 

No.  12.     Brass  sash  lifts  and  fixing. 

Price  from  lOd.  to  Is.  6d.  each,  and  add 

for  screws  and  fixing  6d. — say  Is.  Gd.  each. 
These  lifts  should  be  lot  in  flush  with  sash- 
rail. 

Two  dozen  brass  dresser  hooks  l}in. 

These  are  sold  by  the  dozen,  fi-om  Is.  to  2s. 
£   8.  d. 

Say  2  dozen  brass  hooks  at  la.  6d      0    3    0 
Fixing  and  screws  at  la.  per  dozen       0    2    0 

Coatof  2  dozen      0 
5    0 

No.  4.  Leggott's  patent  "SQens"  skylight 
openers  for  skylights,  1ft.  by  6ft.,  of  malle- 

able ii-on.     (See  sketch  :i.) 

Tho  quoted  price  for  No.  7,  suitable  for 
skylights,  4ft.  by  ;jft.,  is  Os.  For  these 

longer  lights,  say  123.,  fixing  screws,  &c.,  33. 
In  gunmetal  the  cost  is  22s.  each.  Obtain 

price  from  maker. 

No.  2.  Leggott's  patent  fanlight  opener, iron  and  gunmetal. 

The  particulars  are  not  given ;  to  obtain 
a  correct  estimate  consult  maker's  list. 

The  price  in  one  list  for  single  fanlight  is 
25s. ;  for  a  range  of  lights  it  would  be  rather 
less  in  proportion. 

Provide  and  fix  Messenger  and  Co.'s 
(Loughborough)  sets  of  apparatus  for  open- 

ing ;md  closing  windows,  and  ventilating 
tackle,  24ft.  long. 

Consult  list  of  prices.  Laxton  gives  for 
sets  of  tackle,  24ft.  long,  £2  4s.  Gd.  Each 
set  includes  one  spring  lever  connecting- 
rod,  one  knuckle-lever  to  each  4ft.  li<;ht,  one 
carrier  to  each  muntin  or  rafter,  one  stron" 
lover  and  horizontal  rod.  ° 

DOOK-HAITDLES  Ayi)   L.^TCHES. 

No.  18.  9in.  brass  door-handles,  to  be 
approved  by  architect. 

How  is  this  item  to  be  priced  r  Brass 
door-handles  are  of  all  sizes  and  shapes,  and may  cost  from  ISs.  per  dozen  to  2()s.  or  more 

per  pair.  "We  may  put  these  down  at  4s.  Gd. per  pair,  if  plain,  and  add  for  screws  and 
nxing  4d..  including  profit. 

No.  G.    Pair   12in.  brass  grip  door-handles, 
p.c.  IGs.  per  pair,  and  fixing. 

Brass  handles,  per  pair    0  le'  0 
*^"«   :::;:."::::  o  i  6 

f"a'   Wj 
^"^^     "0  19    3 

No.  4.    Bi-ass  door- latch  furniture,  Oin. 
Good  brass  grip  handles  would  nm  from 

23.  bd.  each  to  4s.  Gd.  for  plain  designs. 
No.  4.     Japanned  Norfolk  latches  of  strong quahty.  Sin.  plates,  and  fixing. 

^  J¥^®  ™^-^  ̂ ^  P"<=^  =*'  ̂i^-  each,  or  Gs.Gd. perdozen. 

No.  2.    Best  .Suffolk  iron  japanned  latches, Oin.  long. 

These  would  cost  about  !Kl.  to  Is.  each. 

Fixing  3d.,  say  Is.  3d.,  including  profit. 

No.  2.     Best   iron    (Jothic    thumb   latches, 
.  !>in.  long,  according  to  sketch  (4). 

A  malleable  iron  latch  of  this  description 
will  cost  about  Is.  9d.  to  2s.  each. 

No.  2.  Pair  (tothic  hinge  fronts  of  malleable 

iron,  according  to  design  (21in.  bj-  8in.) 

A  price  can  only  be  fixed  by  referring  to 
the  design.  For  hinge  fronts  of  this  size  and 
of  simple  design,  the  cost  would  be  about  .Js. 

to  93.  per  pair,  in  most  illustrated  catalogues 
designs  and  prices  are  given.  (.See  Young 

and  Marten's  list.)  If  the  architect's  de.sign is  to  be  worked  to,  the  cost  would  be  much 
more. 

CAST    IROy. — KAIXWAl'1'.U   ril>E^^,    ETi'. 

l-JOft.  run.  4in.  h.'ilf-round  eaves-guttering, 
and  wrought-iron  brackets  screwed  to  feet 
of  rafters. 

Laxton  prices  4in.  half-round  guttering  at 
Sd.  per  yard,  and  o.g.  gutters  at  lod.  per 

yard.     Say — 
Cost  of  guttering  per  foot    0 
Bracketa,  bolts, and  screws,  red-lead,  ̂ ^:c., 

per  foot    0 
Fixing  per  foot,  say    o 

d. 
3 

n 
2 

Perfoot      0    0    61 

Some  estimators  allow  2d.  per  foot  up  to 

4in.  for  fixing  r.w.  pipes  and  gutters,  and  .'id. 
per  foot  above  4in.  Half-round  gutters  weigh 
Gib.  per  yard,  or  2lb.  per  foot  for  4  in.  gutters, 
and  for  o.g.  71b.  for  4in.  gutters. 

oOft.  run.     4Jin.  by  oin.  moulded  eaves  gut- 
tering,  jointed    and    bolted    in    red-load 

cement,  and  fixed  with  screws. 

The    price    will    depend    on   the   section. 
Moulded  gutters  of  this  size  are  quoted  at 
9d.  per  foot  delivered  on  works. 

Say,  cost  per  foot  delivered      0    0 
Brackets,  9d.  each,  eft.  apart      0    0 
FLidng,  including  fitting  bolts,  &c.,  say    0    0 

d. 
8 
n 

3i 

Perfoot       Oil 

If  in  any  great  length. 

26ft.  run.     Ditto  oin.  by  4Jin. 

This  is  priced  at  Is.  Id.  per  foot,  fixing 

3^d.,  say  Is.  4^.  per  foot.     This  is  the  price 

given  in  AV.  Macfarlane  and  Co.'s  catalogue. 
No.  4.    Angles  to  4in.  guttering. 

These  are  priced  about  lOd.  each. 

No.  4.    Nozzle  pieces. 

Price  same  at  lOd.  each. 

No.  2.  Angles  to  4  Jin.  by  3in.  moulded  eaves- 

guttering. 
These  may  bo  priced  at  Is.  extra.  An 

angle  includes  1ft.  length  each  wav,  which 
have  to  be  deducted  from  cost  of  casting  the angle. 

No.  2 

These  would 

including  fixing  and  bolts, 

No.  4.    Stopped  ends  to  ditto. 

Cost  about  4d.  each.      Fixing  with  reil- 
lead,  bolts,  &c.,  about  3d.  more,  say  7d. 

90ft.  run. ^  MaeFarlane's  (Glasgow)  4iin.  by 
•3Jin.  No.  —  eaves  gutter,  bolted  and 
jointed,  with  red-lead  cement,  and  fixed with  screws  to  fascia. 

For  price,  quote  number  in  catalogue. 

AX  AMENDED   IMriiOVEMEXr  .SCUEJIE 
FOR  WESriMINSTKU. 

IN  ,)uly  Inst,  on  the  recommendation  of  its 
Improvemonts  Committeo,  the  London 

I'ounty  Council  decided,  subject  to  being  re- 
lieved from  wideninjf  Abingdon- street  and  to  a 

contribution  of  XlOO, 000  from  the  local  authority, 

to  apply  to  i'arliament  in  the  ensuing  Session  for 

powers  to  embank  the  Thames  from  X'ictoria 
Tower-garden  to  Lambeth  Bridge  ;  to  widen 
Jlillbauk-streot,  and  to  acquire  and  deal  with 

tho  property  between  Millbank-street  and  Tufton- 
Htreet  m  accordance  with  an  improved  scheme. 
The  committeo  now  report  slightly  amending  the 

original  plim.  The  committee  obtained  the  ap- 
proval of  the  (Jovernnient  to  the  scheme,  and  an 

undertaking  on  their  part  to  assist  with  the 

Abingdon  -  street  portion.  The  amended  plan 
involves  tho  acquisition,  for  the  purpose  of  addi- 

tion to  the  public  way,  of  a  narrow  strip  of  the 
existing  Victoria  Tower-gardens  ;  and  it  is  also 
necessary  that  portions  of  the  sites  of  five  houses 
in  Abingdon-street,  four  of  which  belong  to  the 
Government,  should  bo  given  up.  The  Lords 
Commissioners  of  the  Treasury  have  undertaken 

to  give  up  the  portion  of  the  \'ictoria  Tower- 
garden  needed  for  the  widening  of  AbingJon- 

street,  subject  to  the  Council's  providing  a 
sitisfactory  substitute  for  the  stone  yard  belong- 

ing to  the  Government,  which  at  present  lies  to 
the  south  of  tho  garden  :  and  they  further 

promise  that,  upon  the  completion  of  the  Council's 
portion  of  tho  scheme,  they  will  ask  Parliament 
to  give  up,  subject  to  the  existing  leases,  so  much 
of  the  sites  of  tho  four  houses  in  .Vbingdon-street 
as  will  bo  needed  for  the  widening  of  that 
thoroughfare,  and  to  purchase  for  that  purpose 
the  remaining  fifth  house.  The  amended  plan 
will  prevent  tho  necessity  for  the  acquisition  of 
certain  property  which  was  included  in  the 
original  scheme,  and  the  saving  to  the  Council 
altogether  will  be  about  £iO,OOU.  The  vestry  of 
St.  Slorgaret  and  St.  .John  have  now  given  their 
consent  to  a  contribution  of  £100,000  being  made 
towards  the  cost  of  the  scheme,  subject  to  its 

being  arrranged  by  a  clause  in  the  Council's  Bill 
that  the  charge  should  fall  on  the  new  area  of 
Westminster,  as  constituted  by  the  Ixindon 
(iovemment  Act,  and  also  subject  to  the  land 
between  the  river  and  Millbank-street  being  laid 
out  as  a  garden. 

THE  CATHEDRAL   BUILDERS.'* 
■'UK  author  of  "  The  Renaissance  of  Art  in 

Outlets  to  ditto, 

cost    about    Is.    Gd. 

each. 

Say,  per  foot      o 
Fixing,  including  fitting  bolts,  i-c.   ......    0 
Iron  brackets  fixed  to  fascia  6ft.  apart..    0 
Perfoot       0 

No.  3.    Angles. 
Say  la.  6d.  each. 

No.  1.    Outlet. 

Price  this  at  Is.  6d. 

Italy,"  Mr.  Leader  Scott,  has  brought  out 
lately  another  learned  and  interesting  contribution 
to  the  history  of  art.     The  author  of  this  hand- 

somely  got-up  volume  tries  to  fill  up  the  gap between  the  decline  of  Roman  art  and  the  rise  of 

art   in  the    l'2th    centurj-.      Historians  of    art proceed  from  the  decadence  of  Classic  Rome  to 
deal  with  the  subsequent  development  of  art  in 
the  l'2th  century.     There  is,  as  Jlr.  Leider  Scott 
says,  a  vast  hiatus  of  several  centuries  to  account 

for,  when  ̂ Vrt  was  supposed  to  be  "  dead  and 
buried,  its  corpse,  in  Byzantine  dress,  Inng  em- 

balmed in  its  tomb  at  Ravenna  "  :  but',  the  fact is.  Art  was  not  dead:   it  bore  seed,  just  as  the 
Romance  languages  of  Provence  and  Lang^edoc 
form  the  link  between  the  decay  of  classic  Latin 
and  the  rise  of  modem  languages.     In  art,  Mr. 
Scott  says,  we  find  this  link  on  the  borderland 
of  Lombardy,   "  where  the  MagisUi  Comacini,  a 
medi.xval  guild  of  .l/Mrrt^l•l.•   J.ii.ri  ; Freemasons) kept  alive  in  their  traditions  the  seed  of  Classic  art 
slowly  training  it  through  Romanesque  forms  up 
to  the  Gothic,  and  hence  to  the  full  Renaissance." 
This    obscure    period    of    art  is  also  called  the 
rrovcni,al  or  Romance  style.     The  author  thinks 
m  these  Comadne  Masters  we  shall  find  the  con- 

necting   link    between    the    two'  better-known periods.    This  guild  of  sculptor-builders  nursed 
the  seed  of   Roman    art    till  thev   bore  fruit ; 
various  styles  were  developed  therefrom,   as  the 
r.ombardu- Byzantine   at    Ravenna   and   Venice, 
the  Romanesque  at  Pisa,  at  Milan  Lombardo- 
<  Jotbic,  and  so  on.     All  that  was  good  between 
.100  and  1200  \.d.  is  attributed  to  these  Comacine 
budders,  and  to  them  or  their  inlluence  the  fine 
Lombard    basilicas,    such    as    St.    Ambrogio  at 

I  -Mdan  and  San  Michele  at  I'avia,   San  Vitale  at Ivavenna,  the  cathedrals  of  Pisa,  Lucca,  Arc,  are 
to  be  traced.     They  also  carried  architecture  and 
sculpture    into    France,    Spain,    (iermany,  and 

1  „■  '^?   5'^^f*^'   Buildera :    The   Story    of   a   Great I  Masonic  Guild.    ByLcvDun  S^ott,  Hon.  Mem.  of  the 
;  Accidemia   delle   Belle   Arti.  Horence,    ,\c.    London  • Sami«on  Low,  Maiston.  and  Co.,  Ltd. 
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Knijlfind.  With  the  transplantation  of  the 
i.'ornani -line  (lilt  roofs  and  low  arches  these 
featured  \>i.Te  changed  into  the  Gothic.  It  was 
these  Freemasons  who  were  sent  by  Gregory  the 
Great  to  Kngland  with  St.  Augustine  to  build  our 
churches,  ilr.  Scott  says  it  is  strange  that  art 
historians  hare  made  so  little  of  the  C'omacine 

alters  :  be  was  led  to  study  this  Masonic 

tJuild  by  Professor  Jlerzario's  work,  and  in  this 
volume  he  has  given  the  result  of  much  learning 
and  research,  and  has  collated  many  authorities 
who  have  thrown  light  on  this  obscure  period. 

Mr.  Loader  Scott  first  explains  how  all  our  great 
and  noble  churches  of  the  lith  century  were 
built  with  round  arches,  and  were,  in  fact,  in  one 
style,  and  that  the  Lombard.  We  have  oar  own 

C'anterburj'  and  other  round-arched  cathedrals, 
which  sprang  up  simultaneously  with  others  in 
Italy,  like  churches  at  \erora,  Como,  kc,  and 
in  Germany  as  in  those  at  Bonn  and  Mayence; 
and  in  the  next  century  we  lind  the  same  mixture 
of  pointed  and  round  arches  occur  in  Italy,  and 
contemporaneoiiily  in  other  countries.  So  in  the 
I4th  century  all  were  in  pure  tJothic.  It  seems 
impossible^  it  is  said,  that  single  architects  in 
the  different  countries  would  all  have  the  same 
ideas  at  the  same  time :  the  churches  argue  a 
plurality  of  workers.  Once  recognise  a  guild, 
and  all  becomes  easy.  AVhat  was  the  origin  of 
the  name  C'omacine  Masters':  Some  think  it 
referred  to  the  island  of  Comacina,  on  Lake 
Como  ;  others  that  it  meant  the  whole  province 
of  Como.  (irotius  thought  that  the  word 
came  from  a  Teutonic  word,  meaning  house 
builders.  The  author  seems  to  favour  the 
first  supposition,  and  that  the  Comacine  Masters 
had  a  nucleus  in  the  island  of  Comacina,  which, 
with  Como,  resisted  the  Lombards  in  the  fith 
century,  but  were  afterwards  subjugated  by  the 
Longobards ;  the  masters  worked  for  their  new 
lords  as  paid  architects,  not  as  serfs.  Hope,  in 
his  "Historical  Essay  on  Architecture,"  de- 
cribes  the  great  Lombard  Guild.  These  corpora- 

tions were  always  in  league  with  the  Church, 
which,  in  those  times  of  war  and  feudal  slavery, 
was  the  only  asylum  for  the  arts  of  peace. 
Ecclesiastics  of  high  rank,  abbots,  prelates,  kc, 
joined  the  guild.  They  gave  desigus  for  tteir 
own  churches,  overlooked  the  building,  and  em- 

ployed their  own  monks  as  workmen.  The 
Comacines  were  a  link  between  the  Roman 
Collegia  and  the  other  art  and  trade  guilds  of  the 
middle  ages ;  they  were  called  Freemasons, because 
they  were  builders  of  a  privileged  class  absolved 
from  taxes  and  servitude.  The  author  say  s  there 
is  no  proof  that  they  are  the  same  stock  from  which 
the  pseudo-Freemasons  of  the  present  day  sprang. 
Mr.  Scott's  interesting  and  elaborate  investiga- tion as  to  the  origin  of  the  Comacines  and  their 
rules  is  too  long  to  follow.  There  is  no  doubt 
the  Magistri  Comacini  were  a  powerful  guild  in 
the  7th  century,  and  were  fully  organised  and 
had  different  ranks.  The  higher  orders,  Magistri, 
could  design  or  undertake  a  work,  or  act  as  archi- 

tects, and  the  Colligantes  worked  under  or  with 
them.     Later  they  had  lodges  throughout  Italy. 

Mr.  Scott  next  notices  the  Comacines  under 
the  Longobards.  He  gives  the  dates  of  the  masters, 
and  describee  the  plan  and  features  of  the  Lom- 

bard churches.     The  Comacine   were  the  only 
architects  employed,  and  the  Lombard  churches 
of  the  8th  century  show  the  work  of  the  first 
lUimano-Lombard  style.  The  Roman  basilica  was 
the  type  of  the  earlier  churches  ;  but  there  were 
differences  between  the    Kastem  and   Western 

forms — the  former  had  the  cupola  added.  Several 
photographic  illustrations  show   the   liyzintine 
influence,  as  in  the  frescoes  in  the  subterranean 
church  of  San  Clementi,  Rome,  of  4th  contury  ; 
church  of  Sta  Costanza,  Rome.    San  Michele  at 

Pa^-ia  is  a  good  example  of  Classic  form  adapted 
by  the  Comacines  to  Christian  use  :  the  fai,ii(ie  is 
Oriental  in   character  and  detail.     A  very  fine 
example  of  a  Comacine  capital  is  in  San  Zeno, 
Verona.     It  is  sculptured  with  dragons  interlaced, 
a  good  specimen  of  symbolical  art.     Many  of  the 
churches    exhibit    a     mixture    of     Classic    and 
Byzantic  forms.     The  Civil  architecture  forms 
the  subject  of  another  chapter.     The  Lombards 
wore  great  fortress  builders,  as  their  solid  and 
imposing  towers  testify,  and  all  Modia'val  cities 
had  them  :  the  ecclesiastical  type  was  f(iuare  and 
unbroken,    with   corbel-supported   summits,  and 
the  windows  are  liirger  as  they  rise.     The  Civil 
towers     were     chiefly     circular,    with     narrow 
lights.      The  Comacine  masters  were  essentially 
sculptor  -  architects  ;     there    was    a    sculptural 
and     symbolic     meaning     in     the     work 
was  not   mere    ornament. 

churches  was  symbolic  in  meaning — the  two- 
light  windows  symbolised  the  two  lights  of 
the  Liw  and  the  Gospel,  the  rounded  apse  the 
emblem  of  the  head  of  Christ.  Many  beautiful 
illustrations  are  given,  among  them  the  flyzantine 
altar  of  the  church  of  St.  Ambrogio,  Jlilan  ;  the 
frescoes  in  the  Spanish  chapel  of  St.  Maria 
Novella,  Florence;  doors  of  the  church  of  Sin 

Michele,  I'uvia,  the  latter  Byztntine  in  detail 
and  ornament.  The  Comacine  believed  in  the 
mystic  kaot,  hence  the  intricate  interlaced  panels. 
The  author  describes  many  beautiful  examples  of 
the  ornamentation  of  this  period,  so  full  of  poetic 
interest.  The  Masters  under  Charlemagne  made 
progress  ;  but  we  have  no  space  left  to  enter  into 
this  chapter,  nor  the  Xorman  link,  which  describes 
the  first  emigration  of  the  Comacines.  We  must 

also  leave  the  "  Origin  of  Saxun  Architecture,"  a 
suggestion  by  the  Rev.  W.  Miles  Barnes,  and  the 

chajiter  on  "  The  Towers  and  Crosses ot  Ireland," which  shows  the  influence  of  the  (Juild.  The 
Irish  Cross  was  exactly  of  the  Byzantine  type  and 
ornamentation.  The  contact  between  Ireland  and 
Italy  is  clear,  and  the  saints  and  early  missions 
explain  much  that  has  been  a  puzzle  to  antinuarios 
as  to  these  remains.  We  have  not  been  able  to 
notice  more  than  half  this  interesting  volume,  so 
full  of  research  and  suggestion.  The  author 
thus  succeeds  in  tracing  the  missing  links  of 
architectural  history  to  the  Guild,  and  their 
active  share  in  all  European  countries.  The 
illustrations,  numbering  83,  are  very  beautiful 
examples  of  Italian  Lombardian  architecture. 
Jlr.  Scott's  work  is  an  instructive,  if  not  quite 
convincing,  attempt  to  prove  the  connection  of 
this  Lombard  Guild  with  the  early  cathedral 
builders  of  the  11th  and  12th  centuries.  That 
there  are  strong  affinities  in  the  form  and  orna- 

mentation of  their  works  none  will  cjuestion  ;  also 
in  the  similarity  of  the  organisation  between  the 
Roman  CoUogio  and  the  Lombard  Magistri.  The 
fraternity  grew  and  i  lultiplied  as  the  church 
building  era  developed,  and  as  they  approached 
the  Renaissance  era,  certain  families  of  the  Guild 
formed  lodges  in  the  chief  Italian  cities,  till  they 
were  finally  extinguished  by  the  Medici,  when 
individual  genius  arose  and  the  tie  between 
art  and  the  Church  was  at  length  broken,  and 
art  fell  an  evil  davs. 

THE  nEMAliCATION  OF  JOINERS'  WORK. 
XE  of  the  most  di6Scult  matters  as  regards 

0^ 

the  adjustment  of  work  in  the  building 
industry  is,  says  a  correspondent  of  the  Manchesttr 
Oi(arclian,  the  apportionment  of  the  details  of 
employment  as  between  carpenters  and  joiners 
and  cabinet-makers.  This  question  has  been  the 
subject  of  dispute  in  several  important  centres, 
and  a  conference  was  recently  arranged  between 
the  representatives  of  the  six  principal  trade- 
unions  in  the  joinery  and  cabinet -making 
branches  of  the  building  industry  to  devise,  if 
possible,  means  for  the  prevention  of  future 
difficulties.  The  trade-unions  represented  at 
this  conference  were  the  .Vmalgamated  Society 
of  Carpenters  and  Joiners,  the  (General  Union  of 
Carpenters  and  Joiners,  the  Associated  Joinerj' 
Society,  the  Alliance  Association  of  Cabinet 

the  Amalgamated  Union  of  Cabinet 
and  the  S.'ottish  Union  of  Cabinet 
The  conference,  after  discussion, 

the  two  following  resolutions:  —  (1) 
"That  this  joint  conference  of  the  representa- 

tives of  the  Cabinet  Makers'  and  Carpenters'  and 
Joiners'  Trade  Societies,  after  a  prolonged  dis- 

cussion on  the  question  of  the  constantly  recurring 
friction  between  the  members  of  the  respective 
societies  on  the  various  classes  of  work  upon 
which  they  may  be  engaged,  consider  that 
the  attempt  to  define  what  work  should  be  done 
by  the  members  of  the  respective  societies 
is  impossible.  But  in  order  to  put  an  end 
to  these  deplorable  disputes,  the  only  solution 
of  the  difficulty  in  our  opinion  is  that  in  all  cases 
where  joinery  or  cabinet  and  house-fuinishing 
firms  tender  for  and  obtain  such  work  as  ship, 
bar,  bank,  oflice,  hotel,  and  the  interior  fittings 
of  houses,  that  the  members  of  the  respective 
societies  working  for  such  firms  should  on  no 
account  accept  other  than  the  highest  rate  of 
wages,  and  conform  to  the  conditions  and  privi 
leges    that    may  be   established  by  the  unions 

Makers, 
Makers, 

Slakers. 
adopted 

settled  locally,  the  matter  in  dispute  shall  bo  laid 
before  the  respective  executive  committees,  the 
men  to  remain  at  work  until  investigation  is  made 
into  the  cause  of  the  dispute.  Further,  the 
executive  committees  of  the  above  societies, 
pledge  themselves  to  deal  with  such  cases  within 
seven  days  from  the  time  notice  of  such  has  been 
brought  to  their  attention.  Investigations  into 
the  causes  of  complaint  is  to  be  made  on  the 
spot  if  necessary."  The  conference,  it  will  be 
seen,  suggested  by  the  resolutions  that  the  esta- 

blishment of  a  practically  uniform  rate  of  wages 
was  better  than  an  attempt  to  draw  up  a 
plan  of  demarcation  of  work.  The  latter  is., 
in  fact,  regarded  by  some  of  the  members 
as  impossible.  Disputes  were  to  be  settled  at 
conferences  between  the  several  executive  com- 

mittees. It  was  decided  by  the  conference  that  a 
vote  should  be  taken  of  the  members  of  the  siv 
trade-unions  represented  in  the  conference  on  the 
question  whether  the  two  resolutions,  as  drawn, 
should  be  finally  accepted.  The  result  of  the 
voting,  which  has  been  tabulated  by  the  secretary 
to  the  joint  conference,  shows  that,  unfor- 

tunately, the  scheme  proposed  in  the  resolutions 
cannot  be  adopted.  Five  ot  the  trade-unions 
have  voted  in  its  favour,  but  the  members  of  the 
Amalgamated  Society  of  Carpenters  and  Joiners, 
the  largest  of  the  six  unions,  have  rejected  it. 
The  votes  are  as  follow  : — Amalgamated  Society 
of  Carpenters  and  Joiners,  tor  the  first  resolution, 
5,352,  against  7,61S  ;  for  the  second  resolution, 
C,103,  against  G,471.  (ieneral  Union  ot  Car- 

penters and  Joiners,  for  the  first  resolution,  1,319  ; 
against  70C  ;  for  the  second  resolution,  1,:!77, 

against  G05.  Alliance  Cabinet  Mikers'  Associa- tion, for  the  first  resolution,  1,566,  against  77  : 
for  the  second  resolution,  1,005,  against  3&. 
Amalgamated  L^nion  of  Cabinet  Makers,  for  the 
first  resolution,  691,  against  106  ;  for  the  second 
resolution,  743,  against  61.  Scottish  Cabinet 
ilakers'  Union,  for  the  first  resolution,  44G. 
against  1  :  for  the  second  resolution,  434,  against 
11.  The  scheme  cannot  therefore  be  put  into 

operation,  but  it  is  hoped  that  further  discussion 
may  lead  to  the  adoption  ot  some  similar  method 
by  means  ot  which  disputes  may  in  the  future  be avoided. 

TRAFALGAR   DAY. 

THE  design  selected  by  the  Navy  League  for the  decoration  of  the  Nelson  Column  oa 
Trafalgar  Day,  Oct.  21,  is  by  Mr.  George  W. 
Bellgrove,  F.R.H.S.,  outdoor  manager  of  the 
Junior  Army  and  Navy  Stores  Floral  Depart- 

ment. The  decoration  combines  floral  and  elec- 
trical effects,  and  bids  fair  to  exceed  anything 

ever  attempted  in  this  way  before.  The  steeple- 
jacks, Messrs.  J.  W.  Gray  and  Co.,  commenced 

climbing  the  column  on  Friday,  Oct.  13,  and 
reached  the  capital  on  the  following  day — a 
record  for  this  work.  The  laurel  wreathing  used 

is  3ft.  wide,  and  encircles  the  column  four  times- 
The  electric  lamps,  some  300  in  number,  are 

arranged  to  encircle  the  column  between  the 

wreathing.  The  four  tablets— representing  the 
Battles  of  the  NUe,  Copenhagen,  Trafalgar,  and 
St.  Vincents— will  be  framed  with  laurel,  an* 

electric  lamps  and  festoons  of  laurel  garlanding 

will  be  hung  from  the  top  of  the  entablature  to 
the  lions'  mouths,  festooned  over  the  four  tablets, 

and  then  carried  from  lion  to  lion,  entirely  sur- 
rounding the  column.  Palms  and  foliage  and 

flowering  plants  to  the  value  ot  £1,000  will  be 

grouped  on  the  red  baize  covering  the  base. 

WOODWORKING  MACHrNESAND  TOOLS. 

MESSRS.  MELHUISH,  SONS,  AND  CO., 84-87,  Fetter-lane,  Uolbom  Circus,  have 

issued  a  new  and  enlarged  edition  ot  their  cata- 

logue of  woodworkers'  tools  and  appliances,  in 
which  every  conceivable  tool  usal  in  wood- 

working is  described  and  illustrated.  -Vs  an 

illustrated  guide  to  tools  used  by  the  car- 

penter, joiner,  carv  er,  and  woodworker  generally, 

Jlessrs.  Melhuish's  catalogue  is  invaluable  for  ita 

completeness.  The  latest  improvements  in  labour- 
saving  appliances  are  included,  so  that  the 

building  contractor,  desirous  ot  availing  himself 
of  labour-sa^•ing  tools  for  his  workshops,  will 

   The  latest 

.^j,_„        J    __        _j   „„„   find  a  perusal  of  this  section  necessary. 

engaged   in    the    wood- working    trades   in  that  1  improvements,  best  (luality  of  tools,  and  the  lowest 
particular  district."     (2)  "In  the  event  of  any   prices  will  be  found  combined.    Wood-workmg  in 

..    dispute  arising  between  the  members  of  the  Car-    all  its  branches  is  dealt  with.  Amongst  the  articles 
^     .^^     „„.,.  —  it    penters'  and  .loiners'  and  Cabinet  Slakers'  Trade   illustrated,  far  too  numerous  to  mention  here,  we 

The    plan  of  their  j  Societies  who  may  be  working  together,  if  not  |  notice  Melhuish's  patent  self-adjusting  brass  bit 
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clips  for  holding  brace-bits,  and  a  capital  steel 
tool  rack,  a  very  useful  appliance,  anil  bo  cheap 
that  ever}-  tool-user  should  have  it.  Several 
pages  §re  devoted  to  the  many  kinds  of  planes, 
such  as  jack  planes,  smoothing  planes,  trying 
planes,  rebate  and  mitre  planes.  The"  adjustable 
jointer  gauge  "  is  a  most  useful  tool  that  can 
be  adjusted  for  squaring  or  to  any  required  bevel. 
Several  American  improvements  are  shown. 
The  illustrations  of  chamfer  planes  include 

Melhuish's  very  ingenious  tool  that  can  chamfer 
or  bevel  any  width  down  to  |in.  An  assortment 
of  plane  irons  and  RltiDgs,  steel  and  wrought- 
iron  p'.anes,  and  a  very  useful  router  plane  are shown. 
Not  only  the  tradesman,  but  the  amateur 

carpenter,  wood  carver,  and  cabinet-maker,  will 
find  many  things  here  to  add  to  his  kit. 
The  firm  supplies  a  selection  of  well-seasoned 
woods  for  cabinet-makers  and  amateurs.  The 
list  of  chisels  and  gauges,  carving  tools,  chip 
tools  for  ladies'  use  as  well  as  for  ttchnic^ 
schools,  is  very  comprehensive,  and  every  price 
is  marked.  The  Disston  celebrated  American 
saws  are  specially  made  for  this  firm,  and  we 
notice  a  few  labour-saving  machines,  scroll-saw, 
fret-saws,  and  other  necessaries  for  cabinet- 

makers and  amateurs  ;  tool-chests  for  carpenters, 
sets  of  tool-drawers  admirably  fitted  for  tech- 

nical schools  and  private  students,  in  addition  to 
several  other  machines  for  planinjr.  thicknessing, 

and  moulding.  Messrs.  llelhuish,  Sons,  and  f'o.'s 
latest  catalogue  should  be  in  the  hands  of  all  the 
wood-working  trades.  There  is  a  capital  index 
which  renders  the  catalogue  easy  of  reference. 

A  COURTHOUSE  GOIN'G  TO  COURT. 
THE  citizens  of  Boxbutte  County,  in  the 

State  of  Nebraska,  recently  took  a  vote 
upon  the  question  of  moving  the  county  seat 
from  Hemingford,  where  it  was  then  located,  to 
Alliance.  Both  of  these  towns  .are,  of  course,  in 
the  cjunty  of  Toxbutto,  and  the  circumstances 
which  rendered  the  move  desirable  were  certain 

changes  of  population,  &;c.,  which  rendered 
Alliance  the  more  desirable  location.  But  while 
a  change  of  location  was  desirable  there  was  no 
necessity^or  a  change  of  courthouse,  as  the  exist- 

ing building  at  Hemingford  contained  ample 
accommodations  for  the  business  of  the  county ; 
moreover,  the  distance  from  Hemingford  to 
Alliance  was  only  19  miles,  and  the  level  country 
between  the  two  was  singularly  propitious  for  a 
feat  of  house-moving. 

Accordingly,  a  contract  was  let  to  a  "house- 
mover"  at  Lincoln,  Xebra^ka,  who,  however, 
after  jacking  the  building  up  and  getting  it  on 
its  trucks,  found  that  his  hauling  machinery  was 
not  equal  to  the  task,  and  cancelled  the  contract. 
The  citizens  were  thus  again  confronted  with  the 
alternative  of  voting  30,000dol3.  bonds  for  the 
construction  of  a  new  courthouse  or  making  a 
further  effort  to  move  the  old  building.  It  is 
probable  that  the  structure  would  have  stayed  at 
Hemingford  but  for  the  fact  that  the  Burlington 
and  .Missouri  Railroad  runs  through  the  county, 
and  being  a  heavy  taxpayer  would  have  had  to 
bear  in  the  taxes  levied  the  major  portion  of  the 
cost  of  a  new  house.  The  company  conceived 
the  bold  and  certainly  original  idea  of  acting  as 
a  common  carrier  for  the  courthouse  itself,  and 

transporting  it  as  so  much  freight  over  the  I'J 
miles  of  track  between  the  two  towns  in  ques- 

tion. Accordingly  the  building,  which  measured 
38ft.  by  oOft.  and  towered  olft.  above  tho  mils, 
was  placed  upon  four  60,0001b.  capacity  trucks. 
heavy  bridge  timbers  being  interposed  between 
the  bottom  sills  of  the  buildin*  and  the  trucks  to 
secure  an  even  bearing,  and  properly  distribute 
the  load. 
Xow,  as  the  width  between  rails  is  only 

4tt.  ̂ Mn.  and  the  building  was  3Sft.  wide,  it  w;\3 
necessary  to  steady  the  structure  to  prevent  it 
from  rolling  into  the  ditch.  This  was  ingeniously 
done  by  placing  two  loaded  60,0001b.  coal-cirs 
immediately  in  front  and  behind  the  building  and 
guying  it  with  ropes,  as  shown  in  our  illustration, 
which  shows  the  strange  procession  under  way. 

The  trip  was  made  without  any  mishap  ;it  :i 
speed  which  varied  from  five  to  eight  mile?  an 

hour,  according  to  the  grades.  The  only  obstacle 
encountered  were  some  small  cuts  which  had  to  be 
reduced  to  allow  the  floor  of  the  building  to  clear 
them.  We  are  informed  by  Mr.  J.  R.  Phelan, 
the  superintendent  of  the  road,  to  whom  we  are 
indebted  for  our  particulars,  that  the  building 

is  larger  than  it  appears  to  be  in  the  picture — 
the  upper  story  in  which  the  courtroom  is  located 

having  a  16tt.  ceiling. — Vi«<inV-  Ameri'Di. 

AMMONIA   AS   A   FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. 

THE  editor  of  the  National  Iintggisi  gives  some 
highly  interesting  information  respecting 

the  fire-extinguishing  qualities  of  aqua  ammoniac, 
which  are  worthy  of  attention,  as  the  following 
statements  will  indicate  :  — 

"  In  one  instance  where  fire  had  originate!, 
probably  from  spontaneous  combustion,  in  a  pile 
containing  several  tons  of  cotton-seed,  and  the 
interior  of  which  was  almost  a  solid  body  of  live 
coal,  a  halt-gallon  of  ammonia  completely 
smothered  the  fire.  In  another,  which  occurred 

in  Savenay,  France,  the  vapours  of  a  tank  con- 
taining 50  gallons  of  gasoline  caught  fire  in  the 

linen-room  of  a  laundry.  The  room  was  instantly  . 
a  mass  of  living  flames  ;  but  a  gallon  and  a-half 
of  ammonia  water  thrown  into  it  completely  and 

almost  immediately  extinguished  the  tire.  The- 
ammonia  was  in  a  glass  demijohn  in  .an 

apothecary's  shcp  next  door  to  the  laundry,  and was  thrown  into  the  room  by  the  druggist  as  an 
experiment.  To  use  his  own  words  in  reporting 
the  circumstance,  '  The  effect  was  instantaneous, 
torrents  of  black  smoke  rolled  upward  in  place  of 
flames,  and  in  a  mr)ment  every  trace  of  fire  was 
gone.  ."So  completely  w.as  the  fire  extinguished 
that  workmen  were  enabled  to  enter  the  room, 
almost  immediately,  where  they  found  the  iron 

tank  of  gasoline  intact.'  " 

Mr.  M.  Lm.  deputy  bonugh  surveyor  of  Criwe, 

has  been  elected  city  surveyor  and  inspec'o;  of nais&oces  by  the  Tniro  Cirporation. 
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A  uiscr.ssioN'  ON  AiymrEcrs- 
KKi.ISTKATIo.V. 

AN  animated  debate  waa  held  at  the  meeting, 

last   l-'riday   ereoing,   of    the    Discussion Hejtion  o(  the  Architectural  Asijciation.  on  the 
desirability  or  otherwise  cf  the  cjnipulsorr  and 

lei»al  registration    of    urchit''  Is.      Mr.     W.    B. 

Hopkins  presided  over  tlio  t,' lUu-ring,  which  took 
place  at  the  Studio,  Great  Marlboroughstreet,  W. 

In    opening    the    discussion,    Jlr.   G.   A.   T. 
MiDiai;r.jN  olserved  that  the  question  of  registra- 

tion  hud  Tifin  before   the  profession  for   many 
years.     Xnc  present  position  was  that  anybody, 
whether   trained    or    untrained,   skilled   or  un- 

skilled, educited  or  totally  ignorant,  could  under- 

take to  do  an  architect'.'-  business,  and,  so  far  as 
he  WIS  capible  of  performing  those  duties,  had 
equal   rights    with   the    person  of    the  highest 
qualifications  an  1  who  had  serred  his  articles.    In 
fact,  anybody  who  chose  could  pose  as  an  archi- 

tect— a  condition  of  things  which  existed  in  no 
other  profession.     There  was,  of  course,  a  large 
proportion  of  well-skilled  practitioners,  and  there 
■were  many  flagrant  cases  to  the  contrary,  but  all 
were  on  an  equality  so  far  as  the  eye  of  the  law 
was   concerned.     Lit    them  take  the   R.I.B.A. 

examinations  as  a  |>roof  of  the  need  for  educating 
and  testing  architects   in   thair  duties :    a  large 
number  of  candidates  failed  in  the  preliminary 
one,   a  comparatively  small  proportion  of  those 
who  passed  went  in  for  the  intermediate,  and  a 
fltill  smaller  proportion  sat  for  the  final  examina- 

tion.    As  an  illustr.ttion  of  the  class  of  men  who 

had  posed  as  architects,  he  might  mention  that 
a  short  time  since  a  clergyman  in  the  North  of 
England  wished  to  build  a  church,  and  asked  his 
solicitor  if  he  could  tell  him  of  an  architect.    The 

solicitor  at  once  suggested  his  own  son's  name  : 
the  young  man  had  spent,  some  years  ago,  one 
twelvemonth  in  an  architect's  office,  the  inter- 
Tening  period  having  been  passed  on  a  fruit  farm 
in  Florida.     Huring  the  last  few  years  there  had 
been  a  great  levelling-up  of  those  entering  the 
profession,  in  part  iue  to  the  establishment  of  the 
Institute  preliminary  examination,  and  in  part  to 
the  A. A.  classes  ;  but  if  they  wished  to  raise  the 
standard  all  round,  it  would  have  to  be  made  im- 

perative that  everyone  seeking  to  practise  in  the 
profession  should  give  proof  that   he   had  been 
properly  trained  for  his  duties,  and  this  could 
only    be    effected    by    an    Act    of    Parliament. 

■Registration  would   mean   the   exclusion   of  in- 
competent   and     ill-informed    persons,    and    its 

beneficial  operation  by  ridding  the  qualified  prac- 
titioner from  unfair  competition  would  he  felt  in 

provincial  towns  far  more  than  in  I^ondon.  A  Bill 
with  this  object— the  Registration  of  Architects- 
had  been  drafted,  and  had  been  brought  before 
Parliament  for  several  sessions.     ( )ne  provision 
had  given  rise  to  great  dissatisfaction  in  the  pro- 
iession — that  all  persons  already  practising  at  the 
time  the  ine;i3ure  was  passed  should  be  admitted 
to  the  register  ;  but  a  similar  stipulation  had  to 
1)6  inade  in  the  medical,  dental,  and  other  pro- 

fessions,    and    without     it     Parliament    would 

assuredly  decline  to  pass  any  such  Bill.     These 
existing  practitioners  would,  however,  die  out  as 
time  went    on,   and    the    longer    they   delayed 
obtaining    such    an    Act,    the    longer    would 
auch    ill-qualified    men    continue    to    practise. 
A    Registration     Bill     would,     therefore,    only 
affect   the    future  of   the  profession ;   but   after 
the   primary   inclusion    of    all  men  established 

in  practice  none  would  be  admitted  to  the  register 
who  could«not  prove  their  competence  and  give 
evidence  of  having  been  trained.     The  Bill  was, 
they  would  thus  perceive,  one  for  the  education 
of   the  future  rac)  of    architects,    and  for   the 
raising   of   the  standard   throughout  the   whole 
profession  ;  and  surely  this  was  to  the  advantage 
alike  of  the  profession  and  of  the  public.     The 
senior   and   leading  members  of  the  profession 
could  not  expect  to  benefit  by  such  an  Act,  and 
on  this  account  there  had  bean  heard  some  selfish 
objections  to  it,  nor  would  the  middle-aged  gain 
much  :  but  it  waa  manifestly  to  the  advantage  of 
the   younger    men,  and,   therefore,   it  appealed 
directly  to  the  self-interest  of  the  majority   of 
those  in  the  Architectural  Association.     Until  the 
Bill  was  passed,  well-trained  young  men  would 
be  subject  to  the  direct  competition  of  others  who 

ought  not  to  have  been  allowed  to  enter  the  pro- 
fession  until  they   had  shown   that   they    were 

qualified.     Another  objection  which  was  some- 
times urged  was  that  architects  were  not  artists, 

and  that  you  could  not  examine  an  artist  in  his 

art.     The   R.I.B.A.   examinations    told   a   very 
different    tale,    and     showed     that    a    qualified 
examiner  could  definitely   ascertain  whether  a 

candidate  had  or  had  not  the  power  to  mikja 
design.  The  born  artist,  ot  whom  they  heard  so 
much  from  certain  people,  was  of  comparatively 
little  use  unless  he  were  properly  trained  in  the 
rudiments  principles,  and  history  of  his  art,  and 
this  was,  he  thought,  obvious  to  all  members  of  the 
Architectural  Association.  Slore  or  less,  everybody 
possessed  artistic  instincts,  anl  could  be  trained 
to  produca  work  which,  if  not  brilliant,  was  not 
antagonistic  to  good  taste.  There  was,  and  of 
course  would  always  bo.  di/Iorences  of  opinion  as 
to  whether  the  present  Draft  Registration  Bill  in 
its  entirety  and  in  every  little  detail  was  perfect ; 
but  after  careful  study  of  the  measure,  he 
claimed  it  was,  as  a  whole,  satisfactory,  and 

worthy  of  the  warmest  support  of  the  profession, 
while  any  minor  defects  that  might  reveal  them- 

selves on  close  consideration  could  be  amended  in 

committee.  Its  broad  principles  were,  that  while 
all  now  in  practice  must  be  allowed  to  continue, 
no  future  additions  should  be  made  to  the  list  of 

practitioners,  except  of  men  who  gave  evidence 
of  qualification.  This  would,  when  carried,  raise 
not  only  the  social  status,  but  the  actual  art 
standing  of  the  profeision  as  a  whole,  and  lead  to 
as  great  an  advance  in  both  respects  as  had  been 
manifest  in  the-medical  profession  during  the  last 
thirty  years. 

Mr.  A.  R.  Jemsiett  opened  the  case  in  oppjsi- 
tion  to  registration,     lie  felt  that  the  passing  of 
such  a  measure  as  Mr.   Middleton  had  sketched 

would  unduly    exalt    the    professional    side    of 
their     calling.      At     present     architects     were 
artists    first,    and    professional    men    secondly : 
but    such    a    schema    would    emphasise   in   the 

eyes  of    the    public    the   mere    business   ciuali- 
fications    of    practitioners.     .Vgain,    there    were 
plenty  of  buildings  put  up  under  the  direction  of 
engineers,  surveyors,  even    mere  builders,  that 
were  every  whit  as  convenient  and  as  stable  as 
those  designed    by  professed    architects,  and  if 
they  could   not   erect  better  planned  and  more 
artistic  buildings  than  those  constructed  by  out- 

siders, the  public  would  naturally  ask  what  was 
the  use  of  employing  an  architect  r     If  architects 
were — as  they  claimed  to  be — artists,  why  should 
they  be  registered  any  more  than  painters,  poets, 

or  musicians 'r    The  burden  of  proof  that  su oh  a 
step  was  necessary  rested  upon  those  who  urged 
the  scheme.     As  for  raising  the  standard  of  ex- 

cellence, of  which    Mr.   Middleton  had  spoken, 
the  professional  bodies  did  quite  enough  in  this 
direction.     Again,  there   was    no    consensus  of 
opinion  as  to  what  constituted  an  architect,  and 
when  they  attempted  to  make  up  a  register  there 
would  be  endless  quarrels  and  controversies  as  to 
who  was,  and  who  was  not,  an  architect.     Some 
might  say :  Adopt  the  Institute  definition ;  but  the 
view  taken  by  the  R.I.B.A.  was,  in  his  opinion, 
altogether  too  professional,  and  would  officially 
fix  far  too  low    a    standard.      Ideas  as  to  who 

should  be  included  in  the  term  "  architect "  were 
scattered  and  vague,  and  before  such  a  measure  as 
had  been  outlined  was  brought  forward  they  ought 
to  spend  at  least  another  ten  or  possibly  twenty 
years  in  discussinc:  these  points,  and  then  when 
they  were   settled   they  could    come  before  the 
public.    They  must  remember  that  if  boys  found 
a   low    stiindard   set   before  them   as   the  total 

requirements  of  the  profession,  they  would  not 
exert  themselvej    to    rise  any   higher  than  the 

minimum.     Daring  the  last  centun,-  the  Lamp  of 
Architecture   had    been  broken,  and  before  the 
scattered  fr  igmonta  could  be  gathered  together 
and   the   light   rekindled  another  generation  or 
two  must  pass  away.     It  they  formed  a  register 
of  architects,  di  1  the  promoters  intend  to  ignore 
all  competitors,  such  as  engineors  and  surveyors  r 
Aguin,  who  would  set  the  standard  as  to  what  con- 

stituted high  art,  and  where  would  the  examiners 

in  art  be  found  ':     It  might  be  possible,  he  would 
admit,  to  examine   candidates  in  art,  but  there 
were    great    practical  difficulties.      It  had  been 
alleged  that  when  architects  were  registered  they 
would  be  trejited  with  more  respect  by  the  judges 
when  they  appeared  in  Court ;  but  assuming  that 
they  wore  architects,   they  ought  not  to  be  in 
Court  at  all.     Sjuahbles  about  party-wall  ques- 

tions and  rights  to  light  were  not  architect's,  but 
mere  surveyor's,  business.      .Vs  to  the  supposed 
public  interests  that  would  be  served,  their  con- 

sideration should   be  not  for  the  public,  b\it  for 
themselves    an    individual  architects,  and,  after 

all,  the   great   aim   should    be    to    advance  the 

intellectual  side  of  the  architect's  art.     He  would 
nther  lose  a  little  money  by  the  too  wide  open- 

ing of    the    door    into    the   profession    than  hi 
narrow-minded  as  to  his  art.     Further,  the  in- 

capible  humbug  was  of  real  benefit  to  the  good 

architect,  and  his  inconpetence  and  ignorance 
caused  the  light  of  the  true  architect  to  shine  the 
more  brightly.  Then  there  was  the  point  of  view 
of  the  poor  student  to  be  considered.  He  was 

strongly  opposed  to  maintaining  the  profession  as 

a  preserve  for  the  rich  man's  son  and  keeping  the 
poor  man  out.  He  would  confess  that  he  had 
never  read,  or  even  seen,  the  liegistration  BiU : 
but  the  insistence  upon  the  serving  of  articles, 
the  passing  of  test«,  and  the  entry  upon  a  register 
would  doubtless  involve  a  considerablo  expendi- 

ture on  the  part  of  parents  of  students,  and  if 
this  was  the  only  means  of  insuring  the  recogni- 

tion of  architecture  as  a  profession,  he  would  say, 
in  the  words  of  the  late  J.  D.  Sedding, 
Perish  the  profession  I  If  they  only  examined  in 
construction,  a  greit  many  mechanics  would  come 
forward  and  pass,  and  surely  the  architect  ought 
to  have  some  education  above  that  of  a  mechanic. 
The  remedy  for  dissatisfaction  with  the  present 
condition  of  the  profession  wag  not  registration  of 
architects,  but  education  in  art.  The  real  ques- 

tion before  them  that  evening  was  not  as  to 
whether  registration  was  a  good  thing  for  archi- 

tects, financially  or  socially,  or  for  the  public,  but 
was  it  likely  to  advance  the  art  r  The  public 
might,  under  the  new  system,  be  well  housed  and 
well  drained,  and  architects  might  be  clothed  in 
purple  and  fine  linen  and  fare  sumptuously  every 
day,  but,  for  all  that,  Architecture  might  be 
dead. 

Mr.  CRAwroun  S.mith  thought  that  however 
Mr.  Jemmett  might  argue,  architecture  was 

admittedly  and  obviously  a  profession.  Archi- 
tects professed  to  have  a  knowledge  of  construc- 
tion, and  to  be  able  to  carry  it  out  according  to 

ethical  rules.  The  profession  was  based  upjn 

preliminary  training,  and  they  could  not  insure 
that  men  possessed  a  minimum  of  training  unless 
they  tested  it  by  examination,  and  excluded  those 
who  did  not  possess  it,  and  this  was  registration. 

As  to  the  risk  that  engineers  would  then  under- 
take architectural  work,  the  public  would  always 

distinguish  between  the  engineer  and  the  archi- 
tect, and  give  the  commission  for  a  bridge  to  the 

one  man  and  for  a  house  to  the  other.  In  the 

present  Bill  the  age  at  which  a  man  could  enter 
into  independent  practice  had  been  raised,  wisely 
he  thought,  from  21  to  2-3  years.  Articles  ought 
to  be  insisted  upon  as  a  necessity  before  men  were 
allowed  to  practise,  as  the  lostitution  ot  Civil 
Engineers  did  with  regard  to  its  own  students. 
Otherwise,  they  would  have  young  men  fresh 
from  the  technical  schools  pressing  into  the 

profession . Mr.  Maurice  E.  Adams  said  he  had  looked  at 

the  registration  question  from  a  distance ;  but, 

generally  speaking,  he  was  opposed  to  registra- 
tion, mainly  on  the  grounds  advanced  by 

Jlr.  Jemmett.  While  the  architect  must  be 

ready  to  deal  with  constructional  matters,  with 
questions  of  drainage  and  sanitary  details,  and 
even  builders'  extras,  it  was  at  the  same  time 
necessary  in  a  primary  degree  that  he  should 
be  an  artist,  if  architecture  in  its  true 
sense  was  to  be  realised  in  his  works.  .\ 

country  carpenter,  possibly  without  any  know- 
ledge of  the  history  of  architecture,  might 

construct  a  roadside  cottage  infinitely  more 
worthy  of  artistic  suitability  than  perhaps  a 
cottage  ornce  desig^ned  by  a  registered  architect 
ot  examination  pretensions.  His  experience  had 
been  that  some  of  the  men  who  held  themselves 
forth  as  architects  by  examination  had  designed 
some  of  the  most  atrocious  things  he  had  ever 
seen — devoid  ot  style,  without  sense  of  propor- 

tion, even  ill-constnicted  :  in  tact,  devoid  of  a 
knowledge  ot  the  artistic  use  of  materials.  It 
was  obvious  that  you  could  not  examine  on 
questions  of  taste,  and,  although  he  was  glad  to 
observe  that  persons  now  joining  the  Institute  as 

Fellows  were  expected  to  produce  working  draw- 
ings or  photographs  of  executed  works,  yet  there 

had  been  some  admitted  to  the  Fellowship  whose 
designs  conld  not  be  ranked  as  artistic  by  any 
known  canon  of  taste,  and  surveyors  or  engineers 
or  mere  constructors  ought  not  to  he  registered 
as  architects  under  the  suggested  Bill.  He  had 

yet  to  learn  that  persons  who  had  failed  as  in- 
different planners  or  constructors  had  erred  from 

being  too  artistic.  Again,  it  was  quite  possible 
for  a  man  to  pass  examinations  brilliantly,  and 
even  yet  make  very  grave  mistakes  in  building 
construction.  They  might  discuss  the  question 
of  registration  indefinitely,  and  get  no  more 
torw.ard.  If  architects  exercised  .all  their 
endeavours  to  produce  good  work,  the  public 
would  in  the  long  run  discriminate  without  any 

system  of  registration  between  good  men  and  that 
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class  of  practitioners  who  had  been  described  that 
eveninij  as  humbugs  by  a  previous  speaker. 

Mr.  Ellis  Mabslaxu  observed  ho  was  on  the 

Registration  L'ommittTe  which  formulated  the 
present  Bill  a  good  many  years  ago,  and  the 
longer  he  lived  the  more  he  felt  the  necessity  for 
registration.  It  was  amusing  to  note  that  they 
always  had  the  artistic  bogey  tet  up  by  their 
opponents.  If  architecture  were  only  a  fine  art 
such  as  sculpture  and  painting,  he  could  agree 
with  -Mr.  Jemmett ;  but  that  speaker  had  totally 
ignored  the  material  side  of  their  science.  If  he 
disliked  a  painting  or  a  carved  group,  the  owner 
could  bum  the  one  or  break  up  the  other  to  form 
a  garden  path,  and  at  worst  it  need  only  offend 
the  taste  of  the  possessor;  but  an  inartistic 
building  was  a  permanent  eyesore  to  every 
passer-by,  and  if  from  ignorance  the  construc- 

tion was  (limsy  or  the  drainage  faulty,  or  even 
the  chimneys  misplaced,  the  occupant  and  the 
public  generally  suffered.  They  must  look  at 
this  question  from  the  material  side,  on  which  all 
admitted  they  could  examine  architects  ;  and  the 
public  were  more  concerned  in  these  matters  than 
in  the  artistic  questions  of  which  a  good  deal  had 
been  said.  They  might  not,  as  Mr.  .lemmett  had 
suggested,  be  able  to  prevent  engineers  and  sur- 

veyors from  carrying  out  architecUiral  work;  but 
they  could  prevent  them  from  posing  as  archi- 

tects, and  that  was  analogous  to  the  operation  of 
the  medical  Acts.  He  would  admit  there  were  a 

great  many  difhculties  in  the  path  of  registra- 
tion. The  medical  men  discussed  the  question 

for  over  thirty  years;  but  in  the  end  those 
opposed  to  registration  had  to  give  way,  and  now 

all  admitted  the  desirability  of  the  s'tep  taken. 
At  present  architects  were  not  recognised  as 
professional  men,  and  if  the  change  had  been 
beneficial  alike  to  the  profession  and  to  the 
public  in  the  cases  of  solicitors,  architects, 
medical  men,  and  dentists,  it  would  be  equally 
advantageous  in  that  of  architecture. 

Mr.  R.  W.  C AUKKX  considered  the  practical  of 
far  more  importance  to  the  architect  than  the 
artistic  side  of  this  question,  (jne  great  benefit 
derivable  from  registration  would  be  that  pupils 
and  students  would  receive  more  attention  from 
their  principals,  and  would  have  set  before  them 
a  certain  i^oal  at  which  they  must  aim.  Mr. 
Jemmett  had  said  architects  had  no  business  to  go 
into  Court ;  but  they  did  not  appear  in  the  witness- 
box  for  their  own  pleasure,  but  because  they 
were  dragged  there,  and  when  in  the  box  they 
suffered  in  the  judge's  eye  from  their  lack  o"f 
legal  status.  The  complaint  that  registration 

wou'd  mike  articles  compulsory  was  answered  by the  reminder  that  the  cost  of  articles  was  not 
necessarily  very  large.  It  was  verv  curious  that 
those  who  had  objected  to  the  Bill  that  evening 
had  confessed  that  they  had  not  read  it.  A 

similar  Act  was  in  force'  in  Illinois  with  success, and  other  American  States  were  contemplating 
its  adoption.  Other  professions  had  overcome  the 
difficulties  and  dangers  incident  to  registration, 
and  he  conBdently  believed  architects  would  be 
equally  successful,  and  would  value  the  measure 
when  p.assed,  as  eventually  it  must  be,  when  the 
profession  was  roused  to  a  sense  of  the  importance 
of  the  principle.  The  BUI  would  not,  as  Mr. 
Middleton  had  said,  affect  men  of  assured  posi- 

tion :  but  it  would  help  the  younger  men,  and 
afford  them  some  guarantee  that  the  time  and 
money  spent  in  training  would  not  be  lost. 

Mr.  A.  S.  Tavleu  thought  it  would  be  a  grave 
mistake  to  register  all  practitioners  as  .irchitects. 
JIany  should  be  registered  as  survevora,  and  the 
prefatory  examination  should  be  not  iiualifyin", 
but  a  disqualifying  one.  The  result  of  regis- 
tration  would  be  that  men  would  sinipiv  study  aa 
a  means  to  get  through  the  examination,  and 
would  then  drop  it,  regarding  passing  as  an  end. 
Who  wjis  then  to  set  up  the  standard  and  hold  the 
examinations.     A  man  might  possefs  much  book 

out  from  designs  by  architects.  The  thing  to 
bring  before  the  public  was  that  by  employing  an 
architect  they  would  obtain  better  buildings  at 
about  the  same  price  as  now.  As  a  matter  of 
fact  the  recent  Institute  examinations  were  not 
very  stiff,  and  the  passing  of  these  and  the 
serving  of  articles  were  no  guarantees  of  fitne.<:9 
to  practise  as  an  architect.  The  aim  should  bo 
to  devise  examination  papers  which  would  protect 
the  public  from  thoroughly  incompetent  men. 
E.\aminations  would  never  exclude  a  good  man 
from  a  professsion,  but  would  keep  duffers  cut. 

Mil.  C.  H.  BuDDii:  said  the  title  of  the  measure 

ought  to   be  changed    tj    the   Architects'  Titl 

which  aimed  at  the  inclusion  of  surveyors  and 
engineers  had  very  wisely  been  dropped  and 
amended.  He  could  not  comprehend  or  sympa- 

thise in  any  way  with  that  extremely  senti- 
mental view  of  architecture  as  an  art  which 

ignored  construction.  As  to  the  status  of 
the  profession,  it  would  not  be  raised  and 
publicly  recognised  until  they  had  registra- 

tion, 'i'here  were  three  classes  of  men  who 
objected  to  the  movement :  those  who  spoke  in 
the  interests  of  what  they  termed  art,  those  who 

advocated  free  trade  in  the  profession,  and  a  few- 
younger  men  who  hesitated  at  the  prospect  of 
examination  ;  bu*,  any  capable  architect  could  pass 

Copyright  Bill,  but  he  could  not  see  how  it  would   the  proposed  examination. 
help   architects.     How   were   they  to  prevent  a  ' 

man   building    without    employing  a  registered  '     "     ' practitioner  r    He  had  not  heard  a  suggestion  of  JIIXXESnTA'S   \E\V such  a  kind.     The  bulk  of  people  did  not  need    rw^nr- 

assistance    in    architecture,   and    never    would.  '  'PUE  new  State  Capitol  of  S: 

CAPITOL. 

Paul,  now  in 
ourse  of  erection,  will,  when  completed, 

bo  the  most  pretentious  structure  in  the  State  of 
Parliament,  they  might  be  assured,  would  never 

prohibit   any   man   "from    building    if   he   chose    ,,.  -    
without     calling     in     professional     assistance  -^''""esota,  and  will  rank  with  the  first  buildings 

for   architects'    work     stood    no    chance    when  °'. ""''  "^'^^^  '"  "*"  I'nited  States.     The  Capitol 
compared    in     price      with     that     turned     out  ,'^■'1  f'^*' o"  "'"'aonient  wall  of  granite  13ft.  high, 

by   speculative   builders.     Then  they  must  look  '^^'^  entire  superstructure  above  this  b.ase  will  be 
at   the   stiitus   and  motives   of   those   who  were  "^  ̂^^^^  ™a''^l<'-    I'  >8  proposed  that  the  general 
promoting  this  reform.     The  Royal  Institute  of  "?"'''^'   ̂ ^"'^^  °°'  ̂ ®  broken  by  constructing  the 
British  Architects  now  numbered  l,fi.")6  members  J"S  .'io'^e    out    of     any    other    material.     The 
of  all  ranks,  and  the  Architectural  Association, 
1,247  members  ;  in  all,  2,90:3.  Both  bodies  con- 

sistently opposed  registration,  and  no  one  could 
deny  that  they  contained  the  best  men  in  the 
profession.  On  the  other  hand,  who  were  trying 
to  thrust  the  Bill  on  these  three  thousand  very 
respectable  people  r  A  body  which  called  itself 
a  society  of  architects — (Mr.  Middleton :  It  is 
incorporated  as  The  Society  of  Architects) — well, 
he  did  not  think  that  a  large  number  of  its 
members  were  architects.  (Mr.  Middleton : 

Who  are  not ':  Xame  them  '.)  At  any  rate,  all 
told,  they  only  numbered  541  men,  and  on  a 
mere  counting  of  heads  there  was  a  majority 
among  architects  of  2,362  out  of  2,900  against  the 
Bill.  This  fact  would  take  a  good  deal  of  getting 
over;  there  must  be  a  reason  for  tljis  over- 

whelming majority  against  the  Bill.  He  could 
not  altogether  agree  with  Sir.  Jemmett  in  his 
peculiar  definition  of  an  architect ;  surely  by 

derivation  the  meaning  of  the  term  was  "chief builder.  He  closed  by  proposing  a  vote  of  thanks 
to  Messrs.  Middleton  and  Jemmett  for  coming 
down  to  introduce  the  subject. 

Mr.  (JEORfiE  H.  Smith,  who  seconded  the 

motion,  pointed  out  that  one  of  the  great  points 
in  the  Registration  Bill  was  that,  if  passed,  local 
authorities  would  not  be  allowed  to  employ  an 
architect  for  public  buildings  unless  he  was 
registered.     The  speaker  was    converted  to  the 

dome  out 

legislative  appropriation  for  the  building  is 
2,000,000dol.  (.(;400,000  sterling}.  The  principal 
fai.ade  of  tho  Capitol  looks  towards  the  south. 
This  front  is  4:i5ft.  long,  exclusive  of  the 
approaches,  the  entrance,  and  the  steps.  The 
only  interruptions  in  this  line  of  marble  are  the 
main  central  pavilion  and  the  pavilions  at  either 
end.  The  central  pavilion  is  adorned  with  a 
colonnade  forming  the  front  of  a  deep  loggia. 
Tho  upper  part  of  the  colonnade  is  adore  ed 
with  sculpture,  the  central  feature  of  which 

is  a  quadriga  typifying  the  progress  of  the 
State.  The  quadriga  is  placed  at  the  top  of 
the  pa^•ilion  and  forms  its  crowning  feature. 
Supporting  the  quadriga  on  either  side  are 
placed  symbolical  groups,  and  on  the  broad  attic 
below  the  quadriga  is  a  series  of  six  figures 
symbolising  the  attributes  of  humanitv  which 

make  for  the  progress  of  tho  State.'  These assume  to  be  Prudence,  Courage,  Bounty, 
Integrity,  Wisdom,  and  Faith.  The  figures, 
modelled  by  Daniel  Chester  French,  are  made 
of  marble,  and  are  between  9ft.  and  10ft.  in 
height.  The  figure  of  Prudence,  for  example, 
suggests  one  of  the  Five  Wise  Virgins,  who,  with 
graceful  movement,  fastens  the  garment  at  the 
left  shouldsr  while  raising  the  lamp,  which  is 
"  trimmed  and  burning."  Courage  is  repre- 

sented by  a  warrior  ;  Bounty  by  a  woman  hold- 
ing a  child  in  arms,  typifying  that  phase  of  the 

pAiciple  of  registration  by  seeing  a  smaU  builder  Thf  ̂i"??^"^''*  which  supports  and  cares  for 

a  fortnight  after  his  failure,  in  which  he  paid  a  .  'p' ̂ Z^^'v"  ̂ ^  ̂"^  ̂^^  ""i?™-  Integrity  « 
dividend  of  half-a-crown  in  the  £,  boldly  set  up  3'Tmi  L/'"w''';'''°-'"'f  ""  T""  ̂°°^' 
as  an  architect.  I  t°at_'''^™ay  read.      ̂ \lsdom  is  shown_by  a  male 

Jlr.  II.  JIixKo  Can'tlf.v,  of  Ipswich,  urged 
that  registration  would  not  and  could  not  curb 
the  artistic  abUity  of  an  architect.  It  would  raise 
the  tone  of  public  opinion  as  to  what  constituted an  architect. 

The  Chairmax  pointed  out  that  registration 
could  do  no  harm  to  architects.  It  could  not 

exclude  the  artistic  man  from  practice,  for  if  he 
was  of  any  good  as  a  constructor,  he  would  not 
be  such  a  fool  as  to  fail  to  pass  a  qualifying 
examination.  Xor  could  it  do  any  harm  to  the 
public.  A  man  who  had  passed  an  examination 
could  not  be  more  ignorant  than  one  untested. 

Mr.  W.  H.  Sf.tii-Smitii  remarked  that  he  was 

one  of  those  associated  with  others  in  drawing  up 
the  Hegistration  Bill.  He  was  interested  in  hear- 

ing   Mr.    Brodie's   observations,   for  he  was  an 

figure  with  a  globe  in  the  left  hand.  Truth,  one 
of  the  most  beautiful  figures  of  the  group,  i& 
shown  with  a  mirror  held  up  to  nature. 

j  The  sculptures  at  either  end  of  the  building 
will  be  typical  of  the  uses  of  the  portions  of  the 
building  upon  which  they  are  placed.  Above  the 
.Supreme  Court  chamber  one  group  represents 
ancient  law,  while  another  group  signifies  modern 
law.  Immediately  at  the  entrance  of  the  build- 

ing will  be  placed  groups  representing  Architec- 
ture and  Commerce.  All  figures  above  the  sky- 

lino  are  of  bronze.  Those  projected  against  the 
walls  are  to  be  of  white  marble. 

Jlr.  Cass  Gilbert,  who  is  the  architect  of  the 

Capitol,  was  born  in  Ohio  in  X'ovemher,  18.59. 
He  studied  his  profession  in  Boston.  Mass  ,  and 
in  Europe.  He  went  to  Xew  York,  and  was 
employed  for    a   number  of  years  by  JIcKim, 

independent   thinker;    but   surely,    >n    arguing    Mead,  and  White,  and  left  their  employ"in  IVsi that  because  only  a  minority  of  the  profession  at 

^.',±i':-Jifj:']:i'^i\^^^^^^^^^ 
present    supported    registration    it    must    be    a 

universal  teach- 
and  superintending  a  building  of  artistic  merits.    ,  i„„  of  history-that  all  great  movements  spnin^ 

Jir.  U.un-KY^i  n>F.H Ridiculed  the  fallacy  latent  |  from  smaU  beginnings,  and  were  at  first  very  un- i..._     ̂ v..   .1   J        popular.     This  had  been  notably  the   case  in  the 
medical  and  dental  professions.     The  Bill  would 
not,  if  passed,  prevent  a  man  from  practising. 
however  incompetent ;  but  he  must  not   use  the 

in  the  speeches  for  the  opposition,  that  study, 
examination  in  subjects  studied,  or  registration 
could  injuriously  effect  the  artistic  powers  of  an 
architect.  If  they  could  not  examine  in  art,  nor 
test  a  man's  powers,  of  what  use  were  the  classes of  design  r 

nfri!J;=i!j'\."' •-'-""""  ̂ '^'  if  tte  only  object  tent    men    would    be  "included,     a    fact  which oi  registration  was  to  promote  the  interests  of  the  would  be  especially    appreciated  by    the    pro 
?!ltn    f!5  *•?  ?   appreciate    it.  but  it  was  vincial    architect.     In    reply   to  Mr.  .Temmett. 
ajvocaiea    on    public    grounds.     The    fact  was  he  would  point  out  that  the  Bill   said  nothing 
^p.;    ̂   1  ™*-'°u-^         °"'    buidings  were  not  about  pupilage  as  a  preliminary  to  being  regis- 
uesignea   by  architects,  and  the  aim  should  be  tered.     It  was  not  proposed  to  recognise anv'but lo  necessitate  that  aU  work  ought  to  be  carried  f  architecU  under  the  .vet,  and  the  originafdrafi 

to  begin  tho  practice  of  his  profession  for  himself. 
since  then  he  has  done  work  in  various  parts  c£ 
thecofintry.  He  is  now  a  resident  of  Xew  York, 
with  offices  at  Xo.  Ill,  Fifth-avenue.  Mr. 

(-jilbert  built  tho  Agricultural  Hall  .at  the  i  >aiaha 
Exposition  ;  the  Braver  Building,  in  Boston  ;  the 

Endicott  Building  in  St.  i'aul ;  and  the  Broad- 
way Chambers,  north-west  comer  of  Chambers- 

.;n„  „.  ,  .,    I    •  ,       u       1      J  v  .u      s'reet  and  Broadwav  is  now  being  erected  after title  architect  unless  he  placed  his  name  on  the    plans  made  bv  him.     He  is  one  of  the  founders  of 
register,  and  after  its  passing  no  more  incompe-    the  .Vrchitcctural  League  of  Xew  York. 

Tne  B:>ard  of  Trade  lave  recently  confirmed  &o 
order  authorising  the  construction  of  light  railwajs 
from  Wallingford,  in  the  county  of  Barks,  to 
DonaoD,  in  the  county  of  Oxford,  and  near  Dfdcct 
in  the  county  of  Berks. 
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Wyles  impmveH  Joiners  Be.ich- 

Fii.  1 

! 

IMPROVED   JOINER'S  BEXCU   OK   SASH 
CRAMP. 

THIS  Cramp  is  a  very  useful  one,  and  well 
worth  the  attention  of  builders'  tool- 

makers.  l'"ig.  1  shows  the  shoe  in  position,  Fig.  2 
shows  the  shoe  at  liberty  to  slide  to  any  pirt  of 
bar.  Fig.  3  is  half  of  shoe.  The  thick  curved 
line  indicates  spring  which  holds  shoe  in  position 
on  bar.  Fig.  I  is  a  front  elevation  of  shoo.  The 
advantages  of  this  cramp  are  that  the  edge  of  the 
bar  does  not  in  anyway  damage  the  work.  The 
shoo  when  in  position  (Fig.  1)  is  perfectly  rigid 
and  square  to  the  work.  There  is  no  loose  pin  to 
fall  out  or  wedge  to  slip.  As  will  be  seen  by 
illustration  it  will  stand  firm  on  its  back  on  the 

bench.  ]''ig  4  is  a  front  elevation  of  shoe.  This 
invention  is  to  be  disposed  of  by  the  patentee,  Mr. 
.1.  A.  Wyles,  3,  North  Fields  Cottages,  Stamford, 
Lincolnshire. 

THE   NEW    YORK    HALL  OF  RECORDS. 

NEW  YORK  will  have  a  new  Hall  of  Records. 
The  plans  for  the  building  have  been 

ready  since  June,  1897,  and  the  contract  for  the 
erection  of  the  building  was  awarded  in  Decem- 

ber of  the  same  year :  bat  the  debt  limit  and 
the  difliculty  in  ordering  the  issue  of  bonds  have 
retarded  the  matter,  and  it  seemed  at  one  time  as 
though  the  whole  scheme  had  been  abandoned. 
When  the  Slanicipal  .\ssembly  fin.ally  passed  a 
resolution,  a  fortnight  ago,  authorising  the 
Controller  to  issue  bonds  to  the  amount  of 
2,100,n00dol.  for  the  llaU  of  Records,  it 
became  evident  for  the  first  time  since  work 
on  the  foundation  had  been  discontinued  that 
the  plans  would  be  carried  out,  and  the  building, 
designed  by  Mr.  John  K.  Thomas,  erected. 
There  was  no  competition  on  the  part  of  archi- 

tects for  the  Hall  of  Records  building.  The 
contract  was  given  to  -Mr.  Thomas  by  the  Board 
of  .\pportionment  under  the  Strong  administra- 

tion, in  recognition  of  his  work  on  the  new  City 
Mall  plans.  When  it  was  suggested  to  tear  down 
the  present  City  Ilall  of  New  York  and  erect  a 
now  building  in  its  place,  plans  were  solicited  by 
the  committee  having  the  matter  in  charge,  and 
133  sets  of  plans  were  rei  sived  from  all  parts  of 
the  United  States  and  from  abroad.  A  committee, 
consisting  of  Richard  M.  Hunt,  I'rofessor  William 
R.  Ware,  and  I'..  II.  Kendall,  decided  that  the 
plans  submitted  by  Mr.  Thomas  were  the  best, 
■and  they  wore  approved,  and  for  a  short  time  the 
successful  architect  thought  he  should  erect  a 
now  and  beautiful  City  Hall.  But  the  people 

who  recognised  in  the'  old  City  Hall  one  of the  architectural  features  of  the  city  pro- 
tested against  its  destruction.  The  Tribune  led 

the  light  against  the  scheme,  and  had  the  co- 
operation of  the  best  citizens  and  the  most 

prominent  architects,  who  pronounced  the  plan 
vandalism.  The  Legislature,  in  answer  to  the 

people's  demand,  passed  a  bill  forbidding  the 
dpstruction  of  the  old  building,  and  Mr.  Thomas's 
plans  became  useless.  The  city  paid  him  £1. 100 
Htcrling  for  his  work,  and  when  the  Hall  of 
Ki^cords  work  was  placed  in  his  hands  it  was 
understood  that  it  was  a  recognition  of  his  services 
in  the  City  Hall  matter. 
The  new  building  will  occupv  the  space 

bounded  by  Centre  Chambers,  and  Reade-streets, 
and  a  now  thoroughfare  which  is  the  continuation 
of  old  K.tchange-strcot.  It  will  be  built  of 
iloUowell  granite,  the  same  as  was  used  for  the 
fronts  of  the  American  Surety  and  the  Empire buildings. 

It  is  the  intention  to  make  the  building  actually 
firepoof.  The  interior  walls,  together  with  the 
backing  of  the  exterior  walls,  will  be  of  brick, 
laid  in  cement  mortar.  The  floor-beams,  girders, 
and  roof-framings  will  be  of  stool,  the  latter 
covered  with  black  tile.  The  hallways,  corridors, 
and  the  principal  offices  are  to  have  lioors  of 
marble  or  mosaic.  The  central  hallway  in  the  two 
principal  stories,  the  st  lirways,  and  the  exterior 
walls  are  to  be  of  the  most  approved  kind  of  a 
light-coloured,  fine-grained  granite,  the  choice 
of  quarries  to  be  hereafter  determined.  The 
storage-room  in  the  basement  will  be  lined  with 
white  enamelled  brick.  The  heating  and  ven- 

tilating will  be  by  a  combination  of  direct  and 
indirect  radiation  and  a  complete  system  of  fans. 
The  exterior  architectural  treatment  of  the 

building  has  resulted  from  a  faithful  following 
oat  of  the  lines  dictated  by  the  plan.  No  attempt 
has  been  made  to  construct  special  features,  such 
as  towers  or  domes,  which  are  neither  suggested 
nor  justified  by  the  practical  conditionsor  require- 

ments of  the  structure,  and  which  would  thus  be 
extraneous  and  factitious. 
The  contract  provides  that  the  building  shall 

be  inclosed  in  550  working  days.  Work  was 

begun  last  spring,  and  about  90  days'  work  had been  done  in  excavating  and  foundation  building 
when  work  was  suspended.  If  the  plans  as  they 
have  been  submitted  by  Mr.  Thomas  are  carried 
out,  the  city  will  be  provided  vrith  adequate  space 
for  housing  its  records. 

THE HEARST    r.VrVEKSITY, 
CALIFORNIA. 

THE  judges  in  the  international  contest  for  the 
Phii'be  Hearst  architectural  plan  for  the 

University  of  California  have  given,  as  we 
announced  some  time  since,  the  first  premium  of 
10,000dol.  to  E.  Bcnard,  of  Paris,  to  whose  plan 
this  high  honour  was  unanimously  awarded. 
The  other  four  prizes  were  awarded  as  follows  : 
—Second  prize  (l,000dol.  .  Howell,  Stokes. 
and  Hombostel,  New  York  ;  third  prize 
{3,000dol  ),  Despradelles  and  Stephen  Cod- 
man.  Boston  ;  fourth  prize  (2,000dol.),  Howard 
and Cauld well,  New  York  :  fifth  prize  (l,000dol.), 
Lord,  Hewlett,  and  Hull.  The  drawings  are 
exhibited  in  the  grand  nave  of  the  Ferry  Depot, 
and  anyone  who  examines  them  cannot  fail  to  be 

impressed  with  the  superiority  of  Utnard's  plans, 
as  his  design  is  not  only  the  most  imposing  and 
harmonious,  but  ho  has  also  studied  the  ground 
so  as  to  spare  the  many  fine  live  oaks  and  to 
require  as  little  grading  as  possible. 
The  grounds  slope,  says  a  contemporary, 

gradually  from  the  gently  rolling  hills  down 
to  the  lowland,  that  is  almost  on  the  level 
with  the  waters  of  the  bay,  and  that  the 
outlook  is  directly  across  the  bay  to  the 
Golden  Gate.  A  finer  site  could  not  be  ima- 

gined, for  it  has  a  background  of  lofty  hills. 
dotted  with  live  oaks,  which  are  green  the  year 
round.  The  college  town  of  Berkol'V  does  not 
encroach  upon  it  with  any  large  buildings,  and 
there  is  no  way  in  which  the  superb  view  of  the 
noble  harbour  of  San  Francisco  may  be  blocked. 
The  French  architect  who  has  won  the  first  prize 
has  given  in  his  plans  some  hints  of  the  -\cropoIis 
at  Athens,  but  only  hints,  for  his  design  is  original 
and  modern.  The  major  part  of  his  buildings  are 
of  the  Roman  Ionic  order. 

The  great  features  of  his  plan  are  the  spacious 
court  at  the  main  entrance,  which  the  architect 

calls  the  Fine  Arts  Square.  About  this  are 
grouped  the  main  educational  buildings,  all  in 
harmonious  architecture,  and  the  south  hae  two 
theatres  of  fine  design.  At  the  end  of  the  main 
avenue,  east  of  the  Fine  Arts  Square,  is  the 
finest  thing  in  the  design — ^the  great  gymnasium, 
with  its  athletic  field.  The  building  is  in  Classic 
style,  with  long  rows  of  Ionic  pillars  forming  a 
spacious  colonnade.  Marbli  steps  lead  down  to 
the  ground,  and  on  each  side  are  tribunes,  where 
great  crowds  may  be  seated  at  the  university 
games.  Banners  fly  from  the  tall  staffs,  and  the 
whole  aspect  of  the  building  is  Olympic.  Benard 
has  furnished  detail  plans  of  this  gymnasium 
building,  which  is  double,  one  side  for  men  and 
the  other  for  women,  but  both  developed  exactly 
alike,  with  a  great  swimming  tank,  running 
track,  and  regular  gymnasium  hall.  Entrance 
to  the  gymnasium  is  separate  from  the  main 
university  grounds,  so  that  large  audiences  may 
enter  and  go  from  the  athletic  grounds  without 
encroaching  on  the  regular  college  avenues. 

Upon  the  summit  of  Grizzly  Peak,  the  highest 
point  of  the  university  grounds,  is  located  the 
observatory,  while  in  a  group  on  the  steep  hill- 

side bslow  are  the  natural  history  buildings. 
Over  at  one  side  are  the  dormitory  buildings, 
which  have  a  secondary  place  on  the  plan.  Op- 

portunity is  given  for  extension  of  the  plan  in 
several  directions.  The  great  beauty  of  the 
design  lies  in  the  broad,  open  squares  or  courts, 
surrounded  by  imposing  buildings  and  in  the 
variety  of  design  of  the  buildings.  There  is 
nothing  monotonous  in  the  arrangement  or  the 
architecture  of  the  various  buildings,  and  there 
is  liberal  provision  for  utilising  the  fine  old  live 
oaks  that  now  dot  the  campus.  The  plan  calls 
for  about  fifty  buildings,  many  of  them  of  large 

size,  so  that  what  it  mil  cost  to  develop  Benard's design  is  problematical. 
Some  of  the  other  prize- winning  plans  are 

extremely  beautiful,  and  all  have  fine  features 
that  would  make  them  noteworthy  in  an  or- 

dinary contest.  The  second  prize,  the  design  of 

Howells,  Stokes,  and  Hombostel,  of  New  'iork, gives  great  prominence  to  the  dormitories,  as  is 
usual  in  Eastern  universities.  The  senior  member 
of  this  firm  is  the  son  of  William  D.an  Howells. 
The  handling  of  the  main  court  is  masterly,  the 
central  building  having  a  dome  that  reminds  one 
of  the  beautiful  dome  of  the  Congressional 
Library  at  Washington.  The  judges  were  much 
impressed  with  these  plans,  but  they  objected  to 
the  prominence  given  to  the  dormitories,  arranged 
on  each  side  of  one  of  the  main  avenues.  Their 
contention  was  that  the  main  college  buildings, 
where  the  principal  lectures  and  assemblies  were 
held,  should  be  the  core  of  the  university,  and 
not  the  dwelling-places  of  the  students. 

Perhaps  the  most  original  plan  was  that  of 
Despradelles  and  Codman.  of  Boston,  which  took 
third  prize.  The  buildings  are  grouped  in  a 
semi-circle,  with  a  splendid  central  court,  but 
the  plan  does  not  permit  of  open  spaces,  or  the 
utilisation  of  trees  and  shrubbery.  The  fourth 

prize,  won  by  Howard  and  Cauldwell,  of  New 
York,  was  fine  in  general  conception  and  group- 
in",  but  the  main  buildings  were  so  much  alike 

in°architecture  as  to  detract  from  the  plan.  The 
fifth  prize,  won  by  Messrs.  Lord,  Hewlett,  and 
Hull  of  New  York,  was  admirable  in  design,  but 
it  would  cost  a  fortune  in  grading  and  walls  to 

make  it  practicable. E.  Benard,  who  won  the  first  prize  in  this  com- 

petition, and  whose  i.seudonym  was  "  Roma," IS  fifty-five  years  old,  having  been  bom  in  1814 
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it  '  ioderville,  Seine  Infcrieure.  He  :s  a  graduate 
of  the  Kcole  des  Beaux-Arts,  and  in  IS'.?  received 
the  Grand  rrix  de  Rome.  liis  dts'gn  for  a  fine 
arts  tuilding,  which  won  this  prize,  was  practi- 
callr  reprodaced  in  the  art  palace  at  the  Chicago 

World's  Fair.  He  is  also  the  designer  of  the 
Tribune  of  Commerce  at  Fecamp  and  the  chuichea 
of  Bienville  and  ilare-aux-Clercs :  he  restored 
the  Chatean  of  Sassetot,  and  he  furnished  the 
decorations  for  the  Casino  at  Nice  and  the  Franco- 
American  Club  in  Paris. 

What  will  be  the  lirst  work  done  on  these 
plans  is  uncertain,  but  it  ii  expected  th»t  Mrs. 
Htarst  will  soon  make  a  beginning,  and  that  the 
first  stmoture  will  be  the  greut  trvmnasium 
building.  All  plans  are  tentative,  and  it  is  not 
expected  that  actual  gifts  will  U^gin  to  come  in 
until  it  is  seen  how  much  will  be  the  endowment 
furnished  by  Mrs.  Hearst.  She  is  so  thcroughlv 
in  earnest  in  her  desire  to  make  these  the  tinest 
college  buildings  in  the  world  that  her  gift 
cannot  fail  to  be  princely.  It  cannot  fail,  also, 
to  act  as  an  incentive  to  other  California 
millionaires  to  have  their  names  perpetuated  in 
some  of  these  beautiful  buildings  oa  the  hillg  of Berkelev. 

door  instead  of  keeping  it  thut.  Another  defect 
which  one  frequently  meets  with  (evtn  in  photo- 

graphs that  have  puMd  the  selection  ccmmittcea  of 
our  piiodpal  exhibitions)  is  the  w«nt  of  complete- 

ness. To  be  a  tuccets,  the  picture  must  Im  con- 
tinuous :  the  princij>al  object  must  not  take  too 

much  epace.  or  be  obly  partially  thown. 

AKCHITFXTU KAL    THi  JTOGRAPIl V. 

IX  a  paper  read  before  the  Photographic  Club 
Mr.  Henry  W.  Bennett  said  he  would  exclude 

from  his  lecture  all  those  common  or  garden  advices 
generally  given  to  the  same  class  of  amateur,  and 
confine  himself  principally  to  those  matters  on  which 
differences  of  opinion  might  exist  amongst  <  \perts. 
He  fir  t  dwelt  on  the  special  difficulties  encountered 
by  the  architectural  photographers.     The  .Scylla  of 
limited  space  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  CbarylKiis  of 
a  too  wide-angle  lens  on  the  other,  were  the  two 
principal   dangers    encountered,    which   very  fre- 

quently led  to  disaster.     The  judging  of  the  length 
of  exposure,  too,  is  generally   very   dilVicult,    and 
actinometers  are  of  no  value,  whilst  the  so-called 
"  intuitive  "  method  of  judging  the  e.ipoeure  by  the appearance  of  the  picture  on  Uie  ground  glass  must 
be  altogether    discarded.      In  fact,   it  is  only  by 
experience    that    one    can  hope  to   overcome  this 
difficulty.     The  best  atmospherical  conditions  will 
generally  be  those  when  light  clouds  are  in  the  sky, 
especially  when  they  are  low  down,  as  thii  illumina- 

tion is  best  suited  to  reduce  the  harsh  contrast 
frequently  encountered  in  this  kind  of  work.     As 
already  mentioned,  the  angle  of  the  lens  used  is  a 
most  important  feature,  whilst  it  is  generally  im- 

possible to  work  with  long-focus  lenses :  wide-aogle 
lenses    frequently    give    monstrous    results.      Mr. 
Bennett  found  that  a  Tiin.  lens  on  a  whole-plate 
gave  as  a  rule  the  best  results.     It  is,  however, 
necessary  that  the  lens  cover  more  than  the  plate, 
BO  as  to  allow   the  use  of  the  rising  front  to  its 
fullest    extent.     A.    tlit    field    is,   of   course,    very 
desirable,  and  Mr.   liennett  is  of  opiniou  that  the 
modem  anaitigmat  ij  in  this  respect  a  great  im- 

provement on  the  older  lenses.     As  to  the  position 

of  the  camera,  it  ought  to  be  about  .'>ft.  to  Oft.  from 
the  ground,  as  a  higher  elevation  might  very  often 
be  detrimental  to  tiie  picture.     <>  .ring  to  the  long 
exposures  generally  necessary,  the  absolute  steadi- 

ness of  the  camera  is  of  great  importance,  and,  in 
order  to  secure  this,  Mr.  Bennett  recommended  a 
tripod  stay,  one  or  two  of  which  are  on  the  market, 
although  they    are    but    seldom    bought.     In  the 
absence  of  a  proper  tripod  stay,  a  large  rug  will  do 
good  service.     Mr.  Bennett  considers  the  backing  of 
the  plate  essential.     As  to    development,    he   in-  „    „   _r--    — 
variably  begins  with  what  would  be  generally  called    ?tands  a  tall,  slight  cross  of  the  white  mirble.     The 

CHIPS. 

The  West  Ham  Town  Council  have  decided  on 

the  largest  scheme  for  municipal  workmen's 
dwellings  that  has  ever  txen  brongbl  forward  in  this 

count  rj-.  The  proposal  is  to  obtain  Parliamentary 
powers  to  acquire  100  acres  of  land,  on  which  it  is 
computed  3,0t.K1  houses  can  be  erected,  at  a  cost  of 
il.iXil.OOO.  The  council  have  already  erected  a 
large  number  of  workmen's  dwellings,  and  this 
scheme,  it  is  thought,  will  meet  the  needs  of  the 
district. 

Twelve  cottages  are  to  be  provided  by  the 
Corporation  of  <<reat  Yarmouth,  to  furnish  accom- 

modation for  the  families  displaced  by  the  demolition 
of  houses  for  the  widening  of  Kitchener-road,  and 
for  these  twelve  sites  have  teen  set  apart  on  i  i  ar- 
field-road,  Xorth-denes.  Plans  have  l>een  prepared 
for  the  aiseut  of  the  Local  Government  Board. 

The  death  is  announced  of  Mr  E.  .7.  Cobbett, 
ILB..^,  in  his  S.ith  year.  Mr.  Cobbett  was  one  of 

the  earliest  members 'of  the  Savage  Club  and  of  the Society  of  British  .\rtists,  and  his  pictures  were 
shown  in  the  exhibitions  of  the  K}yal  Academy  for 
over  30  consecutive  years.  He  began  life  as  a  wood- 
carver,  and  some  of  his  work  is  to  be  seen  in  York 
Minster. 

Mr.  ijaick,  of  Coventry,  has  l)een  appointed  as 
architect  by  the  Kuneatou  Board  of  Guardians  for 
the  enlargements  at  the  workhouse. 

The  new  pupil  teachers'  centre  built  for  the 
Sheffield  School  B^ard,  in  HoUy-street,  in  that  city, 
was  opened  by  the  Duke  of  Xorfolk  last  week. 
The  building,  which  accommodates  .>  ti  i  students, 
has  been  built  from  plans  by  Mr.  Herbert  W. 
Lock  wood. 

The  public  opening  of  the  Mirine  I.vke  at  West 
Kirby  will  take  place  on  Saturday  afternoon  in 
next  week  (the  2sth  inst.)  The  chairman  oi  the 
urban  district  council  will  take  occasion  to  present 
an  address  to  Mr.  Thomas  Foster,  the  council's 
engineer  and  surveyor,  on  the  completion  of  the work. 

Aneff  Wesleyan  Caapel  at  Ciatle  B^tham  was 
opened  last  wetk.  It  is  (Jjthic  in  style,  and  is 
seated  and  finished  in  pitch-pine.  M^srs.  Hinson 
Brothers,  of  Stamford,  were  the  architects. 

Toe  Djwsbury  Towa  Council  have  approved  of 
an  application  being  made  to  the  Board  of  Trade 
for  a  provisional  order  authorising  the  construction 
of  r.-amways  within  the  municipal  borough  of Ddwsbury. 

A  brass  has  just  been  completed  by  Messrs. 

Cdlman  and  Co.,  of  S:.  Andrew's  Hill,  Xor«vich,  to 
be  placed  in  St.  Pnilip's  Cdurch,  Xorwich,  to  the 
memory  of  the  late  Cinon  Xash.  Tue  brass  is  set 
out  in  qnatrefoa  with  acanthus  border  filled  m 
with  pale  blue,  the  outer  angles  being  foliated  rose 
pattern  cut  out  in  relief. 

A  memorial  to  the  late  Mrs.  H.  B.  C^ry  has  just 
been  erected  in  the  cemetery  at  Tark-istad,  Cipe 
Colony,  by  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  ind  Sons,  sculp- 

tors, of  Exeter.  The  monument  consists  of  a  huge 
block  of  unwTought  Dirtmoor  granite,  upon  which 

— »•» 

Xfw  Main  Lise    het«  ke.v    Soi-th    CuovnoN 
vNi>  Keii  Uill.— l>n  the  London,  Brighton,  and 
South    Coast  liailway  there  will    be    opened  on 
November  1,  says  a  correspondent  of  the  T>m<>, 
the  first  section  of  a  new  line  whiih  should  effect 

a    subrt^ntial    improvement    in  the  working  of 

that  company's  trains  to  and  from  Brighton.    -■Vt present  those  trains  run  on  what  are  the  Brighton 

Company's  linc«  as  far  as   Coulsdon,  and    then 
over  the  .Sjuth- IJuitern  i  ompany's  lines  to  Red 
Hill,  where  they  rejoin  the  Brighton  Company's 
system,     h^ch   of  the  companies  has  power  to 
run  over  the  existing  lines  of  the  other  along  this 
ruuto  as    far    as    Red    Hill,  the   .South- Kastem 

entering  on  the  Brighton  Company's  portion  at 
Hermondsey.     The  Itrighton  Company  have  now 
put  down   two   extra  lines  of  rails   from   South 

'  roydon  to  a   new  station,  called  .Stoat's   Nest. 
near  Coulsdon,  and  thence  they  have  constructed 
an  entirely  now  railway  which  crosses  the  main 
lino    of    the    South-Eastern    Company    a    little 
further  on,  then  runs  parillel  with  it  a  certain 

distance,  goes  through  a  tunnel  'J.JOO  yards  long 
at     Merstham,    and    eventually     joins    the    old 
Brighton  lines  at  K.irlswood,  just  to  the  south  of 
Ked  Hill.     In  this  way  the  Company  secure  an 
independent  route  between  London  and  Brighton. 
The  section   of    the  new  line  to  bo  opened  on 
November  1  will  be  available  for  suburban  tTaflic 

as    far  a«  Stoat's  Nest,  though  goods  trains  will 
from  that    date  run    over  the  entire  line.     The 

through    passenger    trains  to  or  from  Itrighton 
will  be  able  to  proceed  by  this  route    from  the 
lieginning  of  the  yiar.     .\t  present  the  Brighton 

Company's  suburban  tratTic  ends  at  .South  Croy- 
don, bill  the  new  arrangement  will   extend  it  to 

Stoat's  Nest,  and  alio  provide   a  new  station  at 
Porley  1 1  iks,   half-way  between  .South  Croydon 
and  Piirley.     Powers  for  carrying  out   the  en- 

largement of  N'ictoria   Station  were  obtained  last 
Session,  but  another  12  months  will  be  required 
to  complete  the  negotiations  for  buying  up  land, 
and  not  until  th.at  stage  has  been  reached  can  the 
actual  stage  of  reconstruction  begin. 

a  normal  developer,  and  changes  the  same,  as  soon 
as  the  picture  appears,  according  to  requirement*. 
He  does  not  recommend  (althougti  this  may  appear 
safer  at  first  sight)  a  dUuted  deve'.cper  to  begin 
with,  as  in  this  case  it  would  be  fre.iuenlly  very 
difficult  to  build  up  density  afterward'.  With 
regard  to  printing,  very  few  negatives  of  this  class 
can  be  printed  without  modifications  of  s.>me  sort. 
Mr.  Bennett  recommends  covering  the  Dogitive 
with  tracing-paper;  to  cut  out  the  highest  lights 
and  the  deepest  shadows  with  a  second  layer  of 
tracing-paper.  He  protested  against  the  word 
"faking"  l>eing  applied  to  an  operation  of  this sort,  which  is  indispensable  in  order  to  get  an  har- 

monious picture.  Touching  upon  the  question  of 
pictorial  tfFect  generally,  Mr.  Bennett  w.«  glad  to 
notice  that  there  was  a  growing  tendem-v  to  con- 

sider this  point  more  and  more.  PictonaletTect  is, 
however,  not  inconsistent  with  sharpness  through- 

out ;  and  he  protested  strongly  against  that  section 
of  the  photographic  community  which  found  sal- 

vation in  "  out-of-focus"  effects.  The  suggestion 
of  distance  is  just  as  important  in  a  picture  of  this 
class  as  in  landscape  photography,  and  an  otherwise 
satisfactory  photograph  might  often  be  spoilt 

through  its  absence.  'There  are  photographs  in  the 
London  exhibitions  now  which  show  this  defect, 
and  this  is  all  the  more  regrettable  in  those  cases 
where  it  might  easily  have  been  avoided,  as,  for 

inscription  is  in  metal  letters  inserted  into  the  base block. 

Frederick  R.  Hutton,  Professor  of  Mechanical 

Epgioeering  at  Columbia  L'niveraity,  New  York 
City,  has  been  appointed  dean  of  the  Sch'^ol  of 
Applied  Science  of  that  institution,  having  charge 
of  the  schools  of  engineering,  chemistry,  and  archi  - 
tectore. 

Mr.  Andrew  Cimegie,  of  Pittsburgh,  laid,  on 
Friday,  the  memorial -stone  of  a  free  library  now 
being  erected  in  Catherine-street,  Dumfries,  fur 
the  joint  use  of  that  burgh  and  Maxwelltown. 
Although  the  "foundation-stone"  was  thus  laid 
by  Mr.  Carnegie,  who  has  given  £10,000  for  the 
eie^on  of  the  building,  the  competition  for  plans is  still  open. 

At  Bath,  on  Friday,  Col.  A.  li.  Domford,  R.E., 
held  two  inquiries  concemini?  applications  by  the 
town  council  to  raise  loans.  The  first  had  referenc- 
to  the  1 1,000  needed  for  the  laving  out  of  a  public 
pleasure-ground  on  lieechen  Cliff,  and  the  second 
was  for  power  to  raise  a  loan  of  ijij.nm  for  electric 
light  purposes.  It  was  explained  that  the  mon^v 
was  needed  for  extra  amounts  beyond  the  original 
contracts,  for  improved  plant  at  the  works,  for  a 
low-tension  network  for  extension  of  mains  for 
public  and  private  Ugbting,  \c.  Details  of  the 
various  items  were    given   by  Mr.    It.    Hammond 

instance,  in  photographs  of  church  entrances, «  here  i  consulting  engineer,  and  Mr.  Melzger,  city  electrical 

the  effect  could  have  been  obtained  by  opening  the  i  engineer.  -»  .> 

The  vestry  of  Battersea  have  agreed  to  expend 
£1,001  upon  the  provision  of  refreshment-rooms  at 
the  town-ball,  £JiJ7  upon  wood- piving  works  at 
Lavender  Hill,  and  £4,7'.'.i  upon  the  erection  of  a 
coroner's  court  adjoining  the  tiaths  in  Litchmere- 
road. 

At  the  quarterly  meeting  of  the  Lincolnshire 

County  Committee,  at  l.'ncoln,  on  Friday,  the scheme  for  erecting  an  observatory  in  the  old  Keep 
at  Lincoln  Cistle  was  sanctioned,  snbject  to  a  con- 

dition that  the  buildings  shall  not  be  commenced 
until  sufficient  funds  for  the  erection  and  future 
maintenance  have  been  raised.  The  Chairman, 
Cinon  Hutton,  mentioned  that  the  building  and  all 
the  instruments  in  it  would  become  the  property  of 
the  county,  and  the  plans  also  showed  that  it  would 
not  be  an  eyesore. 

-V  flro  occurred  at  midnight  on  Saturday  at  J.  E. 

Finchett  and  Co.'s  timtwr  stores,  B.'ockblebauk 
Dock,  Bootle.  The  Bootle  and  L'verpool  Fire 
Brigades  were  in  attendance,  and  prevented  the 
tlames  from  spreading,  although  an  immense 
quantity  of  valuable  timber,  including  cedar, 
mahogany,  oak.  and  walnut,  and  other  well- 
seasoned  stock  could  not  be  saved.  Tne  damage 

exceeds  £i:,il<X). 
Mtny  properties  brought  to  the  Mirt,  Tokenhouie 

Yard,  during  last  week,  though  preseuting  features 
of  interest  to  the  investor,  were  of  that  class  which 
is  always  more  or  leaa  difficult  to  dispose  of  under 
the  hammer.  The  numerous  withdrawals  that 
characterised  the  proceedings,  togitu.ir  with  th-j 
shoit  supply  of  house  property  of  tlie  Metropolitan 
type,  explain  the  amount  of  the  returns,  which 
were  £.'>'>, T2-^  only,  as  against  £53,;;i0  .in  tha  corre- 

sponding week  of  last  year. 

.Vt  a  meeting  of  the  Council  of  the  R)yal  Society 
of  l'.tiat«r-Ecberaand  F.  igravers,  hold  last  wa^k, 
Mr.  .Vrthur  Evershed  was  elected  hon.  treasurer  of 
the  society,  and  Mr.  Cloudoaley  Brereton  secretarr. 

.\t  York  M'.niter,  on  Friday,  two  brasses  placed  in 
the  north  trans*«pt  as  m'^raonals  of  i  ill  »rs  and  men 

of  the  King's  i)*'i  Yorkshire  Light  Infanty  were 
unveiled,  and  at  the  same  time  three  sets  of  col  mm 

!»  1  inging  to  the  regiment  wore  handed  over  to  the 
ont'xly  of  the  Doan  and  Chapter,  and  were  hung  in the  same  transept. 

The  corporation  of  Bootle  have  appointed  Mr. 
William  Kyle  Wright,  at  preaent  electrical  engineer 
t)  the  corporation  of  Burnley,  as  their  electrical 
engineer,  at  a  salary  of  £1'«1  per  annum,  rising  by 
incremeots  to  a  maximum  of  £-400  per  annum. 
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Lkk^hoisi'.,  Vcihk-. — The  Albert  Theatre  and 
Opera  House  was  opened  on  Thursday  evening  in 
last  week.  It  has  been  erected  from  plans  by 
Slessrs.  Sharp  and  Waller,  architects,  lirighouee, 
and  occupies  an  excellent  frontage  to  the  main 
thoroughfare  in  the  borough.  There  are  three 
shops  in  front,  the  remainder  of  the  building 
being  used  for  theatrical  purposes.  The  front  of 
the  house  comprises  stall  and  pit,  dress-circle, 
promenade,  and  gallery,  with  a  seating  capacity 
for  1,200,  and  holding  capacity  for  1,600  people. 
The  dress-circle  and  stalls  are  fitted  with  tip-up 
velvet  chairs,  and  the  pit  and  gallery  with  backed 
seats.  The  dimensions  are :  width  of  stage, 
50ft  ;  depth  of  stage  from  fireproof  curtain  to 
back  wall,  •25[t. ;  height  to  grid,  40ft. ;  height  to 
fly  floor,  I'.lft.  Gin.  ;  proscenium  opening,  28ft. 
wide,  20ft.  high,  i-.ight  dressing  and  super 
rooms  are  provided.  The  cost  of  the  premises 
has  been  about  £4,000. 

EASTLiaiiii,  H.\XTS.— The  foundation-stone  of 
an  extension  of  the  parish  church  was  laid  last 
week.  The  new  building,  including  nave,  south 
aisle,  chancel,  and  organ-chamber,  is  estimated 
to  cost  about  £10,000,  towards  which  £5,000  is 
in  hand,  and  with  the  present  building  as  the 
north  aisle  is  calculated  to  accommodate  over 
900  worshippers.  Thd  architect  is  Sir  Arthur  W. 
Blomfield,  A.K.A.  At  present  only  the  new 
nave  and  aisle  is  being  proceeded  with,  the  tender 
of  llr.  Wm.  Parmenter,  of  Braintree,  Essex,  for 
£6,540  having  been  accepted,  and  this  is  esti- 

mated to  seat  700,  or  double  the  number  the 
present  building  will  accommodate.  This  tender 

will  include  everything  except  the  architect's 
lees.  The  contract  for  the  chancel  will  be  jilaced 
at  a  later  date,  and  meanwhile  the  east  end  of  the 
new  nave  will  be  used  as  a  temporary  chancel, 
riymouth  rock,  with  Bath  stone  dressings,  is  the 
material  being  used  for  the  building,  and  the 
columns  and  arches  will  also  be  of  stone.  The 
interior  will  be  lined  with  brick  and  plaster.  The 
total  length  of  the  church,  when  completed,  will 
be  130ft.  (allowing  38tt.  Oin.  for  the  chancel), 
and  the  width  .'>.ift.  Sin.  The  contract  time  for 
the  completion  of  the  nave  and  aisle  will  expire 
on  Ash  Wednesday,  IHOI. 

Eci.LKSTON,  St.  Hklexs. — The  new  mission 
church  and  schools  in  connection  with  Christ 
Church,  Eccleston,  which  have  been  erected  at  a 
cost  of  about  £1,000  in  Knowsley-road,  St. 
Helens,  were  opened  by  the  Earl  of  Derby,  on 
Friday.  The  work  of  erection  was  carried  out 
by  Mr.  Fred  Brown,  builder  and  contractor,  St. 
Helens,  from  plans  prepared  by  Mr.  Goodwin  S. 
Packer,  architect,  Southport.  They  are  in  the 
Early  English  style.  The  mission  church  has 
accommodation  for  500  worshippers ;  the  school 
premises  have  room  for  312  scholars;  while  the 
parish-room  will  accommodate  about  150  persons. 

Em:tku. — The  new  Congregational  church  in 
Friernhay- street  was  opened  on  Tuesday.  It 
consists  of  a  nave,  separated  from  wide  north  and 
south  aisles  by  columns,  with  battlemented  caps 
supporting  arcading,  enriched  with  traceried 
panelling.  From  the  caps  spring  ribs,  which 
divide  the  semi -hexagonal  ceiling  into  bays. 
The  choir,  with  organ -chamber  and  vestry  on 
either  side,  occupies  the  west  end  of  the  church, 
from  which  it  is  separated  by  a  choir  arch, 
springing  from  responds.  The  platform  is  raised 
three  steps  above  the  body  of  the  church,  and  has 
carved  oak  fittings.  That  of  the  choir  stalls  for 
22,  with  traceried  fronts  and  massive  ends  with 
crisp  foliage,  was  executed  by  Messrs.  .Tones  and 
Willis,  of  Birmingham ;  while  the  carved-oak 
pulpit  on  the  south  side,  with  reading-desk  on 
the  north  side  of  choir,  and  ornate  carved  com- 

munion table,  are  the  work  of  Jlessrs.  Harry 
Hems  and  Sons.  The  fittings  are  Perpendicular 
in  style.  The  contractors  for  the  general  seat- 

ing, which  is  in  pitch  -  pine,  were  Messrs. 
West  and  Collier,  of  Newbury.  The  seven  large 
windows  in  the  aisle  will  show  in  stained  glass  a 
series  of  stirring  events  in  the  history  of  \on- 
conformity.  These  are  being  executed  by  Messrs. 
Jones  and  Willis,  of  London,  and  two  are  already 
tixed.  One  is  a  representation  of  the  Landing  of 

the  Pilgrim  I'.ithors  at  Xew  Plymouth,  and  the other  depicts  the  Expulsion  of  the  Nonconformists 

on  St.  Bartholomew's  Day,  1G62.  The  four 
windows  of  the  choir  are  filled  with  stained  glass, 
in  which  are  inserted  picture  panels  of  "The 
Sower"  and  "The  Good  Samaritan."  These 
are  by  Messrs.  F.  Drake  and  Son,  of  Exeter, 

from  whose  studios  have  also  come  the  two-li|^ht 
windows  in  the  north  aisle  and  the  windows  in 
the  two  staircases.  The  two  east  windows  over 
entrance  are  by  Messrs.  Mitchell,  of  Exeter.  The 
electric  lightine;  is  by  .'^lessra.  Booking  .and  Co. 
Messrs.  WippcU  and  Co.  supplied  the  brass  work 
and  other  fittings.  The  general  contractor  for  the 
alterations  is  Mr.  W.  Brealy,  of  163,  Cowiek- 
street,  St.  Thomas,  Exeter.  Mr.  llirbottle  Keed, 
of  the  sime  city,  is  the  architect. 

Kklso. — Miirebattlo  Chunh,  near  Kelso,  was 
opened  on  the  l-lth  in.st.,  after  being  closed  for 
alterations  and  ailditious.  These  have  left 
nothing  of  the  old  building  but  its  walls.  A 
<hancel  has  been  added,  and  the  munil  monu- 

ments formerly  locitod  on  the  walls  of  a  burial 
vaiilt  taken  down  to  make  the  chan(  el  have  been 
erected  there.  There  is  an  end  i;allerj-,  and  space 
lost  bv  removal  of  old  galleries  has  been  made 

good  tj-  addition  of  the  chancel.  The  old  and 
ne\y  wmdows  are  in  Komancsque.  A  font  in 
Sicilian  and  Kouge  Uoyal  marble,  octagonal, 
with  faces  panelled  and  decorated  with  symbolic 
sculpture,  has  been  presented,  along  with  a  har- 

monium, by  residents  of  the  district.  The  works 
were  carried  out  from  plans  by  Messrs.  1  lardy 
and  Wight-Eder,  at  a  cost  borne  in  about  e<iiial 
proportions  by  the  heritors  and  the  parishioners, 
the  cost  being  about  £1,000. 

Kii.iu  Rx. — Services  have  been  held  in  the  R.C. 

Church  of  the  Sacred  Heart,  Queen's-road,  in 
celebration  of  the  completion  of  the  fabric.  The 
first  portion  of  the  edifice  was  built  nearly  twenty 
years  ago,  and  consisted  of  four  bays  of  the  nave. 
The  ch\irch,  as  now  completed,  has  six  bays  in 
the  nave,  chancel,  and  side  chapels,  three  new 
confessionals  projecting  from  north  wall  of  aisle, 
and  sacristies.  The  church  is  40(t.  in  length, 
and  the  planum  is  reached  by  eight  steps.  It 
terminates  with  an  apse,  with  a  two-light  traceried 
window  in  each  bay.  From  the  principal  of  the 
roof  dividing  the  nave  from  the  chancel  is  sus- 

pended a  hanging  rood.  The  roof  of  the  chancel 
has  been  decorated  from  designs  by  the  architects, 
and  has  been  erected  by  Mr.  Charles  Lyull,  and 
a  labour  of  love  on  his  part.  The  internal  length 
of  the  church  is  121ft.  by  50ft.  in  width  across 
nave  and  aisles.  It  is  GOft.  in  height.  The  high 
altar  is  made  of  Boer  stone,  and  is  approached  by 
three  steps  of  oak.  The  altar  stone  is  supported 
by  four  marble  columns,  and  beneath,  between 
the  columns,  are  carved  panels.  In  the  centre 
one  is  carved  the  Lamb,  and  in  those  on  dexter 
and  sinister  sides  are  angels  holding  scrolls,  on 
which  is  carved  "  Adoremus  in  loternum  sanctis- 
simum  Sacramentum."  The  tabernacle  is  carved 
in  stone  with  throne  above,  and  two  angels  in 
adoration  on  each  side.  Surmounting  this  is  the 
canopy  supported  on  dark  marble  shaft*.  On 
each  side  are  curtain  cranes  of  iron,  painted  and 
gilt,  from  which  are  suspended  curtains.  The 
Lady  altar  is  placed  in  the  chapel  on  the  gospel 
side  ;  beneath  is  carved  the  Annunciation.  In  the 
centre  niche  is  placed  the  statue  of  Our  Lady, 
and  in  the  panels  on  each  side  are  cirved  subjects 
of  the  Nativity  and  the  Flight  into  Eg)-pt.  The 
communion  rail  consists  of  brass  standards,  on 
which  rests  an  oak  rail.  The  whole  has  been 

carried  out  from  the  design  of  Messrs.  I'ugin  and 

Pugin. Lkehs. — The  new  Victoria  Arcade  in  the  centre 
of  the  city  will  be  opened  to  the  public  on  Monday 
next.  It  is  arranged  in  the  8h.apo  of  a  letter  L, 

with  entrances  in  L'pperhead-row  and  I.and's- 
lane — the  latter  entrance  facing  the  top  of 
Thornton's  Arcade,  the  oldest  in  Ijceds— and 
occupies  a  site  whereon  stabling  and  cottage 
property  of  a  ramshackle  nature  originally  stood. 
With  one  exception  the  whole  of  the  shops,  of 
which  there  are  twenty-six,  each  with  a  show- 

room overhead,  have  been  let.  A  dome  is  erected 
over  the  angle  where  the  arcade  is  at  its  widest. 
The  footway  is  laid  with  Venetian  mosaic,  and 
beneath  is  a  subway  containing  the  sewers, 
water-pipes,  and  electric  lighting  and  gas  mains. 
Four  incandescent  electric  lights,  each  of  a 
thousand  candle-power,  will  serve  to  illumin.ate 
the  arcade.  The  work  has  been  performed  by 
several  contractors,  t)  the  design  of  Messrs. 
Thomas  Ambler  and  Son,  under  a  scheme  sui- 

gested  by  Mr.  .1.  .1.  .\Iosley,  agent  for  Sir.  1".  W. 
Dawson,  of  ̂ ■ork,  Scarborough,  and  Tadcaster, 
the  owner  of  the  estate. 

Oxiimii. — .V  number  of  renovations  and  im- 
provements are  being  carried  out  at  various 

university  buildings.  Among  the  former  is  the 
work  of  preserving  the  paintings  on  the  v?eilinc;  of 
the  Sheldonian  Theatre,  which  were  executed  bv 

l;obert  Streater,  Sergeant  Painter  to  Charles  I. 
Mr.  K.  Nairn,  the  painter  commissioned  for  the 
purpose,  is  working  under  the  supervision  of  Mr. 
Morrill,  of  the  National  Gallery.  The  new  Rid- 
cliffe  Library,  which  is  being  erected  at  the  cost 
of  the  Worshipful  Company  of  Drapers,  is  making 
considerable  progress,  and  the  extension  to  St. 
.John's  College,  begun  in  1881,  is  now  being  pro- 

ceeded with.  A  very  desirable  improvement  has 
been  effected  at  Christ  Church  by  the  carving  of 
the  ground  bosses  in  the  north  cloisters.  The 
cloisters  were  restored  about  1870-71  from  the 
designs  of  the  late  Sir  Gilbert  Scott,  but  the 
greater  number  of  the  bosses  were  until  recently 
left  in  the  rough  block.  A  number  of  improve- 

ments have  also  been  effected  at  the  University 
Press.  Extensions  have  been  made  in  the  secre- 

tary's offices,  and  new  oQices  have  been  erected for  the  Controller. 

.Soirii  Shields. — The  new  Ueadhead  wing 
which  has  been  built  to  the  Ingham  Infirmary  at 

Sout'n  Shields  was  opened  on  Saturday.  The 
wing  has  been  designed  to  harmonise  with  the 
original  building,  and  is  faced  with  brick,  moulded 
stone  dressings  being  employed.  It  comprises 
two  main  wards,  96ft.  by  26ft.,  four  isolated 
wards,  19ft.  by  14  ft.,  convalescent  day-rooms, 
18ft.  by  IGft.  nurses'  kitchen  and  sitting-rooms, 
and  provides  accommodation  for  4  S  extra  patients. 
It  is  planned  to  give  the  maximum  amount  of 
sunlight.  The  upper  floor  is  reached  by  a  stone 
staircase,  faience  work  being  introduced  at  the 
approaches  and  adjoining  arches.  In  addition  to 
the  new  wing,  the  old  kitchen  department  has 
been  remodelled,  and  a  new  washhouse,  laundry, 
and  mortuary  have  been  erected  and  fitted.  The 
buildings,  which  have  cost  about  £8,000,  have 
been  carried  out  under  the  supervision  of  Jlr. 
Henry  Grieves,  A.R  I.B.A.,  South  Shields, 
whose  designs  were  selected  in  competition. 

'i'.MiMoiTH. — New  premises  have  Just  been 
erected  at  the  comer  of  Kegent-street  and  Hall 
Uuay  for  the  London  and  Provincial  Bunking  Co. 
The  building  is  in  style  a  free  treatment  of 
English  Renaissance,  worked  out  in  Portland 
stone  and  red  brick.  The  banking-room  on  the 
ground  floor  is  entered  from  the  corner,  and  has 
teak  doors  and  windows,  with  oriel  window  above 
it.  The  room  itself  is  floored  with  marble 
mosaic  in  front  of  the  counter,  and  diagonally 
arranged  teak  blocks  behind  it.  All  the  fittings 
for  business  purposes  are  of  teak.  The  windows 
are  of  plate-glass  with  brightly  polished  brass 
rods  and  green  curtains.  A  Teale  stove  with 
Doulton  faience  mantelpiece  is  placed  in  the 

room.  The  manager's  room  adjoins,  .and  near 
by  is  the  strong-room,  built  of  Staffordshire  brick 
and  concrete,  and  lined  with  white  glazed  tiles, 
and  the  various  ofiices  for  the  staff.  The  first 
and  second  floors  comprise  a  residence  for  the 

manager,  approached  by  private  entrance.  The contractor  for  the  whole  work  was  Mr.  G.  A\  . 
Beach,  of  Yarmouth.  Mr.  Howard,  of  Norwich, 
carried  out  the  carving  in  stone.  The  bank  w.is 
built  from  the  plane  and  designs,  and  under  the 

superintendence  of  Mr.  Arthur  S.  Hewitt, 
A.R.I.B.A.,  of  King-street,  Yarmouth. 

On  Sunday,  at  the  church  of  St.  Liwrence  Jawry, 
E.C.,  a  stained-glass  window  was  unveiled  in 
memory  of  the  late  rector,  the  Rev.  M.  S.  A. 
Walrond.  The  window,  which  occupies  a  position 
in  the  extreme  north-west  of  the  church,  is  dedi- 

cated to  St.  Matthew,  and  completes  a  series  of 
windows  upon  the  north  side  of  the  church, 
illustrative  of  lives  of  the  the  Four  Evangelists. 

At  Moynalvey,  in  Meath,  the  Most  Ew.  Dr. 
Gaffney,  Roman  Citholic  Bishop  of  Meatb.  laid 
last  week  the  comer-stone  of  a  new  church.  The 
building  is  Romanesque  in  style,  and  will,  when 
comi^i&d.  comprise  nave,  sanctuary,  and  sacristy, 
with  heating  chamber.  The  nave  is  SOft.  long  by 
2Sft.  in  width,  the  sanctuary  20ft.  long  by  20(t. 

wide,  the  sacristy  14ft.  by  .SOft. 

The  corporation  of  Great  Yarmouth  have  received 
for  approval  plans  of  a  railway  station  by  the  Great 
Eisteru  Riilway  Compiny  at  Southtown  at  an 
estimated  cost  of  tlOO.OOO.  At  the  same  meeting  a 

report  from  a  committee  recommending  the  erection, 
at  an  outlay  of  £S,ciOil,  of  public  abattoirs  near  the 
refuse  destructor  in  C»istor-road,  was  adapted.  The 

plans  prepared  bv  the  borough  surveyor  show  a cattle-market  sufficient  for  present  need?,  with 
room  left  for  extensions ;  four  slaughter-houses 
with  lairage  for  private  occupation  and  shelter  for 
horses  and  vehicles:  a  general  slaughter-house, 

78ft.  by  2Ut. ;  cooling-room.  7>ft.  by  15ft. ;  chill- 
room,  7Sft.  by  13ft.  Gin.;  lairage,  7Sft.  by  23ft. ; 

ample  space  being  left  for  extensions. 

II 
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PROFESSIONAL    AND    TRADB 
SOOIEXIES. 

BiRMIXnnAM      ArCHITECTIUAI,     AvsOflATION".   
The  annual  conversazione  of  this  association  was 

held  at  the  rooms  of  the  Royal  Society  of  Artists, 
New-street,  on  Friday  evening.  In  addition  to 

the  society's  exhibition  there  was  a  collection  of 
architectural  drawings  illustrative  of  the  work 
done  in  the  profession  locally.  Jlerahers  and 
guests,  numbering  about  100,  were  received  by 
the  president,  llr.  \V.  U.  Bidlake,  and  they  spent 
a  pleasant  evening. 

The  EinxDiKciii  AiicitiTECTvitAi.  Sociktv. — 

This  society  opened  its  session  on  Wednesday, 
llth  inst. ,  with  the  annual  business  meeting. 
The  following  officials  for  the  year  were  elected  :  — 
President,  Jlr.  Alfred  Ureig;  vice-president,  Mr. 
P.  E.  Nobbs,  M.A.  ;  libraiian,  .Mr.  John  F. 
Matthew;  treasurer,  Mr.  A.  Hay  Lament; 
joint  hon.  sees.,  Messrs.  .\ndrew  Muir  and  Colin 
Cownie. 

Glasijow  IxsTiTiTE  <>i-  Arciiitixts. — A  meet- 
ing of  the  Glasgow  Institute  of  Architects  was 

held  on  Tuesday  in  the  rooms,  187,  I'itt  street, 
to  receive  the  thirty-first  annual  report  and  to 
appoint  the  councU  for  the  ensuing  year.  llr. 
David  Barclay,  F.IM.B.A.,  president,  was  in 
the  chair.  The  report  stated  that  the  number  of 
members  on  the  roll,  exclusive  of  honorary 
members,  was  now  70.  The  report,  which  also 
showed  the  funds  to  be  in  a  very  satisfactory 
condition,  was  adopted,  and  the  council  was 
afterwards  appointed.  Reference  was  made  to 
the  death  of  Mr.  Jas.  B.  Stewart,  of  Greenock, 
who  had  been  a  member  of  the  Institute  for 

the  past  eight  years  :  and  Mr.  Wm.  .Simpson, 
the  well-known  artist.  It  wiis  stated  that  the 
.\lexander  Thomson  Jlemorial  Trustees  had  now 
made  arrangements  for  the  next  triennial  com- 

petition, the  subject  being  "A  (Jentleman's 
Country  House."  The  draft  of  the  (Hasgow BuUdings  Registration  Bill,  1000,  was  remitted 
to  a  committee  of  the  council  for  consideration. 
The  council  appointed  a  committee,  of  which  Mr. 

A.  X.  I'aterson  is  convener,  to  make  inquiries  as 
to  getting  up  an  exhibition  of  photographs  of  the 
architectural  works  of  deceased  Uhisgow  archi- 

tects and  others  at  the  International  Exhibition 
of  1901. 

In'-titi  TioN-  or  Civil  Exgixef.iis. — The  council 
of  this  institution  have,  in  addition  to  the  medals 
and  prizes  given  for  communications  discussed  at 
the  meetings  of  the  institution  in  the  last  session, 
made  the  following  awards  in  respect  of  other 
p.ipers  dealt  with  in  1808-1899  :— Telford  .Medals 
and  Premiums  to  L.  Franzius  Bremen;  and 
G.  H.  Thierry  (Bremen)  ;  a  George  Stephenson 
Medal  and  a  Telford  Premium  to  G.  Watson 
(Leeds)  ;  and  Telford  Premiums  to  L.  F.  Vernon 
Harcourt  JLondon),  F.  Osmond  iTaris),  ilax  am 
Ende  (London),  T.  E.  Stanton  Liverpool), 
W.  G.  llibbins  Bristol;,  James  Strachan,  C.I.E, 
(London,  T.  Donaldson  'London  ,  and  T.  W. 
Barber  (London).  For  Students'  Papers  :— The 
James  Forrest  Medal  and  a  Miller  I'rizetoH. 
Lapworth  (Birmingham)  ;  JliUer  I'ri/cs  to  F.  C. 
Grimley  (Colchester),  W.  Middleton  Chelms- 

ford), F.  T.  Wolseley- Lewis  (Manchester  ,  A.  H. 
Tyack  (Manchester),  R.  A.  E.  JIurray  (Hasgow), 

C.  R.  liutherglen  ̂ Glasgow),  and  W.'l).  S.  Brown Newcastle). 

The  SiRVEYORs'  Ixstititiox.— .V  brilliant  and 
successful  conversazione  was  held  on  Thursday 
night  in  last  week  at  the  Surveyors'  Institution, 
Great  George-street,  Westminster,  in  tele:  ration 
of  the  formal  opening  of  the  new  buiMingj  which 
have  been  erected  at  a  cost  exceeding  t  ̂   i,  from 
designs  by  Messrs.  .\lfred  Watcrhou.^e  and  Sons. 
The  guests  were  received  by  the  president,  Jlr. 
T.  M.  Rickman,  F.S.A.,  and  Miss  Kirkman.  The 
house,  of  which  the  whole  was  thrown  open  for 
inspection,  contains  on  the  ground  floor  a  reading- 
room,  secretarial  offices,  and  several  i  onaultation 
and  arbitration  rooms;  on  the  tirst-iloor  a 
councU-room,  lecture-hall,  and  library;  and 
above,  on  the  second  tloor,  the  Forestry  Museum 
■with  other  rooms.  .Vn  attractive  programme was  provided  for  the  entertainment  of  the 
visitors.  The  Premier  String  Band  played  at 
intervals  in  the  entrance-hall,  and  in  the  library 
the  -\riel  Quartette  sang  glees  and  p,art-song8. 
In  the  lecture-hall  Jlessrs.  Maskelyne  and 
Cooke's  animated  photograi.hs  were  on  show,  and 
Dr.  David  "Walsh's  demonstrations  of  .""C-rays and  fluorescing  tubes  proved  specially  at- 

tractive to  the  guests.  Professor  .\llan  Mac- 
fadyen,  of  the  Jenner   Institute  of   Preventive 

Jledicine,  exhibited  specimens  of  pathogenic  and 
other  bacteria,  together  with  various  antitoxins 

under  powerful  microscopes  in  the  secretary's 
room.  The  reading-room  contained  a  collection  of 

typical  maps,  photozincographs,  and  facsimiles, 
lent  by  the  Ordnance  Survey  Depiirtment,  by 
permission  of  il.Jl.  Board  of  Agriculture,  as 
well  as  a  quite  unique  collection  of  incandescent 
electric  lamps,  illustrative  of  the  invention  and 

progress  of  this  system  of  electric  lighting  as 

evolved  by  Edison  and  Swan.  Swan's  first  lamp 
was  shown  in  comparison  with  Edison's  first  type, 
and  the  various  steps  leading  up  to  the  present 
almost  perfect  lamp  were  traced  one  after  another. 
We  are  informed  th.at  the  firm  of  Edison  and 

Swan  also  installed  the  very  beautiful  system  of 
electric  lighting,  by  which  the  entrance-hall  and 
the  upper  hall  were  illuminated.  This  consisted 
in  a  series  of  small  incandescent  lamps,  hung 
alternately  globular  and  cylindrical,  at  about  Gin. 
apart,  in  festoons  from  the  marble  columns  and 
from  the  ceiling.  The  diffused  light  from  these 
was  especially  adapted  to  show  to  advantage  the 
architectural  features  of  the  building.  In  the 
library  was  a  very  fine  set  (some  100  in  number) 
of  Vandyck  etchings,  lent  by  .Mr.  R.  Vigors,  a 
past  president  of  the  Institution,  and  a  small 
collection  of  valuable  Wedgwood  ware,  lent  by 

Professor  T.  Roger  Smith,  I-'.K.I.B.A.  Messrs. 
Adie,  Stanley,  Elliott,  and  Baker  and  Jlr. 
Macginnis  showed  some  interesting  novelties  and 
improvements  in  surveying  and  scientific  instru- 

ments. The  attendance  on  each  evening  was 
good,  the  guests  numbering  about  900  in  all.  We 
understand  that  the  method  of  distributing  the 
invitations  for  the  two  evenings  among  the 
members  was  the  very  simple  and  quite  impartial 

one  of  inviting  to  one  evening's  reception  all 
whose  names  appear  in  "left-hand"  pages  of 
the  list  of  members,  and,  for  the  other  evening, 

inviting  the  members  on  "right-hand"  pages. 
The  success  of  this  principle  was  amply  proved 
by  the  fact  that  the  attendance  was  almost  eciually 
divided  'oetween  the  two  occasions. 

CHIPS. 

The  Lseds  board  of  guardians  have  decided  to  ask 
for  a  formal  order  from  the  Local  Government 

Board  for  power  to  obtain  a  further  loan  of  £.'),ii00 for  the  building  of  a  new  workhouse  laundry. 

Aid.  Fletcher  has  been  selected  as  Mayor  of 
Workington  for  the  coming  year.  Sir.  Fletcher  is 
a  Liberal  in  politics,  and  carries  on  the  business  of 
joiner  and  builder. 

Memorial-stones  have  been  laid  in  connection 
with  the  enlargement  of  the  Ebenezer  English 
Baptist  Church  at  Cefn  Mawr,  Euabon.  The  esti- 

mated cost  is  £1,100,  and  there  will  be  seating 
accommodation  for  430,  together  with  a  schoolroom 
which  will  accommodate  300  children.  The  archi- 

tect is  Mr.  J.  W,  Jones,  Brooklea,  Acrefair,  the 
superintendent  of  the  Sunday-school. 

Mr.  William  Jones,  a  well-known  contractor  in 
the  Fylde,  died,  on  Tuesday,  as  a  result  of  injuries 
received  through  falling  down  a  church  steeple. 
Daceaaed,  about  a  month  ago,  was  working  at  the 
church  of  the  Sacred  Heart,  Thornton,  when  he  fell 
and  sustained  terrible  injuries.  His  head  was 
fractured,  and  one  of  his  legs  broken. 

The  urban  district  council  of  Teignmoutb  passed 

at  their  last  meeting  plans  for  l.')0  houses,  to  be 
erected  on  the  site  of  Bitton  House,  submitted  by 
Messrs.  Slocomb,  Tapper,  and  Lintem.  Bitton- 
road,  opposite  the  site  of  the  old  mansion,  whose 
grounds  are  to  be  built  over,  will  be  widened  to 27ft.  Gin. 

A  fire  occurred  on  Friday  at  the  extensive  saw- 
mills and  timber  yards  of  Messrs,  Roberts  and 

Cooper,  Brierley  Hill,  South  Staffordshire,  and  did 
damage  estimated  at  i:.')0,000. 

The  ceremony  of  laying  the  foundation-stone  of 
the  new  works  at  Oranton  of  the  Edinburgh  and 
Leith  Gis  Commissioners,  took  place  on  M^iday. 
The  works  are  being  carried  out  nnder  the  super- 

vision of  Mr.  Herring,  the  gas  manager. 

The  new  Alun  County  Schools  at  Mold,  which 
have  been  erected  at  a  cost  of  £3, .WO,  were  opened 
on  Tuesday  by  the  Duchess  of  Westmiuster.  The 
buildings  provide  a  dual  intermediate  school,  with 

accommodation  for  70  boys  and  :'»>  girls.  The 
principal  features  are  the  chemical  laboratory  and 
lecture-room  in  the  boys'  department,  and  the  large 
usembly-hall,  approached  from  both  departments, 
Tno  floors  of  the  building  are  of  di  il  wcK)d  blocks, 
and  the  walls  are  lined  throughout  with  glazed 
brick  dado.  The  exterior  of  the  building,  which  is 
of  red  Kuabon  brick  and  terracotta,  ba3afa;ade 

of  Flemish  character.  The  architect  was  Mr,  i', 
Bellis,  of  Bangor,  and  the  contractor  Mr,  Thomas  1 

Roberts,  of  Mold.  ' 

LBGAI.  INTELLIQENOE. 

GoMEBSAi.  .\RiiirEATio.v  AwAED, — The  award  of' 
the  arbitrators  in  connection  with  the  recent  arbi- 

tration to  fix  the  price  to  be  paid  by  the  Gomerea> 
District  Council  for  land  at  Oakwell  to  be  used  asj 
sewage  outfall  works  has  been  received,  Th& 
amount  is  2,703,  which  is  to  cover  not  only  th©.^ 
value  of  the  land  required,  but  alio  any  damag»l 
which  might  be  sustained  by  the  claimant  byth»i 

severance  of  the  land  from  the  estate.  The  couocil'»' 
engineer  valued  the  land  at  £l,2.iO,  and  the  valua- 
lion  put  upon  it  by  the  owner  was  £S,.)7C, 

The   Workmen's  Cojiien-satiox  Act, — At   th&-i 
Marylobone  County-court,  Judge  Stonor,  in  giving] 

judgment  on   Friday  in  the  case  of   "Bennett  t.  ' 
.Vird  and  Sous,"  said  the  applicant  in  this  case  wa»' 
employed  by  the  respondents  striking  an  iron  wedge 

to  open  a  road,  underneath  which  water  pipas  were-' 
being  laid  by  them,  -Vnother  woikman  was  striking.' the    wedge   alternately  with    the    applicant,    ana 

knocked  it  on  one  side,  and  thereupon  the  applicant'e  i 
hammer  missed    the  wedge,   swung  right  round,  ' 
and   dislocated  his  shoulder,  which   he  had  since 
been  unable  to  use.    The  manager,  who  appeared 
as    representative    of    the    respondents,  submitted 
that  the  case  did  not  come  within  the  Act.    Th& 
learned  .Judge,  after  considering  the  construction  of 
section  7  of  the   Act  and   the   significance  of  the 

words  "  mechanical  power,"  said  that  on  the  whole 
he  thought  that  the  words  "mechanical  power"  , 
must  in  the  present  case  be  construed  as  'j "..tdtii*  1 
g' nil  lb  with  those  mechanical   powers  previously' 
mentioned — viz.,  "steam  and  water,"   which  act  I 
automatically  and  continuously  after  having  beea  I 

set  in  motion  in  the  first  instance  by  manual  labour, '' and  he  therefore,  on  the  whole,  was  of  opinion  that 
the  present  case  did  not  fall  within  the  Act,  and  i 

gave  his  award  in  favour  of  the  respondents,  with-  '. out  costs.  I 

A  BR0jrY.vED  Buieuer's  Failure  :  Sebious-( 
Allegatioxs.— George  Lewis,  builder,  of  Sherford-  j 
street,  Bromyard,  attended  on  Wednesday  at  the  ' 
Otficial  Receiver's  office,  Worcester,  to  meet  hie ' 
creditors.  Mr.  E.  Cox  (assistant  Otficial  Receiver)  : 

was  in  the  chair,  and  Mr.  A.  J.  Wise  appeared  for  ' 
the  debtor.  The  statement  of  affairs  shows  gross  I 

liabilities  at  t'l,2Sl,  of  which  £G60  are  expected  to  ' 
rank  for  dividend,  and  assets  £183.  "The  Official 
Receiver's  observations  stated  that  the  debtor  ' 
entered  into  partnership  with  his  mother  and  i 
brother  in  1892  to  carry  on  the  business  of  a  , 
builder  of  his  father,  who  died  at  th.it  time,  the  \ 
solvency  of  the  business  being  doubtful.  In  1395 
the  partners  compromised  with  their  creditors,  , 
whose  claims  amotmted  to  £S00.  The  estate  was  | 
on  that  occasion  assigned  to  a  trustee  under  a  i 
deed  which  was  not  registered,  and  the  creditors  ' 
were  settled  with  according  to  the  measure  of  their  i 
resistance,  the  dividend  ranging  from  78.  Od.  in  the  | 
pound  to  los.,  and  one  creditor  by  a  subsequent  \ 
payment  received  iOs.  in  the  pound.  The  debtor  1 
resumed  business  on  his  own  account  without  j 
capital,  and  attributed  his  position  to  losses  ou  I 

contracts  by  reason  of  the  rise  in  the  price  of  mate-  ' 
rial  and  want  of  capital.  On  September  23  he  : 
assigned  to  a  creditor  a  book  debt  of  £30  on  the 

promise,  he  alleges,  that  the  creditor  would  facili-  ' tate  a  private  arrangement.  He  had  no  offer  to  i 
make.  Mr.  Cox  said  the  debtor  alleged  that  i 
the  Rev.  Benjamin  Ickes,  who  in  conse-  > 
quence  had  been  asked  to  attend  ;the  meet- 

ing, had  offered  him  £10  or  £15  if  he  would  '■ 
write  across  a  claim  by  debtor  against  Jlr.  Ickes  ' 

for  £92  Os.  lid.  work  done  "  settled."  This  the  ' debtor  had  stated  he  had  refused  to  do.  The  debtor  1 

had  assigned  £:iO  of  the  claim  to  a  creditor,  but  as  ' 
there  appeared  to  be  some  donbt  as  to  the  validity  ' 
of  the  assignment,  a  claim  was  made  for  the  fuU  j 
amount.  Mr.  Ickes  had  repudiated  any  liability,  j 
allt'ging  that  debtor  had  already  received  more  than  , 

he  was  entitled  to  for  the  work  he  had  done  to  the  ' 
new  chapel.  Mr.  Ickes  gave  an  absolute  denial  ' 
to    debtor's   allegation,    which,    however,   he   re- 
Seated  at  the  meeting.     Mr.  T.  Wilesmith  accused 
ebtor  of    having    squandered   the  whole  of  the 

resources  left  him  by  his  father,  and  said  Mr.  Ickes 
had  proved  a  good  friend  to  him,  and  had  enabled 
him  to  put  tlOO  in  his  pocket  over  the  contract  for     , 
the  chapel.     Mr.  Wilesmith  elicited  that  debtor  had     . 
recently  married  the  daughter  of  a  late  minister,  and 
had  borrowed   £100  from   the  widow,  who  could 
hardly  keep  herself  and  had  to  take  in  lodgers  to     : 
eke  out  a  hving.     Mr.  Ickes  reiterated  his  denial  as     i 
to  the  truth  of  debtor's  allegation  against  himself,     j and  said  he  had  no  need  to  make  snch  a  suggestion,     j 
as  he  owed  debtor  nothing.    Mr.  Cox  pointed  ont     j 
that  he  must  report  the  matter  to  the  authorities,     I 
and  if  they  ordered  it  to  be  sent  before  the  judge  it     ' 
must  go.    The  case  is  a  summary  one.  and  will  bo     1 
dealt  with  by  the  official  receiver.  1 

AsciENTLi.iirr  DisrrrE  ix  the  Wuite.  iiArsi/- 
ROAD, — The  case  of  .\brahams  v.  .Schneider  came 
before  Mr.  Justice  Dirling  in  the  \acition  Court 
on  Wednesday  last  on  a  motion  by  the  plaintiff,  the 
owner  of  premises  in  the  Whitechapel-roed,  for  an 
interim  injunction  restraining  the  defendant,  until 
the    trial,    from    building  so    as  to    obstruct    the 
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plaintilT's  ancient  Ughts.  Mr.  Alexander,  Q  C,  who 
appeared  in  support  of  the  motion,  said  tnat  as  no 
aHilavits  in  opposition  to  the  motion  had  been 
tiled,  he  assumed  the  motion  was  practically  un- 

defended. Council  for  the  defendant,  however, 
stated  that  the  reason  hi^  client  bad  tiled  no 

evidence  in  opposition  to  the  plaintiff's  motion  was 
that  he  found  not  the  slightest  proof  throughout 

the  plaintiff's  tiled  evidence  that  his  lights  were 
ancient.  Of  course,  if  that  could  be  established, 
the  case  could  be  at  once  dealt  with.  Mr.  Alexander 
said  he  had  not  looked  very  carefully  through  the 
aflidavits,  but  if,  through  an  error,  the  statement 

that  the  plaintiff's  lights  were  ancient  (about  which 
there  was  not  the  slightest  doubt)  was  left  out,  he 
hoped  his  Lordship  would  givethe  plaintiff  an  oppor- 

tunity of  filing  a  treah  aftidavit,  in  order  that  this 
might  be  made  apparent.  His  Lordship  :  I  have 
looked  at  the  at)idavit«,  and  do  not  see  that  it  is 
mentioned  about  the  lights  being  ancient.  Vou 
may  file  another  affidavit,  Mr.  Alexander.  Counsel 
for  the  defendant  said  that  if  his  learned  friend 

would  satisfy  his  client's  surveyor  that  his  lights 
were  ancient  he  would  give  an  undertaking  that 
the  defendant  would  not  proceed  with  his  buildings 
without  giving  the  plaintiff  -IS  hours  previous 
notice  of  his  intention  to  do  so.  If  that  off  ar  were 
accepted,  the  motion  he  should  suggest  had  better 
stand  till  the  trial.  Mr.  Alexander  said  he  would 
consent  to  this,  and  on  these  terms  the  motion  was 
ordered  to  stand  till  the  trial,  the  costs  being 
reserved. 

Acrio>j  AOAnJsT  tiie  Aemt  axd  Navy  Stores 
FOE  Ali.eoep  Inkeinoement  of  Ancient  Lights 

— The  case  of  Symons  and  Co.,  Ltd  ,  v.  the  Army 
and  Navy  Co-operative  Society,  Ltd.,  came  before 
Mr.  Justice  Dirling  in  the  Vacation  Court  on 
Wednesday,  on  a  motion  by  the  plaintiff  company 
for  an  interim  injunction  to  restrain  the  defendant 
society,  until  the  trial,  from  buildingso  as  to  interfere 
with  their  ancient  lights.  From  the  statement  of 
Mr.  Krerett,  <i  C,  it  appeared  that  the  defendants 
were  proposing  to  erect  in  Victoria-street,  S  W.,  a 
building  something  like  SOft.  high,  which,  it  was 
alleged,  would  materially  affect  the  access  of  light 

to  a  skylight  on  plaintifts'  roof  on  the  south  side. 
The  learned  counsel  stated  that  the  p'aintiff i  were 
cabinetmakers,  and  that  the  room  lighted  by  the 
skylight  was  a  work  room  where  a  sufficiency  of 
light  was  of  great  importance.  His  Lordship  :  Why 
do  they  not  put  a  skylight  on  the  other  side  of  the 
roof  facing  north  r  Mr.  Everett :  We  should  not  get 
any  south  light  there.  His  Lordship  observed  that 
a  north  light  was  best  for  work  of  an  artistic  cha- 

racter. Mr.  Everett  replied  that  it  had  been  held 
by  law  that  a  man  was  not  bound  to  take  damages 
for  an  iufringement  of  ancient  lights.  In  the  result, 
his  Lordship,  without  calling  upon  Mr.  Alexander, 
Q.C  ,  for  the  defendant,  said  he  could  not  see  that 
the  skylight  in  question  was  of  so  much  importance 
io  the  plaintilVs,  because  if  it  were  they  would  put 
in  anotner  skylight  on  the  other  side  of  the  roof. 
He  did  not  think  it  was  a  case  for  an  interlocutory 
injunction,  and  the  motion  would  ba  dismissed. 
The  case  accordingly  stands  for  trial. 

CcEiors  Action  Aoainst  .\s  Akchitect.  — 
William  Ijirratt,  blacksmith,  Coalville,  sued  Gdorge 
Harry  Hewe«.  architect,  of  the  same  town,  at  the 
Abhby-de-la-Z  )uch  County-court  last  week,  for 
£30  damages  alleged  to  have  been  sustained  by  him 

through  defendant's  negligence  when  acting  as 
architect  in  the  building  of  &7ei  bougies  at  Coalville 
for  plaintiff.  Mr.  Henry  Hjane  appeared  for 
plaintiff,  and  Mr.  J.  J.  Sharp  defended.  Mr.  Daane 
said  that  his  client,  being  d«>sirouB  of  building  live 
cottages  in  Coalville,  employed  defendant  in  1S91  as 
architect  to  prepare  plans  and  specifications,  upon 
which  tenders  weie  invited,  and  the  lowest  tender 
was  that  of  Messrs.  Hewes  Bros.,  brothers  of  de- 

fendant^ who  was  not  a  member  of  the  firm  then, 
but  was  now.  The  firm  of  Hewes  Bros,  got  the 
contract,  all  the  other  contractors  having  submitted 
their  tenders  on  the  scale  of  the  plan  and 
apecificitions  prepared  by  defendant.  The  builders 
undertook  to  complete  the  work  according  to 
the  satisfaction  ot  the  architect.  The  amount 
of  the  contract  was  £750.  The  whole  matter 
was  settled  up,  and  plaintiff  understood  that 
defendant  had  done  all  ho  undertook  to  do,  and 
should  have  done.  Dofendant  gave  certificates  from 
time  to  time  as  the  work  progressed,  and  money 
was  paid  by  the  plaintitf  on  t£e  strength  of  such 
certificates.  When,  in  the  year  ISgs,  an  arrange- 

ment was  being  made  by  the  plaintiff  to  sell  the 
gable  end  of  his  cottages  to  theowner  of  the  adjoin- 

ing land,  it  was  discovered  by  measurement  that  the 
height  of  the  bedroom  was  not  in  accordance  with 
the  plan,  there  being  a  deficiency  of  a  foot.  This 
deficiency  in  brickwork,  with  other  items,  formed 
amount  claimed.  Wm.  Birratt  bore  out  the  above 
statement.  His  Honour  observed  that  he  was  of 
opinion  that  an  architect,  in  his  capacity  as  such,  was 
an  arbitrator  between  parties,  and  could  not  be  sued 
in  respect  of  his  certificates.  Mr.  Il.^ane  held  that 
he  could  be  sued  for  negligence.  The  builders  put 
in  a  foot  less  of  brickwork  on  the  whole  length  of 
the  building  than  the  owner  had  a  contract  for. 
Such  a  thing  as  that  could  not  be  an  accident.     His 

Honour  observed  that  by  a  very  little  diligence  the 
error  could  have  been  di8cover<H).  Plaintilf,  con- 
tinning,  e&id  that  after  the  diaxivery  of  the  de- 

ficiency he  saw  defendant,  who  admitted  that  the 
height  of  the  rooms  was  not  quite  l>'ft.  Witness 
saidf  they  were  not  quite  'Jft.,  and  defendant  said 
that  was  the  usual  height,  and  thny  did  not  want  to 
be  any  higher.  Witness  said,  "  Why  put  it  on  the 
plan  then  i  "  and  left  him,  aiter  telling  defendant 
he  was  dissatisfied,  and  had  not  got  what  he  had 
Mid  for.  Defendant  said  he  had.  By  Mr.  Sharp  : 
He  could  not  say  whether  Mr.  Hewes  had  any  in- 

tention of  defrauding  him.  Wituesa  admitted  that 
he  left  the  dimensions  of  the  cottages  to  defendant, 
after  showing  him  one  or  two  houses  of  the  kind  he 
wanted.  He  did  not  go  through  Uie  plan  and 
specification  before  they  were  sent  to  the  urban 
council  for  approval,  neither  did  he  tell  defendant 
he  wanted  D(t.  rooms.  Tuere  was  no  height  men- 

tioned. Ho  went  down  to  the  buildings  every  day 
while  they  were  being  put  up,  but  the  brickwork 
was  never  mentioned  in  his  presence,  and  he 
was  never  present  when  the  bricks  were  counted. 
George  Beckworth,  of  the  firm  of  Beckworth  and 
Sons,  builders,  Whitwick,  said  according  to  the  plan 
the  measurement  of  the  bedroom  was  '.'ft.  luin., 
and  he  gave  a  price  for  that.  If  he  had  known 
they  were  to  be  lower,  his  tender  would  have  been 
lower,  and  the  deficiency  in  height  running  through 
five  bedrooms  would  make  a  difference  in  price. 
By  Mr.  Sharp .  The  claim  of  £15  in  respect  to  this 
difference  was  reasonable.  Mr.  W.  T.  Ilimpton, 
architect,  of  Coalville,  said  there  was  a  deticiencr  of 
60  square  yards  of  brickwork  throughout  the 
building.  Mr.  Sharpe,  for  the  defence,  attributed 
the  matter  to  a  deiical  error.  His  Honour  thought 
that  an  action  could  not  be  sustained,  as  plaintiff 

had  psid  £735  only  on  the  faith  of  defendant's certificates,  and  the  rest  he  had  paid  without  the 
final  certificate,  but  Mr.  D^sane  argued  that  a  charge 
of  negligence  could  be  sustained,  and  the  case 
proceeded.  Defendant  said  he  should  say  he  told 
plaintiff  the  rooms  would  be  Oft.  He  took  good 
care  not  to  give  a  certificate  until  plaintiff  said  he 
was  satisfied.  If  he  thought  plaintiff  had  suffered 
any  loss  he  would  willingly  piy  him.  The  matter 
arose  through  a  clerical  error  on  his  part.  The  case 
was  adjourned. 
The  Lnii'SFiELD  BriLTviNO  Cask.— Leave  to 

Appeal  Granted. —Oa  Wednesday  application 
was  made  to  Mr.  Justice  Dirlin^,  sitting  as 

vacation  judge,  on -behalf  of  the  defendant  in  the 
case  of  Leveson-Gower  v.  Sawell,  for  leave  to 
appeal  from  the  order  of  his  Lordship  made  last 
week  granting  an  interim  injunction  to  restrain  the 
defendant  from  building  on  land  at  Limpstiald, 
Surrey,  not  in  accordance  with  plans  approved  by 

the  plaintiff's  architect,  in  alleged  convention  of  a covenant  contained  in  a  contract  entered  into 
between  the  parties.  The  case  was  reported  in  the 

BuiLiiiso  Ne«"3  of  last  week.  His  Lordship 
granted  the  application. 

DuMiiAiiTON'  AsiirrBATiox  Case.— For  ten  days 
arbiters  have  been  sitting  in  Glasgow  in  connection 
with  the  claims  of  Lord  lilantyre  and  Mr.  Claud 
Hamilton,  of  Cochno  and  Birns,  for  the  laud  aud 
water  taken  by  the  K  utern  District  of  Dumbarton 
for  the  formation  of  a  new  public  reservoir  on  the 
Kdpatrick  Hills,  The  arbiters  are  Mr.  Thomas 
Fenwick,  C.E  ,  Leeds,  and  Mr.  James  J.  D.ividson, 
Saughton  Mains,  Corstorphine.  The  various  parties 
are  represented  by  counsel  from  E  linburgh. 

In  ee  James  Jillinos.— The  bankrupt  was  a 
builder  and  contractor,  of  (.iirden-street,  Cromer. 
Gross  liabilities,  £2.395  Mi.  4d.  ;  expected  to  rank, 
£039  78.  lOJ.;  deficiency,  £522  lOi.  7d.  Dsbtw, 
examined  at  the  Norwich  Bankruptcy  Court  last 
week,  said  he  was  a  bricklayer  by  trade,  and  had 
saved  about  £50  eight  years  ago,  when  he  started 
as  a  builder  on  his  own  ac:ouut.  B3foreh9went 
into  business  some  fourteen  or  fifteen  years  ago,  he 
started  in  but-iness  as  a  bathing  machine  proprietor, 
his  wife's  aunt  giving  him  rather  more  than  ClOO. 
Soon  after  he  started  be  went  into  pu-tnership 
with  a  Mr.  Davis.  The  business,  which  was  a 
profitable  one,  was  carried  on  until  four  years 
ago,  when  he  sold  out  for  tliO.  He  paid 
£400  of  that  into  his  account,  with  the  last 
£50  he  paid  off  an  account,  aud  expended 
the  rest  in  wages.  When  lis  started  buildmg  he 
comnretaced  doing  the  brickwork  for  Mr.  Fox,  and 
then  went  into  the  whole  thing  himself.  He  relied 
upon  the  men  who  drew  up  his  estimates  for  him, 
but  he  had  lost  upon  his  coutracts.  Some  architect 
or  another  generally  prepared  estimates  for  his  large 
building  contracts.  In  1891  he  made  a  heavy  loss 
on  a  contract  with  Messrs.  Payne  and  Bacon — some 
£200.  He  sold  his  share  in  the  bathing  machines 
because  the  bank  told  him  ha  mast  reduce  his  over- 

draft. He  sold  out  his  paying  business,  and  put  the 
money  into  one  that  did  not  pay.  He  had  kept  no 
books  of  account,  and  he  kuew  he  had  been  in- 

solvent for  some  years.  In  order  to  quiet  his 
bankers  his  wife  deposited  some  deeds  of  property 
belonging  to  her  for  his  bjutfit.  He  had  been 
subject  to  pressure  for  nine  mouths,  and  t  wo  months 
ago  Mr.  Lsggatt  levied  an  execution  on  him.  Siuc^ 
then  the  pressure  had  increased,  lUnson  and  S:kud- 

ford  sued  him,  and  then  he  came  up  to  Norwich  and 
I  saw  Mr.  Jewson.  A  meeting  of  creditors  was  called, 
aud  he  was  called  on  to  find  someone  who  would 
guarantee  5s.  in  the  £.  One  of  the  creditors  refused 
to  accept  it,  and  he  thereupon  filed  his  petition. 
The  furniture  in  his  house  was  his  wife's ;  it 
belonged  to  her  before  they  were  married.  The 
eximination  was  closed. 

'WATBB    SUPPLY    AlTD    8ANITABT 
MATTERS. 

HAirrTO.v.  —  On  Saturday  afternoon.  Sir  F. 
D.xon-Hartland,  M.P.,  chairman  of  the  Thames 
(juservancy  Board,  formally  opened  at  Hampton - 
on-Thames  the  new  sewerage  and  sewage-disposal 
woiEs  which  have  been  provided  by  the  local  district 
council.  The  district  is  a  very  fiat  one,  and  the 
Shone  hydropneumatic  system  has  bsen  adopted. 
The  outfall  works  are  situated  on  the  Hanworth- 
road,  and  occupy  20  acres  of  land.  Here  are  the 
new  disposal  works,  which  are  constructed  upon 
the  bacteriological  system  invented  by  Mr.  W.  J. 
Dibdin.  The  sewage,  as  it  is  forced  to  the  outfall 
by  the  ejectors,  is  conducted  to  a  series  of  bacteria 
beds  for  purification.  After  passing  through  an 
iron  screen  the  sewage  flows  on  to  the  upper  bed 
until  all  the  interstices  between  the  clinkers  of  which 
the  bed  is  composed  are  filled  with  sewage.  When 
this  is  accomplished,  the  sewage  is  left  standing  in 
the  coarse  bed  for  about  an  hour,  so  as  to  allow  the 
minute  organisms,  which  cover  every  particle  of  the 
clinkers,  to  attack  the  organic  matter  contained  in 
the  sewage.  The  sewage  afterwards  flows  on  to 
other  beds  of  finer  clinker,  and  the  resulting  (fll  lent 
is  fine,  clear  water,  which,  according  to  analysis,  is 
free  from  suspended  matter,  and  is  entirely  devoid 
of  offentive  odour.  It  is  claimed  that  the  great 
advantages  of  this  system  are  that  no  cost  is  incurred 
for  chemicals,  and  that  no  sludge  remains  after  the 
sewage  is  purified.  The  cost  of  the  scheme  has 
been  £62.000. 

CHIPS. 

A  memorial  window  of  the  late  Mr.  John  M. 
Cook  has  been  uoveded  by  the  L  ird  Miyor  at  All 

Saints'  Church,  irpper  Norwood.  The  subject  is 

"  Joseph  Revealing  Himself  to  his  Brethren,''  and 
the  wmdow  occupies  the  west-end  of  the  church, 
lighting  the  gallery. 

A  Victoria  Hospital  is  about  to  be  built  in 
Grosvenor-street  and  Falls-road,  Belfast,  and  is 
estimated  to  cost  £100,000.  The  architects  are 
Messrs.  Henman  and  Cooper,  of  Birmingham,  and 
the  quantities  are  now  being  taken  out  by  Messrs. 
Stephens  and  Sons,  Belfast. 

A  new  Roman  Catholic  church  is  being  built  at 
Cistlebar  from  designs  by  Mr.  Walter  G.  Djoliu, 
M.A.,  of  Dublin.  The  chancel,  aide  chapels, 
sacristies,  and  the  double  transepts,  both  north  and 
south,  are  roofed,  and  the  framed  trusses  for  the 
aisle  roofs  are  being  set  in  position.  The  clerk  of 
works  is  Mr.  Cotter. 

Foundation-stones  have  been  laid  of  Magdalene 

Church,  Donegail-pass,  Belfast.  The  architect  is 
Mr.  S.  P.  Close,  A.R.H.A.,  Donegall-square,  and 
the  builder  is  Mr.  James  Kidd.  'The  church  will be  erected  on  the  site  of  the  old  edifice,  and  the 

lotlicstyle  has  been  adopted.  It  will  accommo- 
date about  700  persons,  and  the  cost  will  be  about 

£5,000.  'The  building  ?rill  be  ot  1  jcal  stone,  with 
Scotch  white  stone  dressings.  The  internal  stone- 

work will  be  Bith  stone  throughout,  and  the  wood- 
work will  be  of  pitch  pine. 

The  gas  committee  of  the  Miuchester  Corpora- tion has  recommended  the  city  council  to  apply  to 
the  Local  Government  Board  for  their  sanction  to 
the  borrowing  of  £250. Out)  for  gas  extensions  out  of 
the  sum  of  £.500,000  which  the  council  has  already 
obtained  power  to  borrow  for  the  purpose. 

Massrs.  Pickford  and  Company  are  erecting  on 
the  site  of  their  old  premises  in  Pipe-lane,  Bristol, 
a  two-story  warehouse  and  stable.  Tne  building  is 
erected  on  strong  concrete  foundations  in  brick,  and 
the  floor  above  will  be  cirried  on  stanchions  and 
girders,  the  steel  and  ironwork  being  supplied  by 
Messrs.  Gardiner  and  Sons,  Bristol.  The  stables 
will  accommodate  fifty  hoi-^as,  and  the  mangers  are 
of  a  special  make,  and  are  supplied  by  the  Carron 

Iron  Company,  Carron,  Stirlmgshire.  The  plans 
have  been  prepared  by  Mr.  Thomas  Scammell, 
architect,  Bristol,  and  the  work  is  being  carried  out 
by  Messrs.  Wilkins  and  Gosling,  of  the  same  city. 

Mr.  Thomas  Kemp  gave  his  employees  a  farewell 

supper  upon  his  retirement  from  the  old-established business  of  builder  and  decorator,  which  he  has 

carried  on  at  237  and  239,  Coldharl>our-lane, 
Brixton,  for  the  past  OC  years.  Thirty  men  sat 
down  to  supper,  and  Mr.  Kamp  proved  a  hearty 
host.  Many  present  had  speut  years  of  service  in 

the  employ  of  Mr.  Kemp— some  for  a  period  ex- 
tending over  25  years.  Daring  the  evening  the 

health  of  Mr.  K«mp  and  that  of  the  new  frm, 
Messrs.  L.  A.  Rodwell  and  Son,  were  honoured. 

i 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

SEWOl'ERA  HOUSE,  NORWICH.— HAMILTON  HOUSE,  VICTORIA 

EMBANKMENT.— ST,  MICHAEL*S  CHUBCH,  LINLITHGOW.— 

WELSH  CONGREO.ATIONAL  CHURCH,  BOOTLK.  — OAK  SCREEN 

FROM    POS'TOISE. 

<Bvix  Illttstrations. 
<;r.vxd  theatre  and  oi'era  house,  Norwich. 

This  theatre,  which  is  to  be  erected  in  St.  Giles's, 
Norwich,  on  the  site  of  the  old  Norfolk  Hotel, 
which  has  been  pulled  down  for  the  purpose  of 
such  erection  will  occupy  about  two-thirds  of  the 
site,  and  will  accommodate  between  2,000  and 
2,500  persons;  the  remainder  of  the  site  will  be 
occupied  by  a  first-class  restaurant  and  ImlVet. 
The  front  main  wall  of  the  theatre  will  be  set 

back  from  the  main  frontage  of  St.  (Jiles's  about 
oSft.,  and  will  have  a  semicircular  carriage  sweep 
in  and  out,  as  shown  on  perspective.  The 
theatre  will  be  constructed  on  fireproof  principles 
throughout,  and  the  main  front  will  be  of  white 

stone  with  richly-carved  figures.  -Vmple  means 
of  ingress  and  egress  have  been  provided,  and 
every  modern  principle  has  been  employed  in  the 
designing  of  the  building.  The  stali-s  and  pit 
will  bo  below,  and  the  crush-room  and  circle  will 
be  upon  a  level  with  the  street.  There  will  also 
be  an  amphitheatre  and  gallery,  and  ellicient 
saloon  accommodation  will  be  provided  to  all 
parts  of  the  house.  The  cloak-rooms,  retiring 
rooms,  and  sanitary  arrangements  will  be  of  the 
most  modern  and  up-to-date  kind.  The  build- 

ing will  be  lighted  throughout  by  electricity, 
and  the  decorations,  furniture,  and  Cjuipment 
will  all  be  carried  out  from  the  designs,  and 
■under  the  superintence  of,  the  architects,  Jlessrs. 
Ernest  Runtz  and  Co.,  of  Walbrook,  K.C. 

HAMILTON'    HOrSE. 

Thi.*  building,  now  in  course  of  erection  on  the 

Victoria  Embankment,  is  for  the  l^mplovers' 

Liability  ̂ Vasurance  Corporation,  Ltd.  lie'sides 
•com)irising  the  company's  insurance  ollices, 
there  are  also  several  suites  of  priv.te  oiKces 
arranged  for  letting.  The  facings  are  of  Port- 

land stone.  The  principal  staircase  is  of  marble, 
and  the  whole  of  the  interior  is  of  fireproof  con- 

struction. The  builders  are  Messrs.  Iliggsand 
HiU,  and  the  architect  is  Jlr.  William  Kmerson, 
i'res.U.I.B..V. 

ST.    MI(  HAEl's    CIU'KCII,    I.iyLITII'.OW. 

Thfse  drawings  were  awarded  a  National  Silver 
Medal  at  South  Kensington.  St.  llichaore, 
Linlithgow,  is  one  of  the  most  important  ancient 
parochial  churches  in  Scotland,  a  considerable 
portion  of  it  dating  as  far  back  as  .lames  IIL, 
but  many  alterations  and  additions  were  made  in 

the  early  part  of  the  IGth  century.  I'nUl  a  com- 
paratively late  period  the  tower,  instead  of  termi- 

uating  in  the  four  comer  pinnacles,  supported 
two  cross  arches  forming  a  crown  or  lantern  like 

that  on  King's  College,  Aberdeen,  i  Hir  illustra- 
tions include  view,  plans,  section,  elevation,  and 

details  to  a  good  scale.  The  church  has  recently 
been  restored  and  a  new  vestry  added.  Jlr.  1>. 
McKay  Stoddart  is  the  author  cf  these  drawings. 

WFI.SII     COXUKEGATlllNAI.    CUFUCH,     IIHOTLK, 
livf;iifool. 

Tuis  church  has  recently  been  completed  at  a 
cost  of  1 1,000,  including  all  fitmonts,  heating, 
and  ventilating.  The  seating  accommodation  is 

for  "lOO  persons,  and  a  schoolroom  attached  for 
ISO  more,  making  a  total  of  4S0.  The  school- 

rooms and  church  can  bo  (where  and  when 
occasion  requires)  turned  into  one  by  means  of  a 
revolving  division.  The  seats  are  of  iiitch-jiine, 
the  windows  of  leaded  quarry  glass,  the  walls  of 
brick  with  stone  dressings,  roofs  covered  with 

slates  :  there  is  also  a  caretaker's  house  of  seven 
rooms.  The  contractor  was  Mr.  Geo.  E.  .Tohnson, 
of  Bootle,  and  the  architect  Mr.  Owen  Roberts,  of 
Moorfields,  Liverpool. 

CHIPS. 

The  work  of  restoration  at  E.tbourne  Church, 
Davou,  described  in  our  inaue  of  the  Oth  inat., 
p.  4 US,  was  carried  out  by  Mr.  Richard  Petherton, 
of  Hatherleigh. 

The  Primitive  Methodists  of  Shirebrook,  near 
Mansfield,  are  about  to  erect  a  new  chapel  at  a  cost 

of  about  £1,200,  from  designs  by  Mr.  J.  I'erkin, 
architect,  of  Shirebrook  and  Leeds. 

The  warming  and  the  ventilation  of  GnoII-road 
Congregational  Church,  Neath,  have  been  placed 
in  the  hands  of  John  King,  Limited,  engineers, 
Liverpool. 

The  Leeds  Corporation  Waterworks  Committee 
let,  on  Friday,  a  contract  for  the  new  steel  21in. 
main  across  South  Accommodation-road  Bridge  to 
Messrs,  Piggott,  of  Birmiugbam.  This  will  cnuple 
up  the  new  mains  already  laid  from  the  new  Hare- 
hills  Kssorvoir  to  Hunslet,  where  there  are  many 
large  works,  and  will  greatly  augment  the  supply 
and  pressure  in  the  York-road  and  Hunslet  districts. 
The  tender  of  the  Staveley  Coal  and  Iron  Company 
for  casting  a  new  Isin.  main,  to  be  laid  from  the 
new  engines  at  Headinglev  to  the  Moortown 
Heservoir,  was  accepted.  This  is  the  first  step 
towards  supplying  Shadwell  with  water. 

The  Paris,  Lyons,  and  Mediterranean  Railway 
Company,  headquarters  at  HS,  Rue  St.  Lazire, 
Paris,  has  undertaken  the  construction  atid  opera- 

tion of  an  electric  railway  between  Fayet  and 
Chamouuix,  at  the  foot  of  Mont  Blanc.  The  line 
is  to  be  in  operation  within  twenty  months.  Power 
is  to  be  furnished  by  the  River  Arve.  The  cars  are 
to  be  automobiles,  each  supplied  with  its  own 
dynamo.  The  contract  for  building  the  road  proper 
and  providing  the  water  power  has  been  divided 
into  two  parts  and  awarded  to  Gagner  and  Frrres, 
of  Annecy,  and  Richard  and  Meynard,  of  Avignon. 

On  Saturday  morning,  Charles  Sadler,  aged  20, 
of  Xoho-street,  Bslton,  a  labourer  in  the  employ  of 
MeEsrs.  Hick,  Hargreaves,  and  Co.,  sustained  fatal 
injuries  through  the  collapse  of  a  scaffold,  lie  fell 
a  great  distance,  and  hia  skull  was  fractured. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  Roman  Catholic 
church  of  St.  Kieran  was  laid  last  week  by  the 
Bishop  of  Ojsory  m  the  villaee  of  the  same  name, 
some  five  miles  from  Birr,  King's  County.  The 
architect  is  Mr.  W.  H.  Byrne,  of  Suffolk-street, 
Dublin,  and  the  cost  will  be  about  £  t,000. 

The  Terrisa  Theatre  at  Rotherhithe  was  opened 
on  Monday  last.  It  seats  over  2.000  persons,  and 
has  been  built  from  plans  by  Mr.  W.  G.  R.  Sprague. 
The  exterior  is  of  red  brick,  with  a  free  use  of  York 
stone  for  dressings,  and  the  internal  decorations  are 
Louis  Quatorzs  in  style.  Mr.  Walter  Wallts.  of 
Balham,  was  the  contractor.  We  illustrated  the 
theatre  in  our  issue  of  April  21  of  the  present  year. 

Ou  Saturday  last  the  new  John  Rylands  wing  of 

the  Manchester  Warehouaemeu  and  Clerks*  Orphan 
Schools,  Cheadle,  llulme,  was  formally  opened. 
The  architects  were  Messrs.  W.  and  G.  Hijx^in- 
Iwttom,  Manchester,  the  contract  being  canisd  out 
by  Messrs.  Burgejs  and  Gait,  builders,  of  Ardwick, 
at  a  cost  of  £s,200. 

A  fire  occurred  on  Friday  in  the  joinery  shop  and 
timber-yard  of  Messrs.  Micklewright,  builders,  of 
John-street,  Crewe.  The  local  fire  brigade  finding 
it  impossible  to  save  any  of  the  premises,  directed 
their  attention  to  the  saving  of  the  Welsh  Presby- 

terian Church,  which  was  in  imminent  danger.  The 
fire  practically  burnt  itself  out.  The  fire  is  supposed 
to  00  the  work  of  an  incendiary,  and  this  is  the 
sixth  attempt  within  a  short  period  on  the  same 
premises.    The  damage  is  estimated  at  £1,000. 

A  new  Primitive  Methodist  Church,  Slatinn- 
road,  March,  was  opened  the  other  day.  The 

chapel  is  u3ft.  by  '.'<ft.  There  is  also  a  new  school- 
room adjacent  at  the  back,  in  addition  to  classroom 

and  offices.  The  seating  capacity  of  the  chapel  is 
3.iO,  while  the  school  will  accommodate  an  addi- 

tional l.iO.  The  builders  were  Messrs.  Hipwell  and 
Co.,  of  Wisbech,  and  Mr.  R  Rust,  of  March,  whilst 
the  architects  were  Messrs.  Kerridee  and  Sons,  of 
Wiabecb.    The  total  coat  has  been  £  1 ,200. 

COMPETITIONS. 

Ei>ixiiFiiGii  AND  Midlothian  Cdlxtv  Bfild- 
ixGs. — In  onr  announcement  of  the  result  of  this 

competition  last  week,  p.  47C,  a  printer's  error occurred,  which  Mr.  A.  E.  E.  Asher,  the  clerk 

to  the  County  Council,  has  asked  us  to  correct. 

The  third  premium  of  £')0  was  awarded  to  "  Mid- 
lothian," the  joint  production  of  Messrs.  McVrthy 

!not  Mc.\rthur,  as  publishedj  and  Watson,  2i, 
Frederick-street,  IMinburgh,  and  Mr.  (ieorge 
Watson,  4,  Hope-street,  Edinburgh. 
Nfw  Yi>uk. — The  execution  of  the  New  York 

Cuatom-house  has  boon  definitely  awarded  to  Mr. 
Cass  Gilbert,  formerly  of  St.  Paul,  Jlinnesota, 
but  now  established  in  New  York. 

NoK«  n  Ti. — The  Board  of  Management  of  the 

Norwich  Savings  Bank  have  awarded  the  pre- 
miums for  the  three  best  designs  in  order  of 

merit  in  the  competition  for  plans  for  the  new 

banking  promises  in  Red  Lion-street,  which  was 
open,  it  may  be  remembered,  to  practising  resi- 

dent architects  of  Norwich  and  Norfolk.  Some 
seventeen  architects  lodged  sketch  designs,  a 

number  submitting  in  addition  alternative  plans 
and  elevations.  Many  of  the  designs  were  of 
high  order,  and  exhibited  considerablo  taste  and 
skill.  Messrs.  G.  J.  and  F.  W.  Skipper,  of 

Norwich,  who  were  placed  fiVst,  have  been  com- 
missioned to  carry  out  the  work,  the  other  pro- 

miiiMH  being  awarded  to  Mr.  A.  S.  Hewitt,  of 
Yarmouth,  and  Mr.  1  lorbert  J.  Green,  of  Norwich. 

Washington,  D.C. — The  new  Department  of 

.Justice  building,  in  Washington,  is  to  be  do- 
signed  by  Mr.  George  B.  Post,  of  New  York: 
the  design  by  Messrs.  Price  and  Aiken  being 
placed  second,  while  that  by  Messrs.  Warren  and 
Wetmoro  was  placed  third  by  the  jury. 

WiiALLEV  Raxok,  Blackbfrx. — The  new 
Presbyterian  church  at  Whalley  Hinge  will  be 
built  upon  land  at  tho  rear  of  the  existing 
schools.  It  is  of  Gothic  design,  with  muUioned 

tracery  windows,  its  principal  exterior  features 
being  tho  large  north  window  and  side  tower.  It 
will  bo  brick  built,  with  stone  dressings.  The  body 

of  the  church  is  planned  in  three  bays,  with 
gallery  over  the  main  entrance,  no  obstructing 
pillars,  and  two  shallow  transepts,  the  pulpit  and 
Communion  table  end  being  hexigonally  termi- 

nated, with  organ  at  rear.  There  is  a  good 
double  central  entrance  from  Bangor-street,  and 
side  entrance  from  Troy-street,  both  leading  to 

an  ample  vestibule  1 2ft.  wide,  with  ladies'  and 
gentlemen's  cloakroom  accommodation  on  either 
side,  and  staircase  leading  up  to  the  gallery.  The 

pulpit  is  centrally  placed,  the  choir  seits  being 
grouped  around  it,  and  the  Communion  table  in 

front  upon  a  wide  platform.  The  minister's  and elders'  vestries  are  situated  at  the  back  of  the 
church,  with  the  necessary  offices  ;  and  two  class- 

rooms, each  20ft.  by  13ft.,  are  placed  below, 
.iccommodation  is  provided  for  487  in  the  body 
of  the  church,  80  in  the  gallery,  and  34  in  the 
choir — a  total  of  001  sittings.  The  successful 

design  is  that  of  Mr.  F.  W.  Dixon,  of  Man- 
chester, that  of  Mr.  F.  J.  Parkinson,  of  Rich- 

mond-terrace, Blackburn,  being  second,  and  that 
of  Messrs.  Butt  and  Duncan,  of  Rochdale,  third. 
The  cost  of  tho  church  is  estimated  at  £4,000. 

The  Mayoress  of  Hdifaz  formally  started  on 
Friday  two  turbines  which  have  been  ere  :t fid  at  the 
Corporation  electricity  wotk<.  They  are  of  IIOH.P. 
each,  and  have  been  fupplied  by  the  Hon.  J. 
Parsons,  of  Newcastle,  at  a  total  cost  of  £7,000.  It 
is  intended  to  use  them  for  the  tramway  service. 
The  chairman  of  the  Electricity  Committee  (Aid. 
Woodhead)  stated  at  the  proceedings  that  the 
enlarged  promises  would  give  accommodation  for 
machinery  eiiual  to  2.5,000H.P.,  in  place  of  the 

existing  2,5O0H.P. 
.Vn  iuquiry  by  Col.  W.  L  Cake,  Locil  Govern- 

ment Board  inspector,  was  held  at  Marple  Bridge, 
on  Friday,  into  the  application  of  the  Hayfield  and 
Mellor  Rural  District  Council  for  sanction  toborrow 
certain  eums  of  money  for  punioses  of  sewerage 
works  and  sewage  disposal  in  Mellor,  a  portion  of 
the  council  a  district.  The  clerk  statfd  that  £1,310 
was  the  catimated  cost  of  laying  the  mains  in  Mellor, 
connecting  with  the  adjoining  township  of  Lud- 
worth.  and  sharing  in  the  cost  of  the  outfall  works. 
The  Local  Clovemmeut  Board  had,  after  a  previous 
inquiry,  issued  a  provisional  order  forming  a  joint 
sewerace  tward  for  Ludworth  in  the  Glossop  Dile 

Rural  Histrict  Council's  district,  and  for  Mellor  in 
the  Hayfield  Rural  Iliitrict  i '  mncil's  area.  Mr. 
Henry  Bincroft,  engineer,  explained  the  proposed 
sewerage  scheme  for  Melbr.  No  opposition  was 

cflered. 
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0AK  3CSEEM  PE0M-A  ChUE-CH  in  PoHTOIdE    LoOIS XVPEIilGJ)  • 

<"  Jlu-U»  tt^ 

LOUTS  XV.  SCKEEN. 

"'HIS  Screen  has  recently  been  added  to  our national  collection  of  woodwork  at  the 
uth  Kensington  Museum.  It  hae  three  leaves 
1  is  of  oak,  the  upper  panels  of  which  are  most 
cef  ully  and  delicately  carved  with  scrolls  and 
iage.  The  centre  leaf  contains  a  cartouch 

ng  the  date  "Anno  1727."  This  graceful 
I  uncommon  piece  of  work  comes  from  a 
irch  in  Pontoise. 

CHIPS. 

he  beautiful  parish  church  of  Xorthop— built  by 
;  rgaret.  Countess  of  Richmond,  mother  of  Henry 
U.,  who  also  built  about  the  same  time  Mold 

{ ;irch  and  the  elaborate  building  over  .S:.  W'me- 
e's  Well  at  Holywell— is  about  to  be  enriched 

H  two  interesting  memorials.  One  will  take  the 
f  Q  of  a  stained-glass  window,  and  the  other  will 
b  I  mural  tablet. 

st&ined'glass  window  has  been  erected  in  St. 

>  itice's  Church,  York,  in  memory  of  tbe  late  Mr, 
V  liam  Routledge,  who  died  on  the  Jtlth  April, 
1  I.  The  subjects  set  forth  are  **The  .S^wer  and 
ti  Reaper,"  and  the  work  has  been  carried  out  by 
J  Thos.  Curiis,  London. 

he  new  junior  school  baildiogs  of  Bsdford 
C  mmar  School,  and  the  considerable  extensions 
0  le  laboiatoiies  and  gymnasium,  together  with  a 
0  pavilion — erected  iu  the  piaj  Held  as  a  memorial 
t(  le  late  Mr.  H.  Cross,  a  master  in  the  school, 
«  died  on  the  Atbara  last  year  in  the  .Soudan 
E  edition  —  were  opened  by  Viscount  Peel  on 
F  ay. 

lursday  in  last  week  being  Founder's  Diy  at H  row  was  chosen  as  a  auitabU  occasion  to 
ui  )ver  the  reredos  which  has  been  placed  io  the 
jc  ol  chapel  in  memory  of  Dr.  Vaughan.  It  has 
bi  provided  by  a  subscription  got  up  a-nong  old 
H  ovians. 

The  south  wall  of  the  church  of  St.  Mjry  Mag- 
dalene, Chulmleigh,  having  become  dangerous  in 

consequence  of  defective  foundations,  tbe  trustees 
of  the  Chulmleigh  Church  Linds  Charity  called  in 
Mr.  E  H.  Harbottle,  F.R  I.B.A.,  of  F.ieter,  to 

report  on  the  same,  and  prepare  plans  for  remedy- 
ing the  defect.  Mr.  Hirbottle  found  that  the  wall 

ought  to  be  takc3  down  and  rebuilt,  and  the  tender 
of  Mr.  William  Parsons,  builder,  of  Chulmleigh, 
was  accepted  for  the  work.  The  foundation-stones 
were  laid  on  Friday  last. 

The  Manchester  and  District  Branch  of  the 

Auctioneers'  Institute  of  the  United  Kingdom  has 
been  successfully  inaugurated  at  Manchester.  An 
influential  and  representative  committee  was  elected. 

The  memorial -stone  was  laid  on  Friday  of 
dwellings  for  the  working  classes  in  James-street, 
Davenport,  which  are  being  erected  for  the  cor- 

poration of  that  town  on  a  site  formerly  occupied  by 
slums.  The  whole  of  the  ground  is  not  yet  cleared, 
and  the  present  contract  applies  only  to  two  blocks 
of  houses  to  be  erected.  The  houses  are  to  be  built 
in  flats,  and  when  the  whole  scheme  U  completed 
accommodation  will  be  given  for  lU  persons. 
Facing  Catherine-street  will  be  three  shops.  There 
will  be  23  two-room  dwellings  and  IS  three-room 
dwellings.  The  present  two  blocks  will  provide 
accommodation  for  82  people.  The  remainder  of 
the  scheme  will  be  proceeded  with  as  soon  as  the 
rest  of  the  properties  are  acquired.  Mr.  J.  F.  Burns 
is  the  architect,  and  Mr.  S.  Roberts,  Plymouth, 
secured  the  contract  for  building  the  houses,  his 
tender  luing  about  t;S,000. 

A  partnership  his  been  arranged  between  Mr. 
P^rcy  T.  Hunton,  architect,  of  Hull,  and  Mr. 
\V.  F..  Birry,  architect,  of  S:;arborough,  which  will 
bs  carried  on  under  the  style  o(  K  anton  and  Birry, 

at  Hull  and  Scirborouf;'!. 
Proposals  are  now   before  the    Government   of 

India  for  the  reorganisation  of  the  office  establish- 
ment in   the    Forest    Dapirtment.     The  proposals 

involve  in  all  the  Proviu-es  an  increaie  over  the  j 
present  scale  of  about  £0,000  a  year. 

Two  new  schools  for  boys  and  girls  respectively 
were  opened  at  Wigton,  Cumberland, on  Wednesday 
week,  by  Lord  Muncaster,  Lord  Lieutenant  of  the 
county,  and  Mr.  J.  W.  Lowther,  Chairman  of  Com- 

mittees in  the  House  of  Commons.  They  both  owe 
their  origin  to  developments  of  the  Wigton  Grammar 
School,  which  wa3  founded  early  last  century. 

The  committee  formed  for  the  purpose  of  erect- 
ing a  suitable  memorial  in  Waterlow  Park,  High- 

gate,  to  Sir  Sydney  Waterlow,  the  donor  of  the 
park,  have  decided  that  it  shall  take  the  form  of  a 
bronze  statue  of  Sir  Sydney  on  a  granite  pedestal, 
and  have  commissioned  Mr.  Taubman,  sculptor,  to 
execute  the  work.  The  statue  will  probably  be 
erected  on  the  lawn  in  front  of  Lauderdale  House. 

The  Jubilee  clock  tower  for  Maidenhead  ia  now 

in  a  fair  way  to  be  carried  out,  and  the  order  for 
the  clock,  which  will  have  four  3ft.  Gin.  dials,  and 
strike  the  hours,  has  been  given  to  Messrs.  John 
Smith  and  Sjns,  Midland  C^ock  Works,  Derby. 
Tuis  firm  has  also  just  erected  a  large  chiming 
clock  at  the  Gaildhall,  Newcistle-on-Tyne. 

The  cable-car  routes  in  Elinburgh  from  the  ToU- 
cros^  station  to  I'ilrig  riti  Princes-streot  on  the  one 
band,  and  the  Braid  Hills  on  the  other,  werp  in- 

spected on  Friday  by  Sir  Francis  M  irindin,  of  the 
Board  of  Trade.  The  inspection  was  of  a  satis- 

factory character,  and  it  was  intimated  that  the 
routes  will  be  open  for  public  traffi;  next  week. 
Mr.  \V.  M.  Cjlam  was  the  engineer,  and  Messrs. 
D.ck,  Kerr,  and  Co.,  the  contractors.  The  track 
length  inspected  is  approximately  SI  miles  long,  and 
when  the  section  is  open  for  public  service  there 
will  be  Ul  miles  of  cable  tramways  at  work  in 
Edinburgh. 

I  la  Thursday  in  last  week  the  Eirl  of  Jersey 

and  CoL  Bjughey  sat  at  the  town-hall,  Wolver- 
hampton, to  hear  an  application  under  the  Light 

r,  iilwavs  .\';t  for  power  to  construct  a  light  railway 
from  Wolverhampton  to  Bridgnorth.  It  was  stated 
that  the  line  will  be  loi  miles  in  length,  or,  including 
the  double  junctions  at  either  end,  IS  miles.  The 
engineer  eatimsted  the  cost  at  £312,000. 
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TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

We  do  not  hold  ouwelvei*  reapoiwible  for  the  opinion*  of 
oar  OOireBpondcnU.  All  communication'^  Hhi>uld  be 
drawn  up  as  briefly  as  p^^wible,  as  tln,-re  ar-;  maaf 
claimants  up<jn  the  space  allotted  to  correifx>ondenta.} 

It  ia  particularly  reqaeet«d  that  all  dmwinga  and  all 
QommumcationM  reHpectinf^  Ulu-'n'v.n-i  .r  liU-rary  mattcf 
thoold  be  addr«»Bed  to  tt.      '  f  tht-  Buildi:<o 
Nkwb,  832,  Strand,  W.C,  »i:  >j'?ra  of  the  sUfT 
by  name.    Delay  ia  not  un:  -iic-nruK  caused. 
^  drawings  and  other  oorunmint^u  ..n.-i  are  sent  at  oon- 
tributorB*  riak^,  and  the  Editor  will  out  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unaougbt  oontributions. 

Cheques  and  Poet-offloe  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Tux  Stulxd  NEWsPAPsa  Cumpxxt,  Luiutbo. 

NOnCB. 

B^and  oopiee  of  Vol.  XJCXYI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  ShiUings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumee  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXII  .  XXXIII., 
XXXIV.,  XXXIX..  XU.,  XLIV..  XLVI..  XLIX., 

LI.,  Un..  LIV..  IA'.,  LIX..  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn., LXIV.,  LXV..  LXVra..  LXLX..  UXX.,  LXXI.. 
LXXn..  LXXUI..  LXXIV..  LXXV.,  and  LXXVI. 
may  still  be  had.  price  Twelve  Sbilliny^  ;  all  the  other 
bound  Tolumet)  are  out  of  print.  Modt  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  SubHcribers  requiring  anv  back  numbers  to 
eomplete  volume  just  ended  aboiud  order  at  oooei  as 
many  of  them  soon  nm  out  of  print. 

TER^IS   OP   SUBSCRIPnON. 

One  Found  per  annum  (poet  free]  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  68.  Od.  (orSdola.  30c^old).  To  France 
or  Belgium.  £1  6a.  Od.  (or  3;Jfr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6e.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Auiitralian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Xndiee,  or  Natal.  £1  68.  Od. 

ADVERTISE3IENT  CHABOES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  Tn'nim'ini  charge  being  6e.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  land  Bales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  Line  of  Eight  words  (the  tlrst  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  48.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertiaementa  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
AdvertiBement  inserted  for  lees  than  5a. 

Advertiaementa  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

SlTUATIOSS. 

^nie  charge  for  advertisemente  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  *' Situations  Wanted  "  is  Okb  SaiLLixo  kob  Twentv- 
F0I7B  WoEDS,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  Situation  Advertisementa  must  be  prepaid. 

Received.— T..  Ventnor.— B.  of  O.— C.  C— R.  J.  and  Co. 
— Porlock.— T.  Jackson.  -  O.  G.  and  Co.— W.  and  Son. 
—Stipple  Jack.  —  An  Exhibitor.  —  L.  T.  Martin.— 
R.  Shaw.— Student.— D.  It.— J.  8.  P. 

R.  W.— Better  be  cireful '.  If  there  are  many  more  letters like  that  knucking  about,  one  of  these  diya,  when  the 

evident  attack  of  sot'ceniog  on  the  brain  you  are  sicken- ing for  8ui-)ervenes,  their  production  will  certainly  land 
you  in  a  lunatic  asylum. 

Bear-leader.- So  it  was  saidat  the  time.  "We  published a  report  of  the  caae  the  same  week,  and  perhaps  may 
refer  to  it  one  of  these  d*ya  when  we  write  hia  obituary 
notice. 

Cecil  J.— We  are  all-round  journalists  here,  as  most 
people  kaow,  and  not  simply  the  editor  of  the  leading 
architectural  paper,  and  we  remember  our  own 
assurance  years  ago,  when  we  were  green :  but, 
really,  dear  boy,  it  is  a  bit  too  thick  to  ask  us  to  make 
you  our  special  correspondent,  assuring  us  that  you 
can  "give  us /'ict*  about  competitions,  new  buildings, 
&c.,  in  your  town,  and  we  can  ciiiily  put  in  the  archi- 

tectural terma—Dori,,  'Jnthi-,  lone,  nni  so  on  .'"  Your 
right  place  is  in  the  Transvaal  just  now,  sending  home 
headlines  for  the  evening  shockers ! 

Practitioner. — Simply  middlemen.  You  would  do  far 
better  with  people  like  U^hleigh  Phipps  and  Co.,  or 
G.  E.  Cockbum.  The  people  you  name  simply  put 
their  electrical  work  out. 

e.  S.  T.— Yes,  but  prices  are  high  all  round '.  The  nearest goodmaker  is  A.  W.  Itter,  Fletton  House,  Peterborough. 
He  supplies  remarkably  jiood  common  bricks,  with  a 
healthy  absence  of  bits  among  them. 

Hotel.— We  should  never  put  that  lift  in  ourselves. 
R.  Waygood  and  Co.,  or  Archibald  Smith  and  Stevens 
would  be  the  firms  for  you. 

P.  Harris.— None  better  than  Oakey's.kept  by  all  decent 
shops.  You  can  get  dint  or  garnet  in  stock  sizes  from 
18in.  to  49in.  in  width. 

•'BVILOING   NEWS"   DE^iaxiNG   CLUB. 
&  otlasd.  (There  are  premises  on  each  side  of  the  bank, 

80  that  no  windows  can  be  obtiined  in  its  gablea.) — 
La  Poui'ee.  (No  side  elevations  are  re^^uired  save  the 
back  portion,  if  any,  and  this  will  show  probibly  in  the 
section.)— L.  S.  D.  (The  fH.vide  should  bespeak  the 
purpose  of  the  building,  but  breadth  of  design  is  to  be 
preferred  to  elaboration  of  detail.) 

Comsponiena. 
PLANS    KUU    ritCAN    DI3TKIC1 

CdUNX'ILS. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  BiILDIXii  Xews. 

Sir, — In  thf  ordinary  course  of  our  biiBUH-ss 
wp  have  MitlimittL'd  to  nn  urbin  di'-tri't  council 

plans  for  their  approval  for  builJintr- 1'  •  l'^'  'rectc'l 
which  in  every  respoct  comply  with  thrlr by-laws 
except  (as  they  8t»t>'    in  one  detiil  only. 

The  by-laws  state  Ihit  the  pUns  shall  be  euh- 
initted  in  duplicate,  and  that  one  set  for  the 
retention  by  the  council  for  reference  shall  be 

"on  tracing  cloth  or  other  suitable  material." 
Our  plans  are  in  the  form  of  what  is  known  as 
"the  sun  \'\\n  prints."  the  piper  being  of  the 
usual  quality  supplied  by  the  stationers  for  this 

purpose.  The  counal  say  that  ihesi-  drawings 
are  not  on  "  suitable  material,"  and  we  shall  be 
glad  to  have  an  expression  of  opinion  from  you 
on  the  subject. 

This  is,  of  course,  obviously  of  great  import- 
ance to  the  profession,  inasmuch  as  should  all 

local  authorities  reject  this  class  of  plan,  stating 

it  to  be  "  unsuitable  matoriil,"  the  expense  of 
preparation  of  plans  where  two  or  more  copies 
are  requirel  will  be  largely  increased. 

Thanking  you  in  anticip  ition,  we  are,  &c., 
DotoLAS    YOI  .SG    AXI'    Co. 

[The  point  is  worth  discussion.  We  fancy 
the  council  can  insist,  bui  shall  welcome  other 
opinions. — Ed.] 

FORFAR  FEVER   HOSPITAL. 

Sir, — The  committee  for  the  above  have  now 
selected  their  architect,  and  as  there  are  a  few 
points  in  connection  with  this  competition  which 
we  think  will  in  a  way  interest  your  readers,  we 

send  yeu  the  following  particulars  for  publica- tion. 

In  January  last  the  Dundee  and  Forfar  Dis- 
trict of  the  Forfar  County  Council  advertised  for 

competitive  designs  for  an  isolation  hospital  (24 
beds)  to  cost  £4,300,  not  including  furnishings, 
painting,  laying  out  of  ground  and  planting,  also 

architect's,  measurer's,  or  inspector's  fees,  but 
including  boundary-wall  around  the  ground, 
about  7H(>  lineal  yards  in  length. 

Thirty-four  designs  were  submitted  in  Jlirch, 
and  Mr.  Jlorham,  city  architect,  Edinburgh,  was 

appointed  assessor.  The  design  submitted  by  us 
was  awarded  the  first  premium.  On  June  Cth 
we  received  official  intimation  to  this  effect.  The 

probable  cost  of  our  design,  as  stated  in  our 
report,  was  £8,748  ;  but  at  a  subsequent  meeting 
of  committee  several  parts  of  the  design  which 
they  thought  might  be  dispensed  with  were 
eliminated,  thus  reducing  the  cost  for  stone 

buildings  to  £.S  000. 
While  negotiations  were  proceeding  between 

the  committee  and  ourselves,  the  committee  re- 

ceived from  Mr.  Cappon,  architect,  Dundee — we 
notice  Sir.  Cappon  is  a  F.R.I.B.  A. — the  following 

letter : — "  Undei«tandiDg  there  is  a  dilference  of  opiaion  regard- 
ing cost  of  my  desiga  for  above  (Dundee  and  Forfar 

Joint  Hospital).  I  write  to  siy  that,  if  d^isired,  I  will  be 
pleased  to  check  the  acour.icy  of  my  figure*  by  preparing 
contracts  and  getting  tradesmen's  offers  for  the  dilferent works.  Should  my  estimites  prove  to  be  wrong,  I  would 
not  expect  any  rerauneration  for  the  trouble  and  expense 
involved.  Kindly  lay  this  offer  >•  :;f ore  the  tir^t  meeting 

of  your  committee,  and  oblige." 

Mr.  Cippon's  estimate  was  £5,4iiJ. It  was  stated  at  a  meeting  of  the  Forfar  District 

Committee  by  Mr.  .Vnderson,  ('.E  ,  sanitary  in- 
spector, "  that  the  assessor  before  he  saw  the 

plans  had  indicated  Ihat  such  a  building  as  they 
required  could  not  be  put  up  at  less  than  some- 

thing like  £8,000,  and  when  the  plans  had  come 
to  him  he  thought,  on  the  whole,  that  selected  by 
the  assessor  could  be  erected  nearer  to  the  esti- 

mate than  any  of  the  others." 
On  hearing  of  Mr.  Cappon's  action,  we  com- 

municated with  the  c-ommittee,  laying  the  facts 
clearly  before  them,  and  pointing  out  that  surely 
the  authors  of  the  first  premiated  design  were  as 
able  to  carry  out  the  work  as  cheaply,  consistent 
with  efficiency,  as  the  author  of  the  design  placed 

third. 
Jlr.  Cappon  was  asked  to  prepare  schedules  and 

take  in  offers,   and  subs&iuently  was  appointed 

the  hospital,  the  gross  amount  of  which  come  to 

just  about  £3,000  less  than  your  estimate." It  is  unnecessary  for  us  to  make  any  comment 

on  ilr.  Cappon's  action,  further  than  tc  state  that 
in  our  opinion  it  is  most  contemptible  and  un- 

professional. The  rest  of  the  estimate  obtained 
by  him  does  not  appear  to  us  to  justify  the  action 
of  the  committee  in  appointing  him  architect  for 
the  buildings. 

If  the  w£>le  buildinjjs  are  to  be  finished  "  with, 
first-class  materials  and  good  workmanship  "  as 
stated,  how  is  it  possible  to  do  it  at  the  sum  stated 
by  Mr.  Cappon  r 

We  understand  that  the  winner  of  the  second 

premium  (Mr.  CuUen,  F.R.I  I!. A.,  Hamilton;, 
although  asked,  refused  to  take  estimates  in  the 
speculative  manner  offered  by  Mr.  Cappon,  as  the 
only  fair  and  gentlemanly  way,  in  the  case  of 
doubt,  was  to  submit  the  plans  to  a  measurer  of 

experience. Thanking  you  in  anticipation,  we  are,  Src, 
Mc.\rthv  .tXD  W.\TS0X. 

25,  Frederick-street,  Edinburgh, 
October  17,  1899. 

architect  for  the  new  buildings.  The  clerk,  in 
a  letter  intimating  the  decision  of  the  committee, 

states  :  "  Mr.  Cappon,  at  the  sii^gealimi  ufthr  ,om- 
initlee,  issued  schedules  to  contractors,  with  the 
result  that  he  has  got  offers  for  the  erection  of 

OBIPS. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Chester  Town  Coimcil  on 
Wednesday  a  resolution  was  passed,  by  19  votes  to 
10,  in  favour  of  taking  over  the  undertaking  of  the 
Chelsea  Tramways  Co. ,  Ltd. 

Mr.  C.  E.  Tritton,  M.P.,  presided,  on  Wednesday, 
over  a  meeting  of  the  executive  committee,  formed 
for  the  purpose  of  acquiring  42  J  acres  of  beautifully 
wooded  land,  adjoining  the  present  SG  acres  con- 

stituting Brockwell  Park.  Mr.  S.  Horace  Chandler, 
vice-chairman,  sobmitted  the  terms  of  purchase 

which  he  had  obtained  from  the  owners — the 
trustees  of  the  Blackburn  estate.  The  committee 
considered  the  price  reasonable,  and  resolved  to 

proceed  with  their  scheme. 

A  picture  of  the  ijaeen's  visit  to  St.  Paul'sCathe- 

dral  on  the  day  of  her  Diamond  Jubiles  in  1S9", which  has  been  painted  by  Mr.  A.  C.  Gdw,  E.A., 
on  the  commission  of  Mr.  H.  Clarke,  a  member  of 
the  Common  C  ouncil,  was  formally  presented  by  Mr. 
Clarke  to  the  Art  Gallery  at  the  City  Gaildhall  on 
Wednesday,  and  was  received  and  unveiled  by  the 
Lird  Mayor  on  behalf  of  the  City  Corporation.  The 
picture,  which  was  hung  at  the  Academy  this  year, 
is  hung  at  the  eastern  end  of  the  main  gallery,  and 

represents  the  gathering  on  the  steps  of  the  Cathe- dral on  the  morning  of  June  22,  1897,  with  the 
(iaeen  seated  in  her  state  carriage,  attended  by  the 
Prince  of  Wales  and  other  members  of  the  E  jyal 
Family. 

A  new  bacon  factory  at  Davizes,  Wilts,  has  just 
been  erected  by  Mr.  Henry  Ash,  of  Ddvizes,  for  the 
Central  Wiltshire  Bacon  Co.,  Ltd. 

Mr.  Henry  Edwards,  of  Burton-on-Trent,  has 
obtained  the  contract  for  the  second  block  of  houses 

to  be  erected  by  the  Burton  Artisans'  Dwellings 
Company.  Toe  first  block  is  nearing  completior, 
aud  the  formation  of  the  street  will  shortly  be 

proceeded  with.  The  plans  for  all  the  buildings 

have  been  prepared  by  Mr.  T.  Jenkins,  of  High- street,  Burton. 

It  is  expected  that  Mr.  F.  W.  Pomeroy's  statue  of Jlr.  Gladstone  will  be  completed  in  suflicient  time 

to  enable  it  to  be  placed  in  position  in  the  House  of 

Commons  before  the  commencement  of  the  ad- 

journed session  in  February  next.  The  fuU-sizjd 
model  was  complete!  some  time  ago,  and  the  figure 

is  now  being  carved  in  marble. 

In  the  Council  Ooamber,  Xewcastle-on-Tyne, 

Mr.  W.  O.  E.  Meade-King,  Local  Government 

B  jard  inspector.  Bit  to  hear  an  application  by  the 

city  council  for  leave  to  borrow  £2,011  for  street 

improvements.  The  town  clerk  (Mr.  Hvll  Motum) 

aud  the  city  engineer  (Mr.  W.  li.  Laws)  appaared 

to  support  the  application  on  behalf  of  the  council. 

The  majority  of  Mr.  W.  P.  Lswis,  jun.,  son  of 

Mr  W.  P.  Lewis,  builder  and  contractor,  Here- 
ford was  celebrated  last  week  by  a  dinner  at  the 

Mitre  Hotel  in  that  city,  to  which  about  seventy 

friends  and  employee!  were  present.  Mr.  L^wis 

presided,  Mr.  J.  Parker,  city  surveyor,  oooupymg 

the  vice-chair. 

Tbe  managing  committee  of  the  South-Eistern and  Chatham  and  Dover  Kiilway  have  just  let  the 

contracts  for  the  widening'of  their  lines  between  St. 
John's  and  Orpington.  As  soon  as  this  work  is 

completed  there  will  be  four  line*  of  railway  from 

Charing  Cross  to  Orpington,  a  distance  of  fourteen 
miles  out  of  London.  The  committee  have  also 

instructed  their  engineer  to  commence  at  once  the 

alteration  of  Tonbridge  Station.  Contracts  are 

already  out  for  the  building  at  Ashford  of  an 

entirely  new  station,  with  eight  sets  of  lines  and 

four  platforms.  The  Chatham  and  Dover  terminus 
at  \ictoria  is  about  to  be  improved.  The  platforms 

will  be  relaid,  and  the  network  of  lines  rearranged. 
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QUSSTIOXS. 

[113*1.]— Herring^Bone  Work.-There  is  a  speci- 
men of  Bomao  herring-bone  pavement  in  the  Gaildhall 

Museum,  London.  Would  any  o(  your  readers  kindly  tell 
me  where  other  e.xamplee  of  herring-bone  work,  dating 
from  Roman  times,  may  be  found  in  Great  Britain,  or 
what  books  treat  of  the  subject  I  The  walls  of  Grenada, 
in  Spain,  contain  a  large  amount  of  herriog-booe  work. 
Is  it  Spanish,  Moorish,  or  Koman  ?— C.vsopfs. 

[11342.]— By-La-ws.— One  of  the  by-laws  of  an  urban 
district  council  reads  aa  follows  ;  -"No  building  shall  be 
erected  on  the  side  of  any  new  street  which  shall  exceed 
in  height  the  distance  from  the  front  of  sucli  building  to 
the  opposite  side  of  such  street ;  nor  shall  the  height  of 
any  building  so  erected  be  at  any  time  subsenuently  in- 

creased so  as  to  exceed  such  distance."  Does  this  restric- 
tion as  to  the  height  of  the  building  apply  to  a  new 

erection  in  an  oU  street  ?  A  new  building  is  about  to 
be  erected  upon  the  foundations  of  a  building  already  in 
existence.  It  is  proposed  to  take  down  the  existing 
walls  to  the  level  of  footing  courses  of  foundations.  Can 
an  urban  district  coimcil  deem  this  a  new  building  ao  as 
to  insist  upon  the  frontage  being  set  back  a  dist.ince  of 
3ft.?— J.  O. 

tll3l3.)-Aug'le3,  Light  and  Air.— Will  someone 
kindly  oblige  by  explaining  the  u*e  of  the  angles  63J^  and 
■'^'2^'  in  light  and  air  cases,  as  I  understand  they  are  used 
by  the  Ix>ndon  County  Council  ?  I  have  referred  to  three 
or  four  textbooks,  and  looked  through  the  London 
Building  Act  I.C.C.  regulations,  bat  cannot  find  any 
reference  to  the  angles.— Paovi.sTiAi.  SrriVBYOB. 

[11311. 1— The  Scissors  Truss  Boof.-Thia  kind  of 
truss  is  often  used  over  schoolrooms,  small  churches,  and 
chapels.  It  consists  of  a  pair  of  cros*  bnices  or  ties, 
which  connect  the  feet  of  the  principals,  and  also  a  point 
about  two-thirds  up.  Sometimes  there  is  an  iron  bolt 
from  ridge  to  intersection  of  cross  braces.  How  should 
the  braces  be  framed  to  the  principals  ?  Will  halved 
dovetail  connection  do,  or  would  it  be  better  to  use  iron 

straps  at  the  junctions  with  principals  and  braces.'  I 
have  seen  both  methods  used  :  but  would  like  an  opinion 
from  some  practical  corre-spondent  as  to  these  points. 
Also  whether  the  truss  can  be  depended  on  for  spans  of 
20ft.  Sometimes  I  have  noticed  the  principles  have  an 
iron  tie-rod  n-ar  the  feet,  implying  that  the  truss  is  likely 
to  spread.  To  my  mind,  the  tie-rod  renders  the  CTt>ss 
braces  useless.  I  have  seen  also  a  wooden  tie  introduced 
a  few  feet  above  the  springing,  bolted  through  both 
principals  and  braces.    Any  suggestions  will  be  of  value. 
— TllEuBIST. 

{11345.]— Vetropake.  -  Will  someone  who  knows  in- form me  whether  this  sort  of  decoration  is  suitable  for 
external  work  or  decoration,  and  how  it  can  be  Hxed ! 
— A.  G. 

[113(6.]— Ants.— At  the  present  season  many  of  the 
bouses  in  London  which  are  built  on  a  sandy  soil  have 
the  basements  infested  with  swarms  of  small  red  ants. 
Everything  that  is  brought  to  table  is  covered  with  them 
to  such  an  extent  that  a  positive  nuLsance  results.  Can 
you  or  any  of  your  correspondents  suggest  any  method  of 
exterminating  them,  or  greatly  reducing  their  number  '  — Rowland  Pi.irMUK. 

[We  have  found  ordinary  paratHa  oil.  plentifully 
applied  in  their  haunts,  the  best  remedy.]— El>.] 

[1S347.]— Protection  of  Adjoining  Walls  from 
Damp.— I  am  erecting  a  villa,  and  my  fllled-up  ground- 
line  comes  above  thedampooursi  of  theadjoinin:^:  owner's 
garden-wall.  I  should  like  to  know  if  I  am  compelled  to 
protect  his  wall  from  damp  '  I  may  mention  the  wall  is 
ilamp  in  some  places  owin^  to  his  ground  being  above  his 
own  dampciurse.- S.  E.  B. 

SSFIISS. 

[11338.]  —  Architects  Duty  to  Pupil.  — 
"Anxious  "  is,  I  am  afraid,  only  one  complainant  in  a 
large  number  of  cases.  I  should  advise  "Anxious"  to 
persevere  in  his  course,  to  try  and  supplement  his  work  at 
the  office  by  attending  a  class  of  buildibg  construction  or 
jxractice,  and  to  ask  his  master  to  allow  him  tbe  necessary 
time  for  study.  He  may  at  least  do  well  to  &sk  his  master 
questions  about  such  things  as  levelling,  and  how  to  read 
levels.  Xo  master  could  refuse  to  explain.  I  can 
sympathise  with  "  Anxious  "  if  it  is  his  misfortime  to  have 
been  placed  with  a  busy  firm,  who  are  too  busy  to  teach 
a  pupil,  or  so  overbearing  and  important  that  they  will 
not  trouble.  I  have  heard  of  such  cases  :  -the  only  way  is 
to  respectfully  ask  principal  to  give  you  a  little  instruc- 

tion in  certain  matters.  Every  architect  who  takes  pupils 
is  m:trally  bound  to  instruct  and  explain  as  far  as  he 
reasonably  can ;  but,  of  course,  this  cbligition  is  con- 

siderably limited  by  th*  demands  of  business,  and  in 
many  indentures  there  is  no  covenant  to  give  private 
instruction.- As  Ar'-ititbct. 

[113S9.]-Oak  Floor-"  Shrinkage  "says  he  has  laid 
an  oak  lloor  of  dry  stuff,  and  that  owing  to  the  hiat  from 
heating  pipes  some  of  the  joints  have  u^ened.  oi  course 
they  have:  These  are  not  the  days  of  miracles,  and  it 
would  be  a  miracle  if  they  bad  not.— Harbv  U-  ns. 

(11339.)- Oik  Floors —The  question  put  by  your 
correspondent  "Shrinkage"  is  no:  complete.  Probibly 
he  means  "  If'Ai'  is  a  4in.  by  lin.  T.  and  G.  laid  on 
counter  floor  1"  instead  of  "Which."  .illwr  of  this 
description  is  lin.  oak  floor  in  4in.  widths,  grooved  and 
tongued,  laid  on  a  deal  floor.  Heat  from  heating-pipes 
would  cause  any  joints  to  open.— X. 

;il3IO.]-Plaster.— The  width  of  a  church  or  other 
building  is  usually  taken  to  mean  cither  the  in'emal 
width  in  clear  of  plasterioi:.  or  the  total  outside  width. 
The  question  of  "Student"  wonld  have  been  more  ex- 

plicit if  he  had  said  37ft.  in  /■/.-  ■ ...  inside.  If  this  is 
what  he  m-ans,  the  thickness  of  the  plaster  should  be 
added  to  the  thickness  of  the  walls.  If  these  are  .■^ft. 
thick,  then  3;ft.  .  i;ft.  .  thickness  of  pluster  i»  the  ex- 

ternal width.  3Iany  builders  take  the  width  of  a  building 
as  between  the  brick  walls,  the  thickness  of  plaster  being 
neglected,  and  this  is  Uie  usual  case  with  buUders,  unless 

the  exact  width  in  the  clear  is  stated.  As  it  only  mak^s 
about  liin  ,  the  difference  is  immaterial  in  large  rooms. 
The  dimensions  of  a  room  put  on  the  plan  ought  of  course 
to  mean  in  dear  of  walls,  or  the  clear  width  between 
them,  allowance  in  this  case  being  made  for  plaster.— 
Verax. 

CHIPS. 

The  Theatre  ll)jal  and  Opera  House  at  St. 

Helen's,  which  was  erected  nine  yesLrs  ago  at  a  cost 
of  1 13,000,  was  completely  destroyed  by  fire  early 
on  Friday  morning,  the  damage  being  estimated  at i"20,000. 

The  Parka  Committee  of  Edinburgh  Town 

Council  have  recommended  the  purchase  oi  'M 
acres  of  ground  on  the  Saughtonhall  Eititefor  a 
public  park  for  the  Dilry  and  Gorgie  district  of  the 

city,  at  the  price  of  £52,900. 
The  new  block  of  buildings  in  Hatton-garden,  to 

be  used  by  the  Liverpool  Fire  Brigade,  will  be 
formally  opened  on  Tuesday,  the  2Ith  inst, 

St.  Leonard's  Church,  Shoreditch,  was  reopened 
on  Friday  night  after  restoration  at  a  cost  of  about 

£1,'200. 
A  new  Congregational  church  was  opened  on 

Tuesday  week  at  OSley.  The  flew  building  occu- 
pies the  site  of  the  old  one  in  Bridge -street.  Its 

erection  has  cost  about  £7,000,  and  it  will  provide 

accommodation  for  .')42  persons.  The  architects  are 
Messrs.  T.  H.  and  F,  Healey,  of  Bradford. 

The  Naval  Commander-in-Cliief  performed  the 

opening  ceremony  at  the  Royal  Sailors'  Ilest, 
Morice  Town,  Davenport,  on  Friday  afternoon. 
The  old  and  inadequate  premises  have  been  pulled 
down,  and  rebuilt  from  the  plans  of  Mr.  II.  J.  Snell, 

of  Plymouth,  so  as  to  provide  much  greater  accom- 
modation. The  building  is  now  of  red  brick,  with 

Hmhill  stone  facings, 

A  new  Presbyterian  church  was  recently  opened 
at  Cushendall,  Co.  Antrim.  It  is  constructed  of 
stone,  and  is  Eirly  Gaglish  in  style.  Mr.  William  J. 
Fennell,  MR  I. A  I.,  of  Belfast,  is  the  architect, 

and  the  builder  is  Mr.  Hugh  M'Cann,  Ballymena. 
Under  the  Housing  of  the  Working  Classes  Act, 

the  corporation  of  Aberdeen  have  erected  eight 
dwellings,  at  a  coat  of  £7,215,  in  Urquhart-road. 
The  remainder  of  the  ground  acqtiired  for  this 
purpose  (it  was  decided  on  Monday  by  the  town 
council)  is  to  be  utilised  for  the  erection  of 
additional  houses  along  Roslin-street  and  Park-road. 

A  wooden  structure  60ft.  high  and  105ft.  long  at 
the  Paris  Exhibition  buildings  suddenly  collapsed 
on  Monday,  and  nine  workmen  were  injured. 

The  London  County  CouncQ,  at  its  meeting  on 
Tuesday,  discussed  at  great  length  the  proposal  to 

apply  for  powers  to  construct  an  extensive  tram- 
way system  under  the  Light  R  lil ways  Act.  Strong 

objection  was  taken  by  several  members  to  the 
proposals  of  the  Highways  Committee,  but  they 
were  in  the  end  agreed  to.  The  Council  also 
reeolved  to  employ  Professor  A.  B.  W.  Kennedy  as 
an  expert  adviser  in  regard  to  the  equipment  of  an 

experimental  portion  of  the  Council's  lines  for electrical  traction,  and  also  as  adviser  in  the 
endeavour  to  secure  Parliamentary  sanction  to  the 
light  railway  scheme. 

The  studio  of  the  late  Sir  Edward  Bume-Jones, 
at  the  Grange,  West  Kensington,  has  been  hung 
with  about  fifty  of  his  works,  some  unfiaished,  and 
will  be  open  to  students  and  the  general  public  on 

Saturday  and  Sunday  afternoons,  from  two  o'clock 
till  dusk,  commencing  on  Saturday,  O^t.  21.  The 
entrance  to  the  studio  is  in  Liscar-terraoe,  West 
K^insington,  and  visitors  will  be  required  to  sign 
their  names  in  the  visitors'  book. 

The  section  of  double  line  between  Polpeiro  and 

Buck's  Head,  neir  Truro,  was  opened  for  trafli;  on Sitorday. 

An  inspection  was  made  by  Mr.  J.  A.  Brodie 
(city  engineer  of  Liverpool)  and  other  corporation 
officials,  of  the  Walton  electric  tramway.  A  car 
proceeded  from  Lord-street,  via  Whitechapel, 
Scotland-road,  to  Spellow-lane.  returning  by  way 
of  Scotlsnd-road,  Dile-street,  and  Castle-atreet. 
Everything  connected  with  the  line  was  found  in 
a  aatisfactory  manner.  The  street  works  from 
Spellow-lane  to  Preston-road  have  been  completed 
ready  for  the  overhead  equipment,  and  the  laying 
of  the  lines  from  that  point  to  Aintrae  is  well 
advanced. 

The  new  schools,  Djskford,  X.B.,  are  being 

warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's patent  Manchester  grates,  the  same  being  supplied 
by  Messrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of Manchester. 

The  erection  of  the  new  r(adiog-room  has  been 
commenced  at  Bridgend,  near  Lostwithiel.  The 
contract  for  the  work  has  been  let  to  Messrs.  M  itk 
Bennett  and  Henry  Brown,  of  Loatwithiel,  and  the 
building  will  be  erected  in  accordance  with  the 

plans,  \"c. ,  prepared  by  Mr.  A.  E.  Skentelbery, 
architect,  Lostwithiel,  and  as  approved  by  the  < 
Bodmin  Rural  District  Council.  I 

C^ur  C^fRct   Cable. 
TiiK  discussion  by  the  Discussion  Section  of  the 

-Vrchitectural  Association  last  Friday  of  registra- 
tion for  architects  was  a  distinctly  usefiU  one. 

As  usual,  gentlemen  who  have  got  into  the 
Institute  without  examination,  and  gentlemen 
who  are  so  artistic  that  for  their  lives  thoy  could 

not  pass  an  examination  in  the  "professional" ossontials  of  their  craft,  trotted  out  the  old  ghosts 

of  iirguments  against  regiBtration,  but  mostly,  we 
fancy,  with  their  tongues  in  their  checks.  The  fact 
is  that  those  who  oppose  registration  to-day  are 
generally  of  the  opinion  of  the  gentlemun  of  the 
name  of  .Jommett,  who  thinks  that  the  standard  of 

excellence  fixed  even  to-day  by  the  professional 
societies  is  too  high,  and  that  the  R  I.B.A.  itself 

is  "  altogether  too  professional."  Jemmett  and 
Co.  may  console  themselves !  Anybody  that 
likes  to  employ  architects  to  ilream  buildings  for 

them  will  not  bo  hindered  by  registration  '. 
TiiK  new  session  of  the  Royal  Institute  of 

British  Architects  will  be  inaugurated  on 

Monday  evening,  November  6th,  when  Mr. 
William  Emerson,  the  President,  will  deliver  his 

opening  address.  The  programme  for  the  sub- 

sequent meetings  is  as  follows  : — Nov.  20,  "The 
I'luildings  of  the  French  Exhibition  of  1900,"  by 
iM.  Charles  Lucas;  Deo.  4,  business  meeting; 

Dec.  l.S,  "  Decorative  Patterns  from  Excavations 

in  Cyprus  in  1896,"  by  Dr.  A.  S.  Murray, 
F.S..\.,  Keeper  of  Greek  and  Roman  Antiquities 
at  the  British  Museum ;  .Jan.  8,  1900,  business 

meeting  ;  Jan.  lG-27,  annual  exhibition  of  draw- 
ings submitted  for  the  Institute  prizes  and 

studentships,  to  be  held  at  the  Alpine  Club, 
Sivile-row :  Jan.  22,  award  of  prizes  and 

studentships  ;  Feb.  5,  President's  address  to students,  and  presentation  of  piizes;  Feb.  19, 

"  Lunatic  Asylums  at  Home  and  Abroad,"  by 
G.  T.  Uine;  March  5,  bvisiness  meeting,  and 
election  of  Royal  Gold  Medallist;  March  19, 

"  Ancient  Lights,"  by  J.  Fletcher  Moulton, 
(i.e.,  M.l'.,  F.R.S.,  J.  Douglass  Mathews,  and 

Boresford  Pite  ;  April  2,  "  Artisans'  Dwellings," 
by  .lohn  lloneyman,  R.S.A.,  Henry  ."^palding, 
W.  E.  Wallis,  and  Owen  Fleming;  .April  23, 

paper  (subject  to  be  announced  later) :  May  7, 

annual  general  meeting  ;  Jlay  21,  "  The  Art  of 
the  late  Professor  C'ockerell,"  by  J.  M.  Brydon, 
Vice-President;  June  11,  business  meeting: 
annual  elections ;  and  June  25,  presentation  of 

the  Royal  Gold  Medal. 

The  chimney-pot  hat  is  evidently  a  much  more 
time-honoured  institution  than  one  had  supposed, 

for  in  the  picture  by  Jan  Van  Eyck,  who  died  in 
1410,  selected  by  Sir  Edward  Poynter  as  the  chief 
specimen  for  his  book  on  the  National  Gallery,  a 
certain  .lean  .Vmolfini  is  wearing  a  beaver  worthy 

of  the  old  llambledon  Club.  Sir  Edward  pro- 
nounces this  picture,  which  contains  portraits  of 

Amolfini  and  his  wife,  Jeanne  de  Chenany,  in  a 
bedroom,  and  is  signed  and  dated  1434,  one  of 
the  most  precious  possessions  of  the  National 

Gallery.  'The  painting,  purchased  from  Mijor- 
Cienoral  Hay  in  1842,  was  illustrated  as 
No  .'CXXI.  of  our  series  of  "Old  Masters 

from  the  National  Gallery,"  in  our  is:U3  of 
Oct.   '20,   1893. 

SKVKit.vL  of  the  riparian  authorities  have, 
during  the  past  week,  considered  the  question  of 
conditionally  promising  the  apportionments  which 
would  be  due  from  them  under  the  scheme  for 
the  construction  of  a  new  lock  at  Bittersea.  Of 

the  five  that  are  situated  highest  up  the  river  in 
the  area  affected,  only  one — Heston-Isleworth, 
whoso  apportionment  is  £3,835 — has  followed  the 
lead  set  bv  the  Hammersmith  Vestry,  and 
assented.  The  Brentford  District  Council  — 
t:3,o39 — being  doubtful  about  the  advantage  of 
the  scheme  to  the  barge  and  dock  traiKo  of  its 
district,  declined.  The  Chiswick  District  Council 

— i7,8ls— expressed  itself  favourably,  but  has 
decided  nothing.  The  B.arnes  and  Jlortlake 
District  Council — £5,458 — feared  that  the  surface 
drainage  of  the  district  might  be  prejudicially 
affected,  and  proposes  to  take  further  advice  on 

the  point.  'The  Richmond  Town  Council,  on 
behalf  of  Kew— £1,081 — referred  the  matter  to  a 
committee  without  comment.  But  the  Thames 

Conservancy  Board,  whose  expected  assistance 
W.1S  one  of  the  chief  factors  in  the  scheme,  has 
de'ided  that  it  cannot  contribute  anything. 

Til F.  Health  Committee  of  the  Liverpool  Cor- 
poration have  recommended  to  the  city  council  that 

there  ahoold  be  included  in  the  next  application 
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to  Parliament  powers  to  enable  the  widening  ol 
the  following  important  thoroughfares  to  he 
carried  out : — Smithdown-road,  from  35ft.  to 
60ft.,  on  the  north  side  between  Greenbank-road 
and  Garmoyle-road ;  Uicc-lane,  from  42ft.  to 
50ft.,  between  the  entrances  to  Walton  Park  on 
the  west  side;  West  Derby-road,  from  o5ft.  to 
60ft.,  and  a  portion  to  GGft.,  on  the  south  side 
and  in  an  easterly  direction  from  (ireen-lane; 

Oakfield-road,  from  3-1  ft.  to  .'lOtt.,  on  the  south 
side,  westerly  from  Breck-road  ;  Everton  Valley, 
from  35ft.  to  ISft.  6in.,  on  the  south  side,  between 
St.  Bomingo-road  and  Itoyal-street ;  and  Isling- 

ton, from  15ft.  to  GOft.,  on  the  north  side  between 
St.  Anne-street  and  I  'lare-street.  The  committee 
also  recommended  the  city  council  to  make  an 
application  for  an  cxtensii  n  of  the  time  limit  for 
carrying  out  the  improvement  at  the  corner  of 
Lodge-lane  and  timithdown-road — viz.,  widening 
that  portion  of  Ixidge-lane  from  iZU.  to  50ft.  for 
a  length  of  about  25  yards  on  the  east  side. 
Parliamentary  powers  for  which  were  obtained 
in  1897. 

TuF.  Corporation  of  Glasgow  held  a  third 
special  meeting  on  Friday  to  consider  the  build- 

ing regulations  which  it  is  proposed  to  bring 
before  I'arliament  in  the  form  of  a  Bill.  The 
clauses  considered  included  those  dealing  with  the 
height  of  buildings  and  the  width  of  streets. 
Considerable  discussion  took  place  regarding  the 
proposal  to  restrict  the  height  of  business  premises 
to  one-fifth  more  than  the  width  of  the  street. 
In  Miller-street  this  would  mean  that  buildings 
could  not  be  more  than  4.Sft.  Mr.  Dickson  held 
that  such  a  limitation  would  be  an  unfair 
obstruction  to  business  and  the  proper  use  of 
valuable  sites  in  the  centre  of  the  city.  He  held 
that  work  could  be  carried  on  under  healthier 
conditions  in  high  buildings.  Mr.  Walter  Paton 
said  the  effect  of  restricting  buildings  to  48ft.  in 
narrow  streets  would  be  that  owners  would  make 
lour  low  stories,  whereas  if  GOft.  were  allowed 
the  present  tendency  to  make  roofs  higher  and 
rooms  consequently  airier,  would  be  continued. 

Mr.  C'alderwood,  aa  a  practical  builder,  sup- ported the  clause,  and  declared  that,  while  some 
hardship  might  be  entailed,  the  few  must  suffer 
for  the  good  of  the  community.  On  a  division, 
the  clause  was  carried  by  20  votes  to  14.  It  was 
agreed,  without  discussion,  that  dwelling-houses 
should  not  be  higher  than  the  width  of  the  street. 
The  corporation  again  adjourned. 

The  British  Fire  Prevention  Committee  started 
its  winter  session  on  Wednesday  by  arranging  a 

private  view  of  its  testing  station  at  Regent's 
Park,  and  showing  a  series  of  experimental  tests 
with  a  concrete  floor,  with  an  iron  safe,  and  with 
some  wooden  doors.  The  committee  have  fur- 

nished the  following  account  of  the  tests  :  "As 
regards  the  floor,  it  w.i8  of  steel  girders,  with  a 
concrete  filling  prepared  on  the  lines  recently 
required  by  the  London  County  Council.  The 
fire  was  intended  to  be  of  two  and  a  halt  hours' 
duration  at  a  temperature  of  2,00o-  Fahr.,  but 
the  floor  collapsed  in  approximately  an  hour  and 
a  half  before  that  temperature  had  been  quite 
reached.  The  safe  was  tested  under  similar  con- 

ditions ;  it  bulged  badly,  and  could  not  be  opened 
at  the  close  of  the  test  to  see  the  effect  on  the 
contents.  Regarding  the  doors,  they  were  of 
solid  2in.  deal  and  2in.  pitch-pine,  and  the  dura- 

tion of  the  test  was  one  hour  at  a  temperature 
reaching  approximately  1.5(iu°  Fahr.  The  fire 
began  to  break  through  after  about  a  quarter  of 
an  hour,  but  the  doors  did  not  collapse  until  quite 
fifty  minutes  after  the  commencement  of  test.'' 
The  testing  operations  were  conducted  by  a  sub- 

committee of  the  executive,  comprising  several 
district  surveyors  (Messrs.  II.  II.  Collins,  F,. 
Marsland,  and  F.  Hammond),  with  Mr.  Frede- 

rick Farrow,  F.IM.B.A.,  Mr.  Max  Clarke, 
A.R.I.B.A.,  and  Mr.  Charles  Goad,  C.E. 

.\t  a  Local  Government  Board  inquiry  held  at 
Nelson  on  Friday,  the  interesting  point  of  the 
right  of  one  local  authority  to  enter  the  district 
of  a  neighbouring  authority  and  establish  an 
infectious  disease  hospital  there  was  submitted 
for  the  decision  of  the  Local  Government  Board. 
The  Xeleon  Corporation  asked  for  sanction  to 
borrow  £2,000  for  the  purchase  of  ten  acres  of 
land,  for  the  site  of  an  infectioiis  diseases 
hospital,  on  the  borders  of  the  borough,  but  in  the 
district  of  the  Brierfield  District  Council.  The 
cost  of  the  proposed  hospital  is  estimated  at 
.410,000.  It  appeared  that  so  long  ago  asin  188fi 
a  joint  hospital  board  was  formed  for  several  dis- 

tricts, including  Xelson,  in  N'orth-east  Lanca- 
shire, but  for  eeveral  years  nothing  was  done  in 

the  scheme,  and  in  189i  an  order  was  obtained 
excluding  Nelson  from  the  joint  authority  .ind  in- 

cluding tlielioroughof  Burnley.  The  rapid  growth 
of  XelSon,  the  population  of  which  had  incrcised 
from  15,000  in  IKSG  to  :S5,0U0  at  the  prsent  time, 
was  assigned  as  the  reason  why  the  lx)rough  should 
bo  allowed  to  provide  its  own  hospital  accommoda- 

tion. The  Nelson  Corporation  conteniied  that  it 
had  the  right  to  enter  the  r..  iL;hbouring 
authority's  district  and  erect  a  ho9pit.il  there 
without  the  consent  of  the  Brierfield  Council, 
provided  that  the  building  plans  conformed  with 
the  Brierfield  by-laws.  Brierfield  opposed  the 
application,  contending  that  Xelson  .should  be 
reiiuired  to  drain  the  hospital  into  its  own  sewer, 
and  treat  the  sewage  at  its  own  outfiiU  works,  and 
not  put  Brierfield  to  the  expense  of  about  £1,300 
to  provide  for  the  hospital  sewerage.  To  meet 
this  objection  Nelson  offered  to  include  the  site  of 
the  proposed  hospital  in  the  borough  area.  I  >iiring 
the  inquiry  the  inspector  stated  tliat  the  Locil 
liovemment  Board  would  rc'iuiro  that  the 
sewerage  arrangements  of  the  proposed  hospital 
should  be  clearly  shown,  but  the  liability  for  the 
sewerage  was  a  legal  question,  which  he  did  not 
tliink  Ciime  under  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Board. 

TiKisi;  who  have  to  build  scaffoldings  to  pro- 
tect the  public  during  c.uilding  operations  should 

see  that  they  are  strong  enough  to  carry  any 
proper  load,  and  foremen  should  watch  that  their 
labourers  do  not  pile  up  unreasonable  weights  of 
brick  and  stone  on  stagings.  On  the  evening  of 
the  I  >ewey  parade  in  New  Vork,  a  shed  built 
over  a  sidewalk  in  Fourteenth-street,  intended  to 
protect  passers-by  from  falling  objects,  gave  way 
under  the  weight  of  several  tons  of  bricks,  which 
had  been  gradually  accumulating  on  it.  Four 
persons  were  under  the  shed  at  the  time.  Three 
of  them,  alarmed  by  the  sound  of  the  cracking  of 
the  timbers,  succeeded  in  making  their  escape : 
but  the  fourth,  a  young  Bohemian  woman,  was 
caught  by  a  mass  of  falling  material,  and 
instantly  killed. 

It  appears  that  certain  decorations  in  the 
Capitol  at  Washington  have  been  treated  in  a 
manner  which  has  e.\cited  the  indignation  of  the 
Government  officials,  who  will  endeavour,  at  the 
next  session  of  Congress,  to  secure  the  passage  of 
a  law  to  prevent  such  misdemeanours.  Many  of 
the  smaller  rooms  in  the  Capitol  are,  says  the 
Scientific  American,  elaborately  frescoed,  in  the 
style  of  fifty  years  ago,  with  the  arms  of  the 
States,  or  other  decorations,  sometimes  of  an  in- 

teresting character.  Where  these  decorations 
have  grown  shabby  with  age,  it  seems  that  it  has 
been  the  practice,  instead  of  cleaning  or  retouch- 

ing them,  to  sirape  them  off,  and  paint  the  wall 
in  plain  colour.  Congress  will,  doubtless,  put  an 
effective  stop  to  such  a  glaring  abuse  of  public 

property. 

MEETINGS  FOR  THE  ENSUING  WEEK. 

TiiURSnAV.— Society  of    Architects.     Annual   Meeting. 
St.  James's  Hall,  Piccadilly.    8  p.m. 

Fbidav.— Aicbitectural   Association.     "  Construction  of 
•  Circular  Stairs  and  Vaults,"  by  Lawrence 
Harvey.    7  30  p  in. 

Glasgow  Architectural  Craftsmen's 
Society.  "My  Impteasioos  of  Glasgow 
Cathedral,"  by  Alexander  Wagstatf. 
8  p.m. 
Auctioneers*  Institute.  PresideDtial 

Address,  by  W.  Koland  Peck,  57, 
Chancery-lone,  W.C.    8  p  m. 

THE  AIlCHITECTini.VL  ASSOCIATION. 
OCTOBKR    2:ih,    CIUIIWKV     GKNERII.    MKKTIN' 

Condu 
it-tUfrt,  W..  7 

II.  II.  HOOK  ri«  '<■■■ 
•  pccimrnt. 

r.ip.r  l»j  Mr.  L.WVUKNi  K  II  MO  t.\ 
-ulur  Sljir.  .inil  Sj.ir.l  \  ,viU..  Mr. 
M,-  pro;"«"rtic»  of .  An-jU.-.  ol  »toac  i.  i!h 

G.  B.  CARVILL 
R.  S.   BALIOl 

u 
Mr.  W.  Roland  Peck,  the  President  of  the 

Anctioneera'  Institute  of  the  I'nited  Kingdom,  will 
bold  an  "at  home"  at  the  iiiyol  lustitute  of 
Poiaters  in  Water-colours,  I'lcoadilly,  on  Thursday, 
Ootober  2G ;  and  will,  on  the  following  evening, 
deliver  his  inaugural  address  to  the  members,  at  the 

Institute,  57  and  5S,  Chancery -lane. 
The  new  Central  Technical  Schools  for  Cornwall, 

at  Truro,  are  to  be  opened  by  the  Lord -Lieutenant 
of  the  county  next  week  as  a  memorial  to  the  late 
Sir  Charles  L?mon,  Birt.  The  buildings  have  been 
erected  from  plans  by  Mr.  Silvonus  Trevail, 
V.P.S  A  ,  of  Truro,  at  the  sole  cost  of  Mr.  ,1. 
Paismore  KInards,  and  on  a  site  given  by  the  city 
council.  They  were  illustrated  and  described  in 

detail  in  our  issue  of  May  2^,  18'.i7. 

LATEST    PRICES. 
IBON,    *o. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

RoUed-Iian  Joists,  Belgian      £«    0    0    to   £«  10   p 
BoUed-Steel  Joists,  ̂ igUsh         8    S    0    „       9    0    0 
Wrxught-Iron  OirdCTPlates        6  16    0    „       8  10    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staffs        8    7    6,,       976 Do.,  I/>wiiLOor,  Flat,  Bound,  oi 

Square        17    0    0    „     IT    6    0 
Do.,  Welsh         6  16    0    „      6  17    6 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron- 
South  Staffs        7  17    8    „      8    5    0 
BestSnedshill      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  IDs.,  'Tecs  20s.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &e.,  £9  15s. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  lOs.  Od.  per  toe 
Oalvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron- 

No.  18  to  20.  No.22to24. 
eft.    to    8ft.     long,    IncInsiTe    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

gauge   £12  12    6    ...£12  17     6 
Best  ditto       13    2    6    ...    13    7    6 

Per  ton-  Per  ton. 
Cast-iron  Colmmia     £8  15    0    to   £9  15    0 
Caxt-Iron  Stanchions        8  15    0    „      9  15    0 
Rolled-Iron  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0,,       950 
Boiled-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0,,      950 

„         -  „       Galvanised.    12    0    0    „     13    0    0 
Cast-iron  Sash  Weighto         6  16    0    „      6    0    0 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  3in.  to  6in      10    0    0    „     11    0    0 
Cat  Floor  Brads        »  16    0    „     10  16    0 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris) — 
0  to  7      8      9      10      11       12      18      II      18     B.W.G. 
10-     106  11/- 119  12/6    13,6  U6  16  3  IS  3  per  cwt. 

Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes- 
Sin,  diameter         £6  17    6    to   £7    5    0 
4in.  to8in        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
7Ln.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    „      7    0    0 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  gd.  per  ton  extra;  tamed 

and  bored  joints,  5s.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  Blast,  LUleahall       106e.  to  110«. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto         678.  6d.  to  628.  6d. 

Wroaght-Iron  Tubes  and  Fittings — Discount  off  Standard 

Lists  f.o.b. ; — Gas-Tubee    57Jp.e. 
Water^Tubes     52| 
Steam-Tubes      471 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    421 
Galvunised  Water-Tubes    37} 
Galvanised  Steam-Tubes    324 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  casks. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10    0  to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  Vieille  Montagne      3110    0    „     32  15    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    18    0    0    „     19    0    0 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      17    0    0    „     1»    0    0 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags      20    0    0    „     21    0    0 
CopperSheets,  sheathing  and  rods    93  10    0    „     04    0    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    79  10    0    „     MOO 
Tin,  Sti-aits     146    0    0    „   117    6    0 
Do  .  EngUah  Ingots     150    0    0    „   131    0    0 
Spelter,  Silesian      22    7    0    „     22  12    6 

TIMBEB. Teak,  Bormah   per  load  £11  10    0  to  £16  10    0 
„     Bangkok   ,    ...    11    6    0    „     16    5    0 

Quebec  Pme,  yellow       „    •••      5    6    0,,       700 
„    Oak         4    7    6,,      650 
„    Birch      ,    ...      2  15    0    „       4  12    6 
„    Ehn    ,    ...      4  17    6    „      5  10    0 
„    Ash         „     .„       4    0    0,,       500 

Dantaio  and  Memel  Oak     „    ...      3    0    0,,      400 
Fir    ,    ...      2  10    0    „      3  10    0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log        4    2    6,,       5  15    0 
Lath,  Dantsic,  p.f        „    ._      4  10    0    „       5  10    0 

St.  Petersburg       „    ._      4    0    0,,      6  10    0 
Greenheart        „    ...      7  16    0    „      8    0    0 
Box       7    0    0,,     15    0    0 
Sequoia,  U.S.A   per  cube  foot     0    1    »    „      0    2    0 Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot  .    .  ., 

lin.  thick         0    0    5J  „      0    0  7| 
Honduras   ...     „    ...      0    0    4J  „      0    0    6 
Mexican        0    0    SJ  „      0    0    4 
African          „    ...      0    0    3},,       0    0    5 

Cedar,  Cuba   ,    ...      0    0    4,,      0    0  41 
„   Honduras         ,.    ...      0    0    8},,      0    0  3} 

Satinwood        0    0  10    „       0    19 
Walnut,  Italian        „    ...      0    0    8,,       0    0  7i 

„      American           0    2    3.,       046 
Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— lift,  by  IJiu. 

by  llin. : — 

Quebec,  Pine,  1st      £20    5    0   to  £26  15    0 
2nd       l.'J    5    0    „     18  10    0 

"  Srd         9    5    0,,     10  15    0 
Canada  Spruce,  Ist        9    6    0,,     11    8    0 

,  2nd  and  3rd         7  15    0    „      9    0    0 
New  Brunswick        ''    2    S    "     ,? '5    2 
Riga           8    5    0,,     10    0    0 
St  Petersburg      10  n    0    „     17    0    0 
Swedish      10  10    0    „     17  10    0 
?Sd.:        9  10    0    „     11    0    0 Wkit^Sea      »?    S    S    "     51    n    n 

Battens,  all  aorta           6    0    0,,     lb    0    0 Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin. :—  .„  „    „ 

ist^pared.....^^^..^^     £0  10    6    „     «0  15    O 2ndditto         S    *    *    •'      S'S    a 

Other  qualities           0    4    0,,      099 Staves,  per  standard  M:—  .,„  ,«    n 

US  ditto    *»    0    0    ,,£42  10    0 
Mem"  a.  pipe     210    0    0    .,   220    0    0 SS  b.^    180    0    0    „   190    0    0 

OILS. Linjeed    per  tuo  £22  10    0   to  £22  16    0 

Bapeseed,  English  pale      24  15    0    „     25  IJ    0 
Do.,  brown        ?*  .J    0    „     24  10    0 
Cottonseed,  refined         19  10    0    „     23  10    0 
OUve,  Spanish      ...    33    0    0    „     83  10    © 
8^  iiU^              18  10    0    „     19    0    0 CociKcidiii);        ?!    ?   S    "     S^2    2 
Do.,  Ceylon        ,.    ...    25    0    0    „     25    6    0 
KlmTSgos      25  1)    0    „     25  10    0 OleineZ!;   ;•     1«  ̂^    2    "      "  **    2 
LubricatingU.S   pergal.      0    6    8,,      0    7    « 
Petroleum,  refined        0    0    CJ  „      0    0    | 
Tar,  Stockholm   perbarrel      16    6,,      »    *    * 
Do.,  Archangel         0  19    0    „      10    0 

Turpentine,  American... per  tun    32  10    0    „     33    0    O 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

EUand-Batha  on  South  House  Estate         No  Brst ;  £20,  £10    The  Clerk.  U.D.  Council  OIBce*.  ElUad   Oct.  28 

Horley-llrc-Engine  Station    £10    Robert  L.  Im\h.  Solicitor.  Clerk  to  Pariah  Council.  Horley,  Surrey..  Not.  1 
Nassau,  Bahamas -Public  Market    £<0,  £10,  £6     The  Civil  Engineer,  Naseau,  Bahamas,  via  New  York      „     30 
Bury.  Lanes -Infectious  Diseases  Hospital,  Bolton-road  [limit  „,    „  ...  „„,        «     ,     ̂     .  „  „         . 

£12,500;  Assessor)         £1C0,  £50.  £25     The  Borough  Engiinecr.  Corporation  Ofllce«,  Bank-street,  Bury   Dec.    I 
Leicester— Workhouse  Inflnnary  (360  patients:  and  Imbeciles' 

Home    130  patients}    £100,  £60,  £25     The  Clerk  to  Board  uf  Ouardians,  Leicester         — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINGS. 

Plymouth— Superstructure  of  New  OUices     Prudential  Assurance  Company    Waterhouse  and  Son,  Architects.  20,  New  Cavendish-street,  W   Oct.  21 
Famborough-roliceCottajros     W.  J.  Taylor.  Countj- .Surveyor.  The  Castle.  Winchester       „     21 
Bainham-Biblc  Christian  Chapel  and  Schoolroom    Trusteea   The  Rev.  F.  Sparrow.  IVm  Cottatje,  Wakeley-road.  Gamham,  Ken;    „     21 
Holbeck-Twenty-Si.t  Houses.  Westboume-place and  Avenue    C.  Fredk.  Wilkinnon.  Ar.hitict,  35,  Park-e^iuire,  Leeds    .....__.      „     ̂ J 
Kensal  liise— Public  Reading-Room  in  Bathurst-road      Willosdcn  District  Council     Messrs.  Done.  IlMnter.  and  Co..  Architect.t,  Cricklewood,  N.W      „     ii 
Armagh— Post-Ullice   .'.    The  OlBcc  of  Put.lir  Works.  Dublin    ■       .i     21 
Wigan— Excavating  and  Hoarding-in  Technical  College  Site    Brigir8andWol»unholm.-,  Architects,  Richmond-terrace,  Blackburn    „     21 
Aviemore -Block  of  Eight  Workmen's  Houses   Highland  Railway  Co    W.  Robertji.  Knirin.-cr-in-Chief.  Inverness    .^      ,■     21 
Wheatley— Extensions  to  Board  Schools    Athron  and  Beck.  Archit<ctit.  Dolphin  Chambers,  Doncaater       ,,     ̂ i 
Keighley -  Rebuilding  Albert  Hotel        John  Hatrgii'i.  Archit<ct.  North-street,  Keighley      »      21 
Batley- Bakery.  &c..  Clerk  Or.  on-street   Co-operative  Society     H.  B.  Bu.kl.y,  Architct.  s,  East  Parade,  Leeds   ,     23 
Wylam-on-Tjne— Stable  Buildings.  A.-C    Arthur  St^jckwU,  Archit-ct.  11,  Pilgrim-street,  NewcasUe       „     23 
Leamington- Free  Library.  School  of  Art,  A.-C    Corporation      J.  Mitchell  Hotlomliy.  Architect,  13.  Bond-street.  Leeds   >     23 
Nottingham -Eighty-Six  Cottages    Estates  Committee     Arthur  Brown.  M.I.C.K..  City  Engineor.  Ouildhall,  Nottingham  ...     „      23 
Belfast— Warehouse.  Brunswick-street    J-  J.  Phillips  and  Son.  Architects,  i.l.  Rcyal-a\  enue,  Belfast            „     23 
Leeds— Clothinj;  Factory,  Wellington-street    R.  B.  Brown  and  Sons     Chorley,  Connon,  and  Chnrley,  Architects,  15,  Park-row,  Leeds      „     23 
Bradford— Warehouse  Foundations.  Perkover-street    Milnes  ami  France,  Architects.  99.  Sivan-araido.  Bradford       „     23 
Binglej— Infants'  School  in  Belgrave-road    School  Board    Wm.  Hhodes  Nunns.  Architect,  Market-street,  Bingley      »     23 
I.«eds— .\ccumulator-Hou3e  at  Tramway  Depot,  Kirkatall-road  Corporation     The  City  Kngin.pr's  i  iilice.  Municipal  Buildings,  l.^eda   ,     23 
Middleton-in-Toesdale—RepewingWesleyan  Chapel    Wm.  Jarac-^,  lliU-t-rr.ice.  Middleton-in-Teesdale       2^ 
Colwyn  U:iy-Electric  Ijghting  Station       Urban  District  Council    Wm.  Jone.i.  .\  M.I.C.K..  Engintw.  Council  Offices.  Colwyn  Bay   ...    „     21 
Hubberfs  Bridge -Farm  Premises        W.Ward       E.  H.  Ilolmcs  Hani.  Architect.  D.iuble-strect.  Spalding          ,<     24 
Walthamstow  -  .Vdditions  Oamuel-rd.  and  Higham  Hill  Schools  School  Board    W.  A.  Longmore.  F.U.I.B.A..  Bridge  (hbs..  Hoe-st.,  Walthamitow    „     24 
Bradford— Foundry  and  Machine  Shop.  Hodlev  Hill      SamuelJackwn  and  .Son.  Architects,  Bradford         >,      24 

Manchester  -Workshop  and  Offices.  Ardwick  '    Electricity  Committee      F.  E.  Hugh.js.  Secretary.  IMectricity  Dept..  Town  Hall.  Manchester    „      21 
liomford  -  Isolation  Wards.  Administrative  Block,  &c    Joint  Hospital  Board    W.  Whitmore.  Architect.  IT,  Duki^street.  Chelmsford         24 

Manchester  — Warehous^e.-*.  Arc.  Ilose-grove    Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co...  The  Engineer's  « iffioe.  Hunt's  Bank.  Manchester       21 
Leeds -Four  lloiises  and  Shor<  at  Uoundhay    Charles  Fowler.  Architect,  21.  B-ninghall-street.  Leeds        25 
Dovercourt-Additions  to  Central  Board  Schools    Harwich  School  Board   Chas.  E.  Butcher.  Architect.  I.  U'Jcen-street,  Colchester       ,,     2o 
Stoke-upcn-Trent-Cottage  nomcs.  A-c    Guardians    C.  Lynam,  .\r.'hitect,  Stoke-upoa-Trent        -J 
Lossicmoutli -Villa  in  Dimlxar-jtreet        A.  and  W.  Iteirl  and  Wittet.  Architects.  Elgin        25 

Aston  Manor  -Twelve  Cottages  and  House,  Chester-street   t'rban  District  Council    H.  Richardsm.  A. MIC  E..  Engineer.  Council  House,  Aston  Manor    ,,     23 
Oldham-Public  Baths       Corporation    8.  A.  Pickerinj.  A.M  I  C  E.,  Boro'  Surveyor.  Town  Hall,  Oldham    „     2.5 
Ruabon- Alterations  at  Ponkey  Board  Schools    School  Board   '.    J.  Morism  and  Sjn.  .Vrchitects,  King-street,  Wrexham        .    „     2^ 
Elgin— H.mse.  Richmond-place     A.  and  W.  Uoid  and  Wittet,  Architects.  Elgin    ■     26 
Birmingham-Office  at  Workhouse       Guardians    W.  H.  Ward,  .\rchitect.  Paradise-street.  Birmingham       „     28 

Halifax -.Vdditions  to  Branch  Stores  in  Queen's-road      Industrial  Society      Medley  Hall.  Architect.  29.  Northgate.  Halifax      .,     25 
Bradford— House.  Bolton-road    J.  Cowgill.  .Vrchitect.  Mirket-street,  Bradford       2« 

Knottinvlley- Additions  to  Anvil  Inn      '.    Carter's  Brewery  Co.,  Ltd    Tennsnt  and  lUglev.  .Vrchitects.  Pontefract       ,,     28 
Canterbury -A.svlum  Buildings   Town  Council     W.  J.  .Jenninj.s,  .\rchu.-ct,  4.  St.  Margaret's-etreet,  Canterbury   ,     M 
Halifax— W.arfhou.!c  at  Cross  Hills       Joseph  F.  Wal.sh.  Architect.  Bank  Chambers,  Halifax          28 
Ripponden     Slaughterhouses      :    Co-operative  Society     Richard  Horsiall  and  .Son.  Architects, '22.1.  Commercial-st  .Halifax    ,,     27 
Whitehall.  S.W.-Foundations,  &c..  for  New  War  Office    H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    Sir  John  Tavlor.  U.M.  Office  of  Worka,  Storey's  Gate.  S.W       27 
Alnmouth -Marine  Residence  and  Stabling    M.  Temple  SVilson.  A.S.I.,  Architect.  Alnwick        27 
Keith -Addition  to  House  at  r..jseha!l       William  Gordon     F.  D.  Robertson.  Architect.  92.  Mid-street,  Keith      .■^...    „      27 
Kentish  Town.  N.W.-Exciv.itiona.  Are  .  for  Public  Baths     St.  Pancvas  Vestry    T.  W.  .\Mrinckle.  A. R.I.I!. A..  Architect.  1,  Victoria-street,  S.W       27 
Weston-super-Mare— Photosrraphic  Studio.  Railway  Parade    Hans  F.  Price.  Anliit<vt,  WeaVm-supcr-Mare       27 
Penygroes -Alterations  toChafwl.  and  New  Schoolroom      Committee  of  Bethel  CM.  Chapel ..  The  R'?v.  W.  E.  Wdliams.  Bryn  Myfyr,  Penygroes,  E.S.O   ,     27 
Letterk.-nny- Additions  to  i 'reeve  House    David  Leitch    John  M'Intyr-?.  Architect,  Letterkenny   ,      27 
Kennethmont  -Workmen's  Houses,  Ardmore  Distillery    Charles  C.  Doig.  Architect.  Elgin      ,,     ̂  
Canterbury-Six  Cottages,Sturry-road   Town  Council      The  City  Surveyor.  Tudor  Chambers,  Canterbury   ,     ̂  
Halifax -Foundries.  A:c    Jackson  and  Fox.  Arthit.?et.s.  Rawaon-street,  Halifax   ■     80 
Sandown— Higher  Grade  Board  School      Brading  School  Board    James  Newman,  .\rchitect,  Thornton,  Sindown         ,,     31 
Bany-.\dditions  to  Intermediate  School      Glamoixan  County  Council    T.  Mansel  Franklen.  Clerk,  Westgate-street.  Cardiff    ,     31 
Fletton  P.ural -Schools  (600;   School  Board    Wm.  Boyer.  Architect,  lOA.Cowgate,  Peterborough       •,     31 
Mvton-on-Swale -School    W.  Ward.  Mvton  Hall.  Helperby   Njv.    J 
Gayton— Alterations  to  Workhouse     Guardians    Herbert  T.  Tilson,  .\rchitect,  Railway-road,  King's  Lynn         „       1 
Mallow-Repairs  to  CottaJ^?3.  Sinking  Wells,  ic    Rural  District  Council     M.  Regan.  Clerk.  Mallow      >i       J 
Halifix-PrimitiveMetho.liat  Chapel,  St.  Thomas-street    Medley  Hall. -Vrcli'teot  and  Surveyor.  29,  Northgate,  Halifax         2 
Ahresford— .Additions  to  Workhome    Guardians    W.  H.  Hunt.  .Architect.  .\lre<ford,  Hanta          „       2 

Upper  HoUoway.  N.-Chimney  Shaft  ,16;ft.'  at  Workhoow  ...  St.  Mary,  Islington,  Guardians    Wm.  Smith.  Ar -hit.-  t.  65.  Chancery-lane.  W.C         2 
Brecon— Intermediate  Schools    J.  H.  Phillips.  Cirdui   and  F.  Baldwin,  Brecon,  Joint  Architects  ...    ,.       2 
Banff,  N.B.— Coastgiuard  Buildings    Admiralty     The  Coa^itguari  Station.  Banlf.  N.B      ,.       3 
Padstow-Coa,stguard  Buildings     Admiralty     The  Coistk'uird  Station.  Padstow       ,.       3 
r.ushall- Additions  to  Bovs'  School    School  Board    Hickton  and  Farmer.  Architects.  Bridge-street,  Walsall         4 

Douglas.  I.M.— Completion  of  Enlargement  of  Head  Post  OflSoe  H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works     The  Secretary.  H.M.  Oili:e  of  Works.  \-5.  Storey's  Gite,  S.W.       „       7 
Wslthamstow-Blackhor8e-ro.ad  School  ;i,3001     Scliool  Board    W.  T.-injmorc.  F.R  I.B  A.,  Bndge  Chmbs..  Hoe-st..  Walthamstow    „        ( 
Enfleld— Alterations  and  Additions  to  .\lma-road  School   ;  School  Board    G.  E.  T.  Laurence,  .\rchitect  ISI.  Queen  Victoria-street.  EC       „        7 

West  Brorapton-Addiiions  to  Inflnnary,  Fulham-road     St.  George's  Union  Guardians       E.  T.  Hall,  F.R  IB  .\..  .\rchitect.  57.  Moorgate-street.  E.C         7 
Victoria.  Mon  -  Forty  Houses     Swalwell  and  Creighton.  .4.R.I.B..\.,  Dock-street,  Newport,  Mon   

I^icester -'Wholesale  Market  in  Half ord-street     Corporation      Walter  Brand,  A  U  1  B..\..  16,  Bishop-street.  Leicester       „      13 
Woolwich -Public  Library,  William-street       Board  of  Health     Church.  >!uick.  and  Whincop.  -Vrchitects.  WUham-st..  Woolwich  ..    „     14 
Rhyl-School  Buildings     Oovemora  of  County  Schools     Frank  H.  Shaylor.  Architect.  Belvoir  House.  Shrewsbury   ,      IS 
Southampton -Workhouse  Infirmary,  Shirley  Warren     Guardians    W.  H.  Mitchell.  .Son,  and  Outtridge.  ArchitecU,  Southampton       „     2J 
CrickUde- County  Police-Station      Wilts  Standing  Joint  Committee  ...  Charles  8.  Adye,  County  Surveyor,  County  Offices,  Trowbridge      „     22 
Brighous-^  -  Rebuilding  the  Grove  Inn,  Elland-ro;id    J.  Lane  Pox.  Bond-jtrt?et.  Dewibury        — 
Stone -line  Hundred  Cottages    Co-operative  Land  Society,  Ltd.    ...  'The  Society's  oitic-s.  II  and  15,  Coleman-street,  E.C        — 
Wyke  -  Stabling  for  the  Ited  Lion  Inn    J.  Lane  Fox.  Archit.-t.  Bond-street,  Dewsbury           — 
North  Shields  -Rising  Sun  Inn      Tyne  Improvement  Commission    W.  H.  Knowlcs.  F  S..\  .  .17,  Oraingcr-street,  Newcastl?           — 
L.jughborough- Converting  Dormitory  into  Ward     W.  T.  Hampton,  F.S.I..  .Vrchit«t.  Swan-street,  Loughborough  ...      — 
Blackburn  -Steam  Laundry            Stones  and  Ston-s.  .\r.-hit.vts.  10.  Richmond-terrace,  Blac'iburn        — 
Isle  of  Walney-Two  Hundred  Workmen's  Dwellings     'Vicara,  Sons,  and  Uartin    The  Lsle  of  Waln-y  E-'i'.-  Co.,  Ltd.,  Walney         — 
Poole— Two  Cottages,  Stable,  Coach-House,  i-c    F.  Butler.  Carri  ""  V.oU   ,        — 
Northboume— Repairs  to  Church      The  Rector  or  '  -.  Northbiume.  Deal            — 
Stockton-Rebuilding  71.  High-street    S.  8.  Eades    T.  W.  T.  Richi  t.  57.  High-street,  Stockton         — 
Ashton-under-Lync— Houses  (17  to  40)    Samuel  1  '    A>hton-nnder-Lyne        — 
Prestatyn— Villa       Burton..  ~   imford-st..  Ashton-u.-Lyne  ...      — 
Barry-New  Buildings  off  Park-crescent    W.J.  Rogers,  Ltd    J.  P.  ■'""  .Vrchts.  19.  St.  Miry-st.,  Cardiff      — 
Rawtenstall- House.  Warehouse,  and  Stable  at  Holme  Bank    Jol:;.  r  •'.enstall.  Lanes         — 
Bexley  Heath-SLx  Tenement  Houses      Hi  '  Jl,  Henrie«ta-st.,Coyent  Garden      — 
Lochmaddy-School  and  Teachere' House  at  Kylis  Flodda     South  Uist  School  Board    A.  '      ■        — 
East  Ham -Congregational  Church     J.  b.  an  i  r'    i  '.  ijucen  Victoria-street,  EC.    .      — 
Utley-Additions  to  the  Roebuck  Inn    John  Judson  «i.  ■   York  Chambers,  Keighley        — 
Consett -Two  Engine  Houses    Iron  Co.,  Ltd    The  Engin~T''  <m        — 
I.ulworth— Restoring  Buttresses  of  East  Lttlworth  Tower    Th.' "        "    ''  -    . .,.  \  icarage.  Wareham           — 
Blackburn- Steam  Ijiundry   -    St-  10,  Richmond-terrace,  Blackburo  ...      — 

Leigh-Warehonaeat  Albion  ironworks   Harrison,  M'Gregor,  and  Co   J.'  '^'^        — 
Wombwell— Chimney  40  yards)  at  Main  Colliery    Th  ^    rks           — 
Leeds —Warehouse     W  Is   -•      — 

Buxton— Two  Detached  Viiias  !!."!!!.".!!!!   B.  Waidle    Gir  -e-road,  Buxton         — 
tHverston— Bank.  County-siuare       Set'  -"  -             — 
Castleford  — Six  Douses.  Ambler-street    Oir  - il  Chambers.  Cistleford      — 
Warsaw-Freezing-ihambers.  .vein  Market  Halls    -    Uanidpality    To  ■.  Whitehall,  S.W        — 
Great  Yarmouth— Engineer's  Shops,  Foundry.  andStOTSa    CrabJv.:  »l.  .  ........    ...  — -.  i   ;th    «      — 
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Frenall-HouK    john  L«irr-n«on,  41,  Londoa-rtreet,  Fleetwood       — 
Useda-Fnme  Schoolhouse,  Cardigaa-road    8t  Uuguet'i  Church  TnutMi    Conwn  and  Jon«.  ArchitecU,  25,  Cook-«tr«t,  Leed«     — 
BhiDley-Club  PremiMs     John  Jacknon.  M  S.A  ,  Architect.  B»rry-etreet,  Bradford    — 
Rothbury-Hou^esi              Thonuw  Muckle.  Rrtbburf       — 
CarliAle-Converting  30,  Lowther-atreet.iDtoBasineaaPremiaea  Clark  Bra*.  aadOo           T  Taylor  Scott,  F.R  I.B.A.,«.  Lowthef-«tr»et,  Carlisle       — 
Dford-Con(rr'(r>tiooal Church    ^..^   ■"      j  D.  and  8.  J.  MouM.  Architecto,  S2.  (iueen Victoria-street,  E.C....  — Bronghton-in-Fiimen  — WashbouKM  and  w.C.'s  at  Cinder  Hill      John  CUirk.  Solicittir.  Brotighton    — 
I«ed«-BusinM.i  Prcmijes  and  Manager's  House,  CUypit-lane..  Heory  Clarkaon   ...I..S,..Z..'..',.'.  .  ...  Botler,  Wiln-jn.  and  '(.{lesby,  Architecta,  12,  East  Parade,  Leeds  ...  — 
Richmond  -  Fifty  Houses     J.  Pennington,  FAX  ,  8un-eyor,  Richmond    — 
Abergavenny -Additioos  to  National  Schools,  Hereford-road    E  A.  Johnson.  F.H.I. G. A.,  Abergavenny    — 
Gorton -Extensions  to  SUblea    Urban  District  Cooiidi"!!!"',!!  "7   '  The  Council  oilioe,  Hvde-road,  Gorton   '.    — 
Toltenham-8ix-Roomed  Houses  in  Bruce-grore    8.  Ford,  A.It  I.B.A..  F.8  I.,  Archt.,  3.  South-sq.,  Gray's  Inn,  W.C.  — 
Ballydare  -  Rebuilding  Dye-Hoose,  &c           The  Whit.park  Finishing  Company,  Ballyclare       — 
Hailyr— Wesleyan  Chapel    Chapel  Tnutee*     J.  P.Joneii,  Kicharda.  and  Budgen.Archta.,  St.  Mary-street,  Cirdiff  — 
EasiDgton-Cottag>>!i    The  E;u.iogton  c'..al  Company,  Limited,  SunderUind    — 
Clowne-Siity  Houaes    Frank  Cook.  Architect,  '22,  Leeming-stieec,  M«i.«H»lil       — 
Btafford— .\lteration  to  Premises  in  Lichfield-road    Laondry  Co.    J.  Ooodchild,  naz«?Wfne,  Stafford       '  — 
Bradford -Alteration  to  Premises,  All  Saints'-road   !..!.!.!'. .  "...'...  O.  C.  Ross,  Architect.  Morley-street,  Bradford    — 
Horecambe -Concert  Hall,  West  End  Market     H.  Howarth,  Architect,  7,  Regent-road,  Morecambe,  W    — 
Barrow— Alterations  to  Albion  Hotel      „   Henry  Spencer  and  Co    E.  M.  Young,  Architect,  90,  Doke-street.  Barrow    — 
Earl's  Barton-Oamee  Rooms,  4rc..  at  Institute    Mosley  &  Anderson,  Architects.  Fish-st.,  Northampton     — 
Tottenham -Work  in  Woodlands  Park  and  Alexandra  Schools  School  Board    O.  E.  T.  lAurence,  Architect,  IHl,  Qieen  \ict/)ria-«treet.  E.C    — 
Ilkley  -Additions  to  Property  in  The  Orove    Empaall  and  riarkson.  Architects.  7.  Exchaoge.  Bradford       — 
Bumley-Brick  Warehouse,  Park  Horse-yard    Uissea  Harker     O.  B.  Rawclilfe,  Architect,  5,  Nicholas-street,  Burnley    — 
Shirebrook— Nave  and  Aisle  to  Holy  Trinity  Church     Hedley  J.  Price,  A.R  I.B.A..  2«.  Low-p  ivement,  Nottingham     .  — 

CasUeton-New  Works      David  Bridge  and  Oo   '.   T.  Townsend,  iun..  Architect,  Diitrict  Bank  Chambers,  Rochdale..  — Hamilton  -  District  Offices    Alexander  Cullen,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Brandon  Chambers,  Hamilton    — 
Dundrum-Bosiness  Premises   J.  U'Claffeity     J.  J.  M'Donnell,  M.R  I.A.I.,  27,  Chichester-street,  Belfast    — 
Shipley— Club  Premises   j.  Jackson,  M.8.A.,  Architect,  Barry-street,  Bradford     — 

SNOnTBEBINO. 

Lnton— Electric  Lighting  Plant      ;   TownCouncil       Albion  T.  Snell.  Engineer,  Suffolk  House,  Cannon-etreet,  E.C   Oct.  21 
O.Tton,  EarLiton-Water  Supply  Works  (two  miles  of  Sin.  pipes)    R.  Paterson.  C.E  ,  3,  William  Bink,  E  irlston         „     21 
Swinton— Sinking  Well       Urban  Disbict  Coundl    K.  Fowler,  C.E.,  En^neer.  Swinton,  near  Rotherham      „     24 
Hastings- Service  Reservoir  and  Filter-House,  West  Hill    Corporation     p.  H.  Palmer,  MICE.,  Town  Hall,  Hastings      „     2t 
Glemsford- Experimental  Boring    Urban  District  CouncQ    T.  W.  A.  Hayward,  C.E.,  Melford-road,  Sudbury,  Suffolk         „     21 
Ardee.  Ireliina— Pumps  at  Church  Hill  and  Coneybortow    Rural  District  Counol     Nicholas  Matthew.  Rural  District  Councillor,  Cappoge       21 
Gloucester— Refuse  De,structor.  \:c    Electricity  Supply  Committee    Richard  Read,  A  M.I. C.E..  City  Surveyor,  Gloucester      „     21 
Barking— Light  Railway  Plant    Urban  District  Council    W.  C.  C.  Hawtayne.  Engineer.  9,  Qaeen-street-place,  London,  E.C  ..    „     2* 
Llanelly—I.ocomotives,  Weighbridges,  and  Tumtablea    Navigation  Commissibnen     Colin  P.  Fowler,  A.M.I. C.E.,  Harbour  Office,  Llanelly       „     25 
Knottingley— Machinery  for  Purification  Works     I' rbaJtt  District  Council    John  Richard-son.  MI. C.E.,  of  .5,  Central  Bank  Chambers,  Leeds  ...     „     2S 
Wigan— Electric-Lighting  Plant    Corporation     ..     H.  Collings  Bi.hop,  Borough  Electrical  Engineer,  Wigan       m     23 
Islington,  N.  — Secondary  Battery      Vestry  of  St.  Mary    The  Electrical  Engineer,  50.  Eden-grove,  HoUoway,  Lindon,  N      „      25 
Burton-upon-Trent-Concrete  Tank  and  Shallow  Weil    Corporation    George  T.  Lynham,  Borough  Engineer.  Town  HaU,  Burton      „     2S 
Cwm  Brombil- Cast-iron  Main  (4in.)       J.  Taylor,  Sons,  &  Santo  Crimp.  C.E.,  Gt.  George-st.,  Wertminster    „     27 
Wivenhoe -Sinking  Borehole     Urban  Distotct  Council    Bands  and  Walker.  Engineers,  Angel-row,  Nottingham       27 
Stonehaven-  Harbour  Extension       Harbour  Trustees       Jas.  Barron.  M.I.C.E.,  1,  Bon  Accord-street,  Aberdeen       „     30 
Port  Elizabeth  to  Humansdorp,  Capetown— Railway  (70  miles)     The  General  Manager  of  Railways,  Capetown   ,     30 
Birkenhead  -  Cooking  ,\ppiratua  at  Workhouse  at  Ttanmere  ..  Guardians     E.  Kirby,  Architect,  5,  Cook-street.  Liverpool    ,      3"} 
Ayleabury— Machinery  at  Sewage  Disposal  Works     Urban  District  Council    J.  H.  Bradford,  Surveyor.  2.  Rickford's  Hill,  Aylesbury     ,     31 
Chipping  Campdeu— Waterworks     Rural  District  Council    Nicholson  Lailey, -I.M.I  C.E.,  16,  George-etreet,  Weatminster        31 
Upper  Holloway,  N.  — Boiler  and  Flues,  &c.,  at  St.  John'a-road 
Workhouse    St.  Mary,  Iklington,  Guardians    Wm.  Smith,  Architect,  65,  Chancery-lane,  W.C   Nov.   2 

Sydney,  New  South  Wales- Refuse  Destructor,  &c    Municipal  Council     Jno.  R.  Palmer,  Town  Clerk,  Sydney         ,,       3 
Favcrdham  -Sinking  Well    Water  Co.    Baldwin  Latham.  M.I.C.E.,  13,  Victoria-street,  Westminster      „       4 
Wrexham -Boiler  and  Engine  House  Plant      TownCouncil     W.  H.  Trentham,  39,  Victoria-street,  Westminster,  8.  W      „       S 
Warrington  -  Covered  Concrete  Service  Reservoir  (4,O0O,000gal. )  Corporation      James  Deag,  C.E.,  M.I  M.E.,  Bank  House,  Warrington         11 
Latheronwheel  -  Concrete  Breakwater    Caithness  County  Council    James  Fraser,  Civil  Engineer,  Inverness    ,.      ,,     11 
Birkenhead -Electric  Motor-Cars      Corporation    C.  Brownridge.  A.M. ICE. ,  Boro' Eng.,  Town  Hall,  Birkenhead    ...     „     1*  , 
Port  Dundaa-Two  SiX)H.P.  Auxiliary  Engines    Glasgow  Corporation    John  Young,  General  Manager,  S9,  Rentield-street,  Glasgow        14 
Blackburn —Six -Cell  Destructor,  Daisyfield   -    William  .Stubbs,  Borough  Engineer,  Blackburn   ,      15 
HoylKke-Electric  Lighting  Plant     Urban  District  Council    T.  L.  Miller.  M.I.E.E.,  7,  Tower  Buildings  N.,Water-«t.,  Liverpool    ,.     15 
Panama— Aqueduct    Her  Majeaty's  Consul  at  Panama      Dec.  SD 
Kurunegala  to  Kankasanturai,  Ceylon— Railway  (200  miles)    ...  Ceylon  Government    The  Colonial  Secretary,  Colombo   Jan.    4 
nford  -  Portable  Steel  Crane  (3-ton)     Gas  Co    The  Engineer's  Office.  Gasworks,  Ilford          — 
Uddington-  Electric  Lighting  Plant    J.  Watson.  Builder,  Uddinston,  Scotland              — 
Stepney-Cooking  and  Heating  .\pparatus,  Ratclifle  Workhouse  Guardians    R.  Banks  Martin,  Architect,  lO."!,  Plashet-grove,  East  Ham        — 
Chetwynd  Aston —Waterworks       Newport  Rural  District  Council    W.  Wyatt,  Engineer.  Bryndwr,  All  Sainti,  Shrewsbury        — 
Morecambe -Electric  Lighting  Extensions    Urban  District  Council    C.  P.  Parkinson,  M  I.E.E.,  Wood  Hill-lane,  Morecambe         — 
Warrington -Air  Compressors    Sanitary  Works  Committee    The  Sanitary  Engineer's  Office,  Bank  House,  Warrington        — 

FENOINQ    AND    WALLS. 

Bridlington -Fence  Wall,  Medway  Green       Urban  District  Council    C.  Gray,  Clerk,  Bridlington    Oct.  23 
London,  W.— Fencing  Materials    Great  Western  Railway  Co    The  Stores  Superintendent's  Office.  Swindon    ■     23 
Swinton  -  Boundary  Brick  Wall,  Victoria  Park    Urban  District  Council    H.  Entwistle,  Surveyor.  Council  Offices,  Swindon      „     *S 
Basford  -  Fencing  (720  yards)    Guardians     C.  J.  Spencer,  Public  Offices,  Basford       .>     *S 
nford -Iron  Fencing,  Green-lane  Recreation  Ground    Urban  District  Council    John  W.  Benton.  Clerk,  Council's  Offl-es,  Hford       »     !" 
Barnstaple— Iron  Fencing  (l.^iS  yards;       Rural  District  Council      James  Richards,  Surveyor,  Kentisbury       ■■      *S 
Catdiffe  — Wrought-Iron  Palisadings  at  New  Schools    School  Board    John  J.  Robinson.  Catcliffe.  near  Rotherham        26 
Bargoed,  Wales -Basement,  Retaining  Walls,  and  Drainage  ...  HanburyArms  Hotel    D.  J.  Lougher.  Architect,  Bank  Chambers,  Pontypool      Nov.    J 
Blaydon-on-Tyne-Cre09oted  Military  Fencing  (9001inealyards)  Urban  District  Council    G.  Symon,  Council  Offices,  Blaydon      >       2 
Great  Berkhampstead— Boundary  Wall,  Lower  King's-road  ...  Urban  District  Council    Edward  H.  Adey,  Surveyor,  Shrublands-terrace,  Berkhampstead  ..      — 

PAINTINO. 

Leeds -Exterior  of  Union-street  Baths    Corporation    The  City  Engineer's  Office.  Municipal  Buildings.'Leeds   Oct.  23 
Pickering —Wesleyan  Church  and  Sdioolroom     J.  Richman.  Secretary  to 'Trustees.  Pickering       23 
I.eed«-Interior  of  Kirkstall-roadBatha     Corporation     The  City  Engineer's  Offiw,  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds      „     2J 
Oreenhithe -Seven  Shops      O.  W.  Cobhara,  Surveyor,  1,  Edwin-street,  Oravesend          — 

BOAXtS    AND    STBEET8. 

Grimsby— Road  Formation  and  Drainage  Works    G.  8.  Stephenson    William  Waller.  2(3,  Freeman-street.  Grimsby   Oct.  21 
St.  Albans-Road  Works,  Spencer  Park  Estate    Gibson  and  Co  ,  St.  Albans      i.  21 
.South  Shields— Kerbing  and  Drainage  Works,  St.  Bede  Build- 

ing Estate,  near  Tyne  Dock     J.  Walter  Hanson.  Aroht.  and  Surv.,  7-9.  King-street.  South  Shields    „  23 
Derby  -  .Street  Works       Corporation     John  Ward,  Borough  Surveyor,  Babbington-lane.  Derby      ,.  23 
Streatham  Castle— Road  Works,  &c.  ..     Robert  Uobins,in.  <'-E.,  6,  Dixon-terrace.  Darlington       ,.  23 
Finchley.N.-R»pair9  to  Roads  at  St.  Pancras  Cemetery    St.  Pancras  Vestry    C.  H.  F.  Barrett.  Ve,stry  Clerk,  Vestry  Hall.  Pancras-road,  N.W....    „  23 
Plymouth —Making-up.  &:c..  Streets  and  Lanes         James  Paton,  Borough  Engineer.  Plymouth     ,  23 
Brockley.  S  E.— Kerbmg.  &c.,  Hazeldon-road      Lewisham  Board  of  Works   The  Surveyor's  Department,  Lewishim  Town  Hall,  Catford.  S.E   ,  i4 
Stanley -Forming  Cemetery-road     Urban  District  Council    Joseph  Routledge,  .Surveyor.  Council  OlUcee.  Stanley      «>  21 
Bromley— Slaking-up  Coopcr'a  Y'ard    Urban  District  Council    Fred.  H.  Norman.  Olerk,  Bromley   ■■    ■■  ̂ * 
Southall -Paving and  Makiog-ujtllartington-rd.  &  Queen*fl-rd.  Southall-Norwood  r.D.C    Howard  H.  Felkin,  ICngineer  and  Surveyor.  High-street.  Southall ..    „  21 
Catford.  S.E. —  Kerbing.  kc,  Laleham-road     Lewisham  Board  of  Works    The  Surveyors  Depirtment,  Lewisham  Town  Hall.  Ca'.ford.  S.E   ,  24 
Halifax —Ijowering  CJodley-lane   .'    Improvement  Committee    Edward  R.  8.  Escott.  C.E  ,  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall.  Halifax    „  24 
Dover -Australian  Hardwood  Paving.  Granite  Kerb,  &c   TownCouncil     Uenrj' E.  Stilgoe.  .V.M.I.C.E.,  Boro' Eog..  Town  Hall.  Dover  _.      „  24 
Brockley.  S.E. —Kerbing,  6:c.,  Holdenby-road     Lewisham  Board  of  Works    The  Surveyor  s  Department,  Lewisham  Town  Hall,  Catford,  8.E....    „  24 
Salford  -Paving  and  Flagging  Streets    L.  C.  Evans.  Town  Clerk.  Town  Hall.  Salford    . -j.    21 
Fulham -Making-up  and  Pavmg  (iuerrin-street    Veetry    Charles  Botterill.  Surveyor,  Town  Hall.  Walham-green,  8. W   ,  25 
Cotford— Widemng  Cotford-lane    I.  Lodge,  Clerk  to  Sub-committee,  Cotford      ••  25 
Withington -Street  Works     Urban  District  Council    A.  H.  Mountain.  A.M. I.C.E..  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Withington  ...    „  26 
Wareham -Alterations  and  Repairs  to  Footways    Town  Couneil    O.  C.  Filliier.  Town  t'lerk.  Wareham               >>  27 
Glasgow -Street  and  Sewer    Corporation    A.  B.  M'Donald.  Citv  Engineer.  City  Chambers.  Glasgow      „  '27 
Emawor*.h— Paving.  &c..  Station-roud     Warblington  U.D.C    Frank  Swinburne.  Surveyor.  West-street.  Emsworth      ■,  23 
Bath -Completing  Kingshill-road.  Upper  Knowle      Spackman  and  Son,  «,  Terrace-walk,  Bath      ii  '2S 
East  Grinstead  -Making-up  Charlwood-row,  Durkina-road,  and 

Wellington  Town-road     Urban  District  Council    R.  Wilds.  Surveyor.  Council's  Offices,  East  Onnstead      .,  33 
York  -Street  Works       Corporation    Alfred  Creer.  City  Engineer.  Guildhall,  York      *,  30 
Altofts.  Yorks- Kerbing.  &c..  Church-road      ,    Url»n  District  Council    W.  Wilkinson.  Surveyor.  District  Council's  Office,  Altofta       „  81 
Silloth,  Cumberland -Flagging,  (cc    Holme  Cultram  U.D.C    George  Armstrong.  Architect,  2«,  Bank-street.  Carlisle    31 
Eastboume-PaWng  Thirteen  Roads     Highways  Committee    R.  U.  Oloyne.  AMICE.,  Boro'  Engineer,  Town  Hall.  Eastbonrn'3  Nov.    4 
Alverstoke -Forming  Paths.  Ann's  Hill-road       Burial  Board    H.  A.  F.  Smith.  Surveyor,  High-street,  Gosport       t,  '► 
Armley  -  Flagging  Suteen  Houses  near  Carr  Crofts     B.  Anderson.  Prospect  House.  Littlemoor-road,  Pudsey           — 
London.  EC— Concreting  (IT.iXci  yards)    P,  K  .  c  o  Street  and  Co.,  30,  Cornhill.  E.C        — 
Norden,  Lanes— Kerbing,  &o.,  Clapgste-road    Urban  District  Council    J.  W.  Sunderland.  Surveyor,  Church  View,  Norden        — 
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AnsCl'JJ.AXEO US    rUACTICE. 

WIIETIIEE  a  multifarious  practice  has 
been  favoui-able  to  architecture  is  a 

question  that  may  be  open  to  doubt.     It  was 
remarked  the  other  day  at   the  Church  Con- 

gress that  there  can  be  no  true  revival  of  art 
until  its   close    union     with  the   Church  is 

restored.      '•  An  arcliitoct  who  is  cjuite  i-oady 
to  design  a  railway-station,  a  meeting-house, 
and  a  rofreshuient-bar,"  was  said  "  to  bo  in- 

capable  of  ilesigning  a  church  that  would 
impress  with  a  feeling  of  religious  awe  and 

wonder  those  who  worshipped  in  it.'"     The 
unifying  influence   of    the    Church   in  the 
Middle  Ages,  by  knitting  together  the  arts  of 
architecture  and  decoration,  and  employing 
them  in  her  service,  has  no  parallel  in  these 
days.     The  stream  of  art  has  broken  up  and 
flows  in   various   channels.     It  is  no  longer 
the    handmaid    of    a  dominant   faith :   but 
architecture  and  the  arts  once  allied  to  it  are 
practised  b_v   men   of    all    sorts   of   creeds 
and   opinions.      With    this    break-up  came 
the    application    of     art   to   a    diversity  of 
\ises.     The  artist    who   could   earn  a  living 
by  superintending  the   erection  of  churches 
and    monasteries,   by    carving   corbels  and 
bosses,    by     forging     iron    grilles,    or    by 
painting  frescoes,  is   no   longer  in  request. 
In    his    place    has    arisen   the   commercial 
decorator,  who  turns  his  head    and    hands 
to    any    kind   of    work    ho    can    find    re- 

munerative.    The   modern  architect   is  the 

professional  man  who  has  to    apply  all  he 
knows  to  any  kind  of  building.     Tlie  whole 
conception  of  art  is  changed.     Those   who 
have  to  write  the  architectural  history  of  the 
nineteenth  century  will  really  have  to  write 
the  career   of  a   few  professional  men  who 
have  made  their  mark.     There  is   no  par- 

ticular or  national  art  to  write  about,  if  we 

except  what  has  been   called  "  revivals  " — 
nothing  that  can  be  distinguished  as  a  style 
or  development  of  art.     The  proposition  con- 

tained in  the  laat  sentence  of  the  passage  we 
have  quoted  may  at  least   be  worth  think- 

ing over — it    affects  all   o\ir  modem  work. 
The   question   it   raises   is   this :    How  can 
an  architect    who   undertakes   a   variety  of 
commissions  for  buildings  of  very  different 
uses  do  anythin"  really  good— any  art  that 
impresses,  that  ooviously  ennobles  both  the 
artist    and   the    object  r      If    an    architect 
who  is  ready  to  design  railway-stations  and 
refreshment-bars  is  incapable  of  designing  a 
noble  church,  how  c;xn  we  expect  our  pro- 

fessional architects  to  do  anytning  well,  or 

that  shall  be  worthy  of  art  r"    Wi'  leave  the question  to  the  attention  and  thuughtf ulness 
of  our  readers,  while  we  now  discuss  for  a 
few  moments  a   few  of  the   issues.     A  few 
leadere  of  the  profession  are  deluged  with 
commissions  ;  they  hardly  know  where  to 
turn  forassistance.  The  work  is  varied— eccle- 

siastical, secular,  domestic,  commercial; — they 
undertake  all.  reject  nothing.     They  cannot 
do  all  themselves :  a  groat  deal  they  delegate 
to  others  who  may  know  a  little  of  the  kind 
of  work — one  to  domestic  work,  another  to 
church  work,  a  third  to  public  offices  or  to 
decorative  design,  and  so  on — an  approach  to 
the  old  way  of  letting  one  man  do  his  own 
special  craft.     The  employer  of  all  this  labour 
and  thought  secures   his   commissions,  nets 
the  profit,    while   his  assistants   supply  the 
work,  plus  the  brains;  ho  acts  just  in  the 
same  way  as  a  large  commercial  firm  who 
undertake  to  supply  goods.     The  weakness 
of  this   system  is  that  the  controlling  mind 
cannot  put  his  heart  in  the  work,  however 
able  his  assistants:    they  are  acting  irre- 1 

sponsibly,  and,  to  a  largo  extent,  mechani- 
cally, as  the  credit  of  the  design  attaches  to 

the  employer.  The  executed  building  fails, 
the  plan  is  faulty,  the  details  are  mechaniial, 
the  personality  of  the  artist  is  not  transmitted 
to  the  work.  Even  those  men  who,  like  the 

late  ̂ Ir.  Street  or  Mr.  I'earson,  tried  to 
eliminate  the  assistant  factor,  caunot  give 
duo  attention  to  the  building  as  it  progresses. 

I'ut  one  of  tho  worst  points  of  the  system  is 
that  hundreds  of  competent  men  in  the  ranks 

of  the  profession  sulYer.  Tho  "  one-man  " 
system  of  architecture  is  diametrically  opposcil 
to  the  co-operative  system  ol  the  great  guild. 
We  need  not  dwell  on  this  unfortunate  con- 

dition of  modern  architectural  practice ;  it 
handicaps  our  best  endeavours. 

Next  wo  have  the  position  of  a  practitioner 

who  may  be  called  the  astute  "  all-round  " 
man,  represented  chiefly  by  many  a  large 
provincial  firm.  He  has  no  acquired  repiita- 
tion  for  any  particular  branch  of  his  pro- 

fession, except  as  an  industrious  business 
man.  lie  accepts  all  sorts  of  architec- 

tural as  well  as  surveyor's  work,  plans 
estates,  superintends  tho  roads  and  sewers, 
values  house  property  for  mortgage,  assesses 
dilapidations,  and  undertakes  the  design  of 
buildings,  from  st;ibles  to  municipal  offices. 

lie.  too,  it  may  be  said,  because  of  his  reputa- 
tion, keeps  the  competent  and  able  man  out. 

He  maj'  obtain  outside  help  occasionally; 
but,  as  a  general  rule,  the  busy  man  has  a 
good  stafi  of  assistants  and  pupils,  and  to 
those  are  committed  the  various  commissions 
that  come  in.  In  both  these  supposed  cases 
able  men,  who  are  experts  in  one  part  of 
their  profession  and  who  have  a  true  instinct 
for  a  particular  class  of  work,  are  ousted, 
unless  they  have  won  a  big  competition. 
Even  to  take  a  few  of  our  leading  architects 
who  have  achieved  a  reputation  as  designers 
of  churches — how  many  of  them  have  confined 
their  studies  to  this  branch,  l)ut  have,  un- 

consciously perhaps,  lost  their  reputation  by 
dabbling  in  other  work  I  We  know  one  or 
two  whose  secular  work  has  been  anytlimg 

but  successful  artisticallj-.  It  may  be  argued, 
of  course,  that  architecture  is  not  confined 

to  any  particular  class  of  building,  and 
that  we  are  justified  in  applying  the  art  to 
every  kind.  For  instance,  it  may  be  said, 
the  architect  who  divides  his  attention 
between  commercial,  domestic,  and  public 
buildings  of  various  kinds  has  a  better  opjjor- 
tunity  of  studying  design  in  its  many 
developments  than  ho  who  confines  himself 
to  one  or  two  branches.  This  kind  of 

omnivorous  practice  helps  him  also  in  his 
profession,  as  it  brings  him  into  contact  with 
clients  who  have  different  occupations  and 

tastes  ;  it  gives  him  a  wider  ran^e  of 
sympathies  with  different  styles,  and,  by 
thus  varying  his  studies,  makes  him  better 
able  and  more  fully  qualified  to  undertake 
work  that  is  remunerative.  What  he  gains 
in  the  vers.atility  of  his  resources  he  loses  in 
not  being  able  to  concentrate  his  attention 
upon  one  subject.  lie  caunot  study  with  a 
prospect  of  success  any  one  branch — say, 
ecclesiology,  or  decoration,  or  hope  to  be 
learned  in  construction.  On  the  other  hand, 
he  can  turn  his  mind  with  greater  quickness 

of  perception  to  the  general  requireu'ents  of 
buildings  than  the  man  who  has  occupied 
his  best  time  in  one  branch — one  who  is 
learned  and  fond  of  deep  research,  (/lose 
attention  to  one  subject  seems  to  incapacitate 
him  for  a  rapid  change  of  thought  or 
business  transactions.  It  would  bo  easy  to 
adduce  instances  of  this  kind  of  inaptitude 
among  learned  men.  authors,  groat  artist. 
and  archaeological  students.  T'epth  in  one 
subject  is  often  accompanied  by  a  slight 
acquaintance  with,  other  matters.  All  very 
tnie;  but  when  we  appeal  to  practical 

results,  the  advantages  of  a  general,  all- 
round  knowledge  are  not  so  roaiiiiy  per- 

ceived. Art  is  exacting,  and  only  a  close 
and  unremittent  study  of  it  directed  to  one 
kind  of    object  is   rewarded   with  success. 

It  is  the  same  with  painting,  Uteratui 
music,  and  every  form  of  artistic  oxpressio: 
All  great  painters,  authors,  and  musicia: 
have  given  themselves  up  unreservedly  1 

the  pursuit  of  their  art ;  —  it  has  bci 
absorbed,  so  to  speak,  into  their  vei 
thought  and  life ;  and  the  greater  tl 
master,  the  more  dominating  has  been  tl 
influence  and  aim  of  his  efforts.  If  ai 
doubt,  lot  him  turn  to  any  of  the  gro 

schools  and  periods  of  art  —  Classic: 
Modi;eval,  or  lienaissance  —  or  to  the 
individual  masters  that  have  made  a  nai 
in  modem  times.  Their  work  has  all  ha^l 
direction  ;  their  reputation  has  alwa 
been  gained  by  pursuing  one  brani 
of  their  art.  Modern  art  is  leadii 
in  this  direction.  For  a  time  it  w 

hetoroogeneous  and  confused ;  architoctu 
is  still  largely  eclectic  in  its  preferences,  y 
wo  do  not  lose  hope  that  at  no  distant  futu 
tho  very  causes  from  which  art  has  sufferi 
the  most  may  become  instrumental  in  i 
restoration  to  unity,  when  the  maxi 
'•  I  >ivide  and  co-operate  "  will  be  the  watcl 
word  of  the  architect  and  craftsman. 

SOCIETY  OP  OIL-PAINTERS.      I 

AlIIi;iIER  quality  of  work  and  bott( 
hanging  than  we  have  been  accustome 

to  see  of  late  distinguish  the  exhibitic 

just  opened  in  Piccadilly.  AVith  the  wel 
matured  handling  of  old  members  and  tl 
vigour  of  execution  of  a  few  painters,  who; 
work  commands  attention  in  this  exhibitioi 
we  notice  several  works  by  younger  mci 

some  quite  new,  which  give  much  promise 
amongst  them  are  a  few  examples  of  that  es 
perimental  school  which  tries,  often  unsu( 
cessfully,  to  give  us  their  own  impressioi 
of  nature,  or  to  record  what  they  think,  n( 
what  they  see  ;  but  this  school  of  paintei 
can  only  find  an  appreciative  public  whe 
they  combine  and  exhibit  their  worl 
together.  The  Society  has,  this  time  : 
least,  been  able  to  secure  the  work  of 
few  painters  who  give  us  subjects  an 
motives  to  think  about,  and  one  or  tw 

conspicuous  works  of  this  kind  are  hun| 
One  or  two  works  after  the  manner  of  Frenc 
Realism  are  hung  ;  these  are  often  straine 

to  produce  effect. 
J.  L.  Pickering's  work  is  always  fresl 

and  healthy  in  colour.  "On  the  Sennj 
Brecon"  (2),  is  a  charming  autumnal  land 
scape,  the  cattle  on  the  margin  of  the  rive 
beneath  the  shadow  of  trees  and  the  distanc 

are  effective.  His  "  Bvres  "  is  also  strong and  brilliant  in  colour.  Soft  and  mellow  i 

Tatton  Winter's  "  Dav's  Ending,"  and  w 

also  find  in  R.  Thorne  Waite's  "  The  Day' 
Work  Done,"  his  usual  ability  in  delineatm, 
country  life.  Here  we  have  horses  refresh 

ing  themselves  at  a  brook  after  the  day' labour — full  of  feeling,  and  sympathetic 

His  only  other  subject,  "The  Brook'"  (1(5] is  worthy  of  his  craft.  Miss  Margare 
Cornish  is  a  delightful  painter  of  flowers,  an< 
her  "  Roses'"  (10)  is  painted  with  much  feel 
ing.  We  have  never  seen  anything  bette 

than  Edgar  Bundy's  picture,  No.  l;j,  th' entrance-nail  of  an  old  hostelry,  such  as  wa 
in  existence  early  in  tho  century.  A  gentle 
man,  a  well-known  visitor,  has  just  dis 
mounted  from  coach  and  stands  surrounde< 

by  the  comely  hostess  and  her  winsom' 
daughters,  who  are  helpLag  him  to  dives 
himself  of  his  overcoat.  He  display 

a  buttoned  -  up  swallow  -  tail  coat  open 
showing  a  white  neckerchief,  light  "^ants 
and  top  boots.  He  extends  his  arm' 
to  the  two  daughters  of  the  house,  who  an 
pulling  at  the  sleeves.  Another  maiden  ii 
overl.aden  with  furs  and  rugs,  a  smirking 
waiter  stands  in  front  of  the  guest  full  o: 
smiles  and  welcome,  and  up  the  massive 
staircase,  with  its  handsome  carved  balusters, 

a  porter  is  seen  carrying  a  big  trunk.  A!] 
the  accessories  are  delightfully  painted,  an  1 
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Mr.  Bund}-  haa  well  caught  the  sentiment  in 
the  lines — 

Wboe'er  haa  traTell'd  life's  dull  round, 
Where'er  bin  Htaf^ea  may  have  been, 

May  Ri^h  to  think  he  iitill  )i'u^  found 
His  wanneat  welcoin>'  at  an  inn. 

The  colour  is  brilliant,  and    the   painter's 
technique  masterly.     Another  clover  pieco  is 

'■  Smugglers  "  ("J.'Js).     In  a  confined  <  ̂ bin  or 
hut  near  the  sea,  which  appears  outside,  two 
men  are  preparing  for  an  aiTCst.     They  have 
guarded    themselves    with     firearms.      The 
drawing    and    colour     are    both    vigorous. 

Terwick  ̂ \■illiams  is  a  master  of  the  sea  and 
coast.     "  Putting  <  iff  to  the  lioats,  Folke- 

stone" (14)  is  a  si-ene  in  the  old  harbour, 
where  boats  and  craft  are  moored.     Nothing 
can  be  more  truthful  than  the  simlight  effect 
upon  the  rippling  water  surrounded  by  the 
dark  quays  and  craft  against  the  misty  light. 

"The  uiiay  Side,  Eouen"  (a:5li),  with  the 
reflection  of  light  on  river,  is  equally  strong 
in  the  handling  and  colour.     As  a  painter  of 
cattle,  Horace  Mann  Livens  ranks  high.   Ilis 

work  "Cattle  in  the  Meadows"  ( 1 '!)  and  No.  IS 
arc  painted  with   considerable  power.     The 
grouping  of  the  cattle  and  the  gleams   of 
sunbght,  which  fall  though  the  openings  of 
the  trees,  give  life  and  strength.     The  vice- 
President,   S.  Melton   Fisher,  sends  two  or 

three  clever  studies.  One  is  a  ̂ 'enetian  court- 
yard (19)  pleasing  in  the  colour  and  graceful 

in  the  figxires ;    another  (274)  a  study  of  a 
head  of  young  lady  in  mourning  is  delicate  in 
the  features.      The  black  hat  and  veU  are  in 

accord  with  the   pallid  and  expressive  face. 
Black  is  a  very  trying   colour,  but  this   is 
toned   down  to  a  warm   neutral  hue.     The 

pictures  by  Herbert  IJoyle  "Evening"  (21) 
and  Dudley  Hardy's  "  Low  Tide  "  are  both broad  and  in  low  tone.     W.  P.  Frith,  R.  A.., 
has  a  graceful  study   of   a   young  mother 

caiTying  her  child,  "Bed  Time''   (26);  and Edwd.    F.     Brewtnall    has     a    clever    and 

humorous   subject,    a  scarecrow  in  a  sown 
field,  before  which  a  flock  of  black  birds  has 

defiantly  gathered    (29).     (jne  of   the    few 
impressionists,  Stu»rt  Hobkirk,  has  a  study 

of   sunlight  and   shadow   in  "The   Flower 
Markets   in    Paris"    (31),    and    Henry    J. 
Stock's  weiid  and  imaginative  subject,  "  The 
First  Morning,"   is   more   impressive   than 
edifying — whirling  masses  intended    to  re- 

present flame  and   luiid  smoke,  an  episode 
of    the    Creation.      Pictures     of     incidents 

are   numerous.      "  Rivals,"    by    Fred    Roe 
(;J9),   is    a     clever    interior.      The    gentle- 

men    are    both     trying     to     address     the 
lady,  who    in    charming   manner   is  rather 
embarrassed    by    the   new    comer.      J.    A. 
Fitzgerald    paints   (4j)    an   elderly   recluse 
or  monk  with  a   large  volume  before  him, 

"An  Impressionist."     He  has  laid  it  down, 
ond   is    in    a    half-duzo,   trying    to    obtain 

an    impression.      Mi.ss     Hilda     Fairbairn's 
"Motherless  Bairns"  (47),  a  little  fair  girl 
with  a  baby  in  arms,   in  a  dreary  street,  is 
tender.     In  the  centre  place,  George  William 
Joy  sends  a  portrait  of  a  little  girl  standing 
on  a  step  in  a  garden,  with  landscape  behind. 
It  has  character  and  strength,  if  a  trifle  hard. 

His  "  Pixies  '  (•2s4),  and  "  A  Kelpio"  (319), are  more  fanciful  and   clever  as  studies  of 

water-sprites.     "  In  a  Cornish  Cottage,"'  by 
Harold  C.   Harvey  (42),  is  a  touching  study 
of  young  married  life,  and  wo  must  praise 
the  breadth  and  nice  tone  in  ,Tames  .S.  Hill's 

"Village  Road"  (43),  with  its  cloudy  sky, 
and  his  "  Summer-Time  "  in  East  Gallery  \nth 
its  pearly  tone  (43.5).     Julius  Olsson  is  still 
an  impressionist.     His  deep  blue  sea   in  a 

"Cornish     Headland"    (49)     is    refreshing 
amidst  many  things    of  conventional  taste. 

"  Meadow    Grass,     Amberley,"    by    E.    G. 
Warren,  is  handled  in  this  painter's  finical 
manner.     T.   B.    Kennington   still  gives  us 

classical  .subjects.     His  "  Lady  iu  ( 'omus," 
in  white  drapery,  in  the  wood,  is  a  fair  dream 
of   womanhood;   and    his    "  Zuleika "    is   ii 
gorgeous    and    brilliant    rendering    of    the 

"  Bride  of  Abydo3,''.a  beautiful  and  virtvious 

daughter  who  dies  of  a  broken  heart  because 
her  father  shoots  her  lover.  With  this  ex- 

ception there  are  no  classical  themes  of  any 

merit  on  the  walls.  John  I'ulleylove  con- 
tributes several  subjects.  "  TheGarden  of 

the  Cardinal "  (fjij)  is  a  charming  piece  of 
Italian  gardening.  "  The  Views  of  the 
Devil's  Punch  Bowl "  (l.)9)  are  of  interest. 

The  incident  from  "  The  Old  Curio.sity 

Shop,"  by  William  J.  Farrow  (Cs),  where 
Mr.  Swiveller  is  playing  cards  with  the 
Marchioness,  is  B])irite(l.  We  must  pass 

huiTiedly  over  Niels  M.  Lund's  "  Departing 
Autumn  "  (75),  a  forcible  landscape  under  a 
stormy  sky  ;  Sidney  Moore's  "  (Juiet  .Vfter- 
noon,"  a  mellow  woodland  ;  J.  T.  Nettle- 

ship's  "  Youth  "  (80),  where  a  tiger,  serpent, 
and  a  beautiful  maiden  are  in  reposeful 

innocence;  Alex.  Mann's  shadowless  "  Sum- 
mer Afternoon  "  (.S4),  Ernest  Parton's  "  St. 

Martin's  Summer"  (SS),  to  notici'  Claude 
Haye's  large  and  powerful  picture  of 
"  Winter,"  two  carthorses  outside  a  countiy 
stable.  ̂ Ve  can  almost  realise  the  bleak, 

cold,  dreary  atmosphere  of  a  winter's  day 
and  the  snow-covered  ground.  One  note  of 
human  sympathy  is  the  waiting,  patient 
horses — these  impart  pathos  to  the  scene. 

Harold  Knight's  inimitable  "Fish  Sale" 
(97)  is  also  full  of  atmosphere  and  freshness. 

'rhe  group  of  fisherfolk  by  the  rough  sea  is 
vigorous  and  truthful.  J.  C.  Dollman  sends 
a  small,  but  amusing  subject :  an  old  country 
gentleman  reprimanding  a  small  boy  of  the 
village  for  drawing  a  caricature  of  himself 

in  chalk  on  his  gate.  The  youthful  "  Village 
Genius,"  as  he  is  called,  has  been  caught  in 
the  act.  The  chalk  likeness  is  sufficiently 
goo<l  to  arouse  a  smile.  His  other  work  is 

"  Nothing  Doing,"  a  highwayman  in  a 
deserted  road  looking  out  for  prey.  One 

other  subject  picture,  by  W.  A.  Break- 

speare,  called  "Fading  Flowers"  (114), claims  attention.  We  see  the  fair  form, 
head,  arm,  and  shoulders  of  a  young  lady  in 
low  dress  resting  on  a  table  on  which  are 
scattered  a  nuniber  of  roses.  She  is  tired, 

and  has  gone  to  sleep — it  may  be  after  the 
ball — while  her  youthful  husband  is  drink- 

ing a  glass  of  champagne.  Beyond  one  sees 
another  room  curtained  off,  in  which  has 
been  a  lavish  spread.  Waiters  are  engaged 
clearing  up,  while  the  light  of  early  dawn  is 

seen.  The  explanation  of  the  painter's  in- tention is  not  apparent,  but  the  subject  is 
out  of  the  common,  and  the  handling, 
technique,  and  colour  are  good.  Auderson 

Hague's  work,  "  .Vfter  a  Shower,"  is  a  strong, 
vigorous  piece  of  colour.  The  ruts  of 
rainwater  in  the  lane,  and  its  cottage  and 

grey  atmosphere  remind  one  of  a  Scotch village. 

In  the  Central  Gallery  we  first  notice 

Byam  .Shaw's  quaint  and  remarkable  com- 
position, "  A  Protest  " — the  interior  of  a well-furnished  room,  where  a  lady,  seated 

before  her  looking-glass  with  hand-mirror  in 
hand,  is  deftly  applying  a  pink  powder  to 
her  cheeks.  Her  maid  stands  beside  her.  In 

front  is  a  little  fair-haired  child  engaged  in 
painting  a  bunch  of  roses.  The  protest  ap- 

pears to  bo  aimed  at  the  painting  of  natme. 
What  else  does  it  mean  'l  It  is  full  of  the 
master's  powerful  personality,  quaint  and 
almost  grotes<iuo  in  execution,  but  suggest- 

ing a  moral.  It  is,  at  least,  a  picture  to  talk 

about.  .\.  D.  Peppercorn's  "  Evening  at  Sea  " 
(l.i.j)  is  masterly.  The  president's  (Frank Walton)  chief  work  is  a  fine  woodland, 

"In  the  llurtwood  "  (285)  —  a  pinewood 
on  rough,  sandy  hillocks,  with  a  few  sheep 
in  the  foreground.  It  is  needless  to  say  how 
truthful  and  faultless  in  execution  it  is.  The 
colour,  is  brown  and  subdued.  Three 

smaller  landscapes — one  "  A  Meadow  "  (2S9), 
with  deep  grass  and  overhanging  trees ; 

"  The  Promise  of  May  "  (2S3),  and  "  After- 
noon "  (2.so),  a  pretty  homestead  and  meadow — are  dehcate  in  tone  and  colour.  Sir  James 

Linton  has  a  pleasing  study  (2(14)  of  a  lady 
in  rich-toned  silk  sitting  by  an  open  case- 

ment window,  anxiously  waiting  fur.  it  may 
be.  her  lover. 

John  A.  Lomax  tells  a  little  domestic  story 

in  his  own  charming  way — "  A  Little  Game 
of  Backgammon,"  played  between  an  old 
gentleman  and  a  young  man.  The  winsome- 
e.\i>ression  of  the  daughter,  whose  eyes  are 

on  the  young  player,  and  the  pleased  coun- 
tenance of  the  former  make  a  pleasant  pic- 

ture. The  table,  fireplace,  and  details,  are 
carefully  painted.  W.  Douglas  Almond 

has  also  a  clever  piece  of  gmre,  "  At  the 
Mrtuoso's  (19(j),  where  a  young  lady  is 
trying  on  a  green  scarf  or  shawl  before  her 
fi-iuct'  and  an  elderly  dealer,  and  Carlton  A. 
Smith's,  a  figure  of  a  little  girl  in  red, 
"  Ready  for  the  liance"  (20(1),  anda  decorative 
subject,  "  The  Annunciation,"  by  E.  Reginald 
Frampton,  maj'  be  noticed ;  also  .Arthur 
Hacker's  thoughtful  and  pleasing  face  of  the 
young  maiden  leaning  her  head  on  her  arms- 

in  a  reflective  mood  (xiUed  "  Day  Dreams."" Robert  W.  Allan  has  not  done  anything  much' 

stronger  in  colour  and  vigorous  than  "  ̂V.tter 
Rough  Weather,"  a  coast  scene  with  dan^'jged 
boats ;  and  certainly  nothing  more  fresk 

and  sea-like  than  "Dutch  Fishing  Boats " 
(4S1),  with  the  wet  quays  and  boats  in  low 
tone.  Brilliant  in  colour  and  light  is  .lohn- 
R.  Reid's  "  Lucky  Little  Angler"  (247),  and' 
we  notice  a  fine  seascape  by  Edwin  Hayes,  a 

"  French  Lugger  making  for  Dover 
Harbour,"  admirrable  in  colour  and  freshness. 
"  Bon  Jour,"  by  Isaac  Snowman,  is  a 

pretty  study  of  a  young  girl,  beaming- 
with  smiles,  arousing  herself  from  sleep- 
on  her  bed.  Near  to  it  W.  W.  Pike  has 
a  Venetian  fruit  and  flower  market,  brilliant 

in  colour.  St.  George  Hare's  circular 
picture,  "The  Shrine  of  Eros,"  is  a  composi- 

tion in  which  there  is  movement  of  the- 
dancing  maidens  and  rich  colour,  and  we 

must  not  omit  J.  W.  T.  Manuel's  studies  of 
football,  exaggerated  in  action. 

The  East  Gallery  contains  about  a  dozen 

good  pictures,  and  a  great  many  more  tiiat 
might  have  been  spared  the  gaze  of  critics. 

Hugh    Carter's  picture    of  "The  Smithy," has  breadth  of  light  and  shade,  but  rather 

soft  in  tone.     A  portrait  of  "  An  Old  Master 

of    the    Edinburgh     Merchant    Company," 
by   Sir    George    Reid.    P.E.S.A.,  is   strong 
in   handling   and    individuality;   and   Miss 
E.    Steward    Wood   has    a    pleasing    study 

of     figures     in     "  Meadowsweet "     (341). 
Landscape  is  strong  in  this  gallery.     Charles 
I' Anson's   large   heath,   Dorset,  has  a  good 

atmosphere,  and  Leslie  Thomson  has  a  view 
of  Dartmouth,  excellent  in  colour ;  but  one  of 

the  best  landscapes  is  E.  M.  Wimperis's  fine view  of    "Richmond,    Yorkshire"  (419),  a 
wooded  valley  between  hilly  slopes  and  an 

expanse  of  scenery,  in  his  broad  style,  ex- cellent  iu    colour.      .Ufred    Hartley  has  a 

nice  sunny  effect   in    "The  Garden  Seat" 
(302),    and    Gabriel    Nicolet    a    view    "At ^'ersailles  " — the    avenue    and  reflection  in 

water  are  graceful.     There  is  a  breezy  and 

clever  seascape  by  Edwin  Hayes,  E.H.A., 

showing  "Italian    Fishing  Vessels  off  the 

Faro  liighthouse,"  forcibly  painted,  with  a command  of  colour  and  handling.     One  oi 

the  few  daintily-painted  figure  subjects  is 

Sir  George  Hare's  pretty  dark  gii-1,  diessed like  a  nurse  in  dark  blue  and  white  strings 

to  her  bonnet,  with  a  bunch  of  roses.     There 

is  grace  of  draughtsmanship  in  the  figure, 
with  its  fascinating  face.     Stiff,  and  rather 

cold  in  the  colour  is  S.   E.  Waller's  large 

centre   subject    picture    "The    H'.uitsmaji"s 
Wedding,"  showing  the  bridal  pair  walkmg" 
down  a  garden  path  to  the  roadside,  where 
huntsmen  in  scarlet  and  dogs  are  waiting. 

We  pass  by  a  strong  and  vigorously  painted 
view  "Iford  Bridge,"  by  Anderson  Hague 

(390) ;  a  "  Haunt  of  Ancient  Peace,"  an  old manor  house    in    its    natural  seclusion,  by 

Helen  Margetson  ;  a  graceful  study  of  girl 
and  child  in  meadow,  by  A.  W.  Bayes  (384), 

and  W.  B.   WoUen's    large   and  brilliantly 

painted  subject  "  After  Naseby,"  depictmg 
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victorious  Civvalry  retuming—fullof  life  aiid 
movement.  Grace  and  dignity  characterise 
the  thin  quarter-length  figure  of  a  hand- 

some maiden  in  low  bodico,  reading 
a  missal  with  clasps,  by  G.  Xicolet ;  a 
note  of  colour  is  the  light  blue  silk 
cloak  she  carries  on  her  arm  and  the  red 

edges  of  the  book.  The  -v-ice-pn'sideut  has 
happily  caught  the  colour  and  glamour  of  a 
Venetian  moonlight  in  his  view  of  the 
Madonna  della  Salute  (427).  A  powerful 
and  weirdly  fascinating  subject  [m]  is 
sent  by  J.  T.  Nettleship,  depicting  a 
prairie  on  fire.  A  host  of  wild  animals 
— one  a  tiger  carrying  her  young  — 
are  making  a  hasty  retreat,  all  hustling 
together  by  one  common  instinct.  The 
hapless  beasts  are  painted  with  much  skill 
.ind  knowledge.  Among  other  works  of 
interest  are  pictures  by  W.  Shackloton,  a 
study  of  brilliant  colour,  but  rather  unin- 

telligible :  "A  Bit  of  Old  Canterbury,"  by 
Vincent  P.  Yglesias  (486) ;  Chas.  A.  Buchel, 
a  clever  figure  study  (499;  ;  Miss  Kva 

Bransuin  (oOO) ;  and  Edward  P.  Porter's 
clever  little  incident,  "  Overtaken.' 

ESTIMATES.— XXVI 1. 

K.UXWATER   PIPES  .VXD    OTHEK  CVSTIXOS. 

IN  this  article  we  deal  with  a  number  of 
castings,  such  us  rainwater-pipes,  area 

gratings,  iron  staircases,  air  gratings,  register 
or  patent  grates.  Rainwater-pipes  are  fixed 
by  means  of  lugs  or  ears  cast  on  the  pipes,  at 
a  shght  distance  from  wall.  The  joints  should 
be  aiulked  with  rod-lead  and  tow,  and  the 
pipe  tarred  inside.  The  rectangular  pipes 
are  best  fixed  by  separate  bands.  Often  they 
are  fixed  by  means  of  ears  cast  on.  In 
specifying,  the  weight  in  pounds  per  foot  or 
yard  should  bo  stated.  Thus  :{in.  pipes 
should  weigh  about  lliAlb.  per  yard,  a  4in. 
pipe  181b.  It  should  also  bo  mentioned  what 
length,  if  6ft.  or  3ft.  length,  (mttering 
also  should  have  the  weight  specified.  llaU 
round  4in.  gutters  ought  to  weigh  tilb.  per 
yard,  and  oin.  sjlb.  Ogee  moulded  gutters 
would  weigh  from  lOlb.  to  iL'lb.  or  14lb.  per 
yara.  For  omamenhil  or  moulded  gutter 
ing  (juote  number  and  price  from  list 
or  give  sketch.  Messrs.  AV.  Macfarlane 
and  Co.,  of  Glasgow,  Messrs.  Young  and 
Marten,  Stratford,  manufacture  and  supply 
high  class  goods  of  this  kind  from  the 
lowest  to  tno  highest  price.  Kectangular 
pipes  may  be  had  for  a  Uttle  more  than 
round.  A  pipe  Sin.  by  Sin.  costs  about  2s.  (id 
per  yard,  or  about  lod.  per  foot ;  a  pipe  4in 
by  2in.  may  be  got  for  .3s.,  or  Is.  per  foot 
Bands  or  ears,  as  sketches  Xos.  -'  and  3,  may 
be  had  for  2s.  or  2s.  9d.  each.  Heads,  of 
square  or  rectangular  plan,  may  be  priced 
from  (3s.  to  12s.  each,  but  special  designs  by 
the  architect  would  cost  more,  as  much  as 
ISs.  to  oOs.  per  cwt.,  according  to  pattern  and 
number  required.  We  have  seen  some  good 
patterns  copied  from  old  cast  lead  work  at 
about  I'is.  each.  Iron  railings  vary  much 
in  price  according  to  pattern  ;  consult  such 
lists  as  those  of  Young  and  M  irten.  For 
stoves,  grates,  and  ranges  .special  lists  are 
obtainable  from  such  firms  as  K.  H.  I^hor- 
land  and  Brother,  Manchester,  and  others. 
The  Manchester  school-grate  is  well  known, 
and  rooms  of  2,(K)0c.ft.  and  over  can  befitted 

■with  grates  that  cost  £2  lOs.  to  £  1.  A  great 
many  varieties  of  register  grates  are  in  the 
i^iarket,  and  the  ]>rices  vary  according  to 
width  and  finish.  (Jrates  can  be  had  at  very 
moderate  prices  from  21s.  (id..  Inn.  wide,  to 

i'2  10s,  according  to  finish.  More  expensive canopy  grates,  with  ISin.  firo,  range  from 
458.  to  £3  los.,  and  more.  Tiles  and 
repousse  brass  and  copper  panels  are  extra. 

Cast  iron  in  girders  and  columns,  exclusive 
of  patterns  and  fixing,  but  including  cartage 
and  profit,  may  be  priced  at  about  9s.  to  lis. 
per  cwt.  For  fixing,  add  Is.  (id.  per  cwt. 
KiDP'  »•  '  queen-heads,  and  abutments  for 

principals,  may  be  priced  at  about  Os.  per 
cwt.  Any  ornamental  castings,  like  railings, 
panels  for  balconies  and  windows,  stairs  and 

<^^ 

verandahs,  would  cost  from  12s.  to  ISs.  per 

cwt.,  according  to  pattern.    Rain-water  pipe- 
heads  may  be  taken   at  from   l^s.  to  2-js. 
per  cwt. 

In  pricing  cast-iron   work,  the  patterns 

must  be  taken  into  consideration ;  most  items 
include  them.  Ornamental  ironwork  like 
iron  railings,  staircases,  balconies,  panels, 
should  have  a  sum  provided,  based  on  an 
estimate  from  an  ironworker. 

For  constructional  cast-iron  work,  grey 
cast  iron  No.  2  or  three  is  used ;  No.  3  is 
adapted  for  heavy  castings.  For  delicate 
castings,  grey  cast  iron  No.  1  is  better 
adapted  :  it  is  soft  and  fluid  when  melted. 

Our  sketches  illustrate  rain-water  pipe- 
heads,  ears,  and  moidded  gutter. 

lt.VlXW.\TEU   GOODS. 

l.jdft.  .Jin.  half-round  eaves  gutter,  jointed 
and  bolted  in  red-  lead  cement  to  fascia,  on 
strong  wrought-iron  brackets. 
Cost  of  gutter  at  lOd.  per  yaxd,  per  foot,  £  s.  d. 

say    0  0  Si 
Half-round  ?utt*r  brackets  (2  to  6ft.)...  0  0  if 
Holts  and  red-lead  cement,  per  foot    0  0  1 
Fi.vng    0  0  3 

Perfoot      0   0    9 

Gutter  brackets  for  oin.  gutters  cost  about 
32s.  per  gross. 

No.  8.  Angles  and  fixing  to  ditto. 
These  cost  about  lOJd.  each,  and  fixing, 

say.  Is.  3d. 
No.  2.  Nozzles  to  ditto. 

These  would  be  about  lOd.  each. 

No.  2.  Stopped  ends. 
These  are  about  3Jd.  each. 

145ft.  run.   3in.  rainwater  pipe  and  fixing. 

The  cost  of  3in.  rainwater  piping  is  about 
ll)d.  per  yard  :  say  3^\d.  per  foot  in  Oft. 
lengths.  Pipe  nails  for  fixing  are  3d.  per 
dozen. 

£   e.  d. 
Say.  coat  of  gutter  per  foot      0    0    3J 
Fixing  and  pipe-nails,  say        0    0    3J 

0    0    7 

No.  3.  Swan-neck  bends,  Gin.  projection. 
These  are  about  Is.  9d. 

£  8.  d. 
Extra  on  the  pipe,  say,  each      0  0  10 
Fixing      0  0    4 

0    12 
No.  1.  Elbow  ditto. 

Say  2s.  (id.  to  38. 

No.  2.    Heads  for  ditto.    (See  sketch  •).) 

These  are  priced  at  about  Is.  to  Is.  Id.' each.    Heavy  ones  would  cost  Is.  6d.  to  4s., 
according  to  design. 

145ft.  run.     Rectangular,  4in.  by  3in.,  r.w.- 
pipes,  and  fixing  in  4ft.  lengths. 

These  are  about  23.  4jd.  per  lineal  yard' 
in  1ft.  lengths ;  heavy  ones  about  33. 

£  B.  d. 
Say.  perfoot      0    0  10 
Fixing  &c.,  per  foot      0    0    4 

No.  2.    Heads  to  ditto,  according  to  design. 
(Sketch   1.) 

These  would  cost  about  os.  to  (js.  each. 
Special  heads  are  made  at  about  10s.  each. 

No.  2.     Shoes  to  ditto. 

Price  these  at  2s.  3d.  each. 

No.  3.    Elbows  to  ditto. 

Put  these  at  about  3s.  (>d.  each 

Making  four  connections. 
These  are  generally  taken  at  equal  to  2ft. 

length  of  pipe — say.  Is.  ̂ d.  each. 

Provide  and  fix  a  rainwater  separator  for 
storing  rain  water,  complete,  supplied  by 
C.  J.  Roberts,  llaslemere,  for  a  roof  of 
3,5(tOft.  superficial. 
For  this  size  of  roof  a  separator  would 

cost  £7  IDs.  at  factory;  add  for  carriage.  A 
discount  of  20  per  cent,  i-  allowed. 
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alt.  run.  oui.  by  3Jin.  m<julJed  eaves 
gutter,  Xo.  ;iiS  Macfarlani!  {Glasgow), 
jointed  and  bolted  in  rod-leud  comont.and 
fixed  with  screws. 

The  price  of  tliis  is  1  Id.  per  foot. 
£  a.  i. 

Cost  of  gutter,  ptr  foot      0  0  11 
Fixing      0  0    .3 
Bed-lead  cement      0  0    OJ 
Bolta  and  «cre»t      0  0    1} 

Per  foot       0    14 

Xo.  -1.     Anjj;le8  to  ditto. 

Deiluuting  the  return  lengths  from  angle,  the 
cost  extra  would  be  about  Is.,  and  fixing 
bolts,  iStc,  Sd.,  say  Is.  9d. 

Xo.  2.     Outlets. 

Price  of  outlet  would  be  about  Is.  :jd.,  and 
fixing,  bolts,  &o.,  8d,,  say  2a. 

Xo.  2,    Stopped  ends. 

These  put  at  9d.  each. 

No.  2.  Swan-neck  bends,  21in.  projection. 

£   8.  d. 
Extra  cost  of  bend  over  pipe,  say      0    4    0 
T^bour  on  ditto        0    0    8 

0    4    8 

7jft.    run.      Tin.    by    (Jin.   moulded  caves- 
guttering,  as  i)8r  section  given,  screwed  to 
fascia  and  fixing  (see  sketch  Xo.  4). 

The  cost  of  this  may  be  put  down  at  48.  2d. 

per  yard,  delivered  on  works,  or — £     8.    d. 
Coet  of  giitt^riog,  per  foot,  say     0  14 
Cost  of  screws  and  red-lead  putty,  per 

foot     0  0    IJ 
Fixing,  per  foot       0  0    3} 

Per  toot       0    19 

No.  2.     Outlets  to  ditto. 
£  8.  d. 

Say.  extra  coat  ..«      0  2  6 
Bolts,  ic      0  0  2 
Labour,  fixing      0  0  6 

Per  foot        0    3    2J 

No.  2.     External  angle. 
£   s.  d. 

extra  on  gruttering,  say      0    19 
Bolts  and  labour  &.xing      0    0    8 

Per  foot       0    2    5 

No.  2.    Obtuse  angles  (external). 

Put  thes3  at  33.  (id.  each. 

Xo.  4.    (^'orner  plinth  offsets  to  r.w.  pipes, 9in.  projection,  -Jin.  by  4in. 

These  are  priced  in  Young  and  Marten's list  .it  Ss.  3d.  each. 

Xo.   12.      Ornamental    rectangular    ears  to 
r.w.  pipes,  4in.  by  :5in. 

The  cost  of  these  depends  on  the  design. 

They  vary  according  to  size  of  pipe.  I'ut 
these  down  at  Is.  9d.  each.  Any  special 
design  would  cost  more,  and  include  the 

pattern. 

No.  ;5.  Heads  to  r.w.  pipe,  lin.  by  3in., 
according  to  design.  (Sketch  6.) 

If  made  according  to  a  special  design, 
there  is  the  cost  of  pattern  which  may  run 
into,  say,  20i.  or  more,  which  would  have 
to  be  added  to  the  usual  ]irice.  The  pattern 
shown  will  run  into  IDs.  to  12s.  each.  The 
best  plan  is  to  obtain  an  estimate  from  the 
founder,  wh.i  may,  in  some  cases,  bo  able  to 
alter  a  pattern  that  would  suit,  as  thoro  are 

,)nly  a  small  number.  A  largo  ironfounder 
keeps  pattern-makers  on  the  works,  and  is, 
therefore,  able  to  cast  special  designs  at  small 
cost.  Add  to  the  above  price,  fixing,  &c.,  if 
not  taken  with  r.w.  pipe. 

C.VST-IROX    WIN-DOWS,    AIK   GKATIXOS. 
No.  4 .     Double-swing  cast-iron  window  for 

stables,  ;jft.  ,'Jin.  square,  and  fixin". 
Hay  ward  lirothers  and  Kckstein  supply  a 

■window  of  this  size  at  £1  43.,  and  fi.\:ing  to 
■wood  built  in  wall,  say.  43. 

No.    1.     Iiitto    cast-iron    sash    and    frame, 
3tt.  ;Jin.  by  1ft.  sin. 

This  is  priced  at  123.  each. 

Xo.  2.  Cast-iron  window  sashes,  with  cam- 

bered heads,  lift.  (iin.  wide  by  4ft.  4^in. high. 

Consult  Young  and  Marten's  list.  This 
size,  the  cost  would  be  about  i'l  each. 

Xo.    12.     Cast-iron    ventilating    air-bricks, •'iin.  by  i»in. 

These  cost  from  liAd.  to  lid.  each,  fixing, 

say,  3d. ;  if  galvanised,  double  the  price. 

Xo.    4,     Cast-iron    double     air-bricks    for 

ventilation,  itin.  by  riin. 

Say,  9d.  each. 

No.    3.      llayward's    manhole    covers    and 
frames,  ISin.  by  24  in. 

These  are  priced  at  13s.  Od.,  and  add  for 
fixing,  say,  28.  (id. 

Provide  and  fi.x  a  strong  area  giating,  3ft. 

by  2ft.,  and  Jin.  thick. 

These  are  quoted  in  Young  and  Marten's catalogue  at  17s.,  fixing,  say,  3s. 

Xo.   2.     llayward's  improvetl   safety   coal- 
plates,  2 lin.  diameter. 

These  are  Ms.  lid.  each,  if  illuminating, 
ISs.  fid. ;  add  for  fixing  and  cement,  2s. 

No.  2.  Hayward's  patent  semi-prism  pave- 
ment lights,  complete,  of  approved  design, 

and  of  the  dimensions  on  plan. 

Obtain  quotations  from  makers.  The  price 
will  depend  on  size  and  thickness  of  bars.  If 
of  stock  sizes,  say,  Ts.  6d.  per  foot  super. 

Xo.  o.  Cast-iron  balcony  panels,  3ft.  lin. 
wide  and  3ft.  high,  with  lugs  for  fixing  on 
stone  landing. 

If  these  are  to  a  special  design,  a  price 
should  be  obtained.  Very  go«l  balcony 

panels  are  supplied  by  some  ironworkers, 
suitable  for  this  width,  at  18s,  to  303.  each, 

exclusive  of  fixing.  Ornamental  panels  are 

also  made  about  ■ioin.  high,  at  os.  and  (is. 

per  foot. 
Xo.  22.     Cast-iron  balusters  for  iion  stair- 

case. 

The  price  for  this  will  depend  on  design. 
Stock  patterns  can  be  had,  9d.  to  23.  (id. 
each ;  the  latter  are  ornamental. 

Provide  and  fix  Xo.  10  bedroom  grates,  1  lin. 
fire,  and  of  approved  desigfii. 

The  price  is  according  to  finish.  If 

"  second  finish."  ground  front,  and  Berlin 
blacked,  the  price  may  be  put  at  Is.  per  inch. 

If  the  gi-ates  are.  say,  oOin.  wide,  they  would 
be  about  30s.  each.  This  would  be  a  fair 

price  tor  bedroom  register  grates.  The  "best 

finished  "  would  cost  about  £3  each  or  more. 
The  bricklayer  generally  sets  the  grates  and 
ranges,  and  provides  the  necessary  bricks, 

fireclay,  and  other  materials. 

I  HON    STAIllCASES,    ETC. 

Provide  and  fix  to  satisfaction  of  architect 

one  of  llayward  Brothers  and  I'xkstein's 
(Union-street,  Borough)  improved  circular 
iron  staircases  Oft.  (iin.  diameter  from  first  to 
second  and  third  floors. 

It  would  have  been  better  to  have  put 
down  a  p.c.  sum  for  this,  or  obtain  a  quotation 
from  firm.  A  4ft.  diameter  staircase  is  quoted 

at  233.  (id.  per  foot  rise.  If  the  height  is 
12ft.  from  floor  to  floor,  the  cost  will  be 

£14  2s. £  s.   il. 

Say,  cost  of  spiral  staircase,  two  dighta  2S    4    0 
Handrail  to  well-bole  at  top,  any       2    0    0 
Fixing,  &c.,  say         15    0 

31    9    0 

The  item  for  fixing  will  of  course  depend 
on  the  kind  of  floor,  the  trimming  of  floors, 

and  other  tanientor's  and  joiner's  work,  and 
therefore  no  hxed  sum  can  be  stated.  Gene- 

rally the  design  of  staircase  is  selected  by  the 
architect,  and  a  prime  cost  value  is  stated  at 
so  much  per  step. 

THE   AUCmTECTUH.VL   ASSuCIATIOX 
UF   IttEL.\XD. 

THE  annual  general  meeting  of  this  Associa- 
tion was  held,  on  the  18th  inst.,  in  the 

Grosvenor  Hotel,  Dablin :  Mr.  George  P. 
Sheridan,  A.U.I.B.A.,  presiding. 

The  Hon.  Secretary  fSIr.  Henry  .\llberry)  read 
the  annual  report,  whichshowed  that  the  member- 

ship now  numbered  Ul.  In  moving  its  adoption, 
Jlr.  I!o69  said  the  progress  of  the  Association  had 
been  well  maintained,  and  he  hoped  the  non- 
attendance  of  junior  members  at  classes,  referred 
to  in  the  report,  would  be  more  than  made  up  for 
this  year.  In  Ireland  they  suffered  very  much 
from  the  want  of  professional  classes  for  iiietnic- 
tion  ;  but  one  of  the  objects  of  the  Assodation 
was  to  provide  classes  for  the  members,  ilr. 
Walter  Doolin,  in  seconding  the  resolution,  said 
a  number  of  young  persons,  who  in  the  beginning 
were  too  noisy  to  join  it,  were  now  its  most  zealous 

supporters.  He  exhorted  them  not  to  join  them- 
selves with  any  other  institute.  I^et  the  ̂ Vrehi- 

tectural  Association  be  clear  and  independent  of 
all  others. 
The  treasurer  (Mr.  Webb;  laid  before  the 

meeting  the  annual  balance  sheet,  which  showed 
an  increase  of  £12  Hs.  8d.  in  the  amount  carried 
forward  as  compared  with  last  year. 
The  President  read  the  inaugural  address. 

Having  reviewed  the  work  of  the  association 

since  it  was  founded,  he  proceeded  : — The  success 
of  the  association  as  an  educational  body  depends 
on  the  individual  volition  of  the  members.  If 

they  wish  it  to  succeed,  no  doubt  it  shall  succeed. 
If  they  conscientiously  try  to  participate  in  the 
advantages  to  be  derived  from  the  work  and  aims 
of  the  association,  they  will  benefit  themselves 
and  raise  its  status  and  representative  character. 
Perhaps  of  aU  the  classes,  the  sketching  and 
measuring  class  is  the  most  important.  We  all 

know  sketching  is  inseparable  from  an  architect's 
education — how  it  trains  the  eye  in  proportion 
and  judgment,  concentrates  the  attention  on 
detail,  and  assists  the  mind  in  understanding  and 
recording  the  effects  produced  in  deceased  archi- 

tecture. My  anxiety  to  impress  on  you  the  im- 

portance of  participating  in  our  society's  work resolves  itself  into  a  warning  to  the  yoimger 

members  to  guard  against  any  tendency  towards 
retrogression  ;  as  likely  we  may  be  at  a  turning- 
point  in  the  life  of  the  association.  After  experi- 

encing the  first  flush  of  enthusiasm,  a  reaction 
may  set  in,  the  ejimestness  cool  off,  and  apathy 
take  the  place  of  worthy  effort  unless  men  are 
awakened  to  the  advantages  held  out  to  them, 
and  to  the  benefits  ta  be  derived  from  a 

system  of  architectural  education — supplemental 
to  oSice  work — and  well  suited  to  assist  in  an 

effective  training  of  the  hand  and  mind.  What 
are  the  advantages  of  this  education  X  have 
been  so  constantly  referring  tor  How  does  it 
influence  an  architect  who  has  to  earn  his  living 

by  superintending  the  moulding  into  material 
form,  the  creations  of  his  fertUe  imagination  r 
Well,  there  are,  perhaps,  many  advantages,  as, 
for  instance,  expression  and  expertness  in  design, 
the  power  of  knowledge,  insight  into  possibilities 
of  further  research,  ic  ;  but  an  advantage  I  place 
above  these  and  which  these  must  lead  up  to  is 

the  development  of  a  mental  condition  which 
seeks  to  investigate  what  architecture  is  and 
endeavours  to  understand  why  certain  forms  are 
beautiful  and  why  varied  emotions  are  excited 
in  the  contemplation  of  different  buildings.  In 
order  that  an  architect  might  be  able  to  create  an 
architectural  composition  to  give  pleasure  to  those 

who  shall  behold  his  work,  he  should  have  know- 
ledge of  some  of  the  causes  which  influence 

appreciation.  Architecture  depends  a  great  deal 
for  its  attribute  of  beauty  in  the  manner  in  which 

it  occupies  space,  and  it  is  not  dependent  on  orna- 
mentation, and  consequently  architectural  beauty 

for  the  most  part  consists  in  the  due  proportion 
observable  in  the  outline  of  a  building  and  its 

several  p.'urts.  Colour,  to  a  certain  extent,  adds 
beauty  to  architectural  works,  but  in  order  that 
it  should  do  so,  it  must  have  the  character  of 
necessity,  and  not  of  having  been  adopted  for  the 
sake  of  ornament  alone  —  contrast  a  red  brick 

building  with  one  that  is  painted  brick  colour. 
The  knowledge  of  the  nature  of  materials  and 
their  adaptibility  to  the  uses  for  which  they  are 

employed  also  influences  ideas  of  beauty.  The 
history-  of  architecture  in  its  arch.-eological  sense 

is  a  history  of  the  progress  of  man's  knowledge of  the  use  and  nature  of  building  materials. 
This  is  noticed  in  the  gradual  lengthening  of 

the  column  in  proportion  to  its  thickness,  which 
we  observe  in  the  Greek  and  Uoman  Orders.  And 
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■  when  experience  taught  what  the  arch  in  (iothic 
architecture  could  sustain,  the  span  grew  wider 
and  wider  until  the  Tudor  arch  was  evolved.  And 
the  qualifications  of  the  materials  in  any  country 
to  some  extent  explain  the  peculiar  character- 

istics of  its  architecture.  -Vgain,  a  building  to  bo 
beautiful  must  give  us  the  idea  that  it  is  able  to 
withstand  the  injurious  agencies  of  nature,  which 
are  always  tending  to  destroy  it.  It  should 
appear  stable  and  not  top-heavy,  and  that  mate- 

rial which  appears  the  most  lasting  to  some  extent 
affects  the  mental  condition  forming  ideas  of 
beauty.  The  emotion  of  the  sublime  may  be 
excited  by  the  size  of  the  building.  If  of  great 
height,  the  feeling  may  bo  that  of  fear  of  the  pile 
falling,  but  this  feeling  might  bo  caused  by  a 
somewhat  similar  condition  in  nature  as  by  a  high 
perpendicular  cliff.  But  the  emotion  of  sublimity 
produced  by  buildings  of  architectural  merit 
arises  when  we  reflectively  connect  their  existence 
to  the  mind  that  conceives  them,  and  to  the 
mental  effort  of  guiding  the  progress  of  the  work. 
The  difficulty  with  which  we  know  an  archi- 

tectural work  to  have  been  accomplished,  perhaps, 
adds  still  more  to  the  emotion  of  the  sublime.  A 
certain  amount  of  recurrence  of  the  same  effect  in 
a  building  gives  us  an  idea  of  sublimity,  because 
it  suggests  the  whole  edifice  is  the  eitect  of  one 

single  conception  in  the  architect's  mind.  Beauty 
in  effect  is  added  to  a  building  when  it  expresses 
the  uses  for  which  it  was  erected,  llach  gene- 

ration has  not  the  same  knowledge  nor  desires  as 
the  preceding  one,  and  each  age  has  its  special 
footprints  and  its  special  character  stamping 
the  architecture  of  the  period  with  the  gener^ 
aspirations  of  the  community.  \Ve  are  always 
ch.anging,  always  moving  onward,  and  so  archi- 

tectural judgment  is  likewise  influenced.  In 
this  very  practical  and  material  age  the  tine  arts 
are  considered  as  something  apart,  and  not  as  an 
embodiment  of  the  public  mind,  as  in  epochs 
past.  And  it  is  dillicult  to  say  in  how  far  the 
work  of  to-day  repeats  architecturally  the 
aspirations  and  characteristics  of  the  time  we 
live  in. 

What  is  the  dominant  note  to  which  modem 
architecture    is    atuned  1-     \Miat    harmonies    in 
modern  life  are  carved  and  expressed  in  material 

shape':     What  new   cult  is  attracting  devotees 
and  imperceptibly  influencing  the  public  mind  f 
In  this  restless  age,   when  the  spirit  of  keen 
competition  creates  a  feverish  desire  for  change 
and  novelty,  it  is  very  difficult  to  point  in  what 
direction  the  tendencies  of  to-day  appear  to  be 
drifting.     But,  perhaps,  I  may  not  bo  far  astray 

iu  suggesting  that  a   "  studied   simplicity "  is 
appai  ent  in  the  motives  of  modern  life.     It  can 
be    trace!    through    the    different    phases   and 
conventionalities    of    our    every-day    existence. 
People  assume  a  virtue  if  the.v   have  it  not  in 
the    simplicity    of    manner    and    address,    and 
decry   the   extravagances    of  a  former  genera- 

tion.   They  will   reject    with   affected  disgust 
the   ornate  and  massive,  and  display  a  ready 
preference  for  the  opposite,   though  it  borders 
on  the  crude.     Great  wall  surfaces  without  any 
counterbalancing  and    contrasting   features  are 
thrust  at  us.  or  perhaps  a  strip  of  sculpture  is 
crudely  planted  on  which   ha.s   no  meaning  in 
the    unity    of    composition.     Entablatures    are 
distorted,  and  the   parts   perhaps   interchanged 
in  a  way  calculated  to  make   you  retlective,  if 
not  saJ.     Columns  are  attenuated  and  appear 
without  a  base,  or  are  finished  with  a  sickly  roll 
in  lieu  of  a  cap  :  or,  again,  are  distorted  with  an 
appalling   entasis    associated   with    an    ill-used 
bolster,  and  perhaps  are  laden  with  rustications 
to  such  a  pronounced  effect  as  to  produce  the  ap- 

pearance of  a  scirrified  salmon.     But  my  refer- 
ences are  only  in  a  general  sense.     Excellent 

work  is  done  now,  and  which  may  well  be  said 
embodies  the  true  and  beautiful  in  a  way  which 
demands  our  admiration,  and  in  which  departures 
are  made  from  proportion  which  for  gtnerations 
had  been  accepted  as  fundamental  in  guoJ  design, 
and  in  which  originality  is  not  defined  so  much 
by  novelty  as  by  a  modified  adaptation  of  pre- 

cedent, carrying  with   it   respect  for  that  which 
has  gone  before.     Simplicity,  with  the  authors 
of  these  works,  meant  repose  and  unity,  and  re- 

straint and  truth.     They  introduced   ornament 
where  ornament  spoke  to  you  most,  or  omitted  it 
where  truth  could  best  bo  expressed  without  it. 
These  men  are  working  up  to  high  ideals.     They  I 
make  the   sciences  subservient  :    they    are  not 
ifraid  to  accept  the  advantages   which   science 
empowers    them    with,   as    they    understand   it 
is  only   knowledge   which   can  be  viewed   and 
considered  architecturally.     They  consulted  the 

T.4BLE  I.— allowing  Results  of  Teats  nm.le  from  One  Sample  o(  Portland  Cement,  to  determine  the  effect  of  Salt Water  used  in  Gauging  and  for  ZmmersioQ. 
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Table  U.- Showing  Results  of  Tests  made  from  One  Sample  of  Natural  Cement  to  determine  the  effect  of  Salt 
Water  used  in  Gauging  and  for  Immersion. 
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past  for  suggestion,  and  understood  the  feelings 
which  moved  the  early  architect  who,  as  Smiles, 
in  his  book  on  "Duty,"  s.ays,  "  Put  their  spirit 
into  their  work ;  they  put  religion  into  their 
work.  Their  architure  had  life,  and  truth,  and 

loVe,  and  joy  in  it.    It  was  chiselled  music." On  the  motion  of  Mr.  K.  Caulfield  Orpen, 
seconded  by  Jlr.  K.  II.  Butler,  a  warm  vote  of 
thanks  was  p.ossed  to  the  President  for  his address. 

THE  EFFECT   OF    SALT  W.VTER   ON' 

CEM.EXT.* 
By  A.  S.  Cooi'EK. 

THE  present  article,  while  not  pretending  to  go 
as  thoroughly  into  this  subject  as  others 

have  done,  will  give  the  results  of  some  experi- 
ments which  will  go  far  towards  settling  a  few 

points  in  this  much-disputed  question.  In  cold 
climates  it  is  a  general  custom  to  put  salt  in  the 
gauging  water  to  prevent  the  mortar  from 
freezing  before  it  is  placed  in  the  works  ;  and  on 
the  sea-coast  it  is  often  customary  to  gauge 
cement  mortar  with  sea-water  rather  th.an  go  to 

'  From  the  Journal  of  the  franklin  Inatitnte. 

any  extra  expense  to  obtain  fresh.  The  experi- 
ments given  in  this  article  were  designed  to 

determine  whether  or  not  this  is  good  practice, 
asd  also  to  ascertain  the  effect  of  sea-water  on 
concrete  structures.  It  was  the  intention  to  have 
them  extend  over  a  period  of  several  years,  but  as 
circumstances  interfered  with  the  long-time  tests, 
they  were  discontinued  at  the  end  of  one  year. 
They  are,  therefore,  of  very  little  value  as  showing 
the  effect  of  sea- water  on  engineering  structures, 
but  show  conclusively  the  ill  effect  of  s!ilt  in 

gauging  uortax. 
Dl.-^CRirTIOX   01'   TEST-. 

Briiiuettes  were  made  in  moulds  of  the  form 
recommended  by  the  -Vmerican  Society  of  Civil 
Knginecrs  in  1^8.>,  .and  the  mortar  rammed  into 
them  by  a  German  hammer  machine,  striking 
IJO  blows  on  each  briquette,  using  about  a  31b. 
hammer  and  a  lOin.  drop.  The  mortar  was  made 
a.s  near  a  stand.ard  c-onsistency  as  possible,  water 
being  added  until  it  just  appeared  below  the 
moulds,  when  the  hammering  ceased.  -VIl 
briquettes  of  like  mixtures  were  gauged  with  the 
?arae  percentage  of  water.  The  mixing  was  done 
with  a  Kiehlu  mixing  machine,  using  about  100 
turns.     Proportions  were  determined  by  carefully 
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'weighing  each  batch.  The  briciuettea  were  stored 
in  moist  air  for  twenty-four  hours,  and  then 
placed  in  the  immersion  tanks,  where  they  re- 

mained until  broken.  No  attempt  was  made  to 
keep  the  tanks  at  a  uniform  temperature,  but  as 
the  briquettes  which  were  to  be  compared  with 
each  other  were  all  made  practically  at  the  same 
time,  the  comparisons  are  still  accurate  without 
this  precaution.  The  freeh-water  tank  was 
renewed  as  often  aa  the  water  became  noticeably 
alkaline.  The  salt-wator  tank  was  flUed  with 
sea- water  and  only  changed  three  times,  but  as 
the  Tolume  of  water  was  fully  100  times  the 
volume  of  the  briquettes  stored,  it  was  not  thought 
necessary  to  renew  the  water  oftener.  The 
briquettes  were  first  broken  on  a  Fairbanks 
tension  machine,  and  then  a  heavy  rubber  band 
put  on  them  to  hold  the  two  parts  together,  and 
crushed  on  a  Riehlc  machine,  worked  with 
hydraulic  pressure.  Series  of  tests  were  made 
with  two  branSs  of  cement— one  a  natural  and 
the  other  a  Portland.  In  each  case  all  of  the 
cement  came  out  of  the  same  barrel.  Sets  were 
made  with  standard  sand,  and  also  with  natural 
sand  found  in  this  vicinity.  In  the  case  of  the 
natural  cement,  mortar  was  mi.xed  in  the  pro- 

portion of  1  to  1,  1  to  2,  and  1  to  3  ;  and  with 
the  Portland,  1  to  1,  1  to  2,  1  to  3,  and  1  to  5.  A 
sufficient  number  of  sets  of  each  wore  made  with 
fresh  water  and  with  salt,  and  each  was  immersed 
in  fresh  and  salt  water  to  complete  all  of  the 
different  series  given  in  the  accompanying  tables 
and  diagrams.  In  each  series  some  briquettes 
were  broken  at  seven  days,  28  days,  three  months, 
six  months,  and  one  year.  It  was  the  intention 
to  break  some  at  the  end  of  three  years  and  five 
years,  but  this  part  of  the  experiments  had  to  be 
abandoned.  In  the  tables  and  diagrams,  all 
strains  are  given  in  pounds  per  square  inch  of 
section  or  surface. 

RESVLTS  OF  TESTS. 

By  a  reference  to  Table  Xo.  1  and  Plagrams 
Nos.  1  to  4,  it  will  be  seen  that  in  case  of  the  Port- 

land cement  the  briquettes  mixed  with  salt  water 
were  ahead  of  those  mixed  with  fresh  on  short- 
time  tests ;  but  that  the  long-time  tests  nearly 
always  showed  the  superior  strength  of  the 
briquettes  mixed  with  fresh  water,  and  this  was 
j  ust  as  pronounced  in  the  compression  as  in  the 
tension  tests.  It  will  also  be  noticed  that  the 
deteriorating  effect  of  salt  water  in  gaug^ing  is 
the  greatest  on  the  richer  mirtars.  The  test 
pieces  that  were  immersed  in  salt  water  nearly 
always  fell  below  the  corresponding  ones  that 
were  placed  in  fresh. 

In  a  general  way  the  same  thing  will  be  noticed 
in  the  case  of  the  natural  cement  tests.  Table  No. 
2  and  Diagrams  Nos.  ■>  to  S.  The  sample 
selected,  however,  seems  to  have  been  a  poor  one, 

as  it  shows  less  strength  at  one  year's  time  than at  six  months.  The  dccresise  of  the  salt  water 

briquettes  is  greater  than  the  fresh,  and  there- 
fore shows  the  same  results  as  in  the  other  case. 

In  the  compression  tests  with  this  sample  the 
results  are  better. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

These  results  would  seem  to  justify  tha  con- 
clusion that  salt  water  is  injurious  to  cement 

mortar,  and  that  the  use  of  salt  or  sea-water  in 
gauging  mortar  is  bad  practice.  The  tests  are 
not  extended  over  a  sufficient  length  of  time  to 
draw  a  decided  conclusion  as  to  the  effect  of  sea- 
water  on  engineering  structures  built  of  concrete, 
gauged  with  fresh  water,  but  they  seem  to  point 
to  a  tendency  to  weaken  them. 

El'i'ECr    or    SI/.E    OF    S.^XU    o\    CKMFXT    M"UT.\R. 

In  the  September  number  of  the  Journal  of  the 
Vranklin  Institute,  1890,  was  published  an  article 
on  the  effect  of  the  size  of  sand,  in  which  it  was 
clearly  shown  that  coarse  sand  made  the  strongest 
mortar.  In  tables  Nos.  3  to  6  will  be  found 
another  series  of  tests  on  the  same  subject,  but  in 
this  case  the  briquettes  were  all  made  on  a 
hammer  machine  after  the  method  just  described. 

From  these  tests  it  will  be  seen  that  when  per- 
fectly rammed  the  size  of  the  sand  is  not  so 

important  as  with  ordinary  ramming.  It  is 
evident,  however,  that  the  size  of  the  sand  has 
Bome  effect  even  with  those  briquettes,  and  the 
richer  the  mortar  the  less  the  effect  of  the  size 
of  the  sand  becomes.  The  large  sand  also  shows 
to  bettor  effect  in  the  compression  tests  than  in 
the  tension. 

The  superior  strength  of  the  ro\i5her  sands, 
like  that  obtained  from  breaking  up  trap  rock,  is, 
however,  just  as  apparent  with  these  perfectly 
rammed  briquettes  as  it  was  with  those  made  in 
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the  ordinary  way.  It  would,  therefore,  be  a  safe 
concluBion  that  the  condition  of  the  surface  of  any 

Eand  is  a  more  important  factor  in  strength  of 

concrete  than  the  size. 

Tapir  in.— Bbi;ikttr8  Made  of  One  eample  of  Port- 
land Cement  and  Broken  at  11  Months,  to  Te^t  the 

EtFect  of  Size  of  Sand  when  I  cifectly  Rammed  into 
Moulds.    Gr&nite  Sand. 
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TIME    OF    .^ET. 

As   it    is   tte  prtTailing  opinion   with   many 

CDginefis  Ihat  a  ctmtnt  mortar  uhich  has  6tccd  ' 

.in  hour  or  two  has  lott  ecme  of  its  strength,  it  ie  • 
thought  worth  ■while  to  give  here  a  tet  of  tests 
made  to  dettimine  the  amount  of  lost  strength  of- 
Portland  ctment  mortar  due  to  its  standieg  affe^J 

mixing  and  Vefoie  ufirg.     Four  large  batches  o5- 

mortar  were  mixtd.  and  briquettes  made  hy  han<l' 
from  each  pile  at  intervals,  ranging  up  to  light 

and  one-half  hours  after  mixing.     ThcEc   were 

all     carefolJj-    marked    and    stored    away    as 
usual,  and  broken  after  one  year.     The  results 

are  in  Table  No.  7,  from  which  it  will  be  seen 
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Year's  time,  to  determine  the  effect  of  letting  mortar  stand  after  mixing. 
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thai  the  loss  of  strength  after  eight  and  one-half 

hours'  standing  is  practically  nothing. 
In  practical  working  with  most  Portland 

cement,  if  it  becomes  necessary  for  the  mortar  to 

stand  for  one-half  of  a  day  even,  no  injury  will 
result,  provided  the  precaution  is  taken  to  keep 
the  mortar  wet. 

FIRE   TEST.S   WITH   DOOUS. 

ASEKIESofverj-  interesting  investigations 
have  hcen  made  by  the  British  Fire  Pre- 

vention Committee  upon  doors  of  deal,  teak,  and 
oak  which  deserve  notice.  We  have  already 
mentioned  the  results  of  several  of  these  useful 

tests  with  ordinary  building  materials — lath-and- 
plaster  and  metal-lathed  partitions,  glass,  &c.  ; 
the  present  fire  tests  with  doors  of  deal,  oak,  and 
teak  are  illustrated  by  a  series  of  instantaneous 

photographic  ̂ ■iews,  which  exhibit  the  doors 
before  and  during  the  progress  of  the  tests.  Wo 

first  take  lire-test  G,  made  in  Jlay  last — a  solid 
framed  door  of  2in.  teak.  The  object  of  the 
committee  was  to  record  the  effect  of  a  fire  of  one 

hour  gradually  increasing  to  a  temperature  of 

2,000'  Fahr.  The  sine  of  door  was  Gft.  by 
Jft.  oin.,  hung  to  a  4in.  by  Sin.  rebated  teak 
frame  to  open  outward.  After  24  minutes,  fUme 
showed  between  bottom  edge  of  door  and  sill ; 

after  4'.'  minutes,  lUme  showed  between  edge  of 
frame  and  stile  of  door  above  and  below  the 
lower  bolts ;  after  54  minutes  smoke  issued 

through  the  joints  of  paneb  and  centre  rail :  and 
after  60  minutes  flame  burst  through  all  joints, 
md  the  door  collapsed  five  minutes  after.  The 

teste  II  and  I  were  made  on  four-panelled  pine 
doors.  Thoy  were  old  doors,  and  hung  in  lin. 
by  Sin.  rebated  frames,  as  before.  Dnewas  li;in. 
thick,  (1ft.  Gin.  by  2ft.  Tin.  and  the  other  was  l;in., 
and  was  Gft.  Gin.  by  2ft.  Tin.  The  temperature 

was  increased  gradually  to  1,500'  Fahr. 
The  effect  on  the  1:1  in.  door  was  that  fire  broke 

out  through  it  in  19  minutes  at  a  temperature  of 

1,400°,  and  it  was  destroyed  in  22  minutes  :  the 
:  ;in.  door  resisted  the  door  for  another  three 

minutes,  when  it  broke  through  at  a  temperature 

of  1,G00  J  and  the  door  collapsed  in  2G  minutes. 
Full  particulars  are  given  describing  the  testing- 
plant,  testing-chamber,  the  testing  observations. 
The  sub-committee  comprised  many  professional 
and  scientific  experts.  Sir.  l^dwin  i '.  Sacbs 
15  chairman  of  the  Executive,  and  Sir.  F.  R. 

I'arrww,  F.K.I. 13. A.,  directing  member.  The 
results  of  these  tests  show  the  rapid  destruction 
^f  four-panel  deal  doors,  such  as  are  generally 

put  in  houses,  and  20  minutes'  duration  of  resist- 
ance to  flames  is  about  the  limit ;  thickness  does 

not  coimt  for  very  much  in  a  panelled  door.  The 
2in.  solid  teak,  close-fitting  doors,  described 
resisted  flames  for  an  hour.  These  experiments  are 
valuable  as  showing  the  comparative  fire  resist- 

ance of  doors  of  different  materials. 

Another  report  describes  fire  tests  on  a  2in. 
framed  oak  door  with  2in.  solid  panels,  and  a  2in. 
framed  teak  door  with  2in,  panels.  The  effect 

of  fire  increasinfr  to  a  temperature  of  2,000' 
Fahr.  on  the  door,  which  opened  inwards, 
was  that  in  the  case  of  the  oak  door  in 

30  Jminutes  the  flame  appeared  between  frame 
and  top  rail  of  door,  and  in  40  minutes  the 
flame  appeared  between  upper  panel  and  stile. 
In  4  4  minutes  flame  came  through  lock  rail,  in 
55  minutes  the  four  panels  fell  outwards,  and  in 
59  minutes  the  remainder  of  door  collapsed.  The 
teak  showed  flame  between  frame  and  top  rail  in 
five  minutes,  and  gradually  extended  along  top 
edge  and  down  top  rail  and  panel;  in  VS  minutes 
the  fire  extended  to  bottom  of  top  panels,  and 
flame  came  through  joints  between  muntin  and 
lower  panels.  In  5S  minutes  the  door  collapsed 
and  fell  inwards. 

These  tests  are  valuable,  as  showing  the  fire- 
resisting  i]uaUtiee  and  duration  of  solid-framed 
bead  butt  doors,  the  panels  being  the  full  thick- 

ness of  door.  They  also  prove  the  greater  re- 
sistance of  solid  panels  of  oak  and  teak.  The 

oak  door  was  of  American  oak,  and  the  teak  door 

of  Moulraein  teak,  in  frames  4in.  by  Sin.,  ̂ in. 
rebate  secured  to  brickwork  by  deal  plugs.  Full 
details  are  given  of  the  plant  and  observations 
during  the  tests.  The  instantaneous  views  taken 

ever)- few  minutes  during  the  tests  incrjjise  the 
value  and  interest  of  these  reports,  and  we  learn 
that  to  Mr.  Ellis  Slaraland,  who  conducted  the 

test  for  tho  sub-committee,  the  committee  are 
indebted  for  these  photographic  details.  The 
particulars  are  given  in  this  report  in  parallel 
columns,  thus  facilitating  comparison  between 

the  two  tests. 

MUNICIPAL  nor.SING  IX  LONDON. 

AKETrHN  has  just  been  issued  by  tho 
Housing  of  tho  Working  Classes  Com- 
mittee of  tho  London  County  Council,  showing 

the  financial  result  up  to  March  Slst  of  this  year 

of  all  workmen's  dwellings  or  lodging-houses 
erected  or  owned  by  the  Council.  The  return  is 
divided  into  two  parts.  In  the  first  notice,  the 
committee  deal  with   the    dwollinirs   upon  sites 

upon  which  the  Council  elected  to  build.  Eight 
schemes  carried  out  under  the  Housing  of  the 

Working  Classes  Act  are  included  in  the  tible. 

I'pon  these  schemes  the  total  capital  expenditure 
has  been  £36", 809,  and  up  to  March  Slst  last, 
after  full  provision  has  been  made  for  interest, 
sinking  fund,  and  repairs,  they  exhibit  a  net 
surplus  of  £921.  Tliis  is  after  deducting  a  certain 
sum  raised  by  rato  to  meet  deficiencies  in  con- 

nection with  some  of  the  buildings.  The  last 

year's  working  has  by  no  means  been  successful, 
as  on  the  eight  schemes  there  has  been  a  net 
deficiency  of  £385,  which  largely  reduces  the 

surplus  of  previous  years.  The  Parker-street 
lodging-house  has  again  been  profitably  carried 
on,  whilst  there  are  small  surpluses  in  the  cases 

of  the  Brooke's-market  (Uolbom)  scheme,  the 
llufferin-street  costermonger  dwellings,  and  the 
Green-street  and  Gun-street  (Southwark)  dwell- 

ings. Deficiencies  appear  in  the  accounts  of  the 

Boundary-street  area  and  the  Cable-street  (Shad- 

well),  Shelton-street  (St.  Giles),  and  Goldsmiths' - row  fShoreditch)  schemes.  The  second  part  of  the 
return  deals  with  five  housing  schemes  carried 
out  under  the  Housing  -Vet  and  the  Blackwall 

Tunnel  Acts,  upon  sites  upon  which  the  Council 
had  no  option  but  to  bmld,  as  no  purchasers 
could  be  found  for  the  land.  Each  of  these 
schemes  shows  a  considerable  deficiency,  the  net 

aggregate  deficiency  up  to  the  end  of  March  last 
amounting  to  £6,9T2.  Towards  meeting  this 
£I,T51  has  been  raised  by  rate.  The  largest 
loss — £2,886— is  shown  by  the  Hughes-fields 
(Deptford)  scheme,  while  there  is  a  deficiency  of 
£2,26G  on  the  Westview-cottages  Eist  Green- 

wich], and  of  £1,025  on  the  Council-buildings 
Poplar). 
  s.^   

SIR   WYKE   BAYLISvS    OX   ART   AND 
KELIGION. 

THE  president  of  the  Ruskin  Society  of Birmingham  (Sir  Wyke  Bayliss)  delivered 
his  presidential  address  on  Thursday  night  in 

last  week,  at  the  Birmingham  and  Midland  Insti- 

tute, his  subject  being  "Art,  an  Essential 
Element  of  the  National  Life."  Mr.  E.  R. 

Taylor  presided,  and  there  was  a  large  attend- 
ance. Sir  Wyke  Bayliss  laid  before  the  meeting 

the  proposition  that  religion  and  art  were  two 
forces,  spiritual  and  ;esthetic,  moving  in  the  same 
plane  of  human  life  and  action  to  the  same  end, 
the  subduing  of  evil,  against  the  common  enemy, 
the  world,  the  flesh,  and  the  devil.  But  they 
moved  under  different  sanctions.  In  its  fight 

against  the  world  Art  did  not  look  to  the  promise 
of  another,  but  to  the  purifying  of  this :  in  its 
struggle  with  the  flesh.  Art  strengthened  us 
not  by  deadening  our  senses,  nor  by  lifting  us 
above  them,  but  by  quickening  them  to  a  truer 

perception  ;  in  its  conflict  with  evil  or  the  devil 
Art  animated  us  with  visions  of  beauty,  of  which 

it  or  he  was  the  destroyer.  If  that  were  true,  it 

would  be  seen  that  religion  could  have  no  formula 
to  determine  what  was  true  in  Art,  any  more  than 
Art  could  have  a  formula  to  determine  what  was 

true  in  religion.  Did  the  curate  quite  know,  in 

arranging  the  services,  how  far  he  was  acting  as 

a  priest,  and  how  far  as  an  artist ;  and  did  the 

painter  in  his  studio,  dreaming  of  Art  as  the 

regenerator  of  the  world,  quite  re-alise  that  Art 
had  never  yet  accomplished  anything  great  except 

under  religious  inspiration  of  some  kind:  In 
alliance  with  religion  Art  found  enough  to 

do,  for  religion  was  the  recognition  of  a  rela- 
tionship existing  between  us  and  God,  by 

which  we  owed  to  Him  the  performance  of 

certain  duties,  and  submission  to  His  will.  Did 
we  not  submit  to  that  will,  and  perform  those 

duties  in  a  most  artistic  manner  ':  We  were  not 

quite  sure  whether  the  sense  of  reverence  which 

came  upon  us  when  we  entered  a  great  cathedral 
was  reverence  towards  the  Lord  of  the  Temple, 

or  the  Temple  itself,  or  tho  architect  who  built 

it :  but,  at  all  events,  we  were  satisfied  that  the 

architect  must  have  possessed  fine  religious  feel- 

ings. Art  could  become  religious,  and  still  be 

Art,  but  religion  could  not  be  :o3thetic,  or  it 
ceased  to  be  religion.  Religion  was  the  placing 

of  everything  m  the  hand  of  God,  and  a 

surrendering  of  ourlwill  to  His,  while  Art  was  the 

taking  of  everything  into  our  own  hands  and 

controlling  it  according  to  our  own  will.  That 
was  the  difference.  Art  was  an  essential  element 

in  national  life  because  it  stood  in  close  relation- 

ship to  the  great  struggle  which  was  always 

going  on  between  good  and  evil.  In  that  struggle 

Art  was  always  taking  sides.  It  took  sides  with 

the  t; reeks  against  the  corruption  of  sensualism, 
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with  the  Xorth  men  against  the  brutal  law  of 
force,  with  the  Jlediievalists  against  the  cruel 
Inquisition,  and  it  took  sides  with  us  now 
against  the  still  greater  corruption  and  brutality 
and  cruelty  of  modern  eoramerciiilism.  It  came 
to  our  aid  to-day  in  our  conllict  with  the 
world,  the  flesh,  and  the  devil  with  forces  greater 
than  of  old,  and,  if  not  greater,  at  least  more 
subtle  and  more  adapted  to  our  needs.  Art  was 
eyes  to  the  blind,  strength  to  those  who  were 
weak,  gentleness  to  those  who  were  strong, 
manhood  to  the  youth,  restitution  to  those  who 
suffered  wrong,  greeting  to  those  who  were 
absent,  faith  to  those  who  were  doubting,  hope 
to  the  desponding,  charity  to  all.  That  was  what 
.\rt  was  to  us,  because  it  was  the  greater  and  we 
were  the  less.  It  was  one  of  the  environments  of 
our  lives  that  was  daily  shaping  them  to  fair  or 
foul  issues. 

THE    X0TTIN-G1I.\M    AXU    COrXTV COXSTITUTK IXAL   CIXB. 

THIS  building  has  been  erected  in  one  of  the 
principal  thoroughfares  of  the  city,  and  is 

considered  as  one  of  the  most  complete  and  well- 
equipped  clubs  out  of  London.  The  accommodation 

is  smoking-room,  billiard-room  I'three  tables), 
and  assembly  hall  on  the  ground  floor :  dining- 
rooms,  committee-room,  reading,  writing,  and 
card-rooms  on  first  floor ;  members'  bedrooms, 
bathroom,  and  steward's  rooms  on  second  floor  : 
also  kitchen,  scullery,  and  scrvant.s'  h:dl  dis- 

connected entirely  from  the  members'  room  :  and 
above  are  the  maid-  and  men-servants'  bedrooms. 
A  large  skittle-alley  is  also  provided  in  the 
basement,  as  also  the  retiring  rooms  to  assembly 
haU.  A  ladies'  room  for  country  members  has 
been  provided,  but  is  kept  separate  from  the  club 
proper.  This  is  a  most  comfortable  room ,  decorated 
m  peacock  blues  and  white.  A  special  feature  is 
the  large  entrance  hall  and  grand  staircase  of 
Alansfield  stone,  the  fireplace  being  a  canopied 
dog-grate,  with  a  massive  mahogany  chimnev- 
piece,  all  specially  designed.  The  most  extensive 
frontage  is  to  Rigley's-yard  ;  but  the  main  front 
IS  to  Market -street,  and  is  carried  out  in  Derby- 

shire stone,  with  one  large  massive  gable  carried 
to  a  height  of  about  72ft.  The  large  circular  oriel 
window,  with  balconies  on  each  side  to  first  floor, 
commands  an  excellent  view  from  the  large 
dining  -  room.      The    front    entrance   porch    is 

panelled  Kilkenny  and  Languedoo  marbles, 
which,  together  with  the  mahogany  screen  glazed 
in  antique  glass,  gives  a  very  rich  effect  to  the 
entrance.  The  contractor  for  the  foundations  was 
3Ir.  W.  Woodsend,  who  has  also  put  in  the 
fixtures,  Mr.  J.  Hutchinson  being  contractor  for 
the  upper  portion.  The  architect  is  Mr.  A.  K. 
Calvert,  F.S.I. ,  Xottingham,  assisted  by  ill. 
W.  R.  Gleave,  A.R.I.B.A.,  who  has  acted  as 
clerk  of  works  throughout. 

CHIPS. 

The  next  exhibition  of  the  Society  of  Portrait 
Painters  will  bo  held  at  the  Grafton  Galleries  during 
January  and  February,  1900,  instead  of  this  autumn 
at  the  ordinary  date. 

Colonel  A.  .T.  Hepper,  R.E.,  an  inspector  of  the 
Local  Government  Board,  visited  Mexborough  re- 

cently in  regard  to  an  appUcation  by  the  district 
council  for  powers  to  borrow  i:l,4'2S  for  the  pur- 

chase of  land  for  plant  for  electric  lighting,  for 
market  extension,  and  for  a  depot  for  highway 

purposes. 
It  is  stated  that  the  constraction  of  the  Sultanpur- 

.Vllahabad  Riilway,  100  miles  in  length,  has  been 
sanctioned  by  the  Indian  Government. 

Considerable  alterations  are  in  progress  in  the 
interior  of  Stapenhill  Church.  The  chancel  floor  is 
being  raised  and  extended,  and  the  reredos  taken 
down  and  erected  on  a  higher  level.  A  new  font  is 
also  to  be  provided,  whilst  the  pulpit  will  be  placed 
in  a  different  position.  Formerly  it  stood  close  to 
the  chancel  steps,  but  it  has  now  been  decided  to 
place  it  iu  front  of  the  main  pier  on  the  north  tran- 

sept. The  bulk  of  the  work  is  being  carried  out  by 
Messrs.  Lowe  and  Sons,  and  the  plans  have  been 
prepared  by  Mr.  T.  Jenkins,  architect,  of  Burton- on-Trent. 

A  chimney- shaft  of  novel  construction— the  first 
of  lis  kind  built  in  Eagland— is  about  to  b«  pro- 

vided at  the  new  power-house  for  the  electric 
system  of  the  London  United  Tramways  Company 
at  Chiswick.  The  new  chimney,  which  is  of 
American  origin,  is  built  mainly  of  steel,  and  lined 
with  tire-bricks.  The  plans  have  been  approved  by the  urban  district  council. 

The  Light  Railway  Commissioners  are  to  hold  a 
public  inquiry  at  the  Institute,  Eist-street,  Faver- 
sbam,  on  Thursday  next,  Xov.  'J,  as  to  the  ex- 

pediency of  granting  the  appUcation  for  the 
construction  of  the  proposed  light  railway  from 
Faveraham  to  Maidstone. 

OBITUARY. 

Jlr.  WiLLUM  B.VKER  Pe.4p.ce,  architect  anci 
surveyor,  of  Portsmouth,  died  very  suddenly  at 
his  residence  in  Auckland-road  East,  .Southsea,  on 

Saturday  last,  aged  -52  years.  Jlr.  Pearce  was 
the  eldest  son  of  Mr.  William  Pearce,  solicitor,  of Portsea. 

At  the  Torquay  Cemetery  on  Saturday,  the 
funeral  took  place  of  Mr.  SvnxEY  S.  i[(>iiiasH, 
for  many  years  of  Clare  House,  St.  Jlarychurch, 
and  recently  of  Bloomfield,  Meadfoot-road. 
Deceased  was  an  artist  of  considerable  ability, 
and  as  a  painter  of  landscape  and  seascape  hehad 
abundant  material  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Tor- 

quay, lie  was  a  frequent  exhibitor  at  the  Royal 
-Academy  of  scenes  of  Tor(juay,  Dartmoor,  and 
other  parts  of  Devon,  and  the  Corporation  of 
Brighton  and  the  Legislative  Council  of  Tasmania 
are  amongst  the  bodies  that  have  purchased  some 
of  his  more  noteworthy  pictures.  As  a  portrait 
painter  Mr.  Morrish  was  also  successful.  In  the 
Torquay  Town-hall  iire  three  portraits  presented 
by  public  subscription,  and  others  are  hung  at  the 
N'ivian  Institute  and  the  Town-hall  at  Dart- 

mouth. For  years  a  sufferer  from  a  chest  com- 
plaint, the  climate  of  Torquay  had  greatly  pro- 
longed his  life. 

TuF.  death  took  place  on  Thursday  in  last  week 
of  Mr.  John  Pkie>t.man",  of  Blackwellgate,  Dar- 

lington, at  the  ripe  age  of  8S.  The  deceased  and 
his  family  have  carried  on  business  as  monu- 

mental sculptors  in  Blackwellgate.  His  •'  Temiile 
of  N'espasian"  received  the  commendation  over 
40  years  since  of  Monti,  the  famous  sculptor. 
The  great  changes  which  have  occurred  during 
the  long  life  of  Ifr.  Priestman  are  brought  to 
mind  by  the  moulded  frame  formed  of  gypsum, 
inclosing  a  picture  of  Durham  Cathedral,  executed 
by  him.  The  gypsum  used  for  this  and  other 

purposes  was  brought  from  Carlisle  by  road  by- Mr.  Priestman  70  years  ago. 

St.  Barnabas'  Church,  a  corrugated  iron  structure 
in  King  Kdward-streot,  Grimsby,  is  shortly  to  be 
icplaced  by  a  permanent  brick  building.  The  old 
structure,  which  has  answered  its  purpose  for  23 
years,  was  sold  last  week  by  pubhc  auction  to  Mr. 
Ilowins,  a  local  builder,  for  £-5J  los.  The  internal 
fittings,  including  the  pulpit,  were  also  disposed  of. 
Sixteen  hundred  pountu  has  been  obtained  towards, the  cost  of  the  new  building, 
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Bttiliiittfi  $nttlligma» 
Ancovt^,  >I  vNLin  stiu. — The  Lord  JIayor  of 

Manchester  opened  on  lIondHy  a  new  lodging- 
house  erected  in  Harrison-btreBt,  Ancoats,  by  the 
corporation  at  a  cost  of  £20,000,  for  the  use  of 
men.  Before  the  ceremony  the  membt  rs  of  the 
Sanitary  Committee  visited  the  blocks  of  dwell- 

ings in  the  neighbourhood  built  by  the  corpora- 
tion for  working  people.  These  are  situated  in 

Oldham-road,  PollarJ-street,  Chester-street,  and 
Pott-strtet,  house  2,<;G0  persons,  and  seemed 
fully  occupied.  The  new  lodging-house  is  built 
on  a  site  containing  a  superficial  area  of  3,375 
yards,  and  stands  three  stones  high,  with  a 
frontage  of  ITSft.  and  a  depth  of  llSAtt.  There 
are  the  usual  baths,  wasbhouse,  and  other  con- 

veniences in  the  basement,  andtheadminibtratire 
block  is  in  the  front  of  the  building,  entirely 

separated  from  the  lodgers'  department.  Accom- 
modation is  provided  for  363  men. 

BaHTON'ON-Hi  MllEU,   NoUTII     LiNI  OLNSniUE. — 
The  unusually  fine  weather  has,  says  a  corre- 

spondent, prolonged  operations  beyond  the  usual 
time.  In  ordinary  seasons  the  manufacture  of 
hand -made  bricks  is  usually  at  an  end  by  Hull 
Fair,  but  the  open  weather  has  induced  manu- 

facturers to  continue  work.  No  doubt  this  is 

largely  due  to  the  demand  and  the  T'se  in  prices. 
With  machine-made  bricks,  which  are  dried 
under  shelter,  the  manufacture  may  continue  as 
long  as  the  weather  remains  mild,  in  either  case 
a  frost  at  once  brings  operations  to  a  close, 
although  there  are  rare  cases  where  bricks  are 
made  throughout  the  winter  and  dried  in  steam 
flues.  A  walk  along  the  Humber  bank  reveals 
the  fact  that  stocks  are  low,  and  should  the 
weather  continue  favourable  for  building  pur- 

poses, they  will  be  exhausted  before  next  season. 
Most  of  the  prepared  clay  has  been  used,  and 
there  will  be  ample  employment  for  the  workmen 
during  the  winter  in  digging  and  tempering  clay 
ready  for  use  in  the  coming  spring. 

BuLsroL. — With  the  reconstitution  of  Bristol 
as  a  separate  see,  there  was  a  natural  desire  that 
the  new  Bishop  of  Uristof  should  be  furnished 
with  an  episcopal  residence,  the  ancient  palace 
having  been  destroyed  by  fire  in  the  Bristol  Riots 
of  1831.  A  house  in  Berkeley-square  was  pre- 

sented to  the  see  by  Mr.  Daniel,  but  Bishop 
Browne  preferred  a  residence  in  the  environs  of 
the  city,  and  Mr.  Greville  Edwards  presented  an 
excellent  site  upon  his  estate  at  lledland  Green 
for  the  purpose  of  erecting  an  entirely  new  build- 

ing. The  designs  were  made  by  Sir.  W.  D.  Caroe, 
of  Whitehall,  S.W.,  a  member  of  the  firm  of 
architects  to  the  Kcclesiastical  Commissioners, 
and  the  contract  has  been  let  to  Messrs.  Stephens 
and  Bastow,  a  well-known  Bristol  firm.  The  new 
house  will  be  erected  in  close  proximity  to  Red- 
land  Green  Chapel.  The  walls  will  be  generally 
finished  with  rough-cast,  with  a  rough  stone 
basement,  and  tile-hanging  in  the  gables.  The 
chimneys  are  furnished  with  circular  stone 
shafts,  similar  to  many  in  the  Lake  country. 

Hadley,  Salot.  —  Rapid  progress  is  being 
made  with  the  extensive  buildings  at  Hadley, 
near  Wellington,  .Shropshire,  for  Messrs.  G.  F. 
Milnes  and  Co.,  of  Birkenhead,  for  manu- 

facturing electric  tramcars  and  light-railway  cars. 
Some  years  ago  the  Nettlefold  Company,  em- 

ploying from  600  to  700  men,  occupied  the  Castle 
Ironworks,  and  when  they  moved  the  works  to 
South  Wales  the  district  was  practically  depopu- 

lated. Now  houses  are  being  erected  for  the 
accommodation  of  'lAO  workmen  who  will  be 
employed  at  the  new  electric-cir  works,  which 
will  cost  over  £100,000.  The  company  will  be 
able  to  turn  out  700  or  Soo  cars  per  annum. 
Already  sufficient  orders  have  been  booked  to 
keep  the  men  employed  for  over  two  years.  On 
Saturday  a  rearing  dinner  was  given  to  the  men 
employed  on  the  buildings,  in  the  Wellington 
Town  Hall,  by  Messrs.  Hughes  and  Stirling,  the 
builders,  and  about  2S0  were  present. 

HovK,  BiiKiHToN.  —  A  first-class  residential 
hotel,  with  combined  self-contained  flats  in 
connection  therewith,  is  to  be  erected  on  the  site 

now  occupied  by  the  property  known  as  Mill's 
Terrace,  King's-road,  Hove.  The  King's-road 
frontage  will  be  occupied  by  ten  shops  with  fl;its 
over,  and  the  parallel  side  will  have  a  frontage  of 
277ft.  of  uninterrupted  sea  view,  along  which 
the  corporation  are  now  extending  the  Marina, 
to  which  the  Local  Government  Board  recently 
gave  their  sanction.     Messrs.  Talgrave  and  Co., 

of  Victoria-striwt,  Westminster,  S.W.,  are  re- 
tained as  the  architects  for  the  work,  and  arc 

instructed  to  push  on  the  building  with  all  speed. 
Ir^wiiH — The  Victoria  Diamond  .Jubilee  Wing 

of  the  Ipswich  and  East  Suffolk  Hospital  onthe 
Anglesea-road  was  formally  opened  on  Wed- 

nesday week.  It  is  situated  at  the  east  end  of 
the  south  front  of  the  hospital,  and  balances  the 
new  children's  wing  at  the  west  end.  There  are 
two  wards  for  men,  one  on  the  ground  and  one 
on  the  first  floor,  and  in  the  Insement  there  are  a 
men's  day-room,  a  servants'  ball,  and  other 
rooms.  The  servants'  hall  is  distinct,  and  com- 

municates with  the  kitchen  by  a  subway  under 
the  present  men's  ward.  The  new  wards  will 
each  accommodate  1 2  beds.  There  is  an  external 
approach  to  the  new  wing  on  the  west  side  by 
a  broad  flight  of  stone  steps.  The  doorway 
is  architecturally  treated  with  circular  stone 
columns  with  Ionic  capitals,  entablature,  and 
broken  pediment  above,  with  a  medallion  of  the 
Queen  in  the  tympanum.  In  other  respects  the 
external  treatment  of  the  new  building  harmonises 
with  the  present  old  stnicture.  The  floors  of  the 
new  wards  are  on  a  level  with  the  present  wards, 
with  wide  communication  corridors  lapuble  of 

being  shut  off  by  sliding  glass  doors.  The  bath- 
rooms are  fitted  up  with  porcelain  baths  and 

terrazzo  floors,  the  washing  places  also  having 
terrazzo  floors  and  glazed  whiteware  sinks.  The 
staircases  are  of  stone,  with  wrought-iron  balus- 

trades and  mahogany  handrails,  and  painted 
walls.  The  wards  are  heated  by  central  open 
fireplaces,  the  floors  are  of  polished  teak,  and  the 
walls  plastered,  painted,  and  varnished.  The 
work  has  been  executed  from  designs  by  and 
under  the  supervision  of  Mr.  E.  F.  liisshopp, 
architect  and  diocesan  surveyor,  the  builder  being 
Mr.  S.  A.  Kennoy,  both  of  Ipswich. 

Salford. — .Spinning  and  weaving  departments 
have  been  established  at  the  Royal  Technical 
Institute,  Peel  Park,  Salford,  and  their  formal 
opening  took  place  on  Friday.  The  departments 
complete  the  scheme  of  the  promoters  of  the 
Institute.  The  two  rooms,  one  for  spinning  and 
one  for  weaving  machinery,  are  each  soft,  by 
50ft.  The  spinning-room  is  on  the  ground  floor 
and  the  weaving  shed,  which  has  a  series  of  roof 
north  lights,  on  the  first  floor.  There  is  a 
separate  steam-engine  in  each  room,  the  power 
bemg  supplied  from  the  original  Galloway  boUers. 
The  heating  and  ventilating  are  arranged  for  by 
an  extension  of  the  general  system  of  the  Institu- 

tion on  the  Smead-Blackman  principle.  The 
machinerj-  in  the  spinning-room  is  the  gift  of 
Messrs.  Dobson  and  Barlow,  and  represents  a 
value  of  about  £1,500.  Messrs.  Butterworth  and 
Dickinson,  of  Burnley,  have  given  a  good  portion 
of  the  weaving  machinery,  valued  at  several 
hundred  pounds. 

SKAionTii. — The  memorial  stone  of  the  new 
Congregational  church  was  laid  on  Saturday  last. 
The  building  is  being  erected  on  tho  land  adjoin- 

ing the  present  school-chapel,  and  has  frontages 
to    Elm-road    and     Gladstone-road.    The  plan 
shows  a  nave  70ft.  Gin.  long  by  38ft.  3in.  wide, 
with  arched  arcades  on  either  side,  ambulatory 
aisles,  and  transepts.    There  will  be  a  gallery  at 
the  end.    The  sitting  accommodation  will  be  566, 
including  the  choir,   which   is  arranged  in  stalls 
on  a  raised  dais  in  front  of  the  pulpit.     The  organ 
chamber  is  in  an  arched  recess  at  the  back  of  the 

pulpit,  with  the    trackers   brought  underneath. 
The  exterior  treatment  is  in  brick,  with  Whiston 
stone  dressings.    The  style    is  Gothic,  treated 
freely.  The  end,  clerestory,  and  transept  windows 
have  tniceried  heads,  and  all  will  be  filled  with 
leaded  glazing.     The  interior  will  have  the  surface 
of  the  walls  finished  in  plaster,  and  tho  joiner's 
work  in  pews,  pulpit,  choir-stalls,  gallery-front, 
ic,  will  be  of    American    canary-white  wood, 
stained  green,  and  varnished.     The  roof  will  be 
in  pitch-pine,  with  shaped  and  trussed  principals, 
and  will  be  open  to  the  ridge,  and  shojithod  on 
the  underside  of  the  spars  with  boarding.    Tho 
flooring  will  be  of  pitch-pine  boards,  laid  solid  on 
sleepers  bedded  in  a  concrete  floor,  and  the  porches 
will  be  tiled.     The  ventilation  will  be  combined 
with  tho  heating  arrangements,  with  air  inlets 
connected  with   hot-water  radiators.     The  con- 

tractor is  Mr.  .las.  Holme,  Hicks-road,  Scaforth, 
and  the  sub-contractors    under    him  are  Messrs. 
Hough  and   Pilling  for  joinery  and  Mr.  James 
Green  for  the  masonry.     The    whole  is  being 
carried  out    from    the    designs,   and  under  the 

superintendence  of,  Mr.  J.  11.  Cook,  St.  tJeorge's- crescont,   Liverpool.     The  cost  of  the  scheme, 

organ  included,  will  be  £5,000. 

TooTixr,,  S.W.— At  the  last  meeting  of  the 
Metropolitan  Asylums  Board,  a  report  was 
brought  by  the  Works  Committee  recommending 
the  acceptance  of  the  tender  of  Messrs.  W. 
.lohnson  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  of  Wandsworth  Common, 
for  the  erection  of  the  Tooting  Bee  Asylum,  at 
the  sum  of  £204,548,  in  accordance  with  the  plans 
and  specifications  prepared  by  Messrs.  A.  and  C. 
llarston,  architects.  The  architects'  revised estimate  for  the  work  was  £210, uuO.  Mr.  J.  T. 
1  lelby  moved  as  an  amendment  that  the  recom- 

mendation be  referred  back  to  the  committee, 
with  instructions  to  examine  the  specification  with 
a  view  to  reducing  the  cost,  which  he  thought 
excessive.  The  proposed  institution  was  to  contain 
720  beds,  and  the  total  cost,  exclusive  of  furni- 

ture, worked  out  at  about  £360  per  bed.  Mr. 
Percy  Wells  seconded  the  amendment.  Mr.  A.  C. 
Scovell  deprecated  the  idea  of  referring  the 
recommendation  back,  and  so  delaying  the  work. 
The  specifications  had  been  already  carefully 
examined  and  criticised.  The  amendment  was 
eventually  defeated,  and  the  recommendation  of 
the  committee  agreed  to.  A  detailed  estimate  of 
the  expenditure  on  the  erection  and  fitting  up  of 
the  asylum,  amounting  to  £247,690  (exclusive 
of  the  cost  of  the  land  and  the  furnishing  of  the 
institution)  was  also  approved,  and  it  was  resolved 
to  request  the  Local  Government  Board  to  issue 
an  order  authorising  that  expenditure  and  the 
raising  of  the  amount  on  loan. 

CHIPS. 

The  police  commissioners  of  Govan  have  remitted 
to  a  committee  to  consider  and  report  as  to  the 
steps  necessary  to  put  in  operation  the  provisions  of 
the  Housing  of  the  Working  Classes  Act. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Bristol  Town  Conncil 
the  chief  matter  of  interest  was  the  proposal  to 
extend  the  dock  accommodation  by  enlarging  the 
outer  docks  at  Portishead.  The  idea  is  to  enlarge 
the  lock  at  Portishead  to  750ft.  by  80ft.,  at  a  cost  of 
£350,0*1,  with  an  additional  £25,000  to  give  swing- 

ing room  for  the  largest  steamer  within  the  dock. The  scheme  was  carried  by  a  large  msj  jrity . 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  Church  «f 
Emmanuel,  New  Brighton,  Birkenhead,  will  be  laid 

by  her  Grace  the  Duchess  of  Westminster  to-morrow (Saturday). 

At  Brookland  church,  near  Bristol,  a  memorial 
bust  of  the  late  Mr.  William  Gibbons  was  unveiled 
on  Monday.  It  has  been  executed  by  Mr.  J.  Adams 
Acton,  of  London 
Some  interesting  details  with  reference  to  the 

new  headquarters  of  the  Baltic  were  given  at  the 
annual  meeting  of  the  members  on  Thursday  in  last 
week  at  Windiester  House.  The  Chairman  (Mr. 

Septimus  Glover)  stated  at  the  outset  that  they 
would  have  to  move  out  of  South  Sea  House  on 

September  30  next  year.  He  then  went  on  to  allude to  the  scheme  for  providing  a  new  exchange  in 
Jeftrey's-square,  St.  Mary  Axe.  The  respousibUity 
for  the  enterprise  had  now  been  undertaken  by  a 

syndicate,  who  were  prepared  to  erect  a  buildmg 
for  the  accommodation  of  the  members.  The 

syndicate  proposed  to  promote  a  company  with  a 

capital  of  £400,000,  and  they  estimated  that  their 
profit— £15,000— and  all  the  costs  would  amount  to 

£3H  000,  or  at  the  outside  £3.)0,000.  The  accom- modation would  be  an  area  of  16,000  superficial  feet, 

against  5,l95ft.  in  South  Sea  House,  leaving  ample 
room  for  dining,  smoking,  A:o. 

The  will  of  Mr.  Henry  Simon,  of  Liwnhurst, 

Didsbury,  and  of  Manchester,  engineer,  has  been 

proved.  He  left  personal  estite  of  the  net  value  of 
£146, 7iU  153.  24.,  the  gross  value  being  entered  at 

£176,306  28.  Ud. 
The  West  Middlesex  Water  Company  have  sent  a 

letter  to  the  Richmond  T.C.  announcing  their  in- 
tention to  construct  a  tunnel  14ft.  in  diameter  be- 

neath the  Thames  at  Kichmond,  to  convey  their  new 

main,  and  to  construct  an  entrance  thereto  from  the 

public  recreation  ground  in  the  Old  Doer  Park,  near 
to  the  river.  They  have  also  offered  to  construct  a 

rustic  bridge  across  the  stream  known  as  the  Ha-ha, 
which  separates  the  park  from  the  river  bank.  It 

has  been  agreed  to  accept  the  company's  proposal. 
A  new  Roman  Catholic  school  for  girls  and 

infants  at  Partick  was  blessed  by  the  Archbishop 

and  opened  on  Wednesday,  the  llth  mst.  The  mam 

frontage  extends  to  156ft.  The  school  is  two  stones 
in  height,  with  basement  containing  a  hall  and 
stillroom.  The  ground-floor  has  central  haU  and 

staircase  ;  and  there  are  entrance  halls  and  stair- cases to  north  and  south,  giving  separate  entranc«B 
to  all  the  classrooms  above  and  below.  On  each 

floor  there  are  six  classrooms,  giving  accommoda- 
tion to  a  total  of  861.  The  schools  are  provided 

with  teachers'  rooms,  cloakrooms,  and  lavatones. 
The  total  estimates,  without  the  desks,  were  £6,800. 

Mr.  Joseph  Cowan  was  the  architect. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

FUBSITL'BE  FROM  THE  ABr.<  AXD  CE.VKT-J  E.XHiniTIOX. — 

illrtHER  GBADE  SCBOOL,  WOOD  OBEES. — SAVAGE  MK- 

MORIAL  HALL,  PORT  ELIZABETH.  —  COSSTITUTIONAL 

■CLUB,  NOTTISaHAM.— CANXOK  STREET  HOTEL,  ItlRMIXIJ- 

HAM. — SCREEN'   FBOM   ST.   SIEBY,  PARIS,  ETC. 

(But  5llustt;ati0ns. 
■fUKXlTTRi:    FROM   THE    .^RTS    AND    CB.^FTS 

EXHIHITIOX. 

Mr..  Akthi-r  W.  Siiirsox,  of  Kend.il,  sends  us  tho 
following  descriptions  of  the  photographs  of  hia 
excellent  furniture  on  view  in  this  exhibition  in 

the  Xew  C^aUery : — Easel  made  in  fumigated 
oak  wax-polished,  carving  kept  llat,  with  tray 
for  picture.  Sideboard  in  fumigated  onic  wax- 
polished  with  hand-wrought  metal  handles  and 
hinges ;  leaded  lights  of  clear  glass.  ̂ Vrchi- 

tect's  Drawing  Table  in  polished  birch,  with 
copper  ring  handles.  Keading  Chair  in  fumed 
and  waxed  oak,  with  spring  mattress  and  loose 
cushion  and  back  of  corduroy,  claret-coloured : 
candle-holders  in  back  to  facilitate  comfortable 

reading.  Cabinet  for  chiaa  hrie-''-i'rac,  &c.,  in 
Spanish  mahogany,  oiled  and  waxed,  with  box- 

wood inlay  in  frieze  and  on  corners  of  carcase. 
Pine  Mantelpiece,  with  boxes  and  seats  at  side, 
slight  incised  carving  on  back  of  seats,  with 
candle-holders  at  side  and  cupboards  in  centre  ; 
this  mantelpiece  was  oil-stained  green.  Carving 
Chair  in  fumed  oak,  with  cowhide  covering ; 
slight  embossing  on  upper  part  of  back  and  large 
copper  nails  round  panel.  •  '.ik  JIantelpiece  in 
own  drawing-room,  with  electro  bronze  panelled 
grate ;  panels  only  designed  for  the  Coalbrookdale 
Iron  Co.  The  mantel  is  of  richly-tigured  oak, 
fumed  a  dark  brown,  and  wax-polished.  I  may 
say  that  the  whole  idea  in  this  furniture  has  been 

to  keep  it  simple,  and  yet  sufficiently  relieved  by 
decoration  to  make  it  interesting. 

higher   GR.VDE  SCHOOLS,    WOOD     OREEX. 

Ik  ISO"  the  Tottenham  School  Bo.ard  instituted 
an  open  competition  for  the  above  schools,  and 
appomted  Mr.  E.  R.  Kobson  to  be  their  assessor. 
The  designs  of  Mr.  A.  Morris  Butler,  of 
Finsbury  Circus,  E.C.,  were  placed  first,  and  the 
schools  have  just  been  completed  under  his 
superintendence,  and  were  opened  in  .Tuly  of  this 
year.  Tho  building  is  of  yellow  stock  brickwork 
externally,  with  red  brick  and  stone  dressings  and 
tile  roof.  It  accommodates  9il0  children  ;  450 
girls  on  the  ground  floor  and  450  boys  on  the  first 
floor.  There  is  a  large  central  hall  on  each  floor, 
and  the  two  classrooms  adjoining  same  can  be 
thrown  into  the  hall  at  will  by  the  use  of  revolving 
shutters,  thus  forming  a  very  large  hall  for 
purposes  of  meetings,  &c.  In  addition  to  the 
usual  classrooms  and  schoolrooms  there  are,  in 
main  block,  a  large  chemical  laboratory,  with 
biilance  and  storerooms  attached,  and  a  drawing- 
class  room ;  also,  in  a  separate  block,  large 
manual  instruction  and  cookery  cLassrooms  are 

placed  together  with  the  caretaker's  house.  The 
cost  was  £17,000.  and  Messrs.  Henry  Knight  and 
Son,  of  Tottenham,  were  the  builders. 

SELECTED  UESIGN  lOK  THE  S.lVAlii;  MEMORIAL  IIALI, 

AXI>  prune  LIIIRAUV,  I'ORT  ELI/.HIETH,  SOITH 
AFRICA. 

Ti!E  subject  of  our  illustration,  now  being  erected 
by  the  eontractor.s,  Messrs.  DoUery  and  Strang, 
at  a  cost  of  £2j,000,  was  the  result  of  an  open 
competition  responded  to  by  some  forty  architects 
from  all  parts.  The  site  had  considerable  difli- 
culties,  light  being  obtainable  on  the  front  and 
one  return  side  only,  the  latter  having,  moreover, 
a  rise  of  •22ft.  from  front  to  back.  The  lower  or 
ground  floor  is  devoted  to  a  large  chamber  of 

commerce,  with  secretary's  room  attached,  the 
remainder  being  laid  out  in  offices  from  which  a 
rental  of  over  £1,000  per  annum  is  anticipated, 
owing  to  the  important  position  of  tlie  building 
facing  the  Town-hall  and  Market-sijuare.  (In 
the  first  floor,  a  plan  of  which  is  given,  the 
library  proper  is  placed,  with  entrances  from  the 
two  fronts,  despite  the  levels.  The  feature  is  the 
memorial  hall  or  reference  library,  and  in  this 
and  the  surrounding  rooms,  which  are  intended 
for  sectional  subjects,  readers  are  to  be 
allowed  to  help  themselves  to  books :  galleries, 
therefore,  surround  the  rooms,  lined  with 
bookshelves  on  the  wall  sides,  with  convenient 
staircases  and  lift  access.  In  addition,  extensive 

storage  is  provided  on  an  upper  floor  to  the  rear, 
as  well  as  special  staff  entrance  and  book-mending 
room,  ic,  on  the  ground  floor.  The  newsroom 
in  the  front  has  an  elliptical  curved  ceiling, 
panelled,  and  will  have  the  walls  arranged  in 
art-gallery  fashion,  the  present  library  in  town- 
hall  having  many  valuable  paintings  in  its  pos- 

session. The  memorial-haU  is  in  the  form  of  a 
(Ireek  cross,  having  a  dome  to  be  filled  with  stained 
glass  in  the  centre,  and  arched  bays  or  wings 
opening  out  each  side,  in  one  of  which  willbeplaced 
a  large  painted  window  in  memory  of  the  late 
Jlr.  ,7ohn  Savage,  whose  children  are  contributing 
handsomely  to  the  expenses  of  erection.  The 

front  and  part  return  to  St.  Mary's- terrace  will be  laced  with  ashlar  from  the  Coega  Quarries, 
S..\.,  the  remainder  being  brick  with  cement 
fronts,  the  usual  method  of  facing  buildings  in 
the  locality.  Green  Westmoreland  slates  on 
boarding  form  the  roof  covering,  and  the 

joinery,  dadoes,  doors,  windows,  ic,  are  prin- 
cipally of  teak,  polished.  Marble  mosaic  floors 

and  marble  columns,  with  stained  glass,  are  the 
chief  decorative  features  inside,  most  of  which 
items  are  exported  from  this  country,  together 
with  the  steel  joists  for  the  fireproof  flooring, 

electric-light  fittings,  and  numerous  other  details 
the  colony  cannot  yet  command.  The  architect 
is  Mr.  Henry  A.  Cheers,  of  Twickenham. 

SECOXD     PREMI.VTED    DESIGX    FOR    THE     I'OKT 
ELIZARETH    FREE    HER.VRY. 

Tuis  design  obtained  the  second  premium  in  the 
same  recent  competition  under  an  assessor,  an.i  was 
submitted  by  Messrs.  Bateman  and  Batemrm,  and 
11.  T.  Bucklaud,  of  Birmingham ;  the  drawing  was 
hung  in  the  Architectural  room  of  the  Koyal 
Academy  this  ye.ar.  The  materials  propo.sed  to  be 
used  were  roughcast  on  common  brickwork,  with 
stone  dressings,  and  green  slates  for  the  root.  A 

special  feature  was  made  externally  and  in- 
ternally of  the  Savage  Memorial  Hall  in  the 

centre  of  the  building,  which  was  to  be  used  as 

the  general  reading-room. 

THE    XOTTIXGHAM     .Ky\>     CDVXTY     (.OXSTITFTIOXAL 

CLvn. 
FoK  description  and  sketch-plan,  see  p.  515. 

C.IXXOX    STREET   HOTEL,    llIKMINGn.lM. 

The  plans  make  this  design  explicit — Portland 
stone,  with  Berkshire  bricks  and  green  slates, 
being  the  materials,  with  a  good  deal  of  ironwork 
in  the  construction.  Building  operations  are  not 
yet  commenced.  Messrs.  Bateman  and  Bateman 
are  the  architects,  who  exhibited  this  drawing  at 
the  Academy  this  year. 

.SCBEEX    IX   ST.    MERV,    PARIS. 

The  double-page  sheet  of  details  of  the  screen 

from  the  church  of  St.  Mi'ry,  P.aris,  and  of  the 
door  of  the  Abbey  Church,  Houbs,  Jit.  St. 
Benoist,  are  by  ilr.  W.  T.  Partridge,  architect, 
of  New  York,  whose  sketches  of  the  screens  in 

Trinity  Church,  Fecamp,  we  reproduced  in  our 
issue  of  Sept.  15  from  the  Ameri"ni  Architect, 
and  we  are  equally  indebted  on  this  occasion  to 

our  contemporar}-. 

THE  A.A.   COXVERS.VZKiXE. 

THE  annual  co»vn-sa:'wne  of  the  Architectural 
Association  was  held  at  the  Iving's  IlaU, 

I  lolborn  Restaurant,  on  Friday  evening,  and 

pissed  oft  most  successfully.  About  500  guests 
were  present,  and  were  received  by  the  President, 
Mr.  0.  U.  Fellowes  Prynne,  who  was  accom- 

panied bv  Mrs.  and  Jliss  Fellowes  Prynne,  and 
was  supported  by  the  committee.  The  drawings 
executed  last  session  in  the  Studio  and  School  of 

Pesign,  and  also  tho  Students'  Prize  Drawings, 
including  the  excellent  work  of  the  water-colour 
and  colour  decoration  classes  were  on  view, 

and  also  Mr.  de  (Jruchy's  Pugin  drawings 
of  Cornish  churches.  There  was  a  very 

large  display  of  photographs  taken  during  the 
A.A.  excursion  last  August  to  .Salisbury  and 

neighbourhood.  These  well  -  executed  photos, 
by  Messrs.  J.  W.  Stonhold,  Francis  R.  Taylor, 

E.  W.  JI.  Wonnacott,  and  others  were  ar- 
ranged on  three  screens,  and  gave  a  good  idea 

of  tho  buildings  visited  during  this  sketching 
tour.  Among  the  loan  exhibits  were  cartoons 
for  stained  glass  shown  by  Jlessrs.  Percy  and  A. 
Bacon  and  Mr.  T.  R  .Spence,  moulded  and  carved 

panels  by  Mr.  F.  E.  E.  S:;henck,  some  effective 
wall-paper  designs  by  Mr.  I..  .\.  Shuffrey,  and 
examples  of  church  fittings  and  furniture  by  Mr. 

.Vlfred  Stalman.  Some  verj-  elaborate  specimens 
of  bookbinding  executed  by  students  in  the  L.C.C. 
Central  School  of  Arts  and  Crafts  attracted 

attention,  and  Messrs.  S.  B.  Bolas  and  Co.  lent  a 
selection  of  photographs  of  Westminster  Abbey. 
During  the  evening  selections  of  music  were  given 
by  the  band  ot  the  Honourable  Artillery  Company. 
iiessrs.  Percy  and  A.  Bacon  proved  their  versatility 
by  singing  a  duet,  and  songs  were  rendered  by 

Miss  Lilian  Courtenay,  'Sir.  G.  B.  Carvill,  and 
Jlr.  Herbert  I'assmore.  The  refreshment  and 
cloakroom  arrangements  were  well  managed, 
and  the  whole  affair  was  a  great  success. 

The  town  council  of  Bitley  have  agreed  to 
increase  the  salary  of  Mr.  J.  F.  Bromley,  gas 
manager,  from  £350  to  £400  a  year. 

CHIPS. 

An  iron  hall,  seating  s'»0  people,  built  for  the 
Liberals  at  Stantonbury,  Bucks,  was  opened  by 
Earl  Carrington  on  Saturday.  It  has  been  erected 

by  Mr.  G.  Tranfield. 
The  Siltash  Town  Council  have  under  considera- 

tion the  report  of  Mr.  E  Sandeman,  C.E.,  who  has 
been  called  in  to  advise  on  the  water  supply.  Mr. 
Sandeman  recommends  the  construction  of  a  storage 
reservoir  at  Longstone  to  contain  500,000  gallons, 
the  laying  of  a  galvanised  iron  pipe  2  in.  in  diameter 
beneath  the  river  as  an  alternative  means  of  supply, 

and  the  fixing  of  a  pressure-reducing  valve  on  the 
Plymouth  side  of  the  Tamar  to  take  off  the  excess 
of  pressure  in  the  pipes. 

A  ceremony  to  mark  the  completion  of  the  work 
of  erecting  the  chimney  stalk  of  the  new  brewery, 
Falkirk,  took  place  on  the  19th  inst.  The  stalk  is 
by  far  the  highest  in  the  borough,  and  rises  to  a 
height  of  2"0ft.  from  the  surface  of  the  ground. 
The  diameter  of  the  stalk  for  the  first  70ft.  is  17ft., 
and  from  that  point  tapers  to  10ft.  Oin.  at  the  top. 
The  ceremony  took  place  at  the  top  of  the  stalk, 
where  cake  and  wine  were  served  to  a  company, 
including  Mr.  P.  L.  Henderson,  Edinburgh,  and 
his  assistant,  Mr.  Shearer  ;  Mr.  Rutherford,  clerk 
of  works :  and  Mr.  John  Gardner,  builder. 

Jfr.  Trotter,  of  the  Bjard  of  Trade,  visited  Leeds 
on  Thursday  in  last  week  and  inspected  the  Chapel- 
town  and  Headingley  line,  on  which  it  is  proposed 
to  run  electric  cars,  and  the  power  station.  There 
were  present  Mr.  Talbot  (of  the  firm  of  Messrs. 
Hopkinson  and  Talbot,  the  consulting  engineers), 
Mr.  JVharam  (manager),  Mr.  Burbidge  (electrical 
engineer),  Mr.  Jeken  (assistant  engineer),  and  Mr. 
Heppel  (representing  the  Thomson- Houston  Co.) 
Tlie  Board  of  Trade  inspector  expressed  his  satis- faction with  what  he  had  seen. 

The  Mayor  of  West  Ham  laid,  on  Wednesday, 
the  foundation-stone  of  a  hospital  extension  at 
Plaistow.  Mr.  ¥..  T.  Hall,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  Moor- 
gate-street,  E.G.,  is  the  architect. 

Mr.  H.  P.  BDulnois,  inspector  to  the  Local 
Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at  Xorthwich 
on  Friday,  relative  to  the  application  of  the  urban 
council  for  sanction  to  borrow  £25,ijiji>  for  Cistle 

Ward  sewerage  scheme,  and  tho  rural  council's 
application  for  tl,Oi»  for  Winnington  sewerage. 

The  visitors  of  the  Lincolnshire  County  Asylum 
at  Brasebridge  Heath,  near  Lincoln,  have  instructed 
Mr.  Albert  E.  Gough,  of  London,  to  advise  them  in 
preparing  a  report  upon  the  state  of  the  asylum 
buildings,  and  to  prepare  sketch  plans  showing  pro- 

visions for  a  central  recreation  and  dining-hall, 
committee  and  other  rooms  for  tho  visitors,  addi- 

tional accommodation  for  patients  and  attendants, 

an  isolation  hospital,  and  additions  to  the  adminis- tration block. 
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BiKMiXGn.vM. — The  "  (Jneen'sRide,"  adjoining 
the  lower  end  of  Cannon  lliU  Turk,  was  formally 
opened  on  the  I'Jth  inst.  by  the  Mayor.  The 
nvor  Kea,  running  nearly  1,000  yards  from 
Cannon  Hill  I'ark  to  Calthorpe  I'ark,  has  for  a 
considerable  distance  alreiidy  been  straightened 
and  widened,  anil  the  strip  of  land  given  by  Lord 
Calthorpe  on  condition  that  this  improvement  was 
made  has  been  laid  out  for  the  benefit  of  those 
who  engage  in  horse  exercise.  The  length  of  the 

ride  is  754  yards,  and  the  width  "oft.  The  sand 
track  for  riding  purposes  is  about  13  yards  wide, 
and  there  is  in  addition  a  footpath,  having  a 
width  of  12ft.  The  first  part  of  the  bed  of  the 
road  is  laid  with  ashes  to  insure  a  good  fouhda- 
tion,  and  on  this  is  placed  a  substantial  bed  of 
sand.  An  ornamental  fence  has  been  erected 
alongside  the  footpath,  and  the  ground  adjacent 
planted  with  shrubs.  The  entrance  gates  from 
Kdgbaston-road  are  of  wrought  iron,  and  hung 
on  two  brick  piers,  with  terracotta  caps.  On  the 
centre  of  the  gates  the  Birmingham  coat  of  arms, 
emblazoned  in  heraldic  colours,  is  displayed. 

Communication  between  the  park  and  "  the  Itide" 
is  afforded  by  a  bridge,  built  with  brick  and 
atone  abutments  and  steel  decking,  paved  with 
wood  blocks,  the  necessary  protection  being 
afforded  by  ornamental  rustic  palisading.  The 
bridge  crosses  the  stream  some  little  distance 

beyond  the  termination  of  "  the  Kide."  The works  have  been  carried  out  under  the  supervision 
of  Mr.  John  Price,  the  city  surveyor. 

The  Mayor  of  Eipon  (Aid.  A.  Wells)  performed 
an  interesting  ceremony  at  the  Corporation  gas- 

works in  that  city  on  Friday  by  turning  on  the 
supply  of  gas  to  the  new  holder,  which  has  just 
been  completed  by  Messrs.  W.  0.  Holmes  and  Co., 
of  Uuddersfield,  this  being  the  concluding  contract 
in  the  gasworks  extension  scheme,  on  which  the 
Corporation  have  during  the  last  year  spent  £10,000. 
The  whole  of  the  work  has  been  engineered  by  Mr. 
E.  E.  J.  Anderson,  the  gasworks  manager. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  Church  of  St.  Agatha, 
Sparkbrook,  Birmingham,  was  laid  on  Saturday  by 

the  Bishop  of  \Yorce3ter.  St.  Agatha's  is  being 
erected  on  a  site  adjoining  the  Board  schools  in 
Stratford-road,  and  when  complete  will  hold  1 ,000 
worshippers.  The  plans  provide  for  a  nave  of  six 
bays  with  side  aisles,  and  a  chancel  40!t.  deep.  The 
vestries  will  be  on  the  south  side  of  the  chancel,  and 
a  transept  with  an  organ-chamber  over  on  the 
corresponding  north  side.  The  tow?r  will  eventually 
rise  to  a  height  of  lOOtt.  The  building  will  be  of 
StafTordshire  bricks  with  HolUngton  and  Bath  stone 
dressings,  the  interior  being  faced  with  buff  bricks. 
The  cost  will  be  about  £15,000.  Mr.  W.  H.  Bidlake, 
of  Birmingham,  is  the  architect,  and  Mr.  J.  Bowen, 
of  the  same  city,  the  builder. 

The  Nuneaton  and  Chilvera  Colon  Urban  District 
Council  have  adopted  a  report  by  the  sewerage 
committee  approving  the  prehminary  plans  prepared 
by  the  surveyor  of  works  of  sewage  disposal  at 
Hartahill,  and  recommending  the  conncil  to  apply 
to  the  Local  Government  Biard  for  sanction  to 
borrow  £25,000. 

Mr.  William  Siint,  Devonshire-road,  Cambridge, 
was  the  builder  of  the  Manchester  Presbyterian 
College,  Cambridge,  opened  last  week,  and  described 
in  our  issue  of  the  13th  inst.,  p.  174. 

At  the  meeting,  on  Wednesday  evening  last,  of 
the  Edinburgh  Architectural  Society,  held  in 
Dowell's  Rooms,  2.'>,  George-street,  the  fine  set  of 
slides  of  the  "  '  Louis '  Periods  of  the  French  Re- 

naissance and  Knelish  Furniture,"  belonging  to Professor  G.  Baldwin  Brown,  were  exhibited, 
members  making  remarks  and  criticisms.  It  was 
announced  that  the  V,  linburgh  Designers'  Life 
Club  will  be  rcmmed  again  this  winter. 

The  memorial  stone  of  St.  James's  Hall,  Charles- 
street,  Bristol,  was  laid  on  Tuesday  last.  The 
building  will  consist  of  a  large  hall  and  gallery, 

which  will  accommodate  about  -')00  persons,  with large  classrooms  underneath.  There  will  be  a  kitchen 
on  the  ground  floor.  The  building,  which  will  be 
in  the  Renaissance  style,  will  be  of  brick,  with 
ornamental  wood  ceilmg.  The  architect  is  Mr. 
W.  V.  Gough,  and  the  building  is  to  be  erected  by 
Messrs.  lultrey  and  Sons,  of  St.  James's,  Bristol. 

Colonel  J.  T.  Marsh,  R  E.,  a  Local  Government 
Board  inspector,  held  an  inquiry  at  the  town-hall, 
Bilston,  on  Friday,  into  an  application  of  the  local 
district  council  for  power  to  borrow  £1,700  for 
works  in  connection  with  the  water  supply,  £S00 
for  the  extension  of  the  cemetery,  and  £  1 ,000  for 
the  erection  of  a  depot  for  stabling  and  other  pur- 

poses on  land  adjoining  the  Market  Hall.  There 
was  no  opposition. 

PBOFESSIONAI-    AND    TKADE 
SOCIETIES. 

DiXDEeIxSTITITE  Ol    AimilTECTlttE,  SCIEXCE, 
Axii  AuT. — The  15th  annual  general  meeting  of 
this  institute  was  held  last  Thursday)  evening  at 
Lamb's  Hotel,  Dundee,  when  the  report  and 
balance  sheet  were  adopted.  The  syllabus  for  the 

ensuing  session  is  as  follows  : — N'ov.  4,  open- 
ing lecture,  "  Art  in  the  Home,"  by  1'.  H. 

Thorns.  Xov.  18,  visit  to  ̂ 'illa  in  West  Ferrj", 
by  permission  of  J.  Murray  Robertson ;  train 
leaves  East  Station  at  2..'i  p.m.  Dec.  2,  lecture, 
"  Electricity  in  Building  Work,"  with  experi- 

ments, by  R.  Gibson,  C.E.  Dec.  16,  vi§it  to 
Caird  Hospital  and  lioyal  Bank  Buildings: 
members  meet  at  hospital  at  2  p.m.  Dec.  23, 

paper,  "Some  Local  Cathedrals,"  with  limelight 
illustrations,  by  Charles  Soutar.  Jan.  13,  I'JOO^ 
visit  to  Perth  ;  train  leaves  W  est  Station  at  12. 4.') 
p.m.  Jan.  27,  lecture,  •'  Greek  and  Gothic 
.Vbstraction  from  XaturalForms:  a  Comparison," 
with  limelight  illustrations,  by  R.  S.  Douglas. 
Feb.  10,  visit  to  villas  in  WestEnd,  by  permis- 

sion of  Mr.  Leslie  (twer  ;  members  meet  at  Rock- 
field-street  at  2.15  p.m.  Feb.  24,  lecture, 

"  Travel,  Part  of  an  Architect's  Education," 
with  limelight  illustrations,  by  Charles  Ower. 
March  10,  visit  to  ilather's  T'otel  and  surround- 

ing buildings  and  Park  U.P.  Church ;  members 
meet  at  hotel  at  2  p.m.  March  21,  lecture,  by 
A.  M.  S.  Richardson.  April  9,  holiday  visit  to 

Glasgow.  April  21,  visit  to  Justice  and  Sons' Works  and  Kingoodie  House  ;  members  meet  at 
works  at  1.80  p.m.  ;  train  to  Invergowrie  at 

3  p.m. 
Leed.s  AND  Yorkshire  AacHiTECTVRAL  Society. 

— The  council  of  this  society  in  their  annual 
report  state  that  the  membership  during  the  past 
year  has  increased  from  115  to  121.  There  are 
now  60  members,  39  associates,  and  22  honorary 
members.  I'or  the  prizes  offered  there  was  a 
keen  competition,  and  excellent  work  was  sub- 

mitted. The  silver  medal  and  five  guineas,  given 
by  the  president,  went  to  Mr.  W.  Oriflield  for  a 
set  of  measured  drawings  of  Riddlesden  Hall. 
The  prize  of  three  guineas  for  design  was  divided 
between  Mr.  H.  E.  Henderson  and  Mr.  R.  S. 

Whincup.  Mr.  Henderson  also  gained  the  presi- 
dent's prize  of  five  guineas  for  sketches  done 

during  the  year.  The  council  received  a  deputa- 
tion from  the  Leeds  and  District  Federation  of 

Building  Trades  Employers,  and  promised  sup- 
port during  the  continuance  of  the  building 

dispute.  The  unsettled  state  of  labour  in  the 
plastering  branch  was  viewed  with  regret.  The 
conditions  imposed  in  conne"tion  with  the  com- 

petitive designs  for  the  Leeds  new  market  were 
considered,  and  the  president  and  hon.  secretary 
retiuested  to  bring  the  objectionable  clauses  under 
the  notice  of  the  Lord  JIayor  and  others  con- 
cerned. 

Concerning  the  proposed  construction  of  a  railway 
from  Berealston  to  K-illy  Bray,  Stokeclimsland,  the 
Light  Riilway  Commissioners  held  an  inquiry  at 
the  Bedford  Hotel,  Tavistock,  on  Wednesday. 
The  urban  district  council  of  Eistleigh  and 

Bishopstoke  adopted  at  their  last  meeting  a  report 
and  scheme  by  Messrs.  Lsmon  aud  Blizird,  of 
Southampton,  for  the  drainage  and  sewering  of 
Eistleigh  Park  and  Bishopstoke.  The  sewers  will 
be  five  miles  in  length,  and  the  estimated  cost  of  the 

undertaking  is  £!.'>,. lUO.  At  the  same  meeting  it 
was  decided  to  divert  and  improve  the  lUshopatoke- 
road  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £3,000. 

Mr.  C.  L.  Brereton,  C.E.,  has  been  appointed  by 
the  Scarborough  Corporation  to  report  upon  the 
Marine-drive  works  at  S(»rborough,  and  the  best 
means  of  expediting  their  progress. 

A  smoking  concert  was  held  on  Friday  evening, 
under  the  presidency  of  the  Birmingham  city 

engineer  and  surveyor  (Mr.  John  I'rice),  at  the Colonnade  Hotel,  Birmingham,  in  order  to  make  a 
presentation  of  a  collection  of  book 4  from  the 
officials  of  the  public  works  department  of  the 
corporation  to  Mr.  W.  F.  Xewey,  who  has  been 

appointed  engineer  and  surveyor  to  the  I'rban District  Council  of  Xintwich.  In  making  the  pre- 
sentation, the  city  surveyor  said  that  during  the  nine 

years  Mr.  Xewey  had  been  with  the  corporation  he 
had  served  them  in  a  highly  creditable  manner. 

The  Bishop  of  London  consecrated  on  Siturday 

morning  the  new  church  of  St.  Luke's,  Kidderpore- 
road.  West  Hampstead.  It  has  been  erected  at  a 
cost  of  about  £13,400,  from  plans  by  Mr.  Bizil 
Champneys,  and  was  illustrated  in  our  issue  of 
Got.  14,  ISilS.  A'Xsommodation  is  provided  for  SOO 
persons,  and  the  building  materials  are  red  brick 
and  Bath  stone.  The  contractors  were  Messrs. 
Albert  Eitcourt  aud  Son,  of  Gloucester. 

OOICPBTITIONS. 

Ilioud. — The  lirst  prize  of  fifty  guineas  for 
the  best  design  for  laying-out  the  Green-lane 
recreation-ground  at  Ilford  has  been  awarded  to 
William  Barron  and  Son,  hndscape  gardeners,  of 
Elvaston  Nurseries,  Borrowaeh. 

PliusteaI).  —  Forty  designs,  comprising  255 
drawings,  have  been  sent  in  for  the  Municipal 
Buildings  and  Public  Library,  Plumstead.  They 
are  on  view  at  the  Windsor  Castle  Hall,  Maxey- 
road,  Plumstead  (near  the  vestry  hall),  daily 
until  Wednesday,  Ist  proximo  (inclusive),  between 
the  hours  of  10  a.m.  and  10  p.m.  Mr.  Mountford 
has  placed  design  marked  3  first.  No.  30  second, 
and  No.  22  third.  None  of  the  names  of  com- 

peting architects  are  known  oflicially,  as  the 
envelopes  have  not  been  opened,  and  will  not  be 
opened  till  the  vestry  has  decided  the  matter. 
This  will  be  done  at  an  early  date,  probably  next 
Wednesday.  With  regard  to  the  designs 
generally,  it  must  be  admitted  that  they  do  not 
as  a  whole  display  any  marked  architectural 
ability,  even  as  regards  planning.  We  have  no 
doubt  that  Mr.  Mountford  has  chosen  the  most 

suitable  scheme,  considering  the  available 
sum  of  about  £4ii,ii00,  not  that  we  think  the  more 
expensive  proposals  any  more  worthy  of  adoption. 
There  is  a  good  deal  that  is  commonplace  in  the 
chosen  design  which  might  well  have  been 
obviated.  The  rusticated  columns  distinguishing 
the  fa(,ades  are  somewhat  lumpy  if  not  coarse  in 
scale.  The  dome  over  the  municipal  offices 
entrance  forms  the  central  feature  of  the  long 

fac, -^de,  the  hall  being  located  at  the  rear.  There 
is,  however,  a  skilful  balance  of  parts,  and,  as  a 
whole,  the  group  makes  a  consistent  composition 
well  adapted  to  its  purpose.  The  contrivance  of 

the  library  is  very  good,  with  a  large  borrowers' counter,  and  having  the  reference  rooms  so  placed 
as  to  obviate  the  necessity  of  passing  through  any 
other  department.  A  great  feature  of  this  plan 
is  the  capital  crush-room  with  direct  exit  to  the 
side  street.  Stone  is  proposed  for  the  entire 
elevation.  The  drawings  suffer  from  coarseness, 

but  the  perspective  is  delicate  and  refined. 
No.  30,  the  design  placed  second,  is  much 
more  original  in  external  treatment :  but  we 
are  not  so  sure  that  the  ultimate  effect  gains 

thereby,  though  the  big  tower  adds  importance at  the  end  of  the  main  front  flanking  the  big  hall, 
which  is  situate  end  on,  unlike  the  chosen  plan, 

which  has  the  hall  parallel  to  the  chief  elevation. 
The  council  chamber  is  an  ugly  shape,  and  too 
long  for  effective  seating.  The  library  is  very 
similar  to  the  chosen  scheme,  but  not  nearly  so 

good.  The  drawings  are  careless,  but  artistic, 
and  indicate  a  Yorkshire  style  of  work. 

No.  22,  awarded  the  third  place,  is  lackiug  in 

continuity  of  idea,  and  looks  disjointed,  gaining 

nothing  by  the  contrast  of  parts  which  seems  to 
have  been  relied  on.  The  hall  recalls  the  build- 

ings at  Battersea,  but  its  gable  is  flanked  by  quasi- 
towers.  The  hood  over  the  entrance  doorway  is 

not  very  successful,  and  the  tall  turret  sur- 
mounting the  offices  block  is  ungainly  and  poor. 

The  design,  like  the  last,  is  in  what  may  be 
termed  the  sashed -windowed  Classic  style,  with 

the  vertical  linesof  the  elevationsover-emphasised. 
.Uthough  No.  33  has  a  relatively  poor  plan,  very 

deficient  in  its  details  of  contrivance,  it  ranks 

architecturally  in  the  first  order  of  merit,  even 

admitting  obvious  ugliness  in  some  of  its  leading 
features,  chieflv  the  centre  gable,  and  perhaps 

the  upper  stage  of  the  flanking  towers.  The hall  inside  is  verv  Rococo  in  its  handling,  but  it  is 

distinctlv  clever,"  and  parts  of  the  elevations  are excellent.  No.  16  strikes  us  as  among  the  best 

of  the  rest,  and  No.  ;<  is  refined  and  well  drawn. 
I  Hhers  worth  naming  are  7  and  17  ;  also  23  for 

its  good  perspective  in  pen  and  ink. 

The  central  technical  schools  for  Cornwall,  erected 

at  Truro  from  plans  by  Mr.  Silvanus  TrevaU,  of 

that  city,  were  formally  opened  on  Tuesday  by  the 
Eiri  of  Mount  Edgcombe,  who  alluded  to  the 

generous  gift  of  Mr.  J.  Passmore  Edwards  of  £o,000 
to  the  buiidiug  fund,  an  act  which  had  rendered 

the  scheme  practicable. 
The  death  took  place  on  Tuesday  night  of  Mr. 

John  Goad,  principal  of  the  firm  of  J.  (.ioad  and 

Co  ,  contractors,  at  his  residence,  Oxford  House, 

Hyde  Park-road,  Plymouth.  Mr.  Goad  was  fifty- six  years  of  age. 

Mr  Joseph  Bairy,  architect.  Queen- street, 
Huddersfield,  has  been  nominated,  and  will  be 

returned  unopposed,  as  member  for  the  Central 

Ward,  in  the  election  on  Xov.  1,  to  the  Hudders- field Town  Council. 
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TO    COBBESPONDENT8. 
We  do  not  hold  ourselves  reoponsible  for  the  opiniona  of 
our  correspondenta.      All    cornmuniciitioiia    should   be 
drawn  up  aa  briefly  ae  possible,  aa  there  are  many 
olaimanta  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  is  i[>Articula.rly  requested  that  all  drawing  and  all 
eomznunieationji  respecting  illustTntiona  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addresaed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Bimldiso 
Nkws,  832,  Strand,  W.C.  and  nut  to  members  of  the  st&iT 
by  name.    Delay  in  not  unfre-iuently  otherwim*  caused. 
Ail  drairingv  and  other  communicatiuns  are  sent  at  con- 
Cributora*  ri^s,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pfty  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  oonthbutionA. 

Cheques  and  Foflt-offlc«  Orders  to  be  made  payatlfl  to 
Tax  QnuMD  Nkwbpafkb  Cohpant,  lauiTKD. 

NOTICE. 

Btxmd  eoplefl  of  Vol.  ULXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
■hould  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  ShiUingH  each), 
u  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumea  of  Vola.  XXXI.,  XXXII  .  XXXIII., 
XXXTV..  XXXIX..  XLI..  XLIV.,  XLVI..  XLIX., 
U.,  Lm.,  LIV..  TA'.,  LIX..  LX..  LXI.,  LXII., LXrV..  LXV..  LXVIU..  ijcrx..  lOtX.,  lxxi.. 
LXXn..  LXXin.,  LXXIV.,  I^XXV.,  and  I.XXVI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  BhiUinKs ;  all  the  other 
bound  Toliimes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
aombera  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subftchbers  requiring  anr  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  onoe,  as 
many  o(  them  soon  nm  out  of  print. 

TERUB   OP   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (po«t  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom ;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  8tat««s,  £1  en.  Od.  (or6dul?i.  30o.  gold).  To  France 
ox  Belgium.  £1  6a.  Od.  (or  33fr.  34>c.)  To  India,  £1  Bs.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Austmliim  Colonies  ur  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Gape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  6a.  Od. 

ADVERTISEitENT  CHARGES, 

^e  cbar^  for  Competition  and  Contract  AdvertiB»- 
Kboits,  Pubbc  Companies,  and  all  ofBcial  advertirtementa 
la  Is.  per  line  of  i^ight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  cliarge  being  5e.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  AdvertiHementa  (except  Situation  advertiiie- 
sients)  is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
eounting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  4s.  dd.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub* 
isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  28.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  lees  than  6a. 
Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 

office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  adveTti^ements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tueaday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

BiTPATlOJTB. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "  Situations  Wanted '*  is  Ons  SinLnsa  kor  Twrntt- 
mun  WoRDa,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
AU  Situation  AdvertisfmfnU  wiu$t  b«  prepaid. 

Recbivrd.— W.  H.  S.  andSon.-T.  andT.— E.  F.and  B. 
— S.— R.  Carter.— N.  N.  and  Co.— P.  Bros.,  Ltd.— 
Verax. 

LEVRi..—Heathman'9  extension  ladders  and  trestloj  are 
well  made  and  reliable.  Look  at  tJieir  page  ndvorti^«>- 
ment  on  p.  xvii.  in  our  issue  of  Oct.  H,  and  you  will 
see  at  the  left-hand  side  near  the  bottom  just  what 
fou  ask  about- 

Cnr:\?  and  Goon.— Have  you  tried  the  Cameo  Woodwork 
(Messenger  and  Co..  Loughborough  *  It  in  not  a  mere 
imitation  of  car\-iag,  but  quite  a  legitimate  mt?&ns  of 
decoration,  and  you  ain  get  some  very  decent  fri<'zefl 
and  panels  at  about  half  the  cocit. 

T.— Too  late ;  the  matter  is  in  our  soUcitor's  hands. 
Competitor.— So  it  was  said  at  the  time  :  but  the  whole 

affair  was  mismanaged  from  beginning  to  end.  Too 
late  to  reopen. 

Oi-oLoNitoy.— You  are  right;  the  whole  of  the  eastern 
side  of  St.  Paul's  Churehyard  was  shut  in  by  houses before  Caonon-atreet  was  made.    About  1^5  (. 

J.— We  much  prefer  photographs  of  completed  works, 
furniture,  statuary,  and  the  like.  They  lend  tlu'in^-'Ivo* 
better  for  reprDduction  bjr  the  process  by  whi  -h  i:i  ̂ ■'t  of 
the  illustration.^  in  this  i3«ue  are  produced,  th ■■  r'-.-^ults 
of  which  are  better  than  photolithography.  Dt  course, 
for  designs  drawings  must  still  be  ZD^e. 

BriLOER.— You  can't  do  better  than  at  Brabv'.'i,  3j2. 
Euston-road.  Copper,  we  should  think.  uni\*r  the 
circumstances. 

C0msp0itirtnce. 

that  the   plans  were   copied  by  the  "  sun  blue 

prints"  or  white  lines  on  blue  ground. The  council  also  were  advised  that  thoir 
demand  could  not  be  enforced,  as  it  hud  not  been 

incorporated  in  their  by-laws,  and  as  well  against 
public  policy  to  throw  unnecessary  expense  on 
those  that  really  complied  with  the  by-laws  and 
wore  contributing  directly  towards  the  rates  by 
their  new  building.  And  as  the  plans  wore  on 

good  tough  paper,  more  lasting  than  that  of  the 
specific»tion,  they  wore  bound  to  accept  the 

"  blue  printed  copy,"  which  was  a  perfect  photo. 
of  contract  drawings,  of  which  no  hand  tracing 
could  possibly  bo  such  facsimile.  D.  J.  L. 

PLAXS FOK  rKUAX 
COUNCILS. 

DISTKlCr 

To  tht  Editor  of  the  Brn.mxr.  New-. 

Sra,— I  was  in  similar  dilemma  some  time  ago 
as  Messrs.  Douglas  Young  and  Co.,  with  this 
■exception,  that  these  by-laws  did  not  specify  the 
material,  but  sinlply  to  deposit  plan?  and  sp.-citi- 
cations,  *;c.,  and  a  resolution  passed  in  their 
minutes  that  plans  must  be  on  trarimj  lot".  I 
look  legal  advice,  and  proceeded  with  the  work 
after  being  informed  that  the  only  objection  wag 

CHIPS. 

The  town  council  of  Thtttord  have  f.  rmally 
approved  and  adopted  plana  prepared  by  Mr. 
Herlwrt  J.  Ureen,  of  Norwich,  for  rebuilding  the 

town-ball. 
At  Ossett  Police-court,  on  Monday,  Mr.  Tiaorge 

Oldroyd,  builder  and  contractor,  was  fined  JUj.  and 
ooata  for  failing  to  submit  plans  of  a  new  bailding 

to  the  corporation. 
At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Chester  Arcbiiological 

Society,  Mr.  Frank  Williams  described  a  portion  of 
a  fttone  cross  of  11th-century  date  found  in  the  city 

during  the  excavations  on  tlie  Duke  of  Weetminster's 
property  at  the  corner  of  Pierpoint-lane  (Messrs. 
Wood's  new  premises).  Mr.  K.  E.  Newstead, 
F.E.S. ,  then  described  "The  Hecent  Discovery  of 

an  Important  Koman  Building  in  Bridge-street,'' on  the  site  of  the  old  Orotto  Hotel. 

On  Wednesday,  a  new  Wesleyan  chapel  was 
opened  at  Xuo  Monkton,  Yorks.  Messrs.  Monkman 
and  Ilomsey  were  the  architects,  and  Mr.  Simpson 
was  the  builder.     The  building  cost  about  £63U. 

('■reat  improvements  have  been  made  at  the  parish 
church  of  I'pottery,  South-east  Devon,  at  the  cost of  Viscount  Sidmoutb.  An  arch  has  been  opened 
in  the  south  wall  of  the  chancel,  and  a  transept  has 
been  built,  which  can  be  used  as  an  organ-chamber. 
A  vestry  has  also  been  added.  The  work  has  been 
carried  out  under  the  plans  of  Mr.  E.  H.  HarbDttle, 
F.i;  I.B.A.,  of  Exeter.  The  contractor  was  Mr. 
Turner,  of  Honiton.  The  dedication  was  held  on 
Monday  week. 

The  Saturday  evening  course  et  lectures  jon  art 

subjects,  under  the  auspices  of  Glasgow  Corpora- 
tion, was  inaugurated  for  the  season  on  Saturday 

by  Professor  G.  BUdwin  Brown,  of  Etiinburgh 
University,  in  the  Corporation  Fine  Art  (.rilleries. 
The  lecture  was  on  "  Gothic  Sculpture  in  its  Rela- 

tion to  Architecture."  There  was  a  crowded 
audience,  and  the  chair  was  occupied  by  Biilie 
Bilsland. 

T'he  death  occurred  last  w  eek,  at  his  residence  in 
Tollington  Park,  of  Mr.  George  T  Perrin.  The 
deceased,  who  was  aged  42,  was  the  senior  partner 
in  the  North  London  firm  of  estate  agents,  Messrs. 
Robson  and  I'errin.  The  interment  took  place  on 
Thursday  in  last  week  at  East  Finchley  Cemetery. 

A  new  Baptist  chapel  and  schools,  built  at  a  coat 

of  i'.i.ODO,  were  opened  at  Nuneaton  last  week. 
Th>!  buildings  are  Early  English  in  style,  and  are 
built  of  bnck  with  stone  dressings.  The  chapel 
seats  on  the  tloor  area  and  in  gallery  t}SO  persons, 
and  the  asacmbly-raora  accommodates  35ii  young 
people.  Mr.  John  WiUs,  of  Derby  and  London, 
was  the  architect,  and  Mr.  Councillor  Smith,  of 
Nuneaton,  the  builder. 

A  block  of  new  co-operative  stores  and  a  model 
bakery  were  formally  opened  at  Fletton,  Peter- 

borough, last  week.  The  buildings  have  cost 
£'j,iii>i),  the  contract  being  in  the  hands  of  Messrs. 
Bridgefoot  and  Sons,  and  Mr.  It.  M.  Townsend, 
also  of  Pdterborough,  the  architect 

At  a  special  meeting  of  the  corporation  of  Nor- 
wich, held  last  week,  a  report  was  received  from 

the  sewerage  and  irrigation  committee  recording  the 
successful  completion  of  the  main  drainage  of  the 

city.    The  cost  has  been  £1G.'),000. 
The  memorial -atones  of  a  new  church,  which  is 

being  built  by  the  Methodist  New  Connexion  at  the 
eomer  of  ViUa-road  and  Soho-road,  Handsworth, 
Birmingham,  were  laid  on  Monday.  Schools  and 
olaaaiooms  are  to  occupy  the  ground  floor,  while  the 
church,  which  will  be  above  these,  will  afford  seat- 
ins  accommodation  for  'j!)0  persons.  It  is  to  be  of 
tea  brick  with  terracotta  facings,  and  the  coat, 

exclusive  of  fitting?,  will  be  i  l,0''0. 

ScafTolding  is  up  to  the  south-western  clerestory 
of  St.  .VIban's  Abbey,  and  a  strong  statT  of  stone- 

masons are  busy  making  good  the  stonework  undor 
the  direction  of  Lord  Grimthorpe.  It  will  be 

remembered  this  portion  of  the  abbey  was  "  re- 
stored "  by  his  lordship  half  a  score  or  so  yean  ago. 

New  Wesleyan  schools,  consisting  of  ten  class- 

rooms and  assembly-hall,  and  accommodating  '><», ■re  about  to  be  built  in  .\lmopdsbury,  Hudieisfield, 
from  pUns  by  Mr.  B.  Stocks,  of  the  latter  town. 

Jntercommunitatuin. 
QUESTIONS. 

[li;US.l  —  Flrft-Statlona.  —Will  any  reader  who 
knows  kindly  stiite  tlie  bt-wt  methoil  for  drying  the  hose- 

pipes of  tlre^'ngines  .*— X.  Y.  /. 
ii.^n.l— What  to  Ohar^e.-What  phould  be  a 

reasonable  fe«*  for  preparing  pl*n«  for  lour  cottages  to 

receive  surveyor**  approval  *  This  is  all  tlmt  is  repaired, 
as  the  cottag(>B  are  for  a  speculating  builder,  who  only 
wantM  plans  making  to  reoeive|tbelBunctioD  of  the  locil 
authority.  -Ihiobamcs. 

[li;i.Vi.]  -Coments.— Could  any  reader  inform  me  of 
any  proctiml  means  of  ascertaining  the  quality  of  c<>menta 
in  their  dry  state-i.-.,  by  appearance,  feel,  &c.  T  Also  of 

udumanlino,  red  Ule,  and  glazed  til<-.— TKrusii  ai,. 

[ll.i^l.J-Oolourlnar  Flans,  &c.-I  shall  bo  much 
tbliged  if  mjmeono  willTilndly  give  me  a  list  of  the  dif- 
fertnt  colours  representing  the  various  materials  used  In 

colouring  working  drawiagrt  and  sketch-plans  in  eleva- 

tion, plan,  and  section.— Imi'kovrh. 
ril3.V2.]—Leffal. —  According  to  my  indentures.  I 

cannot  practise  as  an  architect  within  five  miles  of  a 
certain  town.  Does  this  mean  that  my  office  alone  must 
b«'  outride  Uie  distance,  or  must  my  clients  necessarilv 
live  more  than  tlve  miles  from  this  town  I  Or  does  ft 

mean  that  the  building  I  put  up  must  stand  outside  that 
radius  *    An  an«wcr  would  greatly  oblige.— Dikkktity. 

[U  t-Vl.]  — Dlsputa-— A  contractor  undertook  to  build 
a  certain  number  of  houses  for  a  dub.  The  owners  were 
anxioii.H  to  let  the  houses.  The  contractor  would  not  con- 

sent unlfjM  the  architect  gave  a  certificate  indemnifying 
hirn  for  any  damage  which  might  be  done  by  the  tenants. 
The  architect  did  so.  but  omitted  to  insert  the  word 

int^jmally.  The  contractor  took  advantage  of  the  omis- 
sion, and  now  refuses  to  complete  outside  work.  The 

architect  was  not  aware  of  the  mistake  for  several 
mnnthn  afterwards,  and  he  wrot-'  letters  to  the  contractor 
calliin<  hi.i  attention  Ut  the  unfinished  state  of  the  work, 
and  Ih-  contractor  stilted  at  last  that  he  had  a  oertiflcate, 
and  that  he  would  do  no  more.  Is  there  any  remedy  for 
this .'— .Siii-AORinr-B. 

(n3S4.]-PaoklnffforHot-WaterTaps.— Ihave 
a  lot  of  hot-water  pluy;  gland  taps  in  ..-onstant  use,  and 
cannot  keep  the  gland  from  leaking.  Will  any  practical 
correapondnnt  give  instructions  for  proper  packing  to 

prevent  this .'  —Pi. r  «  n  e  i: . 
[lirjM.]- Artealan  Well.— Can  any  of  vour  readers help  mer  I  have  sunk  an  artesian  borehole,  in  the 

Pulbon/  district,  near  the  station  of  same  name,  and  on 
the  brink  of  the  river.  After  sinking  to  a  depth  of  40ft. 
down  to  the  precnsand  formation,  I  tapped  a  gojd 
steady  .-(upply  of  clean  water,  but  »j  heavily  chargeil  with 
iron  or  other  mineral  that,  though  not  bad  t<»  dnnk,  itis 
absolutely  useless  for  domestic  a^es.  If  spirit  be  mixed 
with  it,  in  less  than  a  quarter  of  an  hour,  the  mixture  is 
a.s  black  as  ink.  If  I  sink  below  the  greenaand,  how  far 
ii  it  likely  I  must  go  before  reaching  softer  water  that  can 
be  use-l  '  It  has  be«n  suggested  to  a.^rate  the  present 
Mupply  to  soften  it.  This  means  plant,  and  someone  t» 
attend  to  it.  Both  the  space  and  money  at  my  disposal 
iire  limited.     Kindly  give  me  advice.— B.  Watrb. 

[11356.]— Cement  for  Tafa  Stone  and  Arti- 
ficial Bockwork  — I  ahall  feel  much  obliged  if  any  of 

your  readers  can  kindly  tell  me  what  sort  of  a  cement  to 
make  up  to  stick  together  tufa  stone  in  such  a  way  that 
the  joints  do  not  show,  and  the  appearance  is  given  of  a 
continuous  and  unjoined  matu  of  rock ;  also  give  a  recipe 
fur  making  artificial  rock  in  imitation  of  tufa,  which 
could  be  u-'wd  in  association  with  it  (aa  stalagmites  and 
8taLictite.*<  .  and  overhead  in  parts  where  the  natural  rock 
could  not  easily  be  employed.  I  have  seen  some  first-rate 
work  in  conser\atorie«,  ■V"C..  where  it  was  impossible  to 
det'^t  the  joints,  and  cannot  make  out  whether  ordinary 
Portland  cement  mixed  with  earth  colours  is  used,  or 
whether  the  tufa  "  dust  '*  itself  is  employed  in  any  way. 

-Tr  r.v. 

[lt:v>r.]— Damp.  — I  shoald  feol  very  thuikful  if 
reader*  would  give  an  opinion  on  the  following :  —Da 
you  think  Virginia  creepers  have  a  tendency  to  make 
either  brick  or  plastered  walls  damp,  or  otherwise  '  Is 
there  anv  kind  of  damp-proof  paint  to  be  procured  for 
plaMered  or  brick  walls  on  outside  or  inside  .*  If  a  iloor is  liiid  wirh  wood  blocks,  one  end  wall  of  which  is  agiinst 
high  gpxmd,  and  causes  it  to  be  damp,  and  rots  the 
prWent  wood  floor  of  joists  Uid  with  linoleum,  if  laid 
with  wtxHi  blocks,  should  it  be  drainel  to  cirry  off  the 

water  from  damp  end !— DAJir-rBoor. 

RBFLIBS, 

[11341. 1-Horrin»-Bone  Work.— A  portion  of 
Roman  herring-bone  stone  walling  xcurs  upon  a  short 

l.nirth  of  the  inn^r  sid-  of  K\eter"s  old  city  wall.  I',  i-i 
si'.ui'.ed  on  that  portion,  n.*ar  the  Ca?tle,  which  faces 
MwarJs  NorthemhAy.  As.  however,  the  wall  thereabouts 
forms  the  boun'Ury  t-i  some  beautiful  privst*'  grounds. 
whose  own-T  enjovs  the  reputation  for  viewing  would-be 
n.-ntors  as  intruders  rather  than  otherwi-<e.  th.'  opp.jr- 
t'lnitu-*  for  exunining  it  are  few  nowadays.  The  termer 
ppipn-t'ir,  a  most  genial  old  lady,  who  died  a  few  years 
iig.1.  always  gave  a  most  cordial  welcome  to  callers  inter- 

ested in  things  arch  •  ̂ logical.— Hmibt  H>  w-. 

[1IM3.1-Bv-I*aws.-(1)  Is  not  the  by-law  quoted ,  •..      .     I'nder  what  statutory  or  other  authority  isa 

bv-Uw  made  which  aims  dir»»ctly  at  putting  a  limit  on 
thn  hoizht  to  which  a  new  building,  whether  in  a  new 
,-_     •     -  -«   ■A-\  -•r"- *,  ?-  to  b*"  earned!     X   As   to  the 

■i*ybe  referrM  to  Sec.  l')?  of I  ■.  for  one  definition  of  a  new n•y^..-^i.■      For  th"  rest,  th? 
'    m''.  anl  porhapi ''a  new  building. 

ii    ...,-.,..,    _*.v  ...;..     :        ...  ;..      .^:r^ct.-P.  C. 

Ex -Alderman    Hepworth    has  preeented  to  the 
Leeds  Art  Gallarj  a   beantifal    punting,  entitled 

,  •'  Back  to  Life,"  bj  ProfeMor  Herkomer,  R.A. 
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LEQAI.  INTELLIQENOB. 

TuE  Pkotectios  ok  Woukmex  on  Builuisos.— 
The  City  Coroner  of  }tirmioi;ham  (Mr.  I.  Bradley) 
held  an  inquiry  at  Victoria  I.iw-courts  hq  Monday 
concerning  the    death  of   Walter   Ijonghton   (i-j), 
ioumejman  bricklayer,  West  View,  Clent,  who 
eU  from  a  buildiog  at  Aston  on  Saturday  morning. 

Mr.  S.  H.  Knyvett  (her  Majesty's  inspector  of 
factories)  was  present  during  the  inquiry.  The 
deceased  was  engaged  with  another  man  in  tiling 
the  roof  at  Uie  Uigher-grade  Schoohi,  Whitehead- 
road,  Astoo,  which  are  being  erected  by  Messrs. 
John  Bowen  and  Sons.  There  was  no  protection 
for  the  men  working  on  the  roof,  the  foreman 
stating  that  they  had  not  had  time  to  raise  the 
BcafFolding,  and  the  deceased  slipped  while  walking 
along  the  cornice  and  fell  a  distance  of  4 oft.  to  the 
ground.  He  was  conveyed  to  the  General  Hospital, 
where  be  died  shortly  after  admission.  The  jury 
returned  a  verdict  of  "  Accidental  death."  Mr. 
Knyvett  said  it  was  a  very  great  pity  that  some 
measure  of  protection  was  not  aflorded  under  the 
Factory  Act  to  persons  employed  on  buildings,  such 
as  there  was  to  those  employed  in  factories.  In  a 
case  of  this  sort  if  it  had  come  under  the  Factory 
Act,  they  would  have  been  bound  to  have  provided 
some  protection.  The  coroner  aaked  the  inspector 
if  he  himself  could  not  lay  down  some  general 
rules,  but  Mr.  Knyvett  replied  that  the  factory 
inspectors  had  no  power  to  compel  builders  to 
provide  fencing  or  safeguards.  If  they  had  had 
such  power,  it  would  have  been  exercised  in  the 
case  before  them.  The  coroner  said  that  it  occurred 
to  him  that  the  Home  Office  might  issue  some  kind 
of  order.  Mr.  Knyvett :  They  have  no  power. 
The  Coroner :  I  thiDk  I  shall  write  to  the  Home 
Oflice  myself.  Mr.  Knyvett :  I  shall  support  you. 
Mr.  Shipley  (the  foreman)  said  that  it  would  be  a 
good  thing  for  the  builders  if  certain  rules  were  laid 
down  as  suggested. 

Ix  BE  J.  L.  P.  Sandebson. — In  the  London 
Bankruptcy-court  on  Tuesday,  an  application  was 
made  for  discharge,  the  bankrupt,  James  Lyon 
Playfair  Sanderson,  being  described  aa  a  brick 
manufacturer,  of  the  Ashstead  Brickworks,  at 
Ashstead,  Surrey,  formerly  carrying  on  business  as 

a  tea  merchant  at  St.  George's  House,  Eutcheap, 
E.G.  Mr.  A.  II.  WUdy,  Official  Receiver,  reported 
that  the  proofs  of  debt  and  the  probable  claims  not 
yet  proved  amounted  together  to  £22,511,  and  that 
the  assets  would  realise  about  £184.  He  alleged 
the  statutory  offences  (1)  that  the  debtor  had  con- 

tributed to  his  bankruptcy  by  rash  and  ha;:ardous 
speculations,  (2)  that  he  had  continued  to  trade  after 
knowing  himself  to  be  insolvent,  (3)  that  he  had 
omitted  to  keep  proper  books  of  account,  and 
(4)  that  his  assets  were  not  of  a  value  equal  to  lOs. 
in  the  pound  on  the  amount  of  the  unsecured 
liabilities.  The  speculatiors  referred  to  were  in 
connection  with  the  Ashstead  Brickworks,  and  wtre 

rash,  having  regard  to  the  bankrupt's  lack  of 
capital  and  small  experience  of  the  brickmaking 

trade  when  he  engaged  in  it.  The  bankrupt  explained 
that  the  works  would  have  been  a  success  but  for 
the  action  of  the  fourth  mortgagee  of  them,  who 
pressed  him  for  interest  before  he  had  a  chance  of 
earning  it.  Mr.  Kegistrar  Brougham  was  clearly 
of  opimon  that  the  venture  was  a  rash  and  hazardous 
? peculation,  and  bad  contributed  to  the  bankruptcy, 
t  also  appeared  that  liabilities  to  a  large  amount 

had  been  contracted  by  the  bankrupt  after  he  knew 
he  was  insolvent.  The  allegation  as  to  the  bookj  of 
account  was  a  small  matter,  and  related  to  the 
books  of  the  brickmaking  business  only.  On  the 
four  grounds  reported  by  the  Official  Keceiver 
the  discharge  would  be  suspended  for  three  years 
from  May  2  last,  when  the  pul}lic  examination  was 
concluded. 

Re  Joseph  CnAXLE>roEn.— This  bankrupt,  who 
was  formerly  a  sanitary  engineer  and  plumber, 
trading  in  >Ianchester,  applied  at  the  Manchester 
Bankruptcy-court  on  Monday  for  his  discharge. 
The  report  of  the  Official  Keceiver  stated  that  the 
liabilities  to  rank  for  dividend  amounted  to 
£1,22n  Gs.  7d.,  and  the  assets  realised  £3  133.  Sd., 
but  in  addition  £50  had  been  recovered  from  pro- 

perty of  the  bankrupt  which  might  possibly  yimd  a 
further  sum  of  £  lOU.  The  debtor  had  not  filed  any 
account  explaining  his  deficiency,  and  stated  that 
his  books  of  account  were  lost.  Commenting  upon 
the  fact  that  the  debtor  had  sold  hio  eugineeriug 
and  plumbing  business  on  the  eve  of  his  bankruptcy, 
the  Official  Receiver  remarked  that  such  sale  seemed 
to  have  been  a  most  improper  one.  In  couclusion, 
the  Official  Receiver  alleged  that  the  bankrupt  had 
been  guilty  of  various  offences  under  the  Act.  The 
Deputy  Judge  suspended  the  discharge  for  four 

years. 
As  Akciiitect's  Action.— At  the  Newcastle 

County-court,  on  Oct.  l'.>,  before  his  Honour  Judge 
Greenwell,  Thomas  Palmer  Bennett,  architect  and 
surveyor,  brought  a  claim  to  recover  fs,  balance 
of  amount  due  for  preparing  plans  and  bills  of 
quantities  of  a  laundry  proposel  to  be  erected  by 

Joseph  Armstrong,  brewer's  agent,  the  defendant, at  Benwel).  The  latter  counterclaimed  £37  for 
alleged   negligence   of   the  plaintitT  as  architect. 

Evidence  was  given  by  the  plaintiiT  that  when  he 
sent  the  plans  and  quantities  to  the  defendant,  on 
the  undentanding  that  they  were  to  be  shown  to 
his  son,  defendant  had  kept  them  and  had  them 
photographed.  After  heanng  evidence  on  behalf 
of  the  defendants  and  in  support  of  the  counter- 
chum,  his  Honour  found  a  verdict  for  Mr.  Bennett, 
and  awwsBed  bis  payment  for  work  done  on  the  basis 
of  1  per  cent,  on  the  protiable  price  of  the  building — 
£1,50<I— and  dismissed  the  oounterclaim. 

Cl-vim  Against  BriLDEES.— At  the  Lewes  County- 
court  last  week,  Messrs.  Aylwin  and  Campbell, 

Xewhaven,  sued  Messrs.  Oa^me  and  Co.  for  £'iO for  bricks  supplied.  Stephen  Moore,  foreman  for 
plaintiffs,  produced  the  delivery  bocks,  showing 
that  the  defendants  had  received  the  number  of 
bricks  charged  for  in  the  account.  Mr.  Campbell 
produced  the  ledger,  and  gave  particulars  of  the 
account,  showing  that  the  amount  charged  for  was 
owing.  Mr.  Aylwin  gave  corroborative  evidence. 
The  defence  was  that  after  the  houses  were  finished, 
they  were  measured,  and  there  was  a  deficiency  of 

33,000  bricks.  Defendant's  foreman  gave  evidence 
and  denied  any  knowledge  of  certain  quantities  of 
bricks  alleged  to  have  been  delivered.  His  Honour, 
Judge  Martineau,  gave  judgment  for  the  plaintiffs 
for  the  amount  claimed,  with  costs. 

Alleqkd  Feaud  axi>  Secbet  Cosdiissions.— At 
Marlborough-strect  Police-court,  on  Tuesday, 
Richard  Howe,  43,  a  foreman  joiner,  Brackenbury- 
road.  Hammersmith,  was  charged  with  falsifying 
the  books  of  his  employers,  Messrs.  Waring  and 
Gillow  (Limited),  of  181,  Oxford-street,  and  with 
forging  and  uttering  an  order  with  intent  to  defraud 
them.  Mr.  Bodkin,  ;n  opening  the  case,  said  that 
in  addition  to  their  West-end  establishment,  Messrs. 
Waring  had  factories  and  warehouses  at  Cambridge- 
road,  Hammersmith,  where  Howe  had  been 
employed  as  foreman.  It  would  be  alleged  that 
the  prisoner  had  altered  an  order  for  two  standards 
of  timber  to  22  standards,  by  the  addition  of  the 
figure  2,  after  the  order  for  the  smaller  quantity  had 
been  signed  by  the  iranager.  When  questioned 
about  the  matter,  he  made  a  statement  to  the  effect 
that  if  he  gave  an  order  for  a  large  quantity  of 
wood  the  timber  merchants  had  promised  him  a 
secret  commission  of  2i  per  cent,  upon  the  order. 
It  was  suggested,  in  consequence,  that  the  order 
had  been  altered  so  that  Howe  might  receive  the 
commission,  which  must  eventually  come  out  of 

his  employer's  pockets.  The  matter  was  considered 
to  be  of  such  importance  to  large  firms  and 
employers  of  labour  that  Messrs.  Waring  felt 
bound  to  take  proceedings.  Evidence  having  been 
given,  Mr.  Plowden  remanded  the  prisoner  for  a 
week  on  bail,  in  two  sureties  of  £  JO  each, 

SoiiEON'E  Had  Blundbrkd.— The  London  County 
Council  were  summoned  on  Tuesday  at  the  South- 

western Police-court  for  unlawfully  allowing  a 
newly -erected  building  to  be  occupied  as  a  dwelling- 
house  without  first  obtaining  a  certificate  as  to  the 
sufficiency  of  the  water  supply  from  the  local 
authority,  the  Battersea  Vestry.  It  was  stated  that 
the  defendants  had  erected  a  building  at  the  Fire 
Brigade  Station,  Battersea  Bridge,  and  had  not 
applied  for  the  necessary  certificate.  Mr.  Andrews, 
from  the  Solicitors'  Department  of  the  Council, 
said  there  had  been  an  oversight  on  the  part  of  an 
official.  Mr.  Lane,  (i.C,  inflicted  a  fine  of  .is.,  with 
2s.  costs. 

The  N.A.P.  WntDOw  Comiany  (Limited).— 
Under  the  compulsory  winding  up  of  this  company 
the  adjourned  meetings  of  creditors  and  share- 

holders were  held  on  Friday  at  the  Carey -street 
offices  of  the  Board  of  Trade,  Mr.  H.  Brougham, 
Official  Receiver,  presiding.  The  statement  of 
s If  lirs  showed  liabilities  £13,9SG,  of  which  £S,yi)7 
were  expected  to  rank  for  dividend,  and  assets 

£3,992,  after  deducting  £l,'.i:;i  for  claims  of  deben- 
ture-holders. The  chairman  reported  that  the 

meeting  stood  adjourned  on  two  previous  occasions 
to  enable  an  cftdr  to  be  submitted.  Siuce  the  last 
meeting,  Mr.  Tilley,  the  receiver  for  debenture- 
holders,  had  received  from  the  Eiprdss  Contract 
Company  an  offer  for  the  assets.  It  was  proposed 
to  allot  to  the  creditors  of  the  old  company  fully- 

paid  shares  in  the  new  X.  .V..P.  Window  I'ompany of  the  face  value  of  their  proved  claims.  As  re- 
garded the  debenture-holders,  the  Express  Contract 

Company  were  prepared  to  pay  in  respect  of  each 
£.j  debenture  £2  in  cash  and  13  by  the  allotment  of 

fully-paid  "  B  "  cumulative  preference  shares  of 
11  each  in  the  Express  Contract  Company.  The 
debenture-holders  had  already  assented  to  the 
arrangement  subject  to  the  approval  of  the  Court. 
Resolutions  were  passed  accepting  the  ofter  and 
appointing  Mr.  A.  A.  Yeatman,  chartered  account- 

ant, as  liquidator  to  carry  out  the  sale. 

A  fresh  survey  of  the  Burma  coast  will  be  begun 
by  the  Indian  Marine  during  the  season  IS99-19Q0. 

Under  the  presidency  of  Sir  William  H.  White 
the  Institution  of  Mechanical  Engineers  will  open 
its  new  Session  this  (Friday)  evening  with  its  first 
of  a  series  of  monthly  meeting!. 

WATER    SUPFLT    AND    SAIHTABT 
MATTERS. 

BnacmoKAM.— The  Royal  Commission  on  Sewage 
Disposal  visited  Birmingham  on  the  19th  inst.  for 
the  purpose  of  inspecting  the  Birmingham  Tame 

and  Rea  Drainage  Board's  farm.  The  members 
present  were  Sir  R.  Thome-Thome,  K.C.B.,  F.R.S., 
i:3.,  Sir  Michael  Foster,  K.C.B.,  F.R.S.,  &c.. 
Professor  Rimsay,  F.R.S.,  Dr.  J.  B.  Russell, 
Colonel  Harding  (Lord  Mayor  of  Leeds),  and 
Messrs.  T.  W.  Killick,  C.  P.  Cotton,  and  F.  J.  Willis 
(secretary  to  the  Commission).  They  were  met  at 
Xew  Street  Station  by  Mr.  William  Harris  (clerk 
to  the  board),  and  went  to  the  council  house,  where 
they  were  introduced  to  the  Lord  Mayor  and  other 
members,  and  Mr.  Charles  Hawkesley,  C.E.  (con- 

sulting engineer  to  the  board).  Subsequently  these 
gentlemen,  with  the  Commissioners,  drove  to 
Siltley,  and  inspected  the  sewage  disposal  workp, 
including  the  experimental  beds  now  m  process  of 
construction  for  the  bacterial  treatment  of  sewage. 

Eddtbueoh. — At  a  meeting  of  the  works  com- 
mittee of  Edinburgh  and  District  Water  Trust  on 

Monday,  an  inventory  with  valuation  of  t^e  plant 
in  connection  with  the  Talla  reservoir  contract  by 
Messrs.  Laird  and  Sons,  valuators,  Glasgow,  was 
submitted,  showing  that  the  total  value  of  the 
plant,  huts,  sheds,  and  other  works  left  on  the 
ground  by  the  late  contractors  amounted  to  £  10,9.53. 
It  was  left  to  Mr.  White  Millar,  the  law  agent  of 
the  Trust,  to  intimate  the  amount  to  the  liquidator 
and  trustee  on  the  different  estates.  A  schedule 
and  specification  for  the  reletting  of  the  contract 
was,  it  was  stated,  expected  to  be  ready  in  the 
course  of  a  few  days. 

Hatdon  BEHJCrE. — The  Hexham  Rural  District 
Council,  at  their  last  meeting,  decided  to  adopt  the 
scheme  of  water  supply  for  Haydon  Bridge  prepared 
by  Mr.  Harry  W.  Taylor,  A.M.I.C.E.,  of  St. 

Nicholas'  Chambers,  Newcastle- on -Tyne  and  Lon- 
don. The  water  will  be  obtained  from  copious 

springs  issuing  from  the  gritstone  measures,  and 
will  gravitate  to  a  concrete  service  reservoir  holding 
70,000gal.,  and  from  thence  by  distributing  mains 
throughout  the  village.  The  total  length  of  water- 
mains  is  about  seven  miles ;  the  cost  of  the  whole 
scheme  is  about  £3,700, 

CHIPS. 

The  Bristol  Docks  Committee  and  the  Dockisation 
Commitee  agreed  on  Monday  to  bring  pressure  to 
bear  upon  Sir  J.  Wolfe  Barry,  Mr.  Benjamin 
Baker,  and  Mr.  Hurtzig  to  complete  their  reporto 
on  the  dockisation  of  the  River  Avon  by  April next. 

A  presentation  took  place  on  Friday  evening  at 
the  Tower  Grounds,  New  Brighton,  when  Mr. 
Birtlett,  electrical  engineer  of  the  tower,  was  the 
recipient  of  a  marble  clock  and  a  pair  of  ornaments 
to  match  from  the  officials  and  staff  of  the  tower. 

A  new  Radical  club  is  being  erected  at  Camber- 

well,  from  the  dis'gns  of  Mr.  A.  J.  Perriam,  archi- 
tect, London,  and  special  attention  has  been  given 

to  the  ventilation,  which  will  be  carried  out  on  the 
Boyle  system. 

New  bank  buildings  are  being  completed  in 

Dublin,  facing  the  Rotunda  in  Civendish-row,  at 
the  junction  of  Cavendish-row  and  Great  Britain- 

street.  They  occupy  the  site  of  the  "  rents  "  erected 
a  century  since  by  William  Ralpbson,  who  en- 

deavoured to  introduce  into  Dublin  the  system  of 

dwelling  in  flits.  The  new  bank  has  been  erected 
by  Messrs.  Dockrell  and  Sons,  builders,  of  Dublin. 

A  full-length  portrait  was  presented  to  Dr. 
Percival,  Bishop  of  Hereford,  on  Tuesday  night,  by 
the  laity  and  clergy  of  the  diocese,  to  add  to  the 
collection  of  portraits  of  bishops  at  the  Palace. 
Both  this  and  the  original  portrait,  which  is  for  the 
hall  of  Trinity  College,  Oxford,  were  painted  by 

Mr.  H.  G.  Riviere,  on  the  occasion  of  the  bishop's recent  marriage. 

The  mayor  and  corporation  of  Chatham  have  just 
had  erected  in  their  new  town-hall  a  fine  illuminated 
turret  clock,  from  the  designs  and  plans  of  Lord 

Grimthorpe,  which  shows  the  time  on  three  illumi- 
nated dials.  Oft.  Gin.  each  in  diameter,  and  strikes 

the  hours  on  a  bell  weighing  Iton  Icwt.  21b.  The 
work  was  executed  by  Messrs.  W.  Potts  and  Sons, 
clock  manufacturers,  (luildford-street,  Leeds,  who 
are  now  erecting  Eist  Ham  Town  Hall  clock  and 
bell  and  Carlisle  Town  lUll  clock. 

On  Saturday  two  thatched-roof  houses  known  as 

Tynyftrith,  situated  Iwtween  Kiviere's  Niotoria Palace  and  the  Craigydon  Parade,  Llandudno,  were 
demolished.  These  landmarks  of  old  Llandudno 
had  been  the  home  of  the  Gogarth  and  the 

Tynyffrith  family  for  over  three  hundred  years,  and 
ancient  histories  state  that  Llewelyn  the  Great 

sought  refuge  at  TynjtVrith  when  he  had  to  flee 
from  his  enemies.  The  houses  were  a  source  of 

attraction  to  visitors,  and  many  will  regret  their 

disappearance,  but  they  were  a  great  stumbling 
block  to  the  proper  development  of  the  Craigydon 
cud  of  Llandudno, 
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General  sympathy  will  he  felt  for  the  rate- 

payers of  West  Iliiu  in  the  great  loss  sustained 
by  the  destruction  by  fire  of  the  handsome  free 
library  and  technical  institute  and  museum  in  the 
Uomfbrd-road,  Stratford.  The  tire  broke  out 

early  on  Monday  morning,  and,  owing  to  the 
delay  in  getting  firemen  owing  to  the  fog  and  to 
the  situation  several  miles  outside  the  JFetro- 
politan  area,  the  Uames  could  not  be  mastered 
until  the  upper  part  of  the  building  had  been 

gutted,  and  thousands  of  books  and  other  treasures 
aestroyed.  A  fireproof  floor  enabled  the  ground 
floor  to  be  saved  from  material  injury.  The 
building  was  erected  from  designs  by  Messrs. 
Gibson  and  Kussell,  Messrs.  Shillitoe  and  Sons, 
of  Bury  St.  Edmunds,  being  the  builders,  and  it 
was  opened  on  October  (5  last  year  by  Mr.  J. 
Passmore  Edwards,  who  had  contributed  largely 
towards  the  outlay.  The  loss  is  estimated  at  from 
i60,000  to  £70,0011. 

Thk  National  Society  for  Checking  the  Abuses 
of  Public  Advertising,  of  which  Jlr.  Alfred 
Waterhouse,  R.A.,  is  the  moving  spirit,  intends 
to  approach  the  Government  with  a  view  to 
suggesting  that  Ministers  should  themselves  tjiko 
steps  to  amend  the  Local  Government  Acts  in  the 
direction  of  giving  general  powers  of  regulating 
advertising  display  to  the  existing  local  repre- 

sentative bodies.  The  society  has  always  urged 
that  in  the  exittenca  of  local  associations,  con- 

cerned for  the  general  defence  of  all  the 
picturest^ie  amenities  of  the  districts  for  which 
thoy  are  formed,  lies  the  main  hope  for  the 
future  as  regards  its  work.  The  society  also 
hopes  to  enlist  the  interest  of  corporations,  town 
and  CDunty  councils,  Ac,  and  to  obtain  support 
in  making  representations  to  railway  companies, 
large  hotels,  and  restaurants,  setting  forth 
reasons  for  believing  that  they  could,  by 
abandoning  or  modifying  the  practice  of  exhibit- 

ing advertisements  on  their  premises,  consult 
their  own  interest  as  well  as  the  general  good. 

The  London  Council  discussed,  on  Tuesday,  at 
great  length,  the  reiterated  recommendation  by 
the  Parks  Committee  that  the  old  Tudor  House 

in  the  Bromley  recreation  ground  should  be 
■cleared  away,  and  finally  referred  it  back  by  .59 
to  41  votes.  Another  long  debate  took  place  on 
recommendations  of  the  Housing  of  the  Working 
Classes  Committee  for  the  clearing  of  four  in- 

sanitary areas  in  different  parts  of  London  at  an 
•estimated  outlay  of  over  £500,000.  The  recom- 

mendations were  ultimately  approved.  The  West- 
minster improvement  scheme  in  the  amended 

form  now  submitted  by  the  committee  was  also 
approved.  It  was  fully  described  in  our  last 
issue,  p.  503. 

The  London  County  CouncU  are  recommended 
by  Mr.  Alexander  B.  W.  Kennedy,  F.K.S.,  the 
expert  engaged  to  advise  the  CouncU  in  connec- 

tion with  its  electrical  tramway  and  light  railway 
schemes,  to  acquire  sufficient  land  in  the 
neighbourhood  of  their  depot  in  Cimberwell 
New-road  for  the  erection  of  one  large  generating 
station  which  would  provide  the  necessary  motor- 

power  for  all  the  Council's  tramways  on  the 
south  side  of  the  Thames.  The  estimated  cost  of 

.acquiring  such  land  is  stated  to  be  about  £90,009, 
and  the  Highways  Committee  of  the  Council 
recommend  that  the  necessary  powers  for  the 
compulsory  acquisition  of  the  property  should  be 
sought  in  the  London  County  Council  Tramways 
(Electrical  Traction)  Bill  which  is  to  be  promoted 
in  Parliament  next  session. 

At  Carpenters'  Hall,  London  Wall,  on  Thurs- 
day evening  in  last  week.  Professor  Henry 

Robinson,  II.I.C.E.,  continued  the  series  of 

lectures  on  "  Sanitarj-  Building  Construction." 
The  professor  at  the  outset  pointed  out  the  great 
importance  oi  perfecting  the  sanitary  arrange- 
nrents  of  buildings  with  the  object  of  protecting 
the  inmates  as  far  as  was  humanly  possible  from 
outbreaks  of  disease.  He  insisted  as  a  general 
principle  that  house  drains  should  be  laid  on 
straight  lines  from  point  to  point,  with  manholes 
or  lampholes,  and  should  be  of  a  si.Te  of  not  less 
than  lin.  The  velocity  should  be  2ft.  or  oft.  per 
second,  and,  if  that  could  not  be  obtained  by  the 
natural  How  of  sewage,  automatic  flushing-tanks 
should  be  provided.  It  was  highly  neces*iry, 
too,  that  drains  should  be  well  ventilated.  On 
the  subject  of  cistoms  he  remarked  th  it  where 
water  had  to  be  stored,  owing  to  the  house  being 

supplied    on    the    intermittent    system,    it   was  '. 

imperatively  necessary  that  the  cisterns  should 
be  80  placai  as  to  make  it  impossible  for  the 
water  to  be  contaminated  by  impure  air  from  any 
source.  Slate  cisterns  were  best  adapted  for  the 
storage  of  drinking  water,  though  they  wore 
liable  to  leak  at  the  joints,  and  were  heavy  and 
expensive.  The  proper  jointing  of  house  drains, 
he  urged,  was  a  most  important  matter.  There 
was  no  more  vital  work  than  the  laying  of  house 
drains  and  sewers,  and  the  men  engajrcd  in 

putting  in  the  former  especially  should  be  under 
the  most  careful  supervision.  IS  id  workmanship 
was  often  directly  responsible  for  the  ovitbreak 
of  disease,  and  the  mischief  resulting  was  not 
known,  and  could  not  be  repaired,  until  someone 
was  ill  or  dead.  Tne  subject  ho  seriously  com- 

mended to  the  closest  attention  on  the  part  of  his 

hearord. 
The  doctors  in  Uarley -street  have  gained  a 

victory  in  regard  to  the  wood  pavement  about  to 
be  laid  down  in  that  thoroughfare.  It  will  be 
remembered  that  they  obj  eoted  to  the  common 

whitewood  blocks  which  the  JIarlebono  ^'estry 
had  bought,  on  the  ground  that  their  use  could 
not  fail  to  prove  detrimental  to  the  health  of  the 
residents.  The  vestry  evidently  became  alarmed 
at  them inydistinguishedauthorities  who  favoured 
them  with  this  view  of  the  subject,  and  by  an 
overwhelming  majority  the  resolution  to  use 
whitewood  blocks  has  been  rescinded,  and  tho 

decision  has  boon  arrived  at  to  lay  the  thorough- 
fare with  the  hard  red  Australian  wood  which 

the  doctors  recommended,  and  further  to  treat 
the  blocks  before  laying  them  with  a  preservative 
antiseptic. 

The  corporation  of  Ijiverpool  have  received  a 
report  stating  that  during  the  past  year  of  ollice 
the  health  committee  have  laid  down  22  miles  of 

permanent  way  for  tramways,  while  CI  miles  of 

carriage  way  have  been  constructed,  and  .'ir),(i01 square  yards  of  footpaths,  &c..  have  been  tlagi^ed. 
For  telegraph  wires  and  other  electrical  purposes 
they  have  laid  1071  miles  of  trenches,  and  seven 
miles  of  sewers  have  been  reconstructed.  Some 
308  miles  of  main  sewer  have  been  flushed  during 

the  year,  and  the  sewers  of  132,706  houses  have 
in  the  same  period  been  flushed  twice.  They 
have  removed  2S2,000  tons  of  refuse  in  street 

cleansing,  132,000  tons  of  which  had  been  con- 
sumed by  destructors,  and  119,000  tons  taken  out 

to  sea.  The  clerical  and  general  work  of  the  city 

engineer's  department  showed  that  5(5, 000  reports, 
letters,  Jcc. ,  had  been  dealt  with  ;  bills  had  been 
rendered  for  works  executed  to  £53,60.5.  The 
Building  Plans  Committee  have  dealt  with  plans 
for  2,673  dwelling-houses,  workshops,  kc,  while 
2, 165  new  dwelling-houses  have  been  erected  in 
the  city  during  the  past  year.  These  figures 

suggest  the  steady  progress  and  continued  pro- 
sperity of  the  city  during  the  present  year. 

Some  time  ag<i  the  committee  of  the  Corporation 
of  Oxford  was  appointed  to  consider  the  housing 
of  the  working  classes  of  that  city,  and  it  now 
reports  that  a  suitable  dwelling  for  a  working 

man's  familj-  should  be  a  house  with  not  less 
than  three  bedrooms.  The  inquiries  made  by 
the  committee  elicited  the  fact  that  no  suitable 
house  could  be  found  in  Oxford  for  a  working 

man  under  6s.  shilling  per  week.  Having  esta- 
blished this  fact,  the  committee  next  instituted 

inquiries  with  a  view  to  ascertaining  the  cost  at 
which  dwellings  with  three  bedrooms  could  be 
constructed,  and  it  has  come  to  the  conclusion 
that  this  could  be  done  in  Oxford  at  a  total  cost, 

including  knd,  of  about  £220.  It  further  reports 

that  ■'  such  houses,  if  provided  by  the  Corpora- 
tion of  Oxford,  allowing  for  interest  at  3  per 

cent.,  sinking  fund,  repairs,  cost  of  collection, 
and  insurance,  could  be  let  at  a  rental  of  from 

43.  3d.  to  43.  fid.  per  week."  The  report  contiins 
a  strong  recommendation  lo  the  Cjrporation  of 
Oxford  to  provide  healthy  dwellings  for  the 
working  men,  at  convenient  disaancea  from  the 
centre  of  the  city. 
  »'^^^fc-< 

MBBTINQS  FOR  THE  ENSUING  WEEK. 

Wkdsbsdav.— Royal  -\rch;<oloffical  In^titut*.    4  pm. 

FaiDAV,— Architoc'turai  Association.  Discussion  Section. 
"Briissas,"  by  Geo.  H.  Smith,  jii,  Gixm' 
Marlborough-atreet,  W.    7  p.m. 

The  Chelsea  Vestry  has  offered  £2,030  for 
of  the  famous  Chelsea  Physic  Girdea.    Tne  i .  . 
needed  for  the  purpose  of  road  widening. 

A  new  chapel  in  connection  with  the  United 
Methodist  Tree  Church  is  being  erected  at  Armley. 

near  Leeds,  at  a  cost  of  £3,*'00.  The  memorial- stones  were  laid  on  Siturdiy. 

LATEST    PRICES. 
IB  ON,    fto. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

RoUed-Iron  Joitrtii,  Bulgian      £6    0    0    to    £8  10    0 
R<jlled-St«;l  Joi«U.  EoKllBh           8    6    0,,        900 
Wrought-Uon  Oiriler  Plates        5  16    0    „       6  10    0 
Bar  lion,  good  8t«ff9        8    7    6,,      976 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Boond,  oi 

Sqiwre         17    0    0    „     17    6    0 
Do.,  Wrfsh          6  16    0    „       6  17    6 

Boiler  riat<'.'i,  Iron- South  Staffn        7  17    6    „       8    5    0 
BertSnedahill      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angle*  10«.,  Tees  SOs.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  Ac.,  £6  15a. 
Buildirs'  Uoop  Iron,  mlvanLsed,  £15  IDs.  Od.  per  ton. 
Qalvtiniat'd  CorrugatJea  Sheet  lion— No.  18  to  20.  No.22to2*. 

6ft.    to    6ft.     long,    InduaiTe    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
gauge   £12  12    'i     ...£12  17    6 Best  ditto      13    2    6    ...    13    7    6 

Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
Cast-iron  Colomns     £8  15    0    to   £9  15    0 
Cast-iron  Btancluona        8  15    0    „      9  15    0 
RoUed-Iron  Fencing  Wire        8    S    0    „       9    5    0 
Eolled-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    5    0,,      9    S    0 

,   Oalvanised.    12    0    0    „     13    0    0 
Oast-Iron  Sash  Weights         B  15    0    „       6    0    0 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in      10    0    0    „     II    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        9  16    0    „     10  15    0 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)— 
0  to  7      8       9      10       11       12       13      14       IS     B.W.G. 
10-     10611-119   12/6    18/6  14/6  163   183  per  cwt. 

Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes — 
Sin.  diameter        £6  17    6    to   £7    5    0 
lin.  to  sin        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
7in.  to  2«in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    „      7    0    0 
[Coated  with  composition,  2s.  6d.  per  ton  extra;  turned 

and  bored  joints,  6a.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  BU.it,  LilleshaU       lOSs.  to  110s. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto         B7s.  6d.  to  82s.  8d. 

Wrougbt-Iron  Tubes  and  Fittings- Discount  oS  Standard 
Lists  f.o.b.  :^ Gas-Tubes    57lp.o. 
Water-Tubes      52} 
Steam-Tubes       47* 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    -12} 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    37* 
Galvanised  Steam-Tubes    32) 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  caski. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10    0   to  £31  10    0 
Do.,  Vieule  Montagne      3110    0    „     32  15    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.ft.  super.    18    0    0    „     19    0    0 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      17    0    0    „     IS    0    0 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags       20    0    0    „     21    0    0 
Cupper  Sheets,  sheathing  and  rods    93  10    0    „    94    0    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    78  10    0    „     79    0    0 
Tin,  Sti-aits     116    0    0    „   147    6    0 
Do.,  English  Ingots     150    0    0    „   131    0    0 
Spelter,  iSileaian      22    7    6    „     22  12    8 

T  I  ̂S.  B  E  B. 
Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £11  10    0  to  £16  10    0 

„     Bangkok       11     B    0    „      15    5    0 
Quebec  Pme,  yellow       >■    ...      5    6    0    „       "00 „    Oak         „    ...      4    7    6,,       660 

„    Birch          „    ...      2  15    0    „       4  12    6 
„    Elm    ,    ...      4  17    6    „       5  10    0 
„    Ash        „    ...      4    0    0,,       500 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak     ,,...3    0    0,,      4    0    0 
Fir        „    ...      2  10    0    „       3  10    0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „    ...      4    2    6,,       5  15    0 
Lath,  Dant.-ic.  p.f        „    ...      4  10    0    „       5  10    0 

St.  Petersburg       „    ...      4    0    0,,      6  10    0 
Greenheart          7  15    0    „      8    0    0 
Box        7    0    0    „     16    0    0 
Sequoia,  U.S.A   per  cube  foot      0    19,,      020 
Mabogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot 

lin.  thick         0    0    51  „      0    0  7| 
„  Honduras  ...     „    ...      0    0    4i  „      0    0    6 
„  Mexican        „    ...      0    0    3),,       0    0    4 
,,  African         ,,    ...      0    0    3},,      0    0    5 

Cedar,  Cuba   ,       „    ...      0    0    4,,      0    0  4| 
„    Honduras          „    ...      0    0    8},,       0    0  3| 

Satinwood   ,    ...      0    0  10    „       0    19 
Walnut,  Italian       „    ...      0    0    8,,       007} 

,,       American          ,,    ...      0    2    3,.       046 
Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  liin. 

byllm.  :— 

Quebec,  Pine,  1st      £20    5    0   to  £26  15    0 
„  2nd       15    5    0    „     IS  IS    0 

8rd         9    5    0,,     10  1»    0 
Canada  Spruce,  1st        9    5    0,,     11    6    0 

2nd  and  3rd         7  13    0    „      9    0    0 
New  Brunswick        7    0    0,,      S  10    0 
Riga      •        9    5    0,,     10    5    0 
St.  Petersburg      10  10    0    „     17    0    0 
Swedish      10  10    0    „     17  10    0 
Finland         9  10    0    „     11    0    0 
White  Sea      12    5    0    „     IS    S    0 
Battens,  all  sorts           5    0    0,,     16    C    0 
Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin. : — 

1st  prepared      £0  10    6    „     £0  15    0 
2nd  ditto           0    9     6,,       0  10    9 
Oth'>r  qualities           0    4    6    „       0    9    9 

Stav.>s,  per  standard  U: — U.S.  ditto   £3S    0    0     ,,£42  10    0 
Memel.  cr.  pipe     210    0    0    „  220    0    0 
Ucmel,  brack    ISO    0    0    „   190    0    0 

OII.S. 

Linseed   per  tun  £2.1    0    0    to  £2.3    5    0 

Rapft>eed.  Fjlglish  p«Ie...      „     ...     2-'>    5    0     „      25  l'>    0 
D   ..brxn            „     ...     24     0     0     „      24     .')     0 1.  refined           „    ...    19  10    0    „     25  10    0 

mish        „     ...    33    0    0    „     83  1)    0 
       „     ...     18  10    0     „      19    0    0 

Cochin           „    ...     29    3    0    „     29  V]    0 
n          „     ...    25    0    0    „      25    5    0 

,->s   ,    ...     25  13    0    „     2!  13    0 
Ui  .a        „    ...     18  15    0     „      19  15    0 
Lubno.V.ingU.8   Per  gal.      0    6    3,,       076 
Pi.r  '.^rn    r-aned   ,     ...       0    0    ■•i  „       0    0  61 
TH?    perbarrel      16    8,,      166 
D        0  19    0    „       10    0 
Tui;  .v^iiierican... per  ton    32  10    0    „     33    0    0 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

EUand—Batlu  on  Booth  Hooac  E«tate    Ko  flrat ;  £»,  £10    The  Clerk,  U.D.  Cooncfl  Offic**,  ElUnd     Oct.  28 
Horiey-Fire-EngineSUtion       £10      Robert  L.  Lore,  Sobcitor,  Clerk  to  Puiih  Council,  Horley,  Saney..  Not.  1 
8t.  Agnes— Water  Scheme  for  Surplymj  Wheal  Rose,  Bkinner'i 

Bottom,  and  Bl»ckwat«T  from  MeragiBoey  Watering     £»  (merged)    John  Angwin,  Clerk.  8t.  Agnee,  Toniwall         ..     30 
Naaeau,  Bahamas -Public  Market    £40,  £10,  £6     The  Ciril  Engineer,  Nassau,  Bahama*,  via  New  York      ■,     30 
Bury,  lanes -Infectious  Diseases  Hospital,  Bolton-ruad  (limit 

£12,900 ;  Asseesorl       £100,  £60,  £25     The  Borough  Engineer,  Corporation  Offices,  Bank-«tj«t,  Bniy   Dec.    1 
Hford-ChuTch  (limit  £1.000)      £20,  £15.  £10        J.  Lamb,  20,  Belmont-road.  nford,  Essex       „     1» 
Lymm— Council  Offices,  Whitbarrow-lane  (£2,800)    £2fi  (meiiged),  £16      W.  Mullard,  Clerk,  Council  Offices,  Lymm   ,     15 
Leicester— Workhouse  InflraUry  (360  patients)  and  Imbecfles' 
Home  (150  patientB)    £100,  £50,  £»5    The  Clerk  to  Board  of  Guardians,  Leicester         — 

LIST    OP   TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINOS. 

Tonypandy— Extending  Owalia  Restaurant      Wm.  Howells      Griffiths  and  Jones,  MM.8.A.,  Excelsior  Buildings,  Tonypaody   Oct.  28 
Abergwynfl— Alterations  of  Two  Cottages     Conserratire  Clab    LI.  Davies,  Architect,  Victoria  Buildings,  Neath      „     29 
Kennethmont— Workmen's  Houses,  Ardmore  Distillery    Charles  C.  Doig,  Architect,  Elgin      i,     28 
Blackbom— Nurses'  Home      Nursing  Amnciation    !..!    Stones  and  Stones,  Architects,  10,  Richmond-terrace,  Blackburn    ...    „     28 
Tantobie— Two  Houses    Lown  and  Williamson     H.  Moyle,  Architect.  Hobaon      „     28 
Oswestry— Rerooflng Gymnasium,  Victoria-street    G.  W.  lAcey.  C.E.,  Borough  Surveyor,  Guildhall,  Oswestry      „     98 
Buxton— Cottage,  Burbage  Reservoir    Urban  District  Council   Joeish  Taylor.  Clerk,  Buxton    ,     28 
Llandogo  — AlterationB  to  House  and  Lodge    Henry  de  la  Pasture     E.  M-  Bruce  Vaagrhan.  F.R.I.B.A.,  Cardiff      ,i     28 
Harrow,  W.— Manufacturing  Premises    Owen  P.  Parsong,  Architect.  It.  Temple-street.  Birmingham    ,      28 
Peny^raig— Additions  and  . Alterations  to  Gethia  Hotel    Rhondda  Valleys  Brewery  Cb   Griffitbs&  Jones,  M.M-S. A.,  Archts.,  Excelsior  Blding8.,Tonypandy    „     28 
Leixhp— Four  Labourers' Cottages       Celbtidge  Rural  District  Council  ...  The  Architect,  33,  Kildare-street,  Dublin      „     28 Edinburgh— Repairing  Dwelling-Houses,  &c.,  on  the  Estate  of 
Bomhouse  and  Camps    Corporation     The  City  Architect,  Edinburgh   ,     28 

North  Broomhill— Miners' Club    J.  McCloud,  Store-row,  North  Broomhill,  AcUiagton        28 
Canterbury-SLv  Cottages,  Sturry-road   Town  Council      The  City  Surveyor,  Tudor  Chambers,  Canterbury   ■     28 
Northallerton— Cottage     Urban  District  Council    W:  Fowle,  Clerk.  Northallerton      „     28 
Kantnrk— Additions  to  Old  School    P.  Horgan,  Percival-street,  Kantnrk      >,     SO 
Carlisle-Two  Houses,  Currock-road    A.  Holden    W.  Pogson,  Architect.  Devonshire-street,  Carlisle        ,>     SI 
Shipley— Detached  House   _    Samuel  Jackson  and  Son,  Architects,  Tanfleld  Chambers,  Bradford    „     39 
Southwold— Timber  Work  Cliff  Protection  Marine  VUla     Charles  Foster    F.  Ball,  Borough  Surveyor.  8,  Cht  ster-road,  Southwold       SJ 
Leeds-Rebuilding  Premises,  Land's-lane    Mallorie  and  Co    T.  Winn,  Architect,  92.  Albion-street,  Leeds       30 
Halifax— Foundries,  &c       Jackson  and  Fox.  Architects.  Rawson-etreet.  Halifax      „     30 
Bare — Three  Houses  and  One  Shop  on  Victoria  Esplanade     J.  C.  Turner    Albert  Gorton,  .\rchitect,  24.  The  Oescent,  Morecambe      n     31 
Sandown— Higher  Grade  Board  School    Brading  School  Board    Jami^a  Newman,  Architect,  Thornton,  Sandown          31 
Barry— Additions  to  Intermediate  School      Glamorgan  County  Council    T.  Hansel  Franklen.  Clerk,  Westgate-street,  Cardiff    >     31 
Grantown— Villa    James  Gilbert.  The  Square,  Grantown       „     31 
Amesbury— Additions  to  Sick  Wards,  Workhouse     Guardians      John  Harding  and  Son.  Architects,  5S,  High-street,  Salisbury         „     31 
Beaton— Dwelling  House       Whitfield  Foster    Donald  and  "Tate.  Architects.  U,  John-street,  Workington        31 
Fletton  Rural-Schools  (600)    School  Board    Wm.  Boyer,  Architect,  10a,  Cowgate,  Peterborough    ,     ."il 
Beaton -Two  Cottages    John  Pattinson    Donald  and  Tate,  Architects,  H.  John-etreet,  Workington        31 
Dublin— Twenty-Four  Labourers'  Cottages   in  Rathfamham, 
and  Twenty-Four  in  Clondalkin  Electoral  Divisions    South  Dublin  R.D.C    Thomas  Phelan,  (Herk,  Board  Room,  Jamea's^street,  Dublin    Nov.   1 

Myton-on-Swale- School      W.  Ward.  Myton  Hall,  Helperby      „       1 
Gayton— Alterations  to  Workhouse      Guardians     Herbert  T.  Tilson,  Architect,  Railway-road,  King's  Lynn          „       1 
Seaton— Two  Cottages    Francis  Corrie     Donald  and  Tate,  Architects,  U,  John-street,  Workington      „       1 
Mallow -Repairs  to  Cottages.  Sinking  Wells,  &c    Rural  District  Council     M.  Regan,  CTerk,  Mallow         1 
St.  Bodeanx— House  and  Stables      Dr.  Festing-Smith     Burgess  Foster.  Architect,  6.  James-street.  Plymouth      ,>       1 
London,  EC— Locomotive  Shed    East  Indian  Railway  Co    A.  P.  Dunstan.  Secretary,  Nicholas-lane,  London,  E.C      „       1 
Halifax— Primitive  Methodist  Chapel,  St.  Thomas-street    Medley  Hall.  Architect  and  Surveyor.  29,  Northgate,  Halifax      „       2 
Alresford— Additions  to  Workhouse    Guardians     W.  H.  Hunt,  Architect,  Alresford.  Hants          „       "i 
Crossgate— House,  Austhorpe-lanes     A.Stephenson     C.  Fredk.  Wilkinson,  Architect,  35,  Park-square,  Leeds        m       * 
Drogheda— Repairs  to  Workhouse    Guardians        J.  Turley.  Architect,  Drogheda       »       2 
Upper  Holloway,  N.-Chimney  Shaft  (lecft.)  at  Workhonse  ...  St.  Mary,  Islington,  Guardians    Wm.  Smith,  Architect,  65,  Chancery-lane,  W.C      ..       2 
Brecon— Intermediate  Schools    J.  H.  Phillips,  Cardiff,  and  F.  Baldwin,  Brecon,  Joint  Architects  ...    ,>       2 
Alresford -Additions  to  the  Workhouse    Guardians    W.  H.  Hunt,  Architect,  Alresford,  Hants       ,,       2 
Banff,  N.B.— Coastguard  Buildings    Admiralty     The  Coastguard  Station,  Banff,  N.B.      ,.       3 
Hessle- Committee-RooiE  at  Cottage  Homes    Guardians  of  Sculcoates  Union    "T.  Beecroft  Atkinson.  Architect,  11,  Trinity  House-lane,  Hull          3 
Dewsbury  — Branch  Store  and  House  at  West-town    Industrial  Society   Holtomand  Fox,  Architects.  Westgate,  Dewsbury          3 
Padstow— Coastguard  Buildings     Admiralty     The  Coastguard  Station,  Padstow          ,.       S 
Bicester— New  Floors  in  National  Schools    ;    Charles  W.  Brabant,  Hon.  Secretary.  South  View.  Bicester         « 
Rushall— Additions  to  Boys' School    School  Board    Hickton  and  Farmer,  Architects.  Bridge-street.  Walsall    ,       I 
Hesket— .Additions  and  Alterations  at  School    The  Rev.  J.  A.  Scott.  Vicarage,  Hesket.  near  Carlisle         < 
Cork— Ri  pairs  to  Labourers'  Cottages   District  Council     John  Cotter,  Clerk,  Board  R<x>m,  Workhonse,  Cork      ■,       * 
Stafford— Additious,  &c  .  to  County  Technical  Buildings    County  Council   ,.  H.  T.  Hare,  F.R.I.B.A.,  13,  Hart-street,  Bloomsbury-square,  W.C.    „       « 
Dundrum— Steam  Laundry  Buildings,  .i'c,  at  Central  Criminal 

Lunatic  Asylum    The  Office  of  Public  Works,  Dublin       .■       * 
Oldham  -  Public  Baths  at  Lowermoor     Market  and  Baths  Committee    8.  A.  Pickering.  A  M.I.C.E.,  Borough  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Oldham    „       <: 
Douglas,  I.M.— Completion  of  Enlargement  of  HeadPostOffloe  H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works     The  Secretarv,  H.M.  Office  of  Works,  &o..  Storey's  GJte,  S.W         7 
Amesbury—Weeleyan  Chapel    Moody  and  Sons .  Fisherton-street,  Salisbury      ••       f 
Walthamstow-Blackhorse-roid  School  (1.500)    Scho61  Board    W.  I.ingmore.  F.R.I.B.A.,  Bridge  Chmbs..  Hoe-st.,  Walthamstow    „       7 
Erdington— Airing-Shed  and  Improvements  at  Workhouse    Guardians  of  Aston  Union     C.  Whitwell,  Architect,  23.  Temple-row,  Birmingham       „       T 
Cardiff -Rebuilding  Premiseo.  High-street    E.  M.  Bruce  Vaughan,  F.R  I.B.A.,  Cirdiff         "> 
Enfleld— Alterations  and  Additions  to  Alma-road  School   School  Board    O.  E.  T.  Laurence,  Architect,  181.  Queen  Victoria-street,  E.C      „       7 
West  Brompton— Additions  to  Infirmary,  Fulham-road     St.  George's  Union  Guardians       E.  T.  Hall.  F.R  IB. A.,  Architect.  57,  Moorgate-street,  E.C      ■,       7 
Truro -Alterations  to  Royal  Cornwall  Infirmary    Charles  Cole.  Architect,  59,  High-street.  Exeter      ••       7 
Cymmer— Terrace  of  Seven  Houses       Arthur  O.  Evans,  Architect,  Pontypridd         S 
Waunllwyd- Forty  Houses   Joseph  Light,  Ebbw  Vale    SwalwelliCreighton, Archts., Steam  PacketChmbre.,Newprt,Mon.    „       9 
Llandovery— New  School,  Wings,  and  Alterations  to  College    Austin  and  Paiev,  Architects,  Castle  Park,  Lancaster      „       8 
Victoria,  Mon -Forty  Houses       Swalwell  and  Cr'eighton,  A.R.I. B. A,  Dock-street,  Newport,  Mon...    „       8 Hastings— Fireproof  Floor  to  Workhouse      Guardians     Jeffery  and  SkiUer,  Architects,  5,  Haveloek-road,  Hastmgs   ,       9 
Westbury-on-Sevem- Tramp  ̂ Varda    Guardians    W.  Fitzgerald  Jones.  21,  George-street,  Gloucester      „     13 
Leicester— Wholesale  Market  in  Uiilford-street    Corporation     Walter  Brand,  A.R  I.B.A..  10,  BisihoD-street,  Leicester    .....    „     IS 
Battersea— Two  Houseji  at  Heathwell  Pumping  Station       London  County  Council    The  Engineer's  Department,  County  Hall,  Soring  Gardens,  8. W.  ...    „     1* 
Woolwich -Public  Library,  William-street       Board  of  Health    Church,  (inick.  and  WhinoOT,  Architects,  William-st.,  Woolwich  ..    „     14 
Exeter— Ortices  at  St.  Band's  Station    Great  Western  Railway  Co    O.  K.  Mills.  Secretary,  Paddtngton  Station.  Ixindon        1* 
Bath— Forty  Dwellings  for  Labouring  Classes  in  Dolemeads  ...  Urban  Sanitary  Authority     Charlea  R.  Fortune,  City  Surveyor,  Guildhall,  Bath   ,     1* 
Rhyl— School  BuiIdtDi;a    Governors  of  County  Schools     Frank  H.  Shavlor,  Architect.  Belvoir  House,  Shrewsbury   >     15 
Southampton -Workhouse  Infirmary,  Shirley  Warren     Guardians    W.  H.  Mitchell,  Son.  and  Outtridge.  .Architects.  Southampton        2J 
CricUade- County  Police-station    Wilts  Standing  Joint  Committee    ..  Charles  S.  Adye.  County  Surveyor,  County  Offices,  Trowbridge       28 
Swindon— Hospital  Buildings     Swindon  A-  District  Hospital  Board  HalliJay  and  Rodger,  Architects.  14,  High-street,  Cardiff    Dec.    2 
Isle  of  Walney— Two  Hundred  Workmen's  Dwellings     Vicars,  Sons,  and  Martin   The  Isle  of  Walney  Estates  Co.,  Ltd.,  Walney         — 
Poole -Two  Cottages,  Stable,  Coach-House,  ic    F.  Butler,  Carriage  Works,  Poole        — 
Northboume-Repairs  to  Church   The  Rector  or  Churchwardens,  Northboume,  Deal            — 
Stockton-Rebuilding  71,  High-street    8.  B.  Eadea    T.  W.  T.  Richardson,  Architect,  57,  High-street,  Stockton         — 
Ashton-under-Lyne— Houses  (17  to  40)   .*.    Samuel  Lomas.  5,  Stockport-road.  Ashton-under-Lyne        — 
Prestatyn -ViUa       Burton  &  Percival,  Archts.,  150a,  Stamf ord-st. ,  Ashton-u.-Lyne  ...      — 
Barry-New  Buildings  off  Park-crescent    W.  J.  Rogers,  Ltd   J.  P.  Jones,  Richards,  and  Budgen,  Archts.  13.  St.  Miry-st.,  Cardiff      — 
Rawtenstall-House.  Warehouse,  and  Stable  at  Holme  Bank    John  Taylor,  6.  Ormerxl-street.  Rawtenstall,  Lanes         — 
Bexley  Heath -Six  Tenement  Houses    Hawkins  &  ElgeMmbe,  Architects,  2J,Henriett»i-st.,Covent  Garden      — 
Lochraaddy— School  and  Teachers' House  at  Kylis  Flodda     South  Uist  School  Board    A.  MacElfrish,  CI.  rk,  Lochmaddy   •■      — 
East  Ham -Congregational  Church     J.  D.  and  8,  J.  Miuld,  Architects,53.  Queen  Victoria-street,  E.C...      — 
Utley -Additions  to  the  Roebuck  Inn     John  Judson  and  Moore.  Architects,  York  Chambers,  Keighley        — 
Consett  -Two  Engine  Houses    Iron  Co.,  Ltd   The  Engineer's  Office,  Consett,  Durham        — 
Lulworth  — Restoring  Buttresses  of  East  Lulworttil^wer      The  Rev.  R.  Usher,  East  Lulworth  Vicarage,  Wareham          — 
Blackburn -Steam  Laundry    Stones  and  Stones,  Architects,  10,  Richmond-torrace,  Blackbnra  ...      — 
Leigh —Warehouse  at  Albion  Ironworks    Harrison,  M'Oregor,  and  Co   J.  C.  Prestwieh.  Architect,  Leigh          — 
Wombwell— Chimney  ,40  yards)  at  Main  CdUiery    The  Colliery  Offices,  Worabwell.  Yorks        — 
Leeds— Warehouse    W.  Ruiby.  ryn.  Meadow-lane.  Leeds        — 
Buxton— Two  Detached  Villas   B.  Waidle    Oarlick  and  Flint,  Architects,  Terrace-road,  Buxton         — 
Dlverston-Bank,  County-square      Settle  and  Farmer,  Architects,  Ulverston        — 
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Castleford-SiTt  HouMa,  Ambler-street    Oareide  und  renninBt.)n,  Ar.'hiUcU,  Central  Chambers,  CasUeford  — 
Warsaw- Freezing- 1  hamberB,  Jtc.,  in  Market  Halls      Mimioipuitr    The  OommerLialD.pt.  of  the  Forei(ni  Ollice,  Whitehall,  8.W    — 
Great  Yarmouth —Kogineor's  Shops,  Foundry,  and  Stoi«s       Cmbtree  anil  €•>.,  Knfnn't'm,  (ireat  Yarmouth       — 
Preesall— House   ;■••,;;    Jo*"*  I^wr.nHon,  <1,  I^imlon-atreet,  Fleetwood       — 
lieds—Frame  Schoolhonse,  Cardigan-road    St.  Margaret  s  Church  Trustees    Corxon  iiml  Jonen.  Archit«u,  25,  Cook-atreet,  Leeds    — 
Kothbury-Housea      ■•■   i---    Thdinan  Miickle,  It.ithbury    — 
Carlisle -Converting  30,  Lowther-street,  into  Business  Premises  Clark  Bros,  and  Co    T.  Taylor  Scott,  F.K.I.B.A..  W.  I.oirther.«tr«et,  Carlisle     — 

Hford-Conprej^tional  Church   .'    J.  1>.  and  S.  J.  MouM,  Arrhit^-'cta,  52,  (ineen Victoria-street,  E.C....  — 
Broughton-in-Fumess— Washhousesand  W.C.'s  at  Cinder  Hill     John  Clark,  Solicitor.  Brou^hton    — 
Leeds -Business  Premises  and  Manager's  House,  Chiypit-lane..  Henry  Clarkson      Butler,  Wilnon,  and  H^U-nhy,  Architects,  12,  East  Parade,  Leeds  ...  — 
Richmond  -  Fifty  Houses     J.  PenninKton,  1'  A. I..  Hurvi.yor.  Richmond     — Abergavenny— Additions  to  National  Schools,  Hereford-road    E.A.Johnson,  F.K. I. B. A.,  Abergavenny    — 
Oorton-Extensions  to  Stables    Urban  District  Council    The  Council  oiiice,  nv.lo-roa<l.  Oorton    — 
TottHnhara— Sis-Roomed  Ilousea  in  Bruce-grove    8.  Ford.  A.lt.I.B.A.,  V.S  I.,  Archt..  3.  Bouth-s(i.,Oray's  Inn,  W.C.  — 
lUllyd:irc -Rebuilding  Dye-House,  &c    The  \7hiti>iirk  Fininhing  Curnpany,  Ballyclara    — 
r.a.hr-Wesleyan  Chapel   Ch»p«l  Trustees      J.  P.Jom-»,  [iichnr.l«,  and  I)u.l|(.'n,ArchU.,  8t.  Mary-street, Cardiff  — 
Eaaington- Cottages    Tlie  Ri»ington  I'oal  Comiwiny,  Limited.  Sunderland       — 
rlowne— Sixty  Houses    Frank  ('(Kik,  Arihil,.ct,  ■.>■.'.  l.,-,  ming-stivet,  Mannlleld       — 
.'^taiTord— -Vlteration  to  Premises  in  Lichfleld-ioad   Laundry  Co    J.  (ioixlchild,  Ilaz.-lJ.nc.  suir.ird         — 
Bradford-Alteration  to  Premises.  All  Saints'-rood    O.  C.  Itoss,  Archilwt,  Morl..y-^tn-.t.  Bradford    — 
Morecambe-Concert  Hall,  West  End  Market     H.  Howarth,  -Vrchiltct,  7,  It.T-.nUroad,  Morerambe,  W    — 
Barrow-Alterations  to  Albion  Hotel       Henry  Spencer  and  Co    E.  M.  Young.  Ar.  hitect.  Wl,  l)uk.-«treet.  Barrow    — 
Earl's  Barton  — Games  Rooms,  &c.,  at  Institute    MomIi-v  .V  And.'nwn,  Archil.-ots,  Fijih-«t.,  Northampton    — 
Tottenlmm-Work  m  Woodlands  Park  and  Alexandra  Schools  School  Board    O.  E.  T.  Ijiurnnc.',  Archit.><-t,  HI,  (jueco  Victoria-street,  E.C    — 
Ilklev- Additions  to  Property  in  The  Orove     Empsall  and  rlarkson,  Archit^.-cts,  7.  Exchange,  Bradford       — 
Burnley- Brick  Warehouse,  Wrk  Horse-yard    Misses  Harker     G.  B.  Uawcliile,  Arohitwt, .',,  Nicholas-street,  Burnley     — 
ehircbrook-  Xave  and  Aisle  to  Holy  Trinity  Church     Hedley  J.  I'riie.  A. It. I.  B.  A.,  J  I,  r^ow-pivcinent.  N'ottingham    — 
Caatleton— New  Works       David  Bridge  and  Co    T.  Townsend.  jun.,  Arehit.'ct,  IJiitriet  Bunk  (  hambers,  Rochdale  ..  — 
Hamilton- District  Offices    Alexander  lullen,  F  It  I  B.A  ,  Brnndun  Chatnbem,  Hamilton     — 
Dundrura-Rusiness  Premises    J.  M'Clofferty    J.  J.  M'Donnell.  .M.It  I.A.I.,  •-'7.  Chichi-ater-«tre<t,  Belfast    — 
Shipley-Club  Premises     J.  Jackson,  M.8.A.,  ArchiUct,  Barry-street,  Bradford     — 
Ashtou-\mder-Lyne— Shops  in  Warrington-street  and  Additions 

to  George  and  Dragon  Hotel    Oortsides,  Limited    J.Eaton. Sons, ,\r  Cantrell,Archts.,BankBldngs.,Ashton-under-Lyne  — 
nor  B-ich— Four  Houses  and  .Shop  Premises    Ernest  W.  Dyson,  An^hitect,  17,  Lee-lane,  Horwich    — 
Colne—Technieiil  SchooU  an.l  Library    Corporation      Woodhou-ieand  WillouKhby,  loi),  King-atre<!t,  JIanchester    — 
I-etds— Baptist  Chapel,  Bee.ston  Hill      W.  .\.  ilobson,  Arehit,>et,  .s-.i,  Albton-streot,  T^e'-ds     — 
Ki.ld-rminster— Addition  to  Carr,t  Manufactory    Carpet  Manufacturing  Co    Oething  and  Son,  Architects,  i  ixford  Chambem,  Kidderminster    — 
Droylsden -Additions  to  St.  SItiry's  Church  Schools     J.  Eaton.  Sons.  \:  C^intrell,  Archts,,  Bonk  Bldgs.,  Asbton-under-L.  — 
Hurat- Colliers'  Arms  Iim,  Hillgate-etreet    Walker  and  Homfray,  Ltd    Eaton.  Honn,  .^  Canlrell,  Archts.,  Bank  Bldgs,  Ashton-under-Lyne.  — 
Keighley -"Working  Men's  Club,  Calversyke    G.  H.  Knowles,  Architect.  Burlington  Chambers,  Keighley    — 
Stocktleld-on-Tyne -Schools    Bromley  &  Bywell  (U.D.)  School  B.  J.  Wm.  Rounthwaite,  i:),  Mosley-street,  Newcastle-on-Tyne     — 
Oosforth- Stiperintendent's  Residence  at  Lunatic  Asylum     John  W.  Dyson,  f>7,  f}rey-str»et,  Newcastle    — Hucknall  Torkard— Alterations  to  Beardall-street  School    School  Board    A.  N.  Bromley,  Architect,  Prudential  Buildings,  Nottingham    — 

ENQINEEBINa. 

Totnes— Culvert  at  Dean  Prior    Rural  District  Council    Charles  KUis,  Highway  Surveyor,  Buckfostleigb    Oct.  28 
Midleton— Deepening  Pump     Rural  District  Council      Wm.  R<x-he,  Clerk,  Midlet^jn          „     28 
Cordiff-Tub'ilar  Tank  at  Workhouse     Guardians    A.  J.  Harris,  Clerk,  Inion  Olllces,  Cardiff       „     28 
Dartmouth -Laying  Stoneware  Pipes     Urban  District  Council    J.  H.  Wallis.  Wat,:T  Inspector,  1,  Victoria-rood,  Dartmouth       „     28 
Bicester— Sin'/cing  Well,  ic    Urban  District  Council    E.  F.  Tanner,  Clerk,  Market  Hill,  Bicester             30 
8tonehav,^n— Harbour  Extension       Harbour  Trustees       Jas.  Barron.  M.I.C.K.,  1.  Bon  Accord-street,  Aberdeen      ,,     80 
Port  Klizabeth  to  Huniansdorp.  Capetown— Railway  (70  miles)    The  General  Manager  of  Railways,  Capetown         „      30 
Birkenhead  -  Cooking  .-Vpp^nitus  at  Workhouse  at  Tranmere  ..  Guardians     E.  Kirby.  Architect, .'»,  Cook-ntrl-et,  Liveiyool        „      30 
Aylesbury— Machinery  at  Sewage  Dispo.sal  Works     Urban  District  Council    J.  H.  Bradford,  Surveyor.  •.;,  Uickford'a  Ilill,  Aylesbury        ,,     31 
Chipping  Campden—Waterwork.s     Rural  District  Council     Nicholson  Lailey,  .V.M.I  <'.E.,  Itj,  George-street,  Westminster        31 
Whickham.  Durham— Reconstruction  of  the  Keelman's  Bridge, 

Swalwell     Urban  District  Council    John  McGregor,  71,  Spoor-street,  Dunston   Nov.    1 
Upper  HoUoway,  N.— Boiler  and  Flues,  &c.,  at  St.  John's-road 
Workhouse    St.  Mary,  Islington,  Guardians    Wm.  Smitlf,  Architect,  &'>,  Chancery-lane,  W.C         2 

Castle  Donicgton— E.xten3ioB  of  Water  Mains    Rural  District  Council     G.  and  F.  W.  Hodson,  Engineers,  lyiughborough   ,       2 
r.ytham-Pipe  Inlying    Urban  District  Council    H.  Bancroft,  Civil  Enginwr,  «•<.  Mosley-street,  Manchester      „       2 
NorthlieJd-sinking  Bore  Hole     Guordionsof  King's  Norton  Union  E.  Docker,  Clerk.  King's  Norton      „       2 
Sydney,  New  South  Wales- Refuse  Destructor,  &c    Municipal  Council     Jno.  R.  Palmer, 'Town  CI.  rk,  Sydney          „       | 
Faversham  -Sinking  Well    WsterCo    Baldwin  Latham,  M.I.C.E.,  1.1,  Victoria-street,  Westminster         4 
Worcester— Covering  Pure- Water  Tank  at  Waterworks       Corporation      Thomas  Caink,  A.M  ICE..  City  Engineer,  Guildhall,  Worcester  ...    „       6 
Llandudno  -Djnamo9,  ic    Urban  District  Council    Preece  and  Cardew.  1.1,  (luecn  Annca-gste,  Westminster,  8.W      „       9 
Maid-stone  — Electric-Lighting  Plant    Corporation       Stevens  .md  Barker,  Engineers,  St.  Peter-street,  Maidstone         6 
Wrexham— Boiler  and  Engine  House  Plant      Town  Council     W.  H.  Trentham.  .•».  Victoria-street,  Westminster,  8. W      „       8 
East  Retford-Machinery,  &c.,  for  Lifting  Sewage    Corporation     J.  C.  Melliss,  M.I.C.E.,  itil.  Oreshom  House,  Old  Brood-st.,  E.C. ...    „     10 
Worrington-CoveredConcreteService  Reservoir  (<,000,OCOgal.)  Corporation     James  Deos,  C.E.,  M.I. M.E.,  Bank  House,  Warrington      „     11 
Latheronwheel— Concrete  Breakwater    Caithness  County  Coimcil    James  Fraser,  Civil  Engineer,  Inverness    ,     11 
Croydon— Electric  Lighting   at  Workhouse,    Infirmary,   and 

Union  Offices    Guardians     A.  W.  Sdater,  A.M.I.C.E..  ISl,  Oxford-street,  W       13 
:  London.  E.c.—Engines,  Tires.  &c    Burma  Railways  Co    The  Company's  Oiliccs,  7f,  Oreiham  House,  Old  Broad-et.,  E.C      „     13 
t,  IJondudno— Extension  of  Outfall     Urban  District  Council    E.  Paley  Stephenson,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Llandudno     IS 
J  Bu-kenhead-ElectricMotor-Cars    Corporation      C.  Brownridge,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro' Eng.,TownHall.  Birkenhead          14 
I  Beckton,  E. -Overhead  Traveller.  Outfall  Works    London  County  Council    The  Engineer's  Department,  County  Hall.  Spring  Gardens,  8.W.  ...    „     14 
■  Port  Dund.is-Two  -iiWH.P.  Au.xiliary  Engines    Glasgow  Corporation    John  Young,  General  Manager,  8S,  Renfleld-atreet,  Glasgow        „      14 

Cjocton-on-Sei-Csst-IronMam  v7J  miles  of  llin.)    Urban  District  Council    J.  Taylor,  Sons,  i  Santo  Crimp, C.E.,  Ot.  Oeorge-st.,  Westminster..     „      IS 
Blackburn -Six-Cell  Destruc'or.Daisyfleld.    William  Stubbs,  Borough  Engineer,  Blackburn        IS 
Hoyl.ike— Electric  Lighting  Plant    Urban  District  Council    T.  L.  Miller.  M.I.E.E..  7,  Tower  Buildings  N..  Water-st.,  Liverpool    „     1.'. 
Bodmm— Water  Supply  Works,  Bridgend,  St.  Winnow    Rural  District  Council     WilHam  J.  Jenkins  M.S..4..  Surveyor,  Bodmin          „      13 
Leeds— Water  Mam  n  miles  1,170  yards  of  soft.)     Corporation     T.  Hewson,  M.I.C.E.  Waterworks  Engr.,  Municipal  Bldngs.,  Leeds    „     17 
ftodsham— Waterworks    Rural  District  Council      G.  F.  Aahton.  Clerk.  71.  High-street,  Runcorn         17 
Middlesbrough-Condensmg  Plant,  &c     Electric  Lighting  Committee     R.  Hammond,  M.LC.E,  si.  Victoria-street,  Westminster,  S.W.          22 
Panama— Aqueduct    Her  Majesty's  Consul  at  Panama       Dec.  30 
Porto  Alegre— Electric  Lighting    Municipality  of  Porto  Alegre    The  Commercial  Department  of  the  Foreign  Olfice,  Whitehall,  S.W.    „     31 
KurunegoU  to  Kankaaanturai,  Ceylon— Railway  ('200  miles)    ...  Ceylon  Government    The  Colonial  Secretary.  Colombo   Jan.    4 

I  Ilford- Portable  Steel  Crane  :3-toni     Gas  Co    The  Engineer's  OiHce.  G.i.sworks,  nfoid         — 
L  ddington- Electric  Lighting  Plant    J.Watson.  Builder.  Uddin-rton.  Scotland             — 
Stepney  -Cooking  and  Heating  Apparatus,  lUtdiffe  Workhouse  Guardians           R.  Banks  Martin.  Archit-<t.  li«,  Plaahet-jrore,  East  Ham        — 
Chetwynd  Aston -Waterworks       Newport  Rural  District  CouncU    W.  Wyatt,  Engine,-r,  Bryndwr,  All  Saints,  Shrewsborr        — 
Morecambe-ElectricLightmg  Extensions    Urban  District  Council    C.  F.  Parkin.*m,  .M  IE  K  .  Wood  Hill-lone,  Horecombe         — 
Wamngton-Ajr  Compressors    Sonitory  Works  Committee    The  Sanitary  Engineer's  Oilice,  Bonk  House,  Warrington        — 
Earls  Barton -Storage  Tank      Wellingborough  R.D.C    Sharman  and  Archer,  Wellingborough        — 
bt.  Pancras -Temporary  Generating  Plant    Vestry        C.  H.  F.  Barrett,  Vestry  ilerk.  Vestry  Holl,  Pancros-road,  N.W.  ...      — 

FENOINO    AND    'WALLS. 
I^ndonderry-Walla  and  GaU  Piers  at  Brook  Park          Brook  Trustees    M.  A.  Robinson,  M.R.I.  A.I.,  Richmond-street,  Londonderry    Oct.  30 Macclesfield- Oak  Pork  Pale-Fence  at  the  Paddock  to  West-  i  .  ̂^•,    i^ 

'  Ti?,2SSj°ro''t   '^■^■■■■■■■■■■■■■ii^;,--^-   ,■   Cemetery  Committee    Edward  E.  .\dshead  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall.  Macclesfield...  Nov.  1 Borgoeu,  wales- Kgoining  Walls,  Basement,  and  Drainage  ...  Honbury  Arms  Hotel    D.  J.  Lougher.  Architect.  Bink  Chombcrs,  Pontypool       .     .  „  1 
maydon-on-Tyne--CreosotedMilitaryFencing(9'i01inealyards)  UrbanDistrictCouncU    G.  Symon,  Council  Offices,  Bloydon      '  .' .     ,  2 Westminster  -  Retaining  Walls  and  Foundations  for   Pubhc    

«,2^»!',v^»*,S.'"'r''^    i   W,i-V   V.      .         ,        ̂ ^  Commi-isionera  of  Works    The  Seoetiiry,  H.M.  Office  of  Works,  Storey's  Gate,  S.W.        15 
<ir««t  Berkhampetead -Boundary  WaU,  Lower  King  >-road    ..  Urban  District  Council    Edward  H.  Adey,  Surveyor,  Shi ubiands-tenmce,  Berkhompsleod  ..      — 

FXJRNITUBB    AND    FITTINGS. 

ii         Hi^^°n'!r'£'''-''^^o°^  ?*¥**^   Guardians    J.  H.  Musgrave.  Hcrk.  Coekcrmouth       Oct    29 

'I         ̂SSa'l-B:iik^.'*T^^iV.,'''.t'"BS^e  Holise.  iiiiit  """""*""  °'  ̂'^  *^'  ̂ '^■'  '    '"'"  °'^"""  °'"^  "'•  ''»•-•-"*»•  ̂ ^PP"  Hollo-y,  N'.!    Nov.    1 

MScW-R^;Po;iaaiBkiii-ii.dRttii^-^^^  ^"""'"     L.CoUwynI^w„.  Secretly,  Grammar  School,  8«u»e.       ..       9 
street  Baths    Baths  Committee    The  City  Surveyor,  Town  HoU.  Monehoter       „     13 

MK^h^~M^rd  Jj2??^^^li°^l5^?''   Tr"^"   •    TheReT.B..\u«wnrth.Es.iogwoId.Yorki     Oct.  28 
rumlevTintS^^',''-;'^  "^^  L'?>'^  Station     Mogirtrates  and  CouncU     The  Burgh  Eogmc-r.  1,  Parliament^uore,  Edinburgh  .....    .7    M 
Bermondsev  Tp     t!.^  n  1?^  ̂   i'   Km   VJ    Guardians     J.  8.  Horn,  Herk.  Union  Offices,  Burnley       "   Nov.    1 
uteemuuie    oevenHhope   _    O.  W.  Cobhom,  Surveyor,  1,  Edwin-street,  Grarewnd          - 
_      .    _  PliTTKBIHO   AMD    OltAZnta. 

Hu»rt-PIumbins,ic.,CoUiet8- Arms  Inn,  HUlgate-street         J.  Eotoo,  Sons,  and  Contrsll.  Bonk  Chomben,  Ashto.-undei-LyB«     - 
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Emsworth— FaTing,  &c.,  Station-Toad    
Bath-Completing  Kin sfBh ill-road,  Upper  Ksowie    
Omagh— KoadMainteoance   
East  Orinatead— Makicg-up  Charlvood-row,  Darkiiu-road,  and 
Wellington  Town-roatt     

Coventry- Completing  Upper  York-street    
Shipley— Paving,  ic..  Kegent-strtet   
York— Street  Worka      
Altofts,  Yorks— Kerbing,  &c.,  Church-road      
Silloth,  Cumberland— Flagging,  &c   
Hove— Roadmaking  in  Carlij^le-road   
Caetleford— Improvement  Work*.  Bridge-street     
Cron^r-Making-up  Cabbel-road  and  Cadogan-road  (East)   
Hessle- Kerbing  and  Channelling  Koadwayt   
Eaatboume— Paving  Thirteen  Roads   
Alverstoke— yomilng  Fatha,  Ann's  HUl-road     
Erith— Street  Works,  Manor-road   
Camberley— Levelling,  ic,  Two  Private  Streets   
Primley— Improvements  at  Frimley  Green   
Old  nill-Forming.  &c.,  Clifton-street   
Southampton— AHpbalting  French-street   '... 
Annley- Flagging  Sixteen  Houses  near  Cair  Crofts    
London,  EC— Concreting  (17,00o  yards)   
Norden,  Lanes— Kerbing,  &c.,  Clapgate-road   

BOADS    AKS    STBEETS. 

Warblington  U.D.C    Frank  Swinburne,  Snrveyor,  West-Street,  Emsworth. 
  ,    Bpackman  and  Son,  6,  Terrace-walk,  Bath   
Bond  District  Cotmcil     William  Cathcart,  Clerk,  Omagh   

.  Oct.  28 

.  „  2S 

.     „      2S 
Urban  District  Council    R.  Wilds.  Surveyor,  Council's  Offices,  East  Grinstead   Corporation     J.  Swindleburst,  City  Engineer.  Coventry     
Urban  District  Coimdl    Jno.  8.  Rhodes.  Clerk,  Manor  House,  Shipley   
Corporation      Alfred  Creer.  City  Engineer.  Guildhall,  York   
Urban  Dii^trict  Council   W.  Wilkinson,  Sur^-eyor.  District  Council's  Oiiice,  Altofts    
Holme  Cultram  U.D.C    George  Armstrong.  Architect,  21.  Bank-street.  Carlisle   
   H.  H.  Scott.  Borough  Suncyor,  Town  Hall,  Hove   
Urban  District  Council    W.  Green.  Survyor,  Castleford  ...    
Urban  District  Council    A.  F.  Scott.  Surv.yor,  Church-atreet.  Cromer   
Guardians    T.  Beecroft  Atkinson,  Architect,  11,  Trinity  Hoose-laae.  Hull     
Highways  Committee    R-  M.  Oloyno.  .^..M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Eistboame 
Burial  Board    H.  A.  F.  Smith.  Surveyor,  Hit-h-street,  Gosport    
Urban  District  Council    The  Surveyor,  lli','h-9treet,  Enth     
Urban  District  Council    W.  J.  Hodsson.  Surveyor,  High-street,  Camberley   
Urban  District  Council    W.  J.  Hodgson.  High-street,  Camberley   
Urban  District  Council    Daniel  Wright.  Cleric.  Lawrence-lane.  Old  Hill   
Corporation     W.  B.<V.  Bennett.  Boro*  Engineer,  Municipal  Offices,  Southampton 
             B.  Anderson,  Prospect  House,  Littlemoor-road,  Pudsey      
   P.  K..c'o8treetandCo.,80,  Comhill.  E.C   
Urbsin  District  Council    J.  W.  Sunderland,  Surveyor,  Church  View,  Norden   

Nov. 
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Frimley— Sewering  Frimley-road      Urban  District  Council    W.J.  Hodgron,  Surveyor,  High-street,  Camberley   
Keighley-Sewering,  Paving,  &c    Corporation     W.  H.  Hopkinson,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Borough  Engineer,  Keighley   
Whickham,  Durham— Two  Public  Convenience*    Urban  District  Council    John  McGregor,  71,  Spoor-street,  Dunston   
Felling— Laying  Drain  at  Bill  Quay    Urban  District  Council    H.  Miller,  C.E  ,  Surveyor,  Council  Offices,  Felling    
Ware— Sewage  Carriers  at  Ryo  House  Sewage  Farm    Urban  District  Council    J.  Goddard.  Surveyor,  Xew-road,  Ware    
Deal— Underground  Lavatory,  Boach-street     Urban  District  Council    The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office.  23.  Queen-street,  Deal    
Govan— Sewers,  &c   Joint  Railway  Committee    James  Deas,  Jun.,  C.E.,  63.  BothweU-street,,  Glasgow    
Deal— Additions  to  Broad-street  Lavatory   Urban  District  Council    The  Borough  Surveyor's  Office,  23.  Queen-street,  Deal    
Cricklade— Sewage  Disposal  Works     Rural  District  Council     N.J.  Cuss,  Engineer,  Cricklade    .,   
Edinburgb—UnderCTOund  Convenience  at  St.  Maiy-street    Magistrates  and  Council     Thus.  Hunter,  W. 8.,  Town  Clerk,  City  Chambers,  Ediuborgh   
Walsall-Urinal  in  Fleck-road    Corporation     The  Borough  Surveyor,  Bridge-street.  Walsall   
Teddington  — Sewer    Url»n  District  Council    M.  Hainaworth,  Surveyor.  Council  Offi-^es,  Teddington   
Golder's  Hill— Sewerage  Works    „    Hendon  Urban  District  Council    S.  Slater  Grimley.  Engineer.  Public  Offices.  Hendon,  N.W   
Frinton-on-Sea- Sewer  at  Victoria -terrace    Tendring  Rural  District  Council    W.  Gijlds,  Surveyor,  9,  Landermere-road,  Thorpe-le.Soken   
Ryton-on-Tyne— Sewer  at  Clara  Vale     Urb-in  District  Council    John  P.  Dalton.  Engineer,  Ryton      
Darton— Sewerage  and  Sewage  Disposal  Works    Urban  District  Council    W.  H.  Ridford.  C.E..  Pelhain  Chambers,  Angel-row,  Nottingham 
Billericay— Sewers,  Arc.  (6,C00  yards)    Rural  District  Council     Bailey-Denton.  Son,  &Lawford,  M.M.I.C.E.,Bridge-st.,Wstmn«ter 
Kingsdere— Drainage  Works     Rural  District  Council     John  Barnes,  Clerk,  Kingsclere   
Cucafleld— Sewers  (12,160  yards)    Rural  District  Council       J.  Mansergh,  Engineer,  6,  Victoria-street,  Westminster      
Morecambe— Sewers,  &c    Urban  District  Council    Beesley,  Son,  and  Nichols,  II,  Victoria-st.,  Westminster,  8. W   
Concepcion— Drainage  and  Waterworks    Chilian  Government     The  Commercial  Department  of  the  Foreign  Office.  S.W   
Homeoton,  N.E.— Lavatories,  &c.,  at  Perseverance  Club     Thos.  Jones,  Secretary,  17  and  19,  Church-road,  Homerton,  N.E.  ... 
Dartford-Main  Sewer  on  Building  Estate    C.  E.  Vaugban,  F.RI.B.A.,  11,  Adam-street,  Strand,  W.C   
Wilmalow— Sewers     John  Bovden,  .^.il.I.C.E.,  U,  RidgeSeld,  Manchester    
Wallingfen— Sewer    Howden  Rural  District  Council    Henry  Green,  Clerk,  Howden   
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Lytham— Flanged  Pipes  (44  tons  of  15in.)     
"Torquay- Cast-iron  Pipes  (150  tons)   
Uphall  Station -Double-Headed  Steel  Rails  (2  miles)      
India  Offlce—Sleel  Tires   
Bethnal  Green— Lamp  Columns  (100),  Gully  Gratings  (100), 

and  Manhole  Covers  ;iOO)    
Edinburgh— Dry-Sand  Cast-iron  Pipes  (920  tons)      
Clacton-on-Sea— Cast-iron  Socket  and  Spigot  Pipes  (50  tons)... 
Glasgow— Cast-iron  Pipes  vlO  miles  of  2in.)      
Leigh  — Steel  Girders  at  Albion  Ironworks   
Cambridge— Cast-iron  Socket  Gas-Mains  (1,100  yards)    
Leigh — (^t-Iron  Columns  at  Albion  Ironworks    
Castleton-Cast-Iron  Work,  Steel  Girders,  &c   

STEEIi    AND    IRON. 

Urban  District  Council    Henry  Bancroft,  Civil  Engineer,  89,  Mosley-street,  Manchester     Oct.  2? 
Water  Committee    W.  Ingham,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Town  Hall  Chambers,  Tor.iuay      „     33 
Edinboro' District  Lunacy  Board...  Andrew Ferrier,  Clerk,  Castle-terrace,  Edinburgh    ,     31 
Secretary  of  State  for  India   The  Director-General  of  Stores,  India  Office,  Whitehall,  S.W   ,     31 

Vestry  of  St.  Matthew     F.  W.  Barratt,  Surveyor,  Vestry  Hall,  Church-row,  Bethnal  Green  Nov.   2 
Edinboro' &  District  Water  Trustees  J.  and  A.  Leslie  and  Reid,  C.E.,  72a.  George-street,  Edinburgh    „       6 
Urban  District  Council    Sydney  Francis,  Engineer,  Town  Hall  Buildings,  Clacton-on-Sea ...  „      6 
Corporation     Sir  James  Marwick.  Town  Clerk,  City  Chambers,  Glasgow     „     20 
Hanison,  M'Gregor,  and  Co   J.  C.  Prestwich,  Architect,  Leigh     — 
  Rowe  and  Scott,  C.E.,  Park  House  Cambridge    — 
Harrison,  M'Gregor,  and  Co   J.  C.  Prestwich,  Architect,  Leigh     — 
David  Bridge  and  (3o    T.  Townaend,  jun..  Architect,  District  Bank  (Jhambers,  Rochdale  ..  — 

STORES. 

Witham— Granite  (500  tons)   
Wi^n— Lime  for  Making  Mortar  (One  Year)    
Rochester- Fireclay  Retorts,  Firebricks,  and  Clay    
Glasgow— Bricks,  Fireclay.  Sewage  Pipes.  &c   
London,  E.G.- Steel,  Bar  Iron,  Copper  Pipes,  Paints,  &c   
Alvaston— Broken  Granite  (SLx  Motiths)   
Sheffield— Fireclay  Goods  (One  Year)      
Bamet— Road  Materials.  Arc.  (One  Year)   
Deansgrange,  Ireland— Sea-Gravel  for  "VValks  (100  tons)    
Sheffield- Fireclay  Goods  (One  Year)      
Manchester— Granite  Setts  (10,000  tons)    
Teddington— Broken  Granite  (1,000  cubic  yards)   
Armagh— Road  Materials    
Teddington— Kentish  Pit  Flints  (2,000  cubic  yards)   
Birmingham -Iron  and  Steel  Ware,  Bricks.  Lime,  Cement,  and 

Earthenware  Drain  Pipes,  &c.  (One  Year)    
Tynemouth— Flags  (l.SOOsq.yd.)  and  Granite  (l.GOOsq.yd.)     
Paisley-Glass  (3.600eq.ft.)  and  Tarred  Felt  (10,800aq.ft.)   
TJnemouth— Iron  Slag  (350  tons)     
Rlanchester- Glazed  Earthenware  Sewer  Pipes,  &c.  (One  Year). 
Oldham— Slate  or  Marble  for  Divisions  to  Public  Baths   

Urban  District  Council . 

Rochestr.Chatham,  i-  Strood  Gas  Co. 
Glasgow  &  South- Wcatem  Ry.  Co. 
Madras  Railway  Ckimpany    
Urban  District  Council   
Sheffield  United  Gaslight  Co   
Urban  District  Council   
Deane^range  Joint  Burial  Board  ... 
United  Gaslight  Co   
Tramways  Committee      
Urban  District  Council   
Urban  District  Council   
Urban  District  Council   

Water  Committee 
Corporation    

Corporation    
Paving  Committee 

Bindon  Blood.  Clerk,  Witham   
J.  J.  Chamock,  Town  Chrk.  Wigan   
J.  M.  Veevers.  Engineer  and  Secretary,  Gas  Offices,  Rochester 
F.  H.  Gillie,  Secretary,  St.  Enoch  Station,  GUsgow   
Julian  Byrne,  Secretary,  61.  New  Broad-street,  E.C   

,  Edwin  Wildsmith,  Clerk,  Council  ijfflce.  .ilvaston    
,  J.  W.  Morrison,  Commercial-street,  Sheffield   
.  H.  York,  C.E..  Sunevor.  Station-road.  New  Bamet    
.  W.  Bumell,  Deansgrange  Cemetery,  Monkstown,  Co.  Dublin^   
.  Hanbury  Thomas.  General  Manager,  Commercial-street,  Sheffield  .. 
.  J.  M.  M'Elroy.  Sec  ,  Tramways  Department.  Town  Hall,  Manchester 
.  M.  Hainsworth.  Surveyor.  Coimcil  Offices,  Teddington   _   
.  J.  C.  Bovle.  C.E.,  Town  Surveyor,  Charlemont-place.  Armagh    
.  M.  Hainsworth,  Surveyor,  Council  Offices,  Teddington   

,  The  Foreman's  Office,  Brasahouse-passage,  Broad-st.,  Birmingham 
John  F.  Smillie,  Borough  Surveyor.  Tynemouth    

,  Paterson.  Cooper,  and  Co.,  Thistle  Works.  Paisley    
John  P.  Smillie,  Borough  Surveyor,  Tynemouth     

.  The  City  Surveyor's  Department,  Town  Hall,  Manchester   

.  C.  T.  Taylor.  A.R.LB.A.,  10,  CTegg-street,  Oldham      

Nov. 

Oct.  2S 
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T7AOES  MOVEUENTS. 

BkistOl. — M  a  confereuco  held  on  Friday  night 
the  dispute  between  the  master  builders  and 
plasterers  was  amicably  settled,  and  the  men  re- 

turned to  work  OQ  Monday  monung. 

EXQLISn     CAEPENTKE3     A^•D    JOISEIiS    ANti    TnE 
Dasish  Lock-out.— The  secretary  of  the  Amal- 

gamated Society  of  Carpenters  and  .loiners  (Mr.  F. 
Chandler,  of  Manchester)  has  sent  to  Mr.  M'Doaald, 
secretary  of  the  London  Trades  (Council,  a  cheque 
for  £1,200  as  the  contribution  of  the  society  to  the 
Banish  lock-out  trade  unionists.  The  contribution 
is  rather  belated,  but  a  correspondent  understands 
that  the  ballot  was  only  recently  completed,  and 
the  money,  having  been  voted,  could  not  be  used  for 
any  other  purpose.  The  Danish  CJommittee  will 
use  it  to  assist  m  the  relief  of  any  hard  cases  arising 
oat  of  the  lock-out. 

A  group  of  new  municipal  buildings,  Scottish 
Baronial  m  character,  and  faced  with  local  stone, 
has  this  week  been  handed  over  free  of  all  debt  by 
the  Balbimie  family  to  Markinch  burgh. 

CHIPS. 

The  New  Union  lufiriuary,  Famham,  Surrey,  is 

being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's 
patent  double-fronted  Manchester  stoves,  with 
descending  smoke  flues,  and  patent  Manchester 
grates,  the  same  being  suppUed  by  Messrs.  E.  H. 
Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 

Dr.  Karl  Lehmann,  who  during  the  last  eighteen 
months  has  been  engaged  with  Dr.  Belck  in  Asia 
Minor,  on  an  arcb^i olof;icil  expedition,  in  connec- 

tion with  Chaldean  antiquities,  has  returned  to 
Berlin.    Dr.  Belck  is  still  at  Titlis. 

During  excavations  in  the  rectory  grounds  at 
Merstham,  two  sun-baked  Roman  urns,  containing 
ashes,  have  been  uuearthed,  and  in  proximity  were 
found  several  flint  arrow-heads,  a  human  tooth,  and 
what  appears  to  be  a  Uoman  coin.  The  latter  is  not 

dicipherable. 
The  new  town  hall,  free  library,  and  fire  station 

for  Douglas,  Isle  of  >tan,  were  opened  on  Thursday 
in  last  week.  The  plot  on  which  they  stand  in 

llidgeway-street  measures  132ft.  by  llSft.,  front 
and  side,  the  whole  area  being  l,o>i09q.yd.  Thus 
it  is  not  a  large  building  considering  its  numerous 

uses.  The  cost  has  been  about  112,. lOO.  'There  are 
three  stories.  The  outer  walls  are  of  local  stone, 
with  Bath  stone  dressings. 

A  memorial  pulpit  executed  by  Messrs.  Jones  and 
Willis,  of  Birmingham,  is  about  to  be  placed  in 
the  parish  church  of  St.  Lawrence,  Atidey,  near 
XuneatOD. 

Memorial-stones  of  a  Baptist  school  chapel  were 
laid  at  Xew  Fletton,  near  Teterborough,  last  week. 
The  architect  is  Mr.  W.  Boyer,  and  the  contractors 
are  Messrs.  Bridgefoot  and  Sons,  all  of  Peterborough. 
The  cost  vrill  be  £2,l.iO. 

The  Public  Works  Committee  of  the  Argentine 
Chamber  of  Deputies  has  approved  a  proposal  of 
Messrs.  Runciman  and  C!o.,  for  the  construction  of 
defensive  works  at  the  entrance  channel  to  the  port 

of  Buenos  Ayres. 

The  Hon.  Lynlph  Stanley,  vice-chairman  of  the 
London  School  Board,  formally  opened  on  Tuesday 

a  new  mixed  school,  which  has  been  erected  at 

Utyal  Hill,  tireenwich,  for  the  accommodation  of 

3.50  boys  and  girls,  and  200  infants. 

At  a  ve8try  meeting  held  at  Acle  last  week  it  was 

decided  to  instruct  Mr.  H.  J.  Green,  of  Xorwich,  to 

report  and  prepare  plans  for  the  restoration  of  the 

parish  church. Operations  have  been  commenced  by  the  Great 

Western  Railway  Company  in  connection  vrith  the 
new  line  that  is  to  be  laid  between  Acton  and  High 

Wycombe. 
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PLUMSTEAD  MUXIt'IP.U.  BUILDINGS AND  LIRRAKY. 

LAST  week  we  gave  t)io  result  of  the 
selection  made  by  Mr.  E.  W.  Mountford 

in  the  above  competition  for  the  proposed 
Municipal  Buildings  and  Public  Library  at 
Plumst«ad,  and  described  the  main  features 
of  the  three  designs.  We  now  are  enabled  to 
make  a  more  detailed  examination  of  the 

designs,  especially  of  those  placed  in  the 
first,  second,  and  thiid  places  by  the  assessor. 
From  a  brief  survey  of  the  designs  it  will  be 
observed  the  authors  generally  adopt  three 
arrangements  as  regards  the  position  of  the 
public  hall.  A  large  number  place  the  hall 
with  its  long  axis  east  and  west,  as  in  the 
first  selected  design ;  others,  including  the 
second  and  third  designs  selected,  place  it  at 
the  Park-road  end,  with  its  axis  UDrth  and 
south  ;  and  many  place  it  in  the  centre  of 
the  site  in  the  same  direction.  We  are  in- 

clined to  think  the  two  former  positions  offer 
the  greatest  advantages  for  easy  access  and 

lighting — a  view  which  the  assessor  has 
wisely  adopted,  and  we  believe  the  re- 

quirements of  the  London  Building  .\ct  and 

•die  L.C.I',  regulations  are  best  fulfilled  by 
these  arrangements.  Of  these  two  positions  we 
are  inclined  to  think  the  second  one  has  some 
advantages  over  the  first.  The  hall  is  made 
a  more  prominent  and  distinct  feature  in  the 
composition,  and  has  two  sides  available  for 
entrances  and  exits.  <  'ne  or  other  of  these 
positions  being  settled,  the  author  had  to 
iUTange  his  vestry  offices  either  in  the  centre 
of  area  or  on  both  the  main  and  side  frontages. 
The  author  of  the  selected  design  No.  3  has 
adopted  the  latter  alternative,  and  in  so 
doing  has  economised  the  areas  allotted  for 
the  various  departments.  The  vestry  clerk 
and  his  assistants  are  placed  in  front  towards 
Gossage-road  and  near  the  main  entrance  in 
centre,  and  these  are  approached  by  a 
corridor  well  lighted  by  two  small  courts, 
wliile  the  official  next  in  importance,  the 

surveyor,  has  his  and  clerks*  offices  located  in 
convenient  proximity  to  the  vestry  clerk, 
with  a  lobby  of  intercommunication,  and 
occupies  the  comer  between  (iossage  and 
Park-roads.  These  are  conveniently  arranged 
on  the  whole,  which  one  or  two  slight  altera- 

tions would  improve.  The  accountant  is 
placed  on  the  left  side  of  main  entrance-hall, 
and  the  burial  board  and  clerk  in  front.  The 

main  entrance  to  public  hall  is  from  l^irk- 
road;  there  are  good  crush-hall,  cloak-rooms 
on  both  sides,  entrance  stairs  to  gallery,  and 
spaces  for  the  public.  The  great  hall  has  a 
circular-cornered  end,  with  seats  for  l.dOO, 
the  seats  being  in  two  rows,  with  cru.sh-hall 

built  out,  and  exit,  and  is  woU  lighted. 
The  library  block  is  separated  from  the 

main  buildings,  though  it  joins  in  front, 
making  one  farade.  The  entrance  is  in 
front,  with  space  for  borrowers  on  the  right 
perhaps  a  little  too  coutr.icted  ;  th-  Ion  Ung 
library  forms  the  right-hand  side,  and  is 
lighted  by  the  side  court  and  by  skylights  : 
on  the  Ancona-road  side  are  the  news  and 
magazine  room  and  library,  with  separate 
entrance  at  the  side ;  and  the  librarian  is 
placed  so  as  to  command  the  coiTidor  between 
the  two  departments.  The  lighting  is  good, 
and  each  department  has  an  independent 
approach.  On  the  first  floor  the  museum, 
29ft.  by  GOft.,  and  annex  in  front,  are  over 

the  news-rooms,  lighted  from  side  street,  the 
lending  department  being  kept  low.  The 
works  committee-room,  JSft.  by  2sft.,  is  in 
front,  next  come  the  staircase,  and  along  the 

main  front  are  the  committee-rooms,  of  good 
size,  over  the  clerks'  offices.  At  the  corner 
of  the  main  front  and  Park-road  is  placed 
the  council  chamber,  to  seat  liio,  with  cir- 

cular seats,  domed,  37ft.  Oin.  si|uare,  lighted 
from  both  ends,  and  with  separate  entrance 
to  gallery.  These  rooms  comprise  the  main 

frontage.  The  caretaker's  rooms  are  behind 
the  Park-road  wing.  This  distribution  of 
the  eoijimittee-rooms  and  vestry  hall  is  con- 

venient, and  gives  a  more  compact  plan  than 
if  tliey  were  placed  on  ground  floor.  The 
author  shows  an  elliptical-shaped  ceilintc  over 
the  public  hall.  There  are  six  bays,  divided 

by  three-quarter  columns  along  the  sides, 
from  which  the  ceiling  ribs  spring.  The 
exterior  elevations  of  brick  and  stone  are 

relieved  by  rusticated  columns.  Over  the 
central  entrance  a  flat  dome  crowns  this 

part  of  the  farade,  and  the  comers  have 
small  cupolas.  These  and  the  small  pedi- 

ments break  the  horizontal  lines.  The  whole 

assumes  a  dignified  and  official  character. 
No.  ,iO,the  design  placed  second,  has  certain 

points  of  merit.  The  large  hall  is  placed  at 
the  end  along  the  Park-road  frontage,  and  the 
municipal  offices,  which  form  a  centre  block, 
is  mainly  detached  from  the  hall  and  library 
by  two  archways  and  courts  which  form 
features  in  this  design.  There  are,  in  fact, 
three  main  blocks  arranged  parallel  as  re- 

gards their  axes,  and  independent  as  regards 
entrances.  The  public  hall  is  ssft.  tjin.  by 
.5()ft.,  with  recessed  platform,  and  has  a 
spacious  crush-hall  in  front,  with  main 
entrance  and  gallery  stair  exits  m  front, 
with  exits  to  the  side  road.  These  are  well 

arranged  on  the  whole.  There  is  a  side 
corridor  along  the  east  side  of  hall,  lighted 

by  court,  and  connected  to  front  crush-hall. 
The  municipal  office  block  is  symmetrical  in 
the  distribution  of  the  departments ;  on  the 

right-hand  side  is  the  vestry  clerk's  suite  of offices,  convenient  to  main  entran«e,  and 

lighted  largely  by  the  court ;  and  on  the  left 

side  is  the  surveyor's  suite  of  offices,  each 
with  its  own  inner-side  con-idor,  lighted  by 
the  central  area ;  the  drawing  office  is  placed 
in  a  retired  position,  lighted  from  the  court. 
In  the  centre,  between  these  principal  depart- 

ments, is  the  main  staircase  and  open  area, 
which  gives  ample  light  to  the  corridors ;  the 

sanitary  insjiector's  offices  form  a  rear  suite 
approached  from  either  of  the  side  corridors, 
and  is  lighted  by  a  court  behind.  A  stair 
to  vestry  hall  is  very  conveniently  placed 
for  the  vestry  clerk,  with  an  entrance 
from  side  court.  Separated  by  a  corre- 

sponding archway  and  court,  which  runs 
right  through  is  the  library  block,  with  main 
front  entrance,  besides  separate  side  entrance 
for  the  staff  in  the  court.  The  news,  fee, 

rooms  flank  Ancona-road,  and  are  lighted 
from  it.  There  is  a  long  space  for  the  public 
who  come  to  borrow  books,  the  counter 
separating  this  space  from  the  lending 
library.  The  arrangement  for  supenision  is 
not  quite  perfect. 

On  the  first  floor  are  the  lecture  hall  and 

museum  over  library  and  part  of  lending 
library,  and  round  the  central  area  of  middle 
block  are  the  committee  rooms,  with  vestry 
hall  in  front  T2ft.  by  3(^tt.  placed  lengthwise 
— a  rather  awkward  area  for  seating,  which 

is  arranged  in  long,  semi-elliptical  con- 
centric rows.  There  is  a  deep  gallery  over 

the  large  hall,  with  two  corner  stair  entrancas. 
On  the  whole,  the  design  exhibits  skill  in  the 
general  blocking  and  distribution  of  t!ie 
departments :  the  main  offices  are  well 
planned.  On  the  other  hand,  exception  must 
be  taken  to  the  shape  of  the  vestry  hall  and 
to  some  of  the  minor  details  of  planning.  In 

external  design,  an  I'^ngUsh  Renaissance  of 
a  Late  type  has  been  chosen  by  the  authors  ; 
there  is  a  large  tower  at  corner,  over  stairs  to 
gallery  cf  hall,  with  flat  cupola.  The  two 
archways  and  courts  are  features  in  the  front 
elevation,  and  serve  to  separate  the  blocks. 
The  front  is  weU  broken  up,  certainly 
picturesque,  and  the   design  is  marked   by 

ability,  if  somewhat  extravagant.   The  plans' and  details  are  well  drawn. 
No.  22,  the  third  premiated  design,  is  of 

rather  a  Domestic  type  of  Knglish  Re- 
naissance and  Gothic  in  some  of  its  features. 

The  wide  gabled  end  to  hall  is  hardly 
pleasing,  and  the  main  front  is  rather 
wanting  in  unity,  though  there  is  some 
clever  detail.  The  plan  resembles  the  last 
described.  The  author  has  adopted  the 
three-block  arrangement,  with  the  public 

hall  placed  lengthwise  along  I'ark-road,  and 
its  entrance  end  fronting  Gossage-road. 
Like  the  second  premiateil  also,  there  are 
two  intervening  courtyards  between  the 
blocks,  but  they  do  not  continue  through  to 
the  front.  The  vestry  offices  in  the  central 
block  are  aj)proached  through  a  rather  too 

long  and  doubtfully-lighted  centre  cor- 
ridor ;  and  the  positions  assigned  to  the 

departments  are  unfortunate.  The  vestry 
clerk  is  placed  in  the  rear  with  a  projecting 
room  instead  of  the  front,  as  it  hi'  were  a 
minor  official,  but  has  the  vestry-hall  above. 
The  accountant  is  more  conveniently  placed. 

The  surveyor  has  corresponding  offices  on  the 
right-hand  side ;  while  in  front,  on  the  left- 
hand  of  entrance,  are  the  sanitary  and  medical 
staff,  and  the  overseer  on  the  other  side  of 
entrance.  The  public  hall.  T.5ft.  by  ODft., 
by  4()ft.  high,  has  the  platform  deeply 
recessed  between  the  stairs  and  retiring 

rooms  for  artistes,  has  a  large  entrance  vesti- 
bule in  Gossage-road  end,  with  cloak-rooms 

and  gallery  exit  stairs.  There  are  also  a 
number  of  exits  provided  along  the  Park- 
road  front,  with  independent  entrances  for 
artists  at  the  back.  On  the  whole,  the  re- 

quirements of  the  L.C.C.  seem  to  be  fairly 

complied  with  as  regards  entrances  and  stair- 
cases. The  library  block  is  well  arranged ; 

there  is  a  good  lobby  and  hall  in  connection 

with  the  Dorrower's  .space,  which  forms  a 
wide  corridor  between  the  issuing  depart- 

ment and  news-rooms.  The  reference-room 

is  behind.  The  librarian's  private  entrance 
is  in  .Incona-road  ;  a  spacious  corner  stair- 

case gives  access  to  the  museum  over.  The 
first-iloor  plan  shows  the  committee-rooms 
over  the  front  offices,  and  the  vestry  hall, 

■12ft.  by  41ft.  square,  over  the  b.ack  part  over 
the  accountant  and  surveyors,  though  the 
connection  between  it  and  the  clerk  is  not 

clear  except  by  the  front  staircase.  The  roof 
of  public  hall  is  elliptical.  The  basement 
plan  looks  rather  dislocated. 

No.  19  adopts  the  rearward  position  of 

public  hall,  with  its  entrance  in  Park-road. 
Generally,  the  plan  is  compact :  the  offices 

are  placed  along  the  front,  the  clerk's  on  one 
side,  and  the  surveyor's  drawing-oflice  on the  other  side  of  main  entrance.  The  latter 
would  have  been  better  in  a  more  retired 

position ;  but,  as  the  assistant  surveyor  and 
draughtsman  are  bracketed  together  in  the 
Instructions,  there  is  a  difficulty  in  separating 

the  drawing  office  from  the  assistant  sur- 
veyor except  by  a  glazed  partition.  The 

4atter  functionary  is,  at  least,  quite  as  often 
seen  as  the  principal,  and  therefore  his  office 
should  be  near  the  entrance,  or,  at  least, 
easily  approached.  The  library  arrangement 
of  No.  19  is  good  on  the  whole — a  Classic 
Italian  style,  with  centre  tower  and  cupola 
are  shown. 

.Some  carefully-drawn  detiiil  is  shown  ia 
No.  10,  in  a  Georgian  Cla-ssic  dress.  There  is 
a  recessed  portico.  In  plan,  the  three 
isolated  blocks  are  too  close.  The  hall  is 

placed,  unlike  those  we  have  mentioned,  in 
the  centre,  with  the  office  and  vestry-hall 
next  Park-road.  There  is  something  to  be 
urged  for  this  arrangement.  The  public  hall 
assumes  a  dominating  position  in  the  design, 
and  can  be  made  an  imposing  feature,  while 
it  allows  two  frontages  for  thi>  official  block, 
and  side  entrances  to  the  different  depart- 

ments— an  advantage  in  several  respects. 
The  shaped  end  to  public  hall  is  good 

acoustically.  No.  .">  also  places  the  large 
hall  in  centre,  with  entrance    in    Gosaage- 
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road.  The  offices  are  not  faultless,  but 
the  library  shows  some  good  planning.  The 
three  blocks  are  eiaphasised  iu  the  Classic 
doai{»n  and  roofing.  In  Xo.  oS  the 
centre-hall  arrangement  is  again  adopted, 
but  its  ugly  proportion,  OKft.  by  (><5ft., 
is  objectionable.  It  has  a  corridor  on 
each  side  with  Oiree  rows  of  seats,  and 
the  platform  is  not  satisfactory  in  shape. 

The  library  arran;.'ement  is  better,  and  the 
elevation  is  bold,  with  its  two  flanking 
towers  to  hall ;  but  we  take  exception  to  the 
shape  of  hall  gable  between  them.  The 

style  is  of  ISth-centurj-  Classic,  with  Ionic 
order  in  the  front :  but  the  ends  are  not  in 
keeping,  and  we  do  not  admire  the  very 

rococo  decoration  of  hall.  No.  16  is  broadlj' 
treated  in  a  Free  Kenaissance  style,  with  clever 
elevations ;  the  otfices  are  placed  along  the 

fi-oct,  but  the  space  tliey  occupy  is  wasteful, 
and  four  courts  are  refiuisitioned  to  afford 
light.  No.  17  shows  a  broken  plan,  the 
offices  lacking  concentiation,  and  the  entrance 

to  inspectors'  offices  naiTow.  The  Late 
Gothic  gables  are  out  of  character  for  such 
a  buildiuff.  No.  27  has  the  hall  in  roar  and 

vostry-hall  in  fi'ont.  The  area  occupied  is  large 
compared  with  many  plans.  The  design  is 
Italian,  broken  up  and  ornate.  The  large 
hall  is  flanked  by  two  cupolas,  and 
the  author  is  lavish  in  his  details. 

No.  14,  a  Classic  design  of  18th-century 
character,  with  flat  roof  and  balustrade, 
contrasts  with  the  high  roofs  of  No.  27. 
There  is  a  corner  tower  and  cupola  and  dome 
over  entrance ;  but  the  elevation  is  mono- 

tonous, and  not  well  balanced.  The  plan  is 
disjointed ;  the  public  hall  is  unnecessarily 
long,  and  is  placed  in  the  rear,  with  vestry 
offices  and  hall  in  front.  No.  32  has  also 
the  public  hall  in  the  rear,  and  the  muni- 

cipal offices  and  hall  in  front.  The  lighting 
of  the  long  corridor  is  doubtful;  borrowed 
lights  are  shown  to  main  staircase.  The 
crooked  corridor  is  bad.  The  style  again  is 
Classic,  but  well  balanced ;  Ionic  engaged 
columns  adorn  the  front.  The  plans  are 
well  drawn.  No.  21  has  three  semi-isolated 
blocks  ;  the  public  hall  is  7()ft.  by  <JOft.  wide 
in  centre.  There  is  a  waste  of  vestibule 
and  corridor  space,  and  the  author  sets 
back  the  office  block  in  Park-road  to 
boundary  line,  which  is  objectionable. 
The  entrance-hall  of  offices  and  parts  of 
corridor  would  be  dark.  No.  3C  has  an 

imposing  ink  perspective  of  Italian  Renais- 
sance character.  There  is  a  corner  cam- 

panile, and  the  fenestration  in  front,  of  Late 
Classic,  is  rusticated  ;  but  the  plan  is  faulty. 
Another  design  is  also  in  the  same  style, 
with  angle  tower  and  cupola  of  two  stages 
and  domical  centre.  The  public  hall  is  in 
the  rear,  and  the  plan  is  not  studied.  No.  39 
is  a  dlever  t-ketch,  with  angle  cupolas ;  the 
hall  is  placed  along  the  front — an  unusual 
arrangement — also  the  vestry  and  vestry- 
hall  on  first  floor.  A  few  of  the  plans  have 
not  provide<l  for  separate  entrances  to  chief 

sanitary  inspector's  and  overseer's  rooms 
(question  Is),  and  we  are  not  sure  that  all 
the  answers  have  been  understood. 

Other  designs  of  merit  in  external  design 
are  No.  29,  a  Classic  rusticated  sot,  well 
drawn;  No.  37,  poor  in  plan,  but  with  clever 
detail ;  No.  8  has  woU-proportioned  Classic 
features  and  comer  tower,  but  indifferent 

plan  ;  No.  7  extravagant ;  No.  1 1  a  design 
with  some  clever  detail,  palatial  and  rusti- 

cated, of  a  Florentine  type,  with  long  faoade 
broken  by  a  massive  quadrangular-roofed 
tower,  rather  heavy.  Many  of  these  designs 
are  either  too  palatial  and  ornate,  or  their 
plans  are  hopelessly  arranged. 

Forty  thousand  pounds  are  intended  to  bo 
expended  upon  the  offices  and  library ;  but 
this  sum  would  be  inadequate  to  carry  out 
many  of  the  designs.  The  allowance  made 

in  the  Instructions  for  cubing — namely,  lOd. 
per  foot  cube — is  ample  for  the  plans  selected ; 
but  if  applied  to  some  of  those  exhibited  with 
kirge  areas  of  building  and  corridor,  the  total 

sum  would  be  insufficient.  We  hope  that 
the  design  that  is  carried  out  will  be  a 
credit  to  the  vestry  and  the  architect  engaged, 
as  well  as  help  to  brighten  the  rather  dull 
and  murky  sui-roundings  of  the  locality. 

ROYAL   .SOCIETY    OF    liRITlSlI 

ARTIr^TS. 

WITH  much  that  we  may  pass  over,  there 
are  several  good  pictures  at  this  old 

gallerj'.  In  the  Central  Oallery,  O.  Hill- 
yard  .Swinstead's  large  coast  scene  "  The 
Evening  Glow,  Boor  Beach,  S.  Devon"  (2), 
a  massive  headland  of  rocky  cliffs,  tinged 
with  the  rosy  glow  of  evening ;  and  his 
portrait  of  a  little  boy  (200),  dressed  as  a 

little  ( 'avalier,  against  rich  scarlet  plush 
curtains,  show  a  versatility  of  subject  not 

always  indicative  of  success.  "The  First 
Sign  of  the  Cross,"  by  N.  Preecott-Davies 
(3),  is  bold  and  somewhat  symbolic.  Eve, 
with  extended  arms,  in  one  hand  holds  the 
fateful  apple,  Adam  at  her  side :  the  figures 
are  carefully  modelled,  and  stand  against  a 
dark  tree  laden  with  fruit.  The  work  is 

large,  and  the  execution  masterful.  Near, 
S.  Grant  Rowo  has  a  pleasing  landscape 

"  A  Green  Road  through  the  Forest,"  and  in 
the  comer  hangs  another  cleverly-painted 

subject  "  November  ■'  (11) — peasant  women and  a  girl  laden  with  wood,  trudging 
through  a  lane  bordered  by  leafless 
trees,  the  ruts,  filled  with  water,  re- 

flecting the  light  of  an  afternoon  sky. 
There  is  a  note  of  sadness  in  the  old  women 
with  their  burden,  the  November  sky,  and 
the  recent  rainfall.  Philip  .S.  Newman  has  two 
subjects,  one  a  pastoral  the  other  allegorical, 
which  have  invention.  No.  9  is  graceful  in 
composition.  Breadth  of  handling  is  seen  in 

G.  C.  Haite's  "  Hampshire  Cottage"  [19) with  luxuriant  blossom  of  rhododendrons  in 
the  foreground,  and  his  power  of  arranging 
masses  of  shade  and  colour  is  seen  in  other 

works,  as  his  "Timber  "  (22$)  and  his  other 
rustic  water-colour  piece  "  Picturesque 
Neglect"  (2.52)  in  the  North -West  GaUory, 
where  dilapidated  cottages  and  the  bloom  of 
wild,  uncultivated  flowers  produce  a  charm- 

ing wealth  of  colour.  Harry  G.  .Shields 
has  a  pleasing  study  of  a  poppy  field,  T.  F. 
M.  Sheard,  the  secretiiry,  several  skilfully 

painted  subiects :  "The  Parting  Shot  and 
the  Maid  and  the  Book"  (3S),  "The  Child 
and  the  Poppy"  (49),  and  "Darby  and 
Joan,"  aU  display  a  keen  sense  of  incident 
and  humour. 

Robert  Goodman,  whose  work  has  un- 
doubted promise,  sends  a  large  landscape 

(over  fireplace)  entitled  "Nature's  Gaiety" (42) — a  field  of  poppies  broadly  painted  and 
admirable  in  the  expanse  of  green  grass 
dotted  with  the  scarlet  flowers,  the  colour 
and  effect  of  which  can  be  realised  on  the 

opposite  side  of  the  gallery;  No.  12.5, 
by  the  same  painter,  is  also  excellent, 
and  we  also  note  in  the  South-East 
Crallery  his  portrait  of  Mr.  Keith  Cameron 
(174).  Val  Davis  has  a  tenderly  painted 

subject,  "Marguerites  and  Daisies"  (.53), 
but  perhaps  the  most  remarkable  picture  in 

the  room  is  F.  Cayloy  Robinson's  "  A 
Winter  Evening "  (5S).  At  first  we  are  a 
little  puzzled  as  to  its  meaning.  What  does 

Mr.  Robinson's  work,  which  is  always 

thoughtful,  convey  ■:"  It  is  a  simple  incident of  thiee  girls  in  the  firelight  of  a  quiet 
country  room.  The  painter  has,  in  tnith, 
honestly  told  a  simple  domestic  incident  in 
his  own  unaffected  manner — quaintly, 

perhaps,  with  a  semblance  of  pro-Ra- 
phaehtism  and  Bums-Jones  in  it :  but, 
withal,  truthfuUv.  One,  the  elder  girl,  is 
looking  into  the  hro,  the  other  two  standing 
near,  listening,  it  may  be,  or  simply 
dreamingly  gazing  into  the  light.  They 
look  sad ;  thoughts  flash  across  them.  There 
is  a  neat,  clean  cloth  spread  over  the  table  ; 

I  a  harp  in  the  comer,  a  chest  of  drawers ; 

the  room  partially  illumined  by  the  evening 
light  through  the  window,  which  throws  in 
half-gloom  the  two  younger  girls,  whose 
faces  catch  the  reflected  fiiehght.  There  is 

certainly  a  personal  charm  of  the  painter's 
own — a  tenderness  in  sentiment;  but  we 

pass  on  to  less  original  subjects.  "  Evolene," by  W.  T.  Warrener,  is  a  study  of  a  little 
girl  in  felue  dress,  fresh  in  colour,  in  a  white 
hood,  seated  before  a  table :  there  is  a 
decorative  treatment  in  the  background,  and 
the  colour  is  bright.  There  is  a  vivid  and 
open-air  look  about  the  work.  Montague 
Smyth  sends  three  delightful  studies  of  land- 

scape. Ilis  "  Coast,  Hunstanton,"  is  a  very 
pleasing  sketch,  subtle  and  truthful ;  his 

"  I'awn,"  a  soft,  grey  light  effect  of  early- 
morning,  with  a  flock  of  sheep  going  along  a 

country  lane,  and  his  "  Morning  :  a  Country 
Road  "  (86),  are  charming.  We  fail  to  see  very 
much  in  E.  Barough  Johnson's  portrait  of  a 
seated  lady, ' '  The  Magnet,"  except  that  there 
is  a  personality  in  the  sitter.  She  wears  a  low 
evening  dress,  and  the  expression  is  good. 

In  the  comer  of  gallery  is  a  boldly- painted 
landscape,  "  Flying  Cloud  and  Swayine 
Poplar,"  by  Walter  Fowler  (96),  breezy  and 

fresh  ;  a  charming  study  of  "'Twilight,''  by 
W.  Lee  Hankey — a  countrj-  woman  and  child 
on  a  roadside  near  a  cottage,  a  monochrome, 

but  foelinglypainted.  In  "  The  Witch  "  the same  harmony  of  tone  is  observed.  A  group 

of  peasants  are  waiting  outside  a  smaU 
cottage  at  nightfall ;  a  light  burns  in  a  small 

window,  where  possibly  the  witch  is  unfold- 
ing the  tale.  There  is  an  expectant  look  in 

the  group  of  credulous  villagers  outside. 
■The  colour  and  evening  shades  are  truthful 
and  harmonious.  No.  80,  "A  November 
Afternoon,"  a  small  wayside  cottage  on  a 
desolate  country  road,  is  also  painted  with 
vigour  and  feehng.  In  the  centre  of  gallery 
hangs  a  large  canvas  by  Leonard  Watts,  a 
woman  snake-charmer  standing  before  a 
fountain  basin  amidst  Classic  surroundings 

of  a  Pompeian  character.  "  Salambo,  the 

Mystery  of  Tanit,"  is  a  somewhat  erudite- 
theme,  and  is  painted  with  skill.  Pallid  and 
statuesque  against  a  dark  background,  with 
her  draperies  at  her  feet,  she  stands  with 
erect  head,  the  serpent  entwined  round 
her  body.  The  figure  is  life-size,  well 
modelled  and  balanced,  and  the  colour  of 

dark  greenish  hues  contrasts  with  low  tones 
of  drapery.  The  painter  has  at  least  succeeiled 
in  impressing  the  beholder  with  his  theme. 
Near  it  is  another  large  picture  of  a  snake- 
charmer,  Keats's  "Lamia,"by  Abbey  Altson, 

whose  work  is  imaginative  and  in  a  decora- 
tive key  of  colour.  The  figure  of  the  nymph 

seated  "  smiling  on  the  green  "  banks  of  the 
stream  is  not  very  bewitching,  but  is  the  most 

ambitiousof hispoetic contributions.  "A view 
of  Dunottar,"  by  Alfred  S.  Edward  (119), 
is  admirable  in  its  tone  and  colour.  We  also 

note  Rupert  C.  W.  Bunny's  "  Venus  and 
Cupid"  (126);  the  very  clever  studies  by 
H.  M.  Livens,  of  which  there  are  several. 

His  "Cattle"  (7),  and  (88)  "The  Young 
Fancier,"  are  all  liJEe-like  and  forcible.  The 

president.  Sir  Wyke  Bayliss,  sends  thi-ee interiors — one  (No. 44)  of  Westminster  Abbey 

(a  charming  little  perspective) ;  No.  162, 

"  The  Beautiful  Savage."  Siena  Cathedral, 
is  delightful  in  dri-.ghtmanship,  light,  and 
shade.  The  eorbelleit  figure  on  pillar,  the 

fine  pulpit,  and  tho  bands  of  dark  marble 
produce  a  richness,  which  is  handled  by  the 

president  in  a  masterly  manner.  A  water- 

colour  drawing  of  the  "Old  Choir  of 
Bayeux  "  is  even  more  charming. 

In  the  South-East  Gallery,  No.  15-2, 
"  Leaving  Home,"  by  W.  Peter  Watson,  is 

trae  and  touching.  "The  girl  in  donkey- 
cart  by  the  side  of  her  father,  bandbox 

in  hand,  is  trying  to  solace  her  mother, 
who  has  broken  down.  A  large  picture 

by  F.  Millard,  "  Dawning  Love  and  Dying 

Day,"  is  luminous,  but  the  sentiment  weak. 

Adam  E.  Proctor's  "  Blackbemes"  (170)  is 

nice  in  colour,  and  "*utch  Hay  Barges,"  by 
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W.  Luker's  little 
bonnet,  "Madame 
principal    subjects 

Montague  Smythe,  is  impressive  in  its  grand 
mass  of  barge  and  soft  grey  atmosphere, 
next  to  which  is  a  hirge  Lmdscapo  •' The 
Thames  Valley,"  by  Arnold  llelcki',  cari'fuUy 
painted.  William  Hunt's  "  Dwellers  in 
Tents"  (ISO)  and  T.  F.  M.  Sheard's  "An 
Arab  Dance  "  (ISl )  and  Cecil  Bum's  picture 
of  '•  Teazles,"  two  fair-haired  girls  cutting 
the  plant,  are  worth  notice ;  while  in  the 
other  gallery  the  most  powerful  picture  is 

Terrick  Williams's  "Landing  Fish"  (205). 
Reginald  Machell's  sjinbolic  and  decorative 
work  "  The  Descent  of  the  Gods  to  Earth  ' 
(190)  is  unsatisfactory  and  tawdry  in  colour, 
and  obtains  little  help  from  the  carvod  frame. 
A  large  picture  of  birch  trees,  "An  Autumn 
Morning,"  by  H.  G.  Uewitt  ̂ 199)  and  a 
decorative  subject  by  Abbey  Altson  (211). 

girl  trimming  a  dolls 
La  Mode"  exhaust  the 
if  we  except  .1.  W.  T. 

Manuel's  "  M.  Bordenave"  \^2i:j),  a  fat 
Frenchman — a  type  of  "  ferocious  egotism  " 
that  amuses  by  it*  very  ugliness,  and  the 
full-length  portraits  of  two  ladies,  one  by 
Hal  Hurst  (1.58)  and  the  other  by  Robert 
Christie  (105),  both  having  a  good  sense  of 
colour,  if  not  otherwise  successful. 

The  water  colours  comprise  a  nice  figure- 

study  of  a  gill  in  a  wood,  by  \'al  Davis 
(214),  a  Venetian  canal  piece,  by  Harold 

Bmke ;  Arthur  Stewart's  version  "of  "The 
Magic  Mantle"  (220),  quaint  in  drawing  and colour;  a  few  charming  effects  in  Sussex, 
Surrey,  and  Suffolk,  by  Leopold  Rivers  (21.S, 

234.  .'5()»>; ;  a  luminous  coast  piece  by  Reginald Smith,  studies  by  Lee  llankey,  Charles 

Lowe,  ■Sic.  ;  "Noonday"  (241),  an  effective 
study  of  sunlight  in  a  village,  by  X.  Wyatt 

Bumand;  a  clever  sky  and  relleotion,"  by 
Hubert  Coop  (257);  "Boulogne  Market" 
(289),  by  Tom  Browne;  and  studies  by 
Arthur  Tucker  (293,  295)  are  .some  of  the 
more  attractive.  Alfred  J.  CoUister's  work 
(274)  is  brofid  and  fresh  in  handling,  (i.  C. 
Haite  has  also  a  vigorous  sketch  of  a  market 
in  a  Continental  city  on  the  screen  (302) ; 
and  in  the  vestibule  are  a  number  of  delight- 

ful cabinet  studies  in  black  frames  of  colour 
effects,  by  Frank  Spenlove-Spenlo\e,  chiefly 
in  Devon,  Holland,  and  ̂ 'enice.  that  will 
repay  inspection. 

f  I 

;  > 
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I. 1.! 

ESTIMATES.— XX'S-1 1 1 . 
STRrCTtTRAI,  CASTINGS. — COLfMXS,    ETC. 

LAST  week  wo  gave  a  few  particulars 
about  castings,  and  also  a  few  prices. 

It  is  more  reliable  to  obtain  quotations  from 
a  firm  of  ironfounders  who  have  a  large 
business  in  the  class  of  goods  for  special 
designs.  Cast-iron  columns  are  manufactured 
in  several  forms — solid  and  hollow.  They 
should  be  of  such  height  as  not  to  exceed 
twenty  diameters.  A  column  this  height, 
Jin.  thick,  will  carry  about  two  tons  per 
square  inch  of  sectional  area ;  and,  of  course, 
less  in  proportion  to  reduced  thickness.  A 
column  1.5  diameters  high  will  safely  carry  2 J 
tons  per  square  inch.  We  refer  the  student 
to  tables  and  formula'  for  these  details.  In 
estimating,  the  principal  thing  to  know  is 
the  weight,  how  many  hundredweight  the 
column  is,  as  the  cost  will  be  so  much  per 
hundredweight.  Laxton  gives  for  columns 
and  girders  of  cast  iron  9s.  to  lis.  ikl.  per 
hundredweight;  but  the  price  will  depend 
on  the  quiintity,  as  a  lanje  number  of 
columns  of  the  same  weight  and  pattern  will 
cost  15  to  30  per  cent,  less  than  a  few 
columns.  Some  large  ironworkers  sell 
hollow  columns,  stanchions,  caps,  and  bases 
cast  on,  at  about  123.  (id.  per  foot  run  not 
exceeding  20cwt. ;  for  greater  weight-  the 
cost  would  be  less.  Cast-iron  columns  and 
stanchions  are  generally  made  stronger  than 
absolutely   require<l   for   the    loads,    and   a       The  weight  of  a  cubic  foot  of  cast  iion  is 
tactor  of  safety  that  is  equal  to  one-quarter   444lb..  so  that  the  weight  of  a  foot  long  of 

ffi°°^"f^      °^  ̂ ®  ultimate  resistance  is   solid  round   column    of    given   diameter  is ®"™"®°'-  iftasilv  fnnnrl      The  area  expressed  in  parts 

of  a  foot  multiplio'l  bv  41 1  gives  the  weight 
of  1ft.  in  length.  The  weight  of  a  hollow 
column  is  found  thus  : — Find  the  weight  of 
a  solid  one  of  same  diameter  and  also  of  a 
solid  one  of  the  diameter  of  the  hollow ; 
deduct  the  latter  from  former  for  the  weight 
of  hollow  column.  But  tables  are  published 
giving  the  weight  in  pounds  of  one  foot  of 
cast-iron  cylinders  of  different  diameters. 
The  following  data  are  useful : — The  weight 
in  pounds  of  1ft.  of  a  cast-iron  cylinder  of 
.tin.  bore,  of  Ain.  thickness,  of  metal,  is 

17-21b. ;  of  |in."  thickness.  22-21b.  ;  of  .^in., 
27'i;lb. ;  of  a  cylinder  3jin.  bore,  and  of  the 
same  respective  thiekne.sses,  19-Olb.,  25'3lb., 
3r.';lb.  ;  of  4iii.  bore,  the  respective 
thicknesses,  22' lib.,  28  4lb.,  350lb.  ;  if  the 
bore  is  5Jin.,  the  weights  would  be  for  the 
above  thicknesses  29vlb.,  37*01b.,  Uilb. ;  of 
a  Oin.  bore,  31-9lb.,  40-71b.,  49  71b.  ;  and  for 
I'm.  thickness  5'Jlb.  ;  and  for  lin.  thickness 
08 -7  lb.  The  weight  of  a  foot  superficial  of 
cast  iron  lin.  in  thickness  is  371b  ;  that  of  a 
solid  round  rod  lin.  in  diameter,  12in.  long, 
is  2-4  lib.,  or,  say  2Ub.,  so  that  it  is  easy  to 
find  the  weight  of  any  other  round  or  square 
rod  by  multiplying  the  S(|uare  of  its  dia- 

meter by  2.4,  as  the  weight  increases  as  the 
square  of  diameter.  For  a  square  rod,  mul- 

tiply the  square  of  one  side  by  31,  the  latter 
being  the  weight  of  a  square  cast-iron  rod 
lin,  square  and  1ft.  long. 

CAST    IRON"    rOI.r.MXS,    ETC. 

225cwt.  2qr.   Cast-iron  in  20  hollow  columns, 
with  loose  base-plates  and  caps  to  design. 

This  is  a  large  item,  and  wo  may  take  the 
weight  of  one  column  first.  As  there  are  20 
columns,  each  of  them  will  weigh  roughly 
llcwt.  Iqr.  Ca.st-iron  columns  are  quoted 
now  at  i'8  15s.  to  i.'9  153.  per  ton  delivered, 
a  higli  price,  as  a  few  years  ago  they  could 
be  obtained  as  low  as  £0  lOs.  per  ton  de- 

livered. Put  down  t'8  delivered  as  a  specu- lative price,  including  patterns. 
£  a.  d. 

Say,  coet  of  20  columns  delivered     90    0    0 
Unloading  and  Lxing,  say,  IGa.  per  ton, 

say         8  16    0 

93  16    0 
(Or  e<iaal  to  about  Ss.  9d.  per.  cwt.) 
10  p«r  (»nt.  proat      9  IS    0 

Total  for  20  columns    108  11    0 

42cwt.  in  six  hollow  columns  and  hoisting, 
at  various  heights  not  exceeding  40ft. 

These  may  be  taken  at,  say,  Os.  p«r  cwt. 
Unloading  and  fixing  at  IS?.  p«r  ton    ... 

i.  8.  a. 
0    9    0 
0    0    9 

0    9    9 

lOper  cent,  profit      0    10 

0  10    9 

I  easily  found. 

We  have  not  taken  into  account  this  item 
of  hoisting,  but  the  price  given  is  an  average 
one.  as  they  are  &xed  at  various  heights.  It 
would  be  better  to  get  a  special  estimate  for 
these  columns,  including  cartage,  hoisting, 
and  fLxing,  and  profit.  The  quantity  will 
affect  the  price. 

18cwt.  in  No.  2  cast-iron  hollow  columns 
with  moulded  caps  and  bases  to  desisra 9ft.  high. 

These  are  special  designs  for  which  an 
estimate  should  be  obtained,  including 
cartage,  profit,  and  pattern.  H  we  put  the 
price  at  lis.  per  cwt.,  and  add  the  cost  of 
pattern  and  fixing,  it  will  be  an  approxi- 
mation. 

£  a.  i. 
Coat  of  columns  delivered  at  lis.  per 

'J'^      9  18  0 
Coat  of  one  pattern  for  ditto,  aay       1  15  0 
Fixing,  aay      o  15  0 

Jotji       12    9    0 Profit        13    0 

4-<cwt.  2qr.     Cast  iron  in  six  stanchions  of 
II  section,  including  fixing  on  piers. 

These  may  be  priced  at  Os.  per  cwt.,  in- 
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eluding  pattern.      The  fixing  on  piers  would 
be  about  I63.  to  20e.  per  ton. £  ■.  d. 

Coat  of  Bt&ncbiooB  delivered  per  o*t.  ...    0    9    0 
Fixing  on  plen  It,  Bsy,  20s.  per  ton      0    10 

rroat 
0  10    0 
0    10 

The  price  for  fixing  a  large  number  would 
be  leas,  about  7d.  per  cwt. 

IScwt.  Iqr.  in  No.  2  cast-iron  stanchions  of 
r  section,  with  cap,  base,  ami  stilTeners. 

Price  as  in  last,  '.(3.  per  cwt.  If  special 
design  for  cap  and  base,  add  for  pattern  18s., 

say  Is.  per  cwt.,  fixing,  &c..  Is.,  s.iy  Us. 

per  cwt. 

•l-lcwt.  in  No.  4  cast-iron  hollow  columns 

with  octagon  caps,  loose  base-plate,  &c., 
according  to  de.sign.     (Sketch  2.) 

Each  of  those  columns  would  be  about 

11  cwt.,  and  we  may  price  these  as  in  our 

first  item  at  £s  per  ton  exclusive  of  orna- 
mental cap,  or  about  8s.  9  J.  per  cwt. 

Cost  of  4  columns  delivered  at,  siy,  9a.    £  a.   d. 
per  cwt      0    9    0 

FixioK.  at  I69.  per  ton         0    0    9 
( "ost  of  pattern  would  ba  for  moulded 

cap  and  base,  as  per  detail,  say-  about 
458.,  (fay.  per  cwt    ..010 

0  10    9 
Profit        0    10 

Per  cwt      0  11    9 

It  would  be  better  to  get  an  estimate  for 
these  castings  from  a  firm  of  ironfoundors. 

Many  large  firms  of  ironmongers  supply 
cast-iron  columns  to  stock  patterns,  with 
ornamental  heads,  octagonal  or  round.  (See 

Young  and  Marten's  list.)  These  columns 
are  made  to  certain  heights ;  some  of  the 
larger  ones  are  priced  at  so  much  per  foot  in 
height,  10s.  to  12s.  Gd.  per  foot. 

Xo.  2.  Cast-iron  stanchions  (lOowt.  in 
each),  and  of  II  section,  with  cap,  base, 

and  stiffcner.-i ;  height  1 1  ft.  each,  including 

pattern. 

Price  these  as  before.    For  pattern  put  los. 
£  8.  d. 

Cost  at  £3  per  ton,  per  stanchion       4    0  0 
Pattern        0    7  6 
Fixing      0  16  0 

Each      5    3    6 

No.  2.  4in.  cast-iron  columns,  loft,  high, 
with  cap  Tin.  square  and  base  Sin.  square, 
with  bolt  holes  of  |in.  metal. 

These  are  kept  in  stock,  and  the  price  is 
about  3()3.  each.  Fixing  may  be  put  down 

at  Js.  9d.  per  cwt. — say, 
£   8.  d. 

4in.  caat-iron  columns,  each      1  10    0 
Fixing  at  18. 9d.  per  cwt.  (Scwt.)      0    6    3 
Bolts,  &c      0    16 

design.  If  such  is  lequire*!,  add  (id.  per 
cwt.,  as  the  cost  of  a  pattern  will  be 
about  10s. 

Xo.  10.  Cast-iron  shoes  to  ditto  (Ijcwt.  in 
each),  and  fixing  to  tie  -  beams  and 
principals.     (.See  sketch  4.) 

If  these  are  of  the  ordinary  pattern  they 

may  be  priced  at  the  same  rate,  .say  T.'s.  per 

cwt.  The  fixing  will  be' a  trifle  more,  say 
2s.  (id.  each  ;  but  as  there  is  1  jcwt.  to  each 

shoe,  the  pricing  per  cwt.  will  be  about  2s. 
Kach  shoe,  including  fixing,  will  be  about  17s. 

i>thi;k   c.vsti.viks. 

45cwt.   Iqr.  in  cast-iron  girders,  1  tft.  long, 
loin,  deep,  and  lin.  thickness  of  metal. 

These  may  be  priced  at  the  same  rate  per 
ton,  and  add  hoisting.  It  is  best  to  obtain  a 
price  for  this  item. 

£  s.  d. 
Bay  cost  per  cwt      0    8    0 
Hoisting  and  Hxing,  say        0    16 

Percwt      0  10    6 

No.  3.     Area  gratings,   heavy  castings  3ft. 
by  2ft.  each,  and  |in.  thick. 

These  will  cost  about  1 7s.  each,  including 

profit  and  carriage. 

Xo.  4.     King-heads,  weight  1121b.  each,  in- 
cluding pattern  and  fixing. 

Price  these  as  before.  These  are  about 

Icwt.  each,  and  we  may  put  them  at — 
£  8.  a. 

Percwt     0  12   0 
Pattern  (cost  lOs.),  say,  per  cwt      0    2    6 
Fitting  to  principals,  each      0    2    0 

0  16    6 
Profit       0    16 

Xo.  2.  Cast-iron  coluiuns,  ;ift.  (Sin.  high, 
with  cap.  Tin.  by  Tin.,  with  bolt-holes,  and 
base.  Sin.  by  sin.,  of  ̂ in.  metal. 

These  are  to  be  had  for  about  2Ts.  (id.  each, 
fixing,  say,  2$.  Gd.  each. 

KOOF  C.VSTINGS,   ETC. 

ocwt.  cast  iron   in  five  kingheads  accoi'diiig 
to  detail  (sketch  5). 

These  are  worth  from  Ts.  (ul.  to  l.js.  per 
cwt.,  according  to  design,  and  the  fixing  will 
be  less  if  there  is  no  cutting  of  principal 
rafters  and  kingpost,  so  that  the  kinghead 

projects. 
£  8.  d. 

Cost  of  kinghead  per  cwt ,  say         0  12    0 
Fitting  and  fbcing  to  principals,  each  ...     0    2    0 

Including  profit         Q  14    0 

If  the  kinghead  is  let  in  flush  with 

timber,  the  principals  and  post  will  have  to 
be  cut,  and  the  cost  of  fixing  will  bo  about 
23.  (id. 

Laxton  pute  the  price  of  king  and  queen 
heads  at  14s.  to  Kis.  per  cwt.  The  .above 

price  is  exclusive  of  pattern  for  any  special 

Per  cwt.  or  per  king-head         0  18    0 
Xo.  s.     Cast-iron  shoes. 

These  may  be  priced  at  about  Kis.  to  ITs. 

(see  previous  item),  including  fixing  to  prin- 

cipals and  tie. 
KITCKEX   R.^XOE.S,    ETf. 

No.  2.  Kitchen  ranges,  48in.  high  and  42in. 
wide,  with  hot  plate  18in.  deep,  oven,  &c., 

complete. 
These  vary  much  in  price,  from  about 

£'5  15s.  to  about  £10  or  more.  The  Coal- 
brookdale  Co.  sell  strong  close-fire  ranges, 
with  skirting,  oven  and  side  boiler,  ashpau, 
bright  mouldings  and  mounts  to  oven, 

oft.  Gin.  wide,  with  plate-rack,  at  £11  ;  for 
open  and  close-fire  arrangement,  add  21s. 

The  "Eagle"  close-fire  range,  with  rising 
and  falling  fire,  4ft.  wide,  is  priced  at  £1G. 

Hayward  Bros.  "  I'nion  "  open-fire  range, 
with  cast  L-boiler,  43in.  wide,  is  priced  at 
190s. 

Xo.  1.     Strong  kitehener,   27in.  high,  lOin. 

deep,  .>4in.  wide,  with  two  ovens,  lifting 
tire,  tile  covings,  bright  mouldings,  &o., 

complete. 
This  is  a  superior  kitchener,  and  would 

cost  from  about  £14  upwards,  exclusive  of 

boiler.  A  high-pressure  back  boiler  would 
add  308.  to  cost,  and  bright  mouldings  about 
4(is.  Consult  trade  lists,  such  as  Young  and 

Marten's,  where  every  description  of  kitehener 
may  be  found.  The  cost  depends  on  height, 
width,  depth,  size  of  ovens,  and  quality  of 

hot-plate,  and  finishings. 

MISCEI.L.VNEOU.-:. 

No.  4.    Cast-iron  window  frames,  3fc.  by  4ft., 
with  segmental  heads. 

These  sizes  are  made  and  kept  in  stock. 

One  list  prices  this  size  at  lljd.  per  foot 
super.,  .s.ay,  including  head,  Is.  per  foot.  As 

there  are  12ft.  superficial  e.vclusive  of  seg- 
mental head,  the  price  would  be  about  123. ; 

add  cost  of  fixing.  Each  sash  would  weigh 
about  71b.  per  foot  super.,  or  84lb.  the  sash, 

or  i'cwt.  The  above  price  is  equal  to  about 

Kis.  per  cwt. 
No.  (>.    Truss  brackota  to  design,  each 

Icwt.  Iqr. 

The  cost  of  these  would  depend  on  design. 

For  plain  brackets  the  price  would  be  abou 
IGs.  to  20s.  per  cwt.,  say  2js.  each,  includin; 
fLxing. 

Xo.    2.      (Jmamental    cast-iron    panels    t< 
design,  about  4tt.  by  3ft. 

If  these  are  for  balconies  or  windows,  they 
would  be  worth  about  128.  per  cwt.  If  we 

assume  each  to  weigh  about  90lb.,  the  cost 
would  be  about  lOs.  each,  including  pattern 

THE    BRICK    TRADE. 

THE  Kent  and  Essex  Brickmaeters'  Association have  reduced  the  price  of  stocks  48.  per 
thousand — i.e.,  from  40a.  to  308.  The  price  of 
stocks,  practically  the  London  standard  brick, 

has  been  408.  since  April,  189.">,  and  for  twelve 
months  prior  to  that  it  had  ranged  from  38s.  <o 
128.  The  fact  of  such  a  reduction  is  important. 

The  Kent  and  Kssex  Brickmasters'  Association 
is  a  very  strong  body ;  it  includes  all  the  oldest 
firms  in  Kent  and  Essex ;  it  has  successfully 
fought  its  labour  battles,  and  has  also  arrived  at 
a  working  arrangement  which  has  maintained  a 
uniform  price  for  bricks.  Its  action  in  reducing 
prices  48. ,  or  1 0  per  cent. ,  .it  one  step  has  a  serious 
significance.  It  can  only  have  been  done  for  very 
strong  reasons.  Those  reasons,  strong  as  they  are, 
are  verj-  simple. 

HISTOKV    UEl'E.VTS    ITSELF. 

It  is  the  old  story,  over  demand  followed  by 
over  production.  The  last  boom  in  the  brick 

trade  was  twenty  years  ago.  Prices  rose  sud- 
denly, and  large  profits  were  made.  Everyone 

went  in  for  brick  oiaking ;  new  brickj-ards  were 
opened  all  over  the  countrj'.  Then  came  the 
depression  of  1880  and  1881,  and  prices  fell. 
Stocks  which  had  fetched  4o3.  to  40s.  fell  to  228., 

or  a  price  far  below  cost,  and  as  a  consequence 
many  works  had  to  stop.  So,  again,  there  is 
now  the  same  experience.  The  Ivent  and  Essex 
Brickmasters'  Association,  without  attempting 
to  create  a  monopoly  or  form  a  ring,  arrived  at  a 
working  arrangement  whereby  a  uniform  price 
was  arrived  at.  Although  the  buQders  objected 
to  this  at  first,  they  soon  found  it  an  advantage 
in  tendering  to  be  on  the  sime  level  as  to  prices. 
Trade  improved,  prices  advanced  ;  people  began 
to  talk  about  the  high  prices  obtained  for  bricks, 
and  how  little  they  cost  to  make.  Everybody 
rushed  in  to  share  in  the  golden  stream  which 
flowed  from  brickmaking.  New  works  to  supply 
London  were  started — so  far  north  as  Lincoln,  so 

far  west  as  Stratford-on-Avon,  for  example — 
while  the  Peterborough  district  went  mad. 

FROM    YAXLEY    ST.^TION   TO    PETEBIIOROUOH 

it  is  now  impossible  to  count  the  number  of 
chimney-shafts,  so  numerous  are  they.  The 

Peterborough  output  has  doubled  in  the  last  five 
years,  and  it  may  be  safely  stated  that  there  are 
upwards  of  300  millions  more  bricks  sent  into 
London  annually  than  there  were  ten  years  ago. 

The  great  railway  works,  such  as  the  Great 
Central,  the  Waterloo  and  City,  and  the 

(_'ity  and  Central  are  all  practically  completed. 
The  speculative  trade  has  been  overdone.  In 
other  words,  the  supply  is  more  than  the  demand, 
and  the  experiences  of  1880  and  ISSl  are  to  be 

repeated  in  1900  and  1901.  Prices  have  been 

falling  away,  and  the  Kent  and  Essex  Brick- 
masters' Association,  recognising  the  fact,  have 

reduced  their  prices  to  meet  the  faUing  market. 

Catlyle  said  that  the  population  of  the  British 
Islands  was  composed  of  3U  millions  of  people, 

mostly  fools.  Never  was  the  truth  of  this  state- 
ment more  exemplified  than  in  the  brick  trade. 

.\ny  practical  brickmaker  knows  that  on  an 
average  of  10  years  he  has  three  years  of  high 

prices  and  T  years  of  low.  So  that  on  the  ten 

years  he  gets  a  very  small  return  on  his  capital invested.  An  actuarial  return  on  the  jirofits  of 

brick-making  would  be  a  revelation  to  the  unini- 
tiated. The  proliteaming  cap.acity  of  the  brick 

trade  is,  of  course,  well  known  to  those  who  have 
been  in  it  all  their  lives,  and.  in  some  cases,  their 

fathers  before  them  :  but  the  outside  public  only 

look  at  the  temporarily  high  prices,  and  go 
blindly  in. 

THE   BE.\CTI0.S-    HAS   SET   IN, 

and  prices  are  likely  to  drop  to  the  vanishing 

point  of  profit  even  in  concerns  established  and 

built  up  at  ordinary  reasonable  cost.  In  the  trade 
circles  there  are  rumours  of  limited  companies 

being  lloated  to  enable  those  who  have  rashly 
entered  into  the  brick  trade  without  any  previous 
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knowledge  to  so  profit  by  the  short  experience 
they  have  gained  as  got  out  of  it  at  tlie  expense 
of  the  investing  public.  It  is  said,  but  we  know 
not  with  what  truth,  that  there  is  a  project  to 
combine  the  Fletton  Brickworks  into  one  large 
company,  and  to  place  that  company  on  the 
market,  so  that  the  public  may  stand  in  the 
place  of  the  rash  investors,  who  went  into  the 
trade  hurriedly  and  want  to  come  out  in  the 
same  way.  It  will  not  work.  As  in  ISSO  and 
1881,  brickworks  after  brickworks  had  to  stopi 
so  in  the  next  few  years  many  of  the  ventures 
will  come  to  grief,  and  our  advice  to  tho  public 
is  :  Have  nothing  to  do  with  any  brick  company 
however  flourishing  its  prospects  may  be  on 

paper. I     1^    I   

PREMISES  Ul'  TUE  lilKMIXiill.-iM  (iCILD 
OF  U.VN'DIC1{.\FT,   I.IMITHD. 

IX  tho  Arts  and  Crafts  K.xhiliition  at  tho  Xew 
(iallery,  Regent-etreet,  among  the  few 

privileged  architectural  drawings  admitted  to 
that  somewhat  exclusive  collection  of  contem- 

porary work  is  a  perspective  view  of  this  very 
practicjJ  building.  It  has  been  erected  at  the 
comer  of  Hreat  Charles-street,  liirmingham, 
from  the  designs  of  XIr.  Arthur  Stanslield  Dixon, 
architect,  the  designer  of  the  metalwork  pro- 

duced by  this  Guild,  of  which  the  Right  Hon. 
William  Kenrick  is  the  chairman.  The  eleva- 

tions are  mainly  in  brick,  with  ample  windows 
picturesquely  treated.  Tho  plan,  which  we 
reproduce  with  the  photographic  view,  explains 
the  general  arrangements.  These  comprise 
workshops  and  the  offices  of  the  company,  with 
entrances  from  both  thoroughfares. 

ELECTROLYSIS. 

AMONG  the  papers  presented  at  the  recent 
convention  of  the  Americin  Society  of 

Municipal  Improvements  was  one  on  ele<  trolysis 
from  the  standpoint  of  tho  municipal  ilectrician 
by  Jlr.  H.  S.  Wynkoop,  electrical  engineer  of 
the  department  of  buildings,  lighting  and  supplies 
of  the  Borough  of  Brooklyn,  New  York.  In 
Brooklyn  there  are  about  600  mile.s  of  street 
railway  track,  six  railway  power  houses  well 
distributed  and  a  daily  average  of  about  1,1)00 
cars  in  operation.  Underground  are  the  gas  and 
water  mains,  Edison  tubes,  cement-lined  iron 
subway  ducts,  earthenware  subways  containing 
lead- covered  cables,  supplementary  wires  and 
bundles  of  old  rails  used  as  ground  returns.  In 
addition,  the  structure  of  the  elevated  railway  is 
being  made  the  equivalent  of  a  ground  retom 
through  its  bond  connections  with  the  tracks  it 
supports.  All  of  these  conductors  are  jumbled 
together,  forming  an  irregular  network  through 
which  the  stray  electricity  is  dodging  hither  and 
thither.  To  increase  the  complications,  inten- 

tional connections  between  dis.similar  conductors 
have  been  made  from  time  to  time  at  the  instance 
of  experts  retained  by  one  or  another  of  the 
corporations. 

In  earlier  days  the  most  generally  accepted 
method  of  dealing  with  electrolysis  involved  the 
attaching  of  a  bond  wire  to  the  damaged  spot  in 
order  to  conduct  away  harmlessly  tho  electricity 
that  was  causing  the  trouble.  By  means  of  these 
bonds  the  various  corporations  are  caring,  in 
specific  instances,  for  stray  currents  in  amounts 
varjing  from  20  to  80  ampires.  Each  corpora- 

tion has  its  own  expert  watching  developments 
■md  applies  its  own  remedies  regardless  of  tho 
effect  on  its  neighbours  or  the  disturbance  of  tho 
electrical  equilibrium  thus  occasioned. 
The  water  department  in  Brooklyn  since  1 896 

has  simply  been  awaiting  developments.  In  that 
year  tests  were  made  wjuch  gave  indications  that 
the  cast-iron  mains  were  reasonably  safe.  Careful 
examination  was  made  of  the  pipes  at  so-called 
danger  points,  but  no  evidence  of  electrolysis  was 
found.  Neither  has  any  damage  occurred  to  the 
cast-iron  gas  mains,  but  the  wrought-iron  and 
steel  service-pipes  have  been  attacked.  Telephone 
cables  appear  to  be  reasonably  safe,  but  the 
electric-light  cables  are  in  an  unsatisf.ictory 
condition.  Edison  tube  is  suffering  greatly  in 
some  places  and  the  cast-iron  coupUng-boies 
have  also  been  attacked.  Tho  oxpcrienco  of 
other  cities  is  similar  to  that  of  Brooklyn,  and  the 
subject  is  almost  invariably  treated  from  one 
point  of  view,  as  in  its  relation  to  the  gas  system, 

water  -  pipes,  cable  -  coverings,  or  the  "  street railway. 

Mr.  Wynkoop  considers  the  municipality  re- 
sponsible for  the  existence  of  the  problem  and  for  ' 

PREMISES    OF    THE     BIRMINGHAM    GUILD    OF    HANDICKAFT,    LIMITED. 

the  securing  of  its  solution  for  the  following 
reasons  :— It  originally  approved,  by  franchise,  ol 
the  overhead  trolley :  the  public  interests  arc 
jeopardised,  and  the  protection  of  such  intcroits 
18  a  function  of  the  municipality  ;  it  is  generally 
the  only  body  exercising  authority  over  all  of 

there  l^e  one.  A  law^-er  and  a  chemist  should 
also  bo  on  the  c4)mmis8ion — the  latter  because  Mr. 
Wynkoop  considers  that  chemistry  is  to  play  a 
large  part  in  the  solution  of  the  problem. 

In  conclusion,  Mr.  Wynkoop  states  that  "  elec- 
trical  remedies  have  thus  far  failed.     The  im- 

AAtTal        Sfort-S 

~ 

0.:lJi    C^C«    Uj    C  f    i-'riAvii.-,  -jiv 

tho  private  corporations  operating  within  its 
boondarie^^.  But  in  spite  of  its  responsibility, 
the  municipality  is  doing  practically  nothing  to 
solve  the  problem.  As  a  remedy,  Mr.  Wynkoop 

suggests  a  commission  of  nine  members  repre- 
senting the  various  interests  concerned  in  the 

problem  and  the  electrical  bureau  of  the  city,  if 

proved  trackretnmisajKilliative,  not acure.  The 
interbonding  plan  results  in  a  ceaseless  disturb- 

ance of  tho  electrical  equilibrium.  The  auxiliary 
potential  method  is  applicable  only  to  those  towns 

whoso  electrical  map  is  comparatively  simp'.e,  and few  of  tho  larger  towns  come  within  this  daw 
today.     The  insertion  ol  insulating  scclions  of 
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TABLE  I.— BABS  OF  THE  WEB. 
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pipo  along  the  line  tends  to  throw  an  increased 
burden  upon  other  conductors.  Finally,  not  one 

of  these  suggested  remedies  offers  more  than  a 

partial  and  temporarj-  relief.  All  of  them  de- 
locilise  and  render  latent  the  evidences  of  electro- 

lytic decay;  but  h>  just  what  extent  is  a  hard 

matter  to  determine.  \'oltmeter  readings  are 
undeniaWy  valuable,  and  yet,  after  all,  they  are 
merely  resultants  ;  so  that,  when  accepted  in  their 

true  light,  they  afford  no  absolute  lertiiinty  that 
local  action  is  not  taking  place  in  the  immediate 
vicinity  of  the  test  points. 

THE  CANTILEVEK  BRIDGE  :  IT.S  DESIGN 
AND  CONSTRUCTION.— XV. 

HAVINi;  fully  investigated  the  stresses  upon 
tho  flanges  of  the  independent  central 

<nrder  in  Fig.  1,  arising  from  the  action  of  both 
a  uniformly  distributed  load  and  of  a  moving 
load,  and  designed  the  form,  dimensions,  and 
quantity  of  metal  to  be  alotted  to  them,  it  remains 
to  accomplish  exactly  the  same  result  so  far  as  a 

Fio.  1. 

live  or  moving  load  is  concerned  for  each  member 
of  the  web.  In  article  XI.  general  rules  were 
laid  down  for  determining  these  stresses,  so  that 
all  we  propose  to  effect  at  present  is  to  demon- 

strate their  application  to  the  case  before  us. 
Referring  to  Fig.  1,  in  which  the  lower  apices  are 
numbered  consecutively,  let  us  consider  the  roll- 

ing load  to  have  advanced  from  the  left  abutment 
as  far  as  apex  No.  1 — that  is,  since  the  rolling 
load  has  been  estimated  as  equal  to  twice  the 
uniformly  distributed  load,  equivalent  to  a  load 
of  ten  tons  at  that  point.  The  problem  to  be 
solved  is :  What  is  the  amount  and  the  nature, 
whether  compressive  or  tensile,  of  the  resulting 
stresses  upon  each  individual  memberof  the  truss  1' 
Of  the  two,  the  nature  of  the  stress  is  of  almost 
greater  importance  than  the  amount,  since  upon 
that  detail  depends  whether  any  particular  vertical 
or  diagonal  is  a  strut  or  a  tie,  and  whether  it  will 
need  counterbracing  or  not.  It  must  be  home 
in  mind  that  before  the  moving  load  comes  on 
the  bridge,  every  member  of  the  truss,  except 
the  pair  of  central  diagonals,  is  already  subject 
to  stresses  of  a  definite  amount  and  character. 
If  we  regard  the  moving  load  to  have  advanced 
from  the  left  support  on  the  structure  as  far  as 
apex  A,  it  is  not  correct,  as  is  frequently 
assumed  in  purely  scientific-  textbooks,  to  con- 

sider the  rest  of  the  girder  to  be  unloaded.  It  is 
very  appreciably  loaded,  and,  in  girders  of  great 
span,  exercises  suflBcient  influence  to  very 
materially  reduce  the  effect  of  a  rolling  load 
upon  tie  members  of  the  web. 

Commencing  our  calculations,  we  have  there- 
fore a  weight  of  ten  tons  situated  at  the  first 

apex  counting  from  the  left  abutment.  How  is 

this  load  resisted  and  disposed  of ':  It  first 
induces  tensile  stresses  upon  both  the  vertical 
and  diagonal  members  A  15  and  B  C,  in  Fig.  1 
The  stress  upon  A  B,  on  arriving  at  the  first 
upper  apex  may  be  resolved  into  two,  both  of  a 
compressive  character  in  the  direction  of  the 
upper  flange  and  the  terminal  member  of  the 
web  ()  A.  With  the  stress  upon  the  upper 
fiange  we  are  no  longer  concerned,  as  they 
have  all  been  ascertained,  and  the  calculations 
in  connection  with  them  completed.  Before 
proceeding  with  the  stresses  upon  the  members 
of  the  web  to  the  right  of  apex  I,  it  will  be  as  well 
to  determine  those  upon  A  li  and  O  A.  It  will, 
therefore,  be  necessary  to  find  what  portions  of 
the  weight  of  1 0  tons  at  the  lower  apex  are  trans- 

ferred to  each  abutment,  or,  what  amounts  to  the 
sane  thing,  to  find  the  value  of  tho  respective 
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reactions  at  each  support.  Let  Ri  =  the  re- 
action at  the  left,  and  R,  that  at  the  right  abut- 

ment. I'ut  \V  for  the  weight,  I  for  the  length 
of  each  panel,  which  areall  of  the  same  dimensions, 
and  L  for  the  span  of  the  girder,  which  in  this 
instance  must  be  made  equal  to  an  exac  t  number 
of  panel  lengths.  Then,  upon  the  principle  of 
tho  lever,  which,  in  its  turn,  is  dependent  upon 
the  principle  of  moments,  we  have  for  the  value 

of  Ri  — 
g^^Wx6^/   (1) 

For  Rj  the  corresponding  equation  ia— 

R,  =  ̂ ^    (-2) L 

Substituting  the  numerical  equivalents  of  the 
symbols  in  the  above  equations,  we  obtain  for 
each  reaction 

and  for  R^ — 
R,  . 

10  X  6  >.  13 
L 

10  X  13 

=  8  571  tons  (3) 

=  l-42Stons  ..  (4) 

Applying  the  general  formula — 
W  =  R,  -m,     ,   (r>) 

the  expression  becomes  in  figures — 
10  =8-57l-l-l-42S=9-99'J  ton....  (6) 

or  a  practical  identity.  As  it  will  be  convenient 
to  make  the  sum  of  the  reactions  coincide  exactly 
with  the  weight,  the  equality  can  be  readily,  and 
according  to  the  usual  rule  for  decimals,  arrived 

at  by  making  li,  =  l-4'28  equal  to  1-43,  and 
Ri  equal  tc  &■'>',  which  gives — 

10  =  (S-57  +  1-43)  =  10   (0) 

The  vertical  shearing  stress  arising  from  a 
single  or  anv  number  of  weights  is  always  equal 
to  the  reactions  conveyed  by  any  vertical  member 
of  the  web  to  their  respective  points  of  support. 
Thus,  in  the  present  instance,  the  vertical  tensUe 
or  shearing  stress  on  A  B  is  equal  to  the  reaction 

upon  tho  left  abutment,  that  is  equal  to  8-57  tons. 
So  the  compressive  stress  upon  the  terminal 
diagonal  member  of  the  web  is  equal  to,  as 

COS.  9  =  1-414. 
8-67  X  1-414  =  12-117  tons. 

Using  the  same  formula  for  the  members  of  the 
web  situated  to  the  right  of   the  lower  apex  I, 
the  tensile  stress  upon  the  bar  B  C  amounts  to — 

1-43  X  1-414  =  2-022  tons. 

As  a  check  upon  the  calculation,  2  022  multi- 
plied by  0  should  equal  the  stress  .already  found 

tor  A  B,  which  it  will  be  found  to  do,  the  differ- 
ence not  exceeding  0-002,  an  absolutely  negligible 

quantity. 
This  stress  upon  B  C  will  be  successively 

resolved  into  its  vertical  and  diagonal  components, 
which,  neglecting  for  reasons  previously  adduced, 
tho  horizontal  components  upon  the  flanges  will 
produce  a  uniform  stress  upon  all  the  vertical 
members  of  the  web  of  143  tons  and  one  of  202 
tons  >ipon  all  the  diagonals  situated  between 
apex  No.  1  of  the  lower  flange  and  the  right 
abutment.  It  will  be  unnecessary  to  enter  into 
the  same  degree  of  minuteness  with  respect  to 
the  action  of  the  load  at  the  next  lower  apex 
No.  2,  when  the  rolling  load  has  advanced  to  that 
point.    It  is  obvious,  on  reference  to  Fig.  1,  that 

the  reactions  at  each  support  will  he  for  the  left 

abutment — E,  »  ?Ji_i?  =  7-143  tons. 7 

and  that  for  the  right  abutment — 

B«  = 

2  X  10 
=  2'857  tons. 

When  the  rolling  load  reaches  the  third  lower 
apex,  another  constant  addition  lO  the  reaction  at 
the  right  support  takes  place,  and  a  similar 
deduction  from  the  results  already  occurring  at 
the  left  support.  It  is  not  difficult,  therefore,  to 
tabulate  the  total  stresses  upon  each  member  of 
the  web  by  a  summation  process,  which  will  give 
both  their  amount  and  character.  For  example, 
if  s  be  the  stress  upon  the  bar  B  C,  that  upon 
N  U  over  the  right  support  will  be  eiiual  to  the 

total  of — 
S(l-l-2-t-3-l-4-(-o-f6); 

but  since  S  is  equal  to  2-02  tons,  the  stress  upon N  0  will  equal 

2-02  X  21  =  42-64  tors, 

which  can  be  checked  by  the  formula — 

Ej  X  oosec.  5  =  4242  tons. 
In  Table  I.  are  given  the  bars,  both  vertical 

and  diagonal,  in  the  web,  and  the  amount  and 
character  of  the  different  stresses  induced  upon 

them  by  each  successive  position  of  the  rolling- load  as  it  traverses  the  whole  bridge  from  one 
end  to  the  other.  The  algebraic  sum  will  give 
the  maximum  compressive  and  tensile  stresses 

upon  £iny  bar  corresponding  to  any  given  position 
of  tho  rolling  load.  There  are  one  or  two  rules 
in  connection  with  the  maximum  compressive  or 

tensile  stresses  upon  any  member,  either  vertical 

or  diagonal,  of  the  web,  which  deserve  attention. 
The  maximum  compressive  stress  upon  any  bar, 
which  is  a  strut,  resulting  from  a  roUing  load, 

that  is,  subject  to  a  stress  of  the  same  character 
under  the  conditions  of  a  uniformly  distributed 

load,  and  situated  upon  one  half  of  the  girder  or 

truss,  will  take  place  when  all  the  apices  between 
it  a-ud  the  abutment  on  the  other  half  of  truss  are 

loaded,  -'igain,  the  maximum  tensile  stress 

upon  the  same  bar  wiU  occur  when  the  apices 
on  its  own  half  of  the  truss  are  loaded.  Referring 

to  Fig.  1 ,  consider  the  bar  D  E,  which  is  acted 

upon  by  a  compressive  stress  when  the  load  is 

uniformly  distributed  over  the  truss.  Its  maxi- 
mum compressive  stress  will  be  brought  upon  it, 

when  the  apices  3,  1,  f>,  and  6  are  loaded,  and 
the  remaining  apices  I  and  2  unloaded.  Its 
maximum  tensile  stress  will  occur  when  the 

apices  1  and  2  are  loaded  and  the  others  un- loaded. It  will  be  seen  on  con8\ilting  Table  I. 

that  the  maximum  compressive  stress  on  the  bar 

D  E  is  equal  to — -t-  8-08  -H  6-06  -f-  4  04  -f  2-02  =  20-20, 

and  its  raaximum  tensile  stress  to — -  2  02  -  404  =  -  606. 

Similarly,  the  maximum  tensile  stress  upon 
the  vertical  bar  C  D  takes  pbice  when  the  apices 

2,  3,  4,  5,  G  are  loaded,  and  its  maximum  com- 
pressive stress  when  apex  1  is  loaded.  In  Table  I. 

tho  maximum  tensile  stress,  due  to  the  loaded 

apices  enumerated,  is  equal  to — 
-  7-14  -  5-71  -  4-29  -  286  -  143  =  -  21-4}, 

and  its  maximum  compressive  stress  to  -f  1'13. 
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It  will  be  of  advantage  to  the  student  and  be- 
ginner to  check  by  another  method  the  accuracy 

of  the  figures  given  in  Table  I.,  and  first  for  the 
compressive  stress  upon  diagoaal  bar  D  E. 

The  portion  of  the  total  weight  of  1 0  tons  placed 

at  apex  6  conveyed  to  the  left  support  is  1  •  4  'i  tons, which  is  also  equal  to  the  vertical  stress  upon  the 
bar  M  N  in  table  I.  Putting  S  =  stress  upon 
the  diagonal  bar  L  M,  and  remembering  that  9, 
the  angle  between  the  diagonal  bars  and  the 

horizontal,  is  45^,  we  have — 

from  which- 
S 

1-43  =  S  X  Bine  9 

143 
=  1'43  •   cosec.  9 

Bine  9 

and  finally — 
S  =  1'43  X  1-414  =  ■102  tons. 

Summing  up  for  the  compressive  stress  upon 
D  E,  we  find  it  to  be  equal  to 

+  2  02  (1  +  2  +  3  +  4)  =  2-02  x  10  =  +  20-20  tona, 
as  obtained  from  Table  I.  For  the  tensile  stress, 
the  calculation  gives  it  equal  to — 

-  2  02  (1  +  2)  =  -  2-02  X  3  =  -  0-0(i  tons. 
It  is  unnecessary  to  adduce  any  further  proofs 

ef  the  accuracy  of  the  results  arrived  at  m  the 
Table,  although  they  are  all  e(iually  susceptible 
of  similar  proof.  It  remains  now  to  determine 
where  the  counterbracos  are  to  be  introduced,  and 
for  this  purpose  it  will  be  necessary  to  combine 
the  stresses  in  Table  I.  with  those  previously  ob 
tained  for  the  vertical  and  diagonal  members  of 
the  web  when  su'iiected  to  the  action  of  a  uni- 

formly distributed,  load,  which  are  given  in 
Table  n. 

It  must  be  borne  in  mind  that  when  tensile 
stresses  are  brought  upon  bars  under  a  stress  of 
compression,  they  may  be  disregarded  so  far  as 
any  coimterbracing  is  regarded,  which  is  only 
required  to  be  considered  when  bars  in  tension  are 
from  one  cause  or  another  thrown  into  compres- 

sion. This  much  being  surmised,  the  first  bar 
which  claims  our  attention  is  CD  in  Table  I., 
which  is  in  tension,  but  has  the  small  compressive 
stress  of  1-43  tons  brought  upon  it.  But  upon 
referring  to  Table  II.,  it  will  be  seen  that  there 
is  always  a  constant  tensile  stress  duo  to  the  dead 
load  upon  C  P  equal  to  10  tons,  so  that  the  actual 
resulting  stress  is  still  a  tensile  one  of  3-57  tons. 
Passing  on  to  the  bar  E  F  the  two  stresses  are  so 
nearly  balanced  that  the  counterbracing  in  the 
central  panel  is  desirable.  If,  now,  we  combine 
the  two  tables,  we  shall  obtain  the  total  stresses 
upon  all  the  members  of  the  web,  which  will  afford 
us  the  necessary  data  for  calculating  the  ([uantity 
of  metal  each  will  require,  and  the  proper  pro- 

portions to  be  assigned  to  them  individually. T.  C. 

«  ̂  — 

XKW  DESCRIPTION   OF  ARMOURED 
COXCRETE. 

IT  is  universally  recognised  that  whenever  a 
mixture  or  combination  of  two  or  more 

ingredients,  substances,  or  materials  has  to  be 
effected,  the  fijst  .and  most  essential  detail  to  be 
attended  to,  and  its  accomplishment  absolutely 
insured,  is  that  the  separate  units  of  ihe  combina- 

tion should  be  as  intimately  and  thoroughly 
amalgamated  and  incorporated  with  one  another 
as  possible.  Unless  when  united  the  different 
constituents  of  the  union  invariably  act  as  one 
body  or  mass,  the  combination  will  inevitably 
carry  with  it  the  seeds  of  its  own  dissolution  and 
disintesrration,  and  ultimately  go  to  pieces.  Un- 

questionably concrete,  when  properly  composed 
and  properly  made,  is  one  of  the  very  best  sub- 

stances to  form  a  close  and  intimate  union  with 
other  bodies.  Its  numerous  rough,  sharp,  angu- 

lar points  which  it  presents  to  other  substances 
offer  just  so  many  means  of  attachment  and  of 
intimate  combination.  We  have  advisedly  pre- 

mised that  the  concrete  in  itself  should  be 
properly  prepared  and  composed,  for  otiierwise 
the  necessarily  complete  intermixture  cannot 
be  carried  out.  Obviously  this  required  result 
could  not  possibly  bo  achieved  if  the  con- 

crete were  composed  of  smooth  rounded  stones, 
as,  for  instance,  as  sometimes  occurred  in 
localities  situated  near  the  sea  coast,  whore 
from  notions  of  mistaken  economy,  shingle  has 
been  used  for  the  purpose.  Judging  from  the 
actual  examples  of  arches  of  both  large  and  small 
spans  of  floors,  embodying  many  different  types 
of  designs  and  construction,  and  of  other  work?  in 
which  armoured  concrete  has  been  adopted  with 
marked  success,  there  is  no  reason  to  complain  of 
a  want  of  cohesion  between  the  separiite  parts. 

F  I  G    1. 
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It  must,  at  the  same  time,  be  admitted  that  the 
concrete  plays  by  far  the  greater  part  in  accom- 

plishing this  desirable  result,  since  the  smooth 
surface  of  the  various  sections  of  wrought  iron 

and  steel  employed  are  not  per  si-  especially 
favourable  to  the  required  intimate  union.  It 
is  not  to  be  wondered  at,  therefore,  that,  this 
fact  once  recognised  and  acknowledged,  attempts 
should  have  been  made  and  experiments  under- 

taken with  the  object  of  remedying  the  defect. 
The  most  recent  of  these,  and  the  one  which  bids 
fair  to  overcome  the  difficulty,  is  that  which  we 
at  present  bring  to  the  notice  of  our  readers. 

This  novel  application  of  the  compound  prin- 
ciple of  concrete  and  metal  forms  the  subject  of  a 

patent  taken  out  by  the  firm  of  Thomas  Steinhoff , 
of  MuUheim,  in  the  south-western  part  of  Ger- 

many. Its  chief  distinguishing  characteristic, 
which  deserves  especial  attention,  is  shown  in  the 
four  accompanying  illustrations,  and  consists  in 
imparting  to  the  various  sections  of  iron  and  steel  a 
spiral  shape — in  other  words,  in  twisting  them. 
One  of  the  designs  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  1,  which 
represents  one  bay  of  a  fireproof  floor.  The  rolled 
joists,  which  are  of  the  usual  dovible  -  flanged 
pattern,  together  with  the  twisted  sections  of 
metal,  are  imbedded  in  concrete,  and  the  upper 
surface  of  the  floor  is  finished  off  with  a  strong 
layer  of  neat  cement.  In  the  second  figure,  as 
well  as  in  the  remaining  two,  the  rolled  joists 
perform  the  d\ity  of  supporting  the  weight  of^ho 
rest  of  the  structure,  the  load  upon  each  bemg 
equal  to  that  of  one  complete  bay.  In  Fig.  2  the 
concrete  serves  as  usual  as  the  matrix  surround- 

ing and  inclosing  hermetically  the  metalwork, 
and  is  coped,  as  in  the  preceding  design,  with  a 
layer  of  cement :  but  in  this  instance  floor  planks 
are  laid  down  over  the  cement.  These  two  systems 
are  chiefly  suitable  for  cellars,  underground  stores, 
factories,  and  workshops,  and  the  other  two  shown 
in  Figs.  3  and  4  are  better  adapted  to  the  wants 
of  public  buildings  and  private  houses  on  a  large 
and  pretentious  scale,  where  more  finish  is  desirable 
and  the  expense  is  not  of  so  much  importance. 
Thus  the  arrangement  in  Fig.  3  consists  of  a  bed 
of  concrete,  reaching  to  about  half  the  depth  of 
the  rolled  joists,  counting  from  the  bottom  flange. 

T'pon  the  upper  surface  of  the  concrete,  a  good 
thick  mass  of  clean  dry  sand  or  of  weU-sifted 
cinders  is  laid,  and  upon  this  oilcloth  or  linoleum 
may  be  placed.  The  arrangement  in  Fig.  4  is 
very  similar  to  that  in  Fig.  3,  but  the  floor  is 
laid  with  planks,  and  in  both  cases  phistered 
ceilings  are  wrought  upon  the  concrete. 

It  is  evident  that  the  spiral  or  twisted  form 
given  to  the  metalwork  must  greatly  increase 

the  amount  of  ■'  grip  "  between  it  and  the  con- 
crete, and  the  inventor's  claim  that,  in  addition, 

the  maximum  strength  and  resistance  of  the 
compound  structure  is  very  materially  augmented. 
.\s  a  mean  of  several  experiments  undertaken  to 
investigate  this  point,  the  following  result  was 
arrived  at : — .\  platform,  having  a  span  of  Sft., 
was  constructed  in  the  manner  already  described 
and  illustrated,  furnished  with  three  rows  of 
twisted  metal  at  equal  distances  apart  of  3ft.  3in., 
supported  a  load  of  12cwt.  per  square  foot 
without  showing  the  least  sign  of  deflection  or 
anv  appreciable  evidence  of  cracks  or  fissures.  It 
is  mtended  to  carry  out  some  further  experiments 
upon  a  larger  scale,  to  more  thoroughly  test  the 
full  efficacy  of  this  new  application,  which  we 
shall  lay  before  our  readers  at  the  proper  time. 
The  subject  is  not  only  an  interesting  one  from  a 

general  point  of  view,' but  is  exceedingly  instruc- tive and  worthy  of  consideration  for  the  ingenuity 
displayed,  and  the  part  it  is  likely  to  pLay  in 
future  works  of  a  constructive  character. 

I    ̂ ^  I 

The  Corporation  of  London  have  agreed  to  pay 
£40,0<K)  for  the  site  of  the  male  wing  of  Xewgate 
*iaol,  and  it  is  intended  to  use  this  amount  in  con- 

nection with  the  extension  of  the  prison  at  Brixton. 

BRICK   I'.VVEJIENTS. 
THE  abundance  of  good  granite  for  pavings 

blocks  and  hard  ledges  from  which  satis- 
factory macadam  stone  can  be  obtained  has,  says 

the  Eii'iiruering  Recont,  made  it  unnecesary  for 
the  engineers  of  Now  England  to  pay  as  much 
attention  to  paving  brick  as  those  practising  in 
less  favoured  parts  of  the  United  .States.  Hence 
their  views  are  not  warped  by  local  necessities, 
which  sometimes  render  brick  the  only  available 
material.  Jlr.  L.  M.  Hastings,  city  engineer  of 
Cambridge,  Mass.,  described  the  results  of  a  study 
of  brick  pavements  in  a  paper  presented  last  week 
to  the  American  .Society  of  llunicipal  Improve- 
ments. 

N'itrified  paving  brick  was  suggested  as  a 
paving  material  for  Cambridge,  and  a  committee 
of  the  city  government  made  an  inspection  of 
streets  surfaced  with  it  in  a  number  of  cities,  and 

also  visited  several  large  brick-making  establish- 
ments. The  oldest  bricks  seen  were  said  to  have 

been  in  service  about  10  years,  and  were  made 
apparently  of  the  same  material  used  in  ordinary 
building  brick.  While  they  were  badly  chipped, 
and  some  were  soft  or  under-burned,  neverthe- 

less the  pavement  as  a  whole  seemed  good  for 
several  years'  further  wear.  As  a  general  thing 
the  evidences  of  durability  in  well-selected  brick 
were  better  than  the  committee  had  been  led  to 

expect. 
Young  as  is  the  paving-brick  industry,  there  is 

now  a  surprisingly  large  number  of  establish- 
ments engaged  in  it  in  the  States,  and  it  is  not 

surprising,  therefore,  that  the  product  shows  a 
wide  variation  in  its  properties. 
Samples  of  the  three  classes  of  paving  brick 

were  seen  in  servi<:e  in  the  cities  visited,  and  it 
seemed  that  special  merits  might  well  be  claimed 
for  each  of  them.  Thus,  the  shale  brick  and  the 
class  made  from  a  mixture  of  shale  and  fireclay 
seemed  hard,  dense,  and  heavy,  with  a  tendency 
toward  brittleness.  They  are  apparently  adapted 
for  streets  with  heavy  trafiic  if  laid  on  a  strong 
concrete  base,  and  their  joints  are  filled  so  as  to 
prevent  the  chipping  of  edges  and  comers. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  fireclay  bricks  are 
lighter,  softer,  more  porous,  and  apparently 
less  liable  to  chip  and  crack,  but  they  are 
much  more  subject  to  attrition  by  wheels  and 
hoofs.  They  seem  well  adapted  for  a  residential 
street  or  one  carrying  a  light  local  traffic.  Several 
streets  paved  with  mixed  brick  were  seen  which 
seemed  to  be  standing  well.  It  is  claimed  by  thj 
manufacturers  of  such  brick  that  the  introduction 
of  a  part  of  fireclay  into  the  shale  makes  the 
burning  e,asier  because  the  mixed  material  will 
bear  a  higher  degree  of  heat.  So  much  has  been 
printed  in  these  columns  in  recent  years  con- 

cerning the  manufacture  of  brick,  that  it  is 

unnecessary  to  follow  Mr.  Hastings'  notes  on  the 
subject.  The  examination  made  by  the  com- 

mittee failed  to  detect  any  difference  in  the  wear 
of  wire-cut  and  repressed  pavers,  although  the 
latter  made  a  better-looking  street  at  only  a 
trifling  increase  in  cost.  No  general  agreement 
could  be  found  as  to  the  size  of  the  brick.  The 
lighter  coloured,  softer  brick  noticed  in  some  of  the 
older  pavomerts  showed  the  effects  of  ̂ ear  much 
more  than  those  of  a  darker,  harder  character. 
It  is  highly  desirable  for  the  bricks  to  be  of 
uniform  hardness,  and  this  quality  can  only  be 
attained  by  careful  burning  and  the  culling  of 
inferior  brick  before  laying. 

The  jointing  m.lterial  has  long  been  recognised 
as  exerting  an  important  influence  on  the  dura- 

bility of  brick  pavements,  but  no  decided  tendency 
towards  the  use  of  any  one  material  could  be 
detected.  Sand  makes  a  good  filler  for  a  time, 
being  inexpensive  and  reducing  the  liability  of 
noise,  but  it  soon  washes  out.  leaving  the  edges 
of  the  bricks  unsupported  and  liai^le  to  be  become 
chipped.  Pitch  tends  to  soften  too  much  in  hot 
weather  and  run  towards  the  gutters.  Murphy 

grout  works  well  in  places,  I'Cing  fairly  hard  and 
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rfastio,  but  is  reported  tob*  uneven  in  iU  reaalts. 
<)a  the  whole,  the  best  joints  seem  to  be  made  by 
nsini;  a  hiifh  5rade,  well -seasoned  Portland 
cement,  containing  the  smiUest  amount  of  free 
lime  The  presence  of  the  lime  increases  the 
tendeni-y  of  the  filler  to  swell  with  age  and  the 
absorption  of  moisture,  thereby  raising  the  brick 
from  the  foundation  and  producing  a  rumbling; 
noise  in  an  otherwise  unobjectionable  pavement. 
It  is  now  thought  that  this  tendency  t)  rise  may 
be  rem^diei  by  introdu.  ing  at  intervils  of  2  >(t. 
or  :iOft  acro98  the  street  and  at  both  curbs  an 
expansion  joint  of  pitch,  which  will  tik)  op  any 
movement  due  to  the  swelling  of  the  611er. 

The  most  satisfactory  foundation  for  heavy 
traffic  and  poor  natural  conditions  is  a  Gin.  layer 
of  American  cement  concrete  on  a  base  which 
has  been  thoroughly  graded  and  compacted  oy  a 
steam  roller.  A  sand  cushion  lin.  or  2in.  thick 

is  placed  between  the  concrete  and  the  brie*!. Cracked  stone  hsis  been  used  in  some  places  as  a 
foundation,  but  the  results  were  not  entirely 
satisfaclorj',  for  the  sand  of  the  cushion  was 
washed  more  or  less  into  the  voids  in  the  atone. 
Nevertheless,  Mr.  Hastings  believes  that  if  the 
cracked  stone  were  used  without  screening, 
covered  by  a  layer  of  sand  or  Gae  gravel,  and  then 
wetted  thoroughly  and  rolled,  a  satisfactory  and 
econom'.cal  base  would  be  formed.  In  soue  cities 
where  a  clay  soil  is  enoountere-.,  it  is  considered 
necessary  to  provide  underdrainage  for  the  founda- 

tion, the  common  method  being  to  place  a  su*)- soil  drain  about  3ft.  below  the  surface  under  each 
kerbstone.  The  trench  is  filled  with  small  stones 
which  sorve  as  a  foundation  for  the  kerb. 

As  a  result  of  the  investigation  of  the  com- 
mittee, brick  pavements  on  a  Gin.  concrete 

foundation,  with  Portland  cement  joints  and 
asphalte  expansion  joints  at  intervals,  are  now 
being  laid  by  day  labour  in  Cambridge,  Mass.  All 
sewers  and  pipes  are  laid  to  the  kerb  line  before 
the  pavement  is  put  down,  and  if  it  becomes 
necessary  in  the  future  to  open  any  streets  paved 
with  brick,  the  work  will  be  done  under  the  direc- 

tion of  the  superintendent  of  streets,  and  its  cost 
and  the  expense  of  restoring  the  pavement  will 
be  charged  to  the  party  for  whom  it  is  per- 
formed. 

THE   ARCHirECTUKAL   ASSOCIATION. 

''I^HE  second  ordinary  meeting  for  the  present 
JL  session  of  the  Architectural  Association  was 

■held  on  Friday  evening,  the  President,  Mr. 
<i.  H.  I'ellowes  Pr)-nne,  F.K.I. 15. A.,  in  the 
chair.  The  following  33  gentlemen  were  elected 
as  members:  Messrs.  A.  J.  P.  Carrington,  H.  C. 
liuerce,  N.  0.  Searle,  D.  Anderson,  R.  13. 
RowoU,  H.  Greenby,  H.  R.  G.  S.  Smallman, 
R.  U.  Dods,  D.  Hayworth,  C.  M.  Crickmer,  W. 
Jackson,  F.  L.  Atwell,  R.  F.  Bacon,  C.  V.  Bisley, 
L.  F.  Buckingham,  S.  Burgoine,  W.  E.  V. 
Crompton,  \A.  Dicken,  C.  P.  Fleetwood,  J.  E. 
Forbes,  N.  Innes.  L.  Karberry,  C.  C.  Mallins, 
F.  M.  MUes,  (i.  Morland,  R.  H.  Stone,  H.  F. 
Tucker,  C.  J.  Thompson,  A.  W.  Tippets,  B.  D. 
Tracy,  R.  J.  Tyndall,  F.  W.  Williams,  and 
Madaren  Ross.  Fourteen  nominations  were 
read,  and  it  was  announced  that  Mr.  W.  Duffett 
and  A.  U.  Colquhoun  had  been  reinstated  as 
members.  A  vote  of  thanks  was  accorded  to  all 
who  assisted  in  making  the  convcrxazione  of  the 
previous  Friday  a  success,  special  mention  being 
made  by  the  President  of  the  services  o£  Mr.  G.  B. 
CarviU,  hon  secretary. 

IIIKVI..VU    ST.VmS    .\\'I)    sl'IU.VL    VAVLTS. 

The  following  paper  on  this  subject,  by  Mr. 
Lawukncr  II.tuvEY,  was  read,  in  the  absence  of 
the  author,  who  is  now  living  in  Geneva,  by  his 
former  pupil,  Mr.  W.  II.  ,1'jiinson  : — The  in- 

vention of  circular  stairs  winding  round  a  solid 
-newel  is,  said  Mr.  Harvey,  Mediioval.  I  cannot 
say  to  a  certainty  when  the  first  winding  stair- 

case WIS  built,  but  there  are  no  precedents  in 
either  ( ireok  or  Roman  architecture  for  that  con- 

structional feature.  The  inxlention  of  the  winding 

stair  anna  out  of  the  reiiuiroments  of  militarj- 
archito  ture.  What  was  aimed  at  in  the  design 
of  castles  and  fortifiel  places  was,  amongst  other 
things,  c  >mpactnes8  ;  for,  given  a  certain  number 
of  men  as  garrison,  the  defence  will  bo  strong  in 
inverse  ratio  to  the  extent  of  the  wall  to  be 
defended.  Hence  foUowoth  that  all  spaces  that 
are  not  required  as  dwellings  or  stores  should  be 
reduced  to  a  minimum.  Amongst  these  spaces 
are  the  staircases.  In  the  designing  of  stairs  in  a 
f 01  trees,  a  point  of  gte&t  importance  is  that  the 

stain  b3  etsily  defended.     All  these  advantages were  secure  1  by 

cmirnu  sr.iiRs  ujino  a  sjlid  nf.wf.l. 

These  at&irs  take  the  least  room  on  plan.  They 
are  easily  defended  by  one  brave  man  against 
any  odds,  as  only  one  assailant  at  a  time  can 
come  to  the  front,  and  that  a?saiUnt  is  placed 
unfavourably  for  either  attack  or  defence,  and 
cannot  receive  any  support  by  bow  and  arrow 
or  musketry  from  men  placed  behind  him,  as 
would  be  the  case  in  a  straight  flight  of  stairs. 
It  is  always  a  matter  of  surprise  for  me  to 
find  with  what  directness  Modi:ival  architects 

found  readily  the  beet  solution  for  the  construc- 
tional problc3is  of  the  time,  a  directness  and  a 

happiness  which  we  only  find  to-day  in  the 
work  of  our  mechanical  engineers.  I  do  not 
think  that  Medi:ival  architects  were  men  better 
gifted  than  ourselves,  but  I  consider  they  were 
particularly  happy  in  not  being  encumbered 
by  architectural  traditions,  and  in  having  begun 
their  architectural  career  as  simple  workmen, 
either  as  carpenters  or  as  stonemasons.  Free 
from  our  preoccupations  of  re-editing  certain 
pest  styles  of  architecture,  Mediiival  archi- 

tects saw  only  the  constructional  problems 
they  had  to  deal  with,  and  the  constructional 
means  thev  possessed  for  solving  these  pro- 

blems. Moreover,  as  carpentry  and  masonry 
require  certain  geometrical  operations,  they 
developed  in  time  a  great  power  of  design,  com- 

bined with  an  equally  great  power  of  working 
materials  into  all  kinds  of  ingenious  combinations. 
Our  modem  architectural  students  are  at  quite 

the  opposite  of  the  training  which  gave  Medi-Teval 
architects  their  unsurpassed  cleverness.  They 
are  called  upon  to  carry  an  enormous  load  of 
traditional  architectural  forms,  and  a  minimum, 
not  to  say  no  practical  or  geometrical  knowledge 
whatever.  As  a  specimen  of  the  modern  way  of 
treating  architecture,  I  remember  a  design  of  a 
law-court  I  made  in  my  first  year  of  pupilage  at 
the  Ecole  dee  Beaux-  Arts.  I  was  asked  to  design 
it  in  Doric  Greek.  How  I  tortured  halls, 
chambers,  and  private  rooms  to  bring  them 
within  the  frame  of  a  Greek  temple  nobody  can 
tell  who  has  not  tried  his  hand  at  a  similar  task. 
The  result  was  not  unpleasant,  nor  even  practically 
absurd ;  but  I  very  much  question  whether  this 
kind  of  designing  is  a  healthy  exercise  for  either 
student  or  even  mature  architect.  There  is  less 
harm  in 
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of  any  given  period,  because  this  architecture  is 
nearer  to  us,  suits  our  climate,  sometimes  our 
requirements.  But  even  then  mere  re-editing 
cannot  but  impoverish  both  reasoning  powers  and 
imagination,  and  1  should  prefer  the  Mediaeval 
way  of  becoming  an  architect— that  is,  obtaining 
through  workshop  practice  a  thorough  knowledge 
of  all  the  means  of  solving  constructional  problems, 
and  through  lessons  given  in  small  classes  the 

geometrical  knowledge  necessarj-  for  dealing  with sU  the  forms  one  may  require  in  building.  This 

done,  I  should  advise  to  go  about  one's  work  in the  same  spirit  and  way  as  Mediuval  architects 
— that  is,  design  what  suits  best  the  purpose  the 
buildings  have  to  servo,  according  to  the  con- 

structional means  at  our  disposal.  Geneva  is 

particulaily  rich  in 
1  IBCILAU   STAIRCASES. 

Up  to  the  end  of  the  last  century  none 
but  such  staircases  wore  used  even  in  the 
noblest  mansions,  for  Geneva  was  a  fortified 
town  surrounded  by  powerful  enemies,  and 
hence  space  was  most  valuable.  These  stairs 
are  called  des  "  Virets,"  a  local  denomination 
which  comes  from  an  old  French  verb  "  virer,'" to  turn  round.  Amongst  the  oldest  are,  no 
doubt,  those  which  lead  up  to  the  towers  of  the 
cathedral.  They  were  built  probably  in  the 
beginning  of  the  12th  century.  Their  radius  is 
about  3tt.  8in.,  the  newel  had  a  diameter  of  about 
Sin.,  so  they  leave  a  clear  space  of  about  3ft.  4in., 
which  allows  a  person  going  down  and  one  going 
up  crossing  one  another  on  the  stairs.  The  steps 
are  not  of  equal  height.  In  the  lower  part, 
measured  in  the  middle,  the  steps  have  a  rise  of 
Sin.  and  a  tread  of  about  1  lin.  There  are  sixteen 
steps  to  one  wind,  which  gives  an  ascent  of  about 
10ft.  Sin.  for  one  convolution.  I  have  noticed 
that  the  back  of  the  step  as  well  as  the  riser  go  to 
the  centre  of  the  newel,  an  arrangement  which 
leaves  verj- little  stone  where  the  step  abuts  against 
the  newel,  and  should  be  discarded.  In  later  work 
the  back  of  the  step  is  made  tangent  to  the 
newel  whereas  the  front  part  still  runs  to  the 

centre  of  the  newel.  la  an  old  castle  I  hive 

seen  some  days  ago,  I  noticed  that  the  back  of 
the  steps  had  been  finished  off  with  a  chamfer, 
thus  making  an  approach  to  a  continuous 
ceiling  as  soffit  of  the  staircase.  To  make  a  con- 

tinuous soffit  to  a  circular  staircase  requires  a 
rather  developed  knowlei^e  of  geometrical  con- 

struction so  as  to  provide  a  j  jint  which  in  all  its 
parts  shall  form  a  square  angU  with  the  soffit  of 
the  step.  The  g  lometricil  constructions  required 

for  setting  out  such  a  staircase  are  t'uUy  explained 
in  the  number  of  .July  31,  18.)1,  of  the  Biilding 
News,  and  models  of  the  structure  have  besn 

made  by  my  pupils  in  the  Guilds'  Institute.  I may  only  siy  that  once  the  lines  have  been  put 
on,  the  steps  are  worked  very  easily,  and  have  a 
most  satisfactory  effect.  It  is  to  be  observed  that 
as  each  step  is  housed  in  the  wall,  and  at  the 
other  end  forms  part  of  the  newel,  it  is  desirable 
th:tt  the  wall  and  the  newel  should  bear  the  same 
weight,  otherwise  the  steps  submitted  to  unequal 
pressures  would  break.  The  newel,  if  not  the 
steps,  should  rise,  therefore,  to  the  same  height 
as  the  wall.  A  very  good  arrangement  is  to 
finish  the  upper  part  of  the  staircase  with  a  fan 
vault  resting  on  the  newel. 

SEW    STEI'9    FOB   CtRCULAIl    STAIRS. 

la  coarse  of  time  steps  are  worn  out,  and  in 
circular  stairs  new  steps  are  very  difficult  to  fix. 
To  meet  this  difficulty,  it  is  far  better  to  lay  the 
steps  on  the  extrados  of  vaulted  ceilings,  which 
follow  the  rake  of  the  stairs.  This  led  to  the 
invention  of  the  spiral  vault,  called  Vis  St.  Gilles, 
the  coastruction  of  which  is  given  in  the  number 
of  Aug.  21,  1891,  of  the  Bi  ii.dino  News,  and  of 
which  a  model  was  made  from  my  drawing.  The 
voussoirs  of  this  vault  are  worked  on  the  same 

principles  as  winding  handrails.  As  all  the 
voussoirs  of  one  course  are  identical,  it  is  a  very 

easy  vault  to  construct  with  concrete  blocks.  It 
requires  only  the  working  of  as  many  blocks  as 
there  are  courses,  and  casting  all  the  others  from 
these  models.     In  a  spiral  vault 

THE     NEWEL    IS    fSELESS, 

and  the  vault  would  quite  as  well  round  an  open 
well-hole.  In  that  case  the  vault  would  look 
better  by  having  as  section  either  a  quarter  of  a 
circle  or  a  quarter  of  an  ellipse.  I  think  it  is 
much  to  be  regretted  that  the  geometrical  stairs 
in  the  south  tower  of  St.  PaiU's  are  not  sup- 

ported by  such  a  vault  instead  of  resting  merely 
on  the  edges  of  the  steps.  In  the  Town  Hall  of 
Geneva  there  is  an  inclined  road  that  rises  to  the 

top  of  the  building  round  a  s<\uare  well-hole,  and 
which  rests  on  Gothic  groins.  A  similar  vault- 

ing is  shown  in  Fig.  244  of  the  same  issue  of  the 
BviLDiXG  News  quoted  from  just  now.  The 
spiral  vault  may  be  intersected  with  raking  arches 
to  correspond  with  arches  in  the  outer  wall. 
This  is  a  problem  which  my  pupils  have  not 
attempted,  but  the  elements  of  which  they  will 
find  in  the  construction  of  the  groining  of  an 
annular  vault  given  in  the  number  of  August  23, 
1880,  of  the  Bi  iLDixG  News.  I  am  quite  aware 

that  the  explanations  I  have  g^iven  in  this  short 

paper  are  quite  insufficient  for  helping  those  who 
have  not  studied  stereotomy  in  constructing  even 

the  simplest  spiral  vault,  let  alone  all  the  beautiful 

combinations  which  can  be  designed.  I'.ut  I  hope 
the  members  of  the  Architectural  Association  will 
fimd  in  what  I  have  said  an  incentive  to  form 

practical  classes  for  the  study  of  descriptive 

geometry  and  stereotomy.  If  so,  I  shall  be  glad 
of  having  written  these  few  lines,  as  I  firmly 
believe  the  studies  I  have  spoken  of  above  will 
have  a  most  favourable  influence  on  the  future  of 

English  eurchi lecture. Mr.  JoHXsoN  followed  the  reading  of  the  paper 

by  some  explanations,  illustrated  by  models  and 

by  diagrams  on  the  blackboard,  of  the  manner  in 

which,  following  Mr.  Harvey's  theories,  he  was 
teaching  the  students  in  Westminster  Technical 
College  to  attack  various  difficult  problems  in 

masonry,  and  more  particularly  in  staircase 

work.  He  regiirded  Mr.  Harvey's  method  of 
teaching  as  sound  and  practical. 

Mr.  A.  T.  Bolton,  in  proposing  a  vote  of 

thanks  to  Messrs.  Harvey  and  .Tohnson,  suggested 

that  it  was  improbable  that  Mediaeval  architects 
set  out  their  vaults  on  scientific  lines,  as  Mr. 

Harvey  seemed  to  infer :  indeed,  much  of  the 
charm  of  old  Gothic  work  was  due  to  its  irregu- 

larities. Though  the  methods  of  the  modern 

French  school  were  undoubtedly  scientific  and 

clever,  the  result  was  not  really  beautiful,  and 

could  not  be  admired  by  architectural  students. 

Mr  G.  H.  JoN-ES  felt  sure  that  Mr.  Harvey's 
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BTstem  was  one  that  gave  good  practical  results. 
An  arch  was  not  always  the  best  thing  to  build 
ov£r  a  void  ;  after  all,  it  was  a  lintel  bent,  and, 
in  fact,  a  lattr  adaptation  of  the  lintel  principle. 
The  most  stable  arch  was  one  of  sf  gmental  form 
having  a  rise  of  not  more  than  one-third  the 
ppan.  He  emphasised  the  value  to  architectural 
students  of  a  sound  and  practical  knowledge  df 
mafonry  construction. 

ilr.'G.  Gdoiilev,  as  a  mason,  spoke  highly  of 
Mr.  Lawrence  Harvey's  method  of  teaching. 
Sir.  Harvey  always  insisted  on  working  e>|uare>o 
as  to  provide  good  fquare  foundations,  and  thus 
avoid  feather- edges. 

The  vote  of  thanks  was  passed  unanimoufrly, 
and  was  briefly  acknowledged  by  Mr.  Jounson. 

THE   SOCIErV   OF  ARCIUTECTS. 

AN  extraordinary  general  meeting  of  the 
Society  of  Arcnitects  was  held  on  Thursday 

evening  in  last  week  at  St.  James's  llall,  Pic- 
cadilly, W.,  the  chair  being  occupied  by  the 

President,  Mr.  T.  Waltkk  L.  Kmuen-,  .IP., 
L.C.C.,  who  formally  moved  the  conlirmation  of 
the  resolutions  passed  at  the  extraordinary 
general  meeting  held  on  Sept.  28,  proposing  to 
Ster  the  reading  of  by-laws  42  and  41,  that  the 
annual  subscription  should  be  raised  from  one 
guinea  to  two  guineas,  and  that  the  time  limit 
for  payment  should  be  reduced  from  twelve  to  ei.\ 
months — both  to  come  into  operation  on  Xov.  1, 
1899.  The  Council  had  received,  in  answer  to 
proxies  sent  out,  a  large  number  of  replies,  the 
proportion  being  more  than  three  to  one  in  favour 
of  the  proposed  increase. 
Mr.  Ellis  M.\usl.\nii,  Hofl.  .Sec,  said  an 

amendment  had  been  put  into  his  bands  pro- 
posing to  raise  the  subscription  from  one  guinea 

to  one  and  a  half  guineas ;  but  he  did  not  think 
he  should  be  in  order  in  proposing  it  at  that 
meeting. 

The  PuEsiDEXT  replied  that  it  could  not  be 
brought  forward  except  after  due  notice  to  the 
Council  to  convene  a  special  meeting  for  that 
purpose.  The  only  business  that  night  was  to 
confirm  or  reject  the  resolutions  before  them.  He 
then  put  the  confirmatory  resolution,  which  was 
carried  by  19  votes  to  1 . 
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of  the  Society  immediately  followed.  The  follow- 
ing thirteen  architects  were  elected  as  members  : — 

R.  A.  J.  Bidwell,  Singapore ;  F.  G.  Briggs, 
Central  Buildings,  Blackburn  ;  W.  Campell,  4, 
Baguall-street,  Hanley  ;  I{.  C.  Edwards,  37, 
Norfolk-street,  Strand  :  C.  Flint,  -5,  Terrace- 
road,  Buxton  ;  E.  .T.  Hammond,  New  Brompton, 
Kent ;  H.  Harrison,  Newar'c-on-Trent ;  W.  A. 
Keates,  1,  Princes-street,  Westminster,  S.W. 
T.  H.  Pennington,  Carlton-road,  Worksop,  A. 
Roberts,  lo,  Nelson-street,  Greenwich,  S.E., 
F.W.Richards,  14,  Stanley-street,  Lowestoft; 
Francis  Witt,  Colchester  Avenue,  Manor  Park,  E ; 
11.  V.  Wolstenholme,  Central  Buildings,  Black- 

burn ;  and  A.  W.  Yeomans,  Chard,  Somerset. 
The  annual  report  of  the  Council  was  then  read 

by  Mr.  Ellis  JIak>l.\xu  for  the  year  ending 
October  31,  1899.  The  Council  recorded  with 
pleasure  the  great  progress  made  by  the  Society 
during  the  past  twelve  months,  during  which 
time  there  had  been  63  candidates  nominated  for 
election  as  Members,  of  whom  51  were  approved, 
36  duly  elected,  while  others  awaited  election  on 
that  evening.  The  number  of  nominations  was 
very  greatly  in  excess  of  the  last  few  years,  being 
the  highest  recorded  in  one  year  since  the  in- 

corporation of  the  Society,  in  spite  of  deterrents 
in  the  shape  of  examinations  and  an  age  limit, 
showing  that  the  action  of  the  Council  in  taking 
further  steps  for  insuring  that  none  but  properly 
qualified  architects  should  obtain  admission  into 
the  Society,  had  been  fullv  appreciated.  .Xgninst 
this  four  memlers  had  died,  six  had  resigned, 
and  four  had  been  removed  under  .Vrticle  44, 
resulting  in  there  now  being  a  total  of  588 
members  on  the  roll,  an  increase  of  37  since 
October  31  last,  and  it  should  be  noted  that  a 
number  of  the  resignations  were  due  to  some 
members  having  taken  exception  to  the  action  of 
the  Council  in  raising  the  subscription.  'I'he question  of  the 

UEfilSTKATIOX    OF    AltCHITECTS, 

to  which  the  Society  had  for  years  devoted  much 
time  and  attention,  continued  to  occupy  ,1  (on- sulerable  portion  of  its  deliberations^  and  a 
Registration  Committee  had  been  added  to  the 
other  standing  committees  in  order  to  still  further 

identify  the  Society  with  the  movement,  in  which 
greater  interest  than  ever  was  being  evinced, 
consequent  on  the  way  in  which  the  matter  had 
been  kept  befcre  the  profession  .ind  the  public, 
not  only  by  means  of  provincial  inettingd,  of 
which  a  very  successful  one  was  held  at  Sheffield 
at  the  End  of  June,  but  also  by  the  active  pro- 

paganda in  the  Press,  to  which  the  Society  con- 
tributed very  largely.  Every  opportunity  was 

taken  of  calling  attention  to  the  subject,  both 
publicly  and  privately  :  also  by  reading  papers 
at  public  gatherings,  as  at  the  lecent  congress 
of  the  Royal  Institute  of  Public  Health  at 
Blackpool,  to  which  the  Society  sent  two  deli  gates ; 
and  by  taking  part  in  discussions  on  the  subject 
atmtetingspromotedby  olhtr  architect unil  bodies, 
as  at  the  opening  of  the  An  hitectuial  Association 
discussion  section  this  month,  when  the  Society 
wore  represented  by  special  invitation.  Articles 
on  the  subject  had  also  constantly  appeiired  in 

the  Society's  Jviima!,  and  these  had  attracted  the favourable  notice  of  the  architectural  bodies  of 
Quebec,  Montreal,  and  Hlinois,  where  registra- 

tion was  now  in  foice,  and  the  Chicago  Archi- 
tects' Business  Association,  who  published  a  long 

extract  from  the  Bill  in  their  official  journal. 
With  regard  to  the  progress  which  the  Bill  itself 
had  made  in  Parliament,  it  shoiild  be  borne  in 
mind  that  the  measure  was  a  private  and  not  a 
Government  one,  and  that,  therefore,  its  chance 
for  a  place  for  the  second  reading  was  dependent 
upon  the  ballot ;  but  the  great  point  was  in  the 
mean  time  to  be  preparing  the  way  for  its  favour- 

able reception  when  it  again  came  up,  and  the 
Council  felt  that  very  much  could  be  done 
by  the  members  individually  in  this  way  by 
interesting  their  local  fellow  architects  and 

M.P.'s  in  the  matter,  and  by  heartily  sup- 
porting the  Society  at  its  provincial  and 

other  meetings.  The  Coutcij  looked  for- 
ward to  being  able,  with  the  assistance  and 

CO  operation  of  the  members,  to  largely  increase 
the  numbers  of  these  provincial  meetings,  which 
were  productive  of  much  benefit  in  giving  archi- 

tects an  opportunity  of  stating  their  opinion  on 
the  matter :  and  the  Council  would  always  be  glad 
to  consider  invitations  to  hold  provincial  or  other 
meetings,  or  to  make  arrangements  for  paptrs  to 
be  read  before  architectural  and  other  bodies,  and 
generally  to  assist  in  forwarding  the  movement 
in  every  way  possible. 

THE    L.^W    AS    TO    LK^HT    AND    AIK. 

Another  question  which  the  Society  had  taken 
up  was  the  present  state  of  the  law  relating  to 
matters  of  "light  and  air,"  on  which  subject 
a  petition  was  presented  by  the  .Society  to 
the  Lord  Chancellor  in  November  last,  this 
being  the  practical  outcome  of  a  paper  read 
before  the  Society  the  preceding  Jlarch  by 
Mr.  A.  A.  Hudson,  barrister  -  at  -  law,  the 
well  -  known  authority  on  these  matters.  In 
addition  to  this,  the  President  (Mr.  W:ater 
Emden)  had  given  much  time  to  the  matter  and 
hadread  papers  on  the  subject,  both  before  this 
Society  and  at  a  meeting  of  architects  at  Sheffield, 
and  which  had  aroused  so  much  interest  as  to 

lead  the  I'resident  to  accept  an  invitation  from 
the  Sheffield  .Society  of  Architects  to  address 
them  on  the  subject  in  January  next :  while  in 
connection  with  the  recent  London  Municipali- 

ties Bill,  the  .Society  was  to  the  front  with  a 

suggestion  touching  the  "light  and  air" 
question,  which  was  published  in  the  London 
dailies  and  favourably  referred  to  in  the  various 
technical  and  architectural  publications. 

MEETINGS    AM)    VISITS. 

At  the  ordinary  meetings  of  the  Society  some 
exceptionally  interesting  papers  were  read  bv 
Messrs.  T.  W.  I..  Emden,  Ellis  Marsland,  II.  C. 
Carter,  David  Lyon,  F.  F.  Scruby,  Anthony 
Scott,  and  G.  tiard  Pye.  A  field  meeting  was 
held  at  Canterbury  Cathedral  on  July  20.  The 
Society  also  paid  an  official  visit  on  May  4  to 
the  BuUding  Trades  Exhibition  at  the  Agri- 
cuitural  Hall,  and  on  April  27  a  party  of  the 
members  visited  the  new  goods  warehouses  of  the 
L.  and  N.W.R.  (  o.  at  Broad-street.  During 
the  impending  crisis  in  the  Building  Trade 
labour  market  in  May,  the  society  was 

approached  by  the  London  Master  Builders" Association,  asking  for  support ;  but,  owing  to 
the  matter  being  settled  in  the  mein  time,  no 
decisive  action  was  taken  beyond  an  undert;iking 
by  the  Society  to  again  consider  the  matter  should 
occasion  arise.  ()ne  of  the  many  privileges  of 
membership  was  that  of  submitting  any  case  that 
might  arise  in  practice  for  the  consideration  and 

advice  of  the  Council  and  Committee,  and  this  had 
been  taken  advantage  of  in  a  manner  which 
showed  the  necessity  which  existed  for  a  Practice Committee. 

THE    TESTING    OF    MATERIALS. 

The  arrangements  for  the  testing  of  materials 
were  still  proceeding,  under  the  auspices  of  the 
Testing  Committee.  There  was  an  opening  for  an 
undertaking  of  this  kind  ;  but,  at  the  same  time, 
no  great  prepress  fovild  be  expected  while  the 
haiids  of  the  Council  were  tied  by  financial  con- 

siderations ;  but  it  was  to  be  hoped,  in  view  of 
the  resolution  lately  confirmed,  that  this  and 
oth<  r  undertakings  would  be  enabled  to  develop 
for  tho  benefit  of  the  members  and  the  proftssion 
generally.  At  the  Sanitary  Institute  Congress, 
hold  at  Southampton  in  August,  the  Society  was 
represented  by  Lieut. -Col.  Leslie,  K.E.,  Vice- 
President,  and  Mr.  Ellis  Marsland,  honorary 

secretary,  who  attended  as  delegates.  The  read- 
ing-room now  offered  every  inducement  for  use, 

being  well  supplied  with  the  cuirent  technical 
papers,  and  writing  mateiials,  kc,  while  there 
was  always  someone  in  attendance  to  answer 
inquiries.  The  reference  library  had  also  been 
catalogued,  and  though  it  was  not  by  any  means 
so  large  or  representative  as  it  should  be,  yet 
it  contained  many  nseful  books,  and  the  Council 
would  always  be  glad  to  receive  additions  to  it, 
or  donations  to  the  Library  fund.  The  Register 
of  Employment  had  been  found  of  great  service 
in  placing  members  and  others  in  communication 
to  their  mutual  advant.age,  but  it  was  not  mode 
use  of  to  anything  like  the  extent  whioh  its 
usefulness  warranted ;  it  was  quite  free  to  members 
and  students,  while  non  members  were  charged 
a  nominal  fee  of  two  shillings.  Two  examinations 
were  held  during  the  session-  one  in  .^pril  and 
tho  other  in  (Jctober — for  particulars  of  which  a 
very  large  number  of  applications  were  received, 
though,  owing  chiefly  to  the  unpreparedm ss  of 
the  candidates,  many  have  postponed  sitting  until 
tho  spring.  As  the  examinations  become  better 
known  the  attendances  will  proportionately  in- 

crease, and  in  the  mean  time  the  Council  have 
every  reason  to  be  satisfied  with  the  result  of 
those  which  have  been  held,  one  successful  candi- 

date, -Mr.  W.  A.  Scott,  of  Drogheda,  being  awarded 
the  silver  medal  of  the  Society  for  the  excellence 
of  his  work.  The  Council  for  a  long  time  had  in 
view  tho  desirability  of  raising  the  annual  sub- 
sciiption  from  one  guinea  to  two  guineas,  and 
for  this  purpose  an  extraordinary  ptneral 
meeting  was  called  for  September  28,  1890,  at 
which  resolutions  to  this  effect  and  also  for 
reducing  the  period  of  arrears  from  one  year  to 
six  months,  were  submitted  and  passed.  These 
weie  confirmed  at  another  extraordinary  general 
meeting,  held  that  evening,  the  President  having 

in  the  mean  time  expressed  the  Council's  views  on the  matter  in  a  circular  letter,  which  bad  been 
sent  to  each  member,  and  the  Council  were  glad 
to  acknowledge  and  appreciate  the  hearty  way  in 
which  the  members  have  supjiorted  them  in  this 
matter,  and  augured  therefrom  an  increased 
desire  on  all  hands  to  see  that  the  progress  of  the 
Society  was  assured. 

STIilENTs'     REOISTEF.. 

Another  important  matter  which  had  engaged 

the  attention  of  the  Council  was  the  Students' 
Register,  which,  on  the  initiative  of  the  Secretary, 
had  been  entirely  reorganised  with  a  view  to 
increasing  the  inducements  of  the  younger 
members  of  the  profession  to  interest  themselves 
in  the  work,  and  at  the  same  time  seearirg  to 
themselves  special  educational  advantages,  and 
etabling  them  to  qualify  for  membership  by 
examination  under  the  most  favourable  circum- 

stances, the  followlag  being  the  suggested 

scheme  : — 
Students  xhall  be  articled  pupils  or  assistants  in  archi- 

tects' ulticts,  and  shall  l>.*  between  the  ages  of  iti  and 
2*2,  and  must  l>e  Domin.%t«d  by  a  menil)er  or  student  of 
llie  Soci'Jty,  subject  to  the  approval  of  tti^^  Council. 

Students  of  not  less  than  three  years'  standing  having 
attained  the  age  iiiiut  of  22  j</ara.  and  all  dues  being 

Xiaid.  !«hall  be  admitted  to  the  Society's  examination  at 
h«lf-t«a.  and  lo  membership  on  qualifying  by  exami- 

nation without  entrance  fee. 

Students  shall  pay  tOs.  6d.  per  aimum  on  Novemt)er  I  in 
each  year,  and  shall  cease  to  t>e  sHidt-nts  on  the  31i,t  of 
I  "ctobor  after  attaining  the  age  of  22  years,  but  shall 
still  t"'  liable  for  any  arrears  of  subscriptions  due. 

Studentii  shall  be  entitled  to  admisaioa  to  all  lectures  and 

meetings  of  the  Society,  the  use  of  the  Society's 
Reference  Library  and  Employment  IVi-^tster.  and  all 
other  pnvilegcs  01  memt>er«hip.  except  those  of  voting 
or  holding  office,  and  shall  be  subject  in  all  resf^cts  to 
the  rules  and  regulations  applicable  to  the  ordinary 

members. 
Menials,  certiflcatefl.  and  awards  will  be  given  periodic- 

ally in  competitions  for  dseigns,  m.;as':red  drawings. 
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sketdiM,  pbotoKTiiplu,  easaya.  \c. :  visit!  to  importunt 
workxand  building  arranged,  and  facilities  for  sketch- 

ing   and    measuring    obtained    in    Lundon   and  the 
provinces. 

No  student  who  i«  in  arrear  with  his  .subscription  will  be 
eligilile  to  participate  in  the  competitions,  ic. 

Thin  will,  of  courie,  entail  a  very  large  amount 
of  work  on  botii  the  Council  and  the  secretarial 
department,  which    will  be  gladly  undertaken, 
and  membere  can  do  a  very  great  deal  of  good  by 
bringing    the    matter    before    their    pupiU  and 
assistants.     The  number  of  students  had  not  as 
yet   been    anything    like    proportionate    to   the 
number  of  members,  though  with  verj-  little  effort 
on  the  part  of  the  latter,  this  might  easily  be 
remedied.     The  Council  continued  :  It  is  a  source 
of  great  satisfaction  and  a  matter  for  congratula- 

tion that  for  the  third  year  in  succession,  the 
President    (Mr.    T.    Walter    L.   ?:mden,   J. P., 
L.C.C.;  has  allowed  himself  to  be  re-nominatod 
for  that  office.     In  saying  that  he  has  in  the  past, 
in  spite  of  the  e.xigencies  of  a  large  practice  and 
the  performance  of  his  many  important  public 
duties,  devoted  a  great  deal  of  personal  attention 
to  the  details  of  the  Society's  work,  the  Council is  only  recalling  a  fact  which  must  be  well  known 
to  every  member,  and  that  he  should  again  place 
his  services  at  the  disposal  of  the  Society  not 
«nly  testifies  to  his  personal  interest  in  the  work, 
but  also  to   his  confidence  that  the  Society  is 
entering  upon  a  new  era  of  prosperity,  largely  the 
outcome  of  his  initiative  and  generous  support. 
No  one  can  fail  to  see  indications  not  only  of  pro- 
sress,  but  of  very  great  developments  in  the  near 
future.     Each  question  taken  up  and  each  branch 
of  the  work    requires   continued   effort,  and  is 
capable  of  great  extension,   and  with  increase  of 
work  comes  the  necessity  for  more  support  by  an 
increase  of  membership.     There  are  many  men 
in  the  profession  who  would  desire  to  qualify  for 
membership  were    the   objects  of    the    Society 
brought  before  their  notice,  and  it  may  be  ex- 

pected that  during  the  coming  season  members 
win  see  to  it  that  the  roll  is  very  largely  aug- 

mented.    The  Couniil  feel  that  the  result  of  the 
past  year's  work  shows  that  the  affairs  of  the Society  have  been   well  administered,  and  that 
they  may  with  confidence  look   forward  to  the 
continued  and  increasing  support  of  the  members 
and  the  profession  generally. 
The  Pursini-NT  moved  and  Mr.  H.  G. 

iiuAUTEKMAiN-  Seconded  the  adoption  of  the report,  which  was  agreed  to. 
Mr.  W.  R.  M.ii.LETT  heartily  endorsed  the 

proposal  to  increase  the  subscriptions,  and  urged 
members  to  support  the  Society  to  the  full 
oxtent  of  their  powers. 

EtECTIOX    OP    OFFICERS. 

The  PiiEsiDEXT  read  the  report  of  the  scruti- 
neers, which  showed  that  8 1  ballot-papers  had 

been  received  (seven  of  which  were  invalid)  for the  election  of  officers  and  members  of  Council 
for  the  ensuing  year  of  office.  The  officers  had 
been  unanimously  elected  as  follows  :— President, 
T.  A\'alter  L.  Emden,  L.C.C.  ;  vice-presidents, Lieut. -Colonel  F.  Seymour  Leslie,  R.K.,  and 
.Silvanu3  Trevail,  F.K.I  B. A. ;  hon.  secretary, 
Ellis  Marsland  :  secretary,  C.  Mc.\rthur  Butler  : 
hon.  corresponding  secretary,  Edgar  Farman ; hon.  treasurer,  II.  G.  Quartermaiu:  and  hon. 
auditor,  A\'.  K.  JIallett.  For  the  twelve  scuts on  the  Council  there  were  thirteen  nomina- 

tions, thiise  elected  receiving  the  following 
number  of  votes:— C.  A.  Bassett  Smith,  76 
votes;  T.  K.  Uichards,  76;  George  E.  Bond, 
of  Rochester,  75 ;  W.  E.  JIallett,  75  :  James 
Bartlett,  74  ;  W.  Cooper,  of  Hastings,  73  :  ,1 . 
WUliams  Dunford,  72;  R.  Frank  Vallance,  of 
Mansfield,  72 ;  R.  Lano  Pearce,  70  ;  J.  W. 
Frazer,  Xewcaitle-on-Tyne,  CI) ;  G.  A.  T. 
Middleton,  67  ;  and  G.  (Jard  Pye,  65. 
The  PuEsiDEST,  in  returning  thanks  for  re- 

oleotion  to  the  chair,  expressed  his  indebtedness 
to  the  Vice-Presidents  and  Council  for  their  hearty 
support,  and  also  to  Mr.  Ellis  Marsland,  who  had 
devoted  an  immense  amount  of  time  and  energy 
to  the  Society's  interests  as  Hon.  Secretan-,  while thoir  new  Secretary,  Jlr.  McArthur  Butler,  had 
during  his  year  of  office  done  much  for  the 
Society  and  for  the  improvement  of  its  Journal. 

Mr.  U.  G.tii.uiTEUM.viN,  Hon.  Treasurer,  and 
Mr.  E.  J.  Hamilton,  of  Brighton,  Past- President, 
both  referred  in  congratulatory  terms  to  the 
energy  and  zeal  thrown  into  the  work  of  the 
Society  by  Mr.  Emden,  and  proposed  a  vote  of 
thanks  to  the  President,  Hon.  Secretary,  and 
Secretary.  This  was  cordially  supported  by 
Mr.  EnoAK  Faumax,  Hon.  Solicitor,  as  a  past 
hon.  secretary,  and  was  acknowledged  by  Messrs. Marsland  and  Bi  tleh. 

BOUKS  i;ecei\kd. 

Architectural    Hygieiif  ;    or,    Smitary    Science 
Applied  to  Iluildinys,  by  Baxisteu  F.  Flftcher, 
A.R.I.B.A.,  A.C.,   and   H.   Phillii's   Flktciiek, 
A.R.I.B.A.,  F.S.I.,&c.  (London:  IJ.Fourdrinier, 
JiinlJn  Office,  Catherine-street),  is  a  reprint  of  a 
series  of  articles  that  have  apjiearcd  in  the  pages 
of  our  contemporary.     It  treats  of  hygiene  under 
a  variety  of  heads,  such  as  "  Site  and  I'ounda- 
lions."  "  Plan  in   Regard  to   Health  and  Con- 

venience,"  "  Sanitary   Construction,"    "  House 
Drainage  and  Ventilation,"  "Sanitary  Fittings, 
Water   Supply,    Heating,    Lighting,"  kc.     The 
authors  have   written   chieily  for  students  and 
others  who  think  of  entering  for  the  professional 
examinations  of  the  R.I.B.A.,  Surveyors'  Insti- 

tution, Institution  of  Civil   Kngineers,  Arc,  and 
the  notes  under  these  several  heads  wUl  be  found 
useful.     The  work    is    wall  illustrated.-— r/<f 
Conslruction  of  Roadt  and  Streets,  by  William  H. 
Maxwell,   Assistant    Engineer    and    Surveyor, 
Leyton  Urban    District  Council,    i:c.   'London: 
St.  Bride's  Press,   Ltd.,  New-street-hill,  Fleet- 
street).     This  little    volume    wiU    be  found  of 
service  to  all  students  about  to  pass  the  examina- 

tion   in   the    Engineering    Section    of    the   In- 
coqjorated  Association  of  Municipal  and  County 
Engineers,  fur  whom  these  notes  have  been  chiefly 
prepared  at  therequest  of  the  St.  Bride's  Press.  Mr. 
Maxwell  deals  with  every  kind  of  road  and  street 
construction,  including  road  drainage,  traction, 
and  mechanical  piinciples  involved,  sections  and 
gradients,  road  materiiJs,  concrete  macadam,  tar 
macadam,    stone    brick    and    wood   pavements, 
asphalte,  the  construction  of  footways,  curbing, 
and  channelling,    &c.     An   historical   sketch  of 
road-making  will  be  found  interesting  ;  and  the 
student  will  derive  instruction  from  the  remarks 

on  "  Selection  of  line  and  levels  of  a  new  road," 
with  diagrams    illustrating    Tredgold's  method 
of  surveying  by  rectangular  lines,  by  which  the 
sections  are  taken  along  the  centre  line  of  route. 
The  bearing  of  geology  upon  road  formation  and 
construction,  and  the  table  of  strata  will  be  found 
useful ;  also  the  observations  on  rivers  crossing 
plains  and    marsh    ground,   embankments,   and 
cuttings,  and  road  drainage,  these  being  illus- 

trated by  sections.     The  calculation  of  irregular 
cubes  necessary  for  calculating  excavations,  and 
the  "prisraoidal  formula  "  are  described,  and  the 
work  is  brought  up  to  date  by  a  series  of  sections 
of  roadways.     The  author  refers  to    numerous 
authorities  and  treatises  on  the  subject,  and  this 
little  manual  will  be  found  useful  to  all  engaged 
in  road  construction,  and  to  municipal  engineers 
and  surveyors.     The  by-laws  of  the  Acts  bearing 
on  the  subject  are  given,  which  make  the  manual 
a  complete  book  of  reference  on  road  construc- 

tion.    The  price  is  3s.  6d. 

CHIPS. 

The  town  council  of  E  Jinburgh  have  agreed  to 
the  acquisition  of  about  lU  acres  of  ground  at 
Sughtonhall  for  a  public  park  for  the  Dairy  and 
Gorgie  districts,  at  a  price  of  £ 52, 900. 
Extensive  renovations  and  decorations  have 

during  the  past  two  mouths,  been  proceeding  at  the 
Pro-Cathedral  church  of  the  diocese  of  Menevia  at 
Wrexham.  The  work  has  been  carried  out  by 
Messrs.  Muir  and  Cubley,  Hardman-etreet,  Liver- 

pool. St.  Mary's  church  is  one  of  Mr.  A.  W. 
Puein's  Gothic  churches,  aud  is  dedicated  to  "  Our 
Lady  of  the  Seven  1  >  jlours."  and  this  dedication  has afforded  to  the  decorators  an  appropriate  key  to  the work. 

Memorial  stones  in  connection  with  a  new 
Mariners'  Chapel  and  Institute  at  Great  Yarmouth, erected  under  the  auspices  of  the  British  and  Foreign 
Sailors'  Society,  were  laid  on  M'ednesday  week. 
The  new  BruJonell  School,  which  has  been 

erected  by  the  Leeds  School  Board  on  a  site  in 
Welton-road  aud  Norwood-grove,  lleadingley 
was  formally  opened  on  the  I'.Uh  ull.  The  structure,' which  is  three  stories  high,  afTords  accommodation 
for  l.l.Ni^  children.  The  infants'  department,  which 
provides  ISO  places,  is  on  the  ground  floor,  and 
includes  a  babies'  room  for  90.  The  junior  mixed 
department,  where  .'lOO  children  can  be  accommo- dated, is  on  the  Uoor  above:  and  the  top  floor  is 
occupied  by  the  senior  mixed  department,  where 
500  children  are  provided  for.  At  the  rear  of 
the  school  there  is  a  workshop  for  manual  in- 

struction. The  total  cost  of  the  school,  including 
fittings  and  site,  was  £21,370.  Mr.  W.  H.  Braith- 
waite,  of  Leeds,  was  the  architect. 
The  partnership  heretofore  subsisting  between 

W.  B.  Oiugell  and  F.  B.  Bond,  architects  and 
surveyors,  Bristol,  under  the  style  of  Gingell  and 
Bond,  has  been  dinolved. 

OBITTARY. 

WiDESi-BEAD  regret  will  be  felt  among  members 
of  the  profession  at  the  sudden   death  of  Sir 
AiiTin  K   Bloueieli),    the    well-known    ecclesi- 

astical architect,  which  took  place  on   Monday 
night.     He   had  retamed  to   London  that  day 
from  his  country  house  in  the  picturesque  Wor- 

cestershire village  of  Broadway,  and  while  play- 
ing billiards  at  his  club  was  attacked  by  syncope 

from  heart  disease,  and  died  before  medical  aid 
reached  him.     Sir  Arthur  William    Blomfield, 
A.R.A.,  M.A.,  F.S.A.,  F.R.I.B.A.,  whose  por- 

trait was  given  in  our  issue  of  June  3,  1890,  was 
in  his  7 let  year.     He  was  the  fourth  son  of  the 
Right  Rev.  Charles  .James  Blomfield,  Bishop  of 
London  from    1828   to   1857,  and  of    Dorothy, 
daughter  of   Charles  Cox,   and    was    thus    the 
brother  of  Admiral  H.  J.  Blomfield,  and  of  the 
late    Bishop    of  Colchester.     He    was    born   at 
Fulham  Palace  in   1829,   and  was   educated  at 
Rugby  and  at  Trinity  College,  Cambridge.  After 
taking  his  degree  in  ISJl,  he  wjis  articled  to  Mr. 
Philip  Charles  Hard  wick,  one  of  the  Early  Gothic 
school,  and  then  the  architect  to  the  Bank  of 
England.     Soon  after  commencing  independent 
practice,  his  ability  and  charm  of  manner,  aided 
undoubtedly  by   his  family  connections,  quickly 
gained  him  an  extensive  practice  in  all  parts  of 
the  county,  chiefly  in  the  building  and  restora- 

tion of  churches.     When  he  left  Mr.  Hardwick's 
office,  the  current   of   the   Gothic  Revival  was 
nearly  at  its  flood,  and  he  followed  closely  in  the 
wake  of  Gilbert  Scott,  Street,  and  Pearson,  aU  of 
whom  have  predeceased  him,  as  one  of  the  leaders 
of  the  movement.     He  liked  best  to  work  in  the 
13th  century  and  I>ate  15th  century  phases  of  the 
style,  and  his  designs  were  marked  by  solidity  of 
workmanship  and  a  free  use  of  red  brick  and 
stone,  while  a  certain  breadth  of  treatment,  felicity 
of  proportion,  and   a  richness  of   detail  having 
perhaps  a   tendency   to   h.irdness  are  apparent. 
His  works  are  numerous  and  spread  over  a  wide 
area,  and  include  such  well-known  buildings  as 
the  churches  of  St.  Marj-,  Portsea  ;  St.  Saviour's 
(for    the    deaf    and    dumb),     Oxford  -  street  ; 
St.    John    the    Biiptist,    Great    Marlborough- 
street;     St.     John,     WUton-row,     S.W.  ;     St. 
Peter    and     St.     Paul,     Upton  -  on  -  Severn  ; 
Holy  Trinity,  Privett,  Hants ;     St.    Barnabas, 
Oxford ;    St.    James,  Southampton ;   Glanadda, 
Bangor ;     St.     George    the    Martyr     (Albany 
Memorial)   Cannes.      He    also    rearranged    St. 
Peter's,  Eaton-square,  Quebec  Chapel,  5layfair, 
and  the  Chapel  Royal,  Brighton.     Larger  under- 

takings were  the  completion  of  the  restoration  of 
Chester  Cathedral,  and  the  entire  rebuilding  of 
the  nave  and  restoration  of  the  other  portions  of 
the  fabric  of  the  Collegiate  Church  (now  Cathe- 

dral) of  St.  Saviour,  Southwark,  and  the  building 
of  Sion  College  on  the  Victoria  Embankment. 

Works  of  a  difierent  class  were  the  Gibbs'  private 
chapel  at  Tyntesfield,  the  Clock  Tower  at  Liver- 

pool, Denton  Manor  House,  near  Grantham,  and 
the  Whitgift  Schools,  Croydon.     On  the  death 
of  Mr.  G.  E.  Street  he  was  nominated  architect, 
conjointly  with  Mr.  Arthur  Edmund  Street,  for 
the  completion  of  the  New  Law  Courts  in  the 
Strand.     In  1S83  he  was  appointed  as  architect 
to  the  Bank  of  England,  and  a  few  years  later 
designed  and  carried  out  their  branch  Bank  in 
Fleet-street.     Somewhat  liter  he  commenced  the 
Church  House  at  Westminster,  which  will  be  his 

principal  moniunent.      At    Copenhagen  he  de- 
signed the  English  Church,  a  building  so  much 

admired  in  that  capital  that  he  was  elected,  in 
1887,  an  honorary  member  of  the  Royal  Academy 
of  Arts  of  Copenhagen,  and  received  from  the 
King  the  third-class  of  the  Order  of  the  Danebrog 
of  Denmark.     The  following  year  he  was  elected 
an    Associate    of    the     Royal     Academy,    and 
in  1889  was  knighted    on  the   occasion  of  the 
opening  of  the  now  school  buildings  at   Eton. 
At  the  time  of  his  death,  Sir  Arthur  Blomfield 
was  one  of  the    senior  members   of  the  Royal 
Institute  of  British  Architects,  having  joined  as  a 
Fellow  in  1867.     After  serving  on  the  council  for 

some  years,   he  was  elected    vice-president  in 
1886,  an  office  he  heli  for  three  years.     In  1S91 

the  Royal  Gold  Medal  of  the  Institute  was  con- 
ferred upon  him,  the  President,  Mr.  Mac  Vicar 

Anderson,  remarking  that   the   distinction  was 
awarded  in  recognition  of  his  purity  of  taste  and 

the  general  excellence   displayed  in  his  eccle- 
siastical work.     He  was  a  past-president  of  the 

Architectural  .Association,  having  occupied  the 
chair  of  that  body,   in   succession  to  Professor 

T.    Roger    Smith,'   in    1861-2.     He  was  twice married,  his  first  wife  being  Caroline  Harriet, 
daughter  of  ilr.  Charles  Case  Smith,  who  died 
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583 in  1882  ;  and  hie  second,  who  survives  him,  being 
Sarah  Louisa,  daughter  of  Mr.  Matthew  liyan. 
A  few  years  since  Sir  Arthur  took  into  partnership 

his  two  sons.  The  elder,  Mr.  .\rthur  ('.  Blomfield, 
is  the  architect  of  Barclay's  NewBink  (Gosling's), 
now  approaching  completion  in  Fleet  -  street. 
Personally,  Sir  Arthur  was  greatly  esteemed  and 
valued  by  his  professional  brethren.  His  charm  of 
manner  and  consideration  for  others  won  him 

friends,  while  his  well-turned  sentences  and  ready 
wit  often  enlivened  discussion  at  the  Institute. 

He  was  very  willing  to  go  into  Coiirt  and  support 
fellow  practitioners  by  the  weight  of  his  evidence, 
when  he  thought  their  claim  was  well  founded, 
and  his  punctiliousness  in  mutters  of  professional 
etiquette  set  an  admirable  example.  <  >u  one 
occasion  within  our  personal  knowledge  wo  recol- 

lect a  client  approached  him  stating  that  he  had 
bought  a  site  for  a  country  house  on  the  Thames, 
but  that  the  foundations  of  a  residence  designed 
by  another  architect  existed  on  the  ground, 
and  asked  him  to  complete  it.  Sir  Arthur 

at  once  declined,  remarking  "Let  Mr.  '/..  keep 
the  commiesion  :  you  cannot  do  bettor.''  He 
was  an  actor  of  consideniblo  ability,  and  in  earlier 
years  freciuently  took  part  in  amateur  theatricals 

at  St.  lieorge's  Hall,  and  in  drawing-room  enter- 
tainments of  his  own  composition  at  his  residence. 

The  funeral  will  take  place  at  noon  to-day 
(Friday)  at  Broadway  Churchyard,  AXorcoster 
shire  :  a  memorial  service  will  be  held  at  the 

same  hour  at  St.  Mary's  Church,  Bryanaton 
square. 

Ml!.  Hexuy  Hocki.ky  BtuN-F.i,r.,  F.S.A. 
A.K.I.B.A.,  died  on  Monday  la.st  at  his  resi- 

dence, 20,  Cheyne  Walk,  Chelsea,  S.W.,  aged 
73  years.  His  name  had  for  some  years  been  the 
third  on  the  list  of  Associates  of  the  Institute  of 

-Architects — a  body  which  he  joined  just  half 
century  ago. 

Thi:  interment  took  place  on  Saturday,  in  the 
Maeshyfryd  Cemetery,  at  Holyhead,  of  the  re 
mains  of  the  late  Mr.  Wii.i.iam  Wimiam^,  of 

Tonyrefail,<'who  was  the  Board  of  Trade  con 
tractor  at  Holyhead.  The  deceased,  who  was 

seventy-three  years  of  age,  was  a  native  of  I.Ian 
rhyddlad,  Anglesey,  and  was  apprenticed  to  the 
late  Mr.  William  Williams,  Bodedern,  as  a  joiner. 

He  removed  to  Holyhead  when  about  1 ',)  years  of 
age,  and  for  some  time  he  worked  as  a  joiner  at 
the  Holyhead  Mountain,  under  the  late  Mr. 
Rigby.  He  was  then  promoted  to  be  foreman, 
and  some  years  after  he  became  manager.  Ho  waa 
employed  in  the  construction  of  the  Holyhead 
Breakwater  for  a  period  of  abo\it  2;>  years, 
during  the  last  twelve  or  thirteen  years  of  which 
he  acted  as  general  manager.  It  was  due  to  his 
ability  and  perseverance  that  the  present  light- 

house foundation  was  laid  down.  Year  after 
year  the  foundation  was  washed  off,  but  at  last 
his  energy  prevailed,  the  work  was  accomplished, 

and  the  lighthouse  was  built  thereon.  "The  gap 
of  several  hundred  yards  of  the  breakwater, 
which  was  uncompleted  to  the  lighthouse,  was 
built  under  his  supervision,  and  only  one  of  the 
workmen  lost  his  life  during  the  whole  of  that 
time.  Careful  man  in  all  his  dealings,  he  would 
personally  examine  all  machinery,  ic,  to  see 
that  everything  was  as  safe  as  possible.  Up  to 
the  time  of  his  decease  he  was  the  contractor  to 
the  Board  of  Trade,  and  he  carried  out  extensive 

works  in  connection  with  the  mail  landing  pier 
and  deepening  the  harbour,  and  also  the  marine 
blasting  operations  and  deepening  the  old  harbour 

on  the  Ijondon  and  Xorth- Western  iJiilway's 
premises,  besides  carrying  on  large  building  con- 

tracts in  the  town  and  country.  He  was  a  large 
employer  of  labour  for  a  great  namber  of  years. 

A  new  set  of  Westminster  chimes  are  to  lie  fitted 

to  the  parish-church  clock,  L^ytonstone,  by  .'Vlosars. 
John  Smith  and  Sons,  Midland  Clock  Works,  Derby. 

At  West  Bridgford,  Xotts,  on  Friday,  Mr.  Charle3 
Perrin,  M.Inst.C.E.,  sat  to  inquire,  on  behalf  of  the 
Local  Government  Board,  into  the  application  of 
the  urban  district  council  for  sanction  to  borrow 

£  I,. 500  for  works  of  private  street  improvement 
Mr.  W.  Pare,  C.E.,  surveyor,  explained  the  plans. 

Mr.  W.  O.  E.  Meade-King,  C.E.,  inspector  of  the 
Local  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at  the 
Darhngtoa  Oooncil  Chamber,  on  the  I'.Uh  Oct.,  to 
consider  a  proposal  of  the  corporation  to  borrow  over 

£20,00<1,  which  ijicludfi  £l,7.')i'  for  improvement  of 
the  High-row  by  levelling  the  slope,  £.5,00i'  for  the 
making  of  a  new  road  from  West-street  to  the 
southern  boundary  at  the  South  End  Estate,  also 
.tl2,,J24  for  works  of  private  afreet  improvements, 
and  £90,T  for  extension  of  the  Public  Library. 

PROFESSIONAL    AND    TRADE 
SOCIETIES. 

Gl.vsgow  axd  West  of  Scotland  TixuNicAr. 

Goi.r.r.OE  Auchitecti-'kal  Craftsmf.m  Society.— 
The  usual  meeting  of  this  society  was  hold  at 

201,  George-street,  on  Friday,  i  >ct.  27,  at  8  p.m., 

when  the  paper  to  be  read  was  "  My  Impressions 
on  Glasgow  Cathedral,"  by  Mr.  Alex.  Wugstaff. 
Mr.  W.  F.  Baxter,  president,  occupied  the  chair, 
over  a  large  attendance.  The  essayist,  in  pro- 

ceeding with  his  subject,  showed  by  degrees  how 
the  material  form  of  the  building  might  bo  made 
to  lead  every  craftsman  and  artist  to  comprehend 
the  ideas  of  Ruskin  and  also  of  many  of  the 
classics,  whose  writings  otherwise  are  all  sealed 
books  to  the  great  masses  of  the  people.  Ho 
treated  less  of  the  architectural  features,  pure 
and  simple,  then  the  various  evolutions  which 
led  to  their  own  peculiar  existence,  and  also 
remarked  upon  these  buildings  as  indicating  the 
height  of  art  excellence  of  a  community,  and,  as 
such,  to  be  compared  with  similar  structures  of 
to-day,  most  unfavourably  to  the  latter.  He 
tried  to  draw  parallels  with  the  decline  of  art, 
side  by  side  with  social  and  national  affairs,  and 
gave  it  as  his  opinion  th.at  until  architect  and 
craftsmen  could  work  harmoniously  and  intelli- 

gently together,  our  art  would  never  attain  the 
standard  it  should.  He  showed  many  points 
about  the  cathedral  which  ho  considered 

deteriorating,  for  example,  the  heterogeneous 
collection  of  marble  monuments  in  the  nave,  and 
the  clumsy  bench  seating  in  the  choir.  He 
clothed  his  remarks  throughout  with  sketches 
from  history,  philosophy,  and  art  criticism,  all  of 
which  he  showed  had  a  very  warm  fellowship  with 
buildings  such  as  these. 

KovAL  Ancii.ivOLOGicAL  TxsTiTi'TE. — The  winter 
session  of  this  Institute  was  inaugurated  on  Wed- 

nesday evening,  at  the  liooms.  20,  Hanover- 
square,  \V.  The  chair  was  taken  by  Sir  Henry 
Howarth,  M.P.,  the  president,  who  congratulated 
the  members  upon  the  increase  in  their  number 
and  the  prospects  of  an  interesting  session.  Tjvo 
papers  were  contributed.  The  first,  read  by 
Judge  Baylis,  dealt  with  recent  discoveries  at  the 
Inner  Temple.  In  the  early  part  of  the  present 
year  the  Benchers  of  the  Honourable  Society  of 
the  Inner  Temple  deciaed,  he  said,  to  increase 
their  safe  accommodation,  and  for  this  purpose 
excavations  were  commenced  beneath  the  hall 

and  the  chapel.  Under  the  former  building  an 
old  doorway  and  staircase  in  the  east  wall  of  the 

inner  buttery  of  the  Inner  Temple  were  dis- 
covered. The  appearance  of  the  doorway  and 

staircase  indicated  that  they  formed  part  of  the 
chamber  occupied  by  the  Knights  Templars, 
which  was  consecrated  in  1195.  The  walls  were 

5ft.  or  6ft.  thick.  The  other  paper,  entitled 

"The  Sepulchral  Banquet  on  Roman  Tomb- 

stones," was  read  by  Mr.  1'.  .1.  Haverfield.  A 
bronze  celt  found  at  Llangefri,  Anglesey,  was 
exhibited  by  Jlr.  C.  Praetorius,  who  explained 
that  it  was  turned  up  by  the  plough  in  1S5G. 

The  IloY.u.  Ixstitute  of  British  AucniTr.cTs. 

— A  deputation  of  the  Royal  Institute  waited 
upon  Mr.  T.  W.  RusseU,  M.P.,  at  the  Local 
Government  Board,  to  lay  before  him  the  views 
of  the  Institute  on  the  advisability  of  grouping 

the  Model  Building  By-Laws  for  non-metro- 
politan districts  in  England  and  Wales,  with  the 

view  to  the  adoption  of  such  groups,  and  such 
only  as  were  applicable  in  particular  localities, 
the  establishment  of  a  special  tribunal  of  appeal, 
the  extension  of  the  London  system  of  dealing 
with  party-walls  to  the  provinces,  and  other 
questions  connected  with  the  administration  of 

local  by-laws.  Mr.  Russell,  although  he  could 
not  hold  out  any  hopes  of  immediate  legisl.ation 
on  the  subject,  promised  that  the  suggestions,  as 
far  as  they  did  not  involve  legislation,  should 
have  the  cordial  consideration  of  the  boiird. 

.\  meeting  of  the  Bristol  City  Council  was  held 
on  Tueeday,  when  the  Portishead  Dock  scheme  was withdrawn. 

A  Local  Government  Board  inquiry  was  held  on 
Thursday,  Oct.  19,  at  the  Union  OiTices,  Leeds,  by 
Mr.  \V.  A.  Ducat,  >LI.CE.,  Local  (Sovemment 
Board  Inspector,  with  respect  to  an  application 
made  by  the  Lseds  Rural  District  Council  for 
sanction  to  a  loan  of  £G,750  for  paving  and  fligging 
works  in  Old  Park-road,  Koundhay.  Mr.  Charles 
Lupton,  instructed  by  Mr.  J.  II.  Ford,  clerk  to  the 
council,  appeared  on  behalf  of  the  council.  Plans 
and  estimates  were  explained  by  the  engineer,  Mr. 
E.  J.  Silcock,  C.  E.,  Leeds.  There  was  no  opposi- 

tion to  the  application. 

COMPETITIONS. 

Ffi.mam.— The  baths  competition  at  Fulhara 
has  advanced  another  stage.  The  plans  are  not 

on  view  yet,  however,  and  the  committee  arc 
considering  the  award  of  Mr.  Frank  Baggallay, 
the  referee  nominated  by  the  R.I.B.A.  The 
three  sets  of  plans  thus  chosen  will  be  finally 
brought  before  the  council,  wo  understand,  in 

about  a  fortnight's  time. 
Leeds. — .\t  a  meeting  of  directors  of  the  Leeds 

Masonic  Hall  Co.,  Ltd.,  hold  on  the  2fith  inst., 
the  assessor,  Mr.  J.  Lane  Fox,  of  Dewsbury, 

presented  his  report  and  award  on  the  designs  of 
the  new  buildings  in  (Jreat  (reorge-street,  Leeds, 
to  cost  £G,000.  The  directors  unanimously 

adopted  the  assessor's  award,  which  placed  Nos. 
■1,  5,  and  10  in  the  order  of  merit.  Gn  the  se.alod 

envelopes  being  opened,  the  successful  competi- 
tors wore  as  follows  : — First,  Mr.  J.  Mitcliell 

Bottomley,  Leeds  and  Bliddlesbro'  :  second,  .Mi-. 
ClarenceCoggin,  A.K.I.B.A.,  L3,  York  Buildings, 
Adelphi,  London ;  third,  Mr.  Arthur  E. 
McKewan,  A.R.I. B. A.,  3,  NewaU-street,  Bir- 
mingham. 

London. — \  limited  competition  has  just 

been  determined  for  the  I  'assmore  Edwards  1 1  all 
of  the  University  of  London,  which  is  to  be 
erected  on  a  site  provided  in  the  new  street 

through  t'lare  Market,  now  being  formed 
by  the  London  County  Council,  and  next 
to  where  Mr.  .lustice  Grantham's  Institute  will 
lie  built.  The  trustees— the  Bishop  of  London, 
Mr.  Sidney  Webb,  L.C.C,  and  Mr.  Haldane, 
JI.P.— have  confirmed  the  report  of  Hr.  Garnett, 
of  the  Educational  Board  of  the  London  County 
Council,  who  was  consulted  as  to  the  relative 
merits  of  the  plans  submitted.  The  competitors 
were  Mr.  Harrison  Townsend,  F.R.I.B..\.,  Mr. 
S.  B.  Russell,  A.R.I.B.A.  (late  of  Messrs. 
Gibson  and  Russell),  and  Mr.  Maurice  B.  Adaou, 
F.  IM.B.  A.  The  plans  submitted  by  Mr.  Adama 
have  been  unanimously  determined  upon.  The 
ratio  of  useful  capacity  of  the  chosen  plans,  ae 

compared  with  their  total  cubical  contents,  is  '8 12, 
or  SO  per  cent.,  and  the  report  states  that  "  it  is 
very  seldom  indeed  that  a  building  of  this  class 

can  be  designed  with  such  a  useful  capacity  as  this." 
Mr.  Passmore  Edwards  has  given  £10,000  towards 

the  building,  and  its  purpose  is  to  furnish  an  educa- 
tional branch  of  the  University  of  London  for  th& 

study  of  economic  science  and  political  economy. 

The  present  premises  of  the  ' '  British  Library  of 
Political  Science,"  under  the  direction  of  Pro- 

fessor Hewins,  are  situate  in  Adolphi-terracc, 
but  are  quite  inadequate  for  the  work  undertaken 

CHIPS. 

The  Bishop  of  Worcester  opened  last  week  a 
large  block  of  new  buildings  at  the  Worcester 

Cathedial  King's  School,  erected  at  a  cost  of  over 
£3,i'0O,  and  including  five  classrooms,  a  science 

laboratory,  a  reading-room,  and  masters'  room- Mr.  W.  11.  Packer,  of  Worcester,  was  the  architect. 

At  the  meeting  of  the  City  and  South  London 
Railway  Company,  held  on  Tuesday,  Mr.  C.  G. 
Mott,  the  chairman,  stated  that  the  company's 
extension  through  Moorgate- street  was  in  a  very 
forward  state,  and  the  directors  hoped  to  open  it  to 

the  public  very  early  in  December.  The  under- 
ground works  in  connection  with  the  Clapham- 

common  extension  were  nearly  finished,  but  the 
stations  had  to  be  built.  The  directors  hoped  that 
this  extension  would  be  opened  by  about  March. 

The  Bishop  of  St.  .\saph  consecrated  on 
Wednesday  at  Llanrhos,  near  Llandudno,  the 
church  erected  as  a  memorial  to  the  Eirl  and 
Countess  of  Abergavenny.  The  sole  cost  was 
defrayed  by  Lady  .\ugusta  Mostyn,  her  son,  Lord 

Mostyn,  giving  the  site. 
A  new  turre*  clock  has  just  been  erected  in  the 

tower  of  Upsall  Castle,  near  Thirsk,  which  strike; 
the  hours  on  a  largo  t>ell,  and  shows  the  time  upoc 

one  large  external  dial,  with  all  the  latest  improve- 
ments invented  by  Lord  Grimthorpe — double  three- 

legged  gravity  escapement  and  compensation 
pendulum,  \'c.  The  work  has  been  carried  out  by 
Messrs.  W.  Potts  and  Sons,  clock  manufacturers. 
Town  HiU  Buildings,  Xewcastle-on-Tyne,  and 
Guildford-street,  Leeds,  who  are  going  to  erect  a 
new  clock  and  bell  at  Thornbridge  Hall,  I'orby- 
shiro,  and  one  at  Stickney  Court,  Lincolnshire. 

The  town  conncil  of  Bury,  Lanes,  unanimously 

decided  at  their  last  meeting  that  Mr.  Bradley,  the- 
assistant  engineer,  be  appointed  borough  engineer 
and  surveyor,  in  snccession  to  Mr.  J.  Cartwright, 

resigned ,  at  a  salary  of  £300  for  the  first  year,  t':45(> for  the  second  ye&r,  and  £400  for  the  third,  and 
that  Mr.  Ryman  be  appointed  assistant  borougb 
anrreyor  at  an  increased  salary  of  £2-3  per  annum. 
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SAVAGE    MEMORIAL    HALL    AND    FREE    LIBRARY,    r(JRT    ELIZABETH.— Henry  A.   Cheeks,  ArehUicl. 

SAVAGE   MEJIOIUAL   HALL   AND   FREE 
LIBRARY,  PORT  ELIZABETH. 

WE  gire  herewith  the  principal  floor  plan  of 
the  selected  design  for  this  building,  by 

Mr.  Henry  A.  Cheers,  architect,  of  Twickenham, 
of  which  we  gave  a  view  and  detailed  description 
last  week. 

CHIPS. 

The  Bradford  School  Boaid  have  decided  that  an 
advertisement  be  issued  for  an  architect,  to  devote 
the  whole  of  his  time  to  the  service  of  the  board, 
and  that  the  clerk  obtain  information  on  the  subject 
from  other  boards. 

Tiic  following  gentlemen  have  been  elected 
•oflicers  for  the  eneuing  year  of  the  New  York 
Chapter  of  the  American  Institute  of  Architects  :  — 
President,  Walter  Cook  :  vice-president,  A.  W. 
Brunner :  treasurer,  James  B.  Baker ;  recording 
secretary,  A.  L.  Brockway  ;  corresponding  secretary, 
Charles  I.  B3rg;  executive  committee,  P.  L.  Le 
Brun,  John  M.  Carrere,  Richard  H.  Hunt,  and 
H.  R.  MarshaU. 

Mr.  W.  S.  Santo  Crimp,  of  Westminster,  is  now, 
says  I'ldi'in  E,i^iineerinii,  in  Bjmbay,  where  he  is 
engaged  in  making  a  subsoil  water  survey  of  the 

<!ity.  Mr.  Crimp's  report  will  be  ready  (to  bo written)  in  the  course  of  a  month. 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Glasgow  Building 
Trades  Kx change  was  held  in  that  city  on  Friday, 
Colonel  Eennet  presiling.  The  report  of  the 

executive,  which  recommended  a  dividend  of  '>  per cent.,  was  submitted  and  approved.  In  regard  to  the 
Buildings  Hegulatioos  Bill  promoted  by  the  ( •  lasgow 
Corporation,  it  was  stated  that  the  corporation  had, 
after  inviting  the  co-operation  of  the  Kxchange, 
imiored  its  criticisms  to  a  certain  extent.  The 

Exchange's  views,  however,  hid  again  been  asked 
on  the  new  Bill,  hat  it  their  criticisms  were  again 
ignored  it  would  not  be  to  the  advantage  of  the  cor- 

poration should  the  Bill  be  opposed  in  Parliament. 

A  group  of  Sundavschools  are  b»ng  erected 
adj  lining  Annesley  Wesleyan  Chapel,  Bradford,  at 
a  cost  of  £.5.000. 

P.-eston  Town  Council  have  adopted  a  recom- 
mendation that  the  overhead  electric  tramway 

■ystem  be  adopted,  and  that  Parliamentary  powers 
bis  sought  in  the  ensuing  session  to  reconstruct  the 
tramways  on  the  existing  routes  and  to  construct 
new  routes.  The  mayor  said  the  lines  would  be  of 
4ft.  gauge,  fimilar  to  Blackburn,  and  as  Blackburn, 
from  point  to  point,  was  only  live  mUes  otT,  there  was 
no  reason  whatever  why,  in  the  near  future,  they 
should  not  run  cars  from  Preston  t}  B'ackbum. 

A  new  town -hall  is  being  built  for  Llandudno  in 
Lloyd-street,  from  plans  by  Messrs.  SUcock  and 
Keary,  of  Bath,  the  contractor  being  Mr.  R.  Lather 
Roberts,  of  Ltndudno. 

The  Arts  and  Crafts  Exhibition  Society  have 
arranged  a  course  of  lectures  by  members  of  the 
Society  on  the  Arts  and  Crafts  movement,  including 

the  "Pre-Raphaelite  School"  and  the  "Gothic 
Revival,"  and  the  associated  topics  of  Crafts  and 
Guild  Pageantry  and  the  Mtfque.  The  lectures 
will  l>e  delivered  in  November  and  Dacember,  in 
connection  with  the  Arts  and  Crafts  Exhibition, 
DOW  open,  and  will  be  devoted  to  showing  the 
present  position  of  the  movement,  its  antecedents, 
and  possible  outcome.  The  first  lecture  on  the 
Arts  and  Crafts  movement  was  delivered  by  Mr. 
Walter  Crane  last  Thursday  evening. 

A  new  Wesleyan  chapel  was  opened  at  Gains- 
borough on  Saturday.  The  building  will  hold  250 

worshippers,  and  is  estimated  to  cost  ii'i'M. 
Two  stained-glass  west  windows  were  put  up  last 

week  in  Stretton  Ciiurcb.  Rutlandshire,  to  the 

memory  of  the  late  R'»v.  E  Iward  Bradley,  better 
known  as  "  Cathbert  Bade,"  author  of  "  Verdant 
Green."  They  were  the  work  of  Mr.  Alfred  (i. 
Hamming,  of  St.  Margaret  -  street,  Civendish- 
square.  The  designs  represent  "  Our  Lord  in 
Glory"  and  "The  Pentecost."  In  the  former 
light  St.  Nicholas  (the  patron  saint  of  Stretton 
Church)  is  represented  in  an  adoring  attitude,  with 
his  symbol  of  a  ship. 
The  first  portion  of  the  new  church  of  Christ 

Churob,  Moss  Side,  was  consecrated  last  week  by 
the  Bishop  of  Manchaster.  The  old  building,  which 
was  erected  in  1S4S,  having  become  dilainJated  and 
dangerous,  it  was  decided  four  years  ago  to  demolish 
it  and  to  replace  it  by  a  more  worthy  building.  Mr. 
W.  Cecil  Ilardisty,  architect,  of  Manchester, 
designed  a  large  and  dignified  edifice,  and  three- 
fourths  of  the  whole  scheme  has  now  been  com- 

pleted at  a  cost,  including  a  new  organ  by  Messrs. 
Wordsworth,  of  over  £9,000.  The  work  thus  far 
accomplished  consists  of  chancel,  chapel,  vestries, 
bellows-house  and  engine  for  the  organ,  and  organ- 
chamber.  llUf  the  nave  and  aisles  are  also  finished 
and  seated,  the  west  end  being  temporarily  filled 

by  a  plain  brick  wall. 
A  committee  has  been  formed  in  Dublin,  oon- 

sisting  of  four  members  of  the  corporation  and  two 
representatives  from  each  of  the  sanitary  authorities 
represented  at  the  conference,  to  prepare  a  scheme 
for  the  establishment  of  an  isolation  hospital  to 
make  provision  for  future  epidemics  of  small-pox. 
Sir  C.  Cameron  has  been  elected  secretary  to  the 
committee,  who  anticipate  an  expenditure  of  about 
£25,000  on  the  building. 

The  Widnes  Diamond  Jubilee  Committee  formally 
handed  over  to  the  town  council  on  Monday  the 
Victoria  Park  and  Recreation  Ground  and  Victoria 
Promenade.  The  improvements  have  been  provided 
at  a  total  cost  of  £15,000. 

On  Tuesday  week,  Col.  A.  J.  Hepper,  R.E.,  an 
inspector  from  the  Local  Government  Bjard, 
attended  at  the  town  -  hall,  Peterborough,  to 
inquire  into  an  application  of  the  Peterborough  Town 
Council  for  sanction  to  borrow  £2,000  for  works  of 
drainage,  £1,200  for  purposes  of  sewage  disposal, 
and  £400  for  a  new  house  at  Braceboroagh. 

The  Marquis  of  Zetland,  on  Saturday  afternoon, 
laid  the  foundation-stone  of  a  new  church  at 
Grangetown,  near  Redcar.  The  large  Cleveland 
Steel  Works  of  Messrs.  Bolckow,  Vaughan,  and  Co. 
have  considerably  increased  the  population  of 
Grangetown,  and  the  iron  church  built  there 
fourteen  years  ago  to  accommodate  150  persons 

having  proved  quite  inadequate  for  the  accommoda- tion of  the  churchpeople  of  the  place,  a  new  church, 
to  seat  450  persons  and  to  cost  £4,500,  is  being 

erected. 
In  connection  with  a  report  to  the  Watch  Com- 

mittee of  the  Birmingham  Corporation  upon  the 

recent  big  fire  at  Avery's  premises,  Digbeth,  Super- 
intendent Tozer  pointed  out  that  in  a  few  minutes 

after  the  outbreak  the  iron  girders,  expanding  and 

tvristing  with  the  heat,  forced  out  the  walls  of  the 
building.  Councillor  Lancaster,  in  presenting  the 
repfr%  suggested  that  iron  pillars  and  girders  in 
buildings  should  he  covered  by  a  heat-resisting 
material,  and  that  if  possible  the  girders  should  be 

placed  in  sliding  shoes,  so  that  there  would  be  room 

for  expansion. The  parish  church  of  Camberworth,  near  Alford, 
Lincolnshire,  was  reopened  last  week,  after  restora- 

tion. The  work  done  includes  the  building  of  a 

vestry,  the  insertion  of  two  windows,  new  choir 
benches,  and  the  raising  of  the  east  window.  The 
architect  was  Mr.  Wilfred  Bond,  and  Mr.  J.  Kime, 

of  Candlesby,  was  the  contractor. 
The  model  of  the  proposed  statue  to  Admiral 

Blake,  executed  by  Mr.  F.  W.  Pomeroy,  of  London, 

has  been  approved  bv  the  memorial  committee. 
The  statue  will  be  erecled  at  Bridgwater. 

The  inauguration  of  *he  Homes  for  Durham 
Aged  Miners  at  Haswell  Moor  took  place  on  Satur- 

day afternoon.  Sx)n  after  the  inception  of  the  idea 
for  providing  homes  for  aged  miners,  the  promoters 
had  an  opportunity  presented  to  them  of  buying 

104  cottage  dwellings  at  Haswell  Moor,  vacated 
owing  to  the  dismantling  of  Haswell  colliery.  Eich 
house  cost  £7,  and  in  addition  the  committee  have 

expended  £1S  for  repairs,  sanitary  improvements, 
&c  making  a  total  of  £25  per  house,  and  a  full 

oaUayof  £2,600. 
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ST.    PAXCRA8   PrBLIC    BATHS    AXD    WASHHOrSES. 

These  baths,  the  design  for  which  was  selected  in 
the  recent  competition,  are  to  be  built  at  Prince  of 
Wales-road,  Kentish  Town,  and  will  comprise  four 
swimming-baths,  130  slipper-baths,  and  a  public washhouse  for  fifty  washers.  The  entrances  are 
m  separate  roads,  that  for  men  being  in  Prince  of 
Males-road,  and  that  for  women  in  Grafton- 
road,  and  these  entrances  are  again  sub-divided 
into  lirst  and  second  class,  with  the  pay-box 
between  them  in  each  case.  The  men's 'first- 
class  swimming-bath  has  a  pond  100ft.  by  S.'.ft. This  bath  has  a  gallery  on  all  four  sides,  and  will 
be  used  during  the  winter  months  for  public 
entertainments,  and  will,  therefore,  come  under 
the  "  theatre  "  regulations  of  the  I.«ndon  County ,  Council.  This  bath  will  be  warmed  and  venti- 

lated on  the  "plenum"  system.  The  men's 
second-class  swimming-bath  has  a  pond  of  the 
same  size.  Double  rooms  are  provided  in  connec- 

tion with  both  these  baths,  and  a  refreshment- 
room  is  arranged  common  to  both.  The  ladies' 
first-class  swimming-bath  has  a  pond  75ft.  by 
I'.ift.,  and  their  second- class  a  pond  .iOft.  by  20ft. The  slipper- baths,  of  which  there  will  be  the  large 
Dumber  of  130,  will  be  of  glazed  fireclay,  and  the partitions  inclosing  the  same  will  bo  of  slate 
^enamelled  for  the  first-class  baths,  and  oiled  for 
the  second  class).  The  public  washhouse  will 
provide  oO  washing  compartments,  and  in  con- 

nection with  this  department  there  will  be  a 
■cnche.  The  establishment  laundn-  is  placed  in 
the  basement,  but  with  a  good  dire'ct  light.  The boUer-house  wiU  have  three  Lancashire  boilers 
iOft.  long  by  7ft.  6in.  diameter.  The  buildings 
throughout  will  be  lighted  by  electricity  supplied 
from  the  parish  mains.  The  walls  int'ornally  of 
the  swimming-baths,  slipper-baths,  Ac.  wil'l  be hned  throughout  with  glazed  bricks.  The 
bottoms  of  the  swimming  ponds  wiU  b-  paved 
with  terrazz.}.  The  buildings  have  be.^  n  p'unned with  a  view  to  efficient  and  economicil  .ijminis- 
tration.  The  superintendent's  office  i,  close  to 
the  main  entrsnce,  to  the  principal  baths,  and  to 
the  committee-room.  Thematron'sotliceadjoins 
the  women's  baths  and  public  washhouse.  A woU-Ughted  administrative  corridor  in  the  base- 

ment connects  all  departments,  and  is  approached Irom  the  ground  floor  by  means  of  three  stair- 
cases, thus  providing  complete  intercommunica- 

tion between  aU  parts  of  the  establishment.  A 
towel  lift  wiU  nse  from  the  basement  into  each 
pay-office,  and  shoote  for  dirty  towels  wiU  be pronded  from  each  department  down  into  the 
basement,  so  that  the  moving  about  of  trolleys, 
^.,   will    be  strictly  limited  to  the  basement. 
X,     r^°''™**®^,'^o«'  is  £57,500.     The  architect  is 
ilr.  1.  ̂V  .  -■Vldwinckle,  F.K  I.B..A.. 

Ox  October  25,  in  the  presence  of  a  large  gather- 
ing, representative  of  the  county  of  Cornwall, 

the  Earl  of  Mount  Edgcumbe  opened  the  Corn- 
wall Central  Technical  Schools,  Truro,  which 

have  been  erected,  through  the  munificence  of 
Mr.  J.  Passmoro  Edwards,  as  a  memorial  to  the 
late  Sir  Charles  Lemon,  Bart.,  who  was  an  ardent 

advocate  of  technical  education.  The  building 
is  said  to  be  the  finest  monument  ever  erected  to 

the  memory  of  a  Cornishman,  and  it  certainly 
reflects  credit  on  the  architoc*;,  -Mr.  S.  Trevail. 
F.R.I.ILA.,  and  the  committee  who  have  been 
associated  with  him  in  establishing  the  schools. 
The  style  selected  by  the  architect  is  English 
Renaissance  of  the  Later  Tudor  period,  and  the 
prominent  materials  are  Bath  stone  and  Plymouth 
limestone.  Inside  the  main  doorway  there  is 
an  outer  porch,  10ft.  by  Sft.,  divided  by  a  teak 
and  plate-glass  screen  from  an  inner  hall,  10ft. 
wide,  running  through  the  building.  Kight  and 
left  of  this  are  corridors  leading  to  the  physical 

laboratory,  20ft.  by  1  !ft.  ijin.  .•  the  main  chemical 
laboratory,  37ft.  by  20ft.  :  principal's  room  and  a 
balance  room,  each  12ft.  by  10ft.  :  general  science 
classroom,  21ft.  by  20ft.  ;  and  a  domestic  room, 
29ft.  by  22ft.,  for  the  teaching  of  cooking,  dress- 

making, &c. ;  and  a  lecture-room,  oOft.  by  20ft. 
The  first  and  upper  floors  are  approached  by  a 
staircase  of  steel  and  concrete,  and  the  floor- 

ing of  the  porch,  entrance  hall,  and  corridor 
on  each  floor  is  of  Venetian  mosaic.  The 
staircase  windows  are  in  stained  glass,  and 
each  comprises  nine  Kghts.  The  first  floor 
contains  mechanical  drawing  school,  2;tft.  by 

22ft.  ;  secretary's  and  committee  room,  21ft.  by 

20ft.  ;  and  a  suite  of  five  science  classrooms,  21ft'. by  20ft.,  intended  mostly  for  county  use.  There 
is  also  a  suite  of  chambers  on  this  floor  for  the 

caretaker  and  his  wife.  The  upper  floor  is 
devoted  almost  entirely  to  the  purposes  of  art. 
The  chief  room  is  an  art  gallery  and  museum, 

50ft.  by  20ft.,  containing  a  South  Kensington 
loan  exhibit,  supplemented  by  local  gentlemen. 
On  the  same  floor  are  a  figure  and  cast  or  an(i(iue 
room,  30ft.  by  20ft. ;  an  elementary  art  school, 
29It.  by  22ft.  :  a  modelling  room,  21ft.  by  20ft.  : 

a  painting  room,  20ft.  square  ;  and  an  art  master's 
room,  &:c. 

N.ITIOXAL    BUOXZE    MED.VL    DESIOX    FOR    .\. 

W.\LL    ForXTAIN'. 
The  design  for  a  wall  fountain  is  to  be  executed 
in  bronze,  with  a  marble  slab  at  the  back.  The 
bronze  tablets  are  for  inscriptions,  and  the  motto, 

"  IIo  '.  everyone  that  thirsteth,  come  ye  to  the 
waters,"  at  the  top  is  in  raised  letters.  Th',- 
foundation  is  fastened  to  the  marble  slab  by 
bolts,  which  are  covered  by  a  rosette  of  cast 
bronze,  and  is  placed  on  the  top  of  four  semi- 

circular steps.  The  troughs  at  the  bottom  are,  of 
course,  for  dogs.  Kathehixe  M.  Cooiiix. 

"liROOMLF.T  GRAXGE." 

"Broomley  Ctraxge,"  situated  at  Stocksfield, 
Xorthumberland,  in  the  valley  of  the  Tyne,  was 
built  for  Mr.  J.  H.  Armstrong  from  designs 
prepared  by  Messrs.  Armstrong  and  Knowles,  of 
Xewcastle-upon-Tyne,  who  have  since  dissolved 
partnership.  It  is  built  of  local  stone  in  squared 
rubble-work,  with  ashlar  dressings  and  half- 
timbered  work  filled  in  with  roughcasting.  The 
roofs  are  covered  with  deep-red  Kuabon  tiles. 
The  half-timbering  is  coloured  a  dark  red — 
maroon  red — the  roughcasting  being  a  warm  buff, 
and  the  window  fr.imes  and  casements  white. 

The  general  effect  of  colour  is  refined  and  pleasing, 
the  natural  contour  and  surroundings  of  the 
site  lending  themselves  successfully  to  the  general effect. 

(JFustnttrtuQ  i^otes. 

■  t  * — 

Cti:eatii.im-on-Tke9. — Though  Sir  Isaac  Low- 
thian  Boll,  the  vice-chairman  of  the  North- 
Eastern  Railway  (Company,  only  cut  the  first  sod 
af  the  new  roads  and  railways  which  are  to  open 
out  communication  between  Stockton  and  Great- 
ham  Creek,  near  West  llartlepool,  on  the  hitherto 
undeveloped  north  bank  of  the  river  on  .lune  2 
last,  the  constructive  work  has  already  been  com- 

menced and  considerable  progress  made.  At 
Uaverton  Hill  the  laying  of  the  double  lino,  the 
requisite  excavations,  and  the  buUding  of  the 
overhead  bridge  crossing  the  main  turnpike  road 
at  Billingham  have  been  completed.  The  metal- 

ling of  the  30ft.  roadway  from  this  point  will  be 
carried  out  as  soon  as  the  railway  is  sufficiently 
advanced  to  allow  of  the  material  being  brought 
by  rail.  The  work  of  laying  the  railways  and  the 
continuation  of  the  road  from  Port  Clarence  to 
Greatham  Creek  has  also  been  commenced  with 

by  the  construction  of  a  subway  to  connect  the 
works  of  the  Tees  Union  Salt  Company  with  the 
now  railway.  A  large  number  of  men  are  em- 

ployed on  tho  work,  and  it  is  expected  that  the 
whole  of  the  works  on  the  north  bank  of  the  Tees 
will  be  finished  by  July  of  next  year. 

A  new  Primitive  Methodist  Chapel  in  N'etherfield- 
road,  Xelaon,  Lanes,  was  formally  opeued  on 
Sunday.  The  building,  which  will  accommodate 
576  persons,  has  been  erected  at  a  cost  of  £-,M0. 

It  has  been  resolved  to  erect  another  Board 
School  at  Ponkey,  Ruabon,  at  a  cost,  inclusive  of 
alterations  to  present  buildings,  of  £1,375,  and  the 
contract  has  been  let  to  Mr.  J.  T.  .Tones,  Cefn  Mawr. 
Another  Board  School  is  in  couis)  of  erection  at 
Johnstown,  the  cost  being  upwards  of  £1,000. 

Major-General  H.  I).  Crozier,  RE  ,  an  inspector 
of  the  Local  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at 
^^  atford  on  Wednesday  week,  into  the  application 
of_the  urban  district  council  for  8e,nction  to  borrow 
£7, .500  for  works  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal, 
and  £1,40()  for  works  of  water  supply.  Mr.  D. 
Waterhouse,  sorveyor  and  engineer  to  the  council, 
explained  the  proposals. 

CHIPS. 

An  adjudication  in  bankruptcy  is  gazetted  in  the 
case  of  WUliam  Henry  Illingworth,  of  Brockley, 
S.E  ,  and  Westmoreland  -  buildings,  Aldersgate- 
street,  E.G.,  builder's  merchant,  and  also  in  that  of 
Richard  Gould  (trading  under  the  style  of  lijuld 
and  Co.),  AbbevUle-road  andPernlea,  Klea-avenue, 
Clapham-oommon,  S.W.,  builder  and  contractor. 

Mr.  Councillor  George  Lamb,  timber  merchant, 
has,  at  the  unanimous  request  of  the  Bootle  Town 
Council,  consented  to  fill  the  ottice  of  Mayor  of  the 
borough  for  the  ensuing  year.  Mr.  Lamb  entered 
the  council  in  1891. 

Memorial  stones  of  Congregational  Sunday- 
schools  were  laid  at  Fakenham,  Xorfolk,  on  Wed- 

nesday-week. The  building  will  be  of  red  brick, 
and  its  style  is  in  keeping  with  the  chapel  adjoining. 
It  consists  of  school-hall,  classrooms,  church  vestry, 
pastor's  vestry,  scullery,  and  ctTices.  Mr.  R.  J. 
Turner  is  the  .architect,  and  Mr.  C.  Tuthill,  the 
contractor. 

Messrs.  Punchard,  M'Taggart,  Lowther,  and  Co., 
London  railway  contractors,  have  been  awarded  a 
million  francs  by  a  court  of  arbitration  sitting  at 
Usme  for  a  breach  of  contract  by  the  Government 
of  the  Republic  of  Colombia.  The  dispute  was  in 
reference  to  the  construction  of  a  railway.  Legal 
proceedings  have  hsen  going  on  for  years  in  con- 

nection with  the  matter. 

The  Luicashire  County  Council  have  adopted  a 
report  and  scheme  prepared  by  Mr.  Gdbert  Wilson 
for  redraining  and  improving  the  County  Sessions 
House  at  Islington,  Liverpool.  Tae  estimated  cost 
is  £1,200. 

A  subscription  portrait  by  Professor  Herkomer, 
R.A..  of  the  late  Mr.  J.  J.  Colman  was  unveiled  in 

St.  Andrew's  Hall,  Xorwich,  last  week,  by  Sir  H. 
BuUard,  M.P.,  who,  on  behalf  of  the  subscribers, 
formally  presented  it  to  the  city. 

Mr.  James  L.  Bowes,  one  of  the  leading  wool- 
brokers  in  this  country,  and  Japanese  Consul  at 
Liverpool,  died  on  Friday,  ilr.  Bowes  possessed  a 
valuable  .Japanese  museum,  which  he  freely  opened 
to  the  public,  and  was  the  author  of  several  valu- 

able works  on  Japanese  pottery  and  enamels. 

Mr.  W.  H.  Hague  Broadberry,  engineer  and 
manager  of  the  Tottenham  and  Eimonton  Gas 
Company,  died  on  Saturday  last  at  his  residence, 
Elmlea,  Willoughby-lane,  Tottenham,  aged  C8 

years. 

The  foundation-stones  were  laid  on  Saturday  of 
a  new  Baptist  Sunday-school  at  Sowerby  Bridge. 
The  new  building  is  being  erected  on  a  site  adjoin- 

ing the  chapel,  and  on  its  completion  the  latter 
building  is  to  be  rearranged  internally.  Exclusive 
of  new  furniture,  the  scheme  will  cost  about  £70<i. 
Messrs.  Sutcliffe  and  Sutcliffe,  of  Hebden  Bridge, 
are  the  architects. 

Another  ancient  landmark  at  Hirpenden,  the  Old 
Leather  Bottle,  has  disappeared,  and  has  been 

replaced  by  an  up-to-date  public-house.  The  pre- 
mises have  been  reconstructed  from  plans  drawn  up 

by  Mr.  W.  I'ranUin,  architect,  and  the  work  of 
building  was  carried  out  by  Mr.  C.  Tomlin,  builder, 

of  Harpenden.  A  "house-warming  supper"  to 
the  builders'  workmen  was  given  on  Monday  week. 

A  new  Liberal  club  in  Hatfield-road,  St.  Alban's, 
was  opened  by  the  Hon.  C.  R.  Spencer  on  Friday 
night.  It  has  been  built  by  Mr.  E.  Dunham,  of 

St.  Alban's,  at  a  cost  of  £1,000,  from  plans  by  Mr. 
S.  Doddimeare  Elwards,  of  St.  Alban's  and  Bow,  E. 
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TO    OOBBESFONBEKTS. 

CWe  do  not  hold  ounelrea  reeponHible  for  the  opiniona  of 
our  oorrespandents.     All    cornmuni  cations   ̂ ould  be 

I  drawn  np  aa  briedSy  an  p^jt^ible,  aa  there  are  many 
,  claimants  apon  the  space  allotted  to  correepondents.  ] 

It  fa  |tarticularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
eommonicatioui  retrpecting  illoatrations  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addreeaed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  BtriLDisa 
NxwB,  8S3,  Btrand,  W.C..  and  nut  to  members  of  the  Btafl 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequeutly  otherwise  caused. 
iul  dr^wingn  and  other  cummuuicatiuns  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors' ruka,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Fotft^-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Thk  SrmuiD  Nxwspafkr  Companv,  Liiutko. 

NOTICE. 
Bound  copies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
■hould  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shilling  each), 
as  otUy  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumea  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXII..  XXXIII.. 

XXXrV'.,  XXXES.,  XLI.,  XLn*..  XLVI.,  XXJX., LI.,  UU.,  LIV..  LV.,  LIX..  LX..  LXI.,  LXH., 
LXJV,,  LXV..  LXVm.,  LXIX..  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn..  LXXin.,  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LXXVI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
oumbeni  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OF  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom ;  for  C^iada,  Nora  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  6a.  Od.  (or  Gdols.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium,  £1  6o.  Od,  {or  3;jfr.  30c.)  To  India.  £1  68.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Gape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  6a.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertiae- 
mente,  Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
la  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  5s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Anctiona,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Sitoatiou  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  flrat  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Sx)ecial  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
iaher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2b.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisementd  la.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  5s. 

Advertiflementfl  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  S  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
most  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
insertion. 

SiTUATIONB. 

The  chat^  f or  advertisem^its  for  "Situations Vacant" 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  Onb  Shiluvo  kob  Twrntv- 
FOUB  Words,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  aifter. 
All  Situation  Advertisements  must  be  prepaid. 

REnKivED.-H.  and  G.— A.  Co.,  Ltd.— J.  H.  and  Co.— 
J.  O.— A.  C.  and  Co.— M.  R.  Co.-D.  and  D.— Barbell. 
—V.  de  T.  Co.-D.  S.— P.  P.  and  Co.— E.  F.  and  B. 

F.  N.— We  have  written  you.  Hart,  Son,  Peard  and  Co., 
Drury-lane,  could  make  it  for  you. 

DRAitiiiTSHAN.— The  fault  is  in  the  tracing-paper.  We 
found  the  same.  The  ink  liea  on  the  surface,  and 
reflects  the  light  like  a  looking-glass. 

Paratus.— Nothing  better,  inaiich  a  ca?e,  than  Dent  and 
Hellyer's  cast  lead  *'  Anti-D  traps." 

3Lo<  AL  SiTRVKvoR.— In  your  district  the  Moreton  Sand 
and  Gravel  Co.  supply  a  very  good  tittering  sand. 
Write,  the  Secretary,  Joseph  Pettyfer,  Moreton  Station, 
Dorchester. 

Ceiling.— Have  you  seen  "  Cameoid."  the  new  material 
made  by  F.  Walton  and  Co.,  1  and  2.  Newman-street  .' 
It  is  much  cheaper  than  plaster,  and  works  well  either 
for  high  relief  or  low  relief. 

"BUILDING  NEWS"  DESIGNING   CLUB. 
HRCOSt'    LIST   OF    SITIMKCTS. 

B*— A  Bungalow  Club  on  an  elevated  site  in  the  country, 
not  far  from  the  seaside.  It  is  intended  for  visitors' 
u-ie  mainly  in  th?  summer,  and  the  site  itself  is  tUt, 
with  terraces  leading  up  to  it,  the  hill  rising  to  the 
north-east  behind.  The  main  frontage  will  overlook 
the  8.W.  The  accommodation  is  to  provide  for  a  club 
reading-room.  ;iOft.  by  20ft.,  or  of  thit  area,  a  billiard- 
room  tor  two  fulUhi/e  tables,  a  ladies'  drawing-room 
18ft.  square,  or  of  that  area,  and  a  card-room  ISft.  by 
14ft.  There  is  to  be  a  general  meeting  room,  40ft.  by 
26ft.,  and  a  stage  adapted  to  theatrical  performances 
^yond ;  but  this  is  not  to  be  too  large.  Two  retiring 
or  dressing-rooms  in  thi^  connection  are  required.  The 
-entrance  hall  of  the  cUib  must  be  roomy,  and  serve  as 
u  crush-room  on  evenings  of  entertainment.  The  card- 
room  to  be  then  available  as  a  ladies'  cloak-room.  A 
gentlemen's  small  cloak-room,  with  lavatory  and  con- 
veniencee  beyond.  Upstairs  there  must  be  a  steward's 
flat  of  four  rooms  and  olti^es.  A  wine  cellar  on  a  small 
scale  in  the  basement.  Stylp,  brick  and  timber,  witli 
ehingled  roofs.  Plans,  two  elevations,  one  section,  and 
Tiew.    Elevation  Jin.  scale,  plans  '  i^in.  to  the  foot. 

DaAwiKos  Rbckivkp.— "  Apteryx,"  "Tyro,"  "  Speys," 
"  Jove,"  "  Anthony,"  *'  Birkie,"  "  Go  Bang,"  "  E.  D.," *'  Derbeian." 

Comspottlietta. 
SALT     WATKlt     AND     CKilKXT. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Blilding  News. 

Sir, — I  read  with  much  interest  your  abstract 

on  "The  Effect  of  Suit  Water  on  Cement,"  by 
A.  S.  Cooper,  aa  published  in  j'our  issue  of  the 
27th  ult.  There  are,  however,  a  few  poiats 
upon  which  perhaps  some  of  your  correspondents 
might  be  able  to  throw  a  little  light,  for  the 
benefit  of  many  readers,  who,  like  myself,  are 
not  acquainted  with  American  and  German  civil 
engineering  practice. 

In  the  lirst  place,  a  'MJerman  hammer 
machine  "  is  mentioned  for  ramming  cement  into 
briquette  moulds.  The  mixing  was  done  by 

means  of  a  "  Uiehle  mi-xing  machine,"  and  the 
samples  were  broken  on  a  "  Fairbanks  tension 
machine."  I  should  be  glad  to  know  where 
particulars  and  dejcriptions  of  these  appliances 
may  be  obtained. 

Any  information  as  to  the  chemical  analysis, 

properties,  and  general  purposes  for  which  the 
"Hemmoor"  and  "Beach's"  cements  are  used 
would  also  be  acceptable. — I  am,  &c., 

H.  BUSMRIDOE. 

JirSCELLAXEOU.S  PR.VCnCE. 

Sir, — One  cannot  help  appreciating  the  open 
manner  in  which  the  leading  article  in  your  issue 

of  the  27th  inst.  treats  of  the  position  of  archi- 
tects and  architecture.  It  has  been,  and  is, 

exceedingly  difficult  to  realise  the  construction 
that  would  be  placed  by  the  public  on  architects 
(registered).  The  article  clearly  shows,  and 

rightly,  that  no  man  is  able  to  "Design  in 
Beauty,  Build  in  Truth  "  any  building  in  either 
the  Classic  or  Gothic  styles  in  any  period,  and  have 
the  leading  features  of  decorative  design  at  his 

finger-tips,  together  with  a  complete  koowledge 
of  all  the  various  materials  used  in  construction 

and  decoration.  Is  it  not  the  possession  of  all 
these  qualities  that  the  public  would  be  led  to 
expect  if  registration  were  adopted  :  Is  it  not  a 
fact  that,  being  registered,  an  architect  would  not 
be  debarred  from  taking  more  work  than  he  could 

personally  attend  to,  with  the  result  that  practi- 
cally the  saae  state  would  prevail  as  at  present — 

the  employment  of  others  not  necessarily  registered, 
and  whose  names  would  not  appear :  1  tegistration 

is  purely  a  personal  matter,  so  that  if  registration 

be  adopted,  then  all  work  from  the  architect's 
office  must  be  that  of  his  own  hands  ;  other- 

wise the  public  is  deceived.  There  is  undoubtedly 
a  great  need  for  a  qualifying  examination  to 
help  and  guide  those  who  are  entering  tlie  pro- 

fession as  students,  in  place  of  the  present  pupil 
system.  One  would  imagine  that,  having  the 
welfare  of  architecture  at  heart,  there  should  be 

less  talked  of  registration  and  more  for  the  neces- 
sity of  the  unanimity  of  working  of  the  various 

societies  having  in  view  the  establishment  of  an 
Academy  of  .\rchitecture,  with  its  museums, 
libraries,  and  workshops,  where  not  only  design, 
but  all  the  trades,  would  be  taught,  and  of  which 
an  associateship  or  fellowship  could  be  obtained 

by  examination. It  would  be  more  intiUigible  to  the  public  if  a 
man  could  show  he  belonged  to  an  Academy  of 
Architecture  than  if  he  simply  called  himself 

architect,  for  what  does  the  term  imply-  I  do 
not  recollect  ever  having  heard  it  satisfactorily 
explained,  although  it  has  often  been  brought  up. 
If  it  means  a  master  builder,  the  term  is  singularly 
misapplied  in  Ihe  present  generation,  bec:iu8e  the 
master  builder  is  not  recognised  as  an  architect. 
Ladies  are  now  being  admitted  as  ardiitects,  and 
as  one  cannot  imagine  ladies  climbing  about 
buildings  and  superintending  building  operations, 
one  is  led  to  believe  that  the  architect  exists  only 

on  paper. — I  am,  iSrc, October  31.  M.  \V.  M. 

Lady  Alice  Hivelook-AUan  has  caused  to  be 
placed  in  St.  Cuthbort's  Church,  D.irlington,  a 
tablet  in  memory  of  her  late  distiaguished  husband 
Sir  H.  Hivelock- AUaa.  The  tablet  ia  of  alabaster 
OD  a  black  marble  ground. 

The  first  examination  for  certificates  of  qualifica- 
tion for  appointment  of  sanitary  iaspector,  under 

section  lO.s  C2)  (</)  of  the  Public  Health  (London) 
Act,  IH91,  will  be  held  in  London  on  Tuesday,  Dec. 
5,  1S99,  and  the  four  following  days.  Particulars 
will  be  forwarded  on  application  to  the  hon. 
secretary,  Mr.  Wm.  1!.  E.  Coles,  I,  Adelaide- 
buildings,  London  Bridge,  London,  E.C. 

IttUrcommuttication* 
QUJSSTI0N8. 

[11353.]— Ebony.-Can  any  of  your  readers  inform 
me,  through  ihe  medium  of  your  paper,  where  I  can 
obtain  ebony  9ft.  6in.  loDg  by  ijin.  square .'  I  have  been 
unable  to  procure  it  in  thia  district.  —  A.  Waddell, Bamti^laod. 

111359.1— HeatinB- Will  someone  versed  in  heating 
and  ventilation  descriu  i  how  the  reiniremcnts  of  heating 
.1  public  lecture  room  can  be  found,  and  the  rule  for 
determining  the  necessary  change  of  air,  say,  three  times 
in  one  hour,  the  glacis  and  wall  surface,  ventilation,  the 
fcize  of  outlets  and  inlets,  A;o.  7— A  SrcoRS'i. 

[11360  I  -  Calculating  Weight  of  Castings.— I 
should  like  to  know  of  any  expeditious  method  of  obtain- 

ing the  weight  of  a  cast-iron  column  with  cip  and  base  ? 
Also  of  stanchions  of  the  usual  form .'  Is  there  any  table 
giving  appro.ximate  weights  for  certain  diameters,  and 
sizes!  All  the  books  1  have  consulted  say  nothing 
ab  3ut  weight  of  the  e  istings  themselves,  but  only  deal 
with  the  external  loads.— Sens,  bibes. 

[113i>l.]— Frontage.— Is  there  any  regulation  as  to 
setting  back  the  frontage  line  of  houses  from  the  old 
boundary  !-  In  many  public  roads  built  on  recently,  while 
one  house  ie  allowed  to  come  forward  to  the  old  line, 
another  has  been  set  back  several  feet.  There  are  several 
such  cases  in  the  Brixton  Hill-road.  How  are  these 
anomalies  explained  !— T.T.  8. 

SEPIISS. 

[11312.]— By-La^ffs— As  I  understand  this  case, 
",T.  O."  has  pulled  down  a  building,  and  intends  to  erect 
another  on  the  site.  Having  taken  down  more  than  half 
the  cubical  contents,  the  new  building  must  be  in  accord- 

ance with  the  by-laws  ;  but  if  the  frontage  of  the  proposed 
new  building  is  in  a  line  with  the  general  line  of  build- 

ings in  the  street,  I  should  be  very  much  inclined  to 
fight.— H.  L. 

[11343.1— Angles,  Light  and  Air.- 1  do  not  know 
where  "Provincial  Surveyor''  heard  of  the  angles  quoted. 
Section  41  sub-section  3  (rf,  an  angle  of  SSJ'is  used  in connection  with  the  open  spaces  in  rear  of  domestic 
buildings  in  the  London  Building  Act,  IS91,  and  in  the 
same  Act  roofs  of  domestic  buildings  must  not  exceed 

75%  and  warehouse  buildmgs  41  -.— H.  L. 
[11346.] -Ants.-A  very  reliable  authority  once  told 

me  that  the  only  remedy  was  carbolic  acid  in  boiling 
water  poured  wherever  ants  or  their  eggs  are  likely  to  be 
found.  Turpentine  and  paraffia  have  been  used  in  other 
cases. — H.  L. 

[11317.]— Protection  of  Adjoining  'Walls —Ij "8.  E.  B.*'is  raising  his  ground  above  the  former  and 
ordinary  level,  it  would  be  well  to  arrange  with  the 
adjoining  owner  for  the  formation  of  a  vertical  damp- 
course. — H.  L. 

[11319.]— 'WTiat  to  Charge.— "Ignoramus"  does not  state  whether  'he  four  cottages  are  exactly  alike.  It 
is  well  in  such  cases  to  keep  a  careful  account  of  the  time 
occupied,  as  a  pencil  drawing  with  a  linen  tracing  for  the 
local  surveyor  will  probably  be  all  that  will  be  required. 

-H.  L. 

[11319.]— "What  to  Charge.— If  the  plans  have  been 
prepared  for  a  client,  and  are  to  obtain  approval  of  a 
surveyor,  I  should  charge  'iJ  per  cent.,  though  I  daresay 
many  would  charge  Ij  per  cent.,  there  being  no  eleva- tions. A  plan  involves  the  main  study  in  a  case  of  a 
cottage,  and  should  be  paid  for.- O.  H.  O. 

(11351. 1  — Colouring  Plans,  &c  —  "Improver  " will  find  the  practice  vary  in  cUll'^rent  ollices.  Stone  may 

be  sepia,  light  blue,  or  raw  umber :  paving,  light  Payne's 
grey ;  brickwork,  light  red  ;  tiles,  Venetian  red :  un- 
wrought  flr,  yellow  oc'nre;  wrought  flr,  burnt  sienna; oak,  warm  sepia ;  slates,  indigo  ;  plaster.  Payne  s  grey  : 

iron,  Prussian- blue ;  concrete,  mottled  grey;  cement. 
burnt  umber.— H.  Lovecrovk. 

[n35'2.]— Legal.— In  the  absence  of  a  clear  definition, 
I  should  conclude  that  the  pupil  must  not  reside  or  have 

an  office  within  five  miles  of  his  late  master's  town. 

-H.  L. 

[li:!52.]— Legal —The  "five  mUes"  means  the  place of  ollioe.  No  one  could  prevent  a  client  coming  to  an 
architect  who  lived  within  that  distance.  The  latter 

question  is  certainly  ambiguous -viz.,  "Does  it  mean 
that  the  buildmg  I  put  up  must  stand  outside  that 
radius?"    I  should  say  not.- O"  ex. 

[li:!53.]— Dispute.  —  In  cases  of  this  kind  tenants 
should  not  be  thought  of  until  the  contractor  has  quite 

tinished  his  work,  and  I  consider  that  he  is  right.— H.  L. 

[11354. )-Packing  for  Hot-Water  Taps.--In 
reply  to  "  Plumber,"  if  he  will  substitute  asbestos  for  his 
present  packing  -either  cored  or  loose  -he  will  find  that 
this  will  put  an  end  to  the  trouble  he  has  experienced 

with  leaky  glands.- A.  A.  M. 
ril357  ]— Damp —Creepers  do  not  make  a  wall  damp, 

as  the  leaves  protect  the  walla.  It  is  useless  laying  a 

Uoor  with  wood  blocks,  unless  all  water  is  carried  off. 

and  the  wall  protected  from  earth  by  a  verticil  damp- 

course.— H.  L. ,   ».M^   • 

The  new  premises  of  the  National  Telephone  Co., 

Ltd  Bristol,  have  been  fitted  with  an  entirely  new 

installation  for  the  complete  warmiug  and  ventUa- 

tion  by  Messrs.  John  King,  Ltd.,  engineers,  Liver- 

pool, by  means  of  their  "Kijah"  venblatmg radiators. 

A  remarkably  high  price  for  City  property  was 

realised  at  the  sale  last  week  by  Messrs.  Douglas 

Young  and  Co.,  at  the  Mart,  of  a  freehold  site  at 

the  corner  of  Fen-court  and  Fouchurch-street, 

covering  an  area  of  .')60  superficial  feet.  The  price 

given  was  £10,700,  alittle  over  £19  per  square  foot. 
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Bai.dovax,  X.B. — A  new  asylum  for  imbecile 

children  is  being  built  facing  the  Dighty  Water 
at  I'.aldovan.  The  building  in  course  of  erection 
will  form  the  central  block  of  the  completed 

institution.  The  frontage  will  then  be  15.')ft.  in 
length,  and  in  three  heights,  three  stories  in  the 
centre,  two  stories  adjoining,  and  only  ono  story 

at  the  extremes.  1  'nder  the  baae  course  the  walls 
will  be  of  bull-faced  ashlar,  above  this  course 
of  square  rubble,  with  angle  scabbed  hewn  work. 
The  upper  stories  will  have  dormer  windows,  and 
the  roofs  will  be  pavilioned.  A  flight  of  steps 
lead  up  to  the  main  entrance,  which,  along  with 
the  three  light  bay  windows  on  either  side,  stands 
out  some  4ft.  from  the  line  of  wall  above,  and  is 
surmounted  by  a  parapet  wall,  having  moulded 
coping,  the  whole  length  forming  a  balcony.  A 
vestibule,  Sfc.  wide,  runs  through  the  depth  of 
the  building,  and  connects  to  a  corridor  running 
lengthwise,  giving  access  to  the  different  rooms. 

Three  day-rooms,  boys'  and  girls"  hospitals, 
matron's  room,  board-room,  doctor's  room,  and 
suiitary  and  other  offices  occupy  the  ground 
floor.  The  floors  above  are  chicUy  occupied  by 
bedrooms  and  dormitories.  At  the  rear  of  the 
front  building,  and  separated  from  it  by  a  6ft. 
wide  corridor,  will  be  another  building,  one  story 
in  height,  containing  the  dining-hall,  71ft.  by 
32tt.,  kitchen,  a  servants'  dining-room,  several 
storerooms,  baths,  a  mortuary,  and  oflices.  The 
boiler-house,  with  a  oOtt.  chimney-stalk,  occupies 
the  rear.  The  entire  length  from  front  to  back 
is  ISOft.  The  heating  and  ventilation  will  be 
effected  by  hot-air  tiues.  The  mason  work  is  in 
the  hands  of  Mr.  William  Bennett.  The  other 
contractors  are:— Joiner  work,  A.  Bruce  and 
Son  ;  plumber  work,  Messrs.  Farquharson  and 
Sjns  ;  slater  work,  Messrs.  James  Libum  and 
Son  ;  and  plaster  work,  l[r.  James  Laburn.  Mr. 
William  Dick,  Downfield,  is  clerk  of  the  works  ; 
and  Messrs.  James  Mackren  and  Sons,  Dundee, 
are  the  architects. 

Bristol C.\THF.DR.\L. — The  new  reredos,  erected 
as  a  memorial  of  the  long  connection  of  Bishop 
Ellioott  with  the  united  diocese  of  Gloucester  and 
Bristol,  was  unveiled  on  Friday  by  the  Arch- 

bishop of  York.  The  reredos  has  been  carried 
•out  at  a  cost  of  £2, .500  from  the  designs  of  the 
late  Mr.  J.  h.  Pearson,  R.A.  The  structure  is 
of  stone  ;  it  is  upwards  of  17ft.  wide,  and  rises  to 

a  total  height  of  I'tt.  from  the  floor  of  the  sanc- 
tuary. The  lower  part  behind  and  above  the 

altar  is  plain,  with  a  tall  centre  panel  to  inclose 
the  altar  cross,  and  on  either  side  of  the  upper 
half  of  this  panel  is  an  enriched  arcade  of  five 
divisions.  Above  this  lower  part  the  centre 
portion  (which  takes  the  width  of  the  altar,  and 
is  about  10ft.  wide  is  corbelled  forward,  and  to 
the  right  and  left  there  are  enrichments  from  the 
fi»r  \ipwards  of  traceried  panelling,  surmounted 
by  niches  with  figures  of  Biblical  saints.  Above 
the  level  of  the  top  of  the  corbelling  the  reredos 
contains  niches,  the  central  one  having  the 
Crucifixion,  with  Saint  Mary  and  St.  John.  The 
lower  part  of  the  back  or  eastern  side  of  the 
reredos  is  richly  panelled  to  a  height  of  lift., 
and  above  this  it  is  divided  up  by  buttresses  with 
niches.  A  panelled  and  traceried  screen  separates 
the  eastern  bay  of  the  choir  from  the  eastern 
chapel,  flanking  the  reredos  on  either  side. 
Among  the  figures  represented  are  those  of 
bishops  connected  with  the  See  of  liristol,  in- 

cluding Drs.  Butler,  Trelawny,  and  Ellicott.  In 
front  of  the  reredos  stands  an  altar  table  of  carved 
oak,  surmounted  by  a  marble  slab,  and  approached 
by  three  steps.  Mr.  Nathaniel  Uitch  was  the 
sculptor. 

Diiii.ix.— Within  the  last  few  weeks  great 
improvements  have  been  effected  in  the  floor  of 
the  centra)  hall  at  the  City  HaU,  Cork  Hill. 
The  worn-out  Portland  stone  pavement  has  been 
removed,  and  a  concrete  bed  laid  down,  upon 
which  has  been  fixed  a  marble  and  mosaic  floor. 
The  centrepiece  is  composed  of  ceramic  tile 
mosaic,  in  which  the  ancient  coat  of  arms  of 
Dublin  has  been  introduced.  Outside  this  the 
floor  IS  of  marble,  composed  of  black  and  green rings  of  Connemara  marble  interlaced  with  Cork 
red.  The  filling  is  made  of  Sicilian  marble 
oct^ons  with  black  marble  squares,  and  bordered with  rings  of  tile  mosaic.  The  border  outside 
the  columns  is  of  green  circles,  and  in  front  there 
13  Cork  red  filling,  with  Sicilian  plinths  in  re- 

mainder of  circle.  The  panels  between  the  pillars 
are  of  black  borders  with  green  filling,  and  the 

remainder  of  the  floor  next  the  walls  is  of  square 
Sicilian  marble  slabs.  The  panels  of  the  prin- 

cipal doorways  are  filled  with  .Sicilinn  octagons 
and  black  marble  squares,  and  the  front  cntranoe- 
hall  is  of  similar  tilling  of  marble  as  the  main 
hall.  The  portico  is  laid  with  Portland  stone 
octagons  with  black  dots  sufficiently  thick  to 
stand  the  traffic,  and  which  is  in  keeping  with 
the  stone  in  the  building.  With  the  exception 
of  the  SicUian  work,  all  the  marble  has  been 
quarried  in  Ireland.  The  contractors  are  .Messrs. 
H.Sibthorpeand  Son,  Molesworth-street,  Dublin. 
The  designs  were  prepared  by  Mr.  C.  J.  M'Cdl-thy, 
city  architect,  under  whose  supervision  the  work 
has  been  carried  out.  Mr.  P.  Bride  was  the 
clerk  of  works. 

F.iiiNiiiiuiM. — The  opening  of  the  new  electric- 
lighting  station  in  JI' Donald -road  murks  the 
latest  step  in  the  municipal  electric-lighting 
scheme  in  Edinburgh.  When  completed  it  will 
be  capable  of  holding  between  30,0il()H.P.  and 

40,00011. P.  At  present  only  about  .'i.OOQII.P are  put  down,  but  this  will  be  increased  from 
time  to  time  as  required.  In  plan  the  station 
will  consist  of  two  engine-rooms,  each  holding 
15,000H.P.  to  ■20,00OU.P.,  and  four  boiler- 
houses,  two  for  each  engine-room.  At  present 
only  one  of  the  engine-rooms  and  one  of  the 
boiler-houses  are  built.  The  others  will  b 
added  later  (structural  provision  being  made  for 
this)  as  the  demand  for  light  increases.  The  cor- 

poration has  reduced  the  price  of  current  to  con- 
sumers as  they  found  the  cost  to  themselves 

becoming  less,  and  the  average  price  received 
for  current  to  private  premises  is  now  just  •3d. 

per  unit,  the  lowest  in  the  country.  I'he  arc 
lights  in  the  Edinburgh  streets  have  been  carried 
further  than  probably  in  any  other  city.  There 
are  now  744  lamps  in  the  public  streets,  and  the 
policy  has  been  adopted  of  lighting  properly,  not 
only  the  best,  but  also  the  poorest  streets.  The 
station  buildings  have  been  designed  by  Jlr.  John 
Cooper,  the  burgh  engineer ;  Blr.  F.  A.  Xewing- 
ton,  the  resident  electrical  engineer,  has  had 

charge  of  the  engineers'  work  on  the  spot :  and 
the  scheme  has  been  designed  throughout  by 
Professor  Alexander  B.  W.  Kennedy,  F.R.S. 

Habley,  Salop. — New  buildings  are  in  course 
of  erection  on  the  site  of  the  old  Castle  Ironworks 
at  Iladley  (formerly  occupied  by  the  Xettlefold 
Company),  where  Messrs.  G.  F.  Milnes  and  Co, 
Limited,  of  Birkenhead,  will  manufacture  electric 
tramway  and  light  railway  cars,  and  employment 
will  be  provided  for  500  or  600  people.  The 
buildings  and  machinery  will  necessitate  an  ex- 

penditure of  over  £100,000.  Thirty  acres  of  land 
have  been  purchased  by  the  company.  At  the 
entrance  to  the  works  will  be  a  suite  of  offices  for 
15  or  20  clerks  and  managers  of  departments,  and 

offices  for  15  draughtsmen.  The  office-keeper's house  will  be  above.  The  car-shed  will  be  500ft. 
by  150ft.,  and  divided  into  seven  bays,  where  it 
will  be  possible  to  manufacture  70"  or  800  cars 
per  annum.  Adjacent  to  this  building  will  be 
the  log  saw-mill,  150ft.  by  75ft.,  with  basement 
for  electric  motors  to  drive  the  saws.  A.  short 
distance  further  is  the  timber  store,  two  floors, 
and  the  structure  is  200ft.  by  70tt.  At  the  end 
of  this  building  is  the  house  for  the  steam  fire- 
engine,  and  the  stables  will  also  bo  loaited  hero. 
The  timber  store  is  protected  from  the  weather  so 
that  the  wood  in  use  will  be  well  seasoned  before 
being  worked  into  the  car  bodies.  Then  there  is 
the  wood-working  machine  shop,  which  is  250ft. 
by  75ft.  It  is  two  stories  high.  The  lower 
portion  will  be  occupied  by  shafting  and  motors 
to  drive  the  machinery  above.  .Vdjoining  the 
shop  is  the  iron  assembly  room,  275ft.  by  7^ft. 
Leading  out  of  this  room  is  the  iron- working 
machine  shop,  which  will  contain  plant  for 
drilling,  planing,  ic.  The  smithy  is  close  by, 
and  here  there  will  be  four  steam-hammers,  with 
a  jib  crane,  capable  of  lifting  two  tons,  and  12 
smithy  hearths.  Bordering  upon  the  canal  will 
be  the  boiler-house,  with  three  :!50H.P.  boilers, 
specially  manufactured  by  Mr.  John  Thompson, 
of  Wolverhampton.  This  building  is  fireproof, 
and  has  a  chimney  at  the  end  about  UOft.  high. 
Then  there  are  the  engine  and  dynamo  house, 
engineers'  rooms,  store-rooms,  and  lavatories.  A 
workmen's  dining-hall,  to  accommodate  20",  is 
also  in  course  of  erection,  and  near  this  will  be 
the  iron  racks  for  the  storage  of  rough  iron,  and 
beyond  will  be  the  general  stores— a  building 
about  100ft.  by  50ft.  The  paint  shop  will  bo 
50ft.  by  25ft.  The  buildings  are  being  erected 
by  Messrs.  Hughes  and  Stirling,  of  Bjotle, 
Liverpool,  from  plana  by  and  under  the  super- 

intendence of  Mr.  Huon  A.  Matear,  F.K.I.B.A., 
Dale-street,  Liverpool. 

L^ixi.TON,  SxAiTS. — The  Sutherland  Institute— 
a  building  designed  for  use  as  schools  of  science, 
art,  and  technology,  and  also  for  the  purposes  of 
a  public  library  and  reading-room — was  opened 
on  Friday  by  the  Duke  of  Sutherland.  The 
Institute  faces  Stone-road,  with  return  elevations 
to  Kossy In  and  Cromartie  roads.  The  foundation- 
stone  was  laid  by  the  Prince  of  Wales  three 
years  ago,  before  the  architect  had  been  appointed. 
Afterwards  a  public  competition  was  invited,  Mr. 
•  iilbee  .Scott,  F.R.I.B.A.,  ot  London,  acting  as 
assessor,  when  both  first  and  second  premiums 
were  awarded  to  Messrs.  Wood  and  Ilutchings, 
of  Tunstall  and  Burelem ;  both  designs  were 
illustrated  in  the  Hi  n.iiiNf;  Xkws  for  July  9, 
1S'.)7.  The  main  body  of  the  building  is  three 
stories  in  height,  and  of  a  Renaissance  character. 
The  middle  portion  is  recessed  about  6ft.,  and 
flanked  by  two  wings  forming  broad  gables. 
The  buildings  are  of  red  brick  facings,  with 
terracotta  dressing!  of  a  golden  brown  colour. 
The  roofs  are  covered  with  brown  tiles,  with  an 
oak  turret  in  the  centre,  containing  a  ventilator. 
The  reading-room  to  the  left  ot  entrance-hall  is 
I. -shaped,  60ft.  by  30ft.,  and  28ft.  by  16ft.  On 
the  right  is  the  lending  library,  44ft.  by  32ft., 
librarian's  rooms  IGft.  by  13ft.,  and  reference 
library  25ft.  by  16ft.  The  rooms  are  15ft.  high  ; 
the  floors  of  wood  blocks  on  concrete  :  the  walls 
plastered.  1  nder  the  reference  library  is  a  book- 

store, and  an  iron  spiral  staircase  leads  directly 
to  the  lending  library  above.  AU  the  fittings  of 
these  rooms  are  in  stained  canary  wood  except 
the  counter,  which  will  have  a  mahogany  top. 
A  descent  of  ten  steps  from  the  library  floor  leads 
to  the  lower  level,  at  the  rear  of  entrance, 
where  are  two  rooms,  each  32ft.  by  21ft.,  for 
manual  training  and  engineering,  and  a  cookery 
kitchen  29ft.  by  21ft.  The  main  staircase  leads 
to  the  lecture  theatre,  a  galleried  room  54ft.  by 
44ft.,  accommodating  about  400  people.  On  the 
first  floor  is  a  corridor  60ft.  long  and  7ft.  wide. 

( )n  this  floor  are  science  mister's  room,  20it.  by 
14ft. :  science  classroom,  20ft.  by  16ft.  Gin. ; 
balance-room,  20ft.  by  16ft.  6in. ;  chemical 
laboratory,  30ft.  by  32ft.  ;  science  lecture-room, 
•iOft.  by  21ft.  On  this  floor  is  also  a  room,  32ft. 
by  27ft.,  for  modelling,  and  room  for  plaster- 
casting  work,  16ft.  by  18ft.  6in.  On  the  second 
floor  is  a  room  4  5ft.  by  32ft. ,  divided  by  a  curtain, 
for  advanced  art.  The  adjoining  room,  28ft.  by 
lijft.,  is  to  be  a  museum.  The  next  room,  21ft. 
by  lift.,  is  for  the  head-master,  and  a  similar 
room,  2Ift.  by  16ft.,  is  for  mechanical  drawing 
and  designing.  The  end  room  to  the  south  is 
60ft.  long.  The  contractors  are  Messrs.  Tomp- 
kinson  and  Bettelley,  of  Longton,  and  their  sub- 

contractors have  been  Messrs.  Horaan  and  liodgers, 
JIanehester  (fireproof  construction),  and  Messrs. 
Doultou  and  Co.,  L-indon  (terracotta  work). 
The  clerk  of  the  works  is  Sir.  Wm.  Collis.  The 
total  outlay  has  been  about  £10,000. 

M.ivciiF.STFU. — The  memorial-stone  of  the  new 
Presbyterian  church  which  is  being  built  in 
Cheetham  Uill-road,  was  recently  laid.  The 
school,  which  is  nearing  completion,  is  at  the 
south  side  of  the  church.  It  will  accommodate 
some  300  people,  exclusive  of  the  vestries.  The 
church,  like  the  school,  is  Early  I^nglish  in  style, 
faced  on  the  exterior  with  Ruabon  red  terracotta 
brick.  The  interior  woodwork  will  be  polished 
pitch-pine.  The  ventilation  is  stated  to  be 
unique.  It  is  effected  by  fresh-air  flues,  con- 
strutted  in  the  walls,  under  the  windows,  con- 

trolled by  horizontal  grids,  fixed  in  the  window 
bottoms.  The  foul  air  will  be  carried  off  through 
perforated  openings,  filled  in  with  perforated  zinc 

in  the  panels  of  the  ceiling,  the'down-draught being  controlled  by  means  of  vertical  shutters 
fixed  in  each  gable.  The  heating-chamber  is 
below  the  organ-chamber,  and  is  covered  with  a 
tireproof  roof,  hot  water  being  the  means  adopted 
for  the  general  warming  purposes.  The  body  of 
church  will  accommodate  407,  and  the  choir  26 
persons.  The  organ  is  to  be  placed  near  the 
pulpit.  A  small  gallery  is  placed  over  the  entrance 
vestibule  which  will  hold  86  persons.  At  the 
north-west  comer  of  the  building,  a  siquare 
tower  will  be  erected  to  the  height  of  78ft.  The 
an.hitect  is  Mr.  H.  Price. 

Xtw  BRicnios. — The  Duchess  of  Westminster 
%-i3ited  Xew  Brighton  on  Saturday,  and  laid  the 
foundation-stone  of  the  Church  of  F.mmanuel  in 
Siiibink-road.  The  new  building  is  to  replace  a 
temporary  iron  erection.  The  plan  of  the  church, 
which  is  to  be  entirely  of  bnckwork,  shows  a 
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lofty  nave,  30ft.  wide  by  ̂-  >l"t.  long,  with  low 
arcaded  passages  on  each  side  and  bhallow  tran- 

septs, arcaded  baptistery,  and  entrances  at  the 
west  end  on  Seabank-roud.  The  chancel  is  to  be 

33ft.  Cin.  long  by  i;5ft.  wide,  separated  from  the 

nave  by  open  timber  work.  There  will  bo  ves- 
tries and  an  organ  space  on  the  north  side,  and  a 

morning  chapel  on  the  south  side.  The  floor  will 

be  of  pitch-pine  blocks,  and  the  chair  seating  will 

give  accommodation  for  700  persons.  The  con- 
tract for  the  first  portion  of  the  work  has  been  let 

to  Messrs.  Paterson  and  Sons,  of  Liverpool,  and 

Srovides  for  the  complete  chancel  and  accommo- 
ation  for  about  350.  The  architect  is  Mr.  Chas. 

E.  Deacon,  of  Liverpool.  The  estimated  cost  of 
this  section  is  £3,800,  towards  which  £2,200  has 
been  subscribed,  and  the  cost  of  the  entire  church 
wiU  be  £S,000. 

St.  Alii.vns.— The  high  altar  screen  at  St. 

Alban's  Cathedral,  which  has  just  been  restored, 
at  a  cost  of  about  £15,000  by  Lord  Aldenham, 
was  unveiled  by  him,  and  dedicated  by  the  Bishop 
of  St.  Albans  on  Wednesday  afternoon.  The 
central  figure  of  the  screen  is  said  to  be  the 

largest  sculptured  Christ  in  I'.ngland.  It  is  8J.ft. 
high,  and  is  carved  from  one  block  of  magnesian 
limestone.  The  screen  which  is  now  restored 

had  originally  nearly  one  hundred  statues,  but 
the  bases  of  two  alone  existed,  and  in  other  ways 
the  screen  had  been  severely  multilated.  Ten 

years  ago  Lord  Aldenham,  then  Mr.  H.  H. 
Gibbs,  M.r.,  undertook  the  delicate  and  costly 
task  of  restoring  the  screen  so  far  as  possible  to 
its  original  condition,  and,  acting  under  the 
professional  direction  of  Sir  Arthur  W.  Blom- 
field,  A.H.A.,  whose  sudden  death  is  reported 
elsewhere,  the  screen  was  intrusted  to  Mr. 
Harry  Hems,  of  Exeter,  who,  aided  by  his  sons, 
Greville  C.  Hems  and  H.  Tamer  Ilems,  has 
carried  out  the  whole  of  the  now  completed  work. 
The  screen  itself  is  -12ft.  high  and  39ft.  wide, 
extending  from  the  north  to  the  south  side  of  the 
sanctuary.  It  is  built  entirely  of  clunch,  a  finely 
grained  white  stone  obtained  frcm  the  quarries  of 
Tottemhoe,  in  Ilerts.  Sixty-two  of  the  stiitues 
are  fashioned  in  yellow  magnesian  limestone, 

whilst  those  of  Our  Lord  in  Maj  est}',  attended  by 
His  twelve  Apostles,  situated  immediately  over 
the  altar,  are  of  pure  white  alabaster.  The  cost 
of  the  restoration  will  exceed  £15,000.  twice  as 
much  as  Abbot  Wallingford  expended  on  the 
original  structure. 

SoiTHAMpTox. — The  new  municipal  lodging- 

house,  known  as  St.  Michael's  House,  which  has 
been  erected  in  St.  Michael's-square,  by  the  town 
council,  under  powers  conferred  on  them  by  the 

Housing  of  the  Working  Classes  Act,  was  form- 
ally opened,  on  Friday,  by  the  mayor.  St. 

Michael's  House  is  intended  for  the  accommoda- 
tion of  186  single  working  men,  at  a  charge  of 

sixpence  per  night.  The  building  consists  of 

four  stories,  with  a  frontage  to  St.  Michael's- 
spuare  of  65ft.  It  is  built  in  three  pavilions, 
with  a  space  of  30ft.  between  each,  the  main 

entrance  being  in  St.  Michael's-square.  Each 
cubicle  provides  COOsq.ft.  of  air  space.  The 
principal  contracts  have  been  carried  out  by  the 
undermentioned  firms :  Building,  Messrs.  Dyer 

and  Sons,  Southampton  (£10,"9S) ;  lifts,  Messrs. 
Smith  and  Stevens,  Battersea.  The  planning  of 
the  building  and  details  of  the  arrangements  were 
were  worked  out  by  the  borough  engineer  (Mr. 
W.  U.  B.  Bennett).  The  premises  occupy  the 
site  of  an  insanitary  area  of  low-class  property, 
bought  under  arbitration  by  the  corporation  for 
£28,702  ;  the  owners  had  claimed  over  £42,000. 

W.\krin"c;ton. — Xew  police  buildings  are  being 
erected  for  the  borough  force  on  the  site  of  the 
old  barracks  near  Bank  Uuay  Station,  ilr.  K. 

Bums  Dick,  of  N'ewcastle-on-Tyne,  is  the  archi- 
tect :  Mr.  Hallard,  Liverpool,  the  clerk  of  the 

works ;  and  Mr.  C.  W.  Davenport,  of  Stockton 
Heath,  the  builder,  the  contract  being  for 
£22,000.  The  building  will  be  of  pressed  brick 
with  terracotta  facings,  and  will  have  electric 
light  throughout.  There  will  be  two  courts,  one 
for  the  magistrates  and  the  other  for  the  coroner, 
both  being  on  the  second  floor ;  there  are  also 

rooms  for  magistrates'  clerk,  detectives,  juries, 
(fcc,  and  solicitors'  and  witnesses'  waiting-rooms. 
Between  the  cells  and  Museum-street  is  a  parade- 
room,  lOOft.  by  50ft.,  and  in  Museum-street  are 
also  the  nuarters  for  the  inspectors  and  scrfreants. 

LEOAL  INTELLIQENOB. 

In  nE  E.  U.  Uiboway,  oi  Cardivf.— The  first 
meeting  of  the  creditors  of  Elward  Uriah  Kidgway, 
builder,  of  132,  Llandaff-road,  Cirdiff ,  was  held  at 
the  CarditV  Binkrnptcy  Oflices  last  week.  The 

gross  liabilities  amounted  to  1'|j,134  IOj.  Id.,  of 
which  £1,233  '^i.  9J.  is  expected  to  rank  for  divi- 

dend. "The  assets  were  estimated  to  produce 

£0.52  93.  5d.,  leaving  a  deficiency  of  £.'>80  163.  4 J. The  cause  of  failure  was  alleged  to  he  inability  to 
realise  properties  built  by  him.  and  inability  to 
obtain  permanent  mortgages.  Debtor  commenced 

busings  as  a  speculative  builder  at  Cardiff  in  1>>93 
without  any  capital,  and  built  in  various  parts  of 
the  town,  lu  July,  1897,  he  was  in  difficulties,  and 
his  creditors  agreed  to  accept  a  composition  of  lOi. 
in  the  pound.  Immediately  after  this  arrangement 
debtor  restarted  buainess.  Xo  resolution  was  pissed, 
and  the  Ollicial  lleceiver  remains  trustee. 

Horsi.vii  OF  Wor.Kixo  Ci..\ssE9  Act,  ISOO.— At 
the  MaryleboneCounty-oonrt  last  week,  his  Honour 
Judge  Stonor  gave  judgment  in  the  case  of 
'•  Xewman  v.  Sanger."  The  plaintiff  was  a  painter, 
whose  wages  averaged  £2  a  week.  On  August  27, 

1898,  the  plaintiff's  wife,  by  his  instructions,  took 
the  basement  of  a  house  belonging  to  the  defendant, 
at  Xo.  14,  Portnall-road,  Paddington,  at  a  weekly 
rent  of  65.  By  section  75  of  the  Housing  of  the 
Working  Classes  Act,  1890,  it  was  enacted  that  when 
a  house  or  part  of  a  house  is  let  for  habitation  by 

persons  of  the  working  classes  "  there  shall  be 
impliod  a  condition  that  the  house  is  at  the  com- 

mencement of  the  holding  in  all  respects  reasonably 
fit  for  human  habitation."  The  sole  question, 
therefore,  for  decision  was  whether  the  tenement  let 

by  the  defendant  to  the  plaintiff  was  "at  the 
comuieacement  of  the  holding  in  all  respects  reason- 

ably fit  for  human  habitation."  Upon  the  evidence there  could  be  no  doubt  that  the  drains  of  the  house 
were  out  of  order,  and  that  tha  premises  were  not 

"reasonably  fit  for  human  habitation"  for  some 
time  previously  to  January,  1899,  and  the  question 
was  whether  the  right  inference  to  be  drawn  from 
the  evidence  was  that  they  were  out  of  order  and 
unfit  for  habitation  at  the  commencement  of  the 

holding  on  Aug.  27,  1898.  After  much  considera- tion he  WM  of  opinion  that  such  was  the  right 
inference,  and  that  the  defendant  was  liable  for  a 
breach  of  the  implied  condition  created  by  the  75th 
section  of  the  Act.  The  plaintiff  claimed  four 
weeks'  wages— £8    IO3.— which    he    actually   lost 

On  Saturday,  BishoplKoyston  consecrated  the 
new  church  of  St.  John  the  Evangelist,  Hindley 
Itreen,  near  Wigan.  The  church  is  in  the  parish  of 

Hindley  Ail  Saints',  and  has  cost  close  upon  £5,000. 

whilst  his  employment  was  suspended  on  account  of 
fever  in  his  house,  a  doctor's  bill,  £3  5i,,  expenses 
of  nursing  and  extra  nourishment  and  expense  of 
moving,     £2    23.— in    all    £14     33.    His    Honour 
thought  that  the  plaintiff  was  entitled  to  a  moderate 
additional  sum  as  damages,  and  he  should  fix  the 

damages  at  £19,  subject  to  the  defendant's  count  tr- claim  for    123.  rent.    Judgment   was   accordingly 
entered  for  plaintiff  for  £18  83.  and  costs,  leave  to 
appeal  being  allowed.     With  reference  to  this  case, 
a  correspondent   calls  attention  to  a  similar  case, 
expressing    the  opinion    that    the    effect    of  such 
decisions  ought  to  be  widely  known.     "  In  July  last 
a  bricklayer,  who  was  in  very  poor  circumstances, 
applied    to    the    Mansion  House  Council   on  the 
Dwellings  of  the  Poor  for   assistance  under  the 
following  circumstances  ;  He  and  his  wife  occupied 
four  rooms  on  the  upper  floor  of  a  house  in  Eist 
Dulwioh  at  a  rental  of  7s.  per  week.    At  the  com- 

mencement of  the  tenancy  of  the  rooms  a   stone 

flight  of  steps  (leading  from  the  back  room  to  the 
yard  below)  was  in  a  very  dilapidated  and  dangerous 
state.     In  fact,  the  second  and  third  steps  from  the 

top  were  entirely  broken  away,  and  although  the 
tenant  complained  several    times  to   his  landlord 
about  the  state  of  the  steps,  he  was  unable  to  get 
them  repwred.    In  July  his  wife,  in  going  down 
into    the    yard,    fell    from    top    to    bottom,   and 
injured    herself     seriously.      On    being    applied 
to.  the  landlord  refused    all    compensation.    The 
oflioers  of   the    Mtn^ion    House   Council   on    the 
D  veilings  of  the  Poor  made  careful  inquiries  into 
the  merits  of  the  case,  and  ultimately  the  councQ 
agreed  to  take  the  necessary  proceedings  for  the 
purpose  of  obtaining  compensation.     The  solicitor 
for  the  council  accordingly  brought  an  action  under 
section  75  of  the  Housing  of  the  Working  Classes 
Act   1890  (which  renders  landlords  liable  for  letting 
premises  unfit  for  habitation),  in  the  name  of  the 
tenant    and    his    wife    against    the    landlord    for 
damages  for  the  injuriej  sustained  by  the  wife,  and, 
although  the  landlord    defended  this  action,  the 
Judge  of  the  Camberwell  County  Court  awarded 
tenants  £>>  damages,  and  remarked  that  the  Act  of 
Parliament  above  cited  was  not  generally  known, 
and  that  it  was  to  the  interest  of  the  working  classes 
that  they  should  be  made  aware  of  its  provisions  by 

such  an  action  as  that  brought  by  the  tenants." 
Priii.ir-HotTSKS  .VNK  THE  Bi'irnrNM  Aor. — An 

appeal  under  the  London  Building  .\it  of  isoi  was 
heard  by  Mr.  Sheil,  at  Westminster  Police-court  on 
the  2i'tli  ult.,  the  appellants,  Messrs.  Snewin  Bros. 

andCo.,  builders,  of  High-road,  I'pper  Clapton. 
N.E.,  asking  the  Court  to  overrule  a  notice  of "'       -'»">^  district 

le  Hegent 

the  County  Council's  officer  demanding  fireproof 
separation  walls,  ivc,  between  the  parts  used  for 
trade  and  the  parts  used  as  a  dwelling-house. — Mr, 
Percy  CUtes  appeared  for  the  appellants  and  Mr. 
Horace  .Vvory  for  the  Caunty  Council. — The  ob- 

jection was  taken  by  Mr.  Gites  that  a  public- 
house  was  used  wholly  for  the  purpose  of  trade. 
In  his  favour  he  quoted  the  quite  recently  decided 
case  of  "  Carritt  v.  Godson "  in  the  Divisional 
Court.  Mr.  Avory  said  he  must  admit  that  the 
case  was  against  him.  These  proceedings  were 
really  taken  so  that  the  County  Council  could 
go  to  the  Court  of  Appeal.  In  the  particular 
case  decided  they  were  precluded  from  going 
to  the  Appeal  Court,  the  proceedings  bsing 
under  another  section  which  involved  a  penalty. 
Mr.  Sheil  stated  that  after  this  admission  he  could 
not  grant  a  case.  It  would  l>e  presumptuous  for 
him  to  disregard  the  opinion  of  two  Judges.  Counsel 
could  apply  for  a  rule  nisi  against  him.  Mr.  Avory  : 
I  shall  have  to  do  it,  and  for  that  purpose  we  must 
have  the  facts  recorded.  A  partner  in  the  firm  of 

appellants  gave  evidence  as  to  the  building  opera- 
tions, service  of  notices,  ki.,  and  admitted,  in 

answer  to  Mr.  Avory,  that  above  the  bars,  &c.,  to 
be  used  for  public-house  purposes,  there  were 

private  bed  and  sitting  rooms  for  the  use  of  occu- 
pants.   Mr.  Sheil  allowed  the  appeal,  with  costs. 

LiDDEES  yOT  SCAFFOLI.S  VN'DEK  THE  V\'OEKMEX'& 
Co5rrEX3ATiON-  Act.— His  Honour  Judge  White- 
home  decided  an  important  point  under  the  Work- 

men's Compensation  Act  at  the  Birmingham  County- 
court  on  Thursday  in  last  week.  An  action  was 
brought  by  Thomas  Sutton,  a  bricklayer,  against 
B,  Whitehouse  and  Sons,  builders.  Sutton  was  re- 

pairing the  roof  of  a  house  and  fell  from  the  ladder, 
and  he  claimed  IGs.  Sd.  a  week  under  the  Work- 

men's Compensation  Act.  His  Honour,  in  giving 

judgment,  said  the  question  raised  was  what  is 

really  meant  in  the  .\ct  by  the  term  "  scaffold."' The  Act  applied  only  to  employment  on,  in,  or 
about  any  building  which  exceeded  30ft.  in  height 
that  was  being  coustrncted  or  repaired  by  means  of 
a  scaffolding.  Tue  appUcant  was  doing  the  repairs 
to  a  roof  by  means  of  two  ladders  lashed  together, 
and,  following  the  decision  of  the  Court  of  Appeal 
that  a  ladder  was  not  a  s:affold,  his  Honour  held 
that  the  case  did  not  come  within  the  Act.  H& 
therefore  dismissed  the  application, 

POETioo  Shelteks  at  Hotels  anto  the  London 
BniLDixo  Act.— Justices  Ridley  and  Darling  heard 
in  the  Qaeen's  Bench  Division  on  Wednesday  an 

appeal  by  the  Coburg  Hotel  Company  from  a  de- cision of  Mr.  Ds  Rutzsn,  who.  at  the  instance  of 

the  London  County  Council,  had  directed  the  ap- 
pellants to  demolish  a  canopy  or  shelter  projecting 

from  the  portico  of  their  hotel  in  Cirlos-place.  The 
council  had  consented  to  sanction  the  erection  of 

the  portico,  which  was  beyond  the  general  line  of 
buildings,  but  they  declined  to  permit  a  projecting 
screen  to  be  attached  to  it  to  protect  from  the 

weather  visitors  to  the  hotel  alighting  from  cabs 

and  carriages.  Xotwithstanding  this  refusal,  how- 
ever, the  appellants  had  erected  the  canopy.  Mr. 

Da  Rutzsn,  sitting  at  Mirlborough-street,  had  held 
that  the  shelter  had  become  part  of  porch,  aiid  was 

a  structure  erected  beyond  the  line  of  buildings 

within  the  meaning  of  the  London  Building  Act, 

1894.  The  Court  dismissed  the  appeal,  as  the 

question  as  to  what  constiuted  a  structure  was  one 

of  fact,  which  had  been  decided  by  the  magistrate 

against  the  Hotel  Company,  and  as  to  which  there 

was  no  appea'.  Both  the  learned  judges  expressed 

their  regret  at  being  compelled  to  come  to  this  de- cision. Mr.  Justice  Darling  advised  the  appallauts 

to  obtain  a  music  and  dancing  license,  so  that  they 

might  retain  the  canopy.  They  need  not  use  the license. 

LONOOS   Cousnr   Cor.-JOix  an-d   its   BCTLDpa 

ReghlatiONS.  —  At     the    Surveyors'    Institution, 
Westminster,  on  Monday,  the  tribunal  of  appeal, 

consisting  of  Mr.  A.  Cites  (chairman),  Mr.  A.  A. 

Hudson,  and  Jlr.  J.  W.  Pentold,  heard  an  appeal 

from  Mr  WOliam  Klsdon  against  the  refusal  of  the 

London  County   Council  to  pass  his  plaiis  for  the 

erection  of  stables   on  his  property  at   CiroUne- 

place,  Falham.     Counsel,  in  his  openmg  statement, 

said  the  appellant  was  the  owner  of  cottages,  3  to 

10  Ciroline-place,  Fulham,  which  he  purchased  m 

February  last.    The  previous  owner  had  sent  plans 

for  the  erection  of  stabling  wi.ich  had  been  passed, 

as  to  drainage,  by  the  vestry  of  Fulham.    Cajobne- 

place  was  a  foot  road  ab  lut  18ft.  wide,  with  pos
ts 

at  the  entrance,  and  the  Council  objected  to  pasa
 

the   plans  on  the  ground    that   the  site  was  
too 

narrow.    The  appeUant,  in  his  evidence,  offered
  to 

iiiohide  in  his  site  Xos.  1  and  2.  which  were  th
e 

property  of  his  daughter,  and  to  set  back  
his  budd- 

ing 15in,  so  as  to  mike  the  width  of  the  road  over 
■'Oft      Mr    Andrews,  for  the  Council,  urged  that 

they  were  bound  to  carry  out  their   regulations. 

There  were  streete  in  London  to-day   which  the
 

CouncU  were  widening  at    great    public   expense 

which  had  become  thoroughfares  in  the  same  way 

a3  was   proposed  in  this  case.    Mr.  John  Heb
b, 

assUtant    to    the  superintending  architect  of    the 

council  •  Mr.  C.  BotterUl,  surveyor  of  Fulham  :  and 
objection  served  by   Mr.  Eiward    Drury, snrvovor.  in  respect  of  the  rebuilding  of  th^  ..-=,^...      .      -  ^   .- 

ArmtpubUc-house,  Rsgency- street,  Westminster,    Mr.  F.  W.  Hammond,  
district  surveyor,  gave  evi- 
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dence.  The  chairman  stated  t
hat  the  tribanal 

would  allow  the  appeal,  subiect  to
  Nos  1  and  2 

be°Dg  puUed  down  and  included  m  th
e  site  to  the 

buUding  being  set  back  M.  aad 
 a  footpath  4ft. 

^de  Sfing  ma^de,  and  the  posts  being 
 removed  and 

repUced  at  the  cost  of  the  appel
lant. 

THE    BUILDING    NEWS. 
GOT 

CHIPS. 

The  Speaker,  who  is  the  first  Honorary  F
reeman 

of  KingSon-on-Thames,  unveiled,  on  Mond^,  a 

new  stained-glass  window  which  has  been  pla
ced  in 

the  town-hall  as  a  memorial  cd  the  Charter  g
ranted 

to  the  borough  by  King  John.  The  window
  was 

deaif/ned  by  the  Mayor,  Dr.  Finney,  and  the 
 work 

was  executed  under  the  supervision  of  bir  Art
hur 

A'icars,  Ulster  King  of  Arms. 

A  work  on  "Scottish  Market  Crosses,"  by 
John  W.  Small,  F.S.A.  Scot.,  architect,  Stirlmg,  is 

about  to  be  published  by  Mr.  Eneas  Mackay,  of 

that  town.  The  work,  the  first  book  published  on 

the  subject,  will  consist  of  a  series  of  about  UU 

drawings  of  old  Scottish  Market  Crosses,  litho
- 

graphed by  the  author.  The  general  remarks,  by 

Mr  Small,  with  an  introductory  chapter  penned  by 

Mr!  Alexander  Hutcheson,  architect,  of  Broughty 

Ferry  will  give  a  short  account  of  all  the  known
 

old  market  crosses,  whUe  the  letterpress  accom- 

panying each  plate  will  particularise  each  example. 

St  Catharine's  College,  Cambridge,  owes  to  the 

liberality  of  Mr.  Alfred  Proctor,  M. A.,  one  of  its 

Fellows,  the  addition  to  its  chapel  of  a  stained-glass 
window.  Mr.  Thomas  Crarner,  the  architect,  has 

produced  a  design  which  harmonises  with  the 
character  of  the  architecture  of  the  college  budding. 

The  design  represents  the  judgment  of  St. 

Catharine,  who,  with  two  college  worthies  at  her 
side,  stands  before  her  judge. 

In  the  Queen's  Bench  Division, on  Monday,  before 
Mr.  Judge  Kidley  and  Mr.  Justice  Darling,  an 

appeal  was  heard  of  the  Ickfield  Kural  District 

Council  against  a  decision  of  the  local  jnatices, 

refusing  to  convict  the  Crowborough  Water 

Company  of  breaches  of  the  councd's  by-laws  in connection  with  the  building  of  a  water-tower. 

Tor  the  company  it  was  argued  that  the  powers 

they  possessed  under  a  specisj  Act  exonerated  them 

from  compliance  with  the  council's  by-laws  ;  but 
their  I.ord8hip3  declined  to  accept  this  view,  and 
sent  back  the  case  to  the  justices  with  a  direction  to 
convict. 

The  plans  of  the  new  Sedgwick  Memorial  at 
Cambridge  have  been  exhibited  in  the  \Vood- 
wardian  Museum.  It  will  be  the  first  building  in 
that  University  town  of  the  architect,  Mr.  T.  G. 
Jackson,  I;  A.  The  elevations  show  a  frontage  in 
red  brick  and  stone.  The  museum  of  Paleontology 
will  be  on  the  first  floor,  and  the  classrooms  attjiched 
will  be,  it  is  said,  the  largest  in  Korope.  The 
museum  of  Petrology  will  be  above  these.  The 
building  is  expected  to  he  complete  in  a  couple  of 

years. 
A  course  of  twelve  lectures  on  ' '  Sewage  and  its 

Purification "  will  be  delivered  at  University 
College,  Gower-street,  W.C,  on  Monday  evenings 
at  5.30,  commencing  on  Monday  next,  the  (5th  inst. 
The  lecturer.  Dr.  S.  Rideal,  F.I.C.,  will  give  a 
review  of  the  various  processes  that  have  been 
adopted  for  the  treatment  of  sewage,  with  special 
reference  to  bacterial  methods.  The  lectures  are 
specially  intended  for  persons  engaged  on  sewage 
farms,  and  for  others  connected  with  the  administra- 

tion of  the  Public  Health  Acts. 

The  Auckland,  ShiHon,  and  WilUngton  joint 
infectious  hospital,  Bishop  Auckland,  is  being 

warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's 
patent  double -fronted  Manchester  stoves,  with 
descending  smoke-fiues  and  patent  Manchester 
grates,  the  same  being  supplied  by  Messrs.  E.  H. 
Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 

The  foundation-stone  laying  of  the  new  municipal 
crematorium  to  be  erected  by  the  burial  committee 
of  the  Hull  Corporation,  on  a  piece  of  ground  to 
the  eastward  of  the  Hedon-road  General  Cemetery, 
took  place  on  Monday.  The  building  will  cost 
£2,C00. 

At  Oxford,  on  Tuesday,  a  vote  of  thanks  was 
passed  by  convocation  to  Mr.  ICdmund  Oldfield, 
M.A.,  F.S.A.,  late  Fellow  of  Worcester  College, 
for  his  gift  to  the  university  of  a  valuable  collection 
of  Greek,  Roman,  and  Etruscan  antiiiuities,  of 
which  Professor  Gardner  reports  that  it  is  of  the 
kind  specially  suitable  to  a  small  museum  like  that 
of  the  University,  consisting  of  a  few  carefully 
chosen,  interestiog  things.  Of  the  vases,  four  or 
five  are  of  exceptional  beauty  and  interest.  Mr. 
Oldfield  proposes  to  add  eventually  some  other 
antiquities  in  bronze  and  marble. 

Engineers  have  been  at  work  for  some  time  in  the 
parish  of  Clovelly  in  levelling  and  marking  out  the 
Bidefoid  and  Clovelly  Railway.  They  have  reached 
the  proposed  terminus.  Dyke  Green,  and,  on  the 

completion  of  the  Westward  Ho  '.  Kiilway,  the cootmoation  to  Clovelly  will  be  started. 

WATEK    SUPPLY    AND    SANITART MATTEBS. 

The  Main  Duaikage  (Jukstion.— A  conference 

of  representatives  of  the  leading  parishes  on  the 

north  aide  of  the  Thames  was  held  on  Iriday  after- 

noon at  the  Paddington  Vestry-hall,  Harrow-road, 
W.  with  the  view  of  urging  upon  the  London  County 

Council  the  absolute  necessity  of  at  once  taking  steps 

for  improving  the  main  drainage  of  the  area  referred 

to    in  order  to  prevent   the   flooding  of  the  base- 
ment of  houses  in  the  low-lying  districts  in  the  time 

of  storm.     Mr.  John   William    (Padduigtoii)  was 

elected    chairman,    and    Mr.     Frank    Dethndge, 

president  of  the  Metropolitan    Local   (Jovernment 

Otficers'  Association  and  vestry  clerk  of  Paddington, 

was  appointed  clerk  to   the    conference.     Mr.    H. 

Ward,  chairman  of  the  Main  Drainage  Committee 
of  the  London   County   Council,   explained  to   the 

conference   that    that  committee    were   about    to 

present  to  the  Council  a  report  bearing  upon  the 

Tubject  of  drainage.    After    some  discussion,  the 

following  resolution,  moved  by  Mr.   R.   F.   Whur 

(Paddington)  and  seconded  by  Mr.  G.  J.  Chappie 

(Westminster),    was    carried:— "  That    this    con- 
ference, comprising  representatives  of  the  leading 

parishes  on  the  north  side  of  the  Thames,  hereby 

places  on  record  its  surprise  that,  after  so  strong  an 

expression  of  opinion  by  a  committee  of  the  London 

County  Council  and  its  responsible  officers,  that  the 

existing  sewer  accommodation  of  the  Metropolis  was 

entirely  inadequate  to  carry  out  the  woik  reiiuired  of 

it,  no  attempt  has  been  made,  notwithstandmg  the  re- 
peated representations  made  by  vestries  and  district 

boards  upon  the  subject,  to  remedy  the  intolerable 
evil  referred  to,  and  this  conference  urges  upon  the 

Council    the    absolute  necessity  of  their  at    once 

carrying  out  such  works  as  may  be  necessary  to 

remedy  the  nuisance  complained  of."     Mr.  Deth- 
ridge  was  directed  to  send  copies  of  the  resolution 

to  the  London   County  Council  and  to  the  various 

local  authorities,  with  a   request  to  the  latter  that 

they  should  urge  their  representatives  at  the  London 

County  Council  to  support  the  recommendations  of 
the  Main  Drainage  Committee. 

In  consequence  of  the  continuous  increase  ip  the 

number  of  inmates  of  the  lunatic  asylum  at  Brook- 

wood,  near  Woking,  the  Surrey  County  Council  are 

providing  additional  accommodation  for  100  patients, 
and  have  entered  into  a  contract  for  the  purchase  of 

the  Xetherne  House  Estate,  Coulsden,  for  £10,uOO, 

BO  as  to  obtain  further  asylum  accommodation  for 
SCO  or  1,000  patients. 

New  boundary -walls  of  red  R'xa  and  grey 

Forest  stone,  with  ornamental  wrought-iron  rail- 

ings, together  with  teak  lych-gates,  are  being 
erected  around  the  churchyard,  Bassaleg  Church, 

Mon.  The  work  is  being  carried  out  by  Messrs.  S. 

Shepton  and  Son,  of  Cardiff,  under  the  supermtend- 
ence  of  Mr.  C.  B.  Fowler,  F.R.I.B.A.,  also  of 
Cardiff. 

The  work  of  restoring  the  fine  old  parish  churdi 

of  Thirsk— the  "mother  church  of  the  Arch- 

deaconry "—being  now  completed,  special  dedica- 
tion services  were  held  on  Friday.  The  work  of 

the  present  restoration  was  begun  under  the 
Vicariate  of  the  Rev.  J.  C.  Hanson,  now  Rector  of 

Kirkby  Knowle,  and  his  efforts  have  been  con- 
tinued by  the  present  vicar.  The  expenses  of  the 

restoration  of  the  nave  and  tower  have  been  about 

£1,550,  and  on  the  choir  about  250,  making  the total  cost  about  £1,SOO. 

The  Victoria  HaU  at  Southborough,  built  at  the 

cost  of  Sir  Divid  Salomons,  is  approaching  com- 

pletioB.  The  building,  which  is  of  brick,  adjoins 
the  urban  council  ofBces.  The  hall  proper  is  aM. 

by  40lt.,  and  seats  500  persons  on  the  ground  lioor 

and  100  in  the  gallery.  Messrs.  Strange,  of  Tun- 
bridge  Wells,  are  the  contractors. 

On  Saturday  night,  at  the  Durham  College  of 

Science,  Xewcastle-on-Tyne,  Mr.  Arnold  Mitchell, 

F.E  I.B.A..  lectured  to  a  large  audience  on 

"Mediicval  Architecture."  On  the  following 

evening,  in  the  Tyne  Theatre,  under  the  auspices  of 

the  Sunday  Lecture  Society,  Mr.  Mitchell  ectured
 

on  "English  Cathedrals.'  Mr.  Mitchell  com- 

mented upon  the  beautiful  positions  occupied  by 

the  English  cathedrals  as  compared  with  tJ
ie 

cramped  and  confined  situations  of  Contin
ental 

edifices,  giving,  as  a  notable  instance,  D"r?.a™ 

Cathedral,  which  held,  he  said,  the  most  beaut
iful 

position  of  all.  With  the  aid  of  numerous  lan
teni- 

alides,  the  lecturer  showed  tbo  architectural  d
etails 

of  the  old  English  cathedrals,  without  and  withui
, 

showing  how  the  architects  and  buUders  progre
ssed 

in  their  ideas  of  ornamentation  from  simple  t
o 

elaborate  forms.  ^ 

The  town  council  of  Wolverhampton  decided  on  ( 

Monday  to  purchase  the  Hariey  property  in  i 
 Jueen- 

tquare,  for  the  widening  of  that  thoroughfare
,  for 

£^23,000.  The  property  recentlv  changed  hands  by
 

auction,  and  was*^  then  bougLt  for  ̂ I^^'O.  J> 
Messrs.  Horton's  Estate.  Lmited  and  the  t

own 

councU  now  only  acquire  at  a  higher  rate  the  | 

larger  portion  of  the  land  then  transferred. 
 i 

Our  ©ffict  Cable. 

In-  anticipation  of  the  opening  o£  the  sixty- 

fifth  session  of  the  Royal  Institute  of  British 

Architects,  on  Monday  evening  next,  when  Mr. 

William  Emerson  will  deliver  his  Breaidential 

address,  the  Kaiemlar  of  that  body  has  juat  been 

pulilished.  The  membership  roll  shows  that  the 

Institute  now  comprises  6  IS  FcUows,  993  Asso- 

ciates, 11  Hon.  FeUows,  10  Hon.  Associates,  and 

05  Hon.  Corresponding  Jlerobers,  as  against  603 

Follows,  992  Associates,  11  Hon.  Fellows,  50 

Hon.  Associates,  and  05  Hon.  Corresponding 

Members  at  the  beginning  of  last  session ;  the 

total  numbers  in  all  ranks  being  now  1,733, 

against  1,721  last  year,  or  a  net  increase  of  12.
 

The  very  slight  augmentation  of  the  number  o
f 

Associates  is  noteworthy.  I'nder  the  heading  of 
"  Educational  Facilities  in  London,"  particulars 

are  given  as  to  the  Central  School  of  Arts  and 

Crafts,  Regent- street;  otherwise  the  A'afc'irfac  
iB 

arranged  on  the  stereotyped  lines  of  recent  years. 

Mil.  A.  Waixace  Kiminctox,  R.P.E.,  whose 

fame  as  a  charming  delineator  of  architectural 

subjects  is  well  known,  particularly  to  our 

readers,  is  about  to  show  an  exceptionaUy  com- 

prehensive and  attractive  collection  of  water- 

colour  paintings  from  Italy,  Southern  France, 

and  Sicily.  The  exhibition,  which  will  be  opened 

on  Monday  next,  the  6th  inst.,  wiU be  held  m  the 

Fine  Art  iiociety's  Galleries  in  Bond-street,  and 

we  understand  it  will  be  the  largest  which  Mr. 

Eimington  has  vet  arranged  at  one  time,  as  both 

the  largo  rooms' wiU  be  united  to  make  space  for 
his  pictures.  These  will  include  a  considerable 
number  of  architectural  subjects  well  worthy  of 

the  attention  of  members  of  the  profession,  as 

well  as  those  who  practise  in  the  allied  arts. 

jVx  address  on  "  Sanitary  House  Construction  " 

was  delivered  at  Carpenters'  Hall  on  Thursday 

evening  in  last  week  by  Mr.  Thomas  ClashUl, 

F.li.I.B.A.  The  lecturer  urged  the  importance 

for  considerations  of  the  health  of  the  inmates 

that  ample  provision  for  warmth  and  ventilation 
should  be  made  in  the  dwelling,  and  also  that  it 

should  not  be  liable  to  penetration  by  heavy 

downfalls  of  rain.  The  walls  of  a  house,  what- 
ever was  the  material  employed,  should  be  equally 

proof  against  damp  and  the  quick  passage  of  heat. 

The  experience  of  ages  had  taught  people  how  to 

erect  walls  properly,  so  that  they  generally  found 

them  able  to  comply  with  those  conditions.  In 

this  country  stone  or  brick  was  almost  invariably 

employed  for  the  purposes  of  construction.  Stones 

that  easUy  stood  the  pure  air  of  the  country  were 

very  often  unable  to  withstand  the  atmosphere  ol 

our  large  towns,  and  the  destructive  effect.s  of  - the  acids  with  which  it  was  impregnated.  They 

had  a  striking  illustration  of  that  in  the  Houses 

of  Parliament,  which  were  built  of.  yellow  Mans- 

field, a  magnesian  limestone.  Of  all  the  stones 

granite  was  the  most  imperishable,  because  of  the 

farge  percentage  of  pure  quartz  which  it  con- tained. It  was  notorious,  however,  that  granite 

would  not  stand  heat,  and  therefore  it  should 

never  be  used  in  cases  where  it  was  known  that 

it  would  be  so  exposed.  In  the  course  of  his  lec- 
ture Mr.  Blashill  pointed  out  the  importance 

attached  by  medical  sanitary  science  to  the  con- 

struction of  the  lowest  floor  of  the  house.  It  was 

requisite  in  the  highest  degree,  in  the  interests  of 

health,  that  the  usual  Gin.  bed  of  concrete  should 

rest  on  a  foundation  of  firm  soil,  and  that  the 

wooden  flooring  above  the  concrete  should  be  fixed 

with  great  accuracy.  Bv  those  means  no  reser- voir for  foul  air  should  be  left  under  the  floor, 

and  ventilating  drains  would  not  be  wanted. 

A-  a  result  of  the  efforts  which  have  been  made 

by  the  committee  of  the  Shropshire  Arch;i  ological 

Society  and  the  Archaological  Institute,  further 
excavations  have  been  commenced  on  the  site  of 

the  Roman  city  Uriconium.  about  six  miles  out 

of  Shrewsbury.  Many  years  have  elapsed  since 

a  portion  of  the  buried  city  was  unearthed,  and 

valuable  relics  (now  in  the  Shrewsburj-  JIuseum) 

discovered ;  but  the  want  of  funds  and*  other 
causes  brought  the  excavations  to  a  premature 
termination.  Similar  work  which  has  been  going 

on  at  Silchester  of  late  years  has  prevented 

researches  at  Uriccnium  being  taken  up  by  the 

institute  :  but  at  last  the  appeals  from  the  Shrop- 
shire Arch.'cological  Society  for  the  resumption  of 

the  work  have  been  rewarded,  and  next  spring 

will  see  the  excavations  in  full  progress.  Already 

Jlr.  W.  U.  St.  John  Hope  has  commenced 

operations  on  a  small  scale  on  the  south  side  •( 
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what  is  locally  termed  "the  old  wall,"  but  which 
is,  in  fact,  a  part  of  the  IJatilica,  a  great  public 
building  in  the  centre  of  the  city.  Adjoining 
this  has  been  found  the  remains  of  another 

important  building,  which  is  believed  to  have 
been  the  courthouse  of  the  city,  and  several 

square  feet  of  the  tesselated  flooring  has  been  un- 
covered ;  but  the  centre,  which  was,  no  doubt,  of 

handsome  design,  is  missing.  What  has  already 
been  found  is  ample  to  justify  the  belief  that 
there  is  still  remaining  under  ground  very  much 
of  interest  that  no  eye  has  seen  for  nearly  fifteen 
hundred  years. 

The  .'<chool  Board  for  Ilalifa.xhave  decided,  on 
the  recommendation  of  the  sites  and  buildings 
committee,  that  the  terms  and  duties  of  the  archi- 

tect proposed  to  be  appointed  by  the  board  should 

be  as  follows: — '«]  A  retaining  fee  of  £25  to  be 
paid,  and  a  commission  (to  cover  cost  of  specifi- 

cations and  bills  of  quantities)  of  '>  per  cent,  on 
the  amount  of  tenders  accepted  for  any  buildings 
and  alterations,  kc,  exceeding  £200  in  value.  (A) 

'ITie  fee  of  £25  shall  be  considered  as  payment  for 
all  such  work  as  costs  less  than  £200  in  carrying 
out.  (<)  The  engagement  shall  be  terminable  on 

one  month's  notice  on  either  side  from  any  date, 
(rf)  His  duties  shall  include  valuation,  survey, 
and  preparation  of  plans  of  sites  as  required  by 
the  Education  Department,  and  advising  the 
board  in  the  purchase  of  land,  ic.  :  the  prepara- 

tion of  all  requisite  plans,  detailed  drawings,  and 

specifications  ;  taking  out  of  quantities  and  pro- 
viding copies  for  contractors  :  preparation  of  esti- 

mates ;  superintendence  of  the  erection  of  school 
buildings  until  completion  :  measuring  up  extras 

and  deductions,  and  making  out  contractor's 
accounts  on  completion  ;  and  generally  whatever 
is  considered  to  be  usually  the  work  of  an 
architect. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Building  Plans 
Committee  of  the  Leeds  Corporation  information 
was  given  concerning  a  new  test  for  drains  which 
has  just  been  adopted  in  the  city.  The  appliance 

is  styled  the  "  Eclipse"  Drain-Testing  Apparatus. 
To  test  a  drain  one  end  is  stopped  up.  To  the 
other  end  the  patent  apparatus  is  fitted,  and 
pumps  in  smoke,  which  soon  reveals  any  leaky 
joint.  AMierc  possible,  all  new  drains,  before 
being  sanctioned  by  the  committee,  will  in  future 
have  to  undergo  this  test.  It  was  reported  that 
during  the  past  twelve  months  2,007  sets  of  plane 
had  been  dealt  with  by  the  committee,  as  com- 

pared with  about  2,000  during  the  corresponding 
period  of  last  year. 

The  Dewey  Arch  in  New  York  will  most  likely 
be  made  permanent,  by  replacing  it  with  one  in 
marble,  as  was  done  with  the  Washington  Arch, 
at  the  southern  end  of  Fifth  Avenue  in  the  same 

city,  some  years  ago.  A  subscription  of  fifty 
thousand  dollars  towards  the  cost  has  been 

promised,  and  it  seems  probable  that  all  the 
money  necessary  will  be  raised  without  difficulty. 
The  situation  of  the  Dewey  Arch  is  much  less 
iavourable  for  such  a  monument  than  that  of  the 

Washington  Arch,  but  this  may  be  changed. 
Mr.  ,1.  (i.  A.  Ward,  the  president  of  the  National 
^Sculpture  Soiiety,  and  the  sculptor  of  the  Victory 
group  on  the  Dewey  Arch,  suggests  the  middle  of 
Union  Square  as  a  suitable  site,  observing  that, 
in  such  a  position,  traflic  might  either  pnaa 
through  it  or  around  it,  as  is  the  case  with  the 
Arc  d  Etoile  in  Paris.  Meanwhile,  the  designer 
of  the  arch,  Mr.  Charles  K.  Lamb,  is  modest 
enough  to  say  that  is  only  a  sketch,  and  that 
plenty  of  time  should  be  allowed  for  studying 
the  design  before  it  is  executed  in  marble. 

An  "Indian  patent  stone,"  for  which  claims 
are  advanced  that  it  is  durable,  ornamental,  and 
both  vermin  and  damp  proof,  is  being  made  in. 
Calcutta,  and  is  said  by  exchanges  from  the  Presi- 

dencies to  be  coming  more  and  more  in  favour  for 

floors  in  mills,  warehou'cs,  ofliees,  and  public 
buildings.  It  has  been  adopted  in  the  new 

Miltjiry  Students'  (Quarters.  .Medical  College, 
Coolootollah,  and  in  the  new  Presidency  General 
Hospital,  Calcutta.  The  22  new  receiving  sheds, 
now  under  course  of  construction  by  the  port 
commissioners  at  the  Kidderpore  Docks,  are  to 
be  floored  with  this  stone,  and  the  concrete  under- 

floor  is  also  to  be  done  by  the  stone  company. 

The  area  aggregates  about  3.'i0,000fq.ft.  The 
new  station  buildings  and  general  offices  of  the 

Assam-Bengal  Ilailway  at  Chittagong.  measuring 

about  "0,0001't.,  are  also  being  floored  with  the same  material. 

Aktii  icuL  paving-stones  are  being  successfully 
produced  in  Germany.     The  demand  in  all  larger 

cities  is  said  to  be  so  good,  and  the  expense 
attached  to  their  production  under  former 
methods  is  so  large,  that  any  improvements  on 
the  older  systems,  whether  in  saving  moncv  or 
in  producing  a  better  stone,  will  be  welcomed  by 

almost  ell  countries.  The  newest  process  in  ( ̂ tr- 
many  is  to  mix  coal-tar  with  sulphur  and  warm 
thoroughly  ;  to  the  resulting  semi-liquid  mass 
chlorate  of  lime  is  added.  After  cooling,  the 
mass  is  broken  into  small  pieces,  and  mixed  with 

^laes,  or  blast-furnace  glass  slag.  This  powder 
18  then  subjected  to  a  pressure  of  200  atmospheres, 
and  reduced  to  the  form  or  forms  wanted.  The 

resistance  to  wear  and  tear  in  use  is  fully  half  as 
greatas  that  of  .Swedish  granite.  Thus  it  commends 
Itself  through  durabilitj'  equal  to  that  of  many 
stone  roads,  resistance  to  changes  in  temperature, 

roughness  of  surface — giving  horses  a  good  foot- 
hold— and,  finally,  non-transmission  of  sound. 

Inasmuch  as  the  joinings  are  very  small,  dirt  is 
avoided,  and  cleaning  is  very  easy. 

CHIPS. 

The  Salford  Corporation  have  appointed  Mr.  E. 
Hatton,  of  Birkenhead,  as  tramway  engineer  at  a 
salary  of  £210  a  year. 

Extensive  water  (upply  and  drainage  works,  on 
the  most  modem  systems,  are  t>eine  carried  out  at 
Hengol  Castle,  Glam.,  for  Lady  Price  Fothergill. 
New  farmhouses  and  repairs  at  castle,  kc,  are  also 
in  progress  at  a  cost  of  over  t4,0CO.  Messrp.  George 
JeEoiogs,  cf  Lambeth,  are  carrying  out  the  water 
and  drainage  works,  and  Mr.  W.  A.  James,  of 
Cowbridee,  the  remainder,  under  the  superintend- 

ence of  Mr.  C.  B.  Fowler,  F.K.LB.A.,  of  Cardiff. 

A  bust  of  the  tiueen,  by  Mr.  Alfred  Gilbeit,  R.A., 
executed  in  commemoraticn  of  the  Diamond  Jubilee, 
was  UL veiled  at  Port  of  Spain  on  Thursday  by  the 
Governor  of  Trinidad. 

The  fine  old  font  in  the  Grantham  Parish  Church 
has  been  elevated,  and  provided  with  a  nchly  carved 
oak  cover,  2Gft.  ligb,  at  a  cost  of  £400,  as  a  JubUee 
commemoration.  On  Friday,  the  Bishop  of  Lincoln 
held  a  service  of  dedication. 

Mr.  Jbhn  Court,  builder  and  contractor.  Sheer - 
nees,  died  suddenly  in  bis  chair  at  his  residence  on 
Saturday  afternoon.  Mr.  Court,  who  was  81  years 
of  age,  was  the  owner  of  a  great  number  of  houses 
in  the  town. 

The  Stcke-OE-Trent  board  of  guardians  have 
adopted  a  icheme  prepared  by  Mr.  George  K.  Peers, 
electrical  engineer,  Manchester,  for  lighting  by 
electricity  the  workhouse  buildings  at  an  estimated 

cost  of  £1,2;')0. It  was  reported  at  a  recent  meeting  of  the 
National  Photographic  Record  Association  that  100 
prints  bad  been  presented  by  the  President,  Sir  J. 
Benjamin  Stcne,  M.P.,  of  matters  of  interest  in 
Lincoln,  Shrewsbury,  the  rock  dwellings  in  Stafford- 
sbire,  Arc.  ;  by  Mr,  T.  W.  Sharp,  of  some  valuable 
records  of  the  excavations  now  being  carried  on  near 

Glossop  ;  by  Mr.  P.  R'dee,  of  some  of  the  old crcsees  at  lona  ;  by  Mr.  E.  Scamell,  of  old  houses 
in  the  Strand,  ke  ,  and  by  the  bon.  sec,  Mr.  Geo. 
Scamell,  of  various  old  churches  at  South  Mimms, 
Pinner,  Aldenham,  kc,  including  a  series  of  views 

of  Chiibt's  Hospital. 
Oq  Saturday  last,  Oct.  2S,  foundation-stones 

were  laid  of  anew  Congregational  church,  Buxton- 
road,  Stockport,  The  building  is  to  provide  acoom- 
modatiou  for  400  persons,  and  is  being  erected  at  a 
cost  of  about  £3,000,  The  contract  hasbeeu  intrusted 
to  Messrs,  S,  Robinson  and  Sons,  builders,  Hjde, 
who  are  carryying  out  the  woik  unoer  the 
supeiinterdence  of  Messrs.  SaLkey,  Cubtion,  and 

Cubbon,  King-street,  Manchester. 
A  pariih  church  built  at  Momirgside,  K  linburgb, 

was  opened  on  Tuesday.  It  is  .iGft.  by  10ft.,  and  is 
seated  for  G,iO  persons.  Messrs.  Hardy  and  Wight, 
of  Edinburgh,  were  the  architects. 

A  special  meeting  of  the  town  council  of  Boston, 
L'LColnsbire,  was  held  on  Wednesday  week  to  con- 

sider a  resolution  of  the  finance  comiijittce  recom- 
mending the  council  to  cffer  £60,(00  to  the  Boston 

Gas  Company  for  their  nndertaking.  The  council 
rejected  the  recommendation,  and  instead  decided 
to  apply  for  a  provisional  order  under  the  Electric 
Lighting  Act,  enabling  the  council  to  serve  the  town 
with  electiic  light. 

The  foundation-stone  was  laid  on  Saturday 
afternoon  at  Poulton,  Cheshire,  of  a  new  chapel-of- 
ease  for  the  Wallasey  parish  church,  to  be  called  St, 

Luke's.  The  new  tiuilding  is  to  take  the  place  of 
an  iron  edifice  which  has  been  used  for  some  time. 
It  is  intended  to  erect  only  the  nave  at  present, 
while  the  chancel,  organ  loft,  kc,  will  be  added  as 
soon  as  ponible.  When  finished,  the  edifice  will  be 
capable  of  seating  522  people,  while  the  portions 
aheidy  in  hand  will  accommodate  312.  It  is  to  be 
of  Ronoom  stone. 

KEBTINaS  FOS  THE  ENSUINO  WEEK. 

Mo.\i.Av.— Society  cf  Engmeeis.  "Electrolytic  Treat- 
ment of  Complex  Sulphide  Urea."  by 

bherard  Cowper  -  Coles.  Royal  Uaited 
Sen-ice  Institution,  Whitehall.  T.'iOp.m. 

Royal  In-^titute  of  Biili*h  Arctiit«cts- 
OpeniDg  Addiesa  by  the  President,  Mr. W.  Kmerson.     h  p  m. 

Univensity  CoUeife.  Oower-street,  W.C. 
**  Sewage  and  its  i  uriileatiuo,"  by  Dr.  ti. Rideal.    6.30  p  m. 

Liverpool  Archit  ctural  Society.  Open- 
ing Address  by  the  Preaidtnt,  &lr.  E  A. 

Oiild.    6  pm. 

TcESDAV.— Inatitution  of  Civil  Engineers.  Address  by 
Kir  Dougl&a  Fox,  Prvnident.     ^  p  m. 
Architectural  A^itocuition  of  Ireland. 

'*  Architectural  Practice  Two  Hundred 

Yesn  Ago."  by  Mr.  T.  E.  lludtnui. Groavenor  Hotel,  Dublin.    8  p.m. 

Wedsssdav.— Edinburgh  Architectural  Society.  "The 
Planning  of  SchooU,"  by  Mr,  Robert 
WUson.    Dowell's  Rooms.     8  p.m. 

St.  Paul's  EcclBHiological  Society. 
"Tbe  Pileus  tluadiatUH  :  an  Inquiry  into 

the  Relation  of  the  Priest's  S-iuare  Cnp 
to  the  .'Vcademical  Cater-Cap  and  the 
Judicial  Comer-Cap,"  by  the  Itev.  Father 
Robinson.  St.  Paul's  Chapter-House, E.G.    8  p.m. 

Friday.— Architectural  Aeacciation.  "  Marble,"  by  Mr. ■W.  Brindley.    7  30  p.m. 

Glasgow  Architectural  Craftsmen's Society.  "  Estate  Feuing  Plans  and 
their  Preparation,"  by  Mr.  John  Arthur. 

8  p.m. 

THE  AECHITECTUBAL  ASSOCIATION. 
NOVEMBER     1  til,    ORDINARY     GENERAL     MEETING, 

;>,  C-nduu-Blreet,  W.,  T.aUp.m.     Mr.  W.  BRIXDLEV  on  ••  ll»rbl«.  ' 
G.  B.  C-AKVILL    I    „„.     o„. 

R.  S.  BALFOt'R  {   °'"'-  '"*• The  doll  monotony  of  grey  stuccoed  walls  and 

blue  slated  roofs  in  the  'Three  Towns  is,  says  the 
IJ'estern  ilcuury,  one  of  its  most  decided  and  least 
attractive  features.  It  does  not  seem  to  have 
occurred  to  builders  to  lend  some  variety  and  an 
idea  of  pleasing  warmth  to  the  landtcape  by  the 
importation  of  colour  iu  the  shape  of  red  bricks  and 
tiles.  But,  perhaps,  the  builders  were  not  so  much 
to  blame  in  this  respect  as  were  the  architects.  A 
change,  however,  is  gradually  taking  place.  Here 
and  there  on  the  outskirts  ol  Plymouth  brick  and 
tiles  are  taking  the  place  of  stucco  and  slates.  But 
when  all  is  said  and  done,  there  is  nothing  compar- 

able to  local  limestone  for  durability  and  even 
freshness. 

The  corporation  of  Bradford  propose  to  erect 
artisans'  dwellings  in  connection  with  the  Long- 
lauds-street  district  improvement  scheme.  Each  of 
the  larger  houses  will,  it  is  estimated,  cost  £240, 
but  some  of  the  houses  will  be  built  without  the 
attic  accommodation,  and  the  cost  of  one  of  these 

would  be  £22ti.  On  the  basis  of  a  sixty  years'  loan 
the  former  house  could  be  let  at  5p  a  week,  but  on 

the  liasis  of  a  forty  years'  loan  the  rent  would  be 6s,  2d.  a  week.  In  the  case  of  the  somewhat  smaller 

dwelling  the  rent  with  a  sixty  years'  loan  would  be 
43.  lOd,  per  week,  and  with  a  forty  years'  loan 58.  lOd. 

On  Thursday  in  last  week.  Col.  Marsh  held  an 

inquiry  at  the  town  hall,  Burton-on-Trent,  ou 
behalf  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  relative  to 

the  application  of  the  Mayor  and  Corporation  to 
borrow  £30,000  towards  the  cost  of  providing  166 

workmen's  dwellings  in  Bratt's  Field. 

W.  H.  LiSCELLES  and  Co., 
121,  Bunhill  Row,  London,  E.C. 

TELEPHONE  Ns.  270. 

HIGH-CLASS  JOINERY. 

LASCELLES'  CONCRETF. 
Conservatories  &  Greenhouses. 

WOODEN    BUILDINGS. 

BAITK,  OFFIOE,  «  SHOP  FITTINOB. 

CHURCH  BENCHES  &  PULPITS. 

MBTIMATMS    OlFMH  OX  AmjOATIOS. 

WM.  OLIVEB  ft  SONS, 
MAHOGANY,    WAINSCOT,    WALNUT, 

TEAK,  VENEER,  and  FANCYWOOD MERCHANTS, 

120,     BUNHILL     ROW,     LONDON,     E.C, 
The  moat  extensive  Stock  of  every  kind  of 

Wood  in  Planks  and  Boards,  drr  and  fit  for 
Immediate  use. 
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DESIGN  APPLIED  TO  MATERI^VI.. 

TO-DAY  the  architect  is  brought  face  to 
face  with  many  new  developments  of 

design.  lu  previous  ages  his  work  was 
limited  to  structures  of  stone  and  brick,  and 
his  highest  efforts  wore  necessarily  employed 
in  givmg  expression  to  archoil  construction  ; 
and,  to  tlie  wonder  and  admiration  of  sub- 

sequent ages,  he  achieved  a  remarkable  suc- 
cess. Kvory  great  style,  from  the  Koman 

and  Romanesque  down  to  the  latest  Medi;oval 
buildings,  was  a  record  of  tiie  progress  made 
in  dealing  with  the  arch  and  vault ;  and  what 
an  astonishing  variety  of  style  he  created 
out  of  these  apparently  unprumising  methods 
may  be  seen  if  we  look  at  such  diverse  de- 

signs as  those  of  the  Baths  of  Diocletian  or 
Caracalla,  the  Santa  Sophia,  Constantinople ; 

!st.  VitaleatEavenna;  St. Mark's,  Venice;  and 
of  any  of  our  great  Gothic  cathedrals,  say  that 
of  Amiens  or  Salisbury.  If  wo  have  not 
succeeded  so  well  in  giving  character  and 
expression  to  modern  methods,  it  is  because 
our  predecessors  have  possessed  the  greater 
opportunities  of  developing  their  resoxirces, 
and  because  the  modem  architect  is  restricted 

by  various  limitations.  Let  us  explain  by 

refen-ing  to  one  of  those.  The  engineer  or 
architect  of  the  present  day  is  hampered  in 

his  use  of  the  arch  by"  several  modern systems  of  construction,  in  which  the 
principle  of  economy  is  inherent.  He  hesi- 

tates to  span  any  of  his  chiu-ches  with  a 
great  vault  of  masonry  like  those  which 
cover  the  churches  in  Aquitaiiia.  Take,  as 
an  example,  St.  Front,  Perigueux,  or  .Vngou- 
leme  Cathedral.  "Who  would  think  now  of 
putting  such  a  tunnel  vault  of  masonrj-  over  a 
church,  or  even  a  series  of  domes  '  lie  would 
be  told  his  idea  was  not  up  to  date  ;  that  a 
roof  of  this  kind  had  better  be  constructed  of 
concrete,  or  steel,  or  some  other  patented 
mode  in  which  lightness  and  economy  could 
be  secured.  An  instance  of  the  limitations 

imposed  on  the  desi^er  is  found  in  bridge 
construction  in  which  the  arch  ia  used. 
Although  we  have  now  several  modem 
systems  of  arched  construction  in  stone,  con- 

crete, steel,  &c.,  the  progress  made  in  design 
has  been  slow.  The  later  structures,  it  has 
been  asserted  by  a  recent  writer — and  very 
truly— exhibit  little,  if  any,  development 
from  some  of  the  oldest  in  existence.  Why 
is  this  y  The  answer  is  :  The  modem  bridge 
builder  is  handicapped  by  considerations 
of  the  same  kind  that  restrict  the  church- 
builder,  lie  is  conftonted  with  the  theorv 

of  elastic  flexure,  and  with  all  that  tha't 
theory  implies :  the  employment,  for  ex- 

ample, of  the  solid  or  open-.irched  rib,  the 
combined  use  of  concrete  and  metal,  and  the 
greater  economy  of  material.  These  things 
niake  him  chary  of  adopting  the  older 
melaatic  arch  of  masonry,  with  all  its 
solidity,  architectural  character,  and  asso- 

ciations. Xor  can  it  be  argued  that  the 
change  to  the  new  has  been  attended  with 
corresponding  advantages.  The  older  builders 
h.ive  produced  bridges  which  are  still  master- 

pieces of  design  and  construction,  as  seen  in 

our  London  and  "Waterloo  bridges  over  the Thames,  and  in  still  older  structures.  "By 
dmt  of  untrained  genius,"  one  writer  says, 
"they  have  produced  quite  as  satisfactory works  as  the  later  engineers,  guided  bv 
well-developed  theory."  The  fact  is  tha"t 
the  theory  of  elastic  flexure  applied  to  the 
arch  hiia  introduced  so  many  newer  methods 
of  constructing  arches,  that  the  engineer  is 
mdisposed  to  adopt  the  older   plan.    And' 

this  principle  has,  of  course,  considerably 
altered  the  expression  of  bridges  built  with 
ribs.  The  arched  rib,  whether  of  cast  iron 
or  steel  and  concrete,  cannot  and  ought  not 
to  imitate  one  of  rigid  blocks  of  stone.  A 
different  treatment  is  demanded,  that  has 
not  as  yet  proved  satisfactory,  and  so  it 
comes  about  that  our  attempts  to  vie  with 
the  old  arched  construction  have  not  been 

successful.  It  is  true  that  greater  spans 
have  been  attempted  by  the  adoption  of  the 
elastic  arch  theory  and  its  result,  the  metallic 

arch  rib,  as  in  the  case  of  the  ( "lifton  arch- 
bridge  at  Niagara  with  a  span  of  over  800ft., 
or  the  ̂ Yashington  Bridge  over  the  1  Farlem 
River,  which  is  hinged  at  the  springing,  and 

has  a  span  of  ."iOOft. — both  examples  of  this 
development  of  the  arch  theory.  On  the 
other  hand,  the  widening  of  the  span  has  not 
favoured  architectural  conditions.  It  has, 
rather,  taken  away  from  the  solidity  and 
character  of  the  structure,  by  setting  up  a 
iuiir  de  fo'ce.  In  fact,  the  principle  of  the 
arch  rib  allows  of  a  larger  span  than  has  yet 
been  given,  as  the  theory  of  the  elastic  arch 
implies  a  resistance  not  only  to  thrust  or 
compression,  as  in  the  old  stone  voussoir 
arch,  but  also  to  bending.  Whether  the 
arch  rib  has  a  solid  or  an  open  web  composed 
of  braces,  no  designer  could  give  it  the  pro- 

portions of  a  masonry  arch.  The  idea  of 
tension  as  well  as  compression,  of  resistance 
to  bending  as  well  as  thrust,  have  to  be  taken 
into  account  in  the  design — conditions  met 
by  the  use  of  hinged  arched  ribs,  but  utterly 
repugnant  to  solid  voussoirs. 

In  other  aspects  the  use  of  iron  or  steel 
and  concrete  combined  have  to  be  considered. 
From  the  arch  we  may  turn  to  the  Lintel ,  or  that 
extension  of  it — the  floor.  The  solid  timber 
beam,  with  all  its  traditions,  its  romantic 
charm  as  a  support  to  ceilings  and  roofs,  still 
retains  its  individual  character  which  no  new 

substitute  of  it  possesses.  Our  cast-iron  and 
wrought-iron  beams,  valuable  and  necessary 
as  they  have  become  in  construction  regu- 

lated by  modem  requirements,  have  not  those 
qualities  of  solidity  and  apparent  strength 
which  we  seein  the  timber  beam,  and  therefore, 
with  all  our  improvements,  we  are  compelled 
to  admit  that  the  structural  engineer  has 
failed  to  give  us  the  artistic  expression  that 
the  old  builder  and  carpenter  gave  us  in  his 
timber  ceiling  or  roof.  And  greater  mischief 
has  been  done  by  attempting  to  conceal  the 
flanged  beam  by  casing  it  with  wood.  Is  it 
better  than  to  let  the  iron  girder  proclaim 
its  real  character  as  a  scientific  adajitition  of 

iron  to  resist  transverse  strain  :•"  Let  any- 
one go  thi'ough  the  galleries  of  any  of  our 

great  modern  buildings  like  those  of  South 
Kensington,  the  Natuial  History  iluseum, 
or  the  Imperial  Institute,  and  say  whether 
ho  is  satisfied  with  the  visible  beams  of  iron 

which  support  the  floors  and  cross  the  ceilings 
of  the  se\enil  annexes  and  galleries,  before 
they  answer  the  question.  They  are  lighter 
than  beams  of  wood  ;  but  they  impress  ono 
with  the  poverty  and  meagreness  of  our  con- 

struction when  we  compare  it  with  that  of 
any  ancient  building.  Yet  is  it  not  bettor 
to  see  the  real  thing  than  to  conceal  them 

by  sham  casings  to  look  like  solid  beams  'r Certainly.  The.  flanged  girder  asserts  its 
claim  to  carry  the  floor,  directly  we  think 
that  it  is  of  iron — that  the  material  ia  dis- 

posed mechanically  to  produce  the  greatest 
resistance.  But  the  question  remains  whether 

we  can  give  it  a  moi-e  pleasing  form,  whether 
we  could  fill  up  the  space  between  the 
flanges,  or  incase  it  soUdly  in  concrete, 
moulding  the  latter  r  The  combination  of 
steel  and  concrete  provides  us  with  a  clue,  but 
it  has  not  been  satisfactorily  followed.  Steel. 
in  the  form  of  flat  bars  or  rods,  have  been 
immersed  in  the  concrete,  and  made  to  resist 
the  forces  of  tension  in  the  lower  part.  Hero 
we  have  an  approach  to  a  scientific  beam  ; 
floors  have  been  constructed  on  the  same 

principle.  .Vli  that  the  architect  waits  for  is 
someone  who  can  mould  these  materials  into 

forms  without  losing  sight  of  the  metallic 
skeleton  within.  When  this  is  accomplished, 

wo  may  see  our  way  to  a  new  style  of  build- 
ing capable  of  expressing  these  two  great 

materials  of  modem  times.  To  take,  again,  our 
modern  systems  of  patented  fireproof  floors, 
they  are  composite  structures  to  a  certain 

decree  elastic.  Many  of  them  fulfil  the  con- 
ditions required  of  resistance  to  the  spread 

of  tire  and  of  hygienic  construction ;  but 

when  ■  we  inquire  how  design  has  been 
applied  to  these  systems,  we  can  only  say 
that  the  architect  has  been  content  to  hide 
them  with  plaster,  and  to  treat  the  ceiling  in 
the  ordinary  manner. 

The  problem  of  iron-construction  applied 
to  buildings  is  too  large  a  question  to  be 
discussed.  Architects  have  attempted  now 
and  again  to  introduce  details  of  a  more 
reasonable  kind ;  and  if  we  compare  the  iron 
structures  erected  early  in  this  century  with 
those  of  to-day,  the  only  thing  we  can  say  is 
that  we  have  become  more  rational  in  the 
treatment  of  details ;  we  know  the  jiroperties 
of  cast  and  wrought  iron  better  than  we  did, 
and  can  design  a  structure  with  loss  waste  of 
material.  We  have  rather  come  back  to  the 
structural  engineer  by  giving  up  the  fanciful 
and  ornamental  attempts  in  ironwork  which 
distinguished  us  forty  years  ago,  as  in  such 
work  as  the  roof  of  the  central  hall  of  the 
( ixford  Museum,  and  in  many  of  our  modern 
provincial  markets  and  railway  stations. 
The  ornate  and  crude  efforts  in  cast  ironwork, 
which  distinguishefl  the  (Jothic  Revival, 
illustrate  the  low-water  mark  to  which  we 
fell,  or  rather  show  us  how  far  we  have 
travelled  since.  Still  that  is  not  all.  AVo 
now  understand  what  ironwork  in  construc- 

tion should  be,  and  it  is  half  the  battle. 

The  employment  of  terracotta,  though  not 
a  modem  levival,  is  another  of  the  oppor- 

tunities which  the  modem  designer  has  of 
showing  his  power  of  adaptation.  ( in  the 
whole,  we  must  be  content  with  our  pro- 

gress. ^[any  important  attempts  have  been 
made  in  London  by  Mr.  Alfred  Waterhouse, 
Mr.  T.  C.  CoUcutt,  Messrs.  George  and 
Feto,  and  other  architects,  to  show  how  we 
have  advanced  since  the  terracotta  work  of 
the  Albert  Hall  was  done.  Many  mistakes 
have  been  committed  by  users  of  the  mate- 

rial, which  the  designer  and  manufacturer  of 
it  have  profited  by.  There  is  yet  room  for 
improvement ;  architects  who  use  this  mate- 

rial often  fall  into  the  error  of  treatmg 
it  like  stone,  or  of  substituting  it 
for  stone  in.  their  dressings,  without 
regard  to  its  niiture  as  a  moulded 
material ;  .they  employ  it  in  larger  masses 
than  it  is  qualified  to  stand  without 
considerable  shrinkage  and  loss  of  true  line, 
or  they  do  not  m,xke  sufficient  allowanco  for 
shrinking  in  the  processes  of  drying  and 
firing.  The  smaller  the  pieces  and  the  less 
pronounced  the  projections  are  principles  in 
its  employment  and  design  that  have  not  yet 
been  generally  adopted,  and  there  is  a  desire 
to  attain  to  proportions  and  dimensions  that 
manufacturers  are  too  often  disposed  to  yield 
to.  \Ve  have  confined  our  remarks  to  a  few 
stnictural  materials,  though  there  are  others 
of  a  decorative  character  which  leave  much 

to  be  desired  in  the  application  of  true  tech- 
nical principles  to  design.  These  are  matters, 

indeed,  which  can  only  be  dealt  with  by 
architects  and  those  eng;iged  in  the  manu- 

facture. The  technical  school  and  the  art 
school  have  been  satisfied  to  follow  the  old 
methods,  even  where  a  decided  departure  was 
called  for.  The  student  and  craftsman  have 

been  taught  to  copy  designs  and  to  work  in 
materials  on  principles  and  traditions  that 
applied  to  the  older  systems  of  onstruction, 
but  left  without  opportunities  to  master  the 
newer  materials  and  problems  of  the  present. 
No  system  of  construction  or  style  has  ever 
been  hurrietlly  brought  into  use,  nor  can  we 
e.xpect  to  learn  the  lessons  which  our  newer 
materials  and  metho<ls  teach  without  thought 
and  experience. 

L 
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TIIK    CLAIMS    or    OCiTlliC    AXU 
UENAISSAXCK. 

TWO  papers  of  soiuo  interest  to  all  who 
are  keen  ob3er\  ers  of  tlie  development 

of  modern  architecture  have  been  latelj-  read 
— ono    bi'fore    the    Manchester    Society    of 
Architects  by  Mr.   liasil  Ohampneys,  M.A., 
and   the  other  by  Mr.  W.  Iviioraon  before 
the  Institute  of  British  Architects  last  Mon- 

day.    As  we  give  a  report  of  the  latter,  we 
shall    chiefly    confine    our  remarks  to   the 
paper  read  by  the  first-named  gentleman, 
■whose  work  is  well  known,  and  chiefly  on 
the  main  conclusions  which  Mr.  Champneys 

draws.     Entitled    "A    Comparison    of    the 
Claims    of    the    Gothic    and    Renaissance 

Stylos,"  his  pa])6r  has   a  practical  bearing 
on  the  future  of  our  architectural  style.     It 
is  unnecessary  here  to  go  over  the  ground 

covered  by  lilr.  Champneys'  remarks,  well 
known  to  our  readers— the  chaotic  condition 
of  architecture  at  the  end  of  the  last  cen- 

tury ;  how  G  othic  had  been  dead  and  buried 
for  two  centuries  and  a  half,  and  was  super- 
eedod  by  various  phases  of  revived  Classic, 
«xccpt  for  a  few  dilettanti  like  Walpole ;  how 
Renaissance   was  imported  here  from  Italy 
at  the  revival  of  ancient  learning,  but  did 
not  take  root  till  many  years  afterwards,  and 
then  not  unmixed  with  the  Gothic  traditions 

of  our  own  country^iucidents  in  the  history 
of  art  well  known  to  all  students.     Wren's 
influence  was  undoubtedly  far  greater  than 
that  of    Inigo    Jones,   who   introduced  the 
Italian    into   this    country ;   it  transformed 
London  after  the  Great   Fire,    and  as   the 
author  of  the  paper  says,  the  lienaissance 
style  was  found  not  only  in  the  most  pre- 

tentious buildings,  but  also  in  the  humblest. 

The  various  phases  were  "  lumped  together" 
under   the   title  of   "Queen  Anne."     Their 
principles  were  followed  with  intelligence  by 
the  ordinary  builder,  mason,  and  joiner.    In 
fact,  we  have  here  the  general  character  of  a 
good  deal  of  our  vernacular  Classic  of  the 
17th    and    18th     centuries.      The    builders 
appear  to  have  adapted  these  phases  to  their 
■own  wants,  and  we  have  the  Classic  brick 
mansions  and   houses   we  see  in   most  old 

towns,  which,  though  dull  and  heavy,  were 
built  solidly,  and  had  some  some  good  Classic 
detail.      After     this     phase    came    a    time 
of    revivals :    there    was  first  a  Greek  re- 

vival when  St.  George's  Hall,  Liverpool,  was 
built,  and  when  Stuart's  "Athens  "  was  pub- lished ;  then  we  had  the  Gothic  revival.   There 
were  in  fact  two  main  architectural  currents. 
There  were  those  who  followed  Late  Middle 

Pointed  and  Early  English  or  Erench,  just 
as  their  predilections  disposed  them,  while  in 
(.lassie   some    followed    the    formal   Classic 

types,  others  the  more  mixed  styles  of  Hol- 
land.    These  later  changes  are  within  the 

recollection  of  even  the  younger  amongst  us. 
Unfortunately  in  both  these  revivals  we  had 
to  go  back  to  a  former  tyi)6  instead  of  being 
.able  to  take  up  the  threads  of  the  style  where 
it  was  discontinued.     To  the  architecture  of 
Rome,  of  course,  we  can  trace  both  Renais- 

sance and  Gothic,  and,  therefore,  we  see  the 
continuity   of    these    great    styles   or   their 

origin.     All  this  is  a  matter  of  "history  ;  but Mr.    Qbampneys    shows    that    Gothic,    like 

Roman,   was  adapted  "  to  all  the  require- 
ments of  contemporary  civilisation,  and  by 

simple  and  legitimate  means  took  possession 
of  the  entire  field  of  architecture,  ecclesias- 

tical,  military,  civil,  and   domestic."     The 
Renaissance  did  not  adapt  itself  so  readily :  it 
had  to  bridge  over  a  gulf  from  the  architectiire 
of  Classic  Rome  to  that  of  the  l.Jth  century. 
The   new    learning    of    Greek    and   Roman 
literature  made  it  even  more  difficult  for  the 
patrons  of  architecture  to  bring  themselves 
to  the  level  of  the  domestic  requirements  of 
the  day.  A  rigiil  observance  of  Classical  forms 

-,ind  proportions,  the  study  of  Classical  monu- 
ments rendered  it  extremely  difficult  for  the 

architect  to  adapt  his  art  to  ilomestic  wants 
or  to  ordinary  buildings.     This  is  the  indict- 

ment  that  the    author  brings    against   the 

lienaissance,  that  "  its  life  has  been  of  three 
centuries   as    against   fifteen   centuries  (the 
Gothic),   and    even    for  this   comparatively 
brief    perio<l     its     development    has    been 
rather  one  of  adaptation   of  formula  thin  a 

free  and   natural    growth."     Ho  points  out 
that  the  longer  career  of  the  Gothic,  and  its 
S]pontaneous  development  has  resulted  in  its 
greater  elasticity,  and  more  frank  and  direct 
adaptation  of    means    to    ends,   while   the 
Renaissance  has  a  more  restricted  movement, 
and    requires    a  more  forced  and  artificial 
adaptation  to  the  requirements   of  the  age. 
To  illustrate  this  more  restricted  adaptation 
of  Renaissance,   the  author  instances  Inigo 

Jones's  banqueting  hall  at  Whitehall,  which, 
as  we  all  know,  is  a  mere  fragment  of  a  pro- 

jected  palace  or  quadrangle.     No  one  will 
say  that  it  evidences  its  use  as  a  chapel,  while 
in  good  Gothic  the  functions  of  each  part  is 

expressed.  "  Formula  rules  at  the  expense  of 

appropriate  adaptation."  St.  Paul's  Cathedral is  another  instance  :  it  has  an  external  and  an 

interior  dome,  and  the  upper  stories  of  the  side 
aisles  are  really  nothing  more  than  screens 
to  conceal  the  real  construction.     There  was 

a  want  of  elasticity  in  both  buildings,  how- 
ever noble  they  are   as   Classic   examples. 

Very    different    ia     the    Gothic    cathedral. 
Every  part  and  function  is  expressed  in  its 
external  form ;  it  is,  as  Pugin  said,  the  most 
economical  structural  form.     Classic  archi- 

tecture never  adapted  itself  to  ecclesiastical 

work:  it  had  to  "create  a  new  tradition.'' 
These  historical  facts  are  important  in  help- 

ing  us  to  discern  the  probabilities  of  the 
future.    There  is   a   guU  to  ba  bridged  in 
both  styles;    but   the   question   is,    chiefly, 
which    is    the    easiest !-    There    can   be  no 
question  as    to   Gothic,   as   being  the  most 
adapted  for  ecclesiastical  purposes ;  but  is  it 
likely  to  be  applied  largely  to  domestic  or 

civic  buildings  'r    Answering  this  question, the  author  of  the  paper  we  are  discussing 

says:  "Looking  back  at  these  conscientious 
but  hopeless  efforts,  the  impression  produced 
on  us  is  that  of  an  endeavour  to  reach  at  the 
moment  what  could  be  legitimately  obtained 
only    by     the     accumulated     invention    of 
generations.     On  the    other  hand,  we  find 
everywhere    domestic     buildings    removed 
from  our  own  date  only  by  a  slight  differ- 

ence *  of     time    and    modes    of    life,     re- 
fined,   unpretentious,    and   practical,  which 

seem  only  to  need    some   touch   of  vitality 
to    render   them    perfectly    satisfactory   on 
the  aesthetic  side,  only  slight  modifications 
to   bring   them    up    to   date   on  the  prac- 

tical."    No  one  can  question  this  conclusion. 
Ordinary  house-building  has  been  roared  in 
the  Renaissance  tradition.     The  author  doss 
not  favour  any  combination  of  the  elements 
of  both  styles,     lie  seeks  to  vindicate  a  style 

of  .architecture  "  which,    after  holding  the 
field  for  some    time,    has    shown  signs  of 

passing  out  of   fashion."     These  are  prin- 
ciples inherent   in  Gothic,   at   least,    which 

make  it  adaptive  to  all  purposes,  and  the 
best  Renaissance  efforts  are  those  in  which 

these  principles  are  observed.     .Vny  prob- 
ability of  a  new  style  as  being  likely  to  arise 

is  not  entertained,  although  a  zealous  and 
thoughtful   band    of    young    architects  are 
putting  forth  noble  aims  to  make  a  start  from 
the  beginning.     Tlie  author  does  not  think 
they  will  succeed,  or  be  able  to  eliminate  all 
architectural    features.     Xor    do    we.     We 
do  not  believe  in  a  new  style,  but  we  believe 
that   in  working    honestly  at    the  problem 
of   construction    and  expression   under  the 
guidance  of  the  two  great  styles  which  have 
been  handed  down  to  us,  but  not  hampered 
by  details  or  tradition,    wo  shall  be  really 
more  likely  to  bridge  the  gulf,  and  to  carry 
on  the  true  spirit  of  architecture. 

Ttie  Kist  Ilivor  Bridge  between  the  boroughs  of 
Manhattan  and  (jueens,  New  York,  which  is  to 
cross  the  river  at  Btackwell's  Island,  has  been 
studied  sufliciently  for  pretiminary  data  to  be  sub- 

mitted to  the  Secretary  of  War. 

ESTIMATES.— XXIX. 

COXSTBUCTIOX.\L  IROywOKK,   ETC. 

IX  estimating  cast-iron  work,  like  stan- 
chions, girders,  &c.,  the  weight  is  the 

determining  factor.  In  these  castings  the 
weight  must  often  be  obtained  by  dissecting 

the  flanges,  ribs,  stiffeners,  and  "other  parts, and  adding  their  separate  weights.  By  the  use 

of  tables  found  in  Laxton's  and  other  manuals, 
this  work  may  be  facilitated.  One  authority 
gives  the  weight  of  a  cubic  foot  of  cast  iron 
as  144lb.,  another  as46-jlb.  As  the  weight  of 

a  superficial  foot  lin.  in  thickness  is  .'JTvlb., 
and  of  wrought  iron  401b.,  we  can  easily 
calculate  any  other  superficial  area  or 
thickness.  (See  our  remarks  last  week.) 
One  rough  rule  to  find  the  weight  of  cast- 

ings is  to  multiply  the  weight  of  deal  pattern 

by  IT. 

Wrought  iron  is  also  measured  and  valued 

by  weight.  In  pricing  iron  trusses  for  roofs, 
the  weight  and  height  in  hoisting  must  be 
taken  into  account.  The  holes,  bolts,  eyes, 

plates,  and  special  forgings  are  numbered. 
The  weight  of  the  metal  may  be  first  gummed 
out,  and,  after,  the  several  labours  upon  it. 
Wrought-iron  bars  and  plates  are  quoted 

from  £S  lOs.  to  £11  I-'js.  per  ton.  Steel, 
delivered  in  London,  ranged  fi-om  £7  per  ton 
to  £15.  Rolled  steel  girders  are  priced  in 
one  list  at  from  £7  to  £9  per  ton  prime  cost, 
according  to  depth  and  width  of  flanges  ;  the 

latter  prices  are  for  rolled  gii-ders  ISin.  to 
'20ln.  by  8in.,  which  weigh  about  801b.  to 
1001b.  per  foot.  Square-head  bolts,  nuts, 
and  washers  cost  about  £1  os.  per  cwt. ;  the 
smaller  the  bolt  in  diameter  the  more  it  is ; 

bolt-ends,  ■with  square  nuts,  Jin.  and  larger, 
at  17s.  per  cwt. ;  hexagon  nuts  about  28.  (3d. 
extra  per  cwt.  Straps  and  ties  in  floors  and 
roofs,  per  pound  3Jd.  (See  list  of  rivets  and 

bolts.) 

For  an  iron  truss  roof  it  is  necessary  to 
measure  all  the  items  of  one  truss,  or  weight 

themoutas  a  total  cwt.  in  "No  — roof-trusses, 
describing  the  sizes  of  rafters,  struts,  tie- 
rods,  &o.,  span  and  rise  of  roof,  hoisted  and 

fijxed  —  feet  above  floor  level."  The  bolts, 
nuts,  kingheads,  forged  shoes,  eyes,  &c.,  are 

also  measured  and  weighted  out,  or  num- 
bered. A  separate  item  for  forging,  bolting, 

riveting,  &c.,  is  the  better  plan.  Purlins 
should  be  taken  as  so  many  feet  run,  and 
weighed  out  in  cwts.  Number  bolts  if  not 
more  than  9in.  long,  including  heads,  nuts, 

and  washers  ;  if  longer  weight  out  the  bolts 
at  so  much  per  foot  run.  Holes  and  rivets 
should  be  numbered,  stating  diameter  and 
thickness  of  metal  they  pass  through,  and 
the  kind  of  head.  The  tackle,  hoisting,  and 
fixing  are  included  or  taken  separately,  as 
the  case  may  bo. 

Tables  of  weights  of  different  sections  are 
indispensable  in  calculating  the  weight  per 
foot  lineal  of  L,  T,  I  channel  and  other  iron  ; 
but  the  following  rule  is  useful.  Multiply 
sectional  area  in  square  inches  by  10,  and 

divide  by  .i.  For  example,  a  wi'ought-iron 
T-iron  is  4in.  by  3Jin.  by  Mn.  The  area  is 

,  3'75  X   10        .„  .,,  ,.       , 

.'JJsq.in.,  and   g   =  12-olb.  per  Imeal foot. 

Wrought-iron  casements  are  numbered, 
and  the  fixing  taken  separately,  describing 
the  size.  It  is  better  to  number  them  at  a 
p.c.  v.alue  each,  or  specify  to  be  supplied 

by  any  well-known  firm — like  the  Cnttall 
Manufacturing  t  ompany,  Uraintree ;  or 

Messrs.  Burt  and  1  'otts,  Westminster. 
The  prices  of  wrought-iron  casements  vary 

a  good  deal.  A  24in.  wide  casement  4ft.  Gin. 

high  may  cost  from  £1  33.  to  £•_'  lOs. Fig.  1  shows  connection  of  king-post  and 

principals,  also  ridgw.  Fig.  'J  is  the  shoe cast  iron)  connecting  feet  of  rafters  with 
tie-beam.  Figs.  3  and  4  show  two  other 
arrangements,  in  which  gin.  plates  are 
riveted  to  rafters,  and  a  l|in.  steel  pin  secures 

end  of  the  rod.  l"ig.  o  shows  junction  of 
king-post  and  struts.    These  details  are  for 
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a  truss  of  -lOft.  npan,  placed  about  Tft.  (iin. 

from  centre  to  centre. 

CAST   lUOX   COLUMXS. 

Provide  and  fix  in  office  a  cast-iron  column 

lift,  higli,  OJin.  diameter  bore  in  clear, 
Uin.  in  thickness,  with  moulded  base  and 

ornamental  cap,  base-plate,  bolts,  &c.,  and 
bed  same  in  brick  pier. 

This  is  a  single  column  to  take  the  bearing 

of  a  girder  that  r\ms  overhead,  and  is  of  a 
special  kind.  In  valuing,  it  is  necessary  to 
obtain  the  weight.  The  thickness  of  metal 
is  1  jin.  A  toot  length  of  a  cast  iron  cylinder 
of  this  bore  and  thickness  would  weigh,  ac- 

cording to  table,  131-'Jlb.,  and  as  there  would 

be  14ft.  in  height,  the  weight  at,  say,  l:i--'lb. 
per  foot,  would  bo  liicwt.  '.'cir.  nearly;  the 
cost  of  column  without  cap  and  base  would 
be  at,  say,  !>s.  per  cwt. 

£  8.  i. 
Cost  of  I'olumn  delivered        7    8    0 
Capital  to  design,  abont  Jowt.  at  163.  ...    0    8    0 
Base  moulded,  »aj- 821b       0  10    0 
Pattern,  eay       2    5    0 
Fixing  at  18. 9  J.  per  cwt      18    0 

top  and  bottom  plates  these  must  be  allowed 
for— say  llis.  per  cwt.  Add  Is.  (>d.  for  hoist- 

ing and  fixing.  (In  calculating  weight  it  is 
customary  to  allow  about  J  per  cent,  for 
rivets,  stiffeners.) 

10 per  cent,  profit.. 
11  19    0 
1    4    0 

This  is  rather  a  high  price.  For  specula- 
tive work,  7s.  per  cwt.  would  reduce  item 

nearly  £2. 

WKOUGIIT   IKOX  JOIST.S,  ETC. 

"Ocwt.  2qr.     KoUed  joists.  Sin.  by   Iin.,  as 
per  detail. 

Obtain  ijuotations  from  such  firms  as 
Measures  Bros.,  Ltd.  (see  their  section 
sheets),  Messrs.  Iloman  and  Rodgers,  &c. 
The  cost  of  these  joists  will  depend  on  design 
and  length,  depth,  &c.  La.xton  gives  lOs. 
per  cwt.  for  rolled  joists  from  town  stock, 
delivered  on  job,  up  to  20ft.  in  length.  A 
section  8in.  by  4in.  to  2(ift.  long  may  bo 
priced  at  this  rate,  say — 

Cjst  (f  joists  per  cwt.   
l!*ixing  bnd  hoisting,  8a7    
Per  cwt      0  10    9 

For  large  orders  a  reduction  may  be  made, 
Ts.  per  cwt..  and  fixing,  say,  Is.  per  cwt. 
IIoi.-(ing  and  fixing  can  be  let  for  15s.  per 
ton,  including  use  of  gear,  but  does  not 
include  unloading  or  fixing,  nor  bolts,  holes, 
and  other  lalMjur,  say — £  s.  d. 

Cost  of  joists  per  cwt.,  say       0    7    0 
Hoisting  and  fixing,  &'c.,  say       0    2    6 
Bolta  and  connections,  say       0    0    9 

8.  a. 
9    0 
1    9 

The  item  for  unloading,  getting  in,  hoist- 
ing and  fixing  will  vary  according  to  circum- 

stances and  height  to  be  hoisted,  from  about 
Is.  6d.  to  ys.  per  cwt.  Stock  lengths  are 
made  from  about  lOft.  to  3()ft.  ;  any  parti- 

cular length  has  to  be  cut. 

No.  4.  EoUed  steel  joists  loft,  long,  (iin.  by 
4.iin.,  including  hoisting  ;md  fixing  in 
po.sition. 
„       , .  £  8.  a. 
Cost  of  joist  at  .98.  ea.  per  cwt.,  say      4  13    0 
Hoisting  and  fixing      0    6    6 

i  18    6 

The  weight  of  each  joist  will  be  about 
2Jcwt. 

Ko.  2.  ( 'ompound  joist  girders,  supplied  by Messrs.  Measures  Bros.,  as  per  detail 
(67cwt.  3qr.). 

These  compound  girdera  or  riveted-up 
joists  will  cost  about  lis.  fnl.  per  cwt., 
exclusive  of  fixing.  (See  section  sheet  of firm.) 

136cwt.  2qr.     Compound  riveted  girders. 

A  detail  is  necessary  to  show  how  these 
arc  riveted,  and  if  there  are  top  and  bottom 
flange  plates  riveted  to  flanges.   If  they  have 

20o\vt.    l(jr.   in  compound  girders  of   rolled 
steel  joists,  top  and  bottom  plates : — 

If  these  compound  girders  are  made  up  of 
two  joists  side  by  side  and  riveted  to  plates, 
the  price  may  bo  put  down  at  lis.  Od.  per 

cwt. ROOf   TRUSSES. 

1 1  Ocwt.  in  No.  ()  iron  roof-trusses  40ft.  span 
in  clear,  with  4in.  by  3iin.  by  .Un.  T-iron 
rafters,  3in.  by  3in.  by  iin.  T-struts,  and 

king  and  queen-rods  from  ,'in.  to  .Un. 
diameter,  tie-rod  Ijin.  to  ISin.,  as  shown 
in  drawings,  including  hoisting  and  fixing 
3.">ft.  from  ground. 

This  is  a  largo  and  important  item,  and 
cannot  be  well  estimated  without  a  careful 

examination  of  detail  drawing,  and  any  calcu- 
lation should  be  based  on  an  estimate 

from  fimis  like  Messrs.  Measures  Brothers, 

Iloman  and  Rodgers,  or  other  well-known 
constructional  ironwork  manufacturers.  An 

approximate  estimate  may  be  obtained  by 
taking  the  length  and  section  of  the  T-iron 
rafters,  angle-iron  struts,  bolts  and  ties,  and 
the  forged  eyes,  bolts,  plates,  and  rivets 
required  at  the  connections,  and  finding  the 
weight  of  each.  A  dissection  of  one  of  the 
trusses  must  be  made  as  follows  : — 

4(ft.  run  T-iron  rafters,  4in.  by  3Jin.  by    £    8.   d. 
Jin.,  at,  sav,  121b.  per  foot,  including 
cutting  to  lengths,  rivets,  &c   

.^Ift.  run  T-iron  in  four  struta,  .3in.  by 

.■iin.  by  Jin.,  say  lOcwt.  at  128      6    0    0 
ISft.  i;in.  tie-rod  at  ends,  12ft.  Ijin. 

ditto,    10ft.    i;in.    ditto,    lOft.    IJin. 
king-bolt,  15ft.  Iin.  four  queens,  say 
4Jcwt       2  14     0 

No.  4.  Screw  ends  to  rods      0-    2    G 
No.  4.    Forged  enda  to  ditto,  forked  to 

form  eyes  for  bolts,  say      0  12    0 
No.  8.  ̂ in.  strap  plates  rivetea  to  struts, 

&c.,  say       0    6    8 
No.  8.  Forging  enda  of  T-iron  struts  for 

bolts    ..    0  16    0 
No.  4.  Screw-ends  and  nuts  to  bolts,  3d. 

each      0    10 
No.  2.  Cast-iron  shoes  to  truas,  say  \  cwt , 

each      0  14    0 
No.  1.  Forming  king-head,  as  shown,  say    0    7    6 
No.  1.    Screw-end   bolts   and  nats  to 

king,  &c       0    4    0 
Hoistmg  and  fixing  truss.  Is.  9d.  per 

cwt.,  say      1  Id    0 

Gocwt.  in  rolled  joists,  not  e.Kceeding  loin. 
deep,  cut  to  lengths,  and  hoisting  to 
different  floors : — 
Price  these  at  10s.  per  cwt.,  say. 

■    £  s.  a. 

Cost  of  rolled  joists  per  cwt    0  10  0 
Cuttingtoditto,  added,  per  cwt    0    0  6 
Unloading,  hoisting,  and  fixing  (average 

say  28.  per  cwt)    0    2  0 

0  12    6 

28cwt.  2qr.  in  one  riveted  girder,  2.5ft.  of 
boiler-plate  with  angle-irons  and  stiffeners, 
as  shown  in  detail,  and  hoisting  and  fi.x- 

ing  22ft.  :  — 
This  is  probably  to  carry  a  heavy  wall,  £    s.  d. 
and  may  be  pticca  at  129.  6d.  to  13s. 
percwt    0  13    0 

The  unloading,  getting  in,  and  hoisting, 
including  tackle,  percwt.,  say    0    3    6 

Labour  and  fixing,  say    0    2    0 

Making  three  connections  with  steel  joists  : — 
If  these  are  of  the  ordinary  kind,  say,  Ts. 

each. 

13    7    8 Each  truss,  say   

( )r,  roughly,  1  Os.  per  cwt. 

This  is  an  appro.ximate  price,  and  must 
not  bo  relied  upon  for  any  special  quantity 
of  roofing.  The  purlins  would  also  have  to 
bo  considered.  These  would  bo  of  angle-iron 
2in.  by  2in.  by  :Jin.,  and  have  Ain.  bolts  about 
seven  purlins  each  side,  and  would  cost 
about  £9  10s.  to  £10  per  ton. 

These  constructional  items  are  generally 
contracted  for  by  a  structural  engineer. 

No.  C.     Wrought-iron  casements  and  frame* 
24in.  wide  and  4ft.  Gin.  high. 

These  are  priced  according  to  quality, 

form,  and  quantity.  A  fair  price  for  ordi- 
nary wrought-iron  casements  would  be  303. 

to  £2  each. 

No.  3.  AVrought-ircm  water-tight  casements 
and  frames  Oft.  in  height,  hinged  at  side 
to  open  outwards,  and  prepared  to  receive 
plate-glass  in  one  pane. 
There  are  several  i[ualities  made.  Those 

of  quality  No.  1,  fitted  with  gun-metal  lever 
handles  and  stays,  lacquered  or  bronzed,  are 

Ericed  at  "(is.  each.     I'ut  Xo.   3  quality  can e  had  for  about  60s.  each.     The  fastenings 
make  a  considerable  difference  to  the  cost. 

No.  i>.  Wrought-iron  water-tiglit casements 
to  be  supplied  by  Messrs.  Burt  and  Potts, 
Westminster;  size,  2ft.  wide  by  .5ft.  high, 
with  approved  gun-metal  fastenings. 

Obtain  price-list,  as  a  good  deal  depends 
on  the  section  and  the  kind  of  handles  and stays. 

MLSCELLAXEOCS. 

Planing  to  caps  and  bases  of  four  cast-iron 
columns. 

-VUow  for  this  item,  sfiy,  Os.  per  foot  super., 

probably  about  Ssq.ft.,  equal  to  £3  12s. 
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Icwt.  chimney  bars. 

These  aia  priced  at  about  'Iki.  per  lb. 

No.  3.     ( 'ast-iron  air-tig^t  manhole  covers 

and  frames,  2ft.  Tin.  by  2 ft.  .'iin. 
If  these  are  paintcil,  the  cost  would  be 

about  123. ;  if  galvanised,  add  123.  each. 

No.  1 .     Cast-iron  tank  sft.  by  Gtt.  by  4ft., 

^'in.  thick. 

For  weight,  find  superficial  area  of  sides 
and  bottom,  adding  one-third  for  flanges. 
Multiply  this  superficial  by  2s  rilb.  for 
weight,  and  price  at  about  1  j3.  per  cwt. 

No.  2.    Tlot-water  tanks  with  cover,  2ft.  Sin. 

long  by  1ft.  Sin.  by  1ft.  Sin.,  to  hold  40 
gallons. 
These  may  be  priced  at  about  £1  los.  to 

£2  each,  according  to  thickness  of  plates. 

W'ATKR-CDLOI'R  DR.\W1N'GS  FROM  THE 
MKDITKRRAXEAX  AND  THE  ADRIATIC 
BORDERLAND. 

MR.  A.  WALLACE  RIMINGTON.A.R.P.E., 
has  covered  the  coast  line  from  France  to 

Dalmatia  in  search  of  subjects  for  his  pencil,  in- 
cluding Italy,  Sicily,  and  Corsica,  and  the  charm- 

ing gathering  of  his  pictures  now  on  view  at  the 
Fine  Art  Society's  (Salleries  in  Xew  Bond-street 
makes  perhaps  the  largest  which  this  artist  has 
ever  shown  at  one  and  the  same  time,  numbering 
as  the  drawings  do  130  individual  works.  They 
are  for  the  greater  part  smaller  in  siz9  than  here- 

tofore ;  hut  their  author  has  not  impaired  his  skill 
by  the  industry  which  such  a  collection  makes  bo 
obvious.  The  buildings  represented  are  in  the 
main  of  minor  importance,  and  Mr.  Rimington 
has  chosen  doorways  and  parts  of  buildings  rather 
than  more  general  views.  The  Scuola  di  San 
Marco,  Venice,  is  well  rendered  as  an  exception, 
and  80  is  the  orange  -  coloured  cathedral  at 
Palermo,  that  strange  combination  of  Uothic  and 
Saracenic  art  realised  in  stone.  These  subjects 
furnish  two  of  the  chief  drawings  in  theroom.  One 
of  the  special  charms  of  these  studies  is  that  they 
depict  less-known  subjects  from  the  hinterland 
of  the  French  Riviera,  and  some  untouched  and 
unspoilt  places  in  Italy,  the  country  to  the 
south-west  of  Avignon  and  the  Cevennes.  The 
varied  phases  of  architectural  art  have  here  their 
historical  associations  unimproved  by  restoration, 
while  the  wealth  of  flowers,  the  blooming  trees, 
the  sunny  coast,  rugged  and  sometimes  wild,  are 
always  brightened  by  the  colour  of  the  sea  and 
sky.  The  charm  of  Dalmatia,  fringed  with  its 
island-serrated  shore  set  in  the  Adriatic,  seems  to 
have  impressed  Mr.  Rimington,  and  some  of  his  best 
drawings  from  thence  conclude  his  present  series. 
To  single  out  for  special  remark  instances  of  his 
skill  seems  invidious,  but  none  the  less  desirable. 
Thus  the  group  of  roofs  seen  from  the  ancient 
bridge  and  the  big  tower  beyond  from  Vallebona, 
near  Bordighera,  deserves  a  note ;  and  specially 

.admirable  is  No.  0,  the  "  Porch  of  .St.  Agostino  " 
(Pesaro)  as  a  spirited  and  truthful  representation 
of  one  of  those  fine  (rothic  portals  with  dis- 

engaged shafts  supported  by  lions,  which  are  not 
infrequently  met  with  in  the  towns  of  the  North 
Adriatic  coast.  The  effect  is  brilliant  in  full  sun- 

light, and  the  clear  dark  shadow  gives  great  body 
and  force  to  this  study  in  pure  colour.  The  slighter 
sketch  of  the  brick  tower  of  San  Francisco  ( Ravenna) 
is  equally  satisfactory,  suggestive,  and  har- 

monious in  tone  (17).  The  monastery  on  the 
slopes  of  the  Apennines,  near  Rimini,  has  a 
cloistered  courtyard  overlooking  the  sea.  The 
groined  arcade  appears  in  No.  18.  Another 
cloister  is  that  of  the  well-known  12th-century 
church  of  St.  Trophimo  at  Aries  (38),  and  from 
the  cathedral  there  Mr.  Rimington  gives  us  a 
rich  architectural  study,  also  in  the  cloisters, 
where  the  reflected  and  mellow  light  on  the  rear 
face  and  soflit  of  the  arcade  is  exceedingly 
effective. 

We  admire,  too,  the  old  Genoese  tower  from 
Porto,  in  its  bright-rod  brickwork,  contrasting 
well  with  the  old  village  stalls  in  the  fore-part  of 
the  picture  {H'l).  The  fountain  cloister,  Mon- 
roale  (71)  was  built  by  the  Normans — an  exqui- 

site achievement,  and  relined  in  detail,  recalling 
the  cloister-work  of  Spain.  It  makes  a  very 
attractive  subject,  to  which  the  artist  has  done 
justice.  One  of  the  most  diflicult  tasks  he  has 
ventured  upon  is  the  drawing  (100)  showing  the 

gorgeous  gold  mosaics  in  the  south  aisle  of  the 
Church  of  the  Martorana,  characteristic  of  Nor- 

man work  in  Sicily.  The  gold  caps  of  the  arcade 
heighten  the  general  effect  of  richness,  which  the 
artist  has  managed  with  masterful  repose  and 
the  dignity  of  a  broad  handling. 

HALF-TRUSSED   ROoF. 

AN  excellent  method  of  trussing  and  tieing  a 
roof  of  moderate  span  is    shown   in  the 

accompanying  diagram.     It  is  supposed  that  an 

x^V 

attic,  which  may  be  made  avoidable  if  desired,  is 
provided  above  the  regular  upper  story  ;  there  - 
fore  the  walls  are  carried  a  foot  or  more  above 

the  ceiling  joists,  as  shown  in  the  diagram,  i  >n 
top  of  the  wall,  resting  on  band  timbers,  is 
placed  a  scantUng,  2in.  by  6in. — or  of  other  suit- 

able dimensions — on  edge,  with  one  end  proj  ecting 

over  the  building  and  forming  a  "  lookout "  on  to 
which  the  soflit  or  planceer  of  the  cornice  may  be 
nailed.  The  outer  end  of  the  "lookout"  is  cut 
oft  plumb,  to  the  right  length  from  the  face  of  the 
wall.  The  inside  end  runs  into  the  building  far 
enough  so  that  the  end  of  it  can  be  spiked  to  the 
stud  as  shown.  Theae  studs  should  form  part  of 
the  side  of  the  wall,  and  should  be  well  spiked  to 

the  ceiling  joists  and  set  pUimb  before  the  "  look- 
out "  is  nailed  to  it.  After  the  studs,  "  lookouts  " 

and  joists  are  nailed  together,  the  rafters  may 
then  be  raised  in  place  and  spiked  fast  to  the 
"lookouts"  and  to  the  studs,  after  which  the 
collar  beams  may  be  nailed  to  the  rafters,  care 
being  taken  that  they  are  placed  to  the  right 
height  to  insure  a  sufficient  space  between  them 
and  ceiling  joists  to  make  a  good  room  or 
rooms.  The  diagram  is,  to  a  great  extent,  self- 
explanatory,  and  is  drawn  to  scale.  The  studding 
may  be  placed  any  distance  from  the  wall,  and  if 
the  building  is  of  extensive  span,  the  studding 
may  also  be  attached  to  the  collar  beam  as  well 
as  to  the  rafters.  A  roof  built  in  this  manner,  if 
the  work  is  well  done,  is  very  strong,  and  is  not 
likely  to  be  affected  by  the  winds  or  by  any 
ordinar,-  snowstorm.  If  the  roof  is  to  be  framed 
of  heavy  timbers,  the  same  principles  of  con- 

struction may  be  adhered  to,  two  joists  being 
employed  at  the  foot  of  the  studs  or  struts, 
instead  of  one.  The  joists  should  be  placed  one 
on  each  side  of  the  strut,  and  one  or  two  bolts 
should  pass  through  the  joists  and  struts,  and  the 
whole  three  pieces  drawn  tightly  together. — 
Canadian  Architect. 

tine,  and  .Stephen,  and  John  the  Baptist.  The 
fiijure  which  has  ju«t  been  added  represents 
Christ  nailed  to  the  Cross.  It  is  a  most  imposing 
statue,  measuring  about  eight  from  the  crown  of 
tho  head  to  the  heels,  and  is  carved  from  one 
block  of  magnesium  limestone — the  largest  block 
ever  raised  in  the  calebrated  quarries  at  Mansfield, 
and  one  that  weighed  no  less  than  10  tons.  It  is 
the  largest  sculptured  representation  of  Christ 
Crucified  in  England.  Below,  in  the  panel  above 
the  Communion  table,  is  to  be  inserted  a  repre- 

sentation executed  by  5f r.  Albert  Gilbert,  R.A., 
.M.V.o.,  of  Christ  rising  from  the  tomb.  This 
portion  of  the  work,  executed  in  Cirrara  marble, 
IS  not  yet  completed. 

THE    CRUCIFIX    ABOVE    THE   ALTAR- 

SCREEN  AT  ST.   ALBAN'S. 
THE  dedication  of  the  altar-screen  erected  by 

Lord  Aldenham  in  St.  Alban's  Abbey  toot 
place  last  Wednesday  week.  In  the  work  so 
generously  undertaken  Lord  Aldenham  secured 
the  services  of  the  late  Sir  Arthur  W.  Blomfield, 
A.R.A.,  under  whose  direction  the  work  of 
restoration  has  been  so  satisfactorily  carried  on 
by  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  and  Sons,  of  Exeter. 
The  screen  itself  is  12ft.  high  and  39ft.  wide,  ex- 

tending from  the  north  to  the  south  side  of  the 
sanctuary.  It  is  built  entirely  of  clunch,  a 
finely-grained  white  stone  obtained  from  the 
quarries  of  Tottcmhoe,  Herts.  The  majority  of 
the  statues — 152  of  them — arc  fashioned  in  yellow 
magnesium  limestone,  whilst  those  of  Our  Lord 
in  majesty,  attended  by  His  twelve  apostles, 
situated  immediately  over  the  altar,  are  of  pure 
white  alabaster.  AU  the  figures  are  rather  over 
life  size.  They  include  the  Virgin  and  St.  .John 
at  the  feet  of  the  groat  central  figure  of  the  Cruci- 

fied Ixjrd,  St.  Helena,  the  Angel  Gabriel,  SS. 
Alban,  Amphibalua,  Erkenwald,  Benedict,  Angus- 

MIDLOTHIAN  COUNTY  BUILDINGS, 
EDINBURGH.— SELECTED  DESIGN. 

[with      I'HOTO-LITHOORArUIC      ILICSTRATIONS.] 

THE  stj'le   of  Mr.  Macintyre  Henry's  design adopted  for  these  new  buildings  is  Classical, 
of    the  period    of    the    Later   English   Renais- 

sance.    The  desire    of    the  architect  has  been 

to  produce  a  design  of  a  dignified  and  monu- 
mental character,  which,  while  harmonising  with 

the  buildings  in  Parliament-square  and  George 

I\'.  Bridge,  should  yet  have  a  distinctive  cha- racter of  its  own,  the  elevations  having  a  dignity 
and  simplicity  which  make  them  worthy  of  this 
prominent  and    historic    site   in    the  centre  of 
Edinburgh.     The  principal  front  is  to  George  IV. 
Bridge.     Incidentally  it  may  be  mentioned  that 
there  will  be  an  open  area  right  round  the  build- 

ing— a  necessity  imposed  on  the  architect  in  order 
to  give  light  to  the  basement  floors.     The  eleva- 

tion to  George  IV.  Bridge  has  a  total  frontage  of 
155ft.     This  is  divided  into  two  blocks,  the  larger 
of  which  has  a  frontage  of   120ft.,  and  is  three 
stories,  or  about  55ft.,  in  height.     This  contains 
all  the  rooms  necessary  for  the  conduct  of  the 
county  council  business.     In  the  smaller  block, 
which  is  to  the  south  of  the  other,  is  the  justice 
of  peace  court-room,  with  police  office  below,  its 
height  being  restricted  so  as  not  to  interfere  with 
the  gable  lights  of  the  Signet  library.     The  west 
fa<;ade  of  the  county  council  block  presents  a 
varied  outline,  being  broken  up  into  three  parts 
constituting  a  centre  and  side  wings,  the  latter  set 
back  about  7ft.     In  the  central  block  is  placed 
the  main  entrance,  which  practically  is  on  the  street 
level.     It  is  flanked  on  each  side  by  double  Ionic 
columns  surmounted  by  a    segmented  pediment 
with  carved  tympanum,  and  a  single  window. 
Rising  from  a  rustic  base  and  passing  through 
two  stories  are  four  Ionic    columns    in  relief, 

which  carry  at  the  wall-head  a  projecting  en- 
tablature and  pediment  filled   in  with  carving. 

This  practically  constitutes  a  handsome  and  im- 
posing balcony.     Behind,  and  showing  between 

columns,  on  the  first  floor,  are  three  single-light 
windows  framed  in  Ionic  pillars,  and  surmounted 

by  frieze  and  pediment.     On  the  floor  above  are 
three  windows,  with   moulded  architraves  and 

sills.     In  the  side  wings  are  three  single-light 
windows  on  each  floor  of  similar  design  to  those 

of  the  central  block.     The  ends  of  the  elevation 
are  finished  with  two  projecting  pillasters  rising 

through  two  stories,  and  the  elevation  is  finished 
off  with  cornice  and  open  stone  balustrade.     The 
elevation  of  the  J.  P.  block  to  George  IV.  Bridge 

shows  a  large  three-light  window,   flanked  by 

pihisters  and  surmounted  by  a  segmental  pedi- 
ment and  stone  balustrade.     The  frontage  to  the 

High-street  is  about  55ft.     Its  prominent  archi- tectural features  are  Ionic  columns  arid  pilasters 

corresponding  to  the  tieorgo   IV.  Bridge  front, 
the    intervening    spaces    being    filled    in    with 
windows.     The  elevation   to   Parliament-square 
extends  to  about  105ft.,    and  on  this  side  the 

building  is  also  three  stories  in  height.  The  front 
of  the  basement  is  of  rustic  ashlar.     The  main 
feature  of  this  elevation  is  the  projection  into  the 

square,  to  the  extent  of  about  20ft.,  of  the  central 

portion  which  contains  the  princioal  hall  in  the 
building— viz.,  the  county  council  room,  which 
rises  through  two  floors.       In  the  central  part  of 

this  projecting  portion,  which  is  pushed  slightly 
forward  from  what  may  be  called  iU  sub-wmgs, 

is  placed  the  ParUament-square  doorway.     Over 

it  on  the  first  floor  is  a  large  and  handsome  three- 
light    circular  -  headed     window,     witti     Ionic 
columns,  cornice,  frieze,  i:c.     This  is  flanked  on 

each  side  by  two  attached  Ionic  columns  nsing 
through  two  stories,  and  surmounted  by  a  bold 
entablature  and  pediment  with  carved  tympanum. 
Each  of  the  sub -wings  has  a  similar  three-light 
window,  and  the  comers  are  relieved  by  double 

projecting  pilasters.     The  wall  space  between  the 
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window-heads  and  the  frieze  is  decorated  with 
sculptured  work.  The  side  wings  have  each  two 
circular-headed  windows  on  each  floor.  liike  as 
it  is  on  the  Heorge  IV.  Bridge  front,  the  wall  on 
this  side  is  also  surmonnted  by  frieze  and  open 
balustrade.  The  committee  were,  it  is  under- 

stood, not  only  greatly  taken  with  the  elevation, 
but  were  pleased  with  the  manner  in  which  the 
interior  had  been  planned  to  suit  different  pur- 

poses for  which  accommodation  is  needed.  The 
principal  entrance  is  in  the  (leorge  IV.  Itridge 
front.  This  gives  access  to  a  large  hall  40ft.  by 

I'itt.,  around  which  are  grouped  various  public offices,  such  as  those  for  the  collector  of  rates  and 
his  assistants,  the  medical  officer  of  health,  the 
.1  .P.  clerks,  the  inspector  of  weights  and  measuras 
and  the  chief  constable  and  his  deputy.  Oa  the 
north  side  of  the  entrance  hall  rises  in  threa 
flights  the  principal  staircase,  about  20ft.  in 
width.     It  is  carried  to  the  tirst  floor  only,  and  is 

finished  at  the  landing  by  means  of  a  triple 
Corinthian  arcade,  which  forms  a  feature  in  the 
internal  decorations.  There  is  also  a  subsi- 

diary stair  immediately  adjoining  the  entrance 
hall,  which  is  carried  from  the  basement 
to  the  top  floor,  and  is  intended  mainly 
for  the  use  of  officials.  From  the  main  hall 
a  corridor  extends  eastwards  to  the  Parlia- 

ment-square entrance,  and  running  southwards 
to  the  justice  of  peace  court  room  is  a  passage 
8ft.  in  width.  This  court-room  is  40ft.  by  3Jft. 
by  soft,  in  height,  and  adjoining  it  are  witness 
rooms,  retiring  rooms  for  the  justices,  and  all 
other  necessary  accommodation.  Between  the 
principal  block  and  the  J. P.  court-room  is  a 
subsidiary  entrance  which  can  be  used  by  the 
pubUc  and  others  frecjuenting  the  court,  and 

which  practically  siakes  the  J. P.  building  in- 
dependent of  the  other.  Un  the  basement  floor, 

to  which  access  is  gained  by  the  subsidiary  stiir 

already  mentioned,  are  located  rooms  for  the 

police  and  detective  forces,  a  police  sergeant's 
house,  record  rooms,  cells,  \'C.  This  floor  will  be 
well  lighted  from  the  area.  On  the  first  floor, 

the  landing  of  the  main  staircase  is  about  '2.ift. 
by  20ft.  In  it  an  open  well  is  formed,  with 
handsome  stone  balustrade,  to  give  light  to  the 
hall  below.  Entering  from  the  north  side  of  the 
landing  is  the  council-chamber,  4i}tt.  by  30ft., 
ampiy  lighted  by  the  three-light  window  to 
Parliament-s-juarc,  and  by  single  windows  on  the 
north  and  south  sides  of  the  projection.  It  has 
boon  placed  in  this  position  so  as  to  be  away  from 
the  noise  both  of  the  High-street  andOeorge  IV. 
Bridge.  Its  north  wall  will  be  25ft  back 
from  the  High-street  front.  Adjoining  the 
council-chamber  are  rooms  for  the  county 
clerk  and  his  assistants,  with  waiting  and 
cloak  rooms,  and  a  large  committee-room,  20ft. 
by   20ft.,  which  communicates   direct   with  the 
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council-chambor.  This  committee -room  is  on 
the  east  corridor.  Un  the  opposite  side  of  the 
corridor,  and  overlooking  George  IV.  I3rid);e,  is 
another  committee-room, 30ft. by '20ft..  a  writinsr- 
room,  20ft.  by  Kift.,  and  a  spare  room  ;  while 
overlooking  the  lane  between  the  county  building 
and  the  Signet  library  is  lavatory  accommodation 
for  the  whole  floor.  A  feature  will  bo  made  of 
the  treatment  of  the  interior  of  the  council  room. 
The  walls  will  be  relieved  by  means  of  pilasters, 
flanking  the  doors  and  windows.  They  will  be 
panelled  with  wood  to  the  height  of  1 5ft. :  there 
will  be  a  handsome  cornice,  and  the  roof  will  be 
coved  and  elaborately  panelled.  The  staircase 
and  landing  will  be  lighted  from  the  top  by  a 
circular  cupola,  with  doomed  and  panelled  ceiling. 
The  ceiling  of  the  first-floor  landing  will  be 
divided  into  panels,  five  of  which  will  be  filled 
with  stained  glas,i,  while  other  four  will  be 
utilised  for  ventiL-iting  purposes.  On  the  second 
lloor  are  rooms  for  the  road  surveyor  and  the 

sanitary  inspectors,  the  caretaker's  house,  two 
spare  rooms,  and  lavatory  accommodation.  There 
will  be  a  lift,  rising  from  the  basement  to  the  top 
floor.  The  total  cost  of  the  building  will  be 
£40,000.  A  beginning  with  it  will  be  made  in 
the  spring,  and  the  work  will  be  continuously 
prosecuted  until  finished,  which  will  be  in  about 
two  or  three  years.  (We  shall  illustrate  the  first 
premiated  design  in  this  same  competition  by 
Messrs.  Scott  and  Campbell  at  an  early  date.) 

THK  ROYAL  INSTITUTE  OF  BRITISH 
ARCHITECTS. 

THE  sixty-fifth  session  of  the  Institute  was 
inaugurated  on  Monday  evening,  when  the 

meeting- hall  at  9,  Conduit-street,  W.,  was  crowded 
by  members  and  visitors,  the  latter  includingmany 
ladies.  The  new  President,  Mr.  WiUiam  Emer- 

son, was  received  with  a  round  of  hearty  applause 
on  taking  the  chair. 

THE   LATE    SIR    .MITHTR    Ttl.OMflELn. 

The  PREsinEN-T  said  it  was  with  the  deepest 
regret  and  sorrow  that  he  found  his  first  words 
must  be  to  announce  the  decease  of  one  of  their 
oldest  friends  and  members.  Only  on  the  pre- 

vious Monday  morning  he  received  a  most  kindly 
letter  from  .Sir  Arthur  Blomfield  expressing  his 
intention  of  being  present  that  evening,  and  men- 

tioning that  he  feared  Lady  Blomfield  would  not 
be  able  to  accompany  him,  as  she  would  be 
visiting  in  Cheshire.  But  the  same  evening  a 
Higher  Power  willed  otherwise,  and  very  sud- 

denly he  passed  away.  Their  late  friend  Sir 
Arthur  Blomfield  was  an  ardent  admirer  of  the 
Gothic  style  of  architecture,  and  was  one  of  the 
enthusiastic  promoters  of  the  revival  of  that  style 
in  the  middle  of  this  century.  He  was  one  of  the 
school  of  purists,  and  in  all  his  buildings  there  was 
manifest,  as  in  his  life,  a  strong  element  of  self- 
restraint.  3Iany  of  his  buildings  stood  out  from 
the  current  architecture  of  the  day  by  their  quiet 
refinement  and  the  total  absence  of  affectation. 
He  evidently  felt  that  eccentricity  was  not  art, 
and  he  also  strove  to  adapt  his  architecture  to  the 
requirements  of  the  day.  Among  his  works,  the 
interior  of  Christ  Church,  St.  Leonard's,  might 
be  cited  as  an  object-lesson  in  its  simplicity, 
stately  dignity,  and  proportion.  So  also  was  the 
new  nave  of  St.  Saviour's,  Southwark.  He 
became  a  Fellow  of  that  Institute  in  18G7  ;  he  was 
a  vice-president  from  IS86  to  1889,  and  he  would 
have  been  president  some  years  ago  had  he  been 
willing  to  accept  the  oflice  :  but  he  felt  that  the 
claims  on  his  time  would  be  more  than  he  could 
spare.  He  was  the  stamp  of  man  produced  by 
the  old  schools  of  architecture,  now  fast  dying 
out ;  and,  apart  from  his  high  professional  status, 
his  modest  and  genial  nature,  his  conversational 
powers,  his  kind  and  generous  friendship,  always 
willing  to  aid  younger  members  of  the  profession 
with  the  fruits  of  his  experience,  endeared  him  to 
all  who  knew  him.  His  death  was  a  great  loss, 
both  to  the  architectural  profession  and  to  that 
Institute. 

The  secretary,  Mr.  W.  J.  Locke,  haWng  read 
a  translation  of  a  letter  from  Mr.  Charles  Lucas, 
expressing  his  regret  and  that  of  his  cnnfrires  in 
Paris  at  the  death  of  Sir  .\rthur,  and  referring  to- 
the  courtesy  and  help  afforded  by  him  during  the 
International  Conference  of  Architects  in  1891, 
a  vote  of  condolence  and  sympathy  with  Lady 
I'llorafield  and  family  was  agreed  to  on  the  motion of  the  Presioext. 

Mr.  Alexasdeu  Graham,  hon.  secretary,  also 
announced  the  deaths  of  Mr.  Thomas  Elworthy, 

Fellow,  and  Mr.  Henry  Hockaday  Bumell, Asociate. 

The  PuEsiKEXT  said  they  had  also  to  deplore 
the  death  of  Jlr.  William  Simpson,  Hon.  Asso- 

ciate, who  had  read  several  papers  on  Indian 
Archicology  in  that  room,  and  was  always  will- 
inj;  to  place  his  great  learning  on  Oriental  sub- 

jects at  the  disposal  of  the  Council.  He  proi.osed 
that  a  letter  of  condolence  be  sent  to  Mr.  Simp- 

son's family,  and  this  was  aifreed  to. 
Mr.  Graham  announced  that  an  examination 

for  competency  to  act  as  district  surveyor  was 
hold  on  Oct.  26  and  27.  Two  candidates  pre- 

sented themselves,  of  whom  one,  Charles  Archi- 
bald  Daubney,    1,    Wellington-road,  Peckham, 

the   OI'EyiNd    AIIIIHESS 

was  then  read  by  the  Pkesident.  In  the  course 
of  his  introductory  remarks  Mr.  Emerson  said 
the  list  of  members  of  the  Institute  pointed  to 
considerable  and  satisfartory  progress  in  its 
affairs  since  its  inception.  In  18:i7  they  had  96 
Fellows  and  Associates,  of  whom  1.5  only  were 
country  members.  In  1S87  they  had  1.109 
members,  of  whom  259  Fellows  and  135  Associates 
were  from  the  metropolis,  and  169  Fellows  and 
246  Associates  from  the  provinces.  In  1899, 
since  the  federation  of  the  country  societies  with 
their  own  London  body,  their  number  had  in- 

creased to  1,612,  of  which  290  only  were  Fellows 
from  the  metropolis,  while  328  were  from  the 
provinces,  and  5.52  London  Associates,  and  442 
from  the  country.  The  number  of  societies  in 
alliance  with  them  in  England,  Scotland,  Ireland, 
and  the  Colonies  was  17.  These  figures  showed 
that  the  old  reproach  of  that  Institute  being 
merely  metropolitan  could  no  longer  be  cast  at 
them,  but  that  it  had  now  attained  a  national 
character  and  influence,  as  much  appreciated  by 
the  members  of  the  profession  in  the  country  as 
in  London.  The  work  also  of  the  Institute  was 
increasing  each  year  in  importance,  making  its 
opinions  heard  and  felt  in  respect  of  many  im- 

portant public  questions  relating  to  architecture. 
The  conservation  of  our  national  monuments, 
building  projects  both  for  the  metropolis  and 
provinces,  the  laying  out  of  new  streets  and  town 
improvements,  legislative  acts  in  relation  to 
building  operations,  the  representation  of  the 
Institute  on  many  public  bodies  and  cora- 
mittes  where  questions  affecting  architecture 
or  buildings  might  arise,  the  conduct  of 
competitions,  the  promotion  of  the  education 
of  architects  by  annual  examinations,  the 
presentation  of  annual  prizes  and  medals,  were 
some  few  of  the  subjects  constantly  dealt  with  by 
the  Institute.  Moreover,  the  Government  at 
times  did  not  hesitate  to  consult  them  on  questions 
connected  with  public  works.  AU  these  were  fair 
proofs  that  the  sixty-five  years  of  their  existence 
as  a  Royal  Society  had  not  been  altogether  wasted 
from  a  public  and  national  point  of  view, 
apart  from  matters  more  immediately  connected 
with  the  interests  of  the  profession  at  large,  and 
the  future  of  architectural  development.  And 
the  extending  influence  of  the  Koyal  Institute  of 
British  Architects  seemed  in  no  danger  of 
languishing,  if  one  could  judge  by  the  vivid 
interest  taken  in  its  working  and  actions  by  the 
junior  members,  who  yearly  evinced  a  growing 
desire  to  have  more  voice  in  its  affairs.  In  respect 
to  this  point  the  President  mentioned  that  the 
Council  had  had  under  deliberation  at  the  end  of 
last  session  what  steps  could  be  taken  under  the 
Chaj-ter  to  associate  the  younger  men  more 
directly  with  the  work  of  the  Council.  Amongst 
other  things  it  was  decided  to  remove  all  restric- 

tions as  to  the  eligibility  of  associates  for  seats  on 
the  Council.  Also,  with  a  view  to  extending  their 
sphere  of  influence  a  congress  would  probably  be 
held  in  London  this  session,  and  in  Glasgow  in 
1901,  at  the  time  of  the  Exhibition. 

A    Ul-.VIEW    OK    THE    CENTIRV. 

The  President  proceeded  :  At  certjiin  periods  in 
the  lives  of  individuals  it  seems  fit  to  review  with 
a  critical  eye  the  actions  of  their  past  lives.  So 
at  the  wane  of  a  century  notable  for  its  progress 
in  knowledge,  culture,  and  civilisation,  it  may  be 
opportune  for  us  as  architects  to  glance  back  and 
see  if  any  advance  has  been  made  in  our  art,  and 
whether  our  efforts  have  been  conducive  to  the 
benefit  of  mankind,  and  the  glory  of  our  country 
through  the  part  the  Institute  has  played  during 
the  last  sixty-live  years  in  the  furtherance  of  onr 
national  interests  so  far  as  they  are  effected  by 
architecture.  There  are  several  reasons  why, 
during  this  century,  great  architectural  develop- 
jnents  might  reasonably  h^ve  been  expected.     It 

has,  on  the  whole,  been  eminently  peaceful 
and  properous,  and  rest,  quiet,  and  pro- 

sperity seem  essential  to  growth  in  the  arts. 
At  the  close  of  the  eighteenth  century  and  the 
beginning  of  the  nineteenth  Europe  had  passed 
through  a  crisis  unparalleled  in  its  character  and 
effects  in  history.  Taxation  was  heavy,  com- 

merce stagnant,  and  there  was  little  demand  for 
labour.  Our  impoverished  and  tired  country  was 
eager  for  peace,  and  only  too  glad  to  turn  its 
attention  to  home  politics  and  peaceful  pursuits. 
Then  the  experiences  of  the  French  Revolution 
taught  England  lessons  which  resulted  in 
provisions  for  the  more  direct  representation  of 
all  classes  of  people  in  the  government  of  the 

country,  and  the  Commons  became  the  people's 
House  of  Parliament.  The  more  direct  repre- 

sentation of  the  people  tended  to  the  furtherance 
of  utilitarian  and  humanitarian  projects.  The 
humanitarian  feeling  of  the  age  for  the  poorer 
classes  was  shown  by  the  abolition  of  the 
slave  trade.  This  feeling  found  farther  ex- 

pression in  such  measures  as  the  formation 
of  new  poor  laws,  factory  legislation,  school 
bo-ards,  prison  laws,  asylum  boards,  national 
training  schools  of  art,  railway  bills,  build- 

ing acts,  and  county  councils.  AU  these 
have  in  many  ways  provided  opportunities 
for  architects,  and  largely  affected  architec- 

ture. But  in  most  buildings  for  hamanitariin 
purposes  architecture  has  been  hampered  by  the 
many  necessary  Laws  relating  to  sanifciry  matters, 
such  as  the  relation  of  light  area  to  rooms,  super- 

ficial floor  space  and  cubic  air  space,  heating, 
ventilation,  and  drainage.  Whether  architecture 
as  an  art  has  been  improved  by  these  conditions  is 
(juestionable.  From  the  utilitarian  standpoint. 
Committees  and  Boards  seem  universally  to  affect 
architecture  in  an  adverse  manner ;  in  fact, 

.t;stheticism  ani>   vtilitariavijic 

appear  to  be  always  antagonistic.  But  sorely  a 
properly-educated  body  of  architects  should  be 
able  to  reconcile  the  two.  As  well  as  from  peace 
and  the  peaceful  politics  of  the  century,  an  ad- 

vance in  architecture  might  reasonably  have  been 
looked  for  from  the  influence  of  the  increase  of 
knowledge,  our  modem  facilities  of  travel,  the 
scientific  discoveries  and  inventions,  resulting  in 
an  enormous  influx  of  wealth ;  also  from 
archaeological  research,  and  the  desire  for 
culture,  from  literary  and  artistic  produc- 

tions in  books,  journals,  and  publications 
which  have  educated  the  taste  of  the  public 
and  also  influenced  that  of  architects.  Look- 

ing at  past  history,  art  seems  to  have 
acquired  fresh  vigour  and  life,  and  made  greatest 
strides  at  periods  of  learning  and  culture  during 
years  of  independence  and  peace  succeeding 
great  wars  or  froublous  times.  These  latter  have 
often  lent  inspiration  afterwards  to  architects 
and  sculptors  for  the  adornment  of  buildings, 
and  given  a  living  interest  to  their  work. 

THE      FIN-BST      ARCHITECriRE       THE      GROWTH     Or 
CENTIRIES    OF    EVOLUTIOX    AXU  STinY. 

Some  critics  decry  our  present  architecture  and 
say  it  often  shows  little  taste  and  no  advance  in 
art  or  style.  But  they  should  recollect  that  the 
highest  level  of  the  arts  of  any  of  the  periods 
above  mentioned  was  not  arrived  at  in  a  day,  nor 
did  their  architecture  leap  to  perfection  in  a 
decade,  and  certainly  architecture  then  could 

scarcely  have  had  to  fulfil  the  complicated  re- 
quirements which  make  modem  architectural 

problems  so  difficult.  The  Parthenon  was 
erected  the  best  part  of  half  a  century  after 
Platea.  The  best  of  Roman  architecture  was  not 
evolved  till  long  after  the  battle  of  Actium  ;  nor 
did  the  best  phases  of  Gothic  architecture  appear 
until  after  many  centuries  of  patient  endeavour. 
Also  more  than  two  centuries  succeeded  the  rise 
of  Mohiimmedanism  before  its  literature  and  scien- 

tific knowledge  developed,  or  its  architecture 
resulted  in  the  Mosque  of  Toloun.  And  many 
more  passed  before  the  erection  of  the  tombs  of 
the  Caliphs,  and  before  the  elaborate  refinements 
of  the  .Vlhambra  and  the  perfect  beauty  of  the 
Taj  Mahal  were  arrived  at.  It  took  one  hundred 
years  of  learning  and  study,  initiated  by  the 
Humanists  (who  saw  that,  apart  from  the  theo- 

logical training  of  Mother  Church,  culture  and 
scholarship  are  inseparable  from  true  human 
greatness),  to  usher  in  the  Italian  Renaissance ; 
and  then  a  further  century  of  study  of  t  ireek  and 
Roman  methods,  and  of  experiment  and  invention 
elapsed  during  the  (Juattro  Cento  (of  which  the 
llyDrid  Claisic  and  Gothic  of  the  Certosa  at  Pavia 
and  the  Cathedral  at  Como  are  exemplifications 
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between  the  rise  of  Brunellesohi,  the  erecti  on  of  his 
Pitti  Palace,  and  the  dome  of  the  D  uomo  of  Florence, 
and  the  time  of  Bramante,  Jlichael  Angelo, 
Riphael,  Giulio  Romano,  Peruzzi,  Sinsovino, 
Palladio,  with  the  production  of  such  works  as 

the  dome  of  St.  Peter's,  the  I'hapel  of  the  Medici, 
the  A'illa  Madama,  the  library  of  St.  Mark's, 
and  other  works  of  the  best  period  of  the  Re- 

naissance. Is  there  any  reason  for  thinking  that 
•this  history  of  an  advance  in,  or  a  renaissance  of 
architectural  art,  is  in  any  way  being  repeated  in 
our  time,  or  that  with  the  unexampled  wealth 
and  prosperity  of  this  country  during  the  last 
?iundred  years  there  has  been  a  stirring  of  the 
dead  bones  of  architecture,  and  that  we  may  even 
now  be  travelling  towards  the  goal  of  a  develop- 

ment of  a  fresh  expression  of  English  thought, 
and  an 

EVOLVTIOM    OF  A  NEW    MOnF.ltX    STYLE 

that  some  day  may  bo  no  disgrace  to  our  Empire  f 
Possibly  this  might  be  answered  in  the  allirma- 
tive,   but  what   the  evolutions    of  our  present 
methods  may  become  remains  to  be  seen.     At  the 
end  of  last  century  the  renaissance  of  the  Cinque 
Cento,   which  a   century  or    more    later  found 
expression  in  this  country  throiigh  Inigo  .lones 
and  Wren,  had  for  years  been  in  its  decadence, 
and  was  at  a  very   low  ebb   in   England.     The 
ascendency  of  classicism  in  our  public  schools 
and    universities,     where     Greek     and     Litin 
were     taught     to    the     exclusion    of     modern 
languages  and  science,  naturally  had  its  influence 
on  architects  as  well  as  on  the  general  public, 
and  resulted  in  a  revived  interest  in  Greek  art 
and  the  study  of  Grecian  architecture.     This  was 
«ncouraged  and  assisted  by  the  researches  and 

publications  of  Dawkins  and  M'ood,  and  Stuart 
and  Adams.     But  though  in  the  first  quarter  of 
this  century  the  antique  was  the  fashion,  mere 
reproduction  was  sufficient  for  work  which  was 
inevitably  devoid  of    life.     Greek  and   Roman 
fa(,'ades  or  porticoes  were  attached  to  modern  struc- 

tures, ancient  desi^s  were  reproduced  irrespec- 
tive of  their  suitability  to  modem  requirements — 

sometimes  effectively,  but  always  incongruously. 
The  British  Museum,  St.  Pancras'  Church,  and 
many  of  the  churches  with  Doric  and  other  Classic 
porticoes,  and  town-halls  of  this  period  illustrate 
this.     After  tho  first  twenty  years  or  so  a  more 
intelligent  use  was  made  of  Classic  forms  and 
details.     It  was  then  sought  to  give   some  ex- 

pression to  the  specific  purpose  of  each  building, 
and    some    of    our    architects,    following    the 
methods  of  the  Renaissance,  begain  to  use  the 
borrowed  details  of  Greece  and  Rome  as  a  means 
to  an    end,    and    strove   to    adapt    them  more 
intimately  to  modern  wants.     The  best  works  of 
Birry,  Wyatt,  Cockerell,  and  some  others  prove 
this.     Also   the  printed    works    of    Stuart  and 
Revett,  C:)ckerell  and  Penrose  showed  the  real 
meaning  of  Classic  architecture.     It  is  sufficient 
for  the  purpose  to  name  some  of  the  most  pro- 

minent of  our  Classic  architects  and  their  works. 
Amongst    them  were    Decimus    Barton,    Sjane, 

Nash,  ■\ViIkins,   Bisevi,   Smirke.  \Vyatt,  Barry, 
Cockerell,  Elmes,  Pennethorne,  Cath'bert-Brode- 
rick,  (ribson,  of  many  of  whose  buildings  we  are 
proud.     As  examples  of  some  of  these  works  may 
be  named  University    College,    the  Eitzwilliam 

Museum,    Cambridge,    I'.ridgewattr  Uouse,  the 
Qaeen's    Mews    at     Buckingham     Palace,    the 
'Taylorian  Institute  at  Oxford,   the  Travellers', 
Carlton,    Reform,    and    Athen;i'ura    Clubs,   the 
Royal  Exchange,   Regent-street   (Jiadrant,   the 
Royal  Institution  and    High   Schools   at  Edin- 
Vmrgh,   the    St.  George's   Hall,   Liverpool,  the Leeds    Town    Hall,     the     London    fniversity, 
Burlington-gardens,     and    our    much-maligrned 
National  (iallerj-,  which  the  late  Lord  L3ighton 
said  "had  often  been  made  the  butt  of  curiously unmerited  ridieule,  though  it  is  much  easier  to 
deride  than  better  it."     Also  the  Lnion  Bank, Bishopsgate.     Such  buildings  as  these  show  that 
a  distinct  revival  of  Classic  architecture  arose  in 
this  country  during  the  second  qviarter  of  tho 
century,    and    how    great    an    influence   classic 
education  had  upon  men's  minds,  there  being  no recognised  national  style  in  which  all  were  con- 

strained by  public  sentiment  to  work.     In  fact, 
Classic  architecture  appeared  to  be  well   set  in 
public    estimation   with   considerable  chance  of 
becoming  the    national    style.     Still,    however 
greatly   we  may  admire  these  works,  thev  are 
wantmg  in  the  real  life  and  interest  found  in  the 
best  buildings    of   any  stvie,   whether    Greek, 
Roman,     (iothic,     or     Renaissance.      In    many 
respects   they   were    unsuitod   to    modem  con- 

ditions and  environments,   and    they    bear    no 

hint  in  their  sculptured  adornment  of  our 

country's  history  or  life,  and  are  thus  devoid of  one  of  the  most  vital  and  essential 
elements  of  good  architecture.  It  has  been  sug- 

gested that  ornament  is  not  architecture,  bat  a 
very  subordinate  and  non-essential  part  of  it.  On 
the  other  hand,  Raskin  has  said  that  structures 
without  beautiful  adornment  are  mere  buildings 
and  not  architecture.  The  truth  may  lie  between 
the  two  ;  but  it  is  certain  tha',  tho  beat  architec- 

ture has  always  been  intimately  allied  with 
sculpture,  which  invariably  lent  it  its  most  vivid 
and  living  interest.  Apart  from  tho  more  im- 

portant buildings  of  this  earlier  half  of  tho 
century,  much  cannot  be  said  in  favour  of  the 
domestic  and,  more  common  buildings  of  these 
years.  Stucco  was  predominant,  it  hid  a  multi  - 
tude  of  sins,  and,  compared  with  the  better  built 
and  simpler  style  of  the  domestic  .and  cottage 
architecture  of  the  last  and  earlier  centuries, 
there  was  nothing  to  boast  of.  In  ecclesiastical 
work,  the  (iothic  stylo  was  used  concurrently 
with  the  Classic  for  secular  purposes,  but  mainly 
of  a  late  or  Perpendicular  period ,  and  producing 
a  cast-iron  effect,  rather  than  exemplifying  tho 
spirit  of  good  Medi;oval  examples.  Then  came  a 
different  phase  in  the  architectural  thought  of  tho 
century,  which  was  almost  the  death-blow  to  the 
Classic  revival.  There  were  many  elements  at 
work  which  produced  the  awakening  of  interest 
in  Mediaeval  art,  and  which  caused  Classic  to  be 
almost  superseded  by  Gothic  architecture,  at  any 
rate,  for  a  time.  The  discovery  of  steam  as  a 
motive  power,  for  one  thing,  had  caused  a  great 
influx  of  wealth  and  ease  of  travelling,  resulting 
in  a  wider  knowledge  of  the  architecture  of  other 
countries,  and  of  past  styles.  No  modern  move- 

ment has  been  more  influenced  by  literature  than 

Tnr.    GOTHIC    REVIVAL. 

Horace  Walpole  may  have  been  a  fribble  :  but  he 
had  a  firm  though  uninstructed  faith  in  Gothic. 

Beckf ord,  the  author  of  ' '  Vathek, "   spent  much 
money  on  what  he  conceived  to  be  JIedi;eval  art, 
while  Sir  Walter   Scott   both   built   and  wrote 
Ciothic  as  he  knew  it.     Then  about  1835  Pugin 
published  his  "  Contrasts,"  a  vivacious  and  most 
sarcastic  criticism  on  Pagan  methods  of  architec- 

ture compared  with  Mediaeval  or  "Christian." 
In  184 1  his  Apology  for  the  Revival  of  Christian 
Architecture  was  published,  and  other  works  fol- 

lowed, full  of  ardent  enthusiasm  for  the  resuscita- 
tion   of    severe     Medi.cvalism,     particularly    in 

reference  to  ecclesiastical   structures.     Ru'ikin's 
writings  also  greatly  influenced  not  only  archi- 

tects, but  their  religious   tone   appealed  to  the 
public.     At  first,  though,  they  were  too  strong 
meat  for  babes,  as  was  shown  in  much  Gothic 
work  done  shortly  after.     For  example,  owing  to 
some  remarks  of  his  on  the  value  of  the  outlines 
of  the  openings  of  traceried  windows  being  more 
important  than  the  details  of  the  moulded  stone- 

work, the  very  coarsest  plate  tracery  was  erected, 
in   exemplification  of    this    truth,   and  for  the 
economy  in  labour   in   refined  mouldings.     He 
powerfully  pointed  out   the   beauties  of  (othic 
work,  and   urged  the  necessity  for  the  living 
interest  of  good  and  meaning  sculpture  in  noble 
architecture.     The  publication  of  other  works  on 
Medi;cval    art    and    architecture    by   Rickman, 
Pugin  and  Le  Keux,  Scott,  Parker,  the  Ecclesio- 
logical  Society,  Xesfield,  Street,  Shaw,  Butter- 

field,  Barges,  and  others,  also  VioUet-lo-Duc's 
"  Dictionnaire  Raisonne,"  with  its  ra.'ignilicent 
analysis  of  the  scientific  construction  of  (iothic 
work,  put  this  style  in  an  altogether  new  and 
entertaining    light   before   the  student.     It  in- 

creased the  attraction  of  thoughtful  men  to  the 
beauty,  science,  and  detail  of  the  Gothic  styles. 
I  can  well  remember  whilst  a  pupil  with  Barges 
the  intense  excitement  caused  by  the  arrival  of 
each  fresh  part  of  this  work,     .\dded  to  this,  the 
Oxford  Movement  and  the  societies  it  gave  rise 
to  for  the  resuscitation  of  disused  ecclesiastical 
forms  and   ritual   caused  the   study   of  ancient 
Church  architecture  and  arrangement  to  be  taken 
up  by  the  rising  clergy  and  others  at  the  universi- 

ties, who  henceforth  were  careful  to  go  to  the 
most  capable    architects    of  the    (iothic  school. 
This  movement  also  provoked  greater  enthusiasm 
amongst  the  architects  themselves.    Then  ensued 

THE    liATTLE    OF    THE    STYLES. 

The  ardent  enthusiasm  of  Gothic  men  for  a 
revival  of  JIedi:ival  art  and  architecture,  which 
blinded  them  to  the  beauties  of  Classic,  and  tho 
persistent  denunciation  of  the  severe  Classicists, 
who  could  see  no  merits  in  Gothic,  gave  good 
grounds  for  the  vigorous    diversion  of  opinion 

which    raged    during   the  middle   years  of  this 
century.     Gradually,  however,  the  Gothic  school 
seemed  to  gain  an  ascendency,  which  lasted  until 
the  seventies.     There  were,  however,  architects 
practising  in  both  Classic  and  Gothic,  according 
to  the  tastes  of  their  clients.     Wilkins  practised 
in  both  styles,   and  the  best  work  the  Italian 
Barry  produced  was  perhaps  our  Gothic  Houses 
of  Parliament.     At  first  the  Early  13th  and  14th 
century   English    work    was  the    admiration  of 

these    (iothic    partisans;   then   Viollot-lo-Duc's works  brought  Early    French    into    fashion,  as 
being  larger  and  grander  in  effect.     Tjater  on, 
entire  satisfaction  not  being  derived  from  those 

(they   were  too  simple  and  pure  for  the  com- 
plicated environment  of  our  many-sided  lives), 

Decorated  and  Jacobean   each    had  their  turn. 
Amongst  the  works  of  this  Gothic  awakening, 
but  mainly  in  ecclesiastical  buildings,  those  of 
Pugin,    Scott    and    Moffat,     Pritchard,    Paley, 
Butterfield,  Street,    Purges,    Godwin,   Pearson, 
and  r  may  now  add  the  name  of  Sir  A.  Blomfield, 
are  the  most  prominent,  and  others,  some  of  whom 
are  still  alive.     It  was  in  the  forties  that  Pugin 
built  his  own  house  and  church  at  Ramsgate,  the 
only   work,  I  believe,  he    said  he  ever    really 

enjoyed    doing,    and  this  because    he  was  un- 
hampered by  a  client.     A  little  later  he  rebuilt 

Alton  Towers  for  the  P^arl  of  Shrews'  ury,  and 
St.  .John's  Hospital,  Alton.  Healso  erected  or  re- 

stored some  forty  or  more  churches  and  cathedrals, 
some  twenty  conventual  and  a  number  of  domestic 
buildings.     But  the  work  which  perhaps  added 
most  to  his  fame  was  the  assistance  he  rendered 
in  the  working  out  of  the  intricate  and  refined 
details  of  Sir  Charles  Barry's  sumptuous  design 
for  the  Houses  of  Parliament.     To  my  mind  it  is 
a  fine  combination.  Classical  in  its  symmetry  and 
horizontality,  and  Gothic  in  its  picturesque  out- 

line and  detail.     In  many  respects  it  is  the  most 
notable  building  erected  in  England  during  this 
century,  and  to  many  it  must  be  a  matter  of 
congratulation  that  our  great  Houses  of  Parlia- 

ment should  have  been  designed  in  a  national 
English  style  of  architecture  rather  than  in  the 
more  monumental  Classic.     At  any  rate,  what- 

ever our  views  as  to  style  may  be,  it  stands  as 
one  of  the  most  complete  and  best  buildings  of 
modem  Europe.     Of  the  men  of  this  period.  Sir 
(-iilbert  Scott  stands    out    pre-eminent — not  so 
much,  perhaps,  on  account  oi  any  very  particular 
individuality  or  extraordinary  excellen';e  in  his 
works — though  at   the  time  they   were   extra- 

ordinary^— as  from  the  great  part  he  played  in 
the  revival  of  this  period,  his  enthusiastic  zeal, 
and  the  establishment  of  what  one  might  almost 
call  a  school  of  Gothic  architecture,  caused  by 
the  enormous  number  of  works  carried  out  by 
him  in  the  erection  and  restoration  of  churches 
and  cathedrals,  and    the   training   of  a  staff  or 
school  of  young  men  suilicient  for  the  purposes 

of  his    enormous  'practice.     But  for  the  over- 
bearing attitude  of  Lord  Palmerston,  we  mi^ht 

have  had  from  Sir  Ciilbert  Scott  in  the  Foreign 
and  Colonial  (Jfficos  a  building  which  would  have 
been  as  grand  a  success  as  the  Houses  of  Parlia- 

ment.    However  critically  we  may  examine,  at 
the  present  day,  the  works  of  these  great  men, 
we  must  always  remember  that  the  advantages  of 
our  time  in  easy  travel,  access  to  architectural 
libraries,  and  the  multiplicity  of  illustrated  works 
on  all  branches  of  architecture  now  open  to  us, 
and  the  enormous  increase  during  the  last  fifty 

years  of    archniological    works,    were    not    ex- 
perienced by  them.     They  were  not  smothered 

by  learning    as    we    are :     they    had   to  find 
out   for  themselves  that   which   we    can   learn 
easily    from    others,    and    with     more    limited 
knowledge  than  the  student  of  these  days  ought 
to    possess,     they    worked     energetically    and 
earnestly  for  the  resuscitation  of  our  indigenous 
style  of  architecture.     Further,  however  much 
the  methods  adopted  for  the  preservation  of  our 
national    monuments  may  be   cavilled  at — and 
criticism  is  often  captious — had  it  not  been  for 
the  men  of  this  period,  many  of  these  buildings 
would  have  been  by  this  time  well  on  the  road  to 
irretrievable  ruin.     To  them,  therefore,  members 
of  this  Institute,  and  men  who  gave  much  time 
and  thought  to  its  working,  not  only  our  grati- 

tude, but  that  of  tho  nation,  is  due.     In  some 
respects,  perhaps,  William  Burges  was  the  most 
original  of  the  purist  school  of  Gothic  architects 
of    this    revival    period,   and    the  most  deeply 
imbued  with  the  Medi:i'val  spirit,  and  the  most 
familiar  with  its  art  and  craftsmanship.     He  also 
insisted  that  architecture  was  not  worthy  of  the 
name  if  it  did  not  tell  some  tale,  historic,  poetic, 
or  otherwise.     He  also  urged  a  point  which  seems 
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to  have  been  lost  sight  of  in  th.  se  later  years — 
namely,  that  all  architects  should  Icam  to  draw 
the  human  figure  ani  design  their  own  sculp- 

ture ;  at  least,  as  to  grouping  and  arrangement. 
His  competitive  design  for  the  Law  Courts,  if 
not  the  best,  was  certainly  the  most  monumental 
and  notable  of  the  ( iothic  ones  submitted.  His 
work  at  Cardiff  for  the  Maniuis  of  llute,  and  in 
his  own  house  in  Kensington,  in  Cork  Cathedral 
and  Studley  Royal  and  liipon  Churches,  shows  a 
genius  for  the  invention  of  interesting  and 
beautiful  detail  in  the  true  Jledi^cval  spirit  that 
no  other  architect  of  this  age  has  approached. 
Street  was  one  of  those  who  saw  that  ecc  lesiaatical 
architecture  should  meet  also  the  re<iuire[nents  of 
modem  times — that  large  churches  should  be 
adapted  for  congregational  purposes ;  and  it  is 
instructiveto  note  his  endeavours  to  connect  a  wide 

nave  with  a  narrow  choir — not  alway.s  successfully, 
as  at  Bournemouth,  where  ho  canted  the  eastern- 

most bays  of  the  nave  inwards,  causing  a  pinched 
effect  just  where  an  open  and  spacious  area 
seems  to  be  demanded.  His  works,  whether 
ecclesiastical,  jiublic,  or  private,  were  always 
interesting  from  the  vigorous  personality  im- 

pressed upon  them,  and  this  was  always  apparent 
in  bis  early  works,  as  in  the  church  at  (iarden- 

street,  Westminster,  in  the  later  and  much  more' 
refined  one  at  \'a8sall-road,  Kennington,  in  the house  he  erected  for  himself  at  Holmbury  St. 
Mary,  the  mansion  in  Cadogan-square,  and  in 
the  Law  Courts,  which  was  the  last  great  effort 
of  his  life.  These  Law  Courts  unfortunately  seem 
to  have  given 

THE    DEATn-IlI.OW   TO    OOTnlC. 

It  was  not  the  fault  of  the  architect  so  much  aa 
that  of  the  building  committee,  who  seem  to  have 
been  determined  to  have  a  large  central  hall. 
Accordingly  designs  without  this  feature  were 
discarded,  notwithstanding  that  this  waste  of 
space,  useless  also  as  a  foyer  to  the  courts,  de- 

prived the  building— to  which  an  insufficient  site 
had  been  appropriated— of  the  last  chance  of 
obtaining  light  and  air  to  the  corridors.  The 
plan  of  this  building  may  not  be  all  that  could  be 
de>ired,  but  that  is  hardly  the  fault  of  the  style 
of  architecture,  though  from  this  fact  it  has  been 
argued  that  Gothic  is  tmsuited  to  modem  re- 

quirements. Of  the  other  notable  figures  in  this 
reWval  of  Mediaeval  architecture  I  will  only 
mention  one.  All  were  working  for  the  same  end, 
though  often  on  slightly  different  lines  and  with 
varied  success  as  to  the  quality  of  their  work.  In 
referring  to  the  late  Mr.  Pearson,  I  wiU  only 
mention  his  last  and  his  best  and  most  beautiful 

work — namely,  Truro  Cathedral,  and  simply  to 
point  out  what  was  certainly  one  of  the  failings 
in  the  methods  of  the  Gothic  revival.  Truro  is  a 
modem  cathedral  intended  to  serve  modem  needs, 
but  it  appears  to  have  been  designed  with  a  view 
to  reproducing  a  Mediaeval  church,  whose  plan 
Wis  originated  to  meet  requirements  of  other 
ages — entirely  different  from  those  of  to-day. 
There  can  be  no  doubt  that  for  congregational 
purposes  in  these  days,  and  for  worship  in  which 
all  can  join,  a  central  tower  on  piers  blocking  up 
the  best  part  of  the  internal  area  is  a  sad  mistake, 
and  inexcusable  unless  a  particular  object  of  our 
church  building  is  to  erect  in  plan  and  detail 
Bledifeval  structures  that  in  future  ages  may 
deceive  the  inquiring  arch.iologist.  This  was 
not  the  spirit  of  the  men  of  the  Italian  Kenais- 
eance.  But  it  is  useless  to  attempt  to  specify  the 
characteristics  or  buildings  of  each  of  the  notable 
men  of  this  Gothic  revival  period  :  their  best 
works  are  known  to  us  all.  However  adversely 
faddism  or  conceit  may  criticise  many  of  them, 
it  cannot  but  be  felt  that  they  greatly  redoimd  to 
the  credit  of  the  architects  of  this  period,  and 
also  add  the  greatest  interest  to  the  history  of  the 
architecture  of  the  century.  Since  the  seventies 
hot  enthusiasm  for  a  resuscitation  of  any  definite 
style  of  tJothic  seems  to  have  smouldered  and 
died,  and  to  have  been  succeeded  by 

A    I'ERIOD   OF    FLIRTATION    WITH    AtL    STYLES 

of  architecture.  Byzantine,  Moorish,  Koman- 
esque,  ijueen  Anne,  l>utch,  French  Renaissance, 
and  even  Egyptian  have  each  had  their  admirers. 
The  plain  and  severe,  the  rococo  and  ugly,  the 
picturesque  and  grotesque  have  all  been  tried — 
all  being  the  result  of  the  study  or  copyism  of 
debased  deductions  from  those  original  styles 
which  inspired  the  greater  Classic  and  Gothic 
architects  of  the  second  and  third  quarters  of  this 
century. 

TBE  3TVDY   OF  THE  I'lKEST   EXAMPLES 

of  art  or  architecture  must  be  the  best  tuition ; 

if  we  endeavour  to  emulate  the  debased,  our  work 
will  be  on  a  still  lower  grade  : — "  Noble  bouIb 

Rtul  And  the  base  ia  hurtful,  and  the  good 
Is  full  of  glory." 

I  have  heard  of  an  architect  saying  he  adored  I 
drawing  a  piece  of  impure  detail,  and  another  | 
that  he  delighted  in  designing  something  that 
would  give  a  shock,  and  their  works  proved  the 
truth  of  their  remarks.  Such  sentiments,  how- 

ever, can  arise  only  from  an  ill-regulated  fancy 
or  from  a  vulgar  desire  to  attract  attention,  and 
cannot  lead  to  great  results.  The  overloading 
of  detail  and  ornamentition  is  again  another 
phase  of  a  similar  feeling.  Many  of  the  so- 
called  adornments  of  modem  buildings  are  not 
only  not  indispensable,  but  positively  detrimental 
to  the  dignity  of  architecture.  Nevertheless, 
these  later  years  have  been  marked  by  a  keen 
study  and  most  enthusiastic  interest  in,  and 
desire  for,  the  good  and  beautiful  in  architec- 

ture, with  an  earnest  attention  and  effort  to 
discover  the  right  adaptation  of  known  (and 
sometimes  unknown)  architectural  forms  to  the 
manifold  and  complicated  requirements  of  the 
time. 

THE    COMING    STVLE. 

In  looking  back,  then,  generally  at  the  archi- 
tectural work  of  this  century,  what  evidence  is 

there  of  there  having  been,  or  being,  any  re- 
vival of  architecture  in  any  way  similar  to 

those  of  past  periods  r  Sir  (Jilbert  Scott  once 
said  in  these  rooms,  in  reference  to  the  earnest 
enthusiasm  of  the  middle  of  the  century  for  a 
resuscitation  of  our  English  (tothic  architecture, 
that  no  parallel  to  it  had  occurred  since  the 
Italian  Renaissance,  and  I  believe  he  was  right ; 
and  further,  I  believe  that  we  are  at  the  pre- 

sent moment  in  course  of  an  evolution  in  art 
that  may  in  time  result  in  a  uniform  national 
style.  And  for  the  following  reasons  :  During 
this  century  there  seemed  to  have  been  three 
fairly  distinctive  periods.  In  the  first  the  Classic 
style  was  zealously  cultivated ;  in  the  second 
the  resuscitation  of  Gothic  was  passionately 
preached ;  in  the  third,  no  one  style  has  pre- 

dominated, but  there  has  been  a  restless  search- 
ing and  craving  for  something  that  shall  satisfy 

the  conditions  and  requirements  of  modem  life. 
In  the  first  period,  though  Classic  teaching  led 
to  the  study  of,  and  desire  for,  a  revival  of 
the  antique,  it  was  differentiated  from  the 
movement  in  Italy  of  the  15th  century  by 
so  many  of  our  architects  subordinating  modem 
requirements  to  a  clothing  of  ancient  examples 
reproduced  for  the  purpose  rather  than  designing 
in  ancient  methods  with  an  individualistic  treat- 

ment suitable  to  the  occasion.  This  arrested  true 

progress.  It  therefore  failed  in  altogether  im- 
pressing the  nation  with  its  suitability  for  English 

19th-century  architecture.  Nevertheless,  there 
was  in  the  movement  a  zeal  for  stately  and  noble 
work,  and  it  was  this  desire  which  caused  the 
founding  of  the  IJoyal  Institute  of  British  Archi- 

tects as  one  means  for  the  attainment  of  the  end. 
The  second  period,  with  its  thirst  for  knowledge 
and  culture  and  facilities  for  education,  certainly 
evinced  a  similar  feeling  to  that  which  found 
expression  in  the  Humanists  of  the  1 1th  century 
in  their  insistence  on  scholarship  and  culture 
being  necessary  for  the  elevation  of  mankind.  In 
their  case  it  was  apart  from,  rather  than  in  con- 

junction with,  theological  teaching,  while  in  this 
century,  notwithstanding  the  broad  views  and 
freethinking  tendencies  of  the  age,  it  has  been 
side  by  side  with  a  distinctive  religious  awaken- 

ing, which  started  and  then  kept  alive  the  interest 
and  desire  for  a  revival  of  Mediaeval  art,  under 
the  plea  that  it  alone  was  Christian.  This  mid- 
century  Ciothic  movement  began  with  eccle- 

siastical architecture,  and  extended  itself  to  civil 
work  also.  But  it  failed  as  did  the  Classic 
movement  in  establishing  itself  as  a  recognised 
national  method  or  style,  and  for  somewhat 
similu:  reasons.  A  slavish  copyism  was  engen- 1 
dered  by  reason  of  the  scorn  cast  by  the  purists  on  I 
detail  inexact  in  its  reproduction.  To  tiissihool  j 
it  seemed  of  more  importance  that  every  pirtion 
and  detail  of  a  modem  Gothic  building  should  [ 

have  its  precedent  in  the  5Iiddle  .\ges  than  th'it,  | 
as  a  building,  it  should  exactly  meet  modern 
needs.  This  arrested  individualism  and  thought-  1 
ful  adaptation  of  the  Medi.Lval  methods  to  our 
complicated  modem  wants.  It  was  exactly  (with 
some  exceptions)  the  reverse  of  the  principle 
which  actuated  the  sculptor-architects  of  the 
Italian  Renaissance.  They  adopted  nntiqiio 
methods  and  details,  and  with  origmal  ingenuity 

I  pressed  them   into  subserving    their  plans,  not 

permitting  them  to  dominate  the  recjuirements  of 
the  time.  Nevertheless,  there  was  in  this  Gothic 
movement  the  eWdence  of  life  and  a  distinctive 
and  ardent  striving  after  more  architecturtJ 
light  and  a  national  general  style. 

ENGLAKD   OWES    MICH 

to  the  men  who  led  our  Classic  and  Gothic  schools,^ 
and  one  can  but  feel  that  Fergusson's  severe 
criticisms  on  their  works  are  harsh  and  unjust. 
From  his  remarks  it  might  be  supposed  that  they 
used  no  brain  power  whatever,  but  simply  copied, 
nor  cared  to  do  more  than  copy.  He  argues  as  if 
it  were  to  be  expected  that  a  perfect  style  suitable 
to  all  our  complex  modern  life  could  have  been 
attained  at  one  jump.  We  know  that  long 
periods,  centuries  even,  are  required  for  such  an, 
evolution.  He  seems  to  have  thought  that  their 
first  efforts  should  have  reached  the  highest 
levels.  A  more  reasonable  view  is  that  the 
copyism  he  denounces  was  but  the  first  step  in  a 
legitimate  process  of  development.  Both  by  the 
Classic  ani  Gothic  purists  of  this  country  that 
step  was  honestly  taken.  In  this  the  third  dis- 

tinctive period  of  the  century  we  see  architects 
abandoning  purism,  and  betaking  themselves  to 
an  eclectic  treatment  of  the  two  great  branches  c  i 
style.  May  we  not  hope  that  along  this  line  a 
national  architecture  may  eventually  be  reached, 
at  once  good  in  an  artistic  sense,  and  flexible  and 
useful  from  a  practical  point  of  viewr  An 
analogous  phase  was  gone  through  in  the  Early 
Renaissance.  Should  this  happen.  I  venture  to 
think  it  will  be  found  that  the  R.I.B.A.  has  con- 

tributed to  it  in  no  small  degree.  For  the 
leaders  of  the  movements  indicated  were 
members  of  our  body,  and  we  may  justly 

congratulate  ourselves  on  the  steps'  we  are taking  to  foster  emulation  of  such  excellent 

examples,  for  the  careful  and  wide  study  of  the- 
rising  generation  of  architects  is  fostered  by  it, 
and  their  keen  interest  is  proved  by  the  splendid 
results  shown  in  this  work  produced  under  the 
incentives  offered  by  this  Institute  in  the  pre- 

sentation of  medals,  prizes,  and  travelling 
studentships  for  design,  draughtsmanship,  and 
for  architectural  research.  Personally,  I  have  a 
strong  conviction  that  the  evolution  of  a  sound 
architectural  style  must  be  accompanied  by  a 
development  of 

THE    XEGLECTED   ART  OP   ABCHITBCTCKAL 
SCILPTIBB. 

At  all  the  best  periods  of  architectural  develop- 
ment, the  sculptured  adornments  of  the  buildings 

(except  where  religion  forbade,  as  asiongst  the 
Mohammedans)  told  their  history.  Have  we,  with 
our  enormous  Empire,  nothing  to  record  !  Or  is 
it  owing  to  inability,  indifference,  or  parsimony, 
that  our  life  and  history  find  no  place  in  our 
architecture ':  Gr  does  the  crushing  weight  of 
the  utilitarian  element  overwhelm  artistic  effort  1- 
Our  Houses  of  Parliament  have  some  forty  or 

fifty  statues  of  kings,  i:c. ;  the  sculptured  sub- 
jects suggested  in  Scott's  Foreign  Office  design 

and  Street's  Law  Courts  were  pruned  away  by 
the  Government.  Our  huge  railway  stations  and 
commercial  and  domestic  buildings  show  nothing 
but  meaningless  ornament.  Will  our  new  Public 
Offices  illustrate  in  any  way  the  growth  of  her 

Imperial  Majesty's  dominions  r  Or  is  the  country 
too  poor  or  indifferent  to  give  our  sculptors  such  a 
chance  r  Is  it  not  impolitic  of  a  Government  in 
these  discontented  days  to  discourage  the  develop- 

ment of  a  craft  the  highest  in  art,  which  elevates 
public  spirit,  gives  employment  to  a  large  class  of 
the  most  intelligent  workers,  and  at  the  same 
time  raises  the  standard  of  architecture,  and 

enhances  the  glorj'  of  a  country  ':  Frankfort  has 
lately  started  a  fund,  the  income  from  which  is  to 
be  spent  in  the  adornment  of  the  town  with 
sculpture.  This  shows  the  increasing  feeling 
there  is  in  the  cultivated  world  for  such  a  step. 

^^"hy  cannot  we  do  likewiser  However,  sculpture is  a  detail  of  refinement  and  adorment,  and,  if 
architects  would  sugfrest  it  properly  and  wisely, 

it  might  possibly  more  often  find  place  in  our 
buildings.  But  aid  from  sources  external  to 
architects  is  needed  in  other  ways  if  a  national 
architecture  is  ever  to  be  arrived  at. 

I  WAXTKn,  AN    .VDILE. 

I      London  seems    practically  in  process  of  re- 
building   in    its    main    centres,    and    constant 

enlargement    is    taking    place  in  the  suburbs. 
I  Surely  steps  should  be  taken  to  prevent  our  new 
'  streets  being  eyesores  instead  of  improvements, 
\  tind  to  avoid  the  repetition  of  such  a  medley  of 
incongruities  and  commonplaces  as  may  be  found 
in  Shaftesbury-avenue  and  Charing  Cross-road. 
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Architectural  opportunities  in  these  streets  weie 
afforded  which,  under  proper  control,  might  have 
had  a  magniiicent  result.  Surely  there  should 
be  some  controlling  power  to  settle  the  general 
lines,  heights,  and  materials  of  buildings  and 
style  of  design.  That  the  London  County 
Council  has  something  to  say  as  to  construction 
and  heights  is  true,  but  their  purely  practical 
conditions  being  complied  with,  anyone  can  build 
according  as  his  own  sweet  will,  taste,  or  ignor- 

ance may  prompt.  This  cannot  bo  the  right 
method  in  a  great  empire  for  tho  fostering  of  a 
national  art  like  architecture.  Kvory  man  who 
builds  in  a  public  street  has  a  duty  to  the  p\iblic 
to  perform,  ilis  building  should  not  endanger 
the  safety  of  the  public,  but  neither  should  it  be  a 

shock  to  their  sensibilities.  I'roper  control 
should  render  it  impossible  for  us  to  see  such  a 

thing  as  I  noticed  the  other  day— a  dull  red  brick 
Renaissance  house  on  one  side  of  a  bright  glazed 
teapot  ware  pseudo-Gothic  building,  and  a  stone 
nondescript  erection  on  the  other — all  of  different 
heights,  horizontality,  and  materials,  while  close 
by  was  another  h>ige  stone  facade  with  heavy 
projecting  columns  and  pediments,  constructed 
surface  ornament,  standing  apparently  on  nothing 
but  sheets  of  plate-glafs.  Can  anything  be 

worse  'r  Notwithstanding  tho  modern  shopman's 
requirements,  architects  should  resolutely  set 
their  faces  against  such  hideous  uglinesses. 
In  indifferent  matters  each  man  should  have 

liberty  of  taste,  if  the  indulgence  thereof 
injures  neither  himself  nor  others.  Individualism 
is  needed  in  art ;  but  if  the  imagination  or  indi- 

viduality be  only  a  mark  of  undisciplined  self  and 
an  offence  to  art,  it  is  positively  injurious  in  its 
demoralisation  of  public  taste,  and  should  be 
restrained.  Were  there  a  ministry  of  line  arts, 
with  a  committee  of  control  under  a  chief  whose 

qualifications  were  not  only  political,  surely 
something  might  be  done.  The  committee  who 

were  responsible  for  the  Chicago  lOxhibition — a 
work  which  was  magnificent  in  its  effect,  as  all 

who  saw  it  were  agreed — was  composed  of  archi- 
tects and  sculptors,  who  were  charged  with  the 

erection  and  adornment  of  the  numerous  palaces. 
This  committee  settled  the  general  stylo  of  build- 

ings to  be  erected,  the  heights  of  cornices,  floors, 
&;.;.,  and  each  design  was  submitted  to  the  criti- 

cism of  the  whole  committee,  who  passed  it,  or 
suggested  improvements,  which  the  architect  was 
forced  to  consider.  The  result  was  grand  and 
stately,  such  as  those  who  did  not  see  it  can 
hardly  realise.  The  Ministry  of  Fine  Arts  in 
Paris  has  such  a  con  trolling  voice  in  all  matters  of 
public  works,  in  laying  out  of  the  streets  or 
boulevards,  in  the  erection  of  public  monuments, 
and  even  in  their  bridges.  In  France  it  is 
entirely  out  of  the  power  of  anyone  to  erect  un- 

sightly edifices  in  prominent  positions  to  the 
annoyance  of  thj  artistic  sense  of  the  nation. 

M;>UK    LKISl-RE    .WB    SOLITiriE    FOR    .VUCniTECT.S. 

There  is  another  thing  that  also  affects  our  archi- 
tectural design.  We  are  always,  in  these  days 

of  greedy  competition,  in  too  great  a  hurry  and 
rush.  Art  is  long,  and  sufficient  time  for  thought 
and  quiet  for  solitary  refiection  is  not  afforded 
the  busy  architects  of  the  day  to  properly  solve 
the  problems  set  before  them.  Designs  for  half 

a  million's  worth  of  building  have  to  bo  pre- 
pared, submitted,  and  passed  probably  in,  say, 

three  months,  and  then  the  unfortunate  architect 

is  told  that  his  designs  are  not  equal  to  those  of 

past  ages,  lliilph  Waldo  Emerson  says:  "We 
do  not  get  enough  of  solitude,  with  the  result 
that  our  minds  are  in  danger  of  being  vulgarised 
and  of  being  unable  to  see  things  in  their  proper 

proportion."  This  is  exactly  what  frequently 
happens  to  the  architect  of  to-day  :  he  Joes  not 
get  enough  quiet  for  meditation.  Let  us  hope 
that  next  century  our  architects,  with  their  in- 

creasing wisdom  which  will  enforce  periods  of 
rest  for  reflection  and  mental  recuperation,  and 
with  higher  cultivation  which  will  improve  taste, 
and  under  wiser  auspices  which,  with  an  imperial 
spirit,  will  exercise  an  enlightened  control,  may 
develop  a  true  style,  sufficient  for  modern  re- 

quirements and  satisfying  to  a;stheticism.  As 
this  goal  cannot  be  reached  by  architects  working 
on  different  methods  and  lines,  and  competing  to 
outdo  each  other  by  differences  or  eccentricities 
of  style,  let  us  hope  that  we  may,  in  a  glorious 
enthusi.asm  for  our  art,  be  led  to  sink  personal 
predilections  in  combined  efforts  to  seek  the  true 
artistic  adaptation  of  our  architecture  to  modem 

needs,  and  that  such  eilorts  may  in  time  eluci- 
date a  style  suited  to  the  iOth  century,  which, 

while  allowing  of  individualism  in  the  treatment 

of  details,  may  have  a  general  harmony,  and  at 
last  eventuate  in  a  distinctive  national  architec- 

ture, stately,  dignified,  and  picturescjue ;  an 
architecture  that  may  enhance  the  glory  of  this 
great  empire,  and  be  a  proof  that  tho  Hritish 
nation  is  neither  sordid  nor  penurious,  but  in  its 
highest  state  of  civilisation  may  become  capable 
of  emulating  the  best  art  history  of  past  ages. 

Jlr.  J.  5I.\rVic.\ii  ANiiEitsiiN-,  past- President, 
proposed  a  vote  of  thanks  to  the  President  for  his 
admirable  and  thoughtful  address.  They  had 
heard  a  masterly  review  of  the  architecture  of 
the  past  century,  full  of  research,  broad  in  its 
scope,  and  entirely  free  from  illiberal  and 
sceptical  opinion.  lie  ventured  to  suggest  that 
when  calling  attention  to  the  increasing  propor- 

tion of  provincial  members  of  the  Institute  the 
President  might  have  gone  further  and  referred 
to  the  growth  of  colonial  representation  on  the 
roll,  which  now  numbered  78  architects  practising 
in  our  colonies  and  dependencies.  I  Ine  other 
omission  was  that  of  allusion  to  the  financial 

status  of  the  Institute.  When  the  speaker  had 
tho  honour  of  occupying  that  chair  its  position 
in  this  respect  was  not  altogether  satisfactory, 
but  during  the  last  few  years  had  been  much 
more  encouraging.  In  1S96  there  was  a  balance 
to  the  good  of  £o7I,  in  1897  of  £1,11G,  and  last 
year  this  surplus  had  risen  to  £I,J11.  lie  would 

press  upon  the  Council  the  desirability  of  con- 
tinuing to  live  within  their  income,  so  as  to 

accumulate  funds,  say  £1.5,000  or  £20,000,  for 
providing  a  more  worthy  home  for  the  Institute. 
If  they  glanced  forward  they  would  see  no  reason 
to  anticipate  a  check  in  the  present  marvellous 
growth  and  extension  of  the  suburbs,  and  if  that 
continued  the  central  thoroughfares  would 
urgently  demand  reconstruction  on  wider  lines, 
affording  much  employment  for  the  architect  of 
the  future.  He  hoped  ere  long  the  period  of 
llirtation  with  various  styles  to  which  the 
President  had  alluded  would  cease,  and  th^t, 
wedded  to  the  staid  Classic,  the  stern  Gothic,  or 
some  chaste,  purist  style,  architecture  would 
settle  down  and  produce  a  worthy  progeny,  thus 
realising  the  ideals  of  the  President.  .\s  to  the 
suggested  Minister  of  Fine  Arte,  he  had  no  faith 
in  anyone,  however  distinguished,  appointed  tem- 

porarily for  political  reasons,  but  should  have 
great  hopes  for  the  usefulness  of  a  permanent  and 
independent  official. 

The  motion  was  seconded  by  Mr.  .Josf.i-m 
Smith,  President  of  t'ne  Sheffield  Society  of 
Architects  and  Surveyors,  who  observed  that  he 

could  not  agree  with  t'ne  President  in  anticipating 
that  a  national  style  could  be  produced  by  any 
definite  effort  to  evolve  it ;  if  it  came  at  all,  it 

would  only  result  from  simply  trying  to  solve  the 
practical  problems  of  the  day  in  the  most  artistic 
manner. 

Mr.  F.  C.  Peskose,  F.R.S.,  past-President, 
supported  the  vote  of  thanks,  which  was  jussed 
by  acclamation  and  briefly  acknowledged  by  the 
PitEsiiiEXT,  who  explained  that  he  did  not  look 
forward  to  any  immediate  evolution  of  a  new 
style  but  as  the  result  of  some  definite  effort :  all 
his  remarks  had  tended  to  suggest  that  the 
national  style,  if  they  ever  had  one,  would  require 
a  lengthened  space  of  time  to  develop,  and  pos- 

sibly another  century  might  elapse  before  its 

appearance. 

of  Maidstone  ireprssenting  the  Dean  and  Chapter 
of  Canterbury), Canon  Duckworth,  Canonllervey, 
Canon  and  Miss  Koutledge,  Mrs.  George  lUom- 
field.  Miss  Blomfield,  Mr.  William  lOincrson 
(Pre8identR.I.15.A.),Prof.  GeorgeAitchison,  U.A  . 
(ex-President),  Mr.  Alexander  Graham  {hon. 
secretary),  Mr.  W.  J.  Locke  (secretary),  Mr.  C. 
Lock  I'liistlake  (a  former  secretary),  and  Messrs. 
Aston  Webb,  A.U.A.,  E.  W.  Mountford  and 
lieresford  Pite  (members  of  Council),  Mr.  G.  II. 

Fellowes  Prynne  (President  Architectural  Asso- 
ciation), Mr.  H.  Phenc  Spiers,  Jlr.  Frank  L. 

Pearson,  Mr.  George  U.  Birch,  Mr.  Ernest 
Croft,  K.A.,  Mr.  Frank  Dicksee,  K..V., 
Mr.  Kenneth  (Jraham  (secretary  of  tho  K..\.), 
Jlr.  \V.  W.  Ouless,  K  A.,  Mr.  A.  Parsons, 
A.R  .v.,  Mr.  Kenneth  Graham  (secretary  of  the 
Bank  of  England),  Mr.  S.  Flamank  (secretary  of 

the  Corporation  of  the  Church-house),  Mr,  A.  W. 
Pinero,  Mr.  .Tohn  Richmond,  Miss  Richmond, 
Captain  Malton.JIrs.  Marcus  Stone,  Mr.  J.T.  Lee, 

Dr.  llolman.  Dr.  (Jgle,  Jlr.  D.  Irvine  'secretary 
of  the  Arts  Club),  Mr.  R.  Barrett,  the  Rev.  K. 
and  Mrs.  Lascellcs,  Mr.  E.  H.  Martineau,  Mr. 

Royds.  Mr.  John  Leighton,  Mr.  G.  E.  Monckton, 
Mr.  Thomas  Peard,  of  the  firm  of  Hart,  Son, 

Peard,  and  Co.,  Mr.  Gandy,  the  well-known 
quantity  surveyor,  and  others.  The  service  was 
conducted  by  the  Archdeacon  of  London,  assisted 
by  the  Rev.  R.  Dixon  Box.  In  the  course  of  an 
address.  Archdeacon  Sinclair  said  that  Sir  .Arthur 
Blomfield  stood  with  Ruskin,  Pugin,  Birry, 

Scott,  Street,  and  Pearson  in  restoring  Poin'od 
or  Gothic  architecture  as  a  science,  with  prin- 

ciples and  laws  of  its  own,  instead  of  being,  as  it 
had  been  mainly  in  the  hands  of  previous 
revivers,  an  imperfectly  understood  medley  o£ 
beautiful  details  merely  to  be  reproduced  in  ill- 
adapted  imitation  without  system  or  proportion, 
llij  beautiful  style  was  that  thoroughly  English 
one  which  prevailed  from  Edward  III.  to 
Elizabeth,  though,  as  was  shown  by  the  Cdurch 
of  St.  Barnabas,  at  Oxford,  he  could  adapt  him- 

self to  any  style  that  was  chosen.  Probably  no 
architect  had  built  or  restored  so  many  churches, 
and  there  were  few  counties  where  he  had  not 
left  evidences  of  his  taste  and  skill.  Hundreds 
of  beautiful  churches  all  over  the  country  pro- 

claimed at  once,  by  the  purity  of  their  style,  their 
admirable  proportions,  and  their  adaptation  t  > 
their  needs,  that  they  were  the  work  of  Blomfield. 
The  members  of  his  family  who  were  mourning 
his  loss  would  at  any  rate  have  the  consolation  of 
knowing  that  their  sorrow  was  shared  by  all  who 
knew  Arthui  Blomfield.  As  the  congregation 

dispersed  the  organist  played  "The  Diad  Jl.irch" in  Saul. 

THE  LA.TE   SIR    ARTHUR    BLOMFIELD. 

THE  funeral  of  the  late  Sir  A.  W.  Blomfield 

took  place  at  noon  on  Friday  in  the  church- 
yard of  Broadw,ay,  near  Eversham,  where  the 

deceased  had  a  county  residence.  The  Rev.  II. 

Russell  Wakefield,  rectorof  St.  Mary's,  Bryanston- 
square,  officiated,  assisted  by  tho  rector  of  the 
parish.  The  family  mourners  included  Lady 

Blomfield,  the  Misses'  Blomfield  threel,  Mr.  C.  .1. Blomfield,  Mr.  A.  C.  Blomfield,  Mrs.  Gumey, 

-Mr.  Reginald  Blomfield,  Mr.  Frederick  Blom- 
field, and  Captain  East,  and  there  was  a  large 

gathering  of  the  clergy  and  l.iity  of  the  neigh- 
bourhood. A  large  number  of  crosses  and  wreaths 

were  placed  on  the  grave,  among  the  donors  being 
Lady  Lucas,  Mrs.  Sopwith,  Mr.  Alfred  Gilbert, 
R.A.,  Mr.  AHred  Parsons,  A.R  A  ,Mr.T.  D.ivey, 
Captain  Dicken,  the  Royal  Academy,  the  Royal 
Institute  of  British  -Vichitects,  and  many  well- 
known  Churchmen,  clerical  and  lay. 

A  memorial  service  was  simultaneously  held  at 

St.  M.ary's  Church,  Bryanston-equare,  W. 
Among  the  numerous  congteg.ation  there 
assembled  were  Sir  John  Taylor,  K.C.B.,  late  of 

H.  M.  Board  of  Works,  Sir"  William  Robinson. Sir  James  and  Mr.  Henry  Blvth,  the  Archdeacon 

The  Exeter  Cmvalescent  Home  at  Ockeudtn 
Villa,  Waldon  Hill,  Torquay,  was  reopened  on 
Friday  after  extensive  renovaition  and  alterations. 
The  woik<  have  bean  carried  out  under  the  super- 

vision of  Mr.  E  G.  Warren,  M.S.A.,  architect,  of 
Exeter,  Mr.  K.  F.  Yeo,  of  Torquay,  being  re- 
fiponaible  for  the  structural  portion,  and  >[e89r8. 
Downe  and  Baker,  of  Eieter,  for  the  sanitary 

improvements. The  Bisbop  of  Beverley  dedicated  last  week  a 
vestry  which  has  been  erected  adjoining  the  south 
side  of  tho  chancel  of  St.  Olave's  Church,  York. 
The  structure  is  in  Late  Dacorated  style,  and  is 
built  of  Tadcaster  stone  with  traceried  windows, 
open  timber  roof,  covered  with  lead,  leaded 
glazing,  and  metal  caeements.  The  floors  are  laid 
with  solid  wood  blocks  and  the  walls  coloured. 

Tho  cost  of  the  vestry  is  about  £1.')0,  exclusive  of fumishinp.  The  architects  were  Messrs.  Djmaina 
and  Brierley,  of  York. 

Work  on  the  Turtipur  Bridge  over  the  Gogra 
River  on  the  Bombay  and  North  Western  of  India 
Kill  way  is  now  making  good  progress.  The  site  is 
200  miles  lower  down  the  river  than  the  E'gin 
Bridge,  and  the  Turtipur  Bridge  will  consist  of 
eighteen  spans  each  of  21 1ft.  Gin.  centre  to  centre  of 
piers.  At  present  there  is  some  question  with 
Gavemmint  as  to  whether  the  intended  height  o( 

girders  alwva  flood  level  (I'Jft.)  should  not  be 
increased.  The  pneamatic  plant  for  well-sinking 
has  arrived. 

The  new  board  school  at  Parson's  Grren.  the 
plans  of  which  have  been  passed  by  the  Kiin- 
burgh  Daan  of  Guild  C-urt,  will  be  a  three-storied 
building.  The  infant  department  will  occupy  the 

ground  floor,  and  the  jovenUe  derirtment  the  other 
two  fl»rs.  A  workshop  on  a  bwement  floor. 
There  will  be  a  central  hall  with  gallciie",  which 
the  clafsrooras  on  the  upper  rijor  enter.  Tne  style 
adopted  is  an  adaptation  of  the  Old  Scottish  stjl'. 
The  school,  which  will  be  heated  tbrooghout  nith 
hot-water  pipes,  will  accommodate  1,40<)  children. 
The  building  will  coat  about  £20,000. 
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JIAUOQA.XY   CABINET  FliOM  THE  BIR- 
MINGHAM  GUILD   OF  HANDICRAFT. 

THERE  is  not  much  to  say  about  this  useful 
and  artistically  contrived  piece  of  furniture, 

of  which  Jlr.  A.  S.  Dixon,  architect,  is  the 

designtr.  The  sketches  herewith  given  show  it 
in  )i8e  and  when  closed.  It  has  been  excellently 
made  in  choice  mahogany  by  the  Birmingham 

Guild  of  Handiciai't,  of  whose  premises  we  gave 
a  view  and  plan  in  the  Bi  iliuno  Ne\v>  for 
Nov.  3,  1899. 
  1-^   

The  Blackburn  Town  Council  have  approved  a 
proposal  of  the  Ecaveoging  committee  tbat  the 
erection  of  new  refuse  destructors  at  Greenbank 
and  WeDBlcy  Fold  be  at  once  proceeded  with,  and 
that  .1:22,000  be  raised  on  loan  for  the  purchase  of 
land  and  the  coat  of  building. 

With  the  exception  of  the  bridges  and  ballasting, 
the  excavation  for  the  new  loop-line  at  Wetherby, 
which  will  connect  Leeds  and  Wetberby  with 
Harrogate  and  the  North,  has  been  finished.  The 
woik  has  been  in  band  for  seventeen  months,  and 
has  entailed  tbe  lemcval  of  almost  half  a  mile  of 
solid  lock  at  a  great  depth.  The  bridge  over  the 
river  at  CoUingham  has  alao  been  finished.  A 
commencement  bas  been  made  of  the  excavation 
for  the  platform  at  the  north  side  of  Wetherby 
new  station,  but  before  the  new  station  is  erected 
Mr.  H.  M.  Xowell,  of  Leeds,  the  contractor,  has  to 
remove  part  of  the  field  which  was  used  as  a 
carriage -stand  on  the  old  Wetherby  Kjcecourse. 
There  is  still  some  of  the  Leeds  and  Wetherby  line 
doubling  to  fiuish,  near  to  Crossgates  and  Birdsey 
stations. 

A  pulpit  has  just  been  set  up  in  Sherborne  Abbey 
as  a  memorial  to  the  late  wife  of  the  vicar.  The 
pulpit  is  executed  in  oak,  with  a  marble  and 
alabaster  base,  from  the  design  of  Mr.  B.  Ingelow, 
architect  to  the  abbey.  It  is  nearly  octagonal  in 
form.  The  panels  are  enriched  with  carvings  and 
tracery.  At  each  of  the  angles  are  eight  figures, 
representing  the  Four  Kvangelists,  and  two  each 
from  the  Old  and  New  Testaments  carved  in  oak. 
This  memorial  is  from  the  studios  of  Me^srp.  J. 

Forsyth,  of  Finchley-road,  Hampstead,  who  exe- 
cuted the  reredos  and  chanct  I  fittings  at  the  restora- 

tion. 

At  the  parish  church  of  St.  Taul,  Woobum, 
Bucks,  on  Sunday,  the  Archdeacon  of  Biickingham 
dedicated  a  chancel -screen,  which  bas  been  pre- 

sented to  the  church  by  Miss  Kmily  Madelina  l)u 
Pre,  in  memory  of  her  father  and  mother.  The 
screen  is  embellished  with  the  arms  of  Du  Pre  and 
Maxwell,  also  tbe  arms  of  the  dioceses  of  Oxford 
and  Lincoln,  the  Province  of  Canterbury,  and  the 
County  of  Bucks. 

OBITT-ARV. 

'We  regret  to  announce  the  death  of  Sir 
TiiouAS  Nkwkxham  Dkane  on  Wednesday,  in 
Dublin,  at  the  age  of  71.  The  deceased  architect 
was  a  son  of  the  late  Sir  Thomas  Deane,  an 
equally  eminent  architect.  He  was  a  Royal 
Hibernian  Academician,  Curator  of  the  National 
Monuments  of  Ireland,  and  Lecturer  on  Archi- 

tecture to  the  Science  and  Art  1  >epartment  in 
Dublin.  He  was  knighted  in  189P,  on  the  occasion 
of  the  opening  of  the  Science  and  Art  Museum 
and  National  Library  of  Ireland,  of  which  he 
w!i8  the  architect. 

Mr.  TiiiiMAs  James  Fi.otKTo.v,  F.IM.B.A., 
F.S.I.,  head  of  the  firm  of  Flockton,  Gibbs,  and 
Flockton,  the  well-known  architects  and  sur- 

veyors, of  St.  James's-row,  Sheffield,  died  some- 
what suddenly  at  his  country  residence,  Wood- 

leigh,  Worksop,  on  Tuesday  morning.  Mr. 
Flockton  joined  the  Institute  of  Architects  as  a 
Fellow  in  1888,  and  recently  served  a  term  of 
office  on  the  council  as  the  representative  of  the 
Sheffield  Society  of  .Vrchitects  and  Surveyors,  of 

which  body  he  was  p.ist- President  and  Fellow. 

He  had  been  a  Fellow  of  the  Surveyors'  Institu- 
tion since  . I  anuary,  1S80. 

CHIPS. 

The  foundation-stones  of  a  new  Wesleyan  school 
chapel  was  laid  in  Lovett-atreet.  Cleethorpes,  last 
week.  The  building,  which  will  cost  I2,4ii0,  is 
being  erected  from  plana  by  Messrs.  ( lelder  and 
and  Kitchen,  of  Hull ;  Mr.  W.  Ion,  of  Cleethorpes, 
is  the  contractor. 

The  Bishop  of  St.  Aaaph  consecrated,  on  Friday, 
a  new  church  at  Llandudno.  The  edifice  was 
erected  entirely  at  the  cost  of  Lady  Augusta 
Mostyn,  (jloddaetb,  in  memory  of  her  father  and 
mother,  the  late  Earl  and  Counteaa  of  Abergavenny, 
on  a  site  given  by  her  son.  Lord  Mostyn.  Tlie 
architect  was  Mr.  Douglas,  Chester,  and  the  con- 

tractors were  Meesrs.  .S.  Parry  and  Sons,  Llandudno 
Junction.  It  consists  of  nave,  aisle,  chancel,  and 
sacrarium  vestries  on  north  aide,  with  organ  above, 
and  at  the  west  end  a  baptistery  under  the  tower. 

Accommodation  is  provided  for  .">ni)  persons.  All the  windows  are  of  stained  glass,  det-igned  and 
executed  by  Messrs.  Lavers  and  Wcstlako,  of 
Endell-atreet,  W.C  The  peal  of  seven  bells  in  the 
tower  was  cast  by  Messrs.  Taylor,  of  Loughborough. 

The  First  Commissioner  of  Woiks  has  appointed 
Professor  \V.  II.  Corfield,  M.D. ,  of  I  Diversity  Col- 

lege, Consulting  .Sanitary  Adviser  to  Her  Majesty's 
Office  of  Works  for  the  Koyal  Palaces  and  public 
buildings  in  charge  of  the  department. 

The  Church  of  the  Holy  Nativity,  Knowie, 

Bristol,  has  been  further  embellished  by  the  inser- 
tion of  a  two-light  stained-glass  window,  the  gift 

of  the  Men's  Guild  of  the  Holy  Cross,  in  memory 

of  their  departed  '^brethren.  The  position  is  near 
the  side  altar  of  the  church,  the  subject  being  "  The 

Annunciation." The  completion  has  just  been  celebrated  of  » 
fuuicalar  railway  up  to  the  Schatzalp  at  Davos- 
Platz.  It  commences  at  the  rear  of  the  Kurhaus.. 
and  is  about  2,200ft.  long.  The  force  used  to  propel 
the  oars  is  electricity,  which  is  generated  m  the 
valley  near  the  ice  rink  by  dynamos  driven  by  gas- 
engines  (an  English  patent),  the  mixture  of  air  and 
gas  being  exploded  not,  as  is  usual,  by  a  jet  of  gas, 
but  by  an  electric  spark.  This  is  one  of  the  first 
funiculars  in  Switzerland  to  use  electricity  as  a 
motive  power. 

The  present  capacity  of  the  Leeds  gasworks  is 
equal  to  a  production  of  17,2.iO,0(>Oo.ft.  per  day. 
The  maximum  daily  consumption  last  week  was  15 

million  feet.  There  is,  therefore,  a  surplus  pro- 

ducing power  over  last  winter's  maximum  sales  of 

2,2j0,000ft.  per  day,  equal  to  15  per  cent.  The  new- retort  house  to  be  erected  at  the  York-street  Works 
next  year  will  increase  the  power  of  production  bj 

a  quarter  of  a  million  feet  per  day,  and  this 

quantity,  added  to  the  present  surplus,  gives  2J million  feet  per  day. 

Professor  S.  H.  Capper,  of  Montreal,  the  new 

President  of  the  Province  of  (Juebec  Association  of 

Architects,  is  a  graduate  of  the  I'uiversity  of  Edin- burgh. In  1SS7  he  was  admitted  by  examination  a 
student  of  the  School  of  the  Beaux-Arts,  Poris. 

From  ISS7  to  1S91  he  practised  architecture  in  his 

native  city  of  Edinburgh.  In  1891  he  waa  admitted 
an  Associate  Member  of  the  Eoyal  Institute  of 

British  .Architects,  and  shortly  after  became  a  uni- 

versity extension  lecturer  in  connection  with  the 

University  of  Edinburgh.  In  189G  he  was  appointed 

examiner  in  the  faculty  of  Arts  for  the  department 

of  archeology  and  art  history  of  this  university. 

In  the  same  year  he  accepted  the  position  of  Pro- 
fessor of  Architecture  in  McGill  University,  which 

position  he  still  retains. 
One  of  the  ciaual  risks  of  pecuniary  loss  incident 

to  the  building  trade  was  exemplified  by  an  action 

tried  before  Mr.  Justice  ( irantham  in  the  Cjueen  s 

Bench  Division  on  Friday.  A  special  jury  awarded 

Mr  I.ees,  a  commission  agent,  i>2.)ii  damages  for 

personal  injuries  he  had  sustained.  The  defendant 

was  Mr.  Henry  Burke,  a  builder,  of  Newman-street, 

E  C  Plaintiff  was  on  bis  way  to  the  Constitutional 

ciub  on  the  Uth  November  last,  and  in  passing 

the  ( irand  Hotel,  a  rough  file  fell  from  the  wmdow- 
of  an  upper  story,  where  a  workman  named  Pepper, 

in  dofend^t's  employ  was  engaged,  and  struck 

him  on  the  temple  so  severely  that  he  wa?  unable' 

afterwards  to  continue  his  work. 
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56uilMttfl  Jnttllifitnct 
Kkn>al  Rise. — The  foundation-stones  of  a 

new  Wesleyan  church  at  Kensal  Rise  were  laid 

•on  Xov.  2.  The  ch\ircli  is  designed  '  in  the Decorated  style  of  Gothic  architecture,  with 

nave,  transepts,  and  organ  recess;  seating  accom- 
modation is  provided  for  about  75n,  inclusive  of 

galleries  on  three  sides  of  the  church.  The  front 
of  the  church  has  entrance  doorway,  with  gables 
over,  and  a  rich  five-light  tracery  window.  A 
tower  and  spire  are  placed  at  the  north-west 
corner,  rising  to  a  height  of  lOOft.  Three  vestries 
are  provided.  The  architect  is  Jlr.  W.  J. 
Morley,  F.K.I.B.A.,  of  Bradford;  and  the  con- 
traitor  for  the  whole  of  the  works  is  Jlr.  \Vm. 
Ctibson,  of  Exeter. 

METRi>i'.ii.n AX  AsvLiMs  Bo.utM.  —  At  the 
meeting  of  this  board  on  the  9th  ult.,  the  Works 

Committee  were  instructed  to  consider  and  report 
upon  a  letter  from  the  Local  Government  Board, 
in  which  the  managers  were  urged  to  reconsider 

the  board's  proposals  that  two-etory  instead  of 
one-story  buildings  should  be  adopted  at  the 
proposed  Southern  llospital  for  the  accommoda- 

tion of  the  720  ordinary  patients.  The  committee 

presented  on  Monday  a  report,  in  which  they 

stated  that  the  Local  (iovernment  Board's  pro- 
posals would  necessitate  a  reconsideration  of  the 

whole  of  the  administrative  arrangements  and  the 
probable  replanning  of  the  hospitjil,  while  single- 
story  buildings,  as  compared  with  two-story 
structures,  possessed  the  advantage  of  more 
•effectual  supervision  and  admitted  of  greater 
simplicity  of  planning,  and  conse(|uent  economy 
of  structure.  In  these  circumstances  thev  recom- 

mended that  the  Local  tJovernment  Board  be 
informed  that  the  managers  adhered  to  their 
decision  to  adopt  single- story  cottages  for  the  720 
ordinary  patients,  and  to  increase  the  unit  of 
accommodation  in  each  cottage  from  12  to  15. 
This  was  agreed  to. 

Stoke-on-Trent. —  The  new  buildings  and extensions  in  connection  with  the  technical  schools 
and  baths  provided  by  Stoke  Corporation  were 
formally  opened  last  week.  The  site  is  in  I'ark- 
street,  adjoining  the  School  of  Art.  I'art  of  the 
old  baths  was  pulled  down  and  reconstructed. 
The  bath  extension  occupies  the  ground  floor, 
and  has  a  separate  entrance.  It  forms  the  ladies' 
portion  of  the  public  baths,  and  slipper  and 
vapour-baths,  first  and  second-class,  are  jirovided. 
On  the  sub-groimd  floor  of  the  technical  school 
are  the  woodwork  and  pottery  classrooms,  each 
accommodating  20  students..  The  first  floor  is 
occupied  by  the  physical  laboratory  for  20 
students  and  the  science  classroom,  this  being arranged  to  seat  60  students.  On  this  floor  are 

also  ladies'  and  men's  cloak-rooms,  lavatories, On  the  second  floor  is  the  lecture-room  for 

A-
 

chemistry  and  physics,  which  8eat.=  .■)0  students, also  the  chemical  laboratory,  fitted  for  20  students. 
Between  these  two  is  a  preparation- room,  with  a 
demonstration  closet.  Fume  closets,  combustion 
hearths,  and  other  fittings  are  supplied.  On  this 
floor  are  additional  cloak-rooms,  also  store- 

room and  balance-room.  The  general  contractors 
fcr  the  work  were  Jlessrs.  Bennett  Brothers,  of 
Burslem.  The  baths  were  supplied  by  Messrs 
Twyford.  The  architect  is  Mr.  J.  H.  Beckett, 
^•K-J-B  A.,   of    Stoke.     The    outlay    has  been 

SvDExn.\M,  S.E.— For  some  months  past  the 
glass  roof  over  the  centre  transept  of  the  Crvstal 
1  alace,  which  has  stood  for  nearly  half  u  ceiiturv 
has  been  m  process  of  renewal.  The  roof 'is 
probably  the  largest  of  its  kind  in  the  world, having  a  total  glass  area  of  between  11  and  15 
acres.  The  pieces  of  glass  originally  used  for 
the  roof,  when  set  up  in  Uyde  Park  in  is.i  1 ,  were 
»9m.  long  and  lOin.  wide.  The  glass  weighed ICoz.  to  the  square  foot,  except  on  the  crown  of 
the  roof,  where  it  was  21oz.  Putty  and  paint 
were  used  for  fixing  the  glass  and  keepin-  the 
■roof  watertight,  but  when  the  building  was  taken down  nearly  all  the  glass  was  destroved,  so  that in  the  re-erection  of  the  nalace  at  Svdenham  new 
glass  had  to  be  put  in.  "J  his  remained  uctil  the present  year,  but  a  large  number  of  panes  had 
oeen  broken,  mainly  in  conse<iuence  of  expansion, ioi  which  sufhcient  space  had  not  been  Suowed. 
Ihe  original  design  has  been  generaUv  foUowed, but  a  departure  has  been  made  in  details.  The 
centre  transept,  which  has  a  glass  area  of  about two  acres,  is  now  nearing  completion.  The  new pieces  used  measure  51in.  by  ISin.,  instead  of 
^■^in.  bjj  lOin.,  and  the  weight  is  26oz.  to  the 

square  foot.,  with  32oz.  glass  on  the  crown, 
instead  of  16oz.  and  21oz.  In  fixing  the  now 
glass  neither  putty  nor  paint  has  been  used, 
and  none  will  be  required  in  maintaining  it. 
The  glass  rests  upon  inverted  T  iron  framework 
covered  with  lead,  which  has  a  mixture  of  tin, 
and  it  is  fixed  with  a  double  webbing  of  the  same 
— a  process  which  resists  the  effects  vt  all  kinds 
of  weather,  allows  for  expansion,  and  admits  of 
easy  repair  where  necessary.  The  work  has  been 
carried  out  under  contract  by  Jlessrs.  Mellows 

and  (.'o. ,  of  London  and  Sheffield.  The  remainder 
of  the  building  will  now  be  dealt  with,  at  an 
estimated  cost  of  over  £20,000. 

Wki.i.in(;tox  College. — A  special  service  was 
held  at  the  chapel  of  Wellington  College  on 
Sunday  for  the  dedication  of  the  north  aisle  which 
has  been  added  to  the  chapel  as  a  memorial  to  the 

late  -Vrchbishop  of  Canterbury.  Dr.  I'.enson,  the 
first  Master  of  Wellington  College,  occupied  the 

position  of  "  Head  "  from  1S59  to  1.S73.  The  cost 
of  the  additions  has  been  over  £;i,000.  The 
architect  was  the  lateSir  A.  W.  Blomfleld,A.l;.A. 

( Iriginally  the  chapel  followed  in  design  La 
Sainte  ChapeUe,  but  without  the  crypt-  -that  is, 
it  consisted  simply  of  nave  and  apse.  But  fifteen 
years  ago  an  aisle  was  added  on  the  north  side ; 
and  the  building  of  the  Benson  aisle  on  the 
south  side,  therefore,  completes  the  symmetry  of 
the  structure.  Like  all  the  buildings  of  Welling- 

ton I'jllege,  the  chapel  is  of  red  brick,  the  arches 
of  the  nave  and  the  windows  being  in  white 
stone.  The  new  aisle,  like  the  old,  is  lighted  on 
the  south  by  four  stained-glasa  windows,  each  of 
two  lancets,  the  designs  illustrating  in  series  the 
working  of  the  Divine  Spirit  from  Genesis  to  the 
later  days  of  the  Church.  These  windows  are 
those  which  originally  lighted  the  south  wall  of 
the  chapel.  At  the  east  side  the  new  aisle  is 
lighted  by  a  wheel  window,  and  on  the  west  by  a 
window  of  four  lancets.  On  the  exterior  of  the 

west  wall  a  tablet  has  been  inlet,  bearing  in 
relief  the  archiepiscopal  arms,  supported  by  two 
kneeling  figures,  and  in  dependence,  the  arms  of 

Trinity  College,  Cambridge, A\'ellington,  Lincoln, and  Truro.  At  the  south-east  corner  of  the  aisle 

space  has  been  left  by  the  architect  for  a  recum- 
bent figure  of  the  late  Archbishop,  but  before  this 

can  be  erected  more  funds  must  be  subscribed. 

TBADB 

CHIPS. 

Oa  Wednesday  week  the  vicar  of  St.  Birnabas, 
Xew  Brompton,  K'ant,  cut  the  first  sod  preparatory 
to  the  addition  of  a  chancel  and  organ-chamber  to 
that  part  of  the  church  already  erected.  The  work 
is  to  be  carried  out  by  Mr.  W.  C.  Saow,  whose 
tender  of  £2,102  was  the  lowest  sent  in. 

The  Leeds  City  Council  have  resolved  to  make 
application  to  the  Lioal  Government  Board  for 
power  to  borrow  £300,000  for  hospital  purposes, 
mcluding  £21, 2.30  for  the  KUUngbeck  estate. 

A  Pdters  Memorial  Church  is  about  to  be  erected 
at  Stirling  for  the  coDgregition  of  the  Free  Xjrth 
Church.  The  building  is  Late  1.5  ;h  Century  in 
style,  and  will  consist  of  aisled  nave  of  four  bays, 
shallow  transepts,  and  chancel  of  four  bays,  and  a 
western  tower  fiuiehed  with  an  open  crowu  spire. 
The  architect  is  Mr.  J.  J.  Stevenson,  F.S.A.,  of 
London,  whose  design  was  hung  at  the  II  jyal 
Academy  this  summer. 

The  vestry  of  Barmondsey  are  desirous  to  erect 
dwellings  for  their  employe3,  and  have  applied  to 
the  L'lndon  County  Council  for  a  loan  to  acquire 
sites  and  build  houses  thereon,  but  have  received  a 
reply  from  the  Council  stating  that  the  vestry  have 
no  power  to  borrow  for  the  purposes  named,  but 
that  possibly  "the  object  of  the  vestry  might  ba 
attained  by  the  Council  for  the  new  borough  under 
the  London  Government  Act,  1S99,  adopting  part 
III.  of  the  Housing  Act,  and  erecting  homes  there- 

under for  the  workmg  classes,"  Toe  special  com- 
mittee of  the  vestry  directed  that  a  further  letter  be 

addressed  to  the  Council  on  the  subject. 

The  site  chosen  for  the  new  police-station  and 
public  library  for  West  Hunslot,  F.ieds,  is  at  the 
corner  of  Hunslet  Ilill-road  and  Dawsbury-road. 
The  ground,  with  the  buildings  upon  it,  belongs  to 
the  Jltddleton  Kstate  and  Colliery  Compiny,  and 
the  city  council  has  approved  the  purchase  at 
£3.000. 

■The  stained-glass  windows  for  Rochester  Cathedral 
which  have  been  subscribed  for  by  the  masons  of 
Kent  were  recently  placed  in  position  in  the  south- 

west trcmsept.  The  figures  represented  are  Solomon, 
Aholiab,  Bezaleel,  Etholbert,  ( iundulph,  and  Walter 
de  Merton.  There  are  also  shields  in  the  windows 
containing  the  arms  of  the  See  of  Canterbury,  the 
See  of  Rochester,  the  Bishop  of  Rochester,  the  Dain 
of  Rochester,  and  Merton  College.  Oxford.  The 
windows  were  designed  by  Mr.  C.  £.  Kempe. 

PKOFESSIONAL    AND 
SOCIETIES. 

Arcihtectcu.^l  Associatio.v  :  Discussion  Sec- 

tion.— The  second  meeting  of  the  Discussion 
Section  was  held  on  the  3rd  inst.  at  .IC,  Great 
Marlborough-stroet,  W.,  Mr.  W.  B.  llopkins  in 
the  chair.  A  paper  by  BIr.  (ieorge  II.  Smith  was 

road  on  "  Monumental  Brasses."  Commencing 
with  calling  attention  to  the  interest  the  subject 
gives  rise  to,  to  the  architect  or  antiquary,  and 
in  the  study  of  heraldry  and  ecclesiastical  vest- 

ments, Mr.  Smith  stated  that  the  "  brasses  "  were 
made  of  an  alloy  called  "  laten,"  chiefly  made  in 
Cologne,  and  inijiorted  in  plates  to  be  engraved 
by  the  vaiioua  guilds  in  London.  The  earliest 
brass  is  at  Verden,  1231,  to  the  memory  of  a 
German  bishop.  The  earliest  in  this  country  is 
that  of  Sir  .John  Daubernon,  1277,  in  Stoke 

d'Abemon  Church,  .Surrey.  The  rise  of  this 
method  of  memorial  work  through  the  reign  of 
the  Edwards  till  its  decline  under  the  Henries  was 

traced.  The  method  of  taking  a  ' '  rubbing  "  was 
carefully  described,  and  Jlr.  Smith  stated  it  was 
surprising  that  in  England  as  many  as  3,000  to 
4,000  brasses  still  remained,  notwithstanding  the 
stormy  days  of  the  R'jformation  and  the  Great 
Rebellion.  An  interesting  discussion  followed, 

opened  by  Mr.  H.  Eose.  Mr.  Fellowes  Prynne 
and  Mr,  E.  Swinfen  Harris  spoke  in  conclusion 

as  special  visitors,  and  the  meeting  then  ter- minated. 

AROnrn-cTruAL    Association"    of    Ireland. — 
Last  night  a   meeting    of   this  -Association  was 
held    in  the  Grosvenor   Hotel,   Westland-road, 
Dublin,  Mr.  George  P.  Sheridan,  president,  in 
the    chair.      The    following     gentlemen    were 
elected  members:  Jlessrs  .1.  T.  Rea,  .1.  Xorman 

Jlasterson,  W.   H.  Ward,  and  I'.  L.  Dickenson. 
Mr.   T.   E.    Ifudman     delivered    a    lecture    on 

"  Architectural  Practice  200  Years  Ago,"  in  the 
course  of  which  he   dwelt  on  the  fact  that  the 

literature  of  the  time  bearing  on  the  subject  was 
not  very  plentiful,   at   least   in  the   libraries  of 
Dublin.     Catalogues  of  the  National  Library  were 
not  sufficiently  indexed   to   enable  a  reader  to 
readily  find  such  books  as  contained  the  material 
he  wanted.     He  mentioned  that  Vitruvius,  who 
practised  in  Rome  during  the  reigns  of  Augustus 
and  Julius  Cx'sar,  where  there  were  700  other 
architects  in  practice,  was  the  greatest  of  archi- 

tectural writers.     The    dull   apathy   towards  all 
things  artistic  which  followed  the  austerities  of 

the  Cromwellian  period,  was  followed  by  a  re- 
awakening on  Classic  lines,  based  on  Vitruvius 

and  Palladio.     Up  to  the  beginning  of  the  ISth 
century  architects  were  more  of  the  type  of  the 
artists,  and  were  frequently  painters,  sculptors, 
and  silversmiths,  and  only  supplied  the  sketches, 
and  in  large  works  superintended  the  making  of 
a  model  to  scale.     The  details  were  intrusted  to  a 
master  builder,  whose  office  was  on  the  lines  of 

the  present-day  clerk  of  works,  and  it  was  to  this 
fact  that  so  many  buildings  showed  su:h  weakness 
in  detail,  while  the  general  design  showed  evi- 

dence of  skill  and  thought.     Architect!  did  some- 
times superintend  their  buildings;  but  in  those 

cases  they  were  called  surveyors,  and  generally 
held  appointments  as  such  to  some  public  body. 
At    the    commencement    of    the    18th    century 
architects  and    surveyors  separated  and  formed 
dual  profes.'ions,  and  building  work    gradually 
worked  it   way  into  the  system  now  in  vogue. 
This  was  partly  due  to  the  enormous  increase  of 
building  in  London,  consequent  on  the  great  fire 
of  IGOO,  and  also  to  the  fact  that  in  the  time  of 
Charles  II.  a  seri^sof  legislative  enactments  came 

into  force,    which    compelled    buildings    to    ba 

erected  with  some  conformity  to  laws'  regulating 
stability  and  qiiality  of  materials,  and  called  into 
being  a  stJiCf  of  officials  whose  business  it  was  to 
see  their  laws  carried  out.      Those  Acts  had  been 

repeatedly    repealed     and     amended,    but   they 
remained   for   all   that   the   by-laws    regulating 

bu'ldings  now  in  force   in  the  kingdom.     The 
lecturer  concluded    by  showing  lantern-slides, 
illustrating  work  of  the  period  in  Ireland,     .V 
vote  of  thinks  was  proposed  to  the  lecturer  by 
Mr.  R.  M.  Batler,  seconded  by  Mr.  J.  H.  Webb, 
and  carried  unanimously. 

AilfHlTF.  TIRAL    Sli   liIE>  IN  Y' 1UK-!1 11;E. — This 
was  the  title  of  an  illustrated  lecture  delivered  on 

.\Ionday  evening  to  the  members  of  the  Leeds 
Thoresby  Society  by  >[r.  (i.  Bertram  Bulmer, 
F.R.LB.A.  The  gathering,  which  was  held  in 

the  society's  rooms,  in  Park-street,  Leeds,  was 
presided  over  by  Mr.  Eiinund  Wilson,  ilr. 

Bulmer's  discourse  dealt  with  examples  of 
domestic  and  ecclesiastical  architecture  in  York- 
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bhirc,  and  the  illustrations  shown  on  the  screen 

were  taken  from  the  lecturer's  own  drawings, 
having  been  cirefuUy  prepared  from  measure- 

ments taken  on  the  spot.  The  examples  dealt 

with  comprised  specimens  of  the  varioin'periods 
from  the  Nor  lan  Conquest  downwards,  and  in- 

cluding some  L'ite  Kenaissance  work.  In  church 
work  the  illustrations  included  pulpits,  a  font 
cover,  churchyard  cnicifixes,  bench-ends,  singing 
lofts,  and  other  details.  Interesting  features  of 
domestic  architecture  dealt  with  were  the  curious 

old  gateway  at  Knostrop  Hall,  a  sculptured  fire- 
place from  an  old  inn  at  Ivnottingley,  and  the 

doorway  of  King  .'ames's  Palace.  These  and other  details  were  selected  out  of  a  mass  of 

material  to  be  found  in  various  parts  of  the 
county.  The  lecturer  pointed  out  that  there  was 
here  a  mine  of  knowledge  that  had  not  been 
sufficiently  worked,  and  his  object  was  to  place 

on  record  specimens  which  he  considered  par- 
ticularly valuable,  in  the  belief  that  they  would 

possess  interest  both  for  the  architect  and  the 
antiquary,  lie  waa  emboldened  to  do  so  again, 
because  of  the  marked  advance  in  public  taste  in 
the  matter  of  architecture. 

BiKMIVOUAM     AlicmTECTlRAl      AsSOCIATMX.   

The  2oth  annual  report  of  this  body  states  that 

the  activity  mentioned  in  last  year's  report  has 
been  maintained,  and  the  session  has  been  an  in- 

teresting and  useful  one  :  but  the  council  are  still 
sorry  to  feel  the  lack  of  support  from  senior 
members,  whose  attendance  is  very  scanty,  and 
they  feel  that  it  is  impossible  for  their  efiorts  in 
such  work,  for  instance,  as  the  revision  and  ad- 

ministration of  the  city  building  by-laws  to  carry 
the  weight  and  exert  the  influence  they  should 
nnless  supported  by  the  experience  of  the  older 
members.  To  the  classes  established  by  the 
association  a  new  three-year  course  of  study  was 
added  last  year,  to  take  up  the  consideration  of 

"  ArchitecluRil  History."  The  president,  Mr. 
W.  H.  Bidlake,  M.A  |  is  the  lecturer,  and  th^ 
Classic  styles  have  been  dealt  with  during  the 
season.  The  roll  contains  the  names  of  twelve 

honorary  members,  60  ordinary  members,  and  52 
associates. 

S.isiT.iRV  IssrECTor.s'  As.socution". — .\  meet- 
ing of  the  members  of  this  association  was  held 

at  Carpenters'  "Hall.  London- wall,  on  Saturday 
evening.  Mr.  W.  H.  Origg,  the  newly-elected 
chairman  of  the  council,  delivered  his  inaugural 
address,  in  the  course  of  which  he  reviewed  the 
work  of  the  coming  year.  He  mentioned  that 
the  Qualification  and  Tenure  of  t  'ffice  Bill  would 
be  supported  by  members  of  every  shade  of 
political  opinion,  and  it  had  the  enthusiastic 

approval  of  nearly  every  Sanitary  Inspectors' 
Association  in  the  kingdom.  Under  the  present 

condition  of  things,  eanitary  inspectors— who 
were  appointed  for  limited  periods — were  liable 
to  dismissal  without  compensation  at  the  cap- 

ricious will  of  the  local  authorities  they  served, 
and  the  Bill  laid  down  the  principle  that  no  such 
step  should  be  taken  without  the  consent  of  the 
Local  Government  Board,  .\nother  matter  for 

consideration  was  the  urgent  necessity  of  pro- 
moting the  amalgamation  of  the  Sanitary  In- 

spectors' Associations  throughout  the  country  in 
order  to  present  a  united  front  to  their  enemies. 

SCOTIISH      BlILDIXG     TllAHE*     FeDERATIO.V.    

The  fifth  annual  meeting  of  this  federation  was 
held  on  the  ind  inst.  at  the  Windsor  Hotel, 
Glasgow,  Mr.  James  Leslie,  builder,  Aberdeen, 
president,  in  the  chair.  The  representatives  of 
the  federation,  toi^ether  with  a  number  of  specially 
invited  quests,  indudiog  a  deputation  from  the 
National  Association  of  Master  Builders  of  Cireat 

Britnin,  took  lunch  at  one  o'clock  in  the  large hall  of  the  hotel  on  the  invitation  of  the  associa- 

tions in  lilasgow  affili:ited  with  the  federation. 

At  two  o'clock  the  federation  proceeded  to 
business,  the  president  in  the  chair.  Representa- 

tives were  present  from  Aberdeen,  Airdrie  and 
Coatbridge,  Arbroath,  Ayr,  Bute,  Clydesdale, 
Dundee,  Edinburgh,  Glasgow  plasterers,  Glasgow 
Wrights.  Inverness,  KUmarnock,  Kirkcaldy, 
Oban,  Paisley,  Perth,  Peterhead,  St.  Andrews, 
also  the  English  deputation.  The  secretary  ;Mr. 

James  L.  Selkirk,  C.A.'  read  the  report  of  the 
executive,  which  narrated  at  length  their  opera- 

tions during  the  past  year,  and  the  steps  taken 
to  extend  and  strengthen  the  organisation 
throughout  the  country.  A  strong  feeling  was 
also  expressed  by  a  number  of  members  in  fav.  ur 
of  appointing  an  organising  agent.  This,  along 
with  other  matters,  was  remitted  to  the  executive 
for  further  consideration.  Office-bearers  were 

elected  for  the  ensuing  year — viz.,  Mr.  Thomis 

Kay,  Wright,  Glasgow,  president  ;  Messrs.  -Alex. 
Beveridge,  builder,  Perth,  and  Robert  Limb, 
builder,  Elinburgh,  vice-presidents  ;  with  James 
L.  .Selkirk,  C.A..  Glasgow,  secretary  and 
treasurer.  A  public  meeting  of  those  connected 
with  the  various  branches  of  the  building  trades 
in  (iUsgow  was  held  in  the  evening  in  the 
Building  Trades  Exchange.  30,  Gordon-street. 
Mr.  Thomas  Kay.  president,  in  the  chair,  at 
which  addresses  were  delivered  by  the  deputation 
from  England  and  other  gentlemen.  The  object 
of  the  meeting  was  to  hear  the  objects  and 
advantages  of  fedsration  explained  by  leading 
members  and  by  a  deputation  from  the  National 
Association  of  Master  Builders. 

CHIPS. 

The  parish  church  of  Hengoed  was  reopened  last 
week  after  restoration  and  reeeatiog,  works  carried 
out  by  Messrs.  Jones  and  Erans,  of  Willow -street,  i 
Ojwestry.  I 

The  nave  of  the  parish  church  of  Si.  Miry,  West  | 
Mailing,  Kent,  re-erected  in  17S0,  is  about  to  be 
rebuilt  on  broader  lines  from  plans  by  Mr.  J.  T. 
Micklethwaite,  F.S.A.  The  new  nave  will  have 
north  and  south  aisles,  and  will  be  of  stone  with 
batllemented  parapets  and  red-tiled  roofs.  The 
seating  will  be  oak.  The  style  to  be  adopted  is 
Late  Decorated,  and  the  outlay  is  estimated  at 
£4,000,  most  of  which  has  been  raised. 

At  the  Birkenhead  Police -conrt,  on  the  1st  inst., 
Robert  Blackburn,  builder.  Sidney-road,  Higher 
Tranmere,  was  fined  penalties  amounting  in  the 
aggregate  to  £15  loj.  fid.  for  occupying  a  dwelling- 
house  built  by  himself  in  Sydney-terrace  without 
having  obtained  a  certificate  of  habitability  from 
the  borough  surveyor,  and  for  various  other  offences 
under  the  boilding  by-laws,  including  that  of 
omission  to  submit  plans  before  beginning  to  bu  Qd. 

A  new  Roman  Catholic  church  is  beinET  erected  in 
Bridgewater- street.  Little  Hulton,  Walkden.  The 
boilding,  which  replaces  an  edifice  destroyed  by  fire 
in  March,  1S9S,  is  to  cost  nearly  £3,000. 

On  Nov.  1  a  Local  Government  Board  Inquiry 
was  held  at  the  board  schools,  Wivenhoe,  by  Mr. 
G.  W.  Willcocks,  M.LC  E.,  and  H.  T.  Bnlstrode, 
M  D.,  in  reference  to  an  application  of  the  district 
council  for  sanction  to  a  loan  of  £6.030  for  works 
of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal.  The  scheme  was 
explained  to  the  inspectors  by  Mr.  H.  H.  Sands, 
C.E  ,  of  the  firm  of  Sinds  and  Walker,  C.E., 
Xottingham. 

The  fouodation-stone  of  a  Chap'er  Honse  for 
St,  Xinian's  Cathedral.  Perth,  erected  as  amemorial 
of  the  Right  Rev.  Charles  Wordsworth,  D.D., 
D.C.L.,  late  Lord  Bishop  of  the  Diocese  of  St. 
Andrews,  Dunkeld.  and  Dunblane  was  laid  on  the 
2nd  inst.  by  Lord  RoUo. 

Sewage  farm  buildings  are  determined  upon  by 
the  Bolton  Corporation  for  the  sewaee  filtration 
works  and  the  engineers.  Messr?.  Hinnell  and 
Murphy,  C.E.,  of  Manchester  and  Bolton,  have  pre- 

pared tte  necessary  plans  for  obtaining  the  powers 

required. 
On  Friday  Messrs.  Aldrich  Bros.,  Limited,  brush, 

mat,  and  matting  manufacturers,  of  Diss,  enter- 
tained their  workpeople  to  tea,  to  celebrate  the 

opening  of  a  warehouse  which  has  just  been  erected 
in  connection  with  their  Roydon  factory.  From 
plans  prepared  by  Mr.  J.  S.  Corder,  Ipswich,  a 
building  f<Oft.  long  and  40ft.  wide,  with  three  floors, 
has  been  erected,  Mr.  E.  West,  of  Chelmsford, 
being  the  contractor.  A  new  30H.P.  engine  has 
been  erected,  and  power-looms  are  to  be  added, 
and  other  buildings  are  in  course  of  construction. 

The  Local  Government  Board  has  suictioned  the 

application  of  the  Oakwell  Joint  Hospital  B  oard  for 
power  to  borrow  £  l:\ii  10  for  the  erection  of  an 
infectious  diseases  hospital  on  the  Foxhill  estate, 
situate  between  Birst.iM  and  liildersome.  The  plans 
have  been  prepared  by  Mr.  Burrows,  of  Birstall. 

The  Gas  Committee  of  the  Nelson  Corporation 
have  unanimously  appointed  as  gas-engineer  for  the 
Iwrough  Mr.  Alexander  Allen,  manager  of  the 
Neeptfield  Gasworks,  Sheffield.  There  were  49 
applicants  for  the  post,  to  which  a  salary  of  £400 

per  annum  is  attached. 
At  the  Chester  Conristory  Court,  on  Friday,  the 

vicar  and  churchwardens  of  the  parish  church  of 
Runcorn  were  granted  permission  to  make  several 
improvements  in  the  church,  and  to  place  a  stained - 
glass  window  in  the  church  of  St.  John  the 

Evangelist,  Weston. 
The  tender  of  Mr.  Wise,  of  Peal,  amounting  to 

£12,950,  has  been  accepted  for  the  erection  of  the 
first  portion  of  the  new  asylum  buildings,  about 
to  to  erected  at  Cintarbury.  The  work  under  this 
contract  will  provide  accommodation  for  .50  patients. 
The  preparation  of  quantities  for  the  latter  con- 

tract for  the  completion  of  the  asylum  is  to  bs  forth- 
with proceeded  with. 

A  tew  shooting  lodge  is  bemg  erected  by  Mr. 
Bndd  of  Ardnamnrchan,  on  ths  bink  of  the  river 

Shiel,  on  the  site  of  the  old  Shielbridge  Bote'.  Mr. 
Rudd  has  obtained  the  permi^sioa  of  the  County 

Councils  of  Argyle  and  Inverness  to  make  a  diver- 
gence of  the  road  in  the  vicinity  of  the  lodge,  and  to 

construct  a  new  bridge  a  short  distance  further  up 
the  river.  At  the  point  where  the  bridge  is  to  be 
built,  the  river  is  120  yards  in  width.  The  structure, 
which  will  cost  £3,000,  is  to  be  built  entirely  of 
stone,  and  will  be  of  three  arches. 

The  first  of  a  series  of  six  lectures  on  sanitation 
and  hygiene  for  the  clergy  was  delivered  on  Monday 

night  at  the  Chapter  House,  St.  raul's  Cathedral. The  Bi?hop  of  Stepney,  who  presided,  pointed  out 
how  important  it  was  to  the  clergy  to  keep  in  health, 
and  also  to  be  able  to  instruct  their  poorer 
paii^honersin  matters  of  sanitation.  The  lectures 
are  under  the  auspices  of  the  National  Health 
Society.  Dr.  A.  T.  Schofield,  in  his  lecture,  dealt  at 
length  with  the  causes  of  disease,  effects  of  environ- 

ment, occupation  in  life,  and  of  bad  air  and  bad 
food. 

Mr.  H.  H.  Law,  Local  Government  Board  in- 

spector, held  an  inquiry  at  King's  Heath  on  Friday, 
into  the  application  of  the  King's  Norton  Url»an 
District  Council  for  power  to  borrow  £3,7:'l  for 
street  improvement  works,  and  £120  for  sewerage 
purposes.  Mr.  A.  W.  Cross,  surveyor  to  the  urban 
council,  explained  the  proposals. 

Mr.  Francia  Cirr,  of  Heslington,'  York,  died  on 
Saturday,  in  his  eighty-eighth  year.  He  was  by 
profession  a  land  agent  and  surveyor,  and  was  for 
manv  years  business  agent  of  estates  in  Yorkshire 
and  Lincolnshire.  He  was  a  prominent  breeder  of 
shorthorns,  and  through  this  fact  and  his  professional 
connections  was  well  known  over  the  North  of 

England.  He  was  elected  to  the  office  of  sheriiT  of 
Y'ork  in  1863,  and  promoted  a  viriety  of  objects 
for  the  benefit  of  the  agricultural  community. 

Foundation-stones  of  a  Congregational  Ciapel 
were  laid  in  Buiton-road,  Stockport,  last  week. 
The  building,  which  vrill  cost  £3,000,  will  be  Lite 

Dscorated  in  style,  built  of  Y'orkshire  parpoints 
with  red  sandstone  dressings,  and  fitted  up  in  pitch- 

pine.  Accommodation  will  be  provided  for  400- 
persons.  The  architects  are  Messrs.  Sinkey,  Cubbon, 
and  Cubbon .  of  Manchester. 

Upon  a  site  at  the  rear  of  Messrs.  D.  Evans  and 
Co.'s  premises  in  vjueen-street,  Cardiff,  Mr.  Solomon- 
Andrews  has  last  built  a  hall  capible  of  accommo- 

dating over  3,1100  parsons,  seating  accommodation 
being  provided  for  2,. WO.  The  floor  is  143(t.  In 
length  and  73ft.  wide.  The  balcony  is  fitted  up 

with  upholstered  "tipping"  seats.  Behind  the 
platform  provision  has  been  made  for  large  choirs, 
and  a  space  has  been  allotted  for  an  organ  which 
will  shortly  be  fitted  up  at  a  cost  of  £1,500.  The 
opening  took  place  on  Thursday  in  last  week. 

On  Wednesday  week  Mr.  H.  H.  Law,  M.I.C.E  , 
an  inspector  from  the  Locil  Government  Board, 
attended  at  the  National  School,  Aldridge.  Staffs, 

to  inquire  into  an  application  made  by  the  WalsalU 
Rural  Disbict  Council  to  borrow  an  additional 

£2,500  from  the  Local  Government  Board  in  con- 
nection with  their  sewage  works.  The  engineer, 

Mr.  J.  E.  Willcoi.  gave  evidence  that  the  number 
of  houses  drained  by  the  scheme  would  be  350,  and 

the  population  affected  2,000. 

A*.  Birmingham,  on  Friday,  a  Local  Govern- 
ment Board  inquiry  was  held,  before  Mr. 

Herbert  Law,  with  reference  to  an  application  to 
borrow  £30,000  for  the  provision  of  public  baths  in 
Green-lanes,  Small  Heath.  Mr.  H.  Martin,  the 
architect,  explained  the  plans  to  the  inspector,  and 
Mr.  J.  Cox  gave  some  explanations  regarding  the 

engineering  work.  It  was  stated  that  the  building 
contract  had  been  let  for  £21,000  to  Messrs.  Wnite- 
head  and  Sons.  There  was  no  opposition  to  the 

application.  Subseqnently  the  inspector  dealt  with 
applications  by  the  council  to  borrow  £S,400  for  the 
purposes  of  five  street  improvements  and  £5,200  for 
the  constmolion  of  underground  sanitary  con- 

veniences at  Ritdiff-place  and  Stephenson-place. 

The  Light  lUilway  Commissioners  held  an  in- 
quiry at  Faversham.  on  Friday,  respecting  an 

application  made  for  an  order  for  the  construction 
of  a  light  railway  from  Faversham  to  Maidstone. 

Counsel  appeared  to  oppose  on  behalf  of  the  neigh- 
bouring town  of  Sittingboume.  who  are  desirous  of 

getting  the  railway  to  run  thenoe  to  the  county 
town.  At  the  outset  the  commissioners  ruled  that 

the  opposition  had  no  l-iciif  s/.ti  I'l.  and  after  hearing evidence  thev  said  that  they  would  recommend  that 

the  order  be  granted.  The  line  will  be  12  miles 

long,  and  will  coat  £S7,000. 
The  town  council  of  Aberdeen  have  adopted  the 

tramway  committee's  scheme  for  an  extension  of 

the  system  to  Torry,  by  way  of  Market- street ; 
Ferryhill,  by  way  of  Crown-street :  and  the  bathing 

station,  by  way  of  Justice-street  and  Constitution- 
street.  Like  that  to  Woodside,  these  new  rentes 

are  to  be  double  lines,  electrically  equipped.  Par- 

liamentary powers  will  be  sought  next  session  for 

the  works,  which  are  estimated  to  cost  £124,','.i.'. 
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SEW  TOWS  HALL,  (JODALMIX*;.— TWi  •  HISTORIC  Cltl'BCH 

BTKEPLSS.  —  WELSH  CALVINISTIC  MKTnODIST  CUAl'BL, 

CAEDiFi',— SEW  SCOTLAND  YARD  POLICE  9TATI0X.— A 

ROOM  IS  TUB  LOOGIA,  CASTLE  KREDZESSTEIS.— ST. 

MICBAEL  AND  ALL  ANGELS  ClIUBCH.  BECKENHAM.— 

MIDLOTHIAX  COUNTY  SUILDIXr.S,    lIDINBrROH. 

(But  5llustrati0tti — ►♦-. — 

NEW    TOWS   HALL,    GODALMING. 

Wk  shall  give  a  description  of  this  building,  with 
remaining  illustrations,  shortly.  At  present,  it is  not  to  hand. 

TWO    HISTORIC    CHIRCH    STF.El'LES. 

All  Saints  Church,  TJerby,  was  added  to  an  earlier 
church  (presumably  Decorated),  and  was  com- 

pleted about  the  year  1530.  It  is  a  very  fine  speci- 
men of  the  .Somersetshire  type— the  only  example 

that  I  know  of  in  the  more  Northern  counties. 
The  height  is  174ft.  to  top  of  parapet.  This  is 
said  to  be  the  highest  parish  church  tower  in 

Kngland,  with  the  exception  of  Boston  "  Stump," 
which  is  more  than  half  as  high  again.  The 
detail  is  remarkably  good,  and  (luite  free  from 
the  coarseness  which  one  would  expect  in  work 
of  so  late  a  date.  The  original  nave  and  chancel 
were  demolished  in  1723,  and  the  present  Classical 
nave  wiw  erected  from  the  designs  of  Gibbs.  It 
is  one  of  (iibbs's  best  works,  but  is  altogether out  of  harmony  with  its  (lothic  adjunct.  Inside 
the  church  are  several  interesting  tombs,  the  best 
being  that  of  the  famous  EhV.i.beth  Shrewsbury, 
Countess  of  Uardwicke,  who  built  houses  at 
Uardwick,  Chatsworth,  and  ijldcotes.  She  died 
in  1607.  There  is  also  some  good  ironwork 
by  Bakewell,  in  screens  to  the  sanctuary. 
St._  Michael's  church,  Coientr>/.—Th.\a  tower  nnd 
S|>ire  are  deservedly  well  known.  St.  Michael's 
Church  is  a  beautiful  piece  of  work,  almost  com- 

pletely Perpendicular.  The  interior  is  remark- 
able, as  having  n..  chancel  arch,  the  same  roof 

being  continued  over  the  nave  and  choir.  Ttere 
are  some  good  oak  seat-ends  in  the  church.  The 
tower  has  been  very  largely  restored  by  Mr. 
John  0.  Scott,  F.S.A.,  within  recent  years. 

J.    A.     WooRE. 

WELSH    CALVIXISTIl.    METHODIST   CUAfEL,  CARDIFF. 

This  chapel  is  now  being  erected  in  i  rwys-road, 
Cardiff.  The  materials  used  in  the  building  are 
Pennant  stone  for  the  walls  generally  and  Doulting 
stone  for  dressed  work.  Internally,  the  seats, 
Sec,  are  of  pitch-pine.  Advantage  has  been 
taken  of  the  level  of  the  site  being  below  the 
street,  and  a  schoolroom,  with  classrooms,  kitchen, 
and  minister's  vostry,  are  thus  provided.  The chapel  lloor,  together  with  a  giillery,  will 
accommodate  about  600  worshippers.  With 
regard  to  the  design,  the  architect  has  not 
attempted  any  distinct  style,  but  has  en- 

deavoured only  to  devise  a  building  striking  and 
picturesque  in  appearance,  and  yet  indicative  of 
Its  purpose.  The  builder  is  Mr.  Harry  Gibbon, 
of  Cardiff.  The  amount  of  contract  is  £2,660, 
and  the  architect  is  Mr.  John  II.  Faillips,  St. 
John  8  Chambers,  Cardiff. 

NEW   I'OLICE    STATION',    NEW    SCOTLAND  YARK,    S.W. 

This  important  building,  which  is  to  be  erected 

on  a  portion  of  the  conspicuous  site  formerly 
occupied  by  the  Civil  Service  Commission  on  the 
Thames  Embankment,  will  replace  King-street 
Station,  demolished  in  the  clearance  necessitated 

by  the  new  (Government  Buildings.  The  site  is 
at  the  corner  of  Cannon-row.  It  provides  largo 
administrative  offices  and  stables,  with  ([uarters 
for  both  single  and  married  men.  It  will  group 

well  with  Mr.  Xorman  Shaw's  famous  building  of Xew  Scotland  Vard.  It  is  settled  to  erect  the 

building  with  grauito,  red  bricks,  Portland  stone, 
and  green  Westmoreland  slates.  The  drawing  is 
by  Mr.  Charles  A.  Battle,  and  was  exhibited  at 
the  Royal  Academy  this  year.  The  work  will  be 
carried  out  by  the  architect  and  surveyor  to  the 
Metropolitan  Police,  Mr.  .1.  Dixon  liutler,  and 
the  building  will  harmonise  with  the  larger  block 
already  referred  to,  and  to  which  this  will  form  a 

fitting  and  important  auxiliary. 

C.VSTLE    KILET  Zi;\STEIN'. 

Tins  sketch  shows  a  room  in  the  loggia  of  this 
historic  building  which  has  been  well  preserved 
and  renovated,  old  furniture  being  placed  in  the 
rooms  in  character  with  the  fabric.  The  ceiling 
of  the  apartment  illustrated  to-day  is  highly 
elaborated  in  coloured  decoration,  and  the  frieze 
is  wrought  in  plasterwork  of  Sarasenic  foliations, 
with  coloured  figure  work  oddly  spaced  over  the 
dado  capping.  .Some  paintings  occur  over  the 
chimneypiece,  which  is  Gothic  in  character.  The 
lloor  is  ornamented  in  diaper  work.  The  view 
was  photographed  by  Mr.  Wilhelm  Burger,  of 

Vienna,  for  the  "  Wiener  Bauten-Album." 

ST.    MICHAEL   AND   ALL   AXGKLS,    DECKE.VHAM. 

The  first  stone  of  this  church  was  laid  on  Oct.  2 

by  the  Bishop  of  Dover.  It  is  situated  in  the 
outlying  district  of  the  Birkbeck  estate.  When 
completed  the  church  will  accommodate  734 
persons.  The  walls  are  to  be  extemaUy  and 
internally  of  stock  bricks,  relieved  by  red  brick, 
except  above  the  string-course,  which  is  to  be 
plastered.  The  roofs  are  open  trusses,  to  be 
covered  with  slates.  The  present  contract  is  for 
the  chancel,  chapel,  organ-chamber,  and  vestries 
only.  The  architect  is  Mr.  Arnold  II.  Iloole, 
and  the  contractor  is  Mr.  F.  W.  Green,  of 
Beckenham-road. 

MIDLOTHIAN"     COUNTV     lUILniN'OS,     EDINlllUGH  : 
SELECTED     DESIGN". 

(For  description  see  p.  (U2.) 

During  a  thunderstorm  which  broke  over  Esk- 
dale  and  Liddesdale  on  Wednesday  last,  the  spire  of 
the  parish  church  at  Rockliffe,  a  prominent  object 
in  the  district,  standing  170ft.  high,  was  almost 
destroyed,  being  completely  demolished  down  to 
the  belfry.     The  church  also  was  greatly  damaged. 

At  Tuesday's  meeting  of  the  London  County 
Council,  the  recommendations  of  the  Water  Com- 

mittee for  the  introduction  in  Parliament  mxt 

session  of  Bills  for  the  purchase  of  the  undertakings 
of  the  London  water  companies,  and  the  provision 
of  a  supplementary  supply  from  Wales  were 
adopted  after  a  long  discussion  by  considerable 
majorities. 

The  business  at  the  Mart,  Tokenhouse-yard, 
during  last  week  was  attended  with  great  success. 
Not  only  were  withdrawals  fewer  than  usual,  but 
remarkably  good  prices  were  secured  on  sales.  The 
cperations  were  signalised  by  the  appearance  of 
large  parcels  of  ground-rents  and  an  entire  brewery 
estate  in  Essex,  the  offer  of  these  securities  yielding 
the  most  satisfactory  results.  A  building  estate  in 
the  North  of  London  produced  on  competition  a 
far  greater  return  than  was  expected.  The  sales 

amounted  to  ilS.'),370,  being  just  twice  as  much  as 
the  sum  registered  in  the  corresponding  week  of last  year. 

A  proposal  is  now  on  foot  for  a  light  railway  to 
supply  the  agricultural  district  lying  between  Bury 
St.  Edmunds  in  Suffolk  and  Attloborough  in  Nor- 

folk. The  line,  which  is  to  be  ",'  miles  long,  is 
estimated  to  cost  £150,000,  and  will  start  from 
Thurston,  near  Bury  St.  Edmunds,  and  pass 
through  Pakenham,  Ixworth,  Stanton,  Hopton, 
Garboldisham,  Kenninghall,  Banham,  Old  and 
New  Buckenham,  to  Diss  and  Attleborough,  with 
branch  lines  from  Walsham-le- Willows,  Kicting- 
hall,  Kedgrave,  and  Wortham. 

The  screen  and  rood-loft  in  the  fine  Perpendicular 
church  of  All  Saints,  Kenton,  Devon,  has  just  been 
restored  by  Mr.  H.  Reed,  of  Exeter,  under  the 
direction  of  Mr.  F.  Bligh  Bind,  of  Bristol,  as  a 
memorial  to  the  late  Lord  Coortenay. 

OOMPBTITION8. 

iWiiMiM  iM. — .\  siiiall  public  library  to  cost 
Cl,200isto  be  built  at  Barmouth,  including  a 
club  room,  and  also  a  room  for  housing  the 
collection  of  books  given  to  the  town  by  Miss 
Frances  Power  Cobbe.  Six  designs  were 

received,  and  the  plan  marked  "  Light  and  Air," 
by  Jlr.  II.  Tcathcr,  of  Shrewsbury,  has  been chosen. 

Leeds. — In  our  notice  last  week,  p.  583,  of  the 
award  of  premiums  for  designs  for  the  new 
Masonic  Hall,  to  be  built  in  Groat  George-street, 
Leeds,  we  should  have  st&ted  that  Xo.  5,  which 
was  placed  second,  was  the  joint  work  of  Jlr. 
Clarence  S.  Coggin,  A.ll.I.B.jV.  and  Mr.  Thomas 
Wallis,    both   of    15,   Vork-buUdings,    Adelphi, 

LOCHGILIMIEAK,     AUGVLLSHIRF.,      X.B. — A    nOW 
court-house  and  police  building  are  about  to  be 
erected  at  Dunoon  by  the  .\rgyll  County  (Juuncil, 
and  a  competition  has  been  held.  The  design 
submitted  by  .Messrs.  John  JIcKissack  and  .Son, 
of  Glasgow,  has  been  placed  first.  The  second 
premium  ia  accorded  to  Messrs.  II.  and  D. 

Barclay,  of  Glasgow,  and  the  third  premium  is 
won  by  Jlr.  Alexander  (iauld,  C.E.,  of  Falkirk. 
The  buildings  are  intended  to  take  the  place  of 
those  at  present  at  Inverary,  and  the  cost  is 
stated  to  be  .£:s,500.  The  police  b'lilding  sectioa 
is  chiefly  an  old  part  of  existing  premises  reno- vated and  adapted. 

Pn  MSTEAi). — We  understand  that  on  Wednes- 

day last  the  vestry  confirmed  the  award  of  the 
referee,  Jlr.  Jlountford,  in  the  competition  for 
the  JIunicipal  Buildings  and  Public  Library, 
Plumstead,  as  follows: — Ist  premium,  Jlr.  A. 

Brumwell  Thomas,  7,  tiueen  ̂ Vime's  Gate,  West- 
minster; 2nd  premium,  Messrs.  Hall,  Cooper, 

and  Davis,  of  Old  liueen-street,  S.W.,  and 
Scarborough;  and  3rd  premium,  Jlessrs.  Potter 

and  Cranfield,  A.I{.I.B..\.,  Lincoln's  Inn-fields, 
W.C.  A  notice  of  the  designs  appeared  in  the 
Bi  ii.inNO  Xevvs  for  the  27th  ult.  and  on  the 
3rd  inst. 

CHIPS. 

The  inaugural  meeting  of  the  session  of  the  Insti- 
tute of  Junior  Eogineers  was  held  at  the  West- 

minster Palace  Hotel  on  Friday  night.  Sir  William 
H.  White,  the  retiring  president,  introduced  the 
Hon.  Charles  A.  Parsons,  the  new  president,  and 
decorated  him  with  a  badge  of  ctVice. 

A  largely-attended  meeting  of  employers  in  the 
building  trades  was  held  on  Thursday  evening  in 
last  week,  in  the  Building  Trades  Exchange,  Glas- 

gow, with  the  object  of  extending  the  meml>ership 

and  orgiinisatiou  of  the  Scottish  Building  Trades' Federation. 

Mr.  Henry  Huckett,  who  had  carried  on  the 
busine£s  of  builder  and  contractor  at  J40,  New 
North-road,  Islington,  for  nearly  40  years,  died  on 
Tuesday  week  at  the  age  of  04.  The  deceased  only 
survived  his  wife  a  few  months,  and  leaves  a  family 
of  seven  daughters.  Mr.  Huckett  had  for  many 

years  been  senior  trustee  to  a  large  Foresters* 
court  in  Bill's  Pond-road. 

Sir  John  Brunner  opened  on  Saturday  afternoon 
the  Guildhall  at  Winsford,  Cheshire,  erected  by 
him  at  a  cost  of  13,0L'0,  for  trades-union  societies 
and  other  organisations.  Mr.  E.  A.  I'owles,  of 
Northwicb,  was  the  architect  of  the  Guildhall, 
which  is  Jacobean  in  style,  and  ij  built  of  red  bricks 
with  terracotta  dressings. 

In  consequence  of  the  continued  increase  in  the 
si^e  of  ships,  the  London  and  India  Docks  Joint 
Committee  have  decided  to  lengthen  and  deepen  the 
entrance  to  the  South  West  India  I  >ock.  The 
present  lock  is  300ft.  long  and  27ft.  deep  in  the 
centre,  but  the  invert  being  curved  only  a  depth  oi 
IMi.  Oin.  ia  available  for  the  full  width.  It  has 

now  been  decided  to  lengthen  the  lock  to  ISOft., 
with  three  pairs  of  gates,  and  to  deepen  it  to  20ft. 
.\5  the  dock  itself  is  20ft.  deep,  the  alterations  will 
enable  large  vessels  to  avail  themaelvea  of  eleven 

deep-water  berths. 

The  work  of  laying  down  the  new  roads  and  rail- 
wajs  on  the  north  bank  of  the  Tees  is  actively 
under  way.  The  double  line  of  railway  from 
Haverton  Hill  to  Billingham  Beck  is  neariog  the 

latter  place,  and  the  work  of  the  new  roa.I  la  alio 
well  in  band,  live  acres  of  land  have  been  sold  to 
Messrs.  Handyside  and  Co.,  of  Derby,  for  the 
erection  of  bridge  woiks.  The  land  for  Messrs. 
Bell  Brothers'  new  works  for  the  manufacture  of 
steel-plates  from  Cleveland  ore  under  the  Saniter 

f>rocea,  and  which  are  to  cost  '.  - '.  -  0,  is  also  being aid  out.  The  roads  and  railways  are  expected  to 
be  completed  in  July  next. 
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EOOM    IN    CASTLE    KREUZENSTEIN. 
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WATEB    SUPPLY    AND    SANITABY 
MATTEBS. 

East  CniuEELAND.  —  The  parishes  of  Castle 
CaiTock,  IrthiDgton,  Hayton,  and  outlying  parts  of 
LramptoD,  Cumberland,  have  Ion;;  been  in  need  of 
an  adequate  water  supply.  The  Brampton  Council 
accordingly  decided  to  provide  such  a  supply  for 
both  domestic  and  agriculturalpurposes,  ana  early 

in  189S  instructed  Mr.  II.  \V.  Taylor,  A.M.I.L'.E., 
of  Xewcastlo-on-Tyne  and  London,  to  prepare 
plans  for  obtaining  water  from  several  large  springs 
in  the  Cumberland  fells.  Later  in  the  same  year 
the  Carlisle  Corporation  sought  and  obtained  an 
Act  of  Parliament  to  include  these  springs  in  the 
Ueltsdale  Water  Scheme,  giving  a  supply  in  bulk  to 
the  Brampton  Council.  The  latter  scheme  has,  in 
consequence,  been  revised,  and  at  their  last  meeting 
it  was  resolved  to  borrow  £11,600  for  carrying  out 
the  works.  There  will  be  about  28  miles  of  water- 
mains,  and  three  service-reservoirs  holding  some 
175,000  gallons.  This  scheme  will  afford  an  abun- 

dant supply  of  water  to  the  extensive  and  dry  sandy 
districts  of  Hayton  and  Irthington. 

Kc-osiiURY,  St.ui-3.— Oq  October  27,  the  new 
scheme  of  water  supply  for  the  parish  of  Kingsbury 
was  formally  opened  by  the  chairman  of  the  Tam- 
worth  liural  District  Council.  The  reservoir  is  COft. 
by  40ft. , and  wUI  contain  156,000gal8.  Eight uudahalf 
miles  of  mains  have  been  laid.  The  supply  is  derived 
from  three  springs  near  Durables  Wood,  and  flows 
through  the  district  by  gravitation.  The  cost  of  the 

scheme  has  been  about  £5,000.  The  mains  "have 
been  laid  under  the  supervision  of  the  engineer  to 
the  council,  Mr.  H.  J.  Clarson,  whilst  the  contract 
for  building  the  reservoir  was  carried  out  by  Mr. 
B.  Williams,  Tamworth. 

Ma^jciiestek.— Mr.  Baldwin  Latham,  Mr.  Percy 
F.  Frankland,  and  Mr.  W.  A.  Perkin,  jun.,  the 
three  experts,  the  first  engineering,  the  second 
chemical,  and  the  third  biological,  appointed  by 
the  Manchester  Corporation  to  make  recommenda- 

tions in  regard  to  the  disposal  of  the  sewage  of  the 
city,  have  just  issued  there  report.  They  unanimously 
approve  of  the  bacterial  system  as  the  one  best 
adopted  for  the  purification  of  the  sewage  of 
Manchester.  They  recommend  that  the  sewage,  as 
it  arrives  at  the  works,  be  submitted  to  an  efficient 
process  of  screening,  and  that  it  be  then  passed 
through  the  present  open  tanks.  These  tanks 
should  be  provided  with  submerged  walls  and  float- 

ing scum-boards,  so  as  to  retard  the  tlow  of  the 
mineral  and  organic  matters  in  suspension.  The 
effluent  from  the  open  tanks  should  be  passed 
through  the  double  contact  beds.  Of  these  double 
contact  beds  there  should  be  an  area  of  about  60 
acres,  exclusive  of  retaining  walls,  roads,  &c.  This 
estimate  is  based  on  a  dry- weather  flow  of  30 
millions,  and  that  each  acre,  being  laid  out  in  beds 

of  o'Z'M.  depth,  with  four  fillings  per  24  hours, would  be  capable  of  dealing  wifi  half  a  million 
gallons  of  sewage  in  round  numbers,  allowing  for 
one  day  per  week  rest.  The  final  effluent  from  the 
various  filters  would  be  collected  and  conveyed  into 
theexisting  deep-water  culvert  which  passes  through 
the  lands  at  Davyhulme,  and  would  thus  convey 
the  eftiuent  into  the  Manchester  Ship  Canal  below 
Barton  Lock.  With  regard  to  the  material  most 
suitable  for  the  bacteria  beds,  they  recommend  that 
it  consist  of  clinkers,  of  such  a  size  as  to  pass  a  IJin. 
mesh  and  to  be  rejected  by  a  Jin.  mesh.  Efficient 
means  must  be  provided  for  rapidly  filling  and  dis- 

charging the  beds.  The  beds  should  bo  so  con- 
structed as  to  allow  of  each  being  used  inde- 

pendently. During  the  occurrence  of  a  storm  the 
flow  of  sewage  should  be  dealt  with  in  the  system  of 
tanks  and  double  contact  beds.  The  excess  of  flow, 
after  passing  through  the  roughing  tanks,  should 
be  taken  to  specially-prepared  bacteria  beds  of  an 
area  which  will  have  to  be  of  at  least  25  acres  in 

extent.  As  a  safeguard  against  excessive  quantities 
of  storm  water  passing  down  at  any  time,  the 
present  sewage  tanks  may  have  an  increased  depth 
of  water  put  upon  them.  Finally  the  experts  state 
their  confident  opinion  that  with  the  system  of 
bacteriological  treatment  of  the  sewage  of 
Manchester  set  forth  above,  an  tfflaent  will  be 
produced  which  will  not  only  conform  with  the 
Mersey  and  Irwell  standard,  but  which  will  also 
materially  improve  the  condition  of  the  Ship  Canal. 
Furthermore,  as  this  system  does  away  entirely 
with  the  use  of  chemicals,  and  at  the  same  time  to  a 
very  large  extent  reduces  the  volume  of  the  sludge 
to  be  dealt  with,  it  is  obvious  that  much  of  the 
present  expc  me  will  be  saved  by  its  adoption,  and 
this  saving  may  be  taken  a9  a  material  set-oft 
against  the  cost  of  the  construction  of  the  proposed 
works. 

MKTBoroLiTix  Main  Dbaixaue.— Complaints  as 
to  the  insufficiency  of  the  main  sewers  in  various 
parts  of  London  have  been  increasingly  heard  of 
late,  and  the  attention  of  the  London  County 
Council  has  been  directed  to  the  dangers  arising  to 
public  health  from  the  periodical  flooding  of 
dwelling-houses  and  other  buildings  with  storm- 
water  and  sewage.  The  whole  subject  has  now  been 
gone  into  by  the  main  drainage  committee  of  the 
Council,  who  have  come  to  the  conclusion  that  the 

time  has  arrived  when  a  very  heavy  expenditure 
must  be  incurred  by  the  Council  in  providing  more 
sewer  accommodation.  They  have  accordingly 
drawn  up  a  report  upon  the  subject  which  contains 
important  recommendations  for  the  construction  of 
new  works.  These  recommendations  are  based 

upon  a  report  by  the  engineer.  Sir  A.  li.  Binnie, 
whose  suggestions,  if  all  are  carried  out,  will  involve 
a  capital  expenditure  of  about  £.3,000,000.  At 
present,  however,  the  committee  intend  to  ask  the 
Council  for  sanction  to  proceed  with  only  the  most 
pressing  works.  The  committee  have  considered 
what  may  be  the  probable  future  requirements,  and 
they  beheve  that  north  of  the  Thames  they  may, 
when  the  whole  area  is  built  over,  have  to  provide 
for  an  additional  population  of  271,086,  or  a  total 

of  3,042,200.  ̂ \'ith  regard  to  the  area  south  of the  Thames  which  would  have  to  be  provided  for, 

they  think  it  may  ultimately  have  a  popula- 
tion of  4,054,200,  or  an  addition  of  more  than 

2,000,000  to  the  present  number.  Sir  A.  Binnie  is  of 
opinion  that,  in  order  to  bring  the  main  drainage 
system  up  to  date,  the  following  works  should  be 
carried  out  by  the  Council :  —North  of  the  Thames  : 
(a)  Barking  to  Old  Ford — two  new  sewers  and 
extra  works  at  Barking,  £725,000  ;  (b)  new  sewer 
between  high-level  and  middle-level  sewers, 
£270,000  ;  (c)  new  sewer  between  middle-level  and 
low-level  sewers,  £500,000 ;  (d)  extension  of  middle- 
level  sewer  to  Scrubs-lane,  i)12. 000;  (e)  additional 
pumping  machinery  at  Abbey  Mills,  £120,000 ;  total, 
£1,627,000.  South  of  the  Thames:  ())  Crossness 
to  Deptford— new  sewer  (low  level),  £500,000; 
(g)  Crossness  to  Catford— new  sewer  (high  level), 
£520,000 ;  (h)  Deptford  to  Battersea— new  sewer, 
£300,000;  total,  £1,320,000.  Total  for  both  sides, 
£2,947,000.  The  committee  are  of  opinion  that  all 
these  works  must  ultimately  be  carried  out,  but  they 
think  that  as  a  commencement  of  the  work  the 
capacity  of  the  outfall  sewers  should  be  increased 
without  delay.  They  according  make  recommenda- 

tions in  favour  of  the  construction  of  two  new  out- 
fall sewers,  each  Oft.  in  diameter,  from  the  Abbey 

Mills  pumping-statioE  to  the  Barking  outfall.  The 
total  length  of  each  of  these  new  sewers  will  be 
4^  miles,  and  the  engineer  estimates  the  cost, 
together  with  that  of  extra  works  at  Barking,  at 
£600,000.  With  regard  to  the  south  of  the  Thames 
it  is  recommended  that  an  additional  outfall  sewer, 
lift.  6in.  in  diameter,  be  constructed  between  the 

Deptford  pumpiog-station  and  the  Crossness  outfall 
works,  and  a  further  considerable  portion  of  the 
suggested  new  sewer  from  Crossness  outfall  to 
Catford.  The  total  length  of  the  first  of  these  new 
sewers  will  be  eight  miles,  and  of  the  portion  of  the 
second  now  proposed  to  be  built  2^  miles.  The  cost 
of  these  sewers  is  estimated  at  £6.50,000,  so  that  the 
total  expenditure  at  present  contemplated  will 
amount  to  £1,250,000.  It  is  anticipated  that  the 
construction  of  the  works  will  occupy  eight  years. 
The  proposals  will  be  considered  by  the  council  at 
its  meeting  on  December  5. 

The  joint  committee  of  the  South-Eastern  and 
Chatham  Kiilway  Companies  have  had  plans  pre- 

pared for  the  rearrangement  of  Ludgate  Hill  Station 

by  their  engineering  staff  and  the  architects'  de- 
partment, under  the  personal  direction  and  super- 

vision of  the  chief  engineer,  Mr.  T.  C.  Tempest, 
and  these  have  now  been  forwarded  to  the  lt;>ard 
of  Trade  for  approval. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  technical  schools 
for  Redruth  was  laid  by  Lord  Windsor  on  Friday. 
The  building  will  be  in  red  brick,  and  the  style  is 
Elizabethan,  the  upper  part  being  relieved  by  a 
double  string  -  course  in  white  stone.  All  the 
windows  will  be  leaded  and  glazed  in  cathedral 
glass  in  small  squares.  The  school  will  contain 

cloakrooms,  classroom,  carpenters'  and  smiths' 
shops,  storerooms,  master's  room,  and  lecture 
theatre,  and  in  the  top  room  of  the  building  will  be 
the  nucleus  of  a  museum.  Mr.  H.  R.  Lloyd, 
Newhall-street,  Birmingham,  is  the  architect,  and 
Mr.  I!.  Huxley  is  the  builder. 
The  foundation-stone  of  a  small  church  in  the 

parish  of  All  Saints',  Poplar,  to  be  dedicated  to  St. 
Nicholas,  was  laid  on  Saturday.  The  site  is  close 
to  Blackwall  Stairs,  to  the  Blackwall  Tunnel,  and 
to  the  first  bridge  into  the  Isle  of  Dogs.  The 
church,  which  is  to  accommodate  300,  will  be  of  red 
brick,  with  a  round  apse  and  narrow  round-headed 
windows. 

On  Friday  afternoon,  the  Bishop  of  Stepney 
dedicated  the  new  tower  which  has  l>een  recently 
added  to  Holy  Trinity  Church,  Shoreditch.  The 
block  of  buildings,  to  which  this  forms  the  corner, 
comprises  practically  under  one  roof  a  parish  church, 
a  (cttlement,  a  lodging-house,  and  other  parochial 
rooms.  The  whole  block,  costing  about  LSc.OOO, 

has  a  street  frontage  of  rJ7ft.  by  6.'>ft.,  and  much economy  of  space  has  been  practised.  Sleeping 
accommodation  is  provided  for  120.  The  chancel 
of  the  church  is  enriched  by  pavements  of  white 
marble  and  mosaic,  after  designs  at  Kivenna  and 
Monreale  in  Sicily.  It  possesses  also  a  curious  old 
crucifix  from  Moscow, 

STATUES,    MEUOBIALS,    &C. 

BI.ACKLUE.V. — The  memorial  statue  of  the  latelMr. 
(Uadstone  was  unveiled  on  .Saturday  by  the  Eari 
cf  Aberdeen.  The  foundation-base  and  pedestal  of 
red  Peterhead  granite  comes  from  the  lioyal  Granite 
Works  of  Metsre.  James  Wright  and  Sons,  Aber- 

deen. There  is  a  foundation- base,  about  Oft. 
Equare,  on  which  rests  a  maesive  upper  base,  both 
01  comparatively  plain  design.  Above  the  upper 
base  comes  a  moulded  plinth,  which  serves  as  a 
bosement  for  the  dado  or  inscription  block.  The 

latter  measures  4ft.  square  by  4ft.  'Jin.  high.  Three 
sides  of  this  block  carry  inscriptions  cut  in  deep  and 
prominent  characters.  The  die-block  is  surmounted 
by  a  moulded  cap,  on  which  a  bronze  statue  by 
Mr.  Adams  Acton  stands.  The  pedestal  standa about  lOJft.  high. 

CHIPS. 

At  Leicester,  the  commemoration-stone  of  a 
permanent  church  of  St.  James's,  in  the  London- 
road,  was  laid  last  week.  The  building  will  be 
Basilican  in  style,  will  seat  1,000  persons,  and  Will 
cost  £11,000,  of  which  £4,000  has  been  raised. 
Messrs.  Goddard  and  Paget,  of  Laicester,  are  the architects. 

The  Bishop  of  London  dedicated  the  new  mission 
church  of  St.  Alban's.  South  Tottenham,  on  All 
Saints'  Day.  This  church,  designed  by  Mr.  Arnold 
B.  Mitchell,  is  of  red  brick,  the  woodwork  inside 
being  of  an  artistic  shade  of  green  harmonising  with 
the  colour  of  the  brick.  The  style  is  Italian  and 
Tudor,  well  harmonised.  At  the  back  are  buiit 
three  rooms,  the  choir  and  clergy  vestries  and 
parish  room.  The  church  will  hold  450  people,  and 
is  situated  in  a  dense  and  poor  population. 

Major-General  Crozier  held  an  inquiry  at  Brent- 
wood last  week  in  respect  of  applications  from  the 

BUlericay  Rural  District  Council  and  Brentwood 
Urban  District  Council  to  borrow  .£l,6ti0  for  works 
of  sewage  disposal. 

The  Light  R  itilway  Commissioners  have  submitted 
to  the  Board  of  Trade  for  confirmation  an  order 
made  by  them  for  the  construction  of  a  light  railway 
in  the  county  of  Gloucester,  from  Cheltenham  to 
Cleeve  Hill. 

The  organ-case  at  Westminster  Abbey,  designed 

by  the  late  Mr.  J.  L.  Pearson,  R.A.,  is  now  com- 
plete. The  Purcell  Bi-Centenary  celebration  in 

1895  raised  about  £1,400,  which  sufficed  to  provide 

the  complete  case  on  the  north  side,  over  Purcell's grave.  The  south  frort  was  afterwards  added  in 
memory  of  the  late  Mr.  A.  D.  Clarke,  the  donor  of 
the  celestial  organ ;  and  now  the  south  side  has 
been  completed  at  the  expense  of  the  Dean  and 
Chapter.  At  the  suggestion  of  Sir  Frederick 
Bridge,  Purcell's  coat  of  arms  is  to  be  placed  on one  of  the  vacant  shields  which  form  part  of  the design. 

A  group  of  mixed  schools  erected  at  Lees  by  the 
Haworth  School  Board  was  formally  opened  on 

Monday.  They  are  arranged  on  the  clerestory 
principle,  classrooms  opening  out  on  either  side  of 
the  central  hall,  and  the  outlay  has  been  £3,000. 
Mr.  E.  P.  Peterson,  of  Bradford,  was  the  architect, 
and  Mr.  J.  Bottomley,  the  clerk  of  works. 

The  latest  report  as  to  the  timber  trade  on  the 
Clyde  is  that  business  all  round  continues  active. 
The  sawmills  and  wood -consuming  industries  gene- 

rally are  fully  employed,  and  there  is  no  indication of  slackening. 

The  first  of  a  series  of  three  lectures  on  "  Archi- 
tecture," illustrated  by  lantern  views,  was  given  in 

the  Royal  Institution,  Colquitt-street,  Liverpool,  on 
Saturday  morning,  by  Mr.  Arnold  B.  Mitchell, 
F.R.LB.A. 

The  new  police  institute  at  the  corner  of  Dilton- 
street  and  James  Watt-street,  Birmingham,  was 

opened  last  week.  The  building  is  Modern  Renais- 
sance in  style,  and  is  built  of  red  brick  with  terracotta 

dressings.  On  the  ground  floor  are  a  gymnasium 
and  recreation-room,  and  on  the  floor  above  are  the 
assembly-room,  seated  for  300  peis^ns,  and  a 

reading-room,  while  on  the  floor  above  are  secre- 
tary's residence,  and  five  rooms  to  be  let  to  single 

men.  Messrs.  Ingall  and  Son,  of  Birmingham,  are 
the  architects. 

The  Bishop  of  Worcester  dedicated,  on  Friday, 

in  All  Saints'  Church,  Wribbenhall,  a  chancel- 
screen  and  reredos  given  as  a  memorial  of  the  late 

vicar,  the  Rev.  J.  L.  Chesshire. 
The  workhouse  at  Westhampnett,  on  the  road 

between  Chichester  and  Goodwood,  was  destroyed 

by  fire  on  Friday  night,  the  damage  exceeding 
£8,000.  Fortunately,  no  lives  were  lost,  but  one 
aged  man  died  from  shock.  The  building  was 

originally  a  gentleman's  country  mansion .  the  seat of  the  Williams  family,  and  later  it  passed  into  the 
possession  of  Charles,  third  Duke  of  Richmond.  In 
1835  it  was  converted  into  a  workhouse  for  the 
Union  of  Westhampnett,  and  was  leased  to  the 

goaidians  by  the  present  Duke  at  a  nominal  rental. 
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TO    OOBBB3PONDBNTS. 

FWe  do  not  hold  oureelves  responsible  for  the  opinione  of 

oar  correspond  en  ta.     All    commuaicationa    Bhoiild  be 
drawn  up  aa  briefly  aa  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claiman'va  upon  Uie  apace  allotted  to  correspondents.  1 

It  ia  particularly  requested  that  all  drawinga  and  all 
eommunicationa  respecting  illustrationa  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addreaaed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Bi'ildino 
Niwa,  833,  Strand.  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  atafl 
by  name.    Delay  ia  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
Ail  drawings  and  other  communicationa  are  sent  at  con- 
tributore'  rinks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  fur,  or  be  liable  for,  imsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Post-office  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
The  SraABD  Nkwspjlteb  Company,  Limjtkd. 

NOTICB. 

Bonnd  coplea  of  Vol.  LXXVt.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shilling  each), 
aa  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumee  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXII-.  XXXIH., 
XXXr\'.,  XXXIX.,  XLI..  XLIY.,   XLVI..  XLIX., u..  Lxu.,  iJ^v..  Lv..  Lix..  rx..  LXI.,  Lxn., 
LXrV.,  LXV..  LXVin..  lxjx..  lxx..  lxxi., 
LXXn.,  LXXin.,  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  T.XXVI. 
may  atiU  b«  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Moat  of  the  back 
ouml'jra  of  formejr  volumes  are,  howevej,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subacribera  requiring  anv  back  numbers  to 
oomplete  volume  just  ended  ahould  order  at  once,  aa 
many  of  them  aoon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS   OP  STJBSCRIPTION. 

One  Found  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Cuiada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  6a.  Od.  (or6doLs.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  Belgium.  £1  68.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6a.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Auatmlian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indiea,  or  Natal.  £1  6ft.  Od. 

property  which  I  am  interested  in.  There  ia  a  cart- 
way entrance  crossing  the  footpath  which  will  require 

altering,  aa  well  as  pirt  of  roadway  inside,  to  nuic  the 
reduced  level.  Who  ia  re^p:>n'*ibl''  for  this  wi>rk— the 
tramway  company,  the  local  authority,  or  has  tho  owner 
to  bear  the  expense  when  deri\ing  no  benefl^..  at  the  same 
time  being  put  to  a  great  inconvenience  ?— Pevko. 

[11363.1— F.I-A  S.— C^n  any  of  your  reader.-*,  through 
the  medium  of  your  journal,  inform  me  what  arclii- 
tectural  society  grants  the  use  of  the  letters  "  F,I..\.8.," 
and  the  address  of  Buch  society  '  I  rectn'.ly  naw  these 
letters  on  the  plate  of  an  architect  and  surveyor  in  South 
London.  They  seem  to  stand  for  *'  FeUow  Institute 
Architects  and  Surveyors " :  but  I  wa^  not  aware  that 
any  such  society  existed,  and  ahould  therefore  be  glad  to 

be  informed  as  to  this  '-F.I.A.S. 
r  11361.] -Wet  and  Dry  Meters  -I  want  to  know 

whether  a  dry  meter  ia  better  for  a  small  hou^e  having 
about  twelve  burners  than  a  wet  meter,  and  also  if  it  ii 
as  economical  of  gas  ?  One  ga?fitter  told  me  lliat  the 
wet  meter  was  beat  and  less  dangero  is.  Wher^  does  the 

danger  "come  in"  ?   A  reply  will  oblige.— Ink  xe'eiubm-k. 
[11365-1  —  Underpinning.  —  How  should  this  be 

measured  ?  Is  it  better  t^>  take  this  with  the  Bricklayer'a 
work  or  Excavator  ?— which  ?  There  i^  the  excavation  and 
strutting,  the  removal  of  old  brickwork,  building  in 
cement  and  wedging  with  slate.  How  are  thvse  items  to 
be  taken— under  the  separate  heads,  or  together  as  one 
item  ?— XovicK  i.v  Utastitiks. 

[1136(5.1— Iron  Roof  Truss.- Wiil  an  experienced reader  inform  me  what  would  be  the  price  per  cwt.  of  a 
king-post  roof,  30ft.  span  and  10ft.  rise,  including  the 
labour  fixing  .'—J.  I.  T. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHABQKS. 

The  chawre  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertiae- 
aenta,  Pubuc  Com^^ies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
ia  la.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  aa 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  oa.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneona 
and  Trade  Advertisementa  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) ia  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  aa  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  48.  6d.  for 
40  Words.  Special  terma  for  aeries  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pnb- 
isber. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2s.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisementa  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  os. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  ot&oe  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Inaertion. 

SiTCATlOSS. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  ia  Onk  Shillixo  aib  Twrstt- 
roD»  WoBDS,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
Ali  Situation  Advertiaern'mts  must  b€  prefaid. 

RErEivEP.-D.  and  fo.-E.  H.  S.  and  Bro.- M.  and  M. 
—  M.  Bros,  and  Co.— H.  and  Co.— Two  Years'  Student. 
— H.— P.  T.  and  Co.— E.  F.-B.  W.  A.— S,  A.  R.— 
H.  von  T..  St.  Petersburg.— R.  A. 

Bdildrr.— You  saw  what  we  said  last  week  .'  The  prices will  go  lower  yet. 

DnrBTvcL.  — Terribly  ditlicult  people  to  get  money  of: 
There  was  sn  execution  in  last  week,  and  another  wait- 

ing on  the  top  of  that. 

EsvriREB.— You  want  one  of  the  clever  little  ''Hercules*' 
bogies,  made  by  Challenger  and  Co  ,  Long  Millgate. 
Manchester.  They  will  move  anything,  and  all  public 
buildiDgs,  warehouses,  hotels,  and  places  where  heavy 
thirgs  in  the  way  of  stoves,  machinery,  ic,  have  to  be 
shifted  occasionally  should  hive  one  on  the  prem'sas. 

ErnsoMV.— You  can  get  Roberts's  separator  for  about  £3. 
You  will  have  no  trouble  with  dirty  water  then.  Why 
it  ia  not  fitted  to  the  roof  of  every  country  house  we  do 
not  know.  Clean  rainwater  is  better  for  every  puipoee, 
but  comparatively  few  people  seem  to  think  it  worth 
saving. 

Winter  Gardem.— Very  cheap  and  nasty.  Better  go  to 
a  good  firm  like  Messenger  and  Co.,  of  Loughborough. 

Peactu\\i..-No  single  book  that  we  know  covers  all 
branches.  Write  B.  T.  Bitaford,  94,  High  Holb^m, 
W.C  .  stating  your  requiremf-nta,  he  will  re':?ommend  a 
selection,  and  probably  sell  some  of  the  books  at  second- 
band  pncea. 
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DfawinosRrcfivko.— "Newlyn,"  '*  Peirrot,"  "Apex,* 
"Motor  Car,'*  -Falcon."  "A  BeeUe,"  'Prophet.* 
"Aa  You  Like  It."*  "Ocobj,  '  "Stella,"  "Indian  Ink/ 
"Jack.**  *•  Rinji."  "Rothe."  **  En^Ushmin  "  "Ben,' 
"  Cromer."  "  Dreyfus."  "  Bunker."  "  My  <  'Id  Dutch.' 
**  Gareloch."  •'  P*t."  "  Hopeful."  *'  Cedric  "  "  Rapid,' 
'•  Astragal,"  *'  Demophoon."  '*  Allegro,"  "  Alpha.' 
"  Septimus.**  *■  Pehkan."  *  Curlew,"  **  Shamrock,' 
"  Povey."  *•  Vigomia,"  "  Wold." 

JnUrc0mmtttttcatt0n:, 
QUSSTI0X8. 

[ll.m; -Footpath  Crossing. -Would  any  reader ^''°  S"  .^tPsrK-ncc  and  knosrlrfge  as  to  who  U  re- sponsible in  the  following  cas;,  adrise  me .'  A  cnbarbaa 
tramway    compiny    are    lowering   the   road   by  aom" 

SBPLIBS. 

[11353-]— Dispute.— Of  course  the  questi'^n  depends 
larpely  on  the  wording  of  the  certificate  and  contract. 
If  the  architect  made  a  note  of  the  contractor's  demand, and  to  what  it  chietly  applied,  the  contractor  could  not 
run  away  from  his  contract.  The  contractor,  if  I  under- 

stand n^htly,  asked  the  architect  for  a  ce^tlli^ate  in- 
deranifyiog  him  from  any  damage  the  tenants  might  do. 
If  the  architect  has  this  evidence  by  letter  or  in  writing, 
the  owners  can  sue  for  non-comoletion.  The  omi.'*i'ion  of 
a  word,  though  unfortunate,  would  not  he  Putli^ient  in 
itself  toati'ord  a  pretext  in  the  minds  of  any  judge  or 
jury.  I  am,  of  course,  supposing  the  contractor  is  trying 
10  take  advantage  of  a  technical  error.  The  contrai-*.or 
might  say,  owing  to  the  tenants  he  could  not  complete 
work.-G.  H.  G. 

[11355.]— Artesian  Wells  —In  reply  to  your  cor- 
respondent B.  Walter,  he  will  tioi  whit  he  is  requiring, 

if  he  writes  t<>  us.— Jons  n.  Pokter  .^sd  So.n'S,  1G3, 
Queen  Victoria-street,  London,  E  C. 

llll'>7.J— Damp.— I  do  not  think  Virginia  creepers, 
ornamental  as  they  are,  are  always  desirable  on  a  wall 
that  is  exposed  to  a  wet  quarter,  or  is  built  of  absorbent 
bricks.  I  think  they  have  a  tendency  to  keep  the  wall 
damp,  as  the  sun  ia  excluded.  As  a  damp-proof  paint 
Szerelmey's  may  be  applied.  Perhaps  the  Bath  Stone 
Firms'  "  Fluate  "  may  be  better  suited.  As  to  the  floor. 
drain  the  ground  outside,  if  possible,  or  use  Callender's sheet  bitumen.— A.  Z. 

[11:J3S.]— Ebony. —Try  J.  Gardner  and  Sons,  I-'S, 
liegent-road,  Bootle;  R.  Packer  and  Co..  15.  Canida- 
dock,  Liverpool;  J.  Cimeroa  and  C>.,  Windsor-street, 
Govan  ;  G.  Harrison,  City-road,  D'rbv  ;  Witt  and  Palmer, 
16S,  Drummond-street,  London.  N  W. :  M*ple  and  Co., 

263,  Euston-road,  London,  N.W.— Rsoest's  Park. 
[11353.1— Ebony.— This  material  can  be  obtained. 

9ft.  6in.  long  and  Ijin.  sq'iare.  of  ilessrs.  F.  Marshall 
and  Sons,  2.5i;,  Old-street,  Shor^ditA,  E.  Tiie  leagth  is 
unusual.— H.  L. 

(11359.1- Heating-.  —  Get  sight  of  "  Baldwin  on 
Heating"— in  this  country  of  Chapman  and  Hall,  London, 
or  at  free  library.  There  are  over  thirty  chapters. 
Chapter  XtV.  gives  pipes,  size,  area,  expin^ioa,  ,to. 
Chapter  XVIII.  on  air.— REiiBSx's  P.ark. 

[11330  ]- Calculating  Weight  of  Cistings- 
Multiply  width  in  quarter-inches  by  tbe  thicknes*  in 
eighths  of  an  inch,  or  vice  versu .  and  divide  the  product 
by  10,  then  multiply  the  result  by  the  length  in  feet, 
which  will  give  the  weight  in  pounds  of  that  casting.  For 
wrought  iron  add  '  ,ii.  for  lead  add  J.  for  brass  '  :.  for 
copper  add  '  :,  to  result.  See  W.  S.  Hutton's  "  Works 
Manager's  Handbook.''— Re<;est's  P.\rk. 

[Il365.]-Calculatlng  Weight  of  Castlnga.- 
Take  out  the  quantities  from  the  rt,:Hils  of  sUn?hions  or 
columns,  and  weight  out  each.  Kj  book  could  give  such 
tables  aa  firms  may.— H.  L. 

[11361.]  —  Frontage  —Brixton -road  is  certainly 
unique  as  regards  variety  of  frontage  lines.  Some  of  the 
new  buildings  are  oa  the  site  of  old  buildings  certified 
under  Section  13  of  the  London  Baildinj  Act.  I'-JJ. 
Others  not  so  certiti id  have  b  en  set  bi-'t  to  the  general 
line  of  frontage.  The  road  is  so  wide  lliit  the  question 
oflOft.  for  the  width  of  roid  d  les  not  comi  in.  Tne 
Rush  Common  Act  prevails,  and  ths  line  of  froati^e  his, 
in  consequence,  baen  spoilt.- H.  LovsaaovE. 

Toe  pirish  churcli  of  Old  Lakanham,  a  suburb  of 

Norwich,  was  reapaned  on  Saturday  after  restora- 
tion. 

A  massiTe  raonumeat  has  bwn  placed  io  the 
church  of  S:.  Mary  Magdalen,  C  lewtoa  Mendip,  in 

memory  of  the  late  Lord  Cirlia»ford  and  Clormout, 

by  his  nephews  and  nieces.  It  is  pla-.ed  directly under  the  tab'.et  of  the  late  C  juatess  Waldegrava. 

A  new  or^an-chambar  at  the  parish  cbnrch  of 

Eigmond,  Silop.  wa?  dedicited  on  WeJoosJay 

evening  by  the  B:shop  of  Sirewjbury  (the  rector 

of  the  pitisb).  The  new  chamber  hii  bjen  bu.U  on 

the  north  side  of  the  chancel,  of  3t3n>.  and  in  cjn- 

formity  with  the  general  design  of  the  church.  It 
has  a  wood-lined  roof  and  pitch-pine  block  fl  i  jr. 

ItBOAX.  INTELLIOBNCB. 

Paviso  I.iAmi.iTiK.s  01-  0\v.vEi;s  or  I'aisty-walis. 
—Tub  Maeiiuess  oi  Saxisiiuey  v.  Tira  Mayor  and 
Corporation  or  Li\'Eiii'0Ol.— In  this  case,  heard 
by  Mr.  .Tustice  Ridley  and  Mr.  Justice  Darling  in 
the  (Jjeeu's  Ranch  Division  on  Tuesday,  Lord 
Salisbury  appealed,  by  way  of  special  case,  against 

a  decision  of  the  Stipendiary  Magistrate  of  Liver- 
pool, who  held  that  he  was  liable  for  certain  paving 

expenses  as  the  owner  of  premises  fronting,  abut- 
ting, or  adjoining  on  a  street  which  the  corporation 

hid  paved.  The  Tremier  was  the  owner  of  certain 
land  between  Salisbury -road  and  Atderaon-road, 
and  in  1S81  he  granted  building  agreements  to 
Meaars.  .1.  and  W.  B.  Jones  with  regard  to  it. 
When  the  houses  were  completed,  the  Marquess 
granted  a  lease  for  03  years  over  the  property 
which  faced  SUisbury-road.  At  the  rear  of  these 
houses  was  a  party-wall  adjoining  a  back  street, 
which  the  corporation  had  laid  out  and  paved,  and 
Lord  Salisbury  was  assessed  at  £100  as  his  portion 

of  the  expenses,  although  there  was  no  communica- tion from  the  houses  to  the  street.  The  lease  granted 

by  Lord  Salisbury  demised  the  premises  to  the  centre 
of  this  party-wall,  and  it  was  contended  that  four 
and  a  half  inches  of  the  wall  adjoining  the  street 
still  remained  vested  in  the  noble  lord,  and  made 

him  liable.  The  appellant,  however,  contended 
that  he  was  not  the  owner  within  the  meaning  of 
certain  local  Acts,  and  that,  according  to  those 
statutes,  ̂ I^89r8.  Jones  were  the  real  owners.  The 

appeal  was  dismissed  with  costs. 
CiiABOE  OF   Cor,i.u.sio;f    uErwEEN   CoimiACTOit 

AND      .\S3IST\NT      E.NQISEEB.  —  ADXIEALTY     COJC- 
MissiOKEU:^  V.  Blioh. — Tiis  action,  tried  by  Mr. 
Justice  Lirantham  and  a  special  jury  on  Friday, 

was  brought  by  the  Admiralty  Commissioners  to 
recover  the  sum  of  £l,'2Ci  from  Mr.  Joaeph  Bligh, 
contractor.  The  plaintifis  alleged  that  on  July  1-5, 
1S91.  a  contract  was  made  by  the  defendant  to 
execute  certain  works  in  accordance  with  plans  and 
specifications  which  had  been  prepared,  and  that  the 
work  had  bsen  carried  out  in  a  defective  manner. 
The  defendant  pleaded  that  the  work  was  done  to 
the  satisfaction  of  the  assistant  superintending 

engineer.  B/  their  reply  the  plaintiffs  said  that  the 
certificates  said  that  the  certificates  for  the  work 
were  obtained  fraudulently  and  in  collusion  with  a 
Mr.  Monkhouse,  formerly  in  their  employ.  The 
Attomey-Ganeral,  Q  C,  and  Mr.  R.  B.  D.  Acland 
were  the  plaintiffs ;  Mr.  Witt,  (J.C.,  Mr.  Herbert 
Smith,  and  Mr.  D.  Fulton  for  the  defendant.  Mr. 

Acland,  in  opening  the  plaintiffs'  case,  said  that  in IS'.il  the  .Vlmiralty  were  desirous  of  having  erected 
on  the  K'.ver  Midway,  above  Sheerness  and  below 
Caatham,  important  defence  works  for  preventing 
torpedo-boats  from  going  up  the  river.  These 
defencj  works  consists  of  an  anchorage  and  a  pier. 
The  anchorage  was  for  the  purpose  of  securing  a 
wire  rope  or  hawser  boom  which  should  extend 
from  one  side  of  the  river  to  the  other,  and  present 

a  barrier  to  any  torpedo-boat  that  might  ascend  the 
river.  The  defendant  had  deliberately  departed 
from  the  instructions  that  were  given  him  and  had 
fraudulently  put  in  timber  of  less  scantling  than 

ouf;ht  to  have  bjen  provided,  as  well  as  less  con- 
crete and  less  rabble,  and  had  so  weakened  the 

whole  structure  that  it  might  have  proved  to  be  a 
danger  instead  of  a  defence.  Oa  July  o,  IS04,  Mr. 
r.li({h  wrote  to  the  directors  of  the  works  at  the 
Admiralty  offdring  to  execute  the  works  for 
£1,910,  and  the  tender  was  accepted.  Counsel 
then  proceeled  to  read  from  the  spscifioation 
and  the  conditions  of  contract,  and  said  he 
supposed  the  defendant  was  going  to  rely  on 
cettili;ates  given  by  Monkhouse,  who  had  been 
io  the  employ  of  the  Admiralty,  and  who  had 
given  certificates  when  he  was  aware  that  Bligh  had 
only  done  half  tbe  work  that  oaght  to  have  been 
done.  In  fact,  he  and  Bligh  had  conspired  together 
to  defraud  the  Admiralty.  As  to  the  anchorage,  the 
piles  had  not  been  driven  so  deep  as  they  ought  to 

have  been,  and  they  had  not  the  dimensions  re- 

quired, and  they  had  no  iron  spikes.  Toe  concrete 
was  insuffinent.  and  mud  had  bsen  left  where  con- 

crete ought  to  have  been  p'at,  and'  there  was  not 
enough  rubble  filling.  As  to  the  pier,  there  were 

onlv  half  the  supports  there  ought  to  hava  bean.  It 

was  impossible  for  the  cattifi  ;ates  to  have  boen  givan 
without  fraud  on  the  part  of  Monkhouse  and  of  the 

defendant.  As  soon  as  the  Admiralty  discovered 
what  had  been  dont  they  dismissed  Monkhouse 

without  apension.  Tne  Attomey-Ganeral  said  that 
the  Admiralty  had  not  done  ths  work  over  again, 

but  had  adapted  the  cheaper  plan  of  strengthening 

it.  The  cost  had  been  £l,'20»  ;  but  from  this  there 

I  was  to  be  subtracted  £  J-'iO  due  to  the  defendant, 
leaving  a  balance  of  £;'U.  Mr.  Thomas  Sims, 

supetiotending  civil  engineer  to  the  .\dmiralty, 
stat.xl  that  he  was  at  Caatham  Dockyard  tUl  last 

year.  MonkhooM  had  been  dismissed  without  a 

pension  in  conaequenco  oi  other  questions  that  had 
arisen.  Witness  had  tested  the  works  in  question. 

Tno  method  of  construction  was  to  esUblish  on 

either  shore  a  permanent  structure  of  pUei,  concrete, 

and  rabble  to  receive  the  end  of  the  wire-rops  boom. 

He  tested  the  structare  on  the  south  shore,  and  it 

was  not  ao  sUble  as  if   it  had  been  constructed 
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properly.  He  made  an  examiuatiou  ou  the  notth 
shoie,  where  the  anchorage  couBisted  o(  a  rectangular 
structure  of  piles  with  two  pile  buttresses  running 
out  into  the  river.  He  drew  some  of  the  piles 
and  examined  them,  and  found  that  they  were 
about  two-thirds  of  the  proper  length  and  the  other 
dimensions  were  also  too  small.  There  was  nothing 
in  the  nature  of  the  ground  to  prevent  piles  of  the 
proper  length  from  being  driven.  A  depth  of  about 
12Ct.  at  the  bottom  of  the  concrete  was  not  filled  in. 
There  was  also  too  little  rubble.  All  this  would 
seriouily  alTect  the  stability  of  the  structure.  The 
pier  next  the  north  abutment  contained  piles  that 
were  smaller  than  they  ought  to  have  been.  The 
piles  had  gone  into  soft  ground,  and  some  which 
ought  to  have  been  shod  were  not.  The  rubble 
buttresses  on  each  side  of  the  pier  wore  not  so  deep 
as  they  should  have  been.  The  bolts  in  the  piles 
had  no  nuts,  and  were,  in  fact,  simply  driven  m  as 
spikes.  As  it  would  have  cost  so  much  to  take  the 
work  down  and  put  it  up  in  accordance  with  the 
cor.tract,  the  work,  as  done,  was  strengthened  at  a 

total  cost  of  £l,JGl.  At  the  close  of  this  witness's 
evidence,  Mr.  \Vitt  said  that  he  did  not  see  that  he 
ought  to  resist  this  claim.  It  had  been  pleaded  that 
the  certificates  had  been  given,  and  the  whole  thing 
was  closed  up  nearly  two  years  before  this  case  was 
raised.  But  he  felt  that  this  was  no  defence  in  law, 
and  therefore  he  proposed  that  the  plaintiftd  should 
have  a  verdict  lor  £914,  but  that  the  defendant 
should  have  an  opportunity  of  going  into  the  box 
and  explaining  that  he  was  not  a  party  to  the 
fraud.  The  Attorney- General:  It  is  obvious  that 
this  transaction  could  not  have  been  carried  out 
without  fraud  ou  both  sides.  I  do  not  say  that 
Bligh  knew  of  it,  but  there  must  have  been  fraud 
on  the  part  of  someone  representing  him.  Mr. 
Witt :  I  do  not  deny  that.  The  defendant,  although 
he  took  the  contract,  was  rarely  there.  Mr.  Joseph 
Kobett  Bligh  was  then  called,  and  he  stated  that 
he  occasionally  attended  to  the  work.  He  had  no 
improper  dealings  with  Monkbouse.  Until  he 
received  the  letter  from  the  Admiralty  complaining 
of  the  works,  he  had  no  idea  that  there  was  any- 

thing the  matter  with  them.  Cross-examined  :  He 
ordered  the  piles  himself.  They  were  more  than 
sufficient  for  the  whole  of  the  work. — Mr.  J  ustice 

.Crraotham  directed  the  jury  to  find  a  verdict  for  the 
plaintiffs  for  £914.  His  Lordship  said  that  their 
verdict  meant  that  there  had  been  fraud.  It  was 
time  that  these  matters  were  cilled  by  their  proper 
name,  though  he  did  not  say  that  this  was  so 
serious  a  case  as  some  they  had  heard  of.  The 
contractois  for  the  Government  should  know  that 
these  matters  might  be  criminal.  His  Lordship 
pitied  the  people  who  were  found  guilty  of  such 
crimes.  Could  any  punishment  be  too  severe  if  it 
turned  out  to  be  true  that  this  was  the  result  of  a 

failure  of  duty ':  Where  a  person  made  a  contract 
on  which  the  safety  of  the  country  or  of  the  troops 
depended,  if  he  committed  a  breach  of  that  con- 

tract, and  did  so  fraudulently,  he  committed  a 
crime.  If  the  defendant  said  that  he  trusted  an 
agent,  it  ought  to  be  made  a  criminal  offence  to 
trust  an  agent  in  this  way.  Judgment  was  then 
given  for  the  plaintiffs  for  £914. 
May  Canai.  Compavies  Skll  .SfRPi.us  Water  V 

— Toe  question  of  the  rights  of  the  Minchester 
Canal  Company  in  the  surplus  water  from  the 
Bochdalc  Cinal  came  before  the  Court  of  Appeal 
on  Monday  and  Tuesday,  upon  an  appsal  by  the 
Bochdale  Canal  Company  against  the  judgment  of 
Mr.  Justice  Byrne.  The  real  question  in  the  matter 
is  whether  the  Rochdale  C  jmpany  have  the  right  to 
sail  surplus  water  to  millowners,  or  are  obliged  to 
let  it  flow  to  the  Manchester  Ship  Canal.  At  the 
close  of  the  case  for  the  appellants  the  C  jurt  gave 
j  udgment  in  favour  of  the  jlinchester  Ship  Canal 
Company.  It  was  stated  that  the  Kjchdale 
Company  has  been  in  the  habit  of  selling  water 
to  millowners,  and  has  derived  a  revenue  of 
£4,000,  out  of  a  total  of  £0,000,  in  this  way.  The 
Ship  Canal  Company,  as  the  owners  of  the  Bridge- 
water  (anal,  took  steps  to  prevent  this,  ou  the 
ground  that  they  were  entitled  to  the  waste  water 
from  the  Kochdale  Cinal.  The  question  then  arose 
whether  the  term  "waste  water"  meant  merely 
water  which  had  passed  through  the  locki,  or  all 
the  water  not  required  for  the  purposes  of  naviga- 

tion. Mr.  Justice  Byrne  held  that  the  Rochdale 
C  jmpany  had  no  power  to  sell  the  water  at  all, 
and  the  Court  of  Appeal  cot.tirmed  this  view  by 
dismissing  the  appeal.  It  was  iotimated  that  the 
case  will  probably  be  taken  to  the  House  of  Lords. 

A  Bl-II.MNT,    COVESJANT    ExiORi  ED.— SlIOESMlTH 
V.  Doim  (L1.MITEI)).— This  case,  heard  on  Friday  by 
Mr.  Commissioner  B>sanqu<:t  sitting  without  a 
jury,  was  a  further  consideration  of  a  case  which 
nad  been  heard  before  the  learned  Commissioner  at 
Leeds  Ai8iz?8.  lu  is;!  certain  land  at  Halifax  was 
sold  by  auction  in  lots  for  building  purposes.  Among 
the  conditions  of  sale  was  the  following  :  — ' '  All 
buildings  shall  bs  erected  in  accordance  with  the 
uuildiug  line  shown  upon  the  plan,  and  all  buildings, 
stables,  and  conveniences  shall  be  placed  on  the 
westerly  side  of  the  lot."  The  building  line  was 
'Oft.  from  the  road,  which  lay  on  the  east  side  of 
the  lot.         '....-   

two  lots  at  the  south  end  of  the  land  and  the  lots 
adjoining  the  north  side  of  those  bought  by  the 
plaintiff  were  unsold.  The  condition  above  set  out 
was  incorporated  in  the  form  of  a  covenant  in  the 
conveyance  taken  by  the  plaintiff.  The  plaintiff 
built  on  his  lots  a  house  in  accordance  with  the  con- 

ditions of  sale,  and  on  March  1,  1^97.  leased  the 
same  to  a  tenant  for  seven  years,  the  lease  to  be 
determinable  at  the  option  of  the  tenant  at  the  end 
of  five  years.  On  Xovemlwr  G,  1897,  the  plaintiff 
by  letter  agreed  to  allow  the  tenant  to  remove  at  the 
end  of  the  term  a  movable  billiard  room  which  the 
tenant  proposed  to  erect  on  the  front  (i.e.,  the  east) 
side  of  the  house.  In  the  course  of  the  same  month 
the  billiard  room  was  erected.  It  was  32ft.  long 
by  2tlft.  wide  and  17(t.  Gin.  high,  and  it  stood  lOft. 
back  from  the  road.  It  had  brick  foundations, 

upon  which  were  laid  sleepers  imbedded  in  mortar, 
and  upon  the  sleepers  were  timbers  which  were 
secured  to  the  founaatious  by  twits.  Then  wooden 
sides  were  erected  in  sections,  and  the  whole  was 
covered  with  a  corrugated  iron  roof.     Before  the 
issue  of  the  writ  in  this  action  the  room  had  been 
removed.     I  >a  July  22,  189s,  the  lots  adjoining  the 
plaintiff's  lots  were  again  put  up  to  auction,  and 
the  conditions  of  sale  again  iacluded  that  set  out 

above.  The  plaintiff  was  the  auctioneer,  and  pre- 
vious to  the  sale  he  stated  that  the  lots  were  subject 

to     a    building-line    covenant.      The    defendants 
bought  the  lots,  and  took  a  conveyance  containing 

a  covenant  similar  to  that  in  the  plaintiff's  con- 
veyance. The  defendants  then  expressed  their  in- 

tention of  building  right  up  to  the  frontage  of  the 
road,  and  the  plaintiff  brought  the  present  action 
for  an  injunction  to  restrain  them  from  erecting  any 
buildings  in  front  of  the  building  line.    The  deJence 
was  that  the  plaintiff's    action   in  permitting  the 
erection  of  the  billiard-room  had  disentitled  him  to 
obtain  that  form  of  relief.— Mr.  Tmdal  Atkinson, 
Q  C,    for  the    defendants,    argued  that    a    party 
seeking    to     enforce     a    condition    of    this    kind 
must    not    frustrate    the    benttit    other    parties 

were  to  receive  from  it.     ("I'eek  v.  Matthews.") 
Any  substantial   breach    of    the   covenant   on  the 
plaintiff's  part  would  disentitle  him  to  an  injunc- 

tion. Here,  the  benefit  that  the  other  parties  were  to 
receive  was  that  the  whole  space  between  the  build- 

ing line  and   the  road  should  be  kept  absolutely 

clear.  In  "  Knight  v.  Simmonds"  (1S9G),  "Wes- 
tern v.  MacDirmott,"  and  "  German  v.  Coapman" 

the  breaches  of  covenant  on  the  part  of  the  plaintiff 
had  been  trivial  or  temporary.     Here  the  breach 

was  by  no  means  trivial,  and  as  the  billiard-room, 
when  erected,  was  intended  to  stand   for  ti?e  or 
even  seven  years,  it  could  not  bs  called  temporary. 
Nor  could  the  removal  of  the  erection  amend  the 

plaintiff's  case.    The  defendants  had  bought  their 

lots,  relying  on  the  plaintiff's  inability  to  enforce the  covenant,  and  the  plaintiff  could  not  now  alter 

their  position  at  his  option  ("  Siyers  v.  CoUyer"). 
Mr.  Mauisty  followed  on  the  same  side.     In  order 
to  disentitle  the  plaintiff  to  an  injunction,  it  is  not 
necessary  that  his  breach  of  covenant  should  destroy 
the  original  scheme  ;  any  substantial  departure  from 
that  scheme  is  sufficient  ("  Sayers  v.  Collyer  "  and 
"  Knight  V.  Simmonds  ").     lu  this  case  the  plaintiff 
had  done  what  in  him  lay  to  destroy  the  scheme  ; 
if  the  owner  of  every  lot  had  acted  as  the  plaiutiff 
had  done,  the  scheme  would  be  utterly  gone.     Mr. 
Scott  FoS,  Q.C.,  for  the  jilaintiff,  contended  that 
it  was  not  everv  deviation   from  the  scheme  that 

would  disentitle  the  plaintiff  ("German  v.  Chap- 
man") :  it  was  only  when  he  had  suffered  the  whole 

design  to  bs  broken  up  that  he  was  precluded  from 
obtaining  his  injunction ;  that  was  the  truopriuciple 
of  "  Peek  V.  Matthews.''     Here  the  design  was  to 
have  a  row  of  villas  instead  of  a  street  of  houses. 
That  scheme  still  existed  :  plaintiff  had  done  it  no 

damage,   but  such    as    could    easily  be — and  had 
been— redressed.      The  case  was  strongest  against 
the  plaintiff   immediately  before  the  sale  of  1S98, 
but  even  then  he  had  done  nothing  to  prevent  his 

enforcing    the    covenant    against    the    vendor  — 
"  Richards  v.  Rsvett" — and  the  defendants,  having 
taken    with    notice  of    the  covenaut,  were  in  the 
same  position    as  parties    to    the    covenant.    The 
principle  running  through  the  whole  of  the  cases, 
from    "  lioper    v.    Williams"     to    "Meredith    v. 
Wilson,"  was  that  where  the  plaintiff  had  deprived 
others  of  the  right  to  have  the  general  plan  entorced, 
he  could  not  himself  claim   that  right.     Here  the 

plaintiff  had  in  no  way  injured  the  defend- 
ants,   and    the    principle  was  not  iiifriugsd.     M'. 

Commissioner     Bosanquot.   said    it     was  admitted 
that  plaintiff  was  entitled  to  his  injunction  unless 
something     had     occurred     to     take     away    his 

right.  His  Lordship  had  come  to  the  con- 
clusion   upon  the   cases    that    the   law  was  this — 

that  in  order  to  disentitle  a  plaintiff  to  his  remedy 

by  injunction  his  departures  from    the  covenant 
must  be  such  that  substantially  the  beneSt  of  the 

scheme  was  already  lost  through  plaintiff's  acts  or with    his    acnuieaceuce.      Lord   Justics    James  in 

"  German  v.  Chapman  "  (ijuoted  with  approval  in 
"Knight  V.  S.mmouds'' and  "Sayers  V.  Collyer")     >,.,A —6—       ..  ...      .■-     .„,,„;,„, 

put  it  on  the  ground  that  either  (I)  the  plaintiff  has  I  also     left     instructions     with    his    solicitor 

that  he  had  apparently  given  up  the  intention  of 
enforcing  the  covenant,  and  had  by  that  means  led 
the  purchaser  to  buy.  Neither  of  these  grounds 
existed  in  the  present  case.  It  was  clear  that  no 
one  looked  upon  the  billiard-room  as  damaging  the 
scheme  of  erecting  villas  which  it  was  the  object  of 
the  covenant  to  protect ;  and  the  evidence  as  to  what 
took  place  at  the  auction  showed  that  defendants 
had  lull  knowledge  both  of  the  billiard-room,  and 
also  of  the  restrictive  covenant.  They  took  notice 
of  the  billiard-room  not  as  something  which  would 
injure  them,  but  as  something  which  they  might 
use  as  a  pretext  to  ignore  their  covenant.  Judgment 
for  an  injunction  and  costs. 

A    WoEKMEN'S     COMIESSATIOS     ACT    AlPEAl  — 
"  i'AVis  V.  Wills." — In  this  cas?,  heard  in  the 
(jieen's  Bench  D.vision,  on  Saturday,  by  Mr. 
Justice  Ridley  and  Mr.  Justice  Darling,  the  de- 

fendant was  a  builder  who  was  erecting  houses  at 
Wiuetead-road,  Battersea.  He  employed  various 
sub -contractors  to  do  different  branches  of  the  work 

—e.g.,  for  bricklaying,  slating,  building  manholep, 
plumbing,-  &c.  The  sub-contractor  for  bricklaying 
— one  Manhire— constructed  the  scaffolding  with 

the  defendant's  materials,  and  the  Court  found  that 
at  the  time  it  was  constructed  the  scaffolding  wss 

suffisient.  Manhire  having  completed  the  brick- 
work, the  scaffold  remained  up  for  the  use  of  the 

other  sub-contractors,  until  Manhire  could  do  the 
pointing.  Daring  that  interval  the  plaintiff,  who 

was  employed  by  Jackson,  a  sub-contractor  em- 
ployed by  the  defendant  for  building  manholes, 

was  passing  under  the  EcaSold  on  tiis  way  to  his 
task,  when  a  slate  fell  through  the  scaffold  and 
injured  his  thumb,  disabling  him  from  work  for 
four  months.  When  the  scaffold  was  put  up 

it  consisted  of  five  planks  and  a  guard-board. 
Some  one  removed  three  planks  and  the 

guard  board.  'There  was  a  heap  of  slates  upon  the 
scaffold,  and  it  was  one  of  these  slates  which  fell 
through  the  scaffold  upon  the  plaintiff.  At  that 
time  Manhire  was  not  engaged  on  the  job.  The 

plaiutiff  brought  the  action  against  the  detend&nt  to 
recover  damages  for  the  injuries  he  had  so  received. 
The  County  Court  judge  (after  two  triaU)  gave 

judgment  for  the  plaintiff.  The  defendant  ap- 
pealed. The  Court  held  that  the  appellant  was  liable. 

H-swas  not  only  the  person  who  had  contracted  with 
the  bricklayer  for  the  construction  of  the  scaffold, 
but  he  was  also  permitting  it  to  be  used  by  the 
other  contractors  so  far  as  they  had  to  use  it  in 
their  work,  and  permitting  it  to  remain  on  the 
premises  upon  which  thay  were  carrying  out 
work  in  which  he  was  interested.  In  this 
sense  he  was  possessed  of  it,  and  if  he  did  not 
actually  provide  it  in  the  first  instance,  there  was 
evidence  from  which  it  might  be  properly  inferred 

that  he  adopted  it  as  provided  for  him  and  allowed 
it  to  be  used  by  them,  and  to  be  there  while  they 
were  working.  Under  these  circumstances  the  rule 
stated  in  "Heaven  v.  Pender"  applied,  and  the 
appellant,  therefore,  was  liable.  The  appeal  must 
be  dismissed.    Appeal  dismiss  ed. 

BCILDEEa'  ClATM  AOAISST  AS  Aechitkct  -Owsek. 

— CnEssm  AND  Sons  v.  Gordon-.— This  was  ui 

action  brought  on  Wednesday  in  the  Q  leen's Bench  Division,  before  the  Lord  Cnief  Justice  and 

a  jury,  by  Messrs.  J.  Chessum  and  Sons,  the 

plaintiffs,  against  Mr.  Herbert  Huntly-Gordon, 
K.R  IB.  A  ,  the  defendant,  to  recover  £.5,931 83.  oi. 

alleged  to  be  due  in  respect  of  buildings  erected  by 

the  plaintiffs  for  the  defendant  under  an  agreement 

dated  April  7,  1S9S,  supplemental  to  an  agreement 
of  Daoember,  1897,  and  for  damages  for  breach  of 

the  said  agreements.  The  defendant  denied  that  he 

made  the  agreement  of  April  7,  1898,  and  counter- 
claimed  for  damages  for  alleged  breaches  of  the 

agreement  of  December,  1897.  la  Docember,  189, , 

the  plaintiffs,  who  are  builders  and  contractors, 

entered  into  a  contract  with  the  defendant  to  erect 

for  the  latter,  for  the  sum  of  £7,500,  a  large  block 

of  buildings  called  Stafford  House,  batweeu  Bread- 
street  and  Cannon-street,  and  numbered  27  and  29, 

Cannon-street.  The  defendant,  who  had  recently 

bonghtthesite  of  the  buildings,  was  his  own  architect. 

Toe  contract  provided  that  the  ground  tl  lor  of  the 

buildings  should  be  completed  by  M  irch  2".,  IS9s,and that  the  whole  should  be  completed  by  June  24,  and 

penalties  were  provided  in  case  of  delay.  'There 
was  a  good  deal  of  friction  in  the  course  of  the 

building,  chiefly  on  the  subject  of  extras,  but  
the 

work  proceeded.  Tne  defendant  desired  to  carr
y 

his  premises  higher  than  the  buildings  wh
ich 

formerly  stood  upon  the  site,  and  he  believed  
that 

if  he  could  succeed  in  carrying  the  buildings  up 

beyond  the  old  height  before  an  injunction  were
 

obtained  against  him  for  infringement  of  ancient 

liffhts  by  the  owners  of  the  property  on  the  opposite 

side  of  Bread-street,  the  judge  would  be  reluctant 

to  compel  him  to  take  them  down,  and  would  only 

order  him  to  pay  compensation.  H^  went  abroad 

on  March  27  for  a  holiday,  but  pnor  to  this  he  had 

instructed  the  plaiutiff,'  foreman,  as  soon  as  the 
old  height  was  reached,  to  rush  up  the  work, 

He 

Mr. 

an  ena  to  rne  wno.e  ouj^cv  «i  vue  ,  Tunve'rsVto  deal  with  difficulties  as
  they  arose.    <U 

oSvenant,  o"r  (2)  that  he  had  by  his  conduct  made    April  7  Mr.   Danvers,  purportmg  
to  act    on   the 

covenant,  or  (.^  should  enforce  the  covenant -Le.,    de'endanfs  behalf,  entered  into  a  new  agreement 

by  his  acts  put  an  end  to  the  whole  objsct  of  the 

covenant,  or  (2)  "    '  '     ̂ ''  '■-'-■        
•*••-' 

At  the  auction  the' plaintiff  bought  the    it  unfair  that  he 
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with  the  plaintiffs,  by  which  it  was  stipulated 
that  they  should  rush  up  the  wall  opposite 
Bread-atieet,  in  consideration  of  which  it  was  agreed 
that  no  action  should  be  taken  in  respect  of  the 

plaintiffs'  failure  to  complete  the  buildings  by  the 
time  stipulated,  and  that  the  plaintitVs'  claims  as  to extras  should  be  admitted.  The  wall  was  accordingly 
rushed  up.  An  injunction  was,  however,  afterwards 
obtained  against  the  defendant,  who  was  compelled 
to  pull  down  the  wall  so  far  as  it  exceeded  the 
former  limits.  The  defendant  repudiated  the  agree- 

ment of  April  7,  189S,  when  it  came  to  his  know- 
ledge, and  in  May  he  evicted  the  plaintiffs  from  the 

works  on  the  ground  that  they  had  not  complied 
with  the  contract  of  December,  1S97.  The  plaintiffs 
now  claimed  the  amount  alleged  to  be  due  in 
respect  of  the  work  done  by  them,  together  with 
damages  for  the  injury  to  their  reputation  by  reason 
of  the  eviction.  The  defendant's  case  was  that 
when  he  went  abroad  he  had  no  reason  to  suppose 
that  the  critical  time  when  the  buildings  would 
hare  reached  the  height  of  the  old  buildings  would 
arrive  before  his  return,  and  that  no  authority  was 
given  by  him  to  Mr.  Danvers  to  deal  with  the  matter 
of  rushing  up  the  buildings,  but  that  his  authority 
to  that  gentleman  was  limited  to  dealing  with  the 
disputes  which  had  arisen  as  to  extras.  A  large 
bouy  of  correspondence  was  referred  to  on  this 

point.  The  defendant's  counter-claim  was  for  the 
loss  he  had  sustained  by  reasou  of  the  injunction. 
Three  issues  were  ordered  to  be  tried — (1)  whether 
the  supplemental  agreement  of  April  7,  1S9S,  was 
valid  and  binding  on  the  defendant ;  (2)  whether  the 
eviction  of  the  plaintiffs  was  wrongful :  (3)  the 
amount  of  damage  done  to  the  plaintiffs'  reputation 
by  the  eviction.  The  first  of  tnese  issues  was  the 
only  one  now  tried.  The  jury,  having  beeiraeked 
whether  Mr.  Danvers  had  authority  to  make  the 
agreement  of  April  7,  ISys,  replied  in  the  affirmative. 
It  having  been  conceded  that  in  this  event  the 
eviction  was  wrongful,  the  isiuo  relating  to  that 
matter  was  dropped,  and  the  remaining  issue  was 
referred  to  Mr.  Herbert  Steward,  the  arbitrator 
agreed  on  by  the  parties,  who  was  iostracted  to  find 
the  total  amount  due  to  the  plaintiffs. 

Wh-vt  is  a  "  Xew  Steket  "  r- At  West  London, 
Mr.  Lane  gave  judgment  on  Wednesday  on  an 
adjourned  summons  at  the  instance  of  the  Fulham 
Vestry  to  recover  the  apportioned  sum  from  Messrs'. 
Simmons  Brothers,  builders,  for  making- up  Fulham 
I'alace-road,  an  old  parish  highway  which,  it  was contended,  had  become  a  new  street.  Mr.  Lane 
said  he  was  of  opinion  that  Fulham  Palace-road 
became  a  new  street  in  lsS3,  the  gradual  process  of 
house  building  on  the  east  side  commencing  in  the 
previous  year  and  continuing  down  to  1S9G.  The 
contention  was  that  it  was  not  a  r  ew  street  until 
houses  were  built  on  both  sides,  but  it  had  been 
expressly  decided  by  two  authorities  that  buildings 
on  one  side  were  sufficient  to  constitute  a  new 
street.  With  reference  to  the  time,  he  found  that 
there  had  b«en  periods  ranging  from  20  to  :!.3  years, 
so  that  in  the  present  case  16  years  formed  a  modest 
period  in  the  character  of  a  new  street.  He  also 
found  that  the  repairs  to  the  road  were  executed  by 
the  vestry  as  surveyors  of  the  highway,  and  were 
never  intended  to  relieve  the  frontagers.  He  decided 
in  favour  of  the  vestry,  and  made  an  order  for  the 
payment  of  the  money.  With  regard  to  the  question 
of  reasonable  time  he  found  on  th<)  point  of  the  law 
against  the  defendants. 

GuAKDiiss'  Dilatory  Tactics.  —  At  North 
London  Police-court,  on  Friday,  the  fluardians  of 
ht.  Leonard's,  Shoreditch,  appeared  by  their  clerk, Mr.  R.  Clay,  to  answer  a  summons  under  the 
London  Building  Act,  ISPl,  by  Mr.  F.  M.sson, 
district  surveyor  of  Hackney,  for  occupying  a public  building  in  Lower  Clapton-road  without  his 
certificate.  Mr.  Meeson  said  that  in  May  last  he 
found  one  of  the  old  houses  in  Lower  Clapton-road 
being  used  as  a  woikhouse  Echool.  He  required 
the  guardians  to  make  certain  alterations,  and  to 
put  m  a  fireproof  staircase  ;  but  the  matter  was 
contested  and  fought  out  at  that  Court,  the  nominal 
penalty  of  Ij.  being  imposed  on  the  guardians, bmce  then  nothing  had  been  done  to  meet  the  re- 
quiremenU  of  the  Act.  As  there  was  recently  a fire  at  the  house,  he  now  thought  it  his  duty  again 
to  bring  the  matter  before  the  Court.  Mr.  Clay said  that  the  guardians  were  most  anxious  to  meet 
the  requirements  of  the  Act,  but  plins  had  to  be prepared  and  the  sanction  of  the  Local  Government 
Board  obtained.  Mr.  Meeson  said  that  the  stair- 
rase  could  have  been  put  in  in  three  weeks.  Mr. 
Fordham  :  And  yet  five  mouths  have  gone  by,  and 
nothing  has  been  done.  The  guardians  must  pay 
something  substantial.  The  penalty  is  -liis.  a  day. Mr.  tlay  :  It  would  be  hard  for  the  ratepayers  to have  to  pay  a  heavy  fine.  Mr.  Fordham  ;  The 
guardians  will  have  to  answer  to  the  ratepayers  for their  delay.  I  shall  impose  a  penalty  of  i'2  a  day for  2.1  days— £50  and  costs. 

(Dur  (Dto  Cable. 
— .-*-. — 

Ix  reference  to  the  delay  which  is  occurring 
with  the  scheme  for  completing  the  filling  in 
with  mosaics  of  the  vacant  panels  in  the  Central 
Uall  of  the  Uouses  of  Parliament,  a  correspondent 
offers  an  explanation  which  throws  light  on  the 

zeal  of  the  First  Commissioner  of  W'orks  for  the 
advancement  of  art.  Our  correspondent  asserts 

that  "apart  from  the  fact  that  no  provision  was 
made  in  the  lSSO-1900  estimates  for  continuing 
the  work  of  mosaic  decoration,  a  pause  was 
desirable  to  enable  the  authorities  to  consider 
whether  a  cheaper  means  could  not  be  discovered 
of  completing  the  scheme.  It  was  only  right 
that  Sir  EJw.ird  Poynter  should  superintend  the 
reproduction  of  the  sketches  which  ho  prepared 
for  the  St.  George  and  St.  DaWd  panels,  but  the 
services  of  the  President  of  the  Royal  Academy 
are  an  expensive  luxury  (!),  .ind  it  is  suggested 
that  the  designs  for  St.  Andrew  and  St.  Patrick 
should  be  intrusted  for  enlargement  to  snme  lias 
brilUanl  artist.  The  change  can  bo  effected  the 

more  easily  in  that  water-colour  drawings  of  St 

Sill  David  RicnMoxi),  Lord  Provost  of 

Glasgow,  who  is  about  to  retire  from  office,  has 
prepared  a  volume  giving  a  rhumc  of  the  work 
of  the  corporation  during  his  term  of  office.  At  a 
meeting  of  the  town  council  he  stated  that  when 
he  entered  the  council  in  1879  the  area  of  the  city 
was  G,1U  acres;  tho  population,  .505,000;  the 
valuation  of  lands  and  heritages,  £3,-132,lll  ;  tho 
municipal  constituency,  63,777  :  and  a  penny  per 

pound  on  the  rates  yielded  £11,250  ;  while  at  the 
present  date  the  area  of  the  city  is  12,088  acres, 
the  population  747,222,  the  valuation  of  lands 
and  heritages  £1,780,000,  the  municipal  con- 

stituency 108,170,  and  a  penny  per  pound  on  the 
rates  now  yields  £18,300.  Daring  those  twenty 
years  the  work  of  the  corporation  has  increased, 
ho  said,  at  oven  a  greater  ratio.  New  depart- 

ments, such  as  tramways,  electricity,  baths, 
washhouses,  municipal  buildings,  and  sewage 
disposal  have  b^en  created,  and  the  operations 
of  the  older  departments  have  grown  to  an 
astonishing  extent. 

Tin;  result  of  fires  in  several  large  buildings  in 
Chicago  constructed  what  is  known  as  the  slow- 
burning  or  mill  construction  principle  ia  of  such  an 

Ajidrew  and  St.  Patrick  were  made  by  ijr.  Albert  •  unsatisfactory  character  that  a  sub-committee  of 
the  Board  of  Fire  I'nderwriters  has  been  appointed 
to  investigate  and  report  on  the  value  of  this 
method  of  construction  as  a  means  of  resisting 

fire.  For  years  the  Underwriters'  Association 
have  made  a  liberal  reduction  in  insurance  rates 

to  the  owners  and  occupants  of  such  buildings, 
but  tho  opinion  is  gaining  ground  of  late  that 
structures  built  on  this  principle  are  as  incapable 
of  resisting  fire  as  are  those  of  ordinary  con- 

struction, and  consequently  that  the  lower 
insurance  rates  hitherto  accorded  them  should  be 
withdrawn. 

Moore  some  years  ago.  and  were  for  a  long  time 

on  view  at  the  South  Kensington  Museum." 
The  Board  of  Trade  has  just  issued  an  amended 

set  of  rules  with  regard  to  applications  for 
licenses  and  provisional  orders  under  the  Electric 
Lighting  Acts,  the  alterations  being  in  conse- 

quence of  the  Electric  I  ighting  (Clauses)  Act 

passed  this  year.  Fornerly  it  was  nece.'isary 
that  each  order  should  set  forth  at  length  the 
purposes  for  which  the  supply  is  to  be  given, 
the  provisions  concerning  the  breaking  up 
of  streets,  railways,  and  tramways,  the  conditions 
of  supply,  the  provisions  for  securing  the  safety 
of  the  consumer  and  of  the  public  from  injury 
by  shock,  fire,  or  otherwise,  and  the  provisions  for 
enforcing  the  performance  by  the  undertakers  of 

their  duties  in  relation  to  the  supply  of  'elec- 
tricity. N'ow,  however,  all  these  particulars  .are 

to  be  provided  for  simply  ty  the  incorporation 
of  the  Act  above  mentioned.  This  change  will 
mean  a  reduction  in  the  length  of  the  average 
order  to  only  a  few  pages,  with  a  corresponding 
decrease  in  the  amount  to  be  paid  for  printing  ex- 

penses by  the  promoters  ;  and  it  will  also  have 
the  effect  of  lessening  the  labours  of  the  Board 
of  Trade  officials  in  examining  the  draft  orders. 

The  first  meeting  of  the  H6th  session  of  the 
Society  of  Arts  will  be  held  on  ̂ Vedne8day 
evening  next,  when  an  address  by  Sir  John  Wolfe 
Barry,  K.C.B.,  F.R.S.,  chairman  of  the  council, 
will  be  delivered.  In  it  it  ia  probable  that  he 
will  develop  the  subject  of  his  address  last  year, 

'  London  Communications,"  and  will  make  some 
suggestions  as  to  the  practical  means  of  carrying 
his  proposals  into  effect.  The  succeeding  meet- 

ings will  be  as  follows : — Xovember  22,  "  National 

Forestry,"  by  D.  E.  Ilutchina,  Conservator  of 
Forests.  Cape  Town  :  Xovember  29,  "  The  Great 

Seals  of  England,  by  Allan  Wyon  :  December  i'., 
"Artificial  Silk,"  by  Joseph  Cash ;  December  13, 
"Sea  .\ngling  and  Legislation,"  by  F.  (r. 
Allalo  ;  and  December  20,  "  lU-Manual  Training 

by  Blackboard  Drawing,"  by  U.  Bloomfield 
Bare,  F.K.I.B.A.     The  programme  of  papers  for 

winlllf"""'.'*''  Galway  has  presented  a  stained-glass 
mimnr^  to  Basbridge  Church,  GodalmingT  ta 
broZ'  '  '*"""■  ̂ '-  =""'  »<»^°e'  -^dh" 

A  NEW  .stone-sawing  machine  was  tested  on. 

Monday  at  Jlessra.  David  Hall  and  Sons'  Works, 
Victoria-road,  Leeds.  It  is  constructed  on  a 
new  principle,  and  tho  inventors,  Jlessrs.  Rhodes 
and  Stead,  claim  that  it  will  turn  out  100  per 
cent.,  and  evsn  in  some  cases  400  per  cent.,  more 
work  than  any  other  machines  in  the  same  time, 
with  the  same  cost  of  power  and  labour.  The 
machine  can,  it  is  alleged,  be  worked  by  any 
person,  however  unskilful.  Within  an  hour  the 
fourteen  blades,  each  poasessing  13in.,  sawed 
during  the  tests  two  bloc^  of  Howley  Park  stone, 
measuring  respectively  6ft.  by  5ft.  and  5ft.  by 
5ft.  A  certificate  to  this  effect  was  signed  by 
Mr.  J.  W.  Mitchell  (manager  of  the  Howley 
Park  quarry),  and  the  following  quarry  owners  : 
Messrs.  T.  Pawson  (Morley),  J.  T.  Biddulph 

(Bolton  Woods  quarry,  Bradford),  and  T.  C'lough 
(Morley).  It  was  stated  that  under  similar  con- 

ditions the  ordinarj-  stone-cutting  machine  will 
only  saw  2.Un.  in  the  hour  at  most. 

The  regents  of  the  Indiana  Soldiers'  and 
Sailors'  Monument  are  making  an  apjieal  to  the 
vox  populi  with  but  a  dubious  prospect  of  a 
reliable  verdict  being  obtained.  Tho  design  for 
the  monument  itself,  by  Jlr.  Bruno  Schmitz,  now 
of  Berlin,  was  selected  in  a  competition  notable 
for  the  interest  taken  in  it  by  the  profession. 
The  work  is  not  yet  complete,  but  it  has  ad- 

vanced far  enough  to  allow  some  of  the  sculptured 
groups  to  be  placed  on  it,  and  others  are  to  be 
added.  As  those  already  in  place  have  been 

Electric  ,  criticised  by  artists,  the  regents  have  determined 
'  ""  to  serk   a  popular  vote   on  the  designs  for  the 

remaining  groups  by  sending  photographs  of  the 
models  which  have  been  submitted  to  the  prin- 

cipal cities  and  towns  of  Indiana,  for  public 
exhibition,  inviting,  at  the  same  time,  observa- 

tions in  regard  to  thera  from  persons  interested. 
Although    the    regents    do    not    abandon   their 

meetings  after  Christmas  includes 

Traction,"  by  Charles  11.  (iadsby:  "  Ste.im 
Motors  for  Common  Koads,"'  by  John  I.  Thorny- 
croft  ;  "  .V  National  Repository  of  .Science  and 
Art,"  by  Professor  W.  M.  Flinders  Petrie, 
D.C.L. :  and  "Ventilation  without  Draught," 
by    Arthur    Rigg.     -\    course    of    four    Cantor 
lectures  will  be  delivered  on  Mondaj  evenings  at      _^,.         ___^      .   _^^__ 

8  o'clock,  by  Henry  llardingo  Cunynghame,  on  [  controrovor  the  choice,  it  is  said  that  they  wiU 
"  Art  Enamelling  upon  MeUls."  The  first  will  j  i,o  guided  to  a  groat  extent  by  the  public  verdict, 
be  given  on  tho  20th  inst.  which  will  probably  be  as  valuable  as  that  which 

The  London  School  of  Economics  and  Political  '  m'ght  have  been  pronounced  by  the  porter  at 
Science  have  arranged  for  several  courses  of  '  Burlington  House  to  whom  Beaconsfield  alluded 

lectures  for  municipal  officers  and  others  engaged  [  :^t  an  Academy  banquet  nearly  two  decades  ago. 
in   local   administration,    to    be    given   at   their    «-^   
rooms,  10,  Adelphi-terrace,  W.C.    These  include  i  . 

a  course  of  six  .addresses  on  the  historical  develop-  ̂ J-^^  corporation  of  Croydon,  haying  purchased 

ment  of  the  English  Local  Government  during  ">»  tramways,  have  agreed  to  equip  the
m  on  the 

the  present   century,  by  ilr.  Sidney  Webb,  the 
first  of  which  was  given  on  Thursday,  Oct.  2(jth. 
Another  course  of  four  lectures  on  "  Recent 

Developments  of  the  Law  Relating  to  Drainage  " 
is  to  be  delivered  by  Mr.  Hirst  on  Fridays  at 
7  p.m..  beginning  10th  November.  The  lecturer 
will  sketch  the  existing  law  of  Public  Health 
London  and  provincial)  so  far  as  it  relates  to 
drainage  .and  sewage.  .Special  attention  will  be 
paid  to  doubtful  points  and  recent  decisions. 

overhead  sj  stem  of  electric  traction,  and  to  lease 
the  undertaking  to  the  British  Electric  Traction 

Company,  Ltd. 
.V  portrait  of  Sir  Divid  Richmond,  tho  Lird 

Provost  of  Glasgow,  piinted  for  the  i  jrporation 
by  Mr.  John  S.  Sugent,  R.A.,  was  unveiled  in  the 
City  Chambers,  Glvgow,  on  Monday.  It  repre- 

sents h'S  Lordship  wearing  the  uniform  of  a  Lord 
Lieotenannt  and  his  Lord  Provoat  robes.  .V  half- 

length  portrait,  alio  by  Mr.  Sargent,  was  pre- 
sented to  Lad;  Hiehmcnd. 
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UEBTINQS  FOB  THE  BNSUINa  WEEK. 

MoyuAV.— Surreyora'  Inntitution.  fipenini;  AJdreas  by the  Preudent,  Sir.  T.  Miller  Rickman. 
8  p.m. 

TuEspAv.—lnrtitntion  of  Ci\-il  Engineers.  "  The  Waterloo 
and  City  Kulway."  by  5Ir.  H.  H.  Dal- 
rymple  -  Hay  :  and  '•  The  Electrical Equipment  of  the  Waterloo  and  City 
Kailway,"  by  Mr.  B.  M.  Jenkin.    8  p.m. 

WioxESD.iv.— Society  of  Arta.  Opening  Address  by  Sir 
J,  Wolfe  Barry,  Chairman  of  Council. 
8  p.m. 

Pai DAT.— London  Schools  of  Economics.  "Recent 
Developments  of  the  Law  relating  to 
Dninage,"  by  Mr.  C.  Hirst.  Section 
No.  1.  10,  Adelphi-terrace,  W.C.  7  p.m. 
Architectural  Association.— Discussion 

Section.  "  Tenement  Houses  for  the 
Working  Classes,"  by  Mr.  Robert Williams.    7  pjn. 

CHIPS. 

Princess  Christian  visited  Brighton  on  Tuesday 
afternoon  to  open  the  Princess  Christian  aoneze  to 

St.  Mary's  Hall  Clergy  Daughters'  .School,  Kemp 
Town.  The  total  cost  of  the  new  building  ana 
improvements  to  the  old  building  was  £2,200. 

The  memorial-stones  of  a  new  Baptist  chapel  in 
Pershore-road,  Balsall  Heath,  were  laid  on  Monday. 
The  edifice,  which  will  be  built  of  brick  with  red 
terracotta  dressings  in  Modem  Benaissance  style, 
will  provide  accommodation  for  700  persons.  The 
joinery  work  will  be  executed  in  red  deal,  and  the 
roof  wul  be  open-timbered.  Attached  to  the  church 
are  vestries  for  the  use  of  minister  and  choir,  and 
at  the  rear  is  a  lecture -ball  accommodating  400 
persons.  Messrs.  logall  and  Sons,  of  Birmingham, 
are  the  architects,  and  Mr.  A.  J.  Teall  is  the 
builder. 

The  municipal  dwellings  for  the  industrial  classes, 
which  have  l>een  erected  by  the  Shoreditoh  Vestry 
on  the  Britannia -street,  Provost-street,  Moria- 
place,  and  Plumbers-place  area,  Hoxton,  in  the 
midst  of  a  dense  poor  population,  will  be  formally 
opened  on  Monday  afternoon  next  by  the  Eu-l  of 
liosebery. 

The  proposal  that  Manchester  should  porchAse  its 
Koyal  Infirmary  has  been  abandoned,  the  com- 

mittee of  the  corporation,  who  had  charge  of  the 
matter,  having  resolved  not  to  proceed  further  with 
the  negotiations,  in  view  of  the  attitude  of  the 
council.  The  sum  of  £300,000  was  named  as  the 

price. 

The  Birmin^am  and  District  Clerks  of  Works 
and  Builders'  Foremen's  Association  has  been  re- 

'  organised,  and  has  arranged  for  a  reries  of  lectures 
by  architects  and  other  experts.  The  first  of  these 
was  delivered  on  Friday  night  at  the  Midland  Insti- 

tute to  an  audience  of  about  a  hundred  and  ftfty. 

Mr.  A.  Freeman  Smith  gave  an  address  on  "  Styles 
of  Architecture,"  illustrated  by  diagrams  and  lime- 

light views. 

The  new  fever  hospital.  Cape  Town,  South 
Africa,  is  being  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of 

Shorland's  patent  double-fronted  Manchester  stoves, 
with  descending  smoke- flues,  patent  Manchester 
grates,  and  under-bed  ventilators,  the  same  being 
supplied  by  Messrs.  £.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother, 
of  Manchester. 

The  Bishop  of  Bristol  was  present  on  Friday  at 
the  inaugural  service  in  the  new  Mission  Church, 

I'nion-road,  situated  in  the  parieh  of  St.  Silas, Bristol.  The  structure  occupies  the  site  of  an  old 

mission-hall,  and  will  hold  .'iDQ  persons.  The  build- 
ing has  been  constructed  of  Wiuterboume  stone, 

with  Cittybrook  brick  facings,  and  covered  with 
Broeeley  tiles.  The  roof  is  of  open  timber,  pitch- 
pine.  There  are  vestry  and  classrooms  and  other 
accommodation.  The  architects  were  Messrs. 
Munro  and  Son,  and  the  contractor  was  Mr.  A.  J. 
Beaven,  of  Bristol. 

It  was  stated  at  the  Bochester  Bankmpt«y-oourt 
last  week  that  J.  T.  Parson,  until  recently  carrying 
on  business  as  a  builder,  contractor,  and  timber 
merchant  at  Erith,  and  against  whom  a  petition 
had  been  tiled  in  bankruptcy,  had  absconded. 

It  is  stated  that  negotiations  are  being  carried  out 
with  a  view  of  constructing  an  electric  underground 
railway  for  Minchester,  which,  if  completed,  will 
connect  all  the  city  railway  stations. 

In  the  case  of  (.idorge  Frederick  Mashford,  of 
Cleethorpes,  builder  and  contractor,  the  order  of 
discharge  from  bankruptcy  has  been  suspended 
for  three  years,  ending  September  20,  190-  ;  and  in 
that  of  Joseph  Xettley,  also  of  Cleethorpes,  and 
likewise  builder  and  contractor,  a  similar  order  has 
been  made  to  expire  on  the  same  day.  In  that  of 
William  Wade,  of  the  same  place  and  of  like 
occupations,  the  order  of  discharge  is  suspended  for 
two  years,  ending  Sept.  20,  1901, 

Alterations  are  being  made  to  the  Congregational 
chapel  at  Beccles,  from  the  designs  of  Mr.  A.  Pells, 
architect,  Bsoclea,  and  special  attention  has  been 
given  to  the  ventilation,  which  will  be  carried  out 
on  the  Boyle  system. 

WAOBS  MOVEMENTS. 

Xewtobt,  Mon.  —  The  stonemasons,  who  had 
been  on  strike  since  the  beginning  of  Miy,  have 
now  effected  a  settlement  with  the  employers. 
They  returned  to  work  on  Monday. 

West  BnOMwi.-n— The  secretary  of  the  West 
Bromwich  and  District  Mister  Builders'  Associa- 

tion (Mr.  H.  Smith,  jun.)  has  received  a  notice 

from  the  operatives'  section  claiming  the  following advanced  rates  and  altered  conditions;— Brick- 

layers' wages  to  be  increased  from  .SJd.  to  9d.  per 
hour :  time  and  a  half  to  be  paid  for  all  work  done 
during  the  night ;  no  apprentices  over  eighteen  years 
of  age  to  be  taken  on ;  no  ti  cm  to  be  allowed  to 
have  more  than  two  apprentices  at  one  time ;  no 
bricklayer  to  be  allowed  to  teach  more  than  one  of 

his  own  sons  the  trade ;  labourers'  wages  to  be 
advanced  from  5Jd.  to  6Jd.  per  hour. 

Mr.  T.  Jenkins,  of  Burton-on-Trent,  has  been 
appointed  architect  for  new  premises  for  the  local 

branch  of  the  Youog  Men's  Christian  Association 
about  to  be  erected  in  the  High-street  of  that  town. 

Dr.  Tristram,  Q.C.,  Commissary  General  for  the 
Diocese  of  Canterbury,  held  a  court  in  that  city  on 
Wednesday,  to  hear  an  application  by  the  city 
council  for  a  faculty  to  demolish  the  disused  church 
of  St.  Mary  Bredman,  in  the  High -street,  to  remove 
certain  mural  tablets,  and  to  exhume  and  rebury 
any  remains  of  bodies  found  underneath.  The 
church  was  built  in  1S22,  and  is  now  in  a  ruinous 
aud  dangerous  condition.  The  Commissary  General 
granted  a  faculty  to  pull  down  the  church  and  to 
remove  the  tablets  on  the  usual  conditions. 

Mr.  W.  R.  Slacks,  one  of  the  inspectors  of  the 
Local  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at  Hick- 
mondwike  on  the  2nd  inst.  respecting  the  district 

council's  application  forsanction  to  borrow  £19,260, 
£14,000  being  for  electric-lighting  plant.  £:5,43S  in 
respect  of  public  baths,  £l,.>10  for  the  purchase  of 
land  as  a  site  for  public  offiiee,  and  £282  for  the 
erection  of  a  fire-station. 

Mr.  William  Merry  weather,  contractor,  of  Bristol, 
died  on  Sundav  at  his  residence.  South  View  House, 
West-street,  Bsdminster,  aged  09  years.  He  was 
vice-chairman  of  the  BedminsterB^ard  of  Guardians 
for  a  long  period. 

The  work  of  reconstructing  the  tramways  at 
Southampton  from  the  Prospect-place  Junction 
towards  Portwood  is  proceeding  merrily,  and  the 
old  lines  have  been  removed  to  nearly  as  far  as  the 
Ordnance  Oflice.  It  is  expected  that  the  section 
as  far  as  the  Stagg  Giles  will  be  out  of  hand  by 
Christmas.  After  Christmas  the  High-street  and 
Above  Bar  portions  of  the  line  will  be  taken  in 
hand,  and  completed  in  time  not  to  interfere  with 

the  spring  trade,  and  then  the  I'ortswood  section 
will  be  recommenced.  Mr.  F.  Oiman,  of  South- 

ampton, is  the  contractor. 
The  death  was  announced  from  Paris,  on  Toes- 

day,  at  the  age  of  66,  of  M.  Aristide  Croisy,  the 
sculptor,  whose  best  known  works  are  the  Ssdan 
monument  and  the  Chanzy  mem:>rial  at  Le  Mans. 

The  Bishop  of  Brisbane  (Dr.  Thomhill  Webber) 
has  arrived  in  London,  having  come  home  for  a 
few  weeks  only,  on  business  connected  with  the 
plans  of  the  proposed  cathedral  at  Brisbane. 

The  Bishop  of  London  and  Viscount  Cranborne, 
MP.,  on  Saturday  last  laid  the  foundation-stones 

of  a  new  church  to  be  known  as  St.  George's, 
Waltham  Cross.  A  sum  of  £3,000  having  been 
collected,  a  start  has  been  made  with  an  edifice 

which  will  cost  £8,000  and  accommodate  7.'>0 
persons.  Mr.  J.  E.  K.  Cutts,  of  Sjuthampton- 
street,  .Strand,  is  the  architect,  and  Mr.  S.  J.  Scott, 
of  London  A\dll,  the  builder.  The  church,  when 
completed,  will  consist  of  chancel,  side-chapel, 
chancel -aisle,  nave  and  aisles,  clergy  and  choir 
vestries,  and  a  tower  and  spire.  The  sitting  accom- 

modation will  be  7.)0.  The  portion  of  the  church 
now  in  course  of  erection  consists  of  the  chancel, 
side-chapel,  chancel-aisle,  and  two  bays  of  the  nave 
and  aisles.  These  will  be  seated  in  such  a  manner 
as  to  hold  520  people.  The  church  is  being  built  of 
red  bricks  and  Bath  stone,  covered  with  tiles.  The 
dimensions  will  be :  Chancel.  IO(t.  by  2.)ft.  by 

.'>2ft.  Gin.  high  :  the  nave,  89ft.  by  '.'."itt.  by  Sfltt. high  :  the  whole  internal  length  will  t>e  129ft.,  and 

the  width  54ft.  I'util  the  tower  is  built,  a  bell  in  a cove  over  the  chancel  arch  will  be  used. 

The  Institution  of  Civil  Engineers  opened  its 
winter  session  at  its  offioos  in  (ireat  Gaorge- street, 
Westminster,  on  Tuesday  evening,  when  the  new 
president,  Sir  Douglas  Fox,  delivered  his  inaugural 
address,  reviewing  the  progress  of  electrical  and 
sanitary  engineering,  discussing  problems  of  rail- 

way construction,  and  enumerating  some  of  the 
more  important  problems  coufrODting  civil  engineers 
in  the  coming  century. 

An  inquiry  has  been  held  by  Mr.  H.  Percy 
Boulnois,  M.Inst.C.E..  on  behalf  of  the  Local 
Government  Board  at  Chatham,  into  an  application 
of  the  town  council  for  sanction  to  the  borrowing  of 

the  sum  of  £7, .'500  for  the  purposes  of  the  town-haU 
and  municipal  buildings.  The  town  clerk  explained 
that  the  money  to  be  borrowed  was  to  pay  for  the 
completion  of  the  work  at  the  town-hall,  including 
the  lighting  by  electricity,  the  placing  of  an  iron 
sewer  under  the  building,  the  furnishing  and  fitting 

of  the  building  and  offiies,  the  architect's  com- 
mission (£1,112)  on  the  whole  expenditure,  and 

legal  expenses.  The  contract  price  for  the  erection 
of  the  town-haU  was  £20, 59^,  and  additioaal 
expenses  brought  up  the  total  to  £22,,JJ1. 

The  foundation-ttone  of  new  Solvation  Army 
barracks  was  laid  in  Hall-lane,  North  Walsham, 
last  week.  The  building,  which  will  seat  270 
persons,  is  being  erected  by  Mr.  Liycock,  contractor, 
of  that  town. 

The  Aberdeen  City  and  District  Lunacy  Board 
have  purchaEed  the  estates  of  Kingseat  and  Kiin- 
nieehiil,  measuring  altogether  upwards  of  1,500 
acres,  and  costing  about  £34,000,  for  the  purpose 
of  a  new  lunatic  asylum.  The  buildings  committee 
have  been  authorised  to  obtain  plans  for  the  building 
and  to  accept  tenders. 

The  secretary  of  the  Xorth-Eistem  Riilway 
Company  has  sent  a  communication  to  Sunderland 
Corporation  informing  them  that  on  certain  con- 

ditions the  North-Eistem  Riilway  Co.  are  willing 
to  promote  a  Bill  in  next  session  of  Parliament  for 
the  construction  of  a  new  high-level  bridge  over the  Wear. 

Sir  H.  Jackson,  in  his  report  on  the  state  of 
Gibraltar  for  1893,  says  that  the  chief  public  works 
of  general  importance  were  those  in  connection 
with  the  naval  docks  aud  the  inclosed  harbour,  the 
north  end  of  which  is  formed  by  the  commercial 
and  coaling  moles.  Another  important  work,  which 
was  finished  during  1898,  was  the  new  main  sewer, 
which  conveys  the  whole  drainage  of  the  rock  to  an 
outfall  at  the  southern  end  below  the  Europa  Point 
Lighthouse,  whence  it  is  carried  away  to  the  open 
sea  by  the  strong  current  in  the  Straits. 

The  contract  for  the  erection  of  tbe  chimney  at 
the  Plymouth  electricity  works  has  been  completed. 
The  actual  cost  of  the  works  has  been  £2,49.3, 
against  an  estimated  expenditure  of  £2,522.  The 
cost  of  the  extensions  of  plant  works,  necessary  for 

the  supplying  of  electricity  to  the  Compton  section 
of  the  trams,  as  proposed,  is  estimated  at  £20,000. 
Tbe  additional  plant  would  mora  than  double  the 

possible  output  from  the  works. 
The  Bishop  of  Coventry  consecrated  on  Friday 

the  new  portion  of  the  nave  of  AU  Siints',  King's 
Heath,  Birmingham.  The  extension  will  give  350 
additional  places,  and  the  cost,  £2,300,  includes  the 
provision  of  a  vestry. 

New  premises  for  the  Manchester  Guardian 
Society  for  the  Protection  of  Trade  are  in  course 
of  erection  on  a  site  at  15,  Fountain-street,  Jlan- 
chester.  The  building  is  to  be  of  brick  and  stone, 

with  an  elvation  to  Fountain -street  of  grey  Aber- 
deen granite,  with  polished  columns  and  doorway 

up  to  the  level  of  the  first-floor  windows.  Messrs. 
Wilson  and  Toft  are  erecting  the  building,  from  the 
plans  and  under  the  superintendence  of  Mr.  J.  W. 
Beaumont,  architect,  also  of  Manchester,  and  the 
work  is  expected  to  be  completed  by  September 
next.  The  total  cost  (including  £10,000  paid  for 
the  laud)  is  estimated  at  about  £21,000.  Tae 
foundation-stone  was  laid  on  Monday. 

Dr.  Flinders  Petrie,  who  has  been  delivering  a 
series  of  lectures  on  Ej^ptian  Art  at  the  Alexandra 
College,  Dublin,  has  been  indisposed  recently,  and 
has  been  obliged  to  postpone  the  delivery  of  two  of 
his  lectures.  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Petrie  are  the  guests  of 
Mr.  Gerald  Balfour,  M.P.,  and  Lady  Betty  Balfour 

at  the  Chief  Secretary's  Lodge. 
The  Qaeen  will  send  the  following  loans  from 

the  Royal  Collection  at  Windsor  to  the  Eleventh 
Exhibition  of  the  Artists'  Guild:  contemporary 
drawing  of  Q'leen  Eli/.ibeth,  workbox  given  by 
Charles  I.  to  the  ladies  of  Little  Gidding.  coloured 

prints  on  satin  of  George  IK.  and  Qaeen  Charlotte, 
and  five  portraits  on  silver  by  C.  de  Passe.  The 
exhibition  wdl  be  opened  on  Tuesday  next,  at  three 
o'clock,  at  the  R^yal  Albert  Hall,  by  Princess 
Christian,  and  will  remain  open  the  three  following days. 

A  new  board  school  was  opened  in  Windsor-road, 
Hackney  Wick,  by  the  Hon.  Lyulph  Stanley,  who 
explained  that  accommodation  was  provided  for  298 
boys,  a  like  number  of  girls,  and  331  infants.  The 
new  building  consisted  of  four  floors,  with  a  hall 
and  six  classrooms  on  each.  A  separate  building 

was  provided  for  backward  children  and  laundry 
and  cookery  centres.  The  cost  worked  out  at  £25 
a  head,  which  was  a  long  way  above  the  old- 
fashioned  estimate  of  £10  a  head.  But  in  this 
instance  they  had  had  many  diSijulties,  as  anyone 
who  knew  the  district,  which  was  below  the  water- 
level,  would  appteoiate. 
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WALH.VM     GKEEX     PUI5LIC     BATH.S 
COMPETITION. 

THE  designs  submitted  for  the  proi)Osed 
new  baths  and  washhoiises  for  the 

Walham  Green  district  of  tho  parish  of 
Fulhaiu  are  on  view  at  the  vostry  hall,  and 
number  -9  sets.  Three  of  these  have 
been  selected  by  tho  assessor,  Mr.  Frank  T. 

15aggalay,  IMM.B.A.  The  long  and  some- 
what awkward  site  rendered  it  impossible  to 

obtain  any  external  effect,  and  tho  commis- 
sioners did  wisely  to  direct  their  efforts  to 

obtain  the  best  and  most  economical  plan, 
and  not  to  require  elevations  or  perspectives, 
as  these  would  have  been  confaned  merely 
to  a  representation  of  a  narrow  frontage 
in  Melmoth-placo,  Walham  <>reen,  with 
shops  on  each  side.  Those  who  have  at- 

tempted an  elevation  have  not  been  very 
successful  in  designing  a  suitable  entrance 
to  a  set  of  baths  between  other  houses.  The 

site  occupies  a  long  area,  about  .jsTft.  long 
and  S4ft.  wide,  in  tho  centre  of  a  building 
area.  It  has  a  frontage  of  about  127ft.  to 
Melmoth-place,  and  has  a  back  entrance  to 
Hartismere-road,  so  it  is  practically  in- 

closed rn  all  sides  except  in  the  frontage. 
To  find  accommodation  on  this  narrow  strip 
of  land  for  first-  and  second  -  class  swim- 

ming -  baths,  a  ladies'  swimming  -  bath, 
slipper-baths,  establishment  laundry,  public 
wasnhouse,  and  also  means  of  communica- 

tion with  each  of  these  for  the  two  sexes 
separately,  in  addition  to  various  otKoes  and 
conveniences,  was  not  an  easy  matter :  but 
several  plans  exhibit  ingenuity,  sometimes 
rather  strained,  in  providing  for  the  separate 
entrances  and  arranging  the  corridor  ap- 

proaches ;  some  show  more  skill  than  others 
in  economising  the  length  of  corridors. 

The  design  placed  first  bv  Mr.  H.  Dighton 
Pearson,  A.1M.B..\.,  Teddington,  has  a 
spacious  entrance  for  both  men  and  women 

on  the  main  front,  and  the  three  large 
swimming-baths  are  in  line  on  the  north 
side  of  site.  The  men's  first  and  second-class 
entrance  form  the  two  left-hand  corridors,  the 
former  gives  access  to  the  second-class  baths 

and  club-room.  The  swimming-bath,  iL'Jft.by 
33ft.  pond  area,  with  121  boxes,  is  placed 
by  the  side  of  the  establishment  laundry  ; 
di7ing-room,  &c.,  and  is  on  the  north  side.  The 

men's  second-class  slipper-baths  is  next  the corridor,  and  has  4 1  baths.  There  is  a  con- 

venient club-room  between  the  two  large 
swimming-baths,  these  being  in  line  on  the 
north  side.  The  first-class  men's  corridor 
.adjoins,  but  runs  not  quite  so  far  .as  the  first, 
in  fact  as  far  as  an  inner  hall  between 
tho  two  classes  of  slipper-baths.  Each  of 
these  has  its  own  waiting  -  room.  The 
hall  gives  access  to  the  men's  first-class 
swimming-bath,  100ft.  by  30ft..  with  70 
boxes.  A  cloakr<Jom  for  ladies  is  placed 
next  their  swimming-bath,  which  is  the  next 
bath,  and  is  (joft.  by  20ft.,  with  31  boxes. 
It  is  alongside  the  men's  first-class  slipper- 
baths  ;  it  has  its  own  waiting-room  in  front, 
next  the  entrance.  The  women's  first  and 
second-class  slipper-baths  adjoin  in  front, 
and  have  separate  entrances,  the  first  cla.ss 
being  nearest  to  tlie  entrance.  The  corridor 
approach  to  the  ladies'  bath  is  thus  shorter than  the  last— in  fact,  the  three  main  cor- 

rjdors  stop  successively  at  the  men's  second- 
class  swimming  bath,  at  the  men's  first-class 
swimming-bath,  and  at  the  women's  swim- 

ming-bath. The  establishment  laundiT  is 
con  veniently  placed  at  the  end  of  the  large 
baths,   and  in  communication    by   corridor] 

with  each  department,  and  also  in  tho  rear 
with  tho  back  entrance,  washhouse,  boiler, 
&c.,  so  that  the  towels  can  soon  be  cleaned 
and  dried,  and  conveyed  to  any  bath  :  next 
the  drying  -  closet  is  a  towel-rocm.  The 
sections  show  iron-framed  roofs,  with  lantern 
skylights  running  along  the  roof.  The  cor- 

ridor entrances  are  divided  into  classes  after 
the  front  entrance  or  vestibule  is  passed. 
This  has  a  refreshment-room  for  both  sexes 
between  the  two  approaches  for  men  and 

women,  also  a  pay-otiice  and  superinten- 
dent's office  in  fi'ont,  thus  economising  the labour  of  attendants  between  the  two  classes. 

The  requirements  asked  for  have  been 
supplied  with  few  exceptional  details.  An 
iron  ornamental  arched  rib  with  spandrel-roof 

and  lantern  is  shown  over  the  men's  first- 
class  swimming-bath.  These  ribs  spring 
from  an  inner  line  of  iron  columns,  ■which 
carry  the  gallery  of  bath. 
The  second  prize  design,  by  Mr.  If. 

firuory,  of  Putney  Hill,  has  also  merit. 

The  men's  and  women's  entrances  are  divided 

by  pay-ofEce ;  the  women's  waiting-room 
and  their  first-  and  second-class  slipjier- 
baths  are  on  right-hand  side  of  corridor. 

On  the  men's  side  is  the  refreshment-room, 
with  bar  to  right,  and  waiting-room  and 
slipper  baths  of  first  class  on  left.  The  cor- 

ridor is  not  straight,  as  in  the  last,  but  turns 
a  right  angle  round  the  waiting-room  of 

second-class  men's  slippers  to  first-class 
men's  swimming-baths,  lOOft.  by  32ft. 
Tho  ladies'  swimming-bath  is  well  separated, 
with  entrance  and  dressing-room.  The  club- 
room  is  between  first-  and  second-class 
swimming-baths  for  men  ;  the  latter  is 
12.5ft.  by  31ft.  The  washhouse  in  the  rear 
is  connected  with  the  ironing  and  mangling 
room,  and  there  is  a  back  yard,  with 

matron's  and  waiting-room,  &c.  In  this 
plan  the  main  corridor  extends  as  far  as  the 
entrance  to  second-class  swimming-bath. 
The  establishment  laundry  is  in  the  base- 

ment, and  is  next  to  boiler-house  and  under 

the  washhouse — hardly  so  convenient  a  place 
as  the  ground  floor.  The  plan  groups  the 

ladies'  baths  together;  their  slipper-baths 
surround  two  sides  of  the  swimming-bath. 
The  corridors  are  well  lighted  by  skylights. 
There  is  a  good  side  area  at  north  of  main 

swimming-baths,  and  the  an-angement  gene- 
rally shows  a  careful  study  of  the  require- 

ments of  public  baths,  though  not  so  happy 
in  its  distribution  and  corridor  communica- 

tion and  entrance  as  are  some  others. 

The  third  selected  design,  by  Mr.  T.  ̂ ^^ 
Aldwinckle,  F.E.I.B..\.,  is  a  well-considered 
plan.  The  entrance  isseparatedbyticket-otlice 

and  refreshment-room.  Theladies'  swimming 
bath,  00ft.  by  20ft.,  is  on  leftside,  with  open 
area  at  end  and  side,  and  in  connection  with 

their  second-class  slipper-baths.  Their  first- 
class  is  placed  on  the  other  side  of  corridor. 
The  waiting-rooms  are  conveniently  placed. 

The  men's  entrance  leads  into  a  long  side 
corridor  to  establishment  laundry,  and  gives 

access  to  the  men's  first  and  second-class 
swimming-baths.  A  club-room  and  douche- 

room  are  between  them.  The  men's  first- 
class  slippers  are  placed  in  area  behind  the 
shops  on  left  side,  and  thoir  second-class 

slippers  are  at  one  end  of  men's  first-class 
swimming-bath,  and  ajiproached  by  main 
corridor.  We  are  doubtful  as  to  any 

advantage  in  separating  the  two  classes  of 
slipper-baths,  and  we  bdieve  the  best  and 
most  economical  arrangement  is  to  place 
them  as  near  ,as  possible  together  or  at  the 
end  or  side  of  their  respective  swimming- 

baths.  There  is  a  gallery  to  men's  second- class  swimming-bath,  and  a  large  side  area  is 
left  on  the  north  side  of  b.iths.  'JThe  recess  for 
boxes  on  this  side  is  a  feature.  The  wash- 
house  and  laundry  arrangements  are  well 

studied,  the  superintendent's  quarters  are  ' over  entrance,  and  tho  details  of  plan  are 
generally  satisfactory. 

There   are   other    plans    which   run   very 
closelv  the  selected  three,  one  or  two  of  them. 

that  have  merit  of  a  high  order.  The  first 
of  these  has  its  ground  plan  numbered  (i I, 
we  believe  by  a  well-known  specialist  in 
bath.s.  The  entrance  is  recessed  with  glass 

roof  over  the  men  and  women's  entrances,  a 
feature  of  much  value.  Separate  halls  are 

])rovidod  for  the  two  sexes  ;  the  ladies'  on tho  north  side  loads  to  an  inner  hall,  with 
their  first  and  second  class  slipper  baths  on 
right-hand  side,  and  also  to  their  swimming 

bath,  entirely  cut  off  from  the  men's  side  ex- 
cept by  a  private  communication.  The  men's corridor  leads  from  a  square  glass-denied 

hall  to  first-class  waiting-room,  slipper- 
baths,  and  swimming-bath  100ft.  by  30ft. 
This  arrangement  is  very  compact ;  tho 
corridor  leads  also  to  clubroom  and  to  second- 
class  baths  for  men.  The  plan  is  arranged 
so  that  each  swimming-bath  has  its  own 
set  of  slipper-baths  alongside  and  its  own 
waiting-room  and  entrance.  The  lavatories, 
&c.,  are  well  placed  to  open-air  areas.  The 
establishment  laundry  (an  important  office), 
washhouse,  and  ironing-room  is  connected 
by  a  delivery  communication  room  and  store 
with  the  baths  and  a  separate  entrance  and 
approach  from  Ilartismero-road.  The  public 
washhouse  and  laundry  are  next  courtyard, 

and  well  planned.  We  also  like  the  refresh- 
ment-room with  bay  window  to  yard  in  front, 

which  is  convenient  from  hall.  Two  shops 
are  shown  on  each  side,  which  form  the 
recessed  entrance.  The  plan  is  decidedly  a 

good  one. 
In  Xo.  ()9  the  author  also  has  a  quadrangle 

entrance  from  Melmoth-place,  between  the 

shops.  From  this  quadrang'e  tho  several 
entrances  open.  There  is  a  men's  entrance- 
hall  and  a  women's  hall  divided  by  the  ticket- 
office.  From  an  inner  hall  in  the  women's 
side  the  swimming-bath,  GOft.  by  20ft.,  is 
approached  on  the  north  side,  and  also 
through  waiting-rooms  to  their  slipper-baths, 
first  and  second-class — a  compact  arrange- 

ment. ( )n  the  left  side — the  men's — is  a  long 
administrative  corridor,  the  whole  length  of 
site  to  back  courtyard,  and  a  short  central 

corridor  running  between  men's  slipper- 
baths  and  ladies'  swimming  -  bath  gives 
access  to  men's  first-class  swimming-bath. 
-V  staircase  hall  and  club-room,  with  w.c.'s 
transverselj-  placed,  give  a  good  entrance  to 

the  men's  swimming-bath.  The  refresh - 
raent-room  is  divided  for  men  and  women. 

The  second-class  men's  swimming-bath  is  at 
the  further  end  of  site,  with  sbpper-baths 
attached  on  south  side.  The  establishment 

laundry,  with  open  area,  is  reached  by  the 
administrative  corridor,  and  communicates 
with  washhouse.  There  is  a  large  courtyard 

at  back,  with  waiting  and  ticket-otfice,  and 

a  side  area  is  obtained  on  north  side  of  men's 
first-class  swimming-bath. 

Xo.  (;7  plan  is  irregular.  The  entrances 
with  refreshment-room  between.  The  right- 

hand  entrance-hall  and  corridor  lead  to  men's 
"slippers"  first  and  second  class,  on  right 
to  swimming-baths  of  both  classes — one 
placed  on  south  side,  and  the  other  on  north. 
The  range  of  slipper-baths  on  north  side 
following  boundary  is  long,  and  the  crooked 

corridors  are  objectionable.  The  women's 
swimming-bath  for  l-*  boxes  and  their 
slipper  -  baths  are  approached  from  left 

through  a  hall,  and  their  "slippers'  are behind  the  shop.  The  establishment  laundry 

is  on  south  side,  approached  by  official  cor- 

ridor on  left  of  men's  second-class  swimming- 
bath.  The  arrangement  of  the  large  swim- 

ming baths  and  "  slippers  "  is  not  satisfactory 
— the  large  baths  should  be  in  line.  No.  7 1 
has  a  courtyard  entrance  in  front  behind  th> 

shops,  with  entiances  to  baths.  Tho  ladies" swimming-bath  is  placed  with  its  end  to 
>relmoth-place,  and  there  is  a  slanting  and 
awkward-looking  corridor  into  it  on  the 

inner  end.  The  men's  first-class  "  slippers  " are  on  the  north  side  of  courtyard,  and  the 
second  cLass  further  on.  The  corridor- 

approach  to  men's  second-class  swimming- bath  is  narrow,  and  the  corridor  arrangement 
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is  defective.  No.  '.'T  has  also  a  front  court- 
yard set  back,  ladies'  swimming-bath  in 

front,  and  "  slippers  ̂ ialonjr  north  side.  The 
largo  swimining-bathJ^for  men  are  on  south 
side,  and  the  establishment  laiindn,-  at  end 
of  second-class  swimming-bath.  The  offices 
and  waiting-rooms  look  cramped. 

Wo  can  merely  glance  at  a  few  of  the  ofcher 
designs  of  merit.  No.  4ii  is  compact,  and  the 
baths  are  arranged  between  two  long  side 
coiTidors.  No.  :J0  shows  careful  study  of  the 
requirements ;  the  whole  frontage  is  occupied 
bj'  four  entrances,  administration,  super- 

intendents, men,  and  women's.  Xo.  2;J  has  a 
fairly  good  arrangement  of  entrances  and 
halls,  but  the  isolated  men's  second-class 
corridor  for  part  of  its  length  is  not  desirable. 
No.  21  has  also  some  good  points  in  plan,  but 

the  ladies'  slipper  baths  are  not  compact. There  is  also  some  merit  in  No.  9.  There  is 
an  entrance  courtyard  recessed  between 
men's  and  women's  slipper  baths.  A  large side  area  is  shown  for  future  extension, 
which  is  not  required,  and  the  want  of  a 
communication  to  washhouse,  except  through 
men's  second-class  swimming  baths  on  one 
.side,  is  unsatisfactory.  Some  carefuUy- 
drawn  detail  is  shown  in  No.  7.  No.  1 
shows  the  swimming  baths  for  men, 
separated  by  slipper-baths  for  both  sexes. 
The  competitors  were  left  to  decide  on 

many  of  the  details,  as  the  position  of  the 
establishment  laundry,  washhouse  fittings, 
the  number  of  dressing  boxes,  the  position  of 
slipper-baths,  the  dimensions  of  slipper- 
baths,  the  fittings  of  baths,  the  frontages, 
the  number  and  size  of  offices,  &c.  From 

the  large  number  of  queries  made,  nearlj'  100, 
it  would  appear  that  the  competitor  had 
many  doubtful  points  to  settle  ;  but  as  these 
have  all  been  printed  and  answered  for  all 
alike,  there  can  be  no  question  as  to  the 
intention  of  the  committee.  Had  lateral 
entrances  been  possible  from  the  side  streets, 
the  great  length  of  corridors  would  have  been 
avoided,  as  it  is,  the  swimming-bath  farthest 
from  the  entrance  has  to  be  approached  by  a 
long  corridor,  and  this,  in  some  cases,  has 
been  carried  through  to  the  back  entrance  as 
an  official  communication.  There  are  mani- 

fest advantages  in  a  through  corridor  from 
back  to  front,  though  some  have  broken  the 
length  by  placing  the  establishment  laundry 
at  the  side,  and  a  very  long  corridor  is  never 
a  pleasing  feature.  The  roofing  of  so  many 
corridors  and  baths  on  different  levels  will 

be  a  costly  item.  The  sum  of  f  :i,'),000  is  the 
limit  proposed  by  the  commissioners,  and 
this  amount  is  to  include  the  complete 

eqviipment  of  the  baths  and  the  architect's 
commission.  This  sum  is  a  low  one,  and 
woidd  be  insufficient  to  carry  out  two  or 
three  of  the  designs  exhibited. 

THE  NEW  ENGLISH  ART  CLUB. 

THE  I)udley  Gallery  opens  with  a  fairly 
strong  exhibition  of  the  works  of  a 

school  of  young  painters  who  put  on  canvas 
and  paper  *'  what  they  see,  not  what  they  are 
expected  to  see."  There  are  scoffers  of  this 
view — those  -who  would  call  many  of  the 
works  hard,  crude,  and  stupid.  Nevertheless, 
we  can  see  much  to  admire  in  such  works  as 

those  of  A.  W.  Rich  (.'>),  J.  E.  Grace,  Tenick Williams  (70),  Bemhard  Sickert,  Geo. 
Thompson,  Professor  F.  Brown  (110),  P. 
AVilson  Steer  (110),  Bertram  Priostman, 
and  a  few  more.  In  the  first  part  of  gallery, 
a  number  of  studies  and  sketches  in  pen-and- 
wash,  water-colour,  and  chalk  are  seen, 
among  them  a  simply  washed  pen  sketch  of 
an  avenue  of  trees,  with  children  in  the  fore- 

ground, by  A.  E.  John ;  a  clever,  delicately- 

drawn  study  of  "  Clematis '"  on  a  wall,  by 
Hugh  Carter ;  a  broad,  luezzotint-like  sketch 
of  "Ipswich,"  by  A.  W.  Rich;  a  vigorous 
sketch,  "Ploughing,"'  by  Miss  Mellie I'isher, 
and  an  evening  effect  of  a  wood,  by 
Thos.   E.  Erancis   (12).    M.   Bauer's  large 

interior,  "  Westminster  Abbey  "  (10),  is  rather 
gloomy  ;  it  is  probably  a  view  on  a 
dark  day,  but  the  painter  has  en- 

deavoured to  give  the  mingled  effect  of 
light  and  gloom  or  chiaroscuro,  and  has 
produced  a  rather  confused  impression. 
There  is  breadth  and  colour  in  Miss  G. 

Smith's  "  Old  Mill  "  (19).  Nice  grey  tone  is 
seen  in  Francis  E.  James's  view  of  the 
Thames  from  Tilbury;  and  the  studios  by 

SirW.  Eden  of  "  Glencoe,"  by  H.  B.  Bra- 
bazan  from  "  Lago  Maggiore,"  and  Bern- 
hard  Sickert's  '"  Midsummer  Fair,  Cam- 

bridge" (43)  are  interesting.  A.  S.  Ilartrick 
has  a  large  chalk  drawing  of  "The  Bell- 
ringers,"  and  a  water-colour  "The  Tryst" 
(.s2),  a  young  lady  on  a  reedy  bank  of  a 
stream  overshadowed  by  green  trees — subtle 
in  colour,  and  sincere.  In  W.  W.  Russell's 
(.35),  "  The  Bower,"  with  two  little  girls 
reposing  under  the  shade  of  trees  lit  up  by 
flickering  sunlight  and  dappled  grass,  wo 

see  something  of  Claude  lionet's  impres- sionism, a  realistic  record  of  fleeting  vivid 
light  and  colour,  in  which  the  pigment  is 
superposed  thickly  to  catch  the  light.  The 
same  effect  is  obtained  in  P.  AVilson  Steer's 
"  Under  the  Trees"  (116),  where  the  sparkle 
of  sunlight  on  the  foliage  and  figures 
reposing  on  the  grass  is  produced  by  a  solid 
paie  of  colour  in  the  painting.  The  tech- 

nique is  somewhat  artificial,  but  the  effect 
is  to  produce  a  vivid  impression  of  Light. 

li.  Muirhead  renders  nature  broadly,  and 
the  tone  of  his   landscape   (5(J)  is  pleasing. 

"  Hilda,"  a  little  girl's  portrait,  with  light 
on  face,  is  a  clever  pastel  study  (09).     Quite 
Netherlandish  in  its  style  and  execution  is 

Ernest    Lippler's    "A    I»utch    Kitchen,"  a 
woman  peeling  apples  ;  her  daughter  stands 
by  the  side  of  a  table,  conversing  or  looking 
on  ;  the  light  and  tonality  of  the  picture  are 

successful.     George  Thomson's  "  Durham," 
a  view  of  the  city  overlooking  the  house- 

tops with  their  slate  roofs,  with  the  cathedral 
rising  above  in  a  heavy  grey  sky,  is  truthful 
in  its  atmosphere.     He  has  two  other  studies 
of  the  city — one  (lOli)  an  evening  effect,  and 
the  other    showing    Prebend's    Bridge.     A 
sunny  effect  is  shown  in  P.  Wilson  Steer's 
"  Children  Playing,"  but  the  landscape  lacks 
repose  and  shade.     AV.  II.  Bell's  "  Wimble- 

don Cojumon  "  has  pleasant  colour.     I>.  S. 
MaoColl     sends      "  Marble     Hill    House, 
Twickenham "  (07),  another  view  of  which 
is   sent  by  Roger    E.   Pry.     "Poole  Har- 

bour"   (70),    by    Terrick   Williams,    has  a 
sunny  brilliance    and   sparkle   of  light  on 
rippled  water,  with  its  craft  and  cloud  effect, 
full    of    harmony    trembling    in    luminous 
colour.     There    is    broad    hanflling    in    H. 
Masterman's  "Broadstairs,"  with  its  chalk 
cliff;    and   Henry  Tonks.  in  his  group   of 
holiday  children    and    folk    on   the  beach, 
"  The  Sand  Castle  "  (73),  has  given  us  the 
impression  of  sand  and  sea,  with  a  row  of 
bathing  machines.     Full  of  character  and 

expression    is    Francis    Dodd's   portrait   of Allan  Monkhouse  (79).     Miss  Ethel  Walker 

paints  •'  Angela,"  a  young  lady  in  evening 
dress  standing  over  a  fireplace  looking  at  a 
vase.     There  is  some  grace  in  the  figure  and 
rich  colour  of  the  dress — grenadine,  lined 
with  yellow.  As  a  study  of  country  life.  Miss 
C.  L.  Christian's  landscape  "The  Pond"  [Xo), 
with  horses    drinking — a    summer   effect  — 
is   subtle   in   its  light  and  delicate  colour ; 

and  her   other  picture,    "The  Avenue,"   is 
promising.     "  The    Green   Wave."    by    W. 
Shackleton  (S7),  is  a  study  of  luminous  sun- 

light   and    colour.     Two    nude    girls,  with 
golden  hair,  are  leaning  themselves  against 
the  timber-work  of  a  groyne,  a  largo  green 
wave  breaking  over  them.    Wo  might  almost 
fancy  two  mermaids  disporting  themselves : 
there  is  a  kind  of    mtHaiige  optiijue  in  the 

subtle  light   and    luminous    colour-.      Miss 

Ethel   Walker    p-aints,    "  In    tlie   Orchard" 
(9.j),  two  young  ladies  in  white  :  one  reposes 
in   a  garden-chair,   the   other   stands    con- 

versing ;   but  both  are  under  the  shade  of 

trees,  through  which  the  sunlight  plays  and 
dapples  the  ground — very  graceful.  Moffat 
Lindner  is  a  de.xterous  colourist,  his  "  Dutch 
Barges"  (90)  are  brilliant  in  pearly  and 
golden  tones.  Chas.  Fiir.se  sends  "  Design 
for  a  Spandrel  in  the  I^iverpool  Town  Hall " 
(97).  The  grouping  of  the  figures,  which 
represent  apparently  Merchandise,  with  the 
masts  of  vessels  in  the  background,  is 
masterly  in  composition  and  colour.  Perhaps 
the  colour  is  too  sombre  for  a  decoration 
scheme,  and  ample  light  would  be  necessary 
to  make  the  design  discernible  if  placed  at  any 
freat  height ;  but  the  artist  has  very  cleverly 
isposed  the  figures  of  the  men  in  the  tri- 

angular space,  and  they  have  mobility  and 
grace  of  outline.  "  Over  the  Valley,"  by  Pro- 

fessor F.  Brown,  hangs  below.  The  colour  of 
the  landscape  and  the  deep  sky  tones  are  rich 
and  strong.  A  portrait  of  a  little  girl, 
daughter  of  the  Hon.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Pleydell- 
Bouverie,  by  W.  Dacres  Adams,  is  an  out- 
of-door  study,  natural  and  childlike.  A 
mansion  forms  the  background.  Miss  A.  Sr. 
Zileri  has  a  delicate  harmony  of  creams  anil 

greys  called  "Symphonie  de  Couleura 
Claires,"  a  charming  still-life  study  of  glass 
and  leaves.  "  Miss  Johnstone  Douglas,"  by 
S.  J.  Douglas,  is  almost  like  a  Reynolds  in 

the  pose  and  colour.  "Au  Petit-Clou, 
Dieppe,"  is  a  large  and  masterly  drawing  of the  old  church  and  market-place,  Dieppe,  by 

F.  Forster  (122)  ;  the  artist  is  an  architec- 
tural expert ;  the  details  of  tunet  and  towers 

are  firmly  drawn.  W.  Osborne's  "A  Summer 
Night"  (120)  is  a  clever  twilight  effect,  with 
cottage,  and  the  glimmer  of  lighted  windows. 
An  effective  landscape  is  painted  by  B. 
Priestman,  a  country  common ;  a  man  and 
horse  have  crossed  a  stream  which  runs  across 

a  rough  road,  grey  rainy  clouds  overcast  the 

sky.  Douglas  Robinson's  well-modelled 
semi-nude  figure,  "Sleeping  Girl"  (131), 
and  pictures  by  ̂ loffat  Lindner,  "  On  the 
Maas,"  pearly  in  tone,  and  the  park  scene, 
with  ladies  about  to  bathe  in  a  placid  lake, 

with  water  lilies,  by  G.  Reid,  "Tranquillity," are  other  works  to  notice. 

ESTIMATES.— XXX. 
CONSTRTTCTIOXAI.  IHONWQEK,   WROCGIIT 

IROJf,   ETC. 

TENDERS   for   constructional    ironwork, 
based  on  properly  prepared  drawings, 

details   and  specification,  would  of   course, 
include  the  connections  and  attachments  of 

girders  and  joists,  columns,  and  in  the  case 
of    iron    trusses,    all    connections    betvreen 

principals,     king     and    queen     rods,     iron 
tie-rods,  struts,  and  shoes,  including  angle- 

iron    pieces,    plates,     gusset-plates    riveted to    the    members    at    the     head    and    feet 

of    king-rods,    &c.      Yet     in    many    cases 
it  is  necessary  to    obtain    an    approximate 
estimate  of  the  work  as  a  guide  ;  in  which 

case  first  the  quantities  of  T  and  angle  iron 
and  rods  have  to  be  found  to  obtain  the 

weight  of  metal;  and  secondly,  the  labour 
required  in  drilling  the  rivet  and  bolt  holes, 
besides    the    number    of    bolts,    nuts,    and 

screws ;  and  thirdlv,  the  labour  in  hoisting 

and  fixing.     Thcso'  items  must  be  priced  out with  the  aid  of  tables  of  weights  and  prices 

current,  as  we  have  shown  in  the  item  of 

Roof -truss.     Jordan's  "  Weights  of  Iron  and 
Steel "  will  be  found  useful  for  calculating 

the  weight  of  L.  T>  U.  I.  a"d  other  sections 

of  roUed  iron.     These  ai-e  often  troublesome. 

To  find,  for  instance,  the  cost  of  the  atfcich- 
mont  between   T-iron  principals  with   the 

king,  or  the  connection  to  tie-rod :    Some- 
times two  gusset-plates  arc  used,  to  which 

the  web  of  principals   and  a  fiat  bar  king 
are  riveted.     These   plates    are   cut    of   an 

irregular  lozenge  shape,  and  arc  Jin.  to  jin. 
thick,    and   there    are    usually    six    rivets 

required.     The  feet  of  T  struts  and  king  bar 
also  are  connected  to  a  flat  bar  tie-rod  m  a similar  wary. 
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Tt  is  necessary  to  obtain  the  sujiei'tieial  area 
oi  these  shaped  plates,  and  calculate  their 
weight  at  so  many  pounds  tho  foot  for  the 
thickness ;  then  there  is  the  drilling  and 
riveting.  The  customary  king  -  rod  has, 
instead  of  plate  connections,  a  cast-iron 
head,  through  which  the  king-rod  passes, 
and  is  screwed  up,  and  at  the  foot  tho  round 
iron  king  is  made  to  pass  through  a  hole  in 
the  tie-rod,  which  is  flatted  out  for  drilling, 
and  the  king-rod  is  secured  by  a  nut  below. 
The  side  T-struts  have  also  to  be  cut,  and 
the  top  flange  bent  or  forged  to  fit  over  the 

dat  part  of  tie-rod,  and  the  king-rod  passes 
through  both  (see  sketch  (i).  The  pricing  of 
these  joints  is  troublesome.  It  is  a  ([uestion 
of  labour  of  the  smith,  and  how  long  he 
would  take  to  form  the  connection.  The 
best  way  of  estimating  the  labour  of  these 
items  is  to  obtain  the  experience  in  a  work- 
shop. 

.  In  estimating  weights,  we  have  already 
tnown  how  to  obtain  the  weight  per  lineal 
loot  of  a  wrought-iron  bar  (see  p.  (ilO)  and 
angle  and  T-iron  can  be  found  bj'  adding 
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the  flat  parts  of  the  iron,  deducting  thickness 
of  metal,  then  multiplying  by  the  fraction  ; 
thus  the  weight  of  angle-iron  :J.Un.  :i.Un. 
by  Ain.  will  be — 

(3}  -f  3i-i)  X  i  X  ij'  =  10-S3ib.  per  lineal  foot. 

Add  for  rivet  heads  5  per  cent,  on  tho  weight 
of  plates.  To  find  the  weight  of  flat  bar  and 
plates^  the  rule   is :    Breadth   by   thickness 
<  ;J-333  =  weight  of  1ft.  long  in  pounds, and  for  round  bars,  diameter  squared      2-()l.S 
=  weight  of  1ft.  in  pounds.  .V  bar  of 
wrought  iron  lin.  square  and  one  yard  long, 

weighs  101b.,  which  is  equal  to  tlie"  weight  of a  square  foot  of  wrought  iron  ]in.  thick, 
and  a  bar  of  the  s.ime  section  1ft.  long 
weighs  ;5'  ̂Ib.  or  3-31b.,  hence  the  rule  above. 
It  is  also  useful  to  remember  that  a  foot 
square  of  wrought  iron  weighs  .)lb.  for  every 
eighth  of  an  inch  of  thickness,  so  that  a 
plate  Jin.  thick  of  that  size  would  weigh 
301b.  and  a  lin.  plate  -101b. 

As  we  have  said,  it  is  necessary  to  dissect 
or  analyse  any  piece  of  ironwork  like  a 
wrought-iron  girder  or  truss— that  is,  to 
take  out  the  weight  of  each  part  separately, 
and  then  add  them  together.  Thus,  in 
castmgs  the  weight  of  bracket  stiifeners  may 
be  taken  in  cubic  inches:  each  inch  weighs 
•l'621b.,orilb.  ^ 
The  current  prices  of  rolled  iron  Joists, 

Belgian,  is  about  £ii  lOs.  per  ton  ;  English 

joists  £8  OS.  to  i'9  per  ton  ;  wrought-iron 
girder  plates  £8  1,")S.  to  £9  1.5s.;  bar  iron, StalTs,  £8  7s.  to  £9  Ts.  (id.  ;  angles  10s.,  and 

T's  20s.  per  ton  extra.  As  there  are  "iOs.  in 
the  £,  and  also  'iOowt.  to  tho  ton,  it  is  easy 
to  convert  the  cost  per  ton  into  tho  cost  per 
cwt.  by  calling  the  pounds  shillings.    Thus, 

£9  per  ton  will  be  equal  to  93.  per  cwt.,  £s 
per  ton  will  be  Ss.  per  cwt.,  and  so  on,  and 
any  number  of  shillings  can  be  found  by 
taking  the  proportionate  parts  of  a  pound 
and  calling  them  pence — thus  £8  l.js.  per 
ton  equal  83.  9d.  per  cwt. 

TJcwt.  Iqr.  in  VI  rolled  iron  girders,  2.jft  in 

length,  lOin.  by  4Jin.  by  ti'in.,  and  hoist- 
ing and  fixing  to  floors. 

This  weight  would  be  equivalent  to  Gj^cwt. 
each  girder,  and  the  weight  is  321b.  per  foot 
run  this  section.  The  prime  cost  per  ton 
would  be  about  £8  l.js. 

£  9.  d. 
Cost  of  girdera,  per  cwt      0    S    9 
Extra  cost  per  con,  for  extra  5ft.  length, 

78.  Gd.,  equal  to,  per  cwt      0  13    4i 
Hoisting  to  floors,  per  cwt      0    0    6 
Fixing      0    16 

Percwt.       oil    \\ 

licwt.  Bolts,  nuts,  and  washers  for  flitch- 
plate  girder,  Jin.  diameter  and  Gin.  long. 

This  may  be  fixed  at  £1  4s.  per  cwt. 

No.  24.     Plates  8in.  by  Jin.  for  rolled  girders. 

These  are  worth  about  £8  lOs.  per  ton. 

GOcwt.  in  compound  riveted  girders. 

These  may  be  priced  at  £11  10s.  to  £12  per 
ton,  so  that  this  item  would  work  out,  say, 
£34  lOs. 

No.  .5()0.    Holes  for  I  in.  bolts  through  iin. iron. 

•'^ay.  Id.  to  IM.  each.  As  a  rule,  the 
rivets  and  holes  are  included  in  the  price  of 
the  rolled  girders  and  trusses,  such  as  those 
for  the  cleats  to  the  struts,  and  for  the 
L  iron  purlins.  These  holes  are  generally 
done  by  steam  drill.  For  girder  plates  the 
holes  are  easily  and  quickly  drilled  1  ly  placing 
the  plates  upon  each  other,  and  drilling 
through  all  the  thicknesses  at  one  operation, 
the  top  plate,  being  drilled  first,  becomes  a 

guide  for  the  drill.  Time  is  saved  by  this 
method,  and  the  holes  are  more  accurately formed. 

No.  <i.     Fitting  ends  of  lOin.  by  'lin.  rolled  | 
joists  to  comjionnd  girders. 

These  ends   will  have  to  be  forged,  and 
secured  by  short  pieces  of  angle  iron  bolted 

through  the  webs  of  both.  These  should  be 
included  in  price  of  the  girders  or  joists,  as 
it  is  only  possible  to  give  an  approximation 
of  price.  The  labour,  forging,  and  cutting 
tho  ends  of  joists,  and  bolting  the  angle 

pieces,  would  be  quite  worth  3s.  to  4s.  each 
for  this  number. 

No.  12.    4in.  by  lin.  angle  iron  in  pieces  9in. 

long,  and  fitting  to  ditto. £  a.  d. 
lOlb.  angle  iron  at  Id      0  0  10 
Heating  and  cutting  to  lengths,  say      0  0    6 
Two    holes    for   bolts,     through   Jin., 
punched       0  0    1 

0    18 

rroflt         0    0    2 
0    1  10 

•jfilb.  in  straps  for  trusses.     (^*ee  sketch  1.) 

These  are  intended  to  secure  the  ends  of 

queen-posts  to  tie-beams,  or  principals  to  tie- 
boam,  and  king-post,  ko..,  and  may  be  priced 
at  4d,  per  lb.    Say  : — 

£  s.  d. 
Coat  of  straps,  per  lb      0    0    3i 
Labour,  fixing       0    0    2 

0    0    5| 

No.  4.     .Straps  l.Jin.  by  §in.  to  trusses  and 

fixing. 

These  would  probably  be  to  secure  king- 
post to  tie-beam.  According  to  table,  the 

weight  of  1ft.  of  flat  bar  iron  Jin.  thick  of 

this  width  is  3-(;8,  say  3Jlb.  These  straps 
would  be  about  30in.  long  each  ;   then,  if  we 

multiply  the  weight  per  foot,  3Jlb.  by  30in., 

=  2tt.  liin.,  we  get  9-21b.  as  the  weight  of 
each  strap,  and  at,  say,  4d.  per  lb.,  the  cost 
wiU  be  about  33. 

£  8.  d. 
Cost  of  one  strap      0   3    0 
8ix  holes  for  bolts,  drilled  through  ̂ in. 

iron,  say- 2d.  each      0    10 
Labour,  fixing,  at,  say  2d.  per  lb      0    16 

Cost  of  one  strap      0    5    6 

No.  20."  Straps  bolted  through  on  both 
sides  of  queen-post  trusses  of  the  shape 
shown  in  sketch  2,  each  2in.  by  |in.,  and 
six  iin.  bolts  to  each  pair. 

It  is  necessary  to  find  the  weight  of  these 
straps.  Each  strap  would  be  about  2ft.  9in. 
long  by  2in.  by  |in.,  and  a  flat  bar  of  this 
.-i/o  weighs  about  2Jlb.  per  foot,  so  that  each 
strap  will  weigh  nearly  Tib.,  and  the  total 
weight  may  be  roughly  calculated  as  Molb., 

or  IJcwt.    Say: — 
£  s.  d. Cost  of  straps  and  drilling  holes,  per  lb.  0  0  3} 

Bolts  and  fixing,  say       0    0    2 

Perlb      0    0    5} 

Or  about  lOs.  per  cwt.  for  iron  only. 

No.  8.    Cast-iron  shoes  to  trusses,  as  per 
detail.    (.-Jee  Fig.  3.) 

These  would  probably  have  a  base-bed  of 
I  ft.  3in.  by  9in. — say  about  a  foot  square. 
A  foot  s.juaro  of  lin.  metal  would  weigh 
.about  371b.  ;  the  socket  part  would  be  equal 
to  about  another  foot  s^juare,  or  74lb.  in  alL 

£  8.  d. 

Cost  of  one  shoe,  »iy      0  9    6 
Two  bolts,  say  2ft.  long,  vonld  weigh 

about  Sib  ,  at  4d      0  1    S 
Fixing      0  2    6 

0  13    S 
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l,212owt.  in  rolled  iron   joists  of  dilleront 
sizes  and  lengths  (stock  sizes). 

Tliis  is  a  large  order,  and  we  may  price 
these  at  £«  lUs.  per  ton  (Belgian  make). 

£   8.  d. 

Co«tpercwt      0    «    « 
Houtiiig  and  fixing      0    2    6 

Percwt      0    9    0 

If  English  joists,  the  cost  per  ton  would  be 
£8  58.,  equal  to  Ss.  3d.  per  cwt. 

aiClcwt.  in  wrought  iron  plate  girders,  ISin. 
deep,  19ft.  long  each,  hoisting  and  fixing. 
These  may  bo  put  at  £9  U»s.  per  ton. 

£  8.  d. 
Cost  per  cwt      0  9  6 
Hoisting,  &c,  12ft.  high,  per  cwt.      0  0  9 
Fixing      0  1  t; 

Percwt      0  11    9 

ysft.  run.     -tin.  bylin.  angle  iron,  riveted  to 
web  of  girders. 

This  angle  iron  is  probably  to  take  a  plate 
for  joists,  and  will  weigh  about  131b.  per  foot 

run,  or,  say,   -lAcwt.     Angle  iron  is  worth 
lOs.  per  ton  more,  or  £10. 

£  s.  a. 
Coetpercwt      0  10    0 
Drilluig  and  riveting,  say      0    4    0 

0  14    0 

ocwt.     Flitch  plate  to  wood  breastsummer, 
and  eight  bolt  holes,  bolts,  &c. 

This  is  worth  about  £9  per  ton,  or  93.  per 
cwt.  The  bolt  holes  may  be  put  down  at  Od. 

each.     Say  : — 
£   8.  d. 

Plate,  per  cwt      0    9  * 
Bolt  holes,  per  cwt      0    0  10 
jin.  bolts,  nuts,  and  washers,  per  cwt. 
8d.each       0    12 

0  11    0 

No.  4.  Wrought-iron  king-post  trusses  to 
roof  23ft.  span,  principals  of  T-iron.  4in. 
by  3in.  by  Ain.,  struts  2Jin.  by  2Jin.  by 

fin.,  the  bar  3in.  by  ', nin.,  king-bar  ditto, 

gusset-plates  '  isin  "thick,  with  Jin.  rivets, &c. 

As  no  weight  is  given  we  must  take  out 

quantities  of  iron  for  one  truss  and  weight 
out. 

26ft.  of  T-iron  principals,  4in.  by  Sin.  by 
|in.,  at.  Bay  lllb.  per  foot. 

iSt.  of  T-8truta,  2Jin.  by  2$in.  by  gin., 
at  5-831b. 

23ft.  of  flat  bar  tie,  3ia.  by  ■  u.  at  3  771b. 
6ft.  ein.  king-bar  ditto,  at  3  771b. 
Oosset  plates,  '  i»in.    thick,   with  Jin. 

rivets   at    connections  of    principals, 
and  king  struts,  shoes,  &c.,  at  151b. 
per  foot,  including  rivets. 

Each  truss  about  4cwt.  61b.,  at  say,  16b. 
percwt.    £3    5    0 

No.  4.     Purlins  of  L-iron,  3in.  by  3in.  by 
Jin.,  each  40ft.  long. 

These  will  weigh  about  6-241b.  per  ft.,   £   s.  d. 
or  2eolb.  each  =  2cwt.  191b      1  16    0 

Drilling  and  riveting  per  cwt.,  say      0    7    6 

231; 

Iron-trussed  roofs  not  exceeding  2jft. 

span,  including  wrought  -iron  trusses,  purlins, 
boarding,  .slating,  and  leadwork  measured  on 
slope,  may  bo  constructed  for  about  £7  to 

£8  per  square. 

WATER-COLOUR  DKA WINGS. 

AVERY  fine  collection  of  water-colour  draw- 
ings of  an  architectural  character,  by  Mr. 

Herbert  .1.  Finn,  is  on  view  at  the  Modem 

Ctallery,  17'),  bond-street,  and  ahould  be  seen  by all  admirers  of  our  ancient  ecclesiastical  edifices. 

We  noticed  some  time  ago  his  very  beautiful 
drawings  of  architectural  work  in  the  same 
gallery,  which  comprised  drawings  of  Winchester 
Cathedral,  Canturbury  Cathedral,  and  other 
works.  We  now  direct  our  readers'  attention  to 
the  remarkable  series  of  water-colour  driiwinss, 
chiefly  of  D.iford  and  of  Canterbury  Cathedral. 
One  of  the  finest  drawings  of  the  former  series  is 
that  of  the  Tom  Tower,  Christchurch.  Mr.  Finn 
is  a  master  of  perspective,  both  linear  and  aerial, 
and  he  has  also  thegift  exhibited  by  very  fewarchi- 
tectural  draughtsmen  of  making  architectural 
subjects    pictorial   and  interesting.    These  are 

really  artistic  drawings,  in  which  the  artist's 
grasp  of  colour,  light,  and  shade  effects  are  seen 
to  great  advantage,  ilr.  Finn  also  knows  how 
to  give  the  effect  of  mouldering  stonework,  and 
to  throw  over  his  work  the  glamour  of  romance 
which  we  see  in  such  drawings  as  Magdalen 
Tower,  with  its  sunlight  effect,  and  Christ  Church, 
from  .\ldgate.  The  Front  of  the  ( lid  Ashmolean, 
with  its  coupled  Corinthian  columns  to  the  porch, 

is  charmingly  drawn.  We  also  notice  the  line 

bird's-eye  view  of  Oxford,  showing  the  in- 
numerable spires  bathed  in  pale  sunrise,  a 

beautiful  example  of  draughtsmanship.  The 
Radcliffp,  the  west  window  Merton  Chapel, 
Corpus  Christi  Quadrangle,  the  fine  Renaissance 

Laud's  quadrangle,  St.  .John's  College;  St. 
Mary's  Torch,  the  comer  of  Radcliffc-sqiiare 
with  St.  Mary's  in  the  background,  outside  the 
Cloisters,  JIagdalen  College  ;  and  Oriel  College 
quad  are  all  well-known  examples  of  architec- 

ture. The  broken  tints  and  soft  crumbling 
look  of  the  stone  are  cleverly  rendered  without 
any  opaque  colour  or  adventitious  aids.  The 
series  of  drawings  illustrating  Cinterburv  Cathe- 

dral, especially  the  general  view  fro  .n  Westgate : 

the  splendid  views  "  Morning"  and  "  Evening," 
showing  the  cathedral  tower  and  cloisters,  one 
under  the  morning  sunlight,  imparting  a  silvery 
shimmering  effect  to  the  tower  and  nave,  and  the 
other  in  warm  evening  light,  are  equally  beautiful. 

The  '■  morning  "  effect  is  extremely  delicate  and 
silvery.  There  is  also  a  west-end  view,  showing 
the  effect  of  a  warm  glow  of  light  on  the  cathe- 

dral, taken  from  roofs,  seen  through  a  haze  of 
smoke.  The  cloisters,  Xorman  staircase,  Lan- 

franc's  Norman  doorway,  kc,  are  very  clever. 
We  also  notice  a  few  landscapes  and  views  of 
Arundel,  Pegwell  Bay,  Harlech  Sands,  and  other 
landscapes  which  show  breadth  and  rich  colour  in 
another  field  of  study. 

THE   ARCHtTECTUR.\L  ASSOCIATION. 

THE  third  ordinary  meeting  of  the  Association 
was  held  on  Friday  evening  at  0,  Conduit- 

street,  W.,  the  President,  Mr.  G.  H.  Felljwes 
Prynne,  in  the  chair.  The  following  fourteen 
new  members  were  elected  : — C.  Thunder,  H.  B. 
Squire,  W.  A.  Scott,  W.  U.  E.  Roberts,  E.  D. 
Niscon,  T.  J.  Miintzer,  J.  A.  Ilossack,  E.  Gunn, 
M.  .T.  Dawson,  H.  H.  Dawson,  11.  P.  Carter, 
C.  T.  E.  C.  Brooks,  E.  E.  Bowden,  and  E.  G. 
Allen.  Ten  nominations  for  membership  were 
read.  On  the  motion  of  the  President,  a  vote 
of  condolence  with  the  family  of  the  late  Sir 
Arthur  W.  Blomfield,  A.R.A.,a  past- President  of 
the  Association,  and  also  with  that  of  Sir  ThomasN. 
Deane, of  Dublin,  was  carried.  Mr.  E.B.Cargill 
announced  that,  in  the  unadvoidable  absence  from 
town  on  the  loth  prox.  of  Mr.  Gerald  Moira,  who 
was  announced  to  read  a  paper  on  that  evening 

upon"  Colour  Decoration  in  Relief,"  Mr.  Andrew 
OnvEK  had  kindly  undertaken  to  give  an  address 
on  the  Streets  and  Buildings  of  Old  London, 

illustrated  by  lantern  views. 
M.VRBLB. 

A  paper  on  this  subject  was  read  by  Jlr. 
William  Brindley,  F.R.G.S.  The  address  was 

illustrated  by  numerous  water-colour  sketches  by 
the  lecturer  of  rock  scenery  near  quarries  in 
Carrara,  Athens,  Euboa,  in  Spain,  near  the  Red 
Sea,  and  in  other  parts  of  the  world,  by  a  large 
number  of  large  photographs  of  landscapes  and 
historic  buildings,  and  by  a  profusion  of  specimens 
of  the  most  costly  marbles  and  porphyries,  many  of 
these  being  resplendent  in  hues  or  distinguished 

by  their  translucency  or  beauty  of  fii,'uring. 
THE   ORKilN    OF    OCR    M.VBIILE. 

In  architecture,  the  word  "marble"  conveys, 
said  Mr.  Brindley,  the  idea  of  a  stone  of  more  im- 

portance than  an  ordinary  building  material.  It 
is  a  stone  always  possessed  of  some  special  beauty, 
either  in  texture,  colour,  or  both,  and  of  sufficient 
hardness  to  take  a  polish.  The  varieties  are 
almost  infinite,  and,  as  numerous  as  they  are,  it 
is  rare  that  any  two  quarries  are  precisely  the 
same:  there  is  always  an  individuality  of  some 
sort  or  other.  We  have  marbles  of  one  uniform 
colour,  as  white,  black,  grey,  red,  yellow,  green, 
and  80  on  ;  but  in  all  cases,  oven  in  whites  and 

blacks,  there  are  differences.  The  whites  of 
Carrara,  Italy,  vary  from  those  of  Greece,  Spain, 
and  America.  The  blacks  of  Belgium  are  not  the 
same  as  those  of  England  and  Ireland.  The 

serpentines  of  the  Lizard,  Cornwall,  vary  from 
those  of  Banff,  in  Scotland,  and  Anglesea,  and 
further  vary  from  those  of  the  Continent  and 

America.  These  variations  are  not  to  be  wondered 
at  when  for  a  moment  we  study  their  origin  and 
the  different  changes  they  have  gone  through  as 

part  of  the  earth's  crust.  Their  ages  are  equally 
wide,  some  being,  comparatively  speaking,  recent, 

while  others  are  old,  and  some  very  old.  'The  white 
crystalline  marbles  are  now  c">iclusively  proved 
to  be  nothing  more  th.an  ordinary  sedimentary 
limestone  rocks,  like  our  chalk  cliffs,  or  carboni- 

ferous rocks,  which  have  gone  through  a  process 
of  cooking  or  baking  under  great  pressure,  while 
being  hermetically  sealed  by  overlying  rocks, 
which havekept  in  the  gases,  causing  the  limestone 
rock  to  crystallise  and  alter  its  nature  to  that 
extent  that  rarely  any  of  the  fossils  are  now 
discernible;  in  short,  a  new  rock  is  produced. 
There  are  other  whites  that  have  been  pro- 

duced by  hot  springs  carrying  in  solution  a 
large  quantity  of  lime  and  silica,  which  deposit 
directly  the  carbonic  acid  gas  is  liberated  in 
the  atmosphere,  often  producing  a  rock  of  the 

purest  whiteness,  or  coloured  bj-  any  metal  that 
the  hot  water  may  pass  through.  Black  marble 
is  a  sedimentary  limestone  coloured  by  carbon, 
which  colour  is  immediately  destroyed  by  hf^ 

producing  the  whitest  of  lime  oxide.  We  get 
black  marbles  with  white  veins.  These  white  veins 

are  usually  younger  than  the  rock  itself,  being 
infiUings  of  the  cracks  produced  by  different 
causes,  in  the  history  of  the  rock.  These  remarks 
about  black  rocks  .apply  equally  to  red  and  yellow 
ones.  Another  class  of  marble,  the  Breccias,  have 

gone  through  all  sorts  of  nature's  changes  and 
disturbances ;  they  are  rocks  that  have  been 
broken  into  irregular  fragments,  and  been 
cemented  together  again  by  nature,  and  after 
that  in  some  cases  have  gone  through  a  baking 
process  and  the  like.  Nearly  all  our  green 
marbles  are  earlier  rocks  that  have  been  altered, 

and  in  some  instances  been  broken  up  and  re- 
cemented,  like  Verde  Antico.  The  greens  are 
nearly  all  msgnesia,  while  the  whites  in  the  same 
mass  are  lime  :  occasionally  we  get  both  white 
and  green  magnesia  in  the  same  mass. 

THE   VARYING   QUALITIES   OF   MAKJJLES. 

This  slight  geological  introduction  will  prove 
to  you  that  as  marbles  are  produced  under  such 
varying  conditions,  the  quality  must  be  equally 
various,  both  in  hardness  and  durability.  Again, 
some  marbles,  like  the  Purbeck,  .are  not  much 
more  than  tremendously  compressed  mud  and 
fossils  ;  others  are  only  baked,  compressed  clays. 
When  used  in  damp  situations,  these  often  go 
back  to  their  original  elements,  and  it  further 
happens  that  a  marble  that  behaves  fairly  well 
in  Italy  frequently  will  not  stand  at  all  with  us. 
And  there  are  marbles  that,  like  building  stones, 
have  to  be  placed  on  their  natural  bed.  Most 
marbles  wiU  stand  in  isolated  shafts,  or  engaged 

pilasters,  but  experience  shows  us  that  only  a 
very  limited  number  used  as  slabs  for  wall  linings 
can  resist  the  moisture  of  a  newly-built  wall.  The 
destructive  power  of  this  moisture,  belt  hydraulic 
or  chemical,  is  such  that  it  very  shortly  destroys 

the  face  of  many  marbles ;  all  those  of  a  sLatcy 

or  sedimentary  nature  face-bedded  go  directly — 
for  instance,  the  Swiss  Cipollino,  but  if  cut  across 
the  bed  stands  fairly  well.  Then  again,  certain 

marbles,  like  Purbeck,  Emperor's  Red,  and 
Verona,  which  consist  chiefly  of  flatfish  fossil 

shells,  these,  when  face-bedded  on  damp  walls, 

become  pitted  with  small  holes,  while  across  the 
bed  they  stand  all  right :  nearly  all  this  class  of 
fossil  marble  is  only  obtainable  in  thin  beds,  so 

a  large  slab  has  to  be  f.ace-bedded.  These  same 

remarks  apply  to  certain  red  marbles  found  near 
Carrara,  which  are  red  clay  compressed  and 

baked  by  the  same  heat  that  has  produced  the 

crystalline  whites. 
THE    greeks'    VSE    of    the    MATERIAL. 

When  the  Greeks  used  marble  in  architecture 

it  was  always  treated  as  an  ordinary  building 

stone.  No  attempt  was  made  to  save  material. 

Everything  was  m-aasive,  and  the  blocks  were 

ground  or  rubbed  together  until  the  whole  struc- ture was  next  to  homogeneous  without  the  aid  of 

mortar  or  cement.  Their  columns,  as  you  .are 

aware,  were  built  with  thick  drums  ;  these  blocks 

were  worked  roughly  in  the  quarries,  with  pro- 

jecting bosses  on  the  sides,  to  which,  most  prob- 
ably, were  attached  some  wooden  arms  to  enable 

the  blocks  to  bo  revolved  forw.ards  and  back- 

wards, on  the  wooden  centres,  until  the  two  faces 

came  together  with  an  almost  invisible  joint. 
When  built  the  whole  column  mass  was  skUlully 

masoned  into  a  pillar  with  all  the  Greek  subtlety 

of  diminishing  entasis  and  delicate  flutings.    The 
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durability  of  this  work,  had  it  not  have  been  for 
eirthtniakes  and  the  ravages  of  man,  would  have 
been  perfect  now.  Those  who  have  not  seen  the 
Acropolis  of  Athens  can  scarcely  realise  the  beauty 
of  this  immense  marble  pile ;  the  sublimity  of 
colour  is  in  harmony  with  the  subtlety  of  form. 
It  is  not  the  cold  white  marble  of  Italy,  so 
common  with  us,  but  a  translucent  warm  ivory 
tint,  often  becoming  ochre  yellow.  This  deep 
colour,  which  is  only  surface,  is  usually  attributed 
to  great  age  ;  but  this  is  not  correct,  as  is  proved 
by  the  colouring  of  recent  fractures  on  the 
Parthenon,  and  by  modern  buildings  in  .Athens, 
a  good  example  of  which  is  a  high  slab  plinth 
round  the  Uoyal  Palace.  This  marble  is  already 
nearly  as  yellow  as  the  Parthenon.  The  marble 
contains  minute  crystals  of  iron  pyrites,  the 
decomposition  of  which  yellow  ochre  colours  the 
marble.  In  the  (Jreek  temples  of  Delphi,  Sicily, 
and  Pompeii,  the  common  worked  stone  was 
plastered  over  with  a  marblo-like  stucco,  which 
IS  thought  to  bo  marble  dust  with  lime  and  albu- 

men. I  think  now  from  what  I  saw  recently  in 
r-aw:e-that  it  maybe  white  crystalline  marble 
not  quite  burnt  through  into  lime.  This  I  saw 
being  finely  crushed  with  rollers  by  horse-power 
for  plaster-work. 

EAKLY    QIIARUVIXG. 

There  is  no  doubt  the  Greek  methods  of  quarry- 
ing became  the  Roman ;  but  it  is  impossible  to 

imagine  that  the  (rreek  could  have  quarried 
better  than  what  we  find  now  remaining  of 
Roman  work,  and  tliis  not  only  in  the  white 
quarries  of  Pentelicus,  but  in  the  various  coloured 
quarries  found  in  many  of  the  Creek  islands. 
These  old  Roman  workings  you  can  always  tell 
at  a  glance  by  the  carefully  tooled  upright  face 
of  the  rock.  I  saw  lately  in  an  old  quarry  on  the 
island  of  Scyros  an  axed  face  some  (30ft.  high. 
Although  the  Romans  took  over  all  the  Irreek 
white  quarries,  they  were  not  content  with  this, 
but  opened  quirries  of  choice  colour  wherever 
they  could  be  found,  and  these  they  worked  for 
monoliths  to  embellish  their  buildings  in  Rome 
and  colonial  cities.  The  Roman  method  of 
quarrying  monoliths  for  shafts  and  architraves 
was  by  working  them  in  ailu  engaged  to  the 
parent  rock,  either  horizontal  or  vertical,  accord- 

ing to  the  bedding  and  the  solidity  of  the  rock. 
In  the  Verde  Antico  quarries  the  upright  large 
semicircular  hollows  remain,  showing  where  the 
great  Justinian  columns  for  St.  Sophia,  Constan- 

tinople, were  got.  Sarcophagi  were  quarried 
by  being  worked  all  round  engaged  to  the  rock 
at  the  bottom  ;  they  were  then  wedged  off.  In 
the  old  Carystian  quarters  of  Cipollino,  there 
are  many  examples  of  both  finished  and  un- 

finished work  in  silu.  In  one  quarry,  some 
two  thousand  feet  up  the  very  steep  mountain 
side  of  "  Oche,"  on  a  shelving  mass  of  rock 
overhanging  an  awful  precipice,  are  eight  columns, 
39ft.  long,  beautifully  wrought,  with  entasis  and 
top  and  bottom  members  quite  finished  and  ready 
to  be  fixed,  probably  in  the  portico  of  a  temple  like 

could  spend  a  month,  pay  his  fire  from  London 
and  back,  hotel  accommodation,  including  food 
and  Chiante  wine  ail  libUum,  for  less  than  it  would 
cost  at  an  Knglish  seaside  town.  Ho  would  also 
pick  up  a  little  Italian.  Nearly  ;ill  the  best 
statuary  of  the  world  is  (|uarried  at  Mont  .Vltis- 
simo,  Seravezza,  near  Carrara.  This  is  the 
famous  ll-marked  statuary  of  commerce,  II  being 
for  Heuraux,  the  proprietor.  In  Italy  there  are 
also  old  white  quarries  near  the  coast  not  far  from 
Grosetta,  between  Pisa  and  Rome.  The  Cathedral 
of  llilan  was  built  from  quarries  above  Bavcno. 
Spain  has  several  extensive  deposits  of  white 
marble.  The  best  is  the  one  the  Moors  used  at 
the  Alhambra,  the  ([uarries  of  which  I  visited 
some  years  ago  ;  they  are  at  Jlacael,  between 
Lorca  and  Bazi.  There  is  a  good  qunlity  of  white 
marble  in  Trazos  Montes,  Portugal,  where  an 
enterprising  company  formed  at  Oporto  ten  years 
ago  quarried  £20,000  worth  without  any  prospect 
of  getting  the  blocks  away,  and  there  they  are 

now,  and  there  they  are  likely  to  remain.  !•' ranee has  white  marbles  at  St.  Beats,  but  there  is  little 
demand  for  them,  although  there  is  a  consider- 

able duty  on  foreign  produce  in  France.  Norway 
has  extensive  deposits,  but  very  little  of  it  is 
good.  Some  was  used  for  ashlar  at  the  .Junior 
Constitutional  Club  :  it  seems  to  be  standing  very 
well.  The  finest  quality  is  at  Velfiord  :  it  is  only 
about  100ft.  off  very  deep  water  for  shipping. 
There  is  further  north  a  crystalline  white  marble, 
which  is  a  dolomite.  The  late  war  of  the  Creeks 
and  Turks  would  seem  to  have  enriched  the 
Athenians,  for  they  are  pulling  down  the  old 
buildings  and  erecting  lofty  Pentelic  marble  ones 
in  their  places.  They  are  full  of  architectural 
detail,  which  is  very  well  done.  The  marble  is 
chiefiy  obtained  from  the  south  or  .^.thens  side  of 
the  mountain,  near  the  ancient  workings.  A 
company  is  now  working  north  or  Marathon 
side.  I  have  examined  the  different  quarries 
very  carefully,  and  am  of  opinion  that  t^ey  are 
the  same  beds  as  the  south  side  ;  but  the  famous 
old  cave  statuary  is  not  yet  found.  They  are 
extracting  large  blocks,  some  of  which  are 
being  used  in  the  safety  repairs  of  the  Parthenon. 
We  are  working  blocks  of  this  marble,  which 
those  interested  can  see.  It  is  considerably 
harder  and  more  costly  to  work  than  Carrara. 

that  of  Antonius  and  Faustine  in  the  Forum  of 
Rome ;  oneof  them  ia  only  a  few  feet  off  the  sloping 
edge  of  the  precipice.  How  they  contemplated 
getting  them  away  is  and  must,  I  fear,  ever  re- 

main a  mystery.  In  addition  to  these  finished 
columns,  there  are  several  of  similar  size,  partially 
wrought,  engaged  to  the  horizontal  face  of  the 
rock  ;  other  immense  masses  were  stepped  and 
partly  worked  for  various  purposes. 

WHITE    MARllLE. 

Roughly  speaking,  perhaps,  three-fourths  of  the 
white  marble  used  in  the  world  at  the  present  day comes  from  the  Carrara  district  of  Italv.  The 

marble  mountains  extend  some  twelve'  miles  ; they  consist  of  mountain  peaks  going  up  to  an altitude  of  6,000ft.  The  sides  of  these  mountains 
are  scored  with  valleys  and  ravines  which  have 
only  three  outlets— Ciirrara,  Massa,  and  Sera- 
vezza.  On  the  sides  of  these  valleys  are  the 
different  quarries,  of  which  there  are  some  GOO, 
'■  producing  annually  about  200,000  tons."  The 
water  coming  from  these  ravines  turns  innumer- 

able sawing  mills,  which  slab  annuallv  some 
'30,000  tons  of  marble.  The  towns  are'  full  of workshops  and  studios.  The  marble  businesses 
support  in  the  district  some  10,000  people.  Any 
young  man  who  likes  mountain  scenery,  with  pic- 

turesque sketching  and  architecture,  cannot  find  a 
hujiting-ground  anywhere  to  surpass  this.  He 
wiU  come  across  beautiful  Byzantine,  Mediaeval, and  Renaissance  work  in  marble  that  c-onnot  be 
surpassed,  or  rarely  equalled,  in  Italv.  It  was 
the  land  of  the  :Medici,  the  plavground'  of  Michel 
.\ngeIo  and  Donatello.     "  "   "' 

QIAKRYIXG. 

In  marble  quarrying    considerable  skill   and 
judgment  is  required  ;  the  mass  of  rock  is  rarely 
solid  enough  to  be  stepped   down  as  in  ordinary 
stone  quarries,  and  blasting  cannot  be  employed, 
except  for    clearing    away    masses    of    inferior 
material.     The  colouring  and  marking  of  such 
marble  as  Pavonazzetto  does  not  extend  through 
the  face  of  the  rock,  but  is  a  veined  mass  or  bed  in 
the  statuary  formation,  the  same  quarry  producing 
first  and  second  quality   statuary   and  first  and 
second  Pavonazzetto.  The  system  is,  when  a  choice, 
solid  mass  is  found,  to  work  away  from  the  top 
and  sides  all  inferior  rock  round  the  good  mass. 
It  is  then  sawn  or  wedged  into  blocks  as  large 
as    can    be    obtained    free    of    shakes.     .V  few 
months  agfo  I  saw  in  the  quarry  of  Crestola  a 
solid  mass  so  cleared  of  about  100  tons,  worth 
over  £1,000  sterling.     The  removal  of  the  blocks 
when  quarried  is  done  in  a  very  .ikilful  manner 
by  a  specially  trained  group  of  workmen,  and  it 
is  surprising  with  what  ease  and  rapidity  they 
will  remove  blocks,  often  25  tons  weight,  from 
the  quarries  and  down  a  steep  declivity  to  the 
loading  place,  where  they  are  taken  away  on  a 
specially-built  truck  drawn  by  sometimes  as  many 
as  thirty-six  oxen.     There  .are  no  lifting  cranes 
in  the  quarries — only  crowbar  levers  are  used. 
The  men  get  round  the  block,  each  with  his  lever, 
.and  they  all  lift  at  the  same  instant,  the  signal 
being  given  by  a  lively  sing-song.     The  blocks 
are  lowered  down  the  mountain-side  by  means 
of  ropes  passed  round  posts.     The  block,  being 
on  a  sort  of  sleigh,  is  slid  over  hardwood  sleepers 
greased  with  a  bar  of  soap.     -V  miin  rides  on  the 
block,  and  passes  the  sleepers  given  him  from 
behind  to  front.     The  old  Rhondona  and  Breche 
Violetts  are  usually  underground  quarryings,  and 
extracted  by  the  aid  of  long  saws,  a  channel  being 
cut  first  over  the  block  to  free  it  from  the  roof, 
and  a  chamber  at  each  end  for  the  men  to  Siiw 
in.     By  this  means  they  sometimes  get  a  block 
of    sufficient    size    to    produce    two    monolith 
columns   14ft.   long.     The  red   Levanto  Breccia 
and  Genoa  green  is  also  sawn  out  of  the  rock. 
The   re-found  Verde  Antico  of   Thessiily   is  a 
hard  Breccia  of  greens,  greys,  and  whites.     The 
quarrying    of   this   is    by  the   aid   of    the  wire 

I  believe  a  young  man   saw,  which  is  a  three-strand  endless  steel  cord  of 

over  2,000ft.  in  length  running  over  descending 
pulleys,  and  being  fed  with  sand  and  water  :  this 
cuts  the  marble.     This  method  of  extraction  is 
the  latest  and  most  improved,  as  it  in   no  way 
injures  the  marble.     It  was  from  the  quarries  of 
Synada,  in  Asia  Minor,  that  the  Romans  got  their 
boiiutiful  red  purple- veined  Pavonazzetto,  and  all 
other  sorts  of  this  marble.     These  quarries  also 
produced  a  beautiful  pure  white  statur.ry,  and  a 
rare  variety  of   delicate  fiesh  tint.     (There  was 
hung  on  the  walls  of  the  lecture-room  a  series  of 
photos  of  these  quarries  taken  by  Baron  Schwiter  ; 
also     specimens     were     shown.)     The    antique 
marbles,     Numidian      bellow,     Laconian    Red, 
Thessalian  Green,  .\fricano   Breccia,   Carvstian 
Cipollino,    Egyptian    Porphyry,    Laconian   Ser- 
pentino,  Breche  Universal.     These  are  unique, 
and     have     no      modern     representatives.     Un- 
quehtionably  the    best   yellow  marble  known  is 
the  GiaUo  Antico  of  the  Romans.     The  columns 

of  the  Arch  of  (.'onstantine,  which  were  Trajan's, 
and  half  those  of    the  I'arthenon,   are  of  this 
marble.     It  varies  from  deep  ochre  yellow  to  pale 
and  a  delicate  rose  colour  ;  its  markings  are  red 
and  blue  purples,  the  grain  is  crystalline,  and  it 
is  translucent.     This  is  the  marble  found  in  the 
encrustation  of   the  palaces  of    the  C.csars,   the 
baths   of   Carracalla — in   short,   it  was  the  only 
yellow  used  in  old  Rome.     The  (luarriee,  which 
are  very  extensive,  are  in  Tunis,  near  the  frontier 
of  Algeria  ;  they  were  extensively  worked  about 
fifteen  years  ago  by  a  Belgian  company,  which 
went  to  grief  owing  to  having  an  engineer  as  chief 
of  the  (luarriee,  instead  of  a  practical  quarryman. 
The    next    in    quality  is   the   yellow  of  .Sienna, 
which  is  familiar  to  all.     The  best  quality  of  this 
yellow  is  now  not  obtainable.     Beautiful  panels 
are  often  seen  in  old  .Vdam's  chimney  pieces.  The 
South  of  France,  Spain,  and   North  Italy  pro- 

duce about  a  dozen  yellow  varieties,  but  they  are 
all  inferior  in  quality  to  the  two   first  named. 
The  coloured  marble  most  used  by  the  Romans 
was  the  Carystian  (Cippolino)  from  the  Island  of 
Kubu'a  ;  there  was  more  of  this  used  in  Romo 
than  all  the  other   colours  put  together.     The 
first  reason  may  have  been  owing  to  the  immense 
size  monoliths  could  be  got  as  supports  for  their 
porticos  and  basilicas  ;  but  great  quantities  were 
also   used    for    decoration.     It    opens    out  into 
chevron  pattern  more  beautifully  than  any  other 
marble.     There  are  dozens  of  old  quarries  on  the 
Island  of  Kubica  that  have  been  examined  by 
French,  Germans,  and  Italians  during  the  last 
twenty  years,  for  the  purpose  of  reworking  ;  but 
in  all  cases  it  was  found  that  the  Romans  had 
taken  all  the  good  stuff  away.     About  four  years 
ago,  a  mountain  that  slopes  down  to  the  sea  and 
away  from  any  mule  track  or  other  path  was 

found  on  its  sea-face  to  have  a  large  number  of' 
old  quarries.     These  contain    an    almost  inex- 

haustible ((uantity  of  first-class  marble,   which 
can  be  got  in  large  sizes.     These  quarries  I  am. 
now    working,    and    those    interested    can  see 
monoliths  made  of  it,  some  Uft.  long,  for  3Ir. 

Bentley'e    new     Roman    Catholic    cathedral  at 
Westminster  ;  and  you  will  also  see  it  used  by 
Mr.  T.  G.  Jackson  at  the  Royal  Academy  in  the 
vestibule  improvements.     Some  twenty  years  ago 
a  Swiss  Cippolino  was  found,  with  colourings  very 
similar  to  the  old,  but  with  very  different  mark- 

ings, as  it  does  not  produce,  when  opened  out, 
grand  patterns,  and,  although  it  stands  well  in 
detached  monoliths,  experience  proves  it  will  not 
stand  on  new  walls  or  floors. 

OXVX    M.VnilLES. 

.Some  thirty  years  ago  a  very  extensive  depcsit 
of  -Vrragonite  was  found  ne-ar  Tlemcen  in  Algei  ia, 
and  the  old  quarries  were  here  from  which  the 
Moors  obtained  this  beautiful  marble  so  plentifully 
used  in  their  mosques  at  Tlemcen.  The  pur- 

chaser of  these  quarries  was  Signer  del  Jlonti,  an 
Italian  resident  at  Oran,  and  he  it  was  who  for 
commercial  purposes  named  the  material  onyx, 
from  its  tranalucency,  like  the  tinger-naii.  This 
misnomer  "took  on."  and  is  now  generally 
ai  plied  to  all  this  class  of  very  translucent 
marbles,  some  of  the  most  beautiful  of  which 
have  of  late  years  been  found  in  Mexico  and  in 
.South  America.  .lust  recently  it  has  been  found 
in  the  Caucasus.  The  name  onyx  ajipears  very 
appropriate,  but  it  would  be  better  to  call  it  lime 
onyx,  so  as  not  to  confound  it  with  onvx  proper, 
which  is  silicious.  The  formation  of  this  material 
is  most  likely  a  deposit  from  hot  springs,  such  as 

goes  on  now  at  severJ  well-k-nown  springs  in 
different  parts  of  the  world.  The  ro'k  ijriental alabaster  was  used  extensively  by  the  Egyptians, 
and  the  most  exquisite  example  is  the  famous 
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sarcophagus  in  the  Sir.lohn  Soane  Museum.  The 

Kgyptian  quarries  are  in  the  eastern  desert; 

thoy  were  reopened  and  ejctensively  worked 

by  Mahomed  Ali  for  his  great  moequo  at  Cairo. 
The  beiutiful  monoliths  which  support  the  balda- 

•chino  over  the  high  altar  at  St.  Paul's,  outside 
the  walls  oi  liome,  were  presented  by  Jlahomed 

Ali.  This  Arragonite  marble  is  produced  chiefly 

by  the  lime-water  droppings  from  the  roofs  of 
caTCS  forming  stalactite  and  stalagmite.  A  short 

time  ago  I  visited  some  very  interesting  deposits 
in  Tra>:os  Montes,  Portugal ;  one  very  large  cave 
had  a  floor  thickness  of  some  Cft.,  with  hundreds 

of  stalactites  actiiallv  extended  until  they  were 

engaged  to  the  floor  mass,  forming  a  labyrinth 
of  natural  columns,  and  other  caves  had  become 

completely  filled  up,  so  that  blocks  of  very  large 
size  could  be  extracted  iiuite  sound.  Last  year 
also  was  discovered  at  Amiato  the  iiuarries  that 

supplied  Home,  Sienna,  and  Naples  with  the 

brown,  yellow,  and  honey  varieties.  The  colour- 
ing of  these  marbles  is  usually  iron  in  solution. 

Beautiful  as  the  Mexican  varieties  of  onyx  are, 

they  are  rarely  successful  when  used  in  architec- 
ture for  wall  surfaces  or  mouldings.  For  articles 

of  iirtii,  as  room  embellishments  with  ormolu,  as 

used  by  the  French,  they  are  a  decided  success. 

In  the'yellow  and  brown  variety,  less  translucent,^ 
as  seen  in  the  Paris  Opera  House,  which  is  from 

-AJgiers,  there  is  not  the  same  difficulty  in  using: 
SERrEXTINES. 

The  serpentine  marbles,  of  which  we  have  ex- 
tensive and  maf.«ive  rocks  at  the  Lizard,  in  Corn- 

wall, and  Banff,  in  Scotland,  although  beautiful, 
have  never  proved  of  much  architectural  value, 
chiefly  owing  to  the  thin  veins  of  steatite  con- 

taining iron  pyrites,  which  expand  when  exposed, 
and  cause  the  work  to  split  up.  It  was  used 
considerably  30  years  ago  in  liothic  work,  and 
several  good  fonts  were  made.  There  is  no  doubt 
the  broader  and  simpler  the  material  can  be 
treated  the  better.  The  French  would  seem  to 
have  been  more  successful  than  we  have  with 
this  our  own  material,  as  there  is  in  Paris  an 

important  front  near  the  Place  de  I'l  ipera,  which 
is  certainly  very  good  and  is  standing  well.  The 
massive  architraves  to  the  doorways  of  the  Old 
Sfuaeum  in  Berlin,  by  Schinkel,  are  made  in  a 
grey  -  green  serpentine,  very  dark  in  colour. 
These  large  doorways  are  grand  and  impressive, 
and  are  practically  a  copy  on  :in  enlarged  scale 
of  the  Krectheum  at  Athens.  France  is  very 
rich  in  coloured  marbles.  The  most  important 
are  those  of  Sarrancolin,  the  reds  of  Cannes,  near 
Carcassonne,  the  yellows  of  the  Jura  and  Du  Var ; 
the  Roman  quarry  of  Bianco,  XeroAntico,  which 
is  a  brescia  in  black  and  white  ;  the  mottled  reds 
and  green  of  Campan,  and  the  green  of  Slaurin. 

There  is  a  complete  scries  of  "On  cubes  in  the 
National  School  of  Public  "Works  in  Paris. 
Algeria  is  famous  for  rich  reds.  Those  of  <  Iran 
(the  so-called  Numidian  marbles  of  I'layfair)  and 
Chennoua  are  the  best :  the  latter  were  used  in 
our  National  Gallery.  Spain  has  also  grand 
marbles.  A  good  collection  of  these,  which 
number  about  2>li,  will  be  found  in  the  Mineralo- 
gical  Sluseum  of  Madrid.  Portugal  has  famous 
quarries  of  rose  colour  near  Cintra. 

.luirisii  M.Mtm.Es. 

You  are  all  familiar  with  our  beautiful  Devon- 
shire red  and  grey  marbles,  of  which  there  is  a 

considerable  variety,  many  cf  which  are  sound 
and  good,  and  far  superior  to  the  Belgian  rods, 
but  owing  to  heavy  railway  rates  cannot  compote 
at  all  in  price.  The  same  remark  applies  to  the 
Derbyshire  and  Staffordshire  ones,  which  have 
almost  gone  out  of  use.  This  is  sad,  when  we 
consider  tho  first  mart  !e  mills  in  this  country 
wore  those  of  Ashford,  near  Bakowell.  Ireland 
has  ixooi  marbles,  too.  The  Connemara  green  is 
unique,  the  Cork  reds  are  good,  and  the  black  is 
excellent ;  but  still  the  carriage  and  bad  quarry- 

ing beat  them .  The  fact  is  that  more  beautiful 
foreign  marbles,  owing  to  water  carriage,  can  be 
got  into  London  for  as  little  or  less  cost  than  our 
own.  It  is  pleasing  to  know  that  England  has 
always  held  her  own  in  marble  work.  I  do  not 
think  .anything  can  Ic  found  better  done  or  more 
difticult  than  our  old  Purbeck,  in  Early  English 
and  Early  1  lecorated  work.  \ou  will  call  to 

mind  A\'estmin8ter  Abbey  Jwith  its  Chapter- 
house and  tombsl,  the  Temple  i  hurcb,  Salisbury 

and  Lichfield  Cathedrals,  and  Koyal  Tomb  of 
Edward  II.  at  Gloucester,  the  Shrine  of  St. 
Alban,  the  Grey  Monument  at  York,  and  the 

olnbor.ite  bishop's  tomb  at  Kochester. 
.VI,.\li\STF.R. 

We  have  in  Derbyshire  extensive  deposita  of  a 

beautiful  decorative  stone,  that  is  used  largely  for 
interior  work,  and  which  comes  in  cost  between 
marble  and  stone.  I  mean  tho  sulphate  of  lime, 
alabaster.  This  must  not  be  confounded  with 
Oriental  alabaster,  which  is  a  carbonate  of  lime, 

and  hard,  while  our  English  alabaster  is  com- 
paratively soft,  but  tough,  and  takes  a  good 

polish.  The  vouesoirs  in  and  out  of  Tutbury 
Church,  Derbyshire,  are  of  tho  Norman  period. 
For  monumental  work  it  has  been  used  since  the 
thirteenth  century,  and  during  the  I>ccoratcd 
and  Perpendicular  jieriods  it  became  the  material 
most  used  for  efligies  and  altar  tombs,  most  of 
which  arc  very  beautiful;  but  the  grandest  period 
for  its  use  was  the  English  Renaissance.  Tho 
important  monuments  erected  in  this  style  are 
artistic  productions  with  an  individuality  of 
which  we  have  reason  to  be  proud.  Just  look  at 
the  examples  in  Westminster  Abbey ;  their 
delicate  and  bold  mouldings  in  contrast,  the 
alabaster  with  a  dull  polish,  only  sufficient  to 
show  the  colour;  their  inscription  slabs  and 
columns  of  black  marble,  the  whole  effect  height- 

ened and  brought  together  by  judicious  use  of 
colour  and  gold  ;  further,  to  perfect  their  colour 
scheme,  they  sometimes  diapered  their  black 
shafts  with  delicate  8\irface  work.  Their  inscrip- 

tions were  cut  with  a  flat  ground,  not  V-sl'i^P^i  ; 
the  result  is  they  are  readable  at  any  angle.  In 
the  modern  finish  and  polish  of  alabaster,  my 
conviction  is  that  in  intricate  and  delicately 
moulded  work,  with  carvings  and  sculpture, 

(iL.\3S   I'OLISH    IS   A   MISTAKE. 

And  as  alabaster  is  used  instead  of  marble  on 
account  of  cheapness,  if  we  leave  out  the  polish, 
we  further  reduce  the  cost.  Nothing  looks  worse 
than  some  parts  polished  and  others  not.  Sooner 

than  polish  carvings,  do  as  the  Medi.x'val  men 
did,  gild  them.  In  Houen  Cathedral  is  a  splendid 
monument  of  the  time  of  Francis  I.,  executed  in 
English  alabaster.  In  the  North  of  Spain,  near 
Bourgos,  we  find  grand  monuments,  made  in  a 
delicately  yellow-tinted  alabaster  nearly  as  hard 
as  marble.  The  old  workings  would  appear  to 
be  lost.  I  have  spent  much  time  in  trying  to 
find  them,  without  success,  although  I  found  an 
inferior  v.iriety  something  similar.  I  put  the 
Geological  Society  of  Spain  on  the  quest  for  this 
alabaster,  but  without  success.  Alabaster  is  an 
excellent  material  for  lining  the  walls  of  hospitals, 
as  it  is  non- absorbent,  and  is  not  affected  by  acids. 

It  contains  about  .'lO  per  cent,  of  water,  and  is  so 
hydrated  that  it  will  not  absorb  any  more  liquid  ; 
but  if  heated  to  over  200'  Fahr.,  it  parts  with  its 
water  and  turns  to  plaster  of  Paris,  so  it  is  not 
suitable  for  chimney-piece  work  next  the  fire. 
Most  of  the  imitation  marbles  that  periodically 

appear  are  alabaster  baked,  which  will  then 
absorb  any  lluid  colour  you  like  to  apply.  The 
Italian  statuettes  we  see  so  much  about  are  often 
only  white  translucent  alabaster  of  Voltera, 
which  is  boiled,  producing  an  effect  similar  to 

statuary  marble. i.uASiir.s. 

These,  of  course,  are  not  properly  marbles,  but 
as  decorative  materials  they  deserve  a  mention. 
A  very  important  industry  that  has  made  immense 
progress  tho  last  thirty  years  is  that  of  granite 
work.    The  Scotch  of  Aberdeen  are  entitled  to 
tho  credit  of  this  revival,  which  may  be  accounted 
for  by  the  superior  quality  of   their   granites, 
their  ̂ 'reys,  reds,  and  rose  colour  being  excellent. 
The  amount  they  do  in  monumental  work  alone 
is  enormous,  immense  quantities  of  which  go  to 
America.     The    last    few    years    has    made    us 
acquainted    with     the     beautiful     granites    and 
labradorites  of  Norway  and  Sweden.     Those  the 
Aberdeen  workers  import  in  rough  block.     It  is 

only  of  lato  years  that  granite  could  be  sawn 

economically."  This  is  ndw  done  by  the  aid  of chilled   iron   shot   or   crushed   steol,   which    are 
American  inventions  ;  and  lately  they  have  given 

us  another  still  harder  material— carborundum. 
This,  which  is  made  at  Niagara,  is  next  to  the 
diamond   in   hardness ;    but  it   ajipears   to   lack 

toughness,   as   it    soon    crushes    up    into    mud. 
There  has  boon  used  within  the  last  few  yeirs  in 
our  street  buildings  a  largo  amount  of  polished 

granite   work,  and   when  it  is  broadly  detailed 
and  kept  to  one   tone   of  colour  it  looks  well. 
But    I    do  nut  think    we   should    like    to    see 
Waterloo  Bridge  and  the  Embankment  polished, 

and  certainly  polished  cemetery  work  generally 
looks    very    hard    and  uninteresting,    while  all 

monuments  run  on  Celtic  lines  are  ruined  when- 

ever polished,  and   nothing   can  bo  worse  than 

Irving  to  get  effect  by  cutting  off  the  polish  to 

produce  a  pattern.  Of" all  decorative  architectural 

stones  ever  discovered,  none  has  yet  been  found 
to  surpass  the  Imperial  Egyptian  porphyry  of 
the  Romans  ;  its  purple  colour  is  unique,  which 
colour  it  will  retain  for  ages  unimpaired;  it  is 
rich,  but  not  gaudy,  and  is  one  of  the  chief 
colour  glories  of  the  churches  of  Rome.  What 
would  Henry  IIF.'s  tomb  in  Westminster  Abbey 
look  like  if  the  porphyry  slabs  were  removed  r 
Porphyry  columns  are  the  chief  glory  of  St. 
Sophia  in  Constantinople ;  and  it  is  so  appreciated 
by  every  custodian  of  an  Italian  churcli,  that  if 
he  has  only  a  fragment  he  is  sure  to  show  it  you. 
The  old  Iiuarries  of  Jlons  Porphrities  are 
only  about  twenty  miles  off  the  entrance  to  the 
Gulf  of  Suez.  There  is  an  inexhaustible  quan- 

tity of  the  choicest  material  remainii^g,  and 
through  the  Suez  Canal  it  can  now  be  got  to 
Europe  at  a  very  reasonable  cost,  and  with 
improved  methods  of  working  might  be  available 
to  us  for  structural  decoration,  the  same  as  it  was 
with  the  Romans.  The  only  thing  wanted  to 
achieve  this  is  twenty-five  miles  of  tramway  ;  the 
gradient  is  1  in  8  all  the  way  down  from  the 
quarries  to  the  sea. 

MCSEl'MS. 
A  very  complete  collection  of  the  marbles  of 

the  United  Kingdom  will  be  found  in  the  Museum 
of  Practical  Geology,  also  in  the  Natural  History 
Museum.  Foreign  as  well  as  British  specimens 
are  fairly  collated.  Then,  again,  in  the  British 
and  South  Kensington  Museums  many  interesting 

pedestals  and  works  of  art  in  coloured  marble 

may  be  seen,  also  good  examples  of  Roman  pave- ments. In  the  University  Museum  of  Oxford  is 
the  famous  Corsi  collection,  consisting  of  1 ,000 

specimens ;  these,  I  am  delighted  to  say,  have 
now  fallen  into  the  keeping  of  Professor  Miles, 
who  has  had  them  placed  in  a  good  light.  Many 

at  present  are  in  drawers,  but  he  will  be  pleased 
to  show  them  to  anybody  interested.  There  are 
two  similar  collections  to  the  Corsi,  made  by 

Signer  Belli :  one  in  the  Musce  du  Pare,  Brussels, 

the  other,  very  inaccessibly  placed,  at  the  Uni- 
versity Museum  in  Rome.  The  Museums  of 

Edinburgh  and  Dublin  have  each  a  fine  collec- 
tion, chiefly  British. 

POLISH    ox    M.^UHLES. 

Labour  with  the  Classic  Greeks  was  of  little 

consideration,  as  they  certainly  finished  their 

works  regardless  o!  cost,  but  their  white  marbles 
in  architecture  they  never  polished  (except  the 

joints  where  it  could  not  be  seen)  ;  everything 
was  left  from  the  tool.  There  were  no  bright 

shining  surfaces  to  reflect  and  injure  the  form. 

Polish  you  do  not  see  anywhere  on  the  Acropolis 
of  Athens,  and  in  the  hundreds  of  beautifully 

sculptured  stele  of  the  museums  of  Athens,  London, 

Paris,  and  Berlin  you  find  nothing  but  tool  finish. 
For  London  and  English  towns,  with  our  smoke 

and  grime,  we  mayreixuire  a  finished  surface  that 
dust  wUl  not  cling  to  ;  but  I  do  not  think  bright 

polish  helps  us  very  much,  for  we  aU  know  how 
dirt  will  even  cling  to  the  surface  of  glass.  The 

examples  before  vou  show  Pentelicus  marble 

polished,  dull-polished,  and  tooled.  The  duU 

egg-shell  polish  I  think  you  wiU  prefer.  Coloured 
marbles,  to  bring  out  their  beauty,  have  to  be 

polished,  but  even  in  those  glass  palish  has 
sometimes  a  glarish  look. 

MAUliLE    lAVEMRSTS. 

The  pavements  of  the  Egyptians  and  Classic 
Greeks  were  close-jointed,  thick  slab  blocks. 
Later  the  Greeks  produced  a  few  examples  of 

tesselated  mosaic.  But  the  mostimportant  pave- 

ment period  was  undoubtedly  that  of  the  Romans, 

which  in  the  beginning  of  the  empire  was  a  con- 
tinuance of  Greek  designs  and  methods,  most 

likely  executed  bv  Greek  artists  and  workmen. 
The  universal  system  soon  became  throughout 

Rome  and  her  extensive  colonies  that  of  tesselated 

mosaic,  which  they  executed  in  such  a  way  that 

has  never  been  done  since.  Just  call  to  mind  the 

infinite  variety  of  design  seen  in  these  pave- 
ments :  raanv  are  figure  subjects,  heads,  and 

every  description  of  animated  life,  from  fish  of  a
ll 

sorts,  swimming  in  the  waters,  shell-hsh,  
and 

nets  on  the  beach,  animals  of  all  types  in  quick 

motion  and  passant,  grouped  and  posed  naturally 
and  artisticsllv,  that  few  artists  even  now  can 

equal  In  addition  to  all  this  animated  drawing, 

tree  foliage  was  treated  freely,  growing,  full 

of  life,  but  adapted  in  the  ablest  ot  design 

to  its  purpose  ;  plants  of  all  sorts  were 

grouped  and  conventionalised,  to  fit  their 

position.  Lf^ves  and  flowers  were  arranged  as 

circling  wreaths,  others  as  borders,  straight 

and  curved,   of  fret   and   guilloche,  interlacing 
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round  circles  and  angular  forms,  with  the  greatest 
of  ease  and  freedom.  All  we  now  know  and  can 
do  by  the  aid  of  reference  help,  the  Romans  Knew 
in  the  third  century.  They  also  understood  how 
to  execute  durable  work  by  having  a  good,  proper 

.  foundation,  and  using  tessera  three  times  as  deep 
as  ours,  making  that  much  firmer  key.  How 
little  we  know  about  the  artists  and  art  workers 
of  these  Roman  tessera  pavements  1  It  would 
appear  that  with  every  Roman  legion  there  must 
have  been  a  corps  of  sappers  and  miners,  as  they 
practically  found  everything  in  the  way  of  useful 
rock  and  mineral  veins,  which  they  worked  on 
scientific  methods.  They,  further,  must  have  had 

a  sort  of  artists'  corps,  consisting  of  art  designers 
and  workers,  or  these  art  pavements  never  could 
have  been  produced .  We  may  further  ask  what 
became  of  the  art  in  this  and  other  colonies  when 

the  Roman  occupation  ceased ':'  It  would  appear 
to  have  departed  with  them,  as  the  pavements 
which  had  been  universal  now  became  obsolete. 
The  art  never  went  quite  out  in  Italy,  as  the 
Popes  were  always  caring  for  old  pavements  in 

way  of  removing  and  repairing,  and  at  \"enice 
the  enamel  mosaics  of  Jlurano  kept  the  art 
alive.  The  modem  revival  we  have  to  thank 
the  French  for  in  the  building  of  their  Opera- 
house  at  Paris,  and  the  importation  of  Venetian 
workmen  to  carry  out  their  designs.  From 
France  the  art  came  here,  and  soon  spread 
throughout  Europe  and  America.  For  these 
pavements  a  good  concrete  foundation  is  abso- 

lutely requisite,  and  it  ought  to  have  time  to  dry 
out.  The  method  of  sticking  the  tessera  on  a 
paper  cartoon,  which  is  turned  over  and  rolled  or 
beaten  into  the  coating  of  lime  pl.'ister,  and  after- 

wards rubbed  down  with  soft  grits,  is  familiar  to 
you  all.  When  Large  slabs  of  colour  are  intro- 

duced to  get  contrast,  it  is  requisite  to  insert  a 
dummy  slab  of  common  stone  while  the  beating 
of  the  tessera  is  being  done.  The  dummy  slab  is 
then  broken  up  to  get  it  out ;  this  does  not 
disturb  the  bedded  tessera.  Wood  will  not  do, 
as  it  swells  with  the  wet.  The  Romans  some- 

times used  tessera  of  lin.  square,  covering  large 
areas  with  one  colour  only,  red  or  green  porphyry, 
or  Giallo  Antico.  The  effect  is  very  imposing 
when  enhanced  with  a  flowing  border  of  great 
width,  as  seen  in  the  Baths  of  Carracalla.  These 
lin.  tessera  of  marble  in  black  and  white  in  an 
endless  variety  of  patterns  with  good  wide  joints 
are  ustd  for  the  steeet  pavements  and  public 
squares  of  Lisbon,  and  answer  well,  as  the  city 
is  very  hilly. 

SECTILE. 

The  sectile  or  slab  pavement,  arranged  in 
different  patterns  of  marble  and  porphyry,  is  very 
effective.  There  are  examples  in  Rome  on  the 
Palatine,  the  Basilica  of  Julia,  and  the  Pantheon. 
T  think  the  simplest  are  the  best.  These  are 
large  slabs  of  rich  marble,  opened  out  with  only 
a  border  slab  of  another  colour  round,  such  as 
large  slabs  of  Pavonazetto,  opened  out  with 
simple  borders  of  yellow  statuary.  Also  Pavona- 
zetto  slabs,  with  8t.  Ambrozio  Verona  for  border, 

are  safe  and  indeed  a  success.  C'arystian 
Cippolino  so  treated,  with  Verde  .Vntico  bands, 
makes  a  rich  but  retiring  pavement.  Pavements 
of  marble  squares,  black  and  white,  have  been 
used  in  England  since  the  1 6th  century,  if  not 
earlier.  They  are  bright  and  clean,  very 
durable,  and  not  costly.  Red  and  white  is  also 
good,  but  I  prefer  the  black  not  polished,  which 
is  a  soft  grey  black.  These  now  have  in 
a  great  measure  superseded  encaustic  tiles. 
The  Opus  Alexandrinum  pavements  which 
abound  in  Rome,  and  an  example  of  which  we 
have  in  Westminster  Abbey,  are  geometrical 
patterns  made  with  porphyrys  and  marbles,  the 
grand  effect  being  produced  by  the  "values" 
obtained  by  large  circular  slabs  in  contrast  with 
delicate  pattern  work.  The  large  circles  are 
section  slabs  of  Egyptian  porphyry  columns  :  the 
smaller  circles  are  usually  green  porphyry  of 
Laconia,  which  is  never  obtainable  in  big  sizes. 
The  grand  pavement  under  the  centre  dome  of 

St.  Mark's,  Venice,  which  consists  of  12  Carystian slabs,  making  a  square  30ft.  by  IGit.,  with  a  rich 
mosaic  border  all  round— you  will  all  remember 
the  Ruskin-Street  controversy  as  to  its  irregu- 

larity—is  now  levelled  and  done  up  ;  and  not  this 
alone,  but  most  of  the  pavements  in  the  church, 
and  nearly  all  the  grand  ones  which  are  the 
glory  of  Rome,  have  been  all  made  "  brand  new  " 
the  last  few  years.  Another  sort  of  pavement, 
very  effective,  are  the  Florentine  ones  of  the 
Baptistery  and  San  Miniato  ;  they  are  foli.ago  and  1 
figure  pattern,  inlays  of  black-green  \'erde  de 
Prato  into  white.      The  subject  is  always  the 

white  slab.  The  same  treatment  is  applied  to 
the  wonderful  .  figure  -  subject  pavement  of 
Siena  Cathedral.  In  designing  marble  pave- 

ments use  as  few  colours  as  possible,  and 
put  the  work  on  a  good  found.ation.  The 
Italians  and  French  during  and  since  the 
Renaissance  period  have  used  marbles  and 
porphyries  in  various  ways  for  furniture  and 
objects  of  virtu.  Many  of  the  Florentine  and 
Milanese  tables  are  real  works  of  art  and  costly 
productions.  They  further  introduced  marble 
plaques  into  ebony  cabinets,  which  are  still 
sought  after  by  collectors.  The  various  French 
works  in  marble  and  ormolu,  especially  of  the 
Empire  period,  are  generally  refined  and  good. 
Much  of  this  class  of  work  made  by  the  Chinese 
and  .Japanese  is  also  very  good  and  suggestive. 

Many  things  bought  as  "antiques  "  in  the  .Fones 
Collection  are  modern,  but  are  very  good  of  their 

class. MOXlMnXTS. 

From  the  time  of  the  Early  Egyptians  down  to 
the  present,  the  best  materials  obtain.able  have 
been  employed  for  memorials  to  the  dead.  With 
the  Egyptians  no  stone  was  too  hard  or  too  diffi- 

cult to  work.  The  Greeks  chielly  used  marble, 
and  all  who  have  had  the  pleasure  of  studying 
their  monuments  in  the  museum  of  Athens  can- 

not help  being  impressed  with  their  simplicity 
and  beauty.  Each  one  tells  its  own  tale  at  a 
glance,  without  attempting  to  decipher  the  short 
inscription.  Architecturally,  there  is  a  great 

variety.  The  "Stele"  have  mostly  a  Hat  pedi- 
ment to  throw  off  the  rain,  with  simple  mould- 

ings ;  the  profile  sections  are  flattened  on  the 
face :  the  sides  invariably  taper :  the  simpler 
have  a  relief  panel  of  two  or  three  figures,  show- 

ing the  farewell  shaking  of  hands,  with  often  the 
faithful  dog  looking  on  :  nothing  can  be  more 
pathetic.  The  more  important  have  sculptured 
figures  in  high  relief,  often  two  thirds  life-size. 
The  sculpture  comes  boldly  in  front  of  thfe  side 
pilasters.  The  whole  thing  gives  the  idea  of  the 
design  and  excution  being  by  the  same  artist.  I 

do  not  think  thoy  are  "Art  and  Craft "  produc- 
tions. We  are  much  indebted  to  Dr.  JIurray,  of 

the  British  Museum,  for  bringing  out  of  the 
basement  and  dark  stores  an  interesting  collection 
of  these  monuments.  He  has  placed  them  in  a 
good  light,  in  a  separate  room,  at  the  end  of  the 
Parthenon  Gallery.  South  Kensington  has  some 
good  casts,  which  might,  for  educational  purposes, 
be  added  to  with  advantage.  The  Greek  sar- 

cophagi were  always  refined,  and  are  well  worth 
study.  The  museums  have  usually  obtained  those 
that  are  filled  with  sculpture,  but  simply  moulded 
ones,  like  the  one  at  (iergenti  show,  I  think, 
better  the  Greeks'  skill  in  subtlety  of  detail.  The 
Romans  at  the  first  worked  on  Greek  lines,  but 
later  got  into  a  bold  and  refined  type  of  work, 
especially  in  their  sarcophagi  and  altar  form  of 
monument.  But,  like  the  Greeks,  their  small 
sarcophagi,  and  urns  for  funeral  ashes,  are  of 
great  variety,  beautiful  in  form,  and,  as  marble 
work,  exquisitely  wrought.  The  British  and  Sir 
John  Soane's  Museums  contain  excellent  collec- 

tions. The  Byzantines  made  s.arcophagi  of 

enormous  dimensions  in  porphyry  and  N'erde Antico.  They  were  large  enough  to  take  the 
deceased  in  full  robes  ;  the  designes  were  simple 
in  detail  to  suit  the  coloured  material.  The 
Verona  tombs  of  the  Scaligers  of  later  date  are 
much  on  the  same  Etruscan  lines. 

CHRISTI.VX    sroxuMEXTS. 

How  interesting  most  of  the  cathedrals  and  old 
churches  of  this  country  and  the  Continent  are 

owing  to  the  Christian  monuments  they  contain  '. 
Many  of  these  buildings  are  real  museums,  the 
monuments  giving  the  history,  national,  parochial, 
and  architectural.  Unfortunately,  owing  to 
church  restoration,  we  have  lost  many,  while 
others  have  been  skied  where  they  cannot  be  seen. 
The  want  in  many  of  our  cold-looking  church 
interiors  is  colour.  This  could  be  very  much 
helped  by  coloured  marble  monuments.  How 
cold  most  of  the  white  monuments  in  St.  Paul's 
Cathedral  look,  many  of  which  are  very  costly, 

but  how  little  they  add  in  way  of  colour  '.  Con- trast the  sculptured  ones  with  the  Parthenpn 
sculptures,  that  wo  now  know  had  colour  pattetns 
on  them,  or  the  beautiful  works  of  Oonatello  and 
others  in  Italy,  where  gold  and  delicate  colour 
are  freely  useci.  But  we  need  not  go  abroad  for 
colour  precedent,  when  all  our  grand  monuments 
in  Westminster  Abbey,  from  Henry  HI.  down  to 
James  I.,  are  full  of  colour.  We  have  no  modem 

work  to  compare  with  the  Countess  of  Richmond's 
monument  by  Torrigiano.     For  modem  work  in 

sculpture,  Rosso  Antico,  Giallo  Antico,  and 
black  produce  good  work,  especially  for  reliefs. 
The  ilomans  and  Florentines  have  left  us 
numerous  examples  in  most  coloured  marbles. 
There  ought  to  be  an  effort  made  to  got  back 
memorials  into  our  churches,  for  it  is  sad  to 
know  that  a  person  who  has  been  a  constant 
worshipper  in  a  church,  has  taken  interest  in 
parish  affairs,  and  done  good  in  various  ways, 
should  at  his  decease  have  no  simple  record  placed 
to  his  memory  in  his  church.  He  is  buried  in 
some  distant  cemetery  amongst  thousands  of 
others  who  have  piled  over  them  masses  of  marble 
or  granite  void  of  merit  in  design.  The  friends 
of  the  deceased  feel  bound  to  erect  what  they  caU 
an  imposing  monument,  or  it  will  never  be 
noticed.  Xow,  would  it  not  be  better,  instead  of 
placing  a  costly  pile  in  the  cemetery  (where  it  is 
I'reciucntly  not  seen  until  the  next  interment),  to 
erect  over  the  grave  a  simple  record  in  durable 
material  and  place  on  the  church  walls  a  small, 
but  artistic,  monument — I  say  small,  because  the 

ihurch  walls  can  only  hold  a  certain  number':  If the  memorial  is  to  a  man  entitled  to  arms,  then 
give  him  his  arms  and  a  short  inscription  :  or  it 
may  be  a  small  panel  of  sculpture,  portrait,  or 
anything  appropriate  with  colour.  By  this  means 
^.•e  enrich  the  church  and  record  the  deceased ; 
iiut  little  can  be  done  until  the  clergy  can  fully 

api  -eciate  its  importance  :  and  if  they  give  per- 
mission— not,  say,  to  the  artist — it  must  be  in 

this  style  or  that  to  suit  the  church  or  match 
a  poor  one  already  there.  If  the  parsons  could 
be  persuaded  that  they  know  nothing  about 
architecture  it  would  often  be  much  better  for  their 
churches. 

.lOIN'TlXG. 

Masonrj-  jointing  for  built  work  is  the  proper 
method,  but  when  marble  has  to  be  applied  to 
iron  construction,  as  covering  of  stanchions  and 
girders,  then  special  methods  have  to  be  adopted 
for  the  occasion,  the  things  to  guard  against 
being  expansion  and  vibration.  In  wall  surfacing 
with  marble  slabs,  vertical  angle  joints  with  a 
mitre  Jin.  square  check  answer  very  well  ;  and  in 
strongly-marked  marble  mouldings  going  round 
a  tablet,  or  even  small  opening,  the  ordinary 
picture-frame  mitre  is  the  best  for  effect.  In  the 
fixing  of  slab  work  it  is  best  to  leave  a  small  open 
space  at  the  back,  and  use  bronze  clamps  with  a 
projecting  notch  to  prevent  the  slabs  being 
knocked  inwards.  In  the  jointing  of  chimney- 
piece  work,  heat  expansion  and  contraction  in 
some  cases  have  to  be  provided  for.  I  find  by 
recent  experiments,  when  a  piece  of  marble  1ft. 

in  length  is  heated  up  to  2311"  Fahr.  it  expands 
about  one-thirtieth  of  .an inch,  at  300'  Fahr.  one- 
si.xteenth,  and  up  to  red  heat  one-eighth,  but  ir 
each  case  on  cooling  it  only  contracts  half  of  the 
expansion.  I  have  made  two  experiments  with 
white  marble,  and  find  that  a  piece  of  marble  -Ift. 
long  expands,  when  nearly  red  hot,  five- 
sixteenths  of  an  inch,  but  on  cooling  it  only  goes 
back  half  of  the  expansion. 

CUIMNF.VPIF.CES. 

For  skill  in  chimneypiece  conatruction'we  must go  back  to  early  Jlonastic  times.  These  builders 
found  out  that  a  long  lintel  in  one  stone  could 
not  resist  breaking  when  over  their  large  wood 

fires.  To  obviate  this  they  jointed  their  "  heads,"' using  some  form  or  other  of  wavy  or  stepped 
joint.  And  when  marble  is  similarly  exposed  to 
a  great  heat  this  is  the  only  safe  method  of  joint- 

ing. N.irth  Italy,  in  the  provinces  embracing 
the  cities  of  (ienoa,  Florence,  Venice,  and  Milan, 
w;ki  the  country  for  early  chimneypieces,  dating 
from  1100  to  IGOi).  Venice,  owing  to  its  local 

building  material,  being  Istrian'  or  Verona 
marbles,  "  was  always  a  marble-working  city  "  ; 
in  a<ldition  to  these  thoy  brought  from  tireece, 
along  with  their  coloured  columns,  blocks  of 
white.  Istrian  stone  or  marble,  which  is  hard 
.and  receives  the  most  delicate  chisellings,  was 
the  favourite  material.  The  designs,  which  are 
Renaissance,  mostly  consist  of  fine  rectangular 
projecting  canopies  with  architrave,  fric/:e,  and 
cornice  supported  by  corbels  well  built  into  the 
wall,  under  which  are  pilasters  or  ornamental 
columns  with  caps  and  bases.  Most  of  the 
chimneypieces  arc  beautiful  in  design  and  well 
executed.  The  "antique-mongers"  of  Florence 
and  Venice  have  grabbed  them  whenever  they 

had  a  chance,  and  they  copy  and  make  "new- 
old  "  ones  to  the  fullest  extent  by  staining  and 
smoking  over  wood-shaving  fires  until  it  will 
almost  defy  any  expert  to  say  if  it  is  now  or  old. 
So  I  advise  you,  when  buying  these  chimney- 
pieces,  to  purchase  them  on  their  merit,  and  net 
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as  antiquities  ;  then  you  are  safe.  Uolgium, 
which  ia  a  marble  countrj-,  has  produced  many 
good  canopied  chimnojpiecfts.  The  most  famous 
is  the  grand  one  in  bluck  marble  at  liruges. 
France  i8  perhaps,  the  richest  country  for  good 
chimneypieces  in  every  style  and  date.  They 
are  found  in  every  old  palace,  chateau,  and 
cat-tie;  there  i  a  a  series  of  simple  but  most  de- 

lightful ones  in  the  rooms  of  the  Louvre  in  Paris, 
one  in  Egyptian  porphyry,  another  in  lapis 
Is/uli,  another  in  i;,seo  Antico,  and  so  on. 
These  have  ormolu  mouldings.  The  refined 
Adam's  ones  take  a  lot  of  beating,  either  in 
design,  execution,  or  economy  of  good  material. 
The  original  drawings  of  many  of  these  are  in 
the  Soane  Museum  A  bold  ovolo  mo\ilding  in 
colovired  mirble  all  round  the  fireplace  opening 
is  always  safe.  In  conclusion,  I  will  say,  u.se  as 
few  colours  as  pussible  in  your  work,  and  the 
nearer  you  keep  to  one  the  better. 

Dr.  AiF.x.vNDER   S.   Murray,  Keeper  of  the 
(ireek   and   Roman   Antiquities    at   the   British 
Museiim,  remarked  that  the  impression  left  on 

his  mind  after  hearing  Mr.  Brindley's  instructive 
paper  and  seeing  the  splendid  display  of  marbles 
and  building  stones  that  evening,   was  that  Mr. 
Brindley  m\i9t  have  seen  and  rediscovered  every- 

thing that  was  worth  finding  out.     He  had  met 
the  lecturer  in  the  Egyptian  Desert,  in  (ireece, 
and  in  many  parts  of  Europe.     One  thing  he 
could  hardly  bring  himself  to  forgive  Mr.  Brindley 
for  :  some  few  years  since,  when  they  decided  to 
replace  the  packing-cases  around  thd  Parthenon 
sculptures   at   the    British    Museum   with   more 
suitable  surroundings,  he  consulted  Mr.  Brindley 
as  to  whether  it   was  not  possible  to  obtain  a 
Cippolini  marble  from  the  vicinity  of  the  Athenian 
quarries  as  bases,   and  he  replied  that  it  could 
not  be  done.     Un  his  advice,  another  and  very 
quiet  foundation  was  provided  for  the  marbles, 
and  now  that  evening  they  found  Sir.  Brindley 
could  at  the  propent  time  have  given  the  very 
material  they  had  asked  for.     As  to  the  yellow 
tinge  acquired  by    the    Athenian  marbles,  Mr. 
Brindley  had  attributed  it  to  the  sunlight  acting 
upon  an  iron  deposit  in  the  stone  ;  but  there  was 
another,  and  perhaps  more  tenable,  explanation 
recently  put    forward    by    a    young  American 
student.     This   student   had   swung   himself  all 
round  the  Parthenon  frieze,  and  had  examined 
the  sculptures  and  architecture  minutely.     He 
asserted  that  there  were  evidences  that  the  whole 
fabric    was   originally   coated   with    a    thin  size 
containing  crushed  marble,  which  not  only  took 
the  rawness  off  the  appearance  of  the  building, 
but  had  enabled  the  painters  to  work  with  great 
rapidity.    This  coating    was    best  seen  in  the 
hollows  of  the  draperies,   which  had  not  been 
exposed  to  light ;  but  it  was  very  probable  that 
the  size  contained  some  solution  of  iron. 

Mr.  A.  T.  BiiLTON  described  some  mosaic  paving 
in  Rome,  Venice,  Ravenna,  and  other  parts  of 
Italy,  and  remarked  that  in  Italian  mosaic  work 
it  was  noteworthy  that  the  earlier  work  was  freer 
and  more  conventional,  and  thus  better  suited  its 
purpose  than  that  of  the  later  period.  All 
attempts  at  elaborate  details,  shading,  and  per- 

spective were  to  be  deprecated.  Marble  was  a 
costly  material,  and  it  was  well  not  to  use  it  too 
lavishly,  lest  the  effect  should  be  that  of  a  fish- 

monger's shop.  The  lecture  would  have  been 
still  more  vaUmVle  and  instructive  if  Mr.  Brindley 
had  suggested  to  architects  what  principles  ought 
to  guide  them  in  designing  works  te  be  carried 
out  in  m.irble. 

Mr.  Anhkeh  Oi.n  i.R  asked  whether  any 
ancient  tools  were  found  in  the  Egj-ptian  quarries, 
.and,  if  so,  whether  they  were  of  steel  or  bronze. 

Mr.  Matt.  liAKiuiT  inquired  of  Mr.  Brindley 
if  he  could  recommend  any  rairblo  that  would 
stand  in  external  work  in  London.  In  most 
cases  the  surface  soon  perished,  and  it  had  to  be 
periodically  repolished.  Further,  was  there  any 
means  of  protecting  slabs  of  the  material  from 
risk  of  injury  from  damp  percolating  through  the 

wall  behind  ':  Would  bronze  frames  inclosing  the 
marble,  and,  of  course,  concealed  from  view,  be 
effectual  preservatives':  So  far  as  could  be 
ascertained  there  was  little  risk  of  injury  o'. 
marble  in  England  by  expansion  and  contraction 
except  in  fireplaces,  where  a  vertical  joint  should 
be  provided  and  play  given  to  the  material. 

"The  I'Kt>iiii:NT,  in  putting  the  vote  of  thanks, 
said  he  agreed  with  Jlr.  Bolton  that  mosaic  de- 

signs should  be  simply  geometrical  in  character. 

He  had  sympathy  with  the    author's  desire  to 
.  bring  back  more  colour  into  our  churches,  but 

did  not  coini  ide  in  his  plea  for  the  maintenance  of 
one  tone  of  colour  in  a  building.  He  asked  why 
Mexican  onyx  was  not  more  largely  used  for 
decorative  purposes. 

Mr.  BitiXDLEV,  in  acknowledging  the  vote  of 
thanks,  which  was  carried  bj*  acclamation,  said 
.Mexican  onyx  was  used  very  successfully  in  the 
(irand  Magazine,  Paris,  where  the  panels  wore 
inclosed  in  a  narrow  line  of  red  Giotte  :  but  he 
did  not  regard  its  treatment  at  the  Brompton 
Oratory  as  satisfactor)'.  The  colour  of  the 
material  was  so  brilliant  that  it  would  destroy 

the  effect  of  any  pictures  in  a  room,  and,  there- 
fore, it  should  only  be  employed  in  small 

quantities,  or  for  such  places  as  vestibules 

He  quite  agreed  in  Mr.  Murray's  view  that the  Parthenon  marbles  must  originally  have 
been  coloured,  as  was  the  ease  originally,  of 
course,  with  the  13th  and  1  Ith  century  monuments 
in  Westminster  Abbey.  In  reply  to  Mr.  Oliver, 
he  might  say  that  he  had  found  no  bronze  tools 
in  Roman  quarries  of  porphyry  in  Egypt  :  but  he 
brought  home  an  old  steel  saw  which  he  found  still 
sticking  in  the  partly-cut  marble,  and  also  an 
iron  plummet  shaped  like  a  fish^  with  a  hole  for 
the  cord  to  run  through  it.  Marbles  which 
contained  magnesium  would  retain  their  colour  in 
London  if  exposed  to  the  atmosphere,  and  those 
included  Irish  and  verde  antique.  The  acids 
with  which  the  air  was  charged  in  many  parts  of 
the  Metropolis  were  very  troublesome,  but 

porphyry  was  not  aTected  by  them.  His  experi- ence showed  that  marbles  could  not  be  harmonised 

on  a  painter's  p'gment  scale,  and  that  it  was  neces- 
sary to  try  materials  in  position  to  avoid  violent 

contrasts  which  were  destructive  of  all  breadth 
of  effect.  He  should  be  delighted  to  welcome  the 
members  of  the  Association  to  his  works  in 
Westminster  Bridge-road,  and  if  they  could 
arrange  for  a  Saturday  afternoon  visit,  he  should 
be  delighted  to  keep  the  machinery  going,  as  he 
held  that  more  could  be  learned  in  a  few  hours 
among  the  materials  themselves  than  in  hours 
listening  to  papers. 

The  Prksiiient  said  the  committee  would  take 

an  early  opportunity  to  organise  a  visit  in 

acceptance  of  Mr.  Brindley's  kind  invitation. 

THE  SrRVEYORS'  INSTITUTION. 

THE  first  general  meeting  of  the  session  of 
this  society  was  held  at  12,  tJreit  George- 

street,  Westminster,  on  Thursday  evening  last, 
when  an  opening  address  was  delivered  by  Mr. 
T.  Miller  Kickman,  as  President  of  the  Institu- 

tion.    After  congratulating  the  members  on  the 
handsome  and  commodious  building  in  which  the 
Institution  was  now  housed,  and  mentioning,  as 
an  evidence  of  the  intention  of  the  Council  to 
secure  permanency,  the  fact  that  the  new  lease 
had  nearly  l,00i)  years  to  run,  and  that  every 
effort  had  been  made  to  insure  that  the  construc- 

tion and  materials  were   of  the  most  enduring 
character,  the  President  proceeded  to  deal  with 
the  subject  of  the  profession  of  the  surveyor  as  it 
presents    itself   to    the  public  at  large.     Many 
persons  had  but  a  vague  idea  of  what  a  surveyor 
was,  except  that  he  was  a   man  whose  advent 
generally  presaged  a  new  railway  or  a  new  street ; 
and,  again,  there  were  many  occupations,  such  as 
those  of  surveyors  of  shipping,  surveyors  of  taxes, 
and  others,  which  were  very  widely  separated 

from  the  practice  of  the  members  of  the  Institu- 
tion.    This  all  led  to  confusion ;  but,  after  all, 

the  term  "surveyor"  was  simply  a  synonym  for 
"supervisor"  or   "overseer,      and  indicated  a 
man  who,  by  a  special  knowledge,  was  enabled  to 
advise  and  to  control,  where  the  general  know- 

ledge of  ordinary  men  was  at  fault.     A  surveyor, 
to  whatever  class  he  belonged,  had  to  do  with 

the  management  of  property,  and  it  was  this  deal- 
ing with  the  interests  of  property,  on  which  the 

stability  of  the  nation  so  largely  depends,  which 
united  the  members  of  the   Institution  by  one 
common  bond.      The  older  generation  of  sur- 

veyors, to  which  he  belonged,  were  confronted  at 
the  outset  of  their  career  with  difficulties  of  which 
the  present   race   of    surveyors    knew   nothing. 
They    were  without    textbooks    or    formulated 
knowledge  of  any  kind,  but  had  to  learn  by  the 
hard  experience  of  facta  and  the  penalties  which 
attend  upon  mistakes  or  ignorance.     The  Presi- 

dent then  dealt  with   the   examinations   of  the 
Institution,  which  he  said  were  necessarily  at  the 
same  time  too  long  and  exhausting  for  those  not 

to  afford  a  whoUv 

sarily  embraced.     Whether  any  change  in  the 
present  system,  such  as  a  division  of  the  higher 
examination  into  two  stages — an  intermediate  and 
final — would  be  possible  or  advisable,  he  did  not 
presume  to  say  ;    but  some  such  a  change  would 
seem  to  be  indicated  in  order  to  meet  the  un- 

doubted difficulties  of  the  case.     Sjme  years  ago 
a  paper  had  been  read  at  one  of  the  early  meetings 
of  the  Institution  by  a  member  who  pleaded  for 
"  Culture  in  the  Profession  of  a  Surveyor,"  and 
it  was  of  the  essence  of  a  surveyor's  knowledge that  it  should  be  of  a  wider  and  more  general,  if 
less  profound,  character    than    is    necessary  in 
some    of    the      more     specialised     professions. 
The    institution  of    property  and    its    security 
weie    the   paramount    fact     in    the    life  of  a 
progressive   community,   and    all  the  arts  and 
all  the  sciences  were    its  handmaidens,  neces- 

sary for  its    creation,   development,   or  enjoy- 
ment,   or    dependent     on    it    for    reward,  and 

the  knowledge   of   a  surveyor   who  has  to  deal 
with  property  in  all   its   various  aspects  should 
be  almost  encyclopedic.     In  order  to  obtain  such 
a  general  wide  acquaintance  with  all  the  thousand 
and  one  matters  which  may  affect  his  practice, 
the    motto    of    the    surveyor  should  always  be 
"Observe!  observe!    observe!"     He  must  not 
regard  anything  as  outside  his  range  or  beyond 
his  capacity  to  understand,  for  he  has  to  advise 
his  fellow-men  on  matters  which,  more  nearly 

than  any  others,  touch  their  material  interests, 
and  he  has  special  opportunities  for  acquiring  in- 

formation which  lies  beyond  the  reach  of  others. 
His  own  experience,  extending  over  many  years, 
enabled  him  to  record  his  conviction  that,  taking 

the  surveyor's  profession  as  a  whole,  the  status 
of  its  members  had  greatly  improved  during  the 
last  century.     Turning  to  deal  more  directly  with 
his  own  particular  branch  of  practice— that  of  a 
building  surveyor — the  President  commented  on 
the  changes  which  he  had  witnessed  in  methods 
of   measurement,  in  constructive  details,  in.  the 
materials  dealt  with,  and,  above  all,  in  the  train- 

ing and  position  of  the  workmen  who  gave  visible 

form  and  substance  to  the  surveyor's  labours. 

Forty  years  ago  the  workman  in  the  joiner's  shop had  to  perform  all  the  various  operations  with  his 
own  hands.     Now  these  were  done  by  machinerj-, 
and  he  was  little  else  but  a  fitter  and  fixer.     The 

old  trade  guilds,  while  they  protected  their  crafts, 
also  aimed  towards  perfecting  their  arts.     It  were 
to  be  wished  that  this  dual  purpose  would  animate 

our  present  workmen  ;  but  it  was  not  merely  the 
craftsman  who  had  drifted  away  from  his  original 
relations  to  his  work.     The  employer,  in  former 

days,  who  was  about  to  undertake  an  important 

building,  selected  his  artificers,  used  such  ma- 
terials as  were  ready  to  hand,  and  himself  esti- 
mated the  possibilities  and  difficulties  of  the  work, 

on  which  he  stamped  his  own  individuality.  Now 

a  general  contractor  brought  his  machinery  and 
his  army  of  men,  imdertook  the  work  on  a  purely 

commercial  basis,  made  his  carefully-calculated 

profit,  and  passed  on  to  another  "job."     This was  business— this  was  strict  utilitarianism  :  but 

it  was  not  favourable  to  the  artistic  development 

of  any  constructive  craft.     To  all  thinking  per- 

sons 'engaged  as  building  and  measuring  sur- 
veyors, the  present  state  of   the  skilled  labour 

market  was  a  matter  of  some  anxiety.     In  the 

important  report  of  the   sub-committee  of  the 
Technical  Education  Board  of  the  London  County 

Council,  it  was  made  clear  that  the  only  nursery 

of  the  London  building  artisan  was  the  country 

workshop.     Among  4 1  typical  London  building 

firms,  emploving  some  12,000  hands,  there  were 

only  SO  apprentices  and   143  "  learners,"  instead of  about  1.600,  which  would  be  the  normal  pro- 

portion.   The  men  laid  the  blame  on  the  masters, 

who,  they  said,  refused  to  be  troubled  with  ap- 
prentices, while  many  masters  accused  the  men  s 

unions  of  intentionally  restricting  the  number  of 

trained  workmen.     The  tendency  had,  of  course, 

been  of  late  towards  the  absorption  or  extinction 

of  the  small  masters,  and  a  consequent  increase 

in  the  use  of  labour-sa%-ing  machinery,  and  an  in- 
difference among  the  large  contractors  as  to  where 

their  skilled  labour  came  from.    The  men  had  un- 

doubtedlv  wished  to  restrict  the  amount  of  com- 
petition in  the  market  to  which  they  brought  their 

skill ;  but  this  was  a  tendency  very  clearly  visible 

iu  all  trades  and  professions.     In  certain  trades 

the  unregulated  efforts  to  restrict  the  number  of 
workers  had  mfrely  resulted  in  stimulating  the 

invention  of  labour'-saving  machinery  to  satisfy 
the  demands  of  an  impatient  public,  waiting  to 

be  served.     The    joiner    had,    as  he  had  said, 
phvsically  fit,  and  too  short  ™  ....^   ..  ,  „„  =^       — -    ,    .  i»„t„,„ 

satisfactory  test  of  knowledge  in    such  a  wide    become  a  mere  htter  and  fixer,  and  the  plasterer 

range  of  subjects  as  these  examinaHons  neces-  [had,  by  his  action,  called  mto  bemg  numerous 
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substitutes  for  his  decorative  work.  Although  it 

was  often  said  that  as  good  as  ever  was  obtain- 
able if  it  were  paid  for,  he  could  not  but  think 

that  the  general  standard  of  work  had  deteriorated 
with  the  decline  of  the  apprenticeship  system. 
The  technical  schools,  the  classes  for  arts  and 

crafts,  and  other  public  or  semi-public  efforts  of 
the  kind  had  been  in  some  qtiarters  looked  upon 
as  a  remedy  for  this  ;  but  these  institutions  were 

regarded  with  jealousy  by  the  unions  as  counter- 
acting their  policy  of  restriction  of  labour,  and 

the  boards  governing  them  betrayed  a  nervous 
fear  of  incurring  the  active  hostility  of  the 
unions.  To  look  upon  such  technical  classes  as  a 
recruiting  ground  for  the  skilled  labour  market 
was,  he  felt,  mere  delusion  and  confusion  of 
thought.  It  was  simply  endeavouring  to  do  at 
one  end  what  the  unions  were  bent  on  undoing  at 
the  other.  The  solution  of  the  difficulty  must 
come  from  an  intelligent  appreciation  of  the  facts 
on  the  part  of  masters  and  men,  and  he  believed 
he  could  see  signs  that,  on  both  sides,  there  was  a 
tendency  to  revert  to  something  like  the  old 
system,  under  which  trade  lived  and  grew,  and 
work  improved  in  quality.  He  would  conclude 
his  address  with  an  acknowledgment  of  his  in- 

debtedness for  many  ef  the  facts  he  had  been  able 

to  lay  before  them  to  the  secretary  of  the  Insti- 
tution. 

A  vote  of  thanks  to  Mr.  Kickman  having  been 
proposed  by  Sir  J.  F.  L.  Kollcston,  and  seconded 
by  Mr.  J.  11.  Sabin,  and  carried  by  acclamation, 
the  meeting  then  adjourned. 

CONFEREXCK   OF   MA.^TER    TLUJIBERS. 

THE  half-yearly  conference  of  the  Xati.nal 
Association  of  JIaster  Plumbers  was  held 

on  Wednesday  in  last  week  at  the  Hotel  Jletro- 
pole,  Leeds.  About  150  delegates  attended  from 
various  parts  of  the  country,  and  the  chair  was 
taken  by  the  president,  Jlr.  John  Skirrow,  of 
Leeds,  who  was  supported  by  the  following  vice- 
presidents  : — Messrs.  W.  H.  Smith  Hull;,  W.  H. 
Mallender  (Derby),  J.  Osborn  (Birmingham), 
R.  W.  Cooke  (^fewca8tle},  and  \V.  Jaffrey 
(Manchester). 

Mr.  H.  Lindley  (vice-president  of  the  Leeds 
Association),  in  offering  a  cordial  welcome  to  the 
visitors,  reminded  them  that  Leeds  was  the  birth- 

place of  the  National  Association. 

Mr.  W.  H.  Smith  (the  senior  vice-president) 
brieliy  responded. 

The  honorary  secretary  (Sir.  J.  Leal,  Hull),  in 
giving  his  report  for  the  past  six  months,  said  it 
was  gratifying  to  note  that  the  association  con- 

tinued to  meet  with  a  large  measure  of  success. 

The  builders*  question  seemed  to  be  pressing  very 
keenly  upon  them  just  now.  In  some  of  the 
towns  they  had  vitited  this  question  had  done 
more  towards  hindering  a  thorough  organisation 
of  the  plumbing  forces  than  any  other  element. 
He  believed  that  the  main  object  of  their  friends 
in  trying  to  get  hold  of  the  master  plumbers  was 
to  further  the  interests  of  their  own  crganisation, 
and  the  effect  of  this  was  that  they  found  it  very 
difficult  to  form  themselves  into  purely  master 

plumbers'  associations.  In  some  towns  the  master 
builders  had  passed  a  resolution  not  to  accept 
tenders  from  any  person  unless  he  belonged  to 
the  Master  Builders'  Association.  If  the  master 
plumbers  would  only  join  their  own  organisiition, 
and  resist  the  efforts  of  the  mast  r  builders  to 

entice  them  away,  he  was  confident  that  they 
would  find  it  decidedly  to  their  advantage  to  do 
so.  The  honorary  treasurer  (Mr.  .\.  11.  Dyson, 
Halifax)  in  presenting  the  financial  statement, 

reported  an  increase  of  "0  members  during  the 
half-year.  The  account  showed  a  balance  in 

hand  of  £59  I89.  3d.  The  vice-presidents'  reports followed. 

The  president,  in  his  address,  stated  that  the 

conciliation  board  hid  met  three  times  during 
the  past  half-ye.ar— at  Hall,  Stockport,  and 
Oldham  respectively.  At  their  Stockport  meeting 
they  settled  all  matters  in  dispute,  to  the  entire 
satisfaction  of  both  the  employers  and  the  em- 

ployes. At  Hull  and  Uldham  they  were  not  so 

successful.  Since  their  last  meeting  at  \\'olver- 
hampton,  their  organising  ollieer,  Mr.  A.  E. 
Biggs,  had  found  it  impossible  to  continue  in 
office  on  account  of  ill-health,  and  had  tendered 
his  resignation.  He  would  like  to  call  their 
attention  to  the  position  with  regard  to  firms 
doing  patent  glazing  on  buildings  that  master 
plumbers  were  employed  upon.  In  most  cases 

the  item^  of  patent  glazing  was  included  in  the 
plumber's    quantities    as     a    provisional    sum, 

and  after  taking  all  the  trouble  and  risk 
they  sometimes  found  that  the  firms  who 
had  done  the  work  were  disinclined  to  allow 

the  plumber  any  discount  when  he  discharged 
the  account,  often  stating  that  they  had  quoted 
to  the  architect  or  the  builder  the  same  price  as 
to  the  plumber,  which  was  a  very  unfair  way  of 
doing  business.  The  executive  had  had  this 
question  before  them,  and  were  trying  to  get  the 
patentees  to  either  meet  them  in  conference,  or 

agree  to  allow  a  discount  of,  say,  from  .')  to  U> 
per  cent,  of  the  prices  submitted  to  either 
builder  or  .architect.  -VUuding  to  the  relation- 

ship existing  between  the  Master  I'lumbors'  .Asso- 
ciation and  the  Master  Builders'  .Associations, 

both  local  and  national,  Mr.  Skirrow  said  it 
was  not  so  satisfactory  as  it  might  be.  As  most 
of  them  knew,  the  building  trade,  especially  in 
Yorkshire,  had  been  in  a  most  unsettled  state 

during  the  whole  of  the  past  summer.  At  their 
annual  meeting  in  Wolverhampton,  in  Jlay,  they 
passed  a  resolution  not  to  lock  out  any  of  their 
men — a  step  which  subsequently  put  them  in  a 
very  awkward  position.  They  found  that  they 

could  neither  obey  the  orders  of  the  Builders' 
Federation,  to  which  they  belonged,  nor  the 
instructions  of  the  Wolverhampton  meeting,  and 
they  decided  to  resign  their  membership  of  the 
former  untU  some  better  scheme  was  formulated. 
His  own  idea  of  federation  was  that  each  branch 

of  the  building  trade  should  have  its  own  national 

association,  and  that  a  council  or  standing  com- 
mittee should  be  elected  from  the  executive  of 

each  association  in  equal  representation. 
It  was  unanimously  resolved  that  the  next 

meeting  of  the  central  board  should  be  held  in 
Manchester,  and  that  the  annual  conference  for 
1900  should  take  place  in  Liverpool. 

Mr.  <_lsborn  submitted  a  scheme  drafted  by  the 
Birmingham  association  for  insuring  members  of 
the  national  body  against  liability  in  respect  of 
legal  claims.  After  some  discussion,  it  was 
decided  that  the  matter  should  be  left  in  the 

hands  of  the  Birmingham  committee  and  the 
executive  committee  for  further  development. 
A  long  discussion  followed  with  regard  to 

organisation,  and  a  scheme  introduced  by  Mr. 
J.  Butterworth,  of  Oldham,  was  referred  to  the 
executive  committee  for  consideration. 

The  proceedings  concluded  with  the  presenta- 
tion of  testimonials  to  Mr.  J.  Beal,  Mr.  W.  11. 

Smith,  and  Mr.  Harrison,  all  of  Hull,  in  recog 
nition  of  past  services.  Mr.  Eeal,  who  was  the 
first  president  of  the  association,  a  position  he 
occupied  for  three  years  in  succcsiion,  received  a 
gold  watch,  with  a  gold  ring  for  JIrs  Beal.  Mr. 

Smith,  who,  during  Mr.  Beal's  presidency, 
officiated  as  joint  hon.  secretary  with  Mr.  Har- 

rison, also  received  a  gold  watch,  with  a  gold 
ring  for  Mrs.  Smith  ;  and  ilr.  Harrison  received 
a  tea  and  coffee  service.  .\n  iUuminated  address 
accompanied  each  of  the  gifts. 

In  the  evening  a  smoking-concert,  arranged  by 
the  Leeds  members,  took  place. 

and  hand- mirrors,  door-Iotk  plates,  friezes,  kv  , 
exhibit  a  true  spirit.  Lastly,  we  must  not 
overlook  the  wonderful  collection  of  woodwork 

and  carving,  the  numerous  articles  of  inlaid  work, 
chess  and  draught-boards,  trays,  racks,  boxes, 
and  fancy  articles  exhibiting  a  technical  and 
manual  skill ;  the  motal-work  ;  also  the  ex- 

amples of  dressmaking  and  needlework,  cooking 

and  laundry-work.  From  this  collection  various 
articles  are  to  be  selected  for  the  forthcoming 

Paris  l<)xhibition  of  next  year.  The  free-arm 

drawing  shown  by  the  Burrago-grove  School  and 
the  tioodrich-road  School,  East  Dulwich,  done 

by  pupils  of  tender  years,  show  the  development 
of  the  art  instinct  by  individual  effort,  especially 
the  drawing  and  modelling  in  clay  of  Sowers  and 
other  natural  objects. 

SCHOOL   BOARD   EXHIBITION'. 
THE  annual  exhibition  of  the  School  T.oard 

for  London  is  one  of  the  largest  displays 
ever  held  of  the  manual  work  done  in  the  schools 

of  the  Metropolis,  .and  the  works  are  on  view  at 
the  Examination  Hall,  on  the  Victoria  Embank- 

ment. Xearly  all  the  schools  are  represented, 
and  the  exhibits  include  the  work  done  by  the 

Efening  Continuation  schools,  those  for  the  deaf 
and  blind,  ic.  We  can  only  remark  here  the 
superior  quality  of  the  work  done  by  children 
who  attend  these  schools.  Taking  the  drawings 
from  nature  and  from  the  cast,  they  show  a  great 
advance  on  the  earlier  efforts,  the  advantages  of  a 

system  of  instruction  ;  the  drawings  of  plant  form, 
of  outlines  and  shaded  copies  from  the  cast,  in 
sepia  and  chalk,  are  very  creditable.  We  see  the 
first  prize,  for  a  groiio  of  an  earthenware  pot  and 

orange,  is  given  to  Walter  LU-erthrow — very  true 
in  drawing  and  colour.  The  drapery  studies  from 
the  fabric,  and  the  designs  for  painted  vases, 

panels,  stencilled  patterns,  tiles,  table-covers, 
\c.,  thow  inventive  skill  of  a  high  order.  The 

exercises  in  "  brushwork,"  in  which  the  leading 
lines  of  patterns  are  drawn  by  the  brush,  are 
excellent.  "This  method  of  study  is  a  favourite 
one  in  our  art  schools,  and  is  well  adapted  to 

give  free  expression  to  ornament.  The  adopted 
designs  show  several  clever  examples  for  filling 

spaces. 
The  relief  modelling  designs  in  plaster,  ic, 

are  equally  good,  many  of  the  designs  for  p.anels 

(il'ANTITV  BIDS  OX  ARCHITECTURAL 
AND  ENGINEERING  CONTRACTS. 

i  T  a  recent  meeting  of  the  Technic  il  Society 
J\.  of  the  Pacific  Coast,  Mr.  (J.  A.  Wright 
read  a  paper  on  the  quantity  system  of  inviting 
bids  from  contractors  and  its  application  to  engi- 

neering and  architectural  practice.  This  system 
is  the  usual  one  in  Great  Britain,  but  not  much 

used  in  .\merica  by  architects,  although  engi- 
neers frequently  employ  it.  The  arguments  in 

its  favour  are  so  clearly  stated  by  Mr.  Wright 
that  they  are  reprinted  nearly  in  full. 

"  It  will  be  generally  conceded  that  a  correct 
estimate  is  ..n  impossibility  without  correct  quan- 

tities, therefore  a  bill  of  quantities  should  contain 
every  item  of  labour  and  materials  posses-ing  a 
money  value.  When  such  a  document  is  pre- 

pared at  the  expense  of  a  client  or  owner,  and 
guaranteed  to  be  accurate,  and  a  number  of 
copies  are  issued  to  a  cjrresponding  number  of 
contractors,  upon  which  to  make  up  bids,  then 
we  are  following  the  method  of  estimating  knowQ 
as  the  quantity  system,  and  I  will  briefly  present 
to  you  the  different  phases  of  the  subject  as  they 

appear  to  me.  At  the  outset,  I  will  say  that  I 
believe  some  such  system  would  bean  improve- 

ment upon  our  present  methods.  My  own  expe- 
rience of  quantities,  it  is  true,  has  been  confined 

largely  to  ([uantities  for  .architectural  work  ;  still, 

having  also  prepared  quantities  for  civil  engineer- 
ing works,  I  feel  justified  in  coupling  togethf-r 

the  two  sister  professions,  as  I  have  done  for  my 

paper  this  evening. 
"  In  the  first  place,  in  the  preparation  of  quan- 

tities three  distinct  processes  are  involved  :— 
Fir.st :  taking  off  the  measurements  from  the 

drawing4,  and  the  descriptions  from  the  specifi- 
cations. These  are  all  entered  on  dimension 

sheets,  every  figure  of  which  should  be  preserved 
for  reference.  Second  :  abstracting  from  the 
dimension  sheets  all  the  items  and  grouping  them 

under  their  proper  classifications.  Third  ;  draft- 
ing the  bill  and  putting  therein  det;iiled  marginal 

sketches  necessary  to  show  bidders  exactly  how 
every  part  of  the  work  is  to  go  together,  which  goes 
a  long  way  in  preventing  subsecpient  disputes  or 
misunderstandings.  To  perform  even  one  of  these 
operations  as  I  think  it  should  be  performed 
calls  for  some  training — indeed,  the  quantity  sur- 

veyor is  usually  an  engineer  or  an  architect,  and 
more  time  is  certainly  nquircd  than  individual 
bidders  get  to-day  for  making  up  their  fiijures  ; 
but  there  are  advantages  and  results  justifying 
the  additional  care  and  time  spent.  Indeed,  the 

only  reliable  method  is  to  carefully  measure  and 
describe  every  single  item,  guessirg  at  nothing, 

and  taking  no  thanes  s. 
"  The  hills  of  quintities  (and  which,  for  the 

sake  of  brevity,  1  will  hereafter  c.iU  the  bills) 

being  completed,  are  all  placed  at  the  same  time 
in  the  hands  of  the  bidders  :  ample  time  being 

allowed  for  pricing  insures  greater  accuracy. 

I  'nsuccessf ul  bidders  retain  their  priced  bills  in 
their  own  possession,  and  il  preserved  for  future 
reference,  some  excellent  pointers  can  be  accu- 

mulated about  pcrcentjige,  which  are  of  service 
in  compiling  future  bids.  The  successful  bidder 
usually  dsposits  in  some  place  of  safety  a  scaled 

copy  of  his  priced  quantities,  and  which  if  it  be 
necessary)  at  the  proper  stage  of  the  work  ia 
us(m1  by  mutuil  consent  as  a  money  basis  for 

'  determining  variation  values,  the  quantities  for 
same  being  ascertained  at  the  completion  of  the 

work.  Disputed  claims  are  thus  rendered  uncom- 
monly rare,  thereby  saving  much  time  and 

annoyance  to  the  contractor,  and  to  the  owner, 
and  to  the  engineer  or  architect,  as  the  case 

may  be. ]      "In  gome  Europetin  practice  the  coorta  recog- 
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nise  the  necessities  of  quantities,  and  civil  engi- 
neers or  architects,  having  teen  authorised  to 

obtain  bids  for  work,  are  empowered  to  employ 
a  qualified  quantity  surveyor  to  prepare  the 
necessary  bUls  for  each  trade,  his  fees  being 
inclu'Icd  in  the  sum  total  of  each  bid,  and  they 
■are  thus  indirectly  paid  by  the  owner.  Such  is 
the  course  of  procedure,  sustained  by  law  and 

<;(iuity,  and  fully  endorsed  by  all  the  contractors' 
organisations. 

"  The  first  page  or  two  of  a  bill  usually  con- 
tains brief  extracts  from  the  general  conditions 

of  contract — matters  which  cannot  be  measured  ; 

ior  example,  use  of  plant,  foreman's  wages,  in- 
surance, watchman,  interest  on  retention  money, 

pumping  allowances,  testing  materials  (such  as 
steel,  brick,  cement  briquettes),  and  any  matters 
outside  of  the  actual  construction. 

"  Then  follow  the  various  trades,  commencing 
with  excivator,  and  ending  usually  with  painter. 
In  every  bill  each  item  in  every  trade  has,  or 
should  have,  its  proper  place,  the  whole  being 
uniform,  and  thoroughly  systematised,  and  which 
in  quantity  work  is  indispensable.  One  or  two 
illustrations  will  be  sufficient.  Taking  exca- 

vator, each  class  of  work  is  segregated ;  for 
example,  surface  scraping,  then  trenches  for 
footings,  or  sewers  under  oft.  deep,  and  a  separate 
item  for  each  additional  5ft.  in  depth.  If  shoring 
be  necessary,  I  prefer  to  take  the  walling  pieces, 
apreaders,  ire,  separately.  Driving  tunnels  or 
headings  should  be  kept  separate,  the  sectional 
areas  and  depths  being  always  given  ;  the  same 
in  well-sinking,  and  where  earth  has  to  be  bas- 

keted. Bat  I  need  not  elaborate  further.  It  is 
always  stated  how  far  the  excavated  material  is 
to  be  hauled  or  wheeled,  and  whether  it  is  to  be 
simply  dumped  or  roughly  spread  or  levelled,  or 
sloped,  or  it  may  be  seeded  down  for  grass,  as  in 
fortification  work.  Everything  aSecting  the  cost 
must  be  noted,  including  the  nature  of  the  soil. 
Similar  segregations  would  apply  to  tide  work, 
ditch  and  harbour  work,  blasting,  and  other 
items  which  will  suggest  themselves  to  you,  and 
whilst  all  may  come  under  a  similar  classification, 
all  .are  segregated  according  to  their  respective 
Talues. 

"  Passing  on  to  brickwork,  we  find  a  preamble 
in  a  bill,  which  describes  fully  all  the  materials 
to  be  employed,  the  diSerent  kinds  of  bricks,  the 
lime,  sand,  cement,  method  of  mixing  required, 
the  facings,  the  pointings.  Sec.  Then  follow 
the  (luantities  of  each  item,  the  quantity  of  brick- 

work, first  in  footings,  then  follow  the  walls  of 
various  thicknesses.  I  prefer  to  take  the  number 
of  square  feet  of  each  different  thickness,  and 
give  each  separately.  This  gives  a  bidder  a 
better  idea  of  the  scaffolding  required  and  labour 
involved,  and  to  some  extent  it  may  be  well  to 
designate  where  the  different  items  occur  in  the 
structure.  It  is  obvious  that  a  4in.  wall  is  pro- 

portionately more  expensive  to  build  than  a 
thick  one,  and  footings  and  thick  walls  below 
ground  cost  less  per  thousand  than  tho  same 
volume  of  work  above  the  roof  line  of  a  modern 
high  building.  In  such  cases  I  consider  it  more 
skilful  to  use  separate  prices  than  to  lump  every- 

thing together  at  so  much  per  M. 
"  Facings,  measured  by  the  squarejfoot,  come 

next,  the  cheapest  first.  As  an  example,  take  a 
case  where  the  best  of  the  common  bricks  have 
to  be  selected  for  certain  facework.  It  may  seem 
a  small  matter,  but  in  building  construction  it  is 
the  small  matters  which  need  watching; — every 
contractor  knows  that,  and  it  costs  money  even 
to  pick  over  a  quantity  of  brick,  if  carefully  done, 
and  a  surveyor  would  always  give  the  quantity 
in  his  bill.  Where  such  work  occurs,  it  is  neces- 
eary  to  give  a  superficial  measurement  for  build- 

ing walls  and  face  work  to  a  template  or  circular 
on  plan,  stating  the  radius,  of  course.  If  the 
sweep  is  so  sharp  as  to  require  purposely-made 
headers  and  stretchers  it  would  form  another 
item.  Hollow  walls  would,  of  course,  be  segre- 

gated, on  account  of  the  additional  labour  ;  the 
kind,  weight,  and  number  of  wall  ties  must 
always  be  stated.  Then  there  are  many  other 
superficial  items  given,  such  as  cuttings,  face 
arch'iS,  trimmer  arches,  centring,  &c.  After 
that  foUows  the  lineal  items,  such  as  copings, 
brick  sills,  water  tables  or  plinths,  moulded  brick 
courses,  belts,  oversailing  courses,  moulded 
quoins,  and  next  to  these  we  get  all  the  mitres, 
internal  and  external.  These  must  not  be  over- 

looked. Brickmakeis  charge  contractors  extra 
rates  for  these,  and  bidders  are  entitled  to  know 
how  many  of  them  there  are,  and  so  the  quanti- 

ties toll  him  invariably. 
' '  A  glance  at  the  stonemason's  quantities,  and 

I  have  finished  with  examples.  The  giving  of 
the  mere  total  cubic  feet  of  cut  stone  does  not 
fairly  indicate  the  labour  on  same,  and  I  am  re- 

minded that  mj' friends  in  the  stone  business  have 
told  mo  before  now  when  I  have  been  measuring 
extra  works,  that  the  material  itself  did  not 
amount  to  much — it  is  the  labour,  they  say,  that 
costs.  True,  and  for  that  reason  we  should,  I 
think,  measure  the  labour  as  well  as  the  stone, 
and  not  rely  too  much  upon  les3  accurate  methods. 
In  the  quantity  system  this  measuring  of  labour 
is  frequently  done  in  something  like  the  following 
order  : — First,  the  areas  of  all  beds  and  joints  are 
measured  ;  the  result  is  divided  by  two  and  called 
halt-sawing.  Stone-men  Icnow  what  sawing  is 
worth  on  different  kinds  of  stone,  and  it  is  a 
simple  proposition  to  price  the  item,  if  the  quan- 

tity is  given  ;  then  the  result  is  as  near  accuracy 
as  anyone  could  desire.  Now,  exactly  the  same 
process  can  be  applied  to  all  other  labours,  some 
of  them  being  as  follows  : — Plain  work,  as  in 
ashlar ;  plain  work  sunk,  as  in  a  sunk  panel : 
plain  work  sunk  circular,  as  in  the  back  of  a 
niche  :  plain  work  circular  circular,  as  in  a  ball 
or  other  sphere ;  then  we  have  plain  work  sunk 
circular  circular,  as  in  the  basin  like  portion  of  a 
font.  And  then  we  can  take  in  all  the  moulded 
work  on  the  same  principle  from  the  simplest 
form,  up  to  moulded  work  sunk  circular  circular, 
represented  by  the  moulding  of  a  sunk  panel  on 
a  sphere,  and  we  go  through  the  same  process 
for  each  variety  of  stone,  granite,  or  marble,  kc. 

"  As  to  whether  any  improvement  is  necessary 
in  our  estimating  methods,  I  feel  personally  that 
the  questioi)  can  be  answered  in  the  affirmative, 
and  I  will  give  one  or  two  opinions  which  have 
come  under  my  notice.  An  eastern  architect, 
some  three  years  ago,  wrote  an  article  for  th9 

professional  Press  entitled  'A  Problem  of  Waste,' 
and  considerable  stress  was  laid  by  the  author 
upon  the  waste  of  time  incurred  by  bidders  in 
figuring  work.  lie  described  our  method  as 
reckless,  unscientific,  and  unpracticable,  and,  I 
think,  might  have  added  unprofitable.  About  the 
same  time  there  appeared  in  a  San  Francisco 
trade  paper  an  objection  to  the  waste  of  time 
involved,  from  a  contractor  who  used  even  more 
forcible  language  than  did  the  gentleman  in  the 
east.  A  well-known  professor  occupying  the 
chair  of  architecture  at  an  eastern  college,  in 
writing  to  me  some  time  ago  on  this  subject, 
said  :  '  I  have  been  hoping  for  some  time  to  see 
a  modification  of  the  European  system  of  quanti- 

ties introduced  into  this  country  ;'  and  it  is  not 
an  uncommon  thing  for  me  to  hear  contractors 

say  '  they  are  about  tired  of  figuring  and  getting 
little  or  nothing  for  it,'  and  1  believe  there  are 
to-day  many  men  ready  to  welcome  a  change 
which  shall  dispense  with  the  continuous  waste  of 
time  referred  to.  This  feeling,  I  am  led  to  be- 

lieve, is  stronger  in  the  East  to-day  than  it  has 
ever  been  before.  Only  a  day  or  two  ago  I  re- 

ceived a  letter  from  one  of  the  largest  contracting 
firms  in  New  York  City,  in  which  they  say  :  — 
'  We  fully  concur  in  your  view  that  on  extensive 
work  accurate  lists  of  quantities  should  be  fur- 

nished to  contractors.' 
"  I'nder  present  conditions,  an  owner  may 

decline  to  build  at  all,  upon  any  pretence,  and 
even  the  lowest  bidder  gets  nothing  for  his  time 
and  trouble,  an  unfair  proceeding  entirely,  whilst 
the  owner  does  get  what  he  desires  above  all 
things — to  wit,  the  cost  of  his  structure,  or  build- 

ing, without  expense,  and  without  taking  any 
chances ;  those,  of  course,  are  all  to  be  assumed 
by  the  bidders,  and  under  old-time  methods  of 
figuring  the  custom  has.  unfortunately,  been 
handed  down  to  us  ;  but  I  believe  that  with  the 
great  change  wrought  in  construction  in  recent 
years  the  estimating  risks  should  now  be  borne 
equally  by  owner  and  bidder.  If  it  were  so,  it 
would  have  a  good  effect  upon  a  certain  class  of 
building  speculators,  who,  knowing  a  bid  will 
put  them  to  no  expense,  do  not  hesitate  to  get 
figures  and  to  reject  them  all,  unless  they  can, 
or  think  they  can,  see  a  chance  to  get  ahead  of 
the  contractor,  and  yet  how  many  laymen  there 
are  who  involuntarily  thr\i8t  both  hands  into 
their  pockets  and  keep  them  there  when  they 
are  about  to  erect  a  building. 

"But  now  let  us  see  how  the  system  would 
affect  the  engineer  and  the  architect.  In  the 
first  place,  a  shorter  specification  would  suffice, 
for  the  bill  (which  should  be  part  of  the  contract; 
would  contain  all  requisite  descriptions,  and 
explanatory  details,  in  the  way  of  marginal 
sketches.  A^'ain,  the  close  examination  made  in 
preparing  such  detailed  quantities  would  disclose 
any  little  oversight  or  differences  that  may  exist 

in  either  the  specifications  or  drawings,  and  these 
could  all  be  set  right  before  the  contractors  re- 

ceived the  documents,  and  the  number  of  ques- 
tions on  such  points  would  be  reduced  to  a  mini- 

mum. Again,  the  bill  would  be  invaluable  in 
helping  to  adjust  changes  on  contracts,  and 
much  time  and  controversy  would  be  saved 
during  the  progress  oi  work.  As  inquiries  arose, 
if  any,  they  would  usuall)  be  Immediately 
settled  by  referring  to  the  quantities. 

"  When  improper  work  occurs,  it  is  more  likely 
to  arise  from  the  attempts  of  a  certain  class  of 
contractor  to  recoup  himself  for  having  left  some- 

thing out,  and  where  such  a  condition  does  exist, 
and  a  man  sees  he  is  going  to  lose  money,  the 
temptation  is  truly  a  strong  one.  But  with  the 
quantity  system  this  could  not  arise  from  this 
cause,  for  all  items  would  be  in  the  bill,  and  could 
not  be  forgotten. 

"One  advantage  to  contractors  would  lie  in 
the  fact  that  they  would,  without  a  cent  of 
expense  to  themselves,  be  saved  an  immense 
amount  of  figuring,  which  is  to-day  entirely  un- 
remunerative,  and  they  need  not  wonder  how 
much  of  the  work  their  competitors  will  leave 
out,  and  so  secure  the  contract.  Relieved  of  the 
responsibility  of  figuring  out  the  quantities,  it 
would  be  a  pleasure  quickly  performed  to  price 
each  item,  foot  up  the  bill,  and  add  the  percent- 

age, and  with  a  reasonable  prospect,  too,  of 
making  such  ;profit  if  the  contract  is  obtained. 
Again,  quantities  protect  the  competent  bidder, 
for  the  incompetent  man,  who  sometimes  gets  in 
the  lowest  bid,  does  so  on  short  quantities.  More 
competent,  and  often  times  more  responsible,  men 
are  thus  handicapped,  and  some  are  tempted  to 
cut  prices  to  get  even  with  the  irresponsible, 
with  the  result,  of  course,  that  many  a  competi- 

tion job,  especially  during  the  last  five  or  six 
years,  has  been  scarcely  worth  having,  so  far  as 
profit  was  concerned. 

"To  fairly  consider  this  subject,  I  want  to 
present  one  or  two  objections  to  the  quantity 
system  which  have  been  alleged.  One  is  (and 
curiously  enough  it  is  the  one  mentioned  most 
frequently)  a  quantity  surveyor  might  favour  a 
certain  comractor.  My  answer  to  that  is,  that 
the  professional  and  trade  organisations  should 
meet  and  authorise  proper  surveyors  to  act,  and 
contractors  can  decline  to  figure  on  any  quanti- 

ties not  prepared  by  such  authorised  surveyors. 
If  any  unprofessional  conduct  occurred,  the 
offender  could  be  easily  detected  and  debarred 
from  practice  thereafter.  The  best  safeguards 
however,  would  exist  in  making  a  proper  selec- 

tion in  the  first  place.  In  other  places  the  pro- 
fessional capital  of  a  quantity  surveyor  lies  solely 

in  his  known  reputation  for  honesty  and  skill. 
It  has  been  stated  also  that  incompetent  bidders 
would  be  benefited ;  but  I  don't  think  so,  for  the 
reasons  previously  stated.  The  best  firms  to-day 
do  not  usually  get  beaten  in  their  prices,  for  can 

they  not  buy  as  cheaply  as  anyone  'r  It  is more  often  the  mistakes  [of  others  which  lose them  a  contract. 

"  A  word  or  two  about  the  practice  in  other 
countries.  In  Europe  the  principle  of  paying  for 
engineering,  as  well  as  architectural,  work  by 
measurement  largely  prevails,  la  some  parts 
of  Scotland  work  is  often  carried  out  first  and 
accurately  measured  afterwards,  the  prices  being 
determined  by  a  schedule  previously  agreed 
upon.  The  objection  to  this  plan  seems  to  me 
that  an  owner  never  knows  just  what  he  will 

have  to  pay  until  the  work  is  finished,  and  I  don't imagine  that  would  bo  agreeable  to  many  owners on  this  coast. 

'•In  parts  of  France  and  Germany  the  prin- 

ciple of  paying  for  work  according  to  the  mea- 
sured quantity  executed,  or  to  be  done,  has  found 

favour.  In  Ireland  the  quantity  system  is  in 

vogue,  as  is  also  the  case  in  England,  '^^^^^  *' 
has  been  adopted  for  forty  or  fifty  years  prob-ably. 

I  found  the  same  conditions  existing  in  IS'.n  in 
Melbourne,  Australia,  the  most  Americanised  city 

in  the  world,  probably,  outside  the  United  States. 
Just  at  that  time  the  Melbourne  sewage  scheme 
was  in  hand,  which  was  to  cost  some  twenty 
million  dollars,  if  I  remember  correctly,  and  I 
understood  from  the  chief  engineer  that  it  would 
be  contracted  for  on  the  measure  and  value  prin- 

ciple. I  also  looked  into  the  estimating  condi- 
tions at  Sydney,  X.S.W.,  and  at  Adelaide, 

Western  Australia,  and  estimating  upon  quanti- 
ties was  the  general  practice,  and  the  only  one 

favourably  endorsed  by  contractors.  Indeed  I 
know  of  no. locality  in  which  the  system  has 
been  adopted,  whore  there  is  any  desire  to  revert to  less  modem  methods. 
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"  It  is  a  debatable  queBtion,  perhaps,  whether 
the  quantities  should  or  should  not  form  part  of 
the  contract.  It  seems  to  me  they  should,  so  as 

to  carry  out  the  principles  involved  of  a  con- 
tractor doing  so  much  work,  and  no  more,  for  a 

certain  sum  of  money.  Oar  methods  of  taking 
bids  and  making  up  estimates  diffet  so  widely 
from  that  practised  in  some  older  communities, 
that  the  system  I  have  outlined  would  necessarily 
have  to  be  modified  before  it  would  be  entirely 
suitable  to  our  needs  ;  but  I  anticipate  there 
would  be  no  difficulty  in  formulating  a  system 
agreeable  to  all. 

RESEKVOIR  DAIIS  :    STEEL   VERSUS 
MASONRV. 

IT  is  not  generally  stated  in  treatises  and  text- 
books dealing  with  the  desigjn  and  construc- 

tion of  ordinary  retaining- walls — that  is,  those 
which  have  to  resist  the  pressure  or,  practically, 
the  weight  of  so  much  earth  or  soil — that  the 
conditions  governing  their  equilibrium  are,  if 
not  precisely  the  same,  closely  allied  to  those 
which  regulate  the  form  and  proportions  of 
reservoir  walls  and  dams.  In  other  words,  the 

numerous  equations  and  formula'— and  their 
name  is  legion — for  the  stability  of  retaining- 
walls,  as  already  8peci6ed,  will  apply  with  equal 
force  and  accuracy  to  all  descriptions  of  walls 
built  for  supporting  the  pressure  of  water.  It  is 
only  necessary,  in  order  to  effect  this  desirable 
uniformity,  to  introduce  two  slight  modifications, 
which  will  perhaps  be  best  explained  by  the  aid 
of  a  diagram.  Let  A  B  C  D  in  Fig.  1  represent 
the  cross-section  of  the  usual  type  of  aretaining- 

■wall ;  put  9  equal  to  the  angle  which  the  earth  at 
the  top  of  the  wall  makes  with  the  horizontal,  or, 
as  it  is  commonly  termed,  the  angle  of  slope  ; 
and  <p  for  the  angle  of  repose  of  the  materials 
composing  the  wall,  which  differ  very  widely, 
as  the  following  few  examples  will  point  out. 

For  dry  sand  8  equals  37°,  tor  coarse  gravel  or 
shingle  40%  for  dry  earth  48°,  and  for  moist  soil 
55^.  Referring  back  to  our  diagram,  we  adapt 
the  'formula'  applicable  to  ordinary  retaining 
walls  to  those  acting  as  the  walls  and  dams  of 
reservoirs  by  making 

=  0  and  f 

0. 

directions  to  insure  its  permanency  and  stability. 
It  has,  howev3r,  a  weakness  which  is  common  to 
every  description  of  wall,  great  and  siuiiU,  and 
that  is  the  tendency,  which  increases  with  its 
age,  to  crack  and  become  more  or  less  fissured 
and  self-disintegrated.  This  is  a  very  serious 
and  dangerous  fault,  for  in  some  instances  it  is 
almost  impossible  to  either  foresee  it  or  make  any 
provision  to  counteract  it.  The  faibire  of  the 

great  Boozey  dam  in  France — .and,  in  fact,  of 
nearly  all  similar  engineering  works — has  always 
been  of  a  terribly  sudden  and  cilamitous  cha- 

racter. Without  a  moment's  notice,  the  dam 
gives  way,  the  irresistible  waters  rush  through 
the  breach,  and  the  whole  country  for  miles  is 
desolated  .ind  ravaged,  with  a  lamentable  sacri- 

fice of  human  and  animal  life.  It  is  not  to  be 

wondered  at,  therefore,  that,  under  these  cir- 
cumstances, the  attention  of  hydraulic  engineers 

should  have  been  directed  towards  finding  some 

^ 

The  first  of  these  substitutions  becomes  valid, 
because,  in  the  case  of  water-supporting  walls,  as 
elsewhere,  the  surface  of  still  water  is  always 
horizontal ;  and,  therefore,  9,  the  angle  of  slope, 
vanishes.  Again,  we  make  ;  =  0,  because  it  is 
always  assumed,  and  in  this  instance  the  assump- 

tion is  correct,  that  no  friction  takes  place 
between  aqueous  molecules,  since  they  are  at 
perfect  liberty  to  move  freely  in  any  direction 
among  themselves.  Consequensly,  p,  the  angle 
of  repose,  becomes  equal  to  zero. 

Until  verj'  recently  reservoir  walls  and  dams 
were  constructed  of  timber,  earth,  masonry, 
concrete,  or  sometimes  two  more  of  these 

materials  combined  in  different  ways.  It  is  not 
our  intention  at  present  to  enter  into  the  merits 
of  these  different  types  of  walls  and  dams,  but  to 
rather  direct  the  attention  of  our  readers  to  the 

new  competitor  which  has  just  entered  the  field, 
and  which,  it  is  quite  possible,  has  come  to  stay. 
The  new  candidate  for  constructive  employment 
is  steel,  and  it  must  be  admitted  that  its  field  of 

utility  and  service  is  daily  augmenting.  It  will 
also  be  conceded  that  the  character  of  the 
structures  to  which  it  has  been  newly  applied 
is  assuming  a  greater  degree  of  prominence  than 
has  previously  been  attached  to  them.  We  are 

proceeding  now  more  than  ever  to  call  into  play 
those  great  forces  which  Nature  has  so  long  un- 

heeded placed  at  our  command.  We  are  now 
impounding  the  great  Niagara,  and  numerous 
other  powerful  sources  of  motive  action ;  and 
wherever  the  impounding  and  storing  of  water  is 
concerned  the  subject  of  our  present  article  comes 
strongly  to  the  front.  Reservoir  walls  and  dams 

are  as  essential  to  the  utilisation  of  water-power 
as  heat  is  to  the  production  of  steam. 

There  are  several  very  important  points  in 
which  a  steel  dam  differs  from  its  prototype  of 
masonry,  and  it  will  be  sufficient  for  cur  present 
purpose  to  limit  our  comparison  to  these  two 
classes  of  structures.  However  well  a  dam  of 

stone  may  be  designed  and  built,  it  possesses 
many  well-known  disadvantages  and  defects 
which  require  very  careful  attention  and  strict 
supervision  to  effectually  guard  against.  A  stone 
dam  is,  in  fact,  a  simple  wall,  founded  at  a  cer- 

tain depth  below  the  natural  surface  of  the  site, 
and   well  and  properly  bonded  together  in  all 

/ 
/ 

mC'?.. 

substitute  for  masonry  and  concrete,  which  would 
enable  dams  to  be  built  free  from  the  defects 

which  are  well-nigh  inseparable  from  them  when 
constructed  of  either  of  those  two  materials. 

The  modern  material  which  Vould  suggest 
itself  as  the  one  best  fitted  to  cope  with  the 
emergency  is  unquestionably  steel.  Its  great 
resistance  to  tensile  stress  and  its  superior  tough- 

ness are  strong  safeguards  against  splitting  or 
fissuring,  and  there  is  no  difficulty  in  framing  it, 
and  in  building  it  up  in  any  form  that  might  be 
desired.  This  idea  has  taken  a  practical  form  in 
America,  where  a  dam  has  been  constructed  for 
the  first  time  solely  of  steel,  and  marks  a 
distinctly  fresh  departure  in  this  type  of 
engineering  structure.  It  isabold,  original,  and 
ingenious  piece  of  work,  carried  across  a  valley 
and  forming  a  reservoir  capable  of  containing 
5,760,000c.ft.  of  water.  A  brief  description  of 
the  manner  in  which  it  is  put  together  will 
enable  any  one  conversant  with  the  section  of  an 
ordinary  retaining  wall,  as  shown  in  the  ac- 
companyingcut,  to  readily  understand  the  mode  of 

framing  adopted.  The  faces  of  nearly  all  re- 
tiiining  walls  are  built  with  a  pretty  stiif  slope, 

or  "  batter,"  as  it  is  technically  termed,  and  this 
is  formed  in  the  example  before  us  by  placing  a 

series  of  the  steel  joists  constituting  the  front 

framing  of  the  dam  at  an  angle  of  lo",  and 
strongly  tying  and  strutting  them  with  both 
longitudinal  and  transverse  bracing.  As  a  basis 
and  support  for  these  inclined  joists  or  rafters, 
solid  pillars  of  masonry  are  sunk  until  they  reach 
a  firm  foundation.  Over  this  framework,  con- 

stituting what  may  be  called  the  steel  skeleton 
of  the  dam,  a  complete  skin  of  steel  plates  ia 
spread,  and  riveted  to  the  framing  in  both  a 
vertical  and  horizontal  direction.  All  the  steel 

plates  are  curved  slightly  upon  the  water  side, 
and  at  certain  regular  distances  expansion  joints 
are  provided  to  allow  for  the  ordinary  changes  of 
temperature.  It  would  bo  rather  premature  at 
present  to  speak  decisively  respecting  this  now 
type  of  reservoir-dam  and  the  future  before  it, 
and  it  would  be  alike  unwise  and  illogioil,  to 

adopt  the  Latin  motto,  Ai  uno  dine  omiui.  It 
must  be  borne  in  mind  that  the  case  is,  so  far, 

nothing  more  than  a  bold  engineering  experi- 
ment, with  the  laudable  intention  of  establishing 

a  reliable  precedent,  which  must,  however,  stand 
the  test  of  time  before  it  can  be  accepted  as  a 

competent  rival  to  its  differently-constructed 

predecessors.  These  latter  have,  with  occa- 
sional failures,  which  are  by  no  means  restricted 

to  any  particular  description  of  engineering  or 

architectural  works,  but  really  apply  to  all, 

stood  successfully  the  test  of  time,  and  until  the 
newcomer  can  show  a  somewhat  similar  record , 

it  must  "  bide  a  wee,"  and  take  its  chance. 
It  may  be  mentioned  that  the  compound  system 

of  armoured  concrete  has  been  seriously  taken 
into  consideration  by  engineers,  as  well  adapted 
for  the  construction  of  reservoirs,  and  on  a  future 

occasion  we  shall  introduce  the  subject  to  the- 
notice — which  it  fully  deserves — of  our  readers. 

T.  G- 

CHIPS. 

The  council  of  King's  College,  London,  have 
appointed  Mr.  Eavenscroft  Elsey  Smith,  A. HI  B.A., 
to  the  Chair  of  Architecture  and  Building  Con- 

struction, a  vacancy  caused  by  the  decease  of  Mr. 
Banister  Fletcher.  Mr.  Elsey  Smith  is  the  son  of 
Professor  T.  Roger  Smith,  F.R.I.B.A.,  with  whom 
he  is  in  partnership  at  Temple  Chambers,  and  whom 
he  has  assisted  in  the  architectural  classes  at 

University  College,  tiower-street,  W.C.  Mr.  Saiith 
won  the  Institute  Medal  in  ISS7,  and  the  tireelc 
Travelling  Studentship  the  following  year. 

The  StalTordshire  County  Council  have  appointed 
Mr.  H.  T.  Hare,  of  London,  the  architect  for 
additions  about  to  be  made  to  their  council  build- 

ings at  StalTord,  erected  a  few  years  since  frem  Mr. Hare's  design. 

Sir  F.  Marindin  and  Mr.  A.  P.  Trotter  held  an 

inquiry  at  Miuchester,  on  Friday,  on  behalf  of  the 
Local  Government  Board,  respecting  the  application 
of  the  corporation  to  borrow  £800,000  for  tramway 
purposes.  One  portion  of  the  tramways  system  will 
be  worked  by  Salford,  another  by  Oldham,  and 
another  by  Ashton  -  under  -  Lyne.  The  central 
portion,  which  will  be  under  the  control  of  Man- 

chester, includes  various  localities,  of  which  Stockport 
is  one.  The  required  loan  will  include  the  cost  of 
the  reconstruction  of  the  whole  of  the  present  track 
within  the  city  boundary,  the  electrical  equipment 
of  the  whole  of  the  city  track  with  the  outside 
districts  already  entered  into  agreement  with,  the 
provision  of  GOO  cars,  and  a  car-shed  to  accommodate 
252  cars.  The  track  mileage,  including  recent 
extensions,  ia  about  1 50  miles,  of  which  nearly  100 
miles  are  ovrned  by  Manchester  and  local  authorities. 
There  was  no  opposition. 

.\fter  undergoing  reconstruction  and  being  con- 
siderably enlarged,  at  a  cost  of  upwards  of  £10,000, 

the  Hospital  for  Diseases  of  the  Throat,  Nose,  and 
Ear,  Cloldon-square,  W. ,  was  reopened  on  Tuesday 
by  Lady  liithschild.  By  means  of  the  present 
extension  by  three  wings  accommodation  has  been 

provided  for  50  in-patients. 
Early  on  Tuesday  morning  the  Cromwell  Statue 

on  the  lawn  at  the  west  side  of  the  Westminster 
Hall,  was  unveiled.  The  ceremony  was  performed 
by  one  of  the  workmen  of  the  Office  of  Works,  and 
nobody  other  than  cilicials  were  present.  The  only 
inscription  on  the  pediment  is  the  following: 

"Oliver  Cromwell,  1.'>9'J- 1058."  The  figure,  which 
is  10ft.  high,  is  raised  to  the  street  level  upon  a 
massive  Portland  stone  pedestal  12fC.  in  height,  at 
the  foot  of  which  is  a  recumbent  lion  in  bronze. 
The  Protector  is  in  military  attire,  and  bareheaded . 
In  his  left  hand  he  holds  a  Bible,  and  in  hia  right  a 
sword.  Mr.  Hamo  Thorney croft,  R  A.,  was  the 

sculptor. 
In  the  cas3  of  an  application  on  behalf  of  John 

Joseph  Wright,  of  Brighton,  builder,  the  order  of 
discharge  from  bankruptcy  has  been  suspended  for 

two  years  ending  Oct.  0,  1899. 
Mr.  E.  U.  Hinchcliffe  has  been  appointed  assistant 

borough  surveyor  of  Crewe  in  succession  to  Mr. 
Measham  IjSB,  recently  elected  city  surveyor  of 
Truro. 

Messrs.  W.  Potts  and  Sons,  clock  manufacturers, 

of  Town  Hall  Buildings,  Newcastlo-on-Tyne,  and 
Guildford-street,  L'ieds,  have  just  erected  a  new 
clock,  and  fixed  the  same  in  the  Cithcdral,  Cirlisle, 
for  the  dean  and  chapter,  the  old  one  being  worn 
out.  The  above  firm  have  also  just  completed  a. 
new  illuminated  clock,  showing  the  time  on  three 
external  dials,  at  Tersey. 

The  parish  church  at  Chalfont  St.  Giles,  Bucks, 
has  just  been  enriched  by  a  gift  of  choir-stalls, 
presented  by  Cilouel  R.  W.  Phipps,  Royal  Artil- 

lery, in  memory  of  his  wife,  who  died  on  Oct.  25, 
IS8.5.  The  stalls  are  of  carved  oak,  inclosed  at  the 
back  by  panelled  arcading.  Instead  of  poppy- 
heads  as  terminals,  four  ligures  of  seated  angels 
have  been  placed  at  the  ends,  suggested  by  similar 
work  on  the  stalls  of  Ely  Cathedral.  The  work  has 
been  executed  by  Mr.  R.  Bridgeman,  of  Lichfield, 
from  designs  by  Mr.  John  Oldrid  Scott,  F..S.  A.  Th& 
new  stalls  were  dedicated  on  Sunday  last. 

The  new  workhouse  infirmary,  Sandbacb,  is 

l>eiDg  warmed  and  ventilated  by  means  of  Shor- 
land's  patent  double- fronted  Manchester  stoves, 
with  descending  smoke- flues,  and  patent  Man- 

chester grates,  the  same  being  supplied  by  Messrs, 
E.  n.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 
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BUOKS  RECEIVED. 

Thk  current  issue  of  the  Eisfx  Jlevi'  >r  (Chelms- 
ford :  E.  Durrani,  fully  maintains  the  interest  of 

this  excellent  county  quarterly,  which  has  now 
completed  its  ci(;htK  volume.  Mr.  V.  Carruthers 
Gould  writes  and  illustrates  with  his  facile  pencil 
the  gruesome  tale  of  the  men  defended  under  his 
first  brief,  under  the  title  of  "  The  Twins  :  a 
Story  of  the  Mud  Flats,"  Mr.  A.  P.  Wire  pens  a 
biographical  note  of  John  .Strype,  the  antiquary, 
whose  portrait  forms  a  frontispiece  to  the  number, 
and  other  articles  deal  with  "Members  of 
Parliament  for  I'olchester,  1747-1830,"  "Dis- 

tinguished   Essex    Clergy    and    Laymen,"   and 
"  Essex  Parish  Itegisters."   Jlessrs.  Longmans, 
(Jreen  and  Co.  have  republished  the  late  William 
Morris's  Hint)  on  I'attern  Jtcnigniiin,  a  lecture 
delivered  at  the  London  Working  Men's  College 
just  eighteen  years  ago,  as  a  half-crown  booklet, 
set  in  old-style   type.   A  series  of  Diagrams 
exhibiting  the  Discharges  and  JVfoci/i«  of  circular 
and  oval  sewers  and  water  conduits  is  drawn  and 

written  by  l.dwin  B.  N'ewton,  F.S.I.  (London  : 
St.  Bride's  Press),  and  will  be  found  very  useful 
to  borough  and  urban  council  surveyors.  The 
diagrams  are  drawn  from  calculations  based  upon 
Weisbach's  well-known  formula,  and  deal  with 
discharges  up  to  300c. ft.  per  second,  and  with 
velocities  up  to  15ft.  per  second.  Some  useful 
notes  on  the  designing  of  sewerage  schemes  are 
appended.   Huildui//  Cu»struction  for  Beginners, 
by  .1.  W.  Rii.EV,  Lecturer  in  Descriptive  Geo- 

metry, Building  Construction,  &c.,  Rochdale 
(London:  Slacmillan  and  Co.,  Ltd.)— This  little 
book  is  intended  to  meet  the  requirements  of 
candidates  preparing  for  the  Elementary  Ex- 

amination on  Building  Construction  of  the 
1  'epartment  of  Science  and  Art,  and  is  arranged 
upon  a  scheme  that  the  author  has  found  to  work 

well.  'l"he  treatise  deals  with  all  the  leading 
branches  of  building,  and  is  numerously  illus- 

trated by  drawings  in  isometric  projection — a 
more  intelligible  way  of  representing  such  things 

.as  brickwork,  masonry,  and  carpenters'  work 
than  plans  and  sections.  The  chapters  on 
masonry,  girders,  and  ironwork,  including 
trussed  beams,  plate  and  box  girders,  riveted 
joints,  floors,  and  iron  roof  trusses,  are  well 
treated,  and  every  technical  term  and  method  of 
constniction    is   described   and   illustrated,  with 
-copious  examination  questions  at  the  end  of  each. 
The  author  shows  the  details  of  construction,  and 
how  such  things  as  roofs  and  gutters  are  formed,  so 
that  he  is  not  left  in  ignorance  of  the  application 
of  the  various  trades.  The  details  of  iron  roofs 
and  connections  are  very  fully  illustrated  by 
large-scale  drawings,  figured.  The  joints  in 
joinery  are  also  very  clearly  shown.  This  little 
book  is  the  most  comprehensive  for  its  size  and 
pretensions  we  have   seen,   and  there  are   623 
illustrations,   the  price  being  only  2s.  Gd.   
Jixereiso  in  Graphical  Arithmetic  and  Graphical 
Sialics,  by  Fins.  C.  Forth,  Royal  Scholar, 
Assoc. R.C.Sc.I  ,  Lecturer,  Mechanical  Engineer- 

ing l>epartment,  Manchester  (Manchester : 
John  Heywood,  Deanpgate),  is  a  collection  of 
exercises  systematically  arranged.  The  book  is 
printed  in  a  running  hand  (not  type-written), 
nnd  every  page  is  illustrated  by  diagrams.  Many 
of  the  questions  are  taken  from  the  Science  and 
Art  1  >iipartment,  and  include  exercises  in  plain 
and  solid  geometry,  building  construction,  applied 
•mechanics  :  others  have  been  introduced  bearing 
on  difhcult  problems.  Graphic.il  statics  include 
many  everyday  examples  of  beams,  reaction  of 
eupports,  loads  unequally  distrib>ited,  bonding 

moments,  stress  diagrams  applying  to  all  types  ol' tru.Hses,  each  question  bting  illustrated  by  a 
figured  diagram.  For  the  instructor  in  this 
department  of  applied  mechanics,  as  well  as  in 
theoretical  mechanics,  these  ((uestions  will  be 
found  of  great  service,  and  students  will  find  the 
cxer-i.^es  useful.  It  is  a  pity  the  author  has  not 
supplied  answers  by  which  the  student  could  test 
his  knowledge.  The  exercises  are  ip  paper  covers, 

-  And  the  prito  only  Is.  3d; 

The  Traleo  and  Dingle  L'ght  Kiilway  are  start- 
ing their  work,  as  tenders  for  sleepers  have  now 

been  invited. 

Bidston  nUl,  Birkenhead,  which  commands 
splendid  views  and  affords  delightful  and  health- 
giving  recreation  for  residents  on  both  sides  of  the 
Slorsey,  has  passed  into  the  possession  of  a  public 
trust,  mainly  through  the  exertions  of  gentlemen 
anxious  for  the  people's  welfare.  The  fund  for  its 
purchase  has  remained  opsn  many  months,  and 
over  ti.OOO  have  been  secured. 

OBITUARY. 

The  funeral  took  place  on  Friday  at  AnBeld 
Cemetery,  Liverpool,  of  Mr.  Geduof,  W.  Hitteu 
Messrs.  G.  W.  Rutter  and  Company),  who  died 

at  his  residence.  Wood  Bank,  Rock  Ferry,  on  the 
7th  inst.,  in  his  G9th  year.  The  late  Mr.  Rutter 
had  long  carried  on  in  Liverpool  the  business  of  a 
builder's  merchant. 

CHIPS. 

Mr.  Edward  Linfiri,  who  has  for  many  years 
presided  over  the  modelling  classes  at  the  Koyal 
College  of  Art,  S^uth  Kensington,  is  giving  a  course 
of  seven  lectures  on  the  modelling  of  the  fieure 
from  life  at  the  Municipal  School  of  Art,  Man- 

chester, during  the  present  month. 

The  cost  of  repairing  the  damage  done  by  the 
recent  collapse  of  columns  In  the  great  hall  of  the 
temple  at  Kunak  and  strengthening  the  edifice  is 
estimated  at  £50,000  sterling. 

Colonel  Sir  Francis  Marindin  and  Mr.  Trotter, 
inspecting  officers  of  the  Board  of  Trade,  have 
Inspected  and  p6used  the  new  Qovanhill  route  of 
the  electric  tramways  belonging  to  the  Corporation 
of  Glasgow.  The  party  were  conveyed  across  the 
depot  line  from  Coplawhill  to  Cathcart-road,  and over  the  whole  of  the  new  route  from  Govanhill  to 

Springbum,  which  extends  to  '■'>  Sli  miles.  The  length ot  the  extended  line  is  about  1|  miles.  The  new 
route  forms  acontinuation  of  the  route  from  Spring- 
bum  to  Glasgow  Cross,  and  the  cars  which  hitherto 
turned  at  Glasgow  Cross  will  now  run  right  through 
to  Govanhill. 

At  Brookwood  Necropolis,  Surrey,  a  Roman 
Catholic  mortuary  chapel  has  just  been  built  from 
plans  by  Mr.  Cyril  W.  Tubbs,  the  architect  to  the 
Necropolis  Company.  The  cost  was  £1,000,  and  the 
formal  dedication  was  held  last  week. 

The  Hon.  Lynlph  Stanley  opened  a  new  school  in 
Brunswick-road,  Bromley,  E  ,  on  Friday.  The 
school  has  been  built  to  accommodate  1,138  children, 
and  the  cost  ot  the  site  was  £10, SSL  The  expendi- 

ture on  the  building  is  estimated  at  £28,223. 

The  members  of  the  Elinburgh  Architectural 

Society  held  a  meeting  on  the  8th  inst.  in  Dowell's Rooms,  Edinburgh,  when  Mr.  Robert  WJson, 
architect  to  the  School  Board,  gave  a  lecture  on 
"  The  Planning  of  Schools."  Limelight  views  were 
exhibited  of  the  plans  of  several  £  linburgh  schools, 
inclndins  those  of  the  Flora  Stevenson  Sohool, 

Comely  B  ink. 
Plans  have  been  approved  for  the  enlargement  of 

the  RDman  Catholic  chorch  at  Farm-street,  Berke- 
ley-square, by  piercing  the  ugly  blank  wall  which 

has  hitherto  disfigured  the  left  side  of  the  nave, 
and  building  a  new  aisle  to  balance  the  one  on  the 
right.  .Sjme  stabling  that  previously  prevented 
this  extension  has  been  acquired  by  the  Jesuit 
Fathers,  and  the  alterations  may  be  begun  forth- 

with.   The  designs  are  by  Mr.  Bomaine  Walker. 
The  urban  district  council  of  llorecambe  decided 

on  Monday  to  borrow  £9,700  for  the  construction 
of  35  new  streets  at  the  east  and  west  ends  of  the 
town. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  King's  Norton  Board 
of  Guardians  the  finance  committee  recommended 
the  payment  of  cheques  amounting  to  £2,3S1  to 
Mr.  Thomas  Robotham,  architect,  in  settlement  of 
his  account  for  the  building  of  the  infirmary.  This 
sum,  the  chairman  explained,  had  been  agreed  upon 
by  arbitration  as  a  full  discharge  of  the  claims 
agaiast  the  guardians,  whose  troubles  with  regard 
to  the  infirmary  were  now  brought  to  a  close.  Tae 
recommendation  was  adopted. 

The  Earl  of  Jersey,  on  behalf  of  the  Light  Riil- 
way  Commissioners,  presided  on  Friday  at  a  public 
inquiry  at  Leighton  Buzzird  to  consider  the  ex- 

pediency of  granting  a  local  application  for  an 
order  to  construct  a  new  line  from  that  town  to 
Hitchin,  for  the  purpose  of  connecting  the  London 
and  North- Western  and  Great  Northern  systems. 
The  length  is  20  miles,  and  the  estimated  cost  about 
£100,000.  No  serious  opposition  to  the  scheme  was 
raised,  and  it  was  decided  to  recommend  that  the 

application  be  granted. 
The  second  annual  meeting  of  the  (ireat  Yar- 

mouth Mister  Builders'  Association  was  held  at  the 
Duke's  Hoad  Hotel  in  that  town  last  week.  Coun- 

cillor G.  W.  Beech  in  the  chair.  The  annual  report 
and  balance-sheet  were  read  and  confirmed,  and 

the  following  cflicers  elected  ;  President,  Mr.  G.W. 

Beech  :  vice-presidents,  Messrs.  W.  Wright  and  K. 

Caiter ;  treasurer,  Mr.  J.  Ward ;  hon.  seori-tary, 
Mr.  G.  H.  Wright :  and  assistant  secretary,  Mr.  F. 
Grimble. 

A  new  Baptist  Chapel  in  Alfred-road,  Ford,  near 
Dovonpoit,  was  opened  last  week.  Messrs.  Wiblin and  De  Boinville,  of  Plymouth,  are  the  architects, 
and  Mr.  W.  Pdrtridge  was  the  contractor,  and  the 
outlay  haa  been  about  £3,000.  The  style  is  Gothic, 

and  accommodation  is  provided  for  .'>00  worshippers. 

d^ngittterms  i^ottg* 
Leith  Docks. — The  Scotsman  gives  an  account 

of  the  progress  being  made  with  the  additions  to 
the  docks  at  Leith.  The  enlargement  has  in- 

volved the  reclamation  of  upwards  of  75  acres  of 
foreshore.  This  reclamation  was  accomplished 
before  the  beginning  of  1897,  and  from  that  time 
onwards  the  construction  of  the  dock  proper, 
with  its  entrance  lock  and  basin,  and  its  com- 

munications with  the  existing  docks,  has  steadily 
proceeded.  The  dock  is  1,100ft.  long  and  550ft. 
broad.  It  is  wholly  surrounded  with  massive 
masonry  w.ills  about  20ft.  thick  at  the  base  and 
44ft.  in  height  to  the  coping.  All  the  walls  of 
the  dock  and  the  lock  and  passage  to  the  Albert 
Dock  have  been  completed  up  to  coping  level, 
with  th»,  exception  of  a  portion  of  the  waU  at  the 
east  end,  while  the  granite  coping  for  nearly  the 
whole  of  the  north  and  south  sides  of  the  dock 
has  been  placed  in  position.  In  fact,  so  far  as 
the  dock,  lock,  and  passage  are  concerned,  the 
masonry  is  practically  finished.  The  same  may 
be  said  regarding  the  work  of  excavation,  for  the 
remaining  material  could  be  lifted  in  five  or  sLx 
weeks.  The  gates  have  been  constructed  entirely 
of  steel  and  line  Yorkshire  iron.  Those  at  the 
west  end  of  the  lock  are  almost  completed :  each 
leaf  weighs  145  tons,  whUe  the  pressure  of  the 
water  the  two  halves  wiU  have  to  withstand  at 

spring  tides  will  be  equal  to  1,200  tons.  Sir  W. 
.\rmstrong  and  Company,  the  contractors,  are  now 
busily  engaged  in  erecting  the  inner  gates,  andaiso 
the  gates  in  the  passage  lead  ng  to  the  Albert  Dock. 
In  about  six  months  the  greater  part  of  this  work 
will  be  accomplished.  In  the  mean  time,  the 
contractor  for  the  dock  works,  Mr.  John  Best,  is 

engaged  in  the  construction  of  the  basin,  which 
lies  between  the  west  end  of  the  lock  and  the 
harbour.  This  done,  a  portion  of  the  East  Pier 
will  be  removed  to  give  a  clear  waterway  between 
the  harbour  and  the  new  lock.  The  works  are 
being  carried  out  from  plans  prepared  hy  the 
harbour  and  dock  superintendent,  Mr.  Peter 
Whyte,  C.E.  While  the  works  have  been  in 
progress,  it  has  been  decided  to  extend  the  new 
dock  eastwards  by  SOOtt  ,  so  as  to  make  it  1,900ft. 
long  (instead  of  1,100ft.;,  and  to  give  additional 
quayage  accommodation  of  upwards  of  1,600ft. 
This  extension,  however,  is  only  being  made  half 
the  width  of  the  dock— 550ft.  The  commis- 

sioners are  also  constructing  a  new  graving  dock 
50(ift.  long,  with  an  entrance  70ft.  in  width,  and 
with  a  depth  of  water  on  the  sill  of  23ft.  An 
adjunct  to  these  works  has  recently  been  com- 

pleted by  the  erection  of  a  new  hydraulic-power station  at  the  north-west  comer  of  the  Edinburgh 
Dock.  The  engine  and  boiler-house  is  a  red 
brick  building  surmounted  by  a  tower,  SOft.  in 

height,  in  which  the  "  accumulator "  works 

for  giving  the  necessary  water-pressure.  "The engines  have  been  constructed  at  the  Elswick 
Works  of  Sir  W.  G.  Armstrong  and  Co.,  who 

have  also  supplied  the  whole  of  the  machines  for 
working  the  dock  gates. 

  ^-^   

At  Cuckfield,  Sussex,  the  Jubilee  public  hall  was 

opened  last  week.  The  chief  room  is  5Sft.  by  28ft., 
and  is  seated  and  furnished  in  pitch-pine  for  an 

audience  of  350  persons.  Mr.  S.  Knight,  of  Cuck- 
field, designed  and  built  the  hall. 

Lord  and  Lidy  Danbigh,  on  Monday,  held  a 

reception  at  the  Royal  Grthopadio  Hospital  m 
Hanover-square,  at  the  reopening  of  the  hospital 
after  extensive  repairs  and  alterations,  effected  at  a 
cost  of  £2,000. 

Thesumof£2,.5.'i0  baa  been  anonymously  given 
towards  the  £10,000  still  required  for  the  Walaham 
How  memorial  at  Wakefield.  According  to  an 

appeal  published  by  Bishop  Eden,  £17,000  has  been 
already  either  paid  in  or  promised,  and  a  fund  for 

the  endowment  of  the  first  stall  in  the  cathedral  is 

anticipated.  Tenders  are  being  invite<l  for  the
 

execution  of  the  work  from  Mr.  Frank  L  Pearson  s 

plans.  The  scheme  wiU  mvolve  an  expenditure  of 

about  £20,700,  and  provides  generally  for  an  east- 
ward  extension  of  the  edifice  for  about  (.Oft.,  with 

spacious  north  and  south  transepts,  which  must 

contribute  materially  to  the  dignity  and  cathedraJ- 
like  aspect  of  the  interior.  Iucrease<l  length  wdl  be 

given  to  the  choir  stolls,  and  a  retro-choir  and 
Chanel  will  afford  ample  accommodation  for  early 

and  occasional  services.  A  chapter  -  house  and 

vestries  are  also  contemplated  Mx  shops  in  Teal
l- 

afreet  adjoining  the  cathedral,  andcertam  rights  of 

gM 'have  been  purchased  for  £8,250.  in  order  to 
enable  the  extension  to  be  carried  out.  Two  sculptors 

have  been  asked  to  prepare  designs  for  a  recumbent 

effigy  of  the  late  bishop. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS. 

PLUMSTE.^D  LIDRAEV  AXD  ML'NICU'AL  Bt'ILDINO.3  :  SELECTED, 

SECOND  I'REMIATF.D,  AND  TniHD  PREMIATED  DBSIGS9.— 

URISTOL    lUHILKK  <<>\'VAT.KsrF\T    HOMP. 

Out  Illtistratioits* 
TLVMSTICAD     MlXICn-AL     )ll-ILl>IN"OS      AND     I'V'liLIt 

LIimARV  :    SELKCTF.U     DESIGN". 

The  scheme  includes  municipal  offices,  public 
hall,  and  public  library  on  a  site  (after  deducting 
the  20lt.  road  necessitated  by  the  L.C.C.  regu- 

lations) about  2oOft.  by  II  Oft."  We  illustrate  the general  view  and  two  chief  plans.  The  three 
divisions  of  the  building  are  each  entirely  self- 
contained  and  distinct,  except  that  communication 
is  provided  between  the  municipal  offices  and 
public  hall,  for  municipal  purposes.  The  public 
hall  is  designed  to  seat  1,000  persons  in  the 
auditorium,  and  200  on  the  platform,  with  space 
for  organ.  The  entrance  is  in  Park-road.  Cloak- 

rooms of  ample  dimensions  are  placed  on  each 

side  of  entrance  h'lll,  with  lavatory  accommo- 
■dation  in  basement.  The  crush  hall,  provided  at 
the  side  exit,  will  form  a  valuable  adjunct  to  the 
hall,  and  leading  into  the  20ft.  road  should,  with 
the  other  exits,  provide  sufficient  means  of  egress 
in  case  of  emergency.  The  municipal  offi  es  are 
arranged  on  three  floors :  the  councU  chamber 
and  committee  rooms  being  on  the  upper  floor, 

vestry  clerk  and  surveyor's  departments  on 
ground  floor,  and  the  remaining  departments  on 
the  lower  ground  floor.  The  council  chamber 
provides  seating  for  100  members  of  vestry  and 
officials,  and  70  in  public  space,  to  which  separate 
access  is  provided  from  the  street.  The  council 

chamber,  together  with  the  ante-room,  members' 
cloak-room,  and  writing-room,  forms  a  com- 

plete suite  of  apartments.  The  public  library 
is  all  arranged  on  the  ground  floor,  the 

issuing-room  being  the  centre  of  supervision, 
and  communicates  directly  with  news  and 
magazine-room  and  reference  library.  Each 
department  is  also  accessible  from  the  entrance- 
hall.  On  the  upper  floor  are  placed  the  large 

museum,  annexe,  and  commissioners'  room.  The 
librarian's  house  occupies  three  floors  and  is  self- 
contained,  communicating  with  the  library  on 
ground  floor.  Fire-resistinjr  construction  will  lie 
adopted  generally,  the  floors  being  of  steelwork 
imbedded  in  concrete,  and  the  large-span  roofs 
having  steel  trusses.  The  elevations  are  to  be  in 
red  brick  and  Portland  stone,  with  Westmore- 

land slate  roofs.  The  heating  to  be  low-pressure 
hot  water,  except  to  public  hajl,  council-chamber, 
library,  and  museum,  which  will  be  on  plenum 
system.  The  cost  at  present  is  limited  to 
£10,000.  Mr.  A.  Brumwell  Thomas,  of  West- 

minster, is  the  architect  of  this  lirst  premiated 
design,  and  the  \estry  will  carry  out  the  build- 

ings from  his  plans.  Next  week  we  propose  to 
give  the  geometric  elevations  of  his  scheme,  which 

in  some  respects  hardly  gains  from  the  perspective. 
The  entrance  to  the  fore  front  of  the  main  fai.ade, 
as  seen  in  the  view,  was  incorrectly  inserted  by  the 
draughtsman  by  an  oversight.  The  plans  and 
the  elevations  are  in  agreement,  however,  and 
this  item  in  the  perspective  does  not  concern  the 
general  merit  of  the  scheme  as  a  whole. 

I'LlMSTF.An    MIXICIPAL    1UIL11IX<;S  :     SECOSI) 

I'UEMHTEl)    DKSIC'.V. 

The  authors'  endeavour  was  to  plan  u  scheme 
that  could  be  built  in  Mocks.  The  large  hall, 
with  its  principal  front  and  one  long  side  abutting 
upon  roads,  with  entrances  and  exits  as  shown 
upon  plin.  There  is  a  wide  corridor  up  one  side 

of  main  hall  to  the  platform.  The  artists' 
entrance  is  directly  off  side  street.  The  largo 
hall  is  connected  with  the  vestry  offices  by  the 
rate  oflice,  which  could  be  converted  into  refresh- 

ment room  at  public  dances,  &c.  The  vestry 
offices  are  arranged  in  the  centre  of  the  site,  with 
entrances  from  tho  side  courts  for  the  workmen, 

for  the  public  going  to  gallrry  of  council  chaml(,T 
and  for  caretaker.  Tho  library  is  planned  at 

the  opposite  end  of  site  to  the  largo  hall,  with 
news-room  and  reference  library  liijhted  direct 
from  the  side  street.  Tho  materials  proposed  to 
be  used  for  the  exterior  were  red  brick  and  Port- 

land stone,  the  roofs  to  be  covered  with  West- 
moreland green  slates.  Fittings  of  largo  hall 

and  council  chamber  were  to  bo  in  oak,  with 
friezes  in  modelled  plaster.  The  authors  are 
Messrs.  Hall,  Cooper,  and  Davis,  21,  (lid  tjueon- 
street,  Westminster,  and  Scarborough. 

I'LUMSTEAn    MUXICII'AL    UL'lLmXGS  :    TUnui 
]>RE.MI.\TED    DESICX. 

The  chief  points  which  influenced  the  working 
out  of  this  design  were  that  the  ground  floor  of 
the  library  should  occupy  the  whole  of  the  site 

given  up  for  that  building.  That  all  tho  muni- 
cipal offices  should  be  on  one  floor,  each  depart- 
ment .being  self-contained,  including  lavatory 

accommodation.  That  the  public  hall  should  be 

kept  away  from  the  library,  and  have  a  maximum 
frontage  to  public  roads.  The  municipal  build- 

ings and  public  haU  were  estimated  to  cost 
£27,080  and  the  public  library  £12,000.  Th( 
architects  are  Jleesrs.  Potter  and  Cranfleld,  of 

Lincoln's  Inn-fields,  W.C.  . 

THE    aVEEX    VICTORIA    .lllilLEE    CONVAI.ESCHXT 

HO.ME,    IIUISTOL. 

Tun  premises  originally  known  as  "  Waynflete," 
which  have  been  purchased  by  Mr.  E.  P.  Wills 
and  handed  over  to  the  city  for  a  Convalescent 

llome,  to  commemorate  the  Uueen's  Diamond .lubilee,  were  erected  about  eleven  years  ago  for 

the  Key.  J.  II.  Wilkinson,  M.A.,  as  a  high-class 
boarding  school  for  boys.  The  architect  is  Mr. 
W.  L.  Bernard,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  Bristol,  and  the 
same  gentleman  has  given  his  services  as  honorary 
architect  in  designing  and  superintending  the 
various  alterations  necessary  to  convert  the  pre- 

mises into  a  convalescent  home,  which  was  opened 

by  the  (Jueen  on  Wednesday,  when  Jlr.  Bernard 
was  formally  presented  to  Her  ilajesty.  The 
building,  which  is  splendidly  situated  at  the  edge 
of  Durdham  Down,  at  the  top  of  Black  Boy  Hill, 

stands  in  its  own  grounds  of  three  and  a-half 
acres,  and  from  its  windows  there  is  a  line  view- 
in  all  directions.  The  plan  of  the  existing  build- 

ing, which  has  a  wide  corridor  in  the  centre  on 
each  floor  running  cast  and  west  for  the  whole 
length,  with  the  various  rooms  on  either  side, 
was  found  to  be  admirably  adapted  for  the  special 
re<|uirements  of  a  convalescent  home,  and  but 
little  structural  alteration  was  necessary.  On  tho 

ground  floor  of  the  building  a  new  dining-hall 
has  been  formed,  capable  of  accommodating  all 
the  inmates ;  and  other  of  the  rooms  have  been 
devoted  to  smoking  and  day-rooms  for  men, 
lavatories  and  cloakrooms  for  men  and  women, 

servants'  hall,  kitchens,  sculleries,  and  the  usual 
offices  necessary  for  such  an  institution.  A 
verandah  of  iron  and  glass  has  been  constructed 
on  the  south  side  for  tho  whole  length  of  the 

building  between  the  wings,  and  will  form  a 
cheerful  covered  lounge  for  the  inmates.  .\Uthe 
windows  of  the  rooms  facing  south  on  the  ground 
floor,  and  of  all  day-rooms  on  the  upper  floors, 
have  been  lowered,  so  that  patients  can  easily 
see  into  the  beautiful  grounds.  The  principal 
entrance  to  the  institution  is  from  the  north  side, 

whera  a  handsome  new  porch  with  stone  steps 
and  balustrade  has  been  constructed,  leading  into 

an  inner  hall,  from  which  the  main  corridor  is 

entered,  i  in  this  floor  on  the  south  side  are  day- 

rooms  and  dormitories  for  men  and  women,  the 

former  at  the  east  end  and  tho  latter  at  the  west 

end  of  the  building  :  the  lady  superintendent's 
sitting-room,  nurses'  dining-room  and  sitting- 

room,  medical  ofticers'  consulting  room,  dis- 

pensary, and  a  small  oflice  and  waitircr-room 

adjoining  the  entrance  hall.  The  larg' 
the  centre  facing  north,  that  was  for 

boys'    dining-hall,    has     been     made    ;;..     --- 

principal  day-room  for  women.  Tho  second 
floor  contains  dormitories  for  the  inmates  and 

bedrooms  for  the  lady  superintendent  and  nurses, 
and  in  the  centre,  on  the  south  side  of  this  floor, 

is  the  chapel.  Tho  third  floor  contains  further 
dormitories  and  rooms  for  nurses  and  servants. 

All  tho  day-rooms  and  dormitories  are  well 
lighted,  spacious,  and  airy,  and  well  warmed  and 
ventilated.  Access  to  the  various  floors  is  by 

means  of  staircases,  of  which  there  are  three — 
one  at  each  end  for  men  and  women  respectively, 

and  one  in  the  centre  for  servants'  and  genera) 
domestic  use.  A  large  passenger  lift,  running 

tho  whole  height  of  the  building,  has  been  con- 
structed, with  access  from  all  floors,  for  tho  use 

of  those  patients  who  may  be  unable  to  use  tho 
staircases.  There  are  also  other  lifts  in  tho 

building  for  coal  and  luggage  and  for  dinner 
service.  Tho  general  contractor  for  the  works 
was  Mr.  Edward  Walters,  of  Uichmond-road, Slontpelier. 

CHIPS. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  \\'ool8ton  cottage 
hospital  was  laid  ia  Doddington-road,  Welling- 

borough, last  week.  The  contract  for  the  erection 
of  the  hospital  was  £2,110,  and  the  building  is  being 
erected  by  Messrs.  E.  Brown  and  Hods,  from  the 
designs  of  Messrs.  Sharman  and  Archer,  of  Welliog- borougb. 

At  the  statutory  general  meeting  of  Robert 
Stephenson  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  engineers,  itc,  held  last 
week  at  the  Central  Station  Hotel,  Newcaatle- 
on-Tyre,  the  chairman  Sir  Joseph  Pease,  stated 
that  the  terms  asked  for  the  renewal  of  their  lease 
of  the  old  engine  works  erected  in  Xewcastle  by 
George  and  Robert  Stephenson,  and  which  has  still 
1 1  years  to  run,  were  so  high  that  the  directors  had 
bought  freehold  land  at  Dirllngton,  where  they 
intended  to  build,  with  all  possible  improvements, 
new  locomotive  works. 

Oa  Saturday,  at  Messrs.  .1.  and  A.  Gardner  and 
Co.'s  granite  quarries  on  the  shore  of  Loch  P^.ive, 
at  Bonawe,  a  monster  blast  was  successfully  fired. 
Five  tons  of  gunpowder  were  used  in  two  chambers. 
The  quarrying  of  these  chambers,  and  the  passage 
leading  to  them,  occupied  about  eleven  months. 
The  charge  was  fired  by  electricity,  and  the  granite 
was  slowly  upheaved,  thousands  of  tons  sliding 
down  to  the  quarry  floor. 

On  Saturday  afternoon  ten  memorial -stones  were 
laid  of  a  cew  Wesleyan  chapel  in  Fleet-street, 
Bradley,  Xelson.  The  coat  of  the  budding  will  be 
£1,000,  and  accommodation  will  be  provided  for 
between  700  and  800  people. 

The  funeral  of  the  late  Mr.  .John  Gethin,  builder, 
and  a  member  of  the  Shrewsbury  Town  Council, 
took  place  at  the  Shrewsbury  General  Cemetery 
last  week,  and  was  very  largely  attended,  not  only 
by  members  of  the  corporate  body,  but  also  by 
the  tradesmen  of  the  town. 

The  Camberwell  board  of  guardians  have  finally 

adopted  revised  plans  for  the  extension  of  their 
workhouse  and  infirmary.  Mr.  Elwin  T.  Hall, 
F  U.I.B.A.,  of  Moorgate-street,  is  the  architect, 
and  the  estimated  outlay,  according  to  the  revised 
and  reduced  plans,  is  £IG0,000,  a  reduction  of 
£1S,000  on  the  coat  of  the  designs  aubmitted  in  .1  one last. 

A  new  sanatorium,  which  has  been  built  at 

Burnley  at  a  cost  of  £20,000,  was  opened  on  Sitor- 
dsy.  The  institution  ia  for  the  treatment  of 
infectious  diseases,  and  has  been  conatraotod 
jointly  by  tbe  Burnley  Corporation,  the  Burnley 
Itural  District  C:>uncil,  I'adiham  Trban  Council, 
and  Brierfield  Irban  Council.  Seven  acres  of  land 
have  been  inclosed,  and  the  buildings  at  present 

comprise  fever  pavilion,  isolation  pavilion,  adminis- 
tratioii  block,  laundry,  mortuary,  and  porter'a 
lodge.  Accommodation  is  provided  at  the  outset 
for  30  beds,  but  space  is  left  for  an  additional 

pavilion  to  increase  the  number  to  ISo,  as  required. 
The  work  has  been  carried  out  from  the  designs 
and  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  F.  S.  Britton,  of Burnley. 

The  Cornish  Committee  appointed  toorg&oiaea 
memorial  to  Major  Ganeral  Sir  WiUiam  Peun 

Symons  have  decided  to  placs  a  atained-gUaa window  in  Botusfleming  Cnurch,  and  to  erect  a 
small  local  memorial  in  Saltash. 

C Monel  W.  Langton  Coke,  M.I.C.E.,  an  inspector 
of  the  L-jcal  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  at 

Barusloy.  on  Friday,  touching  an  application  of  the 

Corporation  to  borrow  il.i'iOl  for  the  purpose  of 
installing  tho  electric  light  into  the  Uarvey  loiti- 
tuto.  the  Com  Eicbange,  the  market,  weigh-houte, 
registrar's  house  at  the  cemetery,  and  the  pablie 

baths. 
The  Archbishop  of  York  has  confirmed  the  »p- •  ut  of  Mr.   Brierley.  architect,  of  York,  as 

.  surveyor  for  the  York  D  jtrict,  to  act  ia 

._  _^;tion  with  Mr.  Damaine. 
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Bttilbtng  Jitttlligentt. 
liut(  iii.N. — The  cathedral  rostorntion  committee 

have  received  a  letter  from  Sir  Willium  Liird, 
clerk  and  treasurer  to  the  ISaird  Trust,  stating 
that  the  plans  showing  the  proposed  restoration 
of  the  cathedral  of  lirechin  had  been  submitted 

to  the  trustees.  Ho  was  authorised  to  saj-  that, 
on  the  completion  of  the  work  in  conformity 
with  the  plana  first  submitted,  the  trustees  wore 
disposed  to  make  a  grant  of  CI, 500.  They  were, 
however,  desirous  that  the  proposed  additional 
aisle  on  the  north  side  of  the  church  should  be 

erected,  and  i£  that  were  done  they  would  in- 
Ciease  their  contribution  by  £.500,  making  a  total 
of  £2,0110.  An  anonymous  donor  had  intimated 
a  subscription  of  £250  if  the  proposed  north  aisle 
is  carried  out. 

Briiv,  Lax<  s. — To  -  morrow  (Saturday}  the 
foundation-stone  of  the  new  Church  of  .St.  Peter, 
Bury,  will  be  laid  by  the  Earl  of  Derby.  The 
church,  which  has  been  partially  taken  down, 
was  modem,  having  been  built  in  1871.  The 
rebuilding  is  to  a  great  extent  on  the  old  f ounda  - 
tions,  strengthened  where  they  were  deficient, 
and  the  old  plan  and  general  design  have  been 
followed  as  far  as  was  consistent  with  sound  con- 

struction. A  large  western  entrance  porch  is 
added,  and  the  vestries  for  clergy  and  choir  are 
extended  to  twice  their  original  size.  The  builder 
is  Mr.  Charles  Brierley,  of  Bury ;  Mr.  Medland 
Taylor,  of  Manchester,  is  the  architect,  and  Mr. 
Joseph  Clare  the  clerk  of  works. 

CH.^Rixfi  Cross  Road,  W.C.  — Wyndham's 
Theatre,  built  from  plans  by  Mr.  W.  G.  R. 
Sprague  on  an  isolated  site  in  Charing  Cross- 

road and  St.  Martin's-court,  was  opened  yester- 
day (Thursday).  It  is  faced  with  Portland  stone 

on  every  side,  and  is  Slodern  Renaissaince  in  style ; 
the  frontage  to  the  main  road  is  84ft.  The  chief 
entrance  leads  into  a  circular  crush-room  and 
descends  a  marble  staircase  to  the  seats,  of  which 

there  will  be  over  '200.  By  ascending  another 
marble  staircase  the  dress  circle  is  reached,  and 
here  there  is  accommodation  for  some  150  persons. 
The  width  of  the  auditorium  is  about  54ft.,  and 
the  same  distance  separates  the  back  wall  of  the 

pit  from  the  curtain-line.  The  decoration  of  the 
interior  has  been  carried  out  in  the  Louis  XV  I. 

style,  the  upholstery  being  pale  blue  in  tint. 
There  are  a  dozen  boxes.  The  refreshment-bars 

are  conveniently  placed,  and  as  the  cantilever 
system  has  been  adopted  there  are  no  pillars  to 
obstruct  the  view  from  any  corner.  The  pro- 

scenium, which  is  a  "floating  frame,"  like  that 
at  the  Haymarket,  has  an  opening  of  26ft.  It 
is  surmounted  by  a  moiJding,  in  which  have  been 
designed  figures  holding  medallion  portraits  of 
Ooldsmith  and  Sheridan.  The  stage  is  30ft. 
deep  and  6Jft.  wide,  and  has  a  height  to  the 
grid  of  .5iift.,  which  will  enaljle  aU  scenery  to 
lie  lifted,  thus  obviating  damage  by  rolling. 
There  are  two  new  features  in  this  house.  The 

first  is  the  roof  garden,  which  is  an  iron  frame- 
work erected  between  the  proscenium  wall  and 

the  main  frontage.  This  will  be  used  as  a  lounge, 

and  has  a  platform  upon  it.  The  "garden"  is 
-51ft.  wide  and  41ft.  long.  The  second  novelty 
is  the  lift,  which  will  run  from  the  eatrance  to 
the  stalls  to  the  glass  house  on  the  roof. 

HoxTON,  X.F,.— The  Earl  of  Rosebery  formally 
opened  on  Monday  the  new  municipal  buildings 
erected  by  the  Shoreditch  Vestry  in  Hoxton. 
The  new  model  artisans'  dwellings  occupy  the 
old  Moira-place  and  Plumber's-place  area.  They 
are  the  first  dwellings  of  the  kind  erected  by  any 
vestry  or  local  board,  and  consist  of  three  blocks 
of  buildings,  each  five  stories  high,  fronting  on 
Britannia-street  and  Provost-street.  They  are 
capibleof  housing  4()0  persons  in  25  tenements 
of  two  rooms  each  and  50  tenements  of  three 
rooms  each.  The  County  Council  contributed 
half  the  expense  of  acquiring  the  area ;  but  the 
cost  of  erecting  the  dwellings  has  been  borne 
wholly  by  the  vestry.  The  number  of  persons 
displaced  was  5;i3.  It  is  proposed  to  erect  a 
further  block  at  the  comer  of  Nile-street,  which 
will  accommodate  72  persons ;  so  that  the  total 
for  whom  accommodation  is  provided  is  472.  The 
tenements  are  each  quite  self-contained.  The 
«lectric  light  is  installed,  and  will  be  supplied  at 
an  mclusive  cost  of  Sd.  per  week  for  the  two- 
room  tenements  and  of  lod.  per  week  for  the 
three-room  tenements.  The  rents  to  bo  chwged 
will  be  lis.  Gd.  and  8s.  6d.  per  week  respectively. 
The  total  cost  of  the  scheme  is  £22, ill 7,  and, 
after  allowing  for  all   outgoings,  the  rents  will 

give  a  return  of  about  3J  percent.  Mr.  Rowland 
Plumbe,  y.U.I.B.A.,  was  the  architect,  and  Mr. 
J.  Steed  the  builder. 

The  Mktkoiolitav  Taiikkxacli-.. — A  hope 
had  been  entertained  that  the  rebuilding  of  the 

Jletropolitan  Tabernacle  would  have  been  com- 
pleted some  months  ago,  but  it  was  not  realised, 

owing  to  the  inability  of  the  contractors  (Messrs. 
Iliggs  and  Hill,  of  South  Lambeth)  to  obtain  the 
great  iron  ribs  on  which  the  roof  is  to  bo  carried. 
Though  at  the  time  the  contract  was  entered  into 
the  firm  concerned  could  not  give  any  guarantee 
as  to  delivery  within  a  specified  period,  they 
promised  to  forward  the  girders  with  as  much 
expedition  as  possible  ;  but  the  conditions  of  the 
iron  trade  prevented  them  from  sending  more 
than  a  portion  of  the  whole.  The  contractors 
are  only  awaiting  the  placing  of  all  the  girders 
in  position  and  the  roofing-in  of  the  building  to 
finish  the  other  branches  of  the  work.  These  are 

now  in  an  advanced  stage.  The  two  galleries 
that  run  round  the  building,  with  their  separate 
staircases,  are  practically  finished.  The  concrete 
bed  on  which  the  wooden  flooring  of  the  audi- 

torium will  rest  has  been  laid ;  as  much  of  the 

plastering  as  it  has  been  possible  to  proceed  with 
has  been  done,  and,  substantially,  the  whole  of 

the  woodwork  has  been  prepared.  ICverj-  pre- 
caution is  being  taken  by  the  architects,  Slesers. 

Searle  and  Hayes,  of  Ludgate  Hill,  against 
••mother  fire.  The  flooring  and  staircases  through- 

out the  building  have  been  built  of  concrete,  and 
the  roof  will  be  made  of  the  same  material.  Steel, 

also,  is  being  substituted  for  wood,  wherever 
practicable.  It  is  hoped  that,  at  the  very  latest, 
the  building  will  be  ready  by  June  next.  The 
entire  cost  of  rebuilding  the  Tabernacle  and  the 
Lower  Hall  will  be  £44,576,  of  which  all  but 
£5,000  has  been  obtained.  The  congregation  is 

pledged  not  to  open  the  Tabernacle  until  it  is 
absolutely  free  from  debt,  and  the  building  com- 

mittee, of  which  the  Rev.  T.  Spurgeon  is  the 
chairman,  and  ilr.  F.  H.  Ford  the  hon.  secretary, 

appeal  for  the  raising  of  the  £5,000. 

West  Kiituv. — The  new  public  hall  was 
formally  opened  on  Monday.  The  hall  buildings 

occcupy  a  site  at  the  junction  of  Meols-drive 
with  liridge-road,  and  have  a  frontage  of  148ft. 
The  fa(,ade  is  of  red  Ruabon  brick  with  brown 
terracotta  dressings,  and  the  design  is  of  a  Free 
Renaissance  type.  The  entrance  hall  is  5ft.  by 
21ft.  The  assembly  hall  is  fl  inked  on  both  sides 

by  corridors  6ft.  6in.  wide,  and  measures  SOft. 
long  and  50ft.  wide,  while  on  the  first  floor  are 
side  galleries  over  the  corridors  and  a  gallery 
over  the  entrance  hall.  The  height  of  the  hall 
frcm  floor  to  ceiling  is  soft.,  and  accommodation 
is  provided  for  1,200  persons.  The  stage  is  50ft. 
by  24ft.,  and  the  proscenium  opening  is  24ft.  by 
20ft.  Flies,  gridiron,  and  other  accessories  are 
provided  to  enable  theatrical  performances  to  be 
given.  Cloak-rooms,  with  lavatories,  &c.,  are 
provided  for  ladies  and  gentlemen,  and  at  the 
back  of  the  stage  are  retiring  and  dressing  rooms, 
lavatories,  ij.  To  the  hall  a  large  cafe  is 

attached,  having  refreshment-rooms  on  the 
ground  and  first  floors,  kitchen,  serving-rooms. 
Sec,  while  on  the  top  floor  is  a  room  suitable  for 
small  meetings,  rehearsals,  \c.,  with  anterooms 
attached.  The  buildings  have  been  designed  and 
carried  out  under  the  supervision  of  Jlr. 

Herbert  ̂ \'.  Keef,  architect,  of  Liverpool  and 

Hoylake,  and  erected  by  Mr.  M'.  H.  Forde,  of Birkenhead. 

The  programme  of  meetings  for  the  Koyal  Insti- 
tute of  British  Architects  has  been  slightly  varied 

since  it  was  published  at  the  beginning  of  the  season. 
Next  Monday  evening,  the  buildings  of  the  Paris 
Exhibition  not  bjing  advanced  enough  for  M. 
Charles  Licas  to  complete  bis  paper  in  time  for 
Monday  evening:,  the  date  fixed  for  its  reading, 
Dr.  Murray  has  kindly  consented  to  read  his  paper 
on  that  evening,  and  M.  Lueas  will  take  the  date 

originally  allotted  to  D.-.  Murray — viz  ,  Dae.  18. 
The  subject  of  the  paper  for  .lanu&ry  22,  luft  blank 

in  the  announcements  already  issued,  in  '  The  .lohn 
Kylauds  Memorial  Library,  Mwchester,"  by  Mr. 
liisil  Champneys,  and  that  for  April  2.3,  "The 
Works  of  the  late  Sir  Arthur  lilomfield,  A.K.A.," 

by  Mr.  A.  E.  Street. 
In  order  to  permit  of  street  improvements  to  be 

carried  out  in  Thoruhill,  the  local  authority  applied 
to  the  Local  Government  Board  for  power  to  borrow 
£  1,750  to  defray  the  cost,  together  with  £250  for  a 
store,  &c.,  in  Sivile-road,  Savile  Town.  The 
central  body  sent  down  Mr.  Tulloch,  C.E.,  one  of 
their  inspectors,  to  hold  an  inquiry,  and  it  took 
place  on  Tuesday.  The  proceedings  were  purely 
formal,  for  there  was  no  opposition. 

OOKFETITIONS. 

I'tLiiAM  :  W.iLHAM-i.uEE.v  Batus. — This  com- 
petition, in  which  Mr.  Frank  T.  Baggallay  was 

the  assessor,  has  just  been  decided.  Twenty-five 
designs  were  sent  in,  distinguished  by  numbers 

affixed  by  the  clerk  to  the  Fulham  Baths  Com- 
missioners. The  amount  expended  not  to  exceed 

♦:35,000,  including  fittings  and  architect's  com- 
mission. The  first  premium  was  awarded  to  Mr. 

Harry  Dighton  Pearson,  A.  IM.B.A.,  of  Tedding- 
ton  ;  the  second,  of  75  guineas,  to  Mr.  H.  I'ruerv, 
of  Putney  Hill  :  and  the  third  to  Mr.  T.  \V. 
.\ldwinckle,  F.R.I.B.A.,of  Victoria-street,  West- 
minster. 

WuAUrEDALB   IxrECTIOr.S  DlSEASE.S  HosriTAI-. 

—It  is  understood  that  Mr.  E.  J.  Silcock,  C.E., 
of  Leeds,  the  assessor  appointed  by  the  district 
council,  has  sent  in  his  report,  and  that  the 
decision  of  the  council  will  shortlv  be  made. 

CHIPS. 
A  receiving  order  has  been  granted  in  the  case  of 

George  H.  Chappell,  of  L?ek,  surveyor. 

The  Wetherby  Guardians  and  Rural  District 
Council  have  been  informed  that  the  umpires  in  the 
Boston  Spa  drainage  arbitration  have  awarded 

Major  Gascoyne  £273  ;  the  umpire's  costs  are  £78, 
and  in  addition  there  are  the  plaintiffs'  and  solicitors' 
costs,  in  all  a  probable  total  of  £500. 
New  schools  erected  in  connection  with  St. 

Andrew's  Church,  Whitmore  Rsans,  were  dedicated 
by  the  Bishop  of  Lichfield  on  Thursday  afternoon  in 
last  week.  They  are  to  accommodate  620  children, 
and  have  cost  £4,500. 

The  statement  of  the  affairs  of  Mr.  G»o.  W. 

Ryall,  quantity  surveyor,  George-street,  Wolver- 
hampton, a  bankrupt,  shows  debts  £285  and  assets 

only  £2  Ss.  Sd.  He  attributes  iiis  failure  to  bad 
trade  and  illness  of  his  family. 

The  extensions  and  additions  to  the  Xitional 

(Tate)  Gallery  of  British  Art  in  Grosvenor-road, 
Pimlico,  will  be  opened  on  Mondav  week,  the  27th 
inst.  Mr.  Sidney  K.  J.  Smith,  F.R  I.B.A.,  is  the 
architect,  and  Messrs.  Higgs  and  Hill,  of  Crown 
Point  Works,  .South  Limlwth,  are  the  builders. 
We  illustrated  the  Gallery  itself  in  our  issue  of 
March  17,  1S93,  and  gave  a  plan  of  the  enlarged 
building,  including  the  extensions  just  completed, 
in  that  of  May  12,  1S99. 

The  Bishop  of  Exeter  has  fixsd  Xovember  SO  for 
the  opening  of  the  new  Church  of  Emmanuel,  in 
one  of  the  most  populous  districts  of  Exeter.  The 
foundation-stone  was  laid  by  Ganeral  Sir  Redvers 
BuUer.  The  church  has  been  built  from  plans  by 
Mr.  Harold  Brakespear,  A  R.I.B.A  .  of  Corshim, 
selected  in  open  competition,  and  was  illustrated  in 
our  issue  of  July  22,  IS9S.  The  style  is  Eirly 

Perpendicular.  The  external  walls  are  of  Babba- 
combe  stone,  and  those  inside  of  Pocombe  stone, 
with  Bath  stone  dressings,  The  roofs  are  of  pitch- 
pine,  with  plain  red  tiles,  and  the  seating  is  of 
pitch-pine  in  nave,  and  of  oak  in  chancel.  The 
sole  contractor  is  Mr.  N.  Pratt,  of  Clyst  St.  Mary, 

and  Mr.T.  Glanfiald,  of  Exeter,  is  the  clerkof  works. 

The  Dian  and  Cnapter  of  Cirlisle  Cithedral, 
having  decided  upon  replacing  the  old  clock  with  a 
better  timekeeper,  gave  instructions  to  Messrs.  W. 
Potts  and  Sons,  clock  manufacturers,  of  Leeds  and 
Xewcastle-on-Tyne,  to  erect  a  new  clock  from  the 
plans  of  Lord  Grimthorpe,  which  they  have  just 

completed,  and  will  shortly  erect  the  new  town- hall  clock  for  the  Mayor  and  C  orporation  of  Carlisle. 

Mr.  Alderman  John  Pethick,  builder  and  con- 
tractor, of  Plymouth,  has  been  re-elected  mayor  of 

that  borough.  Mr.  G.  Davis,  builder,  has  been 
re-elected  chief  magistrate  of  Dorchester,  and  is 
now  serving  for  the  fifth  time ;  and  at  Okehampton 
the  new  mayor.  Councillor  R.  Brealey,  was  for 

m»ny  years  a  large  builder  in  London.  Mr.  John 
Bradshaw,  Mayor  of  Gateshead,  was  born  near 

Abergavenny,  Mon.,  in  1S40.  In  1S67  he  went  to 
Newcastle,  and  obtained  employment  as  a  journey- 

man mason.  The  following  year  he  started  busi- ness on  his  own  account  in  Gateshead,  and,  becoming 

successful,  found  time  to  devote  himself  to  municipal 

pursuits,  having  now  occupied  a  seat  on  the  town council  for  22  years. 

Major  General  Darley  Crozier,  R.E.,  an  inspector under  the  Local  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry, 

in  the  Town  Hall,  Warrington,  on  Friday,  respect- 

ing an  application  of  the  corporation  for  sanction  to borrow  £44,966  for  purposes  of  electric  lighting, 

and  £9,336  for  the  provision  of  a  central  sanitary 

depot  at  Parr -street. 

The  Roman  C*tholic  Church  of  St.  Mary's,  Moor- fields,  was  closed  on  Sunday  night  as  a  place  of 

public  worship,  and  to-day  the  process  of  demolition 
will  begin.  The  site  has  been  sold  for  building 
purposes.  •  The  remains  of  the  bishops  buried  in  the 
vaults  will  be  transferred  to  the  churchyard  of  St. 
Edmund's  College,  Ware. 
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PKOFESSIONAIi    AND    TRADE 
SOCIETIES. 

Arcthtf.cturai,  Skction',  Glasgow  Piiilo- 
sorHicAL  SociKTv.— Tho  opening  meeting  of  the 
Architectural  Section  of  the  tilasgow  rhilosophical 
Society  was  held  on  Monday  evening.  The  presi- 

dent, Mr.  A.  Lindsay  MUler,  architect,  was  in 
the  chair,  and  gave  his  presidential  address.  He 
congratulated  the  section  on  the  excellent  syllabus 
presented  to  them  this  year,  as  indicating  great 
energy  in  the  section,  lie  took  for  his  address 
the  subject  of  "  Aichitoctural  Notes  on  Fountains 
Abbey  and  Oxford.'  lie  gave  a  short  historical 
notice  of  each  of  the  places,  and  then  by  means 
of  slides  gave  an  illustnition  of  the  leading 
features  of  the  Cistercian  abbey,  and  also  of  the 
colleges  of  Orford.  In  conclusion,  ho  stated  that 
Oxford  still  maintained  the  load  in  those  historical 
associations  which  lent  such  a  charm  to  a  city. 
There,  on  all  sides,  one  was  surrounded  by  the 

memorj-  of  great  men,  who  in  their  day  had  helped 
to  the  making  of  our  country  either  in  war, 
science,  literature,  or  art. 

Royal  Ixstiti  te  of  Biiitisii  Auciiitects. — 
The  half-yearly  progressive  examination  of  the 
K.I.B.A.,  London,  was  held  under  the  direction 
of  the  York  Architectural  Society,  at  the  School 
of  Science  and  Art,  on  Tuesday,  Wednesday,  and 

Thursday  last.  For  the  first,  or  "  Preliminary," 
eta^e  13  candidates  attended,  and  for  the  "  Inter- 

mediate*' seven.  The  following  members  of the  York  Society  officiated  as  examiners  and 
moderators:  —  5Ir.  Henry  Perkin,  F.R.I.B.A., 
Mr.  AVilliam  llepper,  F.K.I.B.A.,  Mr.  George 
Benson,  A.R.T.B.A.,  Mr.  A.  ̂ V.  Turner,  Mr.  J. 
T.  Pegge,  Mr.  George  Jlilburn,  Mr.  Jno. 
Ferguson,  Mr.  E.  A.  Pollard,  and  Mr.  A.  P.. 
Burleigh. 

SiiF.FFiF.Ln  .Society  or  Akchitects  axd  Svn- 

VEYOR.?. — The  first  monthly  meeting  of  this 
society  was  held  at  the  .School  of  Art,  Sheffield, 
on  Tuesday  night.  The  president,  Mr.  .loseph 
Smith,  was  in  the  chair.  Gn  the  proposal  of 
Jlr.  C.  J.  Innocent,  seconded  by  Jlr.  C.  Iladiield, 
and  supported  by  Mr.  Fred  Fowler,  it  was 
resolved  to  send  a  letter  of  sympathy  and  con- 

dolence to  the  family  of  the  late  Mr.  T.  ,1. 
Flockton,  who  was  the  first  president  of  the 
Society.  Mr.  J.  E.  WigfuU,  A.R  I.B.A.,  then 
gave  a  lecture  descriptive  of  "  Some  old  Derby- 
shii-e  Houses."  He  began  by  drawing  attention 
to  the  large  number  of  examples  of  old  domestic 
architecture  to  be  found  in  the  close  neighbour- 

hood of  Sheffield,  showing  traces  of  a  great  variety 
of  styles  included  in  the  term  Euglish  Renais- 

sance. They  were  interesting  as  instances  of  the 
honest  use  of  local  material,  and  simplicity  of 
treatment.  Much  could  be  learned  from  these 
houses,  and  he  urged  upon  students  the  desirability 
of  measuring  and  sketching  the  best  of  them.  For 
the  purpoEe  of  comparison  the  buildings  in  tho 
district  lying  to  the  west  of  the  railway  between 
Totley  and  T'dstono  were  selected  and  described. The  lecturer  remarked  that  thej  could  all  be 
visited  in  the  course  of  a  day's  walk.  By  means  of 
a  map  the  relative  positions  of  the  various  build- 

ings were  shown.  Commencing  with  ̂ Voodtho^pe 
Hall,  an  excellent  example  of  the  s'mpler  houses  of 
the  17th  century,  the  lecturer  drew  attention  in 
t'jm  to  F-anshawe-gate,  Ilorslev-gate,  I'nthank, 
and  Barlow  Woodseats,  the  la'tter  a  large  and .mterestmg  example,  and  one  having  some  old 
farm  buildings  which  present  features  worthy  of notice.  Cartledge  Hall,  with  its  wealth  of  oak 
panelling  and  ornamental  ceilings,  came  in  for 
rather  detailed  description.  Reference  was  then 
made  to  Holmesfield  HaU,  at  one  time  the 
residence  of  the  Burton  family.  Here  the  very handsome  doorway,  with  its  elaborate  heraldic 
shield,  was  described.  Attention  was  also  drawn 
•to  the  oak  panelling  and  pln.sterwork  to  be  found 
in  the  inside  of  the  house.  Dronfield  W'oodhouse, 
where  there  are  traces  of  an  old  English  garden, 
was  thin  mentioned,  and  many  old  houses  in Dronfield  were  described.  The  old  Hall  at 
Lnstone,  perhaps  one  of  the  finest  examples  in the  neighbourhood,  formed  the  last  in  the  series 
1  he  lecture  was  illustrated  by  means  of  photo- 

graphs and  measured  drawings  of  the  buildings 
described.  At  the  close  the  lecturer  was  heartily thanked,  on  the  motion  of  5£r.  H.adfield.  seconded 
by  MX.  Gibbs,  and  supported  by  Messrs.  F. 
l-owler,  Patterson,  T.  Winder,  and  others 

Extensive  alterations  are  now  being  carried  on  at tbe  'iaeens  Engineering  Works,  Bedford,  for Messrs.  \\  H.  Allen,  Sou,  and  Co.  Mr.  George  P. Allen,  of  3,  ̂ ew  Inn,  Strand,  is  the  architect. 

TO    OOBBESFONDENTS. 

[Wc  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinions  of 
our  correspondents.  All  communications  ^ould  be 
drawn  op  as  briefly  as  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  apace  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  is  particularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
sommunications  respecting  illustrations  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Bim-oisn 
tiBWS,  332,  Strand,  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
AJl  drawings  and  other  comraimicjitiunH  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors' risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Post-office  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
The  SraASD  Nkwspapkb  Cuupa.vt,  Liuitbd. 

NOTICE. 

Bonnd  copies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
u  only  a  limited  number  are  done  np.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI.,  XX.\II.,  XXXIII., 

xxxrv.,  xxxrx.,  xu.,  xlh-.,  xlvi.,  xlix., LI.,  UJl;  IXV..  LV.,  LIX.,  LX.,  LXI.,  LXH., 
LXIV.,  LXV..  LXVm.,  LXIX.,  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXrn.,  LXXIV.,  IOCXV.,  and  LXXVI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings  ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TEKMS   OP   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Ccuiada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  68.  Od.  (or6dols.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  6s.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6«.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
CStpe,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal,  £1  6s.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHABQE8, 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
I,  Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  &s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
uid  Trade  Advertisement^  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
oounting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  43.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
iaher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2b.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  &s. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

SlTUATIOlTB. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "Situations Vacant" 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  On'b  Shilliso  kob  Twbntt- 
roiTB  WoBDS,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  alter. 
AU  Situation  Advertisements  mtist  be  prepaid. 

"BUILDING   NEWS"   DIRECTORY,  19O0. 

AU  entries  for  the  above  for  1910  i^'>i-^'  reach  us  by 
December  1.  The  charge  is  £1  per  annum  prepaid  for 
each  entry.  Very  little  space  is  available  for  1900.  and  no 
present  entries  can  be  continued,  or  space  for  fresh  ones 
guaranteed,  which  are  not  remitted  for  by  December  1. 

It  is  particularly  requested  that  this  notice  may  be 
heeded  by  readers  interet^ted.  /(  will  Hof  (i/>/>"i;- "'/'". 
Last  year  considerable  disappointment  was  experienced 
by  many  who  omitted  to  send  their  instructions  in  time. 

The  space  at  the  disposal  of  the  "  Directory"  is  i^trictly limited,  and  it  is  impossiMe  to  accept  entries  for  the 
ensuing  year  after  December  1. 

Re.eived.-W.  H.  S.  and  Son.-C.  Z.— L.  and  X.— 
R.I.B.A.— Quiz.-Auctioneer.-L.  T.  M.— B.  andB.- 
T.  andM.— J.  M.  D.-F.  M.  Han  ev.— Beleaguered.— 
F.  M.-T.  P.  and  Co.— T.  P.  L.— H.  H.— M. 

PcriL.— Not  unreasonable. 

CcMPRTiTOE.— Wehave  not  seen  the  conditions ;  but  if  you 
are  correct,  it  looks  like  a  put-up  job  ! 

MBrALLic— You  must  have  a  metal  frame  of  some  sort 
if  it  is  to  be  movable.    Why  bed  the  tiles  in  plaster  at aU! 

PBBrLKXED. — You  are  right,  we  think  :  but  the  others 
will  probably  have  their  way.  Organ  makers  .-^eem  as  a 
rule  rather  to  prefer  to  work  independently  of  the architect. 

H.  .^SD  H. — Have  you  read  the  practical  series  on  "  In- 
laying," now  appearing  in  the  En-i!i<i>  .)/- -/;  !;,r- ' 

Hotel.— Farrow  and  Ja.'kson,  16,  Great  Tower-street, 
make  all  you  want  in  the  way  of  bar-tittings,  cellar- lifts,  &c. 

HoPBFi'L.- A  roof  of  wooden  shingles. 

RE  COMPETITIOX,  LVMM. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Biildixo  News 

Siu, — It  may  be  of  interest  to  your  numerous 
readers  to  be  informed  of  the  curious  iJe:is  evi- 

dently held  by  the  promoters  of  the  above  com- 
petition.    Having  made  personal  application, 

com 
as 

per  advertisement,  for  a  plan  of  tho  site,  levels, 
A:c.,  I  was  calmly  informed  that  applicants  must 
make  their  own  copies  of  the  plan  shown  to 
them,  and,  most  astounding  fact  of  all,  must  go 
out  and  purchase  their  own  tracing-paper  for  the 

purpose ! 
Tho  "  instructions  "  (r)  consisted  solely  of  a 

list  of  rooms  drawn  upon  a  half-sheet  of  noto- 

papor  ;  these  also  must  be  copied  for  one's  self  \ Aoil  to  this  tho  conditions  as  advertised,  and  I 

think  you  have  a  very  striking  commentarj-  on  tho 
dignity  (!)  of  an  architect's  calling. — I  am,  &c., 

ilanchester,  Nov.  13.  Yictim. 

Jntttcommttntcation. 
QXrSSTIONS, 

(nsBr.l  — Fireproof  BaUdin^.— Roman  builder.^ uso<l  concrete  lloore  and  tUt  concret*  roofs  without  any 
wood  or  ironwork.  Would  such  a  fonn  of  fireproof  build- 
ing  do  for  nmall  >Tlla«e  hospital,  nay  a  cottage  with  two 
iloorn  and  a  tlat  roof  r  What  would  be  the  comparative 
expense  between  this  and  a  cottaee  roofed  with  slates  and 
with  wood  or  iron  tloora  I  Would  the  accumulation  of 

pnow  be  a  serious  obstacle  to  the  adoption  of  a  flat  roof  .' 
Why  ifl  the  use  of  concrete  so  nefflocted  in  England,  and 
what  are  the  ascertained  drawbacks  to  its  more  extended 
U8C  .'— MKIiirAL  R'i>l  \N  AnTI'.-T-JTV. 

[ll.'jfi.S.l— The  Tower  of  London.— A  buildin^^of 
large  proportions,  constructed  of  brick  and  stone,  is  being 
erected  within  the  Tower  precincts.  It  is  utterly  out  of 
keeping  with  the  surrounding!!,  and  well-nigh  ruins  a 
considerable  portion  of  one  of  Kogland'a  most  interesting hintorical  monuments.  Can  reaaers  inform  me  who  la 
rewpon-Hible  for  this  gross  vandalism,  or  if  any  steps  are 
being  taken  with  a  view  to  ha\-ing  this  structure  removed  f — AariiiTKrT. 

[113R9.]-Bu9ting  of  Water-Plpes.-A  friend  of 
mine  in  South  Africa  obtains  his  water  supply  for  drink- 

ing purposes  through  iron  water-pipes  of  amall  bore, 
which  have  become  serioutily  rusted.  He  is  going  to  have 
them  taken  up  and  the  rust  scraped  out,  and  wishes  to 
know  of  the  most  efficient  way  of  preventing  any  future 
niHting.  Would  iron  oxide  paint  be  suitable,  or  some 
mixture  based  on  coal-tar  I  Heat  can  be  obtained  if  it  is 
neeesaary  for  the  application  of  the  latter.  Any  advice  or 
recipes  would  be  very  acceptable  by— Sm.vll-uxbi. 

RBPLIB8. 

f  11363.]  -F.IA-S.  means  Fellow  of  Actuaries*  Society ; there  is  no  such  Society  or  Institute  belonging  to  the 
architectural  profession.  Some  would-be  qualified 
arciiitects  use  it  afcer  their  names  in  places  beside  South 
T.ondon.  I  do  not  know  why,  unless  to  pose  aa  equals  to 
F.K.I.B.A.-D.  F. 

[II.i63.J-F.I.AS.- These  letters  stand  for  "Fellow 
of  the  Institute  of  Architects  and  Surveyors."  This "  institute "  is,  in  reality,  a  Limited  Liability  Co.. 
and  any  person  ̂ .no  matter  who)  by  paying  the  sum  of 
10s.  per  annum  becomes  an  Associate,  with  the  letters 
A.I.A.S.,  and.  for  a  further  sum  of  lOs.  per  annum,  he 

has  the  great  privilege  '.*;  of  becoming  a  Fellow.  The Royal  Institute  and  the  Society  of  Architects  are  the  only 
two  recognUeU  professional  bodies.— A.R. I.B.A. 
[U3<J4.]-Wet  or  Dry  Meters. -Sharp  frosts  are liable  to  affect  wet  meters,  but  a  little  glycerine  in  the 

water  retards  this  ;  otherwise  they  are  much  the  same  aa 
dry  ones,  except  the  bother  of  looking  after  supply  of 
water.— RKiiRSTN  Park. 

ni365.1 —Underpinning.— Measure  as  if  of  the 
ordinarr  thickness  and  a  percentage  added  to  the  abstract 
before  billing  If  brickwork  ia  in  sraill  <iuantities  to 
underpinning  state  it,  and  ke^i-p  separate.  ALw  ntate  if  it 
includes  iron  wedges,  or  any  timber  left  in.  Describe 
dlling  of  old  work  as  in  smail  quantities  inserted.  See 
"  Quantity  Surveying,"  by  J.  Leaning.  Spons  and  Co., 

Strand.  W.C— RF.aEsT'.-i  Parr. 

The  Surrey  C.>anty  Council,  having  appliei  to  the 
Local  (iovemment  Board  for  conjwnt  to  bDrrow 

£71.-70,  for  parposesof  the  County  Lunatic  Asylum 
at  Brookwo<w,  an  inquiry  waa  held  by  one  of  their 
inapectors,  Major-General  H.  P.  Croiiw,  K  E.,  in 
the  (i  rand  Jury-room  at  the  County  Hdl,  Kinffston- 
on-Thamea,  last  week.  It  was  stated  by  Mr.  F.  <  I. 
HowelJ,  the  county  aurreycr,  who  exhibits  the 

plana,  that  the  aaylam  now  houBes  1.2.)*J  inmates, and  the  additiona  now  proposed  woala  proTide  for 
;>  ts  additional  patienta,  I  \  nurses,  one  medical 
officer,  and  about  20  male  attendanta,  making  about 

400  in  all. 
The  first  cfTicial  ceremony  in  Mr.  Alderman 

Xewton*8  mayoralty  waa  performed  on  .S&turday. 
when  he  opened  Lloyd*8-avenue,  situated  at  the 
back  of  tho  Tilbury  and  Southend  Kvil way  Com- 

pany's terminus  in  Fenchurch-street,  and  running 
through  into  Crutched  Fnara.  It  croases  the  site 
lately  occupied  by  the  Kwt  and  Weat  India  Dxka 
warehouses,  and  is  -lioft.  in  Icnfrth  and  10ft.  wide  : 
beneath  ia  a  subway  12ft.  wide  and  7ft.  '-ji.  in 
height.  The  work  baa  been  carried  out  under  the 

superintendence  of  Mr.  D.  I.  Ross,  the  City  eniji- 
neer,  by  the  Corporation,  at  a  cost  of  about  £12,7"0, 
towanls  which  the  chief  property- owners  in  the 
district  which  it  traTcrves  have  contributed  i.  , 
At  the  weetem  side  of  the  Fen-^hurch-street 
entrance,  cloee  to  Aldf^ate,  buildings  are  in  coorte 

of  erection  for  Lloyd's  Shipping  Corporation. 
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liEQAI.  INTELLIGENOB. 

PBOrEKTY  AniiiTKArios  :s  l-i.i.is.— An  arbitra- 
tion in  connection  with  the  Voik-slreet  Insanitary 

Area  took  plac«  at  the  Leeda  Town  Hall  laet  wetk, 
before  Sir  Hugh  (iwen,  G.C.B.,  of  the  Local 
Government  Board.  The  claimant  was  Mr.  John 

Newton  Sharp,  and  the  property  which  the  corpora- 
tion deeire  to  acqoiie  from  him  for  the  purpose  of 

their  improvement  scheme  consists  of  a  lodging- 
house,  S  and  ii,  Moxon's-yajd,  a  stable,  cait-shed, 
and  yard  off  Moion's-yard,  and  a  store-room  and 
coal-store  at  11,  Cross  York-street,  and  7,  Moxon's- 
yard.  The  amount  claimed  was  £1,050,  and  the 
corporation  had  offered  ISO'K  After  evidence  by 
Mr.  Sharp  and  a  tenant,  Mr.  Banks  called  Mr. 
Walter  HoUis,  auctioneer  and  valuer,  whose  valua- 

tion of  the  property  was  il.lOr).  Mr.  Mosley, 
estate  agent  and  valuer,  put  the  value  at  £1,220. 
The  evidence  of  Mr.  D.  Dodgson,  architect,  was  to 
the  effect  that  only  about  20i.  need  be  expended  in 
repairs,  and  that  by  the  tenants.  No  structural 
alterations  were  needed.  The  case  for  the  corpora- 

tion was  then  opened.  Mr.  J.  M.  Fawcett,  valuer 
and  surveyor,  estimated  the  value  at  £()S4,  and 
Mr.  W.  S.  Braithwaite,  architect  and  surveyor,  at 

£719  19a.  Mr.  E.  J.  Silcock'a  valuation  was  £704. 
According  to  Mr.  Charles  Myers,  builder  and  valuer, 
£10  was  required  for  repairs.  Counsel  afterwards 
addressed  tne  inspector,  who  adjourned  the  other 

cues  entered  to  the  '28th,  29lh,  and  30th  inst. 
LlAIULITY  FOB  Dbainaoe  Wokks.— Scott  v. 

Bai-labd.  —  In  this  case,  heard  b^  Mr.  Justice 
Wright  on  Saturday,  without  a  jury,  in  the  Queen's 
Bench  Division,  plaintiff  was  landlady  and  de- 

fendant lessee  of  the  third  part  of  certain  stables 
and  premises  at  No.  21,  Corbet-court,  Spitalfields. 
By  covenant  in  the  lease  the  defendant  undertook 

to  pay  "  all  existing  and  future  taxes,  rates,  assess- 
ments, and  outgoings  imposed  in  respect  of  said 

premises,"  to  keep  them  in  tenantable  repair,  and 
not  to  "  do  or  commit  or  permit  any  waste  or 
damage,  or  anything  which  might  be  or  become  a 
nuisance  or  annoyance  to  the  owners  or  occupiers 

of  adjoining  premises."  It  appeared  that  a  portion 
of  the  stables  was  defectively  drained,  and  another 
portion,  which  had  been  converted  by  the  de- 

fendant into  stables,  was  not  drained  at  all.  In 
189>  the  sanitary  inspector  served  a  notice  on  the 
plaintiff  requiring  an  abatement  of  the  nuisance 
under  the  Public  Health  (Loudon)  Act,  189 1.  The 
plaintiff  acted  on  this  notice  and  incurred  expenses 
of  £150  1.5s.  6d.  in  altering  the  premises  ;  but  it 
appeared  that  only  some  £G0  of  this  was  incurred 
in  drainage  improvements,  the  other  improvements 
being  made  on  the  suggestion  of  the  sanitary 
inspector,  but  not  under  the  notice.  The  plaintiff 
now  brought  her  action  for  1:150  153.  6d.  After 
argument,  his  Lordship  held  that  the  lessee  was 
liaole  for  the  amount  expended  on  the  drainage 

works  as  an  "outgoing"  within  the  meaning  of 
the  covenant,  but  not  for  the  further  improvement?, 
and  judgment  was  entered  for  £60  and  costs. 

Xo  Symiatiiy  axd  No  Costs.— At  the  Hanley 
County-court,  on  Friday,  before  Mt.  H.  Gold- 
thorpe,  deputy  judge,  Samuel  Wilton,  builder, 
Newcaatle-under-Lyme,  brought  an  action  to 
recover  from  Thomas  W.  Twyford,  manufacturer, 
of  Whitmore  Hall,  and  W.  E.  Stamer,  estate  agent, 
£40  138.  lOd,  the  balance  of  an  account  for  work 
done.  The  case  was  remitted  from  the  High  Court, 
and  Mr.  Stamer  was  made  a  co-defendant  by  order 
of  the  District  Registrar.  Mr.  Twyford  took 
Whitmore  Hall  on  a  lease,  one  of  the  conditions 
being  that  Mr.  Stamer,  the  agent  for  the  estate, 
should  do  all  that  was  necessary  to  put  the  place  in 
tenantable  condition.  The  plaintiff  was  engaged  to 
do  the  work  both  for  Mr.  Stamer  and  Mr.  Twyford. 
The  account  amounted  to  about  £119.  Mr.  Twyford 

admitted  liability  for  £.')(j  and  the  agent  for  £26, 
and  the  question  was  who  was  responsible  for  the 
balance.  Mr.  Twyford  said  that  he  had  not  given 
instructions  for  the  work  to  be  done,  and  that  it  was 
port  of  the  work  Mr.  Stamer  ought  to  have  done. 
The  deputy  judge,  after  hearing  the  evidence,  gave 
a  verdict  for  the  plaintiff  against  Mr.  Twyford  with 
costs.  He  gave  a  verdict  for  Mr.  Stamer,  with 
whom,  he  stated,  he  had  not  the  slightest  sympathy. 
Mr.  Stamer  would  have  to  pay  his  own  cost;. 

Oa^wobes  Builw.vqs  and  the  Lo.ndox 

BuiLDiso  Act.— Mr.  Garrett  gave  an  important 
decision  on  Tuesday  at  the  South-Weatern  Tolice- 
court  on  the  Building  Act  on  a  summons  which  the 
London  County  Council  issued  against  the  Wands- 

worth and  Putney  (lis  Compiiiy  for  unlawfully 
erecting  a  building  which  was  within  20ft.  of  the 
highway.  Mr.  Daldy  appeared  for  the  Council, 
and  the  Gas  Company  was  represented  by  Lord 
Robert  Cecil,  (j.C.  The  point  was  whether  the 
common  law  overruled  the  private  Acts  of  the 
Company.  In  this  case  the  (ias  Company  were  in- 

corporated under  three  Acts,  in  one  of  which  they 
were  sjiecifically  "empowered  to  erect  such 
buildings  as  they  thought  fit"  on  certain  land 
scheduled  in  the  Act.  Accordingly,  they  h»d 
erected  anew  purifying  house  on  the  edge  of  their 
property,  and  within  2i)ft.  of  the  centre  of  a  high- 

way.    Mr.  Dildy  argued  that,  despite  the  private 

Act,  the  company  were  in  the  same  position  as  a 
private  landowner,  and  were  amenable  to  the  pro- 

visions of  the  London  Building  Act.  Lord  Robert 
Cecil  contended  that  the  private  Act  gave  the  com- 

pany a  specific  exemption,  and  cited  several  decided 
cases  in  support  of  his  contention.  Witnesses  were 
called  to  prove  that  it  was  absolutely  necessary  for 
the  supply  of  gas  that  the  purifiers  should  be 
erected,  and  they  had  been  so  erected  on  land 
mentioned  in  the  schedule.  Mr.  Garrett,  in  giving 
his  decision,  said,  in  the  first  place,  he  found  as  a 
fact  that  the  new  building  was  necessary  :  and  in 
the  second  that  the  company  would  l)e  prejudiced 
in  the  supply  of  gas  if  they  were  not  allowed  to 
utilise  the  whole  of  their  space.  He  was  bound  by 
the  decided  ceises  quoted  by  Lord  Robert  Cecil,  and 
in  face  of  these  he  dismissed  the  summons,  and 
ordered  the  payment  of  £  10  10a.  costs. 

New  Mills  Sewebaoe  Works.— At  the  Chapel- 
en-le-Ffith  County-court  on  Monday,  before  Ilis 
Honour  Judge  Smyley,  il.C,  Mr.  Rhodes,  barrister, 

applied  on  behalf  of  the  New  Mills  I'tbaii  District Council  for  a  further  extension  of  time  in  which  to 
complete  the  contracts  for  carrying  out  the  sewerage 

scheme  of  the  district.  Mr.  NN'ilson  appeared  on 
behalf  of  the  Mersey  and  Irwell  Commissioners. 
Mr.  Rhodes  referred  to  the  fact  that  a  previous 
extension  of  time  had  been  granted  by  His  Honour 
till  November  30.  Owing  to  various  unforeseen 
difficulties,  and  to  a  dispute  between  the  contractors 
and  the  engineers,  considerable  delay  had  occurred, 
and  had  prevented  an  earlier  completion  of  the 
scheme.  Engineering  difficulties  had  le)n  met 
with  also  in  one  of  the  sections,  and  a  heavy  fiood 

had  washed  away  the  contractors'  plant  in  the 
river  bed,  where  a  portion  of  the  mains  were  being 
laid  and  joined  to  other  pipes  through  tunnels  under 
the  rocks.  After  a  stoppage  of  some  three  months 
had  taken  place,  by  a  mutual  confereuce  work  had 
been  resumed,  and  the  most  difficult  section  had 
been  nearly  finished.  Coupling  up  with  the  mains 
to  the  outfall  works  was  partially  done.  Oa  the 
understanding  that  the  council  would  proceed  with 
all  speed  to  finish  the  mains,  couple  up  the  houses, 
and  commenco  filtration,  his  Honour  granted  time 
till  July  31,  1900,  to  carry  out  the  work. 

Railway  Cohtexsatiox  ix  Mile  End- road. — A 
compensatiou  case  in  connection  with  the  purchase 
of  the  houses  in  the  Mile  End-road  numbered  137 

to  165  (odd  numbers)  was  settled  in  the  Under- 
Sheriff's  Court  on  Thursday  in  last  week.  Mr. 
Cripps,  Q  C,  and  Mr.  A.  Llewelyn  Divis  appeared 
for  the  claimant,  Mr.  Pearson  ;  and  Mr.  Freeman 

for  the  defendants,  the  Whitechapel  and  Bow  Rail- 
way Co.  The  case  was  settled  at  £19,000.  The 

witnesses  called  were  as  follows  :  For  the  claimant 
— Mr.  E.  Tewson  (Messrs.  Dabenham,  Tewson, 
and  Co.),  Mr.  Alfred  Moore  (Messrs.  C.  C.  and  T. 
Moore),  and  Mr.  Robert  T.  Braithwaite  (Messrs. 
Trist  and  Co.)  ;  and  for  the  company— Mr.  Daniel 
Watney  (Messrs.  Watney  and  Sons),  Mr.  Leslie 
Vigers  (Messrs.  Vigers),  Mr.  A.  R.  Stenoiug,  Mr. 
G.  A.  Wilkinson,  Mr.  Samuel  Walker,  and  Mr. 

Ryde. 
Inji'nction  AOArNjT  A  Small-Pox  Hospital. — 

The  Eirl  of  Jersey  was  the  plaintiff  in  an  action 

against  the  Hanwell  L'rban  District  Council,  tried recently  in  the  Chancery  Division,  Some  years 

since  the  defendants'  predecessors  acquired  land  on 
the  Osterley  Park  Estate  for  the  purposes  of  dis- 

posing of  sewage.  The  acreage  taken  not  all 
being  needed  for  this  undertaking,  in  1807  the 
defendants  obtained  an  older  of  the  Local  Clovern- 
ment  Board  empowering  them  to  retain  part 
of  the  land  for  a  hospital  for  infectious  disease 
patients  other  than  those  suffering  from  small-pox. 
The  plaiutiff  objected  to  the  property  being  so  em- 

ployed. Mr.  Justice  K»kewitch  held  that  the  local 
authority  was  not  entitled  to  use  the  laud  for  any 
other  purpose  than  that  for  which  it  was  originally 
acquired,  and  he  granted  the  injnnction  asked  for, 
with  costs. 

ErtLDDto  of  a  Roman  Catholic  Cathedral.— 

In  the  ( j  leen's  Bsnch  Division  at  Dablin  the  case 
of  "  Joseph  Colhoun  v.  the  Rev.  Bernard  Macnamee 
and  Others"  came  before  the  Court  on  Friday,  on  a 

motion  by  the  plaintiff'  for  a  new  trial.  The  plain- tiff is  a  builder  and  architect,  oirrying  on  business 
in  Londonderry,  and  the  defendants  are  the  sur- 

viving members  who  were  appointed  previous  to 

189'2  to  procure  the  erection  of  a  Catholic  cathedral 
in  Omagh.  A  dispute  arose  as  to  the  payment  of  a 
balance,  and  the  action  was  tried  in  Londonderry 
and  resulted  in  a  verdict  for  the  defeudants.  The 

plaintiff  now  songht  to  have  a  verdict  and  judgment 
entered  for  him  for  £H0  or  for  £SOl,  or  in  the 

alternative  for  a  new  trial.  Plaintiff's  case  was 
that  the  defendants  contracted  iu  1892  that  he 
should  build  the  edifice :  thit  it  was  an  implied 
term  in  the  contract  that  he  should  receive  instruc- 

tions from  the  defendants  :  that  they  obstructed  him 
and  took  possession  of  plant ;  that  they  were  in- 

debted to  him  for  £3,2H,  and  he  claimed,  in  addi- 
tion, £1,030  damages  for  failure  to  give  him 

instructions,  and  £.1 1  for  the  taking  of  the  plant. 
The  defendants  denied  the  agreement  as  to  instruc- 

tion ;  they  pleaded  there  was  a  term  in  it  entitling 

them  to  take  possession  of  the  plant  in  the  event  of 
delay  on  the  psui  of  the  plaintiff  ;  that  plaintiff  did 
not  complete  the  work  :  that  the  value  of  the  work 
done  to  December,  ls9S,  was  £17,666 :  they  paid 
£15,300  before  action  and  lodged  in  Court  £2,36«. 
The  Lord  Chief  Justice  delivered  judgment,  and 

said  the  Court  refused  the  plaintiff's  motion  with 
costs.  A»  the  architect's  certificate  was  given  for  a 
sum  which  did  not  include  the  £500,  the  plaintiff could  not  recover  it. 

In  re  T.  H.  Cdckson,  Sheffield.— A  meeting 
of  the  creditors  of  Thomas  Henry  Cuckson,  builder 

and  contractor,  of  144,  Bradley-street,  C'rookes,  was held  on  Friday  at  the  offices  of  the  Official  Receiver 
(Mr.  J.  C.  Clegg),  Figtree-lane,  Sheffield.  The 
t>fficial  Receiver  stated  that,  according  to  the  state- 

ment of  affairs,  the  debtor  owed  to  unsecured 
creditors  £1.379  ISs.  101,  to  creditors  fully  secured 
£1,850,  and  he  estimated  the  value  of  their 
securities  at  (;2,500.  His  assets,  apart  from  those 

securities,  he  estimated  to  produce  £.'i00.  The debtor  attributed  his  failure  to  depreciation  in  the 
value  of  property,  and  to  heavy  law  expenses.  He 
commenced  business  about  nina  years  ago  in  part- 

nership with  hia  brother,  George  Ernest.  About 
five  years  ago  an  arrangement  was  mida  by  them  to 
pay  Os.  8d.  iothe  pound,  and  since  then  the  debtor 
had  been  cirrying  on  largely  with  the  assistance 
of  his  father,  to  whom  practically  the  whole  of  the 
unsecured  liability  was  due. 

CHIPS. 

The  firm  of  C.  and  L.  Ower,  architects  and  civil 
engineers,  Dandee,  has  been  dissolved  by  mutual 
consent. 

A  meetingof  the  town  trustees  of  Sheffield,  was  held 
on  Monday  evening,  Sir  Frederick  Thorpe  Mappia, 
town  collector,  presiding.  The  trustees  passed  a 
vote  of  condolence  upon  the  death  of  Mr.  C.  J. 
Flockton,  surveyor  to  the  trust,  and  appointed  in 
his  stead  Mr.  Gibbs  and  Mr.  0.  B.  Flockton  as 
surveyors. 

Messrs.  Eyre  and  Spottiswoode,  her  Majesty's 
printers,  have  just  opened  a  city  office  at  2.>, 
Leadenhall  House,  101,  Lsadenhall-street,  E.G. 
Their  long  experience  in  dealing  with  confidential 
documents,  especially  for  the  public  service,  will 

probably  be  found  useful  by  city  firms  and  com- 
panies in  many  branches  of  printing. 

Oa  Thursday  in  last  weak  Col.  Hepper,  an  in- 
spector from  the  Local  Government  Board,  held  an 

inquiry  at  Frome  into  the  application  by  the  urban 
district  council  for  the  sanction  of  a  loan  of  £S0O 

for  the  purpose  of  street  improvements  in  the  upper 

part  of  the  town. 
A  carved  oak  pulpit  and  canopy,  with  figures  of 

S3.  Pater,  Paul,  Augustin,  Columba,  Patrick,  and 

DAvid,  has  been  erected  in  the  parish  church  of 

Syston,  near  Leicester,  as  a  memorial  of  her 

Majesty's  long  reign.  The  pulpit  was  designed  by 
Mr.  W.  D.  Cariis,  F.R.I.B.A.,  of  London,  and 

carried  out  by  Mr.  A.  Robinson,  of  Bloomsbury. 

The  business  at  the  Mart,  Tokenhonse-yard,  last 

week,  showed  returns  of  £'!3,090  ;  but  of  this  sum 
£31  000  must  be  placed  to  the  credit  of  the  sale  of 

gas  shares.  Not  included  in  the  above  total  is  an 

amount  of  £22,850  obtained  under  the  hammer  for 

an  estate  of  sixty-four  houses  and  other  premises  at 

the  East-end. 

The  Rev.  S.  Biring- Gould  has  been  accepted  by 

the  Ecclesiastical  Commissioners  as  honorary  archi- 
tect to  the  Moor  Parsonage,  at  Poatbridge.  The 

plans  are  said  to  be  almost  ready  for  approbation. 

The  New  York  Liimher man's  Uivieic  says  the 

built-up  board  "is  now  being  looked  upon  with 

favour  by  a  group  of  capitalists  who  see  in  it  a  most 

durable  and  generally  superior  box  board.  It  has 
been  found  that  beech,  birch,  or  maple  cut  mto 

thin  veneers  and  cemented  together,  three  ply,  the 

whole  being  about  five -sixteenths  of  an  inch,  makes 

a  very  superior  packing  case.  The  chief  advantages 
claimed  for  the  built-up  board  are  strength  and 

lightness." 

The  dedication  of  two  new  bells  and  a  new 

stamed-gUss  window  and  the  opening  of  a  new-
 

vestry  at  the  parish  church  of  St.  Peter  N
orth- 

Uwton,  took  place  on  Wednesday  week.  Mr.
. lames 

Hooper,  of  Hitherleigh,  was  the  architect, 
 and 

MesMS.  Fisher  were  the  builders  of  the  vestry  an
d 

also  restored  the  tower  at  a  further  cost  of  £!,(>
. 

The  new  bells  were  CAst  by  Mesar'-  Meats  and 

Stainbank,  of  Whitechapel,  and  Mr.  lUrry  -Stokes, 

of  Woodbury,  rehuug  the  existing  peal  and  hxed 

the  additions.  The  church  is  about  to  be  reseaUd 

from  the  same  architect's  designs. 

At  a  special  meeting  of  the  Otley  L'rban  District Council  on  Tuesday  night,  it  was  decided  to  promote 

a  Bill  in  Parliament  tc  enable  the  council  to  acquire 

and  purchase  (by  compulsion  oragreement)  the  waters 
of  Marsh  Gill  and  its  tributaries,  iu  the  township  of 

Middletpn,  and  also  land  for  the  purpose  of  con- 

structing a  reservoir  to  supply  Otley  with  water. 
The  scheme  is  estimated  to  cost  £43,000. 

i 
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WATKB    SUPPLY    AND    SANITARY 
MATTEBS. 

BoMiiAY.— The  Improvement  Trust,  appointed  by 

the  Government  just  a  year  since,  has  made  im- 
portant progress  in  carrying  out  its  works.  It  has 

decided  on  executing  almost  simultaneouely  four 
schemes  of  reform,  the  aggregate  estimate  cost  of 

which  is  about  1  S'l  crores  of  rupees.  There  has 
since  been  the  delay  necessary  for  preparing  detailed 
estimates.  Scheme  I.  is  for  the  improvement  by 
demolishment  and  reconstruction  of  a  hotbed  of 
diioase— viz. ,  First  Xagpada  District.  This  scheme 
has  been  elaborated  and  sanctioned,  and  now  that 
the  board  has  launched  its  loan  successfully, 
contracts  will  soon  be  let  aud  work  commenced. 

Closely  connected  with  this  scheme  is  that  of  pro- 
vision of  house  accommodation  for  the  poorer  and 

working  classes  dislodged  owing  to  the  demolishment 
of  Nagpada,  and  this  house  accommodation  will  be 
provided  before  any  houses  are  pulled  down.  This 
will  not,  however,  prevent  the  board  from  at  once 
acquiring  the  properties  in  this  area.  Fortunately, 
there  is  in  Nagpaaa  an  open  area  suflicient  for  the 
erection  of  accommodation  of  1,500  people,  and  in 
the  neighbouring  estate  of  Agripada  blocks  of 
buildings  will  be  erected  at  once  to  accommodate 

■'i.OlKt  more.  When  these  buildings  are  occupied, 
the  destruction  of  Xagpada  will  proceed  apace.  In 
the  mean  time  the  inhabitants  will  be  the  tenants  of 
the  beard.  Schemes  II.  and  III.  of  the  board  are 
for  the  construction  of  broad  streets,  one  SO  it.  wide 
and  the  other  GOft.  wide,  running  from  west  to  east 
through  the  back  slums  of  the  city  with  branch 
streets  at  right  angles,  the  more  thoroughly  to  open 
up  those  slums.  These  two  schemes  will  probably  be 
somewhat  modified,  though  not  in  piiuciple  altered. 
Scheme  IV.  is  for  the  opening  up  of  an  area  at 
{>resent  unoccupied,  and  without  roads  or  street, 
ying  to  the  west  of  Scheme  III.,  a  very  necessary 
operation,  as  many  people  of  the  middle  classes  will 
be  evicted  by  Scheme  III.,  and  for  them  building 
sites  are  a  necessity  of  the  near  future. 

L.irREXCKKtKK,  N.B.  —  The  new  water-supply 
works  of  Laurencekirk  have  been  formally  opened 
by  Sir  John  (Gladstone,  Bart.,  of  Fisque.  A 
year  since  the  scarcity  of  water  in  Laurencekirk 
became  so  great  that  the  Burgh  Commissioners 
instructed  Mr.  ( >,  G.  Jenkins,  of  Messrs.  Jenkins 
and  Marr,  C  K.,  Aberdeen,  to  ascertain  whether  the 
existing  supply  could  be  increased.  The  engineer 
advised  the  commissioners — although  it  might  be 
possible  to  augment  the  existing  supply — to  go  to 
the  Grampians  for  their  supply.  Mr.  Jenkins's 
advise  was  acted  upon,  and  instructions  were  given 
him  to  draft  out  a  scheme,  which  was  adapted,  and 
has  been  proceeded  with.  The  amount  of  water 
which  is  now  running  daily  into  Liurencekirk  has 

been  gauged  at  13;'i,000gals.  The  distance  from the  head  of  the  source  at  Fhesdo  HUI  to  the  reser- 
voir is  six  miles,  and  the  water  is  conveyed  iu  iron 

pipes  varying  in  diameter  from  5in.  to  Tin.  Mr. 
Alex.  Tawse.  Aberdeen,  is  the  contractor,  and  the 
inspector  of  works  was  Mr.  Robert  ilitthew, 
Aberdeen.     The  cost  has  been  £3,o00. 

Mai-.ixeboxe.— In  December  last  the  Marylebone 
Vestry  approached  the  London  County  Council  with 
a  view  to  an  insanitary  area  in  Nightingale-street 
and  Simford-street  being  dealt  with  as  a  scheme 
under  the  Housing  of  the  Workins  Classes  Act, 
1S90.  Xightingale-street  is  only  2.ift.  wide,  and 
the  population  of  the  area  is  620.  The  death  rates 
calculated  over  the  last  eight  years  were  over  double 
that  of  the  parish  generally.  The  whole  of  the  pro- 

perty is  held  on  lease  from  the  trustees  of  the  Port- 
m«n  estate,  of  which  it  forms  a  part.  The  agent  of 
Viscount  I'ortman  has  promised  that  if  the  C:)uncil 
will  pass  the  necessary  resolution  to  enable  the  area 
to  be  dealt  with,  and  acquire  all  the  leasehold  in- 

terests in  the  properly.  Lord  Portman  will  repay 
the  Council  all  its  costs  and  expenses  in  so  doing. 
It  is  proposed  that  the  area  shall  be  dealt  with  as 
follows  :— Xightingale-street  to  be  closed :  the  por- 

tion of  the  area  adjoining  the  board  schoal  in 
Apland-street  to  be  utilised  as  a  joint  playground for  the  school  children  and  the  children  of  the 
tenants  of  the  dwellings  to  ba  erected  on  the  re- 

mainder of  the  area :  Lord  Portman  to  provide 
dwellings  in  the  area  for  as  many  persons  as  will 
be  displaced.  The  nett  cost  to  Lord  Portmin  is 
estimated  at  tO.OOO,  and  the  gross  cost,  which  must 
in  the  first  instance  be  paid  by  the  Council,  but  will 
be  repaid  by  Lord  Portman,  is  £10,800.  The  pro- 

posals were  adopted  bv  the  Council  at  their  meeting 
on  Tuesday. 

  *.^   ~ 

Damage  to  the  extent  of  over  £100,000  was 
caused  on  Tuesday  by  a  Bre  which  broke  out  at  the 
north  end  of  the  docks,  Bx)tle,  Liverpool,  and 
spread  to  neighbouring  timber  yards  belongiug  to 
Messrs.  Henry  I J  layle  and  Sons,  to  Messrs.  Hittley, 
Hay,  and  Co.,  and  the  Liverpool  Creosoting  Co. 
A  JubUee  clock  tower  is  about  to  be  erected  at 

Lewisham.  It  will  be  of  stonework  three  stages  in 
height,  with  a  steep  roof  ending  in  a  crown.  Messrs. 
S.  J.  .Jerrard  and  Sons,  of  Loampit  Vale.  L'wisham, are  the  contracton. 

©ur  €>ffict  Cable. 
TiiK  General  Purposes  Committee  informed 

the  London  County  Council  at  Tuosday's 
meeting  that  thoy  had  received  information  that 

the  premises  No.  17,  b'leet-stroet,  facing  Chiincery- 
lane,  commonly  known  as  Wolscy's  Palace,  are about  to  be  demolished  and  rebuilt,  and  it  had 

been  suggested  that,  in  view  of  the  historic, 
interest  attaching  to  the  house,  the  Council 
should  be  asked  to  exercise  its  powers  under  the 
General  Powers  .\ct,  1S9S,  of  spending  money  in 
connection  with  buildings  and  places  of  historic 
or  architectural  interest,  and,  with  a  view  to  the 

preservation  of  the  premises,  to  vote  a  sum  of 
money  for  the  purchase  of  the  freehold.  After 
investigating  the  matter,  the  committee  found  that 
the  proposal  would  involve  an  expenditure  of  over 
£20,000,  and,  after  allowing  for  recoupment  by 
way  of  rent,  which  would  be  receivable  by  the 
Council,  a  charge  would  be  left  on  the  rates  of  a 

sum  estimated  to  amount  to  an  average  of  £ll'i 
a  year.  They  did  not  think  the  Council  would 
be  justified  in  incurring  this  expenditure,  and 
had  accordingly  decided  to  tike  no  action  in  the 
matter.  This  recommendation  gave  rise  to  some 

discussion  at  the  Council's  meeting,  and  by  "2  to 38  votes  it  was  referred  back  for  reconsideration. 

The  Highways  Committee  will  bring  before 
the  London  Couniy  Council  on  Tuesday  next  a 

proposal  that  powers  should  be  sought  in  the 
London  County  Tramways  Bill,  to  be  promoted 
in  the  session  of  1900,  for  the  reconstruction  for 

electrical  traction  of  the  portions  of  the  Council's 
tramways  between  Westminster  Bridge-road  and 
Tooting  and  between  Blackfriars  Bridge  and  the 

tramways  junction  near  the  Horns  public -house 

at  Kennington.  The  line  between  ̂ \■estminster and  Tooting  is  six  miles  in  length,  and  the  cost 
of  reconstruction  is  estimated  at  £191,400,  while 

the  length  of  the  line  between  Blackfriars  and 
Kennington  is  about  two  miles,  and  the  estimated 
cost  is  £59,400,  the  estimate  in  each  case  in- 

cluding the  cost  of  rolling-stock  and  a  proportion 
o£  the  cost  of  mains,  plant,  and  power-house. 
Both  of  the  lines  are  double  throughout. 

Ax  important  series  of  fire  tests  with  lloor.s, 
partitions,  and  doors  took  place  on  Wednesday 
afternoon  at  the  British  Fire  Prevention  Com- 

mittee's testing  station  at  Regent's  Park.  'Die 
French  floors,  partitions,  and  girder  coverings, 

made  of  a  material  called  "  grpsine,"  were 
subjected  to  tests  of  an  hour's  duration,  thi 
temperature  ranging  as  high  as  1,8110'  F.ihr.,  and 
followed  by  the  application  of  water,  the  floors, 
of  course,  Ijcing  loaded.  Some  oak  and  walnut 
doors  were  tested  for  50  minutes  at  temperature 

up  to  2,000  Fahr.  The  results  of  these  tests  will 
be  issued  in  due  course. 

Thf,  beautiful  building  material  known  as 
Labrador  spar  is  said  to  exist  in  boulders  in  the 
interior  of  New  York  State,  and  it  is  suggested 

by  an  American  exchange  that,  instead  of  Uiingit 
as  an  inlay,  as  Mr.  T.  G.  Jackson  employed  it  in 
tlie  staircase  of  the  Examination  school  at  I  t.'cford, 

it  might  be  possible  to  obtain  it  in  masses  sutli- 
ciently  large  to  be  cut  into  columns.  Since  then, 
a  granite  has  been  quarried  in  Xew  \  ork  State 
of  mixed  colours  of  black,  green,  and  white,  con- 

taining a  considerable  quantity  of  labradorite 
scittered  through  it  in  small  crystalline  masses, 
which  glitter  in  the  light  with  the  characteristic 
bright  blue  sparkle  of  this  beautiful  mineral.  The 
general  colour  of  the  granite  is  a  dark  green,  not 
unlike  that  of  Connemara  marble,  .although  more 

varied  with  white,  and  with  brilliant  sky-blue 
reflections  from  the  crystals  of  labradorite. 

At  the  Board  of  Trade  on  Wednesday  Sir 

I  ourtenay  Boyle  presided  over  a  conference  of 
representatives  of  electric  railway  and  electric 

tramway  enterprises  on  the  one  hand  and  repre- 
sentatives of  the  (iovernment  interested  in  the 

(ireenwich  and  Kew  Observatories  on  the  other. 

The  object  of  the  conference  w.as  to  ascertain 

the  best  means  of  dealing  with  the  alleged  inter- 
ference with  the  delicate  instruments  in  the 

observatories  bv  the  leakiige  which  it  is 
assumed  will  follow  from  the  introduction 

of  large  systems  of  electric  traction.  .Vfter 

Sir  Courtenay  Boyle  had  opened  the  pro- 

ceedings, interesting  speeches  were  delivered 
by  Professor  Kucker  and  the  .Vstronomer  Koy|il, 

who  alleged  that  there  must  bo  magnetic  dis- 

turbance :  and  by  Sir  Douglas  Fox.  Mij-r 
C'ardew,  and  others  who  would  not  admit  th  it 

interference  with  observaton,-  instruments  had  at 

present  been  proved.  As  a  result,  a  committee 

was  appointed  "  to  investigate  the  amount  of 
magnetic  disturbance  produced  in  the  neighbour- 

hood of  electric  tramways  and  railways  con- 
structed and  worked  under  the  Board  of  Trade 

regulations,  and  to  report  as  early  as  possible." The  committee  consists  of  Professors  Kucker, 

.\yrton,  and  Perry,  representing  the  laboratories  ; 
Professor  A.  B.  W.  Kennedy,  Mr.  II.  F. 

Parshall,  Major  C'ardew,  and  ilr.  Brousson,  for 
the  electric  traction  companies;  and  Jlr.  A.  P. 
Trotter  for  the  Hoard  of  Trade. 

Till!  now  Building  Code  for  the  City  of  New 
■^'ork,  which  haa  been  severely  criticised  by  the 
architectunil  profession  in  the  Eastern  States, 
has  been  signed  by  the  Mayor,  and  is  now  the 

law  of  New  S'ork.  The  provisions  most  criticised 
are  those  which  allow  the  building  commissioner 
to  waive  or  modify  almost  any  of  the  rules  of  the 
code.  ICven  in  regard  to  the  bearing-power  of 
soils,  after  specifying  the  maximum  load  to  be 
placed  on  sand,  gravel,  clay,  and  other  soils  likely 
to  be  found  in  New  York,  the  code  says  that  the 
building  commissioner  shall  have  power  to  vary 
the8<;  restrictions ;  and  most  of  the  limitations  of 
this  kind  fixed  by  the  code  may  be  nullified  in 
the  same  way.  There  is,  undoubtedly,  some- 

thing to  be  siiid  in  favour  of  giving  a  large  dis- 
cretion to  building  commissioners,  to  enable 

them  to  deal  advantageously  with  the  unforeseen 
conditions  which  are  continually  occurring  in 

building  operations  ;  but,  as  the  American  Archi- 
tfi-t  suggests,  with  a  commissioner  open  to 
political  or  financial  corruption,  building  methods 

in  New  ̂ 'ork  might  become  far  more  scandalous than  they  are  now. 

Ir  has  been  discovered  in  Minnesota  that 

lumbermen  are  securing  some  of  the  most  valuable 
timber-land  in  the  northern  part  of  that  State  for 
almost  nothing,  and  are  doing  it  legitimately, 

too.  During  President  Cleveland's  administra- 
tion ho  became  interested  in  the  matter  of  pre- 

sernng  the  forests,  and  a  number  of  large  forest 
reservations  were  made  by  him,  mostly  in  the 
West.  On  the  lands  thus  reserved  there  were  a 

good  many  settlers,  and  to  compensate  them  for 
the  loss  of  their  lands  they  were  given  forestry 
scrip.  Owners  of  this  scrip  could  locate  on  land 

anywhere  in  the  L'nit«d  State8,>-hether  surveyed 
or  not,  and  it  was  the  first  scrip  ever  issued 
entitling  its  holder  to  locale  on  unsurveyed 

lands.  By  the  purchase  of  this  scrip,  the  lumber- 
men have  entered  upon  the  choicest  of  the  pine- 

lands  in  the  unsurveyed  portions  of  the  State, 

paying  2  dollars  to  t  dollars  per  acre  for  land  that  is 
worth  many  times  the  larger  sum.  There  is  no 
w.ay  to  prevent  this,  as  the  holders  of  the  scrip  are 
allowed  to  sell  It,  and  the  purchasers  acquire  the 

rights  of  those  to  whom  it  was  issued.  It  is  sug- 
gested that  an  appeal  be  made  to  Congress  ;  but 

before  that  body  can  act  the  beat  part  of  the 
uRSurveved  pine-lands  will  have  been  acquired 

by  the  timber-men. 

At  the  Bootla  Town  Ildl  on  Tuesday  a  Lxal 
Government  Board  inquiry  was  held  by  Colonel  C. 
U.  Luard,  K  K,,  with  respect  to  an  application 
made  by  the  town  council  of  Bootle  for  sanction  to 
borrow  £3,142  for  the  purchase  of  laud  for  the  im- 

provement of  Mirsh -lane  and  for  other  purposes; 
£ltj,:''i)  for  purposes  of  electric  lighting;  £i,426 
for  purposes  of  public  lighting;  and  £10,114  for 
works  of  street  improvement. 

The  newly-created  town  council  for  Smethwick 
have  at  their  first  meeting  appointed  Mr.  J.  C.  Foi- 
AUm,  late  surveyor  to  their  predecessors,  the  urban 
district  council,  u  borough  surveyor  at  a  salary  ot 

£3  )0  a  year. 

Probate  ha<  been  granted  to  the  executrix  and 
executors  of  the  will  of  Mr.  John  Edward  Wade, 
of  lirantinghunthorpB,  Yorkihire,  and  of  li  chard 
Wade,  Sons,  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  timber  merchant*,  of 

Kingston-upon-Hull,  who  dicl  on  Sjptemtwr  2'; 
last,  aael  7)  years.  The  gross  value  of  the  late 
Mr.  Wade's  oattta  has  lieen  entered  at  £190.353, 
including  personal  estate  of  the  net  value  of 

£lll,i'.5:;. 
At  Tuesday's  meeting  of    the  London   County 

Council  a  motion  by  S.r  A.  Arnold  in  favoar  of 

abandoning,  in  view  of  the  heavy  financial  ■>ii;->r- 
menU  ot    the  Council,   the  projected  Koth'rr   ■ 
tunnel,  was  rejected,  after  ducussion,  by  7.   t votes. 

A  committee  of  the  Chelmsford  Baral  District 

Council  are  considering  plans  and  e»tim\t«a  of 

Messrs.  John  Taylor,  Sons,  and  Siuto  Crimp  for  the 

draining  and  sewering  o!  Writtle,  and  also  for  a 

water  supply  for  the  »ams  pirish,  the  total  estioata 

being  about  £7,00'}. 
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MosDAT.-Koy«l  IiurtituU  of  Briti«h  Arehitecto.  "  Ex- caTitionsin  Cn>rnainl^96,  by  Dr.  A.  S. 
Murray.  F.S.A.    !•  r  m. 

Society  of  Ait«.  "Art  EnameUmgapon 
MeUls,"  Cantor  Lecture  No.  1,  Dy  H. 
Baidisce  Canynifhame.    S  p  m. 
Leeda  and  Yorkshire  Architectaral 

Society.  Addreaa  by  the  President.  W. 
CSatby  Hall.    6.30  p.m. 

TriFDiv.— Inatitation  of  Civil  Enpneers.  Discussion  on 
"  The  Waterloo  and  City  Railway  and 

ita  Electrical  Eqnipment."    S  p  m. ATchit«ctiiral  Aaaociation  of  Ireland. 

"  The  Round  Towers  of  Ireland,"  by 
Anthony  Scott,  M.S.A..Drogheda.  Oros- 
venor  Hotel,  Dublin.    ̂   p.m. 

■Wkdjiisday.— Sodetr  of  Arts.  "  National  Forestry,"  by D.  E.  Hutchins,  Conservator  of  Forest*, 

Cape  Town.    ̂   pm. 
Edinburgh  Architectural  Society.  De- 

bate on  '•  The  R.I.B.A."    S  p.m. 

TnriSDAT.— Society  of  Architects.  Inaugural  Address 
by  T.  Walter  L.  Emden,  J.P.,  L,C.C., 

I^^dent,  St.  James's  Hall,  Piccadilly, 

Spm. 
Pociety  of  Arts.  "Old  and  New 

Colombo,"  by  John  Ferguson.     4.30  p.m. 

-Architectural  Association.— "  Art  as  Applied 
to  the  Weaving  and  Printing  of  Textile 

Fabrics,"  by  Sir  Thomas  Wardle. 
7.30  p.m. 

Birminghaja  Architectural  Association. 
"  Constnictional  Faience  and  Ceramic 

Uaial  Decoration,"  by  J.  Miller  Carr. 
6  i5  p.m. 

Glasgow  Architectural  Craftsmen's 
Sodety.  "  Glasgow  Building  Regula- 

tions," by  R.  W.  Horn,  A.R.I.B.A.  Sp.m. 

Cralie  &tb3%. LATEST    PRICES. 
IBON,    *o. 

Per  ton. 
Bolled-Inm  Joists,  Belgian      £4    0    0 
Rolled-Steel  JoisU,  English         8    5    0 
Wrought-lron  GirdarPlatea        8  16    0 

Wrtoa. 
<4  10  C 9  0  C 
9  15  C 

9    7    6 

Fbidat.- 

THE  AECHITECTUEAL  ASSOCIATION. 
NOVEMBER  SJth  — CRDINARV  GENERAL  MEETING 

MS,  Condnil-sun-l,  W..  T.SO.p.tn.  P«.»r  b;  SIR  THOS  WARDLE 

OB  **  Art  as  »ppliej  to  the  WeAviag  uid  Printing  of  Textile  Fabrics,'* 
ilhutrated  by  Untem  i  lews. G.  B.  CARVILL   1    „„,     c„ 

R.  S.  BALFOUR  }    °"'-   '""■ 

IT    6 S  17 

8    5 
10  10 

CHIPS. 

The  draft  order  of  the  Light  Kailway  Commis- 
sioners, authorisirg  the  constmction  of  a  light 

lailway-line  from  KessingUnd  to  Lowestoft,  has 
been  issaed. 

The  Ipswich  Town  CJonndl  have  authorised  the 
Parliamentary  Bill  Committee  to  take  necessary 
steps  for  completing  the  purchase  of  the  tramways. 

Messrs.  Braithwaite  and  Kiik,  iron  manufac- 
turers. Swan  Village,  %Vest  Bromwich,  have  just 

accepted  a  large  order  from  the  Indian  Govern- 
ment. It  is  to  construct  fifteen  bridges,  the  esti- 

mated cost  of  which  is  between  £70,000  and  £80.000. 

Mr.  William  Rathbone  has  accepted  the  invita- 
tion of  the  committee  of  the  Liverpool  Reform  Club 

to  unveil  the  Gladstone  marble  bust  (executed  by 

Mr.  H,  C,  Fehr)  on  Monday,  the  4th  December 
next. 

At  Goodleigh,  Devon,  on  Thursday  week,  Arch- 
deacon Seymour  dedicated  a  reredos  as  a  memorial 

of  the  late  Mrs.  Jarratt's  connection  with  the 
parish  church.  The  reredos,  which  harmonises  with 
the  choir  stalls,  is  of  oak,  and  weis  designed  by  Mr. 
A.  R.  Jarratt.  To  the  central  panel  is  affixed  a 
memorial  brass,  prepared  by  Messrs.  Wippell,  of 
Exeter. 

To-morrow  (Saturday)  afternoon,  the  Right  Hon. 
A.  Akers-Douglas,  First  Commissioner  of  Works, 
is  to  visit  Nuneaton  to  inspect  the  new  Conserva- 

tive Club,  which  has  cost  between  £7,000  and 

£8,000. 

At  Walkins,  Xew  York,  water  is  now  sold  by  the 
cnbic  foot,  instead  of  by  the  gallon.  The  rates  are 
thirty  cents  per  100  for  the  first  thousand  feet, 
twenty  cents  per  100  for  the  second  thousand,  ten 

cents  per  100  for  the  third,  and  seven  cents  per  UXi 
for  each  additional  thousand.  These  rates  make 

the  water  a  little  more  expensive  to  tte  largest 
c:nsameis. 

Colonel  A.  (i.  Dumford,  R.E.,  has  held  an 

inquiry  into  the  application  of  the  Hebbum  T'rban 
District  Council  for  sanction  to  borrow  £4, '22.3  for 

private  street  improvement  works,  and  t'i.M  for  the 
purpose  of  public  works  and  pleasure  grounds. 

An  important  street  improvement  is  being  carried 
out  by  the  Bristol  Corporation  at  the  comer  of 

Queen's-row  and  Paik-place,  Clifton.  L'pon  the 
site  thus  cleared  new  business  premises  are  being 
erected  from  plans  by  Mr.  H.  Dare  Bryant  of 

CoUege-green,  Bristol.  It  is  Lite  Renaissance  in 
style,  and  two  stories  in  height  above  the  shops, 
with  a  square  tower,  finish€d  with  an  open  balus- 

trade at  the  junction  of  the  streets.  The  facing 
material  is  lo<»l  freestone. 

The  foundation-stone  of  the  new  hospital  and 

Nurses'  Home  at  Frome,  a  part  of  the  local  com- 
memoration scheme  of  the  (Queen's  Jubilee,  was 

laid  by  the  Hon.  Mrs.  D  jckworth  on  Friday.  The 

building  will  cost  about  £-'>,Ki0. 

The  Skillkd   Laeock  Market.— The  monthly 

memorandum  prepared  by  the  Labour  Department  ;  ai^il^n fiSS  StX  '""'*'       8  '? of  the  Board  of  Trade  states  that  during  t)ctobar  i  do._  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 
the  general  state  of  employment  has  been  very  good. 
lathe  trade-unions  nuJring  returns,  the  proportion 

of  unemployed  at  the  end  of  the  month  was  '2  3  per 
cent.,  compared  with  24  percent,  in  Septemberand 

2'5  per  cent,  in  October.  IS'JS.  Employment  in  the 
building  trades  has  continued  good.  The  percent- 

age of  unemployed  union  members  among  car- 
penters and  plumbers  at  the  end  of  October  was  11, 

compared  with  13  in  September,  and  0  9  per  cent, 
in  October,  1S9S.  In  the  furnishing  trades  employ- 

ment has  remained  steady,  the  percentage  of  un- 
employed union  members  at  the  end  of  October 

being  2  3,  compared  with  2  1  in  September.  The 

percentage  in  October,  ISOS,  was  1'6. 

Leeds  :  Amicable  Settlemest. — The  differ- 

ences existing  between  the  L^eds  Master  Builders' Association  and  the  local  branch  of  the  London 

Order  of  Bricklayers  have  at  last  been  satisfactorily 
adjusted.  In  May  last  the  men  applied  for  an 
advance  of  one  penny  an  hour,  which  the  masters 
refused  to  grant.  Since  then  representatives  of  both 
sides  have  met  in  conference,  but  without  arriving 

at  any  agreement,  the  men  declining  to  accept  an 
offer  of  9id.  per  hour,  being  an  advance  of  one 

balfjwnny.  On  the  9th  inst.,  however,  a  deputa- 
tation  consisting  of  three  members  of  the  Order 

waited  upon  the  committee  of  the  Masters' 
Association     at    the    Builders'     Exchange    Club, 
DuncMi-street,  and  intimated  their  wUUngness  to  ̂ re"  hwK,^iSb^a^a Krti^Dis^^t ofl sin'datd 

take  the  pr(  tiered  mcrease.  A  deputation  of  three  "£^"^^^l',^'"'^'"'^'-"''-"^'^"'''^ 
members  of  the  Manchester  Order  of  Bricklayers, 
who  recently  gave  notice  for  a  halfpenny  advance, 
were  also  received,  and  it  was  resolved  to  accede  to 
the  request.  The  increased  wages  will  be  paid  to 
the  members  of  both  orders  from  May  Ist  next. 
Both  deputations  also  consented  to  abide  by  the 
1896  rules.  The  meetings  were  presided  over  by 

Mr.  W.  H.  Djws,  President  of  the  Builders' 
Association. 

Square         IT    0    8    „ 
Do.,  Welsh          6  16    0    „ 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron — 
South  Staffs        T  17    6    „ 
Beet  Snedahill      10    0    0    „ 

Angles  lOs.,  Tees  -iOt.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  *c.,  £«  ISa. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  lOa.  Od.  per  ton. 
Galvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron- 

No.  18  to  SO.  No.  22  to  M. 
8ft.    to    8ft.     long,    indtuive    Per  ton.  Per  ton 

gauge   «4  10    0    ...£15    0    I Best  ditto      15    0    0 
Par  ton. 

Cast-iron  Columns     £9    0    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        9    0 
Bolled-lcon  Fencing  Wire        8    6 
BoUed-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    6 

„         „  „        Galvanised.    12    0 
Oast-Iron  Sash  Weights         6  16 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in      10    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        9  16 

Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)— 
0  to  7     8      9      10       11       18      18      14       18     B.W.G. 
10-     10  8  11-11^   14  6    18,6  14,6   16,3   18  3  per  ewt. 

Cast-Iron  Socket  Pipe*^ 
ain.  diameter       £6  17    6    to   £7    5    0 
iin.  toSin        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
7in.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    „       7    0    C 
[Coated  with  composition,  2s.  6d.  per  ton  extra;  turned 

and  bored  joints,  68.  per  ton  extra.] 

Pig  Iron —  Per  ton. 
Cold  Blast,  Lnieshall       106e.  to  UOs. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto           678.  6d.  tD  62s.  6d. 

Gas-Tubes    571p.c. 
Water-Tubes     „    521  „ 
Steam-Tubes       ^^  „ 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    *ii  „ 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    37J  „ 

Galvanised  Steam-Tubes    3'2j   „ 
lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  casks. 

l.'>  5  c 

Per  ton. 
£9  IS    C 

9  15 
9    6 
»  6 

13    0 
6  0 
11  0 

10  16 

Per  ton. 

The  first  course  of  Cantor  lectures  at  the  Society 
of  Arts  will  commence  on  Monday  evening  next, 
the  20  th  inst.  The  lecturer  will  be  Mr.  H.  H. 

Cunynehame,  and  the  subject,  "Art  Eaamelling 
upon  Metals.*'  The  lectures  will  be  fully  illts- 
tiated  throngbout  by  practical  demonstrations.  The 
syllabus  includes  a  description  of  the  various  styles 

of  enamelling — CloissoLt',  Cbamplevc,  Limoges 
enamels.  A  demonstration  will  be  given  of  the 

method  of  executing  enamels,  including  the  pre- 
paration of  the  metal  plate,  and  the  enamels.  The 

application  of  enamel  to  jewelry  will  form  the 

subject  of  the  last  lecture. 

Some  months  back  the  council  of  R  assail  School 

gave  instructions  for  the  preparation  of  a  model  of 
the  school,  showing  in  detail  the  school  buildings, 

the  adjacent  grounds  and  playing-fields,  the  sea- 

fiont,  the  master's  garden,  chapel,  library,  and 
lodges,  togtther  with  a  portion  of  the  high  road 
from  Blackpool  to  Fleetwood.  Tha  model  is 
upwards  of  7ft.  long,  and  represents  every  minute 
detail  of  the  buildings  and  configuration  of  the 
ground.  It  has  been  prepared  by  Messrs.  George 
Falkner  and  Sons,  of  Deansgate,  Manchester,  at 
whose  offices  it  is  now  on  exhibition. 

W.  II.  LASCELLES  and  Co,, 
121,  Bunhill  Row,  London,  B.C. 

TELEPHONE  Na.  270. 

HIGH-CLASS  JOINERY. 

LASCELLES'  CONCRETE. 
Conservatories  &  Greenhouses 

WOODEN    BUILDINGS. 

BAinC,  OFFICE,  *  SHOP  FITTINOS. 

CHURCH  BENCHES  &  PULPITS. 

Zinc,  English    £30  10  0 
Do.,  ■^'ieille  Montague       3110  0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    18  10  0 
Pig  Lead,  inlcwt.  pigs      17    0  0 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags      20  10  0 

CopperSheets,  sheathing  and  rods    95  15  0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    78  la  0 
Tin,  Straita     137    0  0 
Do.  English  Ingots     1«    0  0 
Spelter,  Silesian      21    0  0 

TIUBEB. Teak,  Bunrih   Jier  load  £11  10  0 
„     Bangkok       „    ...    11  10  0 

Quebec  Pme,  yellow       >■    ...      5    5  0 
„    Oak         4  10  0 
„    Birch      ,    ...      2  18  0 
„    Elm         5    0  0 
„    Ash         4    5  0 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak            3    0  0 
Fir    ■    ...      3    0  0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „     ...      3  10  0 
Lath,  Dantaic,  p.f        „    ...      4  10  0 St.  Petersburg       „    .-      *  .?  S 

Greenheart         ..    ...      ̂   1*  S 

Box        ''    "  1 

Sequoia,  U.8.A   per  cube  foot     0    19 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foo» lin.  thick    -..      J 

Per  ton 

to  £31  10  0 

„  32  15 
„  IS  12 

„  17  10 
„  31  19 

„  93  0 „  79  3 
„  138  0 

„  14(  0 
..      21     2 
to  £16  10 

„  15  10 
.,  7    0 

..  6  10 „  4  12 „  5  15 
„  5    0 

..  4  10 

..  4    0 
„  6  IS 
„  6  15 

„  A  10 ..8    0 

16 
0 

0  ̂  

0  4 
0  3 

0  3
' 

0  4 

0  Si 0  10 

0  8 
2  3 

0  7| 

0     6 
0    4 
0 

0  4i 

0  3) 

1  9 

0  7i 

4     6 

aanMATMS  oiriir  ok  ATPuciTioif. 

„  Honduras   ...      ,,    ...  0 
„  Mexican    0 
„  African          „    ...  0 

Cedar,  Cuba   „       ,>    ...  0 
„    Honduras           „    ...  0 

Satinwood       »»    ...  0 
Walnut,  Italian        ,,    ...  0 

American          ,,    ...  0 

Deais,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  l|
ia. 

by  llin. : — 

Quebec,  Pine,  Ist      £20    5 2nd    15    0 

,;  3rd     9    0 
Canada  Spruce,  Ist   ~  9    0 

„  2ndandard     7  10 New  Brunswick    7    0 

Riga      °    ̂  
St.  Petersburg    10  W 
Swedish    W  ]° 

Finland    »  1» 
White  Ses      If    " 

Battens,  all  sorts    »    " 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  l™'j~. 

Ist  prepared 

to  £27    0  0 

„  17  10  u 

„  11     0  0 „  11  10  0 

„  9    0  0 

„  8  10  0 „  10  0  e 
.1  17    0  0 „  17  10  0 

„  11     0  0 

„  IS     6  0 „  16    0  U 

£0  10 

WM.  OLIVER  &  SONS, 
MAHOGANY,    WAINSCOT,    WALNUT, 

TEAK,  VENEER,  and  FANCYWOOD 
MERCHANTS, 

120,     BUNHILL     ROW,     LONDON,     E.O  ̂ ^   

The  most  extensive  Stock  of  every  kind  of  TM,"8tockholm   perlarril Wood  In  Planks  and  Boards,  dry  and  fit  for  Do.,  Archangel         i    ••■ 
immediate  use.  XnipentiDe,  American  ...per  tin 

tod  ditto        ^ 

Other  qualities           0 

Staves,  per  standard  U ; — 
U.S.  ditto...   «» 

Memel,  cr.  pipe     2iu 
Memel,  brack    ;;-VVa' 

O  1  Xjo. 
Linseed   P«  *"■»  *;^ Eapeseed,  Kngliwh  pale      ^ 

Do.,  brown           h     •.■ 
Cottonseed,  refined          „    ... 
OUve,  Spanish       »    .•• 
Seal,  pale        >•    ••• 
Coooanut,  Cochin         n    ... 
Do.,  Ceylon        f»    ■•• 
Palm,  Lagos       i.    — 
Oleine        ••    •;• 

Lubricating  U.8   per  gaL Petroleum,  refined       ,» 

9 
4 

0 
0 
0 

0 
5 

24  0 

17  15 33  10 
20  0 
29  10 
So  0 

45  1) 18  15 
0  6 
0  0 

1  6 
0  19 
32  10 

£0  15 0  11 
0  9 

£43  10 
220  0 
190  0 

0 
0 

0  „ 
0  „ 
0  ,. 
0  „ 

0  „ 
0  „ 
0  ,. 
0  » 
3  ,. 

6i  >. 6  ., 
0  ,. 

0  „ 

to  £21  10  ( 

„  25  10  C 
„  24  5  C „  18  15  t 

„  84  10  C 
„  21  0  I 

„  23  15  1 

„  85  6  ' 
„  »i  10  ' 

0  T  ' 

0  0  6 
1  6 

1  0 

33  0 
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FRIDAY.  X'JVEMBEP.   J;. 

A  RECOED  OF  PROGRESS. 

THE  opening,  addresses  of  the  prijfc-ssional 
bodies  make  interesting,  though  rather 

retrospective,  reading.  ■  Each  new  preaid^nt 
reviews  the  past,  delights  to  dwell  on  the 
deeds  of  his  predecessors,  and  endeavoius  to 
show  progress  in  one  direction  or  another. 
It  is  well  iind  useful,  too,  sometimes,  to  take 

a  retrospective  view,  if  only  to-  show  the 
steps  we  have  taken,  and  to  sec  in  wh.at 
direction  we  are  moving,  or  the  trend  of 
tendency  of  the  day.  Mr.  William  Eoaerson, 
in  his  opening  address  at  the  Royal  Institute 
of  British  Architects,  reviewe<l  the  past 
history  of  architecture,  dwelling  with 
pardonable  pride  on  the  advance  made  during 

the  sixty-live  years  of  the  Institute's  exist- 
ence, though  he  did  not  recount  all  the 

influences  nor  the  spurring  effect  of  younger 
societies  to  which  this  advance  is  partly 
attributable.  We  still  doubt  if  its  policy  is 
always  directed  to  the  larger  interests  of  the 
profession.  But  this  by  the  way.  We  tnm 
with  more  interest  to  the  remarks  made  by 
Mr.  Emerson  on  the  progress  of  architecture 
during  the  period  refeired  to,  and  it  waa 
natural  that  in  the  last  year  but  one  of  the 
century  something  should  be  said.  Last  week 
we  dwelt  on  a  paper  dealing  with  the clgiTnj 
cf  <> othic  and  Renaissance  read  by  3klr.  Bisil 
Champneys.  in  which  any  idea  of  a  new 

style  was  repudiated.  Mr."  Emerson  is  more sanguine,  and  he  thought  that  at  the  present 
moment  we  are  in  the  course  of  an  evolution 
in  art  that  may  in  time  result  in  a  uniform 
national  style.  It  is  a  reasonable  con- 

clusion that  after  a  period  of  reproduction, 
a  revival  of  Classic,  a  revival  of  'jothio.  and  a 

period  of  eclecticism,  accompanied  by  a  period 
of  analysis,  in  which  architects  have  been 
comparing  and  mahiTig  deductions,  there 
will  be  an  approach  to  a  more  national  ex- 

pression of  architecture.  Both  the  revivals 
of  the  Classic  and  Gothic  were  doomed  to 
pass  away  without  any  result,  the  first  by 
subordinating  modem  requirements  to  a 
classical  garb,  the  second  by  a  sLaiilar  desire 

to  slavishly  copy  Middle  'Age  precedents. Both  these  rivals  arrested  progress  and 
thoughtful  adaptation.  As  the  author  says, 
the  principle  in  both  was  the  reverse  of  that 
which  actuated  the  sculptor-architects  of  the 
Italian  Renaissance;  they  adopted  antique 
methods  and  details,  but  pressed  them 
into  the  service  of  their  buildings,  not 
permitting  the  antique  to  dominate.  But 
Both  copyism  and  purism  are  steps  in the  evolution.  Certain  conditions  have 
checked  progress:  one  is  the  antagonism 
between  the  requirements  of  buil.ling  legis- 

lation, utilitarian  considerations  of  various 
kinds  and  aestheticism.  When  both  these 
seemingly  opposite  tendencies  are  under- 

stood better,  we  may  hope  for  improvement. 
Another,  a  reconciliation  between  the  various 
trades  and  art  crafts  and  the  architect.  When 
we  see  a  better  understanding  between  the 
crafts  engaged  in  building  and  the  designer, 
we  may  look  forward  io  more  real  life  and 
interest  in  our  buildings.  Mr.  Emerson 
spoke  of  individualism  being  essential.  This 
IS  doubtful.  It  too  often  means  nothin" 
more  than  the  assertion  of  individual  t.i=te° and  13  conb^ry  to  the  true  evolution  of  stvle  I 
as  shown  us  by  every  great  period  of  art. individuahsm  is  now  rampant  in  all  our 
pnneipal  streets  :  but  we  cannot  sav  that  it ' 
has  helped  us  to  form  a  national  stVle.  As  j 
JiT.  J.  Mac\  icar  Anderson  said,  our  "rapidly-  ' extending    Greater  London  is  certainlv  no 

indication  of  advance :  rather  the  •:^ntrary. 
An  impro\  ement  would,  no  doubt,  follow  the 
appointment  of  a  Minister  of  Fine  Arts,  in 
controlling  and  directing  the  architecture  of 

London. 
We  loak  to   another    Ciuallv    i- 

retrospect — of  the  practical  side  ot 

ject.     At    the     Survevors'     Institut:  :..   -.ri- President,    Mr.    T.    Miller     liickman,   who 
bears  an  honoure<l  name  well  known  to  all 
students    of    architecture,    dealt   with    the 

profession  of  surveyor  as  it  pres--"-    •;.-•'•  • the  public.     Mr.  Eickman  com: 
with  the  present  state  of  the  pr 
the  comparison  holds  good  with  that  oi  other 

professions.      "The  older  generation  of 

systems  of  construction  and  improved  ma- 
terials.    CV)mpared  with  these  attainments, 

his    predecessor's    were   indee<l   simple  and 
limite<i.     I»ok  at  the  treatis>?s  on  quantity 
s'lneying,  which  have  to  some  extent  made 

ranch  almost  a  science  in  systematic 
.reuient  and  method. 

ine  equipment  of  the  modem  surveyor, 
b<jth  in  his  knowledge  and  instromenti,  is 
more  perfect  than  that  of  his  predecessor. 
Xot  only  have  methods  of  study  become  more 

■     '.  but  a  higher  degree  of  specialisation 
-en   attained    in    the    subjects  of  his .-.1    .ir 

veyors  were   confronted.'"  he   said,  "at the outset  of  their  career  with  difficulties  of  whi^h 
the  present  race  of  surveyors  knew  : 
They  were  without  textbooks  or  for 
knowledge  of  any  kind,  and  had  to 
the  hard  experience  of  facts  and  the : 
which  attend  upon  mistakes  or  ignoi  .ii^ce 

— a  description  which  agrees  very  much  with  [ 
the  state  of  the   young   architect  of  half  a  : 
century  ago,  except  that  his  profession  was 
an  older  one,  and  had  a  literature  of  its  own. 

Bat  in  each  case — there  were  no  textbo-jks.  ■ 
no  formulated    experience    upon  which  to 

depend.     The  student  had  to  find  oat  everv-  ' thing  for  himself  of  a  practical  kind.     There 
were  no    ready   formulie    on    the  strength 
of  building   materials,  no     books    on  any 
specialised  branch  of    construction,  though 

there  were  plenty  of  books  on  the  Five  Orders. ' on    Classic    architectare,  such    as    that    of 

Vitruvius,   and  one  or  two  handbooks  like ' 
those  of  Nicholson  and  Gwilt.     The  young 
surveyor,  in  like  manner  at  that  time,  was  j 
without  treatises  on  the  various  branches  of  i 

surveying,  which  are  now  so  numerous.  Take  i 

those,   for  example,    which  the  S-.i-i-"--' Institution  Examinations  refer  to.  j.;: . 

several  classes  of  land  surveying,  ': surveying,  valuations,  estates,  forestry,  arc. 
These  subjects  had  to  be  learned  from  ex- 

perience and  study,  the  student  had  to  pick 
up  his  knowledge  mainly  as  an  apprentice  : 
he  had  no  easy  method,  rules  and  tables,  j 
except,  perhaps,  Inwoods,  and  one  or  two  I 
other  guides — no   legal  decisions  on  ques-  j 
tions  of  practice.     If  we  just  glance  at  the  j 
variety  of  subjects,  and  the  knowledge  of  law  , 
the  surveyor  is  expected  to  oring  to  his  task 
now,  we  shall  see  the  development  of  a  pro- 

fession which  has  few  rivals.     .Just  take  only 

one  or  two  branches  that  "ivere  scarcely  known 
or  specialised  early  in  the  century,  such  as  , 

the    assessment    of     sewage    farins.    c-as-?- 
under  the  Building  Act,  easements  of  li-- 
and  air,  street  improvements,  forestry,  al.  : 
ments,    and     small    hoLiings.    wttermeni.  i 
taxation,    tithes,    &c.     When    we   consider  ( 
the    amount    of    knowledge    of    a    general 
mathematical    and    legal    character    thes^ 
subjects    imply,    we    can   form    some  idea  | 

of     the     progress     made.      Mr.     Eickman ' 
refers   more  particularly  to   his   own  class ' 
of  practice — that  of  a  building  sarveyor-  -to 

the  changes  he  has  witnessed  ir.       •  -  - measurement,  in  materials  and 

details,  in  technical  education  v.    _     • 
man,  and  his  obiervations  ore  weighty  - 

just.  It  is  needless  here  to  dwell  on  t'a-  •    ̂ important    departures     made    in    :; 
construction  during  the  review  of  this  j 
how  one  material  after  another  h.- 

introduced  and  developed.  Here  the  "; surveyor  has  to  keep  in  touch  with  ti 
tect  and  with  the  manufacturer ;  he 

take  out  quantities   for    b-ii'.lings   ji  v  : 
diverse  kinils,  in  which  htmirc-ls  of  new  sy- 
tems,   fittings,   and    apparat  t- 

described  and  valued.*  The  n. 
rity  surveyor  is  really  a  d. 
last  60  years  ;  the  sttllent 
branch  has  to  become  an  ex 
ment,  both  of  materials  .. 

to  be  able  to  bring  a  kn;--.       _ 
matics  to  various  prj'Dli--iis    : 
and  to  make  himself  acq'.iai--t'>i  • 

a   much    more 
it  was  when 

:  J  this  branch ■;mploye<I  are 

.  and  adjust- oi  practice.     The  iu-' noT  perfect  in  their  c 
Xumerous  impfuveii.ents  have  been 

'j   the   surveyor's  kit.  including  im- 

j.ed  levels,  clinometers. theodolites  'as  the 
Transit"'   form^,   all   conducive  to  greater 

iacility  of  us»;  and  accuracy  of  observation. 
If    we    compare    the    old    land  -  rurveying 
methods  with  the  modem  system  it  will  bo 
noticed  how  much  has  now  to  be   learned. 

There  is  traverse  surveying,  contouring,  im- 
pr'  ve-l  methods  of  leveUing,  of  triangtiTation, 
anl  of  field  bookwork. 

Mr.  r.ickman,  speaking  of  the  change  that 

has  taken  place  in  the  traile.  says  :  "  Forty 

years  ago  the  workman  in  the  joiner's  shop had  to  perform,  all  the  various  operations 
with  his  own  hands.  Xow  these  were  done 

by  machinery,  and  he  was  little  else  but  a 

fitter  and  fixer.''  The  same  change  is  seen 
in  other  trad«,  in  those  of  the  bricklayer, 

the  tiler,  the  slater,  t^.  '      "  er, ic. ;  they  have  been  :  .  y 
of  their  trade  by  the  a...-     ra, 
and  by   the  introduction  of    s  :jr -■-.-.•■-  work.     The  substiration  c;   ._--:.ta! 

k.  terracotta,  and  decorative  plaster  are 
..■:-3.  The  intrciuction  of  machinery  and 

mechanical  appliance  have  restricted  the 
joiner,  and  reduced  him  to  a  fitter  and  fixer ; 
and  in  other  trades  it  has  reduced  manual 

labour,  as  in  the  smith's  and  plumber's.  The 
speaker's  wish  that  the  modem  workmen would  be  animated  by  the  old  trade  guild, 

who  protected  their  crafts  and  aime-i  at 
perfection,  might  be  profitably  followed. 
Although  xhe  profession  has  pK-gressed  in 
some  ways,  the  general  standard  of  work 

had  deteriorated.  "Why?  ''"-  —  •'■  —  ;a 
has  ••drifted  away  from 

tions  to  his  work'" :  the  emp.-_-  •.) 
longer  gets  his  own  material,  ac  - 
x"  '-an is,  but  the  commerce.  -  jt 

'ois  machinery  and  his  men,  and 
.kvs  the  work  at  a  profit.  This,  as 

Mr.  iackman  rightly  says,  is  strict  utili- 
tarianism and  commercialism,  but  not  by 

any  means  favourable  to  the  artistic  de- 
velopment of  any  constructive  craft.  It  is 

trae'  that  the  pr^ent  state  of  the  skilled 
la'oour  market  snvM  cause  for  anxiety,  anl  th-> 
preside:  '-to  the  report  of  the  Tech- nical B>ard    of    the  L.C.C .  a 
•      —  -J.-?  lately  referred  to.  where 

'.   that  the   oalv  n-arserv  of  the 

bat  we 

tjie  woixman  w- 

is  our  bu-dd'n^s 
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one  class  of  men,  who  studied  art  as  a  pro- 
fession, and  carried  out  by  another  and  a 

purely  commercial  system,  there  can  be  no 
common  ground,  certainly  no  progress. 

ESTIMATES.- -XXXI. 

{i-onliniteil)- COXSTRUCTIOXAL      IKOXWORK 

MISC-EIXAXEOUS. 

IT  is  often  convenient  in  approximate 
estimating  to  test  the  correctness  of  a 

detailed  calculation,  as,  for  example,  the  cost 
of  iron  tiooring  or  iron  roofs.  This  may  be 
done  by  knowing  what  it  cost  per  unit  or  per 
8<mare  of  lOdft.  for  any  description  of  work. 
When  the  estimator  has  no  time  to  muke  a 
detailed  calculation  of  the  value  of  such  an 
item  as  an  iron  trussed  roof,  he  can  at  least 
get  an  approximate  value  by  this  means. 
These  prices  per  \yiit  may  be  obtained  by 
discovering  the  cost  per  square  of  any  sort  of 
construction,  such  as  a  floor  or  a  roof,  know- 

ing the  actual  cost  of  any  example.  A  few 
items  referring  to  roofs  may  be  given  here. 

Iron  roofs  suitable  for  factory  sheds,  Arc, 
not  exceeding  2.3ft.  span,  including  wrought- 
iron  trusses,  corrugated  sheet  covering, 
gutters,  i^cc,  measured  on  slope,  have  been 
valued  at  £(>  per  square.  A  similar  roof, 
exceeding  2oft.  span,  but  not  above  Jlift., 

costs  about  i'(j  Ids.  per  square. 
A  superior  iron  roof,  not  exceeding  2.jft. 

span,  having  wrought-iron  trusses  (king- 
post, tie  and  strut  roof),  with  wood 

purlins,  boarding,  slating,  and  leadwork,  is 

valued  at  ,£'"  per  square.  One  above  this span,  but  not  exceeding  JUft.  span,  with 
wrought-iron  trusses  and  similar  covering, 
is  priced  at  £'.>  per  square  ;  and  roofs  exceed- 

ing odft.  span,  and  not  above  lOdft.,  is 

priced  at  i'lo  per  square.  For  spans  of l,j(tft.  the  cost  is  about  double  the  last. 
These  prices  are  only  approximate,  and 
arc  rather  low  for  the  present  rates  of  iron 
and  labour,  and  woidd  carry  a  percentage  of 
10  to  13  jxjr  cent. 

In  the  pricing  of  many  of  the  items  we 
have  given  we  have  been  obliged  to  assume 
the  time  it  would  take  a  smith  to  do  certain 
work,  as  that  is  the  only  method  of  affixing 
a  price  to  the  labour.  Of  course,  constants 
are  useful,  and  may  be  employed,  and  they 

are  based,  as  in  those  used  in  joiners'  work, 
on  the  actual  time  a  smith  takes  to  perform 
a  certain  kind  of  work.  Take,  for  example, 
such  an  item  as  that  of  riveting  pieces  of 
angle-iron  on  plate  girdei-s,  or  on  tee-iron 
principals  and  struts.  The  amount  or  weight 
of  iron  is  a  subordinate  factor  to  the  labour, 
the  punching  or  drilling  the  holes,  the 
riveting,  cutting,  and  fitting.  Only  an 
expert  smith  coidd  say  how  long  such  an 
item  would  take,  or  what  it  was  worth,  and 
that  is  the  reason  why  so  many  estimates 
and  tenders  for  ironwork  by  contractors  are 
unreliable.  The  estimator  can  only  guess 
what  time  it  takes  a  smith  to  forge  the  end 
of  an  iron  strut,  or  the  forked  or  flattened 
end  of  a  tie-bar,  and  diill  the  holes  for  the 
bolts ;  it  may  be  an  hour,  a  day,  or  p.art  of  a 
day,  and  this  can  bo  expressed  as  a  decimal. 
All  holes  for  bolts  and  rivets  should  be 
punched  or  drilled  in  the  yard  ;  if  drilled  on 
the  building  they  will  cost  Cd.  each,  and  wiU 
not  be  so  true. 

In  the  calculation  of  bars  and  plates  the 
weight  iier  pound  and  its  equivalent  per 
cwt.  is  generally  required.  For  this  reason 
the  estimator  of  ironwork  would  find  it  of 
value  to  have  a  table  of  equivalents  ready  to 
his  hand,  showing  at  a  glance  the  price  per 
cwt.  or  ton  of  wrought-iron  or  steel  at  any 
price  per  pound  given.  For  example,  1<1. 
per  pound  =  Os.  Id.  per  cwt. ;  2d.  per  pound 
=  ]ss.  .^d.  per  cwt.;  3d.  per  pound  =  288. 
per  cwt. ;  Id.  per  pound  =  'Ms.  4d.  per  cwt., 
and  so  on,  and  these  figures  are  of  constant 
occurrence  in  pricing.  (  onversely,  when  wo 
have  obtained  the  price  per  cwt.,  the  price 
per  poimd  ought  to   be  as   quickly  found. 

Such  a  table  of  equivalent  prices,  if  accom- 
panied by  a  table  of  weights  for  bars  and 

plates  per  foot  lineal  or  square,  and  for  any 
section,  would  greatly  facilitate  the  pricing  of 
ironwork. 

Our  illustrations  show  two  cast-iron  shoes 
for  iron  trusses  and  connections  of  tie-rods, 
Figs.  1  and  4.  No.  2  is  a  flattened-out  tie- 

rod  end  with  gib  and  cottar,  and  Xo.  •')  shows plate-connections  of  principals  and  king-head, 
and  also  of  the  junction  of  king-strap  and 

12s.  per  cwt.  would  be  sufficient.  Fixing  ia 

generally  included  in  the  Bricklayer's  wll, say.  Is.  3d.  per  cwt. 

2cwt.  361b.  in  ties  and  straps  to  floors  and 
roofs. 

These  would  be  in  the  shape  of  rods  and 
straps,  and  include  screw-ends,  nuts,  bolts, 
&c.  The  item  may  be  taken  at  3id,  per  lb. 
=  32s.  6d.  per  cwt. 

1 J  cwt.  in  screw-bolts  and  nuts,  about  31b. 
each  average  in  timber  trusses,  partitions, 
flitch-beams,  &c. 

Put  this  item  also  down  at  3M.  per  lb.,  or 
if  the  bolts  are  9in.  long  and  upwards  and 
Jin.  in  diameter,  they  may  be  priced  at  243. 

per  cwt. i  cwt.  bolts  and  nuts,  square  heads,  3in.  long, 

fin.  diameter. 
About  28s.  per  cwt. 

Xo.  lo2.     iin.  screw-bolts.   Sin.  long,  with 
heads,  nuts,  washers,  and  fixing  in  wood. 

These  are  for  wood  framing,  and  are  worth- 
about   2Jd.   to   3d.   per  pound.      The  bolts 
would  weigh  about  Jib.  each. 

£  «.  d. Say,  cost  of  bolt        0    0    2} 
Fixing,  cay         0    0    IJ 
Each.. 

0    0    4 No.  16.     Jin, screw  bolts  .Sin.  long  fixed  to wood. 

Ulb. 

Bolts  of  this  size  will  weigh  about 
each,  including  head,  nut,  and  washer 

£    8.  d. 
Cost  of  bolt,  say        0    0    4 
Fixing      0    0    » 

0    0    6 

No.  24.     Jin.  screw  bolts,  heads,  nuts,  and 
washers  to  feet  of    principals  18in.  long and  fixing. 

Bolts  will  weigh  about  2Jlb.  each. £ 

Cost  of  bolt    :     0 
Fixing      " 

d. 

6i 

6 

^  oi/erpcaTTi 

struts  at  the  foot.  In  this  case  the  struts  and 
king  are  of  flat  bar-iron,  all  throe  thicknesses 
riveted  together. 

noi.r-iroLE.?,  noi.Ts,  iuvetixg,  etc. 

No.  260.     Bolt-holes   for   iin.   bolts   drilled 
through  Jin.  iron. 

Tliese  are  possibly  extra  bolt-holes,  as  the 
holes  and  rivets  are  usually  included  in  the 

price  for  rolled  girders  and  roof-trusses.  X steam  drill  would  make  these  holes  at  Id.  or 
2d.  each. 

13cwt.  19lb.  in  chimney -bars,  and  fixing. 

These  are  charged  at  about  2Jd.  per  lb.,  or 

21.«.  per  cwt.,  in  Laxtonr  though  much  lower 

prices  are    put   down.     For  ordinary  bars. 

0    10} 

No.   24.     Jin.  screw  bolts,  &c.,  to  queen- 
posts  2(»in.  long,  and  fixing. 

These  would  include  boring  the  tie-beams 
and  posts.     Weight  about  3lb. £  s.  a. 

Cost  of  bolt      -    J   °    f 
Boring  and  fl»ng      "    "    ' 

0    13 

2qr.  14lb.     Round  and  pan-head  rivets,  Jin. 
diameter. 

These  would  be  for  riveting  L-iron  puilins 

to  principals,  and  would  be  worth  about  403. 

per  cwt. ;  fin.  rivets  are  priced  at  3.J3.  per 
cwt. 

llcwt.     Bolt-heads  with  hexagon  nuts  9in. 

long,  average,  and  Jin.  diameter. 

These  aro  worth  about  ISs.  9d.  per  cwt., 

according  to  one  list. 

No.  32.    Pieces  of  angle-iron  4in.  by  4in.  by 

"jin.,  and  Sin.  long,  Iwlted  to  girders. 

Iron  of  this  section  weighs  about  12-50lb. 

per  lineal  foot,  and  pieces  8in.  long,  two- 
thirds  of  a  foot,  woidd  weigh  about  sib. 

£   8.  d. 
Angle  iron,  81b.  each,  at,  «»y,  l}d.      S    J    R 

Cuttingto  length.    .....;........  ■"••"•••^-    " 
Drilling  two  holes  for  }m.  bolts,  say  3<i.    ̂     ̂    ̂ each      . 

Per  bracket.. 
0    2    0 

IRON   lIAXrU.VIL,   CORES,    ETC. 

(iOft.  run.  2in.  by  Jin.  core-rail  forced  to 

shape  of  handrail,  including  screws,  holes, &c. 

This  item  probably  includes  ramped, 

wreathed,  and  circular  work,  as  weU  as
 

straight,  let  into  groove  in  handrail.    A
\er- 
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aging  the  straight  with  the  curveil  parts,  we 

cau  only  approximately  price  this  item. 

Sav  co"tof  iron  rer  foot  run,  3|lb.  at    £   3.    d. 
ISd      0    »    'i 

Labour  per  foot  run,  average,  say      0    13 
Boring  holes  and  screwing       0    0    2 

0    1  1(1 

Say  2s.  per  foot  nm. 

No.  02.  liu.  bar-iron  balusters,  2ft.  Sin.  long 
each,   including  tapping  and  screwing  to 

WTOught-iron  core. 
A  bar   inch    square    would   weigh  about 

3Jlb.  per  foot  run,  at  Id.  per  lb.  would  be 

3id.,  sav,  3.' J. 
£  s.  a. 

Co«tof  bar,  2ft.  Sin.  long,  sayatSld.   ...  0  0  9 
Cutting  bar  to  rake  of  stairs,  say     0  0  8 
Tapping  and  screwin.?  ends    0  0  6 
Fixing    0  0  6 

Coat  of  each       0    2    5 

Cutting  24  holes  for  Jin.  bar,  drilled  through 

inch  wrought-iron  rail. 

These  cost  about  2(1.  each. 

Tapping  and  screwing  ends  into  rail  ditto. 

Price  these  at,  say,  6i.  each. 

laft.  run.     4 Jin.  half-round  hand-rail  scroll. 

The  weight  of  the  iron  will  be  about  21b. 

per  foot  lineal,  .say — 
Cost  of  a  foot  run,  at,  say  3d.  per  lb.,  or  £  s.  d. 

28s.  pcrcwt    0  0  6 
Forging  scroll,  per  foot,  say    0  0  2 
J'ixing    0  0  3 

0  0  11 
EXTR.V   LABOrn. 

No.  8.  Extra  labour  in  iron  tie-rods, 

broadening  out  for  bolt-holes.  (See 
sketch  2.) 

£  s.  d. 
One  hour  of  smith  forging,  say       0  10 
Punching  or  drilling  bolt-hole,  &c      0  0    9 

Each  end      0    19 

No.  16.  Extra  labour  in  forming  forked 
heads  to  |in.  suspension  rods  of  queen 
trusses,  as  per  detail. 

If  this  is  the  usual  forked  end  bolted 

through  principal,  the  labour  would  be  about 

•worth  2s.  each,  punching  or  drilling  holes 
for  bolts  Gd.,  though  the  cost  will  depend  on 
•circumstances  and  the  kind  of  end. 

No.  32.  fin.  straps  for  connection  of  struts 

to  principals,  di-illed  for  bolts  and  riveted  to 
members.     (See  details.) 

These  would  be  flat  pieces  of  strap  iron 

about  liin.  lon^  and  3in.  wide,  and  would 
weigh  per  foot  lineal  at  |in.  about  o.Ub. ;  Gin 
would  weigh  half,  IJlb. 

£  s.  d. 
Cost  of  strap  at  4d.  per  lb      0    0    7 
Drilling  holes  for  bolt,  say        0    0    4 
Riveting  to  members,  say      0    0    3 

fin.  rivets  should  have  a  pitch  or  distance 
from  centres  of  3 Jin.  or  4in.,  and  the  rule  is, 
the  rivet  pitch  should  not  be  less  than  six 
■diameters  of  the  rivet. 

CASEitE>TS  A>n)   SASHES. 

No.  3.  Side-hung  casements  2ft.  by  oft., 

gunmetal  fitted,  with  copper  weather" bars. 
These  are  manufactured  by  the  Crittall 

Manufacturing  Co.,  Ltd..  Brainti-ee,  and 
casements  of  this  description  of  No.  1  quality 
are  priced  at  iMla.  each.  This  includes  handle 

and  copper  weather-bar. 

No.   3.    Side-hung  casements  of  malleable 
iron  of  above  dimensions. 

These  are  quoted  at  323.  <)d.  each. 
(See  price  lists  of  the  above  and  other  well- 

known  firms.    Burt  and  Potts,  Westminster ; 
White  and  Son,  Oxford-street,  &o.; 

No.    2.     Wrought-iron    sashes    with    mitre 
joints,   sft.  byJin.,  IJin.  thick,  and  with 
16  panes. 

These  are  of  a  superior  kind,  and  may  be 
priced  at  about  9M.  to  lOd.  per  foot. 

No.  1.    Ditto,  10ft.  by  oft.,  with  2.5  panes. 

Add  another  Id.  to  the  price  given  above. 

CI.STEKX.S   AXli    TAXKS. 

No.  1.  Galvanised  iron  cistern,  Oft.  by  .Jtt. 

by  .itt.  -lin.,  riveted  cap,  hoisting  and 
fixing  same  on  top  lloor. 

No  particulars  are  given  as  to  thickness  of 

plate.  A  cistern  of  this  size  would  have  to 
he  at  least  Jin.  thick. 

Cost    of    cistern,    per    list,    including   £  s.  d. 
carriage     11  8    0 

Add  hoisting,  say      0  16 
Fixing      0  2    6 

Profit 
11  12    0 
13    6 

12  15    6 

Provide  and    fix    two    "id-gallon    Kj-gauge 
galvanised  iron  cisterns  supplied. 

A  cistern  of  this  capacity  would  be  about 

2ft.  ()in.  bv  1ft.  sin.  by  2ft.,  and  would  cost 
at  16W.G.  £1  7s. 

£    a.   d. 
Cistern  delivered,  say      17    0 
Hoisting.  &c      0    10 
Fixing      0    16 

1    9    6 

10  per  cent,  profit      0    3    0 

Cost,  each       1  12    6 

Braby's  g,alvanised  iron  cisterns  are  made 
from  20  gallons  to  1,000  gallons. 

IEO>-  DOOES,   ETr. 

Provide  and  fix  oneof  Hobbs,  Hart,  and  (.'o.'s 
wrought-iron  "keyed  rebated"  party- 
wall  doors,  withhangers  to  slide  on  H-bars 
fixed  to  brickwork  upon  grooved  rails,  &c. 

Size  of  opening  6Et.  by  Tft. 

Obtain  estimate  from  manufacturers. 

Sliding  doors  of  Jin.  plate  and  I'm.  stiles and  rails,  with  wheels  and  running  Ijars  at 

top,  channel-bar  on  floor,  and  of  these 
dimensions  are  priced  at  about  £13  las. 

£  8.  d. 
Say  cost  of  doors    13  10    0 
Getting  in  and  fixing  doors,  including        *• hoisting,  cutting  to  brickwork,  fixing, 

i-c,  say      1  10    0 

This  is,  of  course,  an  approximate  esti- 
mate, as  the  position  of  doors  and  fixing  will vary. 

Provide  and  fix  one  ditto  Tft.  by  4  ft.  Oin., 

sliding  doors  opening  with  four  panels, 
stiles  and  rails  Sin.  by  Jin.,  of  Jin.  plate, 

with  wrought  -  ii'on  hangers,  cast-iron 
wheels,  and  channel  groove  complete. 

A  wrought-iron  plate  door  of  this  de- 
scription would  cost  from  £s  Pis.  to  £9  los. 

per  pair.  The  L.C'.C.  regulations  require 
"the  floor  jambs  and  head  to  be  of  brick, 
stone,  or  iron,  and  be  closed  by  two  wrought- 
iron  doors  Jin.  thick  in  the  paiiel,  at  a  dis- 

tance from  each  other  of  full  thickne.ss  of 
the  wall,  fitted  to  rebated  frames  without 

woodwork,  or  by  wrought-iron  sliding  doors 
or  shutters,  fitted  with  grooved  or  rebated 

iron  frames."     (Section  77.) 

The  St.  Pancras  Ironwork  Co.  supply 

double  hanging  or  folding  iron  doors,  not 
exceeding  7ft.  by  3ft.  Oin.,  at  £jjs.  each; 
if  panelled  both  sides,  £1  IDs.  extra. 

No.  2.  Sliding;  Aootb  panelled  on  one  side, 
Jin.  plate,  with  Ain.  stiles  and  rails,  edges 
planed,  overhead  rollers  on  a  bar,  channel 
iron  frame  at  top,  bolts  complete,  painted 
one  coat,  size  of  le,af  7ft.  <!in.  by  4ft. 

The  St.  Pancras  Ironworks  Co.  m»ke    £    s.  d. 
doois  of  this  description,  delivered  in 
Londonat     10  12  6 

Getting  in  and  fixing,  say      2    0  0 

12  12    6 

No.  2.  Double-hanging  wrought-iron  doors, 

Jin.  plate,  Jin.  stiles  and  rails,  edges 

planed,  with  latch  and  bolt,  rebated  frame 

3in.  by  lin.,  painted  complete,  size  6ft.  6in. 

by  3ft.  <iin. 

These  are  priced  in  the  same  Company's Ust  at  about  £S  Uia.  the  pair. 

Provide  and  fix  Mason's  patent  stair  treads 
to  wood  staircase,  20  steps,  4ft.  wide. 

Koughly  this  would  be  20  steps  by  4ft.    £   e.  d. 
S'luarc  -  80*q.ft.,   -which   pric;;d    at 
3s.  i;d,  per  foot    H    0  0 

Fixing,  say      0  15  0 
14  15    0 

The   best   courso    is    to    obtain  estimate, 

including  fixing,  for  this. 

THE  SOCIETY  UF  AKCHITKCTS. 

T1£E  socond  ordinary  meeting  for  the  present 
sesijion  of  the  Society  of  Architects  was 

heM  at  St.  .Tames's  llall,  Piccadilly,  last 

(Thursday)  evening  when  the  I'rosident,  Mr. Walter  Emdex,  J. P.,  L.C.C.,  delivered  the 

lll'IiNIXO     .\llDnES<. 

I  have  been  greatly  honoured  by  your  placing 

mo  in  the  Presidential  chi^ir  of  the'.Society  for  the 
third  time  in  succession,  and  have  to  thank  the 
raembcrs  of  the  Society  not  ocly  for  the  lionour 
done  me,  but  for  the  very  unanimous  way  in 
which  it  has  been  conferred.  Much  has  been 

done  by  the  Society  in  the  past  year,  which  has 

been  fully  placed  before  you  in  th'-  reports.  ITie 
Council  have  given  much  time  and  attention  to 
the  carrying  forward  of  the  work  which  the 
Society  has  set  itself  to  do,  and  undoubtedly  Sir. 
Ellis  Marsland,  the  hon.  secretary,  has  again 
been  to  the  front  in  its  work.  The  appointment 

of  the  new  secretary,  Jlr.  ilc.Vrthur  Butler,  has 
proved  a  very  satisfactory  one,  and  the  secretarial 
work  has  also  been  greatly  improved  and 
systematised,  and  the  Council  and  honorary 
secretary  greatly  assisted  in  their  work.  In 
drawing  your  attention  again  to  the  question  of KF.r.ISTKATIOX, 

I  would  strongly  impress  its  importance  upon  all 
members,  particularly  the  provincial  architects, 
whom  it  affects  most,  as  they  are  most  open  to 
the  competition  of  the  incompetent  and  un- 

qualified man.  Dariog  the  past  year  several 
meetings  have  been  held  to  spread  information  on 
the  question,  and  it  is  hoped  with  the  increase  of 
the  subscription,  to  hold  many  more  meetings 
than  it  has  been  possible  to  do  in  the  past. 
These  meetings  enable  the  provincial  architects 
to  discuss  the  difficulty  and  advise  and  assist  in. 
finding  thu  remedy  when  questions  of  importance 
arise  affecting  the  profession.  Though  the 

progress  may  be  slow,  it  seems  to  my  mind  it 
must  undoubtedly  come  home  to  Parliament 
sooner  or  later  (I  hope  sDoner},  that  it  is  necessary 
the  public  should  be  protected  from  incompetent, 
uneducated,  and  ignorant  persons  who  cm  and 
do  enter  the  profession  freely  and  without  let  or 
hindrance.  Some  interest  during  the  past  year 
has  been  shown  in  the  law  dealing  with  the 

iJVESTIOXS    OF    I.If;HT    ANn    AIR, 

and  the  alterations  necessary  to  simplify  it,  and 

stiy  the  present  and  ever-growing  and  wasteful 
expenditure.  The  particular  difficulty  in  dealing 
with  the  matter  is  the  fear,  honestly  or  otherwise 

expressed,  that  it  would  interfere  with  the  rights 

of  property,  but  the  proposals  of  the  .Society  and 
which  I  trust  we  shall  takr  every  opportunity  of 

pressing  upon  the  public  attention  and  the 
Legislature/  would  not  in  any  way  interfere  with 
the  rights  of  property,  but  would  rather  help  to 
protect  them,  while  saving  wasteful  and  useless 
expense,  and  the  production,  often  enough,  of 

disfigurement  in  our  streets.    The 
LOXnOS    GOVEItXilEXT   A(T 

of  this  year  (1S99)  which  was  devised  for  the 
purpose  of  dividing  London  into  cities  or  boroughs 
might  well,  as  I  suggested  a  year  ,igo,  have  been 
made  the  vehicle  for  considerable  improvement  in 
the  method  and  means  of  local  government,  by 

doing  .iwfiy  with  overlapping  and  the  complica- 
tions which  at  present  exist.  <;iiir  hopes  in  this 

direction  have  not  been  accomplished,  but  it  is  a 
direction  in  which  much  may  be  done  by  pressing 

upon  the  I-egislaturo  the  necessity  there  is  for 
coditic.ition  of  th«  Acts  dealing  with  local 

government  to  produce  more  uniformity  with 
reg:ird  to  by-laws  andre-iuireraents.  i.c  .  relating 
to  building-.  '  'ne  of  the  worst  features  of  our 
English  law  is  the  number  of  .Vets  which  are 

passed  to  amend  almost  every  liw :  and  it  is 
therefore  celf-ovident  when  Lirge  changes  are 

made-  "      this  .\ct,  that  it  is 
reason.  nity  of  simplifica- 

tion an  ̂  -,.....     ..-..  -.  ̂   ..iwDg  acts.      I  do  not 
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mean  to  s&y  the  Government  in  no  way  eimpUfied 
the  matter  by  what  it  did  ;  the  Act  certainly  did 
something  in  this  dire<  lion  in  congregating 
together  a  numljer  of  small  authorities  in  one,  so 
thit  over  a  larger  district  there  would  be 
aniformity.  It  left,  however,  the  overlapping  by 
the  various  authorities  and  the  duplication  of 
work  for  those  engaged  in  building.  The  course 
which  I  think  might  fairly  have  been  taken  is 
that  the  municipalities  should  have  had  placed  in 
their  hands  all  the  powers  which  were  not 
absolutely  necessary  to  remain  in  the  hands  of 
a  central  authority,  for  while  believing  in  a 
oongregatioh  of  boroughs  like  London,  that  it 
must  be  necessary  to  have  a  central  authority, 
there  should  bo  left  it  as  little  executive  work  as 
possible,  the  actual  administration  being  placed 
in  the  hands  of  the  local  authority.  The  central 
authority  should  make  the  by-laws  and  deal  with 
such  ([uestions  as  main  drainage,  tire,  water, 
metropolitan  improvements,  dwellings  for  the 
poorer  classes,  \c.,  which  must  be  common  to  the 
whole  of  the  Jletroiiolis.  Architects  and  sur- 

veyors will  appreciate  what  I  say  when  I  state 
that  the  requirements  with  regsurd  to  building 
under  the  present  system  (or,  rather,  want  of 
system)  are  complicated  and  overlapping,  and  that 
even  while  in  a  provincial  city  it  is  possible  to 
pass  one  set  of  plans  and  go  only  to  one  authority, 
in  London  plans  have  to  be  deposited  in  almost 
unending  succession  and  with  several  authorities. 
It  must  seem  wonderful  to  those  who  understand 
the  difficulties,  that  they  are  allowed  to  exist ; 
but  of  course  the  many  vested  interests  and  the 
conservative^feeling  there  always  is  with  regard 
to  existing  institutions  answers  for  much,  while 
when  legislation  does  come  about,  the  Bills  are 
more  or  less  framed  by  men  who  have  little  or  no 
practical  or  technical  knowledge  of  the  questions 
for  which  they  draft  the  Act. 

THE  CODIFICATION-    OF    BlILllIXG    LAWS. 

I  think,   therefore,   for   these  and  many  other 
reasons,  an  extremely  useful  work  on  the  part  of 
the   Society  would   be   to  try   and   bring  about 
simplification  and  codification  of  the  various  Acts 
of    Parliament     affecting    building    operations. 
That  there  is  considerable  room  for  this  to  be 

done  is  evident,  as  I  have  stated,  to  every  pro- 
fessional man  and  •to  every  member  of  the  public 

who  undertakes  a  building  operation  ;  it  would 

injure  no  one's  legitimate  interests ;  and  while 
the  professional  man  would  deal  with  his  work 
with  less  difficulty,   the  building  public  would 
obtain  a  great  saving  of  expense.     Following  on 
these  lines,  the  Council  of  the  Society  may  well 
lay  themselves  out  to  study    the  new  London 
Government  Act  with  a  view  to  suggesting  from 
time  to  time,  and  to  persist  in  attempting,  to 
bringing  about  such  transfer  of  powers  and  such 
rearrangement  of    duties    as  will  simplifj'  the 
practice  which  obtains  in  London  with  regard  to 
building  matters.  Kven  if  a  thorough  codification 
cannot  be  obtained,  opportunity  may   serve  to 
obtain    minor     improvements.      I  have  before 
suggested  the  formation  of  a  Technical  Court  as 
saving,  in  cases  of  light  and  air,  delay,  difficulty, 
and  expense ;  but   such   a   court  might   well  go 
farther  and  be  appointed  to  try  at  all  events 
certain  classes  of  building  cases  ;  the  uncertainty 
with  regard  to  decisions  under  the  present  method , 
as  well  as  its  delays,  leaves  it  not  only  unsatis- 

factory, but  encourages  litigation,  often  enough 
for    improper    purposes.       The    Building    Act 
Tribunal  in   lx)ndon  has,  I  think,  proved  itself 
very  satisfactory  so  far,  and  in  such  technical 
work  as  questions  of  light  and  air  it  ought  to 
be,  as  a  technical  body,  admirably  adapted  to  give 
just  and  equitable  decisions,  and  when  this  is 
accomplished  and  has  pioved  satisfactorj-,  then 
with  such  modifications  as  may  be  necessary  in  its 
constitution,  other  classes  of  building  cases  might 
go  to  it.      In  the  addresses   which   I  have  laid 
before  you  for  the  last  two  years,  I  have  drawn 
attention  to  tKe 

riLVCTICAl  WORK 

as  lor  chose  nearer  the  Metropolis.  The  number  of 
country  membeis  on  the  Council  speaks  also  for 
the  interest  taken  in  the  work  of  the  Society  in 
the  provinces.  To  recapitulate  ;  at  the  head  of 
the  list  of  objects  on  which  to  set  our  attention 
comes  the  question  of  registration,  and  in  refer- 

ence to  what  is  said  by  detractors,  I  think  it 

would  be  more  dignified  on  the  Society's  part  not 
to  take  heed  of  the  statement  of  even  the  I'resi- 
dent  of  the  Koyal  Institute  of  British  Architects, 
as  not  only  was  it  incorrect  in  fact,  if  what  we 
read  was  correctly  transcribed,  but  it  could  only 
produce  mutual  recrimination  between  two  bodies 
of  professional  men,  which  certainly  should  be 
avoided  as  being  in  the  interests  of  none.  I 
believe  that  registration  is  practically  the  head 
and  centre  of  what  is  necessary  for  the  protection 
of  the  public  and  the  real  elevation  of  the  pro- 

fession, and  to  obtain  this  must  be  always  given  our 
best  endeavours.  I  think  simplification  and 
codification  of  the  various  Acts  dealing  with 
building  matters,  to  produce  uniformity  all  over 
the  country,  is  also  a  work  in  which  much  good 
can  be  done,  and  is  of  the  first  import.mce,  and 
as  such  I  now  urge  it  on  the  attention  of  the 
Society.  The  amending  of  the  law  dculing  with 
rights  of  light  and  air,  ic,  is  again  a  question  of 
great  importance,  and  while  I  do  not  dwell  on  it 
further,  I  consider  that  it  should  always  be  before 
the  profession,  and  that  every  professional  man 
should  work  for  its  accomplishment.  These  alone 
form  a  great  programme,  which,  if  faced,  can, 
with  patience,  be  accomplished,  and  its  accom- 

plishment will  not  only  redound  to  the  credit  of 
the  Society,  but  will  be  productive  of  many  and 
valuable  benefits  to  the  public. 

PROGRESS   OF   THE   ARCHITECT    DIRIXG  '^BIS CEXTIRY. 

There  is  one  aspect  vrith  regird  to  architectural 
work  which  it  seems  well  to  me  I  should  to<ich 
upon  at  this  date.     We  are  now  practically  at  the 
end  of  the  19th  century,  and,  in  fact,  my  term  of 
office  will  be  expended  for  the  greater  part  in  the 
first  year  of  the  20th  cent\iry.     It  seems,  there- 

fore, only  right  that  I  should  look  back,  even  if 
but  shortly,  at  the  advances  which  have  been 
made  in  the  work  of  the  architect  since  the  year 
1800.    Necessarily,  a  great  deal  of  the  advance 
comes,  as  it  will  do,  in  the  train  of  increasing 
wealth,  ns  without  it  the  work  done  cannot  be 
either  as  prolific,  as  good,  or  as  carefully  worked 
out,  and  there  has  been  wealth  at  the  command 
of  the  architect,  as  the  country  has  vastly  in- 

creased in  wealth  during  the  century.     I  believe 
that  at  no  period  of  architecture  was  style  and 
design  so  debased  as  in  the  latter  part  of  the 
18th  and  the  beginning  of  the  19th  century.  The 
squares  of  London  and  the  rows  of  houses  in  many 
districts    which    date    from    that    period  speak 
strongly  in  this  direction  with  regard  to  our 
dwellings,  and  there  are  few  great  bmldings  of 
the  period  to  which  one  could  refer  with  pride. 
Certainly  there  was  art  still  in  some  of  the  work 
— I  rather  refer  to  detail  work — but  even  then  it 

was  poor  and  thin,  and  thi-  general  design  of  the 
interiors  was  often  ill-considered  and  cold.     One 
of  the  best  examples  of  modem  architecture,  and, 
in  my  opinion,  as  a  whole  the  best  example,  is 
the  Law  Courts  of  Brussels.     I  particularly  con- 

sider these  buildings  good,  Iwcause  they  are  free 
from  any  tricks  of  art,  and  there  is  no  attempt  at 
over-ornamentation  or  of  obtaining  effect  by  it. 
It  is  the  boldness  and  grouping  which  give  its 
dignity  to  it,  while  the  forcible  nature  of  its  de- 

sign appeals  to  the  thinking  public  to  place  it,  as 
I  believe  they  do,  too,  as  one  of  the  best  build- 

ings of  the  latter  part  of  this  century.     But  here 
in  England  wc  have  also  many  buildings  which 
speak  well  for  the  great  advance  which  has  been 
made,  and  it  is  found  not  only  in  many  of  our 
public  buildings,  but  in  our  great  hotels,  town 
halls,   theatres,   and  other  buildings ;  even  our 
shops,  and  certainly  our  private  dwellings,  have 
made  great  advances,  and  the  plain  wall,  with 
holes  in  it,  has  almost  ceased  to  exist.     Indeed, 
I  think  there  is  a  strong  feeling  in  London  (which 
has  been  growing  since  the  days  when  the  old 
Board  of  \Vorks  commenced  its  great  work  of  the 
Thames  Kmbankmcnt),  that  it  should  not  only  be 
the  greatest  and  the  wealthiest  of  the  cities  of  the 
world,  but  that  it  might  &ho  become  one  of  the 
most  beautiful.     London   has  many  advantages 
for  such  a  claim  :  one  is  its  river,  another  is  the 
fact   that    the    architect    being    free,    and    not 
hampered   by    the  necessity  of    erecting  great 
boulevards  of  similar  elevation,  produces  buildings 
which,  from  the  broken  appearance  they  gi 

picturesque  effect,  which  adds  much  to  the  beauty 
of  the  dty  and  is  far  more  pleasing  to  the  eye 
than  a  more  regular  style  could  be.  The  accom- 

modation and  luxuries  of  the  small  villas  of  to- 
day compares  with  the  house  of  a  similar  class  at 

the  be;!inning  of  the  19th  century  so  favourably 
that  I  have  no  doubt  many  whu  compare  them 
wonder  how  their  fathers  or  grandfathers  ever 
lived  in  the  way  they  did.  The  sanitary  arrange- 

ments, baths,  lighting,  and  a  host  of  other  attrac- 
tions make  the  present  villa  a  home  which  would have  been  envied  could  it  have  been  seen  or 

known  of  at  the  beginning  of  the  century. 

S.VXITAUV    PROGRESS. 

In  no  century  of  English  history  have  such 
great  strides  been  made.  Great  Britain  itself 
has  grown  into  the  greatest  empire  the  world 
has  ever  known.  Its  wealth  has  grown  with  it, 
and  it  certainly  would  be  strange  if  art  and 
architecture  had  not  also.  I  am  pleased  to  think 
that  not  only  has  the  decorative  portion  of  the 
Architect's  work  made  advances,  but  what  is  so 
much  more  material,  the  sanitary  part  of  his 
work  has  also  equally  advanced.  When  we  re- 

member the  many  periods  at  which  plague  or 
cholera  during  the  past  century  have  attacked 
and  threatened  this  country,  it  is  certainly  not 
only  a  lelief,  but  a  very  great  stride  indeed,  to 
know  that  practically  the  work  of  the  sanitary 
authorities,  and  the  advance  in  the  science  of 
sanitation,  has  almost  closed  the  door  to  its 
recurrence,  and  to  its  consequent  panic  and  fears, 
in  the  future.  I  do  not  mean  to  suggest  that 
disease  may  not  make  some  entry ;  but  what  I  do 

suggest  is,  that  it  cannot  spread  broadcMt  over 
the  country  under  the  sanitary  regulations  and 
appliances  which  are  now  insisted  upon.  It  will 
be  even  more  effectually  prevented  when  pro- 

vincial regulations  are  made  more  in  accordance 
with  and  more  strictly  administered  with  those 
of  the  towns  and  cities  of  the  kingdom.  No 
doubt,  considerable  advance  has  stUl  to  be  made, 
and  there  is  room  for  it  in  the  near  future  ;  but 
what  I  am  interested  to  show  at  the  moment  is. 
the  vast  difference  there  is  for  the  better  when 
we  compare  the  state  of  this  country  so  far  as 

this  part  of  the  architect's  work  is  concerned  as it  is  now,  with  what  it  wM  in  1800.  There  is  no 
doubt  that  during  the  same  period  invention  and 
improvements  have  come  upon  us  to  such  an 
enormous  extent  and  with  such  rapidity  that 

many  things  which  would  otherwise  be  con- 
sidered great,  ire  dwarfed  and  lost  sight  of  ;  still 

but  a  little  thought  will  show  what  strides  sanita- tion has  made.  I  trust,  in  the  struggle  for 

improvement,  that  the  question  of  sanitation  will 
always  be  kept  well  to  the  front,  as  whatever  the 
wealth  of  the  people,  without  health  it  is  of  little 
value.  Let  me,  in  conclusion,  urge  upon  members 

of  the  profession,  and  of  this  Society  in  particular, 
that  even  if  their  influence  or  the  time  that  they 

can  devote  to  the  elevation  of  architecture,  and 

to  deal  with  the  questions  which  I  have  laid 
before  them  are  small,  it  is  still  a  material  help  : 

not  only  from  the  point  of  view  that  every  little 

helps,  but  from  the  fact  that  it  shows  that  all 

are  taking  an  interest ;  and  nothing  gives  en- 
couragement to  those  who  are  devoting  their  best 

energies  to  the  work,  so  much  as  to  feel  that  all 
are  taking  this  interest  in  it,  and  following  and 

helping  in  the  same  direction. 

done  by  and  being  done  still  by  the  Society  :  to 
go  over  it  again  would  be  merely  to  reiterate  what 
has  already  been  said.  At  the  same  time  I  feel 
quite  confident  that  the  work  for  the  practical 
benefit  of  the  profession  and  the  public  which 
has  been  undertaken  will  be  followed  up  with 
energy  and  discretion  in  the  future,  more 
especially  now  that  the  action  of  the  members 

has  BO  much  improved  the  Society's  financial 
position,  and  the  generous  support  given  by 
country  members  has  been  extremely  gratifying 
as  showing  the  appreciation  of  the  work  of  the.      ..-   — -            .^  ,  „ 
Council  as  being  at  least  as  much  in  their  interest   when  grouped  together,  produce  a  pleasing  and 

EOYAL  IXSTITrTE   OF   BRITISH 
ARCHITECTS. 

THE  fortnightly  meeting  of  the  Institute  of Architects  was  held  on  Monday  evening, 

the  President,  Mr.  William  Emerson,  in  the 

chair. 
Mr.  Alexaxuf.r  (iRAiiAM,  Hon.  Sec,  said  he 

regretted  to  have  to  announce  the  decease  of  one 
of  their  distinguished  coUeagues,  Sir  Thomas  N  . 
Deane.  He  was  a  man  of  very  high  character, 

and  as  an  architect  did  some  exceUent  work  m 

Dublin,  and  also  in  Oxford  and  London.  He 

was  not  a  member  of  their  Institute,  but  was 

associated  with  the  sister  Institute  of  Arclutects 

in  Ireland,  and  also  a  member  of  the  Koyal 

Hibernian  Academy.  His  chief  work  was  the 

Library  and  Museum  at  Dublin,  on  the  opening 

of  which  he  was  knighted  by  the  (iueen.  He  was 

the  architect  of  the  remarkable  Museum  at 

Oxford,  noteworthy  in  many  ways,  and  especially 

as  the  work  of  one  of  the  great  architects  who  at 

that  period  came  under  the  influence  of  Uuskin  s 

teaching.  In  conjunction  with  his  then  partner, 

Mr   Woodward,  he  was  one  of  the  competitors 
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for  the  Law  Courts,  and  the  beautiful  design  then 

submitted  would  be  recalled  by  manj-  members  ; 
he  also  competed  for  the  Imperial  Institute.  lie 
had  also  to  report  Ihedeath  of  Mr.  F.  J.  Flockton, 
of  Sheffield,  who  might  be  said  to  have  rebuilt 

half  that  citj-.  and  certainly  had  left  a  great  variety 
of  works  in  Sheffield  and  the  neighbourhood, 
of  which  he  might  specially  allude  to  the  llappin 
.\rt  Ci.iUery.  He  had  been  a  member  of  Council 
of  the  Institnte. 

EXC.IVATIOXS   I.S'    CYPRUS    IN'    ISi'G. 

A  paper  on  this  subject,  illustrated  by  a  few 
lantern-slides,  and  by  photographs  and  drawings, 
was  read  by  I'r.  Alexander  S.  Hurray,  F  S.A., 
Keeper  of  the  Greek  and  lioman  Rooms  in  the 
British  JIuseum.  Jlr.  Murray  opened  his  paper 
with  a  description  of  the  site  of  the  excavations. 
The  district  is  best  known  to  Clsissicul  btudents 
from  the  extensive  ruins  of  the  Grnco-Uomsn 
c!ty  of  Salamis  which  lie  along  the  seashore.  It 
had  been  thought  that  the  lower  stiata  contained 
remains  of  a  much  older  settlement,  which  would 
confirm  the  tradition  that  a  band  of  Greeks  re- 

turning from  the  war  of  Troy  had  settled  there 
and  built  a  city,  naming  it  after  their  native 
island  of  Salamis.  But  no  such  remains  were 
found.  More  inland,  however,  were  several 
underground  tombs  of  conetniction  peculiar  to 

the  Mycenii'-an  age,  such  remains  as  might  be 
expected  of  the  original  Greek  colonists.  As  the 
settlers  would  have  kept  to  the  coast,  the  present 
inland  situation  of  the  remains  was  explained  by 
the  fact  that  an  extensive  tract  of  marshy  land, 
through  which  the  river  Pedi:Bos  Hows,  had  once 
been  a  tine  bay,  at  the  head  of  which  on  a  rocky 
slope  the  Greek  colony  w.is  established.  ISetween 

this  slope  and  the  river,  when  Dr.  Murray's  party 
arrived,  was  a  stretch  of  tilled  fields  worked  by 
the  people  of  a  neighbouring  village.  On  the  face 
of  the  fields  there  was  no  sign  whatever  of  ancient 
civilisation. 

Wll.VT    RKSILTEU    FUDM    AN    Ox'S    STl'MllLE. 

An  accident  led  to  important  discoveries.  An  ox 
in  ploughing  put  his  foot  into  a  hole.  At  night 
the  ploughman  returned  to  the  spot,  and  found 
imdemeath  a  tine  tomb  of  the  Mycen^an  period. 
The  secret  leaking  out,  Dr.  Murray,  who  was 
just  then  starting  for  Cyprus,  decided  on  further 
investigation,  which  resulted  in  the  discovery  of 
about  100  tombs,  aU  of  the  Mycemoan  age.  This 
they  claimed  to  be  the  burying  ground  of  the 
original  Greek  settlers.  Traces  existed  of  previous 

rifling  of  the  tombs  in  Roman  and  Media' val  days. 
Notwithstanding  this,  the  objects  in  gold  dis- 

covered almost  equalled  in  quantity  those  ob- 
tained by  Dr.  Schliemann  at  Mycen;t ,  and  were 

fully  as  important  in  quality  ;  while  the  ivory 
carvings  were  of  far  greater  value  than  his,  and 
the  pottery  more  abundant  and  of  greater  interest. 
The  author  dated  them  at  about  800  u c,  or  even 
a  century  earlier.  Numerous  objects  were  found 
which  had  been  imported  directly  from  Egypt, 
others  from  Phfi'nicia,  exhibiting  the  mixture  of 
Egyptian  and  Assyrian  art  for  which  the 
rhienicians  were  famous,  and  others  in  which  a 
purely  Hellenic  spirit  was  recognised,  sometimes 
acting  upon  and  modifying  Oriental  conceptions, 
at  other  times  introducing  entirely  new  concep- 

tions as  well  as  new  technical  resources. 

TUE    ORIEXT.IL    OKK.IX    OF    CTVRIOTE    .\RT. 

In  the  author's  view,  this  new  Hellenic  element 
had  reached  Cyprus  from  the  adjacent  coast  of 
Asia  Minor,  whence  came  the  earliest  Greek 

poetry,  the  earliest  philosophy,  the  earliest 
painting.  One  of  two  reliefs  on  an  ivory  mirror 

handle  represented  a  man  slaying  a  grjphon — a 
familiar  subject  in  Ph<inician  works,  partioi- 
larly  among  the  antiquities  found  by  Layard  at 
Nineveh,  dating  about  800  b.c.  The  conception 
was  obviously  Assyrian  in  its  origin  ;  but  there 
was  also  a  breadth  and  style  in  the  gryphon,  and 

a  keen  sense  of  the  creature's  suffering,  which 
was  finer  in  observation  than  anything  known  in 
.\ssyrian  or  Egyptian  art.  The  other  relief  was 
a  lion  attacking  a  bull — again  a  frequent  con- 

ception in  Phunician  art.  But  in  no  case  was 
the  conception  worked  out  in  the  ingenious 
manner  here  displayed.  The  artistic  power  and 
the  just  observation  of  animal  life  exhibited  in 

these  reliefs  were  premonitory  of  Greek  genius. 
.\n  ivory  casket  was  another  ex.imple.  Its  lid 
was  divided  into  squares  for  the  game  of  draughts 
on  the  same  principle  as  an  Egyptian  draught- 

board :  but  the  art  of  the  reliefs  "on  the  sides  was 
not  Egyptian.  It  corresponded  to  what  is  known 
as  Hittite  art,  the  remains  of  which  are  found  in 
Northern  Asia  and  in  Asia  Minor.  The  prevailing 

element  of  Ihe  subject  depicted  was  Assyrian  . 
but  on  to  that  was  engrafted  a  certain  rude 
observation  of  actual  m<n  and  animals,  unlike 

anythirg  Ap^y^ian.  The  dawn  of  a  true  Greek 
artistic  tpirit  was  also  exhibited  in  some  porcelain 
drinking  vessels.  One  or  two  were  prototypes  of 
similar  Greek  vases  of  the  Gth  century  ii.( ! 

CVrillOTF,    IIUOX/.ES. 

Among  the  bronzes  found  were  a  pair  of  finely 
made  greaves.  As  bronze  greaves  were  not 
known  in  Homers  time,  these  antiquities  were 
consequently  later  than  the  Homeric  poems.  A 
cu'ious  cubical  bronze  &t,and,  showing  on  each  of 
its  four  sides  the  heads  of  two  women  looking  out 
of  a  window,  seemed  to  be  characteristically 
Palestinian,  and  might  be  taken  as  an  illustra- 

tion of  the  bronze  stands  or  bases  which  Hiram 

made  for  King  Solomon.  On  one  part  of  the 
site  were  found  bronze  utensils,  shovels,  tongs, 
field  instruments,  the  pans  of  a  balance,  and  some 
bronze  vases  which  had  been  crushed  together  as 
if  ready  for  melting.  A  heavy  ingot  of  bronze, 
such  as  was  exported  for  melting  purposes, 
pointed  to  these  being  the  remains  of  a  fo\indry. 
In  one  tomb  were  examples  of  pottery  belonging 
apparently  to  the  most  primitive  age  side  by  side 
with  the  most  developed  stage  of  Mycec;L>an 
industry.  These  older  shapes,  the  author  con- 

cluded, had  survived  for  the  common  purposes  of 
daily  life.  The  gold  ornaments  discovered  con- 

sisted mostly  of  thin  fillets  or  diadems  on  which 
designs  were  beaten  out  from  moulds,  the  same 
mould  being  repeated  over  and  over  again  on  the 
same  fillet.  An  Egyptian  pectoral,  inlaid  with 
paste,  of  orange,  blue,  and  white  colour,  and 
some  gold  fibul;e  or  peron;e,  used  by  Greek 
women  for  fastening  their  dress  on  the  shoulders, 
afforded  additional  evidence  in  support  of  the 
date  the  author  assigned  to  the  antiquities.  A 

number  cf  Egyptian  scarabs  were  found,  in- 
cluding one  bearing  the  name  of  the  <2uef  n  of 

Amenophis  III.  (c.  14>0  ii.c),  and  another  of  the 
much  later  Orsokon  dynasty  of  Egyptian  kings, 
dating  from  the  9th-century  ii.c.  Discussing  Ihe 
pre8en:;e  of  these  two  scarabs  in  a  set  of  tombs 
which,  from  their  general  contents,  could  not 
have  covered  a  period  of  much  more  than  a 
century,  the  author  contended  that  they  could 
not  both  be  contemporary  with  the  kings  whose 
names  they  bore.  It  was  a  matter  of  history  that 
Amenophis  III.  became  a  Greek  hero  under  the 
name  of  Memnon,  and  scarabs  bearing  his  name 
were  reproduced  in  comparatively  late  times  for 
export  among  the  Greeks.     Turning  to  the 

DECORATnE    PATTERNS 

painted  on  vases  and  beaten  upon  gold,  these 
were  interesting  as  carrying  us  back  to  the 
origins  of  industrial  art  in  Greece.  Nothing 
viaa  more  striking  than  to  find  representations  of 
animal  forms  of  the  most  extraordinary  natu- 

ralism side  by  side  with  the  most  primitive 
exhibitions  of  decorative  skill.  There  were  illus- 

trations of  the  cuttlefish,  a  favourite  subject  on 
pottery  of  the  Mycenrean  kind.  To  this  day  the 
cuttlefish  is  an  article  of  food  among  the  poorer 
people  of  Greece,  and  doubtless  it  was  so  in 
primitive  times.  Hence  its  being  copied  for 
decorative  purposes.  As,  however,  there  was 
more  of  pattern  than  of  naturalism  in  the  form 
depicted,  it  was  reasonable  to  suppose  that  a 
previous  familiarity  with  spiral  patterns  evolved 
in  technical  processes  had  formed  a  basis  of 
positive  knowledge  from  which  those  early 
designers  advanced  towards  the  more  specubtive 
copying  from  nature.  Discussing  the  spiral 

pattern  on  the' gold  ornaments  and  pottery,  the author  showed  the  difference  in  the  treatment  of 

this  pattern  on  the  oldest  (l)ipylon:  pottery  of 

Athens,  and  that  on  the  Mycenx-an  specimens. 
Spiral  patterns  from  among  the  many  sculptured 
stones  of  Scotland  were  shown  as  evidence  of  the 

COMMl'XITY    OF    AUTISTIC    ISSTIXCT 

between  the  people  of  the  Mycen;«an  age  and  the 
Celts  of  Europe — a  point  now  becoming  gener- 

ally recognised,  but  which  the  author  had  been 
well  abused  for  suggesting  at  the  time  of  Dr. 

Schliemann'a  discovery.  As  far  as  the  excava- 
tions showed,  the  goldsmith  seemed  more  at 

home  in  plant  life  than  the  vase-painter.  The 
rosette  and  the  palmette  were  equally  common. 
In  one  instance  there  was  a  double  palmette  of 

striking  resemblance  to  a  pattern  hitherto  sup- 
posed characteristic  of  Greek  vases  of  the  6th 

century  in.  In  another  instance  there  was  a 
complication  of  palmettes  and  spirals  almost 
suggesting  a  Corinthian  capital.  ITiere  were 

constant  suggestions  of  the  Ionic  capita'.,  bit  no 

sign  of  the  Doric.  There  was  an  excellent 
example  of  a  guillocho  pattern  incised  on  an 
ivory  vase.  From  the  curious  and  almost  bizarre 
blending  of  art  revealed  by  Iho  relic,  the  author 
inferred  that  the  whole  series  belonged  to  a 
period  when  the  Eastern  Mediterranean  was  the 
scene  of  constant  struggles  for  supremacy  on  sea 

among  rival  Greek  or  6emi-(ireek  peoples.  The 
results  of  the  excavations.  Dr.  Murray  added, 
will  shortly  be  published  by  the  British  Museum 
in  a  book  upon  which  he  has  been  a  good  deal 
engaged  since  1896,  and  some  plates  from  which 
were  exhibited. 

Mr.  J.  L.  JIyues,  Christ  Church,  Oxford, 

heartily  congratulated  Dr.  Murray  on  the  very 
important  discoveries  he  had  made  in  Cyprus,  and 
on  the  able  and  thorough  manner  in  which  the 
excavations  were  carried  out.  Differences  of 

opinion  existed  as  to  the  date  that  should  be 
assigned  to  the  works  discovered  and  described 
that  evening  ;  but  it  was  manifest  that  whatever 
the  e.\act  period  of  execution,  they  partially  filled 
the  gap  that  had  existed,  so  far  as  our  knowledge 

went,  between  the  period  of  Mycen.'can  civilisa- 
tion and  that  of  the  earlier  stages  of  Hellenio 

civilisation.  The  lecturer  had  shown  that  the 

Mycen:ean  artists  in  Cyprus  had  already  come 
under  the  influence  of  Egyptian  art,  and  that  in 
thero'  cnt  discoveries  at  Enkomi  we  saw  a  somewhat 

late  rolongation  of  the  Mycen;ean  age  in  the 
Levant.  It  was  evident  at  that  period  the  art  of 

Egypt  was  influenced  b}- Assyrian  and  Pbi'nician 
art,  and  we  know  that  by  then  Mycen.i  an  art  had 
passed  its  bloom  in  the  .l^gean  Sea.  The  great 
value  of  these  excavations  at  Enkomi  was  that 

they  had  produced  a  mass  of  first-class  materials 
for  the  study  of  the  art  transitional  between 
that  ot  JIyccn;i'  and  that  of  the  Early  Greeks. 
He  proposed  a  vote  of  thanks  to  Dr.  Murray. 

Mr.  AuthirII.  Smith,  of  the  British  Museum, 

who  brought  the  work  to  a  conclusion  after  the 
return  of  Dr.  Murray,  described  the  site  at 
Enkomi,  remarking  that  this  was  one  of  the  few 
areas  of  tombs  which  had  not  been  recently  rifled 
by  natives  in  search  for  gold  and  other  treasures. 
Indeed,  its  existence  had  not  been  suspected 
until  the  fortunate  stumble  of  an  ox  through  the 
crown  of  a  tomb  vault  revealed  its  character. 

Professor  K.  El-<ey  Smith,  of  King's  College, 
in  seconding  the  vote  of  thanks,  said  that  the 
tombs  at  Paphos  were  all  sunk  in  the  ground,  and 

some  had  doors  of  slabs  of  stone,  and  were  ap- 
proached by  flights  of  steps,  in  one  case  by  as 

many  as  twenty- four  stairs.  They  saw  three 
examples  of  built-up  masonry  tombs,  such  as 
Dr.  Murray  had  found  at  Enkomi.  nor  did  they 
discover  any  ornamental  work,  or  find  it  so 

interesting  as  that  which  Dr.  Jturray  had  de- 
scribed to  them.  I  tne  of  the  articles  disinterred 

at  Paphos  was  a  large  fibula  in  the  form  ot  i 

dagger,  cased  in  gold,  and  engraved  ;  it  was  now 
in  the  British  Museum. 

Mr.  Hi(i!i  Stann's  criticised  in  detail  the  spiral 
ornament  to  be  seen  on  some  of  the  bronze 

ornaments,  which  he  considered  was  derived  from 
the  art  of  the  goldsmith.  He  compared  the  work 
generally  with  that  which  he  had  examined  in  the 
Schliemann  Museum  at  .\thens,  and  coincided 

in  the  opinion  that  Dr.  JIurray's  finds  helped  to 

bridge  over  the  interval  between  Schliemann'? discoveries  at  Mycena^  and  Early  Greek  art. 
ilr.  H.  \V.  BuEWEU,  Mr.  liFRESFoun  Piti, 

and  Mr.  W.  Bbixdley  joined  in  the  discussion, 
and  the  President,  in  putting  the  vote  of  thanks, 

suggested  that  the  work  bore  a  marked  resem  - 
blance  to  that  of  Egypt,  the  llittitcs,  and 

Assyrians,  and  might  not  all  these  have  'oeen derived  from  a  much  more  ancient  civilisation — 

that  of  India':  He  had  seen  work  of  similar- 
character  at  Gwilior  and  Lahore,  and  as  they 
found  the  Greek  fret,  the  Ionic  capital,  and  the 
guilloche  in  India,  it  might  be  that  that  country 
was  the  cradle  not  only  of  beliefs  but  of  th& 
ornamental  arta. 

Dr.  SIiRUAY  briefly  replied  to  the  vote  of 
thanks,  which  waa  carried  by  acclacoation. 

WELDING    RAILS   BV    ELECTRICITY. 

IT  is  an  axiom  in  construction  which,  we  have 
frequently  observed,  does  not  obtain  that 

careful  attention  and  consideration  which  ought 

to  be  paid  to  it  that  simplicity  is  perfection.  In 

this  sense,  the  word  "construction"  roust  be 
taken  in  its  literal  and  correct  meaning,  which  ii 

that  of  building  op  or  putti'-'  '  "  '>  >r  It  i<  .  f 
no  conseq'iencc  what  patti 
constr-.i'  te-1  pitee  of  w^rk  :: 
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when  completed,  or  of  what  materials  it  may 
consist.  Whether  it  bo  a  bridge,  a  roof,  a  public 
building,  a  loeomotivo,  or  a  marine  engine,  the 
object  to  be  accoaiplished  and  the  purpose  to  be 
achieved  are  identical  in  all  cases.  They  include 
the  putting  together  or  building  up  of  any  com- 
poundstrmture  by  the  intimate  nnion,  combination, 
and  attachment  of  its  component  parts.  Viewed 
from  this  stanipoint,  the  practical  significance  of 
the  axiom  w.>  have  quoted  is  to  the  effect  that  the 
fewer  the  number  of  parts  in  any  constructed 
work  the  better.  The  actual  number  of  component 
parts  re<iuired  in  any  structure  will  depend  in 
the  main— partly  upon  the  nature  of  the  design, 
the  number  of  joints  or  points  of  connection 
between  the  v^irious  parts,  and  also  upon  the 
general  character  of  the  workmanship.  In  all 
architectural  ani  engineering  works,  it  is  not  the 
multiplication  and  diffusion  of  stresses,  or  of 
material  and  number  of  parts,  that  is  either 
needed  or  desirable ;  but  rather  the  concentra- 

tion and  accurate  location  of  the  stresses  in  the 
most  advantageous  manner.  At  the  same  time, 
this  principle  of  the  concentration  of  loads  and 
»f  consequent  stresses  must  be  restricted  to 
certain  limits,  wide  as  is  the  latitude  which  is 
accorded  to  it. 

The  permanent  way  of  an  extensive  and  im- 
portant line  I'f  railway,  which  brings  us  more 

immediately-  rapport  with  the  subject  of  our 
article,  is  one  of  the  best  examples  which  could 
be  adduced  of  the  imperative  necessity  of  re- 

ducing the  number  of  its  component  parts  to  a 
minimum.  So  far  as  the  ballasting  and  the 
sleepers  are  concerned,  there  is  little  or  nothing 
to  be  accomplished  in  this  respect  with  them, 
nor  would  it  be  advisable  to  attempt  any  further 
curtailment  in  either  the  cubical  contents  of  the 
former  item  or  the  number  and  dimensions  of 
the  latter.  By  far  the  heaviest  proportion  of 
the  total  cost  of  a  permanent  way  consists  of 
the  sum  expended  upon  the  rails  and  the  rail 

joints. There  are  two  principal  methods  which  can  be 
adopted  for  diminishing  this  expenditure.  The 
one  is  to  increaue  the  length  of  the  rails,  and  the 
other  to  decrease  the  number  of  the  rail-joints. 
It  will  no  doubt  be  at  once  remarked  that  an 
tiugmentation  in  the  length  of  the  rails  will 
necessarily  effect  a  corresponding  reduction  in 
the  number  of  joints.  Admitted  ;  but  there  is  a 
present  limit  to  the  length  of  a  rail,  which,  for  a 
time  at  any  rate,  will  not  be  exceeded,  and  must, 
therefore,  be  accepted  as  the  ordinary  standard 
length.  It  therefore  remains  to  call  in  the  aid  of 
the  second  method  to  further  minimise  the 

number  of  rail-joints,  which  now  is  under  trial 
and  forms  the  subject  of  our  article.  It  must  be 
borne  in  mind  that  the  rail  joints,  in  common 
with  all  joints  in  any  description  of  constructive 
work,  constitute  the  weak  points  in  a  railway 
track.  They  enormously  increase  the  expendi- 

ture rec|uired  for  repairs  and  maintenance  of  the 
permanent  way,  and,  in  addition,  have  frequently 
proved  to  be  the  cause  of  serious  accidents,  en- 

tailing the  payment  of  heavy  damages  by  the 
company  as  compensation  for  injury  to  life  and 
propurty.  A  very  great  deal  has  already  been 
accomplished  in  augmenting  the  length  of  rails, 
and  thereby  to  a  certain  extent  reducing  the 
number  of  rail-joints.  In  the  early  days  of  rail- 

ways Uift.  was  looked  upon  as  a  really' long  rail, and  its  weight  was  from  451b.  to  GOlb.  per  yard. 
As  locomotives  engines  became  heavier,  rails 
increased  per  yard  run,  both  in  length,  siza,  and 
weight.  The  jumps,  with  respect  to  the  lirst 
dimension,  were  ISft.,  21,  2-i,  27,  and  liOft.,  and 
their  maximum  weight  runs  from  801b.  to  1001b. 

per  yard. 
But  the  increase  in  the  length  of  the  modem 

steel  rail  has  only  partially  solved  the  problem, 
and  the  efforts  of  railway  engineers  have  recently 
been  directed  to  absolutely  dispensing  for  long 
distances  of  track  altogether  with  rail-joints, 
louring  recent  years,  there  has  been  considerable 
discussion  respecting  the  merits  of  the  system  of 
open  joints  between  the  rails,  in  comparison  with 
that  of  complete  continuity  over  long  lengths  of 
track.  In  order  to  test  the  matter,  continuous 
rails  with  rigid  joints,  that  is  fixed  end  to  end, 
have  been  laid  with  satisfactory  results,  for 
distances  of  two  and  three  miles. 

It  is  perfectly  clear  that  the  best  process  to 
adopt  for  making  successive  lengths  of  rails 
perfectly  continuous,  would  be  one  which  would 
solidly  solder  or  weld  together  both  ends  of 
every  rail  to  those  of  its  neighbours,  and  this 
is  the  method  now  employed  for  effecting 
the  purpose  known    as   welding    rails  by  elec- 

tricity. It  was  discovered  some  little  while 
ago,  in  conducting  experiments,  with  the  object 
of  arriving  at  some  conclusion  on  the  question, 
that  some  slight  modification  occurred  in  the  con- 

stitution of  the  steel  of  which  the  rail  was  made, 
which  was  at  once,  rightly  or  wrongly,  attributed 
to  the  action  of  the  electric  current.  Into  the 
details  of  the  process  it  is  not  our  intention  to 
enter ;  but  the  results  of  the  trials  carried  out 
fully  deserve  notice,  as  it  is  obvious  that  the 
same  mode  of  procodure  would  be  equally 
valuable  and  efficacious  in  numerous  other 
example  of  construction.  Briefly,  in  welding  the 
ends  of  the  rails  together,  fish-plates  of  a  plain 
bar  section  about  ISin.  in  length  are  placed  one 
on  each  side  of  the  rail,  and  the  whole  joint 
amalgamated  into  one  compact  solid  mass.  It 
may  be  remarked  here  that  in  cooling  the  fish- 

plates contract  and  draw  the  ends  of  the  two 
contiguous  rails  in  so  close  a  contact  as  to  make 
the  joint  absolutely  perfect.  It  was  proved 
during  these  experiments  that  the  application  of 
a  force  of  160  tons  failed  to  draw  asunder  a  joint 
welded  by  this  process.  Some  three  years  ago, 
4,800ft.  lineal  of  rail  track  were  welded  together 
in  this  manner  in  America,  and  more  recently 
still,  ten  miles  of  line  on  the  Jlorson  electric 
railway  at  Brooklyn  has  been  similarly  made 
continuous.  It  is  deserving  of  notice  that  only 
one  fracture  has  taken  place  in  every  one  hundred 
and  eighty  joints,  which  amounts  to  just  one- 
half  per  cent.  At  present  the  Lorrain  Steel 
Company  are  welding  by  electricity  a  hundred 
miles  of  track  on  the  Buffalo  Railway,  of  which 
fifty  miles  are  laid  with  rails  61ft.  in  length. 
This  method  of  forming  the  rail-joints  is  pecu- 

liarly well  adapted  for  electrical  lines,  as  it 
insures  a  thoroughly  efficient  conductor  for  tlie 
return  current.  It  is  evident  that  the  electric 
welding  of  rails  has  passed  the  experimental 
stage,  and  may  fairly  take  its  position  among 
other  cognate  mechanical  and  chemical  processes. 

T.  C. 

AGAINST  HOWAKD'S  "  GARDEN  CITY." 

IT  is  becoming  daily  plainer  that  the  "  housing 
problem  "  is  ready  to  swallow  up  our  nation. 

Lord  Rosebery  speaks  of  London  as  the  "  great 
appalling  fact  of  these  millions  cast  down,  as  it 
would  appear  by  hazard,  on  the  banks  of  this 
noble  stream,  working  each  in  their  own  groove 
and  their  own  cell,  without  regard  or  knowledge 
of  each  other,  without  heeding  each  other,  with- 

out having  the  slightest  idea  how  the  other  lives 
— the  heedless  casualty  of  unnumbered  thousands 
of  men.  Sixty  years  ago  a  great  Englishman, 
Cobbett,  called  it  a  wen.  If  it  was  a  wen  then, 

what  is  it  now ':  A  tumour,  an  elephantiasis  suck- 
ing into  its  gorged  system  half  the  life  and  blood 

and  bone  of  the  rural  districts  " — 1891. 
Sir  John  Gorst,  in  the  same  year,  suggested  : 

"  If  they  wanted  a  permanent  remedy  of  the  evil 
they  must  remove  the  cause  :  they  must  back  the 
tide,  and  stop  the  migration  of  the  people  into 

the  towns,  and  get  the  people  back  to  the  land." 
In  the  Daily  Xctis,  Mr.  Ben  Tillet  said  :  "  Hands 
are  hungry  for  toil,  and  lands  are  starving  for 
labour."  The  work  done  at  Shoreditch  lately 
shows  the  rotten  source  of  all  the  evil,  in  our 
ancestors  letting  the  land  become  the  property 

(practically,  not  legally)  of  a  few  thousand 
owners.  Strictly,  of  course,  there  are  no  land 

owners.      All  the  land  is  the  crown's,  but  the 

THE   GOTHIC   REVIVAL. 

IX  connection  with  the  Arts  and  Crafts  Exhibi- 
tion Society.  Mr.  Halsey  Hicardo  delivered 

on  Thursday  evening  in  last  week,  at  the  Xew 
Grallery,  Regent-street,  a  lecture  on  "  The  Gothic 
Revival."     Mr.  Ricardo  pointed  out  that  up  to 
the  15th  centurj-   architecture   in  Kogland  had 
progressed  along  the  same  general  lines  of  growth 
without  any  great  break.     But   with    the   Re- 

naissance this  orderly  development  was  interrupted 
of  Classicism.     The  Gothic  revival  of  the  present 
century,  under  Pugjn,  was  a  protest  against  the 
formalism  of  the  Classical  period ;  but  in  the  Gothic 
Renaissance    it    was    necessary    to    distinguish 
between  mere  whimsical,  fantastic  experiment, 
and  the  sincere  effort  of  those  who  believed  that 
a  return  to  older  and  purer  methods  was  the  only 
salvation.     It  was  the  note  of  passionate  sincerity 
which  saved  the  works  of  a  man  like  I'ugin,  while 
an  Abbotsford  only  remained  as  a  monument  to 
the  amiable  whim  of  Sir  Walter  Scott.     At  first 
the  real  nature  of  Gothic  art  was  not  understood 
The    (rothic  of  the    13th  century  was  full  of 
religious  enthusiasm,  and   the  building  of  that 
time  was  simple,  straightforward,  and  sincere,  in 
spite  of  the  wealth  of  detail  and  ornamentation 
which  the  craftsman  wroufrht  o)it  of  love  of  his 
work.     The  Gothic  Renaissance  had  to  work  from 
the  dome  downwards,  and  to  recall  the  thoughts 
and  methods  which  were  no  longer  really  repre- 

sentative of  the  needs  of  society.      Pugin  was 
learned  and  gifted  in  a  very  high  degree,  but  his 
work  had  no  justification  in  modem  life.     The 
power  of  his  influence  lay  in  hit  passion.     M.  this 
time  a  great  burst  of  church  building  sprang  up 
throughout  the  land,  and  with  it  a  f,'reat  burst  of 
church     restoration.      But,    unfortunately,    the 
standard  of  that  day  was  ignorant  and  narrow, 
and  while  forgeries  of  (iothic,  more  or  less  able, 
were  being  built,  the  original  models  were  being 
defaced.     Then  awoke  the  voice  of  Kuskin  to  stir 
the  conscience  and  intellect  of  the  country.     His 
influence  on  the  Gothic  Revival,  though  not  quite 
understood    at    first,    was     incalculable.     After 
referring  to  the    work  of   Street,   Burgcs,  and 
Buttertield,  Mr.  Ricardo,  in  conclusion,  said  that 
the  principles  of  Gothic  art  wore  unchangeable. 
We  could  not  to-day  match  or  reproduce  the  work 
of  our  forefathers  with  labour  that  was  .ipathetic 
and  mechanical  instead  of  pleasurable  and  under- 

standing.    Architecture  to-day  must  conform  to 
the  same  conditions  as  when  art  meant  sympathy 
and  reverence,  and  had  its  roots  struck  deep  in 
nature. 

o 

S.W.  Park. 1 X.W.  Park. 

151,450 24,000 157,600 

S.E.  Park. 1 
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Fia.  1. — The  Israelites'  Camp,  a;  detc.-ibed  in Xuinbers. 

tenants  are  become  practically  owners  of  England, 
and  all  those  born  therein.  At  Shoreditch 

£6JO,000  had  to  be  paid  for  certain  slums.  When 
they  were  pulled  down,  the  land  they  had 
occupied  was  valued  somewhat  under  £100,000. 
Here  was  a  loss  of  half  a  million  to  the  rate- 

payers at  once.  The  half-million  goes  into  the 
pockets  of  the  slum-lords.  On  the  cleared  areas 
the  Council  builds  sanitary  houses  for  6,000 

persons,  at  a  cost  of  £326,000,  or  C1.">0  per  head. These  are  at  once  occupied,  but  not  by  the  dis- 
possessed slum-population,  who  must  herd  in  the 

neighbouring  streets,  where  a  new  slum  at  once 

grows. 

The  late  speeches  of  T<ord  Rosebery  and  Mr. 

Asqmith  hereon  have  been  called  ' '  drawing  red 
herrings  across  the  path— very  fine  fat  red 
herrings,  but  rather  calculated  to  benefit  the 

landlord  than  the  slum-dweller." 
The  real  remedy  is  suggested  by  Mr.  Ebenezer 

Howard,  in  a  book  called  "To-Morrow."  The 
people  have  to  purchase  back  some  agricultunil 
land,  and  found  thereon  a  new  city,  or  several 
cities,  well  pLanned  initially  ;  and  to  keep  the  land 

and  all  increasing  value  thereof  in  their  own 

hands— that  is  to  say  their  trustees'  hands,  to  the 
permanent  exclusion  of  all  landlords.  The  first 
purchase  must  be  with  borrowed  money,  but  so 
managed  as  to  repay  both  principal  and  interest 
in  2(1  or  30  years.  All  this  is  set  forth  in  the  book 
"  To-Morrow  "  ;  but  the  plans  for  what  he  terms 
a  "garden  city"  are  really  for  no  garden-ciiy, 
nor  improvement  on  our  worst  existing  towns. 

The  main  source  of  his  error  is  a  superstition 
that  cities  must  not  be  built  for  more  than  32.000 
inhabitants,  i  H  course,  the  most  densely  in- 

habited parts  of  London  or  of  Liverpool  have  the 
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highest  death-rate.  But  this  is  a  widely  different 
thing  from  sajing  the  most  populous  towns  are 
le;H3t  healthy.  London,  as  a  whole,  has  a  much 
lower  death-rate  than  Paris,  or  Liverpool,  or 
Manchester,  or  Glasgow.  But  one  of  the  oldest 
hooka  yields  a  remarkable  argument  against  this 
superstition.  In  the  hooks  of  Exodus  and 
Numbers,  we  read  of  Moses  directing  the 
Israelites  in  the  -\rabian  desert  to  encamp  in  a 
tempcrary  city  that  was  set  up  in  12  places, 
during  40  years,  for  625,550  people.  Some 
expound  it  as  600,000  familUs :  but  I  believe 
individuals  only  are  meant,  and  that  they  never 
really  approached  that  number,  but  were  intended 
to  have  reached  it.  In  the  centre,  around  the 
Tabernacle,  were  22,000  Levites,  and  the  other 
twelve  tribes  were  in  four  camps  that  spread  in 
the  form  of  a  cross.  The  eastern  camp  accom- 

modated 186,400,  the  southern  151,450,  the 
western  108,100,  the  northern  157,600.  Planning 
a  square  large  enou^  for  24,000  (to  allow  room 
for  the  Tabernacle  as  well  as  the  Levites)  we  may 
see  the  shape  of  the  whole  cross.  Four  high 

masts  planted  at  the  comers  of  the  Levites'  camp, 
all  others  were  obliged  to  pitch  so  that  they 
could  see  the  two  further  masts  between  the  two 
nearer.  Thus  it  was  easy  for  everyone  to  escape 
into  the  four  external  spaces  that  we  might, 
in  a  modem  city,  call  parks  (Fig.  I  .  Now, 
in  applying  this  to  a  new  city,  I  would 
say  the  spreading  might  be  allowed  in 
six  directions  instead  of  four.  This  would 
specially  suit  the  improved  plan  of  street 
arrangement  I  advocate,  wherein  the  streets  cross 
never  .it  right  angles,  but  at  angles  of  6ii  .  Mr. 

Howard's  model  city  has  only  one  point  I  would 
adopt.  lie  has  three  straight  thoroughfares 
running  all  through  it.  Now  in  keeping  these, 
my  object  is  to  make  nil  the  streets  straight 
thotoughtares  (inste.id  of  only  three  and  all 
parallel  with  his  first  three.  One  of  them  he 
makes  meridional,  and  the  two  others  inclined 
60-  thereto,  which  I  follow ;  so  that  no  street 
may  run  east  and  west,  nor  any  building  have 
fronts  looking  due  north  or  south,  except  those 
bounding  my  central  square.  The  Italian 
saying,  "Where  the  sun  does  not  visit,  the 
doctor  does,"  is  appropriate  at  lejist  over  the 
colder  half  of  the  globe,  all  places  with  higher 
latitude  than  30-.  For  all  these,  I  would  avoid 
north    fronts,    which  can   get    no    sun    during 

half  the  year.  If  our  buildings  were  rect- 
angular, they  should  txan  their  corners  to 

the  cardinal  points :  but  as  I  would  have 
them  hexagonal  they  should  turn  a  comer 
northward,  and  both  the  northward  sides  have 
then,  in  an  English  latitude,  sun  eveiy  day  ex- 

cept in  December  and  part  of  .January.  Now  to 

show  the  immense  advantage  of  a  three-way  to^\'n 
over  a  two-way — the  kind  hitherto  universal  on 
earth — look  at  the  figures  of  a  square  and  a  hexa- 

gon.    Where  all  the  crossings  are  rectangular. 

the  greatest  waste  of  time  in  going  from  one 
point  to  another  is  from  A  to  A,  exactly  twice 
the  actual  distance.  But  this  applies  only  to  a 
short  journey  round  one  chequer.  For  longer 

ones,  the  greatest  waste  is  from  B  to  B',  which exceeds  the  direct  path  as  about  17  to  12.  But 
the  average  is  as  from  B  to  C,  exceeding  it  as  15 
to  11-18,  nearly.  Xow  where  only  crossings  at 
60'  occur,  the  greatest  waste  in  a  sin^rle  hexagon 
is  from  D  to  D,  about  45  to  20  :  but  the  greatest 
at  long  distances,  as  E  to  E .  about  15  to  13,  and 

the  average  as  E'  to  F,  or  only  as  little  as  15  to 14  inste-id  of  15  :  1118. 

Another  advantage  of  the  60    crossings,  how- 
ever, is  that,  as  all  the  blocks  are  hexagons  or 

trigons,  I  would  build  only  on  the  hexagons,  and 

leave  the  trigons  as  gardens.     In  Mr.  Howard's 
model  city,  there  are   really  no  gardens  visible, 
nor  imaginable,  unless  he  means  his  oddly-sh.iped 
blocks  of  building,  exceeding  sometimes  ten  acres, 
to    contain    private    gardens.      But    round    his 
central  park   of    145   acres,  the  ring  of  ti^wn  in 
merely  a  piece  of   London  inclosed  by  a  r 
factories,  and  beyond  a  railway.     To  make 
crossings  rectang\ilar    their  worst  form   h.i..  ... 
etreets  are  made  into  circles,  a  most  abominable 

kind  of  street  of  wedge-shaped  rooms.  \'ictoria- strect,  Westminster,  was  planned  circular,  but 
has  rightly  been  reduced  in  the  building  to  two 
straight  lines. 

There  is  no  advantage  whatever  in  the  extra- 
vagantly wide  streets  he  plans,  as  wide  as  Port- 

land-place, which  ought  to  have  a  central 
avenue  of  trees.  As  all  mine  are  thoroughfares, 

I  reduce  them  to  52ft.  The  trigon  gardens  .are- 
with  sides  of  225ft.,  and  a  perpendicular  prac- 

tically 195.  The  perpendicular  to  a  trigon  of 

15ft.,  being  12-99038,  we  may  reckon  it  13.  The 
surrounding  streets  being  then  made  52,  the  side 
of  my  hexagon  is  285,  and  its  area  approaches 
five  acres,  that  of  the  trigon  exceeding  half 
an  acre.  Thus  no  building  can  face  another; 
but  every  one  looks  out  on  a  garden  of  nearly 
half  an  acre.  The  central  square  absorbs  two- 
trigone,  and  a  sixth  part  of  each  of  two  hexagons. 
The  library  and  the  hospital  each  fill  a  whole 
hexagon.  The  four  trigons  marked  -M  are  to  be 
covered  markets.  All  others  would  bo  gardens, 
except  those  adjoining  the  parks,  which  are  the 
best  places  for  churches  and  chapels.  These  arc 
the  only  public  buildings  that  ought  to  be 
detached,  and  equally  ornamental  over  their 
whole  exterior. 

Xow,  with  regard  to  the  naming  of  streets, 
this  is  not  a  trifle,  but  a  serious  point.  Mr. 
Howard  is  for  imitating  the  Parisians,  and  having 
C'olumbus-avcnue,  Newtcn-strcet,  kc.  This  I 
opposo  as  meaningless,  and  giving  no  information. 
Who  knows  whereabouts  Xewton  or  Milton 
occur:  In  outer  Ix)ndon,  away  from  the  old 

city,  the  only  well-named  streets  are  <  ixford- 
street.  Great  Dover-street,  Kent-road,  and 
Essex-road,  which  tell  towards  what  regions 
they  lead.  If  wo  want  to  honour  Shakespeare  or 
Milton,  let  us  build  monuments  to  them  :  but 
naming  streets  after  them  is  a  sham  honour,  and 
utterly  misleading.  The  .-Vmerican  numbering 
of  streets  is  good :  but  we  must  distinguish 
where  they  lead.  In  every  town  six  names 
are  needed.  North,  .South,  and  the  four  sur- 

rounding counties,  or  large  towns,  about 
thirty  or  forty  miles  distant.  Supposing  a  site 
in  central  England;  I  have  put  liangor,  lIuU, 
Devon,  and  Kent,  but  meaning  rather  the  four 
neighbouring  places,  not  so  distant.  But  all 
pai^lel  streets  would  bear  the  same  name,  dis- 

tinguished by  numbers.  The  north  and  south 
streets  being  right  and  left,  the  next  to  the  left 
would  be  third,  then  fifth,  and  so  on.  But  the 
next  to  the  right  would  be  fourth,  then  sixth,  and 
all  the  even  numbers.  But  as  there  is  only  one 
main  Devon-street,  or  Bangor,  or  Hull,  or  Kent, 
those  to  the  right  thereof  are  second,  fourth,  ire, 
and  those  to  the  left  are  third,  fifth,  seventh,  &c. 
It  will  be  observed  that  I  have  drawn  the  hexagons 
A  A  each  with  two  rooms  crossing  over  the  streets. 
These  are  to  mark  where  their  names  change, 
from  North-street  to  South-street.  In  the  same 
way,  B  B  B  B  have  overhanging  rooms  where  the 
Devon  streets  change  to  Hull  streets,  and  so  have 
C  C  C  G  where  the  Bangor  change  to  Kent  streets. 
But  these  rooms  must  in  no  case  be  carried,  like 

Sir  Christopher  Wren's  Temple  Bar,  by  a  single 
arch  across  the  road,  but  by  two  arches  ;  as  the 
Komans  did  with  all  their  street  arches,  from  the 
(iolden  Gate  at  .lerusalem  to  the  North  tiate  at 
Lincoln. 
The  three  branches  of  railway  that  I  have 

shown  would  serve  about  as  many  of  the  fac- 
tories, in  the  48  adjoining  hexagons,  as  5Ir. 

Howard's  circular  railway  that  surrounds  his 
whole  town  ol  32,000.  It  is  impossible  to  fix 
the  exact  relative  spaces  for  dwellings  and  fac- 

tories, and  the  superstitious  limiting  to  towns  of 
32,000  people  must  be  given  up. 

E.  I..  G.tRJlETT.. 

THE  CANTILEVER  BRIDGE  :  IT.S  DESIGN 
AND  CONSTRVCTION.— XVI. 

IF  the  amount  of  the  stresses  upon  the  different 
bars  of  the  web  given  in  the  table  in  our 

last  article  be  compared  with  those  recorded  in 
T»ble  I.  accompanying  .\rticle  .\U  ,  it  will  be 
at  once  observed  that  the  former  are  exactly  three 
times  the  latter.  It  might  be  remarked  that  it 
would  have  boon  a  very  simple  matter  to  have 
written  them  down  at  once  in  the  table  and  saved 
the  trouble  incurred  in  cal'  ulating  them  sepa- 

rately. So  it  would  have  been,  and  in  any  fntore 
•imilar  coraptitation  of  stresses  we  shall  certainly 

'.  ft  the  shorter  method  :  l"it  it  would  not  have 
■1  consistent  with  the  principles  we  have  Laid 

J  .vn  for  ourselves,  and  steadily  adhered  to  in 
artidee  of  the  present  character,  to  take,  in  the 
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fifit  icitancp,  anything  for  granted.  Mere  stite- 
mont!',  unarcompanied  by  demonstration  and 
proof  sufficient  to  satibfiictorily  test  and  elucidate 
their  accuracy,  are  of  Utile  value  for  the  purposes 
of  imparting  both  information  and  instruction, 
which  it  is  our  object  to  do.  Another  cqua'ly  im- 
Eortant  and  equally  vulid  reason  why  the  cilcu- 
itions  for  the  streeeea  induced  upon  the  trussed 

girder  by  the  rolling  or  live  load  were  arrived  at 
icJeponjpntly.  is  that  the  relation  of  three  to  one 
in  the  different  stressefl  upon  the  bars  of  the  web 
ia  not  general  and  universal,  but  only  a  par- 

ticular coincidence,  varying  with  each  especial 
case.  In  the  present  example,  the  ratio  of  tho 
rolling  load  to  the  dead  load  is  as  two  to  three, 
and  tntrefore  tho  total  stress  upon  any  bar  is 
the  sum  of  tho  separate  stresses  due  to  each  de- 

scription of  loading,  that  is  tnual  to  three  times 
the  stress  resulting  from  the  action  of  the  dead 
load.  It  must,  however,  be  borne  in  mind  that, 
whatever  may  be  the  proportion  between  the 
amount  of  the  two  descriptions  of  loading,  a 
s'  '"lar  ratio  will  also  exist  between  the  amount 
■  :  the  single  stress  and  the  sum  of  them  respect- 

1  :'.y.  It  may  be  pointed  out  that  if  instead  of  a 
uni/ormly  diotributed  equivalent  load  being 
adopted,  the  principle  of  concentrated  loads, 
varying  both  in  weight  and  position,  be  employed, 
the  application  of  the  proportional  formula  will 
be  very  much  modi6ed  and  complicated,  and  in 

many  cases  will  fail  altogether.  \V'^henever  there is  any  doubt  in  the  matter,  the  wise  and  proper 
course  to  follow,  which  is  always  an  accurate 
and  reliable  one,  is  to  calculate  and  tabulate  the 
separate  stresses  brought  upon  every  member  of 
the  girder  or  truss  by  each  individual  subdivision 
of  the  total  dead  and  live  loading,  placed  at 
the  upper  or  lower  apices,  as  already  described 
and  carried  out. 

It  remains  now,  in  order  to  complete  the 
design  of  the  central  independent  girder,  to  appor- 
sion  the  proper  net  sectional  areas  to  the  ties  and 
xtruts  in  the  web,  and  the  proper  form  or  shape 
which  should  be  given  to  each.  An  elevation  of 
the  truss,  in  Fig.  1 ,  will  ba  sufficient  to  show  the 
number  and  order  of  the  different  bars,  since  the 
two  halves  of  the  truss  are  symmetrical.  Com- 

mencing with  the  ties,  the  tensile  stress  upon 
each  of  the  verticals  AB  and  A,B„  is  equal 
to  45  toes,  that  is,  etiua!  to  the  reaction  at  each 
of  the  abutments.  The  working  stress  per  unit 
of  area  or  per  sijuare  inch  of  material  has  been 
limited,  for  reasons  already  explained,  to  six  tons, 
ao  that  if  A  be  taken  to  represent  the  net  sec- 

tional area  of  the  terminal  vertical  members  of 
tho  wtb  A  B  and  .\,  B„  the  value  of  A  is  given 
by  the  equation — 

A  =  ■*!  =  7-5sq.in. 
or,  in  round  numbers  Ssq.in.  As  all  the  vertical 
members  are  under  stresses  of  tension  they  may 
consist  of  a  plain  bar  section,  so  that  for  each 
vertical  bar  under  consideration  a  section  for 
each  r2in.  x  .fin.  would  give  Osq  in.  of  gross  sec- 

tional area.  I'ntil  the  dimensions  and  form  of 
tho  pair  of  counterbracing  bars  in  the  central 
panel  of  the  girder,  shown  by  dotted  lines  in 
Fig.  1,  are  brought  under  investigation  it  will 
be  uanecessaiy  to  allude  to  more  than  the 
one  series  of  web  members,  both  vertical 
a-aj  diagonal,  situated  on  the  left-hand  half  of 
the  truiis.  It  must  be  remembered  that  in  all 
built-up  girders  and  trusses,  or  in  fact  in  any 
structure  which  possesses  joints  and  connections 
—and  there  are  very  few  which  do  not— the  gross 
and  net  sectional  areas  are  never  equal  to  one 
another.  Putting  these  areas  e(|ual  to  A  and  A„ 
respectively,  the  general  equation — 

A  =  A,      (I) 

will  only  hold  for  monoliths  and  materials  de- 
posited or  employed  en  mmss.  Using  the  same 

notation,  the  formula  practically  becomes 
A  >  A,      (2) 

■for  purposes  of  calculation,  however,  the  amount of  the  net  sectional  area  is  obtained  from  the 
following  equation:  — 

A,  =   (A  -  A,>      (3) 
iu  whi^h  A,  represents  the  loss  of  material  in 
any  member  by  ih )  necessity  of  making  holes  in 
»'.,  or,  as  frequently  occurs,  of  cutting  off  a  piece 
;if  it  in  order  to  make  a  good  joint  or  "  fit ''  with 
Its  neighbours.  It  is  quite  immaterial  in  what 
manner  the  value  of  A,  may  be  obtained  :  but  in 
all  instances  it  should,  for  the  security  of  tho 
structure,  be  computed  as  large  as  is  consistent 
with  the  exigencies  of  sound  design  and  of  gool 

workmanship.  It  is  always  preferable  to  err  on 
the  side  of  safety,  and  not  "  spoil  the  ship  for  a 
huporth  of  tar."  Our  readers  must  not  mistake 
our  meaning  here,  for  it  is  not  to  be  understood 
that  more  holes  are  to  be  made  in  any  member  of 
a  built-up  ttructura  than  what  are  required  to 
insure  the  proper  attachment  of  the  various  parts 
of  it,  but  that  a  liberal  allowance  is  to  be  made 
in  estimating  the  loss  of  sectional  area,  that  is  in 
the  value  of  the  quantity  represented  by  the 
symbol  A,.  As  an  e.vample,  let  us  suppose  that, 
so  far  as  the  absolute  theoretical  line  of  cross- 
section  is  regarded,  it  is  necessary  to  deduct  only 
two  holes  in  any  separate  member ;  but  it  is 
very  possible  that  in  practically  putting  the 
metal  -  work  together,  another  hole — and  con- 

sequently a  further  diminution  of  the  net  sectional 
area  is  incurred— may  be  pierced,  and,  therefore, 
it  will  be  advisable  to  deduct  the  three  holes 
instead  of  the  two.  Those  who  have  followed 
our  articles  thus  far  cannot  fail  to  observe  that 
we  have  adhered  to  this  useful  rule  in  determining 
and  apportioning  the  required  net  sectional  area 
of  the  plates  and  angle-steel  horizontal  Hinges 
of  the  independent  central  truss  in  Fig  1.  It  has 
been  already  stated  that  the  tie-bars  are  to  be 
double,  and,  therefore,  to  obtain  the  total  8s(i.in. 
demanded,  the  single  bar  12in.  ̂ in.  may  be 
replaced  by  two,  each  of  which  is  6in.  fin., 
and  equal  to  i  Isq.in.  of  gross  sectional  area  ;  but 
as  it  is  not  j  udicious  nor  desirable  to  cut  down 
the  metal  too  fine,  the  amount  wiU  be  taken  at 
Ssq.in.,  which  can  be  readily  obtained  by  making 
the  bar  7in.  ■  fin.  or  Gin.  ■  |in.  As  in  aU 
probability  more  rivet  area  will  be  needed  than 
what  has  been  hitherto  provided,  it  will  be  pre- 

ferable to  increase  the  width  and  not  the  thickness 
of  the  bar,  for  it  must  be  kept  in  view  that  no 
additional  area  for  spacing  the  rivets  is  afforded 
by  augmenting  the  thickness  of  either  the  bar 
itself,  or  of  any  part  of  the  flange,  or  of  any 
other  membar  to  which  it  is  to  be  connected. 
The  next  step  to  be  undertaken  is  to  ascertain 

whether  a  tie-bar  "in.  •  fin.,  will  when  the 
necessary  number  of  rivet-holes  have  been  de- 

ducted, be  equal  to  the  required  net  sectional 
area  of  4sq.in.  In  order  to  determine  this  detail, 
the  method  of  attaching  the  tie-bar  to  the  flanges 
of  the  truss  must  be  considered,  and  a  drawing 
made  for  the  purpose,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2,  which 
represents  in  elevation  the  mode  of  uniting  the 
flanges  and  the  web  of  the  girder.  Since  by 
means  of  the  rivets,  the  stress  upon  each  bar, 
which  is  equal  to  23  tons,  is  transferred  to  the 
flanges,  the  area  of  the  whole  number  of  rivets 
must  be  equal  to  the  net  sectional  area  of  the 
bar,  or  equal  to  4Eq.in.  If  A  be  the  area  of  a 
rivet  which  is  0  TSin.  in  diameter,  and  X  the 
number  wanted,  we  have — 

1 

N  = 

N  = 

from  which,  by  inserting  the  proper  equivalents 
for  jr  and  d  the  expression  becomes — 

li 
1 

3J416j<  9 

16 

and  finally,  by  reducing  and  dividing,  the  value 
for  N  is  found  to  be — 

N  =  ̂J6 

28 
9  rivets. 

These  rivets  have  to  bo  inserted  in  the  part  of  the 
tie-bars  to  be  connected  to  tho  flange.  This 
number  is  baaed  on  the  assumption  that  all  the 
rivets  are  in  single  shear  ;  but  as  it  is  intended  to 
place  the  vertical  tie-bars  between  the  angle  steels 
of  the  upper  flange,  the  rivets  will  be  in  double 
shear  and  may  be  reduced  to  five.  It  will  be  found 
after  one  or  two  trials,  since  there  should  be  at 
least  a  good  inch  of  space  between  the  rivet-holes 
themselves,  and  also  between  them  and  the  edges 
of  any  plate  or  bar  or  other  section  composing  a 
member,  that  ii  slight  alteration  must  be  made  in 
the  length  of  the  vertical  rib  in  the  longitudinal 
angle  steels  of  the  upper  flange,  and  also  in  the 
width  of  the  vertical  tie-bar.  These  dimensions 
are,  in  Fig.  2,  which  shows  an  elevation  of  the 
attachment  of  one  of  the  tie -bars  of  the  web  to 
both  the  upper  and  lower  flanges,  increased  to  4in. 
and  Sin.  respectively.  A  section  through  tho  line 
.r.v  at  right-angles  to  the  plane  of  Fig.  2  is  given 
in  Fig.  3,  which  applies,  as  will  be  seen,  only  to 
the  tic-bars;  but  in  another  drawing,  the  cross- 
I  section  of  the  main  girder  will  be  shown  complete. 

which  will  indicate  the  manner  in  which  the 
fixing  of  the  diagonal  compression  members  of  the 
web  isprovidedfor.  In  Fig.  3  a  diaphragm  built  up 
of  a  steel  plate  Sin.  by  iin.,  and  a  double  pair  of 
angle  steels  3in.  by  3in.  by  {in.  is  placed  between 
the  vertical  flange  plates  of  the  lower  flange  to 
give  it  additional  thickness.  X  similar  diaphragm 
may  be  riveted  up  to  the  upper  flange,  if  con- 

sidered desirable :  but  as  that  flange,  by  reason 
of  its  trough  form  and  limited  depth,  possesses 
plenty  of  rigidity,  the  extra  material,  Ccom- 
paratively  small  as  it  is,  may  be  dispense-!  with.  It 
will  be  observed  that  by  the  employment  of  the 
diaphragm  in  the  lower  flange  the  rivets  in  the 
vertical  ties  are  put  in  double  shear,  so  that 
the  number  in  the  joint  is  more  than  what  is 
absolutely  required. 
There  is  no  difficulty  in  apportioning  the 

section  or  area  of  the  remaining  vertical  tie-bars 
and  the  pair  of  diagonal  counter-braces,  it  it  be 
borne  in  mind  that  as  the  stresses  diminish  for 
the  members  of  the  web  towards  the  centre  of  the 
trues,  so  the  net  sectional  area  may  be  reduced  in 
exactly  the  same  proportion.  The  next  lie-bar 
under  these  conditions  is  C  I)  in  Fig.  1 ,  which 
has  been  found  to  be  subjected  to  a  stress  of 
30  tons,  as  given  in  Table  III.  of  our  last  article, 
or  one-third  less  than  the  maximum  stress  of 
4,i  tons  upon  the  terminal  bars  A  B  and  A,  Bi  of 
the  web.  Both  these  bars  are  double,  as  in 
Fig.  3,  and  it  will  be  found  that  a  net  sectional 
area  of  48q.in.  was  sufficient  for  each.  To  find  the 
same  amount  of  metal  for  the  tie-bar  C  D,  we 
have  the  following  ratio,  putting  A,  for  the  area, 
and  taking  care  to  use  half  the  stresses  which  may 

be  made  equal  respectively  to  l-l  and  23  tons^ 23  :  4  :  :   15  :  A, 

from  which  we  have — 

A,  = 

4  X  15 

23 

=  2-69q.in. 

It  will  be  advisable  to  retain  the  same  width 
for  the  bar  C  D  as  was  given  to  A  B,  which  is 
Sin.  Deducting  three  rivet  holes  (see  Fig.  2) 
from  this  width,  and  making  the  bar  Jin.  in 
thickness,  the  net  sectional  area  is  equal  to — 

(S-2  25)i  =  2  878q.in. 
which  is  sufficient.  The  vertical  tie  E  F  and  the 
two  counterbraces  Fa  and  Cu,  which  are  also  in 
tension,  may  be  allotted  the  dimensions  of  Cin. 
by  h\n.  in  thickness.  This  scantling  is  rather 
more  than  the  same  method  of  calculation  we 
have  used  would  allow  :  but  for  practical  reasons 
it  is  not  good  construction  to  fine  down  too  much 
the  amount  of  material  in  the  members  of  the 
web  at  and  near  the  centre  of  the  girder,  although 
purely  theoretical  considerations  might  permit  it 
We  have  now  to  turn  our  attention  to  the 

diagonal  struts,  or  members  in  the  web  which 
undergo  a  stress  of  compression.  In  dealing 
with  these,  the  same  mode  of  procedure  and 
calculation  will  be  adopted  as  in  the  case  of  tl.e 
vertical  tie-bars,  and  the  struts  subjected  to  the 
maximum  stress  will  be  first  dealt  with.  These 
are  the  bars  A  0  on  the  left-hand  half  and  A,  (i 
on  the  right-hand  half  of  the  truss.  As  simi- 

larly to  the  vertical  ties,  and  restricting  ourselves 
to  the  left-hand  half  of  the  girder,  the  diagonal 
A  0  is  double :  it  really  will  consist,  as  will 
be  hereafter  shown,  of  a  pair  of  bars  braced 
together  by  a  system  of  lattice  triangulation, 
so  that  it  may  be  treated  as  a  single  member 

subjected  to  the  total  stress  upon  it  of  63-61  tons recorded  in  Table  III.,  or,  in  round  figures,  to 
64  tons.  The  great  point  of  diflterence  to  be 
attended  to  in  the  designing  of  struts — which  arc 
substantially  inclined  pillars  or  columns— is  that 
while  their  net  sectional  area  is  the  same  as  if 

they  were  replaced  by  ties,  their  form  is  alto- 
gether different.  It  is  generally  stjited,  and  often 

taken  for  granted,  that  provided  a  tio-rod  or  bar 
of  any  section  is  only  acted  upon  by  a  tensile 
stress,  its  length  need  not  be  made  a  factor  in  the 
calculation  respecting  its  strength  and  powers  of 
resistance.  Vp  to  certain  limits,  exceeding  those 
in  the  case  under  notice,  this  statement  is  fairly 
accuriite  ;  but  it  will  uf't  hold  when  tho  length  vi 
the  tie  exceeds  certain  dimensions.  A  tie.  like  a 
strut,  whether  in  an  inclined  or  horizontal  posi- 

tion, is  subjected  to  a  bending  action  and  tr.ans- 
verse  stress  from  its  own  weight,  which  weight 
increases  in  the  proportion  of  its  length.  In  a 
horizontal  position,  although  fixed  taut  at  both 
extremities,  it  is  a  universal  practice  in  roof 
trusses  and  other  Similar  structures  to  sujiport  it 
by  vertical  king  and  queen  rods  to  take  the 
"sag  "  out  of  it.  There  is  probably  no  example 
of  applied  mechanics  which  has  been  so  univers.ally 
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treated  of  ia  textbooks  and  treatises  as  that 

relating  to  the  strength  of  posts,  pillars,  and 
columns,  and  it  is  rather  an  unsatisfactory  con- 

L'lusion  to  to  compelled  to  arrive  at,  that  not  two 
of  the  numerous  formuhe  for  solving  the  problem 
afford,  whea  thoroughly  investigated  and  worked 
out,  even  approximately  similar  results.  Re- 

ferring to  the  statement  made  that  for  the  same 
amount  of  slress  the  same  sectionat  area  is 
retjuired  for  a  strut  as  well  as  a  tie,  it  is  assumed 
that  to  meet  this  condition,  the  ultimate  stress, 
or  what  amounts  to  the  same,  the  working  unit 
stress,  is  the  same  for  both  tension  and  com- 

pression for  the  same  material. 

In  addition  to  the  proper  form  to  be  assigned 
to  a  strut  to  prevent  it  buckling  or  becoming 
deformed  under  the  stress  applied  to  it,  there  is 

another  point  -which  has  to  receive  very  careful 
consideration  and  attention.  It  is  the  proportion 
between  its  length  and  its  breadth,  and  before 
passing  on  to  the  design  of  the  diiiijonal  com- 

pression members  of  the  truss  in  Fig.  1,  some 
remarks  are  indispensable.  In  the  first  place,  the 
question  of  a  strut  in  the  web  of  a  girder  having 
a  tendency  to  deflect  either  at  the  centre  or  any- 

where else,  may  be  discarded,  because  it  is  the 
business  of  the  designer  to  provide  by  a  proper 
system  of  lateral  bracing  against  the  possibility  of 
the  occurrence  of  such  a  contingency.  The 
general  rule  laid  down  for  the  proportion  of  the 
length  of  any  strut  or  column  to  its  breadth, 
which  means  its  least  side  or  transverse  dimen- 

sion, is  the  following.  I'ut  1.  for  the  length  of 
the  strut  in  feet,  and  B  for  its  breadth  in  inches 

as  that  dimension,  except  in  very  large  examples, 
will  not  run  to  feet.     Then  we  have — 

B  =  or  > L  X  12 
40 

In  other  words,  the  least  transverse  dimension 

is  not  to  exceed  the  fortieth  part  of  the  length  of 
the  strut.  If,  for  instance,  we  have  a  strut  3Uft. 

in  length,  then,  applying  the  equation,  its  least 
breeadth  becomes  equal  to — 

30  X  12 4U 
=  9;n. 

In  our  next  article  we  thall  apply  these  rules 
to  the  struts  in  the  girder,  and  also  show  the 
method  of  uniting  then>  to  the  flanges,  lx)th  upper 
and  lower,  as  the  mode  of  attachment  is  not  the 
same  in  both  instances.  It  will  remain,  thin,  to 
investigate  the  stresses  upon  the  cantilever  and 
.anchor  arms  of  the  bridge.  These  investigations 
and  calculations  will  not  be  so  explicit  as  those 
already  given,  as  the  principles  already  enunciated 
will  be  taken  for  granted,  and  onlv  the  results 

brought  forward.  '       T.  C. 

The  new  schools  erected  in  connection  with  St. 
Peter's  Romin  (itholic  Church,  Bloxwich,  were opened  on  Monday.    Tbe  cost  bad  been  £-  :ioO. 

\   TREATISE    ON   SUlfVEYINc;.* 

LAND-SURVEYIXG  is  a  branch  of  practice 
that  has  lately  suffered  from  two  main  causes  ; 

first  the  establishment  of  the  Ordn;uice  Survey 
and  maps,  and,  secondly,  the  decline  in  the  art 

as  a  special  vocation  brought  about  by  the  com- 
pletion of  our  larger  railway  systems.  Both  tllfesc 

causes  have  materially  reduced  the  practice  of  the 

higher  class  of  surveying — the  geodetic.  The 
chief  fields  of  employment  now  for  land  surveyors 
are  the  colonies,  where,  however,  a  local  training 
or  apprenticeship  is  recjuired,  and  it  was  to  meet 
the  requirements  of  colonial  surveying  that,  three 
y&crs  ago,  a  number  of  gentlemen  interested 
formed  themselves  into  a  committee  to  consider 

what  steps  ought  to  be  taken  to  secure  a  better 
position  for  the  English  student  who  might  desire 
to  seek  employment  in  any  of  the  colonies.  They 
met,  by  permission  of  the  secretary,  at  the  Sur- 

veyors' Institution,  and  it  was  arranged  they 
should  prepare  a  textbook  on  surveying,  which 
the  council  agreed  to  adopt  if  satisfied.  The 
result  is  the  present  volume,  compiled  by  Mr. 
Ksginald  E.  Jliddleton,  M.Inst.C.E.,  and  Mr. 
<  )ibcrt  Chadwick,  M.Inst.C.E.,  &c.  In  order  to 
suit  two  classes  of  students,  those  who  desire  only 
to  practise  ordinary  surveying,  and  those  who  are 
desirous  to  qualify  themselvp^s  for  geodetic  pro- 

blems which  require  a  higher  mathematical 
knowledge,  including  astronomical  determina- 

tions for  marine  and  other  special  surveys  ;  the 
work  is  divided  into  two  parts. 

The  work  has  been  well  done,  and  the  follow- 
ing iDr tributors  are  given  in  the  preface  in 

addition  to  the  chief  compilers : — Col..!.  I'u  Bogle, 
late  K  E.  ;  G.  H.  Leane,  E.S.I. ,  examiner  to  the 

Surveyors'  Institution,  who  unfortunately  died  at 
Sfa  on  his  return  from  Africa  :  Mijor-Gencral 
Wuodthorpe,  C.B  ,IateR  E  .appointed .Surveyor- 
General  of  India  just  before  his  death.  The 
contributions  of  the  two  latter  have  lost  the 

advantage  of  their  revision.  'Sir.  >I.  T.  ( irmsby, 
demonstrator  in  surveying  at  University  College, 
has  assisted  in  the  editing,  and  in  the  preparation 
of  drawings  and  tables.  Chain  surveying  is  the 

subject  of  the  first  chapter.  In  addition  to  the 
usual  preliminary  remarks  on  the  equipment  of  a 
surveyor,  the  chain,  steel  tape,  arrows,  offset  and 
ranging  rods,  optical  square,  clinometer,  cross 
staff,  ice,  this  chapter  treats  on  methods  to 
insure  greater  accuracy  with  simple  instruments 
and  an  improved  form  of  field  book  is  given. 
Method  is  of  the  first  importance  in  the  simplest 
surveying  operations,  such  as  chaining,  and 
the  author  recommends  the  follower  to  approach 
the  iirrow  holding  the  handle  of  chain  in  his  right 
hand,  his  field  book  in  his  left,  his  pencil  between 
the  fingers  of  his  left,  his  off-set  rod  under  his 

A  Treatise  on  Surveying.  Compiled  by  Rk<-,i\alii E.  Minr.i.KTOs,  M.Inst.CE ,  and  iKhKnr  Cii.u-wnK. 
M.In»tC.E.  In  Two  Parts.  London  :  E.  and  F.  N. 
8pon.  S:rand. 

left  arm,  and  any  arrows  lie  may  h.ave  collected 

hanging  upon  the  little  finger  of  his  left  hand. 
By  this  arrangement  his  light  hand  is  free  to 
direct  the  chain,  to  use  his  rod,  and  to  make  his 
notes.  The  other  operations  are  described 
minutely,  and  the  authors  show  that  in  rough 
and  hilly  ground  the  limit  of  permissible  error  is 
/,,',„,  or  two  links  in  ten  chains.  Many  causes 
contribute  inaccuracies,  tuch  as  the  chain  not 

being  hauled  fairly  taut  at  the  moment  the  arrow  is 

put  in,  through  the  "leader"  not  hoMing  his  arrow 
exactly  at  the  chain  end  or  perpendicular,  through 

the  "follower"  not  bringing  his  end  of  chain 
fairly  up  or  allowing  leader  to  drag  his  arrow  out 
of  perpendicular,  from  knots  in  the  chain, 
sloping  ground,  variation  of  length  in  chain,  \c. 
The  testing  of  chains  and  tapes  is  absolutely 
necessary  before  lengths  are  chained.  Stretching 

by  pulling  is  often  the  fault,  and  every  chain 
should  be  compared  with  some  standard,  such  as 

that  at  Trafalgar-f ([uare.  I  (ther  causes  of  error 
are  considered,  as  those  made  in  hooking,  through 

miscounting  arrows- a  frequent  mistake,  reading 
from  wrong  end,  &c.,  and  chaining  in  sloping 
ground.  Some  useful  suggestions  are  given  as 
to  the  latter,  such  as  taking  reduced  lengths 
till  the  whole  chain  is  taken  in  the  cast 

of  falling  slopes.  Where  the  slope  rises  in  a 
forward  direction,  the  offset-rod  or  plumb-line  is 

used  by  the  "  follower,"  and  the  leader  is  directed 
to  return  to  a  nearer  brass  mark  holding  the 
chain  on  the  ground.  These  are  rough  methods 
sufficiently  true  for  practical  purposes  on  short 

inclines ;  but,  of  course,  if  great  accuracy  is  re-  ■ 
quired,  a  clinometer  should  be  used  to  find  the 
angle  of  slope,  the  chain  being  pulled  forward 
the  full  length  plus  the  allowance.  To  ascertain 
the  angle  of  slope  in  this  way  the  authors  give  a 

cxmvenient  method,  which  is  to  "  place  a  ranging 
rod  at  the  next  change  of  inn  ine,  having  a  tl.ig 

or  piece  of  paper  tied  at  the  height  of  observer's eye,  who,  standing  erect  at  his  end  of  the  lire, 
sights  the  mark  on  the  forward  rod  with  his 
clinometer,  records  the  angle,  and  notes  the  allow- 

ance per  chain  to  be  made  ,  or  he  lays  his  rod 
upon  the  ground  or  the  incline,  and  places  his 
clinometer  upon  it,  and  so  ascertains  the  angle 
of  inclination."  Of  course  a  table  of  natural 
secants  is  necessary  to  make  the  proper  allow- 

ance per  chain.  For  ordinarj-  surveys  all  inclines 
under  1''  may  be  neglected  :  this. ingle  only  makes 
100244,  links,  or  about  [  link  per  chain.  The 
remarks  on  offsets,  obstructions,  and  the  method 

of  ranging  past  buildings,  (cc,  contain  little 
that  is  new.  The  examples  given  of  the  field 
book  showing  the  offsets  are  worth  careful 
study  by  the  student,  especially  the  remarks  on 
taking  offsets  to  fences  where  there  are  two  on 
the  same  side  of  chain  line  (p.  10).  A  diagram 

of  the  main  lines,  showing  the  base-line  of 

principal  triangles,  and  numbering  each  in  rota- 
tion, is  essential,  as  shown  in  the  field-book  of 

Yeldon  Farm.  Some  of  these  lines  form  the 

backbone  of  the  survey  ;  others  are  subsidiary  or 
tie-lines,  others  are  proof-lines.  It  is  necessary 
also  to  show,  by  arrows  on  the  lines,  the  direc- 

tion they  are  chained,  numbering  them  con- 
secutively. The  rules  for  arranging  the  lines  of 

a  survey  are  succinctly  put :  the  importance  of  a 

good  main  line  as  a  "  backbone  "  upon  which  the 
triangles  are  built,  these  latter  to  embrace,  as  f.ir 
as  possible,  the  fences  and  other  objects  :  interior 
lines,  which  will  serve  to  pick  up  the  detail.  One 
good  rule  is  that  no  offset  should  exceed  a  chain 
in  length.  The  remarks  on  fences  and  boundaries 
are  useful :  also  those  on  making  notes  at  the 
commencement  and  termination  of  survey  lines. 

Thus,  instead  of  writing  "  Line  12  commencing 
from  940  on  line  1,"  it  is  only  necess.ary  to  write 
'Line  r2°i""  at  commencement,  and  a  similar 
form  at  the  closing  of  a  line.  The  plus  or  minus 
sign  is  used  to  show  if  a  line  does  nof  close  upon 
a  registered  station,  but  goes  beyond  it,  or  falls 
short  of  it.     Thus,  if  the  station    is   1240,  and 

1240 there  are,  8.iy,  15  links  beyond  it,    ■.)..,^     may  be 

placed  at  end ;  or,  if  short  of  station,  the  minus  sign 
should  be  put  before  the  number  of  links  short. 
This  will  give  a  concise  and  full  record  of  how 
the  closing  mea.sorement  has  been  arrived  at.  The 
remarks  on  plotting,  scales  used,  laying  down  lines 
in  plan,  how  to  find  true  north,  cilculation  of 
areas,  ic. .  explain  a  number  of  useful  points. 
Very  often  a  surveyor  is  in  doubt  ajj  to  the  scale 
he  should  plot  his  survey  t<> :  but  the  list  of  scales 
given  for  different  purposes  will  quickly  solve  his 
doubt.     Thus  for  small  estates  -Jj  or  one  chain 
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to  one  inch,  for  working  surveys  two  chiiins  to  an 
inch,  drainage  schemes  -'iKift.  to  the  inch,  are 
commonly  usad.  A  description  and  diagram  of 
the  computing  scale  are  given,  and  will  te  found 
of  service.  Another  means  of  finding  arcM  is  by 

using  Amsler's  Planimetcr,  which  is  also  ex- 
plained. Methods  of  linear  measurement  with 

a  steel  tape  where  great  accuracy  in  required, 
and  the  correction  of  error  in  steel  tapes,  correc- 

tions for  temperature,  and  other  points  are  ex- 
plained. The  next  chapter  (11)  explains  the 

optical  principles  involved  in  the  construction  of 
the  instruments  used  by  the  surveyor.  We  con- 

sider this  a  most  valuable  addition  to  a  treatise  on 
surveying :  those  boohs  published  on  the  use  of 
instruments  being  chietly  descriptions  of  the 
instrument,  without  going  into  principles.  In 
descriptions  of  the  adjustment  of  instruments  like 
the  theodolite  too  much  is  taken  for  granted,  and 
the  student  is  left  in  the  dark  as  to  some  of  those 
adju.stment3. 

Traverse  surveying  and  a  form  of  field-book 
for  traverse  survey  forms  another  chapter.  As 
flome  of  our  readers  may  not  know,  traverse 
surveying  is  determining  the  bearings  of  a  line 
or  route  or  boundary  by  means  of  a  compass,  just 
as  thi'  mariner  determines  the  path  traversed  by 
the  ship  on  the  ocean.  Instead  of  taking  mag- 

netic directions  of  the  several  lines  and  inclinations 
to  each  other,  the  instrument  is  used  to  determine 
these  inclinations,  in  relation  to  some  line  of 
direction  fixed  north  and  south.  It  is  defined  to 

be  a  method  of  surveying  "  by  which  each  survey 
point  is  determined  by  one  angular  and  one  linear 
measurement,"  instead  of  by  two  or  more  linear 
measurements,  as  in  chain  surveying.  But  this 
system  of  angular  and  linear  measurements, 
unless  verj-  exactly  taken,  as  in  a  polygon,  when 
plotted  «iU  not  "  close. "  All  plotters  know  the 
difficulty,  and  the  accuracy  of  angles  must  be 

tested  by  a  formula  that  "  the  sum  of  the  exterior 
angles  of  a  polygon,  diminished  by  four  right 
angles,  is  equal  to  twice  as  many  right  angles  as 

the  figure  has  sides,"  or  if  the  interior  angles  are 
taken,  "added  to  four  right  angles"  must  be 
substituted  for  "diminishtd,  &c."  But  in  large 
surveys  another  method  of  recording  the  direc- 

tions of  the  lines  is  used,  more  acourdte  and  less 
troublesome ;  it  is  the  plotting  by  co-ordinates 
from  a  central  line  or  meridian.  As  these  ordi- 

na'.es  are  a  succession  of  perpendiculars  from  the 
meridian,  laid  off  by  a  cross  staff  to  the  corners 
of  the  field  or  boundary,  their  distances  apart 
successively  measured  on  the  meridian,  and  at 
right  angles  thereto,  it  is  easy  to  understand  how 
each  point  can  be  plotted  off.  Each  point  of  the 
survey  can  be  plotted  independently  by  laying 
oft  two  measurements,  one  along  the  meridian 
and  one  perpendicularly  thereto,  by  which  the 
point  is  fixtd,  or  in  other  words  each  point  is 
fixed  by  the  meridional  distance,  and  the  per- 

pendicular to  the  point,  or  co-ordinates  of  the 
point.  Full  definitions  and  explanations  are 
given  of  these,  the  difference  of  latitude  or 

"  northings"  or  "southings"  as  they  are  called, 
and  the  "eistings"  and  "westings"  as  the 
departures  are  called  perpendicular  to  the 
meridian.  A  good  example  is  given  of  the  manner 
of  surveying  an  irregular  polygon,  and  the  angles, 
the  systems  of  rotation,  the  "  whole  circle"  and 
' '  four-quadrant ' '  system,  measuring  bearings  and 
other  details  are  described.  The  advanta^^es  of 

the  "  direct  bearing  method"  are  shown  :  while 
computation  from  including  angles  is  liable  to  a 
summation  of  error.  An  example  is  given  of  a 
traverse  survey.  Much  may  be  said  for  traverse 
surveying.  01  course  this  system  supposesaknow- 
ledge  of  trigonometry  or  at  least  the  relations  of 
sine  and  cosine.  Several  checks  to  this  system 
are  given,  such  as  that  if  any  figure  be  traversed 
such  as  a  polygonal  Hold  or  boundary  the  sum  of 
the  "northings"  will  be,  or  ought  to  be,  equal 
to  the  sum  of  the  "  southings,"  and  the  "  east- 

ings "  to  the  '•  westings."  A  form  of  field  book 
shows  the  sketch  diagram  of  linos,  the 
manner  of  recording  the  observed  angles  of  each 
point,  distances,  kc,  for  main  and  subsidiary 
traverse.  The  manner  of  or  detailing  buildings, 
plotting,  &c.,  will  bo  found  of  service  to  the 
young  surveyor.  Another  chapter  discusses 
"  Jliaor  Tri.'xngulalion,"  a  method  less  complete 
than  thit  of  primary  triangulation.  The  moat 
powerful  instruments  are  used  in  surveys  of  this 
kind,  as  the  points  are  often  from  20  to  100  miles 
apart,  and,  of  course,  the  sphericity  of  the  earth 
is  taken  into  account :  but  we  stop  here.  The 
treatise  is  very  complete  and  thorough,  and  brings 
up  to  date  all  the  latest  methods  of  surveying. 
It  is  well  illustrated  by  plans  and  diagrams. 

A   NKW   LADDER   BRACKET. 

THERE  is  nothing  like  precaution,  and  in- 
creased security  gives  the  employer  greater 

peace  of  mind.  Mr.  Ileathman,  the  patentee  of 
the  telescopic  ladders  in  Endell-street,  London, 
W.C.,  has  improved  his  folding  ladder  braekot 
by  lengthening  the  arm,  and  finishing  off  with  a 
socket,  to  which  is  attached  a  jamming  thumb- 

screw to  secure  a  piece  of  quartering  which  can 

be  run  through  the  socket  to  form  a  guard-rail 
for  the  workers.  These  brackets  adjust  at  all 
angles,  either  at  front  or  back  of  the  ladders,  and 
they  are  wide  enough  to  receive  two  Eciffold 
boards. 

THE   BRICK    TRADE. 

WHEJ\  we  wrote  on  the  3rd  inst.  advising 
the  publii  to  be  careful  about  investing 

in  brick  companies,  however  flourishing  their 
prospects  might  appear  on  paper,  we  did  not 
think  there  would  so  soon  be  need  to  note  our 
advice. 

The  prospectus  of  the  Woolpit  Brick  Co.  has 
been  published.  Its  prospects  on  paper  are  cer- 

tainly flourishing.  Un  a  capital  of  £SO,000  in 
ordinary  shares  and  £20,000  in  5  per  cent,  deben- 

tures, or  a  total  of  £100,000,  it  is  estimated  that 
a  net  annual  profit  of  £25,000  per  annum  will  be 
earned — i.e.,  25  per  cent.  A  tempting  prospect 
certainly.  One  is  inclined  to  ask,  AVhy  does  not 
the  owner  keep  it  himself? 

When,  however,  one  comes  to  look  into  its 
true  history,  the  wonder  ceases.  The  Woolpit 
r.rickworks  were  either  started,  taken  over,  or 
influenced  by  the  Imperial  Property  Investment 
Co. — a  company  registered  in  1875  and  wound 
up  in  1S!)4.  A  reference  to  the  reports  of  the 
meetings  of  this  company  will  reveal  the  fact  that 
the  Woolpit  Brickworks  were  regarded  as  an 
incubus  ;  certainly  not  as  a  source  of  profit.  It 
may  safely  bo  stated  that  they  were  one  of  the 
troubles  of  the  Imperial  Properly  Investment  Cj., 
which  culminated  in  its  being  wound  up  in  189-t. 

As  a  consequence,  the  works  came  into  the 
market.  We  have  before  us  the  catalogue  of  the 
machinery  and  brick  plant  at  the  Woolpit  Brick 
and  Tile  Works,  to  be  sold  by  Mr.  E.  .lackson  at 
the  works,  Woolpit,  in  April,  1806,  and  on  the 
back  of  the  catalogue  is  a  notice  that  the  freehold 
estate  of  about  145  acres — the  same  area,  be  it 
observed,  as  stated  in  the  prospectus— known  as 
the  Woolpit  Brick  Works,  would  be  ottered  for 
sale  at  the  Great  White  Horse  Hotel,  Ipswich, 
on  April  7,  ISliC.  Wo  have  also  before  us  an 
extract  from  the  Kasl  ̂ IntiUnn  Ttmex,  in  which  it 
is  reported  that  the  freehold  estate  was  disposed 
of  at  the  sale,  and  that  the  purchase  price  was 
£3,200.  I J  this  property,  which  was  bought 
for  £3,200,  the  same  which  the  syndicate  or 
the  vendors  propose  to  sell  to  the  company  for 

£80,000  :- In  1898  a  prospectus  was  issued.  It  is  headed 
• '  Rough  Draft — Private."  One  can  only  suppose 
the  effort  to  float  the  concern  then  made  was  not 
successful,  for  we  have  now  the  fresh  prospectus 
issued  to  the  public  last  week. 

There  are  some  interesting  points  of  difference 

between  the  "  Rough  Draft — Private"  prospectus 
and  the  public  one. 

Id  the  private  proepectus  the  capital  is..  £125,CK)0 
In  the  public  one       100,000 

Apparently  from  189S  to  1899  the  vendor's estimation  of  the  property  he  is  so  anxious  to 
dispose  of  to  the  public  has  depreciated  £25,000. 
Will  it  go  on  depreciating  at  the  same  rate  every 

year  r 

The  directors,  auditors,  solicitors,  secretary, 

and  offices  in  the  189S  "private "  prospectus  are 
not  to  be  found  in  the  1899  public  one,  and  while 
the  brokers  in  189S  were  to  be  at  London.  Glas- 

gow, and  Belfast,  now  they  are  to  be  found  in 
London  and  Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

In  the  1898  "  private  "  prospectus  we  find  the 
managing  director  is  to  be  Thomas  Parker,  Esq., 
of  Woolpit,  who  reported  that  £435,(100  was  the 
value  of  the  freehold  owned  by  the  companv. 

Was  this  the  freehold  bought  for  £3,200  ':  He'is described  as  a  gentleman  of  large  and  varied  ex- 
perience in  brickmaking,  not  only  in  England  but 

in  the  I'nited  States  and  Canada.  He  was  will- 
ing to  enter  into  a  contract  to  serve  the  company 

either  upon  salary  or  to  manufacture  and  place  on 
rail  at  Elmswell  all  bricks  at  a  cost  of  10s.  per 
thousand.  He  stated  that  by  expending  £5,000 
or  £6,000  upon  plant  an  output  of  30,000,000 
bricks  per  year  could  be  produced.  In  the  new 

prospectus  £20,000  is  wanted  '.  It  would  be  very interesting  to  know  what  has  become  of  Mr. 
Thos.  Parker,  and  why  his  offer  to  make  and  put 
on  rail  at  10s.  per  thousand  was  not  accepted. 

In  the  place  of  Mr.  Parker,  mentioned  in  the 
"Private"  Prospectus,  1898,  we  find  in  the 
Public  Prospectus,  1899,  Mr.  Alex.  Swinney 
and  Mr.  Chas.  D.  Lavington  as  joint  managing 
directors.  Where  one  managing  director  was 
thought  necessary,  the  company  now  thinks  there 
must  be  two.  Is  Air.  Lavington  a  builder,  and 
the  gentleman  who  bought  the  property  for 

£3,200  :  Mr.  Swinney  is  described  as  "  the  "well- 
known  expert." ^Ir.  Robert  Brown,  the  managing  director  of 
the  Tyrone  Colliery  Sanitary  Pipe  and  Brick  Co., 
Dangannon,  may  be  familiar  with  the  difficult 
Suflolk  brick  clay.  Sufiolk  has  a  very  long 
record  in  the  history  of  brickmaking,  and  there 

are  plenty  of  Sufiolk  brick  manufacturers  who 
have  been  in  the  trade  the  whole  of  their  lives, 
and  their  fathers  before  them,  who  could  have 
given  a  report  upon  which  the  public  might confidently  rely. 

Jlr.  Swinney  is  stated  in  the  prospectus  to  be 
one  of  the  directors  of  the  Heaton  Brick  Co.,  at 
Newcastle-on-Tyne,  but  it  is  not  stated  that  he 
also  travels  for  the  firm  of  Swinney  Bros.,  who 
are  manufacturers  of  brickfield  machinery.  The 

directors  say  they  have  made  provisional  arrange- 
ments for  the  acquisition  of  machinery.  It  would 

be  interesting  to  know  whether  it  is  with  Messrs. 
Swinney  Bros.  Short  particulars  of  the  buildings 
and  plant  are  given.  Mr.  Swinney  estimates 
their  value  at  £19,325,  Now  we  venture  to  say 
that  the  outside  cost  of  such  buildings  and  plant 

would  be  nearer  £5,000  than  the  £19,:!2.')  men- tioned in  the  prospectus. 
5Ir.  Swinney  considers  the  value  of  the  clay 

bed  to  be  £97,6001  Mr.  Parker  in  the  1898 

"private"  prospectus  puts  it  at  £435,000  !  and 
if  this  is  the  property  offered  for  sale  by  Mr.  E. 
Jackson,  it  was  actually  bought  for  £3,200. 

Mr.  Swinney  further  estimates  the  profits  at 
£25,000  per  annum.  Now,  we  are  perfectly 
certain  that  no  wire-cut  brick  was  ever  yet  made 
at  a  cost  of  10s.  per  1,000.  It  requires  nearly 
that  sum  to  make  and  burn  alone.  As  for  making 
by  hand  red  and  white  Suffolk  bri:ks  at  16s.  per 
1,000,  it  is  simply  absurd.  But  the  important 

point  is.  What  is  to  be  done  with  the  forty  millions 

of  bricks  when  made'r  Where  is  the  market, 
and  how  are  the  bricks  to  be  got  there  r  London 

is  probably  the  only  place  where  the  bricks  could be  absorbed. 

The  prospectus  does  not  distinguish  between 
the  quantities  of  red  and  white  facing  bricks  and 
common  bricks.  From  our  experience,  we 

should  say  the  ouUide  quantity  of  best  red 
and  white  Suffolk  facings  used  in  London  and 

supplied  from  all  pari.'  of  Suffolk  would  be  five 
millions  per  annum,  and  there  is  no  demand  for 

more.  With  regard  to  the  common  bricks  we 

also  note  that  the  rate  from  Elmswell  to  London 

is  Is.  2d.  per  ton  or  over  10s.  per  1,000.  This 

compares  with  33.,  the  cost  of  carriage  from 
Kent  by  water,  or  5s.  6d.  to  7s.  Gd.  by  water 
from  Harwich  or  Aldeburgh. 

The  vendor  states  that  he  acquired  the  property 

2.\  rears  ago;   but  no  result  of  his  trading  is 
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given,    and    no     certificate  from   any    firm    of 
accountants  appears  in  the  prospectus. 

The  vendor  is  to  be  paid  in  cash  .  .    £5,000    0    0 
By  the  issvie  of  mortgage  debentures 

at  5  per  cent      20,000    0    0 

25,000  0  0 
In  ordinary  sharea      26,666  0  0 
And  the  hiUance  in  cash  or  shares 

at  Uie  option  of  the  directors      'i8,M«  0  0 

£80,000    0    0 

The  cash  and  delientures,  amounting  to  £25,000, 
are  certainly  a  handsome  return  alone  on  the 
original  purchase,  and  when  to  that  the  vendor 
adds  the  chance  of  another  £55,000,  supposing 
the  company  to  be  floated,  we  shall  congratulate 
him  on  his  good  fortune.  We  do  not  know 
whether  the  capital  has  been  subscribed,  or  if  the 
directors  will  go  to  allotment ;  but  we  are  afraid 
that  any  investors  who  have  put  their  money 
into  this  undertiking  on  the  f.iith  of  the  hopes 
held  out  in  the  prospectus  will  be  disappointed. 

OBITUARY. 

Wk  regret  to  hear  of  the  death  of  Jlr.  Cn.\ui,FS 
CiounoN  Kii.i.MisTKU,  of  lUishey,  Herts,  formerly 
a  well-known  member  of  the  Architectural  As- 

sociation. Mr.  Killmister,  who  died  on  Monday 
week,  the  13th  inst.,  was  for  nearly  twenty  years 
a  member  of  the  A.A.,  and  took  a  prominent  part 
in  the  dramatic  and  lyrical  entertainments,  while 
on  the  summer  excursions  his  genial  manners  and 
bonhomie  made  him  a  welcome  member  of  the 

party.  He  formerly  practised  his  profession;  in 

Barton- street,  Dean's-yard,  but  prolonged  ill health  and  mental  aUliction  had  necessitated  his 

complete  retirement  some  years  since.  The  inter- 
ment took  place  at  Presbuiy  parish  churchyard, 

Cheshire. 

CHIPS. 

The  new  organ  ia  the  nave  of  Norwich  Cathedral 
is  to  be  formally  opened  on  Tuesday,  December  12. 

The  unveiling  of  a  tablet  to  the  memory  of  the 

late  Rev.  Thomas  Millar  (1S5G-9S),  St.  Paul's 
Parish  Church,  Leith,  took  place  last  week.  The 
tablet  is  of  white  marble,  and  is  erected  in  the 
vestibule  of  the  church,  opposite  the  main  entrance. 
In  the  centre  of  the  tablet  is  a  medallion  by  Mr, 
R.  S.  Stevenson,  R.S.A.,  of  EJinburgh. 

Messrs.  Cope  and  Stewardson,  of  Philadelphia, 
have  received  the  first  premium  in  the  competition 
for  the  new  building  for  Washington  University, 
St.  Louis. 

M.  Ferdinand  Humbert  has  finished  bis  mural 

decorative  pictures  in  the  Pantheon — eight  panels, 
illustrating  by  incidents  Faith,  Patriotism,  the 
Family  Tie,  and  Charity,  including  the  return  of 
fishermen  by  moonlight,  thanking  Gcd  for  their 
safety  and  good  forttme ;  a  family  meeting  in  the 
coimtry  at  sunset ;  and  the  departure  for  the  army 
of  a  young  man  during  enow.  The  panels  left 
unfinished  by  M.  Puvis  de  Chavannes  have  been 
completed  by  M.  Cazia. 

The  improvements  effected  on  the  Iliver  Weaver, 
at  a  cost  of  £70,000,  are  nearly  complete,  and  the 
electrical  swingbridge  of  Northwich  is  about  to  be 
swung  over  the  river  for  the  first  time.  This  and 
the  sister  bridge  have  cost  £25,000,  and  are  the  first 
bridges  in  the  kingdom  to  be  worked  by  electricity. 
Vessels  of  400  tons  burden  can  now  navigate  the 
river  direct  to  Liverpool  or  Manchester. 

The  tramways  committee  of  the  Wolverhampton 
Corporation  propose  to  sanction  an  experiment  for 
constructing  a  tramway  along  the  Wednesfield- 
road  to  Heath  Town  on  electrical  lines.  The  work 
is  to  l>e  carried  out  according  to  an  invention  of  Mr. 
T.  H.  Parker,  electrician,  by  what  is  called  the 
surface  contact  system  instead  of  the  overhead 
system  of  wires.  The  cost  of  constructing  the  road 
for  the  system  along  the  route  of  three-quarters  of 
a  mile  is  estimated  at  £3,000. 

A  fresco  has  been  dedicated  at  St.  Matthias,  Stoke 
Xewington.  It  was  executed  by  Messrs.  Davidson 
and  BeU,  and  depicts  ( >ar  Lord  coming  to  His  vine- 

yard, and  it  is  in  the  south  aisle. 

Mr.  Sandford  Fawcett  held  an  inquiry  on  l>ehalf 
of  the  Local  Government  Board  at  Leicester,  last 
week,  teaching  applications  by  the  corporation  to 
borrow  £33,100  for  the  construction  of  a  wholesale 
market,  £13,308  for  street  improvement  purposes, 
£5,640  for  sewerage  and  storm-water  dramage, 
and  £326  for  the  purchase  of  land  for  a  branch  fire- 
station.  The  money  for  street  improvement  is 
mostly  required  in  connection  with  the  plan  for 
widening  High-street,  which  is  being  carried  out  at 
a  cost  of  over  £100,000,  to  meet  the  increaied 
traffic.  There  was  no  opposition  to  any  of  the 
applications. 

PROFESSIONAL    AND    TRADE 
SOOIETIES. 

AmiiiTKcri  KAL  A.ssoi  lATiuN  :  Discission- 
Section. — At  the  last  meeting,  held  on  Fri- 

day, November  17,  Mr.  Robert  Williams, 

F.R.I.B.A.,  road  a  paper  on  "  Tenement  Houses 
for  the  Working  Classes,"  dealing  with  the 
subject  both  from  an  historical  and  idealistic 
point  of  view.  The  methods  of  the  London 
County  Council  and  the  results  o£  their  recent 
competition  were  severely  criticised,  and  the  rents 
charged  for  the  tenements  were  considered  too 
high.  .V  good  discussion  followed  the  reading  of 
the  paper,  which  was  ably  summed  up  by  Jlr.  T. 
BlashiU. 

The  AUCHITF.ITIKAI,  AsSOCIATIOX    OF  Irf.i.anii. 

— On  Tuesday  night  a  meeting  of  the  Archi- 
tectural Association  of  Ireland  was  held  in  the 

(irosvenor  Hotel.  Mr.  O.  Sheridan,  President 
of  the  Association,  occupied  the  chair.  Mr. 

Anthony  Scott  read  a  paper  on  "  Round  Towers 
of  Ireland,"  in  the  course  of  which  he  said  that 
the  question  of  the  round  towora  was  one  worthy 
of  the  attention  of  the  antiquarian  and  the 
scholar.  To  say  that  these  towers  were  the 
con<iucror8  of  time  was  to  express  a  fallacy.  At 
present  there  wore  standing  about  half  of  those 
of  which  history  gave  a  record.  The  object  for 
which  they  were  designed  and  erected  appeared 

to  be  the  only  question  requiring  further  elucida- 
tion than  that  which  had  obtained  up  to  the 

present  time.  Having  referred  to  the  researches 
of  various  students  of  antiquities,  he  pointed  to 
what  had  been  discovered  of  vandalism  in  the 

destruction  of  ancient  Irish  manuscripts,  and  at- 
tributed to  this  destruction  much  of  the  mystery 

and  uncertainty  which  hangs  around  these  towers. 
If  they  were  erected  at  a  period  much  earlier  tlian 
Christianity  they  would  bear  distinguishing  fea- 

tures not  to  be  found  in  the  works  of  modern 
times.  But  whatever  the  period  of  their  probable 

erection,  there  could  hardly  be  anj'  doubt  but 
that  they  were  a  type  of  a  structure  or  structiires 
still  older.  He  mentioned  a  number  of  theories 

put  forward  by  different  authorities,  and  said  it 
might  be  that  the  intercourse  of  the  old  monastic 
orders  in  this  country  with  those  on  the  Continent 
gave  rise  to  the  erection  of  circular  buildings  for 
religious  purposes.  With  regard  to  the  idea  that 
the  round  towers  were  built  by  the  Danes,  he 
said  if  that  were  correct  it  might  be  expected  that 
in  the  districts  where  they  had  their  strongest 
footholds  most  of  the  towers  would  be  found. 

That,  however,  was  not  the  case,  and  he  thought 
it  was  abundantly  clear  that  the  Danes  had 
nothing  to  do  with  the  erection  of  the  towers. 
It  might  be  admitted  that  the  architecture  of  the 
Middle  Ages  was  designed  and  constructed  to 
meet  the  requirements  of  lawless  times,  and  it 
was  reasonable  to  suppose  that  the  ecclesiastics 
had  to  look  to  their  security  and  th,it  of  their 

effects,  and  in  that  way  these  tail  circular  build- 
ings may  have  appeared.  The  concluding  portion 

of  the  paper  was  devoted  to  detailed  references  to 
the  ardiitectural  features  of  some  of  the  principal 
towers  to  be  found  throughout  the  country.  A 
long  discussion  followed  the  conclusion  of  the 
paper,  the  general  opinion  being  that  the  towers 
were  of  Pagan  origin,  and  were  adopted  by  the 
early  Christians  for  use  in  their  religion,  and 
were  afterwards  rebuilt  by  thom.  .\  vote  of 
thanks  to  Mr.  Scott  for  his  paper  was  passed unanimously. 

XoRTHEIlX   .\R'.  HITT'.CTl  ItAL  As.SiH  lATION. — The 
opening  meeting  of  the  10th  session  of  the 
Northern  Architectural  Association  was  held  on 

Xov.  15  in  the  .\rt  (iallery,  Xewcastle-on-Tj-ne. 
In  the  absence  of  the  president  (Mr.  WiUiam 
Glover),  through  indisposition,  the  chair  was 

occupied  by  5Ir.  Joseph  Oswald.  The  President's inaugural  address  was  read  by  the  hon.  secretjiry, 
Mr.  -\rthur  B.  Plummer.  Ho  mentioned  that 

among  the  buildings  in  Newcastle  just  completed 
or  nearing  completion  aro  the  Asylum,  by  Mr. 

Dyson :  the  Young  ilen's  Christian  .Vssociation 
premises,  by  Mr.  T.aylor ;  the  County  Hotel,  by 
Mr.  Graham  ;  the  Wholesale  Co-operative  Stores, 
by  Slessrs.  Oliver,  Leeson,  and  Wood  ;  and 
amongst  the  works  now  in  progress  the  extensive 
block  of  buildings  in  CoUingwood-street,  also  by 
Messrs.  Oliver,  Leeson,  and  Wood ;  offices  for 
the  Newcastle  Breweries  Company  in  the  Hay- 
market,  by  Messrs.  S.  Oswald  and  .Son.  He 
hoped  that  before  the  close  of  the  century  the 
contemplated  scheme  for  an  art  gallery  worthy 
of  that  city  will  be  carried  out.  They  would 
soon  have  an  infirmary  erected  worthy  of  the  city, 

and  exceedingly  gratifying  to  them  was  the  fact 

th.at  Mr.  Lister  Newcombohad  secured  the  award 

and  the  commission  to  carry  out  the  work. 
During  the  last  30  years  there  had  been  no  period 
equal  to  the  last  two  or  three  years  in  developing 
estates  within  the  three-miles  radius  of  Newcastle, 
and  the  enormous  number  of  houses  that  had  been 

erected  and  occupied  during  that  period  ;  there 
had  been  about  400  acres  laid  out,  plans  passeil 

for  3,000  houses,  and  about  3,600  houses  had  been 
erected,  of  which  very  few  remain  unlet.  Coming 
more  homo  to  the  Association  work,  he  exceed- 

ingly regretted  that  the  three  schemes  he  was 
anxious  to  carry  out  had  not  been  more  liberally 
dealt  with — namely,  a  home  for  the  Association, 
a  fund  to  secure  a  good  library,  and  prizes  for  the 
students.  For  the  former  they  had  had  a  few 

promises.  The  difllculty  appeared  to  be  in  not 
having  a  definite  scheme  to  lay  before  friends. 
An  association  with  members  and  associates  alone 

numbering  over  100  ought  to  succeed.  The  library 

and  prizes  did  not  appear  to  create  much  sym- 
pathy, although  they  were  great  auxiliaries  in 

stimulating  and  training  students  in  the  great 
work  in  which  they  will  be  engaged.  Many  re- 
markod  "  they  should  have  sufficient  interest  in 
their  work  without  being  influenced  by  the  pro- 

spect of  gaining  a  prize"  ;  but  the  offer  of  a 
prize  not  onlj'  stimulated  an  effort  to  secure,  but, 
when  secured,  placed  the  successful  student  above 
his  compeers,  and  thus,  to  use  a  commercial 
phrase,  was  an  advertisement  he  could  make  use 
of  in  the  future  by  stating  that  he  gained  a  prize 
for  such  and  such  work.  Then,  again,  the  library 
he  considered  most  important.  The  majority  were 
better  imitators  than  originators  :  tlierefore  they 

should  place  before  their  students  the  highest 
works  in  the  art,  so  that  they  could  study  the  works 
and  thoughts  of  others.  He  remembered  thirty 

year.s  ago  meeting  some  of  the  students  of  that 
association  who  were  now  some  of  their  successful 

architects,  and  who  informed  him  that  it  was  a  rule 
with  them  to  read  the  professional  papers.  He 
would  strongly  advise  students  to  do  the  same,  for 
thus  many  valu.able  suggestions  were  secured  and 
carefully  worked  out  drawings  analysed.  Thib 
would  all  tend  to  help  on  the  education  in  the  art 

they  loved.  His  old  master's  remark  was,  "If 

you  are  doing  anything  you  don't  understand  in construction  or  design,  do  not  fail  to  ask  for  it  to 

be  explained."  Students  did  well  to  remem- 
ber this  advice,  and  use  every  opportunity  of 

studying  the  structural  part  of  their  work.  At 
the  last  examination  they  were  obliged  to  borrow 
a  aodel.  This  difliculty  will  be  removed. 

Feeling  anxious  to  get  the  best  and  most  suitable 
models  to  help  the  students,  he  called  upon  D. 
Brucciani  .and  Co..  of  RusseU-street,  Covent 

Garden,  and  had  selected  the  following  works:  — 
Lysicrates  Scroll,  Athens ;  Capital  from  Stone 

Church,  Kent;  Moulding  Boss  from  St.  Stephen's, Westminster :  Gothic  Capital  from  Temple 
Church :  .Vcanthus  Leaf  from  St.  Eustache, 
Paris  ;  small  Acanthus  Leaf  from  the  Temple  ol 

Jupiter  Stator ;  Pilaster  from  Notre  Dame ; 

Panel  from  San  Nicholi,  near  ̂ 'enice  ;  Spandrel 
with  Paters  from  Poets'  Corner :  four  Caps 
Louis  -Ml.  Pilasters;  which  he  had  pleasure  in 

presenting  to  the  association  for  the  use  of  the 
students.  The  Chairman  presented  books  to  Mr. 
R.  P.  S.  Twizell,  student  in  the  senior  section, 
and  Mv.  II.  .\.  Wilson,  student  in  the  junior 

section  of  the  design  classes  in  connection  with 
the  sketching  club,  for  successful  work  during 

the  year. 
Thki:f.  Towns  AncHiTEtrrs. — The  inauguration 

of  the  fourth  session  of  the  Three  Towns  branch 
of  the  Devon  and  Exeter  Architectural  Society 
took  place  on  Wednesday  week  at  the  School  of 
Art,  Princess-square,  Plymouth.  Amongst  those 
present  were  Mr.  Charles  King,  F.R.I.B.A., 
president  of  the  parent  society  ;  Mr.  Jlenry  Geo. 
I^uff,  A.R.I.B..\.,  the  newly-appointed  chairman 
of  the  branch,  and  Messrs.  W.  H.  May,  MS. A., 
A.  S.  Parker,  A.R.I. B.A.,  L.  H.  Dwelley, 
l;.  A.  Mill,  W.  N.  Richards,  and  B.  Priestley 
Shires,  .\.R.I.B..V.,  hon.  secretary  and  treasurer 
of  the  branch.  Mr.  Luff,  ch.airman,  delivered  his 

opening  address.  It  is  very  gratifying,  he  said, 
to  know  that  so  many  members  of  the  profession 
have  joined  our  ranks,  but  it  would  be  much 

more  so  if  every  remaining  bothi-f,ic  architect 
living  amongst  us  would  do  likewise  :  then  there 
may  be  a  better  chance  of  our  inlluence  as  a 

body  carrying  more  weight  on  all  questions- 
affecting  our  professional  position.  As  to  the 
question  of  registration,  I  hope  that  it  may 
soon  become  a  matter  of  law.  Personally, 
I  am  sorry  that  the  Institute  has  opposed  the 

I  Bill    so    far,    considering   how    successful    the 
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examinations  iniitituted  by  that  body  have 
proved  lor  some  years  past,  and  it  a|ipear8  to 
me  especially  hard  upon  those  men  who  have 
passed  the  ordeal  of  those  examinations  that  on 
their  starting  a  practife  they  should  have  to 
compete  with  irresponsible  people  who  have  never 

had  so  marh  as  one  day's  professional  edur-ation. 
As  soon  as  the  particulars  of  the  competition  for 
the  Plymouth  Institution  in  (Jeorge-street  were 
issued,  your  committee  was  at  once  called 
together  to  discuss  the  conditions,  when  it  was 
thought  nojessary  to  suggest  certain  alterations 
to  the  same,  and  1  am  pleased  to  say  that  most  of 
what  appeared  to  us  aa  essential  points  for  altera- 

tion were  promptly  acceded  to  by  the  institution 
committee.  I  understand  that  a  member  of  our 

society  has  been  succeasful  in  gaining  this  compe- 
tition. Mr.  King,  in  proposing  a  vote  of  thanks 

to  Sir.  l.uff  for  his  able  address,  said  the  question 
of  registration  of  architects  was  in  the  hands  of 
the  arthitocta  themselves,  and  should  be  pressed 
forward  at  every  available  opportunity.  3Ir. 
Parker  seconded,  and  Mr.  W.  II.  May,  in  sup- 

porting, hoped  that  all  provincial  architectural 
societies  would  band  themselves  together  and 
bring  about  as  speedily  as  possible  the  desired  end 
of  regi.'itration  of  architects.  Sir.  Luff,  in  thank- 

ing them  for  their  kindly  appreciation  of  his 
services,  hoped  that  some  definite  step  as  regards 
registration  would  soon  be  brought  about.  Sir. 
Edmund  Sedding  will  address  the  members  at 
their  Decembtr  meeting  on  the  subject  of 
"  Cornish  Granite  Work.'' 

Sr.Axr  MKiunAXTs'  Coxceess. — The  seventh 
annual  congress  of  the  National  Association  of 
Slate  Jlerchants  and  Slaters  was  held  on  Wednes- 

day, at  I.iverpcol.  Sir.  Ciement  I'.rady,  president 
of  the  association,  in  the  ch»ir  ;  and  delegates 
were  present  representing  many  districts  of 
lingland  and  Wales.  The  Lord  M.iyor  wel- 
<;omed  the  members  of  the  association  to  Liver- 

pool, and  afterwards  various  matters  affecting 
-the  slate  trade  were  discussed.  The  president, ■in  his  address,  stated  that  the  asiociation  was 
increasing  its  membership,  and  now  included 
about  three-fourths  of  the  .slate  trade  of  Kngland. The  hope  was  expressed  that  an  effort  would  be 
made  to  federate  all  national  associations  of  the 
building  trade  employers  in'o  one  organisation. 

At  Tring,  the  old  cottage-like  market-house  is 
being  replaced  by  a  new  one,  with  com  exchange 
above.  The  buildings  are  of  timber  and  plaster 
work,  with  tiled  roofs  and  a  belfry.  Over  a  market- 

place 40ft  by  :;Oft.  and  12  ft.  deep  is  a  corn  exchange 
earned  on  oakposts.  This  upper  story,  approached  by an  oak  staircase,  is  timber-framed,  andElizibethan 
m  style.  Mr.  Huckvale,  of  Tring,  was  the  architect, and  the  cost  has  been  i2,400. 

Liweswater  Church  has  been  fitted  with  the 
latest  improved  "  small  tube  "  hot  water  heating 
apparatus  by  John  King,  Limited,  engineers, 
Liverpool,  employing  their  special  economical  coil heater. 

A  new  infirmary  and  laundry  are  about  to  be 
added  to  the  workhouse  buildings  at  Cheadle.  The 
architect  is  Mr.  J.  T.  Snape,  of  Newcastle-under- 
-Lyme,  and  the  estimated  outlay  is  £0,100. 

The  Eirl  of  Darby  laid  the  memorial-stone  in 
connection  with  the  rebuilding  of  St.  Peter's  Church, 
Bnry,  Lancashire,  on  Siturday,  and  contributed 
£1,000  towards  the  restoration  funds.  Mr.  Uedland 
Taylor,  of  Manchester,  is  the  architect. 

In  consequence  of  the  incomplete  nature  of  the 
water-colour  sketches  of  "  St.  Andrew  "  and  "St. 
Patrick''  left  by  the  late  Mr.  Albert  Moors,  the president  of  the  Eoyal  Academy  (Sir  Elward 
Poynter)  has  undertaken,  at  the  request  of  Mr. 
Akers- Douglas,  to  prepare  fres;..  cartoons  for  re- 

production m  mas.Hic  in  the  two  remaining  vacint 
panels  m  the  Central  Hall  of  the  Palice  of  West- 
ir.inster.  The  delay,  which  is  thus  inevitable,  will 
render  it  impossible  for  the  work  to  be  completed, 
as  was  originally  hoped,  before  the  reassembling  of Fdrliament  in  1900. 

Foundation-stones  of  a  new  WeUeyan  Chapel 
■were  laid  at  Ssaton  Bum  on  Saturday.  The  archi- tect is  Mr.  Suart  M.  Mould,  of  I'ilgnm-street, Newcastle-on- Tyne.  Tiie  design  is  a  free  treatment 
of  Eirly  Eaglish.  The  buiidmg  is  seated  for  27" 
worshippers,  including  schoolroom,  which  is  made 
to  cut  off  from  the  church  by  a  partition.  There 
are  two  vestries  and  a  kitchen  and  heating-chamber 
under.  The  contractor  is  Mr.  Amos  (Iray,  of Wideopen,  while  Messrs.  Dinning  and  Cooke  are 
contractors  for  the  heating,  and  the  School  Fur- 

nishing Company  for  the  seating. 
Mr.  S.  W.  L%thom,  architect,  has  b'en  eleited 

surveyor  to  the  K'usbndge  feoffees  in  the  place  of Mr.  J.  E.  Alams.  deceased. 

BtttUimg  JnttUigettct — ♦■♦.♦ — 

I  )MAfin. — The  opening  ceremony  in  connection 
with  the  new  County  Tyrone  Infirmary  at  Omagh 
took  place  on  the  IGth  inst.  It  stands  on  an 
elevated  site  just  outside  the  town.  The  ground 
floor  consists  of  a  porch  and  entrance  hall  leading 
to  the  central  corridor,  on  the  north  of  which 

are  placed  the  kitchen,  matron's  store,  staircase, 
male,  female,  and  nurses'  dining-rooms,  ward 
kitchens,  and  sanitary  blocks.  Oa  the  south  side 

are  the  dispensary,  board  and  doctor's  room,  and 
a  large  ward  for  twelve  beds  at  each  end.  The 
general  arrangement  of  the  first  floor  is  the  same, 
and  it  contains  an  operating-room,  with  opera- 

tion ward  attached,  private  and  children's  wards, 
and  matron's  room,  in  addition  to  two  large 
wards.  .  At  the  top  of  the  building  are  the  bed- 

rooms and  bathroom  in  the  projecting  wings. 

The  kitchen,  scullery,  and  cook's  stores  are  placed 
centrally  near  to  the  staircase.  The  hospital  was 
erected  from  the  plans  of  Sir.  C.  A.  Owen, 
architect,  of  29,  lloleeworth-street,  Dublin,  and 
the  contractor  was  Mr.  Joseph  Colhoun,  of  Derry. 

(Ilasoow. — Formerly  the  policy  of  the  Baths 
and  Washhouses  Committee  of  Glasgow  Corpora- 

tion was  to  erect  baths  on  a  large  scale,  with 
extensive  public  washhouees  attached.  It  has 
now  been  decided  to  provide  smaller  and  more 
numerous  establishments.  In  accordance  with 

this  idea  washhouses  have'  been  equipped  in  the 
St.  Kollox  and  Ilutchesontown  districts,  and 
others  have  been  planned.  On  Tuesday  a  third 
establishment,  situated  in  Stobcross-street,  was 
formally  opened.  This  washhouse  is  built  on 
ground  which  in  ordinary  course  would  have  been 
utilised  as  the  courtyard  for  Improvement  Trust 
tenements  erected  on  the  street  front.  By  making 
a  concrete  flat  roof  over  the  washhouse  the  court- 

yard space  is  preserved,  while  the  corporation 
make  double  use  of  the  ground.  There  are  fifty- 
six  wash-stalls  in  the  establishment,  the  equip- 

ment of  each  stall  including  steam  -  drying 
apparatus.  The  wringing  is  done  by  water- 
driven  hydro-extractors.  The  washhouse,  which 
has  cost  about  £6,000,  has  been  constructed 

under  the  superintendence  of  Sir.  SI'Donald,  city 
engineer. 
Laxcashike  Asyllms. — Important  proposals 

for  enlarging  and  improving  these  institutions 
are  to  be  brought  before  the  Lancashire  Asylums 
Board  at  their  next  meeting.  They  include : 
£1,337  for  erecting,  fitting-up,  and  furnishing 
a  laboratory  and  museum,  for  pathology  and 
bacteriology  at  Lancaster  Asylum  ;  £4,400  for 
erecting  additional  wards  to  the  Female  Hospital 
at  Ijancister,  and  for  fencing  ;  £3,,')00  for  the 
proposed  extension  of  the  boiler  house  and  boilers 
at  the  annexe  at  Kainhill ;  £900  for  heating  the 
female  side  of  the  annexe  at  Kainhill ;  £6,000  for 
altering  and  relaying  the  d  rains  and  treating  the 
sewage  at  Whittingham  :  £7,000  for  new  farm 
buildings  at  Winwick  Asylum  ;  and  £1,200  for 
the  extension  of  the  railway  siding  at  Winwick. 

Weston-siteu-SIare. — In  the  place  of  the 
Wesleyan  Chapel,  in  Regent-street,  a  new  build- 

ing is  being  erected  in  the  Station-road,  and  the 
ceremony  of  stone-laying  took  place  on  Slonday. 
The  church  will  provide  accommodation  on 
the  ground  and  gallery  floors  for  about  900 
persons.  The  style  is  Decorated  Gothic,  with 
traceried  windows  of  Bath  stone,  filled  with  leaded 
lights.  The  front  of  the  church  faces  Station- 
road,  and  at  the  north-west  corner  will  be  a 
tower,  with  spire  rising  to  a  height  of  120ft.  The 
building  will  consist  of  nave,  transept,  chancel, 

minister's  vestry,  and  organ  chamber  on  the 
ground-floor,  and  a  gallery  on  three  sides  of  the 
church.  The  interior  woodwork  of  pews,  gallery, 
and  waggon-headed  roof  will  be  pitch-pine 
varnished.  The  total  cost  of  the  building  will 

be  about  £.'),C00.  The  architect  is  Sir.  W.  J. 
Slorley,  F.K.I.B.A.,  of  Bradford,  whose  design 
was  selected  in  competition  and  the  contractor 
is  Sir.  William  Gibson,  of  Exeter. 

The  Lancaster  Town  Council  have  unanimously 
approved  the  report  of  the  special  committee 
appointed  to  consider  a  tramway  scheme  for  the 
borough,  recommending  that  powers  be  asked  for 
iu  a  Parliamentary  Bill  to  introduce  electric  tram- 

ways on  the  overhead  trolley  system  in  the  borough, 
the  estimated  cost  being  £70,000.  The  principal 
streets  in  the  town  will  all  be  comprised  in  the 
scheme,  besides  the  suburbs  and  Williamson  Pdrk  ; 
in  fact,  there  will  be  a  network  of  tramways. 

— •-•-* — 
The  New  City  Sikwav. — The  important  sub- 

way beneath  the  crossing  between  the  Mansion 
House,   the  Bank  of   Englmd,   and  the  Royal 
Exchange  is  approaching  completion.     Forming 
an  irregular  oval,  the  subway  is  approached  by 
seven  independent  staircases — two  from  the  pave- 

ment in  front  of  the  R>yal  Exchange,  one  from 
the  footpath    in    Lombard-street,    opposite  the 
premises  of  the  Globe  Insurance  Company,  one 
in  Slansion  House-place,  one  in  Walbrook,  one  at 
the  comer  of  (ineen  Victoria-street,  and  one  at  the 

comer  of  Princes-street,  in  front  of  the  L'nion Bank.    Three  of  these  staircases  are  in  duplicate, 
one  flight  for  going  down  and  the  other  for 
coming    up.     The    principal  entrances    to    the 
subway  opposite  the  Royal  Exchange  are  10ft. 
wide.  The  subway,  15ft.  wide  and  10ft.  high,  runs 
round  a  large  central  hall,  in  which  will  be  placed 
the  booking-oflSces  of  the  Central  London  Railway. 
Five  shafts,  lined  with  cast-iron  plates,  rise  to  the 
booking-hall  from  the  platforms  of  the  Bank 
Station.      These  shafts,   COft.   deep,   are  to  be 
fitted  with  lifts  supplied  by  the  Spragfue  Elevator 
Co.,  of  Xew   York.      The   smallest   will  carry 
50  persons  and  the  largest  100,  and  all  will  be 
worked  by  steel  ropes   passing   at  the  bottom 
round   a    drum   driven  by  electricity.     A  steel 
trough  roof  covers  the  subway,  and  laid  on  the 
steelwork  is  a  bed  of  concrete  2  ft.  thick,  with  a 

layer  of  asphalte  for  the  surface  pavement.     In 
the   centre  the  roof  rests  on  steel  girders  and 
columns,  while  at  the  side  it  is  maintained  by 
brick  walls  bedded  in  concrete.    The  walls  of  the 

subway,  like  those  of  the  approach  staircases  and 
the  tunnel  leading  to  the   Cit>-   and  Waterloo 
Railway,  are   lined    with    white    tiles,  and  in- 

candescent electric  lamps  are  suspended  from  the 
centre  of  the  roof.     The  undertaking  has  been 
completed    without  serious  interruption  of  the 
street  traflSc,  notwithstanding  the  fact  that  the 
whole  of  the  extensive  area  affected  has  had  to  be 
excavated  to  a  considerable  depth ;  and  a  dense 

network  of  pipes,  tubes,  and  cables  had  to  be 
dealt  with  and  reconstructed  in  a  lower  subway. 
Below  all  was  a  sewer  of   the  London   County 
Council,  8ft.  wide    and    7  ft.  high.    This  large 
brick  drain  could  not  be  diverted,  and  the  engi- 

neers decided  to  allow  it  to  run  between  two  of 

the  shafts  in  which  the  Central  London  Railway 

lifts  wUl  work.     The  position  of  all  other  obstatl'  - 
has  been  changed,  and  every  pipe,  tube,  and  cable 

intersecting  the  site  is  now  carried  in  the  lower 

subway.     The  City  and  South  London  Railway 

will  soon  open  its  new  Bank  station  in  Lombard- 

street,    built   from  Mr.   Sidney   R.   J.  Smith's 
designs,  and  it  is  intended  eventually  to  connect 

by  passages  the  three  electric  lines  which  will 
converge  below  the  subway— the  Central  London, 
the  Waterloo  and  City,  and  the  City  and  South 
London.     The    subway   has  been  designed  and 

carried  out  under  the  sujwrintendence  of  Mr. 

Basil  Mott,  of  the  engineering  firm  with  which 
the  names  of  the  kte  Sir  John  Fowler  and  Sir 

Benjamin  Baker  are  associated. 

Si  N-UEKLAND.— The  Xorth  Eastern  Ra>lwa 

Company  will  seek  powers  next  session  for  th 

erection,  in  collaboration  with  the  Sunderlan 

Corporation,  of  a  new  railway  and  passengOT  bridge 

across  the  river  Wear.  The  scheme  includes 

the  construction  of  a  high-level  lattice-guder 

bridge,  and  the  lines  to  connect  it  to  the  existMig 

railways  on  the  north  and  south  banks  of  the 

Wear.  Starting  from  the  Hylton,  Southwick, 
and  Slonkwearmouth  line  about  230  yards  east 

of  the  culvert  carrying  Alyton  Dene  bum  under 

that  line,  it  goes,  in  the  first  place,  to  the  east  side 

of  Wear-street,  north  of  Crown-road,  Southwick. 

Thence  "raUway  Xo.  2  "—the  bridge  section- 
takes  the  scheme  from  Southwick  across  tne 

Wear  to  Havannah -street,  about  30  ya^ds  west 

of  Charles-street :  and  a  third  section  joins  that 

just  named  to  the  Penshaw  branch  of  the  J«orth- 

Ivistern  about  200  yards  north-west  of  MiUfield
 

Station.  Widenings  of  the  Penshaw  branch  i
n 

Ford  parish  and  east  of  PaU.on  Station  are  also
 

needed.  The  length  of  line  and  bridge  wiU  be 
about  U  miles.  The  bridge  itself  will  liave  fo^ 

spans-one  of  300ft.,  and  three  of  about  ISOIt. each  ■  and  then  there  vrill  be  archways  of  the  usual 

type  afterwards.  The  railway  will  be  borne  on  the 

top  of  the  bridge,  the  roadway  underneath.  Ihe coat  of  the  railways  and  bridge  may  be  roughly 

put  at  about  £100,000.  There  wiU  bo  two  seto  of 
fines  on  the  bridge.  The  plans  are  by  Sir.  C.  A. 

Harrison,  engineer  to  the  North-Eastem  Railway. 
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(©ttt  illustrations. 
rLVMSTX-Vn    SlrXICIPAL   BVILDrS'GS   AXD    PrBUC 

LIBRAKV. 

I--v«r  week  we  illustrated  all  of  the  three 
prcmiated  designs  for  this  comprehensive  range 

of  buildings,  and  we  gave  their  authors'  descrip- 
tions of  the  various  schemes.  To-day  we  com- 
plete the  matter  by  publishing  the  elevations  of 

the  first  and  second  prize  designs.  Both  of  these. 
we  think,  look  better  in  geometric  elevation 
than  in  perspective  ;  and,  although  they  differ  so 
much  in  the  ideals  adopted,  it  is  very  interesting 
to  contrast  and  compare  Mr.  A.  BrumweU 

Thomas's  facade  with  the  picturesque  composi- 
tion submitted  by  Messrs.  Hall,  Cjoper,  and  Davis. 

The  plans  appeared  last  week. 

COTTAGEi    AT    GHFS-OCK    AXD    HOtSTON". 

The  cottages  at  Giffnock  are  built  of  red  sand- 
stone on  ground  floor  with  brick  and  rough  cast 

over.  This  will  give  a  contrast  in  colour.  The 
cottages  at  Houston,  for  the  South-Westem 
Property  Co.,  Ltd.,  are  built  entirely  of  brick 
and  rough  cast.  In  and  around  Glasgow  there 
is  a  strong  prejudice  against  brick  being  u^d  in 
the  external  walls  of  a  house  :  but,  owing  to  the 
price  of  stone  being  so  high  at  present,  builders 
and  others  are  asking  for  a  substitute.  One  only 
requires  to  visit  the  suburbs  to  find  what  a  lack 

of  colour  and  sameness  there  is  amongst  the 
houses.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  brickwork  wUl 

•soon  find  its  true  position  in  domestic  architecture 
in  Scotland.  The  architects  are  Jlessrs.  Watson 

and  Salmond,  St.  Vincent -street,  Glasgow. 

COSGREGATlOXAl   CHVRCH    FraSrTVRE,    EXETEB. 

As  mentioned  in  our  issue  of  Oct.  30,  this  building 
was  recently  opened  at  Exeter.  Wo  give  this 
week  sketches  of  the  Pulpit.,  Reading  Desk,  and 
Communion  Table,  all  of  which  are  Perpendicular 
in  style,  and  were  executed  by  Messrs.  Harry 
Hems  and  Sons,  of  Exeter,  from  the  designs  of  the 
architect,  Mr.  Harbottle  Reed,  of  the  same  city. 

UIOLOTHIAX     COr.TTY     Bl  a.DIXG5,     EDINBtECH  : 
rmST   PREJItATED    DESIGN. 

It   will  be  remembered  that  the  committee  in 

■charge  of  the    recent   competition  for   this  im- 
portant work  declined  to  confirm  the  award  made 

by  the  referee,  Mr.  W.  W.  Robertson,  of  H.M.  i 

Board  of  Works,  who  was  appointed  as  the  assessor 

before  the  designs  had  been  prepared.     We  have  j 
already  published  the  design  which  was  selected  | 
by   the    c-oundl    after    Messrs.    Honevman  and  I 
Keppie,  of  Glasgow,  had  been  consulted  as  to  its  i 
suitability.     That  design  was    placed  fourth  by 
Mr.  Robertson.     It  bore   the  mark  of  "  Rab,"  i 
and  its  author,  Mr.  Macintyre  Henry,  kindlv  lent  ' 

as  his  drawings,  which  will  be  found  Ulast'rated  , in  the  Bt  ilpixc;  Xews  for  Xov.  10.     To-day  we 

give  the  plans  and  view  of  the  first  premiated 

design.  Its  motto  was  ' '  A  Moi,'"  and  its  authors were  ilessrs.  J.  X.  Scott  and  A.  Lome 

Campbell.  These  architects  arrange  the  chief 
entrance  to  their  building  on  the  west  to  Mel- 

bourne-place, as  this  IS  undoubtedly  the  most 

important  frontage,  having  neither  the  disadvan- 
tage of  the  congested  traffic  at  the  High-street 

front,  nor  the  awkward  incline  of  the  roadway  of 
that  to  Parliament-square,  where,  however,  a 
subsidiary  entrance  is  located,  leading  to  the 
grand  hall.  Entering  by  the  principal  doorway 
from  Melbourne-place,  the  inquiry  office  is  con- 

veniently situated  at  the  upper  end  of  the  ample 
vestibule,  through  which  the  grand  h.aU  is 
reached.  The  hall  is  lofty  and  well  lighted,  and 
from  it  ready  access  is  obtained  to  the  various 
departments.  To  the  left  upon  entering  is 
situated,  in  close  proximity  to  the  street,  as 
required  for  the  convenience  of  the  public,  the 
department  of  the  collector  of  rates,  consisting 
of  a  public  office,  private  room,  and  storage 
accommodation.  Adjoining  is  the  suite  of 
rooms  for  the  use  of  the  medical  officer. 

To  the  right,  access  is  obtained  by  means  of 
a  spacious  corridor  to  the  departments  of  the 
chief  of  police  and  the  justice  of  the  peace 
clerk,  as  also  to  the  general  court  -  room 
accommodation,  with  which  both  of  these  de- 

partments are  closely  associated.  Returning  to 
the  grand  hall,  the  first  dxir  is  reached  by  means 
of  a  handsome  bifurcated  staircase  situated  im- 

mediately opposite  the  main  entrince,  and  upon 
this  floor  are  placed  the  council  chamber  and  its 
adjuncts.  The  landing  is  spacious,  and  the 
puMic  entrance  to  the  council  ch.imber,  which  is 
provided  with  an  arrangement  of  double  doors 
for  the  exclusion  of  noise,  is  a  central  and  un- 

mistakable feature.  On  the  left  of  the  landing  is 
an  entrance  to  the  southern  wing  of  the  main 

building,  which  is  upon  this  floor  entirely  occu- 
pied by  the  various  rooms  devoted  to  the  work  of 

the  council  and  the  convenience  of  its  members, 

who  are  by  this  arrangement  entirely  cat  off 

from  the  ordinary  traffic  of  the  building.'  On 
the  right  is  the  department  of  the  county  clerk, 
conveniently  situated  in  relation  to  the  council 
chamber.  The  southern  wing  upon  this  floor  is 
devoted  to  the  departmento  of  the  road  surveyor 

and  sanitary  inspector.  The  north  wing  is  occu- 
pied by  the  house  of  the  caretaker.  In  the  base- 
ment accommodation  is  provided  for  the  inspector 

of  weights  and  measures,  there  being  an  entire 
absence  of  vibration,  while  a  ready  access  is 

obtained  both  from  Parliament -s-iuare  and  the 
grand  hall.  TTpon  this  door  also  are  situated  the 
strong  rooms  provided  for  the  various  depart- 

ments. In  order  to  insure  the  better  lighting  and 
ventilation  of  the  strong  room  corridors,  fixed 
steel  grills  are  placed  at  the  open  ends,  that 
contiguous  to  the  quarters  occupied  by  the  resident 
police  afiording  an  excellent  means  of  surveillance. 
In  order  to  reach  these  strong  rooms  a  private 
staircase  is  provided  for  official  use.  The  heating 
chamber,  with  ample  coal-cellar  accommodation 
attached,  is  also  situated  upon  this  floor,  and  a 
coal-hoist  is  provided  by  means  of  which  the  coal 

may  be  delivered  upon  each  floor  in  an  incon- 
spicuous position.  Ample  lavatory  accommo- 

dation is  provided  throughout  the  entire  building. 
The  police  department  is  confined  to  the  lower 
building  at  the  southern  extremity  of  the  site. 
As  previously  indicated,  the  entrance  for  the 
general  public  is  from  Melbourne-place,  and 
gives  access  to  a  public  corridor,  which  runs  the 
whole  width  of  the  building,  lighted  by  a  large 
window  at  its  further  extremity,  and  also  by 

means  of  a  domed  light  placed  at  the  junction 
formed  by  the  corridor  of  the  main  building,  | 
which  it  silso  assists  to  light.  From  this  corridor  ] 
the  public  has  access  to  the  court-room,  and  the  | 
witnesses  to  a  subsidiary  corridor  reserved  for  j 
them,  and  off  which  the  male  and  female  wit- 

nesses' rooms  enter.  A  private  entrance  for  the 
officiating  justice  is  provided  fr^m  Melb'jume- 
place,  by  means  of  which  the  room  reserved  for 
him  is  reached.  This  room  has  direct  access  to 

the  Bench,  and  is  provided  with  convenient  lava- 
tory accommodation.  The  court-room  itself  is 

situated  in  the  quietest  portion  of  t^  '•  '  '' is  lofty,  and  weU-lighted  by  me..- 
ceiling-light,  which  will  give  a  - 

equal  illumination.  The  resident  sergean'.  ui 

police  is  provided  with  house  accommoda- 
tion over  the  front  part  of  the  building. 

Entrance  is  obtained  to  this  floor  by  means  of  a 

doorway  from  the  passage  o3  '^  -'  ■-"■■■  
■■■'•• the  width  of  which  is  ;:xe^ 

the  left  of  the  entnnce  is  the    :     j 

in  turn  communicates  directly  with  the  cell 
corridors,  from  which  a  door  communicates  almost 

directly  with  the  stair  to  the  dock.  <Jn  the  right 
is  provided  a  room  for  the  detective  officers.  To 
the  front  and  near  the  entrance  is  the  muster- 
room,  and  adjoining  it  is  the  heating  chamber  of 
this  department.  The  southern  portion  of  the 
basement  of  the  msun  building  is  occupied  by  the 

quarters  of  the  resident  constables  and  the  cloth- 
ing store.  Lavatory  accommodation  is  also  pro- 

vided upon  this  floor  for  the  use  of  the  constables 
and  s\ich  of  the  public  as  may  be  in  attendance 
upon  the  court.  There  are  two  entirely  separate 
heating  systems  in  connection  with  the  building, 
one  for  the  main  block  and  one  for  that  portion 
of  the  buildings  reserved  for  police  purposes. 
The  ventilation  will  be  by  means  of  extraction, 
shafts  being  led  from  the  various  departments  to 
an  electritally  driven  fan  placed  in  the  roof. 
Fresh-air  inlets  will  also  be  provided,  placed  in 
such  positions  that  the  air  may  travel  through  the 
radiators.  In  considering  the  elevations,  one 

style  only  would,  it  was  thought,  "oe  siitable for  a  building  in  this  position^namely,  the 
Later  Renaissance,  the  key-note  of  which 
is  struck  by  the  Signet  Library  and  other 
adjoining  buildings,  and  it  is  in  this  style  that 
the  design  has  been  carried  out.  A  primary 
consideration  also  was  as  to  whether  the  existing 

portico  should  be  rebuilt  or  not,  and  the  decision 
arrived  at  was  that,  excellent  as  it  is  in  itself,  its 

re-erection  would  undoubtedly  hamper  the  design- 
ing of  satisfactory  elevations,  as,  on  account  of 

its  immense  proportions,  the  fenestration  and 
other  details  would  re'juire  to  be  designed  on 
a  simil.ir  scale,  with  the  result  that  sufficient 

lighting  for  the  great  variety  of  apirtmenta 
required  could  not  be  obtained  without  producing 

a  building  altogether  out  of  scale  with  its  sur- 
roundings. The  grand  hall  has  a  plaster  ceiling 

divided  into  sections  by  means  of  m'lssive  beams, 
each  section  being  treated  with  flat  groining. 
The  walls  are  partly  panelled  in  wood  ;ind  treated 
with  pilasters  supporting  the  beam  ends,  while 
the  free  pillars  at  each  side  of  the  grand  staircase 
are  of  polished  stone.  The  external  walls  will  be 
of  polished  stone  backed  by  rubble,  while  the 
floors  throughout  the  building  will  be  of  fireproof 
construction,  those  in  the  principal  public  apart- 

ments being  treated  in  oak,  while  the  grand  hall 
and  principil  corridors  will  be  Uid  with  mosaic 
or  other  such  paving  material.  The  staircases 
throughout  will  be  of  stone,  and  a  combinauon 
of  iron  and  wood  will  be  used  in  the  roof  con- 

struction, the  comer  turrets  being  supported  by 

means  of  strong  concrete  vaulting,  thus  avoiding 
the  necessity  of  complicated  be:im  construction. 
The  estimated  cost  has  not  reached  us. 

CHIPS. 

Mr.  Rjbt.  Ciamp,  A.R.LB.A.,  of  Woking,  has 

taken  into  partnership  Mt.  J.  B.  D.-ower,  late  of 
Xottingham,  and  the  practice  will  in  future  bd 

carried  on  bv  tliem  at  their  new  cSi»3,  \'ii:tori» Ctiambers,  Woking,  and  also  at  Fleet,  Hints,  onder 
the  style  or  firm  of  R.  Clamp  and  J.  B.  D  rower, 

architects. 
Lord  Glene«k,  chairman  of  the  CheUea  Hospital 

for  Womeu,  Falham-road,  held  a  receptioo  at  that 
hospital  on  Tuesday,  in  order  that  visitors  might 
inspect  the  alterations  and  improvements  which 
have  recently  been  carried  out.  To  meet  m'tdera 
requirements  at  the  hospital,  alterations  and  ioi- 
provemeats,  consisting  of  an  enlarged  opsration 
theatre  and  new  steriUjing  department,  an  electric- 
light  installation,  an  electric  lift,  a  hot- water 
service,  and  the  repainting  of  the  horpital.  hava 
now  been  carried  out  at  a  cost  of  £..'>''.  The 
work  has  been  carried  out  under  the  direction  of 
Mr.  William  Enerson,  T.R  I  B.A.,  a  member  of 
the  council  of  the  hospital,  whose  services  as 
honorary  architect  were  admowledged  by  Lord 
Glene^k  in  the  coarse  of  his  address. 

Toe  new  branch  school  of  art  (in  connectian  with 
the  Blrmiagham  Municipal  School  of  .\rt  ,  erected 
on  the  Moseley-rcad,  was  formally  opened  on 
Saturday.  Tne  building,  which  will  provide 
accommodation  for  •  >j  students  at  one  time,  has 
been  both  planned  and  finished  with  the  view  to  its 
tiractical  nsefalnen,  and  no  money  has  been  lavished 
-  lecoration.    Tbe  total  cost  of  the  school  is  about 

There  has  been  received  by  the  Insanitary  Pro- 

perty and  Artisans'  T'  sellings  Committee  of  the 
Liverpool  Corporation  a  letter  from  the  assistant 
secretary  of  the  Local  Government  Board  inclooog 
the  formal  sanction  of  the  board  to  the  borrowing ,     .,^       ...    .  — n   -J    .  foj  the  parposes  of 

■.ent  Act.  1^05,  »n1 

rovement  Act,  ISS'J. 
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Pl^E.5P^TEinHN'CH\XcK-CV5HE.>^0/lL.L'  e-J^i^lTI^lM  '  W-j"  rE>']^£LL-  /Ir-^Cj-!' 
TRESBYTERIAX  CHUKCU,  CUSUENDALL. 

THIS  chiiTch  ia  now  in  course  of  erection,  the 
foundation-stone  having  been  laid  in  Sep- 

tember by  the  Kev.  Dr.  Taylor,  Jlodenitor  of  the 
General  Assembly.  The  wuUs  are  rock-faced 
ashlar,  and  the  dressings  chiselled  of  local 
sandstone.  The  work  is  being  carried  out  by  llr. 
Hugh  McCann,  builaer,  of  Jijllyraena,  from  the 
designs  of  Mr.  William  J.  Fennel!,  architect,  of 
Belfast. 

CHIPS. 

The  members  of  Aberdeen  District  Lunacy  Board 
on  Saturday  visited  the  lands  of  KiinnieahiU  and 
Kingseat,  Xewmachar,  measuring  altogether  about 
1,700  acrea,  purchased  recently  for  alwut  £o3,000,  it 
being  proposed  to  erect  on  this  site  a  new  asylum 
for  the  lunatic  poor  under  the  charge  of  the  board. 

The  Local  Government  Board  have  approved  a 
scheme  of  the  London  County  Council  for  providing 
accommodation  on  the  Chapel-grove  and  Eastnor- 
place  area,  in  the  parish  of  St.  Pancras,  for  at  least 
400  persons  of  the  labouring  class. 

A  Local  (.Tovemment  Board  inquiry  was  con- 
ducted on  Tuesday  at  Morecambe  by  Colooel 

Dumford  into  the  application  by  the  Trban 
Council  to  twrrow  i^.'i.'jiiO  for  the  extension  of  the 
electric  light  installation,  £1,791  for  purchasing 
land  for  the  same,  and  LOIS  for  the  widening  of 
the  promenade  and  sea- wall  at  the  West  Kadtieyond 
the  Midland  Hotel. 

The  cottage  hospital  at  Penrith,  opened  last  week 
by  Lady  Brougham  and  Vaux,  has  been  built  from 
designs  by  Messrs.  G.  Wataon  and  Sons,  of  Pen- 
rith. 

The  Whitefield  Memorial  Church  in  Tottenham 
Court-road  was  opened  on  the  1 1th  inst.  It  is  stone 
and  red  brick.  Lite  Perpendicolar  in  style,  the  main 
fsi.ide,  of  red  brick  and  stone,  being  tlinked  by 
dwarf  towers.  Mr.  Rowland  Plumbe  is  the  archi- 

tect of  the  church,  which  seats  1,1. W  worshippers. 

WALLS,   PARTITIONS,   X'Sl)   FLOiUiS. 
MESSRS.  B.  WARD  AND  CO.,  of  Great 

George-atreet,  Westminster,  S.W.,  have 
issued  a  new  catalogue  of  their  patented  specialities 
in  stable  grooved  paving,  stable  drainage,  patent 
fireproof  staircases,  fireiiroof  ventilated  tioors  and 
partitions,  steel-webbed  floors,  wood-block  and 
other  tioors,  &c.  The  catalogue  is  lull  of  illus- 

trations. Ward's  patent  grooved  and  channelled 
granite  concrete  stable  paving  is  an  excellent 
floor  for  stalls  and  gangways  of  stables  and  loose- 
boxes.  The  grooves  are  V-shapeJ.  A  4in.  bed 
of  clean,  dry  broken  bricks  only  is  necessary. 
The  grooved  granite  concrete  paving  is  made 
with  several  arrangements  of  grooves,  and  in 
grey,  red,  or  buff,  and  for  gangways  of  stables 

and  cow-houses,  stable  yards,  &c.,  is  adn'.irable. 
The  material  is  impervious,  and  therefore  is 
thoroughly  sanitary:  forlii|uid  manure  cannot 
permeate  it.  The  list  of  stables  and  dairies 
where  it  has  been  used  is  a  sufficient  recom- 

mendation. The  appliances  for  drainage  are 
simple,  and  are  easily  cleansed,  and  all  liquids 

run  direct  into  an  interceptor.  I'rine  traps  are 
avoided  by  this  plan.  .Messrs.  Ward's  patent steel-webbed  and  solid  concrete  floors  are 

excellent;  the  girders  are  wholly  incased  in 
the  concrete,  and  coke-brec/.o  tilluts  are  used 
for  fixing  the  boarded  floor.  .\  strong  steel 

webbing  is  put  in  the  concrete,  adding  m-itcrial 
resistance  and  saving  joists.  The  incased  girders 
can  be  moulded  below  the  ceilings,  and  form 
a  good  finish.  The  patent  fireproof  floors  are 
soundproof  and  ventilated  :  the  patent  cellular 

gypsum  or  concrete  slabs  protect  the  lower 
flanges  of  beams,  and  are  open  as  ventilating 
conduits,  and  the  soflits  form  a  level  ceiling.  The 

system  is  well  adapted  for  hospital  and  other 
floors,  as  the  modes  of  applying  are  illustrated  by 
sections.  The  slab;^  are  made  in  thin  thick- 

nesses to  suit  head-room,  and  the  system  is  one 

of  the  best  we  have  seen.  Another  section  dealB 

with  Ward's  hollow  fireproof  partitions,  made  of 
hollow  blocks  or  slabs  2ft.  by  1ft.  wide.  These 
are  perforated,  stiffened  by  iron  rods.  The 
Ward  patent  concrete  slabs  (dovetailed),  made 
hollow,  render  walls  quite  damp-proof,  and  can 
be  fixed  with  mastic  to  any  brick  wall.  The 
artificial  stone  staircases  show  circular  and  rect- 

angular arrangements.  The  steps  are  cast  in 
concrete  and  constructed  in  the  manner  of  stone 

i/i  si/ii,  and  the  treads  can  be  grooved  and  the 

soffits  moulded.  The  cost  is  said  to  be  !.'>  to  20 
per  cent,  less  than  stone.  The  patent  self-keyed 
wodd-block  floors  are  made  in  various  patterns  in 
deal,  Baltic  fir,  pitch-pine,  oak,  teak,  jarrab. 
kc,  each  block  12in.  by  2in.,  slightly  keyed 
together.  Among  other  things,  wo  notice  the 
concrete  stonework  in  the  shape  of  copings, 

cornices,  window  dressings,  kc,  mosaic  and 

m.arble  floors,  i-c.  The  citalogne  shows  in  short 
many  economical  developments  of  concrete,  steel, 
and  iron,  and  other  materials  for  building,  and 

should  find  a  place  in  every  architect's  and 
builder's  office. 

The  K>lgo  District  Committee  of  the  Roxburgh 
County  Council  have  engaged  Mr.  It  vrry  W. Taylor, 
A.M.LC.E.,  of  Newca«tle-on-Tyne  and  London,  to 
prepare  a  schema  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal 
for  .MorebatUe. 

By  invitation  of  the  preaident  and  council  of  the 
K-ival  Societj  of  British  .\rti»ts.  Dr,  .T.  S.  Phenc, 
F.-'^.A..  will  at  i  p.m.  to-morrow  (.'>iturday^  lecture 
on  "The  Rise,  Progrew,  and  Dicay  of  the  .Vrt  of 
Painting  in  Ancient  Greece."  Visitors  to  the  gal- leriefl  in  SuffoUc-street  will  be  invited  to  remain  to 
the  lecture. 

The  K«asinKton  Vestry  hare  agreed  to  take  up  a 
loan  of  ii>,'»0.  which  is  the  second  instalment  of 

a  loan  o(  £10>,1<)'',  from  the  London  County  CouncO. 
for  the  electric- lighting  works  in  the  pariah. 
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TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

I'Wf:  do  not  hold  ourselveii  reflpun'^ibl*'  for  the  opinioiu  of our  eoTTespondenta.  All  comnitinicationj  should  b6 

di&wn  up  sa  briefly  aj*  p'^)H-is;",  as  there  are  maaj 
clainuuita  upon  the  space  all-^tu-d  to  correHpondents.j 

It  li  i^articularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
eominunications  respecting  illui'tnttiuiis  or  Ut*^niry  matter 
•honld  b«  addressed  to  the  EUITOH  of  the  Bcildiso 
Nkws,  833,  Strand,  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staS 
bj  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequ<'ntly  otherwise  caused. 
AH  drawings  and  other  communicatiuns  are  sent  at  con- 
tribators'  risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Foet-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Tbs  Btxajio  NawsrAriaCoMPixT,  Limitko. 

NOTICE. 

Bsmid  eoplea  of  Tol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  r price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  VoU.  XXXI.,  XX.XII..  XXXIIL, 
xxxrv..  xxxrx.,  xu.,  xliv.,  xlvi..  xlix., 
Id.,  LOI.,  LIV.,  I,V.,  LLX..  L-X.,  LXI.,  LXn., 
UtIV.,  LXV.,  LXVm.,  LXIX..  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXiri.,  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LX.XVI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  Tolumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Bubsoribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  fun  out  of  print. 

TEBMS   OP   SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Found  per  annum  (poet  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  6e.  Od.  (orSdola.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  6s.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6s.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zeiland,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal,  £1  68.  Od. 

ADVEETISESIENT  CHAEGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Kigbt  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  6s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  I^nd  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimnm  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pnb- 
isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  Ss.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  lees  than  5s. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  8  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
most  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

SlTUATlOXS. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "Situations Vacant" 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  Osa  Shillino  i'ob  Twentt- 
FOtTB  Words,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
AUSUmaiion  Adoertisemtnts  must  bt  prepaid. 

"BUILDINO  NEWS"  DIRECTORY,  1900. 
AU  entries  for  the  above  for  1950  ;««.(  reach  us  by 

December  1.  The  charge  is  £  I  per  annum  prepaid  for 
each  entry.  Very  little  space  is  available  for  1900,  and  no 
present  entries  can  be  continued,  or  space  for  fresh  ones 
guaranteed,  which  are  not  remitted  for  by  December  1. 

It  is  particularly  requested  that  this  notice  may  be 
heeded  by  readern  interested,  /(  win  not  appear  a<i'i-^i. 
lASt  year  considerable  disHppointment  was  experieDced 
by  many  who  omitted  to  send  their  instructions  in  ticie. 

The  space  at  the  disposal  of  the  "  Directory  "  is  strictly 
limited,  and  it  is  impossible  to  accept  entries  tor  the 
ensuing  year  after  December  1. 

EacBivxD.— P..  P.  C.  Co.-E.  H.  S.  and  Bro.— J.  A.— V. 
W.  C.-J.  H.and  P.— P.  I,,  and  Co.- Estimator.— P.  P. 
—Philip  Holmesfield.— The  Wrong  Way  Up  — Tile.- 
Treasnrer.-M.D.,  O.  C.  E. 

BuBraisKD.— Not  a  bad  selection,  we  think. 

Shop  Frovt.— Francis  and  Co.,  Qray's  Inn-road.    The 
other  people  have  slipped  back  a  bit  behind  the  times, 
we  fancy. 

T.  T.— The  "  Moorish  Mosaic  "  you  mention  is  made  by G.  WooUucroft  and  Son,  Hanley,  Staff. 

UxD«;cii,p.D.-Ttle-hanging  would  certainly  be  best.  The 
ordinary  "half-timber  work"  of  Mr.  Buggins  is,  to our  thinking,  detestable. 

Cxsemkst?!.— In  bron/.:-  and  steel  as  well  as  iron.  Try the  Crittall  Manufacturing  Co.,  Ltd.,  Braintree.  They 
turn  out  remarkablj-  good  woik  at  very  reasonable figures. 

Ms.vsr»E  *sD  Vali'e.- The  point  is  really  hardly  worth 
rujiing,  becauw  it  is  not  a  question  of  general  practice. All  three  can  always  guard  against  loss  or  misunder- 

standing when  making  the  contract. 

C0M5nsSI0X.S    TO    AUCUITECTS. 
To  the  Editor  of  the  Biildixo  Xews. 

Sm, — I  have  received  the  inclosed  circular, which,   I  think,   needs  no  comment  from  me, 
except  that  I  need  hardly  tell  you  that  all  com- 

municationa  from  the  firm  to  me  will  in  future  be 

pitched  in  the  waste-paper  basket. — I  am,  \' ;., 
21,  Havelock-road,  Hastings,     W.  Cooper. 

and  2,  Claremont-road,  Seaford,  Nov.  16. 

To  Mr.  W.  CiwrsB,  Hastings. 
Sir, — We  venture  to  approach  you  with  reference  to 

that  department  of  our  manufactures  which  comes 
directly  in  touch  with  architects  and  builders. 

Being  manufacturers  on  a  very  extensive  scale,  and 
patentees  of  some  very  well-known  articles,  we  are 
naturally  in  a  position  to  quote  favourably.  Ic  is  our 
intention  to  allow  architects  a  handsome  commission  on 
all  specifications  of  our  productions.  These  inclule  our 
patent  solid  steel  case  locks  and  latches,  the  Vulcau 

vacuum  chimney  tops,  Vulcan  ventilators,  and  builder's 
ware  generally.  An  illustrated  sheet  of  the  N'ulcan chimney  we  have  pleasure  in  inclosing,  and  any  samples 
required  wc  shall  be  only  too  pleased  to  submit. 
We  may  add  we  are  in  a  position  to  execute  all  orders 

promptly,  and  at  the  same  time  give  the  necessarv-  atten- tion required  to  insure  satisfaction.  Your  favourable 
consideration  will  oblige  yours  faithfully, 

(For  S.  J.  and  E.  Fkllo^vs,  Limited), 
Waltbi;  a.  Cork  KB,  Managing  Director. 

Vulcan  Works,  Wolverhampton. 

CHIPS. 

Thirty-two  applications  have  been  received  for 
the  appointment  of  eni^neer  to  the  BlrmvDgbam 
Tame  and  Rm  District  Drainage  Baard,  vacant  by 
the  death  of  Mr.  Kiight.  A  sub-committee,  having 
considered  the  whole  of  the  applications,  has  reduced 
the  number  to  five. 

A  bronze  memorial  tablet  to  the  late  Dr.  Kobert 

Wallace,  M.P.,  will  shortly  be  placed  in  Old  Grey- 
friars  Church,  Elinbnrgh,  of  which  he  was  minister 
from  ISGS  to  ISitJ,  during  which  year  he  quitted 
the  clerical  profession. 

A  Local  C:^vemment  Board  inquiry  was  held  at 
the  Municipal  Offices,  Southampton,  on  Wednesday, 
by  Mr.  W.  O.  E  Meade-King,  M. I. C.E.,  relative  to 
the  application  of  the  Southampton  Corporation 
for  sanction  to  borrow  £32,000  required  for  the  pur- 

chase of  lands  included  in  the  new  scheme  con- 
firmed by  the  Southampton  (Housing  of  Working 

Classes)  Order,  1S9.'>,  and  also  £'5,S22  required  for the  purposes  of  water  supply. 

The  Bishop  of  Llandaff  last  week  dedicated  the 

new  organ  in  St.  Citheriue's  Church,  Cardiff.  The 
instrument  is  a  three-manual  one,  of  -IG  stops,  and 
has  been  built  by  Messrs.  Harrison  and  Harrison, 
of  Darham. 

The  foundatien-stones  of  a  new  Wesleyan  school- 
chapel  were  laid  last  week  at  Usbaw  Moor,  Co. 
Durham.  The  sitting  accommodation  of  the  build- 

ing will  be  for  3O0  persons.  The  building  is  of 
Gothic  design,  and  built  of  white  pressed  bricks,  the 
gift  of  Messrs.  Pease  and  Partners.  The  contractor 
is  Mr.  Jas.  Robson,  Waterhouses,  and  the  architect 
Mr.  J.  W,  Taylor,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Grainger-street, 
Newcastle-  on  -  Ty  ne. 

The  Herts  County  Museum,  in  HatfiJd-road,  St. 
Alban's,  was  formally  opened  by  the  Countess 
Cowper  on  Wednesday  week.  It  is  built  of  red  brick- 

work with  red  tiles,  contains  a  lecture-room  SGt't. 
by  31ft.  on  the  ground  floor,  with  exhibition  gallery 
above.  Mr.  A.  S.  Flower,  F.S.A.,  was  the  archi- 

tect.   The  outlay  has  been  £l,7o0. 

Mr.  HerbSrt  H.  Law,  Local  Government  Board 
inspector,  held  an  inquiry,  on  Friday,  at  the  With- 
iogton  Urban  Distnct  Council  Oifioes,  into  an 

application  of  the  council  to  borrow  £m'),  1.5o  for  the purposes  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal,  and  £907 
for  the  purposes  of  street  improvements. 

The  supply  was  somewhat  short  at  the  London 
Mart  last  week,  but  business  was  of  a  satisfactory 
character,  the  hotter  class  of  properties  fiading 
ready  purchasers.  A  block  of  leasehold  flats  in 
Marvlebone  found  a  buyer  for  £8,00(i.  The  total 
for  the  week  amounted  to  £S1,375. 

A  box-making  and  printing  factory,  added  to  the 

works  of  Messrs.  Page,  in  St.  Stephen's  Bick-street, 
Norwich,  was  opened  by  a  house-warming  to  the 
workmen  in  the  employ  of  the  builder,  Mr.  T,  H. 
Yelfe,  Thorpe  Station  Works,  in  that  city.  The 
architect  was  Mr.  ,T.  Inglis  Goldie,  A.R.I.B.A. 

A  London  City  church  is  about  to  be  demolished 

and  put  up  stgain  on  the  numbered-stone  system. 
This  is  St.  Birtholomew's,  Moor-lane,  and  it  has 
already  been  once  pulled  down  and  rebuilt  in  this 
way.  Originally  it  was  St.  Birtholomew-by-the- 
Exchange,  but  rather  moro  than  fifty  years  ago  it 
was  removed  to  make  way  for  the  Sun  Fire  i  ilfice. 
It  was  carefully  re-erccted  in  a  new  parish  in  Moor- 
lane.  Xow  the  population  has  fallen  oil  so  con- 

siderably that  St.  Bartholomew,  Moor-lane,  is  to  be 
united  with  .St.  Giles,  Cripplegate,  and  the  church  is 
to  be  removed  to  the  suburbs.  St.  Butholomew's 
will  then,  in  less  than  sixty  years,  have  stood  upon 
three  separate  sites. 

Alterations  are  being  made  at  Culross  Hall,  G  :eat 

Northern  liiilway.  King's  Cross  Station,  and  special 
attention  has  been  given  to  the  ventilation,  which 
will  be  carried  out  on  the  Boyle  system. 

5tttercommutticati0n. 

QUESTIONS. 
[11370.]— The  Quick  and  the  Dead  Fence  — 

A  has  bought  a  piece  of  ground,  bounded  on  one  side  by 
an  old  public  road,  and  on  another  by  garden  ground, 
which  did  not  b'flong  to  the  vendor,  both  boundaries 

being  fenoed  with  quick  hedge.  Did  no'  an  old  law 
require  any  person  fencing  with  quick  to  plant  the  sets 
so  many  feet  within  his  own  boundary  ?  Assuming  that 
both  hedges  belong  to  A,  the  question  arises,  should  he, 
the  new  owner,  wish  to  replace  the  existing  quick  with 
an  iron  or  wood  fence,  how  much  beyond  the  centre  of 
the  hedges  could  he  take  in '  Was  not  this  question 
settled  by  local  authority  after  passing  the  Eadosure 
Act  I— HAMPSniP.E. 

[11371.1— Stable  Paving.- Whichis  considered  the 
best  paving— blue  clinkers,  brick,  or  concrete !  Any 
information  will  lie  thankfully  received.— Toh. 

[Il372.]-Ga8-Pipe  Channels  In  Floors.- How 
should  the  gdw-piping  be  laid  in  a  tloor  of  concrete  an  I 
iron  *  Is  there  not  some  way  of  providing  for  the  piping 
bv  channels .'  Many  of  your  practical  readers  will  be  able 
to  adviae.-J.  P.  T. 

RBFLIES. 

[1136S.]— F.I.AS  — I  observe  in  yonr  lasos  of  the 
17th  inst.  two  answers  to  a  query  which  appeared  in  a 

former  issue.  With  regard  to  the  first,  signed  "  D.  P.," 
it  is  only  necessary  to  remark  that  your  correspondent 
does  not  even  know  what  the  letters  mean.  With  regard 

to  the  sFcond  reply,  marked  '■  A  IMB.A.,"  your  corre- 
spondent has  the  advantage  of  the  other  one  by  knowing 

the  full  purport  of  the  letters,  but  in  every  other  respect 
he  is  entirely  and  utterly  awry,  and  one  wonders  when 
your  correspondent  knows  the  society,  as  he  must  do,  why 
he  is  so  awry  in  his  other  particulars.  Further  comment 
in  this  direction  would  appear  to  bs  superfluous.  It  is 
merely  necessary  for  me  to  say :  (1  Taat  no  one  but  a 
practising  architect  or  surveyor  can  become  a  Fellow  or 
Associate  of  the  society :  (2  that  no  one  is  admitted  a-s 
an  Associate  under  £2  2s. :  ';3)  that  the  society  numbers 
upwards  of  300  ir.r-^t^ing  architects  and  surveyors. 
Fellows,  and  Associates.- Ersest  McColl.  secretary,  the 
Institute  of  Architects  and  Surveyors,  51,  Bedford  Row, 

London,  W.C. 

[11365  ]  —  Underpinning.  —  The  method  of 
measuring  is  eimple,  as  with  brickwork  in  cement.  The 
-anderpinning  should  be  kept  separate.  Include  all  the 
shoring  and  strutting  required,  and  allow  extra  width- 
say,  2ft.— for  working  in  excavation.  The  item  should 
include  taking  up  or  cutting  off  the  old  footings,  also  the 
cube  for  concrete,  and  the  wedging  up  with  slates  in 
cement.  These  several  items  should  be  separately  taken 
if  the  underpinning  is  of  any  extent,  as  a  special  price  is 
necessary,  it  being  done  in  short  lengths.  For  small 
quantities  the  description  of  items  would  be  sutticient,  as 
including  shoring,  needling,  planking,  extra  excavation, 

wedging  up  with  slates,  \-c.— G.  H.  G. 
[11367.1  — Fireproof  Baildinir.— The  two  small 

vols,  by  T.  Potter  on  Concrete  and  Uses,  of  B.  T.  Bats- 
ford,  are  well  worth  looking  at.  Asphalte  covers  for 
concrete  flat  roofs  desirable  of  the  best  sorts.  Perhaps 

lOs.  to  123.  6d.  per  super,  yard,  exclusive  of  finished  sur- 
face and  ceiling,  may  be  fair  estimate  of  cost  for  concrete. 

In  wood  floors  may  be  253.  to  Sis.  per  square,  &c.  See 

Laxton's,  Spon's,  or  Lockwood's  builders'  prioea.— REr.BN'T's  Park. 

[11367.]  — Fireproof  Building.  -  Certainly  con- struction in  concrete,  without  any  unnecessary  timber  or 
woodwork,  could  be  employed  for  a  village  hospital.  The 

woodwork  fixings  could  be  superseded  by  coke-breeze 
concrete  or  patent  blocks  ;  the  only  woodwork  might  be 
confined  to  the  doors,  cupboards,  &c.  A  flat  roof  of 

concrete  covered  with  a  good  asphalte,  say  the  Claridge's 

patent  asphalte,  would  make  a  good  roof  :  but  why  flat .' No  doubt  a  flat  roof  is  a  mistake  in  this  country,  and  it 
would  be  liable  to  be  covered  with  a  thick  layer  of  snow. 
The  construction  I  should  recommend  would  be  concrete 
with  iron  or  steel  webbing;  the  floors  might  be  of  concrete 

slabs,  3in.  or  4in.  thick,  on  iron  joists  at  intervals.  The 
walls  would  be  of  solid  concrete,  and  the  inner  walla 
sUITened  with  iron  uprights.  The  cost  would  be 

less,  as  there  would  be  less  labour  in  carpenter  and 
ioiners'  work,  and  the  concrete  would  be  cheaper  than 
brickwork  if  the  materials  were  on  the  site,  and  the 

apparatus  used  simple.  In  this  case,  the  cost  would  be 

probably  15  to  20  per  cent,  less  tlian  brick  and  timber 
construction.  The  inside  walls  could  be  covered  with  one 

coat  of  cement  or  plaster.  Your  latter  query  is  easily 
answered.  The  builaer  and  the  architect  have  a  prejudice 

against  cement.  It  is  one  of  our  insular  prejudices  that 

take  a  long  time  to  overcome— 9.  H.  G. 

[11339.]- Busting  of  Water-Pipes.- Coat  with 
black  shiny  varnish,  or  mix  cotton-seed  orlinseed-ou  lib., 
coal-tar  lib.,  and  sulphur  lib.;  heat  separately  and  mix 

thoroughly,  and  heat  to  a^i,  Fahr.  for  about  one  hour, 

when  it  becomes  pasty.  Heat  metal  when  applied.— 
Reiikst'sP,irk. 

  1     ̂      I   

A  fire-brigade  sUtion  is  being  built  in  Lower 

Buckingham-street,  North  Dublin,  by  the  corpora- 

tion. The  facing  materials  are  red  Port  Mirnock 

bricks,  and  the  contractors  are  Messrs.  J.  Pemberton 

and  Sons,  Charlemont-street,  Hublin. 

A  private  meeting  of  the  Wolverhampton  Board 
of  Guardians  was  held  on  Tuesday  to  consider 

what  steps  should  be  Uken  owing  to  Mr.  Burlow. 

of  Nottingham,  having  vrithdrawn  his  accepted 
tender  to  erect  the  new  workhouse.  After  some 

discussion,  it  was  decided  to  accept  the  next  lowest 

tender,  that  of  Messrs.  Fish  and  Sons,  subject  to  a 

clause  being  inserted  in  the  agreement  that  nothing 

should  compsl  the  guardians  to  erect  the  imbecile 

block,  board-pom,  \- :.  It  is  believed  that  this  will 
effect  a  saving  of  about  £17,600. 
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OOMPBTITIONS. 

r  HtBDEUSFiELD. — At  the  meeting  on  llonday  of 
the  Board  of  Guardians  a  report  was  submitted  by 

the  [Children's  Homes  Committee,  stating  that, 
after  obtaing  assistance  from  the  Local  (rovern- 
ment  Board's  architect,  Mr.  P.  Gordon  Smith, 
and  Jlr.  H.  G.  Kennedy,  the  inspector  for  the 
district,  they  decided  to  invite  the  leading  archi- 

tects of  the  town  to  send  in  competitive  pencil 
sketches  for  two  homes,  (1)  detached,  and  (2) 
semi-detached.  Fourteen  sets  of  plans  were  sent 
in  by  six  Huddersfield  firms  for  consideration, 
under  mottoes,  and  strictly  anonymous.  The 
committee  unanimously  decided  that,  in  their 

opinion,  the  scheme  marked  "  Block  A  "  was  the 
best  of  those  sent  in,  and  they  desired  the  author 
of  that  scheme  to  prepare  plans  for  submission  to 
the  Board.  These  plans  had  now  been  supplied, 
and  the  estimate  of  cost  considered,  and  the  com- 

mittee unanimously  recommended  that  the  plans, 
prepared  by  ilr.  J.  \V.  Cocking  for  two  homes 
at  Outlane,  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £1,S47,  be 
adopted  and  forwarded  to  the  Local  liovemment 
Board  for  approval.  After  some  discussion  the 
report  was  adopted  by  the  Board. 

LiNSLAUE. — In  the  open  competition  for  schemes 
of  water  supply  and  sewerage  for  the  district  of 
Linslado,  Buckinghamshire,  the  schemes  sub- 

mitted by  Messrs.  Sands  and  Walker,  civil 
engineers,  Nottingham,  have  been  selected  and 
unanimously  adopted  by  the  council,  and  appli- 

cation is  to  be  at  once  made  to  the  Local  Govern- 

ment Board  for  sanction  to  the  necessary  loans 
for  carrying  out  the  works. 

CHIPS. 

The  partnership  heretofore  subsisting  between  S. 
■Horton  and  H.  M,  Brown,  of  Wednesbury,  archi- 

tects and  surveyors,  under  the  style  of  Horton  and 
Brown,  has  been  dissolved. 

The  Dean  and  Chapter  of  Ciinterbury  have  just 
received  from  a  lady,  whose  name  is  not  made 
public,  a  costly  gift,  consisting  of  an  exact  copy  of 

the  robes  worn  by  Thomas  "i  Becket  now  deposited 
at  the  Cithedral  of  Sens.  They  are  cf  scarlet,  and 
interwoven  with  gold  and  silver,  and  decorated  with 
pearls  and  other  precious  stones.  They  comprise 
cope,  chasuble,  stole,  &c.,  and  make  a  very 
magnificent  and  interesting  collection. 

The  Sketch  Club,  composed  of  membsrs  of  the 
thirteen  art  schools  in  London,  held  an  interesting 
gathering  at  South  Kensington  Museum  on  Satur- 

day m'ght.  The  schools  are  accustomed  to  compete annually  for  an  award  of  honour  given  for  sketches 

on  stated  subjects.  "Music,''  "Summer  Heat," 
and  "  Watching,"  were  suggested  for  this  year's 
productions,  of  which  some  hundreds  figured  on  the 

■walls.  The  judges,  Messrs.  Frampton,  .V.Ti  A  , 
S.  J.  Solomon,  A.R.A.,  and  Divid  Murray,  A.R  A., 
decided  in  favour  of  the  South  Kensington  School, 
whilst  warmly  commending  Lambeth. 
The  second  annual  exhibition  of  the  Arts  and 

Crafts  Society  of  Ireland  was  opened  on  Monday  in 
the  Royal  University  Buildings,  Dublin,  by  the 
Eirl  of  Mayo. 

The  Education  Department  has  approved  of  the 
Iccal  examinations  held  by  the  exanunations  board 
of  the  National  Unicn  of  Teachers  as  qualifying 
successful  candidates  to  sit  for  the  diploma  of 
sanitary  inspector.  Holders  of  the  diploma,  the 
examinations  for  which  are  under  the  supervision 
of  the  sanitary  inspectors'  examination  board,  are 
eligible  for  appointment  as  sanitary  inspectors  under 

e  Public  H-alth  Act,  London,  1.S91. 
A  new  organ,  built  by  Messrs.  Abbott  and  Smith, 

-Leeds,  at  a  cost  of  i'tOO,  was  dedicated  in  the  Priory 
Church,  Old  Malton,  on  Friday,  by  the  Dean  of York. 

Winksley  Church,  near  Kipon,  after  being  closed 
live  weeks  for  repairs  and  redecoration,  has  been 
reopened  for  Divine  service.  New  leaded  lights 
have  been  inserted,  and  the  church  redecorated 
throughout,  the  work  having  been  carried  out  by 
Messrs.  Broadbank  and  Son,  of  Harrogate. 

Messrs.  Head  and  Wrightson.  of  Thomaby-on- 
Tees,  have  received  an  order  for  the  supply  of  a 
large  qnantity  of  bridge  work  to  the  South  African 
Field  Force  to  renew  or  repair  the  structures 
destroyed  by  the  Boers.  The  stipulation  is  that 
the  bridges  have  to  be  shipped  by  the  end  of  the 
year,  and  the  firm  obtained  the  order  in  conse- 

quence o!  their  having  undertaken  to  deliver  the 
bridges  in  a  shorter  time  than  any  other  competitor. 
The  firm  are  engaged  on  a  similar  order  for  the 
Natal  Government. 

Colonel  A.  C.  Smith,  RE.,  held  an  inquiry  at 
Colwyn  Biy  on  the  I6th  inst.,  on  bshalt  of  the 
Local  Government  Board  touching  an  application 
by  the  urban  district  councU  to  borrow  1.'), 120  for 
purposes  of  electric  lighting  and  £550  for  street mprovements. 

LBQAL  INTELLiaBNaB. 

Laying  Oct  Streets  without  Saxctio.v.— 
Aemsthoxq  v.  Loxdon  Covstc  Coi'.vcii..— Tliis 

case,  heard  in  the  i^ieen's  Banch  Division  on  Fri- day before  the  L^rd  Chief  Justice,  Mr.  .Justice 
Bigham,  and  Mr.  Justice  Dirling,  was  stated  by 
justices  of  London  upon  convicting  the  appellant  on 
an  information  laid  by  the  respondents  charging 
him  with  commencing  to  form  and  lay  out  a  street 
for  carriage  traffic  without  first  having  obtained  the 
sanction  of  the  councU  contrary  to  section  7  of  the 

London  Building  Act,  1S51.  The  appellant  is  the 
owner  of  a  piece  of  land  called  the  Cleveland 
Eitate,  containing  upwards  of  three  acres,  adjoin- 

ing the  Grove,  in  the  parish  of  St.  Pancras.  TUe 
land  is  bounded  on  one  side  by  the  Grove,  a  public 
carriage-way,  and  on  the  opposite  side  by  Parlia- 

ment Hill,  a  public  park.  On  the  remaining  sides 
it  is  bounded  by  land  owned  privately.  In  July, 
1S9S,  the  appellant  commenced  to  build  on  the  land 
in  accordance  with  plans  deposited  with  the  district 
surveyor.  He  proposed  to  pull  down  some  old 
buildings  and  erect  20  new  buildings  or  blocks  of 
flats,  each  block  containing  eight  Hits,  of  which 
16  blocks  were  to  be  erected  in  the  form  of  a 

quadrangle  with  an  ornamental  garden  in  the 
centre.  The  approach  to  the  quadrangle  was 
to  be  by  means  of  a  carriage-way  from  the 
Grove  running  round  the  garden,  and  bounded 
as  to  the  part  between  the  Grove  and  the 
garden  by  two  more  of  the  blocks  on  either 
side.  Each  block  would  have  a  separate  entrance 
to  the  carriage-way,  the  approach  from  the  Grove 
would  be  40ft.  in  width,  and  the  total  length  of 
it  would  be  600ft.  The  carriage-way  was  formed 
and  sewered  in  all  respects  in  the  way  in  which  the 
carriage-way  of  an  ordinary  street  would  be  formed 
and  sewered.  The  appellant  did  not  intend  to 

dedicate  any  right-of-way  for  the  use  of  the  public 
over  the  land  ;  but  he  intended  to  erect  gates  at  the 
entrance,  and  to  keep  a  porter  there,  and  the 
carriage-way  was  intended  for  the  use  only  of  the 
tenants  of  the  flats  and  persons  visiting  them  with 
or  without  carriages.  Prior  to  the  commencement 
of  the  buildings  an  application  was  made  to  the 
Council  for  their  sanction.  The  plans  did  not  show 
any  gates  at  the  junction  with  the  Grove,  but 
showed  a  through  communication  with  a  footway 
upon  Parliament  Hill.  The  sanction  of  the  Council 
was  refused  on  the  ground  that  the  proposed  street 
would  not  afford  direct  communication  between  two 
streets  formed  and  laid  out  for  carriage  traffic  The 
justices  convicted  the  appellant,  and  ordered  him  to 
pay  a  fine  of  20j.  and  five  guineas  costs.  Section  7 
of  the  Lmdon  Building  .4^1,  1S94,  provides  that 

"  before  any  person  commences  to  form  or  lay  out 
any  street,  whether  intended  to  ba  used  for  carriage 

traffic  or  for  foot  traffic  only,"  such  persons  shall 
make  an  application,  accompanied  by  plaus,  to  the 
Council  for  their  sanction  to  the  formation  or  laying 
out  of  such  street.  Saction  9  provides  that  the 
CouncU  may  refuse  such  application  where  the 

proposed  street  "will  not  afford  direct  com- 
munication between  two  streets,  such  two  streets 

being  (where  it  is  intended  to  form  or  lay  out  such 
street  for  carriage  traffic)  streets  formed  and  laid 
out  for  carriage  traffic."  Mr.  Macmorran,  Q  C. , 
for  the  appellant',  contended  that  the  conviction 
was  wrong.  The  carriage-way  was  not  a  street 
within  the  meaning  of  section  7,  nor  was  it  laid  out 
for  carriage  traffic.  It  might  be  a  street  for  certain 
purposes,  but  it  was  not  a  street  within  the  section, 
l)ecau9e  it  was  not  intended  for  public  carriage 
traffic.  Public  traffic  was  what  was  contemplated 

by  the  section,  not  private  traffic.  A  carriage-way 
to  a  private  house  was  obviously  not  intended  to  be 
touched  by  the  section.  It  could  make  no  difference 
when,  as  here,  there  were  several  private  houses, 
the  carriage-way  being  intended  for  their  use  only. 

This  view  was  contrary  to  "Diw  v.  L.C.C,"  but 
it  was  consistent  with  "  Mtropolitan  Board  of 
Works  V.  Nathan  "  and  "  Wood  v.  L  CO."  (the 
Artillery  Mansions  case).  He  also  cited  "Reg. 
V.  Fulford"  and  "L  C.C.  v.  Davis."  Mr.  Avory, 
for  the  respondents,  said  that  there  was  evidence 
that  this  carriage-way  was  a  street,  and,  that  being 

so,  the  magistrates'  finding  was  conclusive  (■"  Maude 
V.  Biildon  ").  The  fact  that  the  carriage-way  was 
not  open  to  the  public,  but  closed  by  a  gate,  did  not 
prevent  its  being  a  street.  It  might  be  a  strcst, 

though  closed  to  the  public  (see  "Vestry  of  St. 
Mary,  Islington,  v.  Barrett  ").  The  section  included 
a  street  laid  out  for  any  sort  of  carriage  traffic, 
public  or  private,  assuming  that  the  carriage-way 
was  a  street  in  other  respects.  Toe  arguments 
being  concluded,  the  Court  reserved  its  judgment. 

Damaoes  Recovered  from  Bcilders  for  Wrrn- 
DRAWDJO  A  TeNBER. — CROSHAW  V.  PRrrciIARn  A>'T) 
Re>-vvick. — In  the  Qieen's  Banch  Division,  on 
Monday,  Mr.  Justice  Bigham  tried  this  action  to 
recover  damages  for  breach  of  contract.  The 
plaintiff  was  the  owner  of  certiin  freehold  premises 
lu  Barmondsey,  and  the  defendants  were  builders. 
In  August  of  the  present  year  the  plaintiff  was 
desirous  of  having  certain  building  work  done  on 
hia  premises,  and  on  August  22  the  following  letter 

was  written  by  the  plaintiff's  architects  to  the 
defendants  :  —  "  Out    client,     Mr.    Croshaw,    of 

No,  116,  Fenchucch-streat,  the  freeholder  of 
premises  in  the  occupation  of  Messrs.  Roberts, 
Adlard,  and  Co.,  as  above,  is  about  to  make  addi- 

tions to  the  property,  and  we  should  be  glad  to  know 
whether  you  would  be  willing  to  give  us  a  tender 
in  competition  for  the  work.  No  quantities  will  ba 
supplied,  and  our  client  does  not  bind  himself  to 
accept  the  lowest  or  any  tender."  Subsequently 
the  specification  was  sent  to  the  defendants,  and  on 
September  U  the  defendants  wrote  to  the  plaintiff 

the  following  letter,  which  was  headed  "Eiti- 
mate":— "Oar  estimate  to  carry  out  the  sundry 
alterations  to  the  above  premises  according  to  the 
drawings  and  specification  amounts  to  the  snm  of 
£1,230."  On  the  next  day  the  plaintiff  wrote  that 
he  accepted  the  defendants'  "offer  to  execute  for 
the  sum  of  £1,230  "  the  work  in  question.  At  a 
later  date  the  defendants  wrote  that  they  had  made 
an  error  in  their  figures,  and  that  under  the  circum- 

stances they  must  withdraw  their  estimate.  The 
plaintiff  had  the  work  done  by  another  builder  at  a 
price  higher  than  that  given  by  the  defendants,  and 
he  now  brought  this  action  to  recover  the  difference 
in  price  as  damages  for  breach  of  contract.  The 
question  was  whether  there  was  a  complete  contract 
bindir  g  on  the  defendants.  Their  contention  was 
that  their  letter  of  September  1 1  was  not  a  binding 

tender;  that  the  word  "estimate"  was  advisedly 
used  by  them  in  order  to  avoid  a  final  and  binding 
agreement,  which  would  have  resulted  from  the  use 
of  words  such  as  "  we  offer  to  execute  the  work." 
Evidence  was  given  by  several  builders  to  show  that 
this  distinction  is  always  observed  in  the  trade.  The 

cases  of  "  L3wis  v.  Brass  "  and  "  Harvey  v.  Facey " 
(1S93)  were  referred  to.  Mr.  Justice  Bigham  said 

that  the  plaintiff's  letter  of  August  22  was  an  invi- 
tation to  the  defendants  to  send  in  a  tender  in  com- 

petition for  the  work.  That  meant  that  they  were 
to  state  the  price  at  which  they  would  do  the  work, 
and  the  specification  was  sent  in  order  that  they 
might  have  the  necessary  materials  upon  which  to 
tender.  Then,  on  Sept.  14,  the  defendants  sent  the 
letter  headed  "  Eitimate,"  and  the  question  was whether  that  letter  was  an  offer  to  do  the  work  at 

the  price  mentioned .  His  Lordship  was  clearly  of 
opinion  that  it  was.  It  had  been  suggested  that 
there  was  some  custom  or  well-known  understand- 

ing that  a  letter  in  this  form  was  not  to  ba  treated 
as  an  offer.  Tnere  was  no  such  custom,  and,  if 
there  was,  it  was  contrary  to  law.  Both  plaintiff 

and  defendants,  in  his  Lordship's  opinion,  intended these  letters  to  constitute  a  complete  contract.  It 
was  said  that  there  was  no  complete  contract,  be- 

cause in  the  specification  there  was  a  blank  left  as 
to  the  time  within  which  the  work  was  to  be  com- 

pleted. In  the  ordinary  course  a  subsequent  agree- 
ment would  t>e  come  to  as  to  the  time  :  but  if  there 

was  no  subsequent  agreement,  then  the  work  would 
have  to  be  done  in  a  reasonable  time.  But  the 
absence  of  any  such  subsequent  agreement  would 
not  have  the  effect  of  setting  aside  the  already 
existing  contract.  The  question  for  decision  did 
not,  in  fact,  depend  upon  any  supposed  custom  of 
the  trade,  but  on  the  language  of  the  letters  which 

had  passed  between  the  two  patties.  The  defend- 
ants had  made  a  mistake,  and  they  must  abide  by 

the  consequences  of  i'.  'There  would  be  judgment 
for  the  plaintiff  for  £2.o0,  with  costs. 

Qris  CusiODiET  Custodes  ?— At  Worahip- street 
Police-court,  on  Monday,  Mr.  Henry  Ward,  civil 
engineer,  of  110,  Cannon-street,  City,  a  member  of 
the  London  County  Council,  and  ex-chairman  of 
the  Works  Committee,  was  summoned  for  con- 

travening the  Metropolis  Local  Management  Act 
by  erecting  a  building  in  Slater  -  street,  Bathnal 
Oreen,  withont  having  given  notice.  The  defendant 
did  not  appear,  and  Mr.  Margetts,  for  the  Bsthnal 
Green  Vestry,  said  it  was  impossible  that  the  de- 

fendant should  not  know  that  it  was  an  infraction  of 

the  law  to  do  what  he  had  done — digging  out  the 
foundations  and  erecting  a  building  in  the  place 
named — when,  as  a  Chairman  of  the  Works  Com- 

mittee of  the  London  County  CouncU,  he  made  the 
by-laws  which  regulated  such  matters.  Evidence 
was  given  by  Ctiief  Sanitary-Inspector  Foot  as  to 
discovering  the  building  in  course  of  erection,  the 
roof  being  then  on  :  and  Mr.  Barrett,  surveyor, 

proved  that  no  notice  of  the'  work  had  been given.  A  foreman  who  came  forward  said  he  was 
responsible.  Mr.  Corser  said  defendant  was  re- 

sponsible, and  did  not  attend.  He  was,  therefore, 
fined  40s.  and  two  guineas  costs. 

WOBElTAS'S  CoStrEN-SATIOJf  AcT.— A  NEW  PODfT. 
— .Vt  Southwark  County-court,  on  Monday,  his 
Honour  Judge  .Vddison,  0  C,  gave  judgment  in 

an  important  case  under  the  Workmen's  Compensa- 
tion .Vet  on  a  point  which  has  never  before  been 

raised.  The  applicant  was  a  painter  named  Pearse, 
and  the  respondents  were  the  London  and  South- 

western RiUway  Company.  In  Miy  applicant 

was  employed  with  other  men  putting  the  finish- 
ing touches  to  Hampton  Court  Railway  Station, 

wtiich  had  been  reconstructed  by  Messrs.  Perry 
and  Co.,  his  employers.  He  was  knocked  down 
by  an  engine,  and  his  right  foot  was  cut  off.  His 
Honour  came  to  the  conclusion  that  the  work  on 
which  the  applicant  was  engaged  at  the  time  of 
the  accident  ' '  was  merely  auxiliary  and  incidental 
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to,  and  was  no  part  of,  or  prccesB  in,  the  trade  or 
biuiueiB  carried  on  "  by  a  railway  company,  which 
was  merely  the  carriage  oi  passengers  and  goods. 
Conseqaently,  be  was  obliged  to  find  against  the 
applicant ;  but,  as  a  matter  of  law,  he  would 
give  him  every  facility  to  enable  him  to  appeal. 
Mr.  .\cland,  who  represented  the  respondents,  said 
this  was  the  first  case  out  of  over  1,000  under 
the  Act  which  the  company  had  conteeted,  but 
they  felt  bound  to  ̂ et  a  decision  on  this  point, 
which  was  raised  for  the  first  time,  because  it 
was  so  far-reaching. 

SEQUBt      TO     SPECl'L.im'B       BCTLDrNO     AT     Fa- 
ZACKEULBY. — At  the  Ormskirk  County-court,  on 
Taesday,  before  his  Honour  Judge  Collier,  Teter 
Balmer,  quarry  owner,  Aughton,  sought  to  recover 
£14  from  E.  Watson  Kldridge,  architect,  Liverpool ; 

W.  Thomas,  Melling ;  and  H.  Parker  I'.dge,  Fa- 
zsckerley ,  builders,  for  stone  supplied  for  the  erection 
of  certain  villas  at  Fazackerley,  in  which  the  plain- 

tiff alleged  the  parties  had  a  joint  interest.  Mr. 
R.  R.  fJlover  appeared  for  the  plaintiff.  After  the 
case  for  the  plaintiif  had  been  given,  the  defendant 
Eldridge  said  he  acknowledged  sole  liability  for  the 
debt,  while  Mr.  Tetlow  submitted  that  there  was  no 
case  to  answer  in  respect  of  his  client,  Mr.  Thomas. 
His  Honour  held  the  same  opinion,  and  said  that  on 
the  evidence  he  could  not  find  that  anyone  besides 
Eldridge  was  liable.  As  to  means,  the  latter  said 
he  had  lost  close  upon  £1,000  in  this  building 
speculation  at  Fazackerley,  and  he  was  now  worth 
nothing  :  he  had  neither  house  nor  furniture,  and 
he  had  closed  his  cttice  in  Dale-street.  He  hoped 

to  get  a  situation  in  an  architect's  office.  His 
Honour  gave  j  udgment  against  Eldridge  for  the  fall 
amount,  payment  at  £2  a  month,  and  allowed 
Thomas's  costs. 
The  Wakkieeld  Aeiutuations. — The  Wakefield 

City  Council  have  been  informed  that  the  award 
in  the  arbitration  between  the  Corporation  and 

Liwton's  Trustees  had  been  received.  The  property 
in  question,  which  is  required  for  street  improve- 

ments, included  the  six  shops  in  Market-place  and 
Cross-8i]uare.  occupied  bv  Messrs.  Job  and  Carr, 
Ciill,  Like,  Matterson,  Wallis,  and  Wharton,  and 

the  claim  amounted  to  £9,900,  and  the  Corporation's 
valuation  was  between  £5,000  and  £0,000.  The 
award  is  for  £S,01i>  169.,  and  the  Corporation  also 

has  the  costs  to  pay.  'There  are  still  two  other awards  be  made. 

Im  BE  T.  H.  CucKsos,  Of  SnsFFiEU). — The  public 
examination  of  Thomas  Herbert  Cuckson,  builder 
and  contractor,  41,  Bradley-street,  Sheffield,  took 
place  on  the  I7th  Inst  at  Shefiield.  The  liabilities 

are  £3.'235  Via.  lOd.,  and  assets  estimated  at  £694. 
Debtor  said  he  commenced  business  nine  years  ago 
with  about  £60  capital.  He  went  into  partnership 
with  his  brother,  J.  £.  Cuckson,  and  about  five 
years  since  he  made  an  arrangement  with  his 
creditors,  paying  Os.  Sd.  in  the  pound.  His  Liabilities 
at  that  time  were  about  £1,500,  and  his  father 
undertook  to  find  the  money.  He  had  been  carry- 

ing on  since  that  time  with  the  assistance  of  bis 
father,  and  he  now  owed  him  something  like 
£1,300.  His  father  had  no  security  for  this  money. 
The  (JlTuial  Receiver :  As  a  matter  of  fact,  in  con- 

sequence of  this  liability  your  father  has  had  to  file 

his  petition  -—Yes.  The  Official  Receiver  adjourned 
the  examination  to  the  7th  December. 

House  Aoejjts'  Commission.  —  An  important point  to  landlords  and  tenants  was  decided  at  the 

Lambeth  County-court  on  Friday.  Messrs.  Cane 
and  Co.  ,  estate  agents,  Beckham  Rye,  sued  Newman 
Maurice,  a  theatre  manager,  to  recover  £2  commis- 

sion for  letting  a  house.  The  defendant  contended 
that,  as  the  agreement  was  f>  per  cent,  on  the  rental, 
no  money  was  due,  as  no  rent  had  been  paid.  The 
tenant  had  run  away.  Plaintifii  argued  that  the 
commission  was  due,  as  the  person  they  recom- 

mended was  accepted  as  a  tenant.  J  udge  Emden 
deecxibed  the  point  as  an  important  and  a  novel  one. 
It  was  the  first  time  the  point  had  been  raised  before 

him.  I'laiutilfs  said  they  had  previously  let  the some  house,  but  made  no  claim,  as  the  tenant  had 
turned  out  unsatisfactorily.  Judge  Kmden  hold 
that  there  was  a  certain  responsibility  resting  upon 
agents  to  recommend  reasonable  tenants.  The  tact 
that  the  two  successive  persons  recommended  by 
the  plaintitTs  proved  unsatisfactory  was  against  their 
claim.  He  would  non-suit  Messrs.  Cane,  and  hoped 
the  decision  would  render  agents  more  careful  in 
recommending  persons  as  tenants. 

Ax    IXUISCIUUOED   BaNK1;L1T    ANli    ]Il3   CUEDI- 

TOBS.— At  Birmingham,  on  Tuesday,  James  Heniy 
Akemian,  of  21,  Wilson-street,  off  Fmsbury- 
square,  London,  was  charged  under  the  Bank- 

ruptcy -Vets  with  obtaining  credit  for  several  large 
amounts  from  Birmingham  firms  without  disclotiug 
the  fact  that  he  was  an  undischarged  bankrupt. 
Mr.  I'l-ayling,  solicitor  to  the  I'ublio  Prosecutor, 
appeared  in  support  of  the  charge,  which  was  that 
defendant  obtamed  credit  to  the  extent  of  £300  on 
September  i.,  1.h;is,  from  Messrs.  B.  Whitehouso  and 
Sons :  for  £iiO  Ts.  6d.  on  (.lotober  i,  from  the 
Griffin  Foundry  Company;  and  £24  on  October  U, 
from  Ueorge  Brindley,  without  informing  them  he 
was   an   undischarged    bankrupt.    Mr.    Frayling 

said  Akerman's  petition  was  filed  on  July  14,  1S9S. 
In  May,    1S08,   the    defendant    rented  a  bouse  at 
7,    Vicarage-road,    Kdebaston,  and  on  July  7  he  , 
went  to  Mr.    Emast  Wigley,  architect,   Colmore- 
low,  Birmingham,  and  got  an  estimate  for  repairs  i 
to  the  property.     Messrs.  Whitehouse  obtained  the  I 
contract   for  the  repairs,  amounting  to   £U0,   on  | 
September  G,  1S9S,  alter  defendant  had  been  adjudi- 

cated a  bankrupt.     On  September    14    defendant, 
Messrs.  A\  bitehonse,  and  Mr.  Ernest  Wigley  went 
to  the  Griffin  Iron  Foundry,  in  .Stephenson -street,  | 
and     chose     £60    worth    of    grates,    stoves,    and  | 
cbimneypieces.     Credit  in  each  case  was  obtained.  ! 
John  Benjamin  Whitehouse,  a  member  of  the  firm 
of  B.    ̂ Vhitehouse  and    Sons,   builders  and  con- 

tractors, 110,    Monument -road,  stated  that  it  was 
not  until  December  1 7  that  defendant  informed  him 
that  he  was  a  bankrupt,  and  even  then  he  did  not 
say   that    he    was    undischarged.     1  tefendant  was 
committed   for  trial  to  the  (Quarter  Sessions,  bail 
being  allowed  in  the  sum  of  £25,  and  two  sureties 
of  £50.    It  was  stated  by  a  detective-sergeant  that 
Akerman    had    only    a    week    since    completed  a 

sentence  of  four  months'  imprisonment  for  fraud  in London. 

CHIPS. 

Mr.  Kitchen,  son  of  the  Dean  of  Durham,  has 
just  been  appointed  chief  architect  to  the  Local 
Government  Board,  in  the  place  of  Mr.  Percival 
Gordon  Smith,  F.B.I.B.A.,  who  has  resigned  after 
a  service  of  40  years  in  the  Government  offices.    

"'At"  Wiga'n',  on  FridayifMrT  E."  P.  Burd,  Local 
Government  Board  inspector,  held  an  inquiry  into 
an  application  for  sanction  to  the  traiiowiog 
of  £17,000  for  the  extension  of  the  gaswoiks 
undertaking,  and  also  for  sanction  to  the  borrow- 

ing of  £2,200  for  the  provision  of  a  bowling-green, 
recreation-grounds,  and  the  culverting  of  the 
brook  in  Mesnes  Park.  There  was  no  opposition 
to  the  proposals. 

The  Hants  County  Council  have  resolved  to 
purchase  Park  Prewett  Farm,  in  the  parish  of 
Sherborne  St.  John,  as  a  site  for  the  erection  of 
a  new  lunatic  asylum,  at  the  price  of  £9,000.  They 
have  decided  to  appoint  Mr.  George  T.  Hine, 
F.R.X.B.A.,  of  AVestminster,  as  architect  for  the 
building,  and  have  instructed  him  to  prepare  pre- 

liminary plans  and  estimates. 
A  large  new  church  clock  has  just  been  erected 

at  Dittisham,  Devonshire,  which  strikes  the  hours 
and  shows  time  upon  one  large  dial.  It  is  fitted 
with  all  the  latest  improvements,  and  generally  to 
the  designs  of  Lord  Grimthorpe.  ilessrs.  .John 
Smith  and  Sons,  Midland  Clock  Works,  Derby, 
carried  out  the  work,  and  they  are  also  restoring 
the  clock  of  the  neighbouring  chiuch  of  Cjombe 
Raleigh. 

The  death  is  announced  of  Mr.  Peter  Inglis, 
clerk  of  woiks  on  the  Buccleuch  Estate  at  lulkeith. 
Mr.  Inglis,  who  was  a  native  of  Bonnyrigg,  hid 
been  about  twenty-three  years  in  the  employment 
of  the  Duke  of  Buccleuch. 

The  Pduncefort-Duncombe  Memorial  Concert- 
Hall  and  Reading- Rooms  at  tireat  Brickhill  were 
formally  opened  by  Lord  Cottesloe  last  week.  The 
concert-hall  is  48ft.  by  20ft.,  and  is  seated  for  ISO 
persons ;  and  the  reading-room  is  placed  on  the 
opposite  side  of  entrance.  Residences  are  provided 
for  a  village  nurse  and  for  the  caretaker.  Mr. 
Thomas  Yirrell,  of  Bletchley  and  Leighton  Buzz  ird, 

was  the  builder. 
The  Swansea  Board  of  |Guardians  have  ̂ decided 

to  extend  the  workhouse,  at  an  estimated  cost  of 

£12,000. 
A  thanksgiving  service  for  the  restoration  of,the 

parish  church  was  held  at  Turkdean,  Northleaoh, 
last  week,  to  maik  the  completion  (so  far  as  it  is 
likely  to  be  carried  at  present)  of  the  work.  The 
first  poitioD,  which  was  done  in  IS97,  consisted  of  a 
large  amount  of  underpinning  of  walls,  and  re- 

building in  two  or  three  places,  together  with  new 
roofs  throughout.  The  secon<l  stage  has  been  done 
this  year— namely,  the  rtllmring  of  nave  and 
chancel  with  wood  Mocks  (coloured  tiles  being  liid 
within  the  altar  rails),  a  fresh  arraneement  of  the 
seats,  and  other  improvements.  The  architect 
who  has  carried  out  the  restoration  is  Mr,  C.  LI.  R. 
Tndor. 

The  Camberwell  Palace  of  Varieties  on  Danmark 
Hill  was  opened  on  Monday.  The  building  will 

accommodate  au  audience  of  no  fewer  .'l.OCO  people, 
seating  accommodation  being  provided  for  2,400. 
The  ground  fioor  has  been  so  divided  as  to  permit 
the  arrangement  of  three  distinct  sets  of  seats- 
orchestra  stalls,  pit  stalls,  and  pit.  The  grand  circle 
is  on  the  first  tier,  and  on  the  second  tier  are  the 
gallery  seats.  The  proscenium  opening  has  a  width 
of 'ilft.,  the  depth  being  34ft.  The  decorations  of 
the  interior  are  of  Moorish  design.  The  balconies 
are  erected  on  the  cantilever  principle,  thus 
rendering  th^  erection  of  pillars  unnecessary.  Mr. 
Woodrow  is  the  architect.  The  outUy  has  been 
£26,000. 

— t-v* — 

Ix  view  of  the  issues  of  certain  brickmaking 

companies  which  have  leen  offered  since  the  pub- 
lication of  our  article  on  p.  576,  we  repeat  our 

caution  to  investors  and  consumers  to  be  very 

careful.  In  one  prospectus,  at  any  rate,  promised 
returns  are  based  on  prices  that  are  simply 

JcUisive.  We  wish  it  were  not  so  '.  There  is 
not  only  slackness  coming  in  the  brick  trade,  but 
there  is  sure  soon  to  be  a  recurrence  of  strikes. 

lOveu  present  prices  will  not  bear  present  wages, 
and  we  shall  be  quite  contented  to  be  thought 

fulse  prophets  if  the  coming  year  does  not  in- 
augurate a  period  of  labour  disputes  in  the  brick 

trade  which  will  prove  very  embarraasing  to  some 
brickmaking  companies,  ̂ leanwhile,  our  advice 
is,  to  all  concerned,  to  have  nothing  to  do  j  iist 
now  with  the  starting  of  new  brickworks  or  the 

floating  of  brickmaking  companies  where  the 
figures  will  not  bear  the  strictest  investigation, 
and  where  the  certain  drop  in  prices  that  is 

coming  is  not  taken  fully  into  account. 

At  the  meeting,  on  Tuesday,  of  the  London 
County  Council,  Jlr.  ishaw  Lefevre,  Chairman  of 

the  Improvements  Committee,  said  that  the  com- 
mittee were  going  to  consider  at  their  next 

meeting  whether  they  should  not  at  once  start 
pulling  down  some  of  the  houses  on  the  south 
side  of  Holywell-street,  for  the  improvement  of 
the  Strand,  as  theii  valuer  had  recommended. 
The  committee  were  anxious  that  the  widening 
of  the  Strand  should  be  proceeded  with  as  rapidly 
as  possible,  for  there  was  no  doubt  a  great  public 
desire  that  no  further  delay  should  take  place  in 

this  improvement.  On  the  recommendation  of 
the  Highways  Committee,  it  was  agreed  to  seek 
powers  in  the  London  County  Tramways  Bill,  to 
be  promoted  in  Parliament  next  session,  for  the 
reconstruction  for  electrical  traction  of  the  por- 

tions of  the  Council's  tramways  between  West- 
minster Bridge-ioad  and  Tooting,  and  between 

Blackfriars  Bridge  and  the  tramways  junction 
near  the  Horns  pubUc-house  at  Kennington. 
The  estimated  cost  of  the  reconstruction  of  these 

lines  is  about  £251,000.  Mr.  Waterlow,  Chair- 
man of  the  Housing  Committee,  replying  to 

([uestiona,  said  they  had  done  nothing  towards 

obtaining  powers  for  the  purchase  of  land  outside 
the  county  for  rehousing  purposes. 

The  London  County  Council  proposes  to  make 

an  experiment  in  the  housing  of  working-men  on 
the  lines  of  Lord  Roscbery's  scheme  for  drafting 
population  out  of  London.  The  land  which  has 
bsen  bought  lies  on  the  further  side  of  Tooting 
Common,  within  a  few  hundred  yards  of  the 

ground  of  the  Tooting  Bee  Golf  Club,  from  which, 
however,  it  is  separated  by  a  belt  of  wood  and 
pasture.  A  start  is  to  be  made  with  1,200  houses, 

to  be  let,  probably,  at  4s.  or  5s.  a  week.  The 

ground  has  been  bought  for  £1,400  an  acre— a 
corapar.itively  low  price  for  the  district. 

The  last  of  the  series  of  lectures  on  sanitary 

buUding  construction  arranged  under  the  auspices 

of  the  C'.irpentets'  Company  was  delivered  on 

Thursday  in  last  week  at  the  hall,  London- wall, 

by  Mr.  James  Bartlett,  a  member  of  the  council 

of  the  Society  of  Architects,  and  the  demonstrator 

at  King's  College.  The  subject  was  "  Setting- 
out  Work  and  By-laws,"  and  Jlr.  Bartlett  gave  a 

comprehensive  interpretition  of  what  was  meant 

by  the  phrase  "drawing  to  scale."  By  way  of 
illustration,  ho  exhibited  a  number  of  old  surveys 

of  the  City  of  London  d.ited  1557,  and  compared 

them  with  modern  plans.  The  former  included 
the  Tower  of  London,  old  London  Bridge, 

and  several  of  the  ancient  city  churches. 

In  the  old  surveys,  he  explained,  the  houses 
were  shown  in  isometrical  elevation,  as  against 

the  well-known  block-plan  of  the  Ordnance 

Survey  of  the  present  day.  The  one,  while 

interesting  and  artistic  from  the  antiquarian 

point  of  view,  was  of  no  real  use  for  reference 

and  meiisurement  as  compared  with  the  present 

Ordnance  Survey.  One  of  the  most  interesting 

features  about  those  mediaeval  drawings  consisted 

of  the  various  signs  employed  and  set  forth  with 
architectural  minuteness.  These  made  them  at 

once  quaintly  picturesque.  In  the  coarse  of  the 

lecture  Mr."  Bartlett  imparted  much  valuable 
information  of  a  purely  technical  nature  as  to  the 

colouring  of  work,  and  the  setting  out  of  plans 

preparatory  to  actual  building  operations. 
A  srEiiAi,  committee  of  the  .Vberdeen  Town 

Council  met  the  Jocol  architects  and  builders  in 
the  Town  House  in  that  city  the  other  day,  in 
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response  to  their  request  that  thoy  shoukl  confer 

together  respecting  the  clauses  in  the  Corporation 

Bill  affecting  the  construction  of  buildings  gene- 

rally. Dean  of  Guild  Walker  presided.  Mr. 

E.  G.  'Wilson,  architect,  represented  the  Archi; 
tects'  Association,  and  Mr.  John  Jlorgan,  builder, 

appeared  on  behalf  of  the  Builders'  Association. The  conference  considered  the  various  clauses  in 

•which  the  interests  of  the  building  trades  were 

concerned,  and  discussed  propositions  for  amend- 

ing details.  It  was  arranged  at  the  end  of  the 

proceedings  that  the  architects  and  builders  should 
submit  their  views  in  writing  on  the  subject 
within  a  week,  indicating  the  alterations  thoy 
considered  should  bo  made  in  the  Bill.  This 

representation  will  be  discussed  by  the  Town 
Council  Committee,  and  the  opinions  of  the 
builders  given  effect  to  if  possible.  At  the  close 
thanks  were  offered  the  town  co\incil  for  the 

manner  in  which  they  had  received  the  deputa- 
tion of  architects  and  builders.  In  reply,  Ilean 

of  Cruild  Walker  remarked  that  they  were  grateful 
for  the  assistance  of  practical  men  in  these 
matters,  and  said  the  whole  object  of  the  town 
council  was  to  make  the  Bill  as  perfect  as  they 

possibly  could. 

The  Master  of  the  Worshipful  Company  of 
Clothworkers  of  the  City  of  London,  Mr.  A.  C. 
Cronin,  has  recently  presented  to  the  Textile 
Museum  of  the  Vorkshiro  College  two  interesting 
specimens  of  Japanese  textile  craftsmanship.  The 
fabrics  are  2ft.  Sin.  long  by  2ft.  wide,  and  are 
illustrative  of  the  qualities  of  design,  colour,  and 
artistic  treatment  peculiar  to  the  Japanese.  The 
perspective  drawing,  as  well  as  the  rich  and 
delicate  foliage  of  the  trees,  are  excellently  done. 
Like  many  examples  of  Eastern  work,  the 
operations  of  the  loom  have  been  combined  with 

those  of  the  artists"  brush  in  the  attainment  of 
the  natural  representation  of  the  subject.  From 
a  technical  standpoint,  one  of  the  most  interesting 
features  of  those  choice  fabrics  is  the  develop- 

ment of  the  trees  in  tine  velvets,  which,  when 
coloured,  give  the  soft,  dense  qualities  which 
are  observed  in  the  foliage  of  Scotch  firs.  The 
ground  of  the  texture  is  loop  pile,  what  is 

technically  called  "terry,"  whilst  all  figured 
parts  are  cut  or  velvet  pile.  These  two  effects 
form  exactly  that  kind  of  contrast  which  appro- 

priately accentuates  the  foliage  and  other 
decorative  parts.  The  loop  pile  also  forms  a 
surface  on  which  the  shading  and  colouring  may 
be  effectively  brought  out. 

1'ndek  the  presidency  of  Sir  George  Birdwood, 
Mr.  D.  E  llutchins,  Conservator  of  Forests  at 
Cape  Town,  read  a  paper  on  Xational  Forestry 
before  the  Society  of  Arts  on  Wednesday  evening. 
Sir.  Hutchins  urged  that  the  need  for  a  general 
reforesting  of  England  and  Wales  was  essential 
if  the  British  Isles  were  to  be  restored  to  their 

former  beauty  and  productiveness.  A  quarter  of 
a  century  spent  in  the  administration  of  Xational 
forestry  estates  in  India  and  the  Colonies  enabled 
him  to  say  with  confidence  that  the  great  want  of 
England  was,  at  the  end  of  the  nineteenth 
century,  national  forestry.  lie  strongly  advo- 

cated the  eetatlishment  of  a  State  system.  The 
amount  of  wood  imported  into  this  country 
for  the  purposes  of  the  country  showed  an 
expenditure  of  eighteen  millions  sterling,  which 
was  in  proper  conditions  producible  in  Britain 
itself.  Apart  from  the  loss  involved  in 
sending  so  much  money  abro.ad  there  was  the 
fact  that  the  re- establishment  of  the  forest 
industry  would  arrest  the  decline  of  the  rural 
populations.  The  advantages  of  a  comprehensive 
system  of  forestry  would  also  give  employment  to 
capital  now  languishing  with  Consols  at  2  per 
cent. ;  it  would  arrest  the  fall  in  the  value  of  land 
in  Crreat  Britain  caused  by  the  substitution  of  a 
new  fuel,  and  would  tend  to  the  abatement  of  the 
smoke  nuisance  in  towns.  When  he  studied  in 

the  forest  schools  of  Europe  a  quarter  of  a 
century  ago  natural  forestry  in  England  was  not  a 
paying  concern.  To  day  the  country  could 
borrow  at  2  per  cent.,  and  the  million  a  year 

which,  he  urged,  should  be  spent — out  of  public 
money — on  forests  would  return  a  profit  to  the 
State  of  at  least  3  percent.  Sir  J.Fayrerand 
Dr.  Schlick  joined  m  the  discussion,  and  both 

urged  the  adoption  of"  a  system  of  natural 
forestry  at  home  as  a  means  of  averting  the  timber 
famine  which  was  within  measurable  distance  at 
the  present  moment. 

The  wall-paper  combination,  which  includes 
some  of  the  most  important  manufacturers  of  the 
country,  has  practically  settled  with  its  customers 
the  terms  which  are  to  govern  its  new  arrange- 

ments, and  it  is  evident  that  prices  will  generally 
rule  much  higher  than  those  now  existing. 

Slanufacturors'  clearance  stocks,  which  were 
largely  bought  by  Jewish  dealers,  and  retailed  at 
prices  often  less  than  one -third  of  the  original 
market  value,  are  no  longer  to  be  sold  in  this 
manner,  and  it  is  intended  to  keep  a  tight  hand 
on  the  sale  of  the  foreign-made  papers  of  France 
and  Japan. 

TuE  civil  engineers  are  busy  at  Chicai^o  design- 
ing a  steel-framed  palace  for  the  Crown  Prince 

of  Japan  that  is  warranted  to  resist  earthquakes. 
A  message  was  received  m  that  city  some  time 
ago  from  Japan,  asking  whether  it  was  possible  to 
construct  a  building  of  sulTicient  strength  and 
immobility  to  resist  earthquake  shocks.  Several 
Chicago  engineers  drew  up  pkns  that  would  cost 

3,00n,000dol.  to  follow  out,  and  these  were  sub- 
mitted and  were  accepted.  Work  has  been  begun 

on  the  structure,  and  it  will  be  shipped  to  Tokio 
in  sections,  to  bo  erected  there.  The  palace  will 

be  practically  constructed  entirely  of  steel  like  a 
huge  box,  so  that  it  cannot  fall  unless  there 
should  be  a  convulsion  of  sufficient  force  to  turn 
it  over  on  one  side  bodily.  When  it  became 

known  in  Japan  that  the  Crown  I'rince  had 
ordered  the  earthquake-proof  palace  several  other 
contracts  were  given  out  for  similar  structures, 
all  of  which  wiU  be  designed  and  shipped  from 
Chicago. 

  .— ̂    

MEBTINQS  FOR  THE  ENSUINO  WEEK. 

lIosDAT.— Surveyor's  Institution.     "  Party  Walla  Under 
tlie  London  Building  Act,  1S94,"  by  P.  E. Pilditch,  F.S.I.    S  p.m. 

Society  of  Arts.  "Art  Enamelling  upon 
Metals,"  Cantor  Lecture  No.  2,  by  H. 
Hardinge  Cunynghame.    8pm. 

TcESDAV.— Institution  of  Civil  Engineers.    Discussion  on 
"  The  'Waterloo  and  City  Riilway  and 
its  Electrical  Equipment."    S  p.m. 

Wedxesd.^y.— Society   of  Arts.     "The   Great  Seals  of 
England,"  by  Allan  Wyon.    8  p.m. 

Fbidav.— Architectural  Association.— Discussion  Section.   ^'^   
CHIPS. 

The  Breton  landscape  painter.  Van  Dargent,  died 
in  Paris  on  Wednesday,  aged  75  years. 

The  Improvements  Committee  of  the  Liadon 
County  Council  decided  at  their  meeting  on 
Wednesday,  on  the  motion  of  Mr.  Howell  Williams, 
to  recommend  the  council  to  allot  a  site  on  the  new 
street  from  Holbom  to  the  Strand  to  the  Gladstone 
ikiemorial  Committee  for  the  erection  of  the  Xational 
statue  to  Mr.  Gladstone. 

The  Local  Government  Board  has  given  formal 
consent  to  the  borrowing  by  the  Willesden  District 
Council  of  £60,000  for  the  purchase  of  the  Doliis 
Hill  Estate,  which  it  is  proposed  to  convert  into  a 
public  park.  The  Middlesex  and  Londor  County 
Councils,  the  Hampstead  Vestry,  and  the  Hendon 
District  Council  are  contributmg  £17, .500  of  the 
purchase-money,  leaving  Wdlesden  a  net  sum  of 
£32,500  to  raise. 

A  stained-glass  window  has  just  been  placed  in 
St.  Edmund's  Church,  Mareke,  Richmond,  by  way 
of  memorial  to  the  late  R^v.  T.  W.  Robson,  M.A  , 
who  was  rector  of  the  parish  for  23  years.  The 
work  is  from  the  studio  of  Messrs.  Powell 
Brothers,  of  Park-square,  L^sds.  .Stained  glass 
has  also  been  inserted  by  the  same  firm  into  one 
of  the  aisle  windows  of  the  church  of  S;.  Helen 
and  Holy  Cross,  Sheriff  Hutton,  Yorks,  to  the 
memory  of  the  late  Mrs.  Jane  Pearson. 

A  receiving  order  has  been  made  in  the  case  of 
Ojbome  and  Franks,  of  Witherington-roid,  High- 
b>iry,  X.,  builders. 

An  inquiry  was  held  in  the  Cruildhall,  Ludlow,  on 
Friday,  before  Colonel  Marsh,  Local  Government 
Board  inspector,  into  an  application  by  the  town 
council  for  permission  to  borrow  £S,500  for  the  pur- 

poses of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal,  from  plans 

by  Messrs.  Pollard  and  Taylor,  C.E.'s,  London. 
The  Fpton-on-Sevem  Rural  District  Council 

having  applied  to  the  Local  Government  Board  for 
power  to  borrow  £2, .550  for  sewerage  works  at 
Pole  Elm  and  Callow  Elm,  Powick,  an  inquiry  was 
held  on  Friday  by  Colonel  Mirsh,  one  of  the 
inspectors  of  the  Board.  A  previous  application  to 
the  Board  had  been  refused  on  account  of  the 
onsuitability  of  the  site  of  the  outfall.  A  new  site 
bad  been  obtained,  which  Lord  Bsauohamp  had 
consented  to  lease  for  twenty-one  years.  The 
inspector  pointed  out  that  unless  a  longer  lease 
could  be  obtained  the  loan  would  have  to  be  repaid 
within  that  time.  The  council  are  under  obligation 
to  abate  a  nuisance  arising  from  the  discharge  of  the 
drainage  of  the  convent  into  a  ditch  within  twelve 
months,  and  the  temporary  measures  adopted  are 
costing  £S0  per  annum.  The  present  scheme  had 
been  prepared,  and  was  placed  before  the  inspector 
by  Mr.  Marten,  C.E.,  of  Birmingham. 

LATEST    PRICES. 

IRON,    &o. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
Eolled-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0    0    to   £8  10    0 
RoUed-Steel  Joists.  English          8    8    0,,       900 
Wrought-lron  Girder  Plates        8  15    0    „      9  15    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  StaJfB        8    7    6,,       976 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Eoond,  or 

Square         17    0    8    „     17    S    0 
Do.,  Welsh          6  16    0    „       6  17    8 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron — South  Staffs        T  17    6    „      8    S    0 
BeatSnedshiU      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  10s.,  Tees  208.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &o.,  £6  15a. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  lOa.  Od.  per  ton. 
Oalvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron— 

No.  18  to  20.  No.22to2<. 
Mt.    to    8ft.     long.    Inclusive    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

gauge   £14  10    0    ...  £15    0    0 
Best  ditto      1''    0    0    ...    )■'>    ■')    0 Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Cast-iron  Columns      £9    0    0    to   £9  15    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        9    0    0,,       9  15    0 
Rolled-Iron  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0,,      960 
RoUed-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0,,      »    5    0 

„         „  „       Galvanised.    12    0    0    „     1.1    0    0 Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         6  17    6    „      6    0    0 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in      10    0    0    „     11    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        »  16    0    „      10  16    0 
Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)—    
0  to  7      8       9      10       11       12       18      14       16     B.W.Q. 
10/-     10/6  11-119   12,6    18/6  1*6   16,3   18  3  per  cwt. 

Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes- 
Sin,  diameter         £6  17    6    to   £7    5    0 
«in.  to6in        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
7in.  to  21in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    „      7    0    0 
[Coated  with  composition,  2s.  6d.  per  ton  extra;  tuned 

and  bored  joints,  &b.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  Blast,  LilleahaU       106a.  to  110«. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto           678.  6d.  to  628.  8d. 

Wrought-lron  iSibes  and  Fittings- Discount  ott  Standard 

Lists  f.o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    621p.o. 
Water-Tubes      67}  „ 
Steam-Tubes       661  i, 
Qalvanised  Gas-Tubes    60     „ 
Oalvanised  Water-Tubes    <5     „ 
Qalvaiused  Steam-Tubes    <"     •• 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  cask*. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £33    0    0   to  £.34    0    0 
Do.,  VieQle  Montague      SI  10    0    „     35  15    0 
Sheet  Lead,  81b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    18  10    0    „     18  12    6 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      17    0    0    „     17  10    0 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags       20  10    0    „     2110    0 
CopperSheets, sheathing  androda    95  15    0    „     95    0    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    79  10    0    „     83  10    0 
Tin,  Straits     128    0    0    „   123    6    0 
Do,  English  Ingots     133    0    0    „   134    0    0 
Spelter,  SUesian      20  12    6    „     20  l.i    0 

TIMBEB. Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £11  10    0  to  £16  10    0 
„     Bangkok       „    ...    11  10    0    „     16  10    0 

Quebec  Pme,  yellow   ,    ...      5    6    0,,      "    0    0 „    Oak         4  10    0    „      6  10    0 
Birch            2  IS    0     „       4  15    0 

„    Elm    ,    ."      5    0    0,,      5  10    0 
,     Ash        „    ...      4    5    0,,      500 

Dantsio  and  Memel  Oak     „    ...      2  10    0    „      4  10    0 
Fir         3    0    0,,       400 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „    ...      3  10    0    „       6  15    0 
Lath,  Dantsic,  p.f       „    ...      4  10    0    „       6  10    0 

St.  Petersburg        4    0    0,,      «  W    0 
Greenheart         „    ...      7  15    0    „      8    J    J 
Box        7    0    0    „     16    0    0 
Sequoia,  U.S.A   per  cube  foot      0    19,,       0*0 
UGOiogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot 

lin.  thick         0    0    .SI  „      0    0  7| 
Honduras   ...      „    ...      0    0    4J  „       0    0    6 
Mexican        0    0    8},,       0    0    4 
African          „    ...      0    0    3l  „      0    0    5 

Cedar,  Cuba   ,    ...      0    0    4,,      004* 
„   Honduras          0    0    SJ  „      0    0  Si 

Satinwood        „    ...      0    0  10    „       0    18 
Walnut,  Italian        0    0    8,,      00  rj 

„       American           0    2    3,.       0    4    S 

Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  l|m. 

by  llin.  ;^ 

Quebec,  Pine,  1st      £20    0    0   to  £27    0    0 
2nd       15    0    0    „     17  10    0 

„  8rd         9    0    0,,     11    0    0 
Canada  Spruce,  1st        9    0    0,,     11  10    0 

„  2nd  and  Srd         7  10    0    „      9    0    0 
New  Brunswick        7    0    0,,      8  10    0 
Riga           9    0    0    „     11    0    0 
St  Petersburg      10  U    0    „     17    0    0 
Swedish      10  10    0    „     17  10    0 
Finland         9  10    0    „     11    0    0 
White  Sea      12    5    0    „     IH    6    0 
Battens,  all  sorts           5    0    0,,     16    0    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin. : — 
l8tpr.>paied     £0  10    0    „     £0  15    0 
2nd  ditto          0    9    0,,       0  11    0 
Other  qualities           0    4    6,,      096 

Staves,  per  standard  M : — XJ.8.  ditto   £38    0    0    ,.£42  10    0 
Memel.  or.  pipe     210    0    0    „   220    0    0 
Memel,  brack     180    0    0    „   190    0    0 

OILS. 
Linseed   per  tun  £22    6    0   to  £22  10    0 
Rapeseed.  English  pale      23  15    0    „     «    «    J 
Dorbrown      ,    ...    22    6    0    „     22  10    0 
Cottonseed,  reflned      ,    ...    17  15    0    „     13  15    0 
Olive.  Spanish   ,    ...    33  10    0    „     84  11    0 
Seal,  palTZ:.      ...    20    0    0    „     210    0 
Cocoannt.  Cochin        29  10    0    „     »  15    J 
Do.,  Ceylon       25    0    0    „     »    6    0 
Palm.liagos      25  U    0    „     25  10    0 
OleineZT.       18  16    0     „      19  15    0 
Lubricating  U.S.   per  gaL      0    6    8,,      0    J    f 
Petroleum,  refined      ...      0    0    •:!  ..      "2  ** 
Tar,  Stockholm   perbarrel      1    8    G    „       »    J    S 
Do.,  Archangel          0  19    0    „       1    0     0 
Tnipentine,  American... per  tun    32  10    0    n     33    0    0 
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LIST    OP    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Kyc  Harbour -Peirer«(fe  Scheme  populatinn  ,iT5    £25  tmergtd),  £10   Theodore  J.  Smith,  Clerk,  Flushing  Hoaie,  Rye    Not.  Sfi 
St.  Agnes-Water  Scheme  for  SupplyiiiK  WTiml  Roae,  Bkinnei's 

Bottom,  and  Btackwater  from  Mev»gi«sey  Wa'ering     £25  (merited)    John  Aiwwin.  Clerk.  St.  Agnea.  Oomwall   i     30 
Uugan.  Bahamas  -  Public  ̂ brket    £40,  £10,  £S    The  (Svil  Engineer,  Naseau,  Bahama*,  via  New  York         „     SO 
Bury,  lancB -Infectioua  Diseases  Hospital,  Bolton-road  (limit 

£12  500;  AsMworl       £100,  £50,  £25    The  Borough  Engineer,  Corporation  Offices,  Bank-stieet,  Bury   Dec    1 
nford-Church   limit  £1.00        £20,  £15,  £10        J.  Lamb.  20.  Belmont-road.  nford,  Essex   ,      W 
Lymm- Council  oaices.  Whilbarrow-lane  (£a,9C0)    £25  (merged).  £15      W.  MulUrd.  Clerk.  Council  Offices,  Lymm      .•     15 
Dunoon— East  Bay  rmproT^ment       £10%  £50,  £25     J.  V*lro«e  Clery.  Town  Clerk,  Dunoon   'Ian.  81 
Belfast— Assembly  Hall  and  Central  Offices     £100,  £50,  £25     W.  D.  Eikin,  12,  May-street,  Belfast      Mar.  12 

LIST    OP   TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUII.DINQS. 

Barry— Additions  to  Intermediate  School       Glamorgan  County  Council     T.  Manael  Frauklen.  Clerk,  Westgate-«treet,  Cardiff    XoT.  25 
Loetwithiel-Two  Villas    J.  Qieen,  Loatwithiel       .,  SS 
Great  Houghton  -  Store  and  Two  Houses       Bamsley  British  Co-op.  Society    A.  B.  Linford,  Architect,  Carlton  Villa.  Wombwell      „  25 
Swindon— Stables,  &c.,  I.ethbridge-road    W.  H.  Read.  MSA,  Com  Exchange,  Swindon      „  S65 
Bodmin -.Additions  to  Infants'  School    Sdiool  Board    William  J.  Jenkins,  M.8.I.,  Bodmin      »  25 
Grangemouth -Hall,  Kerse-road...    G.  Deas  Page,  Architect.  Old  Glebe  Chambers,  Falkirk   ,  25 

Plymouth -Destructor  Buildings,  Prince  Rock    Corporation    James  Paton,  Borough  Engineer.  Plymouth'       ,■  23 Batley— Two  Houses.  Clerk  Green-street    p.  Spencer  and  Son,  Architects,  Batley  Carr    *  25 
Cardiff— Repairs  to  Chimneys  at  Workhouse    Guardians    Arthur  J.  Harris,  Clerk,  Qaeen's  Chambers,  Cardiff       „  25 
Elgin-Villas    Charles  C.  Doig,  Architect,  Elgin                    i.  25 
]>eds— Hoating-House.  &c..  East  End  Park    Corporation     The  Citv  Engineer's  Ollice,  Municipal  Buildings,  Leeds       „  25 
Blackburn- Gasworks  Buildings.  Greenbank    Gas  Committee    Samuel' R.  Ogden,  Eng  ,  Municipal  Offices,  Victoria-st,  Blackburn    „  25 
Whitehaven— Witnesses'  Room  at  Police  Station    George  Dale  Oliver,  F.R  I.B..\.,  County  Architect,  Carlisle      „  2.t 
Edinburgh— Additions  to  North  Canongate  School    Sdiool  Boaid    Robert  WiLwo,  Architect,  3,  Queen-street,  Edinburgh       ,,  2S 
York- Screen  and  Partition.  Museum-street    Guardians    Penty  and  Penty.  Architects.  Lendal  Chambers,  York      „  25 
Bryn-Church         Prank  B.  Smith,  Architect,  Port  Tulbot        „  25 
Feli.'utowe-Stripping  and  Retiling  Hoof  of  Town  Hall      Felixstowe  and  Walton  U.D.C. ..       Geo.  S.  Horton,  Surveyor.  Town  Hall,  Felixstowe      .,  27 
Broughton  Moor- Public  Hall  and  Twenty  Cottages     Flimby  Colliery  Co    Donald  and  Tate,  Architects,  14,  John-street,  Workington       „  27 
Cirencester- Science  and  Art  Classrooms    Waller  and  Son,  Architects,  17,  College-green,  Gloucester        „  27 
East  Ham— Caretaker's  Residence  at  Plashet-lane  eiishoola     Stihool'Bo&Ti  ......................  ........  R.  L.  Curtis,  Architect,  120,  London  Wall,  Moorgate-street.  EC...    „  27 
Otley— Seventeen  Houses,  .Tennett's-orescent   ._,    Leeds  Industrial  Co-op.  Society   Fairbank  and  Wall,  Architects,  3,  Manor-square,  Otley      .,  27 
Dkley— Alterations  at  Royal  Hotel    T.  C.  Hope  and  Son  Architects,  a.*).  Bank-street.  Bradford       „  27 
Stranorlar— Alterations  at  Workhouse  Infirmary    Guardians     E.  Toye,  Architect,  Victoria  Chambers.  Strand,  Londonderry      ,.  27 
Aberdare— Rebuilding  Eagle  Inn.  Commercial-street    A.  S.  Pleace    T.  Roderick.  Architect,  Clifton-street,  Aberdare    27 
Elland—Fourtefn-Chambered  Brick  Kiln    D.  Sharratt  and  Sons   Sharp  and  Waller,  Architects,  32.  Bradford-road,  Brighouse       „  '27 
Brynmawr- Synagogue     Isaac  Isaacs,  Pawnbroker,  Bailey-street,  Brynmawr,  Wales    2S 
Homsey,  N.- Repairs  at  Board  Schools      School  Board      Stanley  Hodson,  Clerk,  Board's  Office.  Highgate,  N         ..    „  23 
Blackpool— Electricity  Works  and  Workshops     Corporation     Robert  C.  Quin,  MI.E.E,  M  I. Mech.E.,  Blackpool      „  '28 
Cupar-Villa  and  Eight  Houses,  West  End    Mrs.  Williamson    'Wm.  Birrell,  .\rchitect,  Crossgate,  Cupar      i,  28 
Heytesbury— National  Schools       W.  H.  Hardick,  Architect,  High-street,  Warminster      i.  28 
Brighton— Alterations,  &c..  School  Board  Offices    Brighton  and  Preston  School  Board  'T.  Simpson  and  Son,  Surveyors,  16.  Ship  stieet,  Brighton      ,•  "23 
Ardee— Repairs  to  labourers'  Cottages      Rural  District  Council     Louis  Turley,  C.E.,  17,  Laurence-street,  Drogheda      ,•  25 
Gateshead— Additions  to  Higher  Grade  School,  Durham-road...  School  Board    Oliver,  Leeson,  and  Wood,  Architeot-i.  Moaley-street,  Newcastle      29 
Pontefract— Two  Villas,  Beeohwood-avenue    William  Hurst,  Architect,  Pontefract        n  2* 
Lanchesttr-Laundry  at  Workhouse    Guardians    0.  T.  Wilson,  Durham-road.  Blackhill,  Co.  Dorham      „  29 
Cardifl-St.  Stephen's  Church,  West  Bute-street    E.  M.  Bruce-Vaushan,  F.R.I.B.A  ,  Cardiff       „  29 
Kidderminster-Abutments,  ic,  for  Two  Bridges,  Castle-road.  "Town  Council      Arthur  Comber,  Borough  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Kidderminster    29 
Carleton- School           Swire  Hartley,  Poulton-road,  Carleton    ...    „  30 
Eastboume-Laboratoryat  Rear  of  Town  Hall    Lighting  Committee     Wm.  Chapman  Field,  Borough  Architect,  Town  Hall.  Eistboume  ..    ,.  30 
Baildon-Lodge    8.  Jackson  and  Son,  Architects,  Tanfield  Chambers,  Bradford         „  3D 
Rotherham-Turkish  and  Slipper-Baths    Corporation     J.  Platts.  Architect,  Rotherham      .i  3D 
Penzance-Dry  for  China  Clay    Robert  Godfrey,  C.E.,  Penzance       >.  33 
Halifax— Public  Hall    Pellon  Ward  Liberal  Club    J.  F.  Walsh  &  G.  Nicholas,  Archts,  L.  i  Y.  Bank  Chmbers,  Halifax    „  30 
Rothes-South  Wing,  &c.,  at  Station  Hotel    Sutherland  and  Jamiesan,  51,  High-street,  Elgin      »  30 
Gedney- Grove-end  School       School  Board    R.  H.  Holmes  Hand,  Architect,  Spalding    30 
Brannton— House    Ellis,  Son,  and  Bowden,  Surveyors,  Bedl.ird  Chambers,  Exeter      „  30 
Barry- Small-pox  Hospital       Urban  District  Council    J.  C.  Pardoe,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Sorvevor,  Holton-road,Barry,  Glam      .,  30 
Wakefield -Additions  to  Cathedral  Church       Claude  Leatham,  Wakefield   .'.   Dec.    1 
Chard- Stoves,  Greenhouses,  Pits.  &c.,  Snowdon  Hill  House  ...  A.  D.  Paul     Arthur  W.  Yeomans,  M.8.A.,  Architect,  Chard,  Somerset       „  1 
Egremont— Alterations  to  Four  Houses      .Tames  Kinney,  Little  Mill  Farm,  Egremont         .•  1 
Alresford— Vagrant  Wards  and  Laundry  at  Workhouse     Ouatdians    W.  H.  Hunt.  Architect,  Alresford      »  1 
Idle  -  Pourteen-Chamber  Continuous  Brick  Kiln    Blake  Hill  Quarry  Co    W.  J.  Beall,  Surveyor,  23,  Bank-street,  Bradford   >  1 
L«ed8— Factory,  Hudson-road    Percy  Robinson,  Architect.  72,  Alb'.on-street,  Leeds     1 
Maryport—Mmcral  Water  Manufactory    Brewery  Co.,  Ltd    C.  Eiglesfleld,  Architect,  Marvport     J 
Keighley-Warehouse,  >tc    W.  Summeracales and  Sons, itd. ...  W.  and  J.  B.  Bailey,  Architects,  1,  Scott-street.  Keighley    1 
Otterboume— Workmen's  Cottages,  Malms  Estate    Colson,  Farrow,  and  Nisbet,  Architects,  45.  Jewry-st..  Manchester.    „  1 
Peebles -School  at  Kingslands    School  Board    R.  WUson,  Architect,  3,  Queen-street,  Edinburgh    2 
Canterbury— Cricket  Pa\Tlion     Kent  County  Cricket  Club      W.  J.  Jennings,  Architect,  4.  St.  Margaret-street.  Canterbury       „  2 
Boesmgton— Two  Cottages    W.  H.  Deverell    Thomas  Stopher,  Architect,  57,  High-street,  Winchester    „  2 
Woolston    Infants'  School,  Ludlow-road       School  Board  ..T    Mitchell,  Son,  A:  Qutteridge,  Archta..  9, 1'ortIand-«t ,  Southampton    „  i 
Preston— Cottages  (118;  on  Swansea  Estate,  Water-uine      Garlick  and  Sykes.  32,  Wmckley-square,  Preston   ••■.    2 
Ebbw  Vale— Alterations  and  Extenfion  of  Cottage  Hospital        Workmen's  Doctor's  Fund  Com.  ...  Laodsdowne  A:  Griggs,  Archts.,  Met.  Bank  Chmbra,  Newport,  Moa.    ,,  2 
Swindon— Hospital  Buildings     Swindon  &  District  Hospital  Board..  Halliday  and  Rodger,  Architects,  14,  High-street,  Cardiff      ,.  ■£ 
Lynton- National  Bchoolnxim    Building  Committee     Arnold  Thome,  16,  Cross-street,  Barnstaple    ■•    ••■    '-J 
Bexley  Heath- Infanta'  School,  &c    School  Board    John  Ladds,  Archt.,  7,  Doughty-st.,  Mecklenburgh-square,  W.t   ,  « 
Whitecbapel,  E.-Elcctricity  Supply  Station.  Oshom-street   ...  District  Board  of  Works     M.  W.  Jameson,  Engineer,  li.  Great  Alie-street,  Whitechapel,  B.  ..    „  4 
Exmouth— Two  Villas,  Salterton-road    Emcst  E.  Ellis,  Architect,  Exmoath      ••  * 
Dford- Retort-House  Roof,  &c    Gas  Company       John  Denny,  Secretary,  CJas  Company,  Ilford         .■  4 
Horsham- School,  Victory-road    School  Board    William  Buck,  .^Jch^tect,  North-street,  Horsham         ,.  ■» 
West  Hartlepool- Stables,  &c    Corporation     H.  T.  Neilson,  West  Hartlepool    •  ■    * 
Norwich- Additions  to  Hospital,  Bowthorpe-ro»a    A.  E.  Collins,  M.I.C.E.,  City  Engineer,  Guildhall,  Norwich   ,  •■> 
Cowes— Police  Station    Isle  of  Wight  County  Cooncil    Francis  Newman,  County  Surveyor,  St.  Thomas's-street  Hyde  ...  ...  J 
FlMtwood-PubUc  Shelter    Urban  District  Council    E.  Frobisher,  A.MI.C.E,  Surveyor's  Oilioe,  Town  HaU,  Fleetwood    „  5 
Cowes—Pobce  Station    Isle  of  Wight  County  Cooncil    Francis  Newman,  County  Surveyor,  St.  Thomas's-street  Hyde  ...  ...       J 
FlMtwood-PubUc  Shelter    Urban  District  Council    E.  Frobisher,  A.MI.C.E,  Surveyor's  Oilioe,  Town  HaU,  Fleetwood    „       5 
Bekesbourae— Additions  to  Sanatorium     Bridge  Rural  District  Council    W.  J.  Jenmogi,  Architect,  4,  St.  Margarefs-street,  Canterbury      „       6 
^rdiff-New  OperaUng-Room  at  Infirmary   ;    Edwin  Seward,  F.R  IB  A.,  Architect.  Cardiff    .^....      »       >> 
Hhetheld— Stables,  ic.,  Charlotte-street           Highways  Committee.    Charles  F.  Wike,  C.E.,  City  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Sheffisld        ,.       6 
Keswick    Two  Villas,  Chesnut-hill    G.  p.  Abraham   Thos.  Hcxlgin,  27,  Station-road,  Keswick        ■■■.■■      ..       7 
l-arnckfergus- Schools  and  Hall    Select  Vestry  of  St.  Nicholas     Samuel  B.  (lone.  Architect,  Donegall-square  Buddings,  Belfast   ,       7 
Settle- Alterations  to  Town  Hall  Buildings     Henry  Ro»s,  .Vrchitect,  Cannon-street,  .\ccrington       IJ 
Wavcitre.-Cottage  Home  School  (400),  Olive  Mount     Liverpool  Select  Vestry    Edmund  Kirl.v.  Architect,  5,  Cook-street,  Liverpool        IJ 
IjochgeUy  ■  Block  of  Twenty  Two-Storey  Tenements    Co-operative  Society     .Tolin  Murray, 'Architect,  '233.  High-street.  Kurkcaldy      >.     Jl 
Sligo-Worka  and  Repairs  at  County  Infirmary     W.  T.  \  emon.  Secretary,  Courthouse.  Sligo    •■   ■. ' -'     "      }': 
South  Kennington-  Foundations, &c., Victoria*  AlbertMuseum  H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    Sir  John  Tavlur,  K.C.B.,  H.M.  Office  of  Works.  Storey  s  Gate,  b.w.    „     lo 
South  KeDSlDgton-Foundations,  &c..  Royal  College  of  Science.  H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    Sir  John  Tailor,  K.C.B.,  H.M.  OBioe  ot  Works,  Storey's  Gate.  S.  W.    „      li 
Bbirebrook-Lock-l'p    Standing  Joint  Committee     J.  Si.mea  Story.  County  Surveyor,  St.  M»ry'9-gate,  Derby      „      J'' 
We  of  lhanet-Infix;lious  Diteases  Hospital    Joint  Hospital  Board    Langham  and  Osborne.  Architecus,  70,  High-street,  R*m«gate        is 
Fleetwood -Board  Schools  (-30)            School  Board    Walter  U.  Eiiwarth,  Architect,  IS.  Mawdsley-strc^.  Bolton    ._      ..    „      lb 
Birkenhead- Wing  to  Science  and  Art  School      Corporation     C.  Brownridje,  A  M.I  C.E  ,  Boro'  Engineer,  fown  Sail,  Birkenhead    .,     19 
Bwindon-Addiiional  Hospital  Buildings       Swindon  and  Dis.  Hospital  Boud  ..  Hallidav  and  i;  .dger.  .Architects.  14,  High-street,  Cardiff   Jan. 
Bclfa«t-\  Ilia  at  Helen's  Bay        J.  W.  Whiteford.  C.E., '23,  Waring-street,  Belfast        — 
Armley-Umises  and  !-hop.  Hall-lane      Cravenond  Gilby    J.  M.  Fawcett  and  Son,  Architects,  Basinghall-etreet^ Leeds         — 
Keighley -Working-Men's  Club    ^  .        Geo.  H.  Knowle.s.  .Architect,  BurUngton  Chambers,  Kelghley        — 
^erwys-ManngersHouse    '...'...!l.'.!".!!"!  b'enbi'ghshire  Portland  Cement  Co  . .  The  c  omDjinys  Oillces,  66.  Watergat^street,  Cliester        — 
5,'"*->^,l;°P;.  ■'^•=       .        J.  Waltoi  T.iylor,  FI'.I.B.A.,  NewcasUc-cn-Tyne          — 
Blackwell-i-orty  Coke  Ovens  and  Chimney         ColUeryCo   The  Secretary,  Blackwell  Colliery  Co.,  near  Alfreton        — 
i^'^^^'r""?  n,"'"<».l''T  House  Estate,  York-road   W.  8.  Bmithwaite.  Architect,  6.  South  Parade,  Leeds     .■••.••        — 
Hull-  Tuniing  MiU,  Dansom-lane    K.  Canty    _   T.  Brownlow  Thompson.  Architect  i:..  Pariiament-street,  Hull        — 
Ashton-underLyne-Pair  of  Semi-detached  Villas    Thomas  D.  Lindley,  .Architect,  Market-avenue,  Aahton-under-Lyne     — 
Colchestcr-Hotel       '..^.^~^J^"Z  Chiii-iigtoii,  NichoU,  and  Co    .L  W.  Start,  F.S.I  ,  Architect,  Colchester  ..^..     ....^.._......       - Scunthorpe— Wesleyan  Sunday  Schools        John  M.  Dcwsor,  A.R.I. B. A  ,  Architect,  2,  Minor-street,  HuU           — 
rreborth,  near  Bangor-House     '^'"""'Z  H^'c!  Vincent     Richard  Hall.  Architect,  Bangor   ;;•■;,;•;•        ~ 
Bradford -Shofs  and  Warehouses,  Sunbridge-road      Empsall  and  Olarkson,  Architects,  7,  Exchange,  Bradford           — 

& 
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BLATANT    BL'1LI)I\(JS. 

AECHITECTURAL  practice  is  just  now 
fraught  with  much  that  is  uiisohievous. 

Under  the  title  of  "  professional  "  a  great 
•deal  is  done  that  is  distinctly  pandering  to  the 
tastes,  prejudices,  and  commercial  spirit  of 
the  day.  We  hoar  occasionally  of  illicit 
dpalings  with  tradesmen  who  have  accepted 

commissions  for  orders,  and  other  prevari- 
cating and  shuttling  tactics  between  members 

of  the  profession  and  those  engaged  in  large 
contracts ;  but  there  are  other  [lerhaps  less 
shabby  proceedings  which  have  grown  and 
multiplied  in  this  age  of  competition  that  are 
certainly  infra  ili'j.,  and  are  worth  notice. 
There  is  the  temptation  to  make  a  building  a 

huge  advertisement  for  the  architect — to  do 
pettifogging  things,  some  of  them  rather 
trivial  and  paltry,  which  can  only  create 
amusement,  or  perhaps  contempt,  in  the  eyes 
of  the  public.  They  may  no  doubt  bo  con- 

sidered by  many  as  mere  devices  of  competi- 
tion which  every  tradesman  and  professional 

man  adopts ;  but  they  are  harmfid,  inasmuch 
as  they  arouse  a  feeling  of  resentment 
amongst  those  who  have  to  pay.  Wo  do  not 
say  the  young  practitioner,  when  he  wins  his 
first  competition,  is  not  perfectly  justified  in 
making  the  best  of  it,  by  taking  advantage 
of  opportunities  that  are  thrown  in  his  way ; 
but  when  he  endeavours  to  create  opportunities 
and  to  go  out  of  his  way  to  turn  them  into 
account  or  protit,  then  he  is  rather  exceeding 
the  bounds  of  discretion  and  playing  down 

to  a  low  level.  Amongst  the  manj-  ways  by 
which  architectural  practice  can  be  made  to 
play  rather  low  there  are  some  more  serious 
than  amusing.  We  shall  deal  chiefly  with 
the  more  serious  cases.  Competition  furnishes 
us  with  many  instances  of  architects  taking 
advantage  of  the  ignorance  or  prejudices  of  a 
committee  to  obtain  the  popular  bid.  Fine 
and  smart  perspectives,  exaggerated  scale, 
profuseness  or  obtrusive  ornament  which 
the  author  knows  cannot  possibly  be  exe- 

cuted for  the  sum  allowed,  are  methods 

that  have  been  resorted  to  to  win  competition 
unfairly  to  others  who  have  scrupulously 
carried  out  the  instructions.  These  tactics 
are  still  resorted  to  wherever  a  free 

hand  is  given.  The  extravagances  of  com- 
petition are  no  doubt  fewer  than  formerly. 

The  framing  of  instructions  with  the  assist- 
ance of  an  assessor  leaves  little  room  for 

tricks  of  drawing,  yet  there  are  still  oppor- 
tunities open  to  the  competitor,  lie  can 

put  all  Ms  display  on  one  front,  while 
treating  his  other  elevations  in  the  plainest 
and  most  naked  manner  ;  introduce  a  tower 
or  a  dome  which  cannot  be  built  for  the 

money  to  be  expended,  as  we  saw  in  some 
of  the  designs  for  the  Plumstead  Municipal 
Buildings  ;  give  larger  areas  to  some  of  his 
departments  by  reducing  the  area  for  light, 
favour  a  powerful  official  by  placing  his 
offices  in  a  conspicuous  position.  More  re- 

prehensible are  underestimating  the  scheme, 
submitting  tenders  from  a  builder  (juite 
inadequate  to  carry  out  the  building,  or  dis- 

closing the  author's  plans  to  certain members  of  the  committee.  But  there  are 
other  more  permanent  forms  of  blandishment 
in  buildings. 

The  architect  is  not  always  satisfied-  with 
those  quiet  unostentatious  modes  of  working 
which  his  great  preilecessors  followed.  There 
is  a  strong  love  of  obti-usiveness.  If  the 
building  is  in  a  street,  a  great  display  must 
be  made  in  the  front.  Upon  it  are  lavished 
stone  carving,  exuberant  details,  no  matter 

how  starved  in  appearance  the  flank  elevation 
may  be,  or  how  the  interior  has  to  suffer. 
There  is  a  flippant,  commercial  spirit  in  all 
this.  Not  one  in  a  hundred  will  see  the 
interior,  and  therefore  the  design  must  be 
attractive  externally.  If  we  compare  this 
with  the  old  method  of  working,  what 
do  we  find  ?  (iuiet  and  unostentatious 

work  by  designer  and  craftsmen.  The 
building  is  mpre  thorough,  every  effort 
has  been  staked  on  a  good  plan  and 
interior,  the  architect  works  from  within 
outwards,  instead  of  only  caring  for  the 
e.xterior,  and  leaving  the  interior  to  work 

out  as  it  maj'.  Often  the  old  building  is 
plain  to  a  fault  outside,  as  in  most  of 
the  buildings  of  sixty  years  ago.  Whether 
of  brick  or  stone,  the  old  street  house 
or  mansion  was  well  built,  the  stone 
was  in  deep  beds,  well  bonded  and  cramped, 
the  backing  of  brick  was  solid,  the  carpenter 

and  joiner's  work  was  by  no  means  scamped, 
as  we  may  see  for  omrselves.  The  trades 
were  not,  as  now,  separated  by  an  impass- 

able gulf.  The  carpenter  framed  massively  ; 
the  joiner  actually  executed  the  work,  not 
merely  fixed  it ;  the  plastering  was  often 
artistic.  We  cannot  pretend  to  say  that  the 
average  modem  buildings  in  our  streets  are 
equal  to  them  in  these  respects :  they  are 

rather  painfully  flimsy  and  weak ;  every- 
thing looks  thin  and  superficial,  as  if  there 

was  no  structural  backbone  behind.  The 

tendency  of  the  "shop"  is  everywhere 
present.  The  stone-carver  must  exhibit  his 
pretensions  and  existence  —  his  name  is 
blazoned  on  a  board  fixed  to  the  scaffolding  ; 
those  who  supply  the  electric  lighting  fittintrs, 
who  carry  out  the  lifts  or  the  decorations 
follow  suit.  It  is  announced  that  the  electric 

lighting  is  done  by  Messrs.  Arc  and'  Co.,  the 
decorations  by  Messrs.  Flash  and  Crimp. 
There  is  a  blatant  manner  in  all  this  which 

the  public  takes  cognisance  of.  The  whole 
building  looks  like  an  advertisement  for  certain 
firms.  Can  we  imagine  the  old  builders  and 
crafts  doing.any  thing  so  blatant  as  to  announce 

severally,  "  I  am  the  sculptor  and  carver," 
"I  design  the  decorations,"  "We  supply 

all  the  gas  and  electric-light  fittings,"  "  We 
ventilate,"  &c. ':  But  we  live  in  a  different 
age,  and  these  things  are  done  by  individuals 
and  firms  who  have  expended  large  capitals 
in  their  businesses,  and  have  become  experts, 
and  if  they  did  not  keep  their  names  before 
the  public  they  would  be  lost  sight  of  alto- 

gether. The  architect,  of  course,  has  no 
voice  in  the  matter ;  these  several  branches 
of  the  work  are  usually  sublet  to  firms. 
They  all  do  their  best  to  insure  success,  the 

architect's  scheme  is  carried  out  as  nearly  as 
it  can  be,  and  under  his  control,  though, 

unhappily,  he  is  obliged  to  accede  to  a  great 
many  requests  which  are  inconsistent  with 
each  other,  or  to  allow  each  firm  to  do  the 
best  they  can.  We  cannot  wonder  if  there 
is  competition  between  these  several  finns, 
if  each  wants  to  make  the  greatest  impression, 
and  the  whole  concert  is  therefore  out  of 
tune.  The  architect,  of  course,  gets  the 
credit  or  blame  of  the  performance  for  not 
exercising  control,  the  public  are  indifferent ; 
money  has  been  spent,  and  an  impression made. 

The  modem  interior  exhibits  with  equal 
distinctness  the  motives  of  the  designer.  His 
own  work  in  the  shape  of  details  of  joinery, 
plaster-work,  &c.,  is  wanting  in  fitness,  aim, 
and  coherency ;  there  is  a  moulding  on  a 
skirting  that  is  repeated  higher  up  in  a 

pilaster  capital,  showing  that  it  is  machine- 
made  and  "planted"  in  substitution  for  a 
specially-designed  moulding :  the  same  is  seen 
on  the  top  of  a  mahogany  screen  as  a  cap- 

ping ;  the  panel  mouldings  are  repeated  ■"' 
nauseam,  and  so  on.  But  the  architect  prides 
himself  upon  having  exhibited  in  his  interior 
a  number  of  "new"  things  in  the  shape  of 
so-called  "improved"  or  "  artistic  "  lock 
furniture,  a  new  process  of  veneering  or  a 
carved   wood  imitation,  or  perhaps  an  im- 

proved ceiling  and  wall  decoration — some  of 
these  atrocious  in  design  or  positively  <itttre. 
This  exhibition  of  a  number  of  distinct 
trades  is  a  distinguishing  mark  of  modern 
work,  and  often  becomes  mere  advertising. 
The  modern  hotel,  or  the  new  suite  of  offices, 
or  the  shop,  betrays  how  little  sympathy 
there  is  in  such  design  with  all  that  is 
genuine  and  sincere  in  architecture.  .Smith 
and  .Jones,  the  commercial  decorators,  are  as 
obtrusive  as  the  manufacturers  of  iron  and 

brass  work  and  "art  furniture."  All  is 
"per  specification"  or  quantities,  instead  of 
design  based  on  material  and  actuated  by 
motives. 

Extravagant  and  blatant  detail  is  one  of 
tlio  characteristic  features  of  buildings  of 
the  class  we  are  considering.  The  commercial 
block,  the  modern  hotel,  and  even  our  public 
offices  have  caught  the  spirit.  The  extrava- 

gant elevation  is  obtrusive  by  inviting 
invidious  comparison  with  plainer  buililing ; 
it  defies  that  sense  of  good  taste  and  feeling, 
which  we  value  in  moderation  in  personal 
dress.  The  over-elaborate  facade  asserts  and 
obtrudes  itself  in  defiance  of  the  principles  of 
harmony,  and  precisely  as  it  exceeds  the 
limits  of  discreet  adornment  it  becomes 

blatant  and  defiant.  The  superfluous  carved 
front  is  one  of  the  modes  of  this  extravagance. 
Carving  becomes  offensive  when  it  e.Kceeds 
the  limits  imposed  by  the  conditions  of  the 

building.  Can  we  imagine  anj'thing  more 
offensive  or  trumpery  than  to  9e<3  a  quantity 
of  carving  on  a  small  suburban  dwelling,  or 
in  the  front  of  a  public  house  in  a  third-rate 
or  smoky  locality  !'  What  we  can  admire  in 
the  fai;a<l6  of  a  civic  building,  hotel,  or 
theatre  is  downright  offensive  and  ludicrous 
in  a  small  vestry  hall  or  shop.  Akin  to 

this  extiavagance  is  the  over-laboured 
front,  with  its  ornate  detail,  pilasters, 
entablature,  balustrade,  terminals,  pedi- 

ment, and  richly-adorned  window.  The 
good  sense  and  moderation  of  the  Classic 
Eevivalist  early  in  this  centuiy  ought  to 
teach  us  something.  Now  the  most  ignorant 

of  ('lassie  details  indulges  in  the  most 
fulsome  display  of  all  the  ornament  and 
adjuncts  of  the  style :  even  the  small,  insigni- 

ficant frontage  is  crowded  with  details  till 
the  smallness  of  theii'  scale  renders  them 
positively  ridiculous.  These  are  a  few  of  the 
blandishments  and  excesses  met  with  in 

modem  buildings,  largely  created  by  the 
eager  rush  for  notoriety.  We  have  not 
exhausted  the  many  ways  by  which  profes- 

sional art  often  manifests  itself — all  due  to 
the  same  spirit  of  making  the  building  an 
advertisement,  even  at  the  sacrifice  of  good 
taste,  adaptation,  and  moderation.  They  are 
many,  and  not  flattering  to  those  who  ])ursue 
this  policy  of  practising  their  art.  Xo  doubt 
it  is  favourable  to  what  we  may  term  easy 
methods  of  business.  Tliose  who  follow  it 
have  a  desire  to  save  trouble,  as  when  they 
use  the  stock  patterns  of  the  trade  in  such 
things  as  mouldings  and  fittings  generally. 
There  is  also  an  amusing  aspect  of  such 
business.  One  instance  has  been  immortalised 

by  Dickens  in  his  character  of  "  Pecksniff"' in  "Martin  Chuzzlewit" — the  display  of 
fictitious  drawings ;  and  the  speculative  fol- 

lower of  the  profession  often  finds  other 
not  very  dignified  ways  of  promoting  his 
business. 

fn-ERLAPPIXCf  IX  BUILDIN'G 
LEGISLATION. 

THE  difficulties  experienced  by  architects 
in  passing  their  plans,  especially  in 

London,  owing  to  the  overlapping  of  the 
juri3<liction  of  several  authorities,  are  well 
known  by  all  who  have  been  engage<l  in 
building  operations,  ami  the  president  of  the 
Society  of  .\rchitects,  Mr.  Walter  Emdon. 

J.l'..  was  justified  in  the  remarks  he  made 
on  the  subject  in  his  opening  address  the 
other  night.  Between  the  London  County 
Council  various  by-laws,  regulations,  and  the 
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requirements  of  the  vestries,  there  has  been 
considerable  complication  and  triction,  and 
this  condition  will  continue  till  the  Legisla- 

ture turn  their  attention  to  the  matter,  or  the 

profession  through  their  constituted  societies 

press  the  subject  before  the  authorities.  The 
I^ndon  Government  Bill  otVered  an  excellent 

opportunity  for  improving  the  rules  as  to 
building  by  simplifying  and  co<lifying  the 
Eoveml  Acts  of  Parliament  which  affect 

building  operations  in  the  Metropolis.  The 
new  Act  is  more  constructive  than 
ameliorative  ;  it  has  succeeded  in  dividing 

London  into  boroughs,  but  it  has  not  done 
anything  to  simplify  the  administration  of 
the  law  with  regard  to  building.  The 
codiliciition  of  the  Acts  relating  to  local 
goverament  is  one  of  the  first  things  that 
ought  to  be  undertaken.  At  present  we  have 
numerous  by-laws  under  different  Acts  of 
I'arliament.  These  Acts  were  framed,  one 
after  the  other,  chiefly  to  amend  and  sup- 

plement previous  Acts,  and,  in  course  of 
time,  they  have  become  numerous  and 
comjilicatetl.  The  London  Building  Act, 
1K9J,  has  superseded,  wholly  or  in  part, 
thirteen  Acts  of  Parliament  which  aSoct 

buildings  and  structures  in  the  County  of 
liOndon.  It  has  vastly  simplified  the  ma- 

chinery of  the  old  legislation,  which  was 
complicated  or  ambiguous.  It  also  has 
amended  several  Acts ;  but  the  local  authori- 

ties, the  vestries,  and  district  boards  and 
local  boards  still  retain  their  powers,  wbich 
are  often  in  conflict  with  the  powers  of  the 
central  authority.  To  take,  for  example, 
a  few  instances  of  the  powers  of  local 
authorities.  Builders  have  to  give  notice  to 
theiu  before  pulling  down  or  rebuilding ;  under 
the  General  Powers  Act,  1890.  and  the 

Metropolis  Management  Act,  1S5.5,  they 
have  power  to  license  hoardings.  With 
regard  to  drains  and  water  supply,  the 
vestries  or  district  boards  have  equal  power. 
Every  building  owner  has  to  give  notice  as  to 
the  construction  of  any  drain  he  may  desire  to 
make,  and  it  has  to  be  done  to  the  satis- 

faction of  the  local  authority.  Xo  drain 
can  be  connected  with  local  sewers  without 
their  sanction :  closets  are  to  be  constructed 

under  the  Public  Health  (London)  Act,  and 
the  local  authority  can  enforce  any  regula- 

tions, and  no  new  house  can  be  inhabited 

without  their  certificate.  The  local  authority 
also  deal  with  streets,  with  the  frontage  lines 
of  buildings  and  projections ;  but,  with  all 
the  safeguards,  it  has  been  found  impossible 
to  obtain  uniformity  of  regulation  or  ad- 

ministration as  to  these  and  other  matters 

like  projections  of  buildings.  Many  things 
are  under  the  control  of  the  Council,  others 
are  not ;  and  so  we  have  repeated  conflicts 
going  on  between  these  authorities  and  the 

C'ouncil.  Can  we  expect  anything  like 
uniformity  under  a  di\  ided  authority !'  Even 
the  present  London  Building  Act  is  a 
consolidation  of  the  old  laws,  and  if 
we  compare  the  new  with  the  old 
provisions,  or  those  repealed,  we  can 
tee  at  once  what  a  complex  affair  the 
Act  is,  and  how  loopholes  for  escape  are 
likely  to  arise.  One  way  of  simplifying  the 
law  relating  to  local  government  is  to  codify 
the  Acts  concerned.  The  London  Govern- 

ment Act  has  re<luced  the  number  of  con- 
flicting authorities  by  placing  several  old 

vestries  under  one  control ;  but  beyond  this  it 
has  not  gone.  There  still  remains  the  over- 

lapping of  one  municipality  with  another, 
an(l  the  conse<]uent  labour  for  owners  and 
architects  who  intend  to  build  or  make  altera- 

tions. This  labour  often  entails  several — 

always  two  or  more — sets  of  plans,  &c.,  for 
the  same  building.  As  we  have  held,  the 
local  authority  should  have  the  control  of  all 
that  has  to  do  with  the  sanitary  condition  of 
buildings  in  the  locality.  Drains,  water 
supply,  foundations,  the  lines  of  frontage  and 
projections,  are  matters  which  immediately 
concern  the  local  authority,  and  they  should 
also  have  powers  to  direct  the  construction  of 

buildings— in  one  word,  their  duties  .should 
be  strictly  administrative  and  executive : 
while  in  the  framing  of  by-laws  those  points 
of  general  significance,  or  about  which 
questions  may  arise,  should  be  in  the  hands 
of  the  central  authority,  who  ought,  of  course, 
to  have  a  general  superintending  authority 
and  regulate  all  questions  concerning  the 
main  drainage.  Metropolitan  improvements, 
dwellings  for  the  labouring  classes,  the  rules 
affecting  construction  and  fire  resistance,  all 
sanitary  questions  affecting  the  community 
as  a  whole  that  are  of  general,  and  not  local, 
import.  In  one  word,  the  local  authority 
should  be  vested  with  the  administration  of  the 

law,  the  central  authority  with  constructive 
legislation  and  all  that  concern  the  Metropolis 
as  a  whole.  It  may,  perhaps,  be  .--aid  that  any 
line  of  demarcation  between  the  duties  of  the 

boroughs  and  the  Council  would  be  impos- 
sible ;  but  there  need  not  be  any  difficulty  if 

the  local  acts  and  by-laws  are  amended  and 
brought  into  line  with  each  other.  For  this 

end  simplification  of  the*  Acts  and  their 
codification  are  certainly  required.  Archi- 

tects have  a  personal  interest  in  this  ques- 
tion, and  the  .Society  of  Architects  would  do 

useful  service  in  undertaking  to  promote  the 
necessary  action  to  bring  the  subject  before 
the  authorities  and  the  I^egislature,  as 
Mr.  Emden  suggested  the  other  evening.  A 

good  deal  of  the  present  vexatious  over- 
lapping of  legislation  is  owing  to  the  number 

of  provisions  under  one  head  which  the 
architect  and  building  owner  has  to  meet.  If 
they  were  all  framed  on  a  reasonable  basis 

depending  upon  the  requirements  of  each 
locality,  it  would  not  be  so  bad :  but  the 
by-laws  in  operation  in  many  of  the 
vestries  vary  from  one  another.  Look,  for 
example,  at  the  different  provisions  and 
regulations  regarding  foundations,  drainage, 
buildmglines,  and  sanitary  fittings,  or,  at  any 
rate,  the  meanings  attached  to  them.  One 
locality  will  insist  with  strictness  on  a  certain 
depth  of  concrete  or  line  of  frontage,  another 
will  be  less  exacting,  or  two  adjoining 
parishes  have  different  by-laws.  These 
divergences  point  to  the  repeal  or  simplifica- 

tion of  a  number  of  provisions  under  certain 
heads  by  which  unification  would  be  secured, 
so  that  rules  of  common  and  general  applica- 

tion may  be  observed,  and  those  of  minor 
importance  repealed  or  left  to  the  necessities 
of  each  case. 

ESTIMATES.— XXXn. 

MISCELUtXEOrS    IROXWORK,     STABLB 

nTTIXGS,    -VXD    PLrMBIXG. 

THE  pricing  of  plumbers'  work  requires  a knowledge  of  lead  used  for  different 

purposes,  and  the  allowance  to  be  made  for 
laps,  rolls,  and  drips.  Lead  is  described 
according  to  the  weight  per  superficial  foot 
in  pounds,  and  it  is  necessary  to  know  the 
equivalent  thickness  of  each  weight.  Thus  : 
4lb.  of  lead  is  'Oesin.,  olb.  of  lead  'Os-jin., 
(ilb.  -lOlin.,  71b.  -lisin.,  81b.  'la-^in.,  &c. 
The  weights  per  lineal  yard  of  lead  pipes 
required  by  the  water  companies  £ire  also 
necessary.  The  Metropolis  Water  Act  re- 

quires for  |in.  pipe  olb..  Jin.  6lb.,  for  |in. 
7  Jib.,  for  Jin.  91b..  lin.  121b.,  per  lineal  yard. 
The  current  price  of  English  common  brands 
is  £16  to  £17  per  ton.  and  the  price  of  English 
sheet  lead,  Gib.  per  foot  square,  and  upwards. 
is  £18  per  ton.  Milled  lead  cut  to  dimensions 
i3  priced  at  l^s.  (id.  per  cwt..  including 
labour,  if  laid  on  flats  and  gutters  £1  2s.  6d. 

per  cwt.  A  sheet  of  lead  is  7ft.,  or  usually 
Gft.  loin,  wide  to  from  2.5tt.  to  :iOft.  in 

length.  Fla.shings  are  usually  5in.  or  (iin. 
wide,  and  allowance  is  made  for  tacks  and 

passings  ;  4in.  for  every  7ft.  length,  and  fiin. 
for  ev^ry  angle ;  this  allowance  covers  the 

weight  of  tacks.  Davis's  or  Buchan's treatise  on  plumbing  will  give  the  student 
all  information  about  laying  lead,  &c. 

There  are  no  reliable  data  on  which  to  base 

constants  for  valuing  plumber's  work. J.ead-headed  nails,  wall-hooks,  tacks,  &c., 

are  charged  per  piece,  clout  nails  by  the  hun- 
dred, copper  nails  by  the  pound  weight. 

The  flashings  of  gutters,  &c.,  will  include 
galvanised  iron  holdfasts  or  wall-hooks. 
These  are  placed  at  intervals  to  .secure  the 
turned-in  edges  of  flashing,  which  go  into 
the  joints  of  brickwork.  Then  the  lower  edge- 
of  flashings  over  slate  roofs  are  secured  by 
lead  tingles  nailed  to  roof  boarding.  The 
width  of  lead  required  for  side  flashings 
would  be  from  12in.  to  1  Jin.  Sometimes  the 

lower  edge  of  lead  is  dressed  over  a  fillet  of 
wood  forming  a  side  gutter,  and  the  slates 
are  laid  over.  The  upturned  edge  is  over- 

hung by  ;m  apron  flashing.  The  following 

weights  are  recommended : — Roofs,  flits,  and  main  gutters    71b.  lead. 
Hips,  ridges,  and  small  gutters    01b.    ,, 
Flasbings       5lb.    ,, 
Cisterns  and  sinks,  bottom     71b.    ,, 

„  ,,       aides          elb.    „ 
Soil  pipes       Sib.    „ 

The  joints  of  lead  in  ridges,  hips,  flashing:? 
should  have  a  4in.  lap,  and  in  roofs  and 
valleys  about  oin. ;  allow  9in.  or  loin,  for 
each  roll  in  addition  to  length  measured  on flat. 

MISCELLA^TlOr.s   IRONWORK. 

No.  4.  Cast-iron  brackets  .as  per  design  (see 

sketch  1),  20in.  long  and  lOlin.  deep, 
about  5lb.  each,  and  fixing  to  brickwork. 

These  are  probably  for  window  balconies, 
and  would  cost  about  lOs.  'Ji.  each.  If 

made  to  a  special  design,  add  pattern,  say — 
£  B.  d. 

Cost  of  iron  and  casting      0    4    6 
Pattern,  say,  20s.  pet  bracket      0    5    0 
Fixing  to  brickwork,  brick  and  cement..    0    16 

0  11    0 

Provide  and  fix  cast-iron  verandah  accord - 

to  design  with  Xo.  4  open  cast-iron  pilas  - 
ters,  brackets,  cresting,  railing,  and  gutter 

complete,  21ft.  long,  4ft.  wide. 
This  is  a  rather  indefinite  description.   H  a 

stock  design  is  selected,  the  price  may   be 

roughly    put  at  from   12s.  to    los.  per  foot ruuT  exclusive  of  roof  and  fixing.     The  parts 

may  be  priced  separately  at,  say — £  8.  d. 
Four  cast-iron  pilasters,  each      0  15    0 
Six  ornamental  brackets,  each         0    5    3 
Railinsr.  sav,  per  foot      0    4    3 Casting  to  gutter  per  foot      9    i    2 

Gutter,  per  foot        0    2    9 

The  above  figures  work  out  at  about  133. 

per  foot  run. 
The  most  satisfactory  plan  is  to  obtain  an 

estimate  for  verandah  and  fixing  from  a 

large  firm  like  Young  and  Marten  of Sti-atford. 

Provide  and  fix  four  balcony  panels,  as 

per  design  (sketeh  2),  and  fixing  4(iin.  wide and  31in.  high. 

This  pattern  will  cost  about  43.  fld.  per 

foot,  or  l.>3.  each  panel.  Labour  fixing, 

add,  say,  23. 

No.  2.     Strong  cast-iron  brackets,  20in.  pro- 

jection, let  into  brick  wall. 
S»y-  f   s.  d. 

Price  of  bracket      S    ?    1 

Cutting  brickwork,  cement,  «:c      o    i    b 
Each 

0    8    0 
Xo.    1.      Wrought-iron     grille,    hin^d    to 

entrance  (see  sketeh  3),  size  5ft.  wide  and 4ft.  Gin.  high. 

\  "rille  of  this  design  would  cost  abDut 

£.5  ol  [see  Young  and  Marten's  Catalog
ue.) 

No  3.     Stable  sashes,  2ft.  lOin.  by  3ft.  wide
, 

with  flat  heads  IJin.  thick. 

The  price  for  sashes  of  this  size  is  given 
at  323.  Gl. 

No  4.    Cast-iron  finials   to  hips  of  roofs. 

See  W.  Macfarlane  and  Co.  s  Illustrated 

Catalogue  for  prices. 
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•iOtt  run.     Iron  cresting  to  ridge  to  design 

(see  Macfarlane  and  (^'o."s  price  list). 
sTA^^>ARns  axb  uexches. 

No.  40.     Bench  and    back    iron   standards, 

;Uin.  high  back,  l"nn.   high  in  seat,  ISin. base,  to  design. 
These  may  be  priced  at  4s.  UJ.  each. 

Ditto.  Bench  and  desk  standards,  2'2Ain.high, 
bench  1.3iu.  high. 

These   have  supports  for  both  desk  and 
bench,  and  are  worth  about  os.  od.  each. 

iiOft.  run.  .School  seat,  desk,  and  table  com- 
bined. Seat  liiin.  high  and  Sin.  broad; 

■desk  14in.  broad:  table  -JiUiii.  high,  com- 
plete in  pitch-pine. 

The  price  for  these  arrangements  vary — 
aay,  9s.  to  10s.  per  foot. 

Provide  and  fix  in  school  No.  lo  con- 
vertible desks  and  seats,  7ft.  <>in.  long,  of 

pitch-pine,  with  cast-iron  standards,  two 
to  each  seat,  with  desk  l.'JJin.  wide,  seat 
9in.,  shelf  Tin.,  and  2Sin.  high,  according 
to  pattern. 

We  can  only  approximately  afiix  a  price. 
There  are  several  convertible  seats  in  the 
market,  in  which  the  desk  can  be  made  flat 
to  u-se  as  a  table,  or  a  back ;  the  seat  also 
turns  up.  We  may  price  each  desk  and  seat 
at  about  2Ss.  6d.  l)ual  desks  and  seats, 
oft.  4in.  long,  cost  about  20s.  each. 

(Messrs.  Young  and  Marten  supply 
reversible  school  seats,  oft.  long  at  l>!s.  and 
sft.  long  at  21s.  each,  made  in  pitch-pine.1 

LIFTS. 

Provide  and  fix  a  dinner-lift,   2ft.   lin.   by 
1ft.  «in.,  to  travel  22ft. 

The  weight  of  a  lift  of   this   description 
would  be  about  601b.     The  price  in  London 
would  be  about  £1  per  foot,  or  £22  fixed. 

A  double  dinner-lift  would  cost  about 
£2.J  lOs. 
Add  to  this,  trimming  floors,  inclo.^ing  by 

walls  or  framing,  &c.,  say,  another  ;J3.  per 
foot. 

Obtain  estimates  from  such  firms  as 
Messrs.  R.  Waygood  and  Co.,  Archd.  Smith 
and  Stevens,  Battersea. 

Provide  and  fix  a  hydraulic  warehouse-lift, 
"high"  pressure,  height  of  travel  joft., 
for  lOcwt.,  &c.,  complete. 

The  price  quoted  in  .\..  Smith  and  Stevens's 
list  is  £I7-'>,  fixed  in  London,  inclu<liug 
boring,  but  exclusive  of  trimming  floors, 
inclosures,  &e. 
A  hydraulic  dinner-lift,  .ift.  3in.  by 

2ft.  din.,  size  of  well- hole,  to  lift  -Jfilb.,  with 
total  height  of  lift  of  Hift.,  with  deal  box, 
would  cost  about  £3S. 

£  B.  a. 
Cost  of  hydraulic  lift     33    0  0 
Fixing  in  London,  sajr      10    0  0 
Excavating.  &c.,  say      2  10  0 
Trimming  floora  and  incloslng,  deal.  Bay    6    0  0 

£5fi  10    0 

This  is  only  an  approximate  estimate  (see list). 

.STABLE    FITTINGS, 

No.  4.  Stall-posts  4in.  diameter,  with  halter- 
ring,  9ft.  (iin.  ramp,  and  iron  fittings 
complete. 

If  the  pattern  of  stall-post  is  plain,  the 
price  will  be  about  £1  2s.,  sav — £  9.  d. 

stall  post,  ic,  etch      12  0 
Stall  ramp,  9ft.  6in.  long       0  10  0 
Sillditto,     ditto      0    8  3 
Fitting  poet  to  ramp       0    tj  0 

2    6    3 
10  per  cent,  profit      0    4    8 

2  10  11 

iDbtain  estimates  from  the  St.  Pancras  lion 
Co.,  or  Hayward  Bros,  and  E3kstein,  Ltd. 

Providing  and  fixing  complete  four-stall 
divisions  with  4  Jin.  diam.  stall  -  posts, 
ramps  9ft.  Gin.  long,  to  pattern  ;  .sill  ditto, 
and  fitting  stall-posts  to  ramps  for  IJin. 
wood  partitions. 

Taking  items  of  each : — 
£    s. Stall  post,  4^in.  diam    1 

Ramp,  9ft.  6in.,  say    0  12  6 
Sill,        ditto    0  10  6 
Fitting  stall  post  to  ramp    0    6  0 

2  13    0 
Add  10  per  cent,  profit       0    5    4 

2  18    4 

For  IJin,  board  the  price  would  be  rather less. 

No.  3.  Cottam's  stall  divisions  9ft.  long, 
stall-post  .jft.  2in.  to  head,  4in.  diam.  for 
l.lin.  wood,  cast-ramp,  and  sill  rails  com- 

plete. The  price  depends  chiefly  on  size  and  make 

of  stall -post  and  the  base.  The  '■  self-fixing  '' base  for  heel-posts  is  made  to  spread  under 
the  concrete,  and  is  perforated,  as  shown 
in  sketches  4  and  5. 

No.  4.  .Self-fixing  bases  for  heel-posts  fixed 
in  concrete,  with  bolta  (see  sketch  -5) : — 

£  8.  d. Cost  of  iron  base       10    9 
Labour  and  concrete,  say      0    5    0 
Each.. 15    9 

No.  2.  Stall  divisions  9ft.  long,  post  4Ain. 
in  diameter,  increased  to  .SJin.  at  bottom, 
with  ball  top,  iron  ring,  ramped  rail  and 
sill  with  movable  wedge,  to  take  IJin. wood  boarding. 

If  the  ramp  and  ironwork  are  plain,  and  the 
wood  fitted  to  ramp  and  sill,  the  cost  would 
be  about  £2  l-js.  per  division. 

Iio.  with  wrought-iron  ventilating  ramp  with 
sheath  guard  -  bar,  do.,  &c  ,  for  2in. 

wood: — £  s.  d. The  cost  vould  be  about       6    8    8 
Add  for  2in.  Tood       0    3    6 

6  12    0 

Ditto  if  9ft.  loin,  long,  4.]in.  cast-iron  heel- 
post  with  ring,  wi'ought-iron  ventilating 
ramp  with  sheath  guard-bar  and  wall- 
plate,  sill,  itc,  for  2Ln.  wood. 
This  is  priced  in  list  at  £7  Is. 

Provide  and  fix  No.  .J  m;xnger  sets,  manger, 

hayrack,  gi'uel-pot,  &c.,  complete,  (ift. 

long,  painted. These  may  be  priced  at  about  42a. ;  gal- 
vanised at  ii9s.  per  sot.  Obtain  list  of  the 

St.  Pancras  Iron  Works  Co.,  I'ancras-road. 
No.  2  corner  sets  ditto,  4ft.  2in.  square. 

If  painted,  say  4.53.  to  SOs.  a  set ;  gal- 
vanised, 723. 

5"
 

Provide  and  fix  No.  3  extra  heavy  and 
finished  "  Cottam's  "  manger  fittings  for 
stalls  tjft.  wide,  with  barrel-fronted  top 
plate,  manger- pot  22in.  long,  13in.  broad, 
and  9in.  deep,  tip-up  gruel-pot  13in. 
ajuare.  with  waste-chamber  and  pipe, 
wrought-iron  hayrack  2i)in.  long.  19m. 
broad,  32in.  high,  with  cast  moulded 
coping  manger-plato.  with  seed-saving 
chamber  below,  fitted  with  brass  bushings 
with  tying  apparatus. 

The  price  given  in  Hayward  Brothers'  and 
Eckstein's  stable  fittings  list  is  £t  6s.  9d. 
plain  painted,  and  if  galvanised  £6  ISs.  9d. 

Ditto,  ditto,  Cottam's  registered  stable  fit- 
tings, with  barrel  front,  oval  manger  with 

inside  lips,  top-plate,  rack,  anil  manger, 
\c. 

Theso  are  priced  at  from  £2  lOs.  to  £3.  If 
galvanised,  add  17s. 
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II.I'.MIIKK  :    EXiXKXM.    IMMllIXli. 

•Jlcwt.  lOfir.     ̂ [illei  lead  and  labour  in  flats, 
(gutters,  flashings,  hips,  Ac. 

Thf  price  of  shcot-lead  is  now  quoted  at 
from  ItfS.  to  ISa.  per  cwt.  Add  for  labour 
and  solder  about  oe.  to  (is.  per  cwt.,  although 
it  can  bo  let  for  as  low  as  -Is. £ 

Pkt  coot  of  lead.  p«r  cut      0  16 
lADour  and  solder       0    6 
WasU,  ny 

1  Itwt.     ̂ Milled  lead  cut  to  dimensions. 

This  item  is  not  very  precise.  The  price 
to  be  put  down  for  this  will  be  about  1  Gs.  per 
cwt.,  added  to  labour  cutting. 

Hay.  co«t  of  Ifad,  per  cwt      o  16 
Lubour,  cuttioh*      0    2 

No. 
0  18    6 

Kstrii  labour  to  cesspool,  including 
solder. 

This  item  is  an  extra  on  labour  taken  in 

milled  lead  and  labour  in  gutters  above. 

I*ut  this  at,  say,  3s.  or  4s. 

7owt.  "-'([r.     Milled  lead  in  gutters,  hips,  and 
tlashiiig.s,  including  all  nails,  wall-hooks. 

This  may  bo  priced  at  2i'3.  per  cwt., 
including  labour,  &c.,  or — 

£  s.  d. 
Cost  of  lead,  per  cwt      0  16    0 

     0    6    6 Labour,  raild.  \': 
1 

Xo. 

pipe. 

2    6 

,    24in. lin.    bore    lead    socket 

long,  and  joints. 

This  is  the  pipe  from  cesspool  above  taken 

t'l  the  li.W.  pipe  head.  The  items  may  be 
t  iken  as  follows — 

£  B.  d. 
Cost  of  lead,  about  121b      0    2    0 
TAbour  t.Dd  solder,  say          0    5    0 
Fixing  to  cesspool       0    2    6 

Fach 0    9    6 

The  e.xtra  for  pipe  on  sheet  lead  is  about 

•-'s.,  or  about  ISs.  per  cwt.  Cast-lead  bends 
of  this  bore  cost  about  .5s.  (id.  each,  and  are 

often  usod,  being  cheaper. 

1  "jiwt.  "Jqr.  milled  lead  in  covering  cupola. 
(See  detiiil.) 

AV'o  cannot  accurately  price  an  item  like 
this  without  seeing  the  detail.  If  the  cupola 
is  of  ogee  contour,  an  allowance  must  be  made 

for  cutting,  dressing,  welts,  clips,  copper 
nailing,  soldered  angles,  rolls,  soldered  dots, 
Ac,  say  ;i.js.  per  cwt.,  as  the  labour  would 
be  quite  INs.  per  cwt. 

No.  24.     L.ibour  bossed  ends  to' rolls. 

Trice  these  at  lid.  each. 

OF 
ARTIFICIAL      PRODUCTION 

ASPHALTE. 

BV  the  term  "aephaHe,"  we  must  not  he 
understood  to  mean  any  rough-and-ready, 

hapha/^ird  mixture  of  coal-tar  and  sand  or  gravel, 
which,  iihhough  it  is  poor  o  onomy,  will  answer 
undtr  certain  circumstances  as  a  fairly  passable, 
and  certainly  a  cboap  substitute  for  the  real 

arliL-lo,  in  tiluatione  in  which  the  tratCc  is  light, 
and  I  onsmucntly  the  wear  and  tear  reduced  to  a 
minimum.  Although  there  are  three  well  known 
and  well-defined  and  distinct  varieties  of  asphalte 
—namely,  the  liquid,  including  naphtha  and 
petroleum,  the  semi-fluid  or  viscous,  termed 
mineral  tar,  and  the  eolid  and  compact  species 
named  asphaltum,  it  is  to  the  last  we  intend  more 
particularly  to  refer.  It  is  by  far  the  most  useful 
Jebiri(;tiun,  and  is  found  in  different  parts  of  thp 
world  in  infinitely  larger  depocits,  and  a  great deal  more  widely  diffused,  than  either  of  the  other 
two  kinds.  The  basis  of  all  these  natural  mineral 
products,  which  are  ossentiallv  hydrocarbons,  is 
bitumen,  which  is  sometimes  found  in  a  pure  or 
free  condition,  but  more  gener.illy  in  that  of  an 
intiinato  combination  with  other  substances  con- 

taining both  organic  and  inorganic  matter,  which 
may  consist  ot  both  animal  and  vegetable  remains. 
It  18  import.-int  to  remember  this  la.st  classification 
for  upon  It  hinges  the  whole  theory  of  our  sub- 
joct,    together    with    the  pruttical   experiments 

which  have  leen  carried  out,  and  from  which 
some  very  useful  results  and  conclusions  have 
been  arrived  at,  which  may  eventually  have  a 
very  important  bearing  upon  the  whole  question 
of  asphalted  public  thoroughfares,  both  vehicular 
and  pedestrian.  Many  theories  have  been  put 
forward  to  account  for  the  origin  of  bitumen  ;  but, 
as  a  matter  of  fact,  little  or  nothing  is  known 
about  it.  Nor  is  it  of  very  much  consequence. 
We  know  its  composition  with  all  that  degree 
of  minuteness  which  accentuates  and  distinguishes 
modem  chemical  investigation  and  analysis.  In 
what  manner  to  produce  an  artificial  substitute  is 
the  great  point  to  be  ascertained  ;  but  by  what 
precise  method  and  in  what  exact  period  of  time 
the  process  was  effected  in  the  secret  and  myste- 

rious laboratory  of  Xature,  although  an  interest- 
ing i|uestion,  is  not  one  of  very  much  practical 

im)>ortance. 
One  or  two  of  the  theories  advanced  to  account 

for  the  origin  of  natural  bitumen  may  be  briefly 
referred  to.  Some  geologists  assert  that  it  is 
formed  by  the  oxidation  of  native  petroleum, 
while  others  attribute  it  to  the  decomposition  of 
vegetible  matter  buried  in  the  earth.  A  third 
supposition  is  that  it  proceeds  from  the  destructive 
distillation  of  animal  substances,  under  the  com- 

bined action  of  heat  and  water,  generating  steam 
at  high  pressure.  The  truth  is  that  the  products 
of  natural  bitumen,  which  are,  in  consecutive 
order :  naphtha,  petroleum,  mineral  tar,  and 

asphalte,  merge  into  one  another  by  almost  im- 
perceptible degrees,  so  that  it  is  impossible  to 

pronounce  accurately  where  one  ends  and  the 
other  begins.  The  results  ot  the  actuil  experi- 

ments, which  were  recently  carried  out  by  Pro- 

fessor Day  in  the  T'nited  States,  are  certainly 
in  favour  of  the  hypothesis  of  the  natural  product 
being  formed  by  the  destruction,  under  certain 
conditions  ot  which  we  are  in  ignorance,  of  the 
organic  remains  ot  vegetables  and  animals.  The 
experimentalist  discovered  that  by  distilling  a 
mixture  of  fish  and  wood  he  succeeded  in  pro- 

ducing a  species  of  asphalte  closely  allied  in  all 
respects  to  gilsonite.  This  particular  variety, 
similar  to  wurtzilite,  albertite.  and  a  few  others, 

is  found  in  the  .'^alt  Lake  district  in  Utah,  and  is 
a  glofsy  solid  asphaltum,  the  substance  produced 
by  the  gradual  transformation  of  mineral  tar. 
The  following  is  a  short  summary  of  the  modus 
operandi  employed  in  the  artificial  production  of 
the  new  compound. 

A  mixture  of  herrings  and  pinewood  was  put 
into  an  iron  retort,  the  pinewood  being  partly  in 
small  pieces  and  partly  in  the  state  of  sawdust. 
The  retort  was  connected  with  a  series  of  con- 

densing vessels  by  an  iron  pipe  5't.  in  length, 
maintained  at  a  red  heat  by  being  passed  through 

a  small  furnace.  Heat  was  then  applied  uni- 
formly to  the  retort,  and  the  distillation  continued 

until  the  complete  carbonisation  of  the  organic 
matters  was  thoroughly  accomplished.  As  the 
products  of  distillation  disengaged  themselves 
they  passed  on  to  the  vessels  placed  for  their 
reception  at  the  end  of  the  iron  pipe,  where  they 
were  rapidly  condensed  into  a  mixture  of  water 
and  oleaginous  ingredients.  These  were  subse- 

quently dried  by  the  application  of  calcium 
chloride,  and  subjected  a  second  time  to  distilla- 

tion. At  the  end  of  the  operation,  there  remained 
in  the  retort  an  exceedingly  mobile  liquid  of  very 
dark  colour,  which,  when  solidifiri  by  refrigera- 

tion, was  transformed  into  a  solid  glittering  mass, 
which  it  is  impossible  by  mere  simple  inspection 
and  examination  to  distinguish  f i  om  the  asphalte 
from  Utah.  Several  repetitions  of  the  same 
experiment  were  undertaken  under  precisely  the 
same  conditions  and  with  exactly  the  same 
results.  Two  additional  series  of  experiments 
were  afterwards  conducted.  In  the  first,  in 
which  fish  alone  were  used,  and  in  which  the 
whole  treatment  and  process  were  identical  with 

those  employcil  in  the  other  instance,  a  very 
similar  substance  was  ultimately  obtained, 
although  w  ith  greater  trouble.  The  third  and 
last  experiments  with  wood  alone  also  produced 
a  black  shining  mass,  unquestionably  of  a 
bituminous  character,  but  not  so  pronounced  in 

quality  as  its  pro<lece8sors. 
Further  tria's,  which  are  absolutely  necessary  to 

establish  the  manufactured  substance  upon  a 
sound  commercial  basis,  are  in  progress,  and  there 
is  no  doubt  that  a  good  deal  more  will  be  heard 

about  them. 
Viewing  the  matter  from  a  utilitarian,  as  well 

a  constructive  standpoint,  it  certainly  deserves 
consideration  and  attention.  The  price  of  avphalted 
roadways  varies  so  greatly  in  different  localities 
and  under  different  circumstances,  that  it  is  im- 

possible to  arrive  at  any  reliable  average  estimate. 
When  constructed  in  the  best  manner,  and  with 
the  lieet  materials,  as  they  always  should  be  in 
large  towns  and  cities,  they  are  rather  an  ex- 

pensive undertaking,  as  the  raw  material  forms 
an  important  item.  Any  process  that  will  yield 
an  artificial  product  equal  to  the  natural  one,  as 
that  manufactured  by  Professor  Day  appears  to 
be,  and  also  at  a  less  cost,  will  greatly  enhance 
the  future  progres?  of  asphalted  thoroughfares, 
which,  even  if  they  cannot  be  pronounced  general 

favourites,-  are  holding  their  own  very  well  in 
London  and  our  large  provincial  towns. 

T.  C. 

BUILDERS'  BEXEVOLEXT  IXSTITUTH  iX. 

THE  fifty-second  annual  dinner  of  the  Builders' Benevolent  Institution  took  place  on  Thurs- 

day, November  23,  in  Carpenters'  Hall,  Throg- 
moiton -avenue.  Jlr.  A.  E.  Parker,  of  Patman 
and  Fotheringham.  Ltd.  (the  president),  occupied 

the  chair,  supported  by  Messrs.  J.  Howard  ('oils, 
S.  Young,  W.  Woodward,  .1.  F.  Parker,  H. 
Bartlett,  A.  Lucas,  B.  Ellis,  U.  Cooper,  the 

llaster  of  the  Carpenters'  Co,  Professor  Roger 
Smith,  W.  Hilton  Nash,  A.  Ritchie,  ( '.  Bassell, 
T.  Stirling,  .).  T.  Bolding,  and  others,  the 

company  numbering  about  100  in  all. 
The  President  i,'ave  the  toast  of  "  Her Mijesty 

the  Queen  and  the  Royal  Family,"  which  met 
with  a  loyal  reception. 

Mr.  Arthor  Lucas  gave  "The  Army,  Navy, 

and  Auxiliary  Forces."  to  which  Major  Brutton 
(the  secretary)  and  Lieutenant  Clarke  replied. 

The  President  proposed  the  toast  of  the  evening, 
"  Success  to  the  Builders'  Benevolent  Institu- 

tion." He  said  that  no  severe  criticism  could  be 

applied  to  this  charity,  which  was  open  to  all 
memt)ers  ot  the  trade,  prorided  that  the  appli- 

cant for  relief  h^d  always  held  himself  as  an 

honest  man.  At  present  there  were  ."lO  pen- 
sioners on  the  funds,  the  men  receiving  £3'.i  per 

annum,  and  the  women  £27.  The  committee 
hoped  to  be  in  a  position  in  the  coming  year  to 
elect  all  the  applicants  without  putting  them  to 
the  trouble  of  an  election.  Being  a  young  man, 

he  looked  upon  the  position  he  occupied  that 
evening  as  a  great  honour,  and  he  hoped  that 
there  would  be  a  generous  response  to  his  appeal 
for  funds  for  this  most  deserving  charity.  The 
toast  was  received  with  acclamation. 

Mr.  Basil  LUis  gave  the  toast  of  "The 

Worshipful  Company  of  Cirpenters."  It  was 
a  great  advantage  to  have  that  liistoric  hall  for 

their  gathering,  and  to  be  associated  with  a 

company  so  closely  allied  to  the  trade.  The 
Corporation  and  the  City  companies  had  a  great 

and  glorious  past,  and  there  was  no  reason  why 

they  should  not  be  even  more  powerful  in  the 
future.  Mr.  Arthur  Jacobs  (the  Master),  in 

responding,  expressed  the  pleasure  the  company 
derived  in  giving  the  hall  for  such  a  worthy 

object. Mr.  J.  Howard  Colls  proposed  the  health  of 

"The  President."  Although  Mr.  Parker  was  a 

young  man,  he  was  a  model  president,  and  he 

took  some  credit  for  having  been  his  entrepreneur. 

The  building  trade,  he  might  add,  was  a  some- 
what precarious  one,  in  which  the  percentage  of 

losses  was  great  and  the  responsibilities  unending, 
and  an  institution  like  this  was  necessary  for  those 

who  fell  out  by  the  way.  The  President,  in  re- 

sponding, spoke  of  the  great  assistance  he  had 
received  from  JIajor  Brutton,  Messrs.  Stirling, 

Bolding,  Bussell,  and  others  he  could  name. 

Mr.  R.  Cooper  (master  of  the  Distillers'  Co.) 

gave   the   toast   of    "The   Architects   and   Sur- 
veyors.' Like  good  soldiers  they  fought  for  the 

health  and  benefit  of  the  community  at  large, 

and  it  was  to  them  that  the  public  looked  for 

wholesome  houses  and  good  sanitation.  Mr.  W. 

Woodward,  in  replving  for  "The  Architects, 

said  that  wherever  there  was  friction  between 

them  and  the  builders,  it  was  caused  by  a  desire 

to  do  the  best  thev  could  for  aU  sides.  .M
r. 

Sidney  Young  responded  for  "  The  Surveyors, 

adding  that  the  quantity  surveyor  could  produce
 

better  effecto  by  his  pen  «han  by  his  tongue.  He
 

believed,  too,  that  they  had  the  confidence  of  the 

London  builders. 
Dr.  Street  gave  the  last  toast,  "  The  \  ice- 

Presidents,  Committee,  and  Stewards."  to  whic
h 

Messrs.  Alexander  Ritchie  and  .1.  T.  Bolding suitably  replied.  ,  ,.  . 

Major  Brutton,  m  the  course  of  the  evening, 

•announced  eubscriptions  amounting  to  £9.i9,  of 

which  the  president's  list  represented  £800,  in- 

cluding his  own  donation  of  lOOgs.  The  President 
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EOWrOX    HOUSE,     IIAMMEESMITH.-Hakkv    B.    MEAsruKs,  Architecl. 

added    Utter  that    through    the   kindness  of    t 
friend  the  amount  would  be  raised  to  f  1,000. 
An  excellent  selection  of  music  whs  given 

including  several  piano  solos  by  Signer  Tito 
Mattel,  who  attended  as  a  guest  of  the  president. 

"  ROWTON     HOUSE,"      IIAMXIERSillTH ROAD,   W. 

ROWTOX  HOUSE,  Hammersmith,  which 
was  opened  yesterday,  is  the  fourth  of  a 

senes  of  ''Poor  Men's  Hotels,"  known  as Rowton  Houses,"  the  property  of  Kowton Houses,  Limited.  The  first,  situated  at  \-aux. 
hall  opened  in  1893,  has  475  cubicles:  the  second, at   Kings   Cross-road,  opened  in   lS9.->,  has  G77 
■'"Vent' V "'I, *•"'<*  «t  Xewington  Butts,  opened in  IS!),  has  80o  cubicles;  and  the  present  build- 

ing SOO  cubicles.  In  addition  to  these,  plans 
have  been  prepared  for  a  Htth  at  Whitechapel, with  over  SOO  cubicles. 
The  building  has  been  erected  on  a  siti'  within 

two  hundred  and  fifty  yards  of  Hammersmith >i.ation,  and  has  its  entrance  frontage  in  Ham- mersmith-road. 
The  site  consists  of  two  parallelosjrains,  the 

smaller  of  which  forms  the  frontage  to'lUmraer- 
Tln  m  1  '  ?"'*  ̂ ^  *  frontage  of  6Mt.  by  a  depth MI  lu-lt.  to  Its  junction  with  the  larger,  which h  s  a  width  of  lUOft.  by  a  greatest  depth  of  276tt with  a  total  superficial  arei  of  4  l,0(iOft. 
1 ,-  fk  """^Se  to  Hammersmith-road  is  ccupied 
Uj-  the  entrance  to  Rowton  House,  and  three 
schemr  ̂ '*""'**  '"""'"^  P"*  "*  *^«  '"''''^'"g 
The  main  buUding  has   been   set  back  from 

Rose -and  Crown-lane  (the  eastern  boundary  of site),  a  distance  of  30ft.,  and  from  the  western 
boundary,  which  is  now  occupied  by  new  adjoin- 

ing buildings,  of  but  two  stories  in  height,  a 
distance  of  2.5ft.,  and  this,  together  with  large 
inner  courtyards,  has  procured  an  abundance  of 
light  and  air  to  the  building  on  ground  ;ind  upper 
floors  ;  the  upper  or  cubicle  floors  are  planned  in 

this  form- with  staircases  at  the 

three  extremities,  the  inner  courtyard  being  fiO.'t. 
wide  and  open  to  the  south  for  access  of  sunlight to  all  cubicles  and  rooms. 

The  elevations  have  been  erected  in  pressed Leicester  facmg  bricks,  relieved  with  Fletton 
bncks  and  dressings  of  pinky  buff  terracotta  from 
Mr.  J.  C.  Edwards,  Ruabon.  The  whole  of  the 
interior  walling,  excepting  where  ?laz«d  bricks 
are  used,  is  built  with  Fletton  Ir'eks.  All  brick- work throughout  the  building  has  been  built  in 
lortland   cement   morU-ir.     The    roofs   to   front 

exercised  in  the  planning  and  execution  of  all  the 
sanitary  work,  both  in  the  portion  underground 
and  the  plumber's  work. The  building  is  divided  for  administrative  pur- 

poses   into    five    sections.      1.  Superintendent's apartment     with    separate    accommodation    for 
ofhce  clerk.   2.  Hed-makers.    3.  Catering  section, 
which     includes     sleeping    accommodation    for 
females  employed  in  shop,  kitchen  and  scullery. 
4.    Lodgers'   day-rooms.     5.  Lidgers'    cubicles. The  sections  1,  2,  and  3  are  plann-^d  so  that  there 
is  no  communication   whatsoever  between  tbem 
and    the   lodgers'    section    3    and    4,    except   by 
passing  in  view  of  the  clerk's  ofiBce  at  the  entrance on  ground  floor.     The  architect  is  Mr.  Harry  B. 
treasures,  of   16,    Great    lieorge  street,    West- minster. 

— ^---  — ...v-^v  .uwi^,,».  Aii,j  lout.-i  ce»  iruut 
elevations  are  covered  with  green  slates,  nailed 
direct  upon  coke-breeze  concrete  slabs,  carried 
upon  steel  construction  ;  all  other  roofs  are  flat, 
concrete  and  steel  construction,  covered  with 
asphalte.  The  ground  floor  of  site  is  covered 
with  a  thick  bed  of  concrete  upon  which,  where 
wooden  floors  are  laid,  .-iro  solid  oak  wood  blocks, 
and  to  other  floors  cement  and  granite  chippings. 
The  floors  are  fireproof  throughout,  formed  of 
concrete  and  steel,  and  the  8tairc;ise3  and  land- 

ings are  in  Portland  cement  concrete.  To  avoid 
acavity  between  surface  of  concrete  and  flooring 
the  floor-boards  are  nailed  directly  upon  the 
concrete  to  cubicle  floors.     Especial  care  has  been 

PAKTV-WALLS  U.VDER  THE  LONDdX BUILDINfr  ACT,   1S94. 

VT  the  ordinary  general  meeting  of  the  Sur- 
veyors'    Institution,     he!d     last    Monday 

evening,   a   paper   was   read   bv   Mr.  .Philip  E. 
Pilditch    (Fellow)   on  this  subject,   which,  as  he 
said,     affected     mwt     surveyors     practising    in 
London.  The  author  claimed  to  speak  with 
some  knowledge  of  the  matter,  as  having  been 
one  of  the  rommittee  appointed  by  the  Institu- 

tion to  consider  and  suggest  amendmenti  to  the 
measure  when  it  was  known  as  the  London 
Streets  and  Buildings  Bill.  It  bih  )ved  surveyors 
especially,  as  the  persons  who  had  to  administer 
the  .Vet  in  many  cues  where  important  interests 
w.  re  at  stake,  to  be  thoroughly  acjuainttd  with 
its  prorisions,  and  prepared  to  accurately  define 
its  practical  as  well  as  its  legal  points.     He  dealt 
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(irst  with  the  dtlinition  section,  and  point  id  out 
Chat  the  Act  of  1h;i|  considoribly  extended,  by 
fluh-Bection  IG,  the  dttinition  of  a  pirty-wall,  as 

laid  down  in  the  Act  of  l>y'''',  making  the  word- 
ing clearer,  and  bringing  in  an  entirely  new 

cla«8  of  walla  viz.,  those  forming  part  of  a 
building,  and  standing  to  a  greater  extent  than 

the  pro;ection  of  the  footings  on  InnJs  of  different 
-owners.  It  was  formerly  only  necessary  to 
decide  «  hethor  a  wall  was  a  party-wall  or  not,  to 
iorjuire  whether  it  stood  between  two  existing 
buildings  with  a  view  to  separate  occupancy. 
But  now,  in  the  case  of  a  wall  built  against  on 
one  side  only,  the  (piestion  of  the  ownership  of 
the  soil  on  which  it  stands  might  have  to  be 
•considered  in  determining  whether  it  was  a 
party-wall  or  not.  Again,  it  would  seem 
that  mere  separate  ownership,  without  dis- 
"tinct  staircases  and  separate  entrances  from 
without  would  not  render  a  floor  a  party  struc- 

ture. Under  the  Act  all  notices  served  by  the 
building  owner  are  to  be  upon  the  ''adjoining 
owner."  I'nder  the  .Vet  of  I8.5.'i  "  such  one  of  the 
owners  of  the  premises  separated  by  or  adjoining 
to  any  party  structure  as  is  desirous  of  executing 
any  work  in  respect  of  such  party  structure  shall 
be  called  the  '  building  owner,'  and  the  owner 
of  the  other  premises  shall  be  called  '  the  adjoin- 

ing owner.'  "  In  the  Act  of  1S91  the  expression 
"adjoining  owner"  means  "the  owner  or  one 
of  the  owners,"  and  "adjoining  occupier" 
moans  "  tlie  occupier  or  one  of  the  occupiers  of 
land,  buildings,  stories,  or  rooms  adjoining  those 

of  the  NuilJing  owner."  The  question  arose, 
Ifaa  this  alteration  of  the  wording  altered  the  law 

as  defined  previously ':  It  had  been  contended 
that  the  expression  "  or  one  of  the  owners  "  in 
the  new  .Vet  was  intended  to  relieve  the  building 
owner  of  the  onus  of  serving  all  the  varioifi 
owners  interested  in  the  property  with  notices, 
provided  one  of  them  was  served,  and  section  173 
of  the  Act  was  ((uoted  in  support  of  this  con- 

tention ;  but  this  section  merely  governed  the 
allocation  of  the  expenses  incurred,  usually 
by  the  building  owner,  and  did  not  deal  with  the 
innumerable  questions  concerning  how  and  when 
work  was  to  be  done  to  a  party -wall.  On  the 
other  hand,  it  was  argued  that  these  words  of 
the  Act  rather  accentuated  the  necessity  of  giving 
to  each  one  of  such  owners  th?  same  notices  and 
rights  by  statute  as  they  previously  bad  by  case 
law.  T'nder  section  !I0  it  seemed  clear  that  if 
one  occupier  were  entitled  to  anything,  all  the 
occupiers  must  bo.  For  the  first  time  in  the 
history  of  Metropolitan  Building  Acts  an  attempt 
had  been  inado  in  section  87)  to  deal  with  the 
creation  of  party- walls,  and  to  give  certain  rights 
to,  and  impose  certain  liabilities  on,  a  person 
-wishing  to  erect  an  external  wall.  By  sub- 

section 1,  any  building  (iwner  desiring  to  erect  a 
party-wall  on  the  line  of  junction  or  boundary  of 
his  own  and  another  person's  vacant  land  ;  and, 
by  sub-section  5,  any  such  owner  desiring  to 
build  an  external  wall,  might  serve  a  notice  on 
the  adjoining  owner  to  that  effect,  describing  the 
wall,  which  might  then  be  erected  according  to 
the  Act,  either  as  a  party  or  an  external  wall ; 
but  there  was  no  provision  for  the  service  of  a 
plan  or  section  with  the  notice.  The  words  of 
sub-section  G,  section  90,  and  sub-section  1,  of 
section  '.'i.  requiring  the  service  of  plans  and sections,  hnd  boon  found  to  be  of  great  value  in 
preventing  misunderstanding  and  simplifying 
proceedings.  Sub-section  o  dealt  with  the  pay- 

ment by  the  two  owners  of  the  cost  of  building  a 
party-wall,  but  did  not  say  when  the  adjoining owner  was  to  make  his  contribution  ;  but  it  was 
presumably  not  until  he  made  use  of  the  wall  by 
building  !ii,Minst  it.  The  word  "  underpin  "  had 
been  interpuliited  in  section  88,  and  had  incident- 

ally had  an  effect  on  the  meaning  of  eoction  ̂ 13. 
The  liability  of  the  building  owner  to  make  good 
damage  and  to  pay  compensation  was  mainly dealt  with  in  section  88,  under  different 
sub  -  sections,  with  which  the  author  dealt 
-riatim.  It  appeared,  he  thought,  strange 
that  the  important  rights  given  to  the  adjoin- 

ing owner  under  sections  88,  ;i:5,  and  '.i.i  should 
not  also  begivon  under  sub-settion  G  of  section  SS 
and  sub-section  2<i  of  section  n."),  where  under- 

pinning ..r  raising  is  done,  in  which  case  conse- 
luential  damages  must  often  arise.  The  author 
then  dealt  with  other  points  in  sections  88  and 
>.'>,  and  proceeded  to  disi  iiss  the  position  of  the "adjoining  occupier."  Tnder  section  03  the adjoining  owner  and  occupier  is  en'.itled  to  com- 

pensation for  damage.  I'nder  section  90  the 
off'u/wr  IS  entitled  to  the  hoarding,  shoring,  and ■other  precautions  laid  down  in  sub-section  i  ;  and 

by  sub-section  3  the  work  is  to  be  done  so  as  to 
cause  no  unnecessary  inconvenience  to  the  adjoin- 

ing oceupier  :  and  in  sub-section  I,  .section  90,  the 
building  owner  may  not,  without  the  consent  of 
the  adjoining  owner  and  of  the  adjoining  occu- 

piers, do  any  work  unless  he  has  served  a  notice 
on  the  adjoining  owner.  If  he  served  a  notice 
on  the  owner,  the  occupier  might  apparently  be 
ignored.  But  the  only  occupier  previously  recog- 

nised by  the  Building  Acts  or  by  section.'*  88  and 
95  of  this  Act  was  an  oceupier  who  held  an  interest 

of  more  than  one  year's  duration,  and  was  there- 
fore also  an  owner.  By  section  89  the  Act  gave 

the  adjoining  owner  power  to  require  the  build- 
ing owner  to  do  such  works  as  might  be  fairly 

required  for  the  convenience  of  the  adjoining 
owner,  by  giving  notice  ;  but  the  author  men- 

tioned a  case  where  an  attempt  had  been  made  to 
import  an  entirely  different  meaning  into  the 
section  by  serving  a  counter  notice  upon  the 

building  owner.  The  Building  Act  of  IS.'iS  laid 
down  in  section  S.'i  the  rules  as  to  notices,  ap- 

pointment of  surveyors,  awards,  and  the  like, 
which  were  dealt  with  in  the  present  Act  in 
sections  90  and  91.  The  length  of  notice  required 
in  respect  of  a  party-wall  was  reduced  from  three 
months  to  one  month,  the  length  of  notice  in 
respect  of  party  structures  from  three  months  to 
two  months.  And  not  only  must  the  building 

owner's  notice  state  the  nature  of  the  work  pro- 
posed, but  he  must  also  give  particulars  of  it. 

The  case  of  "  Ilobbs,  Hart,  and  Co.,  v.  Grover 
and  Koe  "  was  cited  as  an  important  decision  on 
this  point.  Section  90,  sub-section  2,  made  an 
important  alteration  in  the  law  by  obliging  a 
building  owner  to  make  and  maintain  a  proper 
hoarding  and  shoring,  i-c,  for  the  protection  of 
the  adjoining  land  or  building  and  the  security 
of  the  adjoining  occupier.  A  useful  addition  to 
the  previous  rules  was  the  provision  that  unless 
the  work  to  which  a  notice  referred  was  begun 
within  six  months  of  the  service  of  notice,  such 
notice  should  not  be  available  for  the  exercise  of 
any  right.  The  author  thought  that  the  words 
in  the  first  part  of  section  91,  "  not  specially  pro- 

vided for  by  this  Act,"  were  ambiguoui,  and 
might  well  have  been  omitted,  as  it  was  pre- 

sumably intended  that  all  differences  arising 
between  building  and  adjoining  owners  should 
be  settled  in  the  manner  provided  by  this  section, 
by  surveyors  appointed  by  the  respective  owners. 
If  the  words  mean  to  exclude  from  the  powers  of 
surveyors  so  appointed  all  matters  specially  pro- 

vided for  by  the  Act,  it  would  seem  that  surveyors 
would  never  have  power  to  settle  party-wall  cases 
at  all,  for  these  matters  are  specially  provided 
for  in  section  8  of  the  Act.  It  would  be  very 
desirable,  he  t  bought,  if  the  thir4  surveyor  were 
treated  in  this  section — as  he  invariably  was,  in 
fact — as  an  umpire,  competent  to  sign  the  award 
alone.  As  things  now  stood,  it  must  also  be 
signed  by  one  of  the  other  surveyors,  even  if 
not  entirely  acceptable  to  either  of  them,  with  the 
possibility  of  a  deadlock.  The  author  proceeded 
to  deal  with  the  remedies  where  jj  surveyor 
neglects  or  refuses  to  proceed,  and  gave  it  as  his 
experience  that  it  was  extremely  difficult  to  move 
a  Secretary  of  State  to  appoint  a  third  surveyor, 
as  provided  for  in  the  Act.  Section  92  contained 
a  new  provision,  giving  permission  for  a  building 
owner  to  enter  an  adjoining  owners  premises  for 
the  purpose  of  executing  any  work  he  was 
entitled  to  do  under  the  .Jict  by  giving  H  days 
notice,  except  in  the  case  of  emergency,  when  he 
must  give  such  notice  as  may  be  reasonably 
practicable.  The  section  (93)  affecting  the  build- 

ing owner's  liability  to  underpin  had  given  rise 
to  many  questions.  It  was  also  a  question 
whether,  in  notices  under  the  Act,  the  sections 
under  which  the  notice  was  served  should  be 

quoted.  Section  87  of  the  Act  of  1 8. 5 .'i  gave  the 
adjoining  owner  power  to  require  the  building 
owner  to  give  security  before  commencing  work 
for  such  costs  and  compensation  in  respect  of 
such  work  as  may  be  payable  by  him.  The  new  Act 
re-enacted  this  in  Section  91,  with  the  addition  of 

the  word  "  expenses  "  before  "  costs  and  compen- 
sation," and  also  gave  the  building  owner  an 

extended  right  to  reiiuire  security  from  the 
adjoining  owner,  apparently  in  the  event  of  the 
lalter's  requisition  as  to  building  chimney  jambs 
and  the  like.  It  has  been  questioned  whether  the 

words  quoted  brought  in  a  claim  for  lawyer's  and 
surveyor's  costs.  The  whole  position  of  the 
matter  of  party- walls  under  the  new  Act  might  be 
summarised  as  follows  :  . —  There  were  many 
variations  from  previous  law,  the  effects  of  which 
were  not  yet  fully  understood.  There  wore  in 
the  Act  many  flaws  needing  amendment.     There 

were  points  in  which  the  Act  needed  amend  nent 
in  the  interests  of  its  ready  and  fair  administra- 

tion, and  there  were  others  only  to  be  aettlelwith the  help  of  a  lawyer. 

A  cordial  vote  of  thanks  to  Mr.  Pilditch  was 
proposed  by  Jlr.  Howard  Martin,  and  seconded 
by  Jlr.  11.  T.  Steward,  and  carried  unanimously. 
The  discussion  of  the  paper  was  adjourned  tD  the 
meeting  of  the  llth  prox. 

THE  ARCHITIXTURAL  ASSOCIATIOX. 

THE  fortnightly  meeting  of  the  Architectural Association  was  held  on  Friday  evening, 
the  President,  5Ir.  (i.  H.  Fellowes  Prynne, 
F.R.I.B.A.,  in  the  chair.  The  following  gentle- 

men were  elected  as  members :  E.  U.  Bullock, 
J.  G.  Burgess,  L.  R.  Cargill,  E.  Cooper,  .T.  H. 
Garry,  C.  G.  Gordon,  .1.  W.  LoveU,  K.  Olarte. 
N.  C.  Smith,  and  J.  D.  Tate.  On  the  motion  of 
the  President,  a  resolution  was  passed  bv  ac- 

clamation cordially  congratulating  Mr.  R.  Ehey 
Smith  upon  his  appointment  as  Professor  of 

Architecture  and  Building  Construction  at  King's 
College,  London,  the  President  stating  that  Mr. 
Smith  had  long  taken  an  active  interest  in  the 
Association,  and  had  been  one  of  their  lecturers 
since  1891. 

ART    Al'PLIED    TO    THE    PKIXTING    AXD   WEAVIXO  OF 

TEXTILE    FAT1RIC<. 

The  following  paper  on  this  subject  was  read 
by  Sir  Thomas  Waudle,  of  Leek.  It  was  illus- 

trated by  between  eighty  and  ninety  lantern 
slides,  and  also  by  a  sumptuous  and  very  com- 

plete collection  of  examples  of  sUk  and  velvet 
and  other  woven  fabrics  of  all  periods,  from  a 
great  variety  of  Ancient  Christian  Coptic  burial 
cloths,  dating  between  the  fourth  and  ninth  cen- 

turies, taken  by  the  late  Miss  Amelia  B.  Edwards 
and  by  Professor  Flinders  Petrie  from  the  graves 
at  Akhinim,  Egypt,  to  the  latest  productions  in 
silks  and  velvets  of  the  Leek  factories  of  Messrs. 
Wardle  and  Sons,  designed  by  Miss  M.  E.  Clowes, 
Messrs.  Walter  Crane,  W.  R.  Lethaby,  E.  G. 
Renter,  John  V.  Seddon,  T.  Wardle,  jun.,  and  . 
others,  and  others  woven  by  Messrs.  W&mer  and 
Sons,  of  Spitalfields  and  Brainiree,  Mr.  Morton, 
of  Darvel,  Jlr.  Bermingham,  and  others. 

EGYPTIAN"   TEXTILES. 

The  textile  industry,  said  the  lecturer,  is  one  of 
the  earliest.  History  and  the  ancient  monuments 
of  Egypt  clearly  prove  its  existence  for  at  least 
6,000  years.  We  possess  no  textiles  of  that 
early  period,  but  the  paintings  in  the  pyramids 
show  the  Egyptians  clothed  in  garments  of  red, 
blue,  and  yellow,  with  patterned  geometrical 
devices,  of  which  the  lotus  and  papyrus  plants 
and  the  scarib;fU8  or  dung  beetle  predominate, 
as  weU  as  other  motives,  chiefly  of  sacred  animals 
and  other  plants.  It  is  a  pleasing  idea  that  the 
designing  of  patterns  from  the  earliest  times  was 

predominated  by  a  meaning.  The  term  "un- 
meaning" so  often  and  so  justly  applied  nowa- 

days, well  signifies  the  patterns  as  a  whole  of  the 
last  100  years  or  more.  The  meanings  which 
educed  the  older  designs  were  chiefly  symbolical 
of  religious  beliefs,  as  witness  one  of  the  earliest 

Egyptian  ornaments,  the  scarib.<>us,  which  has 
been  well  described  as  follows  :  — "  This  insect  has 
the  remarkable  habit  of  laying  its  eggs  in  excre- 

ment, with  which  it  envelops  the  egg,  and  of 
forming  a  little  ball.  The  beetle  draws  this  ball 
after  it  with  his  hind  legs  until  the  surface 
hardens.  The  ball,  which  contains  the  embryo 
of  a  new  life,  and  which  the  heat  of  the  sun  will 
awaken,  was  to  the  Egyptians  symbolical  of  the 
globe,  out  of  which  new  life  would  spring,  and 

also  of  the  minuteness  of  the  Creator's  work. 
Likewise,  the  lotus  and  papyrus  plants  which 
prevail  in  Egyptian  architecture  and  painting 
were  symbols  of  the  nourishment  of  the  body 
and  mind."  A  species  of  serpent  whose  bite  was 
instant  death  symbolised  the  sovereignty  of  life over  death. 

ASSVBIAX. 

The  sculptured  records  of  the  Assyrians  show 
that  this  ancient  people  were  not  behind  in  the 
textile  arts.  The  next  slide  shows  a  piece  of  the 
dress  of  an  Assyrian  King,  upon  which  are  shown 
figures  of  men  in  long,  flowing  robes,  with  a 
variety  of  mythical  subjects,  and  in  the  centre  is 
the  disc  of  the  sun,  ascending  on  the  wings  of  an 
eagle,  the  symbol  alike  of  Egyptian  and  Assyrian 
sun  worship,  below  which  is  the  Horn  or  tree  of 
life,  with  its  pomegranate-like  fruit.  In  the 
thirty-fifth  chapter  of  Exodus,  Jloses,  speaking 
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of  the  ten  large  tapestries  of  the  Tabernacle, 

says:  "Them  hath  God  filled  with  wisdom  of 

heart,  to  work  all  manner  of  work  of  the  en- 
graver, and  of  the  cunning  workman,  and  of  the 

embroiderer  in  blue  and  in  purple,  and  in  fine 

linen,  and  of  the  weaver;  "  and  further,  in  the 
thirty-ninth  chapter,  Moses,  in  speaking  of 
Aaron's  priestly  dress,  states  :  "  And  they  made 
upon  the  hems  of  the  robe  pomegranates  of 

blue  and  purple  and  scarlet  and  twined  linen." 
"What  fruit  is  there  which  has  dominated  artistic 
decorative  design  like  the  pomegranate  in  all 
the  succeeding  ages,  and  worthily,  for  it  was  the 
symbol  of  lover  Jupiter  made  the  bridal . I uno 
taste  of  pomegranates.  In  the  circle  surround- 

ing the  tree  of  life  you  will  see  alternate  palmettos 
and  pomegranates ;  the  figures  are  those  of 
priests.  The  winjed  figures  are  cherubim  with 

human  and  eagles'  heads. 
I  niN.v. 

For  thousands  of  years  before  our  era  China 

has  practised  the  weaver's  and  embroider'a  arts, 
and,  above  all  other  countries,  the  materiiils  were 
chiefly  of  silk.  The  printing  of  fabrics  in  China 
and  Japan  is  both  curious  and  interesting.  Some 
of  it  is  done  without  blocks,  especially  in  Japan, 
by  stencilling  through  stiff  paper  in  which  the 
designs  are  cut.  This  work  is  often  enriched  by 
embroidery  being  worked  upon  it,  and  very 
artistic  effects  are  thus  obtained.  I  »f  the  antiquity 
of  printing  in  these  countries  history  does  not 
give  us  much  information  :  but  the  treatment 
of  their  colouring  and  designing  is  of  a  very 
traditional  kind,  the  litter  belonging  to  the 
grotesque  and  symbolic  category  ;  but  in  flower 

drawing  they  excel.  AA'e  can  safely  infer  from 
their  modern  craftsmanship  what  was  cha- 

racteristic of  their  ancient  work.  A  great  feature 
of  Chinese  designing  is  their  adherence  to  ancient 
ideals,  and  a  great  reluctance  to  change  or  tu  be 
influenced  by  modem  styles,  for  Chinese  art  in 
textile  work,  like  that  of  Indism,  rests  where  it 
has  been  for  ages.  Chinese  fantastic  treatment 
of  figure  forms  may  be  said  to  be  typified  in  their 
dragons,  the  most  important  of  which  has  the 
head  of  a  chameleon,  the  horns  of  a  stag,  the 
claws  of  an  eagle,  and  the  tail  of  a  serpent :  this 
is  symbolic  of  supreme  wisdom.  The  next  slide 
illustrates  very  well  this  idea.  The  dragon  is  the 
martial  device  of  the  Emperor,  and  that  of  the 
Empress  is  the  phonix.  The  phi ■  nix,  with  a 
peacock's  tail  and  head  covered  with  protube- 

rances, is  the  symbol  of  a  long  and  happy  life. 
liY/AXTIXE. 

The  patterned  cloths  of  Byzantium  must  find  a 

pK'e  in  our  survey,  especially  as  our  European mueeums  and  churches  are  rich  in  vestures  of  that 
time,  and  more  especially  so  from  the  fact  that 
Byzantine  patterns,  culminating  probably  in 
Justinian's  time,  did  not  lose  their  influence  in 
the  pattern-designers'  mind  for  many  centuries 
after — say  up  to  the  fourteenth  centurv.  It  is  to 
the  Emperor  Justinian  that  Europe  is  indebted 
for  the  great  development  of  Christain  art  in 
architecture  and  textile  designing.  In  this  early 
era,  the  first  half  of  the  sixth  century,  a  new 
epoch  arose  and  a  new  style  was  inaugurated, 
and  its  influence  remained  as  a  great  artistic  power 
until  the  thirteenth  century.  Justinian  intro- 

duced the  cultivation  of  the  silkworm  or  serici- 
culture  into  Europe  from  China,  and  was  not 
slow  to  perceive  the  great  importance  of  the  art 
of  silk-weaving,  lie  caused  Imperial  factories  to 
be  built,  and  engaged  clever  designers  and 
■weavers  from  Persia.  The  influence  of  I'ersian 
ideas  in  Byzantine  patterns  is  easy  to  see. 
Another  slide  represents  a  man  fighting  with  a 

lion ;  perhaps  Hercules  fighting  the  N'cmiein 
lion,  Samson  slaying  the  lion,  or  a  represent  i- 
tion  of  Christian  martyrs  struggling  with  wild 
beasts  in  Rome.  Thenextslideisa  representation 
of  two  Persian  kings  hunting  lions.  Vet  another 
is  an  illustration  of  the  chanot  races  which  were 
popular  at  Byzmtium  in  the  time  of  Justinian. 
It  consists  of  a  figured- centre,  with  a  chariot 
drawn  by  four  horses.  This  fabric  is  to 
bo  seen  at  the  C.ithedral  of  Aix  la  Chapelle. 
Another  represents  a  rare  fabric  from  the  church 
of  St.  Mary,  Dantzic.  It  contains  an  Arabian 

inscription,  "  assultan  al  alim,"  the  wise  sultan. 
This  is  a  later  fabric,  and  belongs  to  the  time  of 
the  early  Islam  ascendancy,  .\nother  slide 
represents  a  fabric  with  an  all-over  Byzantine 
design  of  great  ingenuity,  heralding  the  diaper 
work  of  the  Liter  Ciothic  times.  It  is  the 
pattern  on  the  garment  in  which  the  CJerman 
Emperor  Otho  the  Cireat  was  buried.  This 
dates  from  the  10th  century.     A  small  portion  of 

the  actual  cloth  is  exhibited  on  the  table.  Closely 
associated  with  Byzantium  treatment  is  the 
Coptic  weaving  of  the  Christian  Copts  of  Egypt, 
large  collections  of  which  have  been  exhumed 
from  the  ancient  burial-grounds  of  Sakkar.ah  and 
Akhinim,  in  Upper  Egypt,  by  5Ir.  Flinders 
Petrie.  Some  small  specimens  are  on  the  table, 
and  I  have  two  lantern-slides,  with  twu  figures 
dancing  on  one  side  and  the  other.  The  pattern- 

ing of  these  cloths  is  very  varied  and  interesting, 
and  dates  from  the  4th  to  the  10th  centuries.  It 
is  remarkable  that  the  dyes,  chiefly  red,  blue, 
green,  yellow,  and  purple,  are  so  fast  as  to  have 
scarcely  changed  their  colour  since  their  entomb- 

ment, and  what  is  particularly  interesting,  some  of 

them  bear  evidence  of  care'ul  maternal  d.arning. 
The  dead  were  evidently  buried  in  their  holiday 
garments.  There  are  two  reproduced  silk  fabrics 
of  Coptic  patterns  on  the  wall.  At  Akhinim,  as 
I  have  just  said,  a  printing-block  was  discovered, 
carved  in  the  pattern  you  will  see  in  the  upper 
part  of  the  slide  which  1  will  put  on  the  screen. 
The  tissues,  mostly  in  the  form  of  tunics  and 
other  garments,  date  from  the  e.arliest  centuries 
of  our  era  down  to  the  ninth  or  tenth.  Jloit 
likely  Egypt  was  the  centre  of  production  of  this 
printed  work,  whence  it  was  for  a  Icng-time  dis- 

tributed into  Western  Europe.  Akhinim  was  for 
centuries  celebrated  for  weaving  woollen  fabrics. 

A  piece  of  fine  linen  printed  in  reserve — white 
circles  on  a  blue  ground — was  found  in  the  tomb 
of  St.  C'esarius  of  Aries — 6th  century  work.  A 
piece  of  cotton  cloth  printed  in  red,  gold,  and 
black,  representing  Ganymede  carried  away  by 
the  eagle,  was  foimd  in  the  Church  of  Quedlin- 
bourg.  Professor  Lessing  considers  this  piece  to 
date  from  the  6th  to  the  8th  centuries.  i)n  the 
same  screen  are  a  few  patterns  of  the  printed 
fabrics  found  in  ancient  France,  Holland,  Ger- 

many, Austria,  and  Italy,  chiefly  human-figure 
subjects  with  birds,  dragons,  foliage,  pome- 

granates, and,  later  on,  feur-de-lys. 

SAE.iCENIC,    SICILIAV. 

Next  in  order  follow  the  interesting  designs, 
both  woven  and  printed,  of  Saracenic  or  Sicilian 

inspiration.  C">ne  of  these  is  a  pattern  printed  on linen  with  silver  on  an  indigo  ground,  and  has  a 
treatment  of  stags  and  eagles.  Another  a  white 
wax  reserve  on  a  ground  of  indigo  of  the  twelfth 
century,  and  a  third  is  a  device  of  eagles,  lions 
killing  ducks.  It  is  Sicilian,  and  a  woven  fabric 
in  the  museum  of  the  weaving  school.  Crefeld. 
In  yet  another  design  we  see  a  lion  and  a  hoopoe ; 
it  may  be  inferred  that  the  fabric  belonged  to 
the  robe  of  a  strong  and  wise  sovereign,  since  the 
hoopoe  signifies  wisdom.  Moreover,  a  little 
inscription  in  the  narrow  border  of  the  stuff  says, 
"The  Wise."  The  next  slide  is  a  crowded 
design,  which  shows  a  woman  catching  a  hare 
with  a  net,  and  holding  by  a  chain  or  cord  a 
hound  and  a  spotted  cheetah.  Beneath  this  we 
see  a  woman  with  an  eagle.  From  Arabian 
symbolism  we  learn  (says  Professor  Karabacek,  of 
Vienna)  that  the  catching  of  the  hare  signifies 
opulence,  marriage,  and  increase  of  family.  To 

dream  of  riding  on  an  eagle's  back  foretells  riches, 
and  if  a  person  should  see  a  woman  carried  on  an 

eagle's  back  he  will  eventually  arrive  at  govern- 
ment. The  following  slide  is  a  reproduction  of  a 

design  often  used  for  ecclesiastical  decoration .  Two 
stags  are  fastened  with  chains,  lifting  their  eyes 
to  Ileaven,  kneeling.  Dewdrops  and  sunbeams 
fall  from  the  sun,  which  is  partly  hidden  by 
clouds.  The  stag  is  supposed  to  symbolise  the 
soul  weary  of  life  and  yearning  for  eternal  rest, 

beautifully  expressed  in  the  forty-second  I'salm 
— "  As  the  hart  pants  after  the  water-brooks,  so 

panteth  my  soul  after  Thee,  O  Ciod."  In  the treasury  of  the  church  at  Maestricht  there  is  kept 
a  piece  of  stuff  which  belonged  to  the  garment  of 
St.  Servatius,  the  patron  of  the  church,  in  which 
he  was  buried.  The  figured  part  of  this  design 
is  surrounded  by  connected  circles  having  a 
diameter  of  a  quarter  of  a  yard.  Within  the 
circles  two  brothers  stand  upon  a  Doric  column, 
perhaps  Komulus  and  Kemus,  or  the  two  Dio- 

scuri, Cistor  and  Pollux.  I  In  each  side  of  the 
column  a  bull  is  being  sacrificed.  Two  angels 
piour  out  a  libation.  The  symbolical  interpreta- 

tion of  these  Sicilian  designs  is  well  exemplified 

in  another  picture.  The  dog,  the  sj-mbol  of  the 
human  soul,  has  been  freed  from  this  mortal  life, 
as  indicated  by  the  broken  chain  ;  the  eagle,  the 
symbol  of  Divinity,  having  descended  from 
heaven  to  break  the  chain,  now  steers  the  soul  to 
the  abode  of  the  blessed,  and  this  action  takes 
place  under  the  shade  of  the  great  and  mighty 
tree  of  the  church  whose  branches   o-erspread 

the  world.  This  design  was  probably  made  for 
the  use  of  funerals.  It  is  found  on  a  cope  from/ 
the  Church  of  St.  Miry,  Dantzic,  and  now 
partly  in  the  South  Ivensington  Museum.  It  is 
a  remarkably  effective  and  interesting  subject. 

THE    <t.    crTIIUKUT    rill.VTS. 

This  and  the  next  slide  are   facsimile  repro- 
ductions   of     white     and    coloured    silk  cloths, 

investments  in   which   St.  Cuthbert's  body  was 
wrapped   .\  d.    1100,    when   it   was   reburied  in 
Durham  Cathedral.     The  account  of  theorifjinal 
cloths  is  interesting.     In  the  year  1104,  Reginald, 
a  monk  of  Durham,  describing  three   robes  in 
which  the  body  of  St.  Cuthbert  was  clothed,  says 
they  were  taken  off,  and  describes  the  three  robes 
by  which  they  were  replaced  in  his  time.     These 
last,  he  says,  were  of  a  similar  nature  to  those 
which  were  taken  off,  but  of  greater  elegance. 
The  occasion  of  the  redothing  was  the  translation 
of  St.  Cuthbert's  body  to  the  tomb  prepared  for 
it  in  the  magnificent  new  ('athedral  of  Durham. From  A. 11.  990  to  1093,  it  had  lain  in  the  Anglican 
Cathedral  of  Durham,  and  from   1093  to  1104  it 
lay  in  the  temporary  tomb  prep.ared  for  it  when 
they  began  to  puU  down  the  Anglican  Cathedral 
to  make  way  for  the  present  Norman  Church. 
Reginald  says  that  the  robe  nearest  the  body  in 
1104  was  "of   sUk— thin,  and  of  most  delicate 
texture."     The  next  ho  describes  as  "  costly,  of 

incompar.able  purple  cloth  "  ;   the  third  or  outer- 
most was   "of  the   finest   linen."      When  the 

tomb  was  opened  in    I8'27   they  found  first  the 
linen  robe  and  then  portions  of  the  two  silk  robes. 
C)ne   of  these   robes   was   of   thinnish  silk,  the 
ground    colour    amber,    the    ornamental    parts 
literally  covered  writh  leaf  gold,  and  the  fringe 
a  braid  of  the  same  colour  stitched  on  with  a 
needle.    This  is  the  robe  from  which  the  knight 
with    hawk    and   hound,  the  rabbits,  &c. ,  are 
copied.     Another  was  a  robe  of  thick,  soft  silk  ;. 
the   colour  had  been    brilliant  beyond   measure. 
It  is  the  urn  or  island  pattern.     The  ground 
within  the   circle  is  red  ;    the  fruit  and  foliage 

yellow  with  red  stalks  ;  the  urn  or  flower-basket, 
the  ducks,  and  the  sea  red,  yellow,  and  purple  ; 
the  porpoises  yellow  and   red,  and  the  pittern 
round  the  border  of  the  robe  red.     These  two 
correspond  to  the  description  by  Reginald  of  the 
two  robes  placed  next  the  body.     The  translation 
of  the  body  having    been  contemplated  for  so 
many  years,  there  was  plenty  of  time  for  having 
special    robes    made.      It    is  very  tempting  to 
believe  that  the  urn    represents  Fame  Island, 
blossoming  with  Christian   virtues,   and  bearing 
abundance  of  Christian  fruit :    the  fish  and  the 

water  birds,  St.  Cuthbert's  porpjises  and  eider 
ducks,  the  knight  with  hawk  and  hound,  show  the 
great  secular  position  of  the  Bishop  of  Durham, 
and  so  on.      St.  Cuthbert's  life  was  chiefly  spent 
in  the  ilonastery  at  Fame  Island,  and  when  he 
died  his  body  was  brought  to  Durham  Cathedral. 
Up  to  the  time  of,   and  long  after,  his  reburial, 
there  was  no  silk-weaving  in  England,  therefore 
the  silk  cloths  must  have  been  imported,  and 
probably     ordered,    from     abroad,    the   designs 
printed  upon  them  being   of   Eastern  character, 
mainly   of    Persian    treatment.      At  that  time, 
when  the  Normans   conquered  Northern  Sicily, 
towards    the    end     of     the     llth    century,  a 

flourishing    school    of    --Vrab    silk -weavers   hac 
been    established    there    for   more  than  a  cen- 

tury. The  Norman  kings,  who  highly  appreciated 
the  beauty  oi  these  silken  stuffs,  granted  special 

privileges  to  the  .\rab  weavers,  so  that  they  con- tinued to  work  their  silk  looms  under  the  rule  ol 
the  Christain  conquerors;  thus  from  the  llth  to 
the  14th   century   Palermo   continued   to   be  the 
chief  centre  for  the  production   of  woven  and 
figured  silk.  The  products  of  these  Sicilian  looms 
were  exported  widely  throughout  Europe,  espe- 
ciallv  for  ecclesiastical  vestments,  frontals  and 

dossals.     The  stuffs  woven  by  these  Siculo-.-\rab 
craftsmen  were  of  two  classes  :  firstly,  the  textiles 
woven  before  the  Norman  Conquest,  108O.1090: 
and,  secondly,  the  textiles  of  the  period  when  these 
Arab  workmen  ware  employed  by  their  Norman 
conquerera.     In  the  second  period  the  designs 
were  of  endless    variety,   and    showed  greater 
freedom  than  in  the  first  period,  in  which  the 
designing  done  (whether  woven  or  printei)  was 
more,   from  purely  '  iriental  motives,  mos'.ly  of 
Persian  origin— such  .is  a  w.arrior  on  horseback 
with  a  hawk  on  his   wrist,  attended  by  a  hound. 
The    two    chief    pieces    of    printed  silk  which 
were  used  to  re-enfold  the  body  of  St.  Cuthbert 
in   1104    are    v.iluab'.e    examples    of    the  older 
class.     One  has  the    horseman,  and    the  border 
is  decorated  with    sham    Arabic   letters.     Th& 
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other  which  liaine,  in  hia  interesting  work  on 

tho  oihumation  of  St.  I'uthbort,  took  to  be  a 
representation  of  Fame  Island,  with  its  rabbite 
and  eider  ducks,  belongs  to  the  semi-Classical 

dtyles  of  pattern.  Th's  prores  the  antiquity  of 

Kiiropean  tissue -printing,  although  by  E'jstern workmen. 
IT.M.H.V    TKXTII.K.S. 

The  artistic  weaving  of  teitilee  spread  from 

ralcruio  to  Lucca  ia  the  middle  of  the  I'ith 
century,  and  after  that  to  Jlilan,  Florence, 
Bolognn,  Vf-nice,  and  (ionoa.  The  .Saracenic 
styles  gradually  gave  way  to  the  more  (lowing 
and  gfouiutrical  forms  of  the  Renaissance,  in 
which  tho  pomegranate  became  a  leading  type, 
and  gniJuilly.  by  tho  end  of  the  14th  cantory, 
ligures  of  animals  disappeared  totally.  Few  of 
tho  world's  fabrics  of  any  age  have  been 
more  celebrated  than  the  old  (Jenocae  velvets 
and  brocades  and  the  rich  fabrics  from  the 
looms  of  Florence  and  \onice.  Ttily  became, 
and  is  also,  ft  silk-growing  country,  the 
mulberry  tlourisheJ  there,  and  with  it  serici- 
(ulture  was  a  certainty.  Thu  early  Italian  dyers 

practimd  the  tradition  of  the  further  I '.  ist,  and with  indigo  for  blue  kermos  and  afterwards 
cochineal  tot  red,  gave  them  power  in  tinctorial 
application  which  made  their  coloured  fabrics 
famous  and  permanent.  The  permanency  of 
their  dyes  and  the  beauty  of  their  colourings 
gave  them  for  centuries  an  enviable  ascendency. 

PAI.STEll  -  1)ESI0.VEU.>.  :       CAULO      CKIVELLI, 
FIFTEENTH    IKNTrttY. 

NVe  now    come    to  the    Genoese  velvet  and 

Italian  damask  period,  the  period  of  the  Renais- 
sance and  of  the   Italian   painters.      Although 

Italy  might  ha\e  depended  more  for  its  Renais- 
sance silk  designs  upon  designers  of  the  craft  than 

upon  painters,  we  know  in  how  many  instances 
painters  and  architects  have  excelled,  and  do  still 
excel,  in   the  decorative   treatment  of  p»ttemed 
work  ;  and  such  influence  and  work  can  be  traced 
in   the  designs  of   !«ome  of    the    great    Italian 

painters'  jiictures.     Take,  as  an  example,  Carlo 
Crivelli,  who  painted  in  the  middle  and  latter 
part  of  tbi-  fifteenth  century.     In  his  pictures  we 
see  elaborate  designs  in  brocaded  silk,  as  I  shall 
show   you   further  on,  indicative  and  typical  of 
the  conventional  Venetian  brocades  and  velvets 
of  that  time.     The  patterns  he  painted  are  all 
different  in  design,  but  there  is  a  sameness  and 
individuility   of   diaper  treatment  which  makes 
me  incline  to  the  opinion  that  he  was  also  a 
pattern  designer  for   th6    Italian    weavers  and 
printers  of  those  days.     The  patterns  in  the  pic- 

tures of   l'"ra  Angelico  and  Paulo  Veronese  in  the 
National    Gallery'    are    worth    studying,   being 
suggosti  ve  of  earlier  patterned  treatment,  as  well 
as  of  iolluences  in  artistic  design  which  operated 
for  centuries  later.     I  will  put  upon  the  screen  a 

few  designs  taken  from  robes  of  t'rivelli's  pic- 
tures  in    tho     National    Gallery.      Mr.   Sidney 

Vacher  a  few  years  ago  did  historical  designing  a 
great  servic  e  by  working  out  the  designs  of  dress 
in  the  old  pictures  of  Madonnas  and  saintly  women 
in  this  collection.     I  am  indebted  to  hia  book  for 
a  few   of   them,   and   1  think  you  will  be  of  my 
opinion  that  these   designs   were  Crivelli's  own. 
In  the  lijth  and  I'th  centuries  designs  were  in a  transition  state  between  the   Italians  and  the 
later  French  schools,  types  of  which  are  to  be 
seen  in  tho  three  foUowmg  slides.     Tho  diminu- 

tion  in   hi/.e   of   patterning  was   caused   by  the 
introduction  of  Spanish  styles  of  dress  through- 

out Europe.     The  narrow  folds  and  slashings  of 
tho  garments  re.iuired  small  patterns,  which  took 
the  character  of  Heiir»  semers  or  strewn  llowers, 
as  in  tho  next  slide.    Tho  following  three  slides 
show    tha    tastes   of    goomotrical    designing  in 
Germany   at    this    period.     These  patterns  are 
.printed  in  batchers'  bliio  on  a  white  ground  on 
linen,  and  were  med  sometimes  as  cheap  altar- 
cloths.     From  this  time  down  to    Louis  Seize, 
pattern  designing  underwent  a  great  change.     It 
lo«it  much  of  that  conventional  chiiracter,  which 
is,  after  all,  the  charm  and  the  necessity  of  a 
good  pattern.     We  find  introductions  of  nataral- 
jstic  flowers  and  foliage  ;  tho  pomegranate  gave 
way   to  the  llower  vase,    imitations   of  ribbons, 
lace,   birds,  quadrupeds,  hornd  of  plenty,  fruit, 
baskets  of  llowers,  and,  lastly,  Chinese  influences, 
pictorial  representations  of  Scripture,  and  other 
subjects  .     architettiral    and   al    /res,}    scenes, 
reaching  into  the  lith  centur>-,  and  culminating 

Wo  now  come  to  the  Kaipire  period,  or  the 
beginning  of  the  nineteenth  century,  represented 
by  four  slides.  For  woven  deeigni  of  the  later 
period,  those  of  Loui.s  XIII.,  XtV.,  XV.,  and 
XVI.,  or  say  from  1600  to  1800,  I  must  refer  you 
to  the  fabrics  on  the  wall  mounted  on  cards.  A.% 

a  textile  printer  I  have  naturally  been  chiefly  in- 
terested in  the  history'  of  printing  as  an  art 

rather  than  pattern  weaving.  But  I  have  one 
slide  of  a  very  pretty  floral  design  of  Louis  XV., 
1750.  From  1800  downwards  we  arrive  at  dis- 

tressing decadence,  artistic  inspiration  gave  way 
to  commonplace  work  by  commonplace  designers, 
and  it  is  not  until  we  come  into  what  I  call  the 
Slorrisan  period  of  our  own  times,  that  pattern 
designing  as  a  worthy  art  has  reappeared.  But 
before  I  illustrate  this  nineteenth  century  work, 
good  and  bad,  chiefly  bad,  I  will  place  on  the 
screen  gome  pictures  of  the  designers  of  other 
countries,  chiefly  Eastern. 

rEK.SIA. 

There  is  no  doubt  that  printing  has  been  carried 
on  for  many  centuries  in  Persia,  and  has  de- 

veloped to  a  great  extent.  A  curious  thing  is 

that  their  dye  and  print  works  are  called  "  work- 
shop.^  of  Christ."  According  to  Persian  tradition, 
Jesus  was  a  dyer.  He  was  apprenticed  to  a  dyer, 
who  ordered  him  to  dye  some  stulls  in  different 
colours.  It  is  related  of  him  that  he  threw  them 

all  into  the  same  vat.  The  dyer,  alarmed,  imme- 
diately took  them  out,  and,  to  his  astonisment, 

each  piece  came  out  the  colour  required  I  It  is 
pleasing  to  be  able  to  record  another  miracle  of 
onr  Lord's.  But  perhaps  he  understood  mordants. 
There  is  also  a  palampore  printed  in  Ispahan 
which  shows  a  richness  of  bordering  peculiar  to 
Kastem  decoration  treatment. 

JAVANESE  WAX   UESERVE   I'KINTIN'O. 

In  Java  and  Sumatra  the  printing  is  done  by 
drawing  the  design  upon  cloth  with  a  very  small 
copper  kettle  containing  melted  wax.  Women 
generally  do  this  work.  They  hold  the  cloth 
over  one  hand,  and  wax  or  paint  in  the  design 
with  a  tiny  kettle  and  its  flnely-pointed  spout  or 
tube.  Both  sides  of  the  cloth  have  to  be  waxed 

exactly  alike. 

SPAIN'. 

Spain  was  a  country  which  early  practised  the 

printer's  art.  It  was  no  doubt  introduced  by  the 
artistic  Moors,  for  it  is  known  that  in  1234  James 

I.  of  Spain  issued  an  edict  "  estarapados,"  mean- 
ing stamped  issues.  I  have  only  one  specimen  of 

Spanish  printing.  It  is  a  pictorial  representation 
of  the  Apostle  St.  Santiago  fighting  on  horse- 

back :  it  is  probably  of  the  last  century. 

INDIAN    liANMIIANA    WORK. 

This  is  a  word  used  in  India  to  denote  tie-and- 

dye  work,  from  the  Hindoo  word  "bhandu,"  to 
tie.     It  is  extensively  practised  in  India,  parti- 

cularly in  Joypore  and  I'lwar.     It  was  the  pre- cur.<or  of  printing  in  the  silk  handkerchief  trade 
in  Calcutta  and  Bherempur,  and    ia  a  very  re- 

markable means  of  producing  designs  in  spots, 

round,  oval,  or  square,  and  plaids.     I'revious  to 
dyeing  the  cloth,  certain  parts  are  tightly  tied  in 
a  pattern  work  of  wonderful  ingenuity,  requiring 
much  patience.     I  have  brought  two  examples  in 
turban  cloths  and  one  shawl.  At  Biroda  1  bought 
a  very  curious  example  of  what  we  in  ICngland 
would  call  warp  or  chine  printing — i.e.,  tho  warp 
is  printed  in  pattern  before  weaving.     In  this 
Baroda  wedding-robe,  however,  the  geometrical 
effort  is  produced  by  first  tioing  and  dying  the 
warp  and  tho  weft,  and  then  weavint,'  the  fabric. 
It  is  a  wonderful  example  of  patience  and  skill, 
and  is  as  costly  as  beautiful.  The  fabric  is  among 
the  present  collection.     Two  specimens  of  llimro 
brocades  woven  in  Surat  are  beautiful  specimens 
of  Mohammedan  work.     They  are  made  for  rich 
Arabian  merchants.     A  wonderful  specimen   of 
Madras  cotton  printing  of  mythological  Hindoo 
subjects  hangs  on  tho  wall,  and  exemplifies  the 
importance    of    wall    decoration    with   moaning 
to  Hindoos.     I  have  a  few  slides  which  repre- 

sent a   series   of   patterns   out    upon    very    old 
blocks  which  wore  given  to  me  in  Calcutta  in 
1S86  by  a  Mahommedan  bandhana  silk  printer. 
They  represent  the  typical  pattern-designing  of 
India.     The  blocks  are  very  small ;  some  of  them 
are   400    years   old.     You   will   easily  recognise 
many  of  tho  patterns  which  have  for  so  longbeen 

^,   ^    printed  in  Lancashire  for  cotton -dress  purposes, 
in  tho  time  of  Louis  XVI.  In  the  latter  part  of  derived,  without  doubt,  from  ancient  Calicut 
the  18th  century  there  was  a  celebrated  calico-  designs  like  these.  The  diapers  and  pine  or  cone 
printer  named  Oborkampt,  whose  works  were  at  pattorns  predominate  in  all  Indian  ornament ;  the 

Jouy,  in  I'ranre.   I  have  two  slides  of  his  prints,  [diaper  treatment   for  centres,  and  the  pine  or 

cones  for  borders.     Among  the  most  artistic  and 
beautiful  designs    the    world  has  seen  are  the 
frescoes  in  the  Caves  of  A  junta  in  Bombay.    The 
decorative  trra^raent    is    Bhuddistic,  and  dates 
from  about  2,000  years  ago.     Since  I  returned 
from  India  I  reproduced  one  of  them  by  the  help 
of  Mr.  Purdon  Clark,  the  present  Director  of  the 
South    Kensington  iluseum.     It  represents  the 
traditional  ripe  pomegranate  fruit  being  pecked 
by  conventional  peacock  or  other  birds.     As  an 
example    of    g^raceful  and  artistic   conventional 
decontive  treatment  I  have  not  seen  any  designs 

to  surpass  it.     N'ative  craftsmen  in  India  do  not 
change  their  craft,   their  methods,  and  rarely 
their  patterns.     I  was  frequently  told  that  their 
forefathers  had  done  the  same  work  from  time 
immemorial.     Their  favourite  way  of  putting  it 
was: — "My  ancestors  have  worked  at  this  for  a 
thousand  years."    The  love  of  pattern,  ornament, 
and  colour  seems  to  be  a  part  of  their  nature,  and 
to  be   almost  automatic,   although    beautifully 
wrought.     Dyeing  and  printing  are  two   of  the 
great  crafts  of  India.     Perhaps  you  will  allow 
me  to  tell  you  a  story  on  the  subject,  and  to 
relate  an  incident  confirmatory  of  that  story.     I 

have  just  spojcen  about  the  traditional  unchange- 
ableness  of  the  craftsmen  of  India.     This  is  well 

illustrated  in  the  story  of  Aboo-Seer  and  Abco- 
Kfer,  related  in  Lane's  edition  of  the  "Arabian 
Nights  Entertainments,"  from  which  I  will  quote, 
and  which  received  amusing  confirmation  in  my 

experience  when  at  Peshawur  :  "  Aboo-Keer  was 
a  dyer,  who,  with  his  friend  Aboo-Seer,  a  barber, 
set  out  from  their  native  place  to  see  other  cities. 

They  came  to  one  city  at  which  Aboo-Keer  be- 
took himself  to  the  market,  and  clad  himself  in 

costly  robes,  and  proceeded  to  go  about  the  city 
and  divert  himseli.     He  saw  it  to  be  a  city  of 
which  he  had  not  found  the  like  among  cities  : 
but  all  the  apparel  of  its  inhabitants  was  white 
and  blue,  without  any  other  colour,  and  he  came 
to  a  dyer,  and  saw  that  all  that  was  in  his  shop 
to  be  blue  ;  and  producing  to  him  a  handkerchief, 
Aboo-Keer    said  to  him,  '  0  master,  take  this 
handkerchief  and  dye  it,  and  receive  thy  pay.' 
The  dyer  replied,  '  TTie  pay  for  dyeing  this  will  be 
twenty  pieces  of  silver.'     So  -\boo-Keer  said  to 
him,  '  We  should  dye  this  in  our  country  for  two 
pieces  of  silver.'     The  man  rejoined,  '  Go  dye  it 
in  your  country ;  but  as  for  me  I  will  not  dye  it 
save  for  twenty  pieces  of  silver ;  the  pay  will  not 
fall  short  of  this  sum  in  the  least.'     Upon  this 
Aboo-Keer  said  to  him,  '  What  colour  doat  thou 

desire  to  dye  ifr'     The  dyer  answered  him,  'I 
will  dye  it  blue.'     Aboo-Keer  said  to  him,  '  I 
desire  that  thou  shouldst  dye  it  for  me  red.'    The 
man,  however,  replied,  '  I  do  not  know  how  to 
dye  red.'     Aboo-Keer  said,  '  Green.'    The  dyer, 
however,  replied.   '  I  do  not  know  how  to  dye 
green.'     Aboo-Keer  said,  '  Yellow.'     The  dyer 
replied,  '  I  do  not  know  how  to  dye  yellow.'  And 
Aboo-Keer  proceeded  to  enumerate  to  him  the 
colours  one  after  another  ;  but  the  dyer  replied, 
'  We  in  our  country  are  forty  masters,  not  one 
more  nor  one  less ;  and  when  one  of  us  dieth  we 
teach  his  son,  and  if  he  loaves  not  a  son  we  are 
deficient  by  one.     When  one  leaveth  two  sons, 
we  teach  one  of  them  :  and  if  he  die,  we  teach 
his  brother.     Thus  our  trade  is  strictly  regulated, 
and  we  do  not  know  how  to  dye  any  colour  except 
blue  alone.'     So  Aboo-Keer  the  dyer  said  to  him, 
'  Know  that  I  am  a  dyer,  and  I  know  how  to  dye 
all  colours.     I  desire  that  thou  wouldst  take  me 
into  thy  service  for  pay,  and  I  wiU  teach  thee  the 
art  of  dyeing  all  colours,  that  thou  mayest  glory 
therein  over  all  the  company  of  dyers'     But  he 
replied,  '  We  allow  not  a  stranger  to  enter  our 
trades  ever.'  "     This  story  was  called  to  my  re- 

membrance when    I    was  passing  through   the 
bazaars  at  Peshawar,  escorted  by  an  armed  ser- 

geant of  police,  provided  for  me  by  the  resident. 
Col.  Nisbet,  as  my  interpreter  and  bodyguard  a 

necessary  preciution    in   that    Kyber  Pass  and 
.\fridi  region).     I  was  particularly  struck  with 
the     blue-dyeing     workshopi,     and     curiosity 

prompted  me  to  repeat  the  reiiuest  of  Aboo-Keer, and  to  try  if  I  could  got  a  piece  of  doth  dyed  any 
other  colour  than  blue.     So   I  bought  a  short 

piece  of  bleached  English  cotton  at  a  bazaar  close 
by,  and  took  it  to  one  of  the  dyers,  and  told  my 

interpreter  to  ask  the  dyer  to  dye  it  red  for  me. 

The  dyer  said,  "  Toll  the  Sahib  I  will  dye  it  for 
him  blue."     I  replied  that  I  did  not  want  blue, 
but  any  other  colour,  preferably  red.     The  man 
replied,  "  Tell  tho  Sahib  I  only  dye  blue,  and  I 
do  not  know  how  to  dye  red."     I  replied  to  my 
interpreter,   "Tell  him  I  am  a  dyer,  too,  and 
know  how  to  dye  all  colours,  and  I  will  teach 

him  how  to  dye  red,  or  grreen,  or  yellow."     The 
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dyer  made  a  very  respectful  salaam,  but  said  very 

firmly,  "Tell  the  Sahib  that  I  and  my  forefathers 
have  dyed  b!ue  for  thousands  of  years,  and  that  I 

will  dye  it  only  blue."  Xo  money  inducements 
nor  the  promised  information  of  the  processes  of 
dyeing  other  colours  were  of  any  avail,  and  so  I 
brought  my  two  yards  of  white  calico  to  Eugland 

undyed — an  amusing  verification  of  the  "  Arabian 

Nights  "  story,  said  to  have  been  written  2,000 
years  ago,  and  an  instance  of  the  unchangeable 
tradition  and  practice  of  arts  and  crafts  in  India. 
And  so  it  is,  not  only  with  their  caste,  crafts- 

manship, but  in  their  patterns  also — practically 
development  in  form  or  colouring. 

DESIG.VING  Foil  THE  CIURCH,  TOR  FlUXITVRE  WORK, 
.\XD  lOR  PERSONAL  ADOKXMEXT. 

Designing  for  the  Church,  for  furniture  or 
upholstery,  and  for  personal  decoration,  have 
been  the  three  important  divisions  or  uses  of 
pattern  work  from  the  earlier  times.  By  the 
Church  I  mean  all  religions  and  their  consequent 
symbolic  expression  ;  and  I  think  I  am  safe  in 
asserting  that  the  decorative  and  artistic  teaching 
of  religious  themes  and  dogmas  holds  the  highest 
and  most  important  place  ;  at  least,  we  have  seen 
that  it  was  so  in  India,  in  Egypt,  and  in  Europe 
in  the  earlier  times.  The  reason  of  this  is  not 

far  to  seek.  All  religious  beliefs  have  always  had 
an  outward  expression,  and  it  w.is  customary  for 
many  centuries,  and  ought  to  be  so  still,  to  offer 
to  God  the  best,  both  of  art  and  of  all  human 
effort.  Witness,  as  a  wonderful  example,  the 
products  of  (iothic  art,  whether  in  cathedrals 
or  churches,  and  their  adornment  by  the  best 
painters  and  artists  in  glass,  in  mosaic,  in  woven 
and  printed  hangings  of  the  greatest  possible 
glory  and  beauty,  in  embroidery,  in  gold,  silver, 
brass,  and  laten  work.  With  regard  to  textile 
decorations,  I  need  not  speak  further  than  to  ask 
you  to  look  at  the  examples  of  both  printed  and 
woven  patterned  work  which  hang  in  this  room 
and  upon  the  photographs  I  am  showing  on  the 
screen.  JIany  of  the  designs  are  printed  ones, 
others  woven,  some  from  the  original  fabrics, 
some  copied  by  printing  from  the  best  examples 
of  Renaissance  and  other  periods  :  and  they  well 
represent  the  interior  decoration  of  past  and 
present  times  of  our  churches,  homes,  and  for  dwss. 

P.IIN'TERS    AS    TEXTILE    UEStcVER^. 

Of  the  designers,  history  has  shown  us  to- 
night that  the  best  painters  at  one  time  were 

also  printers.  I  have,  in  a  paper  read  before  the 
Society  of  Arts,  called  attention  to  what  I  believe  is 
correct — that  the  best  painters  of  the  Renaissance 
in  Italy  designed  also  for  woven  tissues,  as  I 
have  just  stated.  As  one  instance  (among 
others),  we  cannot  go  through  the  National 
Gallery  without  feeling  that  the  wonderful  and 
l)6autitul  pittemed  work  on  the  robes  of  Ma- 

donnas, saints,  and  royal  personages  must  have 
originated  in  the  painters  themselves.  I  have 
only  to  ask  your  attention  to  one  of  them. 
Crivelli,  who  painted,  and  I  also  believed  de- 

signed, in  the  15th  century.  I  have  shown  you 
some  reproduced  drawings  of  his  works,  which, 
from  a  designer's  and  decorative  point  of  view, are  highly  interesting.  Conventional  designing 
at  this  time  reached  its  culminating  point.  After 
the  Renaissance  pattern  designing  slowly  and 
gradually  deteriorated,  and  grew  more  and 
more  unmeaning,  until,  in  the  last  century  and 
down  to  the  first  hjf  of  this,  it  had  become  a 
mere  language  of  flowers,  and  patterns  of  the 
most  unmeaning  and  frivolous  description .  In  no 
domain  of  art  is  it  more  conspicuous  than  in 
calico-printing.  I  defy  anyone  to  look  over  the 
Lincashire  printer's  pattern  book  of,  say,  ISOO  to 1850  without  feeling  thiit  artistic  design  had 
been  dethroned,  and  in  itsplacecoloured  patterned 
treatments  had  become  the  order  of  the  day, 
which  were  productions  of  men  who  for  the  most 
part  were  unable  to  draw  or  to  conceive  an 
artistic  subject,  and  in  the  art  of  colouring  dis- 

played the  greatest  ignorance.  English  calico- 
printing  owes  much  to  Indian  patterns,  although 
deprived  of  the  meanings  which  generally  attach 
to  them  there.  In  this  respect  the  patterns  nre 
good,  but  when  the  designers  were  left  to  their 
own  resources  the  results  were  generally  inartistic 
and  on  the  wrong  side.  This  rule,  however, 
'fjs  "ot  without  its  important  exceptions,  just  as 
Wedgwood  in  pottery  outshone  his  contem- 

poraries. There  are  notable  examples  to  be 
found  IQ  Eoglish  printing  of  the  eariier  part  of 
this  century  of  better  designing  and  of  gjod 
colouring  pirticularly  for  furniture  and  up- 

holstery   wjrk.      Slides     60    and    Gl    are    fair 

illustrations  of  this.  These  patterns  date  from 
the  middle  of  the  present  century  and  are  used 

for  glazed  chintzes. 
MOnEUX    IMl'UUVEMEN-TS    IX    TEXTILE    IIESIGXS. 

Let  us  now  consider  the  improvements  that 
have  taken  in  the  latter  half  of  this  century.  In 
the  first  place,  we  must  freely  acknowledge  the 
influence  and  teaching  of  the  Science  and  Art 
Department  at  South  Kensington  in  training 
teachers  for  the  numerous  schools  of  art  in  the 

kingdom,  well  fitted  for  their  work  in  teaching, 
drawing,  and,  to  some  other  extent,  design.  The 
state  of  both  design  and  colouring  is  much  more 
healthy  than  ever  before  in  this  country,  and  I 
believe,  from  the  preference  frequently  given  for 
English  decor:itive  work  in  both  wall-papers  and 
printed  textiles  on  the  Continent,  that  we  are 
assuming,  it  we  have  not  already  achieved,  the 
leading  position  in  these  matters.  Let  me  refer 
to  the  influence  of  my  late  friend, William  Jlorris, 
a  really  very  great  man  in  whatever  department 
of  art  you  consider  him,  whether  the  art  of  poesy 
or  of  ornament.  His  power,  partly  intuitive,  but 
mainly  acquired  by  study  of  olden  artistic  work 
in  form  and  colouring,  was  amazing.  I  have 
never  met  anyone  who  could  approach  him.  The 
slightest  departure  from  colour  harmony  jarred 
upon  his  mind  and  eye  like  an  unresolved  discord 
on  the  ear.  The  pains  he  took  to  get  his  colour- 

ing right  were  immense,  as  were  his  powers  of 
resolve  and  work.  I  should  have  known  but  little 

of  printing  but  for  him.  After  his  success  in  his 
beautiful  wall-paper  designing,  he  appealed  to 
me  to  join  him  in  an  attempt  at  improving  the 
art  of  tissue-printing,  chiefly  for  cretonne  pur- 

poses. Rather  rashly  I  undertook  the  task,  being 
led  on  by  the  charm  of  his  personality  and  the 
wide  range  and  power  of  his  artistic  ability.  He 
limited  me,  however,  to  the  most  difficult  con- 

ditions, which  may  be  summed  up  in  a  few 
words — a  revival  of  all  the  old  (and,  for  the 
most  part,  discontinued)  processes  of  producing 
and  applying  colour,  and  an  absolute  avoidance 
of  all  artificial  dyes.  All  the  old  books  of  the 
last  four  centuries  had  tj  be  rummaged  up, 
whether  Italian,  French,  or  English.  The 
Indian  method  had  to  be  studied  by  myself  on 
the  spot,  and  not  only  the  research  but  the 
application  of  such  knowledge  presented  diffi- 

culties such  as  I  should  not  like  again  to  encounter. 
I  will  show  you  his  first  design  (Jlarygold)  for 
cotton  cloth,  which  for  simplicity  a^d  beautiful 
drawing  I  think  he  never  excelled.  I  haxe  also 
a  few  others  of  his  designing,  among  which  is 
one  which  has  had  a  marvellous  hold  on  public 
taste,  and  which  is  yet  far  from  being  abandoned 
— I  mean  his  Honeysuckle  design,  which  up  to 
two  years  ago  had  been  continuously  printed  on 
my  tables  for  more  than  twenty  years,  showing  a 
vitality  only  possessed  by  patterning,  as  with 
painting,  of  the  highest  order.  Following  in  his 
train  are  other  worthy  workers  in  the  craft, 
amongst  whom  I  have  selected  a  few  whose 

designs  bear  ample  evidence  of  the  long-needed 
rerival  of  healthy  and  able  decorative  patterned work. 

IX    MODER.S"    WORK 

the  designs  on  wall-papers  and  on  textiles,  the 
beautiful  tapestry  of  Morris,  and  the  painted 
glass  designed  by  Bume-.Tones  are  among  the 
finest  productions  of  decorative  work  for  public 

buildings  of  ancient  and  modem  times.  \\'e  are 
rapidly  improving  :  but  it  is  not  only  in  the  home 
that  one  sighs  for  improvement.  In  street 
decorations  one  sees  unbounded  possibilities,  both 
in  architectural  design  and  colouring.  Then, 

again,  there  are  the  forbidding  cold  and  colour- 
less interiors  of  our  churches,  chapels,  and  public 

buildings — the  true  arenas  for  artistic  decorative 
treatAent:— and  capibilities  far  more  importint 
than  the  best  canvas  pictures  ever  painted — 
churches  with  their  cold  grey  stone  walls,  so 

unedifying  and  comfortless  that  even  white- 
washed walls  are  a  relief  I  Xow,  mural  painting 

and  mosaic  in  such  buildings  are  slowly, 

but  happily,  becoming  a  necessity.  They 
nobly  repay  the  cost,  for,  first  of  all,. our  places 

of  worship  surely  need  it  mos*.  Mur  n.'irrow 
insular  prejudices  have  too  long  banibhed  art 
from  their  dreary  interiors  ;  but,  happily,  all  that 
is  changing,  and  patterned  beauty,  instinct  with 
meaning,  is  gradually  driving  back  prejudice 
and  ugliness.  Many  houses  in  the  bind  possess 
beautifully-arranged  interiors.  But  the  houses 
of  the  poorest  can  be  beautiful,  and  the  elevation 
of  taste  is  the  elevation  of  life.  Matthew  Arnold 

wrote,  "  In  art  there's  truth  :  take  refuge  there."  | 
Those  of  us  who  cannot  afford  costlv  art  at  home  , 

can  and  ought  to  say,  "  Let  our  pltices  of 
assembly  be  made  as  beautiful  as  collective  cost 

and  art  applied  can  make  them.''  There  is  no better  investment  for  public  moLey.  Then  we 
must  have  art  galleries  and  museums  in  each  and 
every  centre  of  population,  as  iveU  as  periodical 
exhibitions  of  contemporary  art- work  to  elevate 
and  encourage  workers  and  the  public  in  their 
leisure  moments.  The  mind  in  its  search  for 

happiness  must  ever  seek  to  triumph  over  matter, 
and  so  reveal  the  beauties  which  lie  hidden  there. 

In  the  still  air  the  mufiic  lies  unheard  ; 
In  the  rough  marble  beauty  liea  unseen ; 

To  wake  the  muaic  and  the  beauty  needs 
The  master's  touch,  the  Kculptor's  chisel  keen. 

Mr.  Lewis  F.  Day,  in  proposing  a  vote  of 
thanks  to  the  lecturer,  said  he  must  slightly 
traverse  one  or  two  suggestions  that  had  been 
made.  Sir  Thomas  Wardle  had  criticised  certain 

patterns  and  ornaments  as  meaningless ;  but  he 
held  that  ornament  was  none  the  better  for 

having  a  motive,  and  none  the  worse  if  it  did  not 
attempt  to  tell  a  story.  Motive  had  nothing  to 
do  with  ornament.  He  did  not  believe  that  tho 
works  of  William  Morris  or  Walter  Crane  were 
enhanced  in  value  by  any  mystic  meaning 
that  underlay  them,  nor  did  the  story  tolC 

add  to  the  pleasure  of  anyone  that  contem- 
plated those  designs.  As  an  ornament,  ho 

also  protested  against  the  assumption  that  the 
great  painters  of  the  Renaissance  were  designers 
of  patterns  in  silks  and  velvets.  It  seemed  most 
probable  that  Crivelli  designed  the  patterns  of 
fabrics  he  represented ;  but  in  other  cases  it  was 
an  attempt  to  back  up  the  little  pattern  designers 
with  great  names.  Much  of  the  work  of  the 
period  in  fabrics  was,  he  considered,  a  great  deal 
too  good  to  have  been  devised  by  any  painter  who 
was  not  apprenticed  to  the  trade.  In  fabric 

designing  the  Eubjects  ought  to  be  conven- 
tionalised to  an  extreme  degree,  and  we  owed  the 

beauty  of  the  designs  to  the  artist's  inability  to 
represent  his  subjects  pictorially. 

Mr.  Beresfori)  Pite  seconded  the  vote  of 

thanks,  remarking  that  the  first  aim  of  a  designer 
of  fabrics  was  to  devise  an  object  that  would  re- 

peat itself  over  an  indefinite  space.  If  a  meaning 
were  attached  to  a  pattern,  there  was  a  risk  that 
the  story  might  be  repeated  ad  iiatiseam,  and  to 
make  the  modem  patterns  didactic  would  be  a 
putting  back  of  the  clock.  The  long  sweeping 
curves  and  long  lozenges  that  underlay  all  good 
Renaissance  jiattems  were  most  effective  in  folded 
hangings  and  draperies,  and  lost  much  of  their 
charm  when  confioed  to  a  wall  surface  or  panel. 
Looking  at  the  designs  shown  on  the  screen  and 
on  the  lantern  slides,  it  was  obvious  that  the  term 

"  style  "  was  used  in  a  very  different  sense  with 
regard  to  fabrics  and  arthitecturally. 
Mr.  SviixEv  V.^iHER  thought  Mr.  Day  was 

mistaken  in  supposing  that  the  great  Renaissance 
artists  did  not  design  the  fabrics  they  depicted. 

They  would' see  in  the  most  interesting  picture  in 

our  National  Gallerj',  by  Gonzale,  "The Circum- 
cision of  Christ,"  brocade  of  the  same  pattern 

that  that  artist  had  depicted  in  his  "  Christ  and 
theDisciples at Emmaus," nowat  Venice.  Judging 
from  his  paintings,  they  might  assume  that 
Crivelli  designed  his  own  fabrics,  and  that  he  was 

justifiably  proud  of  his  patterns.  .\3  for  orna- 
ment, he  thought  they  suffered  at  the  present 

day  from  too  much  design.  In  the  works  of 
Alfred  Stevens  and  Alfred  Gilbert,  they  saw 
what  great  sculptors  could  do  in  the  way 
of  designing  ornament,  and  if  either  had  devoted 
himself  to  the  devising  of  patterns  for  fabrics,  it 
was  evident  the  result  would  have  been  far 

superior  to  the  ordinary  work  of  our  own  day. 
In  the  average  work  there  were  too  much  orna- 

ment and  ;olour,  too  little  self-control,  and  to  > 
obvious  an  adaptation  fro3i  the  works  of  greater 

men. Mr.  Roiuiixs  and  Mr.  G.  P.  Baker  also  joined 
in  the  discussion,  the  latter  remarking  that  a 
certain  class  of  designs  of  sixty  yejirs  ago  was 

attributed  by  the  lecturer  to  the  Mfinchester 
printers,  but  it  was  also  employed  by  the  firms  at 

Walthim  .\bbey,  and  by  others  on  the  banks  of 
the  Wandle  and  the  Cray.  The  designs  of  sixty 
years  since  were  being  reproduced  for  the  Paris 
market  last  year. 

Mr.  W.  H.  Setr  Smith  and  the  Presidexi 

also  supported  the  vote  of  thanks,  which  was 
carried  by  acclamation,  and  was  acknowledged  by 
.Sir  Thomas  Wardle. 

Messrs.  II.  Shurland  anl  Brother,  of  Minchesler, 

have  ju9t  supolied  their  pit^at  Min'^heite*  grates 
to  the  R  )yal  Hints  County  Hospitil,  Wmshsster. 
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EXPANDED   METAL- 

EXPANDED  metal  is  reiiUy  th
e  roUed  metal 

nlat«*   rut   and  drawn    out,    without   any 

■w;!--.       "  li  il,  by  very  complicited  mHchinery 

in..  ingenious  American,  5Ir.  Gelding 

by    i,           .u    its    infancy    with    unperfected 

mschinerv,  the  material  vns  only  of  light 

qualilv,  nit  loosely  and  roughly  into  meshee, 
which  rendered  it  an  untidy  substitute  for  wire 

netting,  and  this  was  so  rough  that  no  one  would 

think  of  putting  it  anywhere  except  out  of  eight. 

My  first  recollection  of  seeing  it  used  in  building 

construction  was  as  a  casing  to  hold  up  the  con- 

crete filling  around  steel  girders,  and  as  a  means 

of  both  protecting  them  from  the  ravages  of 

fire,  which  so  soon  expands  and  twists  iron  and 

(tcel  into  such  fantastic  forms  and  shapes, 

and  as  a  substitute  for  what  we  call  wood 

"cradling."  employed  to  make  a  rectangular 
beam  or  circular  shaft  of  an  ll-shaped  joist,  so 
that  it  could  be  treated  in  an  ornamental  way 

characteristic  of  the  interior  of  the  building. 

Expanded  metal  is  cut  out  of  plates  of  brass, 

copper,  or  steel,  the  machine  being  formed  of 

cutting -teeth,  which  first  take  a  strip  off  the 

edge  of  the  plate,  and  expand  it  down  ways  from 
the  tlat  table ;  the  knives  then  move  laterally, 

and  cut  the  opposite  side  of  the  diamond  off  the 

next  edge  of  the  plate,  each  necessary  movement 
to  and  fro  laterally  of  the  machine  cutting  half  a 
diamond,  until  there  only  remains  the  tightly- 
fixed  edge  of  the  plate,  the  resulting  meshnork 
being  from  two  to  twelve  times  more  than 
the  width  of  the  original  plate,  which  is  about 

8ft.  long.  If  the  sheet  is  to  be  used  for  con- 
crete it  needs  no  further  treatment,  as  rust 

does  not  injure  it  for  the  purpose:  but  for 
lathing,  where  the  chemicals  of  the  plaster  might 
do  it  harm,  it  is  dipped  in  a  pan  of  special  paint 
of  a  varnishing  nature,  which  seems  to  fix  itself 
on  the  metal  and  render  it  proof  against 
tixidisation.  Mild  steel  of  the  toughest,  strongest, 

and  finest  quality  is  only  used  in  the  manu- 
facture of  the  sheets,  as  a  brittle  raetal  is  soon 

torn  and  of  no  use.  As  the  product  improved, 
it  came  into  use  for  lathing  for  plastering,  and 
then  the  perfected  machine  enabled  its  uses  to  be 
extended,  its  (lualities  to  be  vastly  improved 
upon,  and  its  strength  increased,  for  the  earlier 
materials  never  added  strength  to  our  work.  Now 
we  have  a  clean-cut  and,  I  might  also  say 
mat,  article  of  great  strength  and  rigidity, 
which  is  now  of  considerable,  and  will  be  of  very 
great,  benefit  to  architects  and  engineers.  It  is 
made  of  any  number  of  meshes  of  a  diamond 

pattern  from  Jin.  to  6in.  across,  being  suit- 

.ible  for  plasterer's  lathing  and  every  other 
similar  kind  of  work,  giving  greatly  increased 

strength  for  whatever  purpose  used — in  addition 
to  which  it  is  vermin-proof  and  fireproof 
in  a  remarkable  degree,  because  it  is  in  such 
small  parts  that  heat  has  practically  no  effect  on 
it  in  twisting  it  about.  In  addition  to  which, 
there  is  absolutely  no  difficulty  in  imbedding  or 
enveloping  it  in  any  plastic  material,  so  that  it 
can  now  be  used  with  advantage  for  lloors,  parti- 

tions, ceilings,  roofs,  columns,  and  even  outer 
walls  of  buildings.  I  have  even  seen  it  em- 

ployed in  making  telegraph  and  signal  poles  of 
considerable  length,  besides  which  it  is  excellent 
for  hurdles,  fencing,  guards  to  windows,  open 
screens,  and  for  many  other  purposes  where 
hitherto  we  have  used  wirework,  which  is  so  loose 
and  mobile.  It  is  also  employed  on  account  of 
its  rigidity  as  a  framework  for  skysigns,  guards 
to  machinery  (I  have  seen  it  used  between 

trum-wheuls  to  prevent  anything  from  getting 
under  a  car},  and  it  is  being  used  as  a  core 
for  lintels,  concrete  slabs  over  ducts,  and 
tor  paving  and  making  railway  sleepers, 
while  many  of  our  eminent  engineers  con- 

stantly use  it  as  a  binder  to  concrete  walls  of 

reservoirs  and  the  like,  Jlr.  Mansergh  having 
used  a  great  iiunntity  at  the  Birmingham  Water- 

works, and  it  is.  to  my  knowledge,  specified  by 
that  gentleman  for  the  North  Shields  reservoirs, 

where  a  considerable  quantity  is  required. 
Iioaving  its  genonl  uses.  I  will  now  give  you  a 
few  of  its  sidient  points  with  regard  to  its  uses 
as  a  building  material.  For  Ib.jrs  and  roofs  it 
increases  the  strength  almost  tenfold,  as  has  been 
proved  by  uur  leading  engineers  Messrs.  Kowler, 
Baker,  and  .Mansergh,  who  have  subjected  it  to 
severe  tests,  to  say  nothing  of  our  own  local  ex- 

periments with  which  1  intend  dealing  later  on. 
In^lloor  constraction  it  is  used  to  give  us  that 

•  Head  by   Mr.  J.   P.   Ailks,  P.A.S.I.,   btfore  the ^ortnem  Architectural  Anociation,  Nov.  49. 

resistance  to  tension  which  concrete  of  whatever 
kind  lacks.  It  is  placed  at  the  bottom  of  the 
floor,  being  liid  immediately  on  the  top  of  the 

centring  and  punned  on  to  it,  care  being  exer- 
cised that  the  mixture  is  rammed  round  the 

meshes  so  that  they  may  be  completely  enveloped. 
The  3in.  mesh  is  the  size  mostly  used,  with  strands 

Jin.,  and  metal  Jin.  or  Ain.  according  to  the 
strength  required ;  the  sheets  are  usually  Ift.  by  8ft., 
and  where  a  joint  occurs  a  lap  of  at  least  Oin.  is 
necessary,  which  should  be  specially  enveloped 

by  the  concrete  and  its  matrix.  The  concrete 
should  bo  well  mixed  and  made  out  of  best  Port- 

land cement,  weighing  not  less  than  1121b.  per 
striked  bushel,  which  is  a  slow-setting  cement 
with  great  ultimate  strength.  The  cement  should 
not  be  fresh,  and  should  be  eo  finely  ground  that 

95  per  cent,  can  pass  a  75  sieve — that  is  .'5,025 
meshes  per  square  inch,  and  it  should  be  capable 
of  withstanding  a  tensile  strain  of  4501b.  per 

square  inch  after  seven  days'  immersion  in  water, 
increasing  to  201b.  per  week  until  it  reaches 
5101b.  in  28  days.  The  sand  to  form  the  matrix, 
which  should  be  of  the  consistency  of  thick 
cream,  should  be  sharp  and  clean,  being  washed 
if  necessary,  and  the  aggregate  should  consist  of 
three  parts  of  clean  smithy  clinker  ashes,  or 
crushed  brick  or  stone  to  pass  a  Ijin.  ring,  the 
whole  being  turned  over  at  least  twice  when  dry, 
andthe  waterthenaddedby  means  of  arose.  Close 
centring  should  always  be  used.  I  have  heard  of 
floors  being  laid  without  it,  but  the  proceed- 

ing is  bad  and  the  result  highly  unsatisfac- 
tory, as  the  matiix  is  apt  to  percolate  through. 

The  centring  can  generally  be  struck  in  ten  days: 
A  floor  constructed  with  expanded  metal  need  not 
have  its  joists  closert  ban  42in.,  inclusive,  centre 
to  centre,  and  it  can  be  laid  to  a  minimum  thick- 

ness of  oin.,  the  usual  depth  being  4in.,  which, 
it  will  be  readily  understood,  increases  the 

effective  height  of  a  room,  or  reduces  the  neces- 
sary height  o!  the  whole  building.  This  is  of 

considerable  value  in  buildings  with  many  floors. 
Besides  this,  lin.  only  of  concrete  is  a  saving  in 
weight  of  some  value,  when  concentrated.  Floors 
for  warehouses  and  similar  buildings  are  con- 

structed on  the  lines  just  laid  down  :  but  where 
the  span  entails  the  use  of  j  oists  of  considerable 
depth,  another  form  of  construction  is  adopted. 
We  all  know  it  is  inadvisable,  on  account  of  the 

sagging,  to  employ  girders  of  greater  length  than 
25  times  their  depth.  (Personally,  I  do  not 
believe  in  exceeding  20  times  their  depth.)  In 
these  cases  it  has  been  found  a  great  advantage 

to  employ  the  patent  channel-arch  floor  between 
main  girders,  which  are  spaced  about  20ft. 
apart,  and  from  them  a  steel  channel  is  sprung 

from  the  main  girder's  lower  flanges,  these 
channels  being  5in.  by  2in.  or  larger,  and  spaced 
3ft.  iJin.  to  4ft.  Gin.  apart,  and  rising  lin.  per 
foot  of  span.  The  channel  itself  and  the  spandrel 
of  the  arch  formed  by  its  curve  is  filled  with 
concrete,  and  the  metal  and  floor  laid  thereon  in 

the  usual  way,  as  previously  explained.  This 
channel -arched  floor  is  very  serviceable,  and  is 
coming  into  general  use.  having  already  been 
extensively  used  ;  and,  I  believe,  acres  of  it  are 
employed  in  dock  warehouse  floors,  including 
those  of  the  Manchester  Ship  Canal  Co  ,  where  I 
am  told  IVj  acres  alone  have  been  put  down  only 
just  lately.  Such  a  floor  with  only  lin.  or  5in. 
thickness  of  concrete  can  be  guaranteed  to  carry 

safely  lOcwt.  per  foot  superficial — a  strength  not 
easily  attainable  under  ordinary  circumstances 
without  going  to  very  great  expense.  Of  course 
this  channel-arch  floor  should  not  bo  employed 
from  wall  to  wall  without  tension  bolts  to  resist  the 

thrust,  if  the  walls  do  not  give  a  sufiicient  haunch 
in  themselves.  The  top  of  the  floor  can  be  levelled 
off  in  the  usual  way  for  wood  blocks,  flooring,  or 

asphalto  :  or  it  can  be  finished  outright  Vith  a 
smooth  surface.  It  can  also  bo  finished  with  an 

extra  inch  or  so  mixed  with  coke-brerzo,  so  that 
the  mixture  is  soft  enough  to  drive  nails  in  and  to 
attach  an  ordinary  or  thicker  wood  floor,  while 

gas  or  other  pipes  can  also  be  imbedded  in  the  top 
i  screed.  Wellways  in  these  floors  are  e:isily  con- 

structed, a  shoot  of  small  mesh  being  imbedded 
between  the  ordinary  mesh  and  the  underside  of 
the  joist,  and  bent  round  the  joist  and  over  the 
top,  the  space  being  filled  with  concrete  and 
finished  ofli  like  any  ordinary  facia  or  apron.  This 
is  both  neat  and  proof  against  fire,  as  the  steel  or 
iron  is  enveloped.  In  other  cases  which  require  a 
flat  ceiling  underneath,  an  independent  ceiling 
is  suspended  by  attaching  the  metal  lathing  with 
clips  to  bar  hangers  12in.  or  14in.  npirt,  which  in 
their  turn  are  secured  to  the  bottom  flange  of  the 

joists.    This,  as  it  were,  double  floor  can  have  the 

space  between  ceiling  and  joists  utilised  as  an  air 
space  which  renders  the  floor  doubly  fireproof  (if 
such  were  necessary  or  pipes  &c.,  can  be  run 

therein,  so  that  we'  have  an  eminently  fireproof construction  which  is  also  vermin  proof  and 

sound-proof  to  a  high  degree.  This  latter  is  a 
consideration  of  great  value,  as  most  fireproof 
floors  are  anything  but  sound-proof  unless  we 
raise  the  building  or  lower  the  effective  height  of 

roof  by  having  a  counter-ceiling,  which  neces- 
sarily moans  further  expense.  .Such  a  double 

floor  as  has  been  pictured  with  expanded  metal 
for  a  room  1 4  ft.  wide  need  not  take  up  more  than 

14in.,  and  its  advantages  would  be  considerable 
with  little  extra  expense.  If  the  space  for  a 
double  floor  and  ceiling — and  it  is  only  a  matter 
of  4in. — is  too  limited,  then  the  expanded  metal 
slabs  can  be  rested  on  the  lower  flange  of  the 

girders,  care  being  taken  for  economy's  sake  that 
the  girders  are  placed  equidistant  to  suit  the  dead 
lengths  of  the  metal  sheets  :  but  they  can  easily 
be  cut  to  required  sizes.  If  the  girders  are  deep, 

the  space  above  the  slab  is  fiixed  out,  and  the 
floor -boards  attached  to  it.  The  weight  of  the 
cement  slab  and  met.al  varies  from  201b.  to  40lb. 

super.,  and  the  ceiling  is  about  101b.  more. 

rAKTITIONS    AND   W.\LLS. 

Partitions,  like  ceilings,  may— though  it  is  in- 
advisable, as  it  does  not  give  us  the  real  benefit 

we  are  entitled  to  by  using  expanded  metal— -bo 
constructed  by  fixing  the  expanded  metal  lathing 
to  the  actual  woodwork,  which  then  becomes 
covered  with  a  sheet  capable  of  resisting  fire  :  but 
I  am  afraid  the  woodwork  between  two  such 

sheets  under  great  heat  would  soon  become 
reduced  to  charcoal ;  in  fact,  such  a  case  occurs 

to  me,  in  which  an  e.^panded  metal  concrete  floor 

and  ceiling  were  placed  experimentally,  each  side 
wood  in  floor  joists,  and  then  subjected  to  i  very 
severe  fire  from  underneath.  When  the  fire  had 

been  put  out,  and  an  inspection  could  be  made, 

through  the  inspection  holes,  the  floor  jois's  could 
not  be  found,  whUe  the  floor  and  ceiling  main- 

tained their  position  :  but  obviously  they  were  of 
no  effective  use,  their  supports  having  gone 

entirely.  The  best  way  to  construct  theso 

partitions  is  either  by  the  single  or  double 

process,  in  both  of  which  cases  nothing 

but  iron,  expanded  metal,  and  plaster  are 

used.  The  single  wall  is  made  by  fixing  rods  of 
iin.  iron  from  floor  to  ceiling  at  r2in.  centres, 

the  ends  of  the  rod  cut  to  exact  length  being 

twisted  to  form  an  eye,  through  which  it  is 

screwed  to  floor  and  ceiling,  and  made  taut,  or 

with  iron  joists  the  loop  is  placed  over  a  screwed 
bolt  which  is  attached  by  clips  to  the  iron  joist, 

and  the  rod  is  tightened  by  a  nut  which  screws 

on  to  the  thread  of  the  bolt.  The  lathing  is  then 

fixed  by  wire  to  the  iron  rods  or  studs,  care  bemg 

exercised  to  break  the  joints,  as  a  plasterer  should 

bond  his  ordinary  fir  lath.  The  first  coat  of 

plaster  is  then  applied,  and  well  pressed  to  form 

the  key  through  the  meshes.  Jly  impressions  on 

seeing  this  stage  of  the  work  for  the  first  time 

were  bad,  as  the  lathing  could  be  pressed  and 

moved  backwards  and  forwards  like  a  strained 

sheet.  I  afterwards  ascertained  that  it  is  advis- 

able to  stay  the  lathing  from  behind  by  a 

horizontal  bitten  while  the  first  coat  is  being 

applied,  and  allowed  to  set.  When  this  becomes 

dry  and  rigid  the  floating  coat  is  applied  on 

each  side,  and  then  the  setting  coat  in  the 

ordinary  way.  In  a  very  short  time  we  have  a 

solid  partition  l.'.in.  to  2in.  thick,  with  level  and 

straight  surfaces  each  side  quite  as  good  as  is 

procurable  by  the  ordinary  methods.  In  my 

opinion  it  is  not  advisable  to  use  ordinary  plaster 

—i.e.,  haired  lime  mortar,  nor,  on  the  other 

hand,  is  it  necessarv  to  employ  special  plaster. 

It  has  been  proved,  to  my  mind,  that  exceUent 

results— than  which  we  could  not  desire  better- 

can  be  obtained  by  using  gauged  plaster,  with 

about  a  third  of  plaster  of  Paris  or  Portland 

cement.  The  former  dries  quicker,  and  the  worf£ 

can  be  completed  more  expeditiously ;  but  tne 

Portland  cement  gives  greater  ultimate  strength, 

makes  a  more  satisfactory  job,  and  is,  perhaps, 

a  little  less  costly  too.  i)ouble  partitions  
are 

formed  in  skeleton  by  a  pair  of  small  steel 

angle  irons,  stayed  together  by  strips  riveted 

on  to  keep  them  the  desired  distance  apart 
: 

the  stays,  or  what  in  a  wooden  partition  
we 

would  caU  the  stemming,  are  arranged  accord- 

ing to  height,  and  at  each  end  an  angle 

iron  is  used,  the  bottom  and  top  side  of  which  is 

secured  to  the  floor  and  ceiling  joists.  The  frame- 
work is  then  covered  over  with  the  expanded 

metal  lathing,  and  plastered  as  before.     In  ex- 
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ternal  work  the  outside  is  always  in  cement,  and 

more  or  less  omamentallj-  trcited,  I  am  told 
thit  houses  of  expanded  metal  and  cement 
external  walls  are  very  much  in  vogue  in  America, 
and  I  hare  had  sent  me  photographs  of  vury  large 
houses  practically  built  wholly  of  these  materials. 
The  double  partition  used  as  an  external  wall 
should  be  secured  by  occisional  angle-iron  feet, 
and  holding-down  bolts  imbedded  in  concrete 
with  the  necessary  stancheons  and  girders  as 
required  to  support  floors  and  roof,  and  there  is 
no  reason  why  such  a  system  should  not  be  exten- 

sively used  in  this  country.  I'.y  its  adoption  wo 
should  have  light  and  strong  buildings  with  fire- 

proof qualities  in  an  eminent  degree,  to  say  nothing 
of  the  sound  and  vermin  proof  advantages. 
We  could  have  even  deaf  piirty -walls,  as  tliere  is 
nothing  in  this  system  to  conduct  sound,  and  a 
partition  of  the  double  construction  would  bo  a 
great  boon  for  this  reason  alone,  while  the  single 
partition  quite  deadens  any  reasonable  noise  As 
to  the  fixing  of  joinery,  doors,  and  windows. 
These  are  treated  by  building  in  the  solid  frames 
or  windows,  and  fixing  the  lathing  securely  to 
them  before  plastering.  This  is  done  very  easily 
and  effectively,  and  if  they  are  not  secure  and 
rigid  when  first  put  in,  in  a  very  short  time  they 
become  quite  firm,  as  soon  as  the  plaster  or  r9ment 
work  is  anything  like  set.  I  find  it  is  not  even 
necessary  to  run  door  jambs  up  to  the  ceiling,  as 
1  once  thought  was  the  case.  The  door  can  be 
be  banged  about  without  any  movement  in  the 
partition  being  apparent :  and  as  this  refers  to  a 
single  partition  there  can  be  no  doubt  as  to  the 
double  one.  Skirtings  or  rails  can  be  fixed  to 
soldiers  or  grounds  of  wedge-shaped  form  im- 

bedded in  the  plaster  in  the  fioating-coat,  when 
their  adjusting  comes  in  very  handy  in  aiding  or 

saving  the  plasterers'  grounding  for  true  surfaces. 
In  double  partitions  it  would  be  advantageous  to 
fill  in  the  bottom  of  the  stoothing  with  breeze 
concrete,  which  would  give  us  an  attachment  for 
the  woodwork,  as  well  as  form  a  stop  to  any 
possibility,  remote  as  it  may  really  be,  of  vermin 
being  able  to  get  into  the  partition— a  result 
which  very  often  befalls  wooden  partitions.  In 
short,  external  and  internal  walls  can  be  built 

entirely  of  these  metal  and  plaster  productions, 
as  well  as  floors  of  any  strength  ;  in  addition  to 
which,  the  roof,  whether  sloping  or  flat,  is  very 
much  within  the  range  of  the  possibilities  of 
expanded  metal.  It  could  be  lathed  and  slated, 
or  asphalted,  so  that  we  canliave  a  damp-proof, 
fire-proof,  sound-proof,  and  vermin-proof  build- 

ing, giving  much  greater  capacity,  and  yet 
occupying  the  same  space  both  of  area  and  height, 
and  costing  no  more.  The  materials  lend  them- 

selves to  all  imaginable  kinds  of  treatment  archi- 
tecturally, so  that  yon  have  not  to  consider  what 

your  materials  will  do,  or  nut  do,  or  bo  done  to, 
a3  to  injury. 

COST. 

In  considering  this  portion  of  my  subject,  I 
wish  to  Stat  3  that  the  prices  set  down  to  each 
item  are  what  may  be  consider.3d  fair  average 
prices  under  normal  conditions  in  a  period  when 
no  fancy  prices  are  ruling.  I  propose  comparing 
a  floor  for  a  dwelling  room  left,  by  18ft.  to  carry 
Ucwt.  per  foot  super. :  one  for  a  public  room  to 
carry  2cwt.,  30ft.  by  40ft.  ;  and  one  for  a  ware- 

house 80ft.  by  lOiift.,  to  carry  5cwt.  per  foot 
super.  The  dwelling-room  Moor  consists  of  l[in. 
flooring,  llin.  by  oin.  joists,  herring-bone 
stemming,  and  wall-plates,  with  lath-and-plaster 
ceiling  underneath,  about  12.',in.  total  thickness, 
and  will  cost  £1.1  17s.  td.  "  To  floor  over  with concrete  and  iron  joists,  ISin.  apart,  with  wood 
not  block)  floor  and  plastered  ceiling,  wiU  come 

to  £3:3  lis.  lOd.  A  similar  floor  with  expanded 
metal,  which  allows  us  to  spread  out  the  joists— 
as  they  are  always  too  strong  in  the  last  kind  of 
floor,   because  deflection  has  to  be  considered   
would  cost  £iS  2s.  id.  The  total  thickness  of  each 
of  these  floors  is   \>\n,   nearly  equalling,  for  all 
practical  purposes,   the   wood   floor— neither  of 
these  are,  however,   sound-proof,  and  to  make 
your  rooms  anything  like  quiet,  you  would  have 
to  put  in  a  counter-ceiling,  which  in  each  case 
would  cost  an  additional  £3— not  to  mention  the 
value  of  the  Gin.  of  additional  height  put  on  the  I 
building :  this  item  might  entail  anything,  but ' 
nothing  less  than  3.)3.    for  this  one  room  only.  | 
\\  ith    the  wood-jointed    floor,  the    commonest  I 
deafening -anything     but     sound-proof— would  ' 
cost  14,  while  you  would  have  a  highly  inflim-  j 
mable  floor,   yet  a  generally  common  one.     The  ' 
beat  floor  raide  by  the  use  of  expanded  metal! 
would  be  l.iin.  thick,  the  Sin.   in  the  first  place  ! 
entailing  an  extra  of  17s.  Gd.  on  the  room  under  [ 

notice ;  but  we  should  have  a  sound  and  fire- 
proof floor  each  of  the  highest  class,  for  there 

would  be  a  spice  between  floor  and  ceiling, 

and  everybody  knows  that  "space"  is  a  non- 
conductor for  sound  as  well  as  of  damp.  A 

floor  ot  steel  joists,  expanded  metal,  concrete 
floor,  and  wood  flooring,  with  expanded  metal 
lathing  and  gauged  plaster  ceiling  would  cost 

Ci'}  lis.  The  publiu-hidl  floor,  30ft.  by  -tOft., would  no  doubt  have  two  columns  and  a  main 

girder  running  lengthwise,  and  as  this  would  be 
equally  necessary  for  all  kinds  of  floors,  just  as 
the  main  walls  would  be,  it  may  be  considered  as 

outside  our  subject.  The  Expanded  Metal  C'o. 
say  the  reduced  weight  of  concrete  reiiuired 
under  their  system  saves  in  the  thickness  of  the 
walls  and  supports ;  but  I  personally  do  not 
think  such  worth  considering.  Who  would  wish 
anybody  to  sail  so  close  to  destruction  of  their 

building: — and  unless  a  large  series  of  floors  came 
on  to  one  girder  or  column,  I  would  never  enter- 

tain the  true  value  of  the  saving.  A  wooden 
floor  would  be  similar  to  the  last,  but  in 
two  bays,  and  would  mean  an  expenditure 

of  £S2  Us.  'Jd.,  which  includes  deafening, 
against  which  a  double  floor  of  expanded  metal 
would  mean  an  expenditure  of  £122  128.  lOd.  ; 
but  it  must  be  remembered  that  this  would  supply 
every  precaution  against  sound  and  fire.  A  lOin. 
concrete  floor  with  iron  joists,  floor,  and  ceiling 
would  cost  £102  r2s.,  and  this  is  what  we  have 

used  hitherto  without  getting  any  sound-proof 
iiualities,  to  secure  which  a  further  sum  of  £13  Cs. 
would  have  to  be  expended.  A  similar  floor  to 
the  last,  but  having  the  joists  extended  from 
centre  to  centre  and  adding  metal  between  would 
run  to  £136  lOs.  lOd.,  without  counter- ceiling, 
which,  in  addition  to  the  £13,  mighS  cost  any- 

thing over  £3  1.53.  for  raised  walls.  The  ware- 
house floor,  to  carry  5cwt.  per  foot  super,  over 

an  area  of  SOft.  by  lOOtt.,  would  li3  impossible 
with  wood  unless  you  used  Gin.  by  r2in.  beams 
at  24in.  centres  and  3in.  flooring,  which  jvould 
cost  £697.  It  we  employed  concrete  and  iron 
joists  at  ISin.  centres  it  would  cost  £17  17s., 
whereas  by  employing  the  patent  channel  floor 
it  would  only  cost  £5S7  12s. 

r.lRTITIOXS. 

Partitions  can  be  formed  by  securing  the 
lathing  to  the  rods,  and  plastering  both  sides  at  a 
cost  of  Ss.  4d.  per  yard  super.,  as  against  a  wooden 
plastered  both  sides  stoothing  at  43.  2d.  per  yard  : 
the  thickness  of  the  latter  baing  ■5iin.  as  com- 

pared with  U-in.  with  the  expanded  metal,  a 
saving  of  space  not  to  b3  despised  where  there  are 
a  quantity  of  partitions.  A  double  partition, 
which  is  sound-proof,  can  be  contructed  for  Ss.  4d. 
per  yard  super.,  and  the  thickness  need  not  bo 
more  than  4in.  :  the  price  of  both  these  partitions 
includes  for  the  plastering  being  gauged. 

TESTS. 

The  object  of  the  Newcastle  tests  was  to  ascer- 
tain the  relative  strength  of  concrete  slabs  of 

equ.al  monetary  value  for  floors  with  and  without 
expanded  metal,  and  I  think  the  result  was 
achieved,  though  the  ultimate  strengths  of  each 
bind  was  not  .altogether  as  we  should  have  wished 
it,  because  the  concrete,  as  a  whole,  was  not 
of  the  best  owing  to  the  quality  of  the  cement, 
and  the  fierceness  of  the  sun  to  which  it  was  so 

unusimlly  exposed.  The  approximate  value  of  the 
expanded  metal  was  added  in  concrete  to  the 
thickness  of  the  slab  without  metal,  so  that  with 

metal  it  was  .'lin.  thick,  and  without  metal  Sin. 
thick.  It  was  proved  that  the  increjise  of 
strength  varied  from  seven  to  twenty  times, 
although  only  two  sets  could  thus  be  compared. 
Two  others  could  not  be  broken,  as  it  was 

dangerous  to  pile  up  the  loading  metjil  higher, 
and  we  had  in  consequence  to  forego  attaining 
our  end.  Each  slab,  with  and  without  metal, 
was  made  out  of  the  same  gauging  of  concrete, 
and  all  slabs  were  tested  with  their  ends  or  bear- 

ings loose  ;  whereas  in  actual  practice  they  would 
have  been  what  we  call  fixed.  Sir  John  Fowler 

and  Sir  Benjamin  Biker  tested  this  material 
several  times,  the  result  of  thtir  experiments 

being  that  they  reported  as  follows  :  "  That  the 
use  of  expanded  metal  in  the  case  of  a  3ft.  Gin.  span, 
increases  the  strength  of  a  flat  concrete  slab  from 
six  to  eight  times  the  strength  for  cirrying  a 
uniform  load  than  it  would  have  if  made  without 
the  metal,  and  in  the  case  of  a  Gft.  (j.n.  span,  the 

strength  is  incre.ased  to  10  and  U  times." 
Fiirther,  "as  regards  strength,  the  slabs  made 
without  expanded  metal  did  not  apprOAch  those 
made  with  the  metal,  and  that  even  with  a  neat 

cement  slab  the    strength  was  much  inferior."' 

According  to  this  report,  the  use  of  a  neat  cement 
slab  (which  cost  as  much  as  that  in  which 
expanded  metal  was  empluyeJ)  only  showed  an 
augmentation  of  from  twice  to  three  times  the 
strength,  as  compared  with  the  3  to  I  mixture, 
whereas  th )  introduction  of  expanded  metal 
enhanced  the  strength  from  eight  to  eleven- 

fold. The  mean  results  obtained  by  these 

important  experiments  were  as  follows  : — AVith 
a  clear  span  of  3ft.  Gin.,  the  slab  without  ex- 

panded metal  broke  at  the  weight  of  2-  'Tcwt.  per- 
foot  super,  uniformly  loaded  ;  while  with  expanded 

metal  of  ̂ An.  by  j'sin.  strand,  the  breaking- 
weight  was  IS'SGcwt.  per  foot  super.,  and  with 

the  cV'n.  by  ?i'':in.  expanded  metal  was  lv-28cwt. 
per  foot  super.,  and  with  a  clear  span  of  Oft.  Gin. 
the  slab  without  expanded  metal  broke  at  the 

weight  of  IGcwt.  per  foot  super.,  while  with  ex- 

panded metal  of  -JJn,  by  vi'.in.  the  breaking- weight 
w.as  4  Glcwt,  per  foot  super.,  and  with  the  ;,'iin. 
liy  siin.  expanded  metal  was  5  07cwt.  per  foot 
super.  The  slabs  were  all  3in.  thick,  com- 

posed of  one  of  cement,  ono  sand,  and  two 
parts  of  Thames  ballast,  which  is  n^t  the 

best  aggregate  for  obtaining  a  maximum 
tensile  or  transverse  resistance.  The  time 

allowed  for  setting  before  testing  was  on  an 
average  63  days.  Experience  demonstrated  that 
metal  of  3in.  mesh  [in.  by  Jin  strands  gave 
the  best  results  with  slabs  of  3in.  thickness. 

And  Mr.  Mansergh's  tests  resulted  as  follows  : — 
With  a  clear  span  of  Gft.  9in.,  the  slab  without 
expanded  metal  broke  at  the  weight  of  4  llcwt. 
per  foot  uniformly  loadsd  ;  while  with  expanded 

metal  3in.  mesh,  ]  in.  by  iV.in.  strands,  the  break- 
ing weight  was  19  75  per  foot  super.  The  con- 

crete was  in  each  cose  mixed  in  the  proportion  of 
4  of  broken  rock  (Jin.  gauge  and  sand  to  1  of 
Portland  cement,  and  the  aird  of  the  slabs  wasr 
83  to  89  days. 

THE    BRICK  TR4DE. 

TUE  British  Clayioorker,  a  periodical  devoted to  the  brick  and  kindred  industries,  in  its 

issue  for  June,  1809,  said: — "The  astonishing' 
number  of  new  companies  in  the  brick  trade  is  an 
indication  that  activity  in  clayworking  is  in  no 
danger  of  falling  away  just  yet.  At  the  sime 

time  it  does  not  mem  prosperity  for  all  the  new- 
ventures,  for  many  of  them  are  merely  taking 

advantage  of  booming  times  to  work  off  proper- 
ties to  advantage,  while  others  are  ht>ping 

to  get  a  share  in  a  business  which  can- 
not at  present  supply  the  demand.  The  remark 

made  by  an  arcMtect  in  our  last  issue,  that 
more  brickyards  «!«.«<  be  opened  up  to  meet 
the  demand,  may  be  all  right  from  his  point  of 
view  ;  but  one  cannot  make  good  brieks  in  a 

hurry,  and  it  is  not  everybody  thit  can  sell  them 
when  they  are  made.  By  the  time  that  many  of 

our  new  companies  have  got  first-class  bricks  to 
sell  there  may  be  a  fb.lling  off  in  the  demand,  and 
some  of  our  over- capitalised  companies  will  find 
that  brickmabing  is  not  always  a  profitible 

occupation  to  everybody.'' 
These  are  not  our  words,  although  they 

express  the  views  of  our  article  of  Xov.  3.  They 

are  the  opinion  of  the  British  Clayiicrkt-r,  a 
journal  which,  in  its  Xovember  issue,  indulges 
in  some  sarcastic  remaik.s  at  our  expense.  We 
do  not,  as  a  rule,  notice  criticisms  of  the  kind 
indulged  in  by  our  contemporary :  but,  as  it 

challenges  our  "  want  of  information,"  we  thinlc 
it  only  right  to  give  our  readers  the  reasons  for 
our  views.  We  can  assure  them  that  the  figures 
we  place  before  them  have  been  obtained  from 
the  most  authentic  source!. 
Why  ha-s  the  British  Claijuorkcr  changed  its 

■opinion  of  June  for  its  opinion  of  Xovember  r 
It  is  well  known  in  trade  circles  that  the 

British  Clayicorker  is  the  mouthpiece  of  the 
Eletton  masters.  The  Fletton  trade  alone 

has  received  any  encouragement  or  help 

from  it.  Other  brickmakers  have  generally- 
been  favoured  with  its  contempt,  if  not  con- 

demnation. Referring  to  Kent  and  Essex, 

for  instance,  it  talks  of  "  a  handful  ot  manufac- 
turers in  one  district."  It  is  a  fact  which  can 

easily  be  proved  that  Kent  and  Essex,  in  si^ite  of 
the  large  strides  made  in  the  Fletton  and  other 
machine  districts,  is  still  the  mist  important 
lactor  as  regards  the  supply  of  bricks  to  London. 
The  /IriUs/t  r'ltvucnrker.  in  its  October  issue, 

published  the  following  : — 
FLrrrON,  i.iuitep. 

We  understand  that  nejfotiations  ara  in  pro?r»ss  for 
the  f<)nnition  of  a  limited  I^Ubility  Company  to  em- 

brace the  leading  yard]  of  Fletton  and  district.    We  aie> 
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not,  howe\eT,    in   ft    JM  - 
dttlDite  AtKttmeut,  as  Oo' 

of   M! 
laic), 
rurtl. 

-■-nt  to  mnke  any 
tiiii*_'  of  our  goiiig 

'.noQ   of  an  output 
'li'ii^  I>4fr  annum  is  cer- 
vVe  flhall  have  Bometbiog 
lur  next  tmue. 

Ilie  promitied  "Bomething  further"  has  not 
yet  appeared.  We  trust  our  article  of  Xov.  :i  has 
not  disturbed  I  he  ideas  of  those  who  inspired  the 

pHragraph  quoted. 
The  brie  k  trade  is  naturally  one  of  great 

interest  to  our  read>Ti>.  It  has  been  in  a  state  of 
prosperity  for  some  two  or  three  years.  It  is  a 
peculiar  trade— Three  years  good  and  seven  years 
bad,  is  almost  a  proverb  among  London  brick- 
makers.  There  are  two  factors — supply  and 
demand.  The  price  of  bricks  is  a  some- 

what slight  item  in  the  cost  of  a  building, 
much  slighter  than  many  suppose.  Labour 
is  the  principal  factor.  Five  shillings  ei  her  way 
ill  tht'  price  of  bricks  does  nut  make  much  dif- 

ference in  the  cost  of  a  building.  If  there  are 
fiwer  bricks  than  are  required,  builders  will  not 
hesitate  about  giving  a  high  price,  so  long  as 

they  can  get  supplied  and  can  get  their  labour 
4lone.  Un  the  otnor  hand,  if  the  supply  of  bricks 
is  in  excess  of  the  demand,  nothing  will  tempt 
the  builder  tu  buy  them  for  stock.  It,  therefore, 
i.i  a  trade  of  very  high  or  very  low  prices. 

It  will  be  more  convenient  to  take  the  supply 
firit.  From  infuriiiation  we  have  received  there 

were  in  the  Kent,  Ksfox,  and  Cowley  fields — i.e  , 
stock  bricks — ready  for  market  on  — 

October  31,  189*5    3S0  millions 
„  „   1S97    4.« 
„   „   189«    480   ., 
„  „   1899    590   ;, 

so  that  between  189C  and  1899  there  is  an  increase 

uf  210  millions.     Surely  significant  figures  ! 
If  we  turn  to  machine-made  bricks,  we  find  an 

increased  output  since  March  31,  1899,  of  IGl 
millions  per  annum,  or,  to  put  it  in  a  more 
striking  way,  three  million  more  bricks  are  placed 
on  the  market  each  week  than  formerly.  Take 

the  I'letton  district.  In  the  last  three  years  all 
the  old  works  have  largely  increased  their  out- 

put, while  nearly  a  dozen  new  ones  have  been 
started,  making  an  increased  output  of  over  200 
millions  per  annum.  Some  of  the  Fletton  brick- 
masters  have  also  lately  begun  to  open  out  in 
the  neighbourhood  of  Bedford.  In  other  words, 
the  Fletton  brick  district  has  practically  increased 
its  output  from  something  between  100  and 
I.IO  million  to  over  400  million  during  the  lust 
three  or  four  years.  It  can,  therefore,  sifely  be 
stated  that  the  supply  has  largely  increased.  Has 
the  demand  incresised  in  the  same  measure  r  We 
say  no. 

W'ftat  has  been  the  result  of  the  heavier  stock and  the  increased  output :-  The  Kent  and  Essex 
brivkmasters  have  reduced  their  price  48.  per 
1,000,  or  10  percent  The  Fletton  Urickmasters' 
Association  has  regulated  the  prices  for  Fletton 
bricks  for  some  time  past ;  but  there  cannot  be 
any  control  now,  as  consumers  are  being  quoted 
all  sorts  of  prices,  in  some  cases  as  low  as  I'Js. 
per  1,000  for  best  Flettons  in  trucks  at  the  works. 
This  is  a  drop  of  several  shillings  per  1,000  in 
two  or  three  months,  and  we  believe  the  Fletton 
.\S80iiation  has  recognised  this  fact. 

It  must  further  be  remembered  that  Fletton 
bricks  do  not  and  cannot  compete  with  stocks. 
■Stocks  are  used  for  facing,  Fletton'e  for  inside work.  Therefore,  in  comparing  prices,  Fletton 
Tincks  must  be  compared  with  grizzles  and  place, 
and  if  the  Fletton  prices  are  to  compete,  they  will 
have  to  drop  still  lower. 

Uaving  regard  to  the  fact  that  the  new  railway works  are  now  completed,  and  that  there  is  at 
present  nothing  to  foUow  on  of  a  similar  nature, 
to  the  shrinkage  of  the  speculative  building  trade, 
and  to  the  very  largely  increased  supply,  we  were 
perfectly  justified  in  expecting  the  flimp  which lias  now  come. 

A  conference  on  the  taxation  of  ground  valaes 
*.^  J  J  ,.  ''■  Hu'ldertflold  on  Friday,  and  was attended  by  the  representatives  of  a  Urjje  number  of 
„~  *rj"  "i'"''  »""«'""-''■  Mr.  F.  A.  Channin? presirted.  and  among  the  .peakers   w»re  Sir  J   T 

A.  a f
enS! 

 SVp."'-
   «'^"<'

°-    ̂  '
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ml^'^^'^",^" r^""?"^  ■""  •'^'"d  its  aealtoa 
«rn.?„„  ̂   A*"  K^'"'  ̂ ■^''^"'"ent  Board  for  the 
fn^V  ,  u*  borough  to  include  the  adjoining 
lhr^rr°'*'-  •^I*7'=''"«>'  »nd  CDckingtin.  If 
the  petition  IS  granted,  the  area  of  the  b.rough  wiU be  increa.ed  from  l.p;.',  to  5.,h:  acres  and  the 
P^pulat  on  w,Il  be  raiW  from'iVv'^'si  WI  on the  baau  of  the  last  census.  '      ' 

BRYANSTOX     Clll-RCH.— Mu.   E.   P.   Warren-,  ArchiUet. 

Cm-HCll  OF  ST.  MARTIX,  BRYAXSTOX. 

THIS  is  a  new  church,  ompleted  last  year 
at  the  sole  charge  of  Viscount  Portman, 

for  the  parirh  of  St.  Slartio,  situated  in  his 
park.  The  building  was  performed  under  the 
unusual  circumstances  that  its  materials  were 

almost  entirely  provided  by  pulling  down  a 
disused  mansion,  which  stood  about  100ft 
to  the  northward  of  the  new  church,  and 

which  gave  a  supply  of  Portland,  Tisbury,  and 
Chilmark  stone  just  adequate  for  the  latter,  and 
a  more  than  ample  quantity  of  splendid  old  red 
bricks.  The  house  further  provided  some  fine 
oak  floor-boards,  which  were  used  for  ceilings, 
and  stone  paving  for  nave  and  aisle  floors,  &c. 
The  church  is  very  substantial,  and  is  faced 
externally  and  internally  with  ashlar,  the  old 
face  being,  as  far  as  possible,  retained.  The 
roof  principals  and  ribs  are  of  English  oak.  The 
walls  are  wainscoted  with  similar  material  in 

small  panels.  The  chancel  contains  an  east 
window  designed  by  Mr.  R.  .\nning  Bell,  and 
executed  by  Mr.  A.  J.  Dix.  The  organ  is  an 
electric  instrument  by  the  Hope  Jones  Co.,  and 
is  blown  by  means  of  an  electrical  motor,  which, 
as  well  as  the  lighting  of  the  church,  is  supplied 

from  Lord  Portman's  station  about  a  quarter  of 
a  mile  distant.  The  tower  has  a  peal  of  six  bells, 
by  Messrs.  Warner.  The  stone  and  wood  carving 
are  by  Mr.  L.  A.  Turner,  the  glazing  by  Mr.  J. 
.Tennings ;  while  the  builders  are  Messrs.  Wheeler 
Bros.,  of  Reading.  The  church  is  intended  for 
a  conprregation  of  about  2.i0.  The  architect  is 
Mr.  E.  P.  Warren,  of  Cowley-street,  West- 

minster, S.W.  The  photographs  which  we  have 
reproduced  are  represented  at  the  Arts  and  Crafts 
Exhibition  in  the  New  Gallery. 

The  weekly  report  as  to  the  Eitate  Market  from 
Tokonhouse-yard  is  that  business  has  been  dull, 
there  being  little  inclination  to  treat  for  properties. 
The  returns,  £112,288,  are  below  those  for  the 
corresponding  week  of  last  year. 

The  (iladstone  memorial  organ  in  St.  Thomas's 
Church,  Warwick-street,  Livernool,  was  opened  on 
Friday.  It  has  been  built  by  Messrs.  It  Tabbs  and 
Sons,  of  Cliff  >rd-street,  Liverpool. 

A  corner  block  of  shops  in  S'..  Werburgh-street, 
Chester,  between  the  Com  Exchange  entrance  and 
the  cathedral,  has  just  been  pulled  down  and  set 
back,  and  is  now  replaced  by  new  premises  to  be 
known  as  S;.  03Wald'8  Chambers.  Mr.  John 
D  juglas,  of  Chester,  is  both  architect  and  owner. 
The  street  widening,  towards  the  cost  of  which  the 
corporation  contributed  £l,.i00,  provides  an  un- 

interrupted view  from  E  istgate  -  street  to  the 
cathedral. 

The  I.iweetoft  Corporation  is  adopting  a  forward 
policy.  The  electric  light  will  be  installed  early 
next  year  as  a  municipal  undertaking,  at  a  cost  of 
£30,000,  and  about  £10,000  is  to  be  expended  on  the 
extension  of  the  esplanade  and  the  improvement  of 
the  South  Slopes.  By  private  enterprise  new 
promenade  piers  will  ba  erected  on  the  north  beach 
and  opposite  the  Empire  Hotel,  which  is  rapidly  ap- 
proacbmg  completion.  Tbe  Duke  of  Cambridge  wiU 
visit  Lowestoft  to-morrow  (Saturday)  to  turn  the 
first  sod  in  connection  with  the  North  Pier. 

OBITUARY. 

The  sudden  death  is  announced  of  Mr.  T. 

Powis  Reynolds,  a  well-known  Haverfordwest 
architect,  and  for  the  last  nine  months  the 
surveyor  to  the  MiUord  Urban  District  Council. 
A  local  journal  mentions  that  because  he  was  so 
strict  in  seeing  every  detail  perfectly  carried  out 
he  never  enjoyed  a  large  practice.  He  was  the 
successful  designer  of  numerous  board  and  higher 

class  schools,  built  in  the  locality  and  won  in  com- 
petition ;  also  as  the  restorer  of  a  large  number  of 

local  churches,  and  he  also  designed  the  local 

slaughterhouse,  and  was  the  inventor  of  the  over- 
head concave  tramway.  Mr.  Reynolds  was  in  his 

fifty-fourth  year,  and  leaves  a  family  of  seven 
children.  His  son,  3Ir.  Gilbert  Reynolds, 

practises  as  an  architect  at  Trowbridge. 

OHIFS. 

Mr.  A.  H.  Campbell,  the  city  surveyor  of 
Canterbury,  has  been  elected  surveyor  to  the  nrban 
district  council  of  E  ist  Ham,  in  succession  to  Mr. 

Sivage,  resigned.  There  were  49  applicants  for  the 

post. 

Cardinal  Vanghan  opened,  on  Sunday,  a  Roman 
Catholic  church  at  Ealing  erected  by  the  Benedic- tine Monks. 

A  Local  Government  Board  inquiry  was  held  on 

Friday  at  Todmorden  Town -hall  by  Major- 
General  H.  Dirley  Crozier,  R  E.  It  related  to  the 

Todmorden  Corporation's  application  for  per- 
mission to  borrow  tl,150  to  defray  the  cost  of 

erecting  firemen's  houses  and  a  steam-roller  shed  at 
Waterside.  Mr.  Pease,  the  borough  surveyor,  ap- 

peared for  the  council.    No  opposition  was  offered. 
CoIonelMarindin,  E.E  ,  B  lard  of  Trade  inspector, 

visited  Lseds  on  Friday  for  the  purpose  of  inspect- 
ing the  route  of  the  electric  tram  system  between 

the  junction  of  Boar-lane  and  Briggate  and  Ch»pel- 
town.  He  was  accompanied  over  the  line  by  Mr. 

Burbridge  (electrical  engineer),  and  other  officials. 
The  tender  for  the  erection  of  the  premises  which 

the  Prudential  Insurance  Company  intend  erecting 
on  the  site  of  the  old  Globe  Hotel,  at  the  top  of 

George-street,  Plymouth,  has  been  secured  by  a 
local  firm,  Messrs.  A.  R.  Lethbridge  and  Sons,  of 
the  Tracy  Building  Yard.  The  price  is  understood 
to  be  between  £53,000  and  £o,),OiiO,  and  the  work 
will  take  from  two  to  two  a  half  yerurs  to  complete. 

The  ceremony  of  laying  memorial -stones  of  a  new 
chapel  and  school  for  the  Church  of  Christ,  at  St. 
Helens,  Lines,  was  performed  last  week.  The 
buildings  will  cost  about  £1,250.  Mr.  R.  Todd,  of 
.Southport,  is  the  architect,  and  Mr.  W.  Green,  of 
Brynn,  the  contractor. 
A  tower  screen  has  beep  placed  in  the  parish 

church  of  Phillack,  near  Hayle,  West  Cornwall.  It 
ia  of  West -oountrv- grown  oak,  and  has  been  de- 
siened  by  Mr.  WQliam  White,  F.S.A.,  of  36a, 
Wimpole-street,  W.  It  is  a  Parolose  screen  of  the 
1 5th  century  character,  relatively  plain  in  character, 
and  planned  in  four  divisions.  Tracery  fills  the 
upper  parts  of  the  openings,  which  are  glazed.  The 
hinges,  handles,  &o.,  are  of  wrought  iron.  The 
screen  is  the  handiwork  of  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  and 
Sons,  of  E  teter.  When  the  church  was  rebuilt  in 
the  '.'lO's,  the  ondertaking  was  carried  out  from 

Mr.  William  White's  designs. 
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<Brxx  Jlltistrations* 
XK\Y    llEUEDOS,    DUISTOL    C.VTHEDllAL. 

The  newly  completed  reredos  in  Bristol  Cathedral. 
%vhich  we  illustrate  to-day,  has  been  erected  as  a 
tribute  to  the  life  and  work  of  Dr.  Ellicott,  as 
Bishop  of  tiloucester  and  Bristol.  The  reredos 
was  designed  by  the  late  Mr.  ,T,  L.  Pearson,  li.A., 
and  has  been  carried  out  under  the  supervision  of 
his  son  Mr.  Frank  L.  Pearson,  by  Mr.  Xathaniel 
Hitch,  o£  Vauxhall.  The  design  harmonises  ex- 

tremely well,  both  in  character  and  detail,  with  the 
eastern  end  of  the  cathedral.  It  is  executed  in 
Corsham  stone,  and  rises  about  2Tft.  from  the 

loor  of  the  cathedral  and  is  I  "ft.  Sin.  wide.  The 
work  includes  two  richly  traceried  and  buttressed 
stone  screens,  which  dank  the  great  reredos  on 
the  north  and  south  sides,  spanning  the  full 
width  of  the  sacrarium,  and  they  greatly  add  to 
the  breadth  and  dignity  of  the  composition.  The 
whole  scheme  is  so  conceived  as  to  portray  as  it 
were  to  the  instructed  mind  the  history  of  the 

I'niversal  Church  in  Heaven  and  on  Earth, 
and  it  constitutes,  indeed,  a  beautiful  form 
in  design  and  execution,  full  of  unwritten 
history,  and  in  its  symbolic  treatment  following 

closely  upon  that  of  the  early  Medi.-pval  architects. 
Compai-atively  few  visitors,  however,  have  the  time 
and  opportunity  to  study  the  many  storied  sculp- 

tures with  which  the  whole  work  is  enriched. 

Highest  on  the  great  canopied  pinnacles  domi- 
nating the  centre  portion,  the  ideal  Church  in 

Heaven  is  represented  by  the  archangels.  St. 
ilichael,  St.  Gabriel,  and  St.  Raphael,  and 
around  them  are  six  angels  with  expanded 
wings.  The  general  idea  of  the  central  position 

illustrates  "The  Glorious  Company  of  the 
Apostles,"  "The  Goodly  Fellowship  of  the 
Prophets,"  "  The  Xoble  Army  of  Martyrs,"  and 
"The  Holy  Church  Thoughout  aU  the  World." 
In  the  centre  is  the  Crucifixion  with  St.  Jlary 
and  St.  .John,  the  principal  niches  on  either 
aide  containing  St.  Peter  and  St.  Andrew  on  the 
one  side  and  St.  Paul  and  .St.  James  on  the  other, 
the  return  ends  being  occupied  by  figures  of  St. 
Thomas  and  St.  Philip.  Separating  the  larger 
niches  are  smaller  ones,  in  two  heights,  containing 
figures  of  Saints  from  the  5th  century  to 
the  present  time— viz.,  St.  Augustine  of  Hippo, 
St.  Augustine  of  i  interbury,  St.  Chad,  St. 
HUda,  St.  Aldhelm,  St.  Wulfstan :  Robert  Filz- 

■hardinge,  Provost  of  Bristol,  1170;  Eva  Fitz- 
hardinge,  his  wife :  St.  Thomas  of  Canterbury, 
John  Wyclifte,  William  Canynge  (Mayor  of 
Bristol,  1474),  Hugh  Tiatimer,  Sir  Jonathan 
Trelawney  (Bishop  of  Bristol  16S6-9;,  Joseph 

Cutler  (Bishop  of  Bristol  173S-.')0),  author  of  the 
"Analogy";   Hannah   More,  and  Charles  John 

Ellicott,  now  Bishop  of  Gloucester.  The  sculptor 
has  had  the  .advantage  of  reproducing  the  likeness 

of  Bishop  Trelawney  'one  of  the  Seven  Bishops 
sent  to  the  Tower  in  IGSS),  from  a  portrait 
placed  at  his  disposal  for  the  purpose  by  Sir 
William  Trelawney.  Beneath  the  Crucifixion 
and  the  venerable  figures  of  the  Apostles  is 

a  plain  panel,  made  to  receive  the  beautiful  cross 
of  the  cathedral,  and  Hanking  this  are  figures 

of  saints  of  the  Early  (,'hurch :  St.  Cncilia, 
St.  Catherine,  St.  Polycarp,  St.  Stephen, 
St.  Alban,  St.  Lawrence,  St.  Agnes,  St.  Per- 
petua,  and  St.  George.  On  either  side  of  the 
altar  are  representations  of  Old  Testament  saints 
and  Prophets.  On  the  right,  reading  upwards 
from  the  lloor,  are  Abraham,  Moses,  Samuel, 
David,  and  Elijah ;  and  on  the  left  Isai;ih, 
Jeremiah,  Ezekiel,  Daniel,  and  Malach'.  As  the 
Bishop  of  (iloucester  has  lately  said,  both  in  con- 

ception and  in  execution,  the  new  reredos  is  a 

splendidexample  of  Christian  art.  Mr.  Hitchispar- 
ticularly  .able  in  the  treatment  of  Mediaeval  figure- 
work,  and  the  architectural  details  of  the  whole 
structure  have  been  most  skilfully  worked  to  by 

him,  from  Mr.  Pearson's  details.  The  total  cost 
has  been  £2,500. 

CHURCH    or    ST.    MARTIN,    aiRYANSTOX. 

(For  description  and  sketch-plan,  see  p.  72S.) 

NEW    OFl'ICES,    LX.    AND    LXII.,    FINSIirRV 
PAVEMENT,    B.C. 

This  building  has  been  designed  for  the  occupa- 

tion of  the  S'orth  Metropolitan  Tramways  Co., 
fur  their  general  offices.  The  basement,  ground, 
first  and  second  floors  are  devoted  to  rooms  for 

counting  and  checking  the  tickets,  advertising 
office,  paying-in  office  for  the  conductors,  general 
clerk' s-offices,  waiting-ro<jms,  and  a  large  room 

(oSft.  by  20ft.)  for  meetings  of  the  company's shareholders.  The  3rd  and  -1th  floors  will  be 
used  for  residential  purposes.  The  elevation  is  of 
an  attractive  character,  and  it  is  perhaps  chiefly 
noticeable  owing  to  the  fact  that  buff  terracotta 
and  white  Portland  stone  are  used  in  the  work, 

and  the  rather  unusual  treatment  of  this  arrange- 
ment of  colour  has  a  pleasing  effect.  There  is  an 

enriched  band  of  carving  between  ground  and 
first  lloor,  and  this  was  executed  by  Messrs. 

Daymond  and  Son  of  Edward-street,  Vincent- 
si|uare.  The  terracotta  was  supplied  by  Jlessrs. 
Doulton  and  Co.,  and  the  Coalbrookdale  Co. 
made  the  stoves  and  railing  to  front.  The 
general  contractors  are  Messrs.  E.  Lawrance  and 

Sons,  of  Wharf -road,  City-road,  and  the  building 
has  been  carried  out  from  the  designs,  and  under 
the  superintendence  of  Messrs.  Davis  and 
Emanuel,  architects,  of  Finsbury  Circus.        , 

PORTA  DELE.\  CARTA,  DUCAL  PALACE,  VENICE. 

The  Porta  Delia  Carta  at  the  Ducal  Palace  in 

Venice,  so  called  from  the  placards  here  exposed 

to  announce  the  decrees  of  the  R'?public,  illus- 
trates the  Transition  from  Late  Gothic  to 

Renaissance,  and  was  built  by  Bartolommeo 
Buon  the  elder,  from  143S-lU3,who  was  the  son 
of  (iiovanni  Buon,  who  planned  the  noble  arcade 
and  loggia  adjoining.  The  composition  is  wholly 
Gothic,  and  it  is  only  in  the  details  and  mould- 

ings, and  in  the  introduction  of  cupids  into  the 
enriched  pediment,  that  the  commencement  of  a 

new  style  is  to  be  observed.  Colour  is  intro- 
duced into  the  design  by  the  application  of  red 

and  blue  marbles.  The  sculpture  is  crude  when 
compared  with  the  wonderful  ornaments  on  the 
southern  fa(;ade  of  the  palace  :  but,  nevertheless, 
it  has  all  been  well  studied  as  to  the  part  it  plays 
in  the  general  design.  The  drawings  were  made 
on  the  spot  from  a  scaffold  which  had  been 
erected  to  obtain  plaster  casts,  which  on  my  return 
to  Paris  I  noticed  were  being  repeated  to  form 

the  design  of  the  Halian  pavilion  at  the  new 
exhibition.  G.  Salwav  Xn   .i. 

FL.VTS    IN    KENSINGTON. 

This  lofty  red-brick  and  stone  building,  now 
about  to  be  erected  on  the  north  side  of 

Kensington- square,  will  contain  on  the  basement 
and  ground  floor  three  suites,  each  consisting  of 
dining  room,  drawing-room,  three  bedrooms, 

kitchen,  bathroom,  two  w.c.'s,  and  usual  oftices. 
The  seven  upper  floors  are  arranged  with  a  suite 
on  each  floor,  containing  dining-room,  drawing- 
room,  four  bedrooms,  kitchen,  bathroom,  two 

w.c.'s,  and  usual  offices.  There  will  bo  a  pas- 
senger lift  to  all  the  floors,  together  with  a 

service  lift  and  servants'  staircase,  with  direct 
communication  to  all  the  kitchens.  The  architect 

I  is  Mr.  G.  D.  Martin,  Pall  MaU  Eist,  S.W. 

H   IIILEE    UOUNTAIN,    (  HARLllUBY,    OXON. 

This  fountain  has  been  erected  principally  as  a 

memorial  of  the  (iueen's  Diamond  .Jubilee,  but 
also  to  commemorate  a  visit  Her  Majesty  once 

paid  to  Charlbnry.  It  is  constructed  of  Bath 
stone,  and  is  erected  on  a  prominent  site  reached 

by  a  (light  of  steps  from  the  main  road.  In  the 
gablets  are  carved  a  meJallion  of  the  Oueen,  the 

Royal  arms,  those  of  the  donor,  and  the  town 
seal.  Above  are  finials  representing  the  Imperial 
crown,  which  also  forms  the  apex  of  the  lamp. 
I  In  the  angles  between  the  gablets  are  fi.xed 
heraldic  figures  representing  the  lion  and  unicorn. 
The  entire  cost  has  been  borne  by  Mr.  J.  Du  Cros, 
of  Charlbury,  Oxon.  The  fountain  will  be 
shortly  unveiled  by  the  Duchess  of  Marlborough. 
The  architect  is  Mr.  A.  R.  Gough,  A.R.I.B.A  , 

of  Bridge-street,  Bristol,  and  the  work  has  been 
c.trried  out  by  Mr.  John  Kibble,  of  Charlbury. 

HOUSE    .Vr    SIllllERTOET. 

This  house,  which  is  mostly  an  addition  (the  hall 

and  servants'  quarters  being  old),  and  drawing 
near  completion,  is  being  built  for  Major  Mansel, 
of  Welford  Manor,  Rugby,  at  a  cost  of  about 

£2,701).  Externally,  the  house  is  built  of  Whit- 
wick  red  bricks,  the  upper  story  being  either 

tile-hung  or  half-timbered  in  the  "  black  and 
white"  st^le  ;  it  is  heated  by  hot  water,  on  the 
low-pressure  system,  radiators  being  placed  in 
corridors  and  on  landings  only,  and  the  domestic 

water  supply,  which  is  from  a  well,  and  also 
collected  from  roots,  is  pumped  up  by  means  of  a 

hot-air  engino,  and  stored  in  a  large  tank  in  roof. 
The  old  outbuildings  have  been  altered,  and  com- 

modious stabling  provided,  there  being  loose 
boxes  and  stalls  for  ten  horses,  with  coach-house, 
harness  room,  ,.tc.  Messrs.  God.  Sheppard, 

borough  surveyor,  and  H.  Harrison,  M.S. A.,  of 
Newark,  are  the  architects,  and  the  work  has 
been  carried  out  by  Jlessrs.  Tate  and  Eastwood, 
of  Market  Harborough. 

COUNTRY    HOUSE  NE.Ut    llEDEORD. 

This  house,  proposed  to  be  erected  near  to  Bed- 
ford ,  was  designed  to  harmonise  with  the  rural 

neighbourhood.  Local  rubble-stone  was  to  be 
used  for  the  walls,  and  the  upper  part  stuccoed, 

the  roof  covered  with  dark-red  Broseley  tiles.  The 

dining  and  drawing-rooms  were  given  respect- 
ively S.E.  and  S.W.  aspects;  the  large  hall 

would  be  used  as  a  "family  sitting-room"  or 
morning-room.  Mr.  W.  IJutler  .Stonebridge, 
I  lakley,  Bedford,  is  the  architect. 

M.  Brand,  the  contractor  and  chief  engineer  of 
the  Simplon  Tunnel  works,  died  at  Berne,  on VVednesday. 

The  Blackpool  Corporation  is  now  about  to  com- 
mence on  its  ambitious  scheme  of  widening  the 

promenade,  which  is  now  over  three  miles  long. 
Tenders  are  being  asked  for,  and  work  will  be  put 
in  hand  straightaway.  First  the  promenade  will 
be  extended  south  of  Victoria  Pier,  and  then  built 
according  to  plans  for  widening.  The  whole  general 
scheme  provides  for  a  paved  footpath,  carriage 
drive,  tramway,  and  a^philted  marine  promenade, 
and  the  work  is  expected  to  take  six  years. 
A  meeting  of  the  general  committee  of  the 

Gladstone  Memorial  was  held  in  Liverpool,  on 

Wednesday,'  the  Lord  Mayor  presiding.  Pooto- 
^aphs  were  on  view  of  a  design  submitted  by  Mr. 
Thomis  Brock,  K.A.,  and  in  regard  to  which 
members  of  the  committee  who  had  inspected  it  at 

the  architect's  studio  in  London  reported  very 
favourably.  The  design  shows  a  statue  of  Mr. 
Gladstone  in  ordinary  dress  standing  on  a  pedestal 
2Sft.  high,  the  statue  itself  being  10ft.  in  height. 
On  two  sides  of  the  pedestal  are  seated  figures 
emblematic  of  Truth  and  Justice.  On  the  front  is 
a  design  in  relief  indicative  of  Brotherhood,  while 
the  panel  on  the  other  side  represents  Progress.  The 
figures  and  pmels  are  to  be  executed  in  bronra,  and 
the  architecture  in  grey  granite.  It  was  announced 
that  upwards  of  £->,000  had  been  subscribed  towards 
the  memorial,  and  it  was  decided  to  offer  Mr.  B-ock the  sum  named  for  the  execution  of  the  work.  The 

question  of  the  site  was  not  decided. 
Eitensive  alterations  and  improvemsntsarebsing 

Cirri" lout  in  connection  with  th9  interior  of  the 

parish  church  of  St.  Peter  and  St.  Paul  at  i  '•  :eit Mi^senden,  which  dates  from  the  beginning  of  the 

I2th  century.  I'atil  recently  it  contained  cumbrous, old-fashioned  pews,  some  of  which  were  approached 

by  separate  tlighta  of  steps  from  the  exterior  of  the 
building.  Tbese  pews  have  been  removed  to  pro- 

vide additional  accommodation  by  the  fixing  of 
modern  seats,  and  other  work  is  in  band.  The 
interior  of  the  church  has  not  been  renovated  since 
the  beginnine  of  the  century.  It  is  proposed  to 

spsnd  about  £.^,.500  on  the  present  scheme. 
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y.  Palmer  Ctarke,  Phutograplur. 

CHURCH     OF    ST.     iMARTIN,     BRYAXSTON. 
E.    P.    WARREN,    ARCHITECT. 
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Builliins  Itttelliseitce. 
Ks;  ifi.i..— The  Iii,hop  of  I, -indon  consecrated 

the  new  church  of  St.  I.uko's,  Knti.;lJ,  on  Wed- 
nesday week.  It  has  been  erected  from  plans 

prepared  br  Slessrs.  Brooks  and  Son,  of  Welling- 

ton-Btreet,'  .Strand,  the  contract  price  of  the 
i.viilders  hoing  f.,5so.  The  style  is  Eirly 

Knglish.  and  the  building  is  c-nstructcd  of  red 

brick,  with  stone  dressinf,'*.  The  edifice  consists 

at  present  of  ch.inccl,  north  and  south  chapels, 
transepts,  rmd  one  bay  of  the  nave  ;  but  it  is 
intended  to  extend  the  latter  at  some  future 

period,  so  that  the  ultimate  acoommodation  will 

00  800  seats  :  at  present  the  building  will  accom- 
modate over  'Oil.  A  six-light  window  at  the 

«ast  end  filled  with  stained  glass  is  the  work  of 
Messrs.  I.ivers  and  Westlake.  The  subjects  are 
the  Crucifixion  and  the  scourging  and  crowning 
01  our  SaviDur.  Above  are  representations  on 
each  side  of  the  Uesurrection  and  Ascension ; 

while  the  central  light  shows  our  Lord  in  glory. 

The  stone-panelled  reredos  has  at  present  paint- 
ing in  three  panels,  but  others  have  yet  to  be 

filled  in.  The  altar,  which  is  of  teak,  has  upon 
the  front  .some  cirring  by  Jlossrs.  Robinson.  In 

the  central  panel  is  "The  Adoration  of  the 
Lamb."  \\'ithin  the  altar-rail  the  floor  is  laid 
in  Staffordshire  tiles.  The  choir-stalls  are  also 
constructed  of  teak,  and  behind  those  on  the 
south  side  stands  the  organ,  which  was  supplied  by 
Messrs.  Bishop. 

Leeds. — A  Congregational  church  and  schools 
are  about  to  be  erected  in  Woodhouse-lane  for 

the  church  and  congregation  of  East-parade 
Chapel,  the  site  of  which  was  recently  sold  to  the 
Xorth  British  and  Mercantile  Insurance  Co.  for 

£31,000.  The  buildings  will  be  of  stone,  in  style 
Perpendicular,  somewhat  freely  treated.  The 
church,  capable  of  seatine;  SOO  worshippers,  will 
comprise  a  wide  nave,  with  narrow  aisles,  tran- 

septs, and  apse.  The  latter  will  be  appropriated 
to  the  use  of  the  choir,  with  organ-chamber  at 
one  side.  At  the  junction  of  the  streets  an  open 
porch  is  placed ;  this  forms  one  of  the  main 
entrances,  leading  to  a  vestibule,  over  which  is 
placed  a  seven-light  traceried  window  terminating 
in  a  gable,  with  small  turrets  at  the  angles.  At 
the  junction  of  the  nave  and  transepts  next  Wood- 
house-lane,  the  tower,  with  spire,  will  rise  to  a 
height  of  '.30ft.  The  aisles  are  divided  from  the 
nave  by  stone  columns  with  arches,  over  which 
are  the  clerestory  windows.  At  the  end  of  the 
apse  is  another  seven-light  traceried  window, 
which  is  intended  to  be  filled  with  stained  glass. 
Provision  will  be  made  for  the  erection  in  the 

future  of  galleries  in  the  transepts,  these  to  be 
approached  by  staircases  and  wide  corridors  con- 

necting the  church  with  the  schools  and  vestries. 
The  school  is  6 4 ft.  by  :!lft.,  and  openin?  out  of 
this  hall  eight  classrooms  are  arranged.  The  two 
larger  ones  are  situated  so  that  they  can  be  thrown 
into  the  schoolroom,  when  required,  by  means 

of  patent  folding  partitions.  A  ladies'  parlour, 
pastor's  and  deacons'  vestries,  infants'  rooms,  and 
the  caretaker's  residence  face  Hillary-place.  The 
estimated  cost  of  the  buildings,  including  furnish- 

ing, but  excluding  cost  of  land,  is  £13,500.  The 
architect  is  Mr.  G.  F.  Dinby,  of  10,  Park -row, 
Leeds. 

LvN\. — The  new  reredos  in  .St.  Margaret's 
Church,  for  which  Miss  Margaret  lilencowe  left  a 

legacy  of  £1,0(111.  was  dedicated  un  Thursday  in 
last  week.  The  designs  were  prepared  by  Jlr. 
<t.  T.  Bodley,  A.U.A.,  and  the  carving  was  in- 

trusted to  5Ir.  Robert  Bridgcman  of  Lichfield. 
Tlie  structure  is  of  oak.  The  scene  of  the  Cruci- 

fixion occupies  the  central  position,  and  to  the 
right  and  left  respectively  are  figures  of  St.  Felix, 
the  apostle  of  East  .Vnglia,  and  St.  Hugh,  a 
former  Ilishop  of  Lincoln,  the  two  panels  next 
those  being  occupied  by  archangels.  Above  is  a 
representation  of  the  Annunciation,  and,  sur- 

mounting the  whole,  Christ  as  SJvator  Mundi. 
Surrounding  the  ktter  are  four  of  the  Litin 
Fathers,  SS.  Jerome,  .\ugu8tine,  (Jregory,  and 
'.'hrj-sostom.  Three  angels  bearing  scrolls  are plated  on  each  side  of  the  rered  3  proper,  and 
plain  oak  panels  extend  to  the  north  and  south 
walls.  These  latter  panels  may  at  some  future 

date  be  carved  in  harmony  with  'the  remainder  of tho  structure.  The  reredos  is  painted  in  red  and 
blue  and  gilded.  Tho  lilencowe  arms  and  the 
borough  arm-  find  a  place  on  the  reredos  ;  at  the 
b.ase  "  Gloria,  honor,  laus."  vitc,  are  inscribed, 
And  there  is  a  Latin  inscription  on  the  gradine. 

Natiox.vi  0.\llerv    of    BniTisn    Art. — The 

new  rooms  which  have  been  added  to  this  gallery 

by  the  doner,  Sir  Henry  Tate,  and  which  more 
than  double  its  available  space — consisting  of 
ei:;ht  rooms  for  pictures  and  a  hall  for  sculpture — 
were  shown  on  Monday  to  a  number  of  invited 
guests  by  the  architect,  Mr.  Sidney  11.  .J.Smith. 
Sir  II.  Tate  was  prevented  by  ill-health  from 
being  present.  The  foundations  of  the  fJallery 
were  commenced  in  September,  1893,  and  the 
building  was  opened  to  the  public  by  the 
Prince  of  Wales  on  July  21,  1897.  Before 

long,  however.  Sir  Henry  Tate  came  to  the  con- 
clusion th.it  the  requirements  of  the  institution 

had  outgrown  the  accommodation  provided,  and 
decided  to  extend  it  by  an  addition,  which  has 
actually  more  than  doubled  the  si/e  of  the  original 
structure.  Four  of  tho  new  galleries  are  G3ft. 
long  by  32ft.  wide,  two  are  3ft.  longer,  but  the 

same  in  width,  and  the  other  two  are  each  3'2tt. 
siiuare.  The  sculpture  rooms  are  each  71ft.  in 
length,  and  32ft.  broad.  The  annexe,  which  is 
at  the  rear,  comprises  eight  galleries  and  large 
central  sculpture  rooms,  making  a  total  in  the 
whole  building  of  eleven  galleries,  besides 
sculptured  hall,  arcades,  &c.,  with  a  lineal  space 
for  wall  hanging  of  about  3,l:;0ft.,  while  that  of 
the  National  Gallery  in  Trafalgar-square  is  about 
3,100ft.,  and  that  of  the  Royal  .\cadomy  is  about 
1,700ft.  (exclusive  of  the  Diploma  (ialleries, 
which  have  ;)70ft.  additional).  The  length  of  the 

building  is  about  290ft.  The  additions  are  con- 
nected with  the  existing  building  by  four 

entrances,  those  in  the  centre  uniting  the  corridor 
round  the  main  sculpture  hall  by  arcades.  The 
sculpture  rooms  are  divided  in  the  centre  by  stone 
columns  of  the  Doric  order,  the  whole  feeling 

being  Pompeian.  The  entrance  doors  lead  into  a 

long  corridor  with  banded  rustication  as  wall  sur- 
face. It  is  estimated  that,  with  this  extensive 

addition,  and  the  costly  pictures  and  sculpture 
inclosed  within  its  walls,  the  total  value  of  the 

Gallery  is  not  far  short  of  a  quarter  of  a  million 
of  money.  When  the  galleries  are  opened  to  the 
public  in  a  short  time,  some  of  the  pictures  will 
be  hung  in  the  new  galleries,  where  the  light  is 
far  better  than  in  the  old,  and  there  will  be 

four  additions  to  the  Watts'  collection — viz., 
"The  Triumph  of  Love,"  "Time,  Death,  and 

Judgment,"  "Tho  Court  of  Death,"  and  "  The 

All-pervading." PETEiu!;)uoi(;it. — The  cathedral  restoration 
work  this  week  enters  upon  a  new  phase. 

Scaffolding  now  envelops  the  north-west  tower 
of  the  facade,  and  the  lisautiful  south-western 
gable  and  arch  are  freed  to  observation.  Ciood 
progress  has  been  made  with  the  groining  and  the 
pointing.  The  old  wooden  columns  are  tu  be 
replaced  by  marble  shafts.  In  the  south-west 
gable  the  wheel  window  and  the  two  central 
windows  have  been  glazed,  the  treatment  being 
similar  to  that  observed  in  the  northern  gable. 
Tho  most  important  section  of  the  restoration  not 

yet  approached  is,  of  course,  the  central  gable. 

Mr.  Alex.  Crockett,  builder,  died  on  Wednesday 
week,  at  Brechin,  from  pneumonia,  at  the  age  of 
sixty-'.wo.  A  natire  of  Brechin,  Mr.  Crockett, 
from  early  years,  was  employed  in  the  building 
trade.  Having  a  quarry  of  his  own,  he  was  able  to 
take  on  and  carry  out  large  contracts.  He  was  the 
builder  of  the  rablio  Library  in  Brechin,  the  hall 
in  connection  with  Brechin  Cathedral,  and  the 
recent  additions  made  to  the  lunatic  asylum  at 
Sunnyeide,  near  Montrose.  He  is  survived  by  a 

widow  and  son,  who  is  employed  .in  his  father's 
business. 
The  Diamond  Jubilee  District  Hospital  at  Skip- 

ton  was  formally  opened  on  Tuesday  by  Lady 
Frederick  Cavendish.  The  hospital  is  Domestic  in 
style,  and  has  been  built  to  the  designs  of  Mr. 
Edward  C.  H.  Maidman,  of  Elinburgh.  Provision 
is  made  for  thirteen  patients  and  for  the  lodging  of 

four  nuraes.     The  total  estimated  cost  is  £7,2 '.>. 
Daring  excavations  at  a  suburb  of  Bologna  a 

number  of  tombs  of  the  original  inhabitants  of 

I'mbria  were  discovered  at  a  great  depth  below  the 
surface.  The  tomb-,,  which  contain  a  number  of 
antique  ornaments  aud  utensils,  are  calculated  to  be 
at  least  3,000  years  old. 

In  a  recent  blast  at  the  Bonawe  Quarries,  Glas- 
gow, 12  OOOlb.  of  gunpowder  were  used,  and  a  solid 

wall  of  rock,  2:)0ft.  by  I.iOft.  and  .Wft.  deep,  was 
burst  into  a  pile  of  stones  estimated  to  exceed 

liJii.Ono  tons,  and  to  provide  two  or  three  years' 
work  for  the  quarrymea. 
A  Lncal  Government  Board  inquiry  was  held  at 

Burnley  on  Friday  into  an  application  by  the  Cor- 
poration for  sanction  to  a  loan  of  £11,000  for  the 

extension  of  the  gasworks. 

COMPETITIONS. 

BiusiiXGii.vM.— .Vt  the  list  meeting  of  the 

school  board  a  report  was  received  from  a  com- 
mittee recommending  the  appointment  as  consult- 

ing architect  of  Mr.  T.  J.  Bailey,  architect  to 
the  London  School  Board,  in  the  selection  of  the 

competitive  plans  for  the  Handsworth  New-road 
School,  at  a  fee  of  thirty  guineas  and  expenses, 

providing  there  be  not  more  than  twelve  sets  of 
plans  sent  in,  any  above  that  number  being  paid 
for  in  proportion.  Sir.  Pentland  raised  a  protest 
against  tho  proportion  on  the  ground  of  economy. 
Professor  Windle  thought  they  would  be  taking 

a  very  serious  risk  if,  by  neglecting  the  expendi- 
ture of  a  sum  of  that  kind,  they  entailed  upon 

themselves  the  probability  of  only  getting  plans 
from  second-rate  architects.  Tho  resolution  was 

carried.   »-^   

CHIPS. 

A  receiving  order  has  been  made  in  the  cise  rf 
John  Charles  Coggan,  of  Bsrnard-street,  Bassell- 
aquare,  W.C.,  builder. 

The  new  Liberal  clubhouse  at  Farsley,  which  has 

cost  £3,000,  has  now  been  completed.  The  mem- 
bers are  removing  into  the  new  building  this  week, 

but  the  formal  opening  of  the  premises  will  not  take 
place  until  January  13,  1900.  The  building  has 
been  erected  from  the  designs  of  Mr.  W.  D.  Gill, 
architect,  of  Stanningley. 

Radford-road  board  schools,  which  were  com- 
menced at  the  beginning  of  the  year,  from  plans 

prepared  by  Messrs.  G.  and  I.  Steane,  are  now 

nearing  completion.  They  will  afford  accommoda- tion for  212  scholars,  boys  and  girls,  and  122  infants. 
The  central  hall  in  the  mixed  school  is  75  ft.  by 

20lt.,  with  separate  entrances  for  boys  and  girls. 

From  it  four  classrooms  open  out.  The  infants' department  consists  of  a  main  schoolroom,  an 
infants'  classroom,  babies'  room,  and  a  marching 
shed.  The  contractor  is  Mr.  Charles  Garlick,  of Coventry. 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Scarborough  Master 
Builders'  Association  was  held  at  the  Albemarle 
Hotel  on  Saturday  evening,  under  the  presidency  of 
Mr.  Councillor  Bland.  The  following  officers  were 
elected  for  the  ensuing  year  :— President,  Mr.  A.  W. 
Sinclair :  vice-presidents,  Mr.  Councillor  Bland, 
Mr.  J.  Barry,  and  Mr.  T.  B.  Jowsey ;  treasurer, 
Mr.  J.  Jaram :  secretary,  Mr.  E.  H.  Carr. 

On  Wednesday  week  the  foundation-stones  were 
laid  of  a  new  Wesleyan  mission-hall  at  the  corner 

of  Skeldergate  aud  Queen's  Staith-road,  York,  and the  estimated  cost  of  the  building  is  £2.500.  The 
building  will  measure  about  50ft.  by  60ft.  On  the 

ground  floor  there  will  be  a  schoolroom,  with  class- 
rooms opening  from  it,  and  upstairs  a  hall  with 

accommodation  for  3(0  parsons.  The  contractors 
are  Messrs.  W.  Birch  and  Son,  bricklayers;  Mr. 
John  Plows,  mason;  and  Mr.  W.  Usher,  joiner. 
The  architects  are  Messrs.  Hornsey  and  Monkman. 

A  faculty  has  been  granted  for  putting  into  the 

parish  church  of  Bradford  a  new  hexagon  pulpit  of 

carved  oak,  resting  on  a  base  of  Polyphant  stone, 

and  also  a  tower  screen  of  the  same  wood.  Bath 

have  been  designed  by  Mr.  F.  S.  M)riey  Slanders, 
who  was  also  the  architect  for  the  new  seats, 

lectern,  and  reading-desk,  likewise  executed  in  oak. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Lambeth  Vestry,  a 

report  was  received  from  the  special  committee 
appointed  to  consider  the  expediency  of  acquiring, 
as  an  addition  to  Brockwell  Park,  H«nc  lldl.  an 

area  of  about  42'  acres  adjoining  the  park.  Toe 

existing  park  contains  about  SIJ  acres.  The  com- mittee considered  that  it  was  imperatively  necessary 

to  prevent  the  erection  of  buildings  on  the  open 

space  adjacent  to  Brockwell  Park.  They  therefore 
recommended  that  the  vestry  subscribe  £l».O0p 

towards  the  purchase  of  the  additional  land.  This 

recommendation  was  carried  unanimously. 

Mr.  L'riah  Cammings  reports  upon  a  new  natural 

cement,  discovered  in  Florida,  which  is  said  to  occur 

in  enormous  masses  on  the  Apalachicola  River,  near 

River  Junction.  When  first  exposed,  the  rock  is  so 

soft  that  it  can  be  cut  with  a  spade,  but  it  soon 

hardens,  and,  when  burned,  is  said  to  forsi  the 

strongest  natural  cement  known.  Both  the  rock 
and  the  cement  made  from  it  are  asserted  to  be  as 

white  as  the  finest  marble." 

At  the  last  meeting  of  tho  Pershore  Rural  Dis- 

trict Council,  Mr.  E  B.  Marten,  C.E.,  of  Birming- 

ham reported  as  to  the  probable  cost  of  subsf  iiuting 

the  bacterial  method  of  sewage  punfioation  for  that 

provided  in  the  scheme  for  Pershore  recently 

Sanctioned  by  the  Local  Government  Board  The
 

new  scheme,  which  ho  described,  would  costfl.oOO, 

which  was  a  capital  cost  of  £800  more  than  the 

original  scheme.  As  a  set-off.  however,  he  estimated 

tha°t  a  saving  would  be  effected  in  the  workmg 

expenses  and  chemicals  and  labour  of  £l.i  per 
annum.  The  bacterial  system  was  approved,  and 

Mr.  Marten  was  instructed  to  go  on  with  the 

scheme. 
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City  and  Soi'th  Lonhdx  Railway  E\tf.n- 

sioN-  — The  extended  line  of  the  I'ity  and  South 
liOndon  Electric  Railway  will  be  opened  in  a  few 
days  with  new  atationa  at  London-bridge,  the 
Bank,  and  Moorgate-street.  The  line — the  first 
of  the  kind  in  the  Metropolis —was  inaugurated, 
says  a  Times  correspondent,  on  Dec.  IS.  1890, 
and  it  then  extended  a  distance  of  3j  miles,  from 
Stockwell,  in  Clapham-road,  to  King  William- 
street,  with  four  intermediate  stations.  I'arlia- 
mentary  powers  have  since  been  obtained  for 
extensions  in  one  direction  to  Clapham  Common, 
and  in  the  other  to  Islington.  These  ONtcnsions 
are  now  being  made  by  Messrs.  W.  Rigby  and 
Co.  :  the  former  will  be  opened  for  traffic  at  the 
end  of  February  next,  and  the  latter  will  be 
finished  twelve  months  hence.  Jleanwhile  the 
railway  has  advanced  to  Jloorgate-street  by  a 
junction  with  the  existing  line  to  a  point  about 
100  yards  on  the  City  side  of  the  Borough  Station. 
This  new  line  runs  in  two  separate  tunnels  under- 

neath the  Thames  on  the  Tower  side  of  London- 
bridge,  and,  passing  below  the  present  King 
William-street  station  at  a  greater  depth  by  30tt., 
follows  King  William-street  to  the  Bank  station, 
which  has  been  constructed  below  the  founda- 

tions of  the  church  of  St.  Mary  Woolnoth. 
Thence  the  line  is  carried  to  Moorgate-streot, 
where  there  is  a  station  adjoining  that  of  the 
Metropolitan  Railway.  Five  lifts  have  been  con- 

structed at  the  new  Bank  station— two  accom- 
modating 80  passengers  each,  and  three  each 

accommodating;  60  passengers.  At  Jloorgato- 
etreet  there  are  four  lifts,  each  accom- 

modating 60  passengers.  A  new  station  has 
been  built  on  the  south  side  of  the  Thames  in 
Denman- street,  and  a  subway  is  being  con- 

structed from  thence  to  the  London  Bridge 
terminus  of  the  I^ondon,  Brighton,  and  South 
Coast  Railway.  The  directors  of  the  electric 
line  are  being  urged  to  continue  their  line 
to  Balham  and  to  Tooting :  a  new  electric 
railway  is  about  to  be  undertaken  from  Moor- 

gate-street to  Clapton,  extending  thereafter  to 
Walthamstow,  and  the  Moorgate-street  terminus 
of  this  line  will  be  connected  by  means  of  a  sub- 

way with  the  City  and  South  London  Railway. 
The  Baker-street  and  Waterloo  Company  will 
next  session  apply  to  Parliament  for  powers  to 
extend  their  line  to  the  Elephant  and  Castle,  with 
subway  connection  at  that  centre  to  the  City  and 
South  London  Itiilway  ;  and  power  b  also  being 
sought  to  carry  the  Bauer- street  and  Waterloo 
line  to  Paddington  Station.  When  the  City  and 
South  London  Railway  brings  into  use  its  exten- 

sion to  Moorgate-street,  the  present  King  Wil- 
liam-street Station  will  be  closed,  and  a  portion 

of  the  line  from  the  new  junction  will  be 
temporarily  handed  over  to  the  City  and  Brixton 
Railway,  which  will  begin  from  the  abandoned 
line  at  the  exchange  station  in  Uenman-street, 
London  Bridge,  continue  under  St.  George's- 
circas,  South  Limbeth- road,  and  Kennington- 
road  (with  an  exchange  subway  at  the  Oval 
Station),  to  Brixton,  where,  just  beyond  the 
London,  Chatham,  and  Dover  Railway,  the terminal  station  of  the  electric  railwav  will  be 
placed.  The  new  line  could  be  extended  to 
Streatham,  Norbury,  Thornton  Heath,  and 
Croydon.  The  City  and  Brixton  line  will  be 
leased  to  the  City  and  South  London  Company, 
and  worked  by  them  from  a  new  generating station  at  Stotkwell.  When  the  extensions  to 
Clapham  Common  and  Islington  are  completed, 
they  will,  with  the  City  and  Brixton  line,  give 
the  City  and  South  London  Railway  a  total 
mileage  of  twelve  miles.  The  power  developed 
at  the  generating  station  at  Stockwell  has  been 
increased  nearly  fourfold.  The  Bank  Station  in 

King  "William-street  has  a  stone  frontage,  de- signed by  Mr.  Sidney  R.  J.  Smith.  The  work 
which  has  been  necessary  under  the  church  of 
St.  Mary  Woolnoth  has,  together  with  the 
extension  to  Jloorgate-street,  t)een  completed  by Messrs.  J.  Mowlem  and  Co.  The  church  now 
rests  upon  seven  steel  girders,  each  53ft.  in 
length,  the  old  foundations  having  been  entirely 
removed  without  the  least  damage  being  done  to 
any  part  of  the  superstructure,  ^\'orkmen  are engaged  in  replacing  the  floor  and  the  internal 
fittings,  which,  together  with  the  carvings  and decorative  work,  were  in  the  first  instance  re- 

moved and  stored  away.  It  is  expected  that  the 
Central  London  RaUway,  establishing  a  new  line 
of  commuoicatioa  from  Shepherd's   Bush  to  the 

Royal  Exchange,  will  also  be  ready  for  opening 
in  the  spring.  Eventually  this  railw.iy  will  bo 
extended  to  Liverpool -street. 

PBOFESSIONAL    AND    TRADB 
SOCIETIES. 

GLAS(ii)%yAitiiirrKiTruALCitAi  TSMi:N's.Siirii;TY. 
— The  usual  meeting  of  the  above  society  was 
held  at  the  rooms,  204,  Groat  George-street, 
on  Friday,  Xovember  24,  when  a  discus- 

sion took  place  on  the  Glasgow  Building  Regu- 
lations. Mr.  R.  W.  Horn,  A. R.I. B. A.,  who 

led  the  opening  remarks,  gave  a  summarised 
statement  of  the  progress  of  building  in  ( Uasgow, 
and  the  consequent  necessity  for  new  laws  .and 
regulations.  The  first  Bills  passed — \i/.  ,  the 
Police  Acts  of  1862  and  1866— while  good  in 
their  small  way,  yet  gave  the  authorities  little 
power,  and  were  entirely  lacking  in  detail.  This 
was  remedied  by  the  Bill  of  1892,  and  will  be 
brought  nearer  perfection  by  the  new  Bill  of  lOOO, 
of  which  he  showed  a  draft  copy.  After  mention- 

ing the  method  of  preparing  plans  and  petitions 
of  proposed  work  for  submitting  to  the  Dean  of 
(iuild  Court,  and  their  subsquent  revision  by  the 
Master  of  Works  and  the  Guild  Liners,  he  criti- 

cised the  present  regulations  and  the  proposed 
new  ones,  giving  points  in  which  they  failed,  and 
suggestions  as  to  remedies.  A  useful  discussion 
followed,  and  the  meeting  concluded  with  a  vote 
of  thanks  to  Mr.  Horn,  which  was  heartily 
rendered. 

People's  Palace  Architectcb.vl  Society. — 
The  fourth  ordinary  meeting  of  the  above  society 
was  held  on  Saturday,  Xov.  25,  1899,  in  room  5, 
Engineering  department ;  Mr.  Francis  K.  Taylor 
in  the  chair,  17  members  present.  Mr.  Warrow 

read  a  paper  entitled  "Origin  of  the  Arch," 
which  was  as  follows : — The  principles  of  the 
arch  as  a  constructive  medium  for  spanning 

openings  was  known  by  the  ancient  nations 'toany 
centuries  before  the  Christian  era.  In  Egypt, 
India,  Persia,  Assyria,  and  Greece,  there  are 
remains  of  buildings  and  other  indications  that 
the  arch  was  known.  In  all  these  countries  it  was 
originally  used  as  a  constructive  and  not  an 
architectural  feature.  In  the  Pyramids  there  are 
two  forms  of  spanning  the  openings,  which  un- 

doubtedly show  that  the  Egyptians  were  aware  of 
the  principle  of  the  arch.  In  the  ascending 
gallery  of  the  King's  Chamber  the  roof  is  formed 
by  allowing  every  succeeding  course  of  stone  to 
project  beyond  the  course  below,  until  one  large 
stone  closes  the  top.  The  King's  Chamber  itself 
is  roofed  over  by  two  stones  placed  at  an  angle  to 
the  wall,  and  meeting  in  the  centre,  other 
examples  of  the  arch  are  to  be  found  all  over 
Egypt,  notably  at  the  Pyramids  at  Thebes,  which 
are  roofed-in  by  brick  and  stone  arches  of  semi- 

circular construction.  The  next  appearance  of 
the  arch  was  in  Assyria,  about  the  Sth  century, 
11. c.  They,  however,  considerably  improved  on 
the  Egyptian  form  of  arch,  one  of  the  best 
examples  being  at  the  city  gates  of  Korshabad. 
The  Greeks  were  not  ignorant  of  the  arch ;  the 
forms,  however,  were  very  orude  and  infrequent. 
The  best  examples  are  :  the  Treasury  of  Atreus  at 
Mycena',  and  the  gateway  at  Assos.  It  was  in 
Tuscany  that  the  arch  began  to  be  used,  and  the 
Ehmscans  were  the  first  people  who  appear  to 
understand  it.  The  Roman  period  of  architecture 
followed  closely  after  the  Tuscan,  and  the  Romans 
were  the  first  to  use  the  arch  aa  a  decorative 
feature,  the  finest  examples  being  the  Pantheon  at 
Rome,  which  has  a  diameter  of  145ft.,  and  is 
surmounted  by  one  large  dome  of  arch  can- 
struction.  From  the  semicircular  arch  of  the 
Roman  period,  it  was  not  a  great  step  to  the 
pointed  arch,  resulting  in  the  magnificent  build- 

ings of  the  Gothic  period.  .\  number  of  lantern 
slides  illustrative  of  the  paper  were  shown.  In 
conclusion,  Mr.  Tanner  proposed  a  hearty  vote  of 
thanks  to  Mr.  Warrow  for  his  interesting  paper, 
which  was  seconded  by  5Ir.  Ferry. 

The  So(  if.tv  of  Architeits.  —  At  the  first 
ordinary  meeting  of  the  sixteenth  session  of  the 

Society  of  Architncts,  held  at  St.  .lames's  Hall. 
Piccadilly,  on  Thursday  in  last  week,  thi- 
the  president,  Mr.  Walter  Eraden,  .LP.,  L.C.C., 
in  the  chair,  the  following  fifteen  gentlemen  were 
elected  : — As  Associate  :  Professor  Bhise  .'^hanker 
Abaji,  Bombay.  As  Members  :  Messrs.  E.  .\rcher, 

London;  J.  M.  Billimoria,  Bombay:  I".  W. 
Chancellor,  Chelmsford  ;  .1.  P.  Crosby.  Rickmans- 
worth  ,  J.  P.  Earle,  Sheffield  ;  A.  (.Jorton,  More- 
cambe  ;  D.  H.  Mirza,  Bombay ;  E.  C.  P.  Monson, 

London;  R.  B.  JIartin,  Eist  llim  ;  .).  H. 

Miirtindale,  Carlisle  ;  11.  W.  H.  I'ulmer,  London  ; 
J.  Slack,  Carlisle;  and  A.  G.  Ware,  Bourne- 

mouth. As  student :  Mr.  T.  Falconer,  London. 
The  President  then  read  his  opening  address, 
which  was  published  in  our  last  issue,  p.  6S3.  At 
the  close  a  vote  of  thanks  was  accorded  to  the 
President  on  the  motion  of  Mr.  Silvanua  Trevail, 

of  Truro,  A' ice- President,  seconded  by  Mr.  Robert 
Walker,  of  Cork,  ex-President. 

CHIPS. 
New  children's  words,  which  have  been  added 

to  the  workhouse  at  Brighton,  were  opened  on 

Nov.  22.  Tbey  have  cost  £l.'i,000,  and  accommo- date, on  three  flwrs,  one  hundred  children.  Mr. 
Uwd  wai  the  architect,  and  the  contractors  were 
Messrs.  J.  J.  G.  .Siunders  and  Sons. 

On  Wednesday  week  a  fire  was  discovered  to 
have  broken  out  in  the  roof  of  the  old  parish  church 
of  St.  Mary,  llemiogton,  near  Kulstock,  Somerset. 
The  building  ia  a  specimen  of  Norman  architecture, 
and  the  oak  root,  centuries  old,  was  putially 
destroyed.  The  walls  and  ancient  tower  with  peal 
of  bells  were  saved.  The  fire  originated  in  a  stove 
which  was  last  used  on  the  previous  Sunday. 

The  men  employed  in  the  tunnel  under  Greenhow 
Hill,  in  connection  with  Bradford  waterworks,  were 
entertained  to  dinner  on  Saturday  at  Pateley  Bridge 
to  commemorate  the  joining  of  the  headings.  The 
tunnel,  which  is  over  three  miles  in  length, 
has  been  in  construction  for  about  six  years.  Mr. 
Duncan,  resident  engineer,  presided. 

The  Archbishop  of  Canterbury  will  visit  the 
King's  School,  Canterbury  Cathedral,  on  Friday, 
the  i.'ith  inst.,  when  he  will  lay  the  foundation- stone  of  the  new  bnildiaga  now  in  course  of  erection 
just  within  the  North  Gate  of  the  Precincts. 
At  a  general  meeting  of  the  Society  of  Oil 

Painters,  Piccadilly,  held  on  Tuesday  evening, 
Messrs.  SVilliam  Hatherall,  R  I.,  W.  H.  Mugetaon, 
Herbert  MarshaU,  R.W.S.,  Rjbert  Little,  K.W.S.. 
J.  Coutts  Michie,  A.R.S.A.,  and  Arthur  G.  Bell 
were  elected  members. 

Messrs.  F.  W.  Rich,  ths chairman,  and  W.  Sutton, 
Jan.,  the  secretary,  of  the  Joint  Committee  of  the 
Northern  Architectural  A'laociation,  the  Newcastle, 
(Uteshead,  and  District  ̂ taster  Builders'  Associa- 
ciation,  and  the  Council  of  the  Newcastle  Building 
Trades  Exchange,  have  issued  a  report  on  the  inde- 
dependent  test  which  they  were  appointed  in  March 
last  to  organise  and  carry  out  with  regard  to  the 
comparative  breaking  strengths  of  concrete  slabs 
made  with  and  without  the  addition  of  "  expanded 

metal." 

This  (Friday)  evening  |  the  Princess  Louise, 
Marchioness  of  Lirue,  will  present  certificates  to  the 
scholars  of  the  Technical  Elucation  Board  who 
were  elected  during  the  pist  year.  The  ceremony 

will  take  place  at  the  Uieen's  HiU,  Liogham- 
place,  W.  It  is  expected  that  Her  Riyal  Highnees 
will  be  accompanied  by  the  Marquis  of  L  5rne.  The 
chair  will  be  taken  at  S. 30  p.m.  by  LirdWelby, 
Chairman  of  the  Council,  and  addresses  will  be 
delivered  by  the  Bishop  of  Rochester.  Sir  George 
Kekewich  (Secretary  of  the  £  location  D  jpartment), 
and  Earl  Carrington. 

On  Monday  next  the  memorial  in  Chelsea  of  the 

Queen's  long  reign  will  l>e  informally  opened  to  the 
public.  It  consists  of  a  gallery  whicn  hu  been 
adapted  to  the  Central  Public  Library,  Manresa- 
road,  for  the  permanent  exhibition  of  illustrations 
and  memorials  of  this  historic  parish,  and  to  be 
known  as  the  (jaeen  Victoria  Gallery.  The  col- 

lection to  be  exhibited  is  already  nmque  in  some 
particulars,  and  is  of  much  topographical  import- ance. The  local  Jubilee  commemoration  fund  was 
devoted  to  the  a»]uiaition  of  objects  for  the  gallery, 
and  the  alterations  necsssary  to  form  the  gallery 

were  carried  out  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  J.  'M, 
Brydon,  the  architect  of  the  library. 

Sir  Douglas  Fox  conducted  a  Board  of  Trade 
inquiry  at  Dover  on  Monday  in  coimection  with 
fatalities  caused  during  the  excavation  of  the  cliffs 
in  connection  with  the  national  harbour  works.  A 
number  of  witnesses  were  called  respecting  the  pre- 

cautions taken  when  blasting  operations  are  in  pro- 
gress, and  also  with  regard  to  the  lighting  of  the 

works,  which  witnesses  at  one  inquest  stated  were 
deficient  The  witnesses  at  the  present  inquiry, 
with  one  exception,  were  of  opinion  that  adequate 
precautions  were  taken  by  Messrs.  Pearson,  the 
contractors.  Sir  Douglas  afterwards  visited  the 

works. The  large  new  school  erected  at  Kittybrewster  by 
Aberdeen  School  Board  at  a  cost,  including  furnish- 

ing, of  £12,27"',  was  formally  inspected  by  the members  of  the  Board  on  Saturday.  Tae  Board 
have  under  consideration  a  scheme  for  building  a 

new  school  on  the  property  of  the  St.  Clement's Land  Company,  at  a  cost  estimated  at .  about 
£12,065. 
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TO    OOBBBSFOKBENTS. 

pv.'  do  not  hold  ourwelvea  rwpoiwible  fur  the  opinionB  of 
our  ooiTMpondf-ntii.     All    com tauoi cations    Bhould  be 
dnwa  op  m  bn^-tly  as  posmble.  lu  there  are  many 
daimanta  apun  the  spaa:  liUutted  to  correHpond*^t«.  j 

It  la  MTtfcularly  requested  that  all  drawing  and  all 

•ommamatUoas  rtwp^tinjf  iUurtrationa  or  lit>'rary  matter ■boold  be  addrcmeil  to  the  EDITOR  uf  the  BniLDiNO 
Nbws,  Sas,  Strand.  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
bj  name.    DeUr  U  not  im/re<iueDtly  otherwise  caused. 
All  drairtniTi  and  other  communications  are  sent  at  con- 
trlbnt^in'   risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  fur,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Postnjffloe  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
TuK  Steajtd  NawspAriB  CuMPi.yT,  Ljmitxd. 

NOTICE. 

Bdund  copies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  nov  ready,  and 
should  be  ord^-ivd  early  (price  Twelve  Shilling  each), 
as  only  a  limit*^  nuraot^r  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volura-'s  of  Vula.  XXXI.,  XXXIT.,  XXXItl., 
XXXH'..  XXXLK.,  XU..  XLIV..  XLVI..  XLIX., 
U..   LUI.,    LIV.,    LV..   LIX..    LX.,     IJU.,  LXn., 
Lxrv.,  Lxv..  ijcvrn..   lxix.,  lxx.,  lxxi., 
LXXn..  LXXIII..  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LX.XVI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  ShiiliuKs ;  all  the  other 
bound  Tolumes  are  out  of  print.  Moot  of  the  back 
onmbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subsoibers  requiring  anv  back  numbers  to 
oomplete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS  OP  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (poet  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom ;  for  Cuiada*  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  State*.  £1  6«.  Od.  (orBdols.  30c.  gold).  To  France 
or  BeJgiom.  £l  6«.  Od.  (or  33tT.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6e.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Auntralian  Colonies  or  New  ZeUand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal,  £1  6s.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

Tht  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
menta,  FubUc  Com;Ktnies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  Ttiinimiim  charge  being  63.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Salee,  and  Miscellaneous 
and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  flx^  line 
eounting  as  two),  the  minironm  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  woraJs.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  38.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisementii  la.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  5e. 

AdvertisementA  for  the  current  week  most  reach  the 

office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

Situations. 

The  charge  for  advertisementa  f or  "Situations Vacant" 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  On'k  Sbilli.vo  jfOsTwESTT- 
rocn  Words,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
AU  Situatiom  AdvertutmenU  must  be  prepaid. 

RsrRivBD.— J.  D.Co.— B.of  M.— W.  H.  and  Co.— Perske. 
— IM.  Co.-S.  P.  I.  Co.,  Ltd.— Shareholder.— A.  T.— 
More  Commission.— The-  E.  of  D.  -Rev.  J.  C.  T.— E.— 
Secretary.— B.  and  B.— Last  Chance,— C  and  Co. 

HARR«tviAx.— We  much  prefer  really  good  photographs 
of  executed  buildings. 

Mea'ii-skr.— All  openings  included. 

DRSi'BR.vTE.-We  doubt  whether  there  is  any  real  remedy. 
We  remember  juat  such  a  case  where  a  not  very  large 
gas-engine,  in  a  solid  bed  of  4ft.  of  concrete,  used  to 
pull  foundation  and  all  about  4in.  at  every  explosion 
out  of  tht-  b  jg  it  was  in.  Piles,  of  course,  had  to  be  put 
in  at  last ;  but  we  really  li^lieve  ih-y  went  through  to 
the  other  side ! 

Eri.jUKTTB.-We  think  it  was  a  dirty  trick;  but  there  is 
no  such  '  ̂ *-ri'  '/  r>r/-<  in  the  profession  a^  among 
lawyers  and  doctors.    You  are  quite  helpless  1 

J-  A.— Very  expensive  and  risky.  Much  better  have  one 
of  Blake's  hydraulic  rams.  They  alTord  the  bestmeana 
we  know  of  insuring  a  good  wat«r  supply  in  country 
districts  under  such  conditions. 

Hahlv  B.  Siknckh.— What  part  of  Africi.'  Look  up  the 
coljnyyou  winh  to  ̂ 'o  to  in  »V,,r/i;.>r'v  .|/m'n;-f.-,  and 
apply  to  the  A^ent-Oeneral  in  London,  whose  address 
you  will  llud  given  there. 

"BUILDING  NEWS"   DESIGNING  CLUB. 
TIIIRl*   MSr   OK    SUlUrKCTS. 

A  small  town  house  in  a  squire.  The  frontage  to  be 
S7it.,  and  a  front  area  of  .'.ft.  deep,  facing  west, 
with  adjuining  huiUlinK-s  4«>ft.  hiK'h  to  top  of  parapet. 
The  street  paTeint-nl  lioc  is  kvel.  and  the  depth  of  the 
site  is  t;.>(t.,  surrounded  by  the  yards  and  outbuildings of  adisp.nt  pr»'raisei< ;  light  only  being  obtainable within  tho  an- 1  uf  the  t>it^.     The  usml  conditions  as  to 
h'lKhta  ..f  t)   .  1  ,,.ri.n„  ̂ ^^  i,e  ob:aiaed.  and  4yft.  to 
h'  the  i^r. J,-  rmis-iiible  on  the  plane  of  the 
V^'',V  '■  .  "^  to  cMuprwea  go^  squire hall  and  an  ;....;..  ...,tibulr  ̂ ft.  widt- .  [The  stai:- 
case  to  be  Mi.  xnn.  wide.)  A  dinini'-roora  treitt-d  as  a 
lirmg-room.  lU  Unnth  to  he  tht-  whole  width  of  site.  A 
bbrary  or  own  room  also  on  ground-llwr.  The  drawing- 
room  to  be  on  tlrst  tl  wr.  The  kitchen  and  otlit"s  will  be 
in  the  basement;  the  ground-llwr  levtl  b.ing  2ft.  (in. 
above  thL-  pavement.  An  t-ntran.--*  for  trad.*speopleto be  arranged  in  the  fmnt  area,  an.l  a  coal  cellar  may  be placed  under  the  public  pavement.  .Six  betlrooras  to  be 
provided,  a  bith-room,  and  two  w.c.'s.  No  soil-pipes 
lo    show   on    the   front    elevation.    A  box-room    is 

necessary,  and  a  place  in  the  basement  for  cydeif. 
lioominess  in  style  of  planning  is  to  be  secured,  and 
compactness  of  arrangement  is  of  great  consequence. 
The  relative  proportions  and  hoights  of  the  rooms  are 
left  to  competitors,  save  where  the  above  conditions 
give  definite  instructions.  The  miterial  for  the  eleva- 

tion is  red  brick  with  Portland  stone  sparingly  used  iu 
a  simple  treatment  of  the  Renaissance.  The  limit  as  to 
projections  is  determined  by  the  frontage  line,  beyond 
which  cornices,  &c.,  must  not  overhang  more  than  l.Mn. 
The  entrance  may  have  a  projecting  porch  within  the 
area  limit.  Scale  6ft.  to  the  inch  for  elevation  ;  sections 
and  plans  may  be  12ft.  to  the  inch.  In  each  case  the 
scales  to  be  drawn  on  the  sheet-  A  view  optional.  The 
section  must  show  the  staircase. 

Drawikcis  Receivbd.- *' Jove,"  "Go  Bang,"  "  Cedric," 
*'  Motor  Car."  "  HoUyhurst."  *'  Essequam  Videri," 
"  Ulmus,"  "  Ranji."  "  Beetle,"  "  Falcon,"  "  Seymour," 
*'  Koh-i-noor,"  "Xothe,"  "Englishman." 

5ntttC0mmtttttcatt0n;. 
QUBSTIOirS. 

[11373.]— Lead  Soakers.— I  should  bi  glad  to  hear 
the  correct  size  of  lead  soakers  for  Couatess  slating,  3ia. 
lap.  Mr.  Leaning,  in  his  book  on  Quantities,  says  that 
anything  Ie8.s  than  19in.  in  length  makes  bad  work. 

Others 8iy  12^ in.  is  the  correct  length.  Which  is  right.' 

-F.  B. 

[ll.')71.]— Safe  Load  of  Vault.— What  safe  loid 
would  a  vault  carry  coDBtructed  as  shown  in  sketch  .'  The 

JK.< 

Pl\h 
elliptic  arch  has  two  half-brick  rin.?s  ;  all  brickwork  in 
cement.  The  three  old  railway-plates  are  1ft.  Gin.  apirt. 
it  is  proposed  to  erect  centrally  a  monument  weighing 
about  li  tons,  haying  a  s  luire  base  with  a  4ft.  side.  — Di-:ad  Loao. 

[11.175  1 -Steel  Chimney  Oonstruotion.- Will 
anyone  conversant  with  the  constrvi  jtion  of  steel  chimneys 
give  me  particulars  of  their  construction,  and  where  I 
can  see  one?  lam  told  they  are  Largely  erected  in  the 
United  Statea,  and  are  cheaper  than  brick.  What  I 
should  like  to  ascertain  is  the  proportionate  cost  of 
chimneys  in  brick  and  steel,  the  thickness  of  steel  plates, 

how  Uxed,  lined,  .tc.  1— F.v  roitv. 

[11:176.]— Lead  Cupola.- Are  the  sheets  for  a  cupola 
of  curved  outline  laid  on  the  boarding  and  secured  by 
copper  nails  T  Also,  will  a  lap  at  the  joints  of  4in.  Iii 
enough  T  I  suppose  the  corners  must  have  rolls.  I  want 
to  avoid  soldering  as  much  as  possible.  Shall  be  glad 

of  any  explanation  or  hints.- Yocs-g  Desi<;n-er. 

SSPLISS. 

[11371.1— Stable  Paving.— There  are  several  kinds 
of  stable  paving.  X  should  say  the  channelled  granite 
concrete  paving  supplied  by  Ward  and  Co.,  of  i.rreat 
Qeorge-street,  would  be  clean  and  durable.  The  St. 
Pancras  Ironwork  Co.  have  a  capital  piving  block. 

Obtain  their  citalogue  and  selec*  for  yourself.- Q.  H.  O. 

[11371. 1-Stable  Paving.- Each  has  many  merits. 
Perhap*  bevel-edge  blue  bricks  are  least  slippery— grooved 
one-H,  1  m^an,  although  granolithic  cin  no  doubt  be 

grooved.— RE'iKMT'-i  I'vrk. [11372.] -Gas-Pipa  Channels  In  Floors.-Pipes 
of  tlreclay  may  be  let  into  the  concrete,  or  grooves  may  be 
made  in  the  concrete  for  the  purpoae.  1  should  prefer 
the  pipes  placed  below  the  concrete  or  along  the  tl  inge  of 

girders  if  they  project  below. — Bi:ii.DKa. 
[ii:s7S.1— The  Qulok  and  Djad  Fanes.- It  is 

usual  to  allow  in  the  case  of  a  fence  growmg  on  a  bin'c  4ft. 
from  the  centre  of  edge,  but  the  rule  in  som*  dMtncti  is 
different.  Tlie  th-Mry  of  the  distance  ̂ J  be  allovei  tr.jrn 
the  hedge  is  that  the  owner  of  the  fence  has  dug  the  ditih 
on  his  own  land  and  thrown  up  the  bank  so  that  the  rear 
boundary  is  the  outer  edge  of  the  ditch ;  but  I  should 

advise  "  Hampshire"  to  ascertain  the  rule  in  the  district 
as  the  distance  ajuumed  varies.  He  is  qu  te  right,  th-re- 
fore.  in  thinking  that  the  old  law  reijuired  any  person 
fencing  with  quick  to  plant  the  seta  so  many  feet  within 
bis  own  boundary,  especiallv  when  there  is  a  ditch  on  one 
side. -A.  S. 

LSGIAL  INTELLIOBNOB. 

COMPENSATIOX  CL.VI.M    FEOM  KOTllEBHITnS.— Mr. 
roder-Sheriff  Burchell  and  a  special  j  ar;  at  Red 

Lion-square,  Holbom,  on  Thursday  heard  the  case 
of  "  Kimber  and  S;n  v.  the  South-E»stern  and 

Chatham  Kiilvray  Companies,"  a  claim  for  com- 
pensation in  respect  of  the  freehold  interest  in  an 

iron  foundry  and  yard  in  Djbnam's-road,  Kother- 
hithe.  The  claimants  bought  the  property  in 
question  at  the  Mart  in  November,  1S96,  for  £350, 
and  bad  since  let  it  on  a  quarterly  tenancy  for 
£11  53.  per  annum.  The  railtray  company  notr 
required  the  premises  for  their  widening  to  New 
Cross.  Toe  superficial  area  of  the  property  was 

3,  i20tt.,  and  the  estimated  value  .i'30  a  year,  which 

the  experts  engaged  in  the  case  valued  at  -M  yeais' 
purchase,  £1,200.  They  deducted  from  that  £200 
to  put  the  premises  into  good  repair,  leaving  £  1 ,000, 
to  which  they  added  the  customary  10  per  cent,  for 

compulsory  sale,  and  a  sum  of  £300  as  a  solatium 
for  removal,  making  a  total  claim  of  £1,400.  Mr. 

James  Field  (past  president  of  the  Auctioneers' 
Institute),  Mr.  D.iuglas  Young,  and  Mr.  J.  H. 

Bulmergave  evidence  for  the  claimants.  Un  behalf 
of  the  railway  companies,  Mr.  Boyle  said  that  Mr. 

A.  L.  Hyde,  Mr.  Leslie  Vigers,  Mr.  Pierson,  and 
Mr.  George  Humphreys  Divies  were  present  to  give 
valuations  ;  but  be  would  not  call  them,  as  the  best 

evidence  was  the  price  paid  for  the  property  in  IS'.iO 
in  the  open  market  a^d  under  the  hammer.  The 

jury,  having  viewed  the  property,  awarded  the 
claimants  £720,  including  the  10  per  cent,  for 

compulsory  sale. 
Open  .SrACES  eehtsd  HorsEs  nf  Scottish 

BuEons. — A  case  of  interest  to  proprietors  of 

property,  to  architects  and  builders,  in  Scottish 

towns  was  decided  in  the  D.'an  of  Guild  C'jurt  at 
Ayr  last  week.  The  petition  before  the  Court  was 
on  behalf  of  Mr.  Wm.  Kay,  who  bad  feued  a  piece 

of  ground  in  Dilblair-road  on  which  he  proposed  to 
erect  a  three-story  tenement  containing  six  houses 
of  three  rooms  and  kitchen,  and  the  burgh  surveyor 

opposed  the  application  to  erect  such  a  building  on 

the  ground  that  it  would  not  ba  sufficiently  ven- 

tilated and  lighted  in  terms  of  the  Burgh  I'olice 
Act,  1S92,  section  170.  It  seems  that  the  free  space 
inclosed  behiud  the  building  proposed  to  be  erected 
was  a  little  less  than  three-fourths  of  the  space 

occupied  by  the  main  buildings,  and  the  burgh  sur- 
veyor's argument  was  that  any  parson  proposing  to 

erect  a  building  to  be  occupied  as  a  dwelling-house 
must  be  the  exclusive  proprietor  of  at  least  three- 
fourths  of  the  space  behind  the  building  proposed 

to  be  erected.  Mr.  O'Beime,  solicitor,  who  ap- 
peared for  the  petitioner,  after  quoting  two  decisions 

of  the  Scottish  Court  of  Session  against  the  sur- 

veyor's views,  pointed  out  that  the  practical  result 
of  adopting  such  a  view  would  be  that  a  great  deal 

of  the  property  in  that  burgh,  if  it  became  ruinous 
or  was  burnt  and  had  to  be  re-erected,  could  not 

possibly  be  re-erected.  The  surveyor's  interpreta- tion of  the  section  he  contended  was  altogether 

wrong,  and  would  not  be  practicible  in  this  burgh. 
The  Town  Clerk  advised  the  C>urt  that  the  sur- 

veyor was  right,  and  that  there  was  a  Court  of 
Session  decision  in  favour  of  his  view.  The  Cjurt, 

notwithstanding,  unanimously  granted  the  lining. 

CONTINI-ITT     OF     EMrLOTlIEMT     IS     WOKKMES'S CosiPENSATiox  Cases.— In  the  Court  of  Appeal  on 

Friday,  Lords  Justices  A.  L.  Smith,  Collins,  and 
Aaughan  Williams  heard  the  case  of  Hewlett  v. 

Hepburn  and  Co.,  a  masters'  appeal  from  a  decision 
of  the  County-court  Judge  of  Dartford,  awarding 

the  applicant,  under  the  Workmen's  Compensation Act,  17s.  91.  a  week  compensation  during  incapacity. 
Mr.  Hohler,  for  the  masters,  said  on  August  U, 

1S97,  Hewlett,  who  was  a  oarpanter-ioiner,  was 
first  employed  by  the  appellants,  and  he  was  at 
constint  work  for  them  until  February  17,  1S9S. 

Daring  that  time  his  wages  varied  very  slightly  ; 
but  from  that  date  until  May  12  in  the  same  year,  a 

period  of  eleven  weeks,  he  was  away  ill,  and  neither 
asked  for  nor  was  paid  wages.  Ha  then  came  back 
and  resumed  his  old  employment,  continuing  at  work 

until  August  IS,  when  he  was  again  ill  and  abjent 
on  sick  -  leave,  not  returning  to  work  until 

December  3.  In  February,  1899,  he  met  with 

the  accident  which  resulted  in  the  loss  of  two  of 

the  fingers  of  his  left  hand.  The  masters,  when 
claim  for  compensation  was  made,  said  they 

were  prepared  to  allow  him  12j.  9J.  a  week, 
which  the  amount  of  his  earnings  for  the  year 

worked  out  at,  if  his  employment  with  them  was  to 

be  treated  as  cjntinuous  during  the  twelve  months 

preceding  the  accident,  and  his  abience  through 

lUuess  for  the  eleven  weeks  was  only  a  "  rest  '  on 

the  payment  of  his  wages,  and  not  a  "break  
'of 

his  contract  of  service  with  them.  On  the  evidence 

given  the  learned  C  junty-court  Judge  thought  that 

the  elevoc  weeks'  illness  ended  his  previous  engage- 
ment of  service,  although  no  notice  to  leave  had 

been  given  Hewlett,  and  therefore  he  awarded  him 
■  ■  1  per  cent,  of  the  average  weekly  earnings  he  had 

made  totween  May  12,  1S9^,  and  February,  1S99, 

which  raised  the  compensation  to  173.  9i.  Counsel 

cited  "Jones  v.  Ocean  Coal  Cj."  and  "  Appleby 

V.  Horsely  Go."  Mr.  Tassell.  for  the  workman. 

Slid  the  question  of  whether  Hewlatt  went  to  work 
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for  the  appellants  ajain  in  May,  1S98,  under  the 
old  agreement  of  service  or  under  a  fresh  contract, 
was  a  question  of  faof.  The  learned  . fudge  had 
decided  it  in  his  favour,  and  there  was  no  appeal  on 
a  question  of  fact.  L5rd  Justice  A.  L  Smith  said 
he  had  often  stated  since  appeals  under  the  Act 
came  to  that  C^urt,  that  the  Legislature  had  made 
the  Judge  of  the  Countv-court  the  tinal  tribunal  on 
all  questions  of  fact.  He  had  held  in  this  case  that 
the  contract  of  seivice  had  not  been  continuous  for 
the  twelve  months  preceding  the  accident.  That 
was  the  only  issue  raised  by  the  parties,  and  it  was 
one  simply  of  fact.  The  masters'  appeal  failed.  ̂ The 
other  Lords  Justices  concurred,  and  tho  appeal  was 
dismissed. 

STATUES,   MEMORIALS,   &o. 

TnE  Ctlapstoxe  Mkmokial  is  Lo^•I>o^J.— Tho 
Improvements  Committee  reported  to  the  London 
Couuty  Cjuncil  on  Tuesday,  on  a  letter  from  the 
Gladstone  Memorial  Committee,  expressing  a  desire 
to  secure  an  appropriate  site  for  the  monument 
which  they  propose  to  erect  in  London  to  the 
memory  of  Mr.  ( I  ladstone.  The  Improvements 
Committee  stated  that  the  memorial,  as  designed  by 
Mr.  Hamo  Thoruycroft,  R.A,,  consists  of  a  structure 
of  cruciform  shape  at  the  base,  measuring  about 
2ijft.  every  way,  with  a  pavement  round  it  about  Oft. 
wide.  The  superficial  area  of  the  ground  required 
for  the  structure  will  be  about  500tt.,  or,  including 
the  pavement,  about  1,100ft.  It  is  proposed  that 
the  memorial  shall  have  an  architectural  basement 
of  Portland  stone,  and  shall  be  surmounted  in  the 
centre  by  a  bronze  statue  of  Mr.  <  rladstone  in  the 
robes  of  the  Chancellor  of  the  Exchequer.  Seated 
statues  or  groups,  also  in  bronze,  will  be  placed  on 
the  projecting  portions  of  the  basement,  and  the 
total  height  of  the  memorial  will  be  about  32ft. 
The  committee  recommended  that  the  Cjuncil 
should  give  the  memorial  committee  the  option  of 
selecting  one  of  the  following  sites:— (1)  The  site  at 
the  junction  of  the  new  main  street  with  the 
crescent ;  (2)  the  site  immediately  to  tho  west  of 

St.  Clement  Dane's  Church ;  (3)  that  immediately 
to  the  west  of  the  church  of  St.  Mary-le-Strand. 
The  report  concluded  with  a  definite  recommenda- 

tion to  the  Council  to  offer  one  of  the  three  sites  on 
the  conditions  mentioned. 

CHIPS. 

On  St.  Cecilia's  Day,  the  new  organ  at  Worling- 
worth  was  inaugurated  by  the  Bishop  of  Ipswich. 
The  instrument  had  been  supplied  by  Messrs.  Nor- 

man and  Beard,  of  Norwich,  at  a  cost  of  nearly  €300. 
Mr.  William  H.  Hump,  head  of  the  architectural 

firm  of  William  H.  Hume  and  Son,  New  York, 
died  in  that  city  on  November  U,  from  pneumonia. 
He  was  the  designer  of  large  office  buildingf,  the 
Colonial  Club,  New  Netherlands  Hotel,  Scotch 
Presbyterian  Church,  and  other  well-known 
structures  in  New  York,  and  was  also  connected 
with  a  number  of  successful  financial  organisations. 
The  Bishop  of  Wakefield  announced  the  other 

day  that  £17,."]00  had  been  raised  towards  the  cost of  enlarging  the  cathedral  as  a  memorial  to  the  late 
Bishop  Walsham  How.  He  trusted  that  during 
the  coming  six  months  they  would  raise  the 
£7.500  required  to  secure  the  premised  gift  of 
£2,500  by  a  member  of  the  Cathedral  Enlargement 
Committee.  He  did  not  think  there  was  the  least 
fear  that  they  would  fail  to  win  the  gift. 
The  new  organ  on  the  screen  of  Norwich 

Cithedral,  built  by  Messrs.  Norman  and  Beard,  of 
the  same  city,  at  a  cost  of  in, 500,  will  be  opened 
on  Saturday  in  next  week  the  9th  inst.  The  works 
include  new  flooring  for  the  organ  loft,  and  a  new 
oak  roof  for  the  ante- choir. 

The  new  St.  George's  Hall  and  Schools  which 
the  Primitive  Methodists  have  built  in  Old  Kent- 
road,  London,  at  a  cost  of  £12,000,  as  the  head- 

quarters of  their  South-Eist  London  mission,  will  be opened  on  Jan.  i  next. 

A  much-desired  improvement  has  recently  been made  in  the  >roney-order  Office  of  the  General 
Post  uffice,  Edinburgh.  The  dilapidated  old  round 
top  counter  has  l)cen  removed,  and  a  new  Hit 
counter  to  accommodate  additional  clerks  put  in  its 
place,  each  clerk  being  provided  with  additional 
cash  accommodation,  and  also  inclosed  by  a  screen 
for  protection.  The  design  was  by  Mr.  ( ;.  L  Divis 
clerk  of  works,  H.M.  Oflioe  of   Works,  Edinburgh! 
We  loam  that  the  markets  committee  of  the 

Salford  Corporation  have  decided  not  to  proceed 
with  the  Echeme  for  ice  making  and  cold  storage. 
The  deputy  engineer  in  his  report,  which  was  con- 

sidered by  the  committee  at  their  meeting  last  week, 
was  not  able  to  recommend  the  committee  to  proceed 
with  the  scheme,  in  view  of  the  great  local  com- 

petition both  for  ice  making  and  cold  storage,  and the  unfavourable  financial  results  in  other  towns. 
After  full  consideration  the  committee  decided  to 
abandon  the  scheme,  and  to  withdraw  the  clauses 
from  the  Bill  now  in  preparation  for  the  next  session of  Parliament, 

(Dur  (Dfftct   Ciiblc. 
The  Improvements  Committee  of  tho  London 

County  Council  reported  on  Tuesday  that  nearly 
all  the  property  fronting  tho  Strand  between  St. 
Clement  Danes  Church  and  St.  Jtary-le-Striind 
Church,  and  needed  for  the  widening  of  tho  Strand, 
has  now  been  acquired,  and  they  havo  arranged 
for  tho  immediate  acquisition  of  the  remaining 
property.  They  point  out  that  it  may  not  be 
possible  or  expedient  for  some  time  honco  to 
remove  entirely  the  whole  block  of  buildings 
lying  to  the  south  of  Holy  well-street,  but  they 
can  at  once  arrange  for  tho  widening  of  tho 
Strand  to  70ft.,  which  will  be  a  great  convenience 
for  the  traffic  in  this  part  of  tho  Strand.  ."V 
large  hoarding  or  soma  inexpensive  lattice  work 
will  be  erected  on  tho  north  side  until  the  remain- 

ing portion  of  the  improvement,  involving  the 
demolition  of  the  houses  in  Ilolywell-street,  can 
bo  executed.  The  committee  have  given  tho 
necessary  instructions  for  pulling  down  tho  houses 
forming  the  northern  frontage  ot  the  Strand,  and 
they  hope  that  the  paving  works  will  be  completed 

by  next  March. 
The  Housing  ot  the  Working  Classes  Com- 

mittee of  the  liondon  County  Council  have  pre- 
pared a  scheme,  for  the  erection  of  a  large  "  poor 

man's  hotel"  on  the  lines  ot  those  already  erected 
by  Lord  Rowton.  In  18'J5  tho  llill-lane  area  in 
llepttord  was  cleared  under  a  scheme  under  the 
Housing  ot  the  Working  Classes  Act.  liy  the 
scheme  it  was  provided  that  new  houses  for  the 
accommodation  of  550  persons  should  be  erected 
on  the  area  in  place  of  the  houses  destroyed, 
which  were  occupied  by  715  persons.  Various 
diflBculties  have  since  arisen  with  regard  to  the 
rehousing,  and  up  to  the  present  nothing  has 
been  done.  The  troubles  seem  to  have  chielly 
been  to  find  accommodation  for  the  550  persons 
required  under  the  scheme.  The  architect  to  the 

Council  has  now  prepared  a  plan  for  a  men's 
lodging-house  similar  to  those  already  erected  by 
Lord  Rowton.  The  area  is  triangular  in  shape, 
and  the  plan  shows  that  a  building  of  this  kind 
could  be  erected  on  the  deeper  portion  of  the  area 
to  provide  accommodation  for  070  persons.  The 
shallower  portion  ot  the  area  would  still  be  left, 
and  upon  that  cottage  dwellings  can  be  erected. 
In  their  report  recommending  the  Council  to 
sanction  the  building  of  this  house,  tho  committee 
stated  that  they  had  obtained  the  approval  of  the 
Local  Government  Board  to  this  plan,  but  before 
bringing  the  matter  before  the  Council  they  com- 

municated with  Lord  Rowton  and  Sir  liichard 
Farrant.  who  had  generously  intimated  their 
willingness  to  place  their  unique  knowledge  and 
experience  at  the  service  ot  the  committee.  At 
the  result  of  an  interview  with  these  gentlemen, 
they  were  convinced  that  the  site  was  an 
exceedingly  suitable  one  for  the  erection  of  such  a 
house.  Both  Lord  Rowton  and  Sir  Richard 

Farrant  emphatically  stated  that  in  order  to  make 
tho  house  a  success  it  was  essential  that  it  should 
contain  all  the  comforts  and  improvements  which 
were  the  characteristics  ot  a  Rowton  House, 
while  the  architect  had  informed  them  that  the.=e 
could  only  be  provided  by  making  a  charge  ot  Od. 
per  bed  per  night.  This  report  was  submitted  to 
the  Council  on  Tuesday,  and  led  to  a  long  dis- 

cussion, chiefly  on  the  sum  to  be  charged  for 
accommodation.  An  amendment  that  the  charge 
should  not  exceed  5d.  per  bed  per  night  was 
rejected  by  51  to  35  votes,  and  the  debate  was 
then  adjourned. 

In'  consequence  of  some  sensational  statements 
made  a  short  time  ago  with  reference  to  the 
dangerous  condition  of  the  iron  girders  beneath 
the  floor  of  a  section  of  tho  Smithfield  Markets, 
the  Central  Markets  Committee  were  instructed 
to  consider  whether  there  was  any  ground  for 
tho  rumours,  and  also  whether  the  Metropolitan 
1  Railway  Company,  whose  line  runs  beneath  the 
market,  was  not  bound  to  keep  the  girders  in 
substantial  repair.  The  committee,  in  a  report 
which  has  just  been  issued,  state  that  tho  lessees 
of  tlio  space  underneath  tho  market  are  bound 
to  keep  all  walls,  piers,  and  supports  in  good 
repair.  The  Metropolitan  Railway  Company 
have  taken  steps  to  brick  round  all  pillars  and 
form  arches  of  brickwork  beneath  the  girders. 
The  City  surveyor  (Mr.  A.  Murray  sUites  that 
the  girders  carrying  Lindsoy-street  have  been 
seriously  affected  by  the  action  of  steam,  which, 
with  smoke  and  sulphurous  vapours,  clings  to  the 
ironwork,  so  that  in  a  very  short  time  no  doubt 
the  girders  might  become  dangerous.     Tho  rail- 

way company  are  casing  the  ironwork  with 
concrete,  and  the  whole  will  be  carried  upon  new 
brick  and  concrete  construction,  which  is  practi- 

cally indestructible.  In  the  City  surveyor's 
opinion  the  railway  company  are  taking  the  best 
steps  possible  for  insuring  the  future  stability  of 
the  structure  at  considerable  expense. 

I'.viiLUMENTAuv  Sanction  will  be  sought  next 
session  for  another  railway  tunnel  under  the 
Thames.  The  suggested  situation  is  below  Erith, 

tho  promoters  of  the  I'urlloot  and  Gravesend 
Junction  Railway  proposing  to  connect  the 

London,  Tilbury,  and  Southend  and  the  South- 
I'jastern  systems  with  a  lino  which,  starting  in 
tho  parish  of  Wennington  from  a  junction  with 
tho  former  between  Rainham  and  Purlleet 
stations,  would  pass  under  the  Thames  and  join 
tho  North  Kent  line  of  tho  latter  in  tho  parish  of 
Stone,  between  Dartford  and  ( ireenhithe  stations. 
They  desire  to  bo  authorised  to  use  the  Tilbury 
line  between  the  point  ot  junction  and  Ruinham 
Station,  and  similarly  tho  South-Eastern  as  far  as 
Gravesend  station,  which  they  propose  to  join  the 
South-Eaetern  in  enlarging  and  improving. 

A  MOVEMENT,  supportcd  by  a  strong  general 

committee,  of  which  Professor  II.  F.  I'elham  is 
chairman,  is  in  progress  for  tho  establishment  at 
Rome  of  a  British  School,  similar  to  that  which 

has  existed  for  thirteen  years  at  Athens.  Ger- 

many, France,  Austria,  and  tho  I'nited  States already  possess  institutions  of  the  kind  in  Rome. 
Tho  formation  of  such  a  centre  would  be  wel- 

comed by  the  committee  of  tho  Athens  school  aa 
a  moans  of  enabling  students  to  complete  in  Rome 
the  training  they  have  received  in  Athens,  though 
the  work  done  in  both  cities  would  be  of  similar 
character.  The  school  in  Rome,  like  that  in 
Athens,  would  be  a  training  ground  for  students 
fresh  from  the  universities  or  other  institutions, 
as  well  as  a  place  where  more  mature  students 
could  gather,  to  tho  stimulation  of  intercourse 

and  sympathy,  and  the  achievement  of  more  con- certed and  continuous  work.  The  school  would 
alsi  1  be  useful  to  visitors,  aud  it  could  aUo  be  made 
effective  in  organising  work  in  Naples,  Florence, 
Venice,  and  elsewhere  in  Italy.  It  is  felt  to  be 
very  desirable  that  the  schools  of  Athens  and 
Rome  should  be  intimately  connected,  and,  if 
possible,  managed  by  one  committee.  It  is 
thought  that  the  immediate  control  of  the  school 
should  be  vested  in  a  director  of  a  standing  and 
attainments  which  would  enable  him  to  hold  his 
own  with  the  heads  of  other  foreign  schools,  and 
that  a  house  or  flat  should  bo  secured,  where 
there  would  at  least  be  a  library  and  reading- 
room,  and  probably  apartments  for  the  principal. 
Taking  all  the  needs  at  present  seen,  and  others 
which  will  disclose  themselves,  several  thousands 
of  pounds  will  have  to  be  spent  to  begin  with, 
and  an  income  ot  a  thousand  a  year  will  be 

required. The  excavations  on  the  site  ot  the  Forum  at 
Rome  continue  to  be  successfully  prosecuted.  In 
the  afternoon  ot  Friday  last  two  ot  the  workmen 
engaged  in  the  search  for  anticiuities  laid  open  a 
sewer,  dating  from  the  days  of  Nero,  and  passing 
under  the  outer  inclosure  of  the  house  o(  tho 

\'estal  Virgins.  Suddenly  they  turned  up  a 
quantity  of  gold  coins  imbedded  in  the  sediment 
of  the  sewer.  They  filled  a  hat  with  these  coins, 
which  proved  to  be  gold  pieces  of  the  fourth  and 
fifth  centuries.  The  coins  wore  probably  thrown 
where  they  were  found  for  concealment  at  the 
time  of  an  incursion  of  the  barbarians,  their 
owners  not  having  an  opportunity  of  recovering 
them.  They  are  all  well  preserved,  and  many  o£ 
them  were  evidently  fresh  from  the  mint.  They 
are  379  in  number,  and  belong  to  seven  distinct 

reigns. 
At  the  Whitworth  Institute,  Slanchester,  on 

Friday  night,  Mr.  Whitworth  Wallis,  of  Bir- 
mingham, delivered  the  first  of  a  series  of  three 

lectures  on  "  Pompeii,  the  City  of  the  Dead." Mr.  Wallis  said  it  was  thought  for  a  long  time 
that  the  irruption  which  destroyed  the  Roman 
city  occurred  in  the  month  of  August  :  but 
recent  discoveries  of  fruit  and  other  things  made 
it  clear  that  November  was  the  month.  The 
buried  city  remained  undisturbed  till  the  ICth 
century,  and  it  was  not  till  1803  that  systematic 
excavfition  began.  lie  explained  how  the  clear- 

ing was  done,  and  put  on  the  screen  some  photo- 
graphs of  work  in  pr.ogres.-i.  The  usual  depth 

they  had  to  dig  down  was  from  15ft.  to  20ft.  .\ number  of  cleared  streets  were  shown  :  these,  as 
a  rule,  were  very  narrow,  the  widest  not  being 

more  than  36ft.,  "including  the  side  paths.  The 
water  supply  must  have  been  eicollent,  judging 
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by  the  eztraordinary  nnmbfr  of  fountains,  not 

only  in  the  Btreet8,'but  in  the  houses.  It  was 
the  habit  then,  aa  now,  to  "  decorate  "  tho  walls 
with  advertieements.  Specimens  of  these  were 

shown  on  the  screen,  and  translated,  including 

the  following  :—"  The  stables  and  outbuildings 

are  to  let ;  apply  to  the  Major- Jomo."  "  Here 
are  hot  and  cold  sea-baths."  "  Stolen,  a  fine 
bronze  oin  ;  whoever  brings  it  back  will  receive 

i.5  cisterci."  A  number  of  the  advertisements 
referred  to  candidates  standing  for  posts  in  the 

municipality.  The  street  signs  were  also  very 

interesting,  and  some  of  them  are  in  use  at  the 

present  day.  It  was  possible  in  I'ompoii  2,000 

years  ago  to  call  at  "  The  Chequers."  Mr. Wallis  next  showed  the  interiors  of  some  of  the 

houses,  giving  details  of  their  domestic  arrange- 
ments, gardens,  fountains,  and  decorations.  He 

also  put  on  the  screen  photographs  of  some  of 
the  public  baths.  In  his  second  lecture,  to  be 
delivered  this  (Friday)  evening,  Mr.  Wallis  will 
deal  with  the  theatres,  temples,  and  great  public 
buildings  of  the  old  city. 

TnK  purchase  of  the  Muckross  I'Mate,  including 
a  large  portion  of  the  Lakes  of  Killarney,  by 
Lord  Ardilaun,  promises  to  preserve  that  beautiful 
district  for  the  enjoyment  of  the  public.  Lord 
and  I.ady  Ardilaun  will  not  reside  at  Muckross. 
He  intends  to  let  the  house,  but  ho  has  no 

present  intention  of  curtailing  tho  privileges 
enjoyed  by  the  public.  The  tariffs  will  be  re- 

arranged on  a  more  e<iuitable  basis,  and  some 
alterations  may  doubtless  be  made  in  the  estate. 
Some  new  buildings  may  be  erected,  but  these 
will  not,  it  is  promised,  in  any  way  interfere  with 
the  sights  hitherto  opened  to  the  public.  Lord 
Ardilaun  does  not  desire  this  to  be  regarded  as  a 
pledge  for  the  continuance  of  the  privileges,  bat 
merely  as  a  reflection  of  his  present  intention. 

A  DiFFiciLTV  has  arisen  in  connection  with  the 

scheme  for  building  a  new  Masonic  Hall  on  the 
south  side  of  Great  George-street,  Leeds.  Plans 
for  the  structure,  upon  which  lapart  from  the 
land]  it  is  intended  to  spend  about  £6,000,  were 
recently  adopted,  and  everything  is  ready  for 
commencing  building  operations.  Before  a  single 
spadeful  of  soil  hais  been  turned,  however,  an 
unforeseen  obstacle  has  presented  itself.  The 
Leeds  City  Council  at  their  last  meeting  sanctioned 

an  importent  project  for  widening  and  straighten- 
ing Cookridge-street,  the  carrying  out  of  that 

plan  involving  the  purchase  and  demolition  of 
the  itoman  Catholic  cathedral,  schools,  and 

presbytery.  It  is  proposed  by  the  corporation  to 
schedule  land  M4  yards  back  from  Cookridge- 
street,  the  area  thus  affected  comprising  14,625 
yards  between  Great  George-street  and  Guildford  - 
street.  The  ear  marked  land  includes  the  new 

Masonic  Hall  site,  containing  about  650  square 
yards,  which,  it  is  understood,  the  improvements 
committee  intend  to  offer  to  the  Roman  Catholic 

authorities  in  substitution  for  the  site  now  occu- 

pied by  St.  Ann's  Cathedral  and  adjoining 
Duildings.  The  Masonic  fraternity  are  tiking 
vigorous  steps  to  prevent  the  acquisition  of  their 
site  by  Roman  Catholics,  and  a  resolution  on  the 
subject  will  be  moved  at  the  next  meeting  of  the 
city  council. 

CHIPS. 

The  tramways  committee  of  the  Liverpool  Cor- 
poration have  considered  a  report  of  the  city 

engineer,  Mr.  J.  A.  Bcodie,  concerning  the  recon- 
struction of  eziatiag  lines  of  trams  and  the 

construction  of  new  lines  for  electric  traction.  Tae 
estimated  outlay  is  £:3oO,000.  The  repjtt  has  been 
adopted. 

On  Wednesday  week  the  Bishop  of  Winchester 

dedicated  the  new  church  of  S:.  Stephen's,  Portsea. 
It  is  Free  Perpendicular  in  style,  and  will  seat  some 
TOO  people.  It  ban  cost  iT.OOc.  The  honorary 
architect  is  Mr.  K.  A.  Crowley. 

At  St,  Anoes,  Linci,  on  Friday,  C:>lonelDamtord 
held  a  public  inquiry  into  the  application  of  the  St. 
Annas  Council  to  borrow  £1S,000  for  electric  light- 

ing.    No  opposition  was  offered. 

Mrs.  Ciison,  widow  of  the  late  Mr.  1".  Iward 
Henry  Cirson,  architect,  of  I (•ircoart -street,  Dub- 

lin, and  mother  of  the  li nht  Hon.  Y,  H.  Cirson, 
Q.C.,  died  on  Xovember  2;5rd,  at  Pembroke-road, 
Dublin. 

Services  and  a  public  meeting  for  the  reopening 
of  Olilfiold  Park  Wesleyan  Chapel,  Hith,  wer«  held 
on  Friday.  This  chapel  was  erected  in  IS'.'!,  at  a 
cost  of  £2.219,  aud  now  by  enlargement,  at  a  cost 

of  £1,1.'}.),  additional  accommodatiun  for  l.^S  persons 
and  1T"<  children  in  tho  Sunday-school  has  been provided. 

USETINQS  FOB  THE  ENSTJINQ  WEEK. 

MoNi».\v.— Royal  In«titut«of  Britiah  Architects,  Busi- neaa  Meeting.    8p.m. 

Society  of  Arts.  "Art  KoameUinK  upon 
Metals,"  Cantor  Lecture  No.  3,  by  H. 
HardiDge  Cunyoeh&me.  8  pm. 
'  Leedii  and  Vorkfthire  Architectural 
Poeiety.  "  Buildiajr  Conditions  in  the 
E»at,"  by  Bere-ford  Pite,  F  R  LB.A. t>.3')p.m. 

Liverpool  Architectural  Society. 
"Ceilings,"  by  L.  A.  Bhrutfr«y.    6.  p.m. 

TciSDAY.— Institution  of  Civil  Engioeera.  Discussion  on 
"  The  Waterloo  and  City  Railway,  and 
its  E-iuipment."     s  p  m. Arr^bitectural  Association  of  Ireland. 
"  Ditlicult  Foundations  and  Substrac- 
tures."  by  H.  Norman  Leask.  Grosveoor 
Hotel,  Dublin.    Sp.m. 

Wednbsdav.— Royal  Archit>ological  Institute.     I  p.m. 
Society  of  Arts.  "  Artificial  .Silk,"  by JoeephCaah.    Sp.m. 
Edinburgh  Architectaral  Society. 

"Noteson  Art."by  W.  M.  Page.    8pm. 
Royal  Arcbieological  Institute  of  Great 

Britain  and  Ireland.  1.  "  Notes  on 
Lacock  Abbey  Church,"  by  Harold 
Brakepear.  2.  "Roman  Sutfolk,"  by 
George  E.  Fox,  Hon.  M.A.Oion,  F.8.A. 
20,  Hanover-equare,  W.    4  p.m. 

Fbidav.  -A.  a.  Lyric  Club  Cinderella  Dance,  King's  Hall, Holbom  P.estaunint.     T.Wp.m. 
Ilirmiagham  Architectural  Association. 

"  The  Co-operative  System  among  the 
Medieval  Builders  in  England,"  by  C.  R. Ashbee.    6.4.)  p.m. 

Glasgow  Architectural  Craftsmen's 
Society.  "  Graphic  Calcul  tions,"  by  D. Bennet  Dobson.    Sp.m. 

Cralrt  i^e&js. 
WAQES   HOVEUENTS. 

Abeedken. — A  joint  meeting  of  the  monumental 

and  building  branches  of  the  Aberdeen  Masons'  and 
Granite  Cutters'  Union  was  held  on  Xov.  22nd  in 
the  Trades  Hall — Mr.  John  Auderson,  president,  in 
the  chair — for  the  purpose  of  considering  the  giving 
of  assistance  to  the  members  of  the  imion  at  present 

out  of  employment,  numbering  about  20i  >.  It  was 
reported  by  the  secretary,  Mr.  George  Younie,  that 
there  was  plenty  of  work  in  the  South,  and  it  was 
agreed  to  pay  the  railway  fares  of  those  members 
who  intended  going  to  Eogland  or  elsewhere  in  the 
kingdom  in  search  of  employment. 

Beaukord  — The  Bradford  branch  of  the  National 

I'mou  of  Operative  Plasterers  have  served  the 
Bradford  Master  Plasterers'  Association  with  a 
demand  for  an  increase  of  wages  from  S^.  an  hour 
to  lOJ.  an  hour,  the  advance  to  take  effect  from  the 
beginning  ot  next  January.  Several  conferences 
have  been  held,  but  so  far  there  appears  to  be  no 
prospect  of  a  settlement,  and  it  is  stated  that  the 
men  intend  to  press  for  the  full  amount.  The 
builders'  labourers  are  also  asking  for  an  increase 
from  (id.  to  7d.  an  hour,  and  the  joiners  have  given 
sis  months'  notice  of  a  demand  for  an  increase  from 
Sid.  to  9id.  an  hour.  The  schemes  on  foot  include 
tfie  erection  of  the  Cartwright  Memorial  Hall, 
central  and  district  baths,  market  extensions, 
electricity  works  extensions,  town  hall  extensions, 
workmen's  dwellings,  a  new  central  tire  brigade 
station,  a  new  board  school,  and  other  large  under- 

takings, besides  the  ordinary  building  operations  of the  city. 

CnESiiiRK.  —  The  builders  in  a  number  of  the 
Cheshire  centres  have  advanced  the  wages  of  the 

joiners  in  their  employ  to  Sd.  an  hour. 
Truko.— An  agitation  by  the  masons  employed 

on  the  extension  of  the  cathedral  has  been  amicably 

settled  by  a  partial  concession  ot  the  men's  demands, and  the  threatened  strike,  with  its  attendant  delay 
and  loss,  has  been  averted.  The  granite  masons, 

who  are  members  of  the  Stonemasons'  Uuion, 
applied  for  an  advance  of  Id.  an  hour  on  their 
present  wages  of  7d.  an  hour.  A  meeting  of  the 
men  and  representatives  of  the  contractors,  Messrs. 
Willoockand  Co.,  Wolverhampton,  was  held,  when 
the  masters  cffered  an  advance  of  id.  an  hour,  and 
this  offer  was  accepted. 

IT    6 

6  17 

8    S 
10  10 

LATEST    PRICES. 
I  BON,    *o. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

BoUed-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0    0    to   <«  10    0 
RoUed-Steel  Joists,  EngLiah          8    6    0,,       900 
Wrought-Iron  Girder  Plate*        8  16    0    „       9  15    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staff 8        8    7    6,,      976 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square         17    0    0    „ 
Do.,  Welsh          6  16    0    ,1 
Boiler  Plates,  Iron — 

South  Staffs        7  17    6    , 
Beat  Bnedshill      10    0    0    , 

Angles  10a.,  'Tees  30b.  per  ton  extra. BuQdeis*  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &c.,  £6  l&s. 
Builden'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £16  10s.  Qd.  per  too. 
Galvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron- 

No.  18  to  »0.  No.i2to24. 
tit.    to    8ft.     long,    InelosiTe    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

gauge   £14  10    0    .,.£15    0    0 
Beat  ditto      l.'j    0    0    ...    i:>    '>    0 

Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
Cast-iron  Columns     £9    0    0    to   £9  15    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        9    0    0,,      9  15 
RoUed-Iron  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0 
Rolled-Steel  Fencing  Wire        8    6    0 

„         „  „       Galvanised.    12    0    0 Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         6  17    6 
Cut  Clasp  Nails,  Sin.  to  6in      10    0    0 
Cut  Floor  Brads        »  16    0 

Wire  Nails  (Points  de  Paris)— 0  to  7      8      9      10      U       13       13      14 

6 
6 
0 

6  0 

11  0 
10  16 

16 

13/6   14  6    16  3    18  3 
B.w.a. 

petewt. 

10-     10/6  11'-  11  9    13/6 
Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes- 

Sin,  diameter        £6  17    6    to   £7    6    0 
4in.  to6in         6  15    0     „       7     0    0 
7in.  to  24in.  (all  siies)        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  6d.  per  ton  extra;  toraed 

and  bored  joints,  &8.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  too. 

Cold  Blast,  Lilleahall       1068.  to  UOs. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto          678.  6d.  to  6S8.  8d. 

Wrought-Iron  'Tubes  and  Fittings — Disooont  off  Standard 

lists  f.o.b. : — Gas-Tubes    621p.c. 
Water-Tubes      671  „ 
Steam-Tubes     6^  „ 
Galvanised  Gas-Tabes   60    „ 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes    4i     „ 
Galvanised  Steam-Tubea    40     ,. 

lOcwt.  casks.  6ewt.  oaska. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £33    0    0   to  £34    0    0 
Do.,  Vieille  Montagne      34  10    0    „     So  15 
Sheet  Lead,  81b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    20    0    0    „     20    5 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      17    0    0    „     17  10 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags      20  10    0    „     2110 
Copper  Sheets,  sheathing  and  rods    95  15    0    „     93    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    "9    0    0,,     80    0 Tin,  SU-aits     128    0    0    „   129    » 
Do.,  EngUah  Il^ots     133    0    0     „    134     0 
Spelter,  SUeaian      20  12    8    „     30  l.i 

TIUBBB. 
Teak,  Burmah   ....per  load  £11  10 

Bangkok Quebec  Pme,  yellow   

..    ̂   •   „    Birch      
„    Ehn    
„    Ash    Dantsic  and  Uemel  Oak Fir    

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ... 
Lath,  Dantsic,  p.f   -      4 

St.  Petersburg        „    ...      4 
Greenheart        »,    ...      7 
Box       .>    ..•      7 

Sequoia,  U.8.A   per  cube  foot     0 
Ualiagany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot lin.  thick         0 

U    0 6    6 

4  10 
2  15 
5  0 

4    5 
2  10 
3  0 

3  10 

St.  Fetticks,  a  new  church  erected  at  Torry, 
Aberdeen,  in  connection  with  the  Church  of  Scot- 

land extension  scheme,  was  formally  opened  for 

worship  on  Sunday.  St,  Fetticks  has  boon  com- 
pleted at  a  cost  of  £2,000. 

The  new  Leather  Industries  Buildings,  in  con- 
nection with  the  Yorkshire  College,  L'wds,  which 

have  been  erected  by  the  Skinners'  Company  at  a 
cost  of  £5,000,  were  opened  on  Monday  by  the 
Master  of  the  Guild. 

The  Bradford  School  Board  have  adopted  plans 
by  Mr.  A.  Priestman  for  the  erection  of  new  schools, 
in  four  departments,  for  1,.>1U  children.  The  esti- 

mated cost,  including  the  provision  of  gymnasium, 
swimmiog-bath,  and  twelve  slipper-baths,  is  £20,000. 

0 

0  , 
0  , 

0  , 

0  I 

0  , 

0  , 

0  , 
0  , 

0  , 
0  , 
0  , 

0  , 
0  , 9  , 

5} 

II; 

sj 

4 

8i, 

to  £16  10 

„  16  10 

..7  0 „  6  10 •I  4  15 

..  8  10 

..SO 
„  4  10 

..4  0 ..  6  15 

..  8  10 ..       *  10 

8 
16 
0 

„  Honduras   ...     «.    .»      0 
„  Mexican       ,.    .m      0 
„  African      ,    ...      0 

Cedar,  Cuba       ..    .-      0 „    Honduras          n    >.•      "    „  ,„- 
Satinwood       ..    ...      £    S  ̂2 

Walnut,  Italian       ..    ...      "    "    f 
American          ,,...023 

Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— 12ft.  by  IJm 

byllin. :— 

Quebec,  Pine,  1st      £20 

an 

0  6 
0  4 
0  5 
0  4k 

0  31 

1  9 

0  71 

4     6 

3nd  . 
Srd 

Canada  Spruce,  Ist   2nd  and  Srd 

New  Brunswick 
Riga   -- 
St.  Petersburg      10  10 
Swedish   -    10  10 
FinUnd        9  10 
White  Sea      12    6 
Battens,  all  sorts           5    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin.  :— 
lot  prepared      £0  10 Ind  ditto           0    9 
Other  qualities           0    4 

Staves,  per  standard  M:— U.S.  ditto   »3»    0 
Memel.cr.pipe      310    0 
Memel,  brack     190    0 

OIIiS. Linseed   per  tun  £21  12 
Rapeseed,  English  pale...      ..    ... 
Do.,  brown      ... 
Oott<mseed,  refined          ..    .« 
Olive,  Spanish       ..    *.• 
Seal,  pale        ••    "• 
Cocoannt,  Ooolun          »    .•■ 
Do.,  Ceylon       ..    >" 
Palm,  Lagos      — 
Oleine   »    •;• 

Lubricating  U.8   pergaL Petroleum,  refined       <■    ••• 

Tar,  Stockhohn   per  barrel Do.,  ArtWigel          "  ̂ " 

I  Turpentine,  American... per  tun 

S3  IS 
S2  6 

17  16 84  10 
30  0 39  lU 

35  0 
36  1) 
18  16 

0  6 
0  0 

1  e 
0  19 82  10 

to  £27  0 
17  10 

11  0 
11  10 

9  0 

8  10 11  0 

17  0 17  10 

11  0 
18  6 
16  0 

£0  13 

0  11 

0  9 

£43  10 330  0 

190  0 

to  £21  !.-> „  24  0 „  »2  10 
„  19  0 
„  85  6 
„  21  0 

„  39  15 

„  36  6 „  33  10 „   19  16 

0 
0 
1 
1 

33 

0 
0 
0 
O 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7  6 

0  6i 
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concealing  steuctuee  and 
o\t:elapping. 

ONE  of  the  characteristics  of  ouv  modern 
architecture  in  a  practical  aspect  is  the 

obscuring  of  the  structural  by  the  orna- 
mental. The  structural  and  the  finished 

result  are  not  the  same.  In  all  our  modem 

buildings  this  dual  intention — this  double 
meaning — is  latent,  and  the  practice  of  the 
modern  architect  is  so  based  on  this  separa- 

tion of  the  two  things  that  there  is  a  danger 
of  the  work  becoming  untruthful  and  insm- 
cere.  What  we  see  is  often  not  the  struc- 

tui'e,  but  the  facing  or  encasement.  The  real 
structui-e  is  hidden.  It  may  be  behind  a 
shell  of  stone  or  brick  work,  or  a  farade,  if 
there  is  only  one  side  visible.  The  inner 
building  or  structure  may  be  the  work  of 
the  constructional  engineer  or  builder ;  the 
encasement  only  that  which  the  architect  is 
chiefly  concerned  about.  There  are  one  or 
two  aspects  of  this  matter  that  concerns 
not  only  the  architect,  but  the  prospects 
of  his  art.  No  doubt  the  custom  we  are 

speaking  about  has  its  commercial  side 

as  well  as  the  art  side.  Om-  building 
operations  have  to  be  carried  on  at  a 
pace.  The  architect  has  little  time  to 
think — it  must  be  put  in  hand  at  once  ;  it  is 
a  large  shop  or  warehouse,  perhaps,  that 
must  be  finished  for  business  by  a  certain 
date.  The  walls  and  floors  must  be  "  run 

up,"  the  structural  must  precede  the  archi- 
tectural. The  plan  of  walls  and  stanchions 

being  settled,  the  work  is  put  at  once  into 
the  hands  of  the  structirral  engineer.  There 
is  no  question  as  to  the  proper  form  or  sec- 

tion of  the  iron  supports,  or  their  external 
design,  as  they  will  be  all  covered  up,  and 
no  one  will  see  them.  They  may  be  of  the 
stock  patterns  and  sizes  to  bear  certain  loads. 
It  is  a  rough-and-ready  mode  of  building  ; 
the  structural  skeleton  is  erected  first,  and 
any  determinations  of  form  and  of  artistic 
proportions  are  thought  of  afterwards.  The 
method  saves  time ;  aU  preliminary  studies 
of  the  proper  adaptation  of  iron  or  brickwork 
are  left  to  the  other  materials  which  form 

the  clothing  of  the  skeleton.  If  the  columns 
and  girders  want  substance  and  more  agree- 

able proportions,  it  can  be  done  in  casings  of 
plaster  or  of  woodwork.  Time  is  saved  at 
the  cost  of  architectural  study.  IIow 
very  different  to  the  methods  that  were 
adopted  in  the  best  periods.  There  was  no 
clothing  or  overlapping  in  the  after  trades. 
The  designer  shaped  his  materials  at  the 
beginning  to  their  iiltimate  sizes  and  pro- 

portions :  there  was  no  brick  or  iron  core 
clothed  with  other  materials.  Each  was 

designed  to  bear  the  weight  and  become 
visible  supports  in  the  design.  There  was,  in 
short,  no  structural  skeleton  other  than  that 

which  was  visible,  and  became  part  of  the 
design.  We  wonder  sometimes  how  the 
modem  builder  would  have  set  to  work  in 
building  any  cathedral  in  our  day  had  it  not 
been  for  the  precedents  left  to  him.  Probably 
he  would  have  erected  a  steel  skeleton  of 
piers  and  arches  to  form  the  nave,  and  then 
incased  these  in  brick  or  with  some  moulded 
material,  like  terracotta ;  the  vault  overhead 
would  have  been  of  concrete  and  steel,  and 
iron  ties  would  have  been  used,  instead  of 
massive  buttresses  outside  to  counteract  the 
thrust.  lie  could  never  have  resisted  the 
temptation  to  have  erected  a  rough 
skeleton  or  framework  first,  and  then  to 
cover  them  over  by  architectural  forms  after- 

wards in   cheap    plastic   materials.    Never 

having  known  the  necessity  of  building 
structures  with  stone  in  masses  so  con- 

structed as  to  produce  a  pleasing  equilibrium, 
it  would  have  been  almost  impossible  for 
him  to  shape  his  material  at  the  beginning. 
The  Medi;i'val  architect  ileveloped,  so  to 
speak,  his  structure  outwards ;  it  became 
really  the  motive  and  \  isible  design  ;  when 
he  pierced  his  barrel  vault,  by  cross  vaults, 
he  developed  at  once  a  beautiful  roof  and 
system  of  piers  and  counterforts  at  once 
perfect  as  an  equilibriated  structure,  light 
and  graceful  in  design  ;  when  he  further 
sought  to  overcome  the  dilliculty  of  pre- 

serving a  level-ridge  rib,  tlio  result  was  the 
introduction  of  the  pointed  arch  and  the 
beauty  of  groined  ribs ;  each  requirement  of 
vaulting  modified  the  plan.  On  the  other 
hand,  the  modern  system  is  to  leave  the 
structure  as  merely  a  roiigh  framework, 
not  to  develop  it  outwards,  but  to 
hide  it.  It  seems  impossible  under  this 
system  to  develop  structural  form  to  make 
it  visibly  express  the  design.  Being 
concealed  or  buried  beneath  other  materials, 

it  has  a  separate  existence  apart  from  the 
design.  The  architect  has  no  more  to  do 
with  it;  but  he  spends  his  time  in  designing  a 
covering  for  it  that  may  be  quite  inde- 

pendent, and  often  ignores  its  existence. 
All  oiiT  modern  buildings  being  designed 
more  or  less  on  this  principle  of  clothing  or 

covering  up,  development  seems  to  be  im- 
possible. The  architect  of  to-day  is  an  expert 

at  applying  design — that  is,  design  that  once 
depended  on  sti'uctui'e,  and  was  developed 
from  it  —  to  skeleton  structures,  to  brick 
carcases.  He  is  clever  at  applying,  for 

example,  a  Gothic  or  Eenaissance  dress  to 

any  building  for  any  pui'pose,  and  this  is,  as 
we  have  said,  just  contrariwise  to  that  which 
was  formerly  practised. 

But,  to  dwell  on  a  few  consequences  of  this 
system.  One  of  the  most  patent  is  that  it 
encourages  concealment  and  abets  the  dealer 
in  makeshifts  and  bad  building.  So  long 
as  the  structure  was  made  prominent,  there 

was  a  direct  encouragement  to  build  sub- 
stant'ally  and  weU.  Old  stone  and  brick 
walls  were  a  credit  to  the  mason  and 

bricklayer  ;  but  it  is  very  different  now. 
When  once  we  conceal  our  struotirre,  there 
is  a  tendency  to  lose  sight  of  it  and  make  it 
subordinate.  The  stuccoist  of  a  few  decades 

ago  was  an  expert  in  the  art  of  concealment, 
and  he  soon  became  an  expert  in  shams  also. 
We  just  remember  how  brick  walls  were 
built  in  the  forties ;  the  bricks  used  were 

often  unbumt  "  shufEs,"  or  bad  "place" 
bricks,  the  joints  were  wide  and  the  courses 
uneven,  and  the  poorest  mortar  was  used. 
The  most  costly  stucco  fronts  arose  in 
Brighton  and  other  places  on  rotten  cores  ; 
cheap  stone-faced  walls  were  little  better. 
There  was  not  the  slightest  correspondence 
between  the  facings  of  stucco  and  stone  and 
the  brick  backings — one  grossly  belied  the 
other.  Other  trades  shared  in  this  apostacy. 
An  honest  exjjression  of  the  real  material 
was  nowhere  to  be  found.  Plasterers  were 

great  sinners ;  huge  cornices  and  impossible 
pilasters  and  projections  were  made  without 

the  slightest  warrant,  by  "dubbing"  out and  other  artifices.  This  construction  of 
decoration  has  led  to  all  kinds  of  sham. 

By  obliterating  structure  or  disguising  it, 
it  was  easy  to  descend  to  dishonesties, 
and  deceptions  arose  in  every  trade.  Such 
was  the  jointing  of  stucco  to  imitate  stone 
courses  and  voussoirs.  the  concealment  of 
timber  construction,  and  the  deceptions  of 
the  painter  and  grainer.  But  we  nave  our 
deceptions  now.  AVe  see  the  same  evil  of 
overlaying  and  misrepresenting  the  actual 
structure,  the  supporting  framework  of  our 
buildings,  as  if  they  existed  not.  They  are 
perhaps  less  offensive  than  sham  stucco  ;  but 
we  have  these  deceptions  just  the  same. 
Look  at  any  of  our  largo  shop  promises  I 
They  exhibit  no  evidence  <  f  how  the  upper 
stones  are  carried ;  if  there  are  iron  columns 

they  are  buried  up  within  the  shop  front,  or 
are  incased  in  woodwork  or  slabs  of  poli.shod 
marble  to  represent  ornamental  piers  or 
columns.  AVith  this  falsification  on  the 

ground  story,  it  is  no  wonder  that  the 
faeado  over  has  no  reference  whatever  to 
it ;  it  is  of  stone  or  brick  and  terracotta, 

embellished  by  columns  and  pilaster  en- 
tablatures, or  else  a  copy  of  a  Eenaissance 

fai;ade.  The  structure  behind  it  is  an  iron 
or  steel  framework  of  stanchions  and 

girders  and  fireproof  floors,  but  having  no 
reference  whatever  to  the  front.  It  finds  no 

expression  ;  even  the  heights  of  floors  are  not 
emphasised  in  the  elevation.  This  is  a 
typical  modern  building.  All  the  art  wo  can 
discover  is  in  the  careful  imitation  and 
details  of  the  external  case,  in  the  skill  with 

which  everything  constructive  has  been  ob- 
scuroil  or  falsified.  The  non-expression  of 
the  internal  arrangements  is,  of  course, 
complete,  the  result  of  not  making  the  real 
construction  the  incentive  and  motive  of  the 

design. There  is  another  evil  that  comes  from 

this,  against  which  the  architect  ought  to 
be  on  his  guard.  It  is  the  overlapping  of 
the  trades  which  foUow  as  a  consequence. 
^Vhen  structure  and  architecture  were  one 
and  the  same,  and  material  really  influenced 
architecture,  every  material  visibly  took  up 
its  share ;  but  when  it  became  covereil  up 
and  hidden,  this  was  no  longer  the  case ; 
other  materials  were  employed,  and  with 
them  other  trades.  We  take  one  example 

out  of  many  that  may  be  mentioned — 
the  incasement  of  iron  construction.  In- 

stead of  the  iron  playing  its  part  boldly, 
it  is  incased  in  slabs  of  marble  or  polished 
granite.  The  marble  mason  has  to  try  and 
do  what  the  ironworker  has  done  before 

him,  or,  rather,  to  clothe  with  marble 
the  iron.  In  a  similar  manner  the  naked 

iron  girder  is  incased  with  slabs  of  decorative 
plaster,  or  clothed  in  wood  and  plaster  :  the 
trades  of  the  carpenter  and  joiner,  plasterer 
and  decorator  have  to  go  over  the  same 
work.  Even  the  breastsummer  of  wood,  or 

the  rolled  iron  gilder  which  carries  the  fiont 
over  a  shop,  employs  several  trades.  The 
joiner  has  to  bracket  it  out  to  form  a  cornice 
and  fascia  and  a  casing  for  the  revolving 
shutters,  all  kinds  of  fiUets  and  wood- framing 
have  to  be  fixed  to  the  iron  for  the  plasterer ; 
or  the  mason  or  marble-worker  is  employed 
to  incase  it,  to  say  nothing  of  other  trades 

engaged  in  painting  and  decoration.  Can 
wo  wonder  that  so  little  syrnpathy  is  seen 
between  these  several  crafts  in  the  finished 
work  ;  that  so  much  labour  is  thrown  away 
to  such  little  purpose ;  that,  instead  of  the 
ironworker  making  his  girder  large  enough 

and  sightly  with  appropriate  modes  of  treat- 
ing tho  iron,  others  have  to  be  called  in 

to  undo  or  modify  the  design,  to  make  it 
shapely  or  deep  enough,  or  ornamental 
enough.  And  this  is  only  a  sample  of  what 
goes  on  in  furnishing  a  large  building.  How 

manj;  different  trades  are  engaged  in  the 
incasing  of  fireproof  floors,  of  beams ;  the 
decorative  plasterer  is  responsible  for  a  good 

deal  of  tho  incasing.  The  system  of  over- 
lapping is  thoroughly  a  modern  device,  or 

rather  the  consequence  of  concealing  struc- 
ture. It  has  created  a  number  of  trades 

which  live  and  flourish,  not  only  those  con- 
nected with  patent  plaster,  but  veneers  of  all 

kinds,  workers  in  potten,-,  and  metal,  and 
wood.  Each  of  these  crafts  has  perfected  his 

art.  AA'e  have  now  tiles  made,  and  terracotta 
and  fireclay  slabs,  for  every  kind  of  incase- 

ment, many  of  them  ingenious  and  well 
adapted,  and  then  wo  have  beautiful  par- 

quetry and  wood  blocks  arranged  with  con- 
summate mechanical  art  and  taste.  May  it 

not  bo  that  the  monolithic  and  homogeneous 
systems  of  construction  are  giving  place  to 

composite  modes  of  building  'r  AA'e  have  yet much  to  learn  as  to  the  iwssible  methods  by 
which  these  trades  can  be  employed  to  give 

expression  to  structure ;  but  in  the  mean  time 
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we  hav«  to  conidiler  the  eviU  of  obMuriug 
what  u  really  honest  oiid  coiistructionul, 
aDd  aeporatio;;  buildiog  {ruin  architecture. 

r.VUTY-WATJ,S  AND  STBUCrUEES. 

Tin-;  vslinh!*^  pspor   r»sd    >>v  yU.  V.  E.        •    .ler  the 
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t  .       od 

n  I'  [liirt  of  a  building 
lu;  I  r  extent  than  the 

:i  limdsof  dilTeront 

;  in  Act  for  1  Sill) 

a.  .1  ̂ Min.     As  Mr.  I'ilditch 
r   the  old  .Vet,  if  a  p<?r8on 
if  a  wall  was  or  was  not  a 

tlio  .Vet.  ho  had  simply  to 
I.        :■'   .i    ,1    -ukkI    between    two    existing 
bii;!  1iuj;h  with  a  view  to  separate  occupancy  ; 

1.  I-    t  i  u- ill  built  aj^ainst  on  only  <•;,»  side, 
■I  of  ownership  had  to  be  inquired 
ortaiii  whether  it  was  a  party- 

wail  or  not.     The  definition  of  "  partj-struc- 
turcs  "  is  also  altered,  so  that  it  would  now 
n[:[i':ir  that  api)ronch  by  distinct  staircases  or 
oiitraiicea    is    e^i^ntial — not   mere   separate 
nwi,  rship.     In     other    words,     under    the 
[.i.-'ut     .Vet,    separate    ownership,    if   un- 
acc'iinpanicd    by  distinct  staircases   or  en- 
traiiuos  from  without,  does  not  render  a  floor 

Ml'initiiij:    horizontally   the    two   parties  a 
party  -  structure.     This     is     an     important 
diir.reiice  between  the  Acts  of  ls.5.>and  1S94. 

Tho  old  Act  included  party-walls,  partitions, 
and  lloors  separating  rooms  which  belong  to 
diHorcnt  owners,  as  well  as  those  approached 
by  ditlerent  staircases,  &c. ;  but  the  present 

Act    leaves    the    separate    ownei-ship    out 
altogether,  and  defines  a  party-structure  as 
a  wall  or  floor  approached  by  distinct  stair- 
i-isos  or  separate  entninces. 

The  i(uestion  as  to  who  is  the  "adjoining 

owner "  is  also  one  upon  which  there  has 
bopti  rorisidonible  disiigreement,  and  the 
diffi'ninv  between  the  definition  in  the  old 
Act  and  the  new  .Vet  is  noteworthy 
and  far-reaching.  According  to  the  latter 
it  mi>an.s  ••  the  owner,  or  one  of  tho 

owners  "  and  the  "  adjoining  occupier  " 
means  the  occupier  or  "  one  of  the  occupiers 
of  land,  buildings,  stories,  or  rooms  adjoin- 

ing those  of  building  owner,"  It  has  ooen 
iirj_'iieil  that  tho  tcnu  "one  of  the  owners" 
is  iiit.'nded  to  relieve  the  building  owner  of 
thi-  onus  of  serving  all  the  various  owners 
iiitorested  with  notices,  provided  one  of 
thciji  was  served,  a>  it  would  be  often 
diiliiiilt  to  find  all  the  persons  interested. 
<  Ml  tho  other  hand,  it  was  urged  that  these 
"  words  were  intended  to  accentuate  the 
necessity  of  giving  each  one  of  such  owners 
1  y  tutute  tho  notice  they  previously  had  by 
I  •  law."  The  question  has  a  significant I  '■ .  .ug  on  the  holders  of  tenancies  or  under- 
1.  -  ..s  ,.f  portions  of  promises.  In  one  case It  was,  nioreovor,  hold  that  the  word 
"owner"  in  sect.  .'i.  sub-sections  L'i»,  3'2,  &c., 
''   '    '    '  ■!■  I  had  entered  upon  land ■■*  under  an  agreement 
'■■'  ■  ".'•^■■.  III. I  .  i^'li  tho  agreement  was 
expres.Ht>l  not  to  oi>erato  as  a  demise,  but  to 
give  .1  K  ,,  r  ..fit  to  enter  on  tho  premises 
■o'" '  ■  'f  jierforming  the  agreement. 
•'^  r*;  •  't  position  was  entitled,  ai<  an 
"  adjoumig  owner,"  to  receive  from  the 
odjacent  building  owner  the  notice  and  par- 

ticulars of  proposo<l  work  required  bv  section 
00.  Hut  we  refer  our  romb.-s  to  theromarks 
of  Mr.  I'ilditch  under  this  section. 

Another   important  point    deals  with  tho 
c-  .'lou   of    party-w.ills.      S^oct.    .s7,    which 

vs  any  buildim;  owner  to  erect  a  party- u-.i  on  the  line  of  junction  of  his  own  and 

another  j>erson'a  adjac  mt  land  ;  or  to  build 
an  external  wall  pla«e<I  on  his  own  land,  and 
to  serve  notice  on  the  adjoining  owner,  de- 

scribing such  wall.  .Sub-section  •>  enables 
the  budding  owner,  after  one  month  from 
service  of  notice,  to  put  on  the  land  of 
adjoining  owner,  below  the  level  of  lowest 
floor,  the  projecting  footings  of  tho  external 
wall,  with  concrete,  \c.,  waking  compensa- 

tion to  tho  adjoining  owner  or  occupier  for 
any  damage  occasionod  thereby.  This  clause 

prevents  the  luttc-r's  right  of  action  or  in- 
junction in  respect  of  trespass.  Xo  doubt, 

the  preparation  and  service  of  a  plan  and 
sections  wo  ild  bo  of  much  value  in  prevent- 

ing misunderstandings.  The  expense  of 
building  a  party-wall  is  to  be  defrayed  from 
time  to  time  by  the  two  owners  in  due  pro- 

portion, regard  being  had  to  tho  use  made  of 
the  wall  by  the  two  owners  respectively. 
The  liability  of  building  owner  to  make  good 
damage  and  pay  compensation  (sect,  .sfs)  is 
important,  and  Mr.  I'ilditch  deals  with  the 
question  under  several  sections,  and  points 
out  certain  discrepancies  in  the  clauses. 
Several  cases  under  tho  .Vet  occur  where  the 

building  owner  is  liable  to  make  good 

damage  and  pay  compensation.  The  word- 
ing varies  in  each,  and  there  are  omissions 

and  ambiguities.  Thus  in  sub-section  8  of 
this  section  the  words  "  internal  finishings 
and  decorations ''  are  left  out,  in  reference  to 
damage  made  by  cutting  into  a  party 

structure,  an  omission  that  -would  be  pre- 
judicial to  the  adjoining  owner,  if  technically 

taken  ;  but  does  not  the  previous  sub- section 
make  the  meaning  clear!-  Again,  in  the 
sub-section  referring  to  taking  down  over- 

hanging wall  in  order  to  erect  an  upright 
wall,  the  building  owner  has  to  make 
good  any  damage  sustained  by  the  wall ; 
but  there  is  no  reference  in  sections  95 

throwing  the  cost  upon  building  owner  as  in 
other  sections,  and  the  omission  may  give 
rise  to  dispute.  Probably  tho  question  of 

damage  is  left  to  the  decision  of  tho  sur- 
veyors. It  is  also  pointed  out  it  is  strange 

that  important  rights  given  to  adjoining 
owners  under  certain  sections  as  to  cora- 
penmition  for  inconvenience,  loss,  or  damage 
should  not  bo  given  under  subsection  (>  of 
section  nx  and  of  -A  of  section  '.lo,  where 
underpinning  or  i-aising  is  concerned, 
operations  that  often  entail  damage.  Certain 
subsections  n><  and  9o  are  refen-ed  to,  where 
building  owners  ha\o  certain  rights  and 
correlative  clauses  in  section  0 j  as  to  costs ; 
but  in  others,  as  in  subsection  1 1 ,  section  88, 
there  is  no  correlati\e.  The  adjoining 
owner  and  occupier  are  entitled  now  to  be 
compensated  for  damage.  .Section  93  is  not 
quite  clear,  as  to  an  adjoining  owner  being 
also  an  occupier,  and  some  ambiguities,  as  to 

the  meaning  to  be  attache<l  to  the  "  owner  " 

and  "  occupier." We  pass  on  to  consider  the  building 

owner's  liability  to  underpin  in  the  case  of 
the  erection  of  a  building  within  liift.  of  an 

adjoining  owner's  building  to  a  lower  level than  the  foundations.  Section  9:i  deals  with 
this,  and  is  a  new  section.  It  has  given  rise 
to  question.  The  section  says,  "  VVTiere  a 
building  owner  intends  to  erect  within  lott. 
of  a  budding  belonging  to  adjoining  owner 
a  building  or  structure,  any  part  of  which 
within  such  10ft.  extends  to  a  lower  level  than 
the  foundations  of  the  building  belonging 
to  adjoining  owner,  he  may,  and  if  required 
and  by  the   building  owner  shall   
underpin  or  otherwise  strengthen  the 

foundation,  iVc."  The  provisions  referred  to 
in  tho  latter  part  of  tho  clause  place  a  greater 
liability  on  the  building  owner  thin  do  those 
under  sinitions  sx  and  9,5.  Tho  notice  of  the 
building  owner  must  be  accompanied  by  a 
plan  and  sections,  showing  site  and  depth  of 
proposed  excavation,  and  the  adjoinin" 
owner,  to  create  a  difference  must,  within 
11  days  after  being  served  with  notice,  give 
a  counter-notice  in  writing  that  ho  disputes 

I  the  necessity  of  such  underpinning  &c.,  and 

the  building  owner  is  liable  to  compensate 
the  adjoining  owner  and  occupier  for  any 
inconvenience,  loss,  or  damage,  &c.  Mr. 
I'ilditch  refers  to  this  section  at  some 
length,  and  shows  certain  difficulties  in  its 
interpretation  and  several  ambiguities  in  the 

meaning  of  the  words  "to  erect,"  iV-c.  What 
are  tho  rights  and  duties  of  building  and 
adjoining  owners  under  this  section,  and  in 
connection  with  other  sections  88,  &c.  ?  It 
does  seem  rather  puzzling  to  discover 

whether  section  9.'3  gives  a  right  to  underpin 
a  party-wall  or  not.  But  this  section 
does  not  apparently  apply  to  party- 
walls,  but  only  to  buildings  erected 

at  not  more  than  lolt.  from  adjoining  owner's 
premises.  It  may  mean  to  apply  to  other 
portions  of  the  building,  not  the  party -wall, 
in  which  case  the  building  owner  would  be 
bound  to  serve  a  notice  under  section  93  so 

far  as  the  adjoining  owner's  general  founda- 
tions were  involved.  There  is  certainly  room 

for  several  readings,  and  this  section,  with 
others,  arc  involved.  The  author  of  the 

paper  gives  several  hypothetical  situations  or 
readings  as  likely  to  occur,  and  there  can  be 
no  doubt  he  makes  a  good  case  for  a  re- 

casting of  these  sections  of  the  Act. 

ESTIMATES .— XXXm. 

THE  rLr.MBEU  :    EXTEUXAL  -WOEK. 

LAST  week  we  alluded  to  a  few  of  the  data 

upon  which  pricing  of  plumbers'  work depends.  As  a  highly  technical  branch  of 

bmlding,  the  yo-ang  estimator  should  be  pro- ficient in  the  various  details,  and  for  this 

piu-pose  treatises  of  plumb'Jig  should  be 
studied,  though  such  knowledge  -will  not 
enable  him  to  price  the  many  kinds  of  labour 
without  some  practical  acquaintance  with 
the  subject.  Like  ironwork,  it  requires  a 

theoretical  insight  as  well  as  technical  train- 
ing of  methods  and  processes,  also  an 

acquaintance  with  water  supply  and  sanitary 
fitfangs  which  can  only  be  learnt  by  a  study 

of  sanitary  plumbing,  including  the  trade  lists 
of  various  manufacturers.  We  now  limit 
our  attention  to  external  leadwork.  AVe 
illustrate  a  few  of  the  methods  in  use  for 

making  roofs  watertight  by  means  of  gutters 
and  flashings.  Chimney-stacks  require  par- 

ticular care,  so  do  parapet  gutters  and  dormer 
cheeks.  In  tho  former,  4lb.  lead  should  be 
used  as  a  dampcourse  just  below  the  roof 
covering.  Our  sketches  2,  ;3,  4,  and  5 
explain  how  the  side  stepped  flashings,  aprons, 
and  gutters  are  formed.  The  side  flashings 
should  be  about  12in.  wide,  resting  half  on 
roof  and  Gin.  against  wall,  the  upper  edges 

being  turned  Uin.  into  the  joints  of  brick- 
work, and  fixed  by  lead  wedges ;  at  the 

upper  end  a  gutter  is  formed  in  the  usual  way, 
but  the  outer  edge  of  sheet  is  dre.ssed  orer  a 
fillet  of  wood  under  the  slates,  as  in  Fig.  -5. 
The  front  of  stack  is  protected  by  an  apron 

of  lead  (see  sketch  2).  Sometimes,  instead  of 

flashings,  "secret"  gutters  are  formed  be- 
tween brickwork  and  slates  (see  .5).  This 

may  be  narrow,  I'in.  or  4in. ;  the  slates  pro- 
ject over  tho  gutter.  The  edge  of  the  lead 

under  slates  is  bent  to  form  a  small  welt  to 

prevent  water  getting  in. 
No.  0  shows  a  method  of  securing  vertical 

surfaces  of  load,  as  to  the  sides  of  dormers. 
Here  a  lead  tack  soldered  to  the  outer  lead 

covering  is  passed  through  the  boarding, 

secured  by  copper  nails  on  the  inside,  and 
this  secures  the  lead  from  slipping.  Some- 

times soldered  dots  are  employed  for  the 
same  purpose. 

No.  7  shows  the  lead  covering  to  a  cornice 

turned  down  over  the  fillet,  and  fixed  on  top 

of  stone  by  lead  dowels,  tho  ujiper  end  turned 

into  a  joint.  Three  kinds  of  joints  are  use' in  leadwork.  First  we  have  lap  and  drip ; 

these  are  required  across  tho  current  or  fall. 
The  sheet  is  turned  over  edge  of  boarding, 

and  nailed  at  upper  edge;  the  lower  edge  laps 

over  the  top  edge  of  lower  sheet  6in.  or  more, 
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done,  and  tlie  labour  of  making  holes  in  the 
stone  cornices  and  lead  for  the  lead  dowels 

or  dots  entails  some  trouble,  say — 
£   8.  d. 

Lead  cost  per  cwt      0  16    (.' 
Labour,    dreesicg    round    fillet,    lead 

dowels,  &e      0    S    e 

according  to  inclination  or  fall ;  the  steeper 
the  fall  the  less  the  lap  may  be.  Drips  are 

secm'o  and  more  watertight  on  flat  inclina- 
tions, and  these  are  generally  :3in- ;  they 

should  not  be  farther  than  "ft.  apart.  The 
roll  seam  or  welt- joint  is  used  lengthwise 
with  fall.  These  are  of  several  kinds  (see 

treatises  on  plumbers'  work). 
The  sheets  for  flats  and  gutters  should  be 

secured  to  each  other  by  rolls,  with  bossed 
ends  and  drips.  Solder  should  be  avoided  ; 
the  nailing  to  be  done  with  copper  nails,  and 
lapped  joints  not  to  be  less  than  4in.  1  >ormers 
require  lilb.  lead  for  the  side  or  checks,  turned 
over  and  close  copper  nailed  along  vertical  edge 
and  top.  The  sheets  are  supported  by  secret 
tacks  or  by  soldered  dots.  (See  sketch  6.) 
The  lead  cheeks  overhang  the  flashing  of 
secret  gutter  about  4in.,  and  have  to  be  cut  to 
rake  of  roof,  and  turned  round  front,  being 
well  dressed  over  window-siU,  and  copper 
nailed  in  water-drip  or  groove.  .Sometimes 
4lb.  lead  soakers  are  used  at  junction  of 
roof  and  dormer ;  the  side  sheets  being 
dressed  down  over  them. 

12cwt.  Milled  lead  in  flashings  to  parapets. 

The  lead  for  this  costs  about  Is.  more  per 
cwt.  than  for  gutters  and  flats,  and  may  be 
priced  at  £l  Ss.,  which  includes  labour. 

ocwt.  3<^r.    Milletl  lead  in  stepped  flashing  to 
chimneys.    (See  sketches  1,  2,  3.) 

Thismay  be  priced  the  same  as  last,  or  say — 
£   s.  d. 

Milled  lead  per  cwt.  '      0  16    o' 
Labour,  nails,  ,S:c   *.".ll*.'.'.'.'.    0    7    0 

No.  3.     Soldered  angles. 

Say,  about  Td  each. 

34  ft.     (.'opper  nailing  to  flats  and  gutters. 
If  this  is  close  nailing,  it  is  worth  about 

3d.  per  foot  run. 

No.  2.  Form  gutters  behind  chimneys,  not 
less  than  Gin.  wide  at  narrowest  part,  and 
slope  both  ways  from  centre,  with  01b. 
lead  dressed  over  tilting  fillet,  and  fiin. 
under  slates,  the  ends  turned  up  .5in.  and 
dressed  3in.  round  return,  covered  with 

apron  of  5lb.  lead  dressed  lin  over  flash- 
ings, and  sides  stepped  down  in  brick 

courses  with  lead  soakers.     (Sketch  3.) 

There  is  no  quantity  given  for  this  item, 
nor  size  of  stacks,  so  reference  must  be  made 
to  drawings  to  get  weight  of  lead.  Gutters 
and  flashings  would  include  wall-hooks, 
copper  nails,  &c. 

£   3.  d. 
Say  lead  per  cwt       0  16    0 
Labour  laying,  wall-hooka  and  stepped 

flashings,  per  cwt      0    7    0 
Soakers  laid  under  slates       0    2    6 

Per  cwt      1 
Ten  per  cent,  profit      0 

2cwt.  soakers  laid  in  ditto. 

These  are  pieces  of  lead  in  short  lengths  to 
suit  length  of  slate,  lin.  longer  plus  the  lap, 
and  the  width  of  soaker  is  about  loin.,  4m. 
being  turned  up  against  wall.  (See  sketch  1 .) 
It  is  fastened  to  boarding  of  root  by  copper 
nails.  The  cost  per  cwt.  would  be  l«s., 
added  to  the  labour  of  cutting  and  fixing, 
nails,  &c.,  -38.  6d.  =  lOs.  Gd. 

No.  0.  71b.  load  and  solder  to  ventilating 

pipes. This    would    probably    refer    to    miking 
Junctions,  and  would  cost  about  2s.  nd.  each. 

22ft.  run.    Soldered  seams  in  short  lengths. 

This  is  worth  about  Is.  2d,  per  foot. 

18    0 
No.  14.     Bossed  ends  to  lead  rolls. 

These  are  valued  at  about  Gd.  each.  These 
bossed  ends  are  small  pieces  of  lead  cut  to 
fit  the  end  of  roll,  and  soldering  the  edges. 

No.  .50.     Labour  bossing  and   dressing  71b. 
lead  to  carved  crockets  lOin.  long. 

Say  2s.  6d.  each,  exclusive  of  the  lead. 
No.  10.  Bossed  ends  .at  intersections  of 

three  rolls. 

These  ends  take  a  little  more  labour  in 
forming  the  lead,  the  rolls  have  to  be  mitred 
at  the  intersections,  a  solder  joint  being  made 
round  each.  We  may  price  these  at  three 
times  as  much  if  taken  as  an  extra  ;  they 

are  generally  included  in  the  item  for  lead 
and  labour  in  laying  flats,   &c.,  say.  Is.  Gd. 

No.  ■").     Ditto,  four-way  ditto. 
Say  2s.  each. 

32cwt.  Gib.     MiUed  load  over  stone  cornices 
of  windows  and  doorway,  dressed  over  top 

fillet  of  moulding,  fasteno.l  to  top  weather- 
ings by  lead  dowels,  and  turned  up  against 

wall  with  .Jlb.  flashing.     (See  sketch  7.) 

These  dressed  coverings  require  to  bo  neatly 

Tercwt      14    0 

No.  2.  Covering  cheeks  of  dormers  with 
Gib.  lead,  turned  over  edges  and  curve, 

copper-nailed,  &c.,  with  secret  tacks, 
secret  gutter  of  .jlb.  lead,  dressed  over 
fillet,  and  .sin.  under  slates,  and  turned  up 

jiu.  against  dormer,  and  making  water- 

tight. Find  quantity  of  lead  from  drawings,  and 
weight  out.  The  labour  would  be  worth 
about  7s.  per  cwt.,  say  2.Js.  per  cwt.,  in- 

cluding lead,  or £   8.  d. 

Lead  per  cwt      0  16    0 
Labour,  per  cwt      0    7    0 
Copper  nailing  to  edges      0    10 
Soldered  dots,  &c.,  per  cwt      0    2    6 

16    6 

INTERNAL  PLUMBING. 

As  the  Water  Companies'  regulations  are 
enforced  as  regards  service  pipes  from  the 
mains,  the  weights  have  to  be  taken  from 
these  (see  weights  given  last  week).  Most 

of  the  water  companies  require  "  extrastrong" 
qualities.  Thus  a  Jin.  pipe  would  weigh  91b. 
yard,  lin.  12lb.,  l^in.  IGlb.,  liin.  211b..  &c. 
Wiped  soldered  joints  are  generally  used. 
The  "  strong  "  quality  for  these  sizes  is  about 
21b.  per  yard  less.  The  price  per  foot  run 
includes  joints,  wall  hooks,  and  fixing ;  branch 

joints  are  extra. 
O.'ift.  run.     Jin.  lead  supply  pipe  and  laying. 

Lead  pipe  is  worth  more  than  sheet  lead, 
about  2s.  per  cwt.  This  pipe  would  weigh 

about  31b.  per  foot,  according  to  water  com- 
pany regulations,  or  4.Jlb.  per  l-^ft.  length, 

the   price   of  which  in  Laxton  is   6Ad.  per 
foot. 

£  s.  d. 
Cost  of  lead  pipe,  per  foot      0  0  6} 
Labour  and  solder,  wall-hooks      0  0  6J 

Per  foot       0    1    1 

Say,  Is.  per  foot  run. 
20ft.  run.  IJin.  lead  supply  pipe  from  main 

to  cistern,  and  laying  as  describeil. 

Lead  pipe  of  this  diameter  weighs  from 
lOA-lb.  to  IGlb.  per  yard  run,  according  as  it 

is  ""  middling "  or  "extra  strong."  If  we 
take  the  latter,  the  weight  given  will  be 

about  Jjlb.  per  foot  run.  The  weight  for 

12ft.  lengths,  according  to  Laxton,  is  04lb., 
and  lOd.  per  foot  run. £  s.  a. 

Say.  per  foot  of  pipe       u    u  10 
Cost  of  labour,  fixing      0    0    .T 
Solder  joints      0    0    6 

Cost  per  foot      0    1    7 

This  price  includes  wall-hooks  and  tacks. 
120ft.  run.     lin.  lead  pipe,  and  laying  ditto. 

Cost  of  pipe  lin.  diam.  is  put  down  at    £   s.  d. 
9d.,say      0    0    8 

Cost  of  labour,  fixing,  &c      0    0    9 

Per  foot       0    15 

l.jft.run.  lin.lead  waste-pipe,  and  fixing,  lii-  . 

Waste-pipe  may  be  of  a  loss  weight,  about 
.iGlb.  for  tho  l.jft.  length,  say  2ilb.  to  the 
foot,  worth  GJd.  per  foot  run. 

Cost  of  pipe  per  foot      0    0 
Labour,  fixing,  and  solder         0    0 

d. 

6i 

7 

Per  foot       0    1 

Sft.  run. 

ij 

Jill,  waste  ("middling"'  quality) 
and  fi.xlng. 

Price  this  at  .Sd.  per  foot. 

SOIL-riPES,   ETC 

lin.  soil-pipe  of  "lb.  lead,  with 
2ft.  run. 

collars,  and  fixing 

Soil-pipes  are  made  out  of  'HI 
Sib.,  as  well   as  in  composition 

,  71b..  .in  I motal  and 

galvanised  cast    iron.     Lead    .■>3il-pipes  of 
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the  usual  (liameters,  .'Jiiii.,    lin..  I.Un.,  .iin., 
cSic,  are  made  of  several  weights.     A  4iD. 
£ipe  of   71b.   lead    ia    worth,    according   to 

axton,  '2s.  6d.  jier  foot,  incliuling  fixing. 
Cort  of    >oil-piiK    p«r    foot,  Including  £    •.  d. 

labour,  fixing      0    S    tl 

Collan,  tadu,  &c      ,..,"    0    0    8 
0    3    3 

40ft.  run.  -lAin.  soil-]iipe  of  71b.  lead  and 
fixing,  with  joints,  lead  tacks,  wall-hooks, 
&c. 

This  extra  size  may  be  priced  at  'Jd.  more 
per  foot,  including  fixing. 

£  «.  d. 
Coat  of  drawn  pipe  p«r  foot,  and  fixing  ..  0  2  8 
Wall-hooka,  Itid  tacks,  &c      0    0    8 

0    3    4 

32ft.     4iii,  lead  soil-pipe  out  of  Gib.  lead  and 
fixing,  &c. 

A  4 in.  lead  pipe  of  this  weight  will  be 

about  L's.  per  foot  run,  including  fixing;  add 
for  tacks,  &c.,  another  2d.  -  2s.  2d.  per  foot. 
{Soil-pipe  costs  about  ;is.  lod.  per  cwt.  more 
than  sheet-lead,  and  would  make  about  20s. 
per  cwt.  A  pipe  of  thi.s  diameter  a  foot  long 
would  contain  about  Isq.ft.  of  Gib.  lead.  A 

4iin.  pipe  would  be  equal  to  about  Isq.ft. 
and  2m.  over  of  sheet-lead,  or  lift.) 

Make  proper  connection  of  soil-pipe  to  drain. 

The  pricing  of  this  item  will  greatly  depend 
on  the  depth  of  drain  or  what  kind  of  joint 
is  intended  (see  specification),  or  whether  it 
entails  a  lead  bend.  If  only  a  joint  has  to 
be  made  in  the  socket  of  glazed  pipe,  or 
junction  with  cement  or  redlead  putty  and 
tow,  the  cost  would  be  about  Is.  for  labour 

and  material ;  but  if  the  bottom  of  pipe  is 
fitted  with  a  brass  thimble,  soldered  to  a 
short  bend,  it  would  be  about  lOs.  to  12s. 

52ft.  run,  3.}in.,  lolb.  lead  soil  pipe,  fixed  at 
bark  with  all  necessary  joints  and  cast 
lead  tacks  soldered  to  pipe,  carried  up  to 
roof  level. 

This  is  a  heavy  pipe,  and  would  be  worth 
about  2s.  4d.  per  foot,  say. 

£  «.  d. Lead  pipe  p«T  foot       0    2    4 
Joints,  lead  tacks,  and  aolder      0    3    0 

Perfoot       0    6    4 

This  is  a  high  price,  and  a  pipe  of  71b.  lead 
would  do. 

No.  1.     ojin.  copper  wire  balloon  fixed  on 

top  of  soil-pipe. 

This  would  cost  about  23.  (kl. 

48ft.  run.  2in.  lead  anti-siphonage  pipe 
carried  along  soil-pipe,  including  joints 
and  cast-lead  tacks  soldered  to  pipe. 

A  2in.  pipe  would  weigh  about  lolb.,  and 
would  bo  worth  about  Is.  sd.  per  foot. 

£  a.  d. 
a 
s 

ItoVI.K'S  TllEUoLni;. 

TIIF;  Theri.lite  u  the  Utcat  invention  patented; 
of  Kobert  Ik>}  l«  and  Son,  Ltd..  ventilating 

engineer!,  Ixtodon  and  UUagow,  and  is  intanded 

Lead  pipe  per  foot       0    J 
Fixing,  solder  joints,  tacks,  &c      0    0 

0    2    4 

Xo.  1.     :iiin.  branch  of  lead  pipe,  2ft.  long, 
connected  at  one  end  with  bru.ss  thimble - 

piece,  and  soldered  to  soil-pipe. 

If  this  is  of  lolb.  lead  it  would  bo  worth 

about  28.  4d.  per  foot.     Items  are  : — 

£  a.  d. 
2rt.  of  pipe,  say      0    5    0 
Ilrasa  thimble  and  joint*       0  13    0 
Fixing      0    4    B 

1     2    6 

No. 
2. 

iin. 

soldered  joints. 
About  Is. 6d. each 

No. 2, 
l}in. 

soldered  joints 
Put  down .ibout  25 .  each. 

neceaaaiy.  When  it  is  desired,  however,  to  make 

assurance  doubly  sure,  it  may  be  u.-ied  in  con- 
junction with  the  "air-pump"  ventilator,  par- 
ticularly for  sm  h  buildings  a*  above  mentioned — 

as  it  superheats  the  cold  steam  or  vapour  at  the 
point  of  exit,  and  warms  the  ventilator  and  shaft, 
preventing  condensation  and  acclerating  the 
exhaust. 

The  accompanying  diagram  illustrates  the  con- 
struction of  the  therolite.  A,  section  of  shaft  of 

therolite,  2in.  larger  than  ventilating  shaft.  B, 
coil-burner  of  improved  construction,  giving  the 
maximum  of  heat  with  a  minimum  consumption 

of  gas.  C,  cone  for  accelerating  the  velocity  of 
the  hot-air  current.     P,    supporting  rods.     E, 

i/..i,.vfl 
DOVLE'S  Theroi.ite 

to  assist  the  up-draught  in  sluggish  ventilating 
shafts  and  lluee. 

It  may  bo  usefully  employed  in  combination 

with  the  "air  pump"  ventilator  for  the  pre- 
vention of  condensation,  and  the  removal  of 

exhausted  steam    from  wash-houses,  laundries. 

Boyle's  Therolite  for 

^ttTn^  xntjo  ExCernAl  Pip*/ 

gaspipe.  F,  flame  protector.  G,  expansion- 
chamber.  H,  double- spreader  for  deflecting  the 
heated  air  on  to  sides  of  erpansion-chamber,  and 
diverting  any  down  current  into  outer  cylinder  J> 
from  whence  it  passes  through  valve  K.  The 
spreader  also  acts  as  a  calorifier  for  superheating 
the  up-current  and  further  assisting  the  exhaust. 

The  Midland  Railway  Company  have  abandoned 

the  proposal  to  bring  their  lino  nearer  the  oentre  of 

Nottingham,  and  have  decided  to  reconstruct  their 

Btition  ou  the  site  of  the  existinK  one,  with  exten- 
sions on  adjoining  properties.  The  work  is  to  be 

commenced  early  in  the  New  Year,  and  will  bfl  in 
progress  for  at  least  three  years. 

BoYLE'sTm  ROLITE.     .» 

A^./iUl'-"'^  ̂   <*"  Open  Roo*-. 
For  \V/Ol^>l•hotl^e•,.  Di-yi/i'^ 
-roomi  W.Jor  u.'armiri'^  ̂  

dryinir  rooms,  breweries,  malt  kilns,  A:c.  It  „ 
also  of  AsoistAnce  where  ventilating  shafts  or  flues 

nro  surmounted  with  ordinary  cowls  which  fail 
to  create  a  sufliciont  up-draught,  and  .are  subject 
to  down-draught. 

When  the  "  air-piunp  "  ventilator  b  employed 
— which  CToates  at  all  times  a  powerful  and 
continuous   exhaost  —  tho   Thcrohte    is  not  so 

RoYLE'STrlEKOLlie 

L,  door  in  shaft  giving  access  to  therolite. 

{■\\Tiero  the  ceiling  is  not  too  high,  the  therolite 

may  be  lighted  from  below  by  means  of  a  taper 

and  long  rod.)  M,  ventilating  ceiling  panel  with 

opening  in  centre  to  permit  of  lighting  from 

below.  N,  Boyle's  patent "  air-pump  ' '  ventilator made  fireproof. 

An  arrangement  may  also  be  fitted  to  the 

burner,  which  lights  the  gas  when  it  is  turned  on, 

doing  away  with  the  necessity  and  expense  of  a 

lighting  jet  or  by-pass. 

"BUILDING  NEWS"  DESIGNING  CLUB. 

A    Il.KSK    IS    \    COISTKV    TOWN. 

WE  publish  the  three  designs  whi
ch  we  have 

chosen  from  the  large  number  of  plans 

submitted  in  this  competition  for  the  initial 

subject  in  the  new  session's  work  of  our  Designing 
Club.  The  selected  three  rank  in  the  following 

order  :— "  Drevfus,"  1st  ;  "  Nothe,"  2nd  ; 

"Englishman,'"'  3rd.  The  conditions  and  m- 
stnictions  issued  for  the  use  of  competitors  were 

as  follows  :— "  A.— A  Bank  in  a  Country  Town  in 

the  main  street,  with  a  frontage  of  50ft.    The 
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site  is  level,  and  extends  110ft.  deep,  with  a  rear 

right  of  way  for  duat-collecti:;g,  \-c.  The 
building  to  he  four  floors  above  the  street  level, 
the  top  rooms  being  partly  in  the  roof.  The 
basement  to  be  used  for  strong-rooms  in  the  front 
part,  while  at  the  rear  space  may  be  used  for  the 

manager's  kitchen  and  offices.  There  must  be 
a  clerks'  cloakroom  and  lavatory.  The  ground 
floor  to  comprise  a  banking-room  40ft.  wide,  and 
good  space  for  the  public  counter,  which  is  to  be 

'25ft.  long  at  least.  A  waiting-room  and  manager's 
room  suitable  for  a  directors'  meeting  to  be  pro- 

vided. Pitch  of  banking-room  to  be  1 1ft.  Gin. 
in  the  clear  from  floor  to  ceiling.  Upstairs  the 
space  to  be  utilised  as  a  residence  for  the 
manager,  and  having  five  bedrooms.  The  cost 
of  the  building  to  be  limited  to  ,f8,000, 
cubing  the  whole  at  lOd.  per  foot  cube.  Abstract 
of  cubing  to  be  given.  Scale  for  elevation 
and  section  Sft.  to  the  inch.  Plans  may  be 
drawn  to  16ft.  to  the  inch.  A  perspective  sketch 
is  necessary.  Slatetial  to  be  stone  ashlar  for  the 
front.  Rear  side  to  be  in  brick.  A  private  door 

for  the  manager's  residence  may  be  contrived  in 
the  bank  porch  :  but  a  separate  door  is  to  be 
preferred.     Style  English  Kenaissance." 

"Dreyfus,"  whose  design  takes  the  post  of 
honour,  has  several  good  points  in  his  plan.  The 
banking-hall  is  spacious,  and  has  in  a  simple  way 
a  well-contrived  and  dignified  character,  with  the 
glazed  dome  above.  The  public  space  and  counter 
face  the  entrance  in  a  direct  way,  with  a  bo-i  for 
the  bank  porter  so  placed  as  to  command  the 

waiting-room,  the  door  of  the  manager's  room, 
and  the  entrance-lobby.  The  lift  runs  down 
conveniently  into  the  basement,  which  has  a 
privately-contrived  staircase  ready  to  hand  for 
customers  going  to  their  boxes  in  the  strong 
rooms  below,  and  equally  well  placed  for  the  use 
of  the  staff  authorised  to  visit  the  basement 
strong  rooms.  We  cannot  say  that  the  kitchen 
chimney  flue  is  advisedly  located  in  the  safe, 
though  perhaps  the  risk  would  not  be  so  serious 
as  it  appears  on  paper.  The  kitchen  is  badly 
lighted,  and  very  awkward  in  thapo,  while  the 
pantry  has  only  a  borrowed  light.  A  door 
out  of  the  scullery  into  the  area  would  have 
obviated  this  and  spared  the  loss  of  space  now 
occupied  by  the  needless  lobby.  The  front 
store-room  has  only  a  very  inadeeiuate  light  from 
a  trifling  area.  The  heating  chamber  might 
quite  easily  have  had  a  window.  The  manager's 
house  coal-place  is  exceedingly  small.  The  upper 
floors  are  rather  crude  in  planning,  and  as  an 
example  of  what  we  mean,  the  second  floor  w.c. 
down-pipe  would  be  troublesome  to  contrive,  and 
it  must  come  through  the  china  closet  and  so 
through  the  wall  into  the  area.  Of  course,  it 
could  be  done,  but  '■  Dreyfus"  should  avoid  such 
contrivances  when  possible.  Of  the  fa(,ad6  little 
need  be  said.  The  tablet  with  "  Bank  "  is  not 
well  placed,  while  both  the  tablet  and  the 
sundial  are  manifestly  stuck-on  features.  The 
natural  place  for  the  designation  of  the  building 
is  over  the  main  entrance.  The  device  adopted 
to  carry  the  right-hand  chimuey  above  the  ridge 
is  not  one  to  be  recommended,  particularly  as  the 
rear  pier,  to  take  the  thrust,  is  corbelled  out  over 
the  second-floor  level,  and  does  not  rise  from  the 
footings. 

The  second  design,  of  which  "Xothe"  is  the 
author,  is  more  ordinary  in  its  elevation,  and  the 
plan  is  not  so  good.  The  lighting  is  less  satis- 

factory ;  the  heating  chamber  is  very  near  the 
strong  rooms.  The  second  staircase  connects  the 
kitchen  with  the  house  ;  hut  the  lobby  at  its  foot 
is  not  well  arranged  and  might  have  been  much 
improved.  The  same  remark  applies  to  the 
arrangement  of  the  larder.  By  shifting  the  cup- 

board door,  the  space  now  lost  meaninglessly  in 
passage  could  have  been  thrown  into  the  larder, 
nearly  doubUng  its  area.  These  are  details  which 
mar  "  Xothe's  "  work,  and  it  is  the  like  of  these 
which  must  be  overcome  if  good  plans  are  to  be 
produced.  The  first-floor  passages  are  equally 
crude.  We  do  not  pick  out  faults  needlesslv, 
and  we  will  abstain  from  too  critical  a  review  of 
the  elevation.  We  cannot  avoid  saying  that  the 
corbelled-out  shafts  flanking  the  second-floor 
windows  in  the  tower  come  verj'  awkwardly  over 
the  ill -proportioned  windows  of  the  first  floor. 
The  deep  dining-room  would  bo  none  too  light, 
£0  that  "  Kothe  "  could  not  well  reduce  the  width 
of  the  tower  window  :  but  had  ho  treated  it  as  a 
mullionedbay,  leaving  out  the  architrave  entirely, 
the  effect  would  have  been  improved.  The 
cloak-room  space  might  then,  with  a  similar 
window,  have  been  utilised  as  a  recessed  bay  from 
the  drawing. reom.     At  present  it  fits  badly  with 

the  staircase  and  window  levels.  As  a  matter  of 
fact  the  main  staircase  is  rather  dark,  and  a  half- 
space  big  landing  would  be  better  than  th(!  present 
arrangement. 

"  Englishman's  "     design,    which    we    place 
third,    is    more   workmanlike   in   the   elevation, 
though  the    two    doorways    of    equal  size  and 
importance  are  a  mistake.    Both  on  plan  fit  badly 
with  the  parts  into  which  they  load.     The  public 
space  is  not  so  light  as  desirable,  and  the  manager 
is  not  well  placed  with  regard  to  the  banking- 
room   or   the   wiiting-room.      The  lift  from  the 
strong-room,   too,  in    tlie  lobby  through   which 
chance    callers    pass,   is    not    a    good    arrange- 

ment.       The      clerks'      cloakroom     is    a   mere 
cupboard,    and    the     lavatory    is     too    small. 
The  internal  areas  for  light  are  very  like  snow- 
trape,  and  would  not  give  much  light  to  the  first 
floor.     We  notice  that  the  right-hand  chimney- 
stack  is  arched  back  to  the  party- wall,  to  run  up  as 
shown  in  the  view  and  elevation,  but  this  is  not 
good   construction.      A    pier   should   have   been 
brought  up   in  the   party-wall   to  do  the  work 

ultimately  intended  from  its  upper  stage.    "  Pat" 
ranks  fourth  with  a  design  marked  by  a  degree  of 
cleverness   which    indicates    that    he   should   do 
better.     The  projecting  turret  rising  above  the 
hood  over  the  bank  doorway,  sits  but  badly  in 
its  place.     The  framed  first-floor  windows  do  not 
harmonise  with  the  rest  of  the  front,  and  the  two 
entrances  are  not  distinct  enough  in  importance. 
The  back  elevation  is  picturesque  and  ingenious. 
The   plan   is  commonplace  ;   only  a   part   of  the 

basement  is  shown.     The  porter's  box  is  badly 
contrived.     The  position  accorded  to  "Pat "is 
largely    in    consequence    of    his    endeavour  to 
break  away  from  the  conventional  in  design  ;  but 
if  he  is  to  improve  in  his  work  it  is  essential  that 
he  should  attend  to  practical  details,   and  not 
carry  chimneys  over   voids,  nor  must  he  shift 
fireplaces     about    regardless    of     consequences, 
and     then    leave     them    out     entirely,   as    he 
does  in   his   elevation.      AVhat  becomes  of  the 

drawing-room   flue,   and  how  about  thbse  from 

the  four  bedrooms  above  ':     ' '  Alpha  "  sends  a  big view  of  his  plain  and  commonsense  facade,  but 
the  design  is  not  well  worked  out.     We  give  a 
sample.     The  pier  to  the  right  hand  of  the  seg- 

mental bay  falls  short  of  the  work  it  would  have 
to   do   in   carrying    a  girder   over   the  banking 
room  to  bear  the  load  of  the  drawing-room  walls 
above.      The  front  pier,  in  fact,  is  out  of  line 
with  that  next  the  left  at  the  rear.     Moreover, 
the  cross  walls  dividing  up  the  fore  part  of  the 

manager's  residence   appear  in  mid-air   without 
regard     to     consequences.       "  Prophet,"     like 
"  Xothe,"  has  two  tower  pavilions,  crowned  by 
domical  roofs,  to  be  in  the  mode.    His  perspective 
gives  a  cardboard  effect;  and  the  fenestration  is 
not  well  managed.     The  vestibule  to  the  bank 

is  not  direct  enough  with  the  manager's  private 
door,  facing  the  customers.     The   public  space  is 
much  too  big,  and  the  plan  is  lacking  in  study. 
"Astragal's"    view  does   not    agree    with  the 
elevation,  but  his  plan  has  several  good  points 
about  it,  though  he,   too,    manipulates  chimney 
piers  about  in  a  bold  way.   The  shipshape  scheme 
adopted   shows   directness  and   concentration   of 
administrative  space.      The  dining-room  would 
have  been  much  better  without  the  pokey  cup- 

boards  introduced   merely  to  make   a  sideboard 
recess.     "_Wold"   does  sufficiently   well   in    his 
endeavour  to  produce  a  well-balanced  composition 
that  we  sincerely  wish  he  had  done  it  in  a  more 

workmanlike  fashion.     As  it  is,  "  Wold"  is  too 
"  slap-dash,"  his  plan  is  crude,  and  his  architec- 

ture is  full  of  faults.  The  same  idea  of  broa<l  hand- 
ling found  in  this  suggestion  of  a  well-ronceivod 

proposal  in  treating  solids  and  voids  might,  with 
more  knowledge  and  patience,  have  resulted  in  an 
uncommonly  good  thing.  The  big  arched  window 
is  open  to  the  prime  objection  that  spandrels  above 
its  haunches  obstruct  a  lot    of  valuable  light. 
Otherwise  "Wold's"  elevation   has   merit.     Ho 
has  drawn  it  so  badly  that  he  has  ruined  his  chance. 
"  Vigomia  "  wastes  room  in  passages  on  alibis 
floors  in  a  needless  way.     Good  planning  largely 
consists  in  reducing  mere  administrative  space  to 
a   minimum.     So   obvious   a   rule   is   frequently 
ignored,  and  mere  well-hole  areas  are  a  fallacy. 
"  Vigomia"  is   neat  and  workmanlike,  sending 

a   passingly    fair    front    elevation.     "Cromer" hampers  his  plan  with  ugly  contrivances  at  the 
side  of  his  banking  department,  which  runs  right 
through  tho  ground  floor.     The  waiting-room  is 
cramped  with  wasteful  lobbies.     The  back  stairs 

and  clerks'  lavatory  crowd  each  other  badly.  The 
facade    is   suitable,    with   pedimented   pavilions 
carried  up  at  the  ends  ia  a  bold  way.     Their  big 

arched  windows,  however,  only  light  attics. 
' '  Demophoon  ' '  shows  his  view  and  front  in  sparse 
outline.  There  is  a  (juiet  reserve  about  his  design 
of  which  we  approve,  but  the  parts  are  poorly 
handled,  particularly  tho  main  entrance,  which  is 
of  indilferent  proportions  and  weak  in  delineation. 
The  plans  worked  round  a  central  well  of  good 
size  have  merit,  though  the  rooms  are  not 
very  well  shaped.  The  pantry  stuck  in  at  the 
end  of  the  long  kitchen  is  a  more  cupboard. 
'  •  Ilapid  "  puts  a  dark  passage  in  the  middle  of 
his  manager's  hou=e :  otherwise  tho  arrange- 

ments are  good,  though  the  big  banking-room 

cramps  the  manager's  house  entrance.  "  Rapid  " is  compact,  and  utilises  his  space  cleverly  in  a 
straightforward  way.  His  elevation  is  deficient 
in  "  go."  "  Bunker  "  boldly  recesses  the  central 
part  of  his  building  above  tho  ground  floor, 
obtaining  in  this  way  a  terrace  balcony  out  of 
the  drawing-room  and  a  big  bay  to  the  first- 
Uoor  hall.  The  plan  has  novel'.y  of  treatment, 
with  ample  light.  The  shape  of  the  banking- 
room  is  not  very  convenient  with  the  light  all  at 
the  rear.  "Bunker"  is  likely  to  improve,  ani 
we  hope  he  will  not  rest  with  hie  present 
standard  of  merit,  because  he  is  wanting  in  style, 
but  evinces  taste  which,  if  developed,  will  pro- 

duce really  good  work.  "  Birkie  "  sends  three sheets  instead  of  one.  He  has  no  cross-walk 
above  tho  ground-level,  save  tho  back  wall 
of  the  upper  part  of  the  building,  and  this 
is  carried  by  a  girder  over  the  telling-room.  The 
elevation  is  well  defined,  and  suggests  a  Scotch 
influence  in  the  upper  stage.  If  built,  it  would 
look  well :  but  we  do  not  admire  the  attenuated 
pilasters  at  the  ends.  The  entrance  is  in  the 
centre,  and  the  banking-room  is  well-lighted  by 
a  dome,  which lookswell  in  the  section.  "  Cedric  " 
ia  clever  and  somewhat  original,  arresting  atten- 

tion by  a  lively  attempt  to  do  a  good  thing.  His 
scheme  is  unequal,  and  the  banking-room, divided 
in  halt  between  the  public  and  the  staff,  is  not 
light  enough.  The  projecting  stairway  down  to 

the  basement  encumbers  the  clerks'  space.  The 
drawing-room  fireplace  is  in  a  dark  hole 

(presumably  an  "  ingle")  awkwardly  contrived 
against  the  doorway.  "The  back  elevation  is 
distinctly  good  and  quaint.  The  front  is  wanting 
in  elegance.  Our  chief  complaint  is  with  the 
first  and  second  floor  architraved  windows.  The 
ground-floor  fenestration  too,  is  pimping  and  poor. 
"Cedric"  we  shall  expect  to  do  better  things 
than  this.  "Motor  Car"  is  ponderous,  with  a 
big  range  of  columns  running  through  the  first 
and  second  floors.  His  fa(,ade.  if  well  worked 
out,  would  look  striking :  but,  as  far  as  we  can 
learn  from  the  drawings,  the  detail  shown  is  poor, 
and  the  columns  are  too  tall  in  proportion.  The 
plan  is  simple  and  fairly  good.  The  first- 
tloor  hall  is  unsatisfactory.  "  Jlotor  Car  " has  made  an  excellent  start.  He  draws 

coarsely.  "  Pelikan  "  also,  in  a  degree,  does  well, 
in  a  way  avoiding  regulation  trimmings  ex- 

ternally, with  the  result  that  his  work  has  a 
tendency  to  baldness,  which  he  gets  without  that 
desirable  breadth  which  good  design  alwaj-s 
makes  conspicuous.  His  plans  are  poor,  and  the 
dark  central  halls  and  passages  upstairs  are  abso- 

lutely bad.  "  Bar"  is  a  poor  draughtsman,  and 
we  are  perhaps  too  much  influenced  by  the  first- 
tloor  oriels  and  plain  dormers  and  windows 
marking  his  elevations.  Tho  tablet  with  the 
word  "  Bink"  on  between  the  bays  is  a  miser- 

able device.  Tho  plans  are  muddled  round  a 
central  small  well  hole,  and  our  commendation  is 
very  qualified.  Wo  fancy  we  see  merit  through 

all  this,  and  so  wo  wish  to  encourage  "  Bar"  to 
try  again.  "A  Beetle"  has  a  commonsense 
elevation  spoUcd  to  some  extent  by  a  fooli'-h 
grotesque  of  tho  I  levil  sitting  on  tho  parapet 
between  the  gables.  The  flit  segmental  bays 
below,  and  the  long  range  of  mullioned  wind'iws 
to  the  ground  floor  are  good  features.  The  two 
doorways  are  duplicates,  which  is  a  mistake  made 
by  others.  Tho  plan  is,  however,  well-pro- 

portioned. The  first-iloor  landing  is  wasteful, 
and  would  be  very  dark. 

The  remaining  drawiugs  may  thus  be  classified  : 
our  space  is  too  limited  to  individually  mention 

all  of  them.  "Spoys"  makes  an  individual 
endeavour  certainly,  and  puts  a  circular  turret  on 
to  the  pavement,  thereby  giving  an  odd  effect. 
His  windows,  with  big  block  masonry,  call  for 
notice,  but  his  whole  essay  is  misdirected  and 

wanting  in  method.  He  really  should  'oe  able  to 
take  a  better  place  another  time.  "  Xewlyn  " 
also  seems  to  possess  taste.  The  central  pedi- 

ment with  the  sculptured  figures  we  rather  like, 
and  the  doorways  show  skill ;   but  there  is  no 
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merit  whitever  (lipplayed  by  O'lrrvini;  the  middle 
feature  of  vast  bi^  columns  directly  over  n  cl'inter 
oi  inmpio;;ly  siDitU  pilasterii,  siioh  as  those 
dividing  the  bank  oilice  windows.  The  rest 

of  the  deeigns  range  thus: — "  rierrot,"  "Go 
Bang,"  "Falcon,"  "AUegro,"  "Derbeian," 
•<  Apteryx,"  "Hopeful,"  "Anthony,"  "Jack," 
"AsVou  Like  It,"  "Indian  Ink,"  "llinji," 
"  Apex," " .Stella," "  Ocobo,"  "  K.D.,"  ".love," 
"Tyro,"  "Gireloch,"  "Shamrock,"  "Povey," 
"  (;arle(T,"  "  S«ptimu9,  '  "  My  old  Dutch." 

THE  CAXTILKVEK  BRIDGE  :  ITS  DESIGN 
AXD  COXSTKrCTIOX.— XVII. 

F(»l, LOWING  the  same  course  in  the  design- 
ing of  the  compression  members  in  the  web 

as  was  pursued  in  the  trealmentof  those  subjected 
to  a  tensile  etress,  we  shall  commence  with  the 
strut  Af  in  Kig.  1,  which  has  been  found  to  have 
to  resist  the  maximum  compressive  stress  of  04 
tons.  Putting  A  and  A„  as  before,  for  the  gross 
and  net  sectional  areas,  we  shall  have — 

A,  = 

04 

0 
lOGsq.in., 

or  practically  llsq.in.  The  form  of  strut  to  be 
adopted  may  be  built  up  in  a  great  variety  of 
ways,  as  angle,  tee,  channel  steels,  and  numerous 
other  sections,  all  well  adapted  for  resisting 
stresses  of  a  compressive  character,  may  be  em- 

ployed with  almost  equally  satisfactory  results. 
In  order  to  adhere  to  the  rule  already  laid  down 
in  the  last  article,  which,  making  the  length  of 
the  compression  member  equal  to  I.  and  the 
breadth  or  width  of  the  least  side  equal  to  B,  is 
"iven  by  the  formula — 

B  =  or>I^iii2, 

40      ' 
it  is  first  necessary  to  find  the  value  of  the  length 
L.  Referring  to  Fig.  1,  it  will  be  seen  that  the 
depth  of  the  truss  is  13ft.,  and  the  angle  of 
inclination  of  the  bars  of  the  web  is  equal  to  4.i  , 
80  we  obtain  from  equations  already  enunciated 

and  proved — 
L  =  13  X  oosec.  45=  =  13  x  1-4142  =  18ft., 

from  which  the  minimum  width  B  of  the  least 
lateral  dimension  of  the  strut,  which,  as  will  be 
shown,  is  double,  that  is.  it  consists  of  a  couple 
of  separate  members  braced  together  with 
diagonal  lattice  bars,  will  be — 

„        IS   X   V2        ,  ,        ,.■ Bss  --  =  54  =  o.n. 
40 

ItC.c, 

A  O 

90  •  "' 

IC 

rio.4. 

DE 

[cnl'''  0^-  i 
Ft  OS.  rrcS. 

n. 

o. 

A  very  rigid  and  usual  form   for  heavy  com- 
pression members  in  bridges  is  that  of  the  channel 

section,  which  possesses  also  many  facilities  for 
riveting-up    the  necessary    amount  of    bracing 
required  for  all  long  struts.     Since  the  stresses 
are  all  of  very  different  value  for  the  diagonal 
struts  AO,  BC,  and  D  K,  the  sectional  area  of 
each  pair  of  channel  steels,  constituting  with  the 
lattice  bracing  the  complete  strut,  will  also  vary. 

The  great  development  recently  made  in  the 
process  of  rolling  all  the  different  sections  of  iron 
and  steel  enable  considerably  larger  examples  to 
bo  placed  in  the  market  than  formerly.     Rolled 

joists    from    "in.    to    Sin.    over    outside    width 
of     flange,     and     'iCin.     in      depth,     .iro    now 
supplied     from     our     great     mechaniail     iron 
firms    with    the    greatest    facility,    and,    under 
certain    conditions,    at    a    less    price    per    ton 
than  was  formerly  paid  for  the  same  sections 
containing  barely  one-half  of  the  same  amount  of 
metal.      (Channel  -  bars,   as    they   are   somewhat 
irrelevantly  termed,  are  now  rolled  to  a  maxim\im 
size  of  1  'in.  by  4iin.  by  ̂in.  in  thickness,  weigh- 

ing  over    lOOib.  per  foot  run.     The  sections  of 
channel  steel  selected  for  the  diagonal  compression 
members  in  the  web  of  the  truss  in  Fig.  1  are 
represented  in  Figs.  2,  3,  and  4,  or,  since  the  cuts 
are  not  hatched,  it  would  bo  more  correct  to  call 
them  the  end  elevations  of  tho  same.     The  ligurcs 
are  lettered  to  correspond  with  the  bars  in  the 
skeleton  elevation  of  the    truss,  to  which  they 
respectively  belong.     It   should  be  noticed  that 
while   tho   width   ond   thickness  of   tho  channel 

steels  var)',  the  depth— that  is,  the  I.\i3t  lateral 
dimensions— remain  lonstjint.     .\n  elevation  and 
longitudinal  section  of  a  part  of  one  of  tho  struts 

is  represented  in    Figs.   ■'>  and  '<,  in  whirh  tho email  diagonal  lattice-bars  may  be  of  tho  scantling 
2.'iin.  by  ;iin.  in  thickness  riveted  to  tho  channel 
steels  by  rivets  lin.  in  diameter.     The  junction 

of  tho  tics  and  s"truts  with  the  upper  tlantro  is shown  in  Fig.  7.  and  that  with  tho  lower  llango 
is  of   a  similar    character,  but  rather  siniplor, 

vox 

owing  to  the  absence  of  the  longitudinal  angle 
steels  used  in  the  upper  llange.  The  diagonal 
lattice  bracing  bars  may  be  arranged  in  three 
different  ways.  They  may  be  both  riveted 
inside  the  vertical  sides  of  the  channel  steels, 
outside  them,  or  alternately  inside  and  outside. 
Where  the  channel  part  of  the  section  becomes 
too  narrow  to  allow  of  the  necessary  riveting 
being  readily  accomplished,  they  must  be  placed on  the  outside. 

We  may  here  leave  for  the  present  the  central 
independent  truss,  and  proceed  with  the  designs 
for  the  cantilever  arms.  The  first  point  to  be 
determined  is  what  should  be  the  dimension  to  be 
given  to  the  length  of  the  cantilever  arm.  The 
whole  of  this  question  was  thoroughly  discussed 

in  our  tenth  article  (Aug.  ll),andno  ver^-satisfac- 
tory  or  conclusive  result  was  obtained.  Numerous 
examples  were  quoted  and  illustrated,  in  which 
the  most  discrepant  proportions  were  found  to 
prevail  between  the  respective  lengths  of  the 
anchor  spans,  the  cantilever  arms,  and  the  central 
suspended  girder.  The  proportions  of  the  Forth 
Bridge  are  upon  too  gigantic  a  scale  to  be  adopted 
as  snv  rule  or  even  guidance  in  the  case  of  ordin- 
arj-  cantilever  bridsces.  It  will  be  better,  therefore, 
to  base  the  length  of  the  cantilever  arm  upon 
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that  adopted  in  actual  practice  under  circum- 
stances which  are  very  similar  to  those  at  present 

under  consideration  ;  assuming  that  so  long  as 
the  ratio  between  the  suspended  girder  and  the 
cantilever  arm  is  observed  in  both  instances,  the 
principle  will  hold.  The  example  selected  is  that 
of  a  cantilever  bridge  over  tlie  river  Niagara. 
Tho  span  of  tho  central  independent  girder  or 
suspended  truss  is  1 20ft.,  and  that  of  the  canti- 

lever arm  1 75ft.,  so  that  for  the  length  of  our 
cantilever  arm,  calling  it  L,  we  have  by  a  very 

simple  statement — L :  176  : :  90  :  120, 

from  which — 

L  »    ''  y.^Q—  131  ̂ Sft. 
or,  in  even  fii^uros,  130ft.,  which  is  a  very  good 
proportion,  and  also  admits  of  an  exactly  even 
number  o(  ton  panels  in  the  whole  length,  which 
will  maintain  the  uniformity  of  p^nol  length 
adopted  in  tho  central  truss.  The  load  the  c.tnti- 
lever  arm  will  have  to  carry  will  i  nnsi-t  of  two 

parts.  "no  is  the  haU-tot.il  unif  tt'.v  dis- 
tributed load  upon  tho  central  girder,  whii  h  is  to 

bo  regarded  as  hung  from  its  fioc  end,  and  the 

other  will  be  its  own  dead  and  live  load,  also  con- 
sidered to  be  uniformly  distributed  over  it.  It  will 

be  obvious  that  this  will  necessitate  two  different 
sets  of  calculations,  as  there  is  no  analogy  whatever 
between  the  two  separate  theoretical  computa- 

tions. The  depth  at  C  D,  that  is,  at  the  free  end 
of  the  cantilever  arm  A  B  C  D,  in  Fig.  8,  is 
necessarily  made  equal  to  13ft.,  since  that  is  the 
depth  of  the  central  independent  girder  which  is 
carried  by  the  united  resistance  of  that  pair  of 
arms.  At  the  fixed  end  A  B  the  depth  is  26ft., 
as  it  should  not,  in  accordance  with  the  propor- 

tions adopted  in  some  of  the  best  modem  examples 
of  cantilever  bridges,  be  less  than  twice  the  depth 
assigned  to  that  of  the  free  end.  At  the  same 
time,  it  must  be  conceded  that  there  is  a  very 
wide  range,  a  large  amount  of  latitude  allowed  to 
bridge  designers  in  this  respect.  For  instance, 
the  depth  of  the  cantilever  arms  in  the  great 
Forth  Bridge,  at  the  junction  with  the  central 
suspended  girder,  is  40ft.,  whereas,  the  depth 
over  the  piers  reaches  to  350ft.  It  should,  how- 

ever, be  remarked  here  that  in  the  Forth  Bridge 
the  cantilever  arms  are  thrown  out  from  lofty- 
framed  central  panels  erected  over  the  piers, 
which  are,  in  fact,  intermediate  towers.  Besides, 
the  rules  respecting  the  depth  to  be  allotted  to 
central  or  pier  panels  when  towers  are  used,  do 
not  apply  to  those  cases  in  which  central  pivots 
are  used,  which  are  not  in  the  other  example  of 
the  Forth  Bridge. 

A  reference  to  Fig.  S  nN-ill  at  once  indicate  the 
reason  why  the  calculation  of  the  stresses  upon 
the  various  members  of  the  cantilever  arm  are 
more  numerous  and  more  complicated  than  in  the 
ciise  of  the  central  independent  girder,  which  is 
siruply  that  of  a  truss  supported  at  both  ends.  In 
tho  first  place,  as  will  be  presently  seen,  the 
cantilever  arm  has  two  descriptions  of  distinct 
loadings,  very  differently  applied  and  located,  to 
be  dealt  with,  so  that  the  one  is  not  a  function  of 
the  other.  When  discussing  the  purely  theo- 

retical phase  of  the  effects  of  weights  and  loads 
applied  to  cantilevers  in  some  of  our  earlier 
articles,  the  present  case  was  investigated.  It  is 
in  reality  a  combination  of  two,  and  each  must 
be  treated  at  first  independently  of  the  other,  and 
subsequently  their  combined  action  will  give  the 
totjil  stresses  upon  the  different  members  of  the 
entire  trnss.  Another  cause,  however,  exists 
which  accentuates  the  labour  in  calculating  the 

stresses,  particularly  upon  the  diagonal  bars  of 
the  web,  is  that  the  angle  9— that  is,  the  angle 

which  these  bars  makewith  the  horizontal  is  con- 
tinually altering.  This  is  an  unavoidable  corollary, 

from  the  circumstance  that  the  length  of  the  panels 

are  maintained  constant.  If  tho  value  of  the 

angle  0  were  retained  constant,  the  length  of  the 

panels  wo<ild  vary,  and  not  only  render  the  eleva- 
tion of  the  truss  very  unsightly,  but  also  seriously 

interfere  with  the  constructive  details,  owing  to 

the  disproportionate  dimensions  to  which  they 
would  ultimiitely  attain.  Such  an  arrangement 
would  also  not  permit  of  the  equivalent  uniformly 
distributed    loading    being    divided   into  ejual 
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weights  supported  at  the  lower  apices  of  the 
trusses,  which  is  a  very  convenient  arrangement, 
and,  moreover,  facilitates  the  reciuired  calcula- 

tion. A  difference  may  be  here  pointed  out 
between  the  duty  devolving  upon  the  cantilever 
and  anchor  arms  respectively.  The  former  always 
acts,  under  any  disposition  of  either  the  dead  or 
live  load,  as  a  pure  cantilever,  and  all  the  stresses 
upon  the  ditteront  members  of  the  truss  must  be 
calculated  strictly  on  that  assumption.  In  no 
case  whatever  does  the  cantilever  arm  require  any 
counterbraces  in  the  web,  because  it  is  not  sub- 

jected to  any  stresses  of  a  reversed  or  varying 
character.  In  other  words,  it  is  not  exposed 
to  the  action  of  "reversals."  Its  members  in 
tension  always  play  the  part  of  ties,  and  those  in 
compression  invariably  act  as  struts.  But  in 
lioth  the  central  independent  girder  and  in  the 
truss  of  the  anchor  span,  reversals  occur, 
which  are  provided  for  in  the  furmer  by  counter- 
braces  at  and  near  the  central  panel  length,  as 
already  explained.  In  the  anchor  arm,  the 
counterbraces  are  introduced  at  that  end  of  the 
truss  which  rests  upon  the  abutment,  and  not 
upon  the  intermediate  pier  whose  support  is  com- 

mon to  it  and  the  cantilever  arm  as  well.  So  far 
as  the  upper  and  lower  chords  of  the  cantilever 
are  regarded,  the  upper  is  always  in  tension  and 
the  lower  in  compression — exactly  the  reverse  of 
what  occurs  in  a  girder  or  besim  supported  at  both 
extremities.  Another  distinguishing  feature  of 
the  cantilever  arm  is  that  the  shearing  force  is 
always  negative  for  all  sections  in  it,  and  the 
moments  are  also  of  the  same  nature,  so  that  they 
both  take  the  minus  sign  when  under  c;iUulation. 
For  a  further  explanation  and  examples  of  these 
especial  points,  wo  must  ask  our  readers  to  wait 
for  our  next  article.  T.  C. 

THK    "TOM   SMITH"    FOl'XTAI-V, 
FIN'SCl  i;V   Siil'ARE. 

AX  addition  to  the  decoration  of  the  City, 
which  will  probably  be  best  known  in 

future  as  the  "Tom  .Smith  Fountain,"  was  on 
-Monday  unveiled  by  lady  ,Jeune.  and  pre3ented 
for  the  benefit  of  the  people  of  Finsbury. 

This  handsome  memorial,  designed  in  the  style 
of  Francois  Premier,  has  been  erected  on  the 

south-west  comer  of  Finsbury-square :  the 

donors  being  Messrs.  "Walter  and  Thomas  Smith, 
of  Messrs.  Tom  Smith  and  Co.  It  is  about  '2">ft. 
high,  and  is  constructed  chiefly  of  Sicilian  marble 
and  the  beautiful  I.ibrador  granite,  with  certain 
portions  in  Portland  and  Mansfield  stone. 

The  work  has  been  designed  and  skilfully  and 
expeditiously  executed  by  Jlessrs.  J.  Whitehead 
and  Sons,  Limited,  the  well-known  marble 
merchants,  of  Westminster,  Aberdeen,  and 
Cirrara. 

The  fountain  bears  the  following  inscription:  — 
' '  This  fountain  was  erected  and  presented  to  the 

parish  of  St.  I>uke'.s  by  Thomas  and  Walter Smith  (Tom  Smith  and  Co.j,  to  commemorate  the 

life  of  their  mother,  Jliutha  Smith,  1817—1808." 

The  new  electricity  wotki  in  Hunter  -  place, 
Greenock,  were  formally  opened  on  Friday. 
The  installation  extends  from  Grey-place  to  James 
Watt  Dock.  Forty-four  arc  lamps  have  been 
erected  along  that  route,  each  lamp  being  equal  to 
2.01  "I  nominal  candle-power.  Kxtensions  to  otter 
thoroughfares  will  be  made. 
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A    VEAIiS    \V'ii;KIN"(i    III'    TlJi:    W'liKK- 
MEX'S  COill'ENSATIUN   ACT. 

UNDKU  tho  title  of  "The  Case  I,tw  of  the 
Workmen's  Compensation  Act,  rartlll  " 

Mr.  R.  M.  Minton-Sonhouse.  Barrister- at-Iaw, 
has   published,  through  Mr.    Kllinghum  Wilson, 
Koyal  Kxchange,  a  useful  thilling  pamphlet, 
followipg  up  his  previous  works  on  the  subject, 
and  8t;iting  the  interpretation  of  tho  Act  laid 
down  by  the  Court  of  .\pp9al.  It  contains  all 
the  cases  decided  under  the  Act.  and  also  refers 
to  a  good  many  of  the  opinions  e-xpreesed  by 
arbitrators. 

The  ctfect  of  the  leading  cases  is  stated  by  Mr. 
Minton  Senbouse  as  follows: — An  accident  does 
not  arise  out  of  and  in  the  course  of  a  man's 
employment  if  he  is  doing  that  which  he  was 
expressly  forbidden  to  do,  or  that  which  is  out- 
sidle  his  employment,  and  merely  for  his  own 
purposes,  but  it  may  be  otherwise  where  he  is 

acting  in  his  master's  interest,  though  quite  out- 
side the  employment.  An  accident  does  not  so 

arise  if  a  man  is  going  lo  work  upon  a  highway, 
though  it  may  be  that  it  would  if  he  were  passing 
through  a  Large  factory  or  works  over  which  his 
employer  had  control.  A  claim  for  compensa- 

tion, for  which  no  form  is  necessary,  but  which 
must  be  made  within  six  months  of  the  accident, 
should  not  be  confounded  with  an  application  for 
arbitration  or  negotiations  for  settling  that  claim, 
the  time  for  commencing  which  is  not  limited. 
An  injured  workman  who  is  unable  to  do  the 
same  work  as  before  the  accident  may  make  a 
claim,  and  probably  record  a  memorandum  of  the 
agreement  or  award  ;  but  if  at  that  time  he  is 
earning  the  same  wages  as  he  did  previously,  the 
question  of  the  amount  of  compensation  should  be 
adjourned.  In  order  to  arrive  at  the  average 
weekly  earnings,  the  fact  must  first  be  ascer- 

tained when  the  particular  employment  com- 
menced. If  the  workman  were  away  from  work 

BO  as  to  constitute  a  break  in  the  old  employment, 
the  date  when  ho  returned  to  work  and  a  fresh 
employment  began  would  be  the  commencement 
of  the  employment.  The  employment  would, 
however,  continue  to  run  during  a  temporary 
absence  which  was  not  intended  by  either  em- 

ployer or  workman  to  put  an  end  to  the  employ- 
ment. The  total  amount  earLed  should  be  divided 

by  the  number  of  weeks  the  employment 
continued. 

Employers  are  warned  that  there  is  risk  in 
settling  a  claim  by  an  injured  man  by  payment 
of  a  lump  sum  instead  of  making  weekly  pay- 

ments. The  important  and  difficult  question  of 
when  one  person  is  wholly  or  partly  dependent 
upon  another  has  been  settled  by  the  Court  of 
Appeal. 

If  an  action  for  damages  be  commenced  and 
fail,  and  the  plaintiff  desires  compensation  under 
the  Act,  he  cannot  commence  proceedings  in 
arbitration,  but  must  ask  the  presiding  judge  to 
assess  the  amount. 

Whether  an  erection  be  scaffolding  is  a  fact 
that  the  arbitrator  should  determine.  It  need 
not  necessarily  be  on  the  outside  of  a  building. 
Wooden  planks  placed  upon  trestles  8tt.  high  are 
evideme  on  which  the  arbitrator  can  find  scaffold- 

ing ("  lloddinott  V.  Xewton,  Chambers,  and  Co.") 
A  building  which  i>  only  being  added  to  or  altered 
is  not"  being  constructed  or  repaired."  P.ainting 
a  building  for  purposes  of  preservation  or  orna- 

ment is  not  repairing  it. 
The  pamphlet  should  be  studied  by  every 

employer  of  labour,  and  also  by  all  those  who 
come  under  the  provisions  of  the  .Vet,  for  the 
points  are  succinctly  set  forth,  and  chapter  and 
verse  arc  cited  as  to  every  decision. 

W.VTEK   SI  rri.Y   TO   COUNTRY 
MAXfSIOXS. 

AT  a  meeting  of  tho  Society  of  Engineers,  hold 
at  the  IJoyal  United  Service  Institution, 

Whitehall,  on  Monday  evening,  a  paper  was  read 
on  "Water  Supply  to  Country  Mansions  and 
Estates,"  by  Jlr.  (Jordon  Uarris,  A.M.I.C.K 
The  author  first  pointe<l  out  that  the  subject 
of  his  paper  presented  features  of  interest  in 
connection  with  minor  water  supplies.  He 
observed  that  the  cost  of  supplying  an  estate  with 
water  by  (he  antiquated  methods  of  either  manual 
labovir  or  uneconomical  st.'im-engin'-'fl  was  vcri' 
high.  A  gravitation  scheme  is  far  preferable, 
provided  the  source  of  supply  is  not  too  far 
distant.  The  objections  to  manual  labour  were 
pointed  out,  and  pumping  by  animal  power  was 
considered  more  economical  than  by  hand  power. 

A  small  steam-engine  is  not  desir.ible  on  account 
of  the  heavy  fuel  bill  and  cost  of  attendance  it 
involves.  A  gas-engine  can  rarely  be  used  in 
couiitry  mansions,  owing  to  the  absence  of  a  gas- 
supply  :  but  where  gan  is  available  a  gas-engine 
is  very  advantageous.  The  oil-engine  was  strongly 
recommended  as  possessing  every  advantage  as 
regards  its  fuel  supplv.  its  simplicity,  and  its 
economy  in  working.  The  author  then  gave  the 
following  comparison  of  the  i  wt  of  pumping 
1,000  gallons  of  water  to  a  height  of  lOoft.  by 
various  powers : — 

Tence. 1.  H.ndUbourat  ISa.  perweek        MS 
V.  Horse  po»er.  mar.  at  1S<  per  week       .       4  20 
3   OdH-enifin^  .and  pump,  with  gas  at  4s.  per 

I  llfK'cft       1-41 
4.  Sraail  Ht«-am-pump  and  boil. r,  with  coal 

at  £1  per  ton           075 
6.  Oil-emtioe  and  pump,  with  oQatTd.  per 

gallon         O'TO 
6.  Electrically-driven  pump,  worked  from  a 

lightiog  df oamo      0  45 

The  cost  of  attendance  is  excluded  in  Nos.  3,  4, 
5,  and  G,  as  in  some  instances  it  may  be  negligible, 
although  in  Xo.  I  an  allowance  should  be  made 
varying  in  amount  with  the  total  daily  supply 
and  other  conditions,  and  an  addition  mu.st  be 
made  for  coal  used  in  getting  up  steam.  As  the 
cheapest  and  most  lasting  water-raiser  the  author 
stated  that  the  hydraulic  ram  still  retained  its 
popularity.  Water-wheels,  hydraulic  pumps, 
and  windmills  were  also  discussed,  and  their  re- 

spective advantages  and  disadvantages  pointed  out. 
Examples  were  then  given  of  the  practical 
application  of  the  mechanical  agents  referred  to, 
and  installations  of  various  kinds  on  several 
estates  and  in  large  establishments  were  described 
and  illustrated.  The  author  next  dealt  with  the 

question  of  well-boring,  concerning  which  much 
useful  information  was  given.  The  subject  of 
locating  water  by  divining  was  also  touched  upon, 
the  author  observing  that  some  very  curious 
successes  had  been  achieved  by  that  means  ;  but 
at  the  same  time  he  instanced  a  case  in  which  he 

was  consulted  where  the  diviner's  prediction  had 
proved  utterly  valueless.  The  details  of  water 
supply,  storage,  filtration,  and  use  were  then 
discussed,  and  the  most  desirable  apparatus  for 
the  v,irious  purposes  involved  were  described. 
The  supply  of  water  to  small  tillages  adjoining 
large  estates  concurrently  with  that  to  the  estate 
itself  was  also  referred  to,  and  its  advantages, 
under  certain  conditions,  were  pointed  out.  The 
important  question  of  the  utilisation  of  a  portion 
of  a  water  supply  for  fire-extinguishing  purposes 
was  next  considered.  The  author  observed  that 
a  large  reserve  must  be  secured  for  this  purpose, 
and  he  described  various  arrangements  of  fire- 
service  that  he  had  carried  out  in  practice.  These 
arrangements  included  gravitation  and  power 
systems.  For  meeting  cases  in  which  there  is 
a  deficienc>'  of  pressure,  the  author  has  devised 
a  very  efficient  automatic  pressure  augmentor, 
which  he  explained.  lie  then  described  the 
system  of  fire-serrice  adopted  at  St.  Michael's 
Mount,  Cornwall.  In  conclusion,  the  author 
observed  that,  failing  the  existence  of  the  condi- 

tions necessary  for  a  gravitation  supply,  or  if  the 
adoption  of  powerful  machines  was  inadmissible 
for  fire  extinction,  recourse  must  be  had  to  the 
portable  steam-engine  or  to  the  less  efficient 
manual  engine,  pronded  the  source  of  supply 
was  situate  within  a  reasonable  distance. 

ancient  nronuments  in  this  country.     It  was  the 
beauty  of  proportion  which   was  so  thoroughly 
understood  by  old  builders  that  made  these  ancient 
churches  so  charming  to  the  eye.    The  eaves  of 
Treniaynechurch  could  be  touched  from  the  ground . 
Perhaps  the   most  interesting  feature    was  the 
little  Norman  doorway,  the  smallest  he  had  ever 
seen  or  heard  of,  it  being  only  ISin.  wide.     At 
present  it  was  blocked,  but  it  was  proposed  to 
open  it  up.     Looking  at  the  church  from  inside, 
which  was  only  1.5ft.  wide  and  about  40ft.  long, 
they  saw  that  the  pulpit  could  only  be  occupied 
by  a  short  preacher— a  tall  one  would  knock  his 
head  against  the  roof.     The  old  roof  remained 
unrestored,  the  curved  rihs  having  been  hidden 
by  plaster  at  the  beginning  of  this  century,  and 
it  was  a  debatable  point  whether  tho  plaster  would 
not    now    be    removed.     The    font    was  Early 
Xorman,  although  most  probably  fashioned  by 
Saxon  workmen  from  Xorman  designs.     The  idea 
had  grown  amoag  the  villagers  of  Tremayne  that 
the  old  church  would  have  to  be  pulled  down, 
lie  was  applied  to  by  the  vicar  in  despair,  and  he 
suggested  taking  away  half  the  wall  and  fixing  a 
new  piece  to  the  remaining  portion.     This  would 
not  disturb  the  outside  face  at  all,  and  the  inside 
would  be  plastered  up  like  the  old.     He  also 
suggested  the  addition  of  a  flyinp;  buttress  in  the 
treatment  of  a  bulging  wall.     Not  only  did  the 
old  churches  show  the  force  of  character  and  the 
love  of  the  old  builders  in  their  work,  but  their 
age  gave  to  them  a  natural  beauty  it  was  impos- 

sible to  imitate.     It  was  incumbent  upon  every- 
one, therefore,  to  raise  his  voice  against  the  old 

churches   being  spoilt,   and  some   strong  effort 
ought  to  be  made  to  rescue,  or  at  any  rate  main- 

tain, the  works  of  tradition.     The  discussion  was 
taken  part  in  by  Messrs.  W.  Martin,  J.  L.  Osbom , 

P.  Prance,  F.  .Tohnson,  W.  C.  ̂ ^'ade,  G.  Jackson, 
Barter,  Priestley  Shires,  F.  Parker,  W.  Hirst,  Dr. 
Pearce,  the  Rev.  J.  H.  Haywood,  and  the  chair- 

man, Mr.  H.  M.  Evans.     The  lecture  was  illus- 
trated by  chalk  sketches. 

TliE  SMALLEST  CHURCH  IX  CORNWALL. 

THKRK  was  a  large  attendance  at  Plymouth 
Institution,  on  Thursday  evening  in  last 

week,  to  hoar  Sir.  Elmund  Sedding  on  "The 
Smallest  Church  in  Cornwall,"  that  of  Tremayne, 
near  Tresmeer.  .\fter  brielly  reviewing  the 
main  characteristics  of  the  ar.  hitoctureof  Cornish 
churches,  the  lecturer  said  that  what  made  the 
church  of  Tromavne  remarkable,  lacking  as  it 
did  detail  and  delicacy  of  workmanship,  was  tho 
character  which  these  old  builders  displayed  in 
going  into  a  little  out-of-the-way  place  where 
there  were  only  a  dozen  cottagos.  The  colour  of 
the  stones  used  in  its  construction  an^l  the  thick- 
nous  of  tho  walls  indicated  that  tho  chun  h  was 
built  prob.ably  in  Xorman  times.  It  was  the  onlv 
church  ho  know  in  Cornwall  without  any  sign  of 
an  aisle  or  transept.  The  upper  part  of  the 
tower  was  of  1  Mh  century  date,  tho  lower  part 
Iraing  at  least  two  centuries  earlier,  but  it  was 

badly  built.  It  was  only  4.')ft.  high.  The 
pinnacles  were  falling  outwards,  but  they  could 
be  brought  upright,  the  locturor  observing  that 
they   were  beginning   to   loarn  how  to   restore 

BOOKS  RECEIVED. 

An  Elementary  Treatise  on  Practical  Mathematici, 
by  John  Gr.^uam,  B.A.,  BE,  &o.  (London: 
Arnold,  Bedford-street,  Strand.) — This  treatise 
is  an  attempt  to  make  algebra  and  trigonometry 
interesting  to  students  and  to  divest  the  study  of 
useless  theory,  abstractions,  and  rules.  It  is  full 
of  easy  examples  of  a  practical  kind,  such  as 
those  dealing  in  electrical  and  mechanical 
engineering,  areas,  and  volumes.  Algebra  and 
trigonometry  are  unquestionably  the  subjects  that 
command  the  attention  and  study  of  all  engineer- 

ing and  architectural  students  who  desire  to  pass 
the  examinations.  Algebra  is  treated  up  to 
simultaneous  equations,  with  numerous  practical 
examples  and  problems.  Those  on  simple  equa- 

tions embrace  a  variety  of  problems  on  subjects 
that  will  be  met  with  in  everyday  practice.  The 
measurement  of  angles  and  ratios,  trigonometrical 
curves,  and  the  solutions  of  right-angled  triangles 
are  explained  easily,  and  will  be  found  to  contain 
all  the  problems  required  in  the  measurement  of 
heights  and  distances  and  construction  problem.^. 
The  use  of  logarithms  adds  to  the  value  of  the 
work,  and  the  solution  of  triangles  by  their 
aid  will  be  found  all  that  the  student  can 
desire.     We     unhesitatingly     recommend    this 
treatise  to  all  students  and  technical  colleges.   
iVcrcisM  ill  Graphic  Statics,  icith  Examples  nf  its 
Application  to  Practical  Designing  of  Construc- 

tional Iromrork,  by  G.  F.  Ch.vuxock,  A.M.I.C.E., 
Bradford  Technical  College.  Part  I.  (Man- 

chester :  J.  Uolden  and  Co.  London :  Great 

Chapel  -  street,  Victoria  -  street,  S.W.)— This 
volume  of  exercises  was  originally  prepared  for 

the  author's  evening  classes,  and  formed  the 
subst.ance  of  a  course  of  lectures  to  meet  the  re- 

quirements of  civil  engineers,  architects,  and 
others  in  tho  design  of  constructional  ironwork. 
The  part  before  us  deals  with  roof  trusses,  canti- 

levers, &;.  The  author  proceeds  from  the  most 

elementary  principles,  such  as  the  notation  and 
composition  of  forces,  the  triangle  and  polygon  of 
forces,  to  deal  with  simple  framed  structures  to 
which  those  diagrams  can  bo  applied  ;  next  the 
composition  of  parallel  forces  is  explained.  The 
determination  of  the  resultant  of  these  forces  is 
shown  by  the  use  of  the  funicular  polygon  and 

polar  diagram.  The  excellent  notation  of  Bow's 18  used  in  lettering  the  diagrams,  which  greatly 
f.acilitates  the  process,  and  the  methods  of 
Ritter.  Culmann,  and  Clerk-Maxwell  are  ex- 

plained. The.  author  also  explains  tho  determina- 
tion of  reactions,  the  method  of  moments,  the 
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reciprocal  stresa  diagrams  of  Clerk-Maxwell  as 
applied  to  various  framed  roofs  from  simple 
collar  team  to  compound  trusses,  and  makes  a 

useful  conipariaon  between  this  system  of  draw- 
ing diagrams  and  the  results  obtained  by 

drawing  a  separate  triangle  and  parallelo- 
gram of  forces  at  each  point.  The  same  system 

is  applied  to  king-post,  queen-post,  and  other 
trusses.  How  to  apportion  the  dead  load  on 
roofs  and  wind-pressure  is  shown,  and  practical 
numerical  examples  are  worked  out.  The  applica- 

tion of  these  principles  to  various  descriptions  of 
iron  trusses,  to  tie-rods  and  struts,  forms  the 

larger  part  of  the  volume,  the  particulars  of  load- 
ing in  eaih  example  is  given,  and  the  drawings 

and  dttiiils  are  to  a  large  scale,  each  member 

fully  figured.  Every  type  of  framed  roof-struc- 
ture, the  bowstring  or  crescent  truss,  Mansard 

roofs,  ito  ,  is  illustrated,  with  its  diagram  of 
stresets.  The  work  is  a  very  complete  treatise 

on  graphic  statics,  and  one  ad  vantage  of  the  "atlas 
of  sheets  ' '  form  of  book  is  that  the  diagrams  are 
clear  and  drawn  to  a  good  scale,  and  thi:  letter- 

press descriptions  are  printed  on  the  same  sheet 
as  the  diagrams  or  truss.  The  student  who  is 
studying  this  useful  branch  of  graphic  statics,  as 
well  as  the  architect  and  engineer  engaged  in  the 

design  of  roof-trusses  of  timber,  and  of  iron 

and  steel,  will  find  Mr.  Chamock's  Exercises  of 
much  value.  They  have  all  been  taken  from 
actual  practice.  Part  II.  is  intended  to  extend 
the  principles  of  graphics  to  cantilevers  and  beams, 

open-web  or  framed  girders,   the  Warren  girder, 
the  masonry  and  metallic  arch,  bridges,  &c.   
The  Romance  of  our  Aimieiit  Churches,  by  S.4imi 

Wilson'.  Illustrated  by  Alexanhek  Axsted 
(Westminster  :  Archibald  Constable  and  Co.). — 
The  authoress  and  illustrator  have  together  pro- 

duced an  attractive  and  interesting  little  volume 
very  acceptable  as  a  Christmas  gift  book,  and  full 
of  admirable  and  feeling  sketches  of  our  ancient 
churches,  their  features  and  relics.  Each  of  the 
twelve  chapters  deals  with  a  variety  of  subjects,  in 
a  chatty  and  interesting  manner.  Thus  the  first 
two  chapters  give  an  account  of  the  foundations 
and  gradual  building  of  churches ;  their  Lady- 
chapels,  lych-gates,  and  other  features,  and  we 

have  two  ancient  churches,  "Wilmington,  Sussex, and  Ancroft  Church,  Northumberland,  illustrated. 
Miss  Wilson  describes  with  sympathy  and  artistic 
feeling  the  gradual  growth  of  such  simple 
edifices  by  the  addition  of  Lady-chapels,  porches, 
towers,  hour-glasses,  sundials.  Many  are  illus- 

trated as  vignettes  in  the  text.  Then  we  have 
a  sketch  of  Saxon  churches,  Transitional  work, 
riantagenet,  Tudor,  and  Renaissance  work. 
.\fter  these  two  chapters  of  historical  incident, 
the  others  deal  with  special  features,  such  as 

triloria,  clertstories,  piscina-,  aumbreys,  hagio- 
scopes, crypts,  brasses,  tombs,  effigies,  towers 

and  spires,  belfries,  doorways,  fonts,  chalices, 
window  tracery,  and  chests,  lecterns,  and  alms- 
boxes,  minstrel  galleries,  and  sundry  other 
features.  The  last  chapter  describes  special 
features  in  different  counties  ;  churches  close 

together,  anthem- tinging  in  towers,  &c.  By 
the  way,  in  speaking  of  churches  noted 
for  their  smallness,  no  allusion  is  made  to 

Stj  I^awrenco  on  the  T'nderclitf,  near  X'entnor, 
Isle  of  "Wight,  reputed  to  be  the  smallest  church. 
Snibstou  Church,  near  I'ackington,  is  claiiued  to 
be  the  smallest,  and  measures  '-'ijft.  by  ISft.  ;  also 
that  of  Stanmore,  Westmoreland.  The  volume  is 

profusely  illustrated  by  sketches  on  every  page, 

and  Mr.  Ansted's  charmingly  free  style  lends  a 
poetry  to  the  text.  The  authoress  has  brought 
together  descriptions  and  sketches  of  numerous 
churches  and  relics  in  our  land,  and  has  studded 

every  page  with  incidents  and  legends  gathered 
from  innumerable  sources.   Chimiieij  Design  and 
Theory:  a  JSaok  for  Engineers  and  A'chitccts.  By 
WrLLiAM  Wallace  Chuistie,  Consulting  Engi- 

neer, *>cc.  (London  :  E.  and  F.  X.  Spon,  Ltd.)  — 
This  work  is  one  of  the  very  few  treatises  dealing 
with  chimney  construction.  We  noticed  Mr. 

Bancroft's  book  some  ye.ars  .ago,  but  we  believe 
it  is  scarce.  Mr.  Christie  is  an  .\merican  engi- 

neer, and  has  availed  himself  of  the  latest  prac- 
tice in  this  branch  of  design.  The  theory  of 

chimney  draught  is  treated  in  one  chapter,  and  is 

taken  from  Professor  De  \'olson  Wood's  paper  in 
the  Transactions  of  the  .\merican  .Society  of 
Mechanical  Engineers.  Several  rules,  tables,  and 
formuht  are  given  for  flue  area  .and  height  of 
chimney,  kc  ,  but  we  confine  ourselves  to  the 
remarks  on  foundation  and  construction.  Aa 

regards  the  bearing  power  of  soils,  4  tons  per 
square  foot  is  allowed  by  the  New  York  City 
Building    Laws    for    solid    natural    earth ;    the 

Chicago  laws  give  1  y  tons  for  pure  clay  1  oft.  or 
more  thick,  2  tons  for  pure  dry  sand,  and  1  \  tons 
per  foot  for  a  mixture  of  clay  and  sand  15ft.  or 

more  deep  :  but  these  figures  are  below  the  ordi- 
nary practice  :  1  tons  per  square  foot  for  pure 

clay  has  been  adopted,  and  1  ton  per  square  foot 
for  soft  wet  clay  ;  8  tons  for  well-packed  gravel, 
confined,  and  4  tons  for  pure  dry  sand  well  packed 
and  confined,  &r.  Piling,  concrete,  brick  and 
stone,  and  other  materials  are  dealt  with,  and  the 

compression  tests  and  tables  will  be  found  useful. 
Several  recent  examples  of  chimney  design  are 
illustrated,  in  brick  and  steel ;  many  of  these  are 

from  photographs.  The  subject  of  steel  chimney 
construction  is  fully  dealt  with,  and,  no  doubt, 
where  space  is  sulficient,  a  straight  steel  tube 

held  up  by  guy-rods  or  wires,  is  cheaper  than 
masonry.  The  shaft  occupies  less  space,  the 
chimney  is  rapidly  constructed  and  erected,  and 
is  well  adapted  for  soils  of  low  sustaining  power. 

The  Hartford  Street  Railway  Co.'s  chimney. 
Conn.,  is  IGCtt.  high,  diameter  .at  base  of  lOOin., 
and  at  top  lillin.,  the  steel  tubing  varying  from 
Sin.  at  bottom  to  ]in.  at  top  by  fractious  of  the 
inch.  It  has  a  4jin.  lining  and  a  10ft.  diameter 
flue.  The  construction  is  fuUy  explained ;  and 
another  example  of  a  steel  chimney  is  at  the 
Ridge  Wood  Pumping  Station,  Brooklyn,  height 
217ft.,  minimum  diameter  Sft.,  and  diameter  at 
base  25ft.  It  is  lined  with  brick  for  one  half  of 

its  height,  and  there  are  137  plates,  vsirying  in 
thickness  from  {in.  to  fin.  The  cost  was 
10,000dol.  Many  other  chimneys  are  illustrated, 

and  their  details  given — such  as  that  of  the 
Maryland  Steel  Co.  The  examples  of  brick 
stacks  are  also  interesting ;  that  at  the  i  imaha 
and  Grant  Smelting  Works,  Denver,  Col.,  is  the 
most  remarkable  and  the  highest  in  the  States  : 
it  is  352ft.  Sin.  in  height,  and  diminishes  13ft.  at 
the  top.  It  is  octagonal,  upon  a  square  base  :  it 
has  an  inner  lining  or  core  wall  2ft.  6in.  thick, 
a  space  of  2ft.  between  it  and  the  outer  wall, 
which  is  4ft.  in  thickness  ;  the  upper  100ft.  of  it 
is  reduced  to  a  13in.  wall,  and  the  core  w.all  to 
Uin.  This  work  will  supply  a  want.  Chimney 
design  and  construction  has  long  been  lacking  a 

competent    exponent,   and    ilr.   Christie's  book 
willbe  foundatimely  contribution.   Anintrn. 
diiction  to  the  Stiuiy  of  Central  Station  Ekctrieitii 
Supply,  by  Albeut  Gay,  M.Inst.C.E.,  .and  C.  H. 
Yeaman",  A.Inst.E.E.  Over  200  illustrations. 
(London  :  Whittaker  and  Co.,  White  Hart-street, 
Paternoster-square.) — The  authors,  who  are  the 
electrical  and  assistant  engineers  to  the  Islington 

Vestry,  are  in  a  more  favourable  position  than 
many  other  authors  on  electrical  subjects  and 
books,  and  we  can  endorse  the  dictum  of  the 
authors  that  the  great  fault  in  electrical  books  is 
that  they  are  written  by  the  wrong  men.  The 
authors  have  had  experience  with  the  business  of 
central  station  management  and  the  design  and 
maintenance  of  apparatus,  and  are,  therefore, 
competent  to  write  a  treatise  on  the  subject.  A 
central  station  electricity  supply  requires  a  special 
training,  in  which  the  combination  of  electrical 
plant  and  building  accommodation  are  two  main 
things.  From  a  glance  through  the  pages  of  this 

book,  one  of  the  "  Specialist's  Series  "  of  hand- 
books, the  authors  have  directed  their  attention 

solely  to  these  requirements.  The  general  and 
special  acts,  provisional  orders.  Board  of  Trade 
regulations,  &c.,  .are  described,  after  which  the 
authors  deal  with  the  site  and  buildings  required, 

and  give  plans  and  sections  of  the  engine  and 
boiler  houses,  dynamo-house,  switchrooms,  offices 
and  stores,  workshops,  >'c?  ,  necessary  for  the 
central  station.  This  part  of  the  book  is  of 
interest  to  engineers  and  architects.  The  other 
chapters  deal  with  charging  for  electric  supply. 
rates,  rentals,  meter  supply,  direct  systems  of 
supply,  and  the  numerous  plant  and  equipment. 
mains  and  services,  street  lighting,  ic.  The  work 
is  well  illustrated  and  printed,  the  price  lOa.  6d. 
  Modern  Farm  Buildings:  tlieir  Construction  and 
Arrangement,  by  A.  Dldlev  Clauke,  F.S.I. ,&c. 
Third  edition,  revised  and  enlarged.  (lK)ndon: 

B.  T.  Batsford,  High  Holbom.J-^We  noticed  the 
first  edition  of  this  useful  little  handbook  some 

time  ago.  Mr.  Dudley  (  larke  has  now  revised 

the  work,  and  added  an  appendix  on  the  "  Model 

Regulations :  Dairies,  Cowsheds,  and  Milkshops," 
lately  issued  by  the  Local  tiovernment  Board. 
These  sanitary  regulations  have  made  it  necessary 
to  enlarge  the  work.  Chapters  are  also  added, 
with  illustrations,  on  Cottages,  Homesteads  for 
Small  Holdings,  and  on  Iron  and  Wood  Roofs, 
comp,iring  the  relative  cost  of  each  roof,  ic.  It 
is  needless  here  to  enter  into  the  subject  of  the 

arrangement  of  homesteads,  the  principles  to  be 

observed.  Several  well-considered  pl;>ns  for 
these  are  given,  for  arable  as  well  as  dairy  farmi 
of  200  to  400  acres  :  also  plans  showing  the  re- 

modelling of  old  homesteads  that  will  be  extremely 
useful  to  those  engaged  in  farm  buildings.  Those 
plans  are  drawn  to  a  good  scale,  and  include  the 

Surveyors'  Institution  design  for  a  400-acra  farm, 
chiefly  arable.  The  plans  and  details  of  every 

department  are  given — such  as  the  straw,  ('haff, 
root,  and  mixing  stores,  cowhouses  and  their 
fittings,  feeding-stalls,  and  boxes.  Open  and 

covered  yards  and  their  relative  merits  are  dis- 
cussed, and  miscellaneous  buildings  like  stables, 

piggeries,  sheds,  poultry-houses,  cottages,  kc, 
are  dealt  with.  The  subject  is  treatel  from  the 

agriculturist's  point  of  view  mainly,  which  is, 
after  all,  the  main  thing,  as,  unless  a  plan  showa 
a  knowledge  of  arrangement  and  fitting  up,  the 
architect's  work  is  thrown  away,  (iood  and  well- 
designed  buildings  are  important  points;  but  they 
will  not  compensate  for  an  imperfectly  arranged 

and  equipped  homestead.  Mr.  Clarke's  treatise should  bo  in  the  hands  of  all  architects,  sur- 

veyors, and  land  agents. 

CHIPS. 

The  Bradford  Corporation  Electricity  Gammittae 
have  decided  to  appoint  Mr.  (ubbiags,  the  present 
engineer,  aa  consultative  Blectrical  engineer  at  a 
salary  of  £,.'M  a  year,  and  to  advertise  for  a  manager at  -i;:!.')0  a  year. 

Xew  girls'  schools  are  being  added  to  the  Convent 
of  the  Assumption  at  Carlow,  from  plans  prepared 
by  the  late  Mr.  Wdliam  Ilagus,  of  Dablin.  Tney 
are  two  storiea  in  height,  and  provide  on  each 

floor  an  assembly-hall  4Sft.  by  :i2ft.,  and  a  class- 
room 25ft.  by  10ft.    The  outlay  will  be  £2,500. 

The  Ontario  Asaoeiation  of  Architects  have  asked 
the  Provincial  Government  to  instruct  the  School  of 
Practical  Saience  to  undertake  a  scientific  test  of 
Canadian  timbers,  with  a  view  to  ascertaining  their 
structural  strength  and  other  features.  Tne  S:hool 
of  Science  poaaesees  the  necessary  machinery  for 
testing  timber,  but  a  Government  grant  is  necessary 
to  meet  the  expense  of  cutting  the  wood,  under 

proper  supervision,  selecting  the  proper  varieties  for 
compariaon,  and  obtaining  data  as  to  the  age  of  each 
tree  and  the  condition  of  growth. 

On  Sunday  the  new  Roman  Catholic  church  of 
St.  Patrick,  Kdkenuy,  was  solemnly  dedicated  by 
the  Most  R'.v.  Dr.  Brownrigg,  Bishop  of  Oisory. 
The  old  building,  the  site  for  which  was  given  by 

the  Ormond  family  ao  far  back  aa  lS71,hadb»en 
outgrown  by  the  needa  of  the  congregation.  The 
new  building  is  Decorated  in  style,  and  the  high 
altar  La  of  richly-carved  alabaster  with  mosaic 

panels. 

The  Leeds  parish  church  organ,  which  was 
reopened  on  Thuraday  night  in  last  week  after 
undergoing  extenaive  renovation  and  alteration  at 
the  hands  of  Meaara.  Abl)ott  and  Smith,  of  Leeda, 
ia  one  of  the  largeat  and  best  equipped  church 
organs  in  the  country.  In  connection  with  the 
reopening,  a  brochure  has  l)een  issued  setting  forth 
the  history  of  the  organ  from  its  opening  on 
August  20,  1714,  to  the  present  day. 

In  the  case  of  Frederick  Grover,  Kentish  Town 
Wh.irf,  X.W.,  and  Paxton-house,  High-road, 
Tottenham,  N.,  trading  with  Walter  Grover  as 
Grover  and  Grover,  limber  merchants ;  the  dis- 

charge from  bankruptcy  has  been  suspended  for 
three  years,  ending  Ojt.  26,  1902  :  and  in  that  of 
Frederic  James  Silvester,  Waterlooville,  neir 
Cosham,  Hants,  builder ;  the  dicharge  has  be;n 
suspended  for  two  years,  ending  Oct.  U,  ISOl. 

A  movement  ia  on  foot  for  the  eatabliahment  of  a 

society  for  the  promotion  of  antiquarian  study  and 
research  in  connection  with  Cambridgeshire  and 

Hunts,  to  be  called  "The  Cambridgeshire  and 
Hunts  Ar;ha)logical  Society."  Communications 
may  be  addressed  to  the  Hon.  3ec.  {pro  tern.), 
Cimbi  and  Hunts  .itchaological  Society,  care  of 

Mr.  G.  H.  Tyndall,  Minater-place,  Ely.  It  ia  pro- 
posed that  there  should  be  two  excursions  yearly, 

one  in  each  county,  and  an  annual  issue  of 
Tfiuisactions. 

Mr.  A.  M.  Torrance,  chairman  of  the  Fire  Brigade 
Committee  of  the  London  County  Council,  laid  on 

Saturday  afternoon  the  foundation-stone  of  a  new 
fire-station  which  is  to  be  erected  by  the  Council  in 

I  pper- street,  Islington.  The  new  station  is  esti- mated to  cost  about  £14,0o0,  and  the  site  coat 
another  £0,200.  Accommodation  is  to  be  provided 
for  IS  men  and  one  officer,  and  the  station  will  be 

supplied  with  a  horse-escape,  a  steamsr,  a  hose- 
cait,  manual  escapes,  and  other  appliances. 

The  written  examination  in  sanitary  building 

construction  of  the  Carpenters'  Company  took  place 
yesterday  (Thorsday),  and  the  i'  loi;  examination 
will  proceed  to-morrow  (Saturday).  The  examina- 

tions follow  the  con- se  cf  techniral  classes. 
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{iIJITlAKV. 

Bv  the  death  of  Sir  Hkxry  Tate,  who  passed 
away  at  his  .Streatham  residence  on  Tuesday,  at 
the  ripe  age  of  four-score  years,  a  munilicent 
benefactor  to  the  nation,  in  the  interests  alike  of 
science  and  art,  has  been  removed.  Much  of  the 
great  wealth  derived  from  a  lon^  iind  prosperous 
business  career  was  freely  bestowed  upon  the 

public.  His  gifts  to  I'niversity  I'oUe^e,  I.iver- pool,  alone  amounted  to  over  C50,000.  He  built 

and  endowed  a  Homeopathic  Hospital  in  the 
eame  city  at  the  cost  of  CSO.OOO,  subscribed 
£10,000  to  the  Uoyal  Infirmary,  and  endowed 
numerous  educational  scholarships  in  the  district. 
The  Huilding  Fund  of  Owens  College,  Man- 

chester, received  from  him  £10,000.  London  was 
enriched  by  him  with  the  Gallery  of  British  Art, 

built  in  lS'.i5-7,  and  opened  after  enlar'.^ement  at 
the  donor's  expense  a  fortnight  ago,  and  to  which 
Sir  Henry  Tate  also  gave  four  of  Slillais'  best 
works  and  other  fine  examples  by  Watts,  Orchard- 
son,  Waterhouse,  Alma  Tadema,  I.,eighton,  (jow, 
B.  Riviere,  Keeley  Jliilswelle,  and  others,  the 

"building  and  these  paintings  representing  a  money 
value  of  at  least  £100,000.  He  also  built  the 

Central  Library  at  Brixton  at  a  cost  of  £15,000, 
and  similar  institutions  in  .South  Lambeth- 
road,  Streatham,  and  West  Xorwood,  the  archi- 

tect of  the  Tate  Gallery,  and  all  the  public 
libraries  just  named,  being  Mr.  Sidney  R.  J. 
Smith. 

5Iu.  Thomas  Hig(;i;tt,  of  No.  9,  Cromwell- 

■crescent,  .South  Kensington,  was  found  dead  in 

Logan-place,  Earl's  Court,  on  Thursday  evening 
in  last  week.  The  deceased,  who  was  a  retired 
builder  and  contractor,  was  a  member  of  the 
Kensington  Vestry,  and  chairman  of  the  Finance 
Committee.  He  was  also  a  prominent  member 
of  the  London  School  Board,  representing  Ken- 

sington in  the  interests  of  the  Moderate  Tarty. 
Ue  was  sixty-two  years  of  age,  but  attended  the 
Board  meetings  regularly,  and  showed  no  tigns 
of  failing  health.  On  Thursday  night,  after 
attending  the  usual  weekly  meeting  of  the  Board, 
he  was  returning  home,  when  he  dropped  down 
dead,  as  the  effect  of  heart-disease,  in  Logan- 
place,  not  far  from  his  own  house  in  Cromwell- 
crescent.  He  had  erected  a  great  part  of  Cromwell- 
road,  South  Kensington. 

Ax  inquest  was  held  at  West  Bromwich  on 
Tuesday  respecting  the  death  of  William  Bell, 

-OS,  architect  and  sur%-eyor,  who  was  found  dead 
in  a  house  in  Hope-street,  West  Bromwich.  on 

Mondaj'  afternoon.  Robert  Bell,  of  Eversley- 
road,  Small  Heath,  son  of  the  deceased,  stated 
that  his  father  was  formerly  in  the  employ  of 
llessrs.  Wood  and  Kendrick,  architects.  West 
Bromwich,  but  he  left  their  service  on  Oct.  9  in 
consequence  of  intemperate  habits.  Since  that 
time  he  had  subsisted  on  loans  and  gifts  from 
various  people.  A  few  days  after  deceased  left 
his  employment  his  wife  separated  from  him,  and 
went  to  reside  with  witness  at  Small  Heath.  She 
had  left  her  husband  because  of  his  drunken 
habits  and  ill-treatment.  His  mother  had  told 
witness  that  di'ceased  had  threatened  to  take  his 

own  and  her  life.  His  habits  were  verj-  peculiar 
when  sober,  and  while  in  fits  of  passion  he  would 

smash  the  crookerj--ware  and  throw  the  things  off 
the  table  into  the  fire.  He  had  been  deeply  in 
debt  for  years. — A  boy  named  Edward  Cotterill 
deposed  to  finding  the  body. — Detective  Heappy 
described  the  ghastly  spectacle  which  ]>resented 
itself  when  ho  arrived  on  the  scene.  Deceased 
had  cut  his  throat  from  Ciir  to  ear.  and  also 
•tabbed  himself  in  the  left  side  with  ii  knife.  In 

his  right  hand  ho  hold  n  razor-blade,  and  a  largo 

butcher's  knife  lay  beside  him.  He  appeared  to 
have  cut  liis  throat  whilst  standing  in  front  of 
the  looking-glass.  It  was  stated  that  deceased 

owed  £l'i  I'lS.  !)d.  to  his  landlady.  He  found  a 
bottle  containing  poison  on  a  shelf,  and  deceased 
appeared  to  have  taken  a  portion  of  the  liquid. 
A  large  number  of  bills  nmountin:;  to  a  consider- 

able sum  were  found  in  the  room.  All  were 

unpaid,  and  the  majority  were  from  brewers. — 

The  jury  found  a  verdict  of  "  Folo  de  se." 

The  Y.M.C.A.  buihlings  at  Belfast  have  been 

again  enlarged.  The  largo  ball  has  bad  'SDtt.  added 
to  it  at  the  east  end,  and  now  seats  J.JOO  people, 
iistiriog  roomi  have  been  constructed,  aa  well  aa  a 
kitchen.  Tb:  additional  electric  lighting  has  been 
carried  out  by  Messrs.  Coatea  and  Co.,  and  the 
heating  apparatus  by  Mesirs.  Muagrave.  Jfesara. 
McLaughlin  and  Hwej  have  earned  out  the  ex- 

tension from  the  designs  of  Messrs.  Young  and 
JUaokenzie,  architects,  of  ll^lfaat. 

Butlbtnsjntelligcnct 
.ViiLuiiEEx. — The  workmen's  dwellings   com- 

mittee of  the  town  council  met  in  the  Slunicipal 
Buildings  on  Friday  night.     Meaars.  D.  and .(.  It. 

M'Millan,   architects,    submitted  nine  different 

schemes    for     the     proposed     new     workmen's 
dwellings  to  be  erected  by  the  town  council  in 

I'ark-road    and    Roslin-strcot.      The    proposals 
ranged  from  block  tenements  with  single  rooms 
to  the  cottage  system  with  two  tenants  to  eich 
house.     Eventually  it  was  resolved  to  recommend 

the  council  to  adopt  scheme  N'o.  1   for  the  Park- 
road  houses,  and  scheme  Xo.  .'J  for  the  Roslin-road 
tenements.     The  Park-road  scheme  is  one  where 
the  tenement  is  three  stories  high.     On  each  floor 
there    will    be    a    parlour    and    livinjj-room  or 
kitchen  for  one  tenant,  a  living-room  and  bed- 
closet  for  another,  and  a  single  living-room  for  a 
third  tenant,  thehouse  thus  having  altogether  nine 
tenants.     The  lloslin-street  tenements  will  also 
be  three  stories  high,  and  on  the  three  floors  each 
house  will  accommodate  altogether  twelve  tenants. 
To  the  front  there  ̂ ill  be  a  liring-room  and  bed- 

room for  one  tenant,  and  the  same  for  another : 
while  at  the  back   there  will  be  a  living-room, 
with  scullery,  and  a  bed-closet  on  the  one  side, 
and  the  same  on  the  other,  four  tenants  altogether 
being  accommodated    on  the   floor.     The   same 
arrangement  being  repeated  in  each  of  the  other 
two  stories  gives  accommodation  for  other  eight 
tenants.     Provision  is  made  for  laying  out  a  large 
playground  at  the  rear  of  the  houses,  beyond  the 

gardens. Camhekwell. — The  Palace  of  Varieties,  near 
the  foot  of  Denmark  Hill  and  Camberwell  Green, 
has  just  been  opened.  It  has  been  built  from 
plans  by  Sir.  Ernest  .V.  L.  Woodrow.  The 
architectural  detail  and  the  colouring  of  the 
auditorium  are  Saracenic.  The  chief  tone  of  the 

ceiling  is  blue  relieved  with  a  strong  red. 
The  proscenium  is  gold,  and  the  drop-curtain  is 
embroidered  in  a  blue  Moorish  design.  The 
drapery  to  the  private  boxes  is  blue  embroidered 
with  old  gold.  The  carpet  which  covers  the 
whole  of  the  area  floor  is  also  of  a  blue  tone, 
while  the  chairs  are  of  red  velvet,  and  the  walls 
at  the  back  of  the  auditorium  are  covered  in  a 

deep  red  paper.  The  auditorium  is  02ft.  wide 
and  76ft.  6in.  deep,  with  a  proscenium  opening 
30ft.,  and  a  stage  28ft.  deep.  The  building, 
including  the  Golden  Lion  public-house,  is 
isolated  on  all  sides.  The  structure  is  fireproof. 
and  there  are  no  columns,  construction  with  steel 
cantilevers  being  employed  by  the  architect. 
The  rake  of  tho  pit  floor  is  more  than  the 
ordinary  pitch. 

Eai.ixi;,  W. — The  first  section  of  a  new  Bene- 
dictine church  at  lOaling  was  opened  by  Cardinal 

Vaughan  on  Sunday  week.  The  church  will  be 
Perpendicular  in  style.  It  is  intended  to  serve 
for  monastic,  collegiate,  and  parochial  purposes. 
The  design  is  cruciform,  consisting  of  a  wide 
nave  with  narrow  processional  aisles,  two  towers 
forming  the  transepts,  as  at  ICxeter  Cathedral,  a 
choir  and  sanctuary,  and  seven  chapels.  The 
chief  of  those  chapels  are  in  a  crypt  beneath  the 
choir,  which  is  raised  by  a  flight  of  steps  on  Rich 
side  above  the  nave  level,  while  a  descending 
flight  in  the  centre  leads  to  the  chapel,  the  altar 
of  which  is  visible  from  the  nave.  At  present 
only  a  small  portion  of  the  nave  has  been  com- 

pleted at  a  cost  of  £'>,000.  The  roof  of  red  tiles 
covers  with  the  same  span  externally  both  nave 
and  aisles,  which,  however,  internally  are  divided 
by  a  lofty  arcade.  The  roof  inside  is  painted  in 
colours,  and  richly  decorated  after  the  mnnner  of 
so  many  still  remaining  in  tho  old  churches  of 

Norfolk  and  Suffolk  of  tho  l.'ith  century.  The 
architect  is  Mr.  Fred.  A.  Walters,  F.8.A.,  of 
Westminster. 

EniNiii  iii.ii. — Ktlensivo  additions  are  being 
made  to  the  City  Chambera,  so  as  to  provide 
more  accommodation  for  the  Corporation  and  its 
committcoB  and  oflicials,  and  of  those  the  first 
section  is  approjiching  completion.  The  new 
building  is  on  tho  west  side  of  K.xchiinge-squsre 
and  occupies  tho  site  of  the  old  Ileriot  oflices 

and  two  ancient  hiuisis  in  Writers'-court.  Its 
frontage  to  the  I'.xihange  corresponds  with  the 
stylo  of  tho  rest  of  tho  Rqiiare — the  plain  Henais- 
sance  of  the  17th  century.  The  chief  rooms 
provided  in  tho  new  block  are  a  burgh  court- 

room on  the  street  level,  a  birqueting-hiiU  above, 
and  on  tho  top  flat  aecommodntion  for  the  Cor- 

poration JIuseum.  The  new  burgh  court-room 
in  which  will  aUj  bo  held  the   Dean  of  iiuild 

(curt,  is  41ft.  by  o2ft.,  and  lyft.  in  height. 

I  ipening  on  the  lobby,  a  judge's  room  and  waiting- 
rooms  for  witnesses  are  provided.  Over  the  burgh 
court,  and  corresponding  in  size  to  it,  is  the  new 
banqueting-room,  which  will  dine  from  50  to  GO 

guests.  /-'«  tuilf  with  this  hall  is  a  large  reception- 
room.  Giving  access  to  these  rooms  is  a  section 
of  what  will  be,  when  the  buildings  are  com- 

pleted, a  main  corridor  connecting  the  present 
council  chambers  with  the  new  additions.  On 

the  top  flat  is  the  museum,  57ft.  by  53ft.,  and  in 
height  23ft.  ( In  the  floors  below  the  Exchange 
level  are  three  cells  for  prisoners,  ample  fireproof 
storage  for  plans  and  documents  connected  with 
the  Burgh  and  Dean  of  Guild  Courts,  and  a 
kitchen  department.  This  new  building,  designed 
bv  Jlr.  Slorham,  city  superintendent,  has  cost 
about  £25,000. 

ExETEU. — The  new  church  of  Emmanuel,  in 
the  suburb  of  St.  Thomas,  was  consecrated  on 

Sunday.  The  foundation-stone  was  laid  by  Sir 
Kedvers  Buller  on  October  12,  1S97.  The  archi- 

tect is  Mr.  Harold  Brakspear,  A.R.I.B.A.,  of 
Corsham,  Wilts,  whose  design  was  selected  in 
competition,  and  the  contractor  is  Mr.  Pratt,  of 
Clyst  St.  Mary,  Devon.  The  inside  of  the  church 
is  of  Pocombe  stone  and  the  outside  of  limestone. 
The  edifice  is  capable  of  accommodating  from  500 
to  600  worshippers.  The  seats  are  of  English 
oak  with  carved  panels,  the  whole  being  supplied 

by  the  contractor. 
Heywooi). — The  new  church  of  AU  Souls', 

Heywood,  was  consecrated  by  the  Bishop  of 
JIanchester  on  the  30th  ult.  The  church  consists 

of  nave  and  aisles,  chancel,  morning  chapel  on 
the  south  aide,  north  transept — forming  choir 
vestry  and  organ  chamber — and  clergy  vestry. 
A  heating  cellar  is  provided  under  the  north 
transept.  The  chancel  terminates  in  an  apse  at 
its  eastern  end,  and  its  roof  is  vaulted  in  brick 
and  stone.  The  church  is  Geometric  Gothic  in 

style,  and  affords  accommodation  for  450  persons. 
For  the  time  chairs  will  be  used,  but  it  is  hoped 
eventually  to  furnish  the  church  with  oak  seats. 
The  walls  are  faced  externally  with  Yorkshire 
parpoints,  and  internally  with  specially  made 
narrow  red  bricks.  The  windows  and  other 
internal  and  external  dressed  stonework  are  of 
Sleathwaite  stone.  The  roofs  are  of  red  deal, 
stained  and  varnished,  and  covered  with  green 
Cumberland  slate." ,  and  the  doors  and  other 

fittings  are  of  English  oak.  The  floors  are  of 
pitch-pine  wood  blocks  on  a  concrete  foundation, 
except  in  the  chancel  and  morning  chapel,  where 
black  and  white  marble  and  tiles  have  been  used. 

The  church  was  designed  by  and  built  under  the 
superintendence  of  the  architect,  Jlr.  Frank  P. 

O.akley,  A.R.I.B.A.,  of  Haworth's  Buildings, Manchester.  The  contractors  for  the  whole  of 
the  work  were  Messrs.  Blakeley  and  Wild,  of 

Gregge-street,  Heywood.  Mr.  James  Berry  has 
acted  aa  clerk  of  works. 

IIoLLowAv. — The  Empire  Theatre  of  Varieties 
was  opened  on  Jlonday  evening.  The  building 
is  situated  in  the  Holloway-road,  at  the  corner 
of  iliinor-gardons.  It  has  been  erected  from  the 
designs  of  Mr.  W.  G.  R.  Sprague,  of  London,  by 

Mr.  Longden,  of  Keeps  End,  Shefbeld.  The 
auditorium  is  decorated  in  Indian  style,  the  rich 
hangings  and  furnishings  being  of  two  shades  of 
gold.  The  ceiling  contains  paintings  representing 
music,  dancing,  &c.  There  are  private  boxes  on 
each  side  of  the  stage,  and  at  the  back  of  the 
circle  are  eight  boxes.  In  the  rear  of  these  boxes 
is  the  entrance  to  a  refreshment  saloon.  From 

this  access  can  be  gained  to  a  narrow  balcony 
overlooking  the  lloUoway-road.  The  approach 
to  the  auditorium  is  from  a  crush-room,  also 
decorated  in  Indian  style,  marble  steps  leading 

to  lounges,  communicating  with  the  main  build- 
ing. The  auditorium  is  S5ft.  wide,  with  a  depth 

of  70ft.  The  stage  is  65ft.  wide,  with  a  depth  of 
35ft.  and  a  height  to  the  grid  of  over  50ft.  The 
whole  building  is  lighted  by  electricity,  but  gas 

is  supplied  as  a  reserve  to  all  parts.  N  umerous 
hydrants  are  fitted  in  various  positions,  and 
separating  the  stage  from  the  auditorium  is  a 
double  astiestos  curtain,  under  the  instant  control 
of  the  attendant  in  charge.  5Ir.  (George  Webber 
has  acted  as  clerk  of  works  throughout. 

London  Coixtv  Coincii..  —  .\t  Tuesday's 
meeting  of  the  London  County  Council,  the 

report  of  the  main  drainage  committee,  recom- 
mending a  present  expenditure  of  £1.250,000  on 

additional  outfall  sewers,  was  received.  On  the 
first  recommendation  of  the  committee,  for  the 
construction  til  two  additional  sewers  between  the 

Abbey -mills  pumping  station   and  the  Barking 
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763 outMl,  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £600,000,  Mr. 
SIcDougall  moved  an  amendment  in  favour  of 
immediate  attention  to  local  Hooding  in  preference 
to  general  enlargement  of  the  main  drainage 
system.  Alter  considerable  discussion  the  amend- 

ment was  rejected,  and  this  and  the  other  recom- 
mendationa  of  the  committee  were  agreed  to.  The 
proposal  for  the  preparation  of  plans  for  a  new 

men's  lodging-house  at  Deptford  on  the  lines of  the  Rowton  Houses  was  also  carried  after 
amendments  had  been  rejected.  Jlr.  Shaw 
Lefe^•re  (chairman  of  the  improvement  com- 

mittee) mentioned  that  all  the  property  required 
for  the  Boziers-court  improvement,  Tottenham- 
court-road,  would  be  in  the  hands  of  the 
CouncU  by  the  middle  of  January,  after  which 
they  would  proceed  to  demolish  the  buildings. 
The  cause  of  the  delay  in  carrying  out  the  Old- 
street  improvement  would  form  the  subject  of 
report  by  the  committee.  It  was  agreed  to  pull 
down  forthwith  the  houses  forming  the  Strand 

frontage  of  the  Holywell-street  "  Island,"  so  as 
to  widen  the  thoroughf.are  to  "Oft.  ;  the  sites  will 
be  fenced  in,  and  the  houses  facing  llolywell- 
street  will  for  the  present  remain  untouched, 
negotiations  for  theacquisition^of  these  properties 
not  having  been  completed. 

"Wi.vcHKsTER. — Tho  new  buildings  for  Peter 
Symonds'  middle  class  school  in  Andover-road 
are .  now  in  large  proportion  almost  completed 
and  ready  for  Episcopal  opening.  The  plans  are 
by  Messrs.  Canceller  and  Hill,  of  Winchester. 
The  buildings  are  in  the  Tudor  style,  constructed 
in  brick  and  tile,  with  enrichments  in  stone. 
Messrs.  John  Fielder  and  Son,  of  the  same  city, 
have  carried  out  the  work  at  a  cost  of  over  £5,000. 
This  includes  on  the  ground  floor  entrance, 
lavatories  and  cloak-rooms,  four  lofty  classrooms, 
each  for  32  scholars,  also  head  and  assistant 

master's  room,  and  school  for  manual  technical 
instruction.  On  the  upper  floor  are  a  lecture 

theatre  2.')ft.  by  ISUt.,  and  chemic&l  and  physical 
laboratories  each  2GJft.  by  23ift.  A  caretaker's 
cottage  is  also  provided  at  the  entrance  to  the 
extensive  grounds.  A  largo  central  hall,  70ft. 
by  30ft.,  with  open  timber  roof,  will  hereafter  be 
added  to  the  buildings,  and  also  a  residence  for 
the  head  master. 

CHIPS. 

The  city  couocil  of  Leeds  decided  on  Wednesday 
to  make  an  application  to  the  Local  G  avernment 
Board  for  a  provisional  order  empowering  them  to 
widen  Cookridge-street,  to  construct  a  new  street 
from  Albion-place  to  Briggate,  and  to  increase  the 
reservoir  accommodation  at  Bramley. 

The  Board  of  Trade  have  recently  confirmed  an 
order  authorising  the  construction  of  light  railways 
in  the  West  Ridmg  of  the  County  of  York,  in  and 
near  the  borough  of  Uoncaster, 

The  will  of  Mr.  Eichard  Trumper,  of  2:>,  Lincoln's 
Inn  Fields,  surveyor,  who  died  on  October  2G,  has 
been  proved,  the  value  of  the  estate  being  £124,475. 

Wesley  Chapel,  Wolverhampton-street,  Dudley, 
was  reopened  on  Wednesday  week,  after  the  carry- 

ing out  of  a  number  of  improvements,  including  the 
installation  of  the  electric  light,  consisting  of  130 
lamps,  to  supply  the  current  for  which  a  lOH  T. 
engine  has  been  laid  down.  The  chapel  has  been 
embellished,  the  organ  renovated,  and  several 
structural  alterations  and  additions  have  been 
effected.  The  coat  of  the  improvements  has  been 
£900. 

Mr.  James  Lemon,  of  Southampton,  has  been 
instructed  to  report  to  the  Droxford  Kural  District 
Council  on  the  best  system  of  drainage  for  Bishop's Waltham. 

At  Fluder  Farm,  Kingskerswell,  Xewton  Abbot, 
which  adjoins  the  reservoir,  Mr.  H.  E.  Brown,  of 
Barton  Hall,  Kingskerswell,  treated  all  the  work- 

men at  present  engaged  on  the  new  waterworks  to  a 
dinner  on  Thursday  evening  in  last  week.  Mr.  K. 
A.  Rogers  (engineer  of  the  works)  presided,  and  was 
supported  by  Mr.  Hawkins  (the  contractor)  and 
Mr.  Coles  (clerk  of  works). 

A  stained-glass  window  placed  in  the  dining-hall 
of  the  Eoyal  Mihtary  Academy,  Woolwich,  by  sub- 

scriptions from  officers  of  the  K.A.  and  R.E.  in 
commemoration  of  her  Majesty's  Diamond  JubUee, 
will  be  unveiled  by  the  Duke  of  Connaught  at  12 
o'clock  to-day  (Friday). 

A  model  lodging-house  has  been  erected  inDrover's 
lane.  Accommodation  is  provided  for  about  l.V) 
persons.  The  site  was  formerly  occupied  by 
dilapidated  tenements  of  the  poorest  class.  The 
building,  which  is  from  plans  by  Mr.  H'gginson, 
architect,  is  the  Brst  of  its  kind  in  Cirlisle.  The  beds 
are  contained  in  small  cubicles,  but  there  is  also  a 
large  open  dormitory. 

PBOFESSIONAIi    AND    TRADE 
SOCIETIES. 

ARCHiTELriK.u, AssociATrox  :  Disci^ssioxSrr- 
TioN. — .\  paper  was  read  at  the  last  meeting,  on 
December  4,  by  Mr.  F.  C.  Eden  on  "  Church 
Furniture,"  and  was  well  illustrated  by  photo- 

graphs of  many  beautiful  examples.  Jlr.  Mden 
dealt  with  tho  subject  in  a  very  careful  and 
detailed  manner  from  tho  point  of  view  of  tho 
Ornaments  liubric  of  the  English  Prayer  Book, 
viz.,  the  ornaments  in  uso  in  the  Church  in  tho 
second  year  of  Edward  VI.  (1,548).  The  paper 
and  the  interesting  discussion  which  followed  it 
brought  out  many  valuable  principles  which  are 
often  overlooked,  to  the  great  dotrimentof  modern 
work. 

AKCHrrr.CTiRAL  Associatuin"  or  Ireland. — .\n 
ordinary  meeting  of  the  above  association  was 
held  on  Tuesday,  December  5,  when  Jlr.  11. 
Norman  Leask  read  a  paper  upon  "  Diflicult 
Foundations  and  Substructures."  The  lecturer 
said  that  unsafe  foundations  were  caused  either 
by  the  soil  being  unstable,  the  building  upon 
them  being  subject  to  excessive  weight  and  vibra- 

tion, or  by  the  adjacent  buildings  rendering  the 
foundations  liable  to  sink  or  slide.  Having  dealt 
with  wood-pile  and  sand-pile  foundations,  Mr. 
Leask  went  fully  into  the  methods  of  sinking 
caissons  under  the  air-lock  system.  The  expense 
of  these  is  somewhat  lessened  by  the  fact  that  a 
man  will  work  one  and  a  half  times  as  hard  under 

the  greater  air  pressure  than  under  ordinary  con- 
ditions. The  freezing  process  for  semi-lluid  soils 

used  on  the  Continent  was  described,  pipes  being 
driven  into  the  soil  inclosing  the  position  of  the 
shaft  to  be  sunk.  These  are  filled  with  freezing 
mixture,  which  solidifies  the  semi-fluid  material, 
and  enables  it  to  be  dug  out — at  the  same  time 
preventing  an  inrush  from  the  outside.  In  his 
description  of  American  methods  of  dealing  with 
bad  soils,  the  lecturer  showed  many  diagrams  as 
illustrations.  The  most  general  method  appears 
to  be  by  floating  the  whole  superstructure  upon  a 
raft  of  girders  laid  at  about  2ft.  intervals  ;  tho 
first  layer  across  the  walls,  the  second  layer 
parallel  with  the  walls,  the  frame  thus  formed 
being  grouted  with  cement.  Concrete  was  then 
laid  across  the  whole  site.  An  example  of  this 
treatment  in  Dublin  was  found  in  Messrs.  Paul 

and  Vincent's  Manure  Factory.  As  showing  the 
strength  of  concrete  for  walling,  Mr.  Leask 
mentioned  a  chimney  in  America  over  100ft.  in 
height,  which  is  built  of  two  Gin.  concrete  rings 
with  1ft.  space  between  the  inner  and  outer  ring, 
the  two  being  only  joined  at  intervals.  In  the 
discussion  which  followed,  Messrs.  Jl'Gloughlin, 
R.  M.  Butler,  Hudman,  and  C.  H.  Ashworth 
took  part.  A  unanimous  vote  of  thanks  was 
accorded  the  lecturer  for  his  able  and  interesting 

paper. 
EDIXRVRflll       ArCIIITECTVKAL       As.^ilCIATIOX.   

The  opening  meeting  of  the  forty-second  session 
of  the  Edinburgh  Architectural  Association  was 
held  in  the  Royal  Institution,  Princes-street,  on 
Xov.  28,  Mr.  James  Bruce,  W.S.,  the  president, 
in  the  chair.  In  the  course  of  his  presidential 
address,  Mr.  Bruce,  after  a  reference  to  the 
appointment  of  a  lay  brother  as  president,  touched 
on  the  great  change  that  had  taken  place  within 
a  few  ye.irs  in  the  character  of  the  structures 
with  which  architects  had  to  deal.  With  regard 
to  architects,  he  thought  their  Association  should 
try  to  secure  that  they  were  well  equipped  both 
theoretically  and  practically  for  the  duties  de- 

volving upon  them  ;  that  their  rights  were  duly 
recognised,  and  their  responsibilities  not  unduly 
stretched.  Regarding  their  work,  he  thought 
their  endeavour  should  be  that  buildings  should 
primarily  be  safe  in  themselves  and  suitable  in 
design  for  the  purpose  for  which  they  were 
intended,  that  they  should  possess  individuality, 
be  harmonious  and  in  keeping  with  their  sur- 

roundings, and  have  in  as  high  a  degree  as 
possible  beauty  of  form.  To  those  aims  ho  would 
add  another— that  their  .\ssociation  should  take 
all  means  in  their  power  to  see  that  our  venerable 
historic  buildings  were  respectfully  cared  for,  that 
restorations,  when  made,  were  real  restorations 
and  not  destructions,  and  that  accurate  delinea- 

tions were  made  of  the  outline  and  detiil  of 
buildings  that  constituted  the  rich  architectur!U 
heritage  that  had  cojae  down  to  us  from  days 
gone  by.  C>n  the  subject  of  the  equipment  of 
architects,  he  said  they  should  try  to  make  it  im- 

perative that  they  should  possess  knowledge  of 
the  law  of  construction,  and  that  they  should 
have  a  good  grasp  of  architecture  in  its  historicil 
aspect.     At  present  that  equipment  w.as  acquired 

as  apprentices  and  assistants,  and  they  had  tho 
School  of  Applied  Art  and  the  Ileriot-Watt 
College.  In  the  University  there  was  a  chair  of 
Engineering  and  a  chair  of  Fine  Art ;  but  it  did 
seem  to  him  desirable  that  among  the  other  chairs 
in  their  University  for  specific  teaching  they 
should  have  a  chair  of  .\rchitecturo.  Looking  to 

the  wide  interest  of  the  subjeci  and  its  vast  im- 
portance to  the  comfort  and  well-being  of  the 

people,  it  was  surprising  that  their  University 
did  not  already  possess  such  a  chair.  As  to  their 
rights  aiid  responsibilities,  architecture  was  an 
art  as  well  as  a  profession  ;  but  still  he  thought 
they  might,  with  advantage,  encourage  step* 
towards  meeting  those  in  Scotland  who  practise 
architecture  as  a  profession  in  some  recognised 
corporate  body.  At  present,  he  understood,  any- 

one without  the  slightest  test  of  qualification 
might  call  himself  an  architect,  .and  be  in  n. 
position  to  practise  as  such.  In  this  matter  he 
thought  the  public  were  entitled  to  be  protected. 
That  could  be  got  by  architects  being  required  to 
pass  certain  tests,  and  that  they  had  done  so 
could  be  guaranteed  by  their  membership  of  some 
rjcognised  body.  Jlr.  Bruce  enlarged  on  the 
other  aims  of  tho  Association,  referring,  among 
other  matters,  to  the  action  of  successive  Govern- 

ments in  their  ill-treatment  of  our  old  historic 
National  buildings.  At  the  close  the  President 
was  warmly  thanked  for  his  paper. 

Leeiis  and  YoRKsniRE.'VitciiiTECTrRAL  Society. 

— An  interesting  lecture,  entitled  ' '  Ancient  and 
Jlodern  Buildings  ia  Palestine,"  was  delivered before  the  members  of  the  above  society  at  the 
old  Medical  School,  Park-street,  Leeds,  on  Jlon- 
day  evening,  by  Mr.  lieresford  Pite,  F.lt.LB.A., 
of  London.  Mr.  W.  Carby  HaU  presided.  The 
lecturer  pointed  out  that  the  architectural  interest 
of  I'alestine  began  with  caves,  followed  by  rock 
tombs,  cisterns,  oil  and  wine  presses,  and  sculp- 

tured and  carved  sarcophagi.  The  architectural 
influences 'began  with  the  Egyptian,  after  which 
Phoenician  and  Assyrian  influence  could  be  traced. 
Then  followed  a  (treco-Koman  period,  then  a 
period  more  delusively  Roman  ;  and,  passing  to 

the  Dark  Ages,  the  .-Vrab  period  was  reached — 
the  Arab  busying  himself  with  dismantling  the 
Roman  buildings,  and  using  tho  materials  in  his 
own  erections,  very  often  in  an  absurd  way. 
Following  the  Arab  time  came  the  Crusading 
period,  which  covered  Palestine  with  the  most 
interesting  examples  of  Medi;eval  art,  similar  to 
what  could  be  found  in  France  and  England,  and 
even  Germany.  Then  there  followed  the  long 
period  of  Turkish  darkness,  which  was  succeeded 
by  tho  modem  era,  out  of  which  was  growing  a 
definite  modern  style  in  the  European  buildings  ; 
and,  sad  to  relate,  our  own  local  Gothic  rerival 
had  some  rather  oulrc  examples  in  the  Holy 
Land.  The  biiilding  materi.al  of  P.ilestine  was  a 
hard  limestone  of  coarse  grain,  and  consequently 
there  had  not  been  carried  out  in  that  country  any 
ornament  worth  the  name.  There  was  nothing 
in  the  wliole  country  to  correspond  with  the 
marbles  at  the  disposal  of  the  Greeks,  or  the 
granites  at  the  disposal  of  the  Egyptians. 

RoYAi  Institute  of  Biimsu  ARcnrfECTS. — 
The  following  candidates  have  passed  the  final 
examination  (qualifving  for  Associateship)  : — 
F.  U.  Allen.  W.  H.  Ansell,  S.  E.  Barrow, 
F.  W.  A.  BuckeU,  T.  J.  Byrne,  B.  .A.  Charles, 
D.  McL.  Craik,  A.  II.  Foster.  F.  Foster,  .^.  II. 
ILamp.  J.  II.  W.  Hickton,  M.  Honan,  II.  E. 
Hlingworth,  A.  R.  Keighley,  T.  A.  Hoodie, 
J.  E.  C.  Shield,  J.  E.  Spin,  R.  H.  Spalding, 
F.  Taylor,  R.  Traquair,  T.  Tyrwhitt,  and  II. 
Watts'  1'relimin.ary  examinations,  qualifying 
for  registration  as  Probationer  R.I.B.A.,  were 
held  simult meously  in  London,  Birmingham, 
Bristol,  <1  irdiff ,  Dublin,  Manchester,  and  York 
on  the  7th  and  Sth  ult.  Of  the  154  candidates 
admitted,  claims  for  exemption  from  sitting  wore 
allowed  to  the  number  of  34.  The  remaining 
120  were  examined,  with  the  result  that  G3  passed 
and  57  were  relegated  te  their  studios  :  the  suc- 

cessful candidates,  together  with  those  exempted, 
making  a  total  of  97  newly-registered  probi- 
tioners. 

  »«^   

During  new  ga?-miin  excavations  at  Peter- 
borough last  week  outside  the  southera  doorway  of 

the  Cloister  tUrth  of  the  cathedral,  the  base  of  the 
arcade  columns  were  laid  bare,  about  a  foot  below 
the  path.  They  were  in  very  fine  preservation. 
The  bishop  has  recently  had  uncovered  and  rMtored 
the  remains  of  the  monks*  Dormitory  Croft  in  the 
sooth. east  angle  of  the  Episcopil  Girden,  much  of 
which  occupies  the  site  of  the  monastic  refectory. 
Some  of  the  sedilia  remain. 
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TO    OOBSESPONDENTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ouraelvee  r^fponsible  for  the  opiuiona  of 
our  oorreepondenta.  All  curamuaicaliuni  ahould  b6 
drawn  ap  as  briefly  aa  pi>KHible,  aa  there  are  many 
daiznanta  npon  the  space  allotted  to  correepondentB.] 

It  Ib  particalarlr  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
ttonunonicationa  respecting  iUustratioius  or  literary  matter 
•honld  be  addremed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Bitildixo 
News,  832,  Strand,  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfre'^uently  otherwise  caosed. 
Ail  drawings  and  other  communications  are  sent  at  con- 
tribators*  tiAm,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Post-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
Tax  Btsjuid  Nkwspapeb  CouPAxr,  LauiTSD. 

NOTICE. 

B^nnd  copies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  numb**r  are  don**  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXXH..  XXXIII.. 
xxxrv.,  xxxrx.,  xu..  xltv..  xlvi..  xlix., 
U.,  Ltn..    LIV..    LV.,  UX..    LX.,     LXI.,  UCH., 
LXrV.,  LXV..  Lxvni.,    lxix..  lxx..  lxxi., 
UCXH..  LXXin.,  LXXJV..  LXXV.,  ana  LX.WI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings  ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
cumbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subschbera  requiring  anv  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  th^  aoon  run  oat  of  print. 

TERMS  OP  ST7B8CRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  King^m;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States.  £1  68.  Od.  (orSdola.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium.  £1  6e.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6o.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Anatralian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  Weat  Indies,  or  Natal,  £1  6s.  Od. 

ADVERTISEltENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise 
ments.  Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
Is  la.  per  line  of  Eight  worda,  the  first  line  counting  aa 
two,  the  pi'"'"i"ni  charge  being  5s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  I^nd  Sales,  and  Misoellaneotia 
end  Trade  Advertiaeraenta  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  ftrst  line 
ooontiiig  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  4a.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertionB  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
iaher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2s.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  la.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  58. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  most  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  Herial  advertisementa 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

BiTUATlOSa. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant  '* 01 '*  Situations  Wanted  "  is  Ova  Shilung  /oa  Twentt- 
'  roCTB  WoBos,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
Alt  Situation  AdvartisemffnU  must  bt  prepaid. 

Receive^.— H.  B.  Co.— H.  Bros..  Ltd.— E.  and  Co.— 
B.  W.  and  Co.,  Ltd.-A.  T.-Straight  Tip. -J.  F.- 
— C.  O'B.-Royal  Engineer.— S.  Y.-T.  T.  and  Co.— P.  Bros. 

S.— Don't  think  you  can  beat  the  St.  Pancraa  Co.*s  paring blocks. 

REAitKii.— All  our  earlier  volumes  before  that  date  are 
long  out  of  print.  Bitsford.OI.  High  Holbarn,  ia  some- 

times abteto  make  ap  seta.    Write  him. 

Piiim.- ABWa  eirtalde  our  sphere.  An  "architectural 
motor-car"  is,  no  doubt,  a  desideratum,  but  it  is  more  a 

subject  for  an  engineering  paper.  The  A'ii;;'m/<  .V''<-A<I"<- will  shortly  commtnce  a  series  of  really  capital  articlea 
on  "Motor  Cir?,"  ̂ ving  full  desifirna  of  one  to  carry two,  which  any  engineer  will  be  able  tu  build  for  £60. 
Look  out  for  them. 

Flumhrr.— Better  make  the  lap  5in.  at  least. 

X.— Yes,  you  are  right ;  there  will  be  a  smash  there  some 
day :    Have  you  looked  at  the  mtin  end  wall  lately  f 

C0msp0ttbcnc£. 
HOWARD'S     "  GARDKN     CITV." 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Biilding  News. 

Siu,— My  attention  has  been  called  to  an  article 

in  your  iosiie  of  Xov.  24  on  Mr.  Howard's 
"  Garden  City."  I  do  not  wish,  at  present,  to 

attack  the  writer's  positiun,  or  refute  his  objec- 
tions, but  simply  to  point  out  the  value  that  he, 

and  those  who  agree  with  him,  would  have  as 
members  of  the  Garden  City  Association.  This 

organisation  was  formed  to  promote  the  dis- 
cussion of  Mr.  Howard's  book,  and,  ultimately, 

to  formulate  a  practical  scheme  on  the  lines  of 
that  project,  with  such  modiBcations  as  m\y 
appear  desirable.  All  the  points  that  >Ir.  Garbett 
raises  arc  well  covered  by  that  final  clause. 
Neither  Mr.  Howard  nor  his  helpers  have  ever 
supposed  there  was  anything  absolute  in  the 
diagrams  adopted  or  the  figan-s  used.  The  only 
essential  features  of  the  scheme  ore  the  practica- 

bility of  relieving  the  pressure  of  the  housing 

problem  by  a  migration  of  population  to  new 
areas  ;  the  necessity  of  buyine  the  land  at  agri- 

cultural values  ;  the  substitution  of  a  municipal 
for  a  private  landlord  :  the  laying-out  of  the  city 
according  to  a  careful  plan,  so  as  to  obtain  the 
best  combination  of  town  and  country,  of  use  and 

beauty.  To  attain  these  ends,  we  are  ready  to 
make  any  alterations  that  commend  themselves 
to  the  wisest  and  most  expert  judgment.  Whether 
the  city  be  round  or  hexagonal,  whether  its  roiid.^ 
are  circular  or  struii^ht,  whether  its  railway 

girdles  or  trisects  it,  whether  its  streets  are  named 
after  places  or  men,  matters  not,  if  only  the  end 

is  reached  of  providing  some  outlet  for  the  con- 
gested population  of  o>ir  large  towns,  and  of 

offering  to  the  citizens  of  the  new  area  a  life  that 
otters  at  once  full  advantages  of  health,  beauty, 
and  commercial  prosperity. 

As  I  said,  in  commencing  mv  letter,  my  aim  in 
writing  this  is  not  to  confute  Mr.  Garbett,  but  to 
suggest  that  he  should  bring  his  ideas  and  plans 
into  the  Garden  City  Association  (Mr.  Steere, 

secretary,  4,  Stone  Buildings,  Lincoln's  Inn), 
where  they  would  be  met,  not  as  the  criticisms  of 
an  opponent,  but  as  the  suggestion  of  a  friend 
of  the  main  idea. — I  am.  Arc  , 

W.    Cn.^KTER   P:0Q0TT, 

Hon.  See.,  Literature  &  Lecture  Section,  G.C.A. 

"BUILDING  NEWS"    DESIONINa  CLUB. 

**A.iAx"     (Only  one  sheet  of  paper  should  be  uwd.    If 
the  subject  is  dr*wn  on  two  sheets  it  ia  very  ditii;ult  to 
arr&nge  the  subject  for  illustration.)  —A.  H.      The  front 
»r««  of  the  town-house  by  5ft.  deep  means,  of  coarse. 
5ft.  wide  from  the  front  area  wall  to  the  main  wall  of 
the  house.)  —A  Nk^v  Memhsr.     (Il-ad  the  rules  and  the 
subject  parUculars.  and  you  will  And  the  exact  points 
you  ask  about  fully  de*crib^  '  —  As    Avvior*    Ovk. (See   the   illustrationi    thi*  week  of  all   three  of  the 

•  selected  designi*  for  a  Bank,  and  a  review  uf  the  drawings 
submitted  is  also  given,  including  your  own.)— Notub. 

• ;  Aa  local  conditions  vary,   it  will  be  well  perhaps  to 
decide  that  at  least  10ft.  shall  be  allow.d  between  any 
part  of  tho  new  hou«  and  the  back  will  of  the  »lt«  ; 
but  that  generriUy  the  open  spjce  or  yird  at  the  b»ck 
o>'  tliehouAe  must  be  much  more  than  this.    Compact- 
nesa  of  planning  is  highly  desirable.) 

DR.^wIS«lS   Rr.  Kivart.— "Vi^mii."  "  Rapid,"  *' Woto," 
*'  Kruffer,""  Kharki.""Ocobo.""  Derbeian,"  "  Birkie." 
"Pat,"    "Arc."    "Apex,"     "Hopeful."   "Anthony," 
"Too  Much  Fair."   "Stella,'"    "  Spoys,"  "  Newlyn," 
"Pierrot,"  "  Indian  Ink,"   "Jack,"  "F.  D."  "(tade," 
"Aatrapil,"      "t^romer,"      "Dreyfus."      "  Pelikan,*' 
"  Oarelo<h."  "  Arcildian."  "  My  Old  Dutth."  "  Carac- 
tacus,"  "Stella  (Essex),"  "  Deadichado,"  "  Prophet." 

which  ilr.  Howard  has  done  well  to  take  a  firm 

position.  Sir.  Garbett's  illustration  of  the 
Israelites  is  entirely  beside  the  mark,  simply 
because  a  camp  is  not  a  city,  nor  even  what  he 

(ills  "a  temporary  city."  If  our  cities  were 
built  to  last  for  twelve  months  only,  and  then, 
after  the  inhabitants  had  been  transferred  to  a 

new  and  sanitary  site,  the  old  buildings  were 
demolished  and  the  ground  ploughed  ui)  or  left  to 
the  revirifying  influences  of  nature,  the  case 

would  be  quite  different.  In  Mr.  Garbett's  city, would  he  be  satisfied  with  buildings  only  one 

story  high  r  In  the  camp  to  which  ho  refers,  the 
distance  apart  of  the  tents  was  fixed  by  law  so  as 
to  prevent  overcrowding  if  more  than  one  story 
were  allowed,  the  houses  would  have  to  be  further 

apart  in  proportion.  We  may  learn  much  in 
sanitary  matters  both  from  the  Israelitish  camp 

and  from  many  savage  tribes ;  but  it  is  mani- 
festly unfair  to  take  the  one  item  of  population 

only,  and  apply  it  to  our  own  modern  city  life, 
which  is  so  different  in  every  way. 

It  is  most  desirable  not  only  that  there  should 
be  no  crowding  within  the  limits  of  the  town, 
but  that  every  inhabitant  shall  be  within  easy 
reach  of  the  country  itself,  and  not  merely  of 
railed-in  parks,  however  useful  they  may  be. 
No  one  can  for  a  moment  imagine  himself  to  bo 

in  the  country  in  the  most  obscure  recesses  of 
Hyde  Park,  and  nothing  will  take  the  place  of  a 
close  and  intimate  association  with  the  forces  and 

beauty  of  nature,  if  all  the  faculties  and  instincts 
of  our  higher  life  are  to  be  developed.  The  vast 

and  ULjly  growth  of  modern  cities  is  one  of  the 
greatest  dangers  of  our  times,  and  is  the  parent 
of  innumerable  social  and  sanitary  evils.  If  the 

coming  generations  are  to  go  forwanl  or  even 
hold  their  o  wn  as  physically  and  morally  healthy 
men  and  women,  their  view  of  life  must  not  be 

shut  in  by  interminable  rows  of  dismal  bricks 
and  mortar,  but  they  must  have  the  opportunity 
of  immediate  daily  contact  with  all  forms  of 

beautv.  of  which  the  greatest  is  Nature  herself. 

Mr.  "Howard's  suggestion  of  a  population  of 
32,000  is  reasonable;  on  the  other  hand,  it  is 
certain  that  the  vast  cities  of  modem  times  are 

both  unnecessary  and  undesirable.-  -I  am,  ire, 
H.  C.  Landeh,  A.R.I-B.A. 

Effingham  Hotiee,  Arundel-8treet,W.C.,Dec.  4. 

Siu, — Your  issue  of  November  24  containeil  a 
letter  from  Mr.  E.  L.  Garbett  upon  the  above 

subject.  The  heading  of  that  letter,  "  .\gainst 
Howard's  Garden  City,"  appears  tememisleading, 
as  the  writer,  after  some  very  pertinent  remarks 

upon  the  question  of  overcrowding  and  the  housing 
problem,  says  : — "  The  real  remedy  is  suggested 

by  3Ir.  Ebenezer  Howard,  in  a  book  called  '  To- 
morrow,' "  and  the  remainder  of  his  letter  is  taken 

up  with  a  criticism  of  the  plan  of  the  proposed 
city.  The  particular  plan  published  in  Mr. 
Howard's  book  is  not  an  essential  part  of  the 
scheme,  and  could,  without  doubt,  be  improved 
in  many  respects.  The  plan  does  not  pretend  to 
be  that  of  the  actual  city,  b\it  merely  a  diagram 
as  a  basis  for  discussion  and  improvement.  Mr. 

Garbett's  plan  has  many  good  points  worthy  of 
consideration,  but  is  also  open  to  objections. 
Modem  requirements  have  shown  the  necensity 

for  main  arteries  for  traffic  which  shall  lead  direct 
from  the  various  stations  to  the  factories  or 
warehouses.  No  such  arteries  exist  upon  Mr. 

Garbett's  plan,  but  a  mn/e  of  streets  of  iimil  and 
comparatively  narrow  width,  through  which  the 
traffic  would  have  to  wend  its  circuitous  and 
tedious  way  as  best  it  might.  Foot  passengers, 
too,  would  have  to  cross  a  main  street  at  every 
few  yards  in  their  walk.  The  arrangement  by 
which  evorj-  house  faces  a  garden  is  good :  but 
what  would  the  backs  facer — presumably  one 
another,  and  if  the  buildings  were  hii;h  a  deep 
kind  of  pit  or  well  would  bo  formed  in  the  centre 
of  each  hexigon,  in  which  air  from  all  the  back 

promises  would  stagnate. It  is  hardly  worth  whilo  disco&sing  the  names 
of  the  streets  at  present ;  but  whatever  system 
our  .Vmoriran  friends  may  adopt,  I  am  inclined 
to  think  that  the  coniervativo  inhabitjintj  of 
these  islands  would  prefer  to  retain  names  which 
have  some  association  nttachei  to  them  than  be 
numbered  and  ticketed  like  the  books  in  a  public 

librarj-. When,  however,  Jlr.  O.^rlwtt  atticks  the  pro- 

posals to  limit  the  i\i>'  of  the  city  he  is  ap- 
proaching a  much  more  vital  point,  and  one  upon 

OHIPS. 

Colonel  Damford,  Local  Government  B>ard  in- 
spector, held  a  public  inquiry ,  in  the  council  chamber, 

Consett,  on  Friday,  into  applications  made  by  the 
Benfieldside  Urban  District  Council,  to  borrow 

£1,000,  and  the  Consett  Urban  District  Council,  to 

borrow  £2,000,  for  the  enlargement  of  the  Benfield- side public  cemetery. 

A  Comberford  memorial  pulpit  has  just  l)een 
erected  iu  Carlow  Cathedral.  It  is  of  Austrian  red 

oak,  and  is  20ft.  in  height  to  the  sounding  board. 

The  panels  of  the  sides  of  the  rostrum  have  carvings 

in  the  arcades  of  "The  Ssrmon  on  the  Mount," 
"The  Sermon  on  Mars  Hill,"  "The  Sermon  at 
Tara,"  executed  in  high  relief.  Between  these 

arcades,  at  the  angles  of  the  pulpit,  are  statuettes  of 
the  Four  Evangelists,  and  of  St.  Brigid  of  ICildare. 
There  is  also  a  carved  Cruoifii  at  the  back  of  the 
rcsirum.  The  pulpit  was  designed  and  executed  by 
Mr.  M.  J.  C.  Backley,  of  Youghal. 

The  Duke  of  Cambridge  on  Siturday  visited 

Lowestoft  for  the  purpose  of  cutting  the  first  sod  of 

a  new  promenade  pier  on  the  North  Danes  at  that 
town.  Access  to  the  pier,  of  which  Sir  D  :)ugla8  Fox, 
Pres  Inat.C.E  ,  ij  the  engineer,  will  be  afforded  by 
a  road  widening  down  from  the  upper  lighthouse. 
This  avenue  will  be  wide  enough  to  accommodate 
an  electric  tramway,  and  will  have  shops  and 
restaurants  on  either  side.  The  approach  roid  will 

be  lUOvds.  long,  and  will  terminate  in  a  acrew-pile 
pier  2:!3yds.  in  length.  An  outer  landing  stage  will 
be  attached  to  the  pier  for  the  use  of  steamers  and 
other  vessels. 

The  City  Council  of  Coventry,  having  applied 
to  the  Local  G:)V6TOment  B>ard  for  approval  of 

the  appropriation  of  certain  corporate  land  situated 
in  Hiles-streot  (the  site  of  the  old  baths)  as  the  site 

for  a  fire  brigade  sUtion  and  fiiemon's  cottages,  and for  sanction  to  borrow  CG.OGS  for  purposes  of  street 

improvement,  £5,300  for  fire  brigade  purposes,  and 
£270  for  work*  of  sewerage.  Col.  A.  C.  :5311th, 

R  E.,  Lical  Government  Board  inspector,  con- 

ducted an  inquiry  at  St.  Mary's  Hill  on  Wednesday 
week. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Wrexham  Town- 
Council  it  was  reported  that  the  Local  Govemment 
Board  had  sanctioned  loans  of  £20,000  for  electric 

lighting  and  ll.SOO  for  public  baths,  and  that  they 

were  considering  the  council's  applicjition  for  leave 
to  borrow  £2,litO  lor  a  refuse  destructor. 
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BAilSGATK  CONCEBT  HALL.— WOLVERHAMPTON  WORKHOUSE. 

— *'tHE  FIGHTIKO  cocks,"  MOSELEY. — HOUSE  ATO.VFORD. 
— DESIGNS   FOR  A   COUNTRY   BANK. 

<Bvix  5llttstrati0n». 
TlOROfGII    OF    B.VMSO.iTE    CONCERT   HALL. 

These  designs  were  placed  first  by  a  professional 
assessor  in  a  recent  open  competition  promoted  by 
the  corporation.  The  carrying  out  oi  the  work  is 

being  delayed  pending  the  settlement  by  the  cor- 
poration of  financial  arrangements  to  enable  them 

to  carry  out  these  and  other  important  works.  It 

is  contemplated  that  early  in  the  New  Year  in- 
structions will  be  issued  to  proceed  with  the 

carrying  out  of  the  works.  The  concert  hall  is 
entirely  underground,  being  approached  by  a 
sloping  way  lift,  wide  for  Bath  chairs,  &c.  A 
staircase  and  hydraulic  lift  are  also  provided. 
Staircases  are  also  provided  on  the  face  of  the 
cliff  communicating  with  the  lavatories,  provided 
for  men  and  women  as  public  conveniences.  The 
concert  hall  is  on  the  lower  tloor,  117ft.  by  G3ft. , 

and  about  30ft.  high,  with  large  gallery.  Cloak- 
rooms and  lavatories  for  women  and  men  are 

provided  in  connection  therewith.  In  order  to 
minimise  the  appearance  of  lowness,  the  hall  has 
been  divided  into  a  wide  centre  aisle  and  two 

narrower  side  ones  by  means  of  light  iron 
<X)lumns  and  arcading.  This  treatment  has  the 
practical  advantage  from  a  constructional  point 
of  view  by  rendering  the  use  of  heavy  girders 
unnecessary.  The  plans,  as  published,  explain 
themselves.  The  estimated  cost  is  about  C16,000. 

Messrs.  Ardron,  Dawson,  and  Howell,  of  West- 
minster, are  the  architects. 

NEW   WORKKOtSE   AND     IXIIRMAUY     FOR    WOLVER- 

HAMI'TON  :    SELECTED    DESIOX. 

The  building  of  this  important  institution  is 
shortly  to  be  commenced  on  a  site  at  Xew  Cross, 
a  mile  and  a  half  from  the  town.  3Ir.  Arthur 

Marshall,  A. R.I. B. A.,  of  Xottingham,  the  archi- 
tect of  the  building,  has  iumished  us  with  the 

following  particulars.  The  buildings  are  divided 
into  the  following  distinct  groups  :  — 

eye  illustration.  There  is  one  main  entrance 

only,  and  this  is  controlled  by  the  porter's  lodge 
with  weixbing  house.  The  road  passes  by  the 
board  room  and  out-relief  department  on  the  loft 
and  the  receiving  wards  on  the  right.  The 
chapel  is  passed  and  the  main  entrance  to  the 
workhouse  reached.  On  either  side  of  this  are 

master  and  matron's  residences,  assistant  master's 
rooms,  &c.,  the  dining-hall  and  administrative 
block  being  behind.  On  either  side  are  covered 

ways  leading  to  the  aged  and  able-bodied  blocks. The  road  is  continued  on  either  side  across  the 

covered  way,  passing  the  engine-houseand  laundry 
on  the  female  side,  and  the  workshops  on  the 
male  side,  until  the  infirmary  is  reached,  beyond 
which  the  imbecile  wards  are  placed,  and  diverging 
to  the  right  is  the  infectious  hospital,  occupying 
the  e.xtreme  X.E.  angle  of  the  site.  The  casual 
wards  are  placed  near  the  road  on  the  S.W. 

angle  of  the  site,  and  have  a  separate  enti'ance. 
■The  mortuary  and  post-mortem  rooms  are  at  the 
back  of  this  blocks  By  this  arrangement  of  the 

various  buildings  over  '20  acres  of  land  will  be 
available  for  agricultural  purposes.  A  consider- 

able advance  in  the  classification  of  the  inmates 

is  made  by  the  provision  of  50  separate  sleeping 
cubicles  for  each  sex  of  the  deserving,  ten  of  these 

being  arranged  in  each  pavilion,  and  these  have 
their  own  dayrooms.  Great  attention  has  also 

been  paid  to  the  classification  of  the  other  classes 
of  inmates,  which  is  amply  provided  for.  The 

whole  of  the  buildings  will  embody  the  most 

approved  and  up  to-date  features,  both  as  regards 

general  planning  as  well  as  in  sanitary  and  other 
matters.  Electricity  will  be  used  for  lighting, 

and  every  block  will  be  connected  by  telephone. 
The  contract  has  recently  been  let  to  Messrs. 
T.  Fish  and  Sons  at  £156,879,  and  the  work  is 

being  commenced  at  once. 

"the    FlfiHTIN'C:    cocks"    HOTEL,    MOSELEV. 

This  new  house,  for  the  llolte  Brewery  Co  ,  has 
been  erected  on  the  site  of  an  old  house  which  was 

of  very  little  interest.  The  work  has  been  carried 

out  in  Derby  Dale  stone  and  sand-faced  bricks, 
with  roof  of  stone  slabs.  The  dome  is  covered 

with  copper.  The  whole  of  the  fittings  for  bar, 
billiard-room,  and  smoke  room  have  been  designed 

by  the  architects,  Jlessrs.  T.  F.  \V.  Newton  and 
Chcatle,  of  Newhall-street,  Birmingham,  and 

the  work  has  been  carried  out  in  a  most  satis- 

factory manner  by  Jlr.  E.  J.  Charles,  of  Moseley. 

house   IX    OXFORD    FOR    THE    KEV.    .1.    H.    MEF. 

This  house,  which  has  recently  been  completed, 
stands  in  JIansfield-road  on  a  CDrner  site  opposite 

JIanchester  College.  It  is,  therefore,  close  to 
the  centre  of  C'xford,  and,  at  the  same  time,  has 
the  advantage  of  the  open  space  afforded  by  the 
cricket-grounds  and  the  Parks  beyond.  The 
chief  feature  of  the  house  is  the  main  hali,  which 

is  carried  up  the  full  height  of  the  building,  and 

has  an  open-timber  oak  roof.  The  staircase  and 

panelling  to  the  haU  are  also  in  oak,  enriched 

with  carving.  The  exterior  of  the  house  is  faced 

with  Taynton  stone,  and  the  roofs  are  covered 

with  Broseley  tiles.  The  contractors  were  Jlessrs. 

Symm  and  Co.,  of  Oxford,  and  the  work  has  been 
carried  out  from  the  designs  and  under  the 

superintendence  of  the  architect,  Jlr.  Arthur 
Blomfield  Jackson,  Mecklenburgh-S'iuare,  W.C. 

COMPETITIONS. 

Blacki.f.v. — In  a  competition  for  architects' 
designs  for  the  intended  library  and  public  hall  at 

Blackley,  a  committee  of  the  Manchester  Cor- 
poration has  awarded  the  first  premium  to  Mr. 

.)ohn  (cibbons,  of  Cross-street,  Manchester.  The 
stop  taken  has  met  with  the  approval  of  Mr. 

Levy,  as  representing  David  Lewis's  Trustees (who  are  defraying  the  cost  of  the  llall),  and  a 
letter  has  been  received  from  him  offering  also  to 

provide  for  the  cost  of  a  children's  shelter  in  the 
adjacent  playground,  estimated  at  £750. 
Garstox,  Liverfool. — At  the  meeting  on 

Tuesday  of  the  urban  district  council,  the  tech- 
nical instruction  committee  recommended  that  a 

technical  school  be  erected  on  the  site  already 

acquired  as  part  of  the  land  secured  for  the  park, 
fronting  (iarston  Old-road,  at  an  estimated  cost 
of  £7,000,  inchiding  the  permanent  fittings.  It 
was  also  decided  to  ask  a  number  of  architects  to 

send  in  competitive  designs  for  the  building,  for 
which  two  premiums  of  £50  and  £:i0  were  to  ba 
offered.     The  motion  was  unanimously  adopted. 

I  Males. 

Workhouse  —  I 
Able-bodied    1  60 
Partially  able-bodied  and  old.|  330 
Married  couples    i  20 

Nursery   '  — Receiving  wards     15 
Infirmary — 

Surgical,  medical,  and  chronic  160 

Lying-in   '  — Syphilitic  and  skin   ,  16 

Infectious  wards    20 
Imbeciles —  ' 

Imbeciles      60 
Epileptics    1  30 

I 
Casuals    '  50 
Nurses'  home      — 

Females.     Total. 

80 

140 

110 
440 

20 40 

24 

24 
10 25 

   G69 

120 280 

16 16 

10 

26 

  332 

20 

40 

60 

120 
60 

6) 

—  180 

20 70 — 20 

l.SOl 

Koughly  speaking,  the   general  arrangement  of 

the  buildings  will  be  understood  from  the  bird'a- 

llUILDINt;  XEWS"   DESIGXIXli   CLFli  :   A   llAXK   IX  A 

COCXTRY    TOWX. 

(For  description  and  awards  see  p.  756.) 

Fifty  additional  electric  cars  are  to  be  ordered  by 
the  Leeds  Corporation  from  Messrs.  Dick,  Kerr,  and 
Co.  for  £28,0011.  They  are  to  be  delivered  at  the rate  of  ten  a  month. 

At  the  meeting,  on  Friday,  of  the  Newcastle-ou- 

Tyne  board  of  guardians  the  question  of  re- 
modelling the  workhouse  was  discussed,  in  view  of 

the  approaching  removal  of  the  children  to  the  new 
cottage  homes,  and  the  possible  removal  of  the 
imbeciles  to  Co.'ilodge  .Vsylum :  the  pressing 
requirements  being  a  new  mortuary,  an  enlarged 

vagrant  ward,  and  provision  for  "  remand  "  ca^es from  the  police-court.  It  was  agreed  that  Mr. 
W.  L.  Newcombe,  F.IM.B.A.,  Newcastle,  should 
be  invited  to  advise  the  Board  upon  the  question. 

The  Doncasler  I'rban  District  Council  have  ap- 
pointed Mr.  \V.  i;.  Crabtree,  assistant  in  the  city 

surveyor's  office  at  ShefHeld,  as  highway  surveyor. 
There  were  60  applicants. 

New  Raman  Citholio  schools  in  Kist-row.  Ivinsa 

Green,  were  opened  last  week  by  Cirdinal  Vaughm 

They  have  been  built  at  a  cost  of  £  1,000,  -■"' accommodate  nearly  900  children. and 

CHIPS. 

The  reredoB  in  the  parish  church  of  Stockleigh 
lOuglish,  Devon,  which  was  found  mysteriously 
smashed  to  pieces  some  time  ago,  and  which  had 
been  erected  by  the  rector  (the  late  Rev.  G. 
Ilowty),  aided  by  the  munificence  of  the  late 
Marchioness  of  Salisbury,  has  been  restored  to  its 
former  beauty,  and  was  rededicated  on  Sunday. 
The  restoration  was  carried  out  by  Messrs.  Harry 
Hems  and  Sons,  of  Exeter. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Town  Council  of 
Canterbury  the  resignation  of  the  city  surveyor, 
Mr.  A.  H.  Cimpbell,  who  his  been  appointed 
surveyor  of  Eist  Ham,  was  accepted,  and  it  was 
agreed  to  advertise  for  a  successor  at  a  salary  of 

£:!00  per  annum,  office  and  start'  provided,  but 
private  practice  prohibited. 

Three  stained-glass  windows  have  been  placed  in 
the  chancel  of  the  recently  restored  parish  of 

Cringleford  as  memorials.  The  east  window 
represents  the  Angel  announcing  the  Resurrection 
to  the  Three  Holy  Women,  and  the  two  windows  on 
the  south  side  contain  figures  of  SS.  Peter  and 
Ethelbert  of  York.  The  artists  are  Messrs.  Liwes 
and  Wostlake,  of  Eodell-street,  Bloomsbury. 

At  Bingley,  on  Friday,  Messrs.  W.  JI.  and  R. 
Atkinson,  joiners  and  builders,  were  summoned  for 
not  having  a  hand -feed  planing  machine  properly 
fenced.  On  October  12  a  workman  named  Bir- 
wick  mat  with  an  accident  when  there  was  no 

guard  on  the  mactiine.  Mr.  W.  R.  Atkinson  siid 
he  had  notices  posted  instructing  the  workmen  not 
to  use  the  machine  without  the  guard  ;  but  on  the 
date  named  the  workman  had,  contrary  to  instruc- 

tions, taken  crt'  the  guard.  The  Bench  imposed  a 
fine  of  £5  and  costs,  making  a  total  of  £5  17?. 

The  urban  district  councU  of  Nuneaton  have 
voted  their  surveyor,  Mr.  J.  S.  Pickering,  an 
honorarium  of  1525  for  cirrying  out  additional 
sewerage  and  other  engineering  works. 

Mr.  Douglas  Voung,  F.S.I.,  of  the  firm  of 
Douglas  Young  and  Co.,  51,  Coleman-street,  E^C., 
has  been  appointed  surveyor  to  the  North-West 
London  1!  lilway.  This  is  a  new  line  running 
from  the  Mirble  Arcb  (where  there  will  be  a  con- 

necting interchange  with  the  Central  London  1£  lil- 

way), and  thence  along  the  Elgware-road  to 
Cricklewood,  the  line  being  four  miles  in  lenoth, 
with  eventual  developments  north  and  south  of  a 

very  important  character. 
Mr.  Bitsford  will  publish,  next  week,  a  volume 

entitled  "  Old  Colonial  Houses  of  the  Cipe  of  GDoi 
Hope,"  in  which  many  of  the  quaint  and  picturesque 
buildings  erected  by  the  early  Dutch  settlers  are 
illustrated  from  sketches  in  pen-and-ink  or  crayons 
by  Mrs.  Alys  Fane  Trotter,  and  by  half-tone  repro- 

ductions from  photographs.  Mrs,  Trotter's  interest- ing notes  upon  the  subjects  are  accompanied  by  a 
short  account  of  the  "Origin  of  Old  Cipe  Archi- 

tecture," by  Jfr.  Herbert  Biker,  A  R.I.B.A.,  with 
]  sketches  by  its  authors,  and  the  whole  formi  a 
valuable  monograph  of  the  very  interesting  style  or 

[  blending  of  styles  in  architecture  invented  by  the 
early  settlers.  It  is  a  pleasant  surprise  to  fiad  that 
so  many  good  and  typical  examples  of  these  old 
houses  yet  remain  within  a  few  miles  of  Cipe  Town. 
■The  size  of  the  volume  is  royal  quarto. 

Three  figure  windows  have  just  been  fix  id  at 

Dorchester  I'nion.  Subjects :  The  Light  of  the 
World,    S:.  John,    and    St.    Peter,    executed    by 

t  Messrs.  Swaine,  Bourne,  and  Son,  Birmingham  and 

\  London. 
I      St.  .Tohn's  School,  Biubury,  is  being  warmed  and 

'  ventilated  by  means  of  Shorland's  patent  Min- 
chester  grates,  patent  exhaust  roof  ventilators,  and 

I  special  inlet  tubjs,  the  same  being  supplied  by 
Messrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 
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Mmommunication* 
QussTioys. 

[11377.]— Concrete.-  I  will  h-  very  much  obliged  if 
some  of  your  nMe  ̂ 'ontribiUor-*  will  lofunu  me  i{  three 
measureA  of  (ira\»-l  t'>  pa-*?"  Uirimxh  n  liu.  riag  andooe 
measure  of  aand  to  uat-  of  rurtUod  c-ment  ia  an  good  a 
concrete  for  a  r««ervoir  as  thre*-  mniMures  of  broken  stone 
to  pass  throufth  a  lin.  rinK.  ami  one  measure  of  sand  to 
one  of  Portland  cement .'  I  think  I  have  read  in  the 
BilLDl.\r.  Nkw<  that  the  gravel  is  the  best. -Contra, roa. 

ril37a]-Incru8tatton  on  Uarble-TUed  Floor. 
— The  raarble-tiled  lloor  of  the  ohancel  of  our  new  church, 
openc>d  in  March.  ls;(0,  is  causing  much  trouble  by  an 
incrustation  which  is  formed  upon  its  surface.  No  matter 
how  frequently  it  is  wa.Hhed.  the  white  deposit  reappears. 
It  probably  comes  from  the  cement  in  which  the  blocks 
are  laid.  Will  any  expert  be  so  kind  as  to  say  if  there 
is  any  wayof  getting  rid  of  it,  and  what  steps  should  be 
taken  for  that  purpose  I  —II.  B.  X. 

[113711.]— Square  or  Cube  Measurements  in 
Quantities.— Will  any  r.sder  of  the  BiiLorv.i  News 
inform  me  if  ther«  is  a  b  wk  published  for  ready*reckoning 
square  and  cube  measurements  in  quantity  work  I— 
<iL-ASTnrEs. 

(113«0.]— Extras.— Can  A  take  proceedings  to  recover 
the  amount  of  extra  work  over  and  above  the  contract 
without  obtaining  certificate  from  architect,  who  has  not 
up  to  the  present  time  given  one.  although  it  has  been 
due  for  three  months  past  .*  -Is-.,irrRRR. 

[11.381.]— Penalty.— When  an  employer  is  determined 
to  enforce  the  penalty  clause  in  a  building  contract  for 
non-completion  of  work  to  time,  what  is  the  duty  of  the 
architect '  Has  he  any  power  to  deduct  the  amount  of 
the  penalty  when  giving  the  final  certificate,  or  must  he 
giveacertiilcate  in  full,  and  leave  the  employer  to  make 
the  deduction .'  An  answer  from  an  architect  who  has 
hid  to  face  an  unpleasant  settlement  of  this  sort,  or  from 
one  who  knows,  will  greatly  oblige. -Av  Arciiiteit. 

ril3S2.]— Connection  of  Soil-Pips  and  Drain. 
— How  should  the  soil-pipe  be  connected  to  drain  !  If  of 
some  weight  it  ought  to  be  supported  to  prevent  settle- 

ment and  breaking  the  joint.  I  believe  there  are  bands 
of  iron  sold  made  to  support  the  soil-pipe.  Also,  what  is 
the  beat  kind  of  joint  to  connect  with  glazed  stoneware 
trap  ?-A.  Z. 

[11383.]  —  Graphic  Means  for  obtaining 
Stress.— Will  anyone  who  knows  tell  me  how  the  loads 
on,  say.  one-half  of  a  roof-trusa  are  taken  and  tabulated 
after  the  force  diagram  has  been  made  .'  Supposing  there 
are  two  points  on  each  side  of  a  truss  beside  at  the  ridge 
weighted  with  2  tons  each,  there  would  therefore  be 
6  tons  on  each  side.  How  should  these  be  tabulated  for 
the  different  stresses,  an,l  is  the  reaction  at  support  taken 
into  account  ?  An  explanation  will  be  welcomed.— A 
Student. 

[113S4.]-Surveying.— Are  there  any  good  treatises 
on  sun-eying  showing  the  use  of  instruments  and  the 
mode  of  traverse  surveying?  I  want  a  practical  work; 
there  are  a  great  many  written  by  theorists  which  do  not 

explain  points.- 1'.  T. 
111383.)  —  Sewage  Discharge.  —  Will  someone 

kindly  let  me  know  is  it  known  whether  or  not  there  is  a 
certain  depth  (say,  30ft.  and  upwards)  into  which  sewage 
can  be  discharged  into  the  sea,  which  precludes  the 
possibility  of  the  sewage  rising  to  the  surface  .'—Sea  8ii,e. 

[IlSSe.]  — Articles  of  Pupil. -Is  this  document 
usually  prepared  in  dupUcate  ?  Where  not  so  prepare!, 
who  should  retain  the  executed  copy  until  the  term 
expires  T  When  is  the  premium  usually  paid,  if  in  one 
sum.*  What  stamp  duty  is  payable.'  Who  pays  the 
costs  of  preparing  and  stamping  articles  1— Parent. 

Wflted  joints.  A  gnrat  deal  depen<ls  upon  the  fizf  of 
cupola  ;  solder  dots  may  be  necetaary  to  prevent  the  lead 
from  leaving  the  boarding.  — D.  FobsesBmith,  Kirkcaldy. 

SBPIIJIS. 

[11,373.]— Lead  Soakers. -To  find  the  length  of 
soaker  for  Countess  slating  having  a  .'tin.  lap  2in.  lap 
over  nail-hole,  nail-holo  lin.  from  head  of  slate) .  deduct 
the  gauge  ̂ SJin.)  from  the  length  ('2(iin.).  and  add  Jin. 
for  the  clip.  Some  allow  lin.  for  clip,  but  I  think  it  is 
rather  too  much.  The  same  rule  applies  to  slates  of  any 
dimension.  For  plain  tiles  perhaps  lin.  for  clip  would  be 
better.— D.  Forhbs  Sihtii.  Kirkcaldy. 

[11373.] -Lead  Soakers,— The  rule  is  to  make  the 
lead  soaker  lin.  longer  than  the  margin  of  slate  plui  the 
lap.  A  Countess  slate  is  'join,  by  lOin.  If  the  margin  is 
^in.,  length  of  soaker  would  be  Sin.  •  1  .f  hip,  or  I'Jin.- G.  H.  O. 

[11371.]— Safe  Load. —  Sec  Longman's  "Notes  on 
Building  Con.stniction,"  Part  IV.  chapter  xv.,  and 
appendix  20.— UK,iEsT's  Pai:k. 

[1137(.]-Safe  Load  of  Vault— The  question  will 
depend  on  height  of  side  walLt,  not  given.  If  of  the 
ordinary  height— say  "-'ft.  to  (-pringing— the  structure 
would  carry  the  toad  on  a  base  of  Ift.  square,  if  the  railway 
plates  tie  on  the  walls.  The  shape  of  arch  is  not  the  best, 
and  should  be  tied  at  springing.— A.  B. 

[ll.375.]-Steel  Chimney  Construction.-" Fac- 
tory's" queries  are  important,  but  not  so  easily  answered. 

It  is  true  that  ̂ teel  chimneys  are  supiTMeding  brick 
atructures  to  a  large  extent,  as  they  occupy  less  area  in 
base  and  foundations  ;  on  the  other  hand,  ttiey  rc'iuire  to 
be  stayed  by  steel  guys  or  wire.,,.  The  circular  pliites  are 
usually  |in.  in  thickness,  built  up  one  plate  at  a  time:  the 
plates  are  rivet^-d  in  wVh,  inside  scalfijld  b,ring  used  :  each 
plate  laps  the  other '2in,  Steel  chimneys  can  he  quickly 
erected,  and  do  not  require  soils  of  load-sustaining  power. 
Steel  chimneys  are  about  '25  to  30  per  cent  more  costly than  brick,  accordini?  to  data.  They  can  be  lined  with 
brick.  For  information,  "Factory"  should  consult  Mr. 
W.  W.  Chrirttie's  new  work  on  "  Chimney  Design  and 
Theory,"  published  by  Messrs.  Spon,  and  reviewed  ic 
these  pages.  — G.  H.  O." 

[ll.'576.]-Lead  Cupola.— The  sheets  should  be  as 
sinall  as  possible,  with  welted  joints,  but  rolls  may  be 
used  for  the  vertical  joints  if  preferable,  with  horizontal 

CHIPS. 

At  a  meetiag  held  at  Wrexham  to  consider  the 

propoted  rectoration  of  the  noble  I'erpendicular 
paruh  church,  towards  which  the  late  Mr.  William 
OT«rton  left  i:.iO0,  it  was  announced  that  the  Duke 
of  Westminster  would  (jive  il.OCMj  this  year,  and 
another  £1,000  next  year.  Other  donations  amount- 

ing to  between  i'700  and  ilSUO  were  promised  in  the room. 

.V  new  free  library  for  North  Dablic  has  just 
been  opened  at  Cbarlerille  Mall,  close  to  Xew- 
comen  Itridge.  It  haa  been  erected  by  the  con- 

tractors, Meaara.  Joseph  Pemberton  and  .Son,  of 
Charlemont-Btreet,  Dublin,  under  the  personal 
Buperyition  of  the  city  architect,  Mr.  C.  ■'. 
M'Carthy,  who  prepared  the  plans. 

The  death  is  announced  in  his  O.'ith  year  of  Mr. 
John  Koberts.  builder,  of  Ithyl.  The  lato  Mr. 
Raberts,  at  one  time,  waa  engaged  in  extensive 
building  operations  in  lihyl,  and  erected  consider- 

able property  there.  For  many  years  he  was  a 
member  of  the  old  Board  of  C'.>mmi88ioners,  and 
took  an  active  interest  in  its  work.  He  also 
identified  himwif  with  local  musical  circles. 

Mr.  H.  H.  Liw,  one  of  the  Local  Government 
Board  inapectora,  held  an  inquiry  at  Atherton  on 
Nov.  ;iO  into  the  urban  district  coancil's  application 
to  borrow  £l,,')iiO  for  woiki  of  water  supply. 

Although  last  week's  sales  at  Tokenhouse-yard 
were  not  so  heivy  aa  in  previous  years,  yet  a  satis- 

factory total  waa  arrived  at,  firet-class  investments 
atill  maintaining  high  prioea.  An  important  feature 
of  the  week  was  the  letting  on  building  leases  for 
80  yeara  of  aeveral  aitea  cloae  to  Fenchurch- street 

Station,  comprising  some  liJ.O'jii  superficial  feet, 
which  produced  £3.310  per  annum.  The  total 

amount  of  the  week's  salea  waa  £101, G2t',,  which  is 
£ll'2. 303  lesa  than  the  total  for  the  corresponding 
week  of  last  year,  when,  however,  some  flrst-claas 
Weat-end  ibveatmenta  were  in  the  market. 

Col.  Luard,  C.E.,  one  of  the  iaspectora  of  the 
Local  Government  Board,  held  an  inquiry  on 

Nov.  '29  at  the  Council  House,  Bristol,  relative  to 
an  application  to  the  board  to  sanction  the  borrow- 

ing of  £16,000  for  purposes  of  wood  pavement,  and 
for  permission  to  diapose  of  certain  corporation 

property  in  St.  George'a-road  to  Messrs.  Fuller  and 
Co,  Another  inquiry  was  held  at  Bristol  on  Tues- 

day last  for  the  purpose  of  obtaintag  permission  to 

borrow  fl.'i.noo  for  land  for  electric  lighting 
£13,il,S  for  baths,  £ll,7i.i  for  the  Cheltenham-road 
library,  £0.352  for  the  provision  of  depots  in  various 
centrea,  and  £l!i5  for  atreet  improvement  purposes. 

The  tower  of  the  pariah  church  of  Strood,  by 
Uocheater,  which  was  deatroyed  by  fire  list 
December,  has  now  been  restored,  and  a  new  peal 
of  bella  and  a  clock  have  been  added.  Thereatora- 
tion  has  been  carried  out  at  a  cost  of  £2,U0Q,  The 
restored  portions  were  dedicated  ou  Wednesday 
week  by  the  Bishop  of  the  diocese. 

At  Kist  AUingtou,  Dsvon,  a  new  font  with  cover 
haa  jast  been  deidicatcd  as  a  memorial  to  the  late 
Rev.  II.  11.  Forlescue.  It  is  Eirly  English  in  style. 
The  base  and  footpace  are  of  Ashburton  marble. 
Five  circular  and  detached  columns  of  red  Divon 

marble  carry  the  bowl,  which  is  of  mottled  Stall'ord- 
shire  alabaster.  The  aculpture  in  the  pinels  arouud 
the  bowl  ia  in  white  Cistellini  marble.  The  four 
sculptured  figures  are  seated  ones  iu  recessed  panels 
and  represent  Noah.  Moses,  E.ijah,  and  St.  John  the 
Baptist.  The  work  haa  been  carried  out  by  Messrs. 
Harry  Hems  and  Sons,  of  Kioter. 

The  atained-glasa  window  recently  preacnted  to 
Dovercourt  parish  cburcli  by  the  German  Enperor 
ia  now  i«  «i(".  The  window  represents  the  Healing 
of  the  Centurion'a  Servant.  Kich  light  is  sur- 

mounted by  the  Prussian  oagle  in  dilTorent  colouring, 
and  iu  the  centre  tracery  piece  above  is  tho  Imperial 
crown  with  "  \V.  II."  beneath  it.  Xi  the  church 
are  also  to  be  Eeen  tho  lych-gate  presented  by  the 
ijueen,  and  the  graves  whore  lie  buried  the  British 
and  German  aoldiers  who  died  at  Dovercourt  from 
diseaae  contracted  during  the  Walcheren  Eipedi- 

tionin  1809-10. 
At  a  meeting  of  the  Cambridge  Town  Council 

held  a  fortnight  ago,  it  waa  resolved  to  ac<iuire  the' University  and  Town  Waterworks  by  a  majority  : 
but  it  was  afterwarda  a9certaiiie<l  that  the  majority 
was  not  sullioient  to  satisfy  the  rec|'.iirements  of  the 
Act  of  Parliament.  The  matter  was  referred  to  the 

council's  Parliamentary  agents,  who  advised  that 
the  vote  should  ba  taken  agaiu.  and  a  special  meet- 

ing haa  accordingly  been  held,  when  the  vote  was 

carried  by  2.'>  to  IT. The  health  committee  of  the  corporation  of  L'ver- 
EQol  have  nuthoriaed  the  city  engineer  (Mr.  J.  A. 
;rodic)  to  advertiae  for  an  assistant  engineer,  as  a 

eucceasor  to  the  late  Mr.  J.  M  Morgan,  at  a  salary 

of  £300,  riling  by  £2.'i  per  annum  to  £350. 

WATER  8UPPLT  AND  SANITART 
MATTEBS. 

EunrnvRon.— At  the  last  meeting  of  the  works 
committee  of  the  Edinburgh  and  District  Water 
Trust,  the  new  tenders  fur  No.  3  contract  of  the 
Talla  works,  which  was  held  by  Jamee  Young  and 
Sons,  for  the  construction  of  the  reaervoir  were 
opened.  They  were  thirteen  in  number,  and  were 
sent  by  varioas  contractors  in  England  and  Soot- 
land.  It  waa  agreed  that  aix  of  them  should  be  re- 

mitted to  the  engineer  for  examination  and  report 
before  the  final  selection  ia  made.  All  the  tendera 
are  considerably  in  excess  of  the  amount  of  Messra. 

Young  and  Son's  contract,  this  being  largely  due  to 
the  increased  price  of  labour  and  materials.  The 
original  contract  was  for  £163,000,  and  although 
work  to  the  extent  of  £54,000  of  that  contract  haa 
already  been  completed,  the  tendera  now  submitted 
are  even  higher  than  the  first  contract,  and  it  ia 
quite  probable  that  the  final  coat  of  the  works  may 
exceed  the  original  estimate  by  £50,000. 

Dalkeith.— The  question  of  the  water  supply, 

which  has  been  causing  much  interest  in  the  Dal- 
keith district,  has  assumed  a  new  phase  on  the 

decision  of  the  Dilkeith  Burgh  Commissioners  to 
have  the  underground  piping  examined  is  order  to 
discover  exactly  as  to  the  extraordinary  statement 
of  a  Dalkeith  plumber  lately  communicated  to  them 
that  about  13,000  gallons  of  water  per  day  had  been 
running  to  waste  into  a  main  sewer  drain  from  an 
old  lead  pipe  which  had  not  been  closed  when  a 
public  well  was  removed  over  two  yeara  ago.  Aa 
something  like  13,000,000  gallons  of  water  would 
thus  have  run  to  waste  in  the  period  alluded  to,  the 
committee  of  the  water  arragements  felt  compelled 

to  seriously  go  into  the  question.  Complete  exa- 
mination was  made  on  Friday,  and  the  members 

were  generally  agreed  as  to  the  result  of  their  in- 
vestigations that  the  plumber's  statement  as  to  the 

great  quantity  of  water  having  run  to  waste  was 
unfounded.  The  whole  question  of  an  additional 

supply  of  water  will  now  be  considered  by  the  Com- missioners. 

New  South  Loxdon  Ixtekceptejg  Sewee. — 
The  Main  Drainage  Committee  of  the  London 
County  Council  reported  on  Tuesday  that  they  had 
received  deputations  from  the  vestries  of  Battersea, 
Camberwell,  Lambeth.  Newington,  Rotherhithe, 
and  St.  George-the-Martyr,  Southwark,  and  the 
St.  Olave  and  Wandsworth  District  Boards  on  the 
subject  of  the  necessity  for  constructing  additional 
outfall  and  intercepting  sewers  for  the  drainage  of 

London.  "  All  the  deputations,"  observe  the  com- 
mittee, ' '  not  only  expressed  their  approval  of  the 

proposals  which  we  have  laid  before  the  council  for 
providing  more  sewer  accommodation,  but  also 
urged  the  extreme  importance  of  at  once  proceed- 

ing with  the  construction  of  the  suggested  new 
intercepting  sewer  between  Daptford  and  Battersea, 
so  that  the  outfall  sewer  recommended  in  our  re- 

port, and  the  intercepting  sewer  approved  by  us, 
but  not  recommended  for  the  time  being,  may  be 
constructed  simultaneously.  We  have  informed  the 
council  that  the  work  of  constructing  the  new  out- 

fall sewers  proposed  will  last  for  about  eight  years, 
while  the  construction  of  the  intercepting  sewers 
will  probably  take  six  more  years  to  complete.  The 
several  deputations,  having  referred  to  the  inade- 

quacy of  the  main  sewers  in  their  respactive  dis- 
tricts, strongly  expressed  the  view  that  its  was 

absolutely  necessary  that  the  relief  which  it  is 
anticipated  will  be  afforded  by  the  formation  of  the 
new  sewers  should  be  given  long  before  the  time 
contemplated,  and  that  all  the  works  included  in 
the  scheme  should  be  completed  within  a  period  of 
six  or  seven  years.  It  will  ba  remembered  that  the 
cost  of  the  new  sewer  from  Dsptford  to  Battersea  is 

estimated  roughly  at  £300,000." 

At  Skipton,  a  new  Diamond  Jubilee  cottage 
hospital  haa  just  been  opened.  It  is  Domestic  in 
style,  accommodates  13  patients  and  four  nurses, 
and  has  cost  £2,710.  The  architect  is  Mr.  Edward 
C.  II.  Maidman,  of  Edinburgh. 

The  opening  of  the  new  Wesleyan  chapel  just 
erected  in  Long-atreet,  Devizea.  to  replace  the 
ancient  and  obsolete  structure  in  New  Park -street, 
took  place  on  Friday.  The  new  building  is  in  the 
Geometric  Gothic  style.  It  provides  accommodation 
for  700  worshippers,  and  haa  a  schoolroom  and 
clasarooms  in  rear.  The  total  cost,  including  site, 
was  £4,000. 

A  new  pumping-engine  waa  opened  on  Friday  at 
the  St.  Albau's  Waterworks  capihle  of  raising 
1.500gal8.  of  water  per  minute.  With  the  liOO.OOO 
gallons  a  day  produced  at  the  upper  works,  there  ia 
provided  a  water-supply  which  aihounts  to  six  times 
the  maximum  quantity  reciuired  by  the  city,  with  a 

pumping  capacity  of  three  times  the  amount.  The 
engine  haa  been  built  according  to  plans  and  specifi- 

cations prepared  by  Mr.  A.  F.  Phillips,  M.I.C.E., 
by  Messrs.  Simpson  and  Co.,  of  Pimlico.  the  boring 
having  been  accomplished  by  Messrs.  Lg  Grand  and 
Sutcliffe,  of  London.  :ind  Messrs.  Miskin  and  Son 
have  enlarged  the  building. 
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LEaAL  INTELLIQENOB. 

POTLIC-HotTSES  AMD  THE  LOXEON  BUILDINO  ACT. 

—Ex  Paete  the  London  County  Covncii,.— In 

the  Qaeen'a  Bench  Division,  on  Friday,  before  Mr. 
Justice  Bruce  and  Mr.  Justice  Bigham,  Mr.  Avory 

moved  lor  a  rule  ni^i  calling  upon  the  magistrate  of 

the  Westminster  Police-court  to  show  cause  why  he 
should  not  state  a  case  raising  a  point  which  the 

County  Council  desired  should  be  raised  under  the 
London  Building  Act,  1S91.  Section  74  (2)  of  the 

Act  provides  as  follows:— "In  every  buildmg  ex- 
ceeding ten  squares  in  area  used  in  part  for  purposes 

of  trade  or  manufacture  and  in  part  as  a  dwelling- 
house,  the  part  used  for  purposes  of  trade  or  manu- 

facture shall  be  separated  from  the  part  used  as  a 
dwelling-house  by  walls  and  floors  constructed  of 
fire-resisting  materials,  and  all  passages,  staircases, 
and  other  means  of  approach  to  the  part  used  as  a 
dwelling-house  shall  be  constructed  throughout  of 

fire-reaiflting  materials."  A  building-owner  gave 
notice  to  the  district  surveyor  of  his  intention  to 
erect  a  public-house,  the  ground  floor  of  which  was 
to  be  used  for  the  public-houeo,  and  the  Hrst  and 
second  floors  for  residential  purposes.  A  notice  of 
objection  that  the  building  was  not  in  accordance 
with  section  71  (2)  of  the  Act  was  served  upon  the 
building-owner  under  section  150.  from  which  notice 
the  building-owner  appealed  to  the  magistrate.  It 
was  contended  by  the  Council  that  the  proposed 

building  was  one  "  used  in  part  for  purposes  of 
trade  "  and  "  in  part  as  a  dwelling-house  "  within 
flection  74  (2),  and  that  the  requirements  of  that 
section  must  accordingly  be  complied  with.  The 
magistrate  allowed  the  appeal,  refusing  to  state  a 
case  on  the  point  raised  by  the  Council  on  the  ground 

that  it  was  decided  in  "  Cirritt  v.  Godson  ''  (ISOO, 
2  Q.B.,  193),  where  Mr.  Justices  Day  and  Liw- 
rauce  held  that  a  fully-licensed  bouse  was  not 
within  the  section.  The  learned  counsel  pointed 

out  that  in  "  Carritt  v.  Godson  "  the  proceedings 
were  criminal,  and  consequently  the  case  could  not 
ba  taken  to  the  Court  of  Appeal.  The  present  pro- 
oaedings  were  not  criminal,  and  the  Council  desired 
to  obtain  the  opinion  of  the  Court  of  Appeal  upon 
the  point.    A  rule  nisi  was  granted. 

In  ke  J.  H.  ScAiFE,  of  Hull.— A  meeting  of  the 
creditors  of  John  Henry  Scaife,  250,  Division-road 
and  West  Dock-avenue.  Hull,  joiner  and  builder, 
was  held  on  Xov.  2S.  Debtor's  gross  liabilities  were 
returned  at  €1,979  lOj.  5d.,  of  which  £249  Ifls.  8d. 
is  expected  to  rank  for  dividend.  His  free  assets 

are  £195  53.  Gd.,  leaving  a  deficiency  of  t'54  lOi.  2d. 
The  assets  include  £142  '2s.  3d.,  surplus  from 
securities  in  the  hands  of  fully-secured  creditors  ; 
but  the  Oftioial  Receiver  (Mr.  A.  S.  Maples)  ex- 

pressed the  opinion  that  the  surplus  would  not  be  so 
iwge.  The  debtor,  who  attributes  his  failure  to 
want  of  capital,  commenced  business  in  October, 
IS97,  without  any  capital  in  cash,  but  possessed  two 
houses,  a  worktop,  and  stable  in  West  Dock- 
avenue,  worth  about  £700.  He  commenced  in 
partnership  with  Mr.  Charles  Hall,  under  the  style 
of  "Scaife  and  Hall,  Joiners  and  Undertakers." 
The  partnership,  however,  only  lasted  about  nine 
months,  when  it  was  dissolved  by  mutual  consent, 
the  debtor  taking  over  all  the  assets  and  liabilities. 
The  whole  of  the  debtor's  unsecured  liabilities  are 
for  goods  supplied.  The  matter  was  left  in  the 
hands  of  the  Ofiicial  Keceiver. 

Leeds  Akeitiiations.— Sir  Hugh  Owen,  G.C.B., 
of  the  Local  Government  Board,  again  sat  at  the 
Leeds  Town  Hall  last  week  to  assess  the  amount  to 
b«  paid  by  the  Corporation  tar  Uie  ocmpulsorj 
acquisition  of  several  lots  ot  property  in  the  Tork- 
street  insanitary  area.  In  the  first  case,  Mr.  Thomas 
Whittaker  claimed  £150  in  respect  of  a  small  piece 
of  property  in  Off-street,  adjoining  the  Xorth- 
Kistern  Railway.  The  Corporation,  for  whom  Mr. 
A.  W.  Bairstow  appeared,  had  ofYered  £i;0.  Mr. 
Thomas  Wmn,  architect  and  surveyor,  was  the 
principal  witness  for  the  claimant,  and  his 
valuation  was  £  121.  On  behalf  of  the  Corporation, 
Mr.  J.  M.  Fawcett,  architect  emd  valuer,  put  the 
value  at  £5S  lOs.,  and  Mr.  W.  S.  Braithwaite, 
architect,  at  £5n  IGs.  Evidence  as  to  repairs  was 
also  given  by  Mr.  C.  Myers,  builder  and  valuer. 
The  arbitrator  next  inquired  into  the  claim  of  the 
trustees  of  Mrs.  Stallworthy  in  regard  to  the 
scheduled  property  in  the  Rising  Sun  Yard,  off 
Marsh-lane.  The  trustee  had  formally  a°ked  for 
£450,  and  the  Corporation  made  an  offer  of  £225. 
Mr.  J.  W.  Heeles,  estate  agent,  who  was  called  on 
behalf  of  the  claimants,  gave  a  valuation  of 
£379,  and  Mr.  .s.  Whitham  £393  lOs.  Sd.  For  the 
Corporation  Mr.  J.M.  Fawcett  es^mated  the  value 
to  be  £230  los.,  and  Mr.  E.  S.  Silcock,  surveyor, 
£243.  The  arbitration  proceedings  for  the  present 

terminated,  and  in  due  courje  Sir  Hugh  On'en  will make  his  awards. 

Damages  for  ExTnAO!:i>iNAi.Y  Tp.afvic— The 
Dunfermline  District  Committee  of  the  Fife  County 
Council  raised  an  action  in  the  Dunfermline  Sheriff 
Court  against  Baird  and  Stevensor,  quarrjmasters, 
<41asgow,  for  payment  of  £2,372  23.  7d.  The 
defenders  are  the  lessees  of  Callalo  quarry,  near 
Aberdour,  and  the  pursuers  averred  that  they  had 
iueurred  expense  to  the  amoant  sued  for  in  repair- 

ing a  road  used  by  the  defenders,  this  expense  being 
incurred  by  reason  of  the  damage  caused  by  exces- 

sive weight  passing  along  the  road  or  by  extra- 
ordinary tratlic  upon  it.  The  defenders  tendered 

£59  53.  VOd.,  being  a  proportionate  sum  to  that 
already  awarded  by  the  Court  according  to  the 
quantity  of  stones  carried  over  the  road  in  question, 
or,  alternatively,  £70  lis.  3d.,  boing  at  the  rate  of 
one  penny  par  ton  per  mile,  which,  but  for  the 
pursuers'  culpable  neglect  of  the  road,  the  defenders 
said,  would  have  been  Butflcient  to  meet  the  extra- 

ordinary expense  occasioned  by  their  Ira  Hi:.  The 
pursuers,  it  was  further  stated  by  the  defenders, 
closed  the  road  for  about  twelve  weeks,  and  recon- 

structed it,  and  it  was  contended  that,  under  the 
statute,  the  defenders  were  not  liable  for  the  cost  of 
reconstruction,  which  was  not  maintenance.  Ou  the 
other  hand,  the  pursuers  said  that  they  maintained 
the  road  in  a  manner  quite  fit  for  the  ordinary 

traflic  of  the  road  and  also  for  the  defenders'  traftio 
so  long  as  it  was  conducted  in  carts  and  a  lorry,  but 
the  defenders,  without  giving  notice  to  the  pur- 

suers, began  to  conduct  their  traflic  with  a  traction- 
engine  and  waggons,  which  were  of  great  weight, 
and  unfitted  for  any  road  unless  specially  prepared 
for  such  traflic.  A  long  proof  was  led,  and  Sheriff 
Gillespie  has  now  issued  an  interlocutor,  awardmg 
the  pursuers  £1,200,  payable  in  four  quarterly 
instalments,  with  expenses. 

A  Costly  Claeh  fok  DiLAriDATiONs.— In  the 
Qaeen's  Bench  Division,  on  Saturday,  Mr.  Justice 
Bruce  had  before  him  the  case  of  Rogers  and  another 
V.  Bell,  which  was  an  action  brought  by  trustees 
against  a  tenant  to  recover  £4G  19a.  lOd.  in  respect 
of  dilapidations.  In  January,  1890,  the  defendant 
took  a  house  of  a  lady,  now  deceased,  on  a  yearly 

tenancy,  and  covenanted  to  keep  it  in  repair,  re- 
ceiving an  allowance  of  £10  per  year  for  the  pur- 

pose. When  the  defendant  delivered  up  the  house 
the  plaintiffs,  as  trustees  of  the  estate,  made  a  claim 
for  dilapidations  to  the  extent  of  £40  lOs.  lOi. 
Dafendant  refused  to  pay,  and  the  plaintiff  brought 
an  action  to  recover  the  amount.  The  case  came  on 
for  trial  at  the  Chester  Assizes,  and  was  referred  to 
a  Liverpool  architect,  who  found  that  the  repiirs 
for  which  the  defendant  was  liable  under  the  cove- 

nant would  not  cost  more  than  £4  5s.  As  the 
defendant  had  paid  £5  into  court,  Mr.  Tudor  Howell 
now  applied  that  judgment  should  be  entered  for 
the  defendant,  with  the  costs  of  the  action,  refer- 

ence, and  of  the  present  action.  Mr.  Trevor  Lloyd, 
for  the  plaintiftj,  appealed  to  his  Lordship  not  to 
mulct  the  estate  in  costs.  The  estate  was  a  small 
one,  and  the  tenant  for  life  had  to  keep  her  father 
and  herself  on  the  income.  It  would  be  a  serious 

thing  if  she  had  to  pay  the  defendant's  costs.  Mr. Justice  Bruce  said  the  case  ought  never  to  have  been 
brought  into  the  High  Court.  As  the  plaiutiffi  did 
not  accept  the  £5  which  was  paid  into  court,  the 
defendant  would  have  judgment,  with  the  costs  of 
the  action,  the  inquiry  by  the  architect,  and  of  the 

present  application. 
W.  G.  SUTHEELAND,  LTD.— A  [meeting  of  the 

shareholders  of  the  above  company  was  held  on 
Monday  at  the  registered  offices  of  the  company. 
No.  16,  Oxford-street,  Manchester,  when  the  fol- 

lowing extraordinary  resolutions  were  adopted  and 

duly  passed  ;— "  (1)  That  it  has  been  proved  to  the 
satisfaction  of  this  meeting  that  the  company  cannot, 
by  reason  of  its  liabilities,  continue  its  business,  and 
that  it  is  advisable  to  wind  up  the  same,  and  accord- 

ingly that  the  company  be  wound  up  voluntarily  ; 
(2)  that  James  Royal  Hesketh,  of  22,  Brazeunose- 
stieet,  Manchester,  chartered  accountant,  be,  and 
is,  hereby  appointed  liquidator  for  the  purposes  of 
such  winding  up.  A  statement  of  affairs  is  now 
being  prepared,  and  will  be  sent  to  you  in  due 

course." A  Br.isTOL  Aebitration.— On  October  IS,  Mr. 
Robert  Vigors  opened  in  Bristol  the  arbitration 
proceedings  between  the  Corporation  of  Bristol  and 
Sir  Greville  Smyth,  Birt.,  as  to  the  price  to  be  paid 
by  the  former  for  land  at  Ashton  Meadows  required 
lorthe  purposes  of  the  Bristol  Dock  Act,  1S97.  The 
land  in  question  is  about  20  acres  in  extent,  and 

lies  between  Clifton  Bridge  Station  and  Colliter's 
Brook.  Mr.  W.  Sturge  had  been  the  arbitrator  for 
the  corporation  and  Mr.  R.  Forrest  for  Sir  Greville 
Smyth,  and  these  gentlemen  having  been  unable  to 
agree,  Mr.  Vigors  was  called  in  as  umpire.  Mr. 
Freeman,  (J.C,  and  the  Hon  A.  Lyttelton,  M.P. 
(instructed  by  the  deputy-town  clerk)  were  counsel 
for  the  corporation,  and  Mr.  C.  A.  Cripps.  'i.C, 
M.P.,  Mr.  E.  Boyle,  Q.C.,  and  Mr.  Holman 
Gregory  (instructed  by  Messrs.  Wansey  and  Son) 

appeared  for  Sir  Greville  Smyth.  After  the  pro- 
ceedings in  Bristol,  on  October  IS  there  was  an 

adjournment  to  November  10.  when  the  inquiry  was 
resumed  in  London.  Mr.  Vigors's  award  in  the 
matter  was  received  on  Saturday,  and  the  amount 

to  bo  paid  to  Sir  Greville  Smyth  has  been  fixed  at 
£26,9S3.  The  claim  was  for  £G5,00O,  and  the 
corporation  had  offered  £25,000. 

SETTLE5IENT       OF      TIIE      LuTrSFIELD     BOLDINO 
DiiriTE.— The  case  of  Leveson-Gower  v.  Sswell 
on  Wednesday  came  before  the  Court  of  Appsal, 

composed  of  the  Master  of  the  R}Us,  the  President 

of  the  Probate  Division,  and  Lord  Justice  Roman, 

on  an  appeal  by  the  defendant  from  an  interlocutory 
injunction  granted  by  Mr.  Justice  Darling  in  the 
Vacation  Court,  restraining  the  defendant  from 
building  on  an  estate  at  Limpsfield  in  Surrey,  except 
in  accordance  with  plana,  which  had  been  approved 

by  the  plaintiff's  architect.  Mr.  Stenning.  The  case 
was  fully  reported  in  the  Bun.inNu  NKwaof  Oct.  14, 
IS.  19.  Upon  the  case  being  called  on  Mr.  Alexander, 
ij  ('.,  who  appeared  in  support  of  the  appeal,  said 
that  their  lordships  would  remember  that  the  motion 
was  in  the  list  of  hearing  about  five  weeks 

ago,  but  then  was  ordered  to  stand  over  in 

order  that  it  might  be  seen  whether  a  com- 
promise could  be  effected  between  the  parties. 

He  was  glad  to  bo  able  now  to  say  that  a  com- 
promise had  been  effected,  and  that  fresh  plans  had 

been  prepared  which  had  been  approved  by  the 

plaintiff's  architect,  and  that  defendant  had  under- 
taken that  his  building  should  be  in  accordance 

with  those  plans.  It  had  also  been  arranged  that 

the  defendant  should  pay  to  the  plaintiff  £s()  towards 
his  costs.  The  Master  of  the  Rolls  said  that  he 

thought  this  arrangement  was  a  very  satisfactory 
one.  Mr.  Alexander  said  he  proposed  to  take  an 

order  to  the  effect  that  upon  the  defendant  under- 
taking to  build  in  accordance  with  the  plans  which 

had  been  approved  by  the  plaintiff's  architect,  and to  pay  £Sil  towards  the  plaintiIVs  coats,  the  appeal 
should  ba  dismissed  without  costs,  and  that  further 

proceedings  in  the  action  should  be  stayed.  Mr. 

Milligan,  Q.C.,  for  the  plaintiff,  agreed  to  this,  and an  order  was  made  accordingly. 

BiuLDEB  Threatens  an  Architect. — At  the 
Maidenhead  Police-court  on  Monday  last,  Mr. 

Thomas  Martin,  builder,  of  Boyn  Hill,  was  sum- moned on  the  information  of  Mr.  Edward  James 

Shrewsbury,  architect  and  surveyor,  of  (iueen- 
Btreet  Chambers,  Queen-street,  Manchester,  who 
alleged  that  on  November  20,  in  this  borough, 
defendant  used  certain  offensive  words  to  him, 
which  reflected  on  his  character,  and  were  such  as 
were  calculated  to  provoke  a  breach  of  the  peace. 
I'laintiff's  counsel  stated  that  in  March,  1S90,  a 

receiving  order  in  bankruptcy  was  made  against 
defendant,  who,  during  his  public  examination, 

suggested  that  his  failure  was  due  to  Mr.  Shrews- 
bury having,  as  architect,  improperly  withheld 

certificates  which  were  due  in  re8p..-ct  of  work  done, 

and  whereby  the  defendant  was  prevented  obtain- 
ing sums  of  money  which  he  thought  were  due  to 

himself.  This  had  led  to  the  systematic  abuse  by  Mr. 
Martin  of  Mr.  Shrewsbury  whenever  they  came 
into  contact  with  each  other.  Evidence  having  been 

given  in  support  of  the  case,  defendant  was  called, 
and  said  it  was  not  his  intention  to  assault  plaintiff. 

The  magistrate  said  that  it  was  their  unanimous 

opinion  that  he  should  be  bound  over  to  keep  the 
peace  for  twelve  months,  in  the  sum  of  £100,  and 
he  would  have  to  find  two  sureties  in  £50  each. 

A  BuiLDDio  DisriTE.— GEni3Tr.AD  V.  Small.— At  the  town-hall.  Chard,  on  three  days  of  last 
week,  Mr.  E.  J.  Pollock,  as  official  referee  appointed 

by  the  High  Court  of  Justice,  aat  to  hear  the  case 

of  Grimstead  v.  Small,  remitted  from  the  Queen's Bench  Division.  The  plaintiff,  William  Grimstead, 

builder,  of  Tytherleigh,  Chard,  sued  the  defendant, 

John  Charles  Small,  manufacturer,  of  Perry-street 
Works.  Chard,  for  £304  4s.,  monies  alleged  to  be 
due  from  defendant  under  contracts  between  them, 

for  damages  for  breaches  of  contract,  and  for  the 

price  of  work  and  labour  done  and  materials  pro- 

vided by  plaintiff  at  defendant's  request.  The  claim had  reference  to  the  building  of  cottages,  making  a 

roadway  and  drains,  and  completing  cottages  at 

Terry-street  and  Knapp  Mills,  near  Chard.  The 
defendant  paid  £210  into  Court,  whilst  denying  all 

liability.  In  a  counter-claim  defendant  asked  for 

damages  against  plaintiff  for  not  completing  certain 

work,  and  negligently  laying  drains;  for  £30  123.01., 
the  cost  of  erecting  porches  to  cottages  which  it  was 

alleged  plaintiff  should  have  constructed  under  his contract;  £12  IO3.  for  building  plant  alleged  to 

have  been  detained  by  plaintiff;  and  £1"  the 

amount  of  damages  suffered  by  defendant  because 

plaintiff  neglect«&  to  use  certain  mortar,  nails,  and 

paint  in  his  work.  The  plaintiff  was  called,  and  he 

proved  carrying  out  various  building  and  draining work  for  defendant  at  Perry-street  and  Knapp 

MUls.  Whilst  engaged  at  the  latter  place  defendant 

came  up  one  day  and  said  that  HiU  (his  clerk)  was 

getting  "  too  thick"  with  witness.  A  day  or  two 
afterwards  he  received  a  letter  from  Mr.  Srnall 

calling  upon  him  to  return  the  plans  and  specifica- tions relating  to  the  work  in  progress  at  Koapp 
Mills.  Witness  was  bound  to  discontinue  his  work 
for  defendant  because  the  latter  stopped  the  supply 

of  mortar  which  he  had  a^^reed  to  provide.  Arthur 
William  Yeomans,  architect,  of  Chard,  proved 

drawing  the  plans  for  the  cottages  to  which  de- fendant had  since  added  porches.  The  porches 

were  not  shown  on  the  plans,  and  jt  would  be  moat 

unusual  to  include  in  a  contract  wort  not  shown  on 

the  plans.  The  defendant  said  that  whilst  plainbtT 

was  carrying  out  his  contracts  be  was  informed  that 
materials,  including  mortar,  were  being  sent  to  the 

building  sites  in  excess  of  immediate  requirements. 

He  spoke  to  the  plaintiff  on  the  subject,  and  told 
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him  he  wonid  not  allow  it.  U'ltneu  also  accused 
plaintiiT  of  haviof;  uted  bis  (wicoeas's)  mortar  on 
work  where  he  had  no  riftht  to  use  it,  and  also  of 
taking  various  things  which  belonged  to  witness. 
Defendant  said  he  was  sorry  for  what  he  had  done, 
but  witness  told  him  he  would  hivo  to  apilofsise  in 
writing.  In  crosa-eiamination,  defendant  said 
before  the  houses  were  built  plaiotifT  had  agreed  to 
erect  theporches,  bat  they  were  not  maikM  on  the 
plans.  The  porches  and  other  work  had  been 
erected  by  a  Xottingham  builder,  and  witneua  bad 
had  an  action  brought  against  him  at  Nottingham 
Assizes  to  recover  the  sum  due.  He  paid  the  claim 
and  all  costs  before  the  action  came  on  f c  i  hearing, 
because  he  was  advised  that  an  architect  having 
given  a  certificate  that  the  work  had  been  satis- 

factorily done  he  would  have  to  pay  the  builder  in 
any  event.  He  had  commenced  an  action  against 
the  arctiitect,  and  it  was  now  pending,  Alexander 
Poole,  builder,  of  Ilminster,  stated  that  the  drains 

at  Perry-street  laid  by  plaintitT  had  not  been  pro- 
perly constructed,  and  they  were  not  put  in  sufli- 

ciently  deep.  John  Madge,  architect,  of  Chard, 
corroborated .  Further  evidence  for  the  defence  was 
given  by  Edmund  .lames  i>ymcs,  architect,  of 
Chard.  On  behalf  of  plaintiff,  George  Alexander 
Thomas  iliddleton,  A  K.I.B.A.,  M.S.A.,  Craven- 
street,  Strand,  \Y.C.,  stated  he  estimated  the  work 
left  undone  by  Urimstead  at  about  i;9,  and  he 
valued  the  mortar  used  wrongly  at  £2.  The 
lieferee  said  he  would  deliver  lua  judgment  in 
London  on  December  9. 

Value  oi  a  BuiLDixa  Site  i\-  Hostox.— Mr. 
Balfour-Browne,  (J.C,  who,  in  the  capacity  of 
umpire,  recently  held  an  inquiry  into  the  value  of 
certain  building  land  in  .Shepherdess-walk,  Hoxton, 
required  by  the  Keceiver  of  Police  for  the 
erection  of  a  new  police -statiou,  has  issued  his 
award.  The  claimant  was  Mr.  Bromet,  who  is  the 
lessee  under  the  Charity  Commissioners  of  a  large 
area  of  land  fronting  Shepherdess  -  walk  and 
Nile-street  at  a  ground  rent  of  £3,o.50  per 
annum,  with  the  condition  that  the  buildings  to  be 
erected  on  the  land  should  be  of  the  annual  rental 
value  of  five  times  that  sum.  In  Msrch,  1S9S,  the 
Keceiver  of  Police  obtained  an  Act  of  Parliament 
in  which  was  embodied  an  order  made  by  the 
Secretary  of  State  for  the  £icquiremeat  of  a  portion 
of  the  property,  containing  an  area  of  39,07Gft., 
and  notice  to  treat  was  served  upon  Mr.  Bromet  in 
the  same  year.  The  ground  rent  of  this  area  was 
apportioned  at  £395,  and  a  large  sum,  varying 
from  £16,000  to  £21,000,  was  claimed  as  the 
difference  between  the  value  of  the  land  as 
originally  laid  out  and  ite  value  as  it  could  be 
developed  without  the  portion  acquired.  Mr. 

Balfour-Browne  has  assessed  the  value  at  £S,37;'>, 
which  figure  represents  about  half  the  amount  sug- 

gested on  behalf  of  the  claimant. 

A  Dewsbubt  Aebiteatiox  Case. — An  arbitration 
case  has  been  determined  at  D  iwsbury.  The  parties 
to  it  were  Messrs.  ii^ver  and  Djrling,  engineers  and 
ironfounders,  and  Mr.  G.  A.  Fox,  architect,  with 

Mr.  Arthur  Marriott,  surveyor,  \';.,  as  umpire.  AU 
belong  to  Ddwabury.  The  firm  named  claimed 
damages  in  respect  to  lights,  and  through  the  fall 
of  one  of  their  warehouses  caused  by  weakening  the 
foundation  when  Mr.  Fox  was  having  dug  the 
cellaring  of  some  shops  he  is  erecting  in  C  jrporation- 
atreet  and  Xorthgate.  Messrs.  lijver  and  Dorliug 
have  been  awarded  £I7o  damages,  Mr.  Fox  to  pay 
costs  in  addition. 

Wakefiei-d  City  Cou.ntii,  Fi>rED  £100.— At  the 
Wakefield  County-court,  on  Tuesday,  Mr.  Hudson, 
town  clerk  of  Wakefield,  applied  on  behalf  of  the 
corporation  for  a  further  extension  of  the  time 
allowed  them  in  which  to  complete  their  sewerage 
works.  Mr.  Trevor  Elwards,  the  West  Hiding 
solicitor,  opposed  the  application,  and  asked  hia 
Honour  to  enforce  an  order  against  the  corporation 
for  polluting  the  river  Calder.  Ho  said  the  county 
council  bad  no  vindictive  feeling  against  the  city 
councd  :  but  there  had  already  been  extensions  of 
time,  and  reasonable  diligence  bad  not  been 
exercised  by  the  corporation.  The  town  cleiksaid 
that,  owing  to  the  activity  iu  the  iron  trade  and 
other  unforeseen  circumstances,  the  contractors  had 
been  delayed,  and  found  it  impossible  to  complete 
the  work  in  the  time  allowed.  Mr.  Edwards  asked 
for  a  penalty  to  be  inflicted,  and  hi)  Honour  ordered 
the  corporation  to  piy  £100,  the  penalty  not  to  be 
enforced  if  the  work  be  comjileted  and  the  nuisance 
abated  within  three  months. 

(Dur  Office   Oblc. 

A  pDrtrait  of  Dr.  CoUino,  who  was  chairman  of 
the  London  County  Council  in  1S97,  has  been  placed 
in  the  lobby  of  the  County  Hall,  Spring-gardens. 
The  portrait,  by  Professor  Herkoraer,  It  A.,  has 

been  presented  by  103  of  11;.  Collios's  colleagues. 
The  Institution  of  Electrical  Engineers  held  their 

annual  dinner  on  Wednesday  evening  in  the  Hotel 
Cecil,  Professor  Silvanua  Thompson  in  the  ch.iir. 
Among  those  who  took  part  in  the  proceeding)  were 
(ieneral  Sir  K.  Harrison,  luspector-Ganeral  of 
Fortifications,  Lord  Kelvin,  and  Sir  W.  C.  U  >berts- 
Austen,  President  of  the  Iron  and  Steel  Institute. 

It  is  stated  that  the  National  and  other  public 
collections  will  benefit  greatly  by  the  bequests  of 

the  late  ilr.   Henry   \'aughan,   the  donor  some 
Saarg  since  of  Constable's  "  Hay  Wain"  to  the 

ationul  Gallery,  who  died  last  week  in  his  Olst 

year.  Mr.  Vaughan'e  oil-iiictures  will  probably be  offered  to  the  National  (.iallery,  which  is  likely 
to  receive  also  those  few  sepia  prepnrutions  for 

the  prints  of  Turner's  "  I.iber  Studorium," 
which  were  his  property.  The  British  Museum 
print  -room  will  bo  enriched  with  a  series  of  more 

or  less  progressive  engravers'  proofs  of  the 
"  Liber" — of  great  rarity— and  with  certain 
drawings  by  Old  JIasters.  The  Turner  water- 
colours  which  Mr.  Vaughan  owned,  and  which 
were  among  the  finest  features  of  his  cabinets, 
are  to  become  the  ornaments  of  the  museums  of 

Dublin  and  Edinburgh,  their  late  possessor 
having  entertained  strong  views  as  to  the 
measures  necessary  for  their  conservation,  and 
having  laid  down  some  stringent  conditions 

which  must  be  followed.  The  olijfis  it'art  and 
carvings,  including  a  noble  "  relief  "  whi  A  has 
been  attributed  to  Donatello,  will  pn«s  into  the 
keeping  of  the  authorities  at  .South  Kensington. 

Tin;  total  number  of  plans  and  other  docu- 
ments deposited  at  the  Private  Bill  office  in 

connection  with  local  Bills  in  promotion  for  the 
ensuing  session  of  Parliament  shows  an  increase 
of  .)C  on  those  deposited  in  1898.  The  deposits 
for  the  session  of  190O  are  :  railways  .50,  tram- 

ways 32,  miscellaneous  97,  general  provisional 
orders  133,  and  electric  lighting  provisional 
orders  109— a  total  of  421.  .\mong  the  deposits 
are  the  following  :  L.C.C.Water  (Welsh  .Supply) : 

L.C'.C.  Improvements;  London  and  N.  Western 
Kailway  ;  Midland  liailway  ;  London  and  South- 

western Railway  ;  London,  Brighton,  and  S.C. 

Railway  (Various  Powers) ;  Baker-street  and 
Waterloo  Railway  (extensions  to  Elephant  and 
Castle  and  to  Paddington) :  Purlleet  and  (iraves- 
end  Junction  Riilway :  South-Ea%tern  Metro- 

politan Tramways  ;  Reading  Corporation  Tram- 
ways :  National  Markets  and  .Stores  and 

Workshops ;  Charing  Cross  and  Strand  Elec- 
tricity Supply  Corporation ;  South  Essex  Water 

Board  ;  Post  Office  (Requisition  of  Sites)  ;  North 
Sletropolitan  Electric  Power  Supply :  City  of 
London  (Various  Powers);  Mid-Kent  Water; 
East  IjOndon  Water ;  Housing  of  the  Working 
Classes  Act  (1890) ;  London  (Webber-row  and 

Wellington  -  place  and  King's  Bench  -  walk, 
Southwark)  Improvement  Scheme  (Prov.  Order)  ; 
London  ((Ijirden-row,  Roby-street,  Baltic-street, 
and  Honduras-street,  St.  Luke)  Improvement 
Scheme  I'rov.  Order),  and  two  other  London 
schemes  under  the  same  Act ;  S.E.  and  L.C.  and 

II.  Railways;  Lambeth  Water ;  L.C. C.  (General 

Powers);  L.C'.C.  .Spitallields  Market;  Rother- 
hithe  and  Ritcliffe  Tunnel,  L.C.C.  ;  and  London 

County  Tramways. 

Some  idea  of  the  magnitude  of  the  London 
scheme  for  obtaining  a  supply  of  water  from  Mid- 
Wales  may  be  gathered  from  the  book  of  plans 
and  sections  prepared  in  connection  with  the 

London  County  Council's  Bill  for  ne.xt  session. 
The  volume  is  of  great  size,  consisting  of  SOI 

pages,  and  deals  with  many  thousands  of  different 
properties.  The  area  of  land  within  the  limits  of 
deviation  is  29,232  acres,  the  whole  of  which  has 
been  surveyed  in  detail.  The  main  a>)ueduct  to 
London  is  to  bo  102  miles  long,  but  to  comply 
with  the  Standing  I  Irders  of  Parlinmont  270  miles 
of  section  have  had  to  be  deposite»I.  The  plans 
and  sections  have  only  been  completed  in  time  by 
the  most  assiduous  efforts,  the  work  having  been 
carried  on  literally  day  and  night. 

The  Church  of  St.  Jlichiel's,  Baasishaw, 
which  was  condemned  and  closed  over  six  years 
ago  on  the  ground  that  the  structure  was  insecure, 
and,  consoiuently,  a  danger  to  the  public,  was 
sold  by  auction  on  Tuesday,  Messrs.  Horno  and 
Co.,  acting  on  the  instructions  of  the  Ecclesi- 

astical Commissioners,  submitting  the  different 

parts  of  the  bare  building  for  public  i  oinpotition. 
Devoid  of  any  striking  architectural  feature,  the 
church  has  more  than  ordinary  interest  to  the 
archiologiat.  Its  history  as  a  place  of  worship 
dates  back  as  fur  as  11 10,  and  it  was  one  of  the 
nineteen  ehurches  for  the  design  and  building  of 
which  Sir  Christopher  Wren  was  responsible. 

I'nder  the  I'nion  of  Benefices  .\ct  the  church  is 
to  bs  demolished,  hence  the  sale  of  the  materials. 
The  auctioneers  put   up   the  building   in  some 

twenty-five  lots.  Although  bidding  was  brisk, 

the  initial  prices  offered  were  small,  the  total  pro- 
reedsof  the  different  lota  yielding  £193.  Two 

lots,  comprising  the  brick  and  stonework  of  the 
church  and  tower,  failed  to  find  a  purchaser,  and 
were  withdrawn.  The  most  valuable  lot  was  the 

lead  covering    the    steeple,   gutters,   and   other 

Sarts  of  the  building,  which  was  not  knocked 
own  until  the  substantial  figure  of  £180  had 

been  re;iched.  Included  in  the  other  lots  were 

the  weather-vane,  which  realised  £2  1.53. ;  eight 

ornamental  stained-glass  windows,  which  fetched 
£2  53. ;  and  a  large  pile  of  hassocks  and  a  stack 
of  matting,  which  found  a  purchaser  at  £  1  9a. 

.\x  Order  in  Council  is  published  in  Tuesday's 
London  Gazette  modifying  the  Order  in  Council  of 
July  18,  1898,  relating  to  the  Land  Transfer  Act, 
lS',i7.  It  is  ordered  that,  as  regards  the  follow- 

ing portions  of  the  County  of  London,  the  days 
on  and  after  which  registration  of  title  to  land  is 

compulsory  on  sale  are  postponed  to  the  dates 
mentioned  below  : — The  parishes  of  Christ  Church 
'Southwark),  St.  George  the  ilartyr,  Camt)erwell, 
Horselydown,  Lambeth,  Bermondsey.  Xewington, 

Rotherhithe,  St.  Clave  and  St.  'Thomas,  St. 
Saviour  and  the  detached  part  of  the  parish  of 
Streatham  situate  between  the  parishes  of 
Limbeth  and  Camberwell  to  January  1.  1900; 
the  parishes  of  P.ittersea,  Clapham,  Putney, 

Tooting  Graveney,  Wandsworth,  and  the  re- 
mainder of  the  parish  of  Streiitham  to  May  1, 

1900 ;  the  remainder  of  the  County  except  the 

City  of  London  to  November  1,  1900;  and  the 
City  of  London  to  Jtay  1,  1901. 

With  regard  to  the  ancient  gateway,  now 

preserved  in  the  Victoria  Embankment  Gardens, 

and  commonly  known  as  the  York  W^atergate,  a 
suggestion  has  been  made  that  it  would  l)e 
desirable  to  affix  to  it  a  tablet,  with  an  inscription, 

giving  shortly  the  particulars  of  the  erection  ot 
the  gate  and  the  purpose  it  served,  .-iccordingly 
the  Park  Committee  of  the  London  County 
Council  will  ask  the  Council  for  sanction  to  atlis 

an  oak  tablet  bearing  the  following  inscription  : — 
"  This  gateway,  formerly  the  Watergate  or 
approach  from  the  Thames  to  York  House, 
Chiring-cross,  originally  the  London  lodging  of 
the  Archbishop  of  York,  the  birthplace  of 
Chancellor  Bacon,  and  afterwards  the  residence 
ot  George  VUliers,  second  Duke  of  Buckingham, 

was  designed  by  Inigo  Jones,  architect  (1572- 
1652),  and  executed  between  1624-1628  by 
Nicholas  Stone,  master  mason  (1580-1647),  for  the 
first  Duke  of  Buckingham,  and  marks  the  river 
margin  before  the  embankment  was  constructed. 

The  inscription  on  the  north  frieze  "  Fidei 
coticula  Crux  "  (the  Cross  is  thi  touchstone  of 
faith)  is  the  motto  of  the  Villiers  family,  whose 
arms  are  on  the  south  front.  By  the  London 

Open  Spaces  -ict,  1S98,  the  gateway  was  vested 
iu  the  London  County  Council,  who  repaired  the 
structure  and  took  measures  for  its  preservation 

i«  situ  as  an  interesting  landmark  of  London." 
The  scheme  for  connecting  Manchester  and 

Liverpool  by  means  of  a  high-speed  railway  on 
the  mono-rail  system  is  rapidly  taking  definite 

shape,  and  during  the  next  Session  of  Parliament a  Bill  will  be  introduced  for  the  construction  of 

the  line.  "The  various  plans  and  papers  have  been 
deposited,  and  as  soon  as  the  Bill  has  been  got 
through  Parliament  the  actual  construction  of  the 
line  will  be  commenced.  The  engineers  of  the 

railway,  the  motive  power  of  which  will  be 
electricity,  are  Mr.  John  Ilawkshaw,  a  member 
of  the  council  of  the  Institution  of  Civil  Engi- 

neers, and  ilr.  F.  B.  Behr,  Assoc. Inst.C.E.  'The idea  of  a  lightning  express  railway  at  100  miles 
an  hour  between  the  two  great  cities  has  been 

warmly  supported  by  the  prominent  citizens  of 
Manchester  and  Liverpool. 

Elbctuolvsis  of  water-mains  has  been  studied 

recently  at  Richmond,  Va.,  and  EvansviUe,  Ind. 
At  the  former  place,  Mr.  A.  M.  Schoen  found 
that  the  lead  water  services  were  being  corroded 
about  four  times  as  fast  as  the  iron  gas  services, 

but  serious  damage  to  mains  has  occurred  in  a 

comparatively  small  area.  At  Evansville,  Mr. F.  B.  Rae  recommends  the  following  steps  to 

prevent  electrolysis  ;—(l)  Take  out  all  connec- tions between  the  water  and  gas  pipes  and  the 

rails  in  order  to  mike  the  ground  resistance  be- 
tween rails  and  pipes  as  high  as  possible.  (2) 

Connect- the  negative  bus-bar  ot  the  switchboard 
liv  conductors  of  proper  size  to  the  rails  at 
points  a  short  distance  from  the  station.  (3) 
Connect  the  negative  bus-bar  to  the  water  and 
gas  mains  ty  a  strong,  firmly -bonded  copper 

1  conductor  of  low  resistance.     (4)  Bond  the  rails 
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properly  so  as  to  make  the  track  system  a  good 
conductor. 

Ma.  AViiiTwoRTH  W.vLLis  delivered  on  Friday 

his  second  lecture  on  "  Pompeii,  the  City  of  the 

Dead,"  in  the  principal  gallery  of  the  Whitworth 
Institute,  JIanchester.  The  lecturer  described 
the  great  public  buildings  of  the  city,  the  remains 
of  which  have  been  unearthed  in  the  course  of 
the  excavations,  and  translated  inscriptions  upon 
tombs  of  nineteen  hundred  years  ago.  Lantern 
slides  were  shown  of  the  Forum,  the  temples,  the 
theatres,  and  the  statues  of  Pompeii,  both  as 
they  probibly  appeared  before  the  catastrophe  of 
79,  and  in  the  condition  in  which  the)-  have  been 
recovered  in  modern  times.  The  third  and  last 

lecture  of  the  series  will  be  given  this  (I'riday) 
evening,  and  will  be  devoted  to  the  art  treasures 
which  have  been  found  among  the  remains  of  the 
destroyed  city. 

The  Rochdale  Corporation  are  promoting  a 
Bill  in  Parliament  for  authority  to  construct  a 
working  system  of  tramways.  The  tramway  will 
embrace  a  total  length  of  about  IS  miles,  and 
will  cost  (exclusive  of  the  amount  required  for  the 

purchase  of  the  present  tramway  company's 
property)  about  £250,000.  The  scheme  proposes 
to  alter  the  gauge  of  the  existing  tramways  from 

3l't.  Oin.  to  the  standard  gauge  of  4ft.  S^in.,  with 
a  view  to  joining  up  with  the  systems  of  the 
neighbouring  authorities  of  <  Udham  and  liury, 
which  in  their  turn  will  probably  connect  with 
JIanchester.  The  Bill  also  seeks  power  to  con- 

struct several  new  streets  and  to  widen  others, 
with  a  view  to  get  better  communication  with 

the  outlying  parts  of  the  borough.  This  will  in- 

volve a  further  expenditure  of  about  £.')0,000. 
The  Rochdale  Corporation  have  presented  a 
memorial  to  the  Local  Government  iioard  in 

favour  of  the  proposed  extension  of  their  boundary 

by  amalgamating  with  the  I'rban  District  of 
Castleton,  which  joins  the  borough  on  the  south- 

westerly side  of  the  town.  The  proposed  extension 
would  add  an  area  of  about  2,400  acres  and  a 
population  of  about  8,000,  and  a  ratable  value  of 
about  £o6,000.  The  corporation  is  at  present 
installing  an  electric-lighting  station  to  provide 
electrical  energy  for  both  lighting  power  and 
tramway  traction  purposes. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Lancashire  and 
Cheshire  Antiquarian  Society,  held  in  the  library 

of  Chetham's  College,  Manchester,  the  Rev. 
H.  A.  Hudson  gave  an  account  of  the  JIanchester 
Cathedral  bells.  There  are,  he  said,  ten  bells  of 
four  different  dates  in  the  cathedral  tower.  As 

the  earliest  date  of  the  casting  of  either  of  these 
bells  was  1706,  they  could  not  be  said  to  possess 
that  peculiar  interest  which  surrounds  ancient 
bells.  Warden  Langley,  of  Prestwitch,  made  a 

gift  of  bells  which  lasted  until  167'.1.  The  peal 
then  was  one  of  five,  and  the  recasting  of  these, 
with  the  provision  of  an  additional  bell,  was  in- 

trusted to  \\"illiam  Xoon,  of  Xottingham,  at  that time  a  young  man.  He  did  his  work  so  ill  that  in 
less  than  30  years  the  whole  peal  had  to  be  re- 

cast. Mr.  Uudson  described  some  negotiations  on 
this  matter  with  the  Manchester  wardens  and  the 

wardens  of  Pidsbury,  together  with  meetings  of 

Manchester  parishioners  on  the  question.  I'.ventu- 
ally,  in  1704,  the  wardens  were  directed  to  recast 
the  whole  of  the  bells.  They  ordered  a  peal  of 
eight,  which  were  cast  in  Gloucester.  Uow  well 
the  work  was  done  was  shown  by  the  fact  that  six 
of  these  eight  bells  were  as  sound  to-day  as  when 
cast.  The  sixth  and  the  tenor  had  under- 

gone recasting.  In  1S25  two  additional  bells  were 
added. 

The  wiU  of  Sir  Arthur  William  Blomfield,  of 
28,  Montagu-squaro,  A.K  A.,  F.R.l.B.A.,  who 
died  on  October  30  last,  has  been  proved.  Ho 
bequeathed  to  his  son  Charles  James,  one  of  the 
executors,  the  large  silver  centre  piece  presented 
by  the  parishioners  of  St.  Botolph,  Biahopsgatc, 

to  the  testator's  father,  the  late  Dr.  Blomfield, 
on  his  appointment  to  the  Bishopric  of  London. 
He  bequeathed  to  his  sons,  Arthur,  Conran  and 
Frank  Blomfield,  the  silver  waiter  and  coffee-pot, 
the  gift  of  Lord  Ebury  on  his  marriage,  and  the 

silver  salt  cellars,  the  gift  of  the  Duke  of  M'est- 
minster,  then  Earl  Grosvenor,  on  his  mtirriage. 
Ue  bequeathed  his  architectural  works,  his  works 
on  art,  and  his  architectural  instruments  to  his 

sons  Arthur,  James  and  Conran  :  and  .to  his  wife. 
Dame  Sara  I^ouisa  Blomfield,  his  household 
effects  and  the  income  during  her  life  of  his 
residuary  estate,  which,  subject  to  her  life 
interest,  is  to  be  in  trust  as  to  £l,0ii0  for  his 
daughter,  Adele  Dorothy,  and  as  to  the  ultimate 
residue  for  his  said  daughter  Adele,  his  daughter 

Mary  Esther,  his  son  Frank,  and  his  daughter 

Rose  EUinor.  The  late  Sir  Arthur  Blomfiold's 

personal  estate  has  been  valued  at  C27,.'>S!>  lOs.  3d. 
Tm;  base  of  the  old  churchyard  cross  at 

Mytton,  Lanes,  has  recently  been  discovered,  and 
is  now  placed  in  the  Sherburne  Chapel,  where  it 

has  been  inspected  by  antiquaries  from  Stony- 
hurst,  Preston,  Burnley,  and  lilackburn.  It  is 
a  large  square  block  of  stone,  splayed  in  its 
upper  portion,  and  terminating  in  a  sexagonal 
support,  into  which  the  stem  of  the  cross  was 
formerly  inserted.  It  was  generally  thought 
that  the  Jlytton  Cross  was  of  the  same  ago  as 
the  crosses  at  Whalley,  which  Whitaker  assigns 
to  the  time  of  Paulinus  ;  but  this  question  is  now 
set  at  rest.  At  most  the  Jlytton  Cross  is  only 
of  Xormau  or  Early  English  origin.  The  head  of 
it  is  still  preserved  in  the  churchyard,  where  it 

has  been  restored  as  a  memorial  of  the  (iueen's 
Jubilee.  Dnone  side  there  is  a  representation 
of  the  Crucifixion  in  low  relief  on  a  sunk  panel 
which  has  for  bordering  a  looped  cord,  the  corners 

of  which  bear  in  each  case  a./^«>•  de  lis  as  orna- 
ment. On  the  other  side  the  Crucifixion  is 

roughly  portrayed,  in  this  case  with  attendant 
figures,  probably  of  St.  John  and  St.  Mary,  as  on 
the  ancient  roods.  These  are  also  shown  on  a 

sunken  panel  in  rough  tabernacle  work  un- 
doubtedly Xorman  in  character.  Another  dis- 

covery which  has  been  made  in  connection  with 
the  parish,  church  is  that  of  the  missing  tower 
finials.  These  have  been  found  adorning  the 

gables  of  the  old  Tudor  hall  which  stands  in  the 
centre  of  the  village,  to  which  place  they  were 
carried  probably  in  Puritan  times,  when  the 
hands  of  the  devastator  were  laid  roughly  on  our 
ancient  monumental  structures. 

MEETINGS  FOB  THE  ENSTJINQ  WEEK. 

Mo.-JDAY.— Society    of    Arts.    "Art    Enamelling    upon 
Metals,"     Cantor     Lecture     No.    4,    by 
H.  Hardinge  CiinjTighame.    8  p.m. 

Surveyors'  Institution.    Diaclission  on 
"  Party- Walls  under  the  London  Building 

Act,  1S94."    S  p.m. TtJESDAV.— Institution  of  Civil  Engineers.    Spin. 
"Wedsesdav.— Societv    of    Arts.    "Sea    Angling    and 

Legis'lature."  by  F.  O.  AUilo.    S  p.m. 
Edinburgh  Architectural  Association. 

"  Eleventh-Century  Buildings  in  South- 
Eastem  Italy,"  by  F.  W.  Deas,  M.A. 

8  p.m. Thcbsdat.— Society  of  Arts.    "Round  about  the  Anda- 
mans  and  Nicobars,"  by  Colonel  R.  C. 
Temple.  C.I.E.    4  30  p.m. 

Feidav.  —  Architectural     Association.      "Streets    and 
Buildings  of  Old  London,"  by  Andrew Oliver.    7.30  p.m. 

THE  ARCHITECTURAL  ASSOCIATION. 
DECEMBER  I5th-0RDIXARV  MEETING  at  No.^i.  Conduit- 

itreet,   W.,  7*1  p.m.      Pai.er    bv    -Mr.     ANDREW      III-IVEH.    OQ 
"Street,  and  Buildings  of  Old  Loildon."  illustrated  by  l.ntern  Mews G.  B.  CARVILL    I    „„_     c... 

R.  S.   BALFOUR  i   "•"■  
 *"'• 

^XKtit  i^ebjs. 
WAOES   MOVEMENTS. 

Aberdeem.— In  accordance  with  the  by-laws 
regulating  the  joiner  trade  in  .Vberdeen,  notice  of 
any  change  desired  in  the  coming  year  by  either 
employers  or  employed  has  to  be  given  by  the  first 
Mondav  of  December.  The  men  a5ked  for  no 

alterations  on  the  4th  inst.  ;  but  the  Master  B  ailders' Association  intimate  that,  on  account  of  the  dulness 
in  the  building  trade  (succeeding  an  exceptionally 
active  period,  during  which  the  wages  have  been 
raised),  a  reduction  will  be  made  iu  the  rate  of  piy 
to  the  extent  of  Id.  per  hour,  to  take  effect  from 
Ist  April  next.    The  present  rate  is  Sid.  per  hoar. 

Beadfobp.— The  threatened  dispute  between  the 

Master  Plasterers'  Association  of  B  radford  and  the 

Operatives'  Society  is  now  likely  to  be  settled  in  an 
amicable  manner.  The  men  demanded  an  a.Ivance 

from  Sid.  per  hour  to  lOH.  per  hour,  commencing 

from  January  1st  next,  but  as  a  result  of  negotia- 
tions an  offer  of  OJd.  per  hour,  commencing  on 

February  1st,  has  been  accepted. 

On  Siturday  afternoon  the  new  building  for  the 
use  of  the  ofHcers  and  apprentices,  which  has  been 

added  to  the  Seamen's  Church  and  Institute  at  the 
Mill  Dam,  South  Shields,  was  dediciUd  by  the 

Bishop  of  Durham.  Mr.  R.  Harper  was  the  con- tractor. 

Some  extensive  contracts  for  the  supply  of  iron 

girders,  Arc,  to  be  used  in  the  construction  of  the 
Xitional  Hirbour  at  Dover,  have  been  placed  wnth  , 

Belgian  firms.    The  first  deliveries  of  this  ironwork  , 
are  now  beginning  to  arrive  at  Dover.  I 

LATEST     PRICES. 

IRON,    fto. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

RoUed-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0    0    to   £8  10    0 
Rolled-Steel  Joists.  English          8    5    0,,       900 
Wrought-Iron  Oirder  Plates        8  16    0    „      9  15    0 
Bar  Iron,  good  Staffs        8    7    6,,       978 
Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 

Square         17    0    8    „     17    B    0 
Do., 'WeUh          6  16    0    „       6  17    8 
Boiler  Platea,  Iron- 

South  Staffs        7  17    8    „       8    6    0 
BeatSnedshiU      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  lOa.,  Tees  '20a.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &c.,  £6  15s. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvanised,  £15  lOe.  Od.  per  ton. 
Qahninised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron- No.  18  to  JO.  Ko.22to2«. 

8ft.    to    8ft.     long,    inclusive    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

gauge    £1110    0    ...£].')    0    0 
Best  ditto      1'.    0    0    ...    l.'>    .J    0 Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Oast-Iron  Columns     £9    0    0    to   £9  15    0 
Caat-Iron  Stanchions        9    0    0,,       9  15    D 
RoUed-Iron  Fencing  Wire        10  15    0    „     11  15    0 
EoUed-Steel  Fencing  Wire      10  15    0    „     1115    0 

„         „  „       OalTanised.    14    0    0    „     20    0    0 
Oast-Iron  Saab  Weighta         6  17    8    „       6    0    0 
Cat  Clasp  Naila,  3ia.  to  8in      10    0    0    „     110    0 
Cut  Floor  Brada        9  16    0    „     10  16    0 
Wire  Naila  (Points  de  Paria)— 
0  to  7      8       9      10       11       H       18      14       IS     B.W.O. 

12'-      12/6  13-18,9    14/6     15/6   16/6    18/3   20  3   per  OWt. 
Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes — 

Sin.  diameter        £6  17    8    to   £7    6    0 
4in.  to6in        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
7in.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
[Coated  with  composition,  28.  ed.  per  ton  extra;  torosd 

and  bored  jointa,  6a.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  BLut,  MleahaU       106e.  to  110a. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto          87b.  6d.  to  «2s.  8d. 

Wronght-Iron  Ihibea  and  Fittings— Discount  oS  Standard 

Lists  f.o.b. ; — Gas-Tubea    62ip.e. 
Water-Tubes      671  „ 
Steam-Tubea       66}  h 
Oalvaniaed  Oas-Tabes    60    „ 
(Jalvanised  Watei^Tubes   4S    „ 
Qalvanised  Steam-Tabes    40    „ 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  casks. 
Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

Zinc,  English    £.^^    0    0   to  £34    0    0 
Do.,  Vieiile  Montague      3110    0    „     35  15    0 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    20    0    0    „     20    5    0 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs      17    0    0    „     17  10    0 
Lead  Shot,  in  2Slb.  bags      20  10    0    „     2110    0 
CupperSheets,  sheathing  and  rods    95  1-5    0    „     93    0    0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    77  10    0    „     78  10    0 
Tin,  Sti-aita     12S    0    0    „  12;)    8    0 
Do.,  English  Ingots     133    0    0    „  13(    0    0 
Spelter,  Silesian      20  12    8    „     20  13    0 

TIMBEB. 
Teak,  Burmah   per  load  £11  10    0  to  £16  10    0 

„     Bangkok   ,    ...    11    0    0    „     15  10    0 
Quebec  Pme,  yellow       „    ...      5    6    0,,       700 

„    Oak        „    ...      4  10    0    „      6  10    0 
„    Biroh          „    ...      2  15    0    „       4  15    0 
,,    Elm        I,    .~      5    0    0,,      5  10    0 
„    Aah         „    ...      4    5    0,,       500 

Dantaic  and  Memel  Oak            2  10    0    „      4  10    0 
Fir         3    0    0,,       400 

WaiMCOt,  Riga  p.  log  ...      „    ...      3  10    0    „       5  15    0 
Lath,  Dant-sic,  p.f   ,    ...      4  10    0    „       6  10    0 

St.  Petersburg        4    0    0,,       8  10    0 
Greenheart         „    ...      7  16    0    „       8    0    0 
Box      ...      7    0    0    „     16    0    0 
Sequoia,  U.8.A   per  cube  foot      0    1    9    „       0    2    0 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot 

lin.  thick         0    0    5},,      0    0  7| 
„  Honduras        0    0    4t  „       0    0    6 
„  Mexican       „    ...      0    0    3J  „      0    0    4 

African           0    0    3l  „       0    0    5 
Cedar,  Cuba   ,    ...      0    0    4,,      0    0  41 

„   Honduraa          0    0    3},,      0    0  3} 
Satinwood       „    ...      0    0  10    „      0    19 

Walnut,  Italian        ,,...0    0    3,,       0    0  "i ,,       American          ...      0    2    3..       046 
Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  190— 13ft.  by  liin. 

by  11m. : — 

Ouebec  Pine,  l»t      £20    0    0   to  £27    0    0 
„  2nd       13    0    0    „     17  10    0 

Srd         9    0    0,,     11    0    0 
Canada  Spruce,  Ist        9    0    0,,     11  10    Q 

2nd  and  3rd         7  10    0    „       9    0    0 
New  Brunswick         7    0    0,,      8  10    0 
Riga           9    0    0    „     10    0    0 
St.  Petersburg      10  10    0    „     17    0    0 
Swedish      10  10    0    „     17  10    0 
Finland        9  10    0    „     11    0    0 
Wiite  Sea      12    5    0    „     18  15    0 
Battens,  all  sorts           5.   0    0    „     16    0    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin. ; — 
1st  prepared      £0  10    0    „     £0  15    0 
2nd  ditto           0    9    0,,       0  11     0 
Other  qualities           0    4    6,,       098 

Staves,  per  standard  M : — U.S.  ditto   £38    0    0    ,,£42  10    0 
Memel,  cr.  pips      210    0    0    „   220    0    0 
Memel,  brack     190    0    0    „   190    0    0 

OILS. 
Linseed   per  tun  £21  13    6   to  £21  13    0 
Bap^ieed.  English  pale...     „    ...    23  15    0    „     2<    0    0 
Do.,  brown        2i    5    0    „     22  10    0 
Cottonseed,  refined          „    ...    19    0    0    „     19    5    0 
Olive,  Spanish   ,    ...    3<    6    0    „     85    5    0 
S<^.  pale         21     0    0    „      22    0    0 
C.jco-inat,  Cochin     ,    ...    29  10    0    „     29  15    0 
Do.,  Ceylon       25    6    0    „     25  10    0 
Palm.  Lagos      IS  11    0    „     21  10    0 
OUne      IS  16    0    „     19  15    0 
LubncalingTJ.S   per  gsL      0    «    8    „       0    7    8 
Petnleum.  reflned        0    0    -Ij  „       0    0  6^ 
Tar,  Stockholm   perbsrrel      18    6,,      166 
Do.,  Archangel    ,    ...      0  19    0    „       10    0 
Torpeatiiie,  Anuxiean... per  tun    32  10    0    n     33    0    0 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

nford-Chureh  (limit  £t,o:0)      £20.  £  IS,  £10       ...  ..J  L*mb.  20,  Belmont-road.  Hford,  E««x    Dec.  IJ 
Lrmm-CouDcil  Offlwa.  Whitbarrow-lue  (£2,800)    C2i  {tw-rgei),  CU        "L.".'.      w  Mullard.  Herk.  Councfl  Ofl5ce«,  Lymm       15 
Dunoon— Eaat  Bay  Improvement            £10),£80,£2&    J  Vslrnw  fiery,  Town  Clerk.  Dunoon   Jan.  31 
Donea»ter-I«oUtion  Hospital  (II  b«d«i     £23  (merged).  £Ui       F  F.  NichoUon.  Soli,  itor,  U.D.C.  offlcea,  Doncaster   Feb.  2S 
Belfast— AMembly  Hall  and  Central  oiBcea       £100,  £50,  £1S    .'.'   '. '.'.'.".  "    W.  D.  Fjkin.  U.  SLiy-»treet,  Belfast     Mar.  12 
Harrogate— Northern Polif^ronvalencent  Home     _      '    '        xhe  Hon.  H#<TrUry.  St.  Oeorfte's.  Harrogate        — 
Qlaegow— General  Hospital  (l.iOO).  Stobhill  Estate,  Spriogborn  £200,  £100,  £30  .....  .!."'.    Jw  R.  Motion,  Parish  Council  Cbmbrs.,  38,  Cochiane-at,  Glasgow     — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BTJILDINOS. 

Hitber  Green,  S.E.— Sunday  School  and  Manse      Bible  Christian  Church  Trustees         E.J.  Hamilton,  Architect.  2,  New-road.  Brighton    Dec.   9 
Spean  Bndge -Two  Villas    .  L  and  J.  Falconer.  Ardutecto,  Fort  William            9 
Kilmallock— Repairs  to  Labourers' Cottages     KUmtUock  Ran!  District  Council ..  P.  J.  Coll.  Clerk.  Kilmallock          „       9 
liinthorpe-Two  Detached  Villas  on  the  Phillipsville  Eitate      Arthur  F.  X?w»ome.  M.8.A.,  Albert-road,  Middlesbrough       „       9 
awennap-Clasarooms,  &c.,  Lanner  Schools     School  Board       .      Geo.  8.  Bray.  Clerk.  Redruth         „       9 
Dundraw-Uiasion  Church     j.  H.  Martindale.  Architect,  Viaduct  Chambers.  Carlisle      „       9 
Kelty— Police  Station     Fife  County  Council     .     .    Darid  Henri-.  Architect.  Church-squMe,  St.  Andrews         „       9 
Catterick-House  and  Stabling    Dr.  H.  Eyres    CUrk  and  Moscrop,  FF.R.I.B.A.,  Arcliitects,  Darlington         9 
Staincliire -Fireproof  Store  Shedding     John  Barton  and  Son.  Architects,  Halifax-road,  Dewsbury         9 
Harrow-KepairstoOld  Schools,  Harrow  Weald    Harrow  United  District  School  Bd.  Arthur  Fillmore.  Clerk.  Harrow   ,       9 
Manchester— Rebuilding  Houses,  HaU's-crescent,  Rochdale-road  Paving  Committee          The  City  Surveyor's  (JIHce.  Town  Hall,  Manchester   ,     11 
Bndhngton  Quay— Additions  to  Shop,  West-street       J.  Eamshaw,  Architect,  Wellington-road.  Bridlington  Quay        „      11 
Gildersome— Sheds.  &c    District  Council     T.  A.  Buttery  an.l  8.  B.  Birds,  Architects,  tiueen-street.  Morley      „     11 
Ix)wer  Edmonton.  N.-Superstructure  of  Three  Cottages    Urban  District  Council        G.  E.  Eachus.  Enerinecr.  Town  Hall,  Lower  E<imonton,  N      „     11 
Bettle-Alterations  to  Town  Uall  Buildings      Henry  Ross.  Architect.  Cannon-street.  Accrington     ,      11 
Wavertrei-Cottage  Home  School  (40O),  Olive  Mount     Liverpool  Select  Vestry    Edmund  Kirt.y,  Architect,  5.  Cooknstreet,  Liverpool        „      11 
Oastleford-T«o  Dwelling-Houses.  Smawthome-lane   J.  Appleby.....    Artllur  Hartley,  Architect.  Cirlton  Chambers,  Castleford      „     11 
Trecynon-Altenng  Co-operative  Stores         T.  Roderick.  Archit-;ct.  Clifton-street.  Aberdare        „      11 
Lochgelly  -  Block  of  Twenty  Two-Storey  Tenements    Co-<nierative  SodetT     John  Murray,  Architect,  233,  High-street,  Kirkcaldy      „     11 
Btopton -Cowhouses    H.  Vickery.  Surveyor.  Torcro-s       „      11 
»oydon-KTtenaion  of  Flues  and  Boiler  Settings   TowuCoancil     E.  Mawdesley,  Town  Oerk,  Town  Hall,  Croydon      „     11 
BllgJ— Works  and  Repairs  at  County  Inarmary    W.  T.  Vernon.  Secretary,  Courthouse,  Sligo       „      12 
Belfast- New  Premises,  Donegal-square  East     Ocean  Accident  &  Onarantee  Corp.  Young  and  Mackenzie,  Architects,  Scottish  Prov.  Buildings, Belfast    „     14 
GreatYarmouth— Additions  Munsborough  House,  Wellesley-rd.  Edgar  Bond     Chan.  O.  Biker.  Architect.  Yarmouth       12 
Portlethen— Additions  to  School      O.  WiUon.  Architect,  18U,  Union-street.  Aberdeen      „     12 
Leyton -Infirmary  (672  patients)       West  Ham  Union  Guardians    Francis  J.  Sturdy,  A.R.I.B.A.,  44,  Finsbory-pivemcnt,  E.C      „     13 
Wolverhampton -Repairing,  &c..  Board  Schools  (Three  Years)  School  Board    T.  H.  Fleming.  Architect,  102,  Darlington-street,  Wolverhampton..    „     IS 
HuU-Ollices  m  High-street  ..    B.  S.Jacobs,  Archt.,  Lincoln's  Inn  Buildings,  Bowlalley-lane,  Hull.    „      IS 
Bangor,  Ireland  -Residence,  Sandy-row    Dr.  Gorman     J.  V.  Brennan.  Architect,  Belfast  Bank  Chambers,  Belfast    ,      IS 
Fartown -House,  Spanes-road    J.  Berry.  Architect,  9,  Qaeen-street,  Huddersfleld        „      13 
Ipswich— Stables,  Sanitary  Authority's  Yard,  Wolsey-otreet     .  Faring  and  Lighting  Committee  ...  E.  Buckham.  Borouarh  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Ipswich         „     IS 
Heckmondwike  -  Shops  and  Offices,  Market-st.  and  Church-st.   Castle  and  Son.  Architects,  Market-street,  Heckmondwike       „     13 
I*me- Improvements  to  Kitchen  and  Scullery  at  Workhouse  ..  Guardians    William  Hay.  CI,  rk.  Union  Office,  Ijame           13 
Batley- Detached  House  in  Deighton-lane    C.  H.  Marriott  4-  Son.  Architects.  West  Park-street.  Dewsbury      „      13 
Hooton,  Birkenhead— Engine  Bf  d  and  Foundation    West  Cheshire  Water  Co    W.  Martin  Jones,  Secretary.  9.  Hamilton-square,  Birkenhead   ,     13 
BhlldoB-Tower  to  the  Parish  Church       C.  Hodgson  Fowler,  F.8.A.,  The  College,  Durham        „      II 
Belfast-Eight  Shops,  Donegal-square  West     Scottish  Provident  Institution       Young  it  Mackenzie,  Archts.,  Scottish  Prorident  Buildings,  Belfast    „     II 
Mutherdown—Westclifife  Hotel     William  Powell       G.  F.  Lambert.  Architect,  Bridgend         „     14 
Huddersflfld— Livery  Stables     Ben  Oiley  and  Sons    John  Kirk  and  Sons,  Architects.  Huddersfleld       II 
Wigan— Technical  College,  Library-street    Briggsand  Wulstenholme,  Architects, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn    „     II 
Thornton  Heath -Masonry  Clock-Tower  (25ft.  high)    Croydon  Town  Council     The  BorouRh  Engineers  Office,  Town  Hall,  Croydon   ,      II 
South  Kensington -Foundations,  &c.,Victoria&AJbertMuseum  H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    Sir  John  Taylor,  K.C.B..H.M.  Office  of  Works,  Storey's  Gate,  S.W.    „     15 
Bredbury—Po.ice  Station       H.  Beawick.  t'ountv  Architect,  Newgate-street,  Chester   ,   ,      IS 
Abergavenny— Additions,  Congregational  Church,  Castle-street  Building  Committee    B.  J.  Francis,  Architect,  Abergavenny       „     15 
Aberlour-Dwelling-House      Charles  C.  Doig,  Architect.  Elgin       „      15 
South  KensiDffton- Foundations,  kc.  Royal  College  of  Science.  H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    Sir  John  Taylor,  K.C.B.,  H.M.  Office  of  Works,  Storey's  Gate,  S.W.    „     15 
Shipley -Business  Premises,  Dale-street     Walker  and  Collinson,  Architects,  Swan  Arcade,  Bradford   ,      15 
Leeds-Taking  Down  Retort  House,  &c    Gas  Committee    R.  H.  Townslev.  General  Manager,  Calverley-street,  Leeds   ,      IS 
Abingdon -Hospital       Joint  Hospital  Board    J.  G.  T.  We.st,  MSA.,  Abingdon       „     16 
Shirebrook-Lock-Up    Standing  Joint  Committee     J.  Somes  Story,  County  Surveyor,  St.  Mary's-gate,  Derby      ,,     18 
Brydekirk— Additions  to  Public  School      Irving  Moffat,  Clerk,  Kirtlebridge      „     16 
Stamullen-Addttions,  &c.,  to  Parochial  House       Rev.  Wm.  J.  Davis,  P.P.   Anthony  Scott  and  Son,  Architects,  WiUiam-street,  Drogheia       „     16 
Tooreen-Dwelling-Housc    Charl««  O'Hara  Trench    John  Smith,  M.I.C.E.,  Ballinasloe       16 
Bridlington— Business  Premises,  High-street    J.  Wiloock    Samuel  Dyer,  Architect,  Bridlington         „     16 
Howden— Police  Station  and  Courthouse    East  Riding  Standing  Joint  Com.  ..  Alfred  Beaumont.  C.E  ,  County  Surveyor,  County  Hall,  Beverley  ...    „     17 
Paul— Infants'  Schoolat  Trewarveth-street      School  Board    Henry  Maddern,  Architect,  26.  Clarence-street,  Penzince      „     18 
Leeds— Restoration  and  Additions  to  St.  George's  Church       Henry  Walker,  .\rchitect,  8,  Upper  Fontaine-street.  Lejds          IS 
Isle  of  Thanet -Infectious  Diseases  Hospital    Joint  Hospital  Board    Langham  and  Osborne,  Architects,  70,  High-street.  Rirasgalc       18 
Fleetwood-Board  Schools  (730)     School  Board    Walter  H.  Haworth.  -Architect.  15,  Mawdsley-street,  Bolton        IS 
Keighley— Cavendish  Hotel     Thomas  Ramsden  and  Son,  Ltd.   ...  W.  H.  D.  Horsfall.  .\rchitect.  Tower  Chambers  Sdver-st ,  Hilifax    „     IS 
Romford— Laundry  at  Workhouse    Board  of  Guardians    R.  L.  Curtis,  Architect.  119  and  12),  London  Wall.  E  C      „     18 
Bedgley— Additions,  Upper  Gomal  School     School  Board   .        A.  Ramsell,  Architect,  Wolverhlmpton-street,  Dudley    ..     ,,      IS 
Aahtord— Additional  Hospital  Buildings,  Willesborough  Lees..  Rural  District  Council     Horace  Hamilton,  Clerk,  11,  Bank-street,  Ashford,  Kent   ,      18 
London,  EC. -Two  Transformer  Stations,  Great  Cambridge- 

road  and  Quecn's-road    Shoreditch  Vestry     J.  Rush  Dixon.  A.M.I.C.E.,  Town  UM.  Old-street,  E.C       19 
Bumley-Extensionof  Goods  Yard,  jtcMandiester-rd.  Station  Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co  ..  K.  C.  Irwiu,  Secretary,  Hunt's  Bank.  M.incbo3ter      „     19 
Frome-Stable      Great  Western  RaUway  Co    G.K.Mills  Secretjiry,  Paddioston  St-ation.  London           19 
Birkenhead— Wing  to  Science  and  Art  School      Corporation     C.  Brownridge,  A  M.I. C.E.,Boro' Eoirineer,  Town  Hall,  Birkenhead    „     19 
Wortley  Junction— Alterations,  Sic    Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry,  Co....  The  Engineer's  OIBee.  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester   ,      19 
Blaen  Llynvi    Piuisenger  Staticn       Great  Western  Railway  Co    O.K.  Mills,  Secretary,  Paddington  Station,  London      „     19 
Dearham  -  Repairs     School  Board    J.  liussell.  Clerk.  SLirvport      <•     19 
Thomhill-GiHxlsShed     lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co.  . ,  W.  B.  Worthington,  lingineer.  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester      ,     19 
Barking -Ejector  Station,  &o    Urban  District  Clouncil    C.  J.  Dawson,  F.R  I.Ii  A.,  Surveyor    Public  Offices  Barking   ,      19 
Chiswick.  W.- Additions  to  Vestry  Hall,  Heathfield-ternoe  ...  Urban  District  Council    Arthur  Ramsden.  Surveyor.  Vestry  Hall,  Chiswick      „     20 
Pentre -Infants' Schoolat  Stanleytown     Ystridyfodwg  School  Board           Jacob  Reet.  Architect.  Hillside  Cottage.  Pentre         „     21 
Fulhaiu,  S.W.— Alterations  to  9,  Parson's-grecn    Board  of  Guardians       A.  Saxon  Snell,  F.R.I. B.A.,  Southampton  Bldg8.,Chancery-l.,W.C.    „     21 
Ovenden -House  and  Stable    Jackson  and  Fox,  Architect,  7,  Riwson-street.  Halifax       „     2} 
Rastrick— Rebuilding  Junction  Inn    .      Halifax  Brewery  Co    W.  Clement  Williams,  Architect,  29.  Southuate,  Halifax   ,     2» 
Cardiff -Receiring  and  Lunatic  Wards  at  Workhouse     Guardians     Edwin  Seward.  F  RIB.  A.,  Queen's  lliarabers,  Cardiff   ,     23 
Newcaatle-upon-Tvne— offices  and  Pupil  Teachers' Centre     School  lloanl    W.  II.  Knowles,  l".S.A.,Archt.,37,  arainger-3t.,Newci.stle-on-Tyn3    „     3) 
Donington- Tool-House     Parish  Council    A.  O.  Fletcher.  Clerk.  Doninston   ...        3) 
Cilybebyll -Isolation  Hospi'al    Pontanlawe  Hospilnl Committee  ...  John  Morgan, Surveyor,  Herbert  Chambers,  Pontardawe   Jin.    3 
Whitley -Council  OiHcfs.  Fire  Brigade  House,  and  Stores      Whitley  and  MonkseatonU.D.C.  ...  J.  P.  Spencer.  A  M.I  C  E..  13,  Orainger-st.  West,  Newostle-on-T.    „       5 
Swindon— Additional  Hospital  Ruildings   Swindon  and  Dis.  Huepital  Board  ..  Uallidav  and  I'.odger,  Architects,  14,  High-street,  Cardiff         i> 
Otley-Two  Houses,  .station-road         A.  Marshall.  M.S. A  .  .Architect,  Otley         — 
Mealsgate- Adding  60ft.  to  Pit  Chimney    William  I'.iinviy.  Allhallows  Colliery.  Mealsgate,  via  Wigton        — 
Parketone-Club  Premises.  Ashley-road     Heathorland  Unionist  Club    Walter  .\ndrew,  Architect.  Alton  office,  Parkstone        — 
Beeston  -  Schools,  Humber-road       "obt.  I^'larke.  Architect.  Prudential  Buildings,  Nottingham        — 
Castleford— Additions  to  Promises.  Carlton-street     ETMUlar    ((arsid.-  and  P.'nnincton.  Architects.  Castleford        — 
Hull— Alterations  to  Imperial  Hotel    W.  S.  Walker  and  J.  M.  Dossor.  Joint  Archts  ,  2,  Manor-st,  Hull      — 
Raunds— Six  Houses,  Marshall-road   Eobinion  and  Northern       H.arry  Knight.  Surveyor,  Newton-road,  Rushdea        — 
Hemingtleld -House  and  Stable    John  Robin-^on,  Wonibwell   ...         — 
Cloughton- Cottages      H.  B.  Donner       Charles  Kdeson,  Architect,  si  Huntriss-row,  Scarborough        — 
Walham  Green,  S.W.-Block  of  Flats    Albert  O.  Hastilow,  .\rchitect,  104,  Upper  Richmond-road,  Putney,      — 
Southerduwn —Additions  to  Marine  Hotel     R.  T.  Davis      Seddon  and  Carter.  ,\rchta.,  Bink  Buildings,  St.  Mary-st ,  CArdiif..      — 
Horwich— Enlargement  of  British  Schools.  I.ee-Laoe    E.  W.  Dyson,  Architect.  17,  Ijeo-lane,  Horwich        — 
Cambridge-Corrugated  Shed  (40ft.  by  90ft.)    Pamplin  Bros.,  Cherry  Hinton  Works.  Cambridge          — 
RawtensbJl— Showrooms,  >vc    Eutwood  and  Clegg     F.  llobson.  Architect.  Burnley-road  Rawtenstall        — 
Farsley— Eight  Houses       J.  P.  Kav.  Archit<'ct.  .'il,  PrudenLial  Buildings   I/eeds           — 
Sheffield  -Works.  Buildings,  &c.,  Walkley-lane      O.  A.  KOlia    Henry  Webster.  Ar.-h-.,  St.  Sf ary's  Chmbrs  .  Norfolk-row,  Sheffijld      — 
Whalley  Range -Presbyterian  Church    l-'red  W.  Dixon.  Architect.  Trevelyan  Buildings,  Manchester        — 
Belfast— Improvements  to  Licensed  Premises,  Roden-street    A.  and  D.  Rodney     W.  J.  5I.K>re.  Architect,  Whiteh{ill  Buildings,  Ann-street,  Belfast ..      — 
Muckamore- Repairing  and  Ventilating  Presbyterian  Church   J.  Hawthorne,  Dunjilry           — 
Bawtenstall -Bakery  and  Stables    Hartley  and  Co.     F.  J.  Hobson,  .Architec'.,  King-street,  BiwtenstaU         — 
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DUAL    BUILDIXirS    AND    I'lIKIR CONSTEUCTIOX. 

YEEY  puzzling  questions  nlating  to 
buildings  under  the  Loudon  Building 

Act  come  before  the  magistrates.  One  of 

these  is  what  we  may  call  a  "  dual "  building 
— one  with  a  double  purpose  ;  as  when  a 
building  is  used  as  a  shop  or  public-house  on 
the  lower  floor,  and  for  residential  purposes 
on  the  upper  floors.  There  is  an  express 
section  in  the  Building  Act  for  ISiH,  section 
74  (subsection  J),  which  deals  with  buildings 
used  in  part  for  purposes  of  trade  and  manu- 

facture and  in  part  as  a  dwelling-house, 
wherein  it  is  provided  that  the  two  parts 

shall  be  "  separated  by  walls  and  floors  con- 
structed by  fire-resisting  materials."  and 

that ' '  all  passages,  staircases,  and  other  means 
of  approach  to  the  part  used  as  a  dwelling 
shall  be  constructed  throughout  of  fire- 

resisting  materials."  This  clause,  which  is 
an  addition,  applies  only  to  buildings  ex- 

ceeding ten  squares  in  area  ;  so  that  it  would 

EOt  apply  to  a  building,  say  L'Oft.  fiontage 
and  oOft.  deep,  an  ordinary  street  house  ;  but 
it  would  apply  to  any  building  that  exceeded 
these  dimensions  by  however  little.  The 

section  goes  on  to  say  that  "  the  part  used 
for  purposes  of  trade  or  manufacture  shall, 

if  extending  to  more  than  'J.JO.OOOc.ft., 
be  subject  to  the  provision  of  this  Act 
relating  to  the  cubical  contents  of  build- 

ings of  ■  the  warehouse  class."  Though 
apparently  clear  to  the  unpractical  or  un- 
technical  mind,  disputes  or  questions  are 
constantly  cropping  up.  Building  owners, 
who  want  to  make  the  most  of  their 

premises  and  to  let  them  to  the  best  pecuniary 
advantage  are  anxious  to  buUd  the  ground 
floor  as  a  shop  or  factory  and  to  let  the  upper 
part  for  dwellings  or  residential  flats ;  at 
the  same  time,  they  are  not  very  careful  to 
find  out  what  the  provision  for  this  kind  of 
double  occupation  involves  on  their  part.  Our 
readers  will  remember  several  instances 
under  the  old  Act  where  the  law  has  been 
evaded.  There  is  now  less  opportunity ; 
the  1894  Act  has  been  made  more  stringent 
by  the  addition  of  the  clause  we  have 
quoted,  but  there  are  still  technical 
loopholes.  One  of  these  is  the  question 

raised  in  ■'  Carritt  v.  Godson  '"  that  a  fully- licensed  house  is  not  within  the  section. 

•Such  a  case  we  reported  in  our  ' '  Legal 
Intelbgence  "  last  week,  tried  in  the  i  iueen's 
Bench  Division,  before  Mr.  Justice  Bruce 
and  Mr.  Justice  Bigham.  A  building  owner 
gave  notice  to  the  district  surveyor  of  his 
intention  to  erect  a  public-house,  the  ground 
floor  of  which  was  to  be  used  as  a  public- 
house,  and  the  first  and  second  floors  for 
residential  purposes.  Under  this  section  74 
a  notice  of  objection  was  served  that  the 
building  was  not  in  accordance  with  the 

section  ;  but  the  owner  appealed  to  the 
magistrate,  who,  after  hearing  both  sides, 
allowe<l  the  appeal,  and  refused  to  state  a 
case  on  the  point  raised  by  the  London 
County  Goimcil  on  the  ground  that  it  was 
decided  in  •'  Carritt  v.  Godson."  A  rule  nisi 
was  moved  for  calling  upon  the  magistrate 
of  Westminster  1  'olice-court  to  show  cause 
why  he  should  not  state  a  case  raising  a  point 
which  the  County  Council  desired  should  be 
decided  under  the  .\.ct,  and  the  Court  granted a  rule. 

The  question  has  a  wider  interest  than 
that  of  any  statutory  enactment,  as  it  con- 

cerns all  interested  in  building  in  the  county 
of  London.  M  hen  large  and  commodious 
structures  are  being  erected  to  supersede  the 

older  and  more  restricted  premises  in  our 
leading  thoroughfares,  it  is  important  to  let 
ofi  some  portion  of  such  premises  to  separate 
tenants  or  lessees.  It  is  convenient  to  divide 

a  building  horizontally,  to  let  off  the  ground 
floor  for  shops  or  trade  purposes,  and  the 
upper  stories  for  offices  or  as  (Iwellings.  Tho 
party;  wall  or  vertical  division  does  very  well 
fcr  large  factories  and  warehouses  and  for 
private  dwellings  ;  but  for  retail  businesses 
and  many  trades,  the  shops  on  the  ground- 
floor  only  are  re(iiiired  :  to  occupy  the  upper 
stories  would  be  unremunfiativo  and  often 
inconvenient.  Perhaps  tho  chief  reason  for 
a  division  of  buildings  in  or  near  a  great 
city  is  that  people  now  live  away  from  their 
work,  and  with  the  rise  and  development  of 
our  suburbs  has  arisen  the  desire  to  rent  only 
shops,  and  to  let  the  upper  stories  as  oHices 
or  as  tenements  to  those  who  have  to  be 

near  their  occupation.  Hence  the  develop- 
ment of  the  residential  block  of  flats 

with  shops  on  the  ground  lloor,  now 
so  prevalent  in  all  parts  of  London.  And 
this  system  of  combined  commercial  and  resi- 

dential blocks,  stimulated  to  a  large  extent 
by  speculators  and  ground  landlords,  has 
none  too  soon  been  anticipated  by  legislation. 
The  old  Metropolitan  Building  Acts  permitted 
buildings  to  be  erected  or  altered  that  were 

grievously  inadequate  and  unfit  for  resi- 
dential purposes.  There  was  no  adequate  pro- 
tection against  fire  for  those  who  tenanted 

the  upper  floors ;  the  entrances,  staircases, 
and  landings  were  often  mere  traps  when  the 
lower  story  was  involved,  and  it  must  bo 
remembered  that  the  shop  premises  are  the 
most  open  to  this  danger,  where  the  shop  is 
often  packed  full  of  inflammable  materials 
such  as  cotton  goods.  And  is  there  not  danger 
in  the  highly-heated  and  combustible  wood- 

work of  the  brilliantly-lighted  bar  of  a  public- 
house  ?  That  this  class  of  property,  licensed 
or  not,  s):ould  be  an  exception  to  the  safe- 

guards provided  in  the  Act  we  do  not  quite 

understend.  A'ery  often  these  bars  are  full 
of  partitions  and  woodwork  in  the  older 
houses,  and  there  is  no  separate  staircase  to 
or  from  the  upper  stories.  Is  the  floor 
between  the  bar  and  the  stories  above  built 

according  to  fire-resisting  methods  'f  At  any rate,  the  architect  employed  in  this  class  of 
buildings  of  a  dual  kind  will  have  to  study 
more  the  question  of  horizontal  division  with 

as  far  as  possible  separate  "  risks,"  each  floor, 
or  that  between  the  trade  and  residential  part, 

being  separate  and  self-contained.  As  we 
make  our  vertical  divisions  or  party-walls 
incombustible,  so  we  ought  to  render  our 
floors  impregnable  to  fire,  or,  at  any  rate,  so 
near  this  condition  that  a  fire  playing  on  the 
under-side  of  a  floor  will  give  the  occupants 
above  ample  time  to  escape.  Tho  danger,  no 
doubt,  is  chiefly  owing  to  imi)erfect  and 
combustible  staircases,  lifts,  and  the  like  ; 
but  these  latter  ought  not  to  communiaite  to 
the  upper  rooms,  but  be  cut  off  by  brick 
walls  and  iron  doors.  As  to  the  staircase,  of 

course,  it  ought  not  to  pierce  tho  floor 
dividing  the  shop  from  the  dwellings.  In 

other  words,  the  latter  should  have  a  sepa- 
rate staircase  walled  round  next  the  outside 

of  building,  and  opening  at  the  bottom  direct 
on  the  street,  such  as  is  now  required  for 
our  theatres  and  ]ilaces  of  amusement  or 
public  assembly  under  section  sO,  and  also 

for  other  buildings  over  12'), 000ft.  cube  for 
separate  families  (section  Gn),  and  these  stair- 

cases might  be  made  external  features  of 
such  buildings,  and  bo  crowned  by  cupola 
roofs  that  would  be  made  useful  in  several 

ways,  as  ventilating  shafts,  or  as  receptacles 
for  tanks  or  clocks.  Nothing  at  present  of 

this  kind  is  attempt€d  ;  rather  these  stair- 
ways are  looked  upon  as  legal  requirements 

to  be  hidden  out  of  sight  as  much  as  possible. 
The  horizontal  or  floor  division  also  suggests 
some  strongly  marked  architectural  line, 
band  of  relief,  or  plain  cornice. 

Not    less    important  is   tho    constructive 
systems  that  are  best  adapted  for  floors  and 

partitions,  so  that  the  divisions  between  the 
parts  used  for  trade  and  those  used  for 
dwellings  may  be  as  impervious  to  tho 
dreaded  element  as  pos.sible.  Tho  Act  says 

these  parts  shall  bo  '-separated  by  walls  and 

floors  constructed  of  fire-resisting  materials." 
"  I'ire-resisting  materials  "  are  defined  in 
schedule  2  as  brickwork  constructed  of  good 
bricks  well  burnt,  hard,  and  sound  ;  good 
mortar  of  good  lime  and  sharp,  clean  sand, 
hard,  clean  broken  brick,  grit,  or  slag,  or 
good  cement,  granite,  or  other  stone,  iron, 
steel,  copper,  &c.  For  staircases,  oak  or  teak 
or  other  hard  timber,  with  treads  and  risers 

I'm.  thick,  slates,  tiles,  brick,  and  terracotta 
for  coverings,  concrete,  «.tc.,are  named.  These 
are  specified  as  fire-resisting,  but  little  is  said 
of  the  mode  of  construction,  the  system  of 
flooring.  Many  of  these  materials  we  know 
something  about.  Tho  valuable  series  of 

fire  tests  undertaken  by  the  British  I'ire Prevention  Committee,  of  which  we  have 
from  time  to  time  given  the  results,  have 
proved  that  solid  framed  oak  and  teak  doors, 
2in.  thick,  can  withstand  a  fierce  fire  for 
about  an  hour  ;  that  ceilings  of  silicate  cotton 
on  9in.  by  3in.  de.al  joists,  l!)in.  from  centres 
with  slag  wool  slates  screwed  to  both  sides  of 
joists,  at  ends,  and  of  the  full  depth,  with 
slag  wool  plates  screwed  to  bottom,  with 
tongued,  grooved,  and  beaded  matchboarding 
as  ceiling,  resisted  fire  uninjured  for  one  hour 
even  under  the  application  of  water.  <  ither 
tests  have  proved  tho  value  of  many  of  tho 
fire-resisting  floors  in  which  iron  or  steel  and 
concrete  have  been  used,  of  brick-nogged 
partitions,  floors,  &c..  of  the  Expanded  Metal 
•  ompany,  and  the  great  resistance  offered 
by  the  British  Luxfer  Prism  glass  and  their 

mode  of  glazing.  If  such  methods  were 
enjoined,  it  would  be  possible  to  construct 
horizontal  and  vertical  divisions  in  buildings 
used  for  both  trade  and  dwelling  purposes 
that  would  resist  fire  or  reduce  its  power  to  a 
minimum,  and  the  cost  of  some  of  these  tried 

methods  would  not  seriously  tax  the  build- 
ing owner,  or  make  it  worth  his  while  to 

evade  so  important  a  statute. 

TIIL   EOY.VL   .ACADEMY   PRIZE 

DESIGNS. 

THE  designs  of  the  successful  and  unsuc- cessful students  of  the  Royal  .\cademy 

Schools  have  been  on  public  view  at  Bur- 
lington House  during  the  week.  The 

President  of  tho  Royal  .Vcademy,  Sir  E.  J. 

Poynter,  distributed  the  prizes  on  Satiu-day 
last.  We  now  brielly  refer  chiefly  to  the 

designs  awarded  the  medals  and  student- 
ships. The  architectural  subjects  for  which 

prizes  have  been  awarded  possess  a  little 
bettor  grasp  of  those  iiualities  than  we  have 
been  accustomed  to  see  in  this  branch  of 
design.  One  of  the  subjects  selected  for 

competition  among  students  of  tlio  archi- 
tectural school  was  "A  Public  .School  for 

Two  Hundred  Boys."  The  Gold  Medal  and 
Travelling  Studentship  of  i200  have  been 
awarded  to  Horace  Charles  Hide.  His  plan 
is  well  considered  and  symmetrical.  The 

assombly-hall  or  great  schoolroom  forms  the 
backbone  or  main  axis  of  the  arrangement ; 
in  front,  projecting  as  wings  at  right  angles 
to  tho  end  of  hall,  are  t&"  chapel  on  tlia 
right  hand,  east  and  west,  and  the  library, 
museum,  and  art  school  block  on  tho  other 
side.  These  are  approached  from  corridors  on 
right  and  left  respectively  from  the  central 
vestibule.  On  each  side  of  tho  central  hall 

are  placed  classrooms,  those  on  the  right  or 

eastern  aide  being  tho  head  master's  class- rooms, &c.  At  the  further  end  of  great  hall 

project  two  smaller  wings  parallel  to  those 
in  front,  occupie<l  also  as  classrooms.  .Vn 
inner  corridor  each  side  of  central  hall  givs-s 
access  to  these  classrooms  and  to  the  end 
wings,  tho  hall  itself  being  carried  up  to  a 
considerable  height,  and  i.s  lighted  by  Large 
clerestory   windows  over  the  roofs   of    the 
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classrooms.  Such  is  the  g<iioral  Hcheme. 
The  corridors  are  well  light<'J  and  of  good 
width,  and  the  class  rooms  of  the  first,  second, 
and  third  forms  are  well  planned.  The  great 
hall  or  schoolroom  for  assMnldy  is  central 
and  convenient  from  both  sides,  and  also 
from  ends,  and  is  entered  through  doorways 
in  the  centre  of  side  corridors  as  well  as  at  tlie 

ends.  It  is  92ft.  by  Ji'Jft.,  and  has  an  apsidal 
end  with  platform  and  orchestra.  The  class- 

rooms on  each  side,  throe  in  number,  vary 
in  size ;  the  largest  is  about  2Sft.  by  isft.  9in. , 
another  is  21ft.  by  IStt. ;  they  are  well 
lighted  on  left  hand  of  desks  ;  each  room 
has  three  rows  with  gangways.  The  library 
in  front  in  connection  with  museum  is  luft. 

by  2.'3ft.  Gin.,  and  the  chapel  on  the  other 
side  has  seats  for  2(in.  The  first-floor  plan 
over  museum  wing  shows  a  gallery  to  end  of 

great  hall,  a  chemical  laboratory  .'Jlft.  by 
24ft.  (iin.,  a  lecture  theatre  with  separate 

.staii-8  from  corridor.  The  hall  is  well  pro- 
portioned, and  lighted  at  end  as  well  as  by 

clerestory  windows.  A  flat  hammer-beam 
roof  is  shown  over  it,  while  the  roof  over 
chapel  has  cuspod  principals.  The  design  is 
in  a  1  jate  Gothic  character,  but  f reely-liandled ; 
octagon  turrets  flank  the  gable-end  of 
chapel,  and  the  vestibule  is  crowned  by  a 
square,  tower-like  mass,  with  lantern  and 
turret  over  of  a  Late  picturesque  type.  Tho 
working  out  of  tho  design  and  details  ex- 

hibits some  skill  in  planmng  and  a  masterly 
sense  of  detail,  althoiigh  the  drawings  are 
unfinished,  and  not  the  strongest  part  of  the 
performance.  Next  to  this  design  is  another 
able  design  (No.  19G),  which,  but  for  its  plan, 
might  have  riui  the  first  very  hard  ;  indeed, 
as  a  design,  it  has  many  excellent  qualities. 
The  autlior  has  adopted  a  quadrangular 
or  cloister  arrangement  in  the  disposal  of 
the  classrooms,  hall,  and  chapel.  The  school 
hall  is  placed  on  the  left  side,  with  the  chapel 
forming  part  of  the  quadrangle  on  the  right- 
hand  side,  and  oriented.  The  classrooms 

form  the  rear  or  west  side.  Everything  is 
subordinate  to  the  chapel,  which  is  of  great 
height  and  length,  and  dignified,  but  severe, 
and  of  Romanesque  character.  The  end  has 
an  apsidal  termination,  and  is  pierced  by 
throe  plain,  round-headed  lights.  At  the 
angle  of  quadrangle  and  chapel  rises  a  plain 
campanile  :  the  front  gable  is  relieved  only 
by  small  windows  and  a  centre  crucifix. 
There  is  a  conventual  look  about  the  group 
of  buildings,  full  of  severity  and  strength. 

No.  198  has  a  synunetrical  plan.  There  is 
a  centre  domed  hall,  with  platform  at  one 
end  and  gaUery  at  the  other,  and  the  class- 

rooms and  chapel  are  grouped  in  two  ranges 
right  and  left  with  the  advancing  wings. 
The  chapel  forms  one  of  these  wings  on  the 
right-hand  side  as  we  look  at  the  elevation. 
The  ground  stoiy  is  largely  made  up  of  a 
series  of  arcades,  forming  a  cloister  in  front. 

The  left  wing  contams  master's  room, 
lobbies,  first,  second,  and  third  forms  ; 
the  corresponding  wing,  as  we  have  said, 
being  the  chapel  and  ante-chapol,  with 
organist,  singing  gallery,  and  practice-room 
over.  The  external  design  is  of  a  Re- 

naissance kind,  but  it  is  too  low.  The  centre 

gabled  hall  is  crowned  by  a  well-designed 
cupola,  and  this  is  the  best  part  of  the 
design.  Blocks  of  isolated  buildings,  latrines, 

swimnung  -  baths,  gymnasium,  masters' 
houses  on  either  side  are  shown,  also  work- 

shops, and  physical  laboratory.  A  curious 
rectangular-planned  set  of  buildings  is  shown 
in  Xo.  197.  The  large  school -hall  is  placed 
centrally  with  classrooms  on  both  sides,  and 
chapel  at  end.  The  arrangement  is  some- 

what crowded,  and  the  external  elevations 

poor;  two  low  bell- turrets,  of  jjoculiar  design, 
flank  the  hall,  which  would  b&  hidden.  No. 
193  is  a  confused  plan,  but  clever  in  drawing 
and  detail ;  the  hall  is  placed  on  one  side  of 
classroom,  and  the  chapel  extends  at  right 
angles  at  one  end.  A  neavy  India-ink  per- 

spective accompanies  this  set. 
The  set   of  architectural  drawings  illus- 

trating four  bays  of  the  S.E.  angle  of 

the  cloisters  of  'NVostminster  Abbey,  by 
l-'rancis  'Winter  Newman,  is  justly  entitled 
to  the  first  silver  medal ;  the  draiightman- 
ship  is  firm,  and  exhibits  knowledge 
of  detail.  The  vaulted  roof  of  cloister 
required  both  accurate  dimensions  and  careful 
drawing,  the  curvature  and  soction  of  tho 
ribs  are  shown,  and  the  jointing  and  masonry, 
taken  from  real  mea.surement,  is  not  the  least 
valuable  part  of  drawings  of  this  kind.  A 
second  medal  for  another  careful  set  is 
awarded  to  Geo.  Thow  Smith.  The  set  of 

designs  (upper  school)  for  which  a  prize  of 

i'2j  is  given,  by  Hurry  Inigo  Triggs,  repre- 
sent an  entrance  to  public  gardens,  simply 

and  artistically  treated,  and  in  a  sensible 

manner.  The  octagon  tun-ets  at  sides  of 
entrance  and  tho  other  pencil  details  are 
pleasing.  So  also  we  must  commend  the 
award  to  F.  W.  Newman,  of  lower  school, 
whoso  work  we  have  just  mentioned,  for  a 

banqueting-hall  overlooking  a  lake.  The 
design,  although  in  pencil,  is  quiet  and 
refined  in  outline,  and  the  Classical  details 
are  restrained.  A  Hat  dome  covers  the 

square  hall,  which  is  approached  by  two 
flights  of  steps  on  each  side  of  a  low  portico  ; 
tho  low  stair  turrets  happily  combine  to 
form  a  graceful  profile  in  the  elevation. 
This  student  shows  a  knowledge  of  both 
Gothic  and  Classic.  The  subject  given,  plan 
of  a  house  in  a  London  street  between  two 

party-walls,  was  a  useful  but  diSicult 
theme.  James  Black  Fulton  has  exhibited 

ingenuity  and  economy  of  space  in  his  plan 
of  a  long  strip  of  area  in  these  unfavourable 
conditions.  It  is  a  five-storied  building  above 
the  basement.  By  a  small  side  area  behind 
cloak-rooms,  kc,  Mr.  Fulton  lights  a  good 
hall  and  staircase,  and  behind  this  he  places 
his  dining-room,  24ft.  by  ISft.,  illumined  by 
another  light  -  well  behind,  which  also 
lights  the  side  passage  into  a  billiard- 
room  the  length  of  which  is  the  whole 
width  of  house,  28ft.  3in.  by  ISft.  3Ln. 
A  library  is  placed  over  dining-room,  and  a 
spacious  drawing-room  over  the  front  rooms 
and  vestibule.  It  is  awarded  a  prize  of  £10. 

There  was  no  competition  for  original  com- 
position in  ornament,  nor  for  the  perspective 

drawing  in  outline  of  the  three  central  bays 
of  the  front  of  Whitehall. 

'We  can  only  very  briefly  notice  other  prize 
designs.  Tho  most  interesting,  perhaps,  is 

the  design  for  the  "  decoration  of  a  portion 
of  a  public  building."  The  subject  given  was 

"  Spring  I'riving  Out  'Winter."  Fred  Apple 
yard,  whose  skill  as  a  designer  and  painter 
has  been  rewarded  for  five  diHferent  sub- 

jects, wins  the  prize  (£40).  The  semicircular 
space  given  was  not  the  easiest.  The  figures 
luid  to  be  treated  not  too  realistically  in  the 
space,  and  it  is  rather  amusing  to  see  some 

of  these  attempts.  In  one  or  two  "Spring"  is 
anything  but  a  beautiful  creature,  and  her 
attitude  and  demeanour  arc  commonplace 

and  even  ridiculous.  "Winter"  also  was 
not  an  easy  impersonation.  Afr.  Appleyard 
has,  while  avoiding  these  extremes,  given  a 
graceful  coinposition,  the  attitude  and  grace 
of  Spring  in  white  and  delicate  green  drapery, 
and  the  recumbent  figure  of  a  beautiful 

maiden  and  the  "  passing  out "'  of  an  old 
bent  man,  "  Winter,"  who  holds  behind  him 
his  spiibol,  are  conceived  happily,  and  the 
colour  is  harmonious. 

There  is  considerable  diversity  in  the  treat- 

ment for  tho  historical  painting  "  Ladas, 
winner  of  the  long  foot-race  at  Ulympia, 
falling  deail  as  he  goes  to  receive  the  crown 

of  victory.''  The  gold  modal  and  travelling 
studentship  f£2l)0;  is  given  to  Frank  Moss 
Bennett.  Ol  course,  the  theme  was  an 
ambitious  one :  it  called  for  the  exercise  of 

not  only  the  imaginative  faculty,  but  tech- 
nical skill  and  knowledge  of  no  mean  order. 

Tho  painter  hud  to  avoid  a  merely  naturalistic 
indication  of  such  an  incident,  and  to  give 
an  appropriHte  and  dramatic  expression  to 
the  centi'ul  figure  of  Ladaa  as  well  as  to  the 

astonished  and  alarmed  spectators.  lie  had 
also  to  bring  to  these  faculties  the  resources 
of  a  knowledge  of  the  period  selected,  and  of 
the  architecture,  costume,  and  accessorial 
adjuncts  of  a  Boman  crowd  in  its  best  days. 
The  successful  .student  has  to  a  certain  degree 
accomplished  these  aims,  and  at  least  has 
outdone  his  competitors  in  a  decided  manner. 
As  Professor  Poynter  has  said,  few  are  able 
to  paint  the  figure  as  they  know  it ;  they  are 
inclined  to  copy  the  commonplace  model 
with  its  vulgarities  as  they  see  it.  Imitation 
of  the  model  is  in  no  sense  a  true  realism. 
The  neglect  of  this  dictum  is  apparent  in  the 
attempts  made  by  students,  not  only  in  this 
subject  but  in  the  competition  for  cartoons. 
One  or  two  of  these  representing  Justice 
holding  the  scales  and  sword  are  very 
commonplace  and  vulgar;  as  also  in  the 

painting  of  heads  from  life.  Literal  imita- 
tion, or  what  we  may  more  correctly  call 

naturalisticimitation,  of  commonplace  models 
is  the  chief  fault  to  be  met  with  in  competi- 

tions where  the  human  figure  is  concerned. 
The  uneducated  or  uncultured  painter  is 

most  likely  to  fall  a  victim  to  this  common- 

place realism.  Sir  Edward  Poynter's  re- marks on  the  proper  kind  of  realism  are 

appropriate.  lie  said  that  "true  realism consisted  in  making  use  of  their  model  for 

the  proper  presentment  of  the  actor  in  the 

scene  which  they  are  representing."  The student  of  this  realism  must  not  be  content 

with  the  power  of  imitation  ;  this  was  but  a 
preliminary  part  of  his  equipment,  but  he 
must  be  able  to  express  with  the  subtlety  of 
nature  the  idea  whichhe  had  formed  in  hisowu 
mind,  and  which  was  the  only  way  in  which  the 

subject  could  be  expressed.  These  competi- 
tions, both  for  figuie  compositions  as  well  as  for 

landscape,  show,  in  not  a  few  instances,  the 
lack  of  this  faculty  of  adequately  and  truly 
expressing  the  life  and  grace  and  motion,  as 
well  as  colour  and  physical  qualities  of  the 
objects  represented.  The  picture  or  the 
composition  must  realise  life  or  nature  from 
within,  and  not  be  content  to  paint  mere 
resemblances  and  technical  qualities.  To 
take,  for  example,  the  studies  for  a  head 
from  hie.  Many  of  these  are  mere  copies  of 
individuals,  without  life  or  meaning ;  the 
accidents  of  natuie  have  been  only  too 
literally  copied,  with  the  result  that  they 
resemble  caricatures ;  but  in  others,  as  in 
the  two  awarded  silver  medals,  one  by 
Gertrude  Lindsay  and  the  other  by  F.  G. 
Swaish,  we  find  chiefly  the  quahties  of 

individuality,  character,  &c.  The  negro's 
head  by  the  latter  is  fuU  of  expression.  In 
the  painting  of  a  draped  figure  we  also  find  the 
works  sent  in  arrange  themselves  under  these 
two  heads— the  literal  and  technical  copy, 
and  the  realism  of  life  and  expression. 

ESTIMATES.— XXXrV. 

IXTERN.VL  PLU-MBINO  :    WATER  SUPPLY  ANLl 
S.SJN'ITAflY   DETAILS. 

THE  items  we  now  proceed  to  deal  with have  reference  to  the  water  supply  and 

sanitary  fittings.  The  estimator  will  require 
to  be  fui-nished  with  the  regulations  of  the 
water  companies  of  the  district,  which  give 

weights  of  pipes,  regulations  as  to  wastes 
and  waste-preventers,  &c.  The  lead  in  safes 
is  kept  separate  from  that  in  sinks  and 
cisterns,  as  in  the  latter  a  lap  of  Iin.  is 
allowed  at  the  angles.  Take  soldered  angles 

by  the  foot  run,  the  four  vertical  angles  and 
two  horizontal  angles,  the  ends,  and  bottom 
being  often  in  one  piece  The  junctions  of 

pipes  arenumberedas  "extra  soldered  joints," also  branch  joints;  these  are  described  in 
size,  according  to  the  main  pipe.  Thus  a 

"  \\m.  extra  soldered  joint"  means  an  inch 
or  Jin.  pipe  joined  to  a  1  Jin.  pipe. 
Lead  soil-pipes  are  made  of  sheet  lead 

seamed ;  but  now  hydniulic-drawn  pipes  of 
larger  diameter  than  formerly  are  made, 
they  are  preferable  to  seamed  pipes.    They 
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shoiild  be  of  uniform  thickness,  and  from 
sib.  to  101b.  per  foot  super.  The  joints  should 

be  "  wiped  "  joints  (see  section  l2}.  The 
soil-pipe  should  be  carried  up  the  full  bore 
to  the  top,  or  above  the  level  of  eaves,  and 

have  an  outlet,  or  one  of  Boyle's  ventilating 
adjuncts.  According  to  the  L.C.C.  by-laws, 
lead  soil-pipes  of  3Ain.  diameter  are  to  weigh 
not  less  than  6.5lb.  per  10ft.  length  ;  for  4in., 
74lb. ;  oin.,  ii:2lb. ;  and  Gin  ,  UOlb. 

.Soil-pipes  should  not  be  too  large  ;  they 
should  be  as  small  in  diameter  as  consistent 

with  efficiency.  Like  a  small  drain-pipe, 

they  keep  cleaner  (see  S.  G.  Hellyer's 
"  Plumber  and  Sanitary  Houses").  A  3 Jin. 
pipe  is  found  sufficient,  even  where  several 
closets  discharge  into  it ;  on  the  other 
hand,  a  small  pipe  is  liable  to  cause 
a  siphoning  action  on  the  traps.  To  insure 
proper  action,  an  anti-siphoning  pipe  2in. 
diameter  is  necessary  to  relieve  the  pressure 
in  the  trap.^  and  to  ventilate  tlioin  see 
sfction  1).  Cast  iron  is  now  largely  used 
instead  of  lead  for  soil-pipes.  Thev  should 
be  about  4in.  diameter,  and  should  be  not 
less  than  ̂ l«in.  (Jin.  is  better),  and  have  4in. 
sockets  for  lead  caulking.  The  L.C.i  .  by- 

laws lays  it  down  that  a  3Jin.  pipe  shoiild 
weigh  not  less  than  4.Slb.  per  tift.  length,  a 
4in.  o4lb.,  a  oin.  t>91b.,  and  a  (5in.  S4lb. 
Lead  soil-pipes  should  be  supported  by  ears 
or  lead  tacks,  double  or  single  (see  sketch  2), 
every  .5ft.  or  (Jft.  apart.  The  mode  of  attach- 

ing the  ear  to  the  pipe  by  solder,  and  the 
nails  for  fastening  them  to  the  wall,  are 
■;ho  wn  in  the  section  ;  the  oars  are  some- 

times turned  back  to  hide  the  naUs,  as 
shown.  The  elevation  represents  a  double 
ear.  The  weight  of  soil-pipe  in  great  heights 
is  liable  to  settle  and  break  the  joint  between 
it  and  the  drain.  Sketch  ,3  shows  how  it  is 
supported  by  an  iron  bend,  with  pedestal  and 
l)6d-plate  resting  on  concrete.     The   brass 

ferrule  shown  allows  the  joint  being  caulked 
between  iron  and  lead  pipes.  Section  4  shows 
the  connection  of  lead  soil-pipe  to  earthen- 

ware pipe.  A  brass  collar  or  ferrule  is  used 
to  connect  the  two  pipes,  and  the  upper  joint 
is  "  wiped."  A  ring  of  gaskin  is  inserted  in 
socket  of  stoneware  pipe,  and  finished  with 
cement.  This  joint  is  the  regulation  one  of the  L.C.C. 

Gowt.  3qr.    Milled  lead  and  labour  in  "sinks and  safes. 

The  labour  may  be  put  at  about  7s.  per 

cwt.     Or — ■ £  s.  d. 
Milled  lead  per  cwt      0  16    0 
Labour  and  aolder       0    6    0 

12" 1  Nf t.  run.     Close  copper  naihng. 

We  may  price  this  at  3d.  per  foot  run. 
Close    copper    nailing     has     an    interval between  nails  of  lin. 

•JSft.     J   lead    pipe   "-middling,"    including 
bends,  joints,  and  fixing. 

This  pipe  would  weigh  a  little  over  21b. 
per  foot,  and  the  cost  would  be  (>d.  per  foot. 

£   9.  d. 
Cost  per  loot       0    0    6 
Bends  and  joints,  fixing,  saf       0    0    2J 

Per  foot       0    0    ei 

•iOft.     IJia.  "middling"  lead  pipe,  ditto. 
•'  Middling  "  lead  pipe  of  this  size  weighs 

about  4 lb.  per  foot. 
Cost  per  foot      0    0  10 
Labour,  fixing,  bends,  &c      0    0    2} 0    1    (^ 

20ft.  run.     2in.  lead  pipe  "  middling."  in- 
cluding bends,  joints,  and  fixing. 

Cost  per  foot  run      0    1    S 
Bends  and  fixing      0    0    3 

Per  foot       0    1" 

45ft.  run.    4in.  71b.  lead  soil-pipe,  including 
joints,  wall-hooks,  &c. 

£   8.  d. 
Cost  of  drawn  pipe,  say      0    19 
Labour  fixini^,  including  soldered  joints, 

soldering,  and  tacks,  &c.,  per  foot      0    13 

Per  foot       0    3    0 

No.  2,     Extra  on  bends  to  ditto,  3ft.  long. 
The  cost  would  be  the  labour  and  solder. 

A  plumber  and  labourer  would  take  about 
three  hours  in  making  bends.     Say — 

£  8.  d. 
Cost  of  plumber.  3J  hours  at  Is.  per  hour    0  3    6 
Mate  ditto  at  (i J d      0  1    7} 
.Solder,  IJlb.  at  18.,  say      0  12 

0    6    3i 

Xo.  2.    Exti-a  soldered  joints  in  4in.  soil- 

pipe. 

These  are  for  the  bends. 
The   price  for  labour,    solder,   and   profit 

would  be  about  3s.  fid.    It  can  be  done  at  3s. 

No.  2.     Lead  collars  to  end  of  soil-pipe. 
These  would  be  made  out  of  (Jib.  lead. 

£  s.  a. 
Cost  of  lead         0    o    9 

Plumber's  labour  and  solder,  lib.,  &c....    0    2    0 
Making  good      0    0    8 

0    3    5 

No.  4.     Soldered  branch  joints  to  lin.  pipes, 
including  labour  and  solder. 

These  may  be  valued  at  Is.  9d.  each. 
No.  2.     Ditto  to  IJin.  pipe. 

Add  3d.  more  to  last. 

No.  4.    Tafted  joints  to  IJin .  pipes. 

These  may  be  priced  at  Is.  9d.  each. 

No.  2.  Boyle  and  Sons'  "air-pump"  soil- 
pipe  ventilator,  and  fixing  same  Sin. 
diameter  for  4 in.  pipe. 

£     8.  A. 
Cost  of  sin.  ventilator      0  10    S 
Labour  fixing,  say       0    4    0 

Per  foot       0  14    6 

The  last  item  can  only  be  approximately 
arrived  at. 

No.  1.     4in.  drawn  lead  bends  3()in.  by  sin. of  Sib.  lead. 
£  8.  a. 

Priccofbend      0  18    0 
Fixing  solder,  &c      0    4    6 

12    8 

No.  4.    Hellyer's  patent  anti  D-traps. 
These  are  priced  at  from  Ts.  to  93.  each. 

No.  3.     Ditto  for  sinks  and  baths. 

No  size  is  given  ;  say,  4.«.  each. 
21cwt.    MiUe<l     lead    lining    cistern,    with 

soldered  joints   and  angles,  copper  nail- 

ing, &c. The  price  laying  lead  in  cisterns,  including 
all  labour  and  materials,  may  be  put  down 

at  233.  per  cwt.,  say — £  8.  d. 

Cost  of  lead  per  cwt      0  16    0 
Labour  and  solder        0    7    0 

Including  profit         13    0 

Line  with  7lb.  lead  cistern  to  hold  200gal. 
with  all  proper  soldered  angles,  copper 
nailing,  &c. 

To  price  this  tho  quantities'  of  lead  must  be taken  out,  and  the  labour,  and  solder,  &c.  A 
cistern  to  hold  200gal.  will  require  to  bo 
about  4ft.  by  2ft.  9in.  by  3ft.  high.  Allow 

Im.  lap  for  soldered  angles,  and  make  allow- 
ance of  about  lin.  for  turning  over  at  the 

top  of  wood.  Take  the  soldered  angles  and 
copper  nailing  round  outer  ed;.:6S  of  sides  and 
ends.  There  would  be  the  following  super- 

ficials  : — 

4     2 

2  11    12    2    Bottom  including  laps. 

2  I    2 

3  2    26    2    Sidei. 

23     I 2    9     17     2     Ends. 

66    8    (oper.  of  lead. 
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•Say  .>Cft.  super.  71b.  lea<l  amounts  to  ;J9L'Ib. 
=  :Ucwt.     The  items  woiUJ  stand  thu.s:  — 

3icwt.  milled  lead  lining  cistern. 

'2Mt    run.    .SolJorel    anfjlcs.    bottom,    and sides  of  cistern. 

1  Ht.  run.     (.'lose  copper  nailing 
Co«t  of  milled  lead  per  cwt   
Soldered  aiik^Ura  per  cwt.,  aay       „ 

Copper  nailing  «t  -Jd.  per  ft.   ..'.    0 
Including  proSt         1 

Or— 
£   •.  d. 
U  16    0 
0    6    0 

0  10 

a  to 

This  is  rather  a  high  price,  and  for  specula- 
tive work  £1  per  cwt.  should  be  sufficient. 

■iOft.  run.  IJin.  stout  load  service  pipe  from 
cistern  to  second  floor  with  all  necessary 
bends,  &c. 

This  item  may  bo  valued  at   Is.  (>i.  per 

foot.  '  
^ 

Making  one  hole  in  cistern  and  lead  joint. 
Price  this  at,  say,  2s.  9d. 

No.    2.     IJin.   screw-down    stop-cocks  and 
soldered  joint,  with  brass  unions. 

Coat  of  screw-doirn  bib-^■slTe,  say      0  15    0 SoM*red  joint       0    2    6 

No.  2.  Jin.  brasi  cistern  connector  for  iron 
cistern,  with  fly  nut  and  union  and 
soldered  joint. 

Say,  t»s.     Cost  of  union  joint  for  lead  pipe is  2s.  fiJ. 

No.  1.     1  in.  ditto. 
About  7d. 

No.    IJ.     Brass   union   and   hole  drilled   in 
cistern  and  joints. 

This  may  be  done  at  about  the  same,  say, 
Ts.  (id. 

No.   -4.     Jin.   brass  unions,  hole 
cistern  and  joints. 

0     17     6 

drilled  in 

Unions  (brass)  each      0 
UriUing  hole  and  joints        o 

Each      0    3    6 

In  one  estimate  for  plumber's  work,  this 
item  is  put  down  at  oa.  each. 

No.   4.      Jin. equilibrium fixing. 
bill-valves  and 

These  are  worth  about       o 
Fixing  and  profit,  siy      0 d. 

6 
0 

0    8    6 

Say, 

No.  1. 

No.  4.    Branch  joints, 

Is.  Gd.  each. 

IJin.  equilibrium  copper  ball- valve 

(Lxmbert's  pattern). 

Referring  to  any  large  firm's  catalogue,  as 
NichoUs  and  Clarke's  (Shoreditch),  we  find 
this  pattern  with  screwed  ferrule  quoted  at 
1  js.  fid.,  and  fi.xing  and  joints  add  another 

4s.  Underhay's  pattern  with  screwed  ferrule 
is  put  down  at  Kis.  for  this  size,  and  stamped 
by  New  River  Co.,  20s.  06. 

No.    2.     Strong  union    joint  for  lead   and 
iron,  l^in. 

This  is  for  cistern,  and  is  priced  in  the 

same  firm's  list  at  48.  :M.  An  ordinary 
plumbers  union  for  load  pipe  costs  about 
33.  fid. 

No.  1.     Plug  and  washer  with  union  for  iron 
cistern.  2in. 

This  is  worth  from   Sj.  fil.  to  13-3.  each. 

The  latter  is  of  strong  quality  (seo  NichoUs 

and  Clarke's  catalogue). 
No.  2.  Connections  of  soil-pipe  with  drain, 

including  lead  flinge  out  of  71b.  lea<l 
soldered  to  4in.  pipe  fitted  to  socket  of 

drain-pipe,  and  ssaled  with  cement. 
£  •.  d. 

Lead  IIinKc  out  of  71b  lead       0    16 
Labour  and  solder         0    2    0 
Makiog  good  io  cement   .'.    0    10 

0    4     6 

(Sae  previous  items.  Wo  presume  this  is 
a  simple  connection  without  bond  or  brass 
collar.) 

No.  3.  2lin.  lengths  of  lin.  "middling" 
lead  pipe,  all  bent,  one  end  taftcd  and 
soldered,  the  othor  end  soldered  to  soil- 

pipe. 
These  are  2ft.  lengths,  and  are  intended 

for  anti-siphonage  pipes  from  traps  of closets. 

Cost  cf  lin.  pipe  (.IJIb.  per  foot)      0 
Taft'd  tnJ  and  soldering      0 

Each      0    4    I 

«.  d. 
1    4 3     0 

Ml{.   CHAMIiKRLAIN   ON*   ART. 

OXK  does  not  look  to  Mr.  Chamberlain  for 
ioformation  on  art.  Whether  his  speech 

at  Birmingham  laiit  Friday  night  was  written  by 
him  or  not,  we  do  not  know.  There  was  an 

awkward  piuse  in  it  at  one  point,  and  the 
reporters  say  he  "  turned  to  Sirs.  Chamberlain 

for  a  sugKestion."  It  might  have  been  as  well  if 
some  similarly  helpful  loadjutor  had  revised  the 
whole  line  of  argument  throughout,  for  the  con- 

clusions seem  to  us  singularly  contradictory  and 
badly  thought  out. 

Mr.  Chamberlain  is  an  old  hand  at  weaving 
generalities  together  which  mean  nothing.  The 

"  Hansom  "  speeches  meant  nothing.  The  more 
recent  defiances  to  Franre  meant  nothing— at 

least  most  of  Mr.  Chamt^erlain's  present  political 
friends  quickly  hastened  to  say  so.  Probably  the 
speech  last  Friday  on  Art  is  not  to  be  taken  more seriously. 

Said  Mr.  Chamberlain: — "If  it  be  true,  as 
the  late  AVilliam  Jforris  once  said,  that  art  has 
failed  as  civilisation  advanced,  wo  cannot  afford 
to  give  up  civilisation.  Even  for  the  sake  of  art, 
we  cannot  go  back  to  these  bygone  conditions. 
Not  the  greatest  devotee  of  art  amongst  m 
would  desire  that  we  should  return  to  the  general 
misery,  the  discomfort,  the  fi|ualid  lives  which 
existed  before  this  great  increase  of  our  general 
prosperity,  even  for  the  sake  of  reviving  the 
artistic  spirit ;  and,  however  ugly  may  be  these 
mechanical  reproductions,  we  cannot  abandon  the 
comfort,  the  health,  the  general  happiness  which 
has  been  brought  about  by  the  cheapening  of 
articles  in  common  use— the  articles,  in  fact,  upon 
which  the  domestic  life  of  the  masses  of  the 

people  80  largely  depend.  Then,  what  remains  ': 
Although,  as  I  say,  I  do  not  think  that  we  can 
go  back  entirely  to  those  Slediaval  times  when 
art  had  its  highest  development,  if,  as  I  think, 
that  high  development  was  partly  conditional 
upon  the  low  condition  in  which  the  people  then 
existed — although  we  cannot  go  back  to  that 
time,  I  don't  for  a  moment  say  that  we  ought  to 
be  satisfied  with  our  present  results  ;  and  it  seems 
to  me  that  while  we  must  accept  the  conditions 
of  our  time,  while  we  must  recognise  the  necessity 
for  seekiDfr  the  assistance  of  machinery  for  all  the 
devices  which  will  briofj  within  the  reach  of  the 
many,  if  not  the  highest  works  of  art,  at  all 
events,  something  elevating,  and  something 
which  may  be  accepted  as  a  provisional  substitute 
forthera— still,  I  think  such  schools  as  that  with 
which  we  are  concerned  may  do,  and  have  alreadv 
done,  a  great  deal  to  improve  both  the  Reneral 
taste  and  the  general  quality  of  the  work  which 

is  turned  out." We  hope  so.  We  hope  for  more.  We  trust 
that  the  schools  of  art  iiro  doing  somethin"  to 
make  good  handicraftsmanshiii  possible  ;  but  we 
are  certain  that  till  a  good  deal  of  the  "  civilisa- 

tion "  Mr.  Chaml)erlain  is  so  enamoured  with 
has  rotted  away  on  its  own  dunghill,  very  little 
good  will  be  done.  The  curious  thing  is  that 
Mr.  Chamberlain  at  heart,  or  the  person  who 
crammed  him,  really  believes  this  too !  For 

said  ho,  a  little  later  on  :  — 
"  If  we  are  patriots  in  regard  to  the  place  in 

which  we  live  we  must  have  a  care  for  its  external 
appearance,  as  well  as  for  all  that  is  beneath  the 
surface.  And,  I  believe,  the  time  is  coming 
when  the  people  of  liirmingham  will  refuse  to 
tolerate  bad  architecture  in  our  midst,  or  sordid 
building.  And,  optimist  as  1  am,  I  am  almost 
sanguine  enouRh  to  think  that  the  time  will  come 
when  thev  will  bo  inclined  to  prefer  the  brii»ht- 
ness  and  freshness  below  and  the  blue  skv  above 
of  a  Continental  town,  to  the  dirt  below  and  the 
never-ceasing  pall  of  smoke  above,  which, 
hitherto,  wo  have  con.siderod  to  be  the  inalienable 
privilege  of  a  populous  and  manufacturinc;  town. 
That,  however,  is,  of  coursf ,  a  question  for  the 
distant  future,  and  I  am  falling  into  idealisations 
almost,  perhaps,  as  excessive  as  those  upon  which 

I  commented  at  the  beginning  of  my  address. 
Well,  I  am  going  to  conclude  with  a  quotation 
and  a  comment.  It  was  said  by  a  great  artist 
that  the  only  people  in  civilisation  who  are  re-iUy 
happy  are  those  whose  necessary  daily  toil  is  in- 

separable from  their  pleasure.  Well,  ladies  and 
gentlemen,  I  am  not  certain  that,  judged  by  that 
standard,  there  is  very  much  of  pleasure  in  the 
ordinary  daily  toil  of  the  ordinary  artisan.  lie, 
in  the  great  system  of  manufacture  which 
has  been  generally  adopted,  with  its  division 
of  labour  into  infinite  fractions,  has  to 

undergo  the  monotonous  performance  of  the  same 

operation,  has  to  make  the  s^ime   [.\t  this 
point  the  right  hon.  gentleman  lost  the  thread  of 
his  sentence,  and,  being  unable  to  recollect  it,  he 

turned  to  Mrs.  Chamberlain  for  a  suggestion."! 
Hesuming,  he  said  :  ' '  When  I  speak  now  I  have 
to  be  extremely  cireful  in  the  choice  of  my  words, 
lest,  unhappily,  some  editor  may  misunderstand 
me — but  no»  I  have  got  the  word  that  I 
wanted.  What  I  meant  to  say  was  that,  under 
our  present  system,  the  ordinary  artisan  has  to 
perform  the  same  monotonous  operation  hundreds 
or  thousands  of  times  a  day,  day  by  day 

and  year  by  year,  daring  the  greater  portion  of 
his  life,  and  the  unfortunate  multiphcation  of 

ugly  things  cannot,  I  fear,  be  considered  as  a  very 
elevating  pursuit :  but  if  you  Gin,  even  in  the 

slightest  degree,  introduce  into  this  man's  life 
the  element  of  art,  there  comes  in  with  it  all  the 

freshness  of  originality,  the  pleasure  of  imagina- 
tion, and  the  individual  interest  which  wiU  add 

so  much  life  to  the  humblest  work  ;  and  in  so  far, 
therefore,  as  this  school  is  performing  that  work, 
it  may  claim  your  approval  and  support  in 
addition  to  its  other  merits,  because  it  is  un- 

doubtedly adding  to  the  happiness  of  mankind." 
Now,  that  was  really  pretty  much  what  Morris 

said — not  quite  so  glibly,  bee  luse  he  believed  it, 
while  Mr.  Chamberlain  probably  only  got  up  his 
sentiments  for  the  occasion,  pretty  much  after  the 
fashion  of  Mr.  Pecksniff  :  In  his  heart,  he 

probably  prefers  "the  cheapened  articles  for 
common  use" — jerry-built  houses,  shoddy  clothes, 
overcrowded  rail  way -carriages,  which  the  be- 

nighted 13th-century  craftsman  never  knew— to 
the  wholesomer  life  he  certainly  lived — when  the 
great  trade  guilds  probably  did  ahnost  as  much 
sood  as  the  trade  unions  do  to-day,  and  the 
Master  deserved  his  name.  The  men,  like  Morris, 

who  want  the  best  of  those  days  with  us  once 
more,  are  quite  as  alive  as  Mr.  Chamberlain  to 
their  drawbacks.  When  they,  however,  look 
forward  to  the  days  that  shall  see  England 
cleansed  of  slums  and  healed  of  scars  like  those 

that  fester  all  over  the  Black  Country,  they  wait 

hopefully  for  the  decay  first  of  much  of  the 

"cheap  civilisation"  so  dear  to  Mr.  Chamber- 
lain, knowing  that  then  only  can  the  true 

appreciation  of  "  Art  "  revive  in  the  craftsman. 

IS   A    HOUSE    SEWER    TRAP    ALWAYS 

NECESSARY  'r  • THE  writers  who  have  in  recent  years  dis- cussed drainage  and  sewerage  questions 
concur  in  the  opinion  that  liquid  domestic  wastes 
must  be  conducted  as  speedily  as  possible  frona 
the  plumbing  fixtures  in  which  they  are  formed, 
through  the  house  drains  and  the  lateral  and 
main  sewers,  to  the  outfall  of  the  system. 

In  order  to  accomplish  this  desirable  result,  the 
ideal  sewage  conduit  is  supposed  to  have  a  smooth 
and  impervious  surface,  few  and  thin  joints, 
sutfioient  and  uniform  gradients,  good  alignment 

with  easy  curves,  a  size  not  excessive  in  its  re- 
lation to  the  work  performed,  and  to  be  provided 

with  efficient  means  of  ventilation. 

Those  engineers  who  an  practised  in  the  con- 

struction of  drainage  works  realise  that  thc-ic 
conditions  are  usually,  but  imperfectly,  fulfilled. 
yet  the  desirability  of  approximating  to  them  so 
closely  as  may  be  is  not  questioned. 

.Vdmitting  the  validity  of  these  fundamentals 
of  design,  and  comparing  approved  practice  with 
such  standards,  we  observe  at  once  an  anomalous 
circumstance  in  the  presence  in  each  house  sewer 
lino  of  an  intercepting  trap,  which  destroys  the 
iileal  conditions  by  disturbing  the  course  of  stream 
11  )w,  decreasing  its  velocity,  hastening  the  deposit 
of  suspended  matters,  and  preventing  a  general 
irculation  of  air  through  the  sewers  and  house- 

drains. 

Frequent  objection  is  made  to  this  appurtenance 

By  Charlks  B.  Ball,  M.Am.Soc.C.E.,  Inspector  of 
Plumbing.  Washiogton,  D.C.,  in  the  Sci-ntifi'.  Atif.riain 
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ty  the  iiitelligtnt  plumber,  who  tinds  it  often 
olistructed  ;  by  the  skilful  architect,  who  is  unable 
to  fix  upon  a  fuitable  location  for  the  required 
air-inlet  ;  and  by  the  sewer  engineer,  who  notes 
with  a  jealous  eye  the  open  ends  of  hundreds  of 
house  soil-pipes  rendered  unavailable  by  the  pre- 

scribed construction  for  the  ventilation  of  the 
public  system. 

While  the  present  writer  must  not  be  under- 
stood as  advocating  the  universal  abolition  of  the 

main  trap,  it  is  bis  object  to  determine  more  fully 
the  grounds  on  which  it  is  stated  to  be  a  necessity 
and  to  inquire  if  the  omission  of  this  appliance 
may  not  sometimes  be  safely  accomplished. 

The  use  of  an  intercepting  trap  is  based  upon 
the  assumption  that  it  is  necessary  to  prevent  the 
intrusion  of  air  from  the  public  sewers  to  the 
house-piping  system,  and  that  varying  air- 
pressures  must  necessarily  occur  in  the  sewers, 
which  will,  if  freely  admitted  to  the  house  lines, 
endanger  the  trap  seals  of  plumbing  fixtures. 
While  it  is  unquestionable  that  the  displacement 
of  the  air  contained  in  public  sewers  by  the 
sudden  entrance  of  storm  water  is  very  nipid,  and 
that  compression  is  likely  to  prevail,  it  would 
seem  that  the  most  ready  means  of  avoiding 
damage  to  the  house  traps  would  be  to  provide 
ample  means  for  the  escape  of  air  at  many  points, 
as  would  be  the  case  were  every  house  trap 
omitted,  rather  than  to  convert  the  main  sewer 
into  a  sealed  chamber,  the  air-pressure  in  which 
must  sometimes  be  sufficient  to  force  the  main- 
trap  seals.  The  serious  objections  to  numerous 
and  adequate  openings  from  the  public  sewers  at 
the  street  level  are  well  recognised,  and  such  a 
means  of  securing  free  communication  between 
street  sewers  and  the  outer  air  has  been  but 
rarely  supplied. 

A  second  objection  to  the  omission  of  traps 
arises  from  the  fear  that  the  obstructing  foreign 
matters  now  retained  by  the  house  trap  would 
otherwise  pass  to  the  public  sewers  and  cause 
stoppages  therein.  This  is  a  real  objection, 
especially  where  the  separate  system  is  in  vogue, 
but  from  the  point  of  view  of  most  sewer  designers 
would  he  more  than  compensated  for  by  the  full 
ventilation  of  the  p\iblic  system,  which  would 
take  place  if  traps  were  not  required. 

A  third  and  principal  reason  for  the  retention 
of  house  traps  is  that  disease  germs  may  be  com- 

municated through  the  main  sewer  from  an 
infected  housa  Jsewer  to  other  house  lines.  >Ve 
agree  with  a  recent  writer  that  "  the  air  in  sewers 
may  at  times  be  charged  with  malignant  germs 
of  disease,"  and  that  the  "  ventilation  of  the 
public  system  should  be  effected  wliere  the  air 

would  be  least  liable  to  bt-  inhaled  by  the  public." 
Is  it  not  true  that  the  least  dangerous  point  for 
the  discharge  of  such  germs  is  above  the  house 

top  and  not  at  the  ground  level ': So  authoritative  statement  as  to  how  far 
dangers  of  this  nature  are  real  can  be  made 
without  close  observation  of  the  operation  and 
effect  upon  the  public  health  of  systems  in  which 
house  traps  have  not  been  used.  Notable 
examples  of  this  class  are  found  in  the  towns  of 
Davenjxjrt,  la.  ;  Coming,  N.V.  ;  and  Xewton, 
Mass.  So  far  as  I  have  been  able  to  learn,  no 
objection  is  made  practically  to  the  operation  of 
the  drainage  equipment  in  these  towns. 

The  main  and  recurring  objection  is  to  pre- 
sent practice,  the  closing  of  the  main  sewer,  and, 

in  many  cases,  of  a  considerable  portion  of  the 
house  drain  to  the  most  direct  and  available 
means  for  thorough  ventilation. 

It  may  be  noted  that  the  objection  to  open  con- 
nection with  these  i  ewers  has  little  force  if  the 

plumbing  within  each  house  thus  connected  has 
tight  joints.  The  present  methods  of  inspections 
and  tests  of  new  plumbing  work  assure  this  result 
in  most  cities.  At  all  events,  the  integrity  of  the 
plumbing  should  bo  above  suspicion,  whether  main 
traps  are  provided  or  nut.  If  the  houses  are  con- 

structed of  Uniterm  height,  as  is  usually  the  case 
in  modem  city  blocks,  or  if  they  are  isolated 
from  each  other,  as  in  suburban  localities, 
emanations  from  the  soil-pipe  openings  cannot 
injuriously  affect  the  occupants  of  Deigbouring 
premises. 

In  two  outlying  districts  of  the  city  of  Wash- 
ington the  concurrence  of  three  conditions— viz., 

new  and  clean  sewers,  recently-constructed  house 
plumbing,  and  the  separated  location  of  the 
dwellings,  has  been  thouijht  to  justify  the 
omission  of  the  house  running  traps. 
That  even  more  radical  opinions  than  those 

here     expressed     are    entertained     by    eminent 
sanitary   authorities  is  evidenced   in   arfporttol 
the  Seweiage  Commiesion  of  the  city  of  Balti-  | 

more,  rendertd  in  November,  1S9G,  by  Messrs. 
Rudolph  Herirg  and  Samuel  M.  Gray,  from 
which  I  quole. 
"The  problem  of  se'cr  vcntilition  resolves 

itself  into  a  provision  for  maintaining  a  direct 
communication  between  the  air  in  the  sewers  and 
the  atmosphere,  and  in  causing  the  intranceof 

pure  air,  and  its  c'rculation  through  the  sewers, to  be  as  free  as  practicable.  The  most  perfect 
way  to  accomplish  the  above  condition  is  to 
ventilate  the  public  sewers  through  the  house 
drains  and  soil-pipes  of  the  buildings,  to  omit  a 
main  trap  along  the  house  sewer,  which  also  acts 
as  a  retainer  of  foul  matter,  and  to  have  perfora- 

tions in  the  manhole  covers  of  the  public  sewers. 
In  this  way  an  abundance  of  air  can  tnttr  the 
system,  not  only  from  the  outfall,  but  through  the 
manhole  covers,  and  circulate  throu^-h  the  sowers 
and  out  through  every  private  sewer  to  above  the 
roofs  of  the  buildings.  Such  a  method  of  venti- 

lation, however,  requires  that  the  entire  plumbing 
in  the  house  is  planned  and  constructed  by 
responsible  parties,  so  that  the  work  will  be  first- 
class.  It  is  also  necessary  to  have  the  house 
pipes  tested  after  the  plumbing  is  finished,  so  as 
to  be  assured  of  tight  joints.  This  method  has 
been  tried  in  several  cities  in  our  country ,  and  is  the 
common  one  of  the  continent  of  Europe,  but  it  is 
not  the  usual  one  in  our  country,  for  there  is  in 
the  minds  of  many  a  fear  that  if  the  public  sewer 
should  be  ventilated  through  the  soil-pipe  of  their 
house  some  danger  might  arise,  through  a  leak  in 
their  own  pipes,  of  contracting  a  disease,  the 
germs  of  which  are  supposed  to  come  from  the 

public  sewers. 
"  From  experience  in  our  country,  and  in 

Europe,  these  fears  are  not  well  founded,  and 
there  are  no  facts  on  record  to  justify  them.  IJn 
the  other  hand,  advantages  of  a  thorough  draft 
through  the  house  pipes  are  considerable,  and 
keeps  them  much  cleaner  than  where  a  trap  is 
placed  between  the  house  and  the  sewer,  thus 
disconnecting  the  two.  It  has  been  stiid  that 
air  coming  out  of  soil-pipes  below  windows  of 
adjoining  houses  might  cause  offence,  but  offence 
could  also  be  caused  if  there  were  a  main  trap 
and  the  house  pipes  were  fouled,  which  they 
generally  are  not  when  used  for  ventilating  the 

public  sewers." 

PARTY  -  WALLS    UNDER    THE   LONDON 
BUILDING   ACT,    1894. 

AT  the  ordinary  general  meeting  of  the  Sur- 
veyors' Institution  on  Jlonday  last,  the 

discussion  was  resumed  on  the  paper  bearing  the 
above  title,  read  by  Mr.  P.  E.  Pilditch  at  the 
previous  meeting. 

Sir.  Thomas  Blashill,  ex-superintending  archi- 
tect L.C.C  ,  said  he  was  not  surprised  at  the 

opinion  expressed  by  Sir  John  Bridge,  aa  to  the 
Act.  The  measure  had,  he  thought,  suffered  in 

its  infancy  from  the  care  of  too  man}-  nurses, 
and  in  its  development  from  the  attentions  of  too 
many  cooks.  A  good-natured  committca  had 
thought  that  by  telling  everyone  what  was  pro- 

posed, and  consulting  everyone  as  to  how  it 
should  be  done,  all  possible  cause  of  complaint 
would  be  removed.  The  result  was  that  a  vast 
number  of  amendments  had  been  inserted  in  the 

Bill,  each  no  doubt  good  in  itself,  but  often  in- 
consittent  with  other  provisions,  and  it  was  now 
exceedingly  difficult  to  get  a  grasp  of  the  whole. 
He  thought  there  was  some  misapprehension  as  to 
a  party-wall,  in  that  many  persons  spoke  of 
"  my  half  "  or  "  your  half  "  of  such  a  wall 
There  was  no  half-ownership.  It  was  a  joint 
partnership  in  the  whole  wall,  and  I  he  two  persons 
should  treat  each  other  as  partners.  As  to  party- 
wall  notices,  he  was  afraid  the  practice  was,  or 
had  been,  general  of  serving  such  notices  with, 
in  them,  everything  that  the  -Vet  specified, 
without  giving  the  adjoining  owner  any  idci  of 
what  it  was  really  intended  to  Jo,  which  often 
led  to  litigation.  The  proper,  and  the  legal,  way 
was  that  the  building  owner  should  say  from  the 
very  first  what  he  really  intended  to  do,  and, 
if  any  question  then  arose,  it  could  eiisily  be  settled 
by  two  surveyors  with  or  without  a  third  surveyor. 
Hedid  not  think  that  the  third  surveyorshould  sit  as 
one,  but  that  he  should  agree  at  least  with  one  of 
the  two  surveyorswho  should  sign  the  award  with 
him.  It  sometimes  happened  that  an  adjoining 
owner  put  up  a  building — perhaps  a  small  one  — 
against  the  wall  of  his  neighbour,  who  had  no 
means  of  knowing  what  was  going  on.  Was 
that  wall  to  be  treated  as  a  party-wall  when 
the  time  came  for  rebuilding  either  property  r 

The  building  against  the  neighbour's  wall  was 

not  "  inclosed"  with  an  external  wall,  and  the 
original  wall  could  not  be  said  to  separate  the 
two  buildings.  Again,  if  an  owner  pulled  down 
a  house  and  left  the  party-wall  standing,  with 
no  intention  of  lebuilding  on  his  own  side,  ho 
might  shore  up  the  wall  or  execute  necessary 

repairs  to  it,  or  even  for  his  neighbour's  sake cement  the  face  of  it ;  but  was  it  necessary  for 
him  to  give  a  party-wall  notice  in  such  a  case  r 
The  framers  of  the  Act  bad,  he  thought,  been 
loo  anxious  to  settle  everything  by  law  ; — if  they 
had  left  more  to  the  discretion  of  the  two  (or 
possibly  three)  eurveyors,  it  would  have  been 
better. 

Mr.    William    Woodward    said    that    until   a 

few  years   ago  it  wiis  the  custom  to  serve  only 
one  party-wall  notice,  but  in  the  case  of  "  Finley 
v.  Wood"  it  was  decided  that  a  notice  must  be 
served  on   any   owner,    occupier,   or  lessee  of  a 
building  who  had  an   interest  above  an  annual 
tenancy.  This  involved  great  difficulty  in  finding 
out  who  these  pfrscns  might  bo.     Whether  this 
decision  was  destroyed  by  the  Act  of   1891  was  a 

question;  but,  according  to  counsel's  opinion  on the  point   which   he  had   himself   taken,    it  was 
only  necessary   to  serve   one  notice  either  by 
registered  letter  or  by  affixing  it  to  the  entranca 
doorway  of  the  premises.     Whether  this  opinion 
was  good  law  or    net  he  could  not  say.     He 
agreed  that  every  party-wall   notice  should  be 
accompanied  by  a  block  plan  and  section,  showing 
as  nearly  as  possible  what  it  was  proposed  to  do, 
but  \inles8  more  than  full  particulars  were  given 
it     sometimes    happened     that    complaint    was 
made  that  everything  had  not  been  specified  ;  but 
he  thought  that  if  what  was  intended  to  bo  done 
were  fairly  and  honestly  set  out,  all  objections 
wouM  be  met.     ()n  the  question  of  "  what  was 
a  party-wall ':  "  the  author  omitted  the  case  of  a 
wall  rebuilt  and  carried  to  a  greater  height  than 
was    necessary  to    separate  the  two  buildings, 
which  became,  by  a  legal  decision,  an  external 
wall  .above  that  height,  with  all  the  rights  of  an 
external  wall.     The  Act  of  1894  was  particularly 

indefinite  as  to  "  who  is  an  adjoining  owner  r  " 
In  some  sections  of  the  Act,  the  term  accompanied 

by,  "  or  occupier,"  seemed  to  include  the  ground 
landlord,  the  lessee,  the  sub-lessee,  and  so  on,  to 

the  tenant  with  a  three  years'  agreement.     Two 
tenants,  one  occupying  the  two  first  stories,  and 
the  other  the  two  second  stories  of  a  house,  had, 
for  example,  an  equal  interest  in  the  demolition 
of  the  party-wall,  and  should  each  have  a  similar 

notice.     The  wording  of  section   '.I'-i   Is. a.  3i  was hardly  consistent  with  the  wording  of  the  ordinary 
underpinning   section.     He  thought   it   referred 
wholly  to  underpinning  within  10ft.,  but  there 
was  a  word  introduced  which  seemed  to  make  one 

liable  for  any  "loss"    sustained  by  tenants — a 
most  important  alteration.     He  had  found  some 
difficulty  with  regard  to  the  exercise  of  his  rights 
within  two  months  after  an  award.     He  agreed 
that  the  third  surveyor  should  sit  as  an  umpire, 
and  be    so  called,  and  that  it   should  not  be 
necessary  for  either  of  the  two  surveyors  to  sign 
the  award.     With   regard   to   appealing   to  the 
Secretjiry  of  State  to  appoint  a  third  surveyor  in 
also  of  the  refusal  of  one    of    the  survey jrs  to 
agree  to  one,  he   had   found  that  by  making  a 
proper  application  he  had  succeeded  in  getting  a 
third  surveyor  appointed  within  a  week. 

Mr.  Frank  Nowbolt  (barrister),  said  that  the 

expression  "  not  specially  provided  for  by  this 
Act,"  must,  he  thought,  be  understood  to  mean, 
"  not  elsewhere  specially  provided."  He  thought 
that  some  expressions  in  the  .\ct  had  been  in. 
sorted  with  the  intention  of  striking  out  others 
which  hai  not  been  struck  out.  fie  thought 
the  surveyors  had  jurisdiction  to  act  hfurc  the 
building  owner  commenced  work,  for  they  were 
given  power  by  their  award  to  determine  a  righ; 
to  Jo  any  work,  which  they  could  hardly  do  after 
it  was  begun.  The  third  surveyor  was,  he  held, 
not  an  umpire  in  law.  AH  three  were  joint 
arbitrators,  or  judges,  and  if  the  .\ct  did  not 
specially  provide  for  it,  their  award  would  have 
to  bo  signed  by  all  three.  Where  each  party  had 
appointed  a  surveyor,  the  duty  of  the  two  sur- 

veyors was  to  appoint  a  third,  and  if  they  faile.1 
to  do  £0  the  one  not  in  default  would  be  entitled 
to  act 'T  parte  :  but  it  was  doubtful  whether  this 
would  be  advisable.  The  question  whether  a 
surveyor  acting  for  one  of  the  parlies  was  a  judge 
or  an  advocate  would  cause  no  trouble  to  the  mind 
of  a  judge  :  but  it  was  very  easy  to  argue  that, 
under  the  wording  of  this  Act,  he  was  in  the 
latter  positioB.  In  the  eye  of  the  law  the  sur- 

veyor was  a  judge,  as  was  laid  down  by  Erie  .1. 

fifty  years  ago  is  the  case  of  "  Oswald  v.  Grey." 
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K  ;\r  "°  '.'*"°">  '"""  »  'e8»l  point  of  view, 
why  the  partita  chcu'd  not  be  nprcBentod  l.«foro tho  arbitrators  by  eolicitom  ar.d  counsel;  but 
from  a  practical  point  of  view,  he  did  not  think It  would  be  always  desirable. 

Mr.  J.  poti^'faM  M/ithows  said  it  was  noiiie- 
/  ?k  **'^'^">f'  a""  only  'o.ir  years'  working 01  the  .\ct,  to  find  so  many  siigijobliona  for  its 

amendment  iind  so  many  qm,«tion8  as  to  its 
intentions.  He  agreed  with  Mr.  Blaahill  that 
too  much  had  been  conceded  to  too  many  persons 
in  the  fmming  of  the  Bill,  with  tho  result  that 
what  should  have  been  an  Act  simple  to  interpret contained  many  contradictions  and  difficulties. 
He  did  not  know  whether  there  was  any  imme- 
diatf.  prol«biIity  of  the  Act  being  amended  ;  but 
11  an  amendni.'nt  should  some  day  be  m^idc  such 
a  paper  as  this  would  be  valuable  for  reference 
and  suggestion.  He  agreed  that  there  was  too 
much  of  the  lawyer  and  not  enough  of  the  sur- 

veyor in  the  Act.  Jlr.  Blashill's  remarks  about 
the  partnership  in  a  party-wall  exactly  met  the 
situation.  People  wore  too  apt  to  think  that  the 
portion  of  a  party-wall  on  their  -round  was  theirs alone. 

iv^f''',^"  ̂ ^eSTOve  said  it  seemed  rather  absurd that  if  a  building  owner  puUed  down  a  party- 
fence  wall  and  on  the  site  of  it  built  a  house, 
that  the  wnU  became  an  external  wall.  He  could 
also  hardly  tee  tho  reason  for  the  provision  of sec.  9,1  dealing  with  party-fenco  walls.  M  to 
fees,  he  was  not  quite  sure  what  remedy  the  sur- 

veyors had,  if,  after  the  award  was  made,  the 
building  owner  decided  not  to  proceed  with  the 
work  cr  take  up  the  award.  The  definition  of  a 
party- wall  was  vague,  and  it  was  a  question 
whether  one  could  put  windows  in  a  party-wall 
which  was  carried  as  an  external  wall  a  certain 
height  above  the  adjoining  roof.  He  has  always understood  that  a  party-waU  ceased  to  be  such 
1  jin.  above  the  lower  building. 
Mr.  U  Chatfeild  Clarke  said  that  he  had  found 

amonfr  the  records  of  an  old  City  companr,  a 
minute  instructing  their  carpenter  to  take  "pre- cautions  against  having  the  walls  of  their  build- 

ings converted  into  party-walls  by  being  built 
upon  after  the  (ireat  Fire,  showing  that  two 
centuries  ago  people  were  alive  to  the  imporUnce 
of  these  nghts.  The  difficulty  of  serving  notices— 
party-waU  notices— was  a  familiar  one  ;  but  he 
thought  in  practice  it  was  usual  to  serve  them  on 
everyone  who  had  more  than  a  twelvemonth's 
interest  in  the  adjoining  house. 

Mr.  E.  W.  Hudson,  with  regard  to  party-waU notices,  .juotcd  the  decision  in  the  case  of 
"  Hobbs  v.  Grover,"  which  showed  the  necessity of  adopting  some  specific  wording  which  would 
show  the  adjoining  owner  exactly  what  it  was 
proposed  to  do.  The  case  of  "  List  v  Thorp" 
was  also  important,  as  deciding  that  the  holder 
of  a  building  agreement  was  in  the  same  position 
as  if  he  actually  had  a  lease.  There  was  a  con- 

siderable discrepancy  between  the  Acts  governing 
buildings  in  the  provinces  and  in  tho  metropolis 
which  the  Royal  Institute  were  endeavouring  to 
have  removed.  The  case  of  a  party- wall  carried 
above  the  building  of  an  adjoining  owner  and  so becoming  an  external  wall  was  one  full  of  diffi- 

culties, the  case  of  '  •  \\'iUiams  v.  I!  lU  "  governing the  matter  in  London.  It  hardly,  however,  came 
up  to  hia  ideas  of  strict  equity,  though  doubtless 
It  was  good  law.  The  Crosby  Hall  case  {"  Davis 
V.  Marks")  settled  many  very  important  points, and  was  worth  careful  study. 

Mr.  rilditch,  in  reply,  said  it  was  impossible  at 
a  late  hour  to  attempt  to  deal  with  all  the  points 
which  had  b<>en  raised.  He  thought  that  section 
'11  of  the  Act  certainly  gave  tho  surveyors  power to  settle,  from  time  to  time,  any  points  which 
might  .inso  during  the  continuance  of  the  work. 
Ho  could  not  agree  that  it  was  impossible  for  a 
building  owner  to  state  beforehand  just  what  he 
would  require  to  do.  Jlr.  Pilditch  proceeded  to 
deal  with  the  appointment  and  status  of  the  three 
surveyors,  and  said  that  he  was  glad  to  hear  from 
Mr.  \\oodward  that  there  was  no  difficulty  in 
getting  a  third  surveyor  appointed  by  the 
Secretary  of  .State  in  the  case  of  one  side  refusing to  nominate. 

The  I'rcsident,  in  summing  up,  said  that  tho history  of  the  I'.uilding  .\ot  was  one  in  which  the Institution  had  taken  great  interest,  and  ho 
thought  that  Mr.  Bl.aehill's  description  of  its  early days  showed  exactly  what  had  been  the  cause  of 
many  differences  between  it  and  the  previous  Act. 
The  distinction  between  I^ondon  and  tho  country 
in  respect  of  party-walls  was  an  important  one"; but  he  thought  it  would  bo  difficult  to  get  tho 
country  people  to  agree   to  adopt   the  London 
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regulations  as  to  8u;h  matters.  He  thought  that  ,  employ  an  architect  they  have  no  means  of 
the  two  surveyors  could  Bcar:ely  be  mere  arbi-  ascertaining  that  his  knowledge  is  greater  than 
trators,  but  must  remain  profoMional  men  engaged  that  of  the  builder,  and  the  only  certainty  about 
each  on  behalf  of  his  own  side.  it  from  their  point  of  view  is,  "they  will  have  to pay  tho  professional  charges.  But  what  the 

Institute  have  omitted  to  do  the  general  body  of 
practitioners  are  endeavouring  to  do  for  them- 

selves. On  April  G,  1886,  a  meeting  of  architects 
was  held  in  Freemasons'  Tavern  in  London, 
attended  by  members  of  the  Institute,  Society  of 
Architects,  and  by  practitioners  not  connected 
with  any  society,  and  a  committee  was  then 
formed,  called  "The  -Vrchitects'  Registration 
Committee,"  to  s'»'e  effect  to  the  following 
resolution  then  and  there  passed  : — "  That  it  is 
the  opinion  of  this  meeting  that  instructions  be 
ffiven  to  the  committee  to  consider  the  means 
necessary  to  obtain  an  Act  of  Parliament  making 
it  compulsory  for  all  architects  to  hold  a  Govern- 

ment diploma."  This  committee  was  composed  of Institute  members,  members  of  this  society,  and  in- 
dependent  members,  who  set  to  work  and  event  ually 
framed  tho  Bill  at  present  before  Parliament. 
There  is  an  erroneous  opinion  abroad  that  this  is 
the  Society  of  Architects'  Bill,  and  I  wish  to correct  this  impression.  That  the  Bill  receives 
its  cordial  sympathy  and  support  is  no  secret; 
but  it  is  not  the  Bill  of  this  Society  and  never 
has  been,  and  the  Society  reserves  to  itself  the 
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By  Kllib  M.mmi.and. 

IX  opening  tho  subject  for  discussion 
evening,  I  am  very  glad  to  see  so  large  a 

number  of  what  I  am  going  to  term  the  backbone 
of  our  profession— vix  ,  tho  younger  members,  as 
this  question  of  registration  will  havo  to  be  fought 
out  and  carried  ti  a  sucrcssful  issue  by  them  and 
them  alone.  I  have  come  to  the  painful  conclusion 
that  the  older  a  man  gets  and  tho  fiinti  r  his  commis- 

sions increase  the  more  selliah  does  he  become 
professionally  and  less  ujindful  of  his  duty  to  his brother  architects,  and  the  less  interest  does  he 
take  in  any  matters  affecting  the  welfare  of  his 
profession.  In  introducing  this  question.  I  must 
necessarily  go  over  some  ground  with  which  you 
must  all  be  familiar  and  detine  what  wo  mean  by 
Hegistration.  In  the  present  it  means  that  every 
man  practising  architecture  shall  be  duly  enrolled 
'n  an  official  register  under  an  Act  of  Parliament, 
and  be  duly  responsible  for  his  professional  actions, 

andthatnoonebeallowcdtopractisountilheisduly      •ih*^*?*^  the  Society  reserves  to  itself  the 
enrolled.     In  the  future  it  means  that  no  one  be    "S°*  ̂   ̂  ̂^"^  "".  Committee  when  this  stage 
enrolled.     In  the  future  it  means  that  no  one  be 
allowed  to  practise  architecture  until  he  is  duly 
qualified  and  has  been  found  so  by  undergoing  a 
qualifying  examination.     It  means,  in  fact,  little 
more    than    making    the   Institute  examination 
compulsory  by  .\ct  of  Parliament.     It  is  a  matter 
for    surprise    that    this    obvious   benefit  should 
not  have   been   .secured   to  the  profession  long 
ago,  seeing  the   advantage   it  has  been  to  the 
learned  professions  of  law  and  medicine.     It  is 
not  my  intention  to-night  to  say  one  word  by 
way  of  recrimination  against  the"  Institute  ;  but I  would  just  like  to  point  out  how  far  they  have 
gone  in  the  direction  of  registration.    ( )n  May  30, 
1890,  it  passed  thefollowing  resolution  :— "  That 
while  not  opposed  to  the  principle  of  compulsory 
examinations  as  applied  to  those  about  to  practise 
architecture,  the  Institute  is  of  opinion  that  the 
difficulty  of  restricting  by  statutory  powers  the 
practice  of  architecture  to  those  who  have  passed 
an  examination  is  at  present  so  insuperable,  that 
it  is  undesirable  to  make  an  immediate  applica- 

tion for  such  powers."     To  what  does  this  reso- 
lution amount  but  the  admission  that  the  principle 

is  a  good  one,  and  that  the  difficulties  in  the  way are  the  only  bar  to  progress:     Why  do  we  band 
ourselves-into  societies  and  associations  unless  it 
be  for  the  express  purpose  of  overcoming  diffi- 

culties and  bringing  about  reforms  for  the  general 
good  ■    This  inactivity  is  placing  the  Institute  in a  false  position,  and  is  causing  a  vast  amount  of 
dissatisfaction,  especially  among  provincial  mem- 

bers, as  the  want  of  such  a  measure  of  reform  is  felt 
far  more  keenly  by  them  than  by  us.     Of  what 
use  is    it    for    the   Institute  to  say  that  their 
examination  is  a  panacea  for  the  existing  evils, 

unless   this   examination   is   made    compulsory' I  ntil  men  find  that  by  undergoing  a  course  of 
study  and  passing  an  examination,  they  are  placed 
in  a  bettor  position  in  the  eyes  of  the  public  than 
the  man  who  possesses  no  qualifications  at  all  it 
is  very  unlikely  that  an  appreciable  number'  of men    will   voluntarily    come   forward   and  avail 
themselves  of  this  means  of  entering  the  pro- 

fession.    Now   the    position    of  the  practice  of 
architecture   at   tho  present   time   is   this-  Any 
person  with  or  without  a  fair  general  education 
any  builder,  builder's  foreman,   clerk  of  works' clerk  in  a  LociU  Board  ollico,  auctioneer,  under- 

taker, ic,   with  the  sole  qualification  of  being 
able  to    provide  a  brass    plate,    is    at  liberty  to advertise  himself  as  a  person  qualified  to  give 
adnr5  to  the  public  in  tho  science  atd  art    of architecture.      Builders,    decorating    firms,    and 
others,  going  out  of  their  proper  province,  boldly 
proffer  their  services  as  architects  to  their  cus- 

tomers gratis,  and  the  apparent  saving  of  ;j  per 
cent,  is  not  be  resisted  :    while  it  is  well  known 
to  those  behind  tho  scenes  that  an  architect  or architectural    assistant  is    devilling  in  the  back 
i;round  and  his  services  are  kept  out  of  sight   but 
the  customer  has  to  pay  all  the  same.    Can  it' be  a matter  for  wonder  that  arc  hitoota  are  still  unrecog 
nise-l  while  such  a  condition  of  things  exists    for 
at  present  tho  public  have  no  guarantee  that  the 
.  lass  who  call  themselves  architects  are  any  better 
qualified  to  plan  and  design  their  buildings  than 
the  contractors  who  erect  them,  and  should  they 

■  B««d  before  the  Sodety  of  Ardutecu,  Dm.  u,  l^sT 

is  reached  with  a  view  to  certain  amendments. 
The  Bill  is  carefully  drawn  on  the  model  of  the 
Medical  Acts,  but  its  details  need  not  be  gone 
into  to-night,   as   this    discussion   is   upon  the 
general  principal  of  registration,  and  not  upon 
the  details  of  any  particular  Bill.     To  put  the 
matter    shortly,    the    advantages    arising    from 
registration  are  these :  Closing  the  doors  to  in- 

competent men  :  raising  the  standard  of  the  pro- 
fession ;  obtaininij  the  confidence  of  the  public 

and  State  recognition.    It  is  not  proposed  for  one 
moment  to  say  all  who  desire  to   build  should 
employ  an  architect ;  but  what  we  do  propose  is 
that  henceforth,  in  the  interests  of  the  public,  no 
person  shall  be  entitled  to  call  himself  an  archi- 

tect whose  name  is  not  enrolled  as  qualified  under 
an  Act  of  Parliament,  and  any  person  wishing  to 
employ  an  architect,    may,    by   consulting   the 
I  ifficial  Register,  ascertain  what  men  are  quali- 

fied.    I  will  now  deal  with  the  objections.     Ob- 
jection has  been  urged  against   the  movement 

that   it  will    create   a   monopoly,    and   thus   be 

opposed    to    the    principles    of    modem    legis- 
lation;     but     there     cannot    be    a    monopoly 

created   where    it    is    made    possible    for  any- 
one who  proves  himself  qualified  to   share  the 

rights.     Another  objection    is    that    it   will  be 
necessary  at  the  outset  to  register  some  of  the 
very  men  who  have  caused  all  the  mischief.  This 
is  very  true,  and  unless  this  is  done,  it  will  be 
found   that   Parliament   will  not   listen  to  you. 

That  you  must  respect  vested  interests  is  an  axiom 
of  Parliamentary  practice,  and  where  a  man  can 
show  that  he  has  practised  architecture,  Parlia- 

ment will  say  you  must  not  deprive  him  of  his 
rights,  and  the  obstinate  attempt  to  exclude  this 
principle  from   the   Sledical   Act  was  the   chief 
cause  of  delaying  its  passage  through  Parliament 
for  thirty  years.     -Vnother  conscientious  objector 
is  the  artist-architect,  and  I  should  like  to  intro- 

duce you  to  this  gentleman.     <  )utwardly  he  is  an 
individual  with  long  hair  and  a  red  tie  who  has  a 

dreamy,  far-away  look   which  rude  people  call 
vacancy,   and  drivels  about  his  beloved  art  and 
its  soul-inspiring  intluence ;  he  cannot  demean 
himself  to  consider  such  (juostions  as   rights  of 
light  or  party-walls,  all  of  which  he  considers  do 
not  come  within  his  province,  and  are  relegated 
to  the  mere  surveyor.     His  specifications  are  left 
to   the   quantity  man,  his  construction    to   the 
builder,  or  clerk  of  works,   his  sanitary  work  to 
the  plumber,  and  his  lack  of  acquaintance  with 
the  building  by-laws  is  painfully  brought  home 
to   him  when   he   discovers  his  pretty  pictures 
cannot  be  realised.    His  time  is  spent  in  lus  office 
making  drawings  impossible  of  execution  or  else 

in  designing  sprawly  wall  papers  or  uncomfort- 
able   furniture.     This    is    the    gentleman   who 

tells  you  the  art   of  architecture  requires  none  of 
your  registration :  that  you  .are  only  lowering  its 
dignity  by  making  it  a  profession.     But,  gentle- 

men,   I    maintain     that    at     the    present   time 
architecture  is  trailed  in  the  dust  at  the  heels  of 

many   men   who  are    unworthy  of    the  title  of 
architect,  and    by  a   scheme   of    education   and 
registration   we  shall   raise  it  .above  its  present 
unsatisfactory  surroundings  to  such  a  height  as 
will  at  least  bring  it  to  the  level  of  the  learned 
professions,  and  after  this  has  been  attained  then 
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develop  and  foster  the  artistic  side  as  much  as  you 
will  and  the  more  the  better.  That  you  cannot 
examine  a  mam  as  to  his  artistic  attainments,  is 
partly  true.  But  a  painter  is  no  less  a  painter 
because  he  has  been  instructed  in  the  science  of 
perspective,  or  in  the  proper  manipulation  of  hie 
colours  and  their  chemical  composition.  Or  a 
sculptor  is  none  the  worse  for  a  complete  course 
of  study  of  the  anatomy  of  the  human  figure. 
AVe  do  not  of  course  claim  that  architects  can  be 
manufactured  from  study  and  examination  ;  but 
what  we  do  claim  is  that  there  is  a  constructional, 
hygienic,  and  scientific  side  to  this  question, 
which  is  of  quite  as  much  importance  as  the 
artistic,  but  which,  unlike  the  arts  of  painting 
and  sculpture,  affects  the  comfort,  health,  and 
well-being  of  the  community,  and  this  being  the 
case,  the  men  who  take  upon  themselves  the 
responsibility  should  prove  themselves  competent. 
When  we  dislike  a  picture  it  can  be  relegated  to 
the  garret  or  given  away  to  our  friends.  When  a 
piece  of  sculpture  displeases  us  a  few  blows  with  a 
hammer,  and  it  is  made  useful  for  the  garden  path. 
But  it  is  a  much  more  serious  matter  with  our 

dwelling-houses  if,  when  erected,  whatever  their 
architectural  merit  may  be,  they  are  found  unfit 
by  reason  of  the  wrongful  disposition  of  the  rooms 
or  fireplaces,  faulty  construction,  or  the  sanitary 
arrangements  are  unsound  andill-ventUated.  The 
question  of  architectural  taste  is  always  a 

changing  quantity,  and  what  may  be  one  man's 
meat  may  be  another's  poison  in  this  respect,  so 
that  it  is  not  pretended  that  it  is  desirable  to 
examine  on  the  artistic  side  of  architecture,  even 
if  you  could  find  artistic  examiners  who  would  bo 
agreed  on  any  one  point.  The  first  effect  of  a 
Registration  Act  would  be  to  put  a  stop  to  any 
further  increase  in  the  number  of  incompetent 
practitioner.5,  and  thenceforth  they  would  become 
a  diminishing  quantity.  Those  who  have  csre- 
fully  studied  this  question  from  its  various 
aspects,  I  venture  to  think,  have  already  come  to 
the  conclusion  that  such  a  measure  of  a  reform  as 
I  advocate  to-night  is  urgently  needed,  and  its 
urgency  will  be  increasingly  felt,  and  I  appeal  to 
the  gentlemen  present  to  assist  the  Committee 
who  have  the  conduct  of  the  Bill  by  every  means 
in  their  power  to  bring  it  to  a  successful  issue. 

THE   PARLIAMENTARY   BILLS   OF  THE 
LONDON    COUNTY    COUNCIL. 

THE  London  County  Council,  on  the  recom- 
mendation of  their  Parliamentary  Committee, 

have  approved  of  no  less  than  nine  Private  Bills,  in 
addition  to  one  Bill  which  has  already  been  sub- 

mitted to  the  Council.  The  matters  dealt  with 
comjrise  several  important  schemes,  and  are  more 
numerous  than  in  any  previous  year  of  the 
Council's  existence.  They  also  formally  approved 
a  General  Powers  Bill  dealing  with  the  following, 
among  other  matters  :— Purchase  of  lands  in  the 
liberty  of  Saffron  Hill  and  in  the  parish  of  St. 
Andrew,  Holborn,  as  sites  upon  which  to  rehouse 
persons  of  the  labouring  class  displaced  under  the 
London  (Clare  Market,  Strand)  Provisional  Order 
Cenfirmation  Act,  1897,  and  under  the  County 
Council  (Improvements)  Act,  1S99,  authorising 
the  formation  of  a  new  street  from  Holbom  to  the 
Strand ;  purchase  of  open  forecourts  or  pavements 
in  front  of  certain  houses  in  the  parish  of  Batter 

purchase  of  land  for  the  extension  of  Newington 
recreation-ground ;  purchase  of  the  garden  of 
Albert-square,  Commercial-road,  for  the  purpose 
of  public  recreation  :  contributions  by  the  Council 

and  the  \'estry  of  Ilampotead  towards  the  pur- chase of  the  DoUis  Hill  Estate  in  the  parish  of 
Willesden,  for  the  purpo.ses  of  public  recrejition  : 
and  purchase  by  the  Council  of  the  Ranger's 
house,  Greenwich,  for  use  as  a  shelter  or  refresh- 

ment house. 

In  the  Council's  Improvements  Bill  power  is 
sought  with  r<-spect  to  various  matters,  including 
the  Thames  Embankment  extension  and  improve- 

ments at  Westminster.  A  proviso  is  included  in 
the  Bill  to  make  the  carrvingout  of  tho  improve- 

ment subject  to  a  contribution  of  £100,000  by  the 
city  or  borough  of  Westmiister.  constituted  by 
the  London  Government  Act,  1S99.  Provision 
18  mcluded  as  to  rehousing  persons  of  the  labour- 
ng  clats  who  may  be  displaced  by  the  carrying 

out  of  the  several  improvements,  and  as  to  ap'ply- mg  a  bettertteit  charge  in  the  case  of  the  Thames 
Embankment  extension,  &c.,  improvement,  and 
of  the  widening  of  High-street  and  Gardener's- 
lane,  Putney. 

The  Council  further  approved  the  London 
Water  (Purchase)  Bill,  prepared  to  give  effect  to 
the  resolution  of  tho  Council  on  November  7  last  as 
to  tho  promotion  of  a  Bill  in  the  Session  of  190(1 
for  the  purchase  by  tho  Council  of  tho  under- 

takings of  tho  eight  Sletropolitan  Water  Com- 
panies upon  similar  lines  to  thoso  of  tho  liill 

presented  to  I'arliameut  last  Session.  Tho arbitration  clause  in  the  Bill  is  the  same  as  that 
of  last  year,  but,  in  consfquenco  of  the  procedure 
of  the  Royal  commission,  the  Committee  have 
somewhat  modified  Parts  VIL  and  VIII.  of  the 
Bill  as  to  tho  management  of  the  water  under- 

takings, when  purchased,  and  as  to  supplv  in 
districts  outside  London.  The  London  Water 
(Welsh  Supply)  Bill  has  been  prepared  to  give 
effect  to  the  resolution  of  the  Council  as  to 
obtaining  an  additional  supply  of  water  from  the 
watersheds  of  tho  rivers  Wye  and  Towy.  With 
several  minor  alterations,  the  Bill  practically  con- 

sists of  an  amalgamation  of  the  two  Bills  of  last 
Session.  The  estimate  in  the  Bill,  however, 
which  has  been  inserted  on  the  recommendation 
of  the  Water  Committee,  amounts  to  £18,100,000, 
whereas  the  total  expenditure  provided  for  the 
Bills  of  last  Session  amounted  to  £17,000,000. 
The  engineer  and  valuer  have  pointed  out  that 
the  increase  thus  shown  is  necessitated  by  the 
great  enhancement  in  the  price  of  all  kinds  of 
materials  and  labour  which  has  taken  place 
during  the  last  18  months. 

ROYAL    ACADEJIY    .SCHOOLS. 

THE  following  is  a  list  of  the  prices  awarded 
this  season  to  students  in  the  schools  of  the 

Royal  Academy.  A  critical  review  of  the  drawings 
and  designs  appears  on  p.  780  ante,  and  the  prizes 
were  distributed  on  Saturday  evening  bv  sir  E.  .T. 

Poynter,  P.R.A.  :  - 
Historical  i)ainting  (Ladas,  winner  of  the  long 

foot-race  at  Olympia,  falling  dead  as  he  goes  to 
receive  the  crown  of  victory),  gold  medal.^nd 
travelling  studentship  (£200),  Frank  Moss 
Bennett. 

Landscape  painting  ("  The  Incoming  Tide"), 
Turner  gold  medal  and  scholarship  (£50,,  Fred 

Appleyard. Landscape  painting  (A  Path  through  Trees), 
Creswick  prize  (£30),  Arthur  Gerald  Ackermann  ; 
proximc  accessaunt,  William  Denis  Eden,  MiUi- 
cent  Etheldreda  Gray. 

Painting  of  a  figure  from  the  life  (open  to  male 
students  only ) ,  silver  medal,  Ist,  Francis  Edward 
Colthurst ;    silver  medal,  2nd,  Oswald  Crompton. 

Painting  of  a  head  from  the  life,  silver  medal, 
Ist,  Fred  Appleyard  :  silver  medal,  2nd, 

Christopher  David  A\'illiams. 
Painting  of  a  draped  figure  (open  to  female 

students  only),  silver  medal,  1st,  Florence 
Eleanor  Chaplin ;  silver  medal,  2ad,  Harriet 
Eleanor  Thomas. 

Cartoon  of  a  draped  figure  (Justice)  silver 
medal  and  prize  (£25),  Frank  C-idogan  Cowper  ; 
proxiine  accessit,  Maud  Marian  Wear. 

Design  in  monochrome  for  a  figure  picture 
(Abraham  about  to  sacrifice  Isasic ;  Genesis, 
chap.  xxii.  9-13),  Armitage  prize,  let  (£30) 
and  bronze  medal,  Fred  Appleyard  :  Armitage 
prize,  2nd  (£10 1,  Charles  (iilbert  Joseph  Holiday : 
extra  prize  (£8),  George  Murray. 

Desigfn  for  the  decoration  of  a  portion  of  a 
public  building  (Spring  driving  out  Winter), 
prize  (£10),  Fred  Appleyard. 

Set  of  six  drawings  of  a  figure  from  the  life 
lopen  to  male  students  only},  1st  prize  (£50,  and 
silver  medal,  not  awarded;  second  prize  (£25;, 
James  Philip  S.  Streatfield  ;  third  prize  (£15), 
Frederick  George  Swaish  ;  4th  prize  (£10. 
Christopher  David  Williams  (disqualified  owing 
to  having  received  a  superior  prize  in  the  same 
competition  before) . 

Drawing  of  a  head  from  the  life,  silver  medal, 
1st,  Frederick  George  Swaish ;  silver  medal.  2nd, tTcrtrude  Lindsay. 

Drawing  of  a  statue  or  group,  silver  medal,  Ist, 
Frederick  George  Swaish  :  silver  medal,  2nd, 
Frank  Samuel  Eastman. 

Perspective  drawing  in  outline  (open  to  painters 
and  sculptors  only)  (the  staircase  leading  to  the 
E.xhibition  Galleries,  as  seen  from  the  entrance- 
hall  of  the  Academy),  silver  medal,  no  competi- tion. 

Composition  in  sculpture  (.Eneas  leavingTroy), 
gold  medal  and  travelling  studentship  (£200), 
Gilbert  William  Bayes. 

Model  of  a  design  (.V  Greek  S>ldier  Protecting 
a  Wounded  Comrade),   Ist  prize  (£30),  Arthur 

Charles  White  ;  2nd  prize  (£10),  Mortimer  Joh Brown. 

Set  of  four  models  from  the  life  (open  to  male 
students  only),  let  prize  (£50)  and  silver  medal, 
Alfred  liortio  I'egrain  ;  2nd  prize  (£20),  Charles Leonard  llartwell. 

Design  for  a  medal  [.Saving  of  Life  at  Sea; 
reverse — an  ornamental  shield,  with  space  for 
inscription),  silver  medal,  no  competion. 

Jlodol  of  a  bust  from  the  life  (open  to  female 
students  only),  silver  medal,  1st,  not  awarded  ; 
silver  medal,  2nd,  Winifred  Florence  Hunt  (dis- 

qualified owing  to  having  received  the  same  prize 
before) . 

Model  of  a  statue  or  group,  silver  medal,  1st, 
Charles  James  I'ibworth ;  silver  medal,  2nd, 
Marj'  Constance  Buzzard. 

Design  in  architecture  (A  Public  School  for 
200  Boys),  gold  medal  and  travelling  studentship 
(£200),  Horace  Charles  Hide. 

Set  of  architectural  drawings  (Four  Bays  of  the 
S.E.  Angle  of  the  Cloisters  of  Westminster 
Abbey),  silver  medal,  1st,  Francis  Winter  New- 

man ;  silver  medal,  2nd,  Cieorge  Thow  Smith. 
Set  of  architectural  designs  (upper  school),  prize 

(C25),  Harry  Inigo  Triggs. 
Sot  of  drawings  of  an  architectural  design 

(lower  school),  prize  (£10),  Francis  Winter Newman. 

Plan  of  a  building  (A  House  in  a  London  Street 
between  party-walls),  prize  (£10),  Jamea  Black Fulton. 

Original  composition  in  ornament,  silver  medal, 
no  competition. 

I'orspective  drawing  in  outline  (open  to  archi- 
tects only)  (The  Three  Central  Bays  of  the  Front 

of  Whitehall),  silver  medal,  no  competition. 
The  Landseer  scholarships  in  painting  and 

sculpture  of  £40  a  year  each,  tenable  for  two 
years,  have  been  awarded — in  painting  to  Creorge 
Murray,  Fred  Appleyard,  and  Ernest  Howard 
Shepard  (extra)  ;  in  sculpture,  to  Arthur  Stanley 
Young  and  Harry  Price  (extra). 

CORROSION    OF    WATER-PIPES   BY 
ELECTRICAL  CURRENTS. 

IT  is,  no  doubt,  unfortunate,  but,  at  the  same 
time,  equally  inevitable,  that  the  practical 

application  of  all  new  and  advanced  scientific 
principles  in  the  interests  of  the  comfort,  con- 

venience, and  welfare  of  the  community  at  large 
should  be  invariably  accompanied  by  a  certain 
number  of  drawbacks  or  obstacles,  which  must  be 
either  removed  or  nullified  before  any  real  pro- 

gress can  be  recorded.  The  exercise  of  a  con- 
siderable amount  of  patience,  ingenuity,  inven- 

tion, and  skill  is  frequentlj-  demanded  before  the 
way  is  cleared  ;  but  tho  attempts  in  the  long  run 
are  pretty  sure  to  be  successful.  In  the  develop- 

ment of  electrical  railways  and  tramways  a  new 
source  of  apprehension  and  disquietude  has 
arisen,  which,  if  not  checked,  may  be  fraught 
with  grave  consequences  to  all  pipes  of  metal  laid 
beneath  the  surface  of  our  roads,  streets,  and  the 
thoroughfares  of  all  our  towns  and  cities.  The 
whole  question,  sufficiently  indicated  by  the  title 
of  our  article,  has  now  assumed  a  phase  which 
calls  for  public  attention  and  consideration,  and, 
consequently,  in  the  following  brief  account  we 
bring  the  matter  to  the  notice  of  our  readers.  .Vs 
some  proof  of  tho  urgency  of  the  case,  it  may  be 
mentioned  that  the  evil  has  attained  to  such  pro- 

portions in  the  United  States  that  an  electrical 
expert  of  eminence  has  been  specially  appointed 
to  investigate  and  report  upon  the  whole  subject. 
He  has  also  been  instructed  to  ascerlain,  as  far  as 
possible,  what  measures  should  be  adopted  to 
mitigate  or  entirely  prevent  the  present  damige 
by  corrosion  to  underground  metallic. pipes  by  the 
action  of  return  electrical  currents.  It  will  not 
be  necessary  for  us  to  refer  to  any  purely  technical 
details  in  our  short  risioni,  but  simply  to  allude 
to  the  general  principles  of  electricity  with 
which  all  .are  now  familiar. 

It  was  about  eight  years  ago  that  in  the  city  of 
Boston  in  the  United  States,  the  effects  of  the 
electrolytic  action  of  the  return  currpnt  of  electric 
tramways  was  observed  for  the  first  time  upon 
the  leaden  pipes  in  which  telephonic  wires  were 
biid.  Some  years  later  in  Brooklyn,  upwards  of 
three  hundred  miles  of  similar  leid-piping  were 
so  seriously  attacked  that  they  hei-rime  perfectly 
useleos,  and  had  to  be  removed  and  replaced  by 
others. 

It  is  well  known  that  in,  for  instance,  an 
ordinary  electrical  tramway  belonging  to  the 
overhead   or  trolley  system,  the  carrent  starts 
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from  one  o(  the  poles  o{  the  dynamo,  and  fullowa 
the  course  of  the  overhead  wire  until  it  arrives  rit 
the  tramear.  Passin;;  downwards  towards  the 
axle  of  the  wheels,  it  sets  the  motor  in  action,  and 
then  using  the  riils  an  its  home  conductor, 
finally  returns  to  the  opposite  pole  of  the  dynamo 
from  which  it  slutted.  Su  far,  everything  i^ 
quite  satisfactory,  and  contirms  a  well  recognised 
fact,  that  the  simple  transit  of  an  electric  current 
through  metallic  water-pipea  is  not  per  te  pro- 

ductive of  any  injury  or  damage  of  any  kind. 
Were  this  statement  not  fully  established,  electric 
tramway  companies  would  never  have  been 
allowed,  as  they  have  been  by  the  municipal  and 
local  authorities  of  towns,  to  use,  when  they 
wanted,  the  water-pipes  as  return  conductors  for 
the  current.  Here  is  where  the  mischief  comes 
in.  When  the  return  current  is  passing  along  the 
rails,  it  constantly  occurs  that  it,  or  at  least  a 
portion  of  it  dcserLs  its  natural  conductor  the 
rails — so  to  call  them — leaves  its  normal  circuit, 
and  attaches  itself  to  any  underground  conductor 
that  may  accidentally  come  in  its  way.  This 
abandonment  of  its  proper  conductor  and  the 
taking  up  of  another  not  in  connection  with  its 
own  normal  circuit,  will  in  many  cases  give  rise 
to  electrolytic  action,  attended  with  corrosive 
deterioration.  It  appears  that  a  very  small 
difference  of  potential  is  required  to  enable  a 
current  to  pass  from  one  conductor  to  another 
through  an  intervening  space,  particularly  if  the 
ground  be  of  a  damp  description. 

In  addition  to  the  existence  of  the  underground 
currents  themselves,  electrolysis  and  corrosion 
will  not  take  place  without  the  active  interference 
of  other  agents.  The  presence  of  soluble  salts, 
consisting  chiefly  of  the  nitrates,  the  sulphates, 
and  the  chlorides,  is  imperative,  and  the  magni- 

tude and  intensity  of  corrosion  produced  depends 
not  only  upon  the  strength  of  the  current,  but 
also  upon  the  proportions  in  which  the  salts  are 
present  in  the  soil.  It  frequently  happens  that  a 
very  small  quantity  of  the  salts  is  sufficient  to 
start  the  evil,  which  will  continue  contem- 

poraneously with  the  existence  of  the  current 
itself.  The  corrosive  effect  that  the  nature  of  the 
«oil  in  combination  with  the  electric  current  has 
upon  metallic  pipes  is  well  evidenced  by  the  fact 
that  in  Kansas  a  length  of  pipe,  (Jin.  in  diameter, 
when  taken  up  was  found  to  be  so  terribly  cor- 

roded that  it  was  easily  cut  through  and  chopped 
up  in  pieces  by  an  ordinary  knife.  In  this 
dis!rict  the  deterioration  of  the  pipes  proceeded  at 
such  a  rapid  rate  that  in  many  localities  the  pipes 
were  renewed  nearly  every  six  months.  Up  to 
recent  date,  it  has  usually  been  tiken  for  granted 
that  the  electrolytic  corrosion  of  pipes  was 
restricted  to  their  external  surface ;  but 
subsequent  experiments  have  disproved  this 
fallacy,  and  the  existence  of  internal  corrosion 
is  thus  accounted  for.  At  the  joints  of  the 
pipe,  owing  to  the  g^e,^te^  thickness  and  the 
greater  amount  of  metal,  the  resistance  to  the 
transit  of  the  current  is  increased,  and  becomes 
much  stronger  than  that  of  the  body  of  the  pipe. 
When  it  arrives  at  a  certain  intensity  the  current, 
in  attempting  to  pass  from  one  part  of  the  pipe 
to  the  other,  seeks  naturally  an  alternative  and 
less  resisting  path  which  is  open  to  it,  either  via 
the  soil,  or  the  water  in  the  pipe.  If  then,  as  often 
occurs,  the  water  flowing  through  the  pipe  should 
contain  even  a  minute  quantity  of  the  soluble  salts 
already  enumerated,  electrolysis  supervenes,  and 
the  damage  is  effected  in  the  interior  of  the  pipe 
as  well  as  on  the  exterior,  on  the  assumption  that 
a  part  of  the  current  might  pass  by  the  one  route, 
and  the  remainder  by  the  other.  In  support  of 
.this  statement,  which  is  no  doubt  perfectly 
accurate,  it  may  be  mentioned  that  a  very  careful 
inspection  and  examination  of  several  lengths  of 
pipes  in  Hrooklyn,  where  the  water  is  singularly 
destitute  of  soluble  silts,  detected  no  sicns  of 
internal  corrosion.  ( )n  the  other  hand,  at  Kansas 
City,  a  locality  in  which  the  water  supplying  the 
population  is  rich  in  salts,  pipes  din.  in  diameter 
were  found  quite  incrusted  on  the  internal  sur- 

face. To  such  an  extent  was  the  corrosion 
carried,  that  when  some  of  the  pieces  chipped  off 
were  submitted  to  analysis,  thiy  were  wund  to 

contain  'I'i  per  cent,  of  carbon,  whereas  the 
normal  proportion  varies  between  2  and  5  per 

Rent.  ■_  It  IS  obvious  that  this  greit  surplus 
quantity  of  carbon  must  be  accompanied  bv  a 

corresponding  reduction  in  the  metal,  duo'  to electrc.lytic  action. 
A  crucial  test  was  undertaken,  which  may  be 

considered  as  both  conclusive  and  unimpugniltile. 
A  piece  of  perfectly  clean  and  unused  tubing  lin. 
in  diameter  was  placed  in  a  bath  impregnated 

with  soluble  s>ilta,  and  a  current  of  20  amperes 
passed  through  it.  At  the  end  of  three  or  four 
hoars  the  corrosive  influence  was  stronirly  appa- 

rent, and  the  parts  attackel  c%-inced  :!U  per  cent, 
of  carbon,  b'ome  valuible  and  interesting  ex- 

periment* were  also  made  with  the  object  of 
ascertaining  the  actual  ratio  between  the  re- 

spective resistance  of  the  joints  and  thit  of  the 
KiJy  of  the  pipe.  Without  entering  into  the 
question  of  the  electrical  units  employed,  it  will 
be  sufficient  to  mention  that  the  resistance  of  the 
joints  was  found  to  be  a  couple  of  hundred  times 
greater  than  that  of  the  pipe  itself.  Taken  alto- 

gether, these  facts  establish  beyond  all  possible 
doutit  that  internal  corrosion  docs  take  place 
in  water-pipes.  It  is  also  true  that  the  process 
is  considerably  slower  than  when  the  deteriora- 

tion attacks  the  outside,  and  it  is,  moreover, 
more  difficult  to  detect :  but  given  a  certain 
proportion  of  soluble  salts  in  the  water,  and  a 
sufficient  resistance  in  the  joints  to  the  passage 
of  the  current,  the  one  result  is  as  certiin  as  the 
o'.her.  Besides,  from  its  comparative  slowness  of 
growth,  and  its  insidious  character,  internal 
corrosion  is  really  more  to  be  feared  than  ex- 

ternal, though  each  is  in  itself  suflicient  to  account 
for  an  enormous  amount  of  damage  inflicted  upon 
water-pipes.  While  there  are  certain  remedial 
measures  in  the  form  of  palliatives  available  for 
the  treatment  of  the  evil,  thi're  is  only  one  real 
remedy  which  ccnstitutes  the  moral  of  the  whole 
subject — do  not  allow  your  water-pipes  to  be 
traversed  by  electric  currents.  T.  C. 

THE   BRICK   TKADE. 

IF  one  could  believe  the  statements  put  bs-fore 
the  public,  a  brickfield  must  be  a  veritable 

El  Dorado.  The  prospectus  of  the  Woolpit 
Brick  Company,  as  to  which  we  wrote  about  on 
Xovember  24,  promised  an  annual  profit  of 
£25,000  on  a  capiUl  of  £100,000.  Fletton, 
Limited,  which  was  promised  us  by  the  Brilish 
C/aijworker,  has  not  yet  appeared  on  the  market ; 
but,  from  our  knowledge  of  those  anxious 
for  its  inception,  we  feel  sure  that  the  induce- 

ments held  out  to  the  public  will  be  very  tempt- 
ing. In  the  mean  time  we  are  told  of  another 

new  brick  company  "  in  course  of  preparation  for 
the  consideration  of  the  investing  public."  The 
prospects  held  out  in  this  case  exceed  anything 
we  could  imagine  or  conceive  from  the  com- 

paratively simple  process  of  burning  clay  into 
bricks.  "  The  capital  is  to  be  £100,000,  in  shares 
of  £1  each,' so  that  the  very  smallest  investor 
can  participate,  "and  an  issue  of  60,000  shares 
is  contemplated."  The  profit  per  week  is  put 
down  at  £1,292  lOs.  (note  the  accuracy  which 
descends  to  shillings],  and  calculated  on  a  working 
year  of  45  weeks  why  it  should  not  be  52  we 
are  at  a  loss  to  understand),  shows  a  profit  of 
£.>S,HO  per  annum.  Further,  we  are  told  that 
"  what  is  believed  to  be  a  thoroughly  practical 
directorate,  will  include  a  gentleman  of  large 
financial  experience,  and  the  manager  of  a  well- 
known  range  of  brickfields."     Tempting  indeed  ! 

Aguin,  we  ask  why  do  not  the  promoters  keep 
this  for  themselves  ■  It  their  figures  are  correct, 
there  would  be  little  difficulty  in  the  City  of 
London  in  finding  the  money,  even  with  the 

bank  rate  at  G  per  cent.  Surely  the  "  responsible 
firms  "  who,  according  to  "  the  statement  of  the 
directors,"  have  given  an  option  of  21.5 
million  bricks — an  enormous  figure — would  be 
only  too  glad  to  find  the  capital  reciuired,  being 
allowed  in  return  even  a  moderate  share  of  the 

profits. 

The  reports  to  the  directors  appear  to  have  been 
made  by  a  Mr.  Cheosewright  and  a  Mr.  Parker. 
Mr.  Checsewright  is  described  as  JI.I.C.E. ;  but, 
as  far  as  we  can  find  out,  he  is  not  known  in  the 
brick  trade— at  any  rate,  as  far  as  London  is  con- 

cerned. Mr.  Parker  we  do  not  know  either, 
unless  he  is  the  gentleman  described  in  the  first 
prospectus  of  the  Woolpit  Company  as  a  gentle- 

man of  large  and  varied  experience,  not  only  in 

England,  but  in  the  I'nited  States  and  Canada. Further,  the  shareholders  in  this  wonderful 
compiny  are  not  only  to  depend  upon  bricks  for 
their  100  per  cent,  per  annum  return  on  the 
capital,  but  are  to  have  tht  bniefil  of  a  Any  crup, 
which  this  year,  it  is  stated,  produced  over 
230  tons,  and  also  of  an  output  of  ilOU  tons  of 
cement  per  week,  the  cost  of  which,  it  is  stated, 
is  17s.  '.Id.,  while  the  selling  price  is  put  down  as 
:'iSii.  per  ton. 

Wo  are  afraid  our  readers  having  ri'jd  thus 
for  will  imagine  we  arc  romancing.     We  assure 

them  we  are  not,  and  would  refer  them  to  the 
Financial  Xews  of  Nov.  20.  Of  course,  the 

I'matieial  .Vine*  may  be  poking  fun  at  its  readers ; 
but  it  is  hardly  likely  a  paper  devoted  to  so  dry 
a  subject  as  finance  would  do  so.  We  therefore 
accept  its  artiile  as  written  in  all  seriousness. 
What  is  this  Company,  and  where  is  it 

situated ':  It  is  called  the  Althome  Brick  and 
Cement  Company,  and  it  has  been  formed  for  two 
oSjects.  "  For  acquiring,  working,  or  otherwise 

dealing  with — "  1. — The  freehold  estate  consisting  of  442  acres 
or  thereabouts  of  clay-bearing  land,  and  about 
70  acres  of  saltings,  making  a  total  of  fili  acres, 
situated  at  and  known  as  I'ridgemarsh  Island, 
being  about  a  third  of  a  mile  from  Althome 
Station  on  the  Great  Eastern  Railway,  and  three 
miles  west  of  Bumham-on-Crouch,  Eisex. 

"  2.— Also  the  goodwill,  plant,  and  machinery, 
six  cottages,  large  and  commodious  dwelling- 
house,  stabling,  workshops,  outhouses,  property 

now  upon  the  premises." 
Those  who  were  in  the  brick  trade  in  the  To's 

and  80's  will  recollect  the  River  Crouch  Brick 
Co.  For  some  little  time  it  made  a  small  quan- 

tity of  bricks,  the  principal  quality  of  which  was 
their  uncommon  lightness.  In  the  trade  it  was 
popularly  supposed  they  would  float  if  thrown 
into  water.  The  company  did  not  succeed ;  at 
any  rate,  it  ceased  working. 
We  have  taken  some  little  trouble  to  look  into 

this  new  venture.  There  are  brickfields  in  South 

East  Ejsex,  notably  at  ̂ ^'akering,  Shoeburj-,  and 
Southend.  The  clay  is  the  famous  Malm  earth, 
from  which  are  made  the  beat  Stocks  supplied  to 
the  London  market.  They  are  all  made  by  hand. 
When  the  river  Crouch  is  reached,  the  geological 
formation  is  quite  different.  We  come  there  to 
the  stiff  London  clay,  which  hais  never  yet  made 
a  brick  of  good  quality,  and,  in  our  opinion,  never 
will.  Further,  a  very  short  distamce  lelow  the 
surface  water  is  come  to,  so  that  the  clay  is  what 
is  technically  called  waterlogged,  and  is  only 
found  in  pot-holes. 

With  regaid  to  object  No.  2,  quoted  above, 
any  intending  investor  who  will  take  the  trouble 
to  pay  a  visit  to  the  site  of  the  proposed  works 
will  find  one  new  brickmaking  machine,  also  six 

cottages  and  a  foreman's  house,  and  a  large 
drying  floor — he  will  find  them  unoccupied  and 
not  in  the  best  repair — a  traction-engine,  and, 
further  off,  an  old  Cornish  boiler  and  the  ruins  of 
a  wash-mill,  also  some  stabling,  unoccupied : 
and  if  he  searches  very  diligently,  he  may  dis- 

cover two  close  kilns  of  a  primitive  type,  and 

grass-grown.  Seeing  that  the  brickfield  was  last 
at  work  three  years  ago,  we  cannot  see  how  any 
value  can  be  put  on  the  goodwill. 
The  cost  of  making  bricks  is  stated  to  be 

1 28.  ;'.d.  per  thousand.  We  are  perfectly  certain 
no  brick  was  ever  yet  made  in  Essex  at  such  a 

price.  The  cost  is  nearly  double.  The  selling 
price  is  estimated  to  be  Sas.  per  thousand.  Now, 
the  last  prices  noted  by  the  Kent  and  Essex 
Brickmasters'  Association  are  Stocks  363. ,  Grizzles 
33s.,  Roughs  and  Place,  2Ss,  and  these  prices  are, 
ilelivered  in  London.  To  arrive  at  the  prices  at 

the  works  the  freightage  and  loading  must  be 

deducted,  equivalent  in  this  case  to  Os.  or  7s.  per 
thousand  at  least.  So  the  selling  price  of  3o3. 
must  manifestly  be  wrong. 

With  regard  to  the  cement  works  which  are  to 

give  a  profit  of  nearly  £000  per  week,  we  do  not 
know  who  Mr.  Hazell  is  who  reports  on  the  Port- 

land cement  works,  but  he  overlooks  several  im- 
portant facts.  It  is  popularly  supposed  that 

Portland  cement  is  made  of  blue  clay,  which  is 
true;  but  there  is  another  ingredient  wanted, 
and  that  is  chalk.  Chalk  is  much  more  largely 
used  in  the  manufacture  of  cement  than  clay. 

There  is  certainly  no  chalk  to  be  found  either  on 
the  River  Crouch  or  Bridgemarsh  IsUnd.  The 

nearest  point  is  Grays.  The  largest  cement 
works  on  the  Thames  and  Medway  have  their 

own  supply  of  chalk  at  their  works.  The  cost  of 
taking  chalk  from  the  Thames  or  Jledway  to 

Bridgemarsh  Island,  there  manufacturing  it  into 

cement,  and  bringing  it  to  London  as  the  manu- 
factured article  is  prohibitive.  Further,  the 

freightage  on  cement  from  the  Thames  to  London 
is  Is.  to  Is.  3d.  per  ton.  From  the  Crouch  it 
would  be  at  least  double.  The  selling  price  is 

given  at  3Ss.  per  ton.  Now  we  have  proof  of 

a  quotation  given  by  a  large  manufacturer within  the  last  few  days  at  24s.  per  ton. 
Mr.  Hazell  ends  his  report  by  saying  that 

"  for  the  export  trade  everything  is  in  your 
favour."  Whit  he  means  by  this  we  are  at  a 
loss  to  know.      We    should  be  sorry  for   any 
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steamer  or  sailing  ship  of  moderate  draught  that 
tried  to  load  cement  at  Bridgemareh  Island.  She 
would  never  get  out  of  the  river.  That  there  is 
deep  water  in  the  river  we  know,  but  there  are 

a'so  the  ilaplin  and  Buxey  Sands,  and  that  part 
(.f  Essex  is  probably  the  most  difficult  piece  of 
navigation  on  the  whole  of  the  East  coast. 

The  estimated  cost  of  manufacture  and  selling 
being  so  far  from  correct,  the  estimated  profits 
necessarily  fall  to  the  ground.  The  profits  are 
only  estimated.  There  are  no  satisfactory  results 
in  the  past  that  can  be  shown.  Everything  is  to 
be  in  the  future— that  is  to  say,  the  plant  for  27 
million  bricks  and  27,000  tons  of  cement  a 
year,  has  yet  to  be  put  down.  By  the  time  these 
gigantic  works  are  in  full  operation  it  may  be 
fairly  asked  what  is  likely  to  be  the  condition 

of  the  two  trades  dealing  with  brick  and  cement': 
As  far  as  the  brick  trade  is  concerned,  its  prospects 
since  we  last  wrote  arc  not  brighter,  but  the 
reverse.  There  seems  every  probability  of 
another  fall  in  prices,  and  such  a  fall  as  will 

bring  the  profits  even  of  the  old-established 
manufacturers  to  the  vanishing  point.  With 
regard  to  cement,  there  has  also  been  a  fall  in 
prices,  and  the  prospects  for  next  year  are  by  no 
means  bright. 

From  the  quality  of  the  clay,  the  situation, 
the  cost  of  manufacture,  and  especially  the  cost  of 
freight  to  London,  we  cannot  see  how  this  pro- 

posed company  can  successfully  compete  with  its 
more  favoured  rivals  who  are  better  situated, 

and  who — a  very  important  fact — have  had  the 
benefit  of  some  fat  years  to  enable  them  to  meet 
the  oncoming  lean  ones  that  are  sure  to  arrive, 
and  we  think  soon. 

In  conclusion,  we  would  ask  the  Editor  of  the 
Financial  Xetrs  to  verify  the  statements  made  in 
his  article  of  November  2().  We  think  it  is  a 

duty  he  owes  to  his  readers,  and  we  feel  sure  it  is 
his  desire  not  to  mislead  them. 

RELATIVE  VOLl'ME  OF  POKTLAXD CEMENT  MORTARS. 

SINCE  about  the  year  1886  numerous  experi- 
ments have  been  undertaken  with  the  object 

of  definitely  ascertaining  the  effect  produced  by 
variations  in  the  volumes  of  morUirs  composed  of 
Portland  cement,  one  of  the  greatest  constructive 
materials  ever  placed  at  the  disposal  of  the  archi- 

tect, the  engineer,  and  the  builder.  It  was  not, 
however,  until  very  recently  that  the  experiments 
were  extended  to  the  investigation  of  the  same 
subject  in  connection  with  armoured  concrete  and 
masonry,  which  have  been  applied  to  so  many 
purposes  with  perfect  success  as  to  constitute  a 
veritable  new  type  of  construction.  It  should  be 
mentioned  that  the  introduction  of  the  metallic 

element  in  the  mass  seriously  complicates  the 
whole  question,  and  gives  rise  to  the  development 
of  internal  stresses.  Evidently,  therefore,  in 
order  to  thoroughly  study  the  matter,  it  became 
imperative  to  conduct  the  experiments  upon  a 
duplicate  system,  so  as  to  institute  a  comparison 
between  armoured  and  non-armoured  specimens, 
which  has  been  just  effected  by  31.  Considere, 
with  results  that  are  both  sufficiently  inter- 

esting and  instructive  to  deserve  a  short  notice 
and  description.  The  test  specimens  took  the  form 
of  prisms  armoured  and  unarmoured.  Some  were 
immersed  in  clean  water,  and  others  exposed  to 
the  action  of  the  open  air,  and  all  variations  of 
their  length  were  recorded  by  means  of  a  micro- 

meter screw  reading  to  OOOOJin. 

Commencing  with  the  test  samples  placed  in 
water,  four  were  manufactured,  their  dimensions 

being  -'^in.  by  lin.  by  2ft.  in  total  length.  Two 
of  these  prisms  were  composed  of  pure  cement 
mortar,  and  the  other  two  consisted  of  cement 

and  sand  in  the  proportion  by  weight  of  nearly 
one  of  the  former  to  t*o  of  the  latter,  which  is  a 
very  usual  admixture  for  specimens  made  for  the 
purposes  of  testing.  One  prism  of  each  separate 
pair  was  unannoured,  and  the  others  reinforced 
by  the  presence  of  a  rod  of  iron  Olin.  in  diam. 
passing  through  its  vertical  axis.  One  of  the 
first  results  established  was  that  the  elongation  of 
the  prisms  was  not  a  matter  of  mere  haphaziird, 
but  that  their  extensions  obeyed  a  regulir  law, 
accompanied  by  a  daily  diminution  in  the  rate  of 
elongation  the  longer  the  specimen  w;i3  under 
trial.  These  experiments,  which  will  be  further 
continued,  and  to  which  we  shall  again  refer, 
lasted  fortwo  months :  butby  comparing  them  with 
similar  tests  carried  out  during  some  years  both 
in  France  and  Germany,  the  following  conclusions 
may  be  fairly  relied  upon  as  furnishiriLr  a  good 
average  satisfactory  conclusion.     The  elongation 

of  the  sample  pieces  of  pure  <inarmoured  Portland 
cement  mortar  immersed  in  clean  water, 
amounted  to  002in.  in  one  month,  to  0  Olin.  in  a 
year,  and  to  0  08in.  at  the  end  of  three  years.  It 
should  be  observed  with  attention  that  the  dilata- 

tion of  the  specimens  composed  of  sand  and 
cement  were  three  times  less  than  that  of  those  of 

pure  cement.  It  was  also  ascertained  with 
respect  to  the  armoured  samples,  that  the  metallic 
rods  acted  like  regular  dynamometers,  and 

registered  verj'  faithfully  by  their  extension  the 
amount  of  stresses  which  brought  about  their 
elongation.  The  whole  investigation  demon- 

strated that  the  metallic  material  in  the  prisms 
immersed  in  water  take  a  far  greater  portion  of 
the  tensile  stresses,  which  is  just  what  is  con- 

structively wanted  in  the  combination,  than  is 
usually  allowed  for.  There  can  be  no  doubt  that 
this  extension,  which  places  the  metallic  rods, 
bars,  or  whatever  other  section  may  be  employed, 
under  an  initial  tensile  stress,  is  of  great 
advantage  to  this  compound  type  of  construction. 
It  imparts  to  mortar  of  pure  cement  a  superiority 
over  all  others  in  the  case  of  armoured  samples 
under  water,  owing  to  the  fact  that  its  dilatation 
is  considerably  in  excess  of  that  of  all  other 
mortars  and  concretes. 

We  have  now  to  consider  the  case  of  the  prisms 
of  simple  mortar  and  cement  exposed  to  the  action 
of  the  air,  which,  instead  of  expanding,  are 
subject  to  contractive  forces,  and,  in  addition,  do 
not  follow  any  regular  law,  or  what  is  termed 
any  mathematical  series.  But,  in  contradiction 
to  these  examples,  the  results  obtained  for 
armoured  prisms  of  pure  cement  demonstrate 
unmistakably  that  they  contract  in  accordance 
with  a  well-defined  and  regular  law,  and  that 
they  differ  in  this  respect  from  the  unarmoured 
(jsments.  It  has  been  also  proved  that  the 

internal  tensile  stress,  which  is  developed  with- 
out any  apparent  signs  of  injury  in  a  prism  of 

cement  by  the  action  of  the  metallic  combination 
with  it,  approaches  very  closely  to  the  brea]5ing- 
stress  of  an  armoured  specimen  of  the  same  age. 

It  is  evident,  therefore,  that  the  armoured  con- 
crete, to  use  its  best  known  term,  possesses 

certain  qualities  which  are  not  to  be  found  in  the 
ordinary  simple  material.  If  it  were  not  so, 
there  would  not  have  been  so  many  examples  of 
large  span  bridges  constructed  abroad  upon  that 
system,  and  it  is  a  little  difficult  to  account  for 
the  fact  that  hitherto  the  principle  has  not  been 
applied  to  any  extent  worth  mentioning  among 
ourselves.  T.  C. 

REFUSE  DESTRUCrOES. 

AT  the  ordinary  meeting  on  Tuesday  of  the 
Institution  of  Civil  Engineers,  the  paper 

read  was  on  "  Combined  Refuse  Destructors  and 

Power  Plants,"  by  Mr.  C.  Newton  Russell, 
Assoc. M.Inst.C.E.  The  paper  dealt  with  the 
subject  of  refuse  destruction,  particularly  in 
reference  to  its  employment  for  raising  steam  ; 
and  gave  details  of  ten  combined  plants,  the  d.ata 
of  which  all  tended  to  prove  that  a  considerable 
amount  of  energy  in  the  form  of  heat  was  to  be 
obtained  from  the  burning  of  ordinary  domestic 
refuse.  The  results  obtained  from  eight  com- 

bined plants  in  England  and  two  abroad  were 
given  :  the  Shoreditch  plant  being  dealt  with  in 
considerable  detail,  as  being  the  largest  of  its 
kind  in  operation.  The  total  amount  of  refuse 
destroyed  during  a  period  of  twelve  months  w.as 
about  26,000  tons,  of  which  92  per  cent,  was 
ordinary  domestic  refuse,  and  8  per  cent, 
trade  refuse,  consistint;  of  straw,  p.aper,  &;c. 

The  latter  was  practically  useless  for  steam- 
raising.  The  plant  consisted  of  six  Babcock- 
Willcox  water-tube  boilers  and  twelve  refuse- 
furnaces  of  the  JIanlove-AIliot  type,  each  boiler 

being  placed  between  two  refuse- furnaces,  the 
hot  gases  from  which  were  led  into  the  boiler- 
tubes  through  short  side-flues,  ejich  boiler  being 
provided  with  a  special  grate,  on  which  coal 
might  be  burned  if  required.  The  refuse,  on 
arrival  at  the  works,  was  carefully  weighed,  and 
was  afterwards  shot,  without  sorting,  into  trucks, 
which  were  raised  by  electric  lifts  [of  which  there 

were  two)  to  the  top  platform.  On  arrival  at  this 
point  the  truck,  which  was  on  wheels  and  fitted 
with  an  electric  motor,  w.as  run  off  the  lift,  on 
the  overhead-trolley  system,  to  any  position 
where  it  was  desired  to  empty  it ;  the  refuse  was 
then  tipped  into  f'pccial  charging  trucks,  one  of 
which  was  provided  for  each  furnace,  and  which 
was  operated  from  the  top  platform  by  means  of 
chain  gearing.  The  average  amount  of  refuse 
received  per  day  was  84  tons,  delivered  between 

9  a.m.  and  5  p.m.,  although  as  much  as  140 
tons  had  been  received  in  one  day.  It  ap- 

peared to  be  impossible  in  ordinary  working 

to  guarantee  a  regular  supplj-,  and  it  was 
advisable  to  provide  means  of  storage  to  cope  with 
extra  large  delivoiies.  This  difficulty  was  met  at 
Shoreditch  by  means  of  a  largo  rectangular  iron 
storage  bin  fixed  under  the  tipping  platform,  and 
holding  about  60  tons  of  refuse.  The  lifts  and 
trucks  were  operated  entirely  by  electricity. 
Forced-air  draught  was  supplied  to  the  fires  by 

electrically-driven  fans,  the  pressure  in  the  ash- 
pits being  lin.  of  water.  No  coal  or  other  fuel 

was  mixed  with  the  refuse,  which  burnt  freely : 

the  maximum  temperature  observed  being  2,500^ 
Fahr.,  and  the  average  1,-500°  Fahr.  Considerable 
inconvenience  was  experienced  owing  to  cold 
air  rushing  into  flues  during  clinkering  opera- 

tions, the  trouble  being,  to  a  great  exent, 
unavoidable,  and  calling  for  a  perfect  system  of 
dampers.  The  clinker  residue  amounted  to  32 
per  cent  ,  and  was  at  present  difficult  to  dispose 

of  owing  to  the  cartage  from  works  to  the  out- 
tkirts  of  the  town  being  high.  The  clinker 
was  B\iitablc  for  making  mortar-concrete,  and, 
when  ground  and  mixed  with  Portland  cement, 
made  excellent  paving  slabs.  The  works  were 
managed  on  the  eight-hour  shift  sy.stem,  seven 
days  per  week.  The  feed- water  for  the  boilers 
was  drawn  cold  from  storage  tanks  by  three-throw 
pumps,  which  forced  it  through  economisers 
placed  in  the  main  flues,  where  it  was  raised  to 

a  temperature  of  about  200°  Fahr.,  depending 
upon  the  heat  of  the  flue-gases  and  condition  of 
economiser.  The  water  was  then  forced  upwards 
into  a  large  feed-water  storage  cylinder,  30ft.  by 
Sft.,  fixed  about  20ft.  above  the  boilers,  and  was 
connected  direct  to  the  main  steam  line,  and  which 
was  therefore  at  the  same  temperature  and  pres- 

sure a.s  the  boilers,  which  were  fed  directly  from 
this  0}  linder  by  gravity,  the  water  flowing  into 
the  boilers  freely  without  any  strain  or  racking 
action  on  the  check-valves.  The  steam  gener.ited 
in  the  boilers,  at  an  average  pressure  of  1401b. 
per  square  inch,  was  disposed  of  mainly  by  the 
engines  attached  to  the  electric  generators, 

although  a  small  portion  of  live  steam  was  sup- 
plied for  e'lothes- washing  purposes  to  the  public 

Ijaths  and  washhouses  adjoining  the  elec- 
tricity works  ;  exhaust  steam  was  also  supplied 

to  the  baths  and  free  library,  which  were 
entirely  heated  from  the  steam  raised  by  the 
refuse-destructor.  The  average  cost  of  burning 
the  refuse  during  the  second  year  of  working, 
including  four  furnace  men,  two  top  men  and 

one  charge  man,  supervision  clerks,  Arc,  cleaners 
and  yard  men,  repairs,  stores,  and  sundries,  was 
2s.  0  Hi.  per  ton.  The  amount  of  electric  energy 
absorbed  in  dealing  with  the  refuse,  including 
electric  fans,  lifts,  trucks  and  lighting,  was 

1  -98  Board  of  Trade  units  per  ton  per  annum.  A 
number  of  evaporative  tests  had  been  t*ken,  with 
the  result  that  with  one  boiler  and  two  refuse- 
furnaces  it  was  po.ssible,  by  the  burning  of 

ordinary  refuse,  to  evaporate  2,8S81b.  of  water 

per  hour,  from  and  at  212°  F^hr.  The  average calorific  value  of  various  tests  was  0  931b.  of 

water  per  pound  of  refuse.  The  heating-surface 
of  each  boiler  was  l,300aq.ft. ;  the  refuse  grate 

are:i  was  2')sqft.,  and  the  coal-grate  area  was 
27sqft.  The  total  amount  of  energy  sold  by 
meter  to  consumers  was  1,031,348  Bjard  cf 
Trade  units,  including  131,140  units  supplied  t} 
the  refuse  destructor.  The  total  amount  of  refuse 

burnt  was  26,201  tons,  and  cf  coal  consumed 
1,314  tons  ;value  .£1,308  Ms.  Sd.)  The  item  of 
cost  per  ton  for  interest  and  redemption  of  Land 
and  plant — not  usually  considered  in  connection 
with  refuse-destructors — was  a  matter  for  serious 
con.sideration ,  and  in  the  case  of  the  Shoreditch 

destructor  plant—  where  land  is  verj'  expensive — 
the  charge  worked  out  at  practically  Is.  p^r  ton. 

At  Newtownards,  County  Dawn,  a  guildhall  has 

juat  l>eeD  addnd  to  the  First  Presbyterian  Cnurch  at 
a  cost  of  £1,6<X).  Xr^aars.  Young  and  Mickenzie, 
of  Belfast,  were  the  architects. 

A  meeting  of  master  builders  and  employers  in  the 
building  trades  was  held  on  Friday  night  at  the 
Koyal  Hotel,  Sutton  Coldfield,  at  which  a  Mister 
Builden'  Awociation  was  formally  inaugurated,  and 
a  code  of  rules  for  the  working  of  the  same  was 
adopted.  Mr.  J.  K.  Jonea  was  elected  president, 
and  Mr.  W.  T.  Coleman  secretary.  The  objcjts  of 

the  National  Boildini;  Trades  Eoiployers"  Federation 
were  explained  by  Mr.  ;V.  E.  Tallis  (secretiry  of  the 
Midland  Centre),  and  it  was  unanimously  resolved 
to  afliliate  the  newly-formed  association  with  the 
federation. 
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OBITIAKV. 

We  reflet  to  announce  the  death,  in  his  G3rd 

year, of  llJr.  Stri'hkx  William  Willi.vm>.  F.S.A., 
F.IM.B.A.,  K.S.I. ,  of  Khyadyr,  It-idnorahire. 
Mr.  Williams,  who  died  on  Monday  last  at 
Melville-street,  Sandown,  Isle  ot  Wight,  was 
well  known  for  his  excavations  of  and  mono- 

graphs ujion  several  of  the  Welsh  monastic  ruins, 
including  Nalle  Crucis  and  Cwmmer.  lie  had  an 
extensive  practice,  not  only  as  an  architect,  but 
also  as  a  land  agent  and  surveyor.  lie  had  been 

a  Fellow  of  the  Surveyors'  Institution  since  Slay, 
1S70,  and  of  the  Iloyal  Institute  of  British 
Architects  since  1880,  and  was  formerly  colonel  of 
the  Hereford  Rifle  Volunteers. 

Til  p.  death  is  announced,  in  his  TOlh  year,  of 
Mr.  F.Li  Mii.NK-,  senior  partner  of  the  firm  of 
Jlessrs.  Milnes  and  France,  architects,  of  Brad- 

ford. Jlr.  Milnes  died  at  his  residence,  Park 

View,  Harrogate,  on  Thursday  in  last  week  as  a 
result  of  failure  of  the  heart's  action.  He  was 
the  son  of  the  late  Mr.  Henry  Milnes,  of  Toller- 
lane,  ilanningham,  an  early  member  of  the  Brad- 

ford Corporation.  Ho  served  his  articles  with  the 
late  Mr.  Walker  Riwstone,  of  Bradford,  and 
when  little  more  than  twenty  years  of  age  he 
entered  into  partnership  with  the  late  Sir.  ,Tohn 

Dixon.  i.Iq  Mr.  Di.ton's  death  Mr.  Alilnes  con- 
tinued in  practice  by  himself  until  1803,  when  he 

took  Mr.  Charles  France  into  the  firm,  and  in 
1888  his  son,  Jlr.  Charles  E.  Milnes,  and  Mr. 
A.  A.  France  were  also  joined  as  partners. 
Having  been  in  business  in  Bradford  for  nearly 
fifty  ye.irs,  Mr.  Milnes  has  taken  a  Urge  share 
in  the  entire  remodelling  of  the  town  which  has 
gone  on  daring  that  time.  Ilis  firm  were  among 
the  earliest  to  undertake  the  erection  of  large 

■warehouses  in  Bradford,  and  several  notable 
commercial  buildings,  including  the  warehouse  of 
Messrs.  A.  and  S  Henry,  the  Bradford  District 

Bank,  Beckett's  Bank,  and  the  Swan  Arcade,  were 
erected  from  their  designs.  For  the  last  five 

years  he  had  not  given  constant  attention  to  t'ne 
architectural  worS  of  the  firm  ;  but  he  had  con- 

tinued the  active  part  which  for  years  he  played 
in  the  town  as  valuer  and  arbitrator  in  many 

large  undertakings.  He  had  acted  for  the  Brad- 
lord  Corporation  in  many  street  improvements, 
and  had  been  largely  interested  in  various  local 

railway  schemes,  and  Parliamentary  work  in  con- 
nection with  Bradford  gas  and  water  schemes. 

About  five  years  ago  Mr.  Slilnca  gave  up  his 

residence  in  Bradford,  and  went  first  to  Kent's 
Bank,  Grange,  and  subsequently  to  Harrogate. 
While  he  resided  in  Bradford  he  was  much  asso- 

ciated with  church  woik  as  warden  of  the  parish 

church  and  of  St.  Philip's,  Girlin^ton.  He  was 
adirectorof  the  Third  Equitable  Building  Society, 

Bradford,  a  Fellow  of  the  Surveyors'  Institute, 
and  one  of  the  original  members  of  the  Bradford 

Architects'  and  Surveyors'  Society.  He  was  also 
a  life  governor  of  the  Royal  Infirmary,  Bradford. 
Mr.  Milnes  was  married  twice,  and  is  survived  by 
a  widow  and  eleven  children.  The  funeral  took 

place  on  Tuesday  at  Scholemoor. 

The  Norwich  City  Council  have  decided  to  rescind 
their  resolution  instructing  a  committee  to  prepare  a 
scheme  for  the  erection  of  new  municipal  buildings. 
The  scheme  would  have  involved  an  ootlay  of 
£100,000. 

A  Local  tiovernment  Biard  inquiry  was  held  at 
the  town-hall,  Tunhridge  Wells,  on  Friday,  relative 
to  an  application  by  the  town  councd,  to  borrow 
£25,000  for  electric-lighting  extensions.  There  was 
n:>  opposition,  and  the  town  clerk  explained  that 
£40,000  had  already  been  borrowed.  Mr.  Boot,  the 
'Electrical  engineer,  gave  evidence  iu  support  of  the 
cheme,  and  incidentally  mentioned  that  the  cost  of 

production  was  now  as  low  as  1 '  19  J.  per  unit. 
A  great  lire  occurred  on  SiturJay  evening  in 

New  Wbarf-road,  Caledonian-road,  King's  Cross. 
It  began  on  the  premises  of  Messrs.  H-iggis  and 
S^u^,  timber  merchants,  and  extended  to  those  of 
Messrs.  Mowlem,  the  well-known  contractors,  and 
to  a  number  of  dwelling  houses  in  an  adjoining 
street.  The  damage  done  was  very  great.  At 

Messrs.  H-iggis's,  the  saw-mills,  a  building  of  two 
floors  l'20(t.  by  ."Oft.,  the  b.jiler-houso,  and  a 
quantity  of  timber  were  destroyed. 

At  the  Central  Criminal  Court,  on  Tuesday,  James 

Mayhoe,  43,  builder,  who  pleaded  "  Guilty  "  at  the 
last  sessions  to  obtaining  credit  to  the  extent  of  £'.'0 
and  upwards  without  informing  the  person  from 
whom  he  obtained  it  that  be  was  then  an  undis- 

charged bankrupt,  was  brought  up  for  judgment. 
The  Common  Sergeant  bound  the  defendant  over  in 

his  own  recognisances  iu  £>'iO  to  come  up  for  judge- ment if  called  upon. 

PBOFE8SIONAX    AND    TKASB 
SOOIETIB8. 

EASTBOraxE  Mv-tih  1!i  ilheks'  AssochtioX. 

— l)n  Thursday,  the  ith  inst.,  an  influential 
meeting  of  employers  in  the  building  and  alliiJ 
trades  was  held  at  Kistbourne,  and  attended  by 
master  brickmakers,  carpenters,  contractors, 
decorators,  gas  and  hot-water  fitters,  masons 
and  stone  merchants,  plumbers,  ̂ c,  in  addition 
to  builders  who  undertake  all  branches.  The 

meeting  was  convened  by  the  Kistbourne  Slastcr 

Builders'  Association,  in  connection  with  the 
South-Eastern  Counties  Master  Builders'  Federa- 

tion, and  invitations  were  sent  to  the  principal 

employers  in  the  district  included  between 
Brighton,  Tunbridge  Wells,  and  Hastings  ;  but, 
owing  to  the  pressure  of  trade,  many  letters  of 
apology  for  absence  were  received.  The  chair 
was  taken  by  Mr.  .loseph  Martin,  president  of 
the  local  association,  and  instructive  speeches  were 
delivered  by  .Mr.  T.  ?.  Rider,  president  of  the 
federation,  and  Sir.  T.  Gregory,  president  of  the 
London  association,  and  a  discussion  followed, 
taken  part  in  by  Mr.  C.  Patching,  Brierhton; 

Sir.  H.  E.  Cruttenden,  .St.  Leonard's ;  Slessrs. 
AUum,  Brock,  and  Stanbiidge,  Eistbourne  ;  the 
chairman,  and  others.  The  suggestion  that  the 

formation  of  a  County  Association  would  mate- 
rially help  the  combination  of  employers  in  the 

South  was  well  received.  <  )n  the  proposition  of 
Sir.  Comwell,  seconded  by  Mr.  Stanbridge,  a 
cordial  vote  of  thanks  was  accorded  Slessrs.  Rider 

and  Gregory,  and  a  similar  vote  to  the  chairman 
concluded  the  meeting. 

Glasgow  axd  West  of  Scotl.od  Technical 

CclIIfEriE  AUCHITECTIRAL    CrAFTSMEX    SocIF.TV.   

The  annual  meeting  of  the  above  society  wnsheld 
on  Friday,  Dec.  S,  when  a  paper  by  Sir.  D. 

Bennet  Dobson  was  read  on  "  Graphic  Cilcula- 
tiona."  The  lecturer  divided  his  subject  into 
eight  sections — viz  ,  Reactions,  Moment  of  Re- 

sistance, Shearing  .'Stress,  Graphic  -Arithmetic, 
Wood  Beams,  Cast-iron  Beams,  Rolled-Iron 
Beams,  Steel  Beams.  Taking  each  of  these 
sections  in  turn,  he  worked  out  examples  on  the 
blackboard  in  a  very  rapid  and  concise  manner, 
giving  the  simplest  methods  ot  working  out  the 
examples  and  their  variations.  The  president, 
in  proposing  a  hearty  vote  of  thanks  to  Sir. 
Dobson,  spoke  of  the  many  entirely  new  methods 
he  had  shown,  and  trusted  that  the  society  would 
soon  have  the  pleasure  of  seeing  his  present  lecture 

and  the  one  given  last  year  on  ' '  Calculation 

Simplified  "  in  book  form. 
Liverpool  Akciiitectiral  Society.  —  The 

council  of  this  society  have  made  a  change  in  the 

character  of  the  members'  meetings  this  session, 
to  be  held  alternately  with  the  ordinary  gather- 

ings. The  experiment  is  being  tried  in  order  to 
give  the  ycjunger  members  of  the  society  better 
opportunities  for  reading  papers  and  joining  in 
the  discussions.  A  separate  chairman  has  been 
appointed  for  each  evening,  who  will  sum  up  the 
discussion  at  the  close.  Those  evenings  are  open 
to  all  members  of  the  society,  and  smoking  will 
be  permitted.  The  syllabus  for  the  session  is  as 

follows  : — Dec.  18,  members'  meeting,  puper  by 
Sir.  (J.  W.  Fraser,  A.R.I. P..  A.,  subject:  "Win- 

dows and  Their  Treatment"  ;  chairman,  Mr. 
T.  E.  Eccles,  A.R.I.B.A.  .Ian.  S,  1900,  ordinary 
meeting,  paper  by  Sir.  Herbert  Bryans,  subject : 

'•Stained  <ila«a."  ,Ian.  2'2,  members'  evening, 
paper  by  Sir.  SI.  Honan,  subject :  "  Doors  and 
Doorways";  chairman.  Mr.  A.  P.  Fry.  Feb.  5, 
ordinary-  meeting,  paper  by  Sir.  Arthur  Stratton, 
A. R. LB. .v., subject-  "Sintiagode  Compostella." 
Feb.  19,  members'  evening,  paper  on  "  Local 
Building  Stones"  ;  chairman,  Mr.  T.  SI.  Reade, 
F.R.I.B.V,,  F.S.A.  Sliirch  5,  ordinary  meeting, 
paper  by  Sir.  A.  Saxon  Snell,  F.IM.B.A., 

subject:  "Public  Baths  and  Washhouses." 

Slarch  19,  members'  evening,  paper  on  "  Roofs 
and  Roofing"  :  chairman.  Sir.  P.  C.  Thicknesse. 
.\pril  -'nd,  ordinarj-  meeting,  paper  by  Sir.  E.  P. 
Ilinde,  A  R  IB  A.,  subject :  "  Notes  on  School 
Buildings."  Slay  7,  ordinary  meeting,  dosin" 
address  by  the  president,  Mr.  E.  A.  Ould. 

SIlllLAXli  SIaSTER   Bl  ILDKlls'  Fkiirratiox.   A 
meeting  of  the  executive  of  the  National  Master 

liuildura'  Federation  for  the  counties  of  Warwick 
Worcester,  Stafford,  Derby,  Leicpstor.  Notting- 

ham. .N'orthampton,  Lincoln,  Huntingdon,  Rut- 
land, vti .,  was  held  on  Tuesday  at  the  office 

of  the  federation,  Birmingham,  under  the 
chairmanship  of  Countv  .\lderman  Ronen 
(Birmingham).  The  meeting  discussed  a  rnsoUi- 
tion  of  the  National  Association  of  Slaster 
Plasterers,  expressing  the  desire  of  the  latter  to 

become  affiliated  with  the  National  -Association  of 
Slaster  Builders.  A  resolution  was  passed  to  the 
effect  that  there  was  no  objection  to  the  Slaster 
Plasterers  allying  themselves  with  the  Slaster 
Buildirs,  but  affiliation  under  the  conditions 
stated  by  the  plasterers  could  not  be  approved. 
The  recent  decision  of  Sir.  .1  ustice  Bingham  as  to 

the  finality  of  a  builder's  estimate  was  discussed, 
and,  in  view  of  the  far-reaching  importance  of 
the  question  to  the  whole  of  the  employers  in  the 
building  trade  throughout  the  kingdom,  it  was 
reeoh'ed  that  the  National  Association  should  be 
requested  to  draw  up  a  standard  form  of  estimate 
for  general  adoption.  The  annual  meeting  of 
the  federation  was  fixed  for  January  16,  at 
Birmingham. 

St.  Paul's  Ecclesiolooical  Society.  —  A 
meeting  of  this  society  was  held  at  the  Chapter 

House,  St.  Paul's,  on  Wednesday  evening, 
when  the  following  objects  of  ecclesiological 
interest  were  exhibited  and  described: — Wood- 
carving,  by  the  Rev.  L.  Gilbertson ;  carvings  in 
alabaster,  kc,  by  the  Rev.  E.  S.  Dewick ;  the 
church  plate  of  St.  Martin,  Ludgate,  by  the  Rev. 

E.  Hoskins;  drawings  of  St.  Paul's,  &c.,  by  Sir. 
Hanslip  Fletcher:  Paxes,  ko.,  by  Sir.  A.  Oliver. 

Skepfield  Society  or  Arihitects  and  Si  r- 

\  EvoRs. — The  ordinary  monthly  meeting  of  this 
society  was  held  at  the  School  of  Art  on  Tuesday 
night.  The  president  (Sir.  Joseph  Smith)  was  in 
the  chair.  The  following  gentlemen  were  elected 
associates : — Messrs.  R.  B.  Brook  Greaves, 
H.  S.  Hague,  (f .  Oiborn  ;  and  as  student  Mr.  H. 

Appleby.  Two  gentlemen  were  nominated  for 
membership,  and  will  be  balloted  for  at  the  next 
meeting.  Professor  T.  Roger  Smith,  F.R.I.B.A., 

of  London,  delivered  a  lecture  on  "  Oriental  and 
Indian  Architecture."  He  pointed  out  the 
differences  between  Western  and  Eistern  archi- 

tecture and  art  generally,  resulting  largely  from 
difference  in  race,  in  climates,  and  in  religion. 
The  earliest  monuments  in  India  were  topes  or 
mounds  for  the  preservation  of  sacred  relics. 
These  are  Buddhist,  and  date  back  to  before 
the  Christian  era.  Round  these  are  proceision 

paths,  inclosed  by  great  posts  and  rails  in 
stone,  imitating  timber,  and  profusely  enriched. 
The  carving  from  the  Amravate  tope,  now 

in  the  British  Museum,  was  elaborate  and  exten- 
sive. Buddhism  wassucceeded  by  the  Jain  religion 

and  architecture,  whose  temples  included  high 
roofs  and  domes,  and  furnished  suggestions  for 

what  followed.  In  all  Indian  architecture  pro- 
fuse ornament  and  constant  repetition  were  in- 

variable. The  high  pyramidal  roof  was  constantly 
met  with,  also  the  pier  and  bracket.  Another 
feature  of  constant  occurrence  was  slabs  of  stone 

perforated  in  patterns  to  fill  windows  with.  Slost 
of  the  great  temples  stood  in  an  extensive  in- 
cloaure,  with  gateways,  with  high  roofs.  Next 
came  the  true  Hindu  temples,  which  differed  in 
the  North  and  South  of  India  ;  the  high  roofs  in 
the  North  were  straight  sided  and  profusely 

ornamented,  while  in  the  South  lofty  gourd- 

shaped  domes  were  employed,  differently  orna- 
mented. The  Saracenic  or  Slohammedan  archi- 

tecture, which  was  the  nixt  type,  introduced  by 
Jlogul  invaders  in  the  lltb  century,  had  its 
origin  in  Arabia,  Ejypt,  and  Syria.  The  lecturer 
described  the  nature  of  a  mosque,  pointed  out  the 

early  introductions  of  the  pointed-arch  Sloham- 
medan buildings  in  Delhi,  Ahmedabad,  and  Agra, 

and  went  on  to  describe  in  detail  the  Taj  at 

.\gra.  The  lecture  was  illustrated  by  lantern 

photographs  of  temple*  in  various  parts  of  India, 
and  of  the  Buddhist  tope  at  Sauchi  and  Saracenic 
buildings  in  Cairo  and  in  India.  A  hearty  vote 
of  thanks  was  accorded  to  the  lecturer  on  the 
motion  of  Sir.  E.  SI.  Gibbs,  seconded  by  Sir. 

J.  R.  SVigfuU,  and  supported  by  the  President 
and  Sir.  H.  L.  Paterson. 

Society  op  Exoixeeus.  —  The  forty-sixth 
annaal  general  meeting  of  the  Society  of 
Engineers  was  held  on  December  II,  at  the 

rooms  of  the, society,  17,  Victoria-street,  West- minster. The  chair  was  occupied  by  Sir.  .lohn 

Corry  Fell,  President.  The  following  gentle- 
men were  duly  elected  by  ballot,  as  the  council 

and  officers  for  1900,  viz.  :— As  President,  Mr. 

Henry  O'Connor ;  as  vice-presidents,  Messrs. 
Charles  Slason,  Percy  Griffith,  and  James  Patten 
Barber  :  as  ordinan'  memberf-  of  council,  Slessrs. 
.loseph  Bemays,  D.  B.  Butler,  G.  A.  Pryce 
Cuxson,  W.  II.  Holttum,  R.  St.  George  Sloore, 
Nicholas  J .  SVest,  Joseph  William  Wilson,  and 
Slaurice  Wilson  ;  ashon.  sec.  and  treasurer.  Sir. 

George  Burt :  as  hon.  auditor,  Mr.  Samuel  Wood, 
F.C.i.      During    the    scrutiny    the    President 
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addressed  the  meeting,  bringing  before  the 
members  the  salient  points  of  the  work  of  the 

past  year.  He  also  announced  that  the  follow- 
ing premiums  had  been  awarded  by  the  council 

for  papers  read  during  the  past  session,  vy/,.  : — 

The  President's  ('old  Medal  to  Sir.  K.  AN'ynter 

Wagstafi  for  his  paper  on  "The  Shan' Ilill 
Country  and  the  JIandalay  Railway "  :  the 
Bessemer  Premium  to  Mr.  K.  G.  Allanson-Winn 

for  his  paper  on  "Foreshore  Protection,  with 
special  reference  to  the  Case  System  of 

Groyning  "  :  a  society's  premium  to  Mr.  Gordon 
Harris  for  his  paper  on  • '  Water  Supply  to 
Country  Mansion  and  Estates"  ;  and  a  society's 
premium  to  Jlr.  Kwart  C.  Amos  for  his  ]>aper 
on  '•  Machine  Tools."  The  annual  dinner  of  the 

Society  took  place  on  "Wednesday  evening,  at  the 
Hotel  Cecil,  the  President,  Mr.  J.  Corry  Fell,  in 
the  chair.  The  toast  of  the  evening  was  pro- 

posed by  Mr.  Fletcher  Hamilton,  U.C,  M.P., 
acknowledged  bv  the  President. 

CHIPS. 

At  Halifax,  on  Friday,  Mr.  \V.  O.  E.  Meade- 
King,  representing  the  Local  Government  Board, 
held  an  inquiry  respecting  an  application  by  the 
town  council  for  sanction  to  borrow  Uo.'^.SOO  for  the 
purpose  of  street  improvements  and  the  formation 
of  new  roads. 

The  annual  dinner  of  the  Devon  and  Cornwall 
branch  of  the  Xational  Registration  of  Plumbers 
was  held  at  the  Masonic  Hall,  Princess-square, 
Plymouth,  on  Saturday  evening.  The  president, 
the  Mayor,  Alderman  J.  Pethick,  presided,  and  a 
numerous  company  included  Alderman  C.  H.  Rad- 

ford (chairman  of  the  Plymouth  Electric  Lighting 
Committee),  Mr.  Francis  (water  engineer,  Devon- 
port).  Messrs.  J.  B.  Brown.  T.  W.  Bj  field,  C.  Moon, 
J.  Xeal.  P.  B.  Shires,  F.R.I.B.A.,  J.  Harvey, 
M.S.A.,  F.  T.  Eowe,  and  E.  Lee  (Torquay). 

Colonel  W.  Langtcn  Coke,  M.Inst.C.E.,  held  an 
inquiry  at  Truro  on  Thursday  in  last  week  en 
behalf  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  in  con- 
lequence  of  a  complaint  by  Cornwall  County 
Council  that  the  Corporation  of  Truro  had  made 
default  in  providing  the  city  with  sufScient  sewers, 
or  in  maintenance  of  f  sisting  sewers.  The  witnesses 
for  the  county  council  included  Mr.  Silvanus 
Trevail,  F.E  I  B.A.,  V  P.S.A.,  a  member  of  the 
Truro  Corporation  and  a  former  mayor,  and  for 
the  corporation  the  present  mayor  and  ex-mayor 
of  the  city. 

Workington  Town  Council  have  resolved  to 
promote  a  Docks  Bill  in  next  session  of  Parliament, 
instead  of  leaving  the  scheme  in  the  hands  of  a 
syndicate. 

A  meeting  of  the  works  committee  of  the  Edin- 
burgh and  District  Water  Trust  waa  held  on  Monday 

to  consider  the  six  tenders  for  the  completion  of  the 
works  at  the  Talla  reservoir,  which  had  been 
remitted  to  the  engineer  for  report.  After  con- 

sideration, it  was  agreed  that  some  further  detailed 
information  with  regard  to  the  various  estimates 
should  be  obtained  before  a  decision  was  arrived  at. 

At  the  meeting,  on  Tuesday,  of  the  London 
County  Council  it  was  agreed,  on  the  recommenda- 

tion of  the  Parks  Committee,  that  the  Tudor 
dwelling  at  Bromley  Recreation  Ground,  known  as 

Eutty's  House,  be  cleared  away,  and  the  site  laid 
out  as  pait  of  the  recreation  ground. 

At  Garston,  on  Monday,  Mr.  Brighouse,  county 
coroner,  held  an  inqnost  respecting  the  death  of 
Mr.  George  Henry  Gibson,  C.E.,  contractor  and 
erector,  43,  Island-road,  Gareton,  who  died  suddenly 
on  the  previous  Thursday  evening.  The  medical 
evidence  showed  that  death  was  due  to  heart  failure, 
and  the  jury  returned  a  verdict  in  accordance  there- 
with. 

The  name  of  Mr.  James  Wilson,  builder,  2), 
Eiego-street,  Edmburgh.  has  been  added  to  the 
commission  of  the  peace  for  the  city  of  Edinburgh. 

At  the  Plymouth  Piison,  on  Monday,  Mr.  Johns, 
borough  coroner,  held  an  inquiry  concerning  the 
demise  of  Richard  Pawley,  10,  builder,  Devonport, 
who  was  found  dead  in  bis  cell  on  Saturday  morn- 

ing. Mr.  A.  E.  S.  .\ka8ter,  solicitor,  of  Devonport, 
represented  the  relatives  of  the  deceased.  The 
evidence  showed  that  deceased,  who  was  serving  a 
term  of  three  months'  imprisonment  with  hard 
labour  for  assault,  was  found  suspended  from  the 
bed-board  with  a  towel  tied  round  his  neck.  A 

verdict  of  su'cide  whilst  temporarily  insane  was returned. 

The  Stockport  Rural  District  Council  have  re- 
ceived the  sanction  of  the  Local  Government  Board 

to  their  application  to  borrow  £17,2o5  for  the 
completion  of  the  Bramhall  sewage  scheme. 

Sir  Archibald  Geikie.  Director-General  of  the 
Geological  Survey  of  Great  Britain  and  Ireland, 
will  retire  from  office  in  the  course  of  next  year 
under  the  age-limit  rule  of  the  Civil  Ssrvice. 

LEQAL  INTELLIGENCE. 

The  Value  of  Peemisks  ix  the  Stk.inb.— Mr. 
Troutbeck  and  a  special  jury  heard,  on  Tuesday, 

the  case  of  "  Hesse  v.  the  London  County  Council," 
a  claim  for  compensation  in  respect  of  the  freehold 
interest  in  the  premisf-s  291,  Strand,  and  .31  and  31a, 
Holywell-street,  which  will  shortly  be  demolished 
in  order  to  widen  the  .Strand  between  St.  Clement 

Dane's  and  St.  Mary-le-Strand.  Mr.  Freeman, 
(J.C,  and  Mr.  Eldon  Bankes  appeared  for  the 
claimant;  Mr.  Edward  Boyle,  (J  C  ,  represented 
the  London  County  Council.  The  premises  in  the 
Strand  were  let  to  the  Aerated  Bread  Co.,  Ltd.,  at 
£I,JO  a  year,  and  those  in  Holywell-street  to  Mr. 

Gilbert'Nohle,  bookseller,  for  £150  a  year.  Alder- man Samuel  Green  (Messrs.  Green  and  Sons)  stated 
that  there  was  a  term  of  eight  years  unexpired  from 
June,  1S98,  at  this  rent,  and,  capitalising  it  at  Cf 

years'  purchase,  his  figure  for  the  present  value  of 
the  premises  was  £2,025.  The  premises  would  have 
to  be  rebuilt  at  the  expiration  of  the  leases,  and 
would  then  command  a  ground -rent  of  £31' 1  per 
annum,  which  he  capitalised  on  the  3^  per  cent, 

tables  (217  years'  purchase).  £G,532.  "With  the addition  of  the  customary  10  per  cent,  for  com- 
pulsory sale,  his  total  valuation  amounted  to  £9,412. 

Alderman  Sir  John  Whittaker  Ellis  (Parebrother, 
Ellis,  and  Co.),  Mr.  Edward  Holroyd  Bouslield 
(Fox  and  Boustield),  and  Mr.  F.  Green  (Green  and 
Sons)  also  gave  expert  evidence  in  support  of  the 
claim.  On  behalf  of  the  London  County  Council, 
Mr.  Edward  Boyle  called  Mr.  G.  A.  Wilkinson, 
Mr.  .Tames  Green  (Weatherall  and  (lireen),  and  Mr. 
Howard  Martin  (Thurgood  and  Martin),  whose 
valuations  ranged  from  15,033  to  £5.974,  including 
the  usual  allowance  of  10  per  cent,  for  compulsory 
sale.  It  was  stated  that  the  premises  were  in  the 
lest  stage  of  decay,  and  that  the  Holywell-street 
portion  was  built  more  than  300  years  ago.  After 
viewing  the  property,  the  jury  assessed  the  com- 

pensation at  £0,500,  inclusive  of  the  customary 
allowance  for  compulsory  sale. 

Priced  Estimates  at  the  New  Mukicitai, 
BuiLDrNGS  AT   Llandudso.— Waebtjeton  v.  the 

LL-ANDLTINO     UltBA>f      DiSTKICT      COUNCIL.    —   Mr. 

Justice  Cozens-Hardy,  in  the  Chancery  Division  of 
the  High  Court  of  justice,   heard  on  Wednesday 
and  Thursday  and  Frid.ay  in  last  week,  an  action 
brought  hy    Mr.    Samuel    Warburton,    a  builder, 
against  the  Llandudno  Urban  District  Council  for 
damages  for  having  ejected  him  from  the  site  of  the 
new  municipal  buildings  at  L'andudno,  which  he 
had  contracted  to  build,   and  for  a  loss  of  profit 
estimated  at  15  per  cent.,  £2,0.S1.  Mr.  Astbury,  Q.C., 
in  opening  the  case,  said  the  plaintiff  was  a  builder, 
who  bad  been  in  the  habit  of    putting  up  large 
buildings  in  many  towns,  and  the  corporation  of 
Llandudno,  being  minded  to  erect  municipal  build- 

ings, advertised  for  tenders.     The  plaintiff  tendered 
for  £13.800,  and  that  tender  was  accepted.     Before 
the  plaintitf  tendered  he  was  furnished  with  a  list  of 
quantities,  and  there  was  a  term  in  the  contract 
that  all  additions  and  alterations  when  they  came  to 
he  paid  for  should  be  made  out  according  to  the 
original  estimates  of  the  builder,  and  it  was  there- 

fore   necessary  that    the  builder  should  keep  his 
original  quantity  prices,  but  they   were  only  to  be 
kept  for  the  purpose  of  pricing  at  the  end  of  the 
contract.    One  of  the  conditions  of  the  contract  was 
that  the  contractor  was  to  furnish  the  architects  at 
the  time  of  signing  with  a  verified  sealed  copy  of 
the  original  estimate.      Plaintiff  contended  that  it 
was  not  usual  with  builders  in   Liverpool  or  other 
large  towns  in  the   Xorth  of  England  to  furnish  a 
copy  of  the  original   estimate   to   the  architect  of 
the  building.      Plaintiff   was   put   into   possession 
of  the  site,    he    had    spent    money   and   time  on 
the    building,    and    then    the    defendants  refused 
to  let  him  go  on  with  the  work  unless  he  allowed 
them  to  look  at  the  sealed  copy.      The  copy  was 
not    to    be     used    until     the     additioos    were    to 
be  priced,  so  that  the  architects  should  not  be  able 
to  choose  additions  which  would  be  unjust  to  the 
builder.    The  plaintiff  offered   to  allow  the  town 
clerk  of  Llandudno  to  verify  the  original  estimate  : 
but  he  would  not  do   so,  and   the  plaintiff  there- 

upon refused  to  allow   the  surveyor  to  verify  it, 
because  it  would  be  permitting  it  to  be  done  by  the 
person   against   whom   it  was   to  be  sealed.     The 
plaintiff  was  to  be  put  into  possession  Jan.  1,  1S99, 
and  the  work  was  to  be  concluded  on  .lune  30,  1900. 
The  plaintiff  undertook  to  find  sureties  for  £2,000 
for  carrying  out  the  contract,  and  to  furnish  the 
architects  with  a  verified  sealed  copy  of  the  original 
e'rtimate.     Work  was  commenced  on  Feb.  l^,  and 
the  sureties  were  deposited,  and  a  sealed  copy  of 
the  estimate  verified   by  Mr.  Lees,    chartered  ac- 

countant, was  sent  to  the  architects.     On  March  2 
plaintiff  received  a  notice  that  unless  he  furnished  a 
duly  verified  sealed  copy  of  the  original  estimate 
the  contract  would  be  rescinded,  and  the  defendants 
would  proceed  against  the  plaintiff  for  damages. 
The  defendants  contended  that  the  architects  or 
their  surveyors  were  the  proper  persons  to  verify 
the  sealed  copy.     Defendants  ejected  the  plaintiff 
from  the  site  on  March  13.  and   took  possession  of 
the  building  material  and   other  property  of  the 
jilaintiff,  and  had  since  continued  in  possession.  The 

plaintiff'  claimed  for  £2,08 1  2a.  for  loss  of  profit  on  the 
contractwork,  estimated  at  15percent.:  £7S19a.for 
buildiugmaterial,  kc,  appropriated  and  converted  by 
the  defendants  for    their  own   use ;  and  C500  for 
special  damages.    Mr.   Eve,  ii.C,  for  defendants, 
af>ked  if  those  were  moral  and  intellectual  damages, 

Mr.  .Astbury  said  it  was  for  damage  to  the  plaintiff's reputation  in   having  been   turned  out  of  his  job. 
The  defence  was  that  the  defendants  did  not  admit 

that  the  agreement  was  intended  to  be  final  or  bind- 
ing unless  the  plaintiff  should  furnish  the  architects 

with  a  sealed  copy  of   the  original  estimate,  duly 
verified,  which  they  said  was  not  done,  and  that  the 
contract  was  rescinded.     Further,  they  alleged  that 
the  plaintiff  had  revoked  the  contract,  and  that, 
independent  of  the  default  of  the  plaintiff  in  refer- 

ence to  the  sealed  copy,  he  had,  after  the  execution 
of  the    contract,   expressed  his  intention  of  disre- 

garding  other  terms  of  the  contract,  and  of  not 
carrying  out  the   works    in    accordance  with  the 
drawings     and     specifications.      The     defendants 

accepted  the  plaintiff's  tender  because  it  was  the lowest,  on  the  condition  that  he  would  not  make  any 
claim  in  respect  of  what  he  had  done  for  them  in 
the  past.     It  was  obvious  that  the  defendants,  from 
the  correspondence  which  had  passed,  desired  to  get 
rid  of  Mr.  Warbiuton,      Mr.  Eve  admitted  that, 
because  the  plaintiff  had  given  so   much   trouble. 
His  Lordship  thought  that  the  Llandudno  Corpora- 

tion were  very  moderate  in  their  correspondence. 
The   plaintiff  stated   that    he   had   been   a   master 
builder  for  nearly  40   years,  and  had  constructed 
works  for  the  War    Office,    the  Post   Office,  and 
various  railways  and  corporations  in  the  North  of 
England.     He  tendered  for  this  work  in  October, 
1.S9S,  ana  he  obtained  a  bill  of  quantities  from  the 
defendants'  surveyors.     He  received  in  due  time  a 
notice  that  his  tender  had  been  accepted,  and  at  the 
end  of  November  he  received  from  the  town  clerk 

a  copy  of  the  contract.    He  insisted  on  the  word 
"sealed"  being  inserted  in  the  paragraph  relating 
to  the  furnishing  of  a  copy  of  the  original  estimate 
to  the  architects.     The   original   estimate  was  not 
required  by  the  person  employing  a  builder  until  the 
squaring-up  for  alterations  and  additions,  and  there 
was  no  object  for  which  the  architect  or  surveyor 
could  desire  to  see  the  estimate  until  the  contract 

was  coropletad.     It  was  unfair  that  the  architect  or 
surveyor  should   see  the  original    estimate  before 
deciding  on  what  additions  there  should  be.     The 
copy  which    was    furnished    the    defendants    was 
verified  by  Messrs,  Lees,  chartered  accountants,  and 
he  was  of  opinion  that  that  was  a  suflioient  verifica- 

tion under  the  terms  of  the  contract.  The  architects 
did  not  tell  him  that  he  was  not  to  commence  the 
work  until  the  copy  was  furnished  to  them  :  hut 
they  pressed  him  to  go  on  with  the  building.     He 
put  upon  the  site  materials  which  coi-t  him  £78.  He 
ofTored  to  allow  Mr.  Conolly,  the  town  clerk,   or 
Mr.  Lockwood,  of  Chester,  to  verify  the  copy.    In 
other  contracts  he  had  entered  into  he  had  never 
been  asked  to  verify  the  copy.     While  he  was  on 
the  property  he  was  ready  and  willing  to  go  on  with 
the  contract  properly  and  reasonably,  and  he  bad 
never  refused  to  carry  out  any  term  he  was  bound 
to  carry  out.     In  cross-examination,    the  witness 
said     he   objected   to  any  quantity  surveyor  who 
had  an  interest  in  the  building  or  power  of  making 
alterations,   seeing    his   prices  and    so  be  able  to 
pick  out   the    plums  and   leave   the   stones.     Mr. 
John  Holden,  architect  and  surveyor,  Manchester, 
said  that  in  his  experience  there  was  nothing  that 
the  copy   of    the  estimates  couid  be  required  for 
except  the  purpose  of  adding  up  the  extras  at  the 
end  of  the  contract.     He  thought  £500  was  a  small 
amount    to    put    down    as   damages,   and    though 
1  1  per  cent  of  profit  might  be  a  reasonable  sum,  he 
could  not  say  whether  the  plaintifT  would  have  made 
so  much.     For  the  defence,  Mr,  Eve,  ̂ i  C,  sub- 

mitted   that    by    the    contract  there  was  to  be  a 
verified  copy  of  the  original  estimate   for  the  sole 
use  of  the  architect  and  surveyor  appointed.     The 
object  of  that  waa  that  it  should  be  deposited  in 
such  a  manner  that  it  should  not  be  available  for 
anyone  but  the  architect  and  surveyor.    Mr.  Justice 
Cfz«ns-H«dy  asked  what  ground  the  defendantg 
had  for  imparting  into  the  contract  that  the  copy 
waa  to  be  verified  by  the  architect  or  quantity  sur- 

veyor.    Mr.  Eve  said  that  that  would  be  done  for 
the  protection  of  the  employer,  whoso  architect  was 
entitled  to  look  at  the  estimate,  and  if  the  plaintiff 
came  to  the  court  for  damages  and  said  he  handed 
the  copy  to  the  defendants  on  the  promise  tliat  it 
should  not  t>e   looked   at,   that  disentitled   him   to 
damage'^.     Further,  he  submitted  there  never  was 
any  verification  within  the  meaning  of  the  clause  in 
the  contract,  and  that  verification  should  be  done, 
not    by    an   accountant,    but    by    the  contracting 

parties.     Mr.  Alfred  Conolly,  town  clerk  of  Llan- 
dudno, and  Mr.  Thomas  Silcock,  the  architect  of  the 

building,   were  called  for  the  defendants,  the  latter 
stating  that  owing  to  the  great  rise  in  building  mate- 

rials it  was  very  doubtful  whether  the  plaintiff  would 
have  made  a  profit  if  he  had  completed  the  build- 

ing. Mr.  Justice  Cozens-Hardy,  in  giving  judgo^ent. 
said  this  was  a  very  pecoliar  action.    The  plaintiff 
was  a  builder,  by  common  consent,  of  high  repute. 
The  Llandudno  Council  took  up  a  position  which  at 

a  very  early  stage  he  had  been  entirely  unable  to 
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appreciate.  T  ley  saiil  that  clauie  "■  of  the  contrac'. 
zneint  that  th  ■  plaiotiiT  mufct  not  only  furuuh  a 
verified  or  rert  fiixl  copy  of  his  otifpoal  eatimate 
which  was  reale  ̂   but  that  he  muat  furnish  a  copy 
which  was  veriled  by  one  indiriduil,  and  one  in- 

dividual only — namely,  the  quantity  turveyor  who 
had  prepared  the  bill  of  quaotili^a.  He  entirely 
failed  to  see  any  justili  :atioD  for  such  a  contentioD. 
AU  he  had  to  decide  waa  whether  the  T^landudno 
Council  was  ripht  in  refusing  to  allow  the  plainbtl 
to  go  on  with  the  work  and  making  a  fresh  contract 
on  the  ground  that  he  had  failed  to  furoiah  the 
architect  with  a  verified  sealed  copy  of  the  original 
estimate  as  provide  1  in  the  contract.  He  thought 
the  council  were  wholly  in  the  wrong,  and  that  the 
plaintjil  absolutely  and  entirely  complied  with  every 
obligation  under  clause  ■>  when  be  sent  the  sealed 
copy  of  the  original  eetimate  verified  by  Mr.  Lees, 
the  accountant.  He  therefore  must  make  the 
declaration  that  the  plaintifY  aaked,  and  that  on  the 
true  construction  of  the  agreement  the  defendants 
were  not  entitled  to  have  the  sealed  copy  verified  by 

the  defendants'  architect  or  quantity  i  urveyor.  That 
being  so,  it  followed  that  the  defendants  had  been 
guilty  of  a  breach  of  their  contract  with  the 
plaintitT.  He  did  not  find  a  trice  of  any  intention 
by  the  plaintiff  to  insist  on  breaking  any  terms  of 
the  contract.  ()a  all  these  grounds  he  thought  the 
defendants  could  not  be  justified  in  what  they  did, 
and  he  thought  the  plaintiff  waa  entitled  to  damages. 
Damages  were  claimed  under  three  heads.  Firgt  of 
all  the  plaintitT  claimed  loss  of  profit  on  the  con- 

tract work  nf  15  per  cent.,  which  worked  out  at 
upwards  of  £2,000.  t)n  the  whole,  having  regard 
to  the  evidence,  he  thought  it  would  be  right  to 
order  the  defendants  to  pay  £1,000  for  damages  for 
breach  of  the  contract.  Then  the  plaintiff  claimed 
£78  for  building  materials  which  had  been  left  by 
bim  on  the  site,  and  had  been  sold  by  auction  on 
the  order  of  the  defendants,  who  had  tendered  the 

amount  they  realised  to  the  plaintift'.  As  the 
plaintiff'  had  been  requested  to  remove  the^e  ma- terials and  had  failed  to  do  so,  he  was  not  disposed 
to  give  damages  b»yond  what  the  defendants  had 
offered— uan:  fly,  the  sum  realised  at  the  auction 

sale.  The  third  claim  of  the  plaintiff  was  for  £,')(J0 
on  the  ground  of  damage  to  his  reputation  in  con- 

sequence of  the  fact  of  his  having  lost  the  contract 
being  referred  to  in  certain  trade  and  local  papers. 
He  was  bound  to  say  he  could  not  see  any  justi- 

li mtion  for  this  claim,  especially  as  it  was  not  a 
case  in  which  there  was  any  allegation  of  miscon- 

duct on  the  part  of  the  plaintiff.  The  only  damages 
would  be  the  £1,000  be  had  mentioned,  and  there 
would  be  an  order  for  the  defendants  to  pay  the 
£  I  :j  63.  which  they  had  undertaken  to  piy  for  the 
materials  sold  by  auction.  The  defendants  must 
pay  the  costs  of  the  action,  and  the  counterclaim 
must  be  dismissed,  with  costs. 

I.N-  RE  G.  T.  Ciiii  i'Ei.i.,  OF  Leek. — At  the  Maccles- 
field Bankruptcy-coutt,  on  Thursday  in  last  week, 

the  public  examination  of  George  H.  Caappell, 
surveyor,  Overham-bank.  L3ek,  took  place  before 
the  registrar,  Mr.  H.  C.  Yates.  The  debtor's  state- 

ment of  affairs  showed  gross  liabilities  amounting  to 

£50,200  153.  2d.,  of  which  £.'>i),2S0  loj.  2i.  was 
expected  to  rank,  whilst  the  assets  were  stated  to  be 
nil.  The  debtor  alleged  as  the  causes  of  his  failure 
being  guarantor  for  his  father  in  1803  to  the  extent 

of  over  £rj,00ii,  motley-lender's  interest,  and  pres- 
sure by  the  petitioning  creditor.  Al>out  five  years 

ago  the  debtor  opened  an  office  in  Norfolk-street, 
London,  where  he  ciiried  on  business  as  a  surveyor 
for  about  twelve  mouths.  At  the  end  of  that 
period  he  had  to  give  it  up  owing  to  insnfficieut 
capital.  For  the  last  four  years  he  had  made 

between  £4  and  £'>  per  week.  At  the  data  of  the 
receiving  order  the  debtor  was  living  at  I.  Ash- 
bourn-road,  Leek,  which  was  taken  in  his  wife's 
name.  Tne  furniture  waa  claimed  under  an  ante- 

nuptial settlement.  At  the  date  of  the  receiving 
order  there  were  three  unsatisfied  judgments  against 
the  debtor,  amounting  altogether  to  about  £13,2)1 
Amongst  the  unsecured  liabilities  were  the  follow- 

ing :  — I'uder  a  guarantee,  dated  ISO!,  for  his  father, 
who  failed  in  that  year,  £13,101) ;  under  a  covenant 

in  his  marriage  settlement,  £,^>,000  :  in  connection 
with  S:ock  I'.xchange  transactions,  £1,2S4  lOi.  9J.  ; 
and  for  money  borrowed,  £00s  :)».  7d.  The  debtor 
said  he  formerly  acted  as  manager  for  his  father, 
who,  up  to  1S03,  was  the  second  largest  builder  and 
contractor  in  London.  He  paid  him  about  £7  a 
week  in  wages,  and  he  (the  debtor)  also  received  a 

share  of  the  profits.  .\t  the  time  of  bis  father's 
failure,  he  (the  debtor)  probably  had  t-'OO  or  £.300 
of  his  own,  but  it  went  along  with  the  buaineas.  He 
saw  no  prospect  of  being  able  to  discharge  the  whole 
of  his  debts. 

AI.vTHEK  V.  W.  G.  Si^rriEtti..iNn.  LtJirTEn  —At 

'Manchester,  on  Friday,  the  \'ice-Chincellor  made an  order  for  the  appointment  of  a  receiver  and 

manager  in  this  debenture  holder's  action,  upon  the 
application  of  Dr.  Atkinsin.  The  company,  which 
carries  on  business  in  Oxford-street,  Mincheeter, 
was  represented  by  Mr.  Uibv,  who  admitted  that 
it  was  msolvent  and  consented  to  the  appliccition. 

In  re  H  L.  rRiDMOiiK,  Of  Ii!  ORD.  —  At  the 
vCkelmsford  Binkruptoy-oourt,  on  Wedncslay  wetk. 

H»rry  Lilt*  rridmare,  builder  and  contractor,  ot 
07,  Bilgrave-road,  and  Ilford  IIUI,  lUord,  appeort'l 

for  his  first  public  eximination.  Mr.  (i.  \\'<itkii:s repres«uted  the  debtor,  who  returned  his  liabilities 
at  £2,.'>.'>1  If)'.  >',].,  and  hisnctassetaat  £1,230  3i.  Ci 
He  started  business  fourteen  months  ago,  and  the 
whole  of  his  deficiency  had  arisen  during  that  time. 
He  commenced  with  a  capital  of  £4.>u,  consisting  of 
equities,  propertiee  at  Hilstead,  and  household 
furniture,  but  he  bad  no  cash.  In  answer  to  the 
Official  It^aeiver,  debtor  admitted  that  he  received 
£200  by  a  bill  of  sale  and  only  entered  (.1 10  in  bid 
cashbook.  He  wanted  the  balance  for  other  pur 
poaes.  When  the  receiving  order  was  filed  he 
ceafo]  building  82  houses  under  contract  at  Ilford. 
He  had  made  a  net  loss  of  £»12  17s.  from  Aug.  .3th, 
isys,  up  to  the  date  of  the  receiving  order.  11-) 
expected  to  make  a  profit  of  £l,0iij  from  the  sale  of 
some  property  at  Illford  Hdl  to  the  Post  Office,  but 
the  matter  did  not  go  through.  H'j  was  to  have 
built  a  town-hall  at  Ilford,  but  his  sureties  refuted 
to  execute  the  bond.  He  did  not  consider  that  £oS0 
for  living  was  an  extravagant  snm  for  fourteen 
months.  The  elimination  wis  adjourned  until January  3. 

R.vii.w.iT  Abditsatiox  from  Raiicliffe.— Atthe 

Surveyors'  Institute,  Great  George -street,  West- 
minster, on  Friday,  Mr.  W.  H.  Elwell,  F.S.I, 

(surveyor  to  the  War  Olfise),  sat  as  sole  arbitrator 
in  proceedings  to  determine  the  price  to  be  paid  by 
the  Luicashire  and  Yorkshire  Uiuway  Company  to 
the  K  irl  of  Wilton  in  respect  of  the  acquisition  by 
them  of  two  strips  of  land,  each  about  -lOft.  wide, 
in  the  township  of  Kidcliffa,  near  Manchester, 

which  forms  part  of  his  lordship's  estate,  and  is 
required  by  the  company  to  strengthen  and  widen 
the  banks  of  the  Bury  and  Bolton  Cinals,  of  which 
they  are  the  owners.  Tne  land  involved  has  a  total 
are  I  of  about  IJ  acres.  The  witnesses  for  the 
claimant  estimated  its  vilue  at  £1,172,  and  the 
valuers  of  the  railway  company  put  thesumat  £107, 
The  arbitrator  reserved  his  award. 

A  DriiB.vRTOJisniRE  Reservoiu  ARiiiinvTiDX,— 
Mr.  John  J.  Coats,  solicitor,  Glasgow,  has  issued  the 
notes  of  the  proposed  findings  in  an  arbitration 
between  Lord  Blantyre  and  the  Eistem  District 
Committee  of  the  l>ambarton  County  Council,  the 
latter  having  obtained  compulsory  powers  to  acquire 
a  portion  of  land  from  Lord  Blantyre  and  the 
neighbouring  proprietor,  Mr.  Himilton,  of  Cochno, 
for  the  purpose  of  making  a  reservoir.  Lord 

Elantyre's  claim  was  for  £10.00ii.  Mr.  Coata, 
after  discussing  at  length  the  legal  ditVuulties  in  the 
way  of  the  proposal,  says  that  he  is  of  opinion  that 
£G0  per  acre,  which  iucludes  any  allowance  for 
compulsory  purchase,  full  compensation  to  Lord 
Blantyre,  and  that  is  the  figure  he  proposes  to  adopt. 
The  extent  of  land  taken  was  27  6  aorei,  and  that 
at  £0.0  per  acre  made  UI,65G. 

V.ll.l-E  OK    BUILI'INii    LlXl.    AT    STHEATHAjr.— As 
the  result  of  recont  arbitration  proceedings,  M**. 
Hobert  Yigers,  past  president  of  the  Surveyors' 
Institution,  has  awarded  the  Artisaas  aud  Ganeril 
Dwellings  Company,  Ltd.,  of  which  Sir  Richird 

I'irrant  is  chairman,  £'>. Ifil  compensction  in 
respect  of  the  acqaistion  of  6.')  plots  of  freehold 
building  land,  forming  a  portion  of  the  L'iigham- 
court  Estate,  S'jcatham,  by  the  London  S;hoo! 
B  oard.  Tne  claim  was  for  £9,620,  expert  witnesses 
examined  on  behalf  of  the  company  having  valued 
each  of  (he  plots  posseaoing  a  frontage  of  Loft.,  at 
£0,  £300—2.1  years   purchase. 

In  re  T.  M.vRsiiES,  BLiCKBrr.N-.— At  the  Preston 
Bankruptcy-court,  on  the  8th  inst.,  before  Mr. 
D.ckson,  Registrar,  Thomas  Mirsdon,  builder's 
merchant.  Minchester,  lately  carrying  on  business 
at  20.  Moore-street,  .South  Shore,  came  up  for 
his  public  examination.  Tae  debtor's  statement 
showed  that  the  gross  liabilities  were  £30,630; 
expected  to  rank  for  dividend,  £7,661  ;  assets  esti- 

mated to  produce  £.o69  ;  deficiency,  £7,074.  Toe 
debtor  alleges  as  to  the  ciuse  of  his  failure,  "Fill 
in  the  values  of  land  and  buildings."  Mr.  Morris 
(Doputy  Official  Rweiver)  went  through  a  list  of 
creditors,  and  the  debtor  stated  that  he  htd  informed 
them  that  he  was  an  undischarged  bankrupt.  He 
contracted  the  majority  of  his  dabts  since  November, 
ISOS.  Ha  went  into  speculations  of  several  thousand 
pounds,  but  only  had  a  small  capital.  Dabtor  was 
questioned  by  several  creditors  as  to  when  and 
where  he  told  them  he  was  an  undischarged  bank- 

rupt. He  maintained  he  had  told  them  all,  but  this 
was  denied.  The  examination  was  adjourned  for  a 
fortnight,  for  the  debtor  to  furnish  a  deficiency 
account  and  detailed  statement  of  the  amount  for 
which  he  mortgaged  the  respective  properties. 

The  ArnioBiTv  ok  .v  Ci.kuk  of  Works.— Mr. 

George  Siundors,  37.  Park-avenue,  Eimonton, 
sued  the  Great  Kisteru  l.uid  and  Building  Com- 

pany, Ltd.,  2,  Cburch-court,  Clement's-lane,  in  the 
City  of  London  Court  last  week  for  tin  Oj.  41.  for 

stone  supplied.  Mr.  (ilasgow,  plaintilT's  counsel, 
stated  that  he  was  a  dealer  in  builders'  materials 
and  the  defendants  were  a  compiuy  formed  for  the 
purpose  of  erecting  streets  of  houses  at  Eimonton. 
The  order  for  the  goals  sued  for  was  given  by  Mr. 
Laite,  the  clerk  of  the  works   employed    by  the 

di^fendants.  Toe  defendants  were  now  raising  the 
11  )int  that  the  clerk  of  the  works  had  no  authority 
tu  order  the  goods,  although  the  defendints  hid 
piid  for  previous  goods  ordered  by  him.  The 
]>'aintifT  was  called,  and  said  it  was  not  true  that  he 
kuew  Laite  only  had  authority  to  give  orders  for 

less  than  £.'1  without  getting  them  ratifiid  by  the 
company.  H  s  denied  that  the  stone  sued  for  was  of 

bad  quality.  Mr.  Brandon,  defendants'  counsel, 
said  hia  defence  was  that  on  all  defendants'  order 
forms  it  was  clearly  stated  that  no  orders  above  the 
vilue  of  £0  would  be  recognised  unless  they  had  the 
ratification  of  the  company.  Liite  was  well  aware 
of  the  limitation  of  his  authority.  The  principals 
could  not  be  bound  where  a  clerk  of  the  works  went 
out  of  his  way  to  give  orders  which  he  had  no 
authority  to  give.  Judgment  was  given  for  the 
plaintiff  for  the  sum  cUimad,  as  wall  as  on  the 
counterclaim  which  had  been  raised,  and  leave  to 

appeal  waa  refused. 
DisrrrE  as  to  a  Beiokmakiso  Machcse.— At 

the  West  Riding  Assizss  held  at  Lseds,  Mr.  .Tustica 
Grantham  heard  on  Siturday,  M  )nday,  and  Tues- 

day an  action  in  which  Me^srs.  William  .Johnson 
and  Sons,  makers  of  brickmaking  machinery, 

Castleton  Foundry,  Armley,  L'ieds,  sue!  the  New 
Maiden  (Surrey)  Potteries  and  Brick  Works, 
r.-mited,  for  £413  16s.  01.  for  a  brickmaking 
machine.  The  defendants  contended  that  the 
machine  did  not  turn  out  4,00)  bricks  per  hour  as 
specified,  and  they  made  a  counterclaim  for  damages 
for  non  -  performance  of  contract.  For  the  plaintiffs 
evidence  was  given  to  the  effect  that  the  clay  used 
was  too  hard  and  dry,  and  that  if  the  machine  had 
been  properly  worked  it  would  hava  turned  out 
4,000  bricks  per  hour.  This  was  denied  by  the 
defendants,  and  expert  witnesses  were  called,  who 
stated  that  the  clay  was  good  average  plastic  clay, 
and  that  the  machine,  with  a  19in.  pug  mill,  would 

only  make  from  15,000  to  20  000  bricks  in  a  work- 
ing day  of  ten  hours.  His  Lordship  reserve! 

judgment. 
A   WOEKltEN-'S   COMPEN'SATIOX   ACT    ASOMS.LT. — 

At  Birmioeham  County-court,  on  Wednesday, 
before  his  Honour  Judge  Whitehorn.  an  applica- 

tion was  made  under  the  Workmen's  Compensation 
X'-.t.  InMiylast  a  labourer  named  E iwards  was 
awarded  10s.  per  week  compensation  in  respect  of 
an  injury  received  while  in  the  employment  of  Mr. 
Perrell,  builder  and  contractor.  Tiie  application 
now  was  to  terminate  the  payments,  inismuch  as 
Mr.  Perrell  had  offered  E  Iwards  £1  psr  week  as  a 

planter's  labourer.  The  situation,  however,  was 
refused.  The  medical  evidence  showed  thit  the 

man  was  capable  of  doing  such  light  work  as  he 
was  offared ;  but  Edwards  said  he  had  been  a  master 

baker,  had  only  entered  the  applicant's  employ- 
ment temnorarily,  and  did  not  want  to  baa  labourer 

again.  Ha  was  now  selling  patent  wicks  for  lamps 
and  making  a  protii  of  about  Ss.  par  week.  His 
H  inour  decided  that  the  present  pay  should  not  be 
continued. 

The  Drusage  of  Ch.vrltox.  —  Before  Lords 
Jastices  A.  L.  Snith,  Collins,  and  Yaughan 
Williams,  an  appeal  was  heard  on  Wednesday  of 
the  London  County  Council  from  a  decision  of  a 
divisional  court,  miking  absolute  a  rule  for  a 
mandamui  directing  them  to  provide  effaotaal 
drainage  for  the  parish  of  Charlton  in  the  district  of 
Lee.  Their  lordships  dismissed  the  appeal,  holding 
that  an  absolute  obligation  was  imposed  on  the 
County  C  ouncil  to  provide  proper  drainage  for  the 
pirish,  but  that  they  had  made  no  attempt  to  do  so. 
It  was  stated  that  the  County  C  mncil  had  now 
adopted  a  large  scheme  which  would  provide  for  the 
needs  of  the  district,  and  the  mmianvi^  wis  ordered 
to  lie  in  the  offi  !a  for  12  months. 

Beaman-  and  Deas,  LisiiTEii.— a  meeting  of 
creditors  of  the  above  company  is  baing  held  to-day 
at  the  Westminster  Pilaca  Hjtel,  at  2.lo  p.m. 

prompt,  which  it  seems  desirable  should  be  fully 
attended.  As  chairman  of  the  last  meeting  of 

creditors,  Mr.  John  Forster,  of  S"-.  H den's,  Lan- cashire, writes  that  he  askad  the  solicitors  of  the 

company  to  call  this  meeting ;  but  they  decline  to  do 
an,  or  to  attend  to-Jay  to  stite  the  exiot  position  of 
the  company.  They  object  on  the  ground  of  expense, 
but  have  informed  M<-  Forster  that  they  have  made 
a  conditional  contract  for  sale  for  an  amount  that  will 

1)  pay  interest  due  to  debenture  holders,  (2)  pay 
ubenture  holders  in  full — one  half  in  cash,  and 

one  half  in  preference  shares  in  the  buyers'  company, 
(3^  pay  costs  to  receiver  appointed  by  the  Court  on 
behalf  of  the  debenture  holders.  It  will  ba  observed 

that  there  is  no  provision  mide  for  creditors,  whose 

only  option,  they  say,  is  to  make  them  some  better 
offer. 

C olonel  Yorke,  Board  of  Trade  inspector,  visited 
St.  Helens  on  Friday  and  inspected  the  Peasley 
Cross  section  of  the  St.  Helens  tramways  prior  to 

its  opening  on  the  electric  system.  Colonel  Y'orke afterwards  visited  the  trara  depot  and  the  electricity 

generating  station,  and  also  went  over  the  Prescot 
section  in  order  to  decide  on  the  speed  for  the 
various  gradients.  The  electric  care  commenoel 
ruaniag  on  the  Peasley  Cross  section  on  Monday. 
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(Bux  Illustrations. 
THE    GEXER.VL   ACCIDENT    ASSIRAX<E    CORPOKATIOX 

OFFICES,    PEUTH,    NM). 

This  building  is  at  present  in  course  of  erection 
on  the  site  of  the  old  post-office  at  the  corner  of 

High-street  and  Tay-street.  The  principal  eleva- 
tions are  being  buUt  of  yellow  freestone  from 

Woodbum  (Jaarry,  Cumberland,  with  polished 
Aberdeen  Corrinnie  granite  doorways,  and  red 
stone  columns  in  the  colonnude  of  the  second 
floor.  Internally  the  walls  ot  the  principal  office 
will  be  lined  with  marble  and  finished  in  wainscot. 
The  staircase  will  also  be  of  marble  and  wainscot, 

while  the  general  manager's  room  and  the  board- 
rooms will  be  panelled  in  fumigated  mahogany. 

There  is  a  basement  floor  extending  under  the 
whole  area  of  the  building,  in  which  are  situated 
the  strong-rooms,  store-rooms,  boiler-rooms,  and 
dynamo  and  storage  battery  for  electric  lighting. 
The  level  of  this  floor  is  under  the  iiood-level  of 
the  Kiver  Tay,  and  it  has  therefore  been  specially 
constructed  to  be  watertight,  to  withstand  the 
very  heavy  floods  which  are  so  frequent  in  this 
river.  The  principal  department  on  the  ground 
floor  will  have  desk  accommodation  for  about  SO 

clerks,  with  public  space  and  counter ;  and  the 
department  on  the  second  fli.or  accommodation 

for  about  40  clerks.  The  architect  is  Mr.  George 
P.  K.  Young,  A.K.I.B.A  ,  of  Perth.  The  draw- 

ing which  we  give  was  exhibited  at  the  Koyal 
ScottisH  Academy  this  year  at  Edinburgh. 

MOORFIELDS   CHAPEL    AND    SCHOOL. 

The  chapel  and  school  building  shown  is  about  to 
be  erected  on  the  JIoorfieMs  Estate,  liith.  The 
scheme  consists  of  a  chapel,  accommodating  360, 
together  with  minister's  and  deacons'  vestries, 
and  a  school  building  adjoining,  consisting  of  a 
schoolroom,  o6ft.  6in.  by  30ft.,  accommodatins; 

340  children.  It  is  proposed  to  erect  the  build"- 
ing  with  Bath  stone  walling,  with  wooden  case- 

ments and  frames,  and  tiled  roofs,  the  turret  to  be 
covered  with  oak  shingles.  Messrs.  Silcock  and 
Reay,  of  Bath,  are  the  architects. 

THE    "(;EXERAL    draper,"    ̂ OTWELL^,     mil>TOL. 

This  house  has  lately  been  rebuilt  for  the  owners, 
The  Anglo  Bavarian  lirewery  Co.,  Ltd.  The 
materials  of  which  the  buildings  are  composed 
are  red-facing  bricks,  with  Bath  stone  dressings, 
and  Bridgwater  Broseley  tiles ;  the  whole  of  the 
fittings  to  the  bar  being  in  pitch  pine.  The 
architects  for  the  buildings  were  Jlessrs.  Walter 
S.  Paul  and  James,  A.R  I.B  A.,  of  Cardwell 
Chambers,  Bii-tol.  The  contract  was  carried  out 
by  Mr.  J.  Perkins,  of  Redland,  Bristol. 

ORIGINAL    DRAWINGS    FOR    PAINTED    C.LA.SS    SWISS 
WORK,    MDXXXIX-MDLXXXIV. 

These  spirited  drawings,  one  of  which  bears  the 
<iate  of  1539,  and  the  other  15S4,  have  been  lent 

us  by  Sir  Charles  Uobinson,  from  his  famous 
collection  of  historic  drawings  and  designs. 
Their  style  is  eminently  characteristic  of  Swiss 
work  of  the  period,  full  of  fancy,  and  rich  in 
decorative  detail ;  very  free,  no  doubt,  in  its  sug- 

gestions of  architectural  dctiiil,  and  distingui.shed 
by  a  florid  treatment  of  line,  which  somehow  or 
other  looks  uncommonly  well  in  glass  suitably 
set.  The  stylo  may  be  open  to  many  trite  ob- 

jections :  but  at  least  it  is  decorative,  and  the 
figures,  whatever  else  they  may  lack,  are  full 
of  go  and  dash.  They  are  not  mawkishly 
mediiBval,  neither  do  they  pose  in  lifeless 
iestheticism,  smug  in  the  quiddles  and  quips  of 
arts  and  craftitude.  These  drawings  are  manly 
and  quaint ;  they  are  old  too,  and  anyway,  there- 

fore, are  historically  interesting. 

KOATll    IIR.VNCU    LIllUARV,   lARDIn". 
This  building  is  proposed  to  be  erected  at  the 

junction  of  Newport -road  and  Four  Elms-lane, 
Cardiff.  The  design  illustrated  herewith  was 
placed  first  in  competition  by  the  assessor,  Mr. 
H.  V.  Lanchester,  and  has  been  accejited  by  the 
library  committee  for  execvition.  The  exterior 
will  be  faced  with  pressed  red  bricks,  and  the 
interior  with  pressed  buff  bricks  with  glazed 
brick  dadoes.  The  dressings  will  be  of  Corsham 
Down  stone.  The  roofs  will  be  covered  with 

green  slates.  There  will  be  terazzo  paving  to 

the  lavatories,  porches,  &c.,  and  wood-block 
floors  elsewhere.  The  interior  joinerj'  will  be  of 
pitch-pine  stained  and  varnished.  Natural  venti- 

lation is  intended,  and  the  heating  will  be  by 

means  of  low-pressure  hot  water  with  ventilating 
radiators.  The  building  will  be  lighted  by 
electricity.  The  accepted  tender  is  £2,4GS.  The 
architects  are  Messrs.  Teather  and  Wilson, 
Cardiff. 

HOLY    TRINITY    CHIKOH,    SHIREBROOK. 

It  was  intended  by  the  previous  vicar  of  Shire- 
brook  to  add  to  the  existing  church  a  north  and 
south  aisle,  and  to  enlarge  the  chancel,  which 
would  have  added  160  more  sittings  :  but  upon 

the  present  vicar,  the  Rev.  Edward  Braddon, 
being  appointed  to  the  benefice  in  the  early  part 
of  this  year,  the  original  scheme  was  abandoned, 
and  a  more  adequate  scheme  prepared  for  a  new 
church  to  be  built  on  the  north  side  of  the 

existing  one,  utilising  the  present  church  as  the 

south  aisle  of  the  proposed  church.  The  accom- 
modation provided,  including  the  present  church, 

which  seats  150,  will  be  a  total  of  oGS,  allowing 
20in.  each  person.  The  plan  accompanying  the 
view  explains  the  general  arrangement.  The 
wall  stone  is  the  gift  ot  the  contractor  for  the 
G.N.  Leen  Valley  extension  to  Langwith 
Junction,  Jtr.  W.  H.  Hutchinson,  but  all  the 

labour  and  cartage  has  to  be  addel.  It  is  pro- 
posed to  face  the  inside  walls  and  all  jambs  and 

arches  to  windows  and  the  arcade  arches  in 

•■incaster  stone  ;  window-sills  and  copings,  and 
buttress  weatherings  to  be  in  white  Mansfield 
stone.  The  floor  will  be  in  pitch-pine  wood  blocks. 
Tenders  have  been  obtained  for  the  first  section — 
the  nave  and  north  aisle.  The  cost  is  about 

£■2,000  ;  the  complete  building  will  cost  £4.000. 
The  architect  is  Mr.  Hedley  T.  Price,  A.R.I.B..\., 
of  Low  Pavement,  Nottingham. 

Work  has  been  commenced  on  the  construction  of 
the  Truro  and  Newquay  Railway.  The  contractor is  Mr.  A.  Carkeek. 

The  Sboreditch  Technical  Institute,  which  is 
conducted  by  the  London  Technical  Education 
Board,  in  the  buildings  formerly  occupied  by  the 
Aske's  Schools,  Hoxton,  has  opened  with  over  300 
students.  The  trade  classes  formerly  carried  on  at 
the  Sboreditch  Municipal  Technical  School  and 
Finsbury  Technical  College  have  been  transferred 
to  the  new  institute,  and  a  domestic  economy  school 

has  been  established,  to  which  ',', )  scholars  have  besn 
appointed  by  the  board.  The  buildings  have  under- 

gone thorough  renovation,  and  have  been  adapted 
to  the  purposes  of  a  technical  institute.  Alditional 
workshops  are  being  erected. 

The  scheme  of  th*  Ripon  Corporation  for  the  ex- 
tension of  the  city  boondaries,  as  embi  died  in  their 

application  to  the  Local  Government  Buard  for  a 
Provisional  (Jtder,  has  now  been  issued.     The  area 
proposed  to  be  incorporated  is  larger  than  that  at 

'  first  soggested,  and  includes  the  whole  of  the  town- 
ships of  Biehopton  and  Sharow,  and  part  of  T.ittle- 

.  thorpe.     'The  addition  to  Ripon  would  be  an  area  of 
I  1,212  acres,  ratable    value   £7,300,   and  estimated 
population   9.5'^.     This    would    give    the    propostd 
extended  city  an  area  of  2,7;t2  acres,  ratable  value 

I  £40,603,  and  population  9,4o>.     The  whole  of  the 
,  new  area  can  be  drained  naturally  to  the  Ripon 
I  Sewage  Farm. 

BOOKS  RECEIVED. 

V/io's  irho  for  1899  (London :  A.  and  C. 

Black,  Soho-square),  is  as  up-to-date  and  attrac- 
tive as  ever.  No  one  who  has  to  make  himself 

acquainted  with  the  history  and  antecedents  of 

people  with  whom  he  comes  into  public  or  busi- 

ness relations  (and  what  architect  hasn't )")  should 
be  without  it.   T/u:  City  I)iar;i  for  1900,  pub- 

lished at  the  offices  of  the  dty  Pr'ss,  has  in 

previous  years  presented  a  week's  days  at  view  ; but  this  year  only  three  days  appear  on  each  page, 

and  consequently  much  greater  epace  than  before 
is  available  for  the  noting  of  business  memoranda. 

CHIPS. 

The  appointmentof  Mr.  Arthur  Gates,  F.R.I.B.A., 
as  a  member  of  the  Tribunal  of  Appeal  expiring 
by  effluxion  of  time  on  December  31,  the  London 
County  Council  have  reappointed  Mr.  Gates  a 
member  of  that  Tribunal  for  the  term  of  iive  years 
commencing  January  1,  1900,  under  sections  175 
and  1 70  of  the  London  Building  Act,  1S94. 

The  Town  Cross  at  North  WaUbam  has  just  been 
restored  by  Messrs.  Cornish  and  Gaymer,  of  that town. 

A  strong  protest  will  be  made  against  the  pro- 
posal to  puU  down  St.  Ethelburga's,  Bishopsgate, 

both  on  archaeological  and  utilitarian  grounds.  It 
is  an  ancient  Early  Perpendicular  building,  and 

presents  a  good  idea  of  what  a  Medi;i-val  City 
church  was  on  a  small  scale.  The  present  east 
window,  which  is  an  excellent  study  of  old  models, 

was  one  of  Kemp's  earliest  work. 
An  interesting  M.S  ha^  lately  been  given  to  the 

Lichfield  Cithedral  library  by  the  lliv,  T.  Gams, 

vicar  of  Hilderstone.  It  contains  the  treatise  "  Oa 
Contemplation,"  which  was  written  by  St.  Ber- 

nard, Abbot  of  Clairvaulx,  and  sent  in  parts  to  his 
friend  and  former  pupil,  Pope  Eugenius  III.  (1145 
— 1153).  The  MS.  has  twenty -seven  leaves,  vellum, 
9in,  by  0^'in.,  and  is  written  in  an  English  hand  of 
the  14th  century.  The  MS.  comes  from  the  Ash- bumham  library. 

At  Peterborough  a  new  Liberal  Club  is  in  course 
of  erection  in  Liiicoln-road.  The  frontage  will  be 
occupied  by  seven  shops,  and  over  these  will  be  a 
reception-room,  reading-room,  billiard  -  room, 
smoke-room,  committer*  room",  ladies' room,  kitchen, 
caretaker's  residence,  \ :.  The  premises  will  be  so 
arranged  that  by  the  removal  of  a  partition  a  large 
room  may  be  obtaint'd  suitable  for  public  meetings, 
\c.  Mr.  A.  W,  Rudlle  is  the  architect,  and  Mr. 
D.  Gray,  also  of  Potorborough,  the  builder.  The 
cost  is  about  £4,000. 

The  urban  district  counciil  of  Paignton,  South 
Devon,  have  adopted  a  report  on  the  new  water 
scheme.  The  proposal  is  to  bring  a  water  supply 
from  Holme  Moor,  Dirtmoor,  to  purchase  700  acres 
of  laud,  and  to  coustruct  a  reservoir  holding  ISO 
million  gallons.  A  dam  will  be  coLStructed  50ft. 
high  and  between  400  ft,  and  500ft,  long.  The  water 
is  to  be  conveyed  to  Paignton  by  a  9in.  main.  The 
cost  of  the  land  at  Hulma  and  Uarldon  is  estimated 

at  £S,000,  and  the  remainder  of  the  scheme,  reser- 
voirs, pipes.  L^c,  is  put  down  at  £3S,19S,  making 

together  £4G,19S  lOi.  for  the  entire  scheme. 

Some  time  ago  a  proposal  was  made  for  the 
erection  of  a  new  pier  and  pavilion  for  .\yr.  A 
minute  has  now  been  signed  butween  the  magistrates 
and  council  on  theone  baud,  and  Mr.  Purvr),  C.E., 
Edinburgh,  on  the  other,  on  bohalf  of  a  company  to 
be  afterwards  formed.  The  pavilion  is  to  be  fitted 
with  a  stage  and  other  accessories  necessary  for 
theatrical  performances.  The  term  of  lease  is  to  be 
fifty  years  from  1900,  and  at  the  end  of  that  time 
the  council  shall  be  entitled  to  take  over  the  pier 
and  pavilion  at  a  valuation.  Plans  of  the  work 
have  been  submitted  to  the  corporation,  Eind 

generally  approved  of, 
A  new  Wesleyan  chapel  was  opened  at  Emping- 

ham  last  wet-k.  It  has  bfen  hudt  by  Messrs.  Hmson 
Bros.,  Stamford,  whn  al^o  supplied  the  designs.  The 
buildings  are  Etrly  G  jthic  i:i  style.  They  consist 

of  nave,  with  chancel,  minister's  vestry,  classroom, 
and  schoolroom.  The  chapel  is  40ft.  by  27ft.,  and 
will  seat  225  persons.  Tne  schoolroom  is  27ft.  by 
20ft.,  and  will  accommodate  about  125  children. 
The  roofs  are  covered  with  red  tiles,  the  walls  are  of 

rough  dressed  stone,  with  fret-atone  dressings  to  the 
windows,  buttresjies,  and  copings.  The  intem&l 
fittings  are  of  selected  pitch-pine  and  varnished. 

The  new  workhouse  infirmary,  Horsham,  is  being 

warmed  and  vuutiUted  by  means  of  .Shorland's 
patent  Manchest«*r  stoves  with  descending  smoke- 
fines  and  pitent  Maiicbe-ter  grates,  the  same  being 

supplied  by  .Messrs.  E.  H.  Shorland  and  H.-other,  oi Manchester. 

X  meeting  of  the  Glasgow  Architectural  Society 
was  held  on  Monday  evening  in  the  rooms  of  the 
Philosophical  S  ciety,  lU'h-street,  Glasgow,  when 
Mr,  William  IIo»at,  I.M.,  F  S.I.,  read  a  paper 

entitled  "  The  Measurer  and  his  Work," 
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Bttitomfl  JitUlligena. 
J3L.UK111IIN.— The  New  IVlaio  Theatre  wm 

opened  on  Monday.  There  ia  seating  arrom- 
modation  for  over  2,0U0  poreona,  with  standing room  in  addition.  It  is  a  two-tier  house.  There 
are  three  divisions  on  the  ground  floor— fauteuils, 
stiiUs,  and  pit— the  popular  part  being  raised  as 
an  amphitheatre.  The  house  is  o(  fire-reeisting 
construction  throughout,  and  the  proscenium 
opening  is  fitted  with  a  fireproof  asbestos  (  urtsin 
and  water-sprinkler.  The  prevailing  tone  in  the 
scheme  of  colour  decoration  is  Itose  du  Barri. 
The  house  is  lighted  throughout  by  electricity! 
and  there  will  be  a  novelty  on  each  side  of  the 
proscenium  opening  in  a  couple  of  illuminated 
turn  clocks,  a  labour-saving  device  invented  and 
patented  by  the  architect.  There  are  fourteen 
dressing-rooms  in  close  proximity  to  the  stage. Saloons,  foyers,  bars,  and  cloakrooms  have  been 
provided  for  each  part  of  the  house.  The  exterior 
U  treated  in  red  brick,  with  modelled  and  carved 
drMsings.  Mr.  \\ .  II.  Arber,  of  ,1.  T.  Wimperis 
and  Arber,  architects,  of  Sackville-street,  London, 
has    superintended    the    whole    building.      The 
?;eneral   contractor  is    Mr.    S.    F.   Kavidson,  of 
fewcastle-on-Tyne.     The  outlay  has  been  about £30,000. 

Falkirk.— On  Saturday  afternoon  the  new 
\  olunteer  Drill  Hall  was  formally  opened.  The 
hall,  which  is  built  of  red  sandstone,  has  a  frontage 
to  Comely  Park-terrace  and  High  Station-road 
The  building,  facing  High  Station-road,  isatwo- 
atory  one.  On  the  ground  flat  there  is  the  armoury 
(fitted  for  300  rilles  and  equipment),  officers'  room, 
non-commissioned  officers'  room,  orderly-room' etore,  and  lavatories.  On  the  upper  flat  there 
IB  a  reading  and  recreation  room,  and  the  rooms 
of  the  sergeant  instructor.  Behind  is  the  drill 
hall  proper,  which  is  400ft.  in  length  by  60ft. 
wide,  and  in  the  rear  is  a  store  for  gymnastic 
apparatus,  &c.  The  hall  his  a  plain  but  sub- 

stantial front,  and  on  the  gable  top  is  carved  the 
regimental  crest,  ilessrs.  A.  and  W.  Black, 
Falkirk,  were  the  architects  of  the  building,  the 
cost  of  which  is  about  £2,500. 
Leeds. — The  Leeds  markets  committee  de- 

finitely decided  on  Tuesday  to  recommend  the 
•oity  council  to  adopt  the  plans  prepaed  by Messrs.  I.eeming  and  Leeming,  architects,  West- 

minster, for  the  erection  of  a  new  markpt  hall  on 
the  site  of  the  present  covered  market  in  Kirkgate. 
Some  months  ago  the  committee  offered  three 
premiums  for  the  best  plans  submitted  to  them. 
Many  designs  were  received,  Mr.  W.  Emerson, 
now  President  of  the  Royal  Institute  of  British 
Architects,  who  was  calUd  in  as  umpire,  award- 

ing Messrs.  Leeming  and  Leeming  the  first 
premium  of  tl50.  The  carrying  out  of  their 
plans  it  was  estimated  would  cost  €"3,000.  On Tuesday  the  committee  resolved  to  have  the 
building  made  :2ft.  higher,  so  as  to  allow  a  little 
more  space  on  the  first  floor.  This  alteration  will 
increase  the  cost  by  about  .£7,000,  bringing  up 
the  total  to  'JSO,000.  Built  of  stone,  the  struc- 

ture will  be  two  stories  high,  with  a  frontage  of 
275ft.  to  Vicar-lane,  with  smaller  frontages  to Lndgate  Hill  and  Kirkgate.  It  will  cover  an 
area  of  about  3,000  square  yards,  or  rather  more 
than  the  present  market.  The  position  will  be 
slightly  diflMrent  owing  to  a  strip  of  land  about 
30ft.  wide  being  required  for  making  Vicar-lane 
a  uniform  width  of  7^)11.  Additional  land  at  the 
Tear,  however,  will  bo  taken  by  the  corporation  of 
Harper-street,  .ind  this  will  more  than  equalise 
the  area  taken  off  the  front  of  the  present  site. 
The  designs  show  a  structure  in  the  Renaissance 
style,  surmounted  by  domes  and  turrets.  The 
building  is  surrounded  by  twentv-three  large 
shops  fronting  into  Vi,  ar-lane,  Kirkgate,  and 
Ludgate  Hill.  In  addition,  eighty-six  smaller 
shops  are  shown  fronting  in  the  market.  About 
half  of  these  arc  in  the  balcony.  In  the  middle 
of  the  market,  underneath  the  central  dome,  ia  a 
large  clock,  around  which  are  a.  number  of  stalls. 
Altogether,  there  is  a  space  for  eighty-four  open 
stalls.  The  roof  will  be  of  glass,  the  outside 
framework  being  coated  with  lead,  so  that  when 
the  building  is  finished,  no  repainting  will  at  any time  be  there  required.  Two  main  entrances  are 
shown— one  at  the  junction  of  \'icar-lano  and Kirkgate,  the  other  at  the  corner  of  Vicar-lane 
and  Ludgate  Hill.  ( )per  each  of  these  is  a  dome. 
The  decision  of  the  committee,  of  course,  re- 

quires the  confirmation  of  the  city  council  before 
tenders  can  be  invited  to  carry  out  the  work. 

Maid.v  Vale,   W.— Mr.    William    Urquhart, 

1. '-.C,  on  Siturday  afternron  kid  the  fuinda- 
tion-stone  of  a  new  tire-station  at  I-Mgwarc-road, 
in  the  Maida  Hill  district.  The  sUtion  whii  h  is 

about  to  U'  built  has  been  designed  u\>  tn  lines 
embodying  the  moat  recent  experience  of  the 
Fire  Brigade.  The  accommodati^'n  to  be  pro- 

vided will  be  :— ( >n  the  ground  tlijor,  the  engine- 
rooHi  for  one  steamer,  one  horse  fire-escape,  and 
one  hose-cart,  while  one  additional  escape  will  be 

kept  in  the  yard  ;  watch-room,  recreation-room, 
and  stable  for  four  horsCs.  On  the  upper  floors 
will  be  the  tenements  for  occupation  by  one 
station  officer,  nine  married  firemen,  and  two 
coachmen  ;  and  in  the  basement  will  be  arranged 
the  workshop,  coal  stores  stoking  apparatus,  and 
other  accessories.  The  building,  which  will  be 
lighted  by  electricity,  will  be  erected  by  the 
Work  J  l>epartment  of  the  London  County 
Council  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £13,210,  in 

addition  to  £7,200  paid  for  the  site.  It  is 
expected  that  the  building  will  be  ready  for 
occupation  in  August,  1900. 

\i-iLSToN,  Gi.AS(iow.— The  (ilen  Halls,  .Veil- 
ston,  the  gift  of  Sirs.  Glen,  were  opened  last  week. 
They  are  Scotch  Renaissance  in  style.  The  lesser 
hall  occupies  the  whole  frontage  of  the  upper 
floor,  and  is  lighted  by  nmllioned  windows.  The 
frontage  is  built  of  red  freestone,  the  steep- 
pitched  roof  slated  with  light  sea-grten  slates, 
finished  with  red  ridge  tiles,  and  a  circular 
ventilation  turret  with  a  flat-domed  roof, 
covered  with  copper,  is  placed  on  the  ridge.  The 
main  hall,  which  seats  440  persons,  has  a 
coved  and  panelled  ceiling,  the  central 
portion  showing  an  open-timber  roof.  On  each 
side  are  circular-headed  windows,  glazed  in 
tinted  glass.  A  small  gallery  with  panelled 
front  runs  across  one  end  of  the  hall,  and  at  the 
other  is  the  platform,  retiring-rooms,  kitchen, 
lavatories,  &c.  The  lessor  hall  seats  200  persons, 
and  is  decorated  in  keeping  with  the  main  hall. 
The  buildings  are  heated  by  hot  water  pipes  and 
radiators.  'I'he  architect  is  Mr.  John  B.  Wilson. 
.\.K  I.B.A.,  Glasgow,  Mr.  John  Young  being 
the  clerk  of  works. 

NouwK  11  C.vTiiEDKAi.. — The  dedication  of  the 
new  organ  erected  in  Xorwich  Cathedral  took 
place  at  a  special  service  held  on  Tuesday  in  the 
nave,  which  has  recently  been  cleaned  from 
whitewash  and  paint,  and  restored  through  the 
munificence  of  Sir  Samuel  Hoare,  JI.P.,  and 
Lady  Hoare.  Mr.  Hugh  Barclay  has  given  a 
celestial  organ,  and  the  keyboard  is  connected  by 
means  of  an  electric  cable  with  pipes  placed  at  the 
extreme  east-end  of  the  cathedral,  Sojft.  from  the 
main  organ,  which  is  erected  on  the  screen.  The 

wind  is  supplied  by  a  gas-engine  placed  outside 
the  cathedral,  which  works  power  pumps,  the 
pressure  being  conveyed  in  pipes  to  the  north 
triforium,  and  there  used  to  operate  four  hydraulic 
engines,  which  are  under  the  immediate  control 
of  the  organist  at  the  keyboard.  Messrs.  Xorman 

and  Beard,  of  N'orwich,  were  the  builders  of  the instrument. 

Poi'LAu;  E.  —  The  foundation-stone  of  the 
Island  Baths,  Glengall-road,  MiUwall,  was  laid 
on  Thursday  in  last  week.  The  building,  which 
is  to  be  erected  by  the  Poplar  Vestry  upon  land 

between  West  I'erry-road  and  MiUwall  Dock, 
will  have  a  frontage  of  110ft.  and  a  depth  of 

230ft.  There  will  be  men's  second-class  private 
baths  for  forty,  mnn's  first-clasj  for  nine,  and 
women's  baths  for  five,  and  a  large  plunge-bath 
available  for  all.  .\  main  corridor,  sit.  (Jin.  wide 
and  45ft.  long,  will  be  placed  in  the  centre  of  the 

building.  The  slipper-baths  will  have  slate  divi- 
sions, painted  for  second  class  and  enamelled  for 

first  class ;  the  more  expensive  buths  will  be 
porcelain,  and  the  others  of  enamelled  iron.  The 
lighting  and  ventilation  will  be  by  windows 
placed  about  13ft.  above  the  floor.  The  pond  of 
the  plunge-bath  will  be  75ft.  by  3  >ft. ;  3ft.  6in. 
depth  of  water  at  the  south  end,  and  Gft.  Gin.  at 
the  deepest  part  near  the  north  end  of  the  bath. 
Dressing- boxes  of  i  Iregon  pine,  with  little  front 
doors,  will  bo  put  rouml  the  bath  on  the  level  of 
the  platform,  and  there  will  be  a  gallery  on  all 
sides.  The  architects  are  Messrs.  Clarkson,  of 
High-street,  Poplar,  and  Bloomsbury.  Messrs. 
!•".  and  T.  Thorne,  local  builders,  of  Minchester- 
road,  Cubitt  Town,  have  takin  the  work  bv  con- 

tract for  £10,400.  Ttie  superatrucl-.ire  will  bo  of 
stock  brickwork,  with  red  bricks  sparingly  used. 

Welsh  generally  and  green  Westmoreland  slating 
for  front,  and  granolithic  for  the  floors,  including 
the  gallery  floor,  are  employed. 

RocuKsTKu  Castlk. — The  repair  of  the  foro- 

'ouUding  of  the  ancient  keep  of  this  castle,  which 

has  been  carried  out  under  the  supervision  of  Mr. 
George  Payne,  F.S.A. ,  secretary  of  the  Kent 
Archaeological  Society,  is  now  completed.  The 
battlements  were  found  to  be  in  a  very  ruinous 
state,  while  the  eastern  wall  of  the  chapel,  the 
remains  of  the  roof  of  the  chancel,  and  the 

chancel  arch  were  also  is  great  need  of  restora- 
tion. The  original  Norman  masonry  has  been 

disturbed  as  little  as  possible.  Daring  the 

repairs  to  the  roof  line  of  the  nave,  a  fine  Xorman 
two-light  window  was  discovered  blocked  up  in 
the  south  wall  (the  north  wall  of  the  keepl,  and 
this  has  been  opened  by  the  removal  of  the 
plastering.  Another  interesting  discovery  was 
made  in  the  State  dungeon,  an  air-shaft  com- 

municating with  the  lower  dungeon  being  found 

and  opened. 

CHIPS. 

Berlin  is  soon  to  have  an  architectural  museum  on 

a  large  scale.  It  will  be  built  on  a  site  near  the 
Rjyal  Technical  College  at  Cbarlottenlierg. 
Another  antiqnarian  discovery  of  interest  has 

been  mide  at  Dorchester,  Dorset.  Workmen  who 
were  engaged  in  making  excavations  for  the  erection 
of  a  near  branch  of  the  Devon  and  Cornwall  Bank 
in  South-street  came  upon  a  Roman  pavement  of 
large  dimensions  and  elaborate  design.  The  teisnir 
are  unusually  small,  and  some  of  the  colours  un- 

common. Great  cire  is  being  taken  in  unearthing 
the  relic,  which  the  directors  of  the  bank  have 
decided  to  present  to  the  Dorset  County  Museum. 

Permission  has  just  been  obtained  from  the  Daan 
and  Chapter  for  a  memorial  to  the  officers  and  men 
of  the  Ist  Bittalion  Buffs  (East  Kent  Rejiment), 
who  fell  in  the  Chitral  and  Xorth-We^t  Frontier 
Campaigns,  to  be  erected  in  the  nave  of  Canterbury 
Cathedral.  The  ceremony  of  cnveiling  the  memorial 
will  take  place  in  January. 

John  CrowBon,  described  as  an  architect,  was 
charged  at  the  Birmingham  Assizes  with  the  wilful 
murder  of  Sarah  Ann  Dolman,  with  whom  he 
cohabited.  The  woman  was  discoverei  on  the 

kitchen  floor  on  the  morning  of  Xoveml)er  2.')  with 
a  wound  through  the  right  ear.  The  evidence  of 
medical  men  who  examined  the  body  differed,  and 
the  police  surgeon  said  the  wound  might  have  bsen 
caused  by  a  fall.  The  jury  said  they  were  agreed 
that  there  was  no  case.     Prisoner  was  discharged. 

A  complimentary  dinner  was  given  on  Tuesday 
night,  at  the  Criterion  Restaurant,  to  Sir  John 

Donnelly,  on  his  retirflment  after  forty  years' service  as  held  of  the  Department  of  Science  and 
Art  at  South  Kensington.  Sir  John  Gorst,  M.P., 

vice-president  of  the  council,  occupied  the  chair. 
The  Bolton  Streets  Committee  have  recommended 

the  appointment  of  Mf.  A  L.  Morgan,  A.M.I.C.E. 
deputy  engineer  for  the  borough  of  St.  Helens,  to 
the  post  of  borough  enpinpter  for  the  Bolton  Cor- 

poration. The  salary  is  £600  per  annum.  Mr.  M*. H.  Brown  is  promoteil  to  be  assistant  borough  sur- 
veyor, and  Mr.  Broekhink,  the  present  surveyor, 

becomes  consulting  engineer. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  .\bbey  Restoration  Executive 
Committee,  held  at  Bith  Guildhall  on  Friday,  Mr. 
T.  G.  Jackson,  R.A..  the  architect,  was  authorised 
to  proceed  with  such  work  on  the  west  front  and 
other  portions  of  ttie  fabric  as  the  committee  felt 
luatified  iu  uudertakiug.  It  was  announced  that 
ilr.  John  P.  Cirriogton,  of  London,  had  expressed 
his  willioguess  to  undertake  the  cost  of  the  carved 
canopies  over  the  Apostles  St.  Peter  and  St.  Paul  at 
the  west  front.  Toe  cost  will  be  over  £150,  and  the 

committee  gladly  accepted  the  offer. 
The  ancient  church  of  St.  Chad,  Slowe,  Staffs, 

has  for  some  time  past  been  undergoing  restora- 
tion. The  old,  high-backe'l,  inclosed  pews  are  now 

to  give  way,  in  the  south  aisfp,  to  open  seats.  They 
have  been  constructed  by  ftfr.  R  Bridgeman,  of 
Lichfield,  from  the  de«iifns  for  the  restoration  of 
the  church  prepared  by  Mf  J  Oldrid  Soott,  F.S,.\. 
The  seats  are  of  solid  oak.  erected  on  a  foundation 
of  concrete,  with  wood  blocks.  The  new  seats 

were  aedicated  by  the  Bishop  of  L'chlield  on 

Sunday. 

Mr.  John  Bothams,  city  surveyor  of  Ssilisbury, 
appointed  in  1S53.  celebrated  his  golden  wedding 
last  week.  Previous  to  his  appointment  at  Xew 
Sirum  he  was  engaged  on  the  ISlackwall  Riilway, 
with  the  statiouary -engine  system,  and  then  at 
Amsterdam  as  one  of  the  engineers  during  the 
construction  of  the  waterworks.  He  is  still  in  good 
health,  and  takes  part  with  his  son,  the  assistant 
city  surveyor,  in  the  discharge  of  the  duties  of  the 

app  ointment. 
The  new  buildings  for  the  Royal  London  Oph- 

thalmic Hospital,  erected  in  the  City-road,  at  a  cost 
of  £N0,00O,  from  plana  by  Mr.  Keith  D.  Yonng, 
were  formally  opened  on  Thursday  in  last  week. 
Ttie  sale  of  the  old  hospital  in  Moorfields,  adjoin- 

ing Broad  Street  Station,  realised  £7'S,000,  and  in 
the  new  building  13S  beds  can  be  provided. 
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TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

fWe  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opiniona  of 
our  correapondenta.     All    commiuucatious    shoxild  be 
drawn  up  as  briefly  as  pos^^ible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  is  particularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
eommunicatioDs  respecting  illuatrations  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Bhildino 

NswB,  332,  Btrand.  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.    Delay  is  not  imfrequently  otherwise  caused. 

Ail  drawings  and  other  commimi cations  are  sent  at  con- tributors' risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  xmdertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheqnes  and  Post-office  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
The  SxaAHD  NawsPAPsa  Company,  Liuited. 

NOTICE. 

Bound  eopiea  of  Vol.  LXXVT.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  {price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A.  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI..  XXX 11  .  XXXni., 
XXXIV.,  XXXIX.,  XU..  XLIV.,  XLVI..  XLIX., 
U.,  Lin..  LIV..  LV..  LIX..  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn., 
LXIV.,  LXV..  LXVm..  LXIX.,  LXX..  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXm.,  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  T.XXVI. 
may  still  be  had.  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  aa 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS  OF  SUBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom;  for  Oemada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  Statt.-'.  £1  Ss.  Od.  (orSdols.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  68.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6a.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cftpe.  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  68.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
menta,  PubUc  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
la  la.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  charge  being  68.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneooe 
ftad  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise* 
menta)  la  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  48.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
Insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2a.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  Line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  le*s  than  6s. 

Advertisement*  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
muat  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
insertion. 

SiTUATIOKS. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  '*  Situations  Vacant " 
or '*  Situations  Wanted  "  is  One  Shilling  kob  Twbstt- 
foitbWordb,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  Situation  AdvertisemerUs  mttst  be  prepaid. 

fiECEivKD.— B.  of  T.  W.— J.  W.  V.  and  Co.— G.  P.  L.— 
Drummer.— J.  T.— Stucco.-  S.  H-  Bros.— Parvise.— 
M.  M.  and  Co.  -L.-N.  D.  R  -A.  C— D.  R  and  Co.— 
E.  and  Co.- J.  C.  L.— P.  P.  and  Son.— F.  and  Cj. 

S:nkee.— Well  puddled  clay  really  stands  a9  well  :  but 
they  can  make  you  put  in  concrete. 

Admibeb.— Principally  from  1S67  to  about  157.5.  Always 
brilliant  and  instructive,  as  you  say  ;  but  personally 
terribly  unreliable. 

Seaside.— Beach  shifts  so.  that  is  the  wor:9t  of  it;  how 
would  an  old-fashioned  red-tile  pith  do  ' 

■G^vN-EE.- Diespeker  and  Co  ;  GeaTy.  Walker,  and  Co.; 
Mainzer  and  Co-.  Ltd. ;  Mosaic  JIanufacturing  Co. ;  or 

J.  and  H.  Patteson.  See  "Directory"  pages  for addresses. 

TROrBLEsoME. — You  Want  no  sunk  atokery  with  one  of 
Messenger  and  Co.'s  "  Loughborough  "  boilers. 

"Noisy.- Pug  the  floors  with  silicate  cotton. 

■C.  T.— Ewart's  "Empress"  chimney-pot  is  an  excellent 
one. 

Comspoit^tntt 
HOWARD'S   GARDEN'    CITY. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  Bliluixg  News. 

Sir, — Considering  that  the  "housing  problem  " 
is  forced  upon  U9  mainly  by  Cobbett's  "  great 
wen"  of  London,  about  half  of  whose  present 
people  we  would  transport  to  a  better  city  or  cities, 
the  question  whether  we  aim  at  a  single  model 
Metropolis,  or  at  70  or  SO  new  cities,  like  Mr. 
Howard,  would  seem,  as  Sir.  Linder  says  p.  761), 

a  "  Tital  point."  If  ho  "  has  done  well  to  take 
a  firm  position,"  it  narrows  the  scheme  im- 

mensely. In  the  Echo  of  Friday.  Dec.  S,  he  was 

.isked,  "  Is  your  association  a  close  body,  Mr. 
Howard;  "  and  answered,  "It  is  open  to  all 
men  and  women  who  are  ready  to  help  forward 

the  scheme."  Xow,  if  this  means  the  scheme  for 
numerous  garden  cities  of  32,000  each,  and  that. 

as  said  in  the  Ech'j.  "before  the  population 

reaches  30,000  a  new  town  muet  be  built,"  in- 
volving a  new  purchase  of  another  G,000  acres,  a 

new  municipality,  new  drain  schemes,  new  water 

supply,  a  new  town-hall,  and  other  buildings, 
ic'i.,  I  cannot  think  many  shareholders  are  to  be 

expected.  I  should  gladly  help  in  a  scheme  for  a 
single  garden  city,  free  to  expand  to  a  million  at 
least ;  but  the  limitation  to  32,000  would  repel 
me,  and  I  should  think  most  of  the  employers  or 

"  manufacturers,"  as  they  are  popularly  but 

wrongly  termed)  that  he  anticipates  as  share- 

holders. 
The  reference  to  the  Israelites'  camp  (p.  GST) 

was  merely  to  show  that  the  idea  of  housing  a 

population  approaching  that  of  London  in  a  small 
space  is  not  new,  nor  involving  unhealthiness. 

This,  indeed,  the  mere  fact  of  London's  death- 
rate  being  now  lower  than  that  of  most  other 
capitals,  and  of  hundreds  of  smaller  cities,  proves 
of  itself.  In  describing  my  plan,  founded  on 

avoiding  right  angles,' and  substituting  those  of 
120'  I  purposely  avoided  any  d(;taila  beyond  those 
of  Mr.  Howard's  plan,  and,  therefore,  the  number 
of  stories  and  way  of  filling  up  the  hexagons. 
But  when  Mr.  Lander  attacks  it,  he  is  self-con- 

tradictory. First  he  says  I  have  "  no  arteries," 
and  then  that  foot-passengers  "  have  to  cross  a 
main  street  at  every  few  yards."  In  fact,  the 
latter  would  better  describe  Howard's  plan  in 
"To-morrow,"  where  the  blocks,  instead  of 
being  all  alike,  are  of  four  most  awkward  shapes 
in  IS  different  positions  as  to  bearings.  The 

traffic  would  there  "have  to  wend  its  circui'ous 

and  tedious  way  as  best  it  might."  The  cross- 
ings in  my  plan  are  two  in  every  2:)()  yards,  or 

15  per  mile,  not  an  unusual  number  in  modern 
London.  The  division  of  streets  into  broad  and 
narrow  which  he  takes  thence  hardly  exists  in 

Paris,  and  is  utterly  purposeless  in  a  well-planned 
town,  where  all  carriageways  are  thoroughfares. 
In  fact,  the  three  railway  streets  in  my  plan  are 

the  only  ones  I  would  give  the  width  of  b'lit., and  reduce  all  others  to  3!i.  All  being  equally 
arteries  or  thoroughfares,  none  have  any  claim  to 
be  wider  than  others. 

My  general  notion  of  the  he-tagons  was  to 
make  their  outer  fronts  the  only  dwellings,  their 

inside  being  the  place  for  factories.  But  in  some 
of  them  the  whole  might  be  dwellings,  approached 

by  footway  streets  running  north  and  south. 
Examples  in  London  of  this  kind  of  street,  but 

unluckily  placed  the  worst  possible  way  east  and 

west,  are  Cecil-court  and  St.  Martin's-court, 
from  St.  Martin's-lane  to  Charing  Cross-road. 
But  where  there  are  schools,  a  wider  court  woiild 

serve  as  a  playground.  But  where  factories 

occupy  the  interior,  they  might  cover  the  whole 
space  in  their  ground  floor,  the  upper  floors  being 
limited  in  an  east  and  we*t  direction,  leaving  the 

ground  floor  to  be  lighted  by  skylights.  -VU 

ranges  of  building,  except  the  northward  fronts 
of  each  hexagon,  are  meant  to  run  meridionally, 
each  side  receiving  sun  half  of  every  day. 

Heights  must  be  limited,  except  at  the  six 
comers  of  a  hexagon,  which  may  be  like  towers. 
The  four  fronts  that  look  north,  east,  and  w.ist 

might  be  limited  to  SOtt.  ;  the  other  meridional 

buildings  to  once  and  a  half  the  clear  interval 
between  them ;  but  the  two  south  fronts  limited 

to  lOft.,  so  that  every  court  or  passage  would 
receive  sun  every  day — its  south  wall,  lOft.  high, 
being  the  only  one  always  shaded. 

The  remarks  about  the  difference  between  a 

park  and  open  country  seem  intended  to  apply 

against  Howard's  city  and  in  favour  of  mine. 

He  has  a  ring  of  London-like  town  around  a 

central  park  of  145  acres,  smaller  than  St. 
James's  Park.  Mine  has  six  parks,  as  I  call 

them,  but  really  open  country  unenclosed.  The 

"vast  and  ugly  growth  of  'modern  cities"  is 
entirely  prevented,  and  every  dwelling  is  within 

half  a  mile  of  open  countn-.  "  I'his  remains  truer for  a  city  of  000,000  than  Howard  makes  it  for 

32,000.  All  have  "  immediate  daily  conbict  with 

all  forms  of  beauty,  of  which  the  greatest  is 

Nature  herself."  Of  course  it  is  obvious  that  an 

A.R.I.B.A.  prefers  the  prospect  of  SO  now  cities 

to  that  of  one  only.  But  AA.R.I.B.A.  are  not  a 
kind  of  creatures  meant  to  exist  in  our  model 

community.  Cities  of  at  least  000,000  are  emi- 
nently necessary  and  desirable  in  these  days. 

The  naming  of  streets  again  is  shown,  by 

p.  7G1,  to  be  a  matter  of  tirst-rate  importance. 

We  want  no  Eflingham  House,  .\rundel-street, 
that  has  no  connection  with  Ellingham  or  Arundel. 

numbers,  and  Effingham  House  is  hardly  admis- 

sible anywhere.  Even  "  Conservative  "  Britishers 
have  rejected  such  naming  of  houses. 

A  single  garden  metropolis  is  what  most  of  us 
desire  to  found,  and  not  80  or  100  garden-cities 
falsely  so  caUed. — I  am,  &c., 

E.  L.  Gaubett. 

THAMES  BARGE  5I.\TCHES. 

Silt, — My  firm  has  received  a  copy  of  the 
circular  signed  by  Mr.  J.  A.  Famfield,  the  hon. 
sec.  of  the  committee  of  the  Thames  Sailing 

Barge  Match,  stating  that  it  is  not  considered 

prudent  to  hold  a  Sailing  Barge  Match  in  1000. 

As  in  this  circular  my  firm's  name  is  men- 
tioned, I  am  desired  on  their  behalf  to  say  that 

their  objection  to  the  Thames  and  also  Medway 

barge-sailing  matches  is  that  the  bona  fide 

working  barges  have  been  excluded. 
For  reasons  well  known,  the  registered  ton- 

nage of  over  '.10  per  cent,  of  the  barges  working 

in  the  Thames  and  Midway  does  not  exceed  1.5 

toas.  My  lirm  have  the  courage  of  their  con- 
victions, and  I  am  desired  by  them  to  say  that 

they  are  willing  to  offer  a  cup  of  100  guineas,  to 

be  sailed  for  under  the  following  conditions  : — 

1.  To  be  sailed  for  three  years,  commencing  in 

1900.  In  the  fourth  year  the  winners  of  the 

three  preceding  years  to  sail,  and  the  cup  to 

be  the  absolute  property  of  the  winner  of  such 
race. 

2.  The  winner  in  any  one  year  not  to  sail 

again  until  the  fourth  year. 

3.  The  race  to  be  sailed  in  the  Thames  \  acht  - 

ing  Week,  and  the  course  to  be  from  Gravesend 
either  to  the  Xore  and  back  or  to  the  Medway. 

4.  The  race  to  be  confined  to  barges  not  ex- 

ceeding li  tons  registered  tonnage  when  measured 

after  building,  such  birses  to  be  registered  not 

later  than  the  Slst  of  January  in  the  year  pre- 

ceding the  race,  and  to  have  carried  not  less  than 
six  cargoes  before  such  race. 

.3.  To  carry  only  working  sails — i.<'.,  mainsail, 

topsail,  jib  topsail,  mv.,ien  foresail.  No  bowsprits 
to  be  allowed.  Such  sails  to  be  Inspected  and 

certified  by  the  committee  not  later  than  the  30th 

of  April,  and  to  be  continuously  used  in  the  barge 

up  to  the  race. G.  .V  time  allowance  to  be  made  for  stul  area ; 

aU  barges  with  a  depth  of  side  exceeding  5ft.  Sin. 

to  give  a  time  allowance  for  every  inch  over  such 
5ft.  Sin. 

7.  Barges  carrying  over  100  tons  burden  to  be 
allowed  time  for  every  ton  over,  subject,  of 
course,  to  rule  5. 

5.  The  winner  of  the  third  race,  being  a 

newer  barge,  to  give  a  time  allowance  to  the 
winner  of  the  first  and  second  years.  This  is 

merely  suggested  as  an  endeavour  to  make  the final  race  as  fair  as  possible. 

9.  Only  four  hands  to  be  allowed.  The  captain 

and  mate  (who  shall  have  been  employed  con- 

tinuously from  the  30  th  April)  to  be  the  only 
ones  to  steer. 

If  these  proposals  meet  with  approval,  my  firm 

would  suggest  that  a  committee  be  formed  to 

carry  out  the  races  under  these  conditions,  and 

suggest  that  such  committee  consist  of  two 
members  to  be  nominated  by  the  Kent  and  Essex 

Brickmasters'  Association,  two  by  the  Committee 
of  the  Thames  Sailing  Birgc  JIatch,  two  by  the 

Sailing  Barge  C>wncr3'  Protection  Society,  two 

by  the  Sittingboume  Barge  Owners'  Protection 
Society,  two  by  Eastwood  and  C.i.,  Ltd. 

Before  finally  settling  the  conditions,  my  firm 

would  be,  of  course,  very  glad  to  receive  any 

suggestions  upon  them. — I  am,  &c., GE0K(iE  E.  Wu.vGGE,  Secretary. 

Eastwood  Ltd.,  47,  Belvedere-road,  S.E. 

(Surely,  in  the  interests  of  an  admirable 
recreation,  and  the  Thames  barge  traffic,  this 

spirited  offer  will  be  quickly  responded  to:— Ei). 

"B.N."] 

  A-^^^^to.*   

The  Mayor  of  Bith,  Mr.  K.  E.  Dickinson,  M.P., 

laid  on  Friday  the  foundation-stone  of  a  new  hotel 
which  is  to  be  erected  on  the  Slaughterhouse  and 

Orange  Grove  site.  The  architect  is  Major  Divis. 

F.S.A. 

The  Society  of  Ordained  Surveyors  has  now  com- 

pleted consideration  of  the  new  rules  for  the 
admission  of  members,  and  a  summary  of  them  has 

been  issued  by  the  secretary,  Mr.  Forrest  Lightbody, 

56,  Queen-street,  Edinburgh,  for  the  information  of 

Lnainasuocouu«.uo   e-     ---     the  public.     It  sets  forth  «>»« '»°^'"°"f  °' "PP^^?- 

.\rundel-street  may  be  a  very  tit  name  for  the  1  tic«*hip. -^d  of  the  P«'|??f^  »°^^ '"J^^^ 

way  leading  from  a  Sussex  or  Surrey  town  '  tions  neceeaary  
to  quahfy  for  admission  to  the 

towards  Arundel.     But  the  houses  therein  want  1  society. 
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Jtttttcommuntcattott 
QVSSTIONS. 

[11387.  ]-<Jable.     •       •  '■     -     •   ■ 
'■       ".use. 

together  on  a  buii 

>iiaeii 

to  be  raid  between  ■ 

>iue, 

liDd  abuU  on  to  a  .'i'    -      ii- 
aid  a 

thicker    gable    wall    tli.in    I).      i 

•     the 

gable,  for  which  extrttJ  he  pajH 
.  half 

payment.     B.*n  gablu  adjoina  niLt-  (..j-m-rr.  i  > 
■  ..  wl.uwiU 

recoup  B.  for  half  the  coat  of  hia  gable.  A.  wiahes  to 
share  in  thia  trati.'uction  of  B.'s,  but  B.  objecta  to  pajr him  anything,  aaying  that  he  ia  not  entitled  to  a  share. 
If  someone  would  make  thia  point  clear,  he  would  greatly 
oblige.— Yurs'i  Aariii  i  K'-r. 

(11388.1— Italian  Renaissance  -fan  any  reader 
recommend  mo  to  a  really  ffi>od  work  on  Itulian  Renaiit- 
aanoe,  with  plenty  uf  illustrations  and  desit^n:!  and  details  .* 
— jAilKS  OuoKits,  ly,  Franc  s-.ftreet,  Truro. 

riissti.)— Stress  in  Boof  Truss.— A  truss  or  pair  of 
principals  2*2ft.  span,  and  with  an  angle  at  apex  of  (i2.  is 
framed  with  collar,  arched  rib,  and  wall-posts,  which 
latter  re«t  on  an  inner  plate.  The  rib  ia  tongued  to  the 
principals  and  collar,  \'c.,  and  bolted  through.  The 
covering  is  board  and  slate.  Would  there  be  any  thrust 
at  the  feet  dangerous  to  the  walls  2ft.  ;iin.  thick '.  How 
should  the  stresses  be  determined  by  diagram  *— A Leabneb. 

[11300.) —  Sanitary  Fittings. —  In  pricing  these, 
what  discount  is  usually  allowed  to  the  trade.- .\.  T.  C. 

111391. ]-SeparatIon  of  Shop  from  Dwellins- 
House.— Section  74  de-tls  with  this  iiuestion.  but  I 
beliere  it  does  not  apply  to  public-houses  which  are  let  as 
dwellings  over  the  shop  if  they  are  fully  licensed.  Where 
can  I  obtain  any  decision  of  such  a  caae!-A  BrTi.t>RR  tv 
Doubt.    

SBPZTSS. 

[1137IP.]— Square  and  Cube  measurements  in 
Quantities.— I  do  not  remember  any  book  that  will 
give  the  square  and  cube  measurements  required  in 
quantities.  There  are  books  of  tables  giving  the  square 
and  cubical  cootenta  of  timber,  but  they  would  be  of  little 
use  in  asaisting  the  squarini?  out  and  cubing  of  dimen- 

sions which  the  quantity  surveyor  requires.  1  do  not  see 
any  dilUcutty  in  compiling  tables  showing  at  a  glance  the 
squares  and  cubes  of  feet  and  inches.  They  would  be 
very  useful  even  as  a  mode  of  verifying  calculations  that 
are  both  laborious  and  irksome.— G.  H.  O. 

[11377.]— Concrete.— "  G.  L.  Sutdiffe  on  Concrete," 
78.  6d.,  Crosby  Lockwood  and  Co.,  gives  ratios  of  strength 
of  aggregates.  Material  mixed  with  cement  fin  this  case 
Portland). 

Tons  per  sq.ft. 
Ballast      49  1      • 
Portland  stone .  1000 
Granite      68'6 
Pottery      744     | 

Tons  per  sq.ft. 
Slag       56  3 
Flints         S6-5 Glass      5S3 

Longman's  "Notes,**  Part  III.  21  gives:  '*-\lmost  any 
hard  substance  may  be  used  when  broken  up — as  broken 
stone,  bits  of  brick,  earthenware,  burnt  clay,  breeze,  and 
shingle.  If  there  is  any  choice,  preference  given  to 
fragments  of  a  somewhat  porous  nature -as  pieces  of 
brick  or  limestone  — rather  than  those  with  smooth  sur- 
facea-as  flints  or  shingle,  as  the  former  offer  rough 
surfaces,  to  which  the  cementing  material  will  readily 
adhere.  When  weight  is  undesirable,  a  light  porous 
material,  aa  breeze  ;  but  when  great  weight  is  an  advan- 

tage, as  in  breakwater  or  seawall,  the  aggregate  may  be 
of  the  heaviest  material  procurable.  Any  aggregate  of 
very  absorbent  nature  should  be  thoroughly  wetted, 
especially  if  used  with  s-low-eetting  lime  or  cement,  other- 
Wise  aggregate  sucks  all  moisture  out  of  the  matrix,  and 
reduces  strength.  Size  of  aggregate  generally  to  pass 
l^in.  or  2in.  mesh.  Of  aggregates  in  use,  broken  brick, 
breeze,  or  coke  if  clean,  and  burnt  clay  if  almost  vitritled 
throughout,  all  make  very  good  concrete :  gravel  and 
ballast  also  if  angular  and  clean.  Shingle  too  round  and 
smooth;  broken  stone  varies,  the  rougher  the  better; 
flinta  too  round,  smooth,  and  splintery.  Chalk  when  safe 
from  moisture  and  frost.    Table  given  :  — 

Composition.  Crushed  at  Tons. 
Cement.  Ballast.         Blacks  in  Air.  Blocks  in  Water, 

1    to    1         107         170 
1    to    2         149         160 
1    to    8         113         115 
1     to    4           103           108 
1    to    6           89           99 
1    to    6           80           91 
1    to  10           48           48 

— RE(iEST*S  PaBK. 

[11377.)— Ooncrete.  —  The  proportions  yon  give  will 
do,  but  I  shouUl  prefer  broken  stone  to  gravel.  The 
best  aggregate  is  >-h'irp  and  angular,  with  a  rough 
sorface,  so  as  to  form  a  key  for  the  matrix  or  ceinent  to 
adhere  to.  Smooth  gravel  or  rounded  pebble  gives  no 
"key**  to  the  cement.  The  greater  p.^irt  of  the  stone 
should  pass  a  l^in.  ring.  The  sand  is  best  sharp  and  not 
too  fine.  One  authority  give^  one  part  Turtland  cement, 
four  parts  line  shmgle  or  granite  chippings.  — (i. 
[ll!)78.1-Incrustation  on  Marble-Tiled  Floor. 

— Difficult,  almost  impo.s»ible.  to  keep  under  whilst  there 
ia  any  lime  in  cement  to  etiloresce  ;  but  perhaps  dilute 
muriatic  acid  and  warm  soap  and  water  afterwards  might 
do  it.  Or  heat  gallon  of  wat«^r,  dissolve  1  Uh  p  jtash,  and 
lib,  of  virgin  wax,  boiling  the  whole  for  hali  an  hour  ; 
allow  to  cool,  when  wax  will  lloat.  Put  wax  into  mortar 
and  triturate  with  marble  pestle,  adding;  soft  water  to 
form  a  paste  ;  lay  this  on,  and  when  dry  polish  olf  with  a 
Woollen  rag.  Or  apply  oxalic  acid  l>y  a  saturated  white 
cotton  cloth  laid  on  for  a  shoi  t  time.  If  poli.sh  is  de.stroyed, 
repolish  with  oxide  of  tin  and  water  with  cloth. — 
Eeoent's  Park. 

[11379.)— Square  or  Cube  Measurements  in 
duantities.— If  there  is  any  man  in  London  likely  to 
keep  such,  it  is  B.  T.  Bataford,  of  High  Holborn.— 
£koi.\t'3  Pabk. 

"-Extras  —It  i.s  urm^u.*!   f   ral'lill 

bu'  "1"  ;-r .  before  the 

H138l.i-Penalty  — Inder  a  duly  pr.pir.  1  .  .n-r-i  t 
the  architect  ought  to  be  judge  of  whether  the  p-nilty 
clause  ahoold  be  enforced.  The  emrlov.r  should  be  .ible 
to  bring  proof  that  he  had  b-o  pott.,  low  by  default,  and 
if  he  succeeded  in  doing  so   th-   i"  jort  would  award  the 
employer  such  oompenia*,'   '    -       --    ■'  '*"^'  '*'  'I'Ulit fair  and  reasonable.  Ish..  ^  1>^ 
inclined  to  give  the  final  *  -li'- 
Cturt  todeterminelhecoii.,- i.- ,...^..   _;u.re  is 
regarded  aa  liquidated  damages,  then  the  contractor 
would  have  to  pay  the  amount,  and  the  sum  should  bv 
deducted.  The  architect  u  the  proper  judge  in  such  a 
question,— O.  Q.  <i. 

[11382,1 -Connection  of  Soil-Plpe  and  Drain. 
—  There  are  pedestals  or  iron  standirds  with  iron  bends 
sold  to  support  weight  of  soil-pipe  ih.—  -.re  placed  on  a 
bed  of  concrete.  Into  the  iron  benl  the  wil-pipe  is 
inserted  with  brass  collar,  and  caulk,-d.  liut  any  ordinary 
length  of  pipe  can  be  carried  by  th--  lead  taeks  or  ears 
which  attach  the  pipe  to  the  wull.  Send  for  particulars 
to  any  sanitary-pipe  manufacturer. —I'kA'Tkk. 

(11383.)  —  Graphic  Means  for  obtaining 

Stress. —  See  Longman's  Notes,  Part  r\',—Rf.,ssT'- Pakk. 

[I1394.)-Siirveylng.— Surveying  treatises:— W.M. 
Oilleapie,  D.  Appleton  and  Co. ;  G.  W.  UsiU,  Crosby 
Lockwood  and  Co. :  Nesbitt's,  by  W.  Burners.  Lon^-- 
mans  and  Co. :  H.  O.  Merrett,  Span  and  Co. :  T.  Baker 
(lateL.  and  N.W.  Co.),  Bataford,  94,  High  Holborn. - 
Reornt's  Park. 

[113S4.J— Surveying.- 1  should  recommend  "  U.T." 
to  get  "A  Treatise  on  Surveying,"  by  Middleton  and 
Chadwiok.  published  by  Spon.  It  treats  not  only  of 
chain-surveying  and  the  use  of  instruments,  but  traverse 
surveying.  The  subject  is  practically  treated,  and  the 
plans  and  forms  of  field  books,  4lc.,  are  jost  what  the 
student  requires.— G. 

Ill.'iS.'j.l  —  Sewatre  Dischargra.  —The  outfall  at 
Llandudno  is  carried  a  distance  of  3..'i87ft.  from  shore. 
and  entirely  in  sea-way  in  the  estuary  of  river  Conway, 
hut  what  the  depth  at  high-water  is  I  do  not  know.— 
IIrokst's  Park. 

[llSSd] -Articles  of  Pupil-It  is  usu.il  for  the 
executed  copy  to  be  retained  by  the  solir  itor  who  draws 
up  the  deed  of  indentures.  Of  course,  the  pupil  can  h(i\e 
a  copy  made  for  reference,  if  desired.  The  cost  is  some- 

times paid  by  both  parties.  The  premium  should  be 
paid  at  the  execution  of  the  deed.— A  M.istkr. 

WATBB 8T7PPI-T    AND 
MATTEBS. 

SANITAB7 

CHIPS. 

At  the  Local  Government  Board  imiuirv  held  at 
Harrow  last  week  by  Mr.  K.  Bicknell,  M.I.C.E., 
to  inquire  into  the  scheme  for  the  purification  of 
the  sewage  of  Wealdatone,  Middlesex,  and  for 
sanction  to  borrow  £G,7rtO  for  purposes  of  sewerage 
and  sewage  disposal,  Mr.  C.  Xicholson  Liiley,  of 
Westminster,  the  council's  engineer,  gave  parti- 

culars of  the  proposed  works  of  sewage  purifi- cation. 

Mr.  .1.  Kyao,  for  the  past  \,'>  years  professor  of engineering  at  the  Iniversity  College,  Bristol, 
having  been  apnointed  principal  of  the  Polytechnic 
Institute  at  Woolwich,  was  on  Monday  night 
entertained  by  the  members  of  the  Engineering 

.Society  in  connection  with  the  Bristol  I'oiversity 
College  to  a  farewell  dinner. 

The  lirat  portion  of  a  new  Romtn  Catholic  Cliurch 
has  been  built  at  Custom  House,  E.,  and  has  been 

opened  by  Archbishop  'V'aughan.  It  is  Pointed I  r.ithic  in  style,  and  consists  of  sanctuary,  side 
chancel,  and  sacristry,  accommodation  being  pro- 

vided for  oOO  worshippers,  at  a  cost  of  £3,300.  Mr. 
Cur'iss  was  the  architect. 
The  city  council  of  Canterbury  have  appointed 

Mr.  Chatterton,  C.E.,  as  engineer  for  the  proposed 

drainage  outfall  scheme  at  a  remuneration  of  ,'>  per cent,  on  the  amount  of  the  contract,  which  is  esti- 

mated at  £40,0110. 
The  Liverpool  Select  Vestry,  by  19  votes  to  13, 

ratified,  on  Tuesday,  their  former  resolution  to 
proceed  with  the  new  workhouse  buildings  at 
Hightleld,  Knotty  Ash,  at  an  estimated  cost, 

including  furniture,  not  exceeding  I'lO'i.lOO. 
At  the  meeting  of  theUyhl  Urban  District  Council, 

on  Tuesday,  the  electric  light  committee  recom- 
mended that  application  be  mode  to  the  Local 

(jovemment  Board  for  sanction  to  borrow  il.l.-J.'iO 
for  the  purposes  of  electric  light  for  Hhyl,  and 
£1,T,'>0  for  a  refuse  destructor,  and  that  Messrs. 
Trentham  and  Peers,  electrical  engineers,  be 

engaged  to  prepare  the  necessary  plans  and  docu- 
ments. After  a  prolonged  discussion,  the  recom- 

mendation of  the  committee  was  carried. 

The  death  occurred  at  Bridgwater  on  Tuesday,  at 
the  ago  of  O.i  Tears,  at  his  residence.  The  Lions, 
Uiverside,  of  Alderman  W.  T.  Holland,  who  had 
served  the  oflice  of  mayor  on  three  different  occasions, 
and  had  been  an  alderman  of  the  borough  for  nearly 
wcnty  years,  andalso  a  .l.P.  for  the  borough.  He 
was  at  one  time  partner  in  the  lirm  of  Browne  and 
Co.,  brick  and  tile  manufacturers,  and  one  of  the 

largest  employers  of  labour  in  the  town. 

ELL.i:n).— Mr.  W.  O.  E,  Meade-King,  M.I.C.B., 
held  an  inquiry  at  Ellandon  Dic.  7,  relative  to  the 

sanction  by  the  Local  i  '•  overnment  IS  oard  of  a  loan  of 
£l,0uj  for  moneys  expended  for  sewage  purposes  in 
excess  of  the  loan  of  £13,000  originally  sanctioned. 

The  eng'ineer,  Mr.  Malcolm  Paterson,  stated  that  the entire  scheme  had  been  carried  out,  and  explained 

the  causes  of  the  excess,  about  one-half  of  which 
was  due  to  advance  in  the  prices  of  material  and 
labour.  Dr.  Wilson,  the  West  Kiding  Uivers 
inspector,  stated  that  the  liivers  Board  fully 
recognised  the  comprehensive  method  in  which 
the  EUand  Council  had  carried  out  their  works  of 
sewerage  and  sewage  treitment,  and  approved  of 
their  dealing  with  the  whole  trade  refuse  of  the 
town  at  their  works  at  the  same  time,  saying  that 

by  more  etticient  management  of  the  sewage  works 
and  a  stricter  control  of  the  trade  effluents  admitted 
to  the  sewers  much  better  results  could  be  secured. 
The  dry-weather  flow  of  EUand  sewage  is  no  less 
than  ,50  gallons  per  head  per  day,  nearly  two-thirds 
of  which  is  trade  refuse,  consisting  chiefly  of  wool- 
washing  and  spent  dye  liquors.  Another  difficulty 
is  the  immense  volume  of  storm-water  from  th© 
surface  of  lands,  which  was  taken  into  the  old 
sewers  at  a  time  when  treatment  of  sewage  was 
not  contemplated.  Mr.  Paterson  has  advised 
systematic  inspection  with  a  view  to  keeping  out 
all  such  land-drainage  water. 

OssETT.— On  Dae.  6  the  Ossett  Town  Council 
instructed  the  engineers,  Mr.  Milcolm  Paterson 
and  Mr.  Sim  Shaw,  to  forthwith  prepare,  for  sub- 

mission to  the  Local  G-ovemment  Board,  a  scheme 
supplementary  to  the  proposed  Gawthorpe  and 
Pildacre  intercepting  sewer,  for  enlarging  the  capa- 

city of  the  sewage  tanks  at  the  Healey  outfall  by 

l.")0,000  gallons,  and  the  area  of  the  land  for  treat- 
ment by  eight  acres.  It  is  roughly  estimated  that 

the  scheme  of  extension  and  interception  vnll  cost 

£7,000  to  £8,000, 
Skbewsbuey. — The  town  council  considered,  on 

Monday,  a  report  by  the  water  committee  relative 
to  a  scheme  prepared  by  Misers.  J,  Taylor,  Sons, 
and  Smto  Crimp,  London.  The  gathering  ground 
is  situated  at  Bitchott,  on  the  Shrewsbury  side  of 

the  Stretton  Hills.  Its  area  is  '2,040  acres,  and  the 
supply  is  to  be  sufficient  for  a  population  of  o,i,000 
at  oOgal.  per  head  per  day.  The  water  would  flow 
by  gravitation  from  a  capacious  storage  reservoir  to 
filter-beds  at  Bayston  Hill,  and  then  on  to  the 
town,  three  miles  away.  The  estimated  cost  is 

£l.')o,000,  the  estimated  expenditure  £7,i'01,  and  the 
estimated  receipts  £119  over  that.  The  present 

waterworks  debt  of  £i4,9.')0  is  not  included  in  this 
statement,  but  at  the  existing  rate  would  be  paid  off 
in  about  five  years,  Tliis,  the  committee  pointed 
out,  made  it  a  matter  for  serious  consideration 
whether  the  Batchcott  scheme  could  be  proceeded 
with  until  that  time  had  elapsed.  The  report  having 

been  "received,"  a  two  hours'  debite  ensued. 
Several  members  were  of  opinion  that  the  estimates 

were  open  to  question,  and  that  the  council's  own surveyor  should  go  through  them  with  the  engineer, 
in  order  to  test  tham.  Other  members  thoaght  the 
best  plan  would  be  to  submit  the  matter  to  the 
financial  committee,  so  that  they  might  consider 
whether  the  borough  could  afford  the  scheme,  even 
at  the  estimated  price.  The  latter  suggestion  was 
ultimately  adopted. 

Sir  E.  J.  Poynter,  president  of  the  Koyal 

-Academy,  was  presented  on  Monday  with  the 
freedom  of  the  Turners'  Comoany  in  recognition  of 
his  distinguished  services  to  English  Art. 

The  ancient  parish  church  of  Stepney  was  re- 
opened on  Friday  after  restoration  at  a  cost  of 

£4,000.  A  new  side  chapel  has  been  erected,  the 

galleries  have  been  removed,  the  seats  have  been 
restored,  and  a  new  wooden  floor  has  been  put 
down.  The  bells  have  been  rehung,  the  tower 

repaired,  and  the  organ  has  been  restored.  During 

the  progress  of  the  restoration  it  was  found  that 
much  good  stonework  remained  in  the  walls, 

especially  round  the  arches,  which  have  hitherto 
been  covered  with  plaster.  This  has  now  been 
removed,  and  the  stonework  exposed. 

Acting  upon  suggestions  made  by  Sir  L.  Alma- 
Tadema,  K.A.,  Mr.  G.  A.  Storey,  A.U.A,,  Mr. 

Divid  Murray.  tV.R..^.,  and  the  Hampstead  Art 

Society,  the  Works  Committee  of  the  H'impstead 
\'e8try  have  decided  in  favour  of  allowing  the  small 

hall  of  the  vestry-holl,  on  Haverstock-hill,  to  be 

used  as  a  temporary  art  gallery  for  such  donations 

aa  may  from  time  to  time  be  given  to  the  vestry  on 

behalf  of  the  borough,  pending  the  probible  erection 

of  a  permanent  building  for  the  purpose  of  such  a gallery. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Northern  Architectural  Asso- ciation, held  on  Wednesday  in  the  Art  Gallery, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne,  Mr.  Frank  Baker,  the  borough 

surveyor  of  Middlesbrouijh,  gave  a  lecture  on 

"  Canterbury  and  Winchester  Cathedrals,"  with 
limelight  illustrations. 
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(Bxix  ̂ tRcc  <JiMt 
Thfrf.  haa  recently  been  presented  to  the 

Scottish  National  Gallery  by  Mr.  J.  S:aat 
Forbes  a  charming  example  of  the  landscape  art 

of  John  Crome,  of  Xorwich — commonly  called 
"Old  Crome"  (17'39-1821).  The  painting,  the 
only  example  of  the  Norwich  school  in  the  Edia- 
burgh  collection,  is  entitled  "  A  Heath — Sun- 

set." Oblong  in  shape,  its  size  being  4Uin.  by 
26m.,  the  landscape  shows  two  heights  sloping 
inwards  towards  a  central  valley,  with  a  fine 
outlook  beyond.  The  hill  to  the  left  is  wooded, 
while  on  the  right  the  rising  ground  is  crowned 
with  a  couple  of  windmills,  near  to  which  is  a 
sandpit.  Another  picture  recently  hung  in  the 
gallery  is  the  diploma  work  of  ilr.  G.  Ogilvy 

Reid,  U.S.A.,  which  was  seen  at  the  ISO"  exhi- 
bition. It  is  entitled  "  After  Killiecrankie,"  the 

subject  being  the  death  of  ̂ '^3count  Dundee, surrounded  by  a  few  of  his  faithful  friends  and 
cavaliers:  A  portrait  of  the  Hon.  Bouvorie 
Primrose,  C.B.,  who  was  for  many  ye.ars  secre- 

tary to  the  lioard  of  llanufactures,  by  the  late 
Mr.  Robert  Herdman,  R.S.A.,  has  also  been 
added  to  the  gallery. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Auctioneers'  Insti- 
tute of  the  United  Kingdom,  held  in  their  lecture- 

room,  Ch.incery-lane,  under  the  presidency  of 

Mr.  "W.  Roland  Peck,  a  paper  on  '  The  History 
of  Land  Tenure  in  England,"  was  read  by  Mr. 
Thomas  Bull,  who  remarked  that  the  history  of 
the  subject  in  England  was  practically  the  history 
of  her  people.  As  freedom  had  been  won  after 
many  a  fierce  struggle,  so  had  the  condition  of 
the  landowner  and  tenant  gradually  advanced 
from  a  state  of  actual  bondage  to  one  of  liberty. 
The  old  shackles  of  feudalism  had  been  shaken 

oif,  and  no  new  restrictions  could  be  imposed 
without  the  consent  of  the  representatives  of  the 
people.  The  spirit  of  feudalism,  however,  still 
lived  in  several  of  our  institutions,  and  the 
tenure  of  real  property  was  altogether  founded 
upon  feudal  principles.  Xo  such  thing  as  abso- 

lute and  unconditional  ownership  of  land  existed 
in  England,  every  tenure  being  held  of  a  superior 
lord,  the  ultimate  seignory  in  all  cases  vesting  in 
the  Sovereign,  and  being  subject  to  the  service 
of  fealty,  which  was  now,  however,  merely  a 
nominal  obligation. 

The  city  council  of  Liverpool,  aft€r  many  dis- 
cussions, have  at  length  come  to  a  decision  on  the 

question  of  retaining  or  demolishing  the  tower 

and  spire  of  St.  George's  Church,  one  of  the  land- 
marks of  the  city,  and  an  unusually  good  example 

of  mason  work  of  eighty  years  since.  The  recom- 
mendation of  the  finance  committee  that  the 

tower  be  pulled  down  was  after  a  long  controversy 
carried  by  -53  to  43  votes.  The  body  of  the 
church  has  already  been  removed  in  accordance 
with  a  scheme  of  street  improvement,  and  one  of 
the  points  which  weighed  with  the  members  in 
favour  of  the  act  of  vandalism  now  determined 

upon  was  the  statement  that  while  it  would  coat 
about  £500  to  destroy  the  tower,  from  £1,.500  to 
£2,000  would  need  to  be  expended  in  making  the 

eastern  face  presentable.  "The  proposal  was  op- 
posed by  Mr.  W.  E.  Willink  and  other  archi- 

tects on  the  council,  and  it  was  mentioned  that 
the  tower  marks  the  site  of  the  old  Castle  of 
Liverpool. 

"  Every  architect  will  be  interested,"  says  the 
American  .Irchitect,  "in  the  decision  of  the 
American  Institute  of  Architects  to  require 
candidates  for  admission  to  its  ranks,  after 
January,  1^)01,  to  pass  an  examination.  The 
Royal  Institute  of  British  Architects  adopted  this 
course  some  years  ago,  amid  loud  predictions  of 
evil  conse(|uences,  but  has  since  prospered  satis- 

factorily, while  membership  in  it  has  become  more 
than  ever  a  guarantee  of  professional  skill  and 
ability.  There  is  no  reason  why  the  examination 
of  candidates  should  not  have  similar  results  in 

this  country.  In  fact,  the  American  public  has 
for  several  years  even  demanded  some  sort  of  teat 
by  which  capable  architects  could  be  distinguished 
from  incapable  ones,  and  the  licensing  statutes 
now  in  force  in  severil  States  have  been  the 

result  of  this  popular  feeling." 
One  outcome  uf  the  opening  of  the  Soudan, 

which  Lord  Kitchener  recently  announced,  will 
be  the  immediate  archaological  survey  of  that 
vast  region.  The  first  step  in  this  direction, 
indeed,  has  already  been  taken  in  the  appoint- 

ment of  an  inspector  of  antiquities  for  I'pper 
Egypt  and  the  Soudan.     The  Egyptian  Govem- 

ment  has  selected  Mr.  Howard  Carter,  who  for 

many  years  has  been  identified  with  the  ly^yptian 
Exploration  Fund,  for  this  important  new  post. 
Mr.  Carter  is  at  present  engaged  at  Thebes  in 
completing  his  work  at  the  temple  for  the  Egypt 
Exploration  Fund  ;  but  it  is  understood  thiit  this 
will  bo  his  last  season  there,  and  early  in  the 
New  Year  he  will  enter  upon  his  new  duties. 

The  llampstead  Vestry  seem  to  be  no  better 
off,  so  far  as  the  ventilation  of  their  council 
chamber  is  concerned,  than  the  Bristol  Town 

Council,  judging  from  the  following  extract  from 

the  ILimpslead  Express,  2nd  inst.  :  "  The  vestry 
clerk  read  a  letter  from  Sir  Henry  Ilarben,  J. P., 
the  chairman  of  the  vestry,  stating  that  he  had 
been  kept  a  prisoner  in  the  house  all  day  in  con- 

sequence of  the  fog,  and  could  not  come  out  that 
evening,  as  his  cold  had  not  left  him,  and  he  was 
afraid  to  run  the  risk  of  increasing  it.  Jlr.  Colley , 

upon  the  reading  of  this  letter,  asked  if  some- 
thing could  not  be  done  to  improve  the  ventilation 

of  the  room  in  which  they  were  assembled  with- 
out the  employment  of  the  electrical  rotary  fan. 

Several  members  of  the  vestry  were  suffering  from 
colds,  and  some  of  them  were  due  to  the  draughts 
in  the  room.  Mr.  Francis  Smith  could  scarcely 
speak,  5Ir.  Chandler  was  very  ill,  and  he  had  a 
very  bad  cold  himself.  He  asked  that  the  rotary 
ventilator  might  be  stopped.  This  was  immedi- 

ately done,  though  one  member  said  that  he  would 

rather  catch  cold  than  be  asphyxiated." 
The  sanitary  committee  of  the  Manchester 

City  Council  resolved  on  Tuesday  to  recommend 
the  purchase  of  an  estate  of  237  acres  in  Higher 
Blackley,  within  the  city,  for  the  erection  thereon 
of  dwellings  and  the  provision  of  gardens  and 
allotments.  The  price  at  which  the  estate  is 
offered  is  .£150  per  acre.  This  is  the  first  effort 
on  the  part  of  the  committee  to  accomplish  any 
work  under  the  .Allotments  Act,  and  it  is  distinctly 
understood  that  the  purchase  is  not  with  the  sole 

object  of  adopting  that  Act,  but  is  also,  with  the 
intention  of  providing  for  the  housing  of  the 

working  classes. 

The  task  of  pumping  out  the  Hudson  Kiver 
Tunnel,  on  which  work  has  so  long  been  sus- 

pended, and  which  was  to  have  connected  the  New 
York  and  Jersey  railway  systems,  has  again  been 
begun  in  Jersey  City.  This  resumption  of  work 
at  the  Jersey  City  terminus  is  accepted  as  an 
indication  that  the  funds  with  which  to  continue 
the  construction  of  the  tunnel  will  soon  be  secured. 

The  property  was  sold  last  June,  under  fore- 
closure proceedings,  by  Randolph  Parmley,  as 

Master  in  Chancery,  and  ever  since  then  a 

number  of  English  capitalists  have  been  interest- 
ing themselves  in  the  project.  Eight  men  are 

at  work  at  the  mouth  of  the  tunnel,  foot  of 

Fifteenth-street,  Jersey  City,  putting  things  in 
readiness  for  further  boring. 

Ox  Saturday  evening  nearly  a  hundred  of  the 
craftsmen  engaged  at  the  Luckie  Horseshoe 
Studios,  Exeter,  together  with  a  few  outside 
friends,  partook  of  Messrs.  Harry  Hems  and 

Sons'  hospitality  in  celebration  of  the  thirty- 

third  anniversary  of  the  head  af  the  firm's  advent 
into  Exeter  and  of  his  finding  his  world-famed 
old  horseshoe.  One  of  the  large  studios  was  con- 

verted into  a  banqueting-hall,  gaily  decorated, 
and  with  the  top  table  lit  by  ancient  Etruscan 
and  Roman  lamps.  Mr.  Harry  Hems  occupied 
the  chair,  and  Mr.  Greville  C.  Hems,  his  eldest 
son,  the  vice-chair.  The  printed  toast  list  was 
enlivened  by  apt  quotations  from  Shakespeare. 
The  Rev.  S.  \X .  E.  Bird,  M.A.,  Kector  of  St. 

SidweU's,  responded  for  the  Church.  Mr.  Coun- 
cillor Herbert  gavo  "  The  Navy,  .\rmy,  and 

Auxiliarj-  Forces,"  and  Cyclist  II.  Turner  Hems. 
Ist  R.V.,  responded.  Afterwards  Private  tiill- 

man,  1st  R.V.,  sang  "  He's  but  an  absent- 
minded  beggar,"  during  the  progress  of  which 
Lance -Corporal  Farthing,  1st  K.V.,  by  a  happy 

thought,  went  round  with  the  hat,  and  in  a  trice 
CI  38.  was  collected  for  the  wives  and  children 
of  the  Exeter  Keserviats  now  at  South  .Vfrica.  The 

toast  of  the  evening,  "  Continued  Success  to  Hirry 
Hems  and  Sons,"  was  enthusiastically  received 
and  drunk  with  musical  honours.  Mr.  Hems,  in 

his  response,  said  although  he  was  in  the  position 
of  an  employer,  he  should  over  be  a  journeyram 
workman  at  heart.  During  the  thirty-three 
years  he  had  been  in  Exeter  he  had  paid  over  a 
quarter  of  a  million  of  money  in  wages  and  in 
raw  material.  Mr.  Greville  C.  Hems,  Mr.  H. 

Turner  Hems,  and  Mr.  Wilfrid  P.  Wostenho'.m 
Hems  also  suitably  responded,  and  three  cheers 

were  given  for  ̂ I^.  William  Hems,  the  fourth 

son,  at  present  near  the  front  in  South  Africa, 
ilr.  A.  Lucas,  F.S.I.,  M.S.A.,  replied  for  tho 
visitors. 

MEETINQS  FOB  THE  ENSXTINO  WEEK. 

MoXD.vv.—Koyal  Institute  of  British  Architects.  "The 
Architect  in  Kelation  to  Fire  Prevention," 
by  Thomas  Blashill.  F.R.I.B.A.  S  p.m. 
Liverpool  Architectural  Bociety. 

"IWindowfl  and  their  Treatment,"  by 
G.  W.  I'rancr,  A.U.I  15.  A.    6  p.m. 
Leeds  and  Yorkahire  .Architectural 

Society.  "Modem  Building  Construc- 
tion in  Chicago,"  by  Richard  Wood. 

G.30  p.m. 

TnBSDAv.— Institution  of  Civil  Ensineers.  Discusaion  on 
"  Combined  Refuse  -  Destructors  and 
Power-l'lant."    8  p.m. 
Architectural  Association  of  Ireland. 

"  Modern  Domestic  Interiors,"  by  It. 
Canltleld  (Jrpen.  Grosvenor  Hotel, 
Dublin,  8  p.m. 

Wedxbsd.vv.— Society  of  Arts.  "Bi-Msnual  Training 
by  Blackboard  Drawing,"  by  H.  Bloom- fteld  Bare,  F  R  I.B.A.    8  p.m. 

A.  A.  Lyric  Club.  Smoking  Concert  at 
Swallow  Rooms. 

Faiii.w.— Glasgow  Architectural  Craftsmen's  Society. 
"  Water  Closets  and  their  Connections," 
by  Isaac  Low.    8  p.m. 

CHIPS. 

The  Gladstone  Club,  Church-road,  Higher  Tran- 
mere,  was  opened  on  Tuesday.  The  bnilding  is  of 
brick,  with  Pen-y-cae  atone  dressings,  the  front 

being  faced  with  red  pressed  bricks.  The  accom- 
modation includes  a  billiard -room  for  three  tables, 

smokeroom, reading-room,  aud  an  assembly-hall  for 
400.  A  Vowliug-green  is  also  provided  at  the  rear. 
The  contractors  were  Messrs.  John  Lee  and  Son, 
Babbington,  and  the  architect  is  Mr.  T.  Talieain 

Rses,  F.K. I.B.A. ,  Birkenhead. 

Holy  Trinity  and  All  Sainta'  (Pariah)  Church, 
Winterton,  Norfolk,  haa  l)aen  enriched  by  the 
erection  of  a  csirved  oak  acreen  across  the  chancel 
arch.  In  its  general  features  the  screen  follows  the 
lines  of  the  l.jth-century  work  in  which  Norfolk 
churches  are  so  rich.  It  haa,  however,  one  unusual 
feature — namely,  the  aide  apacea  above  the  lower 
pinelling  are  fitted  with  hammered  grilles.  The 
upper  part  ia  treated  with  crocketed  canopies.  The 
rood  beam  is  also  carved.  Upon  the  beam  is  placed 
a  rood  with  flanking  poata  and  tracery.  Tne  whole 
was  designed  by  Mr.  John  Oaymer,  North  Walsham. 

The  Bjard  of  Trade  have  given  their  sanction  to 
the  Hilifax  Corporation  borrowing  £49,217  for 
tramway  purposes. 

Mr.  Herbert  Ashmead,  who  for  soma  years  past 
has  been  one  of  the  assistant  surveyors  in  her 

Majesty's  (JfRje  of  Works,  has  been  appointed  by 
the  British  South  Africa  Compiny  chief  inapector  of 

public  works  in  South  EhodBsia.  Mr.  Ashmead  is 
a  native  of  Bristol,  being  a  son  of  the  late  Mr. 
Ffc-derick  Ashmead,  C  E  ,  who  was  for  many  years 

borough  engineer  of  that  city.  He  sails  on  the  (ith 
proximo  to  undertake  hia  new  duties. 
The  Salford  Town  Council  have  adopted  plans 

and  estimates  for  machinery,  plant,  arc  lamps,  Ki., 
for  £335,7S3,  which  includes  the  sum  of  £S7,000  for 
dynamos  and  boilera  already  applied  for. 

At  the  meeting,  on  Tuesday,  of  the  town  council 
of  Bradford  the  town  clerk  submitted  correapondence 
with  the  Board  of  Trade  with  reference  to  the  re- 

quirements of  the  Board  as  to  connection  of  electric 
tramway  rails  with  water  mains  or  earth  plates  for 
the  purpose  of  testing  for  leakage  of  return  current. 
In  consequence  of  the  Waterworks  Department 
having  declined  to  sanction  the  necessary  connec- 

tion to  the  water  mains  on  account  of  fear  of 

electrolytic  action  aetting  up,  it  was  resolved  that 
the  water  committee  be  again  requested  to  give  the 
requisite  facilities  for  connection  of  tho  electric 
tramway  raila  to  the  water  mains,  and  the  chairman 
and  deputy  chairman  were  requested  to  wait  upon 
the  water  committee  to  urge  them  to  give  their 
conaent. 

A  report  just  issued  by  the  Peterborough  Cithe- 
dral  restoration  committee  atatea  that  restoration 

works  involving  an  outlay  of  £4.102  have  been  com- 
pleted during  the  past  year,  and  that  the  committee 

haa  now  no  further  funda  at  its  disposal.  Further 
works  are  atiU  rc(iuired  to  be  carried  out  at  an 
estimated  coat  of  £.i,000— viz  ,  the  restoration  of  tho 
piers  of  the  west  front,  the  central  arch  and  gable, 
the  north-weat  flanking  tower,  the  bell  tower,  the 
aonth  transept,  the  north  transept,  and  the  columns 
and  paving  in  the  west  porch. 

A  Local  Government  Board  waa  held  on  Friday 
laat  into  the  proposal  of  the  Barking  Urban  Council 

to  borrow  £20,10.'i  for  the  provision  of  dwellings  for 
the  working  classes. 

New  board  schools  in  L-wking-road,  Weston- 
super- Mire,  was  opened  on  Tuesday.  They  provide 
for  (I')  children,  and  have  cost  £.),003  for  buildings 
and  fixturea,  in  addition  to  £2,000  for  the  site. 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Dmioon— Eiixt  Bay  ImtirovMi.imt        .. I.  Valrose  Clery.  Town  Clerk,  Danoon   Jan.  SI 

Donc«»ter-I<oIation  IToKiital    II  bedsl    fib  "     '  .'.   p.  e.  NichoUon,  Solicitor,  U.D.C.  Offices,  Doncaster   Feb.  is 
B«lfa«t— A«»«nblT  Hall  und  i^pDtral  OtHoen        ». .  ,     W.  D.  Eakin,  li.  May-street,  Belfast      Uar.  12 
Harroftate-Northenj  Police  ConraleiKvnt  Home               The  Hon.  Secretary,  St.  Georee'»,  Harrogate        — 
Olafgow— General  Ho«pital  il.200).  Stobhill  E»Ute,  Springbom  £»0,  £180,  fioci,  «80    Ja».  R.  Motion,  Parish  Council  Chmbrg.,  33,  Cochrane-et.,  Glasgow     — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BTJILDINQS. 

Stamullen -Additions,  &c.,  to  Parochial  House      Bev.  Wm.  J.  Davis,  P.P   Anthony  Scott  and  Son,  Architects,  William-street,  Drogheda    Dec.  16 
L«eds-TakiDg  Down  Retort  House,  ic   Gas  Committee         ..."  .       R.  H.  Tosrnsley,  General  Manager,  Calverley-street,  Leeds   ,  16 
Heckmondwike-Nine  Houses  in  Birkhead-street      .'...'..'    Castle  and  Son.  Architecti,  Mirket-street,  Heckmondwike       „  is 
Bridlington-Dusiness  Premises,  High-street   J.  Wilcock    SamiclDrir,  Architect,  Bridlington      „  IB 
Abinifdon-Hoepital       Joint  Hospital  Board     J.  Q.  T.  West,  M.S.A..  Abingdon        „  16 
8hirebrook-Lock-l'p   Standing  Joist  Committee                 J.  Somes  Story.  County  Surveyor,  St.  Mary's-gate,  Derby      „  18 
Brydekirk— Ad  Jitions  to  Public  School    Irving  MolUt.  Clerk,  Kirtlel)ridi;e       .,  16 
Embleton— Public  Hall,  &c   ^    Public  Hall  Co.                                       J.  W.  Carr,  Hon.  Secretary.  Embleton,  Christon  Bank,  K.S.0    16 
Tooreen-Dwelling-House    Charles  O'Hara  Trench"',!!..!!!.!..!.'!!  John  Smith.  MICE.,  BiUina<iloe    16 Bridlington— Business  Premiaes,  High-street    J.  Wiloock    Samuel  Dyir.  Architect.  Bridlington   ,  10 
Leeds-Seven  Through  Scullery  Houses     55,  Ascot-terrace.  Pontefract-lane,  Leeds       „  16 
Cork-Re|>air  of  Labourers' Cottages    District  Ckjondl      John  Cotter,  Clerk.  Cork      „  16 
Middlesbrough— Alterations  to  No.  3  Stores,  Corporation-ro«d..  Co-operative  Society     Robt.  Moore,  Architect.  27,  Albert-road,  Middlesbrough         „  16 
Howden-Police  Station  and  Courthouse   East  Riding  Standing  -loint  Com.  ..  Alfred  Beaumont.  C.E  ,  County  Surveyor,  County  Hall,  Beverley ...    „  16 
Grassingtun-Stabling      ,    T.  E.  Marshall,  -Architect,  Harrogate          „  18 
Paul— Infants'  Bchoolat  Trewarveth-atreet      School  Board    Henry  Maddem,  .\rchitect,  26.  Clarence-street,  Penzance      „  18 
Aberaman— Additions  to  Stables,  &c   Cwmbach  Co-operative  Society     T.  Roderick,  .Architect,  Ashbrook  House,  Clifton-street.  Aberdare.,    „  18 
Leeds— Restoration  and  Additions  to  St.  George's  Churdt      „.  Henry  Walker,  .Architect.  8,  Upper  Fontaine-street,  Leeds    IS 
IsleofThanet-Infectious  Diseases  Hospital    Joint  Hospital  Board     Langham  and  Osborne,  Architects,  70,  High-street,  Ramsgate       „  18 
Fleetwood -Board  Schools  (730)     School  Board    Walter  H.  Haworth.  Architect.  15,  Mawdsley-street,  Bolton      „  18 
Normanton-BusinessPrtmises,  High-street    Arthur  Hartley,  Architect,  Carlton  Chambers,  Castleford      ,,  18 
Weston-super-Mare  -  Two  Cabmen's  Shelters       Urban  District  CooncU    Hugh  Nettleton,  Surveyor,  Weston-super-Mare       „  18 
Shetfield— P.ivilion  at  Bramall-lanc  Cricket  &  Football  Ground     J.  Nicholson,  Secretary.  Bramall-lane  Grounds,  Sheffield       „  IS 
Keighley-Tavendish  Hotel     Thomas  Ramsdenand  Son,  Ltd.   ...  W.  H.  D.  Horsfall.  .\rc'iitect.  Tower  Chambers,  Silver-st.,  Halifax    „  IS 
Bradford  — Flyinf?  Dutchman  Inn,  Leeda-road     A.  Sharp,  Architect.  AJbiiny  Buildings,  Market-street,  Bradford  ...     „  18 
Romford— Laundry  at  Workhouse    Board  of  Guardians    R.  L.  Curtis,  Architect.  119  and  12),  London  Wall,  E  C       „  18 
Normanton-Dwelline  House,  Castleford-road    Arthur  Hartley,  Architect,  Carlton  Chambers,  Castleford   ,  18 
Sedglfy— Additions,  Upper  Oornal  School     School  Boanl    A.  Ramsell,  Architect,  Wolverhampton-atreet,  Dudley      ,,  18 
Harrogate -Home  for  Incurables  iM  Beds)    T.  E.  Marshall,  Architect,  City  Bank  Chambers,  Harrogate      „  18 
Aahford— Additional  Hospital  Buildings,  Willesborough  Leea..  Biural  District  Council     Horace  Hamilton,  Clerk,  11,  Bank-street,  Ashford.  Kent   ,'   „  18 
London,  E  C.-Two  Transformer  Stations,  Great  Cambridge- 

road  and  Queen's-road       ..  Shoreditch  Vestrv   „  ..  J.  Rush  Dixon,  A.M.I.CE.,  Town  Hall.  Old-street,  E.C   ,  19 
Bnmley— Extension  of  Goods  Yard,  &c.,Manchester-rd.  Station  Lancashire  and  Yorkshire  Ry.  Co  ..  R.  C.  Irwin,  Secretary,  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester      „  19 
Frome— Stable      Great  Western  Railway  Co    G.  K.  Mills.  Secretary,  Paddington  Station.  London          „  19 
Birkenhead— Wing  to  Science  and  Art  School     Corporation     C,  Brownridge,A.M.I.C.E.,Boro' Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Birkenhead    „  19 
Wortley  Junction-Alterations,  ,V:c    LAncasbire  and  Yorkshire  By.  Co....  The  Engineer's  Office,  Hunt'sBank,  Manchester      „  19 
Blaen  Llynvi  -  Passenger  Station       Great  Western  Railway  Co    O.  K.  Mills,  Secretary,  Paddington  Station.  London      ,,  19 
Austwick—Wesleyan  Chapel    Jno.  I,edingham,  F.R.I.B.A.,  District  Bank  Chambers,  Bradford...    „  19 
Dearham- Repairs      School  Board    J.  Ilussell,  Clerk,  Maryport       19 
Brockholea -Stable,  &c    Indu.trial  Society,  Ltd   F.  Buckley,  Secretary,  Brockholes,  West  Hiding      „  1!> 
Thomhill- Goods  Shed      Lancashire  and  YorkshlreRy.  Co....  W.  B.  Worthington.  Engineer,  Hunt's  Bank,  Manchester       19 
Barking -Ejector  Station,  &c    Urban  District  Council    C.  J.  Dawson.  F.R  IB..*..,  Surveyor   Public  Offices,  Barking   ,  19 
Cwmavon— Additions  to  Schools    Thomas  and  James,  Architects,  Port  Talbcs          ■•  *) 
Neath,  Wales-Ixidge  at  Ffrwdvale     Miss  Rowland     Cook  Rees,  Architect,  Neath      >•  20 
Reading— Additions  to  No.  7.  Broad-street    Frances  T.  Trepess.  Architect.  Warwick      ■•  29 
Cbiswick.  W.— Additions  to  Vestry  Hall,  Heathfleld-terraoe  ...  Urban  District  Council    Arthur  Ramsden.  Surveyor,  Veatry  Hall,  Chiswiok      i>  20 
Pentre-Infants' Bchoolat  Stanleytown     Ystradyfodwg  School  Board      Jacob  Rees.  Architect,  Hillside  Cottage,  Pentre      >,  21 
Swansea  -  Factory,  &c    Swansea  Pure  Ice  Co    Freeman,  Son,  &  Gaskell,  Archts,  Albert  Chmbs.,  Carr-lana,  Hull,    „  21 
nfracombe  -  Additions  to  House  at  Westdown    J.  Chugg    Allen  T.  Hussell.M.S.A.,  Market-square.  Ufracombe    21 
Birkenhead-Cottage  at  Ilchester  Wharf    Corporation    T.  Patetson,  C.E.,  Gas  Eng.,  Gasworks,  Thomas-street,  Birkenhead    „  21 
Fulham,  S.W.— Alterations  to  9,  Parson's-green    Board  of  Guardians      A.  Saxon  Snell,  F.R.X.B.A.,  Southampton  Bldg3.,Cbancery-l.,W.C.    „  2i 
Nelson -Refuse  Destructor     Health  Committee    B.  Bull,  A.M.I. C.E  .  Borough  Eogmeer.  Nelson   ,  21 
Ben  Rhydding— Additions  and  Alterations  to  Hydro    Hydro  Co    laitt,  Adkin,  and  Hill,  Architects,  Prudential  Buildings,  Bradford,    „  22 
Manchester— Pulling  Down  Buildings,  Tame-street   Workhouse  Committee     A.  J.  Murgatroyd,  .\rchiteot,  23,  Strutt-street,  Manchester      „  2? 
Bootle-Central  Fire  and  Police  Station     Corporation     Andersson  and  Crawford,  Architects,  36,  Dale-street.  Liverpool    ...    „  22 
Ovenden- House  and  Stable    ..    Jackson  and  Fox,  Architect,  7,  Rawson-atreet.  Halifax      „  '23 
Rawmarsh— Mixed  School.  South-street     School  Board    J.  Platts,  Architect.  Old  Bank  Buildings,  High-street,  Rotherham.    „  '/3- 
Gainsborough— House  at  Waterworks    Urban  District  Council    Percy  Grilliths.  A.M  ICE  ,  54.  Parliament-street.  Wertminster   ,  23 
Rastrick  — Rebuilding  Junction  Inn      Halifax  Brewery  Co    W.Clement  Williams,  Architect,  '29,  Southgate,  Halifax    23 
■Whitby- Two  Shelter  Seats    Urban  District  Councfl    Tboe.  Keat  Scott,  Surveyor,  Flowergate,  Whitby      >■  2* 
Cardiff- Receiving  and  Lunatic  Wards  at  Workhouse     Guardians     Edwin  Seward,  F.R.I. B. A.,  Queen's  Chambers,  Carduf       •>  2* 
Halifax- Pair  of  Semi-detached  Villas,  Moorside  Estate     Richard  Horsfall  and  Son,  Architects,  •22a.  Commercial-st.,  Halifax    „  2S. 
Barry- School  Board  Otiicea    School  Board    George  Thomas,  Architect,  Queen's  Chambers,  CirdUf        *t  23- 
Olasgow- Extension  of  St.  Enoch  Station    Glasgow  and  South-WestemRy.  Co.  F.  H.  Gillies,  Secretary,  St.  Enoch  Station,  Glasgow    -.      ,,  25 
Biaemar— Isolation  Hospital       Deeside  District  Committee    Jenkins  and  Marr,  C.E.  and  Architects,  Hi,  Bridge-st.,  Aberdeen    2T 
Walthamstow- Rustic- Work  Bandstand,  Forest-road      Urban  District  Council    O.  W.  Holmes,  AM  I  C.E,  Surveyor,  Walthamitow   ,  29 
Newcastle-upon-Tvne-Offices  and  Pupil  Teachers' Centre     School  Board    W,U.  Knowles.  F.S.A.,  Archt.,37,  Orainger-st.,Newcistle-on-Tyne    „  S> 
Donington— Tool-House    Parish  Council   A.  G.  Fletcher,  Clerk,  DoniD^'U)n   -      ••  ̂  
Morecambe— Villas  and  Stables,  Grove-street      Mm.  Emary     A.  Lancelot  Lang,  Architect.  \i\,  Pedder-street,  Morecambe  ..    Jan.  1 
Caidonagh- Station  Buildings    Londonderry  &  Lough  Swilly  By.  Co.  Fred.  Dawson,  Secretary,  Shipqusy-street  Buildings,  Londonderry    „  1 
Borough,  S.E.— Strengthening  Floors  at  Stores,  4,  Mermaid-ct.  Metropolitan  Asylums  Board    T.  Duncombc  Mann,  Clerk,  Norfolk  H.,  Norfolk-st.,  Strand,  W.C..    „  s 
Cilybebyll— Isolation  Hospit;il    Pontardawe  Hospital  Committee   ...  John  Morgan,  Surveyor,  Herbert  Chambers,  Pontardawe      t,  * 
West  Hampiitead— Branch  I'ublic  Library,  Westbere-road     Bt.  John's  Vestry          Arthur  V.  Johnson,  V,.stry  Clerk,  Haverstock  Hill,  N.W   .-.    >i  • 
■Whitley-Council  Offices,  Fire  Brigade  House,  and  Stores       Whitley  and  Monkscaton  U.D.C.  ...  J.  P.  Spencer,  AM  ICE,  13,  Grainger-st.  West,  Newcastle-on-T.    „  r>- 
Birmingham— Additions  to  Coachman's  House  at  Workhouse..  Guardians     W.  H.  Ward,  Architect,  Paradise-street.  Birmingham      **  6 
Swindon— Additional  Hospital  Buildings    Swindon  and  Dis.  Hospital  Board...  Halliday  and  Rodger,  A!rchitects,  H,  High-street,  Cardiff    ** 
Llangollen— Alterations  and  Additions  to  Courthouse       The  County  Surveyor,  Denbigh               "  ̂  
Pret  ton -Post  and  Inland  It.  venue  OlKcos    H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works    The  Secretary,  H.M.  Officeof  Works,  &c..  Storey's  Gate,  S.W,  ........    „  10 
Birkenhead -Electricity  Generating  Station,  Craven-street    Corporation      C.  Brownrldge,  AM  I. C.E. ,  Boro' Eng.,  Town  Hall,  Birkenhead  ...    „  16 
Kentish  Town,  N.W.- Public  Ruths  and  Washhousea     8t,  P,uicra8  Vestry    T,  W.  Aldwinskle,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Architect,  1,  Victoria-street,  S  W    2i. 
Otley-Two  Houses,  Station-road           A,  Marshall,  .M.S.A  ,  Architect,  Otlef         ~ 
Mealsgate- Adding  60ft.  to  Pit  Chimney    William  lUuisay,  Allhallowa  Colliery,  Mealsgate,  via  Wigton        — 
Parkstone-CluJ)  l-remises,  Ashley-road    Hestheiland  Unioolst  Qab    Walter  .\ndrew.  Architect,  Alton  Office,  Parkstone        — 
Beefton- Schools,  Humber-road    Robt.  Clarke,  .\rchitect,  Prudential  Buildings,  Nottingham   
Castleford- Additions  to  Premises,  Carlton-etreet    E.  llillar    Oarside  and  Pennington,  Architects,  Castleford   ";v  V,"" 
Hull— Alterations  to  Imperial  Hotel    W.  8.  Walker  and  J.  M.  Dossor,  Joint  Archts  .  2,  Manor-st.,  HuU,.      — 
Raunds— Six  Houses,  Marshall-ioad    Robinson  and  Northezn       Harry  Knight,  Surveyor,  Newton-road,  Boshdea        ~ 
Hemingfleld— House  and  Stabh-   John  Robin.son,  Wombwell   ■■   
Cloughton- Cottages   H.  E.  Donner      Charles  Ederon,  .Architect,  5,  Huntriss-row,  Scarborough  .,.^...        — 
Walham  Green,  S.W.-Block  of  Flats    Albert  O.  ttistilow,  Architect,  104,  Upper  Richmond-road,  Futney.      — 
Southerdown -Additions  to  Marine  Hotel     R,  T.  Davis     Seddon  and  Carter.  Archts.,  Bink  Buddings,  St.  Mary-st ,  <■  arditl..      — 
Horwich— Enlargement  of  British  Schools,  Lee-Lane    E.  W.  Dyson,  Architect,  17,  Lee-lane,  Horwich   
Cambridge— Corrugated  Shed  (4Cft  bySCft,)    Pamphn  Bros.,  Cherry  Hiaton  Works.  Cimbridge     
Rawtenatall— Showrooms,  ,\c    Eastwood  and  Clegg     F.  Hobson,  Architect,  Buruley-road,  Uiwtenstall.....   
Farsley— Eight  Houses    J.  P.  Kay.  Architect,  31.  Prudential  Buildings,  Leeds        — 
Sheffield-Works,  Buildings,  ic,  Walkley-lane      0.  A,  Milne     „    Henry  Webster,  .\rch'  ,  St.  Mary's  Chmbrs,  Norfolk-row,  bhellield      — 
Whalley  Range-Presbyterian  Church    Fred  W.  Dixon.  Architect.  Trivelyan  lUiildings,  Manchester  _.......      — 
Belfast— Improvements  to  Licensed  Premises,  Roden-street    A.  and  D,  Uoaaej     W.  J.  Moore,  Architect,  Whitehall  Buildings,  Ann-street,  Belfast  ..      — 
Muckamore— Repairing  and  A'entilating  Presbyterian  Church    J.  Hawthorne,  Dunadry   
Rawtenstall-Bakery  and  Stables    Hartley  and  Co    F.  J.  Uobson.  Architect,  King-street,  Riwtenstall         — 
Donhead  St.  Andrew— Reroofing  South  Aisle  of  Church     W.  E.  K>ng,  Donhead  Lodge,  Salisbury    
Llanfairfechan— Shop  Premises  and  House    Peter  Jones       Richard  Hall,  Architect,  Bangor. .j^   
Rawtenstall— Alterations  to  Bishop  Bhuze  Hotel   John  Baxter,  Limited,  Glen  Top,  WaterfoDt    ,...^   A"\-\" 
Carlisle  -  Cookery  School,  Ashley-Btreet     School  Board    T.  Taylor  Scott,  F.R.LB.A  ,  Architect,  43,  Lowther-stteet,  Carlisle.      — 
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EXPRESSION. 

AXD 

WHEX  the  history  of  architectiu-e  of  the century  fast  drawing  to  a  close  comes 
to  be  written,  a  great  deal  of  the  work  done 

will  be    pronounced    inexpressi\e  and  cha- 
racterless.    Utilitarian  buildings,  as  well  as 

those  erected  for  residences  and  for  civil  and 

ecclesiastical    pmposes,  will  have  to  be  de- 
scribed as  designed  without  any   reference 

to  plan  or  construction,  bvit  chiefly  in  the 
outward  dress  of  some  pre-existing  style — 
that  the  art  was,  in  short,  imitative,  and  not 
based  on  the  wants  of  the  age.  At  least,  much 
that  was  done  during   the  years  of  what  is 
called  the  Classical  Revival,  and  in  those  which 

marked    the     Gothic   Revival — though    the 
two  periods    to    some    extent   synchronised 

or    overlapped — can   be   fairly  described  as 
imitational.       We    include  the   best  works 

in    this    description,     for    who    would    say 

the    "  new  "    church     of    St.  Pancras,  the 
London  University  Buildings,  Gower-atreet, 
the    British    ̂ luseum,    the    General    Post 

Office,  the  National  GaUery  were  anything 
else    but     imitations    of     Greek    temples  r 
Kot  one  of  these,  not  even  St.  Pancras,  can 

be  called  expre.ssive  of  the  important  func- 
tions   and     purposes     for     which     it     was 

built.     No  one,   coming  to   London  for  the 
first  time,    could,    on    merely    looking    on 
these     buildings,     distinguisfi.     their    uses, 
except,  perhaps,  the  church  in  the  Euston- 
road,  which   became  a   common   model   for 
the   churches    biult    early  in   the   century. 
But   who,  looking  at  the   British  Museum, 
without     knowing     its     name,     would  im- 

mediately come  to  the  conclusion  that  it  was 
the  great  depository  of  the  National  antiqui- 

ties ? — though  we  think,  certainly,  the  style 
and  treatment     suggests   a  large  treasure- 
house  of,  at  least.  Classical  antitiuities.     Its 
dignified  and  windowless  exterior  expresses 

security,  at  least,  in  one's  mind.    Again,  is 
there    anything    in    the    Royal   Exchange, 
General  Post  Office,  or  the  National  Gallery 
to  arouse  even  a  faint  suspicion  that  they  are 

what  they  are ':    To  go  further,  St.  George's 
HaU,  Liverpool,  is  a  noble  Classical  building 
of   its   age,   with   columns   COft.   high,  and 
worthy  of  our  Classical  traditions :  but  it  c;xn 
hardly  be  said  to  declare  its  use  externally. 
Look  at  many  of  the  country  seats  of  the 
gentry  built  about  this  time,  many  of  them 
replicas  of  temples  with  wings.     From  the 
town-hall  to  the  hospital,   architectural  ex- 

pression, if  it  can  be  called  by  such  a  name, 
was  merely  the  representation  of  a  style.    In 
this  sense  there  was  an   expression,   some- 

times dignified,  often   exaggerated  or  cari- 
catured.     Heathenish     in     style     certainly 

many  of  our    Classic  churches  were  when 
they  threw  ofl  Christian  symbolism  for  mean- 

ingless ornament,  urns,  and  torches.     In  the 
case  of  the  town-hall  or  the  local  museum, 
there  was  not  so  much  harm  done  in  select- 

ing a  Greek  or  Roman  model.     Later  on,  in 

the  "fifties"  and  "sixties,"  our  architecture, 
though  more  intelligent,  still  f.iile<l  in  this 
quality  of  expressix  eness.  We  had  thentwo  or 

three  styles  from  which  to  select.     The  ( 'lassie or  Renaissance   was  chosen  for  our  secular 

buildings,  and  the  Medin^val  for  our  churches 

— ;an  appropriate   selection ;    but   there  was 
still  no  expression  of  plan  or  structure.    The 
revelation  of  plan  and  construction  has  been 

reseiyed  for    oui-    own  time ;    but   are   we 
availing  ourselves  of  it  r 
The  emphasis  of  structure  and  of  plan  is 

slowly  superseding  the  older  imitational 
methods,   and  there    are  many  indications 

amongst  the  younger  members  of  a  rising 
school  that  it  will  quickly  .supplant  the 
older  system.  The  leaders  of  what  was  once 
called  the  "  muscular  "  school  of  architecture, 
who  some  time  ago  rebelled  against  con- 

ventional art,  were  the  beginners,  but  we 
have  got  beyond  compromises.  Taking  the 
average  designs  of  buildings  of  our  streets 
and  our  competition  work,  we  are  beginning 
to  .see  a  bolder  effort  to  give  expression  to 
plan.  There  are  two  kinds  of  emphasis  ; 
that  of  structure  and  that  of  plan — both  im- 

portant motives  to  work  from.  These  are 
sometimes  synonymous,  as  they  are  in  a 

group  of  semi-isolated  buildings,  as,  for 
instance,  a  group  of  hospital  wards,  a  work- 

house, or  in  a  set  of  public  baths.  In  these  and 
similar  buildings,  the  construction  and  the 

plan  more  or  less  coincide — that  is  to  s.iy,  the 
structure,  the  walls,  and  roofing  which  form 

one  unit  or  part  of  the  building  is  coin- 
cident with  the  plan ;  they  arise  out 

of  it.  Let  us  take  one  block  or  pavilion 
of  a  hospital.  The  plan  and  structure 
agree,  they  do  not  overlap.  Walls,  floors, 
and  roof  are  dictated  by  the  plan,  or  should 
be.  If  we  tried  to  make  the  structure  dis- 

agree, with  the  plan,  say,  by  making  gables 
at  the  sides  of  the  pavilion  or  by  cutting  up 
the  side  walls  and  roof  by  a  series  of  breaks 
with  cross  roofs,  we  should  be  com- 

plicating the  plan,  and  it  and  the  structure 
would  not  be  one.  The  emphasis  of  struc- 

ture and  the  emphasis  of  plan  would  dis- 
agree ;  each  would  be  playing  at  cross- 

purposes.  The  best  and  simplest  design  for 
such  a  set  of  buildings  is  one  in  which  each 
part  or  unit  is  distinguished ;  a  number  of 
isolated  ward-blocks  connected  by  one  or 
more  corridors  is  the  cheapest  and  most 
economic  design  for  a  hospital.  Eath  part 
should  tell  its  own  purpose  ;  the  plan  and 
structure  both  should  be  expressed.  In  a 
set  of  public  baths  on  a  cramped  or  irregular 
site,  open  only  at  two  ends  or  sides,  suih 
as  those  recently  chosen  for  Fulham,  the 
same  principle  cannot  be  so  completely 
followed.  The  swimming-baths  may  all  be 
placed  in  a  line  in  plan  and  be  roofed 
separately  or  together  ;  but  the  slipper-baths 
of  each  class  could  not,  on  a  crowded  site, 

be  so  easilyexpressed;  as  they  would  be  plaied 
intermediately  or  on  one  side  of  ponds. 

Neither  plan  nor  structure  could  be  ex- 
ternally expressed,  the  parts  would  be  more 

intermixed,  and  as  only  one  elevation  may 
be  obtainable,  and  that  a  narrow  frontage  : 
emphasis  of  the  separate  parts  is  impossible. 
On  a  longer  site  where  the  architect  is  less 
restricted,  he  can,  however,  make  his  main 
baths  a  visible  feature,  and  this  has  been 

done  very  well  at  the  Kennington-road  baths. 
In  a  group  of  large  schools  the  external 

expression  ought,  if  possible,  to  be  main- 
tained ;  the  common  school-hall  ought  to  be 

emphasised  at  least,  and  the  suites  of  class- 
rooms also  expressed,  with  the  minor  offices. 

A  few  of  our  I.ondon  Board  Schools  exhibit 

this  emphasis  of  plan  and  structure  combined ; 
in  many  more  the  parts  are  mixed  up  and  con- 

fused, and  appear  as  one  whole,  or  under  one 
elevation.  In  the  Royal  Academy  prize 
designs  we  noticed  last  week  for  a  public 
school  for  two  hundred  boys,  we  have  one 
design  at  least  in  which,  the  author  has 
emphasised  the  main  parts  of  his  buildings. 
Mr.  Hide,  in  the  prize  design,  has  given 

marked  emphasis  to  the  hall  or  great  school- 
room, which  is  axiallv  placed,  against  both 

sides  of  which  are  placed  the  suite  of  class- 
rooms, forming  a  lower  range  of  buildings. 

Both  plan  and  structure  are  well  emphasisel, 
while  the  external  treatment  preserves  a  unity 

and  symmetry,  l-^ach  part,  the  hall,  the  chapel, 
and  classrooms,  library,  &c. ,  are  expressed 
structurally  by  distinct  roofs  and  levels. 
One  sees  from  the  outside  what  the  design  is 

intended  for.  The  plan  unit  and  struc- 
ture fairly  coincide.  In  another  design  which 

hung  next  to  this  one,  the  author  more 
expbcitly    exhibited    this     principle.      The 

buildings  were  arranged  round  a  quadrangle, 
but  each  one  i.s  emphasised  both  in  plan  and 

structural!}-.  The  pii'rr  de  r>''sist2nce  in  this 
design  is  the  chapel,  which  takes  up  one  side 
of  the  square.  Isolated  and  distinct  from  the 
other  buildings,  it  is  of  commanding  height 
and  length.  Here  emphasis  of  plan  and  of 
structure  are  shown ;  it  helps  to  explain  what 
wo  mean  by  this  double  emphasis.  The  plan 
uf  chapel  is  distinct,  not  joined  or  connected 

except  by  the  cloister  with  the  other  build- 
ings, and  it  is  also  structurally  intact. 

Thoughsevere  in  its  linos,  the  whole  design  has 
this  merit  :  it  expresses  each  building,  and 
gives  prominence  to  the  principal  feature. 
In  the  first  design  the  author  makes  the 
school  hall  the  prominent  and  central  part, 

and  groups  the  other  departments  round  it ;  in 
the  second  there  is  no  attempt  at  symmetry, 
but  the  chapel  stands  out  by  itself,  severe 
and  dignified  in  its  outlines,  without  any 
attempt  to  unite  with  the  other  building. 
In  a  tnird  design  for  the  same  subject,  one 

may  see  the  ordinary  idea  of  uniting  all  the 
separate  departments  under  one  roof  as  far 
as  possible — that  is,  combining  the  several 
parts  together  under  one  elevation.  The 
hall,  the  classrooms,  and  the  chapel  are 
united  in  one  scheme.  The  design  might 

express  a  hundred  different  ideas  ;  but  ̂ ood 
as  it  may  otherwise  be,  the  plan  is  .sacrificed to  the  elevation. 

In  largo  complex  buildings,  where  the 
main  units  are  more  dispersed  and  inter- 

woven, the  principle  of  distinct  expression 
is  not  so  easily  attainable.  To  mention  as 
one  instance  a  block  of  offices  where  a 
number  of  rooms  of  small  size  on  different 

floors  is  required,  an  external  emphasis  is 
almost  impossible.  Here  we  have  just  the 
opposite  condition  to  a  school  or  hospital, 
where  single-storied  and  large  units  occur. 
We  may  express  a  large  block  of  residences 
or  offices  by  the  windows ;  but  there  can  be 

no  real  structural  emphasis  except  in  distri- 
buting the  offices  over  the  site  by  wings  for 

convenience.  In  a  block  of  municipal  offices 
we  have  generally  two  or  three  important 
units  ;  there  is  usually  a  large  public  hall,  a 
vestry  hall,  and  a  court  of  law,  each  of  which 

can  be  expressed ;  but  as  there  are  also  a  num- 
ber of  small  offices  for  the  officials,  it  is  more 

difficult  to  emphasise  the  larger  parts.  They 
are  so  interwoven  with  the  offices  in  a  re- 

stricted area  that  the  expression  of  plan  is 

more  prominent  than  that  of  structure — 
the  two  factors  of  plan  and  structure  overlap. 

The  large  hall  generally  is  self-contained 
and  roofed  high ;  but  it  may  be  so  surrounded 
by  smaller  offices,  or  so  interlocked  with 
other  parts,  that  its  identity  is  disguised. 
If  central,  it  may  be  brought  out,  and  be 
made  a  feature  on  the  main  front,  or  it  may 
Ise  along  a  side  street,  and  have  its  own 
expression.  The  smaller  hall  or  vestry  may 
be  only  one  story  high,  and  is,  therefore,  in 
a  less  favourable  position.  But  all  round  it 
space  is  wanted  for  offices  and  committee 
rooms  —  the  parts  overlap.  There  may 

be  a  good,  well-expressed  plan,  but  the 
construction  of  roofs  and  floors  are  not 

independent ;  they  do  not  coincide  with  the 
walls,  or  the  roof  of  some  other  portion  may 

go  over  it — therefore,  structure  cannot  be 
emphasised.  In  other  complex  buildings  it  is 
the  same.  A  big  hotel  has  several  large  units 
and  many  small  ones,  and  the  larger  overlap 
in  dimensions  and  height  the  smaller  units, 
so  that  there  can  bo  no  structural  emphasis, 
unless  indeed  the  parts  can  be  separated  by 
wide  areas.  Mr.  Street,  in  the  t  ourts  of 
Justice,  has  given  us  a  good  example  of  both 

kinds  of  emphasis  ;  the  central  hall  is  semi- 
isolated  and  distinct,  and  the  separate  courts 
are  also  separately  treated  and  roofed.  But 
for  the  style  selected,  this  design  would  have 
been  almost  as  perfect  an  example  as  we 

could  have  had.  In  Barry's  earlier  work,  the 
Houses  of  Legislature,  structural  distinct- 
nes.s  is  disgui.sed  behind  the  facade  of  r.Ate 
Tudor,  though  the  plan  is  better  expressed. 
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In  all  complex  buLldiDgs  where  the  area  is 
covered,  it  is  almost  impossible  to  ac<;entuato 
each  of  the  larger  uuit;,,  to  ̂ .'ivf  a  different 
external  treatment,  or  roof,  to  each  without 
interfering  with  the  unity  of  the  design,  so 
that  all  the  architect  can  do  is  to  arrange  hia 
farades  with  the  nearest  approach  he  can  to 
expression.  l!ut  in  buildings  like  some  of 
those  we  first  mentioned  (those  of  one  unit 
or  compartment),  theatres,  concert-halls, 
churches,  tho  structural  units  are  large  and 
important,  and  can  be  expressed  either  in 
elevation  or  roofing.  The  separate  units  of 
structure  and  plan  can  be  made  to  coincide. 
Tho  subject  is  one  of  large  and  di\erso  ap- 

plication, to  some  of  them  we  may  more  fully 
refer  :  it  is  one  at  least  of  the  many  ways  in 
which  architects  can  do  something  in  a 
direction  they  have  hitherto  failed  to  under- 
stand. 

ORIGINAL  PEICED  QUANTITIES. 

AN  instructive  and  important  decision  in 
an  action  of  considerable  interest  to 

builders  and  contractors  was  reported  in  our 
last  issue.  It  had  reference  to  a  contract 

entered  into  by  a  builder  of  repute  with  the 
Llandudno  Urban  District  Council  for 
Municipal  buildings,  in  which  there  was  a 
clause  to  the  effect  that  all  additions  and 
alterations,  when  they  came  to  be  paid  for, 

should  be  made  out  according  to  tho  builder's 
original  estimates,  and  that  the  contractor 
was  to  furnish  tho  architects,  at  the  time  of 

signing,  with  a  verified  sealed  copy  of  the 
original  estimate.  This  point  was  contested 
by  the  plaintiff  (the  builder),  who  said  it 
was  not  usual  with  builders  in  Liverpool  or 
other  large  towns  in  the  North  to  furnish  a 
copy  of  the  original  estimate  to  the  archi- 

tects ;  but  the  builder  undertook  to  furnish 
them  with  a  verified  sealed  copy  of  estimates. 
The  action  was  brought  by  the  plaintiff 
against  the  district  council  for  having  ejected 
him  from  the  site  of  the  new  Municipal 
Buildings  which  he  had  contracted  to  build, 

and  for  loss  of  profit  estimated  at  1  •'>  per  cent. £2,()S1.  We  must  refer  our  readers  to  the 

report  we  have  given  (page  799)  for  a  full  state 
mentof  the  case  on  both  sides.  The  defendants, 
in  fact,  refused  to  let  him  go  on  with 
the  work  unless  he  allowed  them  to  look 
at  the  sealed  copy,  and  contended  that  the 
architects  or  their  surveyors  were  tho  proper 

persons  to  verify  the  sealed  copy.  L'pon  this 
issue,  practically,  Mr.  Justice  Cozens-llardy 
gave  judgment  in  the  Chancery  Division  of 
the  liigh  Court.  The  council,  he  said,  took 
up  a  position  which  he  had  been  entirely 
unable  to  appreciate.  The  plaintiff  was 
required  not  only  to  furnish  a  verified  copy 
of  his  original  estimates,  which  was  sealed, 
but  must  furnish  a  copy  which  was  verified 

by  one  individual— namely,  the  quantity 
surveyor  who  had  prepared  the  bill  of 

(j^uantities.  Ue  failed  to  see  any  justifica- 
tion for  such  a  contention.  The  plaintiff,  he 

thought,  had  entirely  complied  with  eveiy 
obligation  under  tho  clause  in  sending  the 
sealed  copy,  verified  by  an  accountant,  and 
he  said  that  on  tho  true  construction  of  the 

agreement  the  defendants  were  not  entitled 
to  have  the  sealed  copy  verified  by  their 
architect  or  quantity  surveyor,  and,  that 
being  so,  the  defendants  had  been  guilty  of 
a  breach  of  their  contract  with  the  plaintiff. 
He  thought,  therefore,  tho  defendants  were 
not  justified  in  what  they  did,  and  tho 
plaintiff  was  entitled  to  damages.  These 
were  reduced.  The  judge  ordered  the  de- 

fendants to  pay  £1,000  for  damages  for 
breach,  also  the  sum  realised  for  sale  of 
materials  loft  on  the  site,  and  the  cost  of  the 
action,  the  counterclaim  being  dismissed 
with  costs. 

It  will  bo  seen  the  question  largely  turned 
on  the  verification  of  the  original  estimate, 
and  whether  it  was  fair  that  the  sealed  and 
verified  document  should  be  furnished  to  the 
architect  of  the  building.  There  are  no  doubt 

arguments  on  both  sides.  The  district  council 
vri»he<l  to  save  expense,  and  if  they  had  the 
price<l  estimate  to  consult  they  c<juld  manage 
by  adjusting  items  to  lessen  the  cost  of  any 
additions  and  alterations  that  were  found 

necessary,  these  being  baseil  on  the  original 
prices.  l$ut  these  adjustments  are  usually 
made  when  tho  additions  or  alterations 
had  to  bo  paid  fur  at  the  end  of  the 
contract,  and  a  builder  had  a  reasonable 

objection  to  show  his  prices  to  his  emidoyer 
or  the  architect  before  these  variations  were 

made.  'ITie  architect  or  employer  would sometimes  be  inclinod  to  make  use  of  this 
information  for  his  clients  advantage,  in 
which  case  the  practice  would  be  unfair  to  the 
builder.  In  the  present  case  the  builder 
objected  to  the  architect  seeing  his  original 
estimate  before  deciding  on  what  additions 
there  should  be.  Prices  are  sometimes 

very  high,  or  lump  sums  are  put  down 
by  contractors  that  would  bear  reduc- 

tion ;  in  other  cases,  as  all  "  surveyors 
know,  heavy  amounts  are  affixed  to  items 
that  are  not  understood.  These  excesses 

of  pricing  are  convenient  to  make  up  for  the 
deficiencies  and  omissions  ;  hence  the  builder 
is  averse  to  the  architect  knowing  his  prices. 
There  is  a  natural  reason,  therefore,  why  the 
contractor  should  object  to  allowing  the  other 
side  to  see  his  pricing  or  his  detailed  esti- 

mates ;  why  he  objects  to  the  (juantity 
surveyor  who  prepared  the  bill  and  had  an 
interest  in  the  building  seeing  his  prices,  and 

so  be  able  "  to  pick  out  the  plums  and  leave 
the  stones."  The  practice  is  certainly  un- 

usual, as  Mr.  John  Ilolden.  of  Manchester, 
pointed  out.  On  the  abstract  question  of 
right  and  wrong,  much  may  be  said.  Both 
the  employers  and  the  contractor  acted  justi- 

fiably in  their  own  interests.  Verification  of 
estimates  would  be  a  good  thing  if  conducted 
fairly  on  both  sides ;  but,  in  specidative 
tendering,  it  is  hardly  possible  not  to  see  in 
which  way  it  would  be  used.  It  would  be  a 
good  thing  if  an  architect  or  his  surveyor 
went  over  the  items  and  the  prices  attached 
to  them  before  a  tender  was  accepted,  so  that 

any  discrepancies  and  anomalous  pricing 
could  be  adjusted  or  put  right ;  but  after  the 
contract  was  made  this  course  would  be  open 
to  misunderstanding.  It  might,  for  instance, 
be  a  temptation  to  the  architect  or  surveyor 

to  obtain  an  advantage  over  the  builder.  "  It would  be  unfair  to  the  builder  if  the  tender 
was  a  low  one  if  variations  from  the  contract 
had  to  be  made  at  the  same  rates.  These  are 

points  that  suggest  themselves  to  the  mind, 
and  it  seems  fair  in  speculative  tendering 
that  the  contractor  should,  in  case  of  addi- 

tions or  variations,  be  allowed  a  fair  market 

price,  instead  of  being  too  strictly  held  to 
those  prices  which  he  affixed  for  competing 

purposes. 
  •.^   . 

HENDON    PUBLIC    OFFICES 
COMPETITION. 

THE  nendon  Urban  District  Council  have 
receivetl  eight  sets  of  designs  in  a 

limited  competition  for  their  proposed 
municipal  buildings,  which  are  now  on  view 
at  the  public  offices.  These  designs  are  still 
under  consideration ;  but  no  selection  or 
award  his  been  made,  so  that  we  are  in  a 
position  to  fully  comment  on  the  whole 
number.  The  site  is  a  spacious  one,  bounded 
in  front  by  the  Burroughs,  on  south  by  a  now 
road,  and  on  north  by  the  firove.  The  de- 

signs are  numbere<l  from  1  to  S ;  but  we  shall 
take  the  order  in  which  they  appear  to  us  to 
have  merit  of  plan,  which  is  tho  primary 
consideration  for  the  committee.  The  design 
No.  8  is  perhaps  the  most  compact  in  arrange- 

ment of  tho  departments.  It  is  quadrangular, 
with  an  open  area  and  a  large  entrance-hall 
and  central  staircase,  round  which  the  main 
corridors  and  departments  are  grouped.  A 
centre  entrance  with  a  semicircular  portico 
of  coupled  columns  leads  into  the  main  hall, 
in  front  of  which  is  the  principal  stairs,  with 

porter  and  telephone  offices  on  either  side. 
On  the  south,  or  left,  side  in  front  are 

placed  the  clerks'  offices,  which  extend from  the  entrance  to  some  little  distance 
on  the  south  side.  The  private  office 

comes  first,  then  the  assistant  clerks'  room, 
with  counter  for  inquiries  from  hall,  and  a 

third  spare  room,  veiy  compact  and  con- 
venient ;  with  a  strong  room  between  the 

private  and  clerks'  offices,  which  slightly 
projects  and  forms  a  turreted  feature  on  the 
elevation.  The  rooms  are  of  good  slice,  and  close 

to  the  entrance.  Next  to  the  clerk's  comes 
the  rate-collector's  large  office,  with  space  for 
public  and  a  counter  at  one  end,  with  two 
other  rooms  tn  suite.  This  range  of  side 
offices  is  approached  by  a  corridor  from  hall. 
On  the  north  side,  in  correspondence,  we  have 

in  front  the  engineer's  suite  of  offices, 
the  clerks  at  the  corner  position,  and  the 
private  room  next  hall,  followed  along  the 
Orovo-road  side  bv  a  well-lighted  drawing 

office,  34ft.  by  L'4ft.  liin.  The  building  in- 
spector comes  next,  and  in  the  rear  are  the 

cement-testing  room  and  laboratory,  a  very 
good  and  workable  arrangement,  all  entered 
from  the  north  corridor.  These  two  corridors 

running  parallel  inclose,  as  we  have  said,  the 
stairs  and  open  light  area,  and  return  also  at 

the  end,  giving  access  to  the  medical  officer's 
rooms.  The  caretaker's  house  forms  a  pro- 

jecting block  in  range  with  collector's department.  The  author  has,  in  his  elevation, 
emphasised  the  central  part  of  front  between 
square  turreted  projections.  On  the  first 

floor  the  council-oham'oer.  .50ft.  by  ;Wft., 
is  placed  centrally  over  entrance-hall, 
clerks'  and  engineer's  offices :  there  is 
a  raised  gallery  at  one  end  for  the 
public  approached  by  a  stair  turret.  The 
committee-rooms  are  on  each  side  over 

clerks,  and  engineers'  departments,  with 
cloak-room  and  lavatory  in  rear.  The  re- 

freshment room  and  library,  26ft.  by  "ilft., 
are  placed  over  the  rates  office.  Future 
extension  is  allowed  for  in  rear  round  open 
area,  and  the  block  plan  shows  proposed 

public  baths  and  library  and  fire-brigade 
offices  on  south  side  of  site,  and  a  public 
hall  on  north  side.  The  elevations  and 
sections  are  well  drawn.  The  author  has 

selected  a  rather  too  palatial-looking  type  of 
Italian  Renaissance.  The  centre  is  relieved 

by  coupled  pilasters  and  a  curved  pediment, 
and  flanked  by  the  turreted  projections 
terminated  by  cupolas.  Stone  or  terracotta 
is  largely  used  in  the  dressed  parts.  The 
council  chamber  is  divided  into  three  bays 

by  pilasters,  and  the  large  cupola  is  carried 
up  from  the  centre. 

No.  1,  in  a  Renaissance  dress,  with  Late 
Gothic  muUioned  windows,  is  broken  by  a 

central  ornate  tower  of  elaborate  outline  and 
rather  costly  in  detail.  The  ground  plan  has 
merit.  On  the  left  side  of  entrance  are  placed 

the  rate -collector's  olfice,  with  space  for 

public,  40ft.  by  20ft.,  and  accountants' room,  approachetl  by  a  wide  corridor  which 
runs  northwards  to  a  future  assembly-hall  ; 
the  other,  or  south  end,  is  poorly  lighted. 
The  principal  stairs  is  central,  opposite 

entrance.  On  tho  right  side  is  the  clerks' 
department,  the  private  office  and  strong- 

room being  at  north  end  of  corridor.  The 

engineer's  department  on  the  rear  side  of  it, 

with  drawing  office  .3Tft.  lOin.  by  '24ft.  3in., is  north-lighted  by  two  \vindows.  This  part 

forms  a  projecting  wing  at  back  ;  on  south 
side  are  the  cloakroom  and  cement  testing 

room,  and  tho  building  inspector's  room  is  at 
north-west  comer  behind  tho  rate  depart- 

ment, and  approached  by  a  side  branch 
corridor  from  main  corridor.  The  council 

chamber  is  42ft.  by  34tt.,  and  is  over  draw- 
ing office,  &c.,  forming  a  central  projection 

in  rear  of  main  staircase,  lighted  on  both 

sides,  with  semicircular  benches— rather  ex- 

posed to  cross  draught  we  are  afraid.  On 
left-side  wing,  approached  from  stairs,  is  the 
medical  office  and  Laboratory ;  the  library 

and  refreshment- room,  29ft.  by  20ft.,  is  on 
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right  wing,  and  the  two  committee-rooms 
placed  lengthwise  along  the  front  with  a 
reception  or  waiting-room  between,  arranged 
(I,  suite.  The  plan  is  compact  and  con- 

venient, and  the  offices  occupy  the  main 
block  in  front.  The  caretaker  is  on  second 
iloor  and  at  north-west  corner. 

No.  2  is  also  a  well-considered  scheme ; 
the  ground  plan  is  rather  straggling  on  the 
nortli  side,  and  extends  some  distance  north- 

ward, with  the  engineer's  department  placed 
at  right  angles  to  drawing-office,  the  latter 
with  side  north  light.  The  long  corridors  to 
these  offices  are  objectionable.  The  main 

block  has  the  accountant's  on  left,  and  clerks' 
office  on  right-hand  side  of  entrance,  this 
portion  being  prominent ;  in  the  rear,  and 
in  line  with  the  entrance,  is  a  largo  hall  and 
semicircular  staircase,  with  wide  corridors 

right  and  left  to  the  engineer's  and  col- 
lector's department,  the  medical  offices  and 

laboratory  form  the  left  rear  wing.  The 

rate-collector's  office,  with  its  entrance, 
is    well    placed,    and   with   good   approach 
The  1st  floor  plan  is  better  planned.  The 
council  chamber  occupies  the  centre  part  of 

front,  olft.  Gin.  by  ;51ft.  -lin..  lengthwise  to 
road,  with  committee-rooms  on  both  sides 
the  library  over  laboratory  and  in  rear  wing. 
The  north  wing  is  roofed  low.  In  external 
treatment  this  design  has  much  merit ;  the 
front  elevation  has  the  council  chamber 

block,  which  projects  beyond  the  wings, 

emphasised  by  a  steep  roof  and  central  flt-che. 
The  three  semicircular  headed  windows  of 

council  chamber  have  segmental  pediments 
over,  and  those  in  the  wings  have  also  flat 
ang\ilar  pediments,  which  break  the  cornice 
line  and  give  some  character  to  the  front, 
which  is  official,  but  not  pretentious.  The 
materials  are  brick  and  stone. 

Xo.  4  is  a  well-drawn  set.  The  elevation, 
in  a  Late  Classic  style,  is  rather  long  and 
low,  and  there  is  hardly  enough  prominence 
given  to  the  council-chamber,  which  occu- 

pies the  centre  on  upper  floor.  The  roof  i.i 
on  one  level  from  end  to  end,  but  there  are 
good  details.  The  ground  plan  has  a  long 
back  corridor  parallel  to  front,  which  gives 
access  to  rate  department  on  left  and  en- 

gineer's department  on  right  hand.  The 
medical  department,  laboratory.  i<:c  ,  are 
in  the  rear  wing,  and  the  building  inspector, 
testing-room,  Ac  ,  in  the  corresponding  wing. 
The  entrance-hall  and  stairs  are  not  satis- 

factory. The  future  public  hall  is  shown  at 
the  rear,  in  line  with  entrance.  The  council 
chamber  over  the  centre  is  square,  with  four 
isolated  columns  dividing  transeptally  the 

space.  The  clerks'  department  is  over  the 
engineer's,  and  on  corresponding  side  of 
front  the  committee-room,  next  to  chamber, 
the  caretaker's  behind. 

Xo.  0,  though  roughly  drawn,  has  a  fairly 
workable  plan,  and  the  exterior  design  in 
simply  treated  Clas.--ic,  has  a  French  feeling 
in  the  high  curved  roof  of  centre ;  the 
windows  have  square -headed  gauged  arches^ 
and  the  brick  treatment  is  suitable.  There 
is  a  centre  entrance-hall  and  staircase  with 

longitudinal  corridors  leading  to  clerk's 
offices  on  left  fronting  road,  and  rate- 

collector's  in  rear  with  lobby  for  public, and  an  entrance  at  end  of  corridor.  The 

surveyor's  department  is  on  the  right.  The 
borrowed  lighting  of  corridor  through  draw- 

ing-office at  back  of  cumdor  is  not  good. 
On  the  upper  floor  the  council  chamber  is  in 
centre  in  front,  with  committee-rooms  on 
both  sides.  There  are  some  good  points  in 
this  plan.  A  domical  roof  is  shown  over  the 
council  chamber.  Xo.  j  is  also  plainly 
treated,  but  less  characteristic  of  a  set  of 
public  offices.  The  central  block  is  roofed 
high,  and  has  u  cupola  or  turret,  and 
side  low  -  roofed  wings.  The  narrow 
enti-ance  from  octagonal  vestibule  (7ft.) 
conidor,  with  doorways  into  collector's  office 
or  lobby  space  on  one  of  the  oblique  sides,  is 

clerks'  inquiry  office  behind,  and  engineers' department  forming  wing.  The  drawing 

office  in  rear  wing  is -lift,  by  '-'2ft.  I  )n  the  left 
is  the  rate  department  from  vestibule,  and  a 
committee  room  behind  approached  by  a  cross 

corridor.  The  council  chamber,  ■'jilt,  by^ilft., is  over  the  entrance  and  front  offices,  and  the 

clerks'  department  is  reached  by  a  corridor 
on  the  right  side  over  the  engineers,  also  by 
a  private  lobby  from  coimcil  chamber.  This 
is  convenient ;  the  committee  rooms  are  in 

left  wing,  and  the  caretaker's  rooms  are  be- hind staircase.  The  plan  of  corridors  is 
not  happy,  and  the  front  one  would  be 

rather  dark.  No.  ■'!  is  a  poor  plan,  and 
the  corridor  narrow.  The  entrance  and 
stairs  are  not  in  lino.  Xo.  7  has  a 
wasteful  and  irregular  plan  ;  the  hall  is  much 
too  large  and  wasteful  of  space,  with  stairs  on 
one  side.  Thj  plan,  too,  is  spoilt  by  the 
oblique  position  of  drawing  office  to  now 
road.  The  elevations  exhibit  elaborate 
detail,  and  there  is  a  carved  panel  over 
entrance. 

The  proposed  cost  of  the  buildings  is  limited 
to  £12, 000,  and  we  hear  the  Council  have 

appointed  Mr.  Beresfonl  Tite,  F.R.I.B.A.,  as 
the  assessor  to  decide  as  to  the  order  of  merit. 

iron  pipes,  and  those  of  stoneware,  &c.  The 
simple  barrel  union  with  one  end  cut  with  ,a 
male  screw  for  iron  jiipe,  and  the  other  fitted 
with  cap  and  lining  for  connecting  to  a  lead 

pipe  is  an  example.    Two  iron  pipes  can'be 

ESTIMATES.— XXXV. 

SAXITARY   iTlXIXG.S — BKASSWORK. 

PLUMBERS'  fittings  and  brasswork  com- prise a  large  variety  of  articles,  and  can 
only  be  priced  by  referring  to  the  price  lists. 
These  relate  to  lead  liends  and  traps  for 
sinks  and  closets,  brass  grates,  and  washers, 
brass  connections,  unions,  ball-cocks  and 

valves :  stop-cocks  of  many  kinds,  water- 
waste  preventers,  baths  and  fittings^  closet 
apparatus,  &c.  The  cost  of  these  items  can 
be  obtained  by  referring  to  the  illustrated 

catalogue  of  some  weU-known  maker  or 
dealer,  bit  the  labour  required  in  fixing 

soldering,  &c.,  is  not  so  easily  found.  For 
fixing  such  things  as  unions,  traps,  wastes, 
cocks,  &c.,  the  estimator  ought  to  have  .some 
practical  experience  of  the  time  it  takes  a 
plumber  and  his  mate,  the  solder  required. 
and  other  details.  To  take  an  item  like  the 

fixing  of  a  trap  for  a  sink  or  waste  pipe  : — to 
the  cost  of  the  fitting  has  to  be  added  the 
labour,  and  the  time  in  making  one 
or  two  joints,  the  cost  of  solder,  firing,  Arc. 
The  estimates  of  plumbers  differ  very 
widely  in  these  matters,  so  it  is  necessary 
for  the  valuer  to  analyse  any  important 
or  often  -  occurring  item  to  find  out 
of  what  it  is  composed,  and  the  time  it 
takes  a  plumber  and  his  mate  in  making 
joints,  &c.  The  difference  between  cheap 

phimbins  and  the  "best  work "  is  remark- 
able, and  may  be  estimated  at  as  much  as 

from  100  to  2(10  per  cent.  Thus,  if  the  lead 
is  of  light  weight,  the  supply  and  service 

pipes  of  "  medium  "  weight,  cast-iron  painted 
soil  and  ventilating  pipes,  zinc  ball-valves, 
light-gauge  galvanised  cisterns,  and  cheap 
fittings,  it  is  possible  to  estimate  for  this 
quite  50  per  cent,  below  work  in  which  the 
lead  is  of  proper  weight,  tho  service  pipes  of 
strong  quaUty,  drawn  leatl  traps  to  waste, 

brass  screws,  gunmetal  stop  and  "  bib  " cocks,  galvanised-iroii  cisterns  of  strong 
gauge,  and  a  good  class  of  closets.  &c.  The 
prices  we  have  affixed  are  in  some  cases 
rather  high,  and  may  fairly  include  profit. 
We  now  give  items  of  various  sanitary  and 

water-supply  fittings,  such  as  unions,  bends, 
lead  drawn  traps,  stop-cocks  and  valves, 
plugs  and  washers,  and  bath  fittings,  in  the 
pricmg  of  which  we  have  to  take  into  account 
the  making  of  the  requisite  joints,  the  solder, 
and  time  of  plumber  and  his  mate.  These 
are,  in  the  necessity  of  the  case,  approximate 
values,  and  cannot  with  any  accuracy  be 
found  in  some  cases. 

The  making  of  joints  is  an  important  item 
.     -  .  -    in    estimating    plumbers'     work,    and    the 

not  satisfactory.     A  narrow  corridor  on  right   student  ought  to  make  himself  familiar  with 
leads   to    building    inspector's    office,    with   the  connections  required  between  lead  and 

1 

mmi-;^/ 

3r 

joined  together  in  a  similar  manner.  The 
lining  is. connected  to  the  lead  pipe  by  a 

wiped  soldered  joint.  The  ban'el  coupling has  a  female  screw  cut  inside,  into  which  the 

screwed  ends  of  pipe  are  attached,  right  and 
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left-hand  scrows  being  cut  in  the  enda  of 
pipe.  By  this  means  tho  screwed  emls  ol 
the  pipes  are  attached  to  the  barrel  by  means 

of  a  socket.  The  "boiler  screw"  joint  or 
"  union  "  used  to  connect  the  kad  pipo  to  a 
cistnrn  is  another  instance  (see  sketches  1  and 
;!).  The  joint  to  the  cistern  is  secured  by 
the  fly-nut  and  a  cap  and  lining  ;  the  latter 
is  joined  to  the  lead  pipe  by  a  wijied  solder 
joint.  A  leather  washer  between  ends  of 
lining  and  screw  secures  a  watertight  joint. 
Other  brass  union  couplings  to  connect  with 
load  pipes  are  sold. 

;jft.  run.     2in.  lead  pipe  ("  middling"). 
A  pipe  of  this  quality  weighs  about  tilb. 

to  the  foot  ;  it  is  probably  intended  for  a 
waste  pipe. 

£.  a.  d. 
Cost  of  pipe      0    10 
Labour  fixinir,  Bay       0    0    8 

0    18 

There  is  considerable  difference  in  the 

cost  given  in  price-books.  Lockwood  puts 
down  for  "middling"  pipe  of  2in.  2s.  4d., all  labour  and  materials,  incluiling  wall 
hooks ;  in  Laxtun,  the  price  for  a  2in.  waste 
pipe  is  lid. ;  but  for  cut  lengths,  an  addition 
of  10  per  cent,  is  made.  For  service-pipe  of 
this  size  Is.  sd.  is  quoted,  and  fixing  4jd. 
The  joints  to  brass  work  are  included  with 
the  price  of  same.  The  outer  end  of  waste 
would  probably  discharge  over  a  gully. 

5ft.  run.     lAin.  lead  waste  pipe. 
£    8.  a. 

Cost  of  pipe  per  loot       0    0    9 
JTixiDgditto        0    0    6 

The  price  of  this  trap,  91b.  load,  is  23.,  and 
with  screw  cap,  Ss. 

£  ■.  d. Coitoftrap         0    3    0 
No.  Sljtn.  Bolder  jolnU      0    3    .1 

0    6    3 No.  t.     2in.  cast  lead  traps  and  fi.^cing. 

These    are    worth  i(s.  2d.   each ;    if  with 
screw  caps.  Is.  3d.,  say — 

£  a.  d. Coat  of  trap        0    4    0 
Solder  joiota       0    8    9 

0    7 

0    1    3 

No.  2.    Solder  joints  to  IJin.  pipes. 

Put  for  each  of  these,  including  solder, 
labour,  and  fire,  23.  Gd.  each. 

"No.  1.     Copper  domical  gratings  on  top  of 
2J  pipes. 

These  are  worth  about  Is.  Gd.  each  fixed. 

No.  3.  Gib.  lead  collars  to  ends  of  old  soil- 
pipe  and  making  joint  to  drain. 

We  have  priced  similar  items  before. 
These  collars  are  for  the  purpose  of  thicken- 

ing pipes  where     it    joins    drain.      If   the 
collar  is,  say,  1ft.   long,    it   would  be  about 
Isq.ft.  of  Gib.  load,  say — 

£  8.  d. 
61b.  of  aheet  lead      0    1    2 
Flumber  and  labourer  (one  hour)       0    18 
lib.  solder       0    0    8 

0    3    6 
No.  4.  Uin.  cast-lead  siphon  traps  to  lava- 

tories and  soldered  joints  (see  sketch  4). 

Cost  of  cast-lead  siphon  traps  is  about 
2s.  Gd.  to  3s.  Ilellyer's  patent  cast-lead 
traps  aie  about  the  latter  price. 

£  a.  d. 
Coat  of  trap,  say       0    3    0 
No.  2  liin.  solder  joints      0    3    6 

0    6    6 
10  per  cent,  proat      0    0    8 

0    7    2 

No.   0.    Hellyer's  patent    cast-lead  anti-D 
traps  of  Nib.  lead  and  fixing  to  closets. 
These  are  for  closets.    The  items  will  be — 

£  8.  a. 
Coat  of  trap      0    7    0 
No.  2  joints,  solder,  and  labour      0    5    li 

0  12    6 
10  per  cent,  profit      0    13 

No.  1.     Cast-lead  bend,  IGin.  by  13in. 
Cost  about  OS.  Gd.  each,  added  to  labour 

and  solder  joints,  say  ss. 

No.  4.     lin.  lead  siphon  trap,  81b.  lead,  and 
one  soldered  joint. 

£  a.  d. 
Cottoftrap      0    9    0 
Labour,  making  joint,  and  solder      0    3    6 

0  12    6 
Profit         0    13 

0  13    9 

Making  No.  3   soldered  joints  to  4 in.  pipe. 

The  soldered  joint  may  be  made  up  thus : — 
£  a.  d. Solder,  say  lib      0    2    8 

Plumber  and  mate,  aay  one  hour       0    18 
Firing       0    0    1 

Each      0    4    5 
Profit         0    0    6 

0    4  U 

This  is  perhaps  rather  high,  and  for  three 
joints  33.  Gd.  each  would  be  about  fair. 

No.  2.     lin.  brass  washer  plug  and  chain, 
and  soldering  to  lead  sink. 

£  a.  d. 
Theeearevoith,  this  site,  about        0    2  6 
One  aolder  joint        0    2  0 
Chain  and  fixing,  aay      0    0  6 

0    r,    0 

No.  1.     Ditto  Ijin. 
Worth  about  33,  9d.,  and  add  3s.  for  solder 

joint,  chain,  &c. 

BATH   I'lTlIXOS 

ETC. No.  1.  Extra  strong  combination  bath  fit- 
tings, with  hot  and  cold  valves  and  waste, 

nickel-plated,  for  jjin.  pipes. 

These  run  from  about  303.  to  ■■i>is.  per  set. 
(See  list  of  plumbers'  fittings.  Xicholls  and 
Clarke's  catalogue  shows  bath  combination 
fittings  of  this  kind.) 

No.  1.  Ditto  with  hot  and  cold  quick-turn 
valves,  with  ebony  ball  handles  and  puU- 
up  wast6  brass  plate  for  lin.  pipes. 
These  are  quoted  at  oos,  brass  and  GJs. 

nickel- plated,  and  are  of  superior  quality  and 
finish,  lirass  bath  fittings,  hot  and  cold 
combined,  fur  Jin.  pipes,  can  bo  had  as  low 
a.s  15s.  Gd.;  if  plate<l,  add  another  4s.  Gd. 

No.  1.    Brass  IJin.  strong  plug  and  washer, 
with  bent  union  and  fixing. 

These  are  worth  about  43.  Gd.     .Say — £  a.  d. 

Coat  of  pluf  and  washer        0    4  6 
Soldered  jointto  lead  pipe       0    2  6 
Kedlead      0    0  4 

Each      0  13    9 

No.  4.    Hellyer's    IJin.    cast-lead    anti-D 
traps  to  lavatories,  with  screw  caps. 

Those  traps  are  proof  against  siphonage, 
■which  is  so  objectionable  to  round  pipe  traps. 
The  space  between  bottom  of  trap  and  under- 

side of  dip  is  made  smaller  than  the  rest  of 
the  trap,  by  which  a  thorough  cleansing 
action  of  the  flush  is  insured.  The  depth  of 
seal  is  about  IJin.  to  2in.  They  are  made 
of  pure  lead  without  solder,  and  are  perfectly 
smooth, 

Xo.  1.     Single  nut  boiler  screw  (strong)  for 
Uin.  pipe  and  fixing.     (See  sketch  3.) 

£  a.  d. 
These  are  priced  at  2i.  4d      0  2    4 
Soldered  joint       0  2    0 

Kedlead,  &o      0  0    4     ~ 
0    5    2 

No.  1.     Strong  2in.  union  joint  and  fixing 
to  lead  and  iron.     (See  sketches  1  and  3/) 

£  a.  d. 
Cost  of  union  2in      0    8    6 
Soldered  joint       0    2    6 
Red  lead,  io      0    0    4 

0  11    4 

No.  2. 

0    7     4 

No.  1 .     1  Jin.    bath    waste  and    trap    with 
cleansing  screw. 

No.  2.     1  Jin.  bath  overflows  and  fixing. 
Price  this  at  23.  Gd.  or  33. £  a.  d. 

Fixing,  &c      0    2    6 
T'niona,  d;c      0    16 

0    4    0 

No.  2.     1  Jin.  brass  screw  imions  with  )lv  nut 
and  joint  to  load  pijio.     (Sketch  1 .) £  a.  d. 

Sar  cost  of  union      0    3    6 
Soldered  joint       0    2    6 
Red  lead,  &c.      0    0    4 

0    5    4 

1  Jin.  bent  ferrule  screwed  for  iron  at 
each  end. 

Cost    about    4s.    9d.     (See    Nicholls  and 

Clarke's  list  of  plumbers'  brass-work.) 
STOP-COCKS,   ETC. 

Fix  No.  1  extra  strong  IJ  full-way  screw- 
down  gunmetal  stop-cock  outside  building, 
packed  with  hair,  felt,  &c. 
This  is  a  very  desirable  safeguard  in  frosty 

weather,  so  that  the  supply  can  be  cut  ofi  in 
case  of  necessity.  The  cost  of  an  extra 

strong  gunmetal  stop -cock  would  be  about 
158.  to  2t>s. 

£  a.  d. 
Cost  of  stop  valve,  aay        0  16    0 
Packing        0    2    0 
Two  joints      0    3    6 

116 

A  great  variety  of  screw-down  stop-valves 
adapted  for  lead,  and  for  lead  and  iron  pipes, 
are  illustrated  and   priced   in   Nicholls  and 
Clarke's  catalogue. 

No.  1.  Garratt's  strong  patent  screw-down 
lin.  stop-cock  for  house-main,  with  outlet 
for  drainage  pipe  to  prevent  bursting  by 
frost. 

Put  this  down  at  "s.,  exclusive  of  soldered 
joints  and  fixing  at  each  end. 

No,  3.    Screw-down   lin.    bib-valves  (best 
quality)  for  high  pressure. 

These  cost  about  8s.  each,  and  with  joints, 
12s. 

No.  4.    Jin.  ditto. 
Cost  about  4  s.  each. 

No.  2,    Boyle's  patent  air-pump  ventilators on  3.Un.  pipe. 

These  are  of  different  sizes  and  designs 
(see  catalogue).  A  cheap  form  can  be  got for  5s.  Gd.  each. 

CYST-IKON  SOIL-PIPES,   ETC. 

GOft.  of  4in.  cast-iron   soil   and  ventilating 

pipe,  to  weigh  not  less  than  54lb.  per  Gft. 
length,  with  all  proper  ears  and  fixing. 
A  pipe  of  this  weight  per  Gft.  costs, 

according  to  Laxton,  3s.  per  yard,  or  Is. 
per  foot.     This   price  includes   connections. 
^'^y-  £  8.  d. 

Cast-iron  pipe,  per  foot      0    10 
Fixing  per  foot      0    0    3 
Connections,  say       0    0    2 

0    15 

Iron  bend  and  pedestal  to  base,  also  makin" 
good  to   drain,    with  brass  ferrules  well 
caulked,  and  according  to  regulations  of 
L.C.C. 

It  would  be  difficult  to  put  a  price  to  such 
an  item  without  knowing  the  length  of  bend. 
If  it  is  an   l-sin.    bend  the  cost  would  be 
about  Gs. 

£   a.  a. Cost  of  bend,  say      2    ?    S 

Labour  caulking  two  jointa      0    3b 

0    8    6 

30tt.  of  3jin.  cast-iron  soil-pipe,  with  large 
socket  for  caulking,  with  oars  and  making 
two  connections. 

A  medium  pipe  of  the  L.C.C.  regulation 
weight  costs  Is.  9d.  per  yard,  or  Td.  per  foot, 
including  ears  :  if  heavy,  the  cost  would  be 
2s.  5d.  per  yard  or  about  lod.  per  foot. 
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If  the  connections  require  obtuse  or  square 
tends,  or  socket  for  closet  trap,  the  cost 
would  be  for  ttis  diameter  and,  -ay,  loin, 

length  of  arm,  os.  lOd.     Say — £  9.  a. 
Cost  of  pipe  per  foot       0    0  10 
No.  2  sockets  at  58.  lOd.  each,  say  per  ft.    0    0    5 
Labour         0    0    2 

No.  i.    Loose  ears  for  ditto. 

These  are  fitted  at  8d.  per  ear.  The  loose 
ear  is  separate  and  nailed  to  the  wall,  and 
has  a  dovetailed  kind  of  slot  through  which 
the  socket  cast  to  the  ear  enters.  This  loose 

ear  keeps  the  soil-pipe  about  l>Ain.  from  the 
wall,  thus  allowing  for  cleansing  or  painting. 

THE   ROYAL    IXSTITUTE    OF    BiUTISH 
ARCHITECTS. 

THE  fortnightly  meeting  oftheKDval  Insti- 
tuto  of  British  Architects  was  held  at  9, 

Conduit-streot,  W.,  on  Monday  evening,  the 
President,  Mr.  William  Emerson,  in  the  chair. 
BIr.  Alexander  Graham,  hon.  sec,  announced  the 
death  of  Mr.  Stephen  William  AVilliams,  F.S.A., 
of  Rhyader,  Radnorshire,  who  had  been  a  Fellow 
since  1886. 

THE  .UlCUrTECT  IN  UEI..\TION'    TO  FIRE  PREVEXTION. 

A  paper  on  this  subject  was  read  by  Mr.  Thomas 
Blashill,  late  superintending  architect  to  the 
London  County  Council.  Fire-resisting  con- 

struction has,  said  the  author,  been  made  pro- 
minent by  the  Institute  from  time  to  time,  but 

it  is  difficult  to  keep  pace  with  increasing  needs. 
Buildings  are  more  lofty  and  more  crowded,  and 
more  closely  packed  with  inflammable  goods. 
Old  residential  buildings  are  turned  into  ware- 

houses, the  construction  being  actually  altered 
for  the  worse.  The  Cripplegate  fire  was  a  case 
in  point.  Were  it  not  for  an  efficient  tire  brigade 
we  should  recognise  that  tire  risks  are  increasing 
in  spite  of  Building  Acts.  There  is  no  law  to 
prevent  this,  or  to  require  efficient  protection  of 
persons  and  property,  and  the  architect  must  in 
many  ways  go  beyond  legal  requirements.  It  is 
he  who  knows  the  risks  and  the  proper  remedies, 
and  he  cannot  escape  responsibility.  The  public 
is  absolutely  reckless  of  danger  until  some  fataUty 
occurs,  then  it  looks  out  for  a  scapegoat.  Four 
provincial  theatres  were  burned  during  the  last 
month.  Fortunately  no  one  was  in  the  buildings 
at  tbe  time  of  the  outbreak,  for  in  one  case  at 
least  the  building  was  stuffed  with  scenery  in  a 
way  one  would  not  think  to  be  now  possible.  In 
London  within  the  past  week  lives  have  been  lost 
by  an  ordinary  shop  tire.  Means  of  prevention 
must  be  sought. 

FIRE-RESISTIXG    MATERIALS 

are  getting  much  more  available,  and  they  only 
should  be  used.  They  should  be  applied  scienti- 

fically so  as  to  minimise  danger.  We  are  much 
behind  foreign  countries  in  our  regulations  for 
public  and  private  buildings  as  regards  tire  pre- 

vention. It  is  a  hundred  times  more  important 
to  the  present  generation  that  old  buildings 
should  be  fire- resisting  than  that  new  buildings 
should  be  so  built.  The  power  to  compel  this  is 
very  limited.  The  architect  should  get  it  done 
voluntarily.  Fire  and  panic  in  places  of  worship 
are  rare  ;  therefore,  provisions  for  safety  have  not 
been  very  much  considered.  The  greatest 
catastrophes  from  fire,  however,  have  occurred 
in  churches,  and  there  are  plenty  of  narrow 
escapes  even  now.     There  are  about 

TEN   FIRES   IX   THE   METROPOLIS    EVERY    D.\Y 

— not  a  large  average,  considering  the  number  of 
buildings.  Fire  insurance  discourages  foresight 
and  precaution.  Hence  come  risk  and  loss  of  life, 
the  latter  too  frequent,  though  happily  not  to  any 
great  extent  at  one  time.  The  public  appear 
absolutely  indifferent,  and  laugh  at  precautions 
whether  in  places  of  assembly,  workshops,  or 
houses.  This  is  not  the  view  to  be  taken  by  the 
architect.  He  should  be  a  diligent  student  on 
such  matters,  if  not  an  expert.  He  should  try  to 
work  with  the  municipal  authorities,  and  not 
thw.art  them,  or  be  content  with  fuliilling  the 
bare  letter  of  the  law.  AU  laws  which  affect 

one's  temporary  interests  seem  harsh.  Parliament 
will  never  pass  building  laws  which  go  as  far  as 
students  or  experts  think  to  be  necessary,  nor 
even  so  far  as  the  skilled  and  prudent  architect 
may  consider  it  advisable  to  carry  O'.'.t  in  his  work. 
In  all  our  recent  dealings  with  places  of  public 

amusement  and  factories  an  enormous  amount  of 
improvement  has  been  effected  by  the  public 
voluntarily.  When  such  is  the  case,  the  law  can 
gradually  be  strengthened  so  as  gradually  to 
bring  unwilling  persons  into  line. 

THE    ARCniTF.CT    CAX    1)1)    Ml'l  !I     .MORE 

than  he  may  expect  to  per8H,ade  and  convince  his 
client  that  good  building  is  cheap  building  in  the 
end.  The  rebuilding  of  the  Cripplegate  area  is 
a  striking  instance  of  what  may  bo  done  in 
individual  cases  by  the  action  of  the  architects  to 
lessees  and  landlords.  We  may  hope  to  raise  the 
general  standard  of  practice  to  such  a  level  as  the 
Institute  feels  to  be  necessary. 

MR.   CITES  ox   FIRE-UESISTING    ROOFS. 

The  Secretary  read  a  letter  from  Jlr.  .\rthur 
Gates,  chairman  of  the  Tribunal  of  .\ppcal  under 
the  London  Bulling  Act,  in  which  he  said  that, 
had  he  been  able  to  bo  present,  he  would  have 
endeavoured  to  emphasise  in  the  most  forcible 
manner  ''the  lesson  of  West  Ham,"  whore  an 
admirably-equipped  polytechnic  institute — re- 

cently erected  and  furnished  at  a  great  cost— had 
been  wrecked  and  much  loss  incurred,  apparently 
because  the  very  able  and  clever  architects, 
possibly  for  economy,  or  merely  following  the 
ordinary  routine,  had  been  content  to  construct 
the  roofs  in  the  ordinary  manner,  without  taking 
any  fire-resisting  precautions.  This  lesson,  one 
only,  but  the  latest  of  a  long  series,  should  be 
taken  to  heart  by  all  architects,  and  by  all  those 
who  may  have  the  control  of  similar  buildings, 
private  houses,  and  mansions,  so  that  pre- 

cautions may  be  taken  by  modifying  the  existing 
dangerous  construction,  and  securing  that  no  like 

error  should  be  again  committed.  ' '  For  something 
like  thirty  years  past,"  continued  Mr.  Cates,  "  I 
have  been  endeavouring  to  advance  fire-resisting 
construction  by  imposing,  as  far  as  possible,  condi- 

tions requiring  it  in  any  important  buildings 
which  I  might  be  able  to  influence  or  control. 
As  experience  has  progressed  and  sfiitable 
materials  became  better  known  and  more  avail- 

able, these  conditions  ultimately  assumed  the 
form  that  '  All  floors,  partitions,  and  roofs  should 
be  fire-resisting,  and  all  iron  and  steel  construc- 

tion, columns,  stanchions,  and  girders  should  be 

effectually  protected  by  fire-resisting  material.' 
As  regards  the  construction  of  roofs  and  protec- 

tion of  ironwork,  I  have  sometimes  found  con- 
siderable difficulty  in  obtaining  even  partial 

compliance,  the  conditions  being  declared  by 
.architects  of  position  to  be  beyond  the  require- 

ments of  the  BuUding  Act — vexatious  and 
needless :  but  experience  has  fully  proved  their 
importance  and  value.  The  provisions  of  the 
Building  Act  as  to  roofs— that  they  should  be 
covered  with  slate,  tiles,  metal,  or  other  in- 

combustible material— has  probably  led  to  the 
idea  that  this  was  suflicient  protection  ;  but 
this  legislation  is  only  the  minimum,  and 
solely  intended  to  prevent  the  use  of  such 
coverings  as  tarred  boarding  or  the  like. 
The  Act  of  1894,  in  section  62,  providing  that 
any  story  constructed  in  the  roof  at  a  height 
of  above  GOft.  from  the  street  level,  should  be 
of  fire-resisting  materials  throughout,  has  been 
a  slight  advance  in  the  right  direction ;  but  if 
the  condition  stated  of  a  story  in  the  roof  does 
not  exist,  it  would  seem  that  the  enactment  has 
no  effect,  and  the  roofs  may  be  constructed  in  the 
ordinary  combustible  manner.  However,  whether 
there  is  legislation  or  not,  it  is  clearly  incumbent 
on  the  architects  of  all  buildings  of  any  import- 

ance, public  or  private,  to  so  construct  the  roofs 
as  to  prevent  the  occurrence  of  catastrophes. 
More  than  fifty  years  ago,  I  was  engaged  on  the 
drawings  of  an  addition  to  an  old  warehouse.  The 
new  work  was  carried  out  in  the  most  scientific 

method  of  that  day,  as  absolutely  tireproof — 
with  cast-iron  columns  and  girders  with  brick 
arches— and  we  were  ven,-  proud  of  it.  Soon 

after  the  building  had  "been  completed  and occupied  and  filled  with  goods,  a  great  fire 
broke  out  in  it,  with  the  result  that  our 
fine  new  scientific  structure  practically  dis- 

appeared in  a  heap  of  rubliish,  while  the  old 
warehouse,  with  its  great  timber  posts  and  beams 
and  thick  well-tongued  floors,  escaped  with  com- 

paratively little  damage.  Instances  of  this  kind 
may  be  repeated  over  and  over  again,  but  they 
cannot  affect  public  buildings  and  private 
mansions,  which  are  not  stored  with  masses  of 
combustible  matter :  nor  can  they  absolve  the 
architect  in  these  days  from  the  responsibility  cf 
making  thereof  of  his  building,  as  far  as  pose^iblo, 
fire-resieting,  protecting  the   iron    construction 

from  fire-action,  and  taking  all  precautions 
to  preclude  the  possibility  of  the  rapid  spread  of 
fire.  So  far  as  could  be  seen  from  the  outside, 
the  roof  of  a  quasi-public  building  recently 
erected,  in  which  a  valuable  library  will  be 
housed,  has  been  constructed  in  the  ordinary 
manner  of  fir  rafters  and  boardings,  without  any 
provision  for  protection  from  fire,  while  the 
greatest  care  has  been  taken  to  render  the  floor 
fire-resisling  :  and  in  one  of  the  prominent  West 
End  streets  a  very  hindsome  stone-fronted 
shop  building  just  finished  is  carried  by 
iron  or  steel  stanchions  on  the  ground  floor, 
all  exposed  and  unprotected.  I  venture  to 
suggest  that  those  who  have  the  charge  of  the 
great  buildings  containing  our  national  treasures 
of  nature  and  of  art  should  see  that  effective 
measures  are  promptly  taken  to  place  any  such 
roof  as  may  require  it — should  there  be  any — in 
a  reasonable  condition  of  fire-resistance.  It 
would  be  a  great  public  satisfaction  if  an 
assurance  could  be  give  that  the  roofs  of 
the  new  building  of  the  Victoria  and  Albert 
Jfuseum,  South  Kensington,  the  Koyal  College 
of  Science,  the  new  Public  Offices,  \-c.,willbe 
so  constructed  as  to  be  perfectly  fire-resisting. 
Great  confidence  is  placed  in  having  plenty  of 
fire  hydrants  in  and  about  a  building.  Too  often 
the  hose  is  neatly  coiled  as  the  centre  feature  of  a 
tiro  arrangement,  surrounded  by  the  branch  and 
other  implements,  and  inclosed  in  a  handsome 
glass  case,  like  valuable  objects  in  a  museum. 
Thus,  if  required  for  use,  the  coupling  up  of  hose 
to  hydrant  and  branch  to  hose  is  necessitated, 
operations  which  to  inexperienced  and  untrained 
hands  are  not  very  easy,  and  in  any  case  may 
lead  to  serious  delay  and  confusion,  which  would 
be  avoided  by  the  hose  and  branch  being  kept 
coupled  up  to  the  hydrant  ready  for  immediate 

use.  But  '  prevention  is  better  than  cure,'  and 
however  complete  the  fire  hydrant  service  may 
be,  it  does  not  in  one  atom  diminish  the  necessity 
for  the  construction  of  the  roof  being  fire-resisting. 
The  severe  test  experiments  conducted  by  the 
British  Fire  Prevention  Committee  are  affording 

means  for  judging  of  the  comparative  fire-resist- 
ance of  various  materials,  and  collecting  informa- 
tion of  great  v.-ilue,  which  shoiJd  much  assist architects  in  the  selection  of  such  materials  as 

may  be  most  likely  to  minimise  the  spread  of 
fire.  There  are  many  other  important  matters 
which  might  be  dealt  with,  such  as  the  avoidance 
of  continuous  hollow  spaces  under  floor  surfaces 
and  in  partitions,  atjthe  backjof  skirtings,  dadoes, 
and  wall  linings,  the  external  protection  of 
window  openings  in  light  areas  and  narrow 
streets,  the  prohibition  of  composition  tubing  for 
gas  services,  the  regulation  of  swing  burners  to 
avoid  contact  with  combustible  material,  kc, 
while  not  the  least  source  of  danger  is  the  present 
mania  of  the  shopkeeper  to  have  his  shop-front 
all  plate  glass  undivided  by  piers,  with  grand 
stone  facades  above  the  ground  floor  resting  on 
iron  construction,  so  arr.anged  that  no  apparent 
support  is  visible — this,  and  the  extension  of 
shops  over  the  forecourts  of  suburljan  houses, 
including  many  in  one  establishment,  would  seem 

to  need  some  legislative  action  to  control." 

niscussioN". Jlr.  D.  Wateelow,  chairman  of  the  r-ail^njr 
Act  Committee,  L.C.C.,  in  proposing  a  vote  of 
thanks  to  Mr.  Blashill,  remarked  that  his  com- 

mittee might  be  consiilered  a  k'!c  ifAr  by  archi- 
tects, as  it  had  a  difficult  task  to  perform,  ant' one  hemmed  in  by  many  complexities.  The 

difficulties  resulted  from  the  fact  that  the 
London  Building  Act  of  1894  contained  both 
fixed  and  permissive  regulations.  The  matters 
relating  to  fire  prevention  came  not  only  under 
that  Act,  but  were  also  affected  by  the  provisions 
of  the  Factory  and  I..ocal  Management  Acts. 
The  Committee  sought,  in  carrying  out  these 
measures,  simply  and  trankly  to  direct  their 
attention  to  the  saving  of  life,  the  qui  stion  of 
cost  not  being  considered  where  the  public  safety 
was  concerned.  In  the  itres  the  aim  should  l>e 

to  preclude  risk  from  p.^nic  rather  than  fir  .and 
to  recognise  that  smoke  w.a3  a  far  mere  fatal 

agency  than  llamo.  The  prorision  of  sufficient 
wide  and  directly  approached  exits  for  audiences 
was  therefore  more  important  than  the  prevention 
of  the  spread  of  fire.  The  work  of  the  Coanty 
Council  had  been  much  criticised  in  regard  to 

factories,  and  the  objection  to  these  regulations 

was  chiefly  raised  because  there,  had  been  few 
serious  accidents  in  such  premises  in  London. 

In  many  of  the  old  factories  there  still  was  abso- 
lutely no  attempt   to  protect  the  lives  of  the 
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workers.  Ifany  Ipaildmgs  in  which  numbero  of 
oasily-frightor.ed  women  -md  ̂ irls  were  employed 
were  throe  or  four  stories  hi\<i:.  i,".y  .jne  open- 
step  ladder  communicating  iroiu  iloor  to  ifoor. 
Under  the  present  regulati  ns,  one  good  fireproof 
staircase  and  some  one  alternative  exit  had  to  be 

provided.  I'nder  the  Factory  Acts,  the  com- mittee had  no  power  to  interfere  in  this  direction, 
unle«8  more  than  forty  people  were  employed 
above  the  groi;nd  floor,  and  there  were  many 
cases  where  the  number  of  hands  wag  deliberately 
reduced  to  forty,  so  as  to  evade  the  requirements 
for  safety.  The  Committee  were  now  insisting 
on  the  provision  of  adequate  means  of  escape 
from  hotel  flata  and  other  loftv  buildings.  Under 
the  present  London  Buildini,'  Act  they  could  only 
deal  with  new  buildings  :  but  it  was  a  question,  in 
his  mind,  whether  the  L'o'.incil  ought  not  to  seek to  obtain  further  powers  in  this  direction. 

Sir  J'lHN   TAVLrm,   K.C.B.,  in  seconding  the 
TOta  of  thiinks,   expressed  great  sympathy  with 
Jlr.  Blashill  in  his  objects :  bis  remarks  had  been 
of  the  most  practical  kind,  and  most  of  them  he 
heartily  endorsed.     The  earliest  example  of  fire- 

proof  construction  for  a  public  building  within 
his  knowledge  was  the  National  Gallery,  where 
Wilkins  c.irricd  his  floors  on   earthenware  pots. 
Wilkins  was  thus  far  ahead  of  bis  times,  and  the 
idea  was  an  excellent  one,  although  pot-construc- 

tion  had  long  since  given  place   to  bricks  and 
concrete  as  lire-resisting  materials.     There  were 
obviously  gTe;it  practical  difficulties  in  providing 
fireproof    construction  in   public  buildings.     To 
be  complete,  the  floors  needed  to  be  laid  directly 
on   the   concrete,    sealing  it    in :  but  numerous 
pipes  for  gas,  water,  electric  and  telephone  wires 
had  to  be  laid  into  each  room,  and  to  lay  them 
above   the  floor  behind   casing   was  not  always 
sightly.     So   far  as   our    pubfir   buildings  were 
•concerned   wooden  roofs  had    been   abandoned. 
The  roof   of  the   New   Kecord  i  iffice  was  abso- 

lutely fireproof :  it  was  of  iron,  covered  with  iron 
plates,  and  the  ceiling  beneath  it  was  also  fire- 
resisting.     The  roof  of  the  new  Admiralty  Build- 

ings was  also  fireproof.     He  coiJd  answer  for  it 
that  the  architects   of   the  three  proposed  new 
Goremmont   buildings— the  Public    OfHces,  the 
War  OBice,  and  the  Victoria  and  Albert  Museum 
— Mr.  J.  M.  Brydon,  Jlr.  William  Voung,  and 
Mr.  Aston  Webb,  were  fully  alive  to  the  import- 

ance of  rendering  those  edifices,  and  especially 
the  roofs,  fire-resisting.     .Some  allusion  had  been 
made  to  safety  being  paramount  to  cost.    This, 
theoretically,  was   quite  correct,  but  practically 
the  diflficulty  was  to  get  the  money  to  carry  out 
the  work  efficiently,  and  this  applied  not  only  to 
building  owners  but  to  ( iovemment  Departments. 
When    he    was    being   examined    by  a  Parlia- 

mentary    committee     as     to     the    plans     and 
estimates  for    the    new    Admiralty    i  iffices,   he 
expressed  the  opinion  that  to  obtiin   sound  and 
dre-resisting     construction     would    cost    nearly 
Is.  2d.   per   cube  foot.     At  this  an  ex-Cabinet 
Minister  opened   his  eyes   very   wide,   and  said 
ho  could  show  him  a  large  buUding,  not  faraway, 
which  cost  only  7d.  a  foot,     lie  replied  ho  feared 
the  public   would  object  to  a  plain  stock-brick 

structure  in  St.  James'.'!  I'ark,  even  if  it  could  be 
done  at  7d.  a  foot,  and  it  afterwards  transpired 
that  the  member  referred  to  some  buildings  used 
as  offices  by  a  railway  company.     He  could  only 
say  that  no  efforts  would  be  w.anting  on  his  part 
to  see  that  good  sound  construction  was  provided 
in   the   important   public   buildings  about  to  be 
erected. 

Mr.  William  E.  Kn.Ev,  Superintending  Archi- 
tect, L.C.C.,  supported  the  vcte  of  thanks, 

observing  that  it  dealt  in  a  broad,  practical,  and 
very  interesting  manner  with  a  subject  which 
concerned  every  member  of  the  profession.  Inci- 

dentally, he  wished  to  say  a  word  as  to  tho  way 
in  which  the  Metropolitan  district  surveyors  dis- 

charge their  onerous  duties  ;  they  performed 
their  work  with  much  tact  and  delicacy,  and, 
though  unpopular  and  much  abused,  were  men  of 
high  integrity.  The  intention  of  the  li.C.C. 

regulations  as  to  theatres  was  snlely  the  protec- 
tion of  the  luiblic.  So  long  as  ample  means  of 

escape  was  provided  from  the  auditorium,  the 
manager  miijht,  if  he  chose,  allow  the  stage 
portion  to  be  destroyed.  He  could  endorse  and 

emphasise  Mr.  Waterlow's  views  as  to  the  great dauijer  of  smoke  :  the  fatalities  in  a  theatre  fire 

were  due,  not  to  the  flames,  but  to  asphyxiation 
and  crushing,  rt.sulting  from  fumes  and  panic 
respectively.  He  had  just  received  from  New 
York  the  nuw  building  code  fir  the  enlarged 
mimicipality,  which  came  into  operation  on 
Tuesday    last.     This    code   dealt,    for  example, 

with  all  "  public  buildings,"  a  wide  term, 
cjmprisini;  restaurants,  hotels,  lodging  -  houses, 
ice,  without  restriction  as  to  area,  pro- 

vided they  exceeded  'Hitt.  in  height,  and  it 
stipulnted  that  these  were  to  be  of  fireproof 
construction  ;  while  every  building  of  any 

kind  over  ".)ft.  in  height  must  be  of  fireproof 
materials.  Every  theatre  had  to  face  one  main 

thoroughfare  and  one  side  street ;  or,  if  a  "  closed 
site"  were  built  upon,  side  passages  must  be 
provided,  ranging  fr..m  7ft.  to  10ft.  in  width, 
according  to  the  size  of  the  house.  In  place  of  a 
staircase,  a  slope  of  not  more  than  1  in  1-  of 
fireproof  construction  had  to  be  provided ;  this 
W88  an  important  point  in  theatre  construction, 

and  one  which  would  severely  test  an  architect's 
powers  of  planning,  .\nother  regulation  pro- 

hibited any  connection  between  a  house  of 
entertainment  and  any  hotel,  lodging-house,  or 
factory,  which,  if  copied  here,  would  abolish  the 
familiar  assembly-rooms  and  music-halls  attached 

to  public-houses.  Further,  the  "flies"  of  a 
theatre  would  have,  in  New  York,  to  be  con- 

structed of  fireproof  materials,  and  provided  with 
proper  means  of  exit.  He  found,  on  looking 
into  various  building  regulations  at  home  and 
abroad,  that  in  Italy,  Lower  Austria,  Russia,  and 
Belgium,  theatres  could  only  be  built  on  isolated 
sites,  whereas  there  was  no  such  restriction  either 

in  London  or  Paris.  He  referred,  in  conclusion, 
to  the  Ifssons  siisu'ested  by  the  sudden  burning 
of  the  Hotel  Windsor  at  New  York  in  March 
last. 

Mr.  A.  E.  Sacii.'s,  Chairman  of  the  British  Fire 
Prevention  Committee,  commended  the  high  tone 
of  the  lecturer,  the  subject  being  treated  on  broad 
lines,  and  every  detail  of  special  ninnufacture 
being  avoided.  He  could  emphasise  Mr.  Bias- 

hill's  argument  that  the  re<iviirements  of  the 
London  Building  .\ct  represented  the  minimum 
that  an  architect  should  observe.  The  knotty 
point  was  how  the  legislature  could  apply  pro- 

visions for  fire  prevention  to  an  old  building,  and 
this  would  not  be  arrived  at  until  building 
owners  had  been  educated  to  regard  protection 
from  fire  as  quite  as  important  as  they  had  been 
led  to  consider  of  late  years  healthy  drainage.  In 
theatre  planning  he  should  place  good  exits 
before  fire-resisting  construction.  If  they  could 
get  the  people  out  by  a  straight  exit  without 
complexities,  the  duty  of  the  public  authority 
was  at  an  end ;  it  was  the  concern  of  the  pro- 

prietor whether  he  chose  to  let  his  building  bum 
down,  or  insured,  by  good  construction,  against 
fire.  From  persimal  inspection  he  could  say  that 
nine  out  of  ten  hotels  in  I^ndon  would  be  death- 

traps if  fire  occurred  during  the  night.  It  was 
high  time  that  something  was  done  to  render 
them  safe. 

Mr.  H.  H.  Statium  urged  the  importance  of 
securing  symmetrical  sites  for  theatres,  with 
entrances  in  the  centre  of  each  side  :  where  the 
main  entrance  was  placed  at  the  comer,  people 
in  leaving  naturally  all  made  for  that  point, 
disregarding  the  minor  exits. 

Mr.  C.  Foii-Ti  u  Havw.(ui),  F.S..\.,  alluded  to 

the  carelessness  of  builders'  and  plumlers'  prac- 
tices in  repairing  operations  and  alterations  as 

being  frequently  the  causes  of  the  destruction  of 
old  houses.  Architects  did  well  to  take  special 
precautions  to  guard  against  these  risks  during 

repairs. 
The  Pkesiiif.nt,  in  putting  the  vote  of  thanks, 

said  it  was  strange  architects  did  not  more  clearly 
realise  the  moral  responsibility  which  would  rest 
upon  them  should  a  fire  occur  in  buildings  where 

they  had  yielded  to  the  clients'  desire  to  spend  as 
little  as  possible  on  fire  prevention.  He  had 
been  pleased  to  hear  siifliciency  of  exits  declared 
to  be  more  important  than  fire-resisting  materials. 

Mr.  Blashm.i  ,  in  replying  to  the  vote  of 
thanks,  which  was  carried  by  acclamation,  said 
he  had  alway.s  regarded  the  Building  Act  require- 

ments as  the  minimum  of  sound  construction. 

He  had  pointed  out  to  building  owners  who 

wished  to  evade  it :  H-re  is  a  line  drawn— if  you 
overstep  it  you  will  go  to  Bow-street,  and  a  wise 

man  will  keep  well  within  it  for  safety's  9:ike. 

In  the  action  brought  by  the  Duke  of  West- 
minster, Custos  Kotulorum  of  the  caunty  of 

London,  against  tho  Duke  of  Bedford,  Custos 
Kotulorum  of  the  county  of  Middlesex,  with  refer- 

ence to  the  records  of  the  county  of  Middlesex, 
jodgment  was  given  on  Monday  for  the  Duke  of 
Bedford.  The  Duke  of  Westminster  sought  a 
declaration  that  the  ̂ [iddle6ex  records  which  related 
to  London  belonged  to  the  county  of  London  on  its 
creation  by  the  Act  of  1833. 

THE   ARCHITECrURAL    A.SSOCI.^TIuN-. 

THE  fortnightly  meetinsr  of  the  Architectural 
Association  was  held  on  Friday  evening  at 

'.I,  Conduit-stree',,  W.,  the  President,  Mr.  H.  H. 
Fellowes  Prynne,  F.E.I  B. A.,  in  the  chair. 
Messrs.  H.  B.  Smith  and  J.  S.  Blunt  were 
elected  as  members. 

THE    STREKTS   AXD    HIILMN'OS    OF    0LI>    LO.VDOS. 

Under  this  title  an  interesting  lecture  was 

given  by  Mr.  Axurew  Oi.ivku,  A  IM.B.A.  The 
address  was  illustrated  by  a  large-scale  map,  a 

great  number  of  drawings  and  engra\-ing8,  and 
many  lantern-views  of  unusual  excellence. 

The  streets  of  London,  full  of  interest  and  of 
information  as  they  are,  would,  said  the  lecturer, 
be  entirely  lacking  these  qualities  were  it  not 
for  the  histories  which  have  gathered  round  the 
buildings  which  it  formerly  possessed.  The 
history  of  a  city  is  built  up  by  its  buildings  and 
the  inhabitants  who  have  occupied  them  ;  but  it 
is  chiefly  in  the  edifices  of  the  past  that  wa  are 
enabled  to  discover  the  monumental  history  of  its 
past.  We  have  a  few  scanty  remains  of  the 

Roman  period,  and  a  few  of  the  ruined  and  deso- 
lated monasteries,  and  of  the  early  churches, 

which  were  to  be  found  here,  and  we  can  also, 
in  the  names  of  its  streets,  trace  the  gradual 

changes  which  certain  neighbourhoods  have  under- 
gone, but  even  the  few  remains  we  have  of  a  past 

period  are  getting  less  and  less  every  year,  until 
at  length  the  only  records  that  will  be  acce.ssible 
will  be  found  amongst  the  drawings  of  the  anti- 

quary and  the  pages  of  the  historian.  One  has 
to  read  the  work  of  John  Stow  to  realise  what  we 

have  lost  in  the  way  of  ancient  architecture  ;  but 
few  buildings  given  by  him  are  now  in  existence. 
The  destruction  of  these  historical  documents  has 

been  so  complete  that  when  one  reads  the  account 
of  London  in  the  days  of  Henry  VIII.  it  seems 
like  a  fairy  tale. 

WALLS    ASD    C.«.TES. 

The  oldest  remains  we  have  in  the  City  are 

portions  ot  the  old  wall  by  which  it  was  encircled 

from  very  early  times.  "The  course  taken  by  the 
wall  is  as  follows  : — Starting  from  the  Tower,  it 
went  up  to  Aldgate  and  on  to  Bishopsgate,  skirt- 

ing Houndsditch,  then  to  the  churchyard  of  St. 

Giles,  Cripplegate,  where  there  is  to  be  seen  the 
remains  of  an  old  postern  to  Aldersgate.  It 
then  took  a  sudden  tum  until  it  came  to  New- 

gate, when  it  made  its  way  straight  down  to  the 

river,  ending  at  what  was  afterwards  Baynard's 
Castle,  or  near  there.  Baj-nard's  Castle  was known  as  the  Castle  of  London,  and  the  governor 

was  styled  Constable  of  the  Castle  of  London  to 
distinguish  him  from  the  Constable  ot  the  Tower. 
It  is  possible  that  it  went  along  by  the  river,  but 

few,  if  any,  remains  have  been  found.  Inserted 
in  the  south  wall  of  St.  Swithin's  Church, 
Cannon-street,  is  to  be  seen  London  Stone.  From 
this  point  the  Roman  roads  were  measured.  In 
looking  through  the  City  records,  there  are 
several  items  of  interest  in  connection  with  the 

old  gates.  The  gre.at  gates  were  fastened  at  the 

beginning  of  the  curfew  at  St.  Martin's-le- Grand,  and  the  wickets  were  to  be  closed  at 
the  last  stroke,  and  not  opened  that  night 

unless  ordered  by  the  mayor  or  alderman. 
Edw-ard  II.  ordered,  after  the  bell  had  been 

Aeons,  the  wickets  were 
6  a.m.),  and  the  great 

guard  was  also  kept  at 
ot  eight  to  twelve  men, 

of  the   ward.     Tolls  were 

rung  at  St.  Thomas 
to  be  opened  (about 

gates  at  sunrise.  .\ 
each  gate,  consisting 
under  the  alderman 

levied  on  all  carts  having  goods  to  be  sold  enter- 
ing or  leaving  tho  City,  except  in  the  case  of 

private  individuals  or  goods  for  household  use. 
The  gate-porters  were  not  to  allow  lepers  to  enter 

the  City.  'The  gates  and  tourelles  were  let  on 
lease  to  various  persons.  Geoffrey  Chaucer  held 
.Vldgate  in  1374.  The  Bishop  of  londou  always 
provided  the  hinges  of  Bishopsgate,  taking  as  toll 
one  stick  from  every  load  brought  in.  William 

Kingscote,  keeper  "of  Ludgate,  was  suspended for  throwing  stones  from  the  toj)  of  the  tower. 
so  that  neither  the  sheriffs  nor  their  ofiicers  could enter. 

MONASTIC    BlILOnCGS. 

Amongst  the  buildings  of  Old  London  none 
were  of  more  importance  than  the  great  monastic 

establishments.  Sir  W.  Besant  s.ay3  :— "  Within 
and  without  the  City  walls  there  stood  fifteen 
great  monasteries  whose  splendour  only  can  be 

understood  by  the  ruins  of  "Tintern,  Glastonbury, 
Fountains,  and  Kievaulx."  Their  reign  came  to 
an  end  at  their  suppression  in  the  time  of 
Henry   VIII.   and  Edward  VI.     They  may  be 
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arranged  under  the  heads  of  monastic  and  con- 
ventual buildings,  colleges,  hospitals.  The  build- 

ings which  still  possess  some  remains  of  an  early 

period  are  as  follows  : — St.  Bartholomew,  .Smith- 
Held,  the  Charterhouse,  the  Temple,  Austin 

Friars,  St.  Helen's,  Bishopsgate :  St.  JIary 
Overie,  the  Greyfriars  (now  Christ  Hospital), 

gateway  of  St.  John's,  Clerkenwell.  Those  de- 
stroyed consist  of  the  following  : — St.  Martin's- 

le-Grand  (now  the  Post  illlice),  the  Hospital  of 
St.  Mary  of  Bethlehem  (now  occupied  by  Liver- 

pool-street Station),  Priory  and  Hospital  of  .St. 
Mary,  the  Preceptory  of  the  Knights  Templars, 
Holbom  :  the  Itinorites,  or  Nuns  of  .St.  Clare 

(now  the  Minories)  ;  Crutched  I'riars,  St. 
Katharine's  Hospital ;  site  now  occupied  by  .St. 
Katharine  Docks  ;  the  tombs  and  fittings  moved 

to  St.  Catharine's  Hospital,  Kegent's  Park.  The 
Abbey  of  St.  ilary  of  Grace,  of  Kastmineter,  now 
the  site  of  the  Hint.  The  Priory  of  Holy 
Trinity,  Aldgate.  The  two  houses  of  the  Black 
Friars  :  one  formerly  on  the  site  of  Old-square, 

Lincoln's  Inn,  the  other  at  Blackfriars,  now  the 

Times  office.  The  Monastery  of  the  White  I'liars 
adjoins  the  Temple. 

COLLBOES. 

St.  Nicholas  Brotherhood,  Camomile -street  ; 
St.  Thomas  of  Aeons,  on  the  site  of  the  Chapel 

of  the  Mercers'  Company,  the  birthplace  of 
Thomas  ;\  Becket :  Whittington's  College,  Pater- 

noster Koyal :  Jesus  Commons,  near  Dowgate  ; 

St.  James's,  Chapel-on-the-Wall.  Cripplegate ; 
Holmes's  College  and  Lancaster  College,  both 
attached  to  St.  Paul's  :  Leadenhall  College,  in 
the  chapel  of  Leadenhall ;  Pountney  College,  .St. 
Laurence  Pountney  :  St.  Jlichael  College,  St. 
Michael,  Crooked-lane.  The  College  of  St.  Mary 
Magdalene  and  AU  Saints,  Guildhall. 

HOSriT.tLS. 

St.  Bartholomew,  Smithfield  :  St.  Thomas, 
founded  in  Southwark,  1313,  near  to  St.  Mary 
Overie,  purchased  at  the  suppression  by  the  City  ; 
St.  Giles,  Cripplegate  ;  the  Lazar  House,  South- 

wark ;  St.  Anthony,  Threadneedle-street. 

ST.    r.WL's    C.tTHEDRAI.. 

Old  St.  Paul's  was  surrounded  by  a  wall  which 
possessed  six  gates.  They  were  the  Littlegate, 

Cheapside,  St.  Augustine,  Paul's  AUey,  Canon 
Alley,  and  Paul's  Chain,  so  called  from  the  great chain  which  was  drawn  across.  The  road  went 

along  what  is  now  Carter-lane,  where  stood  the 
brewery  and  the  bakery.  It  then  went  up  Creed- 
lane,  and  so  to  Paternoster-row.  The  "  Jesus 

Tower"  was  near  to  St.  Augustine's  Church,  at 
the  east  end.  St.  Paul's  was  about  6'.iOft.  in 
length  by  130ft.  at  its  greatest  width.  It  pos- 

sessed the  unusual  feature  of  a  north  and  south 

cloister.  Remains  of  the  latter,  and  also  of  the 
Chapter-house,  are  to  be  seen  on  the  south  side. 
The  Pardon  Church-haugh,  built  by  Gilbert  :i 
Becket,  stood  on  the  north,  where  also  stood  the 

Charnel  House,  which  was  taken  down  by  the 
Lord  Protector  Somerset.  At  the  west  end  there 

was  a  Galilee  porch  and  the  Church  of  St.  Gabriel, 
and  in  the  crypt,  at  the  east  end,  a  church  dedi- 

cated to  St.  Faith. 

These  may  be  grouped  under  two  heads — those 
churches  which  were  erected  before  the  Great  Fire, 
and  those  subsequently.  Of  the  first  division  we 
have  left :  All  Hallows  Barking :  St.  Andrew 

L'ndershaft :  St.  Bartholomew,  Smithfield ;  St. 
Ethelburga,  Bishopsgate  ;  St.  Giles,  Cripplegate  ; 

St.  Helen's,  Bishopsgate :  St.  Katherine  Cree ; 
St.  Olave,  Hart-street.  There  were  three  others 
before  the  fiie,  and  not  destroyed  then,  but  they 
have  been  puUed  down  in  later  times :  All 

Hallows  Staining ;  St.  James's,  Dake's-placf, 
Aldgate  ;  St.  Martin  Outwiche.  As  regards  the 
second  division,  they  may  be  classified  as  those 
which  were  built  by  Sir  Christopher  Wren,  and 
those  which  have  been  erected  by  others.  In  the 
llarley  MSS.,  4,941,  British  Jluseum,  will  l,e 
found  three  schemes  for  the  rebuilding  of  the 
destroyed  churches.  The  original  number  pro- 

posed was  39,  and  the  document,  which  authorises 
this  number,  is  signed  by  the  Primate  at  the  time 

"  Gilb.  Cantuar."  In  all  there  were  02  rebuilt 
— viz.,  50  under  the  supervision  of  Wren  and  the 
remainder  by  other  architects.  Th.  loss  by  the 
Fire  may  be  briefly  stated  :  Churches  not  rebuilt, 

:'.5  :  rebuilt  by  Wren  and  others,  62  :  total,  97. 
It  is  much  to  be  regretted  that  so  many  of  these 
monuments  of  the  past  have  been  destroyed,  and 
the  destruction  is  going  on.  Only  on  December  0 
of  the  present  year  were  the  fittings  of  St.  Jlichael 
Bassishaw  sold  preparatory  to  the  destruction  of 

the  church,  and  in  the  Oitii  Fivss  of  December  13 
the  possible  destruction  of  St.  Ethelburga, 
Bishopsgate,  is  mentioned.  Two  churches  have 
been  re-erected.  St.  Mildred,  Poultry,  is  now 
the  private  chapel  at  Thorpe  Hall,  South  I  .incoln- 
shire,  and  St.  Bartholoniew-the-ICschange,  it  is 
said ,  is  about  to  be  removed  a  second  time  from 

Moor-lane,  Kinsbury,  and  rebuilt  elsewhere. 
CHKArsIDK. 

In  looking  through  the  old  chronicles,  we  find 
a  different  state  of  affairs  to  what  is  in  vogue  at 
the  present  day.  For  instance,  we  read  that  in 
Cheapside  in  the  ye-ar  1J73  seventeen  candle- 
makers  were  expelled  by  the  irate  citizens.  Bon- 

fires of  false  goods  took  place  occasionally.  In 
1311  at  the  request  of  the  hatters  search  was  made 
for  bad  and  cheating  h,ats,  with  the  result  that 

forty  grey  hats  and  fifteen  black  hats  were 
publicly  burnt.  In  1340  the  furriers  and  fish- 

mongers had  a  riot,  and  a  fishmonger  tried  to  cut 

off  the  Lord  Mayor's  head,  and  he  was  nearly 
hanged  for  it.  The  pillory  was  also  set  up,  and  a 
fishmonger  was  put  in  there  for  selling  bad  Ush, 

"  and  the  said  fish  was  burnt  under  his  rascallj- 
nose."  Opposite  Wood-street  stood  Cheapside 
Cross,  erected  by  Edward  III.,  and  pulled  down 
by  the  Commonwealth  in  1C43.  Bow  Church, 
rebuilt  after  the  Great  Fire,  has  still  in  existence 
its  Early  Xorman  arched  crypt,  from  which  it  is 

said  to  take  its  name,  "  .^t.  Maria  in  Arcubus." 

PUBLIC    BirLDIN'GS:    THE   ROY.^L    EXCHAVCiE. 

The  present  is  the  third  building  which  has 
been  erected.  The  first  was  commenced  in  the 

year  1566  and  opened  by  l^ueen  Elizabeth  in 
1570.  It  was,  however,  a  great  nuisance.  We 
find  in  1.390  certain  women  were  prosecuted 
for  selling  oranges  and  amusing  themselves,  and 
cursing  and  swearing  at  every  one.  Two  years 
later,  a  tavern  keeper  was  fined  for  allowing 
tippling,  and  for  broiling  herrings,  sprats,  and 
bacon  to  the  vexation  of  the  worshipful  merchants. 

In  1662  complaint  was  made  of  the  rat-catchers 
and  dog-sellers,  and  bear-wards  would  parade 

before  the  Exchange  with  a  monkey  on  the  bear's 
back.  Gresham's  Exchange  was  burnt  in  the 
Fire,  and  a  new  one  erected  by  Sir  Christopher 
Wren.  In  the  rebuilding  of  London  it  was 

Wren's  idea  to  make  it  the  central  point  of  the 
City,  from  which  broad  avenues  preceded,  but 
unfortunately  it  was  never  carried  out.  This 
Exchange  was  burnt  down  in  1838.  The  present 
one  was  opened  in  1S42.  The  church  of  .St.  Peter, 
Benetfink,  was  pulled  down  when  the  present 
Exchange  was  built. 

THE    B.iXK. 

If  one  were  asked  what  portion  of  the  City  has 
been  most  altered,  the  answer  would  probably  be 
that  by  tha  Bank  of  Eugland  and  the  Mansion 
House,  in  the  heart  of  the  City.  There  is  not  a 
place  more  changed,  or  which  has  been  more 
changed,  or  which  has  been  more  altered,  than 
this.  The  Bank  of  England,  for  the  most  part, 

stands  upon  the  site  of  the  house  of  Sir  .Tohn 
Houblon,  who  sold  his  property  to  the  Bank  for 
a  site.  It  consisted  of  ;i  house,  with  a  frontage 
of  about  80ft.,  and  runs  back  about  2o0ft.,  and  a 
garden.  In  front  there  were  two  small  shops  or 

stables.  At  that  period  I'rinces-street,  as  we  now 
know  it,  had  no  existence,  there  being  but  a  main 
court,  20ft.  wide,  which  came  out  opposite  to  the 

church  of  St.  Margaret's,  I.othbury.  Next  to 
the  Bank,  as  first  built,  there  were  two  churches 
and  a  vast  network  of  houses.  Close  to  the  Bank 

stood  the  site  of  the  Uoapital  of  St.  Anthony. 
This  was  a  cell  to  the  House  of  St.  Anthony  of 

Vienna.  Pigs  were  given  over  to  the  hospital  .as 
alms.  In  1311  we  read  that  the  Itenter  of  the 

House  of  St.  Anthony  was  sworn  that  henceforth 
he  would  claim  no  swine  found  wandering  about 
the  streets  of  the  City  as  being  arms,  and  that  he 
would  put  no  bells  on  them,  or  on  those  of  any 
other  person,  nor  would  allow  any  such  bells  to 
be  put  on  other  than  those  which  should  be  given. 

The  saying  at  the  time  was  "As  fat  as  St. 
Anthony's  pigs."  Three  swine  killers  were  ap- 

pointed to  kill  all  pigs  found  in  the  ttreets  :  they 
could  be  redeemed  at  4d.  each.  If  not  claimed, 

they  were  forfeited,  and  sold  to  repair  the  gates. 

THE    STOCKS    SUKKET. 

Stow  says;  "  In  the  year  12S2  Henry  Wallis, 
mayor,  caused  divers  houses  in  the  Citie  to  be 
builded  towards  the  maintenance  of  London 

Bridge,  namely,  in  one  void  place  ne>r  unto  the 
parish  churchj  called  Wool-church,  where  some 
time  had  stood  a  paire  of  stocks.  The  building 
took  name  of  Moore  .Stocks,  and  was  appointed 

by  him  to  be  a  market  place  for  fish  and  flesh  in 
the  midst  of  the  City.  In  the  year  1322  certain 
markets  were  appointed.  The  stocks  were  let  to 
farm  at  ttC  13s.  yearly  rental.  In  the  year  1507 

the  rental  was  .CjO  1'.'s  ,  and  in  the  year  1543, 

John  ( 'ates  being  mayor,  there  were  eighteen  stalls 
for  fishmongers,  rented  yearly  £  I  ISs.  The  butchers 
had  also  eighteen  stalls,  rental  of  £41  16a.  4d., 

and  chambers  above  rented  at  £)  13o.  4d."  The 
present  Mansion  House  was  erected  on  the  site  of 

the  Stocks  -Market.  Pennant  tells  us  that  "  in 
the  market  stood  a  statue  of  Charles  11.,  given  by 

his  most  loyal  subject,  .Sir  Itobert  Viner,  Lord 
Mayor,  which  his  lordship  discoverid  made  at 
Leghorn.  The  statue  represented  John  Sobieski 
trampling  on  a  Turk.  The  Polish  monarch  was 
christened  Charles,  and  the  turbaned  Turk, 

Oliver  Cromwell."  Horace  Walpole  says  it  was 
unfinished,  and  a  new  head  was  added.  The 
statue  remained  some  time  amongst  the  rubbish 
of  the  destroyed  market  and  was  given  to  Mr. 

llobeit  \'yner,  a  descendant  of  the  Lord  Mayor. 
On  the  demolition  of  the  Stocks  Market,  it  was 
decided  by  the  City  to  arch  over  that  portion  of 

I'arringdon  ditch  which  lies  between  Fleet-street 
and  Holborn.  It  was  opened  1737.  Fleet 
Market  lasted  until  1^(29,  when  it  was  taken 

down  to  form  Farringdon -street,  and  Farringdon 
Market  took  its  place,  opened  in  the  year  1826. 
The  west  side  of  the  market  was  taken  down  when 

the  Viaduct  was  constructed,  about  1869. 
THE    OlILDnALI,. 

The  first  Guildhall  was  built  in  the  year  I41I 

by  Thomas  Knoles,  then  Mayor.  In  the  first 
year  of  Henry  IV.  the  executors  of  Sir  Kichard 
Whittington  gave  £20  towards  the  paving,  and 
in  the  next  £20  more.  In  every  window  were 
placed  the  arms  of  Whittington.  Sir  John  Shaa 
kept  the  first  feast  there  about  1501. 

THE    GVILDH.U.I.    CHAI'i:!.. 

This  building  was  in  existence  until  1822.  It 
was  founded  in  1299,  with  an  establishment  of 
warden,  seven  priests,  three  clerks,  and  four 
choristers.  The  chapel  wai  given  to  the  City  by 
Edward  IV.  at  the  dissolution  of  the  college.  The 

following  account  of  the  chapel  is  taken  from 
Stow: — "The  chapel  or  coUedge  of  our  Lady 
Mary  Magdalen  and  All  Saints  by  the  Gaildhall, 
called  London  College  ;  the  same  was  built  about 
the  year  1299,  and  that  Peter  Fanelove,  Adam 
Francis,  and  Henry  Frowyck,  Citizens,  gave  one 

Messuage  with  Appurtenances  In  the  Parish  of 
St.  Foster  to  William  Brampton,  ciistos  of  the 
Chauntry  by  them  founded  in  the  said  Chappell, 
and  .  .  .  the  other  house  in  the  Parish  of  St. 

Giles  Cripplegate,  in  the  27th  of  Edward  III., 
was  given  to  them,  llichard  II.  trranted  license 
to  Stephen  .Spilman  to  give  one  messuage,  3  .Shops 
with  the  Appurtenances  in  the  Parish  of  St. 
Andrew,  Holborn.  King  Henry  VI.,  in  the  8lh 
of  his  reign,  gave  license  to  the  Custos  to  build 
of  new  the  said  Chappell  or  Colledge  of  Guildhall, 
and  in  the  27th  year  of  his  reign  granted  to  the 
Parish  Clerks  in  London  a  Guild  of  St.  Nicholas 

tor  two  Chaplaincies.  The  value  of  the  CoUedge 
was  £12  Ss.  yd.  The  Library,  which  was  situated 
on  the  south  side,  was  built  by  the  executors  of 
Sir  Kichard  Whittington  and  William  Bary. 
The  arms  of  the  former  were  on  one  side,  and  the 
initials  WB  on  the  other.  The  Books  which 

belonged  to  the  Library  were  plundered  by  the 

Protector  Somerset." BL.ICKWEI.L    HALL. 

Next  to  Guildhall  Chapel  stood  Blackwell, 

Bakewell,  or  Bassinghall.  In  1396-7  Hichard 

II.,  in  consideration  of  the  sum  of  £")0,  granted license  to  John  Froxle,  William  Parker,  and 
Stephen  Spilman,  citizens  and  mercers,  that  they 
might  assign  unto  the  mayor  and  commonalty  for 
ever  for  the  common  benefit  the  said  messuage, 
called  Bakewell  Hall,  ic.  From  this  period  it 

became  established  as  a  weekly -place  for  wojUcn 
cloths,  both  broad  and  narrow,  which  were 

brought  from  all  parts  of  the  kingdom  to  be  Eold. 

.Vn  ordinance  was  passed  in  I3'i7-S  under  the 
mayoralty  of  Kichard  Whittington,  and  another 
in  the  year  following,  under  the  mayoralty  of 
Drew  i'.irringtine,  declaring  that  no  foreigner  or 
stranger  should  sell  any  woollen  cloth  but  in  the 
Bakewell  IIiU,  upon  the  penalty  of  the  forfeiture 
thereof.  This  was  confirmed  again  in  1  117.  No 
manner  of  person  being  freeman  of  the  City 
should  suffer  any  person  whatever,  be  he  free  or 

foreign,  to  buy  or  sell  any  manner  of  woollen 
cloth  harboured  or  lodged  contrary  to  the  said 

ordinance,  or  any  other  m.anner  of  cloth  made  of 

wool,  within  his'  shop  unless  the  said  cloth  was 
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5rat  brought  to  lilackwol!   Ili'.l.     I!i  irg  stood 
for  abuut  100  years,  it  Lec;ur..    niiiij  i-i  :iuout  the 
middle  of  the  IC.tl.     -' 
down  :ind  a  now  \i\v 

!it  a  cost  of  ,£2,0ii.  ,      _.         ..    .^_    
have  been  erected  about  \h1i.  'X\x<;  attic  was 
onuimented  with  cornice  imd  pediment.  This 
structure  was  taken  down  in  1  '^  I  'i. 

ilr.  A.  W.  IIknnixc;-,  in  proposing  a  vote  of 
thanks  to  Mr.  Oliver,  remarked  that  topiopare 
such  un  address  involved  much  laborious  hiintini,' 
in  museums  and  libraries,  .ind  great  powers  of 

condensation  to  compass  it  into  an  evening's 
paper.  There  was  a  good  deal  still  left  of  (Jld 
London  for  those  who  wo<ild  take  the  trouble  to 
look  for  it,  but  the  fragments  were  rapidly  dis- 

appearing. In  IJly-place,  Ilolborn,  recently, 
when  a  house  near  the  beautiful  former  chapel  of 
the  Bishops  of  Ely  was  being  pulled  down,  the 
workmen  discovered  some  fragments  of  the 
episcopal  palace,  and  also  the  chalk  brought  as 
foundations  and  remains  of  a  wooden  footbridge. 
Twenty  years  ago,  in  lUrt-strect,  Wood-street, 
remains  of  a  beautiful  Norman  apse  were  found, 
but  were  hastily  removed  to  allow  of  reconstnic- 
tion.  (In  account  of  the  very  heavy  ground- 
rents  in  the  City,  and  the  small  interest  taken  in 
antiquities,  it  was  not  to  be  wondered  at  that 
architects  and  their  clients  did  not  preserve 
mediaeval  remains  when  found  during  demolitions. 

Mr.  r.  G.  F.  IlnnrEK  seconded  the  vote  of 
thanks,  stating  that  such  lectures  as  the  admirable 
one  to  which  they  had  listened  tended  to  increase 
the  interest  of  the  profession  in  Older  London, 
and  so  indirectly  tcwards  the  preservation  of  any 
fragments  found.  Such  an  address  threw  also 
much  light  on  the  meaning  of  the  names  of 
familiar  localities  and  the  historical  accounts  of 
our  streets  and  buildings. 

Mr.  I- .  11.  BuoiiiL  and  3Ir.  C.  J.  Willums 

■also  joined  in  the  discussion,  the  latter  pointing 
out  that  three  centuries  ago  the  City  was  far'more beautiful  and  picturesque  than  it  now  was.  Jlr. 
M.A.TT  (■.vuiiiTT,  on  the  other  hand,  doubted 
whether  the  veil  of  smoke  and  fog  which  now 
flverhung  the  City  did  not  add  very  much  to  the 
pictureaqueness  of  effect,  and  although  the  details 
might  not  be  satisfactory,  the  general  grouping 
and  masses  of  building  were  far  more  effective 
than  at  any  earlier  period,  while  the  sanitary 
conditions  was  undoubtedly  very  greatly  improved. 

Mr.  JI.  J.  D.iwMix  followed  on  the  same  lines, 
and  the  Pkesidf.xt,  in  summing  up,  referred  to  the 
immense  value  possessed  by  the  Isrge  scale  map 
drawn  by  3Ir.  Oliver,  on  which  was  shown  the 
former  monasteries,  collegiate  and  parochial 
churches  of  the  markets  and  highways  of  London 
before  the  Oreat  lire,  now  almost  completely 

obliterated.  ^\'ith  all  the  changes  effected, London  was  still  a  very  picturesque  city,  and  he 
had  been  struck  by  the  remark  of  a  foreign  friend 
when  they  were  crossing  Waterloo  Bridge  one 

morning  and  looking  at  the  prospect  of  St.  Paul's 
and  the  City  towers  rising  above  the  mist  to  the 
height,  and  the  scarcely  less  attractive  view 
of  Westminster  to  the  loft,  that  the  English 
did  not  half  appreciate  the  beauties  of  the  capital. 
While  the  present  building  regulations  and  re- 

strictions precluded  London  from  being  as  freely 
picturesque  as  in  llediaival  days,  they  had  gained 
much  in  exemption  from  fire  and  in  health,  and 
under  an  everlasting  fog  even  such  struc  tures  as 
the  Tower  Bridge  loomed  out  grandly.  The 
Association  was  doing  something  to  interest 
Londoners  in  their  city,  and  a  committee  was 
preparing  a  small  pamphlet,  in  which  an  en- 
icavour  would  be  made  to  point  out  the  leading 
char.K  teristics  and  historical  associations  of  its 
buildings,  both  ancient  and  modern,  dealing  with 
the  Jletropolis  in  various  sections — a  selection 
would  be  invidious  as  well  as  laborious  ;  but  he 
believed  the  outcome  of  the  effort  would  be  of 

great  utility. 
Mr.  iiLivF.R  briefly  acknowledged  the  vote  of 

thanks,  which  was  carried  by  acclamation.   - 

A  X  D FIREPROOF     BUILDINGS 
PARTITIONS. 

XTrTE  have  received  a  new  catalogue  from  the 
T  T  Fireproof  Partition  Syndicate,  Limited, 

10,  York  Buildings,  Charing  Cross.  The 
Ounnah-Wright  patents,  which  are  illustrated, 
are  well  known  to  many  of  our  readers  as  a 
wonderfully  simple  and  ingenious  system  of  con- 

structing dwelling-houses,  w-irehouses,  partition 
walls,  and  floors  of  every  description.  The 
Cunnah- Wright  sheet,  which  is  formed  out  of 
ordinary  iron,   or    steel   sheet,   forms  a  patent 

double  dovetail  corrugation,  possessing  enormous 
rigidity  and  strength,  and  at  the  same 

i  capital  "  key  "  for  any  plastic 
il.  We  all  know  what  the  ordinary 

..;... .near  corrugation  will  do  for  iron  sheets; 
but  in  this  particular  patent  the  corruga- 

tions are  inflnitely  stronger,  and  resist  the 
crushing  and  tensile  foroes  in  a  far  more  effective 
manner,  us  the  dovetail  corrugation  forms  a  large 
sectional  area  of  the  metal.  With  these  sheets  a 

large  variety  of  purposes  in  building  can  be 
carried  out.  Wo  have,  in  a  photo. -illustration, 
a  view  of  the  British  Pavilion  lor  the  Paris 

E.xhibition,  in  which  Cunnah-Wright's  patent is  used  for  the  outside  walls.  The  sheets 
are  shown  fixed  between  the  small  flinges 
of  H  •'fon  standards.  For  this  purpose  nothing 
can  be  stronger  and  more  economical ;  the 
walla  Clin  be  rapidly  built,  and  of  two  or 
more  stories,  the  corrugated  sheets  being  fixed  at 
top  and  bottom  into  a  T-'ron  head,  and  into  a 
channel  iron  at  the  sill  which  is  wide  enough  to 
take  the  H  -iron  standards.  Into  this  steel  frame- 

work the  sheets  are  fitted,  and  fixed  between 
flanges  by  cement.  Girders,  columns,  and 
stanchions  can  be  cased  with  shallow  sheets  of  the 
same  section,  several  illustrations  showing  the 
application  for  this  purpose.  For  floors  the 
sheets  can  be  placed  on  the  lower  flanges  of 
the  steel  joists,  filling  up  to  the  level  of  top 
flanges  with  concrete.  The  underside  foruna  good 
key  for  the  plaster  of  ceiling.  Hound  iron  columns 
or  stanchions  the  sheet  can  be  bent  and  cemented 
inside  and  outside.  For  these  purposes  we  believe 
the  Cunnah  -  Wright  system  is  admirably 
adapted.  It  can  bo  bent  or  curved  to  any  shape, 

and  the  space  it  occupies  is  small.  F'or  the  con- struction of  partitions,  floors,  and  roofs  the 

C'unnah-Wright  sheets  leave  nothing  to  be 
desired  :  the  wall  or  partition  can  be  finished  in  a 
few  hours.  The  thickness  need  only  be  2in.,  and 
it  is  fire-proof  as  well  as  impermeable  to  damp 
and  cold.  The  sheets  measure  3ft.  Gin.  by  3ft.,  or 
3ft.  Gin.by  L'ft.  Gin.,  widths  that  will  be  found  con- 

venient for  different  lengths  of  wall.  The  system 
is  well  suited  for  bungalow  building  and  single- 
story  pavilions,  and  a  plan  and  view  for  a  small 
bungalow  for  Buenos  Aires,  constructed  on  the 

Cunnah-\\'right  system,  is  given.  We  also  find notices  of  its  successful  application  to  railway 
sheds,  stores,  cricket  pavilion,  isolation  hospital, 

and  partition  of  mansions  in  (iueen's  Uate.  These 
views  give  a  capital  idea  of  the  way  the  dove- 

tailed sheets  are  used.  The  connection  with 
cross  partitions,  and  the  finish  of  the  sheets  at 
door  and  window  frames,  are  illustrated.  The  list 
of  the  buildings  in  London  alone  in  which  the 
system  has  been  used  is  a  long  one.  We  recommend 
the  Cunnah- Wright  patents  to  all  architects 
who  want  fire,  sound,  and  damp  proof  partitions 
and  ceilings. 

ARTS  AND  CRAFTS  FROM  GERMANY. 
[with    ILLlSTU.\TIOXS.] 

17^  OR  a  long  time  now  the  art  students  of  this 
country,  and  those  in  tiermany  and  France, 

have  been  paying  each  other  the  greatest  of 
all  compliments  in  imitating  the  productions 
emanating  from  their  several  schools  of  art  and 
teclinical  classes.  There  is  nothing  particularly 
novel,  perhaps,  in  such  a  practice,  and,  indeed, 
within  limits  no  objection  can  be  taken  to  it. 
Emulation,  of  course,  is  a  very  good  thing.  At 
present,  however,  the  rage  for  some  startling 
notion,  some  outre  development,  some  noveltv, 
or  an  abnormal  extravagance  of  some  sort,  is 
being  sought  for  both  at  home  and  abroad.  At 
many  an  art  school,  and  we  may  say  in  most  we 
have  observed  what  books  the  students  are  asking 
for,  and  noticed  what  they  study.  These  are  not 
standard  liooks  of  historic  art,  but  contemporary 
magazines  and  illustrated  journals  devoted  to  the 
arts  and  crafts.  Among  the  foremost  of  these 

is  the  admirable  1  i<-h:rat'\re  Kun-i  published 
by  Mr.  F.  Bruckmann,  of  Munich.  This  pub- 

lication is  replete  with  photographic  reproduc- 
tions of  all  kinds  of  design  for  lace,  fabrics, 

pottery,  book-covers  and  book-plates,  glass,  and 
furniture.  Much  of  the  work  is  undoubtedly 
good,  and  the  present  collection  of  similiir 
things  at  the  New  Gallery,  under  the 
auspices  of  the  Arts  and  Crafts  Society, 
reflects  an  acquaintance  with  (ierman  crafts  of 
a  like  kind  running  on  the  same  lines,  .and 
striving  after  a  kindred  typo  of  so-called 
originality.  The  Continental  artist,  naturally 
more  facile  and  also  more  emancipated  from  the 
influence    of    preconceived    notions,    no    doubt 

speedily  outstrips  the  British  designer  on 
the  lines  we  have  indicated,  and  gives  him 
points,  so  to  speak,  in  producing  the  unusual. 
lOxamples  of  this  class  of  work,  however,  un- 

doubtedly have  a  value  and  an  interest  which  few 
can  afford  to  ignore,  while  thej-  also  enable  any 
observer  to  adequately  appreciate  the  claim  for 
originality  which  some  of  the  exhibitors  at  the 
above-mentioned  exhibition  evidently  are  priding 
themselves  upon. 

We  shall,  therefore,  from  whatever  point  of 
view,  be  doing  some  service  by  drawing  attention 

to  Mr.  Bruckmann's  monthly,  the  Ue/.orative 
Kuiiit,  and  the  best  way  of  effecting  its  introduc- 

tion to  our  readers  is  to  reproduce  some  of  the 
furniture  designs  illustrated  in  recent  numbers. 

This  we  do  with  the  publisher's  consent.  Little 
description  of  the  articles  selected  for  reproduc- 

tion is  needed,  for  they  explain  themselves.  The 
chimney-piece,  by  Mr.  J.  Englehart,  comprises 
a  sculptured  representation  of  the  Temptation, 
with  full-length  figures  of  Adam  and  Eve  ;  the 
serpent  being  wrought  presumably  in  metal, 
probably  in  bronze.  This  composition  differs 
from  the  bulk  of  the  work  now  so  fashionable; 
but  it  follows  the  lines  in  vogue  in  the  foliations 
and  determination  to  combine  startling  effects 
with  the  use  of  sculpture.  The  figures  are, 
however,  independent  of  any  structural  motive, 
filling  a  space  ingeniously,  but  in  no  essential 
sense  belonging  to  the  building  up  of  the  fabric. 
The  sides  and  shelf  of  the  chimney-piece  appear  to 
be  structurally  independent  of  them.  ( J  uite  apart 
from  the  sentiment  of  the  idea,  it  is  doubtful  if  the 
fireplace  would  be  entirely  agreeable  to  live  with 
constantly.  3Ir.  BaiUie  Scott  contributes  a 
buffet  of  solid  proportions  in  the  most  approved 
mannerism,  with  strap  hinges  and  primitive 
forms  curiously  decorated.  The  china  cabinet 
by  Mr.  B.  Paukok  has  a  glazed  central  door 
with  the  inclosing  framework  somewhat  V-shaped 
in  outline,  fret-carved  at  the  top,  with  shelves  for 

small  things  on  the  return  sides.  Mr.  E.  Walter's music  cabinet  in  polished  hardwood  has  metal 
fixings  rising  from  the  hinges  of  the  fall-down 
front,  the  piece  being  supported  by  bandy 

legs,  which  are  strengthened  by  way  of  fresh- 
ness with  straight-lined  struts.  The  sofa  by 

Mr.  Walter  has  a  high  back,  crowned  by 
a  cornice  and  a  pleated  fabric  back  filling 
after  the  manner  of  the  near  side  of  upright 

pianos.  Mr.  O.  Fischer's  cupboard  stand  is  self- 
explanatory.  Our  letterpress  illustrations  accom- 
psinying  these  few  notes  are  also  from  the  same 
source,  showing  how  their  designers,  by  shaping 
rails  and  stiles,  by  mitring  the  joints,  and  by 
lessening  the  area  of  panels  as  compared  with  the 
framing,  seek  to  introduce  newness  of  form.  The 
wardrobe  is  an  instance  in  point.  Mr.  R. 
Uiemerschmid,  of  Munich,  is  its  designer.  Mr. 
H.  Schlicht's  small  cabinet  furnishes  a  like 
example,  with  carved  and  inlay  enrichments. 
The  former-named  artist  is  responsible  for  the 
pier-glass  dressing  commode,  shaped  like  a  chair, 
with  shelves  for  the  toilet.  The  body  of  the 

piece  is  occupied  by  drawers.  The  last  drawing 
given  from  Iiskorative  Kiiiisl  is  a  curious  ingle- 
nook  fireplace,  enlivened  with  Keramic  work  of 
rich  colouring,  with  flatly-treated  Celtic  enrich- 

ments on  the  hooded  structure  and  jambs. 
Some  of  the  illustrations  in  the  magazine  under 

contribution  are  printed  in  colours,  wanting  some- 
times the  tones  most  calculated  to  show  the  designs 

selected  to  the  best  advantage.  The  jewelry  and 

personal  ornaments  are  among  the  best  of  the 
works  represented,  and  in  this  category  must  be 
named  the  leather- work  and  inlays  for  book- 

binders. The  haberdasher's  shop-front,  shown  in 
the  November  part,  from  Paris,  designed  by  Mr. 

C.  Plumet,  is  very  elaborate,  with  curious  iron- 
work andmetal  shapings,  which,  however  ingenious 

they  may  be  as  detjiils,  do  not  disguise  the  fact 
of  the  upper  structure  standing  on  stilts  over  a 
range  of  plate-glass  windows  divided  by  frames 
of  the  slightest  possible  scantlings.  These  occur 
on  both  fronts  of  the  Hotel  de  Russie,  from 

whence  the  illustrations  are  taken.  Thousands 

of  shops  are  similar  in  this  essential  defect,  which 
Mr.  Plumet  has  done  but  little  to  overcome. 

The  interior  fittings  of  the  same  establishment 
by  the  architect  are  in  keeping,  and  certainly  are 
above  the  average. 

From  what  has  been  said  in  these  remarks,  it 
will  be  evident  that  the  art  student  does  well  to 
look  at  such  books  as  this  one,  though  we  question 
if  good  taste  is  to  be  found  in  a  mere  straining 
after  novelty  for  novelty's  sake,  simply  to  arrest 
attention  by  ungainliness,  strangeness,  and 
oddity. 
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THE    >ut;iETV    OF   Ar.riIITi:i  TS. 

Til  K  third  ordinarj-  mectincr  •  f  'he  Vtti  ecgsion 
of  the  Society  of  Air  hit  : J  at  St. 

James's  Hall, Piccadilly,  W..  ,  evening 
inlast  week,  the  chair  being  «■  n  .i  j  i.\  the  L're- 
Bident,  Mr.  T.  Walter  L.  Kmden,  .I.P.,  L.C  C. 
The  following  additioiu  to  the  membership  roll 
were  elected  by  ballot.  As  members  :  \V.  Bilston, 

Eaatnook-plni  e,  Dover  :  William  i:.  Healoy, 
4  J,  High-street,  Sutton  Coldfield,  and  at  Walsall ; 
Frank  H.  .Tones,  7,  Salisbury -terrace,  Dorchester; 

G.  !•'.  Xlerriman,  Worcester  Park,  Surrey;  A.C. Payne,  :)0,  Jluseum-street.  W.C.  ;  William 

Sherriff,  S.i,  Pilgrim-street,  Newaistleon-Tyne, 
and  Frederick  Smith,  Bank  Chambers,  New 
Brompton,  Kent.  As  student :  X.  A.  Leech 

141,  Adelaide-road,  Hampstead,  N.W. 

THK    Sr.MtTliuV    HKCISTKATION    OI     ARCHITECTS. 

Mr.  Elli.s  Mauslam),  Hon.  Secretary,  read  a 
paper  on  this  subject,  which  was  given  in  extenso 
m  our  last  issue,  p.  794. 
Mr.  William  Woodwaud,  A.R.I.B.A.,  in 

proposing  a  vote  of  thanks  to  the  author,  described 
the  paper  as  brief,  pithy,  and  interesting,  adding 
that  he  had  heard  many  objections  raised  on  the 
Registration  Bill  by  members  of  the  Institute, 
but  had  never  yet  heard  a  commonsense  argument 
brought  against  it,  and  in  principle  he  believed 
the  abstract  case  for  registration  was  unanswerable. 
The  original  opposition  was  not  to  the  Bill  itself, 

but  to  its  supporters— the  Society  of  Architects, 
and  the  jealousy  exhibited  by  the  Institute  to- 

wards the  younger  body  was  the  more  strange,  as 
under  the  measure  the  Institute  was  made  the 

examininfr  authority.  01  course,  technically,  the 
Bill  was  not  being  promoted  by  the  Society,  but 
by  a  ixegistration  Committee ;  but  when  the 

measure  eventually  passed,  which  it  assuredly 
would  do,  the  credit  would  be  entirely  due,  and 
would  be  generally  given,  to  the  Society  of 
Architects.  The  proposition  was  perfectly  reason- 

able, and  would  serve  for  the  protection  of  the 
public,  for  it  would  insure  that  architects  were 

properly  <iuilified,  and  would  keep  impostor.^  out 

of  the  profession.  Sir.  Jlarsland's  scathing 
attack  on  the  so-called  art  architect  was  fuUy 
justified,  for  the  buildings  designed  bv  such  men 

were  as  inartistic  as  it  was  possible  "to  imagine. He  hoped  the  time  was  not  far  distant  when  this 
Bill  would  become  law,  for  it  would  be  beneficial 
alike  to  the  public  and  the  profession.  Whenever 
the  Registration  Act  wag  passed  they  would  find 
the  Institute  coming  forward  to  claim  the  credit 
of  the  reform. 

Mr.  E.  A.  Brayley  Hodoetts  seconded  the 

vote  of  thanks,  remarking  that  in  both  France 
and  Germany  an  architect  had  to  show  a  pro- 

ficiency in  his  profession  before  he  was  allowed  to 
practise,  and  several  of  the  American  States  had 

pissed  laws  for  the  licensinsr  ol'  architects  with 
satisfactory  results. 

Mr.  E.  (ii  V  Dawukr,  A.lM.Ii.A.,  heartily 

«ndorsed  all  Mr.  Marsland's  remarks  in  his 
admirable  paper.  For  some  time  past  he  had 
been  convioced  of  the  desirability  of  registration 
for  architects,  and  was  doing  his  best  to  induce 
his  friends  in  the  profession  to  examine  the 
queslion  without  prejudice. 

Mr.    Max   Clarke,   A.IM.B.A.,   objected  to 

Mr.  Woodward's  claim  to  speak  on  behalf  of  the 
younger   members     of     the     Institute    oa    this 
question.     He,  himself,  took    exception    to  the 
Bill,  and  should  lik'j  to  hear  from  the  President 
of  the  Society  how  tho  Registration  Committee 

proposed  to  "deal  with  engineers  and  surveyors under    Kie     Bill — was    it    intended    to  prohibit 

engineers  from  carrj-ing  out  architectural  work ': It  seemed  to  be  overlooked  by  the  supporters  of 
the  Bill  that  they  hid  a  Building  .\ct  for  London, 
and  building  regulations  throughout  the  country 
that    were    daily    being    made  more    stringent, 
which  o\ight  to  protect  the    public  against  the 
action  of  incompetent  architects.     Whenregistra- 
tration  was  attempted,  should  the  Pill  pass,  they 
would  have   to  deal  with  certain  large  builders, 
who    c<irried    out,  sometimes    arti:>tically,    large 
building  operations  without  the  recognised  aid  of 
an  architect.     Were  these  to  be  prevented  from 

building-      The    general   character  of  the  pro- 
fession was  improving,  and  he  did  not  think  the 

passing  of  such  a  measure  as  that  proposed  would 
be  as  beneficialas  some  supposed  would  bo  the  case. 

Mr.  Ur.iuir.ur  A.  Sak  uell,  A.R  l.B.V.,  would 

suggest  to  the  advocates  of  architects'  registration, 
that  they  should  be  silent  as  to  the  possible  effect 
of    the    measure     in    raising    fees,    as    such  a 
suggestion    would    alienate    tho    public.    They 
needed  to   be   especially   careful   not   to  raise  a 

suspicion  that  trades- unionism  actuated  the 
promoters  of  this  movement,  ilr.  Marsland  had 
suggented  that  tho  measure  would  be  beneficial  to 
professional  men  ;  but  if  they  wished  to  see  the 
Pill  passed  they  must  urge  that  its  aim  was  the 
protection  ol  the  public.  There  bad  been  much 
criticism  of  the  art  architect  that  evening ;  but  all 
admit  that  some  architects  were  more  artistic 
than  others,  and  that  there  were  architects  whose 
work  one  could  not  help  respecting.  To  class  all 
art  architects  together  as  drivellers  would  not 
advance  the  prospects  of  the  liill,  and  it  wis  no 
discredit  to  an  architect  to  say  that  he  was  a 

specialist,  and  did  not  take  out  his  own  quantities 
or  make  his  own  engineering  calculations.  He 
did  not  consider  that  Mr.  Woodward  should  be 

taken  as  representing  the  Institute :  if  the 
younger  members  of  the  Institute  wanted  to  stick 
a  pin  into  the  older  men,  no  better  man  could  be 
found  for  the  job  than  Mr.  Woodward  ;  but  they 
would  not  consult  Mr.  Woodward  on  a  question 
of  art.  The  Medical  Acts  had  l>een  cited  as  a 

parallel  measure  ;  but  medical  men  dealt  with 
questions  of  life  and  death,  and  so  should  be 
examined  before  being  allowed  to  practise ;  but 
this  could  not  be  said  of  architects.  The  case  of 

the  plumbers  had  also  been  mentioned ;  but  the 
registration  which  plumbers  desired  was  only  a 
trade-union. 

Mr.  Ellis  Marslaxd,  in  replying,  said  not 

many  arguments  had  been  advanced  by  the 
opponents  of  registration.  Both  Mr.  Max  Clarke 
and  ilr.  Satchell  seemed  to  imagine  that  those 
who  were  not  registered  would  not  be  allowed  to 

design  or  cirry  out  buildings,  and  were  con- 
cerned as  to  what  would  be  done  with  the  engi- 
neers, surveyors,  and  builders  who  acted  as 

architects.  I  f  they  read  the  Bill  they  would  see 
that  exactly  parallel  to  the  Medical  and  Dentil 
Acts,  no  one  was  to  l>e  prohibited  from  doing  the 
work  of  an  architect :  but  unless  he  proved  him- 

self to  be  qualified,  and  passed  an  examination 
entitling  his  name  to  be  placed  on  the  register, 
he  must  not  call  himself  an  architect,  and  could 
not  recover  fees  as  an  architect.  When  the 

Kegistration  Bill  was  originally  drafted  the 
mistake  was  made  of  including  engineers  and 
surveyors  within  its  scope :  but.  owing  to  the 
opposition  of  the  members  of  those  professions, 
the  error  was  rectified,  and,  in  the  amended  and 
present  measure  all  allusion  to  other  professions 
was  omitted.  It  was  all  very  well  for  Mr. 
Satchell  to  say  that  the  promoters  of  the  measure 
should  keep  in  the  background  all  allusion  to  the 
protection  of  the  architect  against  unqualified 
men,  and  only  advocate  the  Bill  on  public 

grounds:  but  if  Mr.  Sitchell  had  come  in  con- 
tact with  provincial  men  as  widely  as  he  had 

done;  ho  would  see  that  the  practising  of  unciuuli- 
fied  and  untrained  men  was  a  very  real  grievance 
in  the  smaller  towns.  Ho  constantly  heard  the 
complaint  from  provincial  men  that  the  Institute 
did  nothing  to  raise  their  status  or  protect  their 
interests.  Registration  was  desirable  ahke  for 
the  benefit  of  the  public  and  the  profession. 
The  Presidfxt  summed  up  the  discussion, 

remarking  that  for  twenty  years  he  had  practised 
his  profession  independently  of  any  body  of 
architects,  but  when  asked  to  join  the  Registra- 

tion Committee  he  was  led  to  look  into  the 

question,  and,  feeling  it  to  be  a  desirable  reform, 
he  joined  the  Society  of  Architects,  by  which  it 
was  being  promoted.  There  were  a  great  many 
competent  architects  still  outside  any  society,  anil 
many  of  those  were  in  favour  of  registration. 
He  would  point  out  that  the  Bill  did  not  propose 
to  stop  any  man  from  carrying  out  or  superintend- 

ing building  operations,  but  would  stop  him  from 
calling  himself  an  architect  unless  he  subtnitted  to 
an  examination  of  his  qualifications,  lie  had  had 
some  experience  of  certain  persons  who  set  up  as 
art  architects,  and  some  of  them  appeared  in  their 
works,  buildings,  and  speeches  to  ignore  practical 
matters  affecting  the  constructional  problems 
they  endeavoured  to  solve.  They  had  been  told 
by  Mr.  Satchell  that  medicjl  men  dealt  with 
questions  of  life  or  death,  and  therefore  it  was 
allowed  they  ought  to  prove  themselves  qualified 
men;  but  surely  architects  wore  as  much  era - 
cemed  with  the  welfare  and  safety  of  the  public 

as  physicians,  surgeons,  and  dentists.  As  soon 
as  the  Registration  Bill  was  passed  there  would 
only  be  men  admitted  into  the  ranks  of  the  archi- 

tectural profession  who  had  proved  their  qualifica- 
tion to  practise.  Tho  l!ill  did  not  propose  to 

increase  architects'  fees,  and  it  was,  indeed, 
impossible  that  fees  could  be  raised  under  any 
such  measure,  notwithstanding  what  Mr.  Satchell 

I  might  suggest,  and  the  measure  was  broadly  one 

for  the  protection  of  the  public,  and  of  the  well 

qualified  designer  and  supervisor. 

ARCHITECTURE  AN1>  MATHEMATICS. 

MR.  Jl'LIAX  MOORE  has  a  paper  on  "  A 

Lost  Principle  of  Beauty  in  Architecture  " in  the  December  Furtnigliiy,  in  which  he  pleads 

against  the  dominance  of  mathematical  regu- 
larity in  the  building  of  streets  and  houses.  He 

gives  an  interesting  list  of  the  irre|;ularities  pur- 
posely practised  by  the  old  architects  for  the 

sake  of  giving  a  charm  to  their  buildings.  The 
modem  critic  of  decorative  art,  he  says,  would 
seem  to  have  never  learnt  anything  in  his  life  but 
the  definitions  of  the  first  book  of  Euclid.  In 

street  construction  this  principle  of  artistic 
irregularity  is  even  more  important,  and  Mr. 
Moore  thinks  our  own  unassuming  Strand  is 
far  more  pleasant  than  any  of  the  pompous, 

straight  streets  of  Paris  and  .\merica.   We  should 
induce  acme  of  onr  public  representatives  to  prevent  the 
beautiful  curves  in  our  old  streets  from  being  Hauss- 
mannised  into  mere  vast  chutes,  as  are  the  French  and 
American  boulevards  The  success  in  every  way  of 
our  chief  new  thoroughfares— Shaftesbury-avenue  and 
Charing  Cross-road-shows  thit  absolute  straightness  is 
not  neMed  in  a  modem  street,  even  from  the  point  ol 
view  which  must  always,  I  admit,  be  of  first  consideration 
—commercial  success  and  practical  utility.  These 
thoroughfares  make  most  natural  and  rhythmic  com- 

panions to  Piccadilly  and  Regent-street,  and  neither  pro- 
duces on  the  stroller  the  effect  of  mental  lassitude  and  a 

desire  to  return  home  —that  most  undesirable  of  all  desires 
from  the  shopkeepers'  point  of  view— that  anyone  feels 
after  walking  along  one  of  the  Paris  boulevards.  Can 
anyone  imagine  a  walk  which  for  its  distance  is  more 
fatiguing  than  from  bottom  to  top  of  the  Champs  Ely»'es  ! 
The  eye  has  nothing  to  rest  on  except  the  great  Arch, 
which,  for  two-thirds  ol  the  distance,  is  out  of  easy  range 
of  the  eye,  and  therefore  an  object  ol  strain  to  it,  till  one 
has  nearly  reached  the  top. 

We  thoroughly  agree  with  Mr.  Julian  Moore. 
The  most  beautiful  street  outline  in  England— per- 

haps in  the  world,  though  only  cultured  Americans 

for  the  most  part  know  it,  is'  Holbom.  Lit  any one  who  doubts  it  stand  with  his  back  to  the 

Prince  Consort's  statue  on  the  Viaduct,  and  look 
westward— especially  in  the  early  haze  of  a  fine 

Sunday  morning  before  the  traffic  is  astir. 

CHIPS. 

An  adjudication  in  bankruptcy  is  gazetted  in  the 
case  of  John  Stanton  Stow,  of  Cirdiff,  architect  and surveyor. 

Mr.  E.  A.  S.  Fawoett,  Local  Government  Board 

inspector,  conducted  an  inquiry  at  the  town-hall, 
Eversham,  on  Friday,  as  to  the  application  of  the 
town  council  to  borrow  £2,700  lor  purchase  of 

land  adjoining  the  sewage  farm,  and  for  sewerage 
works.  The  town  clerk  said  the  proposed  work, 
estimated  to  cost  £2,400,  was  required  owing  to  the 

inadequacy  of  the  existing  sewers ;  and  ;^300  for  the 

purchase  of  land  which  was  now  used  for  refuse 

disposal,  and  upon  which  it  was  proposed  to  mike filters  in  the  near  future.  Mr.  R..E.  W.  Berrington, 

C.E.,  Wolverhampton,  explained  the  scheme. 

Mr.  J.  S.  Burlingame,  who  recently  died  at 

Wortham,  Texas,  was  born  in  Elmira,  N.Y.,  61 

years  ago.  He  was  an  engineer  officer  under  General 
Grant  during  the  Civil  War,  and  at  its  close  became 

a  railway  engineer  of  considerable  prominence  in 
Missouri  and  the  neighbouring  states. 

No  less  than  1,400  cottages  are  to  be  erected  in 
the  Cork  Rural  District,  and  the  legal  expenses 

alone  will  amount  to  £1')  a  cottage. 

Scarborough  Town  Council  have  let  contracts 
amounting  to  £2,600,  for  a  new  central  fire  brigade 

station  in  Xorth  Marine-road. 

The  Local  Government  Board  have  just  addressed 

a  circular  letter  to  local  authorities  to  whom  the 

Public  Works  Loan  Commissioners  are  empowered 

to  lend  money,  directing  their  attention  to  a  notice 

issued  by  the  Treasury  that  the  rates  of  interest  for 

loans  granted  out  ol  tho  Local  Loans  Fund  after 

the  2Qd  of  last  month  will  be  as  under  :— For  loans 

repayable  within  i)  years,  3  per  cent,  per  annum  ; 

ditto  within  40  years,  3i  par  cent. ;  and  ditto  within 
50  years,  3}  per  cent. 

The  new  headquarters  of  tho  Biptist  Union  of 

Great  Britain  and  Ireland  will  be  in  the  new 

thoroughfare  which  the  London  County  Ciuncilis 
about  to  construct  between  the  Strand  and  II  ilborn. 

K'ugsgate-street  Coapel,  Holbom,  which  was 
founded  in  173.i,  is  to  be  demolished,  and  in  its 

placd,  on  a  new  site  which  the  County  Council  has 

given  as  compensation,  the  Baptist  Church  House will  stand. 

The  workshop  of  Messrs.  M.  and  J.  Brown, 

turners,  veneer  and  timber  merchants,  situated  at 

.SG,  St.  Lsonard-street,  Eiinburgh,  was  completely 

destroyed  by  fire  oa  Friday  night.  Tho  damage 
amounted  to  almost  £1,000. 
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SKETCHES   IN    ITALY. 

The  Palazzo  del  Consiglio  at  I'roiia  stands  in  the 
Piazza  dei  Signori,  one  of  the  most  picturesque 
spots  in  North  Italy,  being  surrounded  by  old 
buildings  of  various  dates.  The  detail  drawing 
shows  only  one  of  tho  four  bays  which  constitute 

the  facade  of  this  building.  It  was  built  by  l-'ra 
Giocondo  about  I.OOO  a  n.,  and  illustrates  the 
widespread  influence  of  the  Florentine  works  of 
Brunelleschi.  As  in  moat  buildings  of  this  date, 
its  chief  characteristic  is  the  beauty  of  line  and 
execution  of  the  carved  and  painted  ornaments 
spread  all  over  it,  the  general  proportions  and 
lout  ensemble  not  receiving  so  much  attention.   
The  Munieipio  at  lirc.iria  was  commenced  by 
yromentone,  an  architect  of  Vicenza,  in  148!), 

and  as  it  has  been  loft  by  I'alladio  and  Sansovino, 
who  directed  its  completion,  is  one  of  the  most 
splendid  examples  of  the  Renaissance  in  the 

North  of  Italy.  Fromentone's  plan  consisted  of 
3  large  rectangle,  half  of  which  was  an  open 
loggia  towards  the  piazza,  tho  remainder  contain- 

ing a  large  staircase  from  the  loggia  to  the 
principal  apartments  on  the  first  lloor.  The  four 

fac,ades  are  very  elaborately  decorated  with 
sculpture,  which  in  all  respects  was  well  placed  and 
concentrated.  Tho  frieze  of  the  main  cornice 

was  modelled  in  "  putto  "  by  Sansovino,  of 
Venice,  and  was  clearly  shown  in  the  large 
photo,  of  the  details  published  in  the  Ijiii.dixo 
New.s  of  September  10,  LSSG.   The  rnpUoline 
JtfuseuM,  Home. —The  sketch  shows  a  portion 
of  one  of  the  two  facades  which  were  erected 
to  form  the  north  and  south  sides  of  the 

Piazzi  del  Canipidoglio,  from  the  designs  of 
Michael  Angelo.  One  of  them,  the  Pal  Con- 

servatori,  was  built  in  15G4  by  Prosporo  Rocca- 
paduli  and  Tommaso  de  Cavalieri.  The  other, 
forming  the  Capitoline  Museum,  was  not  erected 
until  1611  by  Kainaldi.  Although  the  architects 
who  carried  out  the  work  are  responsible  for 
much  of  tho  detail,  the  fine  composition  is  one  of 
the  best  works  of  the  architect  of  St.  Peter's.   
The  Ptilazzo  I)iicaU,  Venice,  one  of  tho  most 
famous  buildings  in  the  world,  is  a  concrete  ex- 

pression of  the  character  of  the  great  republic 
whose  home  it  wa.s,  and  it  would  be  difiicult  to 

find  its  superior  in  nobleness  and  refined  besuty. 
Mr.  Kuskin's  appreciation  of  the  sculpture  which 
enriches  it  is,  perhaps,  better  known  than  tho 
carvings  themselves.  Tho  sketch  is  of  the  centre 
of  the  facade  towards  the  piazzotbi,  or  opposite 
the  library  of  Sansovino's  design.  These  two 
fa(,ades  fronting  each  other  are  quite  different  in 
every  way,  but  seem  to  tell  the  aamo  story,  only 
in  different  languages.  The  Ihical  Palace  was 
commenced  in  1421  from  the  designs  of  Giovanni 
Buon  and  his  sons,  Pantaleone  and  Bartolomeo. 

G.  Sai.wav  Xicol. 

ARTS    and    CHAKTS    FROM    CKRMAN'V. 

(For  particulars  and  further  sketches  see  p.  832). 

Hor.sK  AT  (;lli.a.\k,  n.k. 

The  extension  of  the  railway  from  l.ongniddry 
to  Gullane  has  entirely  changed  tho  appearance  of 
the  pictures(iuo  little  village  of  (iuUanc,  near 
Edinburgh.  Xumerous  villas  have  lately  been 
erected,  and  amon;;:  them  the  subject  of  our  illus- 

tration. The  house  occupies  a  site  commanding 
very  extensive  views— to  tho  front  over  oxtfinsive 
golf  links,  and  to  the  back  over  undulating  sea 

"bents"  to  the  blue  expanse  of  tho  Firth  of 
Forth,  with  the  I'^ife  coast  in  the  far  distance. 
Jtr.  Chas.  Hay,  of  Edinburgh,  is  the  architect. 

W.VRLEY   ROAD    CHUHCH  AND  S(;UOOI,S,    IlLACK  I'lioi,. 

These  are  to  be  built  with  jiarpoint  facings  and 
Yorkshire  stone  dressings,  and  will  accommodate 
G.)0.  The  cost  of  the  church  and  schools  will  bo 

.£4, .500.  The  rear  piirtion  of  tho  church  is  planned 
so  that  it  may  be  used  temporarily  for  a  Sunday- 
school,  until  tho  adjoining  school  is  built.  The 
wall  between  Sunday-school  and  church  will 
eventually  be  taken  down,  and  the  former  made 
into  a  chancel.  Mr.  Ilerbert  Wade  is  the 
architect. 

SAI.TI.KY    THKATIU;,    IlIKMINOUAM. 

Tins  building  is  being  erected  on  an  imposing 
site  at  the  corner  of  Saltley-road  and  Xechells- 
placc,  at  the  penny  steam  tram  terminus,  Saltloy 
— one  of  the  suburbs,  although  within  tho  city 
boundary.  It  will  be  conducted  upon  popular 
lines,  and  the  prices  charged  will  be  tho.so  equal 
to  such  theatres.  The  building  itself  will  accom- 

modate upwards  of  2,UO0— in  the  pit,  which  is 
.58ft.  Gin.  by  57ft.,  700,  the  gallery  700,  circle 
400,  stalls  100.  The  stage  is  r,7ft.  by  3.5ft.,  and 
is  22ft.  to  the  lly- floor,  and  41ft.  to  the  grid 
floor.  The  proscenium  opening  is  27ft.  wide  and 
28ft.  high.  There  are  six  dressing-rooms  on  tho 
same  level  as  the  stage.  Internally  the  theatre 
will  be  decorated  in  model  plastic  work,  picked 
out  in  cream  and  gold.  Complete  electric-light 
installation  will  be  put  down,  supplemented  by  a 

complete  gas  service.  The  front  line  o*(  the  site 
is  one  long  sweep  ;  in  consequence  of  this  the 
chief  front  has  been  treated  independently  of  the 
main  building,  and  is  placed  immediately  at 
the  corner.  On  the  left  facing  Saltley-road  are 
the  pit  und  gallery  entrances,  and  on  tho  right 
are  the  g.allery  and  circle  emergency  exits.  Next 
Nechells-place  the  site  has  allowed  of  four  shops 
being  erected.  The  circle  level  in  the  front 

provides  handsome  staircase,  foyer,  manager's 
oflice,  and  refreshment  room,  with  lavatories, 

i'c,  and  access  is  provided  from  this  level  to  the 
roofs  of  the  shops,  dressing-rooms,  and  pit 
refreshment -room,  which  are  covered  in  with 
concrete  flat,  and  will  be  converted  into  a  winter 
garden  illuminated  with  electric  light.  The 
elevations  are  being  carried  out  in  Kingswinford 
facing  bricks  and  buff  terracotta  from  llathern 
Station,  and  the  work  is  being  nipidly  proceeded 

with  by  Mr.  T.  Johnson,  of  Great  Brook-street, 
under  the  direction  of  the  architect,  Mr.  Thos. 

Guest,  Cobden  P>nililings,  Corporation-street, 
Birmingham.  The  entire  cost  of  the  building, 
including  furniture,  is  upwards  of  £1,400. 

ROYAL    IIRITISH    HOTEL,    EDINm-ROli. 

Tins  building  occupies  a  prominent  site  in 
Princes-street.  The  pilasters  and  trusses  at  tho 
main  entrance  and  the  columns  of  the  first  floor 
oriel  windows  are  of  red  Peterhead  granite.  The 
stone  used  for  the  rest  of  the  building  is  from 

Prudham  Quarries,  Xorthumborland.  The  out- 
side woodwork  is  of  teak.  The  main  stair  steps 

are  of  Sicilian  marble.  The  balustrade  is 

mahogany,  and  all  round  the  entrance  hall  and 
up  the  staircase  a  panelled  dado  is  carried.  Un 
the  basement  floor,  besides  the  necessary  ccUar 

and  lavatory  accommodation,  there  is  a  billiard- 
room  containing  five  tables,  with  a  buffet  adjoin- 

ing. On  the  upper  floors  are  several  private 
parlours,  drawing-room,  and  forty  bedrooms. 
The  building  cost  about  £20, 00".  Mr.  .J. 
Macintyre  Kenry  is  tho  architect. 

I'UOI'OSEI)    COTTAGES     AT    WALNEV,     )l,UlUO\V-IV- 

FIRNI;--. 
The  cottages  are  proposed  to  be  erected  in  tho 
proposed  new  village  of  Vickerstown,  on  the 
Island  of  Walney,  for  the  Isle  of  Walney  Instates 
Co.,  Ltd.  This  company  has  been  formed  to 
develop  the  island,  and  at  present  extensive 
brickworks  are  being  constructed,  which,  when 
completed,  will  enable  the  company  to  make  all 
the  bricks  needed  for  the  erection  of  tho  new 

village,  which  will  be  composed  of  cottages  and 
houses  to  be  tenanted  principally  by  the  workmen 

and  ofliaials  of  Messrs.  Vickers,  Sons,  and 

jNlaxim's  extensive  shipbuilding  yard  at  Barrow. 
This  firm  alone  propose  erecting  !,000  cottages 
in  this  village  lor  their  men.  The  illustration 
shows  three  pair  of  semi-detached  cottages  of 
rather  a  better  class,  and  the  materials  used  for 

tho  cottages  in  tho  top  left-hand  corner  of  the 
drawing  are  red  bricks,  rough  cast  (white;  and 
light  green  Westmoreland  slates.  The  cottages 
next  to  these  have  all  tho  walls  rough-castod, 
with  light  green  slates  ;  whilst  tho  remaining 
cottages,  with  tho  half-timbered  front,  have  a 
red-tiled  roof.  Mr.  W.  Moss  Settle,  A.U  I.B.A., 

is  the  company's  architect. 

OLD    I'lUEl'LACES,    l)li;HT0N    STREET,    1UII6T0L. 

Tni;sE  fireplaces  are  taken  from  an  old  house  ia 
Dighton-street,  Bristol,  which  has  recently  been 
converted  into  oflices  and  stock  premises.  They 

are  of  wood,  the  jambs  being  of  marble,  the  en- 
richments formed  in  composition.  They  date 

from  the  middle  of  the  last  century,  being  good 

examples  of  the  Adam  style,  which  was  much  in 
vogue  at  that  period.  The  walls  and  ceilings  of 
the  lower-floor  rooms  are  also  panelled  and  orna- 

mented in  an  elaborate  manner.  Several  of  tho 

fireplaces  have  good  cast-iron  grates  of  the  same 
date ;  but  where  grates  are  not  shown  on  tho 
drawing  they  are  of  no  interest. 

E.  G.  RouwAV. 

CHIPS. 

The  Salford  Town  Council  decided  at  tlieir  lut 
meeting  to  make  a  new  road  from  the  Crescent  to 
Irwell-road,  subject  to  tho  road,  which  is  to  be  not 
leas  than  oift.  in  width,  being  continued  to  the 
cemetery  at  Agecroft  by  the  landowners  themselves. 
The  road,  which  will  form  a  thoroughfare  of  easy 
gradient  from  the  Crescent  district  to  the  Walloess, 
Douglas  Green,  and  Agecrofts districts,  is  estimated 
to  cost  about  £2.5,000. 

The  proposed  new  central  hall  to  be  erected  bjr 
the  Wesleyan  Methodists  at  Xowcastle-on-Tyne  is 
to  cost,  with  the  site,  over  £10,000.  The  hall  will 
stand  on  Westgate  llill,  a  commanding  position  at 
the  junction  of  five  important  thoroughfares. 

At  jVU  Siints'  Church,  Peterborough,  a  new 
memorial  reredos  has  just  been  dedicated.  Tho 
panels  contain  sixteen  figures  of  saints,  heroes, 
and  teachers.  Mr.  Allan,  of  Peterborough,  was  the 
sculptor. 

Three  stained-glass  windows  have  lately  been 

presented  to  the  parish  church  of  X'orth  Creake, Norfolk.  The  great  east  window,  which  represents 
the  Crucifiiion  and  Ascension  of  Our  Lord,  makesa 
fittiug  finish  to  the  restoration  that  has  been  carried 
out  in  the  chancel  under  the  direction  of  Messrs. 

Hicks  and  Charleswood,  architects,  of  Xewcastle- 
on-Tyne.  The  side  lights  represent  the  Annuncia- 

tion and  tho  K'isurrection,  with  representations  of 
prophets,  apostles,  and  martyrs  above.  In  the 
smaller  windows  are  represented  other  subjects, 
including  the  Purification  of  i  )ur  Lord,  the  Journey 
to  .Jerusalem,  the  Loss  of  the  Holy  Child,  aod  the 

Finding  in  the  Temple. 

The  gold  medal  annually  presented  by  Lord  Dsrby 
to  the  Liverpool  Eagineering  Society  has  just  been 
awarded  to  Mr.  M.  Treleaven  K^ade,  of  Lvcrpool, 

for  his  paper  on  "  Davelopable  Surfaces,"  read 
before  the  society  last  session.  This  is  the  lirst  pre- 

sentation of  the  medal. 
The  Local  Government  Board  has  sanctioned  the 

borrowing  by  the  Plymouth  Corporation  of  the  sum 
of  £4:1,735  for  defraying  tho  cost  of  the  purchase  of 

property  required  for  the  Xavistock-road  improve- ment, such  amount  to  be  repaid  within  a  period  of 

fifty  years. 
The  Morecambe  Irban  District  Council  have 

arranged  terms  in  London  for  tbe  acquisition  of  the 
Morecambe  gas  and  light  undertaking,  the  purchase 

price  being  fi.xed  at  £M1.0Cii.  The  proiita  cf  the 
gasworks  last  year  were  £5,4^1,  and  the  dividend 

12  per  cent.  The  price  works  out  at  JC!  years' purchase.  The  council  have,  therefore,  lodged  a 
Bill  in  Parliament  for  the  acquisition  of  the 
undertaking,  which  comes  into  effect  on  July  !  next 

year. 

Professor  X'ussbaum,  cf  Hanover,  has  discovered 
that  the  plastering  on  the  walls  seriously  afTects  the 
acoustic  properties  of  a  room.  He  finds  that  the 
best  results  are  obtained  by  using  pure  gypsum  that 
has  been  heated  to  a  white  heat. 

Among  a  dozen  tenders  submitted  to  the  railway 
authorities  of  Japan  for  G.OSO  tons  of  rails  and 
fastenings,  for  delivery  at  Tongku  next  .\pril, 
Jlesars.  Jardine  and  Mathcson  have  secured  tho 
contract  for  £10,72'j,  the  makcm  being  Messrs. 
Charles  Cammell  and  Co.,  of  SheiTield. 

The  city  council  of  Bath  decided,  on  Tuesday,  to 
raise  the  salary  of  Mr.  Fortune,  the  city  surveyor, 
to  an  inclusive  sum  of  £*-50  per  annum. 
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XEW   TIIEATKE,    KALIXG. 
THE  new  Ealing  Theatre,  erected  on  the  site 

of  the  old  "  Ijyrii  "  in  the  F.roadway,  is 
the  largest  for  a  place  of  public  entertjiinment 
yet  sanctioned  by  the  lliddlcsex  County  Council. 

The  architects  are  3Ir.  (Jeorge  I'argeter  and  Mr. 
Walter  Emden.     Doulton  ware  is  lurgely  used 
in  the  elevation.     The    mouldings   have    been 
specially     designed     and    e.xecuted    in    biscuit- 
coloured  material.     Four  doorways  give  entrance 
to  the  various  sections  of  the  building.     The  back 
elevation  facing  Haven-green  is  treated  in  fancy 
brickwork,  the  north-west  corner  being  cajipcd 
by  an  open-domed  turret.     The  scheme  includes 
a  theatre,  a  restaurant,  a  ball-room  suite,  which 
will  be  available  for  dances,  concerts,  at  homos, 
&c.,  a  small  suite  for  minor  Eocial  gatherings,  a 
second  large  suite  opening  on  to  a  balcony  over- 

looking the    Broadway,   a   JIaaonic    Temple,  a 
grill-room,  a  cafe,  a  billiard -room,  and  a  buffet 
and  reading-room,  and  all  the  necessary  rooms 
for  service,  storage,  ire.     Entering  direct  from 
the    Broadway    the    visitor    linds    himself  in  a 
spacious  outer  vestibule  32ft.  by  ilft.,  from  the 
right-hand    side    of   which  extends    the   grand 
corridor.     This  corridor,   by   an  ascent  of  four 
steps,  leads  to  the  reception  lounge,  which  will 
extend  at  the  rear  of  the  grand  circle  the  entire 
width  of  the  threatre.     The  stalls  are  attained  by 
a  descent  on  either  side  of  the  grand  circle.     The 
balcony  is  reached  by   a  short    flight  of  steps 
leading  direct  to  that  portion.     Seating  accommo- 

dation is  provided  for  2,000  people.     The  stage  is 
one  of  the  largest  in  London,  and  will  have  an 
area  of    TOOsq.ft.     The    whole    building    is  of 
entirely  fireproof  construction,  and  the  illuminant 
both  for  auditorium  and   stage   effects   will  be 
electricity,  with  gas  in  reserve.     The  ceiling  is 
saucer-domed,  and  treated  in  the  Eirly  Crreco- 
Classic  style.     The  grand  circle  front  is  divided 
into  panels  by  small   Corinthian  columns.     The 
panels    are    filled    with    Wedgwood    represen 
tationa    of    Thespian    subjects.     The    panels   of 
the  family  circle    front   contain  representations 
of  the   Fine  ̂ Vrts,  and  are  separated  by  Grecian 
vases.     The  gilded  proscenium  frame  is  square, 
and  forms  a  border  for  the  act  drop,  which  repre- 

sents a  piece  of  tapestry  from  the  famous  Baranth 
collection.     The  Ijuilding  is  heated  throughout 
with  hot  water.    Eastward  of  the  theatre,  leading 
direct  from  the  Broadway,  runs  an  8ft.  corridor 

Si\-ing  access   to    the    Lyric   Restaurant.     This 
corridor  opens  into  a  reception  hall,  surmounted 
at  a  height  of  50ft.  by  a  handsome  i,'lass  dome. 
Kound   this   apartment,   on  the  first-floor  level, 
runs  a  marble  balcony,  from  which  ascends  the 
marble  staircase  leading  to  the  principal  rooms  on 
the  first  and  second  floors.     This  ball-room  suite, 
named  the  Jlontague  Rooms,  is  entered  from  the 

ground  floor.     The  ball-room  itself  has  a  dancing- 
space  of  70ft.  by  lOft.,  and  when  used  for  con- 

certs, Sec,  will  ha\e  a  seating  accommodation  for 
550  persons.  At  one  end  is  a  permanent  orchestral 
platform,  and  at  the  other,  the  south,  is  a  balcony. 
A  smaller  suite  is  arranged  at   the  end  of  the 
buildings  to  bo  called  the  Perceval  Rooms.     The 
entire  Broadway  frontage  on  the   first  floor  is 
occupied  by  a  suite  of  rooms  called  the  Leopold 
Rooms.     The  largest  of  these  is  iOft.  by  30ft,, 
adjoining    which    is     a    recaption-room,     2'.1tt. 
by    16ft.,    and    the    ante-rooms.     Running    the 
whole  length   of  the   Broadway   frontage  is  an 
■open  balcony  on   to   the  street.     The   Masonic 
Temple  forms  the  second  floor  of  the  Broadway 
frontage.  The  walls  are  lined  with  high  wainscot 
oak,   and  the    room  is   thoroughly   equipped   in 
■every  way.     The  domed  ceiling  is  as  fine  as  that 
of  the  Holborn.     The    "tllory"    is  illuminated 
by  electricity,  the  source  of  the  light  being  in- 

visible ;  the  same  remark  applying  to  the  "  Starry 
Firmament."     There   is   a   grill-room   :!Oft.    by 
20ft.,   a   cafe,    a    billiard-room,    which   will    bo 
located   in   the   halt    basement,   a  buffet,  and  a 
reading-room.     The    kitchens,    and    everything 
connected   with   thorn,    are    in  the  central  top 
portion  of  the  building,  and  connect  by  means  of 
lifts,  with  service  and  wine  stockrooms  on  each 
■floor.     The  depth  of  the   excavations — nowhere 
less  than  20ft.  below  the  Broadway  level — gives 
ample  room  for  extensive  cellarage.  The  lighting 
(gas  and  electrical)  and  the  heating  arrangements 
are  being  carried  out  by  Mr.  G.  K.  Cockburn,  of 
33,   Great    Pulteney-street,    Regent-street,   W. 
(late  partner  with  Strode  and  Co.),  and  are  in  all 
respects  complete  and  up  to  date. 

iiBll'lAKV. 

We  regret  to  announce  the  death  of  Sir 
Unii.VKi)  TuoiiXF.  Thokxf.,  K.C.B.,  principal 
medical  officer  of  the  Local  Crovemment  Board, 
by  whose  exertions  the  invasion  of  the  country  by 
imported  epidemics,  such  as  cholera  and  plague, 
has  to  a  large  extent  been  prevented.  Sir  Richard 
T.  Thorne,  who  had  but  recently  completed 
his  lifty-scventh  year,  unexpectedly  succumbed 
to  failure  of  the  heart,  due  to  varicose  veins,  on 

Monday.  He  was  trained  at  St.  Bartholomew's 
Hospital,  and  in  1870  entered  the  medical  de- 

partment of  the  Privy  Council,  which  was  after- 
wards transferred  to  the  Local  Government 

Board.  In  this  capacity  he  continued  for  many 
years  to  discharge  the  routine  work  of  the  oflice, 
in  the  way  of  inspections  and  reports,  until  1S85, 
when  his  mastery  of  the  French  language  led  to 
his  selection  as  delegate  of  the  British  Ciovern- 
ment  at  a  first  International  Sanitary  Confer- 

ence, which  was  held  at  Rome,  and  was  followed 
by  others  at  Venice,  Dresden,  and  Paris.  In 
these  conferences  Sir  Richard  took  from  the  first  a 

leading  part,  and  was  mainly  instrumental  in 
convincing  the  representatives  of  other  govern- 

ments of  the  futility  of  quarantine.  Sir  Richard 
received  the  distinction  of  C.B.  in  1892,  and  that 
of  K.C.B.  was  conferred  upon  him  in  1807.  soon 
after  he  had  succeeded  the  late  Sir  George 
Buchanan  as  the  bead  of  his  department.  He 
had  written  several  treatises  on  diphtheria, 
tuberculosis,  and  kindred  subjects,  and  his  annual 
reports  on  the  progress  of  national  sanitation 
were  models  of  lucid  statements  of  facts  and  the 
lessons  to  be  drawn  from  them. 

A  Gis  and  Allied  Trades'  Exhibition  was  opened 
at  the  R  }yal  A'|uarium  yesterday,  and  will  remain 
open  until  January  23,  1900. 

CHIPS. 

The  BsUast  Tramway  Company  have  just  erected 
new  premises  at  their  headquarter  depot  in  Sandy- 
row,  at  a  cost  of  £26,000.  The  contractor  was  Mr. 
.John  Harvey,  of  Mdlfield,  Belfast. 

The  War  Office  authorities  have  concluded  a  con- 
tract with  a  Bjlfast  firm  for  the  extension  of 

Ebrington  Birracks,  Londonderry,  at  a  cost  of 
£26,000. 

An  association  of  the  qualified  surveyors  of 
Queensland  has  been  formed,  under  the  title  of  the 
"  (Jusensland  Institute  of  Surveyors."  The  follow- 

ing have  bean  appointed  a  committee  to  draft 
articles,  rules,  &e.  :— Messrs.  C.  B.  Lathem,  D.  F. 
McLean,  H.  Rift',  G.  Phillips,  E  H.  McArthur, 
A.  A.  Spowers,  and  R  .1.  Willcock,  with  Mr.  Jjhn 
Allan,  of  the  Sarveyor-Ganeral's  oftiie,  Brisbane, 
as  hon.  secretary.  All  surveyors  qualified  in  the 
colony,  and  applying  for  admission  prior  to  the 
incorporation  of  the  institute,  are  to  be  admitted  to 
membership  without  ballot  on  payment  of  the 

opening  year's  snbscription. 
Good  progress  is  being  made  with  the  building  of 

the  Cheltenham-road  branch  free  library.  North 
I3ristol.  The  library  will  be  RMiaissauoe  in  style, 
and  built  of  Cattybrook  bricks  with  freestone  dress- 

ings. The  front  elevation  will  be  ii.jft.  wide  and 
3Sft.  high  to  the  parapet,  while  the  building  will 
extend  back  about  100ft.  The  faride  will  be 
divided  into  three  bays,  and  will  be  finished  with 
friez?,  cornice,  parapet,  and  balustrades.  Mr.  W. 
V.  Gough,  of  Bristol,  ia  the  architect,  and  Messrs. 
Wilkins  aod  Sin,  of  the  same  city,  are  the  con- 

tractors. The  outlay,  including  cost  of  site,  will 
exceed  £11,000. 

Au  inquiry  wis  held  last  week  at  West  Kirby  on 
behalf  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  by  Mr.  W. 
A.  Uuckett,  into  an  application  by  the  Hoylake  and 
West  Kirby  District  Council  to  borrow  127,000  for 
the  purposes  of  electric  lighting. 

Another  stage  in  the  procedure  connected  with 
Private  Bills  for  1900  was  completed  on  Siturdiy 
night  by  the  deposit  in  the  Bill  Dili  ;9  of  the  H'lms 
of  Lirds  of  prints  of  measures  it  is  intended  to 
proceed  with.  At  the  closing  hour  the  number 
which  had  been  lodged  was  200,  as  compared  with 
267  on  the  corresponding  day  of  last  year,  and  21S 
on  that  of  the  year  before. 

I  )n  Friday  an  inquest  was  held  at  Wolverhampton 
on  the  body  of  Mr.  George  Cive,  aged  Gl,  builder, 
of  Riby-street,  who  died  from  the  effdcts  of  an 
accident.  II<  was  walking  off  a  footpath  at  the 
corner  of  a  street  when  he  was  kaocked  down  by  a 
horse  and  cab  which  he  did  not  notice  coming.  He 
was  badly  injured,  and  died  from  the  effects.  A 
verdict  of  accidental  death  was  returned. 

The  memorial-stones  of  a  new  W'esleyan  Chapel 
at  Huntington,  near  York,  were  laid  on  Wednesday 
week.  Tae  chapel  will  provide  accommodation  for 
133  worshippers,  and  a  schoolroom  which  is  to  adjoin 
is  for  SI  children.  Tnere  will  also  be  a  classroom, 
a  minister's  vestry,  \'e.,  adjicent.  The  cost  of  the 
building  is  estimated  at  £1,100.  Mr.  E.  Taylor,  of 
Stonegate,  York,  is  the  architect. 

Btttlbmg  JttttUigtntt. 
EisTi.iiGH. — Extensive  alterations  are  now  in 

progiess  in  the  parish  church  of  Eastleigb,  Hants. 
The  place,  which  was  originally  an  outlying  part 
of  the  parish  of  South  Stoneham,  containing 
three  farmhouses  and  a  few  labourers'  cottages, 
has,  since  the  London  and  .South-Westem  Rail- 

way made  it  an  important  junction  and  {in  1891) 
moved  their  carriage  and  waggon  works  there, 
grown  into  an  artisan  settlement  of  over  8,000. 
The  parish  church  was  built  in  1808,  largely 
through  the  generosity  of  Jliss  C.  M.  Yonge, 
from  the  designs  of  the  late  Mr.  G.  E.  Street, 
R.A.  In  1884  a  north  aisle  was  added  by  5Ir. 
J.  L.  Pearson,  R..\.,  bringing  the  accommoda- 

tion up  to  350.  This  has  now  proved  inadequate, 
and  the  late  Sir  A.  Blomfield  prepared  plans 
whereby  the  existing  church  is  to  be  incorporated 
as  a  side  aisle  into  a  larger  building,  to  seat  over 
900  people  in  all.  The  nave  and  aisle  of  the 
larger  building  have  now  been  taken  in  hand,  at 
a  cost  of  £6,700,  the  first  stone  having  been  laid 
by  Mr.  AVyndham  S.  Portal  on  October  7th  last. 
The  cost  of  the  completed  building  will  be 
£10,000.  Towards  the  sum  required  to  complete 
the  portion  now  in  hand  £5,000  has  already  been 
paid  or  promised,  and  an  anonymous  friend  has 
now  offered  a  sum  of  £500  towards  the  remain- 

ing £1,700,  provided  that  another  £1,000  is 
forthcoming  by  Easter,  1,900. 

WixwicK,  L.VN-cs. — Building  operations  at  the 
new  asylum  works  are  progressing  most  satis- 

factorily. Seven  hundred  men  are  constantly 
employed  at  the  works.  The  worth  of  the  work 
already  executed  represents  in  money  £255,000. 
The  water  tower  is  up  to  loOtt.,  and  the  chimney 
shaft  to  170ft.  The  recreation  hall,  so  far  as  the 
brickwork  is  concerned,  has  been  completed,  and 
has  been  covered  in.  The  administration  block 
is  in  a  similarly  advanced  condition,  while  the 
isolation  hospital  is  nearly  up  to  the  roof.  The 
residences  and  one  of  the  chapels  are  well  in 
hand.  The  board  has  decided  to  provide  a  farm, 
with  dairies,  stables,  and  full  complement  of 

building.  This  work  has  not  yet  been  com- 
menced. The  total  cost  of  the  work  will  be 

£300,000.  The  work  has  been  going  on  for  two 

and  a  half  years,  and  is  estimated  to  be  fully  com- 
pleted in  another  two  years.  The  sum  of  £20,000 

will  be  expended  in  the  provision  of  electric 

lighting.  The  first  portion  of  the  buildings  will 

be  completed  in  six  months'  time,  and  will  be 
immediately  occupied.  The  architects  are  ilessrs. 

Crisp,  Oatley,  and  Skinner  :  the  contractors, 
Messrs.  R.  Xeill  and  Sons,  Manchester:  and  the 
clerk  of  the  works  is  Mr.  Beaman. 

JLiNcn  ESTER. — The  memorial-stone  of  a  new 

board  school— the  thirty  -  second  school  erected 

by  the  Manchester  School  Board— was  laid  on 
Saturday  in  iloston-lane,  Moston.  The  site,  of 

8,700sq.yds.,  is  in  the  midst  of  a  rapidly-growing 
district,  and  the  school,  when  completed,  will 
accommodate  1,230  children  (■150  infants,  390 

boys,  and  390  girls).  The  total  cost,  with  the  site, 
is  estimated  at  £21,000.  The  principal  front  of 
the  school— which  will  be  the  longest  board  school 
in  Manchester— will  face  Moston-lane,  and  each 

department  will  have  separate  entrance  and  exit. 
The  infants'  department,  which  is  to  be  upon  the 

ground  floor,  will  comprise  a  hall,  02ft.  by  S.ift., 
and  eight  classrooms,  as  well  as  cloakroom  and 
two  rooms  for  the  principal  and  assistant  teachers. 
Provision  is  also  to  be  made  upon  this  floor  for  an 

art  schoolroom,  manual  instruction  room,  cookery 

room,  laundry,  and  storeroom.  The  boys'  and 
girls'  departments,  on  the  upper  floor,  will  each 
have  a  hall  50ft.  by  3flft.  (and  capable  of  bemg 

thrown  into  one  large  hall),  six  classrooms,  a 

cloakroom,  and  two  teachers'  rooms.  The  work 
is  being  carried  out  by  Messrs.  A.  R.  Bullivant 
and  Sons,  contractors,  from  the  designs  and  under 

the  superrision  of  Jlessrs.  Royle  and  Bennett, 
architects,  Cooper-street,  Manchester. 

The  chapel-of-ease  at  Buntingford  is  at  the 

present  time  in  the  hands  of  Messrs.  Gnmson  and 

Co.,  of  Royston,  who  arc  carrying  out  works  of 
restoration,  it  having  been  discovered  that  the  root 
was  in  a  very  unsatisfactory  state. 

A  Local  Government  Board  inquiry  into  the 

application  of  the  Ojwestry  Town  Coimcil  for 

power  to  borrow  £18,000  for  the  purpose  of  ac- 
quiring and  extending  the  undertaimg  of  toe 

Electric  Lighting  and  Power  Company,  was  held  by 
Mr.  R.  H.  Bicknell,  M.I.C.E.,  on  Wednesday week. 
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ScARHOROion.— Tiecently  Mr.  C.  A.  Brereton, 
C.E.,  was  appointed  by  Scarborough  Town 
Council  to  report  on  the  progress  of  the  marine 
drive  works,  and  the  best  method  of  expediting 
the  same.  He  has  now  forwarded  his  report,  in 
which  he  states  that  in  his  judgment  the  work 

might  be  carried  through  much  more  ex- 
peditiously if  the  line  of  the  sea  wall  were 

brought  in,  but  does  not  make  any  recommenda- 
tion as  to  what  extent  this  should  be  done.  He 

does  not  consider  that  the  bringing  in  of  the  line 
would  detract  from  the  appearance  of  tlie  drive. 
He  further  suggests  that  if  a  gantry  were 
erected  in  the  centre  position  of  the  roadway 
more  men  might  be  employed,  and  the  work  in 
this  wav  hastened. 

PSOFESSIONAL    AND    TRADB 
SOCIETIES. 

The  AuciiiTF.cTrRAi.  As>oti.iTi()\  nr  Inr.i.vsi 

— An  ordinary  meeting  of  the  above  body  was 
held  on  Tuesday,  December  19th,  at  the  CJrosvenor 

Hotel,  the  President,  Mr.  Geo.  .'^heridan,  in 
the  chair.  The  following  new  members  were 
declared  elected.  Messrs.  Cleo.  P.  Beatter,  C.  K 

Douglas,  J.  W.  Gardener,  E.  W.  Bartholomew,* 
and  A.  C.  Scott.  Mr.  K  Caulfeild  Orpen,  B.A., 

Past  President,  read  a  paper  on  "  Domestic 
Interiors,"  his  remarks  being  confined  to  the 
•comfort  as  regards  planning,  decoration,  and 

■furnishing  of  the  homes  of  men  of  moderate 
means.  Comfort,  both  mental  and  physical, 
should  be  the  initial  principle.  He  deplored  the 
extravagances,  for  which  ladies  are  chit  fly  to 
blame,  which  compels  us  to  iiU  our  rooms  with 

•'modem  antiiiues,"  individually  beautiful  but 
not  making  for  comfort.  More  absurd,  however, 
is  the  affected  simplicity  of  interior  treatment 
which  has  taken  hold  of  the  yoimger  architects 
of  to-day,  and  the  lecturer  sketched  a  room  of 
this  type  with  hooded  ingle  nook,  panelled  walls, 
exposed  ceiling  beams,  &c.,  and  asked  how  could 
such  a  room  be  furnished  as  a  home  without 

grotesque  anachronism.  —  The  Association  on 
December  20th,  visited  an  oil-cake  store  of 

Messrs.  Paul  and  Vincents,  lately  erected" by  Mr. 
R.  H.  Leask,  C.E.,  on  Rogerson's  (^uay.  The 
sou  was  in  a  very  soft  condition,  and  the 
foundations  had  therefore  to  be  designed  on  the 

"  grille  "  principle. 
Bristol  Society  of  Architect.-;. — At  the  last 

meeting  of  this  society,  held  at  the  Fine  .Vrts 

Academy,  Queen's-road,  Bristol,  Mr.  W.  L. 
Bernard,  the  president,  in  the  chair,  a  paper  on 

"  Ancient  Churches  in  the  Diocese  of  Llandaff, 
together  with  excavations  in  the  Black  and  Grey 

Friars  Monasteries  in  Cardiff  Castle,"  was  read 
by  ilr.  C.  P>.  Fowler,  F.R.I.B.A.,  who  has  been 
conducting  the  excavations  for  manv  years  past 
for  the  Marquis  of  Bute.  The  paper  was  illus- 

trated with  limelight  views  from  photographs  and 
drawings  made  by  Mr.  Fowler.  The  lecturer 
first  of  all  dealt  with  the  general  characteristics 
and  special  features  of  the  various  ancient 
churches  in  the  diocese,  and  illustrated  his 

remarks  by  descriptions  of  the  various  archajo- 
Icgical  features  peculiar  to  the  churches  of  the 
district.  A  complete  series  of  fonts  was  exhibited, 
from  the  earliest  examples  of  Xorman  character 
to  those  of  a  later  date.  Mr.  Fowler  pointed  out 

that  in  the  earlj-  times  when  immersion  was 
practised  fonts  were  large  and  low  :  in  later  times 
they  were  elevated  on  steps  and  the  bowls  very 
much  reduced  in  size.  The  low  side  windows  at 

Cogan  and  Marcross  were  then  touched  upon,  and 
the  several  reasons  given  by  archaeologists  for 
their  existence  were  discussed.  The  only  original 
stone  altar  to  be  found  in  the  diocese  is  at  Norton 

iNottage  Church.  Sanctus  bells  are  rare,  only  two 
being  known — those  at  Perth  Kerry  and  Welsh  St. 
Donats  ;  the  latter  is  fixed  on  a  yew  beam  over  the 
chancel  arch  on  the  chancel  side,  and  it  is  believed 

■that  this  was  its  original  position.  Some  fine  speci- 
mens of  churchy.ird  crosses  were  thrown  u]>on  the 

screen,  but  most  of  them  are  now  minus  the  shafts 

and  tops  :  those  at  St.  Donats  and  I.langan  were 
the  most  perfect.  These  crosses  almost  in  every  case 
stand  on  the  east  side  of  the  south  entrance  or 
porch,  and  generally  a  vew  tree  grows  within  a 
few  y.ards  of  them.  There  is  little  doubt  that  the 
majority  of  the  towers  of  the  early  churchea  were 
fortified,  and  the  large  inclosed  gravevards  used 
as  a  refuge  for  the  cattle  of  the  vUIagers  during 
the  incursionB  of  the  wild  borderers.     The  second 

portion  of  the  lecture  dealt  with  the  ancient 
monastic  buildings  of  the  Black  and  Grey  Friars 
which,  of  recent  years,  have  been  unearthed  at 

the  cost  of  Lord  Bute,  under  Mr.  Fowler's  direc- 
tion. Complete  plans  of  the  respective  monastic 

buildings  were  shown,  together  with  specimens 
of  inlaid  tQes,  painted  glass,  metal  work,  sepul- 

chral slabs,  and  other  features  discovered  in  the 
course  of  the  excavations.  Lord  Bute  has  taken 
much  interest  and  gone  to  great  expense  in  laying 
out  the  sites  of  these  monasteries  ;  the  remains  of 

the  tops  of  the  old  walls  have  been  protected  by 

brickwork  and  planted  with  flowers.  Upon  the 
motion  of  Mr.  Frank  Wills,  seconded  by  Mr. 

G.  11.  Oatley,  F.R.I.B.A.,  a  vote  of  thanks  w'as 
accorded  to  the  lecturer. 

Emxiu  RGH  AitfniTKCTiR.ii.  Association. — At 
the  last  meeting  of  this  Association,  held  in  the 

Royal  Institution,  Mr.  F.  W.  Deas,  architect, 

read  a  paper  on  "  Twelfth-Century  Buildings  in 
South-Eastem  Italy."  After  a  short  historical 
introduction  and  a  description  of  the  character  of 

that  part  of  the  pro^'ince  of  .\pulia  which  borders 
the  Adriatic,  the  lecturer  dealt  with  various 
churches,  dating  from  the  end  of  the  1 1th  to  the 

middle  of  the'  13th  century.  These  were  fairly 
similar  in  plan  and  treatment.  A  lofty,  narrow 
nave  was  flanked  by  side  aisles,  with  recessed 

chapels,  the  transept  was  aisleless  and  of  the  full 
height  of  the  nave,  and  no  chancel  intervened 
between  the  eastern  apse  and  the  body  of  the 
church.  The  building  material  was  tufa  or 
travertine  with  a  free  use  of  marble,  and  the 
colour  of  the  walls  from  long  weathering  was 
sometimes  of  great  beauty.  Splendid  as  were 
these  churches  in  their  scale,  proportion,  and 
simple  decorative  treatment,  they  were  not  less 
noteworthy  for  the  spirit  and  execution  of  the 
carved  ornament,  which,  at  its  best,  ranked  beside 
the  noblest  carving  in  the  world.  This  was 
found  especially  at  Trani,  Bari,  and  Bitonto, 
illustrations  of  which,  along  with  many  other 
churches,  were  given  by  limelight. 

Leeds  AXD  Yorkshire  ARCHiTECTrRALSociF.T^v. 
— An  instructive  paper  was  read  before  this 
society  on  Monday  evening  upon  the  subject  of 

"  Modern  Building  Construction  in  Chicago,"  by 
Mr.  Richard  Wood,  architect,  of  Leeds.  .Vfter 

dwelling  upon  the  rapid  strides  made  by  this 
wonderful  city  since  the  great  fire  of  1871,  the 
lecturer  described  the  new  and  scientific  methods 

adopted  in  the  construction  of  the  mammoth 
buildings  that  are  being  erected  in  Chicago.  The 
marvellous  rapidity  with  which  these  colossal 
structures  are  erected  was  illustrated  by  lantern 
views  produced  from  photographs  of  a  building 
taken  at  stages  during  the  progress  of  the  work, 
from  the  foundation  to  the  completion. 

Liverpool  Architectural  Society. — The 

first  "  members'  evening"  of  the  o'2nd  session  of 
the  Liverpool  Architectural  Society  was  held  on 

Monday  night  at  the  Law  Library,  Castle-street. 
Aftnr  tea  had  been  partaken  of,  Mr.  G.  W. 

Fraser,  A.R.I.B.A.,  read  a  paper  on  "  Windows 
and  Their  Treatment."  The  popular  -'bay" 
window,  he  said,  induced  the  occupier  to  think 
that  he  had  in  his  possession  a  room  more  large 
and  roomy  than  was  actually  the  case.  This 
window  reflected  the  style  of  architecture  in  the 

Elizabethan  day,  when  Bacon  had  said  that  "one 
could  not  get  out  of  the  sun."  Casements  were 
too  large,  but  their  advantages  were  their  appear- 

ance and  facility  for  being  cleaned.  Mr.  Fraser 
then  dealt  with  the  subject  from  a  technical 
point  of  view  :  after  which  he  spoke  on  the 
subject  of  the  filling  in  of  the  opening  of  the 
windows,  hoping  that  some  coming  star  in  the 
architectural  constellation  would  obviate  the  use 

o'f  plate  glass,  the  treatment  of  which  was  an 
acknowledged  difliculty.  Mr.  Fraser  was  cordially 
thanked  at  the  close  of  his  address. 

Three  Towns  Architects  at  Dixxer.— The 
members  of  the  architectural  profession  of  the 

Three  Towns  dined  together  on  Thursday  even- 
ing in  last  week  at  the  Central  Hotel,  Plymouth. 

The  chairman  of  this  branch  of  the  Devon  and 
Exeter  Architectural  Society,  Mr.  Henry  George 
Luff,  A.R.I.B.A.,  presided,  and  was  supported 
by  Messrs.  .lames  Iline,  F.IM.B.A.,  Charles 
King,  F.R.I. B.. v.,  i:dmund  Sedding,  .F.  H. 
DweUey,  A.  S.  Parker,  A.R.LB  A.,  W.  X. 

Richards,  R.  A.  Jlill,  !'•.  Priestley-Shires, 
.\.U.I.B.A.,  M.  Alton  Bazeley,  C.C,  W.  il. 

May,  jr.S.A.,  E.  Coath  Adams,  JLS.A.,  A. 
Ernest  L°thbridge,  .\rthnr  Heath,  and  Harold 

Watts.  The  toast  of  "  The  (iueen,"  submitted 

by  the  chairman,  was  heartily  received.  The 

only  other  toast  was  that  of  "  Our  Chairman," 

proposed  by  Mr.  Parker.  In  responding,  Mr. 
Luff  thanked  the  members  for  their  good  wishes, 

and  hoped  that  during  his  term  of  ollice  the 
society  would  continue  to  prosper.  Mr.  Edmund 

Sedding  recited  "The  Raven,"  and  Mr.  Parker 
and  Mr.  Lethbridge  rendered  some  humorous 
selections.  Songs  wore  contributed  by  Messrs. 
Adams,  May,  and  Lethbridge.  During  the 
evening  Mr.  W.  H.  Jlay  proposed  the  formation 
of  an  architectural  library,  and  spoke  at  length 

as  to  the  details.  Several  pounds  were  sub- 
scribed in  the  room,  and  offers  of  books  to  start 

the  library  were  made.  A  small  committee, 
consisting  of  Messrs.  Bazeley,  May,  Shirea, 
Parker,  and  the  chairman,  was  formed  to  develop 
the  scheme.  On  the  previous  iWednesday) 
evening,  Jlr.  Edmund  Sedding,  of  Plymouth, 

lectured  before  the  members  on  '■  Cornish  Granite 
Work,"  illustrating  his  remarks  with  large 
cartoons  and  blackboard  diagrams.  It  was 
iinnounced  that  at  the  next  meeting  Mr.  B. 

Priestley  Shires  will  read  a  paper  on  "  Oppor- 

tunities for  Architectural  .Study." 

CHIPS. 

At  Carnarvon  County  Hall,  on  Saturday,  Mr. 
G.  A.  R.  Fitzgerald  and  Colonel  Boughey,  C.S.I., 

with  ̂ 'iscount  Emlyn  as  secreta^,  sat  as  a  Light 
Railway  Commission,  holding  an  inquiry  into  tho 
proposed  Rhyd-ddu  and  Beddgelert  Light  Railway. 

The  present  schema  is  promoted  by  the  N'orth Wales  Narrow-CJauge  Railway  Company.  Sir 
James  W.  Szlumper,  the  engineer,  planned  the 

proposals. The  Golder's  Hill  Estate,  an  extension  of  Hamp- 
stead  Heath,  was  conveyed,  on  Monday,  to  the 
London  County  Council,  and  is  now  dedicated  to 
the  public. 

The  borough  engineer  of  Xewport,  Mon.  (Mr.  R. 
H.  Haynes),  delivered,  on  Saturday  evening,  a 
lecture  before  the  members  of  the  Newport  Associa- 

tion of  Civil  Engineers,  Architects, and  Surveyors,  on 
cross  river  communication.  The  corporation  is  seek- 

ing Parliamentary  powers  to  erect  a  transport  er 
bndge  ever  the  Csk,  similar  to  the  one  over  the 
Seine  at  Rouen. 

The  urban  district  council  of  Paignton,  who  have 
hitherto  obtained  a  supply  of  water  from  Torquay 

Corporation,  have  determined  to  provide  an  in- 
dependent supply.  The  outlay,  as  estimated  by 

the  consulting  engineer,  Mr.  Baldwin  Latham,  will 
be  £50,000. 

The  City  Corporation  will  seek  Parliamentary 

powers  next  session  to  acciuire  Finsbury- circus - 
gardens,  to  purchase  Spitalfields  Market,  to  apply 
the  Biths  and  Washhouses  Acts  to  the  City,  to 
establish  a  crematorium  at  Ilford,  and  to  construct 

subways  in  the  streets. 
The  Scarborough  Corporation  recently  purchased 

St.  Nicholas  House  and  grounds  for  £:!:),000.  It  is 
now  proposed  to  spend  an  additiouEil  £14,000  in  the 
adaptation  and  extension  of  the  building  for  the 

purposes  of  a  municipil  hall.  Lieutenant-Colonel 
Smith,  Local  Government  Board  inspector,  held  an 

inquiry  into  the  subject  on  Friday,  .in  influential 
section  of  the  ratepayers  wished  an  entirely  new 
town-hall  to  be  built,  but  on  Thursday  night  they 

they  withdrew  their  opposition,  and  the  preeent 
scheme  has  now  the  entire  approval  of  the  town. 

The  Burlington  Arcade  has  been  recently  im- 
proved by  the  erection  of  two  arc  lamps  on  each 

front,  wtiich  effectually  light  up  the  fa  ides.  The 
work  has  been  carried  out  under  the  superintend- 
ance  of  Mr.  Arthur  Baldwin  Hayward,  architect, 
47,  Museum-street,  W.C.  The  ironwork  was 
executed  by  Messrs.  Hart,  Son,  and  Peard,  of 

Drury-lane. 
The    parish    church    of    Penponds,    one    of  the 

daughter  parishes  of  Camborne,  was  reopened  on 
Thursday  in  last  week  after  restoration  and  reno- 

vation.   The  chancel  and   new  vestry  were  com- 

pleted about  two  years  ago,'  and  now  the  nave, 
aisle,   and   porch  have    been    taken   in   hand.    A 
baptistery  has  been  formed,  and  on  two  sides  is 
surrounded  with  a    screen    of    carved  oak.    The 
screen  has  four  panels  painted  with  angles  bearing 
scrolls,  and  one  central  one  of  the  baptism  of  our 

I  Lord.    The  floor  is  of  polished  Devonshire  marble 

I  and  polished  tiles.     In  the  chancel  has  been  placed 
I  a  painting  of  the  Good  Shepherd. 

i      The  Border  church  of  Kirkbride,  eight  miles  from 

I  Silloth,  was  reopened  last  week  after  the  restoration '  of  the  nave,  at  a  cost  of  £9iK).    The  chancel  was 

j  restored  in  l^So. Mr.  R.  n.  Bicknell,  C.E.,  held  an  inquiry  at  the 

Shirehall,  Shrewsbury,  last  week,  into  the  appli- 
cation by  the  town  conned  for  permission  to  borrow 

£.>,IXX)  for  the  purchase  and  adaptation  of  the 
Shrewsbury  College  for  the  purposes  of  a  technical 
school.  Mr.  Dilgliesh,  architect,  of  Shrewsbury, 

explained  the  oatore  of  the  proposed  alterations. 
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OODtPETITIONS. 

Ai'.ULKv,  I-KKiis. — At  the  last  mooting  of  the 
Leeds  Library  Committee,  the  assessor  appointed 
Ly  the  Leeds  Corporation  to  decide  who  should 

receive  the  awards  of  t"iO  and  £20  respectively, 
ollered  for  the  best  plans  sent  in  for  a  new  branch 
free  library  and  reading-room  at  Stocks  Hill, 
Armley,  gave  his  report.  The  first  prize  he  gives 
to  Jlr.  Percy  Robinson,  architect,  Albion-street, 
and  the  second  to  Jlr.  F.  W.  Uedford.  Mr. 

liobinson's  design  provides  a  general  reading- 
room,  an  adult  reading-room,  a  juvenile  reading- 
room,  and  a  lending  department.  The  carrying 
out  of  the  scheme  will  cost  about  £.5,000. 

BiuMiNcH.VM.— At    the    last    meeting    of  the 
School  Board,  the  Hev.  J.  Wood  brought  forward 
the  report  of  the  Sites  and  Buildings  Committee, 
and  proposed  the  acceptance  of  plan  marked  B 
for  a  new  school  to  be    erected  in  Handsworth 
New-road.      He   said  that  nineteen  plans  were 
submitted  out  of  twenty- six   applications  made 
for  the  form  of  conditions.     Of  tho  nineteen,  seven 
did  not  fulfil  the  elesientary  conditions  laid  down 
by  the   Board,  and    they   were    rejected.     The 
twelve  had   been   on  view  at  the  School  Board 

offices  for  the    last    ten    days,   and  they   were 
examined  by  the  committee.     Many  of  them  in 
the   matter    of    elevation    thowed    considerable 

artistic    attraction,     but     in     the    fundamental 
requirement  of  planning  all  were  more  or  leas 
defective,  and    whatever  plan   was    selected   it 

would  have  to  be  adopted  subject  to  such  altera- 
tions as  the  committee  might  desire.     The  com- 

mittee had   the  advantage  of  the  advice  of  the 
architect  to  tho  London  School  Board,  but  they 
were  not  in  agreement  with  him  as  to  which  was 
the  best  set  of  plans.     Mr.   T.   .1.   Bailey,  the 

assessor,  recommended  the  plan  marked  "  G," 
but  the  committee  recommended  the  plan  marked 

"  B."      The    committee    were    unanimous,  save 
with  one  important  exception  (the  chairman  of 
the  Board).     Jlr.  d.  H.  Kenrick  proposed  as  an 

amendment  that  the  plan  marked  "G,'*  recom- 
mended by  the  assessor,  be  accepted,  saying  he 

doubted   whether  the  committee  were  the  best 

judges  of    the    plans.     It    seemed    to   him  the 
judgment   of  the   committee    was  in   favour  of 
continuing  the  present  architects,  although  they 
made  a  graceful  concession  to  the  feeling  that  at 
least  one  building   should    be  put   up  by  some 
other  architects,    and   that    there    should  be  a 

competition.     The  Board  accepted  that  principle, 
but,  instead  of  adopting  the  plan  recommended 
by  the  assessor,  the  committee  recommended  the 
one  which  was  similar  to  the  schools  designed  by 
the  architects  to  the  Board.     As  tho  Board  had 

taken  a  new  departure,  he  thought  the  committee 
should  have  accepted  the  recommendation  of  the 
assessor,  so  that  the  ratepayers  could  pass  judg- 

ment on  the  different  styles.     The  Kev.  J.  .\. 
Sharp  thought    if    the   recommendation   of  the 
committee  was  approved  the  public  would  come 
to  the  conclusion  that  there  had  been  something 
not  very  straightforward  in  connection  with  the 
matter.   Tho  Bishop  of  Coventry  remarked  that  he 
thought  a  safe  rule,  when  they  had  an  assessor, 
was  to  follow  his  opinion.     Ixioking  at  the  eleva- 

tion of  the  plan  which  was  recommended  by  the 
majority  of  tho  committee,  he  must  confess  that 
he  should  bo  very  sorry  to  have  his  name  associated 
with  inflicting  upon  Birmingham  in  perpetuity 
what  appeared  to  be  a  very  bad  imitation  of  a 
Chinese  pagoda.     The  chairman  remarked  that  he 

agreed  very  largely  with  the  Bishop  of  Coventrj- 
as  to  the  ugliness  of  the  "  B  "  plan,  and  he  did 
not  think   much  of    "  G '" — but   it   was  not  so 
obtrusively  ugly.     In  his  own  opinion  both  sets 
were  of  equal  merit,  but  inasmuch  as  one  of  them 

bad  the  assessor's   recommendation  he   was   in- 
clined   to    favour    that.     As    a  way  out  of  the 

difficulty  he  moved  a  further   amendment,  that 
both  sets  of  plans  Ijc  approved,  and  that  the  final 
selection  be    postponed  until  tenders    had  been 
received  for  each  of  them.     This  amendment  was 

subsequently  carried  by  7   votes  tu  6.     The  Kev. 
J.  Wood  pointed  out  tint  this  placed  the  Hoard  in 
a  very  ditUcult  position.     They  could  not  submit 
two  sets  of  plans  to  the  liepartment,  nor  could 
they  ask  builders  to  tender  for  two  sets  of  plans, 
one  of  which  was  to  bo  rejected.     It  was  eventu- 

ally decided  that  the  whole  matter  be  referred  to 
the  Sites  and  Buildings  Committee  for  them  to 
report  upon  tho  resolution  which  had  just  been 
passed,  as  to  whether  it  was  practiutble  or  not. 

Cuv>T\L  P.\!,.\rB  B.vNii.^T.^xii  CoMrLTrrios. 

— Although  no  design  received  has  realised  the 
object  which  the  directors  had  in  view  when 
initiating  the  competition,  they  have,  neverthe- 

less, acting  on  the  advice  of  the  president  and 
their  assessor,  decided  to  award  the  premiums 
offered  in  the  advertisement  inviting  competitive 
designs  for  the  new  band-stand.  It  is  not  likely 
that  any  of  the  designs  received  will  be  executed. 

The  premiums  have  been  awarded  as  follows  :  — 
First  premium  (30  guineas),  Messrs.  Walter 
McFarlane  and  Co. ,  Glasgow  ;  second  preniium 
(15  guineas),  Mr.  llenry  C.  Kyres,  Millfield 
Cottage,  Millfield-lane,  llighgate  ;  third  premium 
(10  guineas),  Mr.  G.  SI.  Kllwood,  55,  Alexandra- 
road,  I'pper  llolloway. 

Bi;i  K.\-T.  —  It  has  been  decided  to  innte 

competition  plans  fora  new  technical  school  for  this 

city.  The  site  is  St.  Ann's  Market,  a  vacant 
space  at  the  rear  of  the  Free  Library  in  Koyal- 
avenue,  and  the  proposed  outlay  is  about  130,000. 

Wii.uirEi).\LE.  —  Jlr.  E.  J.  Silcock,  C.E., 

Leeds,  has  recommended  the  plans  signed  "  Anti- 
Microbe,"  by  Messrs.  Blackwell  and  Thompson, 
of  Leicester,  for  the  proposed  infectious  diseases 

hospital  for  the  various  townships  in  the  W'harte- 
dale  Poor-Law  I'nion.  These  plans,  which  pro- 

vide for  present  and  future  rei|uirenients,  are 
estimated  to  cost  €12,940,  and,  provided  the  firm 
can  secure  estimates  for  the  execution  of  the 
various  works  at  something  like  that  figure,  the 
Hospital  Board  have  awarded  that  firm  the  first 
prize.  Pending  this  result,  the  second  prize  has 
been  withheld. 

SPECIAL  OFFER.  -CHEAP  VOLUMES. 
In  the  coarse  of  the  next  few  moQths  we  ar«  compelled, 

owing  to  the  making  of  the  new  street  from  Holliorn  to 
the  Strand  by  the  London  County  <'.jancil,  to  rtmove  oiu- oilices  and  Printing?  Woik^.  Due  notice  of  our  removal 
will  be  given  shortly.  In  the  mean  time,  to  reduce  ̂ tock 
and  save  trouble  of  removal,  we  olfer  realers  desirous  of 

making  up  sets  of  back  volumes  -'-.v  l-"'m/(-'  in  the  list below  at  n.\Lr  i-RicE,  or  post  free  for  Six  Shillings  each.  _ 
Volumes  are  all  in  good  condition.  The  olfer  at  this 

price  will  only  be  available  till  our  removal. 

CHIPS. 

Mr.  Ernest  S.  Gale,  of  Falcon-court,  .'52,  Fleet- 
street,  E.G.,  has  been  appointed  by  the  Benchers 

surveyor  to  the  honourable  society  of  Gray's  Inn. 
Mr.  S.  E.  Britton,  chief  assistant  to  the  Electric 

Light  Works  at  Southampton  has  resigned,  on 
appointment  to  be  chief  electrical  engineer  at 
Barking,  and  in  consequence  of  this  Mr.  F.  R. 
Bcidger,  second  assistant,  has  l)een  appointed  chief 
assistant,  and  Mr.  S.  L.  Smith,  now  third  assistant, 
second  assistant. 

The  new  organ  in  Norwich  Cathedral,  opened  last 
week,  is  contained  in  a  case  designed  by  Mr.  C.  J. 
Brown,  or  Xorwich,  architect  to  the  Dean  and 
Chapter,  and  executed  by  Messrs.  Cornish  and 
Oaymer,  of  Xorth  Walsham. 

The  .Vuctioneers'  Institute  continues  to  make 
rapid  growth.  At  a  council  just  held  as  many  as 
5s  applications  for  admission  were  considered,  and 
resulted  in  the  election  of  53  new  members,  bringing 

the  total  up  to  1,163. 

Dr.  F.  II.  Xewell,  who  has  charge  of  the  hjdro- 
graphic  work  of  the  U.S.  Geological  Survey,  has 
been  appointed  irrigation  expert  for  the  U.S.  census 
of  next  year. 

The  city  council  of  Truro  have  adopted  a  scheme 
of  sewage  disposal,  prepared  by  Mr.  F.  Candy,  of 
the  International  Porification  Syndicate,  the  esti- 

mated initial  outlay  being  £1,700. 

At  the  Audit  House,  Southampton,  on  Wednes- 
day week,  Colonel  C.  H.  Luard,  R.E.,  one  of  the 

Local  Government  Board  inspectors,  held  an 

inquiry  with  reference  to  an  application  of  the 
Southampton  Corporation  for  sanction  to  borrow 
£6,000  for  works  of  paving,  £1,500  for  the  pro- 

vision of  water  meters,  £291  for  the  erection  of 
shelters  in  the  Avenue,  Prospect-place,  and  Above 
Bar,  and  £272  for  works  of  sewerage. 

Mr.  Trotter,  inspector  for  the  Board  of  Trade, 
visited  Aberdeen  on  Friday,  and  examined  the 
electric  trolley  system  on  the  Woodside  route.  He 
made  an  inspection  of  the  overhead  wires,  journey- 

ing in  a  special  oar  from  St.  Nicholas-street  to  the 
terminus  at  Woodside,  and  expressed  himself 
satisfied  with  the  character  of  the  work.  The 
inspection  ci  the  permanent  way  took  place  on 
Saturday,  and  the  new  electric  route  was  opened 
for  traffic  on  Wednesday, 
Mr.  E.  Kenworthy,  surveyor  for  the  pist  22 

years  to  the  urban  district  council  of  Handsworth, 
Birmingham,  has  resigned  his  appointment. 
At  the  last  meeting  of  the  town  council  of 

Penzance  it  was  decided,  after  a  long  discussion, 
that  the  salary  of  Mr.  Frank  L»tham,  who  was 
appointed  as  borough  surveyor  nine  months  since, 
be  increased  from  £200  to  £300  from  the  2,')th  inst., 
on  the  understanding  that  on  the  completion  of 
the  works  now  in  hand  outside  his  ofltse  of  borough 
surveyor  he  bo  required  to  devote  his  whole  time  to 
the  duties  of  bis  office. 

The  dedication  service  of  the  new  district  church 
and  schools  which  have  been  erected  in  Knowsley- 
road,  St.  Helens,  Lines,  by  the  vicar  and  congre- 

gation of  Christ  Church,  Eocleston,  was  held  on  the 
Ittb  inst.  The  scheme  includes  a  mission  church, 

large  mixed  and  infants'  elementary  schools,  and  a 
parish-room,  and  has  been  carried  out  at  a  cost  of 

£4,000. 

TO    OOBBESPONDENTS. 

[We  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinions  ol 
oar  correspondents.  All  communicationa  ^ould  be 
drawn  np  aa  briefly  as  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  space  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  is  particnlarly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
gommimications  respecting  illustrations  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOK  of  the  Bni-DiNO 
Niws,  832,  Strand,  W.C,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  anfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
All  drawings  and  other  communications  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors' risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 
Cheques  and  PoatKjfflce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 

Ibk  Stkako  Newspapbe  Cobpaxt,  Luutsd. 

NOTICE. 
Bound  copies  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 
should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  Shillings  each), 
aa  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI.,  XXXII.,  XX.Xin., 

3CXXIV.,  XXXIX.,  XLI.,  XLrV'..  3tLVI.,  XUX., Ut.,  T.TTT  ,  LTV.,  LV.,  LIX.,  LX.,  LXI.,  T.XTT.. 
LXIV.,  IXV..  LXVm.,  LXIX.,  LXX.,  i-XXI., 
LXXn.,  liXXm.,  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LXX VI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
boxmd  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  l>ack 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  requiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  should  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TERMS  OP  SUBSCRIPTION. 
One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 

United  Kingdom;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  6e.  Od.  (orSdols.  30o.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium,  £1  6s.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6s.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal,  £1  68,  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHARGES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertise- 
ments, Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements. 

Is  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  coimting  as 
two,  the  tniTiimiim  cmige  being  be.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 

and  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 
ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  Ime 

counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  «8.  6d.  for 
W  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  thannx 

insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pat>- 
isher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  Zs.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  leas  than  56. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 

office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure Insertion. 

BiTUATIOSS. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  "  Situations  Vacant " 
or  "  Situations  Wanted  "  is  Oss  Shillixo  foa  Twsntt- 

FOUB  Words,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  alter. All  Situation  AivertisemeHU  must  be  prtfaii. 

Rk.  ETVKD.- R.  M.  and  Co.-  V.  8.,  I.td.-J.  T.  A.-B.  L.    , 

— M  O    H.-Guy.-B.  II.  and  Co.-J.  D.  and  Son.— 

T,  L.— K,  andCo.-Y.-S.  T.  and  Son.-R.  B. 

Klecteic  — In  liquidation,  we  believe.  The  usual swindle ! 

BriLPEB.— Have  nothing  to  do  with  it.  This  is  not  the 
time  for  bubble  brick  companies. 

PROviseiAL.-Better  stay  where  you  are.  You  wiU  earn 

a  few  shillings  more  in  London,  and  spend  twice  what 

you  do  now. 
Gevvb  \l.-A  litUe  old  fashioned,  but  very  safe  and  sound 

people  to  deal  with.  Have  nothing  to  do  with  the second  firm  named. 

LAw.-Cannot  say  without  seeing  a  copy  of  the  contract. 
Plan  should  have  been  attached,  in  any  case. 

C  c  —We  have  described  most  of  them  in  l>ftck  volumes. 

We  hear  wonderful  things  about  a  new  damp-proof 
course  that  is  coming  before  the  pubUc,  and  th,at  is  to 

supersede  everything.  We  shall  probably  know  more 
soon. 

I...v,.ToM.-Measurement3  may  be  taken  directly  from 

an  isometric  drawing,  so  that  this  system  can  be  used 

with  great  advantage  for  many  purposes.  -Vert
ical 

edges  Sin  be  scaled  directly  from  the  lines  representing 
th?m,  the  other  or  horizontal  lines  of  the  object  bemg 

.111  drawn  at  an  angle  of  n  r  to  the  honzont^.  The 

length  measured  from  A  to  B  on  sketch  woidd  be  the 
rea!  dimension,  and  the  height  of  cube  would  be  the 

The  ceremony  of  laying  the  foundation-stone  of 

the  new  buddings  at  tho  City  Mortuary,  Golden- 
lane,  was  perfortned  on  Saturday  afternoon  by  the 
Lord  Mtyor, 
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Comsponlrtnce* 
GARDEN  CITY. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  BriLDrsc.  Xews. 

fcliu, — Jlr.  Garbett's  letter  in  your  issue  of  the 
loth  seems  to  call  for  a  reply.  I  do  not,  how- 

ever, propose  to  foUow  him  into  the  minute 
questions  he  raises,  for  probably  there  is  no 
greater  mistake,  when  dealing  with  a  subject 
involving  cardinal  principles,  than  to  obscure 
main  issues  by  an  elaborate  discussion  of  details 

and  the  treatment  of  those  as  of  primary  impor- 
tance.    The  particular  ground  plan  of  a  garden 

yjuRDiNo  Centre 

town  lends  itself  readily  to  the  idua  of  a  carefully- 
planned  cluster  of  towns,  so  designed  that  each 
dweller  in  a  town  of  comparatively  small  popula- 

tion is  afforded,  by  a  well-devised  system  of 
railways,  water-ways,  and  roads,  the  enjoyment 
of  easy,  rapid,  and  cheap  communication  with  a 

large  aggregate  of  population,  so  that  the  advant- 
ages which  a  large  city  presents  in  the  higher 

forms  of  corporate  life  may  bo  within  the  reach 
of  all,  and  yet  each  citizen  of  what  is  destined  to 
be  the  most  beautiful  city  in  the  world  may  dwell 
in  a  region  of  pure  air,  and  bo  within  a  ver/  few 

minutes'  walk  of  the  country."  ̂ 'ou  see,  I  call 
my  group  of  towns  a  city. 

There  is  one  point  on  which  I  entirely  differ 
from  Mr.  Garbett.     He  thinks  splendid  cities  can 

N?3. 

/ 
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-G,flRi)61>.-ClGY 
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city  which  I  have  given  in  my  little  book  "  To- 
llorrow  "  was  never  put  forward  by  me  with 
any  overweening  confidence.  I  merely  outlined 
it  with  a  view  of  showing  how  much  better 
results  could  be  secured  by  definiteness  of  plan 
than  by  allowing  our  cities  to  grow  up  in  a 

perfectly  haphazard  manner.  Mr.  Garbett's  plan 
may  possibly  be  better  than  mine  :  but  I  do  not 
want  to  discuss  that  question  at  this  stage.  I  may, 
however,  send  you  one  of  my  diagrams,  that  those 
wishing  to  make  a  comparison  can  do  so. 

There  is  one  subject,  however,  in  regard  to 
xvhich  Mr.  Garbett  persists  in  thinking  he  is  at 
serious  issue  with  me,  when,  indeed,  there  is  by 
no  means  a  cardinal  difference  between  us.  He 
thinks  that  I  wish  to  build  a  town  limited  to 

30,000  (though  I  disclaim  any  special  virtue  in 

that  number,  and  Mr.  Gar'oett  will  see  in  my 
book  a  "Central  City"  of  .^,8,000  ,  while  he  is 
ambitious  that  his  town  shall  grow  to  be  one  of 

000,000.  This  looks  at  first  sight  to  be  a  differ- 
ence of  a  very  radical  nature.  But,  rightly 

understood,  it  is  scarcely  so.  What  we  both  want, 

in  the  words  of  Mr.  Lander  'which  Mr.  Garbett 

accepts) ,  is  that '■  all  shall  have  immediate  con- 
tact with  all  forms  of  beauty,  of  which  the 

greatest  is  Xature  herself."  What  we  both  want 
is  that  there  shall  bo  social  and  educational  oppor- 

tunities, which  no  small  town  can  afford.  Xow, 
in  my  project  I  seek  to  secure  this  result  by 
building  a  group  of  towns,  each  surrounded  by  an 
open  stretch  of  country,  and  each  connected  with 
every  other  town  in  the  group  of  railways,  water- 

ways, and  roads,  and  I  call  them,  for  conveni- 
ence, separate  towns.  Mr.  Garliett  seeks  to 

attain,  by  building  one  large  town  of  000,000, 

the  same  broad  result,  "  that  every  adult  shall  be 
within  half  a  mile  of  the  open  country."  Call, 
then,  my  group  of  towns  a  city,  and  it  might 
well  be  so  termed,  and  the  difference  in  principle 
between  us  almost  disappears.  It  is  but  a  '[uestion 
which  is  the  better  arrangement,  a  matter  which 
can  hardly  be  fully  discussed  at  this  stage.  Both 
of  us  seek  to  check  the  growth  of  our  town  at 
certain  points,  so  as  to  prevent  the  undue  invasion 
of  the  country.  Jly  plan,  to  which  I  am  by  no 
means  wedded,  is  to  zone  the  town  completely 
round,  as  the  City  of  .Vdelaide  is  zoned  by  its 
park  lands,  while  Mr.  Garbett  seeks  to  secure  the 
same  result  of  combined  town  and  cotratry  in  a 
different  manner. 

Perhaps  I  may  here  quote  a  few  linea  from 

"To-Morrow."  "The  idea  of  a  carefully-planned 

be  built  without  architects.  I  do  not,  and  con- 
gratulate myself  much  on  the  fact  that  already 

two  members  of  the  K  I.E. A.,  as  well  as  several 
students  of  that  noble  calling,  are  members  of  the 
Garden  City  Association,  and  wUl  assist  us 
doubtless  in  securing  that  measure  of  concerted 

wisdom  without  which  we  must  certainly  fail. — 
I  am,  Arc,  Eiiexf.zer  Howard. 

ENGLISH  TOOLS  AT  PARIS  EXHIBITION". 
Silt, — We  quote  herewith  a  copy  of  a  letter 

that  we  h^ve  addressed  to  the  editor  of  the 
English  Mcihanic  with  regard  to  our  withdrawal 
from  the  Paris  Exposition  of  next  year,  and  shall 
feel  obliged  if  you  will  kindly  mention  the  matter 
briefly  in  your  editorial  space. 

' '  Wc  wish  to  notify  you  that  we  have  sent  a 
notice  of  withdrawal  of  our  exhibit  to  the  Com- 

missioners of  the  Paris  E.xposition,  where  we  had 
intended  to  have  made  a  fine  representative 

display  of  English-made  tools. 
"The  present  ill-feeling  in  France  against 

anything  English  is  being  fostered,  we  have 
noticed,  by  some  of  the  most  respectable  French 
papers,  and  exhibitors  have  unfortunately  no 
g\iarantee  that  the  discord  %nll  not  become  more 
accentuated  as  the  time  for  opening  approaches. 

This  may  pass  quietly  away  ;  but  exhibitors  who 
have  an  interest  at  stake  have  no  time  /-  heiitaif, 
as  exhibits  should  now  be  in  active  course  of  pre- 

paration. The  value  of  the  I'.xposition  to  many 
English  houses  wiU  depend  largely  upon  a  good 

English  attendance,  and  we  feel  that  such  a  con- 
spicuous want  of  welcome  will  seriously  interfere 

with  the  number  of  British  visitors. 

•'  It  is  possible  to  be  too  easily  alarmed  at  the 
trend  of  circumstances  that  may  affect  the  success 
of  the  Exhibition:  but,  although  the  proposed 

boycott  at  the  time  of  the  Dreyfus  decision  was 

properly  regarded  as  nothing  but  a  newspaper 
scare,  there  is  now  an  element  of  uncertainty  that 

cannot  be  ignored  by  those  who  have  relied  upon 

a  good  British  and.Colonial  attendance  amongst 
the  visitors. 

"  We  mention  this  in  extenuation  of  those 

whose  interest  in  this  matter  is  identical  with 

our  own,  and  anticipate  the  same  considera- tions wiU  not  influence  those  whose  object  it  is  to 

cultivate  Continental  sales,  and  extend  the  repu- 

tation of  other  English  goods  in  this  market." — 

We  are,  ic,         K.  Mkliuish.  Sox.-,  .vn'I>  Co. 

A  COKRECTKiX. 

Sir, — May  I  correct  a  slight  error  in  your 

paragraph  (p.  SOI)  with  reference  to  the  reap- 
pointment of  Jlr.  Arthur  Cates,  F.R.I.B.A.,  to 

the  tribunal  of  appeal ':  This  reappointment  was made  under  sections  175  and  170  of  the  London 

Building  Act,  1S94,  by  the  Council  of  the  Royal 
Institute  of  British  jVrchitects,  and  not  by  the 
London  County  Council  aa  your  paragraph 
states. — I  am,  \c.,      AV.  .1.  Locke,  Secretary. 

Royal  Institute  of  British  Architects, 
9,  Condiiit-street,  Hanover-square,  London,  W., 

Dec.  V<. 

InUtC0mmunicati0n* 
QUESTIONS. 

[11392.1— Quantities.-Could  one  of  your  rradcrs 
kindly  give  me  information  on  the  following .'  X  large house  is  being  built,  the  luantitieH  of  which  were  supplied 
by  the  architect ;  but  it  appears  the  proprietor  gave  no 
direct  in8truction.s  to  him  to  prepare  these,  tliough  one  of 
the  conditions  of  the  contract  is  that  the  charge  for 

quantities  and  printing  is  to  be  paid  out  of  the  flriit  in- stalment. .Vnother  condition  of  the  contract  is  that  the 

proprietor  does  not  guarantee  the  accuracy  of  the  ([uanti- ties,  and  the  contractor  muat  verify  their  amounts  before 
signing  the  contract,  and,  after  signing  them,  must  take 
them  as  correct.  It  was  impossible  to  test  this  before 
signing  the  contract,  as  the  details  and  some  of  the  plaa? 
had  not  been  prepared.  Now  it  turns  out  that  the  plans 
and  specification  contain  more  work  and  of  a  batter 
character  tb.in  taken  in  the  quantities,  and,  in  several 
instances,  additional  work  not  shown  in  either.  Who 
should  pay  for  this  work !  The  proprietor,  the  quantity 

surveyor,  or  the  contractor !— W.  W.  W. 

REPLIES. 

ril.'iST.]— Gable.— It  appears  that  the  gable  in'que»tion belongs  exclusively  to  B.  C.  should  pay  B. for  half  the  wall 
and  gable  according  to  the  use  made  by  the  former,  but 
A.  has  nothing  whatever  to  do  with  the  transaction  unless 
there  is  a  special  agreement  stating  that  such  payment 
shall  be  made.— H.  Loviv.bovk. 

ril391.]- Separation  of  Shop  from  BweUlne- House.— A  decision  has  been  given  that  all  the  public 
house  is  licensed,  but  the  result  is  not  considered  satis- 

factory, and  a  new  case  in  Westminster  will  be  carried  to 
the  Court  of  .\Dpeal  to  finally  settle  the  question.  It 
seems  very  important  that  people  sleeping  in  the  upper 
tloors  of  a  pubUc-house  should  have  some  ready  meana  of 
exit.— n.  LovK'iROvE. 

CHIPS. 

An  inquiry  was  held  at  the  town-hall,  .Silford, 
on  Thursday  in  last  week,  by  Mr.  W.  A.  Uacat, 

inspector  of  the  Local  Government  Board,  in  regard 

to  the  application  of  the  county  borough  council  for 
sanction  to  borrow  the  sum  of  ciOS.GSS  for  purposes 
of  electric  lighting  and  supply.  Mr.  S.  V.  CUrehugh, 

consulting  engineer,  and  Mr.  0.  L.  Turner,  resident 

electrical  engineer,  supplied  the  inspector  with  the 

necessary  details. 
The  new  town-hall,  Mevagissey,  erected  to 

celebrate  the  Queen's  Diamond  Jubilee,  was  opened 

on  Friday,  The  hall,  s.>ft.  by  li-ift.,  has  three  ante- 
rooms attached,  and  is  capable  of  seating  500 

persons.     Mr.  W.  Body  is  the  builder. 

The  late  Sanitary  Congress  at  Southampton  was 
not  a  financial  success,  the  deficit  amounting  to 
£U.i  193.  6d. 

An  inquiry  was  held  on  the  Uth  inst.  at  the 

Bromsgrove  Town-hall  bv  the  Evrl  of  .Tersey  and 

Colonel  Boughey,  Light  Railway  Commissioners,  as 

to  the  application  made  to  them  for  an  order  to 
authorise  the  construction  of  a  light  railway  from 

Bromsgrove  lUilway  Station  to  the  town,  and  from 
the  bottom  of  Rjck  Hill  to  Lxkey  Ead. 

A  deputation  from  the  Scarborough  Master 
Builders'  Association,  coniointly  with  the  architects 

of  the  town,  waited  upon  "the  S'treeta  and  Buildings Committee  of  the  Corporation  of  Scarborough  last 

week  with  the  object  of  putting  before  the  com- 
mittee their  views  in  regard  to  the  existing  by- 

laws, and  the  proposed  amendment  of  the  same. 

Mr  Sinclair  spoke  on  behalf  of  the  builders,  and 

Mr.  TugwoU  and  Mr.  Caleb  Fetch  on  behalf  of  the 

architects.  They  pointed  out  certain  clauses  which 

they  said  were  an  injustice,  especially  the  sizssof 

the  timbers  now  required  in  the  construction  of  new- 
houses,  and  also  the  requiremenU  of  the  by-laws  in 

regard  to  partv-walls.  The  desirabUity  of  amend- 

ing the  by-laws  with  respact  to  corbies  was  advo- cated. The  memorial  will  be  iealt  with  by  the 

committee,  and  reportei  upon  to  the  town  council. 

At  a  private  meeting  oi  the  Wolverhampton  Town 
Council  the  Miyor  reported,   with  regard  to  the 

erection  of  the  new  free  library  to  commemorate 

the  Diamond  Jubilee  of  the  li'ieen,  that  efforts  were 

being  made  to  induce  a  member  of  the  Royal  Farndf 

,  to  lay  the  foundation-stone.      The    plans    of  the 

I  buildings  have  been  altered,  and  the  contract  has 

been  reduced  fromabout  1 15,000  to  i:i2,«0,  t  jwirds 

1  which  i 1 1 ,0) J  has  been  promised.  _ 
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A  Lau.vceston  Aediteatios.— Toe  decision  of 
the  umpire  appointed  by  the  Locul  ( )  3Temment 
Board  in  arbitration,  in  the  claim  of  the  truxtees 
of  the  late  Mr.  F.  C.  Rjwe  for  i  1,200  against  the 
Linnceston  Town  Council,  has  lately  been  made 
known.  The  trustees  claimed  the  sum  of  £1,200  for 
damages  in  respect  to  the  construction  of  a  sever 
across  land  otmed  by  the  late  Mr.  R)we,  in  con- 

nection with  the  carrying  out  of  the  recent  sewerage 
works.  The  umpire  was  Mr.  Arnold  Taylor  (whose 
decease  last  Tuesday  we  announce  in  another  column 
of  this  issue),  and  he  made  his  award  for  £200 
damages,  two-thirds  of  his  expense  having  to  be 
paid  by  the  trustees,  and  the  remaining  third  by  the 
town  council. 

Tile  Valve  ok  Pboieety  in  the  Steand.— At 
the  Guildhall,  Westminster,  Mr.  Troutbeck  and  a 
special  Jury  heard,  on  the  14th  iust.,  the  case  of 

"  Dyer's  Trustees  v.  the  London  County  Council," 
a  claim  for  compensation  in  respect  of  the  freehold 
intereet  in  the  premises.  Xos.  2S:3  and  2S1,  Strand, 
and  Xos.  41  and  4.i.  Holywell-street,  producing  a 
total  net  rental  of  £.300  per  annum.  Toe  property 
covers  an  area  of  2,320jq.ft. ,  and  is  required  for 
the  widening  of  the  Strand  at  llolywell-atreet,  and 
the  amount  of  the  claim  as  sent  in  was  £2o.O::7. 
Mr.  Cripps,  U  C,  M.P.,  and  Mr.  H.  C.  Biron 
appeared  for  the  claimants  ;  Mr.  Edward  Boyle, 

Q.C.,  and  Mr.  Dumas  represented  the  L')ndon 
County  Council.  Sir  John  Whittaker  Ellis  (Fare- 
brother,  EUis,  and  Co  )  stated  that  the  property 
was  very  old,  and  would  have  had  to  be  rebuilt  at 
the  expiration  of  the  lease  of  No.  2S4  in  1 3  years' 
time.  The  value  of  the  claimants'  interest  in  the 
property  until  the  expiration  of  the  lease  was  £5,000. 
Upon  rebuilding,  the  property  would  produce  a 
ground  rent  of  £873  per  annum,  which,  capitalised 
on  the  3k  per  cent,  tables  and  deferred  13  years, 
amonnted  to  £16,587.  His  total  valuation,  inclusive 

of  the  customary  allowance  of  10  per  cent,  for  com- 
pulsory sale,  was  thus  £23,745.  Mr.  Daniel  Watney 

(past  president  of  the  Surveyors'  Institution)  and 
Mr.  Edward  Holroyd  Boutfield  (Edwin  Fox  and 
Bousfield)  gave  confirmatory  evidence.  Counsel 
agreed  that  the  value  of  the  property  nntil  the 
expiration  of  the  lease  should  be  taken  at  £4,713. 
On  behaU  of  the  London  County  Council.  Mr. 
Edward  Boyle  then  called  Mr.  Samuel  Walker 
(Walker  and  Son),  who  estimated  the  total  ground- 
rent  to  be  obtained  after  rebuilding  at  £563  per 
annum,  and  he  capitalised  it  on  the  4  per  cent, 
table,  deferred  (until  the  rebuilding)  14  years, 

141  years'  purchase,  £S,163,  to  which  he  added 
the  agreed  sum  of  £4  713  and  10  per  cent. 
for  compulsory  sale,  making  a  total  of  £14,163 
Mr.  G.  A.  \yilkin80n  and  Mr.  James  Green 

(Weatherall  and  Green)  also  gave  evidence  for 
the  London  County  Council.  The  jury  awarded 
the  claimants  £20,564  and  10  per  cent,  for 
compulsory    sale,     £2.050,     a    total    of    £22,620. 
  ^Vnother  case  arising  out  of  this  improvement 
was  heard  on  Monday  by  Mr.  Trontbeck  and  a 

special  jury,  that  of  Fowler's  Trustees  v.  The 
London  County  Council,  being  a  claim  for  com- 

pensation in  respect  of  the  freehold  interest  in  the 
Opera  Comique  Theatre,  which  is  also  about  to  be 
demolished.  Mr.  Freeman,  Q.C.,  for  the  claimants, 
stated  that  in  the  opinion  of  many  leading  the  itrical 
managers  the  theatre  was  worth  about  £3,500  a 
year  on  lease,  the  landlord  paying  the  rates  and 
taxes  and  doing  external  repairs.  This  would  mean 
a  net  income  of  about  £3,0S0  per  annum,  which, 

capitalised  on  the  6  per  cent,  tables,  16j  years' 
purchase,  showed  a  valuation  of  £51,.'!60.  To  this should  be  added  £3,S20  in  respect  of  a  small  portion 
held  on  lease,  making  £55.180,  which,  with  the 
addition  of  the  customary  10  per  cent,  for  com- 

pulsory sale,  made  a  total  claim  of  £60,69S.  In 
confirmation  of  the  estimated  rental  value  of  the 
theatre,  Mr.  Freeman  called  Mr.  John  Ilollingsheid, 
Mr.  Charles  lliwtrey,  Mr.  F.lgar  Bruce,  Mr. 
Charles  Helmsley,  and  Mr.  Arthur  L'^wis.  Mr, 
Kobert  Reid,  Sir  John  Whittaker  Ellis,  and  Mr. 
F.  T.  Galsworthy  submitted  valuations  averaging 
£60,000,  inclusive  of  the  customary  allowance  of 

10  per  cent,  for  compulsory  sale.  It  was  sta'^d 
that  for  years  the  Opera  Cami<iua  had  not  had  a 
thoroughly  good  play,  or  it  would  have  piid  as  wull 
aa  any  of  the  leadiag  houses,  as  the  demand  for 
theatres  at  the  present  time  far  exceeded  the  supply. 
The  jury  viewjd  the  theatre,  and  the  case  was 
adjourned. 

Bkaman  and  Deas,  Ltd. — A  meeting  of  the 
creditors  of  the  above  company  was  held  on  Fridiy 
last,  the  15th  inst. ,  at  the  Westminster  F.iUce 
Hotel,  London,  at  which  creditors  to  the  amount 
of  nearly  £7,000  were  either  present  or  represented. 

Mr  John  Forster,  of  St.  Helen's,  was  voted  to  th 
chair.  The  chairman  gave  the  history  of  the  pro 
ceedings  of  the  debenture  holders  smce  the  last 
creditors'  meeting,  so  far  as  he  had  been  able  to 
discover  them,  and  pointed  out  that  he  had  learned 

that  t'1,000  in  debeaturjs  had  been  given  to  one 
creditor,  some  time  bsfore  the  C  lurt  appointed  a 
receiver,  as  collateral  security;  and  another  tt,OJO 
in  debentures  (in  addition  to  a  number  of  ordinary 
shares  as  a  qualifivAtion  for  a  direstor)  had  been 

given,  for  which  no  payment  had  been  received. 
After  a  full  discussion  of  the  situation,  the  follow- 

ing ritsolutions  were  passed  unanimously  :— (1)  That 
r/'preeeutatives  of  Bibcock  and  Wilcox,  L'd.,  New 
Cjiiveyor  Co.,  L^d.,  John  Forster  and  Co.,  Ltd., 

J.  Melbourne,  Schiele  Union  Engineers'  Co.,  L'xl., 
B:uce  Peebles  and  Co.,  K.  L.  Roberts,  J.  Rjthwell 
and  .Sons,  .Stewart  and  M^suzies,  A.  J.  Livaraedge, 
and  J.  Young  be  and  are  hereby  appointed  as  the 
committee  of  creditors  of  Beaman  and  lijas,  Ltd., 

and  thsy  are  authorised  to  appoint  solicitors  to  sub- 
mit a  ca^e  to  counsel,  and,  if  counsel's  opinion  be 

satisfactory,  to  commence  proceedings  on  l>ehalf  of 
the  creditors.  (2)  That  a  levy  be  made  upon  the 
creditors,  proportionate  to  the  amount  of  their 
claims  against  the  company ;  such  levy  not  to 
'  xoeed  2  per  cent,  of  each  claim,  and  to  be  applied 
for  the  payment  of  legal  expenses  and  to  cover  the 
out-of-pocket  expenses  of  the  chairman  in  connec- 

tion with  the  business.  At  a  meeting  of  the  com- 
mittee held  immediately  afterwards,  Messrs.  Swift 

and  Garner,  solicitors,  St.  Helen's,  who  had  been 
acting  for  the  chairman  and  several  other  creditors, 
were  instructed  to  act  on  behalf  of  the  creditors 

generally,  with  Messrs.  Woosnam  and  Smith  (who 
represented  several  creditors),  solicitors,  as  their 
London  agents.  A  case  has  been  drawn,  and  is 
being  submitted  to  counsel.  The  solicitors  to  the 
debenture  hulders  have  been  informed  of  the 
decision  of  the  creditors,  and  have  been  asked  to 
furnish  certain  particulars. 

The  Skiitom  Gas  Puecilise.— The  Umiire's 
Award. — A  special  meeting  of  the  urban  distnct 
council  was  held  in  the  town-hall,  Skipton,  on  Friday, 
for  the  purpose  of  receiving  a  text  of  the  award 
with  respect  to  the  recent  arbitration  on  the  purchase 
of  the  gasworks.  The  chairman  announced  the 
result :— Amount  of  award  for  the  undertaking,  as 
defined  by  Act  of  Parliament,  including  meter 
station  and  cish  balance  on  Jan.  1,  1900,  .£66,500  ; 
plus  mortgage  debt.  The  coal  in  hand  on  Jan.  1 
would  be  taken  at  a  valuation.  The  mortgage  debt 
is  £4,750,  so  that  the  total  award  is  £71,2.50.  The 
umpire  was  Mr.  J.  Miusergh,  C.K. 

COIXAISE     OF     A     BUILWNO     lH    FiNSDUEY.— On 
Saturday  last,  about  C  a.m  ,  an  iron  column  in 
the  basement  of  a  stable  being  erected  in  Worship- 
street  gave  way,  and  killed  John  Martin  Birch, 
injuring  three  other  labourers.  An  inquest  was  held 
at  the  Shoreditch  Coroner's  Court  on  Wednesday, 
by  Dr.  W.  Wynn  Westcott,  M.B.  Dr.  Hiwitt 
( >liver,  the  police  surgeon,  stated  that  the  deceased 
was  39  years  of  age,  and  had  been  killed  by  a 
blow  j  ust  below  the  neck  on  the  spinal  cord.  The 
widow  gave  evidence  as  to  her  husband  leaving 
home  in  good  health.  The  acting-foreman  Shaw 
admitted  that  the  drain  plan  showed  the  drain  about 
5ft.  away  from  the  line  of  columns  on  the  west  side, 
and  he  had  set  out  the  drain  on  the  east  side  quite 
close  to  the  base  of  the  column.  Mr.  Henry 
Lovegrove,  F.S  I.,  A.R  I.B.A.,  district  surveyor, 
stated  that  the  works  had  been  commenced  in 

.\ugu8t,  and  were  nearing  completion.  The  con- 
tractor was  M'.  John  Christie,  of  I'xbridge-road  ; 

the  architect,  Mr.  R.  W.  Hobden.  He  had  in- 
spected the  works  from  time  to  time,  and  considered 

the  work  well  done.  H^  visited  the  building  a  few 
days  before  the  accident  and  found  all  the  work 
sound.  Oa  Saturday ,  the  16th,  he  was  called  to  the 
premises  by  telegrams  from  the  London  County 
Council  and  the  Police.  He  found  that  a  trench  had 
been  dug  right  across  the  building  in  the  line  of  the 
columns  on  the  east  side,  and  the  centre  column  had 
fallen  into  the  excavation.  Under  the  column  there 
was  a  bed  of  Blue  Lias  concrete  4ft.  by  4ft.  on  plan 
and  lift.  deep.  The  trench  had  been  dug  by  the 
light  of  lanterns  by  the  night  shift,  and  he  believed 
that  some  portion  of  the  concrete  had  been  cut 
away.  All  the  other  work  stood  well,  but  in  con- 

sequence of  the  fall  of  the  column  a  spaoe  of  con- 
crete firm  with  the  girders  had  fallen.  Verdict  :  — 

.Vccidentil  death,  caused  by  a  mistake  in  digging 
the  trench. 

WATEB 
SANITAKT 

SUPPLY    AND 
MATTBBS. 

Em.viiuboii.— The  New  CoNTE.\cr  FORTnETALLA 
Reseuvoie.— A  meeting  of  the  Elinburgh  and 
District  Water  Trustees  was  held  on  the  14th  inst., 
Lird  Provost  Mitchell  Thomson  presiding.  The 
report  of  the  Works  Committee  on  the  tenders  for 
the  completion  of  the  contract  for  the  construction 
of  the  reservoir  at  the  ITiilla,  which  had  fallen  into 
abeyance  on  account  of  the  binkruptcy  of  James 
Young  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  was  read.  ;It  bore  that,  after 
full  consideration,  the  committee  recommended  the 

acceptance  of  the  tender  of  Mr.  John  Bdst,  Elin- 

burgh, amounting  to  £1.')0,071  12j.  6i.,  no  allowance being  made  for  the  item  for  contingencies,  for  which 
Mr.  Best  had  filled  in  no  sum  in  his  schedule.  With 

regard  to  certain  minor  matters  in  connection  with 
the  schedule,  the  committee  recommended  that 
these  be  remitted  to  the  engineer  and  the  clerk  to 
adjust  the  same  with  Mr.  Best;  also  that  they 

should  adjust  with  him  the  "time-rates"  in  his 
schedule  on  a  fair  basis,  and  that  the  clerk  there- 

after be  instructed  to  accept  the  offer  and  make  all 
the  necessary  arrangements.  The  adoption  of  the 
report  was  unanimously  agreed  to. 

Ilfoed. — The  Ilford  Urban  T>i8trict  CjuncQ  by  a 
unanimous  vote  decided  to  cill  a  spscial  meeting  to 
promote  in  the  next  session  of  Parliament  a  BiU  to 
constitute  and  incorporate  a  joint  water  board,  con- 

sisting of  the  distnct  councils  of  Ilford,  Barking 
Town,  Grays  Thurrock,  and  Rjmford,  and  the 
rural  districts  of  Orsett  and  Romford,  for  the  pur- 

pose of  erecting  works  for  the  supply  of  water.  In 
the  event  of  Parliamentary  sanction  being  obtained, 
the  districts  named  will  be  the  first  London  suburban 

authoritieB  to  carry  out  a  scheme  of  this  nature. 

RuAEON.— The  works  for  draining  Riabon  were 
formerly  opened  on  Thursday  in  last  week.  Mr. 
E.  B.  Mirten,  of  Biroiingham,  the  engineer,  read  to 
the  members  of  the  Wrexham  rural  district  council 
a  description  of  the  works,  and  stated  that  the 
scheme  had  cost  £S,99u.  It  was  partly  a  gravita- 

tion and  partly  a  pumping  scheme.  The  sewage 
from  Old  Ruabon  was  pumped  up  by  means  of 
compressed  air,  supplied  by  an  engine  3  000  yards 
away  at  the  outfall,  which  was  close  to  Wynnstay 
Park,  and  where  the  sewage  was  partly  chemically 
treated,  and  then  run  over  five  and  a  half  acres  of 
land.  Mr.  Saint  had  acted  as  clerk  of  the  works, 
and  Mr.  George  Law,  of  Kidderminster,  was  the 
contractor. 

Dr.  W.  Nealor  Thursfield,  for  many  years  past  the 
medical  oflioor  of  health  for  the  county  of  SUop, 
died  at  his  reiidence,  Kingsland,  Shrewsbury,  on 

Tuesday  last,  aged  59  years. 
The  Parliamentary  Bills  Committee  of  Glasgow 

C  irporation  have  received  the  report  of  a  deputation 

sent  to  London  to  consult  with  the  I'arliamuntary 
agent  regarding  the  (ilasgow  Baildings  Regulation 
Bill.  After  some  vorbtl  adjuttmsnts,  the  committee 
approved  the  bill,  and  ordered  it  to  ba  deposited  with 
the  clerk  of  Parliament. 

Mr.  Arnold  Taylor,  late  deputy  chief  engineering 

"^Tt^'tha  i  '°»P««'0'  ""''«■■  "»«  Local  Government  Board,  died 
ft  ti.'L-™  on  Monday  Ust  at  his  reiidenoa,  Nawstead  House, 

Elm-road,  Bickanham,  aged  74  years. 

TheSUford  Board  of  Guardians  decided  on  Fnday 
to  proceed  forthwith  with  the  erection  of  cottage 
homes  at  K-^nyou  .Tutiction.  A  proposal  to  postpone 
for  live  years  the  building  of  the  new  workhouse  was 
rejected,  it  being  pointed  out  that  the  existing  work- 

house is  inadei|u%te  in  accommodation  and  insanitary 
in  condition. 

CHIPS. 

A  statue  of  M.  .A.'phand,  who  as  city  surveyor 
and  director  of  public  works  did  so  much  even  after 
what  Hiussmann  had  accomplished  to  embellish 
Paris,  was  unveiled  on  the  Uth  inst.  in  the  Avenue 
of  the  Bois  de  Boulogne. 

Mr.  W.  A.  Daoit  has  held  an  inquiry  at  the 
Birkenhead  Town-hall,  on  behalf  of  the  Local 
Government  Board,  respecting  an  application  by  the 
corporation  to  borrow  £115,000  for  the  purchase  of 
Arudy  Eitate,  Babington-road,  for  park  and 
recreation  purposes.  The  town  clerk,  Mr.  A.  Gill, 
stated  the  case  for  the  corporation,  and  said  the 
estate  comprised  eleven  acres.  Tnere  was  a  house 
on  it  which  might  be  available  for  a  museum  or  for 
library  purposes.  Mr.  C.  Brownridge,  the  borough 
surveyor,  explained  the  plans. 

The  free  library  presented  to  Chorley  in  com- 
memoration of  the  Qaeen's  Jubilee  by  Mr.  Herbert 

T.  Parke,  of  Withnell  Fold,  was  form  illy  opened 
by  the  donor  last  week.  The  building  is  eractel  in 
Avondale-road  on  a  site  given  by  the  family  of  the 
late  Mr.  Alderman  T.  Whittle.  The  library  has 
been  built  at  a  cost  of  nearly  £t,000,  and  it  has 
been  furnished  at  a  cost  of  about  £1,500.  It  already 

contains  some  8,000  volumes,  the  reference  depart- 
ment having  2,400  volumes.  The  lending  library 

will  have  accommodation  for  16,000  volumes. 

On  the  recommendation  of  the  City  Lmds  Com- 
mittee, the  City  Corporation  have  resolved  to  co- 

operate with  the  London  County  Council  in  the 
endeavour  to  secure  the  preservation,  on  account  of 
its  historic  associations,  of  the  house,  17,  Fleet- 
street,  and  to  contribute  £2,590  towards  the  pur- 

chase of  the  freehold,  providing  the  building  be  not 
allowed  to  overhang  the  public  way,  but  be  set 
back  to  the  general  lino  of  the  street  improvement, 
and  that  the  decorated  room  on  the  first  floor  ba 

preserved  for  the  public  benefi'. 
.Vt  Wilby  church,  Suffolk,  a  new  organ  built  by 

Messrs.  Norman  and  Beard,  of  Norwich,  was  opened last  week. 

Damage  to  the  amount  of  about  £40,000  was 

done  by  tire  at  Coventry  on  Friday.  The  outbreak 
occurred  on  the  premises  of  Mr.  C.  G.  Hills,  builder. 
Much  Park-street,  and  the  adjoining  premises  of 
Messrs.  Phillips  and  Marriott,  maltsters,  were 

speedily  involved.  Several  volunteer  fire-brigades 
rendered  good  service  in  limiting  the  area  of  the 
fire  ;  but  the  extensive  wood-cutting  department, 

the  smithy,  and  other  shops  on  Mc.  Hills'  premises were  destroyed,  together  with  some  valuable  plant. 
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(Duf  (DfRce  €Mt 
\s  consdiuence  of  differences  of  opinion  at  a 

meeting  of  the  Clergy  and  Artists'  Association 
held  at  Loighton  House  on  Friday,  Dec.  15,  the 
Bishop  of  Kochester,  Sir  William  Uichmond, 
R.A.,  Canon  Gore,  Canon  Scott  Holland,  Mr. 
Ilonry  Holiday,  Mr.  A.  G.  Walker,  with  severrf 
members  of  the  committee,  and  with  a  consider- 

able number  of  other  members,  have  decided  to 

resign  their  membership  of  the  association.  A 
provisional  committee  was  formed  after  the 
meeting  to  take  steps  for  constituting  a  new 
association  for  the  same  objects. 

Thk  space  allotted  at  the  forthcoming  Paris 
I'^.thibition  for  British  works  of  art  executed  since 
May  1,  1S89,  consists  of  three  rooms  and  part  of 
a  corridor  in  the  new  Palace  of  Fine  Art.  These 

rooms  afford  lG6ft.  run  of  wall-space  available 
for  hanging  paintings,  drawings,  &c.  Sculpture 
of  all  nationalities  will  be  distributed  throughout 
the  building  at  the  discretion  of  the  French 
authorities.  Works  of  art  will  also  bo  exhibited 

in  the  British  pavilion  on  the  (Juai  d'Orsuy,  but 
the  Koyal  Commission  have  decided  to  reserve 
this  building  mainly  for  the  display  of  works  by 
old  masters  of  the  British  school. 

Thi;  Finance  Committee  of  the  London  County 

Council  have  just  issued  the  half-yearly  return 
of  works  executed  by  the  Works  Department. 
The  return  relates  to  estimated  and  jobbing  works 

completed  during  the  half-year  ended  Sept.  30. 
During  that  period  fourteen  estimated  works  wore 
completed  and  certified.  The  cost  of  these  works 
is  certified  at  £23,371).  Only  three  of  them  show 
an  unfavourable  result,  and  in  only  one  case — 
that  of  the  erection  of  Wargrave-buildings  on 
the  Boundary-street  area — is  the  excess  cost 
serious.  In  eleven  cases  the  works  have  been 

executed  at  a  total  saving  on  the  estimates  of 
£1,713.  The  net  result,  however,  owing  mainly 

to  the  excess  on  Wargrave-buildings,  is  that  the 
saving  on  final  estimates  for  the  half-year  is  only 
£.iS7.  At  the  end  of  the  return  is  a  statement 

showing  the  totals  of  the  actual  cost  and  of  the 
final  estimates  of  all  works  executed  by  the  de- 

partment since  its  creation  in  November,  1892. 
From  this  it  appears  that  works  estimated  to  cost 
£838,012  have  actually  cost  £883,232,  thus  show- 

ing a  loss  of  .£11, .590.  The  loss  shown  during 
the  existence  of  the  Works  Committee  and  pre- 
rious  to  the  reorganisation  of  the  department,  as 

the  result  of  the  special  inquiry,  was  £.H,'J54  : 
but  since  then  there  has  been  a  saving  of  £10,364. 
On  the  jobbing  works  which  have  been  carried 
out  since  1805,  when  the  schedule  of  prices  came 
into  operation,  there  has  been  a  total  balance  of 
c^st  below  schedule  value,  or  a  saving  of  £8,624. 

TiTE  Housing  of  the  Working  Classes  Com- 
mittee of  the  London  County  Council  intend, 

shortly  after  the  recess,  to  ask  the  sanction  of  the 
Council  to  a  large  scheme  for  housing  the  poor  in 
the  neighbourhood  of  Tooting.  The  site  of  the 

proposed  new  buildings  is  known  as  the  Totter- 
down  Fields  site,  and  consists  of  about  3S.^  acres. 
The  purchase  price  is  agreed  at  the  rate  of  £  1 ,  150 
an  acre,  so  that  the  total  amount  will  be  about 
£44,500.  The  site  is  close  to  the  terminus  of  the 

Council's  tramways,  and  the  other  means  of 
access  are  stated  to  be  good.  It  is  partly  in  the 
parish  of  Tooting  Graveney  and  partly  in  Streat- 
ham.  The  cottages  which  it  is  proposed  to  erect 
on  the  site  will  be  constructed  so  as  to  provide  for 
two  families  each.  They  will  each  consist  of  two 
self-contained  tenements,  one  of  two  and  one  of 
three  rooms.  Separate  gardens  will  be  provided 
for  each  tenement,  and,  on  an  average,  not  less 
than  3(1  cottages  will  lie  built  to  the  acre.  The 
rent  of  the  tenements  should  average  about  7s.  Gd. 
per  week.  It  is  not  anticipated  that  any  charge 
on  the  rates  will  be  involved  by  the  erection  of 
the  cottages.  As  the  Council  is  at  present 
obliged  to  repay  the  cost  of  the  land  and  build- 

ings in  GO  years,  it  is  upon  this  basis  that  all 
the  calculations  will  be  made.  The  committee 

;ire  unable  at  present  to  state  precisely  the  cost 
per  cottage,  but  it  is  probable  that  the  total  cost 
of  land,  roads,  and  buildings  will  be  about 
£500,000. 

TiiK  annual  distribution  of  prizes  to  the  suc- 
cessful students  at  the  Trades  Training  .School, 

l-reat  TitchSeld-street,  which  is  conducted  by 

the  Carpenters'  Company  and  other  City  guilds 
associated  with  the  building  trade,  took  plsco 

on  Wednesday  night  at  Carpenters'  Hall,  London 
Wall.     Jlr.  Arthur  Jacob  (master  of  the  Car- 

penters' Company)  occupied  the  chair.  Professor 

T.  Roger  Smith.'l'MM.B.A  ,  who  succeeded  the late  Professor  Banister  Fletcher  as  chairman  of 

the  joint  oommittee,  stated  that  the  individual 
students  attendinsr  the  school  during  the  year 
numbered  30".i.  This  was  the  largest  number 
that  they  had  yet  had,  and  was  almo.st  more  thun 
could  be  properly  arc.immodated  on  the  premises. 
Professor  W.  (J.  Uuwm,  F.U.S.,  distributed  the 

prizes.  At  the  same  time  he  presented  the  cer- 

tificates and  medals  gained  at  the  Cirpcnters' 
Company's  examinations  in  sanitary  building 
construction,  and  in  carpentry,  and  iu  the  archi- 

tectural and  building  construction  classes  at 

King's  College,  with  regard  to  which  a  special 
report  was  read  by  Jlr.  Stanton  W.  Preston 

(clerk  to  the  Carpenters'  Company).  Professor 
I'nwin  congratulated  the  successful  students  on 
having  fitted  themselves  to  face  the  problems  of 
industrial  life,  and  said  that  London  was  better 

off  by  something  having  been  added  to  the 

capabilities  of  its  workmen.  The  Great  Titch- 
field-street  School  filled  the  gap  between  the 
technical  school  and  the  workshop,  and  ho  thought 

that  the  Cirpenters'  Company  and  the  other  t.'ity 
Companies  concerned  deserved  great  credit  for 
providing  the£l,600  per  annum  required  to  carry 
on  the  work  there. 

Mr.  W.  H.  Lever  has  just  purchased  and 

presented  to  the  Jlayor  of  Bolton,  on  behalf  of 

the  town,  the  residence  known  as  The  llall-i'-th'- Wood,  the  birthplace  of  Samuel  Crompton,  the 
inventor  of  the  mule  spinning  frame.  A  com- 

bination of  the  spinning  jenny  by  Hargreayes, 
and  the  water  frame  by  Arkwright,  the  spinning 
mule  was  invented  in  1775,  and  worked  a 

marvellous  revolution  in  the  cotton- spinning 
world,  making  Bolton  a  most  prosperous  town. 
Samuel  Crompton,  who  died  in  1827,  lived  in 
comparative  indigence.  It  was  intended  that  a 
g^rant  should  have  been  given  him  by  Parliament, 
and  the  matter  was  in  the  hands  of  Mr.  Perceval 

to  be  brought  forward  in  Parliament  on  the 

night  that  the  Minister  was  shot  in  the  ■lobby  of 
the  House  of  Commons  by  Bellamy.  A  statue 

was  erected  to  the  memory  of  ("rompton,  in 
Xelson-square,  Bolton,  in  1862.  The  original 

spinning  mule  made  by  C'rompton  is  now  in Mere  Hall  Museum,  Bolton,  and  the  corporation 
have  also  recently  become  possessors  of  several 
other  relics  of  the  great  inventor. 

^xt^t  0ebjs, 
"WAOES  MOVBMENTS. 

The  Skilled  Labour  Market.— The  monthly 
memorandum  of  the  Labour  Department  of  the 
Board  of  Trade  states  that  the  state  of  employment 
during  November  continued  good.  The  proportion 
of  unemployed  iu  the  trade-unions  makmg  returns 
was  2"2  per  cent.,  compared  with  2  3  per  cent,  in 
October,  and  2  3  per  cent,  in  Xovember,  ISOS. 
Employment  in  the  building  trades,  though  still 
good,  is  scarcely  so  active  in  some  branches.  The 
percentage  of  unemployed  union  members  among 
carpenters  and  plumbers  at  the  end  of  November 
was  1-5,  compared  with  PI  in  October,  and  also  in 
November  of  last  year.  In  the  furnishing  trades 
employment  has  remained  steady,  the  percentage  of 
unemployed  union  members  at  the  end  of  November 
being  the  same  as  in  October,  and  also  in  November, 
1898— viz  ,  2-3. 

Clyde  Timber  Trade.— In  the  Clyde  district 
correspondents  announce  that  trade  continues  good. 
Housebuilding,  shipbuilding,  and  the  furniture 
factories  are  all  reported  busy,  and  the  sawmills  are 
fully  occupied.  For  pine  and  spruce  the  market  is 
still  very  firm,  and  a  fair  amount  of  business  is 
passing  at  the  recent  advances.  Imports  both  at 
Glasgow  and  Greenock  have  been  light  for  the 
week.  At  the  latter  place  the  j)ii*ry  trade  is 
reported  rather  slack. 

The  rural  district  council  of  Spilsby  have  increased 
the  salary  of  Mr.  T.  A.  Busbridge,  their  surveyor, 
from  £200  to  £2."i0  a  year. 

Arrangements  will  shortly  be  concluded  between 
the  Brighton  Kailway  Company  and  the  Gordon 
Hotels,  Ltd.,  under  which  the  Grosvenor  Hotel, 
recently  purchased  by  the  H.-ighton  C  mipany,  will 
be  entirely  remodelled  and  brought  up  to  date  and 
opened  for  the  next  London  season,  under  the 
administration  of  the  Cordon  Hotels,  Ltd.  The 
furnishing  and  decorations  will  be  carried  out  by 

Messrs.  Maple  and  Co.  Important  structural  altera- 
tions, involving  the  closing  of  the  hotel  for  three  or 

four  months,  will  be  immediately  undertaken  under 
the  supervision  of  Mr.  Alfred  Waterhouse,  H.A., 

and  Mr.  Morgan,  the  Brighton  Company's  engineer. 

L. 
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LATEST     PRICES. 
IBON,    fto. Per  ton.  Per  ton. 

RoUud-Iron  Joists,  Belgian      £6    0    0    to    £6  10    0 
RoUed-Stttel  Joists.  English          8    5    0,,       900 
WroHght-Iron  Girder  Plates        8  16    0    „       9  15    0 
Bar  b on,  good  Staffs        8    7    6,,       «    7    6 Do.,  Lowmoor,  Flat,  Bound,  or 
Square         17  17    6 

Do.,  Welsh           6  IS    0 

Boiler  Platt-a,  Iron — South  Statls        T  17    8    „       8    6    0 
Best  Sneduhill      10    0    0    „     10  10    0 

Angles  108.,  Tecs  20fl.  per  ton  extra. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  for  bonding,  &o.,  £6  Ion. 
Builders'  Hoop  Iron,  galvamsed,  £15  IDs.  Od.  per  ton. 
Galvanised  Corrugated  Sheet  Iron — No.  18  to  20.  No.22to24. 

8ft.    to    8ft.     long,    inclusive    Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
gauge   £U  10    0    ...£15    0    0 Best  ditto      15    0    0    ...    15    5    0 

Per  ton.  Per  ton. 
Caat-Iron  Columns      £9    0    0    to   £9  15    0 
Cast-iron  Stanchions        9    0    0,,       9  16    0 
Rolled-Iron  Fencing  Wire        10  16    0    „     1115    0 
RoUed-Steel  Fencing  Wire      10  15    0    „     1115    0 

„         „  „       GalTanised.    H    0    0    „     20    0    0 
Cast-iron  Sash  Weights         6  17    6    „       8    0    0 
Cut  Claap  Nails.  .3in.  to  6in       10    0    0    „     11    0    0 
Cut  Fluor  lirads        9  16    0    „     10  16    0 

Wire  NaiLj  (Points  de  Paris) — 
0  to  7      8       9      10       11        12        18      14        16     B.W.G. 

12'-      12/6  1.")-  18/9    14  6     15,'6   16/6    18/3   20/3    per  CWt. 
Cast-iron  Socket  Pipes — 

Sin.  diameter        £6  17    8    to   £7    5    0 
4in.  to6in        6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
7in.  to  24in.  (all  sizes)         6  15    0    „       7    0    0 
[Coated  with  composition,  2a.  6d.  perwn  extra;  tnmed 

&nd  bored  joints,  5s.  per  ton  extra.] 
Pig  Iron—  Per  ton. 

Cold  Bla-st,  Lilleahall       1058.  to  110a. 
Hot  Blast,  ditto          678.  6d.  to  62a.  6d. 

Wrought-Iron  "Tubefl  and  Fittings— Discount  off  Standard 
Lists  f.o.b.  :— Gas-Tubea    62Jp.o. 
Water-Tubes      57}  „ 
Steam-Tubes      86j  „ 
Galvanised  Gas-Tubes    60     „ 
Galvanised  Water-Tubes   45     „ 
Galvanised  Steam-Tabea    40     ,, 

lOcwt.  casks.  6cwt.  caaka. 
Per  ton.  Per  too 

Zinc,  English    £33    0  0  to  £34  0    0 
Do.,  VicUle  Montague      34  10  0  „  85  16 
Sheet  Lead,  31b.  per  sq.  ft.  super.    20    0  0  „  21  0 
Pig  Lead,  in  Icwt.  pigs       18    0  0  „  19  0 
Lead  Shot,  in  281b.  bags      23    0  0  „  24  0 
CopperSheeta, sheathing  androda    95  15  0  „  98  0 
Copper,  British  Cake  and  Ingot...    75    0  0  „  76  0 
Tin,  Straits     115    0  0  „  118  6 
Do.,  English  IngoU     119    0  0  „  120  0 
Spelter,  Silesian      20    5  0 

TIUBES. 
Teak,  Bunnah   per  load  £11  10 

Bangkok          11    0 
Quebec  Pme,  yellow   ,    ...  4  16 

„    Oak        „    ...  4  12 
„    Birch          I,    ...  3    7 
„    Elm    ,    ...  4    2 
„    Ash    ,    ...  3    7 

Dantsic  and  Memel  Oak     „    ...  2  10 
Fir     3    0 

Wainscot,  Riga  p.  log  ...     „    ...  2  12 
Lath,  Dantaic,  p.f   ,    ...  4 

St.  Peterabuig       „    ...  4 
Greenheart          „    ...  7 
Box       „    ...  7 

Sequoia,  U.8.A   per  cube  foot  0 
Mahogany,  Cuba,  per  super  foot 

lin.  thick     0 
Honduras 

„  Mexican  . 
,,  African    . Cedar,  Cuba   
,,   Honduras    .... Sfttinwood   

Walnut,  Italian   American 

10 
0 

15 
0 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0  10'
 

0 
2    3 

20  10 

to  £17    0 16  10 
8    5 

6  16 

6  16 
4     7 
4    2 

4    9 
4    0 
4  10 
6  10 

8  10 
8    0 

0 
2 

51  „ 
4i  ,. 
at,, 

3}„ 

4  „ 

3i„ 

16 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
11 

0  7J 

0  6 
0  4 

0  5 
04i 

0  3} 

1  » 

0  71 

4    6 

Deals,  per  St.  Petersburg  Standard,  120— laft.  by  l|in. 

by  Um.  :— 

Quebec,  Pine,  Ist      £20    0 
„  2nd      15    0 
„  8rd         9    0 

Canada  Spruce,  Ist        9  10 
„  2nd  and  3rd         8  15 

I  New  Brunswick         8    0 
I  Riga           9  10 
I  St.  Petersburg      10  10 
i  Swedish      11    0 
Finland        9  10 

i  White  Sea      13  10 Battens,  all  sorts           5    0 

Flooring  Boards,  per  square  of  lin.  :-^ 
iBt  prepared     £0  10 

I     2nd  ditto          0    9 
Other  qualities           0    6 

Staves,  per  standard  M : — I      U.S.  ditto   £37  10 
i      Memel.  cr.  pipe      220    0 

Memel,  brack     190    0 
I  OILS. 
;  Linseed   per  tun  £21  12 

to  £27    0 

„  17  10 
„  11    0 
„  12  10 
„  9  10 
„  0    0 
„  10  10 
„  17  10 „  IS    0 

„  11  10 „  21     0 

„  16    0 

„  £0  16 

„  0  12 
„  0  11 

£4S 

i30 

21.0 

Rapea«?d,  English  pale...      „    ...  24  1) 
Do.,  brown           „    ...  23    5 
Cottonaeed,  refined           ,,    ...  19  15 
Olive.  Spanish        „    ...  35    5 
,«eal.  p^Je          „     ...  21     0 
Cocoanut,  Cochin          „    ...  29    0 

,  Do.,  Ceylon        „    ...  25    6 
i  Palm.  Lagos    25  10 
;  Olcinc        ,•    ...  18  16 T.uliricating  tr.S   per  gal.  0    8 
Pftroleum.  reflned        „    ...  0    0 

I  Tar,  Stockholm   perbarrel  1    6 
Do.,  Archangel     0  19 

I  Turpentine,  Ajneiian...per  tun  32  10 

to  £21  17 

„  24  15 „  23  10 „  2)     5 
„  85  10 „  22    0 

„  29    5 
„  25  10 „  2S    0 
„  19  16 

„  0    7 

,.  0 ..  1 

..  1 

„  33 

0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
0 

0  oi 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Dunoon-E«st  Bay  Improvement      £10?,  £50,  £26     J.  Valrose  Clcry,  Town  Clerk,  Dunoon   .Tan.  31 
Bamflley-8t.  Ivlward  nitir«>h  and  Vicarage,  Kingaton-plaoe  ...  £50.  £.'1^,  £-20    lAncawter  and  Son.  rhurch-street,  Bamsley,  Yorkshire      Feb.  12 
Doncaater-Ix.lation  Hospital  Ml  bedul    £1',  (m»rifed).  £15      F.  E.  NiflioUon,  Sulii  iter,  f.D.f".  Offices,  Doncaster   ,     28 
Belfast— -V.wembly  H*ll  and  Central  OfHcM       £lOO,  £50,  £25     W.  D.  K  ikin.  1-.!.  May-street.  Belfast       Mar.  12 
Walsall  -  Municipal  Buildio:;s  (Assessor!       Five  selected,  £lO}eacii       John  I!.  Toop^r.  Town  Clerk's  Office.  Walsall         „     31 
Harrogate —Northern  Police  Convalescent  Home     The  Hon.  Secret^iry.  St.  George's.  Harrogate        — 
Olajgow-Oeneral  Hospital  (I,20D).  Stobhill  Estate,  Spriogbnm  £200,  £160,  £100,  £50   Jas.  n.  Motion.  Parish  Council  Chmbra.,  33,  Co«hrane-st.,  Glasgow      — 

LIST    OF    TENDERS    OPEN. 

BUILDINQS. 

Baatrick— Rebuilding  Junction  Inn     Halifax  Brewery  Co   
Lifford— Alterations  to  County  House    Donegal  County  Council    
Middlesbrough- Shops,  &c   
Cammachmore— House      Miga  Campbell   
Whitby-Two  Shelter  Seats    Urban  District  Council   
Bradford- Warehouse  and  Shed.  CroMley  Hall  Dyeworks   
Cardilf-Keoeiving  and  Lunatic  Wards  at  Workhouse     Guardians    
Barry-OiUces    School  Board   
Ovenden— House  and  Stable   
Rawmarsh -Mixed  School,  South-«treet    '..  School  Boaii.   Bangor,  Co.  Down— Hotel   

Gainsborough— House  at  Waterworks     Urban  District  Council   '.   Eochford— Two  Cells  and  Shed  at  Workhouse     Guardians   
Halifax— Pair  of  Semi-detached  Villas,  Moorside  Estate    ... 
Barry-School  Board  Offices    School  Board   
Glasgow— Extension  of  St.  Enoch  Station     Glasgow  and  South-Weatem  Ry.  Co. 
Falkirk-Five  Double  Cottages,  Mungalhead-road     Falkirk  Building  Society   Blackburn —Two  Warehouses       
Wellingborough— Corridor  and  Bathroom  at  Workhouae     Guardians    '.   !.!.!!!.!!.!.... Braemar- Isolation  no3j)ital    Deeside  District  Committee   
Upper  Holloway,  N.— Chimney  Shaft.  St.  John's-rJ.  Workhouse  St.  Mary.  Islington,  Guardians   
London,  E.C.— Artisans'  Dwellinga,  Plumbers-pl.  Area,  City-rd  Shoreditch  Vestry    Bramley— Five  Houses,  Hongh-lane    
Walthamatow— Eustie-Work  Bandstand,  Forest-road     Urban  District  Councii   
Kendal— Shelter,  Abbot  Hall  Recreation  Ground    Town  Council      
Oarlisle— Factory,  London-road     Jos.  Tiften   
Embleton— Renovations  to  Paradise     Mrs.  Benson   
Thrapston— Infirmary  at  Workhouse    Guardians    
Devonport— Demolition  of  Old  Bear  Creek  Oil  Store    
Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Offices  and  PupU  Teachers'  Centre     School  Board   
Aberystwith— Two  Villas,  Llandabam-road     Thomas  Owen    
Donington— Tool-House    Parish  Council   
Morecambe -Villas  and  Stables,  Orove-street      Mrs.  Emary    
Cardonagh— Station  Buildings    Londonderry&LoughSwilly  Ey.Co. 
Thrapston— Additions  to  Woodford  House   
Belper— Enlarging  Manual  Workshop     School  Board   
Glasgow— Extensions  to  Whitevale  Tramways  Depot    Corporation    
Aahton-tmder-Lyne  -  Shops,  I've,  Old-street    
Oldham— Public  Baths.  Hathershaw    Corporation    
JBorough,  aE.— Strengthening  Floors  at  Stores,  4,  Mermaid-ct.  Metropolitan  Aiiylums  Board   
Cilybebyll— Isolation  Hospiial    Pontardawe  Hospital  Committee  ... 
Beaaingby— Additions  to  Farmhouse   
Streatham  Hill,  S.W.— Additions  to  St.  Anne's  Home     St.  Pancras  Guardians    
Hoxton,  N.— Costermongers'  Stalls.  Nile-street       Shoreditch  Vestry    
West  Hampstead— Branch  Public  Library.  Westbere-road     St.  John's  Vestry   
Bridlington  (iuay— Dwelling  Houses.  Bessingby  Estate    A.  G.  W.  Wright   
Chapel-Saint-I^onards— Rebuilding  Primitive  MethodistChapel    
Whitley— Council  Offices,  Fire  Brigade  House,  and  Stores       Whitley  and  Monkseaton  U.D.C.  ... 
Birmingham — Additions  to  Coachman's  House  at  Workhouse..  Guardians    
Swindon— Additional  Hospital  Buildings.....    Swindon  and  Dis.  Hospital  Board... 
Oswestry— Market  Extension      "Town  Council    
Eastbourne- Bandstand.  Grand  Parade      Pleasure  Grounds  Committee   
Liversedge- Millbridge  Upper  School     School  Board   
Llangollen— Alterations  and  Additions  to  Courthouse     
Preston— Post  and  Inland  Revenue  Offices     H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works   
Heamoor— School    Madron  School  Board   
London,  S.E.— Disinfecting  Hotise  at  Lambeth  loflrmary       Lambeth  Guardians    
Kilkeel— Masonic  Hall   
Grimsby- Workhouse  Extension    Guardians    
Birkenhead— Electricity  Generating  Station,  Craven-street    Corporation    
Chadderton— County  Police  Station  and  Courtroom    Standing  Joint  Committee    
■Willesden -Foundations,  \-c.,  for  Infirmary,  Acton-lane    Guardians   
Kentish  Town,  N.W.— Public  Baths  and  Waahhouses     St.  Pancras  Vestry   
Sunderland-School  Buildings.  High  Barnes  Estate       School  Board   
Hemingfleld— House  and  Stablo   
Cloughton -Cottages      H.  E.  Donner     
Walham  Green,  S.W.-Block  of  Flats   
Southerdown— Additions  to  Marine  Hotel     R.  T.  Davis    
Horwich— Enlargement  of  British  Schools,  Lee-Lane   
Cambridge— Corrugated  Shed  (40ft.  by  SOft.)   
Bawtenstall— Showrooms,  ,^'c    Eastwood  and  CleRg    
Farsley- Eight  Hou-ses    
Sheffield— Works.  Buildings,  &c.,  Walkley-lane     O.  A.  Uilne    
Whalley  Range —Presbyterian  Church   
.Belfast— Improvements  to  Licensed  Premises,  Roden-street    A.  and  D.  Rboney    
Muckamore— Repairing  and  Ventilating  Presbyterian  Church   
Rawtenstall— Bakery  and  Stables     Hartley  and  Co   
Donhead  St.  Andrew— Rerooflng  South  Aisle  of  Church     
Llanfairfechan— Shop  Premises  and  House    Peter  Jones    
Rawtenstall— Alterations  to  Bishop  Blaize  Hotel   
Carlisle -Cookery  School,  Ashley-street     School  Board   
liOng  Eaton— Five  Shops   
Bromsgrove- Four  Cottages    Highways  Committee   
Tweeds— Two  Through  Dwclling-Housea,  FranUand-terraee   
Gisbume— Dining-lt'jom.  i!cc..  Commercial  Hotel    John  Oreen      
Arbroath— Slaughter-IIouses      
Styrrup-Rebuildiog  White  Swan  Inn    Worksop  &  Retford  Brewery  Co.  ... 
Bradford— Three  Through  Houses  in  Chesham-street   ■   
North  Shields— Business  Premises,  Saville^street    Isaac  Black   
Ashington -Schools  at  New  Hirst   
Southcnd-on-.Sea  -  Nelson  Hotel,  Prittlewell    Joseph  Betrj   
Great  Yarmouth— Four  Houses,  Alderaon-road   
Hunalet-Four  Houses  antl  Shops.  Jack-lane   John  HoUings    
New  Shoreham  —  Releading  or  Slating  Chancel  Roof     
Denby  Orange— Twenty  Beehive  Coke  Ovens   :   

W.  Clement  Williams.  Architect,  29.  Southgate,  Halifax   
J.  R.  A.  Ferguson.  M.E.,  Cotinty  Surveyor.  The  Rock, Londonderry 
Robt.  Moore.  Architect,  27,  Albert-road.  Middlesbrough    
Walker  and  Duncan,  AJrchitects,  3,  Golden-square,  Aberdeen   
Thos.  Keat  Scott,  Surveyor,  Flowergate,  Whitby   
J.  W.  C.  Atkinson.  Architect.  1,  Ivegate,  Bradford   

Edwin  Seward,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Queen's  Chambers,  Cardiff   
George  Thomas.  F.S.I..  Architect,  Queen's  Chambers,  Cardiff    
Jackson  and  Fox,  Architect,  7,  Raw.wn-street.  Halifax   
J.  Platts,  Architect,  old  Bank  Buildings.  High-street,  P.otherham . 
James  0.  Lindsay,  Architect,  1,  OlengaU-place,  Belfast   
Percy  Griiliths,  A.M  I.C.E.,  54,  Parliament-street,  Westminster   
Frederic  Oregson,  Clerk,  Alexandra-street,  Southend   
Richard  Horsfall  and  Son,  Architects.  22a.  Commercial-st.,  Halifax 

George  Thomas,  Architect,  Queen's  Chamber.^!,  Cardiff   F.  H.  Gillies,  Secretary.  St.  Enoch  Station.  Glasgow    
Thomas  M.Copland.  Architect,  S7.  High-street,  Falkirk      
Cheers  and  Smith,  Architects,  21,  Richmond-terrace,  Blackburn    ... 
Sharman  and  Archer.  Architects.  Wellingborough   
Jenkins  and  Marr,  C.E.  and  Architects,  IG,  Bridge-st.,  Aberdeen  ... 
William  Smith.  Architect,  63,  Chancery-lane,  W.C   
Rowland  Plumbe,  F.E.I.B.A.,  Architect,  13,  Fitzroy-square,  W   
William  Shackleton.  Architect,  2,  Somerset- road,  Pudsey....   
G.  W.  Holmes.  A.M.I  C.E. ,  Surveyor,  Walthamstow   

E.  Hampton  Clucas,  M.S..\.,  Boro'  Surveyor.  Town  Hall.  Kendal... 
H.  H.  m)dgkinson.  Architect,  Scotch-street.  Carlisle   , 
M.  Temple  Wilson,  A.S.I.,  Architect,  Alnwick   
Blackwell  and  Thomson,  Architects.  Parkstile  Chambers,  Kettering 
The  Borough  Electrical  Engineer,  Technical  Schools,  Devonport  ... 
W.  H.  Knowles,  F.S.A.,  Archt.,37,  Grainger-at.,  Newcistle-on-Tyne 
J.  Arthur  Jones,  Architect,  7,  Queen's-terrace,  Aberystwith    A.  G.  Fletcher,  Clerk.  Donington    
A.  Lancelot  Lang.  .Architect,  12.i,  Pedder-street,  Morecambe   
Fred.  Dawson,  Secretary,  Shipquay-street  Buildings,  Londonderry 
Wilfred  Plevins,  Woodford  House,  Thrapston    
Hunter  and  Woodhouse,  Architects,  Belper    
John  Young,  General  Manager,  8S.  Renfleld-street,  Glasgow    
Georgeand  Son,  Old-square,  Ashton-under-Lyne      
S.  A.  Pickering,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Surveyor,  Town  Hall,  Oldham  .. 
T.  Duncombe  Mann,  aerk,  Norfolk  H..  Norfolk-st.,  Strand,  W.C, 
John  Morgan,  Surveyor,  Herbert  Chambers,  Pontardawe   
J.  Eamshaw,  M.S.A.,  Architect,  Carlton  House,  Bri.Uington  Quay. 
Salter,  Issott,  and  Salter,  Archts.,  13.  Pbo:nLx-street.  St.  Pancras  .. 
J.  Rush  Dixon,  A.M.I.C.E..  Engineer,  town  Hall,  Old-street,  E.C. 
Arthur  P.  Johnson,  Vestry  Clerk,  Haverstock  Hill,  N.W   
J.  Eamshaw,  M.S.A.,  ArchitAt,  Carlton  House,  Bridlington  Quay 
D.C'row.  Farmer,  Chapel-Saint-Leonarda   
J.  P.  Spencer,  A.M.I.C  E.,  13.  Grainger-st.  West.  Newcistle-on-T. 
W.  H.  Ward,  Architect.  Paradise-street.  Birmingham    
Halliday  and  Rodger,  Architects,  11,  High-street,  Cardiff    
G.  William  Lacey,  C.E..  Borough  Engineer,  Guildhall,  Oswestry  ... 
R.  M.  Gloyne,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Eastbourne 
Alfred  E.  Rhodes,  Architect.  Cemetery-road,  Heokmondwike   
The  County  Surveyor,  Denbigh   

The  Secretary.  H.M.  Office  of  Works,  &o.,  Storey's  Gate,  S.W   Oliver  Caldwell,  F.R.I.B. A.,  Penzance   
S.  R.  J.  Smith,  Archt.,  11  and  15,  York  Buildings,  Adelphi,  W.C... 
R.  B.  Wray,  Kilmorey  Arms  Hotel.  Kilkeel.  Ireland    
Herbert  C  Scaping.  Architect,  i.  ourt  Chambers.  Great  Grimsby   
C.  Brownridge.  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Eng.,  Town  Hall, Birkenhead  ... Henry  Littler.  .Architect,  County  Offices,  Preston   

A.  Saxon  Snell,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Southampton Bldgs..  Chan •3ry-l.,W.C. 
T.  W.  .\ldwinckle,  F.R.I.B. A.,  Architect,  1,  Victoria-street,  S.W... 
T.  W.  Bryers,  Clerk,  Sunderland   
John  Robinson,  Wombwell    

Charles  Edeson,  Architect,  5,  Huntriis-row,  Scarborough   
Albert  O.  Hastilow,  Architect.  HH,  Upper  Richmond-road,  Putney. 
Scddon  and  Carter.  Archts.,  Bjnk  Buildings,  St.  Mary-st ,  Cardiff.. 
E.  W.  Dyson,  Architect.  17,  Lee-lane,  Horwich   
Pamplin  Bros.,  Cherry  Hinton  Works.  Cambridge   
F.  Qobson,  Architect,  Burnley-road.  Rawtenstall   
J.  P.  ICav,  Architect.  34,  Prudential  Buildings.  I.-eds   
Henry  Webster,  Archt,,  St.  Mary's  Chmbrs.,  Norfolk-row,  Sheffield 
Fred  \V.  Dixon,  Architect,  'Trevelvan  liuildings.  Manchester   
W.  J.  Moore,  Architect,  'WhitehaU  Buildings,  Ann-street,  Belfast .. J.  Hawthorne,  Duna.lry   
F.  J.  ITobson.  Architect.  King-street,  Rawtenstall    
W.  E.  Kmg,  Donhead  lyodge,  Salisbury    
Richard  Hall.  .Vrchitect.  Bangor  ..    
John  Baxter.  Limited,  Glen  Top,  Waterfoot    
T.  Taylor  Scott,  F.R.I.B  A  ,  Architect.  13,  Lowther-street,  Carlisle. 
Ernest  1!.  Ridgway.  M.S. I.,  Architect,  Long  Eiton   
Hone  House,  Kew  Green   
A.  Philpotts,  .5.  T.^opold-road,  LeeSs   
Thos.  Bell.  Architect,  14.  Gritnshawe-street,  Burnley   
Hugh  Gavin.  Architect.  Arbroath    
Vallancc  and  Westwick,  .\rchts..  White  Hart  Chambars.  Mansfield 
R.  Drake.  Archil,  ct.  142.  .-Vllerton-road,  Allerton   .-. 
Hope  and  Maxwell.  Architects,  Trinity  Buildings,  Newcastle-on-T. The  Secretarv.  Colliery  Office,  Ashington      

Greenhalgh  x  Brockbank,  Archts.,  Bank  Chmbs.,  Southcnd-on-Sea 21,  Howard-stn^t^t  South.  Great  Yarmouth    ■■ 
W.  Mason  Coggill.  .Architect,  Beach-grove,  Stourton     
F.  C.  Pilmore,  Parish  Warden.  3,  Western-road,  New  Shoreham  . 
F.  H.  Waterhouse,  Mngr.,  Denby  Orange  ColUeries,  near  WakeBeld 
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Blackburn-Overhead  Line  Equipment      Corporation       Lacey,  Clirehugh.  &  Sillar,  Engineers,  2,  ftueen  Annc's-gate,  S.W.  Deo.  23 
Moriev— Sinking  Well    Sewag,'  Puritlcation  Committee    W.  E.  Putman,  Borough  Engineer.  Town  Hall.  Morley   ,  27 
Gloucester -Electrical  Plant    Electricity  .Supply  Committee    Robert  Hammond.  M.I.C.E..  Engineer.  64,  Victoria-street,  S.W.  ...    „  2S 
Wigston-Concrete  Carrier,  &c    Urtxin  l>i»trict  Council    The  Surveyor's  OHic-?.  32.  Bell-street.  \Vig<ton  Magna       „  28 
HuU— Plant.  Sculcoates-lane  Electric  Lighting  Works     Electric  Lighting  Committee     T.  G.  Miln.^r,  City  Treisurer.  Town  Hall,  Hull      ,,  2S 
Twickenham— Machinery,  &c.,  Mogden  Isolation  Hospital     Joint  Isolation  Hospital  Committee  F.  C  Grcrillc-Snuth.  Clerk,  172.  High-s'reet,  Hounslow         »  29 
Panama— Aqueduct    The  Commercial  Dept.  of  the  Foreign  Office,  Whitehall,  S.W    39 
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THE    RENAISSANCE    IN    ̂ VMERICA 
AND    ENGLAND. 

LATELY  there  have  been  iiulicatious  in 

the  architeotiual  world  that  the  develop- 
ments of  our  everyday  building  art  is  not 

all  that  can  bo  desired.  A\'e  have  lately 
discussed  the  opinions  of  some  leaders  of 
what  go  by  the  names  of  Gothic  and  llenais- 
sance  amongst  us,  each  attempting  to  prove, 
and  with  much  reason,  that  both  these 
developments  are  capable  of  subserving  our 
wants,  if  they  are  not  pressed  to  a  literal 
rendering  of  those  once  logical  and  national 
styles.  Everyone  can  now  see  that  for  the 
last  :200  years  or  more  we  have  been  mis- 

taking representative  or  imitational  for  real 
living  architecture.  We  need  only  now 
allude  to  the  papers  read  by  Mr.  Basil 
Champneys  at  Manchester,  and  by  Mr.  W. 
Emerson  at  the  Institute  of  British  .Archi- 

tects, which  deal  with  this  subject  from 
rather  different  points  of  view,  though  practi- 

cally arriving  atthe  same  conclusion — tnat  we 
possess  in  these  two  great  developments  of 
architecture  all  the  elements  of  a  truly 
national  expression,  without  going  out  of  our 
way  to  introduce  any  so-called  new  style. 
A  paper  by  Mr.  Ralph  Adams  Cram,  of 

Boston,  read  at  the  Annual  Convention  of 
the  American  Institute  of  Architects  at 
Pittsburgh  last  month,  on  the  influence  of 
the  French  School  on  American  architecture 

is  interesting,  as  showing  that  our  friends 
across  the  Atlantic  are  seriously  taking 
stock  of  the  number  of  architectural  "dis- 

pensations" they  have  had  during  the  last 
haU-century.  Three  or  four  distinct  revivals 
have  taken  place.  There  was  the  "Queen 

Anne,"  the  Romanesque,  and  later  the 
^'  Colonial  excitement,"  the  latter  being  a 
more  national  development,  arising  out  of 
historical  associations,  or,  as  Mr.  Cram  says, 
ethnical  continuity.  Lastly,  the  "  Parisian 
Renaissance  of  the  Boulevards "  has  been 
imported,  and  to  this  style  the  author  devotes 
his  chief  attention.  Each  of  these  styles 
were  enthusiastically  received.  The  first  three 
have  passed  away  as  mere  fashions,  and  the 
author  asks  if  this  is  to  be  the  fate  of  the 

latest  that  "  we  have  imported  with  our 
champagne  and  Easter  millinery."  It  is 
admitted  that  there  was  some  good  in  them. 
The  Queen  Anne  craze,  we  are  told,  served 
the  part  of  the  swallow  of  salt  water 

in  the  case  of  sea-sickness — it  prepared 
the  system.  Romanesque  gave  us  some  idea 
of  what  vigour  and  power  and  honesty  meant 
in  our  work  ;  Colonial  suggested  the  value 
of  historical  continuity;  and  the  Parisian 
Renaissance,  it  is  thought,  will  do  more  good 
than  any  of  the  others.  But  is  it  the  reve- 

lation of  all  truth — "the  last  word  in  our 

architectural  development"  ':  Mr.  Cram, 
while  admitting  the  good  these  studies  in 
styles  have  left,  says,  "  In  time  we  shall 
come  to  discriminate  between  what  is  per- 

manent and  what  is  evanescent  in  the  move- 

ment." "We  take  both— wo  accept  the  letter of  the  stylo  as  well  as  the  spirit.  The  motive 
is  good,  the  style  bad.  Our  American 
brethren  are  beginning  at  last,  like  our- 

selves, to  see  the  underlying  principles  of 
these  systems,  and  to  appraise  at  a  lower 
value  the  style  itself — the  mere  accidents  of 
form  and  detail.  It  is  this  sense  of  funda- 

mental law  in  architecture  that  has  come 
over  the  dream  of  American  work,  and  is 
gradually  supplanting  the  ;i'sthetic  anarchy 
that  has  till  now  prevailed.  Wo  in  England 
nave  also  yet  to  learn  self-restraint— the  sub- 

ordination of  personality  to  "  something  that  I 

is  larger  than  the    individual."     AVe  have 
hardly  yet  got  out  of  the  chaos  which  our 
desire  to  introduce  new  stylos  and  to  follow 
leaders  of  fashion  has  led  us  into.  AVe  must 
admit  also  the  force  of  the  indictment  that 

"our  architectural  education  has  been  (till 

lately)    primary,    not     even    rudimentary." Architects  and  artists  in  all  the  crafts  have 
been  content  to   teach  all  that  pertains  to 
certain  styles  and  periods,  to  outside  matters, 

to  instruct  students  in  corK    •■  drawings  of 
Greek,   Gothic,  and  Ilenaissav       to  observe 
closely  the  rules  of  orders  and  6,    inances,  of 
decoration,  the  principles  and  detaJtin  design- 

ing churches  and  palaces  of  the  i:5th  and  1  .jth 
century,   to    award  prizes    and   medals   for 
the  most   complete    copies  :  but  as   to   the 
rudimentary  questions   of  plan,   good  con- 

struction and    composition,  hygienic   rules, 
and  a  hundred  .  other  matters,  our  students 
are  still  left  to  find  out  for  themselves.     Our 
masters  and  our  schools  are  no  doubt  cor- 

recting this  mistake ;  rudimentary  subjects 
are  taught   in   theiu,   but  yet  in  a  kind  of 
fragmentary  and  inconclusive  manner,  as  we 
have  often  shown  in  these  pages.     We  must 
recur  to  rudiments  as  the  basis  of  all  style 
worth    anything    if    we    are   to   show   real 
progress  in  art :  such,  for  example,  as  those 
questions  relating   to   materials,    plan,  and 
construction,  not    taking    them  exclusively 
from  books,   but  from  individual  efforts  to 
master  their  proper  natural  relations  to  any 
particular  building.    The  author,  speaking  of 
the   architectural    reform    in   America — the 

craze  for  the  Parisian  style — writes:  "This 
is  the  phase  of  the  new  re</iiae  that  I  must 
protest   against,    not  the    big  principles  of 
planning,  composition,  and  design,  not  even 
the  methods  of  teaching  these,  but  the  narrow 
enthusiasm  that  confuses  a  cheap  and  facile 

style  with   principles  that  are  really  funda- 
mental.    If  the  advocates  of  the  new  school 

would  only  take  their  stand  on  the  really 
unassailable  principles  that  drive  them,  in- 

stead of  in  the  casual  style  that  happens  to 
be  associated   with    them   for  the  moment, 
there  could  be  no  chance  for  a  quarrel.    Only 
too  often  they  do  not  do  this,  as  is  proved  by 
the   fact  that   the   public   believes  that  the 
style  of  the  Parisian  boulevards  is  the  end 
and  aim  of  the  whole  movement.     It  is  un- 

fortunate that  this  most  salutary  movement 
should  be  linked  with  a  style  so  limited  and 
so  superficial.     France  is  the  only  European 
country  where   there  is  a  logical  system  of 
training,  and  France  has  preserved  the  style 
of  the  Renaissance  with  more  vitality  than  it 
has  been  elsewhere.     In  England,  Germany, 

America,   it  was  quite   dead,   though,    un- 
forhinately,  unburied."   There  is  a  good  deal 
of  truth  in  this  argument.     In  France  tho 
new     scholasticism     has     helped     to     keep 
the  style    alive ;    in   America    it   has   boon 
galvanised  into   life,  but   we   do   not  think 
this  is  quite  true  as  regards  England.    The 
style  made  a  deep  impression  here  ;    it  took 
root,  and  became  a  national  growth,  though 
mixed  with  Tudor  during  the  lOLizabethan, 
Jacobean,   and   17th-century  periods.     Such 
examples    as   Holland   House,    Hrownshill, 
Audley  End,  Kirby  Hall,  Hatfield,  are  surely 
evidences  that  Renaissance  found  a  homo  in 

England.     In    America   it    did  not.     There 
has  been  no  progressive  movement,  as  with  us, 
from  the  16th  to  the  early  IHh.  century  ;  the 

style  has  never  taken  a  deep  root.     We  can- 
not boast  of  the  work  executed  in  France 

during  the  reign  of  Francis  I.,  such  as  the 
Chateau    de    Blois,    the  grand  esoalior  for 
instance,  or  the  Chateau  de  (  hambord,  the 
Palace  at  Fontainebleau,  or  the  Louvre,  or 
that  at  Versailles^all  of  which  are  imbued 
with  the  true  spirit  of  the  style.     Wo  lost  tho 
thread   when  we    began    to   import  foreign 
versions  of  (.'lassie  at  a  later  date,  when  we 
abandoned  our  national  Gothic  planning  and 
substituted    Classic    models.     Imitation,  or 
affectation,  has  no  doubt  been  more  regarded 
than  principles  of  design;  indeed,  whatever 
may  be  said  of  later  revivals  of  Renaissance  in 

England  and  .Vmerica,  we  cannot  say  the  same 
of  that  of  France.  The  style  has  adapted 
itself  to  the  many  changes  and  vicissitudes  of 
the  Empire,  and  we  can  endorse  the  remark 

that  "  the  Parthenon  would  be  grotesque  in 

Paris ;  Gamior's  Opera  House  is  admirable." The  Renaissance  of  the  boulevards  expresses 

the  time,  the  people,  and  the  civilisation. 

"  Therefore,"  says  Mr.  Cram,  "  it  is  a  thou- 
sand times  more  respectable  than  the 

archx'ological  Gothic  of  the  i:ith  century 
pasted  over  the  outsido  of  the  English  Law- 
courts,  or  tho  barbaric  solemnities  of  the 

Auvergne  when  they  try  to  express  li)th- 

century  Protestantism."  While  admitting 
that  tho  style  is  not  well  chosen,  we 

must  allow  that  Street's  great  edifice  is 
masterful  in  plan  and  structural  expression. 
It  is  not  tho  servile  imitation  of  any  one 

historic  building,  as  the  older  revivalists' 
work  was.  We  see  the  master's  mind  through the  work,  not  hidden  behind  a  mask ;  the 
details  of  the  stjde,  if  unhappily  chosen,  are 
there,  but  used  and  adapted  with  some 
fitness,  so  that  it  cannot  fairly  be  said  that 

the  Gothic  of  the  l.'ith  century  "is  pasted 
over  the  outside."  As  true  would  it  bo  to 
say  that  our  Houses  of  Parliament  are  hidden 
under  a  Tudor  mask.  We  have,  in  fact,  to 
discriminate  between  a  servile  imitation  of  a 

style  that  moulds  the  plan  and  structure,  and 
the  use  of  a  style  with  which  we  express 
them  ;  between  a  bare  copy  of  a  Greek 
temple  or  Renaissance  palace  on  the  banks  of 
the  Thames  or  the  Seine  and  a  well-planned 
building  designed  after  Classic  models. 
Tho  two  things  are  very .  different.  An 
author  may  translate  his  thoughts  into  a 
foreign  language  ;  but  he  cannot  copy 

another  foreign  author's  thoughts  as  his own.  Our  American  critic  appears  to  ignore 
the  distinction.  .\3  to  the  latter  part  of  the 
sentence  we  have  quoted,  all  we  need  say  is 
that  our  churches  are  better  expressed  than 
our  secular  buildings.  But  for  accidents  of 
time  and  country,  doctrine  and  ritual,  religion 
is  the  same,  and  the  style  of  Auvergne  is  not 
unsuited  for  an  Anghcan  church  in  many 
localities. 

Our  American  author  dwells  on  the  fact 
that  in  the  past  one  style  has  been  enough 

for  any  given  time  and  people.     No  doubt  if 
we  could  invent  a  new  national  style  suf- 

ficiently elastic  for  our  purpose,  there  would 

be  no  reason  wh}-  our  age   should  not  be 
represented   by  one    style.      .\.t  present   it 
seems  impossible,  and,  as  the  author  says, 
architecture,  it  it  is  real,  must   accurately 

express  tho  impulses  without,  and  we  hive 
"  not  one  impulse,  but  a  hundred."     Many 
units  compose  our  modem  complex  society  ; 
our  ideas  are  as  various  and  conflicting  as 

Ihey  well   can   be — -we  have   no  dominant 
creed,     religious    or     political.      In     these 
circumstances     it     is     useless     to     expect 

any  uniformity  of    expression.      The  vital 
error  of  the  advocates  of  the  Parisian  Renais- 

sance   is    based   on   the   diversity   of   these 

tastes.     "  They  trj-  to  force  an  alien  style  on 

us  for  all  our  uses,"  says  the  writer,  "when 

really   it  fits    only    a  few  of   them."     The absurdity  of  this  revival  in  a  country  that  is 
i^ngish  in  sentiment  and  sympathy  is  pointed 
out,  though  there  is  much  in  American  or 
New  York  Society  which  can  be  better  e.x- 
prossed  in  tho  French  style  than  any  other. 
As  republics,  there    is   a  common  bond  of 

sympathy   between  the  two    nations.      i  >n 
other   grounds    the    style    does    not   adapt 
itself.     It  does  not  adapt  itself  to  tho  com- 

mercial or  religious  side  of  .Vmerican  life ; 
certainly  it  cannot  be  used  with  any  effective- 

ness on  the  "sky-scrapers," tenement  houses, 
and  institutions.     It    is  noteworthy  in  this 

connection  to  quote  what  is  said  about  church 

architecture  as  showing  how  improvc-d  the 
tone  of  .Ymerican  taste  is.     In  answer  to  the  ' 
question  what  style  shall  be  employod,  the 
writer    says :     ''  There    the   answer    is   the 
splendid   Gothic  that  Bodley   and   .Sodding, 
and  Austin  and  Palev,  and  their  associates 
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have  restored  to  life  and  vigour."  This  may 
be  a  flattering,  but  not  exaggerated,  state- 

ment. On  the  other  hand,  he  ridicules  the 
style  of  the  church  on  Motitmartre  ae  arti- 

ficial, affected,  and  anomalous,  as  it  is  a 
mixture  development  ol  French  Renaissance 
and  the  buildings  of  the  South  of  France. 
Nor  does  the  writer  say  much  for  the  designs 
submitted  for  the  Cathedral  of  St.  John, 
New  York,  which  are  called  hopeless  and 
devoid  of  religious  feeling. 
We  can   only  briefly   hero    allude   to  the 

contribution  of  Ml.  II.  Langford  Warren,  of 
Uoston,  to  the  same  convention.   Much  more 
hopeful  is  this  critic  as  to  the  strong  French 
influence  which  is  dominating  architects  in 
America.    He  discusses  how  far  it  is  a  source 
of  danger  to  be  avoided,  as  well  as  some  of 
its  better  qualities.    The  facts  of  the  history 
of  architecture  in  .iVmerica  for  the  last  century 
are  narrated.     The  rival  claims   of   Cireck 
and  Gothic  produced  a  chaotic  condition  ;  the 
earlier  period  was   in   the  hands  of  simple 
craftsmen,  who  carried  on  the  tradition  of 
the  Colonial   period.     The  want  of  cultured 
and  trained  practitioners  in  the  first  half  of 
the  century  led  to  a  deplorable  state  of  art, 

and  the  public  taste  was  vitiated.     "  Shoddy 
commercialism  and  vulgar  and  meretricious 

shams  '"   predominated   in   America.      Then 
the  architectural  fashions   of  England  were 
parodied.     We  all  knew  the  designs  at  this 
early    period.     Up    to    the    middle  of  the 
century  French  influence  had  not  appeared. 
After    thi.s    English    and  French    training 
and    taste    effected    a    change ;    high   roofs 
were    introduced,    and  one    of    the  leaders 
was  Mr.  Richard  M.  Hunt,  who  was  the  first 
educated  at  the  Eoole  des  Beaux-Arts.     To 
his   systematic    academic  training  and   liis 
own  vigorous  personality,  as  we  all  know, 
American     architecture    owes    much.     At 

Mr.    Hunt's  artelier    at  New   York  many 
leading  American   architects   were    trained. 
From  this  time  the  education   of  the  pro- 

fession   was    based    on    the    Paris    school. 
Professor   Ware,    M.    Eugene  Letage,   and 
others  of  the  Massachusetts  Institute  helped 
on   the    movement,    and   now    the  leading 
Americ.in    architects    number     many    who 
have  graduated  at  the  great  French  school. 
While  this  writer  acknowledges  that  America 
owes  an  enormous  debt   to   France  in   this 
respect,    and  the   fine    qualities  of   French 
architecture,  he  points  to  the  extravagance, 
redxmdance,     and     theatrical     display     of 
ornament,  which  injures  many  of  its  finest 

productions.     This    phase    of  Jin   de   si-'rle decadence,  he  says,  truly  has  made  itself  felt 
in   the    designs    of    the    Paris    Exposition. 
"  which,  magnificent  as  it  is  in  conception,  is 
producing  structures  almost  deluious  in  their 

unreasonable   and  wanton  ugliness."     Pro- 
ceeding to  dwell   on  the  better  qualities  of 

French    work,    Mr.    Warren    refers   to   the 
restraint  of  the  Ecole  twenty  years  ago,  the 
fundamental  principles   it  inculcated,  espe- 

cially composition,   proportion,  and    monu- 
mental planning.      Fenestration,  light  and 

shade,      effective     placing      of    ornament, 
and    rhythmic    proportion    were    qualities 
it    promoted.      The    training    insisted  that 
a   building    must    express    its    plan     and 
tell  its  story  ;  plan  and  elevation  must  work 
together    to    produce    one    organic  whole. 
Architecture  must  possess  fundamental  laws. 
Unreasoned  revolt  against   all  these   prin- 

ciples   and     restraints   has    led   to    license, 
capricious  novelty,  hi-.urrerie,  and  theatrical 
posturing.     The  importance  of  training  and 
discriminating    studios    are    essentials,   and 
students  should  not  come  under  the  influence 
of  French  architecture  until  they  can  think 
and  discriminate  for  themselves.     Architec- 

ture must  solve  its  problems  in  its  own  way, 
and  express  its  own  ideals  before  it  attempts 
to  copy  those  of  any  other  country.     French 
art  has  grave  defects  as  well  as  great  quali- 

ties ;    over-admiration    for    French    models 
is  the  admitted  danger.  Both  these  exponents 
of  the  situation  practically  come  to  the  same 

conclusion  :  they  both  recommend  an  in- 
dependent study  of  fundamental  principles  of 

this  particular  phase  of  the  Renaissance— a 
finding  out  in  an  independent  way  of  their 
own  problems  and  ideals.  It  is  unnecessary 
here  to  dwell  on  what  these  are. 

One  of  the  permanent  principles  that 
underlie  the  great  styles  is  the  right  use  and 
development  of  materials,  plan,  and  con- 

struction. In  all  the  great  historic  periods 
the  harmony  of  these  thmgs  was  prominent. 
Materials  were  rightly  used  and  applied,  and 
there  was  a  definite  and  distinct  relation 
between  plan  and  structure.  To  mention 
only  the  latter,  what  we  may  briefly  call 

"  plan  development."  how  little  has  it  been 
considered  by  ua  or  our  American  brethren  ! 
The  style  has  been  the  all-absorbing  thought 
— how  to  dress  a  building  with  g,irments  of 
other  ages  than  our  own.  Only  a  few  have 
been  honest  or  bold  enough  to  develop  plan 
and  give  it  external  expression.  Renaissance 
and  Gothic  both  exhibit  in  their  best  and 

purest  periods  plan-development,  by  which 
we  mean  the  arrangement  of  a  building 
developed  externally  by  horizont;ij  dimen- 

sion through  prominent  proportions  and  re- 
cesses, or  by  that  structural  accentuation 

imparted  by  varying  heights  and  roofs. 
Plan  and  elevation  were  considered  as  parts 
of  an  organic  whole,  one  the  natural 
expression  of  the  other.  These  were  the 
fundamental  principles  of  every  great 
development.  Nor  can  we  hope  to  recover 
them  from  the  chaos  of  our  late  revivals  and 
our  slavish  adherence  to  mere  style  till  we 
begin  to  study  o>ir  architecture  from  the 
initial  qualities  of  honest  building  and 

rightful  aim. 

shows  the  "Isis"  wash-down  closet  with 
lead  trap,  made  in  accordance  with  the 
London  Sanitary  Authorities,  by  Nicholls  and 
Clarke,  Shoreditch.  It  is  made  in  two  pieces 
of  earthenware  or  with  a  lead  trap,  as  shown. 
The  .joint  c  is  very  efficient.  One  of  the  best 
possible  means  of  jointing  to  a  lead  soil-pipe 
is  a  "wiped  "  joint.  This  closet  is  moderate 
in  price,  has  a  good  water  surface  and  seal, 
and  permits  a  thorough  flushing  of  trap.  The 

price  is  liss.  9d.,  with  S  lead  trap.  Twyford's 
"Unitas"  washout  closet  and  trap  in  one 

ESTIMATES.— XXX\'I. 
S.VXITAEY    FIXTURES  —  LAVATORIES,   WASTE 

I'KEVEXTERS,  ETC. 

LA'S'ATORIES,    sinks,    waste-water  pre- venters, closet   apparatus,  baths,   Ac, 
are  items  which  are  best  described  by  refer- 

ence to  a  manufacturer's  catalogue  giving description,  name,  or  number.     The  various 
forms  of  closets  alone  require  a  special  study. 
After  the  hopper  forms,  the  wash-down  is 
perhaps  the  simplest  and  best  for  ordinary 
use,  and  is  an   improvement  on   the   short 
hopper  closet.     It  can  be  made  in  one  piece 
with  siphon  trap  or  in  two  pieces,  the  lower 
being  the  trap.      The  latter  admits  of  repair 
of  the  pan.     It  is  made  in  the  pedestal  form 
without   casing  of    wood.      Fig.   1  shows  a 
closet  of  this  form.      The  trap  is  a  P  trap, 
and  the  outgo  is  arranged  so  that  the  joint  is 
under  water.      One  principal  point  to  con- 

sider is  the  connection  between  the  earthen- 
ware trap  and  lead  soil-pipe,  and  the  London 

County    Council    regulations    ought    to  be 
observed — namely,  to  fonu  a  socket  on  the 
lead-pipe.     A  brass  ferrule  fits  on  this,  as  we 
have  shown,   and   molten   solder  is  poui-ed 
round  the  joint  and   "wiped."     The  brass 
ferrule  is  jointed  to  the  earthenware  by  a 
ring  of  gaskin  and  finished  with  neat  cement 
run  in.     No.  2  represents  a  "  valve"  closet, which  is  considered  one  of  the  best,  but  more 
complex  ill  arrangement.     The  one  shown  is 

Messrs.  Jleiit  and  llellyer's ' '  i  'ptimus  "  valve closet,  which  consists  of  the  basin,  valve,  and 
lead  anti-  D  trap.   This  closet,  as  will  be  seen, 
has  a  large  water  area  and  a  double  watfr-seal, 
besides  a  close-fitting  valve :  a  liin.  vent  pipe 
is  tiiken  from  valve-box  to  outside  of  wall. 
Many   useful  wash-down  closets  are  in  the 
market.      Amongst  the.-o  we  may  mention 
Doulton's    "  Simplicitas''   of    glazed    ware, 
Uellyer's  patent  "  Hygienic  ''  with  load  anti- 
D  trap  (see  sketch  3),  a  closet  well  suited  for 
upstairs  use  and  for  connecting  to  lead  soil- 
pipe  by  a  wiped  solder  joint.     The  price  of 
this  closet  is   i'l   Is.     No.   -1  represents  the 
same  closet,  with  improved  jointing,  h,  for 
connection  with  drain.    This  joint  can  always 
be  seen.    The  price  is  about  the  same.  No.  0 

1 

piece  is  also  an  excellent  and  cheap  closet, 
from  £1  12.  For  particulars  see  catalogues 
of  Messrs.  Doulton,  Dent  and  Hellyer, 

Duckett  and  Son,  Limited,  Twj-ford,  Lumted, 
and  other  well-known  firms. 

l-ITTIXOS:   CAST-IKOX  PIPES,   ETC. 

No.   b.    fin.   screw-down  bib  valves  (best 

quality)  with  screw  ferrule. 
These  are  worth  about  Is.  Od.  each,  and 

fixing,  say,  .26.  6d. 
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No.  3.     Jin.  bib  valves  with  screw  ferrules. 

Price  in  Nicholls  and  Clarke's  catalogue Is.  9d.  each. 

No.    tJ.     .Jin.    ditto,    screwed    for    iron,  for 
.scullery. 

Price  -'s.  lOd. 

No.  1.     "Lord  Kelvin's"  patent  Ji'in.  bib- 
tap,  with  screwed  end  for  iron. 

This  is  priced  in  the  above  list  at  Us.  Gd. 

3Sft.  run.  Gin.  cast-iron  socket  and  spigot 
pipes  laid  in  concrete  under  building  and 
fixing,  the  metal  to  be  Jin.  thick. 

These  would  weigh  per  !)ft.  lenijth  about 
2cwt.  3qrs.,  and  would  cost  about  1!>3.,  or 

Gs.  -Id.  per  yard. 
£  a.  a. 

Coat  of  pipe  per  yard       0    6    4 
Materials,  yam,  tbcing,  &c      0    10 
Labour  laying,  filling  trenches        0    10 

Including  digging  and  tilliDg  trench      0    S  10 

No.  2.     Cast-iron  branches  to  ditto. 

These  will  weigh  .about  icwt.,  and  would 

be  worth  1-js.  per  cwt.,  or  SOs.  each. 

No.  1.  4in.  junction  with  socket  for  closet 

to  cast-iron  soil-pipe  and  fixing ;  ISin. 
length  of  arm. 

Price  at  6s.  2d,,  and  joints  2s.  each,  or 
10s.  each  junction.  If  of  London  County 

Council  weight,  the  cost  of  junction  and 
socket  will  be  Gs.  Sd. 

.SIXKS. 

Provide  and  fix  a  fireclay  enamelled  sink 

fixed  on  strong  brackets,  3(jin.  by  22in.  by 
lOin. 

Sinks  are  made  in  cast  iron,  enamelled 

iron,  earthenware,  heavy  glazed  fireclay 
from  f  1  03.  to  £3  or  more. 

Messrs.  Doulton  and  Co.,  Duckett  and  Son, 

Ltd.,  and  Dent  and  HeUyer  make  excellent 
sinks  of  earthenware,  fireclay,  &c. 

£  a.  d. 
Cost  of  sink,  say       2  10    0 
Brackets      0    3    6 
Overflow  and  fixing      0    7    0 

3    0    6 

Glazed  fireclay  .sinks,  .'SGin.  by  24in.  by 
Tin.  deep,  can  be  had  for  22s.  to  32s. 

Nicholls  and  Clarke  supply  a  glazed  fireclay 
sink,  enamelled  inside  and  out,  with  back 

and  end  sku-ting,  of  the  size  given  in  this 
item  for  73s.  to  S4s.  (See  their  catalogue 
under  Sinks.) 

Fix  in  pantry  an  enamelled  fireclay  sink 
and  drainer  (3Gin.  by  21in.  by  9Jin.),  with 
overflow,  plug,  and  washer  ;  drainer  with 

wood  top,  soap-tray,  hot  and  cold  valves, 
on  pedestals,  complete. 

This  is  a  superior  fitting,  and  may  be 
priced  at  £G  ;  pedestals,  say  23s. 

No.  1.     Cast-iron  enamelled  sink,  2lin.  by 
I4in.  by  Tiin.  deep,  with  bmss  plug,  &c. 
Worth  about  25s. 

^  ̂   .  .  .  £  s.  a. Cost  of  sink     1    .5  0 
Brackets    0    3  6 
Waste     0    2  6 
Fixing    0    3  0 

1  14    0 

I..1VAT0RIES  AXD  riTTIXG.s. 

'"it  up  range  of  3  white  enamelled  fireclay lavatory  basins,  with  soap-trays  drained 
into  basins,  screw-down  brass  taps,  iin., 
hot  and  cold,  brass  plugs  and  wasfiers, 
lin,,  with  union,  with  chain  and  stays  to 
each  basin,  and  four  cast-iron  wall- 

brackets,  waste-pipes,  and  connect  to  soil- 
pipe.     Range,  Gft.  by  Isin. 

This  range  of  lavatory  basins  and  fittings, 

Ac,  will  cost  about  £G." 
„  .  ,  £  5.  a. 
Cost  of  range      6    0    0 
Ch.innel  for  waste      !!!"!!*.!!!!!!]!!!    12    6 
Fixing  ana  connecting,  say   "    0  10    0 

7  12    6 

No.  3.  Angle  porcelain-enamelled,  cast-iron 
lavatories,  2oin.  width,  basin,  l.jjin.  by 
r2Jft.,  with  overllow,  complete. 

These  may  be  priced  at  2S3.  each.     Add  to 
this  labour  connecting  overllow  and  waste. 

No.  2.  Fit  up  Doulton's  plain,  cabinet-top 
lavatories,  with  skirting  loAin.  by  IGin., 
and  riin.  basin. 

These  are  priced  at  about  10s.  each,  say — 
£  B.  a. 

Cost  of  lavatory      ,      0  10  0 
No.  3  cast-iron  brackets  for  ditto       0  10  0 
Galvanised      0    7  0 
Labour  fixing,  &c      0  10  0 

1  17    0 

Provide  and  fix  No.  1  of  Twy ford's  '•  Ideal  " lavatory  basin  in  office. 

This  costs  from  2Ss.  to  .'iOs.  Add  fixing, 

say,  Gs. 
I/itto    1    Jenning's    ''tip-up"    basin,   with 

polished  marble  top  for  lavatory. 

Say  from  £'G  to  £~  complete. 
Ditto  2  ditto,  enamelled  slate  top,  in  office. 

These  are  priced  at  ±'4  4s.  each,  exclusive 
of  fixing  and  iron  bearers. 

Cost,  say         4    0    0 
Cold-water  valve  and  iron  bearers...      0  10    0 
Fixing      0    5    0 

Per  basin      4  15    0 

WASTE  rREVENTEIiS. 

Fit  up  complete  in  servants'  closets  No.  3 
2-gallon  approved  pattern  water- waste  pre- 

venters of  galvanised  cast  iron,  witli  best 
ball  valve  overflow,  union  and  cover. 

These  are  of  various  prices,  and  range 

from  123.  to  £'2  10s.  or  £3.  It  is  desirable 

to  mention  patent  or  maker's  name.  Those 
made  and  supplied  by  such  firms  as  Messrs. 
Doulton,  Dent  and  Hellyer,  Nicholls  and 
Clarke,  have  a  good  reputation.  A  very  good 

cast-iron  2-gallon  siphon  preventer  maybe 
had  for  £1. 

Costof  preventer      10    0 
Cast-iron  brackets       0    3    0 
Connections  and  fixing       0  12    6 

1  15    C 

Fit  up  complete  in  ground  lloor  closets  No.  2 

galvanised  o-gallon  siphon  silent  water- 
waste  preventers,  on  brackets,  pull,  and 
chain,  &c.,  and  making  connections. 

£  s.  d. 
This  may  be  priced  at  about    117    0 
6ft.  run  l]in.  lead  flush-pipe  to  closet, 

including  joint  and  fixing,  with  lead 
tacks  soldered  to  pipe  at,  say.  Is.  4d....  0  S    0 

3ft.  run  Jin.  lead  supply  pipe  at  7d    0  19 
No.  2.  Jin.  soldered  joints  at  9d    0  16 
No.  2.  IJin.  ditto,  at  28    0  4    0 
1ft.  9in.  |;in.  overflow  from  W.W.  pre- 

venter carried  through  wall,  say    0  2    0 
2  14  3 

Refix  old  waste-water  preventer  complete, 
with  .jft.  run,  l:^in.  flush  pipe  to  closet,  two 

soldered  joints  1ft.  9in.  run,  -j'in.  overflow, 
and  Gft.  run  of  Jin.  supply,  joints,  &c. 

These  items  may  be  priced  thus — £  8.  a. 
5ft.  nm  IJin.  flush-pipe  at  Is.  4d    0  6    S 
Two  soldered  joints  at  2s    0  4    0 
1ft.  9in.  run, 'iin.  overflow  at  Is    0  19 
6ft.  run  Jin.  supply  and  joints  at  7a.    ...  0  :)    6 

CLOSELS  AND    WASTE   riJEVEXTr.US. 

Fit  up  complete  for  servants'  use  No.  1  a 
straight  back  wash-down  pan  and  trap, 
the  latter  with  flange  joint  for  basin,  m 
two  pieces  of  earthenware,  cane  and  white. 

This  closet  is  priced  in  Nicholls  and  Clarke's list  at  -js.  9d. 
£  s.  d. 

Cost  of  closet      0    3    9 
I.abour  fixing  and  making  connections, 

say      0  14    0 

0  19    9 

Provide  and  fix  a  strong  galvanised  3-galloii 
cast-iron  siphon  wiiste-preventerof  approved 
make,  with  chain  pull  complete  to  ditto, 
and  making  connection  with  closet. 

Many  simple  and  etflcient  waste-preventers 

are   sold.     The    "Premier"    (Nicnolls  and 

t'larko)  costs,  galvanised,  2.Js.,  with  pull 

complete;  the  "Acme"  patent  siphon  jire- 
venter  costs  31s. 

£  B.  a. 
Coat,  say    15  6 
liin.   lead  flush  pipe    from  preventer, 

and  joints,  loft,  run       0  12  6 
Jin  supply  pipe  to  ditto,  6ft    0    3  0 
OverUow,  &o    0    2  6 2    3    6 

If  these  connections  are  the  same  as  ia  the 

previous  item,  these  may  be  deducted. 

Fit  up  complete  two  approved  fireclay  closets, 

white  glazed  inside,  buff  outside,  in  base- 
ment. 

These  closets  maybe  had  from  about  £1  lOa. 
to  £2.  Joseph  Cliff  and  Sons,  Waterloo 

Bridge,  supply  various  kinds  of  fireclay 

closets,  such  as  the  "  Titan,"  the  "  Kenon." £  e.  a. 

Coat  of  closet'      112    0 
Fixing,  labour,  and  material       0  10    0 

2    2    0 

No.    2.     IJin.    lead   ventilating  pipes  from 

trap  carried  through  outer  wall,  3ft.  long 

each. 
These  would  cost  about  Is.  Gd.  each. 

No.  2.     l^in.  soldered  joints  ditto. 

Put  these  down  at  2s.  2d.  each. 

ISft.  Gin.  run  IJin.   lead   flushing-pipes  to 
closets. 

I'rice  at  Is.  2d.  per  foot,  including  fixing. 

No.  2.     IJin.  soldered  joints  ditto. 

Say,  23.  each. No.    2.      Screw-down    stop-cock,    soldered 

joints,  and  union  at  ends. 

(,'ost  would  bo  about  2O3.  each. 

Provide  and  fix  complete  Duckett's  patent 
automatic  slop-water  closet  where  shown, 
with  quatrefoil  pan,  fluted  pedestal,  seat 
lOiin.  long,  for  Gin.  outlet,  with  turning 

trap,  &c. 
To  price  this  item  consult  Messrs.  J. 

I  luckett  and  Son's  catalogue. £    s.  d. 

Complete  closet,  cost,  plain  pan      18    0 
Add  for  fluted  pedestal,  .V.C      0  12    0 
Stanford  joint  between  tipper-box  and 

trap       0    10 
Labour,  fitting,  \c      0    5    0 

2    6    0 

This  price  does  not   include  carriage  from 
Burnley. 

Provide  and  fix  Xo.  f!  Duckett's  automatic 
multiple  closets  whore  shown,  according 
to  C  arrangement,  2ft.  Gin.,  length  of 
pan  to  floor,  9in.  wall ;  upper  pan  plain, 

enamelled  inside. 
The  price  given  on  list  is  on  rails  at  £  9.  d. 
Burnley     7  10  0 

Enamelled  inside,  add      1  10  0 
Labour,  fixing,  say    15  0 

10    S    0 

Duckett's  patent  trough  closets  are  econo- 
mical and  sanitary,  the  price  for  a  set  of 

G  salt-glazed  earthenware,  with  pine  seats, 
is  only  £4  10s. ;  or  if  seats  are  painted  and 
varnished,  03.  extra  each. 

LONDON    CorXTV    COUNCIL 

mPROVEMENT.S. 

THE  Improvemcnta  Bill  of  the  London  County 
Council  contains  proposals  involving  in  aU 

a  gross  outlay  of  three  millions.  The  Thames 
F.mb.'iiikment  extension  scheme  conii>ri6es  an 
embankment  wall  and  an  embankment  on  the 
foreshore  of  the  river  Thames  in  continuation  of 

the  existing  river  embankment  south  of  the 
Houses  of  Parliament, commencing, it  the  present 
termination  of  the  existing  embankment  at  the 
south  -  eastern  comer  of  the  Victoria  Tower- 
gardens  and  terminating  at  the  northern  side  of 
Lambeth  Bridge.  These  works  are  to  be  supple- 
mentedj)y  a  new  street,  consisting  in  parts  of 

widenings  in  Abingdon -street  and  Jllllbank- 
street,  commencing  in  Abingdon-street  opposite, 
and  terminating  at  the  western  end  of  Lambeth 
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Bridge ;  a  widening  of  llorseferry-road  on  the 
northern  side  thereof  from  Ijimbeth  Bridge  to 

Carpenter- street ;  awidenini;  of  Wood-street  on 
the  Bouthem  side  thereof  from  its  junction  in 

Millbank- street  to  its  junction  in  ."it.  John-street, 
and  various  alterations  in  Smith-sqaare  and  the 
approaches  thereto. 

The  estimiites  vthich  have  been  proposed  by  the 
Conncil  as  to  the  amount  which  they  will  require 
to  expend  on  capital  account  for  the  purposes  of 
the  Bill  :ind  such  estimates  are  as  follows  :  —The 
Thames   Embankment   extension  and  improve- 

ments at  Westminster,  £1,319,000  :  Slare-street 

(Hackney)    widening,    £600,750 ;    Goswell-road 
widening,  £227,800;   St.  .lohn-street  (Clerken- 
well)  widening,    192,400 ;    Blackstock-road  (Is- 

lington) widening,  .'>,200  ;  Archway-road  'Isling- 
ton)   widening,     £6,000  ;     Kentish     Town-road 

widening,   £Ul,4.'>0;    Nine  Elms-lane  widening, 
£171,300  ;     C«mberwell    New-road    widening, 
£53,000  ;  Harleyford-street  (Lambeth)  widening, 
£16,900  ;      Streatham    High  -  road    widening, 
£194,200  :  widenings  at  Battersea  Kise,  Wands- 

worth Common,  and  West   Hill,  Wandsworth, 
£60,800  ;  widenings  at  Blackheath-road,  Black- 
heath  Hill,  Shooters  Hill-road,  and  New-road, 
£41,200  ;    widenings  at   Lewisham   High-road, 
Loampit  Hill,   Loampit  Vale,    Lee   High-road, 
and    Eltham-road,     £86,500  ;    High-street  and 
Gardener's-lane   (Putney)     widening,    £45.030; 
Maclise-road  (extension  to  Hammersmith-road), 
£4,660  ;  total,  £2,995,090. 

It  is  proposed  that  the  works  to  be  authorised 
in  connection  with  the  Thames  Embankment 
extension  and  AVestminster  improvements  shall 
not  be  carried  out  unless  a  sum  of  £100,000  as  a 
contribution  towards  the  cost  and  expenses 
thereof  is  agreed  to  be  paid  by  the  council  of  they 
city  or  borough  of  Westminster  constituted  or  to 
be  constituted  under  the  London  Government 

Act.  The  powers  to  widen  High-street  and 
Gardener's-lane,  Putney,  and  those  regarding 
Maclise-road  Hammersmith  extension)  may  and 
shall,  if  required  by  the  local  authority  in  either 

case,  be  transferred'  to  the  Wandsworth  district Board  and  Hammersmith  Vestry  respectively. 
The  Westminster  and  Putney  improvements  are 
mbject  to  a  betterment  clause. 

NOOKS  AND  CORNERS  OF  SHROPSHIRE. 
TO  thearchitect  and  loverof  old  English  domestic 

buildings,  there  is,  of  course,  no  richer  or 
more  delightful  hunting-ground  than  Shropshire, 
80  that  there  can  be  but  little  doubt  as  to  the 
popularity  which  will  be  accorded  to  the  volume 
of  sketches  and  recording  chapters,  accompanied 
by  detailed  descriptive  notes,  which  Mr.  Elliot 
Stock  has  just  published'  from  the  pen  and  pencil 
of  Sir.  H.  Thomhill  Timmins,  F.R.G.S.,  whose 
previous  books  of  a  like  kind  on  Herefordshire 
and  Pembrokeshire  have  already  secured  a  favour- 

able reception.     The  volume  before  us  assumes 
the  character  of  an  itinerary  of  sketching  rambles 
throughout     the     county,    with     gleanings    of 
Salopian  scenes  and  lore  compUed  in  a  familiar 
way  concerning  many  places.     t>ome,  of  course, 
are    well    known    for    their    importance  —  such 
at  Shrewsbury,  Ludlow,  Wenlock,  and  Stokesay. 
The  major  portioa  of  the  subjects,  however,  are 
chosen  from  more  remote  examples  not  so  much 
associated  with  the  beaten  track  of  the  ordinary 
tourist,  and  thus  they  present  a  freshness  to  the 
general  reader,  including  not  a  few  architects,  of 
course,  who  will  be  glad  to  possess  a  note-book 
guide  of  this  description. 

The  accompanying  reproductions  of  the  author's sketches  are  chosen  to  give  an  adequate  idea  of 
the  drawings  which  enliven  this  volume.  The 
first  of  these  gives  a  foreshortened  view  of  the 
Renaissance  Jlarket-house  at  Shrewsbury,  the 

chief  building  of  historic  importance  in  "  The 
Square,"  which  is  situated  in  the  heart  of  the  city. 
It  b  said  that'  the  clock  in  the  gable  occupies  the 
5 lace  of  the  one  Ealstaff  referred  to  when 
eclaring  that,  against  tremendous  odds,  he  had 

"  fought  a  long  hour  by  Shrewsbury  clock." WTiatever  doubts  may  be  entertained  as  to  the 
accuracy  of  this  statement,  there  can  be  none  as 
to  the  origin  of  the  figure  in  the  niche  below, 
seeini;  that  a  panel  alongside  it  records  that 
"  This  statue  was  removed  by  order  of  the  mayor 
from  the  tower  of  the  Welsh  bridge  in  the  year 
1791."  The  effigy  is  generally  supposed  to  repre- 

sent Edward  I\'.,  father  of  Richard,  Duke  of 
York.    The  opposite  gable  has  a  similar  niche 

®Ss®  .J^ASJ-KSIP  iMI®?r<BE 

with  a  figure  of  an  angel  bearing  a  shield, 
charged  with  the  arms  of  England  and  France. 
There  is  a  canopy  on  the  west  front  inclosing  the 
arms  of  Elizabeth  and  the  date  of  the  building, 

1596.  Lloyd's  Mansion,  with  its  big  bays  of 
timber-work,  is  situated  in  the  same  square. 
From  the  Clun  Forest  district,  on  the  way  to 
Knighton  and  Ludlow,  is  Chingford,  a  mere 
village  which  has  a  restored  church  with  some  old 
"  Leper  "  Windows,  long  a  bono  of  contention  to 
local  archicologista.  Not  far  o£E  from  this  place, 
and  within  easy  distance  of  Hopton  Heath  station. 

Heath  House,  a  big  brick  17th-century  resi 

*  Nooks  and  Cotners  of  ShroMhire. 
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dence,  seated  in  a  bro.id  park.     Inside  the  house 
there  are  several  handsomely  panelled  rooms,  but 
the  featiire  of  the  place  is  the  old  oak  staircase, 
of  which  we  give  a  drawing.     It  is  very  missive. 
of  simple  design,  the  work  bearing  the  strongest 
evidence  of  the  craftsman's  tools,  a  quaint  and 
rambling  piece  of  construction,  setting  oft  well 
the  tapestry   hangings    on    the  walls.     In  the 
neighbourhood  of  Stokesay  Castle,  with  which 
every  architect  is  more  or  less  acquainted,  is 
Church   Stretton,  a  mere  village,  though  it  is 
called  a  town,  half-way  between   Ludlow  and 
Shrewsbury.     Just  oft  its  rambling  picturesque 

street,  at  the  rear  of  the  Buck's  Head  Inn,  for- 
merly the  minor-house,  stands  the  parish  church 

dedicated  to  St.  Laurence  and  cruciform  on  plan, 
well  situated  midst  some  fine  elra-treee.    The  grey 
stone  tower  rises  in  an  imposing  manner,  as  will 
be  seen  by  the    accompanying  view.     Norman 
work  is  to  be  found  in  the  chancel,  and  several 
features    of    archa'ologicAl     charm    are    to    be 
seen  in  the  interior.  The  fine  13th-century  roof  and 
there  is  some  curiously  carved  oak  panelling  round 
the  sanctuary.     To  the  caps  of  the  pillars  arc 
some    groups    of    sculptured    heads    attracting 
attention.      Nestling  under  the  broad  height  of 
the  Longmynd  hills,  Church  Stretton  is  seen  to 
great  advantage,  making  a  charming  picture  of 
rural  scenery. 

From  Bridgnorth,  Mr.  Timmins  gives  several 

drawings,  among  them  being  the  dight  sketch 

herewith  printed  of    the    market-place,    where 
stands  the  ancient  town-hall  with  its  plain  semi- 

circular   archways    spanning    the     road.      The 

upper  stage  is  in  half-timbered  work  relieved  by 

projecting  bay   windows   filled  with  old  glass. 
Surmounting  the  whole  is  a  bell  turret  finished 

by  a  good  iron  vane.     The  town-hall  was  built 
in  lf.52,  on  the  site  of  an  earlier  building,  de- 

stroyed   during    the  civil   wars.     The    Council 
Chamber   and    Court  of   Justice    occupies    the 

present  building,  wherein  some  modem  stained 

glass,  erected  in  honour  of  the  Queen's  Jubilee, affords  a  study  of  the  corporate  life  of  the  town. 
The   Swan   Inn  faces    the  town-hall,   and  is  a 

rare    specimen   of    a    county-town    hostelry  of 
Tudor  times.   The  pented  booths,  with  the  crowds 

frequenting  the  market  on  Saturdays,  make  an 
animated  scene  of  picturesque  variety,  backed  up 

by    the    quaint    old    houses   of   this    rambling 
thoroughfare.     The  Classic  tower  of  St.  Mary 

Magdalen's  Church,    designed  by   Teliord  the 

engineer,  already  shows  signs  of  instability.     It 

occupies  the  site  of  one  of  the  oldest  ecclegiastical 
foundations  of  the  town.     One  other  drawing 

remains  to  be  mentioned,  and  this  shows  an  old 

wrought-iron  inn  sign  from  Broseley ,  which  other- 
wise has  Uttle  to  interest  the  artistic  ■<:«»«r. 

As  a  specimen  of  local  smith's  design,  it  is  both 
typicaf  and  interesting.    There  are  many  such  to 
be  seen  in  the  dUtrict,  such  as  that  of  the  sign  o£ 
the  Raven  Tavern  at  Much  Wenlock. 

Throughout  the  county  it  is  readily  observable 

how  the  tvpe  of  Renaissance  noticed  in  the 

grammar-school  and  town-hall  at  Shrewsbury  is 
maintained,  and  the  student  must  be  struck  by 

the  similarity  of  its  detaU  in  other  parts  of  Shrop- 
shire. For  instance,  the  same  spirit  is  seen 

in  Hill's  Mansions,  Shrewsbury,  and  Brag^nton 

llaU,  which  lies  in  an  outlaymg  nook  of  the 

•county  bevond  Woolaston,  and  dating  from  16/4. 
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The  old  well  near  .Vlbrighton,  locally  known  as 

the  "  Pepperbox,"  is  hexagonal  on  plan,  and 
much  worn  and  weathered  by  time.  It  looks 

well  worthy  of  the  architect's  measurements,  and 
is  to  be  found  in  a  garden  at  Pepperhill,  which 
is  almost  on  the  borders  of  Staffordshire.  We  do 
not  remember  to  have  seen  a  drawing  of  it 
before.  Madeley  Court,  with  a  tower-flanked 
gate-house,  was  once  used  by  the  Priors 
of  AVenlock,  and  appears  to  be  worthy  of  being 
better  known,  though  the  interior  presents  little 
attractions.  It  is  near  Build  was  Abbey,  which 
everybody  makes  a  point  of  seeing  when  at 
Much  Wenlock.  Shipton  Hall,  too,  with  its 
forecourt  garden,  is  fairly  familiar,  like  Plash 
Hall  and  Pitchford,  all  of  which  are  shown, 
though  we  hardly  think  that  the  last  two  named 
are  done  justice  to  by  Mr.  Timmins  from  an 
architectural  point  of  view.  However,  enough 
has  been  said  to  amply  justify  the  favourable 
;ommendation  with  which  our  notice  opened,  and 
it  is  but  fair  to  observe  that  the  author  has  well 

fulfilled  the  project  with  which  he  set  out,_not 
aiming  at  a  scholarly  treatise  so  much  as  a  familiar 
guide  in  a  popularly  artistic  sense.  His  drawings 
are  spiritedly  done  for  this  purpose  :  the  book  is 

well  printed  and  nicely  gjt  up,  certainly  desen-ing 
of  a  place  in  the  library  of  those  whose  holidays 
throughout  the  county  are  planned  with  a  due 
regard  to  seeing,  and  not  missing,  old  buildings 
and  places  well  worthy  of  being  visited.  More- 

over, the  volume  serves  as  a  record  of  such  places 
very  useful  for  reference. 

FIRE-TESTS   WITH   FL'tOKS,   ETC. 

THE  British  fire  Prevention  Committee's  lire- testa  follow  in  quick  succession.  We  have 
amongst  the  more  valuable  tests  recently  under- 

taken and  reported,  one  of  a  floor  of  steel  joists, 
with  coke-breeze  concrete  filling.  This  floor  met 

the  requirements  of  the  London  IJuilding  Act  verj- 
completely  as  regards  the  nature  of  the  fire- 

resisting  aggregate,   but  collapsed  in  a  fire  of 

under  one  and  ahalf  hour's  duraticn.     The  report" 
is  verj-    important  just  now,  ;is   it  shows  how- : 
mpay  so-called  "fire-proof"    buildings,   which.' 
conform  to  the  recjuirements  of  the  L.C.C.'s  by-  1 
laws,  are  not  beyond  suspicion  as  to  their  firo-  ' 
resisting  ((ualities.     The  area  of  floor  tested  wsta 
100ft.  superficial,  or  10ft.  square,  and  the  flooi^ 
was  loaded  with  ICSlb.  per  foot  distributed.     The 

report  says: — "After  twenty  minutes,  and  at  a 
temperature    of    1,200     Fahr.,    the    steel  joists 
began  to  deflect,  and  continued  to  Jo  sc  until  a 
maximum    deflection     of     lO.Un.  was    recorded. 

After  about  one  hour  and  twenty-five  minutep, 

and  at  a  temperature  of  about  I.GjO'  Fahr.,  the bulk    of    the    concrete  in   the    two    outer  bays 
collapsed  bodily.     The  concrete  in  the  two  re- 

maining bays,   and  the  concrete   that    fell  was 
slightly  disintegrated    on    the   underside.     The 
concrete     that     fell    was     not    broken."     Thas 
the  test,    as  originally   proposed,   could  not  be 
completed,  and    the    temperature    obtained  was 
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much  lower  than  the  2,300°  Fahr.  proposed  in 
the  object  of  teat,  which  was  to  record  the  effect 

of  a  lire  of  2J  hours'  duration,  commencing  with 
a  temperature  of  500°,  and  followed  at  t)\e  end  of 
the  test  by  the  application  of  a  stn  im  of  water 
for  three  minutes,  and  the  consequent  rapid 
cooling.  The  floor  consisted  of  three  steel  joists, 
5in.  by  4Vin.,  weighing  l!)lb.  per  foot  fixed  on 
4Jia.  offset  of  walls,  and  21t.  Cin.  from  centre  to 
centre.  The  concrete  was  fiUed  in  on  top  of 
centring  and  between  the  joists  to  their  full 
depth,  and  was  composed  of  coke  breeze  and 
Portland  cement  in  the  proportion  of  5  parts  of 
coke  breeze  and  1  part  of  cement ;  the  coke 
breeze  was  quite  dry.  The  concrete  was  turned 
over  four  times  dry  and  four  time.s  wet,  and  was 
mixed  in  batches  of  1  k  yards  at  a  time.  The 
•luantity  of  water  used  for  each  batch  was 
oO  gallons.  It  was  carried  to  the  floor  in  buckets, 
and  filled  on  the  centring  in  two  layers  2Jin. 
each,  and  trodden  in  and  beaten  with  flat  side  of 
ehovel.  The  underside  of  joists  was  exposed. 
The  centring  was  removed  after  18  days.  The 
full  description  of  this  tire-test  is  given  in  the 
report  Xo.  34,  where  photographic  news  of  the 
floor  after  the  test  showing  the  broken-away 
concrete  and  the  deflected  joists  are  given. 
After  the  test,  cracks  were  found  in  the 
onfallen  concrete,  and  the  one  joist  had  a  per- 

manent set  of  12in.  The  test  was  carried  out  by 
a  sub-committee  comprising  Mr.  Ellis  ilarsland, 
district  surveyor  of  Camberwell,  directing 
member,  Jlr.  Chas.  E.  Good,  M.Am.Soc.C.E., 
and  Mr.  Frederic  Hammond,  F.R.I.B.A.,  district 
surveyor,  East  Ilampstead. 
Another  report  is  on  the  fire -test  of  a  ceiling 

constructed  with  silicate  cotton  (slag-wool)  by 
Messrs.  D.  Anderson  and  Son,  Ltd.,  and  Messrs. 
J.  C.  Broadbent  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  Ix)ndon.  The 
object  of  the  test  was  to  record  the  effect  of  a 

fire  of  one  hour's  duration,  gradually  increasing 
to  a  temperature  of  1,,S00°  Fahr.,  followed  by  an 
application  of  water  for  two  minutes.  The  floor 
was  erected  in  July  last,  and  consisted  of  deal 
joists,  9in.  by  3in.,  19in.  to  centres,  and  resting 
on  walls.  Two  joists  were  spiked  together  in 
centre  of  floor.  At  both  sides,  at  the  end  of  each 
joist,  and  screwed  thereto,  was  a  slag-wool  slab, 
tin.  thick,  5in.  wide,  and  of  full  depth  of  joist. 
On  top  of  joists  was  ;in.  beaded  boarding,  tongued 
and  grooved,  nailed  with  floor-brads.  Slag-wool 
slabs,  l|in.  thick,  were  fixed  to  underside  of 
joists,  and  projecting  down  the  walls  all  round 
about  3in.,  secured  to  joists  with  3  [in.  screws  and 
washers.  The  screws  were  inserted  in  asbestos 
tubes  Uin.  long.  The  slag-wool  slabs  comprised 
the  wool  inclosed  on  both  sides  with  g.ilvani9ed 
wire  netting,  Xo.  19  gauge  and  lin.  mesh,  and 

■butted  against  each  other.  I'nderneath  the  ceiling 
■was  formed  of  ;in.  tongued,  grooved,  and  beaded 
boarding  nailed  through  the  slabs  to  joists. 
There  was  a  wood  moulding  round  the  walls 
covering  the  slag-wool  which  projected  below 
ceiling.  Each  end  of  joist  was  grouted  in  with 
fireclay,  and  space  between  ends  filled  in  with 
brickwork.  The  report  says,  at  the  conclusion 
of  the  test,  the  flooring  over  the  ceiling  was  un- 
in j  ured  ;  at  no  time  did  the  temperature  of  the 
flooring  exceed  90°  Fahr.  during  the  test.  After 
the  tost  the  joists  and  flooring  were  sound,  and 
not  damaged  by  fire  except  for  a  small  hole  burnt 
in  the  flooring  some  three  hours  after  the  end 
of  tost.  Full  details  and  particulars  are  given, 
which  show  that,  when  slag-wool  is  carefully 
applied,  and  the  ends  of  wooden  joists  are  pro- 

tected by  slabs  and  the  slag-wool  brought  down 
all  round  the  walls,  it  affords  a  wonderful  pro- 

tection to  the  combustible  materials ;  that  ceiiing 
slabs,  encased  in  galvanised  wire-work,  provide  a 
splendid  lire-resisting  material.  We  refer  our 
readers  to  the  reports  themselves,  edited  by  Sir. 
Edwin  0.  Sachs,  lor  further  information. 
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THE  CAXTILEVER  BItlDGE  :  ITS  DESIGX 
AM)  COXSTKUCTIOX.— XVIII. 

IT  must  bo  acknowledged  that  the  cantilever 
bridge  constitutes  one  of  the  most  instructive 

examples  for  investigation  and  analysis  that  any 
similar  typo  of  construction  could  offer  to  the 
student  and  our  younger  readers,  \\ith  the  ex- 

ception of  the  arch  and  the  suspension  bridge, 
which  in  reality  have  but  one  common  principle 
between  them,  the  cantilever  brid^'e  combines  in 
itself  the  essential  characteristics  of  three  other 
types  of  bridge  designs.  These  throe  comprise 
the  independent  truss  or  girdtr  supported  at 
each  extrtmity — the  centilever  f  xe  1  at  one  end 

and  unsupported  at  the  other,  and  the  anchor 
arm  which,  according  to  certain  conditions  of 
loading,  acts  sometimes  upon  the  one  and  some- 

times ujHjn  the  other  principle,  and,  as  will  be 
subsequently  ~hown,  must  be  designed  to  be 
e<iual  to  the  double  duty  required  of  it.  In  other 
words,  the  anchor  span  behaves  exactly  in  the 
same  manner  in  which  the  movable  arm  of  a 
swing-bridge  does— first,  when  it  is  open,  and, 
secondly,  when  it  is  closed.  It  is  necessary  to 
make  a  few  remarks  respecting  the  previous 
statement  that  the  same  principle  applies,  c<e<eris 
paribus,  to  both  the  arch  and  the  suspension 
bridge.  If  we  take  the  supporting  chain  of  any 
ordinary  suspension  bridge,  and  suppose  it  capa- 

ble of  withstanding  a  thrust  or  stress  of  com- 
pression, and  turn  it  upside  down,  it  becomes  a 

linear  arch  or  equilibrated  rib.  So  long  as  the 
position,  direction,  and  amounts  of  the  loads  are 
unaltered,  save  in  so  far  that  they  act  downwards 
towards  the  centre  of  the  curve  instead  of  away 
from  it,  a  compressive  stress  will  bo  indicated  at 
each  point  in  the  linear  arch,  precisely  e^iual  to 
the  tensile  stress  developed  upon  the  original 
supension  chain.  It  is  well  known  that  the 
linear  arch  does  not  exist;  but,  nevertheless,  all 
the  formula;,  equations,  and  assumptions  respect- 

ing suspension -chains  apply  with  equal  force  to 
arches  of  masonry  and  metallic  arched  ribs, 
where  the  thrust  takes  the  place  of  a  pull. 

It  must  be  borne  in  mind  that  in  checking 
calculations  a  certain  fair  amount  of  difference 
always  exists,  and  must  be  allowed  for  in  all 
results  and  calculations  obtained  by  two  in- 

dependent methods  of  investigation,  yet  the 
discrepancy  must  not  be  too  wide.  When  it  does 
occur,  as  it  sometimes  will,  in  spite  of  the 
greatest  care  and  attention,  there  is  only  one 
safe    and    proper    course    to    pursue,    however 

examine  the  form  of  the  truss  itself,  and  obtain  a 

good  general  idea  of  the  manner  in  which  the 
stresses  act,  and  how  they  are  ultimately  disposed 
of.  It  should  be  mentioned  that  the  original 
diagrams  and  figures  from  which  our  cuts  and 
illustrations  are  derived  are  drawn  to  a  much 

larger  scale  than  our  present  space  could  accom- 
modate. In  one  sense,  in  drawing;  diagrams — 

whether  frame,  stress,  force,  polar,  or  funicular 
diagrams — it  might  be  said  that,  the  larger  the 
scale  upon  which  they  are  delineated,  the  better. 
This  is  true  in  the  main ;  but  there  is  not  only 
no  advantage  to  be  gained  by  adopting  an  abnor- 

mally large  scale,  but  a  positive  disadvantage  is 
incurred.  While  the  scale  for  the  weights,  and 
consequently  for  the  induced  stresses,  adopted  for 
any  figure  or  diagram  should  always  be  con- 

veniently large,  there  is  nothing  to  be  gained  by 
making  them  read  too  fine,  any  more  than  there 
is  in  employing  in  calculations  too  many  decimals. 
The  disadvantage,  on  the  other  hand,  of  plotting 
not  merely  the  diagram  itself,  but  the  weights 
and  stresses  as  well,  to  an  unnecessarily  large 
scale,  is  that  a  great  deal  more  trouble,  as  well  as 
chance  of  error,  is  incurred  by  the  extra  length 
of  the  various  lines  and  the  extra  distance 

apart  they  must  be  drawn,  not  to  mention  the 
difficulty  of  accurately  transferring  lines  which 
are  parallel  to  others  over  a  large  area  of  paper. 
In  most  treatises  and  textbooks  on  professional 
and  scientific  subjects  there  is  a  tendency  to  carry 
all  subdivisions  and  decimal  figures  to  a  pitch  of 
minuteness,  which  is,  in  the  first  place,  practically 
worthless,  and,  in  the  second,  almost  ludicrous. 
The  real  guide  to  these  subdivisions  is  the  unit  or 
dimension  employed.  If  we  are  dealing  with 
miles  it  is  obvious  that  the  fifth  decimal  place 
will  represent  an  appreciably  small  quantity  :  but 
if  inches  are  treated  of,  three,  or  at  the  most  four. 

Fia.  1. 

tedious  tmd  troublesome  it  may  appear.  It  is 
that  of  going  over  the  whole  work  again,  or, 
better  still,  of  obtaining  the  services  of  another 
person  to  go  over  it,  for  though  it  may  seem  a 
little  paradoxical,  it  is  by  no  means  an  uncommon 
thing,  for  even  experienced  mathematicians  and 
arithmeticians,  to  make  the  same  error  a  second 
time  in  their  calculations.  There  is  another 
reason  also  for  following  the  advice  we  have 
given,  and  that  is  that  it  does  not  necessarily 
follow  that  only  one  method  may  not  have  been 
investigated  correctly.  The  results  of  both  may 
prove  erroneous.  If  a  third  separate  method  is 
available  as  a  check,  it  should  always  bo 
employed,  but  it  is  not  always  that  this  advan- 

tage is  one  that  can  be  availed  of.  We  have 
been  rather  particular  in  our  remarks  upon  this 
detail,  and  advisedly  so,  as  we  have  known  some 
very  serious  consequences  result  from  neglect  of 
this  precaution. 

\  skeleton  elevation  of  the  cantilever-arm  is 
given  in  Fig.  1,  and  it  will  be  found  convenient 
to  draw  attention  first  to  the  stresses  upon  the 
different  members  of  it,  due  to  the  action  of  the 
weight  supported  at  the  free  end.  Since  the  total 
load,  dead  or  live,  of  the  independent  central 
girder  was  found  to  be  equal  to  9U  tons,  and  as 
each  cantilever -arm  carries  one  half  of  it,  there 
is  a  load  of  45  tons  at  the  free  end  n,  in  Fig.  1, 
which  will  be  transmitted  to  the  fixed  end  A  1, 
and,  by  constituting  the  normal  reaction  at  that 
point,  will  furnish  an  excellent  chock  upon  the 
accuracy  of  the  calculations. 

Before  proceeding  to  investigate  and  analyse  in 
detail  the  stresses  upon  the  different  members  of 
the  cantilever-arm,  it  will  be  advisable,  as  we 
have  frequently  impressed  upon  our  readers,  to 

places  will  be  quite  sufficient.  Some  people 
appear  to  think  that  because  tables  of  logarithms 
are  calculated  to  seven  places  of  decimals  it  is 
absolutely  imperative  to  use  them  all  on  every 
occasion.  There  is  just  one  more  point  to  be 
taken  into  consideration,  and  that  is  the  per- 

missible limit  of  error,  for  it  is  not  often  that 
calculations  can  be  finished  with  a  terminable 
decimal,  among  which  repeating  or  recurring 
decimals  must  not  bo  included.  Examples  of  the 
former  class  will  be  found  in  the  fractions  i,  j, 
i,  and  further  subdivisions,  and  of  the  latter  in 
i>    i,  I,  and  in  numerous  others. 

To  return  to  the  truss  in  Fig.  1 ,  which  has  a 
weight  of  45  tons,  supported  at  the  free  end  a,  of 
the  cantilever.  Let  this  load  for  the  present 
be  made  equal  to  the  vertical  line  ab.  It 
is  cleir  that  this  load  is  carried  by  the 
two  members  of  the  truss  a  d  and  c  d,  and 
consequently  induces  stresses  upon  them.  It  must 
be  premised  that  the  bars  20  C  and  20  Z  do  not 
undergo  any  stresses,  although  they  are  inserted 
to  assist  in  connecting  the  independent  central 
truss  with  the  cantilever  arm.  The  compressive 
stress  0  ,  due  to  the  vertical  load  a  b,  is  constant 
throu;;hout,  both  in  amount  and  character,  the 
whole  of  the  lower  horizontal  chord  of  the  truss, 
and  is,  as  it  were,  transferred  from  the  member 
19  Z,  forming  the  panel  length  at  the  free 
end  to  the  member  1 Z,  occupying  a  similar 
position  at  the  fixed  end.  Thus  the  stress 
upon  19  Z,  into  which  the  load  ab  is  resolved, 
is  in  the  direction  of  the  diagonal  member 
of  the  web  19-20,  and  is  equal  to  the  line 
<•  b,  which  represents  the  tensile  stress  upon  that 
bar.  At  the  upper  apex  rf,  this  stress  is  resolved 
into  its  two  components,  eh  and  hd,  which  give 
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the  stresses  upon  the  vertical  bar  IS- 19  of  the 
web,  and  upon  the  inclined  panel  length  is  Z  of 
the  upper  chord.  A  repetition  of  thia  process 
will,  as  in  the  case  of  the  suspended  central  girder, 
give  the  stresses  upon  every  member  of  the 
truss,  due  to  the  load  at  the  free  end;  but  they 
will  not  be  multiples  of  the  stress  upon  the 
terminal  bar  19-20,  as  in  the  other  truss  with 
horizontal  chords,  uniform  depth,  and  a  constant 
Talue  for  9,  which  is  the  angle  between  the  diagonal 
and  vertical  bars  in  the  web.  Since  the  angle  8 

varies  from  45°  at  the  free  end  to  oU°  at  the  fixed 
end,  the  absence  of  any  law  or  series  governing  thi 

difference  between  the  relative  stresses  upon  the' 
members  of  the  web  is  readily  accounted  for. 
When  once  the  value  of  5  is  known,  the  stresses 
upon  the  diagonal  members  of  the  web,  and  upon 
the  horizontal  panel  lengths  of  the  lower  chord 
are  found  as  follows,  taking,  as  an  example,  the 
panel  length  at  the  free  end.  Let  W  equal  the 
vertical  load  a  h,  then  if  S  be  the  tensile  stress 
upon  the  diagonal  member  19-20,  and  S,  the 
compressive  stress  upon  the  member  19  Z,  it  will 
be  found  by  scaling,  bearing  in  mind  that 

W  =  1  ton,  S  =  c  *„  S,  =  a  f,  and  9  =  43°,  that 

S  =  1-48  tons,  and  S,  =  1  ton. 

But  since  the  triangle  liac,  similarly  to  the  half- 
panel  19,  is  right-angled,  we  have 

ceed  to  tabulate  the  stresses  as  shown  in  Table  1, 
and  to  check  them  subsequently  to  prove  their 
accuracy.  It  must  be  borne  in  mind  that  the 
stresses  upon  the  inclined  upper  and  horizontal 
lower  chords  are  cumulative.  Considering,  in 
the  first  place,  the  upper  chord,  the  stress  upon 
the  member  C  P  will  bo  transferred  to  tlio  fixed 
end  F  E,  and  in  transit  wiU  stress  the  inter- 

mediate member,  E  P,  to  the  same  extent.  But 
the    inclined    member,  E  P,   will  also  have  an 

Fio.  2. 

S  = 

W 

Cos.  9 =  W  X  sec.  9  =  1-414  tons  , 
(1) 

which  is  practically  the  same  as  the  former  value 
for  S.     By  the  same  rule  we  obtain 

Si  =  W  X  tan.  9  =  1  ton . 
..(2) 

This  method  of  calculation  might  be  pursued 
throughout  the  whole  truss,  but  it  would  not 
only  be  tedious,  but,  owing  to  the  diSiculty  of 
measuring  accurately,  the  numerous  different 
values  of  9,  it  might  not  afford  results  sufficiently 
exact,  and,  therefore,  other  methods  are  generally 
employed,  which  will  be  now  described.  But, 
previously  to  so  doing,  it  should  be  mentioned  how 

the  stresses  upon  the  members  of  the  inclined  upper 
flange  or  chord  obtained  by  the  principle  of  the 
resolution  of  forces  can  be  checked  by  analytical 
calculation.  For  instance,  the  tensile  stress  upon 
the  inclined  member  of  the  upper  chord  IS  Z  is 
equal  by  scale  to  1  ton,  equal  in  the  force 
diagram  of  the  triangle  '? ;  h  to  the  line  /i  </.  In 
the  same  triangle,  the  only  known  force  is  that 
represented  by  rf<-  =  S  =  <  i  =  1-414  tons.  The 
angle  at  r  =  9,  and  making  angle  at  /<  =  0,  and 
Si  et^ual  to  the  stress  required  upon  the  member 
18  Z,  we  have  the  following  proportion  :  — 

Sj  :  S  :  :  sine  9  :  sine  o   (3) 

From  which  solving  for  S,  its  value  is — 

S.  = 

S  X  sine  i 
sine  (p 

  (i) 

Substituting  the  values  for  9  and  0,  the  equation 
becomes — 
S, 

1-414   X   0-997 1-414 1  ton  aa  before   (5) 

To  render  plain  and  intelligible  the  other 
method  of  determining  and  checking  the  stresses 
upon  a  cantilever  truss,  the  small  example  shown 
in  Fig.  2  has  been  selected;  but  it  contains, 
nevertheless,  a  sufficient  number  of  separate  parts 
to  establish  a  principle  for  the  calculation  of  the 
stresses  of  a  similar  truss  with  any  number  of 
panels,  including  the  accompanying  vertical  and 
diagonal  members.  In  the  first  place,  the  stresses 
are  obtained  by  the  resolution  method  already 
used,  and  subsequently  checked  by  another  and  an 
independent  process.  It  should  be  mentioned 
here  that  the  difficulty  of  dealing  with  a  heavj- 
load  and  plotting  it  to  even  a  moderate  scale  is 
readily  surmounted.  Let  it  be  assumed  that  in 
Fig.  2  the  vertical  load  at  the  free  end  of  the 
cantilever  was  equal  to  45  tons,  as  actually  occurs 
mthe  truss  in  Fig.  1.  It  is  only  necessary  to 
suppose  the  vertical  dotted  line  at  the  free  end  of 
the  truss  in  Fig.  2  to  represent  any  sub-multiple 
of  the  real  load,  such  as  in  the  present  instance, 
5  tons  ;  then  the  stresses  brought  upon  the 
members  by  thia  load  would  simply  have  to  be 
multiplied  by  9  to  give  those  actually  brought 
upon  them  by  the  load  of  43  tons.  In  the  small 
example  in  Fig.  2,  the  load,  and  consequently  the 
vertical  dotted  line  representing  it,  is  made  equal 
to  I  ton.  It  is  not  necessary  to  recapitulate  and 
trace  the  respective  stresses  throughout  the  whole j 
truss,  as  the  different  dotted  lines  fu'.lv  explaiij 
their  action,  and  when  measured  bv  'the  same saUe  adopted  for  the  vertical  load,  will  give  their 
respective  amounta.     We  may,   therefore,  pro- 

Fio.  3. 

additional  stress  brought  upon  it,  due  to  the  pull 
of  the  diagonal  bar,  CD,  of  the  web,  which  is 
resolved  into  the  stress  upon  the  upper  chord, 
E  D,  and  upon  the  vertical  member,  D  E,  as 
shown  by  the  dotted  lines  in  the  figure.  An 
exactly  parallel  condition  exists  in  respect  to  the 
lower  horizontal  flange,  in  which  the  compressive 
stress  upon  the  terminal  panel  length,  BP,  is 
transmitted,  unchanged  either  in  amount  or 
character  to  the  chord  member,  D  P,  and  thence 
to  the  last  panel  length,  F  P,  at  the  fixed  end. 
Summing  up,  therefore,  if  S,  be  the  stress  upon 
B  P,  Sj  that  on  D  P,  and  S3  that  upon  F  P,  we 

shall  have,  putting  Ti  Tj  +  T,  for  the  corre- 
sponding total  stresses  upon  the  same  respective 

members,  the  following  three  equations— 

T,  =  S,  -I-  S,  -I-  S,.  %  =  S,  +  S,  T,  =  S,. 
It  will  be  seen  in  Table  1  that  the  total  stresses 

are  only  recorded,  as,  after  what  has  been  stated, 
it  is  not  necessary  to  mention  each  separately,  and 
then  sum  them  all  up.  Some  little  explanation 
may  be  required  respecting  the  stress  diagram  to 
the  right  of  the  upper  apex  at  the  fixed  end  of  the 
truss  in  Fig.  2,  which  enables  the  stress  upon  the 
end  or  last  vertical,  F  K,  to  be  ascertained.  This 
vertical,  as  an  inspection  of  the  diagram  will 
indicate,  is  subject  to  two  stresses  upon  it,  one 
owing  to  the  action  of  the  stress  upon  the  member 
E  P  of  the  upper  chord,  and  the  other  to  that  of 
the  stresses  on  the  diagonal  E  F. 

Each  of  these  stresses  can  be  resolved  into  a 

couple  of  components,  one  actin;^'  downwards 
upon  the  vertical  F  K,  and  the  other  in  a  hori- 

zontal direction,  which,  as  will  be  subsequently 
seen,  is  counteracted  by  the  resistance  of  the 
anchor  arm.  Both  these  stresses  may  be  sepa- 

rately resolved  in  these  directions,  and  the  s>im 
of  the  vertical  components  will  give  the  total 
compressive  stress  upon  F  K.  It  will,  however, 
be  simpler  to  adopt  the  method  shown  in  the 
figure.  Upon  the  prolongation  of  the  bars  F  F 
and  E  P,  plot  off  to  the  same  scale  as  used  for  the 
other  members  of  the  truss  the  stresses  given  in 
Table  I.  as  indicated  by  the  dotted  lines ;  then 
complete  the  parallelogram  of  forces,  draw  the 
resultant  a  a„  and  from  the  point  n  draw  the  per- 

pendicular (7i  i  to  meet  the  horizontal  line  a  b,  and 
the  line  «,  h  will  represent  the  stress  upon  F  K, 
which  will  be  equal  to  the  reaction  at  the  fixed 
end,  which  is  equal  to  the  load  carried  at  the  free 
end  of  the  cantilever. 

AVe  may  now  proceed  to  check  the  stresses 
upon  some  of  the  members  of  the  truss  in  Fig.  2 
by  the  independent  method  of  moments,  and  let  the 
diagonal  bar  C  D  be  selected  to  begin  with.  The 
moments  may  be  taken  about  the  p  lint  X,  at  the 
intersection  of  the  upper  and  lower  chords  of  the 
truss.  The  lever  arm  of  C  D  about  the  point  X 
is  X  II,  and  that  of  the  weight  N  L  ;  and  putting 

S  for  the  required  stress  on  C  D  and  W  for  the 

weight  at  the  free  end,  we  have— 
S  X  N  «  =  W  X  N  L. 

Measuring  the  lever  anna  upon  a  convenient 
scale,  we  find  that  in  the  case  before  ua  the  value 

of  the  lever-arms  are  N  =  27  and  X  L  =  24,  and 
substituting  theae  equivalents  for  the  symbols  the 

equation  becomes — 
S  =  '^^^'^  =  0-S9, 

which  agrees  with  the  stress  already  tabulated. 
The  dotted  lines  in  Fig.  2  represent  the  pro- 

longation of  all  the  diagonal  members  of  tlie  web, 
and  their  lever-arms  about  the  intersecting  point 
of  the  two  chords,  from  which  data  the  streasos 
upon  them  can  bo  determined.  Any  scale  can  be 
used  for  measuring  the  lever  arma,  provided  the 
aame  scale  is  used  for  all.  For  the  vertical  D  E, 

taking  moments  ;bout  the  same  point  X',  and 
putting  S  to  lepreseiit  the  stress,  its  amount  is — 

S,  = 

W  X  24 

'48    " 
=  0  5. 

For  the  stress  upon  the  members  of  the  lower 
chord  take  that  upon  F  B.  The  amount  of  this 

about  a  is,  putting  S,  for  the  stress,  8  2  ■:  ac; 
and  the  moment  of  the  load  at  the  free  ende  is 

W  X  L  c,  from  which — 
o         W  X  16-5       „., 

^'  =    -W5—  =  ̂  ̂- 
Similarly  for  the  upper  chord  EP,  we  obtain — 

S3  = 

W 23 
13 

=  1- 

The  general  method  of  obtaining  the  stresses 
upon  trusses,  in  which  there  are  no  redundant 
members  and  no  reversals,  is  by  a  reciprocal 

stress  diagram.  The  stress  diagram  corre- 
sponding to  the  truss  in  Fig.  2  is  given  in  Fig.  3. 

For  the  sake  of  clearness  it  is  drawn  to  double 
the  scale  of  the  truss,  and  consequently  all  the 
stresses  upon  the  different  bars  will  measure  twice 
those  in  Fig  2,  but  wiU  be  numerically  the  same 
as  in  Table  I.  The  principle  of  the  reciprocal 
stress  diagram  will  be  applied  to  determining  the 
actual  stresses  upon  the  cantilver-arm  in  Fig.  1 
in  out  next  article.  T.  C. 

THE    GLASGOW    BUILDIX(r 

REGULATIOXS. 

THE  new  building  regulations  that  have  been 
framed  to  amend  and  extend  the  provisions 

of  the  Glasgow  Police  Acts,  1S66  to  1S99,  re- 
lating to  the  streets,  sewers,  and  buildings  of 

Glasgow,  form  the  subject  of  a  Bill  of  some  im- 
portance. The  proposed  Act  is  to  be  cited  as  the 

Glasgow  Building  Hegulationa  Act,  1900,  and  is 

divided  into  IG  parta,  aa  follows : — I.  Pre- 

liminary, II.  Streets  ;  III.  Through  \'entilation. Free  Space,  &c.  ;  IV.  Sewera,  Draina,  Cesspools  ; 

\'.  Water-cloaets,  Soil  Pipea,  \o.  ;  \'I.  Build- 
ing Line,  Sites,  and  Foundations:  VII.  Height 

and  Cubical  E.xtent  of  Buildings;  VIII.  Con- 
struction of  Buildings  :  IX.  Xoxious  and 

Pangerous  Businesaes  :  X.  Theatrea  and  Public 
Buildings ;  XI.  Special  Provision  for  Certain 

Buildings;  XII.  X'eglected  S'.ructures  ;  XIII. 
Scaffolding,  Barricades,  &c. ;  XIV.  Procedure, 

Expenses,  Xotices,  kc.  ;  XV.  By-laws  and 

Penalties;  XVI.  Savings — i.e.,  I'.xemptiona,  ic. 
We  can  only  refer  briefly  to  a  few  of  the  chief  pro- 

visions of  thia  .-Vet.  The  definitions  are  concise, 

and,  on  the  whole,  satisfactory.  A  "  building  " 
includes  any  wall  or  structure,  and  any  altera- 

tion in  or  addition  to  a  building.  -V  "  new- 
building "  includes  "any  building  after  the 
passing  of  this  .-Vet :  any  building  which  has 
been  taken  down  for  more  thin  one  half 

of  its  cubical  extent,  and  re- erected,  or  com- 
menced to  be  re-erected,  wholly  or  partially,  on 

the  same  site  after  the  pjisaing  of  this  Act."  A 
"public  buUding"  is  defined  as  ''a  building 
used  or  constructed,  adapted,  or  altered  to  be 
used  as  a  church,  chapel,  or  other  place  of  public 

worship,  or  as  a  school,  college,  or  pi  .ce  of  in- 
struction (not  being  merely  a  dwelling-house  sc» 

used),  or  as  a  public  theatre,  public  music  hall, 

public  hall,  public  concert -room,  public  IxiU- 
room,  public  lecture-room,  or  public  exhibition- 
room,  or  as  a  public  place  of  assembly  or  a  build- 

ing used  or  constructed,  or  adapted  to  bs  used,  for 
any  other  public  purpose,  and  includes  a  building 
used  or  adapted  to  be  used  as  an  hot-;l,  lodging- 

house,  refuge,  or  shelter  where  such  bu" extends  to  more  than  250, 000c. ft.,  or  has  si  > 

accommodation  for  more  than  100  persons.''  - ... 
definition  is  pretty  comprel^nsive,  and  is  prac- 
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tically  the  same  as  that  of  the  London  Uailding 
Act,  hilt  excluding  a  hospital  and  workhouse.  A 
"building  of  the  workhouse  class"  is  also  de- 

scribed as  that  in  the  Utter  Act,  except  that  a 
domestic  building  is  not  excluded,  any  building 
in  fact  so  described  "  exceeding  130, 000c. ft. 
which  is  not  a  public  building."  I'arfy-w.iU  is 
thus  defined  :  "An  external  gable  or  main  wall 
not  less  than  Din.  thick  carried  up  to  the  height 
of  the  external  walls,  and  dividing  a  building  into 

separate  occupancies."  A  definition  simpler  than 
that  of  the  London  Building  Act,  and  to  some 
extent  more  expressive  of  a  party-wall. 

An  important  part  of  the  Bill  to  be  promoted 
deals  with  .streets,  and  section  26  provides  that 
every  street  of  a  width  of  not  lees  than  soft. 
may  bo   made  if  the    corporation    think  fit  to 

enclose  a  free  space  of  at  least  'J5(t.  wide  in  the 
centre    as    an    ornamental    pleasure-ground  or 
shrubbery — a  provision   that  might  be   usefully 
followed  in  other  towns.     The  through  ventila- 

tion of  "  hollow  squares  "  formed  by  the  streets is  anuther  valuable  measure  in  Part  III.,  section 
36,  and  which  provides  that  where  the  design  of 
one  or  more  streets,  taken  by  themselves  or  in 
conjunction  with  other  streets,  contemplates  the 
erection  of  buildings  so  placed  as  to  form  part  of 
a  hollow  square,    the    Dean    of    (iuild,  before 
aanclioning  such  streets,  shall  require  the  owner 
to  provide,  for  the  purpose  of  through  ventila- 

tion, an  opening  not  lees  than  1.5ft.  wide  from 
street  to  street  through  such  hollow  square  ;  the 
opening  to  remain  open  from  the  height  of  15ft. 
upwards.     This  section  not  to  apply  to  buildings 
to  be  used  other  than  dwelling-houses.     Where 
any  streets  have  been  laid  out  as  to  contemplate 
such  a  hollow  square,  the  Dean  of  Guild  shall 
not  (except  where  provision  is  made  to  his  satis- 

faction   for    thorough     ventilation)    grant    the 
erection  of  any    dwelling-houses    fronting  any 
such  street    unless   an    opening    of   this  width 
has   been   provided,     and,     failing    agreement 
among    the    owners   as   to   expense,    the  Dean 
is  to  have  power  to  fix  the  sum  to  be  paid  by 
owners,  &c.     These  provisions  are  not  to  apply 
in  certain  cases  where  the  buildings  which  form 
part  of  the  hollow   fquare  do  not  exceed  four 
stories  in  height,  and  the  inclosed  space  of  back- 

ground in  such  square  contains,  free  of  erection 
other  than  the  usual  one-story  offices,  upwards 
of  1,800  square  yards,  and  is  not  less  than  90ft. 
across  at  narrowest  part ;  nor  in  cases  where  the 
buildings  do  not  exceed  three  stories,  with  an  in- 

closed space  of  1,400  square  yards  (section  38) ;  and 
no  buildirgs  other  than  the  usual  one-story  ware- 
h«i-8e8  and  offices  are  to  be  erected  within  the 
inclosed  space  in  any  hollow  square,  except  in 
those  cases  where  the  space  exceeds  the  dimen- 

sions specified,  where  arrangements  for  ingress 
and  egress,  drainage,  &c.,  are  done  to  the  Dean 

of  Guild's  satisfaction,  in  which  case  two-storied 
buildings  may  be  allowed,   if  not  offensive  or 
injurious,   provided   an   entry   of  10ft.    wide  be 
provided  from  a  street.     Section  40  makes  it  un- 

lawful for  any  apartment  to  be  used  as  a  dwel- 
ling-house "  unless  one-half  at  least  of  its  height 

from  floor  to  ceiling  is  above  level  of  street  and 

back  court,"  and  unless  there  is  an  open  area 
along  its  whole  length,  and  unless  such  space  ia 
as  broad  as  the  part  of  the  height  of  dwellin;^ 
below  level  of  such  street  and  back  court,  and  is 
1ft.  below  lloor  of  such  apartment.  An  open  space 
is  also  to  be  provided  in  front  of  any  sleeping- 
room  window  in  any  apartment  of  at  least  three- 
fourths  of  the  height  of  wall  in  which  such  window 
le  placed,  and  in  front  of  at  least  one  half  of  such 
window  (Sect.  41).     t)ne  safeguard  is  introduced 
—namely,  ' '  The  same  open  space  measured  in  a 
line  extending  outwards  and  upwards  from  the 
-window  to  the  distance  specified  shall  not  be  avail- 

able  for   any   other   sleeping    apartment   whoso 

window  is  not  in  the  same  plane,"  a  rule  that  will 
prevent   any    projecting    window   participiting. 
Xext   coming   to    Part    VL,    which   deala   with 
building  lines,  sites,  and  foundations,  section  01 
provides  (1)  that  no  building  without  consent  in 
writing  of  the  corporation  is  to  be  erected  beyond 
the  general  lino  of  buildings  in  any  street,  place, 
or  row,  where  the  distance  of  the  line  of  buildings 
from  the  nearest  part  of  the  street  does  not  exceed 

30ft.   or    within  "SOft.  of    the   strct  where  the distance  of    the    line    of    buildings    therefrom 
exceeds  30ft. ;    2]  this  section  does  not  apply  to 
buildings  erected  after  the  commencement  of  Act, 
upon  land  which  at  any  time  within  seven  years 
previously  is,  has,  or  shall  have  been  occupied 
by  a  building. 

As  to  the  height  and  cubical  extent  of  buildings 

church  shall,  except  with  consent  of  the  corpora* 
tion,  be  erected  in,  on,  or  adjoining  any  street  of 
a  greater  height  than  the  width  of  such  street, 
and  in  no  case,  except  with  consent,  shall  such 
height  exceed  UOft.  The  London  Building  Afit 
limits  the  height  to  80ft.,  exclusive  of  two  stories 
in  the  roof,  except  with  the  consent  of  the 
Council ;  so  that  the  (ilasgow  regulations  will  be 
practically  the  same.  Of  course,  such  height  of 
'JOft.  is  exclusive  of  towers,  turrets,  or  archi- 
toctural  features.  The  provision  of  this  section 
does  not  apply  to  the  rebuilding  of  any  previously 
existing  building.  The  height  of  dwelling-houses 
is,  by  section  fis,  not  to  exceed  the  width  of  the 
street,  and  this  applies  to  alterations  of  dwelling- 
houses.  Where  a  building  fronts  two  streets, 
the  wider  street  is  to  regulate  the  height,  the 
height  in  these  cases  to  be  taken  from  the  level  of 
street  to  the  ridge  of  roof —a  rule  that  will  prevent 
any  steep  roof.  This  is  undesirable.  Section  7 1 
provides  that  in  every  building  exceeding 
200  square  yards  in  area,  used  in  part  for  trade 
or  manufacture,  and  in  part  as  a  dwelling- 
house,  the  part  used  for  trade,  &c.,  is  to  be 
separated  from  the  dwelling-house  portion  by 
walls  and  floors  constructed  of  fire-resisting  ma- 

terials, and  all  6tairca«3s,  passages,  and  other 
means  of  approach  to  the  latter  portion  shall  be 
constructed  throughout  of  fire  resisting  mateiials. 
The  part  used  for  trade  or  manufacture,  if  ex- 

tending to  more  than  2o0,000e.ft.,  to  be  subject  to 
the  provisions  of  the  Act  relating  to  buildings  of 
the  warehouse  class.  Section  72  fixes  the  cubical 
extent  of  buildings  of  the  warehouse  class,  unless 
with  consent,  to  :S.50, 000c. ft., beyond  which  party- 
walls  are  to  be  used  in  such  manner  that  no 
division  of  such  building  shall  extend  to  more 
than  350,000c.  ft.  This  rule  does  not  apply  to 
one-story  buildings  of  brick,  stone,  iron,  or  other 
incombustible  material.  Consent  to  large  di- 

mensions may  be  given  by  the  Dean  of  Guild  if 
he  is  satisfied  additional  cubical  extent  is  neces- 

sary, and  is  also  satisfied  that  proper  arrange- 
ments have  been  made  for  lessening  danger  from 

fire  provided  such  building  (1)  shall  not  extend 
to  more  than  500,000c.ft.  without  being  divided 
by  party  walls  in  such  manner  that  each  division 
does  not  exceed  450,000ft.,  and  (2  shall  not  be 
used  for  any  trade  involving  the  use  of  explosive 
or  inflammable  materials. 

The  construction  of  buildings  in  Part  Till, 
deals  with  the  strength  of  floors,  walls,  roofs,  &c., 
of  all  classes  of  buildings,  and  is  of  considerable 
importance.  We  can  only  glance  at  a  few  of  the 
sections  here.  Section  75  applies  to  all  new 
buildings  of  the  several  classes,  and  all  buildings 
erected  before  or  after  the  passing  of  the  .'^ct 
which  may  be  altered  or  adopted  for  such  uses 
aforesaid.  These  are  to  be  of  sufficient  strength, 
and  shall  be  designed  and  constructed  so  that  the 
completed  structure  shall,  in  addition  to  the 
weight  of  the  materials,  he  able  to  carry  as  a  safe 
load  the  following  minimum  weights  : — 

Dwelling  -  houses,  1001b.  per  square  foot  of 
floor :  halls,  schools,  churches,  theatres,  music- 
halls,  Jcc,  1801b.  per  fquare  foot  of  floor  :  ware- 

houses, stores,  factories,  and  workshops,  2241b. 

per  square  foot  of  floor. A  safe  load  upon  timber  shall  be  held  to  be 
one-seventh,  upon  wrought  iron  one-fourth,  and 
upon  cast  iron  one-sixth  of  the  breaking  strain. 
Subsection  2  is  important ;  it  determines  the 
weight  to  be  placed  on  an  upper  floor  of  any 
existing  or  new  building.  It  must  have  been 
constructed  for  the  purpose,  and  be  supported 
upon  beams  or  columns  of  stone,  brick,  iron, 
or  other  incombustible  material.  Such  weight 
includes  machinery,  goods,  or  merchandise.  Any 
weight  which  exceeds  2241b.  per  square  foot  of 
floor  space  is  forbidden.  Walls,  piers,  and 
columns  for  support  are  to  rest  upon  a  sufficient 
foundation,  beam,  arch,  lintel,  &c.,  resting  upon 
sufticient  walls  or  piers,  and  are  to  be  of  brick, 
stone,  iron,  or  other  incombustible  material. 
Metr.l  beams  and  urclies,  lintels,  and  Culumns  to 

be  protected  against  fire  to  the  Dean  otCniild's satisfaction.  Other  clauses  refer  to  thickness  of 
walls  prescribed  by  schedule  ;  to  incomliustible 
materials  for  walls,  gable  walls  to  be  carried  up 
12in.,  Oin.  thick,  above  roof;  to  dimp-iourses, 
street  floor  level  of  dwelling-houtes,  which  is  not 
to  be  less  than  12in.  above  level  of  ground, 
recesses,  and  openings ;  to  roofs,  which  are  re- 

quired to  be  constructed  of,  or  covered  with, 
incombustible  material,  except  door-frames, 
window-frames,  dormers,  lanterns,  turrets,  i:c. 
Section  S7  provides  that  every  roof  is  to  bo  con- 

  „-    structed  to    carry  as  a    safe  load  a   minimum 
£ec'.:on  67  provides  that  no  building  other  than  a  |  weight  of  501b.  per  square  foot  of  surface  in 

addition  to  the  weight  of  roof  itself.  Other 
regulations  are  made,  but  to  these  we  cannot  now 
refer.  The  sections  dealing  with  chimneys  and 
flues,  theatres  and  public  buildings,  cubical 
cVintents,  &c  ,  for  dwelling-houses,  and  with 
neglected  structures  are  important,  and  to  these 
we  mav  return. 

ELECTRICirY  AXD  ITS  DAXGERS  AS 
APPLIED  TO  COJIIIEUCIAL  IXDUSTRIES. 

IX  a  recent  article  we  drew  attention  to  the 
destructive  effect  produced  in  the  corrosion, 

and  ultimate  reduction  to  a  condition  of  perfect 
worthlessness,  of  metallic  pipes  used  for  the  pur- 

pose of  water  supplies  to  large  town  and  cities  by 
the  action  of  powerful  electrical  currents.  It 
must  strike  the  most  superficial  observer  that  the 
artisans,  the  working  men,  and  others  engaged 
in  maintaining  the  water  service,  and  administer- 

ing to  its  never-ending  requirements,  must  be 
exposed  to  a  considerable  amount  of  danger  in 
discharging  their  duties  from  the  same  source. 
It  needs  but  a  very  little  more  consideration  to 
bring  prominently  and  seriously  to  our  minds 
that  this  exposure  to  gra-'e  accidents  becomes 
greatly  accentuated  when  electricity  is  employed, 
and  its  application  to  manufactories  and  work- 

shops as  a  motive  force  is  daily  augmenting, 
upon  a  large  scale  in  the  midst  of  numbers  of  our 
labouring  population.  As  the  subject  is  one 
which  concerns  not  only  our  own  readers, 
but  the  welfare  of  the  whole  community  at 
large,  we  offer  no  apology  for  introducing  it 
to  notice.  We  have  no  intention  of  enter- 

ing into  theoretical  details  or  investigating, 
save  in  a  general  manner,  the  causes  which 
conduce  to  the  disastrous  results  that  are  a  matter 
of  history,  and  which,  it  may  he  regretfully  but 
truthfully  said,  have  at  times  culminated  in  loss 
of  life.  Our  object  is  to  point  out  the  influence 
exerted  by  this  still  mysterious  power,  and  to 
indicate  as  clearly  and  accurately,  so  far  as  actual 
experience  is  available,  when  it  is  to  be  fenred, 
and,  on  the  other  hand,  when  it  is  comparatively 
harmless.  We  shall  thus  convey  a  warning  that 
may  be  of  use  to  our  readers  and  the  public 

generally. It  must  be  premised  that  the  accidents  of  the 
nature  under  discussion  due  to  the  action  of 
electricity  are  altogether  of  a  physiological 
character.  They  are  primarily  caused  by  the 
contact  of  an  electrical  conductor  with  the  body 
of  a  human  being  or  animal,  either  at  one  or 
more  points,  while  some  other  point  of  the 
individual  or  animal  attacked  makes  contact  with 
the  earth.  From  the  data  at  our  command, 
industrial  electricity,  employing  the  term  in  the 
same  sense  as  already  defined,  is  not  dangerous 
to  human  life  until  the  current  attains  an 
intensity  of  over  500  volts,  and  the  danger 
increases  as  the  intensity  of  the  current  advances 
to2,000  volts.  After  thislimit  is  reached,  the  effects 
upon  the  human  frame  sensibly  diminish,  although 
it  has  not  been  yet  ascertained  what  rule  or  law 
the  change  appears  to  obey.  All  accidents  due 
to  electrical  contact  are  accompanied  by  both 
general  and  local  effects,  and  among  the  latter 
are  the  inevitable  bums  which  are  always  pro- 

duced at  the  point  where  contact  occurs  between 
the  flesh  and  the  electric  fluid.  There  is  for- 

tunately a  wide  difference  between  the  nature  of 
these  burns  and  those  caused  under  ordinary 
conditions.  Electrical  bums  are  not  very  pain- 

ful, are  very  closely  circumscribed,  do  not  run 
into  sores  or  suppuration,  and  heal  on  the  first 
intention  weU  and  healthily.  Electrical  syncopy, 
which  is  an  absolute  loss  of  consciousness,  belongs 
to  the  former  class  of  accidents,  and  is  evidently 
the  result  of  the  shock  to  the  system,  as  it  differs 
but  slightly  from  that  of  the  ordinary  type.  In 
the  majority  of  instances  it  is  only  of  a  temporary 
character,  and  readily  yields  to  proper  treatment, 
and  in  no  case  does  death  ensue  unless  the 
current  causing  it  continues  in  contact  with  the 

body. 

There  are  three  principal  applications  of  the 
electrical  current  which  the  public  have  to  guard 
against.  The  first  is  that  of  industrial  electricity 
already  treated  of,  the  second  that  of  the  electric 
light,  and  the  third  that  of  electric  conductors, 
conveying  the  motive-force  to  electric  railways 
and  tramways.  Of  these  three,  that  of  the 
electric  light  for  houses  and  buildings  does  not, 
as  a  rule,  surpass  120  volts,  and  is  not  capable  of 
occasioning  any  serious  accidents.  But  again, 

the  intensity  of" the  currents  supplied  to  railways and  tramways-  frequently  reaches  to  as  much  as 
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800  and  1,000  volts,  and  electrical  shocks  pro- 
duced by  contact  with  them  might  be  attended 

with  very  serious  consequences,  tireat  precautions 
are  absolutely  necessary  in  the  interest  of  the 
public  safety  with  respect  to  these  conductors, 
especially  those  of  the  wire  or  overhead  type,  to 
prevent  them  coming  in  contact  with  either 
human  beings  or  animals,  which  latter  are  par- 

ticularly sensible  to  the  effects  of  the  electrical 
fluid.  It  is  not  too  much  to  assert  that  overhead 
electrical  wires  working  under  a  high  voltage, 
unless  protected  in  such  a  manner  as  to  ob\*iate 
all  risk  of  accidents,  which  is  in  itself  an  obvious 
impossibility,  constitute  a  real  and  constant 
danger  to  the  security  of  the  public. 

It  is  with  feelings  of  deep  regret  that  we  refer 
to  a  most  unfortunate  accident  which  occurred  a 
few  days  ago,  but  we  think  it  right  to  call  the 
attention  of  our  readers  to  the  circumstances  of 
the  case,  since  it  corroborates  in  a  startling  and 
deplorable  manner  the  truth  of  the  statements 
and  remarks  put  forward  in  the  present  article. 

' '  A  sad  fatality  occurred  at  Bolton  yesterday  in 
connection  with  the  Corporation  extensive  electric- 
lighting  undertaking.  Three  men  were  engaged 
in  removing  the  transformer  at  the  under- 

ground sub-station,  when  one  of  the  workmen, 
it  is  stated,  made  a  mistake  by  switching 
the  wires  wrongly,  thereby  charging  the  trans- 

former with  2,000  volts  of  electricity  from 
the  principal  generating  station.  The  result 
was  that  all  three  men  suffered  from  an  acute 
attack  of  syncope  and  were  rendered  insensible. 
Flames  and  smoke  shot  up  in  the  air,  creating 
great  consternition  amongst  the  townspeople. 
A  corporation  inspector,  named  Albert  Sides, 
gallantly  descended  and  rescued  the  men,  but 
one  of  the  workmen  died  later  from  asphyxia, 
whilst  a  second  workman  has  since  succumbed." T.  C. 

NATIONAL     SIL\"ER     ifEDAL     DESIGN 
FOR   A  MArSOLEUil. 

[with     I'HOTO-LITUOGRArHIC     ILH  STB.iTION.] 

THIS  design  was  prepared  in  connection  with  the 
monthly  design  competitions  at  the  Glasgow 

School  of  Art.  The  conditions  were  : — "  A  small 

mausoleum  for  a  private  cemetery,  site  'Hit.  by 
•24ft.,  including  all  steps,  &c.  ;  style.  Greek.  In 
this  case,  instead  of  accepting  the  pure  Greek 
features,  an  attempt  was  made  to  give  more  of 

the  Egypto-Greek  feeling,  a  style  which  lends 
itself  very  easily  to  monumental  subjects  of  this 
class.     The  plan  shows  its  general  arrangements. 

A.  W.  G.\RDXEU. 

WORKING-CLASS  D^^"ELLINGS   IN ITALY. 

THE  housing  of  the  working  classes  is  a 
problem  difficult  to  solve.  Lord  Rosebery, 

not  many  days  ago,  suggested  that  London 
labourers  should  be  transplanted  to  a  new  suburb 
and  new  homes,  sending  them  to  and  from  their 

work  by  workmen's  trains.  The  Birmingham 
City  Council,  at  their  last  weeks'  meeting,  were 
advised  to  spend  a  sum  of  £100,000  to  build 
working-class  houses  ;  but  no  practicable  scheme 
was  laid  before  them  by  the  gentleman  who 
iniated  the  discussion.  A  greater  measure  of 
success  seems  to  have  attended  an  experiment 
tried  by  the  municipality  of  Spezia  at  the  instance 
of  the  Itahan  Admiralty,  of  which  an  account  is 

sent  by  a  special  correspondent  of  the  Jfum-hester Gum-iliai,.  The  overcrowding  caused  by  the 
influx  of  workmen  by  the  carrj-ing  ̂   out  of 
Government  works  led  the  Italian  Admiralty  to 
enter  into  a  contract  with  the  municipality  of 

Spezia,  the  object  of  which  was  the  proper  housing 
of  the  dock  latxjurers  and  their  families.  Si.^ty- 
two  blocks  were  erected,  divided  into  992  dwel- 

lings: for  a  flat  containing  three  rooms  and  a 
kitchen  the  rent  per  month  being  fifteen  lire, 
equal  to  about  lis.  Od.  English  money,  while  for 
an  additional  two  lire  the  tenant  can  have  a  small 
plot  of  garden. 

There  is  said  to  be  no  lack  of  tenants  for  the 

premises,  the  cheapness  as  well  as  the  comfort  of 
these  municipal  buildings  .always  attracting  more 

applicants  than  can  be  .accommodated.  The  draw- 
back so  far  as  the  public  are  concerned  is  that 

none  except  Government  employes  are  eligible 
as  tenants.  A  deduition  from  their  weekly 

wages  is  made  for  rent,  and  the  State  authorities 
band  over  to  the  municipality  the  rent  of  the 
houses  oncd  a  quarter.  In  order  to  encourage 
steadiness  on  the  part  of  the  workmen,  a 
specially  well-thought-out  arrangement  operates 
by  which  a  tenant  CJin  become  proprietor  of  his 
own  flat  at  about  "cost  price,"  by  payments 

covering  a  long  space  of  time,  or,  if  he  be  "in 
funds,"  he  may  discharge  his  liability  more 
rapidly.     The  bouses  are  well  built,  and  are  kept 

in  good  repair  under  the  supervision  of  the  muni 
cipal  engineer,  who,  in  turn,  is  overlooked  by  an 
oflicer  who  acts  as  the  Admiralty's  inspector.  It 
is  recorded  that  the  tenants  "live  up"  to  their surroundings  :  there  is  none  of  the  savagery 
which  confronted  an  experimenter  in  the  housing 
of  the  London  poor  some  years  ago,  when  the 
tenants  indulged  in  such  playful  little  habits  as 
tearing  down  the  wood  banisters  to  lii,'ht  the  fires, 
and  diverted  the  water-butts  from  their  proper 

purpose  into  drowning-places  for  kittens. 
Tlie  low  terras  upon  which  the  site  for  the 

houses  was  acquired  — the  cost  not  being  more 
than  ninepence  per  yard — would,  however,  make 
it  impossible  for  the  experiment  to  be  successfully 
imitated  in  quarters  where  the  facilities  are  not 
so  favourable.  Moreover,  in  Spezia  labour  is 

cheap,  and  this  "  workman's  city  "  was  erected at  a  far  lower  cost  than  would  be  possible  in  any 
English  town.  These  are  factors  which  tie  the 
hands  of  local  authorities  in  this  country  when 

they  discuss  the  question. 

SPECIFICATIONS   FOR    PORTLAND 
CEMENT  CONCRETE. 

THE  use  of  Portland  cement  concrete  has  long 
ceased  to  be  a  novelty  :  thousands  of  tons 

of  cement  are  annually  consumed  in  its  manu- 
facture. The  terminology  employed  in  specifying 

its  ingredients  has  been  determined  by  engineers, 
architects,  and  surveyors,  who  are  generally  the 
most  exact  among  men  in  their  methods  of 
thought  and  expression.  It  is,  therefore,  the 

more  surprising  that  the  expressions  "  1  to  8," "1  to  6"  concrete  continue  to  pass  current 
without  a  universally-recognised  meaning  being 
attached  to  them.  Even  if  all  doubt  were  re- 

moved as  to  whether  the  "  8  "  or  "  6  "  indica  led 
measures  of  aggregate,  exclusive  of  fine  stuff  or 
sand,  the  sum  of  the  measures  of  both  thige 
ingredients,  or  measures  of  these  ingredients 
after  mixing  the  two,  in  no  case  could  they  indi- 

cate the  ratio  of  cement  to  sand  in  the  mortar,  or 
the  ratio  of  the  latter  (cement  and  sand  mi.xed,  to 

the  aggregate  of  broken  material.  Such  loose 
and  unsatisfactory  expressions  should  be  aban  • 
doned.  In  their  place  the  proportions  of  cement  ; 
sand,  and  broken  material  should  invariably  be 
stated  in  the  order  mentioned,  and  the  expres- 

sions 1  :  2  :  6,  1  :  1  :  5  become  generally  current. 
It  is  even  further  suggested  that  the  sand  should 
be  considered  as  part  of  the  matrix,  not  of  the 

aggregate.  AVe  should  then  think  of  concrete  as 
a  very  irregular  rubble  with  all  its  interstices 
filled  with  cement  mortar,  and  with  a  thin  joint 
of  the  same  material  separating  every  fragment 

of  stone  (or  brick,  kc.)  from  its  neighlwurs  on 
every  side.  We  thus  see  the  proportions  of  in- 

gredients in  the  mortar  (or  matrix  to  be  used, 
and  the  ratio  its  quantity  bears  to  the  aggregate, 
in  their  true  importance ;  while  the  ratio  of 
cement  only  to  the  bulk  of  other  material  appears- 
I  a  rather  minor  consideration  by  comparison. 

That  the  correct  proportions  of  cement,  sand, 

and  aggregate  to  be  used  to  make  the  best  con- crete for  any  specific  purpose  is  a  very  complex 

question  is  evidenced  by  the  papers  on  the  sub- 
ject constantly  to  be  met  with.  The  conclusions 

arrived  at  by  the  more  recent  of  these  are  some- 
times somewhat  subversive  of  time-honoured 

fonnul:c.  In  order  that  concrete  should  form  an 
absolutely  solid  mass,  the  principle  that  sufficient 
sand  to  fill  the  interstices  of  the  aggregate  shoiJil 

be  used  appears,  no  doubt,  sound.  But  to  be 

more  exact,  sufficient  mortar  'cement  and  sand mixed  with  water)  to  do  this,  with  enough  in 

addition  to  form  joints  between  the  several 
nodules,  as  before  mentioned,  is  what  is  really 

required.  It  appears  undesirable  that  such 
theoretical  requirements  should  figure  in  any 

specification,  or  similar  document,  intended  for 
the  practical  direction  of  a  contractor  or  working 
man.  He  requires  to  be  told  at  once  how  he  is 
to  mix  his  concrete :  how  many  measures  of 
broken  material  or  shingle  and  fine  stuff  respect- 

ively he  is  to  use  to  each  measure  of  cement. 
]  Experiment  and  experience  have  shown  that 
broken  stone,  on  an  average,  contains  about 

'  IS  per  cent,  of  interstices,  and  shingles  about 
'  30  per  cent.  This  means  in  practice  2  of  sand  to 
!  4  of  stone,  and  2  of  sand  to  6  of  shingle.  Suppose 

the  actual  percentage  of  interstices  determined 

by  experiment  in  a  particular  case  varies  some- what from  these  figures.  It  would  be  useless  to 
tell  a  contractor  that  the  sand  is  to  be  used  at  the 

rate  of  45  or  any  other  percentage  of  his  aggre- 
gate :  we  must  come  down  to  the  practical necessities  of  the  case,  which  means  1,1^.2, 2i,  ic., 
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measures  to  his  measure  of  cement.  Here  we 
8oe  at  once,  and  as  will  be  furthiir  shown  from 
a  paper  on  the  subject  cuntributed  to  the  .Vinulrt 
of  the  Inst.C.E.,  BpecificHtions  for  concrete  con- 

stantly depart  from  this  initiiil  theory  of  filling 
the  interstices  with  sand ;  1  of  cennent,  1  sand, 
and  li  of  stone  ;  1  cement,  1  sand,  and  C  shingle 

being  cases  in  point.  The  latter,  which  errs 
widely  in  this  direction,  is  quoted  as  a  typical 
specification  in  a  paper  printed  in  Professional 

Xolfs  of  the  Surveyors'  Institution,  Vol.  IX., 
Pjirt  III.  The  interesting  paper  above  referred 

to  is  by  Mr.  F.  J.  Preston,  A.M.I.C.E.  [i-ide 
Vol.  CXXXII.,  p.  35.'),  Minutes  of  Proceedings 
of  the  f.C.K.).  His  conclusions  are  that  con- 

crete, to  contain  the  correct  proportion  of  mortar, 

"cannot  possibly  bo  made  with  <i  parts  of  any 

ordinary-sized  broken  stone"  to  2  of  sand  and 
1  of  cement,  which  he  proves  as  follows : — One 

(I  4-  21  3 

part  cement  and   2  parts  sand  make  > — — -i- 

=  2 '25  parts  of  mortar  ;  the  percentage  of 
interstices  of  broken  stone  averages  4S  per  cent. 

Henoe:  Mortar  (as  shown  above)  =  2 '25  parts; 
interstices  -  8  parts  •  0-48  =  2-88  parts— 
"  that  is  to  say,  the  interstices  are  largely  in 
excess  of  the  mortar,  and  104  per  cent,  of  the 

concrete  will  be  made  up  of  hoUow  spaces." 
Mr.  Preston  gives  the  following  formula  for 

determining  the  correct  ratio  of  mortar  to  every 
100  parts  oif  finished  concrete : — 

(a)  Mortar  to  be  mixed   1    of   cement  to  2  of 
sand,  aggregate  of  broken  stone  having  48  per 
cent,  of  interstices  ;  mortar  in  excess  of  interstices 

(to  form  thin  mortar  joints  before  referred  to)  to 

equal  10  per  cent,  of  the  aggreg»te.    Then  if — 
X  =  aggregate  without  excess  of  mortar 

a:  +  .^\j  a:  =  too  parts  of  flnished  concrete 
and  X  =  90-90  parts  -  aggregate 

Mortar  in  excess  )  _     9*09 
of  interstices     (       99^ (i.e.,  10  per  cent,  of  x) 

Interstices  to  be  filled  with  mortar  99'9 
X  0-4S    = 

Hortar  in  excess  909  x  010    = 

Total  mortar    
To  Ond  cement  add  one-third 

And  divide  by        3)70-29 

Cement  one  part 
Sand  two  parts  ... 
Aggregate     

This  gives  a  concrete  (in  round  figures)  of  1 
cement,  2  sand,  and  4  stone,  and  requires  the 
following  dry  material  to  make  a  yard  of  concrete 
in  situ,  viz  : — 

.)»,,'„-c.ft.  X  23*3  -    6-82c.ft.  cement 

■i-;^c.{t.  y.  46-86 
.'iC.ft.  X  90-90 

I2-64c.ft.  sand 
24-54c.ft.  stone 

Total   43-60c.ft. 

(4)  One  part  cement,  2o  sand,  and  aggregate  of 
shingle  having  30  per  cent,  of  interstices  ;  mortar 

in  excess  of  interstices  to  equal  \''  percent,  of 
aggregate.    This  works  out  as  follows  :  — 

Cement  1  part  =  1490 

Sand  2i  raits  ̂   37-25 
Aggregate  =  86'93 

13910 

Here  we  have  a   concrete   (in   round  figures) 
mixed  1  of  cement,  21  sand,   and  0  of  shingle, 
requiring  the  following  dry  materials  to  a  yard  of 
concrete : — 

14-90c.ft.  =    4c.ft.  cement 
.37  25c.ft.  =  lOc.ft.  sand 

-»ou<=-'t-  -  86-96«.ft.  --  23Jc.ft.  shingle 

i-;,v,c.ft. -,-;.;.cft. 

Total   87jc.ft. 

It  will  be  mdiced  that  Mr.  Preston  assumes 

that  the  lissential  data  to  bo  determined  before- 
hand are  the  ratio  of  cement  to  sand  and  the 

nature  of  the  aggregate  to  be  used. 
Taking  the  two  typicjil  examples  given,  we  see 

that  1  of  cement  to  6  (stone  i  sand)  should  be 
mixed  I  cement,  2  sand,  4  stone.  Whether  this 

is  what  is  generally  referred  to  as  "1  to  4  " 
concrete,  or  as  "1  to  G,"  and  whether  it  is 
strictly  either  tho  one  or  the  other,  will  be  con- 

sidered later. 
If  the  ratio  of  cement  to  sand  remains  at  1  to 

2,  similar  concrete  to  the  above  made  with  shingle 
having  30  per  cent,  of  interstices  should  be  mi.ted 
with  I  cement,  2  sand,  and  fl  shingle  (I  to  7). 

But  I  of  cement  to  i>  (shingle  •  sand)  works  out 
at  1  cement,  U  sand,  and  41  shingle;  while 
1:2:4  would  give  an  excessive  proportion  of 
mortar. 

We  have  already  seen  that  1  of  cement,  2  sand, 

and  C  broken  stone,  althouj^h  a  very  usual  specifi- 
cation, does  not  satisfy  the  requirement  that  all 

inter.stices  should  be  filled  with  sand,  nor  with 
mortar  either.  On  the  other  hand,  when  using 
ballast  or  shingle,  1  cement,  i\  sand,  and  G 

shingle  would  make  a  very  sound  concrete,  some- 
what more  economically  than  the  usual  1  of 

cement  to  G  of  ballast,  including  fine  stuff. 
In  continuation  of  these  views,  and  also  as 

showing  what  remarkable  differences  of  opinion 
still  exist  among  engineers  as  to  the  theoretical 
composition  of  concrete,  the  following  extract 
from  a  paper  by  the  City  Engineer  of  Cologne 

(vide  Contract  Journal  for  March  22,  IS'j'.i)  is 
interesting,  coming,  as  it  does,  from  such  an 
entirely  different  source.  The  author  first  deals 

with  the  "rational  apportionment  of  the  several 
ingredients  of  cement  mortars,  whether  for 

masonry  or  concrete  work."  He  treats  of  experi- 
ments with  mortars,  varying  from  1  cement,  2 

sand,  and  0-53  water,  down  to  1  cement,  5 
sand,  and  0  64  water,  and  subsequently  con- 

tinues as  follows: — "Of  still  greater  value 
are  these  data,  however,  relative  to  the 
preparation  of  concrete.  In  order  to  obtain  a 
certain  strength  it  is  not  necessary  that  the 
quantity  of  mortar  provided  is  suflicient  to 
fill  up  all  the  interstices  or  pores  in  the  concrete ; 
the  quantity  at  hand  must  suffice,  however,  to 
entirely  envelop  the  gravel  or  stone  chips.  One 
frequently  hears  the  opinion  expressed  that  a 
poorer  quality  of  mortar  may  be  employed 
according  as  the  interstices  in  the  gravel  are 
larger.  That  is  entirely  wrong.  The  volume  of 
mortar  may  be  limited  at  the  expense  of  density, 
but  not  the  proportion  of  sand  increased.  Or, 
inversely,  greater  strength  may  be  obtained  by 
using  richer  mortar.  For  instance,  a  concrete 
consisting  of  1  part  cement  to  3  parts  sand  and 

5  parts  gravel  (in  cubic  measure) — according  to 
the  quality  of  the  sand  and  gravel  employed — 
possesses  the  same  strength  as  a  mixture  con- 

sisting of  1  cement,  4  sand,  and  S  gravel ;  and 
concrete  consisting  of  1  cement,  3  sand,  and 
5  gravel,  the  same  strength  as  1  cement,  3  sand, 

6-.')  gravel.  Hut  the  matter  will  be  quite  other- 
wise should  density  of  the  mortar  be  required. 

In  this  case  the  interstices  in  the  sand  must  be 

completely  filled  up.  Relative  to  different  samples 
which  I  have  examined,  I  have  found  differences 
in  the  interstices  between  the  grains  of  dry,  com- 

pact-lying sand  amounting  from  030  to  045  of 
their  mass.  These  figures  indicate  plainly  the 
amount  of  economy  which  it  is  possible  to  effect 
in  cement — i.e.,  up  to  33  per  cent.  Taking  a 
mean  figure,  a  good  mortar  sand  in  which  all 
sizes  of  grain  are  represented  has  from  38  to  40 
per  cent,  of  hollows.  These  must  all  he  filled  up 

with  cement." Notice  the  composition  of  the  concretes  the 
author  deals  with  as,  presumably,  typical  ex- 

amples:  1  cement,  :!  sand,  5  gravel  (1  to  8), 
1  :  4  ;  8  (1  to  12),  1  :  3  :  60  (I  to  OV.  Moreover 
he  deprecates  filling  the  whole  of  tho  interstices 
of  the  aggregate  with  sand  when  these  are  large, 
because  the  mortar  (unless  the  proportion  of 
cement  is  also  increased)  is  thereby  made  too  poor. 

In  in-portant  engineering  works  there  is  often 
little  choice  possible  as  to  the  particular  sand  and 
aggregate  that  will  have  to  be  used.  These  are 
determined  by  economical  considerations  as  to 
what  can  be  procured  within  a  reasonable  distance. 
The  engineer  in  such  a  case  would  probably, 
lie/ore  writing  his  specification,  determine  by 
experiment  the  proportion  of  sand  to  be  added  to 

the  aggregate.  15ut  under  ordinar.-  circumstances 
we  have  sufficient  data  available  to  specify  clearly 

what  proportions  of  cement,  sand,  and  aggregate 
we  require  to  be  used.  In  the  case  of  gravel  it 
will  generally  be  necessary  to  determine  how 
much  sand  is  required  to  be  added  to  it  to  com- 

plete the  ratios  1  :  2J  :  G  or  1  :  2  :  7  as  the  case 
may  be)  by  screening  out  and  measuring  the  fine 
stuff  it  aUready  contains,  as,  of  course,  in  speci- 

fying the  three  ingredients  separately  the  last 
one  must  be  measured  quite  exclusive  of  fine 
stuff.  With  this  possible  exception  the  cement, 
sand,  and  broken  material  are  three  distinct  ma- 

terials purchased  separately  by  the  contractor, 
who  requires  to  know  how  much  of  each  is  to  be 
used. 

An  expression  in  common  use  is  "  1  of  cement 
to  G  of  aggregate  with  sufficient  fine  stuff  to  fill 
the  interstices,"  while  current  War  Department 
schedules  specify  the  "proportion  of  cement  to 
bulk  of  mixed  aggregate."  Taking  3^  bushels  of 
cement  (4  Jc.ft.;  as  the  unit  of  measurement,  and, 

for  example,  an  aggregate  of  broken  stone  con- 

taining 48  per  cent,  of  interstices,  then  [a]  if  a 
box  is  made  to  contain  44x6  =  27c.ft.  of  aggre- 

gate, it  will  certainly  take  more  than  ISc.ft.  from 
the  heap  of  stone  -  Oc.ft.  from  the  heap  of  sand 
to  fill  it ;  and  (*)  the  sajne  box  will  be  more  than 
filled  by  27c. ft.  ifrora  the  stone  heap  +  27  x  048 
— 8!iy  134c. ft.  from  the  sand  heap — that  is,  six 
times  the  bulk  of  the  cement  of  aggregate  with 

its  interstices  filled  beforehand  with  their  maxi- 
mum capacity  of  fine  stuff.  The  stone  and  sand 

are  never  mixed  together  before  being  measured, 

and  even  if  this  were  done  (which  would  add  un- 
necessarily to  the  labour,  and  consequently  to  the 

cost  of  making  the  concrete)  it  is  doubtful  whether 
this  maximum  proportion  of  fine  stuff  could  be 
got  into  the  box  of  27c.ft.  The  only  practical 
procedure  is  to  make  an  experimental  mixing  of 
the  stone  and  sand ;  fill  the  box,  empty  it,  and 
screen  out  and  measure  the  quantities  of  each  for 

subsequent  guidance. 

To  take  the  case  of  gravel  or  ballast  already- 
containing  sufficient  fine  stuff.  This  is  loosely 

heaped  on  the  ground  and  a  box  as  before  is  filled 
with  it.  If  we  again  erapty  and  measure  the 
contents  we  shall  find  something  less  than  27c.ft. 

of  screened  stuff  and  30  per  cent. — say  9c. ft.— of 
fine  stuff ;  but  certainly  more  than  if  4  measures 
(ISc.ft.)  of  screened  stuff  and  2  measures  (9c.ft.) 
of  fine  stuff,  6  measures  in  all,  had  been  taken 
from  two  separate  heaps. 

Hurst's  handbook  gives  the  following  generally 

accepted  analysis  of  a  yard  of  finished  concrete — 
viz.,  one  port,  34  bushels,  or  44c. ft.  of  cement; 
two  parts,  9c. ft.  of  sand  ;  and  six  parts,  27c. ft. , 
of  ' '  clean  shingle,  broken  atone,  or  screened 

gravel." 

It  is  not  stated  whether  this  should  be  called 
"  I  to  G  "  or  "  1  to  8  "  ;  but  from  the  foregoing 

it  is  dear  that  the  only  way  we  can  be  certain  of 
obtaining  a  yard  of  concrete  containing  such  a 
proportion  of  materials  is  by  clearly  specifying 
"1:2:6";  1  of  cement  to  6  of  aggregate,  in- 

cluding fine  stuff  by  bu!/:,  will  give  something 
like  a  mean  between  the  results  (u)  and  (4) 

above,  which,  in  the  case  of  ballast  or  shingle, 

having  30  per  cent,  of  interstices,  is  approxi- 
mately 1  of  cement,  14  fine  stuff,  and  5  screened 

stuff,  or,  with  stone  having  4S  per  cent  of  inter- 
stices, about  24  of  sand  and  5  of  stone.  Either 

of  these,  with  the  unit  of  44c.ft.  of  cement,  will 

make  rather  less  than  a  c-abic  yard,  and  conse- 
quently a  rather  richer  concrete  than  that  quoted 

from  Hurst. 

E.-iperience  proves  that  most  contractors,  and 
many  engineers.  Sec,  speak  of  1  cement,  2  sand, 
and  6  stone  as  "  1  to  8  concrete."  If  this  were 

universally  accepted,  then  "1  to  6  by  bulk  of 

mixed  aggregate  containing  sufficient  fine  stuff" (for  broken  stone  previously  instanced)  might 

equally  well  express — 1  part,  44c. ft.,  of  cement ; 

4  parts,  ISc.ft.,  of  broken  stone";  and  IS  x  0-48 say  9c. ft.,  of  sand.  That  is,  6  parts  in  all  of 

mixed  aggregate  containing  the  coarse  and  fine 
ingredients  in  such  proportions  that  the  inter- 

stices of  the  former  are  filled  by  the  latter. 

As  a  case  in  point,  the  following  is  extracted 
from  a  report  issued  by  the  joint  committee  of 

the  representatives  of  the  Northern  Architectural 
.\ssotiation,  the  Newcastle,  Oateshead,  and  Tyne 

T^istrict  Master  Builders'  Association,  and  the 
Covmcil  of  the  Building  Trades  Exchange,  New- 
castle-on-Tyne  (being  the  results  of  certain  ex- 

periments on  concrete  -with  expanded  metal). 

The  report  is  signed  by  Mr.  F.  W.  Rich,  a  lead- 
ing Newcastle  architect,  as  chairman  of  the  joint 

committee.     "The  concrete  to  be  gauged  5  to  1. 

  to  be  composed  of  4  parts  cloan  washed 
gravel  to  pass  a  2in.  gauge,  1  of  clean  sand,  and 
1  of  Portland  cement."  The  intention  here  is 
clear — 1  measure  of  cament,  1  measure  of  sand, 

and  4  measures  of  gravel.  But  assuming  the  one 

of  sand  is  to  fill  2.'i  per  cent,  of  interstices  in  the 
gravel,  here  is  a  "  5  to  1  "  concrete,  which  is 
often  spoken  of  as  "  4  to  1,"  which,  as  previously 
contended,  by  bulk  of  cement  to  bulk  of  mixed 

aggregate  it  is  not  exactly  the  one  or  the  other. 

The  problem  presented  to  the  mind  of  the 
contractor  (and  his  profit  or  loss  depends  very 

largely  on  his  answering  it  correctly)  is,  "How much  cement  is  required  to  make,  say,  lOOc.yds. 

of  concrete  mixed  in  the  several  ways  specified:  " If,  08  the  result  of  test  with  a  given  aggregate,  a 

cubic  yard  requires  9c. ft.  of  sand  to  fill  its  inter- 
stices, this  result  would  generally  be  considered 

as  applying  equally  to  1  to  C,  1  to  5,  or  1  to  S 
concrete. 

Taking  as  correct  that  27c.ft.  of  aggregate, 
V  of  cement,  and  9c.ft.  of  sand  (a  total  of  404c.ft.) 
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make  a  yard  of  concrete   in  iilti,  we  obtain  the- 
foUowing  analyses  of  a  yard  of  concrete  :— 

(1)  27c.ft.  aggregate  +  -J  cement  +  9  sand 
=  401c. ft.  ingredients,  -/  x  ̂ V-  =  450c. ft.  of 
cement  required  for  100  yards. 

(2)  27c.ft.  aggregate  t  -•,'  cement  '.)  sand 

=  41|   ingredients  ̂   yds.  concrete  =  JJ,  and 

'/  -i-  i'i  X  ̂'i"  =    528e.ft.  cement  required  for 
lOOyds.,  not  T,'  x  ̂ P  =  540,  as  might  be  sup- 

(3)  27c.ft.  aggregate  4-  ̂ '  cement  -i  9  sand 
=  39f  ingredients.  One  yard  of  stone  cannot 
make  /es)  than  a  yard  of  concrete,  but  to  fill  the 
interstices  with  iuort;u:  in  this  instance  the 
quantity  of  sand  would  have  to  be  increased.  In 

any  case,  v  x  'V''  =  337. ',c  ft.  cement  required 
for  lOOyds.  of  concrete.  Or,  taking  a  different 
specification : — 

^4)  27c.ft.  aggregate  of  broken  stone  to  IJin. 
to  Jin.  gauges,  half  and  half,  13i  sand,  Cj  cement, 
47jc.ft.  total  ingredients. 

The  writer  has  checked  by  experiment  that  this 

will  make   -^     =     IJc.yds.    of     concrete,    and 

lOOyds.  will  require  f   x    6f    x    100  =  578Jc.ft. 
of  cement,  not  67-5c.ft.,  as  might  be  supposed. 

It  would,  however,  be  quite  within  the  dis- 
cretion of  a  superintending  engineer  to  redan'  the 

quantity  of  sand  in  example  (2)  and  increase  it  in 
example  (3)  so  that  cement  -r  sand  should,  in 
these  cases  =  13i,  as  m  examjUe  (I)— i.e., 
5;  cement  -  SA- sand  in  example  (2),  and  3: 
cement  -  10^  sand  in  example  (3). 

aggregate,  which  is  to  contain  sufficient  fine  stuff 

to  fill  the  interstices."  This  will  generally  mean 
either  («)  or  (*)  of  the  foregoing  ;  but  it  may  also 
be  intended,  and  may  be  interpreted,  to  mean  si.x 
measures  of  aggregate  mixed  in  such  proportions 
that  the  fine  stuff  will  fill  the  interstices  of  the 

broken  material.  In  this  way  only  do  we  get 

"  1  to  6  "  in  that  interpretation  of  the  expression 
in  which  the  higher  figure  represents  the  sum 
of  the  measures  of  each  of  the  ingredients  of  the 
aggregate  taken  separately. 

The  amount  of  dry  heaped  material,  including 
cement,  required  to  make  a  yard  of  finished 
concrete  has  been  incidentally  mentioned.  It 
must  necessarily  vary  from  the  average  amount 

given  by  Hurst — viz.,  27c.ft.  aggregate,  Oci't. 
sand,  and  4^c.ft.  cement :  total,  40jo.ft.  In  the 

analyses  quoted  from  Mr.  Preston's  paper  we  got 
totals  of  43i  and  37Jc.ft.,  and  Mr.  Philip  Ilobbs 
(of  the  firm  of  W.  B.  Wilkinson  and  Co.)  instances 
as  much  as  4.ic.ft.,  made  up  of  five  bushels  of 
cement  and  30  bushels  of  finely-crushed  material 

"  machine  broken,  with  the  proper  proportion  of 
all  sizes  "  (vide  Bin. ding  Nkws  of  February  21, 
1896).  The  limits  may  therefore  safely  be  put  at 

3.5  and  4-'),  giving  an  average  of  40.  These  totals 
are  all  obtained  by  meas\iring  mparalel:)  and 
adding  together  the  quantities  of  screened  stuff, 
fine  stuff,  and  cement.  Confusion  frequently 
arises  between  this  and  the  foUowing  methods  of 
measurement,  when  it  is  not  clearly  stated  which 
method  is  referred  to — viz.,  the  screened  stuff  and 
fine  stuff  may  be  measured  together  after  mixing 
and  the  measurement  of  cement  added,  or  aU  the 
ingredients  may  be    mixed  together  in  the  dry 

Example. 

n. 
100  =    32609 

Aggregate  in  yards. 

^  X   100  =  97-S->}         ?- K  27 
    10000       ?i 

27 
(A  total  of  150  yards  cube  in  each  case.) 

Fine  stuff  in  yards. 

X   
 « 

46 

ICO        =   30-00 

Cement  in  feet. 
46 

X   lOO        =  SIOOO 

100 oZ-i  2GI 

m. 
ICO  00      '  " 

100 
=    33  333  j 

•  ■.  .            H.U  uw               ,., 

.    ̂   '  27 
(Totals  of  145c  yards  cube  and  150  yards  cnbic.) 

From  the  same  specification  we  thus  obtain  two 

possible  analyses  of  lOMyds.  of  concrete  for  (2) 

27 

S 

=   337i 

and  j3 , . 

In  the  making  of  several  thousands  of  yards 
these  differences  would  be  appreciable.  In 
example  M)  it  is  evident  more  sand  is  specified 
than  is  necessary  to  fill  the  inte.-stices  of  the 
stone.  The  joints  between  the  stones  are  in- 

creased in  thickness,  and  consequently  more  than 
a  yard  of  concrete  is  made  with  a  yard  of  stone 
and  its  specified  proportions  of  cement  and  sand, 
as  shown  by  the  figures.  This  must  be  the  result 
in  nearly  all  instances  of  fine  concretes,  such  as 
1  to  6,  1  to  4,  &c.,  unless  the  quantity  of  sand  is 
reduced  below  all  practical  requirements.  The 

only  general  rule  that  can  be  assumed  as  ap- 
proximately correct  for  all  ordinary  concretes  is 

that  405C.ft.  of  ingredients  (screened  stuff  -  fine 

stuff  -  cement)  will  make  a  yard  of  finished 
concrete,  unless  hollow  spaces  are  left  in  the 
concrete  as  in  preceding  example  (3-. 

To  recapitulate :  1  (and  best) .  We  may 
specify  1  :  2  r  1,  1  :  2  :  G,  kc,  by  which  a  con- 

tractor wlU  know  exactly  what  we  require,  and 
we  shall  have  no  difficulty  in  getting  it.  At  the 

same  time  if  the  usual  3.'.  bushels  fl'.c.ft.)  of 
cement  is  taken  as  the  unit  of  mt  isurement  the 

bulk  of  the  aggregate  includinjr  sand  after  being 
heaped  together  will  not  measure  any  exact 
multiple  of  the  bulk  of  cement ;  we  shall  not 

necessarily  get  a  "gauge"'  that  will  make  a 
yard  of  concrete  i«  situ  ,  and  to  speak  of  such 
1:2:6  concrete  as  either  1  to  6  or  as  1  to  8  will 
be  equally  inaccurate. 

2.  We  may  specify  (o)  "  1  of  cement  to  6  of 
aggregate  with  the  adiition  of  sufficient  fine  stuff 

to  fill  the  interstices,"  or  (h,  "  1  of  cement  to  0 
by  bulk  of  aggregate,  the  latter  to  contain  such 

proportion  of  fine  stuff  as  will  fill  the  interstices." 
These  give  two  quite  different  results,  thi  first 
(a)  being  a  larger  bulk  of  aggregate  than  the 
second  (i).  With  [a)  the  usual  experiment  will 
give  the  exact  measure  of  s;ind  to  be  added  to  a 
given  measure  of  aggregate,  but  in  the  second  a 
further  experiment  is  necessary  to  ascertiiu  how 
much  sand  and  how  much  aggfregate  are  con- 

tained in  a  given  bulk  of  the  two  loosely  heaped 
— i.e.,  filled  into  a  box  of  given  capacity.  Bulk 
for  bulk  (4)  will  give  exactly  '■  1  to  6,"  (a)  rather 
more  than  the  6  of  mixed  aggregate. 

3.  We    may    specify   "  1  of  cement  to   6  of 

state  before  measurement.  Three  very  different 
results  may  thus  be  obtained  from  the  same 
quantities  of  material.       Ahk.  P.  Dcrl.\chf.u. 

NOTES   FROM   EDINBURGH. 

ANOTHER  of  several  busy  and  prosperous 
years  for  the  building  trades  of  Edinburgh 

is  passing  away,  and  with  good  prospects  of 
others  to  succeed  it.  There  still  remains  much  to 

be  done  in  completing  works  of  varied  character 
and  great  magnitude — Talla  waterworks,  the 
N.B.R.  station  and  hotel,  and  the  rL'Construction 
of  North  Bridge-street,  the  hospital  buildings  :it 
Colinton,  the  T.  Usher  College  of  Sanitary 
Science,  and  others  of  less  note.  In  addition  to 
these,  the  gasworks  are  to  be  transferred  to 
Granton ;  two  new  and  large  schools  are  to  be 
erected  at  a  cost  of  about  £20,000  each,  and  it  is 
more  than  likely  that  another  large  addition  will 
be  required  to  meet  the  requirements  of  electric 
light  and  motor  force  supply.  The  work  of  the 
past  year  has  left  its  mark  on  the  city  everywhere 
in  new  streets,  as  well  as  large,  independent 
structures.  The  Caledonian  Railway  has  carried 

its  east  fronbige  far  up  the  Lothian-road,  for  the 
accommodation  of  its  offices,  in  a  somewhat  less 
ornate  but  stiU  very  stately  range  of  buildings, 
a  portion  of  which  appears  to  be  preparing  for 

an  upper  fioor.  The  N.B.U.  station  is  still  un- 
finished in  the  glazing  of  its  roof,  and  the 

engineers  are  busy  constru<ting  the  bridges  for 
passenger  traffic  over  the  spacious  width.  The 
one  from  Gallon  to  Jeffrey-street  is  carried  on 
iron  braced  supports,  and  will  be  a  light  and 
elegant  covered  way,  with  nice  railing.  The 
bridge  across  from  the  Princes-street  stair  crosses 
in  front  of,  and  close  to  the  upper  part  of  the 
fine  ticket-office,  and  mars  greatly  the  appear- 

ance of  that  buUding.  The  hotel  has  reached 
the  second  tloor  of  the  Princes-street  section,  and 

the  builders  are  now  busy  with  the  third  flo'jr  of 
the  remaining  portion.  Two  shops  are  now 
occupied  on  the  eastern  side  of  North  Bridge- 
street,  next  tha  High-street,  and  the  elevations 
of  the  rest,  with  the  Market-street  frontage,  are 
well  advanced  in  the  second  and  third  floors. 

The  ground  floor  elevations  are  carried  out 
in  polished  red  granite,  severely  plain  in 
construction,  with  the  timber-work  in  teak. 
The  comer    at    the    High-street    is  truncated 

on  the  ground  floor,  and  the  upper  floors 
have  the  corners  entire,  the  corbel  support  being 
a  massive  block  of  the  granite  with  carving  iii 
relief.  On  the  western  side,  the  work  of  ex- 

cavation appears  to  be  nearing  completion,  th» 
workmen  of  late  having  been  employed  in  making 
an  extensive  excavation  below  ground-floor  level 
for  a  tunnel  and  carriage  way  for  the  goods 
traflic  to  the  railway  station. 

Not  much  has  been  done  during  the  pjist  year 
or  two  in  church  extension.  A  small  Episcopal 
chapel  in  a  quaint  stylo  of  Decorated  ( lothic,  of 
archaic  simplicity  behind,  is  being  built  in  the 
tiorgie-road  for  the  Tynecastle  district,  and  a 
new  U.P.  Church  and  one  for  the  F^stablished 

Church  in  the  l^ast-road,  betwc-en  Edinburgh  and 
l^eith.  The  former  is  in  the  Ciothic  style,  with 

a  gallt Tied  interior. 
With  BO  much  work  in  hand  and  in  prospect, 

it  is  not  to  be  wondered  at  if  the  I'sher  Hall  is 
never  heard  of.     The   site  has  been  scheduled, 

and   warning   given  to  tenants  to  quit  in  Tor- 
phichen-street  ;   but  whilst  the  interest  on  the 
gifted  sum  accumulates,  the  temptations  to,  or 

arguments  for,  delay  are  many  and  great.    Mean- 
while the  city  gets  on  well  enough  without  it,  as 

it  has  done  in  the  past ;  the  McEwan  Hall  baring 
been  found  very  serviceable  for  musical  rehearsals. 

The  only  department  in  which  there  is  likely  to 
be  any  falling  off  is  that  of  speculative  buildingin 
the  way  of  tenements  of  artisan  dwellings.     The 
increase  here  has  been  unprecedented  for  the  last 
two  yejirs,  and  mast  indicate  a  largo  accession  to 

the  working  population — which  may  not  be  per- 
manent— as  there  does  not  appear  to  have  been 

any  great  addition  to  the  industries  or  manu- 
factures of  the  city.     The  high  wages  and  rise 

in  almost   all    materials   makes   it   necessary  to 

study  great  economy  of  construction  of  arrange- 
ment, and  yet  satisfy  all  the  sanitary  conditions 

required  by  the   Dean   of  Guild   Court.     Prob- 
ably   it   is  owing    to    this  that  in  some  cases 

these   ranges    of   tenements    have    adopted    the 

plan  of  the  flat  asphalte  roof.     Some  of  these — 
very    conspicuous     on     nearing    lUinburgh    by 
N.B.R. — have  a  strange,  unfinished  iispect  beside 
the  elated  roofs,  being  without  parapets,  appar- 

ently, or  other  safeguard,   which  would  seem  to 
be  a  necessary  adjunct  to  be  insisted  upon  by  the 
authorities.     (Others,   however,   have  balustrade 

and  parapet,  which  greatly  improves  the  appear- 
ance.   Asphalte  as  a  roofing  material  has  been 

more  in  use  of  late  ;  but  the  prejudice  against  it, 

with  all  its  advantages  as  a  non-conductor  of 
sound  and  heat,  has  been  great,   owing  to  un- 

satisfactory results  appearing  after  some  time  in 
the  disruption  of  the  material.      The  asphalte 

employed  here  is  generally  known  as  Limmer  or 
German  asphalte,  and  as  there  are  many  brands 
bearing  this  name,  it  is  likely  that  some  of  these 
owe  their  existence  to  the  ingenuity  of  the  German 
chemist,  and  are  not  made  from  the  native  rock 

and  by  Nature's  chemistry  at  all.     The  Seyssel 
and  ̂ 'al  de  Travers  are  beyond  suspicion  in  this 
respect ;  but  they  are,  owing  to  cost  of  transit, 
more  expensive.     They    are    employed    for   the 
best    work.      A     very    good    sample    of    Val 
de    Travers    paving    can     be    seen,     rmd    its 

comfort   under    foot    experienced,    at    (Jueen's- 
buildings  in  Princes-street.     TheN.B.Iv, having 
to  construct   a  roadway  over  the  south  side  of 

th'  ir  property  at  Market-street,  have  laid  a  costly 
layer  of  this  asphalte  under  all  the  granite  setts. 
The  Seyssel  asphalte  has  also  been  laid  in  roofs 
with  satisfactory  results,      tienerally,   however, 

and  in  all  new  trottoirs,  the  pavement  is  com- 

pleted in  gp-anite-faced  Portland  cement  concrete, 
and  the  art  of  rpaking  this  (first  tried  with  success 
by  Stuart  and  Co.  i  is  now  successfully  carried  out 
by  master  plasterers,  &c. 

I'or  some  years  past  the  statistics  of  the  health 
of  the  city  have  shown  a  stationary  result ;  the 
average  annual  mortality  being  17  to  18  per  1,000. 
The  history  of  the  architectural  progress  of, 

the  city  during  the  century  about  to  close,  in  its 
general  features,  is  fairly  described  in  the  leading 

article  of  the  last  issue  of  the  Biildin'.  NeVi-s,  as 
the  city's  architecture  generally  follows  the  course 
of  architecture  in  the  South.  In  the  early  years, 

all  architecture  worthy  of  the  name  was  modelled 
on  proportions  and  details  gathered  from  a 
faithful  study  of  the  Five  Orders.  Edinburgh  had 
great  advantages  for  producing  the  best  examples 
in  its  width  of  fine-ground  sandstone,  and  the 
"Modern  Athens"  was  an  appellative  note 
worthy  of  a  city  enriched  by  the  ycnius  of 
Adams,  Plarfair.  Hamilton,  and  others.  The 
iniluence  of  the  (iothic  revival  was  apparent  in 
many  ways  after  the  middle    of    the  century. 
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though  at  first  it  found  its  only  sphere  in  churches 
and  house?  erected  in   sorao  form  cf  the  Kater 
Gothic.     But  it  set  aside,  perhaps  for  good,  the 
authority  of  the    sacred  orders ;  and   thereafter 
the  Clastic  architecture  has  taken  all  kinds  of 
liberties  with  the  rules  of  proportion,  and  the 
details  of  the  stereotyped   Renaissance   and  the 
Grecian   temples.     A    great  many  of    the  most 
costly  architecture  of  recent  yeiirs  seems  to  have 
gone  for  inspiration  to  the  French Cla86ifnl style, 
with  its  florid  details.  The  t^ueen  Anne  has  made 

only  a  slight  impression  on  the  city,  and  mostly 
in  private  houses,  or  in  furniture,  or  in  the  details 
of  the  showy  shop  front.     Two  examples  form 

prominent  features  in  St.  Andrew-square.     One 
on  the  west  has  twin  gables,  with  suggestions  of 
tho  border  hills,  and  the  other  on  the  north  side 
is  surmounted  with  a  range  of  similar  Flemish 
gables,  ea^jh    with    its     semirircular    pediment, 
heavy  enough  to  suggest  that  the  gable  has  been 

built  for  the  pediment,  rather  than  the  pediment 
having  been  designed  to  ornament  the  apei  of  a 
gable.  The  pilasters  are  merely  oniament»d  strips, 
having  apparently  no  function  as  pilasters.  These 
and  other  somewhat  fantastic  developments  and 
details  of  what  is  called  Queen  Anne  style  do  not 
commend  themselves   to    the    common   sense  of 
Scotchmen.     Even  in  works  modelled  on  the  old 
Classic  lines,  the  lack  of  careful  and  patient  study 
of  the  proportions,   so  minutely  detailed  in  old 
architectural  works,  is  generally  apparent.     In 
the  fine,   but  only  partly  finished,  building   of 
the  Standard  Insurance  Co.  in  George-street,  the 
pediments  of  the  central  block  and  proportions  and 
spacing   of    the   windows  are  such  as  to  invite 
contrast  with  the  pediments  of  older  and  earlier 
work.     The  pillars  of  the  central  portion  also  are 

engaged,  and  lose  all  the  beautiful  effects  of  the 

prostylar  column.     It  is  more  than  likely,  how- 
over,   th.it  the   exigencies   of   the  roof  and  the 
economies  required  by  the  site,  have  conditioned 
what  would  have  been  thought  great  irregularities 
in  ISOO. 

In  church  architecture  the  Gothic  revivsJ  has 

made  great  way,  and  at  one  time  appeared  likely 
to  oust  its  Classical  rival ;  but  of  late  the  require- 

ments of  a  large  galleried  interior  have  led  to  a 
return  to  the  Classical   style,  as  in  the  recon- 

structed St.  Cutbbert's  and  others,  the  long  and 
lofty  pOlarcd  aisle  interior,  as  well  as  the  long 

and'lofty  unpillared  interior,  having  proved  most 
unpleasantly  defective  in  acoustics.     About  the 
middle  of  the  century,  the  Gothic,  in  the  form  of 
the  Scotch  Baronial,  added  some  good  specimens 

of  street  architecture,  as  in  Cockbum-street  and 

tho  buildings   of    the    last    great  improvement 

scheme,  and  also  in  many  private  villas  and  tene- 
ments.    North   Bridge-street,  when   completed, 

on  the  west  side  will  bo  a  very  notable  example 

of  modem    Classical    architecture,  not  without 

features  akin  to  the   Baronial,  and  so  a  fitting 

link  connecting  the  old  town  and  the  now.     The 

only  secular  building   in   Gothic  ia  the  National 
Portrait  Gallery. 

It  should  be  noted  also  that  the  recent  intro- 
duction of  red  freestone  has  in  no  respect  imjiroved 

the  architecture  of  any  street  when  considered 
as  a  whole. 

lU'DSGN    AND    KEARNS'    DIARIE.S. 

TUERE  is  but  one  difference  in  the  admirable 

diaries  and  blotting-pids  issued  by  Messrs. 
Hudson  and  Kearns,  and  that  is  tho  date  of  the 

century.  The  nineteen  hundreds  will  bring  us 
many  novelties  and  wonders,  but  no  year  among 
them  all  will  see  these  useful  and  indispensable 
desk  aids  out  of  date.  We  doubt  if  any  further 

real  improvement  is  possible.  Well  may  grateful 
architects  and  builders,  who  waited  years  for 
these  invaluable  otlice  adjuncts,  doubt  if  the 

passing  century,  at  any  rate,  may  not  always 
claim  as  its  best  boon  to  them  the  introduction 

and  gradual  perfection  of  Hudson  and  Keams' diaries  and  desk-pads.  The  difierent  varieties 
are  provided  as  usual — two  forms  of  diary  for 
architects  and  one  for  builders,  all  ap  to  date  as 
ever. 

treatise  on  the  subject,  the  author's  own  practi
ce 

being  followed.  Some  of  the  methods  adopted
 

will  perhapa  hardly  meet  tho  views  of  som
e 

,iu;intity  experts,  though,  as  a  guide  to  the 

student  and  young  architect,  who  wishes  to 

acquire  the  art  of  quantity  surveying  m  a 

practical  form,  the  hook  will  be  found  uselo
l. 

Examples  of  "taking  off"  and  abstracting  of 

a  plain  kind  are  given,  such  as  one  finds  i
n 

quantities  for  ordinary  huUdings,  avoiding  the 

details  of  any  elaborate  work,  for  which  other 
treatises  must  be  sought. 

Plans  have  been  presented  to  the  Skirlaugh 

Rural  District  Council  which  will  involve  the  com- 

plution  of  the  doubling  of  the  Hornsea  line  railway. 
The  North-Eistem  K  lilway  Company  will  promote 

a  Bill  in  Parliament  next  year  to  enable  them  to 

make  alterations  and  extensions  at  Hornsea, 

EUerby,  Withemwick,  and  Hatfield  Parva. 

St.  Luke's  Church,  Barton  HUl,  Bristol,  which 
has  undergone  considerable  alterations  and  im- 

provements, was  reopened  last  wetk.  The  walla, 
which  formerly  were  whitewashed  only,  are  now 
decorated  in  colour  with  frescoes  and  tii?ure«  of  the 

saints,  whilst  the  dilapidated  tlooring  has  Riven 

place  to  substantial  wood  blocks,  and  new  seats  are 

provided.  The  ventilation  and  warming  of  the 

building  have  also  been  rendered  complete,  and  the 

improvements  also  include  a  newly-tiled  lobby  and a  vestry. 

A  Bill  for  incorporating  the  Leeds  City  and  Sub- 

urban Railway  Company  has  been  deposited  for 

next  session  in  the  Private  lUll  OfTice  of  the  House 

of  CommoDj.  Powers  are  sought  to  construct  eight 

sections  of  railways,  which,  taken  together,  will 

form  a  line  commencing  by  junctions  with  the 

Hunslet  branches  ct'  the  Great  Northern  anil  North- 
Eastern  KaUways,  and  terminating  at  Shadwell. 

The  aggregate  length  of  the«o  railways  is  given  m 

the  Bill  at  '-'i  miles,  and  the  route  of  the  proposed 

line  will  be  through  Potlemewton,  Chapel-Allerton, 

and  Roundhay  to  Shadwcll,  where  it  will  termuiate 

at  the  west  side  of  Hobberley-lsne.  The  capital  of 

the  company  is  fixed  at  £1,200,000. 

BOOKS   RECEIVED. 

The  Prevention  of  Factory  Accidents,  by  John 
C.VLiiF.u,     Whitworth    Scholar,    &c.    (London : 
Longmans,    Green,    and  Co.),  is  an  account  of 
the  accidents  in  manufacturing  industry,  dealing 
also   with  the  law   on  the  safe  guarding,  safe 
working,     and     safe    construction    of    factory 

machinery,  plant,  and   premises.      Jlr.  Calder's experience  as  a  factory  inspector  has  enabled  him 
to  practically  discuss  these  questions,  and  to  set 
forth  in  tabular  form  the  statistics  of  casualties. 
The  tables,   numbering   20,  give   summaries  of 

persons  engaged  in  factories  and  workshops,  the 
extent  of  textile  industries,  reported  accidents  in 
factories,  degree  of  injury,  age  and  sex  during 

successive  years  from  1S95  and  1899.    The  legis- 
lation affecting  the  subject,  dating  from  1S78  to 

1895,    is  succinctly   explained,    and  the  results 
given.     In  the  221,000  factories  and  workshops 

in  the   I'nited   Kingdom,   about  4i  millions  of 
men,  women,  and  children  are  engaged,  and  these 
are    distributed    amongst    various    works.    The 
textile  factories  alone  number  10,000,  and  employ 

an    average    of    108   persons.     The  non-textile 
factories  number  84,000,  and  have  an  average  of 

35  persons,  the  actual   numbers   for  individual 
factories  ranging  from  1  to  4,000  persons.     The 
first  quoted  number    of    factories    (221,000)    is 
under    the    Act    of    187S.     One    of    the   tables 
shows    a    monthly    chart    of    fatal    accidents 
in   iactoiies  from    189G-1898.     From  this  chart 

it  appears  there    is    a   minimum    of  fatal  acci- 
dents   in    August  ;  but    the    accidents    rapidly 

increase  during  the  autumn  and  winter  months, 
attributable    partly    to    diminishing    light,  and 
reach  their  maximum  in  the  month  of  December, 

from  which  point  they  again  decline,   and  this 
maximum  was  greatest  in  1898,  but  a  lower  acci- 

dent total  for  the  first  few  months  of  the  year 
than  those  for    1897   and    1896.     The    chart  of 

accidents  in  factories  1890—1898  shows  the  fatal 
and  more  serious  combined.     In  the  latter  year 
the  maximum  is    reached    during    October  and 
November,    rising    rapidly    from    .\ugust,    the 
accidents  in  which  month  is  greater  than  usual. 
This  chart  shows  a  large    number  of  accidents 

during  the  last  six  months  of  the  year.  The  .-Vet  of 
189.')  lowered  the  number  of  these  accidents,  many 
of  them  due  to  power  machinery  vats,  explosions 

of  gas,  steam,  &c.    The  author  classifies  injuries. 
The  causes  of  factory  accidents  are  recounted  as 

duo  partly  to  ignorance  of  forces  and  mechanical 
arrangements,  such  as  the  stresses  set  up  by  speed 
of  rotation  in  shafta,  of  the  construction  of  hand 

winches,  of  expansion  jointa.     Carelessness,  un- 
suitable   clothing,     bad     lighting,     defecta    of 

machinery  and  structures,  want  of   safeguards, 
have     also     contributed    to      accidents.      The 

saJfeguarding    of    prime     movers     required     by 
tho     law,     such     as     the      rail   -  fencing      to 
vertical    and    horizont*l    engines,    is    described 
and   illustratod,   and  several    improvements  are 
shown    in    mill-gearing    protection :  hoists  and 

lifting  tackle,    cranes,    goods   hoista,   the    safe- 
guarding    of     dangerous       machines  ;     several 

remedies  and  guards  are  illustrated.     Fire  risks 
and  accidents  are  also  described,  and  means  of 

safety  by  railed  ladders  and  balconies.     First  aid 
in  case  of  injuries  is  another  moful  chapter,  and 
tho  remainder  of  book  gives  the  text  of  the  law 

on  accident  and  safety  under  the  Factorj-  Ads. 
Tho   work    should    be    read    by    all  owners   of 

factories,    workshops,  engineers,    and   manufac- 
turers.  (Jiiaiilitirs  niii  (Jiianlittj   Sm  vrijitiy,  by 

1  \V.  E.  Davis,  surveyor  (London:  D.  Fourdrinier, 
I  liuitiUr  Office,  and  Whittaker  and  Co.).  is  a  re- 

j  print  of  a  series  of  artii-le  that  have  appeared  in 

the  pages  of  our  contcmponiry.  Mr.  Davis's I  hook   is    a    practical    rather  than  a  theoretical 

CHIPS. 

The  Board  of  Trade  have  confirmed  an  order 

authorising  the  construction  of  light  railways  in 

Kent  between  Cranbrook  and  Tenterden,  in  exten- 
sion of  the  Rother  VaUey  (Light)  Rulway. 

Mr  E.  H.  Bicknell,  M.I.C.E.,  one  of  the  in- 

spectors under  the  Local  Government  Baard,  held 

an  inquiry  at  the  town-hall,  Burslem,  on  the  1 1th 

inst  with  respect  to  an  application  of  the  town 

council  for  the  issue  of  a  provisional  order  under 

the  PubUc  Health  Act,  1875,  partiaUy  to  alter  the 

Burslem  Gas  Act  of  1877,  in  order  to  enable  the 

corporation  to  acquire  a  piece  of  land  about  11,050 
acres  in  extent,  for  the  purpose  of  enlarging  the 

gasworks.  The  council  also  asked  for  powers  to 
borrow  additional  money  to  carry  out  the  work. 

The  directors  of  the  London  and  South-Western 

R»Uway  Company  have  decided  on  the  site  of  their 

new  graving  dock  at  Southampton,  and  plans  and 

estimates  are  being  prepared.  The  site  selected  is 
on  the  western  boundary  of  the  company  s  dock 

estate.  The  new  docks  will  be  800ft.  long :  but 

otherwise  it  will  be  of  similar  dimensions  to  the 

Prince  of  Wales'  Dock. 
At  Darlington  a  new  Wesleyan  chapel  is  to  be 

built  at  EiSt-road,  the  existing  structure  being  no 

longer  suitable.  The  plans  provide  for  nearly  a 

thousand  worshippers,  and  the  outlay  is  £3,000. 

The  Bishop  of  Ksading  has  dedicated  at  HamWo-  ■ 
don,  Bucks,  a  block  of  buildings  given  by  the 

Hon  W.  F.  D.  Smith,  M.P.,  compn  ing  Nafaonal 

schools  and  a  home  of  rest  for  aged  persons  of  the 

parish.  The  buildings  have  been  provided  at  a  cost 
of  £0,000. 

M  BerUer,  a  French  engineer,  has  drawn  up  a 

plan  for  a  tunnel  under  the  Straito  of  Gibraltar  to 
be  connected  with  a  railway  from  Tangier  to  LaUa 

Maghnia.  and  thU  to  be  connected  with  the  Algerian 

lines.  He  estimates  the  cost  of  the  tunnel,  2o  mUes 

Ion",  at  123,000,000/.,  and  that  of  the  Tangier  rad- 

way  at  1 18,000,000  f .  The  Spanish  Government  
has 

given  its  approval. 

A  circular  has  been  issued  by  the  Home  Offije  to 

the  manufacturers  of  china  and  earthenware  setfang 

forth  the  further  steps  he  proposes  to  take  with  a 

view  to  seeuring  the  protection  of  the  workers  from
 

the  danger  Ol  lead  poisoning.  The  working  of  the 

special  rules  estabUahed  last  year  has,  it  is  stated, 

resulted  in  a  considerable  reduction  m  the  number of  cases  of  lead  poisoning. 

As  showing  how  rapidly  Leeds  is  developing,  it 

is  stated  that  since  June  last  the  highways  com- 

mittee have  poved  and  fligged  S,".  new  streets  on 
estates  in  various  parts  of  the  city  which  ha

ve 

recenUy  been  laid  out  for  buUding  purposes,  Jiat 

they  have  now  work  on  hand  in  connection  
with 

the  paving  and  flagging  of  163  new  stree
ts  The 

committee  accepted  at  their  last  meetmg  tenders 
 lor 

paving  and  fiagging  a  number  of  new  streeU  
m  the 

Headingley  and  Holbeck  districts. 

The  east  window  in  the  new  chancel  of  Pansa
x 

Church,  Worcestershire,  has  just  been  fiUed 
 with 

painted  glass,  designed  and  executed  by  Mr. 
 Chris- 

topher W.  Whall.  In  the  centre  is  a  group  repre- 
senting our  L-ird  "receiving  sinners  and  eatmg 

with  them."  This  is  surrounded  by  mx  pands 

depicting  the  parables  m  the  15th  chapter  of
  St. Luke's  Gospel. 

A  cbimney-stack  in  connection  with  the  gas- 

house  at  H.M.  Prison  at  Wakefield  needed  
some 

repiirs,  and  two  men,  named  Herbert  Stead
  ->or- 

mmgton  and  WilUam  Carter,  were  engaged  on  the 

work  last  week.  A  scaffold  had  been  fixed,  and
 

whilst  the  men  were  standing  upon  it  at  the  top  or 

the  chimney,  which  is  about  iOOft  m  height,  the
 

scaffolding  gave  way,  and  "»»  '^°  ■"»"  ̂ *7^PJ!: 

cipitated  to^  the  ground,  and  killed.  BdUi 
 toe 

men  came  from  Great  Horton,  near  Br
adford. 

Xormington  was  25  years  of  age,  and  Carter
  1-5. 

Formal  approval  has  been  given  by  the  t
own 

council  of  Aberdeen  to  the  Pohce  and  I
mprove- 

ments BiU  and  to  the  Tramway  Extension  BiU^ 

which  are  to  be  promoted  in  Parliament
  next 

sessiou.  A  promiueut  feature  of  the  Improve
ments 

measure  is  the  power  taken  to  regulate  the  w
idth 

of  streets  and  to  prevent  jerry  -  bmldmg ;  whUe 

the  object  of  the  Tramways  Bill  is  to  run  lines  mt
o 

three  new  districts,  and  to  obtain  power  to  worK 
I  the  system  by  electrical  haulage. 
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ILLU8TBATION8. 

KEW  BEIQHTON  TOWER. — X.VTIOMAL  SILVER  MEDAL  DESIOS 

FOB  AN  INGLE  XOOK. — **  DIXOOT,"  TOOTl.VG. — ADDITIONS 

AND  ALTERATIONS  AT  SIDMOOTH— NEW  BOARD  SCHOOL  AT 

CHESTERFIELD— NATIONAL  SILVER  UEDAL  DE3IGN  FOB  A 

MACSOLKL'M. 

surrounding  country  can  be  obtained.  Tlic 
entrance  and  exit  accommodation  is  ample,  as 
there  are  four  main  flights  of  stairs  from 
the  ground  level  to  the  top  of  the  buildings, 
each  10ft.  wide,  with  numerous  stalls  and  landing 

places  therein.  The  whole  of  the  buildings  were 
carried  out  by  Jlessrs.  W.  A.  Peters  and  Sons, 
contractors,  Uochdalo.  Lodges  and  offices  have 
also  been  built  on  the  estate,  and  the  whole  work 
was  carried  out  at  a  cost  of  over  f  200,000  within 
the  short  space  of  eighteen  months,  under  the 
able  superintendence  of  Mr.  John  Ashley  as  clerk 
of  works.  The  architects  and  engineers  for  the 
whole  work  were  Jlessrs.  Maxwell  and  Tuke, 

Corporation -street,  Manchester. 

X.VTIOXAL    SILVER   MEDAL    DESIGN"    FOK    .\ 
MAl'SOLEUM. 

(For  description  and  sketch  see  p.  809.) 

"  DIXCOT,"    TOOTiyO. 

I  HAVE  nothing  to  say  about  my  design  for 

"  Dixcot,"  Tooting,  except  that  my  client 
wanted  me  to  add  ISin.  to  the  height  of  the 
windows  without  altering  my  design,  which,  of 
course,  I  declined  to  do,  so  the  house  is  being 
built  by  another  man.  For  the  sake  of  economy 

I  was  proposing  to  use  9in.  brick  cement  rough- 
cast for  the  walls.  The  roof  was  to  be  of  green 

Westmoreland  slate,  with  lead  hips  and  ridges. 

The  window  and  door  dressings.  Monk's  Park 
stone  with  iron  casements.      C.  F.  A.  Voysev. 

SCHOOLUOOM,  r.TC,  OLD  MEETIXr,  HOVSE,  SIDMOUTH. 

The  Old  Meeting  House  is  the  style  preferred  by 
the  worshippers  for  what  is  generally  known  as 
the  Unitarian  chapel.     The  new  schoolroom  and 

^nx  $llttstrati0ns» 
THE    NEW    IIIUOIITON"    TOWEK. 

The  Xew  Brighton  Tower  and  Recreation  Com- 
pany, Limited,  purchased  the  Rock  Point  Estate, 

situate  at  Xew  Brighton,  in  the  county  of  Chester, 
near  Liverpool,  and  comprising  about  30  acres  of 
land,  and  have  erected  thereon  a  tower  with 

entertainment  buildings  around  its  base,  a  three- 
lap  to  the  mile  cement  cycling  track,  a  ([uarter- 
mile  running  track,  football  ground,  grand  stand, 
popular  stands,  &c.,  divers  sideshows,  water 
chute,  refreshment-rooms,  band  stands,  kiosks, 
and  dancing  platform,  all  of  which  are  shown  on 
the  block  plan  we  reproduce,  and  perspective 
drawing  of  the  tower  and  main  buildings.  The 
tower  is  built  of  mild  steel,  is  5,i0ft.  high  above 

the  ground,  and  weighs  2,240  tons.  This  steel- 
work and  the  whole  of  the  ironwork  and  steel- 
work in  the  buildings  was  supplied  and  erected 

by  Messrs.  Andrew  Handyside  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  of 
Derby.  The  tower  is  octagonal  in  form,  and 
above  the  buildings  surrounding,  it  is  of  framing 

in  light  lattice  work,  so  as  to  lessen  the  wind- 
pressure  and  to  give  a  light  and  elegant  appear- 

ance. It  is  capable  of  accommodating  over  1,000 
persons  on  the  various  lloors  at  the  top  of  the 
tower,  and,  as  designed  by  the  architects,  four 
electric  elevators  can  ascend  the  tower  at  one 

time.  Only  two  have  been  erected  up  to  now, 
and  they  were  erected  by  Messrs.  Easton,  Ander- 

son, and  Goolden.  In  addition  to  these  lifts 
there  is  a  staircase  and  ladder  way  for  workmen 
from  the  top  to  the  bottom  of  the  tower,  and 
arrangements  have  also  been  made  so  that  should 
any  elevator  get  fastened  the  passengers  can 
easily  be  transferred  to  one  of  the  other  elevators 
at  any  portion  of  the  ascent.  The  buildings 
round  the  base  are  composed  of  red  Ruabon  brick, 
Tith  terracotta  and  Kuncom  stone  dressings. 
In  the  basement  are  large  cellars,  bottling  stores, 

and  artists'  dressing-rooms.  ( )n  the  ground-floor 
level,  immediately  under  the  centre  of  the  tower, 
there  is  a  theatre  arranged  on  the  amphitheatre 
form,  with  one  of  the  largest  stages  in  the 
kingdom,  with  promenade  gallery.  There  are 
also  refreshment-rooms.  On  the  mezzanine 
floor  are  the  kitchens  and  lavatories,  with 
large  storerooms.  On  the  first  floor  is  a  large 

octagonal  dancing-room,  with  stage  capable 
of  being  used  for  variety  performances,  and 

opening  out  of  the  dancing-room  is  a  large 
refreshment-room,  -\bove  this  dancing-room  is 
the  elevator  hall,  from  which  the  ascsnt  of  the 
tower  is  commenced,  which  is  all  laid  out  with 

stalls  in  the  form  of  a  fancy  fair,  with  shooting 
bungalows,  Arc,  and  above  this  again  is  an  open 
promenade,   from  which  extensive  Wews  of  the 

Tin;     CINTKAL     IIOAKI)     SCHOOL     AXI)    BATHS, 

ASlKiATE    KOAD,    CHESTEUEIELD. 

Thf.  building  shown  by  the  view  and  ground- 
plan  illustrated  in  this  issue  is  now  in  course  of 
erection  for  the  Chesterfield  School  Board,  from 
the  designs  and  under  the  superintendence  of 
Mr.  A.  Ilessell  Tiltman,  F.R.LP..A.,  London, 
.and  Mr.  W.  Cecil  .Tackson,  of  Chesterfield,  as 
joint  architects.  A  feature  of  some  novelty  in 
the  scheme  is  the  provision  of  swimming  and 
ablutionary  baths  specially  arranged  for  the  duly 

regulated  use  of  the  scholars,  and  otherwise 
occasionally  by  the  outside  public.  This  is  below 
the  school.  The  accommodation  is  for  1,191 
children — the  infant  section  on  the  ground  floor, 
and  a  mixed  school  over — on  the  first  floor.  The 
materials  used  are  Ellistown  bricks  for  the  facings, 

with  dressings  of  Peasonhurst  stone  and  terra- 
cotta :  roofs  are  slated ;  floors  are  of  steel  and 

breeze  concrete,  finished  with  wood-block  flooring, 
and  there  is  the  usual  proportion  of  glazed -brick 
dadoes,  &c. 

NATIONAL     SILVER  MEDAL     DESIOX     FOB 

AN   INOLE-NOOK 

All  woodwork  to  be  of  oak,  stained  dark  or  left 

plain  ;  all  plaster  toned  with  some  soft  neutral 
tint.  Panels  in  settle  to  be  inlaid  with  stained 

woods,  also  panels  in  shutters  to  leaded  window, 
which  has  wrought-iron  hinges  ;  heart  shapes 
under  ledge  also  to  be  inlaid  with  wood,  stained 
green.  Cupboard  hinges  of  repouise  copper,  and 
handles  to  te  of  copper  or  unlacquered  bronze. 
Fire-basket  and  dogs  of  wrought  iron,  dogs 

having  forged  heads  and  copper  ornament  on  top. 
Hood  of  sheet  copper  riveted  together  and  broadly 
beaten,  and  not  planished,  except  tops  of  raised 
portions.  The  emblematic  design  over  recess  to 
be  rejKitisie  copper,  with  frame  of  sheet  iron  cut 
out,  and  scrolls  turned  up.  Hearth  to  have  dull, 

unglazed  tiles.  Jamks  A.  .Toxe.-i. 

vestry,  with  lavatories,  &c.,  were  erected  on  an 

irregular  site  adjoining  the  chapel  at  a  cost  of 

about  £340,  by  ilessrs.  R.  W.  and  J.  Skinner, 

builders,  of  Sidmouth,  the  walls  being  of  local 
red  bricks  with  Bath  stone  dressings,  local  tUes 

being  used  on  the  roof.  Clear  glass  is  used  in 

leaded  lights  to  all  the  windows.  The  floors  are 

wood  block.  The  schoolroom  has  teaching  accom- 
modation for  about  150  children. 

NEW    Tor    STOUV    IN    FORE    .STREET,    SIllMorill. 

This  is  a  more  or  less  interesting  addition  from 

the  fact  that  the  house  on  to  which  it  was  added 

was  an  extremely  Aims/  structure,  and  but  for 
the  fact  that  it  would  have  seriously  interfered 

with  the  business  of  Messrs.  Colebird  and  Co., 

chemists,  who  own  the  premises,  it  would  most 

likely  have  been  taken  down  to  the  ground  :  but, 
as  it  was,  four  iron  columns  were  erected,  one  at 
each  corner  of  the  block,  going  right  through  the 

two  existing  stories,  and  the  new  story  built  on 

girders  carried  bv  these  columns  or  legs.  The 
cost  of  this  work  was  about  £350,  and  was  carried 

out  by  Messrs.  Iv.  W.  and  .1.  Skinner,  builders, of  Sidmouth. 

GIIOINI)    FLOOR    AND    SIGN,    CHVRCH    STREET, 

SIIIMOITH. 

Tins  is  in  Chapel-street,  and  not,  as  described, 

in  Church-street.  The  premises  consisted  of  two 

cottages  of  very  ordinary  type,  and  the  alteration 

consisted  in  practically  remodelling  the  ground 

floor  suitable  for  the  business  of  a  public-house. 

The  cornices  and  canopies  shown  are  of  wood,  the 

rest  of  the  front  being  finished  in  cement.  The 

work  was  executed  for  Mr.  Geo.  Vallance,  brewer, 

of  Sidmouth,  by  Jtr.  •'.  O.  N'orthcote,  builder,  of Sidmouth.  The  architect  of  this,  and  the  two 

preceding,  is  Jlr.  R.  W.  Sampson,  of  Sidmouth. 

0HIP8. 

The  Wesleyan  Oeneral  Chapel  Committee  has 
sanctioned  the  erection  of  ten  new  chapals  in 
various  parts  of  the  country  at  an  estimated 
expenditure  of  £22,500. 
A  scheme  of  waterworks  exteniion  is  being 

carried  out  at  Torrington  for  the  town  council.  Mr. 
Baldwin  Latham  is  the  engineer,  and  Messrs.  Dirt 
and  Pollard  are  the  contractors. 

The  Board  of  Trade  have  recently  confirmed  an 

order  authorising  the  construction  of  a  lieht  rail- 
way in  the  county  of  Caithness,  between  Wick  and 

Lybster. 
The  Edinburgh  School  Bsard  have  accepted 

estimates  for  the  erection  of  a  new  building  for  the 
infant  department  at  North  Canongats  School, 
amounting  to  £15,470. 

At  the  lait  meeting  of  the  Warwick  Board  of 
Guardians,  the  buildings  and  infirmary  committee 
recommended  the  erection  of  two  new  block^  of 

infitmary  buildings,  at  an  estimated  cost  of  £9.000. 
The  fine  tower  of  Clare  Church,  West  Suffolk, 

has  just  been  repaired  at  a  cost  of  £1,100,  from 

plans  by.  and  under  the  superintendence  of,  Mr, 

Datmar  J.  Blow,  of  Xew-siiua-e,  Lincoln's  Ion. 
The  greater  portion  of  the  tower  was  built  in  the 
lith  century,  but  another  story  was  added  in  the 
l.'ith  century,  raising  the  height  to  77ft.  The  inside 
rubble  and  flints  have  been  removed  bit  by  bit,  and 

replaced  by  Portland  cement  and  the  same  flints, 

while  now  and  again  bonds  of  the  hardest  Stafford- shire blue  bricks  have  been  inserted,  leaving  the 

outside  wall  just  as  it  was  when  originally  con- structed. 

Further  additional  expenditure  in  connection  with 

the  second  bore-hole  of  the  Gainsborough  artesian 

well  will  have  to  be  incurred,  and  the  urban  council 

has  passed  a  resolution  to  apply  to  the  Local 
Government  Board  for  sanction  to  a  loan  of  £1,600, 

largely  for  the  purpose  of  carrying  out  this  work. 

The  picture  bv  Xieolas  Poussin,  b-5ciueathed  by 
Mr.  William  Kenneday.  of  the  Broxburn  Od 

Company,  to  (ilasgow  Corporation,  has  now  l)een 
received  and  placed  on  view  in  the  galleries.  It  it 

an  important  historical  work,  representing  the 

legend  of  the  sacrifice  of  Cartius  for  the  salvation 
of  Rome,  and  originally  it  belonged  to  Cardinal Richelieu. 

Mr.  A.  G.  Darnford,  K.E.,  one  of  the  Local 

(iovemment  Bjard  inspectors,  has  held  an  inquiry 

at  the  Town  Hall,  Yeadon,  relative  to  the  applica- 

tion of  the  Yeadon  I'rban  District  CouncU  for 
sanction  to  borrow  £1,000  for  the  purpose  of  con- 

structing a  sewer  from  High-street,  along  Dam- 
lane,  and  across  two  fields,  to  the  Dudley  Hill  and 
K'llinohall  main  read,  so  as  to  drain  2i  houses  and 

farm  buildings,  which  have  hitherto  besn  connected 
with  cesspools, 
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Fia.  2. 

HOW  TO  CARRY  A  LOXG  GIRDER. 

THOUSANDS  of  tons  of  long  girders  to  te 
used  for  bridges  and  for  buildings  are 

carried  on  our  railways  and  roads  every  year.  A 
very  slight  error  or  want  of  foresight  in  the 
handling  of  these  girders  during  their  carriage 
may  severely  damage  them,  and,  in  fact,  it  is 
quite  possible  to  strain  (the  word  being  used  in 
its  proper  sense  of  deformation)  the  flanges  or 
web  with  rough  or  unskiUed  handling  more 
seriously  than  the  girders  would  be  strained 
under  their  intended  load.  A  girder  laid  on  its 
side,  when  it  is  never  intended  or  designed  to  be 
placed  in  such  a  position,  may  have  its  effective 
strength  very  easily  deteriorated,  and  it  is  even 
possible  that  in  some  cases  a  permanent  strain 
■due  to  stress  beyond  the  limit  of  elasticity  may 
be  forced  into  the  girder  whilst  under  handling, 
lifting,  or  transit. 

The  writer  has  seen  long  deep  girders  of  very 

certain  parts  heated  and  made  good  and  straight, 
and  then  re-riveted  into  its  position. 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  loading  and  unloading 
of  long  heavy  and  (under  certain  conditions)  un- 

stable girders,  is  generally  left  to  a  foreman  who 
possesses  no  knowledge  of  stresses  or  strains,  and 
who  probably  does  not  knowthe  difference  between 
tension  and  compression,  or  shearing  or  torsion. 
Such  a  man  may  easily  injure  the  girderwork 
with  the  powerful  cranes  or  lifting  appliances, 
which  are  under  his  control.  It  is  something 
analogous  to  a  battery  of  artillery  being  placed  in 
the  charge  of  a  corporal  who  has  never  been 
through  a  military  school.  He  may  do  a  great 
deal  of  harm  in  a  very  short  time. 
The  writer  once  had  a  terrific  struggle,  with 

one  of  this  class,  a  "  loading  "  foreman  employed 
by  one  of  the  large  railway  companies.  The 
foreman  or  ' '  inspector ' '  insisted  that  certain 
girders  that  had  to  travel  several  hundred  miles 

Sool  [aooLaQn  .TSqS 
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narrow  flange,  the  very  narrowness  of  the  flange 
probably  intended  to  be  met  in  fixing  the  work 
by  some  cross-bracing  or  ties,  very  severely 
treated  by  temporarily  resting  the  girders  on 
supports  at  each  end,  their  own  weight  alone 
whilst  in  this  position  deflecting  the  girder 
several  inches,  and  then,  added  to  this  deflection 
due  to  their  own  weight,  several  men  with  loads 
may  have  walked  along  the  web  of  the  girder 
from  end  to  end,  everj'  step  sw.aying  and  bending 
the  girder  several  more  inches  up  and  down. 
This  kind  of  sideways  stress  was  of  course  never 
anticipated  by  the  designer  of  the  ironwork,  and 
should  never  have  been  allowed  to  occur. 

Then  there  is  the  danger  of  careless  handling 

should  be  loaded  on  their  sides,  whilst  the  writer 
equally  insisted  on  the  girders  travelling  in  a 
vertical  position,  or  in  the  position  in  which  they 
had  been  designed  to  carry  their  own  weight.  In 
the  end  the  foreman  was  defeated,  but  not  before 
the  writer  had  undertaken  to  take  sole  responsi- 

bility during  transit. 

METHDDS      OF      CiRRI.lGE. 

There  are  two  methods  of  carriage  of  girders 
over  railways.  One  is  with  fixed  bearings  such 
as  the  case  when  the  girder  is  loaded  on  to  a 
boiler-truck  in  which  the  frame  and  supports  are 
rigid.     (Fig.  1.) 

In  this  case,  the  question  must  be  considered 

/ 
^ <i^ljL, 
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and  lifting  when  loading  and  unloading  the  girders 
on  and  oS  the  vehicles  carrjing  them,  whether 
these  be  railway  waggons  or  road  trucks,  from  the 

makers'  yard  to  the  site  of  erection.  The  writer 
has  known  many  instances  of  girderwork  being 
much  injured  by  this  tre;itment,  and  in  several 
cases,  parts  of  work  that  should  have  travelled 
safely  have  had  to  be  partially  cut  to  pieces, 

whether  the  girder  is  of  rC'iuL-site  strength  to  act 
as  a  cantilever  between  thu  bearing  and  the  end 
of  the  girder. 

The  next  question  to  be  thought  out  is  whether 
the  height  of  the  girder  when  loaded  on  the 
truck  is  sufficiently  low  for  it  to  travel  under  the 

loading  gauge  of  "the  different  railway  lines  on which  it  may  have  to  travel.     In  this  connection 

the  sharpest  curve  on  the  route  must  be  known, 
because  in  the  case  of  a  sharp  curve  the  loading- 
gauge  follows  the  curve,  whilst  the  girder  is 
straight,  and  does  not  curve  with  the  track. 
Plan  Fig.  2  will  show  this. 

It  will  be  seen  that  the  centre  of  the  girder  is 
to  one  side  of  the  centre  line  of  the  rails,  and 
the  ends  of  the  girder  are  to  the  other  side  of  the 
centre  line  of  the  rails.  This  makes  the  virtual 
width  of  the  load  much  more  when  travelling 
over  curves. 

The  cant  of  the  rails  where  curves  occur  is  also 
worthy  of  consideration.  In  some  cases  of  4in. 
or  Gin.  cant  or  superelevation,  the  leaning  over 
of  the  girder  towards  the  low  rail  must  be  pro- 

vided against  by  stiff  struts  of  timber  on  the  one 

FiQ.  3. 

side  and  efficient  chains  on  the  other  side,  and  as 
the  vehicle  will  have  to  go  over  curvfs  both  right 
hand  and  left,  the  struts  and  chains  must  be 

provided  on  both  sides  equally.  A  further  con- 
sideration is  the  endways  bumping  of  the  vehicle 

when  the  train  is  suddenly  stopped  and  started 
on  the  journey.  This  will  occur  at  all  stations 
or  signals  at  which  the  train  will  stop,  and  may 
occur  when  the  engine-driver  is  descending  a 
gradient  and  shuts  off  steam  and  applies  his 
brake,  or  when  the  guard  in  his  own  van  applies 
his  brake.  This  endways  bumping  is  to  be  met 
by  chains  fixed  at  an  inclination  to  the  vertical, 
and  at  both  sides  of  the  top  of  each  strut.  Fig.  3 
shows  the  load  when  travelling  over  a  curve  with 

superelevated  outer  raU. 
The  second  method  of  carrying  over  railways 

r 
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is  with  movable  bearings  or  bolster  waggons.  It 
is  not  often  that  timber  bolster  waggons  can  be 
used  for  carrj  ing  girders  as  they  are  not  suffi- 

ciently strong  for  very  heavy  loads ;  but  some- 
times special  rail  trolleys  that  are  not  in  use  at 

the  time  for  transporting  the  long  mils  of  our 
railway  companies  are  used  for  the  purpose  of 
carrying  very  heavy  girders  (see  Fig.  4).  In 
this  case  the  same  considerations  of  loading 

gauge,  cant  on  rails,  and  end  shocks  will  have 
to  be  made ;  but  the  case  becomes  much  more 

complicated. It  is  well  known  that  when  felled  trees  are 
carried  on  bolster  waggons,  and  firmly  chained 
down  to  three  or  four  of  the  waggons — the  load 
being  too  long  to  be  carried  on  only  two  bolster 
waggons — that,  in  such  cases,  the  travelling  of 
the  combination  will  in  such  cases  either  brsak 
the  timber  log,  or,  what  is  more  probable,  force 
the  leading  or  trailing  wheels  off  the  road  when 
passing  over  curves,  and  so  derail  the  veliicles, 
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or  some  of  them.  In  this  case  the  load  ia  rigid, 
and  the  vehicle  is  movable  with  disastrous  results. 

If  a  load  of  timber  logs  should  not  be  treated 
in  this  manner,  much  less  should  our  girders  be  so 
dealt  with.  The  result  must  be  that  either  the 
stiff  girder  will  force  the  vehicle  oil  the  road,  or 
the  vehicle  when  going  around  curves  will 
damage  tiie  girder.  But  there  is  another  reason 
why  our  girder  must  only  bo  attached  in  two 
places  to  the  vehicle,  and  why  it  should  be  well 
clear  even  to  the  extent  of  several  inches  from  all 
other  fastenings  than  the  two  referred  to. 

A  railway  track  is  a  thing  both  of  curves  and 
also  of  gradients.  Whenever  a  chanp;e  of  gradient 
occurs,  and  the  changes  of  inclination  are  many, 
either  a  salient  or  a  re-entrant  angle  (in  a  vertical 
sense)  has  to  be  passed  over.  At  a  salient  angle, 

or  angle  greater  than  ISO",  if  the  girder  were 
resting  on  four  points,  the  load  would  be  resting 
on  the  two  inner  points  only,  with  a  tendency  to 
lift  the  two  end  vehicles  oS  the  road,  and,  on  the 
other  hand,  at  a  re-entrant  angle  or  angle  less 
than  180°,  the  two  end  vehicles  would  be  sup- 
earting  the  load,  and  the  girder  would  be  actually 
fting  the  two  inside  vehicles  ofE  the  road,  and, 

of  course,  in  this  case  the  weight  of  the  vehicles 
lifted  off  the  rails  would  be  added  to  the  weight 

of  the  girders  or  the  load-carrying  trucks,  which 
would  be  overloaded  and  disaster  ensue. 

Further,  there  is  the  consideration  of  the  three 
or  four-truck  vehicle  when  travelling  over  a 
curve  with  superelevated  rail.  Take  a  case  of  a 

rigid  girder,  when  travelling  on  a  four-truck 
vehicle,  when  passing  over  such  a  curve.  It 
is  assumed  that  the  girder  is  supported  and 
fastened  at  the  two  centre  bolsters  only,  but  that 
it  is  simply  resting  on  the  two  end  bolsters. 

l-"ig.  5  will  show  the  position,  the  full  lints 
showing  the  inner  vehicles,  and  the  dotted  lines 
the  end  vehicle.  The  centre  lines  are  shown  of 
both  sets  of  vehicles,  and  as  the  centre  line  of 
the  girder  is  rigidly  straight,  it  will  seen  at  once 
that  the  end  vehicles  will  lift  the  ends  of  the 
girder,  together  with  the  inner  vehicles,  every 
time  a  curve  with   canted  rails   is  passed  over. 

Further,  there  is  yet  the  consideration  that  the 
connection  of  the  bolster  to  the  waggon  is  only  at 
its  centre  or  point  of  swivel,  and  at  no  other  place. 
If  the  wind  is  taken  into  account  together  with  a 
large  cant  in  the  rails,  a  considerable  overturning 
tendency  has  to  be  dealt  with.  For  this  the 
sole  connection  at  the  swivel  is  not  quite 

satisfactory,  and  some  holding-down  link  at 
the  ends  of  the  bolsters  should  be  made,  at  least 
in  the  case  of  very  deep  girders.  The  case  of  the 
usual  load  of  rails  on  these  trolleys  need  not  be 
considered,  as  the  rails  are  neither  so  rigid  nor 
stacked  so  high  as  the  girder  on  edge. 

Fig.  6  gives  an  idea  of  such  an  attachment ;  of 
course  the  links  or  attachment  should  be  made 
so  that  the  bolster  has  full  liberty  to  move  side- 

ways upon  its  bearings.  Great  care  should  be 
taken  to  oil  or  grease  all  parts  that  reijuire  it 
before  the  journey  is  made. 

(IFnsimttms  i^oUs. 

Building  operations  in  York  during  the  year 
just  ending  have  been  concentrated  in  Heworth- 
road,  Huntington-road,  Burton-lane,  Leeman-road, 
Biehopsthorpe-road,  and  Acomb-road.  oG7  plans 
have  been  submitted  daring  the  year,  of  which  '27^ 
have  been  passed,  comprising  '.).i!  houses,  Ui2 
warehouses,  outbuildings,  \:..  1'21  alterations  to 
premises,  II  new  streets,  and  11  public  buildings. 

The  chancel  of  .St.  James's  Church,  Pipe  Kid  ware. 
Staffs,  was  reopened  last  week  by  the  Bishop  of 
Lichfield.  The  work  has  been  carried  out  under 
the  direction  of  Mr.  J.  Oldrid  Soott,  F.S.A.  A 
triple  chaucel  arch  rests  on  Irish  limestone  shafts. 
There  are  also  shafts  of  the  same  material  in  each 
window,  in  which  have  been  placed  three  lights. 
Mr.  Ward,  of  Uttoxeter,  has  carried  out  the  build- 

ing work,  and  Mr.  Culwich,  of  Lichfield,  was 
responsible  for  the  ironwork. 

Mr.  J.  D.  Watson,  who  has  recently  been  appointed 
engineer  to  the  Birmingham  Tame  and  K^a  District 
Drainage  Boaid,  entered  upon  his  duties  on  Friday. 
At  the  last  meebng  of  the  Aberdeen  I'ounty  Council, to  which  Mr.  Watson  had  been  county  engineer,  a 
reeolutiou  was  pasted  relieving  hiiu  from  his  duties 
practically  immediately.  At  the  same  time,  in  view 
of  the  large  amount  of  extra  work  which  Mr. 
Watson  had  performed,  the  council  unanimously 

resolved  to  present  him  with  an  honorarium  of  X'2.>0. 
The  Barton  Union  New  Workhouse  Infirmary, 

Patricroft,  near  Manchester,  is  being  warmed  and 

ventilated  throughout  by  means  of  Shorland's 
patent  double-fronted  Manchester  stoves  with  de- 

scending smoke  Hues  and  .Shorland's  patent  exhaust roof  ventilators,  the  same  being  supplied  by  Messrs, 
E.  H.  Shorland  and  Brother,  of  Manchester. 

R.\II.W.VV  EXTENSIOX  IX  THE  W'eST  UlGHL.VXns. 
— A  Times  correspondent  points  out  that  of  the 

new  railways  authorised  and  in  course  of  con- 
struction in  the  I'nited  Kingdom  at  the  present 

time,  something  like  one-third  are  to  be  foimd  in 
the  counties  of  Argyll  and  Inverness,  within  a 
radius  of  30  miles  or  so  from  Ben  Xevis.     In  this 
area  there  are  no  less  than  four  new  lines,  with 

an  aggregate  length  of  over  100  miles,  and  two 

of  them — measuring  altogether  over  60  miles— are 
now  well  on  to  completion.      The  longest  is  the 
Mallaig  exten.sioc  of  the  West  Highland  Kiilway, 
which  runs  from    Banavie    through  Arisaig  to 
MaUaig,  on  the  Sound  of  Sleat,  a  distance  of  just 
under  40  miles.      It  is  expected  to  be  open  for 
traflic  next  year.     For  the  first  30  mUes  of  its 
course  from  Banavie  it  runs  almost  due  west,  for 

the  most  part  following  closely  the  main  road  to 
Arisaig,  though  the  two  take  opposite  sides  of 
I.,och  Eil.     Crossing  the  Caledonian  Canal  by  a 

swing   bridge,    it     reaches    its    first   station  at 
Corpach,  where  the   canal  leaves  Loch  Linnhe, 
and  then  proceeds  along  the  northern  shore  of 
Loch  Eil,  from  which  it  is  protected  by  a  long  series 
of  sea-wulls.  So  long  as  it  is  skirting  the  loch  its 
levels  are  naturally  good,  but  it  has  not  long  left 
Kinlocheil  on  its  way  to  Glenfinnan  at  the  head  of 
Loch  Shiel  before  heavy  engineering  works  begin 
to  make  themselves   felt   in   the  shape  of  deep 

cuttings,    a   short   tunnel,   and  severe  gradients 
reaching   as   high   as   1    in   50.     At   Glenfinnan 
itself  there  is  a  concrete  viaduct  of  21  spans, 
built  on  a  sharp  curve,  which  is  100ft.  high  and 
nearly  a  quarter  of  a  mile  long.     Some  four  miles 
further  on  a  summit  is  reached ,  and  thence  the 
line  falls  sharply  down  to  Loch  Eil,  of  which  it 
follows  the  south  shore.     At  the  end  of  the  loch  it 
crosses  the  river  Ailort,  and  runs  along  its  right 
bank  to  ICinlochailort  Station,  which  is  succeeded 
by  a  series  of  short  tunnels,  deep  cuttings,  and 
high   embankments.     Passing    Loch  Ailort   and 
Loch-nan- Uamh,  with  viadv.cts  of  six  and  eight 

spans    respectively    at   Amabol   and   Loch-nan- 
1 'amh,  it  reaches  Beasdale  Station  through  four 
tunnels  (the  first  on  a  gradient  of  1  in  4S)  and  a 
long  cutting  over  40ft.  deep.     The  longest  tunnel 
on  the  line — 350  yards— occurs  next  at  Borrodale, 
and  the  viaduct  over  the  burn  there  contains  a 
span    of    127ft.    Gin.,    one  of   the    biggest  yet 
attempted    in    concrete.     Continuing   its   course 
over  steep  slopes  and  deep  cuttings  to  Arisaig, 
the  railway  bends  in  a  northerly  direction,  and, 
running   its  last   eight  miles  through  Morar  at 
some  distance  from  the  coast,  crosses  the  narrow 
neck  of  land  that  separates  the  sea  from  Loch 
Jlorar,  and  fi  nally  reaches  its  destination  at  Mallaig. 
The  next  longest  line  of  the  four  runs  from 
Connel  Ferry,  near  Oban,  to  the  slate  quarries  at 
BaOachulish,   through  Appin.     The  line,  which 
was  authorised  in  1S9G,  is  25J  miles  long,  and  is 

being  built  by  the  Callander  and  Oban  < 'ompany, from  whose  railway  it  starts  by  a  double  junction 
at  Connel  Ferry.     The  most  interesting  piece  of 
engineering   work  on  the   line   is  the  bridge  at 
Connel  Ferry,  crossing  Loch  Etive,  at  the  famous 
"  Falls  of  Lora."     Here  the  channel  is  not  only 
very  narrow,  but  is  .also  obstructed  for  two-thirds 
of  its  width  by  a  reef  of  rocks  over  which  at  the  ebb 
of  a  spring-tide  the  water  from  the  loch  pours  in  a 
noisy  sea-cataract  several  feet  high.     This  bridge 

is  designed  with  a  span  of  .'lOOft.     In  1S9G  the West    Highland    Company  obtained  powers  to 
make  a  line  to  North  BaUachulish,  on  the  oppo- 

site side  of    Loch   Leven,  along  the  shores  of 
Loch  Linnhe,  from  its  existing  railway  at  Fort 

W^illiam.     The  length  of  this  branch  is  just  over 
twelve  miles.     The  fourth  line  was  authorised  in 
IS'.iG,   to   run  from  Spean  Bridge   on  the  XVest 
Uighland  to  Fort  Augustus  on  the  Caledonian 
Canal.     On  leaving  the  West  Highland  system 
the  line  crosses  the  river  Spean  on  a  high  viaduct, 
and  then  runs  down  its  right  bank  for  about  two 
miles  to  Gairlochy ;  there  it  turns  to  the  north- 

west, and  begins  a  climb  up  the  hillside  for  some 
six  miles ;  then,  after  descending  through  Laggan, 
the   line   keeps   to   the  east  side  of  Loch  I  lich, 
passes  through  the  only  tunnel  that  it  has  been 
tound    necessary    to     make,    and    reaches   Fort 
Augustus  along  a  valley  which  rune  parallel  to 
that  of  the  river  Oich.     At  Fort  Augustus  it  is 
carried  over  the  canal  on  a  swing  bridge  with  a 
clear  span  of  54ft.,  and,  crossing;  the  Oich  on  a 
four-apan  viaduct,  it  comes  to  an  end  at  a  pier  on 
Loch  Ness.     The  total  length  of  this  line,  which 
is  nearly  finished,  is  24^  miles.    A  light  railway, 

18 J  miles  long,  in  connection  with  the  West 
Highland,  was  authorised  in  1898  between 
Arrochar,  at  the  head  of  Loch  Long,  and  St. 
Catherine's,  on  Loch  Fyne,  opposite  Inverary, 

making  a  length  of  the  new  fines  lor  the  con- 
struction of  which  powers  have  been  granted  in 

the  West  Highlands  amounting  in  all  to  122 miles. 

St.  Helens,  Lancs.— The  official  inspection  of 
the  St.  Helens  new  railway,  prior  to  its  opening 
for  passenger  traffic  early  m  January,  was  made 
last  week  by  Colonel  Von  Donop,  on  behalf  of 
the  Board  of  Trade.  The  project  to  construct  a 
new  line  from  Manchester  to  Liverpool,  by  way 
of  St.  Helens,  was  started  about  a  dozen  years 

ago ;  but  the  section  from  St.  Helens  to  Liver- 
pool was  ultimately  abandoned.  A  single  line  of 

rails  from  St.  Helens  to  Ashton-in-Makerfield, 
and  thence  to  Lowton  Junction,  has  been  in  use 

for  goods  traffic  for  about  three  years,  and  the 
double  set  of  rails  to  be  used  for  passenger  traffic 
lias  now  been  constructed.  The  inspection  of 

Tuesday  was  confined  to  the  section  between 

St.  Helens  and  Ashton-in-Makerfield.  Accom- 

panying the  inspector  were  Messrs.  C.  A. 
Uowlandson  (chief  engineer  to  the  Great  Central 

Company),  C.  W'.  Neill  (electrical  engineer),  H. 

Blundell  (district  engineer),  S.  W.  I'Uling 
(contractor  for  the  new  railway),  and  Hallett 

(resident  engineer).  A  favourable  report  is 
expected. 
The  Montevideo  PoetScheme  — The  Chambers 

of  Uruguay  have  sanctioned  the  two  Bills  relative 

to  the  construction  of  the  new  port  of  Monte\-ideo, 
and  the  executive  has  promulgated  the  same  as 

law.  The  first  Bill  approves  the  definite  plans 

for  the  port  works  of  Montevideo  prepared  by  the 

French  engineer  M.  Gueard  on  the  bases  of  the 
alternative  scheme  drawn  up  by  him  and  the 

German  engineer  Herr  Iviimmer  some  three  years 

ago.  The  executive  is  authorised  to  contract  at 
once  for  the  execution  of  the  principal  parU  of 

this  scheme  (which  is  so  devised  that  the  port 

may  be  constructed  in  sections)  and  to  employ  in 

the  same  £2,C.iO,000  sterling  from  the  resources 

voted  for  that  purpose.  The  minimum  depth  to 

which  the  entrance  channel,  port,  and  ante-port 

are  to  be  dredged  is  7',  mttres  (which  will  allow 
the  access  of  much  larger  vessels  that  can  at 

present  enter  the  Bay  of  Montevideo).  The 
second  BiU  deals  with  the  financial  resources  and 

administrative  machinery.  The  buuding  of  the 

port  is  expected  to  occupy  some  eight  years. 

STATUES,    MEMORIALS,    &c. 

New  Yokk— Toe  Soldiers'  and  Siilors'  Monu- ment Commission  have  again  changed  the  site  of 

the  proposed  monument.  The  site  this  time  is 

changed  from  Mount  Tom,  at  Eighty-third-street 
and  Riverside  Drive,  to  a  place  in  the  Drive  between 

Eighty-ninth  and  Ninetieth  Streets.  The  objec- 
tions to  the  Mount  Tom  site  were  that  two  apart- 

ment-houses have  been  erected  there  recently, 

which  would  spoil  the  appearance  of  the  monutnent. 
The  new  site  was  referred  to  the  Municipal  Art 

Commission  for  approval.  The  Mumcipal  Assembly 
has  authorised  the  spending  of  £50,000  sterlmg  on the  monument. 

PiniADELrHiA.— A  monument  ia  in  process  of 

erection  in  Fairmount  Park,  in  PhUadelphia,  to 

the  memory  of  the  late  Richard  Smith,  which  is  to 
coat  half  a  mUlion  dollars,  and  will  otherwise  form 
one  of  the  moat  interesting  structures  m  the  city. 

The  idea  of  the  architect,  Mr.  ̂ \•lndrim,  is  to  divide 
the  design  into  two  portions,  each  consisting  of  a 
sort  of  colonnade,  foroiing  in  plan  an  arc  of  ninety 

degrees,  and  terminating  in  a  pedestal,  on  wluoh 
stands  a  single  gigantic  column,  suppartmg  a 

colossal  statue.  The  two  statues,  with  the  columns 

on  which  they  stand,  are  separated  far  enough 

from  each  other  to  allow  the  mam  driveway  of 

the  Park  to  pass  between  them,  the  curved  screens 

diverging  on  each  side,  so  as  partly  to  inclose  one 

of  those  circular  deserts,  or  "  concourses,  formerly 

beloved  of  park  commissioners.  Places  are  provided 

on  the  structure  for  a  large  number  of  statues  and 

Messrs.  Daniel  C.  French,  Wilham  Ordway  Part- 

ridge, Paul  \V.  Bwtlett,  and  J.  Q.  A.  \\ardhav6 
been  already  commissioned  t?„  t"?^  ,  {,^^J^r°t« 

imporUnt  ones,  while  niches  will  be  fiUed  by  works
 

from  the  hands  of  Messrs.  Bissell,  -rally  Calder 

Ezekiel,  and  Murray,  and  Misses  bessie  C.  letter 

and  Katharine  M.  Cohen. 

At  the  monthly  meeting  of  the  Glasgow  Arch^o- 
logical  Society,  held  on  the  ilst  inst.  in  the  haU  of 
the  society.  207,  Bith-street.  Glasgow,  Mr.  J. 

Dilrymple  Duncan,  F.S.A.,  F.R.S.E.,  read  a  paper 

on  "  The  Ctiateau  of  St.  Fargeau." 
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SPECIAL  OFFER-CHEAP  VOLUMES. 
In  the  course  of  the  next  few  montha  we  are  compelled, 

owing  to  the  making  of  the  new  street  from  Holborn  to 
the  Strand  by  the  London  County  Council,  to  remove  our 
Offices  and  Printing?  Works.  Due  notice  of  our  removal 
will  be  given  shortly.  In  the  mean  time,  to  reduce  atocfc 
and  save  trouble  of  removal,  we  offer  readers  desirous  of 

making  up  sets  of  hack  volumes  a,u,  v^'>''nn--  in  the  list 
below  at  nALi"  PBicE,  or  post  free  for  Six  Shilling  each. 
Volumes  are  all  in  good  condition.  The  offer  at  this 

price  will  only  be  available  till  our  removal. 

TO    OOBRESPONDBNTS. 

OVe  do  not  hold  ourselves  responsible  for  the  opinions  of 
our  correspondents.  All  communicationa  should  be 
drawn  up  as  briefly  as  possible,  as  there  are  many 
claimants  upon  the  apace  allotted  to  correspondents.] 

It  is  particularly  requested  that  all  drawings  and  all 
oommuni cations  respecting  illustrations  or  literary  matter 
should  be  addressed  to  the  EDITOR  of  the  Buildiko 
News,  832,  Strand,  W.C.,  and  not  to  members  of  the  staff 
by  name.  Delay  is  not  unfrequently  otherwise  caused. 
hM  drawings  and  other  communications  are  sent  at  con- 

tributors' risks,  and  the  Editor  will  not  undertake  to 
pay  for,  or  be  liable  for,  unsought  contributions. 

Cheques  and  Post-offlce  Orders  to  be  made  payable  to 
The  Stkahd  Nkwbpafeb  Coupaky,  Liuited. 

NOTICE. 
Boond  eopiea  of  Vol.  LXXVI.  are  now  ready,  and 

should  be  ordered  early  (price  Twelve  ShilUnga  each), 
as  only  a  limited  number  are  done  up.  A  few 
bound  volumes  of  Vols.  XXXI.,  XXXII.,  XXXIH., 
xxxrv.,  XXXIX.,  XLi.,  XL^\^.  xlvi.,  xlix., 
LI.,  T.TTT.,  UV.,  LV.,  T.TY  ,  LX.,  LXI.,  LXn.. 
LXTV.,  LXV..  LXVm.,  LXIX.,  LXX.,  LXXI., 
LXXn.,  LXXTTT.,  LXXIV.,  LXXV.,  and  LXXVI. 
may  still  be  had,  price  Twelve  Shillings ;  all  the  other 
bound  volumes  are  out  of  print.  Most  of  the  back 
numbers  of  former  volumes  are,  however,  to  be  had 
singly.  Subscribers  re':iuiring  any  back  numbers  to 
complete  volume  just  ended  shotud  order  at  once,  as 
many  of  them  soon  run  out  of  print. 

TEEMS   OF   SITBSCRIPTION. 

One  Pound  per  annum  (post  free)  to  any  part  of  the 
United  Kingdom ;  for  Canada,  Nova  Scotia,  and  the 
United  States,  £1  68.  Od.  (or6dols.  30c.  gold).  To  Prance 
or  Belgium.  £1  Ss.  Od.  (or  33fr.  30c.)  To  India,  £1  6s.  Od. 
To  any  of  the  Australian  Colonies  or  New  Zealand,  to  the 
Cape,  the  West  Indies,  or  Natal.  £1  6s.  Od. 

ADVERTISEMENT  CHAEQES. 

The  charge  for  Competition  and  Contract  Advertiae- 
ments,  Public  Companies,  and  all  official  advertisements 
ia  Is.  per  line  of  Eight  words,  the  first  line  counting  as 
two,  the  minimum  cha:^e  being  5s.  for  four  lines. 

The  charge  for  Auctions,  Land  Sales,  and  Miscellaneous 
ftnd  Trade  Advertisements  (except  Situation  advertise- 

ments) is  6d.  per  line  of  Eight  words  (the  first  line 
counting  as  two),  the  minimum  charge  being  4s.  6d.  for 
40  words.  Special  terms  for  series  of  more  than  six 
insertions  can  be  ascertained  on  application  to  the  Pub- 
iaher. 

Front-page  Advertisements  2s.  per  line,  and  Paragraph 
Advertisements  Is.  per  line.  No  Front-page  or  Paragraph 
Advertisement  inserted  for  less  than  53. 

Advertisements  for  the  current  week  must  reach  the 
office  not  later  than  3  p.m.  on  Thursday.  Front-page 
Advertisements  and  alterations  in  serial  advertisements 
must  reach  the  office  by  Tuesday  morning  to  secure 
Insertion. 

Situations. 

The  charge  for  advertisements  for  *'  Situations  Vacant " 
or ''Situations  Wanted  "  is  O.vk  Shilling  fob  Twentt- 
FOUB  WoBDs,  and  Sixpence  for  every  eight  words  after. 
All  Situation  Advertisements  must  be  prepaid. 

Received.- J.  T.  S.,  Ltd.— 8.  H.  R.-P.  and  P.— D.  D. 
— B.  and  T.— Verax.— R.  H.  and  Co.— P.— S.  and  G.— 
Local. 

HorsEHOLDEB. — If  you  will  look  in  nest  week's  issue, 
you  will  find  a  double  sheet  of  artistic  gas  and  electric 
fittings  of  just  the  kind  you  inquire  about,  designed 
and  made  by  Mr.  G.  E.  Cockbum,  of  33,  Great 
Pulteney-street,  W. 

Salve.— Jeffrey  and  Co.,  04,  Essex-road,  Islington.  You cannot  do  better. 

Traveller.— The  man  is  a  scoundrel.  He  has  been 
twice  convicted  for  fraud,  and  imprisoned. 

Lirrarias.— Now  is  your  chance.  See  our  special  offer 
for  the  next  month  or  two  of  cheap  back  volumes  above. 

"  BUILDING  NEWS  "    DESIGNING  CLUB. 

Dbawisi;3  RErEivED.— "Don."  "Apex,"  "A  Beetle," 
"F.  D.."  •'  Ulmus,"  "Jack." 

XO  ROOM  FOR  R  I.B.A.  IX  GARDEN"  CITY. 
To  the  Editor  of  the  Bcildixg  Jsews. 

Siu, — I  believe  3Ir.  Howard  and  "ilr.  Steere 
will  find  that,  apart  from  the  "  social  and 
educational  opportunities  which  no  small  town 

can  afford,"  as  Mr.  Howard  says  in  p.  So",  the 
mere  economic  difference  between  founding  SO 
new  cities  on  430,000  acres,   or  one  new  city  on 

12,000  acres— I  put  it  at  twice  his  aUowanco  of 
land — will  eventually  drive  away  a  majority  of 
the  many  favourers  of  the  scheme,  if  they  stick  to 
their  limitations. 

13  ut  at  the  end  of  the  letter  he  accuses  me  of 

saying  "  splendid  cities  can  be  built  without 
architects."  I  said  nothing  about  architects,  but 
about  R.I.B.  A.,  the  creatures  of  Soane's  Institute. 
In  fact  I  am  against  building  without  paid 
architects.  IJemombor,  it  is  ISi  years  since  our 
nation  dismissed  her  last  paid  architect,  Sir 
Christopher  Wren.  Since  his  supersession  by 
some  Germans,  you  depend  on  creatures  taking 

"  percentage-on-outlay,"  which  is  no  pay  at  all, 
but  illegal  bribery.  Sj  Lord  Kenyon  pronounced 

it  a  centur)-  ago,  and  a  plaintiff  who  had  made  no 
other  charge  than  this  percentage-on-outlay, 
was  non-suited,  and  all  his  labour  went  gratis  ! 
Now  as  we  are  legally  to  buy  the  land,  we 

mean  to  stick  to  the  law.  Architects  of  ours  will 

have  to  charge  legally,  and  the  first  that  we  can 
catch  Soanising,  or  playing  R.I.B. A.  to  the 

smallest  extent,  even  one  farthing  of  "  percentage- 
on-outlay,"  we  have  not  to  punish,  but  to  protect 
others  against  him.  There  is  plenty  of  church- 
work  for  R.I.B. A.,  only  we  claim  to  exclude  them 

from  otir  new  city. — I  am,  &c., 
E.  L.  Gauhett. 

Jttttrtommtttttcati0ti. 
QXTESTIONS. 

[I1393.]-Safe  Load  on  G-ranite  Pillar.— Could 
any  of  your  readers  infona  me  liow  the  safe  load  on  a 
gvanite  pillar  circular  and  square  ia  calculated  ?  By 
Moleaworth,  the  crushing  strain  of  grey  granite  per  square 
inch  is  10.9001b.  What  would  be  a  safe  load  for  a  pillar 
12ft.  by  1ft.  ain.  by  9in.  in  one  stone,  or  if  bmlt  in  courses 
1ft.  high  ?  .We  would  like  to  know  the  safe  load  and  how 
it  is  wrought  out  or  calculated.— Bon,vccobd. 

[Il39«.]-Flu8hlng  Tanks  for  Drains.- Will  a 
reader  kindly  inform  me  of  the  best  kind  of  tlushihg  tank 
to  flush  a  number  of  nine  closets,  and  how  high  above 
latrines  should  it  be  fixed  ?  Are  not  automatic  tanks  the 
best  T— Country  Builder. 

[1139.5.]-Cost  of  Lead  Joints.— Will  any  of  your 
practical  plumbing  readers  say  what  a  4in.  wiped  joint  ia 
worth  ?  Prices  vary  very  much  for  this  class  of  work. — A.  T. 

[11.396  1-Slas  Wool  as  a  Protection  against 
Oold.  -  Is  not  slaj?  wool  a  good  substance  to  line  the 
ceiling  and  walls  of  a  room  which  ia  very  much  exposed  ' What  thickness  of  lining  should  be  fi.xed  against  walls 
and  ceUing,  and  how  should  the  wool  be  secured  to  walls 

and  ceiling,  and  how  can  it  be  finished  inside  '—A Constant  Re.mier. 

[I1397.)—Drainage-— Could  any  of  your  readers 
kindly  afford  information  as  to  the  following  I  A  is 
called  upon  by  the  sanitary  authorities  to  relay  the  drain 
of  his  house,  which  he  discovers  receives  the  sewage  from 
three  other  houses,  and  acquaints  the  sanitary  inspector 
of  the  fact.  The  inspector  tells  A  that  if  the  authorities 
relay  the  drain  they  would  claim  the  ground  under  which 
it  ran  ;  but  tf  A  had  the  work  done,  he  would  be  entitled 
to  demand  a  portion  of  the  cost  from  the  owners  of  the 
other  houses.  A  acted  upon  that  statement.  What  are 
his  legal  rights '  How  should  A  have  acted  when  he discovered  that  the  drain  served  for  the  other  houses 
also;-A.C. 

CHIPS. 

Colonel  A.  G.  Dumford,  one  of  the  Local 
Government  Board's  inspectors,  held  an  inquiry 
at  Sandal,  near  Wakefield,  on  the  2Ut  inst..  with 
reference  to  an  application  by  the  Sandal  Urban 
District  Council  for  permission  to  borrow  £1,700  for 
private  street  improvements. 

Mr.  A  E.  Pridmore,  M.S.A.,  F.S.I.,  of  Broad- 
street  Buildings,  has  been  re-elected  at  the  head  of 
the  poll  out  of  17  candidates  as  one  of  the  repre- 

sentatives of  Bishopsgate  Ward  on  the  City 
Corporation. 

Christ  Church,  Brook  Green,  West  Kensington 
Park,  will  be  offered  for  sale  by  auction  in  a  week 
or  two.  The  lots  comprise,  l>eside  the  fabric,  a 

vestry,  choir,  pulpit,  reading-desk,  chandeliers,  a 
two-inannal  organ,  and  a  gas-heating  stove. 

Mr.  Andrew  Carnegie  has  offered  Dunfermline 
£20  000  for  baths  and  a  gymnasium  as  a  Christmas 

gift. 

iln  Saturday  a  three-light  stained-glass  window 
was  unveiled  in  St.  Mary's  Cnapel,  Aberdeen,  to 
the  memory  of  the  Rev.  Robert  A.  Mitchell^  M.A., 
minister  of  the  church  from  1877  to  IS97.  The 
window,  designed  by  Mr.  Divid  Giuld,  and  made 

by  Messrs.  l^uthrie  and  WelIs,GlasgowandL-)ndon, 
has  representations  of  St.  John,  S;.  Paul,  and  St. Peter. 

At  Dawsbury  Town-hall  on  Friday,  Mr.  Bard, 
an  inspector  of  the  Local  Government  Bmrd,  held 
an  inquiry  r-  an  application  by  the  corporation  for 
an  a  provisional  order  to  enable  them  to  borrow 
money  for  a  coyered  market  and  for  other  purposes. 

LEQAI.  INTELLiaENOB. 

TuE  V.\i.iiK  or  I'ROi'ERTY  \^  THE  Stbajtd. — Mr. 
Troutbeck  and  a  special  jury  concluded  on  the  2l8t 

inst.  the  hearing  of  the  case  of  "  Fowler's  Trustees 
v.  the  London  County  Council "  (reported  in  our 

last  issue,  p.  8')8),  a  claim  for  compensation 'in respect  of  the  freehold  interest  in  the  Opera  Comique 
Theatre,  Strand,  which  is  about  to  be  demolished 
for  the  widening  of  the  thoroughfare  between  St. 
Clement  Danes  and  St.  Mary-lo-Strand.  Mr. 
Freeman,  <iC.,  and  Mr.  Ernest  Pollock  appeared 
for  the  claimants;  Sir  Edward  Clarke,  Q C,  Mr. 

Edward  Boyle,  (i.C,  and  Mr.  Walter  Ryde  repre- 
sented the  London  County  Council.  The  claim  was 

for  about  £00,000,  and  the  case  for  the  claimants 
was  closed.  Sir  Edward  Clarke,  in  opening  the  case 
for  the  County  Council,  contended  that  the  honse 
had  not  been  a  remunerative  property,  and  had  not 
been  open  at  all  for  the  greater  portion  of  the  year. 
He  stated  also  that  the  tide  of  fashionable  theatre- 

foers  was  now  setting  to  the  newer  houses  in  the 
eart  of  the  ̂ Ve8t-end.  Among  the  experts  he 

would  call  were  Mr.  James  Green  (Weatherall  and 
Green),  Mr.  E.mest  Runtz,  Mr.  Herbert  Fu  rber 
(Furber  and  Furbsr),  Major  Is^iacs,  and  others.  At 
this  point  there  was  a  consultation,  and  the  case 
was  settled  for  £tO,000. 

A  Bdilbino  By-law  Appeal  raOM  West  Ham. 
— Welsh  v.  Mayoe,  &c.,  of  West  Ham.— In  the 
(Queen's  Bench  Division,  last  week,  Mr.  Jostice 
DarUng  and  Mr.  Justice  Channell  beard  an  appeal 
by  case  stated  from  a  conviction  by  the  deputy 

stipendiary  magistrate  of  West  Ham.  An  informa- 
tion was  laid  by  the  respondents  against  the 

appellants  for  that,  having  been  convicted  on  Nov. 
30,  Is'JS,  of  an  offence  committed  on  Sept.  :!,  1S98, 
against  one  of  the  by-laws  of  the  borough  relating 
to  buildings,  they  did  continue  such  offence  for  8.5 
days  after  written  notice,  contrary  to  section  1.5s  of 
the  Public  Health  Act,  187.5.  The  by-law  was  one 
providing  for  a  sufficiency  of  air  space  about  build- 

ings to  secure  a  free  circulation  of  air.  The 
appellants  were  builders,  and  in  1808  they  rebuilt 
for  the  Commercial  Brewery  Co.  the  Dewdrop  Inn, 
Arkwright-street,  in  the  borough  of  West  Ham. 
The  conviction  on  Nov.  30,  1898,  was  admitted ; 
but  it  was  stated  that  after  that  date  the  appellants 
had  not  been  in  possession  of  the  premises,  and 
had  no  right,  power,  or  authority  to  go  upon 

them.  The  premises  remained  in  the  same  con- 
dition as  on  Sept.  3,  1898,  and  as  on  the 

date  of  the  conviction.  The  notice  given  by 
the  respondents,  who  were  the  urban  authority, 
was  served  on  the  appellants  on  Jan.  20, 1899.  The 
magistrate  held  that  the  existing  of  the  building  in 
the  condition  above  stated  was  a  continuing  offence, 
and  convicted  the  appellants.  Section  1.58  of  the 
Public  Health  Act,  1S75,  after  providing  that  an 
urban  authority  may,  after  notice,  pull  down  any 

building  not  erected  in  accordance  with  their  by- 
laws, enacts  that :  "  Where  an  urban  authority  may 

under  this  section  pull  down  or  remove  any  work 
begun  or  executed  in  contravention  of  any  by-law, 
or  where  the  beginning  or  execution  of  the  work  is 
an  offence  in  respect  whereof  the  offender  is  liable 
in  respect  of  any  by-law  to  a  penalty,  the  existence 
of  the  work  during  its  continuance  in  such  a  form 
and  state  as  to  be  ia  contravention  of  the  by-law 
shall  be  deemed  to  be  a  continuing  offence,  but  a 
penalty  shall  not  be  incurred  in  respect  thereof  after 
the  expiration  of  one  year  from  the  day  when  the 

offence  was  committed  or  the  by-law  was  broken." 
The  appellants'  contention  was  that  they  could  not 
be  convicted  of  a  continuing  offence  inasmuch  as 
they  were  not  owners  of  the  premises  and  could  not 

comply  with  the  respondents'  notice  without  com- 
mitting a  trespass.  *'  Marshall  v.  Smith,"  "  Rum* 

ball  V.  Schmidt,"  "Reay  v.  Mayor,  &o.,  of  Gates- 
head," and  "  Smith  v.  L')gg "  were  cited. 

The  Court  allowed  the  appeal.  Mr.  .Tustice 
Darling  said  that  it  the  buildmg  was  put  up  in 
contravention  of  the  Act  the  local  authority 
might  have  ordered  it  to  be  pulled  down.  The 
statute  went  on  to  say  that  if  the  building  re- 

mained in  that  condition  there  was  a  continuing 
offence.  The  question  was.  Who  committed  the 

continuing  offence ':  The  builders,  the  appellants  in 
this  cafe,  had  done  wrong  in  the  first  instance,  and 
had  been  convicted  for  it :  but  before  the  notice  in 
respect  of  which  these  proceedings  were  taken  was 
served  they  had  gone  away  and  had  nothing  more 
to  do  with  the  building.  The  local  authority  had 
it  in  their  own  hands  to  put  an  end  to  the  offence 

either  by  pulling  the  building  down  or  by  proceed- 
r  ing  against  the  person  or  persons  who  really  con- 

tinued the  offenoe.  The  statute  did  not  say  that 
the  person  who  first  committed  the  offence  was 
responsible  for  its  continuance.  .Sazh  a  person  was 
responsible  for  his  own  misfeasance :  but  it  did  not 
follow  that  another  person  might  not  be  responsible 
for  continuing  the  offence.  That  person  need  not  be 
the  original  builder.  Mr.  Justice  Channell  said  that 
he  was  of  the  same  opinion.  The  latter  part  of 
Section  1.5S  was  introduced  to  meet  the  case  of 

"  ̂ [arshall  T.  Smith,  '  in  which  it  was  held  that 
suffering  a  wall  built  in  contravention  of  a 

by-law  to  remain  nn&ltered  was  not  a  "  con- 
tinuing offence."      As    the  offence    was  building 

L 
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the  wall,  not  pulling  it  down  was  not  a  con- 
tinuance of  the  ortence.  The  question  was,  Who  is 

the  person  guilty  ol  the  coutiuuing  offence  in  this 
case  ?  The  Act  might  have  eaid  that  the  original 
builder  was  the  person  guilty.  The  Court  were 
asked  to  assume  that  the  Act  meant  this  because  the 
section  limited  the  penalties  to  one  year.  His 
Lordship,  however,  thought  that  the  reasonable 
meaning  of  the  section  was  that  the  person  who 
was  liable  for  the  continuing  oflence  was  the  person 
who  actually  continued  it.  If  the  local  authority 
oould.noifind  out  who  that  person  was,  so  much  the 
worse  for  them  The  Act,  at  all  events,  provided 
(in  section  300),  machinery  for  discovering  the 
owner.  There  was  nothing  in  the  Act  which  obliged 
their  Lordships  to  hold  that  there  was  here  a  con- 
tinning  offence  by  the  person  or  persons  who 

originsJly  erected  the  building.  In  "  Reay  v. 
Mayor,  &c.,  of  Gateshead,"  Mr.  Justice  Hawkins 
was  reported  to  have  used  language  which  justified 
the  decision  of  the  learned  magisbate.  The  words 

attributed  to  him  were,  "If  tnis  section  had  been 
passed  before  '  Marshall  v.  Smith  '  there  would  have 
been  no  doubt  at  all  that  the  penalties  there  would 

have  been  properly  imposed.''  But  having  regard 
to  the  actual  decision  in  "  Marshall  v.  Smith,"  this 
language  was  inaccurate  and  might  have  been  in- 

correctly reported. 

Action  fob  Contebsion. — At  the  Liverpool 
Assizes  on  Dec.  13,  before  Mr.  Justice  Phillimore, 
an  action  was  brought  by  the  Accrington  Brick  and 
Tile  Company,  Limited,  and  others,  against  Samuel 

Fumess  'Thomas  and  Wm.  Alexander  Thorbum,  to 
recover  compensation  for  the  alleged  wrongful 
conversion  by  the  defendants  of  certain  building 
materials  upon  land  belonging  to  the  defendants  at 
Fazakerley.  The  defendants  denied  all  the  material 
allegations  in  the  statement  of  claim,  pleaded  that 
the  plaintifFe  were  not  entitled  to  have  the  goods, 
and  alleged  that  they  were  entitled  to  a  lien  upon 
them.  Mr.  Taylor,  Q.C,  with  Mr.  Segar,  appeared 
for  the  plaintiffs,  and  Mr.  Fickford,  QC,  and  Mr. 

M'Conkey  for  the  defendants.  The  opening  state- 
ment of  Mr.  Taylor  was  to  the  effect  that  the 

plaintiffs,  who  were  six  in  number,  were  creditors  of 
some  bankrupts  named  Thomas  and  Hughes,  a  firm 
of  builders,  and  the  plaintiffs  bought  ̂ om  the 
ofHcial  receiver  in  that  bankruptcy  the  claim  against 
the  present  defendants  for  having  converted  certain 
loose  building  material  upon  land  at  Fark- 
avenue,  Fazakerley.  In  the  beginning  of  the  year 
Thomas  and  Hughes  were  tenants  at  will  of  the 
defendants  in  regard  to  a  plot  of  building  land  in 
Park-avenue,  for  which  they  were  to  pay  £100  per 
annum.  The  agreement  gave  powers  to  the 
defendants  to  enter  upon  poseesBion  of  the  land 
under  certain  eventualities  ;  but  it  contained  no 
clause  that  the  material  brought  on  to  the  land 
should  become  the  property  of  the  landowner.  On 
the  failure  of  the  builders,  the  ciUcial  receiver  in 
Liverpool,  who  was  appointed  trustee,  sold  the 
assets  to  the  plaintiffs.  The  latter  now  contended 
that  the  defendants  now  refused  to  give  up  the 

materials,  except  on  payment  of  a  year's  rent, 
amounting  to  £100,  and  asserted  that  defencfants 
had  converted  to  their  own  use  a  certain  part  of 

the  goods.  The  amount  of  the  plaintiffs'  claim  was 
£693.  For  the  defence,  it  was  alleged  that  when 
Thomas  and  Hughes  became  bankrupt  thedefendsnts 
had  a  lien  on  the  goods,  and  that  if  any  portion 

was  sold,  it  was  with  the  bankrupts'  consent.  They 
paid  £40  into  court.  His  lordship  thought  the 
plaintiffs  could  not  claim  more  than  £368,  the  sworn 
value  of  the  materials,  and  gave  judgment  upon 
that  basis.  In  his  opinion  the  defendants  had  con- 

verted the  property,  and  he  did  not  accept  the  idea, 
which  he  thought  was  an  afterthought,  that 
defendants  were  acting  as  agents  of  Thomas  and 
Hughes,  although  they  might  have  acted  in  what 
they  thought  the  best  interests  of  those  gentlemen. 
They  were  claiming  to  act  under  their  supposed 
powers  under  the  contract.  He  decided  the  action 
OB  the  ground  that  there  was  a  conversion  and 
gave  judgment  for  the  plaintiffs  for  £36S  and  costs. 

An  Arciutect's  Fees.— At  the  Watford  County- 
court,  on  Dec.  11,  before  his  Honour  Sir  Alfred 
Marten,  Q.C,  judge,  and  a  jury,  William  Henry 
Swannell,  an  architect,  of  Kicknianswortb,  brought 
an  action  against  Mr.  William  Wright,  also  of 
Ktckmansworth,  for  £3N  lUs.,  in  respect  of  the 
preparation  of  plans  and  specifications  for  the 
building  of  three  houses  at  Itickmansworth.  Mr. 
Raffety,  barrister,  represented  plaintiff,  whose  case 
was  that  the  work  was  done  by  him,  and  he  ought 
to  be  paid.  Mr.  Cohen,  however,  for  the  defendant, 
stated  that  plaintifY  was  not  a  qualitied  architect, 
and  that  the  work  had  to  be  dcFio  over  again  by 
another  architect.  Plaintiff  admitted  that  £10  had 
been  offered  him,  but  he  took  it  as  an  insult,  not 
being  sufficient.  He  was  not  a  member  of  the 
Royal  Institute  of  British  Architects,  and  had  not 
based  his  charges  on  their  scale,  but  upon  the 
customs  of  the  trade.  Plaintiff  called  bis  driiughts- 
man,  who  stated  that  the  plans  were  prepared  by 
him,  under  the  supervision  of  Mr.  Swannell.  When 
the  plans  had  been  finished  no  errors  were  pointed 
outtohim.  John  Mossop,  A.R. I. B. A.,  in  practice 
in  London,  said  that  he  had  examined  the  plans,  but 

they  were  not  quite  correct,  as  an  alteration  had  been 
made.  They  were  no  doubt  correct  originally.  The 
charges  made  by  Mr.  Swannell  were  moderate. 
Francis  Thomas  Morcer,  an  architect  of  20 

years'  experience,  said  that  he  had  examined  the 
plans,  which  were  substantial  to  work  upon.  The 
walls  were  all  right,  and  from  the  plans  he  thought 
the  supports  for  the  roofing  were  ample.  He  thought 
the  charge  made  by  the  plaintiff  was  a  very  reason- 

able and  usual  one.  Cross-examined  :  He  was  not 
a  member  of  the  Royal  Institute.  There  were  some 
things  in  the  plans  which  were  not  shown  which 
ought  to  be.  Mr.  Cohen  explained  that  £10  had 
been  paid  into  court.  Mr.  Walter  William  Hudson, 
builder,  of  Rickaiansworth,  said  that  the  plaintiff 
had  prepared  plans  for  him  on  two  occasions.  •  )n  a 

job  of  £300  he  had  charged  witness  £2  ■>■).  At  the 
request  of  Mr.  Wright  he  saw  the  plaintiff,  and  asked 
him  to  prepare  plans  for  these  houses  and  to  prepare 
specifications.  With  regard  to  the  three  nouses, 
there  was  a  slight  difference  between  the  two  out- 

side ones.  Witness  went  into  the  plans  and  found 
that  they  were  not  practicable  to  work  upon. 
The  specification  was  about  the  same  as  the 
plans,  and  it  was  impossible  to  work  upon  them 
in  any  way.  Witness  told  him  that  they  would 
want  a  lot  of  alteration,  and  he  admitted  this, 
and  said  that  he  would  do  it.  Subsequently  plans 
and  specifications  had  to  be  got  out,  and  the 
plans  of  the  plaintiff  could  not  be  used  in  any 
way.  The  phms  were  wrong  all  over.  Witness 

told  Mr.  W'hite  that  they  would  not  cost  above 
£7  or  £S.  Andrew  W^illiam  Anderson,  A.R.I.B.A., 
was  also  called  for  the  defendant,  and  stated  that 
he  had  gone  carefully  through  the  plans  and  speci- 

fications. The  plans  were  exceedingly  ill-devised. 
There  were  two  flights  of  stairs,  wmch  was  waste 
of  room,  as  there  only  ought  to  be  one.  Then  there 
was  a  closet  and  a  w.c.  in  the  bathroom,  which 
might  easily  have  been  avoided.  As  to  the  roof,  it 
was  not  shown  in  the  plans  as  to  its  construction, 
nor  was  it  specified.  The  supports  which  carried 
the  roof  were  ridiculously  small.  The  design  was 
quite  unworkable,  and  if  Uie  plans  had  been  worked 
the  result  would  have  been  serious.  He  should 
think  the  work  was  that  of  someone  who  had  copied 
them  from  some  other  specification,  and  knowing 
nothing  at  all  about  what  he  was  copying.  Alfred 
James  Heath,  a  builder,  said  he  was  asked  to  inspect 
the  plans  for  these  houses.  He  went  through  the 
same  with  Mr.  Hudson,  and  he  suggested  to  Mr. 
Hudson  certain  alterations.  The  Bpecifications  were 
not  at  all  proper.  The  jury  retired,  and.  on  return- 

ing, awarded  £2r,  to  the  plaintiff.  His  Honour, 
therefore,  gave  judgment  for  the  amount  awarded 
with  costs. 

Abchitects'  Action-  fok  Sketices  Rendeked. — 
A  building  dispute  at  Finedon  has  just  been  decided 
by  Mr.  Pollock,  the  Official  Referee  attached  to  the 

Queen's  Bench  Division  of  the  High  Court  of  Jus- 
tice. The  appellants  were  Messrs.  Moaley  and 

Anderson,  architects  and  surveyors,  Northampton, 
and  the  defendant  was  Mr.  L^wis  Bradehaw,  brush 
manufacturer,  of  Kettering,  the  claim  being  for 
£6.5  48.  balance  of  account  for  services  rendered  by 
plaintiffs  in  connection  with  the  laying-out  of  the 
Townside  building  estate  at  Finedon.  The  defend- 

ant entered  a  counter-claim  of  £300  for  damages, 
alleging  negligence.  The  plaintiffs  were  represented 
by  Mr  Griffith  Jones,  and  were  supported  by  several 
architects,  suiveyors,  builders,  and  contractors  from 
the  Northampton  district.  Defendant  was  repre- 

sented by  Mr.  Frank  Dodd,  and  was  supported  by 
Mr.  H.  O.  Cresswell,  of  London,  and  Mr.  J.  M. 

Wilson,  of  Kettering  (defendant's  consulting  archi- 
tect and  surveyor).  The  case  lasted  eight  days. 

The  judgment  of  the  Official  Referee,  after  dealing 
at  length  with  the  facts  adduced  on  both  sides, 
stated  that  there  was  one  important  part  of  the  con- 

tract, the  mode  in  which  tiie  sewers  and  surface 
drains  were  to  be  made,  as  to  which  it  was  clear 
from  the  evidence  of  both  sides  that  Messrs.  Mosley 
and  Anderson  did  not  see  that  the  contractor  carried 
out  his  contract :  that  it  was  perfectly  clear  from 
the  evidence  of  Mr.  Gunoing,  a  person  of  very  great 
eminence  in  his  profession,  that  the  work  carried 
out  by  Jlr.  Wilmott  was  not  in  accordance  with  the 

specifications.  I'nder  those  circumstances,  it  seemed that  the  defendant  was  entitled  to  recover.  The 
Referee  stated  that  he  placed  great  reliiince  upon 

Mr.  Cresswell's  evidence,  which  showed  that  Mr. 
Wilson's  plan  was  correct  and  that  of  the  plaintiffs 
incorrect.  The  result  was  that  it  was  of  no  value 
to  Mr.  Bradsbaw.  .\fter  dealing  with  the  various 
headings  mentioned  in  the  claim  and  counter-claim, 
the  Referee  allowed  the  defendant  Bradsbaw  a  total 
sum  of  £172  15s.,  with  costs  of  the  action. 

TlIK     FOEJIATION     of     StKKETS.— AKMSTROXU    V. 
THE  London  County  Corscii,  — The  appellant  in 
this  case,  heard  in  the  Court  of  Appeal  on  the  2 1st 
inst.  by  the  Lird  Chief  Justice,  Mr.  Justice  Bigham, 
and  Mr.  Justice  Darling,  Mr.  Armstrong,  owns 
some  three  acres  of  land  known  as  the  Cleveland 

I'.state,  which  lies  between  Highgate-road  and 
Parliament  Hill-fields.  In  August,  IS'JS,  an  in- 

formation wasj  at  the  instance  of  the  London 
County  Council,  Uid  against  him  before  three 

Justices  of  the  I'eaoe,  sitting  as  a  Court  of  Sum- 

mary JorisdictioQ  at  Highgate,  charging  that  he 
had  in  that  and  the  previous  month,  contrary  to  the 
provisions  of  section  7  of  the  London  Building  A'it 
of  1S74,  commenced  to  form  and  lay  out  a  street  for 
carriage  traffic  without  the  sanction  of  the  Council. 
What  the  appellant  was  proceeding  to  do  was  to 
erect  twenty  blocks  of  fiats,  sixteen  of  which  would 
form  a  quadrangle,  with  an  ornamental  garden  in 
the  cenbe  and  a  carriage-way  running  round  it. 
The  approach  to  this  carriage-way  woSd  run  be- 

tween the  other  four  fiats,  two  of  which  were  to  be 
erected  on  each  side  of  it.  The  total  length  of  the 
carriage-way,  when  complete,  was  to  be  C00ft.,and 
it  was  to  be  formed  and  sewered  in  all  respects  in  a 
similar  manner  to  the  carriage-way  of  an  ordinary 

street.  At  the  entrance  to  the  plaintiff's  pro- 
perty, from  a  public  carriage-way  called  The 

Grove,  it  was  proposed  to  place  gates  in  charge  of  a 
porter,  who  would  admit  to  the  inclosure  only 
tenants,  visitors,  and  tradesmen,  while  the  public 
would  not  be  entitled  to  enter  either  the  approach 
or  the  quadrangle.  The  respondents  contended  that 
the  appellant  had  commenced  to  form  or  lay  out  a 
street  for  carriage  traflic  without  the  sanction  of  the 
Council,  as  provided  for  by  the  section  ;  but,  on  the 
other  hand,  it  was  orged  that  all  that  Mr.  Arm- 

strong, who  did  not  intend  to  dedicate  any  right-of- 
way  to  the  public,  was  doing  was  to  form  a  private 
courtyard,  or  private  carriage  drive  and  approach, 
and  that,  therefore,  his  action  did  not  come  under 
the  operation  of  the  statute.  The  justices  found 
that  the  carriage-way  would  be,  when  formed,  a 
street,  and  that  the  appellant,  in  commencing  to 
form  and  lay  it  oat,  had  contravened  the  section. 
They,  therefore,  fined  him  209.  and  five  guineas 
costs,  but  as  Mr.  Armstrong  wished  to  appeal 
they  stated  a  case  for  the  opinion  of  this  Court. 
The  counsel  engaged  in  the  case  were,  for  the 
appellant,  Mr.  Macmorran,  Q  C.,  and  Mr.  R. 
Cunningham  Glen  :  while  Mr.  Horace  Avory  and 
Mr.  Dilby  appeared  for  the  County  Council.  The 
Lord  Chief  Justice,  who  delivered  the  judgment  of 
the  Court,  said  that  there  was  no  finding  of  any 
obligation  on  the  part  of  the  appellant  to  maintain 
the  porter  or  the  gates,  and  the  Act  involved  a 
large  interference  with  the  rights  of  private  owners 
for  the  health,  safety,  and  convenience  of  the  public. 
A  wide  interpretation  was  given  in  it  to  the  word 
"  street,''  and  this  was  not  the  les3  a  street  because 
it  was  intended  to  be  used  as  a  private  way  for 
private  traffic  to  and  from  the  houses  or  flats.  The 
Court  thought  the  property  which  the  appellant 
began  to  lay  out  was  a  street  under  section  7  of  the 
Act,  and  as  he  did  so  without  having  obtained  the 
sanction  of  the  respondents,  he  committed  the 
offence  of  which  he  had  been  convicted.  The 

magistrates  would  have  wrongly  decided  had  they 
decided  otherwise  than  they  did.  The  appeal  would, 

therefore,  be  dismissed  with  costs. 

CHIPS. 

In  consequence  of  the  appointment  of  Mr.  T.  E. 
Stanton,  D.Sc,  senior  assistant  lecturer  in  engi- 

neering at  University  College,  Liverpool,  to  the  post 
of  Professor  of  Engineering  at  University  College, 
Bristol,  a  vacancy  in  the  staff  at  Liverpx)!  has  been 
created,  which  has  been  filled  by  the  appointment  of 
Mr.  E.  Brown,  B.Sc. 

The  Hellenic  GDvarament  has  notified  its  repre- 
sentatives abroad,  and  aim  all  foreign  institutions 

concerned,  that  in  future  the  export  of  antiquities 
from  Greece  is  forbidden.  A  new  law  giving  effect 
to  this  decision  has  recently  come  into  force,  and 
will  be  strictly  applied,  except  in  the  case  of 
antiquities  and  objects  which  the  CSovemment  may 
declare  to  be  not  of  sufficient  importance  or  interest 
to  be  retained  in  Greece  for  the  national  museums 
of  the  country. 

A  sew  mission- hall  for  St.  Peter  Manoroft  parish, 
Norwich,  was  opened  by  the  bishop  of  the  diocese 
last  week.  Mr.  Beck,  of  that  city,  was  the  honorary 
architect,  and  Messrs.  Dawning  were  the  builders. 

The  town  council  of  Barnstaple,  at  their  last 
meeting,  appointed  Mr.  A.  Thorne,  one  of  their 
fellows,  who  has  practised  as  an  architect  in  the 
town  for  the  last  twenty  years,  as  borough  surveyor. 

The  Oldham  School  Board  discussed  and  rejected 

at  their  last  meeting  a  proposal  to  reduce  the  com- 

mission paid  to  architects,  including  quantities' 
preparation,  from  7  J  to  .'>  per  cent. 

Messrs.  EUiston  and  Cavell's  premises,  Magdalen- 
street,  Oxford,  are  being  rearranged  and  enlarged 
at  a  cost  of  over  £10,000,  and  when  completed  will 
be  the  finest  shop  in  the  city.  Mr.  Herbert 
Ijainton,  of  22,  George-street,  Oxford,  is  the architect. 

The  death  occurred  on  Wednesday  week  at  his 
residence,  Rivelin,  Richmond  Park,  Liverpool,  of 
Mr.  Cornelius  Dasoer,  builder  and  contractor,  who 
had  for  over  thirteen  years  been  a  member  of  the 
West  Derby  Board  of  Guardians.  Mr.  Daaoer  was 
59  years  of  age,  and  had  carried  out  many  import- 

ant contracts  for  the  corporations  of  Liverpool  and 
Birkenhead,  and  other  local  bodies. 
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WATEK    SUPPLY    AND    SANITAHY 
UATTEBS. 

Abdsley,  near  Baensley. — At  a  special  meeting 
of  the  Ardsley  Urban  District  Council,  held  on  Dec. 
-0,  it  was  decided  to  adopt  a  scheme  for  the  bacterial 
treatment  of  the  sewage  of  the  Hoyle  Mill  and 
Measbro'  D<ke  portion  of  their  district.  The 
scheme,  which  has  been  prepared  by  Mr.  Theo.  S. 
McCallum,  A.M.Inst.U.E.,  of  Manchester,  provides 
for  pumping  the  sewage,  and  then  treating  it  in  a 
series  of  septic  tanks,  and  subsequently  by  a  series 
of  double -contact  bacteria  to  is.  The  sanction 
of  the  Local  Government  Board  will  be  sought 
forthwith. 

MoKECAMiiE. — At  a  special  meeting  of  the  urban 
district  council  last  week,  the  contract  for  the  first 
section  of  the  Morecambe  sewage  scheme  was  let  to 
Schofield  Brothers,  Leeds,  for  £6,500.  This  section 
includes  the  construction  of  the  sewerage  works 
septic  tanks,  outfall  works,  and  sewering  of  the  east 
and  west  ends  of  Morecambe.  The  domestic  effluent 
principally  will  be  dealt  with,  surface  water  being 
turned  into  the  existing  drainage  system,  which  will 
be  supplemented  in  the  newer  parts  of  the  town. 

The  estimated  cost  of  the  full  scheme  was  £.')7,085, 
including  the  second  section  for  Bare  and  Forris- 
holme,  which  i.s  now  expected  to  cost  £10,000  or 

tl.'i.lioii  additional.  Tenders  for  this  section  were 
received  on  Tuesday,  and  tenders  fortheconstrnotion 
of  thirty-five  new  streets  were  let  tor  £10,000,  the 
contractors  being  Mr.  Ireland,  of  Morecambe,  and 
Mr.  Johnson,  of  Lancaster.  Mr.  Fothergill,  build- 

ing inspector  to  the  Dawsbury  Corporation,  was 
appointed  building  inspector  to  the  IMorecambe 
Conncil  out  of  153  applicants. 

XoE'^ra^CII. — At  the  last  meeting  of  the  urban district  council  a  letter  was  read  &om  the  Local 

Government  Board  stating  that,  subject  to  the  con- 
dition that  the  pipe  sewers  would  be  surrounded 

with  concrete  where  they  were  laid  at  a  greater 
depth  than  15ft.,  the  Board  would  consent  to  the 
borrowing  by  the  urban  council  of  £25,000  for 
purposes  of  sewerage  and  sewage  disposal  in  the 
Castle  Ward.  The  letter  was  referred  to  a  com- 
mittee. 

CHIPS. 

The  following  is  a  list  of  those  to  whom  scholar- 
ships have  been  awarded  for  the  year  1S99  by  the 

British  Institution  Scholarship  Fund,  and  the 
schools  at  which  they  were  pupils  when  elected : — 
In  painting.  Francis  E.  Coulthurst,  i^swald  Cromp- 
ton,  and  Frederick  G.  Swaish— all  of  the  Royal 
Academy  Schools ;  in  sculpture,  Charles  A.  Palmer 
and  Sidney  March  (extra),  both  of  the  Royal 
College  of  Art ;  in  architecture,  Thomas  A. 
Williams,  of  the  Chester  School  of  Art ;  and  in 
engraving,  Ethel  Mahala  Morgan,  of  the  Royal 
College  of  Art. 

Alterations  are  being  made  at  the  Royal  Stables, 
Windsor  Castle,  from  the  designs  of  Mr.  Alf.  Xutt, 
Office  of  Works,  Windsor  Castle,  and  special  con- 

sideration has  been  given  to  the  ventilation,  which 
will  be  carried  out  on  the  Boyle  system. 

The  Glasgow  Corporation  accepted  on  Wednesday 
the  offer  of  the  National  Conduit  Company  of  New 
York  for  the  equipment  of  the  electric  tramways. 
The  contract  price  was  £151,000,  or  £10,000  lower 
than  the  British  otTers. 

Sanction  from  the  Light  Railway  Commissioners, 
in  connection  with  the  draft  order  of  the  Colne  and 
Trawden  Light  Railway,  has  been  received. 

Messrs.  Sheepshanks,  Winsley  Hurst,  Ripley, 
Yorks,  have  had  a  new  clock  fixed  in  the  tower  of  the 
Burnt  Gates  Church,  near  Ripley,  Yorks,  which 
adjoins  the  Pateley  Bridge  and  Knaresborough 
highway.  The  work  was  carried  out  by  Messrs. 
W.  Potts  and  Sons,  clock  manufacturers,  of  Leeds 
and  Newcastle-on-Tyne, 

The  Worcestershire  County  Council  have  com- 
pleted the  purchase  of  the  Bimsley  Hall  Estate, 

near  Bromgrove.  This  property,  comprising  about 
320  acres,  recently  belonging  to  Mr.  Howard  Avery, 
Edgbaston,  is  situated  on  the  western  slope  of  the 
Lickey  Hills,  and  has  been  acquired  as  a  site  for  the 
new  lunatic  asylam,  which  the  Worcestershire 
Coanty  Council  have  decided  to  erect. 

A  discovery  of  considerable  interest  to  antiquaries 
has  j  ust  been  made  at  Canterbury  Cathedral,  definite 
evidence  being  now  forthcoming  that  the  recess  in 
the  north  ambulatory  of  the  presbytery  in  which  the 
chained  Bible  lies  was  the  site  where  in  pre-Re- 
formation  times  the  Easter  sepulchre  was  deposited 
during  Holy  Week.  The  alteration  was  doubtless 
the  work  of  Archbishop  Cranmer. 

The  yearly  statistical  returns  as  furnished  by  the 
Baptist  denomination  show  that  during  1S99  the 
sum  of  £f,ri.74;5  ji^g  been  contributed  towards  the 
erection  of  43  new  chapsls,  bringing  the  total  number 
of  sittings  provided  up  to  1,330,4 1'i.  For  new  schools, 
enlargements  of  chapels,  and  similar  objects,  the 
sum  of  £3i.,7SS  has  been  contributed,  while  the 
debts  on  trust  property  have  been  reduced  by £77, 024, 

Out  (Dfftce  ̂ Mt 

TiiF.  satisfactory  solidarity  of  the  Surveyors' Institution  is  about  to  bo  still  further  cemented 

by  the  establishment  of  a  benevolent  fund  for  the 
relief  of  past  or  present  members  who,  from  no 
fault  of  their  own,  have  fallen  into  necessitous 
circumstances.  One  of  its  past  presidents  has 
offered  to  contribute  the  munificent  sum  of  C500 
as  a  nucleus  for  a  fund  of  the  kind,  and  two  other 

sums  of  £500  each  have  been  promised — one  by 
a  Fellow  of  the  Institution  and  tlie  other  by  a 
well-known  surveyor,  and  these  and  other  con- 

tributions promised  amount  collectively  to  close 

upon  £3,000,  which  may  be  regarded  as  an  en- 
couraging beginning  for  the  fund.  The  council 

consequently  is  now  in  a  position  to  make  a 
general  appeal  to  the  members  for  their  individual 
support  to  a  movement  the  objects  of  which  are 
to  relieve,  either  by  annuities  or  grants,  neces- 

sitous fellows  or  professional  associates  of  the 
institution  and  their  children,  and  the  widows 
or  children  of,  or  those  dependent  upon,  former 
fellows  and  professional  associates  who  have  ceased 
to  be  such,  either  by  death  or  resignation,  but 
who  have  been  for  at  least  three  years  con- 

tributing members  to  the  funds  of  the  institution. 

It  is  satisfactory  to  learn  that  the  Establish- 
ment Committee  of  the  London  County  Council 

have  decided  to  publish  a  selection  of  such  of  the 
records  in  the  possession  of  the  Council  as  are  of 
historic  interest.  The  Council  possesses  the 
official  documents  formerly  belonging  to  the 
several  Commissioners  of  .Sewers  which  exercised 

jurisdiction  over  what  is  now  the  County  of 
London,  and  some  of  the  adjacent  parts.  The 
earliest  documents  relate  to  the  Surrey  and  Kent 
Commissioners  of  Sewers,  who  were  instituted 

under  the  Act  of  Henry  VIII.  in  1514  or  1515  ; 
and  the  minutes  of  the  Commission,  which  are  in 

24  volumes,  begin  in  January,  1557-58.  Dis- 
crepancies occur  in  this  series,  but  after  1703 

they  go  on  continuously  to  1847.  The  next  oldest 
collection  of  minutes  is  that  of  the  Greenwich 

Commission,  whose  minutes  range  from  1625  to 
1847  ;  then  the  Poplar  Commission  from  1629  to 
1847,  the  Westminster  Commission  from  1659  to 
to  1847,  the  Tower  Hamlets  Commission  from 

1702  to  1847,  the  Holborn  and  Finsbury  Com- 

mission from  1716  to  1847,  the  St.  Katherine's 
Commission  from  1782  to  1841,  and,  lastly,  the 

Metropolitan  Commission  of  Sewers  from  1847  to 
the  formation  of  the  Metropolitan  Board  of 
Works  in  1855.  Besides  these  records  there  are 

also  the  deeds  and  papers  relating  to  important 
properties  accruing  in  the  conveyancing  branch  of 

the  solicitor's  department,  including  the  Newport market  charter  and  the  deeds  connected  with  the 

ownership  of  Northumberland  House. 

PriisiAXT  to  a  resolution  adopted  by  the  St. 
Pancraa  Vestry,  a  conference  of  delegates  of  the 
London  vestries  .and  district  boards  of  works  is  to 

be  held  early  in  the  New  Year,  to  concert  some 
general  plan  for  erecting  municipal  d  wellings  in 
the  Metropolis,  and,  as  a  condition  precedent  to 
this,  obtaining  greater  borrowing  powers.  The 
proposal  with  regard  to  St.  Pancras  is  that  a 
million  sterling  should  be  borrowed  on  the  security 
of  the  rates  for  the  erection  of  30  blocks  of 

industrial  dwellings,  collectively  accommodating 
15,000  people.  The  interest  to  be  paid  for  the 
loan  he  fixes  at  2J  per  cent  ,  and,  at  a  charge  of 
2s.  per  room,  Mr.  J.  Thomley,  who  initiated  the 
movement,  estimates  a  yearly  revenue  of  £39,000 
to  meet  on  expenditure  of  £38,000  ;  or,  if  the 
loan  be  repaid  on  the  annuity  system  within  50 
years,  he  apprehends  a  deficit  of  £9,000  a  year, 
involving  a  penny  rate.  Owing  to  the  difliculty 
of  finding  room  to  live  in  St.  Pancrad,  many 
working  men  with  their  families  are  obliged  to 
seek  shelter  in  the  local  workhouse. 

It  has  been  discovered  in  St.  Paul,  Minnesota, 

that  electric  ground-connections,  made  by  attach- 
ing wires  to  water-pipes,  not  only  ruin  the  pipes 

by  electrolysis,  but  seriously  interfere  with  the 
operation  of  the  water-meters.  In  one  case  a 
meter  through  which  a  large  quantity  of  water 
was  being  discharged  failed  to  register.  This 
was  an  extreme  case  and  easily  detected,  bat  what 
the  effect  has  been  upon  the  indicators  in  cases 
where  the  current  is  not  so  strong  the  ollicers  of 
the  Water  Board  have  no  means  to  determine. 

To  protect  themselves,  however,  they  have 
ordered  the  removal  of  all  electric  wires  from  the 

water  pipes.  It  is  a  measure  of  safety,  too,  for 
the  employes  of  the  board,  many  of  whom  have 

sustained  severe  shocks  while  at  work  upon  the 

pipes  and  meters. 
An-  artificial  stone  from  Belgium  has  recently 

been  introduced  into  the  French  market,  which 
is  said  to  have  four  times  the  force  of  resistance 

ol'  French  freestone,  and  which  has  nearly  all  the 
properties  of  Cobostang  granite.  Consul  Atwell, 
of  Uoubaix,  states  that  it  has  been  tried  in  the 
SLalines  Arsenal,  and  is  found  to  bo  insensible  to 
the  action  of  cold,  absorbs  only  6  or  7  per  cent,  of 
water,  even  after  a  long  dry  spell,  and  cannot  be 
crushed  under  a  pressure  of  40  kilogrammes 

(881b.)  to  the  square  centimetre  (sfjuare  centi- 
metre =  -loosq.in).  This  artificial  stone  is 

manufactured  at  Uccles,  near  Brussels,  in  the 

following  manner: — Eighty  parts  of  extremely 
clean  and  dry  coarse  sand  are  mixed  with  50 
parts  of  hydraulic  lime  reduced  to  a  fine  dry 
dust ;  this  mixture  is  put  in  an  iron  box,  which 
is  plunged  into  a  boiler  of  water,  and  this  is 
hermetically  closed.  During  72  hours  the  cooking 
goes  on  under  8i.x  atmospheres,  the  temperature 

being  maintained  at  165^.  At  the  end  of  this 
time,  the  iron  box  contains  a  perfect  homo- 

geneous mass  of  stone  which  rapidly  hardens  upon 
exposure  to  the  air.  The  most  varied  colours  are 
given  to  this  stone,  and  its  nmnufacture  costs 

only  one  penny  per  cubic  foot. 

A  XF.w  fireproof  material  is  described  in  the 
last  number  of  the  American  Street  Sailway 
Joiirnal.  It  is  made  of  granite  chips,  pulverised, 

moulded  into  form,  and  fused  together  at  a  tem- 

perature of  3,000'  Fahr.  Its  crushing  strength 
18  very  high.  It  can  be  heated  red-hot  and 
thrown  into  cold  water  without  being  injured. 
It  resists  the  action  of  acids  and  alkalies,  and  is 

fro-stproof,  having  been  tested  by  liquefied  air  at 

a  temperature  of  350°  below  zero  without  injury. 
A  test  made  at  Niagara  Falls  showed  that  it  re- 

quired 50,600  volts  to  penetrate  about  Jin.  of  the 
material. 

MEETINOS  FOB  THE  ENSTHNQ  WEEK 

FKir>Av.— Architectural  Association:  DiscosaioD  Section. 
"The  Public  Monuments  of  London, 
Architecturally  Considered,"  by  V.  H, King.    7  p.m. 

Cralre  &t^%. 
WAQES  UOVEUBNTS. 

Walkden. — The  trade-union  of  painters  in  the 
Walkden  district  of  South-East  Lancashire  have 

just  applied'for  an  advance  in  wages  of  one  half- 
penny per  hour,  and  certain  alterations  in  their 

working  rules.  Their  present  wages  are  Sd.  per 
hour.  Their  application  is  under  the  consideration 
of  the  various  employers. 

Sir  Theodore  Martin,  K.C.B.,  has  presented  a  new 
organ  to  Llantysilio  Church,  in  the  Vale  of 
Llangollen,  where  a  marble  alto-rilievo  of  the  late 
Lady  Martin  (Helen  Faucit)  was  recently  placed  in 
the  chancel  of  the  church. 

Although,  as  is  usual  in  the  week  previous  to 
Christmas,  the  returns  at  the  London  Mart  last 
week  were  small,  amounting  only  to  £10,785,  they 
nevertheless  exceed  those  oi  the  corresponding  week 

last  year. 
On  Saturday,  a  new  church,  which  has  been  built 

by  Park  United  Presbyterian  Church  congregation, 
Dundee,  was  opened.  The  edifice,  which  is  seated 
for  £680  persons,  has  cost  £3,200,  and  occupies  a 
site  in  the  east  end  at  the  comer  of  Park -avenue 

and  Morgan-street. 

W,  H.  LASCELLES  and  Co,, 
121,  Bunhill  Row,  London,  B.C. 

TELEPHONE  Ne.  270. 

HIQH-CLASS  JOINERY. 

LASCELLES'  CONCRETE. 
Conservatories  &  Greenhouses. 

WOODEN    BUILDINGS. 

BANK,  OFFICE,  ft  SHOP  FITTINOS. 

GHURCH  BENCHES  &  PULPITS. 

MBTIMAIMB    eirMN  Olt  ATFMCATION. 
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LIST    OF    COMPETITIONS    OPEN. 

Dunoon— East  Buy  Improvement       £I0(>,  £50.  £25     J.  Valrose  Clery,  Town  Clerk,  Bunoon   ,   Jan.  31 
Bamsley-St.  Kdward'a  Cliurch  and  Vicaiage,  Kingston-place.  £50.  £31,  £20    I^ncaxter  and  Son,  Church-street,  Barnsley,  Yorkshire   Feb.  12 
Doncaster— Isolation  Ilnspital  fll  beds)    £2.")  (merged).  CK 

F.  E.  Nicliolaon,  Solicitor,  TJ.D.C.  Offices,  Doncaster  . 

■\;- 

29 

Belfast -Aasemhly  TTiU  and  Central  Offices     £100,  £50,  £25     W.  D.  Eikin,  12,  May-street,  Belfast      Mar,  12 
Walsall-Municipiil  liuildiDjji  (Assessor)       Fire  selected,  £109  each       John  R.  Cooper,  Town  Clerk's  Office,  Wal-all      ,   ,     31 
Harrogate —Northern  Police  Convalescent  Home        The  Hon.  Secretary.  St.  Oeorire's,  Harrogate        — 
Glasgow -Oeneral  Hospital  (1,200),  Stobhill  Estate,  Spriogbum  £200,  £150,  £100,  £50    Jas.  R.  Motion,  Parish  Council  Chmbrs.,  33,  Cochrane-st,  Glasgow     — 

LIST    OP    TENDERS    OPEN. 
I  1^  ■ 

BUILDINQS. 

Embleton— Renovations  to  Paradise     Mrs.  Benson   
Dudley— Rerooftng  Halesowen-road  Schools     School  Board   
Thrapeton— Infirmary  at  Workhouse    GuarcUans    
Devonport— Demolition  of  Old  Bear  Creek  Oil  Store    
Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Otlices  and  Pupil  Teachers'  Centre     School  Board   
Aberystwith -Two  Villas,  Llandabam-road     Thomas  Owen    
Londonderry- Twelve  Houses   
Dudley— Cookery-Itoom,  Nortbtield-road  Schools    School  Board   
■Wombwell— Five  Houses,  Main-street   Donington— Tool-House    Parish  Council   
Bourne,  Lines -Si.t  Cottages    George  Wheatley   
Connah's  Quay— Classroom,  St.  Mark's  Schools    
Morecambe— Villas  and  Stables,  Grove-street      Mrs.  Emary    
Cardonagh— Station  Buildings    Londonderry  &  Lough  Swilly  Ry.  Co. 
Thrapeton— Additions  to  Woodford  House   
Belper— Enlarging  Manual  Workshop    School  Board.   
Glasgow— Exteneiona  to  Whitevalc  Tramways  Depot    Corporation    
Bradford— Warehouse  at  Victorin  Mills     ,   
Darlington— Alterations,  Turk's  Head  Hotel,  Bondgate      Flewe  and  Sons   
Harlington— School  Premises     School  Board   
Ashton-imder-Lyne  -  Shops,  &c..  Old-street    
Oldham— Public  Baths.  Hathershaw    Corporation    ;   
Borough,  S.E.— Strengthening  Floors  at  Stores,  4,  Mermaid-ct.  Metropolitan  Asylums  Board   
Cilybebyll- Isolation  Hospital    Pontardawo  Hospital  Committee  ... 
BesaiDgby— Additions  to  Farmhouse   
Streatham  Hill.  S.W.- Additions  to  St.  Anne's  Home     St.  Pancras  Guardians    
Hoxton,  N.— CostermoDgers'  Stalls,  Nile-street       Shoreditch  Vestry    
West  Hampstead— Branch  Public  Library,  Westbere-road     St.  John's  Vestry   
Bridlington  Quay  -  Dwelling  House.a.  Bessingby  Estate    A.  G.  W.  Wright   
Chapel-Saint-Leonards— Rebuilding  Primitive  Methodist  Chapel    
Linthwaite-Five  Dwelling-Houses  at  Jovil     Industrial  Co-operative  Socy.,  Ltd.. 
Whitley— Council  Offices.  Fire  Brigade  House,  and  Stores       Whitley  and  MonkseatonU.D.C.  ... 
Birmingham— Additions  to  Coachman's  House  at  Workhoiise..  Guardians   
Swindon— Additional  Hospital  Buildiugs    Swindon  and  Dis.  Hospital  Board  .. 
Penrhiwceiber —Additions  to  Workmen's  Institute   
Oswestry- Market  Extension     "Town  Council    
Blaentylery— Mi.xed  School  (24S  children)     Aberystwith  School  Board    
Eastbourne— Bandstand  Grand  Parade       Pleasure  Grounds  Committee   
Oldmeldrum  — Two  Cottages,  Ardconnon  Farm   
Liversedge- Millbrid^e  Upper  School     School  Board   
Hove— Alterations.  Ellen-street  Schools       School  Board   
Llangollen— Alterations  and  Additions  to  Courthouse    
Preston— Post  and  Inland  Revenue  Offices     H.M.  Commissioners  of  Works   
Kilkeel— Masonic  Hall   
Heamoor— School    Madron  School  Board   
London,  S.E.— Disinfecting  House  at  Lambeth  Infirmary       Lambeth  Guardians    
Huddersfleld- Church.  CroslandMoor   
Guildford— Sandfield  Schools      School  Board   
Llanrhaiadr-yn-Mochnant- Village  Hall      ,    Parish  Council   
Huddersfleld— Children's  Homes  at  Out-lane    Guardians    
Bawtry — Church  Restoration   
Chiswiok— Generating  Station    Aberystwyth  &  Chiswick  Elec.  Corp. 
Oxford— School  Buildin'„'3.  Union-street     School  Board   
Drumshemuck — Farm  Out-Offices    Andrew  Johnston      
Tunbridge  Wells  -  Enlargement  of  Electric-Lighting  Station...  Corporation    
Grimsby — Workhouse  Extension       Gtiardians    
Birkenhead  — Electricity  Generating  Station,  Craven-street    Corporation    
Chadderton— County  Police  Station  and  Courtroom    Standing  Joint  Committee    
WilU'sden- Foundations,  tVc,  for  Infirmary,  Acton-lane    Guardians    
Shetlield— Nurses'  Home,  \-c    Guardians   
Kentish  Town,  N.W.— Public  Baths  and  Wasbhouses     St.  Pancras  Vestry   
Sunderland  -  School  Buildings,  High  Barnes  Estate       School  Board   
Hemingfleld— House  and  Stable   
Cloughton— Cottages    H.  E.  Donner      
Parkstone-Club  Premises,  Ashley-road    Heatherland  Unionist  Club   
Beeston- Schools.  Uumber-road   
Castleford- Additions  to  Promises,  Carlton-street     E,  Millar   
Hull — Alterations  to  Imperial  Hotel   
Raunds — Six  Houses,  Marshall-road    Robinson  and  Northern      
Walham  Green,  S.W.-BIockof  Hats   
Southerdown —Additions  to  Marine  Hotel     R.  T,  Daris    
Horwich— Enlargement  of  British  Schools,  Lee-Lane   
Cambridge— Corrugated  Shed  (40ft.  by  80ft.)   
Rawtenatall— Showrooms,  kc    Eastwood  and  CleKg    
Farsley-Eight  Houses    
Sheffield -Works.  Buildings,  &c.,  Walkley-lane     G,  A.  Milne    
Whalley  Range —Presbyterian  Church   
Belfast— Improvements  to  Incensed  Premises,  Roden-street    A,  and  D,  Rooney    
Muckamore -Repairing  and  Ventilating  Presbyterian  Church   
Rawtenstall— Bakery  and  Stables    Hartley  and  Co   
Donhead  St.  Andrew- Rerooflng  South  Aisle  of  Church     
Rawtenstall- Alterations  to  Bishop  Blaize  Hotel   
Carlisle  -  Cookery  School,  Ashley-street     School  Board   
I/ing Eaton— Five  Hlv>p8   
Bromsgrove- Four ''ottages   „    Highways  Oommittee   
Leeds— Two  Through  Dwelling-Housos,  Frankland-terrace   
Glsbume- Dining-Uoora,  Arc,  Commercial  Hotel    John  Green      
Arbroath— Slaui^htiT-TIouses   
Styrrup -Rebuilding  White  Swan  Inn    Worksop  i  Retford  Brewery  Co.  ... 
Bradford— Three 'rnrough  Houses  in  Cheshaui-streot   
North  Shields- Business  rroiuises,  Saville-street    Isaac  Black   
Ashington -Schools  at  New  llirst   
Southend-on-S.-a    Nelson  Hotel,  Prittlcwell    Joseph  Berry   
Great  Yarmouth— Four  Houses,  Aldorson-road     
Hunslet  — Four  Houses  antl  Shops,  Jack-lane    John  Hollings    
New  Shorehara  -  Uelcidiug  or  Slating  Chancel  Roof      ....-   
Worksop —Alterations  and  Additions  to  Manton  Inn    Worksop  and  Retford  Brewery  Co. 
Denby  Grange  Twenty  Beehive  Coke  Ovens   
Grimsby -Workshop,  Jv'c    Albatross  Cycle  Co   
Padiham  — .'^»veD  Dwelling  Houses.  Burnley-road   
Felixstowe— Pair  of  Semi-Detached  Houses,  Beach-road    A.W.Franklin    
Abergavenny— Additions,  Boys'  National  School,  Hereford-rd   
Ebbw  Vale -Workmen's  Cottages  (150)    

M.  Temple  Wilson,  A.S.I.,  Architect,  Alnwick   
T.  Grazebrook,  Architect,  Dudley    
Blackwell  and  Thomson,  Architects.  Parkstile  Chambers,  Kettering 
The  Borough  Electrical  Engineer,  Technical  Schools,  Devonport  ... 
W.  n.  Knowles,  F.S.A.,  Archt.,.?;,  Grainger-st.,  Newcastle-on-Tyne 
J.  Arthur  Jones.  Architect,  7,  Queen'^-terrace.  Aberystwith    
Daniel  <!'onroy.  Architect,  2,  Bishop-street,  Londonderry   
T.  Grazebrook.  Architect.  Dudley   
Jos.  Mattock,  Main-street,  Wombwell   
A.  G.  Fletcher,  Clerk,  Donington    
F.  G.  Shilcock.  Architect.  West-street.  Bourne   
Rev.  Thos.  Williams.  St.  Mark's  Vicarage,  Connah's  Quay,  Flints  .. 
A.  Lancelot  Lang,  Architect,  12a,  Pedder-street,  Morecambe   
Fred.  Dawson,  Secretary,  Shipquay-street  Buildings,  Londonderry 
Wilfred  Ple\ins.  Woodford  House.  Thrapston    
Hunter  and  Woodhouse,  Architects.  Belper    
John  Young,  General  Manager.  8S,  Itenlield-street,  Glasgow    
Samuel  Jackson  and  Son,  Architects,  Tanfleld  Chambers,  Bradford 
Dickinson  and  Son,  Architects,  5,  Hound  Gate,  Darlington   
R.  M.  White,  aerk.  Ampthill   
George  and  Son,  Old-square,  Ashton-under-Lyno      
S.  A.  Pickering,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Surveyor,  Town  Hall.  Oldham  .. 
T.  Duncombe  iSlann,  Clerk,  Norfolk  H..  Norfolk-st.,  Strand,  W.C.. 
John  Morgan,  Surveyor,  Herbert  Chambers,  Pontardawe   
J.  Earosliaw.  M.S.A.,  Architect,  Carlton  House,  Bridlington  Quay. 
Salter.  Issott.  and  Salter,  Archts.,  1.3,  Phrenix-street.  St.  Pancras  .. 
J.  Rush  Dixon,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Old-street,  E.G. 
Arthur  P.  Johnson,  Vestry  Clerk,  Haverstock  Hill,  N.W   
J.  Eamshaw,  M.S. A.,  Architect,  Carlton  House,  Bridlington  Quay 
D.Crow,  Farmer,  Chapel-Saint-Leonards     
J.  Berry,  Architect,  9,  Queen-street,  Huddersfleld    
J.  P.  Spencer,  A.M.I.C.E.,  13,  Orainger-st.  West,  Newcastle-on-T. 
W.  H.  Ward,  Architect,  Paradise-street.  Birmingham   
Halliday  and  Rodger,  Architects,  U.  High-street,  Cardiff   
Morgan  and  Elford,  Architects,  1,  Jeffrey-street,  Mountain  Ash  ,,, 
O.  William  Lacey,  C.E.,  Borough  Engineer,  Guildhall,  Oswestry  ... 
R.  L.  Roberts,  Victoria  Chambers,  Abercam   

R.  M.  Gloyne.  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Engineer,  Town  Hall,  Eastbourne W.  H.  Williamson,  Bendauch,  Kinaidie    
Alfred  E.  Rhodes,  Architect,  Cemetery-road,  Heckmondwike   
Ctayton  and  Black,  1B2,  North-street,  Brighton      
"Fhe  County  Surveyor,  Denbigh   

The  Secretary,  H.M.  Office  of  Works.  i.c..  Storey's  Gate,  S.W   R.  B.  Wray,  Kilmorey  Arms  Hotel,  Kilkeel,  Ireland   
Oliver  Caldwell,  F.R.I.B.A.,  Penzance   -sii-A-—' 
S.  R.  J.  Smith,  Archt.,  U  and  16,  York  Buildings,  Adelphi,  W.C,.., 
C.  Hodgson  Fowler.  F.8.A..  Architect,  Durham     
A.  J.  Sturgess,  Architect,  25,  High-street,  Guildford   
E.  Bremner.  Smith,  and  Bremner.  Architects,  Oswestry      
J.  William  Cocking,  Architect,  Cloth  Hall-street,  Huddersfleld   
C.  Hodgson  Fowler,  F.S.A..  Architect,  The  College,  Durham   
Kincaid,  Waller,  &  Manville,  Eagnrs.,  29,  Great  George-st.,  S.W... 
Fred.  P.  Morrell,  aerk,  1,  St.  Giles',  O.^tord    
Robert  Scott,  15,  WUloughby-place,  Enniskillen    
C.  H.  Strange,  A.R.I.B.A.,  Tunbridge  WelU   
Herbert  C.  Scaping.  Architect,  Court  Chambers,  Great  Grimsby,   
C.  Brownridge,  A.M.I.C.E.,  Boro'  Eng.,  Town  Hall,  Birkenhead  ... Henry  Littler.  Architect,  County  Offices,  Preston   v^i'U' 
A.  Saxon  Snell,  F.R.I.B.  A.,  Southampton  Bldgs.,  Chan.ery-l„W.C, 
E.W.  Mountford.  F.R.I.B.A.,  Archt.,  17,  Buckingham-st.,  London 
T.  W.  Aldwinckle,  F.R.I.B.A..  Architect,  1,  Victoria-street,  S.W... T.  W.  Bryers,  Clerk,  Sunderland   
John  Robinson,  Wombwell      
Charles  Edeson,  Architect,  5,  Huntriss-row,  Scarborough   
Walter  .\ndrew.  Architect,  Alton  Office,  Parkstone   
Robt.  Clarke,  .\rchitect.  Prudential  Buildings,  Nottingham   
Garside  and  Pennington,  Architects.  Castleford   
W.  8.  Walker  and  J.  M.  Dossor,  Joint  Archts.,  2,  Manor-st.,  Hull.. 
Harry  Knight,  Surveyor,  Newton-road,  Rushdea   
Albert  G.  Hastilow,  Architect,  104,  Upper  Richmond-road,  Putney, 
Seddon  and  Carter,  Archts.,  Btnk  BuUdings,  St.  Mary-9t ,  Cardiff.. 
E.  W.  Dyson,  Architect,  17,  Lee-lane,  Horwich   
Pamplin  Bros..  Cherry  Hinton  Works.  Cimbridge    
F.  Hobson.  Architect,  Burnley-road  RawtensUU   
J.  P.  Kay.  Architect,  .■!4,  Prudential  Buildings,  Leeds   ... 
Henry  Webster.  Archt.,  St.  Mary's  Chmbrs.,  NorfoU-row,  Sheffield Fred  W.  Dixon,  Architect,  Trevelyan  Buildings,  Manchester   
W.  J.  Moore,  Architect,  Whitehall  Buildings,  Ann-street,  Belfast .. J.  Hawthorne,  Duuadry  ...  —   
F.  J.  Hobson,  Architect,  King-street,  Riwtenstall    
W.  E.  King,  Donhead  Lodge.  Salisbury    
John  Baxter,  Limited,  Glen  Top,  Waterfoat   
T.  Taylor  Scott,  F.R.I.B.A  ,  Architect,  43,  Lowther-street,  Carlisle. 
Ernest  U.  Ridgway,  M.S.I.,  Architect,  Long  Elton   
Hope  Hou-ie,  Kew  Green      
A.  rhilpotts.  5.  Leopold-road,  Leeds   
Thos.  Hell.  Architect,  14,  Grimshawe-street,  Burnley   
Hugh  G.ivin.  Architect.  Arbro*th   •••;v'""o";V 
Vallance  and  West  wick,  Archts.,  White  Hart  Chambers,  Mansfield 
R   Drake,  Architect,  142,  .\llerton-road,  Allorton      •   •  ■• 

Hope  and  Maxwell,  Architects,  Trinity  Buildings,  NewoasUe-on-1 . 
The  S,.'retar\-.  Colliery  Office,  Ashingtim      -.V'-'V   i'"" 

Gre.nlialk-h  ,v  Brockbank.  Arch's.,  Bank  Chmbs.,  Southend-on-bsa 21.  Howard-street  South.  Great  Yarmouth   

W.  Mason  Coggill,  Architect,  B^ach-grove,  Stourton   
F.  C.  Pilmorc.  Parish  Warden.  3,  Western-road,  Now  Shoreham  ... 
Vallance  Ji:  Westwick.  .Architects,  White  Hart  Chambers,  Mansfidd 
F.  U.  Wat.rhouae.  Mngr..  D.-nby  Grange  lollieries,  near  NVakefield 
George  K.  W.  Davis,  .\rchitect,.  Victoria  Chambers,  Great  Grimsby 
Hitchonand  Pritchard.  4i>,  Manchester-road,  Burnley    ■...-..    
H  W.  Buxt.m.  .Vrchf..  Lome  Bldgs,  Victoria-parade,  FeUxstowe... E.  A.  Johnson.  F.R.LB..\.,  Architect,  Abergavenny    
The  Estate  Office,  Ebbw  Vole    
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